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In introducing this paper to the notice of the citizens

of this metropolis, it is deemed necessary to make some

few remarks as to the object of the publication. The

city of New York has become the largest, the most

populous, and most wealthy city on this continent.

The increase of population and business has been

rapid, and is still on the onward course. We look

back to what it was but a few years since, and com

pare what it then was with what it is now, and are

astonished, and almost ask ourselves what will it be, at

this rate, a century hence. What has been, we already

know, but what is to be, time alone can unfold. Cities,

vastly more populous and more extensive, have been

reared and flourished in the old world, and have long

since gone to ruins, and not a vestige remains to mark

the spot where once stood the mighty walls of princely

palaces; the proud city, once the scene of grandeur

and splendor, has become a scene of desolation and of

ruin. The city of New York is in its infancy. Two

hundred and thirty years ago, this whole island was in

the entire possession of the red men of the forest, and

although numerous and powerful, a change, a mighty

change has passed over them; they are gone, and not

one of that nation now lives upon the earth, and proba

bly not a drop of their blood runs in the veins of any

human being. The people who succeeded them have

come and gone, and have been followed by still another,

the subjects of a mighty power, who, after the space of

little more than a century, have been compelled to yield

to the present possessors. In 1696, the entire popula

tion of New York, including whites, Indians and

negroes, did not exceed 6000 souls, and now it con

tains one third of a million of people. The past, as

well as the present history of the city, is interesting

and valuable; and there are many things which relate

to its past and present government and condition,

which ought to be placed in a condensed and connected

form before the public. The strife of political parties,

and the extravagant anticipations of those engaged in

real estate speculations, have produced a state of things

in the city of New York greatly to be deplored. It will

not now help the difficulty to blame and censure indi

viduals; both political parties have been (I may say

alike) in fault, and it would seem now, as to the wei.

fare and good government of the city, that they should

“unite in what they agree in, rather than fall out as to

what they differ about.” The mischiefs which exist

can be remedied, and the property of the citizens pro

tected from such a state of things in future.

The powers claimed by the Mayor and Common

Council, and officers of the corporation now, as well as

heretofore, are of an extraordinary character, and cer

tainly require to be at once defined and restricted. It

is not usual for municipal corporations in any country

to exercise power and control over private property.

This power is not possessed even by governments

which are sovereign. The cottage of the humblest

individual in our land should be as sacred and as much

protected as that of the most powerful monarch on the

earth; such is the principle on which our general and

state government is founded, and such is the genius of

our institutions.
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The Corporation of the City of New York, a mere

municipal corporation, claims to possess, and actually

exercises, power over the property of the citizens, that

no monarch in any civilized nation on earth would

presume to claim, or dare attempt to exercise. This

corporation, a mere creation of the statute, to claim to

possess powers greater than the very body which crea

ted it ! what absurdity. The exercise of this power

is dangerous to civil liberty and destructive to the wel

fare and prosperity of the city. The partial, oppress

ive and excessive assessing-of private property, under

the pretext of making public improvements, has been

carried to great extremes, and such has been the effect,

that in very many instances estates have been by these

means actually confiscated. There is no safety in titles

to real estate, under such a state of things, and no

security in investments made in real estate or in securi

ties upon real estate. A state of things of a very extra

ordinary character now exists; state stocks and bank

stocks afford very little security to capitalists; losses

in these stocks have been immense, and those who have

money from which they wish to derive a moderate and

certain income, would now invest largely in real estate,

but the power claimed and actually exercised over the

real estate on this island by the corporation is so great

as actually to make it almost valueless, and divest it

of that permanent and certain scCurity that it would

otherwise possess. This state of things ought not to

exist longer, but should be at once effectually remedied.

It is the great doctrine of the common law, that muni

cipal corporations have but few powers beyond those

of managing their corporate property and franchises,

and appointing and removing their officers.

It is proposed to publish this paper in twelve num

bers of sixteen pages each, in the present size, con

venient to be bound into a book. It is designed to give

the Constitution of the United States, the constitution

of this state, and the laws of the state relative to the

city, which includes the city charter, also the ordinan

ces of the corporation, and such general information in

relation to the city and city government as may be

thought to be useful to the citizens, as well as the offi

cers of the corporation, and also to set forth in consid

erable detail, the assessment abuses, the mischiefs of

which, when extensively known, and a remedy pointed

out, will be remedied, and the past to some extent cor

rected. Many of the improvements, so called, have

been asked for by speculators, as is said, There are

two classes of persons called speculators; one of these

classes deal in lots, and the other in contracts and fees.

There are, however, another class of persons, who are

very numerous, who neither asked for these mis-called

improvements, nor approved ofthem, but whenever they

had opportunity, opposed them; these persons are suf.

ferers—great sufferers—many of these have been

ruined. This latter class of persons will be presented

in this paper, and such public documents placed before

the people in relation to them as will produce a con

viction in the minds of all our disinterested, as well

as public-spirited citizens. There are but few citizens,

and very few, who are opposed to improvements, but

there are vast numbers, in fact nine tenths of this com

munity, who are wholly opposed to the present system

of making improvements, and to the enormous and

most glaring abuses which have been practised in these

proceedings. It is not necessary in this notice to say

much—the contents of this paper will speak fully on

this matter, and it will be our endeavor that it shall

commend itself to the good opinion of the good men of

both political parties. The articles which have been

published in the newspapers of this city for a year

past, and signed Anti-Assessment, were from the pen

of the editor of this Gazette.

ASSESSMENTS AND TAXES.

In the month of May, 1829, the citizens of New

York, at an election held in the different Wards, elect

ed by ballot sixty-five delegates (five from each ward)

to form a convention to amend the City Charter. These

delegates met in convention in June, 1829. In the

journal of their proceedings, as published with the

notes of Chancellor Kent, are the following doings as

to Assessments and Taxes. These deserve a careful

reading.

IN CoNvention, July 23d, 1829.

“Mr. John Duer offered the following additional

section to come in between sections 9 and 10, as re

ported by the committee.

“Every law, ordinance or resolution, which shall be

introduced in either Board, and also every report of a

committee recommending any public improvement, or

any appropriation of public monies, shall be published

without delay in all the newspapers employed by the cor

poration.

“Mr.

ment :

“And all reports of committees which shall recom

mend any specificimprovement, involving the appropri

ation of public monies, or taxing or assessing the citi

zens of said city, shall be published immediately after

the adjournment of the Board, under the authority of

the Common Council, in the daily newspapers.

“Mr. Whiting moved that the further consideration

of the 9th section be, for the present, postponed,

“The chairman having put the question on the mo

tion, it was determined in the negative.

“Mr. Duer then moved, that the consideration of the

additional section offered by him, and also ofthe amend

ment thereto, offered by Mr. Noah, be postponed.

“The chairman having put the question on Mr.

Duer's motion for postponement, the same was deter

mined in the affirmative.”

July 29, 1829.

“Mr. Noah made a motion, that the committee of

the whole do re-consider the 6th section of the report

of the committee of fourteen; and the chairman hav

ing put the question on Mr. Noah's motion, the same

was determined in the affirmative.

“On motion of Mr. Noah, the committee of tho

whole then proceeded to consider the said 6th section

offered by him in convention on the 23d instant.

“Mr. Hedley made a motion to amend the amend

ment of Mr. Noah, by adding after the word ‘Board'

in the third line thereof, the words ‘in one or more of

the daily newspapers,' and to strike out in the last line

the words ‘in the daily newspapers.’ Whereupon Mr.

Noah assented to the said amendment for striking out.

“Mr. Stephen Allen made a motion to amend the

amendment offered by Mr. Noah, by adding after the

word “all” in the first line, the words ‘resolutions and.

“And the chairman having put the question on Mr.

Allen's amendment, the same was determined in the

affirmative. -

“Mr. Van Buren made a motion to amend the

amendment of Mr. Noah, by adding at the end thereof

the words' in all the newspapersemployed by the corpo
ration.’

“Whereupon Mr. Hedley withdrew his amend
ment.

“Mr. John Hone made a motion to amend the said

amendment of Mr. Noah, by adding at the end thereof

the words ‘and whenever a vote is taken in relation

thereto, the ayes and noes shall be called aud published
in the same manner.”

“The chairman having put the question on Mr. J.

Hone's amendment, the same was determined in the

affirmative.

“The chairman then read the 6th section as amend

ed, in the following words:

“6. The Boards shall meet in separate chambers, and

a majority of each shall be a quorum to do business.

Each board shall appoint a president from its own bo.

M. M. Noah offered the following amend

!
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dy, and shall also choose its clerk and other officers,

determine the rules of its own proceedings, and be the

udge of the qualifications of its own members. Each

board shall keep a journal of its proceedings, and the

doors of each shall be kept open, except when the public

welfare shall require secrecy; and all resolutions and

reports of committees which shall, recommend any spe

cific improvement involving the appropriation of pub

lic monies, or taring or assessing the citizens of said

city, shALL be published immediately after the adjourn

ment of the board, under the authority of the Common

Council, in all the newspapers employed by the corpora

tion ; and whenever a vote is taken in relation thereto

the ayes and noes shall be called and published in the

same manner.”

Sept. 28, 1829.

“Mr. Philip Home offered the following resolution:

“Resolved, That the committee appointed under the

third resolution of the proceedings of this day, be in

structed to prepare an address to the people, explaining

the provisions of the act now to be adopted, and urging
their sanction to the same.

“Mr. President put the question, shall this resolu

tion pass? and it was determined in the affirmative.”

The 30th day of October, 1829, the President and

fifty-seven members of the convention signed and pub

lished an address to the people, in pursuance of the

foregoing resolution, explaining the provisions of the

proposed new Charter, and recommending its accept

ance by the people to whom it was submitted, at the

then pending election. This address contains this par

agraph in relation to assessments.

“Another guard to the City Treasury is provided, by

recommending that all the bills or resolutions involv

ing the appropriation ‘... moneys or imposing

assessments, shall be immediately published in the news

papers; and whenever a vote shall be taken thereon,
the. and noes shall be called, and the names of the

members with their votes shall be published. . This it

is trusted will secure at once publicity and notice to all

concerned, and the strong influence of personal respon

sibility on the vote of every individual member. All

propositions involving assessments, or burdens upon

individuals, will be brought to the knowledge of those

interested, so as to give them a chance of being heard.

Careful and deliberate legislation, strict accountability,

judicious economy, and perfect publicity,+these are

the remedies which the Convention have sought against,

the evils and abuses to which all wealthy city gov

ernments are subject, of which this city has felt its
share, and of which the public voice has at different

times loudly complained.”

The provisions of the charter were approved by the

people as expressed by their vote by ballot; one altera

tion, however, was made, viz.: to limit the term of

service of the aldermen to one year instead of two.

Thus, it will be seen, the mischief the convention in

tended to and made provisions to guard against was

discovered and known, and the remedy they provided

is the seventh section of the act. It is clearly to be

seen by the amendments to Mr. Noah's resolution that

he convention did not ean “one or more of the daily

newspapers,” nor the uncertain and undefined provi

sion of “the daily papers,” but all the newspapersem

ployed by the corporation, under the authority of the

common council, and immediately after the adjourn

ment of the board. This is a plain matter, and so

plain that it seems impossible to be misconstrued. It

will be seem in the seventh section of the first act of the

constitution of the United States, is a provision amalo

gous to that of the seventh section, which has been al

ways held to be imperative. This is an important

question, and will be treated upon in our next number

of this paper. I will, however, here quote some re

marks of Judge Story of the Supreme Court of the

United States, as to construction of the constitution and

of statutes. - -

“The first and fundamental rule in the interpretation

of all instruments is, to construe them according to the

Justice Blackstone has remarked, that the intention of

a law is to be gathered from the words, the context, the

subject-matter, the effects and consequence, or the rea

son and spirit of the law. He goes on to justify the

remark by stating, that words are generally to be un

derstood in their usual and most known signification,

not so much regarding the propriety of grammar, as

their general and popular use; that if words happen

to be dubious, their meaning may be established by the

context, or by comparing them with other words and

sentences in the same instrument; that illustrationsmay

be further derived from the subject-matter, with refe

rence to which the expressions are used ; that the effect

and consequence of a particular construction is to be

examined, because, if a literal meaning would involve

a manifest absurdity, it ought not to be adopted; and

that the reason and spirit of the law, or the causes,

which led to its enactment, are often the best exponents

of the words, and limit of their application.”

Wi.ere the words are plain and clear, and the sense

distinct and perfect arising on them, there is generally

no necessity to have recourse to other means of inter

pretation. It is only when there is some ambiguity or

doubt arising from other sources, that interpretation

has its proper office. There may be obscurity, as to

the meaning, from the doubtful character of the words

used, from other clauses in the same instrument, or

from incongruity or repugnancy between the words,

and the apparent intention derived from the whole

structure of the instrument, or its avowed object; in

all such cases interpretation becomes indispensable.

Rutherforth has divided interpretation into three

kinds, literal, rational, and mixed. The first is, where

we collect the intention of the party from his words

only, as they lie before us. The second is, where his

words do not express that intention perfectly, but ex

ceed it, or fall short of it; and we are to collect from

probable or rational conjectures only. The third is,

where the words, though they do express the intention,

when they are rightly understood, are themselves of

doubtful meaning; and we are bound to have recourse

to the like conjectures to find in what sense they are

used. In literal interpretation the rule observed is, to

follow that sense in respect both of the words, and of

the construction of them, which is agreeable to common

use, without attending to etymological ſancies or gram

matical refinements. In mixed interpretation, which

supposes the words to admit of two or more senses,

each of which is agreeable to common usage, we are

obliged to collect the sense, partly from the words, and

partly from conjecture of the intention. The rules then

adopted are, to construe the words according to the

subject matter, in such a seuse as to produce a reason

able effect, and with reference to the circumstances of

the particular transaction. Light may also be obtained

in such cases from contemporary facts, or expositions;

from antecedent mischiefs; from known habits, man

ners, and institutions; and from other sources almost

innumerable, which may justly affect the judgment in

drawing a fit conclusion in the particular case.

Interpretation also may be strict or large; though

we do not always mean the same thing, when we

speak of a strict or large interpretation. When com

mon usage has given two senses to the same word, one

of which is more confined, or includes fewer particu

lars than the other, the former is called its strict sense,

and the latter, which is more comprehensive, or in

cludes more particulars, is called a large sense. If we

find such a word in a law, and we take it in its more

confined sense, we are said to interpret it strictly. If

we take it in its more comprehensive sense, we are

sense of the terms, and the intention of the parties. Mr. aid to interpret it largely. But whether we do the
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one or the other, we still keep to the letter of the law.

But strict and large interpretations are frequently op

posed to each other in a different sense. The words

of a law may sometimes express the meaning of the

legislator imperfectly. They may, in their common

acceptation, either include more or less than his inten

tion. And as, on the one hand, we call it a strict in

terpretation, where we contend that the letter is to be

adhered to precisely; so, on the other hand, we call it

a large interpretation, where we contend the words

ought to be taken in such a sense, as common usage

will not fully justify; or that the meaning of the legis

lator is something different from what his words in

any usage would import. In this sense, a large inter.

pretation is synonimous with what has before been

called a rational interpretation. And a strict inter

pretation, in this sense, includes both literal and mixed

interpretation; and may, as contra-distinguished from

the former, be called a close, in opposition to a free or

liberal interpretation.

“It is an established rule of construction, where a

phrase will bear either of two meanings, to give it that

which will allow some meaning to other parts of the

instrument, and not that which will render all others

useless.

“One of the best established rules of interpretation—

one which common sense and reason forbid us to ever

look, is, that when the object of the power is clearly

defined by its terms, or avowed in the context, it ought

to be construed so as to obtain the object and not de

feat it. The circumstance that so construed, the pow

er may be abused, is no answer. All powers may be

abused; but are they then to be abridged by those who

are to administer them, or denied to have any operation?

if the people frame a constitution, the rulers are to obe

it. Neither rulers nor any other functionaries, ...

less any private persons, have a right to cripple it, be

cause it is according to their views inconvenient, or

dangerous, unwise or impolitic; of narrow limits, or

of wide influence.

“The common principle of interpretation would

seem to instruct us, that the different parts of the same

instrument ought to be so expounded, as to give mean

ing to every part that will bear it. Shall one part

of the same sentence be excluded altogether from a

share in the meaning; and shall more doubtful and in

definite terms be retained in their full extent, and

clear and precise expressions be denied any significa

tion 4 Nothing is more natural or common, than first

to use a general phrase, and them to qualify it by a re

cital of particulars.

“Interpretation would here desert its proper office—

that, which requires, that every part of the expression

ought, if possible, to be allowed some meaning to be

made to conspire to some common end.

“Now it is not too much to say, that in a constitu

tion of governments, fram d and adopted by the people,

it is a most unjustifiable latitude of interpretation to

attach to any clause, if it be sensible in the language, in

which it is expressed, and in the place which it stands.

If words are inserted, we are bound to presume that

they have some definite object and intent; and to rea

son them out of the constitution upon arguments ab

inconvenienti, (which to one mind may appear wholly

unfounded, and to another wholly satisfactory,) is

to make a new constitution, not to construe an old one.

It is to do the verything which is so often complained

of, to make a constitution to suit our own notions, and

wishes, and not to construe that which the people have

given to the country. -

“Having thus disposed of the question, what is the

true interpretation of the clause, as it stands in the text

of the constitution, and ascertained that the power of

taxation, though general, as to the subjects to which it

may be applied, is yet restrictive, for the purposes for

which it may be exercised; it next becomes matter of
inquiry, what were the reasons for which this power

was given, and what were the objections to which it

was deemed liable.”

The above quotations from Judge Story, of the Su

preme Court ofthe United States, in commenting upon

the Constitution of the United States, may be applied

to the seventh section of the charter or constitution of

the city. The charter of the city is a st; tute, and as

such must be construed strictly. -

:
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ASSESSMENTS,

The assessment for the pretended opening of the

Seventh Avenue, from 21st Street to 129th Street, is a

most extraordinary proceeding. A petition was pre

sented to the common council some five or more years

ago, signed by thirty persons, few of whom were in

terested in the land to be affected by such proceeding.

Upon this petition the common council proceeded to

act. In February, 1839, the supreme court confirmed

the report of the commissioners of estimate and assess

ment for the opening of this avenue. The amount of

awards made to the owners of land required to be taken

for the opening of this avenue, is stated at $28,141 41.

Since the confirmation ofthis report there has been paid

by the street commissioner of the city ofNew York, the

large sum of$12,435 70, fees and expenses for making

the estimate, &c., and in addition to this the very large

sum of $1,115 is to be paid for collecting the assessment.

This large sum of fees is made up of the following

lesser sums, viz.: counsel fees and court charges

$3,976 77; surveyors' fees $2,801; commissioners'

fees $4,920; room hire $410; clerk hire $250; carriage

hire $30; stationery, &c. $48. The sum paid the

commissioners is, for each of the three commissioners

$1,640, which at the rate of four dollars per day, the

highest price allowed by law for every day actually

employed, &c. is pay for sixteen months' services for

each commissioner, and one dollar per day room hire

for the same time. The other charges are equally ex

travagant. Three competent men could, in ten days

time, make the estimate and assessment for opening the

7th Avenue from 21st to 129th Street. A great portion

ofthe land through which it is laid out is held in large

tracts. This avenue is not yet open, and several per

sons who have been assessed have taken proceedings

to set the assessment aside.

Ninth Avenue, from 45th Street to the Bloomingdale

Road.—The assessments for the pretended opening of

this avenue are of a singular description. Two entire

blocks belonging to the corporation of the city of New

York, and situate on the east side of the avenue be

tween 63d and 65th streets, are assessed twenty-five

dollars each—; the land opposite, or the west side

of the avenue, belonging to other owners, is assessed

fifty dollars each block; two other blocks on the east

side of the avenue, between 61st and 63d streets, are as

sessed eight hundred and fifty dollars each block, and

two blocks on the west side of the avenue and opposite,

are assessed fifty dollars each. The lands composing

all of these blocks are of nearly equal value, and the

location, &c. the same in every respect, each block ex

tending to the centre of the avenue, and extending back

to half the distance to the next avenue. The proceed

ings in relation to making the assessment for this por

tion of the avenue were ordered by the common council

on the petition of eighteen persons, none of whose

names are to be found on the list of awards or assess

ments. The assessinent for the opening of this avenue

has, some of it, been collected more than four years ago,

and for others of it the land has been sold, some for a

term of two thousand years. The avenue is not yet

open. Proceedings have been taken to set aside the

BSSessment.

SPLENDID ASSESSMENT.

A lot of ground belonging to the estate of a person

deceased, situate on the corner of 28th street and 7th

avenue, being 58 feet 10 inches front, and 96 feet 10

inches deep, was assessed for the pretended opening of

28th street, the sum of one thousand and thirty-seven

3

ninety-eight cents, making in all twelve hundred and

forty-seven dollars and three cents. This assess

ment has been some time on interest, and both to

gether now amount to about fourteen hundred dollars.

This land is not worth one half this sum. What kind

of an improvement shall this be called 3 The land

sharks would not have it at the last great sale, although

it was offered for the term of five thousand years to any

person who would come forward and pay the assess

ment and the interest, and then for any length of time !

Judge Story, of the supreme court of the United

States, in his commentary upon the constitution in

speaking of that clause of it which provides that “pri

vate property shall not be taken for public use without

just compensation,” remarks:

“This is an affirmance of a great doctrine estab

lished by the common law for the protection of private

property. It is founded in natural equity, and is laid

down by jurists as a principle of universal law. In

deed, in a free government, almost all other rights

would become utterly worthless, if the government

possessed an uncontrollable power over the private

fortune of every citizen. One of the fundamental ob

jects of every good government must be the due admi

mistration of justice; and how vain it would be to speak

of such anº when all property is subject

to the will or caprice of the legislature and the rulers.”

- TAXES.

“It has been remarked by Adam Smith, (says Judge

Story) “that the private revenue of individuals arises

ultimately from three different sources, rent, profit and

wages; and that every public tax must be paid from

some one, or all these sources of revenue.”

The whole amount of taxes raised by the corpora

tion of the city of New York, in the year 1830, was

four hundred and fifty thousand dollars.

The annual tax raised by the corporation of the city

of New York in the year 1792, was about six thousand

dollars less than the amount paid and payable to cor

poration counsel last year.

Our worthy comptroller of the city of New York, in

his annual report for 1839, makes this very judicious

remark. “The common council are from this time

forward, peculiarly required, by every consideration of

prudence, to abate all unnecessary expenditures, how

ever trivial.”

Judge Story, in speaking of legislatures, makes these

very pertinent remarks, which may with great truth be

applied to the common council of New York:

“There is a strong propensity in public bodies to

accumulate power in their own hands, to widen the

extent of their own influence, and to absorb within their

own circle the means and the motives of patronage.

It has often been said that necessity is the plea of ty

rants; but it is equally true that it is the plea of all

ublic bodies invested with power where no check ex

ists upon its exercise. Mr. Hume has remarked with

great sagacity, that men are more honest in their pri

wate, than in their public capacity; and will go greater

lengths to serve a party than where their own private

interests alone are concerned. Honor is a great check

upon mankind. But where a considerable body ofmea

act together this check is in a great measure removed,

since a man is sure to be approved of by his own party

for what promotes the common interest. Public bodies,

like private persons, are occasionally under the domi

nion of strong passions and excitements; impatient, ir

ritable and impetuous. The habit of acting together

produces a strong tendency to what, for the want of a

better word, may be called a corporation spirit. Mea

sures are often introduced in a hurry, and debated with

little care, and examined with less caution. A legis

lative body is not apt to mistrust its own powers, and

far less the temperate exercise of those powers. The

representatives of the people will watch with jealousy

every encroachment of the executive magistrate, for it

dollars and five cents; and for the pretended opening

of the seventh Avenue two hundred and nine dollars and -

to
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trenches upon their own authority. But who shall

watch the representatives themselves? Will they be

1 1:2:Rºn

as jealous of the exercise of power by themselves as by
others {"

The comptroller, in his annual report to the common

council in 1839, remarks:

“That it has heretofore been proposed to establish a

general receiving office, for the collection of ordinary

taxes and all other assessments. The plan has been

favorably thought of For efficiency and economy it

would be a manifest improvement. The amount paid

to the ward collectors alone, for collecting the tax of

1838, amounted to near $30,000. Whether it is expe

dient to make a change of this character, which involves

an amendment of the city charter, is for the wisdom of

the people and their representatives to decide.”

COMMON COUNCIL,

The legislative power of the corporation is vested in

a board of aldermen and board of assistants, who to

gether shall form the common council of the city. The

section vesting the legislative power of the city in the

two boards was adopted by the convention in 1829;

the legislature altered this, and vested only the legisla.

tive power of the corporation in the common council

The legislative power of the city belongs to the legis

lature of the state of New York, the city being a part

of the state, and governed by the laws of the state.

MAYOR.

The mayor of the city of New York possesses great

power. He has a right and it is his duty to veto any

proceeding ofthe common council which he disapproves

of, and return such proceedings to the board in which

the proceeding originated, with his objections. The

board to which it shall be returned, shall enter these ob

jections at large on their journal, and cause the same

to be published in one or more of the public newspapers

of the city. “The board to which such act, ordinance

or resolution, have been so returned, shall, after the ex.

piration of not less than ten days thereafter, proceed to

reconsider the same. If after such reconsideration, a

majority of the members elected to the board shall agree

to pass the same, it shall be sent together with the objec

tions, to the other board, by which it shall likewise be

reconsidered; and if approved by a majority of all the

members elected to such board, it shall take effect as an

act or law of the corporation. In all such cases the

votes of both boards shall be determined by yeas and

nays, and the names of the persons voting for and

against the passage of the measure reconsidered, shall

be entered on the journal of each board respectively.”

See sections 12 and 13 of the act of April 7, 1830. Is

this statute directory !

The mayor holds the strings of the public purse of

the city,+no money whatever can be drawn from the

city treasury without his sanction.

The mayor is wholly independent of the common

council; he is elected by the people, under and by virtue

of the constitution of the state of New York as amended

in 1833.

ANCIENT PROCEEDINGS AND LAWS

RELATive to streets, &c.

The first Assembly convened in the Colony of New

York was in the year 1683, and from that time to 1691

several Laws were enacted, but never printed, and

were not confirmed by the King.—These Laws were

recorded in the Office of the Colonial Secretary, and

are now deposited in the Office of the Secretary of

State at Albany. The first printed Journal of the Co

lonial Assembly, bears date April, 1691–The first

Law enacted by the Colonial Assembly in relation to

streets in the City of New York, bears date Oct. 1,

1691. This act was confirmed by William 3d, May

11, 1697, and remained a Law of the province during

the remainder of the time the Colony continued under

the British Government, and was a Law of the State

of New York until 1787, when it was repealed, and
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another Law containing many of its provisions enacted

in its stead.—Thus it will be seen that this Law was

in force ninety-five years.-There are some peculiarities

in this Law which I wish to call the reader's attention

to, viz.: That no provision is made for assessing the

awards made to the owners for Land taken for a pub

lic street, the amount, therefore, had to be paid from

the public Treasury. This act was, during the time

it remained in force, a complete protection to private

property. The proviso attached to the Bill by the Go

vernor and Council evinces great care and attention in

the passing of Laws.

The following are the proceedings of the General

Assembly of the Colony of New York, in passing the

first Law in relation to Streets, &c.

General Assembly of the Colony of New York.

“Die Martis, 2 ho. P. M., Sept. 22d, 1691.

The Petition of the Mayor and Aldermen, &c. read.

Ordered, That a Bill be brought in accordingly.

pit jovis, gº. P. M. S.p. 21 iſſºi.

A Bill for regulating the Buildings, Streets, Lanes,

Wharfs, Docks and Alleys of the City of New York.

Read the first time and ordered a second time.

Ditto Bill read a second time, and ordered to be en

grossed.

Die Veneris, 10 ho. A. M. Sept., 25th, 1691.

The Bill for ..". the Buildings, &c., read a

third time, and passed, and ordered to be sent up to the

Commander in Chief and Council for their assent.

Ordered that Alderman Merrett, Mr. Courtland, Mr.

Beeckman, and Mr. Rensaleer do carry up the two

Bills (ut supra) to the Commander in Chief and Coun

cil for their assent.

The Gentlemen returned from the Fort say, they

delivered the two Bills (ut supra) and the Commander

in Chief and Council say, it is very well—they will

make all the speed imaginable.

Die Jovis, 10 ho. A. M., Oct. 1st. 1691.

Upon reading the Petition of the Mayor, Aldermen,

and Commonalty of the City of New York, together

with the Proviso transmitted to the House by the Com

mander in Chief and Council for consideration;

“Ordered that the proviso be annexed to said Bill,

and sent up to the Commander in Chief and Council

for their assent, and that the Commander in Chief may

assess the value of the lots in controversy, as is desired

in said Petition.— Ordered—That Alderman Merrett,

Alderman Kipp, Mr. Van Schaick, and Mr. White

head, do carry up the said Bill and Proviso, and ac

queint the Commander in Chief and Council that the

House waits their commands when to attend the pub

lication of acts passed this session.”

Act of Assembly passed in the Province of New York.

An Act for regulating the Buildings, Streets, Lanes,

Wharfs, Docks, and Allies, of the City of New

York.

WHEREAs, the City of New York and Metropolis of

this Province was chiefly erected by the inhabitants

thereof for the propagating and encouraging of trade

and commerce, and for the good benefit and welfare of

their Majesty's subjects inhabiting within this pro

vince, and forasmuch as it is very necessary for traffic

and commerce that the buildings, streets, lanes, wharfs,

docks and allies of the said city be conveniently regu

lated with uniformity for the accommodation of habita

tions, shipping, trade and commerce, and that all im

pediments and obstructions that may retard so neces

sary a work may be removed: Be it therefore enacted

by the Commander in Chief, and Council, and Repre

sentatives met in General Assembly, and by the au

thority of the same, That the Mayor, Aldermen, and

Common Council of the said city shall and may at

their will and pleasure elect, nominate, or appoint, one

or more discreet and intelligent[. or persons to be

surveyors or supervisors of their buildings, streets, lanes,

wharfs, docks and allies, and to see that the buildings,

streets, lames, wharfs, docks and allies, of the said city be

conveniently regulated with uniformity, for the accom

modation of habitations, shipping, trade, and commerce,

according to such rules and order of building and lay

ing out of the streets, lanes, wharfs, docks, and allies,

as shall be established by the Mayor and Common

Council of the said city, who are hereby authorized and

empowered to make such rules and orders for the better

regulation, uniformity, and gracefulness of such new

buildings as shall be erected for habitations, and also of

such streets, lanes, wharfs, docks and allies as shall be

convenient for the good of the inhabitants; and it shall

be lawful for the Mayor, Aldermen, and Common

Council, or for the Mayor and Aldermen intheir court,

-

the surveyors or supervisors of the true and impartial

execution of their office in this behalf.

And, whereas, in ſaying out of the new lots for

buildings some controversie may arise by a lot or lots of

ground which iſ built upon would be very incommodious

and prejudicial to one of the principal streets of this

city, and hurtful to the trade and health of the inhabit

ants, Be it therefore enacted, &c., That the Mayor, Al

mermen, and Common Council of the said city, for the

time being, in Common Council assembled, shall and

may and are hereby empowered and required to ob

struct any building or buildings that may narrow the

said street or any other streets within the said city, and

the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council shall

and may, by virtue of the present act, continue the said

street, commonly called the Broad street, according to

its present dimensions; and if in the doing thereof, or

in the laying out for the future any streets, lanes,

wharfs, docks or allies, they do take any person's ground

they are to give notice to the owners or parties interest

ed in the ground so to be taken for the intent as afore

said; and to the end that reasonable satisfaction may

be given for all such ground as shall be taken and em

º for the use aforesaid, the Commander in Chief

and Council may assess the value of the lots in contro

versie; and for other ground the Mayor, Aldermen, and

Common Council shall and may treat and agree with

the owner and others .. therein; and if there

shall be any person that shall refuse to treat in manner

aforesaid, that in such case the Mayor and Aldermen

in their court are hereby authorized, by virtue of this

act, to issue out a warrant or warrants to the sheriff of

the said city, who is hereby required to empannel and

return a jury before the said court of Mayor and Alder.

men, which jury, upon their oath, to be administered

by the said court, are to inquire and assess such damages

and recompense as they shall judge fit, to be awarded

to the owners and others interested, according to their

several and respective interests and estates in the same

as shall be judg’d by the said Mayor, Aldermen, and

Common Council shall be adjudged fit to be converted

to the purposes aforesaid; and such verdict of the jury

and Judgment of the said court of Mayor and Alder

men thereupon, and the payment of the said sum or

sums of money so awarded and adjudg’d to the owners

or others having estates or interest or tender or refusal

thereof, shall be binding to all intents and purposes

against the said parties, their heirs, executors, adminis

trators and assigns, and all others claiming any title or

interest to the said ground, and shall be a full authority

to the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council to

cause the said ground to be converted and used for the

purposes aforesaid, anything contrary herein or in any

other law to contrary hereof in any wise notwith

standing.

And forasmuch as the filth and soil of the said city

lying in the public streets thereof doth often prove a

common nuisance unto the inhabitants and traders to

and from the said city, and very prejudicial to their

health, for the removal thereof, be it further enacted,

&c., That the numbers and places for all common

sewers, drains, and vaults, and the order and manner

of paving and pitching the streets, lanes, and allies of

the said city, shall be designed and set out by the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council of the said

city, together with the said surveyor or supervisors, ap

pointed in manner aforesaid, and when they assemble

shall have power and authority to order and direct the

making of vaults, drains, and sewers, or to cut into any

drain or sewer already made, and for the altering,

amending, enlarging, cleansing and scouring of vaults,

sinks or common sewers; and for the better effecting

thereof it shall and may be lawful to and for the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council, together

with the surveyors and supervisors, at their said meet

ing, to impose any reasonable tax upon all houses

within the said city, in proportion to the benefit they

shall receive thereby, for and toward the making, cut

ting, altering, enlarging, amending, cleansing, scouring

all and singular the said vaults, drains, sewers, pave:

ments and pitching aforesaid; and in default of pay

ment of the said sum to be charged, it shall and may

be lawful to and for the said Mayor, Aldermen, &c.,

by order or warrant under their hands and seals, to levy

the said sum and sums of money so assessed, by dis

tress and sale of the goods of the parties chargeable

therewith, and refusing and neglecting to pay the same,

rendering the overplus if any be.—Always provided

and be it further enacted, &c., That mothing herein

contained shall be construed to change, alter, shorten,
to administer an oath upon the Holy Evangelists unto

+

lengthen, narrow or enlarge any of the streets, allies,
-

**

--

and lanes within this city, as they are now laid out and

remain at the publication thereof, nor to break through

any person's grounds now in fence or enclosed, or to

take away any person's house or habitations, any

thing herein contained to the contrary hereof in any

wise notwithstanding.

Passed, October 1st, 1691.

Confirmed, May 11th, 1697.

An Act for regulating the Buildings, Streets, Wharfs

and Slips, in the City of New York-Passed April

16th, 1787.

Whereas, for the encouragement of the trade and

commerce of this state, it is necessary that the build

ings, streets, wharfs and slips, in the city of New York,

should be regulated with uniformity, for the accommo

dation of habitations, shipping and transportation;

wherefore, to remove all impediments or obstructions

that may retard so necessary a work

ºdºyºfthe state of New

York, represented in senate and assembly, and it is

hereby enacted, by the authority of the same, That it

shall and may be lawful to and for the Mayor, Alder

men and commonalty of the city of New York, in

Common Conncil convened, from time to time, to make

such by-laws, ordinances, rules and orders, for the bet
ter regulating and arranging, with uniformity, such

new buildings as shall, after the passing of this act, be

erected for habitation or for the purposes of trade and

commerce; and also for regulating and altering the

streets, wharves and slips, in such manner as shall be

most commodious for shipping and transportation;

and also at their will and pleasure, from time to time
to nominate and appoint two or more discreet. and

intelligent persons to be the surveyors of the buildings,

streets, wharfs and slips of the said city, whose office

and duty it shall be to direct and see that all buildings,

streets, wharfs and slips, to be laid out or altered in

the said city, be regulated with uniformity, for the ac

commodation of habitations, shipping, trade and com

merce, according to such bye-laws, ordinances, rules

and orders, as, by the Common Council of the said city,

shall be for that purpose, from time to time, ordained

and established; which said Surveyors shall respec

tively, before they enter upon the duties of their said

offices, take the following oath, before the Mayor or

Recorder, viz.

I , appointed a Surveyor of the city of New

York, do sirear, in the presence of Almighty God, that

I will faithfully, truly and impartially, execute the

office of one of the Surveyors of the said city.

II. And thereas in the laying out of new lots of

ground for buildings, controversies may arise, by rea

son that a lot or lots, if built upon to their full extent

wºuld incommode and obstruct’some street of the said

city, and be hurtful to the trade and health of the in

habitants thereof; therefore, be it further enacted by the

authority aſuresaid, that it shall and may be lawful to

and for the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the

said city, in Common Council convened, to hinder and

prevent any building or buildings, that may narrow or

encroach upon any street within the said city: and if

in the doing thereof, or in the laying out for the future,

any streets, wharfs or slips, they shall require for such

purposes, the ground of any person or persons, they

shall give notice thereof to the owner, or parties inter

ested in such ground, or his, her or their agent or legal

representative: and to the end that reasonable satisfac

tion may be made for all such ground as shall be neces

sary for the uses aforesaid, the said Common Council

shall and may treat with the owners, or persons inter

ested therein, or his, her or their agent or legal repre

sentative; and if any such owner or owners shall re

fuse to treat in manner aforesaid, then, and in such

case, it shall and may be lawful to and for the Mayor

or Recorder, and any two or more Aldermen, by virtue

of this act, by a precept under their hands and seals, to

command the Sheriff of the said city and county of

New York, to impannel and return, and he is hereby

required to impannel and return a jury to appear before

the Mayor's court of the said city, at any term thereof,

not less than three weeks from the date of such precept,

to inquire of and assess the damages and recompence

due to the owner or owners of such ground, or his, her

or their agent or legal representative; and at the same

time to summon the owner or owners of such ground,

by notice to be left at his, her or their most usual place

of abode, to appear before such Mayor's court, on the

day and at the place in such precept to be specified;
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which jury being first duly sworn, faithfully and im

partially to inquire into and assess the damages in

question, and having viewed the premises, if necessary,

shall inquire of and assess such damages and recom

pence, as they shall, under all the circumstances, judge

fit to be awarded to the owner or owners of such ground,

for their respective losses, according to their several in

terests and estates therein. And the verdict of such

jury, and the judgment of the said Mayor's court there

upon, and the payment of the sum or sums of money
so awarded and adjudged to the owner or owners

thereof, or tender and refusal thereof, shall be conclu

sive and binding, to all intents and purposes, against

the said owner and owners, his, her and their respec

tive heirs, executors, administrators and assigns, claim

ing any estate or interest of, in or to the same ground;

and it shall thereupon be lawful to and for the said

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the city of New

York, and their successors, to cause the same ground

to be converted to and used for the purposes aforesaid.

IV. And whereas the dirt and soil lying in the streets,

doth often prove a common nuisance, and very preju

dicial to the health of the inhabitants of the same city;

for remedy whereof, be it further enacted by the autho

rity aforesaid, that it shall and may be lawful to and

for the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the said

city, in Common Council convened, by ordinances and

bye-laws for that purpose to be made and ordained,

from time to time, and in such manner as they shall

judge to be most conducive to health and public con

venience, to cause common sewers, drains and vaults

to be made and constructed in any part of the said city,

and to order and direct the pitching and paving the

streets thereof, and the cutting into any drain or sewer

already made, or to be made; and the altering, amend

ing, cleansing and scouring of any street, vault, sink,

or common sewer, within the same city. And for the

better effecting thereof, it shall and may be lawful to

and for the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the

said city, in Common Council convened, to cause to

be made, an estimate or estimates of the expeuse of

conforming to such regulations as aforesaid, and a just

and equitable assessment thereof, among the owners

or occupants of all the houses and lots intended to be

benefited thereby, in proportion, as nearly as may be,

to the advantage which each shall be deemed to ac

quire respectively. And in order that the same may

be faithfully and impartially performed, the said Com

mon Council shall, from time to time, appoint five suf.

ficient and disinterested freeholders for every such pur

pose, who, before they enter upon the execution of their

trust, shall be duly sworn, before the said Mayor or

Recorder, to make the said estimate and assessment

fairly and impartially, according to the best of their

skill and judgment; and a certificate in writing of such

estimate and assessment being returned to the said

Common Council, and ratified by them, shall be bind

ing and conclusive upon the owners and occupants of

such lots so to be assessed respectively; and such

owners or occupants respectively, shall thereupon be

come, and be liable and chargeable, and they are here

by required, upon demand, to pay to such person as
shall be authorised by the ºë. Council to

receive the same, the sum at which such house or lot

shall be so assessed, to be employed and applied for and
towards the making, altering, amending, pitching, pav

ing, cleansing and scouring such streets, and making,

constructing and repairing such vaults, drains and

sewers as aforesaid; and in default of payment thereof,

9r any part thereof, it shall and may be lawful to and

for the Mayor, Recorder, and Aldermen of the same

city, or any five of them, of whom the Mayor or Re

corder always to be one, by warrant under their hands

and seals, to levy the said sum and sums of money so

assessed, by distress and sale of the goods and chattels

of the owner or occupant of such house or lot so as

sessed, and refusing or neglecting to pay the same;

rendering the overplus, if any there be, after deducting

the sum assessed, and the charges of distress and sale,

to such owner or occupant respectively, or their legal
representatives.

Y. Provided always, and be it further enacted by the

*thority aforesaid, That nothing in the last mentioned

clause of this act contained, shalfbe construed to affect

any contract or agreement that hath been or shall be

made between any landlord and tenant, respecting the

|. of any such charges or repairs, but they shall

answerable to each other in the same manner as if

this act had never been made. And further, In case

*ny money so from time to time to be assessed for the

*rvices aforesaid, shall be paid by any person, when

agreement or by law the same ought to have been

borne and paid by some other person, that then it shall

and may be lawful to and for the person so paying the

same, and he shall be, and hereby is empowered and

authorised to sue for and recover the same, with

interest and costs of suit, in any court having lawful

cognizance thereof, as so much money paid for the use

of the person for whom or for whose use the same shall

have been paid; and the assessment aforesaid, with

proof of payment, shall be conclusive evidence to such

court, and judgment and execution shall be awarded

accordingly.

VI. And whereas more effectually to accommodate

the trade and preserve the health of the citizens, it is

necessary, in certain parts of the city, to level adjoining

lots, by raising some and reducing others, in order to

draw away the stagnate water and filth, and render

the streets dry, and the passage easy and convenient;

and it frequently happens, that there are vacant lots,

owned by persons who refuse to contribute to any ex

pense with respect to their lots, or the streets on which

they are bounded, however detrimental such refusal

may prove to the proprietors of the adjacent lots, and

the public good: Y. remedy whereof, Be it further

enacted by the authority aforesaid, That when in any

such case a general regulation shall be judged neces

sary, in any part of the city, and be ordered and direc

ted by any ordinance or bye-law of the said Mayor,

Aldermen and Commonalty of the said city, in Com

mon Council convened, for raising, reducing, levelling

or fencing in any such lot or lots as aforesaid, it shall

and may be lawful to and for the said Common Coun

cil, to cause an estimate to be made of the whole ex

pense of conforming to such regulation, with respect

to each lot which the owner thereofshall refuse or neg

lect to put in the order thereby required; which esti

mate shall be made and certified under the hands and

seals of five sufficient freeholders, to be appointed for

that purpose, and sworn in manner aforesaid; and the

same estimate being duly returned to, and approved by

the said Common Council, they shall take order for

advertising the same, in two or more of the public

newspapers printed in the said . for three weeks,

thereby requiring the owners of such lots respectively,

to pay the sum at which the said lots shall be so as

sessed, to the treasurer or chamberlain of the said city,

to defray the expense of the intended work; and that

#. shall be made in such payment, such lot will

be sold at public auction, at a day and place therein to

besº for the lowest term of years at which any

person shall offer to take the same, in consideration of

advancing the sum assessed on the same, for the ex

pense aforesaid. And if notwithstanding such notice

and demand, the owner or owners should refuse or

neglect to pay such assessment, with the charge of ap

raisement and advertisement, then it shall and may

|. lawful to and for the said Common Council, to

cause the said lot to be sold at public auction, for a term

of years, for the purposes and in the manner expressed

in the said advertisement, and to give a declaration of

such sale to the purchaser thereof, under the common

seal ofthe said city; and such purchaser, his executors,

administrators and assigns, shall, by virtue thereof, and

of this act, lawfully hold and enjoy the same, for his

and their own proper use, against the owner or owners

thereof, and all claiming under him or them, until his

term therein shall be fully complete and ended; being

at liberty to remove all the buildings and materials

which he, she or they shall erect or place thereon, but

leaving the ground in sufficient fence, and with the

street or streets fronting the same, in the order required

by the said regulations; any law, usage or custom to

the contrary thereof notwithstanding. Provided al

ways, That if, after defraying the actual expense of

conforming any lot, so to be sold for a term of years,

to the regulations aforesaid, and deducting all reason

able charges attending the same, a surplus of the pur

chase money, bidden or given therefor, at such auc

tion, shall remain in the hands of the Chamberlain or

Treasurer of the said city, the same shall forthwith be

rendered to the owner or owners of such lot or lots re

spectively, or his, her or their respective legal repre
sentatives.

VII. And be it further enacted by the authority afore

said, That if upon the completion of any such regula

tion as aforesaid, it shall appear to the Mayor, Alder

men and Commonalty of the said city, in Common

Council convened, that a greater sum of money hath

been bond fide expended in making such regulation,

than the sum mentioned in the estimate so made as

aforesaid, and actually collected, it shall and may be

lawful to and for the said Common Council, to cause a

further assessment to be made of the sum, which such

bond fideexpenditures shall exceed the sum so estimated

and collected as aforesaid, upon and among the own

ers or occupants of all the houses and lots before as

sessed as aforesaid, and to cause the same to be collect

ed in the same manner as herein before directed. And

further, That in case the sum actually expended shall

be less than the sum expressed in such estimate, and

actually collected as aforesaid, the surplus shall be

forthwith rendered to the respective persons from whom

the same were so collected and received as aforesaid,

or his, her or their respective legal representatives.

An Act authorising the Mayor, Aldermen and Common

ally of the city of New York, to fill in, and raise the

Tract of Land in the said city, called the Meadows,

and for continuing Roosevelt and Frankfort streets.

—Passed 6th April, 1792.

WHEREAs Benjamin Hildreth, John De Peyster, John

Franklin, Samuel Franklin, Comfort Sands, and Sa

muel Osgood, and others, in and by their certain peti

tion to the Legislature, setting forth, that in the city of

New York, in that part commonly called and known

by the name of the Meadows, in the fifth ward of the

said city, there are many vacant lots of land, which

through the inattention of their owners, have be

come deep sink holes, the receptacles of water in the

rainy seasons, and the source of many unwholesome

and noxious stenches; and that the petitioners are in

formed, that the powers of the corporation of the said

city are not competent so far as to grant any relief in

the premises; and have therefore humbly prayed the

Legislature, that an act to compel the owners of said

lots to fill them up, and so remove the said nuisance;

or that such other measures may be taken as to the Le

gislature shall seem expedient: "Wherefore,

I. Be it enacted by the People of the State of New

York, represented in Senale and Assembly, That it

shall and may be lawful to and for the mayor, alder

men and commonalty of the said city, in common

council convened, by an ordinance or ordinances, bye

law or bye-laws, for that purpose to be made and or

dained, and in such manner as they shall deem to be

most conducive to the health, convenience and safety of

the citizens of the said city, and the interest and ad

vantage of the proprietors of the respective houses and

lots of ground to be affected thereby, to order the filling

in with earth, and raising the lots of ground and

streets in all the aforesaid tract of land called the Mea

dows, situate in the fifth ward of the said city, and

bounded northerly by Chatham-street, southerly by

the rear of the lots on the northerly side of Cherry.

street, westerly by the rear of the lots on the easterly

side of Queen-street, and easterly by Catharine-street,

to such height as to convey into the East-river all the

water which shall from time to time fall on the said

tract of land, or run thereon from the adjoining lots and

streets; and that the expense of conforming to such re

gulation, shall be borne and paid by the owners of the

respective lots of ground to be affected thereby in the
manner herein after mentioned.

II. And be it further enacted, That Richard Furman,

Abraham Rhinelander, George Stanton,Joseph String:
ham, and John Stagg,j be and hereby are ap

pointed commissioners to make an estimate of the

whole expenses of conforming to such regulations as

aforesaid, and to make a just and equitable assessment

thereof, among the owners of all the houses and lots of

ground intended to be benefited thereby, in proportion

as nearly as may be, to the advantage which each

shall be deemed to acquire respectively, making such

allowance to such of the owners or proprietors of any

of the said houses or lots of ground as shall have filled

or raised their respective lots of ground, or the streets

in front thereof, as they the said commissioners shall

deem just and equitable. And the said commissioners

shall, before they enter upon the execution of their

trust, be duly sworn before the mayor or recorder of

the said city, to make the said estimate or assessment,

fairly and impartially according to the best of their

skill and judgment, and a certificate in writing, of

such estimate and assessment,under the hands and seals

of the said commissioners, or any three or more of them,

being returned to the common council of the said city,

and ratified by them, shall be binding and conclu

sive upon the owners of such houses and lots of ground

so to be assessed respectively, and the sum or sums of

money at which. house and lot of ground shall be

so assessed, shall become and be a charge upon such

respective house and lot of ground, into whose soever

hands and possession the same shall at any time there

after come and descend. And the owners of such

honses and lots of ground respectively, at the time of

!

:
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such assessment, shall thereupon become and be liable

and chargeable, and they are hereby required, upon

demand, to pay such person or persons as shall be au

thorised by the common council of the said city, to re

ceive the same, the sum at which each such house or

lot of ground shall be so assessed, to be employed and

applied for and towards filling and raising such re
spective lot of ground, and the street opposite thereto;

and in default of payment thereof, or any part thereof,

it shall and may be lawful to and for the mayor, re

corder and aldermen of the said city, or any five of

them, of whom the mayoror recorder always to be one,

by warrant under their hands and seals, to cause the
said sum and sums of money, so assessed, to be levied

by distres and sale ofthe goods and chattels of the own

er of such house or lot of ground so assessed, and refus

ing or neglecting topay the same, rendering the overplus

money, if any there be after deducting the sum as:

. and the charges of distress and sale, to such

owner or owners respectively, or their legal represen

tatives. And in case no sufficient goods or chattels of

the owner of any such house or lot of ground can be

found within the city and county of New York,

whereof the sum or sums of money so assessed thereon

can be made and levied, or in case the owner of such

house or lot of ground, so assessed, is unknown, or

shall reside out of the said city of New York, the said

common council shall take order for advertising such
lot of ground and the buildings thereon, if any. there

be, in two or more public newspapers printed in the

said city, for thirteen weeks, at least twice in every

week, in and by such advertisement, describing the
same lot of ground, and requiring the owners thereof

respectively to pay the sqm, or sums of money at

which such lot of ground shall be so assessed, to the
treasurer or chamberlain of the said city, to defray the

expense of the intended work; and that if default
shall be made in such payment, such lot will be sold

at public auction, at a day and place therein speci
fieś, in fee simple, to the highest bidder, to defrºy the

expense aforesaid. And if, notwithstanding such no

tice, the owner or owners of any such lot of ground
shall refuse or neglect to pay such assessment, with

the charge of such advertisement, then it shall be lawful

to and for the said common council to cause the said
io of ground, together with the buildings thereon, if

any there be, to be sold at public auction in fee simple,

for the purposes and in the manner expressed in the
said advertisement, and to give a declaration of such

sale to the purchaser thereof, under the common seal of

the said city; and such purchaser, his heirs or assigns

shall, by virtue thereof. and of this act, hold and enjoy

the same, for his and their own proper use, against all

former owner or owners thereof, and all claiming un

der him or them; any law, usage or custom to the
contrary thereof notwithstanding. Provided always.

That if after defraying the actual expense of conform
ing any lot of ground so to be sold, and the street in

frºnt thereof, to the regulations aforesaid, and deduct

ing all reasonable charges attending the same, a sur

plus of the purchase money bidden or given therefor at

inch auction, shall remain in the hands of the cham
berlain or treasurer of the said city, the same shall, on

demand, be rendered to the owner or owners of such

lot of ground respectively, or his, her or their legal re
resentatives. -

III. And be it further enacted, That if upon the com

pletion of such regulation, it shall appear to the com

mon council, that a greater, sum of money hath been

bond fide expended in making such regulation, than

the sum mentioned in the estimate so made as afore

said, and actually collected, it shall and may be law

ful to and for the said common council to cause a fur

ther assessment to be made by the commissioners

above named, or any three or more of them, of the sum

which such bond fide expenditures shall exceed the sum

so estimated and collected aforesaid, upon and among

the owners of all the houses and lots of ground before

assessed as aforesaid, and to cause the same to be col

lected in the same manner as herein before directed.—

And further, That in case the sum actually expended

shall be less than the sum expressed in such estimate,

and actually collected as aforesaid, the surplus shall be

forthwith rendered to the respective persons from whom

the same was so collected and received as aforesaid, or

his, her or their legal representatives.

IV. And be it further enacted, That it shall and may

be lawful for the mayor, aldermen and commonalty of

the city of New York, in common council convened,

to lay out and continue Roosevelt-street, which now

runs through part of the tract of land aforesaid, from

Chatham-street to Cherry-street, on a straight line to

the East-river, through the lots of ground on the south

erly side of Cherry-street aforesaid, and of such

breadths as the common council shall think proper, nor

exceeding the present breadth thereof, on the southerly

side of Cherry-street aforesaid. Provided always, That

before the laying out and continuing the said street to

the East-river as aforesaid, the said mayor, aldermen

and commonalty, shall, for that purpose, first have and

obtain the consent of the proprietor or proprietors, his,

her or their legal representatives, of such houses and

lot or lots of ground, through which the said street may

pass, on the south side of Cherry-street as aforesaid.

V. And be it further enacted, 'That it shall be the du

ty of the commissioners in this act above named, upon

a full and equitable consideration and estimate of all

the circumstances attending the same, to determine

what part or proportion of all and every the sums of

money which shall be expended by the common coun

cil of the said city, for opening and continuing Roose

velt-street to the East-river, as aforesaid, ought to be

borne and paid by the said common council, in con

sideration of the general convenience to the citizens o.

the said city, occasioned b º: and continuing

that street as aforesaid, and what part or proportion

thereof, specifying the sum, ought to be borne and paid
by individual citizens, in the tract of land called the

Meadows, and in Roosevelt-street, continued as afore

said, and in the vicinity thereof, whose estates have

become advanced or increased in value by such im

provements and that it shall also be the duty of the
said commissioners, to make a just and equitable as

sessment of the last mentioned sum, among the owners

of all the said houses and lots of ground, which shall

appear to them to be benefited as aforesaid, in propor

tion as nearly as may be to the advantage which each

shall be deemed to have acquired respectively, and

that they the said commissioners, or any three or more

of them, shall make a certificate in writing of such as

sessment, under their hands and seals, and return the

same to the common council of the said city, which

assessment shall be binding and conclusive upon the

owners of such houses and lots of ground so to be as

sessed respectively, and the sum or sums of money, at

which each such house and lot of ground shall be so

assessed, shall be deemed a debt due from the owner or

owners thereof, his, her or their representatives, to the

mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the said city, and

shall be payable to them within three months from

the date of such assessment, and shall moreover become

and be a charge or lien, and prior incumbrance upon

such respective house and lot of ground, into whose

hands or possession soever the same shall then be, or

at any time thereafter may come or descend; and the

respective owners of such houses and lot or lots of

ground respectively, at the time of such assessment,

shall thereupon become and be liable and chargeable,

and they are hereby required, toº to the treasurer or

chamberlain of the said city for the time being, who is

hereby authorised to receive the same, to the use of the

said corporation, the sum at which each such house

and lot or lots of ground shall be so assessed as afore

said, and in default of payment, the same shall and

may be recovered at the suit of the said treasurer or

chamberlain, in any court of record within this state,

with interest at six per cent, to accrue after the said

three months from the date of such assessment, with

costs of suit. And no such action or suit shall be

abated or discontinued by the death of the treasurer or

chamberlain of the said city, or by his resignation or

removal from office; but shall and may be continued

and prosecuted to effect, by his successor in office.

VI. And be it further enacted, That it shall and may

be lawful to and for the mayor, aldermen and common

alty of the city of New-York, in common council con

vened, to cause Frankfort-street to be continued to

Queen-street, in the manner and under the restriction

herein before provided respecting the continuance of

Roosevelt-street; and the said mayor, aldermen and

commonalty, and the commissioners herein before

named, shall have the like powers and authority, for

the purpose of continuing Frankfort-street as aforesaid,

and paying the expenses thereof, as are herein before

given to them respectively for continuing Roosevelt

street.

PAVING AND REGULATING STREETS, &c.

And be it further enacted, That it shall be lawful for

the said mayor, aldermen and commonalty, to cause

common sewers, drains and vaults, to be made in any

part of the said city, and to order and direct the pitch

ing and paving the streets thereof, and the cutting into

any drain or sewer, and the altering, ſwending,

cleansing and scouring of any street, vault, sink or

common sewer, within the said city; and the raising,

reducing, levelling or fencing in, any vacant or ad

joining lots in the said city; and to cause estimates of

the expense of conforming to such regulations to be

made, and a just and equitable assessment thereof

among the owners or occupants of all the houses and

lots intended to be benefited thereby, in proportion, as

nearly as may be, to the advantage which each shall

be deemed to acquire; and the said mayor, aldermen

and commonalty shall appoint such skilful and com

petent disinterested persons as they shall or may think

proper to make every such estimate and assessment,

who before they enter upon the execution of their trust,

shall severally take an oath before the mayor or re.

corder of the said city, to make the said estimate and

assessment fairly and impartially, according to the

best of their skill, and judgment; and the said persons,

after having made such estimate and assessment, shali

certify the same in writing to the said mayor, alder

men and commonalty, in common council convened

and being ratified by the said council, shall be binding

and conclusive upon the owners and occupants of such

lots so to be assessed respectively, and shall be a lien

or charge on such lots as aforesaid; and such owners

or occupants shall also respectively be liable upon de

mand, to pay the sum at which such houses' or lots

respectively shall be so assessed, to such person as the

said common council shall appoint to receive the same:

and in default of such payment or any part thereof it

shall be lawful for the mayor, recorder and aldermen

of the said city, or any five of them, of whom the mayor

or recorder shall be one, by warrant under their hands

and seals to levy the same by distress and sale of the

goods and chattels of such owner or occupant refusing

9r neglecting to pay the same, rendering the overplus

(if any) after deducting the charges of such distress

and sale to such owner or occupant, and the money

when paid or recovered, shall be applied towards

making, altering. amending, pitching, paving, cleans

ing and scouring such streets, and making and repair

ing such vaults, drains and sewers as aforesaid and

raising, reducing, levelling or fencing in, such lots as

aforesaid. Provided however, That nothing herein

contained shall affect any agreement between any land

lord and tenant, respecting the payment of any such

charges, but they shall be answerable to each other in
the same manner as if this act had never been made .

and if the money so to be assessed, be paid by any

person, when by agreement or by law the same ought

to have been borne and paid by some other person, it

shall then be lawful for the person paying to suº,
and recover the money so paid, with interest and costs.

as so much money paid for the use of the person whº

ought to have paid the same; and the assessment afore

said, with proof of payment, shall be conclusive evi.
dence in such suit.

And be it further enacted, That if upon completing

. such regulation, it shall appear to the said mayor

aldermen and commonalty, that a greater sum of mº:

ney had been bond ſide expended in making such regu

lation than the sum estimated and collected aforesaid

it shall then be lawful for the said mayor, aldermen

and commonalty, to cause a further assessment equal

to such excess, to be made and collected in manner

aforesaid; and in case the sum actually expended shall

be less than the sum expressed in such estimate, and

collected as aforesaid, the surplus shall forthwith be

º to ºº from whom the same were col

ected, or their legal representatives.—ſ Pas -9th, 1813. 2 R. L., p. #. § 175 & F. sed April

An Act to amend an Act, entitled “An Act to reduce

sereral laws relating particularly to the city of New

York into one Act.”—Passed April 20, 1839.

. The People of the State of New-York, represented

in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows'.

§ 1. Whenever, and as often as any lands, tene

ments, hereditaments or premises shall be required for

any purpose specified in an act, entitled “An act to re

duce several laws relatin particularly to the city of

New York into one act,” passed April 9th, 1813, the

application for the appointment of commissioners ofes

timate and assessment shall not be made to the su

preme court elsewhere than in the city of New York,

except in the city of Albany, in the months of April,

June, July, August, September, October, November

and December; and the application for the confirma

tion of the report of the commissioners of estimate and

assessment, shall be made to the supreme court at the

term thereof held in the city of New York, or at such

special term to be held in the city of New York as the
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supreme court may appoint for that purpose; and if

upon hearing such application, persons who appear by

the said report to be interested, either by assessment

for benefit or award for damages, to the amount of a

majority in amount of the whole assessments and up

wards, shall appear and object to further proceedings

upon the said report, the court shall order the same to

be discontinued, and the same shall thenceforth be dis

continued.

§ 2. The commissioners of estimate and assessment

shall be appointed as follows:–The mayor, aldermen

and commonalty of the said city shall give notice, by

advertisement to be published in at least four of the

public newspapers printed in the said city, of their in

tention to make application to the said court for the ap

pointment of such commissioners, which notice shall

specify the time and place of such application, and the

nature and extent of the intended improvement, and

shall be so published for and during the space of twen

. days previous to the said appointment; and they

shall, in addition to the said advertisement, cause co

pies of the same in handbills to be posted up for the

same space of time, in three conspicuous places adja

cent to the property to be affected by the intended im

provement. At the time thus specified, the mayor, al

dermen and commonalty shall nominate three discreet

and disinterested persons to the said court, of whom

they shall designate one who shall be appointed. An

§. who may be interested in the property which will

affected by the intended improvement,(which interest

for this purpose shall be decided by his own affidavit

stating the nature and extent of such interest) may

present to the court the name of one or more persons,

which names shall form a list, out of which, if a majo

rity in interest of the persons so interested shall agree

upon the name of one person, that person shall be ap

pointed; but if a majority shall not agree upon oneper

son, then the court shall appoint one person, out of the

names in such list; after which the said court shall ap

point a third person out of the names so presented by

the common council and by the parties interested; all of

which persons so nominated shall be subject to the right

of challenge on the ground of interest, incapacity or dis

qualification, to be exercised by the said mayor, alder

men and commonalty, or by any person having an

interest in the said matter; and if any of them shall be

rejected for good cause or refuse to serve, then another

shall be nominated in his stead by the same party.

§ 3. It shall be the duty of the said commissioners in

all cases to report fully and separately to the said

court the amount of loss and damage, and of benefit

and advantage to each and every owner, lessee, party

and person entitled unto, or interested in any ſands,

tenements, hereditaments or premises, so required for

the purpose of any such operation or improvement.

§ 4. An abstract of the estimate and assessment of

the said commissioners, containing the names of the

owners of the lots assessed, the numbers of such lots as

they appear on the map of the commissioners, together

with such map; and the amount of the assessments

whether for damage or benefit; and also all the affida

vits, estimates and other documents which were used

by the said commissioners in making their said report,

shall be deposited in the street commissioner's office of

the city and county of New York, for the inspection o.

whomsoever it may concern, for at least sixty days be

fore the said commissioners make their report to the

said court. They shall give notice of the time and

[... of making their said report, by advertisement, to

e published in at least four of the public newspapers

printed in the said city, for and during the space of

at least sixty days, previous to the making of said re

|. and by copies of the said advertisement, in

andbills, to be posted up for the same, in the manner
herein before .."' Similar notice, for at least

twenty days, shall be given of any supplemental or

amended report. -

$ 5. Any person or persons whose rights may be af.

fected by the said estimate and assessment, and who

shall object to the same or any part thereof, may, with

in thirty days after the first publication of the said no

tice, state his, her or their objections to the same in

writing to the said commissioners; which statements

shall not be received by the said commissioners, unless

verified by his, her or their affidavits, or the affidavits

of other persons, or both; and it shall be the duty of

the said commissioners, in all cases, to transmit to the

said court, together with their said report, all the writ

ten statements and affidavits which may have been

served upon them within the time aforesaid. ... And at

the expiration of the said thirty days, it shali be the

duty ef the said commissioners to give at least ten

days' notice in manner aforesaid, of a time and place,

when and where any person or persons, who may

consider themselves aggrieved by such estimate or as

sessment, shall be heard in opposition to the same;

and the said commissioners shall have power to ad

journ from time to time, within the space of ten ju

dicial days, until all such person or persons are fully
heard.

§ 6. Upon the application of any person or persons

whose rights may be affected by the said estimate or

assessment, verified by the oath or affirmation of such

applicant or his agent, that any witness, residing or

being in the city and county of New York, whose af.

fidavit to verify or oppose any objection to the said es

timate or assessment is material or necessary to such

party, refuses voluntarily to appear before any officer

authorized to take such affidavit, to testify or affirm to

such matters as he may know, touching such objection,

any one of the justices of the superior court of the city

of New York may issure a subpoena, under his hand,

requiring such witness to appear and testify to such

matters as he may, touching the said estimate or as

sessment, at such time and place as the said justice

may designate in such subpoena. And every person

who, being served with such subpoena, shall, without

reasonable cause, refuse or neglect to appear, or ap

pearing shall refuse to answer, under oath or affir

mation, touching the matters aforesaid, shall forfeit

to the party injured one hundred dollars; and may al

so be committed to prison by the judge who issued

such subpoena; there to remain, without bail, and with

out the liberties of the jail, until he shall submit to an

swer, under oath or affirmation as aforesaid. The

testimony of such witness when given, shall be reduced

to writing in the presence of, and be sworn or affirmed

to before the judge.

LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

An Act in relation to the collection of Assessments and

Tares in the city and county of New York, and for

other purposes.

The People of the State of New York represented in

Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

§ 1. In all cases where commissioners or assessors

shall describe the houses and lots assessed for any im

provement, the assessment shall describe and particu

larize all such houses and lots by the known street

number, as well as the ward number, and shall also

state the names of the owner or owners and occupant

or occupants, and it shall be the duty of the surveyor

who shall make out the assessment list, to ascertain by

an inquiry, to be made of the collector of taxes of the

ward in which the property assessed is situate, and by

inquiry of the person who collected the taxes of such

ward the previous year, as to such ownership, and such

collector shall afford the requisite information.

§ 2. It shall be the duty of all commissioners and as:

sessors authorized to make any estimate and assessment

for any improvement authorized by law, to be assessed

upon the owners or occupants of houses and lots or im

proved or unimproved lands, affected thereby, to give

notice to the owner or owners and occupant or occupants

of all houses and lots and improved or unimproved

lands, that they have completed the estimate and assess

ment; such notice shall be published daily in at least

ten ofthe daily newspapers for ten days successively; it

shall describe the limits embraced by such assessment,

andshall contain a request for all persons whose interests

may be affected thereby, and who may be opposed to

the same, to present their objections in writing to the

chairman of the commissioners or assessors, within ten

days from the date of such notice; and if after examin

ing such objections the commissioners or assessors shall

not deem it proper to alter their assessment, or having

altered it, there shall still be objections to the same, it

shall be their duty to present such objections, with the

assessment, to the power authorized to confirm the

same; but nothing herein contained shall conflict with,

or render invalid the act entitled “An act to reduce

several laws relating to the city of New York into one

act, passed April 20, 1839.”

§ 3. In advertising houses and lots, improved or un

improved lands, to be sold for the non-payment of

assessments, it shall be the duty of the Street Com

missioner to advertise all the houses and lots or other

lands lying contiguous to each other and belonging to

the same owner, in one parcel, unless otherwise re

quested by such owner.

§ 4. It shall not be lawful for any commissioner or

assessor to charge for any services in making estimates

and assessments for any improvements authorized by

law to be assessed upon the owners or occupants of

houses and lots, or improved or unimproved lands, not

actually rendered by him, nor for any parts of days as

whole days, while the time occupied was less than six

hours of such day.

§ 5. Certificates of sale shall be made and delivered

to the purchasers without charge; and no charge shall

be made in the sale for the sqcond advertisement and

lease, but the expense of the former shall be paid by the

owner at the time of redeeming, or by the purchaser

when he shall receive a lease. The expense of draw

ing and executing a lease shall be paid by the purchaser

at the time of receiving the same, and shall not exceed

fifty cents,

§ 6. The rate of interest allowed by law to the pur

chaser at the time of redemption on the amount of the

purchase money, shall be reduced to fourteen per cent.

per annum, but no interest shall be calculated upon a

less portion of time than one quarter of a year; and in

all cases where the property shall be redeemed during

any fractional part of a year, the interest shall be cal

culated so as to include the quarter in which such re

demption shall be made: the time to be computed from

the day of sale.

§ 7. Commissioners or assessors, for making estimate

and assessment for any improvements authorized by

law to be assessed upon the owners or occupants of

houses and lots or improved or unimproved lands, shall

in no case assess any house and lot or improved or un

improved land more than one-half the value of such

house and lot or improved or unimproved land, as va

lued by the assessors of the Ward in which the same

shall be situate.

$ 8. It shall be the duty of the collectors of taxes of

the city of New York to attend at the Comptroller's

office, in the Hall of Records, every Saturday, during

the months ofJanuary and February in each year, from

the hour of ten o'clock in the morning to the hour of

three o'clock in the afternoon, with the tax list of their

respective Wards, for the purpose of affording tax

payers owning property in the different Wards, an op

º of paying such taxes.

§ 9. No houses and lots, or improved or unimproved

lands in the city and county of New York, shall be

hereafter sold or leased at public auction, for the non

payment of any assessment or tax which may be due

thereon, unless notice of such sale shall have been pub

lished once in each week for three months, in at least

ten of the daily newspapers printed and published in

the city of New York, one of which shall contain a

particular and detailed statement of the property to be

sold for assessments, and such as is now published by

the Street Commissioner in two of the daily news.

papers in the city of New York, or the said detailed

statement or description shall be printed in a pamphlet,

in the discretion of the Street Commissioner, in which

case the pamphlets shall be deposited in the Street

Commissioner's office, in the city of New York, and

with the collector of taxes of the different Wards of the

said city, and shall be delivered to any person applying

therefor; and the notice provided for in this section tº

be given of the sale of houses and lots and improved

or unimproved lands, shall also state that the detailed

statement of the assessments or tax and ownership of
thei. assessed or taxed is published in one o

the daily newspapers, naming the same, or in a pam

Phlet, as, the case may be, and where the same will be

deposited, to be delivered to any person applying for
the same. hall b

§ 10. It shall not be necessary to give any fu

publicity of any intended sale ºº, . ...;
assessments and taxes than is contemplated by the last

preceding section; and in #. the further notice re

quired by section second of the act entitled, “An act

for the more effectual Collection oftaxes and assessments

in the city ofNew York, º: April 12, 1816, of the

sale of property six months previous to the expiration

of the time of redemption, it shall only be necessary

to publish the same in one daily newspaper, printed in

the city and county of New York, twice in each week

for six weeks successively, and so much of the said

*...*.*.* incºnsistent with this section and the pre
ceding sections, is hereby repealed.

§ 11. In all cases where pieces, parcels or lots shall

have been sold for the assessment, and any person

shall claim to redeem any portion or part of the same

within the time limited for redemption, he shall be per

mitted to do so on paying the apportionment of the as

sessment for which the property was sold, together

with the interest on the same, and an equitable propor

tion of the expenses...The apportionment shall be made

by the Street Commissioner.
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5 12. Nothing contained in the 9th section of this

act shall be construed to postpone the sale advertised

to take place in June next.

Passed May 14, 1840.

We have here given the several acts of the Legisla

ture in relation to paving streets, building sewers, fill

ing low grounds, &c., from the earliest period of legis

lature in the colony of New-York, and after the colony

became a state, down to the present time in chronolo

gical order. We have also given all the legislation in

relation to opening streets up to the year 1732.

It will be seen by a careful reading of these laws,

that for all lands taken for a street, no assessment

could be made upon adjoining owners. The cost of

the land was a city charge, and assessed by a jury.

It will also be seen by a careful reading of the vari

ous acts, that for building sewers, pitching and paving

streets, &c., the estimate and assessment must be

made before the work is undertaken, and the money

collected and applied to the pitching and paving, &c.,

and that if too much has been collected, the sur.

plus shall be returned, and if not enough has been as

sessed, that a second assessment shall be made to cover

the deficiency.

Wm. S. Johnson, Esq., who was, by resolution of the

common council passed in July, 1837, requested to

revise the city ordinances, commenced the undertak

ing, and in the early part of his proceeding, made a

communication to the common council from which I

extract as follows: “The reviser is informed that it

has not been the practice to make any preliminary es

timate of the expense, but only to make the assessment

after the work has been done, and the expense thus as

certained. Whether or not such a practice is in con

formity to the law, the reviser submits to the wisdom

of the common council.” On this note the law com

mittee of such boards remark thus:–" The committee

would call the attention of the common council, parti

cularly, &c., to notes, title 7, of assessments, &c.

The acts above quoted are to be found in the session

laws of 1840, page 326; 1830, page 182; of 1813, R. S.

2d vol. page 407; of 1792, 2d green leaf, page 451; of

1787, 1st green leaf, page 441; and of 1791, S. & L.

page 8.

THE AMENDED CHARTER

An Act to amend the Charter of the City of New York.

Passed April 7, 1830.

The People of the State of New York, represented in

Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

$ 1. The legislative power of the corporation of the

city of New York, shall be vested in a board of alder

men and a board of assistants, who together shall form

the common council of the city.

s 2. Each ward of the city shall be entitled to elect

one person, to be denominated the alderman of the

ward; and the persons so chosen, together, shall form

the board of aldermen: And each ward shall also be

entitled to elect one person, to be denominated an as

sistant alderman; and the persons so chosen, together,

shall form the board of assistants.

§ 3. The aldermen and assistant aldermen shall be

chosen for one year; and no person shall be eligible to

either office, who shall not, at the time of his election,

be a resident of the ward for which he is chosen.

§ 4. The annual election for charter officers shall

commence on the second Tuesday in April, and the

officers elected shall be sworn into office on the second

Tuesday in May thereafter: And all the provisions of

law now in force in regard to the motification, dura

tion, and conduct of elections for members of assembly,

and in regard to the appointment, powers, and duties

of the inspectors holding the same, shall apply to the

annual election of charter officers.

§ 5. The first election for charter officers, after the

assage of this law, shall take place on the second

uesday in April, one thousand eight hundred and

thirty-one; and all those persons who shall have been

elected under the former laws regulating the election

of charter officers, and shall be in office at the time of

the passage of this law, shall continue in office until

the officers elected under this law shall be entitled to be

sworn into office.

§ 6. The board of aldermen shall have power to di

rect a special election to be held, to supply the place of

any alderman whose seat shall become vacant by

death, removal from the city, resignation or otherwise;

and the board of assistants shall also have power to

direct a special election, to supply any vacancy that

may occur in the board of assistants: and in both

cases, the person elected to supply the vacancy, shall

hold his seat only for the residue of the term of office

of his immediate predecessor.

§ 7. Thei. shall meet in separate chambers,

and a majority of each shall be a quorum to do busi

ness. Each board shall appoint a president from its

own body, and shall also choose its clerk and other

officers, determine the rules of its own proceedings,

and be the judge of the qualifications of its own mem

bers. Each board shall keep a journal of its proceed

ings, and the doors of each shall be kept open, except

when the public welfare shall require secrecy: And all

resolutions and reports of committees, which shall re

commend any specific improvement involving the ap

propriation of public moneys, or taxing or assessing

the citizens of said city, shall be published immediately

after the adjournment of the board, under the authority

of the common council, in all the newspapers employed

by the corporation; and whenever a vote is taken in

relation thereto, the ayes and noes shall be called and

published in the same manner.

$ 8. Each board shall have the authority to compel

the attendance of absent members, to punish its mem

bers for disorderly behavior, and to expel a member,

with the concurrence of two-thirds of the members

elected to the board; and the member so expelled, shall,

by such expulsion, forfeit all his rights and powers as

an alderman or assistant alderman.

$ 9. The stated and occasional meetings of each

board of the common council, shall be regulated by its

own ordinances; and both boards may meet on the

same or on different days, as they may severally judge

expedient.

§ 10. Any law, ordinance, or resolution of the com

mon council, may originate in either board; and when

it shall have passed one board, may be rejected or

amended by the other.

§ 11. No member of either board shall, during the

period for which he was elected, be appointed to, or be

competent to hold any office, of With the emoluments

are paid from the city treasury, or by fees directed to

be paid by any ordinance or act of the common council,

or be directly or indirectly interested in any contract,

the expenses or consideration whereof are to be paid

under any ordinance of the common council; but this

section shall not be construed to deprive any alderman

or assistant of any emoluments or fees which he is en

titled to by virtue of his office.

§ 12. Every act, ordinance, or resolution which shall

have passed the two boards of the common council,

before it shall take effect, shall be presented, duly cer

tified, to the mayor of the city, for his approbation: if

he approve, he shall sign it; if not, he shall return it,

with his objections, to the board in which it originated,

within ten days thereafter; or if such board be not

then in session, at its next stated meeting. The board

to which it shall be returned, shall enter the objections

at large on their journal, and cause the same to be pub

lished in one or more of the public newspapers of the
1ty.

#13. The board to which such act, ordinance, or

resolution, shall have been so returned, shall, after the

expiration of not less than ten days thereafter, proceed

to reconsider the same. If, after such reconsideration,

a majority of the members elected to the hoard shall

agree to pass the same, it shall be sent, together with

the objections, to the other board, by which it shall be

likewise reconsidered; and if approved by a majority

of all the members elected to such board, it shall take

effect as an act or law of the corporation. In all such

cases, the votes of both boards shall be determined by

yeas and nays; and the names of the persons voting

for and against the passage of the measure reconsider

ed, shall beº on the journal of each board re

spºº,s 14. If the mayor shall not return any act, ordi

nance or resolution so presented to him, within the time

above limited for that purpose, it shall take effect in the

same mammer as if he had signed it.

§ 15. Neither the mayor nor recorder of the city of

New York shall be a member of the common council

thereof, after the second Tuesday of May, one thou

sand eight hundred and thirty-one.

§ 16. Whenever there shall be a vacancy in the

office of mayor, and whenever the mayor shall be ab

sent from the city, or be prevented by sickness or any

other cause from attending to the duties of his office,

the president of the board of aldermen shall act as

mayor, and shall possess all the rights and powers of

the mayor, during the continuance of such vacancy,

absence or disability.

$ 17. It shall be the duty of the mayor,

1. To communicate to the common council, at least

once a year, and oftener if he shall deem it expedient,

a general statement of the situation and condition of

the city, in relation to its government, finances, and im

provements.

2. To recommend to the adoption of the common

council, all such measures connected with the police,

security, health, cleanliness, and ornament of the city,

and the improvement of its government and finances,

as he shall deem expedient.

3. To be vigilant and active in causing the laws and

ordinances of the government of the city to be duly

executed and enforced.

4. To exercise a constant supervision and control

over the conduct and acts of all subordinate officers,

and to receive and examine into all such complaints as

may be preferred against any of them for violation or

neglect of duty, and generally to perform all such du

ties as may be prescribed to him by the charter and city

ordinances, and the laws of this state and the United

States.

§ 18. Annual and occasional appropriations shall

be made by proper ordinances of the common council,

for every branch and object of city expenditure; nor

shall any money be drawn from the city treasury, ex

cept the same shall have been previously appropriated

to the purpose for which it is drawn.

§ 19. The common council shall not have authority

to borrow any sums of money whatever, on the credit

of the corporation, except in anticipation of the revenue

of the year in which such loan shall be made, unless

authorized by a special act of the legislature.

$ 20. It shall be the duty of the common council to

publish, two months before the annual election of char

ter officers, in each year, a full and detailed statement

of the receipts and expenditures of the corporation,

during the year ending on the first day of the month in

which such publication is made; and in every such

statement, the different sources of city revenue and the

amount received from each; the several appropriations

made by the common council, the objects for which the

same were made, and the amount of moneys expended

under each; the moneys borrowed on the credit of the

corporation, the authority under which each loan was

made, and the terms on which the same was obtained,

shall be clearly and particularly specified.

§ 21. The executive business of the corporation of

New York shall hereafter be performed by distinct de

partments, which it shall be the duty of the common

council to organize and appoint for that purpose.

§ 22. It shall be the duty of the common council to

provide for the accountability of all officers and other

persons, to whom the receipt or expenditure of the funds

of the city shall be entrusted, by requiring from them

sufficient security for the performance of their dutics or

trust, which security shall be annually renewed; but

the security first taken, shall remain in force until new

security shall be given.

§ 23. The clerk of the board of aldermen shall, by

virtue of his office, be clerk of the common council, and

shall perform all the duties heretofore performed by the

clerk of the common council, except such as shall be

assigned to the clerk of the board of assistant alder

men; and it shall be his duty to keep open for inspec

tion, at all reasonable times, the records and minutes of

the proceedings of the common council, except such as

shall be specially ordered otherwise.

$ 24. The division of the common council into two

boards shall not take effect until the officers to be elect

ed under this law enter on the duties of their office.

Each board shall hold its first meeting, for the purpose

of organizing, on the second Tuesday of May in each

year; at which time the mayor or clerk of the common

council shall attend, by whom the oath of office shall be

administered to the members elected. In the absence

of the mayor and clerk, such oath may be administered

by the recorder, or first judge of the city, or by any of

the justices of the superior court.

§ 25. None of the provisions of this act, except the

eighteenth, nineteenth, twentieth, and twenty-second

sections, shall be construcd as applying to the common
council as now constituted.

$ 26. Such parts of the charter of the city of New

York, and of the several acts of the legislature amend

ing the same, as are not inconsistent with the provisions

of this law, shall not be construed as repealed, modi

fied, or in any manner affected thereby; but shall con

tinue and remain in full force.

Session Laws, 1830, Ch. 122.

*
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To the honorable the Senate and Assembly of the State

of New York.

Your memorialists, citizens of the city of New York,

most respectfully beg leave to represent to your honor

able body the manifold evils and grievances which the

inhabitants of this city experience in consequence of

the great and arbitrary power now and heretofore ex

ercised by the Corporation of the city of New York, its

officers and servants, in imposing unnecessary, heavy,

and grievous burdens upon the people, in the assessing

of real estate, houses, and lands, for ruinous, unneces

sary and uncalled and unasked for improvements.

Your memorialists represent that the ancient charter

of the city of New York did not vest the Corporation

with any power to assess the citizens of the city for

what are now mis-called improvements. The first

power given the corporation in this matter was by an

Act of the Legislature of 1807, and subsequently other

Acts were passed. These Acts were not asked for

by the people, but were granted on the application of

the officers of the corporation.

Your memorialists herewith present public docu

ments published by authority of the Common Council,

showing the great extent to which this power has been

exercised, which fully sustain the charge that the pow

ers granted have been wickedly abused.

Your memorialists further represent that one of the

officers of the Corporation advertised for sale at public

auction near seven thousand lots for the non-payment

of assessments, that many of these lots belong to wi

dows and orphans, and in many instances to persons

who are absent from the city, and in other cases to per

sons who have been unfortunate in business, to un

settled estates, and to others who cannot at this time,

owing to the prostration of trade, pay the assessments.

Your memorialists herewith present the list of pro

perty advertised for sale by the officers of the corpora

tion by which it will be seen that 1145 of the lots are

assessed ; sums less than five dollars each 49, sums

less than one dollar each; and in very many instances

farming lands held in one tract, and belonging to one

and the same owner, have been by the assessor or com

missioner sub-divided into lots of 25 feet by 100, and

assessed separately small sums, by which the expenses

have been enormously increased.

Your memorialists further represent, that the practice

of commissioners and assessors to describe property

by an arbitrary map number instead of the known

street number by which the owners of property are

misled in knowing that assessments have been imposed;

this will be seen by the documents herewith. It very

often happens that property is assessed as that of un

known owners, and many times, in a wrong name;

and in consequence of this practice property is often

sold, and the first information the owner has of the as

sessment is obtained from the purchaser of the property

at a sale for unpaid assessments, when he comes to

take possession. By the Act of 1816, Commissioners

were authorised to extend their assessments for im

roving streets, &c. as far as they judge the property

nefited, but no provision was made by that act to

give a notice to the distant owners of the property

thus affected, by which means such owners are de

prived of the opportunity of making objections to the

assessments in sufficient time to be available. Another

serious objection to the present system in making as

sessments for public improvements, is to the extrava

gant charges made by commissioners, assessors, sur.

veyors, and corporation counsel; it will be seen by

the public documents herewith, that for one street less

than three thousand feet in length, this class of charges

amounted to near $12,000. When º: is sold at

public auction for unpaid assessments, the Corporation

sell the property for a term of years, which in many

cases is equivalent to selling the fee simple absolute.

Very many of the lots so sold are purchased by cor

poration officers, who, from being employed by the cor

poration to make the surveys, collect the assessments,

&c. &c., acquire information of the absence, &c. of the

owners, and by that means possess themselves of the

estate.

Your memorialists could go further into detail ºfthe

mischiefs against which they seek to be relieved, but

they deem it unnecessary. - -

Your memorialists, therefore, in consideration of the

premises, respectfully ask your honorable body to pass

a law to remedy the evils complained of and also, to

suspend the sales of property for unpaid assessments

until the termination of the next session of the Legis

lature, and to make such further and other enactments

in relation thereto as the Legislature in their wisdom

shall deem needful and right.

Joseph Tucker

Isaac M. Woolley

A. Lockwood

G. O. Kinney

Smith W. Anderson

Benjamin L. Swan

Thos. Lawrence

Smith Harriot

Burtis Skidmore

John Anthon

Samuel G. Raymond

Hamilton Murray

Richard Whiley

F. R. Tillou

Thos. R. Merceim

T. W. Thorne

John L. Mason

John H. Cornell

Peter Lorillard

Maturin Livingstone

Peter Sharpe

Stephen Allen

Samuel M. Thomson

Daniel B. Talmadge

Thos. J. Oakley

Robt. Skidmore

John D. Wolfe

M. M. Noah

Edward Sanford

J. B. Mower

John A. Schuyler

Luther Tonner

Nivens & Townsend

David Austin

R. Havens

M. Van Schaick

R. Lockwood

Samuel Thomson

Robert Smith

Sylvanus S. Ward

Abel T. Anderson

A. B. Hays

Edward A. Nicoll

G. H. Striker

O. Halstead

C. S. Van Winkle

Edgar Harriott

John R. Murray

John Haggerty

Cyrus Hitchcock

John R. Peters

James G. King

Thomas E. Davis

Geo. D. Strong

John H. Ferris

Benjamin Townsend

John Leonard

Jacob Drake

Edmund Smith

Henry Remsen

J. J. Coddington

Wm. W. Vermilye

W. Van Benthuysen

Morris Ketcham

Ezra P. Davis

N. T. Eldridge

James Fellows

D. D. Williamson

Wm. Bard

Lewis Curtis

Peter Morton

Francis P. Lynch

B. R. Winthrop

Thomas Hale

Jno. Rathbone, Jr.

Orsamus Bushnell

Peter Embury

Peter G. Stuyvesant

J. Milhau

Charles Dennison

Ogden Haggerty

Anthony Arnoux

John M. Bradhurst

Nicholas Schureman

Alexander Stewart

A. B. Macdonald

D. Codwise

John J. Palmer

J. B. Nones

Anthony Lamb

And your memorialists in duty bound, &c.

W. W. Chester & Co.

Stanton Bebee

R. Withers

Hamilton Fish

Geo. Folsom

Nicholas J. Quackinboss

John W. Greenfield

Walter Bowne

Joseph Willoughby

Aaron Clark

C. Crolius, jun.

Phelps, Dodge & Co.

Frederick De Poyster

Valentime Mott, M.D., per

John Hopper Mott

Sheppard Knapp

G. A. Worth

William Scott

Richard Mott

J. V. Tilyou

Eben. Meriam

Joseph Meeks

R. Stebbins

Robert Ray

J. Drake

E. Schieffelin

Jas. Delafield

Isaac A. Johnson

Hiram Walworth

Robert C. Cornell

James Campbell

Walter Skidmore

Richard L. Schieffelin

Michael Flo

Andrew C. Zabriskie

Henry Breevort, jun.

R. K. Delafield

Henry Youngs

Leonard W. Kip

John H. Talman

Thomas Riley

Natham. Weed & Co.

Duncan P. Campbell

John Q. Jones

B. Andrew

John C. Beekman

John Beekman

Abm. B. Cox

Jas. M. Murray

John Allan

W. Jones

James Vandenburgh

James Brown

Richard F. Carman

J. Heard

Wm. Dodge

John T. Dodge

Walter Legget
Wm. C. Rhinelander

B. H. Wiggins

D. L. Haight

Richard Kingsland

Robert Bogardus

Wm. Gale

Richard Mortimer

Nathaniel Cogswell

Robert G. L. De Peyster

A. A. Alvord

Wm. C. Hickok, M. D.

John M. Bruce

Wm. B. Townsend

Sampson Moore

John Newhouse

John M. Dodd

J. Delafield

James J. Jones]

James Roosevelt

Edward H. Pendleton

Peter Schermerhorn

Ogden E. Edwards

W. A. Duer

P. P. Van Zant

David P. Hall

John Morss

B. Rhinlander

Jno. L. Lawrence

Thatcher T. Payne

Peter Lorillard, jun.

Robert Craighead

John Wallis

Stuart Mollan

James Gillespie

Geo. F. Hope

Mott, Brothers

B. Birdsall

Stephen Conover

Thomas S. Cargill

Wm. Browning

Masters, Markoe & Co.

James Harriot

Isaac Young

J. W. Barnes

Jonathan Thompson

Thomas T. Woodruff

WILLS OF PERSONAL ESTATE.

Below is an opinion written by Judge Savage, late

Chief Justice of this State, since he left the Bench. It

is upon a very important question, and deserves to be

generally read. It is the ablest opinion ever given up

on that question which is a new one, so far as the Re

vised Statutes are concerned. Judge Savage is justly

accounted one of the ablest Chief Justices that has ever

presided in our Supreme Court, and his written opi

nion will be regarded by all who know him, as conclu

sive on this question. In a future number will be

given the written opinion of the same able and learned

Jurist upon invalidity of trusts of real estate, to re

ceive the rents and profits of land, and them pay over,

&c. These opinions may seem out ofplace in a Munici

pal Journal; but as they are valuable, the people will

be benefited by perusing them.

In the matter of the Last

Will and Testament

of S. S.

In 1837, S. S. made his Last Will and Testament,

as follows:–

He appoints A. B. his executor and trustee, and di

reets his trustee to sell, dispose of and convey all his

estate, real and personal, at such time and in such man

ner as the trustee may think proper, and to invest the

proceeds in the funded debt of the United States, or

º: stock or good security, as he may deem advis

able.

That he shall set apart $15,000 in trust for certain

specific purposes—and divide the residue into three

equal parts, and hold the same separately in trust for

certain purposes to be mentioned.

The testätor left five children—three daughters and

twº sons. His daughters are C. the wife of D.; E.

wife of F., and G. wife of A. B. The sons are i, and

K. Tº "...º. of the estate is into five

arts. The sum of$15,000 into two parts, on#.other of $10,000, parts, one of$15,000

he residue is divided into three parts—the inco

of one-third is to be applied by the|. to theº,

E. for life—remainder at her death equally to her law

ful issue, .One other third to be applied to the use of

K. fºr life—remainder to his lawful issue if

should die without lawful issue, then remainder to his

sisters E. and G., for their lives, each one half, and re

mainder over to their lawful issue respectively. The

º of the other third of the residue is to be applied

tºº. for life, and then the principal to her

he sum of $15,000 is thus disposed of thei

of $5,000 is to be paid to C. for #. providedº:

vives her husband; and the income of $10,000 is to be

paid to I. for life. After their deaths respectively, the

surns of which they will have received the income. are

to be divided into three parts, and the income to be and

plied to E. G., and K. severally for life; and at i.

death of each the principal is to be distribuſ. equall

amºng their respective lawful issue should k .

without issue his third ofthe $15,000 is left undevised

but his third of the residue of the estate is given to his

Histºrs E. and G. for life, with remainder over of one

hº their respective issue, severally.

e question is, whether these dev -mity with the “Revisedsºſº are in confor

It is to be observed here that this

any trust in real estate;

lands. The executor a

all the estate of the test

the trustee, however, t

authority to sell is a

- will does not create

nor in the rents and profits of

nd trustee is authorised to sell

*tor, and to invest the proceeds;

akes no estate in the realty—his

mere power; and until t

shall be executed, the ...” vests in theº:
There is no attempt in this case to rende. real estate

inalienable. The real estate is all to be converted into

personal, and as such is devised in trust.

The provisions of the revised statutes a plicable to

this case are found in part 2. ch. 4,tit. Tº R. .773 sec. 1

5.1. The absolute ownership' of personal property
shall not be suspended by any limitati ---any limitation or conditio

whatever for a longer period, than during the...

ance and until the termination of not more tha. two

º

t

-
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lives in being at the date of the instrument containing

such limitation or condition; or if such instrument be

a will, for not more than two lives in being at the

death of the testator.

$ 2. In all other respects, limitations of future or con

tingent interests in personal property shall be subject

to the rules prescribed in the#. chapter of this art., in

relation to future estates in lands.

The principal, if not the only difference, therefore,

between the ſaw relating to future estates in lands, and

trusts of personal property, is this:–In respect to fu

ture estates in lands, the two lives, during whose con

tinuance the power of alienation may be suspended,

must be in being at the creation of the estate.—Part 2,

ch. 1, tit. 2, art I, § 15. But in respect to personal pro

perty, if the instrument containing the limitation be a

will, the power of alienation, or as the statute expresses

it, the absolute ownership may be suspended for the

continuance of two lives, in being at the death of the

testator; in all other respects they are subject to the

same rules. As all the persons upon the continu

ance of whose lives, the power of alienation is sus.

pended by the will of S. S. appear to have been in be

ing when the will was executed, there is in this case no

difference between the rules by which it is to be deter

mined, and those applicable to future estates in lands.

I will proceed therefore to test the different devises in

his will by those rules.

The first devise to C., or rather to the trustee to pay

pay over to her during her life the interest of $5,000

upon the contingency of her surviving husband; after

her death the principal is to be divided into three parts,

and the interest paid upon the three several parts to E.

G. & K. severally, during their several lives; and up

on their respective deaths, such third of the principal

is devised absolutely to their lawful issue severally.

Assuming for the present, that there is no objection

to the trust, simply as a trust, there seems to be no ob

jection to the validity of this devise.

The absolute ownership of the property devised, or

any part of it, is not suspended for a longer period

than until the termination of two lives in being at the

death of the testator—as well as at the creation of the

estates. One-third of the $5,000 is suspended during

the lives of C. and E.; another third during the lives of

C. and G., and the other third during the lives of

C. and K. . The interest of C. is contingent, depend

ing on the fact of her surviving her husband—and the

interests of E. G. and K. contingent, depending on

their severally surviving C. But the fact of contin

gency is no objection. “Future estates are either vest

ed or contingent,” part 2, R. S. 723, § 13, “Succes

sive estates for life shall not be limited unless to per

sons in being a' the creation thereºf.” $ 17. As re

gards personal property devised by will, this is to be

read, instead of persons in being at the creation thereof,

it should be persons in being at the death of the testa

tor. But in this case it makes no difference the per

sons who take successively are all named in the will,

and were therefore in being at the creation of the

estate.

I do not perceive that this devise violates any rule

prescribed in relation to future estates in lands.

2. The devise to J. is not distinguishable from that

to C., except that it is not contingent but absolute; the

income is payable to him at all events.

3. As to the residue of his estate, after taking out

the $15,000 for C. and I, it is to be divided into three

parts, and the income of one third to be applied to the

wse of E. G. and K. respectively for their lives, and af.

ter their deaths respectively, the principal of which they

have severally received the income is to be divided ab

solutely between the lawful issue of each. So that the

absolute ownership of this part of the estate is suspend

ed for one life only. In the case of K., however, it is

directed that, if he should die without lawful issue,

then his share of the residue of the estate (but not his

interest in the $15,000) shall be divided equally be.

tween E. and G. for their several lives, with remainder

over to their lawful issue respectively. The absolute

ownership is not suspended in any contemplated event,

for more than two lives.

For the purpose of comparing the devises in this will

with the rules regulating future estates in lands, I have

assumed, that the trusts were valid as trusts—it is

proper however to consider that question.

Previous to the revised statutes, there was no differ

ence between trusts of real and personal estates, so far

as respects the period for which they might lawfully

be continued—the limit in both cases was that they

should not amount to a perpetuity—and a limitation to

any number of lives in being at the creation of the
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trust, was w thin the line.of a perpetuity. In the cele

brated case of Theiluson cs. Woodford, 4 Vesey, jr. 227,

the personal property conveyed to the trustees was es

timated at 600,000l., and both real and personal was

rendered inalienable and directed to accumulate during

the lives of nine persons. The courts in England said

that it was immaterial how many lives were inserted,

for it was for the life of the survivor, and so for one

life only. It was often remarked by the judges that

“the candles were all lighted and burning at the same

time.” Such was the law here before the operation of

the revised statutes; and such is the law still, unless

such trusts are limited by those statutes.

In revising the statutes, the Legislature treated of

real and personal estates separately. Part 2, ch. 2,

tit. 2, treats, “Of the nature and qualities of estates in

real property, and the alienation thereof.” And the

second article of this title treats “Of uses and trusts.”

The first section of this article, which is $ 45, declares

that “Uses and trusts, except as authorised and modi

fied in this article, are abolished"—and as a conse

quence of that enactment, it is added, “And every es

tate and interest in lands shall be deemed a legal right,

&c.” Every subsequent section of this article which

speaks of the estate which may be held in trust, speaks

of the estate in lands, or the possession of lands—and

the word “assignment” in the 47th section, was pro

bably inserted to embrace terms for years. The 55th

section which enumerates the express trusts authorised

by law, speaks only of trusts relating to lands, viz.:-

to sell or mortgage or lease lands, and to receive the

rents and profits of lands for the purposes specified.-If

it should be adjudged that by the 46th section, all

trusts were abolished as well of personal as of real

estate, it would follow that as no trust of personal pro

perty has been expressly authorised, all such trusts are

void. I, however, cannot so construe the statute. The

Legislature were regulating real estate, and limiting

the period beyond which such estate should not be ren

dered in alienable. This appears from the language of

the statute itself, as well as from the notes of the re

visors.

Had the legislature omitted to limit the inalienability

of personal estate it must have been left to the limit of

the common law. They were not guilty of such omis

sion, but made the enactment which I have first quoted

above. The fact that they have done so is an addi

tional argument in favor of the position assumed by

me, to wit—that in the article of uses and trusts it was

not intended to embrace personal estates. . .

By the common law the absolute ownership of per

sonal property might be suspended during the continu
ance of any number of lives in being at the date of the

instrument directing such suspension; but by the first

section of tit. 4 of ch. 4 of part 2, the suspension of the

absolute ownership is limited to two such lives, instead

of an indefinite number; and by the second section in

all other respects, the limitations of future or contin

gent interest in personal property are subject to the rules

prescribed in relation to future estates in lands.
It is well understood that limitations of future or

contingent interests in personal as well as real proper

ty are effected generally by means of trusts. The Le

gislature do not say that trusts may be created of per

sonal property, for the same purposes as trusts in re

lation to ſands, for trusts of personal property had not

been abolished, but merely, that in all respects except

the suspension of absolute ownership, the same rules

shall apply to limitations of personal property, as to
future estates in lands.

The legislature speak of limitations and conditions

by means of which the absolute ownership of personal

property might be suspended, as pertaining to instru

ments recognised by the laws; and* specify wills

as one species of those instruments. The rules regu

lating future estates in lands, and not the rules regu

lating trusts authorised by the 55th section, must furnish

the rules by which trusts or limitations of personal

property are to be governed. Trusts of real and per

sonal estate may, however, be subject to the same rules

to a certain extent; that is, in so far as they are both

subject to the rules in relation to future estates in lands

It will be seen that the trusts authorised by the 3d and

4th subdivisions of the 55th section are “subject to the

rules prescribed in the first article of this title. On

looking into that article it will be found, that the rules

referred to are in the 36th section by which the dispo

sition of the rents and profits of lands accruing subse

quent to the execution of the instrument creating such

a disposition shall be governed by the rules in relation

to future estates in lands. In so far, therefore, as the

rules in relation to future estates in lands apply to

either description of trust, they are both governed by

the same rules. But those rules which are common to

both will be found to have no relation to the nature of

the trusts, but only their termination, or the manner of

their enjoyment during their existence. Rules respect

ing future estates will be found in art. 1, of ch. 1, of

part 2; and those rules govern trusts of real and per

sonal property. For instance both trusts of real and

personal estates are void in their creation—which

shall suspend the absolute ownership for a longer peri

od than is prescribed.

A variety of rules and regulations are found from

§ 10 to $ 36 of that article, which regulate future estates

in lands, and also trusts of real and personal property,

so far as they are applicable; but there will be found

nothing in any of those rules affecting the question,

whether a trust to receive the interest of money, and

pay it over to any person, is a valid trust or not. .

The conclusion to which I have arrived on that point

is drawn from premises which may be put in the shape

of a syllogism, as follows:

All trusts to receive the interest of money, or the

rents and profits of lands, or pay them over to any per:

son, were lawful before the operation of the revised

statutes.

Trusts to receive and pny over the interest of money

are not abolished or modified except by the rules in re

lation to future estates in lands, and in respect to the

period of their continuance for two lives only.

Therefore trusts to receive and pay over the interest

of money are still valid trusts, subject to such rules and

limitations as are found in the statutes.

But trusts to receive the rents and profits of lands

were abolished except as modified—that modifieation

limits such trusts to certain specified objects—therefore

such trusts for any other objects are void.

Trusts of personal property, however, in relation tº

the objects or purposes for which they might be created

at the common law, having been left untouched by the

statutes, remain now, as they were before the statutes

were passed. Those statutes have limited the continu:

ance of trusts of personal property to the continuance of

two lives—they have made various regulations as to

the interests under them being vested or contingent:

but the objects for which such trust may be created,

are the same now as they ever have been at the com

mon law.

I am therefore of opinion, that the trusts of the will

of S. S. to receive the interest of money and pay it over

are valid trusts: and as the absolute ownership is not

suspended longer than for two lives in being at the

death of the testator, the whole will is, in my opinion,

legal and valid.

I am aware that it may be argued that trusts of per

sonal property are liable to most of the objections to

trusts of real estates—they facilitate fraud and increase

the business of the court of chancery. But the answer

to these and similar objections is, that such cons dera

tions should have weight with those whose business it

is to make laws; but they should not control the

opinions of those whose business it is to expºund the
laws. (Signed,) JOHN SAVAGE.

CITY COMPTROLLER'S REPORT OF 1840.

The preface to this report is a most extraordinary

yiece of composition, and I am surprised that it should

|. emanated from the pen of a gentleman of the abi

lity of our city Comptroller. It is in every respect so

múch unlike him. It is the most unsound production

that I have ever seen from his pen, and altogether un

like all other doctrines set forth or admitted by him in

his annual reports of 1839 and 1840. In the next num

ber we shall give this preface entire, and comment

freely upon it.

The residue of the report (excepting so much as re

lates to the Water Commissioners, which is of a poli

tical character), is a very satisfactory document, as

compared with former reports, that is, it is more full

and more in detail, and is made up with ability. It is

the duty of the Common Council to present a detailed

statement of city expenditures for the information of

the electors. The Comptroller's report as now pub

lished, is for the information of the Common Council .

and officers of the corporation.

We make some extracts from the report, and will

hereafter give the whole report in the various numbers

of this paper.

It will be seen that there is no necessity whatever for

*

t

*
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the Corporation to press the collection of ruinous as

sessments. The present provision of that statute, as

stated in the present number of this paper, as to funding

the amount of awards for street openings, widening,

and extending, will relieve the Corporation from all em

barrassments in these proceedings; and the adaption

of a general law to relieve the contractor, will ease off

this difficulty, and benefit all interested, without injury

to any one. It will be seen that the Corporation have

already issued bonds for a portion of awards for street

openings, etc.

Leaving politics aside, the prescnt Comptroller has

discharged the duties of his office with ability.

Counsel, rees.

The Comptroller's Report of 1810, shows that there

have been paid to corporation counsel and ex-counsel

during the year 1840, seventeen thousand five hundred

and twenty-four dollars and seventy-three cents. The

items of these charges are to be found in the Report,

pages 49, 50, 52, 58, 63,65, 86, 89 and 92; in addition

to these are the counsel fees in Cherry street, 12, 29 and

30, the streets amounting to about five thousand dollars

more or less, which is in dispute . Of the first named

sum, eight thousand, eight hundred, and seventy-six

dollars and eighty cents, belong properly to account of

1839. In the Comptroller's report of 1839, the amount

of counsel fees stated at thirty-seven thousand, four

hundred and eighty-one dollars, and sixty-six cents,

exclusive of the above amount of $8,876 80, all the

above sums together for two years make the great sum

of sixty-eight thousand eight hundred and eighty

three dollars and nineteen cents. The items of 1839

are to be found in the Comptroller's report of that year,

pages 35, 42, 54, 76, and 102. Truly, the corporation

counsel have the salary of the President and nis two

secretaries, without the laborious duties of his office.

ExtRActs from comptrollen's Report.

The Assessment Bonds of the Corporation, to the

amount of four hundred thousand dollars, payable at the

º of the Corporation, on or before June 1st, and

uly 1st, 1840, have been issued to cover advances

which the Corporation has made in the payment of

awards to individuals for damagesºf: opening

and widening certain streets. They were negotiated

at par, bearing interest, at six per cent. per annum,

and will be met and paid, from time to time, as often

as the liens held by the Corporation for their redemp

tion are realized. A specific detail of these liens will

be found immediately following. The Bonds were is

sued under the authority of the Amended Charter

empowering the Corporation to borrow in anticipation

of the revenue, as well as of the State Law cited in the

Ordinance upon this subject, passed August 8th, 1840.

Of the secure character of such liens, the history of

this City in this matter for the last thirty years, gives

abundant proof. During that period the City has ad
vanced the sum of six millions two hundred and seven

ty thousand three hundred and seventeen dollars and

eight cents, on this account, and the particulars of

which will be found in the Appendix to this Report,

all of which have been jº with the exception of

$412,024 24, which are the outstanding liens above

referred to. A small portion of them has become the

absolute property of the City. The gores in Beaver
street are of this description, ãº upon these there will

probably be a depreciation of about $12,000 00; all

the rest consist of items actually due the Corporation,

and will be realized by public sale.

The adoption of a general law to allow the Corpora

tion to make loans in anticipation of uncollected as

sessments, in order to enable them to pay Contractors

upon the completion of contracts, it is believed, would

not embarrass the City finances, but would result in

obtaining the acceptance of all such contracts at greatly

reduced prices.

FROM DEPARTMENTS.

There has been a falling off in the amount of revenue

realized this year from the sale of the street sweepings,

&c. The demand has not been active. The Depart

ment has been compelled, in order to prevent its too

great accumulation at the depots, to offer an extended

credit to its customers. At the close of navigation this

year, more than twenty thousand loads remained un

disposed of; last year the amount did not exceed two

hundred loads. The laying of water pipes has deteri

orated the value of street sweepings nearly twenty-five

per cent, besides adding a heavy expense for carting

off the sand left to secure the pavements.

While it must be admitted that the City has enjoyed

an extraordinary degree of health since the present ex

pensive mode of cleaning streets has been adopted, and

that to maintain an exemption from disease, the expen

diture must be of secondary importance, yet the mag

nitude of the cost, and the apparent impossibility of any

considerable reduction under the present system, should

invite attention to discover some other less expensive

mode; and it is suggested that the experiment of leas

ing the streets to individual contractors should be tried,

the covenants to be so framed that the streets should be

swept as often and as thoroughly as at present, and to

the satisfaction ofthe Superintendent of Streets, before

the payment of any money. An offer has been re

ceived, at this Office, from a responsible source, to

undertake the work at twenty thousand dollars less, per

annum, than it has cost the City at any time within

five years.

whARVEs, &c.

The value of the Wharf and Slip Property belong

ing to the Corporation, as based upon its actual cost, is

estimated at $1,748,000 00. The cost of repairs,

cleaning, with salaries of officers for the year 1840,

amounted to $28,890 41, while the whole amount of

revenue from the lease of Wharves and Ferries was

$58,592 33. The nett income for 1840 was $59,701 92,

or about 3 1-16 per cent. upon their actual cºst.

The proprºty of increasing the rates of Wharfage

has several times been entertained by the Common

Council, without any practical result. The inadequacy

of the income to the amount of capital invested, is

obvious from this exhibit, and should induce a new

effort to improve this branch of the City revenue,

The amount of rents in arrear is large. More than

one half of the arrears of Dock Rent had accumulated

previous to 1839, a portion of which can never be

realized. The arrears on the other account are mostly

secure to the Corporation. The Water Lot Rent is a

lien on very valuable property. The difficulty of col

lecting this kind of rent promptly, arises principally

from the facts that the original grants are now owned

by numerous assignees in severally, who do not agree

among themselves as to the proper apportionments of

the rent. A declatory law of the State, permitting and

legalizing proper apportionments to be made from time

to time, as the grants are divided, would be very desi

rable to the holders, and facilitate the department in

collecting these rents.

With the year 1842, a new item will enter into the

computations of the Revenue necessary to be raised to

meet the current annual disbursements of the City

Government; an item that may bear heavily upon the

community, unless a large reduction in the present rate

of expenditures be effected. At that time the Croton

Water will have been introduced, and be ready for the

use of the inhabitants of the City, and, although a por

tion of the Works will not have been entirely completed,

et the debt will have reached, at least, the sum of

'º. Millions of Dollars, the interest on which, at

five percent., will be Sir Hundred Thousand Dollars

per annum. The annual cost of Repairs, and the ex

pense of managing the Water Department, will pro

bably reach $30,000 more.

The correctness of the estimate, given in the last

annual report of the Comptroller, as to the ultimate

amount of debt upon the Water account, and the period

at which the Works will be completed, is confirmed by

the experience of the past year; a new application to

the State Legislature for a further issue of the Stock

will therefore be required. And although the amount

needed will still be large, yet the ample resources of the

Corporation pledged for its redemption, their compara

tive freedom from all other debts or prospective liabili

ties, the immense amount of taxable property held by

the inhabitants of the city, the prompt faith with which

it has always met its obligations, the intrinsic circum

stances attending the creation of the debt, releasing it

from the objections urged against the validity of other

public securities, and the possession of a legal mode

dy the City, creditor, of enforcing his just claim, now

extensively known and appreciated, furnish a reason

able assurance that the remainder of the Water Stock

can be readily and advantageously negotiated.

city STOCKS.

In another respect the City stocks must have an

advantage over State stocks of much greater practical

consequence. While there can be no constitutional or

legal mode of enforcing a contract against a State,

there is such a mode of enforcing one against a Muni

cipality; the creditor to the City may reduce his claim,

upon default, to judgment, when it becomes an imme

diately available lieſ, upon all the Corporation proper;

ty, and he may, if he chooses, realize it by judicial

process, as in the case of an individual. Regarding

the large amount of fixed property, which the City

possesses, and must always possess, this fact affords to

those who may hold its securities, the strongest possi

ble guarantee of easy, prompt, and certain payment.

Perhaps these are the controlling reasons why our se

curities have now a higher value compared with those

of this State, than heretofore, notwithstanding the ad

vantage which the State has endeavored to give its own

Stock by making it a basis for the issue of bank notes,

and declaring any investment to be made in it by the

banks of this State, should not be construed as an ex

tension of their lines of discount.

By the several laws of the Corporation, all the funds

arising from the ordinary revenues of the City, from

the negotiation of its Stocks, and from the management

of its Assessment,commonly called “Trust Accounts,”

are paid to the City Chamberlain, forming a Fund,

separated from the Sinking Fund only. From these

sources he is accustomed to pay all warrants drawn

upon him, whether for the ordinary current expenses of

the City Government, or for the payment of its debts,

for the prosecution of its public works, or the payment
of claims due on its “Trust Accounts.”

The receipts detailed below form, therefore, an

aggregation of several funds, and exhibit not only the

ordinary revenues applicagle to the support of the City

government, but the sums loaned to it both for permá.
ment and temporary use, and also the amounts collected

by assessment imposed by the Supreme Court, in which

it has no interest, except as trustee for their disburse.

ment. The following is a summary of all these

sources, and the emount derived from each during the

year 1840, with the Treasury balance at the commence.

ment of the year.

The revenues generally have exceeded the estimate

made at the commencement of the year, and will con

tinue to improve. There is a large amount of arrears

due from these sources, which are either secured or in

process of being collected. Of these claims, which are

the absolute property of the City, and constitute assºs

against its debts, the following, with the exception of

about $30,0,0, are considered reliable. The delin

quencies in the assessment accounts enumerated below.

are liens, upon real estate which can be realized by
public sale.

The receipts into the general Treasury, from the

ordinary revenues of the city, from the negotiation of

its stocks, and from the management of its “trust

accounts,” including the cash on hand at the com

mencement of the year, amounted to $3,004,610 12

The taxable property of the City and County of N
York as assessed in 1840, is valued at $252,352.5i,

or more than five thirteenths of the whole taxable prol

Perly in the State. The rate of tax levied was 5

4-10 mills. dollar of valuation, being less than the

average rate of taxation im - -

of the state. posed in the other counties

The laws permitting claimants to audit their own

accounts, by affidavit, where no tariſt of compensation

is fixed, do not always secure the services required at

the lowest rate. Those laws, also, which confer upon

the employing officer a discretion in the sum to . allow

ed for the services performed, not exceeding a given

amount, are found, in practice, to serve only as authori

ty for fixing the maximum as the unvarying compen

sation. Were other Ordinances so changed as to

ºº ºº: of the City open to companion.
it is believed that a large retre -be effected. § nchment would thereby

The salaries paid to the higher officers of the Cit

Government may be materially reduced, without in.

justice to the incumbents.

It is not then alone to the postponement of new un-.

dertakings that the public must look for essenji

relief, but to the dispensing, immediately and entirely

With every unnecessary expense, however trivial'

No community has a larger ability to meet, or more

readily pays, the necessary demands of its government

than the people of this City; but there is also no

people whºse permanent interest requires a more rigid

economy in the administration of their municipal

affairs.

-

It is in view of the uncertain amount of revenue to

be derived from the Croton Aqui duct, and the certain

necessity of increased taxation, to make up the defi

ciency, that the undersigned has deemed it his duty
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thus to direct the attention of the City Legislature, b

a more than ordinary notice, to timely means of avoid

ing a result that must otherwise prove severely burden
some.”

CHAPEL STREET ASSESSMENT.

Document No. 9.

BOARD OF ASSISTANT ALDERMEN,

July 23d, 1838.
Report of the Committee on Assessments upon the

Assessment for Regrading, &c., Chapel street. Pre:

sented by Mr. Tiemann. Laid on the tººle and
printed. John Newhouse, Clerk.

The Committee on Assessments, to whom was re

ferred the assessment for regrading and paving Chapel

street, together with the various petitions and remon

strances concerning the same, Respectfully Report,

That the Committee have devoted much time and

labor in examining the subject submitted to them—that

they have had before them several persons who have

fully set forth all the facts and circumstances connected

. this subject, and have fully established the fact

that the laying of the new sewer was entirely unneces

sary, and consequently an expenditure without any

possible good to the parties interested, who are now

Called upon to pay large sums of money without re

ceiving the least equivalent therefor; and farther, the

parties aver, that the old paving was in good order and

condition, and consequently the expense of repaving is

to them an expenditure for which they are benefited

only in a trifling degree; under these, circumstances

your Committee are fully of opinion that the parties

should be indemnified by the Common Council, and

offer for adoption the following resolution :

Resolved, "That the expense of repaving Chapel

street be paid by the Common Council, and the Comp

troller draw a warrant for the amount thereof.

Respectfully submitted,

DANIEL F. TIEMAN, Committee

C. C. CROLIUS, JR., Oil

FREEMAN CAMPBELL, ) Assessments.

Document, No. 8.—Board of Assistant Aldermen.—No

rember 26th, 1838. -

Report of the Committee on Assessments, upon their for

jmer report upon the petition of sundry persons asking

to be reliered from the assessment for re-paving, 4-c.,

Chapel street. Presented by Mr. Twmann. Laid on

the table und ordered printed.

J. NEw House, Clerk.

The committee on assessments, to whom was re

ferred the petition of sundry owners of property on

Chapel street, praying that the expense of the last grad

ing and re-paving of said street be paid out of the city

treasury, have had the subject some time under con

sideration, and have given the matter all the attention

that so important a subject should at all times demand

from your committee, by examining a great number of

persons, the street in question, &c., beg leave respect

fully to report: That they have endeavored to give the
subject submitted to them that careful consideration

which its importance demands—important because it

involves a principle laid down by some of the depart

ments as a guide for assessing property when re-paved,

but not found in the laws of the state relating to the city,

nor in the corporation ordinances, that when a street

is newly graded and re-paved, the property must pay

for it, without reference to whether they have paid for

it since 1824 or not, at which time an ordinance passed

the common council, by which they ordain that they

will keep all pavement in order, that should be paid for

by the owners after that time.

Your committee would respectfully offer the follow

ing, as some of the reasons for the conclusions they

have come to. That since 1820 the owners of property

on Chapel street have paid for re-paving, widening,

filling up and building two sewers, assessments amount

ing to the enormous sum of $231,032 46, independent of

the present assessment of $33,613 46, for the present

grading and re-paving.

The commissioners that were appointed by the su

reme court, to award and assess benefits and damages,

§ the widening of Chapel street, did not assess or

charge upon the city any portion or part of the value or

buildings destroyed by the widening of the street, as

they had by law a right to do. The buildings were

estimated at the sum of $102,800, the one-third of which

could have been charged the city, being $34,266 66.

(Laws of the State in relation to the city of New York,

pages 731, 732, 746 and 957.)

º

The last improvement in widening Chapel street,

was intended as a public avenue, to relieve Broadway,

in part, and will no doubt be extended at both ends

eventually, so as to make, as was originally contem

plated, one of our main avenues leading out of the city.

Any persons going through Broadway and the Bowery,

will not dispute but that more wide and main avenues

are needed at this time, and it is very evident that Cha

pel street must ere long form one of them. Therefore

the assessment for widening should not be confined to

the immediate vicinity of an improvement of so vast

and beneficial a nature to the whole of that section of

our city, but the city should, in all such cases, pay a

part of the expense incurred.

A portion of the street has been paved and paid for

by the owners since 1824. The street has been all re

paved, and paid for by the owners since 1820, except

so much as has been added to the street by the late

widening, and that the owners should pay for. A large

portion of this assessment is for re-paving the cross

streets which have not been altered in the grade, and a

part not altered two inches higher or lower.

Chapel street and its vicinity was heavily taxed for

filling, grading and paving of Canal street, which is

not included in the above sum of $231,000.

Mr. Shepherd, the superintendent to the building of

the new sewer in Chapel street, appeared before your

committee and stated that the old sewer was as good at

the time it was taken up as any new one could be made.

It was larger than the new one now is, being six feet

square, and the new one but four feet six inches in di.

ameter, consequently was an unnecessary expense of

$16,571, and paid, and cannot carry off near as much

water as the old sewer.

If it was ever right for the corporation to pay for any

re-pavement, it appears in the opinion of your commit

tee to be that of Chapel street, even if the late improve.

ment of widening had not taken place,—for the ordi

nance says nothing about grading; so that whether a

street is raised or lowered, does not alter the intention

of the law. The only question in relation to this street

appears to be—has the street been paved and paid for

by by the owners ? They have paved and re-paved,

and always paid.

For the reasons thus set forth, your committee recom

mend for adoption the following resolution:

Resolved, That the comptroller be directed to draw

his warrant for $30,413 34, being the amount for re

paving, after deducting so much as has been added to

the street by widening and grading.

All of which is respectfully submitted by,

DANIEL F. TIEMANN, N Committee on

C. CROLIUS, Jr. Assessments.

-

Document No. 183.
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BoARD of AssistANT ALDERMEN,

April 23d, 1810.

Report of the Street Committee, on the petition ofown

ers of property on Centre-street, and adjoining streets,

for damage done to property by altering the grade.

Adopted. John Newhouse, Clerk.

Report of the Street Committee, to whom was referred

the petition of owners of property on Centre-street,

and the adjoining streets, to be re-imbursed for

damage done to their property by an alteration of

the grade.

Respectfully Report, That the petitioners set forth:

That some of them having erected and elevated build

ings conformably to the grade previously adopted, have

suffered damage by said alteration.

They ask that the subject may be referred to arbitra

tors to estimate and allow damages.

The committee are of opinion that there is propriety

and justice in referring this matter to disinterested in

dividuals, to estimate and assess the damages and be

nefits occasioned by the change of grade—and they

have obtained the opinion of the counsel hereunto an

nexed, as to the proper course to pursue, and in accord

i. with said opinion they submit the following reso

ution :

Resolved, That the assessors appointed in the ordin

ance for regulating and paving Centre-street, and the

adjoining streets, estimate and assess the damages sus

tained by reason of such regulation as a part of the ex

penses thereof.

WM. WELLs Holly

A. V. Williams, '; steel Committee.

-

COUNSEL’S OPINION.

The Committee of Streets of the Board of Assistants.

Gentlemen,_In answer to inquiries made by you in

relation to the new regulation or grading of Centre

street, I would remark that, after the proceedings for

opening and widening Centre-street were finished, the

common council in July last, deemed it expedient to

alter a part of the grade of said street, and by resolu

tions ordered that the regulation of Centre-street and

the streets connected with it and affected by it, be

changed in conformity to the regulation shown by the

blue lines drawn on the profile in the street commis

sioner's office. The common council, at the same time,

resolved that such regulation be referred to the commis.

sioners to estimate and to assess the damages and bene

fit that might accrue from such change of regulation,

and directed the counsel of the board to take proper
measures for that purpose.

They also ordered the street commissioners to pre

. the proper ordinances to carry such regulation into
eitect.

The subscriber supposed at the time he received a

copy of said resolution, that it was the intention of the

common council that an application should be made to

the supreme court for the appointment of commissioners

to estimate such damages and benefit; but no such pro

ceeding is provided for by law; the court has no such

authority; and such application would have been fruit

less. The law vests in the common council, the power

of ordering and directing the grading of streets, and

provides for the appointment by them of commissioners

to estimate the expenses of such grading, and assess the

same upon the property benefitted. Under this law all

the alteration of the grades of streets, and all the new

grades, and all estimates and assessments therefor,

have been made, except when it has been done by

commissioners for opening or widening streets in con

nection with their proceedings.

This mode of proceeding by ordinance of the corpo

ration under the law referred to, is the proper one in

the case of the alteration of the grade of Centre-street,

and the only difficulty arises from the question whether

the law allows the commissioners appointed by the or

dinance to assess and award the damages, if any are

incurred by such regulation.

Hitherto no damages have been allowed in proceed

ings of this kind, either because the commissioners

have not felt warranted by law in allowing them, or

because it has always happened that such regulations

were beneficial to all. In the present case the common

council evidently supposed that some damages would

be sustained, and endeavored to proride for their pay

ment in the same resolutions, by which they ordered

and adopted the new regulation, and it would seem to

be but justice not to carry into effect one resolution

without the other.

The question then is, which is the true construction

of the act referred to. It provides that the common

council shall cause estimates of the expenses of con

forming to such regulation to be made by skil

ful and disinterested persons, and a just and equit

able assessment thereof , made among the owners

or occupants of houses and lots benefited thereby. No

mention is specifically made in the law of damages to

be allowed, and the authority to allow them must be

inferred from the terms and general intent of the law,

if it exists at all. In the first place, the law gives the

power absolutely to the corporation to make such new

regulation, and to assess the expenses upon the per

sons benefited.

Without the power of allowing damages in cases

where damages are really sustained, the law is unjust

in its operation, benefitting one man's property at the

expense of another, without compensation to that other,

a construction not to be adopted for any law.

If there was any other proceeding applicable to cases

of grading where damages are sustained, or if this law
were limited in terms to cases where all houses and

lots would be benefited, the case would be different,

but the law is general and absolute, and necessarily

requiresthis construction to be equitable and just.

What are the expenses of conforming to such regu

lations that are to be estimated The true answer

seems to me to be, all just claims arising from it—the

value of property injured or destroyed by it, as well as

the materials and labor required for making it; the

cost of the work—the compensation for damage neces

sarily done in making the work, and without doing

which it could not be accomplished. Unless this be

the proper explanation of the expense of conforming to

such regulations, the law would authorise the doing of

an injury without affording any remedy.
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This construction is further strengthened by the terms

of the law requiring estimates of such expense to be

made and assessed, inasmuch as if the mere cost of

doing the work only is to be ascertained, the contract

price, or the actual expenditure, would render estimates

unnecessary. The question is certainly not free from

doubt and difficulty, but absolute injustice, of making

these regulations without paying for damages actually

sustained by them, seems to me torender that construc

tion proper and necessary, which fulfils the general in

tent of the law, and does justice to all.

With these views of the proper construction ofthis

law, I would advise that the commissioners appointed

by the ordinance for the new grade or regulation of

Centre street, estimate and assess the damages neces

sarily caused by such new regulation, as a part of the

expenses thereof. GEO. F. TALMAN.

April, 1838.
-

ASSESSMENTS LEADING TO THE UNCER

TAINTY OF TITLES OF REAL ESTATE.

The loose and irregular mode of making and record

ing assessments, and giving notice of sales for assess

ments, is productive of great mischief and much

trouble.

It is well known that heretofore lots have been

described by surveyors, commissioners, and assessors,

by arbitrary map numbers, and by as many different

numbers to a lot as there are different assessments.

This must be remedied. The law of the last session

remedies the evil as to assessments made subsequent

to June 5th, 1840; but there are a vast number of lots

on which assessments are due, that are described in

the old loose way; this must be remedied by a special

law, and it must also be provided that a book shall be

kept open for inspection, where all these incumbrances

shall be regularly and properly recorded, that persons

who purchase or loan money on real estate, may be

able at once to ascertain the extent and magnitude of

assessment leins, which in very many instances

amount to more than the value of the land. As a full

and complete illustration of my argument, we will state

a few cases which have come under our own personal

observation, which are most convincing and decisive.

The first of these is the case of Mr. Delhoyo. A

Spanish gentleman, some two years ago, purchased a

house and lot, No. 2, Anthony-street, near Hudson

street, for which he paid six thousand dollars cash.

The property was sold on a master's sale on a foreclo

sure, by one of the insolvent insurance companies.

The property belonged to the estate of a person de

ceased. This property had been assessed for the

widening of Chapel-street, the sum of between three

and four hundred dollars, and described as the prop

erty of estate of Thomas Flender, who owned the

three adjoining lots. The real owner was never

called upon for the assessment; the property was how

ever advertised for sale as the property of estate of

Thomas Flender, and described as being situate be

tween Chapel and Hudson-streets, and by an arbitra

ry map number—was sold for a long term of years,

and Mr. Delhoyo knew nothing of the incumbrance

until after the time of redemption had expired; he had,

however, time to obtain an injunction, and then com

promised the matter by paying, five hundred dollars,

which he had to lose.

Another.

A gentleman purchased a house and lot in Eighth

street, for which he paid several thousand dollars.

About amonth ago he was called upon by a person who

had purchased the premises at the sale for unpaid assess

ments, for an assessment of about eight dollars, for

paving Wooster-street, which is some distance from it.

The property was sold for the term of eight years, and

was assessed in another name from that of the owner;

the owner was never called upon for the assessment,

and was wholly ignorant of it. He obtained an in

junction.

AND STILL ANOTheR.

Mr. Stuart Mollan, an old and highly respectable

merchant of New York, residing in Broadway, next

door to the corner of Twelfth street, occupying a large

house with his stable on the rear of his lot, was assess

ed for building a sewer in Thirteenth street. He paid

the assessment when called on. A few days since he

learnt that his stable had been assessed seperately from

his house for the sewer in Thirteenth street, and put

down as the property ofa Mr. McIllwaine, who had no

interest in it. It was assessed a very small sum—was

advertised and sold for the assessment for the term of

eight years, as the property of Mr. McIllwaine, and

described by an arbitraty map number, and he was

wholly ignorant of the whole affair. A few days since,

when the purchaser, who is a corporation contractor,

or belongs to the family of one, claimed possession.

This matter is mow pending.

And YET ANOTheR.

Mr. James Gillispie, a highly respectable gentleman

residing in Dey street, owns a house on the corner of

Broadway and Twelfth street, has been served in the

same manner by the same persons as Mr. Mollan, and

under the same circumstances.

And MORE STILL.

Mr. Richard Mortimer, one of our highly respectable

citizens, owning property on Twelfth street, has fared

the same as to his property, as Mr. Mollan and Mr.

Gillispie.

And Yet MORE.

Two lots of ground on Sixth street, near Avenue C,

was assessed some thirty dollars for widening Avenue

C. The owner had no knowledge of the assessment.

He sold the lots, and now after two or more years, he

finds a man building upon these lots on the strength of

a lease from the corporation for thirty-five years, for

the nonpayment of the assessment.

With the exception of Mr. Delhoyo's house and lot,

the other five assessments did not amount to fifty dol

lars, but some seventy or eighty dollars costs have been

added to the amount, and the parties obliged to resort

to the courts for relief.

Shall these things be permitted Certainly not.

Hundreds and hundreds of cases of these same descrip

tions have occurred, and are cotinually occurring, and

this mischief must be promptly remedied.

The legislature are called upon to remedy these

abuses, and to put a stop to this abominable system of

ruinous assessments. Some say that we are “shutting

the stable door after the horse has gone.” Not so.

This system is still in its full tide of continuance, and

will continue until the most effective and decided mea

sures are taken to prevent it. The annexed petition to

the legislature signed by many of our most respectable

and influential citizens irrespective of party politics,

will, we trust, bring the desired relief. There are

other abuses of great magnitude and of a very alarming

character, which require prompt attention. The Mayor

and Common Council will, without doubt, lend their aid

to correct these abuses, by uniting in endeavoring to ob

tain from the Legislature a general law. Mayor Purdy

has been opposed to assessments generally, and latterly

so many of the abuses have come to his knowledge, that

a convincement must have produced a perfect conviction

in his mind of the absolute necessity of Legislative en

actments to remedy the evils complained of

POPULATION or THE CITY OF NEW YORK,

In 1731 8,622 In 1810 96,276
ti - --- (4 -, *-

. . . . . ;

tº 17s; 23.514 “ is 30 203.580

“ 1790 33,131 “ 1840 312,883

“ 1800 60,489

TAXES OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.

In 1801 $75,000 In 1825 $300,000

“ 1810 120,000 “ 1830 450,000

“ 1820 250,000 “ 1840 1100,000

FLOATING DEBTS OF THE CITY.

There has been for the last ten years a floating debt,

and every year increasing, which must now amount to

a very large sum of money. At the last session of the

legislature an application was made to fund thirteen

hundred thousand dollars. The legislature passed an

act to fund four hundred thousand dollars. Authority

should at once be given by the legislature to the corpo

ration, to fund all the floating debt, and a prohibition

F.". also against the corporation issuing another

oond, unless authorized by some special act ofthe legis

lature. The comptrollers report of 1840 is a very

lengthy document, and much time is required to ex

amine it properly, and compare it with the former re

ports; this will be done in the subsequent numbers of

this paper. The private minutes of the finance com

mittee are the best criterion of city indebtedness. The

comptroller reports only actual payments. The city

has a great undertaking in hand, and will be obliged

to borrow a large sum of money, it is important there

fore, that the credit of the corporation should be pre

served unimpaired. Justice to individuals who are

holders of the present stock, also require this, as it

would be doing a great wrong to impair the value of

the public securities, which are held by those who have,

in many cases, paid a premium for this stock. Wher

ever the city expenditures have been extravagant and

unnecessary, they should be known and remedied. The

increase of taxes have been very great, and are still to

all appearance increasing. An application is now be

fore the legislature to authorise a tax for a large amount,

and it is hoped that in the act which authorises its im:

position, a restrictive and special provision may be

inserted, requiring that the money shall be specially

appropriated for the purposes for which it is to be

raised, and not “for any purpose the mayor, aldermen,

and commonalty may in any manner sustain,” as is

provided in the tax act of the last session.

Governor Morton of Massachusetts recommended re

trenchment as a substitute for taxation. 'I his should

be good authority with our present common council.

We have two descriptions of taxes in the city of

New York, viz.: direct and indirect taxes. The indi

rect taxes are the assessments which are most odious,

and of a very alarming character. In other cities, these

kind of assessments are unknown. All the expenses

of paving streets, building common sewers, and sink

ing wells, are a city charge. These assessments affect

every body—they decrease the value of real estate, ren

der titles unsafe, and are dangerous to civil liberty.—.

The abuses have been so great, so long continued, so

pertinaciously persisted in, that the people have become

exasperated, forbearance has ceased to be a virtue, and

º as an encouragement to the abuses and mis

chiefs.

Regulating the Ninth Avenue,from 45th street to the

Bloomingdale Road–Soune months since a petition

was presented in the board of assistant alderinen, to

have this portion of the avenue regulated. The petition

is signed by eighteen persons. We have a list of their

names and also a map of all the property on that por

tion of the avenue which would be subject to assess

ment, and find that but two of the petitioners appear to

be owners of any of the property which would be as

sessed for the work.

2d Avenue Sewer.—This sewer and its branches cost

about seventy thousand dollars, it was ordered by the

common council on the petition of eleven persons; the

names of only one of the petitioners appear upon the

assessment list for the expense of this sewer, and the

assessment of that one amounts to less than eight dol

lars. Both of the above petitions are on files in the of.

fices of the clerk of the common ccuncil, and clerk of the

board of assistants,
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We give below the Bill reported by the select com

mittee of the Senate, at the last session of the legisla

ture. It will be seen, by a careful reading of this bill,

that it would have remedied very many of the assess

ment-abuses now complained of. The sections which

would have remedied those abuses were struck out by

the person who drew the bill, at the request of the cor

poration of the city of New York. The reason for

consenting to strike out, was the lateness of the session,

and the consequent danger of losing the whole bill if it

was opposed in either house, and also a willingness to

agree upon a bill as being more desirable in all cases

where it can be done. It will be recollected that the

expense charged for selling lots for unpaid assessments,

was sixteen dollars and eighty cents for each lot sold,

which included the interest on the cost. The cost of

advertising was $5, certificates $3, lease $4, making

$12; twenty per cent. interest on this amount for two

years made $480, which altogether is $1680. If the

owner redeemed at the end of two years the price of

the lease was returned, but not the interest on the lease.

It will also be recollected that the old rate of interest

was twenty per cent. per annum; the law of 1810 re

duced it to fourteen per cent. per annum.

It was very desirable to remedy that abuse of extort

ing such extravagant ſees on the sale of every separate

lot, and this much was effected by the Act of May 14,

1840, which is set forth in the present number of this

paper.

The mode of describing lots by arbitrary map num

bers, instead of the known street number, on assess

ments made after the act took effect, is done away with,

and the street and ward numbers are now required to

be stated; but this difficulty of vague and uncertain

description of lots assessed previous to the passing of

that act, by arbitrary map numbers, is yet to be reme

died. It will be borne in mind by those who are fa

miliar with assessments, that in the comptroller's report

of 1839, appendix K, is a list of twenty-three streets,

avenues, and public places, the assessments of which

were confirmed by the supreme court in that year.—

None of these assessments are included in the last sale;

and besides these there are assessments for street pa

ving, curb and gutter, sidewalks, filling low grounds,

building sewers, building bulkheads, wells and pumps,

&c., &c., almost without number, for which the assess

ments are yet to be collected, and in the assessments of

which the old plan of arbitrary map numbers has been

adopted. This can be remedied by requiring all lots

advertised for sale to be described by the known street

and ward numbers, and by requiring the purchaser to

give six months' notice before he applies for a lease to

the owner to r deem, as is done by the purchasers at

tax sales made by the comptroller of the state. See

vol. 1. R. S. p. 400, sec. 84. We will recur to this

subject again.

An Act in relation to the collection of assessments and

tarcs in the City and County ºf New York, and for

other purposes.

The people of the State of New York, represented

in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

Sec. 1. In all cases where commissioners or assessors

shall hereafter be appointed to make an estimate and

assessment of the expense of conforming to any order,

regulation, resolution or ordinance, in laying out, open

ing, widening, extending, altering, straightening, or in

any manner improving any avenue, street, park, place,

lane or alley; or of building, constructing, altering,

amending or repairing any sewer, culvert or drain; or

of making, sinking or digging of any well; or for bor.

ing for water; or for regrading, grading, repaving or

paving any avenue, street, park, place, lane or alley;

or for the levelling, excavating, reducing, regulating or

filling of any lot or lots in the city and county of New

York, and all commissioners.# assessors who have

been heretofore appointed, and who have not yet made

their report, or where their reports have been made and

not confirmed, it shall be their duty to ascertain, by

due proof to be made to such commissioners or assessors

in writing, that the board of aldermen and board of

assistant aldermen composing the common council of

the city of New York, have in all respects complied

with the requirements of section seven of chapter one

hundred and twenty-two, of laws of this state, passed

April 7, 1830; and such proof in writing shall be

appended to the assessment roll of said commissioners

Or assessors.

Sec. 2. In all cases where commissioners or assessors

shall describe the houses and lots assessed for any im

provement set forth in the first section of this act they

shall describe and particularize all such houses and lots

by the known street number, and shall also state the

names of the owner or owners, and occupant or occu

pants, and it shall be their duty to ascertain by an in

quiry to be made of the collector of taxes of the ward

in which the property assessed is situate, and by in

quiry of the person who collected the taxes of such

ward the previous year, as to such ownership; and

such collector, on being notified in writing by the

chairman of such commissioners or assessors, shall at

tend before them for examination.

Sec. 3. It shall be the duty of all commissioners and

assessors authorised to make any estimate and assess

ment for any improvement recited in the first section of

this act, to give notice to the owner or owners, and

occupant or occupants, of all houses and lots, and im

roved or unimproved land affected thereby, that they

|. completed the estimate and assessment, and will

meet at the street commissioner's office in the city of

New York, to hear the objections of all persons inter

ested, to the said estimate and assessment, who may

appear and make objections thereto.

Sec. 4. Such notice may be served personally, or by

leaving the same at the dwelling-house of the owner

and occupant, with any person of suitable age and dis

cretion belonging to the family of such owner and oc

cupant, or by leaving the same at the place of business

of such owner and occupant, with the person having

charge of the business of such owner and occupant.

Sec. 5. The notice provided for in the two last pre

ceding sections, shall state the amount of the assess

ment or assessments, the street where the property is

situate, and the day and hour on which the commis

sioners or assessors will meet to hear objections to the

estimate and assessment, and state the place of meeting,

and shall be signed by the chairman of such commis

sioners or assessors.

Sec. 6. It shall be the duty of the commissioners or

assessors, to employ a suitable person at a reasonable

compensation, to make service of the notices provided

for by this act; and such person shall make oath or

affirmation to the due service of each of said notices,

in a general return to be made to the said commission

ers or assessors, who are hereby authorised to adminis

ter such oath or affirmation, and to endorse the same

upon the said general return of due service, which shall

be appended to the assessment list.

Sec. 7. It shall be the duty of the commissioners or

assessors to take down in writing the objections which

any person interested in opposing the assessment may

make thereto, at the time when such commissioners or

assessors shall meet to hear objections, and shall care

fully read the same over to such objector, who, if he

approve the same as correct, shall sign his name thereto,

..and such objections shall be attached to the assessment

list.

Sec. 8. Whenever houses and lots, or improved or

unimproved lands, shall be assessed for any improve:

ments specified in the first section of this act, it shall

be the duty of the commissioners or assessors to assess

all property belonging to one, and the same owner or

owners, which adjoins and is held in one parcel or tract,

in one sum, unless required by such owner or owners

to assess the same separately, which requirement shall

be in writing, and be signed by the person or persons

making it, and shall be appended to the assessment

roll.

Sec. 9. Whenever any houses and lots, or improved

or unimproved lands, shall be hereafter offered for sale

or lease at public auction, for the non-payment of any

taxes or assessments in the city and county of New

York, so much only of the property of the same owner

or owners, shall be sold or leased as will be sufficient

to satisfy such tax or assessment, and the interest and

charges, and no more.

Sec. 10. It shall not be lawful for any public officer,

or any person in the employ of the corporation of the

city of New York, to purchase or lease any houses,

lots, improved or unimproved lands at public auction,

which shall or may be offered for sale or lease at public

auction in the city of New York, for the non-payment

of taxes or assessments; and all purchases made by

any public officer or person in the employ of the corpo

ration of the city of New York, either directly or indi

rectly, shall be absolutely void. -

Sec. 11. It shall not be lawful for any commissioner

or assessor to charge for any services in making esti

mates and assessments for any improvements recited

in the first section of this act, not actually rendered by

him, nor any parts of days, as whole days, where the

time occupied was less than six hours of such day.

Sec. 12. The expense of advertising houses and lots,

and improved and unimproved lands, for sale or lease

in the city and county of New York, for unpaid taxes

and assessments, and of giving a certificate to the pur

chaser or lessee therefor, and of making a lease and

executing the same, shall be the same as is now charged

for the similar services, by the comptroller of the state

of New York, in selling lands for unpaid taxes, and

no more, nor shall any other or greater rate of interest

be charged on the amount of such assessment of taxes

than is charged by the comptroller of the state of New

York on unpaid taxes when land is sold therefor, and

redeemed by the owner or others.

Sec. 13.W. any houses and lots, or unim

proved lands, shall have been sold, or leased, at public

auction in the city of New York for the non-payment

of taxes or assessments, the grantee, lessee or purchaser

of such houses and lots, or improved or unimproved

lands, shall, four months before the term of time for

the redemption of any of such houses and lots, and im

proved or unimproved lands shall expire, give notice

both to the owner and the occupant of such houses and

lots, and improved or unimproved lands, of the sale

and lease, and the amount of the tax or assessment,

and of the interest and expenses thereon; such notice

shall be served personally or by leaving the same at

the dwelling house of the owner and the occupant with

any person of competent age and discretion belonging

to his or her family, or by leaving the same at the

place of business of such owner and occupant, with

some person having charge thereof.

Sec. 14. It shall not be lawful for any public officer

to execute or deliver to any purchaser or lessee a lease

for a term of years of any houses, lots, improved or

unimproved lands, until such officer is satisfied by due

proof in writing, verified by oath or affirmation, that

the requirements of the thirteenth section of this act

has been complied with by such lessee or purchaser,

and such proof shall be filed in the street commission

cr's office in the city of New York.

Sec. 15. Commissioners or assessors for making es

timate and assessment for any improvement recited in

the first section of this act, shall in no case assess any

house, lot, improved or unimproved lands more than

one half the actual and real value of such house, lot,

improved or unimproved lands, at the time of making

such assessment.

Sec. 16. It shall not be lawful for any public officer

of the United States, or of the corporation of the city of

New York, to serve as commissioners or assessors for

the making of any estimate or assessment for improve

ments, set forth in the first section of this act.

ec. 17. It shall be the duty of the collectors of taxes

of the city of New York to attend at the street commis

sioner's office, in the hall of records, every Saturday

during the months of January and February in each

ear, from the hour of ten o'clock in the morning to the

i. of three o'clock in the afternoon, with the tax

lists of their respective wards, for the purpose of af.

fording tax payers owning property in different wards

an opportunity of paying such taxes.

Sec. 18. No houses and lots, or improved or unim

proved lands in the city and county of New York,

shall be hereafter sold or leased at public auction for

the non-payment of any assessment or tax which may

be due thercon, unless notice of such sale shall have

been published in all the daily newspapers printed and

published in the city of New York, once a week for

six months, and it shall also be the duty of the officer

giving such notice, and selling or leasing such houses

and lots, and improved or unimproved lands, at public

auction, to cause to be printed in a pamphlet a parti

cular and detailed statement of the properly assessed,

and such as is now published by the street commis

sioner in two of the dailyº in the city of

INew York, which pamphlets chall be deposited in the

street commissioner's office in the city of New York,

and with the collector of taxes of the different wards

t;

º
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ofthe city of New York, and shall be delivered to any

person applying therefor; and the notice provided for

in this section to be given of the sale of houses and

lots, and improved or unimproved lands, shall also

state that the detailed statement of the aseessment, or

tax and ownership of the property assessed or taxed,

is published in a pamphlet, and where the same are, or

will be deposited, to be delivered to any person apply

ing for the same. -

Sec. 19. The act entitled “An act relative to the du

ties and powers of commissioners of estimate and as:

sessment on opening streets and avenues,” passed April

5th, 1816, is hereby repealed.

PROPOSED LAW AS TO PAVING STREETS,

AND SINKING WELLS, AND OPENING

STREETS.

§ 1. Whenever and as often as the owner or owners

of any houses or lots fronting on any street or avenue by

petition apply to the board of commissioners for liberty

to pave or regulate such street or avenue at the cost and

charge of such owner or owners exclusively, it shall be

the duty of said board of commissioners to grant a

permit for the same, to be so paved or regulated; and

the same shall be done under the directions of a city

surveyor in the employ of the said board of commis

sioners, within the time named in the permit granted

by the said board of commissioners.

§ 2. Whenever and as often as the owners and occu

|. of houses fronting on any street or avenue shall

e desirous that such strect or avenue shall be regula

ted and paved, and shall petition the board of commis.

sioners of the city of New York to that effect, it shall

be the duty of the board of commissioners to cause an

estimate of the expense of regulating and paving such

street or avenue to be made by a surveyor in their em

ploy; and if it shall be found, on completing such esti

mate, that the petitioners ure owners to the extent of

two-thirds the houses fronting on such street or avenue,

the said board of commissioners may in their discre

tion order an assessment of the expense of regulating

and paving such street or avenue, to be made upon the

owners of all houses fronting on such street or avenue

intended to be benefited thereby, by one of the city

º their employ, which assessment, whencon

firmed by the said board of commissioners, shall be col

lected by one of the city collectors, and the money thus

collected shall be appropriated to the regulating and

paving such street or avenue. And in all cases where

avenues shall be regulated or paved, one half ofthe ex

pense of such regulating and paving shall be assessed

upon the city treasury.

§ 3. Whenever and as often as the owners or occu

pants of houses, and lots fronting on any street or

avenue, shall be desirous of sinking a well in any such

street or avenue, and placing a pump therein, for their

own convenience or use, and at their own cost and

charge, and shall petition and desire the board ofcom

missioners of the city of New York to allow the same

to be done, it shall be their duty to give the said peti

tioners a written permit to that effect, in which shall

be stated the place at which the well is to be sunk, and

the number of days allowed for completing the same.

$ 4. Whenever and as often as the owners and oc

cupants of houses fronting on any street or avenue,

or both, shallº by petition to the board of commis:

soners for a well to be sunk, and a pump to be placed

therein, it shall be the duty of the said commissioners

to cause an estimate of the expense of such well and

pump to be made by one of the city surveyors in their

employ; and the surveyor making the estimate shall

ascertain how many houses fronting on said street or

*venue, or both, are within five hundred feet on the

line of such street or avenue of the place where such

Well is designed to be sunk, and assess the same equal

ly among such owners and occupants, and report the

sºme to the said board of commissioners; and if, on

the coming in of the said report, it is found that the

Petitioners are interested to the extent of two thirds the

humber of houses within the said distance, then and

ºn such case the said board of commissioners may, in

their discretion, confirm such estimate and assessment,

and cause the amount of such assessment to be collect.

ºpy one of the city collectors; and the money when

collected shallbe appropriated to the purposes aforesaid;

and if the assessment'shall amount to more than the

Work the surplus shall be paid into the city treasury to

the credit of contingencies; and in case the work costs

ºlore than the amount assessed and collected, the resi

due of the expense shall be paid out of the city treasu

yºnd charged to contingencies; but in no case shall

** Portion of the expense of such well and pump be
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assessed upon the owner of any house who is not ape

titioner, who has a well sunk upon his own premises

within said district, or upon any other owner or occu

pant not a petitioner, whose house is situate within five

hundred feet of any other well or pump on the line of

said street or avenue, or both.

§ 5. Whenever and as often as the owners to the ex

tent of three fourths the land fronting on any street or

avenue on that part of the island laid out by the com

missioners under and by virtue of the Act of April 3d,

1807, shall, by petition, apply to the board of commis

sioners of the city of New York, to have such street or

avenue opened or regulated, it shall be the duty of said

board of commissioners to cause an estimate of the ex

pense of opening and regulating such street or avenue

to be made by a surveyor in their employ, and upon

the coming in of his report, if it shall appear to the

satisfaction of the said board of commissioners that

public necessity or convenience requires such street or

avenue to be opened and regulated, and that the esti

mated expense is not so great as to make it objectiona

ble, then, and in that case, it shall be their duty to cause

personal notice to be given to the petitioners to appear

before the said board of commissioners; and if it shall

appear that the said petitioners are not owners to the

extent of three fourths of the land fronting on such

street or avenue desired to be opened and regulated, the

said petition shall be dismissed, and the expense of

making such estimate shall be paid by such petitioners,

and shall be a valid and effectual lien and incumbrance

upon the land of such petitioners.

(To be concluded in our next number.)

That portion of the Law of 1839 which applies to

giving notice of application to the Supreme Court for

the Confirmation of Assessments, and also requiring

the taxation of costs and expenses, and under which

all the streets, avenues, and public places, for the open

ing of which the assessments have been confirmed since

the passage of the act, have been made without comply

ing with its provisions, and for which reason we con

tend the confirmation should be set aside and declared

void. Session Laws, 1839, p. 182.

s 7. The said mayºr, aldernen and commonalty

shall be authorised at any time previous to the confir

mation of the report by the said court, to discontinue

all farther proceedings relative to the said improve:

ment, without the necessity of an application to said

court for leave to do so. -

g 8. Whenever an estimate and assessment for loss

and damage, and for benefit and advantage, shall be

made by the said commissioners relative to the same

person or persons, no interest shall be demanded from

such person or persons, upon the amount assessed for

benefit and advantage, except on the excess of the

amount he is to pay over and above the amount he is

to receive for or in consequence of any intervening

time between the period fixed for the receipt of the

amount of benefit and advantage, and the payment of

the amount of lot and damage.

§ 9. All motions (except as hereinbefore provided)

made under and by virtue of the act hereby amended,

before the said court or any court to which an appeal

may have been made, shall be upon giving previous

notice of the time, place and object of such motion, to

be published for at least fourteen days in four of the

public newspapers, and by copies of said notice in

handbills, to be posted up for the same space of time

in the manner hereinbefore directed.

s 10. No real estate or other property shall be sold

or advertised for sale, for the non-payment of any as

sessment or tax laid upon real estate, unless notice in

writing shall have been left at the residence of the own

er or owners, if residing in the city of New York, or

iſ upon diligent inquiry, such owner or owners cannot

be found, then at the residence of the tenant or tenants

upon the said premises, at least twenty days previous

to such advertisement; and if such owner or owners

do not reside in said city, or upon diligent inquiry can

not be found and the premises are without a tenant or

tenants, then such notice in writing shall be put up for

the same space of time, in some conspicuous place on

the premises so assessed or taxed.

$ 11. The one hundred and seventy-ninth, and one

hundredº sections ofthe act hereby amend

ed, are repea

----

-

§ 12. No cost or charges to the said commissioners,

their attorney, counsel or others, shall be paid or al

lowed for any services performed under this act, or the

act, hereby amended, unless the same shall be taxed

by the said court, who are required to make rules to

apply to the said bills of costs, the existing laws in rela

tion to the taxation of costs, and the nature and proof

of the services rendered and disbursements charged, as

far as the same can be made applicable; and no unne

cessary cost or charges shall be allowed. Public no

tice of the time and place of the taxation of costs shall

be given, for the same time and in the same manner as

notices are required to be given by the above minth sec

tion; and a copy of the bill of costs, containing items

and particular services performed, shall be deposited

in the office of the street commissioner at the time of

the first publication of such notice.

§ 13. So much of the act aforesaid, or of any other

act as is inconsistent with the provisions of this act,

is hereby repealed.

S 14. This act shall take effect on its passage; but

no part thereof except the ninth and twelfth sections

shall affect in any respect any proceedings under the

act hereby amended, which may have been commenced

previous to the passage of this act.

State of New York, Secretary's Offce.

This act having been approved and signed by the

Governor, on the 20.h day of April, 1839, I do hereby

certify, that the same became a ſaw on that day.

JOHN C. SPENCER, Secretary of State.

By section 3 (R. S. City, p. 512.) The aldermen

and assistants are elected for one year.

By section 4. The officers elected on the 2d Tuesday

of April shall be sworn into office on the 2d Tuesday

of May thereaſter.

By section 5. The members of the Common Council

then in office, shall continue in office until the officers

elected shall be ENtitled to be sworn into office.

By section 24. “Each Board shall hold its first meet

ing for the purpose of organizing on the 2d Tuesday

of May, in each year.

By article 4, section 15. Const. St. N. York. “All

officers heretofore elective by the people, shall continue

to be elected, &c.” And by section 16. “Where the

elevation of any office is not prescribed by this Consti

tution, it may be declared by law; and if not so de

clared, such office shall be held during the pleasure of

the authority making the appointment.” -

By article 2, section 1. U. States Const. “The exe

cutive power shall be vested in a president of the

United States. He shall hold his office during the

term of four years.”

By article 12 of the amendment, “And if no house

of Representatives shall choose a president whenever

the right of choice devolves upon them, before the 4th

day of March next following, then the Vice President

shall act as President.”

By section 6. As above, the persons elected as alder

men and assistant aldermen on the 2d Tuesday of

May, 1831, were entitled to be sworn into office on the

first hour, or first moment of the 2d Tuesday of May,

of that year; and so of every succeeding year.

The aldermen and assistant aldermen cannot hold

over under the Constitution, article 4 section 16; and

by section 3 of the City Charter, they are elected for

one year; and by section 4 of the same, they are re

quired to be sworn into office on the 2d Tuesday of

May; and section 24, the Boards are required to meet

on that day for the purpose of organizing.

In 1836, the board of ºldermen met for the purpose

of organizing on the 10th day of May, which was the

2d Tuesday of May of that year—but were unable,

from the fact that the two parties were eight and

eight, equally balanced, to elect a president until

N
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the 1st of July, during the whole of which time the

city of New York was without a Common Council;

and no legal act could be done by either Board during

that time.

The same difficultieshave occurred in Congress. The

House of Representatives have at various times been

unable to elect a Speaker on the first day—in such

case the Senate did not proceed to business; and the

President in such cases has always withheld his an

mual message until both Houses were organized. Such

was the case in 1840.

Congress are required by the Constitution to meet on

the first Monday of December in each year, &c.,-

and less than a quorum may adjourn.

In 1837, President Jackson attended at the Capitol

until midnight on the 3d of March, for the purpose of

signing bills passed by Congress. He left the Capitol

as soon as the clock struck twelve.

In 1840, the venerable ex-president Adams, then, and

now a member of the House of Representatives, left the

hall of that house at 12 o'clock at midnight of the 2d

March, it being Saturday night, saying that the 25th

Congress of the United States was at an end.

In 1841, President Van Buren attended at the Capi

tol to sign bills until midnight, and left at 12 o'clock.

The year 1841 will go out at 12 o'clock at night of the

31st December next, and the present month of March

will go out on the fifth Wednesday at midnight.

EXPENSE OF WIDENING ART STREET.

The expense of widening this street is upwards of

eighty-eight thousand dollars. The length of the street

is five hundred and thirty-one fect.

-

COLUMBIA COLLEGE.

The lands of this college have been assessed between

five and six thousand dollars, for the pretended opening

of streets out of town. The assessments have been

paid, and have exhausted their ready funds which were

needed for other purposes, and the college has in con

sequence been obliged to apply to the State for relief.

The streets for which these assessments have been

made have not been opened, and will not be for many,

many years to come.

In 1837, a deputation of merchants from the city of

New York proceeded to Washington, and requested

the President to convene Congress to take measures in

relation to the currency. The President replied, “We

have no Congress which can be convened at this time;”

and he waited until several of the states had elected a

sufficiency of members to form a quorum, and then con

vened Congress by proclamation in September of that

year. -

France is often without a Chamber of Deputies,

Great Britain without a Parliament, Spain without a

Cortez, the United States without a Congress, and the

city of New York without a Common Council—

and it has happened with Great Britain that they were

without a King and Parliament at the same time.

ASSESSMENT ABUSES.

Several influential citizens are preparing affidavits of

the abuses in assessment proceedings, to forward to the

legislature.

CORPORATION NOTICES.

We have looked through the Journal of Commerce

of Monday, and the Evening Star of 25th February,

and the Evening Post of the 6th inst., and find but one

advertisement of the corporation officers; this one is

-

that of Col. Ewing, the street commissioner, in relation

to the discontinuance of proceedings in the opening

one hundred and twenty-eight street, published in the

Evening Post.

ANCIENT CHARTER of The City of NEW YORR.

We shall publish in some of the subsequent numbers

the ancient Charter proceedings.

CITY GOVERNMENT.

Hon. Elijah F. PURDY, Acting Mayor,

Residence, No. 81 Ludlow-st, cor. Broome-st.

Office, No. 5 City Hall.

Board of Aldermen.

1st Ward, Calvin Balis, 100 Broad-st.

2d “ Caleb S. Woodhull, 24 Beekman-st.

3d “ Egbert Benson, 56 Warren-st.

4th “ Daniel C. Pentz, 51 Oak-st.

5th “ Robert Jones, 154 Hudson-st.

6th “ James Ferris, 86 Bayard-st.

7th “ Josiah Rich, 279 East Broadway.

8th “ William Chamberlain, 35 Mercer-st.

9th “ Freeman Campbell, 17 Leroy-st

11th “ Abraham Hatfield, 310 Second-st

12th “ Nathaniel Jarvis, jum, 8th Avenue near

McComb's Bridge.

13th “ Elias L. Smith, 4 W illett-st.

14th “ Samuel Nichols, 387 Broome-st.

15th “ David Graham, jun., 770 Broadway.

16th “ Peter Cooper, 4th Avenue, cor. 28th-st.

17th “ Orville J. Nash, 126 Norfolk-st.

Board of Assistant Aldermen.

17th Ward, Frederick R. Lee, President, 5 Stanton-st.

2d “ Thomas F. Peers, 148 William-st.

3d “ John A. Underwood, 93 Liberty-st.

4th “ Benton W. Halsey, 42 Oliver-st.

5th “ William Adams, 179 Church-st

6th “ Felix O'Neil, 44 Mott-st.

7th “ William L. Wood, 531 Grand-st.

8th “ David Vandervoort, 41 Renwick-st.

9th “ Moses G. Leonard, 761 Greenwich-st.

10th “ Daniel Ward, 1 Allen-st

11th “ Edward Penny, jun., 217 Stanton-st.

12th “ Samuel Bradhurst, near McComb's Bridge.

13th “ Jacob A. Westervelt, 398 Grand-st.

14th “ John D. Spader, 206 Mulberry-st.

15th “ Henry E. Davies, 33 Clinton-place.

16th “ James Pollock, 19th-st.

Collectors of Tares, with their places of residence.

1st Ward, Oliver Cobb, No. 6 Coenties-slip.

2d “ E. T. Backhouse. 15 Fulton-st.

3d “ Garret Forbes, 261 Greenwich-st

4th “ John W. Coon, 398 Pearl-st.

5th “ E. P. Horton, 110 Reade-st

6th “ John Layden, 55 Elm-st.

7th “ John Murphy, 596 Water-st.

8th “ H. T. Kiersted, 529 Broadway.

9th “ Martin Blanch, 106 Charlton-st.

10th “ Darius Ferry, 98 Allen-st.

11th “ Moses Fargo, 1 Manhattan-st.

12th “ Patrick Doherty, Sth Avenue and 40th-st.

13th “ John F. Russell, 34 Norfolk-st.

14th “ Nelson Sammis, 241 Centre-st.

15th “ Joseph Britton, 40 Amity-st.

16th “ John Stewart, cor. 3d Avenue and 26th-st.

17th “ Cornelius Van Benschoten, 64 Stanton-st.

Collectors of Arrears of Taces.

(Office—Old Alms House, Park.)

Thomas K. Kellinger, No. 110 Delancey-st.

John P. Truesdell, 197 Spring-st.

Clarkson Crolius, 1 Reade-st.

STANDING CoMMITTEEs of The BoARD of ALDERMEN

AND AssistANT ALDERMEN, May 18, 1840.

Applications for Office.

Alderman Jones,
Assistant Davies,

4. Balis, * Peers,

tº Woodhull. :- Underwood.

Assessments.

Aldermen Benson, Assistant Underwood,

it. Graham, -- Ward,

tº Nash. it. Peers,

-
-
>

Arts, Sciences, and Schools.

Alderman Graham, Assistant Leonard,

-- Cooper, … Davies,

.. Smith. … Halsey.

Charity and Alms House.

Alderman Ferris, Assistant Bradhurst,

-: Jarvis, . . Penny,
it. Benson. tº Vandervoort.

Ferries.

Alderman Campbell, Assistant Halsey,

-- Smith, -: Westervelt,

-- Rich. i. Adams.

Finance.

Alderman Chamberlain, Assistant Westervelt,

i. Penson, … Peers,

… Cooper. .. Pollock.

Fire and Water.

Alderman Nichols, Assistant Penny,

.. Hatfield, 4. ood,

-- Pentz. … Vandervoort.

Lamps and Gas.

Alderman Ferris, Assistant Penny,

-- Nichols, -- Spader,
rt Balis. rt Wood.

Laws and Applications to the Legislature.

Alderman Woodhull, Assistant Davies,

… Rich, … Halsey,

.. Ferris. -: Ward.

Markets.

Alderman Nash, Assistant Spader,

4. Jones, .. Vandervoort,

-- Nichols. … Leonard.

Police, Watch, and Prisons.

Alderman Rich, Assistant Wood,

it. Graham, -- Westervelt,

… Hatfield. ºt O'Neil.

Public Offices and Repairs.

Alderman Smith, Assistant Vandervoort,

“ Nichols, Leonard,

ſt Campbell. ºt Penny.

Roads and Canals.

Alderman Jarvis, Assistant Bradhurst,

º Ferris, i. Pollock,

it. Benson. .. Halsey.

Streets.

Alderman Pentz, Assistant Pollcck,

it Woodhull, * { Leonard,

4. Nash. i. Adams.

Wharves, Piers, and Slips.

Alderman Campbell, Assistant Wood,

tº Chamberlain, … Westervelt,

r: Balis. tº Pollock.

Ordinances.

Alderman Balis, Assistant Adams,

-- Jones, (t O'Neil,

it. Graham. tº Davies.

Cleaning Streets.

Alderman Hatfield, Assistant Ward,

tº Pentz, ſº dams,

ºt Graham. ºt O'Neil.

Public Lands and Places.

Alderman Nash, Assistant O’Neil,

4. Jarvis, … Spader,

ºt Hatfield. … Bradhurst.

Salaries.

Alderman Rich, Assistant Peers,

{{ Woodhull, -- Ward,

-- Balis. ti. Underwood,

Joint Special Committee on Public Buildings on Black

well's Island, Long Island Farms, 4-6.

Alderman Jarvis, Assistant Pollock,

it. Campbell, … Peers,

tº Smith, t- Penny.

Joint Special Committee on the Croton Aqueduct.

Alderman Cooper, Assistant Vandervoort,

; : Chamberlain, … Leonard,
“ Nichols. tº Wood.

P R IN T E D BY R. C R A I G H E A D,

No. 112 Fulton, CoRNER or Dutch STREET.
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CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES.

We, the people of the United States, in order to form

a more ºr:union, establish justice, ensure domestic

tranquiſlity, provide for the common defence, promote

the general welfare, and secure the blessings of libert

to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and establis

this Constitution ofi. United States of America.

ARTICLE I.

Sec. 1. All Legislative Powers herein granted shall

be vested in a Congress of the United States, which

shall consist ofa Senate and House of Representatives.

Sec. 2. The House of Representatives shall be com

posed of members chosen every second year by the peo

ple of the several states, and the electors in each state

shall have the qualifications requisite for electors of

the most numerous branch of the State Legislature.

No person shall be a Representative who shall not

have attained to the age of twenty-five years, and been

seven years a citizen of the United States, and who

shall not, when elected, be an inhabitant of that state

in which he shall be chosen.

Representatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned

among the several states which may be included with

in this Union according to their respective numbers,

which shall be determined by adding to the whole

number of free persons, including those bound to ser

vice for a term of years, and excluding Indians not

taxed, three fifths of all other persons. The actual

enumeration shall be made within three years after the

first meeting of the Congress of the United States,

and within every subsequent term of ten years in such

manner as they shall by law direct. The number of

Representatives shall not exceed one for every thirty

thousand, but each state shall have at least one repre

sentative ; and until such enumeration shall be made,

the State of New Hampshire shall be entitled to choose

three, Massachusetts eight, Rhode Island and Provi

dence Plantations one, Connecticut five, New York six,

New Jersey four, Pennsylvania eight, Deluware one,

Maryland six, Virginia ten, North Carolina five, South

Carºlina five, and Georgia three.

When vacancies happen in the representation from

any State, the executive authority thereof shall issue

writs of election to fill such vacancies.

The House of Representatives shall choose their

Speaker and other officers, and shall have the sole pow

er of impeachment.

Sec. 3. The Senate of the United States shall be

composed of two Senators from each State chosen by

the Legislature thereof for six years, and each Senator
shall have one vote.

Immediately after they shall be assembled in conse

quence of the first election, they shall be divided as

equally as may be into three classes. The seats of the

Senators of the first class shall be vacated at the expi

ration of the second year, of the second class at the ex

Piration of the fourth year, and of the third class at

the expiration of the sixth year, so that one third may
be chosen every second year; and if vacancies hap

Pen by resignation or otherwise during the recess of

the legislature of any State, the executive thereof may

make temporary appointments until the next meeting

of the Legislature, which shall then fill such vacancies.

No person shall be a Senator who shall not have

attained to the age ofthirty years, and been nine years

And no person shall be convicted without the concur

rence of two thirds of the members present,

Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend

farther than to removal from office and disqualification

to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit

under the United States; but the party convicted shall

nevertheless be liable and subject to indictment, trial,

judgment, and punishment, according to law.

Sec. 4. The times, places and manner of holding

elections for Senators and Representatives, shall be

prescribed in each State by the#. thereof; but

the Congress may at any time by law make or alter

such regulations, except as to places of choosing Sena

tors.

The Congress shall assemble at least once in every

ear, and such meeting shall be on the first Monday

in December, unless they shall by law appoint a diffe

rent day,

Sec. § Each House shall be the judge of the elections

and qualifications of its own members, and a majority

of each shall constitute a quorum to do business; but

a smaller number may adjourn from day to day, and

may be authorized to compel the attendance of absent

members in such manner and under such penalties as

such House may provide.

Each House may determine the rules of is proceed

ings, punish its members for disorderly behavior, and,

* the concurrence of two thirds, may expel a mem

t.

Each House shall keep a journal of its proceedings,

and from time to time publish the same, excepting such

parts as may in their judgment require secrecy; and

the ayes and nays of the members of either House on

any question shall, at the desire of one fifth of those

present, be entered on the journal.

Neither House, during the session of Congress, shall,

“ithout the consent of the other, adjourn for more than

three days, nor to any other place than that in which

the two Houses shall be sitting.

Sec. 6. The Senators and Representatives shall re

ceive a compensation for their services, to be ascertain:

ed by law, and paid out of the Treasury of the United

States. They shall in all cases except treason, felony

and breach of the peace, be privileged from arrest du

ring their attendance at the session of their respective

Houses, and in going to and returning from the same;

and for any speech or debate in either House, they shall

not be questioned in any other place.

No Senator or Representative shall, during the time

for which he was elected, be appointed to any civil of.

fice under the authority of the United States, which

shall have been created, or the enmoluments whereof

shall have been increased, during such time; and no

erson holding any office under the United States shall

e a member of either House during his continuance in

office.

Sec. 7. All bills for raising revenue shall originate

in the House of Representatives; but the Senate may

propose, or concur with amendments, as on other bills.

very bill which shall have passed the House of

Representatives and the Senate, shall, before it become

a law, be presented to the President of the United

States. If he approve, he shal! sign it; but if not, he

shall return it, with his objections, to that House in

which it shall have originated, who shall enter the ob

jections at large on their journal, and proceed to recon.

sider it. If, after such reconsideration, two-thirds of

that House shall agree to pass the bill, it shall be sent,

together with the objections, to the other House, by

which it shall likewise be reconsidered; and if approv

'ed by two thirds of that House, it shall become a law.

But in all such cases, the votes of both Houses shall

be determined by yeas and mays, and the names of the

persons voting for and against the bill shall be entered

a citizen of the United States, and who shalſ not, on the journals of each House respectively. If any
when elected, be an inhabitant of the state for which

he shall e chosen.

The Vice President of the United States shall be

prºsident of the Senate, but shall have no vote unless

*; be'gºlº divided.

he Wenate shall choose their other officers, and

also a president pro tempore in the absence of the

Yice President, or when he shall exercise the office of

President of the United States.

The Senate shall have the sole power to try all im

bill shall not be returned by the President within ten

days [Sundays excepted] after it shall have been pre

sented to him, the same shall be a law in like manner

as if he had signed it, unless the Congress by their ad

journment prevent its return, in which case it shall not

be a law.

Every order, resolution, or vote to which the con

currence of the Senate and House of Representatives

may be necessary (except on a question of adjourn:

ment) shall be presented to the President of the United

ents. When sitting for that purpose, they shall 'States; and before the same shall take effect, shall be

Representatives, according to the rules and limitations

prescribed in the case of a bill.

Sec. 8. The Congress shall have power to lay and

collect taxes, duties, imposts and excises, to pay the

debts and provide for the common defence and general

welfare of the United States; but all duties, imposts,

and excises shall be uniform throughout the United
States.

To borrow money on the credit of the United States;

To regulate commerce with foreign nations, and

among the several States, and with the Indian tribes;

To establish a uniform rule of naturalization, and

uniform laws on the subject of bankruptcies through

out the United States;

To coin money, regulate the value thereof, and of

foreign coin, and fix the standard of weights and

measures;

To provide for the punishment of counterfeiting the

securities and current coin of the United States;

To establish post-offices and post-roads;

To promote the progress of science and useful arts,
by securing for limited times to authors and inventors

the exclusive right to their respective writings and dis

coveries;

To constitute tribunals inferior to the supreme court;

To define and punish piracies and felonies committed

on the high seas, and offences against the laws of na

tions ;

To declare war, grant letters of marque and repri.

sal, and make rules concerning captures on land and

water;

To raise and support armies, but no appropriation

of money to that use shall be for a longer term than

two years;

To provide and maintain a navy;

To make rules for the government and regulation of

the land and naval forces;

To provide for calling forth the militia to execute

the laws of the Union, suppress insurrections and re

pel invasions;

To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining

the militia, and for governing such part of them as may

be employed in the service of the United States, reserv.

ing to the states respectively the appointment of the

officers and the authority of training the militia ac

cording to the discipline prescribed by Congress;

To exercise exclusive legislation, in all cases what

soever, over such district (not exceeding ten miles

square) as may, by cession of particular States and

the acceptance of Congress, become the seat of the

government of the United States, and to exercise like

authority over all places purchased by the consent of

the Legislature of the State in which the same shall be,

for the erection of forts, magazines, arsenals, dock.

yards, and other needful buildings; — and,

To make all laws which shall be necessary and pro

per for carrying into execution the foregoing powers,

and all other powers vested by this constitution in the

government of the United States, or in any department
or officer thereof.

Sec. 9. The migration or importation of such per

sons as any of the States now existing shall think

properto admit, shall not be prohibited by the Congress

prior to the year one thousand eight hundred and eight;

but a tax or duty may be imposed on such importation,

not exceeding ten dollars for each person.

The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not

be suspended, unless when in cases of rebellion or inva

sion theº safety may require it.

No bill of attainder or ex-post-facto law shall be

passed.

No capitation or other direct tax shall be laid, unless

in proportion to the census or enumeration hereinbe

fore directed to be taken.

No tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from

"gº. -o preference shall be given by any regulation of

commerce or revenue to the ports of one state over

those of another; nor shall vessels bound to, or from

one state, be obliged to enter, clear, or pay duties in
another.

No money shall be drawn from the Treasury but in

consequence of appropriations made by law; and a

regular statement and account of the receips and ex

penditures of all public moneys shall be published from

time to time.
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No title of nobility shall be granted % the United

States; and no person holding any office of profit

or trust under them, shall, without the consent of the

Congress, accept of any present, emolument, office, or

title of any kind whatever, from any king, prince, or

foreign state.

Sec. 10. No State shallenter into any treaty, alliance,

or confederation; grant letters of marque and reprisal;

coin money; emit bills of credit; make any thing but

gold and silver coin a tender in payment of debts;

pass any bill of attainder, ex-post-facto law, or law

impairing the obligation of contracts, or grant any title

of nobility.

No State shall, without the consent of the Congress,

lay any imposts or duties on imports or exports, except

º may be absolutely necessary for executing its in

spection ſaws; and the nett produce of all duties and

imposts laid by any State on imports or exports, shall

be for the use of the Treasury of the United States;

and all such laws shall be subject to the revision and

control of the Congress.

No State shall, without the consent of Congress, lay

any duty on tonnage, keep troops or ships of war in

time of peace, enter into any agreement or compact

with another state, or with a foreign power, or en

gage in war, unless actually invaded, or in such im

minent danger as will not admit of delay.

ARTICLE II.

Sec. 1. The Executive power shall be vested in a

President of the United States of America. He shall

hold his office during the term of four years, and, to

gether with the Vice President, chosen for the same

term, be elected as follows:

Each state shall appoint, in such manner as the Le

gislature thereof may direct, a number of electors equal

to the whole number of Senators and Representatives

to which the state may be entitled in the Congress;

but no Senator or Representative, or person holding an

office of trust or profit under the United States, shall

be appointed an elector,

The clectors shall meet in their respective states, and

vote by ballot for two persons, of whom one at least

shall not be an inhabitant of the same state with them

selves. And they shall make a list of all the persons

voted for, and of the number of votes for each; which

list they shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed to

the seat of the government of the United States, direct

ed to the President of the Senate. The President of

the Senate shall, in the presence of the Senate and

House of Representatives, open all the certificates, and

the votes shall then be counted. The person having

the greatest number of votes shall be the President, if

such number be a majority of the whole number of

electors appointed; and if there be more than one who

have such majority and have an equal number of votes,

then the House of Representatives shall immediately

choose by ballot, one of them for President; and if no

person have a majority, then from the five highest on

the list the said House shall, in like manner, choose

the President. But in choosing the President, the votes

shall be taken by States, the representation from each

State having one vote. A quorum for this purpose

shall consist of a member or members from two thirds

of the States, and a majority of all the States shall be

necessary to a choice. In every case after the choice

of the President, the person having the greatest num
ber of votes of the electors shall be the Vice-President.

But if there should remain two or more who have

equal votes, the Senate shall choose from them by
ballot the Vice-President.*

The Congress may determine the time of choosing

the electors, and the day, on which they shall give

their votes; which day shall be the same throughout the
United States.

No person, except a natural born citizen or a citizen

of the United States at the time of the adoption of this

Constitution, shall be eligible to the office of President:

neither shall any person be eligible to that office whº

shall not have attained to the age of thirty-five years,

and been fourteen years a resident within the United
States.

In case of removal of the President from office, or

of his death, resignation or inability to discharge the

wers and duties of the said office, the same shali

evolve on the Vice-President; and the Congress may

by law provide for the case of removal, death, re

signation, or inability both of the President and Vice

President, declaring what officer shall then act as Presi

* Arnulled. See Amendment, Art. 12.

dent, and such officer shall act accordingly until the

disability be removed or a President shall i. elected.

The President shall, at stated times, receive for his

services a compensation which shall neither be in

creased nor diminished during the period for which

he shall have been elected, and he shall not receive

within that period any other emolument from the

United States or any of them.

Before he enter on the execution of his office, he

shall take the following oath or affirmation:-

“I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faith

fully execute the office of President of the United States

and will to the best of my ability preserve, protect and

defend the Constitution of the United States.” -

Sec. 2. The President shall be commander-in-chief

of the army and navy of the United States, and of

the militia of the several States, when called into the

actual service of the United States. He may require

the opinion, in writing, of the principal officer in each

of the executive departments upon any subject relating

to the duties of their respective offices, and he shall

have power to grant reprieves and pardons for offences

against the United States, except in cases of impeach
ment.

He shall have power, by and with the advice and

consent of the Senate, to make treaties, provided two

thirds of the Senators present concur; and he shall no

minate, and by and with the advice and consent of the

Senate, shall appoint ambassadors, other public minis

ters and consuls, judges of the supreme court, and all

other officers of the United States whose appointments

are not herein otherwise provided for, and which shall

be established by law; but the Congress may by law

vest, the appointment of such inferior officers as they

think proper in the President alone, in the courts oflaw,

or in the heads of departments.

The President shall have power to fill up all vacan

cies that may happen during the recess of the Senate,

by granting commissions which shall expire at the end

of their next session.

Sec. 3. He shall from time to time give to the Con

gress information of the state of the union, and recom

mend to their consideration such measures as he shall

iudge necessary and expedient. He may, on extraor

dinary occasions, convene both Houses, or either of

them, and, in case of disagreement between them, with

respect to the time of adjournment, he may adjourn

them to such time as he shall think proper; he shall

receive ambassadors and other public ministers; he

shall take care that the laws be faithfully executed,

and shall commission all the officers of the United

States.

Sec. 4. The President, Vice-President and all civil

officers of the United States shall be removed from

office on impeachment for, and conviction of treason,

bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors.

ARTICLE III.

Sec. 1. The judicial power of the United States shall

be vested in one Supreme Court and in such inferior

courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain

and establish. The judges, both of the supreme and

inferior courts, shall hold their offices during good be

havior, and shall, at stated times, receive for their

services a compensation which shall not be diminish

ed during their continuance in office.

Sec. 2. The judicial power shall extend to all cases

in law and equity arising under this constitution, the

laws of the United States, and the treaties made, or

which shall be made under their authority; to all cases

affecting ambassadors, other public ministers and con

suls; to all cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdic

tion; to controversies to which the United States shall

be a party; to controversies between two or more states

– between a state and citizen of another state–be

tween citizens of different states—between citizens of

the same state claiming lands under grants of different

states–and between a state, or the citizen thereof, and

foreign states, citizens or subjects.

. In all cases affecting ambassadors, other public min

isters and consuls, and those in which a state shall

be a party, the supreme court shall have original ju

risdiction. In all the other cases before mentioned, the

supreme court shall have appellate jurisdiction, both

as to law and fact, with such exceptions, and under

such regulations, as the Congress shall make.

The trial of all crimes, except in cases of impeach

ment, shall be by jury; and such trial shall be held in

the state where the said crimes shall have been commit

ted; but, when not committed within any state, the

trial shall be at such place or places as the Congress
may direct.

Sec. 3. Treason against the United States shall con

sist only in levying war against them, or in adhering

to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort. No

person shall be convicted of treason unless on the tes

timony of two witnesses to the same overt act, or on

confession in open court.

The Congress shall have power to declare the punish

ment of treason, but no attainder of treason shall work

corruption of blood or forfeiture except during the life

of the person attainted.

ARTICLE IV.

Sec. 1. Full faith and credit shall be given in each

State to the public acts, records, and judicial proceed

ings of every other State. And the Congress may by

general laws prescribe the manner in which such acts,

records, and proceedings shall be proved, and the effect

thereof.

Sec. 2. The citizens of each state shall be entitled to

all privileges and immunities of citizens in the several

States.

A person charged in any state with treason, felony

or other crime, who shall flee from justice and be found

in another state, shall, on demand of the executive au

thority of the state from which he fled, be delivered up,

to be removed to the state having jurisdiction of the

crime.

No person held to service or labor in one state under

the laws thereof, escaping into another, shall, in conse

quence of any law or regulation therein, be discharged

from such service or labor, but shall be delivered up on

claim of the party to whom such service or labor may

be due.

Sec. 3. New states may be admitted by the Congress

into this Union; but no new state shall be formed or

erected within the jurisdiction of any other state; nor

any state be formed by the junction of two or more

states, or parts of states, without the consent of the

Legislatures of the states concerned, as well as of the

Congress.

The Congress shall have power to dispose of, and

make all needful rules and regulations respecting the

territory or other property belonging to the United

States; and nothing in this Constitution shall be so

construed as to prejudice any claims of the United

States, or of any particular state.

Sec. 4. The §. States shall guaranty to every

state in this Union a republican form of government,

and shall protect each of them against invasion; and

on application of the legislature, or of the executive,

(when the legislature cannot be convened,) against do

mestic violence.

ARTICLE V.

The Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses

shall deem it necessary, shall propose amendments to

this Constitution, or, on the application of the legisla

tures of two thirds of the several states, shall call a

convention for proposing amendments, which in either

case shall be valid to all intents and purposes, as part

of this Constitution, when ratified by the legislatures

of three fourths of the several states, or by conventions

in three fourths thereof, as the one or the other mode of

ratification may be proposed by the Congress; pro

vided that no amendment which ...} be made prior to

the year one thousand eight hundred and eight, shall

in any manner affect the first and fourth clauses in the

minth section of the first article; and that no State,

without its consent, shall be deprived of its equal suf.

frage in the Senate.

ARTICLE VI.

All debts contracted, and engagements entered into,

before the adoption of this Constitution, shall be as

valid against the United States under this Constitution

as under the confederation.

This Constitution and the laws of the United States

which shall be made in pursuance thereof, and all

treaties made, or which shall be made, under the au

thority of the United States, shall be the supreme law

of the land; and the judges in every state shall be

bound thereby, any thing to the contrary notwith

standing.

The Senators and Representatives before mentioned,

and the members of the several state legislatures, and

all executive and judicial officers, both of the United

States and of the several States, shall be bound by

oath or affirmation to support this Constitution; but

no religious test shall ever be required as a qualifica

tion to any office or public trust under the United

States.

ARTICLE VII.

The ratification of the conventions of nine states

*
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shall be sufficient for the establishment of this Consti

tution between the states so ratifying the same.

Done in Convention by the unanimous consent of the

States present, the seventeenth day of September, in

the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred

and eighty seven, and of the Independence of the

United States of America, the twelfth. In witness

whereof we have hereunto subscribed our names.

GEO. WASHINGTON,

President, and Deputy from Virginia.

New Hampshire,

John Langdom,

Nicholas Gilman.

Massachusetts,

Nathaniel Gorham,

Rufus King.

Connecticut,

William SamuelJohnson,

Roger Sherman.

New York,

Alexander Hamilton.

New Jersey,

William Livingston,

David Brearly,

William Paterson,

Jonathan Dayton.

Pennsylvania,

Benjamin Franklin,

Thomas Mifflin,

Robert Morris,

George Clymer,

Thomas Fitzsimons,

Jared Ingersoll,

James Wilson,

Gouverneur Morris.

Attest: WILLIAM JACKSON, Sec.

Delaware,

George Read,

Gunning Bedford, jun.,

John Dickinson,

Richard Bassett,

Jacob Broom.

Maryland,

James M'Henry,

Dan'l of St. Tho. Jenifer

Daniel Carroll.

Virginia,

John Blair, -

James Madison, jun.

North Carolina,

William Blount,

Richard Dobbs Spaight,

Hugh Williamson.

South Carolina,

John Rutledge,

Charles C. Pinckney,

Pierce Butler.

Georgia,

William Few,

Abraham Baldwin.

A M E N D M E N T S,

ARTICLE I.

Congress shall make no law respecting an establish

ment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof;

or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press;

or the right of the people peaceably to assemble and

to petition the government for a redress of grievances.

ARTICLE II,

A well-regulated militia being necessary to the se

curity of a free state, the right of the pejple to keep

and bear arms shall not be infringed.

ARTICLE III.

No soldier shall in time of peace be quartered in any

house without the consent of the owner, nor in time of

war but in a manner to be prescribed by law.

ARTICLE IV.

The right of the people to be secure in their per

sons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable

searches and seizures, shall not be violated; and no

warrants shall issue but upon probable cause, supported

. oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the

p ...” be searched, and the persons or things to be

seized.

ARTICLE V.

No person shall be held to answer for a capital or

otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment of

indictment of a grand jury, except in cases arising in
the land or...i. or in the militia when in ac

tual service in time of war or public danger; mor shall

any person be subject for the same offence to be twice

put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled

in any criminal case to be a witness against himself;

nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without

due process of law; nor shall private property be

taken for public use without just compensation.

ARTICLE VI.

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy

the right to a speedy and public trial by an impartial

jury of the state and district wherein the crime shall

ave been committed, which district shall have been

previously ascertained by law; and to be informed of

the nature and cause of the accusation; to be confront

ed with the witnesses against him; to have compulso

ry process for obtaining witnesses in his favor; and

to have the assistance .#counsel for his defence.

ARTICLE VII.

In suits at common law, where the value in contro

versy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by

jury shall be preserved; and no fact tried by a jury

shall be otherwise re-examined in any court of the

United States than according to the rules of the com

mon law.

ARTICLE VIII.

Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive

fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments in

flicted.

ARTICLE IX.

The enumeration in the Constitution of certain

rights shall not be construed to deny or disparage

others ret-lined by the people.

ARTICLE X,

The powers not delegated to the United States by

the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are

reserved to the states respectively, or to the people.

ARTICLE XI.

The judicial power of the United States'shall not

be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity

commenced or prosecuted against one of the United

States by citizens of another state, or by citizens or

subjects of any foreign state.

ARTICLE XII.

The electors shall meet in their respective states, and

vote by ballot for President and Vice President, one of

whom, at least, shall not be an inhabitant of the same

state with themselves; they shall name in their ballots

the person voted for as President, and in distinct bal

lots the person voted for as Vice President; and they

shall make distinct lists of all persons voted for as

President, and of all persons voted for as Vice Presi.

dent, and of the number of votes for each; which lists

they shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed to the

seat of the government of the United States, directed

to the President of the Senate; the President of the

Senate shall, in presence of the Senate and House of

Representatives, open all the certificates, and the votes

shall then be counted: the person having the greatest

number of votes for President shall be the President,

if such number be a majority of the whole number of

electors appointed; and if no person have such ma

jority, then, from the persons having the highest num

bers, not exceeding three, on the list of those voted for

as President, the House of Representatives shall

choose immediately, by ballot, the President. But, in

choosing the President, the votes shall be taken by

states, the representation from each state having one

vo'e; a quorum for this purpose shall consist of a mem.

ber or members of two thirds of the states, and a ma

jority of all the states shall be necessary to a choice.

And if the House of Representatives shall not choose

a President whenever the right of choice shall devolve

upon them before the fourthday of March next follow

ing, then the Vice President shall act as President, as

in the case of the death or other constitutional disabili

ty of the President.

The person having the greatest number of votes as

Vice President, shall be the Vice President, if such

number be a majority of the whole number of electors

appointed; and if no person have a majority, then

from the two highest numbers on the list the Senate

shall choose the Vice President; a quorum for the

purpose shall consist of two thirds of the whole num

ber of Senators, and a majority of the whole number

shall be necessary to a choice.

But no person constitutionally ineligible to the office

of President, shall be eligible to that of Vice-President

of the United States.

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF

NEW YORK.

We, the people of the state of New York, acknow

ledging with gratitude the grace and beneficence of

God, in permitting us to make choice of our form of

government, do establish this constitution.

Article First.

Sec. 1. The legislative power of this state shall be

wested in a senate and an assembly.

Sec. 2. The senate shall consist of thirty-twº mem

bers. The senators shall be chosen for four years, and

shall be freeholders The assembly shall consist of

one hundred and twenty-eight members, who shall be

annually elected,
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Sec. 3. A majority of each house shall constitute a

quorum to do business. Each house shall determinº

the rules of its own proceedings, and be the judge of

the qualifications of its own members. Each house

shall choose its own officers; and the senate shall

choose a temporary president, when the lieutenant

governor shall not attend as president, or shall act as

governor. -

Sec. 4. Each house shall keep a journal of its pro

ceedings, and publish the same, except such parts as

may require secrecy. The doors of each house shall

be kept open, except when the public welfare shall re

quire secrecy. Neither house shall, without the consent

of the other, adjourn for more than two days.

Sec. 5. The state shall be divided into eight districts,

to be called senate districts, each of which shall choose

four senators.

The first district shall consist of the counties of

Suffolk, Queens, Kings, Richmond, and New York.

The second district shall consist of the counties of

Westchester, Putnam, Dutchess, Rockland, Orange,

Ulster, and Sullivan.

The third district shall consist of the counties of

Greene, Columbia, Albany, Rensselaer, Schoharie, and
Schenectady.

The fourth district shall eonsist of the counties of

Saratºga, Montgomery, Hamilton, Washington, war.

ren, Clinton, Essex, Franklin, and St. Lawrence.

The fifth district shall consist of the counties of

Herkimer, Oneida, Madison, Oswego, Lewis, and
Jefferson,

The sixth district shall consist of the counties of

Delaware, Otsego, Chenango, Broome, Cortland,

Tompkins, and Tioga.

The seventh district shall consist of the counties of

Onºndaga, Cayuga, Seneca, and Ontario.

The eighth district shall consist of the counties of

Steuben, Livingston, Monroe, Genesee, Niagara, Erie,

Allegany, Cattaraugus, and Chautauque.

And as soon as the senate shall meet, after the first

election tº be held in pursuance of this constitution

they shall cause the senators to be divided by lot, intº

four classes, of eight in each, so that every district shall

have one senator of each class; the classes to be num

bered, one, two, three, and four. And the seats of the

first class shall be vacated at the end of the first year;

ºf the second class, at the end of the second year; of

the third class, at the end of the third ear; of the

fourth class, at the end of the fourth year; in order that

9me senator be annually elected in each senate dis.
trict.

Sec. 6. An enumeration of the inhabitants of the

state shall be taken, under the direction of the legisla

ture, in the year one thousand eight hundred’ and

*Yenty-five, and at the end of every ten years ther.
after; and the said districts shall be so altered by the

legislature, at the first session after the return of every

enumeration, that each senate district shall contain, as

nearly as may be, an equal number of inhabitants, ex

cluding aliens, paupers, and persons of color not taxed;

and shall remain unaltered, until the return ofanother

enumeration, and shall at all times consist of contigu

Qus territory; and no county shall be divided in the
formation of a senate district.

Sec. 7. The members of the assembly shall be chosen

by counties, and shall be apportioned among the several

counties of the state, as nearly as may be, according

to the numbers of their respective inhabitants, exclud:

ing aliens, paupers, and persons of color not taxed.

An apportionment of members of assembly, shall be

made by the legislature, at its first session after the re.

turn of every enumeration; and when made, shall re

main unaltered until another enumeration shall have

been taken. But an apportionment of members of the

assembly shall be º: by the present legislature, ac

cording to the last enumeration taken under the author

ity of the United States, as nearly as may be. Every

county, heretofore established, and separately organ

ized, shall always be entitled to one member ofthe

assembly; and no new county shall hereafter be

erected, unless its population shalſ entitle it to a member.

Sec. 8. Any º may originate in either house ofthe

legislature; and all bills passed by one house, may be
amended by the other.

Sec. 9. The members of the legislature shall receive

for their services a compensation to be ascertained by

law, and paid out of the public treasury; but no in

crease of the compensation shall take effect, during the

wear in which it shall have been made. And no law

shall be passed, increasing the compensation of the

members of the legislature, beyond the sum of three

dollars a day.

r
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Sec. 10. No member of the legislature shall receive

any civil appointment from the governor and senate, or

from the legislature, during the term for which he shall

have been elected.

Sec. 11. No person, being a member of Congress, or

holding any judicial or military office under the United

States, shall hold a seat in the legislature. And if any

person shall, while a member of the legislature, be

elected to Congress, or appointed to .# office, civil

or military, under the governmeul of the United States,

his acceptance thereof shall vacate his seat.

Sec. i2. Every bill which shall have passed the

senate and assembly, shall, before it become a law, be

presented to the governor; if he approve, he shall sign

it; but if not, he shall return it with his objections to

that house in which it shall have originated ; who shall

enter the objections at large on their journal, and pro

ceed to reconsider it. If after such reconsideration,

two thirds of the members present shall agree to pass

the bill, it shall be sent, together with the objections,

to the other house, by which it shall likewise be re

considered; and if approved by two thirds of the mem
bers present, it shall become a law. But in all such

cases, the votes of both houses shall be determined by

yeas and nays, and the names of the persons voting

for, and against, the bill, shull be entered on the journal

of each house respectively. If any bill shall not be re

turned by the governor within ten days (Sundays ex

cepted), after it shall have been presented to him, the

same shall be a law, in like manner as if he had

signed it, unless the legislature shall by their adjourn

ment, prevent its return; in which case it shall not be

law.a Sec. 13. All officers holding their offices during good

behavior, may be removed by joint resolution of the

two houses of the legislature, if two thirds of all the

members elected to i. assembly, and a majority of

all the members elected to the senate, concur therein.

Sec. 14. The political year shall begin on the first

day of January; and the legislature shall every year,
assemble on the first Tuesday ofJanuary, unless a dif.

ferent day shall be appointed by law. -

Sec. 15. The next election for governor, lieutenant

governor, senators, and members of assembly, shall

£ommence on the first Monday of November, one

thousand eight hundred and twenty-two; and all sub

sequent elections shall be held at such time, in the

month of October or November, as the legislature shall

by law provide. -

Sec. 18. The governor, lieutenant-governor, senators,

and members of assembly, first elected under this con

stitution, shall, enter on the duties of their respective

offices, on the first day of January, one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-three; and the governor, lieu

tenant-governor, senators, and members of assembly,

now in office, shall continue to hold the same, until the

first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and

twenty-three, and no longer.

Article Second.

Sec. 1. Every male citizen, of the age of lºnenty-one

years, who shall have been an inhabitant of this slate

one year preceding any election, and for the last sic

months a resident of the town or county where he may

offer his vote ; and shall have, within the year next pre

cºding the election, paid a tax to the stale or coun y,

assessed upon his real or personal property; or shall

by law be exempted from taxatiºn; or being armed and

equipped according to law, shall have performed within

that year military duty in the militia of this state ; or

who shal, be exempted from performing militia duty in

consequence of being a fireman in any city, town or vil

lage in this state; and alsº, erery male citizen of the

age of twenty-one years, who shall have been, for three

gears next preceding such election, an inhabitant of this

state ; and for the last ſcar, a resident ºn the town or

county, there he may offer his role; and shall have been,

within the last year, assessed to labor upon the publić

highways, and shall have performed the labor, or paid

an equiralent therefor, according to law, shall le entitled

to vote in the town or ward where he actually resides,

and not elsewhere, for all ºfficers that now are, or here

after may be, elective by the people:* but no man of

color, unless he shall have been for three years a citizen

of this state, and for one year next preceding any elec

tion, shall be seised and possessed of a freehold estate

of the value of two hundred and fifty dollars, over and

above all debts and incumbrances charged thereon;

and shall have been actually rated, and paid a tax

* Amended in 1826, and the part in italic abolished.
See amendment No. 2,

thereon, shall be entitled to vote at any such election.

And no person of color shall be subject to direct taxa

tion unless he shall be seised, and possessed, of such

real estate as aforesaid.

Sec. 2. Laws may be passed, excluding from the

right of suffrage, persons who have been, or may be,

convicted of infamous crimes.

Sec. 3. Laws shall be made for ascertaining by pro

per proofs, the citizens who shall be entitled to the right

of suffrage, hereby established -

Sec. 4. All elections by the citizens shall be by ballot,

except for such town officers as may by law be directed

to be otherwise chosen.

Article Third.

Sec. 1. The executive power shall be vested in a gov

ernor. He shall hold his office for two years; and a

lieutenant-governor shall be chosen at the same time,

and for the same term.

Sec. 2. No person, except a native citizen of the

United States, shall be eligible to the office of governor;

nor shall any person be eligible to that office, who shall

not be a freeholder, and shall not have attained the age

of thirty years, and have been five years a resident

within this state; unless he shall have been absent dur

ing that time on public business of the United States,

or of this state.

Sec. 3. The governor and lieutenant-governor shall

be elected at the times and places of choosing members

of the legislature. The persons respectively having

the highest number of votes for governor and lieutenant

governor, shall be elected; but in case two or more shall

have an equal and the highest number of votes for gov

ernor, or for lieutenant-governor, the two houses of

the legislature shall, by joint ballot, choose one of the

said persons so having an equal and the highest num

ber of votes, for governor, or lieutenant-governor.

Sec. 4. The governor shall be general and com

mander-in-chief of all the militia, and admiral of the

navy of the state He shall have power to convene the

legislature (or the senate only) on tytraordinary occa

sions. He shall communicate by message to the legis

lature at every session, the condition of the state; and

recommend such matters to them as he shall judge ex

pedient. He shall transact all necessary business with

the officers of government, civil and military. He shall

expedite all such measures as may be resolved upon

by the legislature, and shall take care that the laws are

faithfully executed. He shall, at stated times, receive

for his services a compensation which shall neither be

increased nor diminished, during the term for which

he shall have been elected.

Sec. 5. The governor shall have power to grant re

prieves and pardons after conviction, for all offences,

except treason and cases of impeachment. Upon con

victions for treason, he shall have power to suspend the

execution ofthe sentence, until the case shall be reported

to the legislature at its next meeting; when the legis

lature shall either pardon, or direct the execution of the

crimiral, or grant a farther reprieve.

Sec. 6. In case of the impeachment of the governor,

or his removal from office, death, resignation, or absence

from the state, the powers and duties of the office shall

devolve upon the lieutenant-governor for the residue of

the term, or until the governor absent or impeached,

shall return, or be acquitted. But when the governor

shall, with the consent of the legislature, be out of the

state in time of war, at the head of a military force

thereof, he shall still continue commander-in-chief of

all the military force of the state.

Sec. 7. The lieutenant-governor shall be president of

the senate, but shall have only a casting vote therein.

If during a vacancy of the office of governor, the lieu

tenant-governor shall be impeached, displaced, resign,

die, or be absent from the state, the president of the

senate shall act as governor, until the vacancy shall be

filled, or the disability shall cease.

Article Fourth.

Sec. 1. Militia officers shall be chosen, or appointed

as follows:—Captains, subalterns, and non-commis

sioned officers, shall be chosen by the written votes of

the members of their respective companies. Field

officers of regiments and separate battalions, by the

written votes of the commissioned officers of the re

spective regiments and separate battalions. Brigadier

generals, by the field officers of their respective brigades.

Major-generals, brigadier-generals, and commanding

officers of regiments or separate battalions, shall appoint

the staff officers of theirº divisions, brigades,

regiments, or separate battalions.

Sec. 2. The governor shall nominate, and with the

consent of the senate, appoint all major-generals, brig

---

ade-inspectors, and chiefs of the staff departments, ex

cept the adjutant-general, and commissary-general,

The adjutant-general shall be appointed by the gov
ernor.

Sec. 3. The legislature shall, by law, direct the time

and manner of electing militia officers, and of certify.

ing"their elections to the governor.

Sec. 4. The commissioned officers of the militia shall

be commissioned by the governor; and no commis

sioned officer shall be removed from office, unless by

the senate on the recommendation of the governor, sta.

ting the grounds on which such removal is recom

mended, ºr by the decision of a court-martial, pursuant

to law. The present officers of the militia shall hold

". commission, subject to removal as before pro
w ideal.

Sec. 5. In case the mode of election and appointment

of militia officers, hereby directed, shali not be found

conducive to the improvement of the militia, the legis

lature may abolish the same, and provide by jaw for

their ºppointment and removal, if two thirds of the

members present in each house shall concur therein.

Sec. 6. The secretary of state, comptroller, treasurer

attorney-general, surveyor-general, and commissary.
general, shall be appoint à as follows:–T he senate

and assembly shall each openly nominate one person

for the said offices respectively; after which, they shall

meet together, and if they shall agree in their nominal

tions, the person so nominated shall be appointed to the

office for which he shall be nominated "If they shall

disagree, the appointment shall be made by the joint
ballot of the senators and members of assembly. The

treasurer shall be chosen annually. The secrº tary of

state, comptroller, attorney-general, surveyor-general

and commissary-general, shall hold their offices fº

three years, unless sooner removed by concurrent reso.

lution of the senate and assembly.

Sec. 7. The governor shall nominate, by message, in

writing, and with the consent of the Sº nate, shall aſ:

point, all judicial officers, except justices of the peace

*ho shall be appointed in manner following, that is tº

say : The board ºf supervisors in every county in this

state shall, at such times as the legislature may direct

meet tºgether; and they, or a majority of them so assº.

bled, shall nºminate so many persons as shall be cººl

to the number of justices of the peace to be oppornº, in

the several towns in the respective counties." And the

Judges of the respective county courts, or a majority of

them, shall also meet and nominate a like mºnoe; of

persons; and it shall be the duty of the said board of

supervisors, and judges of county cºurts, to com/ are

such nominations, at such time and place as tº Regis

lature may direct. And if on such comparison, the said

boards of supervisors andjudges of county courts, shall

agree in their nominations, in all, or in part, thº, shall

file a certificate of the nominations in rhich they shall

agree, in the office of the clerk of the County, and the

person or persons named in such certificates, shall i.
justices of the peace: And in case of disagreement in

*hole, or in part, it shall be the farther duty of the said

boards of supervisors, and judges respectively, to trans

mit their said nominations, so far as they disagree in

the same, to the governor, who shall select from the said:

nominations, and appoint so many justices of the peaceas shall be requisite to fill the vacancies.” n

Every person appointed a justice of the peace, shall

hold his office for four years, unless removed by the

county court, for causes particularly assigned by the

judges of the said court, And no justice of the eace

shall be removed, until he shall have notice of the

charges made against him, and an opportunity of being
heard in his defence.

Sec. 8. Sheriffs and clerks of counties, including the

register and clerk of the city and county of New York

shall be chosen by the electors of the respective coun:

ties, once in every three years, and as often as vacan

cies shall happen. Sheriffs shall hold no other office,

and be ineligible for the next three years after the ter.

mination of their offices. They may be required by

law, to renew their security, from time to time; and

in default of giving such new security, their offices shall

be deemed vacant. But the county shall never be made

responsible for the acts ofthe sheriff; and the governor

may remove any such sheriff, clerk, or register, at any

time within the three years for which he shall be

elected, giving to such sheriff, clerk, or register, a copy

of the charge against him, and an opportunity of be

** in his defence, before any removal shall be

innacle.

* This section was amended in 1826, and the part in

italic was rescinded. See amendment No 1.
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Sec. 9. The clerks of courts, except those clerks

whose appointment is provided for in the preceding

section, shall be appointed by the courts of which they

respectively are clerks; and district-attorneys, by the

county courts. Clerks of courts and district-attorneys,

shall hold their offices for three years, unless sooner

removed by the courts appointing them.

Sec. 10. The mayors of all the cities in this state

shall be appointed annually, by the common councils

of the respective cities.”

Sec. li. So many coroners as the legislature may

direct, not exceeding four in each county, shall be

elected in the same manner as sheriffs, and shall hold

their offices for the same term, and be removable in like

manner.

Sec. 12. The governor shall nominate, and with the

consent of the senate, appoint masters and examiners

in chancery; who shall hold their offices for three

years, unless sooner removed by the senate, on the re

commendation of the governor. The registers and

assistant registers, shall be appointed by the chancellor,

and hold their offices during his pleasure.

Sec. 13. The clerk of the court of oyer and terminer,

and general sessions of the peace, in and for the city

and county of New York, shall be appointed by the

court of general sessions of the peace in said city, and

hold his office during the pleasure of the said court: and

such clerks and other officers of courts, whose appoint

ment is not herein provided for, shall be appointed by

the several courts, or by the governor, with the consent

of the senate, as may be directed by law.

Sec. 14. The special justices, and the assistant just

ices, and their clerks, in the city of New York, shall be

appointed by the common council of the said city; and

shall hold their offices for the same term, that the

justices of the peace, in the other counties of this state,

hold their offices, and shall be removable in like man

for each of which, a circuit judge shall be appointed, in

court at chambers, and in the trial of issues joined in

and gaol delivery. And such equity powers may be

vested in the said circuit judges, or in the county

courts, or in such other subordinate courts as the

legislature may by law direct, subject to the ap

pellate jurisdiction of the chancellor.

cities, shall hold their offices for five years, but may be

removed by the senate, on the recommendation of the

governor, for causes to be stated in such recommenda

L10n. -

Sec. 7. Neither the chancellor, nor justices of the

supreme court, nor any circuit judge, shall hold any

other office or public trust. All votes for any elective

office, given by the legislature or the people, for the

chancellor, or a justice of the supreme court, or circuit

judge, during his continuance in his judicial office, shall

be void.

Article Sixth.

Sec. 1. Members of the legislature, and all officers,

executive and judicial, except such inferior officers as

may by law be exempted shall, before they enter on

the duties of their respective offices, take and subscribe

the following oath or affirmation:

I do solemnly swear, (or affirm, as the case may be,)

that I will support the constitution of the United States

and the constitution of the state of New York; and

that I will faithfully discharge the duties of the office of

—according to the best of my ability.

And no other oath, declaration, or test, shall be re

quired as a qualification for any office or public trust.

Article Seventh.

Sec. 1. No member of this state shall be disfran

chised, or deprived of any of the rights or privileges,

secured to any citizen thereof, unless by the law of the

land, or the judgment of his peers. - - - -

Sec. 2. The trial by jury, in all cases in which it has

been heretofore used, shall remain inviolate for ever; and

i.o new court shall be instituted, but such as shall pro

ceed according to the course of the common law; ex

cept such courts of equity, as the legislature is herein

authorized to establish.

Sec. 3. The free exercise and enjoyment of religious

profession and worship, without discrimination or pre

ference, shall for ever be allowed in this state, to all

mankind; but the liberty of conscience hereby secured,

small not be so construed as to excuse acts oflicentious

ness, or justify practices inconsistent with the peace or

safety of this state. -

Sec. 4. And whereas, the ministers of the gospel are,

by their profession, dedicated to the service of God,

and the cure of souls, and ought not to be diverted from

the great duties of their functions; therefore, no minis
ter of the gospel, or priest ot any denomination whatso

ever, shalſ at any time hereafter, under any pretence or

description whatever, be eligible to, or capable of

tr.

Sec. 15. All officers heretofore elective by the people,

shall continue to be elected; and all other officers,

whose appointment is not provided for by this consti

tution, and all officers, whose offices may be hereafter

created by law, shall be elected y the people, or ap

pointed, as way by law be directed.

Sec. 16. Where the duration of any office is not pre

scribed by this constitution, it may be declared by law;

and if not so declared, such office shall be held during

the pleasure of the authority making the appointment.

Article Fifth.

Sec. 1. The court for the trial of impeachments, and

the correction of errors, shall consist of the president

of the senate, the senators, the chancellor, and the just

ices of the supreme court, or the major part of them;

but when an impeachment shall be prosecuted against

the chancellor, or any justice of the supreme court, the

person so impeached, shall be suspended from exer

cising his office, until his acquittal; and when an ap

peal from a decree in chancery shall be heard, the

chancellor shall inform the court of the reasons for his

decree, but shall have no voice in the final sentence;

and when a writ of error shall be brought, on a judg

the same manner, and hold his office by the same

tenure, as the justice of the supreme court; and who

shall possess the powers of a justice of the supreme

the supreme court; and in courts of oyer and terminer

Sec. 6. Judges of the county courts, and recorders of

ment of the supreme court, the justices of that court

shall assign the reasons for their judgment, but shall

not have a voice for its affirmance or reversal.

Sec. 2. The assembly shall have the power of im

peaching all civil officers of this state formal and cor

rupt conduct in office, and for high crimes and mis

deineanors: but a majority of all the members elected

shall concur in an impeachment. Before the trial of an

impeachment, the members of the court shall take an

oath or affirmation, truly and impartially to try and

determine the charge in question, according to evidence;

and no person shall be convicted, without the concur

rence of two thirds of the members present. Judgment,

in cases of inpeachment, shall not extend farther than

the removal from office, and disqualification to hold,

and enjoy, any office of honor, trust or profit, under
this state; but the party convicted, shalſ be liable to

indictment, and punishment, according to law.

Sec. 3. The chancellor and justices of the supreme

court, shall hold their offices during grod behavior, or

until they shall attain the age of sixty years. -

. Sec. 4. The supreme court shall consist of a chief
justice, and two justices, any of whom may hold the

Court.

Sec. 5. The state shall be divided, by law, into a

convenient number of circuits, not less than four, nor

exceeding eight, subject to alteration, by the legisla

ture, from time to time, as the public good mav require;

* Amended as to the city of New York. See amend

holding, any civil or military office or place within this

State.

Sec. 5. The militia of this state, shall, at all times

hereafter, be armed and disciplined, and in readiness

for service; but all such inhabitants of this state, of

any religious denomination whatever, as from scruples

of conscience, may be averse to bearing arms, shall be

excused therefrom, by paying to the state an equivalent

in money; and the legislature, shall provide by law,

for the collection of such equivalent, to be estimated ac

cording to the expense, in time and money, of an ordi

nary, able bodied militia-man. .

Sec. 6. The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus,

shall not be suspended, unless when in cases of rebel

lion, or invasion, the public safety may require its

suspension. -

Sec. 7. No person shall be held to answer for a capi

tal or otherwise infamous crime, (except in cases of

impeachment; and in cases of the militia, when in

actual service, and the land and naval forces in time of

war, or which this state may keep, with the consent of

congress, in time of peace; and in cases of petit larceny,

under the regulation of the legislature;) unless on pre

sentment, or indictment of a grand jury; and in every

trial on impeachment or indictment, the party accused

shall be allowed counsel as in civil actions. No

person shall be subject, for the same offence, to be twice

put injeopardy of life or limb; nor shall he becompelled,

in any criminal case, to be a witness against himself;

ment No. 4.
nor be deprived of life, liberty or property, without due

process of law: nor shall private property be taken for

public use, without just compensation,

Sec. 8. Every citizen may freely speak, write and

publish his sentinents, on all subjecis, being responsible

for the abuse of that right; and no law shall be passed,

to restrain, or abridge the liberty of speech, or of the

press. In all prosecutions or indictments for libels, the

truth may be given in evidence, to the jury; and if it

shall appear to the jury, that the matter charged as li

bellous, is true, and was published with good motives,

and for justifiable ends, the party shall be acquitted;

and the Jury shall have the right to determine the law

and the fact.

Sec. 9. The assent of two thirds of the members

elected to each branch of the legislature, shall be re

quisite to every bill appropriating the public moneys or

property for local or private purposes, or creating,

continuing, altering, or renewing, any body politic or

corporate.

Sec. 10. The proceeds of all lands belonging to this

state, except such parts thereof as may be reserved or

appropriated to public use, orceded to the United States,

which shall hereafter be sold or disposed of, togeti,er

with the fund denominated the common school fund,

shall be and remain a perpetual fund; the interest of

which shall be inviolably appropriated and applied to

the support of common schools throughout this state.

Rates of toll, not less than those agreed to, by the canal

commissioners, and set forth in their report to the legis

lature of the twelfth of March, one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-one, shall be imposed on, and col

lected from all parts of the navigable communications

between the great western and northern lakes, and the

Atlantic ocean, which now are, or hereafter shall be

made and completed: and the said tolls, together with

the duties on the manufacture of all salt, as established

by the act of the fifteenth of April, one thousand eight

hundred and seventeen"; and the duties on goods sold

at auction, excepting therefºom, the sum of thirty-three

thousand five hundred dollars, otherwise appropriated

by the said act; and the amount of the revenue, estab

lished by the act of the legislature of the thirtieth of

March, one thousand eight hundred and twenty, in

lieu of the tax upon steam-boat passengers; shall be

and remain inviolably appropriated and applied to the

completion of such navigable communications, and to

the payment of the interest, and reimbursement of the

capital, of the money already borrowed, or which

hereafter, shall be borrowed, to make and complete the

same. And neither the rates of toll on the said navi

gable communications; nor the duties on the manufac.

ture of salt aforesaid; nor the duties on goods sold at

auction, as established by the act of the fifteenth of

April, one thousand eight hundred and seventeen; nor

the amount of the revenue, established by the act of

March the thirtieth, one thonsand eight hundred and

twenty, in lieu of the tax upon steamboat passengers;

shall be reduced or diverted, at any time before the full

and complete payment of the principal and interest of

the money borrowed, or to be borrowed, as aforesaid.

And the legislature shall never sell, or dispose of the

salt springs belonging to this state, nor the lands con

tiguous thereto, which may be necessary, or convenient,

for their use, nor the said navigable communications, or

any part or section thereof; but the same shall be and

remain the property of this state.f

Sec. 11. No lottery shall hereafter be authorized in

this state; and the legislature shall pass laws to pre

vent the sale of all lottery tickets within this state, ex

cept in lotteries already provided for by law.

Sec. 12. No purchase or contract for the sale of lands

in this state, made since the fourteenth day of October,
one thousand seven hundred and seventy Y: or which

may hereafter be made, of or with the Indians, in this

state, shall be valid, unless made under the authority,

and with the consent of the legislature.

Sec. 13. Such parts of the common law, and of the

acts of the legislature of the colony of New York,

as together did form the law of the said colony, on the

nineteenth day of April, one thousand seven hundred

and seventy-five, and the resolutions of the congress of

the said colony, and of the convention of the state of

New York, in force on the twentieth day of April, one

thousand seven hundred and seventy-seven, which

have not since expired, or been repealed, or altered;

and such acts ofthe legislature of this state, as are now in

force, shall be and continue the law of this state, subject

* Amended as to duties on salt.No. 3 See amendment

O.

º

... • A farther Amendment to this section is now pend

1ng.
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==-º-º-º-º-º-º:

the forty-sixth. In witness whereof, we have here- Philip Rhinelander, jun." Augustus Porter,to such alterations as the legislature shall make concern

ing the same. But all such parts of the common law,

and such of the said acts, or parts thereof, as are re

Pºgº to this constitution, are hereby abrogated.

ec. 14. All grants of land within this state, made

by the king of Great Britain, or persons acting under

his authority, after the fourteenth day of October, one

thousand seven hundred and seventy-five, shall be null

and void; but nothing contained in this constitution,

shall affect any grants of land within this state, made

by the authority of the said king or his predecessors, or

shall annul any charters to bodies politic and corpo

rate, by him or them made, before that day; or shall

affect any such grants or charters since made by this

state, or by persons acting under its authority; or shall

in pair the ºbligation of any debts contracted by the

state, or individuals, or bodies corporate, or any other
rights of property, or any suits, actions, rights of ac

tion, or other proceedings in courts ofjustice.

Article Eighth.

Sec. 1. Any amendment or amendments to this con

stitution, may be proposed in the senate or assembly,

and if the same shall be agreed to by a majority of the

members elected to each of the two houses, such pro

posed amendment or amendments, shall be entered on

their journals, with the yeas and nays taken thereon,

and referred to the legislature then next to be chosen;

and shall be published for three months previous to the

time of making such choice; and, if in the legislature

next chosen as aforesaid, such proposed amendment, or

amendments, shall be agreed to by two thirds of all the

members elected to each house, then it shall be the duty

of the legislature to submit such proposed amendment,

or amendments, to the people, in such manner, and at

such time, as the legislature shall prescribe: and if the

people shall approve and ratify such amendment, or

amendments, by a majority of the electors qualified to

vote for members of the legislature, voting thereon, such

amendment, or amendments, shall become part of the

constitution.

Arlicle Ninth.

Sec. 1. This constitution shall be in force, from the

last day of December, in the year one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-two. But all those parts of the

same, which relate to the right of suffrage; the division

of the state into senate districts; the number of mem

bers ofthe assembly to be elected, in pursuance of this

constitution; the apportionment of members of assem

bly; the elections hereby directed to commence on the

first Monday of November, in the year one thousand

eight hundred and twenty-two; the continuance of the

members of the present legislature in office, until the

first day of January, in the year one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-three; and the prohibition again t

authorizing lotteries; the prohibition against appro

priating the public moneys, or property, for local or

private purposes, or creating, continuing, altering or

renewing any body politic or corporate, without the

assent .# two thirds of the members elected to each

branch of the legislature; shall be in force, and take

effect, from the last day of February next. The mem

bers of the present legislature shall, on the first Monday

of March next, take and subscribe an oath or affirma

tion, to support this constitutiou, so far as the same

shall then be in force. Sheriffs, clerks of counties, and

coroner's, shall be elected at the election hereby directed

to commence on the first Monday of November, in the

ear one thousand eight hundred and twenty-two;

*. they shall not enter on the duties of their offices,

before the first day of January then next following.

"The commissions of all persons holding civil offices

on the last day of December, one thousand eight hun

dred and twenty-two, shall expire on that day; but the

officers then in commission, may respectively continue

to hold their said offices until new appointments, or

elections, shall take place under this constitution.

Sec. II. The existing laws relative to the manner of

motifying, holding and conducting elections, makin

returns, and canvassing votes, shall be in force, an

observed in respect to the elections hereby directed to

commence on the first Monday of November, in the

year one thousand eight hundred and twenty-two; so

far as the same are applicable. And the present legis

lature shall pass such other and further laws, as may

be requisite for the execution of the provisions of this

constitution, in respect to elections.

Done in convention, at the capitol in the city of Al

bany, the tenth day of November, in the year one

thousand eight hundred and twenty-one, and of

the independence of the United States of America,

unto subscribed our names.

DANIEL D. TOMPKINS,

President, and delegate from the co. of Richmond.

John F. Bacon,

SAMUEL S. GARDINER.

[The following delegates composed the convention

which framed the foregoing constitution.]

Suffolk. Washington and Warren.

Usher H. Moore, Alexander Livingston,

Ebenezer Sage, Nathaniel Pitcher,

Joshua Smith. John Richards,

Queens. Wm. Townsend,

Rufus King, Melancton Wheeler.

} Secretaries.

Nath'l Seaman, Essex.

Elbert H. Jones.” Reuben Sanford.

Kings. Clinton and Franklin.

John Lefferts. Nathan Carver.

Richmond. St. Lawrence.

Daniel D. Tompkins. Jason Fenton.

New York. Herkimer.

Sanders Lansing,

Richard Van Horne.”

Sherman Wooster.

Oneida.

Ezekiel Bacon,

Samuel S. Breese,”

Henry Huntington,
Jonas Platt.*

Nathan Williams.

Madison.

Barak Beckwith,

John Knowles,

Edward Rogers.

Lewis.urls

Ela Collins.

Jacobus Dyckman,

Ogden Edwards,

James Fairlic,

Jno. L. Lawrence,

William Paulding, jun.

Jacob Radcliff,

Nathan Sandford,

Peter Sharpe,

Peter Stagg,

P. H. Wendover,

H. Wheaton.

Westchester.

Peter A. Jay,”

Peter Jay Monro,

Jonathan Ward.

Putnam. Jefferson.

Joel Frost. Hiram Steele,

Dutchess. Egbert Ten Eyck.

Delaware.

Robert Clarke,”

Erastus Root.

Otsego.

Joseph Clyde,

Elisha Barlow,

Isaac Hunting,

Peter R. Livingston,

Abraham H. Schenck,

James Tallmage, jun.

Rockland. Ransom Hunt,

Samuel G. Verbryck. William Park,

Orange. David Tripp,

John Duer, Martin Van Buren.

John Hallock, jun. Chenango.

Peter Milliken, Thomas Humphrey,•

Jarvis K. Pike,

Nathan Taylor.

Broome.

Benjamin Woodward.

Ulster and Sullivan.

Daniel Clark,

Jonathan Dubois, Charles Pumpelly.

James Hunter, Cortland.

Henry Jansen.t Samuel Nelson.

Greene. Tompkins.

Jehiel Tuttle, Richard Smith,

Alpheus Webster.” Richard Townley.

Culumbia. Tioga.

Francis Sylvester," Matthew Carpenter.

William W. Van Ness,” “ Onondaga.

Jacob R. Van Rensselaer,"Victory Birdseye,
Elisha Williams. * Ameri Case,

Albany. Asa Eastwood,

James Kent,” Parley E. Howe.

Ambrose Spencer," Cavtzºa.

Stephen Van Rensselaer," David Brinkerhoff,

Abraham Van Vechten." Rowland Day,"

Jºeusselaer. Augustus F. Ferris.

Jirah Baker, Seneca.

David Buel. jun. Rob't. S. Rose,

James L. Hogeboom, Jonas Seely.

John Reeve, Ontario.

John W. Woods. Micah Brooks,

Schoharie. John Price,”

Olney Briggs, Philetus Swift,

Asa Starkweather, David Sutherland,”

Jacob Sutherland, Joshua Wan Fleet.

Schenectady. Steuben and Allegany.

John Sanders,” Timothy Hurd,

Henry Yates, jan. James M'Call.

Saratoga. Livingston.

Salmon Child, James Roseburgh.

John Cramer, Monroe.

Jeremy Rockwell, John Bowman.

Samuel Young. Genesee.

David Burroughs,

John Z. Ross,

Elizur Webster.

Erie, Niagara, 4-c.

Montgomery.

Wm. Irving Dodge,
Howland Fish,” -

Jacob Hees,”

Alex’r. Sheldon. Samuel Russell.

[The foregoing constitution was ratified by the peo

ple, at an election held in the several towns and wards

of this state, on the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth

days of January, one thousand eight hundred and

twenty-two.]

* Pursuant to a resolution of the convention, the con

stitution was signed by all the members except those

whose names are designated by an asterisk, t Mr.

Jansen died during the sitting of the convention.

AMENDMENTS.

[The following amendments to the constitution were

roposed by the legislature in 1825, were referred to the

egislature of 1826, agreed to by two thirds ofthe mem

bers elected to each house of that legislature, submitted

to the people, and approved and ratified at an election

held on the sixth, seventh, and eight days of Novem.
ber, 1826)

Amendment No. 1.-That the people of this state in

their several towns, shall at their annual election, and

in such manner as the legislature shall direct, elect by

ballot their justices of the peace, and the justices so
elected in ...} town shall immediately thereafter meet

tºgether, and in presence of the supervisor and town

clerk of the said town, be divided by lot into four

classes, ofone in each class, and be numbered one, two

three, and four; and the office of number one shaji ex'

pire at the end of the first year, o' number two at the

end of the second year, of number three at the end of

the third year, and of number four at the end of the
fourth }. in ºrder that one justice may thereafter be

annually elected; and that so much of the seventh sec.

tion of the fourth article of the constitution of this state

as is inconsistent with this amendment, be abrogated.

Amendment No. 2.- That so much of the first section

of the second article of the constitution as prescribes the

qualifications of voters, other than persons of color, he

and the same is hereby abolished, and that the follºw.

º substituted in the place thereof:

very, male citizen of the age of twenty-one years

who shall have been an inhabitant of this state, oneyear

next preceding any election, and for the last six months

a resident of the county where he may offer his vote

shall be entitled to vote in the town or ward where he

actually resides, and not elsewhere, for all officers that

now are, ºr hereafter may be elective by the people.

[The following amendments were proposed in 1832

agreed by two thirds of the members elected to each

house in 1833, submitted to the people, and approved

and ratified at the election in November, 1833.]

Amendment No. 3.- That the duties on the manu

facture of salt, as established by the act of the fifteenth

of April, one thousand eight hundred and seventern

and by the tenth section of the seventh article of th:

constitution of this state, may, at any time hereafter, be

reduced by an act of the legislature of this state; but

shall not, while the same is appropriated and pledged

by the said section, be reduced below the sum of six

cents upon each and every bushel; and the said duties

shall remain inviolably appropriated and applied as is

provided by the said tenth section:

And that so much of the said tenth section of the

seventh article of the constitution of this state as is in

consistent with this amendment, be abrogated.

Amendment No. 4.— At the end of the tenth section

of the fourth article of the said constitution, add the fol

lowing words: “Except in the city of New York, in

which city the mayor shall be chosen annually by the

electors thereof qualified to vote for the other charter of.

ficers of the said city, and at the time of the election of

such officers.

ANCIENT DUTCH CHARTER,

1657.

To the Right Honorable the Director General and

Council, in N. Netherlands:

Noble and Respectful Lords—

Whereas, it has pleased your Honors, to favor the

city of Amsterdam, in N. Netherlands, with the privi

ledge of a small and great citizenship, so is it that we,

burgomasters and schepens of this city, for the welfare

of the community, acknowledging this favour with

thankfulness, solicit your Honours explanation what

persons are to enjoy the small, and who are qualified

for the great citizenship; and we request that it may
please your Honours to favour the sheriffe, burgomas

ters and schepens, who are now acting in this city.º.

who were before among its magistrates, or who *
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at the next election to be chosen, with their descend

ants, with the priviledge of the great citizenship.

Expecting, on this petition,
§. Honours' favourable disposition,

We remain,

(Lower stood

Your Honours' obedient,

The Burgomasters and Schepens of the city of

Amsterdam, in N. Netherland, (Lower stood.)

By order of them, and signed,

JACOB KIPP, Secretary.

Done, 31st January, in the meeting at the City Hall,

in Amsterdam, in N. Netherland.

In council at Fort Amsterdam, the 2d February,

1657, which was read in the following words:

February 20, 1657–Friday.

Whereas, agreeably to the privileges of this city,

annually some of the magistrates whose time is ex

pired, leave their seats, to be replaced with others b

the Director General and Council in New Netherland,

elected as magistrates for the ensuing year, the Hon.

Alland Antony, as old Burgomaster, Paulus Limdert

son Van de Grift, Burgomaster, William Beeckman,

Presedent, Schepen Johannes de Peyster, Govert Lock

erman, Adrian Blommet, and Hendrick Jansen Van

dervin, Schepens—which is communicated to the com

munity to treat them with due respect. Done in Council,

in Fort Amsterdam, N. Netherland, on the day as

above.

The Director General and Council in New Nether

land, to all who shall see or hear this read—Greeting:

Be it known, That they, in consideration of the se

veral faithfull and voluntary services, on expeditions as

otherwise and submission to burthens of the citizens in

this city, and in the hope and confidence which the

Director General and Council are fostering, that they

will continue in the same loyal conduct, on the humble

petition of the burgomasters and schepens, resolved to

priviledge the citizens and good inhabitants of this cit

with the distinguished favours of great and small citi

zenship, (groot den slein burgerrecht) so as appears by

the act of this priviledge, granted for this purpose to

the burgomasters and schepens, in amplification of

former ones, as it is explained in said act: And whereas,

in all beginnings, anything or person must be the first,

so that afterwards a distinction may take place, so too,

it must take place in establishing the great and small

citizenship. On which the burgomasters and schepens

requested, in their petition to . Director General and

Council, a further explanation who actually should be

placed among and considered as great or small citizens.

As the necessity of this distinction is grounded in rea

son, so is it that the Director General and Council in

New Netherland qualify, now, and favour all such of

the Inhabitants with the great citizenship.

First—All those who have been members of the Su

preme Government, or who are in it actually, with their
descendants in the male line.

Secondly—All who have been, or are yet, burgomas

ers and schepens in this city, with their descendants
in the male line.

Thirdly—The ministers of the gospel, who have

been, or are yet, in function, with their descendants in

the male line.

Fourthly—All the officers of the militia, from the staff

to the ensigns, included, with their descendants in the

male line, well understood, that the aforesaid persons

shall not be understood to have lost for themselves or

their descendants, by their absence from this city, or

not keeping fire or light, this priviledge of their great

citizenship, in conformity to the laudable customs of the

city Amsterdam in Europe.

Further—All other persons who desire and are in

clined to be ranked among the great citizens, and to

enjoy their priviledges and benifices, may, in conſor

mity of this act, become that priviledge, by addressing

themselves to the burgomasters and schepens, provided

they pay for it the sum of fifty guilders of Netherland

coinage, or its equivalent (£8, 6.8.)

With the small citizenship are favoured and qualified:

First—All such as resided within this city during a

year and six weeks, and kept their fire and light.

Secondly—All born within this city.

Thirdly—All who have married łughter. of citi

zens who have been born in this city; all who might

marry these in future, and will, that aforesaid citizen

ship shall not be lost by absence from this city, or by
not ...; fire and light as before.

. Further—All others who have opened store in this

§ty, under what name it might be, or who follow this

Business within this city or its jurisdiction: Provided,

that all such persons shall have previously addressed

the burgomasters for this priviledge, and paid for it

twenty guilders, Netherland coin, or its equivalent—

E3. *3.

All tradesmen may follow and exercise their craft, if

they have previously solicited and obtained their citi

zenship; all pensioned ministers of the company, all

passengers and strangers, who intend to settle in the

country—provided they effect this within six weeks.-

The money to be obtained from this source, the ob

taining of citizenship, shall be received by the burgo

masters, to be administered by them, and chiefly em

Pººl in the fortification of this city.

ll which, that it may be carried into practice in

better order, so is it that the burgomasters are com

manded and authorised to prepare, as soon as it pos

sibly can be effected, correct º: of all such, who,

agreeably to the tenor of this act, have been qualified

and favoured with the great and small citizenship, so,

too, who in future might obtain this priviledge, and to

keep correct registers of it, so that they can whenever

it is required, deliver of these fathful copies at the se

cretary's office of the Director General and Council.

Done, declared, resumed, and resolved, in the meet

ing of the Director General and Council in N. Nether

land, in Fort Amsterdam, in New Netherland.

P. STUYVESANT,

NICASURS DE SELLE,

PETER JONNEMAN.

1664.

Colonel Nicolls took the Fort, City, and Colony, from

the Dutch.

ARTICLES OF CAPITULATION IN 1664.

These Articles following were consented to by the

persons here under subscribed, at the Governour's

bowery,

August 27th, Old Stile, 1634.

I. “We consent, that the States General, or the West

India Company, shall freely enjoy all Farms and

houses, (except such as are in the forts) and that within

six months, they shall have free liberty to transport all

such arms and ammunition, as now does belong to

them, or else they shall be paid for them.

II. “All public houses shall continue for the use

which they are for.

III. “All people shall still continue free denizens,

and shall enjoy their lands, houses, goods, wheresoever

they are within this country, and dispose of them as

they please.

jº “If any inhabitant have a mind to remove him

self, he shall have a year and six weeks from this day

to remove himself, wife, children, servants, goods, and

to dispose of his lands here.

W. “1ſ any officer of state, or public minister of state

have a mind to go for England, they shall be trans

ported freight free, in his majesty's frigates, when

these frigates shall return thither.

VI. “It is consented to, that any people may freely

come from the Netherlands, and plant in this colony,

and that Dutch vessels may freely come hither, and

any of the Dutch may freely return home, or send any

sort of merchandise home, in vessels of their own

country.

V11. “All ships from the Netherlands or any other

place, and goods therein shall be received here, and sent

hence after the manner which formerly they were be

fore our coming hither, for six months next ensuing.

VIII. “The Dutch here shall enjoy the liberty of

their consciences in Divine worship and church dis

cipline.

IX, “No Dutchman here, or Dutch ship here, shall

upon any occasion, be pressed to serve in war against

any nation whatsoever.

& “That the townsmen of the Manhattans, shall

not have any soldiers quartered upon them!, without

being satisfied and paid for them by their officers, and

at this present, if the fort be not capable of lodging all

the soldiers, then the burgomasters by their officers

shall appoint some houses capable to receive them.

XI. “The Dutch here shall enjoy their own customs

concerning their inheritances.

X11. “All public writings and records, which con

cern the inheritances of any people, or the reglement

of the church or poor or orphans, shall be carefully kept

by those in whose hands they now are, and such writ

ings as particularly concern the States General may at

any time be sent to them.

##. “No#". that has passed on any judi

cature here shall be called in question, but if any con

ceive that he hath not had justice done him, if he apply

himself to the States General, the other party shall be

bound to answer for the supposed injury.

X1V. “If any Dutch living here shall at any time

desire to travel or traffick intoº or any place

or plantation in obedience to his Majesty of England,

or with the Indians, he shall have (upon his request to

the Governour) a certificate that he is a denizen of this

place and liberty to do so.

XV. “If it do appear that there is a public engage

ment of debt by the town of Manhattoes, and a way

agreed upon for the satisfying that engagement, it is

agreed, that the same way proposed shall go on, and

that the engagement shall be satisfied.

XVI. “All inferior civil officers and magistrates

shall continue as now they are, (if they please) till the

customary time of new elections, and them new ones to

be chosen by themselves, provided such new chosen

magistrates shall take the oath of alegence to his Ma

jº of England, before they enter upon their office.

VII. “All differences of contracts and bargains

made before this day, by any in this country, shall be

determined according to the manner of the Dutch.

XVIII. “If it do appearthat the West India Company

of Amsterdam do really owe any sums of money to

any persons here, it is agreed that recognition and

other duties payable by ships going for the Netherlands

be continued for six months longer.

XIX. “The officers military, and soldiers, shall

march out with their arms, drums beating, and collours

flying, and lighted matches; if any of them will plant,

they shall have fifty acres of Land set out for them; if

any of them will serve as servants they shall continue

with all safety, and become free denizens afterwards.

XX. “If at any time hereafter, the King of Great

Brittain and the States of the Netherlands do agree,

that this place and country be redelivered into the hands

of the said States, whensoever his Majesty will send

. commands to redeliver it, It shall immediately be
one.

XXI. “That the Town of Manhattan shall chorse

deputies, and those deputies shall have full voices in all

public affairs as much as any other deputies.

XXII. “Those who have any property in any

houses in the Fort of Aurania, shall (if they please,

slight the fortifications there, and then enjoy ''' their

houses as all people do where there is no Fort.

XXIII. “If there be any soldiers that will go into

Holland, and if the Company of West India in Ams.

terdam, or any private persons here, will transport them

intº Hºlland, then they shall have a safe passport from

Colonel Richard Nicoils, deputy governour under his

royal highness, and the other commissioners, to defend

the ships that shall transport such soldiers, and all the

goods, in them, from any surprizal or acts of hostility,

to be done by any of his Majesty's ships or subjects.

That the copyes of the King's grant to his royal high

ness, and the copy of his royal highness commission

to Colonel Richard Nicolls, testified by two commis

sioners more, and Mr. Winthrop, to be true copyes,

shall be delivered to the honourable Mr. Stuyvesant,

the present governour, on Monday next by eight of the

clock in the morning, at the Old Milin, and these arti.

cles conscented to, and signed by Colonel Richard Ni

colls, deputy governour to his royal highness, and that

within two hours after the fort and town called New

Amsterdam, upon the isle of Manhattoes, shall be de

livered into the hands of the said Colonel Richard Ni

colls, by the service of such as shall be by him there

unto deputed, by his hand and seal.

“John de Decker, Nich, Verlatt, Sam. Megapolensis

Cornelius Steewyock, Olofſe Stevens Van Konian,

James Courseau, Robert Carr, Geo. Carteret, and John

Winthrop, Sam. Willys, Thomas Clarke Pynchon.

“I do consent to this article,

“RICHARD NICHOLLS.”

An Act of the Governor and Councell for the sentenc

ing and confiscating ye Lands, Houses and Estates

of the subjects belonging to the States of Holland,

which shall be found within these his Hoyal High.
messe his Teritories.

Whereas, the States of the United Belgicke Prov

inces, have begun and continued a Warre against his

majesty our Żrºad Soveraigne, his realmes and Do

minions, as well in Europe as upon his majesties fo

reigne Plantations, to the great effusion of Christian

Blood and the destruction of comerce. In which case

it is not onely customary but consonant to the Lawes

of nations to make seizure of and confiscate ye estates

of the subjects of these provinces or estates against

whom warre is declared. Now forasmuch as diver;

\\ º
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persons of the Dutch Nation residing under the domi

nions, and being the subjects of the said States of the

United Belgicke Provinces, and not under any oath or

obligation of Allegience to his majesty, have and doe

enjoy within this Government to their use and behoofe

severall houses and lands, the full discovery thereof

cannot at present bee found out in any respect of the se

verall private conveyances, Letters of Attorney, De

putation, Procuration and the like. However the Go

vernour, by and with the advice of His Councell, have

thought filt to enter upon the records (without making

any publication thereof for reasons and considerations

satisfactory to themselves) and bec it entred upon the

records, that from and after the date hereof, all the

Lands and Houses lyeing and being within the terito

ries of his Royal Highnesse James Duke of Yorke,

&c., which did formerly belong, or in any ways now

may appertain to any of the subjects of the said States,

or any of the inhabitans under their dominions, (who

are under no oath or obligation of allegiance to His

Majestie,) are and stand sentenct and confiscated to his

majesties use. . To the end that the Rents, Profits and

Emoluments arising from the confiscation of the said

lands and houses, together with the rents, profitts, and

emoluments received and remaining in any other hands

byſº. or otherwise, may render some support

to the charge of this Government.

And its further ordered and decreed that the entry of

this resolution of the Governour and councell upon the

Booke of Records, shall stand firme and valid to all in

tents and purposes. Notwithstanding the formality

of the publication is omitted.

And the execution of this decree and order shall and

may bee lawfully| in practise at all or any time

from and after the date hereof as fully and effectually

as if the same had beene publicaly declared and ma

nifested.

Given under my hand this 10th of October, 1665, in
James Fort, R. NICOLLS.

Entred and Registred in the Office of Records the

day and , - e above writºry order of ye Govern

our and Cou cell. Atthias Nicolls, Sec.

Vol. i. Acts made by the Governour and his Councell.

BY THE GoverNOR.

Whereas, there hath beene a change of Governm't in

these parts, and other Oathes imposed upon the In

habitants; These are in his Ma'ties name to require all

such persons as doe intend to continue under his Ma'

ties obeidence within this his Royall Highnesse Go

vernment, that they appeare at such times and places as

the Magistrates within the Respective Townes and

places were they Live, shall appoint, to take the usuall

Oathes of Allegiance and fidelity. To which end,

all Magistrates and Officers whome it may concerne,

are required to give orders therein, and attend the

taking the Said Oathes, and that the same be recorded

accordingly,

Given under my hand, in New Yorke, this 13th day

of March, 1674,

E ANDROS, s.

To the Mayor and Aldermen of the Citty of New

Yorke, and to other Justices of the Peace and Magis

trates within this Government, to cause this order to be

forth, with published, and put in execution.

BY THE GOVERNOR,

WHEREAs, it hath pleased his Ma’ty and his Royall

Highnesse to send me with Authority to receive this

lace and Governm't from the Dutch, and to continue

in the Command thereof, under his R. Highness, who

hath not only taken care for our future safety and de

fence, but also given me his Commands for securing ye

Rights and Propertyes of ye Inhabitants, and that I

should endeavour by all fitting means the good and

wellfare of this Province and dependences under his Go

vernment; That I may not be wanting in any thing

that may conduce thereunto, and for the saveing of the

trouble and charge hether, for the satisfyeing them

selfes in such doubts as might arise concerning their

Rights and Propertyes upon this change of Governm't,

and wholly to settle, ye mindes of all in gen'll, I have

thought fitt to publish and declare, that all former

Grants, Priviledges or Concessions heretofore graunted,

and all Estates Legally possest by any under his Roy.

all Highnesse before the Late Dutch Government, (as
also al Legall Judiciall Proceedings during that Go

Yernm't tº my arrival in these Paris) are hereby con

firmed; And the Possessors by virtue thereof to re

*aine in quiet possession of their Rights; It is hereby
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further declared, That the knowne booke of Lawes for

merly establishi and in force under his Royall High

nesse Governm't, is now againe confirmed by his R.

Highnesse, the which are to be observed and practized,

together with ye manner and time of holding Courts

therein mencioned as heretofore. And all Magistrates

and Civill Officers belonging thereunto to be chosen

and establisht accordingly.

Given under my hand, in New Yorke, this 9th day

of November, in the six and twentieth yeare of his

Ma’ties Raigne. Annoq Domini, One Thousand six

hundred seventy and foure.

This is a true co V.

Signed, KATTHAs NICOLLS, Sec.

Proposals by the Mayor and Aldermen, presented to His

Honor the Governor Eac.

1. That there be 6 houses appointed to sell all sorts

of Wines and Brandy, and Rume, ets. and Lodging.

2. That there be 8#º appointed to sell beere, Sy

der, Mum and Rume; and to provide for strangers as

the Law directs, to Sell Brandy, Rum, Strong waters

and Tobacco.

3. That 2 of the wine houses bee Ordinaryes, and

4 of the Reere houses.

The Prices of wines and other L. Quors as they are

to be sold by the Tappers, Viz.
f. s. d.

French wines at . . . 0 1 3 pr. qt.

Ffayall wines and St. Gorges 0 1 6 pr. qt.

Maderia Wines and Portaporte 0 1 10 pr. qt.

Canaryes, Bresados and Malagoes 0 2 0 pr. qt.

Brandy . . . . . . 0 0 6 pr. gill.

Rumm - - . . . 0 0 3 pr. gill.

Syder * - - - . 0 0 4 pr. q .

Doble Beer , . . . 0 0 3 pr. q.

Mum . . . . . . . . 0 0 6 pr. qt.

The ordinary at ye wine houses
r. meale . - - 0 1 0

At the Beere house - - 0 0 8 pr. ml.

Lodging at ye wine house per night 0 0 4
At the Beere house . 0 0 3 print.

That the Land in this Citty conveinient to build on,

if the Partyes who owne the Same doe not Speedyly

build thereon, may bee valued and sold to those who

are willing to build, &c. &c.

Upon applicacon made to us by several persons

who are willing to repaire and build houses in this

Citty for their conveniency and accommodacon: And

wee being informed, that there are Severall Lotts, and

parcells of ground, in this Citty convenient to build on:

and severall houses ruinated and decayed: The

Owners whereof being either absent, or unwilling to

build or repaire the Same; The which wee having

taken into our consideracon, for the generall good of

this Citty; doe order that all the .# conveinient to

build on; and all the ruinated and decayed houses

which are untenantable within this Citty, be forthwith

vewed, apprized and valued by persons by us there

unto chosen and desired on their oathes: And to bec

disposed off to those who are willing to build or repaire

the same.

Dated the 2d of February, 1675–6.

BY THE MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

Citty of r WHEREAs, there is severall

New Yorke. }* parcells and Lotts of vacant

ground, conveinient to build on within this Citty; and

severall persons being willing to build and settle there

in; but can not gitt houses, or to build on (the owners

of the said grounds, refusing to build or Sell) of which

complaint hath beene made to us for ease whereof; and

for the better populating and Inhabiting the said Citty;

we haveing conceived a good opinion of the fitnesse

and ability of Mr. Thomas Lewis, Alderman, Mr.

John Laurence, Mr. Oloff Stevens Van Courtlandt,

Mr. Samuel Willson, Mr. Adolph Peterson, Mr. Wil

liam Merritt, Mr. Abraham Janssen, and Mr. Soert

Olphertsen; Doe therefore desire the said persons,

that forthwith they servey and value all the vacant

Land and ruinated or decayed houses within this Citty,

conveinient or fitt to. And to make returne to

the Mayor and Aldermen of the perticular quantityes,

and value of the Said Land according to the best of

their Judgment and knowledge. The Lands to be va

lued at beaver-pay; But on equall division of their

opinions, concerning any of the Said Lands, Mr. Tho

mas Lewis is here empowered to have a casting voice.

Given under my hand this 3d of February, 1675.

f

BY THE MAYOR AND ALDERMEN, &c.

Citty of s WHEREAs, by a former order,

New Yorke. dated the third instant, Mr Tho

mas Lewis, Alderman, Mr. John Lawrence, M. Oloff

Stevens Van Courtlandt, Mr. Samuel Wilson, Mr.

Adolph Peterson, Mr. William Merritt, Mr. Abraham

Janssen, and Mr. Socrt Olphertsen, were desired and

authorized to view, appraise and value all the vacant

Land, conveinient or fitt to build on; As also, all ruin

ated, decayed and untenantable houses within the streets

and places in this citty. Wee having the same againe

under consideration, for reasons to ourselves best

known, have thought fitt, and do by these presents add

unto the above mencomed persons, Mr. Peter Stouten

burgh, Mr. Peter Jacobson Marius, and Mr. Jeronimus

Ebbing: And doe hereby desire and authorize the said

Persons or any five or more of them, forthwith to view,

apprize and value all the vacant Land conveinient or

fitt to build on, as alsoe all ruinated, decayed and un

tenantable houses within this citty; And to make re

turn to us as per former order: whereof they are de

sired not to fayle.

Dated this 18th o Tebruary, 1675-6.

Adrian Westerhouse making application for satis

faction For his ground that was taken away to make

the New Street, the said Adrian did consent and agree

to Convey his Right and title therein to the Citty And

in Consideration thereof its ordered that he be free of

all Public taxes For the use of the said City During

the terme of Six Yeares from the date hereof, ei's alsoe

freed from the payment of what is already taxed.

New Yorke, the 17th day ºf October, A. D. 1675.

EDMUND ANDRos, Esq., Seigneur, of Sausmarez,

Lieut. Governor Generall under his Royall Highnesse

James, Duke of Yorke and Albany &c. of all his Terri

toryes in America, To all to whom these presents shall
come sendeth§§

By vertue of his Majesties Letters Patents, unto h’s

Royall Highnesse and the Authority derived unto mee,

I do hereby appoint and authorize you, Mr. William

Dervall, to bee Mayor, Mr. Gabriel Minvielle, Mr.

Nickolas De Meyer, Mr. Thomas Gibbs, Mr. Thomas

Lewis, and Mr. Stephanus van Courtlandt, to be Alder

men, Mr. John Sharpe to be Sheriffe of this City, giv.

ing and graunting unto you the said Mayor and Álder
men or. four of you, whereof the Mayor or Deputy

Mayor to be always one (unless in case of necessity by

their absence, sicknesse or otherwise, when the Eldest

Alderman is to preside) And upon equality to have the

Casting and decisive voyce, with full power and au

thority to keepe Courts, Administer Justice as a Court of

Cessions; And Rule and Governe all the Inhab tants

of this Citty, Corporacon or libertyes thereof, and

Strangers within thee same according to the Generall

Laws of this Government, Priviledge and Practice of

this place ; And also to appoint such under office. as

you shall judge necessary for the orderly execucon of

Justice.—Hereby requiring all Persons, whom it may

concerne to give that due Obedience unto you, as Ma

jestrates constituted by his, Majesties Authority as

above, as they and every of them will answer the con

trary at their utmost Perills. And for your so doin

this shall, this shall bee to you, and every of you, .#
every of you a surficient warrant and discharge in that

behalfe. This Commission to be of force untill the

thirteenth day of October next, which will be in the

year one thousand six hundred seventy-six, being the

usualtime and day ofelection Given under my hand and

Sealed with the Seale of the Province of New Yorke

this seventeenth day of October, in the Twenty-sey.

enth year of his Majesties Reigne Annoe Domini
1675. E. ANDROS.

Citty of New By the Deputy Mayor and Alder.

orke. men. Whereas his honor the Gov

ernor, by his Proclamacon bearing date the 13th day
of March, 1674, Sett forth that wereas there hath been

a change of Government, and other oathes imposed

upon the Inhabitants, hee in his Majesties name re

quired all such persons as intended to live under his

Majesties obedience within his Royal HignessesGov

ernment, that they should appear at such time and pla

ces as the Magestrates within their respective Townes

and places wherein they live should appoint, to take

the usuall Oathes of Allegence and fidelity; And

thereby, commanded all Officers and Magestrates to

§. order therein, and to attend the taking the said

athes, as by the said proclamacon may appear. , And

whereas the Mayor and Aldermen in persuance thereof

lº

§:

*

º

º
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did appoint Mundy, the 15th of March, 1674, for the

taking the said Qathes, and adjourned from time to

time for the doeing thereof. Nevertheless we being

informed and finding severall persons within this Cit.

ty either by sickness or otherwise have not as yet ta.

ken the said Qathes of Allegiance and fidelity, as by

the said proclamacon was directed. Therefore that

none that doe intend to continue and remain in this

Citty may for the future upon any pretence whatever

pleade ignorance. Wee in further pursuance of his

honor's proclamacon, doe hereby give notice to all per

sons, that not as yet taken the said Oathes, that they

appeare at the Citty Hall on Wednesday, the 24th of

ovember next, by nine of the clock in the morning,

at ye third ringing of the Bell, for to take the said

Oathes, where the Teputy Mayor and Aldermen have

appointed an Especial Sessions for that purpose, and

will be ready there at that time for the receiving and

giving the said Oathes to all such persons as shall

come to take the same. And that all persons that

shall, shall neglect to come or refuse to take the same,

take notice thereof at perrills; Given under our hands

this 30th day of October, 1675.

BY THE MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

Ordered that all and every person and persons being

inhabitants Living within this Street called Here graft :

Shall forthwith and without delay fill up the Graft

Ditch or Common Shoare: and make the same Levell

with the Street and then to pave and pitch the same:

before their doors; with Stones: soe far as every In

habitants house shall be fronting: towards the said

Graft or Ditch: upon pain of every person so neglect

ing shall have such fines inflicted upon them as the

Cºurt shall thincke fitt. Dated this 9th day of May,
1670—then Proclaimed.

-

Atta Counsell held in New Yorke the 26th day of

May, 1673. Upon Consideration of the

Return of the Valuations of the Vacant Land about

this Citty, brought in by the appraisers: Resolved, that
all Vacant Land without ſeacºmot improved, as direct

ed by the law, shall bee deemed vacant, and disposed

of according to Lawe. That all decayed houses or

Lotts of Lands to the street convenient for Building

shall be ascertained, to any that will be willing to pay

the Purchase to the right owners according to the ap

praisment, unless the owners will build themselves,

which building soe to bee made by the right owners or

purchasers and to bee sufficient dwelling houses, and

to bee built within one yeare after the publication here

of, or otherwise tobee considered uncapeable of building

upon the saide land hereafter and the Land to bee

lookt upon as other vacant Land and valued accord

º and disposed of by the Governor for the Public

good.

By order of the Governor in Council,

MATTHIAS NICOLLS, Sec.

Proclaymed ye 13th June, 1676.

To the Mayor, or Deputy Mayor and Aldermen of the

City of New Yorke, to publish this order.

Citty of ss Att a meeting the 24th day of

New Yorke. July, 1676. #.

Mr. Deputy Mayor,

Mr. Gabrell Mimivile,

Mr. Stephanus Van Courtlandt, Aldermen.

In pursuance of former orders, made for the building

9f houses in this Citty, and setting fourth ye ground,
It is Ordered that noe person or persons whatsoever,

shall build, erect or sett up any house or houses upon

any ground within this Citty unless the same be first

viewed, allowed and sett fourth under ye hands of Pe

tºr, Jacobson, Gulyan Ver Planke,º Rumbolt,

Adolph Peterson, Peter Kings.

ARRIVAL OF Gov. DONGAN FROM ENGLAND.

August ye 27th, 1683, being Munday.

Coll. Thomas DoNGAN, Governor of this Province,

who arrived here ye 25th Instant, was this day pleased

tº appoint ye Magistrates to meet him at ye Gitty hall

*out ten of ye clock, where he read and published his

Commission to be his Royall Highness £ºn. &

Governor &c., & his Commission for vice Admirall,

& shewed his Instructions wherein he was ordered to

give & Confirm to this Citty all their Rights & privi

ness name, & declared, that his Royall Highness had

Qoumissionated Mr. John Spragg Secretary of ye

Province, for all Which ye Magistrates ſeturned

thanks to his Royall Highness and his Honour, &

waiting on him to ye Forte, they invited his Honour

to dine with them at ye Citty Hall ye next day, and

severall of ye old Magistrates & and ancient Inhabit.

ants to accompany him, Where his Honour received

a large & plentiiuli Intertainment; and they had great

satisfaction in his Honours Company.

PETITION of THE MAYor, Etc., fort A chARTER

FOR The city OF NEW YORK.

Petition presented to ye Governor in ye name of ye

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of ye Citty for
a Charter.

To the Right Honorable Col. Thomas Dongan, Esq.

Lieutenant & Governor & vice admirall and his Roy

all Highness James Duke of Yorke & Albany, &c., of

New Yorke and dependencyes in America.

The humble petition of ye Mayor Aldermen and

Commonalty of ye Citty of New York.-Sheweth

That this Citty hath had & enjoyed severall antient

Customes privileges and Ammunityes which werecon

firmed and granted to them by Coll. Richard Nicholls,

late Governor of this Province by authority and his

Royal Highnesse, Anno 1656, who Incorporated ye
lnhabitants thereof—New Harlem and others linhabit

ing on ye Island manhattan, whereon this Citty stand

eth as one body Pollitique and Corporate under ye Gov

ernment of a Mayor%. & Sheriffe, in which

manner it hath continned in practice ever since, and

hath had and Injoyed ye Customs libertyes and privi

ledges following, viz.:

1st. That all ye inhabitants on ye Island Manha

tans was under ye Government of ye Citty of New
Yorke.

2nd. That ye Government of said Citty was by seven

Magistrates & a schout formerly called Burgormaster

and Schepen, now one Mayor, six Aldermen & one

Sheriffe. -

3d. These Magistrates had power to appoint all In

ferior Officers, as Constables & Overseers under Sher

iffs, Cryers, & Marshalls throughout ye whole Island,

aud also did make such pecular orders as they judged

convenient for ye well Governing ye Inhabitants of

said Corporation, & held once in 14 dayes or oftener on
special i. or occasion, a court of Judicature at ye

Citty Hall were they did heare and d termine all cau

ses and matters whatsoever brought before, them, by

Jury or in equity as ye cause required. . The Mayor

or Chief Magistrate had power to determine all matters

that came before him under 40s without appeale or any

other processe than a verball hearing of

4th. The Sheriffe served all writis & summons, &

attachments within ye Lymius of ye Corporation, &

acted as Water-baylife on ye Water.

5th. They had their own Clerk and kept ye Records

of ye Citty distinctly.

6th. This City was ye staple port of ye whole prov

ince, where all merchandize was shipped and unloaden.

7th. None were to be esteemed Freemen of the Citty

but such as admitted (to sell) byº ye Mages

trates aforesaid, and none before such admission to

sell by retayle or exercise any bandycraft trade or oc

cupation, and every merchant or shop keeper was to

pay for ye public use of ye Citty 34 12s, every handy

Craftman 114s on being made free.

8th. No Freemen of ye City was to be arrested or

have their goods attached unless it was made appear

that they were departing or conveying away their es

tates to defraud their Creditors.

9th. No person was admitted to trade up Hudson

River except he was a Freeman and had been arrival

Inhabitant in this Citty offor ye space of 3 years, and

if any freeman should be absent out of ye Citty ye

space of 12 month, and not keep fire and candle & pay

seat and cott, should loose his freedome.

10.h. All ye Inhabitants up Hudson River were for

bid to trade over sea.

14th. No Flower was to be bolted or Packed or Bis

kett made for exportation but in ye Citty of New

Yorke, being for ye Incouragement of trade and keep

ing up ye reputation of New Yorke flower, which is in

great request in ye West India and ye (Inhabitants)

only support and maintenance of ye Inhabitants of

this Citty, and if not confirmed to them, will ruin and

depopulate ye same.

12th. That ye said Citty had a Common seale to

serve for ye dealing of all and singular their affairs

All which said ancient customs priviledges and lyb

erty's ye said Mayor and Alderm, n in behalf of thein

selves and ye Citizens of ye said City do humbly pre

sent & make known to yr Honour, humbly beseeching

yr honor in their behalf to Interceed & procure that ye

same be Confirmed to them by charter from his Roy

all Highnesse with these additions following:

1. That ye said Corporation be divided into six

Wards.

2. Tha: ye freemen in each Ward do once every

year elect their own officers to say Aldermen, Com

mon Councilmen, Constable, Overseers of ye poor.

Scavengers, Questmen or other officers usefull and

necessary for ye said Corporation & Wards.

3. That there be a Mayor & a Recorder, who with

ye said six Aldermen & Common Councilmen shall

represent ye whole body of ye said City & Corpora

tion & shall have power to make pecular Laws and

ordinances for ye good Government and support

thereof.

4. That a Mayor be appointed every year by ye Gov

ernour & Councill, & to be one of ye Aldermen cho

sen as aforesaid.

5. That all Magistrates so chosen shall not be ad

mitted to ye execution of their offices until sworne be

fore ye Governor and Council.

6. That ye Recorder be appointed by ye Governor

and Council, who shall be judge of ye city and corpo

ration and be ayding and assisting ye Mayor, Alder

men and Common Council in all matters yt relate to

ye well being thereof.

7. That a Sheriffe be annually appointed by the
Governor and Council.

8. That ye Coroner and Towne Clark be appointed

by the Governor and Councill.

9. That ye Mayor, Recorder, Aldermen and Com

mon Councill do appoint a Treasurer for collecting and

paying all public debts and Revenues.

This and whatsoeverelse your Henor and his Royall

Highnesse shall think fitt, necessary and convenient

flor ye good rule, order and welfare of this citly or

Corporation, your Petitioners humbly, pray may be

granted and confirm d to them, in as full and ample

manner and form as his majesty hath been graciousl

leased to grant to other Corporations within his

º of Fngland, for ye.

Of which they again humbly begg your honor to

become their supplyant, whose kindness and service

therein shall be most thankfully acknowledged,

New York, 9bre, ye 9th, 1683. And as in duty

bound, your petitioners shall ever pray, &c.

Explanations Asked of the Mayor, &c. As

TO CERTAIN PARTS OF T H E FOREGOING

PETITION BY THE GOVERNOR AND COUN

CIL.

Some objections made by ye Governor and Councill

to ye petitiºn presented in the name of the Mayor, Al

dermen and Commonalty with desire to be explained.

Atta Councill held in New Yorke ye

10.h 9bre, 1686.

Present

The Governor,

Mr. Frederick Phillips,
Mr. Lewis Sancton.

A Petition from ye Deputy Mayor, Aldermen and

Commonalty of ye citty of New Yorke being readwas concluded as follows: c n

In answer to the first article it is thought reasonable

that the Towne of Harlem shall have liberty to deter

mine all matters yt come before them under 40s., att

their own Towne Court. To ye third article it is an

swered, that there being these words, these Magis

trates had power to appoint all Inferior Officers, and

Constables, Overseers, under Sheriffs, Cryers' and

Marshals. It is desired that it may be explained what is

meant by Marshall in ye second article; it is also de

sired yt it may be explaimed what is meant by peculiar

Laws, and how far they will extend, as likewise what

is, meant by Court, of Judicature, and how ſarye
s'd Court is to extend, and yt ye Court of Judicature

under forty shillings being allowed it is thought con

venient to distinguish betwixt yes'd Courts, and make

two articles of this one, being ye third article to ye

fourth article, it is thought yt ye water Bailiffs belongs

to ye admiralty, and ye seventh article Jews are to be

accepted who arc left to ye discretion of ye Governor.

By order in Councill,*ges & more if necessary, & that for ye future all

Writs & warrants should issue out in hisÉy.High
matters and business touching ye said Corporation. JOHN SPRAGG, Secry.
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ExPLANATION's To THE For EGOING, GIVEN

BY THE MAYor, &c.

An Explanation of several heads contained in ye

petition lately presented to his honor ye Govenor, by

e Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of ye citty of

ew Yorke, pursuant to ye desire of the Governor and

Councill, Humbly presented to his honor's further con

sideration.

The Towne of Harlem is a village belonging to this

Citty and Corporation for ye more easy administra

tion and dispatch of Justice. Officers have been annu;

ally appointed by ye Mayor and Aldermen to hold
Courts"and determine matters not exceeding 40s, both

at Harlem and the Bowery, and shall do ye like for ye

future, and is intended to be one of ye six Wards.

3. Marshall is an under officer assistant to ye Sher

iffe in serving writs, summoning Jurys, looking after
prisoners and attending ye Court, and that Officer and

the Cryer has hetherto been one person.

Pecular Laws, and Laws and Ordamancees

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Councill;
#. ye well and good government of this City and

Corporation, and to extend as ſtarr as the limit thereo f.

Court of judicature is a Court to hear ane determine

all causes and matters whatsoever brought before them,

both C, will and Criminall, not extending to life, limb or

member, and had jurisdiction over all the harbours

and Bayes, Coves, Creeks and Inletts belonging to ye

sanne.

The whole Island being one Corporation, ye inhab

itants are all members of one body and conceive no

need of distinction. The Mayor, Aldermen and Com:

mon Councill having ye care and charge to make all

things as casy and convenient for ye Inhabitants as

possible, and will have the same regards thereto as for

merly.

A Watter Bailliffe is an officer belonging to a Cor

oration, and ye Sheriffe of this Citty hath useual
y exercised the office by serving arºes's and attach

ments in ye harbours, Bayes, Coves, Creeks and Inletts

helonging to this Corporation, by Warriºn: from ye

Mayor, Sheriffe or other his superiors tº him directed

as Sheriff, or Watter Bayliſſe, as well in Civill as

Criminall matters. - -

What belongeth to the Governor or prerogative, think

not fitt to meddle with or any way restrane.

New Yorke, 9bre. 19th, 1633.

NEw MAGISTRATES com MISSIONED BT THE

GOVERNOR.

Citty of New Yorke,

Saturday ye 24th of 99re, 1683.

The old Magistrates, Mr. Cor's. Steenwick, Mr. N.
Bayard, Mr. Jo. Joinns, Mr. Wm. Einhºrn, Mr. Gu

line Verplanke, Mr. Robertson and Mr. Wm. Cox be

ing sent for, all waited on ye Governor at ye forte ex

cept Mr. Cox, where ye old Magistratºs were disghar
gºd, and a Commission given to Mr. Cornelius Steen

wick to be Mayor and the other person above named

to be Aldermen for the Citty of New Yorke untill ye

useuall time of New Elections, being the 14th of Sbre,

and Mr. jo. Inder was likewise appointed Sherife of

yes|d City, and were all sworne accordingly.

The old magistrates conducted ye new ones to ye

City Hall, where there Commission was read, in ye

Court Chamber, and they resigned to ym ye Bench,

who took their places as nominated in ye Commission;

Mr. Wm. Cox, who was absent when ye Mayor and

ye next of ye old Aldermen were sworne, had ye oath

of an Alderman administered by ye Secretary, ye then
Mayor and Aldermen ordered their Commissions to be

j att ye door of the Citty Hall, which was ac

Cordingly performed by ye Towne Clerke.

Such under officers as you shall judge necessary for

whom this may concerne to give due obedience unto you

as they and every of them will answer ye contrary att

their perills, and for so doing this shall be to you and

every of you a sufficient Warrant and discharge, this

Commission be of force untill ye 14th day of 8ber, next

ensueing in ye year 1684, or fill further order. Given

under my hand and sealed with ye seal of ye province

att forte James ye 24th day of 9ber, 1683.
THO. DONGAN.

TOWN CLERK COMMISSIONED BY THE

GoWERNOR.

Commission of John West to be Clerke of ye City

of New Yorke, Coll. Thomas Dongan, Lieutenant and

Governor, and Vice Admirall, &c., of New Yorke and

dependencyes in America.

By virtue of ye Authority derived unto me from his

Royall Highness, I do hereby constitute and appoint

you, Mr. John West, Clerke of the City of New Yorke,

authorizing you to take into your custody all Records,

Books and Papers of Publicke Concerne belonging

thereto, and to act in ye said employ as a clerke, may

and ought to do according to law and practice, and

that during my pleasure only. Given under my hand

and seal att Forte James, ye 24th day of 9bre, 1683.

Tho. Dongan.

Passed ye office, John Spragg, Secty.

PETITION OF THE MAYOR AND ALDERMEN TO

THE GOVERNOR AND COUNCIL FOR FURTHER

PRIVILEGES AND GRANTs.

To the Right Honourable Thomas Dongan, Lieute

nant and Governor under his Royal Highness James

Duke of Yorke and Albany of New Yorke, and depen

dencye in America.

The humble petition of ye Mayor and Aldermen of

ye City of New Yorke Showeth,

That whereas ye necessary public works belonging

to this city are much out of repair and decayed, ..".
revenue yt was to supporte and maintaine ye same for

ye present lost and distroyed, and whereas ye 9th In

stant a Petition was presented to your honor by your

petitioners, in ye name of ye Mayor and Aldermen and

Commonalty of this city, sitting forth.P.".
usuage, custome, and practice of ye said city, and

what they conceived further necessary for ye Weal

good Government and support thereof, which they

prayed your honour would procure to be confirmed to

them by charter to them from his Royal Highness.

Your petitioners do hereby likewise humbly pray and

desire yt with this alteration only yt ye city may have

ye choice of their Towne Clerke for ye future, and yt

since it cannot be so soone effected as ye urgent affairs

of this citty doth require, your honour will be pleased

to order and declare yt ye forme and method therein

prescribed, may be put in practice until such time as

his Royal Highness pleasure shall be further known

therein, and yt your honour will be further pleased to

confirme to this citty all ye (benefitt of granting lycen

ces, to all ye) vacant lands within this island to low

water marke, the benefitt of granting lycences to all yt

keep public houses,ye benefitt ofye (ſferry,) docke, warfe

and bridge, markett and markeſt house, with ye ferry

now between ye said citty and Long Island, or yt

hereafter shall be appointed between ye said citty and

Corporation, or any other place which may helpe to

enable them to deffray their public charge and expence

and their publicke works;

And your petitioners shall ever pray, &c.

Cornelius Stenwick,

N. Bayard,

Jo. Inions,

Wm. Pinhorne,

Guleine Verplanke,

John Robertson,

Wm. Cox,

Dated at ye Citty Hall ye 27th day of 9bre, 1683.

ANSWER OF THE GOVERNOR AND COUNCIL

TO THE FOREGOING PETITION.

Answer of ye Governor and Councell to ye petition of ye

Mayor and Aldermen, da!ed ye 6th 9bre, 1683.

At a Councell held in New Yorke ye 6th day of De

cember, 1683.

The Governor,

Capt. Anthony Brockholls,

Mr. Fred. Phillips,

Mr. Steph. Courtlandt,

M. Lucas Sancton.

The petition of ye Mayor and Aldermen being read,

the Governor in Councell gave answer thereto in ye

following Resolutions and#.
That he much wondered yt having lately granted

almost every particular of a large and considerable pe

tition lately offered by ye preceeding Mayor and Al

dermen, he should so suddenly receive another petition

from ye present Magistrates to request either what was

before granted or anything contrary to their former pe

tition, however is willing to oblige them as farr as can

be Reasonably done, as may be seen by ye following

particulars. Their first request Concerning ye Char

ter is already granted, with a Recorder, according to

former desire.

The Ferrys Granted, with a proviso, that two boates

for passengers be kept on each side of ye River, and

one boate for cattle on each side of the River also.

The Towne Clerke is Reffered to his Royal High

ness his nomination. The vacant Lands to low Wa

ter marke within this Island, are already disposed of.

The whole Island is ordered to be surveyed, and

when y! is, done, some land in ye woods not yet dis

posed off, shall be appointed for the use of ye city.

The Dock and Warſe is allowed to ye city provid.

ed it be well kept and cleared, if not it shall be for

feited, but no duty is to be paid upon ye Bridge. No

ferry in any other place allowed but what is already.

The Lycences always belong to ye Governor, the be

nefitt of ye Markett and Markett houses is Granted,

Provided there be nothing sold, but upon Wednesday
andsº beginning betwixt Nine and Ten of ye

Clock in ye forenoon. And all brought into ye mar

kett place, nothing being allowed to be sold in any ves

sel, boat, or canoe whatsoever; only Butchers meat is

to be sold every day in ye week, Sunday excepted, but

to be sold in ye markett and no were else.

That it is convenient a clerk of ye markett be ap

pointed, and that by ye Governor, who shall see after

ye weight and measures and due Regulations of ye

markett. That there be Twenty carmen and no more

allowed and their wages regulated, and ye number of

sworne porters stated, with their wages likewise. The

Mayor is also to look after ye weights and value of

bread, and* value and measures of all liquors sold

and retayled, and to put a price upon all other things

sold, according as ye season shall require, and all

Bakers shall be obliged to sell and keep good house

hold bread for any who will demand it.

That ye said household Bread be baked as ye meale

comes from ye mill. That ye citty will appoint one

or more if necessary to look after ye chimneys for ye

preventing of fire, and yt all houses keep one or more

leather bucketts.

By order of Councell, Jo. Spragg, Secy.

ORDER MADE BY THE GOVERNOR AND COUN.

CIL AS TO THE TEM PORARY GOVERNMENT OF

THE CITY.

The Governor to put in practice ye forme prescribed

in ye petition of 99re for the Government of this citly.

By the Governor.

In answer to a petition presented by ye Mayor and

Aldermen bearing date the 27th November Past, Or

dered that ye forme and method prescribed in a peti

tion presented by ye former Mayor and Aldermen,

bearing date ye 9th 9bre past, for ye Weal and Go.

vernment of ye said city, be put in practice untill
such time as his Rº Highness pleasure be furthere

knowne thereon. Given under my hand att Forte

James ye 10th day of Xbre, 1683.

Tho. Dongan.

Passed ye Office, John Spragg, Secry.

RECORDER APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR

AND couscIL, AND HIs com Mission.

A Recorder appointed, and oath of fidelity adminis

tered by ye Mayor.

Citty of New Yorke.

The Court of Record of the citty afores'd, holden

att ye Citty Hall within ye s'd citty on Tuesday, ye

15th day of January, 1684,

Before

Mr. Cornelius Stenwick, Mayor,

Mr. Nicholas Bayard,

Mr. Jo. Inians,

Mr. Wm. Pinhorne,

Mr. Guleine Verplanck,

Mr. Wm. Cox, Aldermen.

Before ye opening of ye Court, Mr. Secretary Spragg

and Mr. Sancton come to ye Citty Hall and presented

Mr. James Graham to ye (Governor held) Mayor and

Aldermen, and acquainted them that his Honour ye

Governor had been pleased to commissionate him Re

corder of this citty, whose commission was accordingly

Read, as followeth:

The Recorder's Commission.

By the Governor—

Whereas the Mayor and Aldermen of ye Citty of

New Yorke, by petition, in ye name of themselves and

the Commonalty of yes'd citty, desired a confirmation

of their Ancient Rights and Priviledges with several

alterations and additions within specified, and coun

taining, as is usuall and practicable in other citty's and

corporations, and having thought fitt and necessary

that a Recorder be appointed to be assistant to the

Mayor and Aldermen in ye Rule and Government of

ye sld citty, and administration of justice in their
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Court of Record—I do hereby, in virtue of ye authority

derived unto me, constitute, authorize, and appointe

you, Mr. James Graham, to be Recorder of ye s'd

citty, giving unto you full power and authority to exe

cute and performe what to ye office of a Recorder with

in a citty and corporation doth of Right belong and

appertaine both for ye weale and governm't of said

citty administration of Justice in ye s'd Court of Re

cord during pleasure.

Given under my hand and seale, att Forte James, in

New Yorke, ye 4th day of December, 1683.

THOMAS DONGAN.

Passed ye office. Jno. Spragg, Sec'u'y.

THE FIRST RECORDER OF THE city of NEW

York sworn INTo office, AND Took His

se A.T.

Wednesday, ye 16th January, ye Court being ad

journed to meet in ye afternoon, the Mayor, Recorder,

and Aldermen, Sheriffe, and Clerke, were sent for to

ye Forte, before ye Governor and Councell, were ye

oath of fidelity to His Royal Highness, as in ye old

Law book, was administered to them, and ye Record’r

sworne in his office, from whence they went to ye

Citty Hall and held Court according to adjournment.

The Recorder took his place on ye Bench on ye

right hand of ye Mayor.

Citty of New Yorke.

Proceedings atta Common Councill held att the Citty

Hall for the sayd Citty, on Monday the 2d day of

February, 1684–

Present—Mayor, Recorder, N. Bayard, Mr. Jno.

Lawrence, Mr. Andrew Bowne, and Mr. Cerfleek, and

Mr. Wm. Merritt, Mr. Abm. Corbett, Mr. Debruque,

Mr. Sam'l Wilson, Mr. Kipp,Common Councell.

Resolved, unanimously, That the Governour be

Treated with to confirmeto this citly all the vacantland

in and about this citty and island, to low water mark.

The Ferry and all the severall Pattents to the Inhabit

ants, the Citty Hall and Land thereto belonging, Mar

kett house and Markett Place, Dock, Bridge, and

Streets, and w'th all Royaltyes and Priviledges there

unto belonging.

1686.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MAYor, Etc., IN RELA

TION To Gov. DoNGAN's chARTER.

Att a Common Councell held for the Citty of New

Yorke, the 24th day of Aprile, Anno Domini 1686–

Upon reading the Charter, It is agreed, by the Com

mon Councell, that they will pay his honour 2001, up

on signing the same, and give him security for 100l.

more in six months. That the fee for Lycences to

retaile Drinke exceed not 5l., the Fine for retailing 19s,

and the fee for freedom 5l. That the Mayor take care

to raise the said 200l., paying therefore such interest as

to him shall seem filt. And do likewise to care to se.

cure the said 2001, to the person of whom he shall take

up the same, and the said 100l. to the Governour.

Resolved, That next Common Council to be held in

this Citty Effectual Care shall be taken for the Reim.

bursement of the said 300, and other the charges con
cerning the said Charter.

REPORT OF THE MAY or THAT IIE HAD RAIs ED

THE MONEY AND PAID For THE chARTER.

Att Common Councell held att the Citty Hall for the

City of New Yorke, the Eleventh Day of May, 1685,

The Mayor Reports that he hath paid 300l. for the
Pattent and 241, to the Sec'ry, and hath taken 4 sums

*P* ten per cent, interest, to be paid in a yeare, wich

is allowed off, and Resolved, that care be taken pursu

ºut to the above ord’r, to raise money for sattisfying

thereof, and what other charges shall be expended
thereon.

Resolved and ordered, That Mr. Mayor, Mr. Alder

man Depeyster, Mr. Demyeo, and Mr. Dekey be ap

Pointed as a Committee to consider what wasys pro

Per for raising the money paid for the Pattent, and if

they shall thinke fit that same be raised by sale of

ands, That then they be hereby impowered to sell

and dispose of so much land as will amount to the sums

º: the moste benefite and advantage off which to make
porte.

AN ANCIENT ANTI-ASSESSMENT MAN.

A Common Councell held in the City of New Yorke

the 10th of September, 1686– -

. Mr. Smith refused to produce any title to the Land

º; the Pock, but said, if the citty thought fitt to med
dle with it he would endeavour tº maintain a Right.

The rest of the Inhabitants have time given till Mon

day, in the afternoon, to consider and make their propo

salls concerning the Ground in the Dock.

IN CHANCERY.

Before the Hon. MURRAY Hoffm AM, Assis

tant Vice Chancellor of the 1st Circuit.

Jacob Westervelt & an’or,

ºs,

The Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the

City of New York.

The Bill on this case was filed against the

Corporation to restrain them from selling cer

tain lots of the complainants', situate on both

sides of thirty-first Street, westwardly of the

ninth Avenue, for assessments for opening 31st

Street from the ninth Avenue to the East River,

for regulating and grading the same street from

the ninth Avenue to Hudson River, and regula

ting ninth Avenue.

The grantor of the complainants had ceded

the land opposite the premises in question, in

31st Street, in consideration, as they alleged, of

paying no assessments for opening that street.

Among the other objections to the proceed

ings of the Corporation were the following:

I. That the Common Council, as organized

under the act of 1830, have no power to open or

to regulate Streets and Avenues; or to confirm

assessments for grading, &c., and that their pro

ceedings are void for want of jurisdiction.

II. That if they had jurisdiction in the prem

ises, their acts and proceedings are void for ir

regularity in several particulars, among which

were the following:

1st. That the resolutions and ordinances re

lating to these proceedings were not passed in

either Board, by calling the ayes and moes as

required by Section 7th, of the act of 1830.

2d. That in the regulating 31st Street and

9th Avenue, no estimate of the expense was

ever made, and no assessment until aſter the

work was done—contrary to the provisions of

the 175th and 176th Sections of the act of 1813,

by which only a supplementary assessment is

authorized after the completion of the work.

3d. That the persons who acted in making

the assessment, to wit, the Street Commissioner,

his Deputy, and first Clerk, were not disinteres

ted and proper persons, and were not properly

appointed under a general ordinance authoriz

ing them to act in all cases of regulating streets.

4th. That the assessment List for regulating

the 9th Avenue, was not signed by the assessors,

contrary to the requisition ofthe statute that they

should certify it in writing.

5th. That no application was ever made or

authorized by the Corporation, for the appoint

ment of Commissioners of estimate and assess

ment for the opening of 31st Street, the applica

tion having been made by the Mayor or Coun

sel, under a general resolution to open all the

Streets and Avenues up to and including 42d

Street in 1836, but without the usual additional

direction to the Corporation Counsel to take all

necessary steps for that purpose.

6th. That the ordinances were never regu

larly passed, having been loosely enclosed in a

wrapper by the Street Commissioner, and only

the endorsement on the wrapper read in either

Board, and only the wrapper signed either by

the Clerk or the Mayor.

7th. That the neglect to publish the reports

and resolutions, as required by the 7th Section

of the act of 1830, was a withholding the only

notice required by law in case of regulating

Streets, and the only useful notice in regard to

opening Streets; so that the confirmation either

by the Common Council or Supreme Court was

ex parte and not binding on the complainants.

8th. That the act of 1813 is unconstitutional

in not providing any just compensation to the

owners of property taken for public use.

Various minor questions arose, but the fore

going were those of most general interest. The

case was argued on Bill, Answer and Repli

cation.

It will be seen that the questions raised were

of the most momentous importance, since their

determination against the Corporation will be

decisive of their jurisdiction in all the proceed

ings for opening and regulating streets and

building sewers since the act of 1830.

This being the first case in which these ques

tions have been brought up, on final hearing,

before any of our courts—from the important in. -

terests involved, and the great consideration

which will be attached to the decision of the

Judge so eminent for his profound knowledge

of Chancery Law, and so peculiarly qualified

by his intimate acquaintance with the powers

of the Corporation—the greatest interest has

been excited by the discussion.

The argument was opened on the part of the

complainants, on Tuesday, by Lewis H. Sand.

ford, Esq., who occupied nearly six hours in a

clear, logical, and forcible argument. Each

point was closely and powerfully discussed

by him, with that discrimination and vigor of

reasoning which a powerſul mind, long trained

to close habits of legal discussion, might be ex

pected to display on a question of so much im.

portance. The early laws and charters were

examined, and the English and American cases

bearing in any way upon the numerous points

were collected and discussed, and the legal and

historical bearing connected with the powers

of the Corporation, was chiefly exhausted. It

would be impossible within our limits to give

such an analysis of Mr. Sandford's argument as
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to do it justice, or afford any adequate idea of

its ſorce and completeness.

On Wednesday, Mr. Cowdry, of counsel for

Corporation replied. He omitted nothing which

hisacknowledged learning and perfect familiar

ity with the powers, duties, and proceedings of

the Corporation enabled him to render availa

ble, in defending their several acts in the parti

culars complained of. He replied to the points

raised in order, examined and controverted the

positions assumed by the counsel for the com

plainants and the authorities cited, and with

great ability and learning sustained, by every

possible authority and argument, the course of

proceeding hitherto adopted by the Corporation.

Mr. Holland of counsel for the complainants,

made the concluding argument on Wednesday

P. M. and Thursday.

Mr. H. commenced with a luminous and

powerful exhibition of the extent and character

of these powers of the corporation. He then

proceeded to examine the various legal ques.

tions involved ; presenting them in many new

and striking views, and enforcing his argument

with great ability, profound historical and legal

research, and commanding eloquence.

We present below an outline of Mr. Hol

land's opening remarks, as taken from his mi

nutes, on the general character of the power ex

ercised by the Corporation in the opening and

regulating of streets.

After discussing the question of the jurisdiction of

the court, Mr. Holland said that he requested atten

tion to the extraordinary nature of the power conferred

upon the corporation in these cases, and the equally

extraordinary manner in which it is to be exercised,

and hoped thereby to strengthen the position for which

he contended, that nothing should be granted by way

of implication or intendment or liberal construction in

favor of so extraordinary a jurisdiction.

The power claimed by the corporation in these mat

ters, is in deroga’ion of common right. It is taking

private property for public use; the highest exercise

of supreme power known or recognized in civilized

communities—the right of eminent domain.

A principal object of society is the security of pri

vate property; and its appropriation by the public,

without the owner's consent, going to impair one of

the dearest rights of the citizen, can never be justified

but by absoluſe necessity.

To this point he cited nearly all the standard writers

on the laws of nations and the principles of natural

justice.

So sacred is this right of private property, that it is

carefully guarded by a particular provision in the Con

stitution of the United States and of this state, requi

ring just compensation to be made.

In the present instance, this highest prerogative of

power is not directly exercised by the supreme authori

ty in the state, but had been delegated to an inferior

tribunal to be exercised at its discretion. The consti

tutionality of such a delegation of power had been se

riously questioned, but he admitted it had been sus

tained in this state by our highest courts. It is at least

verging upon the extreme of constitutional power.
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Again, the mode of exercising this high prerogative

in the present instances was equally extraordinary,

and he believed unparalleled in any other country

where either the common law or civil law is recog

nized.

Lands may be taken, buildings torn down, streets

opened and regulated, and assessments laid, not only

without any application on the part of any citizen,

either adjacent to or remote from the proposed improve

ment, but (until the act of 1833) against the remon

strance of every person in interest, upon the mere will

and determination of the corporation.

No notice need be given, in case of regulating, until

the collector calls for the assessments; and in case of

street openings, only 14 days' notice, before a confirma

tion, which transfers the fee to the corporation and

makes the assessment a lien.

A jury, even, is not summoned to assess the dama

ges, a precaution required in England,-in all our

neighboring states, and in this state, until compara

tively a recent period. And this, too, in the face of the

provision of the constitution, for a trial by jury in all

matters involvirg even a small amount, and the provi

sion requiring all newly constituted courts to proceed

according to the rules of the common law; as well as

in practical contravention of the acknowledged princi

ple, that every person shall have an opportunity to be

heard and a right to contest by regular proofs and due

pleadings, every question of right affecting his person

or estate.

But here, instead of twelve independent jurors from

the body of the people, sworn in court, and proceeding

upon legal evidence—the assessment of damages and

awards, involving even millions of property, is con

fided to two or three persons, selected in one case, by

the coporation itself, and in the other, appointed ex

parte on their application.

And these powers so appointed have no regular

place of meeting or hearing proofs; take no regular

legal testimony as used in courts, but proceed ex parte

when and where they please, in private or public, upon

their own inspection or judgment, or on hearsay and

the representation of any body, whether interested or

mot; and their decisions are held to have the force of

the verdict of a jury, and when confirmed, are conclu

sive on all parties.

In case of regulating and building sewers, no op

portunity is provided by law to object to their proceed

ings. In opening streets, objections must be made

within ten days; and then objections are hampered by

technical difficulties and rules nearly rendering the

privilege useless. Affidavits of disinterested persons

must be used, and none will be received by the supreme

court which have not been presented to the commis

sioners. To prevent confirmation by the supreme

court, the affidavits must show facts sufficient to set

aside a verdict as against evidence; opinions have no

weight, and though the commissioners may be guided

by hearsay, their judgment cannot be controlled by the

sworn judgment of a hundred citizens well acquainted

with the facts.

Such are the devices of the law to prevent the possi

bility of arresting these extraordinary proceedings.

It was granted that our courts have adjudged these

assessments without a jury not to be violations of the

constitution; but it was contended that in this respect

the law in question verges on the extreme of legality,

and requires to be most strictly kept within the letter

of the statute.

Even highways in the country, where land is of

comparatively little value, cannot be cut through im.

proved lands without an assessment of the damages

by a jury at the option of the owner; and cannot be

laid through a garden or orchard of four years' stand

ing, without an express act of the legislature; so much

more carefully are the rights of the citizen protected

elsewhere, than under the jurisdiction of this corpora

tion.

Again, the power in question is extraordinary in

selecting from the whole body of the political commu

nity a few individuals to bear all the expense.

In the country, the expense of a road is borne by the

whole town; in all neighboring states, either by the

whole city or town or county, or by voluntary sub

scriptions or cessions.

In this city, for street openings laid out in 1807, the

whole expense is thrown upon the owners of land on

each side within half the distance to the next street.

Mr. H. said he doubted the constitutional power of

the Legislature to select from one political body, a cer

tain number of individuals within defined limits, and

compel them to pay for an improvement obviously be

meficial to the whole. It was like passing a law to tax

a single man for the public expense. At any rate, it

was an obnoxious feature in this law, and seemed to

show the necessity of confining its operations strictly

to the letter, in matters of form as well as substance.

Again, there is virtually no notice for any practical

purpose in either of these classes of proceedings. In

respect to street Regulations, the law of 1813 provides

for no actual notice.

The 14 days' notice in the Street openings is, indeed,

legal notice—but of no practical value. The proceed

in as are often one or two years in progress, and final

ly, a short notice of confirmation in 14 days, is pub

lished in some corner of a newspaper, after which, but

ten days are allowed to make objections. To absentees

femmes couvertes and minors, this is no actual notice.

Every owner of real estate must watch every ten

days for these notices, and on discovering one, must

go to the clerk's office and examine a manuscript some

times of several hundred folios, to ascertain whether

his property is assessed. Amid the hurry of a city

life, this is utterly impracticable. Yet this is the only

notice, except the publication of corporation proceed

ings, required by the act of 1830, which the corporation

openly disregard in all cases.

Now every man has a right to be heard when his

property is demanded from him, and a law providing

no notice of such a proceeding, or no useful notice,

ought not to be enlarged in its operation by a liberal

construction in derogation of common right.

Again the proceedings are obnoxious to remark for

their expensiveness. It is the most expensive mode of

taxation known to modern times. The whole appara

tus of official agents, the surveyors, appraisers, in

spectors, commissioners, collectors, court and counsel,

to say nothing of advertisements, certificates and

leases, involves an expense almost unparalleled in any

other instance.

It is said by Arthur Young, that in 1792 the expense

of collecting 1,330,000l. of stamp duties in Great Bri

tain, was but one half of one per cent.

By document No. 45, of the Board of Aldermen,

1838–9, the whole amount of awards and damages for

opening the 7th Avenue, is stated to be $28,142, and

the costs of making the assessment and counsel and

court fees, are $13,550 ! º

Mr. H. said he knew of no parallel to this except an

instance mentioned in Sully's Memoirs, when, of

150,000,000 livres taken out of the pockets of the tax

payers, but 30,000,000 livres were brought into the

treasury.

Again, it is a tax laid exclusively on land and there
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fore unequal. Personal property does not contribute

directly to build any sewers, or open or regulate any

streets or avenues.

And to whom is the exercise of this extraordinary

power committed ? To seventeen Aldermen and se

venteen Assistants.

Every small body is liable to sinister influences in a

greater degree than a larger assembly; and this is pe

culiarly true in a great city.

In the number of its inhabitants, the amount of its

wealth, and the variety and importance of its public

interests, the city of New York exceeds many of the

smaller states of the Union. Its annual expenses rang

ing from a million to a million and a half, and at this

time enormously extended by extraordinary undertak

ings, the utmost vigilance is necessary to secure re

sponsibility in its officers. The General Assembly of

Connecticut consists of 229 members; even that of R.

Island of 82. Here are great temptations to improvi

dence—large patronage—numerous offices-lucrative

contracts—vast chances for speculation.

When the law requires votes to be taken by ayes

and noes in the Common Council—when it requires

them to publish their proceedings; when it requires a

Previous estimate before public works can be executed,

and that assessments shall be certified in writing, will

it not be contrary to all sound principle and dangerous

to the last degree to allow a body thus constituted in

the exercise of such powers to avoid all responsibility

by neglecting these requisitions through a liberal con

*truction of the statute . When the law says they

shall pursue a certain course, is it not dangerous to

construe its commands as directory, and wrong to in

dulge in any Presumptions or implications to excuse a

Palpable violation of the letter and spirit of the law "

It is also to be noticed, that there is a great distinc

tion between a corporation deriving all its powers from

*written law, and a state legislature exercising the

*P** Power of the people, and only limited by a

written constitution. Every presumption is against

the former authority; and even the latter is not allowed

to extend its powers by a liberal constructiou.

It is indeed claimed by some of the officers of the

corporation, that its powers are beyond the control of

the legislature. The city comptroller, an officer of re

puted intelligence and of high character, in his recent

report seems to intimate a higher authority for the

Powers of the corporation than any bestowed by the

*"ereign people of the State of New York. It is un

*y to controvert these preposterous claims ; our

courts have held that all political incorporations may

be altered even without a two thirds vote; but it is well

*****n official document from such a source as

indicating the *pirit of usurpation and encroachment

inherent in this as in all powerful political bodies.

The encroachment, if any, is by no individual—no

simple executive officer—no judge, whose discretion

*y mistake-but by a power, the extent of which is
felt before its approaches can be seen—which proceeds

under the high sanction of extraordinary prerogatives

* lavishly conferred, and which, in violating the

*", adds a perfidious abuse of a great public trust, to

that crime against society which is involved in all ille

gºl oppression.

But there would be less danger to be apprehended

from the exercise of these extraordinary powers by this

*"ordinary tribunal, in the unusual and dangerous

methods before described, if the various charters and

*of the legislature under which they are assumed

** conferred, were condensed into one single con

*d statute—and were not to be sought for in hun

dreds of volumes and through a period of more than

one hundred years.

Dongan's charter in 1686, and Cornbury's in 1708,

are rehearsed in Montgomerie's of 1730; and these are

all claimed to be of binding force, together with the

subsequent enactments, neither few nor brief, which

the colonial and state legislatures have from time to

time adopted.

In the course of this argument, I shall be constrained

to examine these dusty records in detail; and it will

then appear how full of vagueness and contradictions

they are, and how difficult it is to interpret and define

the exact effect of separate acts—often inconsistent with

each other, yet the only sources of the extraordinary

jurisdiction asserted in these cases.

Again, in opposing this powerful political body in

its alleged aggression upon private rights, the solitary

citizen struggles to great disadvantage. No single

case can present anything more than a few specimens

of the exercise of unlawful power; a thousand differ.

ent cases could only present the great aggregate. Com

plainants are silenced and overwhelmed in detail.

Combined resistance is not practicable under our forms

of justice, for the grievance of one man is not the

grievance of his neighbor. So discouraging is the

struggle that hundreds submit in despair. It is a thank

less and wearisome undertaking to wade through the

necessary records and statutes and charters which

must be examined in questioning these powers. The

community suffer long before any one will stand forth

the champion of their common rights. Many are ru

ined, but private injuries here attract little attention.

Some have been assessed into their graves; others

have had the whole course of their lives harassed by

vain endeavors to secure their estates from confisca

tion.

Under the exercise of this extraordinary power, Mr.

H. said his clients were now suffering, and, as they

claim, from its illegal exercise;—a power which, in

its rightful exercise, assumes the highest prerogative

of sovereignty in taking private property—a power in

derogation of common right—exercised by a body

open to improper influences—acting under vague and

contradictory rules, covered in part by the dust of

ages—by methods unknown to the common law, and

verging toward the very bounds of unconstitutionality

—without trial by jury, or due notice or regular evi

dence—an extraordinary jurisdiction, involving im

mense amounts—departing from general taxation to

local—onerous in its expenses—and vested in a body

having every inducement and every opportunity for

encroachment, when the oppressed has every embar

rassment in resisting.

Already we begin to perceive the dangers to which

we are exposed. It is charged in this bill, and admit

ted in this answer, that the plain commands of the law

have in many particulars been openly defied.

A Common Council, only invested with legislative

powers, usurps the exercise of such as are undoubted

ly j...dicial.

They proceed without petition or on improper peti

tion; was it ever heard that they heeded remonstran

ces ! They refuse to publish their proceedings—refuse

to vote by ayes and noes, and evade the little respon

sibility imposed by law . They make a sweeping

vote to open a hundred streets, on a certain principle,

and leave the plan unexecuted

Their law officer takes up the proceeding and multi

plies the operation to an extent as yet unknown to any

person but himself. They appoint their own subordi

nate officers, assessors, and by one ordinance despatch

the appointment for numberless separate and impor

tant proceedings.

They proceed in enacting their ordinances without

the decent forms of business observed in all legislative

bodies, and pass important acts without one reading—

enclosed in wrappers—as if they were afraid to look

into the contents. They neglect to open streets for

which they collect assessments.

Instead of a legal preparatory estimate, they make

none, or take virtually the estimate of some speculating

or favorite contractor, as it may be, and a clerk distri

butes the amount among the unfortunate sufferers,

They allow their own officers to assess their own

fees and compensation, and pay them from the city
funds.

They have come at last to adopt assessment lists

“certified in writing,” without any written certificate

or signature.

They accept a donation of land for a street, and dis.

regard or forget the condition of the cession.

They proceed in these steps till men can pay no lon

ger; and 7,000 lots are offered for public sale in a sin

gle advertisement.

Thousands are first awakened to a sense of their

proceedings, by the sound of the auctioneer's hammer

disposing of their estates for £00, 1000, or 5000 years,

for the benefit conferred by their gracious undertakings.

I speak not the words of empty declamation, I

state facts, mostly sworn to in this bill of complaint

and not cenied in the answer. It is the complaint of

no solitary malcontent murmuring without cause and

dissatisfied without reason; but it is the reluctant ap

peal of persons who hold an honorable place in the

estimation of the public, and who come here as a last

resort, to ask protection from acts which they believe

to be unauthorized by law, and which they feel to be

ruinous.

Even one of our most venerable institutions of learn.

ing has been constrained to solicit legislative aid to

Prevent the sequestration of its real estate by the opera

tion of this miscalled system of improvements.

We but ask that the law shall be made the rule of

conduct for this mighty Corporation as well as for the

humble village; that when the law commands, it shall

be obeyed. If we then suffer we shall submit,

as such is the will of our rightful sovereign, the people.

The legislature have pronounced their judgment by

the act of 1839, making the objection of a majority of

persons in interest, effectual. The power to injure in

future has been taken away; we ask this court to

heal the wounds already inflicted.

Mr. H, then proceeded at length to discuss the

jurisdiction of the Common Council in these matters;

and to examine in detail the several alleged abuses as

set forth in the bill.

Document No. 22.

BOARD OF ASSISTANT ALDERMEN.

February 25th, 1839.

Report of the Committees on Assessments and Laws,
on the petition of sundry owners of property on Cha

pel street and its vicinity, for relief from th: payment

of assessments, for re-grading and re-paving said

street, and building a sewer therein; and former re

ports of the Assessment Committee thereon. By Mr.

Anderson, member of the Committee on Laws. Laid

on the table, and three times the usual number or

dered to be printed.

J. Newhouse, Clerk.

The Joint Committee on Assessments and Laws, to

whom was referred the petition of owners on the line

of Chapel street and its vicinity, that the Corporation

should assume the payment of the several assessments

for paving and grading said street, and for building the
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new sewer therein, together with the Street Commis

sioner's report on the same subject, beg leave respect

fully to report:

hat in the year 1836, May 16th, an ordinance was

passed for re-grading and re-paving Chapel street, and

the intersecting streets, which was carried into effect,

in that and in the early part of the year 1837. The re

rading consisted in making a slope from Reade to

§. street, elevating the grade in some parts about

three feet.

In the same year, and at the same time, an ordinance

was passed to construct a new sewer in Chapel street,

which was afterwards built, and is the present sewer

in said street.

The petitioners ask to be relieved from the payment

of part of the assessments for these two improvements,

Previous to the passage of these ordinances, Chapel

street had been widened from near Leonard, south

wardly to Reade street, by taking such portion from

each side as would make it of the uniform width of 90

feet, throughout its whole extent—thus affording a

handsome, convenient public avenue. The wide part

of the street was provided with an excellent substan

tial sewer, from where the widening commenced to

Canal street, built at the expense of the owners of the

vicinity, and which answered all its intended purposes.

The grade and pavement of this part of the street was

also of good character and fair condition.

The propriety of an assessment for re grading and

re-paving that part of the street which had been widen

ed, and for constructing a sewer therein, cannot be

questioned. The relief, therefore, upon the present pe

tition ought to be made to apply to the original wide

part of the street only, and the intersecting steets.

Your Committee ñº. been attended by the parties

interested, and their counsel, and cannot but think that

it presents strong equitable grounds for relief, as well

as some legalFº of importance. It is apparent that

a great part of the value of the widening, grading and

paving this street, cnures to the public. Property in

that street has not yet attained such prices as very

liberally to compensate the owners for the inconveni

ence and expense to which they have been subjected in

the improvement, and it is doubtful whether it will

attain that point, until the line be extended at each end,

so as to make a broad continuous avenue from the up

per to the lower part of the city. At present it is but

a link in the chain; and though presenting a broad

carriage way for the public, does not induce that throng

of foot passengers, which renders property in its line

most valuable. The public thus enjoying the main be

nefit of the improvement, have never contributed any

part of its cost.

It appears to your Committee, that but few cases

have ever happened in our city presenting a more legi

timate claim to an allowance of one third of the value

of the buildings than this; and yet by some misappre

hension the charge has been totally omitted, and the

whole sum assessed upon the owners. In the case of

William street, recently discussed in this Board, this

allowance was distinctly presented by both Commit

tees, as a main point in the case; and the reasoning of

the Special Committee, who examined the principle

somewhat at large, that in consideration of the addi

tional convenience to the public, such additional allow

ance should be made, was adopted by a very strong

vote of this Board. It is true that such assessment is

left to the judgment of the Commissioners, but that

they erred most grievously in their judgment in this

matter, and that the individual owners are now pay

ing from their own pockets, what ought to have been

paid by the public, is quite apparent from the present

uses and condition of the street. It may be alleged,

however, that the time has passed in which this allow

ance could have been made a legal obligation; but in

dealings with a community, by its representatives, your

Committee conceive that liberal equitable principles

should be the governing rule of action—not technical

points; and that, therefore, be this fact as it may, if the

conscience of the community be bound, a misapprehen

sion on the part of its agen's should never be allowed

to make an injury to any citizen. It appears, also, from

the evidence presented to your Committee, that though

the grading of the street was contracted to be completed

in the month of—, 1836, it was only. ef

fected at that time; and that during the whole of the

succeeding winter the street was kept in a wet, un

wholesome, and almost unpassable condition; that

owners of property were consequently compelled to

make deductions of rent. In some cases their houses

were untenanted; and in many instances considerable

expense was incurred in keeping the property from in

jury by the overflow of water. Besides all this, some

individuals, worn out by the delays of the contractor,

filled in the side walks at their own expense; thus do

ing the contractor's work, and paying the contractor

for it in addition. Had the work been done accord

ing to contract, the accruing rents thus lost, might, in

many cases, have equalled the assessments the owners

are now called upon to pay. No allowance has ever

been made for this damage, nor for the expense of fill

ing in what the contractor ought to have filled in, un

der his contract. However great was the inconveni

ence, the owners were without remedy, except through

the Corporation. Your Committee are not aware that

the law would allow any suit by the owners against

the contractor—nor should they have been exposed to

the necessity of sueing him. His contract is with the

Corporation, and not with "...","." on the street;

and thus they were compelled to stand by, suffering

month after month by this gross negligence. The Cor

poration, in matters of this kind, is, your Committee

are aware, an agent. But receiving from one and pay

ing to another, is not all its duty. A careful endeavor

to carry out the whole business in such manner as may

best subserve the interest of the public, and of the indi

viduals who pay for the improvement, is a part, and

the highest part of its duty. The Corporation is not

only an agent, but a trustee, and a guardian of all these

interests; and, as such, should be prompt and faithful

in the discharge of its duty. Herein your Committee

think the Corporation has failed. A prompt exercise

of its power might have saved these owners large sums

of money, and more, possibly, (though your Committee

have made no estimate of the amount,) than they are

now called upon to pay.

It appears also that the owners on the wide part of

the street, very generally remonstrated against altering

its grade; but, as has been stated, were induced to

soften their opposition, upon representations made to

them by a member of the Corporation, and its officers,

while acting officially on the matter; that, from the

then peculiar state of the city, the expense would be

little or nothing. These opinions, your Committee

doubt not, were honest and sincere; and they would

not press this fact as affording the shade of a legal

point; but they do think it of some importance as an

equitable consideration, when taken in connection with

others of stronger character. The petitioners were thus

certainly induced to act upon anticipations which were

not realized, which anticipations were founded upon

the opinions of those who were necessarily best con

versant with the subject; and might have acted other

wise if no such opinions had been thrown out.

As to the sewer, your Committee have been unable

to discover from the report of the Street Commission

ers, who had personally examined the old sewer, or

from any of the testimony, the necessity for construct

ing a new sewer. The measure, however, was exam

ined at the time in the proper manner, and passed

upon; and has thus (though this point is denied by the

petitioners and their counsel,) become, as your Com

mittee believe, a matter of regular assessment, if such

assessment be lawful.

It seems to your Committee, however, to present a

strong case for the cquitable consideration of the Board.

The builders of the old sewer, and others who had

examined its condition, appeared before your Commit

tee, and your Committee have no hesitation in saying,

that a more substantial piece of work has not been con

structed at any time in our city, nor one better answer

ing the purposes for which it was intended. It was of

sufficient size for all purposes, having a bottom, sloping

to the centre, with perpendicular sides to the springing

of the arch. Consequently, lateral sewers could be let

into the common sewer at a point no great distance

above the bottom, thus allowing the construction of cel

lars almost as deep as the sewer itself . The work was

altogether so good, and so well adapted to its purposes,

that the superintendant of the new sewer was induced,

as well by the advice of some of the inhabitants of the

Ward, as by his own sense of the excellence of the old

work, to arrest the progress of the new sewer, until the

º authorities could again make an examination,

in the hope that the old work might be suffered to re

main.

The present sewer is circular in its form, and rests

on the bottom of the former, which was not taken up.

It is consequently not as deep, by from 4 to 8 inches,

as the old sewer; and its circular form does not present

lateral drains, to be let in much below the centre. The

inhabitants are thus prevented from making as deep

cellars as they might have done had the old sewer been

allowed to remain; and cellars, which were dry with

the old sewer, have been occasionally flooded since the

construction of the new. In one instance, a proprietor,

after constructing a sewer from his premises, paralleſ

to the public sewer, for some two hundred feet, in order

to gain a proper declination, was compelled to cement

the whole of his cellars, which had been formerly dry.

The petitioners also aver, that the new sewer is of

bad workmanship—has already burst in many places,

and must ere long require extensive repairs.

Now if these be facts, and the Corporation has the

right, at its will and pleasure, to take up a substantial

sewer, already built by the inhabitants, and to con

struct a new one, at their expense, how long will it be

ere a third assessment shall be levied upon them to re

place the present insufficient work 1

The inhabitants, one and all, assert that they are not

as well of with the new sewer as with the old one;

and the anomaly is thus presented of an assessment for

a benefit, when in truth a damage has been sustained.

The reports of the Assessment Committee have al

ready presented to the Board the large sums in which

this part of the street has already been taxed for im

provements of various kinds. Your Committee will

only observe that the fact deserves the kind considera

tion of the Board.

Your Committee have already observed that they

were attended by the counsel of the petitioners. This

gentlenian presented to your Committee a written ar

gument, which, at the instance of the Committee, was

replied to by the counsel of the Corporation. :

Your Committee have examined the arguments of

counsel with care, and present the following as the

points appearing to them to deserve most attention.

The counsel for the petitioners contends that the

power of pitching and paving streets, and building and

altering sewers, at the expense of the parties benefited,

being a power conferred by statute, when once exer

cised, is exhausted; and 2ily—that by the true con

struction of the statute ofº sections 175 and 176, the

assessment must first be made and the money collected,

before the improvement be commenced.

Your Committee have examined the statute in con

nection with these opinions, and cannot say that they

believe much weight ought to be attached to the first

point, so far as the pitching and paving of streets is

concerned; but as to the building of sewers, think the

opinion carries with it much weight.

The law relating to the subject (vol. 2 R. S. p. 407,

sec. 175) reads thus:

“And be iſ further enacted, That it shall be lawful

for the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty, to

cause common sewers, drains, and vaults to be built in

any part of the said city; and to order and direct the

pitching and paving the streets thereof, and the cutting

into any drain and sewer, and the altering, amending,

cleansing, and scouring ofº street, vault, sink, or

common sewer, within the said city, at the expense of

the parties benefited.”

The powers thus to be exercised by the Corporation,

at the expense of the persons benefited, are—1st, to

cause common sewers, drains and vaults to be built.

2d, to pitch and pave streets. 3d, to cut into any drain

or sewer. 4th, to alter, amend, cleanse, and scour any

street, vault, sink, or common sewer; and a fifth power

is added, not contained in the above extract, to raise,

reduce, level, or fence any vacant lot.

The terms alter and amend, apply, in the statute,

both to sewers and streets. Now, in the opinion of

your Committee, these terms can fairly be made to ap

ply to, and in fact be the precise things meant in re

paving, and re-grading a street; but they doubt much

whether they can be made to apply to the taking up,

the destruction of a sewer already built, at the expense

of the parties benefited, and replacing it with one of

different form and construction—inasmuch as it is not

an alteration or amendment, but a total destruction.

If this be so, your Committee may well admit that the

Corporation having once built a sewer at the expense

of the inhabitants, the power to build again at their ex

ense is exhausted, and that the power is thereafter

lºa to altering and amending only, at the expense

of the persons benefited.

But your Committee think there is as much, if not

greater force, in the second point urged by the counsel

for the petitioners. That the assessment must be made

and the money collected, before the improvement, be

commenced. By the 176th section, the next succeeding

section to that in which the power to pitch and pave

streets and build sewers, is contained, it is provided

“that, if upon completing any such regulation,” it shall

appear that a greater sum of money had been, bona ſide,

cxpended in making such regulation than the sum es.

º
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timated, and collected as aforesaid, it shall be lawful

to make a new assessment for the balance, and if more

had been collected than was necessary, the surplus

should be reſunded.

Now it is urged by the petitioners, and with great

reason, as it appears by your Committee—that, had

such assessment been tuade before the improvement

commenced, as they contend to be the true meaning of

the Act, this body would have hesitated in passing any

ordinance imposing so great an amount upon them,

when they had already been assessed so largely for

other improvements; and that they themselves would

have had such positive information in their possession

as would have enabled them to meet the question with

such measures on their part as would have defeated it

altogether, or at least to so far modify the improvement

as would have made it less onerous.

But a more controlling point, it appears to your Com

mittee, is to be found in the Act of April 16, 1816 (L.

rel, to City of N. Y., p. 746.) This Act recites in the

preamble, that the opening and improving streets not

unfrequently makes it necessary to elevate or depress

streets already regulated; and that buildings already

erected, according to the previous regulation, may be

damaged by such new regulation; and that there is no

mode by which such damage can be appraised. And

then directs in its 1st section, that the Commissioners

of Estimate and Assessment shall, in all cases, obtain

from the Corporation of New York, a profile or plan,

showing the intended regulation of such street, and of

the adjacent streets, as to the elevation or depression

thereof, after such improvement; and if, in their opi

nion, such intended regulation will injure any build

ing or buildings, not required to be taken down, they

are bound to assess the damage. This is the pre

cise case of the wide part of Chapel street and the

intersecting streets.

Now, the ordinance for widening Chapel street was

passed December 31, 1833, and ordered to be carried

into effect the 15th of May, 1836, by resolution adopted

Jan. 28, 1833. The ordinance to re-grade the street

was passed May 16th, 1836; and to rebuild the sewer

the same time, 16th May, 1836. In the opinion of your

Committee, the widening, re-grading, re-paving, re

building the sewer, and extendingº th, are so far

simultaneous operations, or at least have followed each

other so immediately, that, in the judgment of law, they

may be ...} but one whole improvement, how

ever broken up by separate and distinct ordinances of

the Common Council. In fact, the whole series of re

ports in these various measures, will show that, in the

mind of the Common Council, it was but one. All

subsequent reports refer to previous reports, and con

stant allusions and references are made throughout to
this fact.

lf this be so, then upon the very first ordinance to

widen the street, the Commissioners should have been

furnished with a profile of the grade, as it was after

wards carried out, in order that the petitioners might

have had their damages assessed by reason of such

fº This was not done—on the contrary, the pro

* ºf the street as it then stood, was put in the hands

of the Commissioners, and thereby your Committee

consider that the faith of the Corporation was pledged

to that profile and to no other; and the attempt to as

sess for a new grade and pavement, because it was di

rected by a subsequent ordinance, may fairly be doubt

ed to cºnsist with the fair faith of the city. May it not

be said that the petitioners were thus tricked out of

their claim for damages, caused by the change of grade,
by this splitting up of ordinances.

ºur Qommittee having thus given, perhaps, too

much at large, the leading features of the case, offer the

following as a summary of their conclusions:--

* That the widening, grading and paving Chapel

street, is essentially more a public benefit than a benefit
to the individuals assessed.

*d. That, as such, the charge upon the City Trea

*ury of one third the value of the buildings, ought, in

Justice and equity, to have been made.

3d. That though the time has elapsed when this

$ould have been made a legal charge, it is never too

late to do justice, and that the mistake in judgment of

the Commissioners, when palpable, should not be al

lowed to work any injury to any citizen.

4th. That the neglect of the contractor to fill in the

street within the time fixed by his contract, has caused

large losses to the petitioners; and that the Corporation

having failed to collect these damages from the con

“actor, is bound, in justice and equity, to indemnifthe petitioners. , in J equity, y

-

5th. That the petitioners were informed, by those

who necessarily are the most competent authority on

such subjects, that the improvement would cost them

nothing, and acted differently under this information

from what they would have dome, had they anticipated
this assessment.

6th. That the old sewer was in all respects sufficient,

requiring only some few repairs, and that the new

sewer does not answer the same purposes as effectually.

7th. That the Corporation having, in the year 1820,

constructed, at the expense of the neighborhood, a good

and sufficient sewer, it is a question whether its power

was not thereafter limited to alterations and amend

ments only, at their expense, and that therefore the

taking up the old sewer and constructing a new one in

its place, has become a city charge.

8th. That it is a matter of doubt whether, under the

175th and 176th sections of the Act of 1813, an assess

ment should not have been made before the improve

ment was commenced, (as is always done in the open

ing and extension of streets,) in order that the Common

Council might more accurately judge whether the im

provement would be beneficial or not.

9th. That the widening of Chapel street, the re

grading and re-paving of the same, and building a

sewer therein, though done under different ordinances,

is but one whºle improvement, and that under the act

of April 16, 1816, the owners of property affected by

the re-grading of the wide part§§. street, should

have been allowed the damages sustained by them in

consequence of such re-grading.

Your Committee therefore recommend the following

resolutions :—

Resolved, That the Comptroller draw warrants in

favor of the owners of property on Chapel street, be

tween Canal street and the centre of the block, between

Franklin and Leonard streets; and also on the inter

secting streets intermediate, for the sums paid by them

for the building of the new sewer, and the recent regu

lating and paving of Chapel street, and streets inter

secting the same.

Resolved, That the assessments upon property, as

above, which have not been paid, be remitted, and that

the Comptroller draw his warrant for the amount in

favor of the contractor.

DANIEL F. TIEMANN, )

C. C. CROLIUS, Jun. Committee

FREEMAN CAMPBELL, oth

DAVID GRAHAM, Jun. ( Assessments

ABEL T. ANDERSON,

M. B. HART,

OPINION OF

ALEXANDER HAMILTON,

Of Discretion in Assessments and Taration.

| and Laws.

The biographer of the great patriot and statesman,

Alexander Hamilton, on the subject of Assessments,

thus remarks and quotes that great man, “He was

governed by a consideration to which he attached great

weight.”

“The arbitrary system of Assessments.”

“Do we imagine, (he had remarked in the Consti

tutionalist) that our Assessments operate equally 7 No

thing can be more contrary to the fact. Whcnever a

discretionary power is lodged in any set of men over

the property of their neighbors, they will abuse it.

Their passions, prejudices, partialities, dislikes, will

have the principal lead in measuring the abilities of

those over whom their power extends; and Assessors

will ever be a set of petty tyrants, too unskilful, if

homest, to be possessed of so delicate a trust,-and too

seldom honest to give them the excuse of want of skill.

The genius of liberty reprobates everything arbitrary

or discretionary in taxation. It exacts that every man,

by a definite and general rule, should know what pro

portion of his property the state demands. Whatever

liberty we may boast in theory, it cannot exist in fact,

while Assessments continue. The admission of them

among us, is a new proof how often human conduct

reconciles the most glaring opposites; in the present

case, the most vicious practice of despotic governments

--ee

with the freest institutions and the greatest love of

liberty.”

It will be borne in mind, that Mr. Hamilton used

these words in 1783, when Assessments were imposed

for different and various purposes, but the principle is

the same.

-

FIRST STEAM BOATS.

We give below a copy of the act passed by the Le

gislature of this State in 1787–fifty-four years ago

What a change his short space of time has produced;

The act is, under all circumstances, a great curiosity'

This act is to be found in the 2d Vol. Laws State o'

New York, published in 1789, p. 116.

An ACTfor granting and securing to John Fitch the

sple Right and Advantage of making and employing,

for a limited Time, the Sleum-Boat by him lately in

vented.

Passed 19.h March, 1787.

WHEREAS John Fitch, of Bucks' County, in the

State of Pennsylvania, hath represented to the Legis

lature of this State, that he hath constructed an easy

and expeditious Method of impelling Boats through

the Water by the Force of Steam, praying that an Act

may pass, granting to him, his Executors, Administra

tors, and Assigns the sole and exclusive Right of ina

king, employing, and navigating all Boats impelled by

the Force of Steam or Fire, within the Jurisdiction of

this State, for a limited Time: Wherefore, in order to

promote and encourage so useful an Improvement and

Discovery, and as a Reward for his Ingenuity, Appli

cation, and Diligence;

I. Be it Enacted by the People of the State of New

York, represented in Senate and Assembly, and it is

hereby Enacted by the Authority of the same, That the

said John Fitch, his Heirs, Executors, Administrators

and Assigns, shall be, and they are hereby vested with

the sole and exclusive Right and Privilege of con

structing, making, using, employing and navigating a

and every Species or Kind of Boat, or Water Craf,

which may be urged or impelled through the Water by

the Force of Fire or Steam, in all Creeks, Rivers,

Bays and Waters whatsoever, within the Territory

and Jurisdiction of this State, for and during the full

End and Term of fourteen Years, from and after the

present Session of the Legislature.

II. And be it further Enacted by the Authority afore

said, That if any Person or Persons whomsoever,

without being properly authorized by him the said John

Fitch, his Heirs, Executors or Administrators, shall

make, use, employ or navigate any Boat or Water

Craft, which shall or may be urged, impelled, forced or

driven through the Water by the Force, Power or

Agency of Fire or Steam as aforesaid, within the Ter

ritory or Jurisdiction of this State, every Person or

Persons so offending against the Tenor, true lintent

and Meaning of this Act, for each and every such of.

fence, shall forfeit and pay unto the said John Fitch,

his Heirs, Executors or Administrators, or to such

other Person or Persons, as he the said John Fitch, his

Heirs or Assigns, shall authorize and empower for that

Purpose, the Sum of One Hundred Pounds, to be re

covered by Action of Debt, in any Court of Record

within this State, wherein the same may be cognizable,

with Costs of Suit; and shall also forfeit to him the said

John Fitch, his Heirs or Assigns, all such Boats or

Water Craft, together with the Steam Engine, and all

the Appurtenances thereof, to be recovered in Manner

aforesaid, with Costs of Suit.

III. Provided always, and be it further Enacted by

the Authoritu aforesgid, That neither this Act, nor any

Clause, Matter or Thing therein contained, shall be

tºken, deemed or construed to prohibit or prevent any

Person or Persons from making, using, employing or
navigating, within this State, any Khū ºf Boats or

Water Craft, heretofore invented, or hereafter to be in

vented, on any other Principles, Construction or Model,

which may be urged, impelled or driven along through

the Water, by any other Power, Force, Agency or

Means, except Fire or Steam.

AssessMENTs-10th ward.

We have understood that this ward has not been de

predated upon by the municipal officers; that not a

house has been injured, or a foot of land confiscated by

a street opening, widening, or extending, in the 10th

ward. The representatives of this ward deserve cre

dit for keeping such a sharp look out for the interests

of their constituents.
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PitbS1DEN T HARRISJN'S INAUGURAL.

We extract from the Inaugural Address of this

worthy Chief Magistrate, some most excellent decla

rations. We shall occasionally make farther extracts.

These bespeak a sound head and a good heart."

Before concluding, fºllow citizens, I must say some

thing to you on the subject of the parties existing in

our country. To me it appears perfectly clear that the

interest of that country requires that the violence of

the spirit by which those parties are at this time gov

erned, must be greatly mitigated, if not entirely ex

tinguished, or consequences will ensue which are ap

palling to be thought of

If parties in a Republic are necessary to secure a de

gree of vigilance sufficient to keep the public functiona

ries within the bounds of law and duty, at that point

their usefulness ends. Beyond that, they become de

structive of public virtue, the parents of a spirit anta

gonist to that of liberty, and eventually, its inevitable

conqueror. We have examples of Itepublics, where

the love of country and of liberty, at one time were the

dominant passions of the whole mass of citizens.—

And yet, with the continuance of the name and forms

of free government, not a vestige of these qualities re

maining in the bosom of any one of its citizens. It was

the beautiful remark of a distinguished English writer,

that “in the Roman Senate Octavius had a party, and

Anthony a party, but the Commonwealth had none.”

Yet the Senate continued to meet in the Temple of

Liberty, and to talk of the sacredness and beauty of

the Commonwealth, and gaze at the statues of the elder

Brutus and of the Curtii and Decli.

And the people assembled in the forum, not as in the

days of C milius and the Scipios, to cast their free

voies for annual magistrates or pass upon the acts of

the Senate, but to receive from the hands of the leaders

of the respective parties their share of the spoils, and

to shout for one or the other, as those collected in Gaul,

or Egypt, and the Lesser Asia, would furnish the

larger dividend. The spirit of liberty had fled, and,

avoiding the abodes of civilized man, had sought pro:

tection in the wilds of Scythia or Scandinavia; and

so, under the operation of the same causes and influ

ences, it will fly from our capitol and our forums. A

calamity so awful, not only to our country, but to the

world, must be deprecated by every patriot; and every

tendency to a state of things likely to produce it imme

diately checked. Such a tendency has existed-does

exist. Always the friend of my countrymen, never

their flatterer, it becomes my duty to say to them from

this high place to which their partialty has exalted

me, that there exists in the land a spirit hostile to their

best interests—hostile to liberty itself, . It is a spirit

contracted in its views, selfish in its objects. It looks

to the aggrandisement of a few, even to the destruction

of the interests of the whole. The entire remedy is

with the people. Something, however, may be effected

by the means which they have placed in my hands.

It is union that we want, not of a party for the sake

of that party, but a union of the whole country for the

sake of the whole country.

CONTINUATION OF THE PROPOSED BILL

TO BE OFFERED TO THE LEGISLATURE

TO BE PASSED INTO A L.A.W.

Sec. It shall be the duty of commissioners autho

rized to make any estimate and assessment for any im

provement recited in this act, to give notice to the

owner or owners, and occupant or occupants, of all

houses and lots, and improved or unimproved land af.

fected thereby, that they have completed the estimate

and assessment, and will meet at the commissioners’

office in the city of New York, to hear the objections

of all persons interested, to the said estimate and assess

ment, who may appear and make objections thereto.

Sec. Such notice may be served personally, or by

leaving the same at the dwelling-house of the owner

and occupant, with any person of suitable age and dis

cretion belonging to the family of such owner and occu

pant, or by leaving the same at the place of business of

such owner and occupant, with the person having

charge of the business of such owner and occupant.

Sec. The motice provided for in the two last pre

ceding sections, shall state the amount of the assessment

or assessments, the street where the property is situate,

and the day and hour on which the commissioners will

meet to hear objections to the estimate and assessment,

and state the place of meeting, and shall be signed by

the chairman of such board of commissioners.

Sec. It shall be the duty of the commissioners to

employ a suitable person at a reasonable compensation,

to make service of the notices provided for by this act;

and such person shall make oath or affirmation to the

due service of each of said notices, in a general return

to be made to the said commissioners, who are hereby

authorized to administer such oath or athrmation, and

to endorse the same upon the said general return of due

service, which shall be appended to the assessment

list.

Sec. It shall be the duty of the commissioners to

take down in writing the objections which any person

interested in opposing the assessment may make there

to, at the time when such commissioners shall meet to

hear objections, and shall carefully read the same over

to such objector, who, if he approve the same as correct,

shall sign his name thereto, and such objections shall be

attached to the assessment list.

Sec. Whenever houses and lots, or improved or

unimproved lands, shall be assessed for any improve

ments specified in the first section of this act, it shall be

the duty of the commissioners to assess all property be

longing to one and the same owner or owners, which

adjoins and is held in one parcel or tract, in one sum,

unless required by such owner or owners to assess the

same separately, which requirement shall be in writing,

and be signed by the person or persons making it, and

shall be appended to the assessment roll.

To be continued.

COMPTROLLER'S REPORT AGAIN.

We have not had time to examine this report and

compare it with former reports. We believe, how

ever, that the expenses of the city are continually in

creasing, and in looking throu h the report, we do not

yet see that there is any diminution of expenses in any

of the branches of the departments. The account is

made up to the first day of January, near two months

and a half before it is published. I do not think the

Comptroller would like that a law should be passed by

the Legislature prohibiting the issuing of any more

bonds unless provision is first made for those which are

now out. There is a large amount of street opening

expenses, such as surveyors' fees, counsel fees, com

missioners' fees, &c. &c., which belong to last year's

account, which the anti-assessment citizens have kept

in abeyance. These would have swelled the amount

a* many thousand dollars These are not yet

al

We give below the section of the law passed in 1813,

authorizing the issuing of bonds for awards for street

openings. This operation, we believe, authorized if

the street proceedings are legal, but the bond should

bear on its face the authority under which it is issued.

We, however, doubt the authority of the corporation

altogether in the matter of doing that in the Board of

Aldermen and Assistants, which was given to the

Mayor, Recorder, and others to do. There would be

just as much propriety in the Board of Assistants acting

as supervisors of the city and county of New York as

in this matter; there is no law for either. If the law

authorizes a select class to do a certain act, and others

join in it, the act is void. This question is, however,

before the courts, and will probably soon be decided.

And be it further enacted. That all debts and expens

es incurred by the said mayor, aldermen and commonal

ty, for or on account ofthe opening of any street, avenue,

square or public place, or any particular part or section

of any street or avenue laid out by the said commis

sioners of streets and roads in the city of New York,

under and by virtue of the act, entitled “an act relative

to improvements, touching the laying out of streets and

roads in the city of New York, and for other purposes,”

passed April 3d, 1807, may be funded at such interest,

in like manner and under the same limitations and re

strictions, as is authorized by the act, entitled “an act

to regulate the fixtances of the city of New York,”

passed June 8th, 1812. 2 vol. R. L. 1813, page 422,

sec. 190.

FORMATION OF §§ ISLAND OF NEW

Persons who have been in the habit of digging cel

lars in the lower part of the city, and those who have

sunk wells, will no doubt recollect that the layers or

stratas of sand dip toward the ocean, and appear to

have been made by the washing up of successive lay

ers of earth by the waters. We shall, in a future num

ber, give an account of the Geological formation of the

Island from the reports of the State Geologists,

AMEudMENT of The AssessMENT LAws.

In 1839, the venerable Morgan Lewis, Ex-Governor

of the state of New York and Ex-Judge of the Su

preme Court, Murray Hoffman, now assistant Vice

Chancellor, and Alfred A. Smith, now Comptroller of

the City of New York, and several others, petitioned

the Legislature of the state for an alteration of the as

sessment laws of this city. The petition was present

ed in the Senate of this state by that distinguished

citizen and able Senator, Grelian C. Verplanck, and

was referred to a committee; it was, however, late in

the session, and was not therefore acted upon. When

Mr. Smith signed this petition, he stated a case of as

sessment abuse of his own knowledge, and of the sale

of a lot of ground for building a fence around it by the

Corporation, but the owner had never heard of the as

ºu or the fence either, until after his lot had been

sold.

The worthy comptroller has given the public in his

present report a statement of all the street openings,

widening and extending, from 1811 to 1840; it is a

very accurate exhibit, and he is entitled to credit for

imaking it at this time.

We had prepared several articles for this day's pa

per, which the other lengthy documents will compel us

to omit until the next number. Among these is the

minority report of Assistant Alderman Bradhurst, in re

lation to the contemplated extravagant expenditure of

public momys for extensive additional buildings on

Blackwell's island.

Mr. Assistant Bradhurst is right in this matter; he is

well informed upon this subject, having the advan

tage of the advice of his worthy father, John M.

Bradhurst Esq., one of our most estimable citizens, who

is one of the commissioners of the Alms House, and

understands well the whole subject, aud being a

thorough business man, and besides a prudent, safe and

deliberate, careful, calculating man, he has looked into

the whole matter; and his opinion is decidedly against

this great expenditure. The city government should

not extend their engagements at this time. The finances

of the Corporation will not authorize it. It is well to

wait until the Croton expenses shall be first provided

for, before any new outlays are proceeded in.

We have given in the present number the Constitu

tion of the United States and the Constitution of the

State of New York; valuable public documents, which

should be carefully treasured up, and often read by

every citizen.

We have commenced in this number the publication

of the City Charter proceedings, and shall continue

them in Chronological order from 1657 to 1841.

We have never met with Governor Nicoll's Char

ter of 1665. The substance of it is recited in the pet,-

tion of the mayor and aldermen to Governor Dongan in

1683, which is contained in the present number. We

shall endeavor to obtain a copy of it from the secretary

of state at Albany, and publish it.

ERRATUM.

In our last number, page 9, third column and third

paragraph of the written opinion of Judge Savage, late

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the State of

New York, on the validity of Trusts created by last

Will and Testament, to pay over the interest and in

come of personal estate under the provisions of the

Revised Statutes, is a typograph cal error for the

word “one of $15,000,” read one of $5,000. It is an in

valuable opinion, and therefore we are thus particular.

P R IN T E D BY R. C R A I G H E A D,

No. 112 Fulton, ConneR of Dutch STREET.

C.
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THE CHARTER OF THE CITY OF N. YORK.

We have begun at the foundation. We have gone

back to the first charter ever granted upon this island,

when it was called the island of Manhattoes, and when

this city was called by the name of Amsterdam in the

New Netherlands. The first charter granted was in

1637; it is very brief, and contains very limited grants

of power.

The next important pºeding is the capture of the

city by the English in 1664. We give the articles of

capitulation; and next, in chronological order, the order

or sentence of confiscation of the property of the sub

jects of the United Belgicke Provinces in this city by
Governor Richard Nicolls. This last document we

have never found in print. It is recorded in a book

kept in Fort James, in 1665, which is now in the surro

gates ºffice of the city and county of New York, and
marked No. 1. The Dutch charter we have copied from

Kent's Notes on the Charter; and the articles of capi

tulation from Smith's History of New York; the sub

sequent proceeding of Governor Andros, and Governor

Dongan, from the manuscript record of the Common

Council, in Books No. 1 and 2; and the charter or pa

tent of Governor Dongan we have copied from Kent's

notes on the charter, which the Chancellor remarked that

he had taken that in his book from a printed copy pub.

lished in 1793. There is a manuscript copy on record in

the office of the Secretary of State, in Böök of Patents,

vol. 1, pp. 278 to 309. From all we have been able to lear,

we believe that the charter of Dongan was sent to Eng.

land for confirmation, and not returned. We shall cº

tinue the publication of the charter in chronological

order up to 1830, manuscript as well as printed. These

papers in continuous order in which they were made

will be interesting, and are not allofthem anywhere else

thus to be obtained in print. It is well for the citizen

to know what is in the charter, and also for the mem.

bers of the Common Council and officers of the Corpo

ration to have the whole of the documents before them

that they may be able to see what powers they have.

* thereby be able to keep within the powers granted
them.

(From the Evening Star of 11th inst.)

IMPORTANT STREET ASSESSMENT

CAUSE IN THE COURT OF CHANCERY

On Tuesday morning came up for argument before

the Hon. Murray Hoffman, ...yº. Chancellor,

ºne of the numerous assessment causes now pending.
Lewis H. Sanford, one of the counsel for the com.

plainants, opened with an able argument of six hours,

in which he went into the whole question very fully.—

When he had closed the court adjourned. ö. Wed

mesday morning, Peter A. Cowdrey, Esq., counsel for

the corporation, commenced in reply, and continued

his argument until 2 o'clock. He was followed by W.

M. Holland, Esq., one of the counsel for the complain

ants. Mr. Holland spoke until the hour of adjourn

ment, and resumed his argument again this morning,

and continued speaking until our paper went to press.

The question of the legality of these assessments is

now in a fair way of being tested. This is the first

full argument which has been had upon any of those

questions; and the corporation counsel remarked to

the court that both parties now have the opportunity of

a full and deliberate argument. The court listened to

the arguments with great patience and attention; au

thorities were cited in great numbers by the complain

ants' counsel.

IN CHANCERy–Jacob Westervelt et al., vs. the Mayor,

Aldermen, and Commonalty of the City of New

York. Complainants' points:

First—The assessment upon the complainants' lands

for opening 31st street, from the 10th Avenue to the

East River, is illegal and void, and should be set aside,

because,

|
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I. Thirty-first street, from the 9th avenue to the East

River, having, previous to these proceedings, been

ceded and conveyed by the owners thereof to the cor

poration, and accepted by the latter, and used and

treated by them... as an open and public street,

the corporation had no authority or jurisdiction to in

stitute or conduct proceedings under the statute for

opening that part of such street by commissioners.

And all such proceedings, and all assessments under

the same upon lots fronting on that part of 31st street,
are null and void.

II. There was no resolution or action of the corpo

ration authorizing either the opening in question or the

application for the appointment of commissioners of

estimate and assessment, or any of the proceedings

complained of . The general resolution for opening the

streets not previously opened, up to and including 42d

street, not only excludes 31st street, west of 9th av

enue, but does not authorize a separate proceeding for

opening any single street.

It was passed for the express purpose of preventing

any such separate proceeding.

And it does not direct or authorize any application

to the supreme court for the appointment of commis
S10tlers.

III. The above resolution, under which the opening

in question is justified by the corporation, is mull and

void, and inoperative, because it was acted upon and

adopted by the common council and approved by the

Mayor, under the organization prescribed by the act

of 1830, amending the charter of the city. The open

ing of streets is a judicial power of the corporation, and

cannot be exercised by the common council and the

Mayor under that statute.

If they can exercise it at all, it must be done in the

manner prescribed by the act of 1813, by which the

power is conferred.

1. That this power is a judicial not a legislative

power.

2. The power granted to the corporation of the city

to decide upon the opening of the streets, &c., laid out

by the commissioners under the act of 1807, can be ex

ercised only in the manner, and by the integral parts of

the corporate body expressed in the grant.

3. This power is conferred upon the corporation by

the act of 1813; and was to be exercised by the Mayor,

Recorder, Aldermen, and Assistant Aldermen, convened

in common council.

4. The act of 1830, amending the city charter, does

not affect the power in question. It cannot be exer

cised in the mammer prescribed for the legislative pow

ers in that act.

IV. The resolution in question, if within the act of

1830, is also null and void, because it directed “a spe

cific improvement involving the assessing of the citi

zens of the city,” and the vote thereon was not taken

by ayes and noes, in either Board of the Common

ë. By the seventh section of that statute, the

vote on such resolution could not be taken in any other

manner.

V. There was no publication of the resolution, the

reports of committees, or of the ayes and noes, on the

votes in relation thereto, as is expressly required by the

seventh section of the act of iš. - -

WI. The assessment is unconstitutional and void,

because it is an indirect mode of taking private pro

perty for public use without compensation.

Sºcond–The respective assessments charged upon

the complainant's lands, for the excavating and regu

lating 9th avenue from 29th to 33d streets, and the

grading and regulating of 31st street from the 9th ave:

nue to the Hudson river, are illegal and void, and

should be set aside by this court. -

I. The ayes and noes were not called on taking the

vote upon these improvements, either upon the alleged

resolutions, or the ordinances on the confirmation of the

assessments, or in any of such votes. -

II. The ordinances in question were never read in

either board, or signed or certified by any officer of

either board, or by the Mayor. They never were

adopted in any manner. . . .
}. There was no publication of any one of the re

solutions, ordinances, reports of committees, or "yes ºr

noes on taking the votes, upon either of these improve

ments.

iv. There was no estimate of the expense of these

[Vol. I.
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the completion of the works in question. And as there

is no authority for making such assessments except be

fore doing the work, and conjointly with such estimates,

the assessments in question are for that cause also ille

gal and void. -

V. The assessors being officers of the corporation

were not “competent disinterested persons,” and there

fore not authorized to make any assessment. -

VI. No assessment was in fact ever made or “certi

fied in writing” to the Mayor, &c., in either case. The

pretended assessment not being in any manner certified

or authenticated as required by law. -

VII. The confirmation of these assessments is a

judicial act or power of the corporation which must be

| done by the Mayor, &c. in Common Council convened,

and cannot be done by the Mayor, Aldermen and As

sistants, acting separately as distinct bodies. . And as

the assessments are alleged to have been confirmed in

that manner, the confirmation thereof is a nullity.

VIII. The confirmation alleged, if not void for the

reason last stated, is null because the resolutions there

for were not signed or certified by any corporate officer,

were not taken or adopted by ayes and noes in either

Board, and neither the votes, reports, or resolutions

in relation thereto were published.

IX. The assessment for regulating, &c. the 9th Ave

nue is also illegal, because the lands in question, on

which it is imposed, are not situated thereon, but are

on 31st street, near the 10th avenue, and not within the

range of such assessment. The same lands being

grievously assessed for the 31st street regulating be

fore mentioned.

-

ASSESSMENT DIFFICULTIES.

Some short time since, Alderman Graham offered

the following resolution in the Board of Aldermen

which was after some discussion adopted.

“ Alderman Graham offered the following preamble
and resolution:—

“Whereas, grave and important questions have ari

sen as to the legality and regularity of the proceedings

of the Corporation, in opening, grading and paving

streets, constructing sewers, and making other im

provements, some of which have been presented to va

rious courts of law and equity, and others have been

brought before the Common Council on petition: And

whereas,it is due to the interests of the city and rights of

parties aggrieved, that the complaints referred to should

be maturely considered by the Common Council: And

whereas, such complaints involve difficult and compli

cated questions of law: Therefore—

“Resolved, That it be referred to the Counsel of the

Corporation, in conjunction, with two eminent legal

gentlemen, to be designated by the Common Council,

to examine the said questions in reference to all the pro

ceedings in opening, grading, and paving streets, con
structing sewers, and making other improvements,

which have been, or may, before the 10th of March

next, be brought before the courts or the Common

Council, and report their opinion thereon on or before

the 1st day of April next; and further, to report whe

ther a re-assessment can legally be ordered or applied

for in cases where the same shall be deemed just, and

whether any and what amendment of the law is neces

sary for that purpose.”

* Alderman Benson opposed the project of Alderman

Graham, and the latter defended his preamble and reso

lution, which were modified, after a very prosy debate,

and referred to a special committee, consisting of Al

dermen Graham, Woodhull and Rich.”

It would no doubt be satisfactory to the persons who

have suffered by the almost numberless abuses which

have been practised, in the imposition and confirmation

of ruinous assessments, to have the whole subject re

ferred to a commission composed of the three venera

ble-ex-chief justices of the Supreme Court of this

State, viz.: James Kent, Ambrose Spencer, and John

Savage. A commission composed of these three gen;

tlemen, would be satisfactory to everybody interested

What a combination of talent, of experience and wº

dom, a Bench composed of these three ex-judges would

make The citizen, in standing in the presence of such
a Court, would feel a reverence for the dignity of hu

mammature, and would view the opinions of such,”

ommission" with the most profound respect, and yield
improvements ever made, nor any assessment till after

to it unqualified submission. These venerable mºn
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are rich in knowledge, full of wisdom, of experience,

and of stern and undaunted integrity. They may

be said to be an ornament to the human race.

Professor Good, in speaking of the human under

standing, quotes Lord Bacon and Adam Locke, thus

“All our knowledge,” says Lord Bacon, “is derived

from experience.” -

“Whence,” enquires Mr. Locke, “comes the mind

by that vast store which the busy and boundless fancy

of man has painted on, with an almost endless variety

Whence has it the materials of reason and knowledge?

I answer, in a word, from experience. In this all our

knowledge is founded; from this the whole emanates

and issues.”

The venerable ex-president, John Quincy Adams,

in speaking of the New York University and of aca

demic honors, remarked that it was no additional credit

to Sir Humphrey Davy to be made a member of the

Academy of Sciences in France, but it was a credit to

the society to have such a member, and it would be a

credit to our city to have a commission composed of

these three citizens—it would be a credit to our country

and to the present age.

Appointing CoMMIssionERs of Estimate AND

AssessMENT.

In a conversation we had a few days ago with that

worthy citizen, Ex-Alderman Morss, he remarked, that

many years ago,when the Chancellor sat upon the bench

as one of the Judges of the Supreme Court, that Mr.

Jones, the counsel of the Corporation of the City of

New York, applied to the court to have three per

sons appointed commissioners for opening or obtainin

a public street, and the counsel at the same time hande

in to the court the names of three gentlemen to be ap

pointed commissioners;–Judge Kent said, on this oc

casion, “well, well, Mr. Jones, this wont do, the court

must have something to say about the appointment of

commissioners. We will not appoint the persons you

have named, but the court will select three suitable per

sons.” The court accordingly named the commis

Sloners.

OPENING STREETS ForMERLY.

When John-street was wanted to be extended to

Pearl-street, in 1793, an application was made to the

legislature for an act to authorize it. The legislature

of the state was then sitting in the city, and before they

would pass the bill, appointed a committee of seven of

their members to view the premises. This fact we

have from the lips of a distinguished citizen, the wor

thy Ex-collector of the Port of New York, Jonathan

Thompson, Esq., now president of the Manhattan

Company. It would be well if we had such cautious

and prudent legislation now-a-days.

WASHINGTON CITY.

BOARD OF COMMON COUNCIL.

WashingtoN, March 8, 1841.

All present except Messrs. Johnson, Bassete, Mad

dox, Houston, and Clark.

The following communication was received from the

Mayor:

Mayor's OFFICE, March 8, 1841.

To the Board of Aldermen and

Board of Common Council:

GENTLEMEN-Qn considering the bill which has pass

ed the two Boards entitled “An act establishing fish

docks, and repealing all laws relating thereto hereto

fore passed,” and which has been laid before me for my

signature, it appeared to me questionable whether the

provision which grants to A. B. McLean (under severe

penalties for its infraction) the exclusive privilege of

using his wharf as a fish-dock for the space of four

years, and of charging certain rates therefor, although

the privilege is granted for and in consideration of a

prospective bonus to the Corporation, does not consti

tute a monopoly not within the competency of the Cor

pºration to grant. Although thus doubting the right

of the Corporation to pass such a law, I hesitated to

§. my ºf. in opposition to that of the two

oards, and I submitted the question of the legality of

the grant to the counsel of the Corporation for his opin

ion thereon. I find by his reply, herewith enclosed,

that he coincides with and confirms my own impres:

sion, that the act exceeds the just authority of the Cor

poration, and I find myself constrained therefore, most

reluctantly, to withhold my signature from the bill, and ||

to return it to the Boardin which it originated, begging

leave respectively to refer you to the opinion of the At

torney of the Corporation on the subject, and the rea

sons on which that opinion is founded.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

W. W. SEATON.

Sir-I have carefully examined and considered the

act submitted to me by you entitled “An act establish

ing fish-docks, and repealing all laws relating thereto

heretofore passed,” and I am fully satisfied that the

Corporation has no power to pass it.

The power of the Corporation over this subject can

be ...} only in the general powers of police regula

tion, including that of guarding against and removing

nuisances. And although in the exercise of this pow

er it may unavoidably, to a certain extent, become ne

cessary to grant to individuals the exclusive right, for

limited periods, to exercise certain trades, or pursue

certain occupations, yet it never could have been con

templated by Congress that this exclusive right should

extend beyond the shortest practicable period, and then

should be placed so as to invite competition, and to give

an opportunity to others in their turn to exercise it.

The Corporation exercises the same right over slaugh

ter houses, brick-kilns, &c. as they do over the subject

of fish-wharves. They come under the same general

power. So of all trades or occupations which affect

the public health, or are or may become nuisances.

Congress could not have intended, in regard to all

these trades, &c., to invest the corporation with power

to grant the exclusive right to an individual to exercise

them. Indeed, it may well be doubted if Congress it

self has such power.

If this right—this exclusive right—can be granted

for four years, why may it not for ten, and if for ten,

why not for a hundred years 7 Yet the bare sugges

tion would startle every one, and the illegality of such

a grant would be too... for any argument.

These views strike me as so conclusive, that I scarce

ly think it necessary to extend them.

I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,

JOS. H. BRADLEY,

Attorney for the Corporation.

W. W. SEAton, Esq., Mayor, &c.

The communication having been read, the question

was put, ‘Shall the bill pass, notwithstanding the ob

jections of the Mayor?” and decided in the affirmative

as follows:–

Yeas—Messrs. Easby, Wilson, Stewart, Orme, Ba

con, Bryan, Harkness, McDonnald, Byington, Van

Reswick, and Hanly—11.

Nays—Messrs. Fulmer and Crandell—2.

So the bill was passed by a majority of more than

two-thirds. -

PRESIDENT of THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN.

This officer, is by virtue of his office of President, in

the absence, &c. of the Mayor, the acting Mayor, and

Mayor in fact of the city,+and as such is required to

sign his approval of all ordinances and proceedings of

the Common Council presented to him, or if he disap

rove, to return the same with his objections to the

oard, in which the same originated, &c., within ten

davs.

The Mayor is, by the amended charter, vested with

a power to veto any act of the Common Council which

he does not approve of; under the old charter the Mayor

was a member of the Common Council, and possessed

no veto power. The acting Mayor possesses all the

power, of the Mayor elected by the people. .

The 15th sec. of the amended charter provides that,

neither the Mayor or Recorder shall be a member of the

Common Council after the 2d Tuesday of May, 1831.

The Vice-President of the United States is, by virtue

of his office, President of the Senate; and so with the

Lieutenant-Governor of the state of New York, he is,

by virtue of his office of Lieutenant-Governor, Presi
dent of the Senate of this state.

The President of the United States Senate vacates

his seat before the adjournment of Congress and the

Senate appoints a President pro tem.; so with the Lieu

tenant-Governor of this state. In case that the Vice

President is called to act as President, he would not take

his seat in the Senate as President of that body, and

so with the Lieutenant-Governor. - - - -

It is wholly inconsistent with the spirit of our insti,

tutions that one person should hold two offices, and

pass upon the same subject-matter twice at the same

time. This is far from being democratic.

It is said, we understand, by learned counsel, that

if the president of the Board of Aldermen should not

take his seat and preside at the meeting of the Board,

that his seat wºuld become vacant and consequently

both offices would be affected. With great respect, we

beg leave to differ in opinion. The seat of a member

cannot become vacant º any such act or cause, any

more than the Mayor's absence vacates his seat. The

president pro tem. of the Board of Aldermen is not by

virtue of his office, acting Mayor of the city, under an

circumstances, and a president pro tem. would only sit

in the absence of the president.

The practice of the worthy acting Mayor to preside

as president of the Board under the amended charter,

is certainly not parliamentary or even authorized by

the charter. The acts of the Common Council under

such proceedings, we believe, are void.

CoMrtRoll.ER's REPORT.

The Comptroller advances some doctrine in his re

port in relation to city stocks, which is not quite ortho

dox, as we believe, He says that the Croton Water

stock was authorized by the people in their primary

assemblies; so it was, to the extent of near six millions,

but not to the extent of the present amount of stock,

and we contend that any further increase of stock

should be also submitted to the people at the next elec

tion. If the state cannot emit bills of credit, can they

authorize others to do what they cannot do themselves?

We are in favor of completing the Croton Water

Works, because they have beeniºn and as public

stocks do not generally possess that confidence that

these descriptions of paper have heretofore done, let
thosej by the city be made as good as it has

ability, and let there be no objection to it on the score

of proper authority.

There is no property holder for the payment of this

stock but the property belonging to the corporation of

the city of New York, and so far as this will go to

make the stock safe, it is so. The property belonging

to the coporation cannot be alienated by the Mayor,

Common Council, or officers of the corporation, nor by

all of them combined.

THE COMMERCE OF THE CITY OF

NEW YORK IN 1691.

The following is a copy of a petition presented to

the Colonial Legislature in 1691, º, the principal mer

chants of this city at that time. What a wonderful

change has been produced in one hundred and fifty

years. -

To the Honorolle their majestics Commander-in-chief

and their majestics Councel of The Province of New

York. The petition of the merchants of the City of

New York whose names are subscribed.

That by the navigation and traffic of New York,

(allmost) the whole revenue for the support and main

tainance of their majesties government of this province,

doth arise and grow, and alltogether depend upon the

satile.

That by the importation of European goods from

Boston and other. the money, Bullion, Furs, and

other returns, are drawn away from hence; whereby

the merchants are disabled to send for goods directly

from England, and by that means our number of ship

ping being decreased, our seamen diminished, and our

trade discouraged; our provisions and other produces

of the country, will lie upon our hands for want of ex

portation, and our neighbours will be able in a short

time, not only to set their own price upon whatever

goods they bring to us, but also upon such goods of

our own production as they transport from us. .

Thatº exportation of wheat to any of the neigh;

boring colonies is a great detriment to this city and

province, and theimpoverishing and destruction ofnum

bers of people, viz.: Boatmen, Millers, Bakers, &c.,

who otherwise get a livelihood, and maintain their fa

milies out of the same. That the exportation of whale

oul taken and made in this province, otherwise than

from this city, is manifestly hurtful to trade, and a

general inconvenience to this city and province, ºr

neighbors thereby reaping all the profit and gain of the

labor, hazard, and industry of the people of this go

vernment. -

They therefore pray that the premis may be taken
into consideration.

STEPHEN DELANCY,

Richard JonEs,

Thomas N EwhaN,

A DEPEYstER,

John BARBAIRE.

RTP van DAM,

CHRistopher GoRE,

JAMEs MILLs,

CHARLEs LoDwick,

SAMUEL BRENT,

**
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ANCIENT CHARTER PROCEEDINGS

Continued from No. 2, p. 27.

CHARTER OF GOVERNOR DONGAN TO THE

CITY OF NEW YORK.

1. Thomas Dongan, lieutenant-governor and vice

admiral of New York, and its dependencies, under his

majesty Ja es (the second) by the grace of God, of

England, Scotland, France, and Ireland, king, defend

er of the faith, supreme lord and proprietor of the colo

ny and province of New York, and its dependencies in

America, &c. To all to whom this shall come, send

eth greeting : . Whereas, the city of New York is an

ancient city within the said province, and the citizens

of the said city haveº been a body politic and

corporate; and the citizens of the said city have held,

used, and enjoyed, as well within the same, as else

where, in the said province, divers and sundry rights,

liberties, privileges, franchiscs, free-customs, pre-emi

nences, advantages, jurisdictions, emoluments, and

immunities, as well by prescription as by charter, let

ters patent, grants, and confirmations, not only of di

vers governors and commanders-in-chief, in the said

province, but also of several governors, directors, gene

rals, and commanders-in-chief, of the Nether Dutch

nation, whilst the same was, or has been under their

power and subjection. And whereas divers lands,

tenements, and hereditaments, jurisdictions, liberties,

immunities, and privileges, have heretofore been given

and granted, or mentioned to be given and granted, to

the citizens and inhabitants of the said city, sometimes

by the name of Schout, Burgomasters, and Schephens

of the city of New Amsterdam; and sometimes by the

name of The Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of

the city of New York; sometimes by the name ofThe

Mayor, Aldermen, and Sheriff, of the city of New York;

sometimes by the name of The Mayor and Aldermen

of the city of New York; and by divers other names

as by their several letters patents, charters, grants, wri

tings, records, and minuments, amongst other things,

may more fully appear. And whereas the citizens and

inhabitants of the said city have erected, built and ap

propriated, at their own proper costs and charges,

several public buildings, accommodations and conve.

niences for the said city, That is to say, the City Hall,

or Stat-House, with the ground thereunto belonging.

two Market-Houses, the bridge into the dock, the

wharves, or docks, with their appurtenances; and the

new burial place without the gate of the city; and

have established and settled one ferry from the said

city of New York to Long Island, for the accommoda

tion and conveniency of passengers, the said citizens,
and travellers.

And whereas several the inhabitants of the said city,

and of Manhattan's Island, do hold from and under his

most sacred majesty respectively, as well by several

and respective letters patents, grants, charters, and con

veyances, made and granted by the late lieutenants,

governors, or commanders-in-chief, of the said pro

yinge, as otherwise, several and respective messuages,

lands,tenements, and hereditaments, upon Manhattan's

Island, and in the city of New York, aforesaid, and as

well as the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonaſty,

of the said city, and their successors, as also, the inha

bitants of the said Manhattan's Island, and the city of

New York, aforesaid, and their heirs, and assigns re

spectively, may hold, exercise, and enjoy, not only

such and the same liberties, privileges, and franchises,

rights, royalties, free customs, jurisdictions, and immu

mities, as they have anciently had, used, held, and en

joyed; but also such public buildings, accommoda

tions, conveniencies, messuages, tenements, lands, and

hºreditaments, in the said city of New York, and upon

Manhattan's Island aforesaid, which, as aforesaid,

have been by the citizens and inhabitants erected and

built, or which have, as aforesaid, been held, enjoyed,

granted, and conveyed unto them, or any of them, res

pectively.

2. Know ye, therefore, That I, the said Thomas

Dongan, by virtue of the commission and authority

wnto me given, and power in me residing, at the hum

ble petition of the now Mayor, Aldermen, and Com

monalty of the said city of New York, and for divers

other good causes and considerations, me thereunto

moving, have given, granted, ratified, and confirmed,

and by these presents, for and on the behalf of his

most sacred majesty aforesaid, his heirs, successors,

and assigns, do give, grant, ratify, and confirm unto

the said Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the

snid city, all and every such and the same liberties,

privileges, franchises, rights, royalties, free customs,

jurisdictions, and immunities, which they by the name

of the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty, or other

wise, have anciently held, used, or enjoyed, Provided

alucays, That none of the said liberties, privileges, fran

chises, rights, free customs, jurisdictions, or immuni

ties be inconsistent with, or repugnant to, the laws of

his majesty's kingdom of England, or any other the

laws of the general Assembly of this province; and

the aforesaid public buildings, accommodations, and

conveniences in the said city, That is to say, The

aforesaid City-Hall, or Stat-House, with the ground

thereunto belonging, two Market-houses, the bridge

into the dock, the wharves or dock, the said new

burial place, and the aforementioned ferry, with their

and every of their rights, members and appurtenances,

together with all the profits, benefits and advantages

which shall or may accrue and arise at all times here

after, for dockage, or wharfage, within the said dock,

with all and singular the rents, issues, profits, gains, and

advantages which shall or may arise, grow, or accrue

by the said City-Hall, or Stat-House, and ground

thereunto belonging, market-houses, bridge, dock, bu

rying place, ferry, and other the abovementioned pre

mises, or any of them; and also, all and every the

steets, lanes, highways and alleys within the said city

of New York, and Manhattan's Island aforesaid, for

the public use and service of the said Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonalty of the said city, and of the inhabi

tants of Manhattan's Island aforesaid, and travellers

there; together with full power, license and authority

to the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty, and

their successors for ever, to establish, appoint, order

and direct the establishing, making, laying out, order

ing, amending and repairing of all streets, lanes, al

leys, highways, water-courses, ferry and bridges, in

and throughout the said city of New York and Man

hattan's Island aforesaid, necessary, needful and con

venient for the inhabitants of the said city, and Man

hattan's Island aforesaid, and for all travellers and

assengers there: Provided attrays, That this said

É. so as above granted, for the establishing, mak

ing, laying out of streets, lanes, alleys, highways, fer

ries and bridges, be not extended or be construed to ex

tend, to the taking away of any person or person's

right or property, without his, her, or their consent, or

by some known law of said Province. . And for the

considerations aforesaid, I do likewise give, grant, ra

tify, and confirm unto all and every the respective in

habitants of the said city of New York and of Mam

hattan's 1sland aforesaid, and their several and respec

tive heirs, and assigns, all and every these veral and

respective messuages, tenements, lands, and heredita

ments, situate, lying and being in the said city, and

Manhattan's Island, aforesaid, to them severally and

respectively granted, conveyed and confirmed, by any

the late Governors, Lieutenants, or Commanders-in

chief, of the said Province, or by any of the former

Mayors, or Deputy Mayors and Aldermen of the said

city of New York, by deed, grant, conveyance, or other

wise howsoever: % hold to their several and respec

tive heirs and assigns for ever.

3. And I do by these presents, give and grant unto

the said Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the

said city ofN. York, all the waste, vacant, unpatent

ed and unappropriated lands, lying, and being within

the said city of New York, and on Manhattan's Island

aforesaid, extending and reaching to the low water

mark, in, by and through all parts of the said city of

New York, and Manhattan's Island aforesaid, toge

ther with all rivers, rivulets, coves, creeks, ponds, wa

ters and water-courses, in the said city and island, or

either of them, not heretofore given or granted, by any

ofthe former Governors, Lieutenants, or Commanders

in-chief, under their or some of their hands and seals, or

seal of the Province, or by any of the former Mayors

or Deputy Mayors and Aldermen of the said city of

New York, to some respective person or persons, late

inhabitants of the said city of New York, or Manhat

tan's Island, or of other parts of the said province.

And I do by these presents, give, grant, and confirm

unto the said Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty o

the said city of New York, and their successors for

ever, the royalties of fishing, fowling, hunting, hawk

ing, minerals and other royalties and privileges, be:

longing or *"...". to the city of New York, and

Manhattan's Island aforesaid, (gold and silver mines

only excepted,) to have, hold and enjoy all and singu

lar the premises, to the said Mayor,Aldermen and Com

monalty of the said city of New York, and their suc

cessors for ever, rendering and paying therefor unto

his most sacred majesty, his heirs, successors, or as

signs, or to such officer or officers, as shall be appointed

to receive the same, yearly for ever hereafter, the an

nual quit-rent or acknowledgement of one Beaver skin,

or the value thereof in current money of this province,

in the said city of New York, on the five and twentieth

dº; of March, yearly for ever.

. And, moreover. I will, and by these presents do

rant, appoint, and declare, that the said city of New

ork, and the compass, precincts and limits thereof,

and the jurisdiction of the same, shall from henceforth

extend and reach itself, and may and shall be able to

reach forth and extend itself, as well in length and in

breadth as in circuit, to the farthest extent of, and in,

and through all the said Island Manhattan's, and in

and upon all the rivers, rivulets, coves, creeks, waters

and water-courses, belonging to the same island, as far

as low water mark. And I do also, for and on the be

half of his most sacred majesty aforesaid, his heirs

and successors, firmly enjoin and command, that the

aforesaid Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the

city, aforesaid, and their successors, shall and may

freely and quietly have, hold, use, and enjoy, the afore

said liberties, authorities, Jurisdictions, franchises,

rights, royalties, privileges, exemptions, lands, tene

ments, hereditaments, and premises aforesaid, in man

mer and form aforesaid, according to the tenor and

effect of the aforesaid grants, patents, customs, and let

ters patents of grant and confirmation, without the let,

hindrance or impediment of me, or any of my succes

sors, governors, lieutenants, or other officers whatso

ever.

5. And also, I do, for and on the behalf of his most

sacred majesty aforesaid, his heirs and successors, grant

to the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the said

city of New York, and their successors, by these pre

sents, that for the better government of the said city,

liberties, and precincts thereof, there shall be forever

hereafter within the said city, a Mayor and Recorder,

Town Clerk, and six Aldermen, and six Assistants, to

be appointed, nominated, elected, chosen and sworn,

as hereinafter is particularly and respectively mention

ed, who shall be forever hereafter called, The Mayor,

Aldermen, and Commonally of the City of New York;

and that there shall be forever, one Chamberlain, or

Treasurer, one Sheriff, one Coroner, one Clerk of the

Market, one High Constable, seven sub-constables,

and one marshal or serjeant at mace, to be appointed,

chosen, and sworn in manner hereinafter mentioned.

6. And I do, by these presents, for and on the be

half of his most sacred majesty aforesaid, his heirs

successors, and assigns, declare, constitute, grant, and

appoint, that the Mayor, Recorder, Aldermen, and As

sistants, of the said city of New York, for the time

being, and they which hereafter shall be the Mayor,

Recorder, and Aldermen, and Assistants, of the said

city of New York, for the time being, and their succes

sors, forever hereafter, be, and shall be, by force of

these presents, one body corporate and politic, in deed,

fact, and name, by the name of The Mayor, Alder.

men, and Commonalty of the city of New York; and

them by the name of The Mayor, Aldermen, and

Commonally of the city of New York, one body corpo

rate and politic, in deed, fact, and name, I do really

and fully create, ordain, make, constitute, and confirm

by these presents; and that, by the name of, The

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonally of the city of New

York, they may have perpetual succession; and that

they, and their successors, forever, by the name of

The Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the city of

New York, be, and shall be, forever hereafter, persons

able, and in law capable, to have, get, receive, and

possess lands, tenements, rents, liberties, jurisdictions,

franchises, and hereditaments to them and their suc

cessors, in fee-simple, or for term of life, lives, or

years, or otherwise; and also goods and chattels; and

also, other things, of what nature, kind, or quality so

ever; and also to give, grant, let, set, and assign, the

same lands, tenemcnts, hereditaments, goods and chat

tels; and to do and execute all other things about the

same, by the name aforesaid. And, also, that they be,

and forever shall be hereafter, persons able in law, ca

pable to plead, and be impleaded, answer, and be an

swered unto. defend, and be defended, in all or any of

the courts of his said majesty, and other places what

soever, and before any judges, justices, and other per

son or persons whatsoever, in all and all manner of

actions, suits, complaints, demands, pleas, causes and

matters, whatsoever, of what nature, kind, or |".
soever, in the same, and in the like manner and form

as other people of the said province, being persons able,

and in law capable, may plead, and be impleaded, an

swer, and be answered unto, defend, and be defende
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by any lawful ways and means whatsoever; and that

the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the

said city of§. York, and their successors, H. and

may forever hereafter, have one common seal to serve

for the sealing of all and singular their affairs and bus

inesses touching or concerning the said corporation.

And it shall and may be lºſſ to and for the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the said city

of New York, and their successors, as they shall see

cause, to break, change, alter, and new-make, their said

common seal, when, and as often as to them it shall

seem convenient.

7. And further,know ye, That I have assigned, nam

ed, ordained, and constituted, and, by these presents,

do assign, name, ordain, and constitute, Nicholas Bay

ard, now Mayor, of the said city of New York, to be

§. Mayor of the said city; and that the said

icholas Bayard, shall remain and continue in the ot

fice ef Mayor there, until another fit person shall be ap

pointed and sworn in the said office, according to the

usage and custom of the said city; and as in and b

theseF. is hereafter mentioned and directed.

And I have assigned, named, ordained, and constitu

ted, and, by these presents, do assign, name, ordain,

and constitute, create and declare James Graham, Esq.

to be the present Recorder of the said city; to do and

exccute all things, which unto the said office of Re

corder of the said cit doth, or may in any wise apper

tain or belong. Å. I have assigned, named, ordain

ed, and constituted, and by these presents, do assign,

name, ordain, constitute, create, and declare John

West, Esq, Town Clerk of the said city; to do and ex

ecute all things which unto the office of Town Clerk

may in any wise appertain or belong. And I have nam

ed, assigned, constituted, and made, and by these pre

sents, do assign, name, constitute, and make, Andrew

Bown, John Robinson, William Beekman, John Dela

val, Abraham De Peyster, and Johannes Kip, citizens

and inhabitants of the said city of New York, to be

the present Aldermen of the said city. And also, I

have made, assigned, named, and constituted, and by

these presents, do assign, name, constitute and make,

Nicholas De Myer, Johannes Van Brugh, John De

Brown, Teunis De Key, Abraham Corbit, and Wol

ford Webber, citizens and inhabitants of the said city,

to be the present Assistants of the said city. And,

also, I have assigned, chosen, named, and constituted,

and by these presents, do assign, choose, name, and

constitute, Peter De Lanoy, citizen and inhabitant of

the said city, to be the present Chamberlain or Treasu
rer of the cityºf And I have assigned, named,

constituted, and appointed, and by these presents, do as

.and appoint John Knight, Esq. one

other of the said citizens there, to be present Sheriff of

the said city, and have assigned, named, constituted,

and appointed, and by these presents do assign, name,

constitute, and appoint Jarvis Marshal, one other of the

said citizens there, to be the present Marshal of the said

city. And I do, by these presents, grant to the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the said city of

New York, and their successors, That the Mayor, Re

corder, Aldermen, and Assistants of the said city for

the time being, or the Mayor, Recorder, and any three

or more of the Aldermen, and any three or more of the

Assistants, for the time being, be and shall be called

The Common Council of the said city, and that they,

or the greater part of them, shall or may have full

power and authority, by virtue of these presents, from

time to time, to call and hold common council, within

the common council house, or City Hall of the said

city: and there, as occasion shall be, to make laws, or

ders, ordinances, and constitutions, in writing; and to

add, alter, diminish or reform them, from time to time,

as to them shall seem necessary and convenient, (not

repugnant to the prerogative of his most sacred majesty

aforesaid, his heirs and successors, or to any of the

laws of the Kingdom of England, or other the laws of

the General Assembly of the Province of New York,)

for the good rule, oversight, correction, and govern

ment of the said city and liberties of the same, and of

all the officers thereof, and for the several tradesmen,

victuallers, artificers, and of all other the people and

inhabitants of the said city, liberties, ..f precincts,

aforesaid, and for the better preservation of govern

ment, and disposal of all the lands, tenements, and

hereditaments, goods and chattels of the said corpora

tion; which laws, orders, ordinances, and constitu

tions, shall be binding to all the inhabitants of the said

city, liberties, and precincts aforesaid; and which

laws, orders, ordinances, and constitutions, so by them

made, as aforesaid, shall be and remain in force for the

space of three months, and no longer, unless they shall

be allowed of, and confirmed by, the governor, and

council for the time being. And I do further, on the

behalf of his sacred majesty aferesaid, his heirs and

successors, appoint and grant, that the said common

e

offences whatsoever, within the said city of New York,

and the liberties and precincts aforesaid, from time to

time, arising and happening, and which arise or hap

pen, and any ways belonging to the offices of justices

council of the said city, for the time being, as often as of the peace, and the correction and punishment of the

they make, ordain, and establish such laws, orders, or

dinances, and constitutions, as aforesaid, shall or may

make, ordain, limit, provide, set, impose, and tax,

offences aforesaid, and every of them, according to the

laws of England, and the ſaws of the said Province;

and to do and execute all other things in the said city,

reasonable fines and amerciaments against and upon liberties, and precincts aforesaid, so fully and in ample

all persons offending against such laws, orders, ordi- manner, as to the commissioners assigned, and to be

nances, and constitutions, as aforesaid, or any of them,

to be made, ordained, and established as aforesaid, and

the same fines, and amerciaments shall and may re

quire, demand, levy, take, and receive by warrants un

der the common seal, to and for the use and behoof of

the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the said

city, and their successors, either by distress and sale of

the goods and chattels of the offender therein, if such

goods and chattels may be found within the said city,

liberties, and precincts thereof, rendering to such of.

fender and offenders, the overplus, or by any other law

ful ways or means whatsoever.

8. And I do, by these presents, appoint and ordain

the assigning, naming, and appointment of the Mayor

and Sheriff of the said city, that it shall be as follow

eth, (viz.), upon the feast day of Saint Michael the

Arch-angel, yearly, the Lieutenant Governor or Com

mander-in-Chief, for the time being, by and with the

advice of his council, shall nominate and appoint such

person as he shall think fit to be Mayorº said city,

for the year next ensuing ; and one other person of

sufficient ability and estate, and of good capacity in

understanding, to be Sheriff of the said city of New

York, for the year next ensuing; and that such person

as shall be named, assigned, and appointed Mayor, and

such person as shall be named, assigned, and appoint

ed Sheriff of the said city, as aforesaid, shall, on the

fourteenth day of October then next following, take

their several and respective corporal oaths, before the

governor and council, for the time being, for the due

execution of their respective offices as aforesaid; and

that the said Mayor and Sheriff, so to be nominated,

assigned, and appointed, as aforesaid, shall remain and

continue in their said respective offices, until another

fit person shall be nominated, appointed, and sworn, in

the place of Mayor; and one other person shall be

nominated and appointed in the place of Sheriff of the

said city, in manner aforesaid. And further, That

according to the now usage and custom of the said

city, the Recorder, Town Clerk, and Clerk of the Mar

ket of the said city, shall be persons of good capacity

and understanding, and such persons as his most sa

cred majesty aforesaid, his heirs and successors, shall,

in the said respective offices of Recorder, Town Clerk,

and Clerk of the Market, appoint and commissionate;

and for defect of suchº: and commissiona

ting, by his most sacred majesty aforesaid, his heirs

and successors, to be such persons as the Lieutenant

Governor and Commander-in-chief of the said pro

vince for the time being, shall appoint and commis:

sionate; which persons so commissionated to the said

offices of Recorder, Town Clerk, and Clerk of the Mar

ket, shall have, hold, and enjoy, the said offices, accord

ing to the tenor and effect of their said commissions,

and not otherwise. And further, That the Recorder,

Town Clerk, Clerk of the Market, Aldermen, Assist

ants, Chamberlain, High Constable, Petty Constables,

and all other officers of the said city, before they, or

any of them, shall be admitted to enter upon and exe

cute their respective offices, shall be sworn faithfully to

execute the same, before the Mayor, or any three or

more of the Aldermen for the time being. And I do,

by these presents, for and on the behalf of his most

sacred majesty, his heirs and successors, grant and give

power, and authority to the Mayor and Recorder of

the said city, for the time being, to administer the

same respective oaths to them accordingly, And fur

ther, I do by these presents, grant, for and on the be

half of his most sacred majesty aforesaid, his heirs

and successors, that the Mayor and Recorder of the

said city for the time being, and three or more of the

Aldermen of the said city, not exceeding five, shall be

justices and keepers of the peace of his most sacred

majesty, his heirs and successors, and justices to hear

and determine matters and causes within the said city

and liberties, and precincts thereof; and that they or

any three or more of them, whereof the Mayor and

Recorder, or one of them, for the time being, to be

there, shall and may forever hereafter, have power and

authority, by virtue of these presents, to hear and de

termine all and all manner of petty larcenies, riots,

routs, oppressions, extortions, and other trespasses and

assigned for the keeping of the peace in the said county

of New York, doth or may belong.

9. And, moreover, I do by these presents, for and on

behalf of his most sacred majesty aforesaid, his heirs

and successors, appoint, that the Aldermen, Assistants

High Constable, and Petty Constables, within the said

city, be yearly chosen on the feast day of St. Michael

the Arch-angel, forever,$º one Alderman, one As

sistant, and one, Constable, for each respective ward,

and one Constable for each division in the out-ward, in

such public place in the said respective wards, as the

Aldermen for the time being, for each ward, shall direct

and appoint; and that the Aldermen, Assistants, and

Petty Constables, be chosen by majority of voices of

the inhabitants of each ward; and that the High Con

stable be appointed by the Mayor of the said city for

the time being; and that the Chamberlain shall be year

ly chosen, on the said feast day, in the said City Hall

of the said city, by the Mayor and Aldermen and As

sistants, or by the Mayor, or three or more of the Al

dermen, and three or more of the Assistants of the

said city for the time being. . And I do, by these pres

ents, constitute and appoint the said John West, to be

the present Town Clerk, Clerk of the Peace, and Clerk

of the Court of Pleas, to be holden before the Mayor,

Recorder and Aldermen, within the said city, and the

liberties and precincts thereof. And further, I do by

these presents, for and on behalf of his most sacred

majesty aforesaid, his heirs and successors, require and

strictly charge and command, that the Sheriff, Town

Clerk, Clerk of the Peace, High Constable, Petty Con

stables, and all other subordinate officers in the said

city, for the time being, and every of them respectively,

jointly and severally, as cause shall require, shall at

tend upon the said Mayor, Recorder, and Aldermen, of

the said city, for the time being, and every or any of

them, according to the duty of their respective places,

in and about the executing of such the commands, pre

cepts, warrants, and3. of them and every of

them, as belongeth and appertaineth to be done or exe

cuted; and that the aforesaid Mayor, Recorder and

Aldermen, and every of them, as justices of the peace,

for the time being, by their or any of their warrants,

all and every person and persons for high treason or

petty treason, or for suspicion thereof, or for other felo

nies whatsoever, and all malefactors and disturbers of

the peace, and other offenders for other misdemeanors,

who shall be apprehended within the said city, or lib

erties thereof, shall and may send and commit, or cause

to be sent and committed, to the common gaol of the

said city, there to remain and be* in safe custody,

by the keeper of the said gaol, or his deputy, for the

time being, until such offender and offenders shall be

lawfully delivered thence. And I do, by these pres

ents, for and on the behalf of his most sacred majesty

aforesaid, his heirs and successors, charge and require

the keeper and keepers of the said gaol, for the time be

ing, and his and their deputy and deputies, to receive,

take, and in safe custody to keep, all and singular

such person and persons so apprehended, or to be

apprehended, sent, and cemmitted, to the said gaol, by

warrant of the said justices, or any of them as afore

said, until he and they so sent, and committed to the

said goal, shall from thence be delivered by due course
of law.

10. And further, I do grant and confirm for and on

the behalf of his most sacred majesty aforesaid, his

heirs and successors, that the said mayor of the said

city for the time being, and no other (according to the

usage and custom practised in the said city of New

York, in the times of my predecessors, the several

Lieutenants, Governors, and Commanders-in-Chief, of

this Province,) shall have power and authority to give

and grant licenses annually, under the public seal of

the said city, to all tavern keepers, innkeepers, ordinary

keepers, victuallers, and all public sellers of wine, strong

waters, cyder, beer, or any other sort of liquers, by re

tail, within the city aforesaid, Manhattan's Island, or

their liberties and precincts thereof; and it shall and

may be lawful to and for the said Mayor of the said

city, for the time being, to ask, demand, and receive,

for such license, by him to be given and granted, as
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aforesaid, such sum or sums of money, as he and the

person to whom such license shall be given or granted,

shall agree for, not exceeding the sum of thirty shil

lings for each license. All which money, as by the said

Mayor shall be so received, shall be used and applied

to the public use of the said Mayor, Aldermen, and

Commonalty, of the said city of New York, and their

successors, without any account thereof to be rendered,

made or done, to any of the Lieutenants or Governors

of this province, for the time being, or any of their dep

uties.

11. And know ye, That for the better government of Commonalty, of the said city, that they and their suc

the said city, and for the welfare of the said citizens,

tradesmen, and inhabitants thereof, I do by these pres

ents, for and on the behalf of his most sacred majesty,

his heirs and successors, give and grant to the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonaſty of the said city,

and their successors, that the Mayor, Recorder, and

Aldermen, or the Mayor and any three or more of the

Aldermen for the time being, shall, from time to time,

and all times hereafter, have full power and authority,

under the common seal, to make free citizens, of the

said city, and liberties thereof; and no person or per

sons whatsoever, other than such free citizens, shall

hereafter use any art, trade, mystery, or manual occu

pation, within the said city, liberties, and precincts

thereof, saving in the times of fairs there to be kept,

and during the continuance of such fairs only. And in

case any person or persons whatsoever, not being free

citizens of the said city, as aforesaid, shall at any time

hereafter use or exercise any art, trade, mystery, or

manual occupation, or shall, by himself, themselves, or

others, sell, or expose to sale, any manner of mercham

dise or wares whatsoever, by retail, in any house, shop

or place, or standing within the said city, or the liber

ties or precincts thereof, no fair being then kept, in

the said city; and shall persist therein after warning to

him or them given, or left by the appointment of the

Mayor of the said city, for the time being, at the place

or places where such person or persons shall so

use or exercise any art, trade, mystery, or manual oc

cupation; or shall sell or expose to sale, any wares or

merchandize, as aforesaid, by retail; then it shall be

lawful for the Mayor of the said city for the time be

ing, to cause such shop windows to be shut up, and also

to impose such reasonable fine for such offence, not ex

ceeding five pounds for every respective offence; and

the same fine and fines so imposed, to levy and take by

warrant under the common seal of the said city, for the

time being, by distress and sale of the goods and chat

tels of the person or persons so offending in the premi

ses, found within the liberties or precincts of the said

city, rendering to the party or parties the overplus; or

by any other lawful ways or means whatsoever, to

the only use of the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Com

monalty, of the said city of New York, and their suc

cessors, without any account to be rendered, made, or

done, to the Lieutenants, Governors, or Commanders

in-Chief of this province for the same : Provided, 'That

no person or persons shall be made free is aforesaid,

but such as are his majesty's natural born subjects, or

such as shall first be naturalized by act of General As

sembly; or shall have obtained letters of denization,

under the hand of the Lieutenant Governor or Com:

mander-in-Chief, for the time being, and seal of the

province: and that all persons to be made free as afore

sºid, shall and do pay for the public use of the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty, of the said city,

such sum and sums of money as heretofore hath been

used and accustomed to be paid and received on their

being admitted freemen as aforesaid: Provided, it is

not exceeding the sum of five pounds.

12. And further, I do by these presents, for and on the

behalf of his most sacred majesty aforesaid, his heirs

and successors, grant to the Mayor, Aldermen, and

Commonalty, of the said city, that they and their suc

£essors be forever, persons a (i. and capable, and shall

have power to purchase, have, take, and possess in fee

simple, lands, tenements, rents, and other possessions

within or without the said city; to them and their suc

cessors forever, so as the same exceed not the yearly

Value of one thousand pounds per annum, the statute

of Mortmain, or any other law to the contrary not

withstanding; and the same lands, tenements, heredit

aments, and premises, or any part thereof, to demise,

grººt, lease, set over, assign, and dispose at their own

will and pleasure; and to make, seal and accomplish,

any deed or deeds, lease or leases, evidences or wri

tings; for or concerning the same, or any part thereof,

which shall happen to be made andºtby the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty, of the said city,

for the time being.

13. And further, I do by these presents, for and on

the behalf of his most sacred majesty, aforesaid, his

heirs and successors, grant to the said Mayor, Alder

men, and Commonalty, that they and their successors

shall and may forever hereafter, hold and keep within

the said city, in every week of the year, three market

days, the one upon Tuesday, the other upon Thursday,

and the other upon Saturday, weekly forever.

14. And also, I do by these presents, for and on the

behalf of his most sacred majesty aforesaid, his heirs

and successors, grant to the Mayor, Aldermen, and

cessors and assigns, shall and may at any time or

times hereafter, when it to them shall seem fit and con

venient, take in, fill, and make up, and lay out, all and

singular the lands and ground in and about the said

city and Island Manhattan's, and the same to build

upon, or make use of, in any other manner or way,

as to them shall seem fit, as far into the rivers thereof,

and that encompass the same, at low water mark afore

said.

15. And I do, by these presents, for and on the behalf

of his most sacred majesty aforesaid, his heirs, and

successors, give and grant unto the aforesaid, Mayor,

Aldermen, and Commonaſty, of the said city of New

York, and their successors, that they and their suc

cessors shall and may have, hold, and keep, within

the said city, and liberties, and precincts thereof, in

every week in every year forever, upon Tuesday, one

Court of Common Pleas, for all actions of debt, tres

pass, trespass upon the case, detinue, ejectment, and

other personal actions; and the same to be held before

the Mayor, Recorder, and Aldermen, or any three of

them, whereof the Mayor or Recorder to be one, who

shall have power to hear and determine the same

pleas and actions, according to the rules of the com:

mon law, and acts of general assembly of the said

province.

16. And I do, by these presents, for and on behalf of

his most sacred majesty aforesaid, his heirs, and suc

cessors, grant to the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Com

monally, of the said city of New York, and their suc

cessors, that the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Common

alty, of the said city, and their successors, shall have

and enjoy all the privileges, franchises, and powers,

that they have and use, or that any of their predeces

sors at any time within the space of twenty years last

past, had, took, or enjoyed, or ought to have had, by

reason, or under any pretence of any former charter,

grant, prescription, or any other right, custom, or

usage, although the same have been forfeited, lost, or

have been ill used, or not used, or abused, or discon

tinued, albeit they be not particularly mentioned; and

that no officer shall disturb them therein under any pre

tence whatsover, not only for their future, but their

present enjoyment thereof; provided always, that the

said privileges, franchises, and powers, be not incon

sistent with, or repugnant to the laws of his majesty's

kingdom of England, or other the laws of the General

Assembly of this province as aforesaid. , And saving

to his most sacred majesty aforesaid, his heirs, succes:

sors, and assigns, and the Lieutenants. Governors, and

Commanders-in-Chief, and other officers under him

and them, in Fort James, in or by the city of New

York, and in all the liberties, boundaries, extents, privi;

leges thereof, for the maintenance of the said fort and

garrison there, all the right, use, title, and authority,

which they or any of them, have had, used, or exer

cised there; and, also, one messuage or tenement, next

the City Hall; and one messuage by the Fort, now in

the possession of Thomas Coker, gent. The piece of

ground by the gate, called the Governor's Garden, and

the land without the gate, called the King's Farm;

with the swamp next to the same land, by the fresh

water; and saving the several rents and quit rents, re

served, due, and payable, from several persons, inha

biting within the said city, and Island Manhattan's,

by virtue of former grants to them made and given,

and saving to all other persons, bodies politic and cor

porate, their heirs, successors, and assigns, all such

right, title, and claim, possessions, rents, services, com:

mons, emoluments, interest in and to any thing which

is their's (save only the franchises aforesaid) in as

ample manner as if this charter had not been made.

17. And further, I do appoint and declare, that the

incorporation to be founded by this charter, shall not

at any time hereafter do or suffer to be done, anything

by means whereof the lands, tenements, or,heredita
ments, stock, goods, orchattels thereof, or in the hands,
custody, or possession of any of the citizens of the said

city, such as have been sett, lett, given, granted, or

º- - -

wasted or misemployed, contrary to the trust or intent

of the founder or giver thereof, and that such and no

other construction shall be made thereof, than that

which may tend most to advantage religion, justice,

and the...i. good; and to suppress all acts and con

trivances to be invented, or put in use, contrary there

unto. In witness whereof, I have caused these presents

to be entered in the Secretary's office, and the seal of

the said Province to be hereunto affixed, this seven and

twentieth day of April, in the second year of the reign

of his most sacred majesty aforesaid, and in the year

of our Lord God, One Thousand Six Hundred and
Eighty-six. THOMAS DONGAN.

May it pleese your Homer,

The Attorney General hath perused this PATTENT,

and finds nothing contained therein prejudicial to his

Majestie's interest. JAMES GRAHAM.

Recorded in Book of Pattents No. 1, p. 278 to 309, in

the office of the Secretary of State, at Albany.

The recorded copy is in the old fashioned way of

writing and spelling.

The ACT of the Colonial Assembly of the Province

of New York, which follows Dongan's Charter in

chronological order, and the proceedings of the

Governor, Council, and Assembly, therein entitled,

“An Act for Regulating the Buildings, Streets,

Lanes, Wharfs, Docks, and Allies of the City of

New York,” passed Oct. 1st, 1691, and confirmed by

King William III., May 11th, 1697, is to be found

in No. 1 of this volume, p. 3, and 3d column.

To his Excell'cy Coll. Henry Houton, Capt. Generall

and Commander in Chiefe in and over their Majes

tics Province of New Yorke and Territories depend

ing thereon.

The Peticon of the Mayor, Aldermen, and Comon

alty of New Yorke.

Humbly offers to yo'r Excell'cy—

That Whereas in the time of the Governm't of Ken

ert and Stevenson, Governors of this Province under the

States General. This Citty then called by the name of

NewAmsterdam was ruled byBurgormasters Schepens,
and had all that time the benefit of the Weigh House;

and in Governor Nicholls his time, as by the Articles

of Surrender, the former priviledges of the Citty were

confirmed and the Weigh house granted a Perquestise

thereto belonging, and after in the year 1673 and so

forward to November 1674,º the possession

of the Citty, and all proffits arising therefrom account

ed to the citty the better to enable them to maintaine

there Fortifications; and Whereas by a Charter of

Incorporation and Priviledges granted by Coll. Tho

mas Dongau, bearing date Äpriſ the 27th, 1686, con

firming to the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of
theº and their successors, that they shall have and

enjoy all the priviledges, franchises, That any of their

Predecessors att any time within the space of Twenty

years last past, had tooke or enjoyed or ought to have

held by reason or under pretence of any former Charter,

Grant, Prescription, or any other Right, Custome, or

Usage, although they have bin at any time since dis

used or be not particularly mentiomed therein.

Yet so it is |. severall years past the Citty have not

had the benefitt of said Weigh house, or received any

of the Proffitts arising therefrom.

Wherefore P. that your Excell'ncy would be

pleased to order said Weigh house with the Re

venue and Proffitts thereof, for time to come, To

be and remaine as of custome and right belong to

the Mayor, Aldermen, and Comonalty of this

Citty.
y And your Petitious shall ever pray, &c.

Citty At a Common Councill held at the

New Yörke. Citty Hall of said Citty, on Thursday

the 17th September, in the afternoon, Anno 1691.

John Lawrence, Esqr. Mayor.

William Pinhorne, Recorder.

William Beehman, )

William Meritt, I

Johannes Kipp, * Aldermen.

Balsh Bayard, |

Brant Schuyler,

Theunmis de Key,

Ebenezer Willson,

Thomas Coher,

coñécted, to, and for pious and charitable uses, shall be

}

}
Stephen de Lancy, Comon Councill.

Thomas Clarke, |
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Ordered, Mr. Mayor, Mr. Recorder, with Mr. Schuy

ler, Mr. Bayard, Mr. Wilson, and Mr. Clarke, doe

attend the Commander-in-Chief and Councill, to move

for a return to their peticon formerly given In relating

to the Weigh house.

At a Common Councill held att the Citty Hall at the

City of New York, within the said Citty, on Thurs

day the thirteenth day of October, 1687–

Ordered, that from henceforth the Weigh Masters

weigh no hides whatsoever with ye Horns or any part

of #. scull or bones to them, under such penalty as the

Mayor shall appoint,

City of {ss At a Common Council] held

New York. att the Citty Hall of said Citty

on Friday, April 24th, A. D. 1691. -

Present,

John Lawrence, Esq., Mayor.

William Beeckman,

William Merritt,

Balsh. Bayard,

Brant Schuyler, Aldermen.

William Pinhorne, Recorder.

Present,

Teunis de Key,

Thomas Coher,

Thomas Clarke,

Ebenezer Willson,

The Petition of his Excellency for obtaining the

Weigh House unto the use of the Citty, read and ap

proved of Mr. Recorder being desired to present the

same to his Excellency. -

That the Mayor receive for his fees, six shillings for

every Great Seale and three shillings for a Small

Seale.

That no person or persons whatsoever, within this

Citty or Libertyes, doe keep shop and sell any goods

or wares by Retail, or exercise any Hand Craft, trade,

occupacon but such as are freemen thereof, or so ad

mitted by the Mayor or Court of Aldermen, for the

timeº under penalty of five pounds for each of

fence, and all persons hereafter to be made free, shall

i. as follows: Every Marchant, Trader, or shop

eeper, the summe of three pounds Twelve Shillings

besides fees, and every handecraft man one pound four

shillings besides fees. On being made as aforesaid for

the use of this Citty.

Mr. Mayor makes report to this Board that he hath

Lett out the Shop in the Market House to one John El

lison for Three pounds ten shillings per annum, to le

paid quarterly, and he to repayre the same at his own

charge, a pare of Hinges for the door only excepted.

Ordered, that a Standard of Wei hs and Measures

bee appointed for the Citty.

That the Marks of Weights and M asures be af.

fixed as formerly—M, with ye addition of a Crowne.

Common Councill.

City of At a Common Councill held

New York. ... at the City Hall of said Citty on

Thursday 23d Aprill, Anno Dom. 1691.

Present,

John Lawrence, Esq. Mayor,.

William Pinhorne, Resorde .

William Beeckman.

Johannes Kipp,

William M. rpitt,

Balsh Bayard,

Brant Schuyler,

Teunis de Key,

Nich. Wm. Stevenson,

Thomas Coher,

Thomas Clerke, Common Councill.

Ordered, that the Clerke of the Mayor's Court make

Enquiry after and receive in the Books and papers Re

lating to the Publique business and Records of this

city, to draw an Inventory of them and to be charged

with them by Intenture, Signed with the Mayor of this

City and Deputy, Signed by the Clerke, to Remain in
the hands of the Mayor. & B.

And that the Treasure of the City doe in like man

mer Referred to Mr. Recorder, that he draw an Address

to his Excellency to Represent this to the Weigh house,

and that Mr. Wm. Merritt, Johannes Kipp, Mr. Tho

mas Clarke and Mr. Thomas Coher accompany Mr.

Recorder to present the same to his excellency.

The Porter Petition Referred till next meeting.

Aldermen.

1692.

COMMON COUNCIL.

Citty of º At a Court of Record held at ye

N. Yorke, Citty Hall of ye sºd Citty, on Satur

day ye 4th day of February, Anno Dom 1692.

A. D. Peyster, Mayor.

James Graham, Recorder,

William Beeckman,

William Merritt,

Johannes Kipp,

Brant Schuyler,

Robert Darkin,

Eł (nezer Wilson,

Tº mas D. Key,

Stephen D. Lancy,

Ariam Van Schaick,

Johannes Vande Spregel, Assistants,

Ordered, that ye Recorder draw up an address to his

Excellency, to desire their Majesties grant of Confirm

ation of the Charter of this Citty, together with ye an

cient privileges.

Ordered, that ye Recorder draw up an Ordinance

for the paving of the Streets according to ye Report of

ye Committee, with such suitable Clauses for the effect

ual d ing thereof, as shall cause the said paving total

ly performed by the first of August next.

Ordered, that the Gentlemen of ye Committee ap

|. to inquire how long the Ground before Mr.

roughan's door has been vacant and High ways,

do draw up a particular Report thereof, and make re

turn thereof, to the next Common Councill.

City of Atta of Common Councell held

N. Yorke, att the Citty Hall of the said Citty,

on Saturday ye 11th day of February, Anno Dom.

1692–

A. D. Peyster, Esq., Mayor,

James Graham, Esq., Recorder,

William Beeckman,

William Merritt,

Garrett Low

Ebenezer Wilson,

Teunis D. Key,

Stephen D. Lancy,

Johannes Vandespregel,

Thomas Clarke, Assistants.

The following Ordinance was this day Published att

the Citty Hall after ye Ringing of three Bells, and or

dered to be Recorded.

Citty of \ , , An Ordinance of the Mayor, Re

N. Yorke, ; corder, and Aldermen, and Assist

ants, convened in Common Council, for the paveing of

ye Streets, Lanes, and Alleys within this City:

For as much as the former Orders made for the pav

ing of ye Streets, within this Citty Hath of late been

much neglected, whereby the Citizens and Sojourners

within the Citty are much Annoyed, and ye intercourse

of trade amongst the Inhabitants thereby much Less

ened, for Regulations whereof, The Mayor, Recorder,

Aldermen and Assistants convened in Common Coun

cill at the Citty Hall of the sld Citty, did by these pre

sents ordain, and itt is hereby ordained, that all and

every ye Freeholders and Inhabitants that live within

this City in the respective Streets, Lanes and Alleys

hereinafter named and Expressed, shall after the

publication hereof, and before the first day of

August next ensueing, well and truly pave or cause

welſ and truly (paved) to be paved, with good and suf

ficient pebble stones, suitable for paving at their own

proper cost and charges, so much of the Streets, Lanes

and Alleys hereinafter named, as shall Front the Res

pective buildings or lotts of Ground, that belongs to

them respectively in the Streets, Lanes and Alleys here

inafter as aforesaid, according to the dimensions, quan

tity and proportion hereafter mentioned (that is to say)

there shall be paved, in manner aforesaid, in the street

commonly called ye Bridge Street, beginning at the

cornerhouse of Lukes Kerkstead unto the house of Pe

ter D. Lancy's, ten feet English measure from ye front

of each house into the street. The whole street, from

Peter D. Lancy's to the middle of the Broad street, by

Farmers, from Mr. Cortlandt's corner housc to the

Citty Hall ten feet, ten feet from the Citty Hall toMar

tin Clock's, ten feet from Ditto corner to the Mayor's,

inclusive, ten feet from Mrs. Lewises down to the Citty

and so up to the corner of the Broad street, and soe

down to the house of Albert Ring's, ten feet, the whole of

Aldermen.

Aldermen,

Jacob Monney's up to Ben. Devall's ten feet, that ye

Broadway be paved on both sides ten feet, down to

Mr. Smith's on one side, and to—— on the other,

and that ye Beaver street be put in good repair ten feet

on both sides. That the street going down from the

Mayor’s to Walkington's, be wholy paved That the

street going to the French Church be wholy paved.—

That Pearſ street be put in good repair, and soe paved

down to White Hall ten feet. That the street that

Hull lives in be wholy paved. . And that Eaght Jans,

in the Broad street, pave wholy before her door, and

that all ye Pav'd stieets of this Citty be put in good

and sufficient repair. And for the more Regular pav

ing of the Respective Streets, Lanes, and Alleys, afore

said, it is hereby Ordained, that an Alderman and one

Assistant in each respective Ward within ye said Citty

shall supervise and allott ye quantity of each respective

pavement aforesaid, and direct that they be regularly

done and accomplished within ye time aforesaid, and

duly provided with proper decents for water cources,

without annoyance to one or other. And it is hereby

further Ordained, that if any Citizen, inhabitant, or

Freeholder as aforesaid, shalſ refuse, delay or neglect

to make his or their proportionable pavement before

their Buildings and lotts of Ground, as aforesaid,

within ye time aforesaid, shall, for such his default,

forfeit the sum of Twenty Shillings Curr't money, to

be leveyed by disstress, upon the goods and chattel's of

each Defaulter : the one half to the Informer, and the

other half to the Treasurer, for the use of the Citty;

and that the pavement aforesaid, may be more effec

tually done within the time limited, as aforesaid, be it

further Ordained, that if any person or persons shall

after such their Default as aforesaid, further neglect, re

fuse or delay (shall happen shall) to make their pro
portionable pavements as aforesaid, then, and in such

case, the Alderman and Assistant of the Respective

Ward where such neglect or Delay shall happen, shall

take Care to provide Stones and other things necessary

for the said Pavement, and cause the same to be speedi

ly done; and the amount of the same shall be leveyed

upon the Goods and Chattells of such further defaulter

untill the same shall be satisfyed, together with ye

Costs and Charges that shall arise thereon,and a reason

able allowance to the said Alderman and Assistant for

their attendance thereon; and all the Respective Citi

zens, Inhabitants, and Freeholders are hereby required

to render an entire Complyance to accordingly.

A. D. Peyster, Ebenezer Wilson,

James Graham, Teunis D. Key,

William Beeckman, Stephen D. Lancy,

William Merritt, Tho. Clarke,

John Vanderspragel,

Thefollowing Act was passed by the Assem

bly of the Colony of New York, in October

1695, was confirmed by King William, May 11,

1697, and continued a Law of the Province

during the remainder of the time New York

was under the British Government. This Act

was confirmed by the Constitution in 1777–

was not repealed by the repealing act of the

Legislature of the State of New York in 1787,

which confirmed all the Colonial Laws which

were not repealed by their titles;–was again

confirmed by the Constitution of 1821; and

finally repealed with all the Colonial Laws by

the Revised Statutes in 1830.

An ACT against unlawful By-Laws and unreasona

ble Forfeitures. Confirmed by the King, 11th May,

1 97.

In all humble manner the representatives of this their

Majesties' Province of New Ş. show and complain

unto your Excellency, and their Majesties' Council,

That the People of the City of New York, under color

and pretext of their Charter, or custom, or koth, have

taken upon them to make and publish certain by-laws,

orders, ordinances or regulations, whereby they forbid

the bringing of anye Flour or Bread, for exportation,

to New York, under the penalty of forfeiture of the

Garret Dow,

Church street. The West side of the Broad street from same; which said city being the principal port of this
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province for the sending forth the produce and manu

facturage thereof, and the Chief Market within the

same, they thereby not only prohibit, the importation

and selling such Flour and Bread at the same city, and

obstruct and hinder all bolting of Flour and baking of

#. for exportation, which are lawful mysteries,

crafts, and trades in all other parts of the province;

but also arrogate to themselves the sole bolting, bake

ing, using, making, and selling, of all such flour and

bread, raised or to be produced within this Province;

and under color and pretence of the said Orders, By

Laws, Ordinances, and regulations, have taken, con

demned, and converted to their own uses, divers quan

tities of flour belonging to several of their Majestics'

good subjects of this province-All which being con

trary to Law, to the grievous damage and impoverish

ing of many of their Majesties' good people, and the

said By-Laws and orders, are unreasonable, and of

evil, dangerous, and pernicious consequence to all of

their Majesties' subjects of this province–They there

fore most earnestly pray that it may be enacted, and it

is hereby enacted, by his Exelencey, the Council, and

Representatives of their Majesties' Province, in Gene

ral Assembly met and assembled, and by authority of

the same, That the said pretended By-Laws,orders, or

dinances, or regulations of the people of New York,

made in the name of Mayor, Aldermen, and Com

monalty of the city of New York, or in or by any

other name or stile whatsoever, and every claim or

thing in the same, or any other rule, order, or ordi

nance contained, in any wise concerning the restraint

of bolting of Flour, Baking of Bread, or importing of

Flour or Bread to New York aforesaid, or conceRN

ING or RELATING to THE Paohubition, obstruction, on

HINDRANCE of the USEING, PRActiciNG, of ENJOYING OF

ANY other Lawful taade, MYSTERY, or occupation, or

against the importing in or to, or exporting from the

city of New York, or any other lawful port in the pro

vinic, any Wine, Corn, Flour, Bread, Flesh, Fish, Vic

tuals, Wares, Merchandize, and all other things verda

ble and not, by the Common Law or Statutes of the

realme prohibited; and all process, proceedings,judge

ments, and executions thereupon hereafter to be issued,

ordered, entred, awarded, published, or executed, shall

be entirely void and holden for none; and they are

hereby declaired void and null to all intents and pur

poses whatsoever; any pretended by-law, order, ordi

nance, custom, usage, or practice, to the contrary hereaf

in any wise notwithstanding.

And further, Be it Enacted, &c., That if any time

after the making and publishing this Act, any officer,

minister, or other person or persons whatsoever, shall

resume, by or under color of any such pretended by

aws, ordinances, or regulations, to take, seize, condem,

or convert to his or their own uses, any flour, or other

goods or merchandize whatsoever, not by Law prohi

bited at any time to be imported from the said city of

New York, or any other lawful port in this province,

he, and they, and every of them shall forfeit to the owner

of such flour, bread, and other goods or merchandize, tre

ble the value of the flour, bread, or other gopds or mºr

chandize, so to be taken, seized, condemned, or convert

ed, as aforesaid, and also his treble costs, to be recovered

by action of debt in any of the Majesties' Courts within

this province, wherein no essoign protection or wager |
Lait, nor any more than one impartance shall he allowed,

Provided always, and it is the true intent and meaning

of this Act, that no officer, minister, or other person or

persons, shall at any time be impeached, prosecuted,

condemned, troubled or disquieted, by virtue of this Act,

9, upon any construction or interpretation of the same,

for any fact, matter or thing acted, done, perpetrated

or committed at any time before the making or publi

cation hereof; but that such officer, minister, or other

erson or persons, as to any such fact, matter or thing,

eretofore acted, done, perpetrated, or committed, shall

be and remain in such plight, state, and condition, as if

this Act, and every clause therein contained, had never

been made, any thing before herein expressed to the

contrary hereof in any wise notwithstanding W.M.

III., pp. 23 and 24, Law 1719, London Edition, Acts

assed by the General Assembly of the Colony of

ew York, in March, July, and October, 1693.

Anne, By the Grace of God, of England,

Scotland, France and Ireland, Queen, De

fender of the Faith, &c.

To all to whom these presents may in any wise

concern, Sendeth Greeting.

Whereas the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty

of the city of New York, by their petition to our right

trusty and well beloved cousin Edward Viscount Corn

bury, our Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief, in

and over our Province of New York, and territories

depending thereon in America and Vice Admiral of

the same, &c. preferred in Council; therein settin

forth, That they having a right and interest, under di

vers ancient Charters and Grants, by divers former

Governors and Commanders-in-Chief of our said Pro

vince of New York, under our noble progenitors, in a cer

tain ferry from the said province of New York, over the

East River to Nassau Island, (alias Long Island.) and

from the said Island to the said city again, and have pos

sessed the same, and received all the profits, benefits, and

advantages thereof, for the space of fifty years and up

wards; and perceiving the profits, advantages, and

benefits usually issuing out of the same to diminish, de

crease, and fall short of what might be reasonably

made of the same, for the want of the bounds and lim

its, to be extended and enlarged on the said island side,

whereby to prevent divers persons transporting them

selves and goods to and from the said Island Nassau

(alias Long Island) over the said river, without coming

or landing at the usual and accustomed places, where

the ferry boats are usually kept and appointed, to the

great loss and damage of the said city of New York;

have humbly prayed our grant and confirmation, under

the great scal of our said province ofNew York, of the

said ferry, called the Old Ferry, on both sides of the

said East River, for the transporting of passengers,

goods, horses and cattle, to and from the said city, as

the same is now held and enjoyed by the said Mayor,

Aldermen, and Commonalty of the said city of New

York, or their under tenant, or under tenants; and also

of all that, the vacant and unappropriated land, from

high-water-mark, to low-water-mark, on the said Nas:

sau Island (alias Long Island)º: contiguous and

fronting the said city of New York, from a certain

place called The Wall-About, unto the Red-Hook,

over against Nutten-1sland, for the better improvement

and accommodation of the said ferry ; with full pow

er, leave, and license to set up, establish, maintain, and

keep one or more ferry or ferries, for the ease and ac

commodation of all passengers and travellers, for the

transportation of themselves, goods, horses, and cattle,

over the said river, within the bounds aforesaid, as

they shall see meet and convenient, and occasion re

quire; and to establish, ordain, and make bye-laws,

orders, and ordinances, for the due and orderly regula

tion of the same: The which Petition we being mind

ed to grant. . Know ye, That of our especial grace, cer

tain knowledge, and meer motion, we have given, grant

ed, ratified, and confirmed, and in and by these pres

ents, for us, our heirs, and successors, we do give, grant,

ratify and confirm, unto the said Mayor, Aldermen, and

Commonalty of the city of New York, and to their suc

cessors and assigns, All that the said ferry, called the

Old Ferry, on both sides of the said East River, for

the transportation of passengers, goods, horses, and

cattle, over the said river, to and from the said city and

island, as the same is now used, held, and enjoyed, by

the said Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the city

of New York, or their under tenant or under tenants,

with all and singular the usual and accustomed ferriage,

fees, perquisites, rents, issues, profits, and other bene

fits and advantages whatsoever, to the said Old Ferry

belonging, or therewith used, or thereout arising; and

also, all that the aforesaid vacant and unappropriated

ground, lying and being on the said Nassau Island

(alias Long ſland) from high-water-mark to low-wa

ter-mark aforesaid, contiguous and fronting the said

city of New York, from the aforesaid place called the

Wall-About, to Red-Hook aforesaid, That is to say,

from the east side of the Wall-About, opposite the now

dwelling house of James Bobine, to the west side of the

Red-Hook, commonly called the Fishing Place, with

all and singular the appurtenances and hereditaments

to the same, or any part or parcel thereof belonging,

or in any wise of right appertaining; together with all

and singular the rents, issues, profits, ways, waters,

easements, and all other benefits, profits, advantages,

and appurtenances, which heretofore have, now are,

andj. hereafter shall belong to the said ferry, va

cant land, and premises, hereinbefore granted and con

firmed, or to any or either of them in any wise apper

taining, or which heretofore have been, now are, and

which hereafter shall belong, be used, held, received,

and enjoyed; and all our estate, right, title, and inter

est, benefit and advantage, claim and demand of, in, or

to, the said ferry, vacant land, and premises, or any

part or parcel thereof, and the reversion and reversions,

remainder and remainders; together with the yearly

and other rents, revenues, and profits, of the premises,

and of every part and parcel thereof; except and al

ways reserved out of this our present grant and con

firmation, free liberty, leave, and license, to and for all

and every person or persons, inhabiting or having plan

tations near the said river, by the water side, within

the limits and bounds above mentioned, to transport

themselves, goods, horses and cattle, over the said riv

er, to and from the said city of New York, and Nas

sau Island (alias Long Island) to and from their res

pective dwellings or plantations, without any ferriage

or other account to the said ferry, hereby granted and

confirmed to be paid or given; so always as the said

person or persons do transport themselves only, and

their own goods, and in their own boats only, and nor

any stranger, or their goods, horses, or cattle, or in any

other boat: To have and to hold, All and singular the

said ferry, vacant land, and premises, hereinbefore

granted, and confirmed, ormeant, mentioned, or intend

ed to be hereby granted and confirmed (except as is

hereinbefore excepted) and all and singular the rents,

issues, profits, rights, members, appurtenances, to the

same belonging, or in any wise of right appertaining

unto the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty, of

the city of New York, and their successors and assigns

for ever; to be holden of us, our heirs and successors,

in free and common soccage, as of our manor of East

Greenwich, in the county of Kent, within our kingdom

of England; yielding, rendering, and paying unto us,

our heirs and successors for the same yearly, at our

custom house of New York, to our collector and recei

ver general there for the time being, at or upon the feast

of the nativity of St. John the Baptist, the yearly rent

or sum of five shillings, current money of New York.

And we do further, of our especial grace, certain

knowledge, and meer motion, for us, our heirs and suc

cessors, give and grant unto the said Mayor, Alder

men, and Commonalty, and their successors, full and

free leave and license to set up, establish, keep, and

maintain one or more ferry or ferries, as they shall from

time to time think fit and convenient, within the limits

and bounds aforesaid, for the ease and accommodation

of transporting of passengers, goods, horses and cat

tle, between the said city of New York and the said

island, (except as is herein before excepted) under such

reasonable rates and payments as have been usually

º and received for the same; or which at any time

ereafter, shall be by them established by and with the

consent and approbation of our Governor and Council

of our said province, for the time being. And we do

further, of our especial grace, certain knowledge, and

meer motion, give and grant unto the said Mayor, Al

dermen, and Commonalty, of the city of New York,

and their successors, full and absolute power and au.

t rity, to make, ordain, establish, constitute, and con

firm, all manner of bye-laws, orders, rules, ordinances,

and directions, for the more orderly keeping, and regu.

larly maintaining the aforesaid ferry that is now kept,

or any ferry or ferries which shall at any time or times

hereafter, be set up, established, or kept, within the

bounds aforesaid, by virtue hereof, or of, for, touching,

or concerning, the same, (so always as the same be not

contrary to our laws of England, and of our province

of New York) and the same at all times hereafter to be

put in execution, or abrogate, revoke or change, as they

in their good discretion shall think fit, and most conve

nient, for the due and orderly keeping, regulating, and

governing the said ferry or ferries herein before men

tioned.

And lastly, our will and pleasure is, and we do herºe

by declare and grant, that these our letters patent, or

the record thereof, in the secretary's office of our said

province of New York, shall be good and effectual in

the law, to all intents and purposes whatsoever, not

withstanding the not true and well reciting or mention

ing of the premises, or any part thereof, or the limits

and bounds thereof, or of any former or other letters

patents, or grants whatsoever, made or granted; or of

any part thereof, by us or any of our progenitors, unto

any person or persons whatsoever, bodies politic, or

corporate, or any law or other restraint, incertainty, or

imperfection whatsoever, to the contrary in any wise

notwithstanding, and although express mention of the

true yearly value, or certainty, of the premises, or of

any of them, or of any other gifts or grants by us or

by any of our progenitors, heretofore made to the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty, of New York,

in these presents, is not made, or any other matter,

cause, or thing, whatsoever to the contrary in any wise

notwithstanding. In testimony, whereof, we have

caused these our letters to be made patent, and the seal

of our said province of New York, to our said letters
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patent to be affixed, and the same to be recorded, in the

secretary's office of our said province. Witness our

right trusty and well beloved cousin, Edward Viscount

Cornbury, Captain-General, and Governor-in-Chief, in

and over our province of New York, aforesaid, and

territories thereon depending in America, and Wicc

Admiral of the same, &c., in Council, at our fort in

New York, the nineteenth day of April, in the seventh

year of our reign. Annoq.; Domini, Ome thousand

Seven Hundred and Eight.

The following Act is not among the Printed Colo

nial Laws. We copied it from the Manuscript Laws

on file in the office of the Secretary of State, at

Albany.

An Act to enable the Mayor, Aldermen, and Com

monalty of the City of New York, to raise the sum

of Five Hundred Pounds for altering the Course of

the Common Sewer at the end of Broad street, and

for Cleansing and Scouring the Dock of this City.

Whereas in the dock within the city of New York,

violent sudden raines and the great confluence of water

from several streets of the city unto the Broad street,

and from thence into the dock, brings such large quan
tities of dirt, sand, and rubbish, ouze, ...i mudd

which cettles and lodges itself in the Bason of the said

dock, occasions an insupportable charge for cleansing

and scouring of the same, for the future may be pre

vented by extending or altering the course of the pass

age of the said common sewer, to convey the same

clear of the said dock into the East river. And, where

as, the public rents and yearly income of the said city

are at present so small that they are not sufficient to dé

fray the public and necessary charge thereof—to the

end that the same dock, and wharf thereof, may be

cleaned, scoured, and repaired, so as to make it ser

viceable for the receiving and harboring of vessels—Be

it therefore Enacted by the Governor, Council, and

General Assembly of the Colony, and it is hereby Enact

ed by the authority of the same, That it shall and may

be lawful for the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty

of the City of New York, for the time being, in Com

mon Council convened, any nine, where of the Mayor

and Recorder shall be two, to order the raising the

sum of Five Hundred Pounds, current money in the

Colony, by a tax upon the Freeholders and Inhabit

ants of the said º and county, within the term of

one year next after the publication hereof; to be assess

ed, collected, and paid on or before the first day of Sep

tember next ensuing; pursuant to which order of Com

mon Council, so as aforesaid to be made, the Mayor of

the said city shall forthwith thereupon issue out his

Warrant to the Assessors and Collector of each re

spective Ward within the said city and county, re

quiring them to make such assessments and collection,

and to pay the same to the Treasurer of the said city,

for the time being, or to such other person or persons as

the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty, or any

mine of them, whereof the Mayor and Recorder be two,

shall think fit to appoint for that purpose, in such con

venient times as shall be agreed upon by the said

- Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty, or such nine of

them as aforesaid, or such person or persons as shall

be so, as aforesaid, appointed to receive the same, be

paid to the uses hereinafter mentioned and expressed,

and to mo other use whatever; and accounted for in

such manner and form as other public monies in the

hands of former Treasurers of i. said city have or

ought to be accounted for. And be it further Enacted,

by the authority aforesaid, That the said sum of Five

Hundred Pounds to be raised by virtue of this act,

shall be and is hereby appropriated to and for the car

rying the said common sewer from the end of the said

Broad street through the side dock into the East river,

as the said Mayor, Recorder, Aldermen, and Common

alty shall think convenient; and for cleansing and

scouring of the basin of said dock from all rubbish,

ouze, mudd, and sand, so as to render it useful and ser

viceable for the harboring and sheltering of vessells, es

pecially in the winter season; and for the repairing and

mending of the public wharf of the said city. And

be it further Enacted by the authority aforesaid, That

it shall be in the power of the said Mayor, Aldermen,

and Commonalty, or any nine of them, whereof the

Mayor and Recorder be two, to appoint such person or

persons as they shall see fit, to be overseers of the said

work, and to purchase materials necessary, and agree

with workmen, and to order the payment of the said

money for the uses aforesaid, as they shall think filt.

City of New York, Die Sabbat, 27th April, 1717, in

the 3d year of his Maj'y's Reign—General Assembly

for the Colony of New York. This bill having been

read three times, Resolved, The Bill do pass.

By order of the General Assembly.

N. NICOLL,

Speaker.

New York, the fourteenth day of May, 1717. I as

sent to this Bill enacting the same, and order it to be

enrolled.

R. HUNTER.

-

The Streets and Avenues, up to and including

Forty-second Street.

There has been great complaint made by the persons

immediately interested in the Lands embraced in that

portion of the Island within the limits we have stated

above, in relation to the assessment proceedings; and

these complaints are well founded, and we believe re

quire legislative investigation.

There is great blame somewhere in these proceed

ings, and nothing short of a most thorough investiga

tion will be satisfactory to the people.

We give below the Resolution under which these

proceedings were commenced, the Report of the Street

Committee upon that Resolution, and the subsequent

action of the Board of Aldermen and Mayor of New

York upon that Report.

This Report states, as will be seen, that the whole

proceeding was to be had by one Board of Commis

sioners, that nineteen-ticentieths of the usual expense of

opening streets in detail may be saved, and also to pre

vent Lots being twice or three times assessed for street

opening.

No authority it appears was given by the resolution

for any application to the Supreme Court for the ap

pointment of Commissioners. About thirty different

sets, more or less, however, were appointed by that

Court on application of officers of the Corporation, and

twelve sets of these Commissioners were appointed on

petitions filed in June, 1836. It will be recollected that

from the 10th day of May to the 1st day of July, 1836,

the City of New York was without a Common Coun

cil, the Board of Aldermen being at that time equally

divided as to political parties, viz., 8 and 8; conse

quently no President was chosen in the Board of Alder

men, and no organization of that Board could be had

until the President should be first chosen. This is a

well settled matter—when it happens in Congress that

the House of Representatives cannot elect a Speaker,

(as was the case last year.) the Senate do no business,

and the President withholds his annual message until

the House is organized.

The chairman of the Street Committee of the Board

of Assistant Aldermen, who signed the report below,

has stated to us that the committee, at the time they

signed the report, calculated that the whole expense of

opening all the streets and avenues contemplated by

the report, was estimated by them at about five thou

sand dollars at the outside.

These streets have been proceeded with in detail, of

single streets, and parts of single streets, by which the

expenses have been most enormously increased.

In May, 1840, notice was given by the commission

ers appointed, as stated above, for an applicatian to the

Supreme Court for the confirmation of the reports for

the opening 29th, 30th, and 39th streets. These no

tices were published in three newspapers, and not in

four and in handhills as required by the Act of April 20,

1839. See No. 1 of this Gazette, p. 15, $ 9, of col

umn 2.

Objections were made by two of the parties interest

ed in 29th and 30th streets, to the confirmation of the

assessments. These objections were argued before the

court at the September special term, by Ward Hunt,

Esq., of Utica, on the part of the objectors; and not

withstanding the non-compliance with the Law by the

commissioners of 1839, the court confirmed the assess

ment without note or comment.

Since the confirmation as above, thetwo Boards com

posing the Common Council have each acted upon pe

tition of the citizens in relation to this matter; and a

committee from each Board met as a joint committee, or

rather as two committees, to investigate the subject.—

These committees held two meetings in the court room

of the Assistant Vice-Chancellor, and Mr. Leonard, a

highly respectable citizen, appeared before the commit

tee, and stated that he was one of the commissioners

appointed to make the estimate and assessment foropen

ing 20th street, that one of his associates did not at

tend the meeting of the commissioners at all, that this

associate commissioner was allowed the same fees as

those who did attend, viz., $4 per day, amounting to

several hundred dollars, which sum was included in

the assessment. Mr. Leonard also stated the same

fact as to the assessment for opening the Second Ave

nue from 29th to 86th street—that in that proceeding

o e of the commissioners received more than seven

hundred dollars, and did not render a sixpence worth

of service; which sum of $700, and more, was assess

ed upon the property. This is a fair specimen of the

whole system.

The chairman of the Street Committee of the Board

of Assistant Aldermen, who signed the report which

is below, appeared before the committee, and made a

lengthy affidavit in relation to this matter, in which he

stated that he had proceeded to the office of the Clerk

of the Supreme Court, at Albany, to examine the pro

ceedings; and he also amplified and confirmed what is

stated in the report, that the whole section was to be

opened by one set of commissioners, &c., &c. This

committee have not yet reported, and probably will

not make a report, inasmuch as in that case they must

report against their own officers.

“Board of Assistant Aldermen, April 6th, 1835.

By Mr Holden—

Resolved, That it be referred to the Street Commit

tee to inquire into the expediency of Opening all Ave

nues and Streets (not all already opened) up to and in

cluding Forty Second Street.

Referred to Street Committee.”

“JUNE 1st, 1835.

The unfinished business of the old Board was then

taken up, and the various papers disposed of and re

ferred to appropriate Committees, as follows:

Resolution to open Avenues and Streets up to and

including 42d street. Referred to Street Committee.”

“JULY 31st, 1835.

Mr. Townsend presented a report of the Street Com

mittee in favor of the Resolution to open the Streets

and Avenues up to and including 42d street, with the

following exceptions:

1st, Such parts of the streets and avenues lying

within the said limits, as have already been opened,

either by deeds of cession from the proprietors thereof

or by due course of law.

2d, Such parts of the avenues and streets as are con

tained within the limits of the public establishments at
Bellevue.

3d, Such parts of Fortieth and Forty-first streets

as lie between the Fifth and Sixth Avenues—it being

understood these lands will be required by the Water

ºmissioner. for uses connected with the Aque
uct,
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4th, Such parts of the streets and avenues as are

embraced within the lands occupied by the Managers

of the House of Refuge for Juvenile Delinquents.

On motion of Mr. Ingraham, the Fourth Excep

tion was stricken out, and the Report and Resolu

tion were adopted and printed. (See Document No.

36.)”

The Street Committee to whom was referred the an

nexed resolution, which proposes to inquire into the ex

pediency of opening all the streets and avenues, (not

already opened) up to and including Forty-second

street

RESPECTFULLY REPORT:

They have caused public notice to be given, of the

bendency of the before-mentioned resolution, in the dai

i. papers, in order that the most extensive information

should be given to all parties concerned, as in a con

templated movement of such magnitude, it was desira

ble to obtain a very general expression of public opin

ion. The only remonstrances which have been pre

sented against opening these avenues and streets, are

but from a very small number of proprietors or lessees,

whose interest is either limited in amount or of very

short duration, while on the contrary an almost univer

sal opinion is loudly expressed in favor of its consum

mation.

It is a well known fact, that all the lands, comprised

within the limits before mentioned, viz.: up to 42d

street, and indeed far beyond it, have for several years

past been entirely laid out into town lots, bounded on

the avenues and streets, and are at present held mostly

in small parcels of a few lots, by a great variety of per

sons, many of whom are anxious to erect buildings,

but are at present prevented from doing so, from their

inability to obtain access to their property, without

passing over the land of other persons, in consequence

of the streets, on which their lots are bounded, not be

ing opened.

This fact in the opinion of the Committee, has a ve

ry powerful bearing on this question, and is strongly in

dicative of the great expediency of an affirmative de

cision thereon.

No position would appear to be better sustained by

reasons of sound public policy, than the constitutional

authorities of the city should provide, in reasonable and

proper time, that every citizen be furnished with the

means of access to and enjoyment of his property, and

in no other way can this be effected, than by their taking

this legal measure, authorized by the statutes of the

state, for the opening of streets and public thorough

fares.

The exceedingly rapid increase of our population,

and the measures which have been taken to lay out and

form public squares, have so much enhanced the value

of lots in their vicinity, as to render it desirable for

persons of lesser means, to turn their attention to situ

ations somewhat more removed from the denser parts

of the city, where lots can be purchased at such mode.

rate prices as come within their means. And unless

facilities by opening the streets are afforded, a very

large proportion of those classes in society whose

means of subsistence arise from their daily labor, will

be compelled to locate themselves on the opposite shores

of our rivers, instead of fixing their habitations in our
more immediate suburbs.

There is however another very substantial reason of.

fered, why the measure proposed, should embrace at

one operation the whole extent contemplated, which is

the great saving of expense which will thereby be pro

duced. The amount involved, by proceeding in this

business, with one general commission, will probably
not exceed one twentieth part of the cost, which must

unavoidably be incurred if it be suffered to progress

in detail by particular sections, of individual streets;

besides the much more reasonable assurance of equal

justice being done to all parties, when the commission

ers are placed in a situation which will enable them

to take a general and comprehensive view of the results

to be produced, by opening the streets, in a large sec.

tion of the city, and their relative bearing each upon

the ºther, than in the method heretofore generally prac

tised, of opening special pieces in detail.

Instances are upon record of the same piece of prop

erty having been assessed a second and even a third time,

for opening some portions of the street or avenue con

ºguºus to it. Now, it is quite clear, that by substitu

ting theFº system of opening, as herein proposed,

in lieu of the former practice, the expenses consequent

thereon may be very muchiii. and this point is

thought to be worthy of particular attention as any

mode of proceeding which will lessen the amount of

assessment on the property interested, is believed to be

entitled to a very favorable consideration.

The Committee having fully discussed this matter,

are decidedly in favor of the general proposition, as

contained in the resolution; yet they still think that ex

isting circumstances render it proper to make some ex

ceptions from its operation, and these relate to the es

tablishment at Bellevue for the poor, the lands occupied

by the managers of the House of Refuge for juvenile

delinquents, and the square between the fifth and sixth

Avenues, and from 40th to 42d streets, originally in

tended for a Public Cemetery, but now proposed to be

occupied as the site for the distributing reservoir by the

Water Commissioners.

The reasons for the exceptions abovementioned are

obvious, inasmuch as the opening of the avenues and

streets through them will necessarily prevent the possi

bility of their being used for the purposes now design

ed.

Besides these properties belonging entirely to the pub

lic, these streets and avenues passing through them can

be opened at any time free of expense.

In conclusion, the Committee report to the Board,

that, in their judgment, it is expedient to open all the

streets and avenues (not already opened) up to and in

cluding 42d street, with the exceptions abovemention

ed, and offer the following resolutions:

Resolved, That all the streets and avenues, as laid

down on the Commissioners' map of the city, be open

ed up to and including 42d street, excepting,

1st, Such parts of the streets, and avenues lying

within the said limits as have already been opened,

either by deeds of cession from the proprietors thercoſ,

or by due course of law.

2d, Such parts of the avenues and streets as are

contained within the limits of the public establishment

at Bellevue.

3d. Such part of 41st street as lie between the fifth

and sixth avenues, it being understood this land will

be required by the Water Commissioners for uses con

nected with the aqueduct.

All which is submitted.

BENJ'N TOWNSEND, Committee

M. VAN SCHAICK, on,

EDWARD CURTIS, Strects.

“AUGUST 5th, 1835.

BoARD of A i.DERMEN,

From the Board of Assistants.

A Report and Resolution of the Street, Committee,

That all the streets and avenues, as laid down on the

commissioner's map of the city, be opened up to and

including 42d street, &c. Referred to the Street Com

mittee.”

“NOVEMBER 14th, 1835.

The Street Committee, to whom was referred the

Report of the Street Committee of the Board of As

sistants, in favor of opening all the avenues and streets

(not already opened) up to and including 42d street,

presented a Report in favor thereof, which was laid on

the table, and directed to be printed for the use of the

members.”

-

Document No. 36.

BOARD OF ALDERMEN,

November 4th, 1835.

The Committee on Streets, to whom was referred the

Report from the Board of Assistants, on the sub

ject of opening the Avenues and Streets, up to, and

including 42d street, presented the following Report

with Amendments thereto, which was laid on the

Table, and directed to be printed for the use of the

Members.

J. Morton, Clerk.

The Street Committee, to whom was referred a Re

port from the Street Committee of the Board of Assist

unt Aldermen, founded on a Resolution to inquire into

the expediency of opening all the Streets and Avenues

(not already opened) up to, and including 42d street,

Respectfully Report:

They have given to the subject embraced by this re

solution, that careful consideration which its impor

tance demanded, and have arrived at the same conclu

sion as is contained in the Report made by the Street

Committee of the Board of Assistant Aldermen, viz.:

That they are decidedly in favor of the general propo.

sition, as contained in the Resolution, yet they still

think that existing circumstances render it proper to

make some exceptions from its operations, and these

relate to the establishment at Bellevue, for the poor.-

The lands occupied by the managers of the House of

Refuge, for Juvenile Delinquents, and the Square, be

tween the Fifth and Sixth Avenues, and from 40th to

42d streets, originally intended for a public Cemetery,

but now proposed to be occupied as the site for the dis

tributing Reservoir, by the Water Commissioners.

The reasons for the exceptions above mentioned, are

obvious, inasmuch as the opening of the Avenues and

Streets, will necessarily prevent the possibility of their

being used for the purposes now designed. Besides

these properties belonging entirely to the public, the

Streets and Avenues passing through them, can be

opened (if required) at any time free of expense. The

Resolution as originally and unitedly Reported by the

Street Committee of the Board of Assistant Aldermen,

embraced all the exceptions recommended in the Re

port, and which were as follows:

“Resolved, That all the Streets and Avenues as laid

down on the Commissioners' map of the City, be

opened up to, and including 42d street, excepting

First. Such parts of the Streets and Avenues lying

within the .# limits, as have already been opened,

either by deeds of cession from the proprietors thereof,

or by due course of law.

Second. Such parts of the Avenues and Streets as

are contained within the limits of the public establish

ment at Bellevue.

Third. Such parts of 41st street as lie between the

Fifth and Sixth Avenues, it being understood this land

will be required by the Water Commissioners for uses

connected with the aqueduct.

Fourth. Such parts of the Streets and Avenues as

are embraced within the lands occupied by the Mana

gers of the House of Refuge for Juvenile Delin

quents.

Your Committee fully agree in the views and opi

nions contained in the Report as above recited, and

also the Resolutions as originally reported, embracing

these fºr exceptions, three of which having been

adopted by the Board of Assistants, the Committee

would advise a concurrence therein, and the fourth will

form a separate resolution for the decision of this

Board, which if favorably entertained, it is believed

will promote the public good, and preserve the useful

ness of a valuable institution.

The House of Refuge in its operations is much more

of a city than a state institution, and ten years of ex

perience has proved its importance.

The subjoined statement, which is obtained from

sources fully entitled to belief, will fully establish this

opinion. It has received more than sixteen hundred

children within its enclosures, fed and clothed them.–

The City Authorities, viz.: The Court of Sessions

Police, and Commissioners of the Alms House, have

committed more than fourteen hundred of the 'whole

number. The remainder have been received from

twenty-two other counties of the State, the United

States Courts, and a few from Sing-Sing and Auburn

transferred by authority of the Governor of the Stat.

There have been indentured to farmers, mechanics

and to sea service, more than fourteen hundred children

during the same period.

Towards the erection of buildings and support of

the institution, the State Legislature has contributed

most liberally, both in funds and the passage of laws

in aid of this charity, as will appear from the follow

ing statement taken from the books of the institution,
Viz. .

From the State Treasury, - - - $19,000

Marine Hospital Fund, passengers payments 90.400

Tax on Théatres and Circuses, ' ' ' ' još50

Tax on Grocers Licenses, (law now repealed.) a 333

Donations from Citizens of New York, "'91'000

Cash received for Labor of Children." - 3500;

Donation from the Manumission Society, >

towards building Refuge for Colored

Children, - - - - - - 5,000

Making, - - - - - - ſºo

From Corporation of New York, $175,89

From Excise Fund, for State Law, $16,000

Donation towards Colored Refuge, 5,000 $21,000

$196,890

1t will be perceived by the foregoing account, that

the Corporation of the City of New York have not
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been called upon for much |...". aid; an appro

priation of five thousand dollars granted more than a

year since, to be paid on the erection and completion of

a stone building forty by one hundred and fifty feet,

for colored children, has recently been paid by the

Comptroller, upon certificates furnished that the build

ing was finished.

Your Committee are farther informed, and believe,

that the building alluded to, has cost, including the

stone wall enclosing it, upwards of twenty thousand

dollars, and is now about to be occupied. -

The number of children now upon the premises are

two hundred and seventy, being two hundred boys

and seventy girls. Your Committee have also been

furnished with an official statement from the books of

the institution, of the amount of expenditure by the

Society for the Reformation of Juvenile Delinquents,

for buildings, workshops, walls, &c., &c., upon these

premises, amounting to $31,761 90-100, the details of

which it has been considered not necessary to append.

Your Committee, attended by several members of

the Board, have visited and closely inspected this es

tablishment, and with much satisfaction noted the or

der, cleanliness, industry, and good discipline prevail

ing, and the children busily engaged in the workshops
and schools.

Under these circumstances, the reflection naturally

arises—Where would the 1100 little vagrants and

rogues, committed from this county, have been, had not

a Refuge been established 4 doubtless, the Penitentiary

and State Prison would have been the habitation of

most of them. The Committee cannot for a moment

believe, that the Common Council would intentionally

be the means of destroying this institution, or of ma

terially injuring its usefulness. . The Fifth Avenue,

24th and 35th streets would pass through these grounds,
if opened, and would cause to be taken down the su

perintendent's and assistants' houses; a three story

irick shop, a stone building 42 by 150 feet, of two

stories high, occupied by the boys, about 20 feet of ano

ther stone building used for the same purpose, and 30 feet

of another stone building occupied by the girls. The

grounds thus separated and divided, and several of the
buildings destroyed, the institution could not well be

continued, or if it were continued, its usefulness must be

very materially injured by its then circumscribed limits.

Your Committee cannot believe that any greater incon

venience to the public will arise from excepting this

site, than the exceptions heretofore made in favor of

Washington Square and Union Place; both thºse en:
closures prevent the direct passage of streets through

them, and the inconvenience of passing around them,

does not counterbalance the good arising from their

being enclosed. - -

Your Committee also think this a proper occasion to

state, that the proposition now under consideration be

fore the Committees of Streets, and Public Lands and

Places, of this Board, to set apart for public uses a

space of ground, which includes the land ºccupied by

the Managers of the House of Refuge, and which pro

position appears generally to be very favorably enter

tained, is another powerful reason for excluding this

land from the operation of opening the streets through

it: And although the Committee are of opinion the

time is not very far distant when it will be expedient to

remove this very valuable institution farther from the

compact part of the city, yet they still think the public

good does not, at this time, require the passage of the

Fifth Avenue and 2ſth and 25th streets through the

lands occupied by the Managers of the House of Ref

uge for Juvenile Delinquents, and beg leave to offer the

following resolution:

Resolved, That the Board concur with the Board of

Assistants in the resolution adopted by them, viz.:

That all the streets and avenues, as laid down on the

Commissioner's map of the city, be opened up to and

including 42d street, excepting,

1st. Such parts of the streets and avenues lying

within the said limits as have already been opened

either by deeds of cession from the proprietors, or by

due course of law.

2d. Such parts of streets and avenues as are con

tained within the limits of the public establishment at

Bellevue.

3d. Such parts of 41st street as lie between the

Fifth and Sixth Avenues, it being understood these

lands will be required by the Water Commissioners

for uses connected with the aqueduct—and the follow

ing additio al resolution is offered for the considera

tion of the Board: -

Resolved, If the Board of Assistant Aldermen con

cur, That such parts of the Streets and Avenues as

nºr

are embraced within the lands occupied by the Ma

nagers of the House of Refuge for Juvenile Delin

quents, be excepted from the operation of the order to

open all the Streets and Avenues up to and including

42d street.

Respectfully submitted.
FRAS. FICKETT, Committee

SAMUEL PURDY, 07t,

EDWARD TAYLOR, ) Streets.

DEC 14th, 1835.

A motion was made that Document, No. 36, be call

ed up, being the report of the Street Committee of the

Board of Assistants, relative to opening the streets and

avenues up to and including 42d street, amending the

same by excepting the streets and avenues occupied by

the House of Refuge from said operations, which hav

ing been read, a motion was made that the Board go

into a committee of the whole, which was agreed to,

when Alderman Labagh, by request, took the chair.

After considerable debate had thereon, the committee,

by the Chairman, asked leave to rise, and reported that

they had considered the same and recommended the

adoption of the said report without amendment, where

upon the President resumed the chair, and put the ques

tion on adopting the report, which was carried in the

affirmative, and directed to be sent to the Board of As

sistants for concurrence.

BOARD OF ASSISTANTS.

Dec. 21st, 1835.

Papers from the Boa d of Aldermen.

Report of the Street Committee relative to opening

the streets and avenues up to and including 42d street.

Referred to Street Committee.

JAN. 25th, 1836.

Mr. Ingraham called up Document, No. 36, being a

report of the Street Committee in favor of opening the

streets and avenues up to and including 42d street, to

gether with Document, No. 35, of the Board of Alder

men, being a report of the Street Committee of that

Board on the same subject, with the following addi

tional resolution, adopted by the Board of Aldermen,

and sent to this Board for concurrence.

Resolved, If the Board of Assistant Aldermen con

cur, that such parts of the streets and avenues as are

cmbraced within the lands occupied by the managers

of the House of Refuge for juvenile delinquents, be ex

cepted from the operations of the order to open all the

streets and avenues up to and including 42d street.

Mr. Ingraham called for the reading of the Petition

of Isaac M. Wooley and others, owners of land on

the 5th avenue, requesting to have the avenue opened

through the ground of the House of Refuge and up to

129th street. The petition was accordingly read, and

referred to the Road Committee.

The Board proceeded to consider the resolution of

the Board of Aldermen, in favor of excepting the

House of Refuge from the proposed opening of the

5th avenue. Mr. Ward obtained leave to be excused

from voting, and the resolution was concurred in.

BOARD OF ALDERMEN.

February 1st, 1836.

Papers from Board of Assistants.

A resolution non-concurring in the additional resolu

tion of this Board, to the report of the Street Commit

tee, on opening all the streets and avenues up to and

including 42d street, by excepting the ground, &c. oc

cupied by the House of Refuge, adopted by this Board

on the 14th Dec. last, was, on motion, laid on the ta

ble.

FEBRUARY 8th, 1836.

Document, No. 36, of the Board of Assistants which

was laid on the table, was called up. It being the re

port to open the streets and avenues up to and including

42d street, with an additional resolution passed by this

Board. A motion was made to lay the same on the ta

ble; after some debate, the motion to lay on the table

prevailed.

“FEBRUARY 15th, 1836.

A motion was made to call up Document No. 36,

being the report of the Street Committee of this Board,

º-rºmºrº-ºerrºr-ser
------

on the report of the Board of Assistants, on the sub

ject of opening the avenues up to and including 42d

street, which report was adopted, together with an ad

ditional resolution, and as amended, sent to the Board

of Assistants, who non-concurred in the amendment,

and come back to this Board, and laid on the table, on

the 1st instant, was read, a motion was then made that

this Board recede from their additional resolution,

which motion was adopted, the report passed, and di

rected to be sent to His Honor the Mayor for approval.

Approved º
CORNELIUS W. LAWRENCE, Mayor.

Feb. 18th, 1836.

CITY CONVENTION.

The three following articles we have copied

from the New York American of 1829. The

first is editorial, and the other two over the sig

nature of “Third Ward,” were written by our

highly esteemed fellow citizen, Samuel Stevens,

Esq., the President of the Board of Water

Commissioners:—

City Convention, May 4th, 1829. —The Common

Council are, it is understood, this evening to discuss

the question of a Convention of the people, in order to

consider of an alteration of the City Charter. It seems

to be conceded on all hands that something is required

to be done; but how the proposed object is to be at

tained is the difficulty. To us the case seems clearly

one that, in the true spirit of our institutions, should be

referred to the people. Hence we are quite in favor of

the Convention proposed to be called, in which dele

gates chosen from the respective wards shall assemble,

and adopt such amendments and alterations as the

public good shall require—and be authorized to trans

mit the result of their proceedings to the Legislature, in

order that a law may be passed in conformity thereto.

We particularly approve that part of the proposed

scheme of a Convention which puts it in direct com

munication with the Legislature, without the interven

tion of the Corporation. They should, as a Corpora

tion, have nothing to do with it. When did any body

ever consent to curtail its own powers—lessen its own

patronage—admit its own insufficiency 3

Yet all these things must the Corporation be expect

ed to do before they could approve the propositions

which, without doubt, any convention for reforming

the City Charter will present, in regard to what are

justly deemed defects on those particular points. It is,

then, precisely because the Common Council are not to

have a voice in the proceedings on this subject, that

we think them most likely to lead to the desired results,

and therefore most entitled to popular favor.

The above taken from the American, May 4th, 1829.

(For the New York American.)

THE CONVENTION.

I am one of those who believe that innovations in

our institutions have caused the State about as much

evil as good, and therefore look at the proceedings of

the City Convention with apprehension, lest in their

zeal to innovate, they adopt a system not necessary, or

adapted to our customs and modes of doing business;

and therefore not acceptable to the legal representatives

of the people nor to the people themselves. The re

sult of which will be, either the rejection of the system,

and the consequent loss of the opportunity of benefiting

the city, or the adoption of a plan not suited to the

wants of this metropolis. I have been led to these re

marks by hearing the discussion and adoption of the

seventh section to compel “the attendance of absent

members, to punish members for disorderly behaviour

and to expel members.” The provision in the charter

of Gov. Dongan, though 140 years old, authorizing the

infliction of a fine of twenty shillings on a member

who makes default in attendance, when legally no

ticed, has not only a legal provision, and a provision for

carrying it into effect absolutely necessary, but an adap

tation to our present wants far exceeding the modern

section adopted by the Convention. Let it not be said

that the Convention are making a constitution, and

therefore it is not necessary to go into all its legal pro

visions. Not so. They are framing a statute for the

enactment of the legislature; and if it does not contain

the necessary provisions to carry it into effect, the sec

ſtion of the constitution (so called) will be idle and use

º

.
3.th.

*:
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less. How is the first clause of the scction to be car

ried into effect 1 is each Board to appoint a Sergeant

at-Arms? Is he to be sent with a mace or warrant to

the apprehension of an absent member To authorize

the first, must not a section be introduced giving to the

two Boards the common law powers and usages of Par

liament, or at least so much of them as are posses

sed and exercised by the United States Congress, or

the learned gentlemen supporting this resolution, will

not say that a city incorporation possess these powers

by intendment 4 Can a warrant be issued Their

corporate seal has never arrested or committed a citi

zen, and if they have such powers, must they not be

conferred by the express letter of the statute 3 It may

be asked, would the Legislature confer such powers,

which append of right only to bodies possessing the

sovereignty of the people Is the provision intended

to remedy an evil? It cannot be pretended that mem

bers do not attend the meetings of the Board; so gen

erally has this duty been performed, that there is no re

collection of the fine of twenty shillings ever having

been inflicted. . But I may be told that Congress have

this power by the Constitution!!! Ye Gods what an

argument! The attributes, proper for a tribunal pos

sessing the sovereignty of a nation, compared with

those of an incorporation for the enforcement of City

regulations, all of which emanate from a State Legis

lature, who even regulate the hours for opening our

markets and the rate of ferriage for eggs. But if we

mean to follow the Constitution of the United States,

...) leave out the concluding clause, “in such manner

and under such penalties, as each house may provide?”

It would be certainly going the whole hog, to have con

ferred such powers on an incorporation; and the means

of enforcing them are, therefore, entirely omitted. We

next come to the second clause of the section, “each

Board to punish members for disorderly behaviour.”

lf the first section is objectionable for its ambiguity and

inoperativeness, much more so is the second. A right

to punish How —is it to be by stripes or fine, or in

risonment in the Bridewell or Penitentiary, or can the

oard introduce any foreign or new mode of punish

ment 3 And are these punishments to be in lieu of, or

an accumulation of the punishments inflicted by exist

ing statutes against persons guilty of disorderly con

duct? Now we venture to predict, that all the statutes

of the State may be ransacked, even including those of

the revised laws, without finding a precedent for such

loose legislation, either as to the punishment prescribed

(or rather not prescribed) or as to the definition of the

crime. . We next come to the power “to expel a mem

ber,” which I apprehend to be the most objectionable

feature in the section. It is not called for by the exi

gencies of the city. Two instances have been referred

to-one, of a member committing a crime, and the other

somebreach of the peace after adjournment. Now, as

respects the first instance, the individual fled the city,

and thereby vacated his seat, which was supplied by a

new election; and in the other, the disturbance was af.

teſ adjournment, and therefore not affecting the dignity

of the Corporation; but supposing it had been during

the meetings of the Board, are not the powers of men:

bers and magistrates to commit all sufficient? The

same power which keeps order in a church or any as

sembly, is sufficient for all practical purposes—and the

theºry of the section is not suited to a body like the ci

ty Corporation. The power is liable to be abused—

warm party times may expel a zealous opposing mem

ber of the minority, and, perhaps from little other cause

than that he fearlessly does his duty. To expel a mem

her for the commission of frauds or of crimes would

be constituting the Corporation a legal tribunal for the

examination of witnesses, and hearing parties by them

selves or by counsel.

The evil is corrected by the almost certain absence

of a person really criminal, but if not, a remedy not

adverted to in the Convention, a mandamus from the

Supreme Court, to show cause why the seat of a meal

ber should not be vacated, presents, in some cases, an

other remedy; and, if you add to this, that sovereign

Tepublican remedy applied by the people, in the fre

quent recurrence of elections, you have all that is neces

sary; and this is done without the necessity of intro

ucing any objectionable feature, the power to expel a

Pºpresentative of the people. But it was said in the

Convention that the Cºrporation have this power, and

the section only retains it. But this is not so. Neither

charter nor statute ever conferred such powers on them;
nor hasº member been expelled, and no legal gen

tleman will pretend that an incorporation has other

powers than those expressly conferred. Will it be

Pretended that the incorporations in Wall street can

expel their Directors It would be at least a new doc

trine. The corporation is not a Legislative body. The

laws emanate from the State, though they sometimes ap

pear as ordinances of the Corporation, they are in re

ality the duplicates or counterparts of the State law,

authorizing the same; and they can be said no more to

make these laws, than a Sergeant-Major can be said

to make or giveorders, when he communicates the or

dels of his Colonel. These remarks have already ex

tended to a span beyond their merits. But when all

the editors of the city appear to proclaim “the icork

goes bravely on,” and when no disposition is manifest

ed to scrutinize the acts of these gentlemen convention

ists, I cannot but apprehend that some of the changes

and alterations may be found highly objectionable. A

free discussion, both in and out of the Convention, will

enable the members to draft the best system of laws

for the city government. We know the evils of the

present system—those of futurity we are yet to experi

ence. THIRD WARD.

For the New York American.

THE CITY CONVENTION.

I offer you again, Mr. Editor, a few remarks on the

proceedings of this body. It appears the Recorder is

to be excluded from the Council board, and that the

Aldermen are to be excluded from the bench of Crimi

nal Courts, and, I suppose also from the bench of the

Common I'leas; though I do not perceive that the fact

of their being judges of this is adverted to. In relation

to the office of Recorder, I cannot but think the Con

vention legislate against the incumbent, rather than for

posterity. The moving spirits at Albany acted on the

same principle when they destroyed the late judiciary;

and the advantages of a system sunk into insignifi

cance, when weighed with the gratification of remov

ing incumbents. All the municipal charters of the state

have their state officers, and ex-officio members; and

like officers are introduced into many of our moneyed

institutions. The state would probably be unwilling

not to be, in some degree, represented ; but if they

would be satisfied to have the Recorder a sitting mem

ber, and not to vote, (like the delegates in Congress)

except, perhaps, in case of a tie when presiding, I think

there could be no objection to his so remaining. The

other members have a right to expect much information

from a Recorder; and the plan proposed would divest

the office of its electioneering and caucus character,

which has stripped it of all is respectability. But I

would suggest one query: That as the constitution of

the state guarantees to him his otice for five years,

whether he can be legislated out of office—his being a

judge of the Sessions being rather appendant to the

office, than the office itself! Against the proposition

to deprive the Aldermen ofbeing judges in the Common

Pleas, and the Criminal Courts, many good reasons

can be oſtered. It is said the Aldermen legislate, and

should not sit in judgment upon their own laws. Now

the Aldermen do not legislate. We have but one legis

lature in the state, and it sits at Albany; and the law

adjudicated upon in the Sessions, in relation to the fire

limits, (referred to in the Convention) is a state law.

No corporation ordinance is ever adjudicated upon in

the Sessions, or out of it, by the Aldermen. If this is

true, the main argument fails. But there are argu

ments in favor of the system; and first, it is in conſor

mity to our criminal code as applicable to all parts of

the state. No person can be tried and executed in the

state, excºting by a court composed of a judge of the

Supreme Court or Circuit, and three of the judges of

the Common Pleas. Now, these Judges in the incor

porated cities are, a first Judge and the Aldermen, and

if the Oyer and Terminer is to be composed without

them, we shall see a person tried for his life at Brooklyn,

by a bench composed of the Circuit or Supreme Court

Judge, and the Judges of the Common Pleas, while on

this side of the river the court would be differently

composed, and probably with but one judge. If it is

improper for the city magistrates, the Aldermen, to sit

upon the bench of the Criminal Courts, then it is also

improper for the county magistrates, the Judges of the

County Courts, to compose part of such tribunals.

But it is said that the Aldermen are not required to sit

on the Sessions. They there divide a very enormous

and almost unlimited power, making up the sentences

whether the same relate to the amount of a fine or im

prisonment, which varies for the same offence from a

day in Bridewell to three years in the Penitentiary. In

other courts the Judge has but to apply the law to the

verdict, but in this court the law vests, I may say,

everything in the Court; they render the verdict void

y a fine of six cents or one day's imprisonment, or

they extend the punishment to an imprisonment of

three years and a heavy fine. The crimes and mis

demeanors here tried are so various, and such different

shades, that it leaves much of the duty of a jury to be

performed by the court. And many a Judge, learned
in the law, might preside in that court totally unfit to

perform the duties of apportioning and graduating the

punishment for a list of crimes, for mere vagrancy up

to forgery and burglary. But again, the Aldermen

hold a minor court—Special Sessions, established in

all the counties of the state. This court tries vagrants,

and persons ". of petty offences, without a jury;

is it proposed also to break up this court 1 It would

not be acceptable to the people if held by one Judge

without a jury; introduce a jury, you get rid of all the

advantage of a speedy disposal of these cases, and the

consequent clearing of the city prison, which is now

the peculiar advantage of the court. Seven hundred

persons were last year committed as vagrants. No

tribunal is more proper to judge of the cases than the

Special Sessions as now constituted. Again, the Al

dermen, in their character of Judges of the General Ses

sions, appoint (by the constitution) the Clerks of Oyer

and Terminer and General Sessions. And the Alder

men as Judges of the Common Pleas, appoint the Dis

trict Attorney. Now, the constitution never intended

the appointments to be made by a court with a single

Judge, but by the Aldermen, the elected representalives

of the people. The Convention appear to be disposed

to frame a government on the plan of an original or

first compact, or an organization, of a civilized com

munity, for the first time brought together, and who

have no valuable institutions of their own. The plan

will have all the advantages which novelty can afford

to a city government. But if it should ever be matured

into a law (of which however at present there appears

but little probability, (our poor Burgomasters and

Schepens will not know whether they stand on their

feet cr their heads, when they have in their good city

ofNew Amsterdam, one Board, composed of the Mayor

and his reto—another of the Aldermen—amother of the

Assistants—and another of “City Commissioners.” I

make these remarks now, Mr. Editor, and do not wait,

as your correspondent of last evening suggests ought

to be the case, for the completion, or finishing stroke of

the Convention. I make them in the hope that the

Convention will not only pause, but retrograde; for,

if not, they may possibly have amused themselves, but

their works will never benefit the community.

Constitute two boards which, a vote of the people

will approve; the checks abd delays of proceedings

follow of necessity. The jealousy between the two

houses create in the departments º the influence and

power which it is proper they should possess. But the

attempt of the Convention to break up our system from

the foundation, not leaving one stone upon another,

will be worse than useless; for it would be riveting on

the city the evil of a single body for many years yet
to Comc. THIRD WARD.

PRESIDENT HARRISON'S INAUGURAL.

“But if there is danger to public liberty from the ac

knowledged defects of the Constitution, in the want of

limit to the continuance of executive power in the same

hands, there is, I apprehend, not much less from the mis

construction of that instrument, as it regards the pow

crs actually given. I cannot conceive that, by a fair

construction, any or either of its provisions would be

found to constitute the President a part of the legisla

tive power. It cannot be claimed from the power to

recommend, since, although enjoined as a duty upon

him, it is a privilege which he holds in common with

every other citizen. And although there may be some

thing more of confidence in the propriety of the mea

sures recommended in the one case than in the other, in

the obligations of ultimate decision there can be no diſ.

ference. In the language of the Constitution, all the

legislative powers' which it grants are vested in the

Congress of the United States.' It would be a sole

cism in language to say that any portion of these is not
included in the whole.

It may be said, indeed, that the Constitution has given

to the Executive the power to annul the acts of the ſegis

lative body, by refusing to them his assent. So a

similar power has necessarily resulted from that instru

ment to the Judiciary, and yet the Judiciary forms no

part of the Legislature. There is, it is true, this diſ

ference between these grants of power; the Executive

can put his negativeupon the acts of the Legislature for
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other cause than that of want of conformity to the

Constitution, while the Judiciary can only declare void

those which violate that instrument. But the decision

of the Judiciary is final in such a case, whereas in every

instance where the veto of the Executive is applied, it

may be overcome by a vote of two-thirds of both

houses of Congress. The negative upon the acts of the

Legislative, by the Executive authority, and that in the

hands of one individual, would seem to be an incon

gruity in our system. Like some others of a similar

character, however, it appears to be highly expedient,

and if used only with the forbearance, and in the

spirit which was intended by its authors, it may be

productive of great good, and be found one of the best

safeguards to the Union.

I consider the veto power, therefore, given by the

Constitution to the executive of the United States,

solely as a conservative power. To be used only, 1st,

to protect the Constitution from violation; 2dly, the

people from the effects of hasty legislation, where their
will has beenſº disregarded or not well under

stood; and, 3dly, to prevent the effects of combinations

violative of the rights of minorities.”

-

In the matter of open

ing 29.h street in the 16th

Ward of the city of New

York.

To the Commissioners of

Estimate and Assessment

for opening 29th street.

Gentlemen,

We object to your award for damage and benefit on

ºr property, situate on the 8th avenue and including

29th street, because—

1st, The proceedings have been so long delayed, that

a valuation at the present depressed prices of real es

tate is unjust and inequitable, inasmuch as there are

no established data upon which any reasonable calcu
lation can beº and especially where the im

provement is not required.

2d, That we are deprived of a piece of ground

fronting 60 feet in the public avenue, by 300 in depth,

fairly worth, in ordinary times $1000, and are charged

$121 in addition, to accommodate with an opening to

the 8th avenue, a piece of ground 100 feet in breadth in

the rear of our property, inasmuch as the eastern 400

feet of the block can seek its outlet to the 7th avenue.

3d, Because public necessity does not require the
opening of 29th street.

4th, Because public convenience does not require the

opening of said street.

5th, Because the persons interested in the property

assessed have not applied or petitioned for the opening

of 29th street.

6th, Because the opening of 29th street has not been

legally authorized by the Mayor, Aldermen, and Com

ºnonalty in Common Council convened, as your ob
jectors are informed and believe.

7th, Bºcause the opening of 29.h street and the pro

ceedings had in relation thereto by the Board of Alder.

ºnen and Board of Assistant Aldermen, possessing the

legislative powers of the Corporation of the city of

New York, your objectors have been informed, are it.

legal and not such as is required by the law of the

state of New York and the amended charter of the city
of New York.

8th, Because the Board of Aldermen and Board of

Assistant Aldermen, composing the Common Council

of the city of New York, have, as your objectors are

informed and believe, proceeded in this matter without

having first published the report of the Committees of

the respective Boards, which recommended the im

provement as required by law and the charter of the

city, and, without complying with its provisions by

calling the ayes and noës in either Board where the

report was adopted, recommending, or when the reso

lution was passed, authorizing the improvement; and

that the same was not published in the newspapers

employed by the Corporation under the authority of
the Common Council.

9th, Because the application by the counsel of the

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the city of

New York to the Supreme Court for the appointment

of commissioners, was ex parte, in consequence of the

informality of the proceedings of the Board of Alder

men and Board of Assistant Aldermen, as your objec

tors are informed and believe.

10th, Because the Corporation of the city of New

York have no power by the charter of said city to as

sess private property for public improvements, and that

the only power now exercised by the Common Coun

cil of the said city is conferred by statute and regulated

- - -

11th, Because the fees of the Commissioners of esti

mate and assessinent are, as your objectors are in

formed and believe, greater than are allowed by law,

and that parts of days have been charged as whole

days by some of the said Commissioners.

12th, Because the proceedings ofthe Common Coun

cil in this matter have been dilatory and expensive; the

first proceedings had been completed, as your objectors

are informed and believe, in the month of February,

1836, more than four years ago.

Signed ABEL T. ANDERSON,
c -----, ISAAC A. JOHNSON.

City and county of New York, ss Abel T. Anderson

and Isaac A. Johnson being duly sworn, do depose

and say, that in their opinion the foregoing objec

tions are true in substance and matter of fact.

Sworn, this 27th day of signed Abel T. Anderson,
May 1840, before me, Ign } Isaac A. Johnson.

WATSON VAN BENTHUXSEN,

Commissioner of Deeds.

ASSESSMENT ABUSES.

On the Street Commissioners' sale book of 1838, is

to be seen the following statement of sale of thirty-six

lots for assessments. We will venture to say, that had

this piece of land been assessed as one piece of ground,

the amount of assessment would have diminished one

half; and had it been sold as one piece of land, the cost

of sale, &c., would have been reduced thirty-five thirty

sixths of the amount of costs and fees, and interest on

cost and fees.

We procured from the Legislature, at the last ses

sion, an alteration in the law as respects advertising

and selling lots for unpaid assessments, which reme

dies the mischief as to advertising and selling, but not

as to assessing. See No. 1 of this Gazette, p 3.7 col. 2

sec. 3. This act was passed by a unanimous vote of

the Senate and Assembly.

One piece of land, held in one body, and belonging

to the same owners, was assessed in Thirty-first street.

The assessment was confirmed in 1837, January 9th.

36 lots were assessed $4 50% cts, each, 162 18

4 do. do. 2 44 9 76

-

$171 94

25 93

$197 87

*

The costs made in selling these lots were

$2 for 1st advertisement, each lot, 80

$3 for 2d do. 120

$3 for each certificate or rect: to

each purchaser, - 120

$4 for each iease, - 160

$480

20 per cent, per annum interest

on this, cost for 1 year 11

months and 28 days, 191 50

671 50

13 per cent. extra interest on the

assessment of interest due at

the time of sale, 87 29

$758 79 753 79

$956 66

-

THE CONFISCATED DISTRICT.

The citizens of the city of New York have gene

rally supposed that in all cases where streets have been

opened, widened, or extended, they have been done in

consequence of the urgent request and petition of those

citizens interested. This, however, is not the fact. We

will, for the information of the public, state the manner

in which this business was done in a large section of

the island.

At a special meeting of the board of Assistant Alder

men, April 6th, 1835, Mr. Holden offered the following:

“Resolved, That it be referred to the street commit

tee to inquire into the expediency of opening all the

avenues and streets (not already opened) up to and in

cluding Forty-second street.

- “Referred to the street committee.”

On September 12, 1836, Alderman Ingraham pre

sented the following resolution, which was referred to

the committee on Roads and Canals.

“Resolved, That the streets from Forty-second street

-*

usual manner, and that the necessary legal measures

be taken therefor.”

The above resolutions, notwithstanding they em

braced a large tract of the land on this island, were of

fered by the above named members of the Common

Counciſ, and the resolutions were finally passed by both

boards of the Common Council without any petition

whatever. Since the passing of the above resolutions,

the streets and avenues therein embraced, have not

been actually opened, although it is pretended that they

are open, and the supreme court have confirmed the

reports made by commissioners of estimate and assess

ment, with two or three exceptions, and the corpora

tion have, in most cases, collected the assessments or

sold the lots. By the above stated extraordinary pro

ceedings, the whole district of land is virtually confis:

cated. Thousands of lots of land owned by some of

our oldest and most respectable citizens, have been thus

taken from them under the color of law, and those who

have been able to retain their land have done so b

aying assessments to the full value of their land. . It

is impossible for any person not acquainted with this

odious system in practice of opening, widening, and

extending streets, to imagine to what extent citizens

have been deprived of their property, or how insecure

the title to real estate is under the tyrannical and as:

sumed powers of the Common Council of the city of
New York and officers who have acted in these mat

ters.

The assessments for the opening of some of these

streets and avenues were confirmed near four years

ago by the Supreme Court, and these avenues and

streets are not yet opened, and will not be for years

and years to come. Where then is the benefit There

is no benefit, and the fees of the officers are the motive,

and the whole motive, for the proceeding.

Uncertainty of Title to Reul Estate in this City by

reason of the loose manner of making As essments.

The following communication is from one of our

most respectable citizens, a large landholder, and a gem

tleman of great experience; whose opinions in these

matters are deserving of great consideration. This

gentleman actually made a journey into Virginia and

South Carolina, with a view to find a section of the

country where he could invest his capital in real estate

where destructive assessments would not encumber;

and would have sold his property, but a change of

times produced so great a depression of price as to pre

vent it.

The practical system of assessing lots by fictitious

numbers, is subject to two great evils, because the map

is removed out of sight of the owners of property so

that they cannot find what they are assessed, thereby

making all title of property on this island precarious,

for no purchaser is bound to take or demand posses

sion until twenty years after purchase, and all testi

mony or other proof is dead or scattered, when they

will recover the property, and the possessor bound to

pay six years' back rent, even for a building put up on

a lot so sold for assessments. There was an instance

among others of a person who purchased property on

Laurens street, who could not find any assessment un

til after the money was paid for the |...}}| when he

sued for the assessment by the number of his deed of

the property, but lost the suit because the number in

the deed did not correspond with the number of the

assessment, notwithstanding the collector proved the

lot to be the same identical lot mentioned in the deed.

COUNSEL FEES, COMMISSIONERS’ FEES,

SURVEYORS, FEES, ROOM HIRE, &c. &c.

lN STREET ASSESSMENTS.

We have before us Document No. 83 of the Comp

troller of the city of New York, and Document No. 71

of the Street Commissioners, printed by authority of

the Board of Assistants, Oct. 12.h, 1840, by which it

appears that the amount paid for counsel fees and court

charges in 1835, was $3,674 57 on fifteen streets, viz.:

Pine, Horatio, Platt, Beaver, Amos, Fulton, Wooster,

Gold, and Mill streets; also, 24, 27, 87, and 121st

streets; and also avenue C, and a new street called

by statute. to and including Fifty-seventh street, be opened in the Lexington avenue. The Commissioners' fees for mak
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ing the estimates and assessments, were $3,187 60;

room hire, &c., $328 52; appraisers' fees, $285; sur

veyors' fees, $2,136 72.

In 1836 it appears by the same documents, that the

amount paid counsel fees and court charges was $10,-

533 92 on twelre streets, viz.: Chapel, Wooster, Chat

ham, Liberty, New, William and Wall streets; also,

38, 84, and 116th streets; and also, second and ninth

avenues. The commissioners' fees in these streets are

stated at $7,762; appraisers’ fees, $505 50; room hire,

&c. $556; surveyors' fees, $3,792 52.

In 1837, as per same public documents, it appears

that the amount paid counsel fees and court charges

was $18,694 12 on thirty-one streets, &c. viz.: Centre,

Grove, Maiden lane, Sheriff, Bethune, and Stone sts.;

also, 22, 26, 28,42, 45, 49, 50, 57, 59, 79, 81, 83, 86,

118, 119, 120, 122, 124, 125, 155; and also avenues A

and B-2d and 5th; also, Burnt District, and closing

Fitzroy-road. The commissioners' fees are set down

at $16,911 66; room hire, &c. $2,517 70; appraisers'

fees $280; surveyors' bill $9,579 U5.

In 1838, a continuation ofthe same public documents,

the amount paid counsel fees and court charges are

stated at 18,553 58 on thirty-two streets, &c. viz.:

Lawrence, Pine, Stone, and Cross streets; also, 11,

23, 24, 27, 31, 32, 41, 43,44, 46, 47, 48, 53, 54, 56, 88,

89, 109, 110, 116, 117, and 123d streets, and also Centre

Market, 5th avenue, Public Place at Art-street, 1st

avenue, Murray Hill and 10th avenue. The commis

sioners' fees are set down at $21,375 37; room hire,

&c. $3,237 45; appraisers fees $248; surveyors' fees,

$11,096 95.

In 1839, it is also stated in the same public docu

nents, that the amount paid counsel fees and court

charges on twenty-five streets was $23,31967, viz.: ave

nue A, 1st, 2d, 6th and 7th avenues, Art-street, Mount

Morris square, Manhattan square; and also 12, 19,

25, 33,35, 36, 38, 40, 50, 51, 55, 83, 84, 86, and 94th

streets. Commissioners' fees $21,391; room hire, &c.

$3,886 79; appraisers' fees $126; surveyors' fees

$18,083 29; and to this year's proceedings are to be add

ed John-street, confirmed Sept. 4, 1839, and Anthony

and William streets, discontinued Sept. 3d, 1839. The

counsel ſees in John-street were $1,936 92; commis

sioners' ſees $1,272; room hire, &c. $160; appraisers'

bill $380; surveyors' bill $938. The commissioners'

fees in Anthony and William streets $5,024; counsel

fees and court charges in Anthony and William-streets

$4,359; room hire, &c. $815; surveyors' fees $2,188 12;

appraisers' bill $378.

Thus it will appear that the counsel fees and court

charges since 1835, in 123 streets, avenues, and public

Places, amount to the great sum of $36,571 78; and in

addition to this amount the counsel of the corporation

have been paid immense sums besides during the same

time for other services. The court charges and clerks’

fees for six months, ending Dec. 31st, 1839, as we

are informed by a highly respectable and very intelli

gent gentleman, who made an examination of the re

turns of the clerks of the supreme court at Albany and

New York, to the state comptroller, amounted to the

sum of six dollars and twenty-eight cents, paid by or

charged to corporation counsel ofNew York. If this gen

tleman should have, by any possibility, made a mistake

in examining the records, the two gentlemen holding the

office of clerks of the supreme court at New York and

Albany will be able to correct the statement, as will

also the comptroller of the state, to whom we send the

Municipal Gazette. Art-street costs are not included

in the six dollars and twenty-eight cents. John-street,

Anthony and William streets, 2d avenue, Mount

-

Morris, 55, 46, 38, and 33d streets, were acted upon by

the court during that six months, we are informed.

The commissioners' fees in these one hundred and

twenty-eight proceedings, amount to $ 2923 63; room

hire, &c. $11,721 16; surveyors' fees $47,814 65; ap

praisers' fees $2,702 50.

The commissioners' fees for making the estimate and

assessment for opening the seventh avenue, are four

thousand nine hundred and twenty dollars. The

awards amount to $28,141 41; the room hire is $410;

the commissioners' fees are on the amount of the award

a fraction short of seventeen and a half per cent, and

the room hire amounts to over one and a quarter per

cent.

The commissioners' fees for the John-street estimate

and assessment, were $1,272; the awards amounted to

about $186,411; the per centage of commissioners' fees

on this street is about two-thirds of one per cent.

The room hire alone for the commissioners to meet in,

in making the assessment for the seventh avenue, is

about double the per centage of the whole commission

ers' fees in John-street.

The counsel fees and court charges in seventh ave

nue are almost unmentionable; only $3,976 77 tº

COMMON COUNCIL AND THE CHARTER.

B0ARD OF ASSISTANT ALDERMEN.

December 9th, 1839.

The following resolution was offered by Mr. Gra

ham:—

Whereas, It is provided among other things, by the

sevKNTH section of the amended charter of the city of

New York, that “all resolutions and reports of com

mittees, which shall recommend any specific improve

ment involving the appropriation of public monies, or

taxing or assessing the citizens of said city, shall be

published immediately after the adjournment of the

Board, under the authority of the Common Council, in

all the newspapers employed by the Corporation, and

whenever a vote is taken in relation thereto, the ayes

and noes shall be called and published in the same

manner.”

And Whereas the essential interests of the city re

quire a strict adherence to this salutary resolution,

therefore

Resolved, (if the Board of Aldermen concur.) That

the clerks ofthe respective Boards cause to be published

in the papers employed by the Corporation, as soon as

possible after the meeting at which such proceeding

shall take place, all reports and resolutions which shall

be presented, as well as all votes which shall be taken

by ayes and noes, whereby the appropriation of public

moneys is to be affected, or the citizens are to be taxed

or assessed.

Mr. West moved that the resolution be laid upon the

table, and the question being taken thercon, the motion

was lost by the following vote:

Affirmative—Messrs. Potter, West, Vandervoort,

Spader, Pollock—5. Negatire—Balis, Deming, An

derson, Howe, and Graham–5.

The question recurring on the adoption of the reso

lution, the ayes and noes were called, and the members

voted as follows:

Affirmative—Messrs. Balis, Deming, Anderson,

Howe and Graham–5. Negative—Messrs. Potter,

West, Vandervoort, Spader, and Pollock—5.

Five voting in affirmative and five in the negative,

the resolution was lost.

Vol. 15. Pro. Board Ass, page 60.

Thus it will be seen that the Board, by a deli

-*

berate vote, decided that they would not comply

with the Law or the Charter | | |

Chancellor Kent, in his Notes on the City

Amended Charter, remarks: “As a further

check to improvident legislation, no moneys are

to be drawn from the city Treasury, but upon

previous specific appropriations; and the Com

mon Council are prohibited to borrow mone s

on the credit of the Corporation, except in anti

cipation of the Revenue of the year, unless au

thorized by a special act of the Legislature,

“The checksagainst improvident expenditure,

or injudicious investments of the city Fund, con

sist specially in the mode in which Ordinances

are to be passed.”

LAND SHAKES-ASSESSMENTS.

There is not a city in any quarter of the Globe where

the complaints have been so loud and so just against

the odious system of taxation as in this city. We

know of no other city where this odious and ruinous

system has been adopted and practised, with the excep

tion ofsome of the cities in this State to a limited extent,

which copied after this city. The great fire which laid

waste in the short space of twenty-four hours more than

six hundred buildings in the business part of our city,

together with an immense amount of merchandise, was

not as disastrous as this abominable system of assess

ments, which has existed here for years, which not

only destroys the owner's title to houses, but also the

very ground on which they stand. Whole estates

have been entirely swallowed up by these assessments,

and the proprietors utterly ruined by the imposition of

arbitrary and illegal assessments. And shall such a

system be longer suffered to continue Shall houses

and lands be rendered worthless by such odious taxa

tion 4 The complaints have been made for years, and

we have been put off first by one plea, and then another.

The time has now come when these whole proceedings

will be siſted. We are perfectly familiar with all the

assessment proceedings, and also all the details; and

we have the boldness to put them before the public.

There has been a course of proceedings pursued in all

these assessments-matters which must be made known

to everybody. We have no unkind feeling toward in

dividuals in this whole affair from the beginning to

the present time, but of the whole wretched, wicked,

ruinous system—we have an utter abhorence. We

shall plainly and boldly state facts which have come to

our knowledge; proceedings which are matters of re

cord, and decisions which have been given by courts in

every reported case; and place these, side by side.

There is a limit to forbearance, as well as to every

thing else in time, and that limit is now reached. Pub

lic opinion will no longer sustain the proceedings which

have been carried on to such a destructive extent, the

last few years in this assessment system.

We well know that we have to encounter the oppo

sition of interested persons; this we cxpect, but we do

not heed it, and will not. If the members of the Common

Council support, tolerate, and patronize this system,

let it come out; if they are imposed upon by other offi

cers, then let it appear. It was but a few weeks since,

that two committees of the Common Council convened

to investigate assessment abuses; but their proceed

ings may now be reckoned among the things that never

have been. Now we ask, are such proceedings credit

able to these honorable committees? Will they pos:

sess themselves of facts and not report these ****
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When the members of the Common Council and offi

cers of the Corporation are called upon to give testimo

ny in these matters in our courts, as they will be, they

will find that they will have to tell the whole story.

These assessment abuses have nothing to do with

party politics; or rather, they have had every

thing to do with politics, and both parties are alike to

blame. The ayes and noes have been called in

some of these questions, and the names of members stand

recorded, as witnesses against them. It is true that

some of them voted ignorantly, or rather that they were

not aware of the merits of the question; but there are

others who have not this excuse. We wish for their

sakes they could plead ignorance. The abuses, the

most of them, in these matters, are confined to a few

public men. Such men as these who claim a Corpora

tion to be a sovereignty.

(From the Evening Post, of the 16th inst.)

OFFICIAL.

BOARD OF ALDERMEN–March 16, 1841.

Present—Elijah F. Purdy, Esq., President. Alder

men Woodhull, Benson, Pentz, Jones, Ferris, Rich,

Chamberlain, Campbell, Hatfield, Jarvis, Smith,

Nichols, Graham, Cooper, and Nash.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and ap

proved.

A communication from the acting Mayor, transmit

ting a letter from the Water Commissioners, with a

copy of a memorial presented to the Legislature in re

lation to the non-payment of drafts made upon the

Corporation for work done south of Murray Hill—re

ferred to the Committee on the Croton Aqueduct.

An invitation from Robert H. Morris and others,

officers of a convention for making arrangements for

the reception of Martin Van Buren, ex-President, to

join said convention in the reception—accepted.

Petitºtoxs.

Of James Phalen, for leave to run an iron railing by

the side of house corner of University Place and 13th

street—referred to the Alderman and Assistant of 15th

Ward, with power.

-

Committee on Finance.

Of W. W. Coit, for exclusive use of pier No. 4,

North River—referred to the Committee on Wharves,

&c.

Of G. Montgomery, for transfer of Market stand—

referred to the Committee on Markets. '

Of S. Tobias, and sixty-six others, for the removal

of Harlem Rail Road track south of 14th street—re

ferred to special committee, Alderman Chamberlain,

chairman.

Of D. Burtis and J. Conklin, for relief from tax on

bulkhead—referred to Committee on Assessments.

Of four hundred firemen, asking the Common Coun

cil to take into consideration the propriety of compell

ing all firemen to do active duty—referred to Commit

tee on Fire and Water.

Reportts.

Of the Committee on Assessments, in favor of the

several petitions of James B. Taylor, the New York

and Harlem Rail Road Company, John A. Gilmore.

Of the Committee on Assessments against the peti

tions of Wm. Sherwood, J. A. Horsington, James

Meinell, jr., Samuel Barnett, jr., the New York Bene

volent Society, Charles C. Miller, Jacob Mack, Ed

ward J. Hale, and Adolph Backerman, severally, for

correction of tax—were adopted.

Of the Finance Committee, in favor of commuting

Water grant on petition of Brown & Bell—adopted.

Of the Committee on Roads and Canals, in favor of

regulating the 1st Avenue between 123d and 125th

streets, against regulating 122d street from 3d Avenue

to Harlem River—adopted.

Of the Committee on Wharves, &c., in favor of

extending the pier at the foot of Gansevoort street—

adopted.

FROM Tii F. BOARD OF ASSISTANTS.

A preamble and resolution to add the Joint Com

mittee on Public Buildings on Blackwell's Island to

the Committee on Charity and Alms House, on the

consideration of the question on the Lunatic Asylum

Treferred to the Committee on Charity and Alms
House.

A report of the Finance Committee, on petition of

. W. Schoff, a water privilege—referred to Commit
tee on Finance.

An ordinance to give printed volumes of proceed

Örºm of property in Avenue D, 3d, and 4th nº ºf th: Colºmº Council to the Apprºtices' Li

streets, in favor of a drain in said streets to the East

River—referred to the Committee on Streets.

Of E. T. Williams, and others, to have the north

easterly sidewalk in 17th street paved from the 4th ave

nue to Irving place–referred to the Committee on

Streets.

Of John C. Houston, for payment of bill for ser

vices rendered—referred to the Committee on Finance.

Of G. Hiltman, for payment of a bill accruing due

on account of Registry Law—referred to Special Com

mittee, Ald. Nash, chairman.

Of the Mechanics' Institute, for remission of tax

referred to Committee on Assessments.

Remonstrance of James Timpson, and 363 others,

against the petition to remove the rails of the Harlem

Rail Road Company—referred to Special Committee,

of which Ald. Chamberlain is chairman.

Of C. Vanderbilt, and a large number of others, to

have Peck Slip set apart for the use of the Eastern

Steamboats—referred to the Committee on Wharves,

C.

Of John Gatfield, and others, against removing the

rails of the Harlem Rail Road—referred to the Spe

cial Committee, of which Ald. Chamberlain is chair

inall.

1. Of 507 merchants and firms, in the vicinity of Peck

slip to set apart that Slip for the use of the Eastern

Steamboats—referred to the Committee on Wharves,

*of James Kent, and 500 others, that the petition to

remove the rails of the Harlem Rail Road Company,

south of 11th street, may not be granted.

of Martin Silber, to be relieved from a personal tax

—referred to the Committee on Assessments.

Of Randolph Martin, and others, for removal of

dumping board between Reade and Chamber Strects—

referred to the Committee on Cleaning Strºls.

brary—referred to Committee on Arts and Science.

A report of the Committee on Wharve, &c., on the

subject of extending pier No. 3, East River, and middle

pier, Coenties slip—concurred in.

Resolution adopted, as a substitute for the one passed

this Board in regard to the lease of Castle Garden—re

ferred to Committee on Finance.

FROM DEPARTMENTS.

A communication from the Comptroller, enclosing

a copy of Winterseen & Myers' contract with the Wa

ter. Commissioners, for 500 tons of water pipes—refer

red to the Croton Aqueduct Committee.

A communication was presented by the Commis

sioners of the Alms House, recommending the pur

chase of land foot of 61st street—referred to Commit

tee on Charity and Alms House.

A communication was received from the Commis

sioners of the Alms House relative to the addition to

the Lunatic Asylum, which was, together with pre

amble and resolution of Alderman Smith to suspend

farther proceedings in the matter—referred to the Com

mittee on Charity and Alms House.

A communication relative to low grounds in 11th

and 15th Wards, from the City Inspector—referred to

Committee on Ordinances.

Ordinance from same department for filling lots be

tween Avenues D and C, and 9th and 10th streets—re

ferred to Committee on Ordinances.

THE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE.

The board went into committee of the whole on the

market question, Alderman Graham in the chair. Af.

ter which the board resumed, and the chairman report

ed the action of the committee, and asked to be dis

charged.

Of sundry persons, residents of the 3d and 5th

wards, to have the manure removed from the foot of

Rejº and Duane streets, &c.—referred to Committee

on Cleaning Streets. -

of . Cºllector of the 12th Ward, for extension of

meeting, and the committee were discharged.

Iteson,UTIONs.

tants concur, That a joint committee be a
tender to our fellow citizen Martin Van

Whereupon the report was ordered to be en

grossed, and was made the special order for the next

By Ald. Cooper, Resolved, 1ſ the Board of Assis
ointed to

uren, Ex- 'tee on cleaning streets,

time to collect the taxes of said Ward—referred to President of the United States, upon his arrival in this

city, on the 23d inst the use of the Governor's room—

adopted, and Ald. Cooper, Woodhull, Chamberlain,

Benson, and Ferris, appointed committee.

By Ald. Smith, Resolved, That the slip at the foot

of Delancey street be cleaned put and the water there

in deepened—referred to the Committee on Wharves,

c

By Ald. Benson, In order that the Board may be

possessed of and adopt the course alluded to by the

Comptroller, in page 102 of his annual report, it is

Resolved, That the Comptroller report to this Board

at its next regular meeting, or as soon thereafter as may

be, all and which of “the salaries paid to the higher

officers of the city government may be materially re

duced without injustice to the incumbents,” and also

the names of such of them as “the incentive and re

ward which they deserve for the faithful discharge of

their respective duties must certainly be far beyond

the mere degree of pecuniary compensation they are

to receive”—referred to Committee on Application for

Office.

By Ald. Pentz, Resolved, That the Committee on

Wharves, Piers and Slips, be and are hereby requested

to inquire into and report upon the expediency of re

pairing Pier 29, East River—adopted.

By Ald. Hatfield, Resolved,º the Superinten

dent of Streets be directed to settle the demands

standing against the farmers and boatmen for manure

sold under former Superintendents, by compromise

or such measures as may be deemed necessary—adopt
ed.

By Ald. Graham, Resolved, That the Committee on

Laws and Applications to the Legislature, be instruct

ed to inquire into and report upon the expediency of

applying to the Legislature for the return of the auc

tion duties raised in the city and county of New York,

or some portion thereof, in conformity with the sugges

tion of the Comptroller on the 30th page of his report

for the present year; and that if they deem such appli

cation expedient they report the form of a memorial

for that purpose—-adopted.

By Ald. Rich, Resolved, That the Committee on

Charity and Alms House, be directed to suspend the

operation of the resolution for extending the Lumatic

sylum on Blackwell's Island, until they report upon

the communication of the Commissioners of the Alms

House, and the resolution on the subject referred to

them that evening—adopted.

By Ald. Nash, Resolved, if the Board of Assistants

concur, That a joint committee of three from each

Board be appointed to inquire into and make report

as to the number and condition of the militia and

volunteer force of the city and county; the arms and

artillery which are in the city and fit for use; the con

dition of our fortifications, and what is required to

place them in a proper state of defence. Also a plan

fºr the defence of our city and harbor—adopted, and

Aldermen Nash, Jones, and Nichols, appointed com
mittee.

The Board then adjourned until Monday evening

next, at 5 o'clock.

SAM'L. J. WILLIS, Clerk.

OFFICIAL.

BOARD OF ALDERMEN, March 221, 1811.

Present—Elijah F. Purdy, Esq., President. Alder

men Benson, Pentz, Joges, Ferris, Rich, Chamber

lain, Campbell, Hatfield, Jarvis, Smith, Nichols, Coop
er and Nash.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and ap

proved.

A communication was received from his Honor, the

acting Mayor, stating his approval of papers passed

the Common Council, which was ordered on file.

Also, a communication from his Honor, the acting

Mayor, enclosing a presentment of the Grand Jury
against certain evils—of which, so much as related to

Madame Restell and Costello, was referred to the corn

mittee on Police, &c.—and so much as related to in

cumbrances in Chatham Square, to the Street commit.

tee.

PETITIONs.

Of Robert S. Place, administrator, for an extension

of lease—referred to the Committee on Funance.

Of John F. Delaplaine, and four hundred and fifty

mine others, that the rails of the Harlem Railroad may

not be taken up—referred to the Special Committee, of

which Alderman Chamberlain is chairman.

Of John March, for assistance–referred to Commit
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Of Dr. Landesman, for payment of bill—referred to

the Committee on Police.

Of sundry persons, against building a sewer in 4th

street, near line East River-referred to the Committee

on Streets.

Of John March, for compensation for services ren

dered—referred to the Committee on Police, &c.

Of Isaac Woolsey and others, to have the piers, &c.

foot of Harrison, Franklin and North Moore streets,

for use of market boats—referred to the Committee on

Wharves, &c.

Of James Lozier, and four bundred and seventeen

others, residents of Centre street, that the Harlem Rail

road rails may not be removed—referred to the Special

Committee, of which Alderman Chamberlain is chair

man,

Of A. L. Phillips, Joseph C. Luther, H. D. Krack,

A. B. Janin, the Trustees of Canon street Baptist

Church, severally for correction of tax, were referred to

the Committee on Assessments.

Qf Holbrook, Nelson & Co. and others, to have ice

and snow removed from Pine street—referred to Com

mittee on cleaning streets.

Of Wm. H. Townsend and 362 others, that the rails

of the Harlem Railroad may not be removed—referred

to the Special Committee, of which Alderman Cham
berlain is chairman.

Of sundry persons, against setting apart Peck slip

for the exclusive use of steamboats—referred to the

Committee on Wharves, &c.

Of Slate, Gardiner & Howell and others, remonstrance

*gainst locating steamboats at Peck slip—referred to

Committee on wharves, &c.

REPORTs.

. Of the committee on wharves, &c. in favor of grant

ing the use of the southerly side of Pier No. 4, Hudson

lost W. Coit, for steamboat running to Norwich—
ost.

Of the committee on wharves, piers and slips, in fa

Yor of the petition of Charles Donnelly, for payment

º: loss of a horse off one of the public docks—adopt
CQi.

Of the market committee, in favor of transferring

º 37 Washington and 31 Fulton markets—adopt
tū.

. Of the committee on Assessments, against the peti

tion of Charlotte Kelso, for relief—adopted.

Qf the finance committee, against the petition of T.

S. Brown, for alteration of lease—adopted.

Of the committee on the Croton Aqueduct, monthly

report—ordered on file.

Of the finance committee, on the petition of R. B.

Fosdick, for execution of new deed—adopted.

Of the law committee, relative to the Harlem River

Canal Co.—accepted. - -

Of the finance committee, against petitions of Collec

tors of 12th and 16:h Wards, for extension of time to

collect taxes—adopted.

, Of th: cºmmittée on Wharves, &c. against the peti

tion of G. DeForest, for permission to drive piles in one

º the slips in the Hudson River—committee discharg
cºl.

. Of the committee on wharves, &c., in favor of grant

ing the use of the bulkhead between Chamber and War

reº streets to the tow boats Union and Washington—

adopted.

Of the committee on wharves, &c. and laws, re

$ommending that a remonstrance be presented to the

Legislature against the passage of a bill relative to al

tering the exterior line of the East River, on the Brook.

lyn side—adopted with amendments.

Of the finance committee, in favor of refunding

amount of estate of J. Crickard, deceased, paid into the

city treasury—adopted.

. Of the finance committee, on the law relating to for

º paupers introduced into the Legislature—adopt
ex!.

Of the finance committee, in relation to leasing Cas

. Garden—laid on the table and ordered to be print
€0.

. Of the committee on wharves, in favor of leasing

!. foot of Warren street for one year—laid on the ta
€.

FROM Tiip polar D OF ASSISTANTs.

. A report of the committee on lands and places rela

tive to improving, Stuyvesant Square-referred to the

committee on lands and places.

A report of the committee on wharves, on building

bulkheads across Governeur and Walnut slips, on the

line of South street—referred to committee on wharves,
&c. -

A report of the committee on wharves, &c., in favor

of building pier at the foot of Hammersly street—re

ferred to the committee on wharves, &c.

A report of the street committee on the petition of G.

W. Bruen, for the use of surplus waters in certain sew
ers—referred to committee on streets.

A notice from the clerk of non-concurrence in reso

lution of this board relative to Lunatic Asylum—or
dered on file.

FROM DEPARTMENTs.

A communication from the Chief Engineer, enclosing

charges preferred by E. Penny, Jr., Foreman of Engine

No. 33, against Assistant Engineer Rollins—referred

to the committee on fire and water.

A communication from the Commissioners of the

Alms House, in relation to the question as to the build

ing the Lunatic Asylum—referred to committee on

charity and Alms House.

The Board then adjourned.

SAMUEL J. WILLIS, Clerk.

WIND.

The theory of storms and wind appears to attract con

siderable attention, and while the public mind seems

directed to the subject, intrude a few remarks. We have

visited the tops of several mountains for the purpose of

making observations and examinations of the rock

formation, vegetation, temperature, &c., and do not re

collect in all our different excursions ever to have seen

a tree that had been prostrated by the wind on the top

of any mountain or a very high hill; and from repeat

ed inquiries of persons who resided on the high lands,

have been informed that the wind does not blow with

such violence on the higher hills, as in the lands the

surfaces of which are made up of plain hills and val

leys.

HEAT, SOUND, AND LIGHT.

Heat, unaccompanied by moisture, will not produce

animal decomposition or putrefaction. Animal flesh in

the arctic regions will remain unchanged as long as the

frost endures—in the dry and hot regions of South

America, animal carcases left exposed upon the earth's

surface will not putreſy or decompose, but on the con

trary become dry and hard. . Meat which is boiled in

vessels over a dull slow fire, is apt to become tainted in

cooking. The reason is, that the water heats up slowly,

and remains a great length of time at a putreſying heat,

whereas, if the water is allowed to become at once boil

ing hot, this difficulty will be entirely obviated.

The inhabitants of cold countries attach the idea of

comfort to warmth; and those of hot countries reverse

the idea. In this country in former years, churches

were not heated by fires or stoves to any extent; in

those times clergymen were healthy, and long-lived.

Now, when fires are used in churches, clergymen are

short-lived and unhealthy. It may be readily imagined

that a meeting house heated by stoves and filled with

people, must have an atmosphere filled with moisture

produced by such numbers of persons breathing into it

—and this atmosphere is inspired and respired by un

healthy, as well as healthy lungs; and heated by the

fire in the stoves to a temperature which makes it un

wholesome A person speaking for a length of time in

an atmosphere of this description, must labor harder

than to speak in a cold dry atmosphere and it most

generally is the case, the speaker is not aware of the

difficulty. A full house is addressed by a public

speaker with more animation and with greater effort,

than a thin and small assembly; consequently, the

speaker is not sensible of the labor he performs, nor of

the strength which he puts forth. The windows of a

large apartment in which one person sleeps a night in

cold weather, become frosted by the breath. How

much more then will a church filled with persons

breathing, affect the atmosphere Sound in such an

atmosphere is lessened to a very great extent.

The human voice can be heard more distinctly in a

cold than in a warm atmosphere, Capt. Parry, when

he visited the arctic regions, made several experiments

upon the force of sound—and he states that in lati

tude 76, in clear and in still weather, he could hear

his men in comulon conversation one mile distant. A

clergyman in speaking into an atmosphere heated and

moistened by human brºat, and heated by stoves at

the same time, labors with increased difficulty and dis

advantage. The great abundance of cloth with which

pulpits are surrounded of late years, deadens sound by

absorbing it. Sound i sin some respects like heat and

light, it travels in straight horizontal lines; but in

others, it is different; it follows surfaces unless it meets

with resistance, in which case it is reverberated. We

have made experiments upon the tops of high moun

tains, by discharging fire-arms; so the discharges

produced but one sound, there was no echo, no reverbera

tion. We have also noticed the practice of the boatmen

in early times navigating the Ohio and Mississippi

rivers during dark nights, when they could not discover

the shores—they make a sound upon the boat and watch

the echo, and determine the distance from the shore by

the time required for the echo to return, as the echo re

turns from the nearest shore first. We have also

made experiments of sound in the mammoth cave; here

the atmosphere is of an uniform temperature of 60 de

grees the whole year. The atmosphere is perfectly dry,

and the sides of the cave solid rock; but sound is not as

powerful in the cave as we have found it in the dense

forests in high, northern latitudes, in clear cold weather

in the night time.

Light, candles, and lamps, are used without any

regard to the position in which the blaze is placed to

afford or to throw the greatest number of rays upon

the object which is desired to be illuminated. The

best illustration we can give is the lamps on corner of

Centre and Pearl streets, contrasted with those on the

corner of Chatham and Pearl streets. The former are

about three feet nearer the surface of the pavement than

the latter; consequently a greater number of rays of

light are thrown upon the pavement in a body. A

page printed with large letters could not be read as dis

tinctly by the light of the lamp, if placed on the surface

of the pavement at Chatham street, as small letters could

be on the surface of the pavement at the corner of Centre

and Pearl streets. The angle of reſlection ought to be

equal to the angle of incidence. Where lamps are

placed high up from the pavement, the rays of light

are spread, many of these are thown off into space and

never return. High candlesticks and lamps are unphilo

sophical, so also are broad candlesticks. The bottom

of the candlestick is illuminated and not the object

which is required to be more visible. Place on the

table a printed page, raise the candle, the light of which

illuminates the page, gradually from the surface of the

table and the letters will become'more indistinct, and you

may continue to raise it until the letters will cease to be

visible. A farmer going to his barn in the night

with a lantern, if he wishes to see his path distinctly,

carries his lantern near to the ground. Raise from

the surface of the table a wide bottom candlestick, and

the shadow of the bottom will increase in size as the

candlestick is raised in height above its surface.

The lamp posts in the streets of New York are three

feet higher than they should be: one half the number

of lamps that are now used would afford abundance of

light to the surface of the pavement, if the lamp was

brought three feet nearer its surface. We have referred

to this subject before in the city papers, and will refer

to it again in the Gazette.

Communication from the Water Commissioners.

Samuel Stevens and others, the present Water Com

missioners, made to the Common Council last evening a

communication, enclosing the copy of a memorial

which they had presented to the Legislature. This

memorial sets forth that the whole line of the aqueduct

in Westchester county, thirty-two miles in length, is

completed, with the exception of forty yards in length,

and that the remaining portions of the work, excepting

the high bridge and receiving and distributing reser

voir, will be completed during the ensuing summer.—

Evening Post, 16th inst.

ANCIENT STREETS.

The names of most of the streets in the old settled

parts of the city, have been changed. Wall street was

formerly called Cingall street, or the Wall. William

street was called Smith street. Fulton street, on the

west side of Broadway, was called Partition street, and

on the east side, Fair street. John street was laid out

in 1696, and extended from Broad to what is now call

ed William street, beyond that it was called Golden

Hill street. This street was extended to Pearl street by

an ac of the Legislature passed 1793. Anthony street

was formerly called Catharine street. Broadway was

called the Broad Wagon Way. Greenwich street was

made out of the River for a great distance up. Broad

street was called The Herre Graffe, or The Broad
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Street. The mode of paving streets in the early set

tlement of this city, was to make the street descending
from either side to the centre. Maiden Lane was call

ed the Green, and afterwards the Madjos Path.

CITY EXPENDITURES.

COMPTROLLER'S REPORT.

We give below a synopsis of the various reports of

the several Comptrollers, from 1830 to 1840, both in

clusive. This we consider the most proper plan to

adopt as to both political parties. Our city concerns

* have no connection with politics. We begin

will

CLEANING STREETS.

Year. Expenditures. Receipts.

1830, $25,976 73 $19,033 45

1831, 28,992 20 27,540 07

1832, 57,917 60 28,929 36

1833, 76,124 59 30,299 50

1834, 90,918 86 31,497 98

1835, 114,755 33 36,788 93

1836, 1794-5 72 41,835 68

1837, 166,244 08 47,700 83

1838, 145,956 51 47,207 02

1839, 145,500 00 48,613 43

1840, 149,930 65 38,711 72

ALMS HOUSE.

Year. Expenditures. Receipts.

1830, $125,021 66

1831, 134,819 24

1832, 139,484 45

1833, 124,832 96

1834, 131,417 90 12206 13

1835, 161,017 08 13,321 01

1836, 207,506 83 2),075 95

1837, 279,999 12 14,291 50

1838, 250,000 00 13,143 89

1839, 275,000 00 11,661 81

1810, 243,493 08 10,375 40

LAMPS.

Year. Expenditures. Receipts.

1-30, $14,381 11 $320 67

1831, 60,233 18 371 58

1832, 61,052 (9

1833, 72,408 05 677 53

1834, 80,091 88 400 00

1835, 75,897 70 307 07

1836, 88,276 02

1837, 113,372 86

1838, 116,103 83

1839, 113,686 77 31 97

1840, 120,675 91

WATCH.

1830, $36,592 20

1831, 89,993 94

1832, 90,257 35

1833, 105.602 36

1834, 114,381 03

1835, 138,332 60

1836, 158,988 53

1837, 240,383 66

1838, 236,723 28

1839, 2333,27 76

1840, 233,950 23

(To be continued.)

STATE LEGISLATURE.

iN SENATE,

March 11,–Mr. Verplanck presented the resolutions

of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church

for the erection of a Board of Missions,

A number of petitions, of a new class, are now

daily being received, the object of which, is, that the

law exempting clergymen from taxatiºn be repealed.

Mr. Taylor reported a bill establishing a Regist'ſ
Law for º the cities in the State. The bill was made

the special order of the day for Thursday next, Mr.

verplanck presented the report of the Croton Water
Works Commissioners. -

March 14–A petition was received from the Ame

rican Tract Society, asking for an act of incºrporation.

Mr. H. A. Livingston reported in favor of the Assem

bly bill incorporating the St. Nicholas Society in the

city of New York. "Mr. Root reportcd an amended

resolution providing for furnishing the New York Ly

ceum and Mercantile Association with the Legislative

Documents of 1840 and 1841. After a slight debate,

the resolution was laid on the table.

-

STREET OPENINGS.

It is not generally known that nine tenths of the

streets and avenues for which assessments have been

made and collected, and are yet collecting, remain in

the same plight and condition as before the assessments

were made, and will remain in the same state for years

to come. Are such proceedings to be countenanced or

tolerated The officers of the Corporation have, in

their petitions to the Supreme Court, represented that

public convenience required these said streets and ave

nues should be opened, &c. Is such the fact?—does

public convenience require such proceedings We

answer, No. The present state of the whole proceed

ings is a downright decision upon that point. This is

a fair and complete illustration of the doctrine of dis

cretion.

Appointments by the President and Senate.

ERWARD CURTIS, Collector of the Port of New

ork,

THOMAS LORD, Naval Officer,

WILLIAM TAGGARD, Surveyor,

ROBERT C. WETMORE, Navy Agent.

CONGRESS.

The NEW SENATE.

South Carolina,

1845 Wm. C. Preston't 1843

1847 John C. Calhoun, 1847

Vermont, Georgia,

Samuel Prentiss," 1843 Alfred Cuthbert, 1843

Samuel S. Phelps.” 1845 John McP. Berrien,” 1847

Massachusetts, Alabama,

Maine,

Ruel Williams,

George Evans,”

Isaac C. Bates,” 1847 Clement C. Clay, 1843

Rufus Choate," 1845 Wm. R. King, 1847

New Hampshire, Mississippi,

Franklin Pierce, 1843 John Henderson,” 1845

Levi Woodbury, 1847 Robert J. Walker, 1847

Connecticut, Louisiana,

Perry Smith, 1843 Alexander Mouton, 1843

J. W. Huntington,”

Rhode Island,

Nathan F. Dixon,"

1845 Alexander Barrow,” 1847

Arkansas,

1845 Ambrose H. Sevier, 1843

James F. Simmons,” 1847 Wm. S. Fulton, 1847

New York, Missouri,

Silas Wright, 1843 Lewis F. Linn. 1843

Nh. P. Tallmadge," 1845 Thomas H. Benton,

New Jersey, Kentucky,

1847

==

EXTRA SESSIONS.

The following extra sessions of Congress have been

called since the organization of our government:-

John Adams was inaugurated on the 4th of March,

1797. He convened Congress May 16, 1797. His
first annual address was delivered Nov. 23, 1797–

Thomas Jefferson was inaugurated the 4th of March,

1801. He ordered a caiſed session October 17, 1803.

James Madison was inaugurated the 4th of March,

1809. He convened Congress May 23, 1809, also on

the 25th of May, 1813. Martin Van Buren was inau

gurated the 4th of March, 1837, and convened Con

gress the 4th of September, 1837.

NOTICES OF CORPORATION OFFICERS.

From the Journal of Commerce.

ORPORATION NOTICE.–Public notice is

hereby given that a petition has been presented to
the Board.#. to pave 9th street, and to flag

the side walks in 9th street, 6 feet in width, between .

avenue C and D.

Persons interested having objections are requested

to present them in writing to the Street Commissioner's

office, on or by the 16th day of March, 1841.

JOHN EWEN, Street Commissioner.

Street Commissioner's Office,

March 5th, 1841.

ORPORATION NOTICE.— Public notice is

hereby given that, the following petitions have

been presented in the Board of Aldermen, viz:

To build a drain in 15th street, commencing 168 feet

westerly from the 3d avenue to run into the 3d avenue.

Sewer—Also to build a Sewer in 24th street, between

the 4th and Lexington avenues.

Also to grade and regulate the 5th avenue, between
21st and 28th streets.

Also, to pave the southerly side walks in 28th street,

between the 3d and 4th avenues.

Persons interested, having objections, are requested

to present them in writing to the Street Commissioner's

office, on or by the 19th& of March, 1841.

JOHN EWEN, Street Commissioner.

Street Commissioners' Office,

March, 1841. ;

ITY TAXES.—The Collectors of the different

Wards are required by law to return their tax

books to the Comptroller on the 1st day of April that

they may be transferred to the Collectors of Arrears,

when all taxes remaining unpaid will be subject to the

addition of fourteen per cent interest.

Collectors of Taxes with their places of residence.

1st Ward, Qliver Cobb, No. 6 Coenties slip.

Samuel L. Southard,” 1845 Henry Clay," 1843

Jacob W. Miller,” 1847 James T. Morehead,” 1847

Pennsylvania, Ohio,

James Buchanan, 1813 William Allen, 1843

Daniel Sturgeon, 1845 Benjamin Tappan, 1845

Delaware, Indiana,

Richard H. Bayard,” 1845 Oliver H. Smith,” 1843

Thomas Clayton,” 1847 Albert S. White,” 1845

Maryland, Illinois,

Wm. D. Merrick,” 1845 Richard M. Young, 1843

John Leeds Kerr,” 1813 Samuel McRoberts, 1847

Virginia, Tennessee,

Wm. C. Rives,” 1845 A. O. P. Nicholson, 1847

Wm. S. Archer,”

North Carolina, Michigan,

Wm. A. Graham,” 1843 Augustus S. Porter,” 1845

Willie P. Mangum,” 1847 Wm. Woodbridge,” 1847

• 29 supporters of Gen. Harrison's Administration.

22 opposed; one vacancy.

1847 (Vacancy.)

BILLTO BEPASSED BYTHE LEGISLATURE.

Our next number will contain the residue

of the proposed new Law in relation to open

ing streets and avenues, regulating and pav

ing streets, building sewers , and sinking

wells, filling low grounds, and also regula

2d “ E. T. Backouse, 15 Fulton st.

3d “ Garret Forbes, 261 Greenwich st.

4th “ John W. Coon, 398 Pearl st.

9th “ E. P. Horton, 110 Reade st.

6th “ John Layden, 55 Elm st.

7th “ John Murphy, 586 Water st.

8th “ H. T. Kiersted, 529 Broadway.

9th “ Martin Blanch, 106 Charles st.

10th “ Darius Ferry, 98 Allen st.

11th “ Moses Fargo, 1 Manhattan st.

12th “ Patrick Doherty, 8th avenue and 40th st.

13th “ John F. Russell, 34 Norfolk st.

14th “ Nelsom Sammis, 241 centre st.

15th “ Joseph Britton, 40 Amity st.
16th “ John Stewart, cor. 3d avenue and 26th st.

17th Cornelius Van Benschoten, 64 Stantom st.

For the convenience of the tax payers of the 12th and

16th Wards, the Collectors of these Wards will be at

the Comptroller's office on Saturday, 27th instant, from
10 to 3 o'clock.

ORPORATION NOTICE–Agents and Pro

prietors of Steamboats desirous to secure Stations

for the ensuing year, will make application in writing

at the Comptroller's office, on or before the 25th instant,

stating what Berths they desire, and the rent they will

give, that their proposals may receive the early action

of the Committee on Wharves and Piers, as at the

general letting of the Docks and Slips, no authority

will be given to the lessees to anderlet for the use of

steamboats.

ALFRED A. SMITH, Comptroller.

Comptroller's Office, 19th March, 1841. ,

ting the sales of lots hereafter to take place

for unpaid assessments,

PR IN T E D B Y R. C R A I G H E A D,

No. 112 Fulton, CoRNER or Dutch STREET.

h
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ASSESSMENTS.

The proceedings throughout, in the imposi

tion and confirmation of Assessments, has be:

come so odious and oppressive, that an exposure

of the abuses of the whole system has become

absolutely necessary to put an immediate and

effectual stop to the mischief. The anti-asses.

ment committee deem it a duty that they owe to

the public, to give the necessary information as

early as possible; and to make it general, they

therefore say that this Gazette is sent to the per

sonsto whom we have directed our numbers free

of charge, although in doing so they incur a

heavy expense.

The Gazette will contain all the Corporation

Ordinances now in force, together with the notes

of the reviser, W. S. Johnson, Esq., on revising

these ordinances in 1838 and 1839, and such in

formation as we deem useful to the tax-paying
Cltlzer18.

We believe, in this matter of endeavoring to

remedy the abuses by exposing the mischiefs,

we have ninety-nine hundredths of the commu

nity with us.

It will be our purpose to avoid all personal

censures and abuse. Our purpose is to convince,

and by that means obtainthe much-needed aban

donment of a most ruinous, odious, and abomin.

able system.

CONFIRMATION OF ASSESSMENTS.

The Common Council confirm assessments

for hundreds of thousands of dollars, in fact for

millions, without reading the papers, or examin.

ing or opening of the bundle containing the as:

sessment lists —these are passed through the

respective Boards, in a bundle with a red tape

tied around them, and the tape is confirmed with

the rest.

This is a judicial proceeding, gone through

with in a business-like manner, and the assess

ment thusconfirmed is claimed to be a lein up

on the lands of the owner whose name happens

to be written opposite some fictitious map num

ber, and on a line with a certain specified num

ber of dollars and cents, in figures.

If the agrieved party happens by chance to

find that his property is assessed, the Great

Sovereign Corporation of the empire city come

up by their Counsel, (who enjoys a most prince

viable attitude—they plead STATUTE LIMITA

Tions, and the power who have the deciding of

the matter, possessing discretion, decide that

lapse of time is a sufficient bar to all examina

tion into the matter—it is thus things are.

The truth is, these things will not bear inves

tigation. However, the power is with the peo

ple, and these matters will be investigated—and

most thoroughly, too.

There is a way to obtain justice, and remedy

the evil. It is said that “there is no wrong

without a remedy.” If there is no remedy in dol.

lars and cents, there is in exposing the mischief

—and the doers of the mischief—and this is a

most sure and certain means of producing re
lief

MEMORIAL TO THE LEGISLATURE,

For an amendment to the Assessment Laws.

In this Gazette, No. 1, page 9, is a copy of

the Memorial to the Legislature for an amend

ment to the Assessment Laws of the city of N.

York, with a list of the names of the petitioners.

We here give the additional names of the memo

rialists. We venture to say it is the most substan

tial list of names ever put to a petition in this

city of equal number. Among these Petition

ers are the names of four of the ex Mayors of

the city of New York, the Recorder of the city

of New York, many of the ex Aldermen and

Assistants, George B. Smith, Esq., the former

able and intelligent Street Commissioner, Dow

D. Williamson, the former Comptroller, John

Jacob Astor, Peter Lorillard, Stephen Whitney,

James Boorman, Peter G. Stuyvesant, the Col

lector of the Port, and a great number of other

highly respectable citizens of the same class,

without distinction of party. The members of

the Common Council, we believe, are many of

them in favor of the change, as also the present

acting Mayor.

John O. Fay,

G. Ribbet,

Nathaniel Paulding,

C. Bartlett,

Benjamin Drake,

Gerardus Clark,

John Brower,

Richard Lawrence,

Geo. C. Thomas,

Henry Parish,

Stephen Potter,

F. Marquand,

George Sutton,

S. B. Reeve & Co.,

Wm. Winterton,

R. Hoe& Co.,

J. L. Norton, Jun.,

Horace Waldo,

Peter A. Jay,

W. Torrey,

Thomas L. Clark,

Peter G. Stuyvesant,

John Peshine,

James P. Giffing,

Samuel Coleman,

William Dubois,

Arthur Bronson,

Jacob R. Leroy,

Thomas L. Chester,

G. C. Thorburn, -

L. M. Hoffman & Co.

Alphonse Loubat,

Thomas Lippincott,

John L. Norton,

R. Ten Eyck,

Lawrence Ackerman,

John Horsepool,

J. Grosvenor,

John De Lamater,

W. M. McCutcheon,

A. DePeyster,

R. & D. S. Dyson,

J. Foulke & Sons,

Joseph Kernocken,

H. M. Bowitt,

M. M. Hendricks,

J. F. Delaplaine,

B. F. Wheelwright.

Henry Mendell,

Henry W. Dolson,

Adoniram Chandler,

Jefferson Berrien,

Wm. Wagstaff,

S. M. Levongsten,

Isaac Adriance,’

Gideon Tucker.

TAXES.

The Taxes of this city have been enormously

increased within the last few years. We give

below a table compiled from the proceedings of

the Legislature.

1801

1803

75,000 1811 120,000 1821 250,000 1831

1802 75,000 1812 160,000 1822 250,000 1832

75,000 1813 130,000 1893 300,000 1833

1804 75,000 1814 160,000 1824.300,000 1834

1806 100,000 1815 180,000 1825.300,000 1835

1806 120,000 1816 160,000 1826 350,000 1836

450,000

550,000

850,000

70,000

800,000

950,000

J. Philips Phenix,

John Jacob Astor,

James Boorman,

Philip Home,

George B. Smith,

Fred. A. Talmadge,

Edward Curtis,

C. A. Clinton,

John A. Stevens,

John H. Howland.

U. Hendricks,

John B. Lawrence,

C. H. Russell,

lysalary) and placethemselves in a most unen John Ridley,

ADDITIONAL NAMES OF PETITIONERs.

Saul Alley,

W. W. Fox,

Stephen Whitney,

Jonatham Goodhue,

Peteliah Perrit,

Henry Hendricks,

Samuel F. Mott,

R. Cheseborough,

Jona. Lawrence,

Jacob Brower,

George Ireland,

9. L. Bowne,

Samuel Roome.

William Colgate,

1807 120,000 1817 180,000 1827.400,000 18371,260,000

1808 130,000 1818250,000 1828.450,000 1838 1,300,000

1809 130,000 1819,250,000 1829 450,000 1839 1,200,000

1810 120,000 1820 250,000 1830 400,000 1840 1,100,000

$1,020,000 $1,840,000 $3,500,000 $9,160,000

In 1840 there was an act of the Legislature

to fund $400,000 of the floating debt, which,

added to the $1,100,000taxes makes $1,500,000.

Thetaxes for the firs ten years are altogether

less in amount than the taxes of the present year

—and the tax of the second ten years less than

the last two years—and the tax of the third ten

years less than the last three years,
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THE CHARTER

or The

CITY OF NEW YORK,

GEORGE the Second, by the grace of God,

of Great Britain, France, and Ireland, king,

defender of the faith, &c. To all whom these

present letters shall come, greeting:

Whereas, on the twenty-second day of April,

in the year of our Lord one thousand six hun

dred eighty and six, Thomas Dongan, then

lieutenant-governor and vice-admiral of New

York and its dependencies, under our predeces.

sor, James (the second) then king of England,

&c., did make and execute a certain grant, or

instrument in writing under the seal of the pro

vince of New York, in these words following:

Here follows Governor Dongan's Charter.

See No. 3, page 35, of this Gazette.

By virtue, or under pretext whereof, the said

citizens and inhabitants, from the date thereof,

hitherto have held, or claimed to hold, and still

do hold, or claim to hold and enjoy, all and sin

gular the rights, privileges, franchises, pre-emi

nences, advantages, jurisdictions, courts, powers,

profits, immunities, lands, tenements, heredita

ments, and other the premises therein particu

larly mentioned and thereby intended to be

granted. And whereas the citizens and inhabi.

tants of the said city of New York, besides the

several public buildings, accommodations, con

veniencies, and other things in the before re

cited grant or writing mentioned to have been

by them erected, built, and appropriated, have,

since the making thereof, built and appropriat

ed, at their own proper costs and charges, several

public buildings, accommodations, and conve

niencies, for the said city, that is to say, the

present City Hall and gaols, rooms and places

for the sitting of courts of justice, and chambers

adjoining, with the ground and appurtenances

thereunto belonging, five market houses, the

present crane and bridge, with the common

sewer leading through the great dock, and a

magazine or powder house near the fresh wa

ter, and several other p iblic buildings and con

veniencies in the said city; and have built the

mew ferry houses on the island of Nassau, for

the reception of travellers, with a barn, stables

and pen, or pound for cattle. And whereas our

late Royal predecessor, Queen Anne,by her let

ters patent, under the broad seal of the province

of New York made, bearing date the nineteenth

day of April, in the seventh year of her reign,

did grant, ratiſy, and confirm, unto the then

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the city

of New York, and to their successors and as:

signs, in these words following, to wit :

Here follows the Charter of Governor Corn

By virtue, or under pretext thereof, the said inhabi

tants and citizens of the city of New York have held

and enjoyed, or have claimed to hold and enjoy, and

still do hold, or claim to hold, the ferry, vacant land,

perquisites, profits, privileges, powers, and other the

premises, in the before recited letters patent mentioned

and intended to be thereby granted. And whereas, be

sides all the aforesaid particulars in the said grant or

instrument, made in the aforesaid year of our Lord

One Thousand Six Hundred Eighty and Six, and in

the before recited letters patent of Queen Anne, men

tioned or intended to be thereby granted, the citizens

and inhabitans of the said city of New York have

anciently held, or claimed to hold, use, and enjoy, di

vers and sundry, other rights, privileges, franchises,

pre-eminences, advantages, jurisdictions, emoluments,

powers, profits, immunities, lands, tenements, and other

hereditaments, as well by prescription, as by divers

grants, and confirmations of and from divers Govern

ors, Lieutenant-governors, and Commanders-in-chief,

of the said province, by the name of Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonalty of the city of New York, and by di

vers other names, stiles, and titles, and otherwise.

And whereas, divers questions, doubts, opinions, am

biguities, controversies, and debates have arisen and

been made as well upon and concerning the validity

and force of the said recited grant or writing, dated in

the year of our Lord, one thousand six hundred and

eighty-six, and the before recited letters patent of Queen

Anne, as upon all and every the other grants and con

firmations of divers Governors, Lieutenant-governors,

and Commanders-in-chief, made to our city of New

York, as aforesaid, by reason of the variety of names,

stiles, titles, and incorporations aforesaid, and by rea

son that the before recited grant or instrument, dated

in the year of our Lord, one thousand six hundred and

eighty-six, and the other grants and confirmations of

divers governors, lieutenant-governors, and command

ers-in-chief, were made in the governors' own names

respectively, when they should have been made in the

respective names, stiles and titles of former kings and

queens, our royal predecessors, under whom they were

governors, lieutenant-governors, or commanders-in

chief respectively, and by reason, as some suggest and

say, that the said city, or inhabitants or citizens thereof,

never were well, regularly, or legally incorporated,

and for want thereof, none of all the said grants, con

firmations, instruments, or letters patent, hereinbefore

mentioned, could take effect or operate; and for divers

other defects in all, some or one of the aforesaid grants

confirmations and writings; and also upon the validity

and force of the prescription aforesaid. And whereas,

our well beloved subjects, the Mayor, Aldermen, and

Comonalty of our said city of New York, by their

humble petition presented to our trusty and well-beloved

John Montgomerie, Esq., our captain-general, and go

vernor-in-chief of our provinces of New York and New

Jersey, and territories depending thereon in America

and vice-admiral of the same, &c., in council, reciting

among other things, that the city of New York is an

ancient city, and the citizens thereof have anciently

held and used, and still do hold and use divers and sun

dry rights, liberties, privileges, franchises, free customs,

pre-eminences, advantages, jurisdictions, emoluments,

immunities, lands, tenements,public buildings, and here

ditaments, as well by the name of the Mayor, Aldermen,

and Commonally, of the city of New York, as other

wise, to the advancement of the said city in its number

of buildings and inhabitants, whereby the said city is

become a considerable seaport, and exceedingly neces

sary and useful to our kingdom of Great Britain, in

supplying our governments in the West Indies with

bread, flour, and other provisions; wherefore they pray

ed, among other things, for our confirmation and grant

to the said city, and corporation, by the name, stile, and

title, of The Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of

the city of New% of all their lands, tenements,

É. buildings, and hereditaments, wharves, docks,

ridges, slips, ferries, cranes, grants, charters, rights,

liberties, privileges, franchises, free customs, pre-em

inences, advantages, jurisdictions, emoluments, and

bury. See No. 3, page 39, of this Gazette.

immunities, now and heretofore by them held and en

joyed; and that they might have {{. soil four hundred

foot beyond low water mark, on Hudson's river, from

a certain creek or kill called Bestaver's Killitie, south

ard to the fort, and from thence, the same number of

feet beyond low water mark, round the fort, and along

the East river, as far as to the north side of a certain

hill called Corlaer's Hook; and also for a grant of such

other powers, liberties, franchises, rights, free customs,

jurisdictions, privileges, immunities, and things, as may

be needful for the good rule and government of the

said city. ... And we, considering that the strength and

increase of our good subjects, in that our frontier pro

vince of New York, does, in a great measure, depend

upon the welfare and prosperity of our said city, where:

in the trade and navigation thereof are chiefly and

principally carried on, promoted, and encouraged; and

we affecting the good and happy estate of our said city,

and the steady loyalty and integrity of the inhabitants

and citizens thereof, are very desirous and willing to

give encouragement to the said city, inhabitants, and

citizens, and to remove, utterly abolish, and wholly

take away all and all manner of causes, occasions, and

matters, whereupon such questions, doubts, opinions,

ambiguities, controversies, or debates, as aforesaid, or

any other questions or doubts may or can arise; and in

order thereunto, we have thought fit, them, the said in

habitants and citizens of the said city of New York,

(by whatsoever name or names they have been or were

incorporated, or whether they have been or were here:

tofore incorporated or not,) into one body politic and

corporate, by the name of The Mayor, Aldermen, and

Commonalty of the city of New York, by our letters,

to make, constitute, confirm, renew, and of new to cre

ate. And we being also farther willing and fully in

tending and desiring, that the said inhabitants and ci.

tizens of our said city, by the name aforesaid, should

have perpetual succession, and should hold, possess,

and enjoy, all and singular, the rights, privileges, liber

ties, franchises, pre-eminences, advantages, jurisdic

tions, courts, powers, offices, authorities, ferries, fees,

fines, perquisites, profits, immunities, rents, possessions,

lands, tenements, and other hereditaments, not only

which in the before recited grants, confirmations, writ

ings, and letters patent, are mentioned, or intended to

be thereby granted, but also, which they have held, or

claimed to hold, by prescription or otherwise, with the

alterations and enlargements thereof, and additions

thereto, in such manner and form as hereinafter is men

tioned and contained, notwithstanding the before men

tioned, or any other question, doubts, opinions, ambi

guities, debates, faults, or imperfections.

1. Wherefore know ye, That we of our especial grace,

certain knowledge, and meer motion, have willed, or:

dained, constituted, confirmed, given, and granted, and

by these presents, for us, our heirs, and successors do

will, ordain, constitute, confirm, give and grant, that

our said city of New York, be, and from henceforth

forever hereafter shall be and remain a free city of it

self; and that the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalt

of the said city, and their successors, from hencefort

and forever hereafler, shall be and remain one body
corporate and politic, in re facto, and nomine, by the

name of, The Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of

the city of New York, and them and their successors by

the name of The Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonally

of the city of New York, one body corporate, in refacto,

and nomine, really and fully, we do for us, our heirs

and successors, erect, make, ordain, constitute, confirm,

declare, and create, by these presents, and that, by that

name, they shall and may have perpetual succession;

and also, that they and their successors, by the said

name of, The Mayor, Aldermen, and ..".
the city of New York, be, and forever hereafter shall

be, persons able in law, and capable to sue and be

sued, implead and be impleaded, answer and be ans:

wered unto, defend and be defended, in all courts and

places, before us, our heirs, and successors, and before

all and any the judges, justices, officers, and minister:

of us, our heirs and successors, and elsewhere in all

and all manner of actions, suits, complaints, pleas,

causes, matters, and demands, whatsoever, and of what

kind or nature soever, in as full and ample manner and

form, as any of our other liege subjects of our said pro

vince, being persons able and capable in law, can or

may sue and be sued, implead and be impleaded, ans

wer and be answered unto, defend and be defended, by

any lawful ways and means whatsoever. And also,

That they and their successors, by the same name of:

The Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonally of the city ºf

New York, be and shall be, forever hereafter, persons

capable and able in law, to purchase, take, hold, re
ceive, enjoy, and have, any messu , houses, build

ings, lands, tenements, rents, possessions and other he
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reditaments, and real estate, within or without our said

province, in fee and forever, or, for time of life, or lives

or years, or in any other manner; and also goods,

chattels, and all other things, of what kind or quality

soever. And also, That they and their successors by

the same name of, The Mayor, Aldermen, and Com

monally of the city of New York, shall and may give,

grant, demise, assign, and sell, or otherwise dispose of

all or any the messuages, houses, buildings, lands, te

nements, rents, possessions, and other hereditaments,

and real estate, and all their goods, chattels, and other

things aforesaid, as to them small seem meet, at their

own will and pleasure.

And also,#. the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Com

monalty of the city of New York, for the time being,

and their successors, shall and may forever hereafter,

have and use a common seal for sealing all and singu

lar, deeds, grants, conveyances, contracts, bonds, arti

cles of agreements, assignments, powers, authorities,

and all and singular their affairs and things, touching

or concerning the said corporation: . And, by virtue

of these our letters, it shall and may be lawful to and

for the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the

city of New York, and their successors, as they shall

see cause, to break, change, and new-make the same,

or any other common seal, when, and as often as to
them it shall seem convenient.

2. And we do further, of our special grace, certain

knowledge, and meer motion, for us, our heirs and suc

cessors, give, grant, order, and appoint, that the said

city of New York, and the compass, precincts, circuit,

bounds, liberties, and jurisdictions, of the same, do

reach, extend, and stretch forth, and shall and may

reach, extend and stretch forth, as well in length as in

breadth and circuit, in and through the limits and

boundaries following, to wit: To begin at the river,

creek, or run of water, called Spyt den Duyvel, over

which King's Bridge is built, where the said river or

creek empties itself into the North River, on West

chester side thereof, at low water mark, and so to run

along the said river, creek, or run, on Westchester side,

at low water mark, unto the East River, or Sound, and

from thence to cross over to Nassau-Island, to low

water mark there, including Great Barn Island, Little

Barn Island, and Manning's Island, and from thence

all along Nassau Island shore at low water mark, unto

the south side of the Red-Hook; and from thence to run

a line across the North River, so as to include Nutten

Island, Bedlow's Island, Bucking Island, and the Oys

ter Island, to low water mark on the west side of the

North River, or so far as the limits of our said province

extended there, and so to run up along the west side of

the said river, at low water mark, or along the limits of

our said province, until it comes directly opposite to the

first mentioned river or creek, and thence to the place

where the said boundaries first began. And, also that

the said city, within the limits and jurisdictions thereof

as aforesaid, be, and forever hereafter shall be, and

remain divided into seven wards, to wit: the West

Ward, the South Ward, the Dock Ward, the East

Ward, the North Ward, Montgomerie Ward, and the

Out Ward; each and every of which wards shall con

tain and comprehend, and reach and extend through

the several limits and bounds following, to wit:

The West Ward to begin at the ºãì. of the East

end of the street that goes from the Parade to the North

River, between the lot of ground now in fence, belong

ing to Charles Sleigh, and the house and ground late

of Thomas Elde; and from thence to run a direct line

over the middle of the west end of Beaver street, and

so along to the middle of Beaver street, till it comes

directly opposite to the middle of the south end of New

street, and to run all along the middle of New street,

to the north end thereof; and from thence to run to the

rear of the dwelling-house, now in the possession of

Domine Du Bois, and from thence to run all along the

rear of the houses that front the Broad Way, up to the

north . of the rear of Spring Garden House; and

from thence, to run up a line, as the Broadway runs,

to the end thereof, including the said Broadway; and

John Harris, his house, and to include all other houses,

hereafter to be built fronting the said Broadway, and

from the north end of the Broad Way to continue and

run a line, as the said street runs, until it comes direct

{ opposite to Bestaver's Killitie, or rivulet, and from

thence to run to the said Bestaver's Killitie, and so to

continue the said line four hundred ſoot, beyond low

water mark into the North River, and so down the

said North River, always keeping four hundred foot

beyond low water mark, until it comes directly oppo

site to the middle of the west end of the first-mentioned

street; and so to run to and through the middle of the

-
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said street, to the place where the said West Ward

first began.

The South Ward to begin at the middle of Wall.

street, where the line of the West Ward runs across

the same, and from thence down the middle of Wall

street, until it comes directly opposite to the middle of

the north end of Broad street; and from thence down

the middle of Broad street to the long bridge; and from

thence to the eastward of, and to include the said long

bridge, and the market house at the south end of the

said street; and from thence to continue and run a

south-east line, across the East River to low water

mark, on Nassau Island shore; and from thence to run

along the said shore at low water mark, to the south

side of Red Hook, and from thence to run a line across

the North River, so as to include Nutten Island, Bed

low's Island, Bucking Island, and the Oyster Island,

to low water mark, on the west side of the North River;

and so to run up along the west side of the said river,

at low water mark, until it comes directly opposite to

Bestaver's Killitie, or rivulet; and from thence to run

to the north-westerly corner of the West Ward,

at four hundred foot beyond low water mark; and from

thence along the bounds of the said West Ward, till it

comes to the south-westerly end thereof; and from thence

still along the bounds of the West Ward, through the

street by the parade, and through Beaver street, and

New street, to the place where the said South Ward

began.

#. Dock Ward to begin at the middle of Wall

street, directly opposite to the middle of the North end

of Broad street, and from thence down through the

middle of Wall street until it comes to the middle of

Smith street, to a place called Marten Clock's Corner,

including the small street between the house late of the

said Marten Clock and the Slip, and so to continue

and run a line as the said small street runs, into the

East River, four hundred foot below low water mark,

thence running westerly, keeping four hundred foot

below low water mark, till it comes to the bounds of

the South Ward, and from thence along the bounds of

the South Ward, up the middle of Broad street, to the

place where the said Dock Ward began.

The East Ward to begin at the north-easterly corner

of the Dock Ward, in the middle of Smith street, and

so run from thence up through the middle of the said

street, till it comes directly opposite to the middle of the

north-easterly end of Golden Hill street; and from

thence to run down through the middle of the said

street to the middle of the south-easterly end thereof;

and from thence to run through the middle of Rod

man's Slip to the East River; and from thence to con

tinue and run a line as the said slip runs, into the East

River, four hundred foot below low water mark;

thence running westerly, keeping four hundred foot be.

low low water mark, till it comes to the south-easterly

end of the Dock Ward, and so along the bounds of the

Dock Ward, up through the middle of Smith street, to

the place where the East Ward began.

he North Ward, to begin where the East Ward

begins, in the middle of Smith street, and so to run

from thence through the middle of the said street so far

as it runs, and so to continue a line from the end of

the said street, as the street runs, to the south side of

the creek that runs from fresh water into the East

River; and from thence running a north course till it

comes to the bounds of the West Ward ; and from

thence running along the bounds of the said West

Ward towards Spring Garden, and all along the rear

of the houses fronting the Broad Way, and so still

along the bounds of the said West Ward, to the middle

of Wall street, where the West Ward runs across the

same; and from thence down the middle of Wall street

along the bounds of the South Ward, and the Dock

Ward, to the place where the said North Ward began,

including in the same ward, the Powder-House, the

City Hall, and the Presbyterian Meeting House,

Montgomerie Ward to begin at the south-easterly

corner of the East Ward, opposite to Rodman's Slip,

four hundred foot below low water mark, in the East

River, and from thence to run along the bounds of the

East Ward, to and through the middle of Rodman's

Slip, and all through the middle of Golden Hill street,

till it meets with the boundaries of the North Ward

and the middle of Smith street, and so along the bounds

of the North Ward, through the middle of Smith street

to the rivulet that runs from fresh water into the East

River; from thence along the said rivulet so far as it

oes, till it empties itself in the said East River; and

É. thence to run a south-east line, four hundred foot

beyond low water mark, into the said East River, and

from thence running westerly, keeping four hundred

==

foot beyond low water mark, to the place where the

said Montgomerie Ward began.

The Qut Ward to begin at the north-westerly corner

of the South Ward, at low water mark, on the west

side of the North River, over against Bestaver's Killi

tie or rivulet, and from thence to run up along the west
side of the said river, at low water mark, until it comes

directly opposite to the river, creek, or run of water,

called Spyt den Duyvel, over which King's Bridge is

built; and from thence to run to the said creek or

river to the Westchester side thereof, at low water

mark, and so to run along the said river, creek or run

on West Chester side at low water mark into the

East River, or Sound, and from thence to cross over

to Nassau Island, to low water mark there, includ

ing Great Barn Island, Little Barn Island, and Man

ning's Island, and from thence along Nassau Island

shore, at low water mark, to the bounds of the South

Ward; and from thence along the bounds of the South

Ward, the Dock Ward, the East Ward, and Montgo

merie Ward, to the place where the said Montgomerie

Ward and the North Ward meet, at the rivulet that

runs from fresh water, and so to run a north course as

the said North Ward runs, till it comes to the bounds

of the West Ward; and from thence along the bounds

of the West Ward to the north-westerly corner thereof,

at four hundred foot beyond low water mark, near Bes

taver's Killitie, or rivulet; and from thence along the

bounds of the South Ward to the place where the said

Out Ward began.

3. And we do further, of our special grace, certain

knowledge, and meer motion, for us, our heirs, and

successors, will, ordain, give, and grant, that there be,

and forever hereafter shall and may be one Mayor, one

Recorder, seven Aldermen, seven Assistants, one She

riff, one Coroner, one Common Clerk, one Chamber

lain, one High Constable, sixteen Assessors, seven

Collectors, sixteen Constables, and one Marshall, ap

pointed, nominated, elected, chosen, and sworn, in and

for the said city of New York, and the precincts, and

limits thereof; out of the freeholders or freemen, inha

bitants of the said city, in manner and form as herein

after is particularly mentioned: And for the better

execution of our will, gift, and grant in this behalf, we

have assigned, named, constituted, and made, and by

these presents, for us, our heirs, and successors, do as

sign, name, constitute, and make, our well beloved

Robert Lurthing, esq. to be the present Mayor of the

same city, to do and execute all things, which unto the

office of Mayor of the said city, doth or may belong,

or in any wise appertain. And we do moreover, for

us, our heirs, and successors, give, grant, ratify, and

confirm unto the said Mayor of our said cityº:

York, and to his successors, and to the Mayor of the

said city, for the time being, and to each of them, for.

ever, full power and authority to depute and appoint

one of the Aldermen.of the said city, for the time being,

to be approved of by the Governor, or Commander-in

Chief of the said province, for the time being, in the

place of the Mayor of the said city, for the time being;

and as his deputy, in all matters and respects, to act

and do all things, which to the office of the Mayor of

the said city, within the limits, liberties, and precincts

thereof, do, or ought to belong during the sickness, or

in the absence of the said Mayor, for the time being.

4. And we do hereby Will and Grant, That every

such deputy or person so to be appointed and approv

ed of, after having taken such oath, as hereinafter is di

rected, for every such deputy to take, shall have as full

power and authority to act and do, in the sickness or

absence of the Mayor of the said city, for the time be

ing, all and singular, those things which to the office

of Mayor of the said city belongs, or shall belong, or

appertain, to all intents and purposes, as the Mayor of

the said city, for the time being, by virtue of these pre

sents, or otherwise, hath, shall, or ought to have. And

we do further, for us, our heirs, and successors, will,

ordain, and grant, that, in case it should happen that

the present Mayor of the said city, or any . his suc

cessors, or any of the Mayors of the said city, for the

time being, should happen to die before any other fit

person shall be ..o.º.andsworn Mayor of the said

city, in their respective rooms andp. then, and in

every such case, upon the death of such Mayor, such

Alderman for the time being (who shall have been so

. and approved of, as aforesaid, to act in the

place of or as deputy to, such Mayor) shall be, and he

is hereby appointed and declared Ma or of the said
city, and to continue and be continued in, and to exe

cute the same office of Mayor of the said city, from the

death of such Mayor so dying, until another fit person

shall be appointed and sworn Mayor of the said city
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in such manner as in andºl. presents is hereafter

directed for the respective Mayors of the said city, to,

be appointed and sworn, and so as often as such case

shall happen.

5. And further we have assigned, ordained, named,

and constituted, and by these presents do, for us, our

heirs, and successors, assign, ordain, name, and consti

tute, our trusty and welſ beloved Francis Harrison,

Esq., (one of our Council of our said province of New

York,) to be the present Recorder of our said city, to

do and execute all things, which unto the office of Re

corder of the said cityãº or may belong, or in any

manner appertain, and to continue, and be continued

in, and to execute the said office, until another fit per

son shall be appointed and sworn in the office. AND

We do hereby appoint, That the Governor or Com

mander-in-Chief for the said province, for the time be

ing, at any time or times, when, and as often as they

or each of them think fit, may displace and remove

the present Recorder, or any other Recorder, hereafter

to be appointed.

6. And we do, for us, our heirs, and successors, as

sign, name, constitute, and appoint, John Cruger, Har

manus Van Gelder, Frederick Phillipse, Gerardus

Stuyvansant, Anthony Rutgers, John Rosevelt, and

Johannes Hardenbrook, Esqrs., citizens and inhabit

ants of the said city of New York, to be the present

Aldermen of the said city; and Egbert Van Borssom,

Samuel Kip, John Chambers, John Moore, Isaac De

Peyster, Petrus Rutgers, and Gerardus Beekman,

gents, to be the present Assistants of the said city, to
wit: The said3. Cruger, to be Alderman, and John

Moore, to be Assistant, fºr the Dockward of the said

city; Harmamus Van Gelder, to be Alderman, and

John Chambers, to be Assistant, for the West Ward of

the said city; Col. Frederick Phillipse, to be Alder

man, and Isaac De Peyster, to be Assistant, for the

South Ward of the said city; Gerardus Stuyvesant,

to be Alderman, and Samuel Kip, to be Assistant, for

the Out Ward of the said city; Anthony Rutgers,

Esq., to be Alderman, and Egbert Van Borssom, to be

Assistant, for the North Ward of the said city; John

Rosevelt, to be Alderman, and Petrus Rutgers, to be

Assistant, for the East Ward of the said city; Johan

mes Hardenbrook, to be Alderman, and Gerardus

Beekman, to be Assistant, for Montgomery Ward of

the said city. - -

7. And ice do, also, hereby nominate and appoint

Cornelius De Peyster, to be the present Chamberlain

and Treasurer of the city aforesaid; Colonel Henry

Beekman to be the present Sheriff of the said city;

Richard Nichols, gent, to be the present Coroner of the

said city; Edmund Peers, to be the present High Con

stable, and Robert Crannel, to be present Marshal of

the said city.

8. And also, We do hereby nominate and#.
John Le Montes, David Abeel, Assessors, Nicholas

Van Taerling, Collector, and John Scott, Constable,

for the SouthŚw. of the said city; John Thurman

and John Bogart, Assessors, and John Pearse, Col

lector, for the West Ward of the said city; Gerardus

Duyckinck and Simeon Soumain, Assessors, George

Brinckerhoof, Collector, and Christopher Nicholson,

Constable, of the Dock Ward of the said city; John

Brown and Nathaniel Marston, Assessors, Peter

Noxen, Collector, and Timothy Bontecou, Constable,

of the North Ward of the said city; John Pintard and

Peter Van Dyck, Assessors, Ebenezer Grant, Collect

or, and John Abrahamson, Constable, , of the East

Ward, of the said city; Jacobus Kip, Assessor, and

Cornelius Cousine, Collector, for the Bowery Divi

sion of the Out Ward; and Barent Waldren, Assess

or, Derick Bensing, Collector, and Arent Bussing,
Constable, for the "Harlem Division of the said Öut

Ward. -

9. And we do hereby appoint, order, and direct, that

within forty days after the date hereof, the freemen of

the said city being inhabitants in, and the freeholders

of each respective ward in the said city, may and shall

assemble themselves and meet together, at such time

and place, in each ofthe said wards, as each respective

Alderman, for each respective ward, shall appoint, and

then and there, by plurality of their voices or votes, to

elect and choose out of the inhabitants of each respec

tive ward, being freeholders there, or freemen of the

said city, the several officers following, to wit, one

other Constable for the South Ward; one other Con

stable for the West Ward; one other Čonstable for the

Dock Ward; one other Constable for the East Ward;

two Assessors, one Collector, and two Constables, for

Montgomerie Ward; and two other Assessors, and

three other Constables, for the Out Ward, to wit: one

other Assessor, and two Constables, for the Bowery

Division, and one other Assessor, and one other Con

stable, for the Harlem Division of the said Out Ward.

And we do hereby will and ordain, that each and

every of the before mamed Mayor, Aldermen, Assist

ants, Chamberlain, Coroner, High Constable, and

Marshal, and all and every the before named Assess.

ors, Constables, and every other Assessor and Consta

ble, hereafter to be chosen for any ward, or division of

a ward, in the said city, before next Michaelmas day,

on their being respectively sworn into their respective

offices, as hereafter is directed, shall continue in their

said respective offices, until the fourteenth day of Octo

ber, next ensuing the date hereof, and from thence un

til other fit persons be ...P.". chosen and sworn

in their respective rooms and places in manner and

form, as is hereinafter directed. And we do also

further ordain, order, and declare, for us, our heirs, and

successors, that as well, the before named Sheriff, as

every other person and persons hereafter to be appointed

for or to the office of Sheriff of the said city, before he

or they be permitted to exercise the said office, shall

each of them give and enter into bond, to us, our heirs,

and successors, with two or more sufficient sureties, in

a penalty not less than one thousand pounds, condi

tioned for the faithful and due execution of his said

office, in such manner as the Governor or Commander

in-Chief of the said province of New York, for the

time being, shall think fit and appoint: And the be

fore named Sheriff on his giving such security, and

having taken such an oath as hereafter is directed,

shall continue in his said office, until the fourteenth

day of October, next ensuing, and from thence until

another fit person is appointed and sworn into the

said office, and has given such security as aforesaid.

10. And we do hereby further, for us, our heirs, and

successors, appoint, and ordain, that the Governor, or
Commander-in-chief of the said province of New

York, for the time being, by and with the advice of the

council of us, our heirs, and successors, for the said

province, for the time being, from time to time, shall

have full power and authority, on the feast day of St.

Michael, the Arch-Angel, in every year, forever hereaf.

ter, to name and appoint, and can, shall and may name

and appoint, a discreet and fit person of the freeholders,

freemen, or inhabitants of the said city, to be Mayor of

the said city; and one other fit and able person, one of

the freeholders or freemen, being an inhabitant of the

said city, to be sheriff of the said city; and one other

such person, to be Coroner of the said city, all for the

ensuing year. , And also, that on the said feast day of
St. Michael, the Arch-Angel, in every year, forever

hereafter, the freemen of the said city, being inhabi

tants, and the freeholders of each respective ward in

the said city, shall and may assemble themselves and

meet together, at such time of the day, and such public

place in each of the said wards, as each respective Al

derman, for each respective ward, for the time being,

shall appoint; and then and there, by plurality of their

voices and votes, to elect and choose out of the inhabi

tants of each respective ward, being frceholders thereof,

or freemen of the said city, (except the Out Ward) for

the ensuing year, one Alderman, and one Assistant, two

Assessors, one Collector, and two Constables; and for

the said Out Ward, four Assessors, two Collectors, and

four Constables, to wit: two Assessors, one Collector,

and two Constables, for each division of the said ward.

And also, That the Mayor of the said city, for the time

being, and four or more Aldermen, and four or more of

the Assistants of the said city, for the time being, on

the feast day of St. Michael the Arch-Angel, in every

year forever hereafter, shall and may in common coun

cil, name and appoint one fit person, being a freehold

er, or freeman, and an inhabitant of the said city, to be

treasurer or chamberlain of the said city, for the year

ensuing; and also that on the same day in every year,

forever hereafter, the Mayor of the said city, for the

time being, shall name and appoint one other of the

said inhabitants, being a freeholder or freeman of the

said city, to be High Constable of the said city, for the

year ensuing; every of which persons, so to be named

for Mayor, Coroner, High Constable, or Chamberlain,

or so to be elected for Alderman, Assistant, Assessor, or

Constable, on the feast day of St. Michael, shall on the

fourteenth day of October then next ensuing their no

mination, or election respectively, take the respective

oaths, hereinafter appointed for them respectively to

take, in such manner and form as hereinafter is direct

ed, and shall continue in their said respective offices,

from their being so respectively sworn, until other fit

persons be respectively named; or , and sworn

in their respective rooms and places. And also, That

every person so to be named for Sheriff, on the said

feast day of St. Michael, shall on the fourteenth day

of October, then next ensuing his nomination, take

such oath as is hereafter appointed for each Sheriff to

take, and shall give such security as is hereinbefore

appointed for each Sheriff to give, and shall remain in

the said office, from the time of his being so sworn and

giving such security, until another fit person shall be

appoitned and sworn into the said office, and shall have

iven such security as aforesaid. And we do further,

or us, our heirs and successors, appoint and ordain

that if it should happen that either the Mayor, Sheriff,

or Coroner, of the said city, for the time being, at any

time (before other fit persons be so as aforesaid respec

tively named and sworn, in their respective rooms)

should happen to die, then, and so often as it shall so

happen, it shall and may be lawful for the Governor

and Commander-in-chief of the said province, for the

time being, by and with the advice of the said council

for the said province, for the time being, in some con

venient time thereafter, to name and appoint some fit

and discreet person, being an inhabitant, freeholder, or

freeman of the said city, to be Mayor of the said cit

in the room of such Mayor so dying; and one other fit

and able person, as aforesaid, to be Sheriff of the said

city, in the room of such Sheriff so dying; and one

other fit person as aforesaid, to be Coroner of the said

city, in the room of such Coroner so dying; and that

every such person, so to be named Mayor, after having

taken such oath, as is hereby appointed for each Mayor

to take, shall remain in, and execute the said office of

Mayor for the said city, until the fourteenth day of Oc

tober then next ensuing, and until another fit person be

named and sworn into the said office of Mayor of the

said city; and every such person so to be named She

riff, after having sworn and given such security, as is

hereby appointed for each Sheriff to do, shall have,
exercise, and remain in the said office of Sheriff of the

said city, until the fourteenth day of October, then next,

and until another fit person be named and sworn in the

said office of Sheriff, and shall have given such secu

rity as hereinbefore is appointed for each Sheriff to give,

and every person, so to be named Coroner, after hav

ing taken such oath as appointed hereby for each Co.

roner to take, shall exercise and remain in the said

office of Coroner of the said city, until the fourteenth

day of October, then next, and until another fit person

be named and sworn into the office of Coroner of the

said city.

11. And we do moreover, for us, our heirs, and suc

cessors, will, and by these presents grant to the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the city of New

York, and to their successors forever, that if it should

happen any of the present named Aldermen, or Assist

ants, Assessors, Collectors, or Constables, or any one

of the Aldermen, Assistants, Assessors, Collectors, or

Constables, hereafter to be elected and sworn, or to be

sworn in their respective offices aforesaid, shall hap

pen to die, or remove out of the said city, within the

time they are, or shall be respectively named or elected

for, or before other fit persons be respectively named or

elected, and sworn in their respective rooms, it shall

and may be lawful for the freemen, being inhabitants

in, and the freeholders of each respective ward, for

which such Alderman, Assistant, Assessor, Collector,

or Constable, so dying or removing, had been named or

chosen for, to assemble and meet together, at such time

and place, in the said respective ward, as shall be ap

pointed by the Mayor of the said city, for the time be:

ing, or his deputy, and then and there, by plurality of

voices or votes of the freemen, being inhabitants in,

and the freeholders of such ward, to elect one of the in:

habitants of, and being a freeholder in such ward, or

freeman of the said city, to serve as Alderman, Assist

ant, Assessor, Collector, or Constable for the said ward,

in the room of such Alderman, Assistant, Assessor,

Collector or Constable, so dying or removing; and so,

as often as such cases shall happen. And in case the

resent named, or any future Chamberlain, or any
igh Constable of the said city, hereafter to be appoint

ed, so sworn, or to be sworn in their respective offices

aforesaid, should happen to die, or remove out of the

said city, within the time, they were or shall be re

spectively appointed for, it shall be lawful for the

Mayor of the said city, for the time being, or his depu

ty, and four or more Aldermen and four or more As

sistants, for the said city, for the time being, in Com

mon Council, to appoint another fit person to beCham

berlain in the room of such Chamberlain so dying or

removing; and for the Mayor of the said city, for the

time being, to appoint another fit person to be High

Constable in the room of such High Constable so dying
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or removing, and so as often as such cases shall hap

pº And all and every such person and persons so to

newly chosen or appointed Alderman, Assistant,

Assessor, Collector, Constable, Chamberlain, or High

Constable, shall serve in their respective offices, until

other fit persons be respectively chosen, or appointed,

and sworn, in their respective rooms, each of them

(except the Collector) first taking such oaths as hereaf

ter is appointed for each of them respectively to take.

12. And we do further, for us, our heirs, and suc

cessors, ordain, grant, and confirm, unto the said May

or, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the city of New

York, and their successors, forever, that if any one of

the inhabitants of the said city of New York, being a

freeholder or freeman, as aforesaid, shall hereafter be

elected or chosen to the office of Alderman, Assistant,

Assessor, Collector, or Constable, for any ward in the

said city, or shall be appointed to be High Constable of

the said city, and have notice of his said election, shall

refuse, demy, delay, or neglect, to take upon him or

them to execute such office, to which he or they shall

be so chosen or elected for, that then and so often as it

shall happen, it shall and may be lawful for the Mayor,

or his§. or Recorder, and any four or more of

the Aldermen, and any four or more of the Assistants

of the said city, for the time being, in Common Coun

cil, to tax, assess, and impose, upon every such person

or persons, so refusing, denying, delaying, or neglect

ing, such reasonable and moderate fine and fines, sum

and sums of money, as they the said Mayor, or his

Deputy, or Recorder, and any four or more Aldermen,

and any four or more Assistants, in Common Council,

shall think fit, so as such fine, for each refusal, denial,

delay or neglect, shall not exceed the sum of fifteen

#. current money of New York; all which said

mes shall and may be levied, by distress and sale of

the goods and chattels of such delinquent and delin

quents, by warrant under the seal of the said city,

signed by the Mayor thereof, for the time being, ren

dering the surplusage to the owner or owners thereof,

(if any be) the necessary charges of making and sell.

ing such distresses being first deducted, or, by action

of debt, in any court of record, to be prosecuted or any

other lawful method to be obtained; and shall be re

covered and received by, and to the use of the said

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the city of New

York, and their successors forever, without any ac

count thereof to be given to us, our heirs, or successors,

or to any of the officers, or ministers of us, our heirs, or

successors: And upon every such refusal, or neglect,

other fit persons to be elected and chosen, in the room

and rooms of such persons so neglecting, or refusing,

in such manner, as is before directed or appointed, for

electing and choosing of Aldermen, Assistants, Asses

Hºrs, Cºllectors and Constables, and for appointing a

High Constable, upon the death or removal of any of

them respectively; and so as often as such cases shall

happen.

And we do hereby, for us, our heirs, and successors,

grant, appoint, and ordain, that if it shall happen, that

the day or days appointed for the naming, appointing,

electing or choosing, or for administering any oath or

oaths to any of the officers or ministers of the said cor

Poration, shall happen to fall on a Sunday, then, and

in such case, such naming, appointing, electing, or

choosing, so to be made, shall be made, and such oath,

or oaths, so to be ministered, shall be administered

ºn the next day, and so as often as such case shall

happen.

14. And further we do, of our especial grace, certain

knowledge, and meer motion, for us, our heirs, and suc

Qºşsors, give, grant, ratify and confirm, unto the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the city of New

York, and their successors, forever, that the Mayor or
Recorder, with four or more Aldermen, and four or

more Assistants of the said city, for the time being, be,
and shall be forever hereafter, called the Common

Qouncil of the city of New York: And that the said

ommon Council of the said city, for the time being, or

the major part of them, have and may, and shall have

full power, authority, and license, to frame, constitute,

Prdain, make, and establish, from time to time, all such

laws, statutes, rights, ordinances, and constitutions,

which to them, or the greater part of them, shall seem

to be good, useful, or necessary, for the good rule and

gºvernment of the body corporate aforesaid; and of all

officers, ministers, artificers, citizens, inhabitants and

ºsidents of the said city, within the limits thereof, and

fºr declaring how and after what manner and order,

the Mayor, Recorder, Aldermen, and Assistants of the

*.d city, for the timé being, and all, and every of their

officers and ministers, and"all officers and ministers,
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*d all artificers, inhabitants, and residents of the same

*y, and their factors, servants, and apprentices, in

*eir offices, functions, and business, within the said

ºty and the liberties thereof, for the time being, and

from time to time, shall use, carry and behave them

selves; and for the farther public good, common profit,

trade, and better government and rule of the said city,

and for the better preserving, governing, disposing, let

ting, and setting of the lands, tenements, possessions,

and hereditaments, goods and chattels, to the aforesaid

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the said city of

New York belonging, or to them and their successors

hereafter to belong, and all other things and causes

whatsoever touching or concerning the said city, or the

state, right, and interest, of the same, (provided that

such laws be not contradictory or repugnant to the laws

or statutes of that part of our kingdom of Great Britain

called England, or of our said province) which laws,

statues, ordinances, and constitutions, so to be made as

aforesaid, may be and remain in force for twelve months

from the day of the date thereof, and no longer, unless

they shall be allowed of, and confirmed by the Gover

nor and Council ofthe said province, for the time being;

and that the said Common Council of the said city, for

the time being, or the greater part of them, as often as

they shall make, ordain, and establish such laws, sta

tutes, rights, ordinances, and constitutions, in form

aforesaid, may make, ordain, limit, and provide, such

and the like pains, punishments, penalties, either by

fines and amerciaments, or by disfranchising and amov

ing from the liberties, privileges, immunities, and free

dom of the said city, or by either of them, towards and

against all and every person that shall offend against

such laws, statutes, rights, orders, and constitutions, or

any or either of them, or by the said Common Council,

or the major part of them, shall be thought necessary

and requisite to make, ordain, limit and provide, for the

observation and preservation of the same laws, rights,

statutes, ordinances, and constitutions; and the same

fines and amerciaments shall and may, from time to

time, levy, receive, have, and recover, either by dis

tress and sale of the goods and chattels of such delin;

quent and delinquents, by warrant under the hand and

seal of the Mayor or Recorder, or any one of the Alder

men for the time being, rendering the surplusage to the

owner or owners thereof (ifany be)the necessary charges

of making and selling such distress, being first deduct

ed; or by action of debt, in any court of record to be

prosecuted, or in any other lawful method to be obtain;

ed, and to the use of the said Mayor, Aldermen, and

Commonalty of the city of New York, and their suc

cessors forever, without any account thereof to be given

to us, our heirs and successors, or to any of the officers

or ministers of us, or our heirs, or successors: all and

singular, which laws, statutes, rights, ordinances, and

constitutions, so as aforesaid to be made, we do, for us,

our heirs, and successors, will to be observed, under the

pains, penalties, and forfeitures, in the same contained.

And we do further, of our especial grace, certain know

ledge, and meer motion, for us, our heirs, and success

ors, give, grant, ratify, and confirm, unto the said May

or, Åldermen and Commonalty of the city of New

York, and their successors forever, that the Common

Council of the said city, for the time being, or the major

part of them, shall have the sole power of determining

and deciding all elections of all and every their officers

and ministers, hereafter to be chosen and elected in, or

for the said corporation, or any part thereof.

15. And we do hereby, for us, our heirs, and succes:

sors, ordain, declare, give, and grant, unto the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty, and their suc

cessors, that the Common Council of the said city shall

be summoned, called, and held, from time to time, so

often, and at such times and places, as the Mayor, or in

case of his sickness or absence, the Recorder of the said

city, for the time being, shall think fit to appoint or

direct; and that it shall and may be lawful to and for

the said Common Council of the said city, or the major

part of them, to assess and lay such reasonable fines

and amerciaments in and upon every officer and mem

ber of the body corporate aforesaid, for the time being,

who after having had due notice, or being duly sum

moned to appear or attend at any such Common Coun

cil, to be held for the said city, shall neglect so to do,

or make default therein, or shall not appear or attend

according to such notice or summons, in that behalf, or

show a reasonable cause, by the said Common Coun

cil, or the major part of them, at their discretion to be

allowed, and so often as such case shall happen, so that

no such fine or amerciament for any one default of ap

pearance or attendance of any such officer or member

of the body corporate aforesaid, shall exceed the sum

of twenty shillings, in the manner and form aforesaid,

to be levied, and by, to, and for the use of the Mayor,

Aldermen, and Commonalty, of the said city, and

their successors, to be recovered and received, without

any account thereof to be given to us, our heirs, or suc

cessors, or any of our or their officers or ministers.

And we do further, for us, our heirs, and successors,

give, grant, and confirm, unto the Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonalty, of the said city of New York, and

their successors forever, that the Common Council of

the said city, for the time being, or the major part of

them, (but no other person or persons whomsoever,

without the consent, grant, or license, of the said Com

mon Council of the said city, for the time being, or the

major part of them,) from time to time, and at all times

hereafter, shall and may have the sole, full, and whole,

power and authority of settling, appointing, establish

ing, ordering, and directing, and shall and may settle,

appoint, establish, order, and direct, such and so many

ferries, round Manhattan's lsland, alias New York

Island, for the carrying and transporting people, hor

ses, cattle, goods, and chattels, from the said Island of

Manhattan to Nassau Island, and from thence back to

Manhattan's; and, also, from the said Island Manhat

tan's to any of the opposite shores all round the same

Island, in such and so many places as the said Com

mon Council, or the major part of them, shall think fit,

who have hereby, likewise, full power to let, set, or

otherwise dispose of all or any of such ferries, to any

person or persons whomsoever; and the rents, issues,

profits, ferriages, fees, and other advantages arising

and accruing from all and every such ferries; we do

hereby fully and freely for us, our heirs, and succes

sors, give and grant unto the Mayor, Aldermen, and

Commonalty, of the city of New York aforesaid, and

to their successors forever, to have, take, hold, and en

joy the same, to their own use, without being account

able to us, our heirs, or successors, for the same or any

part thereof.

16. And we do further, for us, our heirs, and succes

sors, give, grant, ratify, and confirm, unto the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty, of the city of

New York, and their successors forever, that the Com

mon Council of the said city, for the time being, or the

major part of them, have, and from time to time, and

at all times, hereafter forever, shall have full power,

license, and authority, not only to establish, appoint,

order, and direct, the making and laying out of ali

other streets, lanes, alleys, highways, water-courses,

and bridges, not already made or laid out, but also the

altering, amending, and repairing all such streets, lanes,

alleys, highways, water-courses, and bridges, hereto.

fore made or laid out, or hereafter to be made or laid

out, in and throughout the said city of New-York, and

the Island of Manhattan's, in such manner as the said

Common Council, for the time being, or the major part

of them, shall think or judge to be necessary and

convenient for all inhabitants and travellers "there.

17. And further, we do hereby, of our especial race,

certain knowledge, and meer motion, for us, our eirs,

and successors, give, grant, ratify, and confirm unto

the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the

city of New York, and their successors, that t ey and

their successors, shall and may have, hold, and keep,

markets, at five several places (in the said city of New

York, on every day in the week throughout the year,
except Sunday) as follows, to wit: One market at

Coenties Dock; one other market at the Old Slip, at

Burgher's Path; one other market at Countesses Slip:

one other market at the lower end of Wall street; and

one other market by the Long Bridge. And, also, we

do for us, our heirs, and successors, grant unto the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonaſty, of the city of
New York, and their successors forever, that they and

their successors shall and may have, hold, and keep

such and so many other markets, at such and so many

other times and places in the said city of New York, as

shall from time to time be ordered, established, erected,

and appointed, by the Common Council of the city

jºid for the time being, or the greater number of
them.

18. And we do further, for us, our heirs, and succes

sors, give and grant unto the said Mayor, Aldermen,

and Commonalty, of the city of New York, and their

successors, that they and their successors, may and

shall have the assize and essay of bread, wine, beer,

ale, and all other victuals and things whatsoever, set

to sale in the said city and the liberties, and limits

thereof; and the amending and correcting of the same

assize; and all amerciaments, fines and forfeitures to

be laid and forfeited, concerning the same, or any part,

thereof, without any account thereof to be given to us,
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our heirs, or successors; and to perform, do, and act,

by themselves or their deputies all and every thing,

needful or necessary in, about, or concerning the same.

19. And we do hereby further, for us, our heirs and

successors, grant and give unto the said Mayor, Alder

men, and Commonalty, of the city of New York, and

their successors forever, the office of gauger of and in

the said city, to gauge all and singular the wine, rum,

brandy, molasses, beer, ale, cider, and other merchan

dizes and vessels gaugeable or to be gauged within the

said city; except such liquors as are to pay duty by

virtue of any Act of Assembly, until after they have

been gauged by the public officer appointed for that

purpose: And the office of measurer of and in the said

city, to measure salt, wheat, oats, and other grain, and

all other merchandise measurable or to be measured

in the said city; and also the offices of surveyor and

packer of bread, flour, beef, pork, and other provisions,

and all other merchandises, and commodities to be

surveyed, or packed in the said city; and also the office

of cartage, carriage, and portage, of all goods, wares,

merchandises, and other things to be carted or carried

in or through the said city or any part thereof; And

also the office ofgarbling of all manner of spices, and

ether merchandise and things to be garbled in the city

aforesaid: To have and to hold the several offices

aforesaid, and every of them, and the disposition, ordi

mances and corrections of the same, and to exercise the

same by themselves or their deputies: and to take and

receive to themselves all fees, profits and perquisites, to

the said offices and every of them, due or to be due, and

all the fines, amerciaments and forfeitures to be laid

and forfeited concerning the same, or any part thereof,

to them the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty,

and their successors, to their own proper use forever,

without any account, or any other thing, to us or our

heirs, or successors, to be given or made. - - -

30.’ And further, That the Mayor of the said city,

or his Deputy, for the time being, and any four or more of

the Aldermen, for the time being, shall from time to

time, and at all times forever hereafter, have full power

and authority, under the common seal of the said city,

to make free citizens of thesaid city and liberties there

of; and that every person, so to be made a free citizen
shall pay on his being made free, for the use of the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the city afore

said, and their successors forever, a sum not exceeding

five pounds, New York money; and we do, for us, our

heirs, and successors, give and grant unto the said

Mayor, Aldermºn, and Commonalty, and their succes

sors forever, full power to ask, take, demand and re
ceive the same, to their own use and behoof, without

any account thereof to be given to us, our heirs, or suc

cessors, or any other person or persons whatsoever.

21. And we do hereby, for us, our heirs, or succes

sors, constitute, appoint and ordain, that no person

whatsoever, not being a free citizen of the said city as

aforesaid, shall, at any time hereafter, use any art,

trade, mystery, or . occupation, within the said city,

liberties, and precincts thereof, or shall by himself,

themselves, or others, sell, or expose to sale, any man

merof goods, wares, merchandises or commodities, by
retail, in any house, shop, place, or standing within the

said city, or the liberties or precincts thereof, save in

the times of public fairs, and that every such person so

using any art, trade, mystery, occupation, or so re

tailing, contrary to the intent and meaning of these our

present letters, and shall persist therein after warning

to him or them thereof given, or left by the appointment

of the Mayor of the said city, for the time being, or

dis deputy, at the place or places where such person or

persons shall so use any art, trade, mystery, or oc

cupation, or expose to sale, by retail as aforesaid, any

goods, wares, merchandises, or commodities, as afore

said, shall forfeit the sum of five pounds, New York

money, to and for the use of the said Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonalty of the city of New York, and their

successors, for every time thathe or she shall so use any

trade, mystery or occupation, or expose to sale, by re

tail, as aforesaid, any goods, wares, merchandises, or

commodities, after such warning given or left as afore

said:—all and every of which same forfeitures shall and

may be levied by distress and sale of the goods and

chattels of such delinquent and delinquents, by war

rant under the seal of the said city, signed by theMay

or thereof, forthe time being, or his deputy, rendering

the surplusage to the owner or owners thereof (ifº

be) the necessary charges of making and selling, sug

distress being first deducted; or by any other lawful

method to be obtained; and shall be recovered and re

ceived by and to the only use of the Mayor, Aldermen,

::...º.º.º.º.º.

successors forever, without any account thereof to be

given to us, our heirs, or successors, or to any of the

officers or ministers of us, our heirs, or successors:—

Provided always, and we do hereby, for us, our heirs

and successors, direct, appoint and order, that no per

son or persons shall be made free as aforesaid, but

such as are or shall be natural born subjects of us, our

heirs, or successors, or shall be naturalized or made de

nizens. And we do further, for us, our heirs and suc

cessors, ordain and appoint, direct, will, and grant that

all and every person and persons, now living, who at

any time heretofore, have been admitted free citizens,

or into the freedom of the said city of New York, shall

be and remain free thereof, and free citizens, and have

and enjoy the said freedom, and all the rights and pri

vileges of freemen and free citizens of the said city of

New York to all intents and purposes whatsoever.

22. And, for the better preservation of good rule and

order in the said city, we do, for us, our heirs and suc

cessors, will, ordain, grant, unto the Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonalty, of the said city, and theirsuccessors,

that the Common Council of the said city, for the time

being, or the major part of them, shall have full power

and authority to license or appoint by warrant, under

the common seal of the said city, or otherwise, one or

more surveyors of flour, bread, beef, pork, and other

provisions, measurers of grain, salt, and all other com

modities, gaugers of wine, beer, ale, cider, rum, brandy,

and all other saleable and exciseable liquors, garbles,

beadles, bell-men, watch-men, bridewell keepers, or

keepers of a house or houses of correction, and of alms

houses, cryers, and bell ringers, and to displace all or

any of them and put others in their room, and to add

or diminish the number of them, or any of them, as of.

ten as the said Common Council of the said city, or

theº of them, shall think fit.

23. And further, we do for us, our heirs and suc

cessors, grant unto the said Mayor, Aldermen and

Commonalty, and their successors forever, full power

and authority to erect and build, or appropriate an

other buildings already built, for one or more...
or bridewells, house or houses of correction, and work

house or work-houses, together with full power and au

thority to the said Mayor, Recorder and Aldermen, or

any one of them, to take up and arrest, or order to be

taken up and arrested, all and any rogues, vagabonds,

stragglers, and idle and suspicious persons; and as they

the said Mayor, Recorder or Aldermen, or any one of

them, shall see cause, to order all or any such rogues,

vagabonds, stragglers,and idle and suspicious persons,

either to the said work-house, there to remain, and work

such work, and so long, not exceeding forty days, or

else to bridewell or thefº of correction, there to re

ceive such punishment, not extending to the loss of life

or limb, as the said Mayor, Recorder and Aldermen,

or any one of them, shall think fit. And also, that the

the said Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty, and their

successors forever, may, and shall have power to build,

erect, or appropriate, any of their buildings already

built for an alms-house, for relief of the poor; together

also with as full and ample power to them, and their

successors, to order, direct, and act in and about the

said houses of correction, work-houses, and alms

houses, and the persons to be put in and ordered there,

as to any city or corporation, in any place of that part

of our realm of Great Britain, called land, and the

officers or ministers thereof, doth orhº And

also, that they the said Mayor, Aldermen and Com

monalty, and their successors forever hereafter, may

have one or more gaol or gaols, in such fit place, or

places, within the said city and limits and jurisdiction

thereof, as by the Common Council of the said city, for

the time being, or the major part of them, shall be ap

pointed, to imprison and safe keep, all and every per

son and persons for any treasons, murders, felonies,

trespasses, evil doings, and all other matters and causes

whatsoever, to be arrested or attached, or to be commit
ted to the gaolor gaols aforesaid, in safe custody, there

to remain, until they be delivered by due course of law.

And that the Common Council of the city aforesaid,

for the time being, or the major part of them, shall, and
may have power, from time to time, to choose, consti

tute and place, one or more fit person or persons, in the

office or offices of keeper or keepers of thei. or gaols

aforesaid, to hold the same during the good pleasure of

the Common Council of the said city, for the time be

ing, or the major part of them, as aforesaid requi

ring, and, hereby, for us, our heirs, and successors, im

powering and commanding the keeper and keepers of

the gaol or gaols aforesaid, for the time being, that all

and singular, traitors, murderers, felons, malefactors,

disturbers of the peace, and other delinquents, and all

others, for any crime or offence, or other reasonable

cause or matters, to the gaol or gaols aforesaid, order

ed or committed, or to be committed or ordered, from

time to time, shall receive, take, keep, and cause to be

kept in the same gaol or gaols, until they shall be

thence delivered by due course of law.

24. And we do further, for us, our heirs, and suc

cessors, will, ordain, and grant, that the Mayor of the

said city, for the time being, shall forever hereafter, be

clerk of the market, of us, our heirs, and successors,

within the city aforesaid, and the limits, liberties and

precincts, thereof; and that the Mayor of the said

city, forthe time being, by himself or his deputy, may

and shall have power and authority to do and execute,

and shall and may do and execute forever, within the

limits, liberties and precincts of the said city, all and

whatsoever to the office of clerk of the market there

doth, shall, or may belong, without any hindrance or

impediment of us, our heirs, or successors, or any the of.

ficers of us, our heirs or successors; and that no other

clerk of the market shall intermeddle there. And also,

that the Mayor of the said city, for the time being, and

his successors, during the time of his and their mayor

alties, and no other, be and shall be, the bailiff and con

servator of the water of the north and east rivers,

and shall and may do, exercise and execute, the

said office of bailiff and conservator of the waters of

the north and east rivers, or water bailiff, by him or

themselves, or by his or their sufficient deputy or depu

ties, in, upon, or about, the same water of the north

and east rivers (that is to say) in and through all the

limits, bounds, and jurisdiction of the said city of New

York, upon all and every the banks, shores and wharves

of the same water of the north and east rivers, within

the limits and bounds aforesaid; and to have, receive,

collect and enjoy, all and singular, wages, rewards,

fees, and profits, to the same offices of clerk of the mar

ket, and water bailiff; or any of them, due or to be due,

or belonging to his or their own use, without any ac

count thereof, to us, our heirs, or successors, to be made.

And also, that the Mayor of the said city, for the time

being, shall have full power and authority to license or

appoint, by warrant, under his hand and seal, or other

wise, one or more marshal or marshals of the said city,

porters, carriers, cartmen, carmen, packers, cullers, com:

mon cryers,ºf: and to displace all or any of

them, and to put others in their rooms; and to add to,

or diminish ſº number of them, or any of them, when

and as often as the Mayor of the said city, for the time

being, shall think fit.

25. And we do4. for us, our heirs and suc

cessors, grant, ratify and confirm, unto the said M.
or, Aldermen and Commonalty, of the city of N. Yor

and their successors forever, that the Mayor of the said

city for the time being, and no other whatsoever, shall

have power to give and grant licenses annually, under

the public seal of the said city, to all such persons as

he shall think fit to license them, and every of them to

keep a tavern inn, ordinary, or victualling-houses,to sell

wine, brandy, rum, strong waters, cider, beer, ale, or

any other sort of exciseable or strong liquors, within

the city of New York, or the liberties and precincts

thereof,by retailorthe small measure, and that it shall be

lawful to and for the said Mayor of the said city, for

the time being, to ask, demand, and receive, for every

such license, by him to be given and granted, as afore

said, such sum or sums of money, as he and the person

to whom such license shall be given and granted, shall

agree for, not exceeding the sum of!. shillings for

each license; all which moneys, as by the said Mayor

shall be so received, shall be used and applied to the

public use of the said Mayor, Aldermen and Common

alty of the said city of New York, and their succes

sors forever, without any account thereof to be render

ed, made or done, to us, our heirs or successors, or an

other persons whatsoever; every and each of which li

cense shall continue and be in force for any time, not

exceeding one year from the granting thereof, but no

longer. And we do hereby, for us, our heirs and suc

cessors, constitute, direct, order and appoint, that no

person or persons whatsoever, without such license be

ing in force, shall at any time hereafter keep any tavern,

inn, public ordinaries, or victualling-houses, or sell

wine, brandy, rum, strong waters, cider, beer, ale, or

any other sorts of exciseable or strong liquors, within

the city of New York, orthe liberties or precincts there

of, by retail or small measure, under the penalty of five

pounds, current money of New York, for every time

that any person shall act contrary hereto in any respect,

to be forfeited and paid by every person, for every time

he or she shall offend or act contrary hereto in any re

spect, to and for the use of the said Mayor, Aldermen,
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and Commonalty of the city ofNew York, for the time

being; all and every of which penalties shall and may

be levied by distress and sale of the goods and chattels

of such delinquent and delinquents, by warrant under

the seal of the said city, signed by the Mayor thereof,

for the time being, or his deputy, rendering the surplus

age to the owner or owners thereof, if any be, (the ne

cessary charges of making and selling such distress

being first deducted.) or by any other lawful method to

be obtained; and shall be recovered and received by

and to the only use of the Mayor, Aldermen and Com

monalty of the city of New York, and their successors

forever, without any account thereof to be given to us,

our heirs, or successors, or to any of the ministers or

officers of us, our heirs or successors.

26. And further, we, of our especial grace, certain

knowledge, and meer motion, have given, granted,

ratified, and confirmed, and by these presents do, for

us, our heirs, and successors, give, grant, ratify, and

confirm unto the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Com

monalty of the city of New York, and to their succes

sors forever, that the Mayor, deputy Mayor, Recorder,

and Aldermen, of the said city, for the time being, be,

and shall be at all times forever hereafter, and hereby

are assigned to be justices, and each of them a justice

of us, our heirs and successors, the peace of us, our

heirs and successors, within the city aforesaid, and the

limits, jurisdiction, and extent thereof, and within the

county of New York, to keep; and that they, the said

Mayor, deputy Mayor, Recorder and Aldermen, of the

said city for the time being, or any four or more of

them, (whereof we will the Mayor, or deputy Mayor,

or Recorder of the said city, for the time being, to be

one,) shall and may forever hereafter hold and keep

four courts of general sessions of the peace, in and for

the said city and county of New York, to begin at cer

tain times in the year, to wit: one of them to begin on

the first Tuesday in November; another on the first

Tuesday in February; another on the first Tuesday

in May; and the other on the first Tuesday in August,

in every yaer; each of which sessions of the peace, shall

-poooxonou ‘oun Kuu plaqaqpuu 'onunuoo ‘sel Kuupuu

ing four days. And also, that they, the said Mayor,

deputy Mayor, Recorder and Aldermen of the said

city, for the time being, or any four or more of them,

(whereof we will the Mayor, or deputy Mayor, or Ro:

corder of the said city, for the time being, to beº

shall and may forever hereafter, have fulſ power an

authority to enquire of and hear and determine, within

the city and county aforesaid, all and all manner offe

lonies, imprisonments, riots, routs, oppressions, extor

tions, forestallings, regratings, trespasses, offences, and

all and singular other evil deeds and offences whatso

ever, within the city and county aforesaid, from time

to time perpetrated, done, arising, or happening, which

to the office of justices of the peace, are incumbent, or

do in any manner belong, or which thereafter shall

happen to .."; or be incumbent on them, or which

in any manner before justices of the peace ought or

may be inquired into, heard and determined, together

with the correction and punishment thereof, and to do

and execute all other things, within the city and coun

ty aforesaid, and the liberties and precincts thereof, as

ully, freely, and entirely, and in as ample manner and

form as justices of the peace of us, our heirs and suc

cessors, any where within that part of our Kingdom

of Great Britain, called England, by the laws, statutes
or customs of England,; any other legal method

whatsoever, heretofore had or exercised, or hereafter to

be had or exercised, could, might, or can do, and in as

ample manner and form, as if the same had been in

these our letters particularly, and by special words ex

pressed, contained and mentioned. And that the said

justices of the peace, of us, our heirs and successors in

the city and county aforesaid, may have and exercise

urisdiction in all causes, matters and things whatso

ever, which to justices of the peace ofour said city and

county, in any manner do, or ought to belong. And

further, that the Mayor, Recorder and Aldermen, of

the said city, for the time being, and every of them

from time to time, and at all times for ever hereafter
shall be justices assigned of Oyer and Terminer, and

of the gaol delivery of all and every the gaols now

being, and hereafter to be in the said city and county,

and either of them, and shall be named in every com

mission thereof to be made. And we do hereby, for us,

our heirs and successors, grant, order, and appoint

that the Sheriff and other ministers and officers of the

said city, for the time being, shall and may, and t

are, and each of them is hereby commanded, authori

sed, and fully empowered to execute and return all and

°order and Aldermen, of the said city, for the time be

ing, and either, or any of them, from time to time, at all

times, as fully and effectfully as any sheriff, minister,

or officer, of any county or city, any where in that

part of our kingdom of Great Britain, called England,

the mandates or commands of any justice of the peace,

justice of Oyer and Terminer, of gaol delivery of, or

in any county there, hath used to make return or exe

cute, in any manner whatsoever.

27. And we do further, of our special grace, certain

knowledge, and meer motion, will, and by these pre

sents, for us, our heirs and successors, give, grant,

ratify, and confirm, unto the said Mayor, Aldermen,

and Commonalty of the city of New York, and their

successors forever, that they, and their successors for

ever, hereafter, shall, can, and may have and hold, in

the name of us, our heirs and successors, one court of

record, within the city of New York, and the liberties

and precincts thereof, upon every Tuesday in every

ear, before the Mayor of the said city, for the time

eing, or his deputy, or the Recorder of the said city,

for the time being, and any three or more of the Alder

men, for the time being, or any four or more of them

(whereof we will the Mayor of the said city, for the

time being, or his deputy, or the Recorder of the said

city, for the time being, to be one.) And, that the May

or of the said city, for the time being, or his deputy, or

the Recorder of the said city, for the time being, and

three or more of the Aldermen, and any four or more

of them, (whereof we will the said Mayor, or his de

puty, or the Recorder, to be one,) shall and may hold,

plea, and have cognizance of all and all manner of

plaints, actions and pleas, of any lands and tenements,

within the said city of New York and the limits and

precincts thereof; and also of all actions of trespass

with force and arms, and without replevin, ejectment,

trover and conversion, trespass upon the case, debt,

detinue, covenant, deceits, contracts, contempts, pen

alties, forfeitures, and all other actions and pleas, as

well real as personal, and mixt, arising and accruin

within the said city and limits thereof; together wit

full power and authority to hear and determine all and

every the same, and such actions and pleas aforesaid,

and judgments, thereon, to render, and executions

thereof to award and make, and to act and do every

thing therein in such manner and form, and by such,

and the like methods, process and proceedings, as ful

ly and amply as in our other courts of record, in such

or the like cases is used, or can or may be acted and

done, according to the laws of that part of our king

dom of Great Britain, called England, and of our said

province of New York,

28. And we do hereby, for us, our heirs and suc

cessors, grant, order, and appoint, that the sheriff and

the coroner, and other ministers, and officers of the

said city, for the time being, shall and may, and they

are, and each of them is hereby commanded, authori.

sed, and fully empowered, to execute and return all

and every the precepts and process of the said court to

them respectively directed, or to be directed from time

to time, and at ſ times, as fully and effectually as any

sheriff, coroner, minister or officer, of or in any city or

place within that part of our kingdom of Great Bri

tain, called England, the precepts and processes of any

court of record there, hath used, or can or may execute

and return, in ‘. manner howsoever; Provided al

ways, that the Mayor of the said city, for the time

being, or his deputy, or the Recorder of the said city,

for #. time being, and any three or more of the Alder

men of the said city, or any four or more of them

(whereof the Mayor or his deputy, or the Recorder,

we will to be one) may and by these presents have and

shall have full power to adjourn the said court for any

time not exceeding twenty-eight days.

29. And we do further will, and by these presents,

for us, our heirs and successors, give, É. ratify

and confirm, unto the said Mayor, Aldermen, an

Commonalty, of the city of New York, and their suc

cessors, that they and their successors, from henceforth

forever hereafter, shall and may have within the cit

aforesaid, a fit and discreet man to be, and who shall

be, and be called, the Common Clerk of the city afore.

said, to act and do all those things within the cit

aforesaid, and the limits and jurisdiction thereof, whic

to any Common Clerk of or in any city, borough, or

town incorporated, any where in that part of our king

dom of Great Britain called England, by virtue of his

office, can or ought to do. And also, that forever here

after, the Common Clerk of the city aforesaid, for the

time being, shall also be clerk of the court of record, to

be held before the Mayor, or his deputy, or the Recor

every the precepti and commands of the Mayor, Re der, or any three or more of the Aldermen of the said

city as aforesaid; and also clerk of our peace, and of

the peace of our heirs and successors, and of the ses.

sions of the peace, for and in the city and county of

New York, from time to time to be held, and all and

singular those things which to the offices of such clerk

of the Peace, and of the sessions of the peace, do and

shall appertain, to do, act, and execute; and also, shall

and may require, demand, take, accept, hold, keep and

enjoy, all fees, perquisites and*. which may to

any such common clerk, clerk of the§. and of the

sessions of the peace, do or ought to belong. And we

hereby, give, grant, ratify, and confirm, for us...our
heirs and successors, unto our beloved William Šhar.

pas, Gen. (one of the inhabitants of the city aforesaid)

to be the present common clerk of the city of New

York aforesaid; and also clerk of the peace, and of the

sessions of the peace, for, and in the city and county of

New York, to continue in the offices aforesaid, durin

his life, and to act and execute the same offices an

places by himself or his deputy And we do further, a

for us, our heirs and successors, appoint, will, and di

rect, that the Governor or Commander-in-Chief of the

said Province of New York, for the time being, from

time to time, and at all times, after the death of the

said William Sharpas, when and so often as the office

and place of Common Clerk of the said city shall hap

pen to be vacant, shall and may appoint an honest and

discreet man, being one of the inhabitants, and a free

man or freeholder of the said city, to be Common Clerk

of the said city, during his good behaviour; and so as

often as such case shall happen. And we do further,

for us, our heirs and successors, will and grant, that

so often as the said office shall be vacant, the Common

Council of the said city, for the time being, shall and

may appoint one other honest and discreet citizen, bein

an inhabitant and freeman, or freeholder of the sai

city, to be Common Clerk of the said city, and Clerk of

the said Court of Record, in and for the said city; and

Clerk of the Peace, and of the Sessions of the Peace

in and for the said city and county ofNew York, to act

and execute the said offices, and who shall and may

execute, do, and receive, all and whatsoever to the said

offices, and every of them, belongs, or shall belong or

appertain, till in his room, another honest and discreet

person, being an inhabitant and freeman, or freeholder

of the said city, shall be appointed into and for the said

offices, by the Governor or Commander in Chief of the

said province for the time being; and shall have taken

such an oath as is hereby directed for every such per

son so to be appointed, to give and take; and so from

time to time, and so often as the case may or shall so

happen.

§. And further, we do hereby constitute, name,

and appoint, James Alexander, Joseph Murray, John

Chambers, William Smith, George Lurting, William

Jamison, Richard Nicolls and Abraham Lodge, gen

tlemen, to be theP. attormies, and each.. to

be an attorney of and in the said court of record, for

and during the good behaviour of each of them respec

tively: And we do hereby, for us, our heirs and suc

cessors, grant and ordain, that no other attorney or at

tornies, person or persons whomsoever, (besides the

aforenamed attornies, during the time that they shall

all remain attormies of the said court) shall be permitted

or suffered to practice as an attorney of or in the said

court; but all and every other attorney and attornies,

person and persons (besides the before named attornies,

during the time aforesaid) from being an attorney or

attornies of or in the said court, and from all practice

as such, shall be, and are and each of them is excluded

and debarred. And we do hereby, for us, our heirs

and successors, give and grant unto the said Mayor,

Aldermen and Commonalty of the city of New York,

and their successors for ever, that the Mayor of the

said city, for the time being, or his deputy, or the Re

corder, and any three or more of the Aldermen of the

said city for the time being, orº or more ofthem, ,

(whereof we will the Mayor or his deputy, or the F
corder of the said city, for the time being, a"

shall and may (by and with the consent and approba

tion of our Governor and Commander-in-Chi

time being) have full power and authority, all or

of the before named attormies of the said court, aſ

or any other of the persons, hereafter tol

or admitted attornies of or in the said ºurt,

or his evil behaviour, in their or his said duty or ;
of attornies, or an attorney of or in the of

their being thereof legally convicted from

nies, or an attorney of or in the saidco

displace, and for ever exclude; and after the at

death ofany two or more of the beforename:

upon the amoval or death of any other of the a



before named, or hereafter to be admitted, to recom

mend one other person to the Governor or Commander

in Chief of the said province of New York for the time

being, for his approbation, in the room of such attorney

so dying or being removed; each of which persons, so

to be recommended, and approved of, as aforesaid, shall

and may be admitted and sworn an attorney of, and in

the said court; and so often as the case shall happen.

And we do further, for us, our heirs and successors,

grant and appoint, that no other attorney, or person

whatsoever, shall, after the death or amoval of any of

the before named attornies, be admitted or suffered to

practise as an attorney of or in the said court, but what

shall be recommended and approved of as aforesaid.

And further, we do, for us, our heirs and successors,

rant, will, and ordain, that the number of attornies of

the said court, shall not at any one time after the death

or removal of any two or more of the before named at

tormies, for ever hereafter exceed the number of six :—

Provided, that nothing herein shall be construed to

extend to hinder us, our heirs or successors, from pro

secuting or defending, all or any suits, causes, actions,

or prosecutions, in the said Mayor's Čour, by our at

torney or solicitor general for our said province, or the

attorney or solicitor general of us, our heirs or succes

sors, for the said province, for the time being; nor to

hinder the attorney or solicitor general of us, our heirs

or successors, ior the said province, for the time being,

to practice in the said court as council in any civil

cause.

31. And we do further of our especial grace, certain

knowledge, and meer motion, for us, our heirs, and

successors, grant, appoint, and direct, that the Mayor,

Recorder, and Aldermen, of the said city, for the time

being, and each of them, from time to time, and at all

times, forever hereafter, shall have, by these presents,

full power and authority to have and take cognizance

of, and to hear, try, and finally determine, with or

without a jury, all pleas, suits, controversies, and tres

passes, wherein the value does not exceed the sum of

forty shillings, in such manner asthey or either of them

shaft think or judge to be agreeable and according to

equity and good conscience; and for the more due

proceeding herein, it shall and may be lawful for them

or either of them, to administer an oath to the plaintiff

or defendant, and also to such witnesses, as shall be

produced by each party, if they the said Mayor, Re:

corder, and Aldermen, or either of them think fit; and

in case either of the parties, plaintiff or defendant, shall

not perform such order,A...". decree, as the said

Mayor, Recorder, or Aldermen, for the time being, or

any of them, shall make or set down, then it shall and

may be lawful for them or any of them, to commit such

ity or parties to any prison of or in the said city

There to remain until he, she,or they, perform such order,

and every marshal of the said city for the time being,

is hereby commanded and authorized to execute all

and any the summonses, precepts, and commands, of

them the said Mayor, Recorder, and Aldermen, or any

one of them, made, issued, or given in, about, or con

cerning, such suits, pleas, controversies, and trespass:

es, or any of them, as shall be to him directed; and

every keeper of the gaol for the city of New York, for

the time being, is hereby commanded and authorised

to receive, and safe keep, in his gaol or custody, all

such parties so committed or to be committed to the

prison he shall be then the keeper of, until he, she, or

they, shall perform such order accordingly.

32. And we do, for ourselves, our heirs, and succes

sors, by these our present letters, require and ...;
charge and command, and fully empower, the sheriff,

common clerk, chamberlain, marshal, gaol keepers,

high constable, petty constables, and all other subordi

nate officers, of and in the said city, now chosen, elect

ed, constituted, or appointed, or that hereafter may be

chosen, elected, constituted, or appointed, and every of

them respectively, jointly, and severally, as cause shall

require,to be obeisant and obedient to, and attend upon

the said Mayor, Recorder, and Aldermen, of the said

city, and every of any of them, at all times hereafler,

according to 3. duty or obligation of their respective

offices and places; and to execute, all and every, the

commands, precepts, warrants; and processes, to them

respectively directed and issued, and given out, and to

be "issued and given out, by them the said Mayor,
Recorder, and Aldermen, or any one of them.

33. And we do further hereby will, declare, and or

dain, that before the Mayor, deputy Mayor, Recorder,

Aldermen, Assistants, Assessors. Sheriff, Coroner,
Common Clerk, Chamberlain, High Constable, and

Petty Constables, of the said city, such of them as are

hereby appointed and named, and all and every such

as hereafter are to be appointed, elected, or chosen,

shall, before they be respectively permitted to execute

their respective offices, or places aforesaid, respectively

be sworn as follow, to wit: The hereby named Mayor

of the said city, and every other person, hereafter to be

appointed to, or for that office, to take the proper oath

as such, and well and truly to execute the office of

Mayor, and all other offices and places, hereby appoint

ed for each Mayor to execute and act in, and the usual

oath of a justice of peace, before the Governor or Com

mander in Chief of the said province of New York, for

the time being, in presence of three or more of the Al

dermen of the said city of New York, for the time be

ing; or, in case of the absence of the Governor or Com

mander in Chief, for the time being, then before the

oldest counsellor of the said province, for the time be

ing, in the presence of three or more of the Aldermen

of the said city for the time being. And we do hereby,

for us, our heirs and successors, give and grant full

power and authority to the Governor or Commander

in Chief of the said province for the time being, in the

presence of three or more of the Aldermen of the city

aforesaid, for the time being, or in case of the absence

of the said Governor or Commander in Chief, then to

the oldest counsellor of the said province for the time

being, in the presence of any three or more of the Al

dermen of the said city, for the time being, to adminis

ter such oaths accordingly, without any other warrant,

commission, or power from us, our heirs, or successors;

and so from time to time, as often as the case shall or

may require or happen. ... And the above named Re

corder of the said city of New York, and every other

person hereafter to be appointed to or for that office, to

take theº oath, as such officer ought to take, and

an oath, well and truly to execute the office of Recorder,

and theº oath of a justice of|. before the

Mayor of the said city, for the time being, or his de

puty; to which same Mayor, for the time being, or his

deputy, we do, for us, our heirs, and successors, give

full power and authority by these presents, to admin

ister such oaths accordingly, in manner aforesaid,

without any other warrant, commission, or power from

us, our heirs, and successors; and every deputy Mayor

or every Alderman hereafter to be appointed to act as de

puty Mayor, for the time being, to take the proper oath

as such, an oath, well and truly to execute the office of

a deputy Mayor, during the time for which he shall be

appointed deputy, if the same Mayor, his constituent,

shall so long live: And if the said Mayor shall happen

to die within such time, that thereupon, and from

thenceforth, such deputy Mayor shall well and truly

execute the office of Mayor of the said city, until ano

ther fit person be appointed and sworn Mayor of the

said city, in the manner in these present letters men

tioned; and shall also take the proper oath of a justice

of the peace, before the Mayor or Recorder, and any

three or more of the Aldermen of the said city for the

time being. And we do hereby, for us, our heirs, and

successors, give full power and authority to the Mayor,

or Recorder of the sad city, and to any three or more of

the Aldermen of the said city, for the time being, to

administer such oaths, as aforesaid, without any other

warrant,commission,or power from us, our heirs, or suc

cessors. And also, every Alderman hereby appointed,

and every person hereafter to be elected to or for the office

or place of Alderman of or in the said city, to take an

oath, well and truly to execute the office or place of Al

derman and the proper oath of a justice of peace, before

the Mayor of the said city, for the time being, or his

deputy, or the Recorder of the said city, for the time

being; And also every Assistant, Assessor, Sheriff,

Coroner, Common Clerk, Chamberlain, High Consta

ble, and Petty Constable, hereby named, and every

person hereafter to be elected or appointed to or for the

office or place of an Assistant, Assessor, Coroner, Com

mon Clerk, or Chamberlain, or shall be appointed or

elected to or for the office or place of High Constable or

Petty Constable of or in the said city, each of them

respectively to take the proper oath for his respective

office, or place, and well and truly to execute the re

spective offices or places he is or shall have been re

spectively elected or named for before the said Mayor

of the said city for the time being, or his deputy, or the

Recorder of the said city for the time being. And we

do hereby give full power and authority to the Mayor

of thej city, for the time being, or his deputy, or the

Recorder of the said city for the time being, to admin

ister such respective oaths to each of the respective per

sons aforesaid, accordingly, without any other war

rant, power, or authority, from us, our Kºi. or suc

cessors.

34. And further, of our especial grace, certain know

ledge, and mere motion, we have granted and by these

presents do, for ourselves, our heirs, and successors,

grant and confirm unto the aforesaid Mayor, Alder.

men, and Commonalty of the city of New York afore

said, and to their successors, that neither they, nor any

of them, nor any free citizen of the said city, during the

time of their being inhabitants there, shall against their

or any of their wills, out of the city aforesaid, be put or

empanelled upon or in any assizes, juries, or inquisi

tions whatsoever, (although it toucheth or doth or shall

touch us, our heirs or successors, and although we, or

our successors, be, or should, or shall be parties) out of

the said city, neither shall they or any one of them be

made, elected, or chosen Assessor, Taxer, or Collector

of any taxes, duties, imposts, or subsidies, whatsoever,

or of any part or parcel of them, or of any of them, out

of the said city; nor shall be ordained, elected, assign

ed or appointed constable, bailiff, or any other officer or

minister, without or beyond the city aforesaid, and the

liberties and precincts thereof; nor shall be called up

on, compelled, or forced, against their or any of their

wills, to do, receive, occupy, or discharge, any of the

duties or functions above mentioned, or any other office,

duty, or function, whatsoever, without the city, liber

ties, and precincts aforesaid. And although the afore

said Mayor, Recorder, and Aldermen, #. or

free citizens, of the city aforesaid, or any of them, shall,

while they are or remain inhabitants of the said cit

against their, or any of their wills, be put impanelled,

or returned upon any assizes, juries, or inquisitions

whatsoever, out of the said city and limits thereof; or

shall to any of the offices above mentioned, or any other

office or function whatsoever, out of the said city, be

elected or chosen; and though they, or any of them,

being summoned, impanelled, or returned, elected, or

chosen, as aforesaid, shall refuse or neglect to come and

appear before our justices, or other justices, commis

sioners, or officers, of us, our heirs, or successors, (be

fore whom such assizes, juries or inquests shall happen

to be summoned or returned) or in or upon the same

assizes, juries, or inquests, shall refuse or neglect to be

sworn or tried, or any of the offices, duties, or functions,

aforesaid, shall refuse to do, receive, occupy, or dis

charge, #. the person or persons so refusing any con

tempts, fines, amerciamenis, penalties, forfeitures or loss

whatsoever, by reason of such refusal or neglect, to or

towards us, our heirs,or successors, shall not, nor either

of them, shall in any wise incur, but therefrom and

thereof, as well as before us, our heirs, and successors,

as all other the justices, commissioners, and other offi

cers whatsoever of us, our heirs, or successors, shall re

main quiet, and forever discharged.

35. And further, we do for us, our heirs, and succes

sors, by these prest nt letters give, grant, ratify, and

confirm, unto all and every the respective inhabitants

and freeholders of the said city of New York, and their

several and respective heirs and assigns forever, all

and every the several and respective messuages, tene

ments, lands, and hereditaments, situate, lying and be

ing in the said city, and Manhattan's Island aforesaid,

to them severally and respectively granted, conveyed

or confirmed, or mentioned or intended to be granted,

conveyed, or confirmed, by any of the late Governors,

Lieutenant-Governors, or Commanders-in-Chief, of the

said province, or by any of the former Mayors, or de

puty Mayors, and Aldermen and Commonalty of the

said city of New-York, by that or any other name, stile,

or title, or by others claiming under any such grant or

conveyance, to have and to hold to them respectively,

and to their respective heirs and assigns forever; sav.

ing and reserving the several rents and quit-rents, re

served and due, and to be due and payable from each

of the several persons, to whom by virtue of any former

grants to them (or those from or under whom they re

spectively hold) the same messuages, tenements, lands,

or hereditaments were made or given.

36. And further, of our special grace, certain know

ledge, and meer motion, we do, for us, our heirs, and

successors, give, grant, ratify, and confirm to the said

Mayor, Aidermen, and Commonalty of our said city

of New York, and to their successors forever, full, spe

cial and free liberty, license, power and authority, to

take, receive, have, hold and enjoy, to them and their

successors forever, in fee simple, any manors, mes

suages, lands, tenements, hereditaments, rents, and

other possessions and real estate, within or without the

same city, as well of and from us, our heirs and succes

sors, as of and from all and every other person and

persons whomsoever; so as the manors, messuages,

lands, tenements, hereditaments, rents and other pos

sessions and real estate, which the Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonalty of the city of New York, shall and

.
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may have in their possession and seizen, at any one

time, exceed not in the whole, the clear yearly rent or

value of three thousand pounds per annum, money of

our realm of Great Britain, beyond and above all

charges and reprises, without any hindrance of us, our

heirs, or successors, or the justices, escheators, sheriffs,

coroners, bailiffs, or other the ministers of us, our heirs

or successors; and this without any other letters patent,

liberty, license, or power from us, our heirs, or succes

sors; the statute of Mortmain, or any other act, law

or statute, or any other cause, thing, or matter, whatso

ever, to the contrary thereof in any wise notwithstand

ing; and the same manors, messuages, lands, tene

ments, hereditaments, rents, and other possessions, or

any part thereof, to demise, grant, lease, and set over,

assign and dispose, at their own will and pleasure, and

to make, seal, and accomplish, any deed, or deeds,

lease, or leases, evidences, or writings, for or concern

ing the same or any part thereof.

37. And we do, by these presents, of our especial

grace, certain knowledge, and meer motion, give, grant,

ratify, and confirm, unto the said Mayor, Aldermen and

Commonaſty, of the city of New York, and their suc

cessors forever, all those the now City Hall and gaols,

rooms or places, for the courts ofjustice and chambers

i. with the ground and appurtenances thereto

belonging, the five market houses, the great dock, the

now crane and wharf, with the common sewer leading

through the great dock and bridge, and also the Maga

zine, or Powder-house, near the fresh water, all in the

city of New York, and the ferry and ferries on both

sides of the East river, and all other ferries now and

hereafter to be erected and established all round the

Island of Manhattan's; and the management and rue,

of, and all fees, ferriages, and perquisites to the same

or any part thereof belonging, or to belong; and also

the ferry houses on Nassau Island, with the barns, stal

bles, penn, or pounds, and lot of ground thereto be.

longing; and also all the ground, soil or land, between

high water and low water mark, on the said Island of

Nassau, from the east side of the place called Wallabout

to the west side of Red Hook; and also to make laws and

rules, for the governing and well ordering of all the fer

ries now erected or established or hereafter to be erected

or established round the said Island Manhattan's; and

all the waste, vacant, unpatented, and unappropriated
land lying and beingwº the said city of New York,

and on Manhattan's Island aforesaid, extending to low

water mark; together with the right, benefit, and ad

vantage, of all docks, wharfs, cranes, and slips, or small

docks within this city, with the wharfage, cranage, and

dockage, and all issues, rents, profits, and advantages

arising, or to arise or accrue by or from all or any of

them; and all rivers, rivulets, creeks, coves, ponds, wa

ters, water-courses, fishing, fowling, hunting and hawk

ing, mines and minerals, and other royalties and pri

vileges within the city of New York, and Manhattan's

Island; and also all and singular other the rights, pri

yileges, liberties, franchises, pre-eminences, advantages,

jurisdictions, courts, powers, offices, authorities, mar:

ets, ferries, ferriages, fees, fines, amerciaments, perqui

sites, profits, immunities, lands, tenements, rents, pos

sessions, and hereditaments, and other real estate, not

only which in the before recited grant or writing made

or mentioned to be made, in the year of our Lord one

thousand six hundred and eighty-six, and in the be

fore recited letters patent of Queen Anne, mentioned or

intended to be thereby, or by either of them granted or

conveyed, but also, which the Mayor, Aldermen and

Commonalty, of the city of New York, or their prede

cessors, inhabitants, or citizens of the said city of New

York, or any part thereof, by whatsoever other name,

style or title they or any of them, have been known or

called, have held, or claimed to hold by prescription or

otherwise, (silver or gold minesº and also, ex

cept our Fort George, in our city of New York, and

the ground, full boundaries, and extent thereof, or

thereto belonging, and also that piece of ground near

the English Church, called the Governor's Garden, and

the land called the King's Farm, with the swamp next

to the same: and saving the several rents, reserved by

virtue of former grants, and saving to all other persons,

bodies politic and corporate, their respective titles, to

any of the said lands or tenements; and saving to the

inhabitants, or those that have plantations by the wa

ter side, between Wallabout and Red Hook, the right

of transporting themselves, and their own goods only,

in their own boats, from and to their respective dwell

ings or plantations, without any ferriage, to have and

to hold all and singular the premises aforesaid, and

every part and parcel thereof (except and saying, as is

herein excepted and saved) unto #. said Mayor, Al

º

dermen and Commonalty of the city of New York, and

their successors forever to their only proper use and

behoof forever.

38. And also, we do further, of our special grace,

certain knowledge, and meer motion, give, grant, ratify

and confirm unto the said Mayor, Aldermen and Com

monalty, of the city of New York, and to their succes

sors forever, all that space of ground and soil of Hud

son's river mow lying and being under the water of the

same river, to begin at a certain place, near high water

mark, at the south end of a piece of upland, which lies

between the said river, and a piece of meadow ground

or marsh, being the first piece of meadow ground or

marsh near Hudson's River, to the southward of Green

wich, and from whence the above named run of water

called Bestaver's Killitie, or rivulet, runs into Hudson's

River, from which place of beginning to extend or run

to the south side of the street which runs from the pa

rade before our fort in New York to Hudson's River,

south, eighteen degrees, thirty minutes west, on a

straight line, the distance being one hundred and twen

ty-five chains, from which line to run a perpendicular

breadth of, and to comprehend four hundred feet from

low water mark, into Hudson's River, the same con

taining eighty-two acres, and one half acre, or there

about. And also, all that space of ground and soil of

the East River, from the north side of Corlaer's-Hook

to Whitehall, beginning at two large stones, set on the

south side of a small creek in a marsh on the north side

of Corlaer's-Hook; from whence to the easternmost

point of Corlaer's-Hook, the distance on a straight line,

running south, fifteen degrees thirty minutes east, is

forty chains and two rods; from thence to Whitehall,

on a straight line, running south, seventy-eight degrees

thirty minutes west, the distance is one hundred and

fifty-two chains, from which two lines, to run a per

pendicular breadth of, and to comprehend four hundred

feet from low water mark into the East River, the same

containing one hundred and twenty-seven acres, or

thereabouts; together with all and singular the bene

fits, liberties, privileges, ways, water-courses, ease

ments, wharfs, keys, profits, hereditaments, and appur

tenances to the same, or any part thereof belonging or

appertaining, or to belong or to appertain, or that can

in any wise be had, made, used, or enjoyed thereon, or

therewith used, with full power and authority at any

time or times hereafter to fill, make '. wharf, and lay

out, all and every part thereof; and the same to build

upon and make use of in such manner as they, the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty, and their succes

sors, shall think fit; and also all our estate, right, title,

interest, benefit, claim and demand whatsoever, of in,

or to the same, and the reversion and reversions, re

mainder and remainders, and the yearly and other

rents, issues and profits, thereof: To have and to hold,

all and singular the premises aforesaid, unto them the

said Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty, and their

successors, to their own proper use and behoof for ever,

and to no other use, intent, or purpose, whatsoever,

Provided always, that nothing in these presents, shall

be construed to empower or entitle the said Mayor,

Aldermen, and Commonalty, of the city of New York,

or their successors, to wharf out before any persons

who have prior grants, from us, or some or one of our

predecessors, of keys or wharfs beyond low water

mark, without the actual agreement or consent of such

persons, their heirs, or assigns, owners of such keys or

wharfs. And also, that of the wharves to be built or

run out, there shall be left towards the East and North

rivers, forty feet broad, as well for the greater conve

niency of trade, as at any time or times hereafter, for

us, our heirs, and successors, to plant batteries thereon,

in case of any necessities; to do which, we do, for us,

our heirs, and successors, hereby reserve power; any

thing herein contained to the contrary, in any wise

notwithstanding; they, the said Mayor, Aldermen, and

Commonalty, and their successors, rendering, yielding,

and praying, for all and every the rights, privileges,

franchises, pre-eminences, advantages, jurisdictions,

courts, powers, offices, authorities, fines, amerciaments,

perquisites, fees, ferriages, profits, immunities, lands,

tenements, rents, possessions, hereditaments, and other

real estate, and all other the premises, in and by these

letters, before and hereafter granted, or meant, mention

ed, or intended to be hereby granted unto us, our heirs,

and successors, or unto our or their receiver-general for

the said province of New York, for the time being, at

the custom-house, in the said city of New York, yearly

and every year, on the feast day of St. Michael, the

Arch-Angel, the annual rent of thirty shillings, pro

clamation money, besides and over and above the

yearly quit-rent of one Beaver-skin, or the value there

-

of, in current money of our said province, in and by thº

aforesaid recited grant, made in the year one thousand

six hundred and eight v-six, reserved to be nºid on the

twenty-fifth day of March, yearly lorever; and also

the yearly quit-rent of five shillings, current money of

New York, in and by the before recited letters patent

of Queen Anne, reserved to be paid at or upon the feast

day of St. John the Baptist, yearly forever.

39. And we do further, of our especial grace, certain

knowledge, and meer motion, for us, our heirs, and suc

cessors, by these presents, give and grant unto the

aforesaid Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the

said city of New York, and their successors forever,

that they and their successors, all and singular the

rights, privileges,franchises,pre-eminences, advantages,

authorities, jurisdictions, liberties, offices, courts, pow

ers, immunities, ferries, ferriages, profits, and perqui

sites, hereinbefore mentioned, or intended to be hereby

granted or confirmed, shall and may forever hereafter,

have, hold, enjoy, and use, without the hindrance or

impediment of us, our heirs, or successors, or of any

of the justices, sheriffs, escheators, coroners, bailiffs, or

other officers, or ministers, whatsoever, of us, our heirs,

or successors, albeit the same or some, or any one of

them, have not been used, or may have been abused,

misused, or discontinued, forfeited, or lost, being un

willing, and hereby forbidding, that the said Mayor,

Aldermen, and Commonalty, or their successors, or

any of them, by reason of the premises aforesaid, or

any part thereof, by us, our heirs, or by the justices,

sheriffs, escheators, bailiffs, or other officers or minis

ters of us, our heirs, or successors, be hindered, molest

ed, vexed, or.#. or in any wise disturbed; be

ing willing, and by these presents, for ourselves, our

heirs, and successors, commanding as well all the

judges, and justices of us, our heirs, and successors, as

the attorney and solicitor-general of us, our heirs, and

successors, for the said province, for the time being;

and also all other officers and ministers whatsoever of

us, our heirs, and successors, for the time being, that

neither they, nor any of them, do prosecute or continue,

or cause to be prosecuted or continued, any informa

tion, or any writ, or summons of Quo Warranto, or

any other writ or writs, prosecution, suit, or processes,

whatsoever, against the aforesaid Mayor, Aldermen,

and Commonalty ofthe city of New York, or their suc

cessors for the time being, or against any of them, for

any causes, things, offences, claims, usurpations, or

omissions, or any of them, by them, the said Mayor,

Aldermen, and €ommonalty, or any of them, or by the

predecessors, or any of them, or by any other Mayor,

Aldermen, and Commonalty of the city of New York,

or any of them, dome, attempted, claimed, used, had,

usurped, or committed, or omitted at any time before

the making of these letters. And we being willing also

that the said now Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty

of the city of New York, and their successors, shall

not, nor shall any, or either of them, be molested, or

impeached, by or before any judge or judges, justice or

-*-

justices, sheriffs, officers, or other ministers aforesaid,

in or for any use, claim, abuse, usurpation, of any the

aforesaid, or of any other liberties, franchises, or juris

dictions, within the city aforesaid, and the liberties and

recincts thereof, before the day of the making of these

etters, had used, claimed, abused, or usurped, nor to or

for them, or any of them, or for any other thing what

soever, shall be compelled to answer; and also of our

more abundant especial grace, certain knowledge, and

meer motion, we have given, pardoned, remitted, re

leased, and quit-claimed, and by these presents do, for

ourselves, our heirs and successors, give, pardon, remit,

release, and quit-claim to the aforesaid Mayor, Alder

men, and Commonalty of the city of New York afore

said, and to their successors forever, by whatsoever

name the same Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty

may be called, named, or styled, or lately heretofore

were called, styled, named, or titled, all and all man

ner and actions whatsoever, informations and suits of

Quo Warranto and other informations, suits, and pro

secutions; and also, all and singular usages, non

usages, abuses, forfeitures, usurpations, intrusions,

omissions, and also, all unjust claims of any rights,

privileges, liberties, franchises, jurisdictions, courts,

powers, offices, fees, fines, amerciaments, ferries, fer

riages, perquisites, rents, possessions, lands, tenements,

or hereditaments, whatsoever, by the aforesaid Mayor,

Aldermen, and Commonalty of the city aforesaid, or

by any of their predecessors, or by any other Mayor,

Aldermen and Commonalty of the city of New York,

by whatsoever name or names, or incorporation, or by

pretext of any incorporation, before the day of the mak

ing of these presents, perpetrated, made or claimed;
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and, also, all and all manner of fines, amerciaments, doubt, scruple or question, be, or shall be made, or shall

penalties, sums of money, and other forfeitures what

soever, by reason of such usurpation, intrusion, usage,

non-usage, omission, abuse, or unjust claim, and that

they, the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of

the city of New York, and their successors, and every

of them be, and shall be, and hereby are, thereof fully

acquitted and discharged towards us, our heirs and

successors forever; being unwilling that they, or any

of them, should, by reason of the premises aforesaid, or

any part thereof, by us, our heirs and successors, or by

any of our justices, sheriffs, ministers, or officers, what

soever, be troubled, molested, or in any wise vexed.

40. And further, We do, of our especial grace, cer

tain knowledge, and meer motion, will, declare and sig

nify, and by these presents, for us, our heirs and suc

cessors, do grant unto, and covenant with the said

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the city of New

York, and their successors, not only that they and their

successors forever hereafter may, and shall, have, hold,

use, possess and enjoy all the rights, privileges, liber

ties, franchises, jurisdictions, courts, powers, offices,

authorities, markets, ferries, fees, fines, amerciaments,

perquisites, profits, immunities; and also all the rents,

possessions, lands, tenements and hereditaments, and

all other the premises in these presents mentioned, and

intended to be hereby granted and confirmed; but also,

that these our letters, being entered upon record, as is

hereinafter appointed, and the record or enrollment

thereof, and either of them, and all and everything

therein contained, from time to time, and at all times

hereafter, be, and shall be, firm, valid, good, sufficient,

and effectual in law tºwards and against us, our heirs,

and successors, according to the true intention thereof;

and in and through all things shall be construed, taken,

and expounded most benignly, and in favor, and for

the most and greatest advantage, profit, and benefit of

the said Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the city

of New York, and their successors, as well in all courts

as elsewhere, without any confirmation, licenses, tole

rations, procured or to be procured, of us, our heirs or

successors, notwithstanding that any writ or writs of ad

quod damnum, hath or have not issued, or is or are not

returned, before the making of these presents, and not

withstanding the not reciting, misreciting, or not rightly

or certainly reciting, or ill or wrong reciting the said

rights, privileges, liberties, franchises, jurisdictions,

courts, powers, offices, authorities, markets, ferries, fees,

amerciaments, perquisites, profits, immunities, rents,

possessions, lands, tenements, hereditaments, and any

other the premises, in or by these presents granted, or

mentioned, or intended to be hereby granted, or any

part or parcel thereof, and notwithstanding the not

finding, or ill or not right or certain finding of any

office or offices, inquisition or inquisitions of the pre

mises, hereby granted or mentioned, or intended to be

hereby granted, or any part or parcel thereof, by which

our title in and to the said premises, or any part there

of might, could, should, or ought to have been found,

before the making of these presents; and notwithstand

ing any defect in not reciting or ill reciting of any

lease, grant, or grants of the premises, or any part

thereof being upon record, or not upon record, or other

wise, howsoever; and notwithstanding the ill nam

ing, misnaming, or not right or certain naming any

place or precincts, wherein the premises, or any part

thereof, are or is; and notwithstanding any defect in

not mentioning, or not fully, rightly, or certainly men

tioning the name or names of all or any the rights,

privileges, liberties, franchises, jurisdictions, courts,

owers, offices, authorities, markets, ferries, fees, amer

Šiaments, perquisites, profits, immunities, rents, posses

sions, lands, enements, hereditaments, or other, the

premises, hereby granted, or intended to be granted, or

any part or parcel thereof; or of the yearly, or other

rººt of or reserved in, and upon the premises, or any

part thereof; and notwithstanding any defect, for the

ºnt of a computation or declaration, or for the omis

jor of the true value of the premises, in these presents

...tioned or intended to be hereby granted, or any

part thereof, and notwithstanding any defect in not

i.nſioning our true right, estate, or title of or tº the

same premises, or any part or parcel of them; and not
withstanding, the not mentioning, or not fully, rightly,

or certainly, mentioning the nature, kinds, species, or

quantities of the premises, or any of them, or any part

or parcel ofthem; and notwithstanding any act, statute,

or ordinance of parliament, or any act of assembly; and

...ithstanding any other defects, faults or imperſec;
tions, or any other cause or thing whatsoever. And

fºrther, that if any fault, mistake, or imperfection, in

time to come, shall be found in these presents, or any

happen to arise, concerning the premises, or any part

thereof, that we, our heirs, and successors, shall and

will vouchsafe to make any other grant or assurance,

under the great seal of us, our heirs or successors, of

the said province of New York, to the Mayor, Alder

men and Commonalty of the city of New York for the

time being, and their successors, at their own proper

charges, for the better giving, granting and confirming,

and for their safe and better enjoying the premises

aforesaid, and every part thereof, when it shall be de

sired by the same Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty

of the city of New York, or their successors. Also, we

will, and by these presents grant unto the said Mayor,

Aldermen and Commonalty, that they shall and may

have these presents, made and sealed under the great

seal of our said province of New York, without render

ing, paying or making any fine or fee, great or little to

us, or to our use, for the same, although no express

mention is made of the true yearly or other value, or of

the certainty of the premises, or any part thereof, or of

the gifts or grants, heretofore by us,or our ancestors, or

by any Governor, Lieutenant-governor, or Command

er-in-chief of the said province of New York, to the

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the said city of

New York, or to the citizens or inhabitants of New

York aforesaid, by that or any other name, style or

title, or any other statute, act, ordinance, proclama

tion, provision or restriction, made,º ordain

ed or provided to the contrary, or any other cause or

matter whatsoever, in any wise notwithstanding.

In Testimony whereof, we have caused these our

letters to be made patent, and the great seal of our said

province to be hereunto affixed, and the same to be en

tered of record in our secretary's office of our said pro

vince, in one of the books of patents there remaining.

Witness our trusty and well-beloved John Montgome

rie, Esq., our Captain General and Governor in Chief

of our said province of New York, and the province of

New Jersey, and territories depending thereon in Ame

rica, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c. at our Fort

George in New York, the fifteenth day of January, in

the fourth year of our reign.

May it please your Excellency,

I have perused this Charter, and find nothing

therein prejudicial to the interest of his Majesty.

To his Excellency, R. BRADLEY,

The Governor of the province of

New York, &c.

15th January, 1730.

The foregoing Charter of Governor Mont

gomerie does not appear to have been confirmed

by the King, and it is therefore subject to all the

objections which it recites as being made to the

Charters of Governor Dongan and Cornbury.

Governor Montgomerie died shortly after the

time this Charter bears date.

In 1732 the Colonial Legislature passed an

Act to confirm the Charter granted by Gover

nor Montgomerie, but this Act does not appear

to have been confirmed by the King, as was

customary in all public Acts which were ap

proved. This Act was repealed by the Revised

Statutes in 1830.

An Act for confirming unto the city of New York, its

rights and privileges.

Passed the 14th of October, 1732.

I. Be it declared and enacted by the Governor, the

Council, and the General Assembly of the colony of

New York, and it is hereby enacted by the authority

of the same, That the Mayor, Aldermen and Com

monalty of the city of New York, shall and may, for

ever hereafter, remain, continue, and be a body corpo

rate and politic, in refacto ct nomine by the name of

the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the city of

New York; and by that name to sue, plead, and be

impleaded, and to answer and to be answered, without

any seizure or forejudger, for, or upon any pretence of

any forfeiture or misdemeanor at any time heretofore

done, committed or suffered.

II. And be it enacted by the authority aforesaid.

That all and singular letters patent, grants, charters

Attorney General.

and gifts, sealed under the great seal of the colony of

New York, heretofore made and granted unto the May

or, Aldermen and Commonalty of the city of New

York, be, and are hereby declared to be, and shall be

good, valid, perfect, authentic and effectual in the law,

and shall stand, be taken, reputed, deemed and adjudg

ed good, perfect, sure, available, authentic and effec

tnal in the law, against the King's Majesty, his heirs

and successors, and all and every person and persons

whomsoever, according to the tenor and effect of the

said letters patent, grants, charters and gifts.

III. And be it enacted by the authority aforesaid,

That all and singular letters patent, grants, charters

and gifts, sealed under the great seal of the colony of

New York, heretofore made and granted unto the May

or, Aldermen and Commonalty of the city of New

York, be, and are to all intents and purposes, hereby

ratified and confirmed.

IV. And be it enacted by the authority aforesaid,

That the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the

city of New York, and their successors, shall and

may forever hereafter, peaceably have, hold, use and

enjoy, all and every the rights, gifts, charters, grants,

powers, liberties, privileges, franchises, customs, usa

ges, constitutions, immunities markets, duties, tolls,

lands, tenements, estates and hereditaments, which

have heretofore been given or granted unto the May

or, Aldermen and Commonalty of the city of New

York, by any letters patent, grant, charter or gift, seal
ed under the seal of lſ. colony of New York.

V. And be it enacted by the authority aforesaid,

That this present act shall be accepted, taken, and re

puted, to be a general and public act of Assembly; of

which all and every the judges, and justices of this

colony, in all courts, and all other persons, shall take

notice on all occasions whatsoever, as if it were a pub

lic act of assembly, relating to the whole colony; any

thing herein contained to the contrary thereof in any

wise notwithstanding.

The following act was passed at the instance

of the officers of the Corporation of the city of

New York, was published eighteen times at

full length in all of the city newspapers, and

was then submitted to the people at the next

ensuing election, and only six hundred and sev

enty-seven votes were given in favor of the act,

and it was consequently rejected.

ATTEMPTED REORGANIZATION OF THE

COMMON COUNCIL, IN 1824.

An act to alter the organization of the Common Coun

cil of the City of New York.

Passed April 3, 1824.

Whereas the mayor, aldermen and commonalty of

the city of New York, in common council convened,

have by their petition under their common seal, prayed

for the passage of the following law: . Therefore,

I. Be it enacted by the people of the State of New

York, represented in Senate and Assembly, That the

common council of the city of New York shall hereaf.

ter consist of two separate boards, to be denominated

the board of aldermen and the board of assistants,

who together shall constitute the common council of the

said city, and be known by the name of the mayor, al

dermen and commonalty of the city of New York.

II. And be it further enacted, That the said board of

aldermen shall consist of one member from each ward,

residing in such ward, to be chosen from among the

freeholders of the said city; and that in each ward of

the said city, the persons residing therein, qualified by

the charter of the said city to vote for charter officers,

and every person residing therein qualified to vote for

members of assembly of this state, shall at the days

appointed by law for the election of members of as

sembly, next ensuing the ratification of this act, as

hereinafter provided for, assemble themselves, and meet

together in their respective wards, and elect by ballot

an alderman for the said ward; and at every succeeding

election for members of assembly, and on the same

days with such election, the said persons so qualified

to vote as aforesaid, residing in any ward of which

the office of alderman shall be vacant, (by death, re

signation, expiration of the term of office, or other

cause) shall elect by ballot, from among the freeholders

as aforesaid, a proper person to supply such vacancy;

and that the said persons so chosen, shall be the alder

men of the said city, with all the powers of aldermen,
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under and by virtue of any authority whatsoever; who

together shall constitute the board of aldermen, of the

said common council, (a majority of whom shall make

a quorum for the transaction of business) and shall be

members of the said common council for two years

from the last Monday of December next ensuing their

election, as herein provided, when they shall be sworn

into and commence the duties of their offices, and shall

continue in their offices until other fit persons be elected

and sworn in their places; which board of aldermen,

as soon as they shall meet after the first election under

this act, shall cause themselves to be divided by lot in

to two classes, to be numbered one and two; the seats

of the first class shall be vacated at the end of the first

year, and of the second class at the end of the second

year, in order that one half may be chosen every year;

and that in every case, where by reason of any vacan

cy occasioned by death, resignation, or otherwise, of

any such aldermen, a person, shall be chosen in his

stead, he shall belong to the class to which his prede

cessor belonged, and shall only serve for his unexpired

term.

III. And be it further enacted, That the qualified

electors of the said city, shall in like manner annually

elect two persons for each ward of the said city, who

shall be the assistants of the said city, with all the

powers appertaining to the office of assistants, under

and by virtue of any authority whatsoever, and shall

constitute the board of assistants of the said common

council, (a majority of whom shall make a quorum for

the transaction of business,) and shall be members of

the common council for the said city for the year from

the last Monday of December next ensuing their elec

tion, when they shall be sworn into and commence the

duties of their office, and shall continue in office until

other fit persons be elected and sworn in their places;

and that the said board of assistants shall appoint one

of their own members as president.

IV. And be it further enacled, That the whole pow

er of the corporation of the said city, known by the

name of the mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the

city of New York, whencesoever derived, and now

possessed by the said corporation, shall be wested in the

said boards of aldermen and assistants, and their suc

cessors, forever, by the aforesaid name of the mayor,

aldermen and commonalty of the city of New York,

who shall perform all legislative and other acts as sep

arate and distinct bodies, with concurrent powers;

shall possess a negative on each other's proceedings,

and may propose amendments thereto, and shall exer

cise, possess and enjoy all and singular the legislative

and other powers which the mayor, aldermen and com

monalty of the city of New York, in common council

convened, at present may or can lawfully, and of right

exercise, possess and enjoy; and that each board shall

settle their own rules of proceedings, appoint their own

clerk, and judge of the elections, returns and qualifica

tions of their own members.

V. And be it further enacted, That the common

council or corporation as organized under this act,

shall to every intent and purpose whatsoever, (as the

mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the city of New

York, however organized) have, possess and enjoy all

the rights, properties, gifts, charters, grants, powers,

liberties, privileges, franchises, customs, usages, consti

tutions, immunities, markets, ferries, duties, tolls, lands,

tenements, estates, and hereditaments, which have here.

tofore been given or granted unto the mayor, aldermen

and commonalty of the city of New York, by any let:

ters patent, grant, charter or gift, sealed under the seal

of the colony of New York, or under and by virtue of

any act or acts of the legislature of the state of New

York, or of the United States; and that they shall also

have, and be entitled unto, all and any gifts, grants or

contracts, covenants, promises or agreements, deeds or

writings, with or from any person or persons whomso

ever, as the mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the
city of New York, or as their successors, to .# in

tent, and with all the powers and rights possessed by

the said mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the city

of New York; and that all and singular the acts, pro

ceedings, ordinances, laws, regulations, and doings of

the said mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the city

of New York, as they may exist, according to law,

shall remain unaffected by the provisions of this act,

...” to such alterations as may be from time to time

made by the common council, when newly organ

ized under this act And further, That the charter of

the said city of New York, or any thing therein con

tained, or any act or acts of the legislature of the state,

touching or concerning the same, or the said corpora

tion or common council, or any of the powers of the

mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the city of New

York, or any of the charter officers of the said city, or

the election of charter officers, shall not be deemed or

construed as in any respect repealed, altered, affected,

modified, or changed, any further than the same are

repugnant to the provisions of this act, or than is neces

sary to carry the provisions of this act into effect; but

that the same shall, to every intent and purpose, be

deemed and taken to apply to the mayor, aldermen and

commonalty of the city of New York, or corporation

or common council, to be organized as provided for in

and by this act.

VI. And be it further enacted, That in all cases of

appointments to office, to be made by the said common

council hereby organized, under and by virtue of any

power or authority whatsoever, if the said two boards

shall not agree, they shall meet together and vote by

joint ballot, and a majority of such votes shall decide;

and that in case of a disagreement between the said

boards respecting any other act or acts, thing or things

proposed to be done, they may hold a conference, but

shall nevertheless meet and vote on the matter in dif

ference as separate and distinct boards.

VII. And be it further enacted, That the mayor and

recorder of the city of New York, for the time being,

shall be members of the board of aldermen, and the

mayor shall be president of said board, and in his ab

sence the recorder shall preside, and in the absence of

both, one of the said board shall be appointed chairman

pro tempore: The mayor or recorder when presiding,

shall, in all cases, have a casting vote, and no other.

VIII. And be it further enacted, That the said com

mon council, in case of the sickness or absence of the

mayor, shall have the power to elect a deputy mayor

from among the aldermen; which deputy mayor shall

for the remainder of the term of the year for the then

mayor, during his inability to act, and until a succes

sor is appointed, be president of the said board of al

dermen, and have and exercise all and every the pow

ers, duties and privileges of mayor of the said city, as

may be possessed and exercised by the deputy mayor

under the cuarter of the said city, or under or by virtue

of any other power or authority.

IX. And be it further enacled, That the elections to

be held for the charter officers named in this act, and

for all the charter officers to be chosen in and for the

said city, shall commence on the same day in every

year with the election for members of assembly of this

state; and shall be notified, held and conducted by the

same inspectors, in the same manner, with the like

powers, and during the same number of days; and that

every person qualified by the charter of the said city to

vote for charter officers, and every person qualified to

vote in any of the wards of said city, for members of

the assembly of this state by the constitution, shall be

authorized to vote for such charter officers in the ward

where he actually resides, and not elsewhere; and that

no other person shall be authorized to vote at any such

election.

X. And be it further enacted, That all the other

charter officers (excepting the collectors) to be chosen in

and for the said city, shall be sworn into, and commence

the duties of their offices, on the same day with the be

fore meationed aldermen and assistants; and shall con

tinue in their offices, from their being so sworn, until

other fit persons be elected and sworn in their places;

and that the collectors of the respective wards of the

said city, shall be elected to serve in their respective of.

fices for one . from the second Monday of May

next after such election.

XI. And be it further enacled, That all and singu

lar the provisions of this act, shall be null and void, to

every intent and purpose, as if never herein enacted,

unless the same shall be approved by a majority of the

votes of the electors of the city of New York; and

that the same shall be submitted together, to the decis

ion of the electors of the said city, and if ratified as

herein provided, shall go into effect from and including

the first Monday of November, one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-four, so far as respects the first

election of charter officers under this act, and from and

including the last Monday in December following, the

same shall go into full force and entire effect.

XII. And be it further enacted, That the common

council of the said city shall, within the usual time be

fore such election, appoint inspectors of an election

which shall be held in the several wards in the said ci

ty, on the last Monday of May next, and be continu

ed from day to day for three days successively, inclu

ding the first; at which election the citizens qualified

as voters underthis act, may vote by ballot for or against

the provisions of this law; and on such of the said

ballots as are for the provisions of this law; shall be

written or printed the word “Yes,” and on those which

are against the same, “No." And that motice of such

election shall be given by the inspectors, and the said

election shall, in all things, be held by such inspectors

with the like powers, and conducted in like manner, as

nearly as may be, as is prescribed in and by the act,

entitled “An act for regulating elections,”passed April

17th, 1822, or any act amendatory thereof; which laws

shall have as full applications, force and effect, with re

spect to such election, as they would have. provided

members of assembly were then to be elected; and that

the votes given at such election shall be deposited b

the inspectors in proper boxes to be by them provided,

and canvassed by the inspectors of the several polls,

and returned to the county clerk, and the result certifi.

ed by the board of canvassers, in like manner, as near

ly as may be, as in case of elections for members of the

assembly; one copy of which certificate shall be filed

in the office of the secretary of state, and another de

livered to the common council ofthe said city, and pub

lished; and that in case a majority of such votes shall,

by the certificate of the canvassers, appear to have been

given in favor of the provisions of this law, it shall be

the duty of the inspectors who may be appointed by

the common council of the said city to hold next ensu

ing election for members of assembly, to give notice of

the holding of the election for charter officers, under the

provisions of this act; and they shall provide the pro

per ballot boxes for charter officers; and that the ballots

for all the charter officers to be voted for by an elector,

in each ward of the said city, shall be received on, one

ticket, and be deposited in one ballot box.

Session Laws of 1824, page 162.

In 1828, April 18th, the above act of 1824

was re-enacted by the Legislature, and was sub

mitted to the people at the next ensuing elec

tion, and was rejected; at this time three thou

sand seven hundred and fifty-three votes were

cast in its favor.

In 1829, the citizens elected sixty-five dele.

gates to meet in convention to frame a city char.

ter. After a protracted session of about three

months, the Convention adopted the following

Bill or Charter, which was submitted to the

people for their approval at the then next elec

tion, and was by a vote by ballot accepted. At

the time this Bill or Charter was submitted, an

address was published, signed by the President

and fiſty-seven members of the Convention, ex

plaining the provisions of the charter. This

address is very lengthy: we will in some future

number publish it in full.

AMENDMENTS TO THE

charter of the city of New York,

As adopted in Convention, September, 1829.

Sec. 1. The legislative power of the city of

New York shall be vested in a board of Alder.

men and a board of Assistants, who, together,

shall form the Common Council of the city.

Sec. 2. Each ward of the city shall be entit.

led to elect one person to be denominated the

Alderman of the ward, and the persons so cho.

sen, together, shall form the board of Alder

men; and each ward shall also be entitled to

elect one person to be denominated Assistant

Alderman, and the persons so chosen, together,

shall form the board of Assistants.

Sec. 3. The Aldermen and Assistant Alder.

men shall be chosen for one year, and no person

shall be eligible to either office, who shall not

at the time of his election be a resident of the

ward for which he is chosen.
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Sec. 4. The annual election for charter offi

cers shall commence on the second Tuesday in

April, and the officers elected shall be sworn

into office on the second Tuesday in May there

after. And all such elections shall be notified,

held and conducted by Inspectors appointed in

the same manner, with the like powers, and

during the same number of days, as the election

for members of Assembly of the state are noti

fied, held and conducted.

Sec. 5. The first election for charter officers

after the passage of this law, shall take place on

the second Tuesday in April, 1831, and all

those persons who shall have been elected under

the former laws regulating the election of char

ter officers, and shall be in office at the time of

the passage of this law, shall continue in office,

or hold over, until the officers elected under this

law shall be entitled to be sworn into office.

Sec. 6. The board of Aldermen shall have

power to direct a special election to be held to

supply the place of any Alderman whose seat

shall become vacant by death, removal from

the city, resignation, or otherwise. If a special

election be not directed, the vacancy shall be

supplied at the next general election. And the

board of Assistants shall also have power to di

rect a special election to supply any vacancy

that may occur in the board of Assistants. The

person elected to supply such vacancy shall hold

his seat only for the residue of the term of of

fice of his immediate predecessor.

Sec. 7. The boards shall meet in separate

chambers, and a majority of each shall be a

quorum to do business. Each board shall ap

point a president from its own body; and shall

also choose its clerk and other officers, deter

mine the rules of its own proceedings, and be

the judge of the qualifications of its own mem.

bers. Each board shall keep a journal of its

proceedings, and the doors of each shall be kept

open, except when the public welfare shall re

quire secrecy; and all resolutions, and reports

of committees, which shall recommend any spe

cific improvement, involving the appropriation

of public moneys, or taxing or assessing the ci

tizens of said city, shall be published immedi.

ately after the adjournment of the board, under

the authority of the Common Council, in all the

newspapers employed by the Corporation; and

whenever a vote is taken in relation thereto, the

ayes and noes shall be called, and published in

the same manner.

Sec. 8. Each board shall have authority to

compel the attendance of absent members, to

punish its members for disorderly behavior, and

to expel a member, with the concurrence of

two thirds of its members elected to the board,

and the member so expelled, shall, by such ex

- -

pulsion, forfeit all his rights and powers as an

Alderman or Assistant Alderman.

Sec. 9. The stated and occasional meetings

of the Common Council shall be regulated by

their own ordinances, and both boards may meet

on the same, or on different days, as they may

judge expedient.

Sec. 10. Any law, ordinance or resolution of

the Common Council, may originate in either

board; and when it shall have passed one board,

may be rejected or amended by the other.

Sec. 11. No member of either board, shall,

during the period for which he was elected, be

appointed to, or be competent to hold any office

of which the emoluments are paid from the city

treasury, or by fees directed to be paid by any

ordinance or act of the Common Council, or be

directly or indirectly interested in any contract,

the expenses or consideration thereof, are to be

paid under any ordinance of the Common Coun

cil; but this section shall not be construed to

deprive any Alderman or Assistant of any emo.

luments or fees which he is entitled to, by virtue

of his office.

Sec. 12. Every act, ordinance or resolution

which shall have passed the two boards of the

Common Council, before it shall take effect,

shall be presented, duly certified, to the Mayor

of the city, for his approbation. If he approve,

he shall sign it; if not, he shall return it, with

his objections, to the board in which it originat

ed, within ten days thereafter, or if the Common

Council be not then in session, at their next

stated meeting. The board to which it shall be

returned, shall enter the objections at large on

their journal, and cause the same to be publish.

ed in one or more of the public newspapers of

the city.

Sec. 13. The board to which such act, ordi

nance or resolution shall have been returned,

shall, after the expiration of not less than ten

days thereafter, proceed to re-consider the same.

If, after such re-consideration, a majority of the

members elected to the board shall agree to pass

the same, it shall be sent, together with the ob.

jections, to the other board, by which it shall be

likewise re-considered; and if approved by a

majority of all the members elected to such

board, it shall take effect, as an act or law of the

corporation. In all such cases the votes of both

boards shall be determined by yeas and nays,

and the names of the persons voting for, and

against the passage of the measure re-consider

ed, shall be entered on the journal of each board

respectively.

Sec. 14. If the Mayor shall not return any

act, ordinance, or resolution so presented to him,

within the time above limited for that purpose,

it shall take effect in the same manner as if he

had signed it.

Sec. 15. Neither the Mayor nor Recorder of

the city of New York, shall hereafter be mem.

bers of the Common Council thereof.

Sec. 16. Whenever there shall be a vacancy

in the office ofMayor, and whenever the Mayor

shall be absent from the city, or be prevented

by sickness, from attending to the duties of

his office, the president of the board of Alder

men shall act as Mayor, and shall possess all

the rights and powers of the Mayor during the

continuance of such vacancy, absence, or disa

bility.

Sec, 17. It shall be the duty of the Mayor—

First. To communicate to the Common Coun

cil, at least once a year, and oftener if he shall

deem it expedient, a general staetment of the si

tuation and condition of the city, in relation to

its government, finances, and improvements.

Second. To recommend to the adoption of

the Common Council, all such measures con

nected with police, security, health, cleanliness,

and ornament of the city, and the improvement

of its government and finances, as he shall deem

expedient.

Third. To be vigilant and active in causing

the laws and ordinances for the government of

the city, to be duly executed and enforced.

Fourth. To exercise a constant supervision

and control over the conduct and acts of all sub

ordinate officers, and to receive and examine

into all such complaints as may be preferred

against any of them, for violation or neglect of .

duty; and generally to perform all such duties

as may be prescribed to him by the charter and

city ordinances, and the laws of this state' and

the United States.

Sec. 18. Annual and occasional appropria

tions shall be made by proper ordinances of the

Common Council, for every branch and object

of city expenditure, nor shall any money be

drawn from the city treasury, except the same

shall have been previously appropriated to the

purpose for which it is drawn.

Sec. 19. The Common Council shall not

have authority to borrow any sums of money

whatever on the credit of the Corporation, ex

cept in anticipation of the revenue of the year

in which such loan shall be made, unless au

thorized by a special act of the legislature.

Sec. 20. It shall be the duty of the Common

Council to publish, two months before the an

nual election of charter officers, in each year,

for the general information of the citizens of

New York, a full and detailed statement of the

receipts and expenditures of the corporation,

during the year ending on the first day of the

month in which such publication is made; and
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in every such statement the different sources of

city revenue, and the amount received from

each, the several appropriations made by the

Common Council, the objects for which the

same were made, and the amount of moneys

expended under each, the moneys borrowed on

the credit of the corporation, the authority un

der which each loan was made, and the terms

on which the same was obtained, shall be clear

ly and particularly specified.

Sec. 21. The executive business of the Cor

poration of New York shall hereafter be per

formed by distinct departments, which it shall

be the duty of the Common Council to organ

ize and appoint for that purpose.

Sec. 22. It shall be the duty of the Common

Council to provide for the accountability of all

officers, and other persons to whom the receipt

or expenditure of the funds of the city shall be

entrusted, by requiring from them sufficient se

curity for the performance of their duties or

trust, which security shall be annually renewed.

Sec. 23. The clerk of the board of Aldermen

shall, by virtue of his office, be clerk of the

Common Council, and shall perform all the

duties heretofore performed by the clerk of the

Common Council, except such as shall be as

signed to the clerk of the board of Assistant Al

dermen. And it shall be his duty to keep open

for inspection, at all reasonable times, the re

cords and minutes of the proceedings of the

Common Council, except such as shall be spe

cially ordered otherwise.

Sec. 24. Such parts of the charter of the city

of New York, and of the several acts of the le.

gislature amending the same, as are not incon

sistent with the provisions of this law, shall not

be construed as repealed, modified, or in any

manner affected thereby, but shall continue and

remain in full force.

In Convention, Sept. 28th, 1829.

Resolved, That the members of this conven

tion who are present, and also those absent, who

approve the amendments to the city charter,

sign the same as engrossed.

Done in Convention, at the City Hall in the

city of New York, the twenty-eighth day of

September, in the year one thousand eight hun

dred and twenty-nine, and of the independence

of the United States of America, the fifty-third.

In witness whereof, we have hereunto sub

scribed our names.

Attest. WILLIAM PAULDING,

President, and Delegate from the fifth ward.

A. Dean,
Richard Hatfield. ; Secretaries.

-

Richard E. Mount,

Evert A. Bancker,

Garret Storm,

Reuben Munson,

Alpheus Sherman,

Lambert Suydam,

Joseph Meekes,

N. T. Arnold,

Peter Stagg,

James Burling,"

Charles Henry Hall,

Thomas Miller,

Nathl. Reynolds,

H. Van Wagenen,

Thomas Morris,

John Hone,

John Duer,

Richard S. Williams,

Elisha Tibbets,

John Morss,

Isaac Emmons,

E. D. Comstock,

Benjamin De Witt, Samuel Guilford, jr.

Saul Alley, Effingham Schiefſelin.

I, Thomas Jeremiah, Clerk of the city and

county of New York, do hereby certify, that

the preceding is a true copy of the proceedings

of the Convention for the purpose of revising

and amending the charter of the city of New

York, on file in my office.

Charles Mills,

William M. Johnson,

Henry H. Schieffelin,

Peter Augustus Jay,

P. S. Townsend,

G. C. Verplanck,

Dudley Selden,

Saml. Andreas,

J. M. Bradhurst,

Saml. Stilwell,

Peter McCartee,

Eldad Holmes,

Francis Cooper,

Joseph Johnson,

Dennis McCarthy,

Gideon Tucker,

Wm. Jas. Macnevin,

Charles Oakford,

Nathaniel Boyd,

Philip Hone,

John R. Hedley,

Charles Town,

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto

set my hand and affixed my seal of of

fice, the 7th day of September, 1835.

THOMAS JEREMIAH, Clerk.

[L. S.

IN 1830

The Legislature of the state acted upon the

Bill agreed upon by the Convention, and after

making in it several material amendments,

passed it, and it thus became a law. Stephen

Allen, Esq., was at that time a member of the

Senate of the state, and was a most efficient

and able representative. The Bill, as passed by

the State Legislature, is to be found in No. 1

of this Gazette, page 8.

-

LEGISLATION.

That learned and able jurist, Justice Story, thus

discourses on this subject:

“The task of legislation, too, is exceedingly differ

ent in a small state, from what it is in a large one; in a

state engaged in a single pursuit, or living in pastoral

simplicity, from what it is in a state engaged in the in

finitely varied employments of agriculture, manufac

tures and commerce, where enterprise and capital rap

idly circulate, and new legislation is constantly requi

red by the new fortunes of society. A single week

might suffice for the ordinary legislation of a state of

the territorial extent of Rhode Island, while several

months would scarcely suffice for that of New York.

In Great Britain a half a year is consumed in legisla

tion for its diversified interests and occupations; while

a week would accomplish all that belongs to Lapland

or Greenland, of the narrow republic of Geneva, or of

the subordinate principalities of Germany. Athens

might legislate, without obstructing the daily course of

common business, for her own meager territory; but

when Rome had become the mistress of the world, the

Thomas H. Leggett, Michael Burnham,

John Van Buren, Abraham Bloodgood,

Thos. Bolton, William Thompson,

Jno. Leonard, Stephen Allen, year seemed too short for all the exigencies of her sov

ereignty. When she deliberated for a World, she felt

that Legislation, to be wise or safe, must be slow and cau

tious; that knowledge as well as power was indispensable

for the true government of her provinces. Men, to act

with vigor and effect, must have time to mature meas

ures, and judgment and experience as to the best means

of applying them. They must not be hurried on to

their conclusions by the passions or fears of the multi

tude. They must deliberate as well as resolve.”

The remarks of DR, PALEy, on the same subject, are

full of his usual practical good sense. “The first maxim,”

says he, “of a free State is, that the laws be made by

one set of men, and administered by another; in other

words, that the legislative and judicial characters be

kept separate. When these offices are united in the

same person or assembly, particular laws are made for

particular cases, springing oftentimes from partial

motives, and directed to private ends. Whilstthey are

kept separate, general laws are made by one body of

men, without foreseeing whom they may affect; and

when made, they must be applied by the other, let them

affect whom they will.”

And the FedERAList has, with equal point and bre

vity, remarked, that “the accumulation of all power,

legislative, executive and judicial, in the same hands,

whether of one, a few, or many, and whether heredita

ry, self-appointed, or elective, may be justly pronounc

ed the very definition of tyranny.”

MR. JEFFERson, in his notes on Virginia, has expres

sed the same truth with peculiar fervour and force.—

Speaking of the Constitution of the government of

his own State, he says, – “all the powers of gov

ernment, legislative, executive and judiciary, result to

the legislative body. The concentrating these in the

same hands is precisely the definition of a despotic Go

vernment. It will be no alleviation, that these powers

will beexercised by a plurality of hands, and not by a

single one. One hundred and seventy-three despots

would surely be as oppressive as one. Let those who

doubtit turn their eyes to the republic of Venice. An

elective despotism is not the Government we fought for.”

In the foregoing quotations we have made, we see the

stateand condition of our Municipality.

The Common Council of New York publicly claim

sovereign power, and actually exercise this power.

Take, for example, the building of a Common Sewer

at an expense of Seventy Thousand Dollars, which

was about the cost of that of the 2d Avenue. In this

case, the Common Council decides upon the measure,

direct their own officers to contract for its construction,

appoint assessors to apportion the cost among a limited

number of citizens, sit as a court to confirm the assess

ment, appoint a collector to demand the money, and if

not paid, direct their own officer to sell the property of

the delinquent, and their own officers become the pur

chasers, and their own officers execute a lease of 5,000

or 10,000 years, a greater estate than any fee simple

known to our world.

This is exercising all the variouspowers by the same

body of men. They are in fact legislators, judges, ju

ry and executioners—combining together, what forms

an elective despotism, and is in fact the most tyrannical

and arbitrary body known in the civilized world. Our

City Government is a complete usurpation of power, a

violation of all law, an outrage upon the constitution

and civil liberty, and a foul blot upon the present age.

That able jurist, Judge Savage, late Chief Justice of

the State of New York, in one of his written opinions,

makes this very excellent and accurate remark:—

“Much of our difficulty,” says he, “arises from ju

dicial legislation. It is the business of the legislature

to make laws, and of the courts to expound them.”
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CORONER'S FEES.

We perceive that Alderman Woodhull introduced

into the Board of Aldermen, last evening, a resolution

to make application to the Legislature in relation to the

fees of the Coroner. This is right.

We also perceive that Aldermen Benson introduced

an amendinent to the effect that application be also

made to the legislature, to authorize theCommon Coun

cil to appoint four additional Coroners and to assign

them certain districts. We beg leave to refer the wor

thy Alderman to the Municipal Gazette, No. 2, page 21,

§ 11, for the provisions of the Constitution upon ap

pointing Coroners, and also to $ 15 of same page. Cor

oners are elective officers, and must continue to be elec

ted unless the amending of the Constitution of the State

alters that mode. The legislature may order more

Coroners to be elected for the county of New York, but

cannot authorize the Common Council to appoint Cor

Oners.

PUBLIC OFFICES.

Of late years public offices are eagerly sought after,

and anxiously desired by great numbers of our citizens,

young and old. Very little advantage is gained by

young men in obtaining office, and it more frequently

happens that the holding of a public office is to them a

great injury—unfitting them for their regular business

and occupations. The expense and labor of obtaining

public office is oftentimes greater than the amount of

salary, and the anxiety to retain place and income keeps

the mindof the incumbent in a constant state of excite

ment and uneasiness. It would be far better if fewer

young men were appointed to office, and the offices giv

en to men advanced in years—who have been in active

business, and have experience to qualify them to dis

charge the duties to the advantage of the public, and cre

dit to themselves.

FEES OF PUBLIC OFFICERS.

These, in all cases, whether under the general, state,

or city government, should be limited, and whatever is

an excess over a fair compensation should be paid into

the public treasury. It may be said, as an objection to

this plan, that if the fees fall short of a fair compensa.

tion, the amount should be made up out of the public

treasury—and so it should be.

PLURALITY OF OFFICES.

No citizen ought to hold two public offices at the same

time. There is no good reason to sanction such a prac

tice, and it should in all cases be prohibited by law.

THE COLLECTION OF TAXES.

We have been looking at the provisions of the con

stitution of the state of New York, page 21 of this Ga

zette, Art. 4,515, and find this provision, viz.: “s 15.

all officers heretofore elective by the people shall continue

to be elected.” It seems therefore that collectors of Tax

es are to continue to be elected. This is our present im

pression, from the examination of this section. Under

this state of things, it is competent for the legislature to

pass a law, making the taxes hereafter to be raised to

be paid to the city Comptroller, orto the Board of Com

missioners, and such taxes as shall not be thus paid

within the first three months of the year, shall be de

livered to the Collector of the Ward, who shall proceed

to collect the same, and he shall be paid for his services

a commission in proportion to the amount, which com

mission shallbe paid by the delinquent taxpayer in ad

dition to the amount assessed as tax.

The salary of Coroner of the city and county of N.

York should be fixed by law, and should be a fair and

reasonable compensation for his services.

The taxes of the city of New York are daily and

continually increasing, and it is important to have eve

ry possible retrenchment made throughout, that can be

consistently.

High taxes increase the price of rent as well as the

price of every article of consumption, and are a canker

upon unproductive real estate.

It would seem that a different mode of taxation ought

to be adopted, in regard to unproductive property.

President Jackson, in his Proclamation in relation to

the Nullification of South Carolina, (which, irrespec

tive of politics, may be justly pronounced an able state

paper,) thus remarks—“The wisdom of man never yet

contrived a system of taxation that would operate with

perfect equality.” The apportionment of taxes is not

so much complained ef, as the lavish expenditure of

public money by public officers. This discretion which

they arrogate to themselves, is the great monster that is

trampling down every thing.

TAXES.

In 1801 the taxes of the city of New York were se

venty-five thousand dollars, and the population about

sixty thousand—an average of about one dollar and

twenty-five cents to each person. The taxes the pres

ent year amount to eleven hundred thousand dollars,

and the population to three hundred and twelve thou

sand, or thereabouts, which is about three dollars and

fifty-two cents to each person.

CITY EXPENDITURES.

COMPTROLLER'S REPORT.

(Continued.)

ROADS.

Year. Expenditures.

1830, $21,703 73

1831, 44,212 50

1832, 82,854 20

1833, 55,197 45

1834, 18,417 12

1835, 21,072 00

1836, 39,927 20

1837, 49,006 67

1838, 89,671 29

1839, 42,202 67

1840, 79,890 52

$544,155 45

DOCKS AND SLIPS.

Year. Expenditures. Reeeipts.

1830, $34,038 07 $43,790 00

1831, 26,564 93 48,181 86

1832, 37,932 25 48,313 70

1833, 75,080 99 55,913 34

1834, 106,804 60 53,652 13

1835, 112,038 97 64,607 77

1836, 115,878 76 49,776 65

1837, 173,314 37 73,182 22

1838, 107,047 11 72,832 79

1839, 79,084 33 60,886 02

1840, 81,187 14 87,981 20

SALARIES.

ear. Expenditures.

# §";
1831, 30,514 46

º 1832, 37,024 07

1833, 41,839 88

1834, 46,724 09

1835, 49,831 84

1836, 49,322 78

1837, 57,427 25

1838, 58,715 60

1839, 54,476 35

1840, 57,083 06

(To be continued.)

COMMON COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF NEW

YORK IN FORMER TIMES.

From the year 1674 to the year 1691, a period of se
Wentgen3. the entire proceedings of the Common

Council did not cover five quires of paper closely writ

ten, now the business of our F. Common Council

for a single week; is greater than that of this early pe

riod for a whole year.

UNCERTAINTY OF TITLES TO REAL ES

TATE ON THE ISLAND OF NEW YORK.

Peter A. Jay, Esq., one of the former Recorders of

the city of New York, some short time ago purchased

two houses and lots up town. A few days since he

ascertained that both of the houses and lots have been

sold for a trifling assessment for buiding a sewer in

Avenue C; the time of redemption had expired, and

the purchaser had obtained a corporation lease. These

...P.proceedings are most extraordinary. There is

blame somewhere in this. It behoves every person

urchasing property to keep a sharp look out for these

and Sharks. There is no safety in titles while such

a state of things continue. The books of the Street

Commissioners show that many of the corporation offi:

cers are purchasers of lots sold for assessments, and

from all that appears, and in fact from some particular

cases which have occurred, it appears that the corpo

ration favor this system of confiscation. I know of one
case, a person in New Jersey, where the StreetCommis

sioner, much to his credit, sent a special message to the
owner of a house that the same had been sold, and that

the time of redemption was near expiring, and he game

and rescued his premises from the fangs of the Land
Shark.

-

GOVERNOR CORNBURY'S CHARTER.

In 1708, during the reign of Queen Anne, a grant

was made to the mayor, aldermen, and commonalty of

the city of New York, of certain ferries. This charter,

as it is called, never received the queen's assent, or con

firmation. All the land not before patented on this

island, was granted to the mayor, aldermen, and com

monalty in 1686, by Governor Dongan, with the ex

ception of certain specified reservations.

The ferries of the North and East Rivers are both

across arms of the sea.

We had a conversation with a very intelligent mem

ber of the Board of Aldermen a few days since, during

which he remarked that the city had some valuable

franchises granted in the ancient charters, and named

the ferries as one of this class. Since that conversa

tion we have considered the matter with great delibera

tion, and are of opinion that the grant is not valid.

In Gazette No. 2, page 31, is the copy of an act pass

ed by the Legislature of this State in favor of John

Frtch, granting him the exclusive right to navigate

the waters of this State by steamboats for fifty years.

This act was passed in 1787; but this was decided

to be unconstitutional; and the ferry monopoly appears

equally as much so. These are first impressions from

an examination of the question—and we think we are

right. We will return to the subject again.

OPENING STREETS, AVENUES, AND PUB

LIC SQUARES.

In our last paper we gave copies of two resolutions

for opening all the streets and avenues up to and in

cluding 42d street, which had not been previously open

ed by deeds of session or by due course of law, as

laid down on the commissioner's map, under the act

of April 3d, 1807; and also all the streets from 42d,

to and including 57th street; and now we give an

other of the same class of resolutions, for openingMan

hattan Square.

BOARD OF ALDERMEN, April 18, 1836.

“Alderman Benson presented the following resolu

tion, which was read and referred to the Committee

on Lands, &c.
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Resolved, That the Committee on Public Lands and

Places report on the expediency of taking Manhattan

Square."—See Vol. 10, Pro. Board of Aldermen, page

465.

We shall continue these statements of all the streets,

avenues, and public squares, &c., and show who have

offered resolutions in either Board for the ruinous pro

ceedings, and to show the citizens that it is not the

speculators, as those who buy and sell lots are called,

but it is the members of the Common Council and of.

ficers of the Corporation who have been the persons

who have thus acted. We intend no personal disre

spect to the persons who offered these resolutions; they

no doubt thought and believed that they were right in

the matter; but the true history of these proceedings

should be generally known. If the Common Council

have usurped power, or abused power, or used it with

out due consideration, it should be taken from them.

The truth is, the Common Council arrogate to them

selves power; they exercise power which was never

given to them, and have brought, by these means,

great losses upon the city and the citizens; and now

they say the speculators have done it!!!

DISTRIBUTION OF POWERS.

That eminent jurist, Judge Story, one of the justices

of the Supreme Court of the United States, in his ex

cellent Commentary upon the Constitution, thus re

marks:

“Every government must include within its scope,

at least if it is to possess suitable stability and energy,

the exercise of three great powers, upon which all gov

ernments are supposed to rest, viz., the executive, the

legislative, and the judicial powers. The manner and

extent in which these powers are to be exercised, and

the functionaries in whom they are to be vested, con

stitute the great distinctions which are known in the

forms of government. In absolute governments, the

whole executive, legislative, and judicial powers are,

at least in their final results, exclusively confined to a

single individual; and such a form of government is

denominated a despotism as the whole sovereignty of
the state is vested in him.

“The remarks of MostEsquieu on this subject will

be found in a professed Commentary upon the Consti

tution of England. “When,’ says he, the legislative

and executive powers are united in the same person,

or in the same body of magistrates, there can be no

liberty, because apprehensions may arise, lest the same

monarch or senate should enact tyrannical laws, to

execute those in tyrannical manner. Again; there is

no liberty, if the judiciary power be not separated from

the legislative and executive. Were it joined with the

legislative, the life and liberty of the subject would be

exposed to arbitrary control; for the judge would be

the legislator. Were it joined to the executive power,

the judge might behave with violence and oppression.

There would be an end of everything, were the same

man, or the same body, whether of the nobles or of the

people, to exercise these three powers, that of enacting

laws, that of executing the public resolutions, and of
trying the causes of individuals.

“The same reasoning is adopted by Mr. Justice

Blackstone in his Commentaries. “In all tyrannical

governments,’ says he, “the supreme magistracy, or

the right of both making and. laws, is vested

in the same man, or one and the same body of men;

and wherever these two powers are united together,

there can be no public liberty. The magistrate may

enact tyrannical laws, and execute them in atyrannical

manner, since he is possessed, in quality of dispenser

of justice, with all the power which he, as legislator,

thinks proper to give himself. But where the legisla

tive and executive authority are in distinct hands, the

former will take care not to entrust the latter with so

large a power as may tend to the subversion of its

own independence, and therewith of the liberty of the

subject.'

“Again; in this distinct and separate existence,

of the judicial power in a peculiar body of men, nomi

nated indeed by, but not removable at, the pleasure

of the crown, consists one main preservative of the

Public liberty, which cannot long subsist in any state,

unless the administration of common justice be, in

some degree, separated from the legislative, and also

the executive power. Were it joined with the legisla

tive, the life, liberty, and property of the subject would

be in the hands of arbitrary judges, whose decisions

would then be regulated only by their opinions, and

not by fundamental principles of law; which, though

legislators may depart from, yet judges are bound to

observe. Were it joined with the executive, this union

might soon be an overbalance for the legislative.”

-

COMPTROLLER'S REPORT.

We give below the preamble to the City Comptrol

ler's Annual Report to the Common Council of the

City of New York. It is a most extraordinary docu

ment:

The Comptroller speaks of New York being “a free

city of itself.” In what respect it is free we are unable

to discover. It certainly is not free from assessments;

for no city on the earth ever suffered from this odious,

abominable, ruinous, and detestable system of assess

ments as has this “free city ºf itself;” and, as for

taxes, it is doomed to everlasting taxation, increased

and increasing.

The worthy Comptroller says, “the charter of this

city is an express contract, containing a covenant for

the quiet enjoyment of the municipal powers it confers.

It was made before the first shedding of blood in our

revolutionary struggle.” Now, what does all this

amount to ? What charter has the worthy Comptrol

ler reference to ? There were four charters “made be

fore the first shedding of blood in our revolutionary

struggle; viz., Governor Stuyvesant's, Governor Don

gan's, Governor Cornbury's, and Governor Mont

gomery's; the last of these was in 1730; and I beg

leave to refer the Comptroller to that charter, page 32

of Kent's City Charter, in which it is stated that the

validity of the former charters were doubted, because

these were not granted by the crown. Now, we ask

the Comptroller, if Governor Montgomery's charter

was ever ratified by the king, or in any way confirmed

by the crown 4

No one of the ancient charters of the city of New

York was ever confirmed or ratified by the crown; but

on the contrary, the king, in 1697, confirmed a very se

vere law against persons claiming to act under the au

thority or in the name of the Corporation, which re

mained in force from 1697 to 1830; a period of one

hundred and thirty-three years; during which time

this law was twice confirmed by the Constitution of

the State of New York, and also by the general re

pealing act of 1787. This act is to be found in No. 3

of this Gazette, page 38. We have examined Chan

cellor Kent's notes upon this part of the charter, and

find that the Chancellor is silent on this point; but from

what he says at the end of the charter in a mem., it

appears that he only examined two printed copies fur

nished by the Corporation; one printed in 1793, and

the other in 1832; the latter, the Chancellor says, is

not accurate. Why have not the Corporation had a

true copy of the charter published As for the charter

being a contract, it was to a certain extent—the Mayor

paid three hundred and twenty-four pounds for it to

Governor Dongan in 1686, and it was called a patent;

and Governor Dongan subsequently disputed the va.

lidity of this very grant, as appears by the correspond

ence between him and the Mayor; and besides this,

we find in 1692, six years after the date of this charter,

that the Common Council passed a resolution, direct

ing the Recorder to draw up an address to the Gover

nor, desiring their Majesty's confirmation of the

charter; and more besides this, the King would not do

any such thing as grant a charter to the city; for the

complaints were, even at that early day, loud and fre

quent against the officers of the Corporation for usurp

ing power; and the act of 1695 is evidence of this. In

1732, the Corporation of the city of New York applied

to the Colonial Legislature for a confirmation of Gov

ernor Montgomery's charter— and obtained an act to

that effect. This act was not confirmed by the King;

and this same act was repealed by the Revised Statutes

in 1830.

But the Comptroller says, “The charter is an ex

press contract, containing a covenant for the quiet en

joyment of the municipal powers it confers.” All po

litical power was swept by the revolution which the

Comptroller speaks of The charter of New York, we

say, was not, in our humble judgment, noticed in the

Constitution of 1777 and 1821. We know that that

able jurist and distinguished citizen, Ch.Axcellon

KENT, says in his notes on the Charter, that it was con

firmed by the two constitutions; but he says, in the

same book, that he had before him a printed copy of

the charter ; and he did not, we presume, examine the

various doings in relation to these charters on record

in manuscript, nor the law of 1695; and was probably

not aware that the charters were neither of them

granted by the King or his predecessors, or confirmed

by them; but on the contrary, that they refused their

assent.

We do not, for one, for a moment pretend to dispute

the title of the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty to

the public property; but we do deny them any politi

cal power under the old patents, or charters as they call

them. A municipal power of such sort is not a vested

right. The Comptroller says further:

“That charter still stands as much a protection to

her citizens from State encroachments, as it was before

the revolution against the British crown.” Well this

is so; for it was nothing then, and is the same now.

The Comptroller closes his most extraordinary pre

face by saying, “Should a continued disposition be

manifested to impair its provisions, or to trench upon

the undelegated rights of the people of this county, it

will become their duty, as well as that of their county

representatives, to test the strength of her municipal

reservations, by an appeal to the Supreme Judicary of

the United States.” The Corporation counsel will ad

vise them to keep out of the Supreme Court of the

United States; that Court would soon settle the ques

tion, in the exercise of sound discretion too. But his

Honor the Comptroller may rest easy on this head;

the county representatives will not be troubled to go

there to ask to have the matter examined. The pro

ceedings, already commenced, are in the way of going

there in full speed.

We have a great personal regard for the Comptroller;

he is a most excellent citizen, and a worthy public of.

ficer; but in this matter of the municipal powers, he is

out of his latitude.

CITY OF NEw York,”

CoMPTRollea's Office,

January 25, A. D. 1841.

To the Mayor, Aldermen and

Commonally of the City of New York.

The people of this city have, with regard to their lo

cal government, reserved to themselves the right to,

and require from their representatives, a full account of

the manner in which their municipal interests are con

ducted, that they may possess a true knowledge of their

responsibilities and prospects. This information is es

sentially necessary in forming a correct opinion in ref.

erence to the general action of their municipal govern

ment. It is especially so in matters of such vital im

portance to the people as the administration of the city

finances. Opportunity is thereby afforded them to de

cide upon the effect that contemplated changes may

have upon their pecuniary interests, as also, to ascer

tain what reforms, if any, are necessary. With this
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view, the undersigned has endeavored to make the an

nexed report as succinct, and at the same time as com

prehensive as the means of his office would permit. It

will be found to exhibit a complete account of the finan

cial condition of the city government, and in compliance

with the charter laws is respectfully presented.

The information it embraces may be considered the

more interesting at this time, because of the disposition

recently manifested by the State Legislature to inter

fere with our municipal concerns, the management of

which, so far as they are local, is secured to the people

of this city by the strongest guarantees. The powers

with which the people have invested their State Gov

ernment are limited by the constitution of the state. The

citizens of the several counties, and of this city and

county in particular, have, in their local governments,

distinct and independent rights, as clearly to be under

stood as those exercised by the states independently of

the general government. . With respect to this city and

county, these rights are either controlled by the charter,

which is our county constitution, or undelegated as yet,

remain with its citizens.

The charter of this city is an express contract con

taining a covenant for the quiet enjoyment of the muni

cipal powers it confers. It was made before the first

shedding of blood in our revolutionary struggle, and

under the decision of the Supreme Court of the United

States, it is one that is protected by the Constitution of

the United States from being impaired by any act of

state legislation; all infractions of its provisions may

be taken to that tribunal for final adjudication. Its

charter is a constitution of a body politic, erecting the

city of New York into “A FREE city of itself.” Her

independent sovereignty, in her local matters, is older

than that of the state itself, and her representatives in

the convention which formed the state constitution,

showed they were sensible of its free position, when

they procured an express reservation of her local rights
under her local constitution. That charter still stands

as much a protection to her citizens from state encroach

ments, as it was before the revolution against the exac

tions of the British Crown. Should a continued dis

position be manifested to impair its provisions, or to

trench upon the undelegated rights of the people of this

county, it will become their duty, as well as that oftheir

county representatives, to test the strength of her mu
nicipal reservations, by an appeal to the supreme judi

ciary of the United States.

Respectfully,

ALFRED A. SMITH,

Comptroller.

From the Evening Post.

COMMON COUNCIL.

OFFICIAL.

Special meeting of the Board of Aldermen,

March 29, 1841.

Present—Elijah F. Purdy, Esq., President. Alder

men—Bailis, Woodhull, Benson, Pentz, Jones, Ferris,

Rich, Chamberlain, Hatfield, Jarvis, Smith, Nichols,

Graham, Cooper, and Nash. .

The minutes of the last meeting were read and ap

proved.
PETITIONS.

Of the following persons, viz: Freman Rawdon,

Charles W. Huntington, James Stoutenburgh, D. Cole

man, John Collins, John Rogers and B. B. Edwards,

severally for correction of tax or assessment–referred

to the Committee on Assessments.

Of E. Cohen, D. N. Freeman and others, inhabitants

of Manhattanville, to allow the Harlem Rail Road

Company to lay rails through Manhattan street—re

ferred to the Special Committee, of which Alderman

Chamberlain is chairman.

of John Dichett, for the enforcement of the law re

lative to hawking and peddling in the public streets—

referred to the Committee on Police, &c.

of J. P. Allaire, for lease of pier at the foot of Ful

ton street, East River—referred to the Committee on
&c. -

"ºn and others, inhabitants of Fifth street,

for the paving the foot-path in that street, from 3d ave

nue to avenue C–referred to Committee on Streets.

of residents in the vicinity of avenue B, to have

sidewalks flagged six feet in width—referred to the

Committee on streets. - - -

Of Lane & Mangam, for permission to erect iron

stairs in front of No. 121 Broad street-resolution to

grant said permission adopted,

of M. H. Grinnell and 1024 others, that the Harlem

-

Rails may not be removed—referred to Committee of

which Alderman Chamberlain is chairman.

Of fishermen in Catherine market, to have their

stands regulated—referred to Committe on Markets.

Of J. H. Bennet and others, firemen, to compel fire

.#. to do general duty—referred to Committee
on Fire and Water.

Communications from Pliny Robinson, relative to a

machine for cleaning the streets-referred to Commit.

tee on Cleaning Streets.

REpoRts.

Of the Committee on Ordinances, in favor of con

firming assessments for filling low grounds in the 11th

and 16th wards—adopted.

Of the Committee on the Croton Aqueduct, against

approving contract entered into by the Water Com

missioners, with Wintersteen & Myerst for water pipes

-laid on the table and ordered to be printed.

From the Committee on Finance, adverse to the me

morial of Frederick De Peyster, to sell a piece of land

in Madison Square—adopted.

Of the Committee on Assessments, in favor of the

several petitions of H. D. Krack, A. B. Janin, Jona

than Hunt, the Mechanics’ Institute, the Baptist church

in Cannon street, for the correction of tax, were adopted.

Of the Committee on Assessments, against the peti

tions of Alfred Atkins and M. Silber, for the correction

of tax—adopted.

Qf the Street Committee concurring with the Board

of Assistants in relation to granting of surplus water

from sewers in Second Avenue, &c., to G. W. Bruen
—concurred in.

From The Board of Assistants.

. A report of the Street Committee on the communica
tion of the Street Commissioners relative to alterations

in the regulations of the streets and avenues between

22d and 42d streets—referred to the Committee on

Streets.

A petition to build sewer in the 3d avenue, between

10th and 12th streets, and in 10th street between the 2d

and 3d avenues at their own expense—referred to Com

mittee on Streets.

. Resolution granting Butcher's License to R. P. Per
rin —concurred in.

An amendment to resolution of this Board, relative

to salary of Keeper of Upper Police—concurred in.

A resolution that assessors give notice to persons as

sessed—referred to Committee on Assessments.

FROM DEPARTMENTs.

Communication from the Counsel of the Corporation,

stating that the injunction heretofore obtained by the

Water Commissioners has been dissolved—ordered

on file.

Apportionments of Assessment from the Street Com

missioner—passed.

Ordinance to regulate and set curb and gutter stones

in 28th street, between the 7th and 8th avenues—

passed.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS.

The report of the Committee on Cleaning Streets, in

favor of cleaning the streets by contract, which was

laid upon the table at a previous meeting, was taken

up, and with some alterations adopted.

The report of the Committee on Wharves, &c., in

favor of widening the carriage way on the westerly

side of Coenties slip, laid upon the table at a previous

meeting, was taken up and adopted.

RESOLUTIONS.

By Alderman Woodhull—Whereas, it appears by

the report of the Comptroller, that the amount of Coro

ner's fees paid out of the city treasury for the year 1840,

was about $5000;

And whereas, in the opinion of the Common Coun

cil, such amount greatly exceeds a just compensation

for the services of that officer; therefore,

Resolved, that an application be made to the legisla

ture to reduce the fees of the Coroner of this city, so

that the amount, including summoning jurors and sub

poenaing and swearing witnesses, shall not exceed the

annual sum of $2000; and that the counsel of the cor

ration prepare and present a suitable memorial to the

egislature for that purpose.

Aldrman Benson proposed, as an amendment—and

also for permission for the Common Council to increase

the number of coroners for the city and county to not

exceeding four, and of assigning to each a certain dis

trict of said city and county—referred to Committee

on Laws, &c.

By Alderman Benson, Resolved, That the Street

Commissioner report to this Board the amount of bills

paid since the 1st day of January last, for work and

labor done on the roads and materials furnished for the

repairs thereof, and which work and labor was per

formed and materials furnished before the said lst day

of January—adopted.

The Board then adjourned until Monday next, 5

o'clock, P. M.

SAMUEL J. WILLIS, Clerk.

ORPORATION NOTICE. – Public notice is

hereby given, that a petition has been presented

in the ...} of Assistant Aldermen, to grade and re

pave Washington-street, between Rector and Morris

street.

Persons interested, having objections to the above pe

tition, are requested to present them in writing to the

Street Commissioner's office, on or by the 8th of April,

1811. JOHN EWEN, Street Commissioner.

Street Commissioner's Office, March 29th, 1841.

ITY TAXES.—The Collectors of the different

Wards are required by law to return their tax

books to the Comptroller on the first day of April, that

they may be transferred to the Collectors of Arrears,

when all taxes remaining unpaid, will be subject to the

addition of fourteen per cent. interest.

Collectors of Taxes, with their places of residence.

1st Ward, Oliver Cobb, No. 6 Coenties slip.

2d “ E. T. Backhouse, 15 Fulton st.

3d “ Garret Forbes, 261 Greenwich st.

4th “ John W. Coon, 298 Pearl st.

5th “ E. P. Horton, 110 Reade st.

6th “ John Layden, 55 Elm st.

7th “ John Murphy, 596 Water st.

8th “ H. T. Kiersted, 529 Broadway.

9th “ Martin Blanch, 106 Charles st.

10th “ Darius Ferry, 98 Allen st.

11th “ Moses Fargo, I Manhattan st.

12th “ Patrick Doherty, 8th avenue and 4th st.

13th “ John F. Russell, 34 Norfolk st.

14th “ Nelson Sammis, 241 Centre st.

15th “ Joseph Britton, 40 Amity st.

16th “ John Stewart, cor. 3d avenue and 26th st.

17th “ Cornelius Van Benschoten, 64 Stanton st.

For the convenience of the tax payers of the 12th and

16th Wards, the Collectors of those Wards will be at

the Cºmptroller's office, on Saturday, 27th inst., from

10 to 3 o'clock.

From the Journal of Commerce.)

CORPORATION NOTICE.-Public Notice is

hereby given, that a petition has been presented to the

Board of Aldermen, to extend Washington street from

Gansevoort street to the 10th Avenue. Persons inter

ested, having objections to the above proposition, are de

sired to present them in writing at the office, on or be

fore the 12th inst. JOHN EWEN, Com.

St. Com. Office, April 1, 1841.

A CONTRAST.

We copy from the Journal of Commerce of 27th ult.

the following:

“The FINANCEs of NEw Jersey.—Theexpenses for

the coming year are estimated at $82,700. The reve

nue at $53,933 38—leaving about $30,000, to be pro

vided for by taxation or otherwise. ... The legislative

expenditure are put down at $23,000”

he Fees of the Corporation Council paid and pay

able last year amounted to within less than $8,000 of

the whole revenue of the state of New Jersey, and the

“Counsel Fees and Court Charges,” in confirming

twenty-three street assessments by our Supreme Court,

in 1839, as appears by the city Comptroller's report of

last year, page 102, amount to three hundred and nine

teen dollars and sixty-seven cents more than the whole

legislative expenditure of the sovereign state of New

Jersey !!!

This grows out of the modern doctrine of discretion.

TO THEANTI-ASSESSMENT CITIZENS,

We have found it necessary to make our publication

day late in the week, and have fixed it on Saturday in

place of Thursday in consequence of being under the

necessity of being at Albany the early part of next

week.

PR IN T E D B Y R. C R A I G H E A D,

No. 112 Folºron, Cornea of Durch STREET.
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Published WEEKLY, on SATURDAYs, ate President of the United States, we have thought ited away, those who now compose the present Common

ourº in the recess of Congress, and in the absence Council of this city will, in all human probability,

1

Y Th -ae's - -

ANTI-A SSESSM Eºr C O M M ITTEE, ºof the Vice President from the Seat of Government, to have ceased from their labors.

We give below the proceedings ofthe CommonCoun

jmake this afflicting bereavement known to the country

Edited by E. Meriam. by this declaration, under our hands. - - . . - - -

Oft; No. 6], Wall-street tairs ) He died at the President's House, in this city, this cil on Monday evening, on receipt of the intelligence
ce, No. 6; -street, (up stairs. fºurth lay of April, Anno Domini, 1841, at thirty minºlof the death of William Henar Harrison, Passpent

utes before one o'clock in the morning, ºor THE UNITED STATEs.

The people of the United States, overwhelmed, like - -

ourselves, by an event so unexpected and so melancho-º. These proceedings were proper and appropriate, and

ly, will derive consolation from knowing that his death;entitle the Common Council to the commendation of

was almºd resigned, as his life has been Patriotiºthe citizens. The expression of respect for the Chris

seful and distingushed; and that the last utterance of:. igion by public offi d public bodi

- - - his lips expressed a fervent desire for the perpetua-ſtian religion by Pu concers and public les oth

On Sabbath morning, April 4th, at 30 minutes be-ºtion ºfthe constitution, and the preservation of its true: every proper occason, is productive of great good.

fore one o'clock, William Henry Harrison, President principles. In death, as in life, the happiness of hisãevery public body which pays a proper regard to these
of the United States, departed this life at the city of Fountry was uppermost in his thoughts. ºgreat principles, entitles itself to the good opinion of

Washington, aged 68 years. He had been in office but DANIEL WEBSTER, Secretary of State. the people.

one month, and sick one week. In the full enjoymentoſ: #ºº Treasury. The present occasion is one of peculiar solemnity

the highest honors in the gift of his country and in the: J. J. CRITTENGſ.N.Åº General. and is calculated to make a very deep, and we trust a

midst of prosperity, he has ended his course and ceas- FRANCIS GRANGER, Postmaster General. ºdurable impression on the minds of public men, and

ed from his labors. The event is solemn and will make will, of course, have an influence on public measures.

a serious impression upon the minds of his friends, audiº º In the death of each of the persons who have filled

also upon those of his political opponents. Washington, April 4, 1841; he office of President of the United States, there has

Thebitterness and venom ofparty spirit has increased: The circumstances in which we aré placed by theºbeen something unusual and powerfully admºnitory,

to such an extent in our country, that a citizen, to reach º ofººº: §:º ºcaculated to produce in the minds of the inhabitants of

ioni - ºthe recess of Congress, and in the absence of the Vice; s ear. -

an office of dignity and honor, of power and patron- President, to make arrangements for the Funeral So-3 these States serious reflections. -

age, must have a constitution of iron to withstand theºle. Having consulted with the family and per-. The present is a peculiar time; and at no period has

opposition of those who are anxious for the success of sonal friends of the deceased, we have concluded. that:so much gloom pervaded the minds of all classes of

their own favorite candidate, and for the defeat of his hºnºral be sºlemnized on Wednesday, the 7th instºcitizens as the present. Could party excitement be

Opponent at 12 o'clock. The religious services to be performedº. d d th d f both political -

pp . . - -- - - - - - according to the usage of the Episcºpal Church, in Tuleled, and the good men of both pºlitical parties

Both political parties are alike in fault in this, and which church the desiased most usual y worshipped.: unite in endeavoring to promote the good of all, instead

the present solemn event is calculated to produce, in the Hºly to beÉ.ºº º: tºof a few, it would be attended with the best results.

minds of many, serious reflections. ºr.º.º.º..."...”..."; "... It is not saying too much to say, that the violence

Theº the sixth death that has taken place Military and Civic Procession, and deposited in the of party. doing more tosº theº:

of persons who have filled the office of President of these

States since the organization of our government; five

of these have died within the last few years, and in the

Receiving Tomb. - - - - -

The military arrangements to be under the direction; of the Government, the destruction of human happi

ºness, and the business and prosperity of the country,

death of all these individuals there has been something

remarkable, peculiar, and impressive, and calculated to

of Maj. Gen. Macomb, §. Generalº in:

Chief the Army of the United States, an aj. Gen.: -

Walter Jones, of the Militia of the District of Colum- #than every other cause combined. -

- | The great ambition and desire of selfish individuals

make a lasting impression upon the minds of the citi

zens of this republic.

John Adams and Thomas Jefferson died on the 4th

bia.

Commodore Morris, the senior Captain in the Navyºlo retain, or obtain public office for the sake of its emolu

§ments or its patronage, is at the bottom of this evil, and

of July 1826; James Monroe on the 4th day of July

1831; and James Madison on the 28th of June 1836;

now in the city, to have the direction of the Naval ar

ingements. - - incipal fi

he Marshal of the District to have the direction of the Principal cause of it.

the civic procession, assisted by the Mayors of Washiº The American people have enjoyed great advan
ington, Georgetown and Alexandria, the Clerk of the ages, and have been highly favored. The produc

George Washington died on the 14th December 1799,

and William Henry Harrison on the 4th of April 1841:states, members of Congress now in the city or its scourge of sickness and pestilence.
Thus it will be seen that four of these individuals neighborhood, all the members of the ºpº. body º*=mms

fºresident in Washington, all officers of Government,

within six days of the 4th of July. Hing. §acting Mavor.
- - - º + 'el - g Niayor: -

There is something remarkable in these events, de- ºkºśº: !MAYor's office, April 5, 1841.

noting a particular and remarkable Providence. JOHN BELL, Sec, etary of War. Gentlemen: It becomes my painful duty to announce

- º nation. Of his services, civil and military, it is unne
him for the responsible duties he was called to perform. |THE COMMON council, OF THE CITY of: cessary for me to speak—they are identified with the

Into his own beloved family death but recently en- NEW YORK * THE COMMENCEMENT: history of our country.

tered and removed one of his beloved sons. tº OF THE PRESENT CENTURY.

#he loss ºf a Chief Magistrate, recently called from
ſcorder. Selah Strong, Jotham Post, Richard Furman, º: and retirement to preside over a nation of free

of trouble, from scenes of peculiar trial, and gone to the John Bogert, John B. Coles, Aldermen. Philip Bra- -

bright world of peace, ofjoy and of everlasting rest. #shier, Mangle Minthorn, Philip F. Arcularius, John

the public confidence.

I am with respect, gentlemen, yours, &c. -

- ELIJAH F. PURBY, Acting Mayor,
nerable President, General Harrison. ment at the commencement of the present century, are

City of WashingtoN, April 4, 1841. now living—all, all are gone? Yes; in the short space

An all-wise Providence *#5 suddenly removed of forty-one years these have all passed from time to cur, that the Common Council of the city of N. York,

have received with deep emotions the afflicting intelli.

--- -

DEATH OF PRESIDENT HARRISON.

The illustrious head of the Government of a great

nation has been suddenly called from the scene of his la

bors and from midst of his people.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE FUNERAL.

ºcitizens as they may see fit to call to their aid. Fions of the earth have been abundant, and every see

John Quincy A. Ex-President of the United ſtion of our country has been uncommonly free from the

theºº and two of them on the same day and And it is respectfullyº to the officers of: BOARD OF ALDERMEN. -

within a few hours of each other. Mr. Madison died Government that they wear the usual badge of mourn: The following communication was received from the

has drank deep of the cup of sorrow, which made a FRANCIS GRANGER, Postmaster Gen. Heral William Henry Harrison, President of the United
- - - - States; an event sudden, solemn and -deep impression on his mind, and tended much to fit - y , solemn and afflicting to the

tion I temporarily fill, were I not to partake of the gen

Heral gloom that pervades the community, which mourns

now closed his earthly labors; he has left the cares of a Richard varick, Mayor. Francis Harison, Re;

great people in other hands; he has passed from a world.

will evince the respect and affection due to one who has

occupied so exalted a station, and shared so largely in

The following circular, from the Heads of Depart: Not one of the above named persons who composed

ments at Washington, announces the death of our ve- theCommon Council and administered the city govern

tions: -

Resolved, If the Board of Assistant Aldermen con

Supreme Court of the United States, and such other:

died on the 4th day of the month, and three of these on and citizens generally are invited to attend. From the Journal of Commerce.

President Harrison has shared largely in affliction; º jóHN j. GRITTÉNiššN, Au. General. Hºo you the melancholy intelligence of the deathº.

I should do injustice to my own feelings, and the sta

The patriot, the statesman and the Christian, has January 6, 1800,

I respectfully suggest, that such measures be taken as

==Crolius, John Nitchie, Nicholas Carmer, Assistants.

Alderman Smith then offered the following resolu

from this life, WILLIAM HENRY HARRISON, etermity, When forty-one years more shall have pass.
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gence of the death of General William Henry Harri

son, President of the United States; and that while

they sincerely sympathize with the family of the de

upon the occasion of their sudden and melan

choly bereavement; they cordially participate with

their fellow citizens throughout the country, in the grief

which is felt for the loss of one who was endeared to

the nation by the patriotism and fidelity of his public

services, by the purity of his private character, and by

the exalted station to which he had so recently been

called by the voice of the American People.

Resolved, That a suitable demonstration of respect

for the memory of the late President, by the adoption

of fitting solemnities, should be made by the public au

thorities and citizens of New York, and that a com

mittee of the Common Council, to consist of six mem

bers from each Board, be appointed to make such ar

rangements in that behalf as they may deem expedient.

Resolved, That the Presidents of both Boards be re

uested to direct the Chambers of their respective

oards to be hung with black during the remainder of

the term of the present Common Council, and that the

members of each Board will wear the usual badges of

mourning for the same period.

Resolved, That his Honor the acting Mayor be re

quested to communicate a copy of these Resolutions to

the afflicted family of the deceased, and to cause the

same to be published in the newspapers of the city of

New York and the city of Washington.

These resolutions were seconded by Alderman Ben

son, in a series of neat, appropriate remarks, and also

supported by Alderman Graham in a few judicious ob

servations.

The resolutions were then unanimously adopted, and

the President appointed Aldermen Smith, Benson,

Graham, Hatfield, Nash, and Woodhull, the committee

on the part of this Board.

BOARD OF ASSISTANTS-Monday evening.

Mr. President Lee, upon taking his seat, announced

the sad occasion of the meeting as follows:

But a few short months since it became my painful

duty to announce to you the decease of one of our asso

ciates, the Assistant Alderman of the 14th ward, who,

at a good old age, finished his course on earth, and I

trust is now receiving the rewards of a well spent life

in a brighter and a better world. Scarcely has the

gloom which then pervaded this Board been dispelled,

before we are again called upon to mourn the loss of

the Chief Magistrate of the United States. William

Henry Harrison is now no more, Elevated as he was

to the highest office in the gift of the people, melancholy

indeed is the reflection, that after the short period of

one month from the inauguration to the most important

situation in the world, millions of free and indepen

dent people should be called to mourn his death. This

sudden bereavement has cast a gloom throughout the

nation which time alone can eradicate. Unexpected as

was this event, the only consolation left to his friends

is, that their loss is his gain. The last moments of his

life were marked by a calmness and resignation to the

Divine will. He died as a Christian should die, trust

ing in the promise of the gospel, and relying upon the
merits of a once crucified and now ascended Saviour.

He died actively engaged in the public service, closing

his mortal labors as the President of the people, ap

pointed by their free election. In his life he was pa

triotic and useful, and in his death expressed a fervent

desire for the preservation of the principles of the con
Stitution,

This is the first instance since the formation of our

government that the people have been called upon to

mourn the loss of the great head of the nation. An

overruling Providence has thought proper for some

wise purpose thus to afflict us. “Mysterious are thy

ways, O God,” and past finding out.

#. whose death we now deplore, after serving his

- tº- -

wit

ated meeting him surrounded by a retinue of friends

the world ; he has now reste

people.

is mournful occcasion.upon t

Peers,

mittee on the part of this Board.

PRESIDENT HARRISON'S IN AUGURAL.

Inaugural Address of William Henry Harrison in

the second number of this Gazette, and ere we had

completed these, the lips which uttered them were

closed in death. We give below the conclusion of his

address, which breathes sentiments and feelings which

are worthy to be treasured up by every citizen in all

after times. These sentiments are worthy of the man,

and befitting the occasion that called them forth.

“I deem the present occasion sufficiently important

and solemn to justify me in expressing to my fellow

citizens a profound reverence for the CHRISTIAN RELI

Gion, and a thorough conviction that sound morals,

religious liberty, and a just sense of religious respon

sibility, are essentially connected with all true and

lasting happiness; and to that good Being who has

blessed us with the gifts of civil and religious freedom;

far exceeding, in excellence, those of any other people;

our beloved country in all future time.”

PRESIDENT TYLER,

rived at the seat of Government from Williamsburgh

fore Judge Cranch.

out by his lamented predecessor.

discharge of the duties of President of this Republi

ed to reflect upon the past, to meditate upon the presen

and to have an anxious care for the future.

OL DE N TIMES.

. year after year, on the battle field and in the

councils of the nation, at a period of life when men are

usually-desirous of retiring from public duties, when

nearly three score years and tenhad laid their burthens

on his frame, stood at his country's call to take com

mand of a nation that is respected throughout the

world, to guide and direct it in the defence of libert

and order. Justly may he be venerated and respecte

and justly may his death be universally deplored; with

us indeed would it be a disgrace did we not evince our

respect for his character, and our gratitude for his ser

>

vices; many done it while their friend was living, and

I trust all will show their attachment to the acknow

ledged head of the government. He has gone to that

bourne from whence no traveller returns; the tidings of

commencement of the present century.

is decreasing more and more.

Commercial embarrassments, which are

grief will resound throughout our land, every city,

town and county, will re-echo the note of sadness, and

will unite in their condolence with the family of the il

lustrious dead. They indeed need our sympathies and

!. The ancient partner of his bosom, who shared

him his sorrows and his joys, and fondly antici

ut oh! how changed the scene; the solemn mandate

has come forth; they meet no more until the second

coming of the Redeemer in glorious majesty to judge
à from his labors, and his

best eulogium is the universal grief of the American

But I have done, and would only add that I have

convened the Board at this time in order to enable you

to º: such measures as you may deem necessary

The resolutions from the other Board, were on mo

tion of Mr. Davies, seconded by Mr. Underwood, una

Fº adopted, and Messrs. Davies,Wood, Pollock,

nderwood and Penny, were joined as a com

We commenced the publication of extracts from the

who watched over and prepared the labors of our

fathers, and has hitherto preserved to us institutions

let us unite in ſervently commending every interest of

John Tyler, Vice-President of the United States, ar

Virginia, on the 5th instant, and immediately held a

Cabinet Council, and subsequently took and subscribed

the oath of office as President of the United States be

The health of Mr. Tyler is said

to be good, although not of a strong constitution. He,

no doubt, will pursue the same system of measures laid

He enters upon the

under peculiar circumstances, solemn and admonitory.

The people of these United States, as a nation, have,

by the strongly-marked providences of God, been call

The following is a copy of a Petition present

ed to the Legislature in 1800, and is interesting

in a double point of view— FIRST, in showing

that the Common Council did not exercise the Jn. & Alex'r M'Gregor Isaac

power of appointing weigh-masters formerly; Sam'l Gilford & Son

and, secon DLY, in presenting a long list of Van Horne & Clarkson Jas. & Samuel Watson

highly respectable houses doing business at the Streatſ'd & L. Clarkson Josiah Blackwell

There are comparatively few of the nume-Wm. M. Seton

rous commercial houses in large cities that con- Brothers Costar & Co, James Manning

tinue forty years in business, and the proportion! Wrm, Codman

-

tentimes the result of fluctuating trade, have a

powerful influence in shortening the duration

of human life. It is a remark we have often

heard made by aged citizens, who have been

attentive observers of the changes which have

taken place around them.

To the Honorable the Legislature of the State

of New York, in Senate and Assembly con

vened.

The Petition of the subscribers, inhabitants

of the city of New York, humbly showeth –

That some of your petitioners have of late

experienced great inconvenience with respect to

private weighing in this city. , And others of

your petitioners are fully sensible that such in

convenience doth exist. - -

Therefore beg leave to represent, that the pri

vate weighing has heretofore generally been

performed by the Custom-House weigh-mas

ters, who, by a late law of Congress, appear to

be prevented from weighing every other save

such articles as are necessary to be weighed to

ascertain the duties thereon; which has left this

city completely destitute of weigh-masters le.

gally appointed for private business.

In his Excellency the Governor's Message

to the Honorable the Assembly, of the 17th in

stant, “it is submitted to the consideration of the

Legislature, whether the inspection of provi

sion, potash, lumber, &c., would not be better

performed if each of these branches of inspection

was committed to a single inspector, who

should be allowed competent fees, should ap

point and pay his own sub-inspectors or depu

ties, and should be responsible for the whole.”

Your petitioners highly approve of the prin

ciple recommended by his excellency the Gov

ernor in the aforesaid message.

Your petitioners therefore pray that a law

may be passed, authorizing the appointment of

a city weigh-master, and who alone shall be

responsible, with such compensation and under

such regulations and restrictions as to your

honorable body in your wisdom shall seem meet.

New York, Feb. 27, 1800.

John Broome Edward Goold & Son

A. L. Bleecker Thomas Knox

Gilb't & Jn. Aspinwall James Farquar

N. W. Rogers David Smith

Samuel Franklin Minturn & Bowne

John Franklin, jr. Coit & Woolsey

e|James Roosevelt Nath’l Pearsall

Peter Schermerhorn Sam’l & Peter Talman

John P. Schermerhorn Wm. Ustick, jr.

James M'Intosh Wm. Laight, jr.

|J. & N. M'Vickar & Co. Edmund Prior

'ſ Lyde, Rogers & Co. John Titus

Sol. Townsend William Hill

Edmund Seaman Saltus, Son & Co.

James R. Smith Blackwell & M'Farlam

A. Wyckoff Freeman Clarkson

Wm. Rhinelander Murray & Mumford

oses & Sons

John & Philip Home

David Clarkson Duryee & Heyer

Thomas Storm & Son

Suydam & Wyckoff

B. M. Mumford Sebring & Van Wyck

of "Lawrence& Van Zandt Kip & Dubois
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HIGHLY IMPORTANT DECISION,

-

IN CHANCERy,

Before the Hon. MurryHº, Assistant Vice-Chan

cellor.

Jacob Westervelt, et al,

vs.

The Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the city of

New York.

David Codwise vs. The same.

These causes involve most of the great questions

which have lately given rise to so much litigation re

specting the assessments by the Corporation of the city,

and the nature and extent of their powers. Every ma

terial fact is stated fully in the opinion.

Mr. Lewis H. Sandford and Mr. Holland for the

complainants in the suit of Westervelt and Talmadge.

Mr. Theodore Sedgwick, jun., and Mr. D. D. Field

for the Complainant, David Codwise.

Mr. P. A. Cowdrey, Counsel of the Board for the

Defendants. -

The Assistant Vice-Chancellor:—The time of the

Court, for nearly a week, has been well employed in

listening to copious and able arguments upon the most

important and interesting questions that have arisen

before me. The two cases in which this argument

has taken place, present almost all those weighty topics.

I approach their discussion with great distrust. I had

hoped that, ere this, a determination of these points

would have been made by one of those high Tribunals

before which they have been in part investigated. But

although opinions have been expressed by Judges, for

whose dicta even the greatest respect is due, yet Iknow

of no adjudication upon any point involved in these

causes which forbids my unfettered examination.

No one can feel more reluctance in bringing to bear

the interference of this Court in matters of so purely a

legal nature. But whether acting as a ministerial of.

ficer to allow a temporary stay of proceedings, or as a

Judge, however lowly, to pass upon these subjects, I

can take counsel only of what the law of the State and

the constitution of this court prescribe; and if I find

a breach of the law, and a jurisdiction here to redress

it, my duty to the suitor demands that I should inter

pose. -

The question of Jurisdiction will be the last topic I

shall discuss; because I find it impossible to decide it

without a full view and determination of the nature of

the acts complained of the points of law involved, the

situation of these parties, and the application of the

remedies at law alleged to be appropriate.

I have entitled my opinion in both of these causes,

because the three most important questions are involved

in both; and the arguments of the different counsel of

the Complainants have so aided and expanded the po

sitions of each other, and the reply of the counsel of

the Defendants in the last cause has been so full and

pointed upon all the topics, that I cannot do them jus

tice without considering them in common. But in the

case of Westervelt there is one question which does

not arise in the other, and which I shall first dispose of

I shall examine the causes in this order.

First-As to the effect of the cession of the parcel

of 31st street, in exempting the complainants, Wester

welt and Talmadge, from any assessment.

Second—The authority of that body, by which the

various improvements in each suit were directed. Un

der this, the point that the Common Council, as now

constituted, had no jurisdiction to take any step in re

ference to opening, making, or repairing streets or

sewers, will be examined. The extent and nature of

the powers conferred by charters or legislation, will

also be inquired into. It is indispensable that the

origin and character of the powers should be under

stood, to judge rightly of the legality of the acts now

in question.

Thirdly—Ifthat body has the authority, then,whether

it has exercised it according to law, what are the pre

scriptions of the law, and what are the legal conse

quences of neglecting them. This point will divide

itself into two; the one relating to opening or altering

streets, and the other to the paving or regulating them,

or the making sewers.

Fourthly—The question of jurisdiction.

I. As to the effect of the cession of part of 31st

street. A party, from whom the title to the land through

which 31st street runs, from the 9th Avenue to the

Hudson River was derived, made a cession to the

Corporation of the land necessary for that street.

The Corporation accepted it, and have since recog

nized it as part of a public street. It appears very

clearly from the map, abstract, and rule, that the as

sessment for damage actually commenced on the East

side of the 9th Avenue. The petition and rule in

clude, indeed, as part of the land to be taken, a small

strip on the Westerly side of the 9th Avenue, of about

89 feet deep. But as this is plainly omitted in the as

sessment and report, I must suppose that some error

occurred.

At any rate, it is clear that no assessment is made

upon the Complainants for any damage arising, or ex

pense accruing upon any part between the 9th Ave

nue and the Hudson River. It is also certain that

there was no express agreement as to the cession, de

fining its operation as to future assessments. The

question is only as to its implied effect.

That question is, whether by the cession the party

was to be exonerated only from paying anything upon

his lots fronting the street along the ceded line for any

benefit; or whether he was to be exempted from any

charge for the whole line of the street to its final limit?

An owner may, undeniably, be sometimes more be

nefited by the opening of a street than the amount of

the strip of land taken for it. And the good sense of

the matter appears to be, that to this extent an agree

ment is presumable; that is, the land is given up in

consideration that the contiguous land along the line

should be discharged from any imposition for that

opening. Here is a plain contract. The Corporation

take the strip of land, and are relieved from the pos

sibility of paying at a future time, in the shape of

damages, more than the amount reasonably to be im

posed for benefit. The owner gives the land, and is

relieved from the chance of paying more thereafter for

benefit than its value allowed him for damage. It is

true, as has been urged by counsel, that the owners of

the property on the other side of the 9th Avenue are

thus relieved from contributing anything for the dam

ages which might be given to the persons ceding; and

hence it is said should not be allowed to go upon such

persons for any part of their own damages. But they

get this benefit, not as owners of that property, but as

citizens, and in common with every other citizen to

whom the street becomes public by reason of the bar

gain. And if the ceding persons had been benefited

beyond damage for their own part of the operation,

the other parties would pay nothing. This, I think,

shows the true meaning of the transaction. It is—we

agree, that the damage and benefit for this part of the

opening are equal; and when a farther part of the street

is opened, if any benefit accrues to us, we must bear it.

Then as to the statute, (sect. 168) the first provision

(page 172) refers to an agreement with the owners of

all the property required for the improvement, or be

nefited by it, The next part of it relates to an agree

-
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ment with part only of the owners or persons benefit

ed. Then the act directs and authorises the commis

sioners, first, to enter upon or proceed with their esti

mate and assessment as to the residue of the lands re

quired for the improvements; next, as to the residue of

the lands to be benefited. In both instances it is to

be done of lands concerning which there is no agree

ment,

I think, therefore, it is clear, that to exempt lands

from the assessment for other parts of a street to be

opened beyond the limits of the cession, there must be

an express agreement; and hence clear, that the ims

plied agreement in this instance does not reach to that

extent.

II. The next topic was the authority of the Common

Council upon the subject matter of the improvements

in question—the origin, nature, and limits of their

powers. These topics have been largely dwelt upon,

and constantly invoked to bear upon every question

that has been raised. The point of the present or

ganization of the Common Council falls under this

head. I shall state my views upon these important

matters in the first place, and make the application

hereafter to the facts in these causes,

In the course of the discussion, the old charters of

the city have been repeatedly referred to, and many

arguments built upon their provisions as supposed on

the one side to exist, or on the other to be repealed and

varied. I deem it necessary to state what I regard to

be the law upon this head.

In a former work, in examining the history of the

Court of Chancery of this state, I came to the conclu

sion, that every law passed by the Colonial Assembly

was valid until repealed by the crown. In the lan

guage them used: “Even upon the doctrine of the free

dom of the people resulting from the bounty of the

king—upon the doctrine of a crown lawyer of the

reign of James II., a law passed as prescribed in the

Bill of Rights of 1683, and, undisturbed by the king,

remained a perfect law until changed by the authority

which framed it.” (I Hoffman's Ch. Pr., vii.)

The steps of reasoning through which this conclu

sion was reached were these:

The patent of the Duke of York of 1664, granted the

tract of country with all royalties, and all his majesty's

estate, together with the right of government. The com.

mission to Governor Nicolls and that to Governor Don

gan authorised them to perform every power which by

the letters patent were granted to the duke. The first

assembly, which was convened in 1683, passed the

bill of rights, which was assented to by Gov. Dongan

in Council; and by that it was provided, that all laws

agreed upon by the representatives, if approved by the

Governor and Council, should be laws, and remain in

force whtil disallowed by the King. I then entered into

some historical details of legislation, upon this and

upon other subjects, to show that this bill of rights had

never been disallowed, and was in force. In most

other royal charters, there was a clause for the sub

mission of enactments to the king; and hence, in the

English edition of colonial laws, the date of the royal

confirmation or refusal is affixed.

The argument which was thus applied to the colo

nial laws seems to me still correct; but whether it is

so or not, it is perfectly unanswerable when applied to

the city charters.

The old Dutch charter of 1657 is not of consequence,

except as an historical monument. The first charter

was one granted by Nicolls in 1665, the capitulation

being in August, 1664. This charter is recited in a pe

tition of the Corporation made in November, 1683,

stating that Governor Nicolls had incorporated by

-
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the charter in question, the inhabitants into a body

corporate and politic, under the government of a May.

or, Aldermen and Sheriff. (Records Common Coun

cil.) The petition recites the privileges and franchises

then granted, and seeks an extension of them.

It is to be remembered that in the interim the Dutch

had regained possession of the province, viz. in 1673.

In 1674, it was surrendered, and in November of that

year, Governor Andros issued a proclamation, decla

ring that all former grants, privileges, or concessions

theretofore granted, and all estates theretofore legally

possessed by any under his Royal Highness, before

the late Dutch government, were thereby confirmed.

In October, 1675, Andros, by proclamation, and in

virtue of the Duke's letters patent, appointed certain

persons to be the Mayor, Aldermen and Sheriff, with

full power among other things, “to rule and govern all

the inhabitants of this city and corporation, or liberties

and all strangers.” Thus the city government remain

ed until the application before mentioned, in November,

1683. Numerous discussions took place in that year,

between the Corporation and Governor Dongan. A

part of that application of the Corporation was grant

ed, and other parts referred to the Duke; and at last,

in April, 1685, the complete charter was granted b
Governor Dongan, Lieutenant-Governor of James iſ.

That monarch came to the throne on the 6th of Febru

ary, 1685.

I hold it to be immaterial whether, between February,

1685, and April, 1680, Dongan had received a new corºl;

mission from James as King, or acted under his old

commission from the Duke. If the latter, the Duke

was the grantee of all royalties and right of govern

ment directly from the crown. He had conferred them

in the utmost extent upon his Governor. The acces

sion to the throne of the individual patentee never

merged or destroyed the patent, so as to affect any

rights conferred under it. It is clear that, as King, he

could not repeal a charter granted under royal authori

tv. I am aware that it has been urged in old times,

that the accession of the Duke to the throne merged

what he had done as Duke in his kingly power; and

that he could abrogate charters granted by him. The

doctrine is equally contrary to reason, justice, and law.

The crown cannot revoke or annul a patent issued di

rectly by itself (Burrows, 1656,) nor, consequently, a

patent granted by its fully constituted agent. When

Charles II. assailed the charters of the realm, he did it
through the forms of law, by a lito (bºrah!", tº which

the courts lent themselves. (Millar's English Govern

ment, vol. 3, p. 58.) Other chartered bodies, intimidº

ted or seduced, accepted new patents from him. In

the reign of James II. it was asserted in the House of

Commons, “that the compulsory substitution of new

for ancient charters, amounts to a dissesin of the subject

of his freehold without a trial.” (Viscount Lonsdale,

May, 1685. 4 Lingard's History, 28.)

In Marshall's History of the Colonies it is stated that

ineffectual efforts were ſong made to induce the General
Court of Massachusetts to surrender the charter, but

they were resisted,they deeming it better “to die by the

hands of another than by their own.”. See also Pow

nail’s History of the Colonies, 54, 58. It is, clear,

therefore, that the Charter of Dongan was in full force,

when that of Montgomerie confirmed it. .

The Colonial Legislature has also been invoked to

illustrate these questions. -

In April, 1691, an act was passed for confirming un

to the cities and towns within the Province, their seve

ral grants, patents and rights respectively; and by an

other act, passed in Qctober, 1732, all the charters, &c.,

Theretofore made under the great seal of the Province,

were confirmed, and declared valid, binding and effect

ual for ever. This was after the last charter of Mont

gomerie, which was dated the 15th Jan. 1730.

The constitution of 1777 provides, that nothing there

in contained should annul an charters to bodies poli

tic, made prior to the 14th of October, 1775. The con

stitution of 1821 contains the same provision. º
both constitutions, the colonial laws in force on the 19t

of April, 1775, (not since repealed, expired or altered,)

were to be and continue the law of the State, subject to

such atterations as the Legislature shall make concern

ing the same. • .

5. the ioth of December, 1828, the Legislature pass

ed a law “that no statute passed by the overnment of

the late Colony of New York, shall be considered a
law of this State.”

The colonial acts recognizing the charter conferred

no new powers, nor did they enlarge or abridge existing

powers. They weremade forthe better settlementof the

ºnly and quicting men's minds, as one of them

recites. They perhaps, also,º have in part arisen

from the republican tendency of the city authorities, in

rejecting the Crown as the source of their power, and

seeking it from the representatives of the people.

. Then the question is, how far was colonial Legisla

tion, in respect to the charter of the city, affected by the

Statute of 1828 . It is just to regard the coloniaſ acts

as repeating and expressly granting all the powers of

the charters.

It cannot be disputed that these colonial ratifications,

treating them even as actual grants, were subject to

legislative power, wherever any corporate franchise is

subject to it. The King may grant a charter, and nei

ther he nor his successors can repeal it. It must be

done by regular process of law. But the Parliament

can annul, modify, or enlarge every charter granted by

the Crown of a pure municipal character, where no

vested rights in property have been bestowed or exist.

The people of the state succeeded to all the authority

of Parliament, as well as all the privileges of the Crown,

and through a convention they delegated the exercise of

their power to certain bodies. The transition was

effectual and gentle. The political power survived,

though the King's authority expired. The maxim of

the French Monarchy, Le Roy meurt, Le Roy vie, is per

fectly applicable. (See 9 Mass. 454.) When the con

stitution ecognized the colonial laws, as theyK.
in 1775, it recognized them as subject to the alterations

of the Legislature. That involves the right to re

peal. But the same instrument saves the charters. It

does not, however, declare them to be unalterable. It

merely provides that nothing therein shall affect them.

What effect, then, has the act of 1828 upon the Statute

of 1732? That Statute, it must be noticed, contains in

the first section, what is equivalent to an express crea

tion of a Corporation; so that if every charter had

been plainly abrogated and null at that time, the Corpo

ration would still have been established; its integral

parts being the persons then answering the description

of the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty. , All grants

and charters before made are declared valid and effect

ual, and they may for ever peaceably hold all powers,

liberties, and franchises before conferred by any letters

patent.

Now, although it has been held that a general law of

the Legislature respecting the licensing of grocers af

ſecting the whole state, repealed the powers granted in

the charter of a village upon the subject, yet I doubt

whether the principle could extend to the case consider

ed. (11 Wendell, ...) It appears to me, some more

special legislation would be requisite to destroy a Cor

poration, or take away all its power and liberties. . I

am speaking of course of those powers and liberties

admittedly municipal or political only, and within

the authority to annul. I do not, however, perceive at

present, that this question is of moment. If the colo

mial act is abrogated, the charters remain. If the act is

not affected, and it is treated (as a colonial lawyer on

the popular side would, I think, have regarded it,) as

the true source of the powers, then the charters are to

be looked to only for the enumeration of what has been

bestowed, as a mere schedule to the statute. But in either

view, the question as to the power of subsequent Legis

lation is the same. Whatever that authority may be,

it is as extensive in its application to a previous statute

of the colony or the state, as to a Royal charter. It is

certainly not more limited as to the latter than the form

er. The recognition of the charters in the constitution

cannot impair that power. The whole provision is,

that nothing therein contained shall be construed to am

nul any charters to bodies politic or corporate made by

the King. It gives no new right—it exempts from no

previous control. It preserves them as they then exist

ed, unshaken by any of its own provisions, and it

leaves them subject to every principle of the law.

Then the question is, what is the power of the Le

É. over the Corporation of the city and all its

ranchises, whether viewed as springing from theº
bounty or the colonial Statute 4 It belongs to the Le

gislature to repeal or modify every right and every

power—toj or restrict every§§ or liberty

now vesting in the Corporation, not coupled with a

beneficial interest in property. Any statute rescinding

or modifying a provision contained in the charter rela

ting to such a power or franchise; any statute prescri

bing a new mode of exercising such a power, or vary

ing the former mode; any statutory regulation repug

nant to a provision of the charter, is valid, and must

prevail. É: statute granting a new power and di

recting the manner of its exercise, is of course the only
rule of action.

It is necessary here to advert to the doctrines of the

English law and our own upon this subject.

'; subsequent charter of the Crown operates upon

a previous one as a grant, as a confirmation, as an en

largement, or as a restriction.

This is the language of the common law. But to

have the last effect, it must be accepted; and Lord

Mansfield, and Justice Wilmot declared that an ac

ceptance in part, proven by acting under it in a parti

cular case, does not prove acceptance of the whole, so

as to supersede entirely the former character. (Rex

vs. Cambridge, 3 Burrows, 1656.) Here, however,

arises a most important difference. The legislature

may control these municipal bodies entirely and abso

lutely. They may take away the right, or modify it

or direct a new mode for its exercise. The king &uid

do neither. (3 Burrows, 1656.) Acceptance of a new

charter from him and action under it was proof of a

new compact, and went no farther than the acceptance

went. But as to an act of the legislature, it does not

depend upon the fact that the company has agreed to

the change in their former powers, when, but for that

agreement, the change could not be made. The change

may be made in utter disregard of their wishes and as

sent. I must repeat that, in these positions, I am con

sidering merely corporations in relation to franchises

not involving rights to property.

The following authorities establish the right of the

legislature to interfere with every power not involving

such vested interests in property.

“Public Corporations which exist for public pur

poses, such as towns, counties, &c., the legislature may

change, enlarge, modify, and restrain, securing, how

ever, the property for the use of those for whom it was

intended. (4 Wheaten, 418.) In Coates vs. The Mayor

of New York, (7 Cowen, 585,) a statute had empow

ered the Corporation to make by-laws regulating, or if

found necessary, preventing the interment of the dead.

A by-law prohibiting it was found valid as an author

ity to make police regulations. Necessity was consi

dered synonymous with expediency. It was also said

in that case, that the powers of the Corporation de

pended on statutes which had*º: original

charter, especially as to those things in relation to which

a statute makes provision either agreeing with or differ

ing from the charter.

‘Political powers conferred upon a Corporation for

the local government of a place are not vested rights

as against the state, and may therefore be abrogated

by the legislature as well by a general law affecting

the whole state, or by a special act altering the powers

of the Corporation.” (The People vs. Morris, 11 Wen

dell, 325.) Hence the revised statute as to the licensing

grocers suspended the powers given in a village char

ter.

In Satterlee vs. Sutton, cited by Chancellor Kent,

(notes to the charter, p. 149,) it was held that the sta

tutory provision authorizing the appointment of mea

sures of grain by the state, and regulating the measure

ment, superseded the power given in the charter to the

Corporation to appoint measurers.

And upon the principle of this supremacy of parlia

ment has the important statute called the Municipal

Corporation Act been passed. (6 William 4th, c. 76.)

By the first section all laws, statutes,º charters,

grants and letters patent, inconsistent with the provi

sions of the Act were repealed and annulled. Its provi

sions are numerous, and its regulations affected many

corporate powers. Indeed, as to the income of the pro

perty of a vast number of Corporations, it prescribed

many new regulations, although the principle was not

interfered with. See upon this statute, The Attorney

General vs. Aspinwall, (1 Keen, 513, 2d Mylne and

Craig, 613.) Attorney General vs. The Corporation of

Pool, (2 Keen, 190, 4 M., and Craig, 17.) particularly

the report in 2 M. and Craig. So the statute of the

6th Geo. 4, c. 91, is a striking illustration of the power

of parliament over the king's patent. An express statu

tory provision was necessary to enable the king in any

subsequent patent to make the corporators individually

liable in person and property for the debts of the corpo

ration; (section 2,) clearly showing that such a provi

sion, without a statute, would be contrary to the com

mon law and void. And see the recital in the act of

4 and 5 William 4th, c. 94. The following cases will

also show the regard to private rights united with the

assertion of the power over Municipal Corporations

exhibited in that act, (Regina vs. Liverpool Corpora

tion, 3 New and Perry, 280, Harvey Exparte ibid 159.

Another point upon this subject is equally clear an

equally important. If the power is one§ a vested

right in property, it is beyond the reach of the legisla

3.
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ture. The constitution of the United States has here

interposed, treats it as a contract, and has forbidden

the state to impair it. Hence, if it is necessary to resort

at all to the act of 1732 respecting the charters, the re

pealing act of 1828 would be wholly void as to such

wers: and as the constitution of the state has pre

served the charters, and these are equally compacts, any

legislation, so far as it entrenched upon rights of this

description, would be null. - -

It may be difficult to draw the distinction between

these classes of powers with accuracy. The case of a

ferry is, in my opinion, an instance of a franchise

coupled with a right of property: The cases of improve

ments relating to the streets and sewers are clearly not

so. The opinion of Chancellor Kent on both of these

ints is conclusive. (Notes to the charter, p. 140.

bid, p. 142.) . . . -

Upon this distinction between the vested rights of

corporations in property, which cannot be abridged,

.#. exercise of powers which may be wholly abro

gated, the following cases deserve attention. (Dart

mouth College case, 4 Wheaton. Cranch 87, 7 John

Rep. 477, 2 Gallison, 139, 7 Pick, 344, 2 Greenleaf, 175,

6 Ibid, 474, 9 Wendell, 392.)

Another and most important inquiry is as to the ex

tent of the powers granted by the charter, and what

are necessarily implied from the powers bestowed. The

distinction between acts of the legislature merely auxi

liary, and those essential to the exercise of power, may

prove important.

First, every exercise of power must be according to

the course of the common law. The king by his char

ter could not authorize a by-law infringing it. As has

been well expressed, if the king in his letters patent of

incorporation make ordinances himself, they are subject

to the general rules of law. (Hobart, 210.) Hence in

Waltham vs. Amistin, (8 Coke, 115,) it was held that a

by-law authorizing the seizure of cloth dyed with log

wood, by a corporation of dyers, was void as against

magna charta, although the power was expressly given

in the king's patent. And hence a power of seizure

and distress cannot be exercised, unless it is expressl

anted by an act. (Clarkeys. Turket, 2 Went, 123.

ce also 1 Kenyon's Car: 195.) -

In Kirk vs. Nowell, (I T. R. 118,) an act of Parlia

ment having granted power to a Corporation to enforce

its ordinances, by fine and amerciament, it was held

that they could not impose a forfeiture.

Next, the power to make by-laws is incidental to a

Corporation, whetherexpressly conferred by the charter

or not. (Norris vs. Stops. Hob. 211.) They may be

made for the regulation of franchises conferred as well as

of the municipality. (Lenden vs. Wanacre. 12 Mod.276.

See also Strange, 462.) But they must be in subservi

ence to the common law; so that a custom to make

them does not sanction any contrary to common right.

(Wilton vs. Wilks, 2 L. Ray, 113i.) And an act of

Parliament confirming the customs of a chartered body,

only ratifies such as wereoriginally legal. (Hamburgh

Comp. Case, 1 Mod. 213 n. Wilton vs. Wilks, 2 Ld.

Kay 1133. Fazakerly vs. Wiltshire, 1 Strange 466.

York vs. Welbench, 4 B. & Ald. 440.)

In the case of Hart vs. The Mayor of Albany, (9

Wendell, 571) the rule is found that where a Corpora

tion is authorized to enforce its ordinances by fines or

any other prescribed mode, it is !. implication prohi

bited from adopting any other mode.

In Dunham vs. The Trustees of Rochester, (5 Cowen,

462,) the chatter of the village gave the trustees power

to make prudential by-laws, particularly relating to

markets, public streets, taverns, gin-shops, and huck

ster-shops, not contrary to the laws of the state. A

by-law requiring all hucksters to take out a license,

and imposing a fine of five dollars for every day's doin
business#. it, was held against thelaw and void,

as a restraint of trade. For all purposes of jurisdic

tion they were like inferior courts, and must show the

power given them in every case. If this, be wanting,

iheir proceedings must be holden void whenever they

came in question even collaterally, for they are not ju

dicial, and subject to direct review on certiorari.

The Mayor of New York vs. Ordinaux, (12 John

Rep. 122.) A statute had been passed, April, 1806, for

the better government of the city of New York, and to

grant certain additional powers to the Corporation;

among them to regulate the keeping of gunpowder.

The statute also provided that the Corporation might

direct the forfeiture of the same, and that they might

impose penalties for non-observance ef the ordinances,

not exceeding $250. An ordinance passed forbidding

ounds in any one place, and then to be divided and

ept in a particular manner; and imposed for a viola

tion, first the forfeizure, and next the penalty of $125,

for every hundred-weight of powder not so kept. It

was assumed that under the act the forfeiture could be

inflicted, and the penalty could be also imposed. It

was held clear, however, that the fine could be but

$250 for the single offence. Under the by-law, the

second count claimed $1375 for the violation in one in

stance, being regulated by the quantity. Justice Spen

cer, delivering the opinion of the court, also said that

the act must be presumed to have passed on the appli

cation of the common council, that being the ordinary

course. That if it were conceded that the by-law was

authorized by the general powers given by the charter,

(upon which we express no opinion,) the application

by the Corporation to the Legislature, and the latter

having legislated on the subject-matter of the by-law,

operated as a limitation of any general and undefined

powers in the charter.

And in The Rail Road Company vs. The Canal

Company, (4 Gill & Johnson, 1,) it is laid down that

where a Corporation is created to effect a particular ob

ject, as to make a river navigable, and no mode of ac

complishing it is pointed out, it will be intended that

the Legislature designed it to be done in any of the

known modes in which the navigation of a river may

be improved. And again, that where alternative modes

of exercising the power are given, each subject to the

will of the Corporation, no experimental trial of one

will preclude a resort to the other,

“Whenever a by-law seeks to alter a well-set

tled and fundamental principle of the common law,

or to establish a rule interfering with the rights,

or endangering the security of individuals or the

public, a statute or other special authority emana

ting from the creating power must be shown to

legalize it.” (Taylor vs. Griswold, 2 Green, N. J.

Rep. 235. Hornblower, Ch. Justice.) The question

was as to right to make a by-law authorizing a vote

by proxy. “The incidental power of making by-laws

is limited not only by the terms of the charter, but by

the spirit and design of the charter, the purpose for

which it was created, the object which the crown or the

Legislature had in view, and the general principles

and policy of the common law.” (Ibid.)

It has been held that a by-law to levy a talliage for

keeping up beacons and watch-towers in the Cinque

Ports, was good. (Winchelsea case, Thos. Ray's Rep.

449. Clark's case, 5 Coke, 64.)

In Playor vs. Vere, (Thomas Ray, Rep. 328) the

rule was laid down expressly that the levy of any tax

was illegal, and a by-law pretending to effect it was

yoid. Neither could the king grant a power of the

kind, for it is confined to Parliament alone. A con

tribution to the general charges ofthe Corporation was,

however, valid.

The right to make by-laws necessary to the execu

tion of its powers thus restricted, was then inherent in

the Corporation; and was also expressly conferred

with the like restrictions by both charters. The 14th

section of Montgomerie's charter is very full. With re

spect to streets and sewers, the powers given by it

are in very ample terms. . . In that of 1730, "the

clause is, “mot only to establish, appoint, and direct

the making and laying out of all other streets, alleys,

and highways not already laid out; but also the alter.

ing, amending, and repairing of all streets heretofore

laid out, or hereafter to be laid out.” And the power

is also given to make all laws and ordinances, as

shall be deemed necessary for the better government of

the city, and to enforce the same by distress and sale

ofgoods, or action of debt, or any other lawful method.”

Thus an ordinance, or by-law, to carry out this power

as to streets, consistent with the common law, the con

stitution, and the public statutes, would be lawful.

Where legality terminates and encroachment begins
would be sometimes difficult to define.

. An ordinance, however, in restraint of common

right or of trade, would be essentially void. An ordi.

nance creating a new officer, except to fill an office

granted, would be void. And an ordinance respecting
an office not given by the charter but by a special acſ,

must be consistent with the act as well as with the

common law, where the act establishes no new rule.

Hence the ordinance compelling the weighing of an

thracite coal was, in my opinion, illegal, being in re

straint of common right respecting an office not grant

ed by the charter but by a new statute, and where no

the keeping of gunpowder exceeding twenty-eight change of the common law was made. The general

*-*-

power to make ordinances was in that case wholly in

applicable. , West vs. The Corporation, Jan., 1841.

See Taylor's, of Ipswich, case, 1 Rolle, 5; Sackville

College case, T. Raymond, 178.

An ordinance, then, (if there were no statutory regu

lations as to streets,) consistent with the common law

for the carrying into effect the power to alter, lay out,

and.. streets, would be valid. The appoint

ment of officers for the purpose, the regulation of their

duties and mode of acting, would be plainly an implied

power. And an ordinance, imposing a fine and penal

ty for neglecting to do an act prescribed for the pur

pose of regulating or repairing a street, would also be

valid. , And the charter itself gave this remedy.

But here I consider the power, expressed or implied

terminates. First, there could be no general tax lai

upon the citizens for the improvement or operation.
It is too clear aP. to need argument that

general taxes could not be levied. The case of Player

vs. Vere, before cited, the bill of rights, with the an

nual application for a tax law, set this matter at rest.

Next an ordinance, prescribing the mode of taking

land for a street, and of ascertaining the damages pay

able to the owner, even if it called in a jury, would not

be legal. Under Governor Dongan's charter it clearly

would not have been so, for it could only be done by

consent, or under some known law of the Province,

(section 2). This plainly meant a statute ofthe legisla.

ture; and the legislature did give the authority by an

act of October, 1691, hereafter particularly noticed. Of

course, no other mode of taxing private property, and

fixing the compensation, could be lawiu y prescribed.

And again, the principle of assessment upon a por

tion of the citizens for a public benefit, never could be

enforced by an ordinance. . Nothing less than an ex

press statute could sanction it.

Thus from the review of the charter and decisions,

it may be concluded that the implied powers as to

streets were these and these only: to direct what

should be done where no private land was taken or no

private land was charged, and to appoint the necessary

officers; to pay for the works out of the annual revenue

of the city; to direct each owner to perform the pro

portionate part of the work, and to impose a fine for its

neglect, , Indirectly this would obtain the end.

And the conclusion is also clear that whenever the

legislature have made a statutory provision which di

rectly or impliedly extinguishes, modifies, or restricts

any power of the charter, it must prevail. Whenever

it has established a mode of exercising a power, that

modemustbe pursued, and none other can be. Ofcourse,

where it has conferred a new power, the extent and

º of executing it are governed by the statute

solely.

†. history of the ordinances and colonial legisla

ture upon the subject of streets strikingly corroborates
this view.

For example, on the 9th of May, 1676, an ordinance

was adopted as follows: “Ordered that all persons

living within the street called Here Graft,jºi up

the#. ditch, or common sewer, and make the same

level with the street, and then pave and pitch the same

before their doors with stones as far as every inhabit

ant's house shall be fronting towards the said graft

or ditch, upon pain of having such fines inflicted upon
them as the court shall see fit.”

Qn the 24th April, 1686, there was the following pro
ceeding of the Common Council: “Adrian Werter

house making application for satisfaction for his ground

that was taken away to make the new street, did con

sent to convey his right and title therein to the city

and in consideration thereof it is ordered that hebefº

from all public taxes for the use of the city for a term

of years, and also from payment of what has been ai.

ready taxed.”

On the 8th of August, 1687, an ordinance was pass

ed, directing the inhabitants to pave the portions of the

. opposite their lots, and imposing a fine for ne

glect.

On the 1st of Qctober, 1691, an act of the colony was

passed empowering the Corporation to appoint a sur

veyor and supervisor of streets, and providing that the

pitching and paving of such streets, or making or

amending vaults and sewers should be ordered and di.

rected by such Corporation; and they might impose a

reasonable tax upon all houses within the city, in pro

portion to the benefit received thereby, and levy the

same by distress and sale.

And after this act, and on the 11th of February, 1692,

an ordinance was passed ordering the inhabitants in

the streets to pave, or cause to be paved, at their own
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streets. Now, however, a general power is vested in

the city authorities. It also appears that the system of

imposing the expense upon the parties deemed to be

benefited, has generally been adopted or sanctioned in

the statutes relating to that city.

In the case of The Mayor of Baltimore vs. Moore,

(6 Hard John, 376,) an act of the Legislature gave

the Corporation power to !. ordinances for paving

and regulating streets; and to tax any particular part

or district of the city, for paving the streets therein,

as may appear for the benefit of such particular

part or district. An ordinance directing such a pave

ment, and taxing a particular district, but reciting

enough in the preamble to show that it was for public

convenience, was held void in an action of assumpsit.

(See the language of the Court, page 380.

The act of 1787 remained in force, with a few alter

ations, until the statute of April, 1801, which is the

foundation of our present system. By that the princi

le of assessing damages by means of commissioners

instead of a jury, the principle of imposing the assess

ment upon adjoining owners, and the mode of ...i
the property upon default of payment, were recognize

and carried out. The act of 1813 completed the system.

After this examination of the charters and the legis

lation respecting them, the questions raised as to the

corporate powers will be better understood.

I shall now examine the point as to the constitution

of the present Common Council.

It is recited in Dongan’s charter, of April, 1686, that

divers lands, liberties, and franchises, had been grant

ed, as well by charter as grants and confirmations, to

the inhabitants of “this ancient city,” sometimes by

the name of Schout, Burgomasters and Schephens of

the city of New Amsterdam; sometimes by the name

of the Mayor, Aldermen, and Sheriff of the city of

New York; sometimes by the name of the Mayor and

Aldermen, as by other names. It then proceeds to

grant and confirm unto “The Mayor, and Aldermen,

and Commonalty of the city of New York,” all the

privileges and rights which by that name or otherwise

* have held.

he fifth section of this charter provided that there

should be a Mayor and Recorder, Town Clerk, six

Aldermen, and six Assistants, who should thereafter be

termed THE MAYor, ALDERMEN, AND CoMMONALTY of

THE city of NEw York. The sixth section constituted

and declared such Mayor, Recorder, Aldermen, and

Assistants, for the time being, a body corporate and

politic, and gave to that body all the lands, privileges,

franchises, and rights therein mentioned; and con

firmed to them every franchise and power. (§ 16.)

The Governor in that charter appointed all the of.

ficers—the Mayor, Recorder, Aldermen, Assistants,

and Clerk. The right to elect subsequently was given

to the citizens.

Then in the 7th section it is provided, that the

Mayor, Recorder, Aldermen, and Assistants for the

time being, or the Mayor, Recorder, and any three

or more of the Aldermen, and any three or more

of the Assistants for the time being, shall be and be call

ed, “the Common Council of the said city.”

The power conferred upon this body is to make laws,

orders, and ordinances for the government of the city

and liberties. The power is large, but the words need

not at present be cited.

The first and important observation to be made is,

that the whole control of the property, the whole exe

e

In theory, therefore, the right might reside in the one

body, so that writs or deeds should be in its name. In

practice and by express provision, the exercise of every

ſº and tho control of all property was in the other

ody.

ontgomerie's charter of 1730, while reciting dis

putes and doubts as to the charters and grants, still

treats the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty as a

, subsisting Corporation. The fifteenth section, varies

only the organization of the Common Council, by pro

viding that the Mayor or Recorder, (before both were

f| necessary,) with four or more aldermen, and four or

more assistants, should be necessary. The power to

make laws and ordinances for the government of the

t; corporate and the citizens, is conferred upon this

streets, and as to the other franchises. They are of

importance. They grant to the Mayor, Aldermen,

and Commonalty, “that the Common Council at the

time being, or the major part of them, shall establish

ferries, establish, order, and direct the laying out of

streets, water courses, highways, &c.

Again—the grant of offices is, in most cases, made

to the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty; the power

of appointment of the officers and removal is given to

the... Council, except where the Mayor is de

signated. (See sections 18, 19, 22, and 24.)

The act of 1813 occasionally employs the phrase

The Mayor, &c., in Common Council convened, but

rarely. In the 177th section, for example, when refer

ring to the streets and avenues on the map of 1807, it

refers to the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty

merely. In referring to streets not on that map, the

terms in Common Council convened are used.

But with this exception, which I take to be entirely

accidental and unimportant, arising from pursuing the

words of the ninth section of the act of 1807, the pro

visions of this statute and many others strikingly cor

roborate theſº I have stated. Wherever pro

perty is vested, rights are bestowed, or obligations are

imposed, the phrase is, The Mayor, Aldermen, and

Commonalty. Wherever an act, law, ordinance, or

resolution is to be done or passed, implying the exer

cise of a duty or a power, it is generally the Mayor,

&c., in Common Council convened. There is an in

stance of both in the 183d section of the act of 1813.

All suits must be by and against the former. The land

taken is vested in them. But when assessments are to

be ratified, it is done in Common Council convened,

(sec. 185.) When a cistern is to be built in a street,

the Common Council may order it. (Laws 31st Jan.

1817.) The power bestowed to restrain the mooring

of ships, is to be exercised in Common Council. (Law,

March 4, 1814; sec. 4.)

I am far from saying that this distinction has, in all

instances, been observed. There are, however, fre

quent cases of its being had in view. Throughout the

whole legislation down to the charter of 1830, there is

nothing inconsistent with its existence.

Upon the whole, I consider it indisputable, that at that

period while all property and all franchises were vested,

in contemplation of law, in the Mayor, Aldermen, and

Commonalty, the exercise of every power connected

with them was in the body termed the Common Coun

cil, except where, as in the case of certain officers, it was

laced elsewhere. And I hold further, that if the

egislature had conferred any new power, or any new

office upon the Corporation by its corporate name, (as

they did in the case of weighers,) the exercise of the

ower, and the regulation of the office, must impliedly

in the Common Council. If the legislature pre

scribed the mode, of course the case would be dif.

ferent,

It follows, from the principles before stated, that the

legislature could always change or remove any of the

integral members of the body. Hence by an act of the

27th of February, 1807, the common clerk, called town

clerk in Dongan's charter, was, as I construe the act,

divested of his functions as a member of the Mayor,

Aldermen, and Commonalty.

Then the new statute of 1830 provided, that neither

the Mayor nor Recorder should be a member of the

Common Council after the second Tuesday of May,

1831. It provided, also, that the legislative powers of

the Corporation should be vested in a Board of Alder

men, and a Board of Assistants, who, together, should

form the Common Council. And it directed that the

Board should meet in separate chambers.

Now, in my opinion, it is wholly immaterial whe:

ther a given power exercised by the Common Council

is of a legislative character, or of any other. The prin

ciple I have advocated constitutes that body the organ

for exercising every power of every description confer

red upon the Corporation in its corporate name, unless

there is an express statutory direction of another mode.

Although the members act now in almost every case

in separate Boards, yet they are still in Common Coun

cil convened, as much as the Lords and Commons are

in parliament assembled, though sitting apart. And the

conclusion is certain, that where the seventh section of

the new charter is not imperative, the Boards may act

separately or jointly as they think proper. Hence all

appointments to office are made (under a mere joint

rule, however,) when assembled together, but there is

nothing to prescribe this. lt is rare that anything else

is thus transacted, as the language of the act is broad.

But throughout, the two Boards are treated as formingboº in the largest terms.

hr en follow certain sections as to ferries, as to in the aggregate the Common Council. This is the
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long-known agent for the execution of all ministerial,

administrative, or judicial, as well as legislative pow

er, unless otherwise specially prescribed, or where the

Common Council has itself delegated the execution to

its own officers. In the case of streets and sewers, no

statute has pointed out any other organ. The acts of

1824 and of 1828, and their rejection by the people, have

been referred to. The powers which I consider to ex

ist, were expressly conferred upon the Common Coun

cil by these proposed statutes. . But it is not a just in

ference that the citizens rejected them because of such a

clause. It may have been that the reason was that the

proposed charter was prepared by the Corporation it.

self. The objection raised on this subject is therefore

not tenable.

III. The next and most serious question relates to the

manner in which the power of the Common Council

has been exercised in these cases, and whether the pro

visions of the law have been complied with. And

fºas to the force of the seventh section of the act of

1830,

I must here advert to the course of proceeding in

relation to opening 31st street, one subject of the Bill

of Talmadge and Westervelt.

It is stated in the Bill, and admitted in the answer,

that on the 17th day of February, 1836, a resolution

which had passed both Boards was approved by the

Mayor, which is in the following words: “Resolved,

that all the streets and avenues as laid down on the

commissioners' map of the city, shall be opened up to

and including Forty-second street, excepting such

Yarts of said streets and avenues lying within the said

imits as have already been opened by Deed of Ces

sion from the proprietors, or by due course of law.”

On the 24th day of June, iš. a petition was pre

sented to the supreme court in the usual form, stating

that the Mayor, &c., in Common Council convened,

had deemed it desirable for the public convenience, to

open 31st street between the Tenth avenue and the East

river. Under this commissioners were appointed, and
an assessment made.

Whether the object of the Common Council was at

tained by the manner of carrying out this resolution, or

whether it was a judicious exercise of power to make

so sweeping a one, seems to me immaterial. It is not

*} groundſ for imputing illegality to the proceedings.

he commissioners having made their report, it was

confirmed by the supreme court on the 9th of February,

1838. It is to be assumed that the regular notice of the

report and application to confirm it was published as

required by the statute. This, therefore, was the first

notice the party is to be charged with, and that is con

structive, although sufficient. (15 Wendell, 374.)

But it is here proper to remark, that the complainants

would not have been permitted to have raised any of

these questions, either before the primary commission

ers, or the judges sitting as commissioners. The office

of the latter, as 1 understand it, is only to revise the re

port as to the principles upon which its estimates are

made, or as to the legal right to include certain proper
ty in it; to send it i. in a case of gross error in

amount, and to refuse its confirmation where the bene

fit plainly appears not to be equal to the damage. (19

Wendell, 667. Ibid, 681. Albany-street case, i.1, Ibid,

150. Patchin, Mayor of Brooklyn, 13. Ibid, 669. See

also the valuable case of Bennet vs. the Camden R. R.

Company, 2 Green. N. J. Rep. 147.) The case should

receive no prejudice from the omission to object.

The report was confirmed in February, 1838, and in

May, 1838, a resolution was approved, fixing the actual

opening of the street for the 9th of May, 1839. The

Bill was filed in June, 1840, pending the advertisement

of the premises for sale.

The part of the 7th section involving the question is

as follows: "All resolutions and reports of commit

tees, which shall recommend any specific improvement

involving the appropriation of the public moneys, or

taxing or assessing the citizens of the said city, shall

be published imºiº. after the adjournment of the

board, in all the newspapers em . by the Corpora

tion. And whenever a vote is taken in relation thereto,

the ayes and noes shall be called and published in the

same manner.”

It is necessary to settle the precise meaning of this

clause not only by a philological dissection, but by ex

amining the object of those who adopted it. I shall

break it into all the propositions of which it seems sus

ceptible. There are two distinct branches of it. In

the first place it may mean, that all resolutions as well

as all reports, recommending an improvement involve

ing the application of public moneys, shall be passed
published in the mode directed. This construction

*

has this difficulty: that a resolution properly does not

recommend an improvement, which a report of a com

mittee does, but enacts it, or directs an inquiry. It is,

however, in exact conformity with the section as origi

nally introduced into the convention. (See p. 156 Kent's

charter.)

A second reading is this: First, all reports recom

mending a specific improvement involving the appro

Fiºn of public moneys must be so passed and pub

ished. Next, all resolutions involving the applica

tion of public moneys, must be in like manner passed.

If this is the true meaning, then a resolution respecting

a specific improvement not leading to the expenditure

of public money is not within the clause; but a resolu

tion, whether relating to such improvement or not, is

within it, if such expenditure is involved.

The second branch relates to taxing or assessing the

citizens. Here, also, there may be several interpreta

tions. One is, that the clause refers to a resolution, or

report, or both, recommending an improvement involv

.# [the] taxing or assessing the citizens, An

other, that it refers to a resolution involving such tax

ing or assessing, irrespective of any improvement.

And a third, that it relates only to a resolution direct

ly taxing or assessing citizens.

The last construction cannot be sustained. I have

before shown that the power to tax is nowhere special

ly granted, and that the Bill of Rights forbids it with

out the assent of the Legislature. An assessment di

rectly laid, is similar in its nature, and is an imposition

within the Bill of Rights. The annual application of the

Legislature, and the annual law passed authorizing a

general tax, show conclusively that this action was not

referred to.

But if it is interpreted to mean a resolution involving

the taxing or assessing the citizens, there are several

cases in which it would apply in a broad extent. For

example, to the annual resolution to apply for a tax law

which specifies the sum to beº And two stri

king illustrations may be adduced of this—one before

the new charter, and one afterwards. A resolution was

adopted in March, 1821, for erecting a public market

between Fulton street and Crane wharf–that $15,000

be raised annually for ten years by tax, which, with the

income of the market, should be applied to pay the

debt created for the purpose, and that the Legislature

be applied to for a law authorizing it. (See Corp. Or

dinances, 149 Ed: 1839.) Another was after the Cor

poration had obtained the Fire Indemnity act, an or

dinance was adopted that application be annually made

for power to raise $25,000 by tax, for the redemption of

the stock.

It may be remarked, that there is certainly less rea

son for such a provision, where the Legislature is to be

applied to for the specific purpose of authorizing agen

eral tax upon all the citizens, than where the Corpora

tion is acting under its ordinary powers. Publicity is

obtained in the former instance by the notice required

by the act of the Legislature of 1818, re-enacted 1 R.

S. 150, $ 1.

Nor does it seem consistent with the provision, or

the object of its makers, to hold it applicable to cases

only of such a general tax upon all the citizens. In

the address of the members of the convention, they

speak of it thus: “All propositions, involving assess

ments or burthens upon individuals, will be brought to

the knowledge of those interested, so as to give them a

chance of being heard.”

But in fact, if we adopt the most limited meaning

which can be reasonably urged, viz: that the clause ap

plies to resolutions involving the expenditure of public

money, or the taxing or assessing the citizens at large

for specific improvement, then there is not a case in

which in contemplation of law and consequently in fact,

an opening or alteration of a street, or pitching and pa

ving it, or the making of a sewer,may not involve such

an expenditure or such a charge. In opening streets,

if the improvement is below the line of the map of 1807,

one third of the value of all buildings on the premises

may be assessed upon the Corporation, and if within the

map one third of the value of such buildings as exist

ed before it was filed. In every case, property belong

ing to the city is assessed, where that of#.
would be.

It strikes my mind as too plain for cavil, that the

provision covers every resolution relating to an im

provement for which public money may be requisite

through the effect of an existing law, and every reso

lution through which the citizens, or any class of them,

may be assessed for improvements. ... I know of no oth.

er construction adequate to the object, or consistent

with the spirit of the section.

- -

*=e

What was that object? . In the language of the ad

dress before cited, “careful and deliberate legislation,

strict accountability, judicious economy, and perfect

publicity. These are the remedies which the conven

tion have sought against the evils and abuses to which

all wealthy city governments are subject, of which this

city has felt its share, and of which the public voice has

at different times loudly complained.”

And for the securing this object, they provided, that

in the cases of such resolutions, they were to be imme

diately published in all the newspapers employed, and

that whencver a vote was taken relating to them, the

ayes and noes should be called and published in the

same manner. And thus they deemed, "would be

secured at once publicity and notice to all concerned,

and the strong influence of personal responsibility up
on the vote of every individual member.”

The framersº charter had, it is to be supposed,

the constitution of the United States in view in a t

ing this provision as to the ayes and noes. By that,

the ayes and noes shall, at the desire of one fifth of

those present, be entered on the journal. In our own

constitution, if a bill is returned with objections, the

votes of both houses shall be determined % ayes and

noes, and the names shall be entered on the journal.

By a rule of the Assembly, upon a division, the names

ºthe voters shall be entered on the minutes upon the

requisition of any ten members.

n speaking of this provision of the constitution,

º ucker says, “In a representative government it

is of the utmost importance that the people should be

informed of the conduct of their delegates, individually

as well as collectively. This purpose is fully answered

by the rule spoken of But to prevent a call of the

ayes and noes too frequently, as is said to have been

practised in the former Congress, the constitution has

set reasonable limits to the exercise of the power, by

requiring one fifth of the members to concur in it.”

(1 Tucker's Black. 205º,
Thus the convention and Legislature were not con

tent with... the call, and the usual entry on the

minutes which follows; but they also prescribe that the

names shall be published. Now can it be possible that

this provision was introduced thus expressively and

imperatively, only to declare that in these instances the

ayes and moes should be called if any member chose to

demand them 4 Is it to be imagined that in these two

selected cases, and in these alone, those grave bodies,

the convention and the Legislature, meant no more

than an admonition to do the act? Again, when this

charter thus explicitly directs that every such resolu

tion shall beº in all the newspapers employed

by the Corporation, what did it mean? Did it mean

that this need not be done unless demanded; that the

performance or neglect of it was a matter of pure indif.

ference; that if any member required it, it might be

done, and if no demand was made, it might be omit

ted Nay further, that if the requisition was made, it

might be denied; for the right to refuse stands on

the same basis of construction as the right to neg

lect? . Can it be within the range of imagination

much less of argument, that the convention passed

through this idle pageantry of legislation, in prescri

bing this act to be done, and then left its performance

at the mercy of custom or caprice? They knew the

summary process given by the law, for taking away

the citizen's property. They knew the vast powers of

the Corporation over the subject. They anxiously

adopted these provisions as safeguards against neglect,

as securities for caution, as methods of publicity, and

as restraints upon recklessness: and yet the construc

tion is that they left them to be broken down and con

temned by that very body against whose heedlessness

or encroachment they were reared. The supposition

shocks every doctrine of the common law. It violates

every principle governing the action of municipalCor

porations, clothed with special powers for special pur

poses. It tends to the perpetual encroachment ofº

constituted and inferior bodies upon legislative author

ity; and it generates disregard and contempt for pri

wate property and interests. It begins in convenience,

grows into a custom, and terminates in the defence of

usurpation as a right. -

But it is urged that the clause is only directory. The

meaning of this phrase is said to be, that while a parti

cular direction of a statute is proper to be observed, its

neglect is not fatal to the act done under it. The omis

sion then not being material, the direction need not be

pursued. As has “Fº observed by counsel, it is

then discretionary. This is a solecism in law as well

as in terms. The true solution of the matter is this,

Provisions are sometimes not essential, where the sta
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cashiers should give a bond satisfactory to the Board

of Directors. A bond was given, the subject of the

suit, by a cashier and sureties. He had long acted as

cashier. It was objected that there was no record of

such satisfaction, and held untenable. This position

was approved of by Justice Cowen, in The Matter of

M. 4. H. R. R. Co. (19 Wendell, 136,) where it was

held that the taking of an oath “well and faithfully to

perform the duties of the office of inspectors,” instead

of the oath prescribed by statute, “to execute the duties

with strict impartiality, and according to the best of

their abilities,” was not ground to set aside an election.

This oath is prescribed in the general statute, (1 R. S.

603,) not in the charter. The court appear also to

adopt the position that if the oath had been omitted, it

could not have been taken advantage of; citing several

cases where it was held that such an omission shall

not prejudice strangers, nor be taken advantage of b

strangers. Justice Story says in another case, “that it

is an established rule, that where the Legislature mean

to impose a positive and absolute duty, and not merely

to give a discretionary power, the word may should be

construed must.” (1 Peters, U. S. R. 64.) In Plowden

206 b, it is said, “when a statute limits a thing to be

done in a particular manner, it includes in itself a ne

gative, viz. that it shall not be done otherwise.”

In The King vs. Bagshaw, (7 T. R. 303,) it ap

peared that power was given to trustees of a turnpike

company incorporated by act of Parliament to widen

and turn any part of the road through private grounds,

making satisfaction to the owners, with whom the

might contract and agree. The statute then enacted,

that if any person interested in such lands, upon notice

to him given, should, for twenty days, neglect or re

fuse to treat, or should not agree, then the trustees

should cause the damage to be inquired into by a jury,

and upon the ascertainment by a jury, . an10unt So

assessed was to be paid to the owners,” &c. The trus

tees made a new road through the close of the defend

ants. They tendered the sum of £100, which was re

fused, and then summoned a jury, who assessed the

damage at £100; upon which the trustees made their

order, reciting the #. &c., that under the act a

jury had been empannelled, who had heard counsel and

evidence, and had assessed the damage at £100, which

they therefore ordered to be paid to the parties. The

proceedings were removed by certiorari. Upon a mo

tion to set the assessment and verdict aside, the court

said, that motice to the parties interested was the foun

dation of the proceedings below ; and that, therefore,

it should have been stated ; for if no notice were given,

the trustees had no jurisdiction; and with respect to

counsel having been heard, it did not appear that coun

sel for the defendants had been heard. The rule was

made absolute.

In the King vs. The Mayor of Liverpool, (4 Burr,

2244.) the application was made upon a certiorari to

quash an inquisition of a jury, under an “act to enable

the Corporation of Liverpool to make a grant to Sir

Charles Moore for liberty to bring fresh water in

to the town.” The jury had determined that there

should be paid to the owners and occupants of the

lands mentioned in the inquisition, the sum of £176 in

the proportions therein mentioned. The assignee of

Sir Charles Moore was the prosecutor. It was ob

jected, among other things, that there was no notice

appearing to have been jº on the face of the pro

ceedings. The three judges, Mansfield, Aston, and

Willes, expressed the clear opinion, that notice ought

to have been given to the parties interested, and that it

ought to have appeared upon the inquisition to show

that there was a jurisdiction. Without notice there

was none. The inquisition was unanimously quash

ed. The statute under which this corporation acted,

directed that notice should be given twenty days before

the inquisition. See also The King vs. The Norwich

and Walton Road, (5, Adol and Ellis, 563.)

In Rex vs. Cooke, (Couper, 26.) an act of Parlia

ment had given power to the Corporation of London

to make a road from Blackfriars' Bridge across St.

George's Fields. In case of the owners of the soil re

fusing to treat, a jury was to be summoned to assess

the value of the lands, &c., Proceedings were had, and

a verdict given, on which the Court of Quarter Ses

sions gave judgment for a certain sum as the value of

the premises and for payment. The judgment was

quashed on certiorari on the grounds chiefly, first, that

the statute prescribed that “the Mayor, Aldermen, and

Commons, in Common Council assembled, had not de

clared the land to be necessary, as directed in the act,

but the Mayor, Commonalty, and citizens. No evi

proper persons. Next, that the statute had prescribed

a notice in writing, to be given, while the record stated

that due notice had been given. Lord Mansfield said,

“This is a special authority delegated by act of Par

liament to particular persons to take away a man's

property and estate against his will; therefore it must

be strictly pursmed.”

In Wispard vs. Wilder, (1 Burr, 330,) it was held,

that under the statute 12 Geo., 1 c. 29, the declaration

on a bail bond deed not set forth that there was an af.

fidavit of debt, or that the sum sworn was endorsed

on the writ. That the provision in the statute was not

in the nature of a condition precedent, but only direc

tory to the sheriff; so that, though the sheriff might be

answerable, yet the bond was not void.

But in Hill vs. Heale, (2 Bos. & Pull, 196,) Sir

James Mansfield, speaking of this case, says, “I should

have great difficulty in agreeing with the doctrine im

puted to the Court of King's Bench, that the statute of

12 Geo. 1, is merely directory. I cannot help entertain

ing great doubts respecting the dictum. The sheriff

must see by the writ whether it be endorsed or not;

and I cannot think he could justify an arrest without

it. But this was merely a dictum, and not necessary

to the opinion of the Court.”

In Hill vs. Heale, (2 Bos & Pull, 196, N.S.) the

question arose under the bankrupt act, 5th Geo. 2 cap.

30, sec. 23. The act provides that no commission

shall issue upon the petition of any creditor “unless

the single debt of such creditor shall amount to £100

or upwards, or unless the debt of two or more creditors

º amount to £150 or upwards, or unless the debt

of three or more creditors so petitioning, shall amount

to £200 or upwards. Then the statute proceeded that

the creditor or creditors petitioning for such commis

sion, shall make affidavit of the reality of the debt or

debts. This direction is not introduced by the word

unless, but by the word and. In an action by the as

signee of a bankrupt, the trading and act of bank

ruptcy was established, and also debts due to the pe

titioning creditors, who were four in number, to the

amount of above £200. But in defence the affidavits

were produced, in which the petitioners swear respec

tively; one to a debt of £50 and upwards, another to

the same sun and upwards, a third in £60 and up

wards, and the fourth £39 and upwards; thus making

f 199 expressly sworn to ; and it was insisted that the

commission was void. But it was held that in

istence of the debts was a condition precedent, while

the provision as to the affidavit was only to regulate

the conduct of the Chancellor in issuing the commis

sion. It was irregularly issued, and on that account

an application to the great seal could have been made,

but it did not render the commission void. The re

quisition as to the affidavits was but by way of caution,

to prevent commissions being hastily issued.

n Erparte Sneyds & The Bank of Ireland, (1 Mol

leys, 261,) it was decided that a Corporation might

become a petitioner for a commission in bankruptcy,

and that the bond might be given by the petitioner, an

officer of the company, but the affidavit be made by
another officer.

The statute in force in Ireland is the same as that

upon which Hill vs. Heale was decided. The Lord

Chancellor adverted to the impossibility of a Corpo

ration doing some of the things required by the act,

such as making the affidavits, and yet that did not

prevent them suing out the commission. That the

case of Hill vs. Heale was an authority in point, there

being a difference between the clauses; one being in

dispensable, and the other merely formal, which the

Chancellor might correct if important. He held the

irregularity here unimportant.

I look upon these two cases as plainly illustrating one

of thedistinctions I have taken. The Statute itself, by

the change of its phraseology, in the same section,

with respect to two matters, pointed out that the irreg.

ularity was not to be fatal, but was the proper subject

of correction by the Chancellor. -

In McCall vs. The Byram Co., (1 Conn. Rep.º
the general rule was recognised, that an officer electe

for a year, continues in office until another is elected in

his place. That the time prescribed for such an elec

tion is ... not imperative, but directory, except

where there is the expression or implication of a nega
tive.

In the People vs. Runkle, (9 John. Rep. 156) it was

held that where a Statute directed that one third of the

Trustees should be elected annually, and that the elec

tion should be at least six days before the vacancies

should happen; an election on a moveable holiday was

valid, though not a day certain, and it might happen
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that the election would not be six days before the va

cancy.

in the case of Wicks vs. the town of Lancaster, (1

Rolls. ob. 512.) was cited, deciding that where an elec

tion was to be held within eight days after death or re

moval, yet an election afterwards was good, for the

power of election was incident to the Corporation;

and the affirmative power to elect within eight days did

not take away the implied power. So a case from

Strange (626) is cited with approbation, that though

certain Aldermen wereto be annually chosen, the words

were only directory, and the Aldermen held over. But

the distinction was noticed where the Statute was, that

the officers should hold for one year only, or the election

should be on such a day annually. {: was doubted

whether, under the peremptory wordºpº, the one

third of the Trustees could hold over. The ground,

however, of the decision was, that the two thirds re

maining, the Corporation was not dissolved.

The two cases last cited, McCall vs. The Byram

Co., and The People vs. Runkle, obviously rest upon

one of the principles I have stated; that the Statute

itself fairly admitted the construction that the act, or

the mode of doing the act was not prescribed as imper

ative. The appointment in a Statute of the day of

election is presumed to be subject to the known law of

holding over, and there must be express words to make

the case an exception.

In The People vs. Allen, (1 Wendell, 489,) the actre

gulating the militia directed that the commanding offi

cer should, on or before the 4th of June in every year,

appoint a brigade court martial. A court martial was

not appointed until July, and the defendent was then

fined an amount which the suit was to recover. The

general rule was held to be, that where the Statute pre

scribes a time for doing any official act, regarding the

rights and duties of others, it was directory only, unless

the contrary was to be gathered from the Statute. The

court rely upon Jackson vs. Hooker, (5 Cowen) and

Pond vs. Negus, (3 Mass 230.) The Chief Justice

observes, “There was nothing in the nature of the

power showing that it might net be as effectually exer

cised after the 1st of June as before; there was no pro

hibition to exercise it after that period, and the naming

the day was a mere direction to the officer. There is

nothing in the nature of the power given, or in the man

ner of giving it, that justifies the inference that the time

was mentioned as a limitation.”

Test the present case by this principle of the learned

Judge. , is there nothing in the direction in question,

and nothing in the manner of presenting it, that leads
to the inference that it was meant as a limitation ? It

is too clear for discussion, that it was introduced, can

.." modified and enacted for that purpose—and that
talone.

In the case of Johnson vs. Hooker, (5 Cowen, 269,)

the court held, that a purchaser at a Sheriff’s sale who

had got his deed, was not to be defeated by the omis

sion of the Sheriff to file a certificate of the sale as pre

scribed by the Statute. The judgment debtor himself

appears to have set up the objection. It is plain, from

the Statute, that the intention was to give an opportu

nity to his creditors, more than.# to redeem, and

to ensure the facility of information to them. He must

be presumed cognizant of the proceedings. I appre

hend the case would have been different if a creditor, a

mortgagee for instance, had got into possession. The

answer to the case is, that it may justly be inferred the

judgment debtor was not the §: of the protection

given by the section,

In the case in Massachusetts, (Pond vs. Negus, Mass.

Rep. 230,) assessors were directed to assess a tax for

building a school house, within thirty days after acer

tificate of a Clerk that a vote for the purpose had been

passed, was delivered. An assessment was made for

such a purpose after the expiration of the thirty days

from the reception of that certificate. It was held val

id. The Chief Justice said: “Although the assessors

are directed to assess the tax within thirty days after

the certificate, yet there are no negative words restrain

ing them from making the assessment afterwards, and

accidents might happen which would defeat the author

ity, if it could not be exercised after the expiration of

thirty days. The naming of the time must, therefore,

be considered as directory to the assessors, and not as a

limitation of their power.”

Thus it could be gathered from the statute itself, (as

the law-makers may have foreseen the possibility that

the direction could not be literally fulfilled,) that they

meant it as a mere regulation in matter of form, not

essential to the imposition

No case can more fully illustrate this distinction than

that of The King vs. The Inhabitants of Birmingham,

(8 B. & Cresswell, 29.) The consent to the marriage

of parties under a certain age, was required to be given

by certain persons, The language of the section is

explicit. But other sectionsdeclared the marriage void

where certain other provisions of the Statute were not

regarded. The want of consent was not among them.

Thus the Statute itself exhibited what was meant for

the officiating clergyman to require, and what rendered

the marriage illegal.

And the case of The King vs. The Justices of Lei

cester, (7 Bard Cress. 11,) proceeds upon the distinction

that the power to fix the time for holding courts belong

ed to the Sessions, and an act directing the court to be

held at specific times was affirmative and not exclu
slive.

I have gone through all the important cases cited on

the part of the defendants to this point, or which I have

discovered. They fall far short of establishing that

the provision in question was one that could be neglect

ed without rendering the proceedings illegal. They

are all distinguishable upon one or other of the grounds

I have mentioned. They arise where there is an im

plication of a power, and the Statute has not expressly

abridged it; where there is just reason for the construc

tion that the Legislature did not mean an imperative

rule; or where that body itself, which sets up the omis

sion, waschargeable with the performance. There are,

however, a few very important decisions yet to be no

ticed. -

And first, there is the case of Thurston vs. Lillle, (3

Mass. 430.) decided by the Supreme Court within two

months after its decision of Pond vs. Negus. A Stat

ute had directed that assessors of taxes were to make a

list for invoice and valuation of the property upon

which the taxes were to be imposed, and to keep the

same in a book for inspection. The amount of tax was

stated in such a book without a list of the items and

proportions of the tax. It was held void, and judgment

given for the defendant who was sued for his tax. The

case deserves attention, for it was urged that the defect

arose from the party's own act, who was directed by

Statute to deliver a list of his taxable estate; that the

uniform practice of the town was here pursued; that

the law was merely directory to the officers; that a de

cision against the custom would throw the Common
wealth into confusion. *

In Gilbert vs. The Col. Turnpike Co. (3 John. Co.

107,) an inquisition was quashed for not showing on

its face a disagreement between the company and the

owner of the land taken, and that the judge who ap

pointed the appraisers was not interested; all which

was required by the act to give jurisdiction. The Court

say ‘ that this was the case of a special power granted

by Statute and affecting the property of individuals,

which ought to be strictly pursued, and appear on the

face of the proceedings to have been pursued. This was

an established rule, and especially to be maintained in

cases which so materially interfered with private

rights.”

In Van Wikle vs. The Rail R. Co., (2 Green's N. J.

Rep., 126,) the statute authorizing lands to be taken,

directed notice to be given in a specificq manner. The

order stated that the commissioners had proceeded up

on proof of due notice having been given. It was held

insufficient. The power was delegated to persons to

take away private property without consent, and must

be, and appear to be strictly pursued.

In Parſer vs. Rules Lessess, (9 Cranch, 64.) the

question arose ". an ejectment between a purchaser

under a sale of land for taxes and the former owner.

The case involves the examination of various sections

of the act of Congress of July, 1798, (See Story's

Laws, vol. i., p. 519) and is a strong case to show the

necessity of pursuing rigorously the directions of a sta

tute which authorizes the sale of property for taxes. It

was admitted, says the Chief Justice, that if the preli

minary requisites of the law have not been complied

with, the collector could have no authority to sell, and

the conveyance can pass no title. The advertisements

rescribed in some sections were held to be essential

efore the sale could be made.

In Williams vs. Peyton Lessee, (4 Wheaton, 77,)the

same doctrine was declared, and the marshal's deed

was held not even prima facie evidence that the pre

requisites required by law had been complied with.

It should be noticed that in the statute there is no

thing but the ordinary directing words, not a clause

avoiding the sale, if the provisions are not complied

with.

We must also look at the great distinction prevailing

in the books between the cass of a company defending

- -

itself against a meritorious claim upon the ground of

irregularity in its own proceedings, and that company

seeking to enforce a demand, the existence and legality

of which depends upon the due exercise of its powers.

Of the former class are the cases of Clarke vs. The

Imperial Gas Company, (4 Bar & Adol, 315,) Marshall

vs. The Corporation of Queensborough, (I S. & St. 519,)

and The Queen vs. The Trustees of Swansea, (Reports

of cases, &c., 1 Jurist Ed., N. York, p. 126.) The ar

gument of Sir W. Foliett in the latter case, contains

the true principle well expressed, and is adopted by

Chief Justice Denman.

“With respect to the cases that have been cited,

there is one simple answer to them all, that they were

cases of a party setting up a particular claim of right

or exercising a particular jurisdiction, of which on its

being complained of by another party, the strictest

proof has been required. But in the present case the

Trustees put the act of Parliament in motion, and now

turn round and refuse the payment on account of some

alleged informality.” Lord Denman said, “It ap

pears that the Trustees are the persons to set the law

in motion under this act, and consequently they ought

not to be allowed to take the advantage of objections of

this nature. I am not prepared to say the proceedings

are not sufficiently set out.”

The case was this. By an act of Parliament power

was given to the Trustees to purchase certain lands of

T. and S. Benson for the purposes of the charter, and

all questions were to be submitted to a jury. The or

der recited the summons to the jury, the attendance be

fore them of counsel of the Trustees and of Benson,

their verdict in a certain sum, and proceeded to award

and adjudge the payment. The objection taken was

that it did not appear on the face of the order, that a

difference had existed, in which case alone the jury

could be summoned. The answer of Sir W. Follett

was this: As the jury could only have jurisdiction in

such a case, the existence of a difference must be in

tended. Justice Littledale adopted this in substance.

Now what can be more striking than the compari

son of this case with that of Gilbert vs. The Turnpike

Co. before cited. The identical objection that the dis

agreement did not appear on the record, was taken in

each case. In the one it was sustained because the

Corporation was proceeding against the owner to en

force the order; in the other it was disallowed, because

the Corporation sought to profit by the irregularity,

#:* Green vs. Kleinhans, (3 Greens, N. J. Rep.
476.

And lastly, a glance at other portions of the statute

of 1830 will show the extreme danger of tampering

with words so express as these. The direction to

meet in separate chambers is part of the same section,

made in the same form of words, no more prohibitory

than the clause in question, of any other manner of ex

ercising power. No one has yet dreamed that an ordi

nance passed by the boards assembled together would

be valid. I know of no right and of no reason to be

lieve that the convention looked upon this security to

the public for wise deliberation, as of more importance

than upon the provision in question, as a safeguard for

the citizens' property. And the necessity of obeying

those mandates of the statute, before an assessment for

a public improvement can be lawfully made, is estab

lished, in my judgment, upon such an immovable

foundation that no ability can overthrow or even shake
1t.

2. There is one question peculiar to the case of the

sewers, and the paving and regulating the 9th avenue

and 31st and some other streets. It is insisted that the

assessment and resolution confirming it are void, be

cause an estimate was not made until the work was

completed. The contract price was then taken, with

the expenses, and the amount assessed upon the adjoin
ling OW ners.

The riºts are these in the case of regulating 8th

street, from avenue B to avenue D, which will be a suf.

ficientº: of the course of proceedings. The or

dinance is dated the 10th of October, 1835, directing

that 8th street be filled and regulated, and appointing

assessors to make an estimate of the erpense a conform

ing to the provisions of this ordinance, and to make an

equitable assessment thereof among the owners intend

ed to be benefited thereby. A contract was entered

into to do the work, and it was finished before August,

1838. In that month, the assessors make their estimate

and assessment, in which they take the contract price,

$6,273, and add certain expenses, and then proceed to

assess the benefit upon the parties, according to their
opinion of the benefit to accrue. -

The frame of the 175th and 176th sections of the act
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It is inserted that the complainants have a clear and

adequate remedy at law.

First, that upon a certiorari, the illegality of these

proceedings may be adjudged, and the parties relieved.

The answers to this are very decisive. It appears

to me in the first place, that the great question as to the

call of the ayes and noes and the publication, cannot be

brought up in this manner in a case of the opening or

widening a street ; at least the point is exceedingly

doubtful.

The statute provides that when the Mayor, &c., shall

be desirous of opening a street, and shall deem the open

ing thereof necessary and useful, they may cause the

same to be opened, that is, by application to the Su

preme Court as directed. This is the phraseology as

to streets laid down on the map of 1807.

Much argument has been used as to the nature of this

power. It is to be observed that after passing a re

solution for making this application to the Supreme

Court, the Common Council have no authority over

the proceedings. Their whole office is at an end, ex

cept that they may discontinue the proceedings at their

will. (Act of 1839, sec. 7.) And except that upon the

confirmation of the report they become vested with the

street in trust, and are bound toº the damages. It

appears to me that the action of that body in such case

is scarcely to be termed legislative. It is, in truth, not

the creation of a new rule of action, but a mere minis

terial representation that the case has occurred in which

a statute should be applied.

It is still more clear that it is not a judicial act. The

exercise of the judgment of the Corporation in deter

mining the necessity or utility of the measure, does

not render it so. The true test whether the act is judi

cial or quasi judicial, is whether a certiorari would lie

to take up the proceedings. I apprehend that the writ

could not be had to take up the initiative resolution of

the Common Council and the petition.

In none of the English cases cited is there a trace of

this writ upon the preparatory proceedings. It is after

the verdict and the judgment of the proper tribunal

upon the verdict. (See the cases from&.
And the case of Parker vs. The Mayor 3-c. ºf Bos

tºn, (8 Pickering, 218,) so much dwelt upon, confirms

this view. The first resolution was a declaration

merely that public convenience required that Doane

street should be widened, and a reference to a commit

tee as to the expense. After an intermediate resolution,

not important here, a resolution was passed that the

public safety and convenience required the opening,

and the same is hereby widened and laid out in man

ner following; (then describing the courses and mea

surement,) and notice to be given, &c. The petition

was for a certiorari,and these proceedings were brought

up, and held a judicial act, and as such the fit subject

of the writ. In this case also the court said that if the

legislature should provide for the expense being borne

by the abutters on the line, it would be valid, and not

contrary to the tenth article of their bill of rights.

Again, in Bogart vs. The Mayor, ſ-c. of New York,

(7 Cowen, 158,) it was decided that the writ goes to the

justices of the supreme court sitting as commissioners,

not to the corporation of the city. See also Livingston

vs. The Mayor, 4-c. 8 Wendell, 87.

In The State vs. The Morris Canal Company, (2

Green's Rep. 428) often my guide in this investiga

tion, it was held that the writ could only go to the offi

cer in whose custody the record was in law presumed

to be; and the statute having directed that the proceed

ings should be filed in a particular office, within a cer

tain time, it was to go to the clerk of that office.

The writ then going to the justices of the supreme

court after confirmation of the report, would carry, up

all that was in their custody, and nothing more, viz.

the petition, rule for appointing commissioners, report,

and rule of confirmation. The writ is here a common

law writ, and the court will look only into the record

and proceedings returned. . It must find error in these,

It has been of late the tendency of our courts to hold

that they will enter upon nothing but the questiºn of

jurisdiction. Allyn vs. The Commissioners of High

cays, (19 Wendell, 312.) Prindle vs. Anderson, (10

ibid. 174.) Nicholls vs. Williams, (8 Cowen, 13.)

Wolf vs. Horton, (3 Caines, 86.) Burdsall vs. Phil

lips, (17 Wendell, 464.) If the return is defective, di

minution may be alleged, and a new writ be issued;

but when the full record is obtained, the court cannot

travel out of it. (Commonwealth vs. New Milford, 4

Mass. 446. Wood vs. Talman, 1 Cox N. J. Ca. 153.)

It appears to me, then, that in no possible way could

the minutes of the clerk of either board be carried up

upon such a proceeding, relative to a street. Any

ºtion for the writ to the corporation would be

en led.

Then suppose that the affidavits laid before the

judges on the application to confirm could be taken up,

(which is doubtful, See 20 Wendell, 104,) and suppose

that they established the omission to call the ayes and

noes, or to publish, could the supreme court enter upon

the question? A plain reason against it seems to be,

that it could notlº. error to have been committed

in a point which the justices below could not legally

consider. It is the decision below, on what could be

and has been there decided, which is the subject of re

vision; nothing more: and hence the only remaining

question would be, whether upon the record as it ".

peared in the supreme court, the presumption would be

that what was legally required to be done preliminarily

had been done, the record not contradicting it; or whe

ther the preliminary proceeding should appear upon

the record, and if it did not appear, must be inferred to

have been omitted. There is a large body of cases in

which the legal presumption is made that the necessary

preliminary steps have been taken to support an act,

where the record does not show the contrary. (See 1

Phillips, 469, and notes.) It is, however, said that this

rule does not apply in cases of questions as to acts of

inferior courts and judicial proceedings by magistrates,

so as to confer jurisdiction. (Rez vs. Inhabitants of

All Saints, 7 Barn & Cress, 79. Rez vs. Hilling, 1

Str. 7. Rez vs. Hulet, 6 T. R. 583. Rez vs. Liver

pool, Burr, 2544. Snediker vs. Quick, 1 Green's N. J.

Rep. 308. See also the numerous cases recited b

Justice Cowen in his notes to Phillips, vol. iii. p. 1013,

Ibid. vol. ii. p. 304.)

I do not deem it necessary to pursue this branch of

the case minutely. My impression is, that as the ju

risdiction is admittedly in the corporation by former

statutes or the charters, and as this is a provision as to

the mode of exercising it, the presumption onnia rite

acſa would be made. (See Voorhies vs. Bank U.S.,

10 Peters 471. Case of the Schuylkill Falls Road, 2

Binney, 254.

This view, however, does not apply to the case of

sewers, or paving and regulating streets. There the

whole proceeding, from the beginning to the end, is be

fore the Common Council. A certiorari could, I pre

sume, be so followed up as to compel the production of

the clerk's minutes upon the vote on passing the resolu

tion; and then the argument of Mr. Cowdrey possesses

great force. As it would certainly appear that the

calling of the ayes and noes was not entered on the

record, the inference would be that it was not done.

Thus the question would be fairly presented. . As I

understand the act of 1830, it probably would be ne

cessary to pursue its provisions by the call and publi

cation, first when the resolution is passed for doing the

work and appointing the assessors, and next when

their report is confirmed.

The course of proceeding under the ordinances will

illustrate this question. The application is usually

made by petition, for the building of a sewer, for exam

ple. The petition is referred, as a matter of course,

to a committee. The street commissioner under an

ordinance advertises that such an application has

been made, and that objections may be handed in to

him by a specified day. If there are objections, they

are submitted to the committee, who examine them,

and usually hear the objectors. If they report in favor

of the application, the street commissioner prepares an

ordinance. Objections may, through a member, be

urged upon the board before which it depends. It then

passes or is rejected. If it passes, it goes to the other

board; and if it is there passed, the Mayor approves

it. Thus, from the beginning to the end, there is no

notice provided for but that general one to all persons

that the improvement is in consideration.

The resolution of reference merely, of course, does

not require the act to be complied with ; and it would

perhaps be convenient to pursue its directions but once.

But such is not the statute; and I take it to be clear

that until the confirmation of the assessment by the

Common Council, a certiorari would not lie. here

would, in fact, be no one aggrieved, for no one would

know of his being assessed until it was made, and mone

actually assessed until it was confirmed.

But next, while these considerations show at least

doubtfulness as to this remedy, other objections are in

superable.

he application of this writ is addressed in these

cases to| discretion of the Court. It may be refused

on grounds of public expediency. It is never granted

as of course, except upon the application of the people

through the Attorney General; and if refused, there is
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no redress by writ of error to a higher tribunal. (Rez

vs. Bos, 5 T. R. 252–Comstock vs. Porter.—5 Wen

dell, 97–Lee vs Child, 17.—Mass. Rep.–Monroe vs.

Baker.—6 Cowen, 396,-Lynde vs. Noble, 20.-John,

Rep. 84.—Commonwealth vs. Peters, 2–Mass. Rep.

125–The State vs. Woodward, 4. Thaist.N. J. R. 21.

—Elmendolf vs. The Mayor & Sup. Court, Feb.

1841. -

In à. last cited case, the discretion was considered so

absolute, that the Court would not allow the writ after

the lapse of two years, although there is no statute of

limitations in the matter; but it was judged inexpe

dient to grant it. See also Trigg vs. Boyce, 2 Hayw.

N. C. Rep. 2-0.

Again—this remedy may be adopted although an

action will lie, where the tribunal proceeds without ju

risdiction. (6 Wendell, 564.) The converse of the

proposition is equally true. The power to resort to a

eeriorari does not prevent any other legal remedy;

and the great doctrine which counsel has so strongly

urged, that the objections to the proceedings of this

body, treating them as quasi judicial, must be made by

a direct appeal from the decision, is applicable only to

a judgment between parties directly. See the leading

case of Voorhees vs. Bank of U. States, (10 Peters,

470) It has never yet been applied to such summary
Proceedings, conducted without notice to any one who

may be made liable, except the general notice in case

of sewers, &c., by publication of the Street Commis

Sioner, and in the case of streets the publication of the

notice of the filing and intended confirmation of the

*Poſt. The individuals assessed are not parties to a

single step in one case or the other. In the case of

*s, they become bound by the published notice to

*objections of one class, viz., as to the amount or

Pinºple of the assessment. They can do no more. It
Would be iniquitous to hold that this confirmation of

the report shuts them out from everything else. In

the case of sewers, &c., they have no chance of being

i. except if one should deem it probable he will

*śsessed, he may object before the committee to the

work, or to the assessment before the Board.

There is another consideration upon the effect of a

certiºrari. If it is sustained, the judgment acts as an

absolute reversal of the proceedings, quashing the re

cºrd: (Baldwin vs. Calkins, 10 Wendell, 167.) Hence

all the proceedings are void; and hence money vol

untarily paid by those who have been assessed, may

be recovered back. This effect is stated by the Chief

Justice in Elmendorf vs. The Mayor, &c. I do not un

derstand, however, that without a reversal upon cer

tiorari, an action for money had and received would

he for such assessments paid. The result upon a judg

mºnt on certiorari arises from the same principle as

*tains an action for money paid under a judgment

sºbsequently reversed. Clarke vs. Pinney (6 Cowen,

*7.Green ys. Stone, (1 Harr & john, 40%). Fºlſº

Ys, Tºny, Loſt. 207). But I apprehend this is not

the rºle, if the proceedings stand unaffected by a re.

versal on certiorari. The action for money had and

received lies where the defendant has in his hands

ºney, which ereguo et bono belongs to the plaintiffs,
(C. J. Savage, 6 Cowen, 297.) It lies for money paid

upon a consideration which fails, or if obtained by im

Pºsition or oppression. It lies if paid upon a mis

take; but that mistake must be a mistake of fact, not

of law. (Mouvartt vs. Wright, 1 Wendell, 360.)

In Knibbs vs. Hall, (1 Esp. 84) where defendant

claimed that his rent was 20 guineas, and the landlord

threatening to distrain, the defendant paid the demand,

25 guineas, and attempted to set off the excess in a

subsequent action against him. Lord Kenyon held,

that this could not be deemed a payment by compul.

sign, as the defendant, by replevin, could have defend

ed himself.

This case is recognized in Hall vs. Schultz, (4 John.

Rep. 243) and appears to be sustained in Mowatt vs.

Wright, 1 Wendeil, 361.

In Dillingham vs. Swan, (5 Mass. Rep. 557,) Ch.

Justice Parsons, upon the question of the legality of an

assessment, said: “If the objection prevail, the con

clusion is that the whole assessment and the warrant

issued to collect it are illegal; and the collector is not

obliged to obey his warrant, or to collectthe tax of any

person assessed; but if he do he may not be a tress

passer, and he may receive of any person his tax, for

volcºtia non fil injuria.” And see Humblett vs. Rich

ardson, (9 Bingham, 644,). The Chief Justice, in the

case of Elmendorf, states his impression, that upon a

reversal on certiorari new proceedings may be institu

ted. This was in the case of a sewer, And with re

spect to sewers and the regulation &c. of streets, it is a

most important question whether the Common Coun

cil could not now, by a resolution, set aside what has

been done, and direct a new assessment. If the view

taken of the right to make the work before assessing is.

correct, I should have little doubt of the existence of

this power. In the case of Cummings vs. The Mayor

of Brooklyn, I considered that an authority existed

to correct an assessment after confirmation, by the ap

pointinent of new assessors, making a new assessment,

or correcting the former by inserting definite bounda

ries. The statute under which the Corporation of

Brooklyn acts, does not differ much from that relating

to the city of New York. See also Pond vs. Negus, 3
Mass. 230.

But an examination of the statutes, especially that

relative to streets, will show how great embarrassment

and difficulty must arise in carrying out a new assess
inént.

The pressure, however, of such views must be felt

where an application is made to the discretion of the

court for a certiorari. The Court will necessarily look

to the fact that such consequences will ensue if the

writ is sustained; and that if it is not sustained, the

questions are all left open for adjudication in suits with
individuals who resist the claim.

The other remedies then, whatever they may be, and

the right of resistance to any action to enforce the pro

ceedings, are not forbidden to the party by a neglect to

sue out a certiorari. What are those modes of re

dress 2

They consist of an action of trespass, a defence to

a suit by the Corporation, or to an action of ejectment

by the purchaser at the Corporation sale, or to bring

such an action if the purchaser gets possession. As to

the action of trespass, it might arise if a distress war

rant was sought to be enforced, and an entry made to

seize any goods. With respect to this suit, I deem it

of some moment that it appears to be the law that such

an action will not lie against the officer if his warrant

is on its face regular, though it would lie against those

by whose authority it issued, under the 185th section.

See Savacool vs. Boughton, 5 Wendell, 179, and the

mass of cases examined by Justice Cowen, 3 Philips

on Er. 1006, 1009—also, 3 Adol. & Ellis, 433.

The action of replevin will not lie in this case, it be

ing one of the statutory exceptions. (2 R. S. 522, § 4–

7 Wendell, 483.)

The action of debt or assumpsit which is given by

the 186th section of the act, would test all these ques

tions fully in one suit between the two parties, And

the same observation applies to the action of trespass.

A resort, however, to either of these actions by the

Corporation is, I believe, never had, at least since the

rear 1823, where the assessment is a lien on real estate.

y that act the assessment for every improvement be

came a lien on the property, and the course of selling

as prescribed by the act of 1816 for the collection of

assessments, was sanctioned. Under that, the collec

tor makes an affidavit of two demands for payment, or

that the owner cannot be found in the city. The notice

of sale is then published.

In the cases before me, this course has been pursued.

The Corporation has given no opportunity to the com

plainants to try these questions at law, in an action of

trespass upon their warrant of distress, or in an action

of debt or assumpsit. In both cases a large number of

lots are advertised for sale. In general each lot is sep

arately assessed. Each lot so assessed, must be sepa

rately sold. There may be a purchaser for each.

I am well satisfied, from all the cases cited, that the

owner could set up the various objections noticed in an

action of ejectment. Sce Parker vs. Rubes, Lessee, 9

Cranch 64. Williams vs. Peyton, Lessee, (4 Wheaton

177.) Cases of Cowen's Philips on Ev. p. 1289. But

the question is, whether there is not power to do that

which equity clearly dictates, to prevent a bona fide but

deceived purchaser intervening, and settling the matter

between the parties themselves.

It must strike every man of common sense, that it is

immeasurably more just that the legality of these pro

ceedings should be tried in a suit where those alleg

ed to have committed the illegality are a party. It must

be felt by all that the situation of a purchaser sways

somewhat every question of this nature. But above

all, if the action of the party charged with the illegal

proceeding and seeking to enforce it, has precluded ...}
mode of trying the question at law between himself

and the party aggrieved, when it was entirely in his

power to have done it, it does seem the clearest dictate

of equity that this court should compel him to such a

trial,

And this seems to me the principle which will apply

to every case; which will distinguish those where ju

risdiction has been refused, and support thosc in which

it has been exercised.

For example, let the cases before Chancellor Kent be

examined. Le Roy vs. The Corporation, (4 Johnson's

Rep. 352,) only settled the rule that no bill would lie in

this court to rectify an assessment made by commis

sioners.

Jerome vs. Ress, (7 John. Ch. Rep. 315,) established,

that where the action of trespass would lie and the mis

chief was not irreparable, or the property peculiar, this

court could not be applied to for an injunction. And it

is strongly put by the Chancellor, that he will not sup

pose that after trial and recovery, there would be re

peated trespasses, when the damages could be made ex

emplary.

The cases which have followed up this doctrine as

to trespass, were all cases in which the right could thus

be fully tried between the parties. (Hart vs. The

Mayor, 4-c. of Allany, 3 Paige, 214, 9 Wendell, 579.)

So in the instances in which Chancellor Kent granted

injunctions (2 John C. R. 162. Ibid. 463,) upon the

ground of irreparable mischief, for which trespass could

not afford a remedy, the case was the same.

So in the late case before the Chancellor, (Wiggins

vs. The Mayor, 4-c., Feb. 1841,) the property had not

been advertised for sale. The bill was by the owner

of several houses and lots on which an assessment had

been laid. It stated the proceedings, and alleged that

the Corporation were threatening to proceed to raise the

money by sale, or to collect it personally against the

complainaut; and the injunction prayed was, that they

might be restrained from advertising, or selling, or

taking any measures, by suit at law or otherwise, for

collecting the amount. I must again remark that the

Corporation have the clear right to sue in debt or as

sumpsit, or to distrain, if they think proper to pursue

such a course.

And although in the opinion of the Chancellor it is

intimated that the seventh section is directory only, it

is not the point upon which the motion for an injunc

tion was denied. The illegality being triable at law

between those parties to the bill, is, f apprehend, the

ground of the decision.

On the other side, let the two leading cases before

Chancellor Walworth be attentively considered. (Oak

ley vs. The Trustees of Williamsburgh, 6 Paige, 264,

and Merserole vs. The Mayor, ſ-c. of Brooklyn, M.S.)

In the former the Trustees of Williamsburgh were au

thorized by charter to establish the level of certain

streets. It was held that upon the true construction of

the act, they had exhausted their power after they had

once settled the grades, and filed their proceedings as

prescribed. They afterwards proceeded to vary the

grade of one of such streets. The complainant was

the owner of lots which were to be cut down under the

new grading, and he owned other lots which would be

assessed for that new work. The bill stated that the

carrying on the work as prescribed would expose the

complainants to heavy assessments, that it would sink

the level of the street six feet below the one before set

tled, and would irreparably injure them. The injunc

tion ultimately granted was to restrain them from

digging down the street or altering the grade. The

Chancellor said, “The assessments upon the lots for

the expenses of the proceedings to alter the gradations

of the streets, although they might be so far void as

not to affect their legal title to the land, would of

themselves be a cloud upon the title, which must neces

sarily diminish the value of it, if not entirely prevent

the sale of the land as village building lots. And as

this court sometimes exercises its jurisdiction for the

purpose of removing a cloud from the complainant's

title to real estate, it may also in a proper case interpose

its authority to prevent the illegal act from which such

a cloud must necessarily arise.”

So in Merscrole vs. The Mayor, &c. of Brooklyn,

(June, 1840, MS.) . A statute had appointed certain

commissioners to lay out streets and avenues in the

city of Brooklyn in the new wards. It was held that

this power was paramount to that of the city authori

ties, who had, in general, control in the premises. They

had, however, directed the opening of a street; and the

commissioners appointed had made an estimate and

assessment of benefit, charging, among others, the

plaintiff's lots to a large amount. The bill stated

other grounds, but this is the one on which the Chan

cellor proceeded. The bill prayed an injunction re

straining the collection of the assessments, and that the

roperty might be decreed to be discharged from them.

he Chancellor said the Vice-Chancellor was right in
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a chief point in the case. It was decided upon the

ground, however, that there was evidence of a fraudu

lent collusion between the judgment debtor and pur

chaser prior to the expiration of the ten years, to defeat

the judgment. But the Chancellor, after noticing that

the party was probably too late in taking the objection

at the hearing, said, “As the defendant persisted in her

intention of selling the farm upon the execution, not

withstanding the remonstrance of the complaimant, I

think the objection could not have been sustained even

if it had been made in time. The iurisdiction of the

court to set aside instruments*: are a cloud upon

the title, seems now fully established. And if the court

would have jurisdiction to set aside a sheriff’s deed

given on a sale as forming an improper cloud on the

title, it seems to follow as a necessary consequence,

that it may interpose its aid to prevent such a shade

being cast upon the title, when the defendant evinces

his determination to proceed to a sale.” The defendant

was the administratrix of the judgment creditor, and

had revived the judgment. He therefore was seeking

to enforce what but for the fraud was a spent judgment,

and where the defence at law could be perfect.

The cases of negotiating a transfer of negotiable in

struments are common, but they stand on a peculiar

principle. In Curtis vs. Marquis of Buckingham, (3

V. and Bea, 108,) where a parole agreement for an ex

change had partly been performed, a sale was restrain

ed by injunction.

It may be observed these suits were commenced in

June, 1840. The cases have been prepared with every

fact and every document which could aid the decision;

not one withheld, and not one omitted. It is also a

case with which a jury can have nothing to do. It is

a mere question of law.

But while I am satisfied there is a clear ground for

the interference of this court, the extent of that interfe

rence, and the conditions upon which it will be granted,

are points of moment.

The questions in these cases are of a strictly legal

character, all the fitting subjects of a trial at law, and

which could have been properly tried there if the de

fendants had taken another mode of collecting the mo

ney. Now the methods which the English court has

adopted of disposing of pure legal questions which

arise before it have been various. In former times some

of the judges were called in, and heard the argument,

in order to aid the Lord Chancellor with advice. Still

their opinions were merely advisory; and we accord

ingly find that in the great case of perpetuities, (3 Ca.

in Ch. 1,) the decision of Lord Nottingham was in op

position to the views of the judges who sat with him.

Subsequently the course has been to send a case to a

court of law for its opinion. The principle of this court

is thus stated by Lord Langdale in a late case of great

importance. “The question raised, is a purely ſegal

question, which, considering the important conse

quences involved in its decision, cannot be satisfacto

rily determined without the aid of the opinion of a court

of law. Where the circumstances were such as to re

quire the interference of a court of equity without de

lay, the court would itself decide a question of legal

right for the purpose of granting an injunction.” The

necessity not being pressing, the case was sent to the

Common Pleas, and the opinion being obtained, the

motion for an injunction was renewed and prevailed.

(Bank of England vs. Anderson, 2 Keen,§
In New Jersey the Chancellor may call in the judges

to aid him in hearing a case. But in our state this

practice, either by calling upon the judges, or making

a case, has not ºã. and perhaps the fact that

the judges of the Supreme Court as members of the

Court of Errors, may be called upon to review the

decision of the Chancellor, forms a sufficient reason

against it.

Another mode, however, of ascertaining the judg

ment of a court of law upon a purely legal point is by

retaining the bill with liberty to bring an action which

will test it. The whole doctrine of the court on this

head may be thus summed up. That wherever there

is a pure legal right in question, but some circumstances

exist, especially if growing out of the conduct of the

defendant, which raise an equity for this court's inter

ference, and may warrant in the end a perpetual in

junction, it will retain the bill, giving an opportunity

to try the matter at law; and it will grant or refuse an

interim injunction according to the nature of the case.

In Motity vs. Dowman, (3 Mylne & Craig, 1,) Lord

Cottingham thusexpresses himself: “The court, when

it interferes in cases pf this sort, is exercising a juris

diction over legal rights, and although sometimes in a
rmed very strong case it interferes in the first instance by in

---

junction, yet, in a general way, it puts the party upon

asserting his right by trying it in an action at law.

The court is only acting in aid of, and is only auxilia

ry to the legal right.” The order for an injunction

granted by the Vice Chancellor was discharged, with

liberty to the plaintiff to bring an action, the defendants

not to be prejudiced in the interim, and both parties

were at liberty to apply. The Lord Chancellor thought

the question on the merits one of considerable nicety.

In the case of Duval vs. Waters, (1 Bland's #. -

585,) the Chancellor makes the following judicious j.

servations. “If the plaintiff’s bill is denied, and he

acquiesces in the denial by refusing to bring an action

at law to have it authenticated and sustained,he can have

no ground of relief in this court, founded on a claim

which he shrinks from having judicially investigated,

or put in a course of being legally established.”

n the causes before me, the plaintiff has it not in his

power to try the case at law. The defendants have

the power by a single action of debt or assumpsit. Thus

will ample justice be done to all in a legal tribunal be

tween the immediate parties without the intervention of

a purchaser, and avoiding perhaps a vast number of

Sults.

There is, however, one great principle of the court

which perhaps must be applied in these cases. It is a

maxim that he who seeks equity must do cquity. This

is frequentlyº to usurious agreements. A more

pointed example, however, is the jurisdiction exercised

upon annuity grants. The English statutes require

certain provisions to be observed without which an an

nuity is void—such as the registration of a memorial,

and the insertion of a redemption clause. Yet relief

is given against such instruments only upon payment

of what has been advanced in purchasing the annuity.

Holbrook vs. Sharkey, 19 Wesey, 131, Exparte Shaw, 5.

Vesey, 620. -

I have reflected upon this subject, but come to no con

clusion, because it has not been argued at all before me,

although one of the Counsel slightly glanced at it.—

It is too important to justify me in passing upon

it without hearing the parties. The defendants

have a right to say that if the court finds any

ground for interference, it should only put the case

in the way of a proper decision at law upon the legal

questions; protecting the complaimants from the vexa

tion of many suits or risk, by the intervention of pur

chasers. hat they have a right to try the questions

at law, although upon such terms as the court will pre

scribe to secure justice. But they are not compelled to

do this, Clearly there could be..". in allowin

them to take the chance at law, and then, if defeated,

that the relief here should be only upon terms. If the

assessment is adjudged void in an action of law, the de

cree must set it aside absolutely, as an injurious blemish

on the title to real estate.

But the nicer question remains, if they will not pro

ceed at law—is this court to decree relief absolutely by

adjudging the assessment void and a perpetual injunc

tion, or upon terms of doing what shall be considered

justice; and if the latter, what does equity require and

how shall it be ascertained 2

These points it is proper should be argued by coun

sel if they desire it, and it may be done on the settle

ment of the decree. I shall make some suggestions

merely, which may aid counsel upon the subject.

Whether it is to be assumed that in general some

benefit has accrued to the parties by these improve

ments. Whether such amount of benefit as a jury

should find truly received should not be paid. The

assessments already made, being in pursuance of ille

gal ordinances, are of no moment.

Again—can the expenses be charged This must

be considered in relation to the cases of paving and re

gulating streets, and making sewers, and the opening

streets separately. Under the statute regulating the

streets in Albany, it was held that the costs and ex

penses could not be included in the assessment. (Canal

Bank vs. The Mayor of Albany, 9 Wendell, 259.) Af.

terwards a statute was passed, authorizing the ad

dition of the expenses to an assessment, (Laws 56 ses

sion, ch. 172. See also 15 Wendell, 387.) The sta

tute had directed that the sum to be allowed for damage

ºlºmºn, for the property taken was to be as
sessed.

In the law of 1813, (section 175,) the assessors are

directed to estimate the expense of conforming to the

regulation directed in the ordinance. The fair mean

ing of this may be nothing but the cost of the work.

The regulation is, that a sewer be built. The expense

of building it is what is incurred to conform to it. And

in the second section of the act of 1823, providing for
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the filling up of lots, care has been taken to authorize
the levying the amount with all reasonable costs and

expenditures attending such proceedings. -

ut this act of 1823, section 1, in connection with

the 270th section, must be examined, to see if they do

not sanction the charge of the expenses. By the latter,

all reasonable costs and charges attending the proceed

ings may be collected. - -

ii. the statute relating to opening streets, ex

pressly empowers the assessment of the costs and

charges in addition to the damages allowed. Hence it

must be decided whether there is an equity to render

the owner responsible for a part of the charges of the

operation actually paid. -

The expenses incurred, being under a void proceed

ing, are not to form a guide. They may have been

reasonable, though large. And there seems some rea

son, if a party's benefit exceeds his share of the sum

allowed for damages and his share of the expenses, that

he should bear it. Still the argument deserves notice.

These expenses have been incurred upon an illegal and

void assessment. The party has the right to resist

payment at law, and defeat the action absolutely. He

never could have arrested the proceedings in which the

charges were incurred. Whatever right he possesses,

arises after they are consummated. He comes here,

and terms are imposed. He may well contend, that

what a jury shall say, is, the just proportion ofthe dam

ageº to others shall be borne by him, and no more.

Then arises another and most serious question. The

parties assessed for benefit contribute to the damages

allowed....These arise from the value of the ground

taken. They must be permitted, in ascertaining what

they are to pay, to investigate that value. Even where

it is clear that the true benefit was beyond the propor

tion of the sum allowed for damages in these street

cases, this result would be the same; for the parties

are to pay, not up to the extent of benefit, but so much

of it as will pay, in proportion with others, for the im

provement.

If the sum allowed for damages was clearly liquida

ted, so as to be binding on the complainants, would

there be any difficulty ºf The simple question to the

jury might be, first, whether the complainants had re

ceived any benefit; and if this was answered affirma

tively, then whether the amount of benefit was equal to

the sum assessed. If equal, there would be an end to

the inquiry. That sum must be paid. If not equal,

º such sum as the jury should find just shall be

paid.

. But as the damages are not so liquidated and bind
ing, a question arises.

he benefit to be assessed in these cases is, as before

observed, not the extreme actual advantage, but so

tºuch ofthat advantage as, in proportion with that paid
by others, will defray the expense of the work. Hence

the party has a mańifest interest and right to reduce

the ºost of the work, or damages allowed
Here, again, in the case of sewers or the regulation

of streets, I see very little difficulty. The jury can as

certain the fair price of the work from witnesses.

. For example: in the assessment for filling and pitch

ing 9th street, between avenues B and C, the assess.

º, is made on this basis. The contract price was

$3,333.25 The number of feet fronting on the street

is 66,645, which at five cents a load makes up the price,

and there is then added a certain per centage to cover

the fees, which amount to $73.88. The complaimants

pay according to their feet of front. There is no diffi

Sulty in a jury saying if the price of five cents a load

for these lots was reasonable or not.

as to sewers. The contract price may be testified

to by competent witnesses, to show that it was beyond

the value. In settling an issue, however, it would be

ºccessary to ascertain the extent to which benefit may

be carried. The estimate and assessment of the asses.

sors ought to be before the court.

In the case of grading, regulating, and paving

streets, the question imay be very much simplified. it

may be merely what it would cost the party to have

cºnformed to the regulation opposite to his own lot.

This is in accordance with the whole principle of the

colonial law and of the act of 1787, upon these matters.

. In the instance of opening 31st street alse, I see very

little difficulty in properly framing an issue to do just

ice to all upon the trial. It should first be ascertained

whether the damage has been properly allowed as to

amount, whether there had been grants fronting on the

street, excluding the owner from more than nominal

damages. If the soil is to be paid for, them an appre

ciation of the fair value of the ground, as well as an

ancient buildings, is to be made. Next, to set the limit

at which the supposition of any benefit must be aban

doned, whether to the next avenue, or to the next that

is opened, or farther. Thus having got the true amount

of damages, the property on each side, to the half of

each block within the limit taken, is to bear that sum,

and the jury can apportion it as they deem right. . I

can readily see, however, that in some street cases the

difficulty before a jury may be excessive. A master's

office may then be the best forum.

In the case of 31st street, by looking at the abstract

and map, it will be seen that the complainants' property

was either assessed for the expenses merely, or for a

benefit for the opening eastward of the 8th avenue.

The property on the line up to that avenue pays for

the opening itself, and there is an excess of benefit of

sixty-two dollars.

In all these cases the first great question will be whe

ther any benefit was received. It is impossible not to

be aware that in some instances damage has arisen to

parties who were assessed for benefit.

In concluding a case of such great interest, upon

which the public attention has been often roused, and

private rights and interests are so deeply involved, I

trust it will not be deemed unbecoming to advert to the

considerations respecting the evils to the city, and

the impediments to her progress, predicted from a de

cision that these proceedings are void. I will not

dwell upon the fact, that under the mild doctrines of

a Court of Chancery, the party who is sheltered from

illegality is compeiićd to justice; that the public agents

who have neglected the plain command of law, may

yet impose upon the citizen whatever a jury of his

fellows shall declare he ought to pay. But were it

otherwise, what principle will justify the achievement

of the city's greatness at the sacrifice of the slightest

right of the lowliest individual What tribunal of

justice may refuse to arrest her, if she forget the limit

of her authority, and break through that sacred circle

of law, within which she is all powerful—beyond

which she is a reed 7 Can it be conceived that one of

her children, nurtured in her bosom, proud of her

strength, more proud of her integrity, could willing!

do an act to impede her progress No 1 May her march

be as stately hereafter as heretofore 1 May a mu

mificent ºil. policy pour around her pros

perity like a river, and plenteousness as a flowin

stream. And as her towers of strength are multiplied,

and the palaces of beauty cluster upon her surface,

may the asylums of indigence, the retreats of suffering,

and the sanctuaries ofeducation, spring up abundantly!

May the early light be caught by a thousand spires

of her religious temples! Then, indeed, will her pros

perity rest upon immutable strength, and be crowned

with unfading beauty. . Then may the fond poetic
apostrophe, Māº. MEA MAtER PulchBA be mingled

with the ascription of warm though misdirected devo

tion, MATER SANCTA] MATER BEATA '

LOOSE LEGISLATION.

The Common Council of the city of New York, pass

ordinances, or rather claim to pass them, without open

ing or reading; and the Mayor signifies his approval

by signing his name upon a loose wrapper which en

closes the pretended ordinance. Merchants who send

their customers' notes to the bank for discount, may

with equal propriety endorse the wrappers or enve

lopes which cover the notes, instead of endorsing the

notes. Such is the whole system of Common Council

proceedings, completely enveloped in a budget of blun

ders.

AN OLD GENTLEMAN OUT OF EMPLOY,

There are many of our readers who will recollect

an old gentleman by the name of Punches, who wrote

at the back desk in the Surrogate's office for many

years. He is a good penman; slow, but accurate;

and would be useful to any person having writing to

copy. We meet him often in the street; he is out of

employment, and is needy. Perhaps some one who

may see this may have occasion for the services of

such a person, and would be willing to pay him as

much as would support him. The old gentleman is

very capable, honest, and deserving.

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS.

It is proposed that the Legislature of the State shall

organize a Board of Commissioners for the city of N.

York, and that the Board shall consist of three Com

missioners, who shall each receive an annual salary–

that the Commissioners shall appoint one or more Sur

veyors, who shall also be salary officers, and shall also

appoint a suitable number of Clerks and other subordi

mate officers. The Board of Commissioners to be com

missioners of the sinking fund—to have the manage

ment of all street and other assessment proceedings,

and also of the public property.

It is proposed, also, to authorize the Comptroller to

receive at his office the City Taxes up to the 1st April

each year, and that on that day he deliver to the Tax

Collector the books to collect from delinquents, who are

to pay the collector's fees in addition to the tax, for his

compensation, and to abolish the office of collectors of

arrears.

A Board of Commissioners to be selected from among

the following named persons, viz: Stephen Allen, Ro

bert C. Cornel, Philip Home, Myndert Van Schaick,

Thomas Lawrence, George B. Smith, Wm. S. John

son, W. W. Fox, and D. D. Williamson, would give

great satisfaction to the citizens, (politics aside,) and

would add to the value and intrinsic worth of our City

Stocks, give great additional dignity to the city gov

ernment. and save half a million annually to the

city besides.

The time is coming when it will be necessary to ask

men to take office, instead of having citizens seeking

office for the sake of the fees or patronage of office.

The persons we have named would have the entire

confidence of this community.

The city debt is becoming large, and it will be neces

sary to increase it very much—it is important, there

fore, to make the stock acceptable to capitalists, and it

is important, also, to economize the city expenses.

The gentlemen we have named are full of experience

—capable, honest, and responsible—such men will do

right, and are such as will give confidence to the holders

of City Stocks.

APPOINTMENTS TO OFFICE.

If changes should be made in the officers employed

in the Custom-house in this city, we hope that some

old merchants, who may have been unfortunate in

business, may find employment. There are some of

this class who are needy, and who are also deserving

and worthy— who are applicants for employment.

These persons may not have that kind of bold confi

dence which will enable them to insist on having of:

fice; and therefore influential citizens, whose pros

perity gives them confidence and energy, should make

exertions for these individuals.

We are led to make these remarks from knowing

the fact that Mr. Hinton, formerly of the firm of Hinton

and Moore, is an applicant; Willet Coles, an old mer

chant, is also an applicant — for places in the Custom

house. We hope Mr. Curtis will remember these old

citizens in dispensing his patronage.

ASSESSMENT'S.

The odious system of assessments in the city

of New York, has developed a state of things

of an alarming character. It is not the dollars

and cents in these matters that are alone objec

tionable, but the effort made in various quarters

to cloak up these iniquitous proceedings, by sti
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SENATE.

FRIDAY, April 2d, 1841.

Mr. Verplank presented a Petition of PE

TER LORILLARD, ROBERT SMITH,

STEPHEN ALLEN, JON. THOMPSON,

and about two hundred others, landholders in

the city of New York, for an entire modifica

tion of the Assessment Laws of this city.

Mr. Scott presented the Petition of the May

or, Aldermen and Commonalty of the city of

New York, to be vested with the title of lands

sold for assessments in certain cases.

This last petition we have not seen, and therefore

cannot speak of it understandingly, and consequently

not at all.

We are in favor of the Corporation being vested

with the real estate sold for assessments, in preference

to their surveyors and collectors, and other public offi

cers, who have been heretofore largely engaged in this

way, as a great many of our citizens must have noticed

who have looked over the books of sale lying on the

counter in the Street Commissioners' office.

It is, however, very discreditable to the Corporation,

to cause the lands of citizens to be assessed to such a

RCINous Extent that the land will not be taken as a

compensation for the improvement made upon it—if a

ruinous, infamous and odious assessment can be called

an improvement. -

Such, however, is unfortunately the state of things.

The Corporation of the city of New York, and vari

ous public officers have depredated upon the lands of the

citizens to such an extent, that a knowledge of the

evil has aroused the indignation of the people, and they

will now seek justice in the matter-and will obtain it.

Thelands now assessed should not be sold for the as

sessment, but a re-assessment should in all cases be

made, and the property be described by its right own

ership and occupancy, and by the known street num

ber; or be described with sufficient accuracy to

enable the owner to know when his property is assess

ed. This done, let a book be provided and kept in the

office of the Register of Deeds, in which shall be enter

ed all the property assessed, and the particulars of the

assessment—let these assessments be a lien upon the

property, and bear an interest of eight per cent, and be

payable at any time, at the option of the owner, within

ten years; and if not redeemed at the end of that time,

then let the property be sold absolutely and let the pro

ceeds of the sale be paid into the State Treasury, after

deducting the assessments and interest and charges,

that the owner may obtain it within twenty years if he

applies for it, and otherwise it escheats to the people.

Let the Corporation be specially authorized to issue

Stock redeemable in ten years, to pay the awards and

the contractors, and let this whole business be done by

a Board of Commissioners, to be composed of such

men as STEPHEN ALLEN, MYNDERT WAN

sCHAICK, PHILIP HONE, W. W. FOX, JA.

coB DRAKE, ROBERT SMITH, THOMAS

LAwreyCE,GEORGE B.SMITH,JONATHAN

THOMPson, ELIJAH F. PURDY, D. D. WIL

LIAMSON, ROBERT C. CORNELL, STEPHEN

WHITNEY and OGDEN EDWARDS.

A Board of Commissioners selected from this list

would possess the entire confidence of this community

—would give value to the Stock—satisfaction to the

people, and add dignity to the city government.

It is to be hoped that our Common Council will not

be so anxious to acquire power, as to be unwilling to

º- -r

have a suitable Board organized to manage some of the

city concerns.

The time has now arrived when something must be

done—large Loans must be contracted, and these are

to be negotiated; and in order to be done on favorable

terms, the capitalists must have confidence in those who

are to manage these affairs.

The Corporation property by no means amounts to

that adequate security which it has been, and is repre

sented to be.

We shall, in our next number, commence the

schedule of all the public property, with the valuation

which has been put upon it, and shall also make an es

timate of its real value ourselves, and will submit both

at the same time to the public.

From the New York Observer.

PopULATION of AMERICAN CITIES.— The annexed

statement shows the population of various cities and

villages according to the census just taken, compared

with the population of 1830.

Cities. 1840. 1830. Increase.

New York 312,234 202,589 109,645

Philadelphia 258,832 188,797 70,135

Baltimore 101,378 80,625 21,753

Boston 84,401 61,392 23,319

Brooklyn 36,283 12,403 24,830

Cincinnati 46.382 24,831 21,551

St. Louis 24,585 5,852 18,783

Washington 22,777 18,827 3,950

Pittsburgh 21,296 12,512 8,754

Dover 3,775 3.416 359

Wilmington 8,367 6,653 1,704

Middletown 7,210 6,892 318

Bridgeport 4,570 2,800 1,770

Norwich 7,239 5,179 2,060

New London 5,528 4,356 1,172

New Haven 14,390 10,678 3,712

Hartford 12,793 9,789 3,004

New Orleans 102,191 50,104 52,088

Savannah, 11,214 7,303 3,911

Newburyport 7,161 6,388 773

Wilmington, N. C. 4,2 2,700 1,568

Natchez 4,826 2,790 2,036

Newport 8,321 8,010 311

Buffalo 18,356 6,321 12,035

Portland 15,21S 12,601 2,617

Gardiner 5,014 3,709 1,335

Canandaigua 5,653 5,162 491

Troy 19,372 11,405 7,967

Bath 5,000 3,773 1,227

Dover, N. H. 6,438 5,449 989

Providence 22,042 16,832 5,210

Newark 17,202 10,753 6,449

CAUTION.

There have been several petitions recently

presented in the Common Council for regulat.

ing streets and avenues. Among these is one

for regulating a part of 28th street; another for

regulating a part of the Seventh avenue; and

another for regulating a part of Ninth avenue.

The petitions should be examined by persons

interested, and the foundation of them looked

into. We do not say that the Corporation offi

cers have anything to do with these matters, or

any of them, but one thing is certain, these very

streets have been proceeded in, in the courts, and

we have been informed that in two cases which

embrace the assessments for opening the Ninth

avenue, the Seventh avenue, the Fifth avenue,

50th street, 22d, 24th, and 25th streets, and se

veral sewers, the Corporation have not put

in answers to the Bills, but have procrastinated

the proceedings, and that orders were entered
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on Thursday in the Court of Chancery to take

the Bills as confessed. Persons interested in

property on the 5th avenue, 7th avenue, and

Twenty-eighth street, will do well to call at

the Clerk's office of the Common Council, and

examine the petitions above referred to.

-

CORPORATION ORDINANCES.

We commence the publication of the entire

volume of Corporation Ordinances, which have

been published in a volume of near four hun

dred pages, by the authority of the Common

Council.

OR DINA N C E S

of THE

MAYOR, ALDERMEN AND COMMONALTY

Of the City of New York.

CHAPTER I.

AN ORDIN ANC. E.

Of the powers and duties of the Mayor.

(Passed May 14, 1839.)

The Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the City

of New York in Common Council convened, do or

dain as follows:

§ 1. It shall be the duty of the Mayor to cause to be

*ployed as many persons as he may deem sufficient

from time to time as City Watchmen, for the purpose

of preserving the peace, and protecting the city }.
the acts of incendiaries; and that all expenses incurred

thereby be charged to the general appropriation for the

wº Department, and be paid under similar war.
rants,

, 53. That the Mayor be, and hereby is authorized to

issue his Proclamation, at all times when he may deem

it necessary, for the apprehension of any incendiary;

and to offer such reward as he may think proper, not

i. exceed, in any instance, the sum of five hundred dol.
ars.

§3. In all cases where the Mayor shall deem it ex

pedient to commute for alien passengers arriving at

this port instead of requiring indemnity bonds, he is

hereby authorized to receive such sum, in lieu of such

bonds, as he shall deem adequate, not less than one dol

lar, and not more than ten dollars, for each passenger.

CHAPTER II.

OF THE COMMON COUNCIL.

(Passed May 14, 1839.)

The Mayºr, Aldermen and Commonalty of the ci.

ty ºf New York, in Common Council convened, do
ordain as follows:

TITLE 1.

Of Committees.

§ 1. The members of the Board of Aldermen who

nºw, are 9r who may hereafter be, appointed members

of the Market Committee, and the members of the

Board of Assistant Aldermen who now are, or who

may hereafter be, appointed members of the Market

Qommittee, are hereby jointly constituted the Market

Committee of the Common Council for all legalpur.
poses.

. § 2. The said Market Committee shall have the en

fire control, direction and regulation of the respective

£º Markets and Market Places in the City of New
ork.

§ 3. A Committee of the Common Council shall be,

from time to time, appointed, to consist of threepersons
from each board, to be denominated the Road Commit.

tee, whose duty it shall be to examine the state of the

roads, streets, avenues, and highways, at least once in

every month; and to give the Street Commissioner any

and all such information as they may think necessary

and proper, relative to regulating and keeping thesame
In repair.

$4. It shall be the duty of the Committees of the

Board of Aldermen, andof the Committeesof the Board

of Assistants, in reporting to their respective Boards

upon any subject referred to them, to attach to such re

ports all resolutions, petitions, remonstrances and other

papers in their possession, relative to the matters re

ported on.

§ 5. Reports of Committees, which shall contain a

statement of facts, and the opinion of the Committee

thereon, if adopted by the Board where such reports

originated, shall be printed under the direction of the

Clerk of such Board, and be placed on the files of the

members.

TITLE: it.

Miscellaneous Provisions and Rules.

§ 1. No donation shall be made to the Vaccine De

partment of the New York Dispensary, or to the Vac

cine Department of the Northern Dispensary, until they

respectively shall lay before the Common Council, a

statement of the number of males and females vacci

nated during the year, designating those vaccinated at

the dwellings of the said persons, and those vaccinated

at the office of the respective institutions; and no grant

shall be made toward the ordinary expenses of the said

institutions, until they shall respectively have laid be

fore the Common Council an account of their receipts

and expenditures for the year.

§ 2. No donation shall be made to any Charitable

Institution, until they shall furnish the Common Coun

cil with a statement of the number of persons or fam

ilies relieved during the year by the institution; and

also a statement of their receipts and expenditures for

the year.

§§ All applications hereafter made to the Common

Council, by the owners of lands adjoining to those parts

of the Warren, Southampton and Fitzroy roads, and

Lowe's lane now closed up, to purchase parts of the

said roads, shall be referred to the Comptroller and

Street Commissioner for adjustment and settlement, in

conformity with the. which have received the

sanction of the Common Council.

§ 4. In all cases where the owner of a lot or piece of

the common lands heretofore sold by the Corporation,

shall apply to the Common Council for an adjustment

of the boundary lines thereof according to the map or

plan of the city, such application shall be referred to

the Finance Committee of both Boards, with power to

treat with the applicant, and to settle by agreement the

terms of such adjustment; and in case such settlement

cannot be effected by agreement, the said Finance Com

mittee shall have power to appoint an Arbitrator on

the part of the Corporation, who, together with such

Arbitrator as may be appointed for that purpose by the

applicant, shall determine upon what terms, according

to the principles of the Report made to the Board of

Aldermen on the tenth day of November, eighteen hun

dred and thirty-four, (being printed Document No. 22,)

the said boundary limes shall be adjusted; and in case

the Arbitrators so chosen shall not be able to agree up

on the matters referred to them, they shall be author

ized to appoint an Umpire to determine the same ; but

a concurrence of two of the three persons, so to be cho

sen or appointed, shall be necessary to make an

award.

§ 5. In all cases of reference, as provided for in the

last section, the Street Commissioner shall furnish the

Arbitrators with the necessary maps; and all the ne

cessary bonds, deeds, and other instruments, which

shall be required for such Arbitrators, or to carry any

award into effect, shall be prepared by the Counsel, and

executed in the usual manner.

§ 6. All petitions and applications for apportionment

of assessments or taxes, shall be referred to the Com

mittee on Assessments of both Boards, with power to

said Committees to make the proper apportionment in

all cases: Provided, that, in the judgment of said Com

mittees, the case presents no difficulty requiring the

special direction of the Common Council.

CHAPTER III.

OF THE OFFICERS OF THE COMMON COUNCIL.

(Passed May 2, 1839.)

The Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the City

of New York, in Common Council convened, do or

dain as follows:

TITLE 1.

of the Clerk of the Common Council.

§ 1. A suitable person shall be appointed, to be

known as Clerk of the Common Council of the City of

New York.

$ 2. The said Clerk shall, before he enters upon the

duties of his office, take and subscribe, before the Mayor

of the said city, an oath or affirmation, well and faith

fully to execute the said duties.

§ 3. The said Clerk shall execute a bond to the

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty ofthe City of New

York, with good and sufficient security to be approved

by the Finance Committee of each Board, in the penal

sum of one thousand dollars, conditioned for the faith

ful performance of the duties of his office.

§4. The said bond shall be renewed on the first day

of May, in every year,

$ 5. The said Clerk shall receive a salary of two

thousand dollars a year for his services.

§ 6. It shall be the duty of the Clerk of the Common

Council to attend all meetings of the Board of Alder

men; also, of the Board of Aldermen and the Board of

Assistants, when assembled together for the pur

ofjoint ballot; also, of the Board of Health, and of the

Board of Supervisors of the City of New York; to

keep the minutes of all such meetings respectively, and

to causeº: records of such minutes to be made

and kept in his office, in books to be provided for such

purpose. -

s'7. It shall be the duty of the said Clerk to receive

all and singular the fees, profits, revenues and emolu

ments, grante by the Charter of the city to the said

Mayor, or which the said Mayor, by virtue of such

Charter, or of any law or usage, may be entitled to re

ceive or take; except such fees and perquisites as he

may be entitled .. law, as a Judge of the Court of

Common Pleas;Hº also, such fees as the said

Mayor was entitled to receive as Clerk of the Markets,

and for granting tavern and cartmen's licenses.

$ 8. It shall be the duty of the said Clerk to receive

all sums paid for commutation by alien passengers;

and all fees for licenses to owners and drivers of hack

ney coaches, carriages, and accommodation stages;

also, to butchers, pawnbrokers, dealers in second-hand

articles, keepers of junk shops, keepers of intelligence

offices, and sweepers of chimneys. -

§ 9. It shall be the duty of the said Clerk to enter in

a book, to be provided for that purpose, the names of

the respective payers of all moneys which heº re

ceive for the Corporation; the amounts received by

him, and for what the same has been paid; and to ren

der a faithful and distinct account to the Comptroller,

of all such moneys, on the first Thursday of each month,

and thereupon to pay over the same to the Chamber

lain of the city.

§ 10. It shall be the duty of the said Clerk, on the

day succeeding the final passage of any ordinance or

resolution directing the payment of any sum of money

out of the Public Treasury, to deliver to the comptroller

a certified copy of the same ; and also, all references

made to the said Comptroller by the Common Council,

and statements of all subjects connected with the Comp

troller's department. And he shall also, without de

lay, deliver to all other officers in the employ, or under

the direction of the Common Council, and to all com

mittees of the Board of Aldermen, all such resolutions

and communications as may be referred to them res

pectively, by such Board.

§ 11. It shall be the duty of the said Clerk to keep

under his charge and custody the common seal of the

Mayor,Aldermen and Commonally of the City of New

York, and to cause the same to be affixed to all grants,

leases, certificates, and other instruments and writings

which may, from time to time, be made, granted or is

sued by order of the Common Council, pursuant to the

Charter of the said city, or of any law of the state.

§ 12. It shall be the duty of the said Clerk to keep

under his charge and custody the seal commonly called

the seal of Mayoralty, and to cause the same, under the

direction of the Mayor for the time being, to be affixed

to all such writings and instruments as are usually

certified under any seal of Mayoralty.

§ 13. It shall be the duty of the said Clerk to issue

notices to the respective members of the different com

mittees of the several Boards of which he is Clerk, and

to all persons whose attendance may be required be

fore any such committee, when directed so to do by the

chairman thereof.

§ 14. It shall be the duty of the said Clerk to deliver,

without delay, to the Mayor, all papers or documents

under his charge, which may require to be approved

or otherwise acted upon by the said Mayor.

§ 15. It shall be the duty of the Clerk of the Com

mon Council, whenever and as often as the fire limits

of this city shall be extended by any act of the legisla

ture, to cause the same to be published in the papers

employed by the Corporation, for the information of

the citizens,
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Tariff. Mr. Tyler's own health is said to be very

delicate, and fears have been expressed that he will not

be able to endure the labor and fatigue incident to his

new station. In such a case, the Executive power

will devolve upon the Hon. SAMUEL L. SouTHARD, as

President of the Senate pro tem. Chancellor, Kent,

in his Commentaries, thus states the law on the sub

iect:

Jeº In case of the removal of the president from office,

or of his death, resignation, or inability to discharge

the powers and duties of the office, the same devolve

on the vice-president; and, except in cases in which

the president is enabled to reassume the office, the vice

president acts asº during the remainder of the

- l d bef him,ºn for which the president was elected. Congress
assessment cases recently argued before him.º. authori..."tº prºjä. i., iv. f.º. c.f.
on giving his decision. The opinion is veryºmoval, death, resignation, or inability, both of the pre

dº e - h $sident and vice-president, declaring what officer should

lengthy, is ably sustained by numerous autho-º. president; and the officer so designated is

|rities cited, and is very clear in its conclusion. to act until the disability be removed, or a president

- - *shall be elected, and who is in that case to be elected
The Assistant Vice-Chancellor has not madeºn the first Wednesday of the ensuing December, if

ºtime will admit of it, and if not, then on the same day

#in the ensuing year. In pursuance of this constitu

#tional provision, the act of Congress of March 1st, 1792,

sec. 9, declared, that in case of a vacancy in the of:

fice both of president and vice-president, the president

of the Senate pro tempore, and in case there should be

ºno president of the Senate, then the speaker of the

- House of Representatives, for the time being, should act

The proceedings in these two Causes wežas president, until the vacancy was supplied.”

deem of such great public interest, that we de

layed the putting our paper to press until we; MOUNT MORRIS SQUARE.

obtained a copy of the opinion of the AssistANT. The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court has taken

- the papers prepared for the re-argument of the motion

#for certiorari in the matter of this assessment, and is

to consult his associates as to hearing an argument.

without delay, to the Mayor, all papers or documents

under his charge, which mayº: to be approved or

**otherwise acted upon by the said Mayor.
pf (To be continued.)

ASST. WICE-CHANCELLOR HOFFMAN'S

OPINION,

We publish for the information of the readers

of the Gazette, the very important opinion of his

|Honor Murray Hoffman, Esq., Assistant Vice

#full length, commencing on the third page of

this day's paper.

- - TWENTY-EIGHTH STREET, SECOND

ºters that have been fully argued before any of: AVENUE, SEVENTH AVENUE, AND NINTH
gºthe courts of our state. AVENUE.

"... In the Supreme Court, at the Special Terms, These assessments are before the Chief Justice on

ºseveral motions have been noticed of applica- motion for the re-argument, the same as Mount Morris.

d

CORPORATION NOTICES.

* In the New Era of the 12th instant is the City Comp

ºtroller's notice of the leasing of the public slips on the

19th day ofA. at the City Hall, by auction. Also

tº: - - - #a notice that, the Interest on the City Stock due May
argument of important questions. This we;1st, 1841, will be paid on that day at the Bank of the

consider a great defect in the judiciary system,.iº: you. by the City Chamberlain, C. W.

Also Streetbommissioner. notice of assessment for

ºwell, and pump in 7th street near 2d avenue, em

ºbracing both sides of 7th street below 2d and 3d ave

inues, and west side of 2d avenue between 6th and 8th

ºstreets; also for well and pump in 24th street near 2d

§avenue, embracing both sides of 24th street between 23
From the Journal of Commerce. and 3d avenues, and both sides 3d avenue between

The DEATH of PREsident HARRison, after just a 24th and 28th streets. -

month's service in the high station to which the people: Also, for well and pump in 49th street,º;
had called him, has created a sensation of sorrow in both sides of 49th street, and on the old post road, an

jthe public mind which is apparent to even the mostºon both sides of 3d avenue between 48th and 50th

|casual observer. It is the first instance which has oc-streets. --- - -

curred, of a President dying during the term of services. Also a petition for extending Washington street

for which he was elected. In consequence of this eventºfrom Gansevort street to the 10th avenue. - - -

the colors of our shipping were set at half mast yester-º, Persons interested will do well to make inquiry into

day, and remained so during the day. All the Courts: these last proceedings.
adjourned without doing, any business; From the

|City Hall and other public buildings, the American
flag floated at half mast. The Common Council me

in theºº appropriate * 'ber of our paper in order to give the important opinion

the occasion. ee proceedings.
- - -ChanceLloh Hoffman, in the

- - .."ºpen President Harrison of Assistant Vice-C ---,

º:3.Y.". of the people of this causes argued before him a few weeks sinc. and also
country, and the happiest results wer; anticipated from in consequence of the death of our lamented Chief Ma

hi. Administration. By his death these expectations: gistrate, William Henry Harrison, President of the
- ure blasted. It is however to be presumed:#;"

- - - -

|..."...". will remnin as at present, and al-g United States, whose funeral solemnities have occu

º. ... sºme points of public policy, the views of ºpied the attention of all classes of citizens during most

º of the last week.

of doing business.

We have delayed the publication of the present num

vice-President Tyler, [who now succeeds to the Pre
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CONSTITUTION OF CONNECTICUT,

PREAMBLE.

The people of Connecticut, acknowledging, with

gratitude, the good providence of God, in having per

mitted them to enjoy a free government, do, in order

more effectually to define secure, and perpetuate the

liberties, rights and privileges, which they have derived

from their ancestors, hereby, after a careful considera

tion and revision, ordain and establish the following

Constitution, and form of civil government.

ARTICLE I.

DECLARATION OF RIGHTs.

That the great and essential principles of liberty

º free government may beº establish

eu,

WE DECLARE,

Sect. 1. That all men, when they form a social

cºmpact, are equal in rights; and that no man, or set

of men, are entitled to exclusive public emoluments,

or privileges, from the community.

Source of political power.

Sect. 2. That all political power is inherent in the

peºple, and all free governments are founded on their

authority, and instituted for their benefit; and that

they have, at all times, an undeniable and indefeasible

right to alter their form of government, in such a

maauer as they may think expedient.

Religious profession and worship.—Limitation.

Sect. 3. The exercise and enjoyment of religious

profession and worship, without discrimination, shall

forever be free to all persons in this state; provided,

that the right hereby declared and established, shali
not be so construed asto excuse acts of licentiousness,

or to justify practices inconsistent with the peace and
safety of the state.

No preference to be given by law to any christian sect.

Sect. 4. No preference shall be given by law to any

christian sect or mode of worship.

Right to freely speak, write and publish sentiments.

Sect. 5: Every citizen may freely speak, write and

º his sentiments on all subjects, being responsi

le for the abuse of that liberty.

Liberty of speech or of the press not to be restrained.

Sect. 6. No law shall ever be passed to curtail or

or restrain the liberty of speech or of the press.

Libel.-Evidence—Right of the Jury. -

Sect. 7. In all prosecutions or indictments for libels,

the truth may be given in evidence; and the jury

shall have the right to determine the law and the facts,

under the direction of the court.

Security from searches and seizures.--Restriction as to search

warrants.

Sect. 8. The people shall be secure in their persons,

houses, papers and possessions from unreasonable

searches or seizures; and no warrant to search any

place, or to seize any person or things, shall issue,

without describing them as nearly as may be, nor

without probable cause, supported by oath or affirma

tion.

Rights of the accused in criminal prosecutions—Presentment

of a grand jury when necessary.

Sect. 9. In all criminal prosecutions, the accused

shall have a right to be heard by himself, and by coun

sel; to demand the nature and cause of the accusa

tion; to be confronted by the witnesses against him;

to have compulsory process to obtain witnesses in his
favor; and in all prosecutions by indictment or infor.

mation, a speedy public trial by an impartial jury.

He shall not be compelled to give evidence against

himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty or property,

but by due course of law. And no person shall be

holden to answer forany crime, thepunishment ofwhich

may be death or imprisonment for life, unless on a pre

sentment or an indictment of a grand jury; except in

the land or naval forces, or in the militia, when in

actual service, in time of war, or public danger.

Security from arrest, &c.

Sect. 10. No person shall be arrested, detained or

punished, except in cases clearly warranted by law.

Right of private property.

Sect. 11. The property of no person shall be taken

for public use, without just compensation therefor.

- Right of redress for injuries.

Sect. 12. All courts shall be open, and every person,

for an injury done him in his person, property or rep

utation, shall have remedy by due course of law, and

right and justice administered, without sale, denial or

delay.

Excessive bail or fines not to be required,

Sect. 13. Excessive bail shall not be required, nor

excessive fines imposed.

Prisoners, in what cases bailable —Writ of habeas corpus.

Sect. 14. All prisoners shall, before conviction, be

liable, by sufficient sureties, except for capital offences,

where the proof is evident, or the presumption great;

and the privileges of the writ of habeas corpus shall

not be suspended, unless when in case of rebellion or

invasion, the public safety may require it; nor in any

case, but by the legislature.

No attainder of treason or felony.

Sect. 15. No person shall be attainted of treason

or felony, by the legislature.

Right of the citizens to assemble: and to petition for a redress

of grievances.

Sect. 16. The citizens have a right, in a peaceable

manmer, to assemble for their common good, and to

apply to those investcd with the powers of govern

ment for redress of grievances, or other proper pur

poses. by petition, address or remonstrance.

Right to bear arms.

Sect. 17, Every citizen has a right to bear arms in

defence of himself and the state.

Subordination of the military to the civil power.

Sect. 18. The military shall, in all cases, and at all

times, be in strict subordination to the civil power.

Quartering of soldiers.

Sect. 19. No soldiershall, in time of peace, be quar.

tered in any house, without the consent cf the owner:

nor in time of war, but in a manner to be prescribed

by law.

No hereditary emoluments.

Sect. 20. No hereditary emoluments, privileges or

honors, shall ever be granted, or conferred, in this

state.

Trial by jury.

Sect. 21. The right of trial by jury shall remain in

violate.

ARTICLE II.

of THE DISTRIBUTION OF Pow ERs.

The powers of government shall be divided into

three distinct departments, and each of them confided

to a separate magistracy—to wit—those which are
legislative, to one; those which are executive, to an

other; and those which are judicial, to another.

ARTICLE III.

of the Legist,AtiVE DEPARtment.

Legislative powers vested in two houses—General Assembly.

Sect. 1. The legislative power of this state shall be

wested in two distinct houses or branches; the one to

be styled THE SENATE, the other The House of REP

REs Estatives, and both together THE GENERAL

ASSEMBLY. The style of their laws shii be, Be

it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives,

in General Assembly convened.

Stated annual session.—Special session.—A different place of

meeting, when, and how, to be designated.

Sect. 2. There shall be one stated session of the

general assembly, to be holden in each year, alternately

at Hartford and New-Haven, on the first Wednesday

of May, and at such other times as the general assembly

shall judge necessary; the first session to be holden

at Hartford: but the person administering the office

of governor, may, on special emergencies, convene

the general assembly at either of said places, at any

other time. And in case of danger from the preva

lence of contagious diseases, in either of said places,

or other circumstances, the person administering the

office of governor may, by proclamation, convene said

assembly at any other place in this state.

House of Representatives.—Number of Repreventatives.—Re

striction as to new towns.—Right of the towns from which

new ones are made.

Sect. 3. The house of representatives shall consist

of electors residing in towns from which they are

elected. The number of representatives from each

town shall be the same as at present practised and

allowed. In case a new town shall hereafter be in

corporated, such new town shall be entitled to one re

resentative only; and if such new town shall beº
from one or more towns, the town or towns from

which the same shall be made, shall be entitled to the

same number of representatives as at present allowed

unless the number shall be reduced by the consent of
such town or towns.

Senate.

Sect. 4. The Senate shall consist of twelve mem

bers, to be chosen annually by the electors.

Election of Senators.-Duplicate lists.-Return of votes.

Sect. 5. At the meeting of electors, held in the

several towns in this state, in April annually, after the

election of representatives, the electors present shall

be called npon to bring in their written ballots for

senators. The presiding officer shall receive the votes

of the electors, and count and declare them in open

meeting. The presiding officer shall also make dupli

cate lists of the persons voted for, and of thenº.

of votes for each, which shall be certified by the

presiding officer; one of which lists shall be deliver

ed to the town clerk, and the other, within ten days

after said meeting, shall be delivered under seal, either

to the secretary, or to the sheriff of the county in

which said town is situated ; which list shall be direct

ed to the secretary, with a superscription expressin

the purport of the contents thereof. And each sheriff.

who shall receive such votes, shall within fifteen days

after such meeting, deliver them, or cause them to be

delivered, to the secretary.

Canvass of votes.--Declaration.—Equality of votes.—Return of

votes, and result to be submitted to both houses.

Sect. 6. The treasurer, secretary, and comptroller,

for the time being, shall canvass the votes publicly.

The twelve persons having the greatest number of

votes forsenators,shall be declared to be elected. Butin

cases where no choice is made by the electors, in con

sequence ofan equality of votes, the house ofrepresen

tatives shall designate, by ballot, which of the candi

dates having such equal number of votes, shall be de

clared to be elected. The return of votes, and the

result of the canvass, shall be submitted to the house

of representatives, and also to the senate, on the first

day of the session of the general assembly; and each
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The general assembly shall, by law, prescribe the

manner in which all questions concerning the election

º, or lieutenant-governor, shall be deter

Irillued.

and highest number of votes, so returned as aforesaid.

Lieutenant-governor.

Sect. 3. At the annual meetings of the electors, im

mediately after the election of governor, there shall

also be chosen, in the same manner as is herein before

provided for the election of governor, a lieutenant

governor, who shall continue in office for the same

time and possess the same qualifications.

Compensation to governor, &c.

| Sect. 4. The compensations of the governor, lieſ;
| tenant-governor, senators, and representatives, shall

| be established by law, and shall not be varied so as

| to take effect until after an election, which shrall next

| succeed the passage of the law establishing said com

pensations.

Captain-general.

| Sect. 5. The governor shall be captain-general of

|| the militia of the state, except when called into the

| service of the United States.

Governor may require information, &c.

Sect. 6. He may require information in writing

from the officers in the executive department, on any

subject relating to the duties of their respective offices.

Power as to adjournment of general aasembly.

Sect. 7. The governor, in case of a disagreement

between the two houses of the general assembly,

respecting the time of adjournment, may adjourn

them to such time as he shall think proper, not beyond

the day of the next stated session.

Duty of governor.

Sect. 8. He shall, from time to time, give to the

general assembly, information of the state of the gov

ernment, and recommend to their consideration such

measures as he shall deem expedient.

Sect. 9. He shall take care that the laws be faith

fully executed.

Power to grant reprieves. Exception.

Sect. 10. The governor shall have power to grant

reprieves after conviction, in all cases, except those of

impeachment, until the end of the next session of the

general assembly, and no longer.

Commissions.

Sect. 11. All commissions shall be in the name,

and by authority of the State of Connecticut; shall

be sealed with the state seal, signed by the governor,

and attested by the secretary.

Power and duty of governor in relation to bills.-Proceedings

on bills returned by the governor.

Sect. 12 Every bill, which shall have passed both

houses of the general assembly. shall be presented to

the governor. If he approves, he shall sign and

transmit it to the secretary; but if not, he shall

return it to the house in which it originated, with

his objections, which shall be entered on the journals

of the house; who shall proceed to reconsider the bill.

If, after such reconsideratiou, that house shall again

bass it, it shall be sent with the objections, to the other

|. which shall also reconsider it. If approved, it

shall become a law. But in such cases, the votes of

both houses shall be determined by yeas and nays;
and the names of the members voting for and against

the bill, shall be entered on the journals of each house

respectively. If the bill shall not be returned, by the

governor, within three days, (Sundays excepted,)

after it shall have been presented to him, the same

shall be a law, in like manner as it he had signed it;

unless the general assembly, by their*"...
ºut. its return, in which case it shall not be a

aw.

President of the Senate.

Sect. 13. The lieutenant-governor shall, by virtue

of his office, be president of the senate, and have,

when in committee of the whole, a right to debate,

and when the senate is equally divided to give the

casting vote.

in what cases, the powers of the governor shall devolve upon

the lieutenant-governor.

Sect. 14. In case of the death, resignation, refusal

to serve, or removal from office of the governor, or of

his impeachment, or absence from the state, the lieu

tenant-governor shall exercise the powers and author

ity appertaining to the office of governor, until another

be chosen at the next periodical election for governor,

and be duly qualified; or until the governor impeach

ed or absent, shall be acquitted or return.

President of the senate pro tempore.

Sect. 15. When the government shall be adminis

tered by the lieutenant-governor, or he shall be una

ble to attend as president of the senate, the senate

shall elect one of their members, as president pro tem

pore. And if, during the vacancy of the office of gov

ernor, the lieutenant-governor shall die, resign, refuse

to serve, or be removed from office, or if he shall be

impeached, or absent from the state, the president of

the senate pro tempore, shall, in like manner, admin

ister the government, until he be superceded by a

governor, or lieutenant-governor.

In what case, senate to be convened, to choose a president pro

tempore.

Sect. 16. If the lieutenant-governor shall be re

quired to administer the government, and shall while

in such administration, die or resign, during the re

cess of the general assembly, it shall be the duty of

the secretary for the time being, to convene the sen

ate for the purpose of choosing a president pro tem

pore.

Treasurer.—Canvass of votes.—Duty of Treasurer.

Sect. 17. A treasurer shall annually be chosen, by

the electors, at their meeting in April; and the votes

shall be returned, counted, canvassed, and declared,

in the same manner as is provided for the election of

governor and lieutenant-governor;" but the votes for

treasurer shall be canvassed by the secretary and

comptroller only. He shall receive all monies be

longing to the state, and disburse the same only as he

may be directed by law. He shall pay no warrant

or order for the disbursement of public money, until

the same has been registered in the office of the comp

troller.

Secretary.—Canvass of votes—Duty of Secretary-Keeper of

the seal.

Sect. 18. A secretary shall be chosen next after the

treasurer, and in the same manner;" and the votes

for secretary shall be returned to, and counted, can

vassed, and declared by the treasurer and comptrol

ler. He shall have the safe keeping and custody of

the public records and documents, and particularly,

of the acts, resolutions and orders of the general as

sembly, and record the same ; and perform all such

duties as shall be prescribed by law. He shall be the

keeper of the seal of the state, which shall not be al

tered.

Comptroller.—His duty.

Sect. 19. A comptroller of the public accounts

shall be annually appointed, by the general assem

bly." He shall adjust and settle all public accounts

and demands,º grants and orders of the general

assembly He sha 1. the mode of keeping

and rendering all public accounts. He shall, ea off
cio, be one of the auditors of the accounts of the trea

surer. The general assembly may assign to him

other duties in relation to his office, and to that of the

treasurer, and shall prescribe the manner in which

his duties shall be performed.

Sheriff.-Term of office.—Bond.-Vacancy, how supplied.

Sect. 20. A sheriff shall be appointed in each coun

ty, by the general assembly, who shall hold his office

for three years, removeable by said assembly, and

shall become bound, with sufficient sureties, to the

treasurer of the state, for the faithful discharge of the

duties of his office, in such manner as shall be pre

scribed by law. In case the sheriff of any county

shall die or resign, the governor may fill the vacancy

occasioned thereby, until the same shall be filled by

the general assembly.

Statement of funds of the state.

Sect. 21. A statement of all receipts, payments,

funds, and debts of the state, shall be published from

time to time, in such manner and at such periods, as

shall be prescribed by law.

ARTICLE V.

of THE JUDicrat, departMext.

Courts.

Sect. 1. The judicial power of the state shall be

*Amendments 1835.

.
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vested in a supreme court of errors, a superior court,

and such inferior courts as the general assembly shall,

from time to time, ordain and establish: the powers

and jurisdiction of which courts shall be defined by

law.

Justices of the peace.

Sect. 2. There shall be appointed, in each county, a

sufficient number of justices of the peace, with such

jurisdiction in civil and criminal cases as the general

assembly may prescribe.

Mode of appointment.—Tenure of office.—Removeable in what

manner.—Limitation of term of offlee.

Sect. 3. The judges of the supreme court of errors,

of the superior and inferior courts, and all justices of

the peace, shall be appointed by the general assembly,

in such manner as shall by law be prescribed. The

judges of the supreme court, and of the superior

court shall hold their offices during good behaviour;

but may be removed by impeachment; and the gov

ermor shall also remove them, on the address of two

thirds of the members of each house of the general

assembly; all other judges and justices of the peace

shall be appointed annually. No judge or justice of

the peace shall be capable of holding his office, after

he shall arrive at the age of seventy years.

ARTICLE VI.

OF THE QUALIFICATIONS OF ELECTORs.

Electors.

Sect. 1. All persons who have been, or shall here

after, previous to the ratification of this constitution,

be admitted freemen, according to the existing laws

of this state, shall be electors.

Qualifications necessary te become electors.

Sect. 2. Every white male citizen of the United

States, who shall have gained a settlement in this

state, attained the age of twenty-one years, and resid

ed in the town in which he may offer himself to be

admitted to the privilege of an elector, at least six

months preceding; and have a freehold estate of the

Y. value of seven dollars in this state; or havin

een enrolled in the militia, shall haveºi

military duty therein, for the term of one year next

preceding the time he shall offer himself for admis

sion, or being liable thereto, shall have been, by au

thority of law, excused therefrom: or shall have paid

a state tax within the§. next preceding the time

he shall present himself for such admission; and shall

sustain a good moral character; shall, on his taking

such oath as may be prescribed by law, be an elec

tor,

Privileges of an elector, how forfeited.

Sect. 3. The privileges of an elector shall be for

feited by a conviction of bribery, forgery, perjury,

duelling, fraudulent bankruptcy, theft, or other of.

fence for which an infamous punishment is inflicted.

Eligibility of electors.

Sect. 4. Every elector shall be eligible to any of.

fice in this state, except in cases provided for in this
C0nstitution.

Select-men and town clerk to decide on qualifications.

Sect. 5. The select men and town clerk of the sev

eral towns, shall decide on the qualifications of elec

tors, at such times, and in such manner as may be pre

scribed by law.

Laws to be made in support of free suffrage.

Sect. 6. Laws shall be made to support the privi

lege of free suffrage, prescribing the manner of regu

lating and conducting meetings of the electors, and

}..."; under adequate penalties, all undue in

uence therein, from power, bribery, tumult and

other improper conduct.

Votes to be given by ballot.

Sect. 7. In all elections of officers of the state, or

members of the general assembly, the votes of the

electors shall bei. ballot.

Privilege of electors from arrest.

Sect. 8. At all elections of officers of the state, or

members of the general assembly, the electors shall be

privileged from arrest, during their attendance upon,

and going to, and returning foom the same, on any

civil process."

*3 C. R. 537.

Annual meeting of the electors.

Sect. 9. The meetings of the electors for the elec

tion of the several state officers by law annually to be

elected, and members of the general assembly of this

state, shall be holden on the first Monday of April in

each year.

ARTICLE VII.

OF RELIGION,

Duty and right of worshipping the Supreme Being.—No legal

compulsion.—Equal rights of Christians.

Sect. 1. It being the duty of all men to worship

the Supreme Being, the Great Creator and Preserver

of the Universe, and their right to render that wor

ship, in the mode most consistent with the dictates of

their consciences; no person shall, by law, be com

Pelled to join or support, nor be classed with, or asso

ciated to, any congregation, church, or religious as

sociation. . But every person now belonging to such

congregation, church, or religious association, shall re

main a member thereof, until he shall have separated

himself therefrom, in the manner hereinafter provid

ed. . And each and every society or denomination of

Christians in this state, shall have and enjoy the same

and equal powers, rights and privileges; and shall

have power and authority to support and maintain

the ministers or teachers of their respective denomi

nations, and to build and repair houses for public wor

ship, by a tax on the members of any such society

only, to be laid by a major vote of the legal voters

assembled at any society meeting, warned and held

according to law, or in any other manner.

Secession.

Sect. 2. If any person shall choose to separate him

self from the society or denomination of Christians to

which he may belong, and shall leave a written motice

thereof with the clerk of such society, he shall there

upon be no longer liable for any future expenses

which may be incurred by said society.

ARTICLE VIII.

OF EDUCATION.

Charter of Yale College, confirmed.

Sect. 1. The charter of Yale College, as modified

by agreement with the corporation thereof, in pursu

suance of an act of the general assembly, passed in

May, 1792, is hereby confirmed.

School fund.—Amount to be ascertained; published and record

ed.—Never to be diverted.

Sect. 2. The fund, called the School Fund, shall re

main a perpetual fund, the interest of which shall be

inviolably appropriated to the support and encourage

ment of the public, or common schools, throughout

the state, and for the equal benefit of all the |...}.
thereof. The value and amount of said fund shall, as

soon as practicable, be ascertained, in such manner

as the general assembly may prescribe, published,

and recorded in the comptrollers office; and no law

shall ever be made, authorizing said fund to be di

verted to any other use than the encouragement and

support of public, or common schools, among the

several school societies, as justice and equity shire.

quire.

ARTICLE IX.

of IMPEACHMENTs.

Power of impeachmeut.

Sect. 1. The house of representatives shall have the

sole power of impeaching.

Trial of impeachments.

Sect. 2. All impeachments shall be tried by the

senate. When sitting for that purpose, they shall be

on oath or affirmation. No person shall be convicted,

without the concurrence of two thirds of the mem

bers present. When the governor is impeached, the

chief justice shall preside

Liability to impeachment.—Limitation of judgment.

Sect. 3. The governor, and all other executive and

judicial officers, shall be liable to impeachment; but

judgments in such cases shall not extend further than

to removal from office, and disqualification to hold any

office of honor, trust, or profit under this state. The

party convicted, shall, nevertheless, be liable and

subject to indictment, trial and punishment according

to law.

Treason defined.—Evidence.—Consequences of conviction.

Sect. 4. Treason against the state shall consist only

in levying war against it, or adhering to its enemies,

giving them aid and comfort. . No person shall be

convicted of treason, unless on the testimony of two

witnesses to the same overt act, or on confession in

n court. No conviction of treason, or attainder,

shall work corruption of blood, or forfeiture.

ARTICLE X.

GENERAL PROVISIONs.

Official oath.

Sect. 1. Members of the general assembly, and all

officers, executive and judicial, shall, before they en

ter on the duties of their respective offices, take the

following oath or affirmation, to wit:

|Form.]

You do solemnly swear (or affirm, as the case may

be) that you will support the constitution of the Uni

ted States and the constitution of the state of Connec

ticut, so long as you continue a citizen thereof; and

that you will faithfully discharge, according to law,
the duties of the office of to the best of your

abilities.

So help you God."

Select-men, &c.

Sect. 2. Each town shall, annually, elect select

men, and such officers of local police, as the laws may

prescribe.

Effect ofconstitution upon corporations;–judicial and civil off

cers;-treasurer and secretary;—military officers ;-laws.--

Bonds, debts, contracts, &c.—General assembly in October,

1818.

Sect. 3. The rights and duties of all corporations

shall remain as if this constitution had not been adop

ted, with the exception of such regulations and re

strictions as are contained in this constitution. All

judicial and civil officers now in office, who have

een appointed by the general assembly, and com

missioned according to law, and all such officers as

shall be appointed by the said assembly, and commis

sioned as aforesaid, before the firstW. of May

next, shall continue to hold their offices until the first

day of June next, unless they shall, before that time,

resign, or be removed from office according to law.

The treasurer and seeretary shall continue in office

until a treasurer and secretary shall be appointed un

der this constitution. All military officers shall con

tinue to hold and exercise their respective offices,

until they shall resign, or be removed according to

law. All laws not contrary to, or inconsistent with

the provisions of this constitution, shall remain in

force, until they shall expire, by their own limitation.

or shall be altered or repealed, by the general assem

bly, in pursuance of this constitution. The validity
of all bonds, debts, contracts, as well of individuals as

of bodies corporate, or the state, of all suits, actions,

or rights of action, both in law and equity, shall con

tinue as if no change had taken place. The gover

nor, lieutenant-governor, and general assembly, which

is to be formed in October next, shall have and pos

sess, all the powers and authorities, not repugnant to,

or inconsistent with this constitution,º: i. now

have and possess, until the first Wednesday of May
hext.

Public officers excluded from general assembly.

Sect 4. No judge of the superior court, or of the

supreme court of errors; no member of congress; no

person holding any office under the authority of the

United States; no person holding the office of treasu

rer, secretary, or comptroller; no sheriff, or sheriff's

deputy, shall be a member of the general assembly.

ARTICLE XI,

OF AMEN DMENTS OF THE CONSTITUTioN.

Amendments how to be proposed;—continued and published ;--

approved, by each house ;-presented to the inhabitants —

and adopted.

Whenever a majority of the house of representa

tives shall deem it necessary to alter, or amend this

constitution, they may propose such alterations and

amendments; which proposed amendments shall be

continued to the next generalº and be pub

lished with the laws which may have been passed at

the same session; and if two thirds of each honse, at

the next session of said assembly, shall approve the

amendments proposed, by yeas and nays, said amend

ments shall, [. the secretary, be transmitted to the

town clerk in each town in the state; whose duty it

shall be to present the same to the inhabitants there

of, for their consideration, at a town meeting, legally

*5 C. R. 278. 1 Root 83.
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the persons so voted for, the house of representatives

shall in the manner provided for by the constitution,

designate which of such person or persons shall be de

clared to be duly elected.

ARTICLE IV.

Adopt ED Now Extſ, ER, 1831.

Election of lieutenant-governor, treasurer aud secretary.

There shall annually be chosen and appointed a

lieutenant-governor, a treasurer, and secretary, in the

sºme manner as is provided in the second section of

the fourth article of the constitution of this state for

the choice and appointment of a governor.

|
l

t

t

º

ARTICLE V.

ADoPTED November, 1836.

Comptroller how chosen.

A comptroller of public accounts, shall be annually

chosen by the electors, in their meeting in April, and

in the same maulier as the treasurer and secretary are

chosen; and the votes for comptroller, shall be re

tºrned to, and cºunted, canvassed, and declared by

the treasurer and secretary.

ARTICLE VI.

Adopted November, 1836.

State officers how voted for.

The electors in the respective towns, on the first

Monday of April in each year, may vote for governor,
lieutenant governor, treasurer, secretary, senators and

representatives in the general assembly, successively,
or for any number of said officers at the same time.

And the general assembly shall have power to enact

laws, regulating and prescribing the order, and man

ner of voting for said officers; and also providing for

the election of representatives, at some time subse

the freemen. Every town was to send one or two

| deputies or representatives to the general assembly;

but every freeman was to give his voice in the election

of assistants and other public officers. No person

was entitled to be made a freeman, unless he owned

lands in freehold of forty shillings value per annum, or

3:40 personal estate. - -

“A 90. In respect to offences, their criminal code

proceeded upon the same general foundation, as that

of Massachusetts, declaring those capital, which were

so declared in the Holy Scriptures, and citing them

as authority for this purpose. Among the capital offen

ces were idolatry, blasphemy of Father, Son, or Holy

Ghost, witchcraft, murder, murderthrough guile by poi

soning or other devilish practices, bestiality, sodomy,

rape, man-stealing, false witness, conspiracy against

the colony, arson, children cursing or smiting father or

mother, being a stubborn or rebellious son, and trea

son.

* 591. In respect to religious concerns, their laws

provided that all persons shouldº worship,

and that the towns should support and pay the minis

ters of religion. And at first, the choice of the min

ister was confided to the major part of the house-hold

ers of the town; the church, as such, having nothing

to do with the choice. But in 1780, an act was passed

(doubtless by the influence of the clergy), by which
the choice of ministers was vested in the inhabitants

of the town, who were church members; and the

same year the celebrated platform, at Saybrook, was

approved, which has continued down to our day to

regulate, in discipline and doctrine, the ecclesiastical

concerns of the State. -

“S 92. The spirit of toleration was not more liberal

here, than in most of the other colonies. No persons

were allowed to embody themselves into church

º

t

|

{

l

!

Quent to the first Monday of April, in all cases when

it shall so happen that the electors in any town,

shall fail on that day to elect the representative or re

presentatives to which such town shall be by law en
titled.

sBy written or printed ballots.

Provided, that in all elections of officers of the state,

or members of the general assembly, the votes of

the electors shall be by ballot, either written or

printed.

CONNECTICUT WHEN A COLONY.

We copy from Mr. Justice Story's Commentaries on

the Constitution of the United States, the following ac

count of Connecticut as a Colony.

“S 88. In 1685, a quo warranto, was issued by

king James against the colony for the repeal of the

charter. Nojudgment appears to have been rendered

upon it; but the colony offered its submission to the

will of the crown ; and Sir Edmund Andros, in 1687,

went to Hartford, and in the name of the crown de

clared the government dissolved. They did not,

however, surrender the charter; but secreted it in

i

the revolution of 1688, they resumed the exercise of

all its powers. The successors of the Stuarts silently

suffered them to retain it until the American Revolu

tion, without any struggle or resistance. The charter
continued to be maintained as a fundamental law of

the State, until the year 1818, when a new constitution

of gºvernment was framed and adopted by the people.

“Ś 89. The laws of Connecticut were, in many

respects, similar to those of Massachusetts. At an

early period after the charter they passed an Act,

which may be deemed a bill of rights. By it, it was

declared, that “no man's life shall be taken away; no

man's honor or good name shall be stained; no man's

!. shall be a rested, restrained, banished, dismem

yered, nor any ways punished ; no man shall be de

prived of his wife or children; no man's goods or

estate shall be taken away from him, nor any way

endangered under colour of law, or countenance of

authority, unless it be by virtue or equity of some ex

ress law of this colony, warranting the same, estab

ished by the general court, and sufficiently publish
ed; or in case of the defects of a law in any particu

lar case, by some clear and plain rule of the word of

God, in which the whole court shall concur."

trial byº in civil and criminal cases, was also secu

red; and if the court were dissatisfied with the ver

dict, they might send back the jurytoconsider the same

a second and third time, but not further. The gov

ernor was to be chosen, as the charter provided, by

i;

an oak, which is still venerated; and immediately after

The

estate without the consent of the general assembly,

and the approbation of the neighbouring churches, and

no ministry or church administration was entertained

or authorized separate from, and in opposition to that

openly and publicly observed and dispensed º the

approved minister of the place, except with the ap
probation and consent aforesaid. Quakers, Rauters,

Adamites, and other notorious heretics (as they were

called) were to be committed to prison or sent out of

the colony by order of the governor and assistants.

Nor does the zeal of persecution appear at all to have

abated until, in pursuance of the statutes of I., Wil

liam and Mary, dissenters were allowed the liberty

of conscience without molestation.

“S 93. In respect to real estate, the descent and

distribution was directed tobe among all the children,

giving the eldest son a double share; conveyances in

fraud of creditors were declared void; lands were

made liable to he set off to creditors on executions by

the appraisement of three appraisers.

“The process in courts of justice was required to

be in the name of the reigning king. Persons having

no estate might be relieved from prison by two assist

ants; but if the creditor required it, he should satisfy

the debt by service. Depositions were allowed as

| evidence in civil suits. . No person was permitted to

plead in behalf of another person on trial for delin

quency, except directly to matter of law, a provision

somewhat singular in our annals, though in entire con

formity to the English law in capital felonies. Bills

and bonds were made assignable, and suits allowed

in the name of the assignees.

“Magistrates, justices of the peace, and ministers

were authorized to many persons; and divorces a rin

cula, allowed for adultery, fraudulent contract, or de

sertion for three years. Men and women, having a

husband or wife in foreign parts, were not allowed to

abide in the colony so separated above two years

without liberty from the general court.

“Towns were required to support public schools

under regulations similar, for the most part, to those

of Massachusetts; and an especial maritime code was

enacted, regulating the rights and duties, and authori

ties, of ship owners, seamen and of others concerned

in navigation.

“Such are the principal provisions of the colonial

legislation of Connecticut.”

[? We give next in order the Con

STITUTION of VERMoNT, containing a

valuable provision for the preservation

of the Constitution by “The Council,

OF CENsors.”
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CONSTITUTION OF VERMONT.

Adapted by the Convention holden at Windsor, July
4th, 1793.

CHAP. I.

A Declaration of Rights of the Inhabitants of the

State of Vermont.

ArtTICLE I.

That all men are born equally free and independent,

and have certain matural, inherent, and unalienable

rights, amongst which are the enjoying and defend

ing life and liberty, acquiring, possessing, and protect

ing property, and pursuing and obtaining happiness

and safety; therefore, no inale person, born in this

country, or brought from over sea, ought to be holden

by law to serve any person as a servant, slave, or ap

prentice, after he arrives to the age of twenty-one

years, nor female, in like manner, after she arrives to

the age of eighteen years unless they are bound by

their own consent, after they arrive to such age, or

bound by law for the payment of debts, damages,

fines, costs or the like.

ARTICLE 2.

That private property ought to be subservient to

public uses when necessity requires it; nevertheless,

when any person's property is taken for the use of the

public, the owner ought to receive an equivalent in

money.

- ARTICLE 3.

That all men have a natural and malienable right

to worship Almighty God according to the dictates of

their own consciences and understandings, as in their

opinion shall be regulated by the word of God; and

that no man ought to, or of right can, be compelled

to attend any religion. worship, or erect or support any

place of worship, or maintain any minister, contrary

to the dictates of his conscience; nor can any man be

justly deprived or abridged of any civil right as a

citizen, on account of his religious sentiments or pe

culiar mode of religious worship; and no anthority

can or ought to be vesſed in, or assumed by, any

power whatever, that shall in any case interfere with,

or in any manner control, the rights of conscience in

the free exercise of religious worship. Nevertheless.

every sect or denomination ought to observe the Sab

bath, or Lord's day, and keep up some sort of religious

worship, which to them ºl seem most agreeable to

the revealed will of God.

ARTICLE 4.

Every person within this state ought to find a cer.

tain remedy, by having recourse to the laws, for all

injuries or wrongs which he may receive in his person,

roperty or character: he qught to obtain right and

justice freely, and without being obliged to purchase

it; completely, and without any denial; promptly,

and without delay; conformably to the law.

ARTICLE 5.

That the people of this state by their legal repre

sentatives, have the sole, inherent. and exclusive right

of governing and regulating the internal police of the

Sagºe,

ART1cLE 6.

That all power being originally inherent in, and

consequently derived from, the people, therefore, all

officers of government, whether legislative or execu

tive, are their trustees and servants, and at all times,

in a legal way, accountable to them.

ARTICLE 7.

That government is, or ought to be instituted for

the common benefit, protection, and security ofthe peo

ple, nation, or community, and not for the particular

emolument or advantage of. single man, family, or

set of men, who are a part only of that community;

and that the community hath an indubitable, unalien

able, and indefeasible right to reform or alter govern

ment, in snch manner as shall be, by that countunity,

judged most conducive to the public weal.

ARTICLE 8.

That all elections ought to be free and without cor

ruption, and that all freemen having a sufficient evi

dence, common interest with, and attachment to the

community, have a right to elect officers, and be elected

into office, agreeably to the regulations made in this
constitution.

ARticle 9.

ſ protected in the enjoyment of life, liberty, and prop

erty, and therefore is bound to contribute his propor

tion towards the expense of that protection, and yield

his personal service, when necessary, or an equivalent

thereto; but no part of any person's property can be

justly taken from him, or applied to public uses, with

out his consent, or that of the representative body of

freemen ; nor can any man, who is conscientiously

scrupulous of bearing arms, be justly compelled there

to, if he will pay such equivalent; nor are the people

bound by any law but such as they have in like manner

assented to, for their common good; and previous to

any law being made to raise a tax, the purpose for

which it is to be raised ought to appear evident to the

legislature to be of more service to the community

than the money would be if not collected.

ARTICLE 10.

That, in all prosecutions for criminaloffences, a per

son hath a right to be heard by himself and his coun

sel; to demand the cause and nature of his accusation:

to be confronted with the witnesses; to call for evi

dence in his favour, and a speedy public trial, by an

impartial jury of his country; without the unanimous

consent of which jury, he cannot be found guilty:

nor can he be compelled to give evidence against

himself; nor can any person be justly deprived of his

liberty; except by the laws of the land, or the judg

ment of his peers.

ARTICLE 11.

That the people have a right to hold themselves,

their houses, papers, and possessions, free from search

or seizure; and, therefore, warrants without oath or

affirmation first made, affording sufficient foundation

for them, and whereby any officer or messenger may

be commanded or required to search suspected places;

or to seize any person or persons, his, her, or their

property, not particularly described, are contrary to

that right, and ought not be granted.

ARTICLE 12.

That when any issue in fact, proper for the cogni

zance of jury is joined in a court of law, the parties

have a right to trial by jury, which ought to be held

sacred.

ARTICLE 13.

That the people have a right to freedom of speech,

and of writing and publishing their sentiments, con

cerning the transactions of government, and therefore

the freedom of the press ought not to be restrained.

ARTICLE 14.

The freedom of deliberation, speech,and debate, in

the legislature, is so essential to the rights of the peo

ple, that it cannot be the foundation of any accusation,

or prosecution, action, or complaint, in any other

court or place whatsoever.

ARTICLE 15.

The power of suspending laws, or the execution of

laws, ought never to be exercised but by the legisla

ture, or by authority derived from it, to be exercised

in such particular cases as this constitution, or the

legislature shall provide for.

ART1cLE 16.

That the people have a right to bear arms for the

defence of themselves and the state; and, as standing

armies in time of peace are dangerous to liberty, they

ought not to be kept up, and that the military should

be kept under strict subordination to, and governed

by, the civil power.

ARTICLE 17.

That no person in this state can, in any case, be sub

jected to law martial, or to any penalties or pains by

virtue of that law, except those employed in the

army, and the militia in actual service.

ARTICLE 18.

The frequent recurrence to fundamental principles,

and firm adherence to justice, moderation, temperance,

industry, and frugality, are absolutely necessary to

º: the blessings of liberty, and keep government

ree; the people ought, therefore, to pay particular

attention to these points, in the choice ef officers and

representatives, and have a right, in a legal way to

exact a due and constant regard to them, from their

legislators and magistrates, in making and executing

such laws as are necessary for the good government

That every member of society hath a right to be
of the state.

ARTICLE 19.

That all people have a natural and inherent right

to emigrate from one state to another that will receive

them.

ARTICLE 20.

That the people have a right to assemble together

to consult for their common good: to instruct their

representatives: and to apply to the legislature for

redress of grievances by address, petition, or remon

Strauce.

ARTICLE 2 | .

That no person shall he liable to be transported out

of this state for trial for any offence committed with

in the same.

CHAP. 2.

Plan or Form of Government.

§ 1. The commonwealth or state of Vermont shall

be governed hereafter by a governor or lieutenant

governor, council, and assembly of the representatives

of the freemen of the same in manner and form fol

lowing:

§ 2. The supreme legislative power shall be vested

in a house of representatives, of the freemen of the

commonwealth or state of Vermont,

§ 3. The supreſue executive power shall be vested

in a governor, or, in his absence, a lieutenant govern

or, and council.

§ 4. Courts of justice shall be maintained in every

county in this state, and also in new counties, when

formed; which courts shall be open for the trial of

all causes proper for their cognizance; and justice

shall be therein impartially administered, without cor

ruption or unnecessary delay. The judges of the

supreme court shall be justices of the peace through

out the state; and the several judges of the county

courts in their respective counties, by virtue of their

office, except in the trial of such causes as may be

appealed to the county court.

§ 5. A future legislature may, when they shall con

ceive the same to be expedient and necessary, erect

a court of chancery, with such powers as are usually

exercised by that court, or as shall appear for the in

terest of the commonwealth : Provided, they do not

constitute themselves the judges of the said court.

§ 6. The legislative, executive, and judiciary de

partments, shall be separate and distinct, so that neither

exercise the powers properly belonging to the other.

§ 7. In order that the freemen of this state might

enjoy the benefit of election, as equally as may be.

each town within this state, that consists or may con

sist of eighty taxable inhabitants within one septenary,

or seven years next after the establishing this consti

tution, may hold elections therein, and choose each

two representatives; and each other inhabited town

in this state may, in like manner, choose each one

representative to represent them in general assembly,

during the said Septenary, or seven years; and after

that, each inhabited town may, in like manner, hold

such election, and choose each one representative, for

ever thereafter.

§ 3. The house of representatives of the freemen

of this state shall consist of persons most noted for

wisdom and virtue, to be chosen by ballot, by the

freemen of every town in this state, respectively, on

the first Tuesday in September annually for ever.

§ 9. The representatives so chosen, a majority of

whom shall constitute a quorum for transacting any

other business than raising a state tax, for which two

thirds of the members elected shall be present, shall

meet on the second Thursday of the succeeding Octo

ber, and shall be styled The General Assembly of the

State of Vermont : they shall have power to choose

their speaker, secretary of state, their clerk, and other

necessary officers of the house—sit on their own

adjournments—prepare bills, and enact them into

laws—judge of the elections and qualifications of their

own members; they may expel members, but not for

causes known to their own constituents antecedent

to their own elections; they may admister oaths and

affirmations in matters depending before them, redress

grievances, impeach state criminals, grant charters of

incorporation, constitute towns, boroughs, cities, and

counties ; they may, annually, on their first session

after their election, in conjunction with the council,

or oftenerif needbe, elect judges of the supreme and

several county and probate courts, sheriffs, and justices

of the peace; and also with the council may elect

major generals and brigadier generals, from time to
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their having heretofore taken and subscribed the same,

as the following oath or affirmation, viz.

“You, , do solemnly swear (or affirm) that,

as a member of this assembly, you will not propose

or assent to any bill, vote or resolution, which shall

appear to you injurious to the people, nor do or con

sent to any act or thing whatsoever that shall have a

tendency to lessen or abridge their rights and privileges,

as declared by the constitution of this state; but will

in all things, conduct yourself as a faithful, honest rep

resentative, and guardian of the people, according to

the best of your judgment and abilities: (in case of

an oath) so help you God. (And in case of affirma

tion) under the pains and penalties of perjury.”

§ 13. The doors of the house in which the general

assembly of this commonwealth shall sit, shall be

be open for the admission of all persons who behave

decently; except only when the welfare of the state

may require them to be shut.

§ 14. The votes and proceedings of the general

assembly shall be printed, when one-third of the

members think it necessary, as soon as convenient

after the end of each session, with the yeas and nays

on any question, when required by any member, ex

cept where the votes shall be taken by ballot, in which

case every member shall have a right to insert the

reasons of his vote upon the minutes.

§ 15. The style of the laws of this state, in future

to be passed, shall be: It is hereby enacted by the

general assembly of the State of Vermont.

§ 16. To the end that laws, before they are enacted,

may be more naturally considered, and the inconveni

ence of hasty determination, as much as possible, pre

vented, all bills which originate in the assembly J.

be laid down before the governor and council for their

revision and concurrence, or proposals of amendment;

who shall return the same to the assembly, with their

proposals of amendment, if any, in writing; and if

the same are not agreed to by the assembly, it shall

be in the power of the governor and council to suspend

the passing of such bill until the next session of the

legislature: Provided, that if the governor and council

shall neglect or refuse to return any such bill to the

assembly, with written proposal of amendment, with

in five days, or before the rising of the legislature, the

same shall become a law.

§ 17. No money shall be drawn out of the treasury,

unless first appropriated by act of legislation.

§ 18. No person shall be elected a representative

until he has resided two years in this state; the last of

which shall be in the town for which he is elected.

§ 19. No member of the council or house of repre

sentatives shall, directly or indirectly, receive any fee

or reward to bring forward or advocate any bill, peti

tion, or other business to be transacted in the legisla

ture; or advocate any cause, as counsel, in either

house of legislation, except when employed in behalf
of the state.

§ 20. No person ought, in any case, or in any time,

to be declared guilty of treason or felony by the legis
lature.

§ 21, Every man, of the full age of twenty-one

years, having resided in this state for the space of one

whole year next before the election of representatives,

and is of a quiet and peaceable behaviour, and will

take the followingº shall be entitled

to all the privileges of a freeman of this state.

“You solemnly swear (or affirm) that whenever

you give your vote or suffrage touching any matter

that concerns the state of Vermont. you will do it so

as in your conscience you shall judge will most con

duce to the best good of the same, as established by

the constitution, without fear or favour of any man.”

§ 22. The inhabitants of this state shall be trained

and armed for its defence, under such regulations, re

strictions, and exceptions, as congress, agreeably to

the constitution of the United States, and the legisla

ture of this state, shall direct. The several companies

of militia shall, as often as vacancies happen, elect

their captain and other officers, and the captains and

subalterns shall nominate and recommend the field

officers of their respective regiments, who shall ap

point their staff officers. -

§ 23. All commissions shall be in the name of the

freemen of the state of Vermont, sealed with the state

seal, signed by the governor, and in his absence the

lieutenant governor, and attested by the secretary;

which seal shall be kept by the governor.

§ 24. Every officer of state, whether judicial or ex

ecutive, iii. liable to be impeached by the general

assembly, either when in office or after his resi ation

or removal, for maladministration. All impeachments

shall be before the governor, or lieutenant governor,

and council, who shall hear and determine the same,

and may award costs; and no trial or impeachment

shall be a bar to a prosecution at law.

§ 25. As every freeman, to preserve his indepen

dence, if without a sufficient estate, ought to have some

profession, calling, trade, or farm, whereby he may

honestly subsist, there can be no necessity for, nor

use in establishing offices of profit, the usual effects,

of which are dependence and servility, unbecoming

freemen, in the possessors or expectants, and faction,

contention and discord among the people. But, if any

man is called into public service, to the prejudice of

his private affairs, he has a right to a reasonable com

pensation ; and whenever an office, through increase

of fees or otherwise, becomes so profitable as to occa

sion many to apply for it, the profits ought to be less

ened by the legislature. And if any officer shall

wittingly and wilfully take greater fees than the law

allows him, it shall ever after disqualify him from

holding any office in this state, until he shall be resto

red by act of legislation.

§ 26. No person in this state shall be capable of

holding or exercising more than one of the following

offices at the same time, viz. governor, lieutenant gov

ernor, judge of the supreme court, treasurer of the

state, member of the council, member of the general

assembly, surveyor general, or sheriff. Nor shall any

person, holding any office of profit or trust under the

authority of congress, be eligible to any appointment

in the legislature, or of holding any executive or ju

diciary office under this state.

§ 27. The treasurer of the state shall, before the

governor and council, give sufficient security to the

secretary of the state, in behalf of the general assem

bly; and each high sheriff, before the first judge of

the county court to the treasurer of their respective

counties, previous to their respectively entering upon

the execution of their offices, in such manner, and in

such sums, as shall be directed by the legislature.

§ 28. The treasurer's accounts shall be annually

audited, and a fair state thereof laid before the general

assembly at their session in October. º

§ 29. Every officer, whether judicial, executive,

or military, in authority under this state, before he

enters upon the execution of his office, shall take and

subscribe the following oath or affirmation of allegi

ance to this state, unless he shall produce evidence

that he has before taken the same; and also the fol

lowing oath or affirmation of office, except military

officers, and such as shall be exempted by the legis
lature.

The oath or affirmation of office.

“You do solemnly swear (or affirm) that you will

be true and faithful to the state of Vermont, and that

you will not, directly or indirectly, do any act or

thing injurious to º constitution or government

thereof, as established by convention: (If an oath)

so help you God. (If an affirmation) under the pains

and penalties of perjury.

The oath or affirmation of office.

“You,- , do solemnly swear (or affirm)

that you will faithfully execute the office of

for the of ; and will therein do equal

right and justice to all men, to the best of your judg

ment and abilities, according to law . (If an oath) so

help you God. (If an affirmation) under the pains

.."penalties of perjury.”

§ 30. No person shall be eligible to the office of

governor or lieutenant governor, until he shall have

resided in this state four years next preceding the day

of his election.

§ 31. Trials of issues, proper for the cognizance of

a jury, in the supreme and county courts, shall be by

jury, except where parties otherwise agree; and great

care ought to be taken to prevent corruption or par

tiality in the choice and return or appointment of

urles.
J § 32. All prosecutions shall commence, by the au

thority of the state of Vermont; all indictments shall

conclude with these words; against the peace and

dignity of the state, And all fines shall be propor

tioned to the offences.

§ 33. The person of a debtor, where there is not

strong presumption of fraud, shall not be continued

in prison after delivering upandassigning over,bonafide,

all his estate, real and personal, in possession, reversion
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or remainder, forthe useofhis creditors, in such manner

as shall be hereafter regulated by law. And all pris:
oners, unless in execution, or committed for capital

offences, when the proof is evident or presumption
great, shall be bailable by sufficient sureties; nor shall

excessive bail be exacted for bailable offences.

§ 34. All elections, whether by the people or the

legislature, shallbe free and voluntary; and any elector

who shall receive any gift or reward for his vote, in

meat, drink, moneys, or otherwise, shall forfeit his

right to elect at that time, and suffersuch otherſº
as the law shall direct; and any person who shal

directly or indirectly, give, promise, or bestow, any

such rewards, to be elected, shall thereby be rendered

incapable to serve for the ensuing year, and be subject

to such further punishment as a future legislature

shall direct.

§ 35. All deeds and conveyances of land shall be

recorded in the town clerk's office in their respective

towns; and for want thereof, in the county clerk's

office of the same county.

§ 36. The legislature shall regulate entails in such

manner as to prevent perpetuities,

§ 37. To deter more effectually from the commis

sion of crimes, by continued visible punishments of
long duration, and to make sanguinaryº: t

less necessary, means ought to be provided for pun

ishing by hard labour those who º be convicted

of crimes not capital, whereby the criminal shall be

employed for the benefit of the public, or for the

reparation of injuries done to private persons: and all

persons, at proper times, ought to be permitted to see

them at their labor.

W 38. The estates of such persons as may destroy

their own lives shall not for that offence be forfeited,

but descend or ascend in the same manner as if such

persons had died in a natural way. Nor shall any

article, which shall accidentally occasion the death of

any person, be henceforth deemed a deodand, or in

any wise forfeited, on account of such misfortune.

$ 39, Every person of good character, who comes

to settle in this state, having first taken an oath or

affirmation of allegiance to the same, may purchase,

or by other just means acquire, hold, and transfer

land or other real estate; and, after one year's resi.

dence shall be deemed a free denizen thereof, and

entitled to all rights of a natural born subject of

this state, except that he shall not be capable of being

elected governor, lieutenant governor, treasurer, coun.

Bellor, or representative in assembly until after two

year's residence.

§ 40. The inhabitants of this state shall have liberty,

in seasonable times, to hunt and fowl on the .
they hold, and on other lands not enclosed; and in
like manner to fish in all boatable and other waters,

not private property, under proper regulations, to be

hereafter made and provided by the general assembly.
§ 41. Laws for the encouragement of virtue and

prevention of vice and immorality. ought to be con

stantly kept in force, and duly executed; and a com.

Petent number of schools ought to be maintained in

each town, for the convenient instruction of youth;
and one or more grammar schools be incorporated,

and prºperly supported, in each county in this state.

An all religious societies or bodies of men, that may

be hereafter united or incorporated for the advance.

ment of religion and learning, or for other pious and

£haritable purposes, shall be encouraged and protected

in the enjoyment of the privileges, immunities, and

estates, which they in justice ought to enjoy, under

such regulations as the general assembly of this state
shall direct.

$42. The declaration of the political rights and

privileges of the inhabitants of this state, is hereby
declared to be a part of the constitution of this com.

monwealth, and ought not to be violated on any pre
tence whatsoever.

$43. In order that the freedom of this common

wealth may be preserved inviolate for ever, there shall

be chosen, by ballot, by the freemen of this state on

the last Wednesday in March, in the year one thou

*And seven hundred and ninety-nine. and on the last

Wednesday in March, in every seven years thereafter,

thirteen persons, who shall be chosen in the same

manner the council is chose, except they shall not

be out of the council or general assembly, tº becalled
the council of censors; who shall meet together

* the first, Wednesday in June next ensuing their

election, the majority of whom shall be a quo

rum, in every case, except as to calling a convention,

in which two-thirds of the whole number elected r

shall agree, and whose duty it shall be to inquire,

whether the constitution has been preserved inviolate

| inº part during the last septenary, including the

year of their service, and whether the legislative and

executive branches of government have performed

their duty, as guardians of the people, or assumed to

themselves, or exercised, other or greater powers

than they are entitled to by the constitution: They

| are also to inquire, whether the public taxes have

been justly laid and collected in all parts of this com

monwealth ; in what manner the public moneys have

been disposed of; and whether the laws have been

duly executed. For these purposes, they shall have

power to send for persons, papers, and records: they

shall have authority to pass public censures, to order

impeachments, and to recommend to the legislature

the repealing such laws as shall appear to them to

have been passed contrary to the principles of the

constitution: These powers they li continue to

have for and during the space of one year from the

day of their election, and no longer. The said coun

cil of censors, shall also have power to call a conven

tion, to meet within two years after their sitting, if

there appears to them an absolute necessity of amend

ing any article of this constitution, which may be de

fective: explaining such as may be thought notclearly

expressed; and of adding such as are necessary for

the preservation of the rights and happiness of the

people: but the articles to be amended, and the

amendments proposed, and such articles as are pro

posed to be added or abolished, shall be promulgated

at least six months before the day appointed for the

election of such convention, for the previous consid

eration of the people, that they might have an oppor

tunity of instructing their delegates on the subject.

By order of Convention, July 9th, 1793.

THOMAS CHITTENDEN, President.

Attest, Lewis R. MoRRIs, Secretary.

EXTRACTS FROM THE CONSTITUTION OF

NEW-HAMPSHIRE.

Article 1. All men are born equally free and indepen

dent: Therefore, all government, of right, originates

from the people, is founded in consent, and instituted for

the general good.

2. All men have certain natural, essential, and inhe

rent rights—among which are, the enjoying and de

fending life and liberty, acquiring, possessing, and

protecting property; and, in a word, of seeking and

obtaining happiness.

3. When men enter into a state of society, they

surrender up some of their natural rights to that

society, in order to ensure the protection of others;

and without such an equivalent the surrender is void.

4. Among the natural rights, some are in their very

nature unalienable, because no equivalent can be

given or received for them. Of this kind are the

rights of conscience.

5. Every individual has a natural and unalienable

right to worship God according to the dictates of his

own conscience, and reason: and no person shall be

hurt, molested, or restrained in his person, liberty, or

estate, for worshipping God in the manner most agree

able to the dictates of his own conscience, or for his

religious profession, sentiments, or persuasion; pro
vided he doth not disturb the public peace, or disturb

others in their religious worship.

6. As morality and piety, rightly grounded on

evangelical principles, willj'. the best and greatest

security to government, and will lay, in the hearts of

men, the strongest obligations to due subjection; and

as the knowledge of these is most likely to be propa

ted through a society, by the institution of the pub

ic worship of the Deity, and of public instruction in

morality and religion; therefore, to promote these

important purposes, the people of this state have a

right to empower, and do hereby fully empower, the

leg slature. to authorize, from time to time, the several

towns, parishes, bodies corporate, or religious socie

ties, within this state, to make adequate provision, at

their own expense, for the support and maintenance

of public protestant teachers of piety, religion, and

morality:

Provided, notwithstanding, That the several towns,

parishes, bodies corporate, or religious societies, shall

at all times have the exclusive right of electing their

own public teachers, and of contracting with them

for their support and maintenance; and no person, of

any one particular religious sector denomination, shall

ever be compelled to pay towards the support of the

teacher or teachers of another persuasion, sect or de
nomination. -

And every denomination of Christians, demeaning

themselves quietly, and as good citizens of the state,

shall be equally under the protection of the law; and

no subordination of any one sect or denomination to

another, shall ever be established by law.

And nothing herein shall be understood to affect

any former contracts made for the support of the min

istry; but all such contracts shall remain, and be in

the same state, as if this constitution had not been

made.

7. The people of this state have the sole and exclu

sive right of governing themselves as a free, sover

eign, and independent state; and do, and for ever

hereafter shall, exercise and enjoy every power,

jurisdiction and right, pertaining thereto, which is not,

or may not hereafter be, by them expressly delegated

to the United States of America in congress assembled.

8. All power residing originally in, and being de

rived from, the people, all the magistrates and officers

of government, are their substitutes and agents, and

at all times accountable to them.

9. No office or place whatsoever, in government,

shall be hereditary—the abilities and integrity requisite

in all, not being transmissible to posterity or relations.

10. Government being instituted for the common

benefit, protection, and security, of the whole com

munity, and not for the private interest or emolument

ofany one man, family, or class of men; therefore when

ever the ends of government are perverted, or public

liberty manifestly endangered, and all other means of

redress are ineffectual, the people may, and of right

ought to, reform the old, or establish a new govern

rulent.

35. It is essential to the preservation of the rights

of every individual, his life, liberty, property, and

character, that there be an impartial interpretation of

the laws and administration of justice. It is the right

of every citizen to be tried by judges as impartial as

the lot of humanity will admit. It is therefore not

only the best policy, but for the security of the rights

of the people, that the judges of the supreme judicial

court should hold their offices so long as they behave

well; subject, however, to such limitations, on account

of age as may be provided by the constitution of the

state; and that they should have honourable salaries,

ascertained and established by standing laws.

36. Economy being a most essential virtue in all

states,º, in a young one ; no pension shall be

granted but in consideration of actual services; and

such pensions ought to be granted with great caution

by the legislature, and never for more than one year
at a time.

37. In the government of this state, the three essen

tial powers thereof, to wit, the legislative, executive,

and judicial, ought to be kept as separate from, and

independent of each other, as the nature of a free gov

ernment will admit, or as is consistent with that tiºn

of connexion that binds the whole fabric of the con

stitution in one indissoluble bond of unity aud amity.

38. A frequent recurrence to the fundamental prin

ciples of the constitution, and a constant adherence to

justice, moderation, temperance, industry, frugality,

and all the social virtues, are indispensably necessary

to preserve the blessings of liberty and good govern

ment; theº ought, therefore, to have a particu

lar regard to all those principles in the choice of their

officers and representatives: And they have a right

to require of their lawgivers and magistrates an exact

and constant observance of them in the formation and

execution of the laws necessary for the good admin

istration of the government,

We have no room for further extracts

from the constitution of New-Hampshire,

and besides, the constitution of Massa

chusetts, Connecticut, and Vermont,

which we give in full, in the present

number of our series, contain substan

tially all that is omitted in the Constitu

tion of New-Hampshire. The Consti

tution of Vermont was proposed to be

amended anda convention elected for that

purpose.
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From the Cleveland Herald: The mast of a British vessel in

rt has been struck by lightning, but no great damage was done.

The electric fluid also struck three times on one farm in Brooklyn.

Bristol, R. I. Steam mill was struck by lightning and set on fire.

Mr. Wilmarth the night watch on the factory, immediately on the

lightning striking, ran to the upper story of the building, and was

instantly prostrated to the floor, as is supposed from the effects of

the sulphurous air. He was taken up insensible, and shortly recov

ered his senses.—June 12.

During the severe storm on Saturday week, a man and his wife,

residing in Lycoming Creek, Pa., were struck by lightning and

instantly killed. The lightning struck a tree adjoining a dwelling

in Peeskill, N. Y., on Friday, and passing through the house,

killed three worneri and an infant.—June 14.

The Palmyra (Mo.) Courier of the 1st inst., says: On Saturda

it, a small boy about 8 years old and a negro woman were struck

by lightning while standing near the kitchen fire of Mr. Briscoe,

of Lewis county.—June 15.

we bear that a severe thunderstorm passed over Danbury Ct.,

on Monday afternoon, and that the lightning struck the lumber

yard of Messrs. Wildman and Gilbert, and prostrated four persons
in the vicinity. A cow belonging to Mr. Sainueſ Morris, was also

kiled in the eastern part of the town by anotherbolt, and a barn in

the northern section, owned by Mr. Philo White, was struck and

much injured.

On Monday of last week, there was a severe thunder storm in

Westfield Society, in this town, accompanied with lightning. Just

as a shower came up, Mr. Wm. F. Boardman, while hurrying from

one of his barns to the house, felt a smart blow across the small of

his back, (as though he had been struck with a cart whip,) accom

panied with a slight sensation on one arm and leg. Immediately

aſter, he heard the clap of thunder. The next day he felt sore, the

tone fºot being slightly numb : and there was a red streak across

his back. In a shop a few rods N. W. a shoemaker's lapstone was

indented about the size of a cent, and a stone in that spot was con

verted into fine powder, smelling strong of sulphur. In another

shop, a boy whittling with a penknife, uttered an exclamation of

pain, and on taking the knife, it was found quite warm. A polish

ing tool lying on a bench in the same shop, emitted lectric sparks.

Two ladies sitting in a room felt electric shocks. The cattle and

other animals exhibited signs of great uneasiness. No one, we be

lieve, was injured.— Middleton (Conn.) Sentinel, June 16th.

Missouri ferritory, May 17.-The other night a man was killed

by lightning in an encampment ofOregon settlers, a few miles from

here.

A man named Poor, residing in the u

Co., was recently killed by lightning.

chimney and killed him.–June 17.

A Mrs. Eveline Feazel of Lacon, Ill., was killed by lightning

on the 13th ult, while in the act of setting her dinner table. Three

small children were in the room at the time, but they sustained no

injury.-June 19.

The dwelling of Hylas T. Currier, Esq., of Fairfield, Kane Co.
III., was struck by lightning on the evening of the 30th ult-, and

Mr. Currier instantly killed.

A serious accident occurred during the thunder storm on Satur

day last, to Mr. R. Jackson, a ſariner of this vicinity, while he, with

some others in his employ, was gatheriug hay to save it from bein

wet by the rain, they were struck by lightning and all º;
Mr. Jackson teſſ between a horse rake and the horse which was

attached to it. At the same noment the horse took fright and

started off, dragging Mr. Jackson after him in a most perilous sit

uation, beingº in front of the rake and in imminent danger of

being impaleſ by every prong. One prong did pass through his

leg below the knee, but before ſurther injury was received he re

covered from the shock, and with admirable presence of mind,

seized the reins and stopped the horse.—Wilmington (Del.) Journal,

Aſaw 30.

On Saturday evening, a negro man belonging to Dr. W. W.

Wilson, of Springfield, was insuantly killed by lightning.—Savan

nah ſtepublican, June 26.

we regret to learn that during the storm of Wednesday evening,

Col. Reid, the stage Pººr, had four valuable horses killed by

lightning at his farm at Pittstown.

The wiſe and child of Henry Bell, of Clay Co., Missouri, were

killed by lightning on the morning of the second inst.—July 3.

Two young men were killed by lightning in Caldwell Co., Mo.

They were riding over the prairie at the time. , Names not known.

At Amboy. near Syracuse, two lads took shelter under a tree

which was struck by lightning, and one of them was instantly killed.

The dwelling of Gen. J. R. Lawrence, at Syracuse, was struck,

and somewhat injured.—June 28.

At Salina, a house, store and salt block, were severally struck :

a colored woman had the clothes stripped from her side, and was

severely scorched by the lightning, and another woman was ren

dered insensible for half an hour.

A building was struck at Lafayette, in the same county, two

houses atYºrk and a house at Cato four corners in Cayuga

county.—July 4.

T". º, in the Third Municipality were struck by lightning

on Sunday. No personal injury fortunately was sustained.—N.

O. June 27. - - -

The Episcopal church at Belvidere, in this State, was consider

ably injured during a shower on Thursday aſternoon. The fluid

entered the cupola, passing ſlºwn the end of the building fronting

the public square, tearing off the boards and shattering the timber

from top to bottom.–Newark D. Adv. July 6.

There was a severe thunder storm in Plymouth county, Mass.,

on Saturday night, about 11 o'clock. At Kingston thetº:
struck in five different places, but no person was killed.—July 7.

A severe thunder storm was experienced at Quebec and its vicin

ity on Sunday afternoon, July 24. At St. Rock the lightning struck

the church, while the people were at vespers, and created a great

deal of alarm. Fortunately no one experienced injury.

Kingston, Mass., Monday morning, July 3d.—At a quarter before

three yesterday morning, our town was visited by a most terrible

thunder and lightning squali, which though continuing only 30

minutes, struck in four different places, within the distance of a

ºil and a hair. "The first fiash struck the house of Mr. Ezra Per

kins, and demolishing the chimney on the N.W. side of the house

descended to the second story, throwing the plastering over the fire

lace with great violence to the opposite, wal), and cutting off the

eg of a dressing table, split off a part of the mantel, threw it round

quarterly, and nailed it fast to the table;—and then making its way

º the hearth, split the rising of the chimney and distributed

an iron fire frame into half a dozen pieces about the room, and

dashing in a dozen lights of one window, breaking a looking glass

into many pieces—it demolished three glassº setting on the

mantel piece, and left one on the hearth full of oil untouched, and

rolled thunderingly heavy along the floor, cutting through the car

pets and shattering the boards; it tore off the casting and descend

ed to the cellar, opening a gap in the wall tumbled into a wa

ter hogshead, andº out the bung, disappeared with the

water. Though some haſ dozen of persons were in the house, in

bed, at the time, no one was hurt.

. About half an hour afterwards, the house of Mr. Joseph Lover

ing, Jr., about 20 rods from the , was struck, the fluid de

r part of Queen Anne

he fluid passed down the

scending the S. E. chimney, shattering the same till it came to the

second story, where Mr. L., wife and youngest child weresleeping,

the crib touching the chimney wall; and the little one had just,
of its own ac Kord, crept into the bed as the whole plastering over

the crib was Jashed into it, and the bed cºverlet set fire to in sev.

eral places, and one of Mr. L's hands slightly scorched, when it

descended to the room below, carrying all the soot in the chimney

with it, melting two Brittania lamps on the imantel piece, and giv

ing the fire frame a wrenching, and demolishing a lººking glass,

took its departuae without any further ceremony. Three other

children were sleeping in the house at the time. It also struck a

pig stye of Mr. Robert Cushnan, in which were two clever sized

igs, and killing one of them, disappeared. A duck pen of Capt.

}. Fuller was also struck, audi eleven young ducks, intended for

the next Thanksgiving, were found dead in the morning. The two

last are about a mile and a half from the first, and about the same

distance from each other.

During the shower of last Wednesday, a colored Inan was killed

by lightning, in the vicinity of Willow Point, in this county. He

was standing near a tree at the moment, and the fluid passed down

his back, completely shivering the spine.--Broome Repub.

We regret to learn that during the shower on Sunday aſter

noon last, the barn of Mr. Jacob F. Cunningham, of Rhinebeck,

was struck by lightning and entirely consumed with its contents,

together with the building attached.—Poughkeepsie Eagle.

uring the thunder storm of the 28th June, a fine pair of oxen,

belonging to Mr. Charles Comstock, of this town, were killed by

lightning.—Newport N. H.

At Norridgewock, Me., on the 29th June, there was a violent

thunderstorm, więſ struck in sºveral places.

We are informed that during the heavy storm on the evening ot

the 28th June, a barn belonging to Mr. John Wells, situated in the

north part of the town of Schuyler, was struck by lightning and

wholly consumed.

In Charleston on Sunday night, St. Paul's church was struck by

lightning, but not seriously injured.—July 10.

we lºarn that Mr. John A. Cook, formerly a clerk in the Post

office in this place, was recently killed by lightning in Orange Co.

He had been at work in his field, when seeing a storm coming up,

he took shelter under a tree. The tree was struck by lightning, a

art of the Huid passing down the body of Mr. Cook, and causing

is death immediately.—Fayetteville, N. C. July 1st.

During the storm on Sunday the 21 inst;, the Sunderland bridge

across the Connecticut river, was struck by lightning. No injury

was done, however, otherwise than tearing off a few shingles, dis

placing a number of planks, &c., rendering it impassable on one side

at the time. The piº stie adjoining the barn of S. D. Crocker, of

the same town, was also struck, killing three out of four swine. It is

somewhat remarkable, that the fluid should descend to the ground

directly between the barn and a large tree, without touching

either, they only 15 or 20 feet apart.—Northampton (Mass.) Gaz.

uiv 13.

The storm in Adams county, Miss., on the 1st inst, was very

severe in the neighborhood of the town of Washington. One gen

tleman was killed by lightning, and several negroes more or less

injured.—July 17.

The following deaths hy lightning occurred in Canada, during
the show ºr of the 3dinst." At Sherrington three men were kilºjº

the spot, and the other seriously injured. At St. Antonio, five

children were gathering strawberries in a fiefſ about haſ a ſeague

from the village, when they were struck by lightning and two of

them killed, one of then the son of Mr. Lapierre, aged 10 years,

the other a little girl of five years, the daughter of Mr. Archamboult.

Their clothes were much burned. The three others were struck

to the ground, but not seriously injured. They had taken refuge

from the storm near a fence where they were struck.

We learn from Mr. Nelson, the proprietor of the Telegraph,

that the mast of that establishment was struck by lightning during

the thunder gust, on Saturday. In consequence of the mast being

protected by a lightning rod, but little damage was done, though

the fluid passed through the roof of the telegraph house, tearing

away parts of the floor.—Baltimore Patriot, Juſy 19.

A young man by the name of Wm. Nelson Colburn, 22 years of

age from Collier Centre, Erie county, was killed by lightning

about two miles west of this village. A brother who was sitting

near him at the time, was severely stunned, but is recovering.—

Geneva Courier, July 21.

On Tuesday forenoon, about 11 o'clock, a severe thunderstorm

assed over Kingston in this State. A dwelling house was struck

y lightning and tore entirely to pieces. A cat which was§§
on the door". was killed. A child 14 months old, was knocke

down, but its father having the presence of mind to throw a pail

of water upon it, it was immediately resuscitated. There were ten

other persons in the house.

LAws of MAN AT v ARIANCE witH THE

LAWS OF NATURE.

The following extrordinary act is now in force upon
the statute books of the State of Connecticut:

BARBERRY BUSHES.

An Act for destroying Barberry Bushes.

SEct. I. BE it enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives in General Assembly convened, That

any person or persons, with the advice and consent of

the civil authority, and select-men of any town, where

any barberry bushes are, or may be growing, or in

pursuance of the vote of such town, passed in legal

town meeting, may, at any season of the year, enter

on lands on which barberry bushes shall be growing,

and dig them up and destroy them, without being

liable to an action therefor.

Sec. 2. The select-men of any town, in which such

bushes are, or shall be growing, may, in pursuance of

a vote of the town, passed in Tºgai meeting, employ

any suitable person or persons, to dig up and destroy

such bushes, and defray the expense thereof from the

treasury of the town.

The objection to Barberry Bushes, we understand

to be, that they are destructive to the growth of wheat,

and it is said by some persons that wheat will not

mature in the same or adjoining field, in which Bar

berry Bushes are growing, hence this provision of law

in Connecticut.
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MAssachusetts.
The Constitution of Massachusetts was

framed at a time when men's minds were in

a suitable condition for such a work. The

revolution, had brought with it numerous

trials and hardships which served to teach

the inhabitants of the infant Commonwealth

their entire dependence upon the GREAT

Governor of the UNIverse, and led them

to seek that guidance in the framing of a

fundamental law which should secure to

themselves and their posterity the blessing

of civil liberty.

Mankind are creatures of circumstances,

and it is often that the human mind is under

influences that are produced by the occur

rence of importantevents which abundantly

qualify it for usefulness, events which tend

to discipline the mind and to exert an influ

ence which spreads from mind to mind until

the public mind is formed as the mind of

Ode iman.

The individuals who formed the Con

vention which was entrusted with this im

portant work, have all ceased from their

labors and passed to that change which awaits

every human being—their labor, and their

work, in this, is left behind, a valuable

bequest to their posterity, and a rich legacy

to millions yet unborn.

The Constitution of Massachusetts, goes

much into detail—an important requisite in

an act of this description—its language is

plain, and of easy construction.

|

Constitutional law as distinguished from

Statute law, presents, among other charac

teristics, this difference—the former is in

tended as a more permanent enactment

while the latter is subject to alteration by

the Legislature, which is annually convened.

It is important therefore, that whatever laws

are designed to be permanent should be in

corporated in the Constitution, hence the

greater detail is a matter of greatimportance.

The Constitution of Massachusetts has

been in operation 66 years, and the people

of that Commonwealth have been satisfied

with its provisions for we find that but few

amendments have been made to that instru

ment.

In presenting a copy of the Constitution

of Massachusetts, we have premised it with

some extracts from Mr. Justice Story's Com

mentaries on the Constitution, as follows:

“In the establishment of a free govern

ment, the division of the three great pow

ers of government, the executive, the legis

lative, and the judicial, among different

functionaries, has been a favorite policy with

patriots and statesmen. It has by many

been deemed a maxim of vital importance,

that these powers should forever be kept

separate and distinct. And accordingly we

find it laid down with emphatic care in the

bill of rights of several of the State Consti

tutions. In the Constitution of Massachu

setts, for example, it is declared, that in the

Government of this Commonwealth, the

legislative department shall never exercise

the executive and judicial powers, or either

of them; the executive shall never exercise

the legislative or judicial powers, or either

of them; the judicial shall never exercise

the legislative and executive powers, or

either of them; to the end it may be a gov

ernment of laws and not of men. Other

declarations of a similar character are to be

found in other State Constitutions.”

“Montesquieu seems to have been the first,

who, with a truly philosophical eye, survey

ed the political truth involved in the maxim,

in its full extent and gave to it a permanent

importance and value. Asitistacitly assumed,

as a fundamental basis in the Constitution

of the United States, in the distribution of

its powers, it may be worth enquiry, what is

the true nature, object and extent of the

maxim, and of the reasoning by which it is

supported. The remarks of Montesquieu

on this subject will be found in a professed

commentary upon the constitution of Eng

land, “When,” says he, “the legislature

and executive powers are vested in the same

person, or in the same body of magistrates

there can be no public liberty, if the judiciary

power be not separated from the legislative

and executive. Wereitjoined to the legisla

tive, the life and liberty of the subject would

be exposed to arbitrary control; for the judge

would be the legislator. Were it joined to

the executive power, the judge might behave

with violence and oppression. There would

be an end of everything, were the same

men, or the same body, whether of nobles

or of the people, to exercise these three pow

ers, that of enacting laws, that of executing

the public resolutions, and of trying the

causes of individuals.”

“The same reasoning is adopted by Mr.

Justice Blackstone, in hiscommentaries. “In

all tyrannical governments,” says he, “the

supreme magistracy, or the right of both

making and enforcing the laws, is vested in

the same man, or in one and the same body

of men; and wherever these two powers are

united togetherthere can be no public liberty.

The magistrate may enact tyrannical laws,

and execute them in a tyrannical manner,

since he is possessed in quality of dispenser

of justice, with all the power, which he, as

legislator, thinks proper to give himself.

But where the legislative and executive au

thority are in distinct hands, the former will

take care not to entrust the latter with so

large a power, as may tend tothe subversion

of its own independence, and therewith

of the liberty of the subject;” again, “in

this distinct and separate existence of the

judicial power in a peculiar body of men,

nominated, indeed, by, but not remove

able at, the pleasure of the crown, consists

of one main preservation of public liberty;

which cannot long subsist in any state, unless

the administration of common justice be in

some degree separated from the legislative,

and also the executive power. Were it joined

with the legislative, the life, liberty, and

property of the subject would be in the hands

of arbitrary judges, whose decisions, would

| then be regulated only by their opinions,

and not by any fundamental principles of

law, which though legislators may depart

from, yetjudges are bound to observe. were

it joined with the executive, this union

might soon be an overbalance for the legis

lative.

“Dr. Paley's remarksonthis subject are not

the leastvaluable of his excellent writings.

Thenext security for the impartialadministra

tion of justice, especially in decisions, to

which government is a party, is the indepen

dency of the judges. As protection against

every illegal attack upon the rights of the

subject by the servants of the crown, is to

be sought for from these tribunals, thejudges

of the land become not unfrequently the ar

bitrators between the king and the people;

on which account they ought to be inde

pendent of either; or,what is the samething

equally dependent upon both ; that is, if

they be appointed by the one, they should

be removeable only by the other. This was

the policy, which dictated the memorable im

provement in our constitution, by which the
judges, who before the revolution held their

offices during thep. of the king, can

now be deprived of them only by an address

from both houses of parliament; as the

most regular, solemn and authentic way, by

which the dissatisfaction of the people can

be expressed, To make this independency

of the judges complete, the public salaries

of their office ought not only to be certain

both in amount and continuance, but so

liberal as to secure their integrity from the

temptation of secret bribes; which liberality

will answer, also, the further purpose of

| preserving their jurisdiction from contempt,

and their characters from suspicion; as well

as of rendering the office worthy of ambition

of men of eminence in their profession.

Copy of a letter from PRESIDENT Wash

INGTon to the Chief Justice and Associate

Justices of the Supreme Court of the United

States.

UNITED STATEs, April 3d, 1790.

“GENTLEMEN:—I have always been per

suaded, that the stability and success of the

national government, and consequently the

happiness of the people of the United States,

would depend, in a considerable degree, on

the interpretation of its laws. In my opin

ion, therefore, it is important, that the judi

ciary system should not only be independent

in its operations, but as perfect as possible,
in its formation.

“As you are about to commence your

first circuit, and many things may occur in

such an unexplored field, which it would be

useful should be known, I think it proper to

acquaint you, that it will be agreeable to me

to receive such information and remarks on

this subject as you shall from time to time

judge it expedient to make.

GEO. WASHINGTON.”

“To the Chief Justice and Associate Jus

tices of the United States.
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societies, shall, at all times, have the exclusive right

of electing their public teachers, and of contracting

with them for their support and maintenance,

Option as to whom parochial taxes may be paid, unless, &c.

And all monies, paid by the subject to the support
ofº worship, and of the public teachers aforesaid,

shall, if he require it, be uniformly applied to the

support of the public teacher or teachers of his own

religious sect or denomination, provided there be any

on whose instructions he ...'", otherwise it may

be paid towards the support of the teacher or teachers

of the parish or precinct in which the said inonies are
raised.

All denominations equally protected. Subordination of one

sect to another prohibited.

And every denomination of christians, demeaning

themselves peaceably, and as good subjects of the

Commonwealth, shall be equally under the protection

of the law; and no subordination of any one sect or

lºmºn to another shall ever be established by

ºuw.

Right of self government secured.

IV. The people of this Commonwealth have the

sole and exclusive right of governing themselves, as

a free, sovereign, and independent state; and do, and

forever hereafter shall, exercise and enjoy every pow

er, jurisdiction, and right, which is not, or may not

hereafter, be by them expressly delegated to the United

States of America, in congress assembled.

Accountability of all officers, &c.

V. All power residing originally in the people, and

being derived from them, the several magistrates and

officers of government, vested with authority, whether

legislative, executive, or judicial, are their substitutes

and agents, and are at all times accountable to them.

Services rendered to the public, being the only title to peculiar

privileges, hereditary offices are absurd and unnatural.

VI. No man, nor corporation, or association of men,

have any other title to obtain advantages, or particular

andº privileges, distinct from those of the

community, than what arises from the consideration

of services rendered to the public; and this title being

in nature neither hereditary, nor transmissible to chil

dren, or descendants, or relations by blood, the idea

of a man being born a magistrate, lawgiver, or judge,

is absurd and unnatural.

Objects of government; right of people to institute and change it.

VII. Government is instituted for the common good;

for the protection, safety, prosperity and happiness of

the people; and not for the profit, honor, or private

interest of any one man, family, or class of men:

Therefore the people alone have an incontestible, un

alienable, and indefeasible right to institute govern

ment; and to reform, alter, or totally change the same,

when their protection, safety, prosperity and happiness

require it.

Right of people to secure rotation in office.

VIII. In order to prevent those, who are vested

with authority, from becoming oppressors, the people

have a right, at such periods and in such manner as they

shall establish by their frame of government, to cause

their public officers to return to private life; and to

fill up vacant places by certain and regular elections

and appointments.

All,having the qualifications prescribed,equally elegible to office.

IX. All elections ought to be free; and all the in

habitants of this Commonwealth, having such qualifi

cations as they shall establish by their frame of gov

ernment, have an equal right to elect officers, and to

be elected, for public employments.

Right of protection and duty of contribution, correlative. Tax

ation, founded on consent. Private property not to be taken

for public uses, without, &c.

t;

| should be appropriated to public uses, he shall receive

a reasonable compensation therefor.

Remedies, by recourse to the law, to be free, complete and

prompt.

XI. Every subject of the Commonwealth ought to

find a certain remedy, by having recourse to the laws,

for all injuries or wrongs which he may receive in

his person, property or character. He ought to obtain

right and justice freely, and without being obliged to

purchase it; completely, and without any denial;

promptly and without delay; conformably to the laws.

Prosecutions regulated.

XII. No subject shall be held to answer for any

crimes or offence, until the same is fully and plainly,

substantially and formally, described to him; or be

compelled to accuse, or furnish evidence against him

self: and every subject shall have a right to produce

all proofs, that may be favorable to him ; to meet the

witnesses against him face to face, and to be full

heard in his defence by himself, or his counsel at his

election: and no subject shall be arrested, imprisoned,

despoiled, or deprived of his property, immunities, or

privileges,*". outof the protection of the law, exiled,

or deprived of his life, liberty, or estate; but by the

judgment of his peers, or the law of the land.

Right to trial by jury, in criminal cases, except, &c.

And the legislature shall not make any law that shall

subject any person to a capital or infamous punish:

ment, exepting for the government of the army and

navy, without trial by jury.

Crimes to be proved in the vicinity.

XIII. In criminal prosecutions, the verification of

facts in the vicinity where they happen, is one of the

greatest securities of the life, liberty, and property of

the citizen.

Right of search and seizure regulated.

XIV. Every subject has a right to be secure from

all unreasonable searches and seizures of his person,

his houses, his papers, and all his possessions. All

warrants, therefore, are contrary to this right, if the

cause or foundation of them be not previously sup

ported by oath or affirmation; and if the order in the

warrant to a civil officer, to make search in suspected

places, or to arrest one or more suspected persons, or

to seize their property, be not accompanied with a

special designation of the persons or objects of search,

arrest, or seizure; and no warrant ought to be issued

but in cases, and with the formalities, prescribed by

the laws.

Right to trial by jury sacred, except, &c.

XV In all controversies concerning property, and

in all suits between two or more persons, except in

cases in which it has heretofore been otherways used

and practised, the parties have a right to a trial byjury :

and this method of procedure shall be held sacred,

unless, in causes arising on the high seas, and such as

relate to mariners' wages, the legislature shall here

after find it necessary to alter it.

Liberty of the press.

XVI. The liberty of the press is essential to the

security of freedom in a state: it ought not, therefore,

to be restrained in this commonwealth.

Right to keep and bear arms. Standing armies, dangerous.

Military power subordinate to civil.

XVII. The people have a right to keep and to bear

arms for the common defence: and, as in time of peace,

armies are dangerous to liberty, they ought not to be

maintained without the consent of the legislature; and

the military power shall always be held in an exact

subordination to the civil authority, and be governed

by it.

Moral qualifications for office. Moral obligations of lawgivers

and magistrates.

XVIII. A frequent recurrence to the fundamental

*

X. Each individual of the society has a right to be

protected by it in the enjoyment of his life, libert

and property, according toº laws. He is

obliged, consequently, to contribute his share to the

expense of this protection: to give his personal service,

or an equivalent, when necessary; but no part of the

property of any individual, can, with justice, be taken

from him or applied to public uses without his own

consent, or that of the representative body of the

people. In fine, the people of this Commonwealth

are not controllable by any other laws, than those to

8,

ls

which their constitutional representative body have

given their consent. And whenever the public exi;

gencies require that the property of any individual

principles of the constitution, and a constant adherence

to those of piety, justice, moderation, temperance, in

dustry, and frugality, are absolutely necessary to pre

serve the advantages of liberty, and to maintain a free

government. Thepeople ought, consequently, to have

a particular attention to all those principles, in the

choice of their officers and representatives; and they

have a right to require of their lawgivers and magis

trates, an exact and constant observance of them, in

the formation and execution of the laws necessary

for the good administration of the Commonwealth.

Right of people to instruct representatives and petition legis
lature.

The people have a right, in an orderly and peace
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able manner, to assemble to consult upon the common

good; give instructions to their representatives; and

to request of the legislative body, by the way of ad

dresses, petitious, or remonstrances, redress of the

wrongs done them, and of the grievauces they suffer.

Power to suspend the laws or their execution.

XX. The power of suspending the laws, or the

execution of the laws, ought never to be exercised but

by the legislature, or by authority derived from it, to

be exercised in such particular cases only as the legis

lature shall expressly provide for.

Freedom of debate, &c., and reason thereof.

XXI. The freedom of deliberation, speech and

debate, in either house of the legislature, is so essen

tial to the rights of the people that it cannot be the

foundation of any accusation or prosecution, action or

complaint, in any other court or place whatsoever.

Frequent sessions, tad objects thereof.

XXII. The legislature ought frequently to assemble

for the redress of grievances, for correcting, strength

ening, and confirming the laws, and for making new

laws, as the common good may require.

Taxation founded on consent.

XXIII. No subsidy, charge, tax, impost, or duties,

ought to be established, fixed, laid, or levied, under

any pretext whatsoever, without the consent of the

people or their representatives in the legislature.

Ex post facto laws prohibited.

XXIV. Laws made to punish for actions done before

the existence of such laws, and which have not been

declared crimes by preceding laws, are unjust, op

pressive, and inconsistent with the fundamental prin

ciples of a free government.

Legislature not to convict of treason, &c.

XXV. No subject ought, in any case, or in any time,

to be declared guilty of treason or felony by the legis

lature.

Excessive bail or fines and cruel punishments, prohibited.

XXVI. No magistrate or court of law shall demand

excessive bail or sureties, impose excessive fines, or

inflict cruel or unusual punishments.

No soldier to be quartered in any house, unless, &c.

KXVII. In time of peace, no soldier ought to be

quartered in any house without the consent of the

owner; and in time of war, such quarters ought not

to be made but by the civil magistrate, in a manner

ordained by the legislature.

Citizens exempt from law-martial, unless, &c.

XXVIII. No person can in any case be subjected

to law-martial, or to any penalties or pains, by virtue

of that law, except those employed in the army or

navy, and except the militia in actual service, but by

authority of the legislature,

Judges of supreme judicial courts. Tenure of their office.

Salaries.

XXIX. It is essential to the preservation of the

rights of every individual, his life, liberty, property

and character, that there be an impartial interpretation

of the laws, and administration of justice. It is the

right of every citizen to be tried by judges as free,

impartial and independent, as the lot of humanity will

admit. It is therefore not only the best policy, but

for the security of the rights of the people, and of

every citizen, that the judges of the supreme judicial

court should hold their offices as long as they behave

themselves well; and that they should have hon

orable salaries ascertained and established by standing
laws.

Separation of executive, judicial and legislative departments.

XXX. In the government of this Commonwealth,

the legislative department shall never exercise the ex

ecutive and judicial powers, or either of them: the

executive shall never exercise the legislative and

judicial powers, or either of them : the judicial

shall never exercise the legislative and executive pow

ers, or either of them : to the end it may be a gow

ernment of laws and not of men.

PART THE SECONO.

The Frame of Government.

The people, inhabiting the territory formerly called

theProvince of Massachusetts Bay, dohereby solemnly

and mutually agree with each other, to form them

selves into a free, sovereign, and independent body

W. or state, by the name of THE COMMON.

EALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.

CHAPTER I,

THE LEGISLATIVE Pow ER,

SECTION I.

The General Court.

Legislative department.

Art, I. The department of legislation shall be form

ed by two branches, a Senate and House of Repre

sentatives; each of which shall have a negative on the

other.

See amendments, Art. X.

The legislative body shall assemble every year, on

the last Wednesday in May, and at such other times

as they shall judge necessary; and shall dissolve and

be dissolved on the day next preceding the said last

Wednesday in May; and shall be styled, THE GENER

AL Court of MAssAchts ETTs.

Governor's veto. Bill may be passed by two thirds of each

house notwithstanding.

II. No bill or resolve of the senate or house of ren

sentatives shall become a law, and have force as such,

until it shall have been laid before the governor for

his revisal; and if he, upon such revision, approve

thereof, he shall signify his approbation by signing

the same. But if he have anyº to the pass

ing of such bill or resolve, he shall return the same,

together with his objections thereto, in writing, to the

senate or house of representatives, in whichsoever the

same shall have originated; who shall enter the objec

tions sent down by the governor, at large, on their

records, and proceed to reconsider the said bill or re

solve: but if, after such reconsideration, two thirds of

the said senate or house of representatives shall, not

withstanding the saidº agree to pass the

same, it shall together with the objections, be sent to

the other branch of the legislature, where it shall also

be reconsidered, and if approved by two thirds of the

members present, shall have the force of a law; but

in all such cases, the votes of both houses shall be deter

mined by yeas and nays; and the names of the per

sons voting for, or against, the said bill or resolve, shall

be enteredupon the public records of the Common

wealth.

See amendments, Art. 1.

And in order to prevent unnecessary delays, if any

bill or resolve shall not be returned by the governor,

within five days after it shall have been presented,

the same shall have the force of a law.

General court may constitute judicatories, courts of record, &c.

Courts, &c., may administer oaths.

III. The generalcourtshall forever have full power

and authority to erect and constitute judicatories and

courts of record, or other courts, to be held in the

name of the Commonwealth, for the hearing, trying,

and determining of all manner of crimes, oftences,

pleas, processes, plaints, actions, matters, causes and

things, whatsover, arising or happening within the

Commonwealth, or between or concerning persons in

habiting, or residing, or brought within the same :

whether the same be criminal or civil, or whether the

said crimes be capital or not capital, and whether the

said pleas bereal, personal, or mixt; and for the award

ing and making out of execution thereupon: to which

courts and judicatories are hereby given and granted

full power and authority, from time to time, to admin

ister oaths or affirmations, for the better discovery of

truth in any matter in controversy, or depending before
them.

General court may enact laws, &c. not repugnant to the consti

tution ; may provide for the election or appointment of offi

cers; prescribe their duties; impose taxes; duties and ex

cises; to be disposed of for defence, protection, &c.

IV. And further, full power and authority are hereby

given and granted to the said general court, from time

to time, to make, ordain, and establish, all manner of

wholesome and reasonable orders, laws, statutes, and

ordinances, directions and instructions, either with

penalties or without; so as the same be not repugnant

or contrary to this constitution, as they shall judge to

be for the good and welfare of this Commonwealth,

and for the government and ordering thereof, and of

the subjects of the same, and for the necessary sup

port and defence of the government thereof; and to

name and settle annually, or provide by fixed laws,
for the naming and settling all civil officers within the

said Commonwealth, the election and constitution of

whom are not hereafter in this form of government

otherwise provided for; and to set frth the several

º

|

duties, powers and limits, of the several civil and

military officers of this Commonwealth, and the forms

of such oaths or affirmations as shall be respectivel

administered unto them for the execution of their

several offices and places, so as the same be not re

pugnant or contrary to this constitution; and to impose

and levy proportional and reasonable assessments,

rates, and taxes, upon all the inhabitants of, and per

sons resident, and estates lying, within the said Corn

monwealth; and also to impose, and levy reasonable

duties and excises, upon any produce, goods, wares,

inerchandize, and commodities whatsover, brought

into, produced, manufactured, or being within the

same: to be issued and disposed of by warrant, un

der the hand of the governor of this Commonwealth

for the time being, with the advice and consent of the

council, for the public service, in the necessary defence

and support of the government of the said Common

wealth, and the protection and preservation of the

subjects thereof, according to such acts as are or shall

be in force within the same.

Valuation of estates, once in ten years, at least, while, &c.

And while the public charges of government, or any

part thereof, shall be assessed on polls and estates, in

the manner that has hitherto been practised, in order

that such assessments may be made with equality,

there shall be a valuation of estates within the Con

monwealth taken anew once in every ten years at

least, and as much oftener as the general court shall

order.

CHAPTER I,

sEction it.

Senate.

Senate, number of, and by whom elected.

Art. I. There shall be annually elected, by the

freeholders and other inhabitants of this Common

wealth, qualified as in this constitution is provided,

forty persons to be counsellors and senators, for the

year ensuing their election ; to be chosen by the in

habitants of the districts, into which the Common

wealth may from time to time be divided by the gen

eral court for that purpose: and the general court, in

assigning the numbers to be elected by the respective

districts shall govern themselves by the proportion of

the public taxes paid by the said districts; and timely

make known, to the inhabitants of the Commonwealth,

the limits of each district, and the number of counsel

lors and senators to be chosen therein; provided, that

the number of such districts shall never be less than

thirteen ; and that no district be so large as to entitle

the same to choose more than six senators.

Counties to be districts until, &c.

And the several counties in this Commonwealth shall,

until the general court shall determine it necessary to

alter the said districts, be districts for the choice of

counsellors and senators, (except that the counties

of Dukes county and Nantucket shall form one district

for that purpose) and shall elect the following number

for counsellors and senators, viz:

Suffolk six York two

Essex six Dukes county and
Middlesex five Nantucket one

Hampshire four Worcester five

Plymouth three Cumberland one

Barnstable one Lincoln one

Bristol three Berkshire two

Manner and time of choosing senators and counsellors. See

amendments, art. II. and X. See amendments, art. III. Word

“inhabitant" defined.

II. The senate shall be the first branch of the legis

lature; and the senators shall be chosen in the follow

ing manner, viz: there shall be a meeting on the first

Monday in April annually, forever, of the inhabitants

of each town in the several counties of this Common

wealth, to be called by the selectmen, and warned in

due course of law, at least seven days before the first

Monday in April, for the purpose of electing persons

to be senators and counsellors; and at such meetings

every male inhabitant of twenty one years of age and

upwards, having a freehold estate, within the Com

monwealth of the annual income of three pounds, or

any estate of the value of sixty pounds, shall have a

right to give in his vote for the senatorsfor the district

of which he is an inhabitant. And to remove all

doubts concerning the meaning of the word “inhabi

tant,” in this constitution, every person shall be con

sidered as an inhabitant, for º purpose of electing
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every district of the Commonwealth; and in like

manner all vacancies in the senate, arising by death,

removal out of the state, or otherwise, shall be supplied

as soon as may be after such vacancies shall happen.

Qualifications of a senator.

V. Provided, nevertheless, that no person shall be

capable of being elected as a senator, who is not seized

in his own right of a freehold within this Common

wealth, of the value of three hundred pounds at least,

or possessed of personal estate to the value of six

hundred pounds at least, or of both to the amount of

the same sum, and who hasnot been an inhabitant of this

Commonwealth for the space of five years immediately

|..." his election, and, at the time of his election,

he shall be an inhabitant in the district, for which he

shall be chosen.

Senate not to adjourn more than two days.

VI. The senate shall have power to adjourn them

selves, provided such adjournments do not exceed two

days at a time.

Shall choose its officers and establish its rules.

VII. The senate shall choose its own president,

appoint its own officers, and determine its own rules

of proceeding.

Shall try all impenchments. Oath. Limitation of sentence.

VIII. The senate shall be a court with full authority

to hear and determine all impeachments made by the

house of representatives, against any officer or officers

of the Commonwealth, for misconduct and mal-admin

istration in their offices: but, previous to the trial of

every impeachment, the members of the senate shall

respectively be sworn, truly and impartially to try and

determine the charge in question, according to evi

dence. Their judgment, however, shall not extend

further than to removal from office and disqualification

to hold or enjoy any place of honor, trust, or profit,

under this Commonwealth: but the party, so convict

ed, shall be, nevertheless, liable to indictment, trial,

judgment and punishment, according to the laws of

the land.

Quorum.

IX. Not less than sixteen members of the senate

shall constitute a quorum for doing business.

CHAPTER I.

sECTION III.

House of Representatives.

Representation of the people.

Article I. There shall be, in the Legislature of this

Commonwealth, a representation of the people, annu

ally elected, andtº. upon the principle of equality.

Representatives by whom chosen.

II. And in order to provide for a representation of

the citizens of this Commonwealth founded upon the

principle of equality, every ..". town, contain

ing one hundred and fifty ratable polls, may elect one

representative; every corporate town, containing three

hundred and seventy five ratable polls, may elect

two representatives; every corporate town, containing

six hundred ratable polls, may elect three representa

tives; and proceeding in that manner, making two

hundred and twenty five ratable polls the mean increa

sing number for every additional representative.

Proviso as to towns having less than 150 ratable polls.

Provided, nevertheless, that each town now incor

porated, not having one hundred and fifty ratable

polls, may elect one representative; but no place shall

º: be incorporated with the privilege of elect.
ing a representative, unless there are within the same

one hundred and fifty ratable polls.

Towns liable to fine in case, &c.

And the house of representatives shall have power,

from time to time, to impose fines upon such towns as

shall neglect to choose and return members to the

same, agreeably to this constitution.

Expense of travelling to and from the general court, how paid.

The expenses of travelling to the general assembly,

and returning home, once in every session, and no

more, shall be paid by the government, out of the

public treasury, to every member who shall attend as

seasonably as he can in the judgment of the house,

and does not depart without leave.

Qualifications of a representative.

III: Every member of the house of representatives

shall be chosen by written votes; and for one year at

least next preceding his election, shall have been an

inhabitant of, and have been seized in his own right

of a freehold of the value of one hundred pounds,

within the town he shall be chosen to represent, or

any ratable estate to the value of two hundred pounds;

and he shall cease to represent the said town, imme

diately on his ceasing to be qualified as aforesaid.

Qualifications of a voter. See amendments, Art. III.

IV. Every male person, being twenty one years of

age, and resident in any particular town in this Com

monwealth, for the space of one year next preceding,

having a freehold estate within the same town, of the

annual income of three pounds, or any estate of the

value of sixty pounds, shall have a right to vote in

the choice of a representative or representatives for

the said town.

Repr ives, when ch See .. , Art. X.

V. The members of the house of representatives

shall be chosen annually in the month of May, ten

days at least before the last Wednesday of that month.

House alone can impeach.

VI. The house of representatives shall be the grand

inquest of this Commonwealth ; and all impeachments

made by them shall be heard and tried by the senate.

House to originate all money bills.

VII. All money bills shall originate in the house of

representatives; but the senate may propose or con

cur with amendments, as on other bills.

Not to adjourn more than two days.

VIII. The house of representatives shall have power

to adjouin themselves; provided such adjournment

shall not exceed two days at a time.

Quorum.

IX. Not less than sixty members of the house of

representatives shall constitute a quorum for doing

business.

House to judge of returns, &c. of its own members. To choose

its officers, &c. May punish for certain offences.

X. The house of representatives shall be judge of

the returns, elections, and qualifications of its own

members as pointed out in the constitution ; shall

choose their own speaker; appoint their own officers,

and settle the rules and orders ofº in their

own house. They shall have authority to punish º
imprisonment, every person, not a member, who shall

be guilty of disrespect to the house, by any disorderly,

or contemptuous behaviour, in its presence; or who,

in the town where the general court is sitting, and

during the time of its sitting, shall threaten harm to

the body or estate of any of its members, for anything

said or done in the house; or who shall assault any

of them therefor; or who shall assault, or arrest, any

witness, or other person ordered to attend the house,

in his way in going, or returning; or who shall rescue

any person arrested by the order of the house.

Privileges of members.

And no member of the house of representatives

shall be arrested. or held to bail on mean process,

during his going unto, returning from, or his attending,

the general assembly.

Governor and council may punish. General limitation.

XI. The senate shall have the same powers in the

like cases; and the governor and council shall have

the same authority to punish in like cases: provided,

that no imprisonment, on the warrant or order of the

É. council, senate, orhouse of representatives,

or either of the above described offences, be for a

term exceeding thirty days.

Trial may be by committee, or otherwise.

And the senate and house of representatives may

try, and determine, all cases where their rights and

privileges are concerned, and which, by the constitu

tion, they have authority to try and determine, by

committees of their own members, or in such other

way as they may respectively think best.

CHAPTER II.

EXECUTIVE Power.

section i.

Governor.

Governor. His title.

Art I. There shall be a supreme executive magis

trate, who shall be styled, "THE GOVERNOR OF

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS;

and whose title shall be—HIS EXCELLENCY.
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To be chosen annually. Qualifications. See amendments, Art.

Wii.

II. The governor shall be chosen annually; and no

person shall be elegible to this office, unless, at the

time of his election, he shall have been an inhabitant

of this Commonwealth for seven yearsnext preceding,

and unless he shall, at the same time, be seized, in his

own right, of a freehold within the Commonwealth,

of the value of one thousand pounds; and unless he

shall declare himself to be of the christian religion.

By whom chosen, if he have a majority of votes. See amend

ments, Art. II. and X. How chosen when no person has a ma

jority.

III. Those persons, who shall be qualified to vote

for senators and representatives, within the several

towns of this Commonwealth, shall, at a meeting, to

be called for that purpose, on the first Monday of

April annually, give in their votes for a governor, to

the selectmen, who shall preside at such meetings;

and the town clerk, in the presence and with the

assistance of the selectmen, shall, in open town meet

ing, sort and count the votes, and form a list of the

persons voted for, with the number of votes for each

person against his name; and shall make a fair record

of the same in the town books, and a public declara

tion thereof in the said meeting; and shall in the

resence of theinhabitants, seal up copies of the said

ist, attested by him and the selectmen, and transmit

the same to the sheriff of the county, thirty days

at least before the last Wednesday in May; and the

sheriff shall transmit the same to the secretary's office

seventeen days at least before the said last Wednes

day in May; or the selectmen may cause returns of

the same to be made to the office of the secretary of

the Commonwealth seventeen days at least before the

said day; and the secretary shall lay the same before

the senate and house of representatives, on the last

Wednesday in May, to be by them examined; and in

case of an election by a majority of all the votes re

turned, the choice shall be by them declared and pub

lished; but if no person shall have a majority of votes

the house of representatives shall, by ballot, elect

two out of four persons, who had the ighestnumber

of votes, if so many shall have been voted for; but,
if otherwise, out ythe number voted for; and make

return to the senate of the two persons so elected ;

on which, the senate shall proceed, by ballot, to elect

one, who shall be declared governor.

Power of governor, and of governor and council.

IV. The governor shall have authority, from time

to time, at his discretion, to assemble and call together

the counsellors of this Commonwealth for the time

being; and the governor, with the said counsellors,

or five of them at least, shall, and may, from time to

time, hold and keep a council, for the ordering and

directing the affairs of the Commonwealth, agreeably

to the constitution and the laws of the land.

Same subject. See amendments, art. X.

V. The Governor, with advice of council, shall have

full powerandauthority,during thesession ofthegeneral

Sourt, to adjourn or prorogue the same to any time

the two houses shall desire; and to dissolve the same

on the day next preceding the last Wednesday in May;

and, in the recess of the said court, to prorogue

thesame from time to time, not exceeding ninety days

ºn any one recess: and to call it together sooner than

the time to which it may be adjourned or prorogued,

if the welfare of the Commonwealth shall require the

same; and in case of any infectious distemper pre

vailing in the place where the said court is nextat any

time to convene, or any other cause happening, where

by danger may arise to the health or lives of the mem

bers from their attendance, he may direct the session

to be held at some other the most convenient place
within the state.

See amendments, Art. X.

And the governor shall dissolve the said general

court on the day next preceding the last Wednesday

in May.

Governor and council may adjourn general court, in cases, &c.,

but not exceeding 90 days.

VI. In cases of disagreement between the two

houses, with regard to the necessity, expediency or

time of adjournment, or prorogation, the governor,

with advice of theº have a right to ad

Journ or prorogue the general court, not exceedin

ninety days, as he shall determine the publicj
shall require,

Governor to be commander in chief.

VII. The governor of this Commonwealth, for the

time being, shall be the commander in chief of the

army and navy, and of all the military forces of the

state by sea and land ; and shall have full power, by

himself, or by any commander, or other officer or offi

cers, from time to time, to train, instruct, exercise and

govern the militia and navy; and, for the special de

fence and safety of the Commonwealth, to assemble

in martial array, and put in warlike posture, the in

habitants thereof, and to lead and conduct them, and

with them, to encounter, repel, resist, expel and pur

sue, by force of arms, as ...'by sea as by land, within

or without the limits of this Commonwealth, and also

to kill, slay and destroy, if necessary, and conquer,

by all fitting ways, enterprizes and means whatsoever,

and every such person, and persons as shall, at

any time hereafter, in a hostile manner, attempt or

enterprize the destruction, invasion, detriment, or an

noyance of this Commonwealth; and to use and ex

ercise, over the army and navy, and over the militia

in actual service, the law martial, in time of war or

invasion, and also in time of rebellion, declared by

the legislature to exist, as occasion shall necessarily

require; and to take and surprize by all ways and

means whatsoever, all and every such person or per

sons, with their ships, arms, ammunition and other

goods, as shall in a hostile manner, invade, or attempt

the invading, conquering, or annoying this Common

wealth; and that the governor be intrusted with all

these and other powers, incident to the offices of

captain general and commander in chief, and admiral

to be exercised agreeably to the rules and regulations

of the constitution, and the laws of the land, and not

otherwise.

Limitation.

Provided, that the said governor shall not, at any

time hereafter, by virtue of any power by this Con

stitution granted, or hereafter to be granted to him by
the legislature, transport any of the inhabitants of

this Commonwealth, or oblige them to march out of

the limits of the same, without their free and volum

tary consent, or the consent of the general court; ex

cept so far as may be necessary to march or transport

them by land or water, for the defence of such part

of the state to which they cannot otherwise conveni

ently have access.

Governor and council may pardon offences, except, &c. But not

before conviction.

VIII. The power of pardoning offences, except

such as persons may be convicted of before the senate,

by an impeachment of the house, shall be in the gov

ernor, by and with the advice of council; but no

charter of pardon, granted by the governor, with

advice of the council before conviction, shall avail the

party pleading the same, notwithstanding any general

or particular expressions contained therein, descrip.

tive of the offence, or offences intended to be pardoned.

All judicial officers, &c. how nominated and appointed.

IX. All judicial officers, the attorney general, the

solicitor general, all sheriffs, coroners, and registers

of probate, shall be nominated and appointed by the

overnor, by and with the advice and consent of

the council; and every such nomination shall be

made by the governor, and made at least seven days

prior to such appointment.

Militia officers, how elected. See amendments, Art. V. How

commissioned.

X. The captains and subalterns of the militia shall

be elected by the written votes of the train band and

alarm list of their respective companies, of twenty

one years of age and upwards; the field officers of

regiments i. be elected by the written votes of the

captains and subalterns of their... regiments;

the brigadiers shall be elected in like manner, by the

field officers of their respective brigades; and such

officers, so elected, shall be commissioned by the

governor, who shall determine their rank.

The Legislature shall, by standing laws, direct the

time and manner of convening the electors, and of col

lecting votes, and of certifying to the governor the
officers elected.

Major Generals, how appointed and cemmissioned.

The major generals shall be appointed by the senate

and house of representatives, each having a negative

upon the other; and be commissioned by the gov
ernor.

Vacancies how filled, in case, &c.

And if the electors of brigadiers, field officers, cap

tains or subalterns, shall neglect or refuse to make

such elections, after being duly notified, according to

the laws for the time being, then the governor, with

advice of council, shall appoint suitable persons to fill
such offices.

Officers duly commissioned, how removed. See amendments,

Art IV."

And no officer, duly commissioned to command in

the militia shall be removed from his office, but

by the address of both houses to the governor, or

by fair trial in court martial, pursuant to the laws of

the Commonwealth for the time being.

Adjutants, &c. how appointed.

The commanding officers of regiments shall appoint

their adjutants and quarter masters; the brigadiers

their brigade majors; and the major generals their

aids; ºf the governor shall appoint the adjutant

eneral.
g The governor, with advice of council, shall appoint

all officers of the continental army, whom by the con

federation of the United States it is provided that this

Commonwealth shall appoint-as also all officers of

forts and garrisons.

Organization of militia.

The divisions of the militia into brigades, regiments
and companies, made in pursuance of the militia laws

now in force, shall be considered as the proper divis

ions of the militia of this Commonwealth, until the

same shall be altered in pursuance of some future law.

Money, how drawn from the treasury, except, &c.

XI. No monies shall be issued out of the treasu

of this Commonwealth and disposed of (except suc

sums as may be appropriated for the redemption of

bills of credit or treasurer's notes, or for the payment

of interest arising thereon) but by warrant under the

hand ofthe governorfor the time being, with the advice

and consent of the council, for the necessary defence

and support of the Commonwealth; and for the pro

tection and preservation of the inhabitants thereof,

agreeably to the acts and resolves of the general court.

All public boards, &c. to make quarterly returns.

XII. All public boards, the commissary general, all

superintending officers of public magazines and stores

belonging to this Commonwealth, and all commandin

officers ºf forts and garrisons within the same, shall,

once in every three months, officially and without

requisition, and at other times, when required by the

governor, deliver to him an account of all goods, stores,

provisions, ammunition, cannon with their appendages,

and small arms with their accoutrements, and ofall

other public property whatever under their care res

pectively; distinguishing the quantity, number, quality

and kind of each, asP.".” may be; together

with the condition of such forts and garrisons; and

the said commanding officer shall exhibit to the gov

ernor, when required by him, true and exact plans of

such forts and of the land and sea, or harbor or har

bors, adjacent.

And the said boards, and all public officers, shall

communicate to the governor, as soon as may be after

receiving the same, all letters, dispatches, and intelli

gences of a public nature, which shall be directed

to them respectively.

Salary of governor.

XIII. As the public good requires that the governor

should not be under the undue influence of any of the

members of the general court, by a dependence on

them for his support—that he should, in all cases, act

with freedom for the benefit of the public—that he

should not have his attention necessarily diverted

from that object to his private concerns—and that he

should maintain the dignity of the Commonwealth in

the character of its chief magistrate—it is necessary

that he should have an honorable stated ". of

a fixed and permanent value, amply sufficient for ose

purposes, and established by standing laws; and it

shall be among the first acts of the general court, after
the commencement of this constitution, to establish

such salary by law accordingly.

Salaries of justices of supreme judicial court.

Permanentand honorable salaries shall also be estab:

lished by law for the justices of the supreme judicial

“ sºn-toº-wrºit imment

And if it shall be found, that any of the salaries

aforesaid, so established, are insufficient, . shall,

from time to time, be enlarged, as the gene court

shall judge proper.
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power and authority, to do, and execute, all and

every such acts, matters and things, as the governor,

or the lieutenant governor, might or could, by virtue

of this constitution, do or execute, if they, or either

of them, were personally present.

Elections, may be adjourned, until, &c. order thereof,

VII. And whereas the elections appointed to be

made by this constitution, on the last Wednesday in

May annually, by the two houses of the legislature,

may not be completed on that day, the said elections

may be adjourned from day to day until the same shall

be completed; And the order of elections shall be as

follows; the vacancies in the senate, if any, shall first

be filled up; the governor and lieutenant governor

shall then be elected, provided there should be no

choice of them by the people; and afterwards the

two houses shall proceed to the election of the coun

cil.

CHAPTER II.

SECTION IV.

Secretary, Treasurer, Commissary, &c.

Secretary, &c.by whom and how chosen. See amendments, Art.

IV. Treasurer ineligible for more than five successive years.

Art. I. The secretary, treasurer and receiver gen

eral, and the commissary general, notaries public, and

naval officers, shall be chosen annually by joint bal

lot of the senators and representatives in one room;

and, that the citizens of this Commonwealth may be

assured, from time to time, that the monies remaining

in the public treasury, upon the settlement and liqui

dation of the public accounts, are their property, no

man shall be elegible as treasurer and receiver general

more than five years successively.

Secretary to keep records, toº the governor and council,

C.

II. The records of the Commonwealth shall be

kept in the office of the secretary, who may appoint

his deputies, for whose conduct he shall be account

able, and he shall attend the governor and council,

the senate and house of representatives, in person, or

by his deputies, as they shall respectively require.

CHAPTER III.

JUDICIARY POW ER.

Tenure of all commissioned officers to be expressed. Judicial

officers to hold office during good behavior, except, &c. But

may be removed on address.

Art. I. The tenure, that all commission officers

shall by law have in their offices, shall be expressed

in their respective commissions. All judicial officers,

duly appointed, commissioned and sworn, shall hold

their offices during good behavior, excepting such con

cerning whom there is different provision made in this

constitution : provided, nevertheless, the governor,

with consent of the council, may remove them upon

the address of both houses of the legislature.

Justices of supreme judicial court to give opinions when

required.

II. Each branch of the legislature, as well as the

governor and council, shall have authority to require

the opinions of the justices of the supreme judicial

court, upon important questions of law, and upon

solemn occasions.

Justices of the peace; tenure of their offee.

III. In order that the people may not suffer from

the long continuance in place of any justice of the

eace, who shall fail of discharging the important

§. of his office with ability or fidelity, all com

missions of justices of the peace shall expire and be

come void, in the term of seven years from their res

pective dates; and, upon the expiration of any com

mission, the same may, if necessary, be renewed, or
another person pººl, as shall most conduce to

the well being of the Commonwealth.

Provisions for holding probate courts.

IV. The judges of probate of wills, and for grant

ing letters of administration, shall hold their courts at

such place or places, on fixed days, as the conveni

ence of the people shall require; and the legislature

shall from time to time, hereafter appoint such times

and places; until which appointments, the said courts

shall be holden at the time and places which the res

pective judges shall direct.

Provisions for determining causes of marriage, divorce, &c.

V. All causes of marriage, divorce and alimony,

and all appeals from the judges of probate, shall be

heard and determined by the governor and council.

until the legislature shall, by law, make other provis

10il.

CHAPTER IV.

DELEGATE's To Cox GRESS.

The delegates of this Commonwealth to the con

gress of the United States shall, some time in the month

of June annually, be elected by the joint ballot of

the senate and house of representatives, assembled

together in one room; to serve in congress for one

year, to commence on the first Monday in November

then next ensuing. They shall have commissions

under the hand of the governor, and the great seal

of the Commonwealth ; but may be recalled at any

time within the year, and others chosen and comiuis

sioned, in the same manner, in their stead.

CHAPTER V.

THE UNIVER'sITY AT CAMH R1DGE, AND THE EN court

AGEMENT OF LITERATURE, &c.

8ECtion i.

The University.

Powers, privileges, &c. of the president and

fellows confirmed.

Art. I. Whereas our wise and pious ancestors, so

early as the year one thousand six hundred and thirty

six, laid the foundation of Harvard College, in which

university many persons of great eminence have, by

the blessing of GOD, been initiated in those arts and

sciences,which qualified themfor public employments,

both in church and state; and whereas the encourage

inent of artsand sciences, and all good literature, tends

to the honor of GOD, the advantage of the christian

religion, and the great benefit of this, and the other

United States of America—it is declared, that the

PRESIDENT and FELLOWS of HARVARD COL

LEGE, in their corporate capacity, and their success

ors in that capacity, their officers and servants, shall

have, hold, use, exercise and enjoy, all the powers,

authorities, rights, liberties, privileges, immunities

and franchises, which they now have or are entitled

to have, hold, use exercise and enjoy; and the same

are hereby ratified and confirmed unto them, the said

president and fellowsof Harvard College, and to their

successors, and to their officers and servants, respect

ively, forever.

All gifts, grants, &c. confirmed.

II. And whereas there have been, at sundry times,

by divers persons, gifts, grants, devises of houses,

lands, tenements, goods, chattels, legacies and convey

ances, heretofore made, either to Harvard College in

Cambridge, in New-England, or to the president and

fellows of Harvard College, or to the said college, by

some other description, under several charters suc

cessively; it is declared, that all the said gifts, grants,

devises, legacies and conveyances, are hereby forever

confirmed upon the president and fellows of Harvard

College and to their successors, in the capacity afore

said, according to the true intent and meaning of the

donor or donors, grantor or grantors, devisor or de

visors.

Who shall be overseers,

Harvard-College.

Power of alteration, reserved to the

legislature.

III. And whereas by an act of the general court of

the colony of Massachusetts Bay, passed in the year

one thousand six hundred and forty-two, the governor

and deputy governor, for the time being, and all the

magistrates of that jurisdiction, were, with the presi

dent, and a number of the clergy in the said act des

cribed, constituted the overseers of Harvard College;

and it being necessary, in this new constitution of gov

ernment, to ascertain who shall be deemed successors

to the said governor, deputy governor, and magistrates;

it is declared, that the governor, lieutenant governor,

council and senate of this Commonwealth, are, and

shall be deemed, their successors; who, with the

president of Harvard College, for the time being, to

gether with the ministersofthe congregational churches
in the towns of Cambridge, Watertown, Charlestown,

Boston, Roxbury, and Dorchester, mentioned in the

said act, shall be and hereby are, vested with all the

powers and authority belonging, or in any way apper

taining to the overseers of Harvard College;.
that nothing herein shall be construed to prevent the

legislature of this Commonwealth from making such

alterations in the government of the said university,
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at shall be conducive to its advantage, and the interest

of the republic of letters, in as full amºuner as might

have been done by the legislature of the late prov

ince of Massachusetts Bay.

CHAPTER W.

SECTION II.

The encouragement of literature, &c.

Duty of legislature and magistrates in all future periods.

Wisdom, and knowledge, as well as virtue, diffused

generally among the body of the people, being neces

sary for the preservation of their rights and liberties;

** these depend on spreading the opportunities

and advantages of education in the various parts of the

country, and among the different orders of the people,

it shall be the duty of legislatures and magistrates, in

all future periods of this Commonwealth, to cherish

the interests of literature and the sciences, and all

the seminaries of them; especially the university at

Cambridge, public schools, and grammar schools in

the towns; to encourage private societies, and pub

lic institutions, rewards and immunities, for the pro

motionof agriculture, arts, sciences, commerce, trades,

manufactures, and a natural history of the country;

to countenance and inculcate the principles of human:

ity and general benevolence.public and private charity,

industry and frugality, honesty and punctuality in

their dealings; sincerity, good humor, and all social

affections, and generous sentiments among the people.

CHAPTER WI.

oATHS AND SUBSCRIPTIONS: INCOMPATIBILITY OF AND

EXCLUSION FROM OFFICES : PECUNIARY QUALſFi

cAtions ; cow Missions; w RITs; cox FIRMATION of

LAws; HABEAs cortPUs; THE ENACTING STYLE :

CoNTINUANCE OF OFFICERS ; PROVISION FOR A FU

TURE REv isAL or the constitution, &c.

Art. I. Any person chosen governor, lieutenant gov

ernor, counsellor, senator or representative, and ac

cepting the trust, shall, before he proceed to execute

the duties of his place or office, make and subscribe

the following declaration, viz:

See amendments, Art.WII.

“I, A. B. do declare, that I believe the christian

religion and have a firm persuasion of its truth; and

that I am seized ahdſº in my own right, of

the property required by the constitution, as one

qualification for the office or place to which I am
elected.”

And the governor, lieutenant governor, and coun

sellors shall make and subscribe the said declaration,

in the presence of the two houses of assembly; and

the senators and representatives, first elected under

this constitution, before the president and five of the

council of the former constitution. and, forever after

lº before the governor and council for the time

eing:

And every person, chosen to either of the places or

offices aforesaid, as also any personºor coln -

missioned to any judicial, executive, military, or other

office under the government, shall, before he enters

on the discharge of the business of his place or office,

take and subscribe the following declaration, and

oaths or affirmations, viz.–

See amendments, art. VI.

“I, A.B. do truly and sincerely acknowledge, pro

fess, testify and declare, that the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts is, and of right ought to be, a free,

sovereign and independent state; and 1 do swear,

that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the said

Commonwealth, and that I will defend the same against

traitorous conspiracies and all hostile attempts what

soever; and that I do renounce and abjure all allegi

auce, subjection and obedience to the king, queen or

government of Great Britain, (as the case may be)

and every other foreign power whatsoever; and that

no foreign prince, person, prelate, state or potentate,

hath or ought to have, any jurisdiction, superiority,

pre-eminence, authority, dispensing or other power,
in any matter, civil, ecclesiastical or spiritual, within

this Commonwealth; except the authority and power

which is or may be vested by their constituents in the

congress of the United States; and I do further testi

fy and declare, that no man or body of men hath or

can have any right to absolve or discharge me from

the obligation of this oath, declaration or affirmation;

and that I do make this acknowledgement, profession,

testimony, declaration, denial, renunciation and abju

ration, heartily and truly, according to the common

ſ

| meaning and acceptation of the foregoing words with

out any equivocation, mental evasion, or secret reser

vation whatsoever. So help me GOD.” -

“I, A. B. do solemnly swear and affirm, that I will

faithfully and impartially discharge and perform all

the duties incumbent on me as

; according to the best of my abilities and

understanding, agreeably to the rules and regulations,

of the constitution and the laws of the Common

wealth.” “So help me GOD.”

Provided always, that when any person, chosen or

appointed as aforesaid, shall be of the denomination

of the people called Quakers, and shall decline taking

the said oaths, he shall make his affirmation in the

foregoing form, and subscribe the same, omitting the

words “I do swear,” “and abjure,” “oath or,” “and

abjuration,” in the first oath; and in the second oath,

the words “swear and ;” and in each of them the

words“So help me GOD:” subjoining instead thereof.

“This I do under the pains and penalties of perjury.”

And the said oaths or affirmations shall be taken and

subscribed by the governer, lieutenant governor, and
counsellors,i. the president of the senate, in the

presence of the two houses of assembly; and by the

senators and representatives first elected under this

constitution, before the president and five of the

council of the former constitution; and forever after

wards before the governor and council for the time

being; and by the residue of the officers aforesaid,

before such persons, and in such manner, asfrom time

to time shall be prescribed by the legislature.

Plurality of offices prohibited to governor, &c., except, &c.

II. No governor, lieutenant governor, or judge of

the supremejudicial court, shall hold any other office or

place, under the authority of this Commonwealth, ex

cept such as by this constitution they are admitted to

hold, saving that the judges of the said court may

hold the offices of justices of the peace through the

state; nor shall they hold any other place or office, or

receive any pension or salary from any other state or

government or power whatever.

Same subject.

No person shall be capable of holding or exercising

at the same time, within this state more than one of

the following offices, viz: judge of probate—sheriff—

register of probate—or register of deeds; and never

more than any two offices, which are to be held by

appointment of the governor, or the governor and

council, or the senate, or the house of representatives,

or by the election of the people of the state at large,

or º the people of any county, military offices, and

the offices of justices of the peace excepted, shall be

held by one person.

Iucompatible offices. See amendments, Art. VIII.

No person holding the office of judge of the supreme

judicial court—secretary—attorney general—solicitor

º or receiver general—judge of pro

ate—commissary general—president, professor, or

instructor of Harvard College—sherift—clerk of the

hºuse of representatives—register of probate—register
of deeds—clerk of the supreme judicial court—clerk

of the inferior court of common pleas—or officer of

the customs, including in this description naval officers

—shall at the same time have a seat in the senate or

house of representatives; but their being chosen or

appointed to, and accepting the same, shall operate as

a resignation of their seat in the senate or house of

representatives; and the place so vacated shall be

i. up.

Same subject.

And the same rule shall, take place in case any

judge of the said supreme judicial court, or judge of

prºbate, shall accept a seat in council; or any coun

sellor shall accept of either of those offices or places.

Bribery, &c., operates disqualification.

And no person shall ever be admitted to hold a seat

in the legislature or any office of trust or importance

under the government of this Commonwealth, who

shall, in the due course of law, have been convicted

of bribery or corruption, in obtaining an election or

appointment.

Value of money ascertained. Property qualifications may be

increased.

III. In all cases, where sums of money are men

tioned in this constitution, the value thereof shall be

computed in silver at six shillings and eight pence per

ounce; and it shall be in the power of the legislature,

from time to time, to increase such qualifications, as

|

to prope of the persons to be elected to offices,

asHº!of the Commonwealth shall re.

quire. - -

Provisions respecting commissions.

IV. All commissions shall be in the name of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, signed by the gov;

ernor, and attested by the secretary or his deputy, and

have the great seal of the Commonwealth affixed

thereto.

Provisions respecting writs.

V. All writs, issuing out of the clerk's office in any

of the courts of law, shall be in the name of the Com

monwealth of Massachusetts; they shall be under the

seal of the court from whence they issue; they shall

bear test of the first justice of the court to which

they shall be returnable, who is not a party, and be

signed by the clerk of such court.

Continuation of former laws, except, &c.

VI. All the laws, which have heretofore been adopt

ed, used, and approved in the province, colony or

state of Massachusetts Bay, and usually practised on

in the courts of law, shall still remain and be in full

force, until altered or repealed by the legislature;

such parts only excepted as are repugnant to the rights
and liberties contained in this constitution.

Penefit of habeas corpus secured, except, &c.

VII. The privilege and benefit of the writ of habeas

corpus shall be enjoyed in this Commonwealth in the

most free, easy, cheap, expeditious and ample manner;

and shall not be suspended by the legislature, except

upon the most urgent and pressing occasions, and for

a limited time not exceeding twelve months.

The enacting style.

VIII. The enacting style, in making and passing all

acts, statutes and laws, shall be—“Be it enacted by

the senate and house of representatives, in general

court assembled, and by the authority of the same.” +

Officers of former government continued until, &c.

IX. To the end there may be no failure of justice,

or danger arise to the Commonwealth, from a change
of the form of government—all officers, civil and

military, holding commissions under the government

and people of Massachusetts Bay in New England,

and all other officers of the said government and

people, at the time this constitution shall take effect,

shall have, hold, use, exercise and enjoy all the pow

ers and authority to them granted or committed, until

other persons shall be appointed in their stead; and
all courts of law º proceed in the execution

of the business of their respective departments; and

all the executive and legislative officers, bodies and

powers shall continue in full force, in the enjoyment

and exercise of all their trusts, employments and au.

thority, until the general court. the supreme and

executive officers under this constitution are desigma

ted and invested with their respective trusts, powers
and authority.

Provision for revising constitution.

X. In order the more effectually to adhere to the

rinciples of the constitution, and to correct those vio

ations which by any means may be made therein, as

well as tº form such alterations as from experience

shall be found necessary—the general court, which
shall be in the year of our i. one thousand seven

hundred and ninety five, shall issue precepts to the

selectmen of the several towns, and to the assessors

of the unincorporated plantations, directing them to

convene the qualified voters of their respective towns

and plantations, for the purpose of collecting their

sentiments on the necessity or expediency of revi.

sing the constitution, in order to amendments,

Same subject.

And if it shall appear by the returns made, that

two thirds of the qualified voters throughout the state,

who shall assemble and vote in consequence of the

said precepts, are in favor of such revision or amend

ment, the general court shall issue precepts, or direct

them to be issued from the secretary's office to the

several towns, to elect delegates to meet in conven

tion for the purpose aforesaid,

The said delegates to be chosen in the same man

ner and proportion as their representatives in the sec

ond branch of the legislature are by this constitution

to be chosen.

Provision for preserving and publishing this constitution.

XI. This form of government shall be enrolled on

parchment, and deposited in the secretary's office,

and be a part of the laws of the land; and printed
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panies, as well those under, as those above the age

of twenty one years, shall have a right to vote.

Oath to be taken by all officers; or affirmation in case, &c.

Art. 6. Instead of the oath of allegiance prescribed

by the constitution, the following oath shall be taken

and subscribed by every person chosen or appointed

to any office, ... military, under the government

of this Commonwealth, before he shall enter on the

duties of his office, to wit:

“I, A. B. do solemnly swear, that I will bear true

faith and allegiance to the Commonwealth of Massa

chusetts, and will support the constitution thereof.

So help me God.”

Provided, That when any person shall be of the

denomination called Quakers, and shall decline taking

said oath, he shall make his affirmation in the fore

going form, omitting the word “swear,” and inserting,

instead thereof, the word “affirm,” and omitting the

words “so help me God,” and subjoining, instead

thereof, the words “this I do under the pains and

penalties of perjury.”

Tosts abolished.

Art. 7. No oath, declaration or subscription, ex

cepting the oath prescribed in the preceding article,

and the oath of office, shall be required of the gov

ernor, lieutenant governor, counsellors, senators or

representatives, to qualify them to perform the duties

of their respective offices.

-

Incompatibility of offices.

Art. 8. No judgeof any court of this Commonwealth,

(except the court of sessions,) and no person holding

any office under the authority of the United States,

(postmasters excepted,) shall, at the same time. hold

the office of governor, lieutenant governor or coun

sellor, or have a seat in the senate or house of repre

sentatives of this Commonwealth; and no judge of

any court in this Commonwealthº the court of

sessions,) nor the attorney general, solicitor general,

county attorney, clerk of any court, sheriff, treasurer

and receiver general, register of probate, nor register

of deeds, shall continue to hold his said office after

being elected a member of the congressof the United

States, and accepting that trust; but the acceptance

of such trust, by any of the officers aforesaid, shall be

deemed and taken to be a resignation of his said office;

and judges of the courts of common pleas shall hold

no other office under the government of this Common

wealth, the office of justice of the peace and militia

offices excepted.

Amendments to constitution, how made.

Art. 9. If, at any time hereafter, any specific and

particular amendment or amendments to the constitu

tion be proposed in the general court, and agreed to

by a majority of the senators and two thirds of the

members of the house of representatives present and

voting thereon, such proposed amendment or amend

ments shall be entered on the journals of the two

houses, with the yeas and nays taken thereon, and re

ferred to the general court then next to be chosen,

and shall be published; and if in the general court

next chosen, as aforesaid, such proposed amend

ment or amendments shall be agreed to by a

majority of the senators and two thirds of the mem

bers of the house of representatives present and voting

thereon; then it shall be the duty ...}. general court

to submit such proposed amendment or amendments

to the people; and if they shall be approved and rati

fied by a majority of the qualified voters,voting theron,

at meetings legally warned and holden for that pur.

pose, they shall become part of the constitution of

this Commonwealth.

Commencement of political year, and termination.

Art, 10. The political year shall begin on the first

Wednesday of January instead of the last Wednesday

of May, and the general court shall assemble eve

year on the said first Wednesday of January, and shall

proceed, at that session, to make all the elections,

and do all the other acts, which are by the constitu

tion required to be made and done at the session which

has heretofore commenced on the last Wednesday of

May. And the general court shall be dissolved on

the day next preceding the first Wednesday of Janu

ary, without any proclamation or other act of the gov

ernor. But nothing herein contained shall prevent

the general court from assembling at such other times

as they shalljudge necessary, or when called together

by the governor. The governor, lieutenant gov

ermor, and counsellors, shall also hold their respective

offices for one year next following the first Wednes

day of January, and until others are chosen and quali
fied in their stead.

Meetings for choice of governor, lieutenant governor, &c. when

to be held.

The meeting for the choice of governor, lieu

tenant govermor, senators and representatives, shall be

held on the second Monday of November in every

year; but meetings may be adjourned, if necessary,

for the choice of representatives, to the next day,

and again to the next succeeding day, but no further.

But in case a second meeting shall be necessary for

the choice of representatives, such meetings shall be

held on the fourth Monday of the same month ofNo

vember.

All the other provisions of the constitution, respect

ing the elections and proceedings of the members of

the general court, or of any other officers or persons

whatever, that have reference to the last Wednesday

of May as the commencement of the political year,

shall be so far altered, as to have like reference to the

first Wednesday of January.

Article when to go into operation.

This article shall go into operation on the first day

of October, next following |. day when the same

shall be duly ratified and adopted as an amendment

of the constitution; and the governor, lieutenant gov

ernor, counsellors, senators, representatives, and all

other state officers, who are annually chosen, and who

shall be chosen for the current year, when the same

shall go into operation, shall hold their respective offi

ces until the first Wednesday of January then next

following, and until others are chosen and qualified in

their stead, and no longer; and the first election of

the governor, lieutenant governor, senators and repre

sentatives, to be had in virtue of this article, shall be

had conformably thereunto, in the month of November

following the day on which the same shall be in force

and go into operation, pursuant to the foregoing pro

vision.

Inconsistent provisions, anuulled.

All the provisions of the existing constitution, in

consistent with the provisions herein contained, are

hereby wholly annulled.

Religious freedom established.

Art. 11. Instead of the third article of the bill of

rights, the following modification and amendment

thereof is substituted.

As the public worship of God, and instructions in

piety, religion, and morality, promote the happiness

and prosperity of a people, and the security of a re

publican government; therefore, the several religious

societies of this Commonwealth, whether corporate

or unincorporate, at any meeting legally warned and

holden for that purpose, shall ever have the right to

elect their pastors or religious teachers, to contract

with them for their support, to raise money for erect

ing and repairing houses for public worship, for the

maintenance of religious instruction, and for the pay

ment of necessary expenses: And all. belong

ing to any religious society shall be taken and held to

be members, until they shall file with the clerk ofsuch

saciety a written notice declaring the dissolution of

their membership, and thenceforth shall not be liable

for any grant or contract which may be thereafter

made or entered into by such society: And all religious

sects anddenominations,demeaning themselves peace

.# and as good citizens of the Commonwealth,

shall be equally under the protection of the law; and

no subordination of any one sect or denomination to

another shall ever be established by law.

[Note.—The constitution of Massachusetts was agreed upon

by...i. of the people, in convention, begun and held at

Cambridge on the first day of September, 1779, and continued

by adjournments to the second day of March, 1780, when the con

vention adjourned to meet on the first Wednesday of the ensu

ing June. In the meantime the constitution was submitted to

the people, to be adopted by them, provided two, thirds of the

votes given thould be in the affirmative. When the convention

assembled, it was found that the constitution had been adopted

by the requisite number of votes, and the convention accordingly

resolved, “that the said Constitution or Frame of government

shall take place on the last Wednesday ofOctober next, and not

before, for any purpose save only for that of making elections

agreeable to this resolution.” . The first legislature assembled

at Boston on the twenty fifth day of October, 1780.

The first mine articles of amendment were submitted, by

delegates in Convention, assembled, November 15, 1820, to the

people and by them approved and adopted, April 9, 1821.

The tenth article of amendment was adopted by the legisla

tures of the political years 1829–30, and 1830—31, and was ap

proved and ratified by the people, May 11, 1831.

The eleventh article of amendment was adopted by the legis

latures of the political years 1832 and 1833, and was approved

and ratified by the people, November 11, 1833.)
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WILLS OF REAL ESTATE.

We give below the opinion of Judge

Savage upon that provision of the Revised

Statutes which authorize the creation of

trusts in real estate by last will and testa

ment. This opinion is highly important

coming as it does from one of the ablest

jurists in our country, and upon a provision

of our Statutes which has excited a great

deal of interest. We consider this opinion

so valuable that we have felt it our duty to

give it to the public. This opinion was

written in 1838.

OPINION

Of Johs SAVAGE late Chief Justice of the Supreme

Court of the State of New-York, touching the

validity of a decise to Erecutors and Trustees to

receive the rents and profits of lands and pay over

to the cestui que trust.

“I insist that so much of the will is void as pur

ports to convey certain portions of his estate to his

executors in trust to receive the rents and profits and

pay them over.

“On this point I had occasion to express my views
in Lorrilard's case.

“When we approach the doctrine of uses and

trusts, we must begin by reading the 45th section 1

R. Stat. 727, the article entitled " of uses and trusts.”

By that section uses and trusts are abolished. The

legislature must have intended that those who

were to administer the law should expel from their

minds, the abstruse learning found in the books on the

subject of uses and trusts—and take the system from

the statute which they were about to enact.—We

must go back in idea to a period beyond the introduc

tion of uses, when “the original simplicity of the
common law admitted of no immediate estate in

lands which was not clothed with the legal seizin

and possession.”

“W 46. Every estate which is now held as an use,

executed under any former statute of this state is con

firmed as a legal estate.”

“An use at common law consisted in a right to the

rents and profits of lands, of which the seizin and

ssession were in another.

“The former statute of this State, I R. L. 72, de

clared with much circumlocution, that the person

entitled to the use should have the possession and

seizin. The revised statutes say in plain language

that,whoever is entitled to the possession and profits

shall have the legal estate. § 47 and $ 48 declares

that in the then existing trusts, trustees who have

the power of actual disposition shall not be ousted

of their power by the preceding sections.

“The legislature having thus guarded all previous

trusts, proceed to lay down rules for future cases and

in $49 it is declared that every future disposition of
lands shall be made to the person in whom the right

to the possession and profitsis intended to be invested;

and not to any other to the use of, or intrust for, such

Person; and if made to a trustee he shall take no

estate.

“The object of this section was ‘the entire abolition

of uses and formal trusts." (See Revisors Notes to

this section.)

“The only express trusts authorized are those con

tained in the 55th section, and the only one there con

tained is that authorized by the third subdivision, under

which there be any pretence of sustaining the trust

in question—and before this trust can be supported

it must be shown that paying over money to a person

is applying it to his use.

“Now it is perfectly clear that the only reason

why this trust was ever authorized to wit, to apply to

the use of any person was, that the money was to be

appropriated to the use of a person who either from

minority or coverture, or lunacy, or want of discretion,

as a spendthrift, was incapable of applying the money

to his or her own use. The revisers have told us so

in so many words, and such have been the viewsof most

of the judicial officers who have spoken of the object

of this section. The Chancellor, Vice Chancellor,

Senators Maisen and Young all agree in this. Mr.

Justice Nelson is of opinion that a trust to pay over

decided. Let me state a case. I lay down the broad

proposition that a trust to apply is a trust to pay over.

Property is conveyed to a trustee to receive the rents

and profits and apply them to the use of a spendthrift:

the trustee receives a year's rents and pays them over

at once, and they are dissipated in a week, I ask, has

that trustee performed his trust! Take the case of a

Inuatic or eveh of a feme covert who has a wicked

husband who takes by force or fraud the money, thus

paid into the hands of the wife. Yet it is said the

trustee has performed his trust. Would not such a

proposition in such a case be the heighth of absurdity?

...' yet if a trust to apply is performed by paying

over in one case, is it not in another Much of our

difficulty arises from judicial legislation—from the

courts putting a construction upon statutes different

from that intended by the Legislature. Let the statute

be fairly construed according to its terms.-If other

cases of trusts ought to be created, let the legislature
authorize it.

In my opinion a trust to pay over is a mere evasion

of the statute. The spirit of the statute is, that he

who has the beneficial interest in lands, has the legal

title. It is against the intention of the legislature that

the legal and equitable title shall be separated; the

reason is to prevent fraud, every person capable of

managing his own property is expected to do so—and

the legal and equitable titles are to be separated in

such cases only where there exists an actural incom

petency for the management of property. If the

trust to pay over is lawful the door is as wide open

to frauds as it ever was. If a grantor now conveys

land to A. in trust or for the use of B., the title vests

in B., and the land is liable to B.'s debts So if

the land is conveyed to the trustee A. to the intent

that B. shall have the possession and profits, the

legal title follows the possession and profits: But

if the grantor conveys to A. in trust to receive the

rents and profits and pay them over to B. then it is

said the trust is valid—the legal estate is in A., B.'s

creditors cannot touch it. B. receives the rents and

profits from the hand of A. and sets his creditors at

defiance. Let us see the operation in practice. A.,

the trustee wishes to avoid the trouble of collecting

B.'s rents, and gives B a power as an attorney to re

ceive the rents and profits—the trust becomes a mere

formal trust in substance; to wit: a trust to A. to

permit B. to receive the rents and profits; or A.

may put B. in possession where he enjoys the profits.

If such were the trust in terms it would be void, and

B, would have the legal estate, but by this contrivance

of nºminally receiving the rents and profits and pay

ing them over, when the cestui que trust does the

whole of it himself the statute is evaded. In this

way favors may be reciprocated. A. and B. may be

trustees for each other, and frauds innumerable may

be perpetrated with impunity, and with equal ease
as before formal trusts were abolished.

“The case is precisely parallel with the former

evasion of the old statute as stated by Mr. Brougham,

and quoted by the revisors, thus: “By the old statute

of uses, if land were given to A. for the use of B.

the latter was deemed the legal owner. This was

evaded by adding three words, for it was adjudged

by the court of Chancery, that the statute did not

apply when land was given to A. for the use of B.

in trust for C !

“So in this case, I repeat it, if land be given to

A. to the use of B. or which is the same thing, in

trust that B. may receive the rents and profits. B. has

a legal estate. § 49. But now add but little more

than three words—land is given to A, in trust, to

receive the rents and profits and pay them over to

B., and the statute is completely evaded. B. under

an authority from A. takes possession and laughs at

his creditors, as well as at your laws, and those who

administer them. Thus it will be if such a trust shall

be declared legal. The only safe course is to adhere

to the letter of the statute. I repeat, that it was

never intended that a trust should be created for any

person who was capable of managing property him

self; or of applying money to his own use with dis
Cretion.

“This is as explicity declared in the notes of the

revisors as anything can be—and it is the only con

sistent construction which can be given to the statute.

“On the trust to pay oper and the trust to apply in

continuation of $5 of this opinion, p. 18.

is a trust to apply, and so I believe the Chancellor has

uses and trusts.” I R. Stat. 727. 1 ed. § 46 is as

follows: “every estate which is now held as an use,

executed under any former statute of this state, is

confirmed as a legal estate.” An use is said to be

executed when three things concur; but before I

mention them I will refer to the former statute of

uses, 1 R. Laws, 72. By that statute, when any per

son is seized of any lands, rents, &c., to the use, con

fidence or trust of any other person, the person

entitled to the use, shall be deemed seized of the

land ; and to have the like estate in the land as he

had in the use. Three things were necessary to the

operation of the statute;

“1. A person seized to the use of another.

“2. A cestui que use in esse.

“3. A use in esse.

“When these three circumstances concurred, the

legal estate and possession of the lands, out of which

the use was created, was immediately transferred by

force of the statute, from the trustee to the cestui

que trust. The estate which was in form a mere

equitable estate, thus became a legal estate; and in

such case the use or trust was said to be executed

under the statute; By the section above quoted all

such estates were confirmed as legal estates. The

statute of 1813 is precisely similar to the 27th of

Henry the 8th, ch. 10. Under that statute there have

been many adjudications as to what estates were or

were not executed under the statute. In the case of

Jones vs. Lord Say and Side, 8 viner. 262, the testa.

tor devised lands to trustees: out of the rents and

profits to pay several legacies and annuities, and to

pay all the rest and residue (afterº; their

own costs and charges) to her daughter C. F. for life,

and after her decease the trustees to be seized to the

use of the heirs of her said daughter. Chancellor

King was of opinion that the use was executed in

the trustees during the life of C. F. and she had only

a trust in the surplus of the rents and profits.—Of

course this was a trust which was not executed by the

statute, in the cestuique trust; as the legal estate was

held to remain in the trustees, and not to vest in the

cestuique trust. In other words, that a trust to receive

the rents and profits and pay them over was a valid
trust.

“In South vs. Allaire, in 1 Selk. 228, the testator

devised all the rents and profits of certain lands to

S. B. during her natural life, to be paid by his execu

tors intº her own hands without the intermeddling
of her husband.

“The question was, whether by this devise, S. B.

had the lauds themselves—it was agreed that by the

words rents and profits, the lands themselves would

pass; but the quere was, whether the words to be

paid by the eacecutors did not restrain the former

words.

“And such was the opinion of Holt, Chief Justice

but the other judges were of a different opinion and

gave judgment for the Defendant.

In Broughton vs. Langley 2 Ld. Ray 873, the testa

tor devised certain lands to trustees for certain uses.

viz. that they should permit G. R. to take the rents

and profitsſº the term of his natural life; and

after his death the trustees should stand seized to the

use of the heirs of the body of the said G. R. &c.

The court held this to be an use executed by the

statute in G. R. and decided in favor of the Defend

ant who held under G. R. who had suffered a com

mon recovery in favor of himself, and then conveyed

to the Defendant. The court said that if a man makes

a ſeoffment in fee to A., in trust to permit B. to

take the rents. issues and profits, this will be an use

executed, as well as if A. had made use of the word

w8e,

“In Shapland vs. Smith, 1 Br. c. c. 75, the devise

was to trustees, that they should by quarterly pay

ments, out of the rents and profits, º: deducting

taxes, repairs and expenses, pay the surplus to C. S.

during his natural life, and after his death to the heirs

male of his body, &c. Baron Eyre said, “a devise

to trustees to permit A. to receive, or to pay profits

to A., amounts to a disposition of the land, but one of

the masters who sat with him, being of a different

opinion, the case stood over to be heard by the
chancellor; and he was º opinion that *...*.

being to the taxes and repairs, must have an

º:#º premises, and that the legal estate was

in them, and the equitable in C. S. Of course the

statute was not executed in this case, because the

“I have previovsly quoted the revised statutes “of trustee were to pay the taxes and repairs.
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not contain a power to make the application of the

money. The cestui que trust in that case makes the

application himself, and disburses the money accord

ing to his own discretion. I think I have also shown

that a trust to apply does not contain a power to pay

over, because the person who makes the applica

tion exercises his discretion in the expenditure, and

I further think that I have shown authority as well as

reason for the distinction.

We look in vain for any trust to pay over, but there

is a trust authorised to apply the rents and profits of

lands to the use of any person during the life of such

person. In addition to what has been said to show

that the application of the money belongs to the

trustees, I further remark that by the gramatical con

struction of the sentence, the same person or persons

who are to receive, are also to apply the rents and

profits.

“Besides, the revisors have expressly declared in

their note to this section, that the persons intended

to be provided for, are such as have no legal or actual

discretion of their own to be exercised in the appli

cation or expenditure which terms in this case I

consider as synonimous.

“Suppose now that I am right in saying that

application means expenditure; and surely there is

no mode by which rents and profits can be applied to

the use of any person but by expenditure; rents and

profits as used |. mean money, and that money

must be expended before its equivalent can be applied

to any use. Suppose again that the statute read thus:

“Express trusts may be created to receive the rents

and profits of land and earpend the same to the use

of any n,” &c., would a ent over of the

money be a

Suppose the cestui que trust to be a spendthrift and a

gambler, and to be indebted to various persons for

sustenance and clothing and other necessaries furnish

ed him ; and the trustee were to pay over the money

to the cestui que trust, with the certain knowledge

that the money would be squandered in the gratifica

tion of his vicious propensities, and the honest credit

ors defrauded; would such a trusteeperform his duty 1

On the contrary would not a court of equity compel

such a trustee to pay the honest debts of his cestui

que trust and lºhim, the trustee, responsible for the

proper expenditure of the money?. I cannot doubt

that such would be the direction of the court, nor

that suoh is the true meaning of the trust to apply.

It is sufficient for my present purposes that the trust

to pay over and the trust to apply are and have been

considered distinct trusts, the one vests, the power

and supposes discretion as to expenditure in the cestui

que trust:—the other gives the power of expenditure

to the trustee and supposes the absence of discretion

in the cestuique trust. That both were abolished by

the revised statutes, and the trust to apply only was

subsequently authorized. A trust to pay over is
therefore not a valid trust.”

WILLS OF PERSONAL ESTATE.

We here give the opinion of Judge Savage upon

the eacisting Statutes, as to the creation of trusts by

last Will and Testament, to receive the interest and

income of personal property and pay over to the per

son for whose benefit the trust was created, as follows:

TRUST OF PERSONAL ESTATE.

“As to trust created of the personal estate.

“The subject of trusts in personal property seems

to have escaped the attention of the revisors and the

legislature; at the time when trusts of real estate

was limited and defined; as they were intended to

be kept distinct from trusts of real estate for we find

that by an act passed Dec. 10, 1828, the subject was

brought before the legislature and passed upon. By

that act the ownership of personal property shall not

be suspended beyond the termination of two lives in

being at the date of the instrument containing the

suspension, and if such instrument be a will for not

more than two lives in being at the death of the testa

tor. In all other respects limitations of future or con

tingent interests in personal property shall be subject

to the rules prescribed in the first chapter of this act

in relation to future estates in land. § 2 above cited.

“Title 4, of chap. 4, of part 2d, of the revised

statutes 1 R. Stat. 773, which treats of accumulations

of personal property and of expectant estates in such

“What trusts then have the legislature authorized

compliance with the duty of the trustee?

property,” does not directly and affirmatively author

ize the conveyance of personal property to trustees,

such authority seems to be implied: otherwise the

ownership of such property could not be limited, so
as, with certainty to prevent its alienation until the

termination of two lives.

“I think it fair therefore to assume that personal

property may be conveyed to trustees for the same

period, during which the rents and profits of land

may be received and applied under the 55th section

sub. 3 of title, “uses and trusts.”

“The statute is silent as to the use or benefit of

such property, or the disposition to be made of the

interest arising from it, on the supposition that it may

be money, stocks or other securities for money. The

first section merely limits the duration of the suspen

sion of absolute ownership; which is in other words

the termination of the trust; and the second section

says that in all other respects, such limitations, which,

I assume, means trust, shall be governed by the rules

in relation to future estates inlands. The subsequent

sections of this title relate to the accumulation of the

interest or profits arising from personal property; and

can only be permitted for the benefit of minors during

their minority. As the suspension of absolute owner

ship mentioned in the first and second sections is

evidently not intended to be confined to the accu

mulation of the interest nor directed to be applied to

the use of any cestui que trust, it seems to follow

that the interest may be paid over to those intended

to be benefitted by it. According to the second sec

tion of this title, several successive estates may be

created in personal property, viz. a precedent estate,

and any number of remainders, either vested or con

tingent, which may be executed. during the two lives

for which the absolute ownership may be suspended.
Ifſº property like real property may pass

into the possession of the person who is to have the

benefit of it, the purposes of the limitation may be

defeated. The person who should be first put in

possession of $1000 or any other sum of money,

might spend it, and those in remainder would be

...]"of their interests or estates therin. I con

fess, I am unable to devise any mode by which the

absolute ownership of personal pro can be cer

tainly suspended so as to secure the interest of all

parties, without the intervention of trustees, or third

persons acting in a fidiciary character.

“I am of opinion, therefore that the trusts of per

sonal property created by the will of * * * * * * *

with direction to the executors to pay over the

interest, are good. Such trusts were ...'before the

adoption of the revised statutes, and are not necessa

rily repealed by the 45th section under the article of

“uses and trusts.”. I say not necessarily repealed,

because in construing statutes we must look particu

larly at the subject which the legislature were then

passing upon—and that subject was “of the nature

and qualities of estates in real property, and the
alienation thereof.”

“In the 45th section uses and trusts are abolished

except as authorized and modified in that article,

which relates entirely to real property and the same

section goes on to declare that“every estate and inter

est in lands shall be deemed a legal right cognizable

in a court of law, except when otherwise provided

in this chapter:” That chapter was ch. 1, part 2,

Title 2, ar.t. 2. The whole of chapter 1, treats “of

real property, and of the nature, qualities and aliena

ation of estates therein.” The title which treats

“of accumulations of personal property and expec

tant estates in such property is title 4 in chapter 4,”

which treats “of title to personal property in certain

cases.” The provisions found here which seem to

recognize a trust in personal property ought not to

be considered asj by, or inconsistent with

the previous enactments relating exclusively to real

property: and it may be added, that all the objections

to a trust to receive the rents and profits of lands and

pay them over, do not apply to a trust to pay over

the interest of money. It is unnecessary, however,

to discuss that subject, because trusts of personal

roperty as they existed before the revised statutes

we not been abolished, if I have rightly construed

the section abolishing trusts in relation to lands.

“In answer to the enquiry whether this subject

can be raised before the chancellor; or whether pro

ceedings must be instituted before the surrogate I

am of opinion that the jurisdiction of the subject of

trusts in relation to personal property belongs to the

st

th

:
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chancellor and not to the surrogate. The jurisdic

tion of surrogate's courts is conferred in 2 R. S., 220.

The third subdivision is “to direct and control the

conduct and settle the accounts of executors and

administrators.” This relates to the duties of execu

tors as executors and not to any acts of theirs as trus

tees. It is not the duty of the office of executor to

make investments of money for the benefit of third

persons and to receive the interest and pay over.

“The revised statutes, 2 R. St. 91, treat of the

duties of executors and administrators in render

ing an account and making distribution to the next of

kin—and it is therein provided that under certain

circumstances an executor or administrator may be

required to render an accountof his proceedings. He

shall produce vouchers for all debts, legacies and

funeral charges. He may receive certain allowances

—and the final settlement shall be deemed conclusive

upon all persons interested in the estate who shall

have been cited, as to the correctness of his amount

in the particulars specified in § 65,2 R. St. 94. The

66th section declares that the last preceding section

shall not extend to any case where an executor is

liable to account to a court of equity by reason of any

trust expressly created by any last will or testament.”

“There can be no doubt therefore that executors

are liable to account in chancery as trustees where

they are created trustees by the will.

“These executors may no doubt becalled to account

generally before the surrogate at the proper time;

and it will be a sufficient accounting before the surro

gate, as against the next of kin, for the executors to

show, that they have paid the debts legacies and

funeral charges, and have appropriated the residue as
the will directs in the creation of the trusts therein

authorized—but if it is alleged that they have failed

in their duty as trustees, a court of equity is the proper
tribunal to determine that matter.

TRUSTs,

Created by last will and testament, coupled with a

power to sell and dispose of real estate and invest the

proceeds in stocks and pay over the interest andincome

to the person or persons for whose benefit the trust

was created;

In the matter of the Last

Will and Testament

of S. S.

“In 1837, S. S. made his Last Will and Testament,
as follows:—

“He appoints A. B. his executor and trustee, and

directs his trustee to sell, dispose of and convey all

his estate, real and personal, at such time and in such

manner as the trustee may think proper, and to invest

the proceeds in the funded debt of the United States,

ºr stock or good security, as he may deem advis
able.

“That he shall set apart $15,000 in trust forcertain

specific purposes—and divide the residue into three

equal parts, and hold the same separately in trust for

certain purposes to be ...]"

“The testator left five children—three daughters

and two sons. His daughters are C. the wife of D.;

E. wife of F., and G. wife of A. B. The sons are I.

and K. The principal division of the estate is into

five parts. The sum of $15,000 into two parts, one

of $5,000 the other of $10,000.

“The residue is divided into three parts—the income

of one-third is to be applied by the trustee to the use
of E. for *"...i. to his lawful issue. If he

should die without lawful issue, then remainder to his

sisters E. and G., for their lives, each one-half, and

remainder over to their lawful issue respectively. The

income of the other third of the residues to be applied

to the use of G. for life, and then the principal to her

lawful issue.

“The sum of 215,000 is thus disposed of—the in

come of $5,000 is to be paid to C. for life, provided

she survives her husband; and the income of $10,000

is to be paid to 1. for life. After their deaths respectively,

the sums of which they will have received the income,

are to be divided into three parts, and the income to be

applied to E. G. and K. severally for life; and at the

death of each the principal is to be distributed equally

among their respective lawful issue. Should K, die

withoutissue his third of the $15,000 is left undevised,

but his third of the residue of the estate is given to

his sisters E. and G. for life, with remainder over of

one half to their respective issue, severally. -

“The question is, whether these divises are in

conformity with the “Revised Statutes ?”

“It is te be observed here that this will does not

create any trust in real estate; nor in the rents and

profits of lands. The executors and trustee is author

ised to sell all the estate of the testator, and to invest

the proceeds; the trustee, however, takes no estate

in the realty—his authority to sell is a mere power;

and until the power shall be executed, the estate

vests in the heirs at law. There is no attempt in this

case to render real estate inalienable. The real estate

is all to be converted into personal, and as such is de

vised in trust.

“The provisions of the revised statutes applicable to

this case are found in part 2, ch. 4, tit. 4, 1 R. S. 773

sec. 1.

“$ 1. The absolute ownership of personal property

shall not be suspended by any limitation or condition

whatever for a longer period, than during the co.,tinu

ance and until the termination of not more than two

lives in being at the date of the instrument containing

such limitation or condition; or if such instrument be

a will, for not more than two lives in being at the
death of the testator.

“$ 2. In all other respects, limitations of future or

contingent interests in personal property shall be

subject to the rules prescribed in the first chapter of

this act, in relation to future estates in lands.

“The principal, if not the only difference, there

fore, between the law relating to future estates in

lands, and trusts of personal |. rty, is this:—In

respect to future estates in lands, the two lives, during

whose continuance the power of alienation may be

suspended, must be in being at the creation of the

estate.—Part 2, ch. 1, tit. 2, art. 1, § 15. But in res

pect to personal property, if the instrument contain

ing the limitation be a will, the power of alienation,

or as the statute expresses it, the absolute ownership

may be suspended for the continuance of two lives,

in being at the death of the testator; in all other

respects they are subject to the same rules. As all

the persons upon the continuance of whose lives, the

power of alienation is suspended by the will of S S.

appear to have been in being when the will was ex

ecuted, there is in this case no difference between

the rules by which it is to be determined, and those

applicable to future estates in lauds.

“I will proceed therefore to test thedifferentdevises

in his will by those rules.

“The first devise to C., or rather to the trustee to

pay over to her during her life the interest of $5,000

upon the contingency of her surviving husband; after

her death the principal is to be divided into three

parts, and the interest paid upon the three several

parts to E. G. and K. severally, during their several

lives; and upon their respective deaths, such third of

the principal is devised absolutely to their lawful issue

severally.

“Assuming for the present, that there is no objec

tion to the trust, simply as a trust, there seems to be

no objection to the validity of this devise.

“The absolute ownership of the property devised,

or any part of it, is not suspended for alonger period
than until the termination of two lives in being at

the death of the testator—as well as at the creation of

the estates. One-third of the $5,000 s suspended

during the lives of C. and E.; another third during

the lives of C. and G.; and the other third during the

lives of C. and K. . The interest of C. is contingent,

depending on the fact of her surviving her husband—

.the interests of E. G. and K. contingent, depend

ing on their severally surviving C. But the fact of

contingency is no objection. “Futu e estates are

either vested or contingent,” part 3, R. S. 723, § 13.

“Successive estates for life shall not be limited unless

to persons in being at the creation thereof.” $ 17. As

regards personal property devised by will, this is to

be read, instead of persons in being at the creation

thereof, it should be persons in being at the death of

the testator. But in this case it makes no difference

the persons who take successively are all named in

the will, and were therefore in being at the creation
of the estate.

“I do not perceive that this devise violates any

rule prescribed in relation to future estates in lands.

“2. The devise to I. is not distinguishable from

that to C., except that it is not contingent but abso

lute; the income is payable to him at all events,

“3. As to the residue of his estate, after taking

out the $15,000 for C. and H., it is to be divided into

three parts, and the income of one-third to be applied
to the use of E. G. and K. respectively for their lives,

and after their deaths respectively, the principal of

which they have severally received the income is to

be divided absolutely between the lawful issue of

each. So that the absolute ownership of this part of

the estate is supended for one life only. In the case

of K., however, it is directed that, if he should die

without lawful issue, then his share of the residue of

the estate (but not his interest in the $15,000) shall be

divided equally between E. and G. for their several

lives, with remaindea over to their lawful issue res

spectively. The absolute ownership is not suspended

in any contemplated event, for more than two lives.

“. For the purpose of comparing the devises in this

will with the rules regulating future estates in lands, I

have assumed, that the trusts were valid as trusts—it

is proper however to consider that question.

“Previous to the revised statutes, there was no

difference between trusts of real and personal estates.

so far as respects the period for which they might

lawfully be continued—the limit in both cases was

that they sould not amount to a perpetuity—and a

limitation to any number of lives in being at the crea

tion of the trust, was within the line of a perpetuity.

In the celebrated case of Thellusion vs. Woodford, 4

Vesey, jr. 227, the personal property conveyed to the

trustees was estimated at 600,000l., and both real and

personal was rendered inalienable and directed to

accumulate during the lives of nine persons. The

courts in England said that it was immaterial how

many lives were inserted, for it was for the life of

the surviyor, and so for one life only. It was often

remarked by the judges that “the candles were all

lighted and burning at the same time.” Such was

the law here before the operation of the revised

statutes; and such is the law still, unless such trusts

are limited by those statutes.

“In revising the statutes, the Legislature treated

of real and personal estates separately. Part 2, ch.

2, tit. 2, treats, “Of the nature and qualities of estates

in real property, and the alienation thereof.” And

the second article of this title treats of uses and

trusts. The first section of this article, which is

$ 45, declares that “Uses and trusts, exceptasanthor.

ised and modified in this article, are abolished" and

as a consequence of that enactment, it is added, “And

*Very estate and interest in lands shall be deemed a

legal right, &c.” . Every subsequent section of this

article which speaks of the estate which may be held

in trust, speaks of the estate in lands, or the possession

of lands—and the word “assignment” in the 47th

*ction, was probably inserted to embrace terms for

years. The 55th section which enumerates the ex

Prº trusts authorized by law, speaks only of trusts
relating to lanks, viz:—to sell or mortgage or lease

lands, and to receive the rents and profits of lands for

the... specified. If it should be adjudged that

º he 45th section, all trusts were abolised as well

of personal as of real estate, it would follow that as

no trust of personal property has been expressly au

thorised, all such trusts are void. I, however, cannot

to construe the statute. The legislature were regu

lºſing real estate, and limiting the period beyond

which such estate should not be renderedinalienable.
Thisº: from the language of the statute itself
as well as from the notes of the revisors. r

...* the legislature omitted to limit the inaliena
bility of personal estate it must have been left to the
limit of the common law. They were not gui ty of

such omission, but made the enactmentj".
first*dabove, The fact that they have doneſ,

* an additional argument in favor of the position

*ºned by me to wit—that in the article ºfj

*d truts it was not intended to embrace personal
estates.

“By the common law the absolute ownership of

Pºnal property might be suspended during the

*anºeof any number of lives in being at the
date of the instrument directing such suspension;

but by the first section of tit, 4 of ch. 4 of pºrt 2, the

*Pension of the absolute ownership is limited to

two such lives, instead of an indefinite number; and

by the second section in all other respects, the limi.

tations of future or contingent interest in personal

Property are subject to the rules prescribed in rela
tion to future estates in lands.

“It is well understood that limitations of future or
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such considerations should have weight with those

whose business it is to make laws: but they should

not control the opinions of those whose business it is

to expound the laws. JOHN SAVAGE.”

OWNERSHIP OF THE FEE OF HIGHWAY.

We give the following brief opinion of Judge Sav

Age as to the right of property in land which has been

used as an highway where the highway was subse

quently discontinued. In the city of New-York many

public roads have been discontinued and the ownership

of these lands thus relieved of the public easement

is a matter of great importance.

“Another question arises out of the following facts,
When Cornelius Cozine the elder, devised the several

parcels of his estate to his several children, he bounded

them upon the Bloomingdale road; when that road

shall be closed in consequence of opening the several

avenues and streets which must be eventually opened,

to whom does the land belong, which is now occupied

as the Bloomingdale road It that Cornelius

Cozine the elder had five children, to wit: Garret

Cozine, Cornelius Cozine and Balm Johnson Cozine,

sons, Margaret, married to Nicholas Fletcher, and

Sarah, married to William Swanzee.

“The testator in his will describes his real estate

rather loosely. He gives Garret “one-fifth part of

my farm at Bloomingdale, which said fifth part joins

on Hans Hopper; thence running down, joins on the

north river.” Afterwards he gives to each of his

children, one-fifth of his farm running to the north

river.—He adds after the devise to his daughters, “M.

that part of the said farm over the road which joins

to the commons is excepted.” He then gives to his

three sons as follows “all that part of my farm at

Bloomingdale which joins on the road and Commons

which part is excepted as above from my daughters

Margaret and Sarah.” He then devises all the rest

of his estate to his five children to be equally divided.

It is to be observed, that there is no exception in the

devises to his sons:—their parts extend the whole

length of the farm, and of course include the road.

The road is not mentioned in the devise to the daugh

ters only by way of exception of that part over the

road. The devise of that part to the sons is described

as “that part of my farm at Bloomingdale which

joins on the road and commons, which said part is

excepted as above,” &c.

“The general rule here is,” says Thompson. justice,

“that the fee of a highway belongs to the owner of

the adjoiningº and that the sovereign has

only a right of passage.” 2 Jolin. 363.

“In Jackson vs. Hathaway, 15 John. 447, the de

fendant claimed to own the road, by showing that he

owned the land on both sides of it. Mr. Justice Platt

delivered the opinion of the court, and states the

facts more particularly than the reporter.

“The defendants deed described a piece of land,

beginning at a certain stake by the side of the road;

and thence by specified courses and distances, to the

place of beginning without crossing the road. The

road was afterwards discontinued, and the defendant

owning the land on both sides, enclosed it in his fence.

The learned judge said that it was perfectly clear

that the fee of the land did not pass from the patentee

who had given the defendants conveyance—that there

was nothing conveyed but the land embraced within

the courses and distances, and it was admitted that

the road was not embraced. He recognized the

common law doctrine, that the public had only an

easement, or right of e u the road, but the

original owner retained . ee. He added that

where a farm is bounded upon an highway, or along

a highway or running to an highway, there is reason

to intend that the parties intended the middle of the

highway. This same principle has been often recog

nized as the general rule, to wit, that the fee of an

highway belongs to the owner of the adjoining

ground—and that the land bounded upon an highway
in general carries the fee to the centre of the high

way, if such fee was previously in the grantor. The

case of Jackson vs. Hathaway was decided upon the

peculiar expressions of the deed describing the boun

daries. There is, however, nothing peculiar in the

description in the will of Cornelius Cozine the elder:

nothing which excludes the road from the conveyance:

The general rule therefore governs in this case, and

the owners on either side own to the middle of the

road: and when the road shall be closed, the ground

now covered by it will belong to the owners of the

adjoin ground on either side.

BOUNDARIES UPON NAVIGABLE WATERS,

The following is an extract from a written opinion

of Judge SAv Age as to the ownership of land which

has been worn away by the water or which has accrued

ther:from :

“Another question which I am desired to answer

arises thus. The land owned by Cornelius Cozine,

the elder and of which the property in question is

part and l, was bounded on the west by the

Hudson river (the river being an arm of the sea); the

river has encroached upon the land, and worn away

the bank by imperceptible degrees to a considerable

extent: Can the proprietors claim their length of

chain from the present bank of the river eastward;

the grounds on the east being commons belonging to

the corporation of the city of New York

“I have no hesitation in answering this question in

the negative. The western boundary was at the date

of the grant, a natural object, and the grant was

located upon it—that boundary cannot be altered;

and it makes no difference that the eastern boundary

has never been ascertained. That is to be ascertained

by measurement; but the place of beginning must

be the bank of the river at high water mark as it

was at the date of the grant. If any loss has been

sustained by the earth being washed away by the

current of the river, it must be sustained by the

owner of the bank; and if any addition had been made

by alluvion, it would have been the gain of such

owner.

“Blackstone in his commentaries says, “and as to

the lands gained from the sea, either by alluvion, by

the washing up of sand and earth, so as in time to

make terra firma; or by dereliction, as where the

sea shrinks back, below the usual water mark; in

these cases, the law is held to be, that if this gain be

by little and little, and by small andºil. de

grees, it shall go to the owner of the land adjoining, for

de minimus non curat lear; and besides, these owners

being often losers, by the breaking in of the sea or at

charges to keep it out, this possible gain is therefore

a reciprocal cºnsideration for such possible charge or
loss. But if the alluvion or dereliction be sudden

and considerable it belongs to the King—for as the

King is lord of the sea, and so owner of the soil,

while it is covered with water, it is but reasonable,

he should have the soil when the water has left it

dry.” 2 Black. com. 261-2.

Chancellor Kent says, “If soil be formed out of the

sea or river by slow and imperceptible alluvion and

accretion it belongs to the owner of the adjoining

land.” 3 Kent, 428.

“All writers on this subject and courts in their

decisions refer to Sir Mathew Hale's treatise, “Dejure

Maius,” which may therefore be considered an

established text book. In chapter 4, 1, amon

other things is the following, “If a subject hath lan

adjoining the sea, and the violence of the sea swallow

it up, but so that there be reasonable marks to con

tinue the notice of it; or though the marks be defaced;

yet if by situation and extent of quantity, and bound

ing upon the firm land, the same can be known,

thoug the sea leave the land again, or it be by art

and industry regained, the subject doth not lose his

property; and accordingly it was held by Cooke and

Foster, M. 7, jur. C. B., though the inundation con

tinue 40 years. If the mark remain or continue, or

extent can reasonably be certain, the case is clear.”

I cite from 6 Cowan 542. I am fully justified there

fore in saying that there can be no extension eastward;

but the owners may reclaim what has been worn

away by the river, if the farm can be duly ascertained.

REMARKS.

The reader will notice on page 97, at the foot of

the second column, that Judge Savage refers to so

much of the opinion as relates to trusts in real prop

erty as was commenced on page 18 of the manuscript,

the residue of the opinion commences on page 79 of

the manuscript copy and is a further discussion of the

same question.

Many of our readers are interested in the question

here so ably discussed, and it is therefore that we

lace these able opinions before them for their exam

ination. Much anxiety has been felt in reference to

existing provisions of our Statutes as to the disposi

tion ofproperty in trust—these opinions from the

pen of Judge Savage make the whole plain and easy

of comprehension by every man of business.
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BANKS AND OTHER INCORPORATED

INSIITUTIONS,

The Corporation of the City of New

York, at the last Session of the ilegislature,

and near its close, applied for the passage of

a law in relation to taxing incorporated in

stitutions in the city of New-York, as con

tra distinguished from other incorporated in

stitutions, in all other counties in his

State.

They presented with their memorial, a bill,

which was referred to the Committee on the

Judiciary, in the Senate, which Committee,

on the 10th of April, eight days before the

ºrmination of the session, reported in its

favor, and it was ordered to be printed. Its

Passage was opposed, and for that reason it

did not become a law at the last session, but

will no doubt, be called up early at the ap

proaching session, and an attempt made to
pass it.

There is a great principle involved in the

application for the passage of this bill, which

arises from the fact, that the application was

made without any notice whatever to the in.

*"utions to be effected by it, and the bill is,

'...'ts practical effects, an alteration of the

Charter of every incorporated Company in

the city of New-York.

The bill as reprinted shows the contem

plated change, in the words which are print

ed in italics, in the Sections from 1 to 15

inclusive, of the existing law, which is con

tained in the Revised Statutes, and which is

republished in pages 239 and 240 of this

volume, which pages each incorporated com

Pºny in this city has been furnished with a

copy of The new bill repeals the 8th and

9th sections of the present law, which sec

*... are of the greatest importance.

This bill is to be found in the printed Se

ºte Bills of 1843, and designated as No.
No. 66, and is in the words following:

“TITLE II.

Of the Assessment of Tazes on Incorpo

rated Companies, and the commutation or

collection thereof.

Section I. All moneyed or stock corpo

rations, deriving an income or profit from

their capital, or otherwise, the principal of:

fice or place of business whereof, shall be

situated in the eity of New York, or the ope

rations of which shall be carried on therein,

under which denomination shall be ineluded

all persons or associations of persons, formed

for the pnrpose of banking, under the provi

sions of the act entitled “An act to autho

rize the business of banking,” passed April

18, 1838, and the acts amendatory thereof,

der any general or special law, for the

purpose of mutual insurance, shall be liable

to taxation on their capital, in the manner

hereinafter prescribed.

§ 2. The president, cashier, secretary,

treasurer or other proper officer, of every

such company, shall, on or before the first

day of June, in each year, make and deliver

to the assessors, or one of them, of the ward

in which such company is liable to be taxed,

according to the provisions of the seventh

section of the first title of this act, a written

statement, specifying,

1st. The real estate, if any, owned by

such company, the towns or wards in which

the same is situated, and the sums actually

paid therefor;

2d. The capital stock actually paid in and

secured to be paid in, excepting therefrom

the sums paid for real estate, and the amount

of such capital stock held by the State, and

by any incorporated literary or charitable in

stitution ; and,

3d. The ward in which the principal of.

fice or place of transacting the financial bu

siness of such company is situated; or if

there be no principal office, the town or

ward in which its operations are carried

on, or in which it is liable to be taxed, under

the provisions of this act.

§ 3. The president, or other proper officer

of every such company, shall also deliver to

the Comptroller, on or before the first day of

June, in each year, a written statement, con

taining the same matters required by the fore

going section, to be specified in the statement

to be delivered to the assessors. The state

ments required by this and the preceding

section of this title, shall be certified, under

the oath of the said president or other proper

officer, to be in all respects, just and true.

§4. If the statements above required, or

either of them, shall not be furnished by any

company to the assessors, and to the Comp.

troller of this State, within thirty days after

the time above provided, the company neg

lecting to furnish such statements, or either of

them, shall forfeit to the people of this State,

for each statement omitted to be furnished,

the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars;

and it shall be the duty of the said Comp

troller, to furnish the Attorney General with

an account of all companies that shall neg

lect to render such lists, that he may prose

cute for the penalties hereby imposed.

§ 5. If any company, that shall be prose

cuted for any such penalty, shall pay the

costs of prosecution, and furnish the state

ment required, the Comptroller of the State,

if he shall be satisfied that the omission was

not wilful, may, in his discretion, discon

tinue such suit.

$6. The assessors shall enter all incorpo

shall have been received by them, and the

property of such companies, and the pro

perty of all other incorporated companies,

liable to taxation in their respective wards,

in their assessment rolls, in the following

Inanner .

1st. They shall insert in the first column

of their assessment rolls, the name of each

incorporated company in their respective

wards, liable to taxation on its capital, or

otherwise ; and under its name they shall

specify the amount of its capital stock paid

in, and secured to be paid in ; the amount

paid by such company for real estate, then

belonging to such company, wherever the

same may be situated ; and the amount of

its stock, if any, belonging to the State, and

to incorporated literary and charitable insti

tutions,

2d. In the second column they shall en

ter the quantity of real estate owned by such

company, and situated within their ward ;

and in the third column, the actual value

thereof, estimated as in other cases. -

3d. In the fourth column, they shall enter

the capital stock of every incorporated

company, excepting manufacturing and

turnpike corporations, and marine insurance

companies, paid in, and secured to be paid

in, after deducting the sums paid out for all

the real estate of such company, wherever

the same may be situated, and then belong

ing to it, and the amount of stock, if any,

belonging to the people of this State, and

to incorporated literary and charitable insti

tutions.

§ 7. The assessors shall insert in the col

umn mentioned in the preceding section,

the cash value of the stock of all manufac

turing and turnpike corporations, (to be as

certained by the assessor, by the sales of the

stock, or in any other manner.) deducting

therefrom the items mentioned in the prece

ding section ; which value, thus ascertained,

together with the value of the real estate of

such corporations, shall constitute the

amount on which the tax of such corpora

tions shall be levied.

§8. If any such company shall neglect

or omit to furnish such statement, within

the time and in the manner above prºscrib

ed, the assessors shall proceed to estimate,

according to the best information which they

shall be able to obtain, the capital stock of

the said company, paid in or secured to be

paid in, and shall assess the said company

therefore, which assessment shall be final

and conclusive.

§ 9. The capital stock of every company

liable to taxation, except such part of it as

shall have been excepted in the assessment

roll, and by the previous sections of this

title, shall be assessed and taxed in the same
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The object of the change in substituting

the word June for “July,” in the 2d and 3d

sections, is to throw the taxes backward, and

make two taxes payable in one year, for to

pay off the delinquencies of the Corporation

which are now afloat in the shape of unau

thorised Corporation Bonds.

The New-York Citizens' Committee, de

puted by the meeting at the Merchant's Ex

change, held on the 6th of March, 1843, on

their arrival at Albany, found a bill had been

reported in the Senate, by the Committee on

Finance, of which the following is a copy:

IN SENATE.

MARch 21, 1843.

“An act to amend the Revised Statutes in

relation to the exemption of incorporated

companies from taxation, and for other pur

poses.

The People of the State of New-York,

represented in Senate and Assembly, do en

act as follows :

Section 1. Section 9, of Title 4, of

Chapter 13, of Part 1, of the Revised Sta

tutes, which authorises the exemption of in

corporated companies in certain cases from

taxation, is hereby repealed.

§ 2. All banks established under the act

entitled “An Act to authorize the business

of banking,” passed April 18, 1838, shall

be subject to taxation on the amount of ca

pital paid in, or secured to be paid in, in the

same manner as incorporated banks. And

the proper officer or officers of such banks,

shall make an annual statement to the

Comptroller and the assessors, in the man

ner provided by the second Section, Title 4,

Chapter 13, of the first Part of the Revised

Statutes.

§ 3. The act entitled ‘An act authorising

mortgagees to redeem real estate sold for

taxes and assessments,” passed May 14,

1840, is hereby repealed.”

REMARKS.

This bill was considered by the Citizens'

Committee objectionable, in two of its pro

visions.

First, In making no provision for the

abatement of tax on the lost capital of in

corporated companies.

Second, containing the third Section as

above, as a rider, which repealed a most

salutary law of the State, as to mortgage se

curities, a provision important to every body

but Land Sharks.’ To this latter class of

persons it was obnoxious, as they could not

get the land from the honest owner at an as

sessment or tax sale, without first giving the

mortgagee six months notice, and also the

right to redeem.

The Citizens Committee drew up a me

morial on the subject of this bill and placed

it in the hands of the Hon. E. RhoADEs,

from Syracuse, which he presented, and

moved that the bill be recommitted to

the Committee on Finance, and it was so re

committed.

The Committee on Finance, of which

Judge Bockee is chairman, was at once con

vened. Judge Bockee and Judge Porter,

present. The Citizens Committee appeared

before these two intelligent senators and

stated their objections to the details of the

bill and proposed two entire new bills as sub

stitutes. The Committee on Finance ap

proved of both these bills, aud after giving

the Citizens Committee another hearing, re

ported both bills to the Senate, and both

would undoubtedly have been passed but

for the necessary absence of Judge Bockee

in consequence of domestic afflictions.

IN SENATE,

MARch 29, 1843.

Brought in by Mr. Bockee.

“An act to amend the Revised Statutes

in relation to the exemption of incorporated

companies from taxation, and for other pur

poses.

The People of the State of New York,

represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact

as follows:

“Sec. 1. Section 9 of Title 4 of Chap

ter 13 of Part 1 of the Revised Statutes,

which authorizes the exemption of incorpo

rated companies in certain cases from tax

ation, is hereby repealed.

“S 2. All banks established under the

act entitled “An act to authorise the busi

ness of banking,” passed April 18, 1838,

shall be subject to taxation on the amount

of capital paid in, or secured to be paid, in

the same manner as incorporated banks.-

And the proper officer or officers of such

banks shall make an annual statement to

the Comptroller and the assessors in the man

ner provided by the second section, Title 4,

Chapter 13, of the first Part of the Revised

Statutes.

“3. The provisions of the 15th section of

the 2d Title of the 13th Chapter of the first

Part of the Revised Statutes shall be extend

ed to all incorporated companies and other
associations subject to taxation ; and the

affidavit in such case may be made by the

president, cashier, secretary or treasurer

thereof: and such companies or associations

shall be assessed on the actual value of their

real and personal estate existing at the time

the assessment may be made. -

“S 4. This act shall take effect immedi

ately. -

REMARKS.

The other bill we have loaned the copy of

and it cannot be found. We will obtain

another copy from Albany and insert in the

after pages.

The provisions of these bills are argu:
mentative, yet notwithstanding this we will

add a few remarks. -

First, The bill recommitted contained a

a provision for repealing the act requiring

110tice to mortgagees. -

Previous to the passage of this ast requi

ring notice to mortgagees there was no se

curity in a mortgage against an assessment

or tax sale, and a mortgage of one hun

dred thousand dollars might have been de

feated and rendered worthless by a tax or

—
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assessment sale for a few shillings. No

ood citizen could desire to favor a class of

nd-sharks who seek to get acres for cents,

and thus deprive the honest owner of his

habitation and his home. There are two

classes of bidders at these sales, one class

called “Shylocks,” who are for getting large

interest for their money; another class who

hope from the poverty or misfortune of the

owner, or from his being ignorant of the

sale to get the land or compel him to redeem

it at a price equal to a second purchase.—

This latter class have been numerous in

New-York,

In discussing this subject, before the com

mittee on Finance they became satisfied

that there was necessity of reinforcing this

act in reference to mortgagees, and to extend

the same protection to owners and persons

otherwise interested in lands and also to pro

tect them from the rapacious fees of public
officers.

It was fortunate that this important sub

ject fell into the hands of the committee on

Finance which is composed of able practical
Inen.

Second, The Taxing of Institutions, for

cºpital irretrievably lost is unjust, inequit

able and absurd. Such a tax is not con

templated by the existing laws, but some

judicial officers think they find an obscurity

on this head in the existing statutes. It was

therefore deemed important to make the

matter so plain that it could not be misun

understood. If the present law had been

repealºl, a bank with an original capital of

one million of dollars that should loose nine

hundred ninety nine thousand dollars of its

capital would be obliged to pay a tax on

the remaining thousand sufficient at once to

exhaust the remnant,

. The provision which taxes Banking Asso

°iations, is objected to by the officers of these

institutions, but we cannot agree with them

in the conclusion they come to. If they

are not already taxable, they should be, for

their actual capital existing in stocks or

money. Those whose stocks are in bonds

and mortgages and the stockholder indebted

to the association for the amount of such

mortgages, present a question of equitable

consideration.

Mutual Insurance Companies it is urged

by intelligent business men, should not be

taxed. We addressed a letter to the HoN.

M. BRIMMER, Mayor of Boston on the sub

ject of taxation in that city. In his reply, he

states, that mutual Insurance companies are

not taxed in Boston.

With respect to such companies, it would

seem that if the associations have capital,

that capital should be taxed.

Banks are taxable by the existing law,

for capital paid in, aud secured to be paid in.

It would seem from the wording of the law

that if a stockholder had subscribed for a

hundred shares of Bank Stock, and given

his note to the institution, instead of money,

that such stock would be taxable as capital

stock, “paid in, and secured to be paid in.”

The monied institutions of our city, have

the whole matter placed before them and

when their officers shall have examined the

subject the draft of a memorial to the Legis

lature will be submitted to them to sustain

the last bills reported by Judge Bockee in

the Senate, and a Remonstrance against the

application of the corporation.

This sheet will be sent to all the monied

corporations and associations in this State

that each may take such action upon the

subject as may be deemed by them needful

and proper,

-

DOUBLE TAX,

Or, two taces to be collected in one and the

same year.

It is a matter of very great importance

and one that should come to the knowledge

of the people, that the public officers are

afraid to have the extent of their extrava

gance known by the Taxpayers, hence they

contrive every possible way to cover up the

Waste gates, through which the public money

finds an outlet.

During the session of the State Legisla

ture of IS42, the Common Council applied

to that body for the passage of a law to au

thorise the raising of two million and some

thousands of dollars by tax, and the appli

cation was granted, and an act passed.—

This tax was payable on the 10th day of

February, 1843.

The Citizens had on the 10th of February

1842, paid a tax, of about one million four

hundred thousand.

On the ISth March, 1842, Mr. Varian

presented in the Senate a memorial from the

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonaſty, asking

for a law to provide for “the earlier collec

tion of taxes.”

This application, upon the face of it, ap

peared plausible enough, but there was con

cealed beneath the cloak of “an earlier col

lection” a deep and matured plan of laying

a double tax, and but for the well timed op

position and exposure, it would have suc

ceeded.

We have only to look back to the message

of Mayor Varian to the Common Council in

1839, for the unriddling of the mystery, and

follow it down a little while, untif we come

to the application for the “earlier collec

tion of the tar.”

Mr. Varians message was made in May

1839, in which he uses this language:

“The practice which has within a few

*/ears grown up in the Common Council, of

borrowing large sums of money under that

provision of the Charter which authorises

temporary loans in anticipation of the ANNUAL

TAx, I consider injurious to the financial in

terests of the City, and not contemplated by

provisions of the Charter under which it is

done. By a reference to the Comptroller's

report, it will be seen that during the year

IS38, temporary loans, amounting to Eight

HUNDRED THousANd Doli.ARs were made

by him, in addition to the sum of Four Hun

dred and Eleven Thousand Nine Hundred

and seventy-five dollars and thirty-eight

cents borrowed from the City Aqueduct

Loans, &c.”

“These loans could, by the Charter, only

be made in anticipation of the tax of 1838,
as the tax of 1839 was not authorised by

the Legislature, and the amount so borrowed

was more than the whole tax levied. Qf
this amount so borrowedin 1838, there still

remains unpaid the sum of $204,27127,

and since the commencement of 1839, the

borrowing of $300,000 has been authorized

by resolution, as a temporary loan, while

there remains unpaid of the tax of 1888

comparatively a small amount. Such a
system, if continued, must eventually end

in direct violation of the provisions of the

charter, and in the accumulation of a debt

which is paid from one year to another by
temporary loans, and which will always be

a heavy burden upon the financial depart

ment of the city.

“The provision of the charter was ex

pressly intended to prevent the Common

Council from incurring snch debt, and to

confine the expenditures of the city to its

annual income; and the authority then given

to borrow money in anticipation of the tax,

was only intended to defray the ordinary

expenses of the city, in cases when, from

unforseen occurrences, the ordinary collec

tion of taxes had not been made to a suffi

cient amount.”

It will be borne in mind that Mr. Varian

is a Democrat and it is the extravagance of

the Whigs he is taking to task.

The Whigs were in debt when he entered

the Mayoralty $504,271.27 as appears from

his statement above quoted.

Now on the 14th of January 1840, about

eight months after, Mr. Varian, states to the

Legislature under his official name and

seal, the amount, increased to the enormous

sum of $1,700,469,00. .
The memorial is now on file in the ar

chives of the Senate and contains as fol

lows:

“To The HoNoRABLE THE LEgisi,ATURE OF

THE STATE of NEw York.

“The memorial of the Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonalty of New York, respectfully

represent,

“That by reason of the great expenses

which they have incurred in consequence

of the various improvements in the said

city, they have found the ordinary revenues

of the Corporation altogether inadequate to

meet the demands which these expenses

have produced, and that they have therefore,

from time to time, been obliged to issue

their bonds under their Corporate Seal, to

defray some of these expenses, as a mere

means of temporary relief. The amount

of this floating debt on the 31st of Decem

ber last, amounted to One Million Seven

Hundred Thousand Four Hundred and

Sirty Dollars, and can probably be reduced

from anticipated sources of revenue to One

Million Three Hundred Thousand.

“The amount to be raised by the annual

tax bill will be required for the ordinaty ex

pensesthat will accrue pending its collection,

and will therefore furnish no relief in liqui

dation of the floating debt.
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committee report to the Senate the accom

panying bill:

“An act respecting the Collection of Tazes

in the City and County of New York.

The People of the State of New York,

represented in Senate and Assembly, do

enact as follows:

§ 1. The assessors annually chosen in

each ward of the city of New York, shall

on or before the fifth day of June next, after

being chosen, proceed to assess the property

in their respective wards according to law,

and shall complete the assessment according

to law on or before the fifteenth day of Au

gust next following, and make out one fair

copy thereof to be left with one of their

number on or before the twentieth day of

August next following, and shall thereupon

according to law give notice of having com

pleted such assessment, and that a copy

thereof is left with one of such Asssessors,

r Mr. Franklin, from the Select Committee

9 to whom was referred the memorial of the

g | Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the

º, City of New York, praying for a law for the

* earlier collection of taxes within the city of

* | New-York,
of REPORT:

That they have had the matter set forth

Y, in the said memorial under consideration,

and have agreed to report a bill pursuant to

, the prayer thereof. It seems to your com

." | mittee that the city of New York has very

unnecessarily, for many years, labored under

ry great inconvenience arising from the want

of any provision of law to compel the pay

d. ment of taxes within the fiscal year for which

they are levied. The taxes for any particu

lar year are not confirmed by the board of

* | Supervisors until about the middle of Octo

ber, and are placed in the collector's hands

in the early part of November.

- The law, however, fixes no penalty or

'th charge of interest for any delay in the pay
*

- -

ment of tax, until the tenth of February in

the following year. The consequence is
bra - - - -

ars that the wealthiest citizens avail themselves

ſent of the longest time which is allowed; and

in but a very small proportion of the tax is

. paid until nearly a year after the same is

able authorised by the Legislature. The city,

being thus destitute of the means of defray

fore ling its ordinary expenses by its legitimate

orial means, is obliged to resort to its credit for

such purpose; and thus becoming a borrow

er, by temporary loans from the banks, not

only descends from the station to which her

natural resources entitle her, but materially

interferes with the intesests of the trading

community, by pre-occupying the means

if the of their accustomed facilities. The city of

f the New-York has, in this way, accumulated a

e for considerable floating debt.

ity of Your committee recommend, as a means

erred of relief, an amendment to the present law,

the so that the books shall remain in the hands

, first of the assessors, for the inspection of the

public, for twenty days after the 20th day

of August, and shall be returned to the

- board of Supervisors on or before the 20th

\ day of September following. The books

mittee may thus be placed in the collectors hands

f the by the early part of October,

f the Your Committee also recommend an

ssage amendment in the law, so that the one per

ollec- cent interest now established by law, should

York, commence on the last day of November,

and upon all taxes then unpaid. These altera

titled tions will enable the city government to

taxes \ effect a much earlier collection of taxes, and

i read \ within the fiscal year in which the disburse.

insent \ ments are made for which the tax is intend

•ed to \ed to provide. While this change cannot

but be regarded as of great importance to

the city of New York, your committee are

\42 not insensible of the advantages which

morial

onalty

to the V being 5-12 of the whole sum to be raised,

may shortly accrue to the State, should its

own necessities require that it should itself

resort to taxation, the proportion of which

to be contributed by the city of New York

In accordance with the above views, your

(naming him,) where the same may be

seen and examined by any of the inhabi

tants from the said twentieth day of Au

gust to the tenth day of September following

both inclusive ; that they will meet at the

expiration of the said tenth day of Septem

ber at a place in said notice to be specified

to review their assessment on the application

of any person conceiving himself aggrieved,

and such proceedings shall thereupon take

place as is by law provided. And such assess

ors shall sign the said assessment roll, and

deliver the same on or before the twentieth

day of September next ensuing to the Comp

troller of the said city, who shall deliver the

same to the Supervisors of the said city at

their next meeting, and that for any neglect

omission or refusal to perform the require

ments of this section, the parties offending

shall be liable to the penalties mentioned in

the eleventh section of the Act, April 23d,

1823, “Entitled An Act for the assessment

and collection of Taxes.”

§ 2. The first section of the act entitled

an act authorising a per centage to be added

to unpaid taxes in the city of New York,

passed April 13, 1835, is hereby amended,

so that the said section shall read asfollows:

Whenever any tax of any description of the

estates real or personal, of the freeholders

and inhabitants of, and situated in the city

of New York, shall remain unpaid on the

first day of February next ensuing, the time

prescribed by law for the delivery of the as

sessment roll to the collectors in said city, it

shall be lawful for the collectors whose duty

it may be to collect such tax, to charge, re

ceive, and collect in addition to the amount of

such tax, one per cent, on the amount there

of, and to charge, receive, and collect upon

such tax so remaining unpaid on the last day

of each month, between the monthof Novem

ber and the time prescribed by law for the

collectors in the said city to make their re

turns to the chamberlain or treasurer thereof,

a further addition or increase of one per

cent, on the amount of such tax, and such

increase or per centage shall be paid over

and accounted for by snch collector as a part

of the tax collected by him.
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§ 3. The act entitled “an act to amend the

acts respecting the collection of taxes in the

city of New-York, passed April 3d, 1839 is

hereby repealed.”

Page 268.

Monday, 10 o'clock, A.M.,

March 21, }.}

The bill entled “An act respecting the

collection of taxes in the city and county of

New York,” was read the third time.

On motion of Mr. Scott,

Ordered, That said bill be referred to the

committee on the judiciary to report to the

Senate whether in the opinion of said com

mittee, the votes of two thirds of all the

members elected to the Senate are required

to pass the said bill.

Page 278.

WEoNEsday, 10 o'clock A.M.

March 23, 1842. |
‘Mr. Strong from the Committee on the

Judiciary, to which was referred the bill en

titled “An act respecting the collection of

taxes in the city and county of New-York,”

to report to the Senate whether in the opin

ion of said committee, the votes of two

thirds of all the members elected to the Sen

ate are required to pass the said bill, reported

that in the opinion of the committee, the

votesof two thirds of all the members elected

to the Senate are required to pass the same;

which was agreed to by the Senate.

“Page 310.

SATURDAY, 10 o'clock, A.M.

March 26, 1842. }
“The bill entitled an “An act respecting

the collection of taxes in the city and county

of New-York,” was passed ; two thirds of

all the members elected to the Senate voting

in favor thereof, as follows, to wit:

FOR THE AFFIRMATIVE.

. Messrs. Bartlit, Bockee, Corning, Den

miston, Dixon, Faulkner, Foster, Franklin,

Hard, Hawkins, Hunter, Johnson, Nicholas,

Paige, Platt, Rhoades, Ruger, Scott, Sher

wood, Strong, Varian, Warney.—22.

FOR THE NEGATIVE.

Messrs. Dickinsox, Hust, Roor.

Ordered, That the Clerk deliver said bill

to the Assembly, and request their concur

rence in the same.

ASSEMBLY JOURNAL.

Page 661.

SATURDAY, March 26, 1842.

The Senate sent for concurrence, the bill

entitled, “An act respecting the collection

of taxes in the city and county of New-York,”

which was read the first time, and by unani

mous tonsent was also read a second time,

and referred to the committee on the inter

nal affairs of towns and counties.

Page 839.

Thursday, April 7, 1842.

Half-past 3 o'clock, P.M. j

On motion of Mr. D. R. F. Jones, and

by unanimous consent,

Resolved, That the engrossed bill from

the Senate, entitled “An act respecting the

collection of taxes in the city and county of

New-York,” be taken from the general

orders, and ordered to a third reading.

Page 941.

MoxDAY, April 11, 1842.

The engrossed bill from the Senate, enti

tled “An act respecting the collection of

taxes in the city of New-York,” was read

the third time.

Mr. Townsend moved that the said bill be

recommitted to the committee on the internal

affairs of towns and counties, with instruc

tions to report instanter.

‘Mr. Speaker put the question, whether

the House would agree to the said motion of

Mr. Townsend, and it was determined in

the affirmative.”

Here commenced an important move

ment of the Anti-Assessment Counittee, in

reference to the Ward Collectors. The

Corporation had thus far progressed in this

sliding tax bill, to saddle the citizens with

two taxes in one year, by moving the pay

day from 1843 to 1842, under the specious

pretext of an earlier collection of taxes; a

pretty move this to cover up their wasteful

expenditures, but they were caught in the

act, and plainly told that the Executive

would return the bill, and the manoeuvre

would be blown.

Mr. Solomon Townsend, of the House of

Assembly, a member from the city of New

York, was at once applied to by a delegate

of the Anti-Assessment Committee, to arrest

this bill, authorising a double tax upon the

people of that city, and that indefatigable

and uncompromising member, with his

characteristic promptness, at once laid hold

of the subject, and moved that the bill,

which had gone through the Senate with

rail road speed, had been in the House by

hocus pocus, moved out of its place, and or

dered to a third reading, be re-committed,

and that the committee be required to report

again instanter.

Mr. — , from Franklin County,

a leading member of the Whig side of the

House, sustained Mr. Townsend, and the

bill was recommitted, and the following

amendment, proposed by the Anti-Assess

ment Committee, added to the bill:

‘S 4. Any person who may be desirous of

paying his tax or taxes, previous to the first

of February, shalſ, on paying the amount

thereof, to the Comptroller of the City of

New-York, be allowed a deduction there

from, at the rate of six per cent. per an

num.’

Another amendment, proposed by the

Anti-Assessment Committee, viz: to substi

tute 11th of February for 1st of November,

was rejected by the Standing Committee

Page 942.

“Mr. D. R. F. Jones, from the Committee

on the internal affairs of towns and counties,

to which was re-committed the engrossed

bill from the Senate, entitled ‘An act re

specting the collection of taxes in the City

of New York,” reported that the Commrittee

had examined the said bill, and made sun

dry amendments thereto ; with which

amendments they saw no reason why the

said bill should not be passed into a law.

Ordered that the bill do have its third

reading.”

Mr. Townsend here moved to strike out the

words, “ November first, and insert in place

* February first.’ His motion was sustained

by the House, and the bill was thus amen

ded.

“Thereupon,

The said engrossed bill from the Senate,

entitled ‘An act respecting the collection of

taxes, in the city of New York,’ having

been amended by striking out of the third

section the words “Now EMBER first,’ and

inserting February first,’ was read the

third time.

Resolved, That the bill and amendments

do pass.

Ordered, That the Clerk return the said

bill to the Senate, and inform them that the

Assembly have passed the same, with the

amendments thereto, therewith delivered.

SENATE JOURNAL,

Page 511.

Monday, Half-past three o'clock, P. M.

April 11, 1842. }
The bill entitled “An act respecting the

collection of taxes, in the City and County

of New York,' was received from the As

sembly, with a message informing that they

had passed the same with the amendments

therewith delivered.

Resolved, That the Senate do concur in

the said amendment ; two thirds of all the

members elected to the Senate voting in fa.

vor thereof, as follows; to wit:

For the AFFIRMAtive, Messrs. Bartlett,

Bockee, Corning, Deniston, Dixon, Faulk

ner, Foster Franklin, Hard, Hawkins, Hunt,

Hunter, Nicholas, Johnson, Paige, Peck,

Platt, Root, Ruger, Scott, Sherwood,

Strong, Varian, Works, 24.

NEGATIVE, none.

Ordered, That the Clerk return the same

to the Assembly.”

ASSEMBLY JOURNAL.

“Page 949.

Half-past three o'clock, P. M.

A message from the Senate, with the bill

and amendments therein mentioned, was

received and read, informing that they had

concurred with the Assembly in their amend

ments to the bill entitled ‘An act respecting

the collection of taxes in the City and Coun

ty of New York,” and amended the said bill

accordingly. -

The said amended bill having been exa

mined,

Ordered, That the Clerk return the same

to the Senate.”

SENATE JOURNAL.

“Page 517.

Seven o'clock, P. M.

The Assembly examined and returned

the bill, entitled ‘An act respecting the col

lection of taxes in the City and County of

New York."
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rested in real estate, who will file the me

morandum required. This bill needs no ar

gument to sustain it, it is of itself argumen

tative throughout.

As to limiting charges for advertisements,

certificates and lease, to the rates charged

by the State Comptroller, we will remark:

that the expense made by the State Comp

troller, for advertising sales, giving certifi

cates, and advertising for redemption, is but

30 cents, while, for advertising sale, giving

certificate, advertising to redeem, and grant

ing lease, the officers of the Corporation of

the City of New York, charged for about

two and a quarter acres of pasture land,

which is in one piece, and which they, for

the sake of making fees, subdivided on pa

per into 36 lots, advertised them as 36 dis

tinct pieces, sold it as 36 distinct pieces,

give 36 distinct certificates, and 36 distinct

leases ; there were 36 distinct charges,

s $16.80 each, making an expense of $604.80

for the services for which Comptroller FLAGG

would have charged in all, but Eighty

* CENTs. What a contrast !

º “IN SENATE,

s MARch 29, 1843.

x- Brought in by Mr. BockEE.

º An act, to amend an act entitled ‘An act

-

e authorizing mortgagees to redeem real es

executing and delivering a lease or deed

therefor, shall be the same that is made by

the State Comptroller, for advertising and

selling lands for taxes, and no more.

§ 3, Owners, lessees, assignees, or per

sons otherwise interested in land situate

within the bounds of this State, who shall

file in the office of register of deeds, or in

the office of clerk of the county where such

land is situate, a written memorandum, sta

ting his place of residence or place of busi

ness, and a particular and definite descrip

tion of his land and where situate, shall be

entitled to the same notice as provided in

the act entitled “An act authorizing mort

gagees to redeem real estate sold for taxes

and assessments, passed May 14th, 1840,

and shall have the same right and privilege

to redeem such land from any tax or assess

ment sale, as is in said act allowed to mort

gagees.

§ 4. The memorandums to be filed in

pursuance of this act, shall be filed prior to

the expiration of the two years allowed by

law for the redemption of lands sold for

taxes or assessments.”

COLLECTION OF TAXES,

FROM BANKS AND OTHER INCORPORATED

INSTITUTIONs, IN THE CITY of

New York.

d º!e sold for taxes and assessments, passed

May 14th, 1840.

l The People of the State of New-York,
t l represented in Senate and Assembly, do en

act as follows:
to Sec. 1. The first section of the act enti

": tied ‘An act authorizing mortgagees to re

* deem real estate sold for taxes and assess

* ments,’ passed May 14th, 1840, is hereby

"" amended so as to read as follows:

ly- No sale of real estate for the non-pay

* ment of any tax or assessment shall destroy

he * in any manner affect the lien of any

º mortgage thereon duly recorded or register:

lat ed, in any case where the mortgagee shall
he have filed a written memorandum of his

tº mortgage, with a definite or particular de

& scription of the mortgaged premises, in the

gh office of register of deeds, or clerk of the
-

... county in which the premises are situate ;

which memorandum shall also state the re

sidence of such mortgagee or his place of

º business, and specify where notices shall be

directed to him. And it shall be, and is

hereby made the duty of the register of

deeds and clerk of the county, to prepare

and keep in his office, a book in which he

§e- shall record such memorandums ; and he

at, shall be entitled to six cents per folio for re

Af. gistering and filing such memorandum, and

ld no more; and such book shall contain an

index, alphabetically arranged, and shall be

subject to the inspection of any person, dur

lic Wing office hours, free of charge.

§ 2. In all cases of sale of land for any

ise \tax or assessment imposed thereon, in any

te, \ city or village within the bounds of this

2d. State, the charge for advertising notice of

ds / sale and notice of redemption, for making

te- ) and delivering a certificate of sale, and for

The Legislature, at the last session, on

the application of the Corporation of the

city of New York, altered the law as to the

collection of taxes from Banks and incorpo

rated Companies. It will be borne in mind

that we have been treating of the assessment

of taxes upon incorporated Companies. We

are now treating of the collection of taxes

from such institutions.

It will probably be most useful and con

venient, to the IBanks and other Institutions,

to give a full copy of the present law, which

is as follows:

“ CHAPTER 230.

Passed April 18th, 1843.

A Rt. 2.

§ 18. The said receiver shall demand pay

ment of all taxes assessed on incorporated

companies in the said city, from the presi

dent or other proper officer of such compa

nies, and if not paid, shall proceed in the

collection and payment thereof, in the same

manner as in other cases, and his receipt

shall be evidence of the payment of such

tax.

§ 19. Such taxes shall be paid out of the

funds of the company, and shall be rateably

deducted from the dividends of those stock

holders whose stock was taxed, or shall be

charged upon such stock, if no dividends be

afterwards declared.

§ 20. If the said receiver shall not be able

to collect any tax assessed upon an incor

porated company, he shall return the same

to the chamberlain, and at the same time

make affidavit before him, or some other of.

ficer authorized to administer oaths, that he

had demanded payment thereof from the

president, or other proper officer of the com
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pany, and that such officer had refused to

pay the same, or that he had not been able

to make such demand, as the case may be ;

and that such company had no personal

property from which he could levy such

tax.

§ 21. The chamberlain shall thereupon

certify such facts to the Comptroller of this

State, who shall pass to the credit of such

chamberlain, the amount of all taxes so re

turned and certified, as in the cases of taxes

on the lands of non-residents.

§ 22. The Comptroller of the State shall

furnish the Attorney General with the names

of all companies refusing or neglecting to

pay the taxes imposed on them, with the

amount due from them respectively; and

the Attorney General shall thereupon file a

bill in the Court of Chancery against every

such company, for the discovery and seques

tration of its property.

$23. The Chancellor, on the filing of

such bill, or on the coming in of the answer

thereto, shall order such part of the proper

ty of such company to be sequestered, as he

shall deem necessary for the purpose of sa

tisfying the taxes in arrear, with the costs of

prosecution ; and he may also, at his discre

tion, enjoin such company, and the officers

thereof, from any other proceedings under

their act of incorporation, and may order

and direct such other proceedings as he shall

deem necessary to compel the payment of
such tax and costs.

$ 24. The Attorney General may also re

cover such tax, with costs, from such delin

quent company, by action in any Court of
record in this State.”

“ARTICLE 4.

Repeal of other provisions, and time when

this act shall take effect.

Sºc. l. The provisions of Chapter XIII,

of the first Part of the Revised Statutes,

regulating the collection of taxes, shali

hereafter be inapplicable to the City and

County of New York.

§2. All former laws, acts and parts of

acts, relating to the collection of taxes in

the City of New York, or to the officers by

whom the same shall be collected, and to

the sale of property, real or personal, there

for, or to the redemption of real estate sold
for taxes in the said city, and all other acts

ºr Pºrts of acts inconsistent herewith, are

hereby repealed.

§ 3. Neither of the two preceding sec

tions, shall in any manner be construed to

aftect any act done or right accrued, or any

Proceeding, or any suit of prosecution, for

any offence, or for the recovery of any pen
alty or forfeiture, commenced or pending,

under any of the provisions, acts, or parts of

acts, thereby repealed, or declared inappli

cable to the City and County of New York.

$4. This act shall take effect immediate.

ly, except the provision to abolish the office

of collector of taxes, which provision shall

take effect on the first day of A pril, 1844.”

REMARKS.

The above is the only law now in force,

for collecting taxes from Banks and other

incorporated Companies, in the City of New

York. All other laws are repealed.

The interests of incorporated Companies,

have not been injured by this new law.

As to collecting the tax, it was a necessary

change in doing away with the duties of

ward collectors and substituting a general

receiver.

REVIEW OF THE PROPOSED LAW

As To INCORPorATED INstitutions,

INCLUDING INCOPORATIONS AND

ASSOCIATIONS.

The first section on the title page of this

number contains all the words of the first

section of Title 2 of Vol. 1 of the Revised

Statutes, pg. 403 new edition, and an addi

tion thereto of all the words which are in

italic. The bill reported by Judge Bockee

on the 24th March, on page 102 of this

number covers all the ground which is need

ful in this, and besides that, the bill reported

by Judge Bockee, puts all the institutions

throughout the state upon the same footing,

whereas the New York city corporation bill,

singles out the institutions on this island as

to be extra burdened. This is all wrong.

The second section requires the return to

be made before the first of June, instead of

July, with a view to lay a double tax by

sliding the tax one year back in the order

of time, by which means the Banks and

other institutions would be required to pay

two annual taxes out of two semi-annual

dividends !!!

The words ‘seventh,’ ‘first,’ ‘act,' ‘act,'

in section are inserted to make the pro

vision of the particular section apply to this

particular bill, instead of the general law, as

now existing.

In the third section the word “June” is

substituted in the bill for the word “July,”

in the present law, for the reasons stated as

to section two as above.

In section 4 and 5 the words “of this

state,”—“ said”—“of the State”—were in

serted to designate the State Comptroller

from the City Fiscal.

In section 6 the word “ Ward” in the

proposed bill is substituted for word “tourn”

in the existing law.

Sections 7, 8, 9, 10, and II, in the pro

posed bill are exact copies of Section 7, 10,

11, 12, and 13 of the present law, omitting

and repealing section S and 9 of the existing

law.

In sec. 12, the word “ward” in the pro

posed bill is substituted for word “town,” in

the existing law.

In sec. 13. The words “on the third

Wednesday of August in each year, accom

panied by the receipts of the Chamberlain,”

in the proposed bill, are substituted for

the words “annual” meeting “within two

days from the commencement thereof ac.

companied with the receipt of the county

Treasurer,” in the present law. *

The Revised Statutes already require the

city Chamberlain to perform the duties of

county Treasurer. The substituting the

3d Wednesday in August for the annual

meeting of the Board of Supervisors late in

October, is for the purpose of sliding back

the tax, and collectingtwo annual taxes from

the banks, &c., from the proceeds oftwo semi

annual dividends. It would be far more

creditable to the Corporation to come out at

once and ask a tax of Four Million of dol

lars, than to try thus, underhandedly to slip

out a couple of millions under the specious

pretext of “an earlier collection of the tar.

The 142d section, in the proposed bill,

corresponds with section 15, in the existing

law.

Section 15 of the proposed bill corres

ponds with section 16 of the existing law,

with these exceptions, viz: words “ of this

state” are added to distingnish the state

Comptroller from the City Fiscal, and words

“the said City” are substituted in the bill

for words “such County” in the present law.

The proposed Bill also contains these pro

visions,

“Title 1–Sec. 13. The term incorpo

rated company in this act shall be construed

to include all the Banking and other associ

ations having capital stock.”

The two sections 8 and 9 of the existing

law, proposed to be repealed by this bill are
as follows:

“S. The provisions of the 15th section,

of the second title of this chapter, shall be,

and are hereby extended to the incorporated

companies in the two preceding sections

named ; and the president or other proper

officers, may make the affidavit required by
said section.”

The two preceding sections refered to are

sections 6 and 7 on the title page of this
number. -

§ 9. “If the President or other proper

officers of any incorporated company named

in the assessment roll, shall show to the

satisfaction of the Board of Supervisors, at

their annual meeting, within two days from

the commencement thereof, by the affida

wits of such officer, to be filed with the clerk

of the Board, that such company is not in

the receipt of any profits or income, the

name of such company shall be stricken

out of the assessment roll, and notax shall be

imposed upon it. And the assessment of

every monied or stock corporation, authori

sed to make dividends or its capital, from

which no such affidavit shall be received,

shall be conclusive evidence, that such cor.

poration was liable to taxation and was

duly assessed.”

Section 15, of title 2, referred to in the

above quoted section 8,-allows institutions

to be taxed on their actual, instead of their

nominal capital. The courts are disposed

to think its provisions obscure. Mr. Bockee's

bill, on page 10, of this number is declara

tory, and to carry out the equity of the pro

vision but the corporation seek to abrogate

it altogether, and to collect a tax on sunken

capital.

The third section of Mr. Bockee's bill, on

page 102 of this number, was substituted by

the finance committee for the following sec

tion proposed by the Citizens' Committee.
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tion, Upon this house I pay the following

the taxes :

reby State Tax, 20-100 on the $100,

, of amounting to . - . $24.00

king County Tax, 50-100 do. do. 60.00

been City Tax, 36-100 do. do. 43.20
in les Poor Tax, 18-100 do. do. 21.60

d on -

e the - $148.80

!, in- If I use the Schuylkill water in

n the my house, as I do, I pay for

ºr Se- household purposes and bath, 8.00

law -

reof, $156.80

These constitute all the taxes assessed

". upon that piece of property.

º ". I pay also to the City, to the County, and

... to the Poor Tax, what is called a personal

tax, $2 to each fund ; this is not rated upon

ye, as personal property, but strictly upon the per

* son, rated I believe upon the trade or occu
|crea- - in ºr ‘O

, the pation, the lowest rate being 20-100, the

their highest $2.

To the State I pay a tax upon personal

een at property, emoluments of office, &c., which

of it, you could not understand without an accu

man- rate examination of the law.

olitical These taxes upon my house, are, as I

unt of have said, all that it pays for the year

check- 1843.

se, by The City Tax pays for watching, light

public ling, paving, police, City government, clean

sing, &c. &c. &c., in fact for all City ex

penses.

I The City is included in, and forms part

of the County, and therefore pays a County

it. Tax. This fund pays for roads, bridges,
equit- - - ... -- *

dº...! courts, (not including salaries of Judges.)

ayor of damages, &c.

e Hon. Poor Tax pays for the support of the

city of P". -

Muching These are the Taxes of the City proper.

... But the City proper is but a small portion:

ers, let- of the City apparent That includes Cor.

\es : porations called Southwark, Moyamensing,

* Spring Garden, Penn township, Kensington,

Mua M. “ach ºf which sustains its own local opera

łelphia, tions by its own taxes.

Thus Spring Garden—there a house,

value $12,000 would pay the same state

1843. tax, county tax, and poor tax, that is paid
of the

on my house. It would not pay a City tar,

a short but it would pay a Spring Garden tax, laid

by the authorities of the district, probably

Ward to less than a city tax. The state of advance.

'ou ask ment of each district being the indication of

he scale the magnitude of the tax.

rion for In some of the districts they pace by as

expen- sessments—upon the holders of the property

At char- in front of which the pavement is made—not

which it so in the city.

at simi-. If you would pay us a visit, and pass an

arity of hour with me I would give you more infor

mation than by writing a volume.

hich, if Very respectfully,

On One Your ob't servant,

to the J. M. Scott.

E. MERLAM, Esq.”
ussessed -

: its full Copy of a Letter from Hon. M. BRIMMER,

Mayor of the City of Boston to E. Meriam.

“Boston, Oct, 23d, 1843.

Sir-I have to acknowledge the receipt of

your favor of 17th of Oct., and I now enclose

answers to your several inquiries. In answer

to the 6th interrogatory I would add, that

in building sewers and drains one fourth of

the expense is paid by the city ; paving is

done at the expense of the city. The City
own two wharves, all other wharves are

private property. I send you the last annual

report of the receipts and expenditures of

the city of Boston, from which you will

gain much information in relation to the taxes

of the city.

Respectfully your ob't. s.t.

M. BRIMMER.

E. Meriam, Esq.

Answers enclosed referred to above.

The questions were drawn by ourselves, the

answers written by His Honor the Mayor of

Boston.

Question 1st.—Is the tax of the City, and

also the tax of the County imposed upon

Real and Personal Estate blended together,

constitute one tax : or are these imposed

separately—if the latter what is the relative

proportion of the county, to that of the City

tax *

Answer.—The City ot Boston and the

small town of Chelsea, constitute the county

of Suffolk, and the taxes are blended togeth

er and constitute one tax, of which $56,000

is appropriated to expenses of Courts, re

pairs &c., constituting about 1-14th of the

annual appropriations.

Q. 2d.—Are your Banksand incorporated

Companies, taxed upon original nominal

capital, paid in, or upon the capital existing

at the time the tax is laid 7

A.—The tax assessed by the State on

Bank capital, is levied upon the capital as

chartered. A Bank with a chartered capi

tal of one million, pays one per cent on that

amount without regard to losses.

Q. 3.-Is the State tax an annual imposi

tion of one per cent.

A.—The State Tax on the Banks is an

nual imposition, stockholders also pay the

city and county tax. - -

Q. 4th-Have you Poll tax, how is it

imposed, what rate, and is it easy of collec

tion ?

A.—A poll tax of $1.50 is levied upon

“every Male inhabitant between the ages of

20 and 70 years, whether a citizen of the

U. States or an alien. The poll tax of Minors

is assessed to the parent, guardian or Master.

It is as easily collected as any other tax

It gives all persons paying such tax within

2 years, except aliens, a right to vote.

Q. 5th, Have you any data, by which

you can easily determine what the aggregate

amount of the tax upon “capacity or in

come” amounts to annually, or what pro

portion it bears to the aggregate tax?

A.—We have no means of ascertaining.

Q. 6th.-Does the expense of building

Sewers, Drains, paving Streets and build.

ing Wharves, constitute any part of your

City tax?

A.—See letter.

Q. 7th—Have you any local assessment
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for opening, widening, extending or straight

ening streets, if so, how imposed ?

A.—A certain amount is annually appro

priated for the widening of streets, and in

cluded iu the annual tax like any other ap

propriation. There is no betterment law in

this State.

Q. Sth.—If a merchant engaged in busi

ness in your city and having his counting

room on one of your wharves, resides with

his family at Watham where would he be

taxed for his personal property which con

sisted in debts receivable

A.—He would be taxed where he resided

on the first day of May ; a tax must be paid

either in Boston or Waltham.

Q. 9th.-If a person owning a house in

the city of Boston, and also a house in the

town of Waltham, residing in the warm sea

son at Waltham, and in the cold season at

Boston, in which place would he be taxed

for personal property 2

Answered as above in No. 8.

Q. 10th.-What constitutes a residence in

your city for the purpose of taxation ?

A.—Being in the city on the first day of

May and previously with intention to reside.

Q. I lth.-In the valuation of real estate,

is the opinion of the assessors as to the value

of a house and lot, absolute and without re

peal or review

A.—The valuation of the Assessors and

Assistant Assessors is not final. After Six

months an appeal lies to the Mayor and

Aldermen. An application of this kind is

very unusual and it is not known that they

ever granted relief.

Q. 12th.-By what officer is your tax col

lected; and when unpaid upon real estate,

do you sell so much of the real estate as

will pay the tax, or how otherwise?

A.—Taxes are collected by the city and

county treasurer. So much of real estate

as is necessary to pay the tax imposed may

be sold at public auction, after being adver

tised three weeks. The lien on the estate

continues two years, even if sold ; if not

º there seems to be no termination to the

leia.

Q. 13th-What provision of law exists

in your city to enable your assessors to as

certain persons liable to taxation who reside
in hotels :

A.—All Innholders and keepers of board

ing houses are required by law to make re

turns, on application of any assessor, of per

manent boarders, under a penalty of twenty

dollars for refusing or giving false informa

tion. Transient persons are not liable.

Q. 14th.-If a foreign Banker, resident

of any of the cities of Europe has funds on

deposite in your Banks, or balances in the

hands of your Merchants, would such be

liable to taxation under your laws 7

A.—Funds in Banks or in the hands of

Bankers or Commission Merchants belong

ing to Foreigners are not subject to taxation.

Q. 15th–If a subject or other person,

residing in Europe, holds stock in your city

debt, standing in the name of a citizen of

Boston, on which such citizen receives the in

terest, to remit the non resident, would that

stock be taxed, and to whom 3

A.—Persons not resident in the State,

holding stock in Banks, city debt, &c., are

not liable to be taxed therefor.

Q. 16th-Does your city pay the salaries

of any judicial officers who may be called

upon to adjudicate upon matters of a pecu

niary character arising between the city

corporation and a citizen 2

A.—It does not. If questions of dispute

be referred to referees the fees of reference

are paid as said referees shall direct.

Q. 17th.-If the agent of a foreign man

ufacturer receiving goods and doing business

in your city sells a million of dollars annu

ally of merchandise on which he receives a

commission of five per cent. How would

he be taxed in Boston 7

A.—The facts being satisfactorily estab

lished, the merchant would be taxed on an

income of $50,000.

If A owns a house worth $12,000 and B

has a mortgage on it for $12,000, both A

and B are taxed; one for real, the other for

personal estate.

“Boston, Nov. 4th 1843.

“SIR,

Your favor of first instant is received

and I beg to return you my thanks for the

documents you have sent me.

The following is the query you have put

and the answer.

Q—When you tax “income,” how do

you rate it in comparison with real estate or

personol property 1 Suppose for example,

A has a house and lot worth $10.000 and

debts due him $10,000, making $20,000,

and B has an income of $1.000 netton sales

by commission, what would the tax of B

amount to at 60 cents on the $100 for A's

property

A.—A's house and lot $10.000

at 60 cts.

“ Debt receivable 10,000

being personal proper

ty, 60 cts.

$60.00

$60.00

$120.00

B. Income by commission

of $1000, 60 cts. $6.00

B would also be taxed for any capital he

might possess at the same rate.

Valuation and Tax of the city of Boston.

IS43.

Real Estate, $67,673.400, 6.20 419,575.08

Personal, 42.372.600, 6:20 262.7.10.12

110.0.16.000 $6S2.2S5.20

Polls, 20.063, 1,50, 30.094.50

$712.379.70

Your ob't servant,

M. BRIMMER, Mayor.

E. Meriam Esq.”

Early in October, we received a letter

from the Hon. M BRIMMER, Mayor of the

City of Boston, in reply to a letter we ad

dressed to that gentleman, making certain

inquiries as to the mode of assessing taxes

in that city, and as to what species of prop

erty the tax is imposed upon. This letter,

we have had the misfortune to lose. We

have, however, a recollection of the con

tents, in general, which are substantially, as

follows:

The tax is assessed by three permanent

assessors, with salaries, and two assistant

assessors in each ward, without salaries, all

of which are appointed by the mayor and

aldermen.

The tax, is assessed upon real and per

sonal estate.

If A owns a house and lot in Boston,

worth, $12,000, and furniture worth $12,000

A would be taxed upon the house and lot,

for $12,000, real estate, and for the furniture,

(all over 1000) would be legally taxable, but

the practice of the assessors is to rate furni

ture at one-fourth its cost in the tax rolls

Furniture not exceeding $1000, is exempt

from taxation.

Mutual insurance Companies, are not

taxed in Boston.

Stocks in incorporated institutions located

in other states, owned by inhabitants of Bos

ton, are taxable as personal estate to such

stockholder. Also, all goods, merchandize,

ships at home and abroad. Debts receiv

able and income, as personal estate.

Debts payable may be deducted from debts

receivable, but from no other personal estate.

This is in accordance with the decision of

the Supreme Court of Massachusetts.

There is, also a faculty tax, imposed upon

capacity or income, from business &c.

Income is taxed as personal estate.

We have obtained from GERARD F. HAL

Lock, Esq, one of the Editors of the Jour. of

Commerce, a statement of the system of tax

atien in the city of New Haven, Connecti

cut, and that gentleman has also furnished

us with an examination of his tax bill.

Real Estate, is estimated in New Haven

for the purpose of taxation, at what is sup

posed to be the fair valuation.

It is there assessed as the basis of esti

mate for taxation that it yields 3 per cent

income per annum.

Money at interest is put down at 6 per

cent income per annum. A person who

owns real estate $10,000, money at interest

$10,000, would be rated for IS43 as follows:

Real estate 10,000 3 per cent, 300.00

Money at inter. 15.000 6 “ 900.00

Upon this sum total 1200.00

State tax I per cent. on $1200 12.00

Town do. 3 ** “ 1200 36.00

City do. 7 “’ “ 1200 84.90

Total tax on income of $25,000 $132.00

In connecticut the owners of real estate

which is encumbered by mortgage pays a

tax on the value of such real estate after de

ducting the mortgage, to be computed the

same as above. The mortgagee pays the

tax on his mortgage.

In the city of New York the tax is im

posed upon real and personal estate.

For example, if A owns a house worth

$12,000, and furniture worth $130 00, situ.
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The assessors have no discretion as to re

fusing to accept the oath, but must receive

such affidavit, and reduce the assessed

value, according to the value fixed in the

affidavit.

Persons who are assessed, are allowed

twenty days to make objections, viz: from

20th August to the 10th of September, but

no proper means are provided for giving the

persons assessed, personal notice; and be

sides, the particular time selected, is a bad

one. At that season of the year, very many

of our citizens are absent from the city.

Bank stock, and stock in other incorpora

ted companies, in the city of New York, is

taxed to the institutions, and is paid out of

the earnings of the institutions, and conse

quently lessens the annual dividend, equal

to the amount of such tax.

The Safety Fund Banks, also pay a safe

ty fund tax to the State, which is equal to

one half of one per cent. on their capital

stock paid in, without regard to losses.

Under the act of April, 1843, the Banks

also pay the State Comptroller for register

ing notes.

The stockholders are allowed by law, to

deduct out of their personal estate, the

amount of stock they may hold in any incor

porated company, for which the institution

pays the tax.

In the City of New York, there are a

species of local taxes, called ASSESS

MENTS. These are imposed on the own

ers and occupants of houses and lands, for

paying streets, opening new streets, widen

ing, straightening, and lengthening old

streets; making fancy squares and parks;

building riddling sewers and drains; for

wells and pumps; fencing vacant lots, and

filling up uneven ground. These assess

ments are vast in amount, and most oppres

sive and burdensome, and more abuses and

corruptions have been practised in the im

position of some of these assessments, than

has ever been practised in all the local as

sessments and general taxes in all the world

besides.

In most of the other counties in the State

of New York, real estate is assessed at from

one quarter to one half its real value, while

in the City and County of New York, real

estate is generally valued by the assessors at

more than its intrinsic worth.

EXTRACTS

FROM THE TAX LAWS OF THE

STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS.

OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY SUBJECT TO

TAxATION.

“S 1. A poll tax shall be assessed upon

every male inhabitant of the Common

wealth, between the ages of sixteen and

seventy years, whether a citizen of the Uni

ted States or an alien, in the manner here

inafter provided, in this chapter.

§2. All property, real and personal, of

the inhabitants of this State, not expressly

exempted by law, shall be subject to taxa

tion, in the manner provided in this chap
ter.

§ 3. Real Estate shall, for the purposes of

taxation, be construed to include all lands

within this State, and all buildings and other

things erected on or affixed to the same.

§ 4. Personal Estate shall, for the purpo

ses of taxation, be construed to include all

goods, chattels, moneys and effects, where

soever they may be ; all ships, and

vessels, whether at home or abroad; all

moneys at interest, due the persons to be

taxed, more than they pay interest for, and

all other debts due to them more than they

are indebted for ; all public stocks and sc

curities, stocks in turnpikes, bridges and all

monied corporations, whether within or

without the State, and also income from any

profession, trade or employment, or from any

annuity, unless the capital of such annuity

shall be taxed in this State ; and all other

property returned in the last preceding valu

ation, for the purpose of taxation.”

OF PROPERTY AND PERSONS EXEMPTEI)

FROM TAXATION.

“Sec. 5. The following property and

poles shall be exempted from taxation,

namely :

Firstly, The property of the United

States and of the Commonwealth.

Secondly, The personal property of all

literary, benevolent, charitable and scientific

institutions, incorporated within this Com

monwealth ; and such real estate, belong

ing to such institutions, as shall actually be

occupied by them, or by the officers of said

institutions, for the purposes for which they

were incorporated.

Thirdly, The Bunker Hill Monument.

Fourthly, The household furniture of

every person, not exceeding one thousand

dollars in value ; and also his wearing ap

parel, farming utensils, and mechanics tools,

necessary for carrying on his business.

Fifthly, All houses of religious worship,

and the pews and furniture within the same,

(except for parochial purposes,) and all

tombs and rights of burial. ,

Sixthly, All mules, horses, and neat

cattle, less than one year old; and all swine

and sheep less than six months old.

Seventhly, The polls and estates of all
Indians.

Eighthly, The polls and estates of per

sons, who by reason of age, infirmity and

poverty, may, in the judgment of the asses

sors, be unable to contribute towards the

public charges.”

OF THE TOWNS OR PLACES WHERE POLLS

BE AssessED.

“Sec. 6. The poll tax shall be assessed

upon each taxable person, in the town where

he shall be an inhabitant, on the 1st day of

May in each year, &c.

AND PROPERTY SHALL
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§ 7. All taxes on real estate, shall be as

sessed in the town where the estate lies, to

the person who shall be either the owner or

in possession thereof, on the 1st day of May;

and in cases of mortgaged real estate, the

mortgagor shall, for the purposes of taxation,

be deemed the owner, until the mortgagee

shall take possession, after which, the mort

gagee shall be deemed the owner.

§ 9. All personal estate, whether within

or without this State, shall, except in the

cases enumerated in the following section,

be assessed to the owner in the town where

he shall be an inhabitant, on the 1st day of

May.

§ 10. The excepted cases mentioned in

the preceding section, are the following,

namely:

Firstly, All goods, wares and merchan

dize, or any other stock in trade, including

stock employed in the business of any of

the mechanic arts, in towns within the State,

other than where the owners reside, shall be

taxed in those towns, if the owners hire or

occupy stores, shops or wharves therein,

and shall not be taxable where the owners

reside.

Secondly, All machinery employed in

any branch of manufactures, and belonging

to any corporation, shall be assessed to such

corporation, in the town or other place

where such machinery may be situated or

employed; and in assessing the stockhold

ers for their shares in any manufacturing

corporation, there shall first be deducted,

from the value thereof, the value of the

machinery and real estate, belonging to

such corporation.

§ 13. Partners in mercantile or other busi

mess, whether residing in the same or differ

ent towns, may be jointly taxed under their

partnership name, in the town where their

business is carried on, for all the personal

property employed in such business; and if

they have places of business in two or more

towns, they shall be taxed in those several

towns for the proportions of property em

ployed in such towns respectively ; and in

case of being so jointly taxed, each partner

shall be liable for the whole tax.”

OF THE MANNER OF ASSESSING TAXES.

“Sec. 35. Any town may, at their annu

al meeting, allow a discount of such sums

as they may think expedient, to those per

sons who shall make voluntary payment of

their taxes, within such periods of time as

the town shall prescribe for that purpose ;

and in such case, the collectors shall make

such discount accordingly.

$37. Any person aggrieved by the taxes

assessed upon him, may apply to the asses

sors for an abatement thereof; and if he

shall make it appear to them that he is taxed

at more than his just proportion, they shall

make a reasonable abatement to him ; and

they may, for this purpose, examine upon

oath, (which may be administered by either

of them,) the person so applying, and any

witnesses whom he or they may see fit.

§ 38. If any legal costs shall have accrued

before making any such abatement, as is

provided for in this chapter, the person ap

plying for the abatement, shall, notwith

standing, pay such costs.

§ 39. If the assessors shall refuse to make

an abatement to any person, he may make

complaint thereof to the County Commis

sioners ; and if, upon the hearing of such

complaint, it shall appear that the complain

ant is over-rated, the said Commissioners

shall make such an abatement of his taxes.

as they shall deem reasonable; provided,

that the party aggrieved shall, in all cases,

file his complaint with the Clerk of the

Commissioners, within one month after the

refusal of the assessors to allow an abate

ment.

§ 44. The assessors shall not be responsi

ble for the assessment of any tax, in any

town, parish, religious society, or school

district, for which they are assessors, when

such tax shall have been assessed by them,

in pursuance of any vote for that purpose,

certified to them by the Clerk or other pro

per officer of such town, parish, religious

society or school district; but they shall, in

such case, be responsible only for the want

of integrity and fidelity on their own part.”

OF THE COLLECTION OF TAXES.

§ 18. Taxes assessed on real estate, shall

constitute a lien thereon for two years after

they are committed to the collector; and

may, together with all incidental costs and

expenses, be levied by sale thereof, if the

tax is not paid within fourteen days after a

demand of payment has been made, either

upon the person taxed or upon any person

occupying the estate ; such sale to be con

ducted in the manner provided in this chap

ter, for the sale of lands of non-resident

proprietors, for non-payment of taxes : but

nothing in this Section shall restrain the

Collector from selling any real estate for

taxes, after the said term of two years shall

have elapsed, unless such estate shall have

been alienated in the mean time.

§ 2S. If no person shall appear to pay the

taxes, at the time and place appointed for

the sale of real estate, taken for taxes, the

Collector shall sell, by public auction, so

much of the real estate as shall be sufficient

to discharge such taxes and all necessary

intervening charges.

§ 36. Where the inhabitants of a town

shall have voted to appoint their Treasurer

a Collector, he may issue his warrant to the

Sheriff of the County, or his deputy, or any

of the constables of the town, returnable in

thirty days, requiring them to collect all taxes

due; and such warrant shall be in substance

the same with that prescribed to be issued by

the assessors to the collectors.”

OF TAXES ON BANKS.

“Sec. 1. Every Bank which is, or may

be, incorporated under the authority of this

Commonwealth, shall, within ten days after

the first Monday of April and the first Mon.

day of October, in each year, pay to the

Treasurer of the Commonwealth, a tax of

one half of one per cent, on the amount of

its capital stock, actually paid in.

§ 2. If any part of the capital stock of

any Bank, shall have been paid in within

six months next before either of the said

days, the tax on such part shall be paid in

proportion to the time that shall have elaps.

ed after such payment.

§ 3. If any Bank shall neglect to make

such payment, the Treasurer shall forthwith

commence an action of debt, in the name

of the Commonwealth, for the recovery of

the same with interest.”

TAXES.

EXTRACTS FROM THE STATUTES

OF CONNECTICUT.

Es'ſATE To Be VALUED, DwellING houses,

LANDs, MANUFACTORIES, LAND'S SEQUES

TERED For PUBLIC UsE, Horses

AND MULES, STALLIONS, NEAT

cATTLE, SHEEP, PLATE

AND PLATED warE, &c.

“Sec. 2. And all real and personal pro

perty shall be valued, and set in the list, as

follows, to wit: dwelling houses, with the

buildings and lots appurtenant thereunto,

not exceeding two acres, in any case, shall

be valued at the rate which each separate

dwelling house and lot, with the appurte

mances thereof, are worth in money, and

with due regard to the situation, use and in

come thereof, whether occupied by the own

er, or leased; and shall be set in the list of

the owner, at three per cent. of such value.

Lands and separate lots, (excepting house

lots as aforesaid,) shall be valued and assess

ed by the acre, at such average rate as each

entire tract or lot is worth in money, with re

ference to the advantages of soil, situation

and income ; and shall be set in the list, at

three per cent. of such value.

Mills, stores, distilleries and buildings,

with their improvements, used for manufac

tories of all kinds, shall be valued with re

spect to situation and present income ; and

set in the list, at three per cent of such va

lue.

Lands and dwelling houses, with the ap

purtenances thereof, which have heretofore

been granted or sequestered for the use of

schools, or other public or pious uses, and

which have been leased or let for terms of

time not yet expired, at rents merely nomi

nal, shall be valued and assessed at such

rate and proportion, as, regarding the dura

tion of the lease, the rent now actually paid

and applied to such public uses, bears to the

whole actual value, according to the rules

applicable in other cases, as prescribed in

this act : and shall be set in the list, at three

per cent. of such value.

All horses, asses and mules, one year old,

or more, shall be valued, and set in the list

at six per cent. of such value. Each stal

lion, two years old, shall be set in the list at
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six per cent. ; and each stallion, three years

old, or more, shall be set in the list at six per

cent. ; and neat cattle one year old, or more,

shall be valued, and set in the list, at six per

cent. of such value ; and sheep one year

old, and upward, shall be valued and set in

the list, at six per cent. of such value.

Silver plate, except spoons, and silver

plated ware, shall be valued, and set in the

list, at six per cent. of such value.

Clocks, watches and time-pieces, shall be

valued, and set in the list, at six per cent. of

such value.

Each coach, chariot, phaeton, coachee,

curricle, chair, chaise, gig or sulkey, shall be

valued, and set in the list, at six per cent. of

the value thereof, and every other carriage

or waggon, drawn by one or more horses,

excepting only such as are exclusively used

on farms, or for the transportation of the pro

duce thereof to market, or for the transpor

tation of goods, wares and merchandize,

shall be valued, and set in the list, at six per

cent. of the value thereof; provided that no

carriage or waggon shall be set in the list,

which does not exceed twenty dollars in

value. - -

Stock in any turnpike company, shall be

set in the list, at six per cent. of the value of

such stock in money.

The owner or owners of stock in any

bank, or insurance company, in this State,

whether such owners reside in this State or

elsewhere, and the owner or owners of any

stock in any bank or insurance company, in

any of the United States, such owner or

owners residing in this State, shall be taxed

therefor, and such stock shall be valued, and

set in the list, at six per cent. of such value;

provided it is not taxed in the State where

such bank or insurance company is situated.

And the cashiers of the several banks, and

the secretaries and clerks of the several in

surance and turnpike companies, established

in this State, shall, by the twelfth day of Oc

tober, annually, having been previously

thereto requested, inform by mail, or other

wise, the assessor or assessors of every town

in this State, where the stock in such bank

or company may by law be liable to be taxed,

the amount of such stock liable to be taxed

in such town, with the amount of such stock

set to the name of each owner or owners on

the books of such bank, or insurance, or

turnpike company, on the first day of Octo

ber, annually; and if any cashier, secretary

or clerk, shall neglect or refuse to furnish

such information, he shall forfeit and pay to

the treasurer of each town where said stock is

liable to be taxed, whose assessor or asses.

sors shall not be so informed, the sum of

fifty dollars, to be recovered in an action of

debt, in the name of the town treasurer. The

stock belonging to persons not residing in

dris State, in any bank, insurance, or turn

pike company, shall be taxed as other similar

estate ; and the amount of all county, town,

and society taxes arising on such non-resi

dent's estate, shall be, by the several collect

ors, paid to the treasurer of this State.

The stock of the United States Bank, and

the stock of either of the United States, be.

longing to residents in this State, shall be as

sessed at its just value, and set in the list, at

six per cent. of such value.

All monies at interest, secured by notes

or bonds of responsible persons, resident in

this State or elsewhere, except monies loaned

to this State, and all monies on interest, se

cured by mortgage on real estate in this

State or elsewhere, more than the owners

thereof pay interest for, shall be set in the

list at six per cent.

All fisheries, whether appendages of any

farm or lot, or block, or wharf made for the

purpose of fishing, shall be valued, and set

in the list, at three per cent. of such value.

The polls of all white male persons, from

twenty-one to seventy years of age, shall be

set in the list at twenty dollars each : pro

vided that the assessors and board of relief,

may abate the polls of infirm, sick and dis

abled persons, in their respective towns, not

exceeding one tenth part of the number of

taxable polls; and they shall give reasonable

notice of their time of meeting for that pur

pose.”

PROFESSIONS,

“Sec. 4. Attornies, physicians, surgeons,

traders of all kinds, mechanics, taverners,

brokers and distillers, shall be assessed, and

set in the list of the town where they reside, at

the discretion of the assessors, according to the

value and income of their business, occupa

tion or profession, and the principles and

rules prescribed in this act: provided that

attornies, physicians and mechanics shall

not be taxed until after two years from the

time of commencing such profession or oc

cupation.

$5. All manufacturers, not otherwise as

sessed by this act, shall be assessed on the

same principles, and set in the list in the same

manner, as traders and mechanics are, by

the preceding section of this act.”

NON-RESIDENT PROPRIETORS OF BANK

stock, &c.

“SEC. 1. Be it enacted in the Senate and

House of Representatives, in General As

sembly convened, That the cashiers of the

several banks, and the secretaries or clerks

of the several insurance companies estab

lished in this State, the stock of which is

liable to be taxed, shall annually, on the

first day of October, in each year, or within

ten days thereafter, make out, under oath,

and deliver to the comptroller of public ac

counts, an accurate list of all persons who

were, on the first day of October, or any part

of said day, stockholders of their respective

companies, residing without this State, to

gether with the number and value of the

share or shares, then belonging to each of

the said non resident stockholders.

CASHIERs, &c., to PAY THE TAxes due on

STOCK OE NON-RESIDENTS.–FINE.

§ 2. That the said cashiers, or secretaries,

or alerks, shall annually, on or before the

twentieth day of October, in each year, pay,

or Qause to be paid, to the treasurer of this

State, for the use of the State, a sum equal

to two thirds of one per cent. of the value

of all the stock of their respective institu

tions, owned or held on the said first day of

October, or on any part of said day, by per

sons residing without this State, and each

institution aforesaid shall have a lien upon

the stock of each non-resident stockholder,

for the reimbursement of said sum, so re

quired to be paid as aforesaid ; and if any

such cashier, secretary, or clerk shall neglect

or refuse to comply with the requisitions of

this act, within the time therein required, he

shall forfeit and pay to the treasurer of this

State, for the use of the State, one hundred

dollars, to be recovered in the name of the

treasurer by action on this Statute.

REPEAL.

§3. That so much of an act for the as

sessment of taxes as provides for the assess

ment and payment of taxes upon the stock

in any bank or insurance company in this

State, owned by persons residing without

this State, be, and the same is hereby re

pealed.”

PERSONAL ESTATE TAXABLE AT SIX PER CENT.

“Sec. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and

House of Representatives, in General As

sembly convened, That all personal estate

made taxable by virtue of this act, or the

act to which this is an addition, shall be

valued and set in the list of the owner at six

per cent.

WHAT MONIES AND DEBTS SUBJECT TO

TAxATION.

§ 2. That all monies and debts at interest

evidenced by bonds, notes or other written

obligations of responsible persons resident

in this State or elsewhere, except monies

loaned to this State, and also all monies on

interest secured by mortgage on real estate,

in this State or elsewhere : also all monies

invested in any stocks issued or created by

any city, town or other community; also

all stocks in any railroad, canal or bridge in

corporation, (except in cases where the

charter of said incorporation exempts its

stock from taxation,) shall be valued and set

in the list of the owner at six per cent.”

ABATEMENT ALLowED To Towns, To Be AP

PLIED BY CIVIL AUTHORITY AND SELECT-MEN.

“Sec. 11. On all the warrants issued by

the treasurer for the collection of taxes,

there shall be allowed to the several towns,

an abatement of one eighth part of the

amount of the taxes arising on the list ofsaid

towns respectively; which eighth part the

civil authority and” select men of the re

spective towns, shall have power to apply

for the relief of the indigent or unfortunaté,

in the abatement of their particular rates, in

whole or in part, in such way and manner as

they shall judge most proper, reasonable

and just ; and on a certificate of such

abatement, under the hands of the civil au

*Repealed by Act of 1828
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thority and select men, the treasurer shall

allow the same to the credit of the collector

of such tax: and for the residue of the

taxes laid on the several town, they shall be

holden to pay the full amount, without any

further deduction or abatement.”

BoARD TO MAKE ABATEMENTS.

“Sec. 2. The select men, or a majority

of them, in the several towns, shall consti

tute a board to make such abatements of

State taxes as are allowed by law to be

made, by the civil authority and select

men.”

BoARd of Relief.

“The several towns in the State shall,

also, at the town meetings aforesaid, elect a

board of relief, to consist of not more than

five judicious electors, who shall meet on or

before the first Monday of January, in each

year, having given ten days notice, at least,

of the time and place of such meeting, by

posting the same on the public sign-post in

such town, or by publishing a notice in some

public newspaper, printed in the town to

which the said board shall belong ; and shall

hear and determine all appeals to them made

from the doings of the assessors, and shall

equalize and adjust the valuations and as

sessment lists of their respective towns,

whether appeals are made, or not, from the

doings of said assessors; and said board of

relief, in equalizing and adjusting the lists

aforesaid, may increase or reduce the list of

any person; but before they proceed to in

crease the list of any person, they shall no

tify him, or leave a written notice at his last

usual place of residence, two days at least,

before increasing his list, to appear, and

show cause, if any he have, why his list

should not be increased.”

How COLLECTORS SHALL PROCEED IN COL

lecting TAxes, FEEs of collectors.

“Sec. 19. The constables, appointed to

collect the State taxes, and the collectors of

town and other taxes, shall appoint a time

and place for receiving such taxes, and shall

give to every person reasonable warning and

opportunity to pay the same ; and on fail

ure of payment, they shall make distress

therefor; and in case a distress shall be

made, such collectors shall distrain goods

and chattels, if they can be had, and shall

post and sell them, in the same manner as

is provided by law in cases of executions ;

but if no goods or chattels are tendered, or

can be found, such collectors may levy their

warrants on the real estate, or on the bodies

of those against whom they have taxes, and

them commit to gaol, there to remain till

such taxes and the legal costs are paid, or

they are delivered in due course of law ;

and all collectors of taxes, shall be entitled

to the same fees for levying warrants, as

sheriffs are by law for levying executions.”

MODE OF SELLING LAND.

“SEc.20. When a collector levies a war

rant on real estate, for the payment of taxes,

he shall advertise the time and place of sale,

three weeks, in some newspaper printed in

the county, or an adjoining county, at least

six weeks before the time of sale, and then

shall sell, at public auction, sufficient to pay

the taxes and costs chargeable against the

owners, and shall give to the purchaser a

deed of warranty thereof, to be lodged in the

office of the town clerk, where the land lies,

to remain unrecorded twelve months ; and

if the owner from whom the tax was due,

or any purchaser, mortgagee, creditor of

such owner, or any person claiming any in

terest in the land, shall, within twelve

months from the time of the sale, pay, or

tender to the purchaser from the collector,

the purchase money, with twelve per cent.

interest, such deed shall be void, and shall be

delivered up to the person paying or tendering

the money; who shall hold such land or es

tate as a security, in nature of a mortgage

for the money paid, and twelve per cent, in

terest. But if the purchase money and in

terest, shall not be paid within such time,

then the deed shall be recorded, and title be

come confirmed in the purchaser, his heirs

and assigns, forever.”

TAxEs A LIEN ON LANDS, FOR ONE YEAR.

PROVISO.

“SEc. 21. The real estate, of which any

person is seized and possessed, in his own

right, in fee, shall stand charged with his

lawful taxes, and may be sold for the same,

within one year after the taxes beedme due,

notwithstanding any transfer thereof, or at:

tachment thereon : provided, that no real

estate, which has been transferred or levied

upon as aforesaid, shall be liable to be sold

for the payment of any taxes arising upon a

list made up after such transfer or levy; nor

shall any real estate be liable to be sold for

taxes, which has been legally transferred,

attached, or taken by execution, where other

estate can be found sufficient to pay such

taxes, and the legal costs.” -

EXTRACTS,

FROM THE REVISED STATUTES

OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.

OF PROPERTY LIABLE TO TAXATION.

LAND AND PERSºnAL ESTATE.

“Sec. 1. All lands and all personal estate

within this State, whether owned by individ

uals or by corporations, shall be liable to

taxation, subject to the exemptions herein

after specified.”

LAND Defined.

“SEc. 2. The term “land,’ as used in

this Chapter, shall be construed to include

the land itself, all buildings and other articles

erected upon or affixed to the same, all trees

and underwood growing thereon, and all

mines, minerals, quarries and fossils, in and

under the same, except mines belonging to

the State; and the terms ‘real estate,’ and

‘real property,’ whenever they occur in this

chapter, shall be construed as having the

same meaning as the term “land,’ thus de

fined.”

* PERsonAL ERTATE' DEFINED.

“Sec. 3. The terms “personal estate,’

and ‘personal property,’ whenever they oc

cur in this chapter, shall be construed to in

clude all household furniture; monies ;

goods; chattels; debts due from solvent

debtors, whether on account, contract, note,

bond or mortgage ; public stocks; and

stocks in monied corporations. They shall

also be construed to include such portion of

the capital of incorporated companies, liable

to taxation on their capital, as shall not be

invested in real estate.”

PROPERTY EXEMPT.

“Sec. 4. The following property shall be

exempt from taxation :

1. All property, real or personal, exempt

ed from taxation by the Constitution of this

State, or under the Constitution of the Uni

ted States.

2. All lands belonging to this State, or the

United States.

3. Every building erected for the use of a

college, incorporated academy, or other se

minary of learning; every building for pub

lic worship; every school-house, court

house and jail; and the several lots where

on such buildings are situated, and the fur

niture belonging to each of them.

4. Every poor-house, alms-house, house

of industry, and every house belonging to a

company incorporated for the reformation of

offenders, and the real and personal property

belonging to, or connected with the same.

5. The real and personal property of every

public library.

6. All stocks owned by the State, or by

literary or charitable institutions.

7. The personal estate of every incorpo

rated company not made liable to taxation

on its capital, in the fourth title of this

chapter.

8. The personal property of every minis

ter of the gospel, or priest of any denomi

nation; and the real estate of such minister

or priest, when occupied by him, provided

such real and personal estate do not exceed

the value of one thousand five hundred dol

lars: and,

9. All property exempted by law from ex
ecution.”

MINISTER OR PRIEST.

“...Sec. 5. If the real and personal estate,

or either of them, of any minister or priest,

exceed the value of one thousand five hund

red dollars, that sum shall be deducted from

the valuation of his property, and the resi

due shall be liable to taxation.”

LAND SOLD BY THE STATE.

“Sec. 6. Lands sold by the State, though

not granted, or conveyed, shall be assessed
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in the same manner as if actually con

veyed.”

OWNER OF STOCK.

“Sec. 7. The owner or holder of stock,

in any incorporated company liable to taxa

tion on its capital, shall not be taxed as an

individual, for such stock.”

OF THE PLACE IN WHICH PROPERTY IS TO BE

ASSESSED.

LAND Where TAXed.

“Sec. 1. Every person shall be assessed

in the town or ward, where he resides when

the assessment is made, for all lands, then

owned by him within such town or ward,

and occupied by him, or wholly unoccu

pied.

§ 2. Land owned by a person residing in

the town or ward where the same is situated,

but occupied by another person, may be as

sessed in the name of the owner, or occu

pant.

§ 3. Unoccupied lands, not owned by a

person residing in the ward or town where

the same are situated, shall be denominated

“lands of non-residents,” and shall be as

sessed as hereinafter provided.”

How, IF Divided by Town LINE.

“Sec. 4. When the line between two

towns or wards divides a farm, or lot, the

same shall be taxed, if occupied, in the town

or ward where the occupant resides ; if un
occupied, each part shall be assessed in the

town in which the same shall lie; and this,

whether such division line be a town line

only, or be also a county line.”

PERSONAL ESTATE WHERE TAXED.

“Sec. 5. Every person shall be assessed

in the town or ward where he resides, when

the assessment is made, for all personal es

tate owned by him, including all such per

sonal estate in his possession, or under his

control as trustee, guardian, executor, or ad

ministrator; and in no case shall property

so held, under either of those trusts, be as

sessed against any other person.”

PROPERTY OF CORPORATIONS.

“Sec. 6. The real estate of all incorpora

ted companics liable to taxation, shall be as

sessed in the town or ward in which the same

shall lie, in the same manner as the real es

tate of individuals. All the personal estate

of every incorporated company, liable to

taxation on its capital, shall be assessed in

the town or ward where the principal office,

or place for transacting the financial con

cerns of the company, shall be ; or if such

company have no principal office, or place

for transacting its financial concerns, then in

the town or ward where the operations of

such company shall be carried on. In the

case of toll bridges, the company owning

such bridge, shall be assessed in the town or

ward in which the tolls are collected; and

where the tolls of any bridge, turnpike, or

canal company, are collected in several

towns or wards, the company shall be assess

ed in the town or ward, in which the treasu

rer or other officer authorized to pay the last

preceding dividend, resides.”

OF THE MANNER IN Which ASSESSMENTS ARE

TO BE MADE, AND THE DUTY OF ASSESSORS.

ASSESSMENT Districts.

“SEc. 7. The assessors chosen in each

town or ward, may divide the same by mu

tual agreement, into convenient assessment

districts, not exceeding the number of asses

sors in such town or ward.”

AFFIDAVIT of VALUE OF PROPERTY.

“Sec. 15. If any person, whose real or

personal estate is liable to taxation, shall at

any time before the assessors shall have com

pleted their assessments, make affidavit that

the value of his real estate does not exceed

a certain sum, to be specified in such affida

vit; or that the value of the personal estate

owned by him, after deducting his just

debts, and his property invested in the stock

of incorporated companies, liable under this

chapter to taxation on their capital, does not

exceed a certain sum to be specified in the

affidavit, it shall be the duty of the assessors

to value such real or personal estate, or both,

as the case may be, at the sums specified in

such affidavit, and no more.”

Affidavit BY TRUstees, &c.

“Sec. 16. If any trustee, guardian, exec

utor or administrator, shall specify, by affi

davit, the value of the property possessed by

him, or under his control, by virtue of such

trust, after deducting the just debts due from

him, and the stock held by him in incorpo

rated companies liable to taxation, in that

capacity, the assessors shall in like manner

value the same, at the sum specified in such

affidavit.”

RULE OF WALUATION.

“Sec. 17. All real and personal estate

liable to taxation, the value of which shall

not have been specified by the affidavit of

the person taxed, shall be estimated by the

assessors at its full value, as they would ap

praise the same in payment of a just debt

due from a solvent debtor.”

QUALIFICATION.

“Sec. 18. The preceding section shall be

followed in all assessments made under this

chapter, except where the assessors shall be

specially required by law, to observe a differ

ent rule.”

OBJECTION TO ASSESSMENT.

“Sec. 23. If the person objecting to the

assessment, can show, by other proof than

his own affidavit, to the satisfaction of the

assessors, or of a majority of them, that such

assessment is erroneous, the assessors shall

review and alter the same, without requiring

any such affidavit.”

Affidavit BY AGENT.

“Sec. 24. Where any person, in posses.

sion of personal property liable to taxation,

shall make affidavit, that such property, or

any part thereof, specifying what part, is

possessed by him as agent for the owner

thereof, and shall disclose in such affidavit

the name and residence of the owner, the

assessors, if it shall appear that such owner

is liable to be taxed under this chapter, shall

not include such personal estate in the as

sessment of the property of such posses

sor.”

AffidAvits, BEFoRE whom MADE.

“Sec. 25. The affidavits specified in this

article, shall be made before the assessors, or

one of then, either of whom is hereby au

thorized to administer an oath for that pur

pose : and the assessors shall cause all such

affidavits to be filed in the office of the town

clerk.”

The law in relation to the collection of

taxes in the City of New York, is to be

found on page 259, of this volume.

REMARKS.

We have here placed before the reader,

the Laws of New York, Connecticut, and

Massachusetts, in reference to the assess

ment and collection of Taxes. We have

added thereto, letters from two distinguished

public officers, viz.: HoN. John M. Scott,

Mayor of the City of Philadelphia, and Hon.

MARTIN BRIMMER. Mayor of the City of

Boston, as to the practical operation of their

Tax Laws, in their respective cities.

We have likewise called upon several

gentlemen, residents of the State of Con

necticut, as to the practice under the Tax

Laws of that State, in the Cities of Hartford

and New Haven.

A merchant doing business in the City of
New Haven, and owning no real estate, and

having no other property but a stock of mer

chandize, would, if he sold $30,000 worth

of goods annually, be set down in the As

sessment rolls, as follows:

Profession, $300.00

Poll Tax, 20.00

$320,00

State Tax on $320, 1 per cent., $3.20

Town Tax on 320, 3 per cent., 9.60

City Tax on 320, 7 per cent., 22.40

$35.20

Attorneys, Physicians, Mechanics, &c.,

are assessed in the same way.

We have here presented the system of

taxation, in four Cities of as many different

States. That of New Haven, we think, is

the most simple, the most equitable, and

even.

The system of taxation in the City of

Boston, has, in our view, two defects, viz:

First, Taxing the mortgagor; and also the
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mortgagee, when there is in reality but one

estate possessed by both. The mortgagor

has actually no interest in real estate which

is mortgaged for its full value, and if mort

gaged for only a portion, he has only that

which remains after deducting the mortgage.

Second. Taxing goods and Chattels.-

Suppose for illustration, that A. has a stock

of goods of $10,000 on the 29th of April,

which he sells to B. on that day, and on a

credit of six months, for which he takes B's

note. The assessors will, under the 4th sec

tion, on page 110, rate B. for goods and

chattels $10,000 on the 1st of May, and A.

for $10,000 debts receivable. Thus this

property is twice taxed and involves the

same principle, as that in which the mort

gagor and mortgagee are both taxed. We

have not time to address a letter to his Hon.

the Mayor of Boston, and receive a reply

before this sheet passes through the press,

in relation to this point. A careful reading

of the 4th section in the third column of

page 110 has led us to infer that the law con

templates a tax upon the income of a mer

chant ; and if he is taxed for that, he should

not also be taxed for the capital producing

that income. The mode of collecting taxes

in Boston is preferable to that of New York.

The Boston mode of correcting erroneous

assessments is also a most excellent system.

The manner of assessing by three per

manent assessors, and assistant assessors is

also preferable to the New York system, and

also in selling land for the payment of taxes

to sell so much only as will pay the tax, and

of limiting a tax lien to two years in case

of alienation of the property.

A county Treasurer is a very appropriate

officer to collect taxes. In New York our

Democratic Corporation have hitched a Bank

to the City Treasury and its President is

made City Chamberlain, and by virtue of

such office is made County Treasurer. This

doctrine was not orthodox when Gen.Jackson

removed the deposites. Thus it is, we often

find principles contradicted by practices, as

in this instance.

In the state of Connecticut, there is aboard

of relief to apply to, in case of erroneous

assessments. In New York, there is no

adequate provision for giving notice to a

person who is assessed, and only twenty

days allowed to hear objections, and during

this short period which is fixed at a season

of the year when most taxpayers are absent,

the tax payer must hunt up the assessor, at

an inconvenient hour, and at some remote

place, should he perchance happen to know

that the term of 20 days has commenced

running. A citizen who is not taxable, may

be put upon the assessment list, and he has

no redress but to prosecute the assessors.

In Boston, if the assessors refuse relief,

there is an appeal to the County Commis

sioners. In Philadelphia, we perceive by

the printed report of the County Commis

sioners, which his Hon. Mayor Scott was

so kind as to send us, that that there is a de

duction made by the tax collectors for abate

ment, &c., which are no doubt in case of

erroneous assessments. In the City, County

and poortax,imposed by the City and County

of Philadelphia, personal property is not

assessed, Real Estate only, besides this, a

poll tax of six dollars, is all that is paid,

and in some cases, this poll tax is only 60
Cts,

In Connecticut, state bonds are not taxa

ble. In New York this species of property

is taxed the same as other personal property.

We see no reason why such property should

be exempt.

During the present year, some measures

were taken in the Legislature of Virginia to

exempt Virginia State Bonds and Debts from

taxation by that Commonwealth.

Household furniture in Connecticut, and

also in Pennsylvania, is free from taxation,

and in Massachusetts exempt to the extent

of one thousand Dollars.

In New York, household furniture is tax

able the same as any other property.

In Boston, and also in Philadelphia, local

assessments are included in the general tax,

In the city of New York, the assessments are

in addition to, and distinct from the general

tax.

The tax authorised to be raised in the city

and county of New York by the State Legis.

lature in 1820 was two hundred and fifty

thousand dollars. The population was then

123,000, the apportionment was, therefore,

but a fraction more than two dollars for

each inhabitant.

The tax authorised to be raised in 1830

was four hundred and fifty thousand dollars,

and the population 203,000, which was a

little more than two dollars and twenty cents

for each inhabitant.

In 1842 the tax was $2050.000 and the

population about 330,000, which is upwards

of six dollars for every inhabitant.

In 1819 the corporation received $8.500

perannum forthe street manure, from Messrs.

Hitchcock's. who contracted to pay that

sum, and tosweepthe streetsand to cart away

the dirt. In 1842 near $130,000 was paid

for sweeping the streets.

In 1830 the Watchmen's wages were but

$86,592,29. In 1842, $225,567,62. The

prices of provisions were higher in 1830

than in 1842.

In 1841 the democratic Corporation paid

for printing the City Comptrollers report of

131 pages, the enormous sum of $1107.76,

which is full seven prices for that work, and

in 1842 the Whig Corporation paid $400.00

for printing the tax bill, which is full six

prices for that work.

The watchmen’s wages for the city of

Boston in 1842, was $45.765.36, the Boston

Watchmen light the lamps. The Watch

men's wages for the city of Philadelphia,

including the expense of police in 1842, was

$70,476.97. -

The expense of cleaning streets of the

city of Philadelphia, in 1842, was $9.559.SS.

In Boston, the expense of cleaning the

streets, carrying away the offals of the hou

ses, cleaning drains, cess pools, aud sewers,

building cess pools and drains, and for the

purchase of four horses, was in 1842, $19.-

065.12.

The expense of public printing, stationery

and book-binding in the city of Boston, in

1842, was but $2765.94, in New York $22,-

725.38. In New York in 1830, it was but

$2.327.09,

The nett expenses for cleaning streets in

New York in IS40 was $127.181.47.

One years interest on that sum of seven

per cent. is 8.902.70 which is within six hun

dred and fifty seven dollars and eighteen

cents of as much as the entire charge and

cost of cleaning the streets of Philadelphia.

-

LORD BROUGHAM AND THE COR

PORATION OF LONDON.

Though the elaborate report of the Com

mission issued by the British goverment in

IS33, for the purpose of inquiring into the

state of the municipal corporations through

out the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Ireland, had especial reference to the

affairs of the corporation of the city of Lon

don, and in terms of unsparing condemna

tion exposed the abuses resulting from its

continued exercise of the many privileges

of jurisdiction, incident to its feudal consti

tution, and though a bill was enacted in pur

suance thereof for the reformation of the

country municipalties, and the Government

promised to introduce a separate measure

having reference to the City, nevertheless,

owing to the overwhelming influence of the

City corporation, combined with the magni

tude of the interests involved in the preser

vation of its extensive powers on the one

hand, and the weakness of the Whig Ad

ministration on the other, it has remained un

molested to the present hour. Butfrom the

prodeedings in the House of Lords, on the

evening of the 2d inst., it may be conjectured

that this state of things will not be permitted

to continue. From its design of an useful

and efficient instrument of local government,

the great metropolitan corporation has been

perverted to “giant abuse”; and so it is de

nominated. It has lost the confidence of

the people. With a view to remodel it, Lord

Brougham has moved an address to the

Queen, praying for the consideration of the

report above alluded to.

His statement of the grievances of the cor

poration, and the errors into which it has

fallen, so obviously shows the necessity of

reform, that it may be presumed some of

them, particularly those more immediately

operating to pervert the administration of

justice, will not outlive their exposure.

The expenditure applied exclusively to

the government of the City of London,

(which constitutes only one fifteenth part of

the great metropolis of the British Empire)

containing a population of 122,800, amounts

annually to more than three millions of dol

lars. This is upwards of $24 a head. That

of Paris, with a population of a million, is

a little over seven dollars a head. The cost

of the city government of London is very

little less than that of the executive govern

ment of the State, with a population of 24,-

000,000—excluding in both cases the sala
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ries of the judges and officers of justice.—

The whole income of the City including the

revenue connected with its charities, is $4.-

342.602; a great portion of which is very

injudiciously disposed of, in the maintenance

of a ridiculous pomp and ostentation, de

signed to give state and dignity to the City

monarch. But with all its resources, and

notwithstanding the successful experiment

of an excellent system of police established

by the exertions of Sir Robt. Peel and the

Duke of Wellington over the west end of

the town, and extended throughout the coun

try, the organization of an efficient and wig

orous police in the city of London has been

neglected, and the operation of the present

system tends only to the encouragement of

vice, immorality and crime.

. But the most crying abuse under the ex

isting constitution of the City government,

appertains to the administration of justice.

The corporation consists of a Mayor, Court

of Aldermen, and Common council. The

Aldermen are chosen for life, and the mem.

bers of the Common Council annually, by

all inhabitant householders, being freemen,

that pay thirty shillings to the City rates.—

Under this state of things, it follows of course

that the civic honors do not always devolve

on the great merchants and the most import

ant citizens of London. Yet the corpora

tion not only control the whole revenue of
the City, but to a great extent, the adminis

tration of justice therein. It holds the ap

Pºintment of six judicial officers, five of

whom are chosen by the Common Council

by ballot. They choose the Common-ser.

geant, who sits on the bench and adminis

ters criminal law, with a jurisdiction over

2,000,000 of people. They choose the

judges in the Sheriffs' Court and the assist

ant judge in the Central Criminal Court.—

The Aldermenappoint the Recorder. Two

9f this body sit as judges in the Central

Criminal Court, where two judges form a

quorum. To secure the administration of

justice is the great object for which men live

together in society. But what confidence

can be had in the interpetation which un

professional and unlearned men may put

upon the law

Lord Brougham commented on another

species of abuse in the police administration,

which hardly has any parallell with us.—

This consists in an ex parte application for

advice to a sitting magistrate, which, what

ever may have been its origin, is now chiefly
adopted with sinister ends—as a method

sometimes of extortion, or with a malicious

motive of prejudicing the public mind against

an enemy. For this it is a most effectual

engine; because the magistrate listens to all

the details of the applicant's story, which,

with the advice that is given, is reported in

the newspapers as part of the proceedings
of the Court.

-

JUDICIAL SALARIES.

It will be seen by a reference to the letter

of His Honor J. M. Scott, Mayor of the

City of Philadelphia, and also of His Hon.

MARTIN BRIMMER, Mayor of the City of

Boston, as set forth on pages 109 and 110,

of this number, that the salaries of Judicial

Officers, who may be called upon to adjudi

cate upon matters in controversy, in ques

tions which may arise between their respect

ive Corporations and a citizen, are not paid

by the Corporation.

This is a matter of very great importance.

The Judiciary Department, should be dis

tinct from, and independent of, all the other

branches of the Government.

Mr. Justice Story, that able commenta

tor upon the Constitution, and most enlight

ened Jurist, says:

“The independence of the Judiciary, is

indispensable, to secure the People against

the intentional, as well as the unintentional,

usurpations of the Executive and Legisla

tive departments. It has been observed,

with great sagacity, that power is perpetually

stealing from the many to the few ; and the

tendency of the Legislative department, to

absorb all the other powers of the govern

ment, has always been dwelt upon by states

men and patriots, as a general truth, confir

med by all human experience. If the Judges

are appointed at short intervals, either by the

Legislative or the Executive department,

they will naturally, and indeed, almost ne

cessarily, become mere dependents upon the

appointing power. If they have any desire

to obtain, or to hold office, they will, at all

times, evince a desire to follow, and obey the

will of the predominant power in the State.

Justice will be administered with a faultering

and feeble hand. It will secure nothing,

but its own place, and the approbation of

those who value, because they control it. It

will decree, what best suits the opinions of

the day ; and it will forget, that the precepts

of the law rests on eternal foundations. The

rulers and the citizen will not stand on an

equal ground in littigations. The favorites of

the day, will overcome by their power, or

seduce by their influence; and thus the fun

damental maxim of a republic, that it is a

government of laws and not of men, will be

silently disproved or openly abandoned.”

Again, he says:

“Few men possess the firmness to resist

the torrent of popular opinion, or are con

tent to sacrifice present ease and public favor,

in order to earn the slow rewards of a con

scientious discharge of duty; the sure, but

distant gratitude of the people ; and the

severe but enlightened award, of posterity.”

Mr. Justice Story quotes Mr. (afterwards

Judge,) Hopkinson, thus:

“The pure and upright administration of

Justice, is of the utmost importance to any

people; the other movements of govern

ment, are not of such universal concern.”

And again, this truly eminent Jurist, re

marks:

“Indeed, in a Republic with a limited

Constitution, and yet without an independent

Judiciary, sufficiently independent to check

usurpation, to protect public liberty, and to

enforce private rights, would be as visionary

and absurd, as a society organized without

any restraints of law. It would become a

democracy with unlimited powers, exercising

through its rulers, a universal despotic sover

eignity- The very theory of a balanced Re

public of restricted powers, presupposes

some organized means of control, and re

sist any excesses of authority. The people

may, if they please, submit all power to their

rulers for the time being; but then, the gov

crimment should receive its true appellation

and character. It would be a government

of tyrants, elected it is true, but still tyrants;

and it would become the more fierce, win

dictive and sanguinary, because it would per

petually generate factions in its own bosom,

who could succeed only by the ruin of their

enemies. It would be alternately character

ized as a reign of terror, and a reign of im

becility. It would be as corrupt, as it would

be dangerous. It would be another model

of that profligate and bloody democracy,

which, at one time, in the French Revolu

tion, darkened by its deeds, the fortunes of

France, and left to mankind the appalling

lesson, that virtue and religion, genius and

learning, the authority of wisdom, and the
appeals of innocense, are unheard and un

felt in the phrenzy of popular excitement ;

and that the worst crimes may be sanctioned,

and the most desolating principles inculcated

under the banners and in the name of liber

ty. In human governments there are two

controlling powers; the power of arms and

the power of laws. If the latter are not en:

forced by a Judiciary above all fear, and

above all reproach, the former must prevail;

and thus lead to triumph of military over

civil institutions.”

This learned Jurist quotes the Federalist,

No. 78, as follows :

“The complete independence of the

Courts of Justice, is peculiarly essential in a

limited Constitution. By a limited Consti

tution, I uuderstand, is one which contains

certain specified exceptions to the Legisla

tive authority; such, for instance, as that it

shall pass no bills of attainder, no expost

facto laws, and the like. Limitations of this

kind can be preserved in practice no other

way than through the medium of the Courts

of Justice; whose duty it shall be to declare

all acts, contrary to the manifest tenor of

the Constitution, void. Without this, all

the reservations of particular rights or privi

leges, would amount to nothing.”

This learned Jurist had previously re

marked, that

“Where there is no Judicial department

to interpret, pronounce, and execute the law,

to decide controversies, and to enforce rights,

the government must either perish by its own

imbecility, or the other departments of gov

ernment must usurp powers, for the purpose

of commanding obedience, to the destruction

of liberty.”
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AMERICAN S.A.L.T.

{ No. 47 Orange Bt.,#gºlya,
October 10, 184

To the President and Board |

of Managers of the Amer

ican Institute.

GENTLEMEN :

1837, 6,343,706; “

I most respectfully take leave to crave your

notice of the specimen of Salt Rock from the

Salt Mine in Washington county, Virginia,

and to the sample of Fine Table Salt from

the extensive salt works of that place; and

also to samples of salt from the very exten

sive Works and Salt Fields in the Onondaga

valley in this State, and also to the remarks,

&c. which are below.

May I ask you, in behalf of the great

public interest which this necessary of life

appended the rate of duties, which is as fol

lows:

IM Ports AND RA'i'e of DUTiES.

In 1832, 5,041,326; duty 10 cents.

1833, 6,822,672; “ 10 “

1834, 6,058,076; “ “ 4 mills.

1835, 5,375,364; “ -4 --

1836, 5,088,666; “
44 44

1838, 7,103,147; “

1839, 6,061,608; “

1840, 8,183,203; “

1841, 6,823,944; “ “ 6 “

The bushel is reckoned at 56 pounds, and

the duty on the same quantity.

The quantity of Salt manufactured in the

United States in 1840, as appears by the re

turns made by the persons employed to take

:

the census ofthe United States, was as follows:

sustains, to examine these specimens and sam

ples—uot only as respects the quality, but also

in regard to the quantity now manufactured

in our country and the low price at which it is

sold, and the ability of our own citizens to

supply the inhabitants of this great and grow

ing country with this important article, which,

as will be seen in the sequel, is so extensively

used.

Bread is said to be the staff of life—that

our soil produces in abundance ;-Water

comes next in order, and this the clouds

shower down upon our earth in rich profu

sion, supplying its rivers, lakes, springs, wells

and aqueducts with that fluid which is the

dissolved crystals of that primative stock

which had its place in the Creation ere the

Solar Orb had moved its terrestrial attend

ants around it as a centre in this one great

system, and which now forms the arctic and

antarctic fountains of the great deep, the

breaking up of both of which in the same day

by the melting of their continents and moun

tains of ice deluged our earth with a flood of

the resulting aqueous fluid from their water

crystals

Next in order comes another crystalized

body—

§ A 1A ſº :

An article so necessary to animal life that

even the monster Beasts of the Forest travel

its rugged paths for immense distances to

taste its sweet. In some sections of our globe

Salt constitutes the circulating medium. It

passes as Money, and truly it may, for it has

intrinsic value and extrinsic beauty—for the

brightest Gem will not outshine the crystals

of the SoLAR SALT of ONoNDAGA

The importance of the manufacture of

Salt from the mines of rock salt and from

the waters of the saline springs in the United

States as compared with the importation of

salt from abroad may be inferred from the

following statement:-

I have received from the Hon. McClintock

Young, acting Secretary of the Treasury of

the United States, a statement of the Salt

imported into the United States from foreign

places during a period of ten years from 1832

to 1841, both years inclusive, to which I have

Aggregate amount of Domestic Salt manufactured in each of the

States of the United States according to the sixth Census.
-

-- :

: § ... E 7 's
c --> C : ..? 7.

* c - "T- 2- :

# 5, # =| < *

E. z E & -

- ~ :

2. 2.

| Maine, - - - 50,000 15 25,000

| New Hampshire 1,200 I 2,500

| Massachusetts, - || 376,596 463 502,980

Connecticut, - 1,500 2 3,000

New York, - - 2,867,884 3325,601,000

New Jersey, - 500 l 1,500

Pennsylvania, - 549,478. 255, 191,435

Delaware, - - 1,160 17 200

Maryland, - - 1,200 3 100

Virginia, - - - 1,745,618 624 300,560

North Carolina, 4,493 8 7,090

South Carolina, 2,250 7 1,500

Kentucky, - - 219,695. 291. 163,585

Ohio, - - - - || 297,350 240 113,195

Indiana, - - - 6,400 19 20,050

Illinois, - - - 20,000 22 10,000

Missouri, - - 13,150 36 3,550

Arkansas, - - 8,700 25 20,S00

Florida Territory, 12,000 4| 30,000

6,179,1742,365 6,998,045

The salt made in the State of Maine was

manufactured in the county of Washington;

that in Massachusetts in the counties of Barn

stable, Bristol, Dukes, Norfolk, Suffolk and

Plymouth; that in Connecticut in the county

of New London; in New Jersey in Atlantic

county; in Delaware in thecounty of Sussex;

in Maryland in Worcester county; in Wir

ginia from sea water in the counties of Acco

mack and Princess Ann ; in North Carolina

in the counties of Carteret, Currituck and

Onslow ; in South Carolina in the districts

of Beaufort, Charleston and Georgetown; in

Florida at Key West.

The salt made from saline springs and

wells in the other States as follows: in New

York in the counties of Onondaga and Cuya

haga; in Pennsylvania in the counties of

Allegany, Armstrong, Beaver, Butler, Fay

ette, Indiana, McKeon and Westmoreland;

in Virginia in the counties of Kanawha, Har

rison and Washington ; in Ohio in the coun

ties of Athens, Columbia, Guernsey, Jeffer

son, Lorraine, Meigs, Morgan and Muskin

gum ; in Kentucky in the counties of Adair,

Barren, Breathit, Carter, Clay, Cumberland,

Floyd, Knox, Perry, Pulaski and Whitley;

in Indiana in the counties of Brown, Foun

tain, Monroe and Montgomery; in Illinois

in the counties of Gallatin and Vermilion; in

Missouri in the counties of Cooper, Howard,

Randolph and Saline; in Arkansas in the

counties of Clark and Sevier.

The quantity of salt manufactured in the

United States in 1840 added to the quantity

imported in that year would make an aggre

gate of 14,302,377 bushels, which will give

to each man, woman and child in the United

States a proportion of near seven eighths of

a bushel of salt.

The amount of duty on salt imported in

1840 and secured to be paid to the United

States that year was $617,363.42, which is

less than four cents each for every inhabitant

in the United States.

I have carefully examined the New York

Price Current from 1832 to 1841, both years

inclusive, to ascertain the price of Turk's

Island Salt in the New York market during

these years. I selected the months of April

and October in each year, as affording a fair

sample. The following is the result of my

examination :-

APRIL. oCTOBER.

1832.50 cents;.....53 cents per bushel.
1833 42 “ 47 “ “ 4 &

1834 40 “ 4I “ “ 44

IS35 40 “ 42 “ “ 44

1836 39 4 º' 41 ** * * * *

IS37 43 “ 41 “ “ 44

1838 33 4. 39 4. 4t 44

1839 41 “ 40 “ “ * *

1840 86 “ 37 “ “ 4.

1841 31 “ 27 “ “ **

About two fifths of the foreign Salt im

ported into the port of New York in 1841

was Turks Island salt.

The reduction of the price of the foreign

salt by the competition of the American salt

it will be seen has diminished the price of the

foreign article during that period to the con

sumer 26 cents per measured bushel, which

is a saving to every inhabitant of the United

States on the proportion allotted to each of

about 16 cents: this exceeds their proportion

of duty 12 cents Thus each consumer

is a gainer by the duty.

The duty on imported salt became reduced

to five cents and eight mills per bushel of 56

pounds on the 1st of January, 1842, by the

gradual reduction provided for in the Com

promise Act of 1832, and this rate of duty

continued until the 30th of June of this year.

On the 1st of July, 1842, the duty on foreign

salt under the same compromise act became

fixed at twenty percent.on the homevaluation.

By the Tariff passed by Congress in Au

gust, 1842, the duty on foreign salt is fixed

at eight cents on the bushel of 56 pounds;

and should this tariff remain permanent,capi

talists will embark in the manufacture of salt

by solar evaporation.

Turks Island Salt is made from sea water

evaporated by the rays of the sun. It is

delivered on board vessel in sacks of half a
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bushel each, and costs about 8 to 10 cents

per bushel at the island.

Bonnaire, Curacoa, Cette and many other

salts imported from abroad are made in the

same manner.

The Bonnaire salt is very heavy, weighing

from 80 to 90 pounds to the bushel.

The quantity of Salt imported into the port

of New York in 1840 and 1841, and the first

quarter of 1842, was as follows:

In 1840 - - - - - - 1,600,573

1841 - - - - - - 1,522,333

1842, first quarter, - - 198,545

The quantity of Salt made at the Onondaga

salines in the State of New York, which be

long to the government or People of this

State, during ten years, from 1832 to 1841,

both years inclusive, was as follows:

In 1832, 1,652,985. In 1837, 2,161,287.

1833, 1,838,646 1838, 2,575,032

1834, 1,943,252 1839, 2,S64,718

1835, 2,209,867 1840, 2,622,305

1836, 1,912,858 1841, 3,340,769

These bushels are also calculated at 56

pounds each.

The State of New York now collect a duty

of six cents per 56 pounds for all the Salt

made at the Onondaga salines, which duty

was formerly appropriated to the payment of

the interest on the Erie Canal Debt, but now

it goes into the general fund.

Of the salt manufactured at these salines

in 1841, two hundred and twenty thousand

bushels was coarse salt made by solar evapo

ration: the residue was fine salt made by

evaporating in iron kettles by heat of fires

supplied entirely with wood as fuel.

The number of kettles used for the manu

facture of fine salt at Onondaga Salines in

1841 was six thousand seven hundred and

forty-eight, containing in all four hundred

and ninety thousand and eight gallons.

The number of superficial feet of surface

occupied by the vats for solar evaporation

were one million four hundred and ninety

eight thousand two hundred and fifty-three.

In the latter estimate is the steam-works of

Mr. J. W. Hale, which cover 5,175 super

ficial feet, from which was made 13,553 bush

els of coarse salt.

The ground covered by the salt works is

near six hundred acres,

It will be seen that the quantity of salt

made at the Onondaga Salines in 1840 and

1841 was about double that imported into the

rt of New York during the same years.

The brine in the wells at Syracuse is of 78

degrees of strength: 100 degrees being the

point of saturation, about 30 gallons of the

water make a bushel of salt. At the Salt

ville wells in Washington county, Virginia,

the salt water from the wells when sunk

within less than fifty feet of strata of salt

Rock of 150 feet in thickness was about of

the same strength as the water of the Onon

daga wells.

The wells at Syracuse are about 270 feet

in depth, and yield an inexhaustible supply

of water. These wells terminate in a bed of

gravel, and the stratas passed through in bor

ing arefine sand and gravel: the lower stratas

of the gravel are agglutinated to a consider

able extent.

The wells at Salina are of about 170 feet

in depth, and yield water of S0 degrees of

strength; and those of Liverpool are 80 feet

in depth and yield water of 81 degrees of

strength.

The stratas passed in boring in these wells

last mentioned are clay, rock and sand.

The strongest water lies in a northerly di

rection from the Syracuse wells first named,

and approaches nearer the surface in pro

gressing north from the first well, as will be

seen by what is stated above.

The villages of Syracuse, Salina, Liver

pool and Geddes skirt the head of the Onon

daga lake almost in the form of a crescent,

and no doubt will at some future period, not

far distant, form one great city.

An examination of this lake in connection

with the salt wells led me to the conclusion

that the lake has resulted from the dissolving

of a strata of salt rock beneath the surface

of the earth, and that what once formed the

surface of the earth now forms the bottom of

the lake.

In company with the State Superintendent

of the salines, Thomas SPENCER, Esq. and

the State Inspector of Salt made at the Sa

lines, HENRY W. AlleN, Esq., I made an

excursion upon the lake during the month of

August last and sounded it with a line in the

vicinity of the salt wells. We found the lake

for a few rods very shallow, from six inches

in depth gradually increasing to three feet in

depth, to where the bottom descended quite

abruptly for a few feet to the depth of seventy

feet: the bottom is of earth, and this abrupt

precipice in the water is of the same material.

The nearest well to this sounding, which

is one that is now in the process of boring,

has been sunk to the depth of 207 feet: the

strata of the first few feet is of soil resulting

from decomposed vegetation, next a strata of

marl of some six feet in thickness, then a

thin strata of soil, and below this a body of

tough elastic clay of 173 feet in thickness:

next, nine feet rock composed of fine gravel

cemented with gypsum : next, one foot of

tough clay mixed with pebble stones: next,

four feet clay, when the auger struck the rock

again, and in which the workmen are now

boring. It is this strata of clay which I think

has settled down, and its surface now forms

the bottom of the lake and its fracture the

earth precipice which I have mentioned. This

lake is about six miles long and one and a

half mile wide, and is drained by Seneca

river.

The water of these wells is so strong that

it is as profitable to raise the water and evap

orate it as it would be to raise the salt rock

and dissolve it and afterwards evaporate the

solution, as very little of the fossil salt can be

used without being first dissolved and the so

lution evaporated.

It seems evident to my mind that the saline

properties of the water of the wells at the

Onondaga Salinesis derived immediately from

fossil salt, and that the deposit of this mineral

must be near by.

The withdrawing annually from beneath

the surface more than three millions of bushels

of solid substance must make a mighty void

to be filled with air or water somewhere, un

less the earth settles down and fills the space:

it therefore becomes important to determine

where the fossil salt lies, for if it should be

found to compose the under stratas on which

these towns I have named are so rapidly

building, when these become one great city

the increased weight upon the surface may be

too great for the support which may be un

derneath and the whole give way and make

another lake. This may be said to be

speculation, but there is reasonable grounds

to found such a speculation upon. At Syra

cuse where the under strata is sand and gravel

this cannot be feared for the reason that fossil

salt cannot repose in a bed of sand and gravel:

it is an unnatural position, and one which it

is impossible it could long occupyin a country

where great quantities of water fall from the

clouds upon a surface which absorbs it.

The Onondaga salines can be made to fur

nish salt water sufficient to manufacture ten

millions of bushels of salt per annum.

The water, as I before remarked, is from

78 to 81 degrees of strength as denoted by

the hydrometer, which is graduated at O for

fresh water and 100 for water fully saturated

with salt.

Should the State authorities make such ar

rangements as will result in the condensing

the salt water by artificial heat to near the

point of saturation, the impurities in the water,

which are very trifling, would be precipitated,

and the pure brine would then be used in all

the vats which are three in a set, instead of

one. The manufacturers of solar salt use

one vat to precipitate the earthy matter, a

second to throw down the sulphate of lime,

and the third to crystalize the salt. In the

event of first condensing the water by artifi

cial heat, three times the quantity of salt could

be crystalized in the same vats; but a large

number of large deep vats would be necessary

to receive the brine in which the impurities

must be precipitated from the boilers heated

by terrestrial fire. The result of such a pro

cess is a matter of mathematical calculation

as to profit: its practicability as a chemical

operation is unquestionable. The operation

of heat has the effect to cause all earthy par

ticles which are held in suspension in the

brine to precipitate, and the concentrating or

cordensing the salt water to that point at

which the impure salt crystalizes, and allow

ing the fluid to remain quiescent for a few

days, the operation of crystalization of the

more easily crystalized salts will be completed.

Thomas Spencer, Esq. the State Superin

tendent of the Onondaga Salines, in a letter

which he addressed to the Editors of the Jour

nal of Commerce on the 29th of July, 1842,

and which was published in that paper on the

2d of August, states that the vats for solar

evaporation to cover an acre of ground cost

about $1200, and that one man can attend

two acres. One acre will produce on an ave

rage about two thousand bushels of solar Salt

annually.

If all the salt manufactured in kettles, &c.

at the Onondaga Salines, in 1841, had been

produced in vats, it would have required as

many as would cover sixteen hundred and

sixty-seven acres of ground, which would cost ,

about two millions of dollars for the vats a
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lone, which is a large sum of money for capi

talists to invest at a time when the provisions

of the tariff remain so unsettled in the public

mind as to probable permanency.

• Taking into account the cost or rental of

the ground, the interest of the capital invested

in the vats, and the wages of the men em

ployed, it is evident that the manufacture of

solar salt can be profitably and extensively

carried on in the United States, and that as

much salt can be made at a low price as will

be required for the consumption of the people

if a moderate duty like that of the present

tariff is continued.

The samples of salt which are exhibited

at the Fair of the American Institute will

compare in quality with the same descriptions

of salt from any part of the world.

The sample of Onondaga county solar salt

is from the works of Messrs. Henry Gifford

& Co. of Syracuse. This salt is equal in

quality to the Turk's Island Salt. Messrs.

Henry Gifford & Co. through the State Su

perintendent of Salines, Mr. Spencer, have

authorised me to say that they will deliver the

best Onondaga Solar Salt at the wharves in

the city of New York by the boat-load at 31

cents the measured bushel.

The sample of Onondaga common fine

salt is from the works of Mr. W. K. Blair.

This salt will answer all the purposes for

which Liverpool fine salt is used. It is now

sold at the Salines at five cents per bushel.

Some sales have been made at the Salines at

four cents per bushel, but these are ruinous

prices. A State duty of six cents is to be

added to this price, which will bring it to 11

cents per bushel. If this salt is brought to

the banks of the Hudson river the state duty

is remitted, which debenture will equal the

cost of freight, so that it can be delivered at

Albany at 11 cents per bushel, to which is to

be added the freight from Albany to New

York. This it will be borne in mind is the

price in bulk. If packed in barrels the cost

will be increased about four cents per bushel,

and in bags about nine cents per bushel.

The Liverpool fine salt which is brought to

the United States is packed in bags of 224

pounds each, which is equal to four bushels.

Ten of these sacks make one ton, and costs

delivered on board ship at Liverpool near one

pound sterling per ton. The sacks cost fif

teen pence sterling each, which is 12s. 6d.

per ton in addition. To this is to be added

difference in exchange, freight, insurance and

duties. The last sales of Liverpool Salt were

from $1.57 to $1.60 per sack, equal to 39 to

40 cents per bushel, including sack. The

Onondaga works should be furnished with

stove-rooms for depriving the salt of all the

lºw which it is possible to divest it of by

eat.

The sample of dairy salt is from the works

of Messrs. D. M. Burnett & Co. This salt

is solar salt ground, and in point of quality

is superior to most foreign table salt, as will

be readily seen by comparison.

The Fine Table Salt is from the works

of Mr. S. W. Caldwell. This salt is made

by slow terrestrial heat, by boiling the salt

water in the back kettles nearest the chimney

where there is but little heat: it is a superior

article, and its appearance alone is a suffi

cient recommendation of its quality.

These specimens are exhibited to show the

excellent quality of the salt and call public

attention to the great extent of the supply.

These Salines are the property of the

People of this State—public property—be

longing to the great body of the citizens of

this great commonwealth. With the monies

arising from the duties collected from the

manufacture of Onondaga salt, the State has

paid a portion of the interest of the Erie

Canal Loan : thus have these inexhaustible

Salines conferred a double benefit on the

people of this State.

During the month of July, 1842, the quan

tity of salt made at the Onondaga Salines

was 363,497 bushels against 55S,643 bushels

made in the month of July, 1841. This dif.

ference in the quantity arose from the suspen

sion of many of the works of the present

season in consequence of the low rate of du

ties on foreign salt. Turk's Island Salt was

entered at the New York Custom House in

July and August, 1842, as low as 18 to 20

cents per bushel—of course the duty at 20

percent. on the home valuation was about four

cents per bushel—this competition was ruin

ous to the manufacture of salt at Onondago,

hencethe stoppage of the works. The price of

salt at these works is only the wages of labor:

for the price of the wood consumed in boil

ing is the value of the labor in cutting and

transporting: therefore the duty operated to

paralize industry by compelling the laborer

to be idle. The great Source of wealth is

Labor. The price of the produce of labor

is governed in the main by the wages of labor.

However bounteous the products of the earth

may be, they cannot be gathered without la:

bor. Every public measure which has the

effect to encourage industry and give employ

ment to labor is a public and also a private

benefit.

The sample or specimen of Salt Rock ex

hibited at the Fair of the American Institute

is from the salt mine at Saltville, near Abing

don, Washington county, Virginia, which co.

borders upon East Tennessee and North

Carolina.

This mine is situate between the Clinch

mountain and the Blue ridge, and on the

western declivity of the latter. The strata of

salt rock is 150 feet in thickness, and lies 220

feet below the surface of the ground. The

over stratas are black shale, slate, plaster rock

and clay. Shell lime is abundant on the sur

face nearby. This salt rock is of very ex

cellent quality, and is composed almost wholly

of the chloride of sodium. The strata was

discovered in 1840 in boring for salt water.

A well had been sunk in this place a number

ofyears ago from which considerable salt was

made, but the well caved in, and the propri

etors caused it to be sunk deeper. The wa

ter obtained was about of the same strength

as that now used at the Onondago salines.

The quantity, however, was not so abundant

as the proprietors desired and they caused the

well to be sunk still deeper, and in this boring

they struck the salt rock which they continued

in for 150 feet, when they reached a strata of

slate mixed with plaster rock in which they

continued about six feet; but finding the sup

ply of water inconsiderable, the proprietors

concluded to sink another well about forty

feet from this boring, which they sunk to the

depth of 214 feet: in this they obtained an

abundance of salt water which was 224 to

224 degrees of strength as indicated by the

hydrometer. This hydrometer was graduated

at O for fresh water and 25 for salt water fully

saturated: 224° of this hydrometer corres

ponds with 90° of that used at the Onondaga

salines. The manufacturers find it more

economical to raise the water and evaporate

it, than to raise and dissolve the salt rock and

evaporate the solution. My highly respecta

ble correspondent at this mine, Alexander

Findlay, Esq. who is one of the partners of

a large house engaged in the manufacture of

salt, writes me that they can make all the salt

which they can find a market for. The sam

ple of table salt which is displayed at the Fair

of the American Institute is from Mr. Find

lay's Works: it is truly a most beautiful ar.

ticle. The water of this well is the purest

and richest in the world. It is from the com

parative qualities of the salt water of these

two salines, viz. the Onondaga and the Salt

ville, that I infer that the fossil salt is near the

wells in the Onondaga valley.

The salines on the Great Kanhawa in Wir

ginia are extensive. My worthy and valued

correspondent, Lewis Ruffner, Esq. who is

extensively engaged in the manufacture of

salt at these salines, writes me as follows:

KANAwha SALINEs, Jan. 17, 1842.

“Small quantites of salt were made at this

place from weak salt water found at the mar

gin of the Kanawha river, in the sand, by

the Indians and earlier white inhabitants up

to the year 1808, at which time stronger brine

was discovered by boring into the sand

rock under the bed of the river to the depth

of some seventy feet. Since that period pro

bably an hundred wells have been bored along

each bank of the river extending for ten miles,

to the depth of four to eight hundred feet,

not more than half of which are in present

use. Each of these wells produces daily a

quantity of water sufficient to make 150 to

300 bushels of salt.

“Its strength, tested by a hydrometergraded

from O for fresh water and 25 degrees for

saturated brine, indicates from 8 to 13 de

grees in the different wells—the deepest the

strongest. The brine when heated shows a

large admixture of earthy matter of a brown

color. Boiled in cast iron pans up to a point

as near saturation as is safe to avoid caking,

the brine is drawn into wooden reservoirs, in

which when left undisturbed for 12 hours the

sediment is per se precipitated; and thence

it is drawn into kettles in the hinder part of

the furnace for granulation, or into larger

wooden reservoirs as is now becoming com

mon, through which the steam is conducted

by copper pipes from the pan or boiler, and

the brine thus converted into * steam salt,” a

kind of salt well fitted for use, being free from

bittering, pure and white. The boiled kettle

salt is more or less tinged with the iron, and

has no small quantity of bittering when newly

made,but whichdripsaway after a few months.

This latter salt is celebrated in the West for
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its penetrating meat rapidly, and saving it in

difficult weather, yet it does not leave so fine

a flavor as the steam salt. The Kanawha

salt is universally preferred in the West to

any other description of domestic salt for

preserving meats; it is believed mainly from

the fact of its almost entire freedom from

lime in any combination.

“When the wells were first bored to the

depth of three to four hundred feet, many of

them produced petroleum in large quantities;

but that substance has long since entirely

disappeared.

“Bituminous coal is the fuel exclusively

used for twenty years past in salt making

here. It is found abundantly in the adjacent

mountains, imbedded in horizontal strata of

3 to 6 feet in the stratified shales and sand.

stones of the country.

“No lime, plaster or slate has as yet been

detected in the borings of our wells. White,

grey and yellow sand rock, shales and pit

coal, are the prevailing substances passed in

boring.

“The strength of our brine is not known

to be affected in our deep wells by the changes

in quantity of superficial waters; although

it was formerly imagined that at the depth of

three or four hundred feet high water in the

river increased the strength and volume of

salt water.

“I will add that from one and a half to

two million bushels of salt of 50 lbs. weight

are annually made here and vended in the

West and South-west. The price at Cincin

nati by the cargo is now 25 cents per bushel.

We could producc, it is believed, five millions

if the markets would require so much.”

“Our coarse salt when made with care has

atranslucent crystal resembling alum. I have

no doubt myself that alum salt can be made

here of unequalled purity to very great ad

vantage, and would be, should Congress give

us a reasonable protective duty, and could

the requisite capital be commanded, which I

doubt whether our own people at present can

furnish. In boring recently two salt wells in

the neighborhood to the unusual depth of850

to 950 feet, good brine has been found, which

is forced up by streams of gas to the height

to which it is usually forced by pumps, say

70 feet above the surface of the river in a

constant supply. After doing this work, the

gas is set on fire at night and illuminates tire

whole surrounding valley. The owner of one

of the wells is preparing to burn this gas in

his furnaces to aid in making salt.”

The United States Salines near Shawnee

town, Ill. were many years ago very impor

tant to that section of the country. In 1813

they were leased from the Government by

Charles Wilkins, Esq. of Lexington, and his

associates.

In 1814, when I was at these salines, the

shakes of earthquakes were quite frequent.

In 1811 and 1812, at the time of the disaster

at New Madrid,these shakes were very severe.

In a letter recently received from my cor

respondent, E. Mills, Esq. of Shawneetown,

Ill. he remarks, “the Shakes as they are

called, are not unfrequent at these salines,

The wells average about 130 feet in depth,

and are 16 in number—100 gallons of the

lime stone are abundant—clay altogether in

the digging to the rock—sand stone plenty—

no bituminous coal. Our market for salt is

St. Louis and the points on the upper Mis

sissippi.” |

In another letter which I recently received

from my correspondent, Dr. John Croghan,

of Locust Grove, Ky, he remarks—

“I formerly owned an extensive body of

land denominated “the Salt Lick Bend of

Cumberland,’ on which there were strong

indications of salt water. The only unfavor

able appearance was that of lime stone rock

water make one bushel of salt. Iron ore and

—a rock which is not an associate of the

salt formation ; and almost invariably when

the salt water is found under such circum

stances, it (to use the workmen's expression)

‘gives out”; or after the introduction of the

copper tube, it blows, by means of which the

whole of the water is thrown with great force

out of the cavity which contains it. I have

heard of the poles being driven, much to the

consternation of the workmen, to a great

height in the air. When this is the case, it

is unaccompanied by any discharge of water.

The gas set free by the introduction of the

boring rods into the cavity which contained

it, is the carburetted hydrogen, and is found

in water springs called “burning springs.’ A

well was bored on Green river in the county

of Casey or Adair, Ky. in which I am told a

terrible explosion occurred, caused by the

mixture of atmospheric air with the carburet

ted hydrogen. Rocks and the largest of trees

were torn up, and thrown a considerable dis

tance. There is a salt well on Renwick creek,

Cumberland county, Ky. in which the water

is contained in a cavity; the salt makers work

it until they exhaust the cistern, and renew

their operations when it is replenished, which

takes (as well as I recollect) two or three

months. At the works which I own on Cum

berland river, the earth is excavated to the

depth of 30 or 40 feet, embracing an area of

about half an acre. An incredible number

of buffalo and other bones were found here.

Salt was manufactured nearly forty years ago

at this place, by persons living in the neigh

borhood. They dug but a few feet in the

ground, and obtained water which I under

stood was very weak. About fifteen years

since, I hired some borers and commenced

operations in the bottom of the excavated

ground, only 30 or 40 yards from the river.

In descending to the depth of 80 feet we

struck a small vein of very strong salt water,

and aftergoing to the depth of 200feet through

solid rock, the auger (to use the language of

the borers) ‘fell,” and a large stream of wa

ter mixed with petroleum poured out of the

well. In the course of a short time the pe

troleum ceased running; the water, though

very abundant, was, as I anticipated from the

bad company in which the salt rock was found

(lime stone), exceedingly weak, so much so

that I would not work it, and I rented it to

some men in the neighborhood for a term of

years. Since steamboats commenced navi

gating the Cumberland, salt can be purchased

at so reduced a price that no one could man

* it at my works without sustaining a

oss.”

These weaker salines in the far West, were

in former times, and before the white man

settled in those regions, the resort of buffalo,

deer, &c.

An account was published in the Journal

of Commerce of the 9th instant, of the explo

sion in the well near Elmira, Chemung Co.

New York,the week previous, in consequence

of a lighted candle being taken down into a

well newly dug, which ignited the carburetted

hydrogen gas. This must have been abun

dant, and had become mixed with about an

equal volume of atmospheric air, thereby be

coming explosive. In this case two men were

injured by the explosion, and one killed.

The salt made in Maine, Massachusetts,

Connecticut, New Jersey, Delaware, Mary

land, North Carolina, South Carolina and

Florida Territory, and the sea-shore of Vir

ginia, is from sea water evaporated by solar

heat.

All the other salt noted as made in the

other States is made from saline springs and

wells. The salt mine in Virginia at the pe

riod at which the census was taken was not

then discovered.

In the United States a limited quantity of

salt only is used, but in England and France

a cheap means of manufacturing a valuable

alkali from it has been discovered. At the

present time large quantities of Soda Ash and

Sal Soda are made from common salt, and

these articles are now being extensively used

throughout the world.

The soap manufacturers and glass makers

are using soda ash as a substitute for pot ash,

which latter article is becoming scarce and

dear in consequence of a dimunition in the

quantity of wood ashes.

A well has recently been sunk at Monte

zuma in this State to the depth of 605 feet,

yielding water of great specific gravity. This

water by the hydrometer denoted 100 degrees,

which is full saturation of common salt in hot

water. On analyses it yields 1024 grains

of common salt and 1088 grains of chloride

calcium and magnesium to one pint of water.

Mr. L. P. Rice, who superintended the

boring of the well, in his letter to me of June

26, 1842, states—

“At 190 feet struck the first view of salt

water, which stands by the hydrometer at 44

degrees; at 245 feet at 48 degrees; at 501

feet at 52 degrees; the last vein, at 598 feet,

stands at 100 degrees or full saturation. The

boring was through red and blue indurated

clay, plaster rock and slate.”

His Excellency Governor SEwARD, in a

letter to me of June 22d, remarks—

“The operations at Montezuma are likely

to result in the discovery of important Facts

bearing on your theory.”

Nature has been most bountiful in its pro

vision in the supply of the material for the

manufacture of this article of absolute neces

sity, both in the salt mines and springs of salt

water which are to be so abundantly found in

various sections of our country.

I will in the course of a few days lay be

fore the public a further statement in relation

to the Salines of this State, and also in rela

tion to the Fossil Salt in Virginia.

E. MERIAM.
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LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS.

“A way for the Lightning of the Thunder.”

The Cities of New York and Brooklyn

have, the present year, been uncommonly

free from thunder and lightning. Neither

the detonations of the one have been felt

or heard, nor the coruscations of the other

been seen, more than five or six times dur

ing the warm season, a circumstance as ex

traordinary as it is rare.

In other sections of the country, thunder

and lightning has been frequent, and the da

mage great. In our files of the Journal of

Commerce, published in the City of New

York, we find from May 1st to October 1st,

inclusive, the record of eighty-five different

disasters, caused by thunder and light

ning.

Among these, the death of fifty persons

are recorded, as killed by lightning, fifty

seven persons were injured, and three cases

of damage, where the number of persons

injured are stated as “several.”

Eighteen barns, with the contents of each

were burnt, and one dwelling house,

several barns, and other buildings injured.

Several horses, oxen, cows and swine, are

stated to have been killed.

Also, one buzzard, one hen, several ducks,

one cat and one dog, killed.

Feathers, in these cases, were not a pro

tection. Three buildings are stated to have

been struck, which were furnished with light

ning rods. The damage in these three ca

ses, was tritling. In one of the cases, the

termination of the lightning rod, is said to

have been defective. The defect is not sta

ted.

before reaching its termination. The cause

not ascertained. The third case was that of

the Telegraph office, at Baltimore, particu

lars not mentioned.

In one case, it is stated that the lightning

followed a tin leader from the house to its

termination, and some portion of this con

ductor had the appearance of being fused.

A field harrow, which was being drawn

over the surface of the ground by a pair of

oxen, was rent in pieces. The lightning

passed down the chain. The oxen were

killed.

Of the persons killed, eight were killed by

two bolts, four at each time.

Fourteen were killed by seven bolts, two

at each time.

Twenty-eight were killed by as many dif.

ferent bolts.

In 1843, the dwelling house of Mr. B.

Skidmore, Franklin street, New York, was

struck by lightning, but not much damaged,

the inmates were not injured. In the garret

was a brass kettle, which had been used.

This was fused in several places, and the bail

soldered to the kettle. A pair of shoe

brushes, which were threaded with brass

wire, attracted the lightning, and the wire

was fused in several places, and left in small

globules. The tin spout attracted the light

ning, which passed down that conductor

without melting the solder. The lightning

passed from the leader to the cellar door

In another, the lightning left the rod

hinges and hasp, which were iron, and then

skipped from nail to nail, as is seen by the

nails, and passed off.

The brass kettle being covered with a black

incrustation, and the wire of the shoe brush

es with verdegreas corrosion, caused the

metal to absorb the heat of the lightning ;

had these been polished surfaces, I think it

may be presumed, that no absorption of heat

would have taken place, and consequently

no fusion. Bright surfaces reflect all heat,

the properties of which we have any expe

rience in, and I know of no reason why a

polished surface will not reflect electric

heat.

A dwelling house in Cranberry street,

Brooklyn, was struck by lightning in 1842.

The lightning passed down the tin spout to

its termination, which was some distance

above the ground, from this it burst through

the basement door and followed the copper

bell wire. A lady passing through the base

ment hall at the time, with a tumbler of

rater in her hand, was knocked down and

the water spilt over her body in falling. The

tumbler of water restored her.

The soldering of the tin spout was not in

the least melted. The concussion appeared

to have accompanied the lightning to the

basement door, as that door was forced open.

The copper bell wire was not melted,

although the electric charge was so heavy as

to force in the door.

This house was two stories high, and ad

joined a three story house, which latter was

not struck. There were several trees in

front of the house, and other dwellings ad

joining it, none of which were injured. The

house was painted white.

A dwelling in Duane street, in the City of

New York, was struck some years since; the

lightning passed down the tin leader and

killed a little girl who was holding a tin cup

to the spout, catching rain water. The tin

cup was much bruised.

In these four cases mentioned, tin was

found to be a good conductor, and it, but one

instance was the heat known to have fused

the soldering, and this only apparently.

Bright surfaces may therefore, be presum

ed to have good conducting properties, and

in addition to this, all electricians prefer pol

ished surfaces for the points of lightning

conductors. I may therefore infer that ex

perience shows that these surfaces have equal

powers of attraction.

We have a common illustration of heat

upon polished surfaces, in the use of bright

tiº to shield wood work from the heat of

stoves ; if one of these bright surfaces is

passed over with paint by a brush, that par.

ticular portion will at once absorb heat when

in contact with a heated atmosphere. This

is an illustration which is brought home to

every persons’ experience, in high northern

lattitudes.

I shall not, in this paper, discuss the mate

rial of lightning, or say it is a fluid, or what

other matter. It is etherial fire from the

great Jabaratory of Nature, created by the

Almighty. We see it sometimes in a ball of

fire, at others in the flash of thanne, and then

that which is the most common, the zigzag

crinkled stream of fire.

Thirty-three centuries ago, the penman of

the Book of Job, whose extensive know

ledge of natural things are evidenced by the

language of that sacred poem, in speaking

of the works of the Almighty, says: “He

made a way for the Lightning of the Thun

der.” In the ignorance of the dark ages,

knowledge has been entombed, and when

we regain it, we are apt to consider it as

original with ourselves, while in reality it is

but the resurrection of the past. .

The detonation of the artillery of the

clouds, causes the human body that reposes

at the bottom of deep water, to arise to the

surface , the influence of thunder upon our

atmosphere is very great : the observing

house-wife notices the milk in the cellar is

affected by the thunder's roar : if it then af.

fects animal fluids in a detached state, how

much more must they be affected when

mingled up with animal life.

I will confine myself, however, in my re

marks, to the point which I am anxious the

reader should give heed to, viz: that the Al

mighty “has made a way for the lightning of

the thunder. The operations of Nature are

found to be most simple in their progress

and great in their results. -

A metalic wire well polished, or a metalic

rod without polish, will conduct the light

ning of the thunder safely into the bosom of

the moist earth, and dissipate it on the sur

face of water. -

It is a small service for man to render, to

ensure protection to his person and to his

possessions, from the fire of the raging tem

pest, to raise “the way the ALMighty has

made for the lightning of the thunder,” and

a most reasonable service ; it is obtaining

the protection by a use of the means provi

ded by Him who made both. Learned men

have discussed the various kinds of “ways”

that shall be reared : some say it must be an

iron bolt of an inch in diameter and round,

others that it must be square iron, and still

another class, that these ways must have

side points. I will not dispute with either of

these class of advocates for a particular way,

but will introduce the testimony of experi:

ence in favor of a simple way, a cheap way,

one that can be reared for a single dollār,

and which will be effectual protection, as i

believe, in the heaviest thunder storms that

are experienced.

Letter from David Henshaw, Secretary of

the U. S. Navy, to E. Meriam :

“ NAVY DEPARTM Ent,

Aug. 2, 1843. }
Sir,

Upon the receipt of your letter of

the 25th ult., making inquiry as to the suf.

ficiency of the lightning conductors, used on

board our public vessels. I referred it to the

chief of one of the Bureaux, for informa

tion as to their practical operation.

I am informed that the lightning conduc

tors now and heretofore in use, have been

found to answer well. Wome ºf our ships

have ever been injured by lightning, if the con
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ductors were up. Whether the rods may be

reduced or enlarged, it would be difficult to

say, until experiments have been made to

test the point.

I am very resp'y,

Your ob't servant,

DAVID HENSHAW.

E. MERLAM, Brooklyn.”

Letter from Capt. S. H. Stringham, Com

mandant of the U. S. Navy Yard, Brook

lyn, to E. MERIAM :

“CoMMANDANT's Office, NAvy YARD, }
Brooklyn, Aug. 10, 1843.

SIR,

In reply to your note, I have to

state that the iron used for conductors of

vessels of war in the Navy, is of the follow

ing dimensions, viz:

For sloops of war, one quarter of an inch
in diameter.

For frigates and ships of the line, five

sixteenths of an inch.

Resp'y your ob't serv't,

S. H. STRINGHAM.

E. MERLAM, Brooklyn.”

A friend has placed in my hands the Army

and Navy Chronicle and Scientific Reposi

tory, of August 12th and 19th, 1843, which

is published at Washington City. Twenty

seven pages of this valuable paper are occu

pied with the details pertaining to the Report

of the Lightning Committee, appointed by

the Board of Admiralty, to inquire into the

injury to vessels belonging to the British

Navy. The Committee consisted of Rear

Admiral J. A. Griffiths, Chairman; Rear

Admiral Sir J. Gordan, K. C. B. ; Captain

James Clark Ross, R. N. ; Professor Dan

iell, F. R. S.; Mr. John Finchman, Master

Shipwright; Walter Clifton, Esq., Secre
tary.

i. the papers produced before this Com

mittee, by Mr. Snow Harris, (of whom M.

Arago, the celebrated French Astronomer,

speaks in great commendation,) it appears

from the summary made up, by search of

the official log books, that there were 174

cases of vessels belonging to the British Na

vy, damaged by lightning: of these, 47

were line of battle ships, 49 frigates, 17

brigs and a cutter; of which there were

struck by lightning on the mainmast 68,

mizzen mast 5, foremast 28, bowsprit 1, fore

and main 6, main and mizzen 5.

Sixty cases are not specified. In about

one hundred of these cases of damage, Mr.

Harris found that the number of seamen

killed was sixty-two, wounded one hundred

and fourteen, exclusive of one instance, to

which the number killed is denoted as seve

ral, and that of the Resistance of 44 guns,

in which only four people were saved. Of

the spars damaged or destroyed, ninety-two

were lower masts, eighty-two were top-masts,

sixty top gallant and royal, and one bow

sprit.

"Here follow copies of letters addressed to

the Lightning Committee.

Copy of a Letter from Capt. Woolrige, to

Walter Clifton, Esq., Secretary, dated

“Stonehouse, PLYMouth,

June 7th, 1839. }

SIR,

In answer to yours of the 5th inst,

requesting me to state for the information of

the Commissioners appointed to inquire into

the subject of lightning conductors, the cir

cumstance of the Norge being struck in

1815, and my authority. Her Majesty's

ship Norge, when at anchor at Port Royal

Harbor, Jamacia, June 1815, then com

manded by Capt. now Admiral Sir Charles

Dashwood, was at night struck by lightning,

which knocked the maintop gallant mast in

three pieces, shivered the maintop mast, ab

solutely forcing the centre out of it, and

brought the mizzen topmast and top gallant

mast on deck; consequently the ship was a

wreck, and detained two or three days from

sailing with a valuable convoy for Eng
land.

I was a sick passenger on board the Nor

ge at the time of the accident, but so terri

fic was the shock, that every man was in an

instant on deck; therefore I was an eye

witness to the damage sustained.

What is more remarkable, (and most fully

evinces the great utility of conductors,) is,

that among the number of ships which sur

rounded ours, none were struck but a mer

chant ship, who, like the Norge, had not her

conductor up. The Warrior, of 74 guns,

was at anchor close to the Norge, with her

conductors up, and did not receive the least

injury.

I have, &c.,

THOMAS WOOLRIGE,

Captain, R. N.”

The Hastings 74, having returned to

Portsmouth, her captain was written to and

the following reply, dated 8th June, 1839,
was received :

“SIR,

I beg to state for the information

of the Committee appointed to inquire into

the merits of Mr. Harris' and other lightning

conductors, that on the morning of the 8th

of March last, a heavy thunder storm came

on, which even spread over the town and

harbor of Valetta, that at seven o'clock on

the same morning, the Ceylon was struck by

lightning, her pole foretop mast being shiv

ered, and a piece split out from the side of

the foremast, from the mast head to near the

deck where the fire engine was, to which the

lightning was drawn by the iron work, and

dispersed in some water in the bottom of the

engine. The Ceylon had no conductor, and

was lying in Dock Yard Creek, close to the

Talavara and Bellerophon, both of which

ships had conductors up and were not struck.

The Hastings also had a conductor up, was

lying in a direct line with the Ceylon, and

only distant a few hundred yards.

Án English merchant vessel, which I be

lieve was struck by lightning during the

same storm, while off the island of Malta,

was brought to Valetta, almost on her beam

ends, the lightning having entered her hold

and had been attracted to the side by some

bolts; the lightning at the same time driving

a part of three planks out of the side. This

vessel had no conductor.

I have, &c.,

FRANCIS E. COOK,

Captain.”

Captain Smith was written to upon the

same subject by Mr. Clifton, and returned

the subjoined answer, dated

“Bedford,

June 7th, 1839. }
SiR,

In answer to your letter of the 5th

instant, I beg to state, that about the 8th of

September, IS24, writing from memory, His

Majesty's ships, Phantom and Adventurer,

were moored inside the niche of Gibaraltar,

when a violent thunderstorm took place; I

was writing in my cabin in the evening when

I was interrupted by a startling crash, fol

lowed by a cry ‘the Phantom's on fire ſº I

instantly ran upon deck, turned up the hands,

veered away upon the fasts, hove in the bow

er cables, and manned the boats: but the

flames were quickly extinguished, princi

pally, Captain Sturt told me, by the cooler

crtions ºf one ºf his men, who was there.

fore expressly recommended. Her foremast

I understood, was rent from the truck to the

deck, some sails and rigging were set on fire

and several seamen struck down.

On this occasion the Adventurer's con

ductor was rigged, but the Phantom's was

unprotected. The vessels were about a ca

ble's length apart, and they were the only

ships there. Many of my men felt a kind

of electric shock, but we did not sustain the

slightest damage.

My own opinion of the conducting power

of METALic wires, and therefore the vast

utility of lightning conductors, indifferent as

to their construction and adaptation seemed

to be, was very strong in their favor; and I

have labored hard to propogate this feeling,

in opposition to their being dangerous from

attracting the lightning, an opinion which

cannot but be deemed absurd, since it infers

that the masts, and not the ships, form a

point in the electric surface. Indeed, it

would be a comfort to the service, as well as

an enormous saving in spars, canvass and

gear, were the laws and indications of mete

orology more strictly attended to.

During many years passed at sea, I have

known of several disasters occasioned by

lightning, and also of various ships being

struck and escaping destruction as if by a

miracle. This led me to consider the sub

ject, that in my written orders, the officer of

the watch was directed, whenever the weath

er appeared threatening, whether at sea or in

port, to hoist the conductor, which was kept

(not in a store room,) in a box fixed to the

stool of the after maintop mast back-stay,

and both officers and men were carefully in

structed to place it, so that the spindle should
be well above the truck, and the chain car

ried into the water, clear of the crosstrees,

top and channels by outriggers.
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Under these precautions, I feel a confi

dence tantamount to conviction, that at least

the spars of His Majesty's ship under my

command, were saved in several severe thun

der storms which she encountered in the

Gulf of Lyons the Adriatic and Ionian

seas, and in the Lesser Syrtis, the electric

fluid having been seen to descend the chain

and pass overboard into the sea, without da

mage to the ship.

I happened to be on board the Queen, of

74 guns, when an electric discharge shivered

her maintop mast to chips, and fatally dama

ged her main mast in the harbor of Messina,

in 1815. On this occasion, I remarked to

Sir Charles Penrose, who had his flag flying

on board of her, that the amount of the in

jury now inflicted, would supply all the ships

in commission with lightning conductors. If

I remember rightly, this ship carried the use

less and dangerous appendage of a spindle,

upon her truck.

I have, &c.,

W. H. SMITH,

Captain R. N.”

On the same day, Captain Edward Spar

shott, thus addressed Mr. Clifton :

“SiR,

I beg to acknowledge the receipt

of your letter of the 5th instant, requesting

me to state to the committee, appointed by

the Lord's Commissioners of the Admiralty,

to inquire into the merits of Mr. Harris'

and other lightning conductors, the circum

stances of a case of lightning which occur

red at Trincomalee, in the year 1837, whilst

I was in command of Her Majesty's ship

Winchester, &c.

The following are the circumstances

which I have the honor to transmit for the

information of the Commissioners:

In the month of November, 1837, her

Majesty's ship Winchester, under my com

mand, was lying in Trincomalee during a

thunder storm, on which occasion, the Co

chin tank vessel, moored about two cables

length in shore of us, was struck by light

ning, and her foremast so much damaged as

to require a new one. The electric fluid

could be easily traced from the hoop of the

masthead to the jaws of the fore gaff, which

was lowered down upon the boom, whence

it appears to have been attracted by the chain

cable, by which the vessel was riding, pass

ing out of the hawser hole into the water.

The Cochin was schooner rigged, without a

topmast. She had no conductor up. The

Winchester had a conductor up, which was

made on board, of small copper wire, of

about half the size of that of the establish

ed conduetors. It was the largest we could

procure ; and as the Winchester escaped in

jury, although the electric fluid was seen to

pass down into the water, it appeared to an

swer the purpose intended. No other vessel

was near the Cochin or Winchester.

I have, &c.,

E. SPARSHOTT,

Captain, R. N.”

The CoMMITTEE,IN THEIR Report, state:

“We beg to observe that every search has

been made for cases of injury sustained by

ships fitted with conductors, and though sev

eral statements to that effect have been

brought under our notice, not one has been

substantiated ; and no instance, so far as we

are aware of, has ever occurred of a ship

sustaining injury when struck by lightning,

if the conductor was up to the mast head,

and the continuity uninterrupted to the

water.”

Having laid before the reader this testi

mony which is that of great experience and

what I consider conclusive, I proceed to quote

from an old file of newspapers.

I have in my possession a file of ancient

newspapers, published in Boston in 1753,

in one of which I find a notice, in the words

following:

“Those of our readers in this and the

neighboring Provinces who may have an

opportunity of observing, during the present

summer any of the effects of Lightning on

Houses, Ships, Trees, &c. are requested to

take particular notice of its course and de

viation from a straight line, in the Walls or

other matter affected by it, its different opera

tions or effects on Wood,Stone, Brick, Glass,

Metals, Animal Bodies, &c., and every other

circumstance that may tend to discover the

Nature and Complete the History of that

terrible Meteor. Such observations being

put in writing and communicated to Benja

min Franklin, in Philadelphia, will be thank

fully accepted and acknowledged.”

In the same file of papers of June 24th,

1753, I find the following, which I presume

was from the pen of BENJAMIN FRANKLIN:

“Philadelphia, June 12. On Sunday,

early in the Morning, a Dwelling House and

Kitchen, on the western Side of Second

Street, were struck by Lightning and con

siderably damaged ; but being untenanted,

no person was hurt. The great Fondness

that the Matter of Lightning has for Metals,

was perhaps never more conspicuous. In

its passage downwards, it went considerably

out of its nearest Way to the Earth, for the

sake of the Leads” of the Windows, and

Iron Hooks, Staples, &c., in the Window

Frames, which were all in many Places, much

melted and stained thereby ; several Panes

of Glass were also a little melted and stained

thereby in a beautiful Manner, round the

edges, near where the Leads surrounded

them, and those parts of the Leads being thin

and not sufficient to conduct the whole of

the Flash, were melted; but the thick Parts

of the Leads (which separates the Panes

from each other) conducted it freely, and

without being the least damaged.”

In the same files of August 1st, 1753, I

find the following:

“On Monday last, the Corporation of Har

ward College met at Cambridge, and taking

into consideration the great Genius of BEN

JAMIN FRANKLIN, of Philadelphia, Esq., for

*A century ago lead was used for window

sash and then the panes of glass were about

four inches in diameter and diamond shaped.

E. M.

Learning, the high Advance he has made in

Natural Philosophy, more especially in the

Doctrine and experiments of ELECTRIcity,

whereby he has rendered himself justly

famous in the Learned World, unanimously

voted him a Degree of Master of Arts, which

Vote was fully confirmed by the Overseers

of that Society, and on Friday, the Presi

dent presented him a Diploma, therefor.”

Gentle reader, of the two, which was the

most honored, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, by the

Diploma, or the college in awarding it to

him :

These lines were from the pen of Benja

min Franklin who honored the college by

receiving a Diploma at the hands of its ſac

ulty. -

The laws which govern electricity are to

be found by observation, as tar as these are

capable of investigation.

The construction of the lightning rod is a

matter of much importance. I examined

these on board of American ships of War.

These are made fast to the highest point of

the mast and extending about a foot above it

and then diverge and when reaching a sur

face nearly even with the railing of the ship

are braced out with a wooden outrigger and

drop into the water. This mode of construc

tion has been practised and it is sanctioned

by experience.

In the putting up of lightning conductors

to buildings, I would make fast to the high

est point of the roof, letting the rod extend

upward as high as its size would afford it a

support. If the rod is small I would sustain

it by a wooden support ten feet—the support

may be a round pole flattened at its lower

end so as to nail it to the building. From

this fastening I would let the rod diverge from

the building, and make it fast by a staple to

a fence post letting it extend into the ground

from this several feet or into the well or into

a cess pool and connect with the water.

The point of the rod should be polished

metal or a point of bright tin. Tinned wire

for the entire rod would cost but one cent

more per pound than common wire. The

tinned wire is sold by Messrs. Phelps, Dodge

& Co. corner of Cliff and Fulton st., New

York, at seven cents per pound and the iron

wire at six cents per pound. Size called

No. 1, about five feet weigh a pound. Where

this wire cannot be had use nail rods. The

lightning conductors to ships of war are in

pieces of about four feet with a turned eye

at each end which connect the pieces to

gether like a chain. When the rod hangs

pendant the weight of the rod keeps these

parts in close contact. The rolls of iron

wire are in long pieces, and only one joint

need be made in a rod for a high building

and this by means of loose hooks.

It is said by some learned men that the

rod will not conduct when corroded by rust.

The rods of ships of war get rusty but no

injury has yet been found to result.

My object is to call public attention to

the risque of buildings being without pro

tectors and to suggest the cheap rod—the

effectual metallic policy which is within the
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means of every one who has life or property

to protect.

I would use a wire no larger than a com

mon knitting needle if I could get no other.

Pitroessor Ot,Msted, in a letter to me dated

YALE Collegº; Oct. 12th IS42, remarks, that:

“Lightning possesses great powers of

discrimination, selecting in its course the

best conductors with great precision. I.

think it will very seldom happen that it will

strike a vessel below the water line. Still

if carried by some good conductor into the

hold it may evidently reach the bottom of

the vessel.” -

“I think it not unlikely that the large wire

you speak of would in most cases answer

well enough for a lightning rod ; but still,

as it is not accurately ascertained how large

a wire the more violent discharges of the

fluid are capable of melting or dispersing.—

I should prefer a rod # of an inch in diame

ter for a dwelling house, but would risk a

large wire for a barn or out house. The com

munity will be benefitted by making known

the cheapest rod that will answer the pur

pose; for such only can be generally adopted.

It is a great objection to some of the new

forms of lightning rod that they are too ex

pensive for common use. None but the

wealthy will adopt them.”

“I have heard that in a mixed forest, pine

tress are more likely to be struck by light

ning than others. If the fact is so, it is

probably owing to the non-conducting prop

erties of the resinous matter of the tree.—

Other trees may be struck as often or oftener,

but would show less marks of violence,

for lightning does not erhibit its peculiar

violence ercept where its passage is opposed

by imperfect conductors.”

In another letter from the same learned

Professor, to myself, dated Yale College

July 25th IS43; he remarks, :

“I think a combination of wires such as

you propose might if properly united be a

cheap and eligible form of rod. The French

practiced something of the kind on a larger

scale for their ships of war.”

“The termination of your rod in the Cess

pool is well, unless the pool is made of Hy

draulic Lime. This being a worse conduc

tor than the earth itself presents an impedi

ment to the dispersion of the fluid at its

termination. M. ARAgo gives an instance

of a rod terminating thus which failed.”

“I think your wire of 5-16 of an inch,

hardly large enough for the most violent

charges. The charge would be apt to throw

off small portions upon neighboring con

ductors—not enough however, as I imagine

to destroy life. Your point of tin might

melt.

“I am of your mind with respect to the

in uti/#/ of side points.

“That Barns are oftener struck than

dwelling houses has been noticed by others.

Professor SILLIMAN has an article on the

subject in one of the earlier numbers of his

Journal. He supposes that the steam arising

from barns furnishes a conducting medium

to the electric fluid.”

“Rusty nails and hinges are doubtless

|

|

better conductors than wood, but not so

good as when bright.”

“Tin spouts and stove pipes are evidently

dangerous things unless connected with the

conductor or converted into conductors them

selees by a proper connection with the earth.”

Since the letter last above quoted of the

distinguished Professor, was written, I have

obtained the testimony of the Secretary of

the Navy as to the use of the small wire in

the United States Navy on board of ships

of war, where the greatest security against

lightning is required.

The conductors used on board British

ships of War, I understand are of the same

kind of wire as described by Capt. String

ham in his letter to E. Meriam as above.

Professor OLMstEd addressed a com

munication to the editors of the New-York

Observer which they published October 23d

1843, on the subject of “Protection from

Lightning,” which, although brief, is perti

ment. It is in the words following.

“I’I:OTECTION FROM LIGHTNING."

‘Messrs. Editors:--I observed in your paper

of the last two weeks, a “Reply” to my

remarks on Lightning Iłods, by Mr. J. E.

Strong of Boston, who appears to be inter

ested in supporting the claims of the “im

proved rods,” as constructed by the late Dr.

King. Presuming that it would not be

agreeable either to yourselves or your read

ers, to encumber your paper with a length

ened controversy on this subject, I will only

submit to the consideration of your respected

correspondent one or two brief suggestions:

“The theoretical principles of electricity

with which a great part of his paper is occu

pied, appear to me to have very little bearing

on the practical construction of lightning

rods. As far as this is concerned, it will

make no difference whether electricity consists

of two fluids, or only one, or no fluid at all.

The construction of conductors must de

pend on the known and established proper

ties (not hypotheses) of electricity, and the

final appeal must be to experience. Can

Mr. Strong point out a case where a light

ning rod constructed according to the rules

I have prescribed, has in fact failed to afford

protection : ... I do not ask whether according

to his views, it would fail, but whether it has

failed ! The cases he has adduced are more

or less hypothetical, and are therefore inad

missible. I do not assert that no case of

failure of the simple Franklin rod construct

ed as I have directed, can be found. None

has ever come to my knowledge, either from

personal observation or from examining the

records of experience for nearly a hundred

years. Should he meet with such a case, it

certainly concerns the public safety that it

should be made known. The importance

of such a case will justify us in requiring

the most careful investigation of the facts,

and the most unequivocal testimony. I do

not consider it a point of the greatest impor

tance that rods should be “round” instead of

“square :” but believing that round rods are

safe when all other things are right, I would

not excite unnecessary alarm in any house

holder because his lightning rod happens to

be round. And believing as I do that a

single rod is sufficient to protect ordinary

dwellings, I would not urge the necessity of

arming it with two, three, or half a dozen.

Respectfully,

IDEN is on OLMsTED.”

With regard to side points I have to ob

serve that it is said that in electric dis

charges from the clouds the lightning has

been seen to disperse in its downward course

to the earth at the side points of the modern

lightning rods. I cannot conceive it possible

that the human eye could determine that

path by its observation, however near the

observer might be to that rod—if some sub

stance which was easily fused was placed

upon these points and that should be found

melted by the electric fire which should

escape from these side ways, then we might

begin to indulge such a belief, and then my

conclusion would be, the fact being establish

ed, that such side points are dangerous. I

have in very extensive wilderness journeys

had the opportunity of examining a very

great number of trees which had been scathed

by lightning, and among these I have not

met with a single instance where the electric

fire escaped by the horizontal limbs. Had

such an escape taken place the tender bark

would have been scathed and thus discovered

such track of the lightning.

I should as soon expect to be able to dis

tinguish the materiality of an idea emanating

from the human mind and declare its visibil

ity to the human eye in passing from the

mind in which it kindled up, through the

arm, the hand of which, guided the pen that

with its coloredfluid traced its substance upon

the parchment sheet, as to be able to distin

guish the minute divirgings of the lightning's

fire in its instantaneous passage from the

cloud to its terminus.

Some persons assert that the passage of

the lightning is from the earth to the clouds,

If so then we should not look for thunder

and lightning upon the great ocean. This

doctrine inay be said to be anti-neptunian.

Lightning is as frequent upon the water, as

upon the land. It seldom happens that light

ning does much damage in a vessel below

the water line.

In IS17 the ship Pallas, bound from Sa

vannah to Europe was struck by lightning at

sea, and put into the port of New-York to

examine the damage. In this case, on over

hauling, it was found that a hole about the size

of a swivel ball had been made through her

kelson and that the slivers and splinters left

were so numerous as to prevent a leak. The

account of this singular phenomenon was

published about two years ago in the Journal

of Commerce and was well authenticated.

Within the last twelve months I have seen

the account of a public vessel in the East

India seas having been struck by lightning

and blown up, the electric fire entered the

magazine and ignited the powder. The

destruction of human life was very great,

but the vesselbeing near the land, and several

other vessels being near, many lives were

saved, as a portion of the vessel was separa

-
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ted from that immediately surrounding the

magazine.

Among the vessels struck by lightning the

past year, of which accounts have been pub

lished between the months of April and Oc

tober I find the following:

“The schooner Saul from Boston for Sa

vannah, 22d July, 1842 when off Plymouth

was struck and the captain who was at the

helm was struck senseless. Shortly after

smoke was seen to issue from the hatch way

and on removing them the flames burst forth

with such fury that the crew had bare time

to escape to their boat.—Journal of Com.

Aug. 4th.

“During the thunder shower yesterday

forenoon, the lightning struck the foretop

gallant mast of the brig Woodstock, Capt.

Tucker, lying on the opposite side of the

river. The top-gallant mast was split in

pieces. The blocks on the top-sail yard was

also split and both clews of the top-sail were

set on fire. The rain however, which was

falling in torrents at the time, soon extinguish

ed, the fire without much damage. The

lightning descended down the top sail tie

to the top sail sheets, which were of iron and

thence to the deck of the vessel, following

the chain cable, which was lying across the

deck, and passing off at the side. The links

of the chain of the top-sail sheet were scat

tered in all directions over the deck. The

captain, mate and another person were in the

Cabin at the time, but fortunately received no

harm.”—Savannah Rep, 27th July 1842.

“The schooner Maria, Capt. Eldrickson,

lying at the new basin, was yesterday struck

by lightning about 4 o'clock. It carried

away her maintop mast, shivering her main

mast, passed through the center case setting

it on fire. It was only through the exertions

of the crew that the vessel was saved from

being consumed. Capt. E. was at the time

leaning against the main mastand was saved

by the chain of the center-board attracting

the fluid.”—N. O. Pic. July 21st, 1842.

“Ship Saxon, of Salem, while lying in

the port of Havana had two main top masts

shivered in the course of ten days.”—Jour.

Com. 26th July 1842.

“At New-Haven on Tuesday morning

Aug. 8th 1842, the brig Comet was struck

with lightning, which passed down the fore

mast and then took to the chain cable, fol

lowing it through the hawser hole into the

water. But little damage was done.”

“The Ligenia, at Boston for Havana 23d

July 1842, sailed in company with brig Ot

toman, Hannan, for Boston, and parted

company 30th, 1st inst. lattitude 48, 42,

lon. 71, 10. At half past 3 A.M. experien

ced a severe tempest, during which the light

ning struck the main mast and shivered it to

pieces, together with the main-royal yards;

also damaged the main and top gallant masts

and yards attached, burnt the main top gal

lant sails and cut two large holes in the main

topsails. It then went between decks, started

up three of her between deck planks and split

one of her deck planks. During the shock

the mate and one man was knocked down

and the mate slightly injured.”—Journal of

Com. Aug. 1842.

Wessels should be required by law to carry

lightning conductors and to keep them con

stantly rigged. The melancholy scene which

I once saw described of a vessel with a

great number of passengers which had been

struck by lightning at sea and wholly des

troyed will never be effaced from my mem

ory while life continues.

were all obliged to flee the burning ship in

open boats on the open ocean and were

providentially met with by a vessel which

rescuedthem from a watery grave. One such

misfortune is of greater amount than all the

money expended for lightning conductors

since the earth has commenced its course in

the harmonious system of the universe.

Steamboats are rarely struck by lightning

and when such misfortune happens, but little

damage is done.

I have met with but four accounts altogeth

er of steamboats struck by lightniag,

One of these was about a dozen years

ago—the steamboat Philadelphia, on the

Delaware. The railing of the boat had a

splinter of wood grooved out of it by the

lightning and it was the only mark left of

the electric fire. I have this account from

Capt. Jenkins commander of the steamboat

Albany, who also states to me that it is the

only case that he has any knowledge of

where a steamboat was struck by lightning.

One other in the account I have given

above on the waters of the Ohio River the

present year.

In IS42, a steamboat in the North River

opposite New York, was struck by lightning

but no damage done.

In 1841, a steamboat on Lake Erie was

struck by lightning but little damage done.

I have never i. a ware-house in

which iron and steel is stored, to be struck

by lightning. I have made extensive enqui

ries with the same result as to Furnaces,

Forges and Blacksmith shops.

Iron Rail-ways which extend for hun

dred of miles and under various clouds,

have never been struck by lightning, or at

least I have never been able to find any ac

count of such a phenomenon.

Some sections of country during a series

of years are more visited by lightning than

others. I have noticed this in extensive

forests. I remember that in travelling many

years ago on the west side of the Muskin

gum and Tuscaroras rivers, through what

was then a wilderness road that passing up

an extensive oak ridge the trees that had

been struck by lightning were so numerous

that we gave it the name of thunder and

lightning ridge, and while upon this particu

lar portion of my essay I will remark that

trees growing upon soil filled with minerals,

are impregnated with the particular minerals

which lies in the soil in which the trees take

root, hence such trees have attractions and

conducting properties. In the combustion

of wood for crude ashes to make into fixed

alkalies I have noticed this peculiarity in

the color of the Alkalies when fused by in

tense heat and it may be traced in the color

The passengers.

of glass in which the fixed alkalies are used.

It will be noticed in the statement of the

S5 cases of damage by lightning, that the

proportion of barns are greater than that of

dwelling houses. Professor Olmstead quotes

the Scientific Journal of Professor Silliman

on this head, imputing it to the heat of the

hay. I am much inclined to the opinion

that the metalic paints on dwelling houses,

has much influence upon electric fire, and

impute the difference to that cause, The

metalic paint covers a broad surface, al

though very thin ; if it had the thickness of

tin, the influence would not be disputed,

and although thin, I think the influence I

suggest, may be presumed.

Persons who drink water which contains

mineral properties, are more or less affected

by such mineral properties. I have been

frequently at the Blue Licks, in Kentucky,

and after drinking the water for a week, I

found that silver coin in my pockets, and

my silver sleeve buttons and watch, were

tarnished by the sulphurated hydrogen in

the water which I drank. It may be owing

to this influence, that persons are more or

less affected by electricity.

Professor Olmstead, in one of his letters,

which I have quoted, speaks of the liability

of a small rod to being fused by the lightning.

I have never met with any account of such

a result in all my investigations, which have

been extensive. -

In the house struck by lightning, in Cran

berry street, Brooklyn, in 1842, there was a

small copper bell wire about the size of No.

17, this conducted the lightning without

melting any portion of it, and the charge

was so heavy that when it left the tin spout in

front of the house, it burst through the base

ment door to reach the wire, and was finally

dissipated in a tumbler of water.

St. Paul's Church, in London, was struck

some years since, as I am informed by a gen

tleman of great scientific attainments; the

lightning conductor is large, being at the ter

mination, several bars of iron melted togeth

er and painted. This rod was heated to

redness, and the heat continued some min

utes. The iron being covered with paint,

absorbed the heat; had the surface been

bright, I think all the heat would have been

reflected, and none absorbed.

In case the single wire is thought to be in

sufficient to convey a heavy charge, then two

wires may be put together, or even three,

and four if desired, in which latter case the

cost of the quadruple rod will be but four

dollars.

I see no possible use in confining the rods

to the side of the building, it is enough to

make it fast to the top. I would prefer con

ducting the lightning from the building in

stead of leading it along its surface.

How far lightning is attracted by metals,

is not satisfactorily determined. ... I have

known of no case over thirty feet. The

case I refer to, is that of the vessel where the

lightning left the mast of a vessel and passed

on to the chain cable and into the water,

here it was thirty feet from the descent it

was making. I have known of several in
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stances where it bounded from ten to fifteen

feet, to come in contact with a favorite con

ductor.

Copper is found to be a better conductor

than iron, in the proportion of about twelve

to one ; therefore, if copper is in close con

tact with an iron lightning conductor, it

would invite the electric fire, and thus divert

it from the channel designed for it. Care

should be taken in this respect.

The disasters by lightning are so numer

ous, that it would seem we are not justified

in neglecting the protection afforded by a

metallic rod, when the testimony is so strong

as that here introduced, in favor of its ade

quacy. This, it will be borne in mind, is

that of experience, which is the best school

master. I am not desirous to establish a

new theory, but to sustain the old doctrine,

a doctrine which reaches back to the days of

the Patriarch Job, who himself declared

that the Almighty “made a way for the

lightning of the thunder.” The great ex

pense of erecting large lightning rods, has

been an objection to the extensive use of

these conductors, and the new fashioned

rods with side points, are also expensive.

I do not wish to discourage the use of these

rods, but at the same time I do not think

that there is any merit in a patent that is to

protect human life. If such a rod has ad

vantages, these should not be restrained by

a patent.

I have made extensive examinations on

high mountains as to the effects of light

ning in high altitudes, and I have never been

able to find a tree scathed by lightning 3000

feet above tide water, and it may be remark

ed, that the temperature of that altitude

comes so near that of the weather in which

we have no thunder lightning, that this fact

alone may be the cause of this exemption.

It is unnecessary to discuss the composi

tion of the matter of lightning, whether it is

a fluid or what else ; it is we know “the

lightning of the thunder,” and we also know

that it is destructive to human life, when the

human frame is made to feel the force of

one of its bolts. That there is provided “a

way for the lightning of the thunder,” is de

clared in the Book of Truth, and all that is

required, is that man shall rear this FRANK

LIN rail-way for the ethereal fire of the

skies to traverse in its downward course to the

earth. The lightning conductors on board

of ships of war, are sometimes corroded

with rust, but I have never heard of an in

stance in which one of these conductors has

failed to conduct the fire of the thunder to

that element in which it finds repose. On

board of some of the largest ships, there are

sometimes near 1,000 human beings, and

beneath their feet tons of gunpowder, which

if ignited by an electric spark, would cause

instant destruction. Notwithstanding this,

the mariner amid the roar of the artillery of

the skies, rests with confidence, that if the

lightning first descend upon the ship, the

conductors will receive it, and convey the

electric fire beneath the ocean's wave.

In the celebrated Mammonth Cave of

Kentucky, the lightnings' blaze is never seen,

nor the thunder's roar ever heard. I have

stood within this vast subterranen territory,

near thirteen miles distant from the nearest

access to the earth's upper surface, during a

violent thunder storm, without being con

scious of its occurrence. Here the tempe

rature of the atmosphere is 59° of Faren

heit, an atmosphere that does not generate

electric fire, thus all Nature harmonizes.

I will in subsequent pages, give a detail

ed account of this vast nether territory.

Professor Olmstead has published in the

New York Journal of Commerce and New

York Observer, a lengthy Essay on Light

ning Conductors. It is an able production,

from an able pen, and I hope he will, for the

benefit of his race, continue these Essays.

Added to his great ability, he possesses great

facilities for rendering important services in

discussing this great subject.

The atmosphere of the immediate surface

is changed by the coruscation of electric fire

and by the detonation of the thunder of the

raging tempest, and thus Nature, in all her

various operations, harmonizes.

There are great numbers of persons who

suffer much from fear during the continu

ance of a thunder tempest, and dread the

occurrr.nce of thunder storms. Such per

sons should always protect the buildings in

which they reside, by a lightning conductor,

which can be reared for the expense of a

single dollar.

Steamboats are the safest during the con

tinuance of a thunder storm, of any place

that can be selected.

I cannot close these remarks, without en

deavoring to impress upon the mind of the

reader the great importance of the free use

of cold water, to be thrown upon persons

who may be prostrated by lightning. Throw

it upon the body with great freeness.

The speed of electricity may be compared

in velocity to that of thought, and I should

as soon expect to see the emanations from

the human mind, escaping from the frill of a

pen which marks these emanations upon the

sheet destined to record them, as to see the

escape of lightning from a metalic lightning

conductor by side points.

I would not discourage the use of light

ning rods such as some gentlemen are anx

ious to introduce, but I should feel gratified

that those gentlemen would lend their labors

toward introducing the cheap rod, believing

that they would increase the security to hu

man life, and the increase of the number of

rods, would give them more pecuniary bene

fit, if this they seek.

E. MERLAM.

FALL OF RAIN.

The fall of water from the clouds varies

in quantity in different years, and in differ

ent places the same year, same month, week

and day.

We here present the reader with the par

ticulars from three different registers kept at

three different places of the fall of rain

during the months of June, July, August

and September of 1843, inclusive. The

First is from the rain gauge kept at the

Erasmus Hall Institute, at Flattbush, Long

Island—the second from the government

rain gauge kept at the city of Washington,

and the third is from the rain gauge kept at

the Onondago Salines for the use of the

state of New York.

The gauge kept at the Erasmus Hall In

stitute is under the supervision of Dr. Strong.

That kept at the City of Washington is

under the superintendence of the Bureaux

of Ord. and Hydrography of the U.S. Navy

Department.

The Gauge kept at Syracuse is under the

Superintendence of Lyman W. Conkey,

Esq.

These accounts may be relied upon as

aCCurate.

FLATIBUSH.

June 3d. 0.27.100

“ 5th. 0.I 1.100

“ 11th. 0.S0.100

** 14th. 0.02.100

** 16th. 0.53. 100

“ 17th. 0.02.100

1.75. 100

July 24. 0.17.100

“ 5th. 0.01.100

“ 9th. 0.6S. 100

“ 10th. 0.02.100

** 11th. 0.02.100

“ 15th. 0.02.100

“ 17th. 0.36,100

“ 19th. 0.50.100

“ 29th. 0.16.100

“ 30th. 0.0S. 100

“ 31st. 0.54.100

1.96.100

Aug, 5th. 1.90.100

“ 8th, 0.0S. 100

“ 9th, 1.94,100

“ 10th, I.20.100

“ 11th, 0.75.100

“ 15th, 0.04. I 00

“ 20th, 0.03.100

“ 21st, 0.54.100

“ 22d, 9.13.100

“ 28th, 0.03.100

“ 29th, 0.02.100

H 5.76. 100

Sept. 1st, ().22.100

“ 7th, (). I 5.10()

“ I Ith, 0.65. 100

“ I2th, 0.35.100

“ 15th, 0.60.100

“ 25th, 0.20.100

“ 26th, 0.43.100

“ 27th, 0.18.100

2.78. 100

RECAPITULATION.

June, 1.75.100

July, 1.96.100

August, 15.76.100

Sept. 2.78.100

Total 22.26.100 inches.
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WASHINGTON CITY.

Hydrographical Office,

Washington Oct. 1st, 1843. }
SIR,

In obedience to an order from Com.

W.M. E. CRANE, Chief of the Bureaux of

Ord. and Hydrography, you are herewith

furnished with a statementof the Rain-guage

kept at this office, viz:

June 3d, 0.240

“ 5th, 0.055

“ 11th, 0.240

“ 24th, 0.330

“ 28th, 0.450

1.295

July 2d. 0.190

“ 11th, 0.170

“ 12th, 0.140

“ 13th, 0.450

“ 15th, 0.280

“ 30th, 0.550

1.780

August 1st, 0.180

44 5th, 0.500

& 4 8th, 0,435

* * 9th, 0.S90

44 10th, 0.170

44 14th, 0.346

** 19th, 0.450

tº 20th, 2.7SS

§ { 21st, 0.750

& 4 22d, 0.180

44 31st, 0.200

6.889

:Sept. 6th, 0.190

“ 7th, 0.640

“ 11th, 1,020

“ 12th, 1.910

“ 14th, 0.820

“ 15th, 0.800

“ 26th, 0,270

“ 27th, 0.836

“ 30th, 0.010

6.496

RECAPITULATION.

º June, 1.295

July, 1.780

August, 6.SS4)

September, 6,496

Total, 16.460 inches,

Rospectfully,

Your ob't serv't.

M. F. MAURY,

Lt. U. S. N.

EBEN MERIAM, Brooklyn, N. Y.

ONONDAGO SALINES.

June, 3.00, 100

July, 2.19.100

August, 2.15.100

September, 4.73. 100

Total, 12.07.100 inches.

The fall of rain on the particular days at

the Onondaga Salines in the months of

August and September was as follows:

August 7th, 0.70.100

“ 14th, 0.20. 100

“ 21st, 0.60.100

& 4 22d, 0.15. 100

44 27th, 0.50.100

Sept. 1st, 0.05.100

* * 7th, 0.60.100

* * 15th, 2.30. 100

44 1Sth, 0.90.100

44 21st. 0.30. I00

* * 23d, 0.10.100

& 4 24th, 0.30.100

44 25th, 0.18,100

RECAPITULATION.

June, July, Aug. Sept.

Washington city, 1,295 1.780 (,880 6,496

Onondaga Salines, 3,000 2.100 2, 150 4.730

Flatbush, 1.750 1,960 15,760 2,780

From the above statements it appears that

nearly twice as much rain fell at Flatbush

during these four months as fell during the

same time at the Onondago Salines, and

more than a third more than fell at Wash

ington city during the same time.

Mr. Conkey in his letter to me dated Syra

cuse Sept. 18th says: “On the 15th inst.,

2.30.100 inches of rain fell which is the

greatest fall of rain I have known at any

one time in this place for four years. The

Barometer fell during the storm S4-100

inch.

Doct. Strong states to me that the fall of

rain at Flatbush on the 22d August was the

greatest which had taken place since the

rain gauge has been kept at that place, viz,

about 18 years.

Washington City is in Lat. 38 d. 52 m.

45 sec., Lon. 76 d. 55 m. 30 sec. west from

Greenwich observatory. Flatbush L. I.

42 d. 41m. Long. 2 d. 55 m. east Wash

ington city. Onondago Salines are near N.

L. 44 d. and about 20, 30m. E. lon. Wash

ington City.

On the Sth July 1842, at Flatbush, the

Barometer rose an inch above the highest

gauge, and again on the 23d July and re

mained up until the 26th July. On the

12th Sept. the Barometer rose at 2 o'clock,

to the same height and at 5 o'clock the same

afternoon, sunk down to 29.85. 100

At a time subsequent to the creation of the

heaven and the earth the sacred penman de

clares in the Book of Truth that, “the Lord

God had not caused it to rain upon the

earth,”—“but there went up a mist from

the earth and watered the whole face of the

ground.” The sacred record then proceeds

to say that “a river went out of Eden and

watered the garden” &c. Here then we

find a commencement of the falling of rain,

and the origin of primitive rivers. The

falling of rain was the natural consequence

of the ascension of vapor or mist, and the

formation of rivers the same result from the

falling of rain. Water exists in its solid

state, at the Artic and Antartic poles, and

periodically in the same state in the temper

ate zones. It also exists in its fluid and

gaseous state, that of vapour or mist.

The solar orb and the satalite of our

Earth, are by the inspired penman, stated

to have been placed in the system before

animated nature was kindled into life, but

vegetable life had its begining before that pe

riod, and may have had its support from the

heat of the light, which was that which was

spoke into being in that day in which God

made the Heaven and the Earth. The

seperation of the waters from the DRY land

and the gathering of the waters into seas,

immediately preceded the bringing forth of

herbs, “and grass bearing seed, and trees

bearing fruit, whose seed was in itself in the

Earth.” Thus we have, in the regular or

der of succession from the begining, a con

tinuance of what was then began, and al

though the days which immediately suc

ceeded the creation of Heaven and Earth,

which were from the begining, are not

chronicled as the period of time which we

term days, under and near the equator, nor

in that period of time which an inhabitant of

the arctic extreme would term a day, but as

we use that word in speaking of an event

which happened in our day.

E. MERLAM.

ICE, ICEBERGs, Ice Islands, &c.

The year 1842, as contrasted with 1843,

presents a striking contrast in the quantity of

polar ice which flooded the Atlantic in the

former year.

We have extracted from the files of the

New York Journal of Commerce of 1843,

the following reports of vessels which have

arrived at the port of New York, from

March 30th, 1842, to Sept. 18th, of the

same year, as follows:

Arrived, March 30. 1842, ship Memphis,

Knight, 41 days from Liverpool; on the

19th passed large icebergs southeast of the

Banks.

Arrived, April 4, packet ship Siddons,

Cobb, from Liverpool, Feb. 17th ; lat. 43,

lon. 46 50, passed an impenetrable field of

ice, 90 miles in extent.

April 6th–ship Echo, Sill, from Liver

pool 19th Feb.; 14th March, from lat.

44 31, long. 45 57, to lon. 50, saw large

quantities of ice, at one time over 200 ice

bergs were in sight. The Echo was among

the ice 18 hours.

April 7th—Packet ship Cambridge, Bar

stow, from Liverpool, March 28th ; fell in

with ice in lat. 4430, lon. 47 20, and left it

in lat. 4320, lon. 5015. Saw about forty

islands, some sixty feet high, besides hun

dreds of large pieces and fields.

April 10th–Packet ship St. James, Se

bor, from London, 23d Feb.; lat. 4541,

lon. 450, saw a number of icebergs: lat.

41 lon. 50, passed a large field of ice.

Ship Clifton, Ingersoll, from Liverpool,

Feb. 22d ; on the Banks passed a large

quantity of icebergs, some of them very

large, on a run of 100 miles, had from five

to seventeen in sight all day from the

deck.

April 12—Br. ship Royal Sovereign,

Walker, from Liverpool, 47 days. The R.
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S. fell in with great quantities of ice between

lat. 4633, and lon. 44.29.

April 13—Packet ship Stephen Whitney,

Thompson, from Liverpool 6th March ;

passed considerable ice south of the Banks.

Packet ship Roscoe, Huttleson, from

Liverpool March 5th ; April 1st, in lat. 41

50, lon. 4S 50, was surrounded by large

islands of ice.

April 15–Packet ship Albany, Watson,

from Havre 24th Feb. ; 1st instant, lat. 42,

lon. 47, saw a large island of ice ; 2d, lat.

41 44, and from the lon. 48 30 to the lon.

41 11, passed between icebergs, the weather

being clear at the time; they were as far

North and South as we could see.

April 18th—Steamship Great Western,

Hoskin, from Bristol April 2d ; 12th passed

several bergs and a quantity of floating ice,

lat. 44, and from lon. 48 to 4930.

Packet ship Sheridan, De Peyster, from

Liverpool, March 16th ; saw much ice on

the Banks.

Ship Mary Kingsland, Weare, from Liv

erpool 24th Feb.; was obliged to run to the

southward two days on account of the great

quantities of icebergs and field ice.

April 20–Ship Silve de Grasse, (packet,)

Burrows, from Havre 12th March ; passed

in lat. 43 N., and lon. 39 3 West, a number

of large icebergs.

April 21—Ship Charles Carroll, See, from

Havre 12th ; 8th inst., lat. 41 30, lon. 59 30,

passed several icebergs.

April 22—Ship Benjamin Morgan, John

son, from Liverpool 17th Feb.; lat 41, lon.

5, saw several large icebergs.

April 25—Ship Nicholas Biddle, Free

man, from Liverpool, 14th March ; 9th,

lat. 419, lon. 28.34, saw a large island of

ice; 14th, lat. 41, lon. 4920, saw great

quantities of ice.

April 26—Packet ship Mediator, from

London, 13th instant ; lat, 43, lon. 50 saw

several large ice bergs.

April 27—Packet ship South America,

from Liverpool; passed large quantities of

ice on the Banks.

April 28—Ship Isabella, from Bremen,

7th instant; lat. 4236, lon. 4120, saw large

icebergs, one about three miles long and one

hundred and fifty feet above the water, one

two miles in length and fifty feet high,

also passed other icebergs and much field

1Ce.

May 2—Packet ship Duchess d’Orleans,

from Havre; saw great quantities of ice

between the lat. 44 and 45, and lon. 32

to 52.

May 4—Ship Emblem, from Liverpool;

the Emblem fell in with great quantities of

ice, and was obliged to steer South to

clear it.

Packet ship George Washington, from

Liverpool; April 17th and ISth, between

lon. 46 and 59, saw forty-seven large ice

bergs.

Bark Oberlin, from Liverpool ; in lat.

43 30, lon. 40 30, saw three very large ice

bergs.

May 5–Brig Byron, from Wales; lat.

40 18, lon. 50, saw four large islands of ice,

one about 200 feet high and three miles

long, saw it thirty miles off. -

May 7—Ship Franklin from Bremen ;

lat. 47, lon. 48, passed about 150 islands of

106.

May 9–Packet ship England, from Liv

erpool; lat. 4129, lon. 49, saw large num

bers of icebergs.

Ship Pauline, from Bremen ; April 22d,

lat. 43 30, lon. 48 14, saw thirty-two ice

bergs.

May 10—Ship Rochester, from Liverpool;

April 24th, in lat. 43 16, lon. 42 31, saw a

large island of ice. The Rochester fell in

with great quantities of ice, and was oblig

ed to run to the Southward to clear it.

Ship Agnes, from Amsterdam. The Ag

nes has been five days among the ice, saw

one island over eight miles long.

May 11th–Br. brig Triton, from Pan

zance, England; lat. 42, lon. 4938, passed

150 icebergs.

May 13th–Ships Ocean, from Liverpool;

27th April, in lat. 41 23, lon. 48 27, passed

several large icebergs.

May 14th–Packet ship Sully, from Ha

vre; 29th April, lat. 42 5, lon. 49 50, was

surrounded by ice for three days, and was

obliged to run to the Southward in order to

clear it.

May 16th–Ship General Parkhill, from

Liverpool; the G. P. fell in with large

quantities of ice, and was obliged to steer

South to clear it.

Bark Cormo, (Br.) from Bristol; East

of the Banks, passed large quantities of

1Ce.

May 18th—Ship Camilla, from Ham

burg ; April 25th, lat. 42 19, lon. 43 30 and

lon. 46 50, passed two icebergs.

Ship Splendid, from Liverpool; April

30th, lat. 41 20, lon. 4635, saw two ice

bergs.

May 21—Ship Howard, from Hamburg;

lat. 42, lon. 45 to 53, was ten days in the

1Ce.

May 23—Packet ship Oxford, from Liv

erpool ; 11th inst., lat. 45, lon. 48, saw 15

large icebergs.

Packet ship Oneida, from Havre; 12th,

lat. 44 10, lon. 49, saw several icebergs.

Ship Sarah and Arsilli, from Liverpool;

in lat. 42 30, lon. 48 to 50, saw great quan

tities of ice, and was surrounded with it for

three days.

Ship Hibernia, from Liverpool; passed

large quantities of ice on the Banks.

Bark Francia, from Amsterdam. On the

Sth, while running the distance of forty

miles on the Grand Banks, counted eighty

icebergs.

May 26th—Ship Solar, from Liverpool;

May 11th, lat. 44, lon. 47 30, saw several

icebergs; 12th, was compelled to stand to

the Southward to avoid the ice ; 13th, lat.

42 10, lon. 49, succeeded in getting clear of

the ice.

May 2Sth—Steam ship British Queen,

from Antwerp ; passed large quantities of

ice on the Banks, was a day and a half go

ing through it.

June 6th–Steam ship Great Western,

from Liverpool; on the 30th and 31st, from

Jat. 4830, lon. 46, to lat. 46 39, lon. 53,

about 32 hours, passed an immense number

of icebergs and a quantity of floating ice.

Ship Liberty, from Liverpool; 22d and

23d, lat. 42 50, lon. 48, fell in with large

quantities of ice.

June Sth—Packet ship Francis, from Ha

vre; lat. 42 30, lon. 49 to 50 30, for ninety

miles, passed through very large islands and

fields of ice.

June 16th–Ship England, from Liver

pool; lat. 41, 30, lon. 46 30, passed large

quantities of ice.

June 25–Packet ship Independence,

from Liverpool ; 13th inst., passed several

icebergs.

June 27th—Ship Fairfield, from Liver

pool; 13th, lat. 42, passed fifteen icebergs,

extending from lon. 49 30, to 5120.

June 28th—Packet ship Ontario, from

London ; June 13th, lat. 42 30, lon. 48.30,

to lon. 50, passed a number of very large

icebergs.

June 30th—Packet ship Virginia, from

Liverpool; between lat. 4320 and 42 20,

lon. 48 30 and 51 30, passed forty ice

bergs.

Ship Nova, from Antwerp.; 8th, lat. 27

50, lon. 36 25, passed a large number of

icebergs.”

Juiy Ist—Packet ship Toronto, from

London ; 17th, lat. 43 30, lon. 49, saw sev

eral icebergs.

Ship Carroll, from Liverpool; 18th, lat.

43 30, lon, 4S, saw forty icebergs.

Ship Manhattan, from Amsterdam; June

14th, lat. 43 41, lon. 4945, passed close by

two large icebergs.

July 4th–Ship Sylvanius, from Liver

pool; saw some ice on the Banks.

Ship Isaac Newton, from Liverpool;

18th ult, lat. 4640, to lat. 48, and from lon.

47 to 50, passed many icebergs, extending

as far as the eye could reach.

July 8th—Packet ship New York, from

Liverpool; 24th ult., from lat. 44 20, lon.

47 40, to lat. 43 18, lon. 51 35, saw a large

number of icebergs.

July 14th–Packet ship Wille de Lyon,

from Havre; 25th, lat. 41 30, lon. 24 23,

saw two large islands of ice, two hundred

feet high and three hundred feet long.

July 16th–Ship Samuel Hicks, from

Liverpool; 2Sth, lat. 42 40, lon. 49 30,

saw a great number of islands of ice, and

continued to pass them for twelve hours.

July 22d—packet ship Westminster, from

London : in lat. 44 30, and lon. 46 30, to

lon. 39 30, saw a number of icebergs.

Packet ship Siddons, from Liverpool;

passed a great number of icebergs. -

Bark Lotus, from Bristol ; 30th, lat. 45,

lon. 48 40, passed a great number of ice

bergs, some of them of great dimensions.

July 26th—Ship Emma, from Bremen;

the Emma passed a great number of ice

bergs on the Easternmost edge of the

Banks.

July 28th—Ship Memphis, from Liver

* Probably an error in the figures.
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pool; the Memphis saw considerable ice on

the passage. - -

August 3d—Ship Sea, from Liverpool;

from lat. 43 to lat. 40 30, saw large quanti

ties of ice, thirty islands ; was obliged to go

two degrees south to clear it.

August 4th–Bark John George, from

Bremen; from the 10th to the 15th of July,

lat. 4320, to lat. 42 30, lon. 4850 to 5220,

saw seventy-five large icebergs from the

deck.

August 5th–Packet ship Utica, from

Havre; in lat. 42 34, lon. 49 12, saw a

quantity of ice.

Ship Franconia, from Havre.

great many icebergs near the banks.

Ship George Wilkinson, from Bristol

The G. W. saw several large icebergs on the

passage.

Ship St. James, from London. On the

19th, 20th, and 21st July, from the lat. of

44.29 to 45 30, and lon. 47 to 52 30, passed

34 icebergs.

August 6th–Packet ship Roscoe, from

lon. 45 30 to 53 30, saw numerous ice

bergs,

Packet ship Cambridge, from Liverpool,

July 15th, lat. 46. lon. 43, fell in with great

quantities of ice; was surrounded with it for

5 days, most of the time in a dense fog; saw

23 large islands of ice in one day; left the

ice in lat 44 30, lon. 42.

Ship American, from Havre, had been de

tained by the ice. July 21, lat. 43 lon. 48,

saw several icebergs.

Aug. Sth—-Ship Swanton, from Liverpool.

Between lon, 46 and 54 passed upwards of

300 icebergs—came very near being wrecked

on them, having run between two large

islands in the night before we discovered

them.

Ship Richmond, from Havre. The R.

passed numerous icebergs on the passage.

August 10th–Ship Metoka, from Liver

pool, July 25th and 26th, lat. 42 lon. 47 64

saw 100 icebergs.

August 11—Packet ship Montreal, from

London, July 29, lat 44, lon. 47, saw several

large icebergs.

August 13th–Bark Clarissa, from Got

tebnurg. Saw a great number of icebergs.

August 15th–Packet ship Albany, from

Havre, 30th.lat. 4430, lon. 47, saw three ice

bergs.

Bark Natchez, from Bordeaux.

great quantities on the Banks.

August 16th.—Packet ship Silvie de Gras

se, from Havre, lat. 44, lon. 53, saw three

icebergs.

Ship Courier, from Palermo, July 28th,

lat. 49 30, saw a large island of ice to lee

ward; at 5 P.M. saw several large icebergs

in sight to the S. W.; reported great quan

tities of ice to the westward; during the

night passed large icebergs; 29th, at day

light, saw a large mountain of ice, judged it

to be 10 miles long and 300 feet high, two

more in sight; 31st, a large iceberg in sight

to the windward.

August 17th, Ship Southerner, from

Liverpool, passed several icebergs on the
banks.

Saw a

Saw

August 17–Packet ship Gladiator, from

London, 4th inst. lat. 444, lon. 47 12, board

ed a large iceberg and passed several small

ones.

Packet ship Columbus, from Liverpool,

latitude 4S, longitude 45, passed nine large

icebergs.

Ship Odraka, from Liverpool. From

longitude 46 to 53, saw large quantities of

ice.

Bark Emilie, from Norway. In latitude

46, longitude 45, passed several icebergs.

August 19—Brig Wellingsley, from New

castle, Eng. from 26th to 30th July, from

lat. 44 to 43 30, lon. 48 to 52, saw a large

number of large islands of ice.

August 22d.-Ship Peter Hattrick, from

Newcastle, 1st, lat. 55 26, lon. 45 25, saw

several large icebergs. 7th, lat. 43, lon. 57

40, saw several more icebergs.

August 24th–Packet ship Sully, from

Havre. The S. passed a number of ice

bergs to the eastward of the Grand Banks,

and on the 12th, lat. 43 26, lon. 53 30, saw

two very large icebergs.

August 25th–Ship Agnes, from Amster

dam, August 13th, lat 43.40, lon. 5330, saw

large islands of ice.

August 25.—Packet ship Independence,

from Liverpool, 13th inst. passed several

icebergs.

Bark Newburyport, from Antwerp.; 9th

inst., lat. 45, longitude 45, saw a large ice

berg.

August 27th—Packet ship George Wash

ington, from Liverpool, August 13th, lat.

42 40, lon. 50, passed a large iceberg.

August 27th—Ship Fairfield, from Liver

pool, 13th, lat. 42. passed 15 icebergs, ex

tending from 49 20, to 5120.

August 28th—Packet ship Ontario, from

London, June 13, lat. 42 30, lat, 4:2:30, lon.

4S 30 to lon. 50, passed a number of very

large icebergs.

August 30th—Packet ship Virginia, from

Liverpool, between lat. 43 20 and 42 20,

lon. 30.51 40, passed 40 icebergs.

Ship Neva, from Antwerp, Sth, Jat 27 50

lon 36, 25, passed a large number of ice

bergs,

August 31—Ship Caledonia, from Liver

pool. 11th, lat. 4330, lon. 48, saw a large

iceberg.

September 1st—Ship Rochester from Liv

erpool, 16th, lat. 42 25, lon. 50 45, passed a

large iceberg,

September 19th–Steamship Great Wes.

tern, from Liverpool, passed a small iceberg

in lat. 50 N., lon. 42 W.

ICE–1S43.

The following is the account of all the

vessels which arrived at the Port of New

York in 1843, which reported Ice on the

Atlantic as contained in the files of the

New York Journal of Commerce of 1843.

Aug. 11th, 1843.−Ar. Packet ship Silvie

de Grasse, from Havre, in lat. 46 30, lon.

46, 39, saw two large islands of ice.

August 18th, 1843.−Arrived, Brig Gul

mare, from Antwerp, in lon. 42, saw large

islands of ice.

August 25th, 1843,-Arrived, ship Camil

la, from Rotterdam, on 8th inst. lat. 49 30,

fell in with a number of icebergs and a large

field being several miles in extent.

Capt. Parry states that in “in 1816 a

great change took place in the polar ice.—

A portion of about 2000 square leagues of

ice drifted out of the Greenland sea, from

between the paralels of 74 deg. and 80 deg.

It is also stated, a great change in the

position of the ice took place in the begin

ing of the 15th century, whereby the inter

course between Iceland and the Colonies

then established in Greenland was interrupt

ed, and the colonies probably perished; for

nothing has been seen or heard of them

since. Icebergs have been seen of almost in

credible dimensions. Capt. Ross saw one

1200 feet long, and 325 feet high above the

water. Another was estimated to weigh

1,292,397,683 tons. Icebergs commonly

float on a base much more extended than

their upper surface. When two fields of ice

meet in rapid motion the concussion is ter

rible.”

The polarice may be termed the fouatains

of the great deep. The sacred penman, in

the 11th verse, of the 7th chapter of Genesis,

in speaking of the commencement of the

universal deluge, says: “the same day were

all the fauntains of the great deep broken up.”

Truly these immense accumulations ofchrys

talised waters at the poles of our earth are

vast store houses, or fountains of the great

deep. The penman of the Book of Job,

asks: “Hast thou entered into the treasures

of the snow, or hast thou seen the treasures of

the hail.” Ice has taken the plaee of silver

and gold in the commerce of many sections

of the globe, and ship loads of ice are ex

changed for the product of tropical climes.

Truly, the snow and the hail have treasures,

and are dealt out by the merchant by weight.

Ice on the tops of high mountains is per

petual. At an altitude of about 9000 feet.

In this latitude frost is permanent through

out the year.

The icebergs of the southern hemisphere

are of greater height than those of the north

ern. The ocean is of greater depth, in the

southern hemisphere ihan in the northern.

Capt. Ross let down the lead 40%athom with- 0

out finding soundings. This is about four

and a half miles, and nearly equal in depth

the altitude of the tops of our largest moun

tains above the sea.

Icebergs, when permanently fixed, con

tinually increase in height from the accumu

lations from the atmosphere by refrigerating

its fluids.

In 1838, some of the British Government

ships met with icebergs from the Antartic

in South lat. IS deg. These Icebergs were

of 300 feet altitude above the surface of the

ocean and large rocks were visible on these

bergs. The water ran down in torrents from

the sides—resulting from the ice melted by

the suns rays. Icebergs which have ground

ed in soundings enable navigators to ascer

tain the proportion ofthese crystalised bodies

that extend beneath the surface of the ocean,

and that proportion is thus ascertained to be
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two thirds the bulk below the water and

one third above. These antartic bergs were

therefore allowed to be 900 feet in height,

measuring from the base to the summit.—

The vessels encountered a severe hail storm

when near these immense masses of frozen

water. Powerful refrigerators of the at

mosphere these.

The force of water in expanding by frost

is immense, the frost may be termed the

archmides of the atmosphere.

The arctic ice furnishes our section of the

country with the material for rain showers,

and I have noticed in summer, when the

arctic ice was abundant in the Atlantic, that

we were at the same time visited by cold

northeast rain storms.

The abundance of ice on the Atlantic in

1842 is a singular phenomenon, and it would

seem that some powerful natural cause

must have operated to produce such a re

sult.

The visit of the polar ice to southern lati

tudes in August, 1843, was attended by very

heavy rains.

The arctic ice, when brought in contact

with the heated waters of the Gulf Stream,

are soon melted.

I have thought this fact of the departure

of the Polar ice of so much importance, that

immediately on hearing that Capt. Sir James

Ross was about revisiting the arctic seas

I at once communicated to him through the

Lords Commissioners of the British Board

of Admiralty the particulars stated above.

EBEN MERLAM.

BEIHEMOTII.

We are often told that this animal, the

fossil remains of which are sometimes met

with in the excavations made beneath the

earth's surface, has been extinct since the

Noachian deluge. I was disposed to coin

cide in this opinion, but having recently

visited the remains of a giant beast which

have been exhumed in Walkill township,

Orange County, New-York, I have come to

a different conclusion.

The writer of the Book of Job speaks

of the BELIEMOTH as of a beast then alive ;

and according to the chronology of the

Sacred Scriptures, this Book was penned

829 years subsequent to the flood—besides,

the writer of the book of Genesis declares

in the most positive language that two of

every beast entered the ark. Here then the

preservation of this race of animals is placed

beyond the possibility of doubt.

I have omitted to describe the bones of

this monster beast, for the reason, that all

the bones belonging to the frame have not

yet been found. When the dry season re

turns, a further examination will be made,

and when the whole are obtained, I will give

a full and minute description of the whole

frame.

I visited the ground in Walkill township,

Orange co, where the bones of the great beast

of antiquity have recently been exhumed. In

order to know something of the geological

formation of the section of country in which

this monster beast once had his habitation, I

walked the distancefrom Middletown, where

the Erie Railroad terminates, to the place of

exhumation, about five miles. The surface is

undulating, and in some places rising into

large swells. The soil is quite various, and

the ground very stony. There are many

swampy places, which are made into meadow

land, and these are also stony.

In these, I noticed the swamp alder and

the meadow flag growing. The forest growth

on the high land, is chesnut, oak, hickory,

&c. Among the vines, I noticed one of pe

culiar character, which was pointed out to

me by D. W. Smith, Esq., Postmaster of

Scotchtown, who was so polite and obliging

as to accompany me in my examinations

of the immediate vicinity. The vine wound

around the stalk of the pokeberry, and

had its roots in the stalk of this vegetable

instead of the earth. We examined several,

and found them all in the same way. I had

before frequently seen at the West, the misle

toe, which is a beautiful evergreen, and which

takes root in the bark of trees, at a great

height from the ground, presenting in winter

its green foliage and white pearly berries, in

contrast with the leafless branches of the

tree on which it takes root.

We visited the pit, in the diggings ofwhich

the bones of the monarch beast were found.

It is in a natural basin, and about half a mile

from Scotchtown. On the north, about three

fourths of a mile distant, is a high hill; to

the south at a less distance is a hill of small

er size ; to the east, and also to the west, at

a distance respectively of about 80 rods, the

ground descends rapidly. A small brook

runs alongside the pit, which discharges its

water to the east ; if this brook should be

deepened for about eighty rods, it would ef.

fectually drain this basin. The pit is about

40 or 50 feet long, and 20 feet or more wide,

and about 7 feet deep, is now filled with water

within a foot of the surface of the meadow.

The meadow was someyears since cultivated

as a hemp field, but is now in grass. In win

ter it is flooded with water, and when frozen

over is a skating pond. The meadow is

rocky. In digging the pit several pieces of

wood and small trees were ſound which had

been felled by the Beaver; and here was, as

my informant stated, an old Beaver Dam.

There is an elasticity in the surface of the

ground around the pit. We found by stamp

ing upon it a sensible vibration under our

feet. The black earth (very black) which

forms the surface, is a strata of about thirty

inches in thickness: beneath this is a strata

of marl, the extent of which I had not the

means of ascertaining. The black earth is

very tenacious, of great specific gravity, and

is filled with vegetable fibres, small roots,

&c., but so solid as to be capable of being

made into candlesticks, urns, &c. I brought

away several pieces of this composition, con

sidering it a great curiosity, in addition to

its being the covering of the Monarch Beast

of antiquity. Beneath this impervious strata,

at a depth of about seven feet, reposed

the head of the giant beast, imbedded in

marl. How this animal frame came in this

position is more than can be told, although

we may guess or form an opinion from the

facts stated, but after all it is but conjecture,

When I arrived in Orange county, I made

diligent enquiry for Salt Springs and licks,

supposing that the monster beast had select

ed this section of the country for the sake

of saline waters, but I found no account of

any such formation; but after visiting the

pit, and then the fossil remains at the house

of Mr. Conner, on whose farm the pit is,

we visited the high grounds in the north of

the pit.

Near the summit of this hill is a well,

dug for the use of the cattle pastured here—

this well is about 14 feet deep, and is nearly

full of water—in this well is a pump. Mr.

Smith laid hold of the handle of it, raised

some of the water, which gave out to the

atmosphere a sulphurous gas. I tasted the

water and found it to be a mineral water,

and on examining the strata passed in dig

ging the well by the excavation thrown on

the surface, I found it a black slate or shale.

It was this water which found an outlet in

the basin, that doubtless this animal resorted

thither for, and thus I account for his bones

being found in that basin. The surface

would not, I think, at this time, bear the

weight of such an animal as the bones indi

cate this to have been, and when resorting

hither for the water, and once beginning to

sink the struggles of such a monster, would

in his dying agonies sink his body deeper

and deeper, and if he had such an appen

dage as a trunk, would sink deep keeping

the extremity of the trunk above the surface

by which he would be enabled to sustain life

for a considerable period of time. The

body would decompose slowly in such a

place, for the temperature of the water would

exclude that heat which is necessary to de

composition, and besides, the qualities of the

water have a powerful influence in aiding

the preservation of the frame. When ani

mal life ceases, animal heat also ceases, and

a heat produced by decomposition shortly

after commences, unless some antiseptic

quality in the surrounding atmosphere pre

Went It.

About two miles from this place is a sul

phur spring, and from the account given me

of the water by those who have seen it, I

presume it contains a large portion of sul

phureted hydrogen gas.

I felt a strong desire to examine the locali

ty, which in the progress of time, ere man

had dominion in this region, had become

the resting place of the bones of one of the

race of Behemoth. The Patriarch Job,

mentions this race of animals with much

particularity, although with great brevity,

and that is the only written history of the

giant beast now extant; but in the exhuma

tion of this giant's frame, we have the book

of nature corroborating the record of the

sacred historian. How wondrous, how con

vincing !

Mr. Smith remarked to me that the hill to

the north of the pit, and of which I have

spoken above, would afford a fine view of

the surrounding country, altho' it would be a

great labor to climb it, but labor that results
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in attaining an object, is an easy service.—

I therefore gladly availed myself of his kind

ness in offering to go with me to the pinna

cle of this terrestial observatory. On arri

ving at the top, we found a vast area of

surface within the compass of vision. I judg

ed this field in our view, to be over one hun

dred miles in circumference: high lands in

the States of Massachusetts, and also in

New Jersey, could be distinctly seen, and

nearer by the highly cultivated farms in Sul

livan, Ulster and Orange Counties, were

spread out in all the variety of field, mea

dows and wood, on the terrestrial carpet. A

beautiful spot this for a summer house, or

a hotel, and near by its top is the mineral

well, and at its foot, the grave of Bellemoth.

To this terrestrial protuberance, I gave the

name of Behemoth Heights, a place worthy

of the name, and a name worthy of the

place. It has associations that will be as du:

rable as the pages of written record, for

from its foundations issued the waters which

have embalmed the giant frame of a mute

witness of antiquity, bearing testimony of

the perfect accuracy of the natural history

embodied in the written record of the Book

of Truth. I am induced, on examination of

sacred chronology, to believe that the repre

sentations of this race survived the Noachian

deluge, affording another illustration of the

accuracy of the account of that extraordi

nary event.

On a minute examination of the chrono

logy of the Book of Truth, I find that the

Deluge occurred 2349 years before the

Christian cra, and that the Book of job was

written 1520 years before the advent of the

Saviour. A period of S29 years, therefore,

intervened between these two events. The

Patriarch Job gives us a description of the

Behemoth, of his make, powers and habits,

and speaks of him as a beast then alive.

Job, also, in his beautiful poem, gives us

light as to the hydrography of the land of

Behemoth, its meteorology, its botany and

zoology. This written history of the Be

hemoth is the only one now extant, and its

accuracy is corroborated by the mute wit

ness recently exhumed in Wallkill. The

bones of this giant beast are a wondrous

wonder. I examined with great care the

bones of the head, which weigh 440 lbs.

The forehead is solid bone, one foot thick

(I measured and re-measured it with care.)

the thickness of the brick wall of a four

story house at its foundation, such as are a

brick and a half in thickness. With the

skin which covered it, it must have present

ed, when alive, a front of greater solidity

than the bulwarks of the largest line-of

battle-ship. Its teeth are in their proper

places in the jaws, and are completely

sound and perfect. The fore teeth are worn

smooth by use. The hinder teeth are groov

ed very deep, the convex of the upper

fitting exactly the concave of the lower,

qualifying the animal to crush the limb of a

tree, or a stone, with the same facility that

the most powerful steam sugar mill crushes

the cane with its iron jaws. The animal is

of the ruminating species, and not carnivor

ous, that is, such is my opinion from a care

ful examination of its mouth and teeth. I

measured one of the rib bones, and found it

six inches in width. It has been said by

some who have examined these bones, that

the ribs are not in proportion in size to the

head. I think differently. I have examin

ed the bones of this race of animals in

various places on this continent, and the

ground from which they were respectively

taken.

The finding of these bones in Wallkill,

on the farm of Mr. W. Conner, half a mile

from the village of Scotchtown, was in the

month of July, in digging marl in an up

land meadow. I call it upland, because it

has once been cultivated as a hemp field,

and it is rocky. At the depth of about seven

feet, the workmen came upon the head im

bedded in loose marl, which is filled with

shells.

July, it will be recollected, was a very dry

month. The bed of marl was then dry,

but before all the bones of the animal had

been collected, rain came in great abund

ance and filled the pit with water, and it has

continued so ever since, and consequently

the labor of the workmen has been suspend

ed. A pump was placed in the pit and the

water thus drawn out, but during the suc

ceeding night it filled again. A trench of

about eighty rods long and ten feet deep,

will be necessary to drain the place before

any further progress can be made in obtain

ing the bones. Some doubt has been ex

pressed as to the probability of finding the

residue of the bones, in consequence of the

confusion and disorder into which those al

ready exhumed were by some cause found

to have been thrown. But I think, from a

careful examination of the strata in which

the bones were found, that there is no mys

tery in reference to their scattered position.

The marl is loose, and some of it so light

as to float in water; and other portions of

greater specific gravity, precipitate in wa

ter in obedience to the laws of gravity. The

frame, in such a bed, which was sometimes

saturated with water and sometimes dry,

would be liable to fall to pieces, and be car

ried by the force of the retiring or invading

waters, to various sections of the bed, as

the particles on which these respectively

rested were moved from underneath. I

should not, therefore, be surprised to find

this frame scattered over several hundred

feet. While I was at the pit examining the

locality, I perceived several shells rose upon

the surface of the water, and the wind waft

ed these to the shore. In one of the ponds

of this State, this same operation has been

noticed at periodical intervals, and regarded

as an unaccountable phenomenon ; but I

think it may be accounted for by this illus

tration—for where a subterranean bed of

marl has a strong spring of water boiling

up through it, the force of the water, and

buoyancy of the shells, will bring them to

the surface, and the wind will float them to

the shore. The covering, I remarked, was

a black earth ; geologists would call it in

durated peat, I presume. This earth has

been saturated with mineral water, and for

med into what I term a semi-petrifaction

We often see water, in passing through a

limestone arch, carry with it fine particles

of lime, forming stalactites, Were such a

solution to penetrate a bog, it would change

it in process of time into a stone, and

whatever of a solid body is held imbedded

in such a strata would be thus incrusted,

and if porous, would be saturated, and thence

crystalise. I see no difficulty in supposing

that this animal broke through this place, for

it is evident from the formation of the ground

that it could never, at any time, have held

water enough above the surface to drown so

large an animal.

The bones already found, I understand

from Mr. Conner, he intends shortly to ex

hibit in New York : the public will there

fore have the opportunity and the benefit of

comparing the written record with the or

ganic remains, and to see how exactly they

agree.

I will here quote a part of the description

given by the Patriarch Job, of the Behe

moth :

“Behold now Behemoth,

Which 1 made with thee;

He eateth grass as an ox.”

Thus he was a grazing animal, and this

the teeth prove, and therefore here is a per

fect agreement.

“ IIe moveth his tail like a cedar.” +

Some of the tail bones have been found,

which indicate that it was of very large

size. The cedar is the growth of this re

gion.

“His bones are as strong as pieces of brass ;

His bones are like bars of irou.”

The description I have given of his head,

the thickness of the skull and the width of

the ribs, are here illustrated.

Iron, copper, zinc and lead, are the pro

ducts of this region of country.

“He is the chief of the ways of Gon:

He that made him, can make his sword to approach unto him.”

The fiat of the Almighty has made the

race of the Behemoth extinct forever in our

planet, a verification of the almost prophetic

language of the Patriarch.

“Surely the mountains bring him forth food."

In this region, the mountains are in view

from the great terrestrial observatory to

which I was requested to give a name, and

which I called Behemoth Heights, in con

sideration of the grave of the giant beast of

antiquity, the subterranean monument of the

perfect accuracy of the natural history of the

Book of Truth being at its foot or base.

“He lieth under the shady trees :

Under the covert of the reeds and fems.”

Here are these also, a perfectly accurate

description of this vicinity.

“The shady trees cover him with their shadow;

The wiłłows of the brook compass him about.”

Here also the willows of the brook are

now to be seen within a short distance of the

grave of this animal giant of antiquity.

“Behold he drinketh up a river and hasteth not.”
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Here is the Wallkill, a stream of a size

which once, no doubt, would vie with the

Jordan. A beast like this, with such a pow

er of frame, would be without fear, for

where is the superior among the animal

tribes :

“He trusteth that he can draw up Jordan into his mouth :

He taketh it with his eyes;

His nose plºre tº tar , agil snares.

Thus speaketh Jop of the Behemoth.

Again he says of meteorology:

“As the stream of brooks they pass away;

Which are blackish by reason of the ice,

Amú where in the snow is hid :

What time they wax warm they vanish ;

When it is hot they are consumed out of their place.”

A correct description of the climate of

this region. When I speak of region or

vicinity, I do not wish to be understood as

confining it to the limits of a township or

county.

That the general Deluge destroyed vast

numbers of the race of Behemoth, there can

be no doubt. The bones of that animal

have been found in the arctic regions, deep

ly imbedded in the ice. Lieut. Rotzebue, of

the Russian Navy, found the bones of the

mammoth in North lat. 66 deg., imbedded

in an island of ice. This island was covered

with grass and moss, growing luxuriantly on

a soil of six inches in thickness. In an ice

cliff on one of the rivers of Siberia, which

empties into the Arctic sea, the entire body

of a mammoth, flesh and all, came in sight

in 1799, by the melting of the ice, and five

years thereafter became entirely disengaged

by the melting of its crystalised casement,

and fell down on the sand bank below,

where its flesh was fed upon by the white

bear, and the Juhuts of that region cut it up

to feed their dogs.

In this region of country, round about

Wallkill, the Behemoth had his home.

Several of his bones have been found in ex

cavating the earth in this immediate vici

nity. *

When I arrived at Middletown, about five

miles distant from the Wallkill, I stopped

for the night at the Union Hotel, the land

lord of which, learning that I was on the

way to Wallkill, to see the organic remains,

brought me a piece of the tusk of a mam

moth, which had recently been found in a

swamp nearby, cmbedded in the earth. This

was broken.

This section of the globe may have been

inhabited by man when Behemoth was

here ; but I have never in my travels, met

with any remains that indicated the posses

sion of civilized man. I have visited nearly

all the ancient fortifications and works of

antiquity within the borders of our country,

and have visited the burying places of the

dead, and the place of sepulture of a hu

man being of antiquity, having her entire

wardrobe by her side, in a state of perfect

preservation, and none of these indicated

the marks of civilization.

I know it is a favorite opinion with some,

that this section of the globe was once peo

pled by a race of men superior to the red

men of the forest, which the white man

found in its possession, two and a half cen

turies ago, and we may even go back beyond

that period in one instance, with the same

result. But I came to a different conclu

sion.

Some geologists say, that the position in

which the bones of the Wallkill giant are

found, is not the geological position where

they belong. The fact speaks for itself, and

therefore theory is, in this case, without

place.

Geology is a modern science, and in its

infancy fixes arbitrarily the crusts of our

globe in chronological order ; but we need

not go any where else for the science but to

the Mosaic record ; whatever contradicts

that, is unworthy of consideration and un

deserving of contradiction.

Cities have been overwhelmed by the ele

ments in obedience to the command of the

great Jehovah, and the crusts which cover

them, are the growth of a moment.

It is in vain for us to attempt to account

for the works of the Almighty Architect. He

does what pleaseth him ; and man should be

silent, and bow reverently, and adore that

munificent Being who has made him a can

didate for immortality. The works of God,

in their beauty and harmony, both gigantic

and minute, praise him in their boundless

perfections.

The Behemoth is called the Mammoth,

and when I use this word, I do so as a dis

tinction of size and not of species. The

elephant is by some travellers termed the

mammoth, and if I mistake not it is so called

in Russia.

M. Cuvier, in his life time, classified nearly

one hundred animals of species now extinct,

from the organic remains he procured, and

had his valuable life been spared, no doubt

would have given to the world information of

great value upon this subject.

Governor Rosas, of Buenos Ayres, is

making an important collection of organic

remains. Those already obtained by him

were in that section of the country, the cli

mate of which corresponds nearly with our

own, being in south latitude about 38 deg.

The Asiatic and the African Elephant vary

considerably from each other, and the organ

ic remains found upon our continent more

nearly resemble the Asiatic than the African.

The animal frame of Orange County I think,

from an examination of its head, was fur

nished with a proboscis or trunk.

The Patriarch Job describes at much length

the Leviathan of the deep—a Mammoth of

that order—and as presenting an extraordi

nary attribute; that its “neesings” were

phosphorescentor electric. He thus speaks :

“By his neesings a light doth shine,

“And his eyes are like the eyelids of the

morning.

“Out of his mouth go burning lamps,

“And sparks of fire leap out.

“Out of his mouth goeth smoke,

“As out of a seething pot or cauldron,

“His breath kindleth coals,

“And a flame goeth out of his mouth.”

Again he says—

“He maketh the path to shine after him;

“One would think the deep to be hoary.

And again he says—

“In his neck there remaineth strength.”

Again—

“The flakes of his flesh arejoined together;

“They are film in themselves—they can

not be moved,

“His heart is as firm as a stone;

“Yea, as hard as a piece of the nether

millstone.

“His scales are his pride,

“Shut up together as with a close seal.

“One is so near to another

“That no air can come between them ;

“They are joined one to another,

“They stick together,

“They cannot be sundered.

“He maketh the deep to boil like a pot:

“He maketh the sea like a pot of ointment.

“Sharp stones are under him,

“He spreadeth sharp things upon the mire.”

The remains of this monster belong to

our earth, and it is possible that the liv

ing monarch of the deep may still have

his habitation in our planet. I have among

my collections an account given by a sea

captain some years since, of two monsters

having been seen by himself and crew in the

Indian Ocean, at a great distance, lying a

little beneath the surface of the water giving

out a great light, and illuminating the water

for a distance around them.

Electricity belongs to the inhabitants of

the water. The electric eel will give an

electric shock equal in force to the largest

machine.

It is true, the Patriarch Job does not speak

of the Leviathan as electric or phosporic, al

tho'that writer was conversant with the natural

phenomenon—atmospheric as well as sub

terranean fire. He says—

“When he made a decree for the rain,

“And a way for the lightning and the thunder.”

Again—

“As for the earth out of it cometh forth bread ;

“And under it is turned up as it were fire.”

The hardness of animal flesh, and the

very formations which characterise some or

gamic remains, have induced some very learn

ed men to suppose that our earth had at one

time an atmosphere of much higher temper

ature than that of the tropics at the present

day.

I do not think that the geological features

of our Earth contradict thc Mosaic record

—far from it. There is a mutual confirma

tion; but some modern writers hold that

there is a disagreement.

If we begin with Burnet's Theory of the
Formation of our Earth, and follow down

to that of Werner, Hutton and others, to the

present day, we will at length have to go

back to that period when

“ God divided the waters from the waters;

“ Divided the earth which was under the

firmament,

“From the waters which were above the

firmament, -

“God called the firmanent heaven,

“And the dry land Earth.”

Geology, as I before observed, is still in

its infancy; and it is more instructing to
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read the Book of Revelation and of Nature

than the works of the most learned of our

day, for in Revelation and in Nature, the

views have an originalty that is instructive

—teaching not theory, but fact.

Ice remains in some sections of medium

latitude, throughout the year. In the rav

ines of a mountain, called “Ball Peak,"

situate in the northeast part of the town of

Pittsford, in Rutland County, Vermont, ice

has remained permanent throughout the

year, since the first settlement of the coun

try, and is most probably the chrystalized

waters, which was left on the subsiding of

the waters of the universal Deluge. In one

of the mountains in the State of Virginia,

ice remains throughout the year.

E. MERIAM.

-

LIGHTNING STRIKING RAIL

ROADS.

While the preceding sheet was passing

through the press, I met, in travelling in an

omnibus, with Ex-Alderman Campbell, of

the City of New York, who informed me,

that while travelling upon a railroad in the

State of Pennsylvania, some time since, the

lightning struck the iron rails, and was seen

to pass over the iron bars which formed the

track, for a great distance. This is the first

and only instance I have ever heard of

lightning striking a rail way.

-

THE EARTHQUAKE.

In the Journal of Commerce of January

30th, 1843, I noticed a paragraph from a

St. Louis paper, giving an account of a

singular phenomenon attending the Earth

quake of the evening of the 4th of Janu

ary, viz.: the disappearance of a pond of

water, and the producing of what is called

in the West, a sink hole, out of which is

sued steam, and that the temperature of the

earth around the surface was such as to

cause the snow to melt, while the snow on

the ground adjacent remained unaffected.

During the shakes of the Earthquake, in

the winter of 1811 and '12, a person walk

ing near the banks of the Muskingum river,

in Ohio, discovered smoke issuing from an

opening in the ground ; he examined the

spot, put his cane down in the opening, and

it immediately took fire. He was much

alarmed, and on his return to town related

the circumstance. The Legislature of the

State were then in session at Zanesville, and

immediately adjourned to afford the mem

bers an opportunity to view the phenome

non. The report spread rapidly through

the village until it reached the ears of an

old gentleman, who immediately explained

the matter. He had. the year previous,

burnt a kiln of lime on and against the

bank of the river, which ignited a vein of

bituminous coal, that continued to burn un

der ground, and the violence of the Earth

quake had thrown down so much of the

bank of the river as to cause the opening.

An examination of the ground, proved that

the old gentleman was right in his conjec

tures. Subterranean fires feeding upon

bituminous coal, may have produced the

phenomenon spoken of in the St. Louis

paper, and the subterranean fuel may have

been kindled by electric fire.

Shakes are very frequent near St. Louis,

and more particularly near Shawneetown,

Illinois. At the United States salines in

that neighborhood, shakes are felt almost

every year. During the shakes in 1811

and 1812, at New Madrid, bituminous coal

was thrown up in large quantities at that

place.

Liquid Petroleum, which is very combus

tible, is found in boring for salt water

through the regions of country west of the

Alleghany Mountains, and in many places

it comes to the surface in the shape of Min

eral Tar Springs. Immense quantities of

Carburetted Hydrogen Gas, also issue from

some of the salt wells of the West, and

from numerous springs, termed burning

springs. The different Virginia Springs

possess every degree of temperature, from

that of the heat of boiling water down to

the temperature 52 degrees.

The increased temperature is entirely lo

cal, as appears from all the investigations

which have been made in the Western

States.

The Carburetted Hydrogen Gas is set on

fire at the Kenhawa Salines, and at the

burning Springs in Virginia, by the inhabi

tants, to afford visitors the opportunity of

witnessing the phenomenon.

Beneath the earth's surface in many lo

calities, are vast gasometers of carburetted

hydrogen gas, and also burning bodies

which have become ignited from chemi

cal causes fully understood. These subter

ranean fires produce in the course of time,

intense heat, displacing vast bodies of solid

matter, until perchance a body of water is

thus reached, which, on coming in contact

with the liquid fire, becomes converted into

steam. This must either find vent by some

terrific explosion, or be condensed by a force

of pressure which must shake the earth for

an immense distance around.

The effect of earthquakes are quite vari

ous; sometimes the motion is vertical,

throwing buildings upward; at other times,

the motion is horizontal.

It is a wonder that earthquakes are not

more frequent, and more disastrous.

E. MERLAM.

-

HEAT OF THE INTERIOR OF

THE EARTH.

This was one of the subjects discussed

in the Convention of American Geologists,

recently held at Albany. Some of the

members of that body suggest that the heat

of the interior of the Earth, increases at the

rate of one degree of Farenheit, to every

50 or 60 feet descent. This would be an

average of one degree to every fifty-five

feet, which I take as a basis for my calcula

tions.

Assuming this theory to be true, it would

follow, that the temperature of any given

distance below the earth's surface, may be

ascertained by mathematical calculations.—

Allow the heat at the surface to be 50 degrees,

which is near the actual temperature, it would

then follow that at the depth of eight thou

sand nine hundred and ten feet, that point

would be reached where the temperature is

increased to 212degrees of Fahrenheit, being

that at which water boils under common at

mospheric pressure; and at the depth of

one million, one hundred and eighty-six

thousand two hundred and eighty-five feet,

a point would be reached where iron

would become liquified; a temperature of

twenty-one thousand six hundred and thirty

degrees of Fahrenheit's scale, which is the

melting point of iron under common atmos

pheric pressure. This would be a depth of

near two hundred and twenty-five miles, (un

less I have an error in my figures.) From

numerous experiments which I have made

in various places, I have found a great varia

tion in the increase of heat in the interior of

the earth. I have found in the atmospheric

air above the earth's surface a regular and

gradual decrease of temperature in proceeding

upward. At the height of eight thousand nine

hundred and tenfeetabove the earth's common

surface, in this latitude a point would be

reached where water would become solid

by cold in the hottest day in summer; and

at a still higher elevation is that point where

all fluids now known to us, become solid.

Hence I infer the formation ofmeteoric stones

termed aeroſites—and hence our highest

mountains are covered with enduring snows.

Theknowledge we have of our earth is limited

in the extreme; and the more we investigate

the better satisfied we become of our ignor

ance. Geology is but a modern science, and

one of great and growing importance. If

the theory advanced by some of the mem

bers of the Geological Convention, and other

scientific men, is correct, then it follows that

the temporary dwelling place of our race is

midway between the regions of enduring

frost and those of perpetual fire. What a

subject this to contemplate –what a position

this to occupy The earth has thus contin

ued from the termination of the days of

creation, and will no doubt continue so for

thousands of years to come.

E. MERIAM.

SUNKEN WELLS.

I visited Mount Prospect on Long Island,

September 16th, 1843, to view the opening

in the surface of the ground resulting from

the sinking of the well and the wood work of

the bucket house, on the premises of Mr.

Meeks.

The well is about two hundred feet from

the main road, in a garden. About the same

distance from it, is a natural pond a few

hundred feet in circumference, which, I was

informed, is permanent. The surface of the

ground for about three or four acres, is nearly

that of a basin, and the well and pond near
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ly in the centre. The surface water from

rain, therefore flows to this common center.

The stratifications of the earth which are

visible, are compact, made up of earth, stone,

soil, &c. Were the upper strata loose, it

will readily be seen from the near proximi

ty of the pond to the well, that the latter

would drain the former; and this pond

may have at some remote period resulted

from an indentation made in the surface by

the departure of a lower stratum.

The opening where the well was, is about

10 feet in diameter; the sides, solid earth,

very hard, and perpendicular: the water is

within 12 feet of the surface of the ground.

During the day, Mr. Meeks heard a rumb

ling sound in the well, but thought little of

it. The next morning it was rainy ; he

raised an umbrella over his head and went

into the garden, holding it partly before him,

and would at the next step have placed his

foot over the opening, when he fortunately

discovered that the well-house had disappear

ed and left the frightful chasm which he

thus barely escaped.

The well-house, wheel, rope, and buckets,

have all disappeared, as has also the wall of

the well. The water in the well is yet tur

bid from frequent rains since, and the frogs

quite numerous on the sticks floating on the

Water.

The well was 125 feet deep, and was

walled with stone. Allowing the well to be

3 feet diameter, and computing the weight of

the stone at 500 lbs. for each foot, we have

65,500 lbs. of stone in the entire structure—

a great weight to rest on a sand foundation.

If this foundation had become so much sat

urated by the water of the storm as to make

it flow like soft mortar, it would, with such a

pressure, be forced under the stone into the

bottom of the well, and rise in the inner stone

curb to a great height; and this wall and

the house which rested upon it would sink in

the same proportion as the soft earth rose

within its curb.

Mount Prospect is a sand hill 200 feet

high, and Mr. Meeks' premises are twenty

rods or more from the top. Judging from

the hydrography of the surrounding country

and from the fact that the well of the Mount

Prospect house is two hundred feet deep, I

conclude that the surface of the water ofthe

adjacent country has its flow in the stratum

in which this well terminates. If such is

the fact, the looseness of this stratum may

have caused a flow of earth and made room

for the well-wall, &c., of Mr. Meeks. I shall

in a few days sound this well, and also ex

amine that at Fort Hamilton, and be able

thereby to gather some facts which may form

a basis for a reasonable conclusion. Mr.

Meeks on Friday heard a rumbling sound in

the well, and his family feel some alarm. I

have, in the columns of the Journal of Com

merce, heretofore noticed the same phenom

non in other sections of the country, in near

ly all of which, the cause was ascertained,

and the occurrence therefore was nothing ex

traordinary. E. MERIAM.

Since writing the above, I have visited the

location where the well sunk near the

Narrows, and visited the well of Mr. Meeks.

At the Narrows, the sunken well is within

about eighty rods of Fort Hamilton, and in

the rear of that Fortress. This Fort ap

pears to have a solid foundation, for I did

not discover any cracks in the walls; hence

this conclusion.

The chasm made by the sinking of the

well is about ten feet in diameter, and no

water visible. The well house is to be seen

lying 12 or 15 feet below the surface in the

chasm. This well was on the side of a small

protuberance, and I presume from the hydrog

raphy of the surface which I surveyed with

the eye, did not receive any surface water :

but in the immediate vicinity are a great num

ber of ponds, or sink-holes—(indentations

in the surface). I am of opinion that these

ponds are so numerous as to be in the pro

portion of one pond to every three acres of

surface. -

The walls of the well have caved in below

and thus brought down as much of the top

as would fill the excavation originally made

in sinking the well.

The owner of this well, I understand, in

tends to have the chasm cleared of the rub

bish, and the cause of the down heave will

then be determined.

Mr. Church, the owner of the well, in

formed me that when the wall sunk, the

water ran over the top of the well and then

receded and sunk away.

The well of Mr. Meeks, on Mt. Prospect

I visited, and again examined. I sounded

the water with a line in several places, and

found it to be about five feet in depth, and

within 12 feet of the surface. The chasm

is about 10 feet in diameter at the top, but

within two or three feet of the water it is

about 16 feet by 12, leaving a crust above

which will probably break down. The water

in the chasm has become transparent. I

raised some of it and examined it in a glass,

and found on tasting that it was rain water.

The natural pond which I spoke of as being

near it, is less than 100 feet from the well.

This pond I call a sink-hole ; a receiver of

surface water, which has existed time out

out of mind. Previous to the great rain of

August 20th and 21st, the well had sunk a

foot. When the well sunk, there were two

barrels filled with water, raised for watering

plants, standing by the well-house. These

barrels have also sunk and disappeared. The

well-house, bucket, wheel, rope and stone

wall, all have disappeared, and are probably

covered by the earth which has fallen from

under the crust which now sourrounds the

chasm.

I have little doubt from the abundance of

rain that fell on the 20th and 21st, being over

three-fourths of a foot on a level, that the

water of the well and that of the pond met

on the surface during the night, as these are

both in the same basin of near four acres in

extent. This well, I was informed, cost

near six hundred dollars, and is the only one

in use in that immediate neighborhood. Mr.

Meeks is inclined to fill it up, fearing that

it will not be permanent if he should re-exca

vate it. There are several natural ponds in

the neighborhood of Mr. Meeks' well, which

have existed since the island was first known

to white men.

These ponds, the inhabitants believe are

the cause of the fever and ague which some

times afflicts persons living on this elevated

ground, if so- the remedy is both easy and

cheap ; for the water would disappear if the

ponds should be tapped, and afterwards the

surface of the ponds scraped off, and the

covering carried on to the adjoining lands as

nna in ure. E. MERIAM.

A NIGHT'S RESIDENCE ON KEL

LINGTON PEAK.

On a very warm summer day, a party of

six persons, the writer being one, made a tour

to the pinnacle of Kellington Peak, one of

the highest points of the Green Mountains.

We left Rutland on horseback early in the

morning of 27th July, and proceeded to near

the foot of the mountain, to the end of the

bridle path, where we alighted, and sent our

horses back about three miles to a public

house. Having arranged our luggage and

apparatus in the best way we could to make it

portable, we commenced the ascent of the

steep mountain, accompanied by a faithful

dog. After a few hours tedious labor, we

reached the pinnacle, about four thousand

feet above tide water, ut 4 o'ciock P. M.–

Our labors had given us a good appetite for

dinner, which we made from the ample stores

we had carried on our backs to this moun

tain height. A delicious spring of pure

water issued from the sides of the mountain

within about one hundred feet from its sum

mit, of which we partook freely. Our next

business was to set about constructing a hab

itation in which we could pass the night.—

Having taken an axe with us, we at once

felled brush timber sufficient to make a brush

cabin which when completed, we furnished

with a quantity of soft brush, filled with

leaves, to cover the floor, which was to be

our couch for the night. Nextwe commenced

making a collection of firewood. We then

kindled a rousing fire about one hundred

feet from our cabin door, which we kept

burning all night.

Having thus provided for the present, we

began to look around upon the broad expanse

and scenery spread out below us, and upward

to the ocean of boundless space which formed

the aerial canopy.

Objects could be seen by the naked eye at

great distances, with much distinctness. The

village of Pittsford which was many miles

from us, was as distinctly seen by the naked

eye from this pinnacle as it could be by an

observer within a mile of it on the same sur

face with its streets. What this peculiarity

arose from, we were unable to determine.—

We were inclined to the opinion that the

purity of the atmosphere in which we had

stationed ourselves was the cause, but it is

possible that the peculiar state of the atmos

phere on the lower surface may have pro

duced the phenomenon.

The pinnacle of the mountain is a level
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of a few hundred feet in extent, which is

covered with trees of stinted growth, none of

them being more than twelve feet in height,

with the limbs inclined downwards. One of

these trees is quite large, and we seated our

selves upon its upper branches to make ob

servation. An immense surface of country

could be seen in every point of compass,

and seemed to rise in the distance in every

direction. The sun was visible to us seven

minutes, at its evening exit, after the time

laid down in the almanac for its setting, and

eight minutes in the morning before the time

so noted for its rising. The night was beau

tifully clear, but cold; our thermometer at 9

o'clock in the evening denoted a tempera

ture of 46 degrees of Fahrenheit, while that

which we left at the public house whither our

horses were sent, denoted 73 degrees at the

same hour—a difference of 27 degrees.

A quiet encampment this, for here sound

has no echo, voice has no reverberation. We

discharged fire arms to observe the force of

sound, and were surprised at the little im

pression which the concussion made upon

our ears. The reports of our fire arms were

however, heard at a great distance below us,

in an echo from a paralell mountain side

and valley. Sound produces an echo from

the nearest surface, and it is by the echo of

sound that experienced boatmen in large

rivers, in dark nights, determine their near

ness to the shore by the time required for the

echo of sound to return. By a little prac

tice, and observation, they are enabled to de

termine the distance with great accuracy.—

The effect of sound on the atmosphere of

this mountain peak, contrasts beautifully

with the quick echo from the dome of the

great room in the granite Exchange in Wall

street, and those of arched bridges when

passed in railroad cars. -

In high northern latitudes, in still and

calm weather, sound has great force. Capt.

Parry states that he could distinctly hear the

common conversation of his men a mile

distant. This was in latitude 76°, where

silence was almost universal—and the cold

intense. The smoke from our fire did not

ascend more than ten feet in the air, and as

fast as it accumulated a volume, rolled down

the mountain side.

Sleep here was sweet and refreshing.—

Fatigue had prepared us for repose. The

bright shining of the blaze of our fire, and

the faithful watching of our dog, who took

his position at our cabin door, secured us

from the depredations of any brute whose

industry should enable him to reach this

elevated point.

In the morning view which we were greet

ed with on this height, we feasted our eyes

for three hours. The windings of the Con

necticut River in the East, and of Lake

Champlain in the West, were distinctly visi

ble, being marked by the fogs which were

rising from their waters. All below us be

came covered with a mantle of thick vapour,

and presented a surface in appearance like

an ocean transformed into one great and

mighty cateract. ... This gradually rose in the

atmosphere, until all that was so beauteous

below us had gone far away, to form the

clouds of distant places.

In this latitude, at an elevation of four

thousand feet in midsummer, we found an

atmosphere within fourteen degrees of the

freezing point, and two degrees below that

in which water in its fluid state and water in

its chrystalized state, fill the same or an

equal volume. -

About four thousand feet above this moun

tain peak, the air in the hottest day in sum

mer, is of the temperature of winter—and

proceeding still upward, we should find that

point not far distant where all fluids would

become solids.

This mountain peak, although exposed to

the rays of the sun and the action of the

winds, never suffers from drought ; on the

contrary, it feeds a living spring by the re

frigerating condensing powers of its chrys

talized material from the surrounding atmos

phere. There is spirit in animal life, when

breathing such an atmosphere, so light, so

pure—for here is the sweetness of quiet, the

harmony of repose; here the mind expands,

while contemplating the grandeur of nature's

works, admiring and adoring the infinite

wisdom which formed, and the power which

controls them.

The winds here are mild ; not a tree is

found uprooted, or a limb broken by its blasts.

We engraved our initials and the date of

our visit in the bark of the growing trees,

and at ten o’clock commenced our down

ward march. E. MERIAM.

PRIMITIVE GEOLOGY.

The formation and the subsequent ar

rangement of our material world is a matter

of history.

The Book of Truth, written by a pen

which was obedient to the source of all

knowledge, has with great brevity, yet with

much particularity, chronicled the gathering

together the waters under the heaven into

one place, and thus the dry earth became

seperated.

. The language of the inspired penman is

in these words:

“In the beginning GOD created the heaven and the earth:”

—Gen. Chap. 1, v. 1.

Here then, is the whole account of crea

tion. In the fourth verse of the second

chapter of the same book, the sacred pen

man thus speaks :

“These *** the generations of the heavens and of the earth

when they were created, in the DAY that the LORD GOD made

the Earth and the Heavens.”

Thus “the day” is an epoch, a portion of

time not marked by the diurnal revolution

of our earth upon its axis, nor such a period

of time as an inhabitant living under the

equator, or at the extreme pole, would call a

day, but such a period of time as “HE with

whom a thousand years, are as one day,”

terms “the day which the LORD GOD

made the Earth and the Heavens.”

Thus we havethe brief history of the crea

tion. We come next to the description of

the earth. It is thus:

“And the earth was without form, and void ; and darkness

*...* upon the face of the deep.” Gen. Chap. i., v.2.

The material of our globe was in being

the first day of what is termed one of the

six days of creation, but it was without form,

and darkness was upon the face of the abyss,

and this darkness constituted the primitive

night.

Of its density we can form no adequate

conception, but we may infer that it had ac

quired that state which caused it to approach

the orbit designed for it to occupy by HIM

who is the fountain of all power, and whose

works are those of system and order.

In the book of JoB are these words:

“As the stream of brooks they pass away

“Which are blackish by reason of the ice.”

The sacred historians thus proceeds:

“And the spirit of GOD moved npon the face of the waters.”

“And GOD said, let there be light; and there was light.”

“No man can by searching find out GOD

to perfection,” says the Book of Truth.

The spirit of GOD. the power of JEHO

WAH, moved upon the face of the waters,

and by his Almighty Word, he permitted

light to appear. A flow of light.

Water may, I think, be presumed to have

been at this period, in its chrystalized state,

that of ice, for after the introduction of light

there was a separation of the waters from

the dry, and a gathering of the waters into

seas. There are various kinds of light.—

Zodaical, Electric, Solar, Terestical, Phos

phorescent, &c. Light, with the excep

tion of the phosphorescent, is accompanied

with heat.

“And GOD saw the light, that *,* good; and GOD divided

the light from the darkness.”

The light, as here spoken of, can have no

reference to aggregated solar light, for the

sun and moon had not then been placed in

their orbits.

“And GOD called the light day, and the darkness he called

night. And the evening and the morning were the first day.—

Gen. Chap. i., v. 5.

Thus the first day, or epoch, is marked

by the introduction of light by the permission

of the source of all light, and a separation of

that light from the darkness, and the night

which was constitued by the presence of dark

ness, is placed thus in order of precedence.

This darkness, which was upon the face

of the deep, constituted the primitive night,

a period of repose in nature which was suc

ceeded by the birth of that light which form

ed the primitive day, which consisted of the

primitive evening and morning that succeed

ed the Heaven and the Earth which were

created in the beginning.

The term day, as used in this connection

has no reference whatever to that period of

time, which mark the present diurnal revo

lution of our Earth upon its axis. The

Scriptures are records designed for the whole

human family, and is not like many other

books calculated only for a particular merid

jan. It is alike the word of life to the in

habitant of the extreme frigid pole, as well

as to him who lives under the burning sun

of the equatorial regions,

.
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At this period there was no sea. The

separation of the waters had not taken place,

and yet our globe was in being, a shapeless

Inass.

We come next to the 6th, 7th and 8th

verses of the first chapter of Genesis.

“And GOD said let there be a firmament, in the midst of the

waters, and let it divide the waters from the waters. And GOD

made the firmament, and divided the waters which *,* under

the firmament, from the waters which . . . above the firmament;

and it was so. And GOD called the firmament heaven.”

The division or separation of the waters

was therefore a work subsequent to the in

troduction of light. Whether the light here

spoken of was accompanied by heat, the sa

cred historian has not mentioned, and it does

not become us to be wise above that which is

written.

The term heaven, is here used to de

note a portion of the universe. We speak

of Heaven, as the dwelling place of JE

HOWAH, as the home of the blessed, as

that celestial world, into which flesh cannot

enter. I forbear to indulge my pen in dis

cussing the place of the Holy of Holies.

I continue my quotations from the rec

ord of the inspired penman, who wrote as

he was moved by the HOLY GHOST.

“And the evening and the morning were the second day.”

No solar orb, such as now known to our

system, had assumed the dominion, which

the darkness had acquired, but it was the

light of the word of JEHOVAH.

At this period the waters must have become

fluid, and covered the whole face of the earth,

and as much as this is indicated by the vari

ous marine formations which we see and find

in the excavations among our highest moun

tains.

Vegetable remains are found in the lower

most and most ancient stratas of the earth

unmixed with animal remains.

I next quote the 9th and 10th verses of

the same chapter and book.

“And God said, let the waters under the heaven be gathered

together unto one place, and let the dry ...' appear ; and it was

so. And GOD called the dry ... earth, and the gathering to

gether of the waterscalled he seas; andGOD saw that '.' good.”

Here we have the declaration of a fact,

and the record of an event, we need not look

beyond this. It is sufficient for us that it

was an emanation from the lips of truth. It

matters not, whether it accords with our

philosophy, or that it is an act beyond the

comprehension of the mind of feeble man.

The 11th, 12th and 13th verses of chap

ter 1, are as follows:

“And GOD said, let the earth bring forth grass, the herb

yielding seed, the fruit tree yielding fruit after his kind, whose

seed . . . in itself, upon the earth, and it was so. And the earth

brought forth grass, herb yielding seed after his kind, and the

tree yielding fruit whose seed ... in itself after his kind, and

GOD saw that ... good. And the evening and the morning

were the third day.”

The solar orb had not at this period be

come a member of the celestial system,

neither had the satelite of our earth, the

Moon, been placed in the firmament.

Animal life, had not then become visible

on our earth. Vegetable life had, however,

commenced its germination, the seeds of

which were in the Earth, the great terrestrial

store house of Nature.

The shape of our Earth at this period,

had not been influenced by the position of

the Solar orb, or by the diurnal revolutions

of the Earth upon its axis, or its annual re

volution around the Sun.

From the commencement of the 14th to

the end of the 19th verse, inclusive, is the

history of the creation of the lights in the

firmament of the Heavens, as follows:

“And GOD said, let there be lights in the firmament of the

Heaven, to divide the day from the night : and let them be for

signs and for seasons, and for days and years; and let them be

for lights in the firmament of the Heaven, to give light upon

the Earth, and it was so. And GOD made two great lights ;

the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule

the night : . . . the stars also. And GOD set them in the fir

mament of the Heaven, to give light upon the Earth. And to

rule over the day and over the night, and to divide the light

from the darkness: and God saw that “... • good. And the eve

ning and the morning were the fourth day.”

The distinction in the 14th verse, first

above quoted, from the 3d verse in the same

chapter, previously quoted, is, that the former

is spoken of the introduction of Light, and

the latter as the creation of Lights. These

“lights,” are declared to be for specified ob

jects, viz: to divide the day from the night,

for signs, for seasons, for days and years, to

be lights in the firmament, and to give light

upon the Earth; to rule over the day and

over the night, and to divide the light from

the darkness. Twenty-five hundred and

fifty-three years subsequent to this period,

‘the Sun and Moon stood still, and hasted

not to go down for nearly a whole day.”

This extraordinary event, is recorded in the

10th chapter, 12th verse, of the Book ofJo

shua, and it is there mentioned, as being re

corded also, in the Book of Jasher. This

event was preceded by the falling of great

stones, which caused great destruction of hu

man life, and these stones are, in the same

verse, called hail-stones. This latter account

is in the 11th verse of the same chapter.

At this period, which is the begining of

the Solar System, our Earth must have ac

quired a shape corresponding with its mo

tion, and the waters have become influenced

by the Sun and Moon, and thus the tides had

a beginning.

Thirty two hundred and ninety-one years

after the creation of Adam, our great com

mon ancestor, according to Scripture chro

nology, the shadow of the Sun's going

down, was brought backwards in the dial of

Ahaz 10 degrees. This event is recorded

in the 11th verse of the 20th chapter of 2d

Kings.

Between these two events, a period of

seven hundred and thirty-eight years inter

vened, and the first event was eight hundred

and ninety-seven years subsequent to the

commencement of the general Deluge.

The seasons are controled by the solar

orb, the great treasury of Nature; the days

and years are marked by its influence with

unerring exactness, and the light of these

bodies fill a vast firmament, and give light

upon the earth. The light is divided from

the darkness by the Sun and Moon, in ac

cordance with the will of the GREAT CREA

Tor. ... In the beginning, or first day, light

was divided from the darkness by the imme

diate act of Jehovah, here it is divided by

the means he put in operation.

From the 20th to the 23d verse, both in

clusive, I quote as follows:

“And GOD said, let the waters bring forth abundantly the

moving creatures that hath life, and fowl “.” may fly above the

Earth in the open firmament of Heaven. And GOD created

great whales, and every living creature that moveth, which the

waters brought forth abundantly after their kind, and every

winged fowl after his kind ; and GOD saw that ...", good. And

GOD blessed them, saying, be fruitful and multiply, and fill

the waters in the seas, and let fowl multiply in the Earth. And

the evening and the morning were the fifth day.”

Thus, animal life was made to succeed

the placing of the solar orb in the centre of

our system, which was to rule over the days.

Vegetable life had preceded this epoch.

From the 24th to the 31st verse, inclusive,

we have the history of the completion of all

things, as follows :

“And GOD said, let the Earth bring forth the living crea

ture after his kind; cattle, and creeping things and beast of

the Earth after his kind, and it was so. And GOD made the

beast of the Earth after his kind, and cattle after their kind,

and every thing that creepeth upon the Earth, after his kind,

and GOD saw that *.* good. And GOD said, let us make man

in our image, after our likeness, and let them have dominion

over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air; and over

the cattle, and over all the Earth, and over every creeping

thing that creepeth upon the Earth. So GOD created Man in

His "," image ; in the image of GOD created He him ; male

and female created He them. And GOD blessed them, and

GOD said unto them, be fruitful and multiply and ae-PLENISR

the Earth, and subdue it; and have dominion over the fish of

the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living

thing that moveth upon the Earth. And GOD said, behold I

have given you every herb boaring seed, which, *.* upon the

face of all the Earth, and every tree, in the which the fruit of

a tree yielding seed ; to you it shall be for meat, and to

every beast of the Earth, and to every fowl of the air, and to

every thing that creepeth upon the Earth, wherein -.' life, ..."

every green herb for meat, and it was so. And GOD saw every

thing that he had made, and behold *,* very good. And the

evening and the morning were the sixth day.”

Before proceeding to remark upon the

last foregoing quotation, I will quote the

three first verses of the 2d chapter of Gen.,

as follows:

“Thus the Heavens and the Earth were finished, and all the

host of them. And on the seventh day GOD ended His work,

which He had made ; and he rested on the seventh day from

all His work which He had made; and GOD blessed the seventh

day, and sanctified it : because, that in it He had rested from

all His work, which GOD created and made.”

This completes the brief history of the

commencement of time. The Earth at first

was without form, and void. The first

change was in that of the Spirit of God,

moving upon the face of the waters; the

introduction of light, the dividing of the

light from the darkness, the dividing of the

waters which were above the firmament,

from the waters which were below the firma

ment, the gathering of the waters together

into seas, and the separation of the dry
earth.

Here concludes the second epoch as to

what pertains to primitive geology, unless

we pass forward to the period denoted as

the fourth epoch, when the Solar Orb and

the Satahite of our Earth, were placed in
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the firmament. The solar and lunar influ

ence of which is great, upon all solids, as

well as all fluids; therefore, we must con

cede to this period, a powerful change. If

we look forward to the latter portion of the

5th and all of the 6th verse, of the 2d chap

ter Genesis, we shall find these words: “For

the Lord God had not caused it to rain upon

the Earth, and * not a man to till the ground.

But there went up a mist from the Earth and

watered the whole face of the ground.” It

would seem by this language, that rain de

scended upon the Earth subsequent to the

gathering of the waters into seas, and pre

vious to the creation of Man. In the 10th

verse of the same chapter, we find these

words: “And a river went out of Eden to

water the garden.” This is spoken of as

an event subsequent to the fall of rain, which

resulted from the ascension of a mist from

the Earth, which rain was so abundant as

to water the whole face of the ground, and

thus become the primitive fountain of the

river of Eden. Here, then, are other

changes, which may have had an influence

upon the material of our Earth.

The seventh verse of the same chapter,

contains these words:

“And the LORD GOD formed Man, "," the dust of the

ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life ; and

Man became a living soul.”

Thus Man was of the dust of the Earth,

an offspring, in his mortal frame, of the ma

terial world ; but his soul became a living

spirit by the breath of the Almighty being
breathed into his nostrils.

The material world was a shapeless mass.

The subsequent charges are stated with

great brevity, but with particularity. We

are unable to determine the consequence of

these changes from what we now see, for

the crusts of our earth are made up of

aggregates, we know of no simple sub

stance which predominates, and these aggre

gates are constantly acting upon each other,

and producing new substances.

I see nothing in the Mosaic record, to

contradict the opinion that our Earth had

its existence long prior to the separation of

light from the darkness, as recorded in the

2d verse, of chapter 1, of Gen., and I see

nothing, therefore, to contradict the Pluto

nic and Neptunian theory. The material

of our Earth is now influenced by heat, as

well as water, and each, and both, are pro

ducing continual changes.

The interior of our Earth, is, without

doubt, a sea of liquid fire, of more than

2,500 miles in diameter, and above its sur

face, is a region of cold, so intense, that all

fluids known to us, would become solids.

Modern Geologists have introduced theo

ries in reference to the substances which

compose the crusts of our Earth, but I will

not detain the reader to discuss them, with

the exception of one, viz.: the coal forma

tion. This formation, they nearly all agree

in pronouncing of vegetable origin, because,

they say, they find vegetable remains incrust

ed by it, and imprinted and imbedded in it.

We might, with as much propriety, insist

that water is of vegetable origin, for the rea

son that we find vegetable matter incrusted

by ice and embedded in it.

I have examined a great number of coal

formations, bituminous springs, oil springs,

gas springs, &c. -

Petrolium, in an intense cold climate, has

all the properties of bituminous coal. The

carburetted hydrogen gas, when condensed,

forms the mineral oil, the mineral oil the

gas, &c. Many earthy substances, dissolv

ed in heated petrolium, would, on cooling,

become chrystalized, and form an anthra

cite coal.

The bituminous Lake, in the Island of

Trinidad, would, in the climate of the arc

tic regions, become a coal field. A similar

Lake, in the province of Texas, is, in winter,

so hard as to bear the weight of persons

passing over it; in summer, it is almost

fluid. If, in its fluid state, it should pene

trate a bed of pressed hay, and remain in it

for centuries, the hay would become chrys

talized with it, and form a solid body.

Coal, therefore, is a production resulting

from the internal fires of our Earth, and one of

those bounties provided by the Creator, for

the use of Man, in accordance with the pro

gressive increase of his wants.

We speak of the age of the world, as

from the creation of Heaven and Earth,

whereas, we should reckon chronology from

the creation of Adam, who was formed of

the dust of a world which may have previ

ously undergone such a change as the Scrip

tures declare our Earth shall at some period

undergo, before man shall be awakened by

the last trump, and put on the robes of im

mortality.

I will recur to this subject again, in the

subsequent pages of this number.

E. MERLAM.

AMERICAN S.A.L.T.

To the PREs,DeNT and BoARD of MANA

GERs of the AMERICAN INSTITUTE.

GENTLEMEN-When I had last the honor

of addressing you, I concluded by saving

that in the course of a few days I would lay

before the public a farther statement relative

to the fossil salt in Virginia.

I have not been able to do so as fully as

I desired until the present time.

During the month of May last, I received

from my correspondent at the Saltville mines

in Virginia a letter from which I make the

following extract:

“When we reached the salt rock at a dis

tance of 220 feet from the surface, we still

continued digging, say about 8 or 9 feet

square for about 50 feet. We then quit dig

ging and bored about 110 feet. When we

quit the well entirely having gotten water in

an auger hole at 214 feet and we believe

it cheaper to work the water than raise

the salt rock. We are not of opinion that

we even got through the body of the salt

rock, we think that we were still in it. Our

supply of salt water still continues abundant

and the specific gravity about the same ; if

any change it is increased. We have never

required water enough to use for our man

ufactory to ascertain the increase of the

quantity. We have no doubt but our well

would supply enough to manufacture from

three to five times as much as we make.—

Our Salt Water when first first drawn from

the well looks clear, but we are aware there

is sediment in it of sulphate of lime and

have it drawn into large cisterns where some

portion of the sediment settles. When drawn

into the kettles it appears to be as clear as

any lime stone water, but after being boiled a

while, or pretty highly heated for some

time, it becomes very clear, and is the

most transparent and beautiful water I have

ever seen, much surpassing any other water

I have met with that has passed through the

same process.”

I have received during the present month

another letter from my correspondent dated

December 13th, 1843 in which he says:

“Nothing new has taken place with us.

Our wells continue pretty much the same,

no new ones have been dug, the old ones

being sufficient to supply double the demand

we have for salt.

My correspondent in his letter of May

24th, 1843 states that he had received the

Diploma awarded to the house of FINdley,

MitchELL & Co., in which he is a partner, by

the American Institute, at their Fair in Oc

tober 1842, and adds that it is very beautiful.

Saltville is on the north fork of Holstein,

which discharges its waters into the State of

Tennessee, and the town is situated a long

distance inland, and in a mountainous coun

try. Nature in the profusion of her boun

ties has placed for the use of man this min

eral salt treasured up in its great terestial

storehouse in remote places where it may

be needed as the human family extend their

settlements in the wilderness regions and

in exact proportion as the wants of the hu

man family are increased the means of sup

ply are developed to satisfy this demand.

It is a singular fact that in the perforating

of the earth as stated to the depth of 414

feet no water should be found while in the

prefaration at a distance of but 40 feet, it is

found in great abundanee at the depth of

214 feet. My opinion is that this volume of

water will increase precisely in the same ratio,

as it is drawn from the well for the reason

that every gallon of water must displace

about three pounds of salt rock, and the

water will fill the place of the displaced min

eral.

During the present year a well has been

sunk in the town of Galen in the County of

Wayne, in this State, near the Cayuga

Marshes, the location is 54 rods south of the

Great Canal leading to lake Erie, six miles

west of Montezuma, about 40 miles west of

Syracuse, and about 18 miles from the

waters of Lake Ontario.

I have received from my correspondent

Mr. John Mead, the gentleman who sunk

the well, two letters in reference therto ; and

also a bottle of salt water raised from the

well, which has been sunk to the depth of
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330 feet. Also a sample of salt, and some

specimens of a chrystalized substance, which

is continually forming in needles in the

well. The water is of great specific gravity,

weighing about 11 lbs. to the gallon. I have

not had time to analyze the water, but will

do so, soon. The last fifty feet passed in

boring this well, the auger struck several

stratas of mineral salt. These stratas were

thin. Thus we have at length obtained the

fossil salt in this state, and I have no doubt

that the supply of this mineral below the

surface of that region of country in and

round about Wayne and Onondago will be

found to be inexhaustible. The water raised

from the well yield 3 lbs. salt per gallon.—

Mr. Findley one of the proprietors of the

Saltville mines, in his letter to me of Dec.

13th, 1843, says:

“The water Mr. Mead has procured must

be fully equal, if not superior, to ours.—

Ours is, so far as I have been able to ascer

tain, the best ever found, until Mr. Mead's.

I presume from the account we have of his,

there can be but little, if any difference, in

the specific gravity of them.”

Mr. Findley will forward to me a bottle

of the water of the Saltville wells and also

speciments of Salt Rock, Clay stratas, Plas

ter &c., &c. Saltville is far from this, and

inland, and intercourse in winter much in

terrupted, therefore some time will elapse

before these come to hand.

Mr. Findlay has sent me a printed com

munication of C. B. Hayden, Esq., of

Abingdon, Va., addressed to the Editor of

the Abingdon Banner, a paper published

near the Salt Mines. The Editor of the

Banner, accompanies this communication

with prefaratory remarks, in which he says:

“We may venture to state, upon the autho

rity of GoverNor CAMPBELL, that Profes

sor Rogers, who is intimately acquainted

with Mr. Hayden, regards him as an accom

plished geologist.”

“The Salines of the Holston, are in the

shales belonging to the lower portion of the

carboniferous series. These Salines, there

fore, occupy a medial geological position in

relation to the other Salines of the United

States. Those of Kanawha, and the West

generally, being higher up in the carbonife

rous rocks, and those of New York, accord

ing to "Messrs. Conrad & Vanuxem, be

long to the Wenlock limestone group, of the

Silurian system. With the exception of

the Brine Springs, near Durham, (which are

also in the carboniferous rocks,) they are,

(geologically,) lower than those of Europe.

These Salines are situated in a valley, the

bounding hills of which here assume anam.

phitheatrical arrangement, rendering the to

pography highly favorable, by its drainage,

to the formation of those subterraneous re.

servoirs of water, which, by solution of the
Saline matter of the adjacent strata, furnish

the wells with brine, and to this local topo

graphy they are indebted for their copious,

*ºnstant and uniform supply. This amphi
theatrical valley, to which the discovery of

* Wide State Report, for 1841.

brine has been confined, is about 4 of a mile

in breadth, and one in length. The centre

of this valley, consists of an earthy alluvi

um, with a few interspersed pebbles and

small boulders, forming a flat, through

which the salt wells are sunk. This alluvi

um is generally from eighteen to twenty feet

in thickness, and reposes immediately upon

the gypseous rocks, which are here in an ad

vanced state of decomposition, consisting

generally, of blue and red clay, derived re

spectively from the blue and red shales with

which the gypsum is associated. Unde

composed rocks are rarely met with in situ

in the wells and borings, The existence of

Salt Licks and Salt Springs, induced a suc

cessful search for salt water, early in the

history of the country, but it is understood

that the wells were shallow, and the brine

both weak and limited in amount, although

sufficient to meet the then limited demand.

# The wells of the present establishments,

are six in number, but two of which are

now in operation. The wells vary in depth

from 200 to 386 feet. All the wells at the

present site, are within an area of 300 feet;

to this area and the original wells, one mile

northeast of the former, the discovery of

salt water has been confined. The same

general section is presented in all the wells

and borings ; the upper eighteen or twenty

feet, consisting of the before mentioned al

luvium, to which succeeds alternating strata

of red and blue clay, and gypsum, the latter

generally predominating, and which con

tinue to the depth at which water is found,

usually about two hundred feet. Through

out the valley already described, gypsum is

found at the general depth of from eighteen

to twenty feet. Further East the gypsum

crops out, being underlayed with blue and

red shales; immediately overlaying the gyp

sum, is a foeted crystalline limestone, of a

dark color and quite cellular, the cells being

filled with crystals of carbonate of lime.

At times the gypsum is separated from this

rock by a thin seam of black pyritous slate.

The gypsum is laminated, the plane of la

mination having a general parallelism with

that of its dip, which corresponds with that

of the associated rocks, which are here

highly inclined, showing that the deposition

of the gypsum, was anterior to the present

disturbed condition of the rocks. The ex

posed portion of the gypsum, is from twelve

to twenty feet in thickness. The gypsum,

unlike that of New York, is a pure sulphate

of lime, sometimes chrystalline, sometimes

granular, usually white, except when expos

ed to infiltration from the shales, when it has

a slight ferruginous tinge, which is usually

the case in the upper part, which is also

more distinctly crystalline. Occasionally it

contains thin seams of a dark smoky color,

and sometimes radiating crystals, of the

same hue. Running through the mass, are

frequently seams of beautiful fibrous gyp.

sum. Well defined plates of selenite, are

rare. Gypsum, of this general character,

occurs over a region of country, of about

t Saltville, Washington County, Va.

half a mile in breadth and fifteen miles in

length; it is generally worked to the depth

of from twelve to twenty-five feet, without

being passed through; at several localities,

it has been ascertained to extend to the depth

of two and three hundred, and in one case,

over four hundred feet.

In 1840, in sinking a shaft at Saltville,

after passing through the usual thickness of

alluvium and alternating strata of red and •

blue clay and gypsum, nearly forty feet of

which was solid gypsum ; salt rock was met

with at the depth of two hundred and twenty

feet, and continued to the bottom of the

shaft, two hundred and seventy-three feet,

and was ascertained, by boring, to extend to

the depth of three hundred and eighty-six

feet, without being passed through. In this

well no water was met with. Nothing is

known respecting the shape or extent of this

deposit, except what is learned from the

above mentioned shaft, that it is there over

one hundred and sixty-six feet in thickness;

it is, however, local in some directions, as it

is not found in the neighboring shafts: if,

however, as most probably it is, the source

of the brine which has been worked for so

many years, undiminished in strength and

quantity, it must be quite extensive. Much

interest is imparted to this salt, by its being

the only fossil salt yet discovered in the

United States. The salt is irregularly inter

mixed with red and blue clay, and small

fragments of shales; the salt usually pre

dominating, occasionally the former are ab

sent. These impurities, mechanically in

termixed with the salt, were found to be

much more abundant in the upper portion of

the salt, which, when the borings were dis

continued, was almost entirely free fromim

purities. The salt is compact, semi-crystal

line, generally of a deep ferruginous color,

though occasionally of a delicate flesh tint,

and more rarely it is entirely free from color

ing matter. The planes of the shales inter

mixed with the salt, have not that parallel

ism with each other, which gravity would

impart to them, if deposited under quiet cir

cumstances, and their irregular distribution

through the salt, making with each other

every conceivable angle, indicates an agita

ted condition of circumstances, at the period

of their deposition. Gypsum is occasionally

interlaminated with the salt, and sometimes

occurs in it in fibrous crystals, more or less

impregnated with salt. The salt is anhy

drous and nearly a pure chloride of sodium

as the following analysis will show :

Peroxide of Iron, 0.470

Sulphate of Lime, 0.446

Chloride of Calcium, a trace

& 4 of Sodium, 99.0S4

Total, 100,000

The local occurrence of a fault, the gen

erally disturbed condition of the rocks, and

the anhydrous nature of the salt, all argue

the action of heat cotemporaneously, or

subsequently to the deposition of the latter.

Not having freshly quarried specimens, I

have been unable to ascertain whether the
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gypsum overlying the salt, or that associated

with it, is anhydrous. The solution of this

rock salt, is undoubtedly the source of the

brine, which, like that of Droitwich and

Cheshire, derived from the solution of fossil

salt, is saturated. This origin of the brine,

will explain its general uniformity, in

strength and composition, in the different

wells, when unaffected by infiltrated fresh

water, as well as its slight variation in

strength, by continual working; it being

well known that when the salt exists in the

rocks instertially, the brine is soon weaken

ed by the exhaustion of the saline matter,

rendering it necessary to deepen the shafts

from time to time. Does not this origin ex

plain the singularly low temperature of the

wells 4 which, in one of them, is the same

as that of the Springs of the vicinity, and

in the others, but one or two degrees above

them. The temperatures of the respective

wells, are as follows:

Anthony’s Well, 226 feet

in depth, - - - 54% deg.

King's Well, 206 feet

in depth, - - - 53% deg.

New Well, 214 feet

in depth, - - - 55% deg.

Mrs. Preston's Spring, - - 53; deg.

(Average temperature of Springs of the country.)

Springs at Salt works, - 52%. deg.

This slight elevation of the temperature

of the wells, is less than is due to their depth,

and may, perhaps, be owing to the refriger

ating effects of saline solution. The brine

differs in composition from the rock salt

only in the absence of the peroxide of iron,

and its containing a larger proportion of

sulphate of lime ; the former existing in the

rock salt in the state of an insoluble perox

ide, is not dissolved, and the latter is deriv

ed from the associated gypseous strata. The

annexed analysis, is of the brine of the New

Artesian Well, bored a few months since to

the depth of two hundred and fourteen feet,

water having been obtained at the depth of

one hundred and ninety-three feet :

Chloride of Sodium, 240,52

1,000 grains * * “ Calcium,000,08

of the brine, { Sulphate of Lime, 005,35

contains. Water, 754,05

Alumina, a trace

This brine, therefore, contains about 25

per cent. of solid matter, 24 per cent. of

which is pure chloride of sodium, the rich

est of the New York brines, according to

Dr. Beck, contains but about 15 per cent. of

this ingredient, which is also associated with

the Magnesian Salts, in addition to the oth

er ingredients contained in this brine. ... A

wine pint of this brine, yielded of saline

matter, 2432.25 grains, equal in a gallon, to

19,45S grains, or 2.77 avoird pounds; there

fore, by the ordinary process of direct eva

poration, hereafter to be described, eighteen

gallons of the brine will produce one bushel

of salt, weighing fifty pounds. As the ob

ject of this experiment was to determine the

practical value of the brine, the salt was

not reduced to absolute dryness, but to the

ordinary dryness of the salt of commerce.

The annexed table from Van Rensselaer,

with Dr. Beck's additions, to which I have

added the result of my experiments upon

the Holston brine, will afford a comparison

of the strength of the different brines of the

United States. At Nantucket, 350 gallons

of sea water, yield one bushel of salt.

Boon's Lick, (Mo.) 450 gallons of brine give 1 bush, salt.

Conemaugh, (Pa.) 300 do. do.

Shawneetown, (!!!.) 280 do, do.

Jackson, (Ohio) 213 do. do.

Lockharts, (Miss.) 1S0 do. do.

Shawneetown, (2d saline,) 123 do. do.

St. Catherines, (U. C.) 120 do. do.

Zanesville, (Ohio) 95 do. do.

Kanawha, (Va.) 75 do. do.

Grand River, (Ark.) 80 do. do.

Illinois River, (Ark.) 80 do. do.

Muskingum, (Ohio] 50 do. do.

Onondaga, [N.Y.) 41 to 45 do. do.

Holston, (Va.) 18 do, do.

The entire absence from this brine, of

the Magnesian Salts, so prejudicial in other

brines, and the extremely minute proportion

of the other salts present, precludes the me

cessity of those preliminary operations prac

tised at other works, for the separation of

these impurities. The water is first pumped

into large reservoirs, where the impurities,

held in mechanical suspension, are deposit

ed, it is thence conveyed to the kettles and

evaporated by rapid ebulition. As the salt

is deposited, it is removed in wicker baskets

and suspended over the kettles, until it is

dry. The kettles are cast iron segments of

spheres, of a general capacity of forty gal

lons; these are arranged in pairs, in paral

lel rows over an oblong furnace heated by

wood, the heat being applied directly to the

bottom of the kettles. In the arrangement

of the kettles, and the construction of the

ſurnace, little regard is paid to the economy

of fuel or heat. By this direct evaporation

at this high temperature, salt of a superior

character is expeditiously made ; but the

process is attended with the serious inconve

nience of the formation of a hard saline in

crustation on the bottom of the kettles, ow

ing to the intense heat to which the salt, as

it is deposited, is subjected. This incrusta

tion, called by the workmen, blocking, is

sometimes fused into a vitreous mass, and

is generally chrystalline, adhering with such

tenacity to the sides of the kettles, that the

pickaxe is required for its removal. This

blocking, by the necessary interruption for

its removal, and the rapidly increased corro

sion of the kettles, caused by its protecting

them from the cooling influence of the wa

ter, to acquire a temperature destructive to

them, becomes a serious expense.

That this incrustation is not owing to the

deposition of the more insoluble impurities

of the brine, as is generally supposed, will

be seen from the following analysis of two

specimens, selected by the proprietors, as

representing the average character of the

blocking, which these analysis show to be

nearly pure salt. The specimens were of a

snowy whiteness, compact, hard, laminated,

highly crystalized and anhydrous : .

No. 1. No. 2.

Carbonate of Lime, 0,126 grs, a trace

Sulphate of do, 9,314 “ 4,892

Chloride of Calcium, 0,050 “ .064

44 “ Sodium, 90,510 “ 95.044

Total, 100,000 100,000

The annoyance and expense of the block

ing, would, I conceive, be entirely obviated

by evaporation at a lower temperature,

which would also improve the character of

the salt ; as the slower the evaporation, the

more perfect the crystallization. At Che

shire, where the brine is similar to this, the

water is evaporated at a temperature below

ebullition in shallow-wrought iron pans, of

an area of from eight to twenty square feet,

which last for several years. A pan of this

description, brought over from England by

the Hon. Wm. C. Preston, was burned out

in a few years at Saltville. The requisite

low and uniform temperature, could be

readily attained by the use of either steam or

hot water, as a heating agent, applied in the

manner so frequently done in the manufac

ture of sugar, and similar departments of

the arts. This modification in the manu

facture, besides avoiding the blocking and

improving the salt, would econimize fuel,

and the latter consideration should urge it

self with serious force upon the proprietors,

occupying as they do, a region whose forests

must soon be exhausted, and whose geology

forbids the hope of the discovery of coal.

A large proportion of the salt manufactur

ed at Saltville, is made by the process of di

rect evaporation, already described. A

whiter and purer salt is made, by first con

centrating the brine in a wooden cistern,

through which steam is conducted in a cast

iron pipe, which sufficiently concentrates

the brine to produce a deposition of most of

the sulphate of lime ; the concentrated

brine is then conveyed to the kettles and

evaporated, as in the other process. The

salt thus manufactured is purer, more dis

tinctly crystalline, and has a white satin

lustre.

The following analysis of the two varie

ties of salt, will show the difference in their

composition :

No. 1, is the salt made by the last describ

ed process.

No. 2, is that made by the process of di

rect evaporation, first described.

No. 2. No. 1.

Sulphate of Lime, 1,820 grs, 1,444 grs.

Chloride of Calcium, .034 “ .016 “

& 4 Sodium, 98.146 “ 98.540 “

Total, 100 grs. 100 grs.

The two establishments at Saltville, man

ufacture annually, two hundred thousand

bushels of salt.

I have received from Thomas SpeNcER

Esq., the former Superintendent of the On

ondago Salines, the Western State Journal

containing the following:
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Mr. Mead in his letter to me of Nov. 10th,opinion fication and generates or invites carbonic

says :with the acid gas,

f econo | A letter from an officer of the U. S. A -- ...!! : - -

ess Was - * - - - . S. Army The well is sunk in the woods afew rods

discover lººd East Washita, Red River, August 25, from the Canandagua outlet. The strata

3 expen- 1st}, published in a Cincinnatti paper con- first passed was soil resulting from vegetable

y failed, tains the following statement: decomposition, three feet. Of clay and marl,

the Re- “I informed you in a hasty letter of my forty six feet, containing brackish water—

idcords, departure from Fort Gibson to overtake | Induſated clay and plaster 36 feet, here

ny, and Captain Greene. We travelled about seventy struck a vein of salt water which raised and

land are miles up the north side of the Arkansas, ran over the shaft at the rate of about five

annum where the ‘cross timbers’ come against that gallons perminute, continued on in the same
ks. By stream. These cross timbers got their name kind of rock 50 feet further, when I struck

ion, an from being a continuos belt of timber, of another vein of salt water. Double the

ntly at- twenty or thirty miles in width, running Tººnty r" over the top of the shaft. The

ply the north and south, from the Red river to the water tested S degrees. The point of satu

surface, Arkansas, and some distance beyond it, scp- "" of the instrument is graduated to 25

ºbject of arating the grand prairies of the West from degrº-itsoon ſell to 6 degrees—continued
»r thirty the east side of it. It is composed of """ the same kind of rock (with now and

solve the black-jack oak, principally, and filled in then passing a strata of white earth or marl

, all un- with grape vines and plumbushes, making in Pºssing which the water was rendered as

rifice of the passage of it very difficult for the most white as milk) eighty three feet from the last

2. The part. We crossed the Arkansas river above menſioned vein, where the augur reached

ject in this, and kept up the south bank until we another vein of salt water and gas, which

evolved came within one hundred miles from Fort | * "P with great force and fury and in

ºn, was Gibson we came to the great Salt plain.— creased the flow over the top of the shaft to

This was one object of our journey, and 100 or more gallons per minute for aboutof each -- - -

on the the sight was truly gratifying. The bed of four hours, it then subsided and ran over but

was but the river (the Nescutanga) was widened, a vºry little and continued quiescent for 30

or 40 minutes and then recommenced risingnd that being near six miles in width, and ten in

h kettle length ; the river running by one side of it,

through a small channel in the sand, while

this upper plain throughout was covered

sults of with a crust of salt as white as snow. We

i. either approached it through sand hills, and when

ºring it within four or five miles of it, the plain look:
s' jo ed like an immense salt lake which had dried

tº "P and leſ; the salt in its bed. We found
| inj iner the salt to have a local origin; it comes to

es the the river in a creek which is very salt. This

2s, as overflows the plain and leaves the water to

--> chrystalize on the surface. Heavy rains

and discharging with great force and still

has periodical and occasional rising.

“At this point the augur dropped having, as I presume, struck

a subterranean water course, of large volume and strong cur

rent, and of a speecific gravity equal to the water of the Dead

Sea, the current of which caused a visible vibration of the

stem of the augur. Below this for 18 feet the rock appeared

of a darkish colored gypsum, after this a strata of red rock 2

feet thick, and then the red rock again, which continued on for

90 feet. The last 50 feet the water increased in strength very

fast. Passed a number of thin stratas of salt which were broken

and raised up with the sand pump and mixed with the drillings.

The water raised in the sand pump, was, at this point 25

degrees or full saturation and yielded 3 Ibs. salt to the gallon.—

ginning,

e -

º f will wash the salt away; but the overflow th ture of the water is 52° of Fahrenheit.”

-
- - t wa t.

n . from the creek comes at the same time to e temperature of the water is 52- of Fahrenhei

tºº - - - - -

.. bring more salt for chrystalization. C Mr.". in his letter to me of Decemberº statesº .

-- * * Within two days' journey of the Great ay uga arlº are 14 miles long, and from 6 to 7 broad, an

first Pl, , , - - contains about 63,000 acres. These marshes are wet. Cattle

Salt Plain we came to the great salt rock - -

e a - - - - * however, graze upon them in summer. The Lakes of Cayuga

'ont as it is called. We found it to be the bed Seneca,and Canandagua have their outlet through these marshes.

Tºw" of the Semirome, a stream south of the one | There is about 152 ſet or ºn from the head of these marshes

- the Great Plain is on, and is an immense to the waters of Lake ontario. The well is five miles from
Is spring of salt water, rising at the base of a the village of Clyde. No limestone within ten miles. No

he high clay hill, and boils up over a space of mineral coal, petroleum.orminerºon. Sulphur Spring nearby.

ul- I (50 acres, chrystalizing as fast as it reaches Carbureted hydrogen gas issues from a* wen recently sunk

o- th f: fo ing a ck of - lt II at Clyde. Iron ore abundant about 16 miles distant. No sand .

1e surface, rming a roc s:t &r Over stone. Boulders weighing from half a ton to 4 tons, scattered

re the cove, so hard that we broke one mattock over the surface upon the high grounds near the marshes.

in vain attempts to get a mass of it. The -

holes where the water comes out are lined

with salt as far down as the arm could reach.

“After leaving the salt region we turned

our bridles homewards, came S. E. for two

hundred miles, mostly on the south side of

the Canadian. Here Capt. Boone separated

from me to find our way to this post. He

told us that he were about 100 miles from

Fort Washita ; it proved in the end to be

much farther; and being misinformed by

two Kickapoos, whom Col. Hasney (as we

afterwards found out) had imprisoned at this

post, we were led astray, and before we dis

overed our error ran out of provisions.—

This was a severe blow to us all ; yet we

ot in safely.”

You will perceive by this the importance of a continuance of the

present duty on foreign salt. This duty will afford a protection

to those who may make larger outlays in the bringing into use

the mineral salt of our own country.

I have received from the Hon. John C. SPENCER, Sec. of the

Treasury Department of U.S., a letter dated Washington City,

December 27th, 1843, containing a statement of the importation

of salt into the United States in the year 1842.

Import 1842, 6.178.743 bushels of 56 lbs. to a bushel, valued

at $841.682. The accounts for 1843 are not yet made out.

The import of foreign salt into the port of New York in 1843

from January 1st to November 30th inclusive, is 1.511.609 bush

Import in 1842 in corresponding months 1.568.920 bushels.

I shall be obliged to close this communication without finish

ing the subject. I will resume it again.

EBEN Meri.A.M.

47 ORANGE STREET, BRooklyn, Dec. 29th, 1843.
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IIM IPOSITIOINT$. the question almost without jurisdiction, ex- |

We give below the Memorial of ANson G.

Phelps, Esq., one of our most estimable citi

zens, and also a part of the papers attached

thereto, the others will be found in the previous

numbers of this volume on the page to which

he refers.

Some of the property of Mr. Phelps is as

sessed to such an extent that the interest of the

assessment nearly equals the value of the land

assessed ' ' '

From Senate Doc. No. 100, p. 306.

Memorial of Anson G. Phelps, for an investi

gation into the proceedings relative to an

assessment.

To the Honorable the Legislature of the State

of New York.

The undersigned represents to your honor

able body, that he is the owner in fee of certain

lands on the island of New York, situated be

tween the Third avenue and the East river, and

between Twenty-eighth street and Fortieth

street, as laid out by the commissioners ap

pointed by the act of the Legislature of the

State of New York, passed April 3, 1807,

which land is under cultivation.

The undersigned also represents that divers

public officers appointed by the Supreme Court

of the State of New York, or some of the Jus

tices thereof, and divers other public officers

appointed by the common council of the city

of New York, or claiming to be so appointed,

have, under the color or pretext of law or au

thority, imposed various and large assessments

upon the said lands of the undersigned for

pretended public improvements, which assess

ments, exelusive of interest, amount to the sum

of five thousand five hundred and sixteen dol

lars and seventy-one cents, as per bills of the

corporation collector hereto annexed.

The undersigned states, his said property is

in no respect benefitted by thesaid proceedings,

and should not be thus imposed upon.

The undersigned further represents, that the

proceedings here complained of, were wholly

unauthorized, and therefore illegal, and conse

quently void, yet his Honor the Chancellor of

the State does not feel himself authorized to

interfere and arrest the proceedings, but has

stated, in an opinion he gave in a somewhat

analagous case, that legislative interference is

a proper remedy. The case alluded to by the

undersigned, is that of Meserole rs. the Mayor,

&c. of Brooklyn, recently decided in the Court

for the Correction of Errors. The undersigned

therefore complains to your honorable body,

that the proceedings of the said officers, in the

present instance, is an attempt to take private

property for public use, without making just

compensation therefor, and is therefore a vio

lation of the constitution of the State, and such

a violation as calls for legislative interference.

The Supreme Court having already been

actors in some of the preliminary and also in

the subsequent proceedings, are not a proper

tribunal to review their own acts, and leaves

cept in the Legislature of the commonwealth.

The sacredness of private property is in

volved in the fundamental principles upon

which all good governments are based, and

without this, liberty would exist but in name.

The value of real estate depends upon the

goodness of the title and the security guaran

teed to that title by the government of the

people.

Some of the property of the undersigned is

assessed more than double its actual value, and

even the interest on the assessments approxi

mates nearer to the actual value of the ground

assessed, than the amount of the assessment

itself. Such a state of things as these abuses

complained of, is a great public evil, as well as

individual wrong, and operates more to depre

ciate the value of real estate on the island than

any other cause.

When public necessity makes it necessary

to take private property for public use, full

compensation is always expected to be paid,

and by no good government ever is withheld,

and as such ought to be looked for when public

convenience requires the taking of private

property for public use ; but in the absence of

both these, there should be no power given to

invade private property, without the consent of

the owner.

The proceedings of which your memorial

ist complains, are of an extraordinary char

acter and are matters of record.

The annexed printed papers, on pages 40,

41 and 42, contain a full history of the pro

ceedings of the board of assistant aldermen,

the board of aldermen, and of the mayor of

the city of New York, in the years 1835 and

1836, in this matter, by which it will be seen

that the section of the island designated as “all

the streets and avenues up to and including

Forty-second street, not previously opened by

due course of law, or by deeds of cession,”

were to be proceeded in with by one set of

competent commissioners, instead of the prac

tice theretofore practised of opening single

streets, or small portions of streets in detail.

The street committee estimated that the whole

proceedings would not cost more than about

five thousand dollars, and they calculated by

this mode of proceedings “nineteen twentieths

of the crpense usually made in proceedings

with single streets in detail, would be saved,

and besides the lots would not be assessed but

once for opening a street or part of a street or

avenue.”

The proceedings adopted by the common

council and approved by the mayor, did not

authorize any application to the Supreme

Court for the appointment of commissioners of

estimate and assessments. The affidavit of

Benjamin Townsend, Esq. chairman of the

street committee, which is hereto annexed

states that fact.

The undersigned represents that it appears,

from the official documents on file in the office

--- -

of the clerk of the Supreme Court, at Albany,

that application was made to the Supreme

Court for the appointment of eighty-one com

missioners of estimate and assessments, being

twenty-seven sets instead of one set, as was

the only decision of the common council, and

the said eighty-one commissioners were accord

ingly appointed by the Supreme Court, and of

which the owners of the property to be affected

by it were not informed, the application being

entirely ex parte. Many of the persons thus

appointed were incompetent to perform the

duties assigned them; this is a fact of general

motoriety, and is admitted by the corporation

officers. These appointments took place in

1836, and the reports of these said commis

sioners have been from time to time presented

to the supreme court, and have been confirmed

by that tribunal. In the presentation of the

most of the reports, no such notice as is re

uired by the ninth section of the act passed

April 20th, 1839, and no such taxation of the

costs and expenses as is required by the twelfth

section of the said act, were ever given or

made. Thus the whole proceeding from be

ginning to end has been er parte, and without

notice to the parties interested, whose estates

were to be afiected to the extent of hundreds

of thousands of dollars.

The lands of the undersigned are so situate,

that both the streets and avenues, as laid out

by the commissioners under the act of 1807,

intersect and pass through them and take up as

much of his land as would equal his full quota

to contribute ; and had one set of commis

sioners, of competent abilities, proceeded in

this business according to the only plan of the

common council, the assessments of the lands

of the undersigned would have amounted, in

all probability, to less than one hundred dol

Jars in all.

The making of costs, fees and expenses, to

fill the pockets of the commissioners, attorney,

surveyors, &c. was the motive which prompted

the extraordinary proceedings complained of;

the attorney's bill alone amounts to somewhere

about twenty thousand dollars, as appears by

document No. 71, in the hands of the select

committee of the Senate. Many of the assess

ments in this district, as now made, are in ef.

fect a total confiscation of the land.

The undersigned also states that he appre

hends that his said lands are probably heavily

assessed for the pretended opening of Twenty

ninth, Thirtieth and Thirty-ninth streets, but

to what amount he is unable to state.

The proceedings in relation to Twenty-ninth

and Thirtieth streets, in addition to the other

proceedings complained of, are also of an ex

traordinary character, and he refers to the

printed statement annexed hereto, page 45, first

column, for the objections made by two citizens

interested, to the confirmation of the report of

the commissioners, and notwithstanding said

objections, the court confirmed the said report.

Subsequent to the confirmation of these two
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have in consideration of the public inconve

nience,denied the application, and the law does

not allow of any appeal from such decision,

however large the amount involved, or how

ever aggravated the circumstances of the par

ticular case. For such a state of things, the

undersigned asks your honorable body, in their

wisdom, to provide a remedy.

The undersigned respectfully submits to

your honorable body whether the doctrine of

public inconvenience thus set up by the Court

shall be paramount to the majesty of the laws

and the stern demands of justice, and the sa

credness of private property.

With all due respect to the opinions of the

learned Judges of the Supreme Court, the un

dersigned is constrained to say that they have

taken an incorrect view of the question, as in

the opinion of practical business men, who are

conversant with the public and private interests

of the city, the value of one hundred and fifty

millions of real estate, which the city assessors

return as liable to taxes, is affected injuriously

to an extent by such proceedings as there com

plained of to such an extent as to amount to

a great public calamity, producing great indi

vidual suffering and injustice, and producing a

depreciation in the value of real estate amount

ing to tens of millions of dollars.

The undersigned takes leave to call the at

tention of your honorable body to the former

laws, which were in force previous to the year

1800, in relation to public improvements in the

city of New York, as being more guarded and

more cautiously framed, and as affording more

adequate protection to private property, and

affording less opportunity to public officers to

depredate upon the property of owners of real

estate.

The undersigned states that in addition to

the large assessments imposed on his said land,

that all of his said land which lies in the streets

and avenues has been taken for the same, and

no award or compensation made therefor.

The undersigned further states that the

- streets and avenues for which the openings of

.

which the assessments have been made have

not been opened, and will not be improved for

a great many years to come, and probably not

until the interest of the assessments will greatly

exceed the value of the land. The undersigned

conceives that it is important such action be

had by the Legislature in the premises as will

prevent expensive and vexatious litigation.

And as in duty bound, &c.

ANSON G. PHELPS.

The strect committee to whom was referred

the annexed papers from the board of aider

men relative to fixing the time for the actual

opening of Twenty-ninth and Thirtieth streets,

respectfully report: That they have considered

the same, and recommend a concurrence with

the board of aldermen in their resolution.

CHA R LES J. DODGE,

ALFRED ASHFIELD,

W.M. SHALER,

Street Committee.

(Endorsed.)

Report of the street committee relative to fix

ing the time for the actual opening of Twenty

ninth and Thirtieth streets.

Board of assistants, January 31, 1842.—

Adopted and concurred in.

EDWARD PATTERSON, Clerk.

Approved February 4, 1842.

ELIJAH F. PURDY, Act. Mayor.

Correct. D.T. WALENTINE, Ass. Clk. C. C.

City and County of New York, ss.

Benjamin Townsend, of the said city, being

duly sworn, deposes and says: That he was

an assistant alderman representing the Fourth

ward of the city of New York, from May, 1835,

to May, 1836, and was chairman of the com

mittee on streets in the said board; that on the

proposition for opening the streets and avenues

in the said city, up to and including Forty

second street, except such as had been opened,

&c. being referred to the said committee, the

said committee, and this deponent particularly,

took great pains to investigate the expenses

of opening streets, and the amount which

might reasonably be expected to be saved by

prosecuting the said opening up to Forty

second street, in one proceeding; that with this

view it was stated to all who appeared before

the said committee while the subject was pend

ing before them, (they having given public no

tice requesting persons interested to appearand

present their views) that it was the object of

the resolution to have the whole of the said

streets and avenues opened in one proceeding,

one application to the Supreme Court, and by

one set of commissioners; and that a ward

map of the Sixteenth ward, which extended to

I'ortieth street, had been ordered to be made,

and also a grade map of the said ward, and

that therefore there would be very little expense

for surveying and opening the said streets ;

that this deponent ascertained this while inves

tigating the necessary expenses of such pro

posed opening ; that on such investigation the

said committee ascertained to their satisfaction

the necessary expenses attendant upon such

proposed general opening, with the exception

of the counsel fees and court charges; that

this deponent was entirely unable to learn or

ascertain how much those fees and expenses

would be, or should of right be ; and that in

consequence of being thus unable to learn the

extent of those expenses, the committee deter

mined to take the subject of the court proceed

ings into the hands of the common council,

and with that view, and for that purpose, they

withheld from the said resolution, in reporting

the same to the board, the usual clause which

had been inserted in resolutions for street open

ings, directing the counsel for the corporation

to take the necessary legal measures for carry

ing into effect the resolution; that the said re

solution was reported by the said committee,

and adopted by the said board, with the object,

purpose and intent, as expressed by this com

mittee, and as this deponent believes, under

stood by the whole board, of having the streets

and avenues therein resolved to be opened,

opened by one proceeding, on one single appli

cation to the court, and by a single board of

commissioners of estimate and assessment;

and that it was the intention of the committee,

and of the board also, as depenent believes,

that the counsel of the corporation should not

by such resolution be authorized to apply to the
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Supreme Court. And this deponent further

says: That he has no doubt but that the said

resolution would have been rejected without

hesitation if it had been supposed or thought

by the members of the board that the said

streets and avenues, or any of them, were to

be opened in detail by separate commissioners,

and on separate applications to the Supreme

Court for each street.

BENJAMIN TOWNSEND.

Sworn the 26th day of October, [S41, before

me, D. Codwise, Master in Chancery.

CLINTON HALL.

New York, Sept. 21, 1841.

The committee met pursuant to adjourn

luetit.

Present—Mr. Fur:MAN,

Mr. VERPI.ANck, and

Mr. Scott.

The chairman submitted a letter which he

had this afternoon received from Hon. Robert

H. Morris, mayor, &c.

The committee informed the memorialists

they were ready to hear them further upon the

matter complained of: whereupon

William J. Holland stated that it will much

facilitate the inquiries of this committee by

classifying. The subjects of complaint are:

1. That the corporation have imposed ruin

ous assessments on private property for uncall

ed for and unnecessary public improvements,

which is a great abuse of their power or of

their officers. It is a matter of inquiry, whether

these abuses grow or spring from an infraction

of existing laws, or from an imperfection in

the law itself. -

The assessment laws in this city are more

arbitrary than any laws in any other country,

under either the civil or common law. The

few barriers in these laws have been disre

garded ; malconstructions have been placed

upon those arbitrary laws, and many of the

evils complained of have arisen from that

cause ; but those abuses have not been con

fined to auty political party in power, but all

have been equally loose in their constructions.

The street powers are first found in Don

gau's charter of 1686, in second section of

that charter. There is no power to ſay any

assessments for these streets or sewers; but

that power was incitectual unless the consent

of the owner, or under some known law of the

Province. Act of October 1, 1691, confirming

that charter of Dongan, is in Smith and Liv

ingston, for making streets, wharves, &c.

Under this act the expense of lands taken for

streets, was by general assessments on the

whole city; so for sewers the assessments were

to be upon all the houses of the city. This

act was approved by William 3d, and contin

ued to be the law until the year 1787.

Montgomerie's charter in 1730, is the next

grant of street power, (p. 5S, 59, Kent's Notes

to Charter.

In 1697, 4,302 inhabitants was the popula

tion of the city; in 1731, S,622; in 1756,

10,381, so that assessments upon all the houses

or city at large, would be, in fact, upon all

benefitted by the improvement.

Montgomerie's charter gives no power to

take private property for streets, but it was

done under the act of 1691, and by that char

ter no assessments, general or local, could be

laid. - -

The act confirming Montgomerie's charter

in 1782, closes all the powers with the forego

ing charters of the corporation to open streets,

make sewers and lay assessments, down to the

period of the American revolution. .The

power to take private property for public pur

poses, streets, sewers, make the same, and lay

assessments for the same, are all statutory

grants, and are therefore subject to the action

of the Legislature after the revolution. The

first enactment for streets is act April 16, 1787,

I Greenleaf, 44; 2 Webster, 92. (See Mu

nicipal Gazette, No. 1. p. 5.) This act follows

the act of 1691. This and all previous acts

require, that the corporation should attempt to

treat with owners. The great importance of

this attempt is, that it gives notice to the owner

of the proceeding ; and one of the greatest

causes of complaint under the existing law

is, that the proceedings are frequently gone

through, or so far that the same cannot be pre

vented before the owner has any riotice.

All proceedings for any matter relating to

streets (except the opening or widening), are

conducted by the corporation without the in

tervention of the supreme court, or the ap

pointment of commissioners by any court; the

assessinent is confirmed by the corporation,

and then becomes a lieu on property assessed.

The first power to sell land was for filling

up vacant lots for the preservation of the health

of the city, was in 6th section of act of 1787.

To 3d April, 1801, (3 Webster, 126,) there

is no act: on which day is passed an act for

opening and regulating streets, reviving in ef

fect the act of 1691. No power to sell yet,

except for filling vacant lots. 2d April, 1806,

(4 Webster, 514, 17th section,) extends the

power to sell for assessments vacant lots, for

pitching, paving and regulating streets ; no

power to sell for opening streets or sewers.

5 Webster, 155, act of 1307, for laying out

the upper part of the city by commissioners—

all above Houston street. The 9th section of

the act first provides for the introduction of

three commissioners in place of a jury ; they

must attempt to agree first, before such pro

ceeding for opening streets. Down to this act

of 1807, the jury of twelve men had existed

from 1691. There was no power yet to sell

for assessments for opening streets.

6 Webster, 518, in 1812, act passed almost

identical with the act in revision of 1813, now

existing law. This act introduced local as

sessments in place of general assessments, in

discretion of Commissioners—no power to

sell; (2 Revised Laws, 1813,407.) This act

requires in its true construction, that the as

sessments for benefit should be irrespective of

the expense of opening the streets. It might

be that a street opened through a bed of rock

would cost more than the benefit to be derived

from the making of such improvement to the

adjoining land. The act itself shows such to

have been the intention by providing that where

the expense exceeded the benefit, the surplus

expense should be assessed on an extended dis

trict, by three freeholders, different from the

CommissionerS.

Section 259 of this act of 1813, contains a

sweeping power to sell for all assessments; and

is the present law, and the origin of it.

Laws of 1816, p. 114, the power to sell is

made more explicit, and under that act the

sales are now made.

The Supreme Court checked the proceed

ings, on the ground of being premature.

Kent's Notes on Charter, 283,297,310,311,

330 and 331, the question of assessments was

brought before the city convention, and there

was a proposition to restore the old jury

method. -

Municipal Gazette, No. 1, p. 2; New York

American, 30th Oct., 1829; showing that the

convention deemed two great safeguards, to be

in publishing all propositions for assessments,

and imposing burthens on individuals, in all

the corporation newspapers, and, in also pub

lishing the ayes and nays, as is shown in the

address of the convention. The corporation

have not complied with these provisions. (See

proceedings in the Common Council.) Muni

cipal Gazette No.3, p.45; and they have from

1830, violated the law requiring those publica

tions, by their constant practice.

Augustus could not extend the Roman Fo

rum, because he could not compel a private

citizen to sell his house. The power of emi

ment domain, the right to take private property

is the highest power which can be exercised

by any civilized government. And yet this

power may be exercised by this corporation,

without the petition of a single individual, and

at any time when they may deem it for the

public good.

In England, in cities, the streets are gener

ally, if not entirely, opened under act of Par

liament, and upon assessments of jury.

Municipal Gazette No. 5, p. 70; Vice Chan

cellor Hoffman's opinion, showing the laws in

Boston, Philadelphia and Baltimore, in open

ung streets.

1. Upon those evils which have arisen from

intrinsic defects in the law.

Up to 1839, no consent was necessary on

the part of owners in the upper part of the

city, laid out in ISO7; but still, evils may arise

under such petitions got up for the purpose.

Before such determination to open street,

the owners on each side of street should have

an opportunity to be heard before common

councii; the commissioners of estimate to give

a 14 days' notice of making their assessments.

Another evil is an ex parte appointment of

the three commissioners. Notice should be

given of the intention to make such applica

tion. Are three commissioners sufficient : they

have no regular office, or settled place of do

ing their business, and you know not where to

go. A standing board of commissioners would

be better. The mode of appointment is bad,

it should be made here, by Supreme Court,

Recorder, Vice Chancellor, or by the common

council themselves.

3. The ineffectual notice of these proceed

ings before the commissioners is another evil.

For opening streets out of that part of the city

not laid out in 1807, the commissioners are not

confined in their assessments to the streets, and

may extend the same over a large extent of the

city, and on property of which the owners

would not think of examining the commission

ers’ report.
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These commissioners are not obliged to meet

together: it is sufficient they sign the report.

The commissioners report can only be opposed

in Supreme Court upon facts, and not upon

opinions; they would not set aside an assess

ment as erroneous if fifty persons should swear

that in their opinion it was erroneous.

Another evil is that the actual opening of a

street may be suspended for fifteen months,

but this actual opening is only an act in paper,

for the street is not in fact opened and graded

so as to be used for years.

It is erroneous to distribute in all cases, the

amount of awards and expenses in the shape

of assessments for benefit upon the land on

each side, to half the extent of the next street;

the statute only intended those owners should

pay their actual benefit.

In streets graded, paved or repaired in the

old part of the city, no allowance can be made

for injury done to houses, in which the law is

defective.

It is a grievance to impose these assessments

entirely upon real estate. Many think the

owners of large personal cetate should bear

some portion of the expense.

Another evil is in construction of sewers.

No notice is required to be given of any part

of the proceedings unless under the act of 1830

requiring the ayes and noes, &c. to be pub

lished; the corporation do in fact publish a

notice, although not required to do so. Such

an assessment is not and should not be bind

ing unless notice be brought home to the per

son assessed. The whole proceeding is ex

parte. No petition is required, or sometimes

where it is made, it is upon the petition of

persons no way interested in the property to be

assessed.

As to remedies and appeals—

Should there not be some appeal from the

decision of the Supreme Court, in cases of

confirmation of commissioners’ reports, in

opening streets :

Should there not be some way devised for

trying the question of the legality of the pro

ceedings of the corporation The Supreme

Court have declined to examine the question

of the legality of these proceedings upon cer

tiorari, by reason of the great and important

interests of the city, which may be affected;

and leave the party to his remedy in ejectment,

where the stake on the part of the owner is so

great as to operate as a penalty. That where

the application is in equity for an injunction,

and the erroneous nature of the proceeding

made out, the court has declined to grant the

remedy sought, on the ground that the com

plainant had a remedy at law.

Another great error is, in the amount of the

expenses in opening streets, surveyors' fees, &c.

which have arisen in some instances, from the

want of some proper auditing board.

The 300 petitioners pay one ninth of the

taxes of the city; and of the previous year,

were liable for one sixth of the assessments.

7,000 lots in this city were advertised for sale

last year, and 30,000 lots advertised for sale

this year, for payment of assessments. These

lots are sometimes sold for 100, 200, 300, 500,

1000 and 2000 years. And in some instances,

the property has been offered for sale on lease

for the longest of those periods, and has not

met with a purchaser who would take the same,

and pay the amount of benefit assessed by three

sworn commissioners.

On part of the memorialists, the following

witnesses were produced and sworn : (see

oath.)

John Leonard being duly sworn, says—he

was one of the commissioners of estimate and

assessment, in opening Second avenue from

Twenty-eighth to Eighty-sixth streets ; was

associated with Henry P. Robertson and An

drew Mills. Mr. Robertson and the witness

were the only two who did any work on such

estimate and assessments. Mr. Mills was there

once or twice. Mr. Mills may have been there

oftener than that, but he never did any thing,

except to sign the report. Mr. Mills may have

been there three or four times, but witness does

not recollect distinctly of his being there more

than twice; there was work enough for him to

do, if he had attended to it, and had been capa

ble of doing it. Mr. Mills signed the report.

He made the same charge for his services that

was made by other commissioners; he re

ceived the amount of his charge from the

comptroller of the city, through the witness.

The witness was the chairman of the commis

sioners, and it was usual for the chairman to

receive the whole of the compensation. Mr.

Robertson's compensation was not received by

the witness; but he believes it was received by

his, Mr. Robertson's, assignee, Mr. Francis

Fickett. The witness gave his receipt for such

compensation, to the comptroller. The wit

ness does not recollect distinctly, but thinks the

report of estimate and assessment was con

firmed about August or September, 1839. The

witness always made it a practice to give all

the notice in relation to presenting such report

that the law required ; and in order to make

sure of that, the witness consulted with Mr.

Emmett, the corporation counsel, who then

had charge of those street proceedings. The

witness does not recollect that any notice was

given of presenting such report, by posting

handbills in the vicinity of the contemplated

improvement; nor in how many newspapers

the said notice was published; that was left to

the counsel of the corporation, who then had

charge of the proceedings.

At the time the witness made that report, he

was not aware of the existence of any law

which required such notice to be posted up in

handbills.

The witness thinks the amount charged

by each commissioner in that case was over

seven hundred dollars, being about seven hun

dred and fifty dollars. The charge for room

hire was a separate charge. The allowance

to the commissioners is four dollars per day.

None of the fees of the commissioners or sur

veyors were taxed previous to being paid to the

witness's knowledge. Those fees were as

sessed upon the property supposed to be bene

fitted by the improvement. The fees were not

paid until some time after the confirmation of

the report. Mr. Robertson served the same

number of days that the witness served. To

make that report was a very long piece of work.

From four to eight hours were considered a

day's service; from five to six hours was the

general length of time in a day. The room

of the commissioners was in the witness's

house. The report of the commissioners was

drawn up by the witness. The witness exam

ined the avenues so to be opened personally. .

The elevation of the ground on the Second

avenue between Twenty-eighth and Eighty

sixth streets, was very irregular, some points

very high above the city grade, and the soil

rocky, and some points wet and below that

grade. On some parts, it would be exceed

ingly difficult to reduce that avenue between

those streets to the city grade, and would cost

a large amount of money. The said avenue,

when the commissioners went over it for the

purpose of making their estimate and assess

ment, could not be travelled by carriages with

out being graded, by reason of its unequal

surface. By awards, the commissioners un

derstand the amounts due to the parties inter

ested for the land taken. In making this as

sessment, the lots were estimated as to their

respective value, in order to put upon each a

regular per centage of the benefit to be derived.

Corner lots were generally charged a third

more than intermediate lots. In estimating the

value of the lot, they took into consideration

whether the lot was to be dug down or filled

up, and upon ascertaining the value of the lots,

a regular per centage was laid upon each, to

the amount of the awards and expenses; so

that the assessments for benefit equalled the

whole amount of the awards and expenses.

Such has always been the practice of the wit

ness, and he has acted frequently as such com

missioner of estimate and assessment. The

witness recollects the old Kip's Bay road,which

terminated near the line of the Second avenue,

on a ledge or precipice of rocks, and that the

same could not be travelled farther by reason

of those rocks. If the witness owned land in

the neighborhood of Kip's bay, he would not

thank any body to open the Second avenue for

his accommodation. If two commissioners

done the work, it was always the practice to

charge for the same compensation for the third

commissioner, although he was absent. Wit

ness always understood such to be the prac

tice. The witness made out the bill in the case

of Mr. Mills. Witness thinks he mentioned

the case of Mr. Mills to Mr. Emmet the coun

sel of the corporation who had charge of these

proceedings. JNO. LEONARD.

Adjourned to September 22d, 1841, at 7

o'clock, P. M.—Senate Doc. No. 100, p. 28.

Martha Amory and others vs. The Mayor, Al

dermen, &c. of the City of New York.

This case is, in its leading particulars, simi

lar to that of Stuyvesant vs. The Corporation,

before noticed. It is distinctly charged as to

the proceedings in relation to the Sixth ave

nue, that when the first publication of the no

tice of motion to confirm the report was made

the act of 20th April, 1839, was in force the

rule of confirmation being made on the 6th of

June, IS39. Here also the question under the

12th section is of great importance as the costs

of the opening exceeds $10,000. Some ques

tions may arise under this section ; but this at

least is clear: no part of the costs can be levied

upon the party or his property, nor can a sale

be made to pay them until the taxation has

been made.
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The following Memorials to the Legislature

show the very great importance of the enact

ment of a law to prevent mortgagees being

divested of their securities by want of proper

notice of sales made of the mortgaged premi

ses for taxes or assessments. In every part

and portion of this State, except the city and

county of New York, the purchaser at an as

sessment or tax sale, is obliged to give notice

to the mortgagee of a sale and purchase of the

mortgaged premises for taxes or assessment,

and the mortgagee has the right to redeem

within six months thereafter by paying the tax

or assessment, interest, and expenses, &c. &c.

In the city of New York, there is one hun

dred and fifty millions of dollars in value of

real estate returned by the assessors, which is

now UNPROTECTED.

Property on the ocean can be insured against

piracy and plunder, but no companies have

ever been incorporated to insure real estate a

gainst the modern system of land piracy, mis

called assessments, which has depreciated the

value of real estate, and decreased the safety

of real estate securities.

In the year 1840, the Hon. the Legislature

of this State, on the application of Wm. Bard,

Esq., President of the New York Life and

Trust Co., enacted the following most salutary

law:— -

An Act authorizing mortgagees to redeem real

estate sold for tares and assessments.

[Passed May 14, 1840.]

The People of the State of New York, repre

sented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as

follows:—

§ 1. No sale of real estate hereafter made

for the non-payment of any tax or assessment

shall destroy, or in any manner affect the lien

of any mortgage thereon duly recorded or re

gistered at the time ofsuch sale, except as here

inafter provided.

§ 2. It shall be the duty of the purchaser at

such sale to give to the mortgagee a written

notice of such sale, requiring him to pay the

almount of the purchase money, with the inter

est at the rate allowed by law thereon, within

six months after the giving of such notice.

§ 3. If such payment shall be made, the sale

shall be of no further effect, and the mortgagee

shall have a lieu on the premises, for the amount

paid, with the interest which may thereafter

accrue thereon, at the rate of seven per cent.

per annum, in like manuer as if the same had

been included in his mortgage.

§4. In case the mortgagee shall fail to make

such payment, within the time so limited, he

shall not be entitled to the benefit of the first

section of this act. -

§ 5. The term “mortgagee,” as used in this

act, shall be construed to include assignees

whose assignment shall be duly recorded, and

personal representatives; and the term “pur

chaser” shall be construed to include assignees,

and real or personal representatives, as the case

may be.

-
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§ 6. The notice required by this act may be

given either personally or in the manner re

quired by law in respect to notices of non

acceptance or non-payment of notes or bills

of exchange; and a notatrial certificate there

of shall be presumptive evidence of the fact

of such notice; such certificates may be re

corded in the county in which the mortgage

was recorded, in the same manner, and with

same effect, as is by law prescribed in respect

to deeds or other evidences of title of real

estate.—Lates of Yew York,63d session, 1840.

During the session of the Legislature of

1841, the following memorial was presented in

the Legislature for a repeal of that law as to

the city of New York:—

Memorial ºf the 11a/or, Aldermen, and Com

uţonally of the city ºf New York.

To the Honorable the Legislature of the State

of New York :—

The memorial of the mayor, aldermen and

commonalty of the city of New York respect

fully represents—That by the act entitled “An

act authorizing mortgagees to redeem real es

tate sold for taxes and assessments,” passed

May 14, 1840, it is made the duty of purchas

ers at sales for taxes and assessments, to give

to the mortgagees of the premises sold, notice

of such sale, in order that they may be enabled

to redeem ; and in case of neglect to give such

notice, the mortgagees are not affected by such

sale. -

On sales for taxes and assessments in the

city of New York, in case the premises are not

redeemed within two years after such sale, by

the payment to the purchaser of the amount

of his bid, together with interest at the rate of

ten per cent. per annum, the purchaser be

comes entitied to a lease of the premises for

the number of years at which they were struck

off to him. At the last sale for assessments in

the city of New York, the amount to be raised

was three hºissº’eel &724 tºelity

teine thorzség and do?! #1's. This a

mount was assessed upon sic thousand sepa

rate lots. In a great proportion of the cases,

the amount charged upon each lot varied from

tero to sia: cºodizzi's. This is a fair ex

ample of the sales occurring in the city of New

York every year. It will readily be perceived

by your honorable body, that the expense of

searching the records to ascertain the names

of mortgagees will, in most cases, far exceed

not only the interest to be received by the pur

chaser, but also the principal amount of the

assessment; and the purchaser, in case of re

demption, will lose the whole of this amount.

In many cases too, it will be impossible where

the lots are vacant, to arrive at any certainty

from searching, by reason of the name of the

owner being unknown. These difficulties and

incumbrances thus thrown in the way ofpur

chasers will render the sales nugatory, and

disable the corporation from reimbursing them

selves for advances which they are obliged by

law to make. In consequence of the burthens

thus imposed upon purchasers, and to prevent

the entire failure of the sale above referred to,

your memorialists were in that instance obliged

to gatarters ſay on their own part the giving

of the requisite notices, in case the repeal

of the law could not in the mean time be

obtained ; your memorialists well hoping that

when the consequences of the provisions of

the said law were made known to your honor

able body, the same would be speedily repealed.

Your memorialists do therefore pray that the

act above referred to may be repealed, and

your memorialists will ever pray, &c. -

By the common council.

ELIJAH F. PURDY, Act, Mayor.

SAM'L J. WiLLis, Clerk.

[Doc. No. 100: in Senate, April 9, 1842.]

Which resulted in the following act –

CHAPTER 170.

An ACT" in relation to the redemption of land

sold for tares or assessments in the city of

New York.-(Passed May 6th, 1841.)

The People of the State of New York, repre

sented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as

follows:

§ 1. In cases of sales of real estate for the

non-payment of taxes and assessments in the

city of New York, it shall be the duty of the

street commissioner of the said city, sixty days

before the time limited by law for the redemp

tion of any real estate from the effect of such

sales, to cause notice to be given to all Inort

gagees of the real estate so sold, their assignees

or personal representatives, who shall at any

time at least one month before the time for the

giving of such notice, have filed in the office

of the register of the city and county of New

York, a memorandum of such mortgage, con

taining a brief abstract, designating the prop

erty, with the street numbers, if there be any,

or such definite description or diagram as will

enablethe saidstreet commissioner to designate

the said premises upon the city maps, and the

name and residence of such mortgagee, as

signee or personal representatives.

§ 2. Such notice shall be given by putting

the same in the post office in the city of New

York, directed to such mortgagee, assignee or

personal representatives, with such description

and place of residence as shall be contained

in such memorandum, and such notice shaft

require such mortgagee, assignee or personal

representatives, to pay the amount of such tax

or assessment with all interest and expenses

allowed by law before the time limited for the

redemption as aforesaid.

§ 3. An affidavit of the service of such no

tice as is above required, before any officer au.

thorised to take affidavits to be read in a court

of record and filed in the office of the said re

gister of deeds, or a certified copy thereof un

der the signature of such register, shall be evi

dence of the fact of such notice.

§ 4. It shall be the duty of the said register

of deeds to keep in his office a book alphabeti

cally arranged for the registering of all such
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tain the amount of the taxes due, and whether

they have been paid or not by the mortgagor,

which is increased by the distance of the mort

gaged premises from the residence of the lend

er. And your petitioners further represent that

the fact of a mortgage creditor having sustained

a loss of over $8,000 for money lent, by a sale

of the mortgaged premises for the sum of $24,

by a collusion between the purchaser and the

mortgagor; and also of other large losses on

sales for taxes, taken in connection with the

large funds loaned by the State in distant coun

ties, exposed to similar risks, which furnish the

fraudulent with opportunities of fraud, first at

tracted the attention of the Legislature to the

necessity of enacting said law, and that the

said law has had a benign influence in favor of

the honest debtor and creditor, and as your pe

titioners believe, can produce no serious incon

venience to either.

And your petitioners further represent that

other States, perceiving the beneficial effects

of that law, for the promotion of the ends of

justice, and for the purpose of inviting the in

troduction of foreign capital in their respective

States, have adopted that law from the statute

book of this State. And your petitioners are

informed, and believe, that the honorable the

corporation of this city have, by resolution, as

sumed upon themselves the duty of giving the

requisite notice to mortgagees, under the said

act of May 14, 1840, and to absolve the pur

chasers from all obligations arising under said

law, as appears in the following notice pub

lished in the Evening Post:— -

“We are requested by the street commis

sioner to state, in reference to the sale for as

sessments to take place on the 16th instant,

that the corporation, by a resolution of the

common council, take upon themselves the

duty of giving the requisite notice to mortga

gees, under the act of 14th May, 1840, so as

to absolve purchasers from all obligations on

that account.”

And your petitioners believe that one of the

objects of the petition of the honorable the

corporation of this city in asking for the repeal

of the said law, is to relieve themselves from

the responsibility and labor that they, without

any sufficient reason, have voluntarily assumed;

and your petitioners will ever pray, &c.

Wm. Bard, Prest. N. Y. Life & Trust Co.

B. McEvers, Prest. N. Y. Ins. Co.

Walter R. Jones, W. Prest. Atlantic Ins. Co.

Lewis Curtis, Prest. Farmers’ Loan & Trust

Company.

R. Ainslee, Prest. N. Am. Ins. Co.

zeb. Cook, jun. Prest. Mutual Safety Ins. Co.

Thos. Halé, Prest. Merchants' Marine Ins. Co.

Abraham Ogden, Prest. Ocean Ins:.Co.
R. Cheeseborough, Prest. Hudson Ins. Co.

Saul Alley, John Duer,

John J. Palmer, James McBride,

G. A. Worth, George Newbould,

Edward Prime, Samuel Ward,

James I. Jones, John Rathbone, jun.

Thomas R. Mercien, Edmund H. Pendleton,

F. Sheldon, Thomas N. Ludlow,

Eben Meriam, Josiah L. Hale,

John Haggerty, Arthur Bronson,

Edward A. Nichol, Alfred Pell,

T. W. Thorne, Robert Ray.

Samuel T, Tisdale, Charles C. King,

J. Wan Nostrand,

W. S. Greenleaf,

W. A. Thomson, .

B. R. Winthrop,

James A. Hamilton,

Thomas Glover,

E. W. Leight,

John Ward & Co.

R. K. Delafield, A. G. Thompson,

Francis Griffin, Garret Storms,

Theo. B. Satherwaite, Wm. Mandeville,

William Betts, E. D. Hurlbert,

Samuel M. Fox, Geo. W. Strong,

A. R. Wycoff, Joshua Coit,

Thomas S. Gibbes, Samuel B. Ruggles,

I. & J. Wan Nostrand Moses Tucker,

& Co. C. L. Grim,

W. C. Noyes, W. Robinson,

Geo. D. Strong, Thomas Glover,

Richard Mortimer, Nevins Townsend &

Richard H. Ogden, Company,

James Drake, Chas. & R. Werdell,

Jas. D. P. Ogden, Burr Wakeman,

C. W. Aug. Davis, Joseph Strong,

E. T. Troop Martin, H. Curtis,

Chas, L. Livingston, Richard D. Wells,

Frederick Bronson, W. G. Wood,

Jno. Lorimer Graham, J. Brouwer,

J. S. Bowen, George Rapelye,

Robert Dyson, Philip R. Kearney,

H. Laight, W. C. R. English,

James McBrair, Wm. Van Hook,

W. H. Harrison, Thos. E. Davis,

Thomas N. Pearsall, John McBrair,

Henry Wycoff, Isaac A. Johnson.

Remonstrance of John A. Schuyler and R. W.

R. Schuyler, heirs at law of John Schuyler

deceased, against the passage of any law diº

thorizing the corporation to purchase land,

at their own sales for unpaid assessments, and

also, asking that the corporation of the city

of New York, may be prohibited from thus

confiscating landed estates.

To the Honorable the Legislature of the State

of New York:—

Your Memorialists beg leave most respect:

fully, to represent to your honorable body, that

an application has been made to the Legisla:

ture of the State, by the corporation of the city

of New York, for the passage of a law.au:

thorizing said corporation to become purchas.

ers of lands at their own sales, for the non

payment of assessments.

Your memorialists beg leave most respect.

fully to remonstrate against the passageofsuch

a law; and also, to represent to your honora

ble body, that the proceedings of the corpora

tion of the city of New York, in imposing op

pressive and extraordinary assessiºn's Pº"
real estate on the island of New York, have

become of that character, that legislative pro
tection to the owners of lands, has become

absolutely necessary. -

Your memorialists have to state an instance

of an assessment upon the estate of their de;

ceased father, made upon a piece of ground

culivated as a garden, and situate on the coº

her of Twenty-eighth street and the Seventh

avenue. This piece of ground is ninety-six

feet ten inches in length, on Twenty-eighth

street, and fifty-eight feet ten inches in width,

on the Seventh avenue. The commissioners

appointed to make an estimate of the expense

ofopening Twenty-eighth street, and to ****

the amount as benefitted on the adjoining Prºp"

erty, assessed this piece of ground for benefit,
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ten hundred and thirty-nine dollars and five

cents; as will be seen by referring to the street

commissioner's advertisement, which is an

nexed to one of the memorials, presented to

the Senate by Mr. Verplanck, (page 38, of that

pamphlet.) This piece of ground was offered

for sale, for the term of a thousand years, and

then for five thousand years, to any person

who would take it for that term of time, and

pay the assessment and charges; but no one

could be found willing to accept it on these

terms, or for any other number of years to the

end of time. This same piece of land has

been again assessed for the pretended opening

of the Seventh avenue; and the commission

ers appointed to make an estimate of the ex

pense of opening the Seventh avenue, and to

assess the same upon adjoining property, as

sessed this same lot or piece of ground for

benefit of opening the Seventh avenue, two

hundred and nine dollars and ninety-eight

cents; which added to the other assessment,

makes the sum of one thousand two hundred

and forty-seven dollars and three cents, exclu

sive of interest; and also of two dollars which

is charged in addition for a single advertise

ment, of a fraction over one line.

The commissioners for making the estimate

of the expense of opening the Seventh avenue

have included in their estimate, some expenses

of a most extraordinary character, viz:

Commissioner's fees, - - $4,920 00

Room hire for do. - - - - 410 00

Carriage hire, - - - - - 30 00

Clerk hire, - - - - - - 250 00

Stationery, &c. &c. - - - - 48 00

Counsel fees, - - - - - 3,977 77

Surveyor's fees, - - - - 2,801 00

Collector's fees, - - - - 1,115 00

$13,550 77

The total amount of awards for lands re

quired to be taken for opening the Seventh

avenue is $28,141 41.

Your memorialists further represent, that the

commissioners have thus allowed tothemselves

pay at the rate of four dollars each, per day,

for the period of sixteen months, and one dol

lar per day for room hire during that time, (ex

clusive of Sundays.)

Your memorialists further state, that this

large sum of money has been paid to the com

missioners, corporation counsel, and surveyor,

by the officers of the corporation of the city of

New York, without being furnished any bill of

items, or particulars, and without having ever

been taxed by any officer whatever, without au

diting, and without any action upon the same,

by the common council of said city.

Your memorialists believe, the whole ex

pense of these proceedings, ought not to have

been one-twentieth part of the sum stated

above.

Your memorialists, further state that the

Seventh avenue, has not been opened nor has

Twenty-eighth street, and will not be for many
years to come, and that the said piece of land

is in no respect benefitted by those pretended

openings.

Your memorialists further state, that in their

opinion, this piece of land is not worth one

thousand dollars, and that it could not be sold

for that amount.

Your memorialists insist that those assess

ments are in violation of the Constitution of

the State; that it is in effect, and in fact, taking

private property for public use, without just

compensation, and without any compensation;

and that the proceedings, if sanctioned by any

legislative enactment, amount to absolute con

fiscation of the property.

Your memorialists further state, that the re

port of the commissioners, in both cases, is on

file in the clerk's office of the Supreme Court

at Albany, and can be placed before the Senate

without any delay.

Your memorialists ask that this memorial

may be printed, and that relief in the premises,

may be granted, and that no law may be passed

giving legislative sanction to the proceedings

complained of; and that the sale of the pre

mises may be suspended until a full and com

plete investigation shall be had in the matter,

and that this memorial may be referred to a

special committee with power to send for per

sons and papers.

Your memorialists state that the property in

question, is described by two different arbitrary

map numbers in the assessment list of the com

missioners. And in duty bound, &c.

JoHN A. Schuyler,

R. W. R. Schuyler

New York, May 14, 1841.

Remonstrance of Peter A. Jay, Robert C. Cor

mell and others.

To the Legislature of the State of N. York:

The undersigned, citizens of the city of

New York, beg leave respectfully to represent

to your honorable body, that they have under

stood that an application has been made to the

Legislature to repeal the seventh section of the

act of May 6th, 1841, and the act passed May

14th, 1840, which act requires that notice shall

be given to mortgagees of lands sold for as

sessments and taxes, by the person purchasing

such lands before he can obtain a lease, by

which means the mortgagee has the opportu

nity to redeem the land from such sale by pay

ing that tax or assessment, and by that means

preserve his mortgage security.

Your memorialists represent, that the prac

tice of corporation officers to assess houses

and lots by an arbitrary map number, instead

of the known street number, and by as many

different numbers as there may chance to be

different assessments, leads to great difficulty,

and that the property is oftentimes assessed in

the name of a wrong owner, and the loose

manner in which the whole proceedings are

carried on, and the very inadequate mode of

giving notice of the assessment to the persons

interested, lead to great difficultiesand troubles,

and require to be remedied by legislative enact

ments.

Your memorialists represent, that assess

ments upon private property for what are often

times miscalled public improvements, have

been excessive and oppressive, and are a draw

back upon security which real estate upon this

island would otherwise afford, as it is most evi

dent that the powerto assess land to an amouut

beyond its value, must render a mortgage upon

such land of little value; in fact, oftentimes

of no value.

Your memorialists represent, that various

public improvements are undertaken by the

corporation of the city of New York, under

the authority contained in the 175th section of

the act of April 9th, 1813; (see 2d vol. Re

vised Laws, page 407); and that those who

are bythat section required to pay the expense,

have no voice in the matter, and no adequate

or sufficient notice of the proceedings,

Your memorialists ask, that it may be pro

vided by law, that in all such cases as author

ized or contemplated by the 175th section

above referred to, that a majority of the per

sons to be assessed for the work, shall consent

thereto, or apply therefor, before it can be un

dertaken. -

Your memorialists beg leave to refer your

honorable body to the proceedings of the Re

vised Statutes, as respects lands sold for taxes

by the Comptroller of the State of New York,

as respects notice required to be given by the

purchaser to owners aud occupants of lands

which have been so sold, and of the deed, and

requiring the same to be redeemed, and of the

service provided for of such notice, and ask for

the like provisions to be extended to the city

of New York, in the sales by the corporation.

(See Ist vol. Revised Statutes, page 400, see.

84 and 85.) -

Your memorialists most respectfully remon

strate against the repeal of any portion of the

mortgagee law of May 14th, 1840, and also

against the repeal of the serenth section of the

act of May 6th, 1841, or of any portion there

of; and against the passage of any law in the

premises, which will impair real estate securi

ties. And your memorialists, in duty bound,

&c.

Peter Lorillard, James W. Beekman,

Robert C. Cornell, J. Boorman,

Jn. Rathbone, jun. P. A. Jay,

Wm. Browning, David C. Colden,

Maturin Livingston,

Memorial and remonstrance of John R. Mur.

ray, Benjamin Townsend and others, for pro

tection to landed estates in the city of New

York, from ruinous and oppressive assess

ments ; and against the passage of any law

authorizing the corporation of the city of

New York to purchase lands at their own

sales, assessed by themselves more than the

value of such lands.

To the Honorable the Legislature of the State

of New York:

The undersigned, citizens of the city of

New York, most respectfully represent to your

honorable body that they understand that an

application has been made to the State Legis

lature for an act authorize the corporation of

the city of New York to purchase lands adver

tised for sale for non-payment of assessments

imposed thereon by said corporation, or by their

Illeains.

Your memorialists most respectfully insist

that the imposition of assessments upon real

estate by the corporation to so great an amouni

that the purchaser cannot be found, even for a

lease of ten thousand years, who is willing to

pay the assessment, is most conclusive and in

disputable evidence that the power to assess

private property has been most shockingly a

bused by the corporation, and ought not to re

ceive legislative sanction or indulgeuce. L

_ _ _** - sº - -
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CHAPTER 230.

An 1 O'T' in addition to the acts respecting the

collection of tares and assessmen's in the city

and county of New York. [Passed May

25th, 1841.

The People of the State of New York, repre

sented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as

follows:—

§ 1. All owners, lessees or persons other

wise interested in any lands or telements sold

for taxes or assessments in the city of New

York, who shall file in the manner and within

the time specified in the act entitled “An act

in relation to the redemption of land sold for

taxes and assessments in the city of New York.”

passed May 6th, is 41 : a memorandum cou

taining a like description of such lands and

tenements and of the name and residence of

such owners, lessee, or persons otherwise in

terested therein, or their legal representatives,

as is required in and by the said last mentioned

act with regard to mortgagees, assignees or

their personal representatives, shall be notified

in the same manner as such mortgagees, as

signees or their personal representatives are

required to be notified in and by the provisions

of the said last mentioned act.

§ 2. No person shall be entitled to the bene

fit of the provisions of the first, second and

sixth sections of the act entitled “An act au

thorizing mortgagees to redeem real estate sold

for taxes and assessments,” passed Miay 14th,

IS-10, or of the act entitled, “An act in rela

tion to the redemption of lands sold for taxes

and assessments in the city of New York,”

passed May 6th, 1841, for any land or tene

ments in the city of New York sold for assess

ments, unless the memorandum required by

the first section of the act last mentioned shall

have been filed as therein required, and in such

case it shall only be necessary to give the no

tice mentioned in the manner designated in

the last mentioned act.

§ 3. Whenever any land or tenement sold

for assessments or taxes in the city of New

York and conveyed in the manner provided by

law, shall at the time of conveyance be in the

actual occupancy of any person, the grantee,

to whom the same shall have been conveyed,

or the person claiming under him shall serve a

written notice on the person occupying such

land or tenements, and the person last assessed

as owner stating in substance the sale and con

veyance, the person to whom made, and the

amount of consideration money mentioned in

the conveyance, with the addition of forty-two

per cent. on such amount as the said lands or

tenements were struck off for at the time of the

sale, and the further addition of the sum paid

for the lease and advertisements, and stating

also that unless such consideration money and

the said forty-two per cent. together with the

sum paid for the lease, shall be paid to the

street commissioners for the benefit of the

grantee, in case the said premises shall have

been sold for assessments, or to the Comptrol

ler if the same shall have been sold for taxes

within six months after the service of such no

tice that the said conveyance will become ab

solute, and the occupant and all others inter

ested in the land or tenements be barred from

all right or title thereto during the term of years

for which such lands or tenements shall have

been conveyed.

§ 4. Such notice shall be served personally

or by leaving the same at the dwelling house

of the occupant or person last assessed as own

er, with any person of suitable age or discre

tion belonging to his family.

§ 5. The occupant or any other person, may

at any time within the six months mentioned

in such notice, redeem the said land or tene

ments in the same manner as now provided by

law for the redemption of land sold for taxes

and assessments in the city of New York, by

paying such purchase money with the addition

of forty-two per cent. thereon, and the amount

that shall have been paid for the lease, and

every such redemption shall be as effectual as

it made before the conveyance of the lands or

tenements sold. -

§ 6. In every such case of actual occupancy

the grantee, or the person claiming under him,

in order to complete his title to the land con

veyed shall file with the street commissioner if

sold for assessments, and with the comptroller

if sold for taxes the affidavit of some person

who shall be certified as credible by the officer

before whom such affidavit shall be taken, that

such notice as is above required was duly

served, specifying the mode of service, and a

copy of such notice shall be attached thereto.

§ 7. If the street commissioner in case of a

conveyance on account of assessments, or the

comptroller in a case of conveyance on the

account of taxes shall be satisfied by such af.

fidavit that the notice has been duly served, and

if the moneys required to be paid for the re

demption of such lands or tenements shall not

have been paid as herein before provided, they

shall respectively certify to the fact, and the

conveyance shall thereupon become absolute,

and the occupantand all others interested in the

land or tenements shall be barred of all right

or title thereto, during the term of years for

which the same shall have been conveyed.

§ S. In cases of sales of any lands, tene

ments or real estate for taxes in the city of

New York, the comptroller of said city shall

do and perform all the acts and duties required

by law of the street commissioner of said city

in cases of the sale of any lands for assess

ments in the said city.

§ 9. This act shall be construed to authorize

the computing of the forty-two per cent named

therein on the amount of sale and expenses

authorized by law and not to be in addition to

or upon the interest accruing after the sale.

Remonstrance and jñmorialof Stephen Whit

wey and others.

To the Honorable the Legislature of the State

of New York:—

The undersigned, clfizens of the city of New

York, having learned that the officers of the

corporation of said city are applying to the

Legislature for the repeal of the law passed

May 14th, 1840, requiring notice to be given

to mortgagees of the sale of lands for taxes

and assessments, and also for the repeal of the

seventh section of the act of May 6th, 1841,

which section leaves the act of May 14th, 1840,

in force, in favor of those who cannot record

abstracts of their mortgages:

We do most specially remonstrate against
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the repeal of the said seventh section, and also

against the repeal of the act of May 14th, 1840,

or any part thereof; and against the passage

of any law in the premises impairing real es

tate Securities.

We do most respectfully ask that the provi

sions of the Revised Statutes as respects land

sold for taxes by the Comptroller of the State,

may be extended to the city of New York, and

applied to lands sold for taxes or assessments

by order of the corporation ; and that no lot

shall in any case be advertised for sale for as

sessments or taxes, unless the same is described

by the known street or ward number.

And as in duty bound, &c.

Stephen Whitney, James I. Jones,

Edgar Harriott, Edmund H. Pendleton,

Smith Harriott, B. Skidmore,

L. W. Kip & Isaac H. R. Dunham,

Young, John Anthon,

James Fellows, J. Phillips Phoenix,

Gerardus Clark, Lewis H. Sandford,

Jacob Drake, . Nevins & Townsend,

Wm. M. Holland, W. W. Chester & Co.,

Anthony Lamb, Geo. C. Thorburn,

Hamilton Fish, E. R. Tillou,

R. Whiley, John H. Cornell,

D. Codwise, D. D. Williamson,

James Lovett, Peter Pinckney,

John Ridley, Wm. C. Rhinelander.

P. G. Stuyvesant,

(Senate Document, No. 100, page 302.)

We have thus given the memorials and re

monstrances in relation to the mortgagee law—

that of Stephen Whitney and others should

have preceded the Act of 25th May, 1841, in

its order, in these pages.

The memorials were all presented in the

Senate of this State in the months of April

and May, 1841, except that of the Acting

Mayor, which was presented first in order.

There was also a memorial of the acting

mayor presented to the Senate in 1841, asking

for a provision of law to authorize the Mayor,

Aldermen and Commonalty to become pur

chasers at their own assessment sales of lands,

which were not bid for by others.

The presentation of the two petitions of the

acting mayor were accompanied each by a

brief bill, one of which is the Act of May 6,

1841, herein set forth, the other a bill merely

authorizing the Mayor, Aldermen and Com

monally to purchase without furnishing them

the means to pay for the land thus attempted

to be acquired.

On the presentation of these two memorials,

one was referred to a committee of which Mr.

Verplanck was a member, the mortgagee peti

tion to some other committee.

Wm. Bard, Esq., the President of the New

York Life and Trust Co., addressed a letter to

Mr. Verplanck asking that these two subject

matters might be retained under consideration

until a delegate of the Anti-assessment Com

mittee should be in attendauce at Albany to

explain to the Committee objections which

were making to these two measures of the

corporation. The proceedings were suspend

ed accordingly.

Subsequently, one of the delegates of the

Anti-assessment committee proceeded to Alba

ny, and placed in the hands of Mr. Verplanck

a printed bill and the memorial of Robert C.

Cornell and others asking that the provision

of the Revised Statutes in relation to notices

to owners and occupants of lands sold for

taxes by the State Comptroller, should be ex

tended to owners, &c. of lands sold for taxes

and assessments in the city of New York, and

from which resulted the bill which constitutes

the Act of May 25th, 1841, herein set forth.

Subsequently, three delegates from the Anti

assessment Committee attended at Albany,

and were there met by Mr. Bedient, the deputy

comptroller, and Mr. Ewen, the street com

missioner.

Both parties attended before a Committee

of the Senate a short time. The street com

missioner then and there stated to the Senate

Committee that a committee from each board

composing the Common Council had been ap

pointed to investigate assessment abuses in the

city of New York, that these committees had

met several times, and that the then delegates

from the Anti-assessment Committee had at

tended before the committees of the Common

Council, and that these committees of the

Common Council had found on investigation

that there existed no cause of complaint.

The delegates from the Anti-assessment

Committee did not deem it their business to

engage in a personal controversy with the per

son making this statement, they therefore drew

up the following memorial, which was pre

sented to the Senate :-

Memorial of Benjamin Townsend and others

for a reference of all the remonstrances and

memorials in relation to assessments in the

city of New York, which have been presented

in the Senate, may be referred to the special

committee appointed on the 18th inst.

To the Honorable the Legislature of the State

of New York :—

Your memorialists, delegates from the Anti

assessment Committee of the city of New

York, having in charge the numerous memo

rials and remonstrances which have been pre

sented to the Senate, in relation to the repeal

of the mortgagee law of IS40, and the seceuth

section of the law of May 6th, 1841, and in

relation to the amendments of the existing

laws as to assessments and taxes in the city

of New York; and also the remonstrances a

gainst the passage of a law authorizing the

corporation of the city of New York to become

purchasers of lands sold for assessments at

their own sales, most respectfully ask that all

the said remonstrances and memorials, and the

public documents accompanying the same, may

be referred to one and the same committee.

And your memorialists, &c.,

EBEN, MERIAM,

BURTIs SKIDMoRE,

BENJA. TownsEND.

(Senate Doc. No. 100, page 299.)

This memorial was presented in the Senate

in May , 1841, and the prayer of the memo

rialists granted by a unanimous vote.

Subsequently, one of the Delegates from the

Anti-assessment Committee called on the re

spective chairman of the committees of the

Common Council referred to by the street com

missioner in his testimony [See Senate Docu

ment, No. 100, page 270] for a disavowal

of the verbal statement of the Street Commis

sioner, in relation to their Committees, made

before the Committee from the Senate, which

they signed, and which is as follows:–

to The Legislature of the state of New

York.

Your memorialists, citizens of the city of

New York, most respectfully pray your Hon

orable Body to empower the Special Commit

tee, to whom was referred the numerous me

morials and remonstrances from the citizens

of the city of New York in relation to assess

ment abuses, to sit after the termination of the

present session of the Legislature, and that

they hare power to send for persons and papers,

and that the said committee be authorized to

eramine into all the abuses in the premises

which the memorialists or any of them may

bring before them or to their notice.

Your memorialists believe that abuses and

impositions have been practised in these matters,

and the consequences will be highly injurious to

the public welfare, the safety of titles to real

estate, and the sacredness of private property,

unless remedied by legislative enactments, and

require legislative action.

And your memorialists, &c.

John A. Underwood, Robert Jones,

Dow D. Williamson, Abel T. Anderson,

Robert Smith, Samuel G. Raymond,

John A. Schuyler, Eben. Meriam, on

behalf of the Anti-assessment Committee.

(Senate Doc. No. 100, page 275.)

The above memorial was presented in the

Senate by the Hon. GULIAN C. VERPLANck, a

distinguished member of that body, on the 22d

day of May, 1842.

THE PRAYER of the MEMORIAL was GRANT

ED BY THE UNANIMoUs wote oF THE SENATE.

RobERT Jones, Esq., one of the memorial

ists, was at that time and is now a member of

the Board of Aldermen of the city of New

York, and at the time that he signed this me

morial was chairman of a special committee

appointed by the President of the Board, Hon.

Elijah F. Purdy, on the 25th of January, 1841

[See printed proceedings of the Board of Al

dermen, vol. 20], to investigate assessment

abuses.

John A. UNDERwood, Esq., another of the

memorialists, was at the time he signed the

memorial a member of the Board of Assistant

Aldermen, and chairman of the Assessment

Committee, to which committee was referred

a memorial asking for an investigation into as

sessment abuses. Mr. Underwood is now a

member of the Board of Aldermen.

The special committee appointed by the

Board of Aldermen, and the Assessment Com

mittee of the Board of Assistants, met as one

committee, and commenced an investigation,

but finding that they had not the power of com

pelling the attendance of witnesses, the chair

man of the respective committees signed the

abore memorial to the Legislature for the ap

pointment of a committee with power to send

for persons and papers.

The Committees of the common council

did not make a report, but their opinions can

be gathered from the recitals in this memorial,

which are in part that—

“They believe that abuses and imposition, ,

–“… --—a
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case, for he had paid assessments on all that

property made out to him. Witness then went

to street commissioner's office to see if he could

not find out anything of this Mr. Paulding,

and when witness got there, there were a num

ber of people looking over maps, and when an

opportunity offered witness looked at map and

saw on the assessment roll, that Mr. Gantley

was put down for a dozen or fifteen lots on

that block, for the sewer in Thirteenth street,

and in looking over the map witness noticed

that the lot which he had thus bought was put

down as unknown owner. It being adjoining

Mr. Mollan’s and Mr. Gillepsie's lot, witness

saw that their lots were in the same situation,

and put down on that map to unknown own

ers. After that, witness looked at the sales

book and there he found the lot put down to

Mr. McIlvaine or Mr. McIllbaine, as the owner

of that property, and George Paulding was the

purchaser at such assessment sale. Mr. Ewen

was not in the office at the time, Mr. Smith

was in, who represents him, and he said that

Mr. George Paulding was alderman Paulding,

and he thought witness could make an easy

settlement with Mr. Paulding, he was a man

who bought a great deal of property of the

corporation, and he knew him very well, and

he called in there very frequently. In the even

ing, witness called in on Mr. Mollan, being a

neighbor of his, and told him, his, Mr. Mol

lan's property had been sold; and witness told

him what it was sold for. The next day wit

ness called again at street commissioner's of.

fice and saw Mr. Ewen, and stated his case to

him. He said it was a hard case, and as he

was acquainted with Mr. Paulding, and as he

had promised Mr. Mollan that he would write

to the man who had purchased his property, he

would also write to Mr. Paulding who had

purchased witness's property, to see if some

arrangement could not be made; and that wit

ness should call again to see him on the sub

ject. Witness told Mr. Ewen, that he would

go and see the comptroller, to get him to with

hold the leases for some days; witness being

under the impression that the leases were made

out. And Mr. Ewen told witness that the

leases must go through him ; and that Mr.

Paulding, when he got his lease, must get it

through him. Witness then said if arrange

ments could not be made with Mr. Paulding,

it was his intention to get an injunction laid

upon the corporation, to withhold that lease.

And witness requested Mr. Ewen, if it should

be made out, that he would withhold it for two

or three days, to see if such arrangement could

not be made ; and if not, to get such injunc

tion laid. And he said he had uo authority to

withhold it; but yet, under this case he would

accommodate witness; he said, said lease was

not made out, and it probably would be some

days before it would be made out. Witness

then left the office; and 'he next day he called

again, Mr. Ewen was not in. The following

day witness thinks he called again, and saw

Mr. Ewen, and asked him what arrangement

could be made with Mr. Paulding. He said

Mr. Paulding had got the lease. “Why,”

says I, “Mr. Ewing did you not tell me that

he would have to get it through your hands!”

He replied that Mr. Paulding had been to the

corporation counsel and got it himself, and got

it signed by the mayor himself. Witness asked

where corporation counsel lived, or had his

office, as witness was not acquainted with Mr.

Cowdrey then. Witness left street commis

sioner's office to see if he could find out how

Mr. Paulding got possession of that lease.

Before witness got out of the building he met

Mr. Cowdrey; witness did not know him, but

seeing him make his way toward's street com

missioner's office, witness followed after him,

and found it was Mr. Cowdrey; and asked

him how Mr. Paulding got that lease. He

said he could not tell, but that Mr. Paulding

was entitled to it. Witness told Mr. Cowdrey

that was a quick way of taking a man’s prop

erty. He said witness could afford to lose it.

And that expression has stuck in witness's crop

ever since then, and he well remembers it.

Witness left the office then. Witness called

on Mr. Mollan, his neighbor, after that, and

told him how the witness had been defeated

in attempting to stop that lease, in order that

he might be more cautious on his part. Wit

ness compromised with Mr. Paulding, and

finally paid Iain two ſituatired

** {{ars. The lot of witness was assessed

for five dollars. Witness paid $1,000 for the

vacant lot, and with the buildings witness put

on it is worth $2,000 ; and rents for the an

nual sum of $200.

RICHARD MORTIMER.

Cross earamined by counsel for the corpora

tion.—The lot was on Twelfth street, next to

stable of Mr. Gillespie. There were other lots

on Twelfth street, that Mr. Gantley owned, be

sides that of witness’s. There was no other

lot but this on Twelfth street, which had be

longed to Mr. Gantley, assessed for sewer in

Thirteenth street. Witness does not think

Mr. Paulding was an alderman at the time of

that purchase ; witness never knew he had

been an alderman; but on enquiry, ascertained

he had been assistant alderman of the eighth

ward. Mr. Paulding bought witness's lot for

nine years. When witness first heard of his

purchase, the time for redemption had actually

expired. Witness understood that in point of

time, Mr. Paulding was entitled to his lease

when witness first heard of the assessment.

Witness had no conversation with, nor left any

word at the office of the counsel for the cor

poration, before the lease was delivered to Mr.

Paulding. Witness could never find out how

Mr. Paulding got that lease. Witness asked

the counsel for corporation, and he replied he

did not know how he got it, but that he was

entitled to it. There were very few words be

tween the witness and said counsel ; witness

thinks he has stated all the words he heard

him say. The said counsel did not go with

the witness, to the street commissioner's office.

It was in the hall of the hall of records, that wit

ness first saw the corporation counsel, and he

followed the counsel into the street commis

sioner’s office. The conversation alluded to,

was in that office. The remark of the said

counsel, was not that “it was fortunate the

witness could afford to lose it.” It was rather

sharply said; it was that the witness could af.

ford to lose it. The witness left the office with

considerable feeling. Witness thinks Mr.

Ewen was present at the time of that conver
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sation. The witness cannot say whether the

lease was endorsed as approved by the coun

sel, he had the lease at home, and will produce

it. RICHARD MORTIMER.

September 30, 1841, the witness, Richard

Mortimer, produces the lease referred to in his

annexed testimony. And upon the inspection

of which, it appears that said lease is not en

dorsed as having been approved of by the

counsel, which is customary, before the deliv

ery of such leases to the purchasers. It also

appears by inspection of said lease, that the

premises were assessed to James McIllvaine.

It is dated December 20, 1840, and signed by

Elijah Purdy acting mayor, and under seal of

the city.—Senate Doc. No. 100, p. 56.

(Senate Doc. No. 100, p. 86, 87.)

November 1, 1841.

The committee met pursuant to adjourn

ment, at the Clinton Hall in the city of New

York, upon notice of the chairman.

Present, Mr. FurtMAN,

Mr. W ERPLANck, and

Mr. Scott.

Alexander T. Stewart being called on the

part of the memorialists, and duly sworn, says

he is a citizen of New York; on or about the

35th of February last, received a letter signed

T. Valentine, corner of Grand and Governeur

streets, stating, that understanding he was

*owner of a stable No. 18.1 Ninth street, be

tween Second and Third avenues, on the south

side; that property had been sold for assess

ment for Avenue C. sewer, and time for re

demption had passed and lease had been given

to purchaser, which was the first intimation

witness had of any assessment on that prop

erty, which property was in the sole occupa

tion of witness from 20th September, 1836, to

date of letter ; the assessment appears, by

lease to purchaser, to have been confirmed

May 31, 1837; no demand was ever made on

witness for that assessment, and no notice did

he ever receive until said letter from Valentine.

No other building on said lot but the stable.

The amount of the assessment for which the

property was sold was $3.94, as appeurs by

the lease; the whole amount the property was

sold for was $16.37, for the term of three

years ; at’idatess paid "adentine

175 HPoſtars to transfºr his said

Petrehase to the withiess; witness re

sides now,and when the assessment was made,

upon Eighth street, and paid an assessment

for same sewer on his house in Eighth street.

ALEX. T. STEVVART.

James S. Carpentier, having been called

upon the part of the memorialists, and duly

sworn, says that he is a counsellor at law in the

city of New York; while examining papers

in the office of the clerk of the common coun

Gil and of street commissioner, in June, 1840,

for the purpose of obtaining necessary infor

mation to file a bill on behalf of the owners of

property on the island of New York, on Ir

ving Place and Seventeenth street, witness

found that resolutions had been introduced and

passed for regulating and grading Seventeenth

street, between Third and Fourth avenues, and

setting curb and gutter stones; that an ordi

nance had passed thereon and a contract made

by the street commissioner with George A.

Furst to do the work previous to December 1,

1837, and which by a report appeared to have

been done before that time. The assessors

named in the assessment roll were the street

commissioner, Ivºr. Ewen, Jacob War:

ner and M. D. L. Gaines; from witness'

examination he could not ascertain that

they had taken any oath for the faithful

performance of their duties as required

by the one hundred and, seventy-fifth

section of the Act of April 9, 1813. at

any time previous to entering upon the

duties of that appointment. They made

their report as assesors upon that matter

on or about December 1, 1837; the as

sessment was confirmed and approved

by the mayor, December 6, 1837, as ap

peared by the paper ; witness found a

printed oath signed by those assessors

and purporting to have been sworn on

January 5, 1838, either before the may

or or recorder, which the witness does

not now recollect.

It was charged in the bill prepared by wit

ness as cc unsel, that the assessors never took

any oath until after the expiration of more

than one month after all their duties as such

assessors had been performed, and a month

after the consumination of such assessment.

The answer of the corporation to that bill was

sworn to by Mr. Ewen, the street commissioner,

and admits the fact which the witness has a

bove stated as to the want of an oath and all

the matters charged in the bill, except that the

bill charged that an ordinance did not exist,

and it was afterwards found to be in existence.

J. S. CARPIENTIER.

Cross-examined by the street commissioner on

the part of the corporation.—If the assessors

had complied with their duties faithfully in

making such assessment under their general

oath of office as officers of the corporation, it

would not probably have induced them to per

form their duties with more faithfulness, by

taking such additional oath; but the law re

quires them to take such oath as assessors pre

vious to entering upon their duties as such.

J. S. CARPENTHER.

Direct earamination on the part of the memo

rialists resumed.—The bill charged that no es

timate or assessment had been made previous

to the work having been done; which fact was

admitted by the corporation in their answer,

and that it had not been the practice to make

such estimate and assessment previous to the

work having been done. The contract con

tained a provision that the work should not be

paid for until the assessment should be made

and the moneys collected, and all interests ac

cruing on such assessments should be deemed

to accrue for the benefit of the contractor and

paid over to him ; and witness regards this

provision as operating injuriously on the in

terests of the owners of real estate, as con

tractors would not engage to do the work on

such favorable terms where they were compel

led to wait a long time for their pay, as they

would if they were to be paid when the work

should be completed ; and this allegation was

substantially charged in said bill sufficiently

so to appear as one of the matters of com

plaint. And such has also been a frequent

matter of complaint, as the witness has heard

from others. J. S. CARPENTHER.

Adjourned to November 6th, instant at 7,

P.M.–(Sen. Doc. No. 100, p. 108, 109, 110.)

John A. Schuyler having been called on the

part of the memorialists, and duly sworn,

says: That he resides in the city of New York;

that his father's estate is the owner of a piece

of land on corner of Twenty-eighth street and

Seventh avenue in said city; the deed is for

50 feet by 100 feet. They have examined the

property, and find there is but thirty

sevent feet sia: its ches instet&ſt of

the fifty feet, the other portion being

probably a wº off in the street. The deed

is dated in the year 1814. That piece of land

is assessed for opening Twenty-eighth street,

$1,037 5-100ths; and for opening the Seventh

avenue, $209 98-100ths. Those assessments

have not been paid, and are now drawing in

terest and have been for some time as witness

believes. The said street and avenue are noz

actually opened, or were not when
witness was there last summer. The heirs

have made up their minds to let the piece of

land go, as THE Y DO NOT CONSIDER

IT" JVORTH THE ASSESSME.WTS

with the interest. It is assessed as 58 feet 10

inches. J. A. SCII UYLER.

Cross-examined by the street commissioner on

the part of the corporatiºn.—Witness does not

know who the commissioners of estimate and

assessment were. Witness, when he heard of

the assessments, supposed there was some mis

take about it and went to the collector, and he

referred witness to the street commissioner's

office; and he went there, and some per

son in that office took aloacau tº

map and these told wit an ess that

THERE WAS NO HELP FOR HIL}I.

He does not know who it was he saw in that

office. Witness may have signed a petition to

the common council, but he does not now re

collect. J. A. SCH UYLER.

[The commissioners names in Twenty

eighth street appeared by document to be C.

Dusenbury, Thomas Dolan and John Colºiſ.

This is one of the streets opened under the

resolution of Holden up to and including

Forty-second street.]

Direct eramination on the part of the macaq

rialists resumed.—Has understood from the

auctioneer who put up that property for safe

for that assessment, that he offered it FOR

ONE THOUSA.VD OR TEN THOU

SAVID | E4 RS, which witness does not now

recollect, and could not obtain a bidder. That

sale was the sale previous to that now making

by the corporation, which was about a year

ago. It is now advertised again for sale at the

present sale. J. A. SCII UYK.E.R.

Adjourned to November Sih, instant at 7,

P. M.–(Sen. Doc. No. 100, p. 115, 116.)

Andrew Warner, having been called on the

part of the memorialists, and duly sworn,

says—That he resides in the city of New York,

and is assistant clerk of the county of New

York; he was one of the commissioners of

estimate and assessment in the opening of
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brance would be paid if notice was given pre

vious to the delivery of deed, or of a certain

day which had not passed. Witness took with

abstract of title, deed and other papers, with

street number of property, containing a full

description of the premises. Witness's client

went with him. They made the enquiry

whether any assessments remained unpaid or

there were any incumbrances on that property

in that office, of the person in office who was

pointed as the proper person who appeared to

have charge of the books and maps, and who

exhibited them and examined them; after be

ing there half an hour or more, measuring over

the map and looking at the book, they were

informed there was nothing against the premises

in question. It was necessary to make this

inquiry of persons in the office, because they

have numbers of their own differing from those

of the streets, and marks of their own which

will render it difficult for counsel to find very

readily, whether premises are incumbered or

not. And on another occasion witness asked

for a certificate from that office, that property

was not incumbered by assessment, and they

refused to give it, saying it was not customary

or usual to do so; which the witness regards

as a great grievance, as they have charge of

the maps and books, and have numbers and

marks of their own. After receiving the afore

said information and relying upon it, they

called at the master's office, paid the money,

between $4 and $5,000, and got their deed.

Shortly after that, they received information

that the house had been sold for twenty years,

for an assessment remaining unpaid, and that

the time for redemption had expired; but for

tunately that the lease to the purchaser had

not been delivered. He remarks it is fortunate,

as the delivery of the lease covers all previous

defects in the transaction. In this case there

were several gross errors which the witness will

specify. Not deeming it prudent to make any

application to any of the officers of the corpo

ration, witness filed a bill in chancery, against

the corporation, praying among other things

for an injunction restraining the delivery of the
lease, which was granted, and served on the

purchaser ; but thinks not on the mayor. It

appeared that the property was assessed to the

Wrºng person, and that the affidavit required

by law, of the service of notice, &c., was irre

gular and informal. The assessment witness

thinks, was about $300, to the best of his re

collection. The annual rent of the property

was, he thinks, $600; there was a front and

back building on the lot. The purchaser be

came a little frightened when served with the

injuuction and subpoena, judging from his ap

pearance; came to the house of witness's client,

and after a long conversation compromised for

$500, perhaps a little more, he thinks it was

$500. He then assigned his rights to witness's

client. Witness thinks the assessment was

about Chapel street. J. B. PURROY.

—--

The Act of May 25th 1841, it will be seen

extends the time of redemption six months be

yond the two years previously allowed by law

for all such lands, &c. as are occupied. The

42 per cent is in lieu of all charges and all

interest accruing after the sale.

MORTGAGEES

By a căreful perusal of these eight pages,

will see the necessity of applying for the re

peal of the act passed May 6, 1841, and the

two first sections of the act passed May 25,

1841, leaving the law of 1840 in full force,

which affords security to mortgagees against

any sale for assessments or taxes.

The present Numbers, 10, 11 and 12, con

tain in all fifty-two pages; of these we publish

fifteen hundred, and we also publish one hun

dred additional of the first eight pages for the

immediate perusal of those interested as mort

gages, &c., with a view to call public attention

to the necessity of an immediate repeal of

the present law as to the city of New York,

leaving the law as it was passed in 1840

as to mortgagees, and making such a change

as to that of owners of unoccupied lands as

will give all needed protection. The value of

lands depends on the sacredness of title, and

the security of loans depends upon the sacred

ness of private property and the notice of all

proceedings which may affect the title to the

land and thereby affect the security upon such
lands.

Persons who have need to obtain loans have

also need of these guards to facilitate, and

those who grant the loans require these provi
S10 inS.

The Municipal Gazette is circulated GRA

tuitously. The desire is to give information

to gentlemen in our own immediate community

—to eminent men throughout the civilized

globe—that, in the language of that distin

guished American lawyer, George Wood, of

our city, “mind may influence mind.”

These humble sheets are forwarded to all

distinguished Jurists in this country and in

Europe, and to several of the great public Li

braries, and to distinguished individuals at the

head and in the administration of the civil gov

ernments throughout the world. Our object is

the greatest good to the greatest number. It

is well said that the best of men have need to

be put in remembrance of what they already
know.

WILLIAM M. HOLLAND.

This worthy and accomplished citizen, who

has for some time been one of the legal advi

sers of the Anti-assessment Committee, has

recently returned from the island of St. Cruz,

where he has been staying some months for

the benefit of his health.

We are pained to say that his health is not

improved.

Mr. Holland bids fair to become one of the

brightest ornaments of the American bar, and

should good health return to him, will fill an

important sphere in our community.

With the Anti-assessment Committee, the

casual opportunity of an interview with him,

was so convincing, that it was his introduc

tion to the place he filled with so much credit

to himself and so much advantage to the peo

ple—for it is the public's interest we serve—

and such are the strongest recommendations

which any individual can offer. The surest

commendation to employment is the ability to

discharge the required duties or services.

:

b.
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(J. B. Purroy's examination continued.)

Cross examined by counsel for the corpora

tion.—Witness don't know how long before

the sale was made by the master, that Chapel

street was widened. Witness knew Chapel

street had been widened, and particularly call

c.; he attention of the officers of the corpora

tiºn to that matter of Chapel street. When

wr ess goes to the register's office, if his client

r. nires him to examine the title, he examines

in records himself; whether he makes this

personal examination depends upon various

circumstances. Witness has found errors in

the certificates of the register, one recently

where a certificate was given of no mortgages,

and there was a mortgage, which error was

made by one of the best examiners. This

search was made at witness's request in a hasty

manner, but the examiner called the next

morning and stated that he had made an error,

and corrected. Witness in the register's of

fice does not depend entirely on the clerk's ex

amination, but also examines himself. He

pursued the same course in the street commis

sioner's office, and looked over the books and

maps at the same time that the clerks went

over them. It would be impossible for a per

son without very minute and extensive know

ledge, to make such examination in the street

commissioners office. If the witness was then

showed the map of Anthony, and Chapel street,

and it was accurate, he thinks he could have

pointed out the lot, and provided they would

show the map, which they would not always

do, for they are at times quite bearish ; they

point out to a parcel of assessment maps of

various parts of the city, and say there are the

maps, look at it. It is not the complaint alone

of the witness, but of the profession generally.

Mr. John Anthon has also agreed with the wit

ness on this subject of complaint. It is the

most difficult office in which to make eacamina

tions, and should probably be the easiest, if

things were properly organized. To answer

particularly, whether witness asked for the

Chapel street map, at this distance of time, he

cannot do. He went there and asked whether

there were any assessments or incumbrances

on that property, and he called their attention

especially to Chapel street, as he feared that;

and they showed him books and maps which

they said contained all the information, and

they examined the same with the witness. The

lot in question was pointed out upon some

map, it had a different number from the street

number; witness did not ask particularly for

the assessment book of Chapel street, he did

not go upon any particular inquiry in the first

place. The witness cannot recollect whether

he examined the assessment book for the num

ber of property he found upon the assessment

map, and he examined over all the books which

were shown to witness upon his inquiry wheth

er there were any assessments upon that prop

erty for Chapel street, and he was told there

were no assessments upon the same, after an

examination of about three-quarters of an

hour. Witness does not recollect whether he

found the map number in any of the assess

ment lists, if any were shown to him. Thinks

it was in 1839, or 1840, that this examination

was made, but cannot recollect which. Wit

ness believes the clerks in the office of the

-

street commissioner receive no fees for such

services, witness never paid any. Witness

does not now recollect what the defect in the

affidavit was, but the same is set forth in the

bill now on file. J. B. PURROY.

Adjourned to Sept. 28th, inst. at 10, A. M.

—(Senate Doc. No. 100, page 55.)

September 27th, 1841.

The committee met pursuant to adjourn

Inent. Present, Mr. FURMAN,

Mr. WERPLANck, and

Mr. Scott.

James Gillespie being called, and duly sworn

on the part of the memorialists, says—the wit

ness is owner of a lot on the north-east corner

of Twelfth street and Broadway; has owned

it for eight years. On Twelfth street, it is 90

feet, on north-east side it is 120 feet, with sta

ble on rear in Twelfth street. Witness was

absent a year ago last summer in Europe. On

his return was told by a neighbor that the rear

of his said lot with the rears of other lots had

been sold for an assessment for a sewer in

Thirteenth street. Witness was very much

surprised, having paid an assessment for that

sewer and having a receipt for the same. Wit

ness was told in the street commissioner's of

fice, that he had only paid the assessment on

that part of the lot fronting on Broadway, that

the rear part of the lot had been a separate as

sessment, and of which last assessment the

witness had no notice. The witness went

with Mr. Wallis, the lawyer, to the street com

missioner's office. Mr. Ewen was not present,

some of his subordinates were, and they told

witness and Mr. Wallace, that they ought to

know what assessment they had paid for, and

that they should have come up to the office and

looked at the map. They subsequently saw

Mr. Ewen; he said it was a hard case, and he

would afford them every facility to obtain re

dress; witness asked whether the lease had

been made to the purchaser, and was told it was

not; and then witness and Mr. Wallace said they

wanted time to have the case laid before the com

mon council. Also, called on Mr. , and

heseemed to give them assurance that he would

grant all the facilities in his power, to obtain jus

tice. They also called on the acting mayor, Mr.

Purdy, and stated the case to him, and he said he

would stay signing the lease until they had had

a hearing before the common council; and he

stated that this lease had to be returned to Mr.

, the counsel for the corporation, pre

vious to its delivery. Upon which, the witness

apprised Mr. Purdy that they had seen Mr.

—. They rested then secure, supposing

that they were fortified on all points, until the

action of the common council should be had.

In the meantime witness called on the chair

man of that committee, alderman Benson, and

he examined the witness and Mr. Mollan who

was concerned in the same assessment, and

they were led to believe they would have a re

port in their favor. During this time, while

the matter was thus pending, the witness un

derstood that the purchaser, Mr.—, had

obtained his lease, notwithstanding all these

promises. This is a contractor

under the corporation. After having under

stood that the lease was thus delivered, the

witness called upon Mr. Purdy, and complain

ed to him of the act. Witness afterwards

called on alderman Benson, and told him that

the attorney of Mr. had written to him

and told him that a suit would be commenced

unless peaceable possession was given of the

premises thus purchased by said , and

urged the necessity of the committee reporting

immediately, whether for or against the peti

tioners; and that if they were to pay the pur

chaser what he demanded, the sooner he knew

it the better; and that witness expected a re

port, in not to exceed one week. Alderman

Benson told witness he considered that a threat,

and he would not report at all. Witness told

him he did not intend it as a threat, he merely

wanted to show him the urgency of the case,

as they were threatened with a law-suit, and

wanted the matter settled so far as the common

council were concerned, and that they night

make the best bargain they could with the

purchaser. No report was ever made by the

chairman of that committee or by the commit

tee, and the witness has settled with Mr.

the purchaser, underthat assessment sale. The

amount of the assessment was ten dollars for

each lot, which they paid. The witness

paid to said purchaser Onehaun

alreal and twenty Dollars. The

ordinary assessment for city taxes, was for the

whole of witness's said property, one lot, and

was assessed in the witness's name. It was

bought as one lot, and always taxed as one lot,

and witness could not know it was cut in two,

as two lots. It was assessed to a Mr. McIll

vaine, who never owned it or any part of it.

The premises were sold-for said assessment

for ten years. Witness understood the time

for redemption had expired some months be

fore he first heard of said assessment; in fact

he never heard of it or of said sale, until the

purchaser called for possession. Witness re

ceives for his said stable, $125 per annum.

And he would value such stable and premises

at $2,500. The witness believes the assess

ment and expenses at the time of sale, was

from $18 to $22. JAMES GILLESPIE.

Cross examined by counsel for the corpora

tion.—The rear of the two lots of witness and

his neighbor Mollan, were occupied by two

stables; the stables were adjoining each other, .

but separate, as the dwellings were on Broad

way. There were nothing but stables on the

rear of the lots. There was a partition fence

between the two lots from front to rear. There

was a fence across the rear of the two lots be

tween Broadway and the stables, with a door

leading from the yard of each house to the

stables; there is a space between the fence and

the stables. That fence across said lots, wit

ness and his neighbor Mollan put up on their

respective lots after their purchase. Standing

on Twelfth street, a man cannot see the doors

leading through those fences across the said

lots, because the fence on Twelfth street is too

high for any man to see over it. Witness owns

the corner lot, it is 17 feet 10 inches wide in

front, on Broadway, it is wider in rear than

in front, and longer on north than south side.

Stewart Mollan owns adjoining lot, it is25feet

1 inch wide on Broadway, by 120 feet deep,

one stable is on rear of witness's lot, and one

on rear of Mollan's lot. Witness did not pu
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To the Honorable the Legislature of the city

of New York:

Your petitioner a citizen of the city of New

York, states that some years since he purchased

a lot of ground in Fourth street, near the Second

avenue, in said city, upon which he erected a

three story brick house, in which he has since

resided with his family.

In the month of February, 1840, a person

by the name of Reed, called on your petition

er, at his said house, and after many prelimi

nary remarks, stated to your petitioner that he

owned the said house, that he had purchased

it at a corporation sale for an assessment, for

the term of years, and wanted possession.

Your petitioner stated to him that he had

paid all the assessments on said property which

had ever been demanded of him by the corpo

ration, and that he would look into the matter,

Your petitioner on enquiry, and examination.

ascertained that his said property had been as

sessed for building a sewer in avenue C., a

great comparative distance from his premises,

the sum of $5,93, that it had been described

by a fictitious number, and not by the true street

number, was assessed in the name of “A's egº,”

and no christian name mentioned, and so ad

vertised, to be redeemed, in one newspaper of

limited circulation, which he never saw ; and

had he seen it, would not have supposed it was

his premises.

Your petitioner, also found, that the corpo

ration had made & i.rº (€ 28 ºf ºil tº 5'8 tºps ºf

eight ºf cºats cost, on this assessment,

which was made up in the following manner,

viz.: four dollars for the lease, three dollars for

the certificate, 4:23 tº Figº FBoFW fºrs ſon

advertising, and four dollars and eighty

cents interests on these costs.

Your petitioner is informed that the State

Comptroller charges eighty cents for the same

services in which the city corporation officers

demand sixteen dollars and eighty cents.

Your petitioner further represents, that the

said purchasers demand of him one half the

rent of the house for the term of ten years or

possession of the premises.

Your petitioner further states that the assess

ments and all the proceedings in relation to

said sewer are illegal, but that the Supreme

Court refuse to give relief in these matters, on

account of the inconvenience it will give the

corporation of the city of New York, and that

the Chancellor is unwilling to interfere for the

sal he reason.

Your petitioner represents that such a state

of things is injurious to the value of real estate

in the city of New York; injurious to titles,

and a great public evil and requires immediate

redress.

Your memorialist asks that his case may be

investigated, and that he may be protected in

his possessions, and saved from vexatious and

expensive litigation, and that the corporation

of the city of New York may be required, in

all cases, to give personal notice of the impo

sition of assessments, to both owners and oc

cupants, and that the fees of advertising may

be limited by law to the price charged by the

Comptroller of the State for similar services.

And your memorialist, &c.,

DANIEL WAN REED.

(Senate Document, No. 100, page 316.)

(Senate Doc. 100, pages 322–24.)

Petition of Martha Amory for relief from as

sessments,

To the Honorable the Senate of the State of

New York : -

The petition of Martha Amory, of the city

of New York, widow, respectfully showeth;

that her late husband,James Amory, deceased,

was the owner of certain real estate in the

12th ward, of the city of New York, lying ad

jacent to the Sixth and Seventh avenues, be

tween, the income and use of which, he gave

to your petitioner, for the support of herself

and family.

That since his death, and sometime in Feb

ruary, 1835, an application was made to the

corporation of the city of New York, by cer

tain persons not being a majority of the land

owners, on the line on the proposed improve

ment, to have the Sixth avenue opened, and

worked up to One hundred and twenty-ninth

street, in the said city, and that in June, of that

year, the said corporation adopted a resolution

to open the said avenue, from Thirty-fourth

street, to One hundred and twenty-ninth street,

and commissioners of estimate and assess

ment were appointed accordingly.

That your petitioner did not take part in

the said application ºwl it tº pro know

fetige or as of ice thereof, or of the

proceediae:;s ºf crº aspop, whetil aſ

ter the report of the Commissioner,

had been conſi, med by the Supreme Court.

º, hat in adopting the said resolution,

the said coupération acted arbitrarily,

and in direct violation of the seventh

section of the amended city charter, and

wholly regiccted to publish the said re

solution, in the city néwspapers, and also

omitted to call and publish the aves and

noes, as by said charter, and by law, they

are bound to do, and as ought to have

been done. - - -

That the said commissioners of estimate

and assessment, caused a map to be made of

the land supposed to be benefitted or damaged

by the opening of the said Sixth avenue; that

that part of the estate of the said James Amory,

thereon known as lots Nos. IS3, IS4, 187, ISS,

190, 191, 192, and 194, was assessed four

thousand eight hundred and sixteen dollars,

and lots Nos. 189, 193, and 197, awarded one

thousand eight hundred and eighty-three dol

lars for said proposed opening.

That the said commissioners adopted a most

unjust, unreasonable and arbitrary principle

(if any at all was followed by them) in deter

mining whether property was benefitted or

damaged by said proposed improvement, and

imposed on the estate of James Amory enor

mous and unnecessary assessments, for what

has been of no advantage whatever.

That in illustration of their oppressive

roceedings, your petitioxier states that

wo of the said loſs, i.e. lºos. 190 and

191 lie directly opposite of each other,

on the said avenne, between Sixty-ninth

and Seventieth streets, in front on the

said avenue about two hundred feet, and

are, each assessed six hundred and one

dollars, making more than one thousand

dollars assessment for an imaginary ben

efit, in a distance of two hundred feet,

and both sides of the street belonging to

the same proprietor. -

That lots Nos. ISS, and 199, on the said

avenue, between Sixty-eighth and Sixty-ninth

streets, lie directly opposite each other, and

g
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are equally affected by the said proposed open- -

ing; yet the said commissioners assessed upon

lot No. 188, six hundred and three dollars for

benefit, and awarded six hundred and one dol

Iars to lot No. 189, for injury. That lots No.

192 and 193 are similarly situated, between

Seventieth and Seventy-first streets, and an as

sessment of six hundred and three dollars is

imposed on No. 192, and an award of six

hundred and one dollars given to No. 193.

And that in other respects, the proceedings of

the said commissioners were grossly incluita

ble and improper.

That the expenses attending

the said assessment amounted

to ten thousand five hundred

and sixty-eight dollars and

seventy-seven cents; a sum

vastly greater than could be

honestly expended for the

same: that the charge for the

surveyor's bill alone, is almost

twenty-five hundred dollars,

and the counsel fees and court

charges exceed three thousand

five hundred dollars.

That alſ the expenses charged are enor

mously high, and your petitioner believes, that

it will appear upon inquiry that the same has

been fraudulently swelled and increased much

beyond what would be a fair and reasonable

compensation for the services rendered.

That the costs of such alleged

opening of Siath avenue were never

taxed in the manner, and after gir

ing the notice required by the act of

April 20th, 1839, as oright to have
been dome.

That the said Sixth avenue has not been

actually opened, although the said corporation

have collected a considerable portion of the

said assessments, and insist upon the payment

of the aforesaid assessments, on the estate of

the said James Amory, and have advertised

said land for sale, to realize said assessment

with interest.

That other, and equally unjust and fraudu

lent assessments have been imposed on the

estate of the said James Amory, for the pre

tended opening of the Seventh avenue and

Manhattan square ; the whole amount of the

sums assessed on the said estate being upwards

of eight thousand dollars, and leaving at least

SIX: ºOºſsA.Tº Tºº T.F.A.º SºC EIG

PAID IN Cº.5:7, after all the awards

have been allowed, and for which large sum of

money, your petitioner states, no adequate or

corresponding benefit, indeed no benefit what

ever, has resulted to the said estate.

. Your petitioner further states, that she has

been informed, and believes, that her only hope

of relief in the premises, is by the interference

of the Legislature; and she therefore prays

your honorable body to take her case into con

sideration, and grant to her, and the freehold

ers of the said city, who may be in the same

unfortunate condition with her, such relief as

under circumstanees will be right and proper.

And your petitioner as in duty bound will

ever pray, &c. MARTH A AMORY.

New York, February 10, IS42.

(From Senate Doc. No. 100, page 313.)

Memorial of Garrit H. Striker, for relief

from erorbitant assessment.

To the Honorable the Legislature of the State

of New York :

The undersigned respectfully represents to

your honorable body that he is the owner of

landed estate upon the island of New York,

which he inherited from his ancestors, which

estate has been in the family about one hun

dred and sixty years, and has ever been and is

now cultivated as a farm ; this land is situated

about four miles from the City Hall and bor

ders on the Hudson river.

That in the year 1836 the corporation of the

city of New York, upon the application of

eighteen individuals who had no interest in the

opening of the avenue, and who were not a

warded or assessed therefor, ordered the Ninth

avenue opened so far as to apply to the Su

preme Court for the appointment of commis

sioners to make awards and assessment for the

same Forty-fifth street to the B'oomingdale

road, a distance of about three quarters of a

mile. The application to the Supreme Court

was ex parte and without notice to the owners

of land on and near said avenue; the persons

appointed as conimissioners were either unac

quainted with the property, or in other respects

disqualified to make the proper assessments.

That your memorialist’s property, designa

ted on the map accompany this petition (and

colored red) was assessed by said commission

ers for benefit to the same in consequence of

opening the said Ninth avenue, the sum of

$3,927 00; that, together with the costs and

interest at the present time amounts to about

$6,686 54, and for the payment of said sum

it has been sold by said corporation for the terra

of 1000 years, a term equal to the fee.

That your memorialist's said property so

assessed, does not any of it lie within two hun

dred feet of the said Ninth avenue; the Tenth

avenue on one side, and the Eighth avenue on

the other side being opened and worked, su

persede entirely the necessity of the opening

of the Ninth avenue. -

And your memorialist further represents that

Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third and Fifty

fourth streets have also been ordered open by

the said corporation, for which your memorial

ist's property on the westerly side of Ninth

avenue and marked on the accompanying map

in red and blue has been further assessed the

sum of $1,109 96, besides costs and interest;

this last assessment was over and above the

land necessarily taken for said streets. That

the whole of your memorialist's said lands have

been sold for said assessments for the term of

1000 years; that the time of redemption of

the first mentioned assessment has expired.

And your memorialist further represents that

his said pieces of land have not in the least

been benefitted by the said assessments, or the

pretended opening of the said streets or ave

nue; nor would the same be benefitted if the

said avenue and streets were actually opened

and worked; and that the costs and charges of

commissioners’ fees, attorneys’ fees, surveyors’

fees and contingent expenses constituted a very

large portion of the said assessments, which

your memorialist represents was illegal and

wrongfully assessed upon his said property.

Your memorialist further represents, that

his said property would not bring more than

the said assessments.

And your memorialist further represents,

that the opening of said streets and avenue was

not called for by any persons aftected, or own

ing lands on said streets or avenue, or any per

son affected by the assessments, or for the use

and convenience of the citizens of the city of

New York, and that these enormous assess

ments amount to a total confiscation of his

said lands, and it is believed that the opening

of said avenue and streets will not be required

or called for, for public use, for a great many

years to come.

And your memorialist further represents,

from the advice of eminent counsel who have

examined the proceedings of the common

council in the matter, that the actings and do

ings of the common council are in strict viola

tion of law, and that an application has been

made to the Supreme Court for a certiorari to

review the proceedings of the opening of the

Ninth avenue, and which was refused upon

the ground that the granting a certiorari was

entirely within the discretion of the court, and

not withstanding the corporation may have

acted illegally and oppressively in the matter,

the court would not interfere to set aside the

proceedings of the corporation. That your

memorialist has since instituted proceedings in

the Court of Chancery for relief, which last

tribunal withholds its aid, if it has any, for fear

of transcending its jurisdiction, or for fear it

may bring into said court such a multiplicity

of business as to block it. And your memo

rialist further represents as an evidence of the

fact, that the opening of the said avenue was

not called for or necessary. He refers your

honorable body to the document hereunto an

nexed, being Document No. 12, of the board

of assistant aldermen, which contains the veto

of the mayor.

And that the selling of his property for one

thousand years, is equal to selling the fee sim

ple absolute; and is in fact taking private

property for public purposes, without “just

compensation,” and therefore a violation of the

Constitution.

That such an excess of power by the corpo

ration of the city of New York over the prop

erty of the citizens, is destructive to its value,

and ruinous to its interests, possession, and

owners, and a great and alarming public evil,

requiring legislative interference.

Your memorialist has no doubt, that had the

Supreme Court granted a certiorari in the case,

the assessment would have been properly re

viewed and corrected, and that entire relief

would have been given in these matters. But

your memorialist believes he could be restored

to his rights, if the Court of Chancery could

a vºted with jurisdiction in the case,

Your memorialist now asks your honorable

body to protect him in the right and possession
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To the Honorable the Legislature of the State

of New York :

The undersigned complains to your honor

able body of various public officers, who,

claiming to act under the authority of the laws

of this State, have imposed the lands belonging

to the heirs of the estate of the father of your

memorialist, two several most arbitrary and

extraordinary, and (if legal) most ruinous as

sessments for the pretended opening of streets

and avenues, which together far exceed in a

mount the value of the land assessed.

Your memorialist states that one of the as

sessments is for the pretended opening of

Twenty-eighth street, and a piece of ground

cultivated as a garden, measuring 58 10-12

feet by 96 feet, is assessed for benefit the sum

of one thousand and thirty-seven dollars and

Jive cents.

The same piece of ground is assessed for

the pretended opening of the Seventh avenue

from Twenty-first street to One hundred and

twenty-ninth street, the sum of two hundred

and nine dollars and ninety-eight cents, making

together the sum of twelve hundred and forty

eight dollars and three cents. The interest on

these two assessments will increase the amount

to about fifteen hundred dollars.

In order that your honorable body may be

able to form an opinion of the reckless manner

in which these assessments are constituted, the

undersigned refers you to an official document

of the common council of the city of New

York, known as Document No. 45, of the

board of aldermen of 1839, which states that

the commissioners' fees for making the assess

ment for opening the Seventh avenue, are four

thousand nine hundred and twenty dollars,

which is for three commissioners $1,640 each,

and at the highest rate allowed by law, which

is four dollars per day, it is pay for four hun

dred and ten working days, near one year and

one-third of a year.

The amount paid commissioners for room

hire was four hundred and ten dollars, which

is equal to the rent of any mansion on that

part of the island for two years; two hundred

and fifty dollars for clerk hire; thirty dollars

for carriage hire, and forty-eight dollars for

contingencies; three thousand nine hundred

and seventy-six dollars and seventy-six cents

for counsel fees ; twenty-eight hundred and

one dollars for surveyor's fees; and eleven

hundred and fifteen dollars for collector's fees;

amounting for fees to the enormous sum of

$13,550 76 for services not worth a thousand

dollars.

Your memorialist refers to the report of the

commissioners on file in the clerk’s office of

the Supreme Court at Albany, for the amount

of the assessments and awards, and the parti

culars of this assessment stated in avenue re

port as No. 44, and in the street report as No.

1014. The fees, &c. do not appear in the re

ports, but have been paid by the street commis

sioner as appears by the receipts in his office.

No bills of items were rendered by the officers

to whom these enormous fees were paid ; the

same were not taxed by any officer, or audited

or approved, yet the corporation of the city of

New York seek to collect these fees out of the

lands assessed, and have advertised the same

for sale therefor.

The undersigned states that no such services

to the extent for which these enormous fees

were paid, were ever rendered.

Your memorialist further states that the pro

ceedings in the matter of Twenty-eighth street

are also of an extraordinary character, and the

fees proportionably exorbitant; and moreover,

that no application was ever authorized by the

common council of the city of New York to

the Supreme Court for the appointment of the

commissioners who made the assessment, and

therefore the said proceeding is a high-handed

usurpation of power, and one of the most dan

gerous character, and demanding of summary

proceeding by the representatives of the peo

ple. The property of the citizens is not safe

under such a state of things.

Your memorialist refers to the papers and

documents laid before your honorable body by

Anson G. Phelps, Esq. in relation to that por

tion of the island of New York in which

Twenty-eighth street is located. -

Your memorialist complains of the Supreme

Court in confirming such assessments, and

more particularly in their refusal of an appli

cation for a certiorari requiring the proceedings

to be brought up for review.

Your memorialist complains that the Su

preme Court urge as an objection, the doc

trine of “public inconvenience.” Surely such

a doctrine ought not to be pleaded in such a

case, to take the lands of citizens from them

in such a way as here set forth, and then deny

them any redress.

Your memorialist most respectfully asks that

your honorable body will interpose, that the

representatives of the people, who are the guar

dians of the commonwealth, may vouchsafe to

him the safeguards of the constitution, which

holds private property sacred even in cases of

public necessity, and will not permit it to be

taken from the owner but on making him just

compensation ; and that the Supreme Court

may be required by the Legislature to review

these extraordinary proceedings. -

Your memorialist represents that the said

street and the said avenue are in the same

plight and condition as they were before the

assessments were thus shamefully imposed.

Your memorialist insists that said piece of

ground should not in the event of the actual

opening of the said street and avenue, be as

sessed as many shillings for benefit as the as:

sessments complained of are hundreds of dol

lars.

Your memorialist complains of the corpora

tion of the city of New York for attempting

to enforce the collection of such an odious and

atrocious assessment, and begs that the Legis

lature will not permit such an act to be pro

ceeded in.

This assessment is not alone an error of

judgement in the excessive amount of the as

sessment, but it is a seizing of the lands of a

citizen and converting the same to the use of

public officers in a most extraordinary manner.

Such a proceeding will scarcely find a parallel

in the jurisprudence of any government on

the habitable globe.

This property is worth very little more than

double the amount of the interest of the as

Sessments.

Your memorialist states that other parties
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who have suffered from these same proceed

ings made application to the Chancellor for

relief, but that officer has refused to interfere,

on the ground that inconvenience will result

to the corporation.

Your memorialist submits that the position

|

assumed by the Supreme Court in this case, is

exercising the legislative powers of this State

vested in the Senate and Assembly.

And as in duty bound, &c.

JOHN A. SCHUYLER.

The following is a certified copy of one of

the rules et,tered in Street cases in the Su

preme Court, as certified by the clerk, evi

dencing that these important doings, involving

hundreds of thousands of dollars, need some

more systematic mode of proceeding:—

(From Senate Doc. No. 100, p. 312.)

IN SUPREME COURT,

JANUARY 4, 1841,

In the matter of the application of the Mayor,

Aldermen and Commonaſty of the city of

New York, relative to opening Twenty-ninth

street from the East river to the Hudson

river, in the Sixteenth ward of said city.—

R. Emmet, Attorney.

On filing the report of John Leonard and

Lowell Purdy, two of the commissioners of

estimate and assessment, duly appointed in the

above entitled matter, made to this Court and

signed by them, and bearing date the 18th day

of May, 1840, which said report is in the words

and figures following, to wit: (Here take in

report.) And on filing the additional report of

said two commissioners of estimate and assess

ment, made to this court and signed by them,

and bearing date the 3d day of June, 1840,

which said additional report is in the words and

figures following, to wit: (Here take in addi

tional report.) And on filing the usual affida

vits of publication of notice of this motion;

and on filing the usual affidavits of publication

of notice of this motion; and on filing certain

objections to the confirmation of said report;

and on motion of Mr. Emmet of counsel for

the mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the

city of New York; and after hearing counsel

opposed. It is ordered that said report of esti

mate and assessment be and the same is here

by confirmed. (Copy.)

JNO. KEYES PAIGE, CI'k.

(From Senate Doc. No. 100, p. 85.)

October 14, IS41.

At the request of the committee of citizens

ºn the assessment laws of the city of New
York, this committee met this day at the call

of the chairman, in the committee room of the

Senate chamber in the city of Albany, having

previously, October 10th, inst., written to said

committee of citizens, and directed them to

notify the mayor of the city of New York and

the counsel for the corporation of said city of
this meeting.

- Present, Mr. FuryAN,

Mr. WERPLANck, and

Mr. Scott.

John Keyes Paige being called and duly

Wºrn ºn the part of the memorialists, says,

he is clerk of the Supreme Court in the city

ºf Albany. Witness produced the report and

|

additional report of the commissioners of es

timate and assessment in the matter of opening

Sixth avenue in the city of New York, which

was filed in his office June 6, 1839, and ap

pears by endorsement to have been confirmed

on that day. It appears by affidavits annexed

to said report, that notice of presenting said

report for confirmation was published daily in

theNew York Evening Star and Evening Post,

respectively, commencing on the 18th day of

May, and continuing to the 3d day of June,

1839 inclusive, Sundays excepted; and in the

New York Times and Commercial Intelligen

cer daily, from the 20th day of May to the 3d

day of June, 1839 inclusive, Sundays except

ed. There does not appear to be any evidence

that said notice of presenting such report for

confirmation was published in handbills, an

nexed to said report, or additional report. Wit

ness never knew any bill of items of the ex

penses in opening streets or avenues, or public

squares in the city of New York, presented to

the Supreme Court for taxation when the re

ports of the commissioners of estimate and as

sessment were presented to that court for con

firmation, though it is possible when such con

firmation was opposed, such bills of items

may have been presented to the court with the

the report and other papers, and the judge may

have passed upon them; but the witness never

saw any such bills, and none have fallen under

his observation in his office. There is an en

dorsement on this report to the following effect:

“Deposited in county clerk's office Isth May,

IS39.”

There is a charge upon each opening street,

avenue or square, for the extended rule, in

cluding the whole report of the commissioners

of estimate and assessment, with a certified

copy thereof, which extended rules have not

yet been entered in many cases, and in making

witness' return to the Comptroller he would

not include the fees for the prospective services

in making out such extended rule and the cer

tified copy thereof.

Witness produced the reports of the commis

sioners of estimate and assessment in the open

ing of the Seventh avenue from Twenty-first

to One Hundred and Twenty-ninth street,

which is on file in his office, filed and con

firmed February 9, 1839. There does not

seem to be any endorsement upon it of having

been filed in the county clerk’s office in New

York. Witness never knew a case of opening

a street or avenue where the proof of publica

tion did not accompany the presentation of the

report ; such proof is not attached to this re

port, but witness has no doubt it is upon some

other paper in his office. There is no abstract

or summary accompanying said reports so far

as the witness has examined the same. The

report of estimate and assessment in the Sev

enth avenue contains, as numbered, eleven

hundred and ninety-six pages. Sixth avenue

about nine hundred pages.

JOHN KEYES PAIGE.

Upon closing the examination of the pre

ceding witness, John IXeyes Paige, the com

mittee adjourned to meet at Clinton Hall, in

the city of New York, on such day as shall be

fixed by the chairman thereof in his notice to

the members of said committee.

From printed proceedings of the Board of As

sistants, vol. 16, page 341.

November 9th, 1840.

BOARD OF ASSISTANTS,

By Mr. Adams—The following resolution,

to W1t :–

. Itesolved, That the counsel of the Corpora

tion, in the matter of opening the Seventh

avenue, from Twenty-first street to One Hun

dred Twenty-ninth street, furnish this board

with a bill of the items constituting his bill of

Three thousand nine hundred seventy-six dol

lars and seventy-seven cents, counsel fees and

court charges in said proceedings; also that

he furnish a bill of the charges of the commis

sioner of estimate and assessments, and the

surveyor's bill in said matter, and that he fur

nish said papers at the next meeting of the

board. Adopted.

(From Senate Doc. No. 100, p. 27°.)

New York, Wovember 12, 1-40.

To WillIAM ADAxis, Esq.

Asst. of the Fifth Ward.

SIR-1 have received a copy of a resolution

offered by you and passed by the board of as

sistants on the 9th inst. requiring me to furnish

that board with the items of the bill for coun

sel fees and court charges, in the matter of

opening the Seventh avenue; also a bill of the

charges of the commissioners of estimate and

assessment and the surveyor's bill in the same

matter. I had determined to send back the

copy of the resolution, enclosed in a shortcom

munication, to tie president of the board of

assistants, respectfully denying the right of that

board, or of the common council, to require

any such information from me; but being in

formed that the resolution was not drawn by

you, and believing that you might not have

well considered its fitness or propriety, when

you introduced it, I have thought it due to you

to make this personal communication to your

self on the subject.

A very brief statement will, I think, satisfy

you that as a matter of strict right the com

mon council are not entitled to make any such

demand; and I can hardly suppose that any

member of that body could desire that its aid

should, without right, be made subservient to

the investigating spirit, however laudable it

may be deemed, which may have suggested

this resolution in any other quarter.

The proceedings for opening the Seventh

avenue, were conducted and concluded under

the act of April 9th, IS13, the 189th section of

which provides that the commissioners of esti

mate and assessment (who are appointed by,

and are the officers of the Supreme Court.)

shall be entitled to receive the sum of not more

than four dollars for each day actually em

ployed by them in their duties, besides all rea

sonable expenses for maps, surveys and plans,

clerk-hire and other necessary expenses and

disbursements. The law directs that these ex

penses shall be paid by the corporation, and

included in the assessment, by the subsequent

collection of which, it was intended that the

corporation should be reimbursed. There is

no provision in this act for the taxation of these

expenses, or for regulating them by any other

rule than the discretion and good faith of the

commissioners who are authorized to incur
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avenues, and about five miles from the City

Hall; .

That your memorialist, Joseph Alexander,

owns a piece of land of about two acres, on

Seventy-ninth street between the Ninth and

Tenth avenues, and about five miles from the

City Hall; and

That your memorialist, John H. Tallman,

owns a piece of land of about two acres, be

tween the Sixty-seventh and Sixty-ninth streets

and between the Seventh avenue and the Hud

son river, and near five miles from the City

Hall.

That on the 18th day of April, 1836, Ald.

Benson, of the Second ward of the city of

New York, offered a resolution in the board

of aldermen to open a public square called the

Manhattan square, on the island of New York,

between Seventy-seventh street on the south

and Eighty-first street on the north and the

Eighth avenue on the east and the Ninth ave

nue on the west, which forms a space of fifteen

acres of land; that said resolution was pre

tended to be adopted by the common council,

and received the sanction of the mayor on or

about the 4th day of April, 1836. That in

pursuance of said proceedings of the common

council, an application was made to the Su

preme Court for the appointment of three com

missioners to make a just and equitable esti

mate and assessment of the benefit and injury

in consequence of the opening of said square;

that said commissioners did make a report of

the estimate and assessment, which was con

firmed by the Supreme Court, on an ea parte

application, on the eleventh day of March,

1839; that said commissioners estimated the

value of the land so taken for the said square

at $47,449 00, and which was assessed by

them, on your memorialists and others owning

lands in the vicinity of the said square, together

with $7,100 52, being for costs and expenses

in the making of said estimate and assess

ments, as follows, to wit:

Commissioners' fees, - - $1,582 00

Room hire, - - - - - - - 186 00

Carriage hire - - - - - - 3 00

Clerk hire, - - - - - - - - 20 00

Surveyors’ fees, - - - - - 3,070 39

Attorneys’ fees, - - - - - 1,449 13

Collectors’ fees, - - - - - 800 00

$7,100 52

The whole amount of the said assessment

is $54,549 42.

That your memorialist, James McBride's

said property, has been assessed for the open

ing of the said square the sum of $790 50,

which is more than the value of the land ;

That your memorialists, L, and W. Kirby's

said property has been assessed for the open

ing of said square, $1,674 50;

That your memorialist, John H. Tallman's

said lands have been assessed for the opening

of the said square the sum of $270 00; and

That your memorialist, Joseph Alexander's

said property has been assessed for the opening

of said square the sum of $418 00,

And your memorialists further represent,

their said lands are now and have been for

manyyears used for farming and grazing pur

poses, and are not in anyway benefitted by the

pretended opening of the said square.

That said square is not opened, or anything

done therein, since the confirmation of said

report, except an attempt on the part of the

common council to force the collection of the

said assessments.

Andyour memorialistsfurther represent, that

according to the natural and legitimate course

of improvements, and the growth of the city,

their said lands cannot be benefitted by an ac

tual opening of said square in fifty years to

come. That said lands so taken for a public

square, are now an open common in connection

with many hundred acres adjoining the same

and of the same quality.

That said land so taken for said square pre

sents a very haggard, rough and uneven sur

face, and is a field or ledge of rocks, and is

unfit for a public square or any other purpose,

without a much greater sum being laid out

upon it than the land is worth; that the said

land is not worth for farming or any other pur

pose as many hundred dollars as the owner

was paid thousands, and so assessed upon your

memorialists and others.

That your memorialists further represent,

that said commissioners acted without proper

judgment, or with great partiality, in the ma

king of said estimate and assessment, and in

the allowing of said fees and costs; and that

from the advice of respectable counsel who

have examined the proceedings of the common

council in the matter, they believe the pro

ceedings in the said opening of said square are

illegal and void; and that your memorialists

have caused an application to be made to the

Court of Chancery for an injunction restraining

the corporation of the city of New York from

selling their said property, which had been ad

vertised for sale for the payment of said as

sessments, which application the Chancellor

denied, on the ground that the proceedings of

the common council being void, he had no ju

risdiction in the matter, not even to relieve them

from the cloud which the pretended although

illegal proceedings of the common council had

cast upon their rights and property.

And your memorialists further represent,

that almost every tribunal in the State having

jurisdiction in the county of New York have

been applied to for relief in assessment cases,

and while the different courts have held the

proceedings of the common council illegal,

each court has shrunk from the responsibility

of the case, and declared that some other tri

bunalentertained theproper jurisdiction. Your

memorialists believe that the only court which

could give the adequate relief in these assess

ment cases, is the Court of Equity, provided it

is or could be vested with proper jurisdiction.

Your memorialists now appeal to your hon

orable body for relief, and to protect them in

their rights, possession and property, so guar

anteed to each citizen by the constitution of the

State, and for such other and further relief as

the Legislature in their wisdom shall see fit to

grant,

And your memorialists shall ever pray, &c.

James McBride, John H. Tallman,

Joseph Alexander, L. &. W. Kirby.

Dated New York, February 4th, 1842.

(From Senate Doc., No. 100, page 87 to 89.)

Philip Milledoler being called on the part
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of the memorialists, and duly sworn, says that

the witness now resides in the city of New

York, and is a minister of the gospel; that he

has been charged on his property a series of

assessments, commencing about the year 1837,

which is a small tract of land at Harlem, in

the city of New York, about thirty-three acres

in all, bounded by Harlem river, opposite Barn

Island; it is and has been rented to a gardener

for many years, for $200 dollars per annum,

the corporation tax falling upon the witness.

In the year 1840 the property was taxed as one

house and twenty-fouracres, valued at$43,000,

and the tax $198 23. The tax in 1837 was

$165 24; in this year it is assessed as one

house and twenty-seven acres, valued at45,000.

In 1839 it is taxed as one house and twenty

four acres, valued at $43,000; tax $191 89.

The honse is a small farm-house with a barn.

In 1840 the property rented for $300, and this

year the rent is reduced to $250. October 4,

IS3S, witness paid on that property, for regu.

lating One hundred and twenty-second street

from Third avenue to Harlem river, an assess

ment of $1,852 62, with interest $66 99, ma

king a total of $1,919 61.

The Evening Post of July 23, 1841,
contains an advertisement of lands, ad:

yertised by the corporation ofNewYork,

to be sold for assessments, in which ad

yºtisement is the following: March 28,

1838. 107. Piece ofland: Philip VI.ii.
dollar ; regulating one hundred"and

twenty-second street from Third ave

nue to Harlem river; One hundred and

twenty-second street south to seconºi

and, Third avenue, 56 6; 104 63.37.

Witness called at the collectors' office

in the hall of records to inquire about

that advertisement and wastóid the book

was not there; that Mr. sharpe had it.

and witness was directed to eall upon

him ; witness examined the map in that

office, and also the map made§ rydges

of witness's property and couſd not as:

certain by that comparison what the sit

uation of the witness's property was; he

madethe examination several times, and

gould derive no satisfactory information
from it.

The assessments imposed upon the said

property of the witness and paid by him are

as follows, viz:

Sept. 23, 1836–Feb. 14, 1837. Opening 2d

avenue from 109th to 123d street, $44 00

April 5, 1837–Oct. 4, 1838. Opening
119th street from 4th avenue to Har.

lem river, - - - - -

Interest, - - -

June 28, 1837–Aug. 19, 1837. Open

ing 122d street from 3d avenue to

Harlem river, - - - -

Nov. 28, 1837–Jan. 27, 183s. Regu

lating 114th street from 5th avenue

to Harlem river, - - -

Jan. 26, 1838–March 16, 1838. Curb

and gutter for 114th street from 3d

avenue to avenue A, - - " -

Feb. 9, 1838–Jan. 3, 1839. Opening
117th street from 4th avenue to Har.

741 00

22 00

313 00

37 81

93 81

lem river, - - - - 192 54

April 26, 1838–Oct. 4, 1838. Open

ing 123d street from 3d avenue to

Harlem river, - - - • 317 45

Interest, - - - 7. 90

Carried forward, $

Brought forward, $

May 1, 1838–Oct. 4, 1838. Opening

120th street from 4th avenue to Har

lem river, - - - - - 23.5 50

Interest, - - - - 7 06

July 1, 1838–Oct. 4, 283S. Opening

118th street from 4th avenue to Har

lem river, - - - - - 600 00

Interest, - - - - 17 85

Dec. 6, 1838–Jan. 3, 1839. Building

a sewer in 122d street from 3d ave

nue to Harlem river, - - 2,064 92

March 14, 1839—April 16, 1839. Re

gulating 2d avenue from 109th to

123d street, - - - - 210 99

Nov. 1, 1839—March 6, 1840. Open

ing 1st avenue from 109th to 123d

street, - - - - 1,405 00

Interest, - - - - 32 78

Nov. 4, 1836. Opening 116th street

from 4th avenue to Harlem river, 630 00

Oct. 4, 1838. Regulating 122d street

from 3d avenue to Harlem river, 1,852 62

Interest, - - - - 66 99

$8,994 30

By the assessment and award for opening

First avenue from One hundred and ninth to

One hundred and twenty-third street, witness

was entitled to an award of $2,107, and charged

with an assessment of $1,547 7S, leaving a

balance of award coming to the witness of

$669 22; the witness called to receive that

balance and was told that he could not receive

it, that he must pay the whole assessment of

$1,437 78 and wait until some future time to

receive his said award; and when at some fu

ture period the witness called to receive his

said award he was charged with and paid in

terest on his said assessment, from the time it

was said to be payable, although less in amount

than the award that was so coming to him:

witness does not recollect that any reason was

given for so doing ; the witness was then re

siding out of the city of New York, at New

Brunswick in New Jersey, where he had a

heavy charge of a public nature, which neces

sarily occupied his time and prevented him

from investigating those matters as he other

wise would have done. Owing to witness's
non-residence he cannot tell whether all the

streets, which have been thus paid for, have

been opened and regulated or not; the witness

could not lease or sell any part of said premi

ses, and has been obliged to take up, by mort

gage on the same, money to pay said assess

ments, the interest of which now amounts to

about $500 per annum, which amount is nearly

all sunk every year, as the ordinary corpora

tion tax swallows up almost the whole of the

yearly rent. The witness has not to his recol

lection ever been consulted in any one case as

to the making of said improvements, for which

said assessments were so imposed; One hun

dred and sixteenth street was opened one hun

dred feet wide through witness's property,

taking the best part of it, and for which they

awarded the witness $21 over and above his

assessment. Jºo use is made ofthose

roads or streets thus opened; the

lots in the vicinity of One hun

dredand twenty-second street the

witness would be willing to give

away to any one who would take

take them and fill them up, they

are so manach be low the level. Of

the seaper. Mr. Brydges, the surveyor,

made a map of witness's property and laid it

out in town lots for the witness; he probably

suggested it to the witness and he consented to

it; a copy of this map is on file in the City

Hall. When the witness was so referred to

Mr. Sharpe, as he has before stated, he was

directed to him at his house and out of the

City Hall. P. MILLEDOLER.

Cross-eramined by street commissioner on

part of corporation.—The map made by Mr.

Brydges for the witness laid out the property

in town lots. Witness believes the map in the

collector's office had on it lots and streets.

The witness tried, but he cannot tell to this

day, whether he may not, in some instances,

have paid assessments on other people's prop

erty or not; the collector examined the map,

and told witness it was all correct, and he paid

the assessments. (GF- When witness found his

property advertised for sale, for assessments

which he believes he has paid, he called at the

collector's ºffice, and they told him 17" WAS

A MISTAKE AND SHOULD BE COR

RECTED ; but he afterwards found, to his

surprise, it was still advertised for sale, and he

believes it is for an assessment which he has

paid. - j Witness has never sold any of the

lots laid out on Brydges' map ; but he has

given several of them to his sons and daugh

ters, and he believes they have sold some of

them, but what prices they brought witness

does not know. The award which the witness

thus applied for was in the same proceeding

that the assessment was made. The sewer of

One hundred and twenty-second street was

made partly over a salt marsh nearly on a level

with high tide. When witness was told to call

on Mr. Sharpe, he was not told he was re

moved from office, but was told he had the

books, and that he must call on him.

P. MILLEDOLER.

Direct caramination on the part of the memo

rialists resumed.—The witness has owned this

property for thirty or forty years; he inherited

it, and it has been in the family for nearly a

hundred years. The value of that property as

town lots depends upon contingencies. Now

it is only valuable for farm property.

P. MILLEDOLER.

We ask the reader to carefully peruse the

testimony of the Rev. Dr. Milledoler. This

venerable divine was one of the professors of

the College of New Brunswick, New Jersey.

The annual taxes upon his estate, it will be

seen, are within a few dollars of the annual

rental, and the money to pay the assessments

he was under the necessity of borrowing, the

interest of which he paid out of his salary

which he received as a professor of the college.

It is easy to see that the assessments and

the interest will soon equal the value of the

land, so that the venerable sufferer will soon,

at this rate, be divested of both his land and

his money.

The corporation, and their officers, in this

case, indirectly take the “Lion's SHARE” of

this good old gentleman's estate.
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the City Hall, on the east and west side of the

Ninth avenue; that your memorialist's prop

erty, situated on the east side of the Ninth

avenue, and marked in blue on the accompa

nying map, contains one acre and three per

ches of ground, and has been assessed by the

common council of the city of New York, the

sum of $1,800, including interest, for the pre

tended opening of the Ninth avenue, for the

payment of which your memorialist's said

property has been sold for ONE THOUSAND

YEARS.

That your memorialist's said property, sit

wated on the west side of the Ninth avenue,

and marked on the accompanying map in yel

low, contains three acres and thirty-one per

ches, and has been assessed by the common

council of the city of New York, for the pre

tended opening of Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth

streets, the sum of $63.5 2S, and that a small

piece on the Hudson river has been assessed

the sum of $233 for the pretended opening of

Fifty-fifth street.

And your memorialist further represents,

that the said Ninth avenue and said streets

have not been opened, nor has any thing been

done therein since the assessment was made ;

nor is it necessary, in the opinion of your me

morialist, that said avenue and streets should

be opened.

That the opening of said arenues

and streets, and the working and

grading of the same, if done by the

corporation, will cost more than all

the land is worth that can be asses

sed for the same.

That your memorialist's said land, situate

on the east side of the Ninth avenue, is at the

nearest point 170 feet from said avenue; and

in the firm belief of your memorialist, it would

not bring, at public or private sale, the amount

of the assessment.

That her said other lands have not been

benefitted by said assessments; and your me

morialist further says, that the said opening of

said streets and avenue, and said assessments,

were opposed, but without any effect.

And that your memorialist has applied both

to the Supreme Court and the Court of Chan

cery for relief, but without success. The Su

preme Court say they have no power, by certi

orari, to interfere; nor will the Court of Chan

cery give any redress by injunction, for want

of jurisdiction, the proceedings of the common

council being void.

Therefore your memorialist appeals to your

houorable body for relief, in hopes she will find

protection and be restored to her rights, guar

anteed to her and every other citizen, by the

Constitution of the State.

And your memorialists will ever pray, &c.

WINI FRED MOTT.

NEw York, Feb. 10th, 1842.

Preamble and Resolutions for paying contrac
tors n and supplying to the Legislature for act to

buy under sales for assessments.

Where.As, there are large amounts due sev

eral persons, contractors for building sewers,

regulating streets and avenues, and paving and

setting curband gutters, and also for filling low

and sunken grounds, as set forth in the origi

nal schedule, prepared by the street commis

sioner, and which improvements were made,

and work done in pursuance of the several re

spective ordinances of the common council,

and which were to be paid for by assessments

on the property benefitted, and as soon as the

amounts of said assessments were collected.

AND where.As, the assessments levied in

pursuance of said ordinances have been for

some time confirmed, but collection of the

same only in part made, and most of them re

turned as unpaid and uncollected, and the

property liable thereto, and on which, the same

were a lien, agreeable to the laws of the state,

advertised, and offered for sale by the street

commissioner, at the recent sale of property

for assessments; but the amount due on said

assessments could not be realized, by reason

of their being no bids at such sales for said

property, T1/E A MOUNT OF SAID AS

SESSMENT'S BEING MORE THAN

TIME PRESEWT MARINET VALUE

OF SAID PROPEIRTY SO LLABLE,

in consequence whereof the said contractors

are still unpaid; the common council, in order

to relieve them, and anticipating the collection

of said assessment, and which may hereafter

be made, and trusting that they may be all

thorized by the Legislature, to raise by tax the

amount which they may so advance, and to

secure themselves and city treasury, from any

loss, by being authorized to purchase in at any

sale, such property, for which there may be no

bids; do adopt the following resolutions:

1. Resolred, that the counsel prepare a law,

under the direction of the law committee, to

be applied for, to the Legislature, authorizing

the corporation to become purchasers of prop

erty which may hereafter be offered for sale, for

payment of assessments agreeable to law : to

refund them for any advances which may have

been made them, to contractors or others, for

the improvement for which, such assessments

were imposed. Such law to contain all need

ful provisions to secure the rights of parties

interested therein, and that such property be

held as a trust fund to repay such advances.

2. Resolved, that the comptroller be autho

rized to pay the several contractors the amounts

respectively due them, for the several improve

ments made in pursuance of the ordinances of

the common council, in all cases where the

property assessed therefor, was benefitted by

such improvement, has been offered for sale,

and could not be sold by reason for the want

of any bid, at the recent sale of property for

assessments, or in cases in which the sale of

such property has been enjoined by the Court

of Chancery, such payment to be made on the

first day of October next.

3. Resolved, that the comptroller include the

estimated amount required for the above pay

ment, in the amount of the next annual tax

bill, to be applied for to the next Legislature.

4, Resolved, that the counsel to the corpor

ation, under the direction of the law committee,

take measures to obtain a revision of as

sessments, mentioned in the annexed schedule

as may be judged expedient, and agreeable to

law.

Adopted by board of ass’ts Feb. 25, 1841,

by board of aldermen Feb. 22, 1841, and ap

proved by the acting mayor Feb. 25th, 1841–

Sen. Doc. 100, p. 276.
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SUPREME COURT.

JANUARY TERM of 1823.

Le Roy and others against The Mayor, Al

dermen, and Commonalty of the City ºf New

York.

This Court has a general sºpºrintending power to award a certio

rari, not only to inferior Courts, but to persons invested by the

legislature with power over the property and rights of others,

for the purpºse of supervising their proceeding-, even in cases

where they are authorized finally to hear and deterºme.

As where the Corporation of the city of New York were author

ized by statute, to cause sew, ers to be made ºn the city, and to

ułake a just and equitable assessment of the expew e whereof,

on the owners and ºccuſ ºuts of houses and lots intended to be

beuefitted therely ; though the couwissioners, appointed for

the purpose at making such assessment, have a discreten in de

terminºg the quantum of benefit which each owner or occupier

of a house or lot, within the district, tway derive ſrººm the com

hion sewer, avº! with the exercise of which discretion this Court

catwºot interfere: yet, as to the persons who are to be as essed,

which must depend on the sound construction of the law, as ap

plied to the ºrcumstance- of the case, the Court has power to

establish the principle ov, which the assessment is to be made,

and to compel the Corporation to act on such principle.

A WRIT of certiorari was issued, directed

to the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonaſty of

the city of New York, returnable in August

term, 1820. The certiorari recited, that the

Corporation of New York, by virtue of the

“Act to reduce the several laws relative to the

city of New York, into one statute,” passed

April 9, 1813, (2 N. R. L. 342–460,) had

caused a common sewer to he made in Cana/

street, in the said city, from Jºashington street

to Collect street, for the purpose of receiving

the water from a large and extensive district,

or section of the city, (particularly described,)

and conveying the same to the PI/dson river,

and appointed Peter Hares, Roger Strong,

and John Targee, to make a just and equita

ble assessment of the expense thereof, (amount

ing, with the incidental charges, to about

98,000 dollars,) among the owners and occu

piers of all the houses and lots intended to be

benefitted thereby, in proportion, or as nearly

as might be, to the advantage which each

should be deemed to acquire That the com

missioners named, accordingly proceeded to

make the assessment, by which they assessed

the whole expense of building the sewer on

the plaintiffs, the owners and occupiers of

houses and lots upon Canal street, and within

about four hundred feet thereupon, being a

small part of the houses and lots within the

district or section of the city from whence the

water is to be received into the sewer, to be

conveyed by it to the Hudson river; to which

assessment, objections, in writing, were made

by the plaintiffs; but the assessment had, nev

ertheless, been confirmed by the Corporation,

and a collector appointed to collect the sums

assessed upon the parties named therein. That

the district or section of the city, from which,

by the permanent regulation of the streets and

grounds, the water was to run into the sewer,

and be conveyed to the river, contained about

500 acres; and the sewer was intended for the

use and benefit of all the lots and grounds, to

which such permanent system of regulation

extended. But the assessment made for build

ing such sewer, has been made upon a small

part only of the houses and lots, and owners

of lots, within such district. That Canal street,

in which the sewer was to be built, was intend

ed, laid out, and opened, for the purpose of

forming a common outlet and passage way for

the water from the said district to the flººdson

river; and that street, and the sewer therein,

conjointly, form the place of such outlet for

the water, and are both necessary for its ac

complishment. That the cost and expense of

the ground, forming the street for that purpose,

was assessed upon and paid by the owners and

occupants of all the houses and lots within the

district or section ; that the sewer was neces

sarily made of its present dimensions, at a very

great and increased expense, for the very pur

pose of giving to it a sufficient capacity to re

ci ve and carry of the vast quantity of water

which must collect from the extensive district

the sewer was intended to drain. That com

mon sewers have been made under the direc

tion of the Corporation, at different times, in

other parts of the city, where the regulation

of the grounds rendered them necessary, and

the uniform rule and practice, in such cases,

had been, to assess the expense of building the

sewer among the owners and occupants of all

the houses and lots from whence the water was

received into the sewer. That such assess

ments have been made by persons appointed

by the Corporation, who have confirmed such

assessments; and that this rule and principle

had been applied and acted upon, not only be

fore the assessment in question, but subse

quently, in cases which were mentioned, &c.

The writ of certiorari commanded the Corpo

ration to certify and return the assessment

made by the persons above named, the objec

tions in writing thereto, and all the proceed

ings respecting the same, with all the estimates

and assessments of the expense of making the

sewer, and all acts and proceedings touching

the same, before the Corporation, or in their

possession, custody, or power, &c.; and all

and singular the acts, orders, minutes, reports,

process, and proceedings, relating to the form

ing, laying out, and opening of Canal street;

and all estimates and assessments of the ex

pense of forming and opening that street, or of

acquiring the ground for that purpose; and

all luinutes, orders, reports, acts, and proceed

ings, touching the same, before the Corpora

tion, or in their possession, custody, or power;

together with the maps, profiles, documents,

and papers, in their possession, custody, or .

power, designating and describing the district

or part of the city from whence, by the per

manent and existing regulation thereof, the

water runs and is conveyed into the sewer in

Canal street, to be conveyed through it to 1//d-

son river, with the time when these regulations

were adopted and made, and all things requir

ed of them by the exigency of the said writ, in

the premises, &c., before the Justices, &c.

In Azgust term, 1s20, Edwards, in behalf

of the Corporation, moved to quash or super

sede the certiorari, on the grounds stated in

affidavits, which he read: 1. Because, of

/aches in the plaintiffs; the assessment having

been confirmed by the Common Council in

Noremher, 1819, and no certiorari was sued

out until July following. (6 Johns. Rep. 131.)

2. Because, a bill had been filed by the plain

tiffs in the Court of Chancery for an injunc

tion, which was refused by the Chancellor,

(see 4 Johns. Ch. Rep. 352.) from whose de

cree an appeal had been entered, which was

pending. 3. Because, the certiorari was jr

regular, on the face of it, requiring the defend

ants to return, not only all matters relating to

the sewer, but proceedings which took place

ten years ago, relative to Canal street. 4. Be

cause, many of the persons assessed had paid

to the amount of about 20,000 dollars. He

said, that this was an application to the sound

discretion of the Court; that a certiorari was

not a writ of right; but the Court might quash

the writ, if before them, or supersede it, if it

was not returned. (2 Atk. 31S, 319. Sayre's

18, p. 156. 4 Term Rep. 499. 7. Mod. IS.

8 Mod. 3:31. Winer’s A/r. tit. Certiorari, B.

C. 5 Term Rep. 251.) The Corporation

were not parties in these proceedings, but

judges merely ; and as long as the commission

ers appointed to make the assessment acted

within the scope of their authority, their judg

ment was final and conclusive. The statute

left the matter to the judgment and discretion

of the commissioners; and where that discre

tion had been exercised according to the act,

no Court of law or equity could properly in

terfere to overhale their judgment. (1 Johns.

Ch. Rep. 21. 2 Comyn's Dig. 487. Finch's

Rep. 320. 2 Atk. 144.)

S. Jones, and D. B. Ogden, for the plain

tiffs, to show that this Court had a superinterd

ing power over these proceedings, and that it

ought to be exercised in this case, cited 2

Caines' Rep. 179. 15 Johns. Rep. 538. 6

Johns. Rep. 50. 1 Lord Raym. 469, 5-0. I

Salk. 145. 2 Term Rep. 234. I Pac. Alr.

tit. Certiorari, (B.) St/es's Rep. 13. 3

Maule & Sø/ºr. 447. Caſ/is on Sºcers, I : *.

223, 224. 151. 161.

The Court denied the motion to quash or

supersede the writ, with costs, and ordered a

return to be made to it. The Corporation, af.

terwards, made a return to the certiorari, but

the plaintiffs not deeming it sufficiently full,

applied to the Court, on a notice of a motion

and affidavits, in January term, IS21, for an

order upon the defendants to make a new or

further return to the writ. This motion was

opposed by the counsel for the Corporation,

who cited 2 John's. Cases, 108. 2 Caines'

Rep. 106. 2 Burr. 1042. 3 Hauſe & Sche.

447.

WAN Ness, J., delivered the opinion of the

Court. The objects of this application, as

stated in the notice of the plaintiffs, are, 1.

That the return on file be taken off the file.

2. That the rule entered to assign errors, he

vacated for irregularity, 3. For a rule that

the defendants make a further return, in the

following particulars: (1) That the defend

ants set forth, state, and describe the district

or section of the city of Wen York, and the

bounds and limits of the said district or section

of the said city, from which the water runs,

and is received, or, by the permanent or the

existing regulation thereof, is to run and be

received into the common sewer in Cana/streeſ,

to be conveyed and carried to the river. (2)

That they state the time when such permanent

or existing regulation was adopted or made,

and the nature and cause thereof, with the

maps, profiles, documents, or papers in the

possession, custody, power, or control of the

defendants, designating, describing, or showing

such said district or part of the said city- or -–
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formity with that which the plaintiffs contend

ought to have been pursued in this case, and it

requires a return of the proceedings in such

cases. To this, I am inclined to think, the

defendants are not bound to make any return.

Whether the Corporation has adopted a wrong

principle of assessment in this case, is not to

be determined by their practice, even in former

analogous cases, but by the law under which

they acted. The rule is justly stated by the

defendants' counsel, that nothing is to be re

turned but what can be legally required to be

returned, without reference to the command

of the certiorari.

We, therefore, direct a rule to be entered,

that the defendants make a further return to

the certiorari, as to the first and second points

stated in the notice ; and that in the mean

time, the proceedings on the rule for the plain

tiffs to assign errors, be stayed, until twenty

days after such further return is made. We

give no costs of this application. They must

abide the final event.

The defendants, accordingly, made a fur

ther return, which being objected to by the

plaintiffs as insufficient, the counsel for both

parties, to obviate the necessity of any further

application to the Court on the subject, agreed

to an additional statement, to be annexed to,

and taken as part of the return. And in May

term, IS22, the cause came before the Court,

on the returns to the certiorari and the pro

ceedings, thereon, and upon a notice from the

plaintiffs to the defendants of an application

to the Court, that the estimate and assessment

of the expense of making the common sewer

in Canal street, mentioned in the return, be

set aside, vacated, and annulled, with costs, or

that such other order be made, or judgment

rendered, by the Court in the premises, as jus

tice might require.

The argument of the cause was commenced

in May term, but, for want of time, was con

tinued to August term last.

S. Jones, and D. B. Ogden, for the plain

tiffs, contended, that the defendants, and the

commissioners acting under their direction,

had not conformed to the authority and direc

tion of the act, or to the rule of assessment

given by it. The 175th section, (2 N. R. L.

407.) says, they are “to cause estimates of the

expense to be made, and a just and equitable

assessment thereof among all the owners or

occupants of all the houses and lots intended to

be benefitted thereby, in proportion, as nearly

as may be, to the advantage which each shall

be deemed to acquire.” They have no arbi

trary discretion on the subject. The law is

imperative. The only discretion to be exer

cised by them is in apportioning the amount

of the assessment among the persons intended

to be benefitted by the improvement. This

act, in regard to the powers given to the Cor

poration, is very similar to the English statutes

relative to the Commissioners of Sewers, in re

gard to whom, it has been decided, that they

are bound to exercise a legal discretion, that

is, the exercise of given powers. (Callis on

Sewers, 112, 113. 145. 223, 224. 3 Maule &

Selw. 447. 2 Str. 11.47.) Then, who were

the persons intended to be benefitted by this

common sewer? Certainly, all those from

whose grounds the water is carried off to the

river, by means of the sewer. They are per

sons intended by the Corporation to be bene

fitted, when they directed the improvement to

be made, not those intended by the commis

sioners.

Edwards, and H. Bleecker, contra, insisted,

that the proceedings of the defendants had

been, in all respects, in conformity to the act;

and that the Court had no power to vacate or

control the proceedings under it, unless they

were irregular or fraudulent. The Court can

not take notice of any matter that does not

appear in the return to the certiorari; nor of

any thing which the defendants were not le

gally bound to return. And if any matters

have been improperly returned, or ought not

to have been returned, the Court will disre

gard them. (5 Term. Rep. 341, 6 Mod. 90.

4 Winer's Abr. 356. pl. 11. 2 Salk. 493. 5

Mod. 159, 7 Johns. Rep. 23. Cases temp.

Hardw. 169. 2 Johns. Cases, 10S.)

The office of a writ of certiorari, is to re

move, or bring up from an inferior jurisdiction,

a matter of record, or something in the nature

of a record. When it is brought up, this

Court do not look into the merits of the case,

but merely whether it appears on the face of

the proceedings, that the inferior tribunal has

exceeded its jurisdiction. They do not inter

fere with the exercise of any power within the

acknowledged jurisdiction of the inferior Court.

If the return is false, the party may have an

action for a false return, or an action of tres

pass. (I Comyn's Rep. S0. Tidd's Pr. 455.

3 Maule & Selwin, 447. 2 BI. Rep. 717.

March's Rep. 195. 2 Caine's Rep. IS2. 4

Mod. 66. 165. 1 Ch. Cas. 309. I Vesey, 5S.

I Vernon, 5s. I Johns. Ch. Rep. 21. I Sid.

296. 3 Atk. 673. Skinner, 480. 14 Johns.

Rep. 111, 112. 2 Vernon, 390. Prec. in Ch.

530. Bull. N. P. 75. Peake's Evid. 294, 295,

4 Johns. Ch. Rep. 352.

Woodworth, Judge, delivered the opinion of

the Court.

A return having been made to the certiorari,

directed to the defendants, application is now

made to set aside the assessment of the ex

pense of making a common sewer in Canal

street, on the ground that it has not been made

in conformity with the 175th section of the act

relating to the city of New York. (2 N. R.

L. 407.)

The general superintending power of the

Court to award a certiorari, not only to infe

rior courts, but to persons invested by the le

gislature with power to decide on the property

or rights of the citizen, even in cases where

they are authorised by statute finally to hear

and determine, has been frequently exercised,

is considered as well established by the com

mon law, and can only be taken away by ex

press words. (2 Caines' Rep. IS2. 8 Term

Rep. 542.) The question of jurisdiction came

up, when the defendant moved to quash the

certiorari. The Court then decided that they

had a supervisory power in cases of this de

scription. This power will be exercised when

the duty to be performed, and the manner of

executing it, is clearly pointed out by the law,

and there shall appear to be an essential de
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parture from it. On the application for a fur

ther return, we considered it indispensably me

cessary to have before us the whole of the

proceedings in the possession of the defend

ants, to enable the Court to settle a principle,

upon which an assessmentof the expense ought

to be made. On examining the return, it does

not contain more than a fair compliance with

the rule; it is admitted that the Court will only

notice what can legally be returned, and will

reject extraneous Inatter.

By the 175th section of the act the Corpo

ration are authorised to cause common sewers

to be made, and a just and equitable assess

ment thereof among the owners or occupants

of all houses and lots intended to be benefitted

thereby, in proportion, as nearly as may be, to

the advantages which each shall be deemed to

acquire. In order to determine on what prin

ciples the assessments in the present case ought

to be made, it is necessary to look into various

regulations of the Corporation, in relation to

improvements in this part of the city, and no

tice in what manner the inhabitants of the

district, whose waters are carried off, are con

nected together, in respect to such improve

ments. It appears that there was an original

outlet of the water from the grounds compri

sing the district in question, from time imme

morial, a considerable part of which was along

the present route of the common sewer. Had

this part of the city remained unimproved,

those who owned property in the lower part

of the district, must have submitted to the con

sequences arising from the flow of the water,

in its course to the natural outlet, and could

not have supported a claim for damage sus

tained or for contribution against the owners

of the lots lying in the upper or higher parts
of the district. **

The present question arises on a very dif.

ferent state of facts. The City of New York,

within a very few years past, has extended

rapidly; a waste and barren territory has been

laid out into streets which have been paved and

drained. Houses have been erected, forming

an integral part of the city ; the spirit of im

provement is progressing; acts of the Legis

lature have been passed from time to time to

enable the Corporation to regulate and conduct

the necessary operations incident to such a

state of things, and without which, disorder,

irregularity, and great public inconvenience,

would be the inevitable consequence. Per

sons owning property, which is to be diverted

from its original destination, or applied for the

purpose of building up a city, stand in a new

relation to each other, arising from new inter

ests, and a necessity of taking a comprehen

sive view of the whole in order to legislate

wisely and discreetly as to a part. Laws for

these purposes are procured to have been pass

ed with the express or tacit consent of those

whose interests may be affected. When im

provementsare directed, and expenses incurred

which are required by a peculiar situation of

a part of a district, and such improvements

are essential to protect a part, from injuries

growing out of the change from vacant lots to

streets and houses, they ought to be considered

as in some measure, beneficial to all, although

not equally so. The quantum of benefit rests

in the discretion of the assessors, with which

the Court cannot interfere. Who are to be

comprehended in an assessment, depends on

the principle on which it is made ; that must

be determined by a sound construction of the

law, applied to the facts. It does not rest in

the discretion of those who are to execute the

law. The superintending power of this Court

is competent to establish the principle, and

compel the inferior authority to be governed

by it, leaving to its discretion, the manner of

levying and the amount of contribution, to be

exacted from each individual. It is no answer

to this view of the subject, to say, that the

waters which are now carried off through the

present covered common sewer were as effec

tually carried off by the open drain that was

previously used. To the inhabitants on the

high grounds it may not be material in what

manner the water is discharged into the river,

but when streets are paved, the water descend

ing on the surface, from the high ground, must

necessarily expose those in the valley to incon

venience and injury. It being the common

right and duty of all, to cause the water to be

conveyed through the streets, so as to occasion

as hittle injury as possible to the inhabitants

near it. The expense becomes a common

charge on all ; from this it results that owners

of lots on the high grounds, are benefitted by

a sewer rendered indispensably necessary to

protect the inhabitants on the low grounds.

The benefit thereby is, that those on or near

Canal street, are not incommoded or annoyed

by the water. This protection to them, is a

discharge of the duty previously existing, a d

obligatory on the whole districts, and, conse

quently, those owning property in the district

and not included in the assessments are bene

fitted by this sewer.

It appears that the regulations of the city

for carrying the water from this district into

the river, through Canal street, by making a

common sewer, and taking the ground for

making Canal street, were made prior to 1809,

that this street was laid out and opened for the

purpose of making a common outlet and pas

sage way for the water, and as a substitute for

the original outlet; that the expense and cost

of the ground purchased for forming the street,

was assessed upon the owners and occupants

of all the houses and lots from whence it was

supposed the water was, by the permanent re

gulation, to run, and be received into the com

mon sewer, as being benefitted thereby. There

was an open drain, before 1815, through Canal

street, which was designed mostly for a tempo

rary passage, and continued until the common

sewer in question was made. The whole of

the proceeding in relation to Canal street ap

pears to be one continued operation for the

original laying out, building the sewer, and

covering it.

The principle of the assessment, adopted

by the Corporation in purchasing the ground

for Canal street, I consider as applicable to

this case,and ought to be pursued. It is stated,

in the return, that the covered sewer was con

structed, as well for carrying off the waters,

as for correcting the nuisance, which existed

during the time the drain or open sewer re

mained, and which was caused by it, but that

it was not necessary in draining off the water,

Admitting that the covered sewer became ne

cessary, in order to correct the nuisance, it

would not change the principle of assessment.

The permanent regulations respecting this dis

trict required the purchase of ground and a

common sewer. An open drain was used for

several years; it was found materially to af

fect the health and comfort of those whom

the waters passed, in its passage to the river:

to remove this nuisance, the covered sewer was

built; the canal was a part of the plan of

operations for this section or district, and made

for the benefit of all. The whole district were

bound to make it as little prejudicial as possi

ble. When found to endanger the health of

the inhabitants, it was the duty of all to con

tribute toward the expense of removing it.

The covered sewer was constructed for that

purpose. How far the nuisance extended does

not appear; its removal may have been bene

ficial to the whole district ; but I do not rest

the principle on that ground; it is enough that

all are bound to protect, to a reasonable and

necessary extent, those who were exposed.

When grounds, owned by various individ

uals, became the subject of regulation, in re

spect to laying out streets, and making in

provements, which are considered by the proper

authority necessary for carrying into effect the

plan adopted for a particular district, as a

whole, regard must be had to the rights, privi

leges and advantages of every part, and all

are liable to share in the burthen which may

be thrown on a part.

We are clearly of opinion, that by a just

construction of the act, the assessment ought

to have been made upon all the owners or oc

cupants of houses and lots included within the

district, designated on the map, from whence

the water ſlowed into the sewer, and conse

quently that the assessment made ought to be

set aside and vacated. Rule accordingly.—

20 Johnson, 430.

SUPREME COURT,

octobert terM, 1829.

Ross and others vs. the Mayor, Aldermen,

&c., of New York.

Under an ordinance of the corporation of New York, directing the

filling up, altering or amending a public slip, the assessment

should be made under the 269th section of the act relative to that

city ; and property in the vicinity belonging to the corporation

is equally liable to assessment as the property of individuals,

notwithstanding that the statute directs that one third of the ex

pense of the improvement shall be borne by the corporation.

The corporation of New York, by an ordi

nance passed the 5th May, IS2s, ordained

“that a bulk-head be built in and across the

slip or basin at the foot of Spring street, on

the westerly line of West street; and that the

space between the present bulk-head and the

one to be built, be filled in under such direc

tions as shall be given by the street commis

sioner and one of the city surveyors,” and ap

pointed assessors to make an estimate of the

expense, and to make a just and equitable as

sessment thereof, among the owners or occu

pants of all the houses and lots intended to be

benefitted thereby, in proportion as nearly as

might be to the advantages which each should

be deemed to acquire. An assessment was

made, which was apportioned amongst the

owners of lots on Spring street, as far east as

Clark street, and amongst the owners of lots

on the streets intersecting Spring street, half
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tation in lieu of all other charges and assess

ments, and established to prevent disputes as

to the extent of their liability.

The common council have a right to make

an alteration in a slip, as well for the benefit

of navigation as for the promotion of the pub

lic health. If not done solely for the promo

tion of the public health, it does not necessa

rily follow that all proper/y equal// near to the

slip should be assessed. The property in

Canal street was exempted because it had its

own buy tſ, ºs to bear of a similar character, to

defray which the property in Spring street con

tributed nothing.

By the Court. The assessment in this case

was correctly made under the 269th section of

the act, (2 R. L. p. 445,) but in the application

of the principle the assessors erred. By this

section it is directed that in all cases where the

by-laws or ordinances (of the common coun

cil) shall require anything to be done in rela

tion to the filling up, altering, or amending

any of the public slips in the city, the corpo

ration shall cause the expense of such works

to be estimated and assessed in the same man

ner as is directed by the act with respect to the

paving or regulating the public streets in the

city, except that one third of the expense at

tending the same is to be borne by the corpor

ation, and the residue by the persons in the

vicinity who may be benefitted thereby. The

manner of estimating and assessing the ex

pense of paving and regulating the public

streets is to make “a just and equitable assess

ment thereof among the owners or occupants

of all the houses and lots intended to be bene

fitted thereby, in proportion as nearly as may

be to the advantage which each shall be deem

ed to acquire.” ($ 275.) The direction given

to the assessors by the ordinance of the corpo

ration was in conformity to this provision of

the statute, but the assessors did not obey it

when they omitted to assess a proportion of

the expense on the lot owned by the corpora

tion, on which the market is built. The pro

perty of the corporation, if benefitted by the

improvement, is as much the subject of assess

ment as the property of individuals. The in

tention of the legislature is manifest, that the

property in the vicinity shall contribute two

thirds of the expense, and whether that prop

erty belongs to the corporation of the city, or

any other body corporate, or to individuals, is

immaterial. The charge of one third of the

expense to the corporation in improvements of

this kind is made by the statute, without refer

ence to the owning of property by the corpo

ration in the vicinity. It is a charge upon the

funds of the city generally, in consequence of

the general benefit derived from the improve

ment, and the profits accruing to the corpora

tion from warfage, &c. In this respect, there

fore, the assessment is erroneous, and must be

set aside. As to the lot lying upon | West street,

in the north corner of Spring street, returned

as belonging to George Watkins, the relators

have mistaken the fact. That lot is assessed

as No. 10, fronting on , ; est street, and there

fore is properly omitted from the assessment,

as fronting on Spring street; on that street it

is designated in the map as Nº. 11, and no as

sessment appears in return to have been made

on it as No. 11, which probably misled the re

lators; but the lot having been assessed as No.

10, it would have been erroneous to have made

a second assessment upon it.—3 || endel/,334.

End of non-enumerated cases of October

term, 1829.”

* Mr. Justice SuthERI.AND was prevented by indisposition from

attending court during the greater part of this term.

EQUITY COURT.

BBFORE THE CHANCEL LOR.

JANTARY TERM, 1837

Qalley es. The Trustees of Hºlliamsburgh
and Moore.

The trustees of the village of Williamsburgh are not authorized

by the vill: gº charter to alter the grade of a street, aſtor the

grade ther of has bºrn regulated and established by them as

directed in the act of incorporation. And where such trustees

were proceeding to dig down and alter the grade of a street,

which had been regularly graded and regulated ; HELD, that the

owner of adjoining lands, whose property would be seriously in

jured by an alteration of the grade, was entitled to an injunc

tion to restrain such illegal proceedings of the trustees.

The Court of Chancery has jurisdiction to interfere by injunction

to rºstrain the defendant ſtoun proceeding in an illegal at which

will necessarily cast a cloud upon the complaimant's title to reaſ

estate, and will naturally diminish its value.

This was an appeal from the vice chancel.

lor of the first circuit, refusing to grant an in

junction. The bill of complaint in this case,

which was filed by the complainants in behalf

of themselves and all others having a common

interest with them, after setting out that part of

the act of incorporation of the village of Wil.

liamsburgh which made it the duty ºf the trus.

tees to cause a survey and map of the village

to be made, exhibiting the streets, roads and

alleys to be permanently laid out, and also ex

hibiting on such map all the gradations and

regulations which might or should be required

in the roads, alleys and streets, accompanied

by such remarks and explanations as the na

ture of the subject might require, to be kept

by the clerk, subject to the inspection of the

freeholders and inhabitants of the village, so

that no person could plead ignorance of the

plan to be adopted for opening, laying out,

levelling and regulating the streets of such vil.

lage, (Laws of IS27, p. 276, § 19,) stated that,

in pursuance of their act of incorporation, the

trustees of the village caused such survey and

map to be made, signed and filed, as directed

by the act, except that the gradations of the

streets were not exhibited on the map ; that

such gradations were omitted on the map be

cause the formation of the surface of the ground

rendered it impossible o comply with that part

of the provisions of the statute immediately :

for which reason the grading of the streets

was left to be established by actual survey from

time to time, as it should become necessary to

open such streets; that in 182S, the trustees

caused a survey and profile to be made of the

southerly section of First street, running from

Grand street along the margin of the East

river to the south bounds of the village; and

caused such survey and profile to be filed with

their clerk, and caused the street to be graded

and levelled in conformity thereto ; and setting

out the certiorari, &c. in the Supreme Court

upon which these proceedings of the trustees

were confirmed ; (See Coles v. The Trustees

of Williamsburgh, 10 Wend. Rep. 659 :) and

that the trustees subsequently caused similar

sections of Second and Fourth streets and

several other streets intersecting the same to
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be laid out, and surveys and maps and pro

files thereof to be made and filed in the same

manner, and caused the said streets, or cer

tain sections thereof, to be levelled in conform

ity with such surveys; and that one of them,

South Second street, had been paved and the

assessment therefor had been made and col

lected or paid. The complainants then charged

or alleged, in their bill, that one of them owned

large and valuable tracts of land on the south

erly section of First street, and on the other

streets which had been so graded and levelled;

and that others of the complainants respective

ly owned lands on such other streets; some

of which lands had been purchased since the

regulation and surveys of the said streets, and

upon the faith thereof as the permanent plan

for the grading and levelling of those streets;

and that no change or alteration in the grada

tion of such streets could now be made with

out serious detriment to the rights and inter

ests of the complainants in relation to their

lands; but that the trustees of the village,

upon the petition of the majority of the land

owners on the south easterly section of First

street, in June, 1836, passed an ordinance or

resolution to alter the grade of that street as

thus permanently settled, and to re-regulate

and pave the street; and that they had em

ployed the defendant Moore to cut down and

alter the grade of the street about six feet;

which, if permitted, would require a corres

ponding alteration of the grading of the other

streets, upon which some of the complain

ants’ property was situate, and which intersect

the south section of First street; and that the

re-grading of First street, if carried into effect

in the manner contemplated in the ordinance,

would materially impair and injure the value

of the complainants’ property. They there

fore asked for an injunction to restrain the de

fendants from proceeding to alter the grade of

the street as theretofore established, and from

digging down the street or removing the earth

therefrom. An order to show cause why an

injunction should not issue having been grant

ed, the defendants introduced affidavits show

ing that the alteration of the grades of the

streets was necessary for the benefit of the vil

lage, and more particularly for the convenient

use of the waters of the East river for com

mercial purposes; whereupon the Vice Chan

cellor made an order denying the application

for an injunction.

J. H. Lee & D. B. Ogden, for complainafts.

Ebenezer Griffin, for the defendants.

THE CHANCELLOR. If the trustees of the

village of Williamsburgh have the power, un

der their act of incorporation, to alter the grade

of the streets of the village, after it has been

once regulated and established by them as re

quired by the 19th section of that act, the case

before me is not one in which it would be

proper for this court to interfere; as there is no

pretence that the trustees are acting in bad

faith, and without reference to what they hon

estly believe to be for the interest of the inhab.

itants of the village. On the other hand, how

ever, if they have no such power as they have

assumed to exercise by the ordinance in ques

tion, then this appears to be a very proper case

for the allowance of an injunction, to restrain

an illegal proceeding by them to dig down and

alter the grading of the street as originally es

tablished, which, as alleged in the bill, will be

a material injury to the value of the property

of these complainants. The assessments up

on their lots for the expenses of the proceed

ings to alter the gradations of the streets, al

though they might be so far void as not to af.

fect their legal title to the land, would of them

selves be a cloud upon that title which must

necessarily diminish the value, if it did not en

tirely prevent the sale of such lands as village

building lots ; tıs a prazºeae f * tº ºn

wront/d not be lifeisſ to hung a city

or ridage lot for the ºwrpose of

it wiftſing thereon, tººd pay fic

fºr it waitre of the Poſ, we'ſ idt ºr rºute ºf

/; f, e ſºn is ºw'ºts it tº ºf jets; tıºt º' the

fir/e, which might thereafter subject him to

//tigation ºf not to actual loss of the property.

And as this court sometimes exercises its juris

diction for the purpose of removing a cloud

from the complainant's title to real estate, it

may also, in a proper case, interpose its au

thority to prevent the illegal act from which

such a cloud must necessarily arise. (Petit v.

Shepherd, 5 Paige's Rep. 493.) The decision

of the present case, therefore, depends upon

the question whether the trustees of Williams

burgh have the right, as claimed by them, to

alter the regulation and grading of their streets

after it has been once adopted and established.

For it is judicially settled by the decision of

the Supreme Court, in reference to this partic

ular street, that the grade thereof had been le

gally established by the trustees, before the in

stitution of the proceedings now in question

to re-regulate the street and to grade the same

tilleW.

The object of the legislature, by the 19th

section of the statute, appears to have been to

have a permanent plan of the village made

aud adopted by the trustees, not only as to the

location of the streets, roads and alleys, but

also as to the regulation or gradations thereof;

to which plan all subsequent proceedings

should conform. Hence, it was made the duty

of the trustees to cause a survey and map of

the village to be made and filed, as soon as

conveniently might be, exhibiting the streets,

roads and alleys to be permanently laid out,

and also exhibiting all the gradations and reg

ulations which would be required in such roads,

alleys and streets. And it appears to me that

the making of this survey and map of the lo

cations and gradations of the streets, roads,

&c. of the village was not only a useless pro

ceeding, but was also calculated to deceive

those who might thereafter become the owners

of village property, if it was not intended to

confine the proceedings of the trustees to the

opening and improving the streets, &c. accord

ing to the locations and gradations as thus es

tablished. And I think there could not have

existed a reasonable doubt as to the intention

of the legislature thus to restrict the power of

the trustees, if it had not been for the intro

duction of the word altering into the subse

quent sections of the act.

The 21st section of the act provides that it

shall be lawful for the trustees to order and di

rect the pitching, regulating and paving the

streets according to the map and survey, and

the altering, amending and cleansing any

street, vault, sink, &c.; and to cause estimates

of the expense to be made, assessed and col

lected, &c. And the 24th section contains a

similar power as to the widening and altering

streets and highways already laid out, and as

to the laying out and making other roads and

streets, conformable to the map, as the trus

tees might think necessary and convenient;

with"a provision for compensating the owners

of lands for the property thus taken for new

streets, or the alteration of the old ones, and

for raising the amount by assessment upon the

owners of lands benefitted thereby. It is un

der the power of altering streets, as given in

the 21st and 24th sections, that the counsel for

the defendants claim the right to change the

location or to alter the grade of streets which

have been located or graded, in conformity to

the general map and plan of improvements,

subsequent to the act of incorporation. In

this I think the trustees have entirely mistaken

the meaning of the legislature in relation to

the alterations which they were, by these sec

tions, authorized to make. At the time when

this act of incorporation was passed, there

were roads or streets already existing within

the chartered limits of the village. And as a

general plan of improvements was to be made

and adopted by the trustees, both as to the lo

cation and the grade of every street, alley and

road in the village, it was anticipated by the

legislature that it might become necessary for

the trustees to alter the grades and locations of

the old roads and streets, so as to render them

conformable to the general and permaneut

plan of the village, as well as to pitch, regu

late, pave and open the new streets, according

to the map and survey. Hence the necessity

for providing for the alteration of streets in the

21st section, which relates to the pitching, reg

ulating and paving, as well as in the subse

quent section regulating the manner of altering

and widening old streets and opening new

ones. The word altering, therefore, in both

of these sections, related to the old streets and

roads which existed at the time of passing the

act of incorporation, and not to the new streets

which might thereafter be laid out, opened or

graded in conformity to the map and survey,

and to the grade as first adopted by the trus

tees. And these trustees have no power or

authority to change or alter the grade or loca

tion of any such new street after it has been

once established by them, in conformity to the

map and survey and gradation first established,

or of any of the old streets after they have

been made to conform to such general plan.

The defendants have no legal power therefore

to alter the grade of this southerly section of

First street, or of the adjacent streets which

have been thus regulated and graded.

The inhabitants of this village, however, are

not without remedy if the interest of the pub

lic requires a correction of any mistake which

the trustees may have made either in laying

out streets or in fixing the gradations thereof.

For it is perfectly competent for the legislative

power which directed a general plan of the

village to be adopted and adhered to by the

trustees, to authorize them to make such alter.
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street and extending to Reed street, a distance

of about one thousand feet, and on the easterly

side from Reed street to Murray street by ta

king of twenty-five feet from the said easterly

side. This latter distance is about seven hun

dred feet. Application was subsequently made

to the Supreme Court for the appointment of

Commissioners of Estimate and Assessment

for to make an estimate of the expense of the

widening, and assess the same upon the own

ers and occupants of houses deemed to be

benefitted thereby. One of the Commission

ers, Peter Stagg, Esq., refused to serve alleg

ing as a reason that the property could not be

found benefitted sufficient to pay the expense.

Another person was appointed Commissioner

in his place. The Commissioners were ap

pointed on an exparte application to the Su

preme Court. This application was made by

the Counsel of the Corporation, who subse

quently received $3,443 00 in fees for his ser

vices, which sum was assessed upon the prop

erty deemed by the Commissioners to be ben

efitted, &c. -

In December. 1835, the Commissioners gave

notice in two newspapers that they had com

pleted their assessment and had lodged their

report in the office of the Clerk of the County

for examination of those who are interested,

and that it would remain there ten days for

such examination. The report was very vol

uminous, was destitute of any index or ab

stract, and was a perfect wilderness to explore.

The houses were described by arbitrary map

numbers, of which the owners had no know

ledge whatever, nor any body else except the

Commissioners and Surveyor. No map or

design accompanied the report, and a person

might have to look through near one thousand

pages of manuscript to find his name and the

description of his property. The total amount

of the assessment thus made was $210,810 40,

about one $100,000 of which was for buildings

destroyed. The Commissioners had a right by

law to assess one third of the amount of the

buildings upon the Corporation of the city of

New York, but were prevented from so doing

by an intimation from public officers that if

they did so, the proceedings would be suspend

ed. The provisions of the statute are, that

when a street is to be widened, &c., the Com

missioners shall be furnished by the Corpora

tion with a profile of the intended change of

grade of the street and the intersecting streets

affected thereby, that the Commissioners may

be able to judge of the damages to buildings

erected conformable to a former grade. No

profile was furnished the commissioners in this

case. The Report of the Commissioners was

presented to the Supreme Court at Albany at

the January term, and was on the 5th day of

that month confirmed by the court. The ob

jections to the confirmation were confined to

two persons, we believe. Very few persons

who were assessed had any knowledge of the

assessment until after the confirmation. Had

the notice of the assessment been as extensive

as the assessment itself, its confirmation would

have been successfully opposed before the

Court.

We have thus briefly passed over the pro

ceedings as to the widening of Chapel street,

and now come to the following most extraor

dinary proceedings in relation to the changing

of the grade of Chapel and adjoining and

neighboring streets.

On the 18th of January, 1836, a few days

subsequent to the confirmation of the report of

the commissioners of the assessment for widen

ing Chapel street, a member of the Board of

Aldermen offered a resolution in the following

words:

Resolved, That the Committee on Streets,

with the Street Commissioners, be requested

to inquire into, and report upon the expediency

of altering the present grade of Chapel street,

and that the same be done when the said im

provement is carried into effect, with a plan

or profile of the same.”—Pro. Bd. Ald., vol.

10, page 158.

On the 25th of April, 1836, the Street Com

mittee of the Board made a report in favor of

changing the grade of Chapel street from Read

to Canal street, and the adjoining streets from

Duane to York streets, both inclusive. In this

report the committee suggest “the present

sewer be taken up and reconstructed of a

proper size and form ;” that “it is conse

quently much too small in size for the free de

livery of the water which it necessarily has to

receive.” The committee also state, “ and

although this branch of the subject was not

specially referred to them,” &c. The commit

tee include, as a part of their report, the fol

lowing resolutions:

Resolved, That the graduation of Chapel

street be changed by filling up and elevating

the surface thereof from Read street to Leo

nard street, according to the blue lines drawn

on the accompanying profile marked No. 1,

and from Leonard street to Canal street by

filling up and elevating the surface thereof ac

cording to the red lines drawn on the same

profile.

Resolved, That the graduation of all such

portions of the intersecting streets, from Duane

street to York street, both inclusive, be changed

in conformity with the proposed change of

Chapel street, by filling up and elevating the

surface thereof according to the lines drawn

on the accompanying profile marked No. 2,

that is to say, according to the blue lines drawn

for Duane, Thomas and Authony streets, and

according to the red lines drawn for Leonard

and the other intersecting streets up to York

Street.

Resolved, That the present sewer in Chapel

street be taken up, and that a new sewer of

proper size and form, according to the recent

improvements, be constructed in Chapel street,

from Duane street to Canal street, with lateral

culverts at such of the cross streets as may be

required, and with proper receiving basins at

all the corners, the expense to be incurred by

the before mentioned alterations of gradations

and constructing the sewers, culverts and ba

sins, to be assessed in the usual manner on the

property benefitted, according to the provisions

of the statute of the State in such cases made

and provided.

Resolved, That the Street Commissioner

prepare and present for passage the ordinances
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necessary and proper to carry into effect the

object of the preceding resolutions.

Adopted by the Board of Aldermen April

25th, IS36; by the Board of Assistants, May

2d, 1836.

Approved by the Mayor May 4th, 1836.

(Signed.) J. MoRtoN, Clerk.

This report was adopted, and resolutions

passed the same day and the same evening,

without suspending the rule, sent to the Board

of Assistants for concurrence, and was the

same evening referred by that Board to the

Street Committee, which at the next meeting

reported upon the report of the street commit

tee of the other Board, which was at once

adopted, and was subsequently sent to the

Mayor for approval, and by that officer signed

as approved.

On the 10th of May, which was the second

Tuesday of May, 1836, the members of the

Board of Aldermen and of the Board of As

sistant Aldermen, elected to office on the 2d

Tuesday of April, 1835, for one year, and

sworn into office on the 2d Tuesday of May,

1835, convened in the respective chambers,

and notwithstandiug that their previous terms

of office had expired with the last moment of

the day previous, actually proceeded to busi

ness in defiance of the laws of the State, and

pretended to pass, among other matters, two

ordinances in the following words:

Be it ordained, by the Mayor, Aldermen and

Commonalty of the city of New York, in

Common Council, convened, this sixteenth day

of May, One thousand, eight hundred and

thirty-six, That the graduation of Chapel

street and adjoining streets be changed agree

ably to lines drawn on the profiles in the Street

Commissioner's office, and that the streets be

repaved in conformity to the same, under such

directions as shall be given by the Street Com

missioner and one of the City Surveyors.

And be it further ordained, That John

Ewen, junior, J. S. Warner, and M. D. L.

Gaines, be, and they are hereby appointed to

make an estimate of the expense of conform

ing to the provisions of this ordinance, and to

make a just and equitable assessment thereof

among the owners or occupants of all the

houses and lots intended to be benefitted there

by, in proportion, as nearly as may be, to the

advantages which each shall be deemed to

acquire.

City of NEw York, ss.:

We whose names are hereunto subscribed,

do severally swear that we will make the esti

mate and assessment directed by the above

ordinance, fairly and impartially, according to

the best of our skill and judgment.

JohN Ewe,N,

J. W. WARNER, ! Assessors.

M. D. L. GAINEs,

Sworn to by John Ewen, Jr., J. S. Warner,

and M. D. L. Gaines, on the 28th day of Jan

uary, 1837, before me,

C. W. LAWRENCE.

Be it ordained, By the Mayor, Aldermen,

and Commonalty of the city of New York, in

Common Council convened, this 10th day of

May, 1836, that the present sewer in Chapel

street be removed, and that a new sewer be

| constructed from Duane to Canal street with

lateral culverts, &c., under such directions as

shall be given by the Street Commissioner, and

one of the City Surveyors.

And be it further ordained, That Lovell

Purdy, Joseph N. Lord, and Richard B. Fos

dick, be, and they are hereby appointed to make

an estimate of the expense of conforming to

the prºvisions of this ordinance, to make a

just and equitable assessment thereof, among

the owners or occupants of all the houses and

lots intended to be benefitted thereby, in pro

portion, as nearly as may be, to the advan

tages which each shall be deemed to acquire.

City of New York, ss.

We, whose names are hereunto subscribed,

do severally swear, that we will make the es

timate and assessment directed by the above

Ordinance, fairly and impartially, according to

the best of our skill and judgment.

Lov ELL PUBDY,

Joseph N. Lord,

Rich. B. Fosdick,

Passed the Board of Aldermen, May 10,

1836.

Passed the Board of Assistants, May 10,

1836.

Approved by the Mayor, May 16, 1836.

J. MoRton, Clerk.

Sworn before me, this 31st day of October,

1836, by Lovell Purdy and Richard B. Fos

dick; Joseph N. Lord, sworn November 1st,

1836. C. W. LAWRENCE, Mayor.

The resolution of the 18th of January, the

report and resolutions of the 25th of April in

the Board of Aldermen, the vote of concur

rence in the Board of Assistants of the second

May; the ordinances of the 10th May, in both

boards, were all pretended to be passed by the

respective boards at the several times here

named without calling the ayes and noes and

publishing the same, and without publishing

the resolutions, or reports, or the said ordi

nances, in all or any of the newspapers em

ployed by the Corporation, as required by law.

The persons interested were therefore with

out notice, and were wholly ignorant of all

these said proceedings.

The members of the Board of Aldermen,

of the Board of Assistants and the Mayor of

the city, who were elected to office on the 2d

Tuesday of April, 1835, were on the first mo

ment of the 21 Tuesday of May, 1836, func

tus afficio, the new members being at that mo

ment entitled to their seats. º

The act of 1830 provides that the members

then in office should continue in office until

their successors should be elected and entitled

to be sworn into office, and they shall be elect

ed on the 2d Tuesday of April, 1831, and

sworn into office on the 2d Tuesday of May

of the same year. Their successors were on

that day elected, and were sworn into office on

the day designated, and were elected for one

Weat".

The law knows no division of a day in the

computation of years.

The ordinances claimed to have been so

passed by both boards, were, on the 16th day

of the said May, sent to Cornelius W. Law

Assessors.

rence, Mayor of the city of New York, who

had been elected to office as Mayor on the

second Tuesday of the month of April, im

mediately preceding. And the said Cornelius

W. Lawrence signified his approval of the

said ordinances by signing his name on the

back of the following communication, which

are claimed to have been envelopes to the said

respective ordinances:—

The Street Commissioner herewith covers

the draft of an ordinance for removing the

present and constructing a new sewer in Chapel

street, from Duane to Canal street, with lateral

culverts, &c., in order that it may be passed

and assessors appointed thereto.

Respectfully submitted.

John Ewen, Street Commissioner.

Street Commissioner's Office, May 10, 1836.

John Ewen, jun.

J. S. WARNER,

M. D. L. GAIN Es,

- Endorsed

Ordinance for removing the present and

constructing a new sewer in Chapel street, from

Duane street, to connect with the sewer in

Canal street, with lateral culverts, &c.

LoveLL PURDY,

Joseph N. Lord,

Rich. B. Fosdick,

Passed the Board of Aldermen, May 10th,

1836. J. MortoN, Clerk.

Passed the Board of Assistants, May 10th,

1836.-Concurred in.

WM. HAGGERDoN, Clerk.

Approved, May 16th, 1836.

C. W. LAWRENCE.

! Assessors.

| Assessors.

The Street Commissioner herewith covers

the draft of an ordinance for changing the

grade of Chapel and adjoining streets, and for

paving the same, agreeable to such alteration,

from Duane street to Canal, in order that it

may be passed and assessors appointed there

to. Respectfully submitted.

John Ewen, jun., St. Com.

St. Com. Office, May 10, 1836.

John Ewen, jun.,

J. S. WARNER,

M. D. L. GAINEs,

Endorsed

Ordinance for changing the grade of Chapel

and adjoining street, and for repaving Chapel

and adjoining streets, from Duane to Canal

street, as may be necessary to conform to the

new grade.

{ Assessors.

John Ew EN, jun.,

J. S. WARNER,

M. D. L. GAINEs,

Passed the Board of Aldermen, May 10th,
IS36. J. MoRtoN, Clerk.

Passed the Board of Assistants, May 10th,

1836.—Concurred in.

WM. HAGGERdon, Clerk.

Approved, May 16th, 1836.

C. W. LAWRENCE,

On or about the 20th day of the said month

of May, an advertisement, purporting to be of

the Street Commissioner of the city of New

York, was published in the Evening Post, in

viting proposals to contract for removing the

then existing sewer in Chapel street, and for

constructing a new sewer over or on the bottom

ſ Assessors.
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of the former, and of less size. By means of

this said advertisement, the proceedings of the

Common Council and officers of the Corpor

ation, in these matters, first became known to

the owners and occupants of property to be

affected thereby, and inquiry was at once set

on foot which developed the mischief.

A remonstrance was immediately drawn up

against the proceedings in question, stating

that the advertisement for a contract was the

first information that the parties interested had

in the matter; that the then existing sewer in

Chapel street was of the very best, large and

well built, of the best of hammered stone laid

in cement; that it was then in good condition

and answered every needed purpose, and the

pavement was also good and required neither

alteration nor repair, and also stated that the

grade required no change. The remon

strance further stated that all the persons in

terested were opposed to the changes of grade

—the destruction of the sewer and pavement;

that it would damage the property of the citi

zens at least one hundred thousand dollars,

and cause an expense of fify thousand dollars

in addition. The remonstrants complained

of the act of the Corporation in the premises

as being illegal, arbitrary, oppressive and un

just, and asked the Common Council forthwith

to repeal the obnoxious ordinances. This re

monstrance was signed by E. Meriam and

fifty-seven others, owners of property affected

by the proceedings, and was, on the 15th day

of June, presented in the Board of Assistants

by Mr. Tallman—as follows:—“Memorial of

E. Meriam and others against building a new

sewer in Chapel street. Referred to the Street

Committee.” (See Pro. B. Asssistants vol. 8

p. 36.) The Street Committee had two meet

ings: the remonstrants appeared before them

and objected to the proceedings. One of the

officers of the Corporation, who was also one

of the assessors also one of the members of

the Common Council, stated at one of these

meetings to the remonstrants that they would

be at little or no expense, inasmuch as the

owners in the burnt district had a surplus of

earth which would raise the grade of the street,

and that they would pay a large sum for the

privilege of placing it in Chapel street; that

this sum would pay the expense of the sewer,

and that the paving belonged to be paid for by

the Corporation. This statement was made

in bad faith, for the Corporation had already

contracted to pay about fifty thousand dollars

for the materials and work, and to pay for it

when the money should be collected from the

citizens, for which an assessment was to be

aid, as appears by the following contract:-

SPECIAL CONTRACT.

Street Commissioners's Office.

This agreement, made and concluded this

21st day of June, 1836, between the Mayor,

Aldermen and Commonalty of the city of

New York, by their Street Commissioner John

Ewen Jun. of the first part, and Thompson

Price of the second part, Witnesseth, that the

said party of the second part hath agreed, and

doth hereby agree, under the penalties express

ed in a bond this day given to the parties of

the first part, to furnish materials and build a

sewer with the requisite culverts and receiving

basins, in Chapel street, from Thomas street

to the sewer in Canal street—said sewer to be

built on or over the bottom of the old sewer,

and so much of the old sewer to be taken up

as may be essential to construct the new, also

a latteral sewer with culverts and necessary

basins in Thomas street, to connect with the

sewer in Chapel street—the whole to be placed

at the depths as represented by the plan in the

Street Commissioners' office, for the consider

ation herein after named.

1. The sewer and culverts to be built as fol

lows: To be of circular form, the main to be

one brick or eight inches, four feet eight inches

in the clear, and about 1790 feet long. The

latteral sewer to be one brick or eight inches

thick, three feet six inches in diameter in the

clear, and about 175 feet long.

2. The brick used must be of the best kind

of hard brick and laid on good lime and sand

mortar, and the upper part to be keyed with

slate and grouted with lime and sand mortar.

The stone used must be good blue building

stone, laid in such manner as to form a solid

bed to receive the brick of the sewer agree

able to the plan in the Street Commissioners’

office.

3. Openings of eight inches square to be in

serted in the wall, at the distance of 25 feet

apart, to receive the house drains; these open

ings to be made one foot above the bottom of

the sewer inside, and to be be covered with a

flat stone, to prevent the earth from going into

the same.

4. The openings to be worked in the top of

the intersections of the streets, as they cross

from the east side, and midway between the

intersections, to be 20 inches square, and fin

ished with four hammered, wrought, blue, cut

stone, to be covered with a blue flagging stone

four inches thick, and projecting on all sides

at least three inches, then are to be filled over

to the heighth of the street, and have four

strong blue curb stones set on edge to desig

nate where the opening may be found.

5. The lower part of the sewer, for the dis

tance of 200 feet, to be built and time allowed

for the mortar to set before the upper part is

worked on.

6. Two or more culverts, as shown in the

plan, to extend from the sewer to the circular

corner of the curb ; the culverts to be under

laid with a course of small-sized blue building

stone, laid in lime and sand mortar, and are to

be two feet six inches in diameter. The re

ceiving basins are to be built conformable to the

model to be seen at the Street Commissioners’

office.

7. For completing the main sewer, including

all the materials and workmanship, the exca

vating, filling up the trench and ramming the

earth, the sum of $4, 97 per lineal foot.—

For completing the latteral sewer, in like man

ner as the main sewer, the sum of $3,30 per

foot. Openings in the top of the arch, $7,75

each. Receiving basins complete, SS7.

8. All the materials shall be of the best qual

ity, and every thing shall be supplied, whether

mentioned in this contract or not, that shall be

required for the construction of the sewer.—

The whole shall be done under the direction of

the Street Commissioner, or such person as he

shall appoint as Inspector, who shall cause

any material or work which he may disap

prove to be done over, and other material and

other work to be substituted.

9. Payments shall be made as soon as the

money is collected on the assessment to be

laid for that purpose, and all interest money

paid in by the collector in the assessment shall

he laid for the benefit and account of the con

tractor.

10. The said contractor doth hereby further

agree, that he will not sub-let or contract any

part of the above mentioned work to any other

person, but that he will keep the whole solely

under his own control.

11. The said contractor hereby further agrees

that he will commence the said work on or by

the 15th July, and complete the same by the

1st October, 1836.

In witness whereof, the parties to these pre

sents set their hands and seals, the day and

year first above written. Signed,

- THOMSON PRICE.

Sealed and signed in presence of

J. S. WARNER.

CoNTRACT FOR PAVING CIIAPEI, AND ADJOINING

streets. -

This contract was made in June, 1836, with

Messrs. Pettigrews. The work was to be

completcd by the 15th November, 1836, and

Ten dollars forfeiture for every day which

should elapse beyond that time that the work

should remain incomplete. The price for

paring to be forty cents per square yard, curb

fifty-eight cents per foot, gutter stones forty

six, bridge stone twenty-eight cents, corners

Eight dollars, filling in six cents per load; the

rubbish, &c., to be removed from off the ground

by the contractors. The work to be paid for

when the money is collected from an assess

ment to be laid for that purpose. We have

detailed the price of the curb, gutter, bridge

and corner stone from memory. The prices

of these may differ two cents, not more. The

substance of the contract is stated, which is

all that is material for our present purpose.

The Street Committee subsequently made

a report, which is to be found in the docu

ments of the Board of Assistants vol. 8, p. 58,

as follows: “By Mr. Woodhull. Report of

the Street Committee, adverse to the petition

of E. Meriam and others, for a REPEAL OF THE

OR DINANCE For GRADING CHAPEL STREET

adopted " (See Doc. 19.) The title is stated

in the preamble of the report thus—“The

Street Committee to whom was referred the

memorial of E. Meriam and others for a re

peal of the ordinance for the raising and grad.

ing of Chapel street, and for constructing a

new sewer through the same.”

The Committee among other things say—

“That it would be extremely improper and

unsafe as a precedent, and altogether unneces

sary and unwise in point of fact, or in refer,
ence to its results, to open anew the subject of

a law, and commence a review of its merits,

immediately after its passage.”

This report was adopted by the Board of

Assistants. The Board of Aldermen not

having been able, in consequence of being

equally divided 8 to 8, to elect a President,

from the first meeting on the 2d Tuesday of

May until the month of July.

.
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In July, the contractors for removing the

then existing sewer and building a new sewer,

for re-grading the street, &c., commenced the

work of destruction. When the workmen

had reached the stone sewer, the Superintend

ant, John Shephard Jun. Esq., forbid them to

proceed—insisting that the sewer was then far

better than any new sewer could be made, and

that it would be both a sin and a shame to de

stroy it. The Street Commissioner was sent

for, and came, and said such was the profile,

such the contract, and such was the ordinance,

and the sewer must be taken up.

The sewer, which at that time was demol

ished, was in perfect good condition : it was

examined when broken up by Smith Bloom

field Esq., by whom it was constructed, by

John Shepherd Esq.,the inspector of the build

ing of the new sewer, and by others. This

said sewer, thus destroyed, was six feet wide

in the clear at Canal street, and five feet wide

in the clear at the corner of Franklin street.

The height at Canal street was six feet in the

clear, and at Franklin street 4 feet high in the

clear. The bottom or floor was laid with best

Connecticut blue flagging stone, four inches

thick, laid sloping, two inches to the foot, from

the sides to the centre. The walls were made

of best hammered stone, two feet thick at the

bottom and twenty inches thick at the top,

sloping to the springing of the arch. The

arch was thirteen inches thick, and keyed with

slate. The openings for the house-drains were

eight inches from the bottom of the inside.

The foundation on which this structure laid,

was heavy and substantial stone masonry.

The whole was a piece of work of extraordi

nary good quality, and would have lasted for

a thousand years. The specifications here

given can easily be compared with those of

the contract herein before set forth, as to size,

materials and workmanship of the new sewer.

It will be seen by a reference to width and

height of the former sewer that, as the sewer

continued toward Canal street, as it increased

in length it increased proportionally in size.

The shape of this sewer for an under-drain is

preferable to a circular sewer, inasmuch as a

greater quantity of water will run in the sewer

below the openings for the house-drains, below

eight inches from the bottom of the inside, and

eleven inches from the centre, than below the

first twelve inches in the lower part of a circu

lar sewer of the specified size of the new sewer,

besides, take the capacity in feet of measure

ment of the inside of the two sewers as herein

specified, and it will be seen that the former

sewer was double the size of the present one !

A circular sewer cannot be advantageously en

tered by an under-drain below its centre—to

perforate such a sewer below the centre would

be like perforating the lower part of a barrel

with a view to filling it.

We will state as a complete illustration of

the comparative usefulness of the two sewers,

some facts as to Mr. Riley’s cellars, at the cor

ner of Chapel and Franklin streets.

At this point the former sewer was four feet

deep in the clear, the centre of the floor of the

sewer two and a half inches lower still, making

four feet two and a half inches; the thickness

of the arch was thirteen inches, the covering

of earth and pavement over all, 16 inches:

thus we have from the surface of the street to

the surface of the floor of the sewer in the

centre, in all, six feet seven and a half inches.

The new grade of Chapel street is raised at

this point three feet and one inch : therefore,

had the former sewer been left as it was, and

the street raised as it is, the bottom of the

sewer would have been nine feet eight and a

half inches below the surface of the present

pavement.

The top of the arch of the present sewer is

now sixteen inches below the surface of the

pavement; the contract states that the wall is

eight inches thick, and the sewer four feet

eight inches in diameter; all these added to

gether make a total of six feet eight inches.

Thus it is from the surface of the present pave

ment to the bottom of the inside of the pre

sent sewer, six feet eight inches; and this cal

culation agrees, within an inch, with the actual

measurement by an iron rod inserted in the

crown of the arch of this sewer, through the

perforations made in the iron ventilators at

this point. 7 hus we have a mathematical de

monstration. The openings for the house

drains in the former sewer were four inches

lower than in the present sewer; add to this

the difference between six feet eight inches and

nine feet eight and a half inches, and the re

sult is, three feet four and a half inches in fa

vor of the former sewer, and against the present

sewer. Mr. Riley could therefore have a cel

lar three feet four and a half inches deeper

with the former than with the present sewer.

Since the present sewer has been in use, Mr.

Riley's premises have been inundated with

water, whereas with the former sewer, they

were not troubled with the water at all. The

damage to his premises by the raising of the

street, and removing the sewer, is at least five

TriousAND poll.Aks, and for this so-called im

provement he has been assessed near one thou

sand dollars.

Mr. Andrew Lockwood is the owner of four

teen houses on the next block, toward Canal

street, which are also damaged several thou

sand dollars; she also has been assessed, and

near two thousand dollars, for this so-called

improvement. A very great number of others

were also damaged to a very great amount,

and instead of being awarded for such dam

ages as they should have been, were assessed

for a pretended benefit.

We have rather departed from our stating

of the proceedings to make these remarks,

and will now proceed with the entire stating

part, until we have finished up to the time of

applying for the certioraris.

As we before observed, the contractors com

menced work in July, and the sewer was com

pleted in October following, but the grading

and pavement were not finished until the month

of June, in the year following. The streets re

mained in an unfinished and almost impassa

ble state during the fall of 1836 and winter

and spring of 1837. .

Subsequent to the completing of the sewer,

the surveyor, as it now appears, made out a

certificate of the measurement, &c. of the

sewer &c., as follows:—

This certifies that the length of the sewer in

Thomas street is 362 feet, with six openings—

$3.30.

The length of the sewer in Chapel street,

south of the north side of White street, 1622

feet—$4.97.

The length of same from White street

where it enters the sewer in Canal street, 782

feet—$5.37.

There are fifteen openings in Chapel street

sewer—7. 75

There are twenty-eight receiving basins in

both sewers—$87. -

550 feet culverts in both sewers—$2.55.

DANIEL Ewen, City Surveyor.

New York, Oct. 20, 1836.

The surveyor also made out an assessment

list and map, all but extending the columns

of dollars and cents.

The assessors append to this an abstract in

the words following :-

Abstract of assessment for building a sewer in

Chapel and Thomas streets.

Sewer in Thomas street—362 feet,

at $3.30 per foot - - - $1194.60

Six openings in top of sewer in

Thomas street, at $7.75 - - 46. 50

Sewer in Chapel street south of the

north side of White street—1022

feet, at $4.97 per foot - - 5079. 34

Sewer in Chapel street from White

street to sewer in Canal street—

782 feet, at $5.37 per foot - 4199. 34

Fifteen openings in sewer in Chap

el street, at $7.75 - - - 116. 25

28 receiving basins, at $87. 00–

these openings on both sewers 2436. 00

550 feet of culverts on both sewers,

at $2.55 per foot - - - 1402. 50

14474. 53

Contract, $14474. 53

Advertising, 5. 00

Surveying, 585. 00

Inspecting, 291. 00

Assessing, 560. 0ſ)

Collecting, 473. S9

Damage water pipes, ISI. 66

$16,571. 08

LOVELL PURDY,

JOSEPH N. LORD,

RICHARD B. FOSDICK,

Assessors.

In the proceedings of the Board of Alder

men, rol. 12. p. 121, see the following :—
January 4th, 1837.

“The Street Commissioner presented an as

sessment for constructing a sewer in Chapel

street and Thomas street, which was confirm

ed, and Asher Martin appointed Collector, and

ordered to be sent to the Board of Assistant

Aldermen for concurrence.”

In the proceedings of the Board of Assist

ants, vol. 9. p. 67, is the following 2–
January 9th, 1837.

“Assessment for construction a sewer in

Chapel and Thomas streets, confirmed and

concurred in.”

Proceedings Board of Aldermen, rol. 12.
March 27th, 1837

“For a sewer in Chapel and Thomas street.

Warrant to issue to Asher Martin, Collector.”

p. 447.

* _-º-º:
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“A petition of A. Lockwood and others,

to have the sewer in Chapel street examined

and repaired, was referred to the Committee

on Roads and Canals.”—Page 468.

*

Same volume, page 593.

In the report of the Committee on the

Petition of A. Lockwood and others, they ask

to be discharged from the further consideration

of the subject. They say, among other things

in the said report, as follows:

“The new sewer was placed upon the bot

tom of the old one, where the same has not

settled, and is elevated but eight inches above

it. The Street Commissioner has made an ex

amination into the cause of the complaint, and

has found that the whol. E difficulty proceeded

from neglect, on the part of the owners, to con

struct drains from their cellars to the sewer,

the sewer being dry and two feet below the

level of the cellars.”

In the month of June the surveyor made an

assessment map and an assessment list, for the

grading, paving, &c., and a certificate which

makes the caption of the list, was made by two

of the assessors who signed their names at

the end of the list. It is in the words follow

ing:

WE THE subscriberts, the persons appoint

ed by the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonaſty

of the city of New York, in Common Coun

cil convened, by an ordinance passed on the

sixteenth day of May, one thousand eight

hundred and thirty-six, to make an estimate of

the expense of conforming to a certain order

and direction of the said Common Council for

grading, regulating and repairing Chapel

street, and the adjoining streets from Murray

to Canal street, and a just and equitable as

sessment thereof among the owners or occu

pants of all the houses and lots intended to be

benefitted thereby, in proportion, as nearly as

may be, to the advantage which each shall be

deemed to acquire, having taken the oath re

quired by law, which is filed in the Street

Commissioners' office—

Do hereby certify to the said Mayor, Alder

men and Commonalty in Common Council

convened, that we have, according to law, es

timated the expense of conforming to the afore

said order and direction of the Common Coun

cil, for grading,regulating and repaving Chapel

street, and the adjoining streets between Mur

ray and Canal streets, at the sum of thirty

three thousand six hundred and thirteen dol

lars and forty-six cents, as follows, that is to

say:—

CoNTRACT, $31,979. 28

Surveying, 603. 61

Advertising, 3. 00

Inspecting, 452. 00

Collecting, 259. 77

Profiles, 272, 00

Cleansing privies, 43. S0

$33,613. 46

And that we have, according to law, made a

just and equitable assessment, as follows that

is to say.

JOHN EWEN,

M. D. L. GAINES, }Assessors.

The assessment list embraced that part of

Varick street which lies between North Moore

and Franklin streets, and St. John's lane,

which lies between Leight street and Beach

street. Varick street and St. John's lane run

nearly parallel with Chapel street, but do not

intersect it or adjoin it. The list also embraced

that part of Chapel street extending from Du

ane street to Murray street. The amount of

work stated to be done in these sections is

about six thousand dollars. -

The assessment list shows that several per

sons owning lots &c. on the north side of

Leonard street near Chapel, and also several

persons on the north side of Franklin, east of

Chapel street, were not charged any sum what

ever for filling in, the profiles showing however

that the streets opposite these respective prem

ises were filled in near three feet. The amount

of contracts, it will be seen, is stated in gross,

and thus apportioned. -

Portions of Chapel street had been re-paved

at the expense of the owners subsequent to

1824, and was by the following ordinance ex

empt from further assessment for paving or

re-paving.

November 21th, 15-21.

“Whenever the carriage-way of any of

the streets in the city of New York, or part

of the same, not less than the space or distance

between and including the intersection of two

streets, shall be re-paved or newly paved, and

the cross-streets and side-walks laid, and the

side-walks extended to the width required by

law, at the expense of the individual owners

of the lots on the same, and the work approved

by the Street Commissioner, such streets, or

parts of streets, shall forever thereafter be

paved, repaired and repaved, at the expense of

the Common Council.”

It shall be the duty of the Street Commis

sioner to prepare and keep in his office a book

alphabetically arranged, in which shall be en

tered the names of the streets so paved or re

paved and accepted by the Corporation.

*

Chapel street had most of it been repaved

in 1820 and 1822, at an expense of about nine

cents the square yard and not 40 cents.

Proceedings of the Board of Assistants, vol.

10, page 148.

September 4th, 1837.

“By Mr. Franklin. Remonstrance of sun

dry inhabitants of the Fifth Ward in relation

to the assessment for the regulation of Chapel

street. Referred to Committee on Assess

ments.”

October 2d., 1837.

Same rolume, page 176.

By Mr. Hyde. “Report of the same com

mittee, in favor of confirming the assessment

for regulating and paving Chapel street.—

Adopted.”

The Committee on Assessments of the

Board of Assistant Aldermen, to whom was

referred the annexed assessment lists for filling,

grading and paving Chapel street and inter

sections, together with remonstrances and ob

jections, beg leave respectfully to report—

That your committee have carefully exam

ined the subject, having duly notified the par

ties to appear before your committee, in order

to obtain all necessary information touching

the premises. The Contractors and Superin

tendents of the said work were severally exam

ined as to the manner and time in which it

was completed. Their evidence given was

satisfactorily conclusive that the delay in the

completion of said work was caused by una

voidable circumstances, over which the con

tractor had no control, and that the work was

as well done as the nature of the ground would

admit of. Although your committee had no

tice sent to several of the remonstrants, yet

but one of them appeared before us, viz. An

drew Lockwood, Esq., who stated that he was

proprietor and owner of thirteen houses, situ

ated on the premises, and that he suffered in

loss of rents about several hundred dollars in

consequence of water running into the lower

part of his houses. Furthermore, that he fill

“d in his sidewalks at his own expense. Your

committee have also made enquiries of Mr.

Ewen, Street Commissioner, who states that

in his judgment the completion of said con

tract was protracted by unavoidable circum

stances. Mr. Bolster, Superintendent of Pave

ments, has given his certificate, certifying that

the pavement was as well done as the nature

of circumstances would admit of Your coln:

mittee have, therefore, under consideration of

all the facts that they have been able to elicit,

come to the conclusion to recommend the ſº

lowing resolution :

Resolved, If the Board of Aldermen con:

cur, that the assessment for filling, grading and

paving Chapel street, be, and the same *

hereby confirmed.

W. M. F. Hyde, Committee

WM. WELLs Holly, oil

Philip SNEdicoſt, Assessments.

Proceedings of the Board of Aldermº";

vol. 13, page 400.

October 4th, 1837. -

From the Board of Assistants. “A report of

the Committee on Assessments relative to *"

assessment for filling, grading and paying

Chapel street, was referred to the Committee

on Assessments.”

November 27th, 1837.

The Committee on Assessments, to whom

was referred the accompanying remonstrance

against confirming the assessment for regula

ting and paving Chapel street, and the streets

intersecting the same, respectfully report

That Chapel street has been widened be:

tween Murray and Leonard streets; that, sub

sequently, resolutions and ordinances were

passed by the Common Council to build 4

sewer therein, and elevate the grade of Chapel

street, between Reed and Canal streets, about

three feet, and so much of the intersecting

streets, intermediate, as were affected thereby;

that, in pursuance of these resolutions and

ordinances, contracts were made the Street

Commissioner to carry into effect these im

provements.

The contract for regulating and paving

Chapel, and adjoining streets, contemplated

the work to be finished in November last. It

was not, however, fully completed until the
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early part of the succeeding summer, and then

not in as satisfactory manner as could have

been desired.

The committeehave been attended by a large

number of persons on this subject, some of

whom object to the confirmation of the assess

ment on the ground that the work has not been

well and faithfully done, and within the time

limited by the contract. They complain that

the pavement has partially settled in many

places between Leonard and Canal streets, oc

casioned, as they believe, by improper filling;

that the bridge stones are unusually rough, and

that, in consequence of delay in the filling,

they were, in some instances, obliged to fill in

their own sidewalks to get access to their pre

mises. -

Mr. Lockwood, who owns several houses

situate on Chapel, North Moore and Varick

streets, also complains that the work, being

left in an unfinished state during the winter,

exposed his premises so that his cellars were

partially filled with water, and he was deprived

of their use. The greater number of persons

who oppose the assessment state that their ob

ject, in opposing the same, is not to prevent

the contractor from being paid for the work,

but to shield themselves from the expense

which, they contend, ought to be borne by the

corporation, they having been already heavily

assessed for widening the street, and for build

ing the sewer, improvements which the public

were greatly interested in, and benefitted by,

and which were effected without cost to the

city, and in opposition to some of them.

The committee consider that the question

referred to them is as to the manner in which

the contract has been performed, and whether

or not the contractor is fairly entitled to be paid

for his work. It was stated by Mr. McKibbon,

jun., that a portion of the filling was done pre

vious to his being placed on the street as In

spector; that the filling done by Mr. Pettigrew,

the contractor, under his superintendence, was

good and wholesome ; that earth of an im

proper character was frequently placed on the

street during the night by cartmen unknown,

which was always carted off by the contractor

at his own cost; that the materials used for

paving were of a good quality, and were placed

down according to contract; that the partial

settling of the pavement, in some places, was

occasioned by being paved immediately over

the new filling; and that the work was, under

the circumstances, well done. Alderman

Banks stated that he was upon the works daily

during the progress; that the contractors were

imposed upon by individuals placing improper

earth in the streets during the night, which

they, in the instances noticed by him, removed

at their own expense; that the contractors are

probably delayed by the difficulty of obtaining

earth, and by buildings remaining in the street

which ought to have been removed, and that

the filling was, under all the circumstances, as

good as could have been expected.

The present Superintendent of Paving in

formed the Committee that there were ridges

in the pavement in front of the houses on Chapel

street, and in some places it was sunken, occa

sioned, as he supposed, by drains being placed

across the street which he required to be altered

previous to giving a certificate approving of

the work, although it strictly might not have

belonged to the contractor to do it.

The committee have fully considered this

subject, and, under all the circumstances, re

commend the assessment to be confirmed.

It amounts to about $34,000, the greater

portion of which the contractor has out of one

year and upwards.

IsAAc L. Yºº Y Committee

Edwa Ro TAYLoR, Oil

Joseph Hoxie. y Assessments.

Same colume, page 44.
Decetimber 444, 1837.

“Petition of John Johnson andJames Styles

and others, to be relieved from the assessment

for grading Chapel street, was referred to the

Committee on Assessments.”

Same colume, page 124.

December ...!d, 1537.

“On motion of Alderman Warian, Docu

ment, No. 40, being the report of the Commit

tee on Assessments in favor of confirming the

assessment for regulating and paving Chapel

street, and the intersecting streets, was taken

up, and the same was adopted, and directed

to be sent to His iionor, the Mayor, for ap

proval.”

After the organization of the Common Coun

cil of IS38–9, in May, 1838, a memorial was

presented in the Board of Assistants.

May 28th, 1838.

“By Mr. Anderson. Petition of owners

and lessees of property in Chapel street, and

the streets intersecting, for correction of as

sessment and relief. Referred to committee

on assessments.”— Pro. Bal. Assist., vol. 12.

p. 6.

July 23d, 1838.

“Reports. By Mr. Tiemann : Report of

the assessment committee on the assessment

for regrading and repairing Chapel street, to

gether with the various petitions and remon

strances thereon, accompanied with a resolu

tion as follows, viz.:”

“Resolved, That the expense of re-paving

Chapel street be paid by the Common Coun

cil, and that the Comptroller draw a warrant

for the amount thereof.”

On motion of Mr. Graham, the report was

laid on the table and ordered to be printed.—

Pro. Bd. Assist., vol. 12, p. 75.

October 15th, 1838.

Mr. Tiemann moved to take up the report of

the Committee on Assessments, on the petition

praying that the Common Council pay for the

repaving of Chapel street, for the purpose of

referring back to the committee—Adopted.”—

Pro. Bd. Assissts., vol. 12, page 148. .

November 26th, 1838.

By Mr. Tiemann. Report of the Committee

on Assessments, upon a former report upon

the petition of sundry persons asking to be

relieved from the assessment for repaving

Chapel street.”

“Accompanying the report is the following

resolution, viz.–

“Resolved, That the Comptroller be direct

ed to draw his warrant for $30,413 34, being

the amount of the repaving, after deducting so

much as has been added to the street by widen

ing and grading.”

“On motion of Mr. Anderson, laid on the ta

ble and ordered to be printed.”—Vol. 13, Pro.

Bd. Assistants, page 25.

January 7th, 1839.

“The President, (Caleb S. Woodhull, Esq.)

called up the report of the Committee on As

sessments, upon their former report on the pe

tition of sundry persons, asking to be relieved

from the assessment for repaving Chapel street,

and offered a resolution referring the subject

to the street commissioner, to report at the

next meeting of the board the state of the for

merand present grade and pavement in Chapel

street, and also the condition of the old and

new sewer therein, together with his opinion

of the relative merits or advantages of the

same—which resolution was adopted.”—Pro.

Bd. Assistants, rol. 13, page 89.

January 21st, 1839.

“By Mr. Anderson. Petition of John WAL

worriſ, Morg AN LEwis, and fifty-three others,

to be relieved from erroneous assessment for a

new sewer on Chapel street, and for repaving

and regrading Chapel street and the streets in

tersecting. Referred to Committee on Assess

ments.”—Pro. Bd. Assist., rol. 13, page 93.

“Report of the Street Commissioner upon

the report of the Assessment Committee, on

the petition of sundry persons asking to be re

lieved from the assessment, &c., Chapel street,

in relation to grade, &c., of said street. Re

ferred to Committees on Assessments and

Law, &c.”—Pro. Bd. Assist., vol. 13, page
106.

February 25, 1839.

“By Mr. Tiemann. Report of the Joint

Committee on Assessments and Laws, on the

former reports of the assessment committee,

on the petition of sundry owners of property

in Chapel street, and its vicinity, for relief from

the payment of assessments for regrading and

repaving such streets, and building a sewer

therein, accompanied with the following reso
lutions:

“Resolved, That the Comptroller draw his

warrants in favor of the owners of property

on Chapel street, between Canal street and the

centre of the blocks between Franklin and

Leonard streets, and also on the intersecting

streets intermediate, for the sums paid by them

for the building the new sewer, and the recent

regulations and paving Chapel street and the

streets intersecting the same.

“Resolved, That the assessments upon

property as above, which have not been paid,

be remitted, and that the comptroller draw his

warrant for the amount in favor of the con

tractor.

“Laid on the table, and -

“On motion of Mr. Graham, three times the

usual number of copies ordered to be printed.”

—Pro. Bal. Assist., vol. 13, page 167.

March 18th, 1839.

“The report of the Committee on Law and

Assessments on the petition of the owners of

property on Chapel street, and its vicinity, for

relief from the payment of assessment for re
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grading and repaving said street, being among

general orders, was called up for consideration

by Mr. Anderson.

“Mr. Balis moved that the discussion on

this subject be deferred until the next meeting

of the board, which motion was adopted.”—

Pro. Bd. Assist., vol. 13, page 202.

March 25th, 1839.

“The report of the Committees on Assess

ment and Laws, on the petition of sundry

owners of property in Chapel street, and its

vicinity, for relief from the payment of assess

ments for regrading and repaving said streets,

and building a sewer therein, being the special

order of the day, was called up by Mr. An

derson.

- “SPECIAL ORDERs.

“The report of the Committees on Assess

ments and Laws, on the petition of sundry

owners of property in Chapel street, and its

vicinity, for relief from the payment of assess

ments for regrading and repaving said street,

and building a sewer therein, being the special

order of the day, was called up by Mr. Ander

SOrl.

The committee, after giving at large the fea

tures of the case, offer the following as a sum

mary of their conclusions:—

1. That the widening, grading and paving

Chapel street, is essentially more a public ben

efit than a benefit to the individuals assessed.

2. That, as such, the charge upon the city

treasury of one third the value of the build

ings, ought, in justice and equity, to have been

made.

3. That though the time has elapsed when

this could have been made a legal charge, it is

never too late to do justice, and that a mistake

in the judgment of the commissioners, when

palpable, should not be allowed to work an

injury to any citizen.

4. That the neglect of the contractor to fill

in the street within the time fixed by his con

tract, has caused large losses to the petitioners;

and that the corporation having failed to col

lect these damages from the contractor, is

bound, in justice and equity, to indemnify the

petitioners.

5. That the petitioners were informed, by

those who necessarily are the most competent

authority on such subjects, that the improve

ment would cost them nothing, and acted dif

ferently under this information from what they

would have done, had they anticipated these

assessments.

6. That the old sewer was, in all respects,

snfficient, requiring only some few repairs, and

that the new sewer does not answer the same

purpose as effectually.

7. That the corporaton having, in the year

1820, constructed, at the expense of the neigh

borhood, a good and sufficient sewer, it is a

question whether its power was not thereafter

limited to alterations and amendments only, at

their expense, and that therefore the taking up

the old sewer and constructing a new one in

its place, has become a city charge.

8. That it is a matter of doubt whether, un

der the 175th and 176th sections of the act of

1813, an assessment should not have been

madebefore the improvement was commenced,

as is always done in the opening and extend

ing of streets, in order that the common coun

cil might accuratelyjudge whetherthe improve

ment would be beneficial or not.

9. That the widening of Chapel street, the

regrading and repairing of the same, and the

building a sewer therein, though done under

different ordinances, is but one whole improve

ment, and that under the act of April 16th,

1836, the owners of the property affected

by the regrading of the wide part of Chapel

street, should have been allowed the damages

sustained by them in consequence of such re

grading.

Your committee therefore recommend the

fellowing resolutions:—

Resolved, That the Comptroller draw his

warrants in favor of the owners of property on

Chapel street, between Canal street and the

centre of the block between Franklin and

Leonard streets, and also on the intersecting

streets intermediate, for the sums paid by them

for the building of the new sewer, and the re

cent regulations and paving of Chapel streets

and the streets intersecting the same.

Resolved, That the assessments upc., prop

erty as above, which have not been paid, be

remitted, and that the Comptroller draw his

warrant for the amount in favor of the con

tractor.

DANIEL F. TIEMANN,
- Committee

C. C. CRoi. Its, jun.,
w - Oll

FREEMAN CAMP BELL, - *

* - Assessm'ts

DAvid GRAHAM, jun.,
- and

A BEL. T. ANDERsoN, -

Laws.

M. B. HART,

“The Report being read, Mr. Potter oppos

ed the adoption of the resolution as recom

mended by the committee. Alderman Gra

ham advocated the adoption of the resolution

at considerable length. Mr. Tiemann called

for the AYES AND NAys, upon the passage of

the resolution as recommended by the commit

tee, when the same was adopted, ELEVEN

members voting in favor, and two opposed, as

follows: -

“AFFIRMATIVE–Messrs. Sparks, Anderson,

Crolius, Barnes, Campbell, Howe, Hart,

Bunting, Graham, Tiemann, Nash.

“NEGATIVE–Caleb S. Woodhull, Ellis Pot

ter.”—Pro. Bal. Assist., vol. 13, page 211.

Proceedings Board Aldermen vol. 16, p. 2S7.

April 3d, 1839.

Petition of Morgan Lewis and others pray

ing to be relieved from the payment of assess

ments for regulating and paving Chapel street.

Referred to the committee on assessments and

laws. -

From the Board of Assistants, p. 295

A report of the committee on assessments

and laws &c. on the petition of sundry own

ers of property on Chapel street for relief from

the payment of an assessment for re-grading

and re-paving said street. Referred to com

mittee on assessments and laws.

Proceedings Board Aldermen, vol. 17 p. 188.

July 15th.

Petition of E. Meriam in behalf of persons

assessed for the re-grading and re-paving the

wide part of Chapel street, and intersecting

streets, for relief, which was laid on the table,

Page 215.

July 17th.

The Street Commissioner presented a com

munication relative to the advertisement and

sale of property for assessments, which was

referred to the committee on finance, together

with the petition of E. Meriam and others for

relief from assessment for re-grading Chapel

Street.

Proceedings Board Aldermen, vol. 17. p. 228. ,
July 22d.

The Committee on Finance, to whom was

referred the communication of the Street Com

missioner, relative to the sale of property for

unpaid assessments, presented the following

report thereon : *

. The Finance Committee, to whom was re

ferred the annexed communication of the

Street Commissioner, with the accompanying

list of final delinquents on assessments, on

which sixty days have expired since confirm

ation, respectfully report:

That the returns involve a large sum of mo

ney, part of which is due to contractors, and

part to the city.

The Committee have considered the sub

ject, and recommend for adoption the follow

ing resolution.

Ičesolved, That the Street Commissioner be,

and he is hereby directed to take proper mea

sures, in pursuance of law, for the advertise

ment and sale of the property described in the

accompanying returns for unpaid assessments.

Thom As G. TALLMADGE,

EGBERT BENsoN.

A motion was made to lay the subject on

the table, which was lost.

Alderman Tiemann moved to amend the

same by adding the following:

“Provided, such sale shall not take place

before the first of February next,” which was

lost on a division called by him.

Affirmative–Ald. Smith, Ferris, Willis,

and Tiemann–4.

NEGATIVE-Alderm'n Woodhull, Benson,

Guion, Ferris, Tallmadge, Hart, Cook, and

Nichols—7.

The question was then taken on the resolu

tion as reported, and the same was adopted, on

a division called by Ald. Tiemann.

AffiftMAtive–Alder. Woodhull, Benson,

Guion, Ferris. Tallmadge, Hart, Cook, and

Nichols—S.

NegAtive–Ald. Smith, Willis, and Tic

nna tan. -

And the same was directed to be sent to the

Board of Assistants.

Proceedings of the Board of Assistants,

rol. 14, page 2:23.
July 29th. -

From the Board of Aldermen. Report of

the Finance Committee, on the communica

tion of the Street Commissioner, relative to

the advertisement and sale of property for im

provements, accompanied by the following re

solution, to wit:

Resolved, That the street commissioner be,

and he is hereby directed to take the proper

measures in pursuance of law, for the adver

tisement and sale of the property described in

the accompanying returns of unpaid assess

InelltS.
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3.

Mr. Balis moved that the whole subject be

referred to the committee on finance, and the

ayes and moes being called, the motion was

carried by the following vote :

Affirmative: Messrs. Balis, Deming, O'Neill,

Connor, Vandevoort, Campbell, Dodge, the

President, S.

Negative: Potter, Timpson, Pollock, Lee, 4.

So the resolution and accompanying docu

ments were referred to the Committee on Fi

riance.

On motion a recess was ordered for thirty

minutes.

Mr. O'Neil moved to reconsider the vote of

the Board, referring to the Committee on Fi

nance the reports and resolution of the Board

of Aldermen, in relation to sales of property

for unpaid assessments, and the motion pre

vailed.

Mr. Campbell moved to amend the Resolu

tions by adding the words “except the assess

ments for regulating Chapel street.”

The ayes and noes being called, on the mo

tion to amend, the same was lost by the fol

lowing vote:

AFFIRMATIve—Messrs. Wandevoort, Camp

bell, and Dodge—3.

NEGATIVE–Messrs. Balis, Deming, Potter,

O'Neil, the President, Pollock, Lee—7.

The question then recurring on the motion

to concur in the resolution, the ayes and noes

were called, and the members voted as follows:

Affirmative—Messrs. Balis, Deming, Pot

ter, O'Neil, the President, Pollock, Lee.

NEGATIVE-Messrs. Wandevoort, Campbell,

Dodge—seven voting in the affirmative and

three in the negative. The resolution was

concurred in.

Pro. Bd. Ald, vol. 17, page 253.

August 7th. -

Petition of sundry owners of property in

Chapel street, praying relief from erroneous

assessments for re-paving Chapel street.

Alderman Robert Smith presented the fol

lowing resolution in relation thereto, viz.:

Resolved, That the assessment for re-gra

ding Chapel street be stricken from the list of

property directed to be advertised and sold for

the non-payment of assessments, and that the

Comptroller draw his warrant in favor of the

contractor for the amount thereof, at the time

when the other contractors shall be paid by a

sale of the property assessed.

Alderman Lawrence moved to refer the

whole to the committee on assessments and

laws, which was adopted, on a division called

by Alderman Tiemann.

AffirMATIve—The President, Ald. Phoe

nix, Woodhull, Benson, Tallmadge, Cook,

Lawrence, and Nash—8.

NEGATIve–Ald. Guion, Smith, Ferris, Wil

lis, Chamberlain, and Tiemann–6.

Proceedings of the Board of Assistants, vol.

16, page 230.

By Mr. Anderson. Petition of sundry

owners of property in Chapel street, and in

tersecting streets, for relief from erroneous as

SeSSment.

Mr. Anderson with the petition offered the

following resolution, to wit:

Resolved, That the Street Commissioner

be directed to withhold from advertising and

sale the property assessed for grading and re

paving Chapel street until further orders of

the common council.

After a discussion between Mr. Anderson,

in favor of adopting, and Mr. Potter, opposed,

the ayes and noes being called, the members

voted as follows:

AfrikMATIve—Anderson, Conner, Wande

voort, Campbell, Howe, Dodge, the Presi

dent, Spader—S.

NEGATIVE-Balis, Deming, Potter, O'Neil,

Pollock, Lee—7.

Eight members voting in affirmative, and

seven in the negative. The resolution was

adopted and directed to be sent to the other

board for concurrence.

Proceedings of the Board ºf Aldermen, vol.

17, page 2-0.

From the Board of Assistants. Petitions of

several owners of property in Chapel street,

for relief from assessments, accompanied with

the following resolution :

Resolved, That the Street Commissioner be

directed to withhold from advertising and sale

the property assessed for grading and repaving

Chapel street, until further orders of the com

mon council—which was laid on the table.

We have thus at length, and in detail, given

the heads of the proceedings in the two boards

composing the common council, in relation to

these assessments, by which it will be seen that

the committees in three successive reports

unanimously admitted the equity, legality, and

justice of the claim made by the Chapel street

sufferers to INDEMNITY, and the Board of As

sistants, by a vote of 11 to 2, sustained the re

port, which was the last of the series, and the

most extensive, thereby sustaining all the others.

These reports would no doubt have been con

curred in by the other board, but for the inten

tional neglect of the chairman of the assess

ment committee to call that committee together

to act upon the report of the committee of the

other board, before the session of the common

council for which they were elected terminated,

as it was his duty to have done. Subsequent

to this, application was made to the Board of

Aldermen, composing a part of the next suc

ceeding common council, to exclude the Chapel

street property from the list of delinquents of

the property to be advertised for sale for unpaid

assessments, and this application and the as

sessment list were both referred to the finance

committee, of which the chairman of the pre

vious assessment committee of the previous

common council was a member, and here again

he exerted his power to defeat the application.

The committee reported against the Chapel

street application, and the report was adopted

by the Board of Aldermen. (It was not, how

ever, a unanimous report; Alderman TiEMANN,

much to his credit, refused to sign it.) The

report was sent to the Board of Assistants for

concurrence, and was referred to the finance

committee by a vote of 8 to 4.

Subsequently, and after the Chapel street

citizens had left the hall, a member of the

board moved a re-consideration of the vote of

reference; the motion for re-consideration pre

vailed; the same member then moved that the

board concurwith the board ofaldermen, which

motion also prevailed. The next Monday

night both boards convened, at which time a

memorial was presented to the Board of Alder

men by the Chapel street sufferers, asking to

have Chapel street property struck out of the

list of delinquents of property to be adver

tised for sale for the non-payment of assess

ments, and it was moved by Alderman Robert

Smith that the subject should at once be dis

posed of, and without being referred to a com

mittee; but a previous motion having been

made to refer, the motion to refer was first in

order: it was accordingly referred, and a vote

was taken on the previous motion, and carried

by a vote of 8 to 7. A duplicate memorial

was then at once presented in the Board of

Assistants, and was by that board promptly

acted upon the same evening, and by vote of

8 to 7 Chapel street assessments were ordered

to be struck out of the list of delinquents, and

the Board ordered the papers to be sent imme

diately to the Board of Aldermen for concur

rence. The papers were accordingly sent at

once to the other board, which, at the time the

papers were announced, was not full, and con

sequently, Alderman Smith moved to lay the

papers on the table, and they were laid on the

table accordingly. Shortly after, the members

who were absent from their seats, returned,

whereupon, Alderman Guion moved, that the

Chapel street papers be taken up. Alderman

Benson opposed the motion, but his opposition

did not avail, which being seen by Alderman

Tallmadge, he immediately moved an adjourn

ment, which motion, by the rules, has prefer

ence. The President put the question, and

decided at once, without a moment’s hesitation,

that it was carried, and jumped out of his seat

before a member could ask for the ayes and

noes. Had the vote been taken that night in

the Board of Aldermen, the Chapel street suf.

ferers would have had a majority of two.

Finding matters thus situated in the Com

mon Council, Alderman Robert Smith advised

the Chapel street sufferers to apply to the Su

preme Court for redress.

In the month of August, 1839, the Chair

man of the Chapel street Committee proceeded

to Utica, and made a full statement of the

whole matter to Judge Savage, late distin

guished Chief Justice of the Supreme Court

of the State of New York. After making a

verbal statement to Judge Savage, which occu

pied a whole day, the chairman of the commit

tee placed the papers in the hands of two able

legal gentlemen in Utica, HIRAM DENIo AND

WARD HUNT, Esqs., for the purpose of ma

king out an application to the Supreme Court

for two writs of certioraris. These gentlemen

examined the papers, and gave a written opin

ion that a motion for a certiorari is a proper

remedy for the parties complaining. Murray

Hoffman, Esq., had previously been applied to

by the committee, and he gave a written opin

ion in the following words:—

In relation to the claim of the parties

assessed for the sewer in Chapel street,

and for repaving and regrading said st.,

I am of opinion-- -

That, as to the latter, the claim upon

theTGorporation for repayment is well
died and legal; and that those who

ſº not jºin: be compelled to

pay.
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*: to the sewer, there is a sº
strong legal objection to the recovery o

the amount assessed, and I am inclined
to think no action can be sustained a

gainst those who have not paid.

And that the claim upon the Corpora

tion for repayment, by those who have

paid, is just and####
MIUIRIRAY HIOT". FIMAINT.

New York. January 28, 1839.

Affidavits were made by the relators, and a

copy of the same, with a notice of motion for

the first Tuesday in December, were served

upon His Honor, the Mayor, in the month of

October, 1839, in twenty-two months after the

confirmation of the assessment. The affidavit

as to the sewer was made by James H. Sayre,

and as to the paving and grading by Eben.

Meriam, Andrew Lockwood, and Rienier Wor

tendyke, who, altogether, were assessed about

$2500 for paving, grading, &c., exclusive of

interest, which at this time amounts to $500

more. The affidavits were very full, and the

notice of motion was, that a writ of certiorari

would be moved for, and also a stay of pro

ceedings. The motion was most ably argued

on the part of the relators by WARD HUNT,

Esq., of Utica, and was strenuously opposed

by Peter A. Cowdrey, Esq., counsel for the

Mavor and Common Council. The court was

held by Judge Bronson. The court, after a

full argument, took the papers, and after ad

visement and deliberation, during the session

of the full bench of the Supreme Court in

January, granted the writ in the paving and

grading case, and denied the motion in the

sewer case. The order made by the court in

the case is embraced in the writ as follows:–

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK :

To the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty ºf

the city of New York—GREETING:

Whereas we have understood, on the com

plaint of Eben. Meriam, Rienier Wortendyke

and Andrew Lockwood, that lately certain

proceedings have been before you, the said

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the city

of New York, in relation to the regrading, re

paving, or repairing of CHAPEL STREET, in the

city of New York, in the year Eighteen hun

dred and thirty-six and the year Eighteen hun

dred and thirty-seven, and being willing for cer

tain reasons that speedy justice should be done

to the said Eben Meriain, Rienier Wortendyke,

Andrew Lockwood, and all other persons in

terested in the said proceedings, and being

willing for certain reasons that the said pro

ceedings before you remaining should be cer

tified and returned by you into our supreme

court of judicature, before our justices there

of: Do commAND You, that you do certify and

return to our justices of our supreme court,

before our justices thereof, all and every ordi

nance of the Common Council of the said city

of New York passed in the year Eighteen hun

dred and thirty-six, or at any time since, for

repaving, repairing, or regrading Chapel street,

in the said city, from Duane street to Canal

street, or any portion of said Chapal street, and

all and every ordinance of said Common

Council, passed in the year eighteen hundred

and thirty-six, or at any time since, for repay

ing, repairing, or regrading St. John's lane or

Varick street, in the said city, or any portion

thereof: and all and every ordinance of the

said Common Council for procuring estimates

of the expense of making each and every of

the said improvements, and the estimates there

upon made : and all and every ordinance of

the said Common Council for the appointment

of Commissioners of Estimate and Assess

ment for assessing the benefits or expenses of

the said improvements, or either of them, on

the owners or occupants of any property, and

the assessment thereupon made, together with

all the papers and documents, before the said

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the city

of New York, previous to the time of ratifying

or confirming such assessments tending to show

the principle on which the said assessments

were made : and all and every ordinance of

the said Common Council ratifying or confirm

ing the said assessments, or directing the col

lection of the monies assessed : and also that

you, the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty,

certify and return, whether any and what

part of Chapel street included in the above

mentioned improvements, or any of them, was

repaved in the year eighteen hundred and

twenty-nine at the expense of the owners or oc

cupants of property upon said Chapel street:

and also all and every ordinance of the said

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty, passed or

recognized between the year eighteen hundred

and twenty-nine and the year eighteen hun

dred and thirty-six, providing, or showing, or

tending to show that such owners or occupants

upon Chapel street that were or ought to be

exempt from any assessment or expense for

the improvement of Chapel street, or any of

them, ordered by the said Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonalty to be made in the year eigh

teen hundred and thirty-six: and that the said

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty certify

and return all such maps and profiles of the

said streets and improvements as may be ne

cessary to the full understanding and explana

tion of the matters therein before mentioned,

and each and every of them, before our jus

tices of our supreme court, at the capitol, in

the city of Albany, on the Tuesday of March

next, so that our said justices may further act

thereon as of right and according to law ought

to be done, and have then there this writ.

Witness SAMUEL Nelson, CHIEF JUstice at

the Capitol, in the city of Albany, this eigh

teenth day of January, eighteen hundred and

forty. J. K. PAIGE, Clerk.

WARD HUNT, Attorney.

I certify the above certiorari has been or

derod and allowed by the Court.

JNo. KEY Es PAIGE, Clerk.

Proceedings of the Board of Aldermen, vol.

17, page 280.
New York, February 3, 1840.

The undersigned reports to the common

council that Supreme Court have decided a

gainst the application of Eben Meriam and

others for a certiorari to remove the proceed

ings in relation to the widening of Chapel

street and rebuilding the sewer therein, and

have granted a certiorari in relation to the re

paving and regrading of said street, for the

purpose of a more full investigation, but have

refused in the mean time to stay proceedings

of the Common Council.

Respectfully submitted,

P. A. COWDREY,

Shortly after this communication, the Street

Commissioner advertised the property in Cha

pel and neighboring streets for sale, for the

non-payment of this same assessment.

The relators made immediate application to

the Supreme Court, for an attachment, as for

contempt, for proceeding to advertise the prop

erty after the due service of the writ of certio

rari. The motion was argued by WARD HUNT,

Esq., for the relators, and Peter A. Cowdrey,

Esq., for the Mayor, &c., on the 1st day of

March special term, and on the 16th day of

March the court made the following order:—

On motion of Ward Hunt, counsel for the

relators, and P. A. Cowdrey, for the Mayor,

&c., Ordered, That the advertisements of the

property assessed for the regrading, &c., of

Chapel street, be discontinued the service of

the certiorari, being per se a stay of proceed

Ings.

The corporation officers thereupon discon

tinued the advertisement of sale by taking

Chapel street assessments out of the list, as

also that for 20th sewer, in which case also a

certiorari had been granted.

Three of the persons interested in the sewer;

made affidavits in relation to that assessment,

and copies of these affidavits, with a notice

that a motion would be made by Ward Hunt,

Esq., on the part of the relators, on the first

Tuesday of the April term, for a writ of certi

orari, were served upon the mayor, &c.

The motion was made by Mr. Hunt, and by

him argued for the relators, and opposed by

Mr. Cowdrey, for the Mayor, &c. The mo

tion was allowed at once by Judge Bromson,

who held the court.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK :

To the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonaſty ºf

the City of New York—GREETING:

Whereas, we have understood on the com

plaint of James Agnew, Eli B. Budd, and

Thomas Riley, that lately certain proceed

ings have been had before you, the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the

city of New York, in relation to the removing

of the then existing sewer, and constructing a

new sewer in Chapel street, from Duane to

Canal streets, in the year 1836, and also in

relation to the building a sewer in Thomas

street, in the same year, and being willing, for

certain reasons, that speedy justice should be

done to the said James Agnew, Eli B. Budd,

and Thomas Riley, and all other persons inter

ested in the said proceedings, and being willing,

for certain reasons, that the said proceedings

before you remaining should be certified and

returned by you into our supreme court ofju

dicature, before our justices thereof, do com

mand you, that you do certify and return to

our justices of our supreme court of judica

ture before our justices thereof: *

All and every ordinance for removing the

then existing sewer, and constructing a new

sewer in Chapel street from Duane to Canal

street, passed by the common council of the

said city of New York, in the month of May,

in the year 1836; all and every ordinance for

building a sewer in Thomas street, passed by

the said common council of the said city of

New York, in the same month and year; all

contracts made in the year 1836, or afterwards,

for the building of the said sewer in Chapel

—
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street or Thomas street; all reports, or certifi

cates, or returns of assessors, inspectors, or

surveyors made in relation to the construction

of the said sewers, or either of them, in the

same year or since; all assessment lists, or as

sessment maps, or assessments made or recom

mended or imposed for the payment of the ex

pense of constructing the said sewers, and all

maps, profiles, papers and documents tending

to show what was done under and by virtue of

the ordinance above referred to, and also what

was done under, and by virtue, or by claim

thereof, by the said Mayor, Aldermen, and

Commonalty, or their officers, agents, or ser

vants; and all and every ordinance of the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty, ratifying

or confirming the said assessments, or directing

the collection of the monies assessed, before

our justices of our supreme court, at the city

hall, in the city of New York, on the first Mon

day of May next, so that our said justices may

further act thereon, as of right and according

to law ought to be done, and have then there

this Writ.

Witness Samuel Nelson, Esq., Chief Jus

tice at the Capitol, in the city of Albany, this

7th day of April, 1840.

J. K. PAIGE, Clerk.

WARD HUNT, Attorney.

SUPREME COURT.

'The Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of

the city of New York, adsm. The People ex

rel. Eben Meriam and others. -

IN coyſ PLIANCE witH THE REQUIREMENTs of

the ANNExEd WRIT of CERT1or AR1, the Mayor,

Aldermen, and Commonalty of the city of

New York, do certify and return to the justices

of the supreme court of judicature of the Peo

ple of the State of New York, under their seal,

in a certain schedule hereto aunexed, the fol

lowing proceedings, viz.–all and every ordi

nance of the common council of the said city

of New York, passed in the year Eighteen

hundred and thirty-six,or at any time since, for

repaving, repairing, or regrading Chapel street,

in the said city, from Duane street to Canal

street, or any other portion of the said Chapel

street; and all and every ordinance of the said

common council passed in the year Eighteen

hundred and thirty-six, or at any time since,

for repaving, repairing, or regrading St. John's

dane or Varick street, in the said city, or any

portion thereof; and all and every ordinance

of the said common council for procuring esti

mates of the expense of making each and every

of the said improvements, and estimates there

upon made; and all and every ordinance of

said common council for the appointment of

commissioners of estimate and assessment for

assessing the benefit or expenses of said im

provements, or either of them, on the owners

or occupants of any property, and the assess

ment thereupon made, together with all the

papers and documents before the said mayor,

aldermen, and commonalty of the city of New

York, previous to the time of ratifying or con

firming such assessments, tending to show the

principle on which the said assessments were

made; and all and every ordinance of the said

common council ratifying or confirming the

said assessment, or directing the collection of

...he monies assessed, and also what part of

Chapel street, included in the above mentioned

improvements, or any of them, was repaved in

the year Eighteen hundred and twenty-nine at

the expense of the owners or occupants of pro

perty upon said Chapel street; and also all

and every ordinance of the said mayor, alder

men, and commonalty, passed or recognized,

between the year Eighteen hundred and twenty

nine and thirty-six, providing, or showing, or

tending to show that such owners or occupants

upon Chapel street were, or ought to be exempt

from any assessment or expense for the im

provements of Chapel street, or any of them,

ordered by the said mayor, aldermen, and com

monalty, to be made in the year One thousand,

eight hundred and thirty-six, and all such maps

and profiles of such streets as are necessary to

the full understanding and explanation of the

matters aforesaid.

[L. s.] D. T. WALENTINE.

Assist. Clerk C. C.

The following reso/ution for widening Chapel

street :—

Resolved, That Chapel street be widened

twenty-five feet on the N. W. side thereof, be

ginning at N. W. side of the lot now in the

possession of Lawrence Ackerman, about

ninety-one feet northerly from Leonard street,

and extending thence to Reed; and also that

Chapel street be widened twenty-five feet on

the N. E. side thereof, beginning on the north

erly end of the lot now occupied by Charles

D. B. Voise, which said lot is at the southerly

corner of Leonard and Chapel streets, and ex

tending thence south-westerly to Murray street.

Resolved, That the counsel of the Board

take the proper measures to carry into effect

the preceding resolution.

Adopted by the Board of Aldermen, No

vember 2, 1833.

Adopted by the Board of Assistant Alder

men, December 30, 1833.

Approved by the Mayor, Decem. 31, 1833.

Report confirmed, January 5, 1836.

sº." widening, ordered on the 15th May,

1836.

The Mayor, Aldermen, &c., not having made

a return to the certiorari in the paving and

grading case, a certificate of the clerk of the

supreme court was served upon the Mayor,

&c., together with a notice of a motion for an

attachment as for contempt. On the 7th of

April, 1840, the Counsel produced, at Albany,

a partial return, and agreed to furnish such

other return as the writ called for and the

counsel for the relators required, wherefore

the motion was not made. This return was

taken back to New York by the counsel for the

Mayor, &c., the papers were subsequently

filed in the office of the clerk of the supreme

court, at Albany, and were afterwards removed

by the counsel of the Mayor, &c., to the clerk's

office in New York, by consent of the clerk

at Albany and one of the relators. The affi

davit here given is of a date subsequent to the

motion at Albany, and is not the same affidavit

that was there submitted, although it is con

tended that the substance is the same. This,

however, was a matter of no consequence, as

this affidavit should not in fact form any part of

the return. The counsel for the relators pass

ing through the city of New York, on his way

to Washington, served the counsel of the

Mayor and Aldermen with a replicaion.

Subsequently, application was made to the

said counsel, to complete his return, which he

declined doing, saying that he was not bound

to do so, and that the replication had been put

in. One of the officers of the corporation,

whose affidavit constituted a part of the return,

had agreed to alter a clause in the affidavit, by

way of explanation, but refused afterwards to

do so. This affidavit was that which was with

drawn from the papers after the papers had

been submitted to the relators’ counsel at Al

bany, but before the papers were filed.

A notice of a motion, to compel a further

return, was served on the Mayor as for the

August term. This term was held by Mr.

Chief Justice Nelson. There was also a mo

tion for an attachment, or such other order as

the Court should think proper to grant as to

proceedings of the street commissioner in ad

vertising, that unless the relators in the sewer

case, in which a certiorari has been issued,

paid the assessments, leases would be executed

to the purchaser, for lots, &c., previously sold

for the assessments, on a certain day which

would arrive before a decision on the certiorari.

This motion as to the sewer the relators' coun

sel considered was within the order made by

Chief Justice Nelson, on the 16th March, which

is set forth above, that a service of certiorari is

perse A stay of PRocer DINGs, and the motion

was made solely with this view. These mo

tions were both argued by Mr. Hunt, for the

relators, and Mr. Cowdrey for the mayor, &c.

The affidavit referred to, is in the words

following:—

SUPREME COURT.

The Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of

the city of New York, adsm. the People ex

rel. Eben. Meriam and others.

City and County of New York ss, John

Ewen, Street Commissioner of the city of New

York, being duly sworn, doth depose and say

that the annexed return contains a full state

ment of all the ordinances referred to in the

certiorarl hereunto annexed that have been

passed by the common council of the said city,

and all the papers and documents before the

said Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty, pre

vious to the time of ratifying or confirming such

assessments, tending to show the principle on

which the said assessments were made, and

also all such maps and profiles of the said

streets and improvements as are necessary to

the full understanding and explanation of the . . .

matters in the said certiorari mentioned, or any

of them, and this deponent further saith that

Chapel street, in the said city, from Murray to :

Chamber, was paved at the expense of the

owners or occupants of property upon said

Chapel street, in the year one thousand, eight

hundred and twenty-nine, and that Chapel

street was widened on about the month of May,

in the year one thousand, eight hundred and

thirty-six, pursuant to the annexed resolution

passed December 31st, 1833, and the repaving

of such street was rendered indispensable in

consequence of such widening, and this depo

nent further saith that the expense of reparing

Chapel street, between Murray and Reade

streets, was charged upon the owners of prop.

-
*

* * *

e
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erty within those limits, anddidnot in any respect

affect the property not included therein. And

this deponent further saith, according to the

best of his knowledge and belief, the practice

always has been under the ordinance hereunto

annexed, in relation to the expense of repaving

streets, passed in the year 1824, to construct the

same as not applying to any case where there

was a radical change in the street, either by

altering the grade or increasing the width

thereof, but only to such cases where the pave

ment was worn or defaced by the ordinary

wear and tear of the streets.

JOHN EWEN.-

Sworn before me, this 9th day of April, IS40.

S. F. Cowpkey, Coin. of Deeds.

Paving Case.

Mr. Chief Justice Nelson took the papers,

and in the month of September made the fol

lowing orders:— -

The motion is made on a misapprehension

of the facts. The first affidavit contained the

clause proposed to be stricken out, the matter

is therefore all right. The motion must be
denied with costs. S. N.

Filed Sept. 1, 1840.

Sewer Case.

All reasonable means were taken to termin

ate the advertisement of the Chapel street pro

perty. The legal notices were in fact stopped,

and those beyond this ceased as far as practi.

cable. The parties concerned seem unreason

ably sensative in the matter. The advertise
ments on the service of that rule were put an

end to. Denied with costs. S. N.

At the October special term, held by Mr.

Justice Cowen, the motion for a further return

in the paving and grading case was renewed,

and the motion was, without argument, at once

granted by the court, upon which the order in

the following words was made :-

The People ex rel. Eben ! Ward Hunt, At

Meriam and others, torney.

ºrs. .

The Mayor, Aldermen, &c. -

A motion having been made in this cause, on

the part of the plaintiffs, for a further return

to the certiorari heretofore issued in this cause,

in regard to the assessment of the expense of

repairing or repaving Chapel street, between

Duane and Murray streets, or any part there

of mentioned in the proceedings in this cause

upon the owners and occupants of property in

Chapel street, between Duane and Canal st.,

and having been argued by Mr. L. H. Sand

ford for the plaintiffs, and Mr. S. F. Cowdrey

for the defendants.

ORDERED, That the defendants do return to

the court, as a part of the return to the said

certiorari, whether or not any part, and what

part of the said expenses were assessed upon

the owners and occupants last mentioned, or

any part of them. Rule, 7th October, 1840.

In January, the counsel for the relators gave

notice of a motion to be made at the next spe

cial term, of February, for an order to compel

the corporation to take a copy of a map off

the files which constituteda part of the return in

the paving and grading case, in consequence of

its not being a true copy of the original; and

also that a part of the return made to the or

der of the court, entered at the October term,

should be struck out as being irrelevant. This

return is in the words following:—

SUPREME (SOURT.

The Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of

the city of New York, adsm, The People

ex rel. Eben Meriam and others.

In compliance with the requirements of the

annexed rule, made and entered in the above

cause, the mayor, aldermen, and commonalty

of the city of New York do certify and return

to the justices of the supreme court of judica

ture of the State of New York, under their

seal, that no part of the expense of repairing

or reparing Chapel street, between Duane and

Murray strects, in the said city, was assessed

upon the owners or occupants of property be

tween Duane and Canal streets, but that the

full amount of all the expense of repairing and

reparing Chapel street, between Murray and

Duane streets, was assessed upon the owners

and occupants of property within these limits,

and that no more than the amount of the ex

pense of repairing and repaving Chapel street,

between Duane and Canal streets, was assessed

upon the owners of property within those limits.

And they further say, that although some of the

particular items of earpenditure incurred in the

repairing and repaving Chapel street, between

Murray and Duane streets, may have been in

part included in the assessment upon the prop

erty between Duane and Canal streets, yet that

other items of expenditure incurred in the re

pairing and repaving Chapel street aforesaid,

between Duane and Canal streets, were in part

included in the assessment upon the property

between Murray and Duane streets, and that

the amount of such expenditure, as first above

mentioned and charged upon the property be

tween Duane and Canal street, was less than

the amount of such expenditure as last above

mentioned and charged upon the property be

tween Murray and Duane streets.

In witness whereof, we, the Mayor, Alder

men, and Commonalty of the city of New

York, have caused ourcommon Seal to be here

unto affixed the 15th day of October, in the

year of our Lord, One thousand, eight hun

dred and forty. IsAAc L. VARIAN, Mayor.

By the Common Council,

SAMUEL J. Willis, Clerk. [L. s.]

At the January term, pending this notice of

motion, the counsel of the Mayor noticed the

causes for argument, the counsel of the rela

tors applied to Judge Gridley, and obtained a

stay of proceedings.

Notwithstanding this stay of proceedings, the

counsel for the Mayor persisted in bringing on

the argument, which was opposed by the coun

sel for Relators. The court sustained the

counsel for relators, and refused then to hear

the arguments.

At the February special term the motion in

relation to the paving and grading return was

made on the part of the relators, and opposed

on the part of the mayor, &c. The court

stated, in substance, as follows:—

First, as to the map, that the court would

not be misled by it, sufficient appearing to show

the true map. -

Second, as to the return made in pursuance

of the rule of October 7th, relative to assessing

north of Duane street certain expenses for

paving, &c., south of that street, that the re

turn admitted the only material fact, and it

could not be important how Much or how little

was assessed.

The judge denied the motion, without costs,

as there was, he said, colorable grounds for

making it.

The motion in relation to the sewer was not

made. At the May term of the Supreme Court

both causes were noticed for argument by the

counsel of the respective parties.

The causes were most ably argued on the

part of the relators by Wm. M. Holland and

Lewis H. Sandford, Esquires (Mr. Hunt being

obliged to leave town at the commencement of

the argument), and by Peter A. Cowdrey, Esq.

for the mayor, &c. On the returns made by

the mayor, &c. to the writ issued in this cause—

The court took the papers, and in the month

of November made the following decision in

the paving and grading case:—

SUPREME COURT.

The People ex rel. Eben Meriam and others,

ps. The Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonaſty

of the city of New York.

BRosson, J. This case depends on the same

principles as that on the relation of Agnew and

others, in relation to the sewer.—Certiorari

quashed.

The opinion, &c., in the sewer case, will be

found next in order, page 181.

The returns made in the matter of the as

sessment for paving and grading Chapel street,

from Murray to Canal street, and the adjoin

ing streets, including that portion of Warick

street between Franklin and North Moore st.

and St.John's lane, between Beach and Laight

street, are as follows, viz.–

1. The certificate of David T. Walentine,

Assistant Clerk of the Board of Aldermen,

under the common seal of the mayor, alder

men, and commonalty of the city of New York,

which certificate recites the rule of court en

tered in this cause, and states that all the pa

pers, documents, &c., as recited, are returned,

and that a schedule is annexed. This certifi

cate is without date, and not accompanied with

any schedule.

2. The Resolution of the Board of Alder

men and Board of Assistant Aldermen, in re

lation to the widening of portions of Chapel

street, passed in 1833.

3. Resolutions for changing the grade of

Chapel street from Read to Canal street, and
the intersecting streets from Duane to York

street, both inclusive, agreeable to certain lines

drawn on certain profiles referred to, which

profiles are also returned as to Chapel street,

from Read to Canal street, and as to Duane,

Thomas, Anthony, Leonard, Franklin, White,

North Moore, Beach, Walker, Lispenard, and

York, being all the streets which intersect

Chapel street from Duane to York street, both

inclusive.

4. Resolutions for removing the then exist

ing sewer in Chapel street, and for construct

ing a new sewer in Chapel street, from Duane,

—-
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to connect with the sewer in Canal street, with

lateral culverts, &c.; and also a resolution that

the street commissioner be directed to prepare

and present a suitable ordinance for carrying

the preceding resolutions into effect. These

resolutions are in the form and shape herein

before set forth. -

5. An ordinance purporting to be passed by

the mayor, aldermen, and commonalty of the

city of New York, in common council con

vened the 16th day of May, 1836. This ordi

nance directs “that the graduation of Chapel

street be changed agreeable to lines drawn on

the profiles in the street commissioner's office,

and that the streets be repaved in conformity

to the same.” At the foot of an ordinance is

an oath, signed John Ewen, J. S. Warner, and

M. D. L. Gaines, and sworn to by the persons

above named, before Cornelius W. Lawrence,

the 28th day of January, 1837. This ordi

mance is not signed by the mayor, as required

by the 12th section of the act of April 7th,

1830; and also an assessment list, to which is

attached a certificate signed by two of the as

sessors, which recites that they had been ap

pointed by an ordinance passed May 16, 1836,

to make an estimate of the expense of con

forming to a certain order and direction of the

said common council for grading, regulating

and repairing Chapel street, and the adjoining

streets from Murray to Canal street, and to

make an equitable assessment thereof, &c.

Murray street is some hundred feet south of

Read street, and beyond that district included

in Chapel street from Duane to Canal street,

Canal street being nearly due north of Duane

street. Then follows the assessment list which

contains the names of 353 persons assessed

for the repaving of Chapel street from Murray

to Canal street, and the adjoining streets, and

embraces an assessment for filling in earth and

repaving, and for curb, gutter and bridge stone

in Varick street, between Franklin and North

Moore ; and also for the same items in St.

John's lane, between Laight and Beach streets.

Also for the same items in Lispenard, Walker,

White, Anthony, Thomas, Duane, North

Moore, Beach, York, Hudson and Chapel

streets, between Duane and Canal streets; and

also for excavating earth, repaving, curb, gut

ter and bridge stone, between Read and Mur

ray streets, and Read, Chamber, Warren, and

Murray streets. Likewise for repaving, curb,

gutter and bridge stone, and FILLING IN, on

the opposite side of the same streets, which

were ofthe samegrade before, and now the same

grade as the opposite side not charged with

any filling. The certificate states the amount

of the contract in a gross sum of $33,979 28,

and then afterwards specifies the apportion

ments of it as above. An item of “$43 80

for cleaning privies” is stated in the certificate.

The amount of the assessment for that portion

of the district embraced in the assessment list,

and not authorised by the ordinances, about

$6000. Opposite the number of each lot are the

feet front of such lot; then, in separate col

umns, a certain number of loads of filling

where the grade is raised, and loads of exca

vating where the grade is lowered, square yards

repaving, feet of curb, gutter and bridge stone;

then the expenses of surveying, inspecting,

collecting and cleaning two privies between
*

Reed street and Murray street, added together,

is spread over the whole district. The more

the street was filled in opposite buildings,

thereby injuring the basements, the greater was

the amount of assessment imposed, and no al

lowance made for damages as required by the

act of April 16th, 1816. The profiles returned

show the change of grade, and what descrip

tion of buildings were affected by it, and to

what extent.

6. A communication, dated at the street

commissioner's office, May 10, 1836, which

states that he encloses an ordinance for chang

ing the grade of Chapel and adjoining streets,

and for paving the same, agreeable to such al

teration, from Duane street to Canal, that it

may be passed, and assessors appointed there

to, and nominates himself as one of the asses

sors. On this communication is endorsed the

substance of the communication, to which is

added these words:—

“Passed the Board of Aldermen, May 10,

IS36. J. Morton, Clerk.-Passed the Board

of Assistants. Concurred in. J. Haggerdon,

Clerk.-Approved, May 16th, 1336. C. W.

Lawrence.

7. A report of the Assessment Committee

in favor of confirming the assessment for re

paving Chapel street and adjoining streets,

from Murray to Canal street, which wasadopted

by the Board of Assistants, October 2, 1837.

8. Report of the Assessment Committee of

the Board of Aldermen in favor of concurring

with the assessment committee of the board of

assistants in confirming the assessment for re

paving, &c., Chapel and adjoining streets from

Murray street to Canal street, which was a

dopted by the Board of Aldermen, December

22, 1837, and both reports approved by the

Mayor, December 23, 1837.

9. The ordinance of November 24, 1824,

and three subsequent ordinances, exempting

streets and parts of streets newly paved or re

paved, subsequent to the date of the passage

of the respective ordinances, from any further

charge for repaving, paving, or repairing.

10. An imperfect copy of the original as

sessment map showing the district embraced

by the assessment.

11. The original writ served on the Mayor.

12. Affidavit of John Ewen, Street Com

missioner.

I)ENIAL OF A CERTIORARI.

In December, 1840, a motion was argued

at the special term of the Supreme Court on

behalf of J. B. Elmendorf, Sampson Moore,

William Giffing, and Moses Barnwell, relators,

on an application to the court for a Writ of

Certiorari to be directed to the Mayor, Alder

men and Commonaſty of the city of New York,

requiring the said mayor &c. to certify and

return certain proceedings of the said mayor,

ald, and com. and their officers, in relation to

regrading and paving of Chapel and adjoining

streets, and to certify and return certain facts

set forth by the relators. Mr. Chief Justice

Nelson held the court. He took the papers,

and held the matter under advisement until

during the general term in January, 1841,

when he delivered the following opinion, which

Mr. Justice Cowen, in a subsequent opinion

given by him in the Mount Morris case, says

was the opinion of the whole court. This ap

plication was made in consequence of the inti

mation given by Mr. Justice Cowen at the Oc

tober special term in the same assessment pro

ceeding in which other persons were relators,

that the corporation should return the Facts

instead of bundles of papers.

SUPREME COURT.

The People ex rel. Jacob B. Elmendorf, et al.

7"s.

The Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of

the City of New York.

Motion for certiorari to bring up assessment

for regrading Chapel street from Duane to

Canal street.

Nelson, C. J.-It appears that as early as

the 25th of April, 1836, the Board of Alder

men adopted a resolution directing the Street

Conmissioner to report an ordinance for re

grading Chapel street from Duane to Canal

street, and also the intersecting streets between

Duane and York, according to lines drawn on

a profile, there referred to as on file in said

commissioner's office. The same was sent to

the board of assistants, and adopted by them

soon afterwards.

That on the 10th of May, both boards a

dopted the ordinance reported by the commis

sioners for changing the grade of said streets,

and paving same, and appointed three asses

sors to make the necessary estimate and as

sessments.

In May, IS36, the relator and others remon

strated to the Common Council against the

contemplated improvement, but were induced

to give up their opposition in consequence of

representations made by the commissioners or

some of them, that the expense would be tri

fling, &c.

A written contract was made and entered

into by the street commissioner for the work

previous to June, 1836, and before the estimate

and assessment was formally made.

It further appears that the expense of regu

lating and paving Chapel street between Mur

ray and Duane streets, and also a part of

Varick street and St. John's lane, was included

in the estimate and assessments not embraced

in the ordinance of the common council. The

amount however is comparatively trifling. The

assessors made their estimate and assessment

sometime in the summer of IS36, and reported

to the Board (the amount $33,613 46), which

was duly confirmed. In June, 1837, the com

mon council were applied to by a number of

persons interested for relief and to vacate the

assessment—the board of assistants adopted

resolutions granting the application, but the

same were never acted upon by the board of

aldermen.

There are many other matters detailed in

the affidavits on which the motion for a Certi

orari is founded, not material to notice from

the view I have taken of it.

The opposing affidavit shows, that ten days

notice of the application for confirmation of the

report or estimate and assessment was given in

some ten of the city papers, inviting objec

tions; and further, that about two thirds of the

assessments have been already paid by the

OWners.

From the above history of the proceedings,

it appears that nearly five years have elapsed"
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since they were commenced by the common

council, and three and a half since the con

firmation of the Estimate and assessment of

the commissioners. In the mean time, the

several streets have been graded and paved, the

sewers made, and two thirds of the tax paid

by the owners. -

The objections relied upon for obtaining the

certiorari extend to almost every step from the

adoption of the original ordinance, 10th of

May, 1836, to the confirmation of the assess

ment, JUNE, 1837; AND No SATISFActorY REA

SON IS GIVEN FOR SUCH GREAT DELAY IN APPLY

ING FOR THIS REMEDY.

Having a discretion over it, we are bound

to regard the consequences that must press upon

the city at this late day, if allowed, and regu

late our JUDGMENT in some measure accordingly.

It would be unjust and oppressive to interfere

if they have been greatly aggravated by the

delay. We should also look into the probable

effect of QuAshING the proceedings upon the

parties themselves, for if the error is technical

and nothing substantial will be gained, the cer

tiorari should be withheld. In the exercise of

a sound discº Etion over IT, we cannot grant

it where the fruits may be little more than a

multiplication of costs and expenses, in addi

tion to serious PUBLIC INCONVENIENCE.

What, then, would be the legal effect of set

ting aside the assessment at this late day !

1. The loss of the costs and expenses of

making it, and of the collection of two-thirds

of the amount which ordinarily is no inconsi

derable sum, but I concede if the remedy be

promptly sought this should not constitute a

decisive objection. -

2. The city, for aught I see, would imme

diately become subject to a suit by each person

who has already paid his assessment. A some

what formidable consequence when we see

that the list of tax payers embraces about onE

ThousAND persons.

3. The city must also be subjected to the en

tire expense of the improvement, unless a new

assessment can be made consistent with the

law.

What benefit would the persons assessed

obtain : -

If a re-assessment could not be made, they

would of course obtain exemption from pay

ment of any part of the tax. But on looking

at the act [R. S. of City, p. 131] I am inclined

to think this might be done, though it is unne

cessary to express a definitive opinion here :

an estimate of the expense should doubtless be

made before the contracts were entered into or

the work commenced; but I do not perceive the

importance of the assessment before that pe

riod; and there is nothing in the act making it

expressly, or of necessity, a condition prece

dent.

The streets have been already graded and

paved, and the common sewers made ; these,

of course, would remain undisturbed.

I am aware the counsel also insist, that the

original ordinance passed by the common

council 1st May, 1836, is void and should be

quashed— -

1. Because the ayes and noes were not taken,

nor the journal of the proceedings published,

according to the 7th section of the charter. (R.

S. of N. Y., p. 512. And 2. Because the

Boards of Aldermen and Assistant Aldermen

were out of office, their term having expired on

the 9th of May.

As to the first ground, I am inclined to think

the statute merely directory, and not impera

tive, or a condition to the validity of the ordi

nance; and as to the second, it is by no means

certain that the board might not act on the 10th.

By the 4th section (R. S. of city, p. 512) the

election takes place on the second Tuesday of

April, and the aldermen are to be sworn into

office on the second Tuesday of May there

after. -

In 1836 this was the 10th day—they are

chosen for one year, section 3. The general

rule is to exclude the day on which an act is

to be done from which time is to be computed

IN A sºr ATUTE. These officers are elected for

a year, and are to be sworn into office on a

certain day, from which time their term begins;

till then they are not aldermen. Even fractions

of a day may be regarded, and by common

usage the old board may go out at noon of the

10th, when the new are qualified. In the ab

sence of such usage I APPREli BND THEY hold

TO THE END OF ThaT DAY.

I do not mean, however, to put this case on

any view I might take of these objections.

They are FUNDAMENTAL, and if sound, show

that the whole proceeding is without authority,

and all concerned TREspassetts; to which

remedy the parties may resort if they think

proper. -

I place my refusal upon the UNREAsoNABLE

DELAY IN THE APPLICATION for the certiorari,

and the serious consequences to the city which

must necessarily follow the granting of it, after

such a lapse of time, after the improvement

has been finished and two thirds of the assess

ments paid by the owners. Even writs of er

ror cannot be issued after two years from the

rendition of the judgment, (2 R. S. 49. § 21.)

In analogy to this statute we should refuse a

certiorari after the lapse of this period in an

ordinary case ; MUCH More ought we in this

one. The right to exercise a discretios and

the principles upon which it should be regu

lated, in these cases, will be found at large in

the People vs. Supervisors of Alleghany. (15

Wend. 19S.

Motion denied without costs.

VETO OF MAYOR MORRIS,

Document No. 9—Roard of Aldermen, June 14, 1841.-The follow

ing Message was received from his Honor the Mayor,and ordered

on file—SAMUEL J. Willis, Clerk.

MAYor’s Office,

"New York, June 14, 1841. |

To the Board of Aldermen of the City of

New York.

Gentlemen—I return to your body the ac

companying reports and resolutions and ordi

nances, viz: Report of the Street Committee

in favor of flagging, &c., in Seventeenth street,

between Irving place and Union place, and

resolution. Report of same committee in fa

vor of paving Ninth street from avenue C to

avenue D and resolution. An ordinance to

regulate and pave Washington street. An or

dinance to build a sewer in Morris street. An

ordinance for deepening Storm's basin. ... An

ordinance to pave, &c., southerly sidewalk of

Twenty-eighth street, between the Third and

Fourth avenues. An ordinance for a well and

pump in Twenty-third street. -

These were originated in your Board; they

have been concurred in by the Board of As

sistant Aldermen ; and by that body sent to

me for my approbation, These direct im

provements involving an expenditure of public

moneys, or requiring assessments upon citizens,

and have been passed without calling or taking

the ayes and noes in either branch of the Mu

nicipal Legislature. For this omission I am

constrained to withhold my approval of them,

although there is no objection to the improve

ments contemplated. -

The seventh section of the amended Charter

of the City of New York requires, that, “all

resolutions and reports of committees which

shall recommend any specific improvement

involving the appropriation of public moneys,

or taxing or assessing the citizens of the said

city, shall be published immediately after the

adjournment of the board, under the authority

of the common council, in all the newspapers

employed by the corporation ; and whenever a

vote is taken in relation thereto, the ayes and

noes shall be called and published in the same

manner.”

Although some of the legal tribunals of the

State have decided that the omission to take

the ayes and noes upon the passage of such

reports and resolutions, and ordinances, does

not make them void, while others have main

tained a contrary doctrine, still the directions

contained in the section of the Charter referred

to are obligatory upon the common council,

and under no circumstances should they be

disregarded. -

These provisions were intended to protect

the interests of the citizens, by ensuring delib

eration and integrity in their representatives,

upon subjects involving either taxation, assess

ment, or an appropriation of public moneys.

The authors of the section referred to, wisely .

determined that the most effectual method to

ensure deliberation and honest action on the

part of the agent, was to compel him to record

and publish his vote; thereby giving to the

constituent knowledge of the agent's acts, and

exposing each agent to the animadversion of .

his constituents, when he voted incorrectly.

These provisions of the Charter, if strictly

enforced, cannot but prove beneficial to the

citizen. It cannot be denied that there are

individuals, who may be elevated to office, so

singularly constituted as to be influenced in

their conduct more by the fear of public cen

sure than by an internal conviction of right,

who will vote improperly, and even corruptly,

if they can do so without detection and ex

posure. *

To protect the public against the acts of

such persons, and to inform the constituents

of such acts of the representative, the seventh

section of the amended Charter was framed.

I conceive it to be the duty of all of us, strictly

to enforce observance of every requirement of

the City Charter, that uniformly correct prece

dents may be established; and we may avoid

all measures which we have not a clear right

to effectuate. That community is most scru

pulous in its obedience to the laws, whose offi

cers and legislators are strict in their observ

ance of constitutional and legal requirements.

—
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Example from those in authority is more im

portant than their adjudications or their pre

cepts. We therefore should not only enforce,

but obey the law. The City Charter is a Com

stitution, which we as agents of the people, are

bound to obey strictly, not only in its letter, but

in its spirit. Robt. H. MoRRis.

JOHN STREET CASE,

IN SUPREME COURT.

The People ex rel. JAMEs Fellows, vs. The

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the

city of New York, in the matter of widen

ing and straightening John street, in the city

of New York.

John W. Edmonds, Esq. for the Relator.

William Inglis, Esq. for the persons in favor

of widening John street.

Peter A. Cowdrey, Esq. for the Mayor and

Common Council. w

At the March special term of 1840 of this

Court, Chief Justice Nelson presiding, a mo

tion was made by John W. Edmonds, Esq. on

the part of the Relator, for a writ of certiorari

to be directed to the Mayor, Aldermen and

Commonalty of the city of New York, corn

manding the said mayor, &c., to certify and

return to the said court all the proceedings of

the Mayor and Common Council of the city

of New York directing the widening and

straightening of John street, and in authorising

an application to be made to the Supreme

Court for the appointment of three Commis

sioners of Estimate and Assessment.

The affidavit on which the motion was

founded set forth that in the adopting the Re

port of the Committee recommending the

widening, &c. of John street, and in the pas

sage of the resolution for carrying the same

into effect, the ayes and noes were not taken

in either Board composing the Common Coun

cil, and the Report and the vote upon the same

were not published in any of the newspapers

employed by the Corporation under the au

thority of the Common Council.

The Report of the Commis

sioners in this case had bet at cont

firmed the fourth day of Septempº

ber, 1s:#9, and without any ºwb

lic notice ºrhaterer being givene

of the presentation of the COM:

MISSIONERS’ REPORT AT THE

TER J1 OF THE COURT.

Various irregularities, as well as illegalities,

were set forth in the papers. -

Mr. Inglis proposed to read affidavits of

some of the persons who were in favor of the

improvement, which Mr. Edmonds objected to.

The Chief Justice allowed the affidavits to be

read, the substance of which is recited in the

opinion of the Court. -

Mr. Inglis made an eloquent argument as to

the expediency, &c. of widening the street, and

stated the street had become of bad repute in

consequence of its then bad condition.

Mr. Edmonds replied to him, and fully sus

tained the position he had taken, that the pro

ceedings were absolutely illegal, and, in addi

tion, the proceedings were irregular, and that

the widening of the street at a cost of about

two hundred thousand dollars, exclusive of the

expense of subsequent improvements, was an

IEXPENSE altogether Too GREAT

to be expedient.

The court took time for advisement, and in

the course of about ten days decided and de

nied the motion, at the same time giving the

following brief Opinion :-

Nelson, Chief Justice.—The Writ of Certi

orari asked for in this case does not issue ex

debito justitiare, but upon cause shown, and

rests in the sound discretion of the court. 15

Wend. 19S. The object of it is to bring up

the proceedings of the common council of the

city of New York in the years IS35, '6, ’7,

directing their counsel to take the necessary

m asures for widening, &c. John street, alleg

ing certain irregularities and errors therein.

No steps have been taken by the relators for

the purpose of reviewing these errors till now,

March, 1840. In the mean time measures for

widening said street have been taken and com

pleted, and an ordinance passed directing the

buildings to be removed along the line of im

provement by the first of May next. It is quite

obvious, even without the affidavits before us,

if the proceedings are now to be interrupted,

great and serious damage must necessarily re

sult to the owners and tenants. Since the con

firmation of the report, which was some time

previous, they have acted with the understand

ing and belief that the improvement would

certainly be perfected, and have made the

necessary arrangements accordingly. The

property has not been rented. Other places of

residence and business have been procured in

the mean time. Contracts and preparations

have been made to carry out the alterations of

the streets, &c. Unless, therefore, the court

is compelled to grant the writ, it seems to me

the considerations are strong and decisive a

gainst interfering. The relators should not

have slept upon their rights for some three

years. The court cannot yield to the sugges

tion that they were ignorant of the proceedings,

or of the assessments made by the commis

sioners. - .

Besides, I have serious doubts if the remedy

would avail them. The confirmation of the

report, unless reversed, is made final and con

clusive upon all parties interested by the terms

of the statute. 2 R. Laws, 413, § 17S. I do

not see how a party could be permitted to

question collaterally the conclusiveness of the

judgment of confirmation by going behind it.

While that stands, he is estopped upon the act,

—and if so, were the resolutions of the board

annulled directing the institution of these pro

ceedings, they would still be left in full force,

as much as a judgment rendered in a suit com

menced by attachment or writ, where the latter

only are set aside.

Upon the whole, I am clear that the court

should withhold its assent to the allowance of

the certiorari.-Motion denied without costs.

[From the Saratoga Sentinel—Extra of July 20, 1841.)

IN CHANCER Y.

BEFORE THE CHANCELLOR.

Samuel Vandervoort vs. the Trustees of the

village of Astoria.-J. B. Scoles, for com

plainant; G. WINTER, for defendants.

In this case the Chancellor decided that in

junctions to stay public improvements should

not be granted ex parte by Injunction Masters,

out of court where there is no immediate dan:

ger of irreparable damages being done before

the defendants can have an opportunity of be

ing heard. That the Master, in all such cases,

instead of granting the injunction in the first

instance, should direct an order, to show cause

before the court why an injunction should not

be granted.

Injunction dissolved with costs to the defend

ants, without reference to the denial of any

matters of the bill by the answer.

IN CHANCERY.

BEFORE THE ASSISTANT WICE CHANCELLOR.

S T R E E T A SS E S S M E N T S.

Peter G. Stuyvesant and others, \
Vs. -

The Mayor, Aldermen and Com

monaſty of the city of N. York. -

Opinion of Murray Huffman, Esq. Injunction
Master.

The bill is brought before me as Injunction

Master. I have been obliged by my sense of

duty to grant an injunction in this and several

cases on the eve of the sale advertised to take

place on the 27th inst. I am sensible of the

inconvenience to the city from an interference

at this time, and do it with unfeigned reluctance.

But I am thoroughly satisfied that a more

palpable and permicious disobedience of law

has never marked the course of any corporate

body, than characterizes the proceedings com

plained of. I have a deep-rooted conviction

that ultimately the decision must be against the

corporation; and I believe that the jurisdiction

exists in this court to compel the corporation

to try the question fairly in a single action at

law between them and the complaining party.

I think it is within the province of this court

to prevent an innocent purchaser beingdeluded

into litigation and probable loss, and to con

fing the controversy to the alleged wrong-doer

and the injured party. This strikes me as the

plain, just, and common sense view of the

matter. There are in this bill a number of

complainants, the several owners of various

parcels of property. They may all be bound

by the result of one action. Thus, with per

fect justice to the corporation, these questions

may be tried in the most simple and satisfactory

matter, and a contest with a third party averted,

There has been no opinion as yet expressed

by the chancellor upon the point of jurisdiction,

and I am at liberty to act upon the assumption

and my own conviction that it exists,

I may, in a case of such moment, briefly

advert to the reasons which led me on a former

occasion to consider the neglect of the corpo

ration to call the ayes and noes, and make the

publication prescribed by the charter of 1830 a

fatal omission.

But in the present bill a new point is taken

of much consequence. The proceedings for

opening Art street commenced in April, 1837.

The report was completed, and the advertise

ment announcing that it would be presented to

the court for confirmation began on the ISth

day of May, 1839. The report was filedſon

the 5th of June, 1839, and confirmed in the

ensuing August. It is stated in the bill that,

from the examination of the affidavits of pub

lication, and the advertisement, it appears that

the publication was made in but three papers,
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and does not appear that any notice was affixed

in a public place contiguous to the premises.

It is charged as a fact that the advertisement

was only in three papers, and that no such no

tice was put up.

By the ninth section of the act of 20th April,

1839, it is provided that all motions (except as

before provided) made under the act thereby

amended, shall be, upon giving previous notice

of the trial, place, and object thereof, published

for at least fourteen days in four of the public

newspapers, and by copies of such notice in

handbills, to be posted up for the same space

of time in three conspicuous places adjacent

to the property to be affected. (See section 2

for this last clause.) It admits of no doubt

that a motion for the confirmation of the report

of commissioners falls within the ninth section.

The act repeals the amended act as far as it

is inconsistent with the provisions of the new

act; and it is directed to take effect on its pas

sage (the 20th of April, 1839), but it expressly

provided that no part of it except the ninth and

twelfth sections shall affect any proceedings

under the act thereby amended, which had been

commenced previously to its going into effect.

It is an irresistible inference that the ninth

and twelfth sections do affect prior proceedings,

if those sections, when applied to such pro

ceedings, are constitutional.

Of that I cannot entertain the slightest doubt.

Doth the Chancellor and Supreme Court have

held that the Revised Statutes are applicable

to all existing cases, so far as they affect merely

the forms and modes of proceedings. (The

People v. Licingston, 6 Wendell, 526.) Every

future proceeding in the assertion of a right

or prosecution of a suit is to be governed by

the new statutes. In this case, if the adver

tisement had been begun before the 20th of

April, 1839, that would have been a proceed

ing already commenced, and would not have

been affected by the ninth section. But as it

was a proceeding commenced after that date,

it necessarily falls within it.

In Aymar vs. Gault (2 Paige, 284) the doc

trine was applied to the case of an absent

party. The reference under the revised sta

tutes was ordered, to take proof of the claim,

although the suit was commenced before they

went into operation.

In Larkin vs. Hann (2 Paige, 27) the rule

was applied to the partition suits previously

commenced. See also Parsons vs. Browne,

(7 Paige, 359). -

This being the law, then it is clear that the

present complainants are not bound by the

proceedings at all; that they are now at lib

erty to take every objection of fact or law which

they could have taken before the Supreme

Court, as well as those which they could not

then have taken.

I speak on the supposition that they did not
actually attend and contest the confirmation.

Without saying whether this would cure the

defect or not, it is plain an argument might be

raised upon it. But no principle of our law

is more sacred than this, that no man shall be

affected in person or property without the op

portunity of being heard in the proper tribunal.

From necessity, perhaps, personal notice has

been dispensed with in many cases ; these

street proceedings among the number. The

party who is assessed for benefit merely (no

part of his property being taken), is never sum

moned before the commissioners. He has no

notice of the proceedings except by that pub

lication for fourteen days which the old act

prescribed,or by the publication under the new

act. His property and himself are bound upon

the assumption that he has seen that notice.

The law therefore must be observed to a scru

ple. No judge has a right to say that from

great publicity, or from the actual taking of

one paper containing the notice, or from any

thing short of the absolute fulfilment of the re

quisitions ofthe statute, the party is to be bound.

What absurdity is it to imagine that the clear

command of the Legislature that notice must

be given in four papers, and by posting up

copies in three adjacent places, is to be fulfilled

by any other mode of notice

I pass over another most important question

in this bill, viz: the carrying Art street through

a part of the city included in the map of 1807.

It is needless to discuss it, in the view I have

already taken.

I have, however, had my doubts since the

decision of the Chancellor in Vandevoort rs.

The Village of Astoria whether in these cases

I ought, as injunction master, to do more than

grant an order to show cause. Certainly the

case here is very different; the Trustees of

Astoria being in the act of making the improve

ment complained of Here it is to prevent a

recovery in this mode of the sum assessed for

the improvement. I have concluded, however,

that it is most proper for me to grant an order

to show cause, with a temporary injunction.

I doubt whether I have a right to impose

terms upon granting an injunction. Other

wise I should direct that the injunction be on

the condition of the complainants filing a writ

ten consent with the bill, or endorsed upon it,

submitting to abide the decision of an action

to be had in a court of law by the corporation

against one of the parties, the form and other

particulars attending the bringing such action,

to be settled by this Court.

John Haggerty and others, vs. The Mayor,

Alderinen, &c.

The complainants in the bill, who are nu

merous, seek an injunction against selling their

property assessed for the improvement of John

street, and advertised for sale on the 27th inst.

I refer to my opinion in the case of Stuyve

sant, vs. the Corporation, for the reasons upon

which I have allowed a temporary injunction.

It is however peculiarly incumbent upon me in

this instance, to see that the case before me is

substantially different from that of Wiggins,

vs. the Corporation, heretofore decided by the

Chancellor, and in which an injunction was

refused.

In the first place, the delay referred to by

the Chancellor in the last clause of his opinion

is fully accounted for in this bill; and as the

Corporation never sued at law, and never ad

vertised until the present notice of sale, there

never was an opportunity for the complainants

to resist he demand or to apply to this court.

I have before held that until an advertisement

was begun there was no jurisdiction.

Mert, in the case of Wiggins no proceedings

to sell the property had been taken.

Again, in that case the statements on the

bill did not exclude the supposition that on the

record of the proceedings it may have appeared

that the ayes and noes were called. That dif.

ficulty is fully met in the present case.

Again, the bill was there defective upon the

point of the complainant being the actual

owner of the property assessed when he filed

the bill.—The present bill is in this particular

unobjectionable.

And lastly, a new and very important point

is here introduced. The report was brought

before the Supreme Court in , 1838.

It was sent back for correction, and the motion

for final confirmation made and the rule en

tered in September, 1839. At that time the

12th section of the act of 20th April, IS39, was

in force. The costs were never taxed under

that 12th section. The amount is added to

the sum assessed, and each of the complain

ants’ property is liable for and was to pay a

proportion of such costs. The sale is to raise

that proportion as well as the assessments for

benefit. Now the section, as I have shown in

my opinion in Stuyvesant vs. the Corporation,

affects proceedings subsequently taken. It is

wholly illegal to charge the costs upon any

party until they were taxed. Notice of the

taxation is directed to be given in a public

manner, and certainly without such notice and

taxation the parties assessed cannot be bound

to pay them.

It has been decided, from reasons of conve

nience and in the absence of any peremptory

provision of the statute, that cosis may be

included in the assessment, and imposed pro

spectively by the Commissioners; and that an

inconsiderable variation in the amount taxed

from the amount imposed, will not affect the

validity of the proceedings, nor prevent the

confirmation of the report (Wiggins vs. The

Mayor &c. in Chancery, March 6, 1841).

But if the section prescribing a taxation ap

plies to this John st. case at all, it is apparent

that no party can be called upon to pay any

portion of the costs until a due taxation has

been had.—Without such taxation there can be

no obligations to pay, and no lien on the party's

property. What will be the consequence of this,

and whether it may not be corrected by a taxa:

tion now aud proportionate abatement, I need

not inquire. The property is advertised to be

sold for a debt, some of which at least is ille

gally imposed upon it. -

By adverting to my opinion in the case ºf

Westervelt & Codwise vs. the Corporation, it

will be seen that it is settled law that the costs

of the proceedings cannot be assessed upon the

property without an express statute; that in a
case in Albany, an assessment was set aside

for want of such statutory provision; and that

in the instance of opening streets in New York,

the old act admitted the addition of costs. Now

I think the case will appear very clear if we

suppose that it had been part of the old act that

the cost must be taxed upon notice before they

could be added to the assessment for benefit:
Certainly they could not be recovered until

taxed. I may add that, as the supreme court

is empowered to make rules forcarrying the ºct

into effect, all inconveniences may readily be

avoided. MURRAY HOFFMAN,

Assistant Vice Chancellor.
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and the money collected from an assessment to

CHAPEL STREET SEWER,

We give below the proceedings of the Supreme

Court in this matter, and premise them with quo

tations made from the Reports of the Assessment

Committee of one of the Boards composing the

Common Council of the City of New York, to be

ſound in Document No. 9 of Volume of proceed

ings of the Board of Assistants of 1838 as to the

merits of the Sewer Question.

“That the Committee have devoted much time

and labor in examining the subject committed to

them—that they have had before them several

persons who have fully set forth all the facts and

circumstances connected with this subject, and

have fully established the fact that the laying of

the new sewer was entirely unnecessary, and con

sequently an expenditure without any possible

good to the parties interested, who are now called

upon to pay large sums of money without recei

ving the least equivalent therefor.” This Report

was signed by all the members of the commit

tee; and in a subsequent Report they use these

words: “Mr. Shepherd, the superintendent to

the building of the new sewer in Chapel-street,

appeared before your committee and stated that

the old sewer was as good when it was taken up

as any new one could be made. It was larger

than the new one now is, being six feet square,

and the new one but four feet six inches in diam

eter, consequently was an unnecessary expense of

$16,571.”

SUPREME COURT.

The People ex rel. James Agnew

and others,

V8.

The Mayor, Aldermen and Com

monalty of the city ofNewYork.

This cause came on for argument at the May

term of this court upon the return made to the

certiorari. William M. Holland and Lewis H.

Sandford, Esqs. counsel for the Relators, and

º: A. Cowdrey, Esq. counsel for the Mayor,
C.

The papers returned by the Mayor, &c. con
sisted of—

1st. An ordinance for removing the present

sewer in Chapel-street, and coustructing a new

sewer therein from Duane-street, to connect with

the sewer in Canal-street, with lateral culverts,

&c. Lovell Purdy, Joseph N. Lord, and Rich

ard B. Fosdick, Assessors.

. Upon this ordinance was noted a memorandum

in these words: “Passed Board of Aldermen

May 10th, 1836. Passed Board of Assistants

May 10th, 1836. Approved by the Mayor May

16th, 1836.” It was also underwritten as being

signed by the Assessors and sworn to by the As

sessors Nov. 1st, 1836.

2d. A contract made by the Street Commis

sioner with Thomson Price in June, 1836, for

constructing a sewer in Chapel-street from Duane

street to Canal-street, and a lateral sewer in

Thomas-street, together with the necessary cul

verts at the corners of each street, with receiving

basins, &c., and for removing the then existing

sewer—the work to be paid for when completed

be laid for that purpose—the price of the main

sewer to be $4.97 per lineal foot—lateral sewer

$330 per ſoot—receiving basins $87 each—open

ing $775—all to be completed by the 15th of

October following.

3d. Seven assessment maps, setting forth the

district embraced in the assessment list, and each

particular lot assessed, with the size in feet and

inches—and also the profiles of Chapel-street and

the intermediate streets from Duane to York

street, both inclusive.

assessors named in the ordinance, to which is ap

pended a certificate of the assessors, which recited

that they, the said assessors, were appointed by

the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the city

of New York, in Common Council convened, on

the 16th day of May, 1836, to make an estimate

and assessment of the expense of removing the

present sewer in Chapel-street, and constructing

a new sewer therein from Duane-street, to con

nect with the sewer in Canal-street, with lateral

culverts, &c. The abstract, which is signed by

the Assessors, and made a part of the assessment,

is in these words:

“Abstract of assessment for building a sewer in

Chapel and Thomas Streets.

Sewer in Thomas-street, 362 feet, at

$330 per foot, . . . . . -
- $1194 60

6 openings at top of sewer in Tho

mas-street, at $775, . . . . 46 50

Sewer in Chapel-street, south of the

north of White-street, 1022 feet, at

$4.97, . . . . . . . . . 5079 34

Sewer in Chapel-street from White

street to sewer in Canal-street, 782

feet, at five dollars thirty-seven

cents, . . . . . . . . . . 4199 34

15 openings sewer in Chapel-street,

$775, . . . . . . . . . 116 25

28 receiving basins in both sewers,

$87, . . . . . . . . . . 2436 00

550 feet culverts in both sewers, $255, 1402 50

$14,474 53

Contract, $14,474 53; Surveying, $585; In

specting, $291; Advertising, $5; , Assessors,

$560; Collecting, $473 89; Surveying, $585;

Damage to water pipes, 181 66.

5th. The Minutes of the Common Council in

these words: “Assessment for constructing a sew

er in Chapel and Thomas streets, and the ap

pointment of Asher Martin Collector, was con

firmed by the Board of Aldermen January 4th,

1837—by the Board of Assistants January 9th,

1837. Approved by the Mayor January 11th,

1837.”

6th. Copies of receipts of the Surveyor, Inspec

tor, Assessors, and of payment of damage done to

water pipes, and an affidavit of the Street Com

missioner, and a certificate under seal of the Cor

poration that they had returned all the proceed

IIlºS.

º The ordinance does not show upon its face

that it had been passed by calling the ayes and

noes in either branch of the Common Council, as

required by law.

2. The contract shows that the assessment was

not to be made until the work was completed.

3. The maps show that the Park at the junc

tion of Beach and Chapel streets was omitted to

be assessed, and that the Park at the junction of

Duane and Hudson streets was assessed. See

3d Wend, Ross vs. the Mayor, &c. of New York.

4. The assessment lists show that it is not an:

estimate and assessment, as required by the 175th

and 176th sections of the Act of April 9, 1813, (2

R. L., p. 407,) but that it is an apportionment of

cost, according to the square feet of surface, with

out any reference to benefit or advantage. The

assessment list, which closes with the abstract,

shows it is for building a sewer in Chapel-street

and Thomas-street, whereas the ordinance only

authorizes the constructing a sewer in Chapel

street. The expense of building a sewer in Tho

mas-street is spread over the whole assessment

district. The abstract shows that forty cents more

per foot for 782 feet of the main sewer was as

sessed (by Assessors) than the price contracted for,

making $312 of excess, and that $181 66 was

awarded as damage to water pipes, which the As

sessors had no authority by law to award or as

two sewers included in the assessment, and the or

dinance authorizes but one. The abstract shows

that five hundred and sixty dollars fees to the As

sessors was included in the assessment, which is

for three Assessors, at the rate of four dollars per

day each, pay for seven and a half weeks for each

Assessor. No such time being required for as

sessing this amount, it being, as made out, a

mere mathematical calculation by apportionment.

The law does not authorise assessors appointed

by the Common Council to assess any fees upon

the owners and occupants of property deemed to

be benefitted by a sewer.

The contract also shows that the sewer was to

be built on or over the bottom of the former sew

er, that its walls were to be eight inches thick,

and that the dimensions of the sewer were to be

four feet eight inches in diameter and circular

form, and that the openings for the house drains

were placed fourteen inches from the inside of the

bottom. The shape of the sewer shows at once

conclusively that it could be no benefit, affording

no capacity, because the opening for the house

drains for water, and being on the bottom of the

former sewer, must consequently raise it the

thickness of its walls at least above the surface of

the former sewer, affording less drainage for the

cellars, and of course a damage instead of a

benefit.

This cause was fully argued before the full

bench. The Court took time to deliberate and

advise, and at the October term quashed the writ,

which afforded the Relators no opportunity of

appealing to the Court for the Correction of

Errors.

BaoNson, J.-The writ of certiorari, when is

sued for the purpose of enabling this court to ex

ercise its supervisory power over inferior tribunals,

removes nothing but the record—or other entry in

the nature of a record—of the proceedings in the

court below ; and if the return contains any thing

more, it cannot be regarded. The record is ex

amined to see whether the subordinate tribunal

has kept within the limits of its jurisdiction ; but

we cannot look beyond it for the purpose of a re

view on the merits. Such is the settled doctrine

of this court, and it disposes of several of the ques

tions which have been made by the relators.

The return in this case contains nothing in the

nature of a record, beyond the ordinance for con

structing the sewer, the estimate and assessment

made by the persons appointed for that purpose,

and the confirmation of the assessment by the

Common Council. Those are the only docu

ments upon which any question can properly be

made.

Most, if not all, of the objections urged against

these proceedings admit of a satisfactory answer:

but I shall not give them a particular examina

tion, for the reason, that 1 think the certiorari

ought not to be issued; and that, should some of

the points happen to be well taken, it is the writ,

and not the proceedings, which ought to be

quashed.

The powers exercised by the Common Council

of the city of New York are, for the most part, ei

ther legislative, executive, or ministerial; and a

certiorari only lies to inferior courts and officers

who exercise judicial powers. If it were not for

a few modern cases, I should be of opinion that

we have no authority to supervise in this way the

acts, ordinances, and proceedings of the corpora

tion of the city of New York, or indeed of any

other corporation, public or private. I have

searched in vain for a precedent for such a course

in the land of the Common Law; and the first

case I have met with any where, in which a cer

tiorari was awarded to a corporation for the P.

Le

4th. The assessment list, signed by the three

*.

sess. The assessment also shows that there were

pose of reviewing its proceedings, is that o

Roy vs. The Mayor, §: of New York, 20 John,
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430; and there, the grounds on which the writ

usually issues, rather than the inquiry whether it

would lie to a corporation, was the question dis

cussed at the bar and considered by the court.

See, also, Parks vs. The Mayor, &c. of Boston,

8 Pick., 218. All our city, and many of our vil

lage corporations have been vested with very

large powers within their respective limits; and

if a certiorari will lie to remove into this court an

ordinance for constructing a sewer, it is difficult

to see where we can stop short of reviewing all

their acts in the same way, which looks to me

like a great stretch of jurisdiction.

But if a certiorari will lie, it does not follow that

it should be awarded in every case where the re

lator may have some ground for complaint. The

allowance of the writ rests in the sound discretion

of the court, and it has often been denied where

the power to issue it was unquestionable, and

where there was apparent error in the proceed

ing to be reviewed. And if it has been improper
ly awarded, it is not too late to correct the error

after a return and hearing of the merits. The

People vs. Supervisors of Alleghany, 15 Wend.

298. And see The People vs. Supervisors of

Queens [Feb. 1841]. There are, I think, few

if any cases where an ordinance or assessment

for constructing a common sewer, or making any

other city improvement, should be removed into

this court by certiorari. It is better that persons

having cause for complaint should be leſi to such

redress as they may have by action. The case

falls within the principle of those which have just

been cited ; and in the first of those cases a certio

rari which had been issued to remove an assess

ment for county charges was quashed after a re

turn and a hearing on the merits; and there, too,

the relator had no other remedy. Great public

inconvenience must necessarily ensue if we at

tempt in this way to review assessments for city

improvements, which are not unfrequently as ex

tensive in their influence as assessments for coun

ty taxes. The principal objections which have

been urged against these proceedings are, 1. that

the ordinance for constructing the sewer is void.

because it does not appear affirmatively that the

ayes and noes were called on taking the vote
upon it in the two Boards; 2. that the order con

firming the assessment is void for the same rea

son; 3. that the confirmation could only be made

by the whole Corporation assembled in one body,

and not by the Common Council in two Boards,

as organised under the act of 1830; and 4. that

no confirmation appears—there being no ordi

nance or resolution for that purpose, but only an

extract from the minutes of the Common Council.

Now, without considering what answers there

may be to these objections, they seem to prove

too much for this form of remedy. If the points

are well taken, there has been no ordinance for

constructing the sewer, nor has the assessment

ever been confirmed, and there is nothing to be

reached by the certiorari. If the relators have

suffered under color of proceedings which never

had any legal existence, their remedy is by ac

tion. All the other questions which arise upon

the record—and we cannot look beyond it—may,

for aught I see, be as well tried in some other

form as in that which the relators have selected,

and we shall do them no harm by withholding

this extraordinary remedy. I must not be under

stood as intimating that a certiorari should be al

lowed whenever the question can be reached in

no other form. There may be many cases where

the public inconvenience, which would be likely

to result from this mode of review, wouldFº

outweigh the importance of correcting some legal,

though, perhaps, not very grievous, error in the

proceedings.

The relators in this case have taken no objec

tion which is not equally applicable to all the

other persons who have been taxed, and the whole

assessment must stand or fall together. It is also

important to notice, that the ordinance for making

the improvement was passed, the work done, and

the assessment made and confirmed, more than

three years before the certiorari was sued out.

The time of bringing a writ of error from a final

judgment is limited by law to two years; and I

think a case can rarely happen where it would be

proper to allow a certiorari after the lapse of a

longer period. This is a sufficient ground for

quashing the writ, aside from other considerations

tending to the same results.

Certiorari quashed.

MOUNT MORRIs squaRE.

The opening of this Square was founded upon

the resolution of an alderman, which was referred

to a committee, who reported in favor; the report

was adopted, and a resolution passed to carry it

into effect, but the report was not published, nor

were the ayes and noes called on taking the vote,

nor was the same published, as required by the

charter. The resolution thus passed by the two

Boards was approved by the Mayor on the 20th

October, 1836, and on the 4th of September,

1839, the commissioners made their report—a

delay of near three years.

The place designated as Mount Morris Square

is on a rocky hill or ledge near Hurlgate, about

seven miles or more from the City Hall. We

have examined the place, and should think it

about one hundred feet high, and that it would

require an outlay of more than two millions of

dollars to reduce it to the city grade. The Cat

skiil Mountains are full as well calculated for a

public square as Mount Morris. The award

made for Mount Morris is $22,000; the expense

of making it and assessing the amount is $ -

When the reports of the commissioners were

deposited in the clerk's office for examination, no

bill of expense accompanied the same. The re

ports are a mere recital of metes and bounds of

the property awarded for or assessed, and the

names of the supposed owners, and the amount

of the particular award or assessment. There is

no addition of the awards, and of the amount of

assessments—no summary, schedule, or abstract—

no diagram, or map, accompanies it. The proper

ty is described by map numbers, and the whole

report a perfect wilderness to explore.

A map, with a list of names of the persons as

sessed, and of those to whom awards are made,

with each of their respective amounts extended in

two columns, and each added up, with a state

ment of the expenses, would be intelligible, but

such a report as this is only calculated to confuse

and mislead.

SUPREME COURT.

The People ex rel. Michael Opening of Mount

Floy, et al. Morris Square in the

vs. City of New York.

| The Mayor, Aldermen and

Commonalty of the City of | Points of Relators.

New York.

The motion is in the alternative.

First. To set aside the confirmation of the Report

of Commissioners of Estimate and Assessment, which

was confirmed Sept. 4, 1839.

This is asked for, on the ground, that no notice of

the motion for confirmation was published or posted,

as is required by the 9th section of the act of April

20, 1839. Laws of 1839, p. 182.

And the charges and expenses, which are enormous

and unjust, were never taxed or allowed, as is re

quired by section 12, of the same act.

The act of 1839 is general, and all its provisions

would apply to all the then pending proceedings, but

for the 14th section, which limits all except the 9th

and 12th sections to future proceedings.

1. As to Notice.—There is no pretence that any

notice was given in four newspapers; or that any

was posted,—(see fore part of section 2, in connec.

tion with section 9, as to the manner of posting, Fo.

lio 23 to 26.)

2. Nor is there any pretence of taxation of the

expenses.

As to this, it is said, that there is nothing in the

section to require it to be done before the Commis.

sioners report. This is clearly wrong. The charges

are all “allowed” so far as the payers are concerned,

when they are put into the report and confirmed.

They then become a lien and charge on the lands as

sessed, and if the proceedings are regular, nothing

but payment in full can remove them. There is no

provision in any statute for a modification of the as

sessment, or a recovery back of part of it, on those

charges being taxed afterwards and reduced. Nor

is there any remedy, except to pursue the terms of

the law and have them taxed, before assessing them

on the land. The intent of the law is plain. The

only “allowance” in the case, is that made by inclu

ding them in the report. The Corporation itself

never allows them, except in that mode. The Cor

poration pays the charges as thus included, out of the

assessments imposed for the same charges on the ad

jacent lands.

Again. This court had made provision previous to

this motion for confirmation, viz. in July 1839, for

these taxations. But, if the court had not, it was the

duty of the Commissioners to wait until they did.

The law was imperative, that they should be tared.

On both these grounds, therefore, the confirma

tion was irregular and illegal, and being made a rule

of this court, it should be set aside.

3. Another ground for setting aside the confirma

tion, is the entire ignorance and want of actual notice

in the relators, the great wrong and injustice of the

estimate and assessment. See 19 Wend. 659, John

street and Cherry street, per J. Cowen, 1 Cowen

74, Dover street. -

The occasion is favorable for such action. The

awards to parties for the lands proposed to be taxed,

are not yet payable. None of them have been paid.

Folio 39.

The confirmation being set aside, one of two things

will ensue.

1. The Corporation will doubtless be induced to

abandon this improvement, which is a century and a

half in advance of the times. They will prefer pay

ing and losing whatever is justly due to the Com

missioners &c. who acted in the matter, to the odium

and injustice of proceeding.

2. Ifotherwise, the parties can have the expenses

taxed and reduced, the lands taken valued at 1-6 of

the present estimate, and the lands omitted brought

into the assessment; and thus be relieved from the

gross and oppressive charges which are now imposed

upon them.

Should the court conclude to set aside the confir

mation, then it will be needless for them to examine

the remaining points here presentad.

Séecomb. The second alternative of our motion,

(which is sought only in case the court declines to set

aside the confirmation of the report), is the issuing of

writs of certiorari, to bring up for review all the pro

ceedings for the opening of the square in question;

it being alleged that they are without authority or

jurisdiction, illegal and void.

It is asked that the whole, if granted, be carried

on as one proceeding, both to save expense and the

better to attain the justice of the case.

I. As to the issuing of writs of certiorari.

1. To the Justices of this Court acting as Commis

sioners on the confirmation, the allowance of the writ
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is “a matter of course.”—20 Wend, 685, matter of

Carlton street; and see 7 Cow. 158, Bogert vs. The

Mayor &c.; 13 Wend. 668 Patchen vs. Brooklyn.

2. To the Corporation of the City in reference to

the proceedings before them. See 6 Wend. 564 Starr.

vs. Trustees of Rochester, and 8 Pick. infra.

Although the issuing of these writs is a matter of

“discretion,” yet such discretion is a regulated, not

an arbitrary discretion. See the remarks in 5 Rep.

100, Rooke's case.

Here, we expect to show that besides the manifest

wrongs and intolerable injustice of the assessment, the

proceedings are null and void.

We are not bound on this motion, to show this.

That, we are to accomplish on arguing the return.

We are only to show, that there is probable cause

for presenting the points.

Then what is there to stay the writs? Not incon

venience? The awards are not paid, nor the square

opened. Nothing is done.

But is inconvenience to the Corporation, by whose

authority, this great wrong has been occasioned to

us, to prevent the redress due to that wrong 7 Is

our inconvenience—the confiscation of our property,

nothing 7 -

There is no imputation of laches. The confirma.

tion was in Sept. 1839. These parties, ignorant that

any thing was on foot till last summer, and ignorant

of the irregularities till Feb. last.

Next, as to the probable cause for reviewing these

proceedings.

II. The resolution for taking and opening Mount

Morris Square is illegal and void, for the following

causes, viz.

1. It was a judicial act or power exercised by the

Common Council and the Mayor, as separate and dis

tinct bodies, passing upon it separately. Whereas

the Common Council cannot under such an organi

zation exercise any such power.

Subd. 1. That this power is in its nature judicial

and not legislative 8 Piek. 218, Park vs. Mayor

&c. of Boston; 2 R. L. 408 S. 177; 1 R. Stat. 513,

515, Commissioners of Highways in towns; Stat. 23.

Hen. 8, ch. 5; Stat. of Sewers’; Callis. on Sewers,

216, 7; id. 185. id. 163; Com. Dig.—Sewers, D. s. p.

6 Ad. & Ell. 807–Pocock vs. O'Shannessey, per

Patterson, J.

8 Taunt-602—D. of Newcastle vs. Clark.

Subd. 2–The Corporation assumes to exercise this

º: under the act of 1813.−2 R. L. 408, § 177,

C.

They have no such power by their charter, and

they have no prescriptive powers.

The statute of 1813 gave the power to The Mayor,

3-c. in Common Council convened.

It was a judicial power, to be exercised by the per

sons, or officers, then composing The Mayor, &c.

See 1 Willcocks Mun. C. 40, s. 54.

That is, the Mayor, Recorder, Aldermen and As

sistants, convened and acting together—as one body

—" in Common Council convened.”

No other class of officers—no combination of

these classes, omitting one or more classes—could

exercise the power.—l Willc. 42, s. 57–8. Id. p. 68,

s, 128; p. 101, s. 233 and 235. 7 Cowen, 533; note

to Exparte Rogers, and the cases there collected.

Subd. 3.-The resolution in question was not

adopted by the classes, or in the manner authorized

by the act of 1813.

It was legislated through in the form prescribed

by the act of 1830–(Laws 1830, p. 125.)

This act does not extend to the exercise of judicial

or ministerial powers. It applies solely to “the le.

gislative power of the “Corporation of the City'—

(see s. 1)—and to the delegation of sundry executive

powers"—s. 21.

As to all other powers of the Corporation, the ex

isting laws were unaffected. They were to be exer

cised in the manner pointed out by the various laws

conferring them.

The statute itself is plain enough, as to what pow

ers were to be exercised under the act of 1830. Jis

hi-tory corroborates our view.

See acts of 1824 and 1828, which were severally

rejected by the people of the city by immense majori

ties. Lºws of 1824, age 162 128, page 317.

In s. 4 and 5 of those acts, the language is the

most com-rehensive possible—“The whole power of

the Corporation'—“Legislative and other powers,”

&c. &c.

Then see Kent's City Charter, p. 231, sec. 11th,

236, 264,349—showing the history of the 1st s. of

the act of 1830, in its passage through the Conven

tion of the people. The sweeping clauses as to the

powers were reduced to the sect. as now existing,

except that the Legislature limited the s to the legis

lative power of the “Corporation” instead of the

“ City.”

&ºr 26—Rex vs. Croker.

Willes, 484—Norman vs. Beaumont—s. c. Bar.

nes, 453.

1 East 64—Davison vs. Gill.

3 Esp. 198–Gross vs. Jackson

Willcocks, where cited above, and the various

Sewer cases above.

2 Const. Rep. S. C. (Treadway's) 726–Schroeder

vs. City of Charleston.

7 Dowl. & Ryl. 684—The King vs. Tremayne.

4 East, 17—Rex vs. Morris, and vs. Stanard.

3 Johns. Cases, 107–Gilbert vs. Columbia Turn

pike Company; a strong case.

2 Cowan, 419—Sprague vs. Birdsall. A statute

in favor of corporations, and in derogation of com

mon right, is to be strictly construed.

5 id., 188— Malcoln vs. Rºgers. “Shall or may”

is to be construed “shall,” when public interests and

rights are concerned.—19 Wend. 38; Long Island

R. R. Co.

It seems to be abhorrent to common sense to say,

that when the Legislature provided that this Corpo

ration “shall” exercise this mighty power in a pre

scribed mode, it intended that the Corporation might

do as they pleased about it—that they might construe

“shall” to mean “won't.”

4. The omission to publish the reports of commit.

tees and the votes, as is expressly required by the

7th sect. of the act of 1830.

See the foregoing head.

We will also remark, that this omission estops the

corporation from charging us with delay or laches,

in moving the court.

The grand object of the provision was, to give no.

tice, publicity, to these proceedings.

See Kent's C. C. 257–286–7—and the Address of

the Convention, pursuant to resolution at p. 346.

5. The resolution itself was never signed by the

Mayor, or authenticated by any officer of either

board. In other "ords, no such resolution exists.

III. There was no regular, legal or valid authority

to the Mayor to apply to the Court for the appoint

ment of Commissioners of estimate and assessment.

It will be perceived that the resolutions contain

no such authority, and it is one as essential as that

for the opening itself. See sec. 178 of the act of

1813.

IV. The assessment is illegal, because it indirectly

"takes private property for public use, without com

pensation.

A public square in a large City is for the health,

the recreation, the convenience of all its citizens—as

wcll as of strangers.

Whatever pretence there might be for assessing

persons fronting on the square, for a part of the ex

pense, there can be none in justice or equity as to

owners who are many hundred feet distant.

3 Story's Comm. on Const. 661.

2 Burlamaqui, 149, 150.

2 Wend, 452, 4th Avenue.

11 id. 149. Albany street.

3 M. & S. 447. Masters vs. Scraggs.

2 B. & B. 691. Spofford vs. Harrison.

3. Ad. & Ellis, 248. Loady vs. Wilson. Callis. 8.

11 Wend, 154. Canal street extension.

V. The assessment on the relators and others was

thus orroneous in principle, unjust, partial and op

pressive.

See fol. 21 and 28 to 38—and the diagram.

Many of these errors are such as come within the

purview of a certiorari.

Thus, the entire omission of large tracts coming

within the bounds of the district assessed—viz:

1. The block between 5th and 6th Avenues and

125th and 126th streets—only one block removed

from the square itself, and nearer than any of the

relators' lands.

2. The block between 114th and 115th streets,

and 4th and 5th Avenues.

3. Ten entire blocks between 5th and 7th Avonues,

and 114th and 119th streets. A considerable part of

which is nearer than our property.

4. The lands of the Corporation, on which is the

House of Detention.

That these are to be corrocted on certiorari, see

20 John's. 430—Le Roy vs. Mayor, &c. of N. Y.

3 Wend, 333–Ross vs. same.

10 id. 167—Baldwin vs. Calkings.

2 Wend 395,398—Bouton vs. Brooklyn, recog.

nizes the principle.

See also 5 Rep. 100—Rooke's case, s. p.

As to the oppression, see the illegal charges of

Commissioners and Counsel, at fol. § and 29 to 31.

WI. The assessment, &c. is also erroneous and void.

because it was not made by all the three Commission

ers. Only one of them actually made it, and only two

of them cver met or acted together in regard to it.

By s. 178 all the Commissioners must act in the

premises, although only two need sign the report.

7 Cowen 526—Exparte Rogers, and the valuable

note at p. 530.

8 Cowen 544–Sinclair vs. Jackson.

6 Johns. R. 39–Green vs. Miller.

This principle is incorporated in the Rev. Stat.

See 2 R. S. 555, s 27. -

VII. The report of the Commissioners and its confir.

mation are also erroneous and void for the want of the

taxation of the costs and charges of the Commis.

sioners, Counsel, Surveyor, &c., and for the neglect

to give notice of the inotion to confirm the report;

pursuant to the 9th and 12th scctions of the act of

1839.

Sufficient has been stated on this subject in the

two first pages hereof.

VIII. Fifteen months from the confirmation of the

report, having elapsed, and the square not being

opened, the Corporation cannot now proceed to open

it, and have lost all jurisdiction of the subject matter.

Laws of 1818, page 196, shows that they cannot

suspend the opening “exceeding in the whole 15

months.”

If it were otherwise, they can collect the assess.

ments, and delay the opening a century. Because if

they can suspend one day beyond the 15 months,

there is nothing to prevent their doing it 1000 years,

if they think proper.

These corporations take nothing by implication.

If they clai” power they must show an express grant

of it;-Willc. p. 100; p. 99, s. 226;—and as the

Court says in the cases of John street and Cherry

street, “the argument is just as good for a ‘coun.

ty, town or village,’ as for this great city."—19

Wend. 659.

(The argument on this first head (third subd.) is

too extended to be by any possibility compressed

into the requisite brevity for these points, and

much of it is omitted.)

2. The resolution is illegal, because it was made

without any petition therefor.

S. 177, above cited, requires not only the judg.

ment of the Mayor, &c., but also the petition of

three-fourths of the land owners fronting on the

Square to be opened.

This Square is in the part of the city laid out by

the Commissioners under the act of 1807. It was

authorized by act of May 10th, 1836, p. 395.

The act of 1813 left these matters to be set on foot

by those who would have to bear the expense.

Unless such is the construction, “ and also" in

the 9th line of the s. Inust be read “or.”

The Corporation had no jurisdiction to act with

out such petition of three-fourths.

It is like the case of a Sewer rate, assessed by

the Commissioners of Sewers without the present

ment of a jury—on which it was held that the com

missioners acquired no jurisdiction, and that the war.

rant to collect it was void.

4th London Jurist, 860. (3 Oct. 1840.)

Wingate vs. Wait—In Exch.—Trin, T. 1840,

style. R. 179, 185, 191—Custodes Libertat. &c.

vs. Inhabitants of Outwell, on certiorari, Proc. quash.
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ed, because it did not appear that the jury was of

the Hundred, &c.

3 Cow. & P. 63–Birkott vs. Crozier, on similar

grounds.

And as to acquiring jurisdiction—see Style 13–

Whitley vs. Fawcett, and id. 85. Rex vs. Apsley.

7 Ad. & Ell. R. 266–Emmerson vs. Saltmarshe

—4 Lond. Jurist, 790, 793.−Att. Gen. vs. Daniel.

2 Binn. 250—Schuylkill Falls Road.

All these are Sewer cases.

3. The resolution is also illegal and void, because

the ayes and noes were not called or taken on its

passage in either Board—(supposing it to be upheld

as a proper act under the organization of 1830.)

Section 7 of that act expressly requires it. The

vote cannot be taken in any other manner. The

law permits it in no other mode or form.

The Counsel of the city says this is merely “di.

rectory.” It is no more so than the provisions in

12th, 13th, and 14th sect., and the one can be disre

garded as much as the other.

This is a power granted to a mere corporation, by

which the lands of citizens may be taxed, and those

lands confiscated, and their personal property dis

trained.

It must be construed strictly. It cannot be tole

rated that the donee of the power is to cxecute it

as he pleases, or in any manner save that provided in

the grant.

(This point also is of great magnitude, and can

scarcely be presented in this place. Among the host

of authorities, we will refer to these only :)

7 Barc. Abr. 448—Statute, G. the general rule, as

to a stat. directing a thing to be done in a certain

ºtgranter.

SUPREME COURT.

The Mayor, Aldermen, and

Commonalty of the City of Opening of Mount

New York, Morris Square.

adsm.

The People ex rel. Michael Deſts. Points.

Floy, et al.

First as to the motion to set aside the Report of

the Commissioners.

1. This motion will not be entertained because

the Report was confirmed by the Judges of the

Supreme Court, acting as Commissioners, and

the only mode of bringing the question before the

Supreme Court is by certiorari, 11 Wend, 154.

2. The relators are too late in making any such

application. The Report was confirmed Sept. 4,

1839. The affidavit states that the party had no

actual notice of these proceedings “ until some

time during the summer of 1840.” This was

sufficient to have enabled him to make inquiry

and present his objections months ago.

3. The notice of presenting the report for con

firmation was given pursuant to the Act of 1813,

as appears by i. report itself, and the accompa

nying papers. The objection is, that the notice

was not given as required by the 4th section of the

act of 1839, p. 183.

These proceedings were commenced anterior to

the passage of the act of 1839.

The 4th section, by the express enactment of

the 14th section, does not apply to proceedings

previously commenced.

The 9th section applies only to motions, other

than those therein before provided. The notice of

making the report is expressly provided for by the

4th section and is excluded from the provisions of

the 9th.

4. The question of taxation of costs should have

been raised on the motion to confirm. . But is was

necessary for the Commissioners to insert in their

report, an amount sufficient to meet the costs and

expenses. This amount inust necessarily have

been prospective and could not have been ascer

tained on taxation. The costs, however, may

and must yet be taxed,

Such has been the decision of Judge Bronson

in the case (I believe) of 29th street, and such

was the late decision of the Chancellor in the case

of Wiggin vs. The Corporation.

5. The relators, waving their other objections,

seek to set aside the report, on the ground of ig

norance of the proceedings.

This is attempted to be proved by the testimony

of one person, who swears to his ignorance, until

last summer. And he has been assessed in the

enormous amount of $52.

The rights of various persons have become in

terested in this question since the confirmation of

the report. And the annulling of the proceedings

is calculated to prejudice the public interests. ;:

would lead to a draw upon the City Treasury.

Second.—As to the granting of certiorari.

1. The allowance of this writ to the justices of

this court as Commissioners, is only a matter of

course to enable the relators to carry the case to

the Court of Errors. This court will affirm its

own act as Commissioners. There is nothing,

however, upon which to found o writ of error.

The Court of Errors will only review such ques

tions as were raised in the court below.

When no doubt exists as to the correctness of

the decision, this court will not grant a certiorari

without annexing as a condition that it shall not

operate as a stay of proceedings, 13 Wend. 664.

2. The granting of a com. law certiorari is on

ly done in the exercise of a sound discretion. Peo

ple vs. The Supervisors of Allegany, 15 Wend.

206.

In this case, on the confirmation of the report.

Sept. 4, 1839, the title to the land became vested

in the public, 2 R. S. 413.

On the 1st April 1841, parties become entitled

to awards. They have lost their land, and have

made calculations on the money to be paid there

for.

The amount of assessments is $25,743, Benj.

Townsend who makes the affidavit represents

about the one five-hundreth part of this.

The proceedings of the Common Council which

are the subject of complaint took place in Septem

ber and October 1836, nearly five years since.

3. The resolution for taking and opening Mount

Morris Square was a valid and effectual ordi

nance of the Corporation.

I. The stat. 2 R. S. 408, § 177, conferred the

power in relation to streets &c. upon “the Mayor,

Aldermen, and Commonalty of the City of New

York.” That is their corporated name. Char

ter of 1730 $ 1.

They constitute the municipal government of

the City of New York and their functions are ei

ther legislative or executive.

Congress and the Legislature both lay out

roads and highways, their acts are all legislative,

although they may have an effect which resem

bles the exercise of a judicial power.

The Common Council of the City of New York

is not “the” Corporation, nor is it any body sepa

rate and distinct from the Corporation. It is the

Corporation assembled in its legislative capacity.

The Corporation acts in Common Council, except

when it performs an act merely executive.

The Corporation itself, aud by its corporate

name, is vested with all the powers, franchises,

property, and immunities conferred by its charter.

Charter 1730, § 1, 37. &c. &c.

It was not correct, therefor, in the loose lang

uage sometimes used, to confer all the corporate

franchises upon the Common Council. The Con

vention of 1820 subdivided the ordinary powers of

the Corporation-into legislative and executive, the

former, by the 1st section of the act of 1830, p.

125, they conferred upon the Common Council

the latter, by the 21st section, they ordered to be

performed by distinct departments to be organised

by the Common Council.

The learned counsel for the relators finds that

provision is thus made for the legislative and ex

ecutive power; but being anxious to discover

something not provided for, calls the power which

he is contending against judicial.

I pray your Honor not so to decree it, through

apprehension of the quo warranto of the Attorney
General.

But it is the act of 1813, and not that of 1830,

which confers the power. And the counsel for

the relator agrees that it must be exercised by the

Common Council as then organized. I have as

great an attachment to our old Recorder as he can

have. But the 15th section of the act forbids his

being a member of the Common Council any

longer. The act of 1830 did not change the power

which was to act, it only altered the form of its

action. Both before and since the amended char

ter, it was the Mayor, Aldermen, &c. who acted

in Common Council.

II. The first part of the 177th sec. 2 R. S. 408,

and of the 178th sect. p. 409, especially vest the

discretion in the Corporation, unmovad by any

petition, to take proceedings for the opening of a

street, &c. It was the intention of the act to

make it their duty on the application of three

fourths of the owners. This has always been the
construction of the act.

III. The requirement of the 7th section as to

the ayes and noes is directory, and not perempto:

ry. It is not of the essence of the thing required
to be done so as to constitute the resolution a valid

ordinance. These requirements are contained in

the 12th and 13th sections, and were complied

with.

The object of the 7th section was to make the

members answerable to their constituents. It

was not to make the taking of the ayes and noes

an indispensable requisite to the validity of the

proceeding. The words, “before it shall take ef

fect,” in the 12th section, are not to be found in

the 7th section. There are no negative words, or

words of exclusion.

It would operate to make an act, valid by the

12th and 13th sections, invalid by the non-com

pliance with a requirement as to an act subse

quently to be done. No time of limitation is

fixed, within which to determine the validity or

invalidity of an ordinance.—5 Cowen, 269; 6

Wend. 486; 3 Mass. 230.

IV. The relator is grossly in error in stating

the resolution not to have icº signed by the

Mayor, or authenticated by any officer of either
Board. The affidavit of the Clerk shows the re

solution to have been regularly passed, authenti

cated and approved.

4. The application for the appointment of Com

missioners, as appears from the paper on file, is

under the common seal of the Corporation, and

regularly authenticated. The resolution, as set

forth in the affidavit of the relator, directs the

counsel to take the necessary measures to carry

the resolution into effect.

The seal imports authority. The resolution

expressly directed the application. The official

act of the counsel in representing the Corporation

on the application for the appointment of Com

missioners cannot be controverted.

5. The constitutional question asto the taking of

}. property for improvements, as in this case,

as been repeatedly settled by this court. That

question does not arise here. This is an assess

ment for a benefit conferred. All experience

shows that improvements of this nature greatly

enhance the value of property in their neighbor

hood.

6. Whatever may have been the reason for the

omission to include certain blocks in the assess
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CASES IN CHANCERY.

The following cases in the Equity Court show a

great fluctuation in a very brief space of time:

The opinions given by His Honor CHANCELLon.

Walworth, subsequent to the decision in the case

of the infant children of J. Meserole, deceased, will

be found in the proper place, in this number, in chro.

nological order, after the decision of that case by the

Court for the Correction of Errors.

. The court ofthe last resort, in that case, decided that

the proceedings of the Corporation of Brooklyn in

imposing that assessment “Are illegal. AND void.”

IN CHANCERY.

Brrore The Chancellor.

Oakley vs. the Trustees of Williamsburgh and Moore.

The trustees of the village of Williamsburgh are

not authorized by the village charter to alter the grade

of a street, after the grade thereof has been regulated

and established by them as directed in the act of in

corporation. And where such trustees were proceed.

ing to dig down and alter the grade of a street, which

had been regularly graded and regulated; held, that

the owner of adjoining lands, whose property would

be seriously injured by an alteration of the grade, was

entitled to an injunction to restrain such illegal pro

ceedings ofthe trustees.

The Court of Chaucery has jurisdiction to inter

fore by injunction to restrain the defendant from pro

ceeding in an illegal act which will necessarily cast

a cloud upon the complainant's title to real estate,

and will naturally diminish its value.

This was an appeal from the Vice Chancellor of

the first circuit, refusing to grant an injunction.—

The bill of complaint in this case, which was filed by

the complainants in behalf of themselves and all

others having a common interest with them, after

setting out that part of the act of incorporation of the

village of Williamsburgh which made it the duty of

the trustees to cause a survey and map of the village

to be made, exhibiting the streets, roads and alleys

to be permanently laid out, and also exhibiting on

such map all the gradations and regulations which

might or should be required in the roads, alleys and

streets, accompanied by such remarks and explana

tions as the nature of the subject might require, to be

kept by the clerk, subject to the inspection of the

freeholders and inhabitants of the village, so that no

person could plead ignorance of the plan to be adopt

ed for opening, laying out, levelling and regulating

the streets of such village, (Laws of 1827, p. 276, §

19,) stated that, in pursuance of their act of incorpo

ration, the trustees of the village caused such survey

and map to be inade, signed, and filed, as directed by

the act, except that the gradations of the streets were

not exhibited on the map; that such gradations were

omitted on the map because the formation of the sur

face of the ground rendered it impossible to comply

with that part of the provisions of the statute imme

diately; for which reason the grading of the streets

was left to be established by actual survey from time

to time, as it should become necessary to open such

streets; that in 1828, the trustees caused a survey

and profile to be made of the southerly section of

First street, running from Grand street along the

margin of the East river to the south bounds of the

village; and caused such survey, and profile to be

filed with their clerk, and caused the street to be gra

ded and levelled in conformity thereto; and setting

out the certiorari, &c., in the supreme court upon

which these proceedings of the trustees were confirin

ed; (See Colos v. the Trustees of Williamsburgh, 10

Wend. Rep. 659;) and that the trustees subsequent

ly caused similar sections of Second and Fourth

streets, and several other streets intersecting the same

to be laid out, and surveys and maps and profiles

thereof to be made and filed in the same manner, and

caused the said streets, or certain sections thereof, to

be levelled in conformity with such surveys ; and

that one of them, South Second street, had been pa

ved and the assessment therefor had been made and

collected or paid. The complainants then charged

or alleged, in their bill, that one of them owned large

and valuable tracts of land on the southerly section

of First street, and on the other streets which had

been so graded and levelled; and that others of the

complainants respectively owned lands on such other

streets; some of which lands had been purchased

since the regulation and surveys of the said streets,

and upon the faith thereof as the permanent plan for

the grading and levelling of those streets; and that

no change or alteration in the gradation of such

streets coºrld now be made without serious detriment

to the rights and interests of the complainants in re

lation to their lands; but that the trustees of the vil

lage, upon the petition of the majority of the land

owners on the south-easterly section of First street,

in Juue, 1836, passed an ordinance or resolution to

alter the grade of that street as thus permanently set

tled, and to re-regulate and pave the street; and that

they had employed the defendant Moore to cut down

and alter the grade of the street about six feet; which,

if permitted, would requiro a corresponding alteration

of the grading of the other streets, upon which some

of the complainants property was situate, and which

intersect the south section of First street; and that

the re-grading of First street, if carried into effect in

the manner contemplated in the ordinance, would

materially impair and injure the value of the com

plainants property. They therefore asked for an in

junction to restrain the defendants from proceeding

to alter the grade of the street as theretofore estab

lished, and from digging down the street or remo

ving the earth therefrom. An order to show cause

why an injunction should not issue having been

granted, the defendants introduced affidavits showing

that the alteration of the grades of the streets was ne

cessary for the benefit of the village, and more par

ticularly for the convenient use of the waters of the

East river for commercial purposes; whereupon the

Vice Chancellor made an order denying the applica

tion for an injunctien.

J. H. Lee and D. B. Ogden, for complainants.

Ebenezer Griffin, for the defendants.

THE CHANCELLott.—If the trustees of the vil

lage of Williamsburgh have the power, under

their act of incorporation, to alter the grade of the

streets of the village after it has been once regula

ted, and established by them as required by the

19th section of that act, the case before me is not

one in which it would be proper for this court to

interfere; as there is no pretence that the trustees

are acting in bad faith, and without reſerence to

what they honestly believe to be for the interest of

the inhabitants of the village. On the other hand,

however, if they have no such power as they have

assumed to exercise by the ordinance in question,

then this appears to be a very proper case for the

allowance of an injunction, to restrain an illegal

proceeding by them to dig down and alter the gra

ding of the street as originally established, which,

as alleged in the bill, will be a material injury to

the value of the property of these complainants.

The assessments upon their lots for the expenses

of the proceedings to alter the gradations of the

streets, although they might be so far void as not

to affect their legal title to the land, would of

themselves be a cloud upon that title which must

necessarily diminish the value if it did not entirely

prevent the sale of such lands as village building

lots; as a prudent man would not be likely to buy

a city or village lot for the purpose of building

thereon, and pay the full value of the lot, while a

tiouſ like this was hanging over the title, which

might thereaſter subject him to litigation if not to

actual loss of the property. And as this court

sometimes exercises its jurisdiction for the pur

pose of removing a cloud from the complainant's

title to real estate, it may also, in a proper case,

interpose its authority to prevent the illegal act

from which such a cloud must necessarily arise.

(Petit v. Shepherd, 5 Paige's Rep. 493.) The

decision of the present case, therefore, depends

upon the question whether the trustees of Wil

liamsburgh have the right, as claimed by them,

to alter the regulation and grading of their streets

after it has been once adopted and established.

For it is judicially settled by the decision of the

---

Supreme Court, in reference to this particular

street, that the grade thereof had been legally es:

tablished by the trustees, before the institution of

the proceedings now in question to re-regulate the

street and to grade the same anew.

The object of the legislature, by the 19th sec

tion of the statute, appears to have been to have a

permanent plan of the village made and adopted

by the trustees, not only as to the location of the

streets, roads and alleys, but also as to the regula

tion or gradations thereof; to which plan all sub

sequent proceedings should conform. Hence, it

was made the duty of the trustees to cause a sur

vey and map of the village to be made and filed,

as soon as conveniently might be, exhibiting the

streets, roads and alleys to be permanently laid

out, and also exhibiting all the gradations and reg

ulations which would be required in such roads,

alleys and streets. And it appears to me that the

making of this survey and map of the locations

and gradations of the streets, roads, &c., of the vil

lage was not only a useless proceeding, but was

also calculated to deceive those who might there

after become the owners of village property, if it

was not intended to confine the proceedings of the

trustees to the opening and improving the streets,

&c., according to the locations and gradations as

thus established. And I think there could not

have existed a reasonable doubt as to the intention

of the legislature thus to restrict the power of the

trustees if it had not been for the introduction of

the word altering into the subsequent sections of

the act. -

The 21st section of the act provides that it shall

be lawful for the trustees to order and direct the

pitching, regulating and paving the streets accord

ing to the map and survey, and the altering amend

ing and cleaning any street, vault, sink, &c.; and

to cause estimates of the expense to be made, as

sessed and collected, &c. And the 24th section con

tains a sinilar power as to the widening and alter

ing streets and highways already laid out, and, as to

the laying out and Inaking other roads and streets,

conformable to the map, as the trustees might think

necessary and convenient ; with a provision for

compensating the owners of lands for the property

thus taken for new streets, or the alteration of the

old ones, and for raising the amount by assessments

upon the owners of lands benefitted thereby. It is

under the power of altering streets, as given in the

21st and 24th sections, tº at the counsel for the de

fendants claim the right to change the location or to

alter the grade of sreets which have been located or

graded, in conformity to the general map and plan

of improvements, subsequent to the act of incorpo

ration. In this I think the trustees have entirely

mistaken the meaning of the legislature in relation

to the alterations which they were, by these sections,

authorized to inake. At the time when this act of

incorporation was passed thero were, roads or streets

already existing within within the chartered limits

of the village. And as a gencral plan of improve

ments was to be made and adopted by the trustees,

both as to the location and the grade of every street,

alley and road in the village, it was anticipated by

the legislature that it might become necessary for

the trustees to alter the grades and locations of the

old roads and streets, so as to render then conform

able to the general and permainent plan of the vil

luge, as well as to pitch, regulate, pave and open the

new streets, according to the map and survey,

Hence the necessity of providing for the alteration of

streets in the 21st section, which relates to the pitch

ing, regularing and paving, as well as in the subse

quent section regulating the manner of altering and

widening old streets and opening new ones. The

word altering, therefore, in both of these sections,

related to the old streets and roads which existed at

the time of passing the act of incorporation, and not

to the new streets which might thereafter be laid out,

opened or graded in conformity to the map and sur

vey, and to the grade as first adopted by the trustees.

And these trustees have no power or authority to

change or alter the grade or location of any such new
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street after it has been once established by them, in

conformity to the inap and survey and gradation first

established, or of any of tho old street, after they

have been made to conform to such general plan.—

The defendants have no legal power therefore to al

ter the grade of this southerly section of First street,

or of the adjacent stracts which have been thus regu

lated and graded.

The inhabitants of this village, however, are not

without remedy if the interest of the public requires

a correction of any mistake which the trustees may

have made either in laying out streets, or in fixing

the gradations thcreof. For it is perfectly competent

for the legislative power which directed a general

plan of the village to be adopted and adhered to by

the trustees, to authorize then to inako snch altera

tions in the plan as may be found necessary either in

regard to this particular street, or as to the streets of

the village generally. And if the legislature shall

think proper to authorize such alterations, it will be

for the same power to prescribe the proper mode of

ascertaining who are injured by such alterations, and

of compensating them for such injury.

There is no ground for the objection in this case,

that the complainants have waived their rights by

delay, or by any acquiescence in the proceedings of

the trustees. They protested against the alteration

of the grade of the street the first opportunity they

had for that purpose: and they followed it up with

an application to this court for redress when they

found that the defendants were determined to proceed

notwithstanding such protest.

The order of the Vice Chancellor must therefore

be reversed, with costs, and an injunction inust be

granted to restrain the defendants from proceeding

with the proposed alteration of the former gradation

of the street as originally established by the trustees.

(See 6 Paige, 262)

DECISION IN THE MATTER OF WIDEN

ING JOHN STREET.

IN CHANCERY.

Before the CHANcellon.

Timothy Wiggin

vs.

The Mayor, &c., of the city of New York.

This was an application for an injunction to re

strain the collection of an assessment for the widen

ing, straightening, and improving John street, in

the city of New York, between Broadway and

Pearl street. From the bill it appeared that the

ordinance of the Common Council authorizing

and directing this improvement, was passed in

February, 1836; that shortly afterwards the

Supreme Court appointed commissioners of esti

mate and assessment, who made their report in

1838, and the same was presented to that court

for confirmation, but was afterwards sent back to

the commissioners for revisal and correction ; that

the amended report was confirmed by the court

in September, 1839, and that the order for the

making of the improvement was carried into ef

fect in May, 1840. The complainant charged in

his bill upon information derived from E. Meriam,

that the ayes and moes were not called upon the

adoption of the resolution of the Common Coun

cil, authorizing the making of the improvement;

nor were the votes of the Aldermen and Assis

tants, and the report of the committee on streets,

upon which the ordinance was founded, published

in any of the newspapers employed by the corpo

ration. Various objections were stated in the bill

as to theº and justice of the assessmeut up

on property which was supposed by the commis

sioners to be benefited by the improvement, which

objections are noticed in the opinion of the court.

The complainant also stated in his bill that the

improvement was not within the part of the city

as to which a permanent map and plan were re

uired to be made by the commissioners under

the act of April, 1807, and he therefore insisted

that the Common Council, as organized under the

act of 1830, amending the charter of the city, had

no jurisdiction or authority to widen or alter John

street.

W. Hunt and L. H. Sandford, for the con

plainant.

Peter A. Cowdrey, for the defendants.

Thr CHANcellor.—The language of the bill

in this case, leaves it doubtful whether the com

plainant, at this time, is the owner of, or has any

interest in any of the lots mentioned in the bill as

having been assessed for this improvement; and

so far as his personal liability is concerned, this

court does not interfere to prevent a mere trespass

upon personal rights, on personal estate, where

the complainant has a perfect remedy at law.—

The bill, instead of alleging in the usual manner,

that the complainant was at a particular date, and

still is the owner of the lots upon which the as

sessment for benefit was imposed, merely states

as to the first twelve lots, that he was the owner

and possessor thereof, on or before the first of Sep

tember, 1836, and as to the other lots, he states

that he was the owner and possessor of them sub

sequent to the first of May, 1839. Neither does

the verification of the bill by the complainant's

agent show that the agent has any information on

the subject; or that he even believes the com

plainant is now the owner of those lots. As this

defect in the bill can probably be cured by an

amendment, I shall proceed to examine the ob

jections made to the legality and equity of the as

sessment, and the question whether the bill in

other respects presents a proper case for the inter

ference of this court by a preliminary injunction.

The objection that the delay of the corporation

in bringing the proceedings to a close until the

spring of 1840, produced injustice, by giving to

the tenants of property which was to be taken for

the improvement, and who had short leases there

of, compensation for a loss which they did not

sustain, does not appear to be one which in any

manner concerns this complainant. That ap

pears to be a question entirely between the land

lord and tenant of the property taken for the im

provement. If the tenant has a beneficial lease,

that is, if he has rented the property for a term of

years at less than the use of the property was ac

tually worth, he sustains damages in being de

prived of the occupancy at this low rent during

the remainder of his term. But that damage

must necessarily go to diminish the amount which

the landlord would have been entitled to receive

if the property had not been under a lease ; or if

the rent reserved upon the lease had been the full

value of the rise of the lot. The proper way of

assessing the damages, where two or more per

sons have distinct interests or estates in property

taken for the improvement, is to ascertain the da

mage to the whole lot in the same manner as if

one person alone had the entire interest therein;

and then to apportion that damage amongthe per

sons interested in the lot, as landlord and tenant,

or otherwise, according as the interest of the one

or the other will be affected hy the taking of the

property for the improvement. In such a case,

if a tenant had a lease of the property for four or

five years at a nominal rent, he would be entitled

to damage for taking such interest in the property

if it was taken immediately. But in that case

the commissioners would not allow any thing to

the landlord on account of the loss of rent for the

same time. And where, in a case of that kind,

the appointment had been made upon an estimate

that the proceedings wouldº be comple

ted at the expiration of a year, and that the tenant

would be dispossessed at that time, if by any un

foreseen occurrence the completion of the pro

ceedings were procrastinated till the expiration of

the lease, the landlord would sustain the whole

damage by the taking of the property and the te -

nant nothing. But the amount of the assessment

for benefit upon the property of other persons

would not thereby be increased, for the benefit to

their property from the making of the improve

ment would commence as soon as they were com

pelled to pay the assessment imposed therefor.

In the case of Gillespy vs. the Mayor, &c., of New

York, in the Court for the Correction of Errors,

in December, 1839, I had occasion to examine

the whole of the statutory provision on the subject

of the apportionment of rent and damages as be

tween landlord and tenant, where a part of the

property is taken for an improvement during the

continuance of the lease. And from that examin

ation, I am satisfied that if the commissioners of

estimate and assessment, made their assessment

in this case upon correct principles in relation to

to the rights of the lessees and owners of the lease

hold property taken for the street, the delay in

completing the proceedings could not injure this

complainant so as to give him any equitable rights

even as against the tenants themselves, whatever

equitable claim their landlords may have against
them on that account.

1 am inclined to think the commissioners erred

in not assessing the property at the corner of Wil

liam street in the same manner as if the contem

plated widening of that street, which was subse

quently abandoned, had never been thought of:

as that improvement had not been directed when

these commissioners were appointed to assess the

damages and benefits with reference to the widen

sng of John street merely. But if there was any

error in this respect, it was a proper ground for

opposing the confirmation of the report before the
Supreme Court, and cannot be reviewed in this

collateral manner. In the case of Meserole vs.

the Mayor, &c., of Brooklyn, (in Chan. April 7,

1840,) referred to on the argument, the commis

sioners had not erred in judgment as to what pro:

perty was to be benefited by the contemplated

improvement, and neglected to assess it on that

ground; but they had by mistake left out the

greatest portion of the lands which were to be ta:

ken from the complainants for the contemplated

avenue—and the report showed upon its face that

the court had no jurisdiction or authority to con:

firm the assessment—according to the decision of

the Supreme Court in the case of Anthony street,
(20 Wend., 618.) There the court held that if

the proceedings had been regular, and the com

missioners had only erred in judgment in fixing

the amount of the damage for the lands taken, or

the benefit to other lands of the complainant, upon

erroneous principles, the Court of Chancery could

not interfere after the report had been properly

confirmed. In this case, if the front of the lots on

William street, which were not assessed, would

actually be benefited by this improvement, the

commissioners erred in judgment in not assessing

for the benefit to the front, as well as to the rear

of the lots; and the confirmation of the report

should have been opposed on that ground. . But,

as that was not done, the confirmation of the re
port stopped the owners of other property which

was assessed, from alledging that the fronts. on

William street would be benefited by the im

provement. -

The same answer is applicable to the objec

tion that $100 was included in the assessments

for surveying and grading the triangle opposite to

Cliff street under the resolution of May, 1837.

As the bill alledges that the cost of the proceed

ing have not yet been taxed, it cannot now bº
known whether the amount of the assessment will

be more or less than the amount allowed for da

mages, and the costs and expenses of making the

improvement. The mode of conducting these

*
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proceedings, as prescribed by law, is such, that

the assessments must be made and confirmed be

fore the whole expense and costs of the proceed

ings can be ascertained, the commissioners, after

having ascertained the damages for property ta

ken, must necessarily proceed upon mere esti

mates of some of the costs, &c., which will pro

bably be incurred thereafter in completing the

proceedings. A mistake of a few dollars, there

fore, one way or the other in estimating the

amount of the expenses cannot vitiate the whole

assessment, and take from the Supreme Court

the power to confirm a report founded upon a rea

sonable estimate of the prospective costs. The

act of April, 1839, only requires the costs and

charges of commissioners, and attorney and coun

sel, §. to be taxed before they are paid, and not

that they should be taxed before the assessment

is made and confirmed, as that could not be done.

It is no objection, therefore, to the collection of the

assessment, that those costs had not been taxed

when this bill was filed.

The objection that the corporation, as at pre

sent organized, has not the right to lay out new

streets, or to alter old ones, in that part of the city

which was not embraced in the permanent plan

of improvements adopted by the commissioners

appointod under the act of the 3d April, 1807, is

one which, if well taken, would render the whole

proceeding under the ordinance for the widening

of John street, absolutely void. The power to

open new streets, or to alter old ones, in this part

of the city, is claimed by the corporation under

the second clause of the 177th section of the act

of the 9th of April, 1813, to reduce the several

laws relating particularly to the city of New York
into one act, § R. S. ...'. p.409.) By that

clause the power was expressly given to the cor

poration, whever, or as often as it should, in the

opinion of the Mayor, Aldermen, and Common

alty, in Common Council convened, be necessar

or desirable for the public convenience orj

to lay out, form and open new streets, &c., in

that part of the city, or to extend, enlarge,

straighten, alter, or otherwise improve, streets,

&c., already laid out, or thereafter to be laid out.

It is not pretended that previous to the act of

April, 1830, to amend the charter of the city of

New York, the corporation, when convened in

Common Council, under the charter and the laws

then in force, would not have been authorized to

pass an ordinance for the making of this improve

ment; but this act for the amendment of the city

charter directs that neither the Mayor nor the Re

corder shall be a member of the Common Coun

cil after the second Tuesday of May, 1831. It

also vests the legislative power of the corporation

in a board of aldermen and a board of assistants,

who together shall thereafter form the Common

Council of the city; which boards are to meet in

separate chambers, &c. And the complainant's

counsel therefore insist that the Mayor, Aldermen,

and Commonalty can no longer convene in Com

mon Council, to direct the laying out a new street

or the altering of an old one, as they were previ

ously authorized to do under the act of 1813.

The conclusive answer to this objection is, that

the act of 1813, gives the power to the corporation

of the city, when convened in Common Council,

according to the provisions of its charter, and not

to the partioular officers who, at that time, repre

sented the corporation in Common Council.

And the act of 1830 having excluded the Mayor

and Rocorder from the Common Council, and di

rected the Aldermen and Assistants to convene as

a. Common Council in two separate boards, the

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the city,
that is the corporation under its corporate name,

is convened in Common Council for all legislative

purposes when the two boards convene in differ

ent chambers, and pass a resolution or ordinance,

subject to the qualified veto of the Mayor.

power to pass an ordinance authorizing the open

ing of a new street, or the alteration of a new one,

under the 177th section of the act of 1813, was

strictly a legislative power given to the corpora

tion represented in its Common Council duly

convened under its charter; as much as the pas

sage of a statute by the State Legislature, for the

opening of a State road, or the alteration or en

largement of a canal, and appointing commission

ers to appraise damages, &c., would be the exer

cise of a legislative power by the people of the

State represented in their Senate and Assembly.

And this legislative power, which still belongs to

the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the

city of New York, under the act of 1813, which is

in full force, was properly exercised by the corpo
ration, convened in Common Council in the man

ner prescribed by the act of 1830.

Again: if the complainant was right in supposing

that the Common Council, as at present organiz

ed, had no authority to pass an ordinance for the

widening of John street, he is neither entitled to a

preliminary injunction nor to any relief whatever

in this court, as his defence is perfect at law.—

And if the whole proceedings in relation to the

opening of ine street were absolutely void in law,

and that fact appears upon the face of the ordi

nance itself, a sale for the assessment upon the

complainant's lot would not even create a cloud

upon his title. For as every person must be

presumed to know the law, a proceeding which is

upon its face void, does not constitute a cloud up

on the title to real estate against which a court of

equity will relieve.

This is also a sufficient answer to the objection

that the ordinance was void, because it appears

frcm the record that it was passed without calling

for the ayes and noes upon the question of its

adoption by the respective boards; if that neglect

was, in point of law, sufficient to invalidate such

an ordinance. It is not necessary, therefore, that

I should exprese my opinion at this time upon

the question. Whether the 7th section of the act

of April, 1830, requiring the ayes and noes to be

taken, and published in certain cases, applies to

this case ; or whether the last clause of that sec

tion applies merely to improvements which are

to be paid for out of the funds of the corporation

generally, or by a tax or assessment upon the cit

izens at large, and not to cases where the owners

of property, benefited by the proposed improve

ment, are to bear the whole expense thereof.

As that question was not argued before me, I

have not examined it. But if the provision is ap

plicable to a case of this kind, I think it is merely

directory, as to the publication of the report, and

of the ayes and noes upon the question of the

adoption of the ordinance for the proposed im

provement. The neglect to make such publica

tion did not, therefore, of itself, render the pro

ceeding void, if the ordinance was not void upon

the face of the records of its adoption.

There is another substantial reason why this

court should not interfere in this case by injunc

tion to prevent the corporation from collecting the

assessment, but should leave the complainant to

hisº: if he has any at law. The proceed

ings for the making of the improvement were

commenced nearly five years since, and the com

plainant had waited until the improvement had

actually been completed several months before he

or his agent attempted to interfere. This proper

ty has received the full benefit that it would re

ceive from the improvement; which benefit the

commissioners have estimated at several thousand

dollars. And as property of other persons to a

The
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very large amount has been destroyed for that

purpose, justice requires that it should be paid for

by those who have been benefited by the improve

rather than by a general tax upon the city at

large. A court of equity, therefore, at this late

day will not interfere with its strong arm to cast

the burthen of the improvement from those who

have been benefited thereby, and upon those who

have not.

It is true, the complainant alledges in his bill

that his property is not benefited by the improve

inent. É. that allegation is not sworn to by any

one, and it is, of course, contradicted by the re

port, under oath, of the three very respectable and

intelligent commissioners by whom the assess

ment was made.

The application for an injunction is, therefore,

denied with costs.

(Copy.) JOHN M. DAVISON, Register.

[From the Saratoga Sentinel—Extra of July 20, 1841.]

IN CHANCERY.

BEFORE THE CHANCELLOR.

Samuel Wandervoort

vs.

The Trustees of the village of Astoria.

J. B. Scoles, ſor Complainant. G. WINTER, for

Defendants.

In this case the Chancellor decid, d that injunctions

to stay public improvements should not be granted ex

parte by Injunction Masters, out of court, where there

is no immediate danger of irreparable damages being

done before the defendants can have an opportunity

of being heard. That the Master, in all such cases,

instead of granting the injunction in the first in

stance, should direct an order, to show cause before

the court why an injunction should not be granted.

Injunction dissolved with costs to the defendants,

without reference to the denial of any matters of the

bill by the answer.

IN CHANCERY.

BEForE. The AssistANT WIce ChanceLLon.

Street Assessments.

Peter G. Stuyvesant and others,

WS.

The Mayor, Aldermen, and Com

monalty of the city of New York.

Opinion of Murray Hoffman, Esq., Injunction

Master.

The bill is brought before me as lnjunction

Master. I have been obliged by my sense of du

ty to grant an injunction in this and several cases

on the eve of the sale advertised to take place on

the 27th inst. I am sensible of the inconveni

ence to the city from an interference at this time,

and do it with unſeigned reluctance.

But I am. satisfied that a more pal

pable and pernicious disobedience of law has ne

wer marked the course of any corporate body,

than characterizes the proceedings complained of

I have a deep-rooted conviction that ultimately

the decision must be against the corporation; and

I believe that jurisdiction exists in this court to

compel the corporation to try the question fairly

in a single action at law between them and a

complaining party. I think it is within the pro

vince of this court to prevent an innocent purcha

ser being deluded into litigation and probable loss,

and to confine the controversy to the alleged

wrong-doer and the injured party. This strikes

me as the plain, just, and common-sense view of

the matter. There are in this bill a number of

complainants, the several owners of various par

cels of property.º all be bound by the

result of one action. hus, with perfect justice

to the corporation, these questions may be tried in



the most simple and satisfactory manner, and a

contest with a third party averted.

There has been no opinion as yet expressed by

the Chancellor upon the point of jurisdiction, and

‘I am at liberty to act upon the assumption and

my own conviction that it exists.

I may, in a case of such moment, briefly ad

vert to the reasons which led me on a former oc

casion to consider the neglect of the corporation

to call the ayes and noes, and make the publica

tion prescribed by the charter of 1830 a fatal

omission.

[The assistant Vice Chancellor states some

facts of his opinion in the case of Codwise vs. the

Corporation, which it was intended shonla ap

pear in this paper, but are crowded out for want

of room.]

But in the present bill a new point is taken of

much consequence. The proceedings for open

ing Art street commenced in April 1837. The

report was completed, and the advertisement an

nouncing that it would be presented to the Court

for confirmation began on the 18th day of May,

1839. The report was filed on the 5th of June,

1839, and confirmed in the ensuing August. It

is stated in the bill that, from the examination of

the affidavits of publication, and the advertise

ment, it appears that the publication was made in

but three papers, and does not appear that any

notice was affixed in a public place contiguous to

the premises. It is charged as a fact that the ad

vertisement was only in three papers, and that no

such notice was put up.

By the ninth section of the act of 20th April,

1839, it is provided that all motions (except as be

fore provided) made under the act thereby

amended, shall he, upon giving previous notice

of the trial, place, and object thereof, published

for at least fourteen days in four of the public

newspapers, and by copies of such notice in hand

bills, to be posted up for the same space of time

in three conspicuous places adjacent to the pro

perty to be affected. (See section 2 for this last

clause.) It admits of no doubt that a motion for

the confirmation of the report of commissioners

falls within the ninth section.

The act repeals the amended act as far as it is in

consistent with the provisions of the new act; and

it is directed to take effect on its passage, (the 20th

of April, 1839,) but it expressly provided that no

part of it except the ninth and twelfth sections shall

affect any proceedings under the act thereby amend

ed, which had been commenced previously to its

going into effect. -

It is an irresistible inference that the ninth and

twelfth sections do affect prior proceedings, if those

sections, when applied to such proceedings, are

constitutional.

Of that I cannot entertain the slightest doubt.

Both tho Chancellor and Supreme Court have held

that the Revised Statutes are applicable to all ex

isting cases, so far as they affect merely the forms

and modes of proceedings. (The People vs. Living

ston, 6 Wendell, 526) Every future proceeding in

the assertion of a right or prosecution of a suit is to

bo governed by the new statutes. In this case, if

the advertiscment had been begun before the 20th

of April, 1839, that would have been a proceeding

already commenced, and would no: have been af.

fected by the ninth section. But as it was a pro

eeeding commenced after that date, it necessarily

falls within it. -

In Aymar vs. Gault (2 Paige, 284), the doctrine
was applied to the case of an absent party. The

reference under the Revised Statutes was ordered, to

take proof of the claim, although the suit was coin

menced before they went into operation.

In Larkin vs. Mann (2 Paige, 27) the rule was

applied to the partition suits previously commenced.

See also Parsons vs. Browne (7 Puige, 359).

This being the law, then it is clear that the pre

sent, complainants are not bound by the proceedings

at all; that they are now at liberty to take every ob

jection of fact or law which they could have taken

before the Supreme Court, as well as those which

they could not then have taken.

I speak on the supposition that they did not actu

ally attend and contest the confirmation. Without

saying whether this would cure the defect or not, it

is plain an argument may be raised upon it. But no

principle of our law is more sacred than this, that no

man shall be affected in p: rson or property without

the opportunity of being heard in the proper tribu

nal. From necessity, perhaps, personal notice has

been dispensed with in many cases; these street

proceedings among the number. The party who is

assessed for benefit merely (no part of his property

being taken), is never summoned before the Com

missioners. He has no notice of the proceedings

except by that publication for 14 days which the old

act prescribed, or by the publication under the new

act. His property and himself are bound upon the

assumption that he has seen that notice. The law

therefore must be observed to a scruple. No judge

has a right to say that from great publicity, or ſrom

the actual taking of one paper containing the notice,

or from any thing short of the absolute fulfilment of

the cquisitions of the statute, the party is to be

bound.

What absurdity is it to imagine that the clear

cominand of the Legislature that notice must be

given in four papers, and by posting up copies in

three adjacent places, is to be fulfilled by any other

mode of notice

I pass over another most important question in

this bill viz: the carrying Art-street through a part

of the city included in the map of 1807. It is need

less to discuss it, in the view I have already taken.

I have, however, had my doubts since the decision

of the Chancellor in Vandevoort vs. The Village of

Astoria whether in these cases I ought, as injunction

tnaster, to do more than grant an order to show

cause. Certainly the case here is very different; the

Trustees of Astoria being in the act of making the

improvement complained of. Here it is to prevent

a recovery in this mode of the sum assessed for the

improvement. I have concluded, however, that it is

most proper for me to grant on order to show cause,

with a temporary injunction.

I doubt whether I have a right to impose terms

upon granting an injunction. Otherwise I should

direct that the injunction be on the condition of the

complainants filing a written consent with the bill,

or endorsed upon it, submitting to abide the decision

of an action to be had in a court of law by the Cor.

poration against one of the parties, the form and

other particulars attending the bringing such action,

to be settled by this Court.

Martha Amory and others, )
Ws.

The Mayor, Aldermen, &c. $

This case is, in its leading particulars, similar to

that of Stuyvesant vs. The Corporation, before no

ticed. It is distinctly charged as to the proceedings

in relation to the 6th avenue, that when the first

publication of the notice of motion to confirm the

report was made the act of 20th of April, 1839, wus

in force the rule of confirmation being made on the

6th of June, 1839. Here also the question under the

12th section is of great importance as the costs of the

opening exceeds $10,000. Some questions may

arise under this section ; but this at least is clear:

No part of the costs can be levied upon the party or

his property, nor can a sale be made to pay them un

til the taxation has been made. How far if this

were the only neglect, it would affect the whole as

sessment, I need not now enquire. I am clear that

it justifies an interference with the present sale,

which is to raise the whole amount, including the

costs, provided this court has any jurisdiction at all ;

a point before examined.

John Haggerty and others, !
vs.

The Mayor, Aldermen, &c.

The complainants in the bill, who are numerous,

sessed for the improvement of John street, and ad.

vertised for sale on the 27th inst.

I refer to my opinion in the case of Stuyvesant,

vs. The Corporation, for the reasons upon which I

have allowed a temporary injunction. It is however

peculiarly incumbent upon me in this instance, to

see that the case before me is substantially different

from that of Wiggins, vs. The Corporation hereto.

fore decided by the Chancellor, and in which an in

junction was refused.

In the first place, the delay referred to by the

Chancellor in the last clause of his opinion is fully

accounted for in this bill; and as the Corporation

never sued at law, and never advertised until the

present notice of sale, there never was an opportu

nity for the complainants to resist the demand or to

apply to this court. I have before held that until

an advertisement was begun there was no jurisdic

tion.

Next, in the case of Wiggins no proceedings to

sell the property had been taken.

Again, in that case the statements on the bill did

not exclude the supposition that on the record of the

proceedings it may have appeared that the ayes and

noes were called. That difficulty is fully met in the

present case. -

Again, the bill was thero defective upon the point

of the complainant being the actual owner of the

property assessed when he filed the bill.—The pre

sent bill is in this particular unobjectionable.

And lastly, a new and very important point is

here introduced. The report was brought before

the Supreme Court in , 1838. It was

sent back for correction, and the motion for final

confirmation made and the rule entered in Septem

ber, 1839. At that time the 12th section of the act

of 20th April, 1839, was in force. The costs were

never taxed under that 12th section. The amount

is added to the sum assessed, and each of the com

plainants' property is liable for and was to pay a pro

portion of such costs. The sale is to raise that pro

portion as well as the assessments for benefit. Now

the section, as I have shown in my opinion in Stuy

vesant vs. The Corporation affects proceedings sub

sequently taken. It is wholly illegal to charge the

costs upon any party until they were taxed. Notice

of the taxation is directed to be given in a public

manner, and certainly without such notice and tax

ation the parties assessed cannot be bound to pay

them.

It has been decided, from reasons of convenience

and in the absence of any peremptory provision of

the statute, that costs may be included in the assess

ment, and imposed prospectively by the Commis

sioners; and that an inconsiderable variation in the

amount taxed from the amount imposed, will not

affect the validity of the proceedings, nor prevent the

confirmation of the report (Wiggin vs. The Mayor,

&c., in Chancery, March 6, 1841.)

But if the section prescribing a taxation applies to

this John street case at all, it is apparent that no

party can be called upon to pay any portion of the

costs until a due taxation has been had.—Without

such taxation there can be no obligations to pay, and

no lien on the party's property. What will be the

consequence of this, and whether it may not be cor

rected by a taxation now and proportionate abate:

ment, I need not inquire. The property is advertised

to be sold for a debt, some of which at least is illegal.

ly imposed upon it.

By adverting to my opinion in the case of West

ervelt & Codwise vs, the Corporation, it will be seen

that it is settled law that the costs of the proceedings

cannot be assessed upon the property without an

express statute; that in a case in Albany, an assess

ment was set aside for want of such statutory provi

sion ; and that in the instance of opening streets in

New York, the old act admitted the addition of the

costs. Now I think the case will appear very clear

if we suppose that it had been part of the old act

that the cost must be taxed upon notice before they

could be added to the assessment for benefit. Cer.

tainly they could not be recovered until taxed. I

may add that, as the Supreme Court is empowered

to make rules for carrying the act into effect, all in

conveniences may readily be avoided.

seek an injunction against selling their property as
M. HOFFMAN, Assistant Vice Chancellor.
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The motions made at the December Spe

cial Term of the Supreme Court, were by

Mr. Emmet, one of the Ex-Counsel of the

Corporation of the City of New-York, for

the confirmation of the Reports of the Com

missioners of Estimate and Assessment, for

opening 37th street, 39th street, 128th street,

11th avenue, and Madison avenue.

Thirty-seventh and thirty-ninth street As

sessments were commenced near eight years

ago, viz: in June, 1836. The Common

Council have never at any time, passed any

resolution for to authorize an application to

the Supreme Court for the appointment of

Commissioners for opening these two streets.

Yet notwithstanding this, an application was

made to the Supreme Court, on a petition

signed by the Mayor and Clerk of the Com

mon Council, and Commissioners were ap

pointed on the 24th June, 1836. The Re

port of the Street Committee of the Board of

Assistants, stating the reasons why these

streets were not to be opened by Commis

sioners, in detail, and the affidavit of the

Chairman of the Committee, stating the rea

son why no resolution was introduced to au

thorize the application to the Supreme Court,

are to be found in this volume, pages 141

and 142.

Andrew Warner, one of the Commission

ers of Estimate and Assessment, in the 37th

street proceeding, was examined as a witness

in 1841, before the Select Committee of the

Senate, appointed to investigate Assessment

abuses in the City of New-York, and stated

that he was sworn into office on the 24th of

October, 1836, as one of the Commissioners

for 37th street; that the Commissioners had

completed their Report twelve or eighteen

months previous to that time, and that it had

not been presented to the Court for confir

mation ; has not heard Mr. Emmet state

why he has not presented the report for con

firmation. The witness also stated that the

Commissioners were not all in the habit of

attending the meetings, but were allowed

compensation, the same as if they did

attend.

The Report was finished, it appears, in

1840, and lay dormant after that time near

four years before it was presented for con

firmation.

Notice was given for taxing the fees of

the Commissioners, Counsel and Surveyors,

in these cases, before William Paxson Hal

lett, Esq., Clerk of the Supreme Court, who

had himself acted as Commissioner in seve

ral streets, where the charges had been exor

bitant. The Costs, &c., were taxed at more

the sufferers before the Court, on the ground

that Mr. Emmet divided the fees with some

of the Clerks of the Supreme Court, in As

sessment matters, and read from Senate do

cument No. 86, of 1843, a Report of a

Clerk of the Supreme Court, to that effect.

In thirty-ninth street, Anson G. Phelps,

Esq., was assessed on a piece of ground for

the opening of this street; the same piece

of ground had already been assessed for the

pretended opening of fortieth street, $575,

and also for the pretended opening of the

1st avenue, from 28th to 42d street, the fur

ther sum of $312, besides appropriating one

third of the land for the avenue. This made

$887, exclusive of the 39th street assess

ment; the interest of these two first assess

ments, exceed the value of the land assess

ed. Had the streets and avenues been opened

by one sett of competent Commissioners, as

was all that was authorized by the Common

Council, the assessment on this piece of

ground, would not have amounted to more

than a few shillings, instead of exceeding

more than FOUR TIMES THE WALUE

OF THE LAND.

The Counsel for the sufferers, RichARD

MoTT, Esq., on the motion for confirmation,

objected to the competency of the Court to

act in these matters, under that provision of

the Constitution which prohibits a Judge

from holding any other office or trust, and

insisted, that in appointing these Commis

sioners of Estimate and Assessments, and

confirming their Reports, the Judges did not

act as a Court, but acted as Commissioners.

This the Courts have all held, as did also

the Hon. Select Committee of the Senate,

who examined into the assessment outra

ges. Chief Justice SPENCER and Chief Jus

tice SAVAGE, have both held that the power.

exercised by the Court in Street matters, was

in the capacity of a Commissioner and not

as a Court.

Mr. Mott read from the Constitution of

1777, and also of 1823; section 25 of the

former, and Sec. 7 of Article 5 of the latter,

on the prohibiting Judges of the Supreme

Court from holding any other office or trust.

He also read the respective letters of the

Judges of the Circuit Court of the U. S., for

the districts of North Carolina, Maryland,

and Pennsylvania, addressed to the Presi

dent of the United States, in 1792, in which

they refused to serve under an Act of Con

gress imposing duties upon them in refer

ence to invalid pensioners, on the ground of

constitutional disability. He also read a

letter from the Judges of the Circuit Court

of the U. States, for the district of New

of a meritorious character, and they there

fore regretted their inability to act, consider

ing the duty inconsistent with their oaths

of office and the Constitution of the United

States. These letters are to be found in the

Municipal Gazette, No. 16, of Nov 17th,

1843, page 286, in connection with the other

objections urged by the Counsel in these

cases.

Mr. Mott also urged the provisions of the

Constitution of 1777 and 1823, in connec

tion with the Colonial law of 1691, which

are set forth and discussed, on page 199, of

the Municipal Gazette.

The provisions of the Constitution refered

to, are Section 41, of the Constitution of

1777, and Sec. 7, of Article 4, of the Con

stitution of 1823; also, Section 2, of Ar

ticle 7.

This great Constitutional Question, was

most ably argued by Mr. Mott, and he has

gained for himself a well earned fame, in

the success which has attended his efforts.

Mr. Mott also placed before the Court,

such public documents as conclusively show

that these assessment proceedings are noto

riously of a scandalous character, and did

not commend themselves to the favorable

consideration of the Court.

The Counsel moving for a confirmation,

indulged in the use of very abusive lan

guage against citizens who had publicly op

posed these assessment abuses, but was

made to take his seat, and was deservedly

rebuked by the Court.

This decision will relieve citizens from

the payment of arbitrary and disgraceful

assessments, for sham improvements, and

will also release all lands sold for such assess

ments. Those who have paid assessments

more than six years ago, are barred by the

Statutes, as the Corporation will not hesitate

to plead Statute limitation.

The streets on the agricultural part ofthe

island, will not be harmed by this decision.

Those who have sold land bordering on a

street or avenue, as laid out in 1807, have,

by the Act, dedicated the land in the street

or avenue, to public use, whether they own

ed on both or only on one side of the street,

as the conveyance sweeps all the land

they owned in the street or avenue opposite

the ground conveyed.

Those who own both sides of the street

or avenue, have nothing to do but to put up

fences, and the street is made without the

use of Surveyor, Counsel, or Commissioner,

and in those cases where the above will not

apply, the several owners may negotiate or

the Corporation can do so, and if no ar
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430; and there, the grounds on which the writ

usually issues, rather than the inquiry whether it

would lie to a corporation, was the question dis

cussed at the bar and considered by the court.

See, also, Parks vs. The Mayor, &c. of Boston,

8 Pick., 218. All our city, and many of our vil

lage corporations have been vested with very

large powers within their respective limits; and

if a certiorari will lie to remove into this court an

ordinance for constructing a sewer, it is difficult

to see where we can stop short of reviewing all

their acts in the same way, which looks to me

like a great stretch of jurisdiction.

But iſ a certiorari will lie, it does not follow that

it should be awarded in every case where the re

lator may have some ground for complaint. The

allowance of the writ rests in the sound discretion

of the court, and it has often been denied where

the power to issue it was unquestionable, and

where there was apparent error in the proceed

ing to be reviewed. And if it has been improper

ly awarded, it is not too late to correct the error

after a return and hearing of the merits. The

People vs. Supervisors of Alleghany, 15 Wend.

298. And see The People vs. Supervisors of

Queens (Feb. 1841]. There are, I think, few

if any cases where an ordinance or assessment

for constructing a common sewer, or making any

other city improvement, should be removed into

this court by certiorari. It is better that persons

having cause for complaint should be left to such

redress as they may have by action. The case

falls within the principle of those which have just

been cited ; and in the first of those cases a certio

rari which had been issued to remove an assess

ment for county charges was quashed after a re

turn and a hearing on the merits; and there, too,

the relator had no other remedy. Great public

inconvenience must necessarily ensue if we at

tempt in this way to review assessments for city

improvements, which are not unfrequently as ex

tensive in their influence as assessments for couti

ty taxes. The principal objections which have

been urged against these proceedings are, 1. that

the ordinance for constructing the sewer is void.

because it does not appear affirmatively that the

ayes and noes were called on taking the vote
upon it in the two Boards; 2. that the order con

firming the assessment is void for the same rea

son; 3. that the confirmation could only be made

by the whole Corporation assembled in one body,

and not by the Common Council in two Boards,
as organised under the act of 1830 ; and 4. that

no confirmation appears—there being no ordi

nance or resolution for that purpose, but only an

extract from the minutes of the Common Council.

Now, without considering what answers there

may be to these objections, they seem to prove

too much for this form of remedy. If the points

are well taken, there has been no ordinance for

constructing the sewer, nor has the assessment

ever been confirmed, and there is nothing to be

reached by the certiorari. If the relators have

suffered under color of proceedings which never

had any legal existence, their remedy is by ac

tion. All the other questions which arise upon

the record—and we cannot look beyond it—may,

for aught I see, be as well tried in some other

form as in that which the relators have selected,

and we shall do them no harm by withholding

this extraordinary remedy. I must not be under

stood as intimating that a certiorari should be al

lowed whenever the question can be reached in

no other form. There may be many cases where

the public inconvenience, which would be likely

to result from this mode of review, would greatly

outweigh the importance of correcting some legal,

though, perhaps, not very grievous, error in the

eedings.

wº ºr. in this case have taken no objec

tion which is not equally applicable to all the

other persons who have been taxed, and thewhole

assessment must stand or fall together. It is also

important to notice, that the ordinance for making

the improvement was passed, the work done, and

the assessment made and confirmed, more than

three years before the certiorari was sued out.

The time of bringing a writ of error from a final

judgment is limited by law to two years; and I

think a case can rarely happen where it would be

proper to allow a certiorari after the lapse of a

longer period. This is a sufficient ground for

quashing the writ, aside from other considerations

tending to the same results.

Certiorari quashed.

MOUNT MORRIS SQUARE.

The opening of this Square was founded upon

the resolution of an alderman, which was referred

to a committee, who reported in favor; the report

was adopted, and a resolution passed to carry it

into effect, but the report was not published, nor

were the ayes and noes called on taking the vote,

nor was the same published, as required by the

charter. The resolution thus passed by the two

Boards was approved by the Mayor on the 20th

October, 1836, and on the 4th of September,

1839, the commissioners made their report—a

delay of near three years.

The place designated as Mount Morris Square

is on a rocky hill or ledge near Hurlgate, about

seven miles or more from the City Hall. We

have examined the place, and should think it

about one hundred feet high, and that it would

require an outlay of more than two millions of

dollars to reduce it to the city grade. The Cat

skiil Mountains are full as well calculated for a

public square as Mount Morris. The award

made for Mount Morris is $22,000; the expense

of making it and assessing the amount is $

When the reports of the commissioners were

deposited in the clerk's office for examination, no

bill of expense accompanied the same. The re

ports are a mere recital of metes and bounds of

the property awarded for or assessed, and the

names of the supposed owners, and the amount

of the particular award or assessment. There is

no addition of the awards, and of the amount of

assessments—no summary, schedule, or abstract—

no diagram, or map, accompanies it. The proper

ty is described by map numbers, and the whole

report a perfect wilderness to explore.

A map, with a list of names of the persons as

sessed, and of those to whom awards are made,

with each of their respective amounts extended in

two columns, and each added up, with a state

ment of the expenses, would be intelligible, but

such a report as this is only calculated to confuse

and mislead.

SUPREME COURT.

The People ex rel. Michael Opening of Mount

Floy, et al. Morris Square in the

vs. City of New York.

The Mayor, Aldermen and

Commonalty of the City of

New York.

Points of Relators.

The motion is in the alternative.

First. To set aside the confirmation of the Report

of Commissioners of Estimate and Assessment, which

was confirmed Sept. 4, 1839.

This is asked for, on the ground, that no notice of

the motion for confirmation was published or posted,

as is required by the 9th section of tho act of April

20, 1839. Laws of 1839, p. 182.

And the charges and expenses, which are enormous

and unjust, were never taxed or allowed, as is re

quired by section 12, of the same act.

The act of 1839 is general, and all its provisions

would apply to all the then pending proceedings, but

for the 14th section, which limits all except the 9th

and 12th sections to future proceedings.

1. As to Notice.—There is no pretence that any

notice was given in four newspapers; or that any

was posted,—(see fore part of section 2, in connec.

tion with section 9, as to the manner of posting, Fo.

lio 23 to 26.)

2. Nor is there any pretence of taxation of the

expenses.

As to this, it is said, that there is nothing in the

section to require it to be done before the Commis.

sioners report. This is clearly wrong. The charges

are all “allowed” so far as the payers are concerned,

when they are put into the report and confirmed.

They then become a lien and charge on the lands as

sessed, and if the proceedings are regular, nothing

but payment in full can remove them. There is no

provision in any statute for a modification of the as

sessment, or a recovery back of part of it, on those

charges being taxed afterwards and reduced. Nor

is there any remedy, except to pursue the terms of

the law and have them taxed, before assessing them

on the land. The intent of the law is plain. The

only “allowance” in the case, is that made by inclu

ding them in the report. The Corporation itself

never allows them, except in that mode. The Cor

poration pays the charges as thus included, out of the

assessments imposed for the same charges on the ad

jacent lands.

Again. This court had made provision previous to

this motion for confirmation, viz. in July 1839, for

these taxations. But, if the court had not, it was the

duty of the Commissioners to wait until they did.

The law was imperative, that they should be tared.

On both these grounds, therefore, the confirma

tion was irregular and illegal, and being made a rule

of this court, it should be set aside.

3. Another ground for setting aside the confirma

tion, is the entire ignorance and want of actual notice

in the relators, the great wrong and injustice of the

estimate and assessment. See 19 Wend. 659, John

street and Cherry street, per J. Cowen, 1 Cowen

74, Dover street. -

The occasion is favorable for such action. The

awards to parties for the lands proposed to be taxed,

are not yet payable. None of them have been paid.

Folio 39.

The confirmation being set aside, one of two things

will ensue.

1. The Corporation will doubtless be induced to

abandon this improvement, which is a century and a

half in advance of the times. They will prefer pay

ing and losing whatever is justly due to the Com

missioners &c. who acted in the matter, to the odium

and injustice of proceeding.

2. If otherwise, the parties can have the expense:

taxed and reduced, the lands taken valued at 1-6 of

the present estimate, and the lands omitted brought

into the assessment; and thus be relieved from the

gross and oppressive charges which are now imposed

upon them.

Should the court conclude to set aside the confir

mation, then it will be needless for them to examine

the remaining points here presented.

Séecomb. The second alternative of our motion,

(which is sought only in case the court declines to set

aside the confirmation of the report), is the issuing of

writs of certiorari, to bring up for review all the pro

ceedings for the opening of the square in question;

it being alleged that they are without authority or

jurisdiction, illegal and void. -

It is asked that the whole, if granted, be carried

on as one proceeding, both to save expense and the

better to attain the justice of the case.

I. As to the issuing of writs of certiorari. -

1. To the Justices of this Court acting as Commi:

sioners on the confirmation, the allowance of the writ
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is “a matter of course.”–20 Wend., 685, matter of

Carlton street; and see 7 Cow. 158, Bogert vs. The

Mayer &c.; 13 Wend. 668 Patchen vs. Brooklyn.

2. To the Corporation of the City in reference to

the proceedings before them. See 6 Wend. 564 Starr.

vs. Trustees of Rochester, and 8 Pick. infra.

Although the issuing of these writs is a matter of

“discretion,” yet such discretion is a regulated, not

an arbitrary discretion. See the remarks in 5 Rep.

100, Rooke's case.

Here, we expect to show that besides the manifest

wrongsand intolerable injustice of the assessment, the

proceedings are null and void.

We are not bound on this motion, to show this.

That, we are to accomplish on arguing the return.

We are only to show, that there is probable cause

for presenting the points.

Then what is there to stay the writs? Not incon

venience? The awards are not paid, nor the square

opened. Nothing is done.

But is inconvenience to the Corporation, by whose

authority, this great wrong has been occasioned to

us, to prevent the redress due to that wrong 7 Is

our inconvenience—the confiscation of our property,

nothing 7 -

There is no imputation of laches. The confirma

tion was in Sept. 1839. These parties, ignorant that

any thing was on foot till last summer, and ignorant

of the irregularities till Feb. last.

Next, as to the probable cause for reviewing these

proceedings.

II. The resolution for taking and opening Mount

Morris Square is illegal and void, for the following

causes, viz.

1. It was a judicial act or power exercised by the

Common Council and the Mayor, as separate and dis

tinct bodies, passing upon it separately. Whereas

the Common Council cannot under such an organi

zation exercise any such power.

Subd. 1. That this power is in its nature judicial

and not legislative 8 Piek. 218, Park vs. Mayor

&c. of Boston; 2 R. L. 408 S. 177; 1 R. Stat. 513,

515, Commissioners of Highways in towns; Stat. 23.

Hen. 8, ch. 5; Stat. of Sewers’; Callis. on Sewers,

216, 7; id. 185, id. 163; Com. Dig.—Sewers, D. s. p.

6 Ad. & Ell. 807–Pocock vs. O'Shannessey, per

Patterson, J.

8 Taunt- 602—D. of Newcastle vs. Clark.

Subd. 2–The Corporation assumes to exercise this

* under the act of 1813.−2 R. L. 408, § 177,

C.

They have no such power by their charter, and

they have no prescriptive powers.

The statute of 1813 gave the power to The Mayor,

3-c. in Common Council convened.

It was a judicial power, to be exercised by the per

sons, or officers, then composing The Mayor, &c.

See 1 Willcocks Mun. C. 40, s. 54.

That is, the Mayor, Recorder, Aldermen and As

sistants, convened and acting together—as one body

—“ in Common Council convened.”

No other class of officers—no combination of

these classes, omitting one or more classes—could

exercise the power.—l Willc. 42, s. 57–8. Id. p. 68,

s, 128; p. 101, s. 233 and 235. 7 Cowen, 533; note

to Exparte Rogers, and the cases there collected.

Subd. 3.-The resolution in question was not

adopted by the classes, or in the manner authorized

by the act of 1813.

It was legislated through in the form prescribed

by the act of 1830.—(1aws 1830, p. 125.)

This act does not extend to the exercise of judicial

or ministerial powers. It applies solely to “the le.

gislative power of the ‘Corporation of the City'—

(see s. 1)—and to the delegation of sundry executive

powers"—s. 21.

As to all other powers of the Corporation, the ex

isting laws were unaffected. They were to be exer.

cised in the manner pointed out by the various laws

conferring them.

The statute itself is plain enough, as to what pow

ers were to be exercised under the act of 1830. Its

hi-tory corroborates our view.

See acts of 1824 and 1828, which were severally

rejected by the people of the city by immense majori

ties. Lºws of 1824, age 162 128, page 317.

In s. 4 and 5 of those acts, the language is the

most comprehensive possible—“The whole power of

the Cºrporation'—“Legislative and other powers,”

&c. &c.

Then see Kent's City Charter, p. 231, sec. 11th,

236, 264,349—showing the history of the 1st s. of

the act of 1830, in its passage through the Conven

tion of the people. The sweeping clauses as to the

powers were reduced to the sect. as now existing,

except that the Legislature limited the s, to the legis

lative power of the “Corporation” instead of the

“ City.”

&ºr 26—Rex vs. Croker.

Willes, 484—Noruman vs. Beaumont—s. c. Bar.

nes, 453.

l East 64—Davison vs. Gill.

3 Esp. 198—Gross vs. Jackson.

Willcocks, where cited above, and the various

Sewer cases above.

2 Const. Rep. S. C. (Treadway's) 726–Schroeder

vs. City of Charleston.

7 Dowl. & Ryl. 684—The King vs. Tremayne.

4 East, 17—Rex vs. Morris, and vs. Stamard.

3 Johns. Cases, 107–Gilbert vs. Columbia Turn

pike Company; a strong case.

2 Cowan, 419–Sprague vs. Birdsall. A statute

in favor of corporations, and in derogation of com

mon right, is to be strictly construed.

5 id., 188— Malcom vs. Rºgers. “Shall or may”

is to be construed “shall,” when public interests and

rights are concerned.—19 Wend. 38; Long Island

R. R. Co.

It seems to be abhorrent to common sense to say,

that when the Legislature provided that this Corpo

ration “shall” exercise this mighty power in a pre

scribed mode, it intended that the Corporation might

do as they pleased about it—that they might construe

“shall” to mean “won't.”

4. The omission to publish the reports of commit.

tees and the votes, as is expressly required by the

7th sect. of the act of 1830.

See the foregoing head.

We will also remark, that this omission estops the

corporation from charging us with delay or laches,

in moving the court.

The grand object of the provision was, to give no.

tice, publicity, to these proceedings.

See Kent's C. C. 257–286–7—and the Address of

the Convention, pursuant to resolution at p. 346.

5. The resolution itself was never signed by the

Mayor, or authenticated by any officer of either

board. In other "ords, no such resolution exists.

III. There was no regular, legal or valid authority

to the Mayor to apply to the Court for the appoint

ment of Commissioners of estimate and assessment.

It will be perceived that the resolutions contain

no such authority, and it is one as essential as that

for the opening itself. See sec. 178 of the act of

1813.

IV. The assessment is illegal, because it indirectly

takes private property for public use, without com.

pensation.

A public square in a large City is for the health,

the recreation, the convenience of all its citizens—as

wcll as of strangers.

Whatever pretence there might be for assessing

persons fronting on the square, for a part of the ex

pense, there can be none in justice or equity as to

owners who are many hundred feet distant.

3 Story's Comm. on Const. 661.

2 Burlamaqui, 149, 150.

2 Wend, 452, 4th Avenue.

11 id. 149. Albany street.

3 M. & S. 447. Masters vs. Scraggs.

2 B. & B. 691. Spofford vs. Harrison.

3. Ad. & Ellis, 248. Loady vs. Wilson. Callis. 8.

11 Wend, 154. Canal street extension.

V. The assessment on the relators and others was

thus proneous in principle, unjust, partial and op

pressive.

See fol. 21 and 28 to 38—and the diagram.

Many of these errors are such as come within the

purview of a certiorari.

Thus, the entire omission of large tracts coming

within the bounds of the district assessed—viz:

1. The block between 5th and 6th Avenues and

125th and 126th streets—only one block removed

from the square itself, and nearer than any of the

relators' lands.

2. The block between 114th and 115th streets,

and 4th and 5th Avenues.

3. Ten cntire blocks between 5th and 7th Avenues,

and 114th and 119th streets. A considerable part of

which is nearer than our property.

4. The lands of the Corporation, on which is the

House of Detention.

That these are to be corrocted on certiorari, see

20 John's. 430—Le Roy vs. Mayor, &c. of N. Y.

3 Wend, 333–Ross vs. same.

10 id. 167—Baldwin vs. Calkings.

2 Wend 395, 398–Bouton vs. Brooklyn, recog

nizes the principle.

See also 5 Rep. 100—Rooke's case, s. p.

As to the oppression, see the illegal charges of

Commissioners and Counsel, at fol. 21 and 29 to 31.

VI. The assessment, &c. is also erroneous and void.

because it was not made by all the three Commission

ers. Only one ofthem actually made it, and only two

of them over met or acted together in regard to it.

By s. 178 all the Commissioners must act in the

premises, although only two need sign the report.

7 Cowen 526—Exparte Rogers, and the valuable

note at p. 530.

8 Cowen 544–Sinclair vs. Jackson.

6 Johns. R. 39–Green vs. Miller.

This principle is incorporated in the Rev. Stat.

See 2 R. S. 555, s 27.

VII.The report of the Commissioners and its confir.

mation are also erroneous and void for the want of the

taxation of the costs and charges of the Commis.

sioners, Counsel, Surveyor, &c., and for the neglect

to give notice of the motion to confirm the report;

pursuant to the 9th and 12th sections of the act of

1839.

Sufficient has been stated on this subject in the

two first pages hereof.

VIII. Fifteen months from the confirmation of the

report having elapsed, and the square not being

opened, the Corporation cannot now proceed to open

it, and have lost all jurisdiction of the subject matter.

Laws of 1818, page 196, shows that they cannot

suspend the opening “exceeding in the whole 15

months.”

If it were otherwise, they can collect the assess.

ments, and delay the opening a century. Because if

they can suspend one day beyond the 15 months,

there is nothing to prevent their doing it 1000 years,

if they think proper.

These corporations take nothing by implication.

If they clai” power they must show an express grant

of it;-Willc. p. 100; p. 99, s. 226;—and as the

Court says in the cases of John street and Cherry

street, “the argument is just as good for a ‘coun.

ty, town or village,’ as for this great city."—19

Wend. 659. -

(The argument on this first head (third subd.) is

too extended to be by any possibility compressed

into the requisite brevity for these points, and

much of it is omitted.)

2. The resolution is illegal, because it was made

without any petition therefor.

S. 177, above cited, requires not only the judg.

ment of the Mayor, &c., but also the petition of

three-fourths of the land owners fronting on the

Square to be opened.

This Square is in the part of the city laid out by

the Commissioners under the act of 1807. It was

authorized by act of May 10th, 1836, p. 395.

The act of 1813 left these matters to be set on foot

by those who would have to bear the expense.

Unless such is the construction, “ and also" in

the 9th line of the s. must be read “or.”

The Corporation had no jurisdiction to act with

out such petition of three-fourths.

It is like the case of a Sewer rate, assessed by

the Commissioners of Sewers without the present

ment of a jury—on which it was held that the com

missioners acquired no jurisdiction, and that the war.
rant to collect it was void.

4th London Jurist, 860. (3 Oct. 1840.)

wingate vs. Wait—in Exch.—Trin. T. 1840.

styles R. 179, 185, 191—Custodes Libertat. &c.

vs. Inhabitants of Outwell, on certiorari, Proc. quash.
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ed, because it did not appear that the jury was of

the Hundred, &c.

3 Cow, & P. 63–Birkott vs. Crozier, on similar

grounds.

And as to acquiring jurisdiction—see Style 13–

Whitley vs. Fawcett, and id. 85. Rex vs. Apsley.

7 Ad. & Ell. R. 266–Frnmerson vs. Saltmarshe

–4 Lond, Jurist, 790, 793.−Att. Gen. vs. Daniel.

2 Binn. 250—Schuylkill Falls Road.

All these are Sewer cases.

3. The resolution is also illegal and void, because

the ayes and noes were not called or taken on its

passage in either Board—(supposing it to be upheld

as a proper act under the organization of 1830.)

Section 7 of that act expressly requires it.

vote cannot be taken in any other manner.

law permits it in no other mode or form.

The Counsel of the city says this is merely “di.

rectory.” It is no more so than the provisions in

12th, 13th, and 14th sect., and the one can be disre

garded as much as the other.

This is a power granted to a mere corporation, by

which the lands of citizens may be taxed, and those

lands confiscated, and their personal property dis

trained.

It must be construed strictly. It cannot be tole

rated that the donee of the power is to execute it

as he pleases, or in any manner save that provided in

the grant.

(This point also is of great magnitude, and can

scarcely be presented in this place. Among the host

of authorities, we will refer to these only :)

7 Barc. Abr. 448—Statute, G. the general rule, as

to a stat, directing a thing to be done in a certain

wnanner.

The

The

SUPREME COURT.

The Mayor, Aldermen, and

Commonalty of the City of Opening of Mount

New York, Morris Square.

adsm.

The People ex rel. Michael | Deſts. Points.

Floy, et al.

First as to the motion to set aside the Report of

the Commissioners.

1. This motion will not be entertained because

the Report was confirmed by the Judges of the

Supreme Court, acting as Commissioners, and

the only mode of bringing the question before the

Supreme Court is by certiorari, 11 Wend. 154.

2. The relators are too late in making any such

application. The Report was confirmed Sept. 4,

1839. The affidavit states that the party had no

actual notice of these proceedings “ until some

time during the summer of 1840.” This was

sufficient to have enabled him to make inquiry

and present his objections months ago.

3. The notice of presenting the report for con

firmation was given pursuant to the Act of 1813,

as appears by the report itself, and the accompa

nying papers. The objection is, that the notice

was not given as required by the 4th section of the

act of 1839, p. 183.

These proceedings were commenced anterior to

the passage of the act of 1839.

The 4th section, by the express enactment of

the 14th section, does not apply to proceedings

previously commenced.

The 9th section applies only to motions, other

than those therein before provided. The notice of

making the report is expressly provided for by the

4th section and is excluded from the provisions of

the 9th.

4. The question of taxation of costs should have

been raised on the motion to confirm. . But is was

necessary for the Commissioners to insert in their

report, an amount sufficient to meet the costs and

expenses. This amount must necessarily have

been prospective and could not have been ascer

tained on taxation. The costs, however, may

and must yet be taxed,

Such has been the decision of Judge Bronson

in the case (I believe) of 29th street, and such

was the late decision of the Chancellor in the case

of Wiggin vs. The Corporation.

5. The relators, waving their other objections,

seek to set aside the report, on the ground of ig

norance of the proceedings.

This is attempted to be proved by the testimony

of one person, who swears to his ignorance, until

last summer. And he has been assessed in the

enormous amount of $52.

The rights of various persons have become in

terested in this question since the confirmation of

the report. And the annulling of the proceedings

is calculated to prejudice the public interests. i.

would lead to a draw upon the City Treasury.

Second.—As to the granting of certiorari.

1. The allowance of this writ to the justices of

this court as Commissioners, is only a matter of

course to enable the relators to carry the case to
the Court of Errors. This court will affirm its

own act as Commissioners. There is nothing,

however, upon which to found o writ of error.

The Court of Errors will only review such ques

tions as were raised in the court below.

When no doubt exists as to the correctness of

the decision, this court will not grant a certiorari

without annexing as a condition that it shall not

operate as a stay of proceedings, 13 Wend. 664.

2. The granting of a com. law certiorari is on

ly done in the exercise of a sound discretion. Peo

ple vs. The Supervisors of Allegany, 15 Wend.

206.

In this case, on the confirmation of the report,

Sept. 4, 1839, the title to the land became vested

in the public, 2 R. S. 413.

On the 1st April 1841, parties become entitled

to awards. They have lost their land, and have

made calculations on the money to be paid there

for.

The amount of assessments is $25,743, Benj.

Townsend who makes the affidavit represents

about the one five-hundreth part of this.

The proceedings of the Common Council which

are the subject of complaint took place in Septem

ber and October 1836, nearly five years since.

3. The resolution for taking and opening Mount

Morris Square was a valid and effectual ordi

nance of the Corporation.

I. The stat. 2 R. S. 408, § 177, conferred the

power in relation to streets &c. upon “the Mayor,

Aldermen, and Commonalty of the City of New

York.” That is their corporated name. Char

ter of 1730 $ 1.

They constitute the municipal government of

the City of New York and their functions are ei

ther legislative or executive.

Congress and the Legislature both lay out

roads and highways, their acts are all legislative,

although they may have an effect which resem

bles the exercise of a judicial power.

The Common Council of the City of New York

is not “the" Corporation, nor is it any body sepa

rate and distinct from the Corporation. It is the

Corporation assembled in its legislative capacity.

The Corporation acts in Common Council, except

when it performs an act merely executive.

The Corporation itself, aud by its corporate

name, is vested with all the powers, franchises,

property, and immunities conferred by its charter.

Charter 1730, § 1, 37. &c. &c.

It was not correct, therefor, in the loose lang

uage sometimes used, to confer all the corporate

ſranchises upon the Common Council. The Con

vention of 1820 subdivided the ordinary powers of

the Corporation into legislative and executive, the

former, by the 1st section of the act of 1830, p.

125, they conferred upon the Common Council

the latter, by the 21st section, they ordered to be

º

performed by distinct departments to be organised

by the Common Council.

The learned counsel for the relators finds that

provision is thus made for the legislative and ex

ecutive power; but being anxious to discover

something not provided for, calls the power which

he is contending against judicial.

I pray your#. not so to decree it, through

apprehension of the quo warranto of the Attorney

General.

But it is the act of 1813, and not that of 1830,

which confers the power. And the counsel for

the relator agrees that it must be exercised by the

Common Council as then organized. I have as

great an attachment to our old Recorder as he can

have. But the 15th section of the act forbids his

being a member of the Common Council any

longer. The act of 1830 did notchange the power

which was to act, it only altered the form of its

action. Both before and since the amended char

ter, it was the Mayor, Aldermen, &c. who acted

in Common Council.

II. The first part of the 177th sec. 2 R. S.408,

and of the 178th sect. p. 409, especially vest the

discretion in the Corporation, unmoved by any

petition, to take proceedings for the opening of a

street, &c. It was the intention of the act to

make it their duty on the application of three

fourths of the owners. This has always been the
construction of the act.

III. The requirement of the 7th section as to

the ayes and noes is directory, and not perempto:

ry. It is not of the essence of the thing required
to be done so as to constitute the resolution a valid

ordinance. These requirements are contained in

the 12th and 13th sections, and were complied

with.

The object of the 7th section was to make the

members answerable to their constituents. It

was not to make the taking of the ayes and noes

an indispensable requisite to the validity of the

proceeding. The words, “before it shall take ef

fect,” in the 12th section, are not to be found in

the 7th section. There are no negative words, or
words of exclusion.

It would operate to make an act, valid by the

12th and 13th sections, invalid by the non-com

pliance with a requirement as to an act subse

quently to be done. No time of limitation is

fixed, within which to determine the validity or

invalidity of an ordinance.—5 Cowen, 269; 6

Wend. 486; 3 Mass. 230.

IV. The relator is grossly in error in stating

the resolution not to have icº signed by the

Mayor, or authenticated by any officer of either

Board. The affidavit of the Clerk shows the re

solution to have been regularly passed, authenti

cated and approved.

4. The application for the appointment of Com

missioners, as appears from the paper on file, is

under the common seal of the Corporation, and

regularly authenticated. The resolution, as set

forth in the affidavit of the relator, directs the

counsel to take the necessary measures to carry

the resolution into effect.

The seal imports authority. The resolution

expressly directed the application. The official

act of the counsel in representing the Corporation

on the application for the appointment of Com

missioners cannot be controverted.

5. The constitutional question as to the taking of

private property for improvements, as in this case,

has been repeatedly settled by this court. That

question does not arise here. This is an assess

ment for a benefit conferred. All experience

shows that improvements of this nature greatly

enhance the value of property in their neighbor

hood.

6. Whatever may have been the reason for the

omission to include certain blocks in the assess
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CASES IN CHANCERY.

The following cases in the Equity Court show a

great fluctuation in a very brief space of time:

The opinions given by His Honor CHANGELLok

WAlworth, subsequent to the decision in the case

of the infant children of J. Meserole, deceased, will

be found in the proper place, in this number, in chro.

nological order, after the decision of that case by the

Court for the Correction of Errors.

. The court of the lastresort, in that case, decided that

the proceedings of the Corporation of Brooklyn in

imposing that assessment “Are illegal ANd void."

IN CHANCERY.

Before the CHANckiLon.

Oakley vs. the Trustees of Williamsburgh and Moore.

The trustees of the village of Williamsburgh are

not authorized by the village charter to alter the grade

of a street, after the grade thereof has been regulated

and established by them as directed in the act of in

corporation. And where such trustees were proceed.

ing to dig down and alter the grade of a street, which

had been regularly graded and regulated; held, that

the owner of adjoining lands, whose property would

be serioasly injured by an alteration of the grade, was

entitled to an injunction to restrain such illegal pro

ceedings of the trustees.

The Court of Chancery has jurisdiction to inter.

fere by injunction to restrain the defendant from pro

ceeding in an illegal act which will necessarily cast

a cloud upon the complainant's title to real estate,

and will naturally diminish its value.

This was an appeal from the Vice Chancellor of

the first circuit, refusing to grant an injunction.—

The bill of complaint in this case, which was filed by

the complainants in behalf of themselves and all

others having a common interest with them, after

setting out that part of the act of incorporation of the

village of Williamsburgh which made it the duty of

the trustees to cause a survey and map of the village

to be made, exhibiting the streets, roads and alleys

to be permanently laid out, and also exhibiting on

such map all the gradations and regulations which

might or should be required in the roads, alleys and

streets, accompanied by such remarks and explana

tions as the nature of the subject might require, to be

kept by the clerk, subject to the inspection of the

freeholders and inhabitants of the village, so that no

person could plead ignorance of the plan to be adopt

ed for opening, laying out, levelling and regulating

the streets of such village, (Laws of 1827, p. 276, §

19,) stated that, in pursuance of their act of incorpo

ration, the trustees of the village caused such survey

and map to be made, signed, and filed, as directed by

the act, except that the gradations of the streets were

not exhibited on the map; that such gradations were

omitted on the map because the formation of the sur

face of the ground rendered it impossible to comply

with that part of the provisions of the statute innine

diately; for which reason the grading of the streets

was left to be established by actual survey fron time

to time, as it should become necessary to open such

streets; that in 1828, the trustees caused a survey

and profile to be made of the southerly section of

First street, running from Grand street along the

margin of the East river to the south bounds of the

village; and caused such survey, and profile to be

filed with their clerk, and caused the street to be gra

ded and levelled in conformity thereto; and setting

out the certiorari, &c., in the supreme court upon

which these proceedings of the trustees were confiriº;

ed; (See Coles v. the Trustees of Williamsburgh, 10

Wend. Rep. 659;) and that the trustees subsequent
ly caused similar sections of Second and Fourth

streets, and several other streets intersecting the same

to be laid out, and surveys and maps and profiles

thereof to be made and filed in the same manner, and

caused the said streets, or certain sections thereof, to

be levelled in conformity with such surveys ; and

that one of them, South Second street, had been pa

ved and the assessment therefor had been made and

collected or paid. The complainants then charged

or alleged, in their bill, that one of them owned large

and valuable tracts of land on the southerly section

of First street, and on the other streets which had

been so graded and levelled; and that others of the

complainants respectively owned lands on such other

streets; some of which lands had been purchased

since the regulation and surveys of the said streets,

and upon the faith thereof as the permanent plan for

the grading and levelling of those streets; and that

no change or alteration in the gradation of such

streets co"ld now be made without serious detriment

to the rights and interests of the complainants in re

lation to their lands; but that the trustees of the vil

lage, upon the petition of the mnjority of the land.

owners on the south-easterly section of First street,

in Juue, 1836, passed an ordinance or resolution to

alter the grade of that street as thus permanently set

tled, and to re-regulate and pave the street; and that

they had employed the defendant Moore to cut down

and alter the grade of the street about six feet; which,

if permitted, would require a corresponding alteration

of the grading of the other streets, upon which some

of the complainants property was situate, and which

intersect the south section of First street; and that

the re-grading of First street, if carried into effect in

the manner contemplated in the ordinance, would

materially impair and injure the value of the com.

plainants property. They therefore asked for an in

junction to restrain the defendants from proceeding

to alter the grade of the street as theretofore estab

lished, and from digging down the street or remo

wing the earth therefrom. An order to show cause

why an injunction should not issue having been

granted, the defendants introduced affidavits showing

that the alteration of the grades of the streets was ne

cessary for the benefit of the village, and more par

ticularly for the convenient use of the waters of the

East river for comunercial purposes; whereupon the

Vice Chancellor made an order denying the applica

tion for an injunctien.

J. H. Lee and D. B. Ogden, for complainants.

Ebenezer Griffin, for the defendants.

THE CHANCELLok.—If the trustees of the vil

lage of Williamsburgh have the power, under

their act of incorporation, to alter the grade of the

streets of the village after it has been once regula

ted, and established by them as required by the

19th section of that act, the case before me is not

one in which it would be proper for this court to

interfere; as there is no pretence that the trustees

are acting in bad faith, and without reſerence to

what they honestly believe to be for the interest of

the inhabitants of the village. On the other hand,

however, if they have no such power as they have
assumed to exercise by the ordinance in question,

then this appears to be a very proper case for the

allowance of an injunction, to restrain an illegal

proceeding by them to dig down and alter the gra

ding of the street as originally established, which,

as alleged in the bill, will be a material injury to

the value of the property of these complainants.

The assessments upon their lots for the expenses

of the proceedings to alter the gradations of the

streets, although they might be so far void as not

to affect their legal title to the land, would of

themselves be a cloud upon that title which must

necessarily diminish the value if it did not entirely

prevent the sale of such lands as village building

lots; as a prudent man would not be likely to buy

a city or village lot for the purpose of building

thereon, and pay the full value of the lot, while a

clout, like this was hanging over the title, which

might thereafter subject him to litigation if not to

actual loss of the property. And as this court

sometimes exercises its jurisdiction for the pur

pose of removing a cloud from the complainant's

title to real estate, it may also, in a proper case,

interpose its authority to prevent the illegal act

from which such a cloud must necessarily arise.

(Petit v. Shepherd, 5 Paige's Rep. 493.) The

decision of the present case, therefore, depends

upon the question whether the trustees of Wil

liamsburgh have the right, as claimed by them,

to alter the regulation and grading of their streets

after it has been once adopted and established.

For it is judicially settled by the decision of the

--

Supreme Court, in reference to this particular

street, that the grade thereof had been legally es:

tablished by the trustees, before the institution of

the proceedings now in question to re-regulate the

street and to grade the same anew. -

The object of the legislature, by the 19th sec

tion of the statute, appears to have been to have a

permanent plan of the village made and adopted

by the trustees, not only as to the location of the

streets, roads and alleys, but also as to the regula

tion or gradations thereoſ; to which plan all sub

sequent proceedings should conform. Hence, it

was made the duty of the trustees to cause a sur

vey and map of the village to be made and filed,

as soon as conveniently might be, exhibiting the

streets, roads and alleys to be permanently laid

out, and also exhibiting all the gradations and reg

ulations which would be required in such roads,

alleys and streets. And it appears to me that the

making of this survey and map of the locations

and gradations of the streets, roads, &c., of the vil

lage was not only a useless proceeding, but was

also calculated to deceive those who might there

after become the owners of village property, if it

was not intended to confine the proceedings of the

trustees to the opening and improving the streets,

&c., according to the locations and gradations as

thus established. And I think there could not

have existed a reasonable doubt as to the intention

of the legislature thus to restrict the power of the

trustees if it had not been for the introduction of

the word altening into the subsequent sections of

the act. -

The 21st section of the act provides that it shall

be lawful for the trustees to order and direct the

pitching, regulating and paving the streets accord

ing to the map and survey, and the altering amend

ing and cleaning any street, vault, sink, &c.; and

to cause estimates of the expense to be made, as

sessed and collected, &c. And the 24th section con

tains a similar power as to the widening and alter

ing streets and highways already laid out, and, as to

the laying out and making other roads and streets,

conformable to the map, as the trustees might think

necessary and convenient; with a provision for

compensating the owners of lands for the property

thus taken for new streets, or the alteration of the

old ones, and for raising the amount by assessments

upon the owners of lands benefitted thereby. It is

under the power of altering streets, as given in the

21st and 24th sections, tº at the counsel for the de

fendants claim the right to change the location or to

alter the grade of s reets which have been located or

graded, in conformity to the general map and plan

of improvements, subsequent to the act of incorpo

ration. In this I think the trustees have entirely

mistaken the meaning of the legislature in relation

to the alterations which they were, by these sections,

authorized to make. At the time when this act of

incorporation was passed thero were, roads or streets

already existing within within the chartered limits

of the village. And as a gencral plan of improve

ments was to be made and adopted by the trustees,

both as to the location and the grade of every street,

alley and road in the village, it was anticipated by

the legislature that it might become necessary for

the trustees to alter the grades and locations of the

old roads and streets, so as to render then conform

able to the general and perinament plan of the vil

lage, as well as to pitch, regulate, pave and open the

new streets, according to the map and survey.

Hence the necessity of providing for the alteration of

streets in the 21st section, which relates to the pitch

ing, regulating and paving, as well as in the subse:

quent section regulating the manner of altering and

widening old streets and opening new ones. The

word altering, therefore, in both of these sections,

related to the old streets and roads which existed at

the time of passing the act of incorporation, and not

to the new streets which might thereafter be laid out,

opened or graded in conformity to the map and sur

vey, and to the grade as first adopted by the trustees.

And these trustees have no power or authority to

change or alter the grade or location of any such new
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street after it has been once established by them, in

conformity to the inap and survey and gradation first

established, or of any of tho old streets after they

have been made to conform to such general plan.—

The defendants have no legal power therefore to al

ter the grade of this southerly section of First street,

or of the adjacent stroots which have been thus regu

lated and graded.

The inhabitants of this village, however, are not

without remedy if the interest of the public requires

a correction of any mistake which the trustees may

have made either in laying out streets, or in fixing

the gradations thcreof. For it is perfectly competent

for the legislative power which directed 2 general

plan of the village to be adopted and adhered to by

the trustees, to authorize then to Inake snch altera

tions in the plan as may be found necessary either in

regard to this particular street, or as to the streets of

the village generally. And if the legislature shall

think proper to authorize such alterations, it will be

for the same power to prescribe the proper mode of

ascertaining who arc injured by such alterations, and

of compensating them for such injury.

There is no ground for the objection in this case,

that the complainants have waived their rights by

delay, or by any acquiescence in the proceedings of

the trustees. They protested against the alteration

of the grade of the street the first opportunity they

had for that purpose: and they followed it up with

an application to this court for redress when they

found that the defendants were determined to proceed

notwithstanding such protest.

The order of the W.ce Chancellor must therefore

be reversed, with costs, and an injunction inust be

granted to restrain the defendants from proceeding

with the proposed alteration of the former gradation

of the street as originally established by the trustees.

(See 6 Paige, 262)

DECISION IN THE MATTER OF WIDEN

ING JOHN STREET.

IN CHANCERY.

Before the CHANcellon.

Timothy Wiggin

w8.

The Mayor, &c., of the city of New York.

This was an application for an injunction to re

strain the collection of an assessment for the widen

ing, straightening, and improving John street, in

the city of New York, between Broadway and

Pearl street. From the bill it appeared that the

ordinance of the Common Council authorizing

and directing this improvement, was passed in

February, 1836; that shortly afterwards the

Supreme Court appointed commissioners of esti

mate and assessment, who made their report in

1838, and the same was presented to that court

for confirmation, but was afterwards sent back to

the commissioners for revisal and correction ; that

the amended report was confirmed by the court

in September, 1839, and that the order for the

making of the improvement was carried into ef

fect in May, 1840. The complainant charged in

his bill upon information derived from E. Meriam,

that the ayes and noes were not called upon the

adoption of the resolution of the Common Coun

cil, authorizing the making of the improvement;

nor were the votes of the Aldermen and Assis

tants, and the report of the committee on streets,

upon which the ordinance was founded, published

in any of the newspapers employed by the corpo

ration. Various objections were stated in the bill

as to the equity and justice of the assessmeut up

on property which was supposed by the commis

sioners to be benefited by the improvement, which

objections are noticed in the opinion of the court.

The complainant also stated in his bill that the

improvement was not within the part of the city

as to which a permanent map and plan were re

uired to be made by the commissioners under

Ş. act of April, 1807, and he therefore insisted

that the Common Council, as organized under the

act of 1830, amending the charter of the city, had

no jurisdiction or authority to widen or alter John
street.

W. Hunt and L. H. Sandford, for the con

plainant.

Peter A. Cowdrey, for the defendants.

THE CHANcellor.—The language of the bill

in this case, leaves it doubtful whether the com

plainant, at this time, is the owner of, or has any

interest in any of the lots mentioned in the bill as

having been assessed for this improvement; and

so far as his personal liability is concerned, this

court does not interfere to prevent a mere trespass

upon personal rights, on personal estate, where

the complainant has a perfect remedy at law.—

The bill, instead of alleging in the usual manner,

that the complainant was at a particular date, and

still is the owner of the lots upon which the as

sessment for benefit was imposed, merely states

as to the first twelve lots, that he was the owner

and possessor thereof, on or before the first of Sep

tember, 1836, and as to the other lots, he states

that he was the owner and possessor of them sub

sequent to the first of May, 1839. Neither does

the verification of the bill by the complainant's

agent show that the agent has any information on

the subject; or that he even believes the com

plainant is now the owner of those lots. As this

defect in the bill can probably be cured by an

amendment, I shall proceed to examine the ob

jections made to the legality and equity of the as

sessment, and the question whether the bill in

other respects presents a proper case for the inter

ference of this court by a preliminary injunction.

The objection that the delay of the corporation

in bringing the proceedings to a close until the

spring of 1840, produced injustice, by giving to

the tenants of property which was to be taken for

the improvement, and who had short leases there

of, compensation for a loss which they did not

sustain, does not appear to be one which in any

manner concerns this complainant. That ap

pears to be a question entirely between the land

lord and tenant of the property taken for the im

provement. If the tenant has a beneficial lease,

that is, if he has rented the property for a term of

years at less than the use of the property was ac

tually worth, he sustains damages in being de

prived of the occupancy at this low rent during

the remainder of his term. But that damage

must necessarily go to diminish the amount which

the landlord would have been entitled to receive

if the property had not been under a lease ; or if

the rent reserved upon the lease had been the full

value of the rise of the lot. The proper way of

assessing the damages, where two or more per

sons have distinct interests or estates in property

taken for the improvement, is to ascertain the da

mage to the whole lot in the same manner as if

one person alone had the entire interest therein;

and then to apportion that damage amongthe per

sons interested in the lot, as landlord and tenant,

or otherwise, according as the interest of the one

or the other will be affected hy the taking of the

property for the improvement. In such a case,

if a tenant had a lease of the property for four or

five years at a nominal rent, he would be entitled

to damage for taking such interest in the property

if it was taken immediately. But in that case

the commissioners would not allow any thing to

the landlord on account of the loss of rent for the

same time. And where, in a case of that kind,

the appointment had been made upon an estimate

that the proceedings wouldº be comple

ted at the expiration of a year, and that the tenant

would be dispossessed at that time, if by any un

foreseen occurrence the completion of the pro

ceedings were procrastinated till the expiration of

the lease, the landlord would sustain the whole

damage by the taking of the property and the te -

nant nothing. But the amount of the assessment

for benefit upon the property of other persons

would not thereby be increased, for the benefit to

their property from the making of the improve

ment would commence as soon as they were com

pelled to pay the assessment imposed therefor.

In the case of Gillespy vs. the Mayor, &c., of New

York, in the Court for the Correction of Errors,

in December, 1839, I had occasion to examine

the whole of the statutory provision on the subject

of the apportionment of rent and damages as be

tween landlord and tenant, where a part of the

property is taken for an improvement during the

continuance of the lease. And from that examin

ation, I am satisfied that if the commissioners of

estimate and assessment, made their assessment

in this case upon correct principles in relation to

to the rights of the lessees and owners of the lease

hold property taken for the street, the delay in

completing the proceedings could not injure this

complainant so as to give him any equitable rights

even as against the tenants themselves, whatever

equitable claim their landlords may have against
them on that account.

I am inclined to think the commissioners erred

in not assessing the property at the corner of Wil
liam street in the same manner as if the contem

plated widening of that street, which was subse

quently abandoned, had never been thought of;

as that improvement had not been directed when

these commissioners were appointed to assess the

damages and benefits with reference to the widen

sng of John street merely. But if there was any

error in this respect, it was a proper ground for

opposing the confirmation of the report before the

Supreme Court, and cannot be reviewed in this

collateral manner. In the case of Meserole vs.

the Mayor, &c., of Brooklyn, (in Chan. April 7,

1840,) referred to on the argument, the commis

sioners had not erred in judgment as to what pro:

perty was to be benefited by the contemplated

improvement, and neglected to assess it on that
ground; but they had by mistake left out the

greatest portion of the lands which were to be ta:

ken from the complainants for the contemplated

avenue—and the report showed upon its face that

the court had no jurisdiction or authority to con:
firm the assessment—according to the decision of

the Supreme Court in the case of Anthony street,

(20 Wend., 618.) There the court held that if

the proceedings had been regular, and the com

missioners had only erred in judgment in fixing

the amount of the damage for the lands taken, or

the benefit to other lands of the complainant, upon

erroneous principles, the Court of Chancery could

not interfere after the report had been properly

confirmed. In this case, if the front of the lots on

William street, which were not assessed, would

actually be benefited by this improvement, the

commissioners erred in judgment in not assessing

for the benefit to the front, as well as to the rear

of the lots; and the confirmation of the report

should have been opposed on that ground. . But,

as that was not done, the confirmation of the re

port stopped the owners of other property which
was assessed, from alledging that the fronts, on

William street would be benefited by the im

provement. -

The same answer is applicable to the objec

tion that $100 was included in the assessments

for surveying and grading the triangle opposite to

Cliffstreet under the resolution of May, 1837.

As the bill alledges that the cost of the proceed
ing have not yet been taxed, it cannot now be

known whether the amount of the assessment will

be more or less than the amount allowed for da

mages, and the costs and expenses of making the

improvement. The mode of conducting these
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proceedings, as prescribed by law, is such, that

the assessments must be made and confirmed be

fore the whole expense and costs of the proceed

ings can be ascertained, the commissioners, after

having ascertained the damages for property ta

ken, must necessarily proceed upon mere esti

mates of some of the costs, &c., which will pro

bably be incurred thereafter in completing the

proceedings. A mistake of a few dollars, there

fore, one way or the other in estimating the

amount of the expenses cannot vitiate the whole

assessment, and take from the Supreme Court

the power to confirm a report founded upon a rea

sonable estimate of the prospective costs. The

act of April, 1839, only requires the costs and

charges of commissioners, and attorney and coun

sel, &c., to be taxed before they are paid, and not

that they should be taxed before the assessment

is made and confirmed, as that could not be done.

It is no objection, therefore, to the collection of the

assessment, that those costs had not been taxed

when this bill was filed.

The objection that the corporation, as at pre

sent organized, has not the right to lay out new

streets, or to alter old ones, in that part of the city

which was not embraced in the permanent plan

of improvements adopted by the commissioners

appointod under the act of the 3d April, 1807, is

one which, if well taken, would render the whole

proceeding under the ordinance for the widening

of John street, absolutely void. The power to

open new streets, or to alter old ones, in this part

of the city, is claimed by the corporation under

the second clause of the 177th section of the act

of the 9th of April, 1813, to reduce the several

laws relating particularly to the city of New York

into one act, (2 R. S. of 1813, p.409.) By that

clause the power was expressly given to the cor

poration, whever, or as often as it should, in the

opinion of the Mayor, Aldermen, and Common

alty, in Common Council convened, be necessar

or desirable for the public convenience orj

to lay out, form and open new streets, &c., in

that part of the city, or to extend, enlarge,

straighten, alter, or otherwise improve, streets,

&c., already laid out, or thereafter to be laid out.

It is not pretended that previous to the act of

April, 1830, to amend the charter of the city of

New York, the corporation, when convened in

Common Council, under the charter and the laws

then in force, would not have been authorized to

pass an ordinance for the making of this improve

ment; but this act for the amendment of the city

charter directs that neither the Mayor nor the Re

corder shall be a member of the Common Coun

cil after the second Tuesday of May, 1831. It

also vests the legislative power of the corporation

in a board of aldermen and a board of assistants,

who together shall thereafter form the Common

Council of the city; which boards are to meet in

separate chambers, &c. And the complainant's

counsel therefore insist that the Mayor, Aldermen,

and Commonalty can no longer convene in Com

mon Council, to direct the laying out a new street

or the altering of an old one, as they were previ
ously authorized to do under the act of 1813.

The conclusive answer to this objection is, that

the act of 1813, gives the power to the corporation

of the city, when convened in Common Council,

according to the provisions of its charter, and not

to the partioular officers who, at that time, repre

sented the corporation in Common Council.

And the act of 1830 having excluded the Mayor

and Rocorder from the Common Council, and di

rected the Aldermen and Assistants to convene as

a Common Council in two separate boards, the

Mayor,Aldermen, and Commonalty of the city,

that is the corporation under its corporate name,

is convened in Common Council for all legislative

purposes when the two boards convene in differ

ent chambers, and pass a resolution or ordinance,

subject to the qualified veto of the Mayor. The

power to pass an ordinance authorizing the open

ing of a new street, or the alteration of a new one,

under the 177th section of the act of 1813, was

strictly a legislative power given to the corpora

tion represented in its Common Council duly

convened under its charter; as much as the pas

sage of a statute by the State Legislature, for the

opening of a State road, or the alteration or en

largement of a canal, and appointing commission

ers to appraise damages, &c., would be the exer

cise of a legislative power by the people of the

State represented in their Senate and Assembly.

And this legislative power, which still belongs to

the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the

city of New York, under the act of 1813, which is

in full force, was properly exercised by the corpo
ration, convened in Common Council in the man

ner prescribed by the act of 1830.

Again: if the complainant was right in supposing

that the Common Council, as at present organiz

ed, had no authority to pass an ordinance for the

widening of John street, he is neither entitled to a

preliminary injunction nor to any relief whatever

in this court, as his defence is perfect at law.—

And if the whole proceedings in relation to the

opening of tne street were absolutely void in law,

and that fact appears upon the face of the ordi

nance itself, a sale for the assessment upon the

complainant's lot would not even create a cloud

upon his title. For as every person must be

presumed to know the law, a proceeding which is

upon its face void, does not constitute a cloup up

on the title to real estate against which a court of

equity will relieve.

This is also a sufficient answer to the objection

that the ordinance was void, because it appears

frcm the record that it was passed without calling

for the ayes and noes upon the question of its

adoption by the respective boards ; if that neglect

was, in point of law, sufficient to invalidate such

an ordinance. It is not necessary, therefore, that

I should exprese my opinion at this time upon

the question. Whether the 7th section of the act

of April, 1830, requiring the ayes and noes to be

taken, and published in certain cases, applies to

this case ; or whether the last clause of that sec

tion applies merely to improvements which are

to be paid for out of the funds of the corporation

generally, or by a tax or assessment upon the cit

izens at large, and not to cases where the owners

of property, benefited by the proposed improve

ment, are to bear the whole expense thereof.

As that question was not argued before me, I

have not examined it. But if the provision is ap

plicable to a case of this kind, I think it is merely

directory, as to the publication of the report, and

of the ayes and noes upon the question of the

adoption of the ordinance for the proposed im

provement. The neglect to make such publica

tion did not, therefore, of itself, render the pro

ceeding void, if the ordinance was not void upon

the face of the records of its adoption.

There is another substantial reason why this

court should not interfere in this case by injunc

tion to prevent the corporation from collecting the

assessment, but should leave the complainant to

hisº: if he has any at law. The proceed

ings for the making of the improvement were

commenced nearly five years since, and the com

plainant had waited until the improvement had

actually been completed several months before he

or his agent attempted to interfere. This proper

ty has received the full benefit that it would re

ceive from the improvement; which benefit the

commissioners have estimated at several thousand

dollars. And as property of other persons to a
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very large amount has been destroyed for that

purpose, justice requires that it should be paid for

by those who have been benefited by the improve

rather than by a general tax upon the city at

large. . A court of equity, therefore, at this late

day will not interfere with its strong arm to cast

the burthen of the improvement from those who

have been benefited thereby, and upon those who

have not.

It is true, the complainant alledges in his bill

that his property is not benefited by the improve

ment. É. that-allegation is not sworn to by any

one, and it is, of course, contradicted by the re

port, under oath, of the three very respectable and

intelligent commissioners by whom the assess. '

ment was made.

The application for an injunction is, therefore,

denied with costs.

(Copy.) JOHN M. DAVISON, Register.

[From the Saratoga Sentinel—Extra ofJuly 20, 1841.]

IN CHANCERY.

BEFORE THE CHANCELLOR.

Samuel Wandervoort

vs.

The Trustees of the village of Astoria.

J. B. Scoles, for Complainant. G. WINTER, for

Defendants.

In this case the Chancellor decid, d that injunctions

to stay public improvements should not be granted ex

parte by Injunction Masters, out of court, where there

is no immediate danger of irreparable damages being

done before the defendants can have an opportunity

of being heard. That the Master, in all such cases,

instead of granting the injunction in the first in

stance, should direct an order, to show cause before

the court why an injunction should not be granted.

Injunction dissolved with costs to the defendants,

without reference to the denial of any matters of the

bill by the answer.

IN CHANCERY.

BEFor E. The Assistant Wick Chancellor.

Street Assessments.

Peter G. Stuyvesant and others,

Vs.

The Mayor, Aldermen, and Com

monalty of the city of New York.

Opinion of Murray Hoffman, Esq., Injunction

Master.

The bill is brought before me as Injunction

Master. I have been obliged by my sense of du

ty to grant an injunction in this and several cases

on the eve of the sale advertised to take place on

the 27th inst. I am sensible of the inconveni

ence to the city from an interference at this time,

and do it with unſeigned reluctance.

But I am. satisfied that a more pal

pable and pernicious disobedience of law has ne

ver marked the course of any corporate body,

than characterizes the proceedings complained of:

I have a deep-rooted conviction that ultimately

the decision must be against the corporation; and

I believe that jurisdiction exists in this court to

compel the corporation to try the question fairly

in a single action at law between them and a

complaining party. I think it is within the pro

vince of this court to prevent an innocent purcha

ser being deluded into litigation and probable loss,

and to confine the controversy to the alleged

wrong-doer and the injured party. This strikes

me as the plain, just, and common-sense view of

the matter. There are in this bill a number of

complainants, the several owners of various par

cels of property.º all be bound by the

result of one action. Thus, with perfect justice

to the corporation, these questions may be tried in



ston, 6 Wendell, 526)

the most simple and satisfactory manner, and a

contest with a third party averted.

- There has been no opinion as yet expressed by

the Chancellor upon the point of jurisdiction, and

‘I am at liberty to act upon the assumption and

my own conviction that it exists.

I may, in a case of such moment, briefly ad

vert to the reasons which led me on a former oc

casion to consider the neglect of the corporation

to call the ayes and noes, and make the publica

tion prescribed by the charter of 1830 a fatal

omission.

[The assistant Vice Chancellor states some

facts of his opinion in the case of Codwise vs. the

Corporation, which it was intended shonla ap

pear in this paper, but are crowded out for want

of room.]

But in the present bill a new point is taken of

much consequence. The proceedings for open

ing Art street commenced in April 1837. The

report was completed, and the advertisement an

nouncing that it would be presented to the Court

for confirmation began on the 18th day of May,

1839. The report was filed on the 5th of June,

1839, and confirmed in the ensuing August. It

is stated in the bill that, from the examination of

the affidavits of publication, and the advertise

ment, it appears that the publication was made in

but three papers, and does not appear that any

notice was affixed in a public place contiguous to

the premises. It is charged as a fact that the ad

vertisement was only in three papers, and that no

such notice was put up.

By the ninth section of the act of 20th April,

1839, it is provided that all motions (except as be

fore provided) made under the act thereby

amended, shall he, upon giving previous notice

of the trial, place, and object thereof, published

for at least fourteen days in four of the public

newspapers, and by copies of such notice in hand

bills, to be posted up for the same space of time

in three conspicuous places adjacent to the pro

perty to be affected. (See section 2 for this last

clause.) It admits of no doubt that a motion for

the confirmation of the report of commissioners

falls within the ninth section.

The act repeals the amended act as far as it is in

consistent with the provisions of the new act; and

it is directed to take effect on its passage, (the 20th

of April, 1839,) but it expressly provided that no

part of it except the ninth and twelfth sections shall

affect any proceedings under the act thereby amend

ed, which had been commenced previously to its

going into effect. -

It is an irresistible inference that the ninth and

twelfth sections do affect prior proceedings, if those

sections, when applied to such proceedings, are

constitutional.

Of that I cannot entertain the slightest doubt.

Both the Chancellor and Supreme Court have held

that the Revised Statutes are applicable to all ex

isting cases, so far as they affect merely the forms

and modes of proceedings. (The People vs. Lining

Every future proceeding in

the assertion of a right or prosecution of a suit is to

bo governed by the new statutes. In this case, if

the advertisement had been begun before the 20th

of April, 1839, that would have been a proceeding

already commenced, and would no: have been af.

fected by the ninth section. But as it was a pro

eceding commenced after that date, it necessarily

falls within it.

In Aymar vs. Gault (2 Paige, 284) the doctrine

was applied to the case of an absent party. The

reference under the Revised Statutes was ordered, to

take proof of the claim, although the suit was coin

menced before they went into operation.

In Larkin vs. Mann (2 Paige, 27) the rule was

applied to the partition suits previously commenced.

See also Parsons vs. Browne (7 Paige, 359).

This being the law, then it is clear that the pre

sent complainants are not bound by the proceedings

at all; that they are now at liberty to take every ob.

jection of fact or law which they could have taken

before the Supreme Court, as well as those which

they could not then have taken.

I speak on the supposition that they did not actu

ally attend and contest the confirmation. Without

saying whether this would cure the defect or not, it

is plain an argument may be raised upon it. But no

principle of our law is more sacred than this, that no

man shall be affected in p: rson or property without

the opportunity of being heard in the proper tribu

nal. From necessity, perhaps, personal notice has

been dispensed with in many cases; these street

proceedings among the number. The party who is

assessed for benefit merely (no part of his property

being taken), is never summoned before the Com

missioners. He has no notice of the proceedings

except by that publication for 14 days which the.

act prescribed, or by the publication under the new

act. His property and himself are bound upon the

assumption that he has seen that notice. The law

therefore must be observed to a scruple. No judge

has a right to say that from great publicity, or from

the actual taking of one paper containing thc notice,

or from any thing short of the absolute fulfilment of

the requisitions of the statute, the party is to be

bound.

What absurdity is it to imagine that the clear

command of the Legislature that notice must be

given in four papers, and by posting up copies in

three adjacent places, is to be fulfilled by any other

mode of notice .

I pass over another most important question in

this bill viz: the carrying Art-street through a part

of the city included in the map of 1807. It is need

less to discuss it, in the view I have already taken.

I have, however, had my doubts since the decision

of the Chancellor in Vandevoort vs. The Village of

Astoria whether in these cases I ought, as injunction

master, to do more than grant an order to show

cause. Certainly the case here is very different; the

Trustees of Astoria being in the act of making the

improvement complained of. Here it is to prevent

a recovery in this mode of the sum assessed for the

improvement. I have concluded, however, that it is

most proper for me to grant on order to show cause,

with a temporary injunction.

I doubt whether I have a right to impose terms

upon granting an injunction. Otherwise I should

direct that the injunction be on the condition of the

complainants filing a written consent with the bill,

or endorsed upon it, submitting to abide the decision

of an action to be had in a court of law by the Cor.

poration against one of the parties, the form and

other particulars attending the bringing such action,

to be settled by this Court.

Martha Amory and others, )
ys.

The Mayor, Aldermen, &c. §

This case is, in its leading particulars, similar to

that of Stuyvesant vs. The Corporation, before no.

ticed. It is distinctly charged as to the proceedings

in relation to the 6th avenue, that when the first

publication of the notice of motion to confirm the

report was made the act of 20th of April, 1839, wus

in force the rule of confirmation being made on the

6th of June, 1839. Here also the question under the

12th section is of great importance as the costs of the

opening exceeds $10,000. Some questions may

arise under this section ; but this at least is clear:

No part of the costs can be levied upon the party or

his property, nor can a sale be made to pay them un

til the taxation has been made. How far if this

were the only neglect, it would affect the whole as

sessment, I need not now enquire. I am clear that

it justifies an interference with the present sale,

which is to raise the whole amount, including the

costs, provided this court has any jurisdiction at all ;

a point before examined.

John Haggerty and others, !
vs.

The Mayor, Aldermen, &c.

The complainants in the bill, who are numerous,

seek an injunction against selling their property as:

sessed for the improvement of John street, and ad

vertised for sale on the 27th inst.

I refer to my opinion in the case of Stuyvesant,

vs. The Corporation, for the reasons upon which I

have allowed a temporary injunction. It is however

peculiarly incumbent upon me in this instance, to

see that the case before me is substantially different

from that of Wiggins, vs. The Corporation hereto.

fore decided by the Chancellor, and in which an in

junction was refused.

In the first place, the delay referred to by the

Chancellor in the last clause of his opinion is fully

accounted for in this bill; and as the Corporation

never sued at law, and never advertised until the

present notice of sale, there never was an opportu

nity for the complainants to resist the demand or to

apply to this court. I have before held that until

an advertisement was begun there was no jurisdic

tion.

Next, in the case of Wiggins no proceedings to

sell the property had been taken.

Again, in that case the statements on the bill did

not exclude the supposition that on the record of the

proceedings it may have appeared that the ayes and

noes were called. That difficulty is fully met in the

present case. -

Again, the bill was thero defective upon the point

of the complainant being the actual owner of the

property assessed when he filed the bill.—The pre

sent bill is in this particular unobjectionable.

And lastly, a new and very important point is

here introduced. The report was brought before

the Supreme Court in , 1838. It was

sent back for correction, and the motion for final

confirmation made and the rule entered in Septem

ber, 1839. At that time the 12th section of the act

of 20th April, 1839, was in force. The costs were

never taxed under that 12th section. The amount

is added to the sum assessed, and each of the com

plainants' property is liable for and was to pay a pro

portion of such costs. The sale is to raise that pro

portion as well as the assessments for benefit. Now

the section, as I have shown in my opinion in Stuy

vesant vs. The Corporation affects proceedings sub

sequently taken. It is wholly illegal to charge the

costs upon any party until they were taxed. Notice

of the taxation is directed to be given in a public

manner, and certainly without such notice and tax

ation the parties assessed cannot be bound to pay

then.

It has been decided, from reasons of convenience

and in the absence of any peremptory provision of

the statute, that costs may be included in the assess

ment, and imposed prospectively by the Commis

sioners; and that an inconsiderable variation in the

amount taxed from the amount imposed, will not

affect the validity of the proceedings, nor prevent the

confirmation of the report (Wiggin vs. The Mayor,

&c., in Chancery, March 6, 1841.)

But if the section prescribing a taxation applies to

this John street case at all, it is apparent that no

party can be called upon to pay any portion of the

costs until a due taxation has been had.—Without

such taxation there can be no obligations to pay, and

no lien on the party's property. What will be the

consequence of this, and whether it may not be cor

rected by a taxation now and proportionate abate

ment, I need not inquire. The property is advertised

to be sold for a debt, some of which at least is illegal.

ly imposed upon it.

By adverting to my opinion in the case of West

ervelt & Codwise vs, the Corporation, it will be seen

that it is settled law that the costs of the proceedings

cannot be assessed upon the property without an

express statute; that in a case in Albany, an assess

ment was set aside for want of such statutory provi.

Sion ; and that in the instance of opening streets in

New York, the old act admitted the addition of the

costs. Now I think the case will appear very clear

if we suppose that it had been part of the old act

that the cost must be taxed upon notice before they
could be added to the assessment for benefit. Cer.

tainly they could not be recovered until taxed. I

may add that, as the Supreme Court is empowered

to nake rules for carrying the act into effect, all in

conveniences may readily be avoided.

M. HOFFMAN, Assistant Vice Chancellor.
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The motions made at the December Spe

cial Term of the Supreme Court, were by

Mr. Emmet, one of the Ex-Counsel of the

Corporation of the City of New-York, for

the confirmation of the Reports of the Com

missioners of Estimate and Assessment, for

opening 37th street, 39th street, 128th street,

11th avenue, and Madison avenue.

Thirty-seventh and thirty-ninth street As

sessments were commenced near eight years

ago, viz: in June, 1836. The Common

Council have never at any time, passed any

resolution for to authorize an application to

the Supreme Court for the appointment of

Commissioners for openingthese two streets.

Yet notwithstanding this, an application was

made to the Supreme Court, on a petition

signed by the Mayor and Clerk of the Com

mon Council, and Commissioners were ap

pointed on the 24th June, 1836. The Re

port of the Street Committee of the Board of

Assistants, stating the reasons why these

streets were not to be opened by Commis

sioners, in detail, and the affidavit of the

Chairman of the Committee, stating the rea

son why no resolution was introduced to au

thorize the application to the Supreme Court,

are to be found in this volume, pages 141

and 142.

Andrew Warner, one of the Commission

ers of Estimate and Assessment, in the 37th

street proceeding, was examined as a witness

in 1841, before the Select Committee of the

Senate, appointed to investigate Assessment

abuses in the City of New-York, and stated

that he was sworn into office on the 24th of

October, 1836, as one of the Commissioners

for 37th street; that the Commissioners had

completed their Report twelve or eighteen

months previous to that time, and that it had

not been presented to the Court for confir

mation ; has not heard Mr. Emmet state

why he has not presented the report for con

firmation. The witness also stated that the

Commissioners were not all in the habit of

attending the meetings, but were allowed

compensation, the same as if they did

attend.

The Report was finished, it appears, in

1840, and lay dormant after that time near

four years before it was presented for con

firmation.

Notice was given for taxing the fees of

the Commissioners, Counsel and Surveyors,

in these cases, before William Paxson Hal

lett, Esq., Clerk of the Supreme Court, who

had himself acted as Commissioner in seve

ral streets, where the charges had been exor

bitant. The Costs, &c., were taxed at more

the sufferers before the Court, on the ground

that Mr. Emmet divided the fees with some

of the Clerks of the Supreme Court, in As

sessment matters, and read from Senate do

cument No. 86, of 1843, a Report of a

Clerk of the Supreme Court, to that effect.

In thirty-ninth street, Anson G. Phelps,

Esq., was assessed on a piece of ground for

the opening of this street; the same piece

of ground had already been assessed for the

pretended opening of fortieth street, $575,

and also for the pretended opening of the

1st avenue, from 28th to 42d street, the fur

ther sum of $312, besides appropriating one

third of the land for the avenue. This made

$887, exclusive of the 39th street assess

ment; the interest of these two first assess

ments, exceed the value of the land assess

ed. Had the streets and avenues been opened

by one sett of competent Commissioners, as

was all that was authorized by the Common

Council, the assessment on this piece of

ground, would not have amounted to more

than a few shillings, instead of exceedin

more than FOUR TIMES THE WALUE

OF THE LAND.

The Counsel for the sufferers, Richard

MoTT, Esq., on the motion for confirmation,

objected to the competency of the Court to

act in these matters, under that provision of

the Constitution which prohibits a Judge

from holding any other office or trust, and

insisted, that in appointing these Commis

sioners of Estimate and Assessments, and

confirming their Reports, the Judges did not

act as a Court, but acted as Commissioners.

This the Courts have all held, as did also

the Hon. Select Committee of the Senate,

who examined into the assessment outra

ges. Chief Justice SPENcER and Chief Jus

tice SAVAGE, have both held that the power.

exercised by the Court in Street matters, was

in the capacity of a Commissioner and not

as a Court.

Mr. Mott read from the Constitution of

1777, and also of 1823; section 25 of the

former, and Sec. 7 of Article 5 of the latter,

on the prohibiting Judges of the Supreme

Court from holding any other office or trust.

He also read the respective letters of the

Judges of the Circuit Court of the U. S., for

the districts of North Carolina, Maryland,

and Pennsylvania, addressed to the Presi

dent of the United States, in 1792, in which

they refused to serve under an Act of Con

gress imposing duties upon them in refer

ence to invalid pensioners, on the ground of

constitutional disability. He also read a

letter from the Judges of the Circuit Court

of the U. States, for the district of New

of a meritorious character, and they there

fore regretted their inability to act, consider

ing the duty inconsistent with their oaths

of office and the Constitution of the United

States. These letters are to be found in the

Municipal Gazette, No. 16, of Nov 17th,

1843, page 286, in connection with the other

objections urged by the Counsel in these

cases,

Mr. Mott also urged the provisions of the

Constitution of 1777 and 1823, in connec

tion with the Colonial law of 1691, which

are set forth and discussed, on page 199, of

the Municipal Gazette.

The provisions of the Constitution refered

to, are Section 41, of the Constitution of

1777, and Sec. 7, of Article 4, of the Con

stitution of 1823; also, Section 2, of Ar

ticle 7.

This great Constitutional Question, was

most ably argued by Mr. Mott, and he has

gained for himself a well earned fame, in

the success which has attended his efforts.

Mr. Mott also placed before the Court,

such public documents as conclusively show

that these assessment proceedings are noto

riously of a scandalous character, and did

not commend themselves to the favorable

consideration of the Court.

The Counsel moving for a confirmation,

indulged in the use of very abusive lan

guage against citizens who had publicly op

posed these assessment abuses, but was

made to take his seat, and was deservedly

rebuked by the Court.

This decision will relieve citizens from

the payment of arbitrary and disgraceful

assessments, for sham improvements, and

will also release all lands sold for such assess

ments. Those who have paid assessments

more than six years ago, are barred by the

Statutes, as the Corporation will not hesitate

to plead Statute limitation.

The streets on the agricultural part ofthe

island, will not be harmed by this decision.

Those who have sold land bordering on a

street or avenue, as laid out in 1807, have,

by the Act, dedicated the land in the street

or avenue, to public use, whether they own

ed on both or only on one side of the street,

as the conveyanee sweeps all the land

they owned in the street or avenue opposite

the ground conveyed.

Those who own both sides of the street

or avenue, have nothing to do but to put up

fences, and the street is made without the

use of Surveyor, Counsel, or Commissioner,

and in those cases where the above will not

apply, the several owners may negotiate or

the Corporation can do so, and if no ar
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rangement can be made, they can apply to

the Legislature to authorize a proceeding by

Jury, as provided for in the Colonial law, in

No. 1, page 4.

Real Estate has risen in New-York in

consequence of this decision, and is actually

increased in value more than FORTY

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS thereby.

In order that some correct idea may be

formed of the character of the proceedings

which the Supreme Court have, by this De

cision, put a stop to, we will state a few as a

specimen.

First, All the streets from 42d, up to and

including 57th street, were proceeded in on

the resolution of Alderman Ingraham, with

out the scrape of a pen on a petition from

any land-owner.

Second, All the streets and avenues, up to

and including 42d street, not opened prior

to 1836, were proceeded in without any pe

tition from any land-owner, and without any

resolution of the Common Council directing

any application to the Supreme Court for

the appointment of Commissioners. This

batch embraced twenty-seven streets and

avenues. It was the plan of the Common

Council to proceed in all these streets by

one Commission, instead of which eighty

one Commissioners were improperly applied

for and appointed.

Third, Manhattan Square was proceeded

in on the resolution of Alderman Benson.

No petition from any land-owner for this

nonsensical operation.

Fourth, Mount Morris Square, (Snake

Hill,) was proceeded in on the resolution of

Alderman Ingraham. No petition from any

land-owner for this moonshine protuber

ance.

We could extend this, but it is unneces

sary.

Again :

Ninth avenue, from 45th street to the

Bloomingdale road, was proceeded in on the

petition of eighteen persons, neither of whom

owned a foot of the land to be assessed or

awarded for.

All these streets and avenues had been

surveyed, laid out, and maps made of the

whole ground by the Commissioners ap

pointed by the State in 1807.

If the Corporation found it necessary to

open one of these streets, &c., the Statutes

authorized them to treat with the owners for

the land, and which it was their bounden

duty to have done, instead of commencing

their shameful crusade against private pro

perty, in laying on the land HUNDREDS

OF THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS OF

FEES.

we give the following as a specimen of

the whole :

C O U N S E L FE E S A N D

COURT CHARGES.

Seventh Avenue, $3,976.77

Sixth do. 3,589.77

Tenth do. 2,100.00

Second do. 2,033.55

Manhattan Square, 1,449.13

Union Square, 1,889.00

Chapel Street, 3,443.00

Art Street, 1,896.75

SURVEYOR'S FEES, PAINTING

MAPS, &c.

Seventh Avenue, 2,801.00

Sixth do. . 2,480.00

Tenth do. 2,440.00

Second do. 1,700.00

Manhattan Square, 3,070.39

Union Square 596.00

Chapel Street, 749.90

Art Street, 975.00

COMMISSIONERS FEES.

Tenth Avenue, $2,640.00

Seventh do. 4,920.00

Sixth do. 2,928.00

Second do. 2,3S0.00

Manhattan Square, 1,572.00

Union Square, 1,769.00

Chapel Street, 2,429.00

Art Street, 1,476.00

CLERK HIRE.

Tenth Avenue,

Seventh do.

$600.00

200.00

ROOM HIRE.

Seventh Avenue, $410.00

These Costs and Expenses were never

taxed, nor were any bills of items ever fur

nished the Corporation, and yet these large

amounts were paid out of the Public Trea

sury, by officers whose duty it was to with

hold the money. Such officers deserve the

Severest Censure.

A S SIES SIMII: NTT,

CONFISCATION.

Having given a small sample of the Ex

penses of Street opening gentry, we will

now state a few cases of Assessments.

The Estate of John Duffie was assessed

for opening 3Sth street, from the 2d to the

3d avenne, $1,289.80; for opening 38th

street again, from river to river, $10; and

for opening 2d avenue, $117.50. These

three assessments, with the interest up to the

present time and expenses, exceed $2000.

This assessment is on a piece of land ninety

eight feet square, and was valued by Thos.

R. Ludlum, City Surveyor, at $450 altogeth

er ; see his testimony, Senate Document

No. 100, page 151. The assessment and

interest already exceed four times the value

of the land.

Estate of John Schuyler. This assess

ment is on a piece of ground on the corner

of 28th street and 7th avenue, 58 feet ten

inches by 98 feet 10 inches. The assess

ment for opening 28th street,is $1,037.05 for

opening 7th avenue, is $209.98. The assess

ments exceed twice the value of the land.

Estate of James Amory. This estate is

assessed, including interest, more than $10,-

000, for the pretended opening of 6th and 7th

avenues and Manhattan square. The es

tate furnished the land for the avenues, and

should not be assessed at all. None of the

improvements are made.

We could go on and enumerate others,

among which is the estate of Mathew Dyck

man, the estate of Wm. Edgar, and the es

tate of Mr. Pierson.

Parents who toil hard to accumulate es

tates for their children, and leave the world

with the satisfaction that they have provided

abundantly for those they leave behind,

to have their children plundered of those

estates, in this way, is an outrage upon all

law and order, and a violation of every prin

ciple of justice.

IPAINTED STREETS.

The Select Committee appointed by the

Senate of this State, to investigate Assess

ment Outrages in the City of New-York,

say, in their Report, Document No. 100, of

1842, page 16, that :

“On that branch of the complaint as to

the imposition of heavy and oppressive as

sessments for improvements never actually

made, the Committee ascertained that a very

large portion of the streets and avenues for

mally opened from 1836 to 1839, were not

actually opened; that nothing has been done

beyond making awards and assessments by

the Commissioners, and the confirmation of

their Reports by the Supreme Court; and

that although the assessments have been col

lected for such improvements in many in

stances, and in others the lands charged are

either sold or advertised to be sold for the

payment of those assessments, yet the lands

forming those streets and avenues remain in

the same condition as they were before the

taking of any proceedings for their opening;

and in some cases such lands remain in the

occupancy of their original owners, not

withstanding they have been paid for the

same. And in numerous other instances,

where the streets and avenues have been ac

tually opened, nothing has been done to

wards their regulation, so as to make the

same useful to the public, or available to the

owners of real estate, who have paid for the

same by assessments on their property.

“Out of a list of eighty-one streets and

avenues, or parts of such highways, the Re

ports for the opening of which had been

confirmed in 1837, 1838 and 1839, fifty

seven have not been in any way regulated or

improved ; and of the remainder, twenty

four in number, in some instances only por

tions thereof have been regulated a few

blocks; and in others, a road has been work

ed through the centre of the street or avenue;

and in others again, it is not deemed neces

sary to work such road, as the natural grade

of the ground is such as to make it passable

without regulation. This attempt to collect

–––
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assessments not only by voluntary payment,

but by enforced sales of the lands charged,

without actually opening the streets and ave

nues for which such assessments have been

imposed, has been a strong cause for the ex

citement in that city on subjects of street

matters. The Committee, therefore, submit

this subject to the consideration of the Le

gislature.

“Several instances were shown to the

Committee, where property had been offered

for sale for the payment of assessments at

two or three successive sales, without being

able to get a bid, the amount of the assess

ments being more than the estimated value

of the property. These large assessments

operate against the interests of the city, for

the owner will not pay the assessment or im

prove the property, and no person will buy

it, and the Corporation cannot realize their

money by a sale of the assessed premises,

and the amount must be taxed upon the city;

and thus the improvement of the upper part

of the city, which is covered with these great

assessments, must be stayed for many years,

and now apparently for an indefinite period

of time, unless the land should in some man

ner be relieved from the charge of those as

sessments. It did appear reasonable to the

Committee that in analogy with a judgment,

the lien of which ceases on real estate after

the termination of ten years, the lien of

those assessments should be at an end after

the lapse of some definite period; what that

should be, the Committee submit to the dis

cretion of the Legislature.”

G O I, D.

The present winter has, in many places,

been very cold. My thermometer, which

has a full Northern exposure, with the bulb

protected from the wind, has at no time been

lower than six degrees above zero.

Captain Parry, in his Arctic Expeditions,

found no cold more intense than 55 degrees

below zero. At this temperature, mercury

is malleable. There are but few fluids known

to us but what would become solids at a

temperature of 300 degrees below zero.

I remember the celebrated cold Friday, it

was a cold day indeed, and was followed by

an intensely cold night. I was, during that

day and night, in an encampment in a dense

Northern forest. During the night, the trees

kept up a continued cracking and splitting

from the effects of the severity of the frost,

and to such an extent that at times the noise

was like the discharge of a volley of mus

ketry. The ice over a large body of water,

some miles distant, during the night cracked

from one extremity to the other, with a tre

mendous explosion, and with a force that

shook the ground on which our camp was

located.

While the thermometer was at the lowest,

the present winter, viz.: six degrees above

zero, I tested the water of one of the public

pumps ; the thermometer denoted 47 de

grees, and the water of my cistern, at the

same time, 36 degrees of temperature. The

atmosphere of my kitchen was, near the

upper ceiling, 48 degrees, and on the floor

at the same time, 42 degrees.

The thermometer was invented by Sanc

torios, in 1590, and was reduced to a scale by

the genius of Farenheit, in 1724. We have

in use four descriptions of thermometers,

viz: Farenheit's, Centigrade's, Reamur's,

and DeLisle's.

The boiling point of Farenheit's, is 212

degrees, Centigrade's 100 degrees, Reamur's

80 degrees and DeLisle's 0.

The freezing point of Farenheit's, is 32

degrees; Centigrade's, 0 degrees; Rea

mur's, 0 degrees; DeLisle, 150 degrees.

Cold is not always destructive to animal

life, however intense it may be. Fish of

some descriptions, when taken from the water

in the severest weather in winter, and thrown

upon the ice, become frozen stiff, but when

put back into cold water, where the frost is

extracted, they again become as active as

before.

Some descriptions of vegetation is wholly

destroyed by frost, while other kinds are not

in the least affected by the most intense

cold.

The most ponderous walls are thrown

down by the frost. The smallest joint that

will admit water, if seized upon by frost,

will yield to the force of the expansion which

the freezing of the water produces. -

The marble steps of the City Hall, of

New-York, are very heavy, and each flight

consists of four pieces. There are, there

fore, three joints. The middle joint is

close, but the joint toward each end, is open

about an inch, showing that the water which

had penetrated the joints, had been expand

ed by the frost. The middle joint is made

close by the same force that enlarged the

others. Here are tons weight of stone mov

ed by the freezing of less than a pint of

Water.

Cold air passes in veins through the at

mosphere. Cold exists throughout the year

a few thousand feet above our heads, and of

great intensity.

The stratification of the atmosphere by

cold, is very clearly illustrated by hail storms

in hot weather. The hail passes in veins.

The nearer we approach the Sun in as

cending into the atmosphere, the more in

tense we find the cold, and for aught we

know, the planet Mercury, which is near the

Sun, may be far colder than Georgium Sidus,

which is far distant from it.

Heat and cold, under certain circumstan

ces, and to a limited extent, we can measure,

but beyond that, all is blank. The Pyroma

ter, an instrument for measuring intense

heat, is a recent invention, and a very im

portant one, and time may unfold others,

equally as important.

Cold does not penetrate the Earth to any

very great extent where it is covered with

snow, and much less than where it is expo

sed to the air.

When the cold approaches a city in which

a pestilential fever rages, the infected atmos

phere is at once disinfected; it is in this a

physician to the sick.

The weary traveller, in the regions of

country bordering on the Equator, when

suffering from the heat of a vertical Sun,

labors hard with a feather fan or some con

trivance like it, to move a little cool air to

revive his wilting frame.

Cold, where we have a surplus of it, like

every thing else, we cease to value. It is a

rich treasure, it is one of Nature's bounties;

the sweet cold locks up in the great terres

trial store-house of Nature, the germs of

vegetable and animal life.

To cold we are indebted for our chrystal

bridges, vast in their extent and unequalled

in their construction.

B O A R D OF

A S S II Sº A. INT Tº S.

We should like to see the Board of As

sistants made up of such citizens as James

Kent, Jonathan Thompson, Stephen Allen,

Preserved Fish, Wm. B. Crosby, John M.

Bradhurst, George Newbould, Abraham Wan.

Nest, Wm. F. Mott, Jonathan Goodhue,

John Haggerty, Edward H. Pendleton, Saul

Alley, John I. Palmer, Benjamin L. Swan,

W. W. Fox, and Peter Schermerhorn; men

full of years and full of experience, and of

great purity of character. A Board compo

sed of such men, would be a blessing to the

City, and we ask where is the citizen who

would not feel proud to take his stranger

friend to see such a Board sitting in delibe

rate Council. A Board composed of these

individuals, would possess more dignity, and

command as much respect as any other de

liberate assembly on the globe. It would be

a Council of freemen, dignified by Nature,

adorned by human cultivation, aud a better

safe-guard to liberty and property, than the

greatest standing army that was ever assem

bled together. It is to such men that our

country has to look for safety.

The Board of Assistants, composed of

such citizens, would in reality be what it

purports to be, a BOARD OF ASSIST

ANTS.

The meetings of such a Board, in the day

time, would render-useless the thousand

dollar chandeliers, and the crimson drapery

and tinselled trappings of the Session room,

for it would have the adorming of plain,

sensible men, which is ornament enough.

No gold pencils need be displayed to take

the eye of such men; and if a gift, they

would scrutinize the motives of the doner,

and the acts of the donee.

The banqueting room would find no ad

vocates in such a Board.

Such a class of men would raise the

character of what is called the “Little

Board,” to an elevation that would make it

exceed the Roman Senate in name and

fame.

-

THE SUPREME COURT ACTING AS

STREET COMMISSIONERS.

There would be full as much propriety in

making the Justices of the Supreme Court,
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Canal Commissioners, as Street Commis

sioners. -

We were much surprised in noticing in

the postscript of Mr. Justice Bronson's let

ter to Mr. Mott, which we published on the

21st instant, that the Chief Justice dissent

ed. Chief Justice Nelson was a member of

the Convention that made the provision in

the Constitution, that the Justices of the Su

preme Court should hold no other office. If

the Chief Justice goes on the doctrine of ex

pediency; if he will come to New-York

and consult such men as Jonathan Thomp

son, Robert C. Cornell, Walter Bowne, Ste

phen Allen, John M. Bradhurst, and others

of the same standing, he will find that these

assessment proceedings are very different

from what they are represented to be by Ex

Commissioners of Assessment. Persons who

have been the recipients of princely fees in

these odious proceedings, have, it is generally

believed by citizens of New-York, misrepre

sented these street assessments to the Chief

Justice. The Chief Justice is a man of

great purity of character and a most worthy

citizen.

The first Street Commissioners appointed

in this State, were by an Act of the Legisla

ture, passed April 6th, 1792, for extending

Roosevel.T and FRANKFort streets. These

Commissioners were five in number, and

were appointed by the Legislature. There

was a peculiar feature in this Act, viz: that

the Common Council should first have and

obtain the consent of the owners through

whose land the street should pass. The as

sessment to be made by the Commissioners,

after this preliminary, was to be returned to

the Common Council, under their hands and

seals, and upon this, was to become a lien

upon the land and a debt due the Corpora

tion, for which they were authorized to sue

for in any Court of record in this State.

This act is a very different kind of pro

ceeding from the Act of April 9th, 1813.

This was the first step taken in the appoint

ment of Commissioners. The necessity of

a jury was dispensed with in these two ca

ses, because that the consent of the owners

must be obtained before the land could be

used, therefore there was no necessity for a

jury. The consent of the owners was sub

stituted.

The restraining clause of the Constitution

of t?77, was well understood in those times.

No attempt was made to turn the Supreme

Court out of doors and make the Justices

highway-masters.

The Act to which we refer, is to be found

in No. 1, of the Municipal Gazette, page 5.

In the case of Elizabeth Pearson, in the

Court of Chancery, in which his Honor the

Chancellor gave the opinion which is to be

found on page 195, there are some facts

which ought to accompany that opinion.

About the year 1830 or 1831, the husband

of Mrs. Pearson departed this life, leaving a

wife and three children. He owned the

premises situate on the north-east corner of

Pearl and Centre streets, which rented for

upwards of one thousand dollars per year.

On this property was a mortgage in favor of

some wards of the Court of Chancery, the

interest of which was paid out of the rent of

t he premises, and also a mortgage to Mr.

Stevenson. The Corporation assessed this

property a large sum for extending Centre

street, and for filling in and paving Centre

street, and for sewers, &c. The assessments

for the filling in were never signed by the

Assessors as required by law, and the whole

proceedings were notoriously shameful.—

This property thus assessed was sold for the

term of 27 years, by which means Mrs.

Pearson and her children are rendered desti

tute and helpless. It was their whole, their

only dependence, when Mr. Pearson left the

world he supposed it was an abundant pro

vision for the support of his family and the

education of his children. It was so if the

Corporation had not disinherited this little

helpless family. But this is not all the Cor

poration have done to distress this oppressed

family, as will be seen in the sequel.

Mrs. Pearson applied to the Assistant Vice

Chancellor, Hon. Murray Hoffman, for an

injunction to restrain the Corporation from

executing a lease for the assessment, which

he granted, requiring Mrs. Pearson to give

security for the costs. A hard working me

chanic of very limited means was her secu

rity. The Corporation demurred to the

jurisdiction of the Court, which the Chancel

lor sustained, and dismissed the bill with

COSts.

The Corporation prosecuted the surety of

Mrs. Pearson for the costs, and levied an

execution upon the property of this hard

working mechanic, and he was obliged to raise

out of his hard earnings about seventy dol

lars.

The widow and the fatherless are helpless.

We forbear to comment.

The Chancellor in this opinion uses an

expression which certainly must have been

almost a slip of the pen in the hurry of busi

ness. In speaking of the decision of the

Court for the correction of errors in the case

of Messerole's children, he says “the Court

repudiated the idea that the Court of Chan

cery has any power or right to interfere in

such cases.”

The decision to which the learned Chan

cellor refers was by a tolerably close vote.—

If we mistake not, it was H3 to 9, and had

the case been argued by the Counsel who

filed the bill, it would have been the other

way we are almost sure. General Bogardus

filed this bill and carried it in the Court of

Vice Chancellor McCoun, and in the Chan

cellors Court, but when it reached the Court

of Errors he was near the confines of the

grave, and unable to argue it. It was, how

ever, argued by an able lawyer who knew

nothing of the case until the evening before

the argument.

We published the whole history of this

case from papers which we obtained from

Gen. Bogardus the Solicitor for the children

of Mr. Messerole. The printed sheets were

destroyed by fire. We will endeavor to

obtain from the Executors of Gen. Bogardus

the papers again, and will re-publish them.

The Chancellors opinion, in that case, is well

worth reading and does credit to his head as

well as his heart.

Now the reason which the Chancellor as

signed fortaking jurisdiction and then chang

ing his mind is certainly one which ought to

have influenced him in giving costs. If he

had erred, and Mrs. Pearson had been misled

by this error, he should not have made her

pay costs, unless the law was peremptory

to compel him to do so, and if such is the

law, that learned jurist ought not to have

allowed a session of the legislature to pass

without calling their attention to a remedy.

There is another matter in the opinion of

the Chancellor in another case on the same

page, which is that of restraining the Corpora

tion being an “UNNecess.ARY INconvent

ENce tothe Corporation.”

“Let justice be done” without looking to

consequences.

The Chief Justice who gave a written

opinion in this case in the Court for the cor

rection of errors uses this strong language

in reference to the jurisdiction of the Chan

cellor in these Street cases :

“I know the learned Chancellor has neither

the desire or inclination to entertain it unless

in obedience to a sense of duty, and the

ancient jurisdiction of the Court following

where the footprints of his learned and dis

tinguised predecessors lead; and must believe

that he has been subdued and carried beyond

the outer boundary of his court, by the hard

ship and injustice of this particular case.”

“These hard cases make bad precedents

in the Courts both of law and equity, and

are usually found at the bottom of them.”

ROBERT H. MORRIS.

Mayor Morris deserves the thanks of this

community for the interest he has taken in

the Tax question, and for numerous and

well timed vetos.

Our citizens who pay large taxes speak in

the highest terms of Mayor Morris. He is

a public officer of great firmness of purpose,

intelligent and honest. If he is a candidate

for re-election he will no doubt be re-elected.

Alderman Breevoort, Alderman Brady, and

Alderman Tillou, deserves the thanks of

the tax payers for their attention to their in

terests.

NEW PARTIES.

Whichever party puts up the best men

will succeed at the charter election.

BAR ROOM OF CITY HALL.

This appendage to the banqueting room

of the Hall has been refitted with new carpets,

&c. &c.

We have not heard whether they have pro

cured gold waiters for their wine goblets.-

Such a use of the public funds would be

more appropriate than one half their appro

priations.
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DESTRUCTIVE ASSESSMENTS,

IBEDIFORD IROAD

AND

MR. MESSEROLE'S CHILDREN.

We give below the Speech of the vener

able General Johnson, Mayor of Brooklyn,

to the Common Council of that city.

The newspaper containing this Speech,

was first shown us by the Hon. W. T. Mc

Coun, Vice Chancellor, after the case of

Messerole's children had been argued before

him, and he remarked that he intended send

ing the paper to the Chancellor.

This Speech deserves to be treasured up,

and we have printed an extra number of

copies for extensive circulation throughout

the United States, and also in England.

We deem it due to this important question

to place the farewell address of the vener

able Mayor of Brooklyn, who is a most ex

cellent citizen, a man beloved and respected

by all who know him, in connection with the

Opinion of the worthy Chancellor of this

State, in the matter of the ruinous assess

ment upon the estate of the infant children

of Mr. Messerole, who were assessed so

heavily for the Bedford Road, as to annihi

late their title; and next to these, the Opinion

of the Supreme Court, in which they state

that the Constitution of the State has provi

ded against the exercise of such summary

street powers by that tribunal, which is the

power which confirmed the Bedford Road

Assessment alluded to by the Mayor and

passed upon by the Chancellor.

We wish to call the attention of the reader

to the first paragraph of the Opinion of the

learned Chancellor, in which he says: “that

an assessment has been made upon the lands

of the complainants, which must produce a

total sacrifice of the property assessed, un

less they can obtain relief in this Court, or

by Legislative INTERFERENCE,”—in con

nection with the quere put by his Honor the

Mayor of Brooklyn, in his Speech, when he

asks: “will the land assessed along Hamil

ton avenue and Bedford road, pay half the

assessments f If not, are not the owners

plundered, and the City also 2

Here is evidence indisputable and unques

tionable as to an absolute confiscation of this

estate, and we ask by whom 7 We answer,

by a power unknown to the Constitution of

the Commonwealth.

It was well said by the learned Chancellor

that: “unless they can obtain relief in this

Court, or by Legislative interference,” that

the assessment must produce a total sacri

fice, &c.

The Chancellor clearly saw that the Jus

tices of the Supreme Court did not act in a

judicial capacity, but merely as Road Com

missioners, and therefore that they could not

revive their own acts.

Among the powers possessed by the most

absolute governments in Europe, there are

none that can be compared in despotic cha

racter with the summary street powers which

have been exercised over private property, in

the State of New-York, for years past ; and

yet we boast of a CONSTITUTION, the

purchase of BLOOD and TREASURE |

From the Long Island Star of May 7, 1838.

BROOKLYN COMMON COUNCIL,

Monday, April 30, 1838.

The MAYor addressed the Board as fol

lows, and retired, and the President, Alder

man S. SMITH, took the Chair.

Gentlemen of the Common Council:

Be pleased to permit me to present a few

remarks to this Board, before I leave the

Chair.

When we entered upon our duties, the

storm of adversity was passing over our

country, sweeping away the golden visions

of speculative prosperity, and leaving the

blasted harvest of adversity on many fair

plotted fields. Many tall trees, with gilded

leaves and paper roots, were laid low. Our

fair city has suffered by the storm, her sails

were spread to every wanton lover, whom

the lust of speculation brought among us.

Our former cultivated farms are dotted with

buildings, subject in many cases to rever

sions. This is a faint outline of the pros

pects caused by the re-action, which, in like

cases, will always follow excessive specula

tion. Many great men, and many wise men,

who had enough but wanted more, have been

ensnared, and have fallen upon the alter of

adversity.

When this city was incorporated, our de

ferred Market Debt was $20,000; two hun

dred thousand dollars were raised by loan

for the erection of a City Hall; the Com

mon Council knew, and our citizens know,

that this sum was sufficient to build a Hall,

equal in every respect to the Hall in the city

of Albany, and to purchase a site for the

building. The loan was made with this ob

ject in view. Why was it not done Why

were not the interested schemes of specula

tors, rejected by an unanimous vote, instead

of one solitary NO !

The past cannot be re-called. The deed

is done; but that incubus of folly will be felt

after its votaries are no more.

No member of the Common Council, of

any city of this State, can lawfully make a

beneficial contract with the Board whereof

he is a member; mor can any member of

such Board enter into a contract whereby he

is directly or indirectly benefitted.

In Brooklyn, the Common Council direct

and the Mayor executes.

Again, Gentlemen : what authority had

our Board of Aldermen, who are Trustees

of the People, to lend their aid to interested

men, to oppress and ruin the widow and the

orphan, by opening, paving, or grading un

necessary streets 7 Improvements are bet

terments, not divestments. Were not Ham

ilton avenue, Myrtle avenue, and Bedford

road, opened to gratify speculators very near

the Board 4 Were not the assessments for

opening, laid heavily on distant sections, to

pay favorites near the Board Will the land

assessed along Hamilton avenue and Bed

ford road, pay half of the assessments : If

not, are not the owners plundered, and the

city also

Motives produce acts which are often done

before the design is seen.

The foregoing remarks are not made for

individual purposes, but for the purpose of

warning those who succeed us, to guard our

city from the like errors.

I have now given a faint outline of our

city as she was when the Board entered up

on its duties, oppressed upon every side, but

not disheartened. Our ship was shattered

in her rigging, but her hull is sound. Our

beautiful and healty city remains. We need

no distant waters, we have the best in abun

dance below. We will be burthened a few

years with taxes, still we can pay more and

prosper.

We have united to stay unnecessary ex

penditures, and correct evils. We have pre

served civil order, and promoted education.

Our efficient Police has protected us from

midnight fiends, and Providence from the

fiery elements. Our Fire Department is

improving.

On taking leave of this Board, be pleased,

Gentlemen, to accept of my individual re

spects for your kindness and assistance dur

ing the past year; to the Clerk, Attorney,

and Street Commissioner, together with all

our faithful officers, my respects are also

presented. Though we may seperate here !

I hope we will meet hereafter, in that happy

haven of rest, where no political distinctions

will be known.

Alderman Underhill then offered the fol

lowing Preamble and Resolution, which was

read and adopted :

Whereas, the term of service in which his

Honor JEREMIAh Johnson, has been: elected

to fill the arduous situation of Mayor of this

city, is nearly terminated, and whereas, the

connection necessarily arising between the

individual filling that office and the members

of this Board, give the latter ample opportu

nity of judging of the capability and zeal

with which the duties of the Mayoralty has

been performed ; and whereas, this Board

are deeply impressed with the conviction,

that his Honor JEREMIAh Johnson, has on

all occasions, exhibited an energy and in

dustry in his station, no less honorable to

himself than beneficial to the public ; that

the interest of this city, of which he has so

long been a resident, have again, as they of

ten have before, been highly promoted by

his public spirit and anxious desire to pro

mote the public weal, therefore

Resolved, That this Board do hereby ten

derto his Honor the MAYor, their warmest

thanks for the indefatigable zeal and untir

ing industry with which he has filled the

duties of his office, and hereby express to

him the conviction they strongly feel, that he

has added another wreath to the crown he

has so long deserved to wear, that of a

PUBLIC BENEFACTOR.

=-º-º- ºr-------------
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THE CHANCELLOR.

“It is pretty evident in this case, that an as

sessment has been made on the lands of the

complainants, which must probably produce

a total sacrific of the property assessed, un

less they can obtain relief, either in this

Court or by Legislative interference. Judg

ing from the facts before me, I cannot see

how it was possible for the Commissioners

of Estimate and Assessment, to have come

to the conclusion that the lands assessed

could be benefitted to the amount of about

$14,000, by the contemplated improvement;

even upon the principles on which they pro

ceeded relative to the Bedford road as a pub

lic highway, already laid out and establish

ed. As I understand the case, the assess

ment limits only included of the complain

ant's lands 107 feet on each side of the Bed

ford road, as originally laid out by the turn

pike Commissioners, and extending in length

on that road about 968 feet. This would

give to the complainants 76 lots of 25 feet

front, and 107 feet deep, upon a street of 66

feet in width. And if the contemplated im

provement was made, they would have the

same number of lots of 100 feet in depth,

upon an 80 feet street. These lots, at the

valuation fixed upon them by the second an

swer of the defendants, at the time of the as

sessment when lands were the highest, were

worth $250; making the sum of $19,000

for the lands assessed. And yet it is suppo

sed these lots will be benefitted by the widen

ing and extending of this street, $139.31 ;

or about three fourth of their then estimated

value, and nearly their full value one year

thereafter, when the second answer was put

in. It is possible, that some further benefits

might accrue to these lots, by the extension

of Bedford road beyond where it was alrea

dy opened four rods wide, in additiou to the

benefit of having it fourteen feet broader in

front of the lots assessed. But there is

much reason to believe that the guardian ad

litem who was appointed to take care of the

rights of these infants, and who was himself

one of the applicants for the proposed im

provement, has, under the influence of men

tal hallucination, or otherwise, suffered their

property to be assessed to about its full va

lue, and probably much more than it is now

worth ; as a supposed benefit which that pro

perty was to receive from the contemplated

improvement. If the whole proceedings,

however, have been regular, and the Com

missioners of Estimate and Assessment have

merely erred in judgment, I think this Court

has no jurisdiction to correct their error, or

to give relief to the complainants. For

there is no allegation of fraud or collusion on

their part, nor on the part of the guardian

ad litem, who was appointed in the mode

prescribed by law to protect the rights of the

complainants on that assessment, and to ap

peal from the decision of the Commissioners,

if he believed they had done injustice to these

infants.

The first objection to the regularity of the

assessment is, that the Commissioners of Es

timate and Assessment, have assumed that

the turnpike road was not only regularly laid

out, but that it was already the property of

the public, so that the complainants were en

titled to no compensation therefor. In this

I think the Commissioners were clearly un

der a mistake. For the purpose of this de

cision, I shall take it for granted that the

turnpike was properly laid out, and that the

damages of the complainants for that part

of their farm which was taken for the use of

the Corporation were legally and constitu

tionally assessed, pursuant to the provisions

of the general turnpike act of 1807. Still

that act did not vest the title of the land in

the turnpike company, even for the purposes

of the road during the existence of the char

ter, until the actual payment of the damages

which had been so assessed. The language

of the Statute is, that the turnpike corpora

tion, upon paying to the owners of the land

the sum assessed and awarded by the ap

praisers in their inquisition, shall and may

have and hold the lands to them and their

successors and assigns, &c. (1 R. L. of

1813, §3, p. 231.) It is true, the statute

does, by an implication, authorize the turn

pike company to euter upon the land for the

purpose of making their road thereon, if

there is no person living on the land who is

authorized to receive the damages, unless

such damages shall be lawfully demanded.

The title to the land, however, is still in the

original owner; and the moment he demands

the payment of the damages from the proper

officers of the company, and the same are

not paid, he may bring an action to recover

the possession of the land. It is perfectly

clear, therefore, that the complainants before

they could be divested of their title to so

much of their farm as was included in the

old Bedford road, were entitled to the pay

inent of at least the amount which was

awarded to them by the appraisers, in IS28.

And the opinion of Chief Justice Nelson,

appears to be that they were entitled also to

the benefit of the contingent right to the re

vision in the land, in case of the dissolution

of the Corporation, or of the abandonment

of the road. (See Hooker v. The Utica

and finden Turnpike Company, 12 Wen

dell's Rep. 371.) Whether the turnpike

company was in existence at the time the

Commissioners of Estimate and Assessment

made their Report in the present case, does

not distinctly appear from the pleadings; but

the legal presumption is that it was, as I have

not found any statute dissolving that Corpo

ration, or authorizing it to abandon the road.

It is clear, however, that if that Corporation

should be legally dissolved without having

paid the amount awarded to the complain

ants for damages, the legal title to that part

of the Bedford road which is in question

here, would belong absolutely to the com

plainants; and that such title could not be

divested, for the purposes of this public

street, without paying them the full value of

the land, either in money or in the benefits

which would thereby accrue to them by the

increased value of their adjoining lands. It

does not distinctly appear in this case wheth

er the petition to the Common Council for

the improvement, and the resolution of the

City Corporation adopting the same, actual

ly contemplated the taking of the lands in

cluded within the limits of the turnpike, as

well as the two narrow strips on each side of

the same, for the use of the Corporation as

a public street. If the former was the case,

then the confirmation of the report was ir

regular, and may still be opened ; as the

Commissioners have not in form appraised

the damages to which the complainants, as

the owners of the original site of the Bed

ford road through their farm, are entitled.

And as I understand the recent decision of

the Supreme Court In the matter of Antho

ny street, (20 Wend. Rep. 618,) there cannot

be an absolute confirmation of the Report

of Commissioners of Estimate and Assess

ment, so as to give any vested rights under

the same, until the damages for all of the

lands taken for the proposed improvement

have been ascertained and settled, and are

properly assessed upon the owners of those

lands which will be benefitted by the im

provement. If this is the correct construc

tion of the Statute, and the resolution of the

Mayor and Common Council actually con

templates the taking of the whole of the old

Bedford road for the purposes of this im

provement, they ought not to be permitted to

proceed and enforce this assessment against

the complainants personally, by virtue of the

distress warrant, or by a sale of their lands

which have been assessed, until the proper

steps have been taken to divest their title to

the whole of the lands which are to be taken

for the improvement, by an assessment of

the damages and an offset of the same

against the supposed benefit of their adja

cent lands.

I think, however, there is a more conclu

sive objection to the proceedings of the de

fendants, in this case ; and that is, that the

Mayor and Common Council had no legal

authority to lay out and open this new street

through the lands of the complainants, in

one of the new wards of the city, subse

quent to August, 1835; until the same had

been authorized by the Commissioners ap

pointed under the Act of the 23d of April,

in that year, authorizing the appointment of

Commissioners to lay out streets, avenues,

and squares, in the City of Brooklyn. That

Act, which took effect on the first of Sep

tember after its passage, gives to the Com

missioners, to be appointed by the Governor

on the application of the Mayor and Com

mon Council, the exclusive power to lay out

streets, avenues and public squares, within

that part of the city comprising the sixth,

seventh, eighth and ninth wards, and to di

rect the closing of any streets, roads, high

ways, lanes, avenues or alleys which had not

been theretofore approved of by the Mayor

and Common Council. (Laws of 1835, p.

136, § 4.) The previous act of the same

day amending the charter of the city of

Brooklyn, which went into effect immedia

tely, must be so construed as not to conflict

with the provisions of the Act appointing

these Commissioners to make a permanent

–
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plan of this part of the city. It must there

fore be construed to apply to that part of the

city lying within the first five wards, and

which was originally comprised within the

bounds of the village Corporation; or at

least, to such streets as they should think

proper to lay out according to a settled plan,

in the four other wards, previons to the time

when the act for the appointment of Com

missioners should take effect. Certainly it

could not have been the intention of the Le.

gislature that two classes of officers should

have the power to lay out streets and avenues

in that part of the city during the same pe

riod, and that each should proceed according

to a settled plan of their own. Neither

could the Mayor and Common Council con

tinue their jurisdiction over the subject, (if

their power extended to these four wards

previous to the first of September,) by their

neglect to apply to the Governor for the ap

pointment of Commissioners, until after this

street was laid out ; if such was in fact the

case. The duty for which the Commission

ers were to be appointed, was in its nature

exclusive, independent of the express pro

visions of the act upon that subject. And

until they had been appointed and had au

thorized the opening of the street now un

der consideration, I am satisfied the Mayor

and Common Council had no authority, af.

ter the first of September, 1835, to proceed

by resolution to open the same, and to have

Commissioners of Estimate and Assessment

appointed pursuant to the directions of the

Act of 1833.

The Vice Chancellor was therefore autho

rized to interfere by injunction to restrain the

defendants, under color of authority, from

proceeding in an illegal act, which must ne

cessarily cast a cloud upon the complain

ant's title ; and to set aside these nuautho

rized proceedings which had already taken

place. (Oakley v. The Trustees of Wil

liamsburg, 6 Paige's Rep. 262. Pettit v.

Shepherd, 5 Idem, 591.) For these reasons,

the order appealed from must be affirmed

with costs.”

-

IMPORTANT

ASSESSMENT DECHSION,

SU PR E M E CO U it T,

FEBRUARY S, 1844.

OPINION OF THE COU RT.

Matter of Opening 39th street, in the City

of New-York; also, 37th street ; also, a

New Street between the 4th and 5th ave

nues ; also, the 11th avenue, between 32d

and 47th street, and also 128th street.

BRONson, J.-The Statute in relation to

the opening and laying out of streets, ave

nues, squares and public places, in the City

of New-York, has been in operation thirty

years; (2 Revised Laws, 342 408, § 177

192;) and the question is now distinctly

made, for the first time, whether we have the

constitutional right to exercise the powers

which the Legislature has attempted to con

fer upon us. But it is never too late to

appeal to the fundamental law ; and the

question is none the less entitled to a careful

examination because it touches our own au

thority. If, by common consent, and with

out having our attention called to the sub

ject, we have heretofore taken cognizance of

matters which did not rightfully belong to

us, that cannot be a good reason for going on

in the same way after our authority has been

plainly drawn in question.

The constitution declares, (Art. W. §7,)

that “the Justices of the Supreme Court

shall hold no other office or public trust,”

and the question is, in what character do we

act in these street cases. Although the pow

er to appoint Commissioners of Estimate

and Assessment, and to review their proceed

ings, is, by the words of the Statute, confer

ed upon the “Supreme Court,” it has been

fully settled that we do not act as a Court,

but as Commissioners, to discharge this spe

cial trust or office. The question was con

sidered in the Hatter of Beekman street, (20

John, 269,) which was decided within a few

years after the law was passed. It was there

held, that our powers were derived wholly

from the Statute, and were not incident to

our judicial duties; that we do not act as a

Court, but as Commissioners; and that the

general powers and jurisdiction of the Court

could not be brought into exercise. The

case was likened to that of a Judge sitting

as a Commissioner under the in solvent laws.

The same doctrine had been laid down be

fore this Statute was passed, under an act of

the Legislature conferring similar powers

upon the Albany Mayor's Court. Stafford

v. Mayor of Albany, 7 John, 54.1.) It was

there held, that the proceedings were not of a

judicial nature ; that there was no analogy

between them and the judicial proceedings

of a Court of Record in the progress of a

cause ; that the Court acted as Commission.

ers, and when an assessment had been con

firmed, the Court was functus officio, and

had no power to set aside the proceedings.

In the Matter of the Mayor of New-York,

(6 Como. 571,) it was again affirmed that we

do not act as a Court in these cases, but as

Commissioners appointed by the Legisla

ture; and this doctrine has uniformly pre

vailed down to the present day. (Hatter of

Canal street, I I Wend, 154; Jafter of

Mount Morris Square, 2 Hilt 14.) There

have been other cases to the same effect,

which, as they contained nothing new, have

not been reported. The principle has been

fully carried out, by refusing to set aside the

proceedings in Street cases under a:ly cir

cumstances, on the ground that while sitting

as Commissioners we had no power to re-call

that which had once been done. When the

parties have desired a review in a street case

the Supreme Court has issued a certiorari to

the Justices of that Court as Commission

ers; and after having thus got the matter

before us as a Court, and affirmed what we

had previously done in another character, a

writ of error has been brought in the Court

of Errors. In these and all other forms in

which the question has arisen, it has been

uniformly held, that in executing the street

law of 1813, we are but Commissioners dis

charging a special trust. The principle has

been settled more than thirty years, and it is

now quite too late to call it in question.

The same doctrine has been laid down by

the Federal Judiciary. By an Act of Con

gress passed March 23, 1792, (2 Bis. 259,)

the Circuit Courts of the U. S., were direct

ed to inquire into and decide upon the claims

of certain persons to he placed on the pen

sion list. The note to Hayburn's case, (2

Dall. 409, ) shows that several of those

Courts declined to execute the law, on the

ground that the duties which had been as

signed to them were not of a judicial nature.

There was no disqualifications to hold other

offices, as there is under our Constitution.

The Circuit Court for the District of New

York, composed of Chief Justice Jay and

Judges Cushing and Duane, said the Act

could only be considered as appointing Com

missioners for the purposes mentioned in it,

by official instead of personal description ;

that the Judges regarded themselves as be

ing the Commissioners designated by the

Act, and therefore as being at liberty to ac

cept or decline that office. As the object

was a benevolent one, and the Judges wish

ed to manifest their respect for the Legisla

ture, they accepted the trust. The Justices

of this Court seem to have acted upon the

same principle when they accepted the office

of Street Commissioners, under the New

York law. Chief Justice Spencer, in deliv

ering the opinion of the Court in the Matter

of Beekman street, (20 John, 269,) said, “it

night be a question how far the Legislature

can impose such duties on the Judges.” But

he entirely overlooked the constitutional in

hibition against holding any other office,

which was substantially the same then as it is

now, (Const. of 1777, Art. 25.) Since an

appeal has been made to the fundamental

law, it is no longer the mere question wheth

er we will consent to accept the office, and,

execute the Statute. The farther inquiry is

now presented, whether we have any power.

to act in the matter. Upon that question I

cannot entertain a doubt. The Constitution

having declared that the Justices of this

Court shall not hold any other office or pub

lic trust, we cannot accept this appointment,

however willing we may be to carry out the

wishes of the Legislature. If we can exe

cute the office of Street Commissioners for

the City of New-York, the like powers may

be conferred upon us in relation to any other

town or county; or the duties of the office

of Couptroller, Treasurer, or Sheriff, may

be assigned to us ; and thus the constitu

tional disqualification would be rendered a

dead letter. For one, I can never give such

a construction to the fundamental law as

will amount to a practical nullification of its

provisions. Indeed there is little room for

construction in the case. If, in executing
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ment. The motion was argued before Chief

Justice Nelson, at the March Special Term,

and he refused to interfere, on the ground of

lapse of time, notwithstanding the applica

tion was made within six months of the con

firmation of a report, which was presented

and confirmed without notice. The Chief

Justice also assumed to exercise what he ter

med the discretion of the Court, in the case.

The discretion of the Court is not the will of

the Judge. We have noticed this point on

page 196 of this number.

The most powerful monarch in Europe

never claimed as much authority over the

private property of a subject, as has been

exercised by the Supreme Court for years

over the private property of the citizens of

this City in street assessments.

We discussed some branches of this ques

tion, in the Municipal Gazettee of Decem

ber, 1842.

The Court in this opinion, are so explicit

with regard to the prohibitory clause of the

Constitution, “that he who runs may read.”

We are glad to see the doctrine of strict

construction under way, and when once

broached in political matters there is no dif

ficulty in applying the principle to the pirati

cal assessments in the City of New-York.

Re-Argument.

Mr. Emmett has served Mr. Mott with a

notice of re-argument of his five street mo

tions. His notice is entitled before the Su

preme Court. What nonsense under the

views here expressed by the Court. We

will publish his affidavit on which he founds

his notice of motion.

Another Assessment Cruelty.

The Assessment for setting curb and gut

ter in the 8th Avenue, amounts to $43,922

25. The assessors appointed by the Com

mon Council to make the assessment, are

the Street Commissioner, his Assistant and

Clerk. The contract was made by the Street

Commissioner, and the prices unreasonable.

When the Senate Committee were in ses

sion at Clinton Hall, this proceeding was

brought before them, as one of the Assess

ment outragss. Mr. Perrine, a former Clerk

in the Street Commissioner's office, was ex

amined as a witness, he stated that: “there

are no hames of Assessors in any part of it,

nor is it signed by any Assessors.” The

assessment was passed by the Board of Al

dermen, Dec. 17th, 1838; by the Board of

Assistants, Dec. 24th, 1838, and approved

by the Mayor, Dec. 28th, 1838, although not

signed by the Assessors. This is the way

the public business is done. The Assessors

are the same as those of Chapel street, and

yet the two assessments are made upon en

tirely different principles ; both cannot be

right.

By a decision of the Supreme Court, all

the Assessors must be present to make the

assessment, but a majority may decide.

This is the assessment, for which the Street

Commissioner sold the house and two lots

belonging to Mary Stewart and her children,

all their property. One of the children is sick

ly. The husband of Mary Stewart was a

shoe-black, and he earned his money by

hard labor, with which he purchased this

property, and when he died he left it to his

family.

The purchaser at the assessment sale of

this property, on getting his lease, took pos

session, and put the furniture of the occu

pants out of doors, but he was prosecuted for

forcible entry and detainer, and at once sur

rendered the premises, and has since brought

an ejectment suit on his lease. A case has

been made, and will be argued next month

before a full Bench. Some charitable individ

ual has volunteered a Counsel fee to defend

the little home of the colored woman and

her helpless children.

The owner of the premises had no notice

of the assessment, or the sale.

The regulating the third avenue was paid

out of the City Treasury, and so ought that

of the eighth avenue.

Alderman NASH,

OF THE SEVENTH WARD.

On Monday evening, Alderman Nash

tendered his resignation as Chairman of the

Committee of Public Offices, Repairs, &c.,

assigning very satisfactory and substantial

reasons therefor.

We have watched the movements of this

member of the Common Council, with a

great deal of interest; he is a plain spoken

man, and when he discovers a wrong, he sets

his face at once against it. He deserves the

thanks of the public. We were pleased to

see that he was sustained by Alderman

ScolEs.

Alderman BREEVOORT,

OF THE TWELFTH WArd.

This gentleman, who is a man independ--

ent in mind as well as in property, took a

bold stand in the Board of Aldermen, some

time since, against the Street Commissioner.

The Alderman deserves credit for acting in

dependent of that officer, and having a mind

and opinion of his own.

Note.—Several of the pages of this vol

ume have been destroyed by fire. The pre

sent and last preceeding seven pages, are

substitutes for those destroyed. Some of

the other pages of the volume are being

re-published in the same way.

The copies of the petition to the Legisla.

ture of 1843, which were on pages 241 to

244, and the re-print also, were destroyed by

the torch of the incendiary, in 1843. We

have re-printed these on page 254.
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supreme court Decisions IN 1841.

At the January term of the Supreme Court

the matter of the assessment for constructing

a sewer in Twentieth street, on the Hudson

river side of the island, was argued upon the

return made to the certiorari issued in this

cause, by Lewis H. Sandford, Esq., for the Re

lators, and Peter A. Cowdrey, Esq., for the

Mayor and Common Council. The Court

held the case under advisement until the Oc

tober term, near the close of the year, when they

quashed the certiorari.

At this term of the court Chief Justice Nel

son delivered an opinion on denying the mo

tion, made at the December term of 1840, for

a certiorari in the matter of re-paving and re

grading Chapel and adjoining streets. This

opinion, and the material facts set forth in the

affidavits and papers on which the motion was

founded, will be found in its order in this

number.

At the April special term, Mr. Justice Cowen

presiding, motions were made for writs of cer

tiorari in the matter of the proceedings in the

assessment for opening Mount Morris square

and Second avenue from Twenty-eighth to

Eighty-sixth street. L. H. Sandford, Esq.,

for the Relators, submitted very full points to

the Court, which were replied to by Peter A.

Cowdrey, for the Mayor, &c. The Court held

these two motions under advisement until No

vember, 1841, when he gave a very full opinion,

denying the material part of the motions.

At the May term of the Court, held by the

full Bench, the cause in which the People ex

rel. E. Meriam and others, were relators, and

also that in which James Agnew and others

were relators, involving the proceedings in the

assessments for repaving and regrading Chapel

and adjoining streets, and of building a sewer

in Chapel and Thomas streets, came on for

argument on the respective returns made to

the certioraris issued in these causes. Lewis

H. Sandford and Wm. M. Holland, Esqs., for

the Relators, and Peter A. Cowdrey, Esq., for

the Mayor and Common Council. These

causes were fully argued. Mr. Justice Bron

son took the papers, and at the October term

of 1841 delivered a brief opinion of one of the

causes. The Court quashed the certioraris.

The motions in the matter of Art street,

Seventh avenue, Ninth avenue, and Twenty

eighth street assessments for certioraris, are

understood to have been disposed of by the

Court in the same way as those of Mount

Morris and Second avenue.

We shall review the opinions delivered by

the Supreme Court in our own plain way, and

we shall feel gratified if we succeed in con

vincing these high judicial officers that they

have greatly erred in quashing the certioraris

in the particular cases, and denying the writ

of certioraris in others. -

IN chaNCERY.

Before the Chancellor.

Timothy Wiggin, Banker, of London, in

the kingdom of Great Britain, vs. the Mayor,

&c., of New York.

THE CHANCELLoR.— The language of the

bill in this case, leaves it doubtful whether the

complainant at this time, is the owner of, or

has any interest in any of the lots mentioned

in the bill as having been assessed for this im

provement; and so far as his personal liability

is concerned, this court does not interfere to

prevent a mere trespass upon personal rights,

on personal estate, where the complainant has

a perfect remedy at law. The bill instead of

alleging in the usual manner, that the com

plainant was at a particular date and still is

the owner of the lots upon which the assess

ment for benefit was imposed, merely states as

to the first twelve lots, that he was the owner

and possessor thereof, on or before the first of

September, 1836, and as to the other lots, he

states that he was the owner and possessor of

them subsequent to the 1st of May, 1839.

Neither does the verification of the bill by the

complainant's agent show that the agent has

any information on the subject ; or that he

even believes the complainant is now the own

er of those lots. As this defect in the bill can

probably be cured by an amendment, I shall

proceed to examine the objections made to the

legality and equity of the assessment, and the

question whether the bill in other respects pre

sents a proper case for the interference of this

court by a preliminary injunction.

The objection that the delay of the corpora

tion in bringing the proceedings to a close un

til the spring of 1840, produced injustice, by

giving to the tenants of property which was to

be taken for the improvement, and who had

short leases thereof, compensation for a loss

which they do not sustain, does not appear to

be one which in any manner concerns the

complainant. That appears to be a question

entirely between the landlord and tenant of the

property taken for the improvement. If the

tenant has a beneficial lease, that is, if he has

rented the property for a term of years at less

than the use of the property was actually

worth, he sustains damages in being deprived

of the occupancy at this low rent during the

remainder of his term. But that damage must

necessarily go to diminish the amount which

the landlord would have been entitled to re

ceive if the property had not been under a

lease; or if the rent reserved upon the lease

had been the full value of the use of the lot.

The proper way of assessing the damages,

where two or more persons have distinct in

terests or estates in property taken for the im

provement, is to ascertain the damage to the

whole lot in the same manner as if one person

alone had the entire interest therein ; and then

to apportion that damage among the persons

interested in the lot, as landlord and tenant or

otherwise, according as the interest of the one

or the other will be affected by the taking of

the property for the improvernent. In such a

case, if a tenant had a lease of the properly

for four or five years at a nominal rent, he

would be entitled to damage for taking such

interest in the property if it was taken imme

diately. But in that case the commissioners

would not allow any thing to the landlord on

account of the loss of rent for the same time.

And where, in a case of that kind, the appoint

ment had been made upon an estimate that

the proceedings would probably be completed

at the expiration of a year, and that the tenant

would be dispossessed at that time, if by any

unforseen occurrence the completion of the

proceedings were procrastinated till the expira

tion of the lease, the landlord would sustain

the whole damage by the taking of the prop

erty and the tenant nothing. But the amount

of the assessment for benefit upon the prop

erty of other persons would not thereby be in

creased, for the benefit to their property from

the making of the improvement would com

mence as soon as they were compelled to pay

the assessment imposed therefor. In the case

of Gillespy vs. The Mayor, &c. of New York,

in the Court for the Correction of Errors, in

December, IS39, I had occasion to examine

the whole of the statutory provision on the

subject of the apportionment of rent and

damages as between landlord and tenant,

where a part of the property is taken for an

improvement during the continuance of the

lease. And from that examination, I am sat

isfied that if the commissioners of estimate

and assessment made their assessment in this

case upon correct principles in relation to the

rights of the lessees and owners of the lease

hold property taken for the street, the delay in

completing the proceedings could not injure

the complainant so as to give him any equita

ble rights even as against the tenants them

selves, whatever equitable claim their landlords

may have against them on that account.

I am inclined to think that the commission

ers erred in not assessing the property at the

corner of William street in the same manner

as if the contemplated widening of that street,

which was subsequently abandoned, had never

been thought of; as that improvement had not

been directed when these commissioners were

appointed to assess the damages and benefits

with reference to the widening of John street

merely. But if there was any error in this

respect, it was a proper ground for opposing

the confirmation of the report before the Su

preme Court, and cannot be reviewed in this

collateral manner. In the case of Messerole

vs. The Mayor, &c. of Brooklyn, (in Chan.

April 7, 1840.) referred to in the argument,

the commissioners had not erred in judgment

as to what property was to be benefitted by the

contemplated improvement, and neglected to

assess it on that ground; but they had by mis

take left out the greatest portion of the lands

which were to be taken from the complainants

for the contemplated avenue—and the report

showed upon its face that the court had no

jurisdiction or authority to confirm the assess

ment—according to the decision of the Su

reme Court in the case of Anthony street,

(20 Wend 61S.) There the court held that if

the proceedings had been regular and the com

missioners had only erred in judgment in fix

ing the amount of the damage for the lands

taken, or the benefit to the other lands of the

complainant, upon erroneous principles, the

Court of Chancery could not interfere after

the report had been properly confirmed. In

this case, if the front of the lots on William

street, which were not assessed would actually

be benefitted by this improvement, the com

missioners erred in judgment in not assessing

for the benefit to the front, as well as to the

rear of the lots; and the confirmation of the

report should have been opposed on that

ground. But, as that was not done, the con

firmation of the report stopped the owners of

other property which was assessed, from alleg
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rangement can be made, they can apply to

the Legislature to authorize a proceeding by

Jury, as provided for in the Colonial law, in

No. 1, page 4.

Real Estate has risen in New-York in

consequence of this decision, and is actually

increased in value more than FORTY

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS thereby.

In order that some correct idea may be

formed of the character of the proceedings

which the Supreme Court have, by this De

cision, put a stop to, we will state a few as a

specimen.

First, All the streets from 42d, up to and

including 57th street, were proceeded in on

the resolution of Alderman Ingraham, with

out the scrape of a pen on a petition from

any land-owner.

Second, All the streets and avenues, up to

and including 42d street, not opened prior

to 1836, were proceeded in without any pe

tition from any land-owner, and without any

resolution of the Common Council directing

any application to the Supreme Court for

the appointment of Commissioners. This

batch embraced twenty-seven streets and

avenues. It was the plan of the Common

Council to proceed in all these streets by

one Commission, instead of which eighty

one Commissioners were improperly applied

for and appointed.

Third, Manhattan Square was proceeded

in on the resolution of Alderman Benson.

No petition from any land-owner for this

nonsensical operation.

Fourth, Mount Morris Square, (Snake

Hill,) was proceeded in on the resolution of

Alderman Ingraham. No petition from any

land-owner for this moonshine protuber

ance.

We could extend this, but it is unneces

sary.

Again :

Ninth avenue, from 45th street to the

Bloomingdale road, was proceeded in on the

petition of eighteen persons, neither of whom

owned a foot of the land to be assessed or

awarded for.

All these streets and avenues had been

surveyed, laid out, and maps made of the

whole ground by the Commissioners ap

pointed by the State in 1807.

If the Corporation found it necessary to

open one of these streets, &c., the Statutes

authorized them to treat with the owners for

the land, and which it was their bounden

duty to have done, instead of commencing

their shameful crusade against private pro

perty,’in laying on the land HUNDREDS

OF THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS OF

FEES.

we give the following as a specimen of

the whole :

C O U N S E L FE E S A N D

COURT CHARGES.

Seventh Avenue, $3,976.77

Sixth do. 3,5S9.77

Tenth do. 2,100.00

Second do. 2,033.55

Manhattan Square, 1,449.13

Union Square, 1,8S9.00

Chapel Street, 3,443.00

Art Street, 1,896.75

SURVEYOR'S FEES, PAINTING

MAPS, &c.

Seventh Avenue, 2,801.00

Sixth do. . 2,480.00

Tenth do. 2,440.00

Second do. 1,700.00

Manhattan Square, 3,070.39

Union Square 596.00

Chapel Street, 749.90

Art Street, 975.00

COMMISSIONERS FEES.

Tenth Avenue, $2,640.00

Seventh do. 4,920.00

Sixth do. 2,928.00

Second do. 2,3S0.00

Manhattan Square, 1,572.00

Union Square, 1,769.00

Chapel Street, 2,429.00

Art Street, 1,476.00

CLERK IIIR.E.

Tenth Avenue, $600.00

Seventh do. 200.00

ROOM HIRE,

Seventh Avenue, $410.00

These Costs and Expenses were never

taxed, nor were any bills of items ever fur

nished the Corporation, and yet these large

amounts were paid out of the Public Trea

sury, by officers whose duty it was to with

hold the money. Such officers deserve the

Severest CeInsure.

A S S E S SIVſ ºf N. Tº

CONFISCATION.

Having given a small sample of the Ex

penses of Street opening gentry, we will

now state a few cases of Assessments.

The Estate of John Duffie was assessed

for opening 38th street, from the 2d to the

3d avenne, $1,289.80; for opening 38th

street again, from river to river, $10; and

for opening 2d avenue, $117.50. These

three assessments, with the interest up to the

present time and expenses, exceed $2000.

This assessment is on a piece of land ninety

eight feet square, and was valued by Thos.

R. Ludlum, City Surveyor, at $450 altogeth

er ; see his testimony, Senate Document

No. 100, page 151. The assessment and

interest already exceed four times the value

of the land.

Estate of John Schuyler. This assess

ment is on a piece of ground on the corner

of 28th street and 7th avenue, 58 feet ten

inches by 98 feet 10 inches. The assess

ment for opening 28th street,is $1,037.05 for

opening 7th avenue, is $209.98. The assess

ments exceed twice the value of the land.

Estate of James Amory. This estate is

assessed, including interest, more than $10,-

000, for the pretended opening of 6th and 7th

avenues and Manhattan square. The es

tate furnished the land for the avenues, and

should not be assessed at all. None of the

improvements are made.

We could go on and enumerate others,

among which is the estate of Mathew Dyck

man, the estate of Wm. Edgar, and the es

tate of Mr. Pierson.

Parents who toil hard to accumulate es

tates for their children, and leave the world

with the satisfaction that they have provided

abundantly for those they leave behind,

to have their children plundered of those

estates, in this way, is an outrage upon all

law and order, and a violation of every prin

ciple of justice.

IPAINTED STREETS.

The Select Committee appointed by the

Senate of this State, to investigate Assess

ment Outrages in the City of New-York,

say, in their Report, Document No. 100, of

1842, page 16, that :

“On that branch of the complaint as to

the imposition of heavy and oppressive as

sessments for improvements never actually

made, the Committee ascertained that a very

large portion of the streets and avenues for

mally opened from 1836 to 1839, were not

actually opened; that nothing has been done

beyond making awards and assessments by

the Commissioners, and the confirmation of

their Reports by the Supreme Court; and

that although the assessments have been col

lected for such improvements in many in

stances, and in others the lands charged are

either sold or advertised to be sold for the

payment of those assessments, yet the lands

forming those streets and avenues remain in

the same condition as they were before the

taking of any proceedings for their opening;

and in some cases such lands remain in the

occupancy of their original owners, not

withstanding they have been paid for the

same. And in numerous other instances,

where the streets and avenues have been ac

tually opened, nothing has been done to

wards their regulation, so as to make the

same useful to the public, or available to the

owners of real estate, who have paid for the

same by assessments on their property.

“Out of a list of eighty-one streets and

avenues, or parts of such highways, the Re

ports for the opening of which had been

confirmed in 1837, IS3S and 1839, fifty

seven have not been in any way regulated or

improved ; and of the remainder, twenty

four in number, in some instances only por

tions thereof have been regulated a few

blocks; and in others, a road has been work

ed through the centre of the street or avenue;

and in others again, it is not deemed neces

sary to work such road, as the natural grade

of the ground is such as to make it passable

without regulation. This attempt to collect
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assessments not only by voluntary payment,

but by enforced sales of the lands charged,

without actually opening the streets and ave

nues for which such assessments have been

imposed, has been a strong cause for the ex

citement in that city on subjects of street

matters. The Committee, therefore, submit

this subject to the consideration of the Le

gislature.

“Several instances were shown to the

Committee, where property had been offered

for sale for the payment of assessments at

two or three successive sales, without being

able to get a bid, the amount of the assess

ments being more than the estimated value

of the property. These large assessments

operate against the interests of the city, for

the owner will not pay the assessment or im

prove the property, and no person will buy

it, and the Corporation cannot realize their

money by a sale of the assessed premises,

and the amount must be taxed upon the city;

and thus the improvement of the upper part

of the city, which is covered with these great

assessments, must be stayed for many years,

and now apparently for an indefinite period

of time, unless the land should in some man

ner be relieved from the charge of those as

sessments. It did appear reasonable to the

Committee that in analogy with a judgment,

the lien of which ceases on real estate after

the termination of ten years, the lien of

those assessments should be at an end after

the lapse of some definite period; what that

should be, the Committee submit to the dis

cretion of the Legislature.”

G O I, ID .

The present winter has, in many places,

been very cold. My thermometer, which

has a full Northern exposure, with the bulb

protected from the wind, has at no time been

lower than six degrees above zero.

Captain Parry, in his Arctic Expeditions,

found no cold more intense than 55 degrees

below zero. At this temperature, mercury

is malleable. There are but few fluids known

to us but what would become solids at a

temperature of 300 degrees below zero.

I remember the celebrated cold Friday, it

was a cold day indeed, and was followed by

an intensely cold night. I was, during that

day and night, in an encampment in a dense

Northern forest. During the night, the trees

kept up a continued cracking and splitting

from the effects of the severity of the frost,

and to such an extent that at times the noise

was like the discharge of a volley of mus

ketry. The ice over a large body of water,

some miles distant, during the night cracked

from one extremity to the other, with a tre

mendous explosion, and with a force that

shook the ground on which our camp was

located.

While the thermometer was at the lowest,

the present winter, viz.: six degrees above

zero, I tested the water of one of the public

pumps; the thermometer denoted 47 de

grees, and the water of my cistern, at the

same time, 36 degrees of temperature. The

atmosphere of my kitchen was, near the

upper ceiling, 48 degrees, and on the floor

at the same time, 42 degrees.

The thermometer was invented by Sanc

torios, in 1590, and was reduced to a scale by

the genius of Farenheit, in 1724. We have

in use four descriptions of thermometers,

viz: Farenheit's, Centigrade's, Reamur's,

and DeLisle's.

The boiling point of Farenheit's, is 212

degrees, Centigrade's 100 degrees, Reamur's

80 degrees and DeLisle's 0.

The freezing point of Farenheit's, is 32

degrees; Centigrade's, 0 degrees; Rea

mur's, 0 degrees; DeLisle, 150 degrees.

Cold is not always destructive to animal

life, however intense it may be. Fish of

some descriptions, when taken from the water

in the severest weather in winter, and thrown

upon the ice, become frozen stiff, but when

put back into cold water, where the frost is

extracted, they again become as active as

before.

Some descriptions of vegetation is wholly

destroyed by frost, while other kinds are not

in the least affected by the most intense

cold.

The most ponderous walls are thrown

down by the frost. The smallest joint that

will admit water, if seized upon by frost,

will yield to the force of the expansion which

the freezing of the water produces. -

The marble steps of the City Hall, of

New-York, are very heavy, and each flight

consists of four pieces. There are, there

fore, three joints. The middle joint is

close, but the joint toward each end, is open

about an inch, showing that the water which

had penetrated the joints, had been expand

ed by the frost. The middle joint is made

close by the same force that enlarged the

others. Here are tons weight of stone mov

ed by the freezing of less than a pint of

Water.

Cold air passes in veins through the at

mosphere. Cold exists throughout the year

a few thousand feet above our heads, and of

great intensity.

The stratification of the atmosphere by

cold, is very clearly illustrated by hail storms

in hot weather. The hail passes in veins.

The nearer we approach the Sun in as

cending into the atmosphere, the more in

tense we find the cold, and for aught we

know, the planet Mercury, which is near the

Sun, may be far colder than Georgium Sidus,

which is far distant from it.

Heat and cold, under certain circumstan

ces, and to a limited extent, we can measure,

but beyond that, all is blank. The Pyroma

ter, an instrument for measuring intense

heat, is a recent invention, and a very im

portant one, and time may unfold others,

equally as important.

Cold does not penetrate the Earth to any

very great extent where it is covered with

snow, and much less than where it is expo

sed to the air.

When the cold approaches a city in which

a pestilential fever rages, the infected atmos

phere is at once disinfected; it is in this a

physician to the sick.

-

====----------

The weary traveller, in the regions of

country bordering on the Equator, when

suffering from the heat of a vertical Sun,

labors hard with a feather fan or some con

trivance like it, to move a little cool air to

revive his wilting frame.

Cold, where we have a surplus of it, like

every thing else, we cease to value. It is a

rich treasure, it is one of Nature's bounties;

the sweet cold locks up in the great terres

trial store-house of Nature, the germs of

vegetable and animal life.

To cold we are indebted for our chrystal

bridges, vast in their extent and unequalled

in their construction.

B O A R D OF

A S S II S ºn A. INT ſº S.

We should like to see the Board of As

sistants made up of such citizens as James

Kent, Jonathan Thompson, Stephen Allen,

Preserved Fish, Wm. B. Crosby, John M.

Bradhurst, George Newbould, Abraham Wan.

Nest, Wm. F. Mott, Jonathan Goodhue,

John Haggerty, Edward H. Pendleton, Saul

Alley, John I. Palmer, Benjamin L. Swan,

W. W. Fox, and Peter Schermerhorn; men

full of years and full of experience, and of

great purity of character. A Board compo

sed of such men, would be a blessing to the

City, and we ask where is the citizen who

would not feel proud to take his stranger

friend to see such a Board sitting in delibe

rate Council. A Board composed of these

individuals, would possess more dignity, and

command as much respect as any other de

liberate assembly on the globe. It would be

a Council of freemen, dignified by Nature,

adorned by human cultivation, aud a better

safe-guard to liberty and property, than the

greatest standing army that was ever assem

bled together. It is to such men that our

country has to look for safety.

The Board of Assistants, composed of

such citizens, would in reality be what it

purports to be, a BOARD OF ASSIST

ANTS.

The meetings of such a Board, in the day

time, would render-useless the thousand

dollar chandeliers, and the crimson drapery

and tinselled trappings of the Session room,

for it would have the adorning of plain,

sensible men, which is ornament enough.

No gold pencils need be displayed to take

the eye of such men; and if a gift, they

would scrutinize the motives of the doner,

and the acts of the donee.

The banqueting room would find no ad

vocates in such a Board.

Such a class of men would raise the

character of what is called the “Little

Board,” to an elevation that would make it

exceed the Roman Senate in name and

fame.

-

THE SUPREME COURT ACTING AS

STREET COMMISSIONERS.

There would be full as much propriety in

making the Justices of the Supreme Court,
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Canal Commissioners, as Street Commis

sioners. -

We were much surprised in noticing in

the postscript of Mr. Justice Bronson's let

ter to Mr. Mott, which we published on the

21st instant, that the Chief Justice dissent

ed. Chief Justice Nelson was a member of

the Convention that made the provision in

the Constitution, that the Justices of the Su

preme Court should hold no other office. If

the Chief Justice goes on the doctrine of ex

pediency; if he will come to New-York

and consult such men as Jonathan Thomp

son, Robert C. Cornell, Walter Bowne, Ste

phen Allen, John M. Bradhurst, and others

of the same standing, he will find that these

assessment proceedings are very different

from what they are represented to be by Ex

Commissioners of Assessment. Persons who

have been the recipients of princely fees in

these odious proceedings, have, it is generally

believed by citizens of New-York, misrepre

sented these street assessments to the Chief

Justice. The Chief Justice is a man of

great purity of character and a most worthy

citizen.

The first Street Commissioners appointed

in this State, were by an Act of the Legisla

ture, passed April 6th, 1792, for extending

RoosEvel.T and FRANKFort streets. These

Commissioners were five in number, and

were appointed by the Legislature. There

was a peculiar feature in this Act, viz: that

the Common Council should first have and

obtain the consent of the owners through

whose land the street should pass. The as

sessment to be made by the Commissioners,

after this preliminary, was to be returned to

the Common Council, under their hands and

seals, and upon this, was to become a lien

upon the land and a debt due the Corpora

tion, for which they were authorized to sue

for in any Court of record in this State.

This act is a very different kind of pro

ceeding from the Act of April 9th, 1813.

This was the first step taken in the appoint

ment of Commissioners. The necessity of

a jury was dispensed with in these two ca

ses, because that the consent of the owners

must be obtained before the land could be

used, therefore there was no necessity for a

jury. The consent of the owners was sub

stituted,

The restraining clause of the Constitution

of t?77, was well understood in those times.

No attempt was made to turn the Supreme

Court out of doors and make the Justices

highway-masters.

The Act to which we refer, is to be found

in No. 1, of the Municipal Gazette, page 5.

In the case of Elizabeth Pearson, in the

Court of Chancery, in which his Honor the

Chancellor gave the opinion which is to be

found on page 195, there are some facts

which ought to accompany that opinion.

About the year 1830 or 1831, the husband

of Mrs. Pearson departed this life, leaving a

wife and three children. He owned the

premises situate on the north-east corner of

Pearl and Centre streets, which rented for

upwards of one thousand dollars per year.

On this property was a mortgage in favor of

some wards of the Court of Chancery, the

interest of which was paid out of the rent of

the premises, and also a mortgage to Mr.

Stevenson. The Corporation assessed this

property a large sum for extending Centre

street, and for filling in and paving Centre

street, and for sewers, &c. The assessments

for the filling in were never signed by the

Assessors as required by law, and the whole

proceedings were notoriously shameful.—

This property thus assessed was sold for the

term of 27 years, by which means Mrs.

Pearson and her children are rendered desti

tute and helpless. It was their whole, their

only dependence, when Mr. Pearson left the

world he supposed it was an abundant pro

vision for the support of his family and the

education of his children. It was so if the

Corporation had not disinherited this little

helpless family. But this is not all the Cor

poration have done to distress this oppressed

family, as will be seen in the sequel.

Mrs. Pearson applied to the Assistant Vice

Chancellor, Hon. Murray Hoffman, for an

injunction to restrain the Corporation from

executing a lease for the assessment, which

he granted, requiring Mrs. Pearson to give

security for the costs. A hard working me

chanic of very limited means was her secu

rity. The Corporation demurred to the

jurisdiction of the Court, which the Chancel

lor sustained, and dismissed the bill with

COStS.

The Corporation prosecuted the surety of

Mrs. Pearson for the costs, and levied an

execution upon the property of this hard

working mechanic, and he was obliged to raise

out of his hard earnings about seventy dol

lars.

The widow and the fatherless are helpless.

We forbear to comment.

The Chancellor in this opinion uses an

expression which certainly must have been

almost a slip of the pen in the hurry of busi

ness. In speaking of the decision of the

Court for the correction of errors in the case

of Messerole’s children, he says “the Court

repudiated the idea that the Court of Chan

cery has any power or right to interfere in

such cases.”

The decision to which the learned Chan

cellor refers was by a tolerably close vote.—

If we mistake not, it was 13 to 9, and had

the case been argued by the Counsel who

filed the bill, it would have been the other

way we are almost sure. General Bogardus

filed this bill and carried it in the Court of

Vice Chancellor McCoun, and in the Chan

cellors Court, but when it reached the Court

of Errors he was near the confines of the

grave, and unable to argue it. It was, how

ever, argued by an able lawyer who knew

nothing of the case until the evening before

the argument.

We published the whole history of this

case from papers which we obtained from

Gen. Bogardus the Solicitor for the children

of Mr. Messerole. The printed sheets were

destroyed by fire. We will endeavor to

obtain from the Executors of Gen. Bogardus

the papers again, and will re-publish them.

The Chancellors opinion, in that case, is well

worth reading and does credit to his head as

well as his heart.

Now the reason which the Chancellor as

signed for taking jurisdiction and then chang

ing his mind is certainly one which ought to

have influenced him in giving costs. If he

had erred, and Mrs. Pearson had been misled

by this error, he should not have made her

pay costs, unless the law was peremptory

to compel him to do so, and if such is the

law, that learned jurist ought not to have

allowed a session of the legislature to pass

without calling their attention to a remedy.

There is another matter in the opinion of

the Chancellor in another case on the same

page, which is that of restraining the Corpora

tion being an “UNNEcessary INconveni

ENCE tothe Corporation.”

“Let justice be done” without looking to

consequences.

The Chief Justice who gave a written

opinion in this case in the Court for the cor

rection of errors uses this strong language

in reference to the jurisdiction of the Chan

cellor in these Street cases:

“I know the learned Chancellor has neither

the desire or inclination to entertain it unless

in obedience to a sense of duty, and the

ancient jurisdiction of the Court following

where the footprints of his learned and dis

tinguised predecessors lead; and must believe

that he has been subdued and carried beyond

the outer boundary of his court, by the hard

ship and injustice of this particular case.”

“These hard cases make bad precedents

in the Courts both of law and equity, and

are usually found at the bottom of them.”

ROBERT H. MORRIS.

Mayor Morris deserves the thanks of this

community for the interest he has taken in

the Tax question, and for numerous and

well timed vetos.

Our citizens who pay large taxes speak in

the highest terms of Mayor Morris. He is

a public officer of great firmness of purpose,

intelligent and honest. If he is a candidate

for re-election he will no doubt be re-elected.

Alderman Breevoort, Alderman Brady, and

Alderman Tillou, deserves the thanks of

the tax payers for their attention to their in

terests.

NEW PARTIES.

Whichever party puts up the best men

will succeed at the charter election.

BAR ROOM OF CITY HALL.

This appendage to the banqueting room

of the Hall has been refitted with new carpets,

&c. &c.

We have not heard whether they have pro

cured gold waiters for their wine goblets.-

Such a use of the public funds would be

more appropriate than one half their appro

priations.
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DESTRUCTIVE ASSESSMENTS,

1B.EIDIFORD IROAD

AND

MR. MESSEROLE'S CHILDREN.

We give below the Speech of the vener

able General Johnson, Mayor of Brooklyn,

to the Common Council of that city.

The newspaper containing this Speech,

was first shown us by the Hon. W. T. Mc

Coun, Vice Chancellor, after the case of

Messerole's children had been argued before

him, and he remarked that he intended send

ing the paper to the Chancellor.

This Speech deserves to be treasured up,

and we have printed an extra number of

copies for extensive circulation throughout

the United States, and also in England.

We deem it due to this important question

to place the farewell address of the vener

able Mayor of Brooklyn, who is a most ex

cellent citizen, a man beloved and respected

by all who know him, in connection with the

Opinion of the worthy Chancellor of this

State, in the matter of the ruinous assess

ment upon the estate of the infant children

of Mr. Messerole, who were assessed so

heavily for the Bedford Road, as to annihi

late their title; and next to these, the Opinion

of the Supreme Court, in which they state

that the Constitution of the State has provi

ded against the exercise of such summary

street powers by that tribunal, which is the

power which confirmed the Bedford Road

Assessment alluded to by the Mayor and

passed upon by the Chancellor.

We wish to call the attention of the reader

to the first paragraph of the Opinion of the

learned Chancellor, in which he says: “that

an assessment has been made upon the lands

of the complainants, which must produce a

total sacrifice of the property assessed, un

less they can obtain relief in this Court, or

by Legislative INTERFERENCE,”—in con

nection with the quere put by his Honor the

Mayor of Brooklyn, in his Speech, when he

asks: “will the land assessed along Hamil.

ton avenue and Bedford road, pay half the

assessments If not, are not the owners

plundered, and the City also

Here is evidence indisputable and unques

tionable as to an absolute confiscation of this

estate, and we ask by whom ? We answer,

by a power unknown to the Constitution of

the Commonwealth.

It was well said by the learned Chancellor

that: “unless they can obtain relief in this

Court, or by Legislative interference,” that

the assessment must produce a total sacri

fice, &c.

The Chancellor clearly saw that the Jus

tices of the Supreme Court did not act in a

judicial capacity, but merely as Road Com

missioners, and therefore that they could not

revive their own acts.

Among the powers possessed by the most

absolute governments in Europe, there are

none that can be compared in despotic cha

racter with the summary street powers which

have been exercised over private property, in

the State of New-York, for years past ; an

yet we boast of a CONSTITUTION, the

purchase of BLOOD and TREASURE

From the Long Island Star of May 7, 1838.

BROOKLYN COMMON COUNCIL.

Monday, April 30, 1838.

The MAyor addressed the Board as fol

lows, and retired, and the President, Alder

man S. SMITH, took the Chair.

Gentlemen of the Common Council:

Be pleased to permit me to present a few

remarks to this Board, before I leave the

Chair.

When we entered upon our duties, the

storm of adversity was passing over our

country, sweeping away the golden visions

of speculative prosperity, and leaving the

blasted harvest of adversity on many fair

plotted fields. Many tall trees, with gilded

leaves and paper roots, were laid low. Our

fair city has suffered by the storm, her sails

were spread to every wanton lover, whom

the lust of speculation brought among us.

Our former cultivated farms are dotted with

buildings, subject in many cases to rever

sions. This is a faint outline of the pros

pects caused by the re-action, which, in like

cases, will always follow excessive specula

tion. Many great men, and many wise men,

who had enough but wanted more, have been

ensnared, and have fallen upon the alter of

adversity.

When this city was incorporated, our de

ferred Market Debt was $20,000; two hun

dred thousand dollars were raised by loan

for the erection of a City Hall; the Com

mon Council knew, and our citizens know,

that this sum was sufficient to build a Hall,

equal in every respect to the Hall in the city

of Albany, and to purchase a site for the

building. The loan was made with this ob

ject in view. Why was it not done : Why

were not the interested schemes of specula

tors, rejected by an unanimous vote, instead

of one solitary NO !

The past cannot be re-called. The deed

is done; but that incubus of folly will be felt

after its votaries are no more.

No member of the Common Council, of

any city of this State, can lawfully make a

beneficial contract with the Board whereof

he is a member; nor can any member of

such Board enter into a contract whereby he

is directly or indirectly benefitted.

In Brooklyn, the Common Council direct

and the Mayor executes.

Again, Gentlemen : what authority had

our Board of Aldermen, who are Trustees

of the People, to lend their aid to interested

men, to oppress and ruin the widow and the

orphan, by opening, paving, or grading un

necessary streets : Improvements are bet

terments, not divestments. Were not Ham

ilton avenue, Myrtle avenue, and Bedford

road, opened to gratify speculators very near

the Board 7 Were not the assessments for

opening, laid heavily on distant sections, to

pay favorites near the Board 3 Will the land

assessed along Hamilton avenue and Bed

ford road, pay half of the assessments : If

not, are not the owners plundered, and the

city also :

Motives produce acts which are often done

before the design is seen.

The foregoing remarks are not made for

individual purposes, but for the purpose of

warning those who succeed us, to guard our

city from the like errors.

I have now given a faint outline of our

city as she was when the Board entered up

on its duties, oppressed upon every side, but

not disheartened. Our ship was shattered

in her rigging, but her hull is sound. Our

beautiful and healty city remains. We need

no distant waters, we have the best in abun

dance below. We will be burthened a few

years with taxes, still we can pay more and

prosper.

We have united to stay unnecessary ex

penditures, and correct evils. We have pre

served civil order, and promoted education.

Our efficient Police has protected us from

midnight fiends, and Providence from the

fiery elements. Our Fire Department is

improving.

On taking leave of this Board, be pleased,

Gentlemen, to accept of my individual re

spects for your kindness and assistance dur

ing the past year; to the Clerk, Attorney,

and Street Commissioner, together with all

our faithful officers, my respects are also

presented. Though we may seperate here !

I hope we will meet hereafter, in that happy

haven of rest, where no political distinctions

will be known.

Alderman Underhill then offered the fol

lowing Preamble and Resolution, which was

read and adopted :

Whereas, the term of service in which his

Honor JEREMIAH Johnson, has been: elected

to fill the arduous situation of Mayor of this

city, is nearly terminated, and whereas, the

connection necessarily arising between the

individual filling that office and the members

of this Board, give the latter ample opportu

nity of judging of the capability and zeal

with which the duties of the Mayoralty has

been performed ; and whereas, this Board

are deeply impressed with the conviction,

that his Honor JEREMIAh Johnson, has on

all occasions, exhibited an energy and in

dustry in his station, no less honorable to

himself than beneficial to the public; that

the interest of this city, of which he has so

long been a resident, have again, as they of

ten have before, been highly promoted by

his public spirit and anxious desire to pro

mote the public weal, therefore

Resolved, That this Board do hereby ten

derto his Honor the MAYor, their warmest

thanks for the indefatigable zeal and untir

ing industry with which he has filled the

duties of his office, and hereby express to

him the conviction they strongly feel, that he

has added another wreath to the crown he

has so long deserved to wear, that of a

PUBLIC BENEFACTOR.
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THE CHANCELLOR.

“It is pretty evident in this case, that an as

sessment has been made on the lands of the

complainants, which must probably produce

a total sacrific of the property assessed, un

less they can obtain relief, either in this

Court or by Legislative interference. Judg

ing from the facts before me, I cannot see

how it was possible for the Commissioners

of Estimate and Assessment, to have come

to the conclusion that the lands assessed

could be benefitted to the amount of about

$14,000, by the contemplated improvement;

even upon the principles on which they pro

ceeded relative to the Bedford road as a pub

lic highway, already laid out and establish

ed. As I understand the case, the assess

ment limits only included of the complain

ant's lands 107 feet on each side of the Bed

ford road, as originally laid out by the turn

pike Commissioners, and extending in length

on that road about 968 feet. This would

give to the complainants 76 lots of 25 feet

front, and 107 feet deep, upon a street of 66

feet in width. And if the contemplated im

provement was made, they would have the

same number of lots of 100 feet in depth,

upon an 80 feet street. These lots, at the

valuation fixed upon them by the second an

swer of the defendants, at the time of the as

sessment when lands were the highest, were

worth $250; making the sum of $19,000

for the lands assessed. And yet it is suppo

sed these lots will be benefitted by the widen

ing and extending of this street, $139.31 ;

or about three fourth of their then estimated

value, and nearly their full value one year

thereafter, when the second answer was put

in. It is possible, that some further benefits

might accrue to these lots, by the extension

of Bedford road beyond where it was alrea

dy opened four rods wide, in addition to the

benefit of having it fourteen feet broader in

front of the lots assessed. But there is

much reason to believe that the guardian ad

litem who was appointed to take care of the

rights of these infants, and who was himself

one of the applicants for the proposed im

provement, has, under the influence of men

tal hallucination, or otherwise, suffered their

property to be assessed to about its full va

lue, and probably much more than it is now

worth; as a supposed benefit which that pro

perty was to receive from the contemplated

improvement. If the whole proceedings,

however, have been regular, and the Com

missioners of Estimate and Assessment have

merely erred in judgment, I think this Court

has no jurisdiction to correct their error, or

to give relief to the complainants. For

there is no allegation of fraud or collusion on

their part, nor on the part of the guardian

ad litem, who was appointed in the mode

prescribed by law to protect the rights of the

complainants on that assessment, and to ap

peal from the decision of the Commissioners,

if he believed they had done injustice to these

infants.

The first objection to the regularity of the

assessment is, that the Commissioners of Es

timate and Assessment, have assumed that

the turnpike road was not only regularly laid

out, but that it was already the property of

the public, so that the complainants were en

titled to no compensation therefor. In this

I think the Commissioners were clearly un

der a mistake. For the purpose of this de

cision, I shall take it for granted that the

turnpike was properly laid out, and that the

damages of the complainants for that part

of their farm which was taken for the use of

the Corporation were legally and constitu

tionally assessed, pursuant to the provisions

of the general turnpike act of 1807. Still

that act did not vest the title of the land in

the turnpike company, even for the purposes

of the road during the existence of the char

ter, until the actual payment of the damages

which had been so assessed. The language

of the Statute is, that the turnpike corpora

tion, upon paying to the owners of the land

the sum assessed and awarded by the ap

praisers in their inquisition, shall and may

have and hold the lands to them and their

successors and assigns, &c. (1 R. L. of

1813, §3, p. 231.) It is true, the statute

does, by an implication, authorize the turn

pike company to enter upon the land for the

purpose of making their road thereon, if

there is no person living on the land who is

authorized to receive the damages, unless

such damages shall be lawfully demanded.

The title to the land, however, is still in the

original owner; and the moment he demands

the payment of the damages from the proper

officers of the company, and the same are

not paid, he may bring an action to recover

the possession of the land. It is perfectly

clear, therefore, that the complainants before

they could be divested of their title to so

much of their farm as was included in the

old Bedford road, were entitled to the pay

inent of at least the amount which was

awarded to them by the appraisers, in 1828.

And the opinion of Chief Justice Nelson,

appears to be that they were entitled also to

the benefit of the contingent right to the re

vision in the land, in case of the dissolution

of the Corporation, or of the abandonment

of the road. (See Hooker v. The Utica

and Minden Turnpike Company, 12 Wen

dell's Rep. 371.) Whether the turnpike

company was in existence at the time the

Commissioners of Estimate and Assessment

made their Report in the present case, does

not distinctly appear from the pleadings; but

the legal presumption is that it was, as I have

not found any statute dissolving that Corpo

ration, or authorizing it to abandon the road.

It is clear, however, that if that Corporation

should be legally dissolved without having

paid the amount awarded to the complain

ants for damages, the legal title to that part

of the Bedford road which is in question

here, would belong absolutely to the com

plainants; and that such title could not be

divested, for the purposes of this public

street, without paying them the full value of

the land, either in money or in the benefits

which would thereby accrue to them by the

increased value of their adjoining lands. It

does not distinctly appear in this case wheth

er the petition to the Common Council for

the improvement, and the resolution of the

City Corporation adopting the same, actual

ly contemplated the taking of the lands in

cluded within the limits of the turnpike, as

well as the two narrow strips on each side of

the same, for the use of the Corporation as

a public street. If the former was the case,

then the confirmation of the report was ir

regular, and may still be opened ; as the

Commissioners have not in form appraised

the damages to which the complaimants, as

the owners of the original site of the Bed

ford road through their farm, are entitled.

And as I understand the recent decision of

the Supreme Court In the matter of Antho

ny street, (20 Wend. Rep. 618,) there cannot

be an absolute confirmation of the Report

of Commissioners of Estimate and Assess

ment, so as to give any vested rights under

the same, until the damages for all of the

lands taken for the proposed improvement

have been ascertained and settled, and are

properly assessed upon the owners of those

lands which will be benefitted by the im

provement. If this is the correct construc

tion of the Statute, and the resolution of the

Mayor and Common Council actually con

templates the taking of the whole of the old

Bedford road for the purposes of this im

provement, they ought not to be permitted to

proceed and enforce this assessment against

the complainants personally, by virtue of the

distress warrant, or by a sale of their lands

which have been assessed, until the proper

steps have been taken to divest their title to

the whole of the lands which are to be taken

for the improvement, by an assessment of

the damages and an offset of the same

against the supposed benefit of their adja

cent lands.

I think, however, there is a more conclu

sive objection to the proceedings of the de

fendants, in this case ; and that is, that the

Mayor and Common Council had no legal

authority to lay out and open this new street

through the lands of the complainants, in

one of the new wards of the city, subse

quent to August, 1835; until the same had

been authorized by the Commissioners ap

pointed under the Act of the 23d of April,

in that year, authorizing the appointment of

Commissioners to lay out streets, avenues,

and squares, in the City of Brooklyn. That

Act, which took effect on the first of Sep

tember after its passage, gives to the Com

missioners, to be appointed by the Governor

on the application of the Mayor and Com

mon Council, the exclusive power to lay out

streets, avenues and public squares, within

that part of the city comprising the sixth,

seventh, eighth and ninth wards, and to di

rect the closing of any streets, roads, high

ways, lanes, avenues or alleys which had not

been theretofore approved of by the Mayor

and Common Council. (Laws of 1835, p.

136, § 4.) The previous act of the same

day amending the charter of the city of

Brooklyn, which went into effect immedia

tely, must be so construed as not to conflict

with the provisions of the Act appointing

these Commissioners to make a permanent
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plan of this part of the city. It must there

fore be construed to apply to that part of the

city lying within the first five wards, and

which was originally comprised within the

bounds of the village Corporation ; or at

least, to such streets as they should think

proper to lay out according to a settled plan,

in the four other wards, previons to the time

when the act for the appointment of Com

missioners should take effect. Certainly it

could not have been the intention of the Le.

gislature that two classes of officers should

have the power to lay out streets and avenues

in that part of the city during the same pe

riod, and that each should proceed according

to a settled plan of their own. Neither

could the Mayor and Common Council con

tinue their jurisdiction over the subject, (if

their power extended to these four wards

previous to the first of September,) by their

neglect to apply to the Governor for the ap

pointment of Commissioners, until after this

street was laid out ; if such was in fact the

case. The duty for which the Commission

ers were to be appointed, was in its nature

exclusive, independent of the express pro

visions of the act upon that subject. And

until they had been appointed and had au

thorized the opening of the street now un

der consideration, I am satisfied the Mayor

and Common Council had no authority, af.

ter the first of September, 1835, to proceed

by resolution to open the same, and to have

Commissioners of Estimate and Assessment

appointed pursuant to the directions of the

Act of 1833.

The Vice Chancellor was therefore autho

rized to interfere by injunction to restrain the

defendants, under color of authority, from

proceeding in an illegal act, which must me

cessarily cast a cloud upon the complain

ant's title ; and to set aside these nuantho

rized proceedings which had already taken

place. (Oakley v. The Trustees of Wil.

liamsburg, 6 Paige's Rep. 262. Pettit v.

Shepherd, 5 Idem, 591.) For these reasons,

the order appealed from must be affirmed

with costs.” -

-

IMPORTANT

ASSESSMENT DECHSI()Y,

SU P R E M E CO U it T.,

FEBRUARY S, 1844.

OPINION OF THE COURT.

Matter of Opening 39th street, in the City

of New-York; also, 37th street ; also, a

New Street between the 4th and 5th ave

nues ; also, the 11th avenue, between 32d

and 47th street, and also 128th street.

BRONsoN, J.-The Statute in relation to

the opening and laying out of streets, ave

nues, squares and public places, in the City

of New-York, has been in operation thirty

years; (2 Revised Laws, 342 408, § 177

192;) and the question is now distinctly

made, for the first time, whether we have the

constitutional right to exercise the powers

which the Legislature has attempted to con

fer upon us. But it is never too late to

appeal to the fundamental law ; and the

question is none the less entitled to a careful

examination because it touches our own au

thority. If, by common consent, and with

out having our attention called to the sub

ject, we have heretofore taken cognizance of

matters which did not rightfully belong to

us, that cannot be a good reason for going on

in the same way after our authority has been

plainly drawn in question.

The constitution declares, (Art. W. §7,)

that “the Justices of the Supreme Court

shall hold no other office or public trust,”

and the question is, in what character do we

act in these street cases. Although the pow

er to appoint Commissioners of Estimate

and Assessment, and to review their proceed

ings, is, by the words of the Statute, confer

ed upon the “Supreme Court,” it has been

fully settled that we do not act as a Court,

but as Commissioners, to discharge this spe

cial trust or office. The question was con

sidered in the Matter of Beekman street, (20

John, 269,) which was decided within a few

years after the law was passed. It was there

held, that our powers were derived wholly

from the Statute, and were not incident to

our judicial duties; that we do not act as a

Court, but as Commissioners; and that the

general powers and jurisdiction of the Court

could not be brought into exercise. The

case was likened to that of a Jndge sitting

as a Commissioner under the insolvent laws.

The same doctrine had been laid down be

fore this Statute was passed, under an act of

the Legislature conferring similar powers

upon the Albany Mayor's Court. Stafford

v. Mayor of Albany, 7 John, 54.1.) It was

there held, that the proceedings were not of a

judicial nature ; that there was no analogy

between them and the judicial proceedings

of a Court of Record in the progress of a

cause ; that the Court acted as Commission.

ers, and when an assessment had been con

firmed, the Court was functus officio, and

had no power to set aside the proceedings.

In the Matter of the Mayor of New-York,

(6 Cow. 571,) it was again affirmed that we

do not act as a Court in these cases, but as

Commissioners appointed by the Legisla

ture; and this doctrine has uniformly pre

vailed down to the present day. (Hatter of

Canal street, I I Wend, 15.4; Hatter of

Mount Morris Square, 2 Hill 14.) There

have been other cases to the same effect,

which, as they contained nothing new, have

not been reported. The principle has been

fully carried out, by refusing to set aside the

proceedings in Street cases under any cir.

cumstances, on the ground that while sitting

as Commissioners we had no power to re-call

that which had once been done. When the

parties have desired a review in a street case

the Supreme Court has issued a certiorari to

the Justices of that Court as Commission

ers; and after having thus got the matter

before us as a Court, and affirmed what we

had previously done in another character, a

writ of error has been brought in the Court

of Errors. In these and all other forms in

which the question has arisen, it has been

uniformly held, that in executing the street

law of 1813, we are but Commissioners dis

charging a special trust. The principle has

been settled more than thirty years, and it is

now quite too late to call it in question.

The same doctrine has been laid down by

the Federal Judiciary. By an Act of Con

gress passed March 23, 1792, (2 Bis. 259,)

the Circuit Courts of the U. S., were direct

ed to inquire into and decide upon the claims

of certain persons to be placed on the pen

sion list. The note to Hayburn's case, (2

Dall. 409,) shows that several of those

Courts declined to execute the law, on the

ground that the duties which had been as

signed to them were not of a judicial nature.

There was no disqualifications to hold other

offices, as there is under our Coustitution.

The Circuit Court for the District of New

York, composed of Chief Justice Jay and

Judges Cushing and Duane, said the Act

could only be considered as appointing Com

missioners for the purposes mentioned in it,

by official instead of personal description ;

that the Judges regarded themselves as be

ing the Commissioners designated by the

Act, and therefore as being at liberty to ac

cept or decline that office. As the object

was a benevolent one, and the Judges wish

ed to manifest their respect for the Legisla

ture, they accepted the trust. The Justices

of this Court seem to have acted upon the

same principle when they accepted the office

of Street Commissioners, under the New

York law. Chief Justice Spencer, in deliv

ering the opinion of the Court in the Matter

of Beekman street, (20 John, 269,) said, “it

might be a question how far the Legislature

can impose such duties on the Judges.” But

he entirely overlooked the constitutional in

hibition against holding any other office,

which was substantially the same then as it is

now. (Const. of 1777, Art. 25.) Since an

appeal has been made to the fundamental

law, it is no longer the mere question wheth

er we will consent to accept the office, and,

execute the Statute. The farther inquiry is

now presented, whether we have any power

to act in the matter. Upon that question I'

cannot entertain a doubt. The Constitution

having declared that the Justices of this

Court shall not hold any other office or pub

lic trust, we cannot accept this appointment,

however willing we may be to carry out the

wishes of the Legislature. If we can exe

cute the office of Street Commissioners for

the City of New-York, the like powers may

be conferred upon us in relation to any other

town or county; or the duties of the office

of Comptroller, Treasurer, or Sheriff, may

be assigned to us ; and thus the constitu

tional disqualification would be rendered a

dead letter. For one, I can never give such

a construction to the fundamental law as

will amount to a practical nullification of its

provisions. Indeed there is little room for

construction in the case. If, in executing
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this Statute, we act as Commissioners ap

pointed by the Legislature, and that point

has already been settled, it is then almost too

plain for discussion, that we are exercising

another office or public trust than that of

Justices of the Supreme Court.

If our decision can have the effect of

opening the floodgates of controversy in re

lation to what has already been done under

this Statute, I should feel great regret in not

being able to arrive at a different conclusion.

But I see little reason for doubt that what

has already been done will stand, although

we have been exercising an office which did

not belong to us. It is a well settled and

most salutary principle of the common law,

that the acts of an officer de facto, so far

as they concern the public or third persons,

are valid, although he may not be an officer

de jure. We held that principle plainly ap

plicable to a case of this kind in The Peo

ple v. White, (24 Wend. 520, 525;) and

although the Chancellor expressed a differ

ent opinion when that case was before the

Court of Errors, (p. 539,) I still think we

were right. It is enough, however, for us to

say, that the point has been settled. No

rights already vested under this Statute, will

be disturbed by the present decision. And

as to the future, it may be presumed that

the Legislature will provide some other mode

of opening streets, when their attention shall

be called to the subject. This law was un

doubtedly passed, as it has been thus far ex

ecuted, without adverting to the constitution

al difficulty which lay in the way of our ac

cepting the trust.

It follows from what has been said, that

we can make no order, either one way or the

other, on the motions for the confirmation

of these reports.

Nelson, C. J., dissented.

(Copy.)

N. HILL, Jr.,

State Reporter.

-

Opinion of the Court.

This Opinion came to hand on Monday,

and we lose no time in placing it before the

People.

The views we expressed in the preceeding

pages, were written and printed before the

Opinion of the Court came to hand.

We adhere to these views notwithstanding

the dicta of the Court as to the validity of

what has been done in violation of the Con

stitution.

It matters not which horn of the dilemma

is taken by the Court in these cases, the re

sult is the same.

If the Justices acted as a Court, then

their refusal to review these proceedings is

without the shadow of an apology.

The Assessment abuses were notorious

and without excuse, and there was no justi

fiable ground which could be urged to sus

tain the Court in refusing redress.

In 1840 an application was made by Mr.

Fellows, in reference to the Report of the

Commissioners, in the John street assess

ment. The motion was argued before Chief

Justice Nelson, at the March Special Term,

and he refused to interfere, on the ground of

lapse of time, notwithstanding the applica

tion was made within six months of the con

firmation of a report, which was presented

and confirmed without notice. The Chief

Justice also assumed to exercise what he ter

med the discretion of the Court, in the case.

The discretion of the Court is not the will of

the Judge. We have noticed this point on

page 196 of this number.

The most powerful monarch in Europe

never claimed as much authority over the

private property of a subject, as has been

exercised by the Supreme Court for years

over the private property of the citizens of

this City in street assessments.

We discussed some branches of this ques

tion, in the Municipal Gazettee of Decem

ber, 1842.

The Court in this opinion, are so explicit

with regard to the prohibitory clause of the

Constitution, “that he who runs may read.”

We are glad to see the doctrine of strict

construction under way, and when once

broached in political matters there is no dif

ficulty in applying the principle to the pirati

cal assessments in the City of New-York.

Re-Argument.

Mr. Emmett has served Mr. Mott with a

notice of re-argument of his five street mo

tions. His notice is entitled before the Su

preme Court. What nonsense under the

views here expressed by the Court. We

will publish his affidavit on which he founds

his notice of motion.

-

Another Assessment Cruelty.

The Assessment for setting curb and gut

ter in the 8th Avenue, amounts to $43,922

25. The assessors appointed by the Com

mon Council to make the assessment, are

the Street Commissioner, his Assistant and

Clerk. The contract was made by the Street

Commissioner, and the prices unreasonable.

When the Senate Committee were in ses

sion at Clinton Hall, this proceeding was

brought before them, as one of the Assess

ment outragss. Mr. Perrine, a former Clerk

in the Street Commissioner's office, was ex

amined as a witness, he stated that: “there

are no names of Assessors in any part of it,

nor is it signed by any Assessors.” The

assessment was passed by the Board of Al

dermen, Dec. 17th, 1838; by the Board of

Assistants, Dec. 24th, 1838, and approved

by the Mayor, Dec. 2Sth, 1838, although not

signed by the Assessors. This is the way

the public business is done. The Assessors

are the same as those of Chapel street, and

yet the two assessments are made upon en

tirely different principles ; both cannot be

right.

By a decision of the Supreme Court, all

the Assessors must be present to make the

assessment, but a majority may decide.

This is the assessment, for which the Street

Commissioner sold the house and two lots

belonging to Mary Stewart and her children,

all their property. One of the children is sick

ly. The husband of Mary Stewart was a

shoe-black, and he earned his money by

hard labor, with which he purchased this

property, and when he died he left it to his

family.

The purchaser at the assessment sale of

this property, on getting his lease, took pos

session, and put the furniture of the occu

pants out of doors, but he was prosecuted for

forcible entry and detainer, and at once sur

rendered the premises, and has since brought

an ejectment suit on his lease. A case has

been made, and will be argued next month

before a full Bench. Some charitable individ

ual has volunteered a Counsel fee to defend

the little home of the colored woman and

her helpless children.

The owner of the premises had no notice

of the assessment, or the sale.

The regulating the third avenue was paid

out of the City Treasury, and so ought that

of the eighth avenue.

Alderman NASH,

OF THE SEVENTH WARD.

On Monday evening, Alderman Nash

tendered his resignation as Chairman of the

Committee of Public Offices, Repairs, &c.,

assigning very satisfactory and substantial

reasons therefor.

We have watched the movements of this

member of the Common Council, with a

great deal of interest; he is a plain spoken

man, and when he discovers a wrong, he sets

his face at once against it. He deserves the

thanks of the public. We were pleased to

see that he was sustained by Alderman

Scol,Es.

Alderman BREEVOORT,

OF THE TWELFTH WARD.

This gentleman, who is a man independ--

ent in mind as well as in property, took a

bold stand in the Board of Aldermen, some

time since, against the Street Commissioner.

The Alderman deserves credit for acting in

dependent of that officer, and having a mind

and opinion of his own.

Note.—Several of the pages of this vol

ume have been destroyed by fire. The pre

sent and last preceeding seven pages, are

substitutes for those destroyed. Some of

the other pages of the volume are being

re-published in the same way.

The copies of the petition to the Legisla.

ture of 1843, which were on pages 241 to

244, and the 1e-print also, were destroyed by

the torch of the incendiary, in 1843. We

have re-printed these on page 254.
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supreme court Decisions IN 1841.

At the January term of the Supreme Court

the matter of the assessment for constructing

a sewer in Twentieth street, on the Hudson

river side of the island, was argued upon the

return made to the certiorari issued in this

cause, by Lewis H. Sandford, Esq., for the Re

lators, and Peter A. Cowdrey, Esq., for the

Mayor and Common Council. The Court

held the case under advisement until the Oc

tober term, near the close of the year, when they

quashed the certiorari.

At this term of the court Chief Justice Nel

son delivered an opinion on denying the mo

tion, made at the December term of 1840, for

a certiorari in the matter of re-paving and re

grading Chapel and adjoining streets. This

opinion, and the material facts set forth in the

affidavits and papers on which the motion was

founded, will be found in its order in this

number.

At the April special term, Mr. Justice Cowen

presiding, motions were made for writs of cer

tiorari in the matter of the proceedings in the

assessment for opening Mount Morris square

and Second avenue from Twenty-eighth to

Eighty-sixth street. L. H. Sandford, Esq.,

for the Relators, submitted very full points to

the Court, which were replied to by Peter A.

Cowdrey, for the Mayor, &c. The Court held

these two motions under advisement until No

vember, 1841, when he gave a very full opinion,

denying the material part of the motions.

At the May term of the Court, held by the

full Bench, the cause in which the People ex

rel. E. Meriam and others, were relators, and

also that in which James Agnew and others

were relators, involving the proceedings in the

assessments for repaving and regrading Chapel

and adjoining streets, and of building a sewer

in Chapel and Thomas streets, came on for

argument on the respective returns made to

the certioraris issued in these causes. Lewis

H. Sandford and Wm. M. Holland, Esqs., for

the Relators, and Peter A. Cowdrey, Esq., for

the Mayor and Common Council. These

causes were fully argued. Mr. Justice Bron

son took the papers, and at the October term

of 1841 delivered a brief opinion of one of the

causes. The Court quashed the certioraris.

The motions in the matter of Art street,

Seventh avenue, Ninth avenue, and Twenty

eighth street assessments for certioraris, are

understood to have been disposed of by the

Court in the same way as those of Mount

Morris and Second avenue. -

We shall review the opinions delivered by

the Supreme Court in our own plain way, and

we shall feel gratified if we succeed in con

vincing these high judicial officers that they

have greatly erred in quashing the certioraris

in the particular cases, and denying the writ

of certioraris in others. -

IN Ch.ANCERY.

Before the Chancellor.

Timothy Wiggin, Banker, of London, in

the kingdom of Great Britain, vs. the Mayor,

&c., of New York.

THE CHANcellor.— The language of the

bill in this case, leaves it doubtful whether the

complainant at this time, is the owner of, or

has any interest in any of the lots mentioned

in the bill as having been assessed for this im

provement; and so far as his personal liability

is concerned, this court does not interfere to

prevent a mere trespass upon personal rights,

on personal estate, where the complainant has

a perfect remedy at law. The bill instead of

alleging in the usual manner, that the com

plainant was at a particular date and still is

the owner of the lots upon which the assess

ment for benefit was imposed, merely states as

to the first twelve lots, that he was the owner

and possessor thereof, on or before the first of

September, 1836, and as to the other lots, he

states that he was the owner and possessor of

them subsequent to the 1st of May, 1839.

Neither does the verification of the bill by the

complainant's agent show that the agent has

any information on the subject ; or that he

even believes the complainant is now the own

er of those lots. As this defect in the bill can

probably be cured by an amendment, I shall

proceed to examine the objections made to the

legality and equity of the assessment, and the

question whether the bill in other respects pre

sents a proper case for the interference of this

court by a preliminary injunction.

The objection that the delay of the corpora

tion in bringing the proceedings to a close un

til the spring of 1840, produced injustice, by

giving to the tenants of property which was to

be taken for the improvement, and who had

short leases thereof, compensation for a loss

which they do not sustain, does not appear to

be one which in any manner concerns the

complainant. That appears to be a question

entirely between the landlord and tenant of the

property taken for the improvement. If the

tenant has a beneficial lease, that is, if he has

rented the property for a term of years at less

than the use of the property was actually

worth, he sustains damages in being deprived

of the occupancy at this low rent during the

remainder of his term. But that damage must

necessarily go to diminish the amount which

the landlord would have been entitled to re

ceive if the property had not been under a

lease ; or if the rent reserved upon the lease

had been the full value of the use of the lot.

The proper way of assessing the damages,

where two or more persons have distinct in

terests or estates in property taken for the im

provement, is to ascertain the damage to the

whole lot in the same manner as if one person

alone had the entire interest therein; and then

to apportion that damage among the persons

interested in the lot, as handlord and tenant or

otherwise, according as the interest of the one

or the other will be affected by the taking of

the property for the improvement. In such a

case, if a tenant had a lease of the proper y

for four or five years at a nominal rent, he

would be entitled to damage for taking such

interest in the property if it was taken imme

diately. But in that case the commissioners

would not allow any thing to the landlord on

account of the loss of rent for the same time.

And where, in a case of that kind, the appoint

ment had been made upon an estimate that

the proceedings would probably be completed

at the expiration of a year, and that the tenant

would be dispossessed at that time, if by any

unforseen occurrence the completion of the

proceedings were procrastinated till the expira

tion of the lease, the landlord would sustain

the whole damage by the taking of the prop

erty and the tenant nothing. But the amount

of the assessment for benefit upon the prop

erty of other persons would not thereby be in

creased, for the benefit to their property from

the making of the improvement would com

mence as soon as they were compelled to pay

the assessment imposed therefor. In the case

of Gi//espy vs. The Mayor, &c. of New York,

in the Court for the Correction of Errors, in

December, IS39, I had occasion to examine

the whole of the statutory provision on the

subject of the apportionment of rent and

damages as between landlord and tenant,

where a part of the property is taken for an

improvement during the continuance of the

lease. And from that examination, I am sat

isfied that if the commissioners of estimate

and assessment made their assessment in this

case upon correct principles in relation to the

rights of the lessees and owners of the lease

hold property taken for the street, the delay in

completing the proceedings could not injure

the complainant so as to give him any equita

ble rights even as against the tenants them

selves, whatever equitable claim their landlords

may have against them on that account.

I am inclined to think that the commission

ers erred in not assessing the property at the

corner of William street in the same manner

as if the contemplated widening of that street,

which was subsequently abandoned, had never

been thought of: as that improvement had not

been directed when these commissioners were

appointed to assess the damages and benefits

with reference to the widening of John street

merely. But if there was any error in this

respect, it was a proper ground for opposing

the confirmation of the report before the Su

preme Court, and cannot be reviewed in this

collateral manner. In the case of Messerole

vs. The Mayor, &c. of Brooklyn, (in Chan.

April 7, 1840.) referred to in the argument,

the commissioners had not erred in judgment

as to what property was to be benefitted by the

contemplated improvement, and neglected to

assess it on that ground; but they had by mis

take left out the greatest portion of the lands

which were to be taken from the complainants

for the contemplated avenue—and the report

showed upon its face that the court had no

jurisdiction or authority to confirm the assess

ment—according to the decision of the Su

preme Court in the case of Anthony street,

(20 Wend 61S.) There the court held that if

the proceedings had been regular and the com

missioners had only erred in judgment in fix

ing the amount of the damage for the lands

taken, or the benefit to the other lands of the

complainant, upon erroneous principles, the

Court of Chancery could not interfere after

the report had been properly confirmed. In

this case, it the front of the lots on William

street, which were not assessed would actually

be benefitted by this improvement, the com

missioners erred in judgment in not assessing

for the benefit to the front, as well as to the

rear of the lots; and the confirmation of the

report should have been opposed on that

ground. But, as that was not done, the con

firmation of the report stopped the owners of

other property which was assessed, from alleg
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street after it has been once established by them, in

conformity to the inap and survey and gradation first

established, or of any of tho old street• after they

have been made to conform to such general plan.—

The defendants have no legal power therefore to al

ter the grade of this southerly section of First street,

or of the adjacent stroots which have been thus regu

lated and graded.

The inhabitants of this village, however, are not

without remedy if the interest of the public requires

a correction of any mistake which the trustees may

have made either in laying out streets, or in fixing

the gradations thcreof. For it is perfectly competent

for the legislative power which directed a general

plan of the village to be adopted and adhered to by

the trustees, to authorize theim to Inake snch altera

tions in the plan as may be found necessary either in

regard to this particular street, or as to the streets of

the village generally. And if the legislature shall

think proper to authorize such alterations, it will be

for the same power to prescribe the proper mode of

ascertaining who arc injured by such alterations, and

of compensating them for such injury.

There is no ground for the objection in this case,

that the complainants have waived their rights by

delay, or by any acquiescence in the proceedings of

the trustees. They protested against the alteration

of the grade of the street the first opportunity they

had for that purpose: and they followed it up with

an application to this court for redress when they

found that the defendants were determined to proceed

notwithstanding such protest.

The order of the Vice Chancellor must therefore

be reversed, with costs, and an injunction inust be

granted to restrain the defendants from proceeding

with the proposed alteration of the former gradation

of the street as originally established by the trustees.

(See 6 Paige, 262)

DECISION IN THE MATTER OF WIDEN

ING JOHN STREET.

IN CHANCERY.

Before the CHANCELLon.

Timothy Wiggin

vs.

The Mayor, &c., of the city of New York.

This was an application for an injunction to re

strain the collection of an assessment for the widen

ing, straightening, and improving John street, in

the city of New York, between Broadway and

Pearl street. From the bill it appeared that the

ordinance of the Common Council authorizing

and directing this improvement, was passed in

February, 1836; that shortly afterwards the

Supreme Court appointed commissioners of esti

mate and assessment, who made their report in

1838, and the same was presented to that court

for confirmation, but was afterwards sent back to

the commissioners for revisal and correction; that

the amended report was confirmed by the court

in September, 1839, and that the order for the

making of the improvement was carried into ef

fect in May, 1840. The complainant charged in

his bill upon information derived from E. Meriam,

that the ayes and noes were not called upon the

adoption of the resolution of the Common Coun

cil, authorizing the making of the improvement;

nor were the votes of the Aldermen and Assis

tants, and the report of the committee on streets,

upon which the ordinance was founded, published

in any of the newspapers employed by the corpo

ration. Various objections were stated in the bill

as to the equity and justice of the assessmeut up

on property which was supposed by the commis

aioners to be benefited by the improvement, which

objections are noticed in the opinion of the court.

The complainant also stated in his bill that the

improvement was not within the part of the city

as to which a permanent map and plan were re

uired to be made by the commissioners under

the act of April, 1807, and he therefore insisted

that the Common Council, as organized under the

act of 1830, amending the charter of the city, had

no jurisdiction or authority to widen or alter John

Street.

W. Hunt and L. H. Sandford, for the com

plainant.

Peter A. Cowdrey, for the defendants.

THE CHANcellor.—The language of the bill

in this case, leaves it doubtful whether the com

plainant, at this time, is the owner of, or has any

interest in any of the lots mentioned in the bill as

having been assessed for this improvement; and

so far as his personal liability is concerned, this

court does not interfere to prevent a mere trespass

upon personal rights, on personal estate, where

the complainant has a perfect remedy at law.—

The bill, instead of alleging in the usual manner,

that the complainant was at a particular date, and

still is the owner of the lots upon which the as

sessment for benefit was imposed, merely states

as to the first twelve lots, that he was the owner

and possessor thereof, on or before the first of Sep

tember, 1836, and as to the other lots, he states

that he was the owner and possessor of them sub

sequent to the first of May, 1839. Neither does

the verification of the bill by the complainant's

agent show that the agent has any information on

the subject; or that he even believes the com

plainant is now the owner of those lots. As this

defect in the bill can probably be cured by an

amendment, I shall proceed to examine the ob

jections made to the legality and equity of the as

sessment, and the question whether the bill in

other respects presents a proper case for the inter

ference of this court by a preliminary injunction.

The objection that the delay of the corporation

in bringing the proceedings to a close until the

spring of 1840, produced injustice, by giving to

the tenants of property which was to be taken for

the improvement, and who had short leases there

of, compensation for a loss which they did not

sustain, does not appear to be one which in any

manner concerns this complainant. That ap

pears to be a question entirely between the land

lord and tenant of the property taken for the im

provement. If the tenant has a beneficial lease,

that is, if he has rented the property for a term of

years at less than the use of the property was ac

tually worth, he sustains damages in being de

prived of the occupancy at this low rent during

the remainder of his term. But that damage

must necessarily go to diminish the amount which

the landlord would have been entitled to receive

if the property had not been under a lease ; or if

the rent reserved upon the lease had been the full

value of the rise of the lot. The proper way of

assessing the damages, where two or more per

sons have distinct interests or estates in property

taken for the improvement, is to ascertain the da

mage to the whole lot in the same manner as if

one person alone had the entire interest therein;

and then to apportion that damage amongthe per

sons interested in the lot, as landlord and tenant,

or otherwise, according as the interest of the one

or the other will be affected hy the taking of the

property for the improvement. In such a case,

if a tenant had a lease of the property for four or

five years at a nominal rent, he would be entitled

to damage for taking such interest in the property

if it was taken immediately. But in that case

the commissioners would not allow any thing to

the landlord on account of the loss of rent for the

same time. And where, in a case of that kind,

the appointment had been made upon an estimate

that the proceedings would probably be comple

ted at the expiration of a year, and that the tenant

would be dispossessed at that time, if by any un

foreseen occurrence the completion of the pro

ceedings were procrastinated till the expiration of

the lease, the landlord would sustain the whole

damage by the taking of the property and the te -

nant nothing. But the amount of the assessment

for benefit upon the property of other persons

would not thereby be increased, for the benefit to

their property from the making of the improve

ment would commence as soon as they were com

fºllº. to pay the assessment imposed therefor.

n the case of Gi vs. the Mayor, &c., of New

York, in the Court for the Correction of Errors,

in December, 1839, I had occasion to examine

the whole of the statutory provision on the subject

of the apportionment of rent and damages as be

tween landlord and tenant, where a part of the

property is taken for an improvement during the

continuance of the lease. And from that examin

ation, I am satisfied that if the commissioners of

estimate and assessment, made their assessment

in this case upon correct principles in relation to

to the rights of the lessees and owners of the lease

hold property taken for the street, the delay in

completing the proceedings could not injure this

complainant so as to give him any equitable rights

even as against the tenants themselves, whatever

equitable claim their landlords may have against

them on that account.

I am inclined to think the commissioners erred

in not assessing the property at the corner of Wil

liam street in the same manner as if the contem

plated widening of that street, which was subse

quently abandoned, had never been thought of;

as that improvement had not been directed when

these commissioners were appointed to assess the

damages and benefits with reference to the widen

sng of John street merely. But if there was any

error in this respect, it was a proper ground for

opposing the confirmation of the report before the
Supreme Court, and cannot be reviewed in this

collateral manner. In the case of Meserole vs.

the Mayor, &c., of Brooklyn, (in Chan. April 7,

1840,) referred to on the argument, the commis

sioners had not erred in judgment as to what pro:

perty was to be benefited by the contemplated

improvement, and neglected to assess it on that

ground; but they had by mistake left out the

greatest portion of the lands which were to be ta:

ken from the complainants for the contemplated

avenue—and the report showed upon its face that

the court had no jurisdiction or authority to con

firm the assessment—according to the decision of

the Supreme Court in the case of Anthony street,

(20 Wend., 618.) There the court held that if

the proceedings had been regular, and the com

missioners had only erred in judgment in fixing

the amount of the damage for the lands taken, or

the benefit to other lands of the complainant, upon

erroneous principles, the Court of Chancery could

not interfere after the report had been properly

confirmed. In this case, if the front of the lots on

William street, which were not assessed, would

actually be benefited by this improvement, the

commissioners erred in judgment in not assessing

for the benefit to the front, as well as to the rear

of the lots; and the confirmation of the report

should have been opposed on that ground. . But,

as that was not done, the confirmation of the re

port stopped the owners of other property which

was assessed, from alledging that the fronts, on

William street would be benefited by the im

provement. -

The same answer is applicable to the objec

tion that $100 was included in the assessments

for surveying and grading the triangle opposite to

Cliffstreet under the resolution of May, 1837.

As the bill alledges that the cost of the proceed

ing have not yet been taxed, it cannot now be

known whether the amountof the assessment will

be more or less than the amount allowed for da

mages, and the costs and expenses of making the

improvement. The mode of conducting these
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proceedings, as prescribed by law, is such, that

the assessments must be made and confirmed be

fore the whole expense and costs of the proceed

ings can be ascertained, the commissioners, after

having ascertained the damages for property ta

ken, must necessarily proceed upon mere esti

mates of some of the costs, &c., which will pro

bably be incurred thereafter in completing the

proceedings. A mistake of a few dollars, there

fore, one way or the other in estimating the

amount of the expenses cannot vitiate the whole

assessment, and take from the Supreme Court

the power to confirm a report founded upon a rea

sonable estimate of the prospective costs. The

act of April, 1839, only requires the costs and

charges of commissioners, and attorney and coun

sel, &c., to be taxed before they are paid, and not

that they should be taxed before the assessment

is made and confirmed, as that could not be done.

It is no objection, therefore, to the collection of the

assessment, that those costs had not been taxed

when this bill was filed.

The objection that the corporation, as at pre

sent organized, has not the right to lay out new

streets, or to alter old ones, in that part of the city

which was not embraced in the permanent plan

of improvements adopted by the commissioners

appointod under the act of the 3d April, 1807, is

one which, if well taken, would render the whole

proceeding under the ordinance for the widening

of John street, absolutely void. The power to

open new streets, or to alter old ones, in this part

of the city, is claimed by the corporation under

the second clause of the 177th section of the act

of the 9th of April, 1813, to reduce the several

laws relating particularly to the city of New York

into one act, (2 R. S. of 1813, p. 409.) By that

clause the power was expressly given to the cor

poration, whever, or as often as it should, in the

opinion of the Mayor, Aldermen, and Common

alty, in Common Council convened, be necessar

or desirable for the public convenience orj

to lay out, form and open new streets, &c., in

that part of the city, or to extend, enlarge,

straighten, alter, or otherwise improve, streets,

&c., already laid out, or thereafter to be laid out.

It is not pretended that previous to the act of

April, 1830, to amend the charter of the city of

New York, the corporation, when convened in

Common Council, under the charter and the laws

then in force, would not have been authorized to

pass an ordinance for the making of this improve

ment; but this act for the amendment of the city

charter directs that neither the Mayor nor the Re

corder shall be a member of the Common Coun

cil after the second Tuesday of May, 1831. It

also vests the legislative power of the corporation

in a board of aldermen and a board of assistants,

who together shall thereafter form the Common

Council of the city; which boards are to meet in

separate chambers, &c., And the complainant's

counsel therefore insist that the Mayor, Aldermen,

and Commonalty can no longer convene in Com

mon Council, to direct the laying out a new street

or the altering of an old one, as they were previ

ously authorized to do under the act of 1813.

The conclusive answer to this objection is, that

the act of 1813, gives the power to the corporation

of the city, when convened in Common Council,

according to the provisions of its charter, and not

to the partioular officers who, at that time, repre

sented the corporation in Common Council.

And the act of 1830 having excluded the Mayor

and Rocorder from the Common Council, and di

rected the Aldermen and Assistants to convene as

a. Common Council in two separate boards, the

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the city,

that is the corporation under its corporate name,

is convened in Common Council for all legislative

purposes when the two boards convene in differ

etit chambers, and pass a resolution or ordinance,

subject to the qualified veto of the Mayor. The

power to pass an ordinance authorizing the open

ing of a new street, or the alteration of a new one,

under the 177th section of the act of 1813, was

strictly a legislative power given to the corpora

tion represented in its Common Council duly

convened under its charter; as much as the pas

sage of a statute by the State Legislature, for the

opening of a State road, or the alteration or en

largement of a canal, and appointing commission

ers to appraise damages, &c., would be the exer

cise of a legislative power by the people of the

State represented in their Senate and Assembly.

And this legislative power, which still belongs to

the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the

city of New York, under the act of 1813, which is

in full force, was properly exercised by the corpo
ration, convened in Common Council in the man

ner prescribed by the act of 1830.

Again: if the complainant was right in supposing

that the Common Council, as at present organiz

ed, had no authority to pass an ordinance for the

widening of John street, he is neither entitled to a

preliminary injunction nor to any relief whatever

in this court, as his defence is perfect at law.—

And if the whole proceedings in relation to the

opening of ine street were absolutely void in law,

and that fact appears upon the face of the ordi

nance itself, a sale for the assessment upon the

complainant's lot would not even create a cloud

upon his title. For as every person must be

presumed to know the law, a proceeding which is

upon its face void, does not constitute a cloud up

on the title to real estate against which a court of

equity will relieve.

This is also a sufficient answer to the objection

that the ordinance was void, because it appears

frcm the record that it was passed without calling

for the ayes and noes upon the question of its

adoption by the respective boards; if that neglect

was, in point of law, sufficient to invalidate such

an ordinance. It is not necessary, therefore, that

I should exprese my opinion at this time upon

the question. Whether the 7th section of the act

of April, 1830, requiring the ayes and noes to be

taken, and published in certain cases, applies to

this case ; or whether the last clause of that sec

tion applies merely to improvements which are

to be paid for out of the funds of the corporation

generally, or by a tax or assessment upon the cit

izens at large, and not to cases where the owners

of property, benefited by the proposed improve

ment, are to bear the whole expense thereof.

As that question was not argued before me, I

have not examined it. But if the provision is ap

plicable to a case of this kind, I think it is merely

directory, as to the publication of the report, and

of the ayes and noes upon the question of the

adoption of the ordinance for the proposed im

provement. The neglect to make such publica

tion did not, therefore, of itself, render the pro

ceeding void, if the ordinance was not void upon

the face of the records of its adoption.

There is another substantial reason why this

court should not interfere in this case by injunc

tion to prevent the corporation from collecting the

assessment, but should leave the complainant to

his remedy, if he has any at law. The proceed

ings for the making of the improvement were

commenced nearly five years since, and the com

plainant had waited until the improvement had

actually been completed several months before he

or his agent attempted to interfere. This proper

ty has received the full benefit that it would re

ceive from the improvement; which benefit the

commissioners have estimated at several thousand

dollars. And as property of other persons to a

very large amount has been destroyed for that

purpose, justice requires that it should be paid for

by those who have been benefited by the improve

rather than by a general tax upon the city at

large. A court of equity, therefore, at this late

day will not interfere with its strong arm to cast

the burthen of the improvement from those who

have been benefited thereby, and upon those who

have not.

It is true, the complainant alledges in his bill

that his property is not benefited by the improve

ment. É. that-allegation is not sworn to by any

one, and it is, of course, contradicted by the re

port, under oath, of the three very respectable and

intelligent commissioners by whom the assess

ment was made.

The application for an injunction is, therefore,

denied with costs.

(Copy.) JOHN M. DAVISON, Register.

[From the Saratoga Sentinel—Extra of July 20, 1841.)

- IN CHANCERY.

BEFORE THE CHANCELLOR.

Samuel Wandervoort

vs.

The Trustees of the village of Astoria.

J. B. Scoles, for Complainant. G. WINTER, for

Defendants.

In this case the Chancellor decid, d that injunctions

to stay public improvements should not be granted ez

parte by Injunction Masters, out of court, where there

is no immediate danger of irreparable damages being

done before the defendants can have an opportunity

of being heard. That the Master, in all such cases,

instead of granting the injunction in the first in

stance, should direct an order, to show causo before

the court why an injunction should not be granted.

Injunction dissolved with costs to the defendants,

without reference to the denial of any matters of the

bill by the answer.

IN CHANCERY.

BEForE. The AssistANT Wick Chancellor.

Street Assessments.

Peter G. Stuyvesant and others,

vs.

The Mayor, Aldermen, and Com

monalty of the city of New York.

Opinion of Murray Hoffman, Esq., Injunction

Master.

The bill is brought before me as Injunction

Master. I have been obliged by my sense ofdu

ty to grant an injunction in this and several cases

on the eve of the sale advertised to take place on

the 27th inst. I am sensible of the inconveni

ence to the city from an interference at this time,

and do it with unſeigned reluctance.

But I am thoroughly satisfied that a more pal

pable and pernicious disobedience of law has ne

ver marked the course of any corporate body,

than characterizes the proceedings complained of

I have a deep-rooted conviction that ultimately

the decision must be against the corporation; and

I believe that jurisdiction exists in this court to

compel the corporation to try the question fairly

in a single action at law between them and a

complaining party. I think it is within the pro

vince of this court to prevent an innocent purcha

ser being deluded into litigation and probable loss,

and to confine the controversy to the alleged

wrong-doer and the injured party. This strikes

me as the plain, just, and common-sense view of

the matter. There are in this bill a number of

complainants, the several owners of various par

cels of property.º all be bound by the

result of one action. Thus, with perfect justice

to the corporation, these questions may be tried in
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the most simple and satisfactory manner, and a

contest with a third party averted.

There has been no opinion as yet expressed by

the Chancellor upon the point of jurisdiction, and

‘I am at liberty to act upon the assumption and

my own conviction that it exists.

may, in a case of such moment, briefly ad

vert to the reasons which led me on a former oc

casion to consider the neglect of the corporation

to call the ayes and noes, and make the publica

tion prescribed by the charter of 1830 a fatal
onlSSion.

[The assistant Vice Chancellor states some

facts of his opinion in the case of Codwise vs. the

Corporation, which it was intended shonld ap

pear in this paper, but are crowded out for want

of room.]

But in the present bill a new point is taken of

much consequence. The proceedings for open

ing Art street commenced in April 1837. The

report was completed, and the advertisement an

nouncing that it would be presented to the Court

for confirmation began on the 18th day of May,

1839. The report was filed on the 5th of June,

1839, and confirmed in the ensuing August. It

is stated in the bill that, from the examination of

the affidavits of publication, and the advertise

ment, it appears that the publication was made in

but three papers, and does not appear that any

notice was affixed in a public place contiguous to

the premises. It is charged as a fact that the ad

vertisement was only in three papers, and that no

such notice was put up.

By the ninth section of the act of 20th April,

1839, it is provided that all motions (except as be

fore provided) made under the act thereby

amended, shall he, upon giving previous notice

of the trial, place, and object thereof, published

for at least fourteen days in four of the public

newspapers, and by copies of such notice in hand

bills, to be posted up for the same space of time

in three conspicuous places adjacent to the pro

perty to be affected. (See section 2 for this last

clause.) It admits of uo doubt that a motion for

the confirmation of the report of commissioners

falls within the ninth section.

The act repeals the amended act as far as it is in

consistent with the provisions of the new act; and

it is directed to take effect on its passage, (the 20th

of April, 1839,) but it expressly provided that no

part of it except the ninth and twelfth sections shall

affect any proceedings under the act thereby amend.

ed, which had been commenced previously to its

going into effect.

It is an irresistible inference that the ninth and

twelfth sections do affect prior proceedings, if those

sections, when applied to such proceedings, are

constitutional.

Of that I cannot entertain the slightest doubt.

Both the Chancellor and Supreme Court have held

that the Revised Statutos are applicable to all ex

isting cases, so far as they affect merely the forms

and modes of proceedings. (The People vs. Living

ston, 6 Wendell, 526) Every future proceeding in

the assertion of a right or prosecution of a suit is to

bo governed by the new statutes. In this case, if

the advertisement had been begun before the 20th

of April, 1839, that would have been a proceeding
already commenced, and would no: have been af.

fected by the ninth, section. But as it was a pro

eeeding commenced after that date, it necessarily

falls within it. -

In Aymar vs. Gault (2 Paige, 284) the doctrine

was applied to the case of an absent party. The

reference under the Revised Statutes was ordered, to

take proof of the claim, although the suit was coin

menced before they went into operation.

In Larkin vs. Mann (2 Paige, 27) the rule was

applied to the partition suits previously cºlumenced.

See also Parsons vs. Browne (7 Paige, 359).

This being the law, then it is clear that the pre

sent complainants are not bound by the proceedings

at all; that they are now at liberty to take every ob.

jection of fact or law which they could have taken

before the Supreme Court, as well as those which

they could not then have taken.

I speak on the supposition that they did not actu

ally attend and contest the confirmation. Without

saying whether this would cure the defect or not, it

is plain an argument may be raised upon it. But no

principle of our law is more sacred than this, that no

man shall be affected in pºrson or property without

the opportunity of being heard in the proper tribu

nal. From necessity, perhaps, personal notice has

been dispensed with in many cases; these street

proceedings among the number. The party who is

assessed for benefit merely (no part of his property

being taken), is never summoned before the Com

missioners. He has no notice of the proceedings

except by that publication for 14 days which the old

act prescribed, or by the publication under the new

act. His property and himself are bound upon the

assumption that he has seen that notice. The law

therefore must be observed to a scruple. No judge

has a right to say that from great publicity, or from

the actual taking of one paper containing thc notice,

or from any thing short of the absolute fulfilment of

the equisitions of the statute, the party is to be

bound.

What absurdity is it to imagine that the clear

command of the Legislature that notice must be

given in four papers, and by posting up copies in

three adjacent places, is to be fulfilled by any other

mode of notice .

I pass over another most important question in

this bill viz: the carrying Art-street through a part

of the city included in the map of 1807. It is need

less to discuss it, in the view I have already taken.

I have, however, had my doubts since the decision

of the Chancellor in Vandevoort vs. The Village of

Astoria whether in these cases I ought, as injunction

master, to do more than grant an order to show

cause. Certainly the case here is very different; the

Trustees of Astoria being in the act of making the

improvement complained of. Here it is to prevent

a recovery in this mode of the sum assessed for the

improvement. I have concluded, however, that it is

most proper for me to grant on order to show cause,

with a temporary injunction.

I doubt whether I have a right to impose terms

upon granting an injunction. Otherwise I should

direct that the injunction be on the condition of the

complainants filing a written consent with the bill,

or endorsed upon it, submitting to abide the decision

of an action to be had in a court of law by the Cor

poration against one of the parties, the form and

other particulars attending the bringing such action,

to be settled by this Court.

Martha Amory and others, )
W8.

The Mayor, Aldermen, &c. Ş

This case is, in its lending particulars, similar to

that of Stuyvesant vs. The Corporation, before no

ticed. It is distinctly charged as to the proceedings

in relation to the 6th avenue, that when the first

publication of the notice of motion to confirm the

report was made the act of 20th of April, 1839, wus

in force the rule of confirmation being made on the

6th of June, 1839. Here also the question under the

12th section is of great importance as the costs of the

opening exceeds $10,000. Some questions may

arise under this section ; but this at least is clear:

No part of the costs can be levied upon the party or

his property, nor can a sale be made to pay them un

til the taxation has been made. How far if this

were the only neglect, it would affect the whole as

sessment, I need not now enquire. I am clear that

it justifies an interference with the present sale,

which is to raise the whole amount, including the

costs, provided this court has any jurisdiction at all ;

a point before examined.

John Haggerty and others, !
vs.

The Mayor, Aldermen, &c.

The complainants in the bill, who are numerous,

sessed for the improvement of John street, and ad

vertised for sale on the 27th inst.

I refer to my opinion in the case of Stuyvesant,

vs. The Corporation, for tho reasons upon which I

have allowed a temporary injunction. It is however

peculiarly incumbent upon me in this instance, to

see that the case before me is substantially different

from that of Wiggins, vs. The Corporation hereto.

fore decided by the Chancellor, and in which an in

junction was refused.

In the first place, the delay referred to by the

Chancellor in the last clause of his opinion is fully

accounted for in this bill; and as the Corporation

never sued at law, and never advertised until the

present notice of sale, there never was an opportu

nity for the complainants to resist the demand or to

apply to this court. I have before held that until

an advertisement was begun there was no jurisdic

tion.

Next, in the case of Wiggins no proceedings to

sell the property had been taken.

Again, in that case the statements on the bill did

not exclude the supposition that on the record of the

proceedings it may have appeared that the ayes and

noes were called. That difficulty is fully met in the

present case.

Again, the bill was thero defective upon the point

of the complainant being the actual owner of the

property assessed when he filed the bill.—The pre

sent bill is in this particular unobjectionable.

And lastly, a new and very important point is

here introduced. The report was brought before

the Supreme Court in , 1838. It was

sent back for correction, and the motion for final

confirmation made and the rule entered in Septem

ber, 1839. At that time the 12th section of the act

of 20th April, 1839, was in force. The costs were

never taxed under that 12th section. The amount

is added to the sum assessed, and each of the com

plainants' property is liable for and was to pay a pro

portion of such costs. The sale is to raise that pro

portion as well as the assessments for benefit. Now

the section, as I have shown in my opinion in Stuy

vesant vs. The Corporation affects proceedings sub

sequently taken. It is wholly illegal to charge the

costs upon any party until they were taxed. Notice

of the taxation is directed to be given in a public

manner, and certainly without such notice and tax

ation the parties assessed cannot be bound to pay

them.

It has been decided, from reasons of convenience

and in the absence of any peremplory provision of

the statute, that costs may be included in the assess

ment, and imposed prospectively by the Commis

sioners; and that an inconsiderable variation in the

amount taxed from the amount imposed, will not

affect the validity of the proceedings, nor prevent the

confirmation of the report (Wiggin vs. The Mayor,

&c., in Chancery, March 6, 1841.)

But if the section prescribing a taxation applies to

this John street case at all, it is apparent that no

party can be called upon to pay any portion of the

costs until a due taxation has been had.—Without

such taxation there can be no obligations to pay, and

no lien on the party's property. What will be the

consequence of this, and whether it may not be cor

rected by a taxation now and proportionate abate

ment, I need not inquire. The property is advertised

to be sold for a debt, some of which at least is illegal

ly imposed upon it.

By adverting to my opinion in the case of West

ervelt & Codwise vs, the Corporation, it will be seen

that it is settled law that the costs of the proceedings

cannot be assessed upon the property without an

express statute; that in a case in Albany, an assess.

ment was set aside for want of such statutory provi.

sion ; and that in the instance of opening streets in

New York, the old act admitted the addition of the

costs. Now I think the case will appear very clear

if we suppose that it had been part of the old act

that the cost must be taxed upon notice before they

could be added to the assessment for benefit. Cer.

tainly they could not be recovered until taxed. I

may add that, as the Supreme Court is empowered

to inake rules for carrying the act into effect, all in

conveniences may readily be avoided.

seek an injunction against selling their property as M. HOFFMAN, Assistant Vice Chancellor.

t
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than TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS, to York, in which they consented to act as
T H E be assessed upon the land. COMMISSIONERS, but not as a Court. In

ASSESSMENT: " GOSTS. Objections were made to the taxation of these cases the Judges admitted that the du

D E CIS I O N the costs by Mr. Hallett, by the Counsel for ties required by the Act of Congress were

The motions made at the December Spe

cial Term of the Supreme Court, were by

Mr. Emmet, one of the Ex-Counsel of the

Corporation of the City of New-York, for

the confirmation of the Reports of the Com

missioners of Estimate and Assessment, for

opening 37th street, 39th street, 128th street,

11th avenue, and Madison avenue.

Thirty-seventh and thirty-ninth street As

sessments were commenced near eight years

ago, viz: in June, 1836. The Common

Council have never at any time, passed any

resolution for to authorize an application to

the Supreme Court for the appointment of

Commissioners for opening these two streets.

Yet notwithstanding this, an application was

made to the Supreme Court, on a petition

signed by the Mayor and Clerk of the Com

mon Council, and Commissioners were ap

pointed on the 24th June, 1836. The Re

port of the Street Committee of the Board of

Assistants, stating the reasons why these

streets were not to be opened by Commis

sioners, in detail, and the affidavit of the

Chairman of the Committee, stating the rea

son why no resolution was introduced to au

thorize the application to the Supreme Court,

are to be found in this volume, pages 141
and 142.

Andrew Warner, one of the Commission

ers of Estimate and Assessment, in the 37th

street proceeding, was examined as a witness

in 1841, before the Select Committee of the

Senate, appointed to investigate Assessment

abuses in the City of New-York, and stated

that he was sworn into office on the 24th of

October, 1836, as one of the Commissioners

for 37th street; that the Commissioners had

completed their Report twelve or eighteen

months previous to that time, and that it had

not been presented to the Court for confir

mation ; has not heard Mr. Emmet state

why he has not presented the report for con

firmation. The witness also stated that the

Commissioners were not all in the habit of

attending the meetings, but were allowed

compensation, the same as if they did

attend.

The Report was finished, it appears, in

1840, and lay dormant after that time near

four years before it was presented for con

firmation.

Notice was given for taxing the fees of

the Commissioners, Counsel and Surveyors,

in these cases, before William Paxson Hal

lett, Esq., Clerk of the Supreme Court, who

had himself acted as Commissioner in seve

ral streets, where the charges had been exor

bitant. The Costs, &c., were taxed at more

the sufferers before the Court, on the ground

that Mr. Emmet divided the fees with some

of the Clerks of the Supreme Court, in As

sessment matters, and read from Senate do

cument No. 86, of 1843, a Report of a

Clerk of the Supreme Court, to that effect.

In thirty-ninth street, Anson G. Phelps,

Esq., was assessed on a piece of ground for

the opening of this street; the same piece

of ground had already been assessed for the

pretended opening of fortieth street, $575,

and also for the pretended opening of the

1st avenue, from 28th to 42d street, the fur

ther sum of $312, besides appropriating one

third of the land for the avenue. This made

$887, exclusive of the 39th street assess

ment; the interest of these two first assess

ments, exceed the value of the land assess

ed. Had the streets and avenues been opened

by one sett of competent Commissioners, as

was all that was authorized by the Common

Council, the assessment on this piece of

ground, would not have amounted to more

than a few shillings, instead of exceedin

more than FOUR TIMES THE WALUE

OF THE LAND.

The Counsel for the sufferers, Richard

MoTT, Esq., on the motion for confirmation,

objected to the competency of the Court to

act in these matters, under that provision of

the Constitution which prohibits a Judge

from holding any other office or trust, and

insisted, that in appointing these Commis

sioners of Estimate and Assessments, and

confirming their Reports, the Judges did not

act as a Court, but acted as Commissioners.

This the Courts have all held, as did also

the Hon. Select Committee of the Senate,

who examined into the assessment outra

ges. Chief Justice SPENCER and Chief Jus

tice SAvAge, have both held that the power.

exercised by the Court in Street matters, was

in the capacity of a Commissioner and not

as a Court.

Mr. Mott read from the Constitution of

1777, and also of 1823; section 25 of the

former, and Sec. 7 of Article 5 of the latter,

on the prohibiting Judges of the Supreme

Court from holding any other office or trust.

He also read the respective letters of the

Judges of the Circuit Court of the U. S., for

the districts of North Carolina, Maryland,

and Pennsylvania, addressed to the Presi

dent of the United States, in 1792, in which

they refused to serve under an Act of Con

gress imposing duties upon them in refer

ence to invalid pensioners, on the ground of

constitutional disability. He also read a

letter from the Judges of the Circuit Court

of the U. States, for the district of New

of a meritorious character, and they there

fore regretted their inability to act, consider

ing the duty inconsistent with their oaths

of office and the Constitution of the United

States. These letters are to be found in the

Municipal Gazette, No. 16, of Nov 17th,

1843, page 286, in connection with the other

objections urged by the Counsel in these

cases.

Mr. Mott also urged the provisions of the

Constitution of 1777 and 1823, in connec

tion with the Colonial law of 1691, which

are set forth and discussed, on page 199, of

the Municipal Gazette.

The provisions of the Constitution refered

to, are Section 41, of the Constitution of

1777, and Sec. 7, of Article 4, of the Con

stitution of 1823; also, Section 2, of Ar

ticle 7.

This great Constitutional Question, was

most ably argued by Mr. Mott, and he has

gained for himself a well earned fame, in

the success which has attended his efforts.

Mr. Mott also placed before the Court,

such public documents as conclusively show

that these assessment proceedings are noto

riously of a scandalous character, and did

not commend themselves to the favorable

consideration of the Court.

The Counsel moving for a confirmation,

indulged in the use of very abusive lan

guage against citizens who had publicly op

posed these assessment abuses, but was

made to take his seat, and was deservedly

rebuked by the Court.

This decision will relieve citizens from

the payment of arbitrary and disgraceful

assessments, for sham improvements, and

will also release all lands sold for such assess

ments. Those who have paid assessments

more than six years ago, are barred by the

Statutes, as the Corporation will not hesitate

to plead Statute limitation.

The streets on the agricultural part ofthe

island, will not be harmed by this decision.

Those who have sold land bordering on a

street or avenue, as laid out in 1807, have,

by the Act, dedicated the land in the street

or avenue, to public use, whether they own

ed on both or only on one side of the street,

as the conveyance sweeps all the land

they owned in the street or avenue opposite

the ground conveyed.

Those who, own both sides of the street

or avenue, have nothing to do but to put up

fences, and the street is, made without the

use of Surveyor, Counsel, or Commissioner,

and in those cases where the above will not

apply, the several owners may negotiate or

the Corporation can do so, and if no ar
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rangement can be made, they can apply to

the Legislature to authorize a proceeding by

Jury, as provided for in the Colonial law, in

No. 1, page 4.

Real Estate has risen in New-York in

consequence of this decision, and is actually

increased in value more than FORTY

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS thereby.

In order that some correct idea may be

formed of the character of the proceedings

which the Supreme Court have, by this De

cision, put a stop to, we will state a few as a

specimen.

First, All the streets from 42d, up to and

including 57th street, were proceeded in on

the resolution of Alderman Ingraham, with

out the scrape of a pen on a petition from

any land-owner.

Second, All the streets and avenues, up to

and including 42d street, not opened prior

to 1836, were proceeded in without any pe

tition from any land-owner, and without any

resolution of the Common Council directing

any application to the Supreme Court for

the appointment of Commissioners. This

batch embraced twenty-seven streets and

avenues. It was the plan of the Common

Council to proceed in all these streets by

one Commission, instead of which eighty

one Commissioners were improperly applied

for and appointed.

Third, Manhattan Square was proceeded

in on the resolution of Alderman Benson.

No petition from any land-owner for this

nonsensical operation.

Fourth, Mount Morris Square, (Snake

Hill,) was proceeded in on the resolution of

Alderman Ingraham. No petition from any

land-owner for this moonshine protuber

anCe.

We could extend this, but it is unneces

sary.

Again :

Ninth avenue, from 45th street to the

Bloomingdale road, was proceeded in on the

petition of eighteen persons, neither ofwhom

owned a foot of the land to be assessed or

awarded for.

All these streets and avenues had been

surveyed, laid out, and maps made of the

whole ground by the Commissioners ap

pointed by the State in 1807.

If the Corporation found it necessary to

open one of these streets, &c., the Statutes

authorized them to treat with the owners for

the land, and which it was their bounded

duty to have done, instead of commencing

their shameful crusade against private pro

perty, in laying on the land HUNDREDS
OF THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS OF

FEES.

We give the following as a specimen of

the whole :

C O U N S E L FE ES AND

COURT CHARGES.

Seventh Avenue, $3,976.77

Sixth do. 3,589.77

Tenth do. 2,100.00

Second do. 2,033.55

Manhattan Square, 1,449.13

Union Square, 1,8S9.00

Chapel Street, 3,443.00

Art Street, 1,896.75

SURVEYOR'S FEES, PAINTING

MAPS, &c.

Seventh Avenue, $2,801.00

Sixth do. . 2,480.00

Tenth do. 2,440.00

Second do. 1,700.00

Manhattan Square, 3,070.39

Union Square 596.00

Chapel Street, 749.90

Art Street, 975.00

COMMISSIONERS FEES.

Tenth Avenue, $2,640.00

Seventh do. 4,920.00

Sixth do. 2,928.00

Second do. 2,3S0.00

Manhattan Square, 1,572.00

Union Square, 1,769.00

Chapel Street, 2,429.00

Art Street, 1,476.00

CLERK IIIR.E.

Tenth Avenue,

Seventh do.

$600.00

200.00

ROOM IIIR.E.

Seventh Avenue, $410.00

These Costs and Expenses were never

taxed, nor were any bills of items ever fur

nished the Corporation, and yet these large

amounts were paid out of the Public Trea

sury, by officers whose duty it was to with

hold the money. Such officers deserve the

Severest Censure.

-

A S S E S SIVſ ºf NTT,

CONFISCATION.

Having given a small sample of the Ex

penses of Street opening gentry, we will

now state a few cases of Assessments.

The Estate of John Duffie was assessed

for opening 38th street, from the 2d to the

3d avenne, $1,289.80; for opening 38th

street again, from river to river, $10; and

for opening 20 avenue, $117.50. These

three assessments, with the interest up to the

present time and expenses, exceed $2000.

This assessment is on a piece of land ninety

eight feet square, and was valued by Thos.

R. Ludlum, City Surveyor, at $450 altogeth

er ; see his testimony, Senate Document

No. 100, page 151. The assessment and

interest already exceed four times the value

of the land.

Estate of John Schuyler. This assess

ment is on a piece of ground on the corner

of 28th street and 7th avenue, 58 feet ten

inches by 98 feet 10 inches. The assess

ment for opening 28th street,is $1,037.05 for

opening 7th avenue, is $209.98. The assess

ments exceed twice the value of the land.

Estate of James Amory. This estate is

assessed, including interest, more than $10,-

000, for the pretended opening of 6th and 7th

avenues and Manhattan square. The es

tate furnished the land for the avenues, and

should not be assessed at all. None of the

improvements are made.

We could go on and enumerate others,

among which is the estate of Mathew Dyck

man, the estate of Wm. Edgar, and the es

tate of Mr. Pierson.

Parents who toil hard to accumulate es

tates for their children, and leave the world

with the satisfaction that they have provided

abundantly for those they leave behind,

to have their children plundered of those

estates, in this way, is an outrage upon all

law and order, and a violation of every prin

ciple of justice.

IFAINTTEID STREETS.

The Select Committee appointed by the

Senate of this State, to investigate Assess

ment Outrages in the City of New-York,

say, in their Report, Document No. 100, of

1842, page 16, that :

“On that branch of the complaint as to

the imposition of heavy and oppressive as

sessments for improvements never actually

made, the Committee ascertained that a very

large portion of the streets and avenues for

mally opened from 1836 to 1839, were not

actually opened; that nothing has been done

beyond making awards and assessments by

the Commissioners, and the confirmation of

their Reports by the Supreme Court; and

that although the assessments have been col

lected for such improvements in many in

stances, and in others the lands charged are

either sold or advertised to be sold for the

payment of those assessments, yet the lands

forming those streets and avenues remain in

the same condition as they were before the

taking of any proceedings for their opening;

and in some cases such lands remain in the

occupancy of their original owners, not

withstanding they have been paid for the

same. And in numerous other instances,

where the streets and avenues have been ac

tually opened, nothing has been done to

wards their regulation, so as to make the

same useful to the public, or available to the

owners of real estate, who have paid for the

same by assessments on their property.

“Out of a list of eighty-one streets and

avenues, or parts of such highways, the Re

ports for the opening of which had been

confirmed in 1837, 1838 and 1839, fifty

seven have not been in any way regulated or

improved ; and of the remainder, twenty

four in number, in some instances only por

tions thereof have been regulated a few

blocks; and in others, a road has been work

ed through the centre of the street or avenue;

and in others again, it is not deemed neces

sary to work such road, as the natural grade

of the ground is such as to make it passable

without regulation. This attempt to collect
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assessments not only by voluntary payment,

but by enforced sales of the lands charged,

without actually opening the streets and ave

nues for which such assessments have been

imposed, has been a strong cause for the ex

citement in that city on subjects of street

matters. The Committee, therefore, submit

this subject to the consideration of the Le

gislature.

“Several instances were shown to the

Committee, where property had been offered

for sale for the payment of assessments at

two or three successive sales, without being

able to get a bid, the amount of the assess

ments being more than the estimated value

of the property. These large assessments

operate against the interests of the city, for

the owner will not pay the assessment or im

prove the property, and no person will buy

it, and the Corporation cannot realize their

money by a sale of the assessed premises,

and the amount must be taxed upon the city;

and thus the improvement of the upper part

of the city, which is covered with these great

assessments, must be stayed for many years,

and now apparently for an indefinite period

of time, unless the land should in some man

ner be relieved from the charge of those as

sessments. It did appear reasonable to the

Committee that in analogy with a judgment,

the lien of which ceases on real estate after

the termination of ten years, the lien of

those assessments should be at an end after

the lapse of some definite period; what that

should be, the Committee submit to the dis

cretion of the Legislature.”

G O I, D.

The present winter has, in many places,

been very cold. My thermometer, which

has a full Northern exposure, with the bulb

protected from the wind, has at no time been

lower than six degrees above zero.

Captain Parry, in his Arctic Expeditions,

found no cold more intense than 55 degrees

below zero. At this temperature, mercury

is malleable. There are but few fluids known

to us but what would become solids at a

temperature of 300 degrees below zero.

I remember the celebrated cold Friday, it

was a cold day indeed, and was followed by

an intensely cold night. I was, during that

day and night, in an encampment in a dense

Northern forest. During the night, the trees

kept up a continued cracking and splitting

from the effects of the severity of the frost,

and to such an extent that at times the noise

was like the discharge of a volley of mus

ketry. The ice over a large body of water,

some miles distant, during the night cracked

from one extremity to the other, with a tre

mendous explosion, and with a force that

shook the ground on which our camp was

located.

While the thermometer was at the lowest,

the present winter, viz.: six degrees above

zero, I tested the water of one of the public

pumps; the thermometer denoted 47 de

grees, and the water of my cistern, at the

same time, 36 degrees of temperature. The

atmosphere of my kitchen was, near the

upper ceiling, 48 degrees, and on the floor

at the same time, 42 degrees.

The thermometer was invented by Sanc

torios, in 1590, and was reduced to a scale by

the genius of Farenheit, in 1724. We have

in use four descriptions of thermometers,

viz: Farenheit's, Centigrade's, Reamur's,

and DeLisle's.

The boiling point of Farenheit's, is 212

degrees, Centigrade's 100 degrees, Reamur's

80 degrees and DeLisle's 0.

The freezing point of Farenheit's, is 32

degrees; Centigrade's, 0 degrees; Rea

mur's, 0 degrees; DeLisle, 150 degrees.

Cold is not always destructive to animal

life, however intense it may be. Fish of

some descriptions, when taken from the water

in the severest weather in winter, and thrown

upon the ice, become frozen stiff, but when

put back into cold water, where the frost is

extracted, they again become as active as

before.

Some descriptions of vegetation is wholly

destroyed by frost, while other kinds are not

in the least affected by the most intense

cold.

The most ponderous walls are thrown

down by the frost. The smallest joint that

will admit water, if seized upon by frost,

will yield to the force of the expansion which

the freezing of the water produces. -

The marble steps of the City Hall, of

New-York, are very heavy, and each flight

consists of four pieces. There are, there

fore, three joints. The middle joint is

close, but the joint toward each end, is open

about an inch, showing that the water which

had penetrated the joints, had been expand

ed by the frost. The middle joint is made

close by the same force that enlarged the

others. Here are tons weight of stone mov

ed by the freezing of less than a pint of

Water.

Cold air passes in veins through the at

mosphere. Cold exists throughout the year

a few thousand feet above our heads, and of

great intensity.

The stratification of the atmosphere by

cold, is very clearly illustrated by hail storms

in hot weather. The hail passes in veins.

The nearer we approach the Sun in as

cending into the atmosphere, the more in

tense we find the cold, and for aught we

know, the planet Mercury, which is near the

Sun, may be far colder than Georgium Sidus,

which is far distant from it.

Heat and cold, under certain circumstan

ces, and to a limited extent, we can measure,

but beyond that, all is blank. The Pyroma

ter, an instrument for measuring intense

heat, is a recent invention, and a very im

portant one, and time may unfold others,

equally as important.

Cold does not penetrate the Earth to any

very great extent where it is covered with

snow, and much less than where it is expo

sed to the air.

When the cold approaches a city in which

a pestilential fever rages, the infected atmos

phere is at once disinfected; it is in this a

physician to the sick.

--º-º-º-º-º-

The weary traveller, in the regions of

country bordering on the Equator, when

suffering from the heat of a vertical Sun,

labors hard with a feather fan or some con

trivance like it, to move a little cool air to

revive his wilting frame.

Cold, where we have a surplus of it, like

every thing else, we cease to value. It is a

rich treasure, it is one of Nature's bounties;

the sweet cold locks up in the great terres

trial store-house of Nature, the germs of

vegetable and animal life.

To cold we are indebted for our chrystal

bridges, vast in their extent and unequalled

in their construction.

B O A R D OF

A S S II Sº A. INT Tº S.

We should like to see the Board of As

sistants made up of such citizens as James

Kent, Jonathan Thompson, Stephen Allen,

Preserved Fish, Wm. B. Crosby, John M.

Bradhurst, George Newbould, Abraham Van.

Nest, Wm. F. Mott, Jonathan Goodhue,

John Haggerty, Edward H. Pendleton, Saul

Alley, John I. Palmer, Benjamin L. Swan,

W. W. Fox, and Peter Schermerhorn ; men

full of years and full of experience, and of

great purity of character. A Board compo

sed of such men, would be a blessing to the

City, and we ask where is the citizen who

would not feel proud to take his stranger

friend to see such a Board sitting in delibe

rate Council. A Board composed of these

individuals, would possess more dignity, and

command as much respect as any other de

liberate assembly on the globe. It would be

a Council of freemen, dignified by Nature,

adorned by human cultivation, aud a better

safe-guard to liberty and property, than the

greatest standing army that was ever assem

bled together. It is to such men that our

country has to look for safety.

The Board of Assistants, composed of

such citizens, would in reality be what it

purports to be, a BOARD OF ASSIST

ANTS,

The meetings of such a Board, in the day

time, would render-useless the thousand

dollar chandeliers, and the crimson drapery

and timselled trappings of the Session room,

for it would have the adorning of plain,

sensible men, which is ornament enough.

No gold pencils need be displayed to take

the eye of such men; and if a gift, they

would scrutinize the motives of the doner,

and the acts of the donee.

The banqueting room would find no ad

vocates in such a Board.

Such a class of men would raise the

character of what is called the “Little

Board,” to an elevation that would make it

exceed the Roman Senate in name and

fame.

THE SUPREME COURT ACTING AS

STREET COMMISSIONERS.

There would be full as much propriety in

making the Justices of the Supreme Court,
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Canal Commissioners, as Street Commis

sioners. -

We were much surprised in noticing in

the postscript of Mr. Justice Bronson's let

ter to Mr. Mott, which we published on the

21st instant, that the Chief Justice dissent

ed. Chief Justice Nelson was a member of

the Convention that made the provision in

the Constitution, that the Justices of the Su

preme Court should hold no other office. If

the Chief Justice goes on the doctrine of ex

pediency; if he will come to New-York

and consult such men as Jonathan Thomp

son, Robert C. Cornell, Walter Bowne, Ste

phen Allen, John M. Bradhurst, and others

of the same standing, he will find that these

assessment proceedings are very different

from what they are represented to be by Ex

Commissioners of Assessment. Persons who

have been the recipients of princely fees in

these odious proceedings, have, it is generally

believed by citizens of New-York, misrepre

sented these street assessments to the Chief

Justice. The Chief Justice is a man of

great purity of character and a most worthy

citizen.

The first Street Commissioners appointed

in this State, were by an Act of the Legisla

ture, passed April 6th, 1792, for extending

RoosEvel.T and FRANKFort streets. These

Commissioners were five in number, and

were appointed by the Legislature. There

was a peculiar feature in this Act, viz: that

the Common Council should first have and

obtain the consent of the owners through

whose land the street should pass. The as

sessment to be made by the Commissioners,

after this preliminary, was to be returned to

the Common Council, under their hands and

seals, and upon this, was to become a lien

upon the land and a debt due the Corpora

tion, for which they were authorized to sue

for in any Court of record in this State.

This act is a very different kind of pro

ceeding from the Act of April 9th, 1813.

This was the first step taken in the appoint

ment of Commissioners. The necessity of

a jury was dispensed with in these two ca

ses, because that the consent of the owners

must be obtained hefore the land could be

used, therefore there was no necessity for a

jury. The consent of the owners was sub

stituted.

The restraining clause of the Constitution

of 1777, was well understood in those times.

No attempt was made to turn the Supreme

Court out of doors and make the Justices

highway-masters.

The Act to which we refer, is to be found

in No. 1, of the Municipal Gazette, page 5.

-

In the case of Elizabeth Pearson, in the

Court of Chancery, in which his Honor the

Chancellor gave the opinion which is to be

found on page 195, there are some facts

which ought to accompany that opinion.

About the year 1830 or 1831, the husband

of Mrs. Pearson departed this life, leaving a

wife and three children. He owned the

premises situate on the north-east corner of

Pearl and Centre streets, which rented for

upwards of one thousand dollars per year.

On this property was a mortgage in favor of

some wards of the Court of Chancery, the

interest of which was paid out of the rent of

the premises, and also a mortgage to Mr.

Stevenson. The Corporation assessed this

property a large sum for extending Centre

street, and for filling in and paving Centre

street, and for sewers, &c. The assessments

for the filling in were never signed by the

Assessors as required by law, and the whole

proceedings were notoriously shameful.—

This property thus assessed was sold for the

term of 27 years, by which means Mrs.

Pearson and her children are rendered desti

tute and helpless. It was their whole, their

only dependence, when Mr. Pearson left the

world he supposed it was an abundant pro

vision for the support of his family and the

education of his children. It was so if the

Corporation had not disinherited this little

helpless family. But this is not all the Cor

poration have done to distress this oppressed

family, as will be seen in the sequel.

Mrs. Pearson applied to the Assistant Vice

Chancellor, Hon. Murray Hoffman, for an

injunction to restrain the Corporation from

executing a lease for the assessment, which

he granted, requiring Mrs. Pearson to give

security for the costs. A hard working me

chanic of very limited means was her secu

rity. The Corporation demurred to the

jurisdiction of the Court, which the Chancel

lor sustained, and dismissed the bill with

COStS.

The Corporation prosecuted the surety of

Mrs. Pearson for the costs, and levied an

execution upon the property of this hard

working mechanic, and he was obliged to raise

out of his hard earnings about seventy dol

lars.

The widow and the fatherless are helpless.

We forbear to comment.

The Chancellor in this opinion uses an

expression which certainly must have been

almost a slip of the pen in the hurry of busi

ness. In speaking of the decision of the

Court for the correction of errors in the case

of Messerole’s children, he says “the Court

repudiated the idea that the Court of Chan

cery has any power or right to interfere in

such cases.”

The decision to which the learned Chan

cellor refers was by a tolerably close vote.—

If we mistake not, it was H3 to 9, and had

the case been argued by the Counsel who

filed the bill, it would have been the other

way we are almost sure. General Bogardus

filed this bill and carried it in the Court of

Vice Chancellor McCoun, and in the Chan

cellors Court, but when it reached the Court

of Errors he was near the confines of the

grave, and unable to argue it. It was, how

ever, argued by an able lawyer who knew

nothing of the case until the evening before

the argument.

We published the whole history of this

case from papers which we obtained from

Gen. Bogardus the Solicitor for the children

of Mr. Messerole. The printed sheets were

destroyed by fire. We will endeavor to

obtain from the Executors of Gen. Bogardus

the papers again, and will re-publish them.

The Chancellors opinion, in that case, is well

worth reading and does credit to his head as

well as his heart.

Now the reason which the Chancellor as

signed fortaking jurisdiction and then chang

ing his mind is certainly one which ought to

have influenced him in giving costs. If he

had erred, and Mrs. Pearson had been misled

by this error, he should not have made her

pay costs, unless the law was peremptory

to compel him to do so, and if such is the

law, that learned jurist ought not to have

allowed a session of the legislature to pass

without calling their attention to a remedy.

There is another matter in the opinion of

the Chancellor in another case on the same

page, which is that of restraining the Corpora

tion being an “UNNecessARY INconveni

ENCE tothe Corporation.”

“Let justice be done” without looking to

consequences.

The Chief Justice who gave a written

opinion in this case in the Court for the cor

rection of errors uses this strong language

in reference to the jurisdiction of the Chan

cellor in these Street cases:

“I know the learned Chancellor has neither

the desire or inclination to entertain it unless

in obedience to a sense of duty, and the

ancient jurisdiction of the Court following

where the footprints of his learned and dis

tinguised predecessors lead; and must believe

that he has been subdued and carried beyond

the outer boundary of his court, by the hard

ship and injustice of this particular case.”

“These hard cases make bad precedents

in the Courts both of law and equity, and

are usually found at the bottom of them.”

ROBERT H. MORRIS.

Mayor Morris deserves the thanks of this

community for the interest he has taken in

the Tax question, and for numerous and

well timed vetos.

Our citizens who pay large taxes speak in

the highest terms of Mayor Morris. He is

a public officer of great firmness of purpose,

intelligent and honest. If he is a candidate

for re-election he will no doubt be re-elected.

Alderman Breevoort, Alderman Brady, and

Alderman Tillou, deserves the thanks of

the tax payers for their attention to their in

terestS.

NEW PARTIES.

Whichever party puts up the best men

will succeed at the charter election.

BAR ROOM OF CITY HALL.

This appendage to the banqueting room

of the Hall has been refitted with new carpets,

&c. &c.

We have not heard whether they have pro

cured gold waiters for their wine goblets.-

Such a use of the public funds would be

more appropriate than one half their appro

priations.
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DESTRUCTIVE ASSESSMENTS,

IBEIDIFORD IROAD

And

MR. MESSEROLE'S CHILDREN.

We give below the Speech of the vener

able General Johnson, Mayor of Brooklyn,

to the Common Council of that city.

The newspaper containing this Speech,

was first shown us by the Hon. W. T. Mc

Coun, Vice Chancellor, after the case of

Messerole's children had been argued before

him, and he remarked that he intended send

ing the paper to the Chancellor.

This Speech deserves to be treasured up,

and we have printed an extra number of

copies for extensive circulation throughout

the United States, and also in England.

We deem it due to this important question

to place the farewell address of the vener

able Mayor of Brooklyn, who is a most ex

cellent citizen, a man beloved and respected

by all who know him, in connection with the

Opinion of the worthy Chancellor of this

State, in the matter of the ruinous assess

ment upon the estate of the infant children

of Mr. Messerole, who were assessed so

heavily for the Bedford Road, as to annihi

late their title; and next to these, the Opinion

of the Supreme Court, in which they state

that the Constitution of the State has provi

ded against the exercise of such summary

street powers by that tribunal, which is the

power which confirmed the Bedford Road

Assessment alluded to by the Mayor and

passed upon by the Chancellor.

We wish to call the attention of the reader

to the first paragraph of the Opinion of the

learned Chancellor, in which he says: “that

an assessment has been made upon the lands

of the complainants, which must produce a

total sacrifice of the property assessed, un

less they can obtain relief in this Court, or

by Legislative INTERFERENce,”—in con

nection with the quere put by his Honor the

Mayor of Brooklyn, in his Speech, when he

asks: “will the land assessed along Hamil

ton avenue and Bedford road, pay half the

assessments f If not, are not the owners

plundered, and the City also

Here is evidence indisputable and unques

tionable as to an absolute confiscation of this

estate, and we ask by whom ? We answer,

by a power unknown to the Constitution of

the Commonwealth.

It was well said by the learned Chancellor

that: “unless they can obtain relief in this

Court, or by Legislative interference,” that

the assessment must produce a total sacri

fice, &c.

The Chancellor clearly saw that the Jus

tices of the Supreme Court did not act in a

judicial capacity, but merely as Road Com

missioners, and therefore that they could not

revive their own acts.

Among the powers possessed by the most
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absolute governments in Europe, there are

none that can be compared in despotic cha

racter with the summary street powers which

have been exercised over private property, in

the State of New-York, for years past ; and

yet we boast of a CONSTITUTION, the

purchase of BLOOD and TREASURE

From the Long Island Star of May 7, 1838.

BROOKLYN COMMON COUNCIL.

Monday, April 30, 1838.

The MAYor addressed the Board as fol

lows, and retired, and the President, Alder

man S. SMITH, took the Chair.

Gentlemen of the Common Council:

Be pleased to permit me to present a few

remarks to this Board, before I leave the

Chair.

When we entered upon our duties, the

storm of adversity was passing over our

country, sweeping away the golden visions

of speculative prosperity, and leaving the

blasted harvest of adversity on many fair

plotted fields. Many tall trees, with gilded

leaves and paper roots, were laid low. Our

fair city has suffered by the storm, her sails

were spread to every wanton lover, whom

the lust of speculation brought among us.

Our former cultivated farms are dotted with

buildings, subject in many cases to rever

sions. This is a faint outline of the pros

pects caused by the re-action, which, in like

cases, will always follow excessive specula

tion. Many great men, and many wise men,

who had enough but wanted more, have been

ensnared, and have fallen upon the alter of

adversity.

When this city was incorporated, our de

ferred Market Debt was $20,000; two hun

dred thousand dollars were raised by loan

for the erection of a City Hall; the Com

mon Council knew, and our citizens know,

that this sum was sufficient to build a Hall,

equal in every respect to the Hall in the city

of Albany, and to purchase a site for the

building. The loan was made with this ob

ject in view. Why was it not done 7 Why

were not the interested schemes of specula

tors, rejected by an unanimous vote, instead

of one solitary NO !

The past cannot be re-called. The deed

is done; but that incubus of folly will be felt

after its votaries are no more.

No member of the Common Council, of

any city of this State, can lawfully make a

beneficial contract with the Board whereof

he is a member; nor can any member of

such Board enter into a contract whereby he

is directly or indirectly benefitted.

In Brooklyn, the Common Council direct

and the Mayor executes.

Again, Gentlemen : what authority had

our Board of Aldermen, who are Trustees

of the People, to lend their aid to interested

men, to oppress and ruin the widow and the

orphan, by opening, paving, or grading un

necessary streets : Improvements are bet

terments, not divestments. Were not Ham

ilton avenue, Myrtle avenue, and Bedford

road, opened to gratify speculators very near

--- º:

the Board 7 Were not the assessments for

opening, laid heavily on distant sections, to

pay favorites near the Board 7 Will the land

assessed along Hamilton avenue and Bed

ford road, pay half of the assessments : If

not, are not the owners plundered, and the

city also :

Motives produce acts which are often done

before the design is seen.

The foregoing remarks are not made for

individual purposes, but for the purpose of

warning those who succeed us, to guard our

city from the like errors.

I have now given a faint outline of our

city as she was when the Board entered up

on its duties, oppressed upon every side, but

not disheartened. Our ship was shattered

in her rigging, but her hull is sound. Our

beautiful and healty city remains. We need

no distant waters, we have the best in abun

dance below. We will be burthened a few

years with taxes, still we can pay more and

prosper.

We have united to stay unnecessary ex

penditures, and correct evils. We have pre

served civil order, and promoted education.

Our efficient Police has protected us from

midnight fiends, and Providence from the

fiery elements. Our Fire Department is

improving.

On taking leave of this Board, be pleased,

Gentlemen, to accept of my individual re

spects for your kindness and assistance dur

ing the past year; to the Clerk, Attorney,

and Street Commissioner, together with all

our faithful officers, my respects are also

presented. Though we may seperate here !

I hope we will meet hereafter, in that happy

haven of rest, where no political distinctions

will be known.

Alderman Underhill then offered the fol

lowing Preamble and Resolution, which was

read and adopted :

Whereas, the term of service in which his

Honor JEREMIAh Johnson, has been: elected

to fill the arduous situation of Mayor of this

city, is nearly terminated, and whereas, the

connection necessarily arising between the

individual filling that office and the members

of this Board, give the latter ample opportu

nity of judging of the capability and zeal

with which the duties of the Mayoralty has

been performed ; and whereas, this Board

are deeply impressed with the conviction,

that his Honor JEREMIAh Johnson, has on

all occasions, exhibited an energy and in

dustry in his station, no less honorable to

himself than beneficial to the public; that

the interest of this city, of which he has so

long been a resident, have again, as they of.

ten have before, been highly promoted by

his public spirit and, anxious desire to pro

mote the public weal, therefore

Resolved, That this Board do hereby ten

derto his Honor the MAYor, their warmest

thanks for the indefatigable zeal and untir

ing industry with which he has filled the

duties of his office, and hereby express to

him the conviction they strongly feel, that he

has added another wreath to the crown he

has so long deserved to wear, that of a

PUBLIC BENEFACTOR.

re- -- ––
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THE CHANCELLOR.

“It is pretty evident in this case, that an as

sessment has been made on the lands of the

complainants, which must probably produce

a total sacrific of the property assessed, un

less they can obtain relief, either in this

Court or by Legislative interference. Judg

ing from the facts before me, I cannot see

how it was possible for the Commissioners

of Estimate and Assessment, to have come

to the conclusion that the lands assessed

could be benefitted to the amount of about

$14,000, by the contemplated improvement ;

even upon the principles on which they pro

ceeded relative to the Bedford road as a pub

lic highway, already laid out and establish

ed. As I understand the case, the assess

ment limits only included of the complain

ant's lands 107 feet on each side of the Bed

ford road, as originally laid out by the turn

pike Commissioners, and extending in length

on that road about 968 feet. This would

give to the complainants 76 lots of 25 feet

front, and 107 feet deep, upon a street of 66

feet in width. And if the contemplated im

provement was made, they would have the

same number of lots of 100 feet in depth,

upon an 80 feet street. These lots, at the

valuation fixed upon them by the second an

swer of the defendants, at the time of the as

sessment when lands were the highest, were

worth $250; making the sum of $19,000

for the lands assessed. And yet it is suppo

sed these lots will be benefitted by the widen

ing and extending of this street, $139.31 ;

or about three fourth of their then estimated

value, and nearly their full value one year

thereafter, when the second answer was put

in. It is possible, that some further benefits

might accrue to these lots, by the extension

of Bedford road beyond where it was alrea

dy opened four rods wide, in addition to the

benefit of having it fourteen feet broader in

front of the lots assessed. But there is

much reason to believe that the guardian ad

litem who was appointed to take care of the

rights of these infants, and who was himself

one of the applicants for the proposed im

provement, has, under the influence of men

tal hallucination, or otherwise, suffered their

property to be assessed to about its full va

lue, and probably much more than it is now

worth ; as a supposed benefit which that pro

perty was to receive from the contemplated

improvement. Hiſ the whole proceedings,

however, have been regular, and the Com

missioners of Estimate and Assessment have

merely erred in judgment, I think this Court

has no jurisdiction to correct their error, or

to give relief to the complainants. For

there is no allegation of fraud or collusion on

their part, nor on the part of the guardian

ad litem, who was appointed in the mode

prescribed by law to protect the rights of the

complainants on that assessment, and to ap

peal from the decision of the Commissioners,

if he believed they had done injustice to these

infants.

The first objection to the regularity of the

assessment is, that the Commissioners of Es
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timate and Assessment, have assumed that

the turnpike road was not only regularly laid

out, but that it was already the property of

the public, so that the complainants were en

titled to no compensation therefor. In this

I think the Commissioners were clearly un

der a mistake. For the purpose of this de

cision, I shall take it for granted that the

turnpike was properly laid out, and that the

damages of the complainants for that part

of their farm which was taken for the use of

the Corporation were legally and constitu

tionally assessed, pursuant to the provisions

of the general turnpike act of 1807. Still

that act did not vest the title of the land in

the turnpike company, even for the purposes

of the road during the existence of the char

ter, until the actual payment of the damages

which had been so assessed. The language

of the Statute is, that the turnpike corpora

tion, upon paying to the owners of the land

the sum assessed and awarded by the ap

praisers in their inquisition, shall and may

have and hold the lands to them and their

successors and assigns, &c. (1 R. L. of

1813, §3, p. 231.) It is true, the statute

does, by an implication, authorize the turn

pike company to enter upon the land for the

purpose of making their road thereon, if

there is no person living on the land who is

authorized to receive the damages, unless

such damages shall be lawfully demanded.

The title to the land, however, is still in the

original owner; and the moment he demands

the payment of the damages from the proper

officers of the company, and the same are

not paid, he may bring an action to recover

the possession of the land. It is perfectly

clear, therefore, that the complainants before

they could be divested of their title to so

nuch of their farm as was included in the

old Bedford road, were entitled to the pay

inent of at least the amount which was

awarded to them by the appraisers, in IS28.

And the opinion of Chief Justice Nelson,

appears to be that they were entitled also to

the benefit of the contingent right to the re

vision in the land, in case of the dissolution

of the Corporation, or of the abandonment

of the road. (See IIooker v. The Utica

and li inden Turnpike Company, 12 Wen

dell's Rep. 371.) Whether the turnpike

company was in existence at the time the

Commissioners of Estimate and Assessment

made their Report in the present case, does

not distinctly appear from the pleadings; but

the legal presumption is that it was, as I have

not found any statute dissolving that Corpo

ration, or authorizing it to abandon the road.

It is clear, however, that if that Corporation

should be legally dissolved without having

paid the amount awarded to the complain

ants for damages, the legal title to that part

of the Bedford road which is in question

here, would belong absolutely to the com

plainants; and that such title could not be

divested, for the purposes of this public

street, without paying them the full value of

the land, either in money or in the benefits

which would thereby accrue to them by the

increased value of their adjoining lands. It

does not distinctly appear in this case wheth

er the petition to the Common Council for

the improvement, and the resolution of the

City Corporation adopting the same, actual

ly contemplated the taking of the lands in

cluded within the limits of the turnpike, as

well as the two narrow strips on each side of

the same, for the use of the Corporation as

a public street. If the former was the case,

then the confirmation of the report was ir

regular, and may still be opened ; as the

Commissioners have not in form appraised

the damages to which the complainants, as

the owners of the original site of the Bed

ford road through their farm, are entitled.

And as I understand the recent decision of

the Supreme Court In the matter of Antho

my street, (20 Wend. Rep. 618,) there cannot

be an absolute confirmation of the Report

of Commissioners of Estimate and Assess

ment, so as to give any vested rights under

the same, until the damages for all of the

lands taken for the proposed improvement

have been ascertained and settled, and are

properly assessed upon the owners of those

lands which will be benefitted by the im

provement. If this is the correct construc

tion of the Statute, and the resolution of the

Mayor and Common Council actually con

templates the taking of the whole of the old

Bedford road for the purposes of this im

provement, they ought not to be permitted to

proceed and enforce this assessment against

the complainants personally, by virtue of the

distress warrant, or by a sale of their lands

which have been assessed, until the proper

steps have been taken to divest their title to

the whole of the lands which are to be taken

for the improvement, by an assessment of

the damages and an offset of the same

against the supposed benefit of their adja

cent lands.

I think, however, there is a more conclu

sive objection to the proceedings of the de

fendants, in this case ; and that is, that the

Mayor and Common Cºuncil had no legal

authority to lay out and open this new street

through the lands of the complainants, in

one of the new wards of the city, subse

quent to August, 1835; until the same had

been authorized by the Commissioners ap

pointed under the Act of the 23d of April,

in that year, authorizing the appointment of

Commissioners to lay out streets, avenues,

and squares, in the City of Brooklyn. That

Act, which took effect on the first of Sep

tember after its passage, gives to the Com

missioners, to be appointed by the Governor

on the application of the Mayor and Com

mon Council, the exclusive power to lay out

streets, avenues and public squares, within

that part of the city comprising the sixth,

seventh, eighth and ninth wards, and to di

rect the closing of any streets, roads, high

ways, lanes, avenues or alleys which had not

been the retofore approved of by the Mayor

and Common Council. (Laws of 1835, p.

136, § 4.) The previous act of the same

day amending the charter of the city of

Brooklyn, which went into effect immedia

tely, must be so construed as not to conflict

with the provisions of the Act appointing

these Commissioners to make a permanent
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plan of this part of the city. It must there

fore be construed to apply to that part of the

city lying within the first five wards, aud

which was originally comprised within the

bounds of the village Corporation ; or at

least, to such streets as they should think

proper to lay out according to a settled plan,

in the four other wards, previons to the time

when the act for the appointment of Com

missioners should take effect. Certainly it

could not have been the intention of the Le.

gislature that two classes of officers should

have the power to lay out streets and avenues

in that part of the city during the same pe

riod, and that each should proceed according

to a settled plan of their own. Neither

could the Mayor and Common Council con

tinue their jurisdiction over the subject, (if

their power extended to these four wards

previous to the first of September,) by their

neglect to apply to the Governor for the ap

pointment of Commissioners, until after this

street was laid out ; if such was in fact the

case. The duty for which the Commission

ers were to be appointed, was in its nature

exclusive, independent of the express pro

visions of the act upon that subject. And

until they had been appointed and had au

thorized the opening of the street now un

der consideration, I am satisfied the Mayor

and Common Council had no authority, af.

ter the first of September, 1835, to proceed

by resolution to open the same, and to have

Commissioners of Estimate and Assessment

appointed pursuant to the directions of the

Act of 1833.

The Vice Chancellor was therefore autho

rized to interfere by injunction to restrain the

defendants, under color of authority, from

proceeding in an illegal act, which must me

cessarily cast a cloud upon the complain

ant's title ; and to set aside these unautho

rized proceedings which had already taken

place. (Oakley v. The Trustees of Wil.

liamsburg, 6 Paige's Rep. 262. Pettit v.

Shepherd, 5 Idem, 501.) For these reasons,

the order appealed from must be affirmed

with costs.” -

IMPORTANT

ASSESSMENT ĐECISION,

SU P R E M E CO U it 'I',

FEBRUARY S, 1844.

O PIN | ON OF THE COURT.

Matter of Opening 39th street, in the City

of New-York; also, 37th street ; also, a

New Street between the 4th and 5th ave

nues ; also, the 11th avenue, between 32d

and 47th street, and also 128th street.

BRONson, J.-The Statute in relation to

the opening and laying out of streets, ave

nues, squares and public places, in the City

of New-York, has been in operation thirty

years; (2 Revised Laws, 342 408, § 177

192;) and the question is now distinctly

made, for the first time, whether we have the

constitutional right to exercise the powers

which the Legislature has attempted to con

fer upon us. But it is never too late to

appeal to the fundamental law; and the

question is none the less entitled to a careful

examination because it touches our own au

thority. If, by common consent, and with

out having our attention called to the sub

ject, we have heretofore taken cognizance of

matters which did not rightfully belong to

us, that cannot be a good reason for going on

in the same way after our authority has been

plainly drawn in question.

The constitution declares, (Art. W. §7,)

that “the Justices of the Supreme Court

shall hold no other office or public trust,”

and the question is, in what character do we

act in these street cases. Although the pow

er to appoint Commissioners of Estimate

and Assessment, and to review their proceed

ings, is, by the words of the Statute, confer

ed upon the “Supreme Court,” it has been

fully settled that we do not act as a Court,

but as Commissioners, to discharge this spe

cial trust or office. The question was con

sidered in the Hatter of Beekman street, (20

John, 269,) which was decided within a few

years after the law was passed. It was there

held, that our powers were derived wholly

from the Statute, and were not incident to

our judicial duties; that we do not act as a

Court, but as Commissioners; and that the

general powers and jurisdiction of the Court

could not be brought into exercise. The

case was likened to that of a Jndge sitting

as a Commissioner under the insolvent laws.

The same doctrine had been laid down be

fore this Statute was passed, under an act of

the Legislature conferring similar powers

upon the Albany Mayor's Court. Stafford

v. Mayor of Albany, 7 Johm, 54.1.) It was

there held, that the proceedings were not of a

judicial nature ; that there was no analogy

between them and the judicial proceedings

of a Court of Record in the progress of a

cause ; that the Court acted as Commission

ers, and when an assessment had been con

firmed, the Court was functus officio, and

had no power to set aside the proceedings.

In the Matter of the Mayor of New-York,

(6 Como. 571,) it was again affirmed that we

do not act as a Court in these cases, but as

Commissioners appointed by the Legisla

ture; and this doctrine has uniformly pre

vailed down to the present day. (Matter of

Canal street, 11 Wend, 151; Hatter of

Hount Morris Square, 2 Hill 14.) There

have been other cases to the same effect,

which, as they contained nothing new, have

not been reported. The principle has been

fully carried out, by refusing to set aside the

proceedings in Street cases under any cir.

cumstances, on the ground that while sitting

as Commissioners we had no power to re-call

that which had once been done. When the

parties have desired a review in a street case

the Supreme Court has issued a certiorari to

the Justices of that Court as Commission

ers; and after having thus got the matter

before us as a Court, and affirmed what we

had previously done in another character, a

writ of error has been brought in the Court

of Errors. In these and all other forms in

which the question has arisen, it has been

uniformly held, that in executing the street

law of 1813, we are but Commissioners dis

charging a special trust. The principle has

been settled more than thirty years, and it is

now quite too late to call it in question.

The same doctrine has been laid down by

the Federal Judiciary. By an Act of Con

gress passed March 23, 1792, (2 Bis. 259,)

the Circuit Courts of the U. S., were direct

ed to inquire into and decide upon the claims

of certain persons to be placed on the pen

sion list. The note to Hayburn's case, (2

Dall. 409,) shows that several of those

Courts declined to execute the law, on the

ground that the duties which had been as

signed to them were not of a judicial nature.

There was no disqualifications to hold other

offices, as there is under our Constitution.

The Circuit Court for the District of New

York, composed of Chief Justice Jay and

Judges Cushing and Duane, said the Act

could only be considered as appointing Com

missioners for the purposes mentioned in it,

by official instead of personal description ;

that the Judges regarded themselves as be

ing the Commissioners designated by the

Act, and therefore as being at liberty to ac

cept or decline that office. As the object

was a benevolent one, and the Judges wish

ed to manifest their respect for the Legisla

ture, they accepted the trust. The Justices

of this Court seem to have acted upon the

same principle when they accepted the office

of Street Commissioners, under the New

York law. Chief Justice Spencer, in deliv

ering the opiuion of the Court in the Matter

of Beekman street, (20 John, 269,) said, “it

might be a question how far the Legislature

can impose such duties on the Judges.” But

he entirely overlooked the constitutional in

hibition against holding any other office,

which was substantially the same then as it is

now, (Const. of 1777, Art. 25.) Since an

appeal has been made to the fundamental

law, it is no longer the mere question wheth

er we will consent to accept the office, and,

execute the Statute. The farther inquiry is

now presented, whether we have any power

to act in the matter. Upon that question I'

cannot entertain a doubt. The Coustitutiou

having declared that the Justices of this

Court shall not hold any other office or pub

lic trust, we cannot accept this appointment,

however willing we may be to carry out the

wishes of the Logislature. If we can exe

cute the office of Street Commissioners for

the City of New-York, the like powers may

be conferred upon us in relation to any other

town or county; or the duties of the office

of Comptroller, Treasurer, or Sheriff, may

be assigned to us; and thus the constitu

tional disqualification would be rendered a

dead letter. For one, I can never give such

a construction to the fundamental law as

will amount to a practical nullification of its

provisions. Indeed there is little room for

construction in the case. If, in executing
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ment. The motion was argued before Chiefap

oint | Justice Nelson, at the March Special Term,

! too and he refused to interfere, on the ground of

sing lapse of time, notwithstanding the applica

t of tion was made within six months of the con

firmation of a report, which was presented

of and confirmed without notice. The Chief

1 re- Justice also assumed to exercise what he ter

lder med the discretion of the Court, in the case.

not The discretion of the Court is not the will of

ion. the Judge. We have noticed this point on

what | page 196 of this number.

ugh The most powerſul monarch in Europe

did never claimed as much authority over the

and private property of a subject, as has been

law, exercised by the Supreme Court for years

far over the private property of the citizens of

ons, this City in street assessments.

icer We discussed some branches of this ques
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tion, in the Municipal Gazettee of Decem

ber, 1842.

The Court in this opinion, are so explicit

with regard to the prohibitory clause of the

Constitution, “that he who runs may read.”

We are glad to see the doctrine of strict

construction under way, and when once

broached in political matters there is no dif

ficulty in applying the principle to the pirati

cal assessments in the City of New-York.

Re-Argument.

Mr. Emmett has served Mr. Mott with a

notice of re-argument of his five street mo

tions. His notice is entitled before the Su

preme Court. What nonsense under the

views here expressed by the Court. We

will publish his affidavit on which he founds

his notice of motion.

Another Assessment Cruelty.

The Assessment for setting curb and gut

y,

he

ter in the 8th Avenue, amounts to $43,922

25. The assessors appointed by the Com

mon Council to make the assessment, are

the Street Commissioner, his Assistant and

Clerk. The contract was made by the Street

Commissioner, and the prices unreasonable.

When the Senate Committee were in ses

sion at Clinton Hall, this proceeding was

brought before them, as one of the Assess

ment outragss. Mr. Perrine, a former Clerk

in the Street Commissioner's office, was ex

amined as a witness, he stated that : “ there

are no hames of Assessors in any part of it,

nor is it signed by any Assessors.” The

assessment was passed by the Board of Al

dermen, Dec. 17th, 1838; by the Board of

Assistants, Dec. 24th, 1838, and approved

by the Mayor, Dec. 28th, 1838, although not

signed by the Assessors. This is the way

the public business is done. The Assessors

are the same as those of Chapel street, and

yet the two assessments are made upon en

tirely different principles ; both cannot be

right.

By a decision of the Supreme Court, all

the Assessors must be present to make the

assessment, but a majority may decide.

This is the assessment, for which the Street

Commissioner sold the house and two lots

belonging to Mary Stewart and her children,

all their property. One of the children is sick

ly. The husband of Mary Stewart was a

shoe-black, and he earned his money by

hard labor, with which he purchased this

property, and when he died he left it to his

family.

The purchaser at the assessment sale of

this property, on getting his lease, took pos

session, and put the furniture of the occu

pants out of doors, but he was prosecuted for

forcible entry and detainer, and at once sur

rendered the premises, and has since brought

an ejectment suit on his lease. A case has

been made, and will be argued next month

before a full Bench. Some charitable individ

ual has volunteered a Counsel fee to defend

the little home of the colored woman and

her helpless children.

The owner of the premises had no notice

of the assessment, or the sale.

The regulating the third avenue was paid

out of the City Treasury, and so ought that

of the eighth avenue.

Alderman MASH,

OF 'the SEVENTh WARD.

On Monday evening, Alderman Nash

tendered his resignation as Chairman of the

Committee of Public Offices, Repairs, &c.,

assigning very satisfactory and substantial

reasons therefor.

We have watched the movements of this

member of the Common Council, with a

great deal of interest; he is a plain spoken

man, and when he discovers a wrong, he sets

his face at once against it. He deserves the

thanks of the public. We were pleased to

see that he was sustained by Alderman

Scol, Es.

Alderman BREEvoorT,

OF THE TWELFTH WARD.

This gentleman, who is a man independ--

ent in mind as well as in property, took a

bold stand in the Board of Aldermen, some

time since, against the Street Commissioner.

The Alderman deserves credit for acting in

dependent of that officer, and having a mind

and opinion of his own. -

NotE.-Several of the pages of this vol

ume have been destroyed by fire. The pre

sent and last preceeding seven pages, are

substitutes for those destroyed. Some of

the other pages of the volume are being

re-published in the same way.

The copies of the petition to the Legisla

ture of 1843, which were on pages 241 to

244, and the re-print also, were destroyed by

the torch of the incendiary, in 1843. We

have re-printed these on page 254.
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suppleME court Decisions IN 1841.

At the January term of the Supreme Court

the matter of the assessment for constructing

a sewer in Twentieth street, on the Hudson

river side of the island, was argued upon the

return made to the certiorari issued in this

cause, by Lewis H. Sandford, Esq., for the Re

lators, and Peter A. Cowdrey, Esq., for the

Mayor and Common Council. The Court

held the case under advisement until the Oc

tober term, near the close of the year, when they

quashed the certiorari.

At this term of the court Chief Justice Nel

son delivered an opinion on denying the mo

tion, made at the December term of 1840, for

a certiorari in the matter of re-paving and re

grading Chapel and adjoining streets. This

opinion, and the material facts set forth in the

affidavits and papers on which the motion was

founded, will be found in its order in this

number.

At the April special term, Mr. Justice Cowen

presiding, motions were made for writs of cer

tiorari in the matter of the proceedings in the

assessment for opening Mount Morris square

and Second avenue from Twenty-eighth to

Eighty-sixth street. L. H. Sandford, Esq.,

for the Relators, submitted very full points to

the Court, which were replied to by Peter A.

Cowdrey, for the Mayor, &c. The Court held

these two motions under advisement until No

vember, 1841, when he gave a very full opinion,

denying the material part of the motions.

At the May term of the Court, held by the

full Bench, the cause in which the People ex

rel. E. Meriam and others, were relators, and

also that in which James Agnew and others

were relators, involving the proceedings in the

assessments for repaving and regrading Chapel

and adjoining streets, and of building a sewer

in Chapel and Thomas streets, came on for

argument on the respective returns made to

the certioraris issued in these causes. Lewis

H. Sandford and Wm. M. Holland, Esqs., for

the Relators, and Peter A. Cowdrey, Esq., for

the Mayor and Common Council. These

causes were fully argued. Mr. Justice Bron

son took the papers, and at the October term

of 1841 delivered a brief opinion of one of the

causes. The Court quashed the certioraris.

The motions in the matter of Art street,

Seventh avenue, Ninth avenue, and Twenty

eighth street assessments for certioraris, are

understood to have been disposed of by the

Court in the same way as those of Mount

Morris and Second avenue.

We shall review the opinions delivered by

the Supreme Court in our own plain way, and

we shall feel gratified if we succeed in con

vincing these high judicial officers that they

have greatly erred in quashing the certioraris

in the particular cases, and denying the writ

of certioraris in others. -

IN ChanCERY.

Before the Chancellor.

Timothy Wiggin, Banker, of London, in

the kingdom of Great Britain, vs. the Mayor,

&c., of New York.

The CHANcellor.— The language of the

bill in this case, leaves it doubtful whether the

complainant at this time, is the owner of, or

has any interest in any of the lots mentioned

in the bill as having been assessed for this im

provement; and so far as his personal liability

is concerned, this court does not interfere to

prevent a mere trespass upon personal rights,

on personal estate, where the complainant has

a perfect remedy at law. The bill instead of

alleging in the usual manner, that the com

plainant was at a particular date and still is

the owner of the lots upon which the assess

ment for benefit was imposed, merely states as

to the first twelve lots, that he was the owner

and possessor thereof, on or before the first of

September, 1836, and as to the other lots, he

states that he was the owner and possessor of

them subsequent to the 1st of May, 1839.

Neither does the verification of the bill by the

complainant's agent show that the agent has

any information on the subject ; or that he

even believes the complainant is now the own

er of those lots. As this defect in the bill can

probably be cured by an amendment, I shall

proceed to examine the objections made to the

legality and equity of the assessment, and the

question whether the bill in other respects pre

sents a proper case for the interference of this

court by a preliminary injunction.

The objection that the delay of the corpora

tion in bringing the proceedings to a close un

til the spring of 1840, produced injustice, by

giving to the tenants of property which was to

be taken for the improvement, and who had

short leases thereof, compensation for a loss

which they do not sustain, does not appear to

be one which in any manner concerns the

complainant. That appears to be a question

entirely between the landlord and tenant of the

property taken for the improvement. If the

tenaut has a beneficial lease, that is, if he has

rented the property for a term of years at less

than the use of the property was actually

worth, he sustains damages in being deprived

of the occupancy at this low rent during the

remainder of his term. But that damage must

necessarily go to diminish the amount which

the landlord would have been entitled to re

ceive if the property had not been under a

lease ; or if the rent reserved upon the lease

had been the full value of the use of the lot.

The proper way of assessing the damages,

where two or more persons have distinct in

terests or estates in property taken for the im

provement, is to ascertain the damage to the

whole lot in the same manner as if one person

alone had the entire interest therein; and then

to apportion that damage among the persons

interested in the lot, as landlord and tenant or

otherwise, according as the interest of the one

or the other will be affected by the taking of

the property for the improvement. In such a

case, if a tenant had a lease of the propery

for four or five years at a nominal rent, he

would be entitled to damage for taking such

interest in the property if it was taken imme

diately. But in that case the commissioners

would not allow any thing to the landlord on

account of the loss of rent for the same time.

And where, in a case of that kind, the appoint

ment had been made upon an estimate that

the proceedings would probably be completed

at the expiration of a year, and that the tenant

would be dispossessed at that time, if by any

unforseen occurrence the completion of the

proceedings were procrastinated till the expira

tion of the lease, the landlord would sustain

the whole damage by the taking of the prop

erty and the tenant nothing. But the amount

of the assessment for benefit upon the prop

erty of other persons would not thereby be in

creased, for the benefit to their property from

the making of the improvement would com

mence as soon as they were compelled to pay

the assessment imposed therefor. In the case

of Gillespy vs. The Mayor, &c. of New York,

in the Court for the Correction of Errors, in

December, IS39, I had occasion to examine

the whole of the statutory provision on the

subject of the apportionment of rent and

damages as between landlord and tenant,

where a part of the property is taken for an

improvement during the continuance of the

lease. And from that examination, I am sat

isfied that if the commissioners of estimate

and assessment made their assessment in this

case upon correct principles in relation to the

rights of the lessees and owners of the lease

hold property taken for the street, the delay in

completing the proceedings could not injure

the complainant so as to give him any equita

ble rights even as against the tenants them

selves, whatever equitable claim their landlords

may have against them on that account.

I am inclined to think that the commission

ers erred in not assessing the property at the

corner of William street in the same manner

as if the contemplated widening of that street,

which was subsequently abandoned, had never

been thought of; as that improvement had not

been directed when these commissioners were

appointed to assess the damages and benefits

with reference to the widening of John street

merely. But if there was any error in this

respect, it was a proper ground for opposing

the confirmation of the report before the Su

preme Court, and cannot be reviewed in this

collateral manner. In the case of Messerole

vs. The Mayor, &c. of Brooklyn, (In Chan.

April 7, 1840,) referred to in the argument,

the commissioners had not erred in judgment

as to what property was to be benefitted by the

contemplated improvement, and neglected to

assess it on that ground; but they had by mis

take left out the greatest portion of the lands

which were to be taken from the complainants

for the contemplated avenue—and the report

showed upon its face that the court had no

jurisdiction or authority to confirm the assess

ment—according to the decision of the Su

preme Court in the case of Anthony street,

(20 Wend 61S.) There the court held that if

the proceedings had been regular and the com

missioners had only erred in judgment in fix

ing the amount of the damage for the lands

taken, or the benefit to the other lands of the

complainant, upon erroneous principles, the

Court of Chancery could not interfere after

the report had been properly confirmed. In

this case, if the front of the lots on William

street, which were not assessed would actually

be benefitted by this improvement, the com

missioners erred in judgment in not assessing

for the benefit to the front, as well as to the

rear of the lots; and the confirmation of the

report should have been opposed on that

ground. But, as that was not done, the con

firmation of the report stopped the owners of

other property which was assessed, from alleg
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cond Tuesday of May, 1831. It also vests

the legislative power of the corporation in a

board of aldermen and a board of assistants,

who together shall thereafter form the common

council of the city; which boards are to meet

in separate chambers, &c. And the complain

ant's council therefore insists that the mayor,

alderman and commonalty can no longer con

vene in common counsel, to direct the laying

out a new street or the altering of an old one,

as they were previously authorized to do un

der the act of 1813.

The conclusive answer to this objection is,

that the act of 1813, gives the power to the

corporation of the city, when convened in com

mon council according to the provisions of its

charter, and not to the particular officers who

at that time represented the common council.

And the act of 1830 having excluded the mayor

and recorder from the common council, and

directed the aldermen and assistants to convene

as a common council in two separate boards,

the mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the

city, that is the Corporation under its corpor

ate name, is convened in Common Council for

all legislative purposes when the two boards

convene in different chambers, and pass a re

solution or ordinance, subject to the qualified

veto of the Mayor. The power to pass an or

dinance authorising the opening of a new

street, or the alteration of an old one, under

the 177th section of the act of 1813, was

strictly a legislative power given to the Corpo

ration represented in its common council duly

convened under its charter ; as much as the

passage of a statute by the State Legislature,

for the opening of a State road, or the altera

tion or enlargement of a canal, and appoint

ing Commissioners to appraise damages, &c.,

would be the exercise of a legislative power

by the people of the State represented in their

Senate and Assembly. And this legislative

power, which still belongs to the Mayor, Al

dermen and Commonaſty of the city of New

York, under the act of IS13, which is in full

force, was properly exercised by the Corpora

tion, convened in Common Council in the

manner prescribed by the act of IS30.

Again: if the complainant was right in sup

posing that the Common Council, as at present

organized, had no authority to pass an ordi

nance for the widening of John street, he is

neither entitled to preliminary injunction nor

to any relief whatever in this court, as his de

fence is perfect at law. And if the whole pro

ceedings in relation to the opening of the

street were absolutely void in law, and that

fact appears upon the face of the ordinance

itself, a sale for the assessment upon the com

plainant's lot would not even create a cloud

upon his title. For as every person must be

presumed to know the law, a proceeding which

is upon its face void, does not constitute a

cloud upon the title to real estate against which

a court of equity will relieve.

This is also a sufficient answer to the objec

tion that the ordinance was void, because it

appears from the record that it was passed

without calling for the ayes and moes upon the

question of its adoption by the respective

boards; if that neglect was, in point of law,

sufficient to invalidate such an ordinance. It

is not necessary, therefore, that I should ex

press my opinion at this time upon the ques

tion, whether the seventh section of the act of

April, 1830, requiring the ayes and noes to be

taken and published in certain cases, applies

to this case; or whether the last clause of that

section applies merely to improvements which

are to be paid for out of the funds of the cor

poration generally, or by a tax or assessment

upon the citizens at large, and not to cases

where the owners of property benefitted by the

proposed improvement are to bear the whole

expense thereof.

As that question was not argued before me,

I have not examined it. But if the provision

is applicable to a case of this kind, I think it

is merely directory, as to the publication of

the report, and of the ayes and noes upon the

question of the adoption of the ordinance for

the proposed improvement. The neglect to

make such publication, did not, therefore, of

itself, render the proceeding void, if the ordi

nance was not void upon the face of the re

cords of its adoption.

There is another substantial reason why this

court should not interfere in this case by in

junction to prevent the corporation from col

lecting the assessment, but should leave the

complainant to his remedy, if he has any at

law. The proceedings for the making of the

improvement were commenced nearly five

years since, and the complainant had waited

until the improvement had actually been com

pleted several months before he or his agent

attempted to interfere. This property has re

ceived the full benefit that it would receive

from the improvement; which benefit the

commissioners have estimated at several thou

sand dollars. And as property of other per

sons to a very large amount has been destroy

ed for that purpose, justice requires that it

should be paid for by those who have been

benefitted by the improvement rather than by

a general tax upon the city at large. A court

of equity at this late day will not interfere with

its strong arm to cast the burthen of the im

provement from those who have been benefit

ted thereby and upon those who have not.

It is true the complainant alleges in his bill

that his property has not benefitted by the im

provement. But that allegation is not sworn

to by any one, and it is of course contradicted

by the report under oath of the three very re

spectable and intelligent commissioners by

whom the assessment was made.

The application for an injunction is, the re

fore, denied with costs.

Copy.

JOHN M. DAVISON, Register.

From the Journal of Commerce of February 9, 1842.

V 1 C E CH AN C E L L Q R'S CO U R T.

HoN. W. T. Mc coon, vice chancellor.

First Circuit.

DECISION.

Edmund Frost et al. vs. The Trustees of

the Village of Williamsburgh.—This was a

motion for an injunction to restrain the de

fendants from selling certain property for non

payment of assessments. The Court said that

the recent decision of the Court of Errors, in

the case of Meserole vs. The Corporation of

Brooklyn, reversing the order of the Chancel

lor and Vice Chancellor, which restrained by

—-
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injunction the defendants from selling the

property of the complainants for the non-pay

ment of assessments, for the opening of Bed

ford Avenue, has definitely settled the ques

tion, that however illegal may be the proceed

ings of the Corporation, the Court of Chancery

has no jurisdiction or right to interfere except

where the wrongful proceedings lead to the

commission of irreparable injury to the free

hold, or where it would involve a multiplicity

of suits at law, amounting to excessive and

vexatious litigation, against which the party

seeking relief under the ordinary head of equi

ty jurisdiction, is entitled to be protected.—

And whenever these grounds of equitable cog

nizance exist, they must be particularly stated.

No such ground is stated or shown to exist in

the present bill, and since the decision of Mes

erole case vs. the Corporation of Brooklyn,

the Chancellor has been obliged to dissolve in

junctions and dismiss bills on demurrer in

about ſire and twenty cases against the Corpo

ration of the City of New York, in which they

were proceeding to sell for the non-payment of

assessments in the matter of opening and reg

ulating streets, under circumstances quite as

strong ºf not stronger, in favor of the complain

ants than the present. The injunction is there

fore dissolved with costs.

E QUIT Y CO U R T.

I N C H A N C E R Y.

ch ANCELLoR's opinio Ns. DELiver:Ed JANUARY

24th, 1842.

Garret Van Doren and others vs. the Mayor,

&c. of Mew York.

Garreſ II. Striker rs. the same.

Elizabeth Pearson and others vs. the same

and Walter Stevenson.—These cases came

before the Chancellor upon the demurrers of

the defendants, the Corporation of New York,

to the bills of the complainants respectively.

The object of the bill, in each case, was to

restrain the Corporation from collecting cer

tain assessments upon property claimed by the

complainants in the city of New York, or in

which they were supposed to have some in

terest either vested or contingent; such as

sessments having been imposed for the purpose

of laying out streets and avenues, or opening

sewers, &c.; or from selling the lands as

sessed, or advertising the same for sale, or

giving any certificate or lease to the purchaser

upon the sale thereof; and for a decree de

claring the assessments, and all proceedings

had in relation thereto, void, &c.

R. Moſt and IV. J. Holland, for com

plainants in two first causes.

L. H. Sandford, for complainants in last

cause.

P. A. Cowdrey, for Corporation of New

York. -

The CHANCELLoR. The objection to the

assessments that the Corporation, as at pre

sent organized, under the act of April, 1830,

has no power to open streets, confirm assess

ments, &c., was decided against the complain

ant, in the case of Wiggin vs. the Mayor, Al

dermen and Commonalty of the city of New

York, in March last. And I have seen no

reason to change the opinion there expressed,

although that case was not in a situation to

enable the complainant to review the decision

upon that point, by appeal; as several techni

cal objections existed to his right to the prem

ises, as stated in the bill. But if this objec

tion to the right of the Common Council was

well taken, it would only show that this court

had no jurisdiction in these cases. For a valid

legal objection, appearing upon the face of the

proceedings through which the adverse party

can alone claim any right to the complainant's

land, is not in law a cloud upon the complain

ant’s title which can authorize a court of equi

ty to stay or set aside such proceedings.

That can never be considered a legal cloud

which cannot for a moment obstruct the un

aided rays of legal science, when they are

brought to bear upon the supposed obscurity.

But when the claim of the adverse party is

valid upon the face of the instrument or pro

ceeding sought to be set aside, as where the

defendant has procured and put upon record a

deed obtained from the complainant by fraud,

or upon an usurious consideration, which re

quires the establishment of extrinsic facts to

show the supposed conveyance to be inopera

tive and void, a court of equity may interfere

and set it aside as a cloud upon the real title

to the land. (Simpson v. Lord Howden, 3 My.

& Craig's Rep. 97.) It was the overlooking

of that distinction, in the hurry of business,

though I had recognized and acted upon it in

other cases, which led me to affirm the decis

ion of the Vice Chancellor, in the case of

Meserole r. the Mayor and Common Council of

Brooklyn, (S Paige's Rep. 199.) But my de

cision in that case was properly reversed by

the Court for the Correction of Errors, at its

last term in December, IS41, a/ſ/low g/, //e

Chief Justice who delivered the opinion con

curred with me in the conclusion that the pro

ceedings of the Corporation of Brooklyn were

illegal and void.

The same difficulty exists in relation to the

objections that the ayes and noes were not

called and published upon the resolutions to

make the improvements and to confirm the as

sessments which were confirmed by the Com

mon Council, and that the resolutions and or

dinances were not duly signed by the Mayor ;

and to various other objections which are

made to the legal validity of the assessments.

All of which objections appear upon the face

of the proceedings through which the Corpo

ration must justify the enforcement of the tax

by execution, and through which the purchas

ers at sales of the lands of these complainants

for the assessments must necessarily make title.

If the complainants are right, therefore, in sup

posing the proceedings void on all or any of

those grounds, upon which I express no opin

ion, there is pao rºoard upon their titles.—

And as their remedy at law is perfect by an

action of trespass if their personal property is

seized upon a distress warrant for thc assess

ments, and they have a perfect defence at law

to any suit brought against them by purchasers

at the sales which have been made, or which

may hereafter be made ; if the proceedings

are void, this Court has no jurisdiction to in

terfere for their relief. On the other hand, if

the proceedings are not void, but merely irreg

ular, the remedy of the complainants clearly

is not in this Court, which has no superintend

ing jurisdiction over the regularity of the pro

-

ceedings of the Corporation of New York in

these assessment cases. Indeed, as I under

stand the prevailing opinion in the Court for

the Correction of Errors, in the case of Mes

erole vs. the Mayor and Common Council of

Brooklyn, that Court repudiated the idea that

the Court of Chancery has any power or right

to interfere in such cases, in relation to any

supposed error or irregularity in the assess

ment, or in the proceedings of the Corpora

tion, or of the commissioners of estimate and

assessment. And this Court will not subject

itself to the rebuke of that tribunal by inter

fering in any cases of this kind, except where

it is absolutely necessary for the preservation

of the complainant's rights.

The demurrers are well taken, and the com

plaimant's bill must be dismissed with costs.

And the injunctions, if any have been granted

in these cases, must be dissolved.

Peter G. Stuyvesant and others vs. the

Mayor &c. of New York, and John Ewen.

street commissioner. (And 21 other causes in

volving same questions.)

W. J1. Holland, for the complainants.

P. A. Cowdrey, for the defendants.

The CHANCELlor.—These cases came be

fore me on applications for injunction to re

strain the Corporation of the city of New York

from proceeding to sell the lands of the re

spective complainants for the payment of as

sessments imposed upon them for various im

provements in that city. Indeed, taken to

gether, they embrace nearly every improve

ment in the city of New York for the last six

years, either in opening, widening, or grading

streets, or in constructing sewers, &c. The

number of complainants whose rights are in

controversy, exceeds one hundred and seventy,

and the aggregate amount of the assessments

the validity of which is contested is immense.

I have therefore been obliged to look into each

case to see if there was any thing contained

therein to give this Court jurisdiction, and jus

tify it in interfering by a preliminary injunc

tion to restrain the corporation and its street

surveyor, who has been made a defendant in

most of the cases, from proceeding to collect

the assessments by a sale of the property as

sessed in the usual way.

As the complainants have by law two years

to redeem their property after it shall have

been sold, there does not appear to be any

good reason for granting preliminary injunc

tions at this time, even if the cases, as made

by the bills, would, if unexplained, entitle

them to perpetual injunctions at the final hear

ing. The object, therefore, of applying for in

junctions at this time, must probably be to

save the complainants from the payment of

the extra interest, allowed by the statute from

the time of the sale, in case it turns out that

they are wrong in supposing that this court

can interfere for their relief against the final

payment of these assessments. This of itself

would be a sufficient answer to these applica

tions at this time. And for that reason I re

fused to continue the temporary injunctions

allowed by the Vice Chancellor upon granting

the orders to show cause ; so that the sales

might be made by the Corporation, subject to

the equitable rights of the complainants, if
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they had any, to relief upon the final hearing,

or on the final disposition of those applica

tions.

The conclusion, however, at which I have

arrived in the case of Van Doren and others vs.

the Mayor &c. of New York, and in the two

other cases where the objection to the right to

any relief whatever in this Court was raised

by demurrer, renders it necessary to put the

decision of these applications upon the ground

that there is no necessity of preliminary in

junctions, to restrain the sales for assessments,

those sales not in themselves producing any

damage to the complainants, but the restrain

ing them at this time being productive of great

and upazaecessºry in ca, an º' ('ba jean ce to

the corporation, if it shall turn out in

the end that the complainants are in the

wrong, either as to the facts or the law. Nor

do I deem it necessary to put the decision up

on the ground, that in about two thirds of

these bills, several persons having no common

interest in the lands assessed as belonging to

them respectively, have been improperly joined

in the same suit, and thereby rendered their

bills multiſarious. For that objection would

be obviated if the defendants, instead of de

murring on that ground, should answer the

bills without insisting upon that objection. It

is not perfectly clear, either, that these cases

do not come within the principle of some of

the decisions in this state, in which complain

ants having separate and distinct interests have

been permitted to join in one bill to obtain re

lief which was common to all ; though I think

it is clear these bills in which the owners of

separate and distinct lots have joined, would

be considered multifarious, according to the

English cases on the subject. I except how

ever from this remark, the cases of Turner ps.

Robinson, (1 Sim. and Stuart's Rep. 313,) de

cided by Sir John Leach, and disapproved of

by his successor; (2 Sim. 330 note, and 3

Idem 466;) and the case of Kensington vs.

White, in the Exchequer, (3 Price 164.)—

Both of which cases appear to be inconsist

ent with the whole course of English decis

ions on the subject of multifariousness.

I put my refusal to allow the injunctions in

these cases, therefore, distinctly upon the

ground that there is nothing in the bill, in

either case, sufficient to authorize this Court to

assume jurisdiction over the subject matter of

the suit or any part thereof, so far as I have

been able to understand the allegations in each

bill; that a general demurrer will lie in each

case for want of jurisdiction; and that to en

tertain these bills for any purpose would be to

overrule the decision of the Court for the Cor

rection of Errors in the case of the city of

Brooklyn v. Meserole, referred to in Van Do

ren’s case, as having been decided by that

Court at its late term, in December, 1841.

The application for an injunction in each

and every of these causes must therefore be

denied, witH costs.

JUDICIAL DISCRETION.

“The judicial department has no will in

any case. Judicial power, as contradistin

guished from the power of the laws, has no

existence. Courts are the mere instruments

of the law, and can will nothing. When they

are said to exercise a discretion, it is a mere

legal discretion, a discretion to be exercised in

discerning the course prescribed by law; and,

when that is discerned, it is the duty of the

court to follow it. Judicial power is never ex

ercised for the purpose of giving effect to the

will of the judge; but always for the purpose

of giving effect to the will of the Legislature;

or, in other words, to the will of the law.”—

9. Wheaton, S06.

That distinguished Jurist, MR. Justice

Story, quotes the above, and says of it that

it was finely remarked by MR. Chief Justice

MARSHALL, and appends to it, a reference to the

Commentaries of the venerable Ex CHANCEL

Lort KENT.

LEGISLATIVE POWER.

Mr. Justice Story quotes from the Federal

ist, No. 7S, among others, a paragraph in the

following words:—

“There is no position which depends upon

clearer principles, than that every act of a del

egated authority, contrary to the tenor of the

commission under which it is exercised, is void.

No legislative act, therefore, contrary to the

Constitution can be valid. To deny this, would

be to affirm, that the deputy is greater than

his principal ; that the servant is above his

master; that the representatives of the people

are superior to the people themselves ; that

men acting by virtue of powers, may do, not

only what their powers do not authorize, but

what they forbid.” -

JUDICIAL LEGISLATION.

“But the answer to these and similar ob

jections, is, that such considerations should

have weight with those whose business it is to

make laws; but they should not control the

opinions of those whose business it is to ex

pound the laws.”

The abore is the closing sentence of a para

graph in the manuscript opinion written by

JonN SAVAGE, ſafe Chief Justice of the Su

preme Court of the State of New York.

It is an opinion worthy ºf the man.

The following is also from another manu

script opinion of this truly great man.

“Much of our difficulty arises from judicial

legislation: if other laws are necessary, let

the legislature pass them.”

JUDICIA ºr Y.

“The Courts must declare the sense of the

law; and if they should be disposed to exer

cise Will instead of Judgment, the consequence

would equally be the substitution of their

pleasure for that of the legislative body.”—

Federalist of No. 78, quoted by Mr. Justice

Story with approbation.

CHANCELLOR's DECISIONs.

We have given all the opinions delivered by

His Honor Chancellor Walworth, in assess

ment cases for the last five years, in full.

It will be seen by a careful reading of these

several opinions, that the decisions of the

Chancellor, have fluctuated. The opinion

given in the suit of Meserole and others vs.

the Mayor and Common Council of Brooklyn

contrasted with that given a short time after

wards, in that of Timothy Wiggin vs. the

Mayor &c. of New York, are difficult to re.

concile as respects the assessment being a

cloud upon the title.

We do not undertake to say that the Chan

cellor was wrong in refusing to entertain the

bill filed in the latter case, and also in the sev

eral subsequent cases disposed of by him, but

we feel it our duty to say, that he erred in re

quiring the complainants to pay costs; inas

much as he himself remarks, in the opinion he

gave in the Van Doren case, that in deciding

the Brooklyn case, in the hurry of business,

he overlooked a decision. We have occasion

to know that in the case of Wiggin vs. the

Mayor &c., the Solicitor of Mr. Wiggin ob

tained from the clerk of the Chancellor at Sar

atoga a manuscript copy of the opinion of His

Honor in the Meserole case, and it was in con

sequence of the tenor of that opinion that this

bill was filed.

It will be borne in mind that the decision

made by the Chancellor in Wiggin's case was

nearly a year previous to the decision of the

appeal in Meserole’s case in the Court for the

Correction of Errors.

The cases in which the Chancellor sustained

the demurrers against the complainants, were

many of them of a very aggravated character,

The bills filed in these cases were full, and in

several cases the complainants set forth that

the applications for the appointment of com

missioners were not authorized by the Com

mon Council.

The Chancellor may have taken a correct

view of these questions in the last decision, and

not in the first; but the change of opinion was

a difficulty, and quite a serious one, to the

complainants.

These matters have passed from the courts

to a Committee appointed from the Honorable

the Senate of this State to investigate assess

ment abuses in the city of New York, and that

committee have made their report. The mem

bers of that committee are distinguished mem

bers of the Court for the Correction of Errors:

their report will be found iu this volume.

We desire to speak of the worthy Chancel

lor of this State with great respect; he is a

most estimable citizen, and, notwithstanding

the constant toil and labor in his Court, finds

time to attend the benevolent and charitable

institutions, and the religious societies of the

day—of the most of which he is a conspicu

ous and valuable member.

It is a wonder how CHANCELLor WAL

worth accomplishes such an amount of labor.

Should his labors increase with his years, when

he shall have reached the constitutional bar

rier of this State, as to the term beyond which

judicial officers of a certain grade shall be

deemed incompetent, he will have worn him

self out with labor.

The salary of the Chancellor of this great

State is two th usand, five hundred dollars per

annum, a mere pittance for such services.

When we take into view the labor imposed

upon the Chancellor, the limited duration of

his office, and the compensation attached to it,

the wonder is that any person can be found

willing to accept of the appointment.

The salary of the Chancellor should be in

creased to $4,500, at least, and that of the

Judges of the Supreme Court to $4000.
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LEGIsIATIva Power.

The Constitution of the United States

contains this provision :-

“ARTICLE I, § 1–All legislative power

herein granted shall be vested in a Congress

of the United States, which shall consist of a

Senate and House of Representatives.”

The Constitution of the State of New

York contains these provisions.

“S 1. The Legislative power of this State

shall be rested in a Senate and an Assembly.”

Can the Senate and Assem

bly of the State of New York

delegate the right or power to

pass penal laws to any other

body of men 2

By Article I, Sec. 12. “Every Bill which

shall have passed the Senate and Assembly,

shall, before it become a law, be presented to

the Governor; if he approve, he shall sign it;

but if not, he shall return it with his objec

tions to that house in which it had originated,”

&c. The Constitution then proceeds to say,

that the objections of the Governor shall be

“ºtºred “at large on their Journal, and they

shall proceed to reconsider it. If after such

reconsideration two thirds of the members

Present shall agree to pass the Bill, it shall

be sent together with the objections to the

other house, by which it shall likewise be re.

considered ; and if approved by two thirds

the members present, it shall become a law.

But in all such cases, the votes in both

houses shall be determined by ſeas and nays,

and the names of the persons voting for, and

against the Bill, shall be entered on the jour.

nal of each house respectively. If any bill

shall not be returned by the Governor within

ºn dºys (Sundays excepted) after it shall

have been presented to him, the same shºji

be a law in like manner as if he had signed

it, unless the Legislature shall by their ad

Jºurnºeist, prevent its return, in which case

it shall not become a law.”

The Governor is thus vested by the Con

stitution with a negative upon the acts of the

Legislature, but this negative is greatly qual

ified, inasmuch as the vote of two thirds of

a bare quorum can pass a Bill after his refu.

sal to sign in it, notwithstanding such refusal.

The Constitution provides that the mem.

bers of the Senate and Assembly shall re

spectively be elected on a certain day, at a

certain place, by persons possessing certain

qualifications, and that they shall convene,

&c. on a certain day, &c.

Thus the Constitution provides in what

manner laws shall be enacted, and details

...!!!" great precision the form and time. No

Bill whatever can become a law of this State,

"lºss enacted in the manner and form pre

scribed in the power thus given in the Con

stitution by the People, who are the Grantors should be special laws relative to the City,

of the Power.

The Constitution contains no power of

substitution, no authority, or permission to

the Senate and Assembly to delegate the

power of making laws to any other body of

men. The power is special, limited and re

stricted in every respect.

The Act of the Legislature of the State,

passed April 7th, 1830, which is called the

Amended Charter of the City of New York,

contains this provision :-

“Ś 1–The Legislative power of the Cor

poration of the City of New York shall be

vested in a Board of Aldermen and Board of

Assistants, who, together, shall form the Com

mon Council of the City.”

The question then arises, can the Common

Council of the City of New York pass laws?

Can the Legislature of the State grant to the

Common Council, or vest in that body the

power to pass laws 7

To the first query, we answer in the nega

tive, and add, that the City of New York is

a part of the State of New York, and is

governed by the laws of the State.

The reply to the second enquiry here pro

pounded, is, that the Legislature of the State

cannot in any manner or form, either direct

or indirect, delegate the Legislative power

vested in that body, that no power of substi

tution whatever is contained in the Constitu

tion.

A citizen who executes a written power to

another citizen to act for him, and in his

name, if he intends the power thus given to

be exercised by another, inserts a special

clause authorizing his said agent and attor

ney, to substitute another, or others in his

place and stead, &c.; but in the Constitu

tion, the grantors of the power make no such

Provision in that instrument which contains

the grant, and noue can be presumed, or

implied.

If the Common Council desire an ordi

nance to have the force of a law within the

bounds of the City, that ordinance should be

made into the shape of a Bill, and be acted

on by the Legislature of the State, and ap

proved by the Governor, in the manner and

form prescribed by the Constitution.

The Common Council might with as much

propriety pass an ordinance to regulate the

rate of interest on money, as to pass an ordi

nance to regulate other matters than those

which pertain to the management of the cor

porate property. The Common Council have

no more right to pass an ordinance imposing

a penalty on a citizen for a violation of their

so-called laws, than a government of an in

corporated bank has, and the passage of such

ordinances are a violation of the Constitution

of this State, and will be so held when taken

to the high courts for adjudication, and this

objection raised.

No one will for a moment doubt that there

but all such laws should be passed by the

Legislature of the State, and not by the Com

mon Council of the City.

The Common Council of the City of New

York is not the Corporation of the City, but

the powers of the Corporation are vested in

the Common Council, to be exercised by that

body in a certain manner, &c. And what,

or who is the Corporation of New York It

is the citizens and inhabitants of New York,

in whom is vested certain property which has

been granted to them by the name and style

of the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty

of the City of New York, and the manage

ment of this Corporate property is committed

to the Common Council and other particular

officers.

The Common Council have the manage

ment of this Corporate property for the citi

zens and inhabitants, the same as the Presi

dent and Directors of a Bank have of the

capital stock which is the property of the

Stockholders.

If this Corporate property consists of

Market-houses,they have the right and power

to say at what rate the stalls shall be leased

and what hours the Market shall be opened,

but they have no right to say that the citizen

who owns a store shall not sell Pork, Beef,

or Poultry in that store, nor can they pass

any valid ordinance, making it a penalty for

a citizen to sell meat on his own premises.

We know that such ordinances have been

passed by the Common Council, and that

some of the Courts have held such ordinances

valid, but such a decision would not be held

valid by the Supreme Court of the United

States.

There is a vast difference between the

powers which may be vested by a Charter in

a Political Corporation granted by an absolute

government possessing unlimited power, and

these which are possessed by our free Govern;

ment exercising the limited and restricted

powers conferred by the Constitution.

No one conversant with the provisions of

our Constitution, will for one moment pretend

to deny that even the Legislature of the State,

is greatly restricted and limited in its power;

and yet there are others, and some of them

members of the common council, who pre

tend to say that the Common Council, a mere

creature of the Legislature, can do that which

the Legislatue of the State dare not attempt

to do—this is, in effect, making the creature

greater than the creator.

Hume, De Lolme, Sidney, Tucker and

others, who have written much upon Legisla

tive power, speak of it only in such cases as

where its exercise is unlimited and unre

stricted. -

In our free country, this power is possessed

by the people, and they are the grantors of

power in all cases—the people are sovereign.

The legislatures are mere grantees.
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The Legislative power is, by able writers,

said to be arbitrary, overwhelming power, and

for this reason it was restricted, limited and

defined in our Constitutions.

If it is necessary that municipal corpora

tions, created by the Legislature of this State,

should possess legislative power over a por

tion of this State, then the Constitution of

the State should be amended, and this provi

sion incorporated in that instrument; or if it

is desirable that the Senate and Assembly

should be authorised to delegate the legisla

tive power vested in these bodies by the Con

stitution, then, in that case, a suitable clause

to that effect should be embodied in that in

strument.

If the Legislature were to frame a bill con

taining all necessary general provisions for the

incorporation of all cities, towns and villages

in this State, and frame a code of laws which

should have a special application to the dis

tricts embraced within the chartered limits of

each, it would reduce the labors of legislators

greatly.

THE WETO POWER,

Much has been written and said in relation

to the Veto power vested in various Executive

officers.

We propose to examine those powers as

now vested in the President of the United

States, in the Governor of the State of New

York, and in the Mayor of the City of New

York.

In England, the refusal of the royal assent

to a bill passed by Parliament, by the Sove

reign, is absolute, and besides, the Sovereign

has the power to prorogue Parliament, and

even to dissolve that body and order a new

election.

In France, the Constitution of 1791 pro

vided that if the King refuse his assent to a

bill passed by the Legislative Chambers, it is

conclusive for that term ; but if the Legisla

tive Chambers enacted the same bill, in the

same form, at two successive sessions, for two

successive terms, it should become a law of

the realm, notwithstanding the refusal of the

royal assent.

In the colony of New York, the first Legis

lative Assembly which printed a journal of

its proceedings, record a Veto of the Governor

and Council in 1691, which was in the shape

of an amendment made to a bill passed by

the assembly, in relation to public improve

ments in the City of New York. This

amendment of the Governor and Council was

concurred in by the assembly, unanimously,

and was subsequently confirmed by the King

of England, and remained a law of the colo

ny and State of New York for near a century.

The Constitution of the State of New York,

adopted in 1777, contains the following pro

vision :

“That the Governor, for the time being,

the Chancellor, and the Judges of the Su

preme Court, or any two of them together

with the Governor, shall be, and hereby are,

constituted a council to revise all bills about

to be passed into laws by the Legislature;

and, for that purpose, shall assemble them

sclves, from time to time, when the Legisla

ture shall be convened; for which, neverthe

less, they shall not receive any salary or con

sideration, under any pretence whatever,

And that all bills which shall have passed the

Senate and Assembly, shall, before they be

come laws, be presented to the said council

for their revisal and consideration ; and if,

upon such revision or consideration, it should

appear improper to the said council, or a

majority of them, that the said bill should

become a law of this State, that they return

the same, together with their objections there

to, in writing, to the Senate or House of As

sembly, in which soever the same shall have

originated, who shall enter the objections sent

down by the council, at large, in their min

utes, and proceed to re-consider the said bill.

But if, after such re-consideration, two thirds

of the said Senate or House of Assembly,

shall, notwithstanding the said objections,

agree to pass the same, it shall, together with

the objections be sent to the other branch of

the Legislature, where it shall also be re

considered, and, if approved of by two thirds

the members present, shall become a law.”

“And in order to prevent unnecessary

delays—

“Be it further ordained, That if any bill

shall not be returned by the Council within

ten days after it shall have been presented,

the same shall become a law, unless the Le

gislature shali, by their adjournment, render

a return of the said bill within ten days im

practicable; in which case, the bill shall be

returned on the first day of the meeting of

the Legislature after the said ten days.”

“The Governor to convene the Senate and

Assembly on extraordinary occasions ; to

prorogue them from time to time, provided

such prorogation shall not exceed sixty days

in the space of any one year.”

Thus the former Constitution of this State

made the Governor, Chancellor and Judges

of the Supreme Court, a council of revision,

and gave to the Governor the power to pro

rogue the Legislature that the members might

return to and consult their constituents. This

negative power, thus vested, was not consid

ered objectionable, but on the contrary, when

the new Constitution was adopted, in 1821,

it was changed and vested solely in the Gov

ernor, but the power to prorogue the Legisla

ture was taken away.

The vote required to pass the bill, notwith

standing the objections, under the present

constitution is the same as under the former,

except that it is required that the vote shall

be taken by ayes and noes, and the names of

the membersvoting for or against the bill shall

be recorded. The vote required is only two

thirds of the members present, which may

perhaps be but a minority of each house, or

a bare majority form a quorum, and it is only

two thirds of this bare majority which is re

quired.

The exercise of the Veto power by the

Governor of this State is therefore only that

of a qualified negative.

The Veto power of the President of the

United States is also a qualified negative.

The Constitution of the United States is,

however, silent as to the requirement of the

Veto taken on the re-consideration of a bill

returned by the Executive being by a vote of

two thirds the members present or two thirds

the members elected.

It would seem that the safer construction

would be two thirds the members elected, but

we understand that the more liberal and ex

tended construction has been adopted by

Congress.

So salutary has this qualified negative,

possessed by the President, been found, that,

in the experience of more than half a cem

tury, the exercise of this power has not been

overruled by a constitutional vote by Congress.

The Constitution of the United States is

very explicit with regard to the mode in which

the vote of re-consideration shall be taken,

and that the votes shall be taken by ayes and

noes, and recorded in the journal-.

When the provisions of the Constitution

were debated in the convention, it was pro

posed to vest the qualified negative in the

President and some other department of the

Government, but this was strenuously op

posed and overruled, and was finally rejected

by a vote of eight States against three.

There is another qualification of this nega

tive of the President, which is, that an entire

new house of Representatives are elected by

the people during his term of office, which,

if this exercise of the qualified negative is

not satisfactory to the people, they have the

opportunity of thus overruling it, and also

the term of office for which the Executive

himself shall have been elected, will have an

end every four years. Thus the frequency

of the elections gives additional qualifications

to this already qualified negative.

In the amended charter of the city of New

York, although (as Mr. Samuel Stevens re

marks in an article under the signature of

“Third Ward,” published in the New York

American in 1829, when the city convention

were sitting) they were only framing a bill

for the State Legislature to pass into a law,

that body took the United States Constitution

for a model whereby to form a municipal

charter; and in vesting the mayor with a

qualified negative upon the acts of the Com:

mon Council, they made some alterations in

that provision, which were, to require the

objections of the executive to be published

in the newspapers, and that the vote should

be that of a majority of the members elected

to each board, and also of requiring that at

least ten days should elapse before the board

to which the act should have been returned

should proceed to re-consider the same. This

change of the qualified negative of the Mayor

makes his veto at the present moment a nullity.

The City Charter, as the act of the Legislature

is called, omits to state anything in relation to

acts passed by a Common Council, the mem

bers of which whose term of office may ex

pire during the ten days which the Mayor is

allowed to consider a proceeding, and decide

whether or not he will give his assent. This

was an oversight, and there can be no doubt

but an act remaining in the hands of the

Mayor unsigned when his term of office ex

pires, would be inoperative.

The distribution of power is one of the

great principles on which all free govern

ments are based, and we propose to discuss

this subjectin a future number underthat head.
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SACREDNESS OF PRIVATE PROPERTY.

. That distinguished citizen and eminent

jºrist, Judge Stony, one of the Justices of

the Supreme Court of the United States, in

his admirable Commentary upon the Consti

tution of the United States, thus remarks:—

“The concluding clause is, that private

property shall not be taken for public use

without just compensation. This is an af.

firmance of a great doctrine established by

the common law for the protection of private

property. It is founded in natural equity, and

is laid down by jurists as a principle of uni

versal law. Indeed, in a free government,

almost all other rights would become utterly

worthless, if the government possessed an

uncontrollable power over the private fortune

of every citizen. One of the fundamental

objects of every good government must be

the due administration of justice; and how

vain it would be to speak of such an admin

istration, when all property is subject to the

will or caprice of the legislature and rulers.”

Mr. Justice Story cites Blackstone, Kent,

Rawle, and also several cases which had been

adjudicated.

The practice of the last few years in the

city of New York to enforce the collection

of sham-assessments for fictitious improve

ments, by a sale of the property pretended

to be benefitted for terms of thousands of

years, equal to, and in effect, selling the fee

simple absolute, is taking private property for

public use without just compensation, and

in truth is absolute confiscation. It matters

not to the owner whether his land is taken or

his money, both are alike private property;

for if he pays the assessment, in most cases

he pays the value of the land in paying the
assessment, and thus, in fact, re-purchases the

land by redeeming it. Vast quantities of

lands on the island of New York, have been

assessed to such an extent that the interest of

the assessment exceeds the value of the land,

and also large quantities of other lands are

assessed for the pretended opening ºf streets,

avenues, and public squares, (which are not
open or needed.) in greater sums than the

land could be sold for.

The abuses have been so enormous, so

flagrant, so high-handed, that the real estate

has lost its value by the insecurity thus pro

duced.

In the case of the streets and avenues, up

to and including Forty-second street, referred

to in the report of the committee from the

Senate of this State, twenty-seven setts of

Commissioners (in all eighty-one) were ap
pointed to make an assessment for opening

the streets and avenues in that district;

whereas the committee of the common coun

cil reported in favor of but one sett, (three

commissioners,) and did not, in fact, pass any

resolution for an application to the Supreme

Court for the appointment of even this one set.

It is time such proceedings had an end.

Anecdote of the reigning king of Prussia.

—The following anecdote we cut from the

columns of the Albany Daily Advertiser.

It belongs to go along side of assessment

matters, showing a contrast in the judicial

Proceedings of the courts of our State, com

pared with that of a kingly government.

“We have much pleasure in laying before

our readers an interesting anecdote, which

has been communicated to us by a gentle

man recently from Berlin. Some time since

an effort was made to get rid of a windmill,

the close approximation of which to the roy.

al palace rendered it in some degree a nuis

ance, and certainly an eye-sore. Overtures

were accordingly made to the sturdy yeoman

for the purchase of the obnoxious property;

but whether it was that the man was possess

ed of a strong spirit of obstinacy, or was really

deeply attached to his old family habitation,

the result was that the offers, tho’ tempting,

were again and again refused. There are

very generally some individuals attached to

a court who are ready to suggest remedies,

direct or indirect, for inconveniences or an

noyances offered to royalty. Accordingly,

upon a hint from some minion, a lawsuit was

commenced against the obstinate miller for

the recovery of certain sums alledged to be

due for arrears of an impost on that portion

of crown land which it was suggested was

occupied by the mill in question. The sturdy

holder of the “toll dish” was not altogether

without friends or funds, and he prepared

vigorously to take his stand in defence of his

rights. The question came in due time be

fore the courts of law, and the plaintiff having

completely failed to establish any right on be

half of the crown, the miller obtained a verdict

in his favor, with a declaration for payment

of his costs in suit. This was certainly no

small triumph, and merrily went round the

unfurled sails of the old nuill, and well pleased

no doubt, was the owner with the sound, as

they went whirling and whizzing under the

influence of the gale, which certainly seemed

to blow strongly in his favor. But he was

not the first who has found that when drawn

into a lawsuit, particularly with so formidable

an opponent, a man is more likely to “gain

a loss” than escape scot free. What with

extra expenses, interruption of business, and

rejoicings after the victory, the miller found

himself pressed by considerable difficulties,

and after in vain struggling a few months

against the pressure, he at length formed a
manly resolution, gained access to the mon

arch, and, after roughly apologizing for his

having thwarted his majesty's wishes, frankly

admitted that his wants alone had rendered

him complient, but that he was prepared to

accept the sum originally offered for the pro

perty. The king, after conversing with the

iniller a few minutes, hand d him a draught

for a considerable amount, saying, “I think,

my homest friend, you will find that sufficient

to meet the emergency ; if not, come and

talk to me again on the subject. As to the

mill, I assure you that I will have none of it.

The sight of it now gives me more pleasure

than it ever occasioned pain; for I see in it

an object that assures me of a guaranty for

the safety of my people, and a pledge for my

own happiness by its demonstration of the ear

istence of a power and a principle higher than

the authority of the crown, and more valuable

than all the privileges of royalty.”—[London

Paper.]

COMMISSIONERS OR A JURY.

Taking land for Public Arenues, Streets and

Squares.

The position of the Assessment question,

and the highly important opinions of Chief

Justice Nelson, Justice Bronson and Jus

tice CowEN of the Supreme Court.

The Constitution of 1777 contains this

provision :-

“That trial by Jury in all cases in which

it hath heretofore been used in the colony of

New York, siall be established and remain

inviolate forever, and further, that the Legis

lature of this State shall at no time hereafter,

institute any new court or courts, but such

as shall proceed according to the course of

the common law.”

The act of the General Assembly of the

Colony of New York, passed Oct. 1st, 1691,

and confirmed by William III, May 11th,

1697, contains this provision:

“And for other ground, the Mayor, Alder

men and Common Council shall and may

treat and agree with the owner and others

interested therein; and if there shall be any

person that shall refuse to treat in the man

ner aforesaid, in such case the Mayor and

Aldermen, in their Court, are hereby author

ized by virtue of this act, to issue out a war

rant or warrants to the Sheriff of the said

city, who is hereby required to empannel and

return a jury before the said Court of Mayor

and Aldermen, which Jury, upon the oath to

be administered by the said court, are to en

quire and assess such damages and recom

pense as they shall judge fit, to be awarded

to the owners and others interested,according

to their several and respective interests and

estates in the same, as by the said Mayor,

Aldermen and Common Council, shall be

adjudged fit to be converted for the purposes

aforesaid, and such verdict of the Jury, and

judgment of the said Court of Mayor and

Aldermen thereupon, and the payment of the

said sum or sums of money so awarded and

adjudged to the owner or others having es

tates or interest or tender or refusal thereof,

shall be binding” &c. This Colonial act

was in force when the Constitution of 1777

was adopted.

The trial by jury extends to property, as

well as persons, and therefore the act of ISO7

and 1S 13, authorizing the appointment of

three commissioners to take land instead of

a jury, is unconstitutional and void.

The Constitution of 1821 contains these

procisions:–

“The trial by jury, in all cases in which

it has been heretofore used, shall remain in

violate forever, and no new court shall be

instituted, but such as shall proceed accord

ing to the course of the common law.” Art.

7, § 12.

“The Governor shall nominate by mes

sage in writing, and with the consent of the

Senate, shall appoint all Judicial afficers ex

cept Justices of the peace.” Art. 4, § 7.

In the decision of the Supreme Court in

January, 1841, in the matter of the applica

tion of Elmendorf and others for a Certio

rari to be directed to the mayor, aldermen

and commonalty of the city of New York,
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court to settle the question of the legality of

and occupants of houses and lots deemed to

be benefitted thereby, and to certify their as

sessments in writing to the mayor, aldermen

and commonalty, in common council con

vened; and such assessment, when ratified

or confirmed by the said Common council,

shall be a lien upon the houses and lots so

assessed, and in case of neglect or refusal to

pay such assessment, the mayor, recorder

and aldermen, or any five of them, are au

thorized to issue a warrant of distress under

their hands and seals, which may be levied

upon the goods and chattels, &c. The act

of April 16th, 1816, provides further, that in

case the owner or occupant, on being twice

called upon, refuses or neglects to pay the

assessment, his lands may be sold therefor.

Now we insist that in this, the Common

council and the assessors are both acting in a

judicial capacity, and are as much a court as

the Commissioners of sewers; and the as

sessment, when confirmed, is in the nature

of a Judgment, being made a lien upon the

land, and the warrant being in substance an

execution.

We think we have stated enough here to

show that Commissioners of Estimate and

Assessment cannot take lands for public use

from any individual, without his consent, nor

can they impose any assessment on adjoining

owners: that whenever lands are required in

the city of New York, for public use, a jury

is the only mode of proceeding. And besides,

if it should be held that commissioners could

take land, such commissioners can only be

appointed by the Governor. Thus the pro

ceedings of commissioners are roid.

As to Assessors, these too are judicial

officers, and the members of the Common

council also act or assume to act in a judicial

capacity, in confirming assessments, issuing

warrants, &c. These officers are none ºf them

appointed by the Gorernor, and the Constitu

tion is explicit on this head ; it excepts Jus

Assessors so appointed are directed to assess

|

It is of no use to have a written Constitu

tion, if officers who are sworn to support it

will disregard its great principles and require

ments.

We think that the learned Judges of the

Supreme court were right in quashing the

writs they had allowed, and in refusing those

which were applied for, and that the assess

ments are absolutely void. We are aware

that we differ from the learned counsel on

both sides in the views now put forth, but it

is our deliberate opinion, after examining the

question very extensively.

We also think that it was the duty of the

these assessments, instead of enacting a sta

tute of “Public INCONVENIENCE ‘’- which

enactment most assuredly is not authorized

by the Constitution of the State, nor is it

sanctioned by public opinion. Neither pub

lic or private inconvenience have any place

in such cases. Let justice be done—let the

law be strictly complied with.

Judicial powers of the Board

of Aldermen and Board of

Assistants, composing the

Common Council of the

City of New York.

The following sections of the act, Entitled

“An ACT to reduce several Laws relating

particularly to the City of New York into one

Act”—passed April 9th, IS13—constitute all

the provisions of the Statute authorizing the

imposition of assessments on the owners or

occupants of houses and lots for the class of

improvements therein specified, and there is

no other provisions of law which authorize

any assessment to be imposed by the mayor,

aldermen and commonalty for this class of

improvements.

§ 175.-And be it further cnacted, That it

shall be lawful for the said mayor, aldermen

and commonally, to cause common sewers,

drains and vaults, to be made in any part of

the said city, and to order and direct the

pitching and paving the streets thereof, and

cutting into any drain or sewer, and the al

tering, amending, cleansing and scouring of

any street, vault, sink or common sewer, within

the said city; and the raising, reducing, level

ling or fencing in, any vacant or adjoining

lots in the said city ; and to cause estimates

of the expense of conforming to such regu

lations to be made, and a just and equitable

assessment thereof among the owners or oc

cupants of all the houses and lots intended to

be benefitted thereby, in proportion, as nearly

as may be, to the advantage which each shall

be deemed to acquire; and the said mayor,

aldermen and commonalty shall appoint such

skilful and competent disinterested persons

as they shall or may think proper to make

every such estimate and assessment, who be

fore they enter upon the execution of their

trust, shall severally take an oath before the

mayor or recorder of the said city, to make

the said estimate and assessment fairly and

impartially, according to the best of their

skill and judgment; and the said persons,

after having made such estimate and assess

ment, shall certify the same in writing to the

said mayor, aldermen and commonalty, in

common council convened, and being ratified

by the said council, shall be binding and con

clusive upon the owners and occupants of

such lots so to be assessed respectively, and

shall be a lien or charge on such lots as afore

said ; and such owners or occupants shall

also respectively be liable upon demand, to

pay the sum at which such houses or lots re

spectively shall be assessed, to such person as

the said common council shall appoint to re

ceive the same ; and in default of such pay

ment or any part thereof, it shall be lawful

for the mayor, recorder and aldermen of the

said city, or any five of them, of whom the

mayor or recorder shall be one, by warrant

under their hands and seals to levy the same

by distress and sale of the goods and chattels

of such owner or occupant refusing or neg

lecting to pay the same, rendering the over

plus (if any), after deducting the charges of
such distress and sale to such owner or occu
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pant, and the money,when paid or recovered,

shall be applied towards making, altering,

amending, pitching, paving, cleansing and

scouringsuch streets, and makingand repair

ing such vaults, drains and sewers as afore

said, and raising, reducing, levelling or fenc

ing in, such lots as aforesaid. Provided

however, That nothing herein contained shall

affect any agreement between any landlord

and tenant, respecting the payment of any

such charges,but they shall be answerable to

each other in the same manner as if this act

had never been made; and if the money so

to be assessed be paid by any person, when

by agreement or by law the same ought to

have been borne and paid by some other per

son, it shall then be lawful for the person

paying, to sue for, and recover the money so

paid, with interest and costs, as so much mo

ney paid for the use of the person who ought

to have paid the same ; and the assessment

aforesaid, with proof of payment, shall be

conclusive evidence in such suit.

§ 176. And be it further enacted, That if

upon completing any such regulation, it shall

appear to the said mayor, aldermen and com

monalty, that a greater sum of money had

been bona ſide expended in making such

regulation than the sum estimated and col

lected aforesaid, it shall then be lawful for

the said mayor, aldermen and commonalty,

to cause a further assessment equal to such

excess, to be made and collected in manner

aforesaid; and in case the sum actually ex

pended shall be less than the sum expressed

in such estimate, and collected as aforesaid,

the surplus shall forthwith be returned to the

persons from whom the same were collected.

or their legal representatives.—2 R.L. p.407,

7%e sections above quoted contain a special

power, given to a select class of persons, to

make certain improvements particularly named

in manner and form therein stated.

It will be noticed that this is a special

power given by the Statute to a select class

of persons. The mayor, aldermen and com

monalty, as then known and entitled, were

the mayor, recorder, aldermen and assistant

aldermen of the city of New York. These

public offleers composed the city council, and

assembled in one body in the same council

chamber.

The mayor, and also the recorder of the

city, were appointed by the State council of

appointment—the aldermen and assistants

were elected by the freeholders of the respec

tive city wards.

In 1821 the Constitution of the State was

remodelled, or rather, a new Constitution was

formed, one of the provisions of which was

that the mayors of cities should be appointed

by the respective common councils of each.

This provision, as to the city of New York,

was altered in 1833 by an amendment of the

State Constitution in that particular ; and

now it is provided that the mayor of the city

of NewYork shall be elected annually by the

People.

The recorder, by the Constitution of 1821,

shall be appointed by the Governor and

Senate.

By the Amended Charter of the city of

New York [Session Laws of 1830, ch. I22]

the legislative power of the corporation is

vested in a board of aldermen and board of

assistants who, together, shall form the Com

mon council of the city.—$ 1.

By the fifteenth section, of the same act,

neither the mayor nor recorder shall be mem

bers of the Common council after the second

Tuesday of May, 1831.

By the 7th section, of the act as above, the

boards are required to keep a journal of their

proceedings and to meet in separate cham

bers ; and, by section twelve, all acts, before

they shall take effect, shall be first approved

by the mayor, &c. &c.

The apportionment of judicial officers un

der the Constitution of 1821.

By the 7th section of Article IV. of the

Constitution, the Governor shall, by message

in writing, nominate, and, with the consent

of the Senate, appoint all judicial officers

except justices of the peace; by section 14

special justices and assistant justices of the

city of the city of New York are excepted,

and by sec. 1 of Art. W. the members of the

court for the Correction of Errors are ex

cepted.

We here raise two Questions, viz:—

1. Are Assessors, who are appointed by the

board of Aldermen and board of Assistants,

with the Mayor's approval, Judicial officers 2

2. Do the boards of Aldermen and Assis

tants, sitting in separate chambers, in ratify

ing Assessments made by Assessors appointed

by themselves, and the Mayor also in approv

ing such acts, act judicially *

To the first question, we answer that the

175th section above quoted authorizes an es

timate of the expense of the work, as a pre

liminary measure, previous to making the as

sessment of the expense upon the owners and

occupants intended to be benefitted thereby,

by skilful, competent, disinterested persons,

to be appointed by the mayor, ald. and com.;

and this assessment is to be made in such

proportion as they deem the advantage ac

quired by such owner or occupant. Their

estimate and assessment shall be certified in

writing to the mayor, aldermen and common

alty, in Common council convened, but has

no binding force until ratified by said Com

mon council. This ratification is, therefore,

to all intents and purposes, a judgment, which

is by the same section made a lien upon the

houses and lots of such owners and occu

pants, &c., and upon this ratification or judg

ment, a warrant of distress is authorized to

issue under the hands and seals of the mayor,

recorder and aldermen, or any five of them,

of which the mayor or recorder are to be one;

and by the act of April 12th, 1816, the mayor,

aldermen and commonalty, in default of pay

ment of such assessment, are authorized to

sell or lease the houses or lots so assessed for

an unlimited number of years, even to the

end of time. The Constitution adopted in

1777, and which was in force when these two

acts above referred to were passed, contained

no limitation as to the appointment of judi

cial officers, or at least we have found no such

provision in that instrument. At the time of

the passage of these two acts the mayor and

recorder were both appointed by the council

of appointment, and after the adoption of the

new Constitution in 1821 the recorder was

appointed by the Governor and Senate as a

judicial officer, and continued to be a mem

berof the Common council; but the amended

charter of April 7th, 1830, excluded that of.

ficer after the second Tuesday of May from

a seat in the Common council, and he is now

no longer a member of that body; nor does

any Judicial officer hold a seat in either board

composing the Common council: therefore,

there is no authority under the Constitution

for the Common council to act in a judicial

capacity, the law of 1813 and 1816 being

both abrogated by the Constitution of 1821.

The Assessors, therefore, as standing alone,

are not judicial officers; but their acts, taken

in connection with the proceedings of the

mayor, aldermen and assistants, constitute

proceedings which are, in their operation

and effects or consequences, the highest exer

cise of judicial authority in matters pertaining

to the rights of property.

The Answer to the second question has

been mainly anticipated in the reply to the

first question.—The Amended Charter was

the result of measures growing out of com

plaints in the assessment made for building

Canal street sewer, which was an assessment

of near one hundred thousand dollars by as

sessors appointed under the 175th section be

fore quoted which had been confirmed by the

Common council composed of the mayor,

recorder, aldermen and assistant aldermen.

The dissatisfaction which this assessment

produced caused applications to be made to

the Common council for an amendment of

the City Charter, and accordingly an appli

cation was made by that body (under the

corporation seal) to the Legislature of the

State. This application was accompanied

by a bill, which was passed by the Legisla

ture, conditioned to become a law if the ma

jority of the electors of the city of New York

by their vote by ballot signified their accep

tance of it. This they did not do—less than

700 votes, of the whole number of voters in

the city, were cast in its favor. This was in

1824.

In 1828 the Legislature, on the application

of the Common council, re-enacted the same

bill, with the same conditions, and it was

again submitted to the electors of the city of

New York, and by them again rejected.

This bill provided for the exercise of all

the powers which had ever been conferred by

charter or by law on the mayor, aldermen and

commonalty, or the mayor, aldermen and

commonalty in Common council convened,

or the mayor, recorder, aldermen and assist

ant aldermen, thereafter to compose two

boards meeting in separate chambers, with

concurrent jurisdiction.

The next proceeding was the Convention

which met in June, 1829, to frame a bill for

the Legislature to pass into a law amending

the City Charter, and here a great mistake

was made in taking the Constitution of the

United States for a model to frame a bill for

the Legislature to pass into a law, unless we

assume it to be conceded that the business of

the Common council was to be confined to

the affairs of the corporation as a corporation
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Had the complainants in these cases de

rived benefits equal to the assessments, and

then complained of the exercise of a power

unknown to our laws, there would have been

some little apology for withholding relief; but

in these cases the extreme of the reverse is

the case. The complainants are injured,

and, notwithstanding, are called upon to pay

such immense sums of money in the shape

of assessments on their lands as to amount

to a repurchase of their own lands for cash.

The Common council, by their solemn act,

deliberately considered and unanimously a

dopted, admit that property has been assessed

beyond its value, and they resolved that the

Counsel be directed to take measures under

the direction of the finance committees to

obtain a review of the assessment in 1841.

This is an acknowledgment of improper

proceedings by the very body who confirmed

or ratified the assessments made by their own

officers whom they had appointed Assessors.

In the enlightened governments of Europe

we hear of no such doctrine being set up, to

deprive citizens or subjects of their estates,

as that of “public inconvenience,” or even

of public necessity. Private property, by the

governments of Europe, is held sacred and

inviolate, and in no case can private property

be taken for public use unless the most an

ple compensation is first made to the owners;

and such is the great and fundamental doc

trine in our own land—such is the law of the

Constitution—such is the will of the People !

It has been said that the owners and occu

pants of houses and lands which are assessed

for this class of miscalled improvements re

ceive compensation in the advantages which

the property derives by its increased value.

Where is the increased value in cases where

the assessment imposed exceeds the value of

the land deemed to be benefitted 2 And

where, we again ask, is the compensation in

other cases in which the bare interest of the

assessment exceeds the value of the property

assessed ?

When property is offered to be leased

by the Corporation for a period extending

throughout all time to any person who will

pay the assessment, and none can be found

willing, as it were, to accept the land as a

gift on such conditions,—is it not evidence

of the most convincing and conclusive char

acter that the assessment has been most

shameful and unjust—that it is nothing short

of an act of confiscation ? Is either the letter

or the spirit of the law complied with in the

making of the assessment 7 Certainly not.

The assessment is a mere arbitrary appor

tionment of the contract price of certain work

upon a selected piece of ground by mere

mathematical calculation. The assessors are

required to be skilful, competent, disinter

ested. Why these qualifications if the as

sessment is a mere apportionment, a mere

distribution by figures without regard to

damage or benefit? Most preposterous! and

yet we are told that it will be a “public in

convenience” to set aside such assessments,

or to compel the Corporation to review their

proceedings.

When our Government made a claim upon

Mexico to make restitution and satisfaction

to our citizens for the spoilations committed

by her officers upon their private property,

there was no such doctrine set up by the

Mexican government, or its constituted au

thorities, as “public inconvenience”; and if

it had been pleaded, it would have only ag

gravated the injury.

Private property is sacred in all civilized

countries, and also in some of the most bar

barous; and no government can long exist

which does not respect, and so hold it. It is

the very foundation of government, and as

MR. Justice Story very justly remarks in

his admirable Commentary on the Constitu

tion—“Indeed, in a free government, almost

all other rights would become utterly worth

less if the government possessed an uncon

trollable power over the private fortune of

every citizen.”

In principle, there is no difference between

taking land from a citizen and converting it

to public use without compensation and taking

money. Both are alike private property, and

both are alike protected by the Constitution.

It makes no difference to the citizen which

is taken, his money or his land.

During the last war, when the American

army found it necessary to destroy the dwel

lings and other property of our citizens, to

prevent it from falling into the hands of the

enemy, in all cases full and complete com

pensation was by our Government made to

the owners. These sufferers were not told

that they are compensated for the loss of

property thus destroyed by the protection

which is afforded by the Government to their

persons and their other property.

These assessments upon private property,

which have been ordered by the common

council and ratified by that body, are large

in amount. In some cases, a single indivi

dual has been assessed the sum of thirty

thousand dollars; others ten and fifteen thou

sand dollars each.

Lands of citizens have thus been invaded.

The soil, which before had been productive,

has been covered several feet deep with gravel

and sand, and a charge made for this kind of

covering by the load, at a rate that actually

makes it a complete confiscation. We have

now before us a paper containing an adver

tisement by the street commissioner of a piece

of land to be sold for the non-payment of an

assessment which is stated to contain 165 lots,

equal to about ten and a half acres. This

land is situate between 115th and 124th

streets and the Fifth and Eighth avenues, be

ing near seven miles from the City Hall. The

assessment is stated at sixteen thousand and

sixty-three dollars, which is about one hun

dred dollars per lot, or sixteen hundred dol

lars per acre. The advertisement states that

the assessment was confirmed on the 31st of

May, 1837, since which time it has been on

interest, at the rate of 7 per cent. per annum.

This then, is on interest five years and three

months, which amounts to the sum of five

thousand nine hundred and three dollars and

fifteen cents, which is near six hundred dol

lars per acre. This property was advertised

to be sold for this assessment in June, 1840,

and was offered for sale without getting a bid.

Although this property is on one piece of
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ground, it was advertised for sale as 165 lots.

The charge for the advertisement alone was

two dollars per lot, which was equal, for the

piece of land, to three hundred and thirty

dollars for the advertising alone

The same land was again advertised for

sale, for the same assessment, in October

1841, but could not be sold for the want of

bidders.

This land belongs to the estate of a person

some years since deceased.

This assessment is one of those referred

to in the following proceedings of the coin

mon council.

From Senate Doc. No. 100, page 277.

Preamble and Resolutions for paying Con

tractors and applying to the Legislature for

act to buy under sales for assessments.

Whereas,there are large amounts due sev

eral persons, contractors for building sewers,

regulating streets and avenues, and paving

and setting curb and gutters, and also for

filling low and sunken grounds, as set forth

in the original schedule, prepared by the

street commissioner, and which improvements

were made, and work done in pursuance of

the several respective ordinances of the com

mon council, and which were to be paid for

by assessments on the property benefitted,

and as soon as the amounts of said assess

ments were collected.

And whereas, the assessments levied in

pursuance of said ordinances have been for

some time confirmed, but collection of the

same, only in part made, and most of them

returned as unpaid and uncollectable, and

the property liable thereto, and on which, the

same were a lien, agreeable to the laws of the

state, advertised, and offered for sale by the

street commissioner, at the recent sale of

property for assessments; but the amount

due on said assessments could not be realized,

by reason of their being no bids at such sale

for said property, the amount of said assess

ments being more than the present market value

of said property so liable, in consequence

whereof the said contractors are still unpaid ;

the common council, in order to relieve them,

and anticipating the collection of said assess

ment, and which may hereafter be made, and

trusting that they may be authorized by the

Legislature, to raise by tax the amount which

they may so advance, and to secure them

selves and city treasury, from any loss, by

being authorized to purchase in at any sale,

such property, for which there may be no bids;

do adopt the following resolutions:

1. Itesolved, that the counsel prepare a law,

under the direction of the law committee, to

be applied for, to the Legislature, authorizing

the corporation to become purchasers of prop

erty which may hereafter be offered for sale,

for payment of assessments agreeable to law;

to refund them for any advances which may

have been made by them, to contractors or

others, for the improvement for which such

assessments were imposed. Such law to con

tain all needful provisions to secure the rights

of parties interested therein, and that such

property be held as a trust fund to repay such

advances.

2. Resolved, that the comptroller be au

thorized to pay the several contractors the

amounts respectively due them, for the sev

eral improvements made in pursuance of the

ordinances of the common council, in all

cases where the property assessed therefor,

was benefitted by such improvement, hasbeen

offered for sale, and could not be sold by rea

son for the want of any bid, at the recent sale

of property for assessments, or in cases, in

which the sale of such property has been en

joined by the Court of Chancery, such pay

ment to be made on the first day of October

11C Xt.

3. Resolved, that the comptroller include

the estimated amount required for the above

payment, in the amount of the next annual

tax bill, to be applied for to the next Legisla

ture.

4. Resolved, that the counsel to the corpo

ration, under the direction of the law com

mittee, take measures to obtain a revision of

assessments, mentioned in the anneared sche

dule as may be judged eagedient, and agree

able to law.

Adopted by the board of assistants, Feb

ruary 25, 1841.

Adopted by the board of aldermen, Feb

ruary 22, 1841.

Adopted by the acting mayor, February

25, 1841.

Volume 8, of the printed proceedings of

the common council, printed by authority of

the common council, page 121 and 122.

December 24, 1841, compared with the

printed Document in vol. S, of proceedings

of common council, page 121 and 1:22, and

COrrect. G. FURMAN, Chairman.

We find in the street commissioner's ad

vertisement for the sale of lots in June, IS40,

a lot 24 feet 6 inches front, by about 100 feet

deep, advertised for sale for an unpaid assess

ment for filling in Fifth street. The assess

ment is one thousand eight hundred and forty

five dollars and sixteen cents—confirmed

June 28th, 1830—interest to June 28, 1840,

being ten years, at 7 per cent. per annum,

$1391.62, which makes the amount, in all,

$3136.78. This lot is on the corner of ave

nue B, and is hardly worth one quarter of the

amouilt.

We notice in another case for the regula

ting and repaving of Chapel street, that Mr.

Andrew Lockwood,who owns 14 houses of a

block fronting on that street, was assessed the

sum of $14SU.90. Instead of being benefitted

that amount, his property was actually in

jured more than ten thousand dollars.

Mr. Riley, in the same street, was assessed

for the same proceeding $732.71, by which,

instead of being benefitted that sum, his pro

perty was injured more than five thousand

dollars. In fact, ten thousand dollars would

not make him good for the injuries he has

suffered by the proceeding.

Other citizens in the same street have also

suffered largely by the same proceeding. In

this case, the contract price for the repaving

of the street was five times that which had

been paid for repaving the same street pre

viously, and the work of the first repaving

was much better than the last.

We notice another case in the Eighth ave

nue. Mr. Scott was assessed on a piece of

ground feet front, $– for regula

ting this avenue. Some years since, this very

property was taxed to pay for working the

Third avenue, which was such a proceeding

in every respect as the Eighth avenue. In

this case of Mr. Scott's, the lot was sold for

the assessments, and he redeemed it by pay

ing over seven hundred dollars. In the case

in which this property was sold the assess

ment was never signed, or certified by the

assessors, and still the common council rati

fied it, without any examination; and the

street commissioner, who was one of the as

sessors named in the ordinance for making

the estimate and assessment, actually sold the

land under these proceedings.

The assessment for building a sewer in

122d street.—This sewer is, part of it, built

on piles, over a salt meadow, and above the

ground which is assessed for draining. Even

the bottom of the sewer is higher than the

ground which is assessed, and the water can

not be got into the sewer from the surface

unless it is pumped into it by hand or ma

chinery. in this case, the sewer was actually

in a state of dilapidation before the assess

ment was confirmed. Some of the lands

assessed for the sewer are actually separated

from it by an immense ledge of rocks, and

the waters which fall on this ground have a

contrary course from the sewer.

O

MEMORIALS TO THE LEGISLATURE.

The following is a copy of Six

Memorials presented to the Legis

lature at the last session by the

HoN. GABRIEL FURMAN. The

ANTI-AssEssMENT CoMMITTEE

deem it necessary to state, for the

information of Honorable Members

of the Legislature who may not be

familiar with the names of the

signers, that four of them are dis

tinguished Ex-Mayors of the city

of N. York, another Ex-Recorder,

and another the present Recorder.

Nineteen have been Members of the

Board of Aldermen, twelve have

been members of the Board of As

sistant Aldermen and of the Cor

poration ; ten are Presidents of

Banks, twenty-eight Presidents of

Insurance Offices, the Assistant

Register of the Court of Chancery,

the Postmaster of the city, and

Collector of the Port, thirty-six of

the most respectable commercial

and mercantile firms in the city, and

a great number of the most highly

respectable citizens ; – showing

most clearly the state of public

opinion on this most highly impor

tant question.

RobERT SMITH, Chairman.
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ORABLE, THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK:

City of New York, most respectfully represent to your Honorable Body, that the extraordinary and

:ercised by the Corporation of the City of New York, in assessing private property for what are called

ºstrained by Legislative enactments.

d in various public officers in Assessment matters have been greatly abused, and the consequences

the value of real estate, and render titles doubtful and insecure.

very full exhibits of the disastrous consequences of the abuses complained of will be made to your

e subject may be taken into the serious consideration of the Legislature, and that the Legislature may

he owners of real estate, and such as in their wisdom may seem meet. And in duty bound, &c.
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James Boorman,

Jonathan Goodhue,

Peter Schermerhorn,

John Haggerty,

John H. Tallman,

John D. Wolfe,

Saul Alley,

A. D. Cushman,

Christopher Wolfe,

Gardner G. Howland,

John B. Lawrence,

Robert B. Minturn,

Moses Taylor,

Samuel S. Howland,

Stewart Browne,

Henry Andrew,

Henry Grinnell,

James Fellows,

Daniel Parish,

Richard Kingsland,

William Adee,

David Hadden,

James W. Otis,

Daniel S. Miller,

Peteliah Perrit,

Adam Treadwell,

Francis Olmsted,

Robert Hyslop,

Horace Waldo,

William H. Russell,

Henry Parish,

Thatcher Tucker,

Calvin W. How,

Anson G. Phelps,

Joseph Sampson,

Thomas S. Cargill,

Martin Hoffman,

F. Marquand,

John Wadsworth,

William Scott,

Edward Minturn,

Edgar H. Laing,

Peter Morton,

John Milhau,

Joseph Kernochan,

Wm. H. Aspinwall,

George M. Woolsey,

William Colgate,

Sainucl Marsh,

Moses Tucker,

John R. Suydam,

James Harriot,

John M. Dodd,

Uriah R. Scribner,

Caleb Bartlett,

E. P. Davis,

D. H. Haight,

John Halsey, jun.

S. S. Ward, -

Wm. S. Browning,

Wm. C. Hickock,

G. Van Doren,

Charles H. Russell,

Robert C. Cornell,

Wm. B. Crosby,

James J. Jones,

Wm. C. Rhinlander,

Duncan P. Campbell,

Peter G. Stuyvesant,

Stephen Whitney,

James Roosevelt,

Peter Lorillard,

James Brown,

James G. King,

Wm. F. Mott,

Wm. W. Fox,

Benjamin L. Swan,

Edmund H. Pendleton,

Peter Lorillard, jun.

Henry Breevort,

Jonathan Hunt,

W. W. Todd,

James Boyd,

John Rathbone, jun.

John R. Murray,

Samuel Thomson,

David L. Haight,

Maturin Livingston,

E. Morewood,

Peter Embury,

A. A. Alvord,

Burtis Skidmore,

Geo. C. Thorburn,

Eben Meriam,

Alex. T. Stewart,

Stuart Mollan,

Richard Mortimer,

James Gillispie,

Henry W. Dalson,

Samuel M. Thompson,

Robert C. Skidmore,

James A. Burtis,

John Tonnelle,

Morris Ketchum,

James K. Hamilton,

John Ridley,

John L. Norton,

Richard F. Carman,

Smith W. Anderson,

Nathaniel Paulding,

Herman Bruen,

Jasper Grosvenor,

Thos. L. Clark,

George Sutton,

John Allan,

Andrew Lockwood,

Richard Wight,

O. Halsted,

C. H. Marshall,

James P. Griffing,

Smith Harriot,

C. N. Keirsted,

N. W. West,

John Johnson,

Charles de Bevoise,

Richard Mott,

Brown, Brothers & Co.

John Haggerty & Co.

C. & L. Dennison & Co.

Robert Buloid & Co.

Andrew Foster & Sons,

Joseph Foulke & Sons,

Hendricks & Brothers,

Peter Harmony & Co.

John H. Howland, Sons & Co.

Ogden Waddington & Co.

Masters Markoe & Co.

Austin, Wilmerding & Co.

Wolfe, Spies & Gillespie,

Platt & Brothers,

Tonnelle & Hall,

Centre & Co.

Leonard and Valentine Kirby,

William and John James,

Charles Wardell & Co.

Underhill & Ferris,

Nevins, Townsend & Co.

Seymour & Co.

Davis, Brooks & Co.

Babcock & Co.

Woolsey & Woolsey,

R. Hoe & Co.

Mott & Brother,

R. L. & A. Stuart,

D. C. & W. Pell,

S. B. Reeves & Co.

Phelps, Dodge & Co.

John Johnson's Son,

R. & D. S. Dyson,

Wood, Johnson & Burrit,

Young, Smith & Co.

Charles A. Talbot,

Roe Lockwood,

Cyrus W. Field,

G. O. Kinney,

Alex. Lawrence,

John P. Atkinson,

Jacob B. Elmendorf,

Adoniram Chandler,

Valentine Mott,

T. Anthony,

John Morton,

William Leggett,

F. S. Fellows,

John O. Fay,

John M. Bruce,

P. M. Suydam,

C. W. S. Roosevelt,

Charles A. Clinton,

John S. Voorhes,

Edgar Harriot,

Matthias Bruen,

Stanton Bebee,

J. J. Stewart,

Daniel A. Webster,

Charles M. Holmes,

Richard Ten Eyck,

Walter Legget,

Garret H. Striker.
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ASSESSMENTS.

REPORT

Of the Select Committee from the Senate of

this State, appointed to investigate Assess

ment Abuses in the City of New York,

c G M Pos e d or T h E.

HoN. GABRIEL FURMAN,

HoN. GULIAN C. WERPLANck,

HoN. John B. Scotr.

In order to present the material portions of

this important Report, we have classified the

subject matter of the report, and accompa

nied each portion with remarks and refer

ences, that the reader may be able to obtain

some knowledge of this all-important subject.

The CoMMITTEE say:—

“In the investigation of the matters thus

committed to their charge, the Committee

were occupied during almost the whole of the

last autumn in the city of New York, and

also in the month of December, and to the

period of the meeting of the present Legis

lature.”

Again, the Committee remark:

“On the 18th September last the Commit

tee received a Communication from the Me

morialists, on whose application the investi

gation was ordered, tendering to their use the

commodious Lecture-room in Clinton Hall,

New York, free of expense or charge to the

State, which was accepted.” -

The Committee, after detailing certain mat

ters as to the public officers, say that—

“In the course of their examination, the

most prominent matters complained of ap

peared to be,

“First, In the manner of opening streets,

avenues and public squares in the city ; in

the appointment of the commissioners of es

timate and assessment; in the expenses of

those commissioners, and the time spent in

the discharge of their duties.

“Secondly, The imposition of heavy and

oppressive assessments for improvements

never actually made, except upon paper; and

which assessments were frequently ruinous,

being more than the value of the property

assessed; and the great difficulty which own

ers of real estate in that city, and particu

larly in the upper and unimproved portions

of it, experienced, from the fact of using ar

bitrary map numbers instead of street num

bers and farm numbers.

“And, Thirdly, The great difficulty which

the citizens had encountered in obtaining a

review and correction of any errors commit

ted by the commissioners and assessors in

making any of such awards or assessments

for the opening of said streets, avenues or

-
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public squares, from the fact that, although

the Court of Chancery at first assumed ju

risdiction of such cases on the ground that

such assessments being made by a statute, a

lien upon real estate was a cloud upon the

title, and might, if unjust and unequitable,

be removed in equity, it has since denied

having cognizance of such matters; and the

Supreme Court have in some instances denied

a certiorari, to remove such proceedings, and

others where the writ had been granted, had

afterwards quashed the same and refused the

parties any relief, referring them to an action

at law for trespass against the individual

members of the common council, or against

the officers of the corporation personally, who

should attempt the collection of such assess

ment.

“The committee will examinethese several

propositions which contain the substance of

the long and tedious investigation through

which they have progressed, and will submit

to the consideration of the Legislature the

conclusions to which they have arrived upon

these several heads.

“First. The manner of opening streets,

avenues and public squares, in that city, in

the appointment of the commissioners of es

timate and assessment, in the expensesofthose

commissioners, and the time spent in the

discharge of their duties.

“That there have been great and serious

abuses in the mode of opening streets and

avenues in the city of New York, and in the

expenses attending thesame,cannot be doubt

ed by any person who has examined the sub

ject; and these evils have mainly arisen from

the loose and unguarded manner in which

that important branch of authority has been

exercised.

“For while in England, in the city of Lon

don, in Birmingham and other placcs, whose

proper municipal regulations would seem to

require as liberal extension of power to their

local corporate governments as that of New

York, streets cannot be opened or widened

without an act of Parliament specially passed

for that purpose, upon a due examination of

all the circumstances of the case ; yet, in the

city of New York,they are opened or widened,

and that in large numbers together, by a sin

gle resolution adopted by the two boards of

the common council, without any control, as

was the case in opening all the streets and

parts of streets not previously opened up to

and including 42d street, by a resolution of

April 6, 1835; and subsequently, September

12, 1836, another resolution was adopted to

open all the streets from 42d street to 57th

street. The reservoir on Murray's Hill, in

the city of New York, is on 42d street.

“This loose practice has grown up in

modern times, for the more guarded one of

an application to the supreme legislative au

No. —

thority was in existence in that city, subse

quent to 1792, when to authorize the first

widening of John street an application was

made to the Legislature, then in session in

that city, and before either house would act

upon the petition, they sent a committee to

examine the ground ; upon the report of

which committee, they enacted that the dam

ages to the owners whose lands were taken,

should be appraised by a jury who should be

composed of merchants, showing how care

ful they were in former legislation on this

important subject.

“This appraisement is now made by three

commissioners, appointed by the Supreme

Court, who are generally nominated at the

instance of the counsel of the corporation,

although there have been instances where one

of those commissioners has been selected by

the court from names proposed by the corpo

ration council, and by the opponents to the

application, and another has been named by

those opponents.

“It is difficult now to compre

hend how the expenses in opening

streets and avenues in that city

could have been so VERY GREAT as

they are represented to have been,

but of the fact of their being so

very great, there can be no doubt;

it is established by the receipts of

the commissioners for the same ex

hibited before the committee.

“In the opening of the Seventh avenue,

from 21st street to 129th street, which was

confirmed in February, 1839, the amount

awarded to the owners for land taken for the

avenue, was $21,141 .41, while the

FEES and expenses amounted to the large

sum of $ 12,435 .70, and if to that is

added the collector's Fees for collecting the

assessments, $ 1, 1 15 .00, it will show

a total of expenses paid by the Owners of

Land on that portion of the Seventh avenue

for its formal opening,amounting to $13,

550.70 |

“The amount paid to the commissioners

on that avenue for their services, at the rate

of four dollars per day, which is the highest

sum allowed by the statute, is pay for sixteen

months' services for each commissioner, in

making the estimate of the land taken for

opening that avenue, and assessing that value

back again upon the land on each side of the

avenue; and in opening this one street, of

one hundred and eight blocks of about 270

feet each, the COMMISSIONERS WERE

EACH ENGAGEDTHREE TIMEs

THEWHOLE PERIOIDTHAT THE

LEGISLATURE IS EMPLOYED IN

LEGISLATING FOR THE STATE,
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cond Tuesday of May, 1831. It also vests

the legislative power of the corporation in a

board of aldermen and a board of assistants,

who together shall thereafter form the common

council of the city; which boards are to meet

in separate chambers, &c. And the complain

ant's council therefore insists that the mayor,

alderman and commonalty can no longer con

vene in common counsel, to direct the laying

out a new street or the altering of an old one,

as they were previously authorized to do un

der the act of 1813.

The conclusive answer to this objection is,

that the act of 1813, gives the power to the

corporation of the city, when convened in com

mon council according to the provisions of its

charter, and not to the particular officers who

at that time represented the common council.

And the act of IS30 having excluded the mayor

and recorder from the common council, and

directed the aldermen and assistants to convene

as a common council in two separate boards,

the mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the

city, that is the Corporation under its corpor

ate name, is convened in Common Council for

all legislative purposes when the two boards

convene in different chambers, and pass a re

solution or ordinance, subject to the qualified

veto of the Mayor. The power to pass an or

dinance authorising the opening of a new

street, or the alteration of an old one, under

the 177th section of the act of IS 13, was

strictly a legislative power given to the Corpo

ration represented in its common council duly

convened under its charter ; as much as the

passage of a statute by the State Legislature,

for the opening of a State road, or the altera

tion or enlargement of a canal, and appoint

ing Commissioners to appraise damages, &c.,

would be the exercise of a legislative power

by the people of the State represented in their

Senate and Assembly. And this legislative

power, which still belongs to the Mayor, Al

dermen and Commonaſty of the city of New

York, under the act of 1813, which is in full

force, was properly exercised by the Corpora

tion, convened in Common Council in the

manuer prescribed by the act of 1830.

Again: if the complainant was right in sup

posing that the Common Council, as at present

organized, had no authority to pass an ordi

nance for the widening of John street, he is

neither entitled to preliminary injunction nor

to any relief whatever in this court, as his de

fence is perfect at law. And if the whole pro

ceedings in relation to the opening of the

street were absolutely void in law, and that

fact appears upon the face of the ordinance

itself, a sale for the assessment upon the com

plainant's lot would not even create a cloud

upon his title. For as every person must be

presumed to know the law, a proceeding which

is upon its face void, does not constitute a

cloud upon the title to real estate against which

a court of equity will relieve.

This is also a sufficient answer to the objec

tion that the ordinance was void, because it

appears from the record that it was passed

without calling for the ayes and moes upon the

question of its adoption by the respective

boards; if that neglect was, in point of law,

sufficient to invalidate such an ordinance. It

is not necessary, therefore, that I should ex

press my opinion at this time upon the ques

tion, whether the seventh section of the act of

April, 1830, requiring the ayes and noes to be

taken and published in certain cases, applies

to this case; or whether the last clause of that

section applies merely to improvements which

are to be paid for out of the funds of the cor

poration generally, or by a tax or assessment

upon the citizens at large, and not to cases

where the owners of property benefitted by the

proposed improvement are to bear the whole

expense thereof.

As that question was not argued before me,

I have not examined it. But if the provision

is applicable to a case of this kind, I think it

is merely directory, as to the publication of

the report, and of the ayes and noes upon the

question of the adoption of the ordinance for

the proposed improvement. The neglect to

make such publication, did not, therefore, of

itself, render the proceeding void, if the ordi

nance was not void upon the face of the re

cords of its adoption.

There is another substantial reason why this

court should not interfere in this case by in

junction to prevent the corporation from col

lecting the assessment, but should leave the

complainant to his remedy, if he has any at

law. The proceedings for the making of the

improvement were commenced nearly five

years since, and the complainant had waited

until the improvement had actually been com

pleted several months before he or his agent

attempted to interfere. This property has re

ceived the full benefit that it would receive

from the improvement ; which benefit the

commissioners have estimated at several thou

sand dollars. And as property of other per

sons to a very large amount has been destroy

ed for that purpose, justice requires that it

should be paid for by those who have been

benefitted by the improvement rather than by

a general tax upon the city at large. A court

of equity at this late day will not interfere with

its strong arm to cast the burthen of the im

provement from those who have been benefit

ted thereby and upon those who have not.

It is true the complainant alleges in his bill

that his property has not benefitted by the im

provement. But that allegation is not sworn

to by any one, and it is of course contradicted

by the report under oath of the three very re

spectable and intelligent commissioners by

whom the assessment was made.

The application for an injunction is, there

fore, denied with costs.

Copy.

JOHN M. DAVISON, Register.

From the Journal of Commerce of February 9, 1842.

W H C E CH AN C E L L OR 'S COURT.

HoN. W. T. Mc Coon, vice CHANCEllor.

First Circuit.

DeCISION.

Famund Frost et al. vs. The Trustees of

the Village of Williamsburgh.--This was a

motion for an injunction to restrain the de

fendants from selling certain property for non

payment of assessments. The Court said that

the recent decision of the Court of Errors, in

the case of Meserole vs. The Corporation of

Brooklyn, reversing the order of the Chancel.

lor and Vice Chancellor, which restrained by

—
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injunction the defendants from selling the

property of the complainants for the non-pay

ment of assessments, for the opening of Bed

ford Avenue, has definitely settled the ques

tion, that however illegal may be the proceed

ings of the Corporation, the Court of Chancery

has no jurisdiction or right to interfere except

where the wrongful proceedings lead to the

commission of irreparable injury to the free

hold, or where it would involve a multiplicity

of suits at law, amounting to excessive and

vexatious litigation, against which the party

seeking relief under the ordinary head of equi

ty jurisdiction, is entitled to be protected.—

And whenever these grounds of equitable cog

nizance exist, they must be particularly stated.

No such ground is stated or shown to exist in

the present bill, and since the decision of Mes

erole case vs. the Corporation of Brooklyn,

the Chancellor has been obliged to dissolve in

junctions and dismiss bills on demurrer in

about fire and twenty cases against the Corpo

ration of the City of New York, in which they

were proceeding to sell for the non-payment of

assessments in the matter of opening and reg

ulating streets, under circumstances quite as

strong ºf not stronger, in favor of the complain

ants than the present. The injunction is there

fore dissolved with costs.

E QUIT Y CO U R T.

I N C H A N C E R Y.

cHANCELLor’s opinions DEL IvºRED JANUARY

24th, 1842.

Garret Van Doren and others vs. the Mayor,

&c. of New York.

Garret II. Striker rs. the same.

Elizabeth Pearson and others vs. the same

and Walter Stevenson.—These cases came

before the Chancellor upon the demurrers of

the defendants, the Corporation of New York,

to the bills of the complainants respectively.

The object of the bill, in each case, was to

restrain the Corporation from collecting cer

tain assessments upon property claimed by the

complainants in the city of New York, or in

which they were supposed to have some in

terest either vested or contingent; such as

sessments having been imposed for the purpose

of laying out streets and avenues, or opening

sewers, &c.; or from selling the lands as

sessed, or advertising the same for sale, or

giving any certificate or lease to the purchaser

upon the sale thereof; and for a decree de

claring the assessments, and all proceedings

had in relation thereto, void, &c.

R. Moſt and IV. J. Holland, for com

plainants in two first causes.

L. H. Sandford, for complainants in last

Cause.

P. A. Cowdrey, for Corporation of New

York. -

THE CHANCELLoR. The objection to the

assessments that the Corporation, as at pre

sent organized, under the act of April, 1830,

has no power to open streets, confirm assess

ments, &c., was decided against the complain

ant, in the case of Wiggin vs. the Mayor, Al

dermen and Commonalty of the city of New

York, in March last. And I have seen no

reason to change the opinion there expressed,

although that case was not in a situation to

enable the complainant to review the decision

upon that point, by appeal; as several techni

cal objections existed to his right to the prem

ises, as stated in the bill. But if this objec

tion to the right of the Common Council was

well taken, it would only show that this court

had no jurisdiction in these cases. For a valid

legal objection, appearing upon the face of the

proceedings through which the adverse party

can alone claim any right to the complainant's

land, is not in law a cloud upon the complain

ant's title which can authorize a court of equi

ty to stay or set aside such proceedings.

That can never be considered a legal cloud

which cannot for a moment obstruct the un

aided rays of legal science, when they are

brought to bear upon the supposed obscurity.

But when the claim of the adverse party is

valid upon the face of the instrument or pro

ceeding sought to be set aside, as where the

defendant has procured and put upon record a

deed obtained from the complainant by fraud,

or upon an usurious consideration, which re

quires the establishment of extrinsic facts to

show the supposed conveyance to be inopera

tive and void, a court of equity may interfere

and set it aside as a cloud upon the real title

to the land. (Simpson v. Lord Howden, 3 My.

& Craig's Rep. 97.) It was the overlooking

of that distinction, in the hurry of business,

though I had recognized and acted upon it in

other cases, which led me to affirm the decis

ion of the Vice Chancellor, in the case of

Meserole v. the Mayor and Common Council of

* Brooklyn, (S Paige's Rep. 199.) But my de

cision in that case was properly reversed by

the Court for the Correction of Errors, at its

last term in December, 1841, although the

Chief Justice who delivered the opinion con

curred with me in the conclusion that the pro

ceedings of the Corporation of Brooklyn were

illegal and void.

The same difficulty exists in relation to the

objections that the ayes and noes were not

called and published upon the resolutions to

make the improvements and to confirm the as

sessments which were confirmed by the Com

mon Council, and that the resolutions and or

dinances were not duly signed by the Mayor ;

and to various other objections which are

made to the legal validity of the assessments.

All of which objections appear upon the face

of the proceedings through which the Corpo

ration must justify the enforcement of the tax

by execution, and through which the purchas

ers at sales of the lands of these complainants

for the assessments must necessarily make title.

If the complainants are right, therefore, in sup

posing the proceedings void on all or any of

those grounds, upon which I express no opin

ion, there is ano clow tº upon their titles.—

And as their remedy at law is perfect by an

action of trespass if their personal property is

seized upon a distress warrant for thc assess

ments, and they have a perfºct defence at law

to any suit brought against them by purchasers

at the sales which have been made, or which

may hereafter be made ; if the proceedings

are void, this Court has no jurisdiction to in

terfere for their relief. On the other hand, if

the proceedings are not void, but merely irreg

ular, the remedy of the complainants clearly

is not in this Court, which has no superintend

ing jurisdiction over the regularity of the pro
*

ceedings of the Corporation of New York in

these assessment cases. Indeed, as I under

stand the prevailing opinion in the Court for

the Correction of Errors, in the case of Mes

erole vs. the Mayor and Common Council of

Brooklyn, that Court repudiated the idea that

the Court of Chancery has any power or right

to interfere in such cases, in relation to any

supposed error or irregularity in the assess

- ment, or in the proceedings of the Corpora

tion, or of the commissioners of estimate and

assessment. And this Court will not subject

itself to the rebuke of that tribunal by inter

fering in any cases of this kind, except where

it is absolutely necessary for the preservation

of the complainant's rights.

The demurrers are well taken, and the com

plainant's bill must be dismissed with costs.

And the injunctions, if any have been granted

in these cases, must be dissolved.

Peter G. Stuyvesant and others vs. the

Mayor &c. of New York, and John Ewen,

street commissioner. (And 21 other causes in

volving same questions.)

W. M. Holland, for the complainants.

P. A. Cowdrey, for the defendants.

The CHANCELlor.—These cases came be

fore me on applications for injunction to re

strain the Corporation of the city of New York

from proceeding to sell the lands of the re

spective complainants for the payment of as

sessments imposed upon them for various im

provements in that city. Indeed, taken to

gether, they embrace nearly every improve

ment in the city of New York for the last six

years, either in opening, widening, or grading

streets, or in constructing sewers, &c. The

number of complainants whose rights are in

controversy, exceeds one hundred and seventy,

and the aggregate amount of the assessments

the validity of which is contested is immense.

I have therefore been obliged to look into each

case to see if there was any thing contained

therein to give this Court jurisdiction, and jus

tify it in interfering by a preliminary injunc

tion to restrain the corporation and its street

surveyor, who has been made a defendant in

unost of the cases, from proceeding to collect

the assessments by a sale of the property as

sessed in the usual way.

As the complainants have by law two years

to redeem their property after it shall have

been sold, there does not appear to be any

good reason for granting preliminary injunc

tions at this time, even if the cases, as made

by the bills, would, if unexplained, entitle

them to perpetual injunctions at the final hear

ing. The object, therefore, of applying for in

junctions at this time, must probably be to

save the complainants from the payment of

the extra interest, allowed by the statute from

the time of the sale, in case it turns out that

they are wrong in supposing that this court

can interfere for their relief against the final

payment of these assessments. This of itself

would be a sufficient answer to these applica

tions at this time. And for that reason I re

fused to continue the temporary injunctions

allowed by the Vice Chancellor upon granting

the orders to show cause; so that the sales

might be made by the Corporation, subject to

the equitable rights of the complainants, if
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are said to exercise a discretion, it is a mere

legal discretion, a discretion to be exercised in

discerning the course prescribed by law ; and,

when that is discerned, it is the duty of the

court to follow it. Judicial power is never ex

ercised for the purpose of giving effect to the

will of the judge; but always for the purpose

of giving effect to the will of the Legislature;

or, in other words, to the will of the law.”—

9. Wheaton, S06.

That distinguished Jurist, MR. Justice

Story, quotes the above, and says of it that

it was finely remarked by MR. Chief Justice

MARSHALL, and appends to it, a reference to the

Commentaries of the venerable Ex CHANCEL

LoR AENT.

LEGISLATIVE POWER.

Mr. Justice Story quotes from the Federal

ist, No. 7S, among others, a paragraph in the

following words:—

“There is no position which depends upon

clearer principles, than that every act of a del

egated authority, contrary to the tenor of the

commission under which it is exercised, is void.

No legislative act, therefore, contrary to the

Constitution can be valid. To deny this, would

be to affirm, that the deputy is greater than

his principal ; that the servant is above his

master; that the representatives of the people

are superior to the people themselves ; that

men acting by virtue of powers, may do, not

only what their powers do not authorize, but

what they forbid.”

JUDICIAL LEGISLATION.

“But the answer to these and similar ob

jections, is, that such considerations should

have weight with those whose business it is to

make laws; but they should not control the

opinions of those whose business it is to ex

pound the laws.”

The abore is the closing sentence of a para

graph in the manuscript opinion written by

Jon N SAVAGE, late Chief Justice of the Su

preme Court of the State of New York.

It is an opinion worthy ºf the man.

The following is also from another manu

script opinion of this truly great man.

“Much of our difficulty arises from judicial

legislation: if other laws are necessary, let

the legislature pass them.”

JUDICIA tº Y.

“The Courts must declare the sense of the

law; and if they should be disposed to exer

cise Will instead of Judgment, the consequence

would equally be the substitution of their

pleasure for that of the legislative body.”—

Federalist of No. 78, quoted by Mr. Justice

Story with approbation.

cHANCELLoft’s DEC1sions.

We have given all the opinions delivered by

His Honor Chancellor Walworth, in assess

ment cases for the last five years, in full.

It will be seen by a careful reading of these

several opinions, that the decisions of the

Chancellor, have fluctuated. The opinion

given in the suit of Meserole and others vs.

the Mayor and Common Council of Brooklyn

contrasted with that given a short time after

wards, in that of Timothy Wiggin vs. the

Mayor &c. of New York, are difficult to re.

concile as respects the assessment being a

cloud upon the title.

We do not undertake to say that the Chan

cellor was wrong in refusing to entertain the

bill filed in the latter case, and also in the sev

eral subsequent cases disposed of by him, but

we feel it our duty to say, that he erred in re

quiring the complainants to pay costs; inas

much as he himself remarks, in the opinion he

gave in the Van Doren case, that in deciding

the Brooklyn case, in the hurry of business,

he overlooked a decision. We have occasion

to know that in the case of Wiggin vs. the

Mayor &c., the Solicitor of Mr. Wiggin ob

tained from the clerk of the Chancellor at Sar

atoga a manuscript copy of the opinion of His

Honor in the Meserole case, and it was in con

sequence of the tenor of that opinion that this

bill was filed.

It will be borne in mind that the decision

made by the Chancellor in Wiggin's case was

nearly a year previous to the decision of the

appeal in Meserole's case in the Court for the

Correction of Errors.

The cases in which the Chancellor sustained

the demurrers against the complainants, were

many of them of a very aggravated character.

The bills filed in these cases were full, and in

several cases the complainants set forth that

the applications for the appointment of com

missioners were not authorized by the Com

mon Council.

The Chancellor may have taken a correct

view of these questions in the last decision, and

not in the first; but the change of opinion was

a difficulty, and quite a serious one, to the

complainants.

These matters have passed from the courts

to a Committee appointed from the Honorable

the Senate of this State to investigate assess

ment abuses in the city of New York, and that

committee have made their report. The mem

bers of that committee are distinguished mem

bers of the Court for the Correction of Errors:

their report will be found iu this volume.

We desire to speak of the worthy Chancel

lor of this State with great respect; he is a

most estimable citizen, and, notwithstanding

the constant toil and labor in his Court, finds

time to attend the benevolent and charitable

institutions, and the religious societies of the

day—of the most of which he is a conspicu

ous and valuable member.

It is a wonder how CHANCELLor WAL

worth accomplishes such an amount of labor.

Should his labors increase with his years, when

he shall have reached the constitutional bar

rier of this State, as to the term beyond which

judicial officers of a certain grade shall be

deemed incompetent, he will have worn him

self out with labor.

The salary of the Chancellor of this great

State is two th usand, five hundred dollars per

annum, a mere pittance for such services.

When we take into view the labor imposed

upon the Chancellor, the limited duration of

his office, and the compensation attached to it,

the wonder is that any person can be found

willing to accept of the appointment.

The salary of the Chancellor should be in

creased to $4,500, at least, and that of the

Judges of the Supreme Court to $4000.
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LEGIsLATIva Power. I

The Constitution of the United States

contains this provision :-

“Article 1, § 1–All legislative power

herein granted shall be vested in a Congress

of the United States, which shall consist of a

Senate and House of Representatives.”

The Constitution of the State of New

York contains these provisions.

“$ 1. The Legislative power of this State

shall be rested in a Senate and an Assembly.”

Can the Senate and Assem

bly of the State of New York

delegate the right or power to

pass penal laws to any other

body of men 2

By Article 1, Sec. 12. “ Every Bill which

shall have passed the Senate and Assembly,

shall, before it become a law, be presented to

the Governor; if he approve, he shall sign it;

but if not, he shall return it with his objec

tions to that house in which it had originated,”

&c. The Constitution then proceeds to say,

that the objections of the Governor shall be

entºred “at large on their Journal, and they

shall proceed to reconsider it. If after such

reconsideration two thirds of the members

Present shall agree to pass the Bill, it shall

be sent together with the objections to the

other house, by which it shall likewise be re.

considered ; and if approved by two thirds

the members present, it shall become a law.

But in all such cases, the votes in both

houses shall be determined by ſeas and nays,

and the names of the persons voting for, and

against the Bill, shall be entered on the jour

nal of each house respectively. If any bill

shall not be returned by the Governor within

ten days (Sundays excepted) after it shall

have been presented to him, the same shai

be a law in like manner as if he had signed

it, unless the Legislature shall by their ad

journment, prevent its return, in which case

it shall not become a law.”

The Governor is thus vested by the Con

stitution with a negative upon the acts of the

Legislature, but this negative is greatly qual

ified, inasmuch as the vote of two thirds of

a bare quorum can pass a Bill after his refu

sal to sign in it, notwithstanding such refusal.

The Constitution provides that the mem.

bers of the Senate and Assembly shall re

spectively be elected on a certain day, at a

certain place, by persons possessing certain

qualifications, and that they shall convene,

&c. on a certain day, &c.

Thus the Constitution provides in what
manner laws shall be enacted, and details

with great precision the form and time. No

Bill whatever can become a law of this State,

unless enacted in the manner and form pre

scribed in the power thus given in the Con

stitution by the People, who are the Grantors

of the Power.

The Constitution contains no power of

substitution, no authority, or permission to

the Senate and Assembly to delegate the

power of making laws to any other body of

men. The power is special, limited and re

stricted in every respect.

The Act of the Legislature of the State,

passed April 7th, IS30, which is called the

Amended Charter of the City of New York,

contains this provision :-

“Ś 1–The Legislative power of the Cor

poration of the City of New York shall be

vested in a Board of Aldermen and Board of

Assistants, who, together, shall form the Com

mon Council of the City.”

The question then arises, can the Common

Council of the City of New York pass laws?

Can the Legislature of the State grant to the

Common Council, or vest in that body the

power to pass laws :

To the first query, we answer in the nega

tive, and add, that the City of New York is

a part of the State of New York, and is

governed by the laws of the State.

The reply to the second enquiry here pro

pounded, is, that the Legislature of the State

cannot in any manner or form, either direct

or indirect, delegate the Legislative power

vested in that body, that no power of substi

tution whatever is contained in the Constitu

tion.

A citizen who executes a written power to

another citizen to act for him, and in his

name, if he intends the power thus given to

be exercised by another, inserts a special

clause authorizing his said agent and attor

ney, to substitute another, or others in his

place and stead, &c.; but in the Constitu

tion, the grantors of the power make no such

provision in that instrument which contains

the grant, and none can be presumed, or

implied.

If the Common Council desire an ordi

nance to have the force of a law within the

bounds of the City, that ordinance should be

made into the shape of a Bill, and be acted

on by the Legislature of the State, and ap

proved by the Governor, in the manner and

form prescribed by the Constitution.

The Common Council might with as much

propriety pass an ordinance to regulate the

rate of interest on money, as to pass an ordi

nance to regulate other matters than those

which pertain to the management of the cor

porate property. TheCommon Council have

no more right to pass an ordinance imposing

a penalty on a citizen for a violation of their

so-called laws, than a government of an in

corporated bank has, and the passage of such

ordinances are a violation of the Constitution

of this State, and will be so held when taken

to the high courts for adjudication, and this

objection raised.

No one will for a moment doubt that there

- -

should be special laws relative to the City,

but all such laws should be passed by the

Legislature of the State, and not by the Com

mon Council of the City.

The Common Council of the City of New

York is not the Corporation of the City, but

the powers of the Corporation are vested in

the Common Council, to be exercised by that

body in a certain manner, &c. And what,

or who is the Corporation of New York It

is the citizens and inhabitants of New York,

in whom is vested certain property which has

been granted to them by the name and style

of the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonaſty

of the City of New York, and the manage

ment of this Corporate property is committed

to the Common Council and other particular

officers.

The Common Council have the manage

ment of this Corporate property for the citi

zens and inhabitants, the same as the Presi

dent and Directors of a Bank have of the

capital stock which is the property of the

Stockholders.

If this Corporate property consists of

Market-houses, they have the right and power

to say at what rate the stalls shall be leased

and what hours the Market shall be opened,

but they have no right to say that the citizen

who owns a store shall not sell Pork, Beef,

or Poultry in that store, nor can they pass

any valid ordinance, making it a penalty for

a citizen to sell meat on his own premises.

We know that such ordinances have been

passed by the Common Council, and that

some of the Courts have held such ordinances

valid, but such a decision would not be held

valid by the Supreme Court of the United

States.

There is a vast difference between the

powers which may be vested by a Charter in

a Political Corporation granted by an absolute

government possessing unlimited power, and

these which are possessed by our free Govern;

ment exercising the limited and restricted

powers conferred by the Constitution.

No one conversant with the provisions of

our Constitution, will for one moment pretend

to deny that even the Legislature of the State,

is greatly restricted and limited in its power;

and yet there are others, and some of them

members of the common council, who pre

tend to say that the Common Council, a mere

creature of the Legislature, can do that which

the Legislatue of the State dare not attempt

to do—this is, in effect, making the creature

greater than the creator. -

Hume, De Lolme, Sidney, Tucker and

others, who have written much upon Legisla

tive power, speak of it only in such cases as

where its exercise is unlimited and unre

stricted. -

In our free country, this power is possessed
by the people, and they are the grantors of

power in all cases—the people are sovereign.

The legislatures are mere grantees.
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And that all bills which shall have passed the

Senate and Assembly, shall, before they be

come laws, be presented to the said council

for their revisal and consideration; and if,

upon such revision or consideration, it should

appear improper to the said council, or a

majority of them, that the said bill should

become a law of this State, that they return

the same,together with their objections there

to, in writing, to the Senate or House of As

sembly, in which soever the same shall have

originated, who shall enter the objections sent

down by the council, at large, in their min

utes, and proceed to re-consider the said bill.

But if, after such re-consideration, two thirds

of the said Senate or House of Assembly,

shall, notwithstanding the said objections,

agree to pass the same, it shall, together with

the objections be sent to the other branch of

the Legislature, where it shall also be re

considered, and, if approved of by two thirds

the members present, shall become a law.”

“And in order to prevent unnecessary

delays—

“Be it further ordained, That if any bill

shall not be returned by the Council within

ten days after it shall have been presented,

the same shall become a law, unless the Le

gislature shall, by their adjournment, render

a return of the said bill within ten days im

practicable; in which case, the bill shall be

returned on the first day of the meeting of

the Legislature after the said ten days.”

“The Governor to convene the Senate and

Assembly on extraordinary occasions; to

prorogue them from time to time, provided

such prorogation shall not exceed sixty days

in the space of any one year.”

Thus the former Constitution of this State

made the Governor, Chancellor and Judges

of the Supreme Court, a council of revision,

and gave to the Governor the power to pro

rogue the Legislature that the members might

return to and consult their constituents. This

negative power, thus vested, was not consid

ered objectionable, but on the contrary, when

the new Constitution was adopted, in 1821,

it was changed and vested solely in the Gov

ernor, but the power to prorogue the Legisla

ture was taken away.

The vote required to pass the bill, notwith

standing the objections, under the present

constitution is the same as under the former,

except that it is required that the vote shall

be taken by ayes and noes, and the names of

the members voting for or against the bill shall

be recorded. The vote required is only two

thirds of the members present, which may

perhaps be but a minority of each house, or

a bare majority form a quorum, and it is only

two thirds of this bare majority which is re

quired.

The exercise of the Veto power by the

Governor of this State is therefore only that

of a qualified negative.

The Veto power of the President of the

United States is also a qualified negative.

The Constitution of the United States is,

however, silent as to the requirement of the

Veto taken on the re-consideration of a bill

returned by the Executive being by a vote of

–--— — — -

the members elected.

It would seem that the safer construction

would be two thirds the members elected, but

we understand that the more liberal and ex

tended construction has been adopted by

Congress.

So salutary has this qualified negative,

possessed by the President, been found, that,

in the experience of more than half a cen

tury, the exercise of this power has not been

overruled by a constitutional vote by Congress.

The Constitution of the United States is

very explicit with regard to the mode in which

the vote of re-consideration shall be taken,

and that the votes shall be taken by ayes and

noes, and recorded in the journals.

When the provisions of the Constitution

were debated in the convention, it was pro

posed to vest the qualified negative in the

President and some other department of the

Government, but this was strenuously op

posed and overruled, and was finally rejected

by a vote of eight States against three.

There is another qualification of this nega

tive of the President, which is, that an entire

new house of Representatives are elected by

the people during his term of office, which,

if this exercise of the qualified negative is

not satisfactory to the people, they have the

opportunity of thus overruling it, and also

the term of office for which the Executive

himself shall have been elected, will have an

end every four years. Thus the frequency

of the elections gives additional qualifications

to this already qualified negative.

In the amended charter of the city of New

York, although (as Mr. Samuel Stevens re

marks in an article under the signature of

“Third Ward,” published in the New York

American in 1829, when the city convention

were sitting) they were only framing a bill

for the State Legislature to pass into a law,

that body took the United States Constitution

for a model whereby to form a municipal

charter; and in vesting the mayor with a

qualified negative upon the acts of the Com

mon Council, they made some alterations in

that provision, which were, to require the

objections of the executive to be published

in the newspapers, and that the vote should

be that of a majority of the members elected

to each board, and also of requiring that at

least ten days should elapse before the board

to which the act should have been returned

should proceed to re-consider the same. This

change of the qualified negative of the Mayor

makes his veto at the present moment a nullity.

The City Charter, as the act of the Legislature

is called, omits to state anything in relation to

acts passed by a Common Council, the mem

bers of which whose term of office may ex

pire during the ten days which the Mayor is

allowed to consider a proceeding, and decide

whether or not he will give his assent. This

was an oversight, and there can be no doubt

but an act remaining in the hands of the

Mayor unsigned when his term of office ex

pires, would be inoperative.

The distribution of power is one of the

great principles on which all free govern

ments are based, and we propose to discuss

this subjectin afuture number under that head.
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SACREDNESS OF PRIVATE PROPERTY.

- That distinguished citizen and eminent

jurist, Judge Story, one of the Justices of

the Supreme Court of the United States, in

his admirable Commentary upon the Consti.

tution of the United States, thus remarks :-

“The concluding clause is, that private

Property shall not be taken for public use

without just compensation. This is an af.

firmance of a great doctrine established by

the common law for the protection of private

prºperty. It is founded in natural equity, and

is laid down by jurists as a principle of uni

versal law. Indeed, in a free government,

almost all other rights would become utterly
worthless, if the government possessed an

uncontrollable power over the private fortune

of every citizen. One of the fundamental

objects of every good government must be

the due administration of justice ; and how

vain it would be to speak of such an admin

istration, when all property is subject to the

will or caprice of the legislature and rulers.”

Mr. Justice Story cites Blackstone, Kent,

Rawle, and also several cases which had been

adjudicated.

The practice of the last few years in the

city of New York to enforce the collection
of sham-assessments for fictitious improve

ments, by a sale of the property pretended

to be benefitted for terms of thousands of

years, equal to, and in effect, selling the ſee

simple absolute, is taking private property for

public use without just compensation, and

in truth is absolute confiscation. It matters

not to the owner whether his land is taken or

his money, both are alike private property;

for if he pays the assessment, in most cases

he pays the value of the land in paying the

assessment,and thus, in fact, re-purchases the

land by redeeming it. Vast quantities of

lands on the island of New York, have been

assessed to such an extent that the interest of

the assessment exceeds the value of the land,

and also large quantities of other lands are

assessed for the pretended opening of streets,

avenues, and public squares, (which are not
open or needed.) in greater sums than the

land could be sold for.

The abuses have been so enormous, so

flagrant, so high-handed, that the real estate

has lost its value by the insecurity thus pro

duced.

In the case of the streets and avenues, up

to and including Forty-second street, referred

to in the report of the committee from the

Senate of this State, twenty-seven setts of

Commissioners (in all eighty-one) were ap

pointed to make an assessinent for opening

the streets and avenues in that district;

whereas the committee of the common coun

cil reported in favor of but one sett, (three

commissioners,) and did not, in fact, pass any

resolution for an application to the Supreme

Court for the appointment of even this one set.

It is time such proceedings had an end.

Anecdote of the reigning king of Prussia.

—The following anecdote we cut from the

columns of the Albany Daily Advertiser.

It belongs to go along side of assessment

matters, showing a contrast in the judicial

P”“edings of the courts of our State, com

Pared with that of a kingly government.
“We have much pleasure in laying before

ºur readers an interesting anecdote, which

has been communicated to us by a gentle

man recently from Berlin. Some time since

an effort was made to get rid of a windmill,

the close approximation of which to the roy

al palace rendered it in some degree a nuis

ance, and certainly an eye-sore. Overtures

were accordingly made to the sturdy yeoman

for the purchase of the obnoxious property;

but whether it was that the man was possess.

ed of a strong spirit of obstinacy, or was really

deeply attached to his old family habitation,

the result was that the offers, tho’ tempting,

were again and again refused. There are

very generally some individuals attached to

a court who are ready to suggest remedies,

direct or indirect, for inconveniences or an

noyances offered to royalty. Accordingly,

upon a hint from some minion, a lawsuit was

commenced against the obstinate miller for

the recovery of certain sums alledged to be

due for arrears of an impost on that portion

of crown land which it was suggested was

occupied by the mill in question. The sturdy

holder of the “toll dish” was not altogether

without friends or funds, and he prepared

vigorously to take his stand in defence of his

rights. The question came in due time be

fore the courts of law, and the plaintiff having

completely failed to establish any right on be

half of the crown, the miller obtained a verdict

in his favor, with a declaration for payment

of his costs in suit. This was certainly no

small triumph, and merrily went round the

unfurled sails of the old mill, and well pleased

no doubt, was the owner with the sound, as

they went whirling and whizzing under the

influence of the gale, which certainly seemed

to blow strongly in his favor. But he was

not the first who has found that when drawn

into a lawsuit, particularly with so formidable

an opponent, a man is more likely to “ gain

a loss” than escape scot free. What with

extra expenses, interruption of business, and

rejoicings after the victory, the miller found

himself pressed by considerable difficulties,

and after in vain struggling a few months

against the pressure, he at length formed a

manly resolution, gained access to the mon

arch, and, after roughly apologizing for his

having thwarted his majesty's wishes, frankly

admitted that his wants alone had rendered

him complient, but that he was prepared to

accept the sum originally offered for the pro
perty. The king, after conversing with the

miller a few minutes, hand d him a draught

for a considerable amount, saying, “I think,

my honest friend, you will find that sufficient

to meet the emergency : if not, come and

talk to me again on the subject. As to the

mill, I assure you that I will have none of it.

The sight of it now gives me more pleasure

than it ever occasioned pain ; for I see in it

an object that assures me of a guaranty for

the safety of my people, and a pledge for my

own happiness by its demonstration of the ea:-

istence of a power and a principle higher than

the authority of the crown, and more valuable

than all the privileges of royalty.”—[London

Paper.] -

i

COMMISSIONERS OR A JURY.

Taking land for Public Arenues, Streets and

Squares.

The position of the Assessment question,

“nd the highly important opinions of Chief

Justice Nelson, Justice Bronson and Jus.

tice Cowen of the Supreme Court.

The Constitution of 1777 contains this

provision ;-

“That trial by Jury in all cases in which

it hath heretofore been used in the colony of

New York, simall be established and remain

inviolate forever, and further, that the Legis

lature of this State shall at no time hereafter,

institute any new court or courts, but such

as shall proceed according to the course of
the common law.”

The act of the General Assembly of the

Colony of New York, passed Oct. 1st, 1691,

and confirmed by William III, May 11th,

1697, contains this provision:

“And for other ground, the Mayor, Alder

men and Common Council shall and may

treat and agree with the owner and others

interested therein; and if there shall be any

person that shall refuse to treat in the man.

ner aforesaid, in such case the Mayor and

Aldermen, in their Court, are hereby author.

ized by virtue of this act, to issue out a war.

rant or warrants to the Sheriff of the said

city, who is hereby required to empannel and

return a jury before the said Court of Mayor

and Aldermen, which Jury, upon the oath to

be administered by the said court, are to en

quire and assess such damages and recom

pense as they shall judge fit, to be awarded

to the owners and others interested, according

to their several and respective interests and

estates in the same, as by the said Mayor,

Aldermen and Common Council, shall be

adjudged fit to be converted for the purposes

aforesaid, and such verdict of the Jury, and

judgment of the said Court of Mayor and

Aldermen thereupon, and the payment of the

said sum or sums of money so awarded and

adjudged to the owner or others having es

tates or interest or tender or refusal thereof,

shall be binding” &c. This Colonial act

was in force when the Constitution of 1777

was adopted.

The trial by jury extends to property, as

well as persons, and therefore the act of 1807

and IS13, authorizing the appointment of

three commissioners to take land instead of

a jury, is unconstitutional and void.

The Constitution of 1821 contains these

procisions:—

“The trial by jury, in all cases in which

it has been heretofore used, shall remain in

violate forever, and no new court shall be

instituted, but such as shall proceed accord

ing to the course of the common law.” Art.

7, § 12.

“The Governor shall nominate by mes.

sage in writing, and with the consent of the

Senate, shall appoint all Judicial ºfficers ex

cept Justices of the peace.” Art. 4, § 7.

In the decision of the Supreme Court in

January, 1841, in the matter of the applica

tion of Elmendorf and others for a Certio

rari to be directed to the mayor, aldermen

and commonalty of the city of New York,
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to make estimates and assessments for build

ing sewers, regulating streets, &c., and the

Assessors so appointed are directed to assess

the expense of the work, &c., on the owners

and occupants of houses and lots deemed to

be benefitted thereby, and to certify their as

sessments in writing to the mayor, aldermen

and commonaſty, in common council con

vened ; and such assessment, when ratified

or confirmed by the said Common council,

shall be a lien upon the houses and lots so

assessed, and in case of neglect or refusal to

pay such assessment, the mayor, recorder

and aldermen, or any five of them, are au- - - -- -

improvements therein specifical, and there is

no other provisions of law which authorize

thorized to issue a warrant of distress under

their hands and seals, which may be levied

upon the goods and chattels, &c. The act

of April 16th, 1816, provides further, that in

case the owner or occupant, on being twice

assessment, his lands may be sold therefor.

Now we insist that in this, the Common

council and the assessors are both acting in a

judicial capacity, and are as much a court as

the Commissioners of sewers; and the as

Judicial powers of the Board

of Aldermen and Board of

Assistants, composing the

Common Council of the

City of New York.

The following sections of the act, Entitled

“An ACT to reduce several Laws relating

particularly to the City of New York into one

Act”—passed April 9th, IS13—constitute all

the provisions of the Statute authorizing the

imposition of assessments on the owners or

occupants of houses and lots for the class of

any assessment to be imposed by the mayor,

aldermen and commonally for this class of

improvements.

§ 175.-And be it further enacted, That it

shall be lawful for the said mayor, aldermen

and commonaſty, to cause common sewers,

drains and vaults, to be made in any part of

the said city, and to order and direct the

pitching and paving the streets thereof, and

sessment, when confirmed, is in the nature

of a Judgment, being made a lien upon the

land, and the warrant being in substance an

execution.

We think we have stated enough here to

show that Commissioners of Estimate and

Assessment cannot take lands for public use

from any individual, without his consent, nor

can they impose any assessment on adjoining

owners: that whenever lands are required in

the city of New York, for public use, a jury

is the only mode of proceeding. And besides,

if it should be held that commissioners could

take land, such commissioners can only be

appointed by the Governor. Thus the pro

ceedings of commissioners are roid.

As to Assessors, these too are judicial

officers, and the members of the Common

council also act or assume to act in a judicial

capacity, in confirming assessments, issuing

warrants, &c. These officers are none of them

appointed by the Governor, and the Constitu

tion is explicit on this head; it excepts Jus

tices of the Peace, Special Justices, &c.

It is of no use to have a written Constitu

tion, if officers who are sworn to support it

will disregard its great principles and require
mentS.

We think that the learned Judges of the

Supreme court were right in quashing the

writs they had allowed, and in refusing those

which were applied for, and that the assess

ments are absolutely void. We are aware

that we differ from the learned counsel on

both sides in the views now put forth, but it

is our deliberate opinion, after examining the

question very extensively.

We also think that it was the duty of the

court to settle the question of the legality of

these assessments, instead of enacting a sta

tute of “PUBLIC INconvenience ’’—which

enactment most assuredly is not authorized

by the Constitution of the State, nor is it

Sanctioned by public opinion. Neither pub

lic or private inconvenience have any place

in such cases. Let justice be done—let the

law be strictly complied with.

cutting into any drain or sewer, and the al

tering, amending, cleansing and scouring of

any street, vault, sink or common sewer, within

the said city; and the raising, reducing, level

ling or fencing in, any vacant or adjoining

lots in the said city; and to cause estimates

of the expense of conforming to such regu

lations to be made, and a just and equitable

assessment thereof among the owners or oc

cupants of all the houses and lots intended to

be benefitted thereby, in proportion, as nearly

as may be, to the advantage which each shall

be deemed to acquire; and the said mayor,

aldermen and commonalty shall appoint such

skilful and competent disinterested persons

as they shall or may think proper to make

every such estimate and assessment, who be.

fore they enter upon the execution of their

trust, shall severally take an oath before the

mayor or recorder of the said city, to make

the said estimate and assessment fairly and

impartially, according to the best of their

skill and judgment; and the said persons,

after having made such estimate and assess

ment, shall certify the same in writing to the

said mayor, aldermen and commonalty, in

common council convened, and being ratified

by the said council, shall be binding and con

clusive upon the owners and occupants of

such lots so to be assessed respectively, and

shall be a lien orcharge on such lots as afore

said : and such owners or occupants shall

also respectively be liable upon demand, to

pay the sum at which such houses or lots re

spectively shall be assessed, to such person as

the said common council shall appoint to re

ceive the same ; and in default of such pay

ment or any part thereof, it shall be lawful

for the mayor, recorder and aldermen of the

said city, or any five of them, of whom the

mayor or recorder shall be one, by warrant

under their hands and seals to levy the same

by distress and sale of the goods and chattels

of such owner or occupant refusing or neg

lecting to pay the same, rendering the over

plus (if any), after deducting the charges of

such distress and sale to such owner or occu
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pant, and themoney,when paid or recovered,

shall be applied towards making, altering,

amending, pitching, paving, cleansing and

scouringsuch streets, and making and repair
ing such vaults, drains and sewers as afore

said, and raising, reducing, levelling or fenc

ing in, such lots as aforesaid. Provided

however, That nothing herein contained shall

affect any agreement between any landlord

and tenant, respecting the payment of any

such charges, but they shall be answerable to

each other in the same manner as if this act

had never been made ; and if the money so

to be assessed be paid by any person, when

by agreement or by law the same ought to

have been borne and paid by some other per

son, it shall then be lawful for the person

paying, to sue for, and recover the money so

paid, with interest and costs, as so much mo

ney paid for the use of the person who ought

to have paid the same ; and the assessment

aforesaid, with proof of payment, shall be

conclusive evidence in such suit.

§ 176. And be it further enacted, That if

upon completing any such regulation, it shall

appear to the said mayor,aldermen and com

monalty, that a greater sum of money had

been bona fide expended in making such

regulation than the sum estimated and col

lected aforesaid, it shall then be lawful for

the said mayor, aldermen and commonalty,

to cause a further assessment equal to such

excess, to be made and collected in manner

aforesaid; and in case the sum actually ex

pended shall be less than the sum expressed

in such estimate, and collected as aforesaid,

the surplus shall forthwith be returned to the

persons from whom the same were collected.

or their legal representatives.—2 R. L. p.407,

7%e sections above quoted contain a special

power, given to a select class of persons, to

make certain improvements particularly named

in manner and form therein stated.

It will be noticed that this is a special

power given by the Statute to a select class

of persons. The mayor, aldermen and com

monalty, as then known and entitled, were

the mayor, recorder, aldermen and assistant

aldermen of the city of New York. These

public officers composed the city council, and

assembled in one body in the same council

chamber.

The mayor, and also the recorder of the

city, were appointed by the State council of

appointment—the aldermen and assistants

were elected by the freeholders of the respec

tive city wards.

In 1821 the Constitution of the State was

remodelled, or rather, a new Constitution was

formed, one of the provisions of which was

that the mayors of cities should be appointed

by the respective common councils of each.

This provision, as to the city of New York,

was altered in 1833 by an amendment of the

State Constitution in that particular ; and

now it is provided that the mayor of the city

of New York shall be elected annually by the

People.

The recorder, by the Constitution of 1821,

shall be appointed by the Governor and

Senate.

By the Amended Charter of the city of

New York [Session Laws of 1830, ch. i22]

the legislative power of the corporation is

vested in a board of aldermen and board of

assistants who, together, shall form the Com

mon council of the city.—$ 1.

By the fifteenth section, of the same act,

neither the mayor nor recorder shall be mem

bers of the Common council after the second

Tuesday of May, 1831.

By the 7th section, of the act as above, the

boards are required to keep a journal of their

proceedings and to meet in separate cham

bers; and, by section twelve, all acts, before

they shall take effect, shall be first approved

by the mayor, &c. &c.

The apportionment of judicial officers un

der the Constitution of 1821.

By the 7th section of Article IV. of the

Constitution, the Governor shall, by message

in writing, nominate, and, with the consent

of the Senate, appoint all judicial officers

except justices of the peace; by section 14

special justices and assistant justices of the

city of the city of New York are excepted,

and by sec. 1 of Art. W. the members of the

court for the Correction of Errors are ex

cepted.

We here raise two Questions, viz.:-

1. Are Assessors, who are appointed by the

board of A/dermen and board of Assistants,

with the Mayor's approval, Judicial officers ?

2. Do the boards of Aldermen and Assis

tants, sitting in separate chambers, in ratify

ing Assessments made by Assessors appointed

by themselves, and the Mayor also in approv

ing such acts, act judicially

To the first question, we answer that the

175th section above quoted authorizes an es

timate of the expense of the work, as a pre

liminary measure, previous to making the as

sessment of the expense upon the owners and

occupants intended to be benefitted thereby,

by skilful, competent, disinterested persons,

to be appointed by the mayor, ald. and com.;

and this assessment is to be made in such

proportion as they deem the advantage ac

quired by such owner or occupant. Their

estimate and assessment shall be certified in

writing to the mayor, aldermen and common

alty, in Common council convened, but has

no binding force until ratified by said Com

mon council. This ratification is, therefore,

to all intents and purposes, a judgment, which

is by the same section made a lien upon the

houses and lots of such owners and occu

pants, &c., and upon this ratification or judg

ment, a warrant of distress is authorized to

issue under the hands and seals of the mayor,

recorder and aldermen, or any five of them,

of which the mayor or recorder are to be one;

and by the act of April 12th, 1816, the mayor,

aldermen and commonalty, in default of pay

ment of such assessment, are authorized to

sell or lease the houses or lots so assessed for

an unlimited number of years, even to the

end of time. The Constitution adopted in

1777, and which was in force when these two

acts above referred to were passed, contained

no limitation as to the appointment of judi

cial officers, or at least we have found no such

provision in that instrument. At the time of

the passage of these two acts the mayor and

recorder were both appointed by the council

of appointment, and after the adoption of the

new Constitution in 1821 the recorder was

appointed by the Governor and Senate as a

judicial officer, and continued to be a mem.

ber of the Common council; but the amended

charter of April 7th, 1830, eacluded that of.

ficer after the second Tuesday of May from

a seat in the Common council, and he is now

no longer a member of that body; nor does

any Judicial officer hold a seat in either board

composing the Common council: therefore,

there is no authority under the Constitution

for the Common council to act in a judicial

capacity, the law of 1813 and 1816 being

both abrogated by the Constitution of 1821.

The Assessors, therefore, as standing alone,

are not judicial officers; but their acts, taken

in connection with the proceedings of the

mayor, aldermen and assistants, constitute

proceedings which are, in their operation

and effects or consequences, the highest exer

cise of judicial authority in matters pertaining

to the rights of property.

The Answer to the second question has

been mainly anticipated in the reply to the

first question.—The Amended Charter was

the result of measures growing out of com

plaints in the assessment made for building

Canal street sewer, which was an assessment

of near one hundred thousand dollars by as

sessors appointed under the 175th section be

fore quoted which had been confirmed by the

Common council composed of the mayor,

recorder, aldermen and assistant aldermen.

The dissatisfaction which this assessment

produced caused applications to be made to

the Common council for an amendment of

the City Charter, and accordingly an appli

cation was made by that body (under the

corporation seal) to the Legislature of the

State. This application was accompanied

by a bill, whlch was passed by the Legisla

ture, conditioned to become a law if the ma

jority of the electors of the city of New York

by their vote by ballot signified their accep

tance of it. This they did not do—less than

700 votes, of the whole number of voters in

the city, were cast in its favor. This was in

1824.

In 1828 the Legislature, on the application

of the Common council, re-enacted the same

bill, with the same conditions, and it was

again submitted to the electors of the city of

New York, and by them again rejected.

This bill provided for the exercise of all

the powers which had ever been conferred by

charter or by law on the mayor, aldermen and

commonalty, or the mayor, aldermen and

commonalty in Common council convened,

or the mayor, recorder, aldermen and assist

ant aldermen, thereafter to compose two

boards meeting in separate chambers, with

concurrent jurisdiction.

The next proceeding was the Convention

which met in June, 1829, to frame a bill for

the Legislature to pass into a law amending

the City Charter, and here a great mistake

was made in taking the Constitution of the

United States for a model to frame a bill for

the Legislature to pass into a law, unless we

assume it to be conceded that the business of

the Common council was to be confined to

the affairs of the corporation as a corporation
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ment. The motion was argued before Chief

Justice Nelson, at the March Special Term,

and he refused to interfere, on the ground of

lapse of time, notwithstanding the applica

tion was made within six months of the con

firmation of a report, which was presented

and confirmed without notice. The Chief

Justice also assumed to exercise what he ter

med the discretion of the Court, in the case.

The discretion of the Court is not the will of

the Judge. We have noticed this point on

page 196 of this number.

The most powerful monarch in Europe

never claimed as much authority over the

private property of a subject, as has been

exercised by the Supreme Court for years

over the private property of the citizens of

this City in street assessments.

We discussed some branches of this ques

tion, in the Municipal Gazettee of Decem

ber, 1842.

The Court in this opinion, are so explicit

with regard to the prohibitory clause of the

Constitution, “that he who runs may read.”

We are glad to see the doctrine of strict

construction under way, and when once

broached in political matters there is no dif

ficulty in applying the principle to the pirati

cal assessments in the City of New-York.

Re-Argument.

Mr. Emmett has served Mr. Mott with a

notice of re-argument of his five street mo

His notice is entitled before the Su

preme Court. What nonsense under the

views here expressed by the Court. We

will publish his affidavit on which he founds

his notice of motion.

tions.

Another Assessment Cruelty.

The Assessment for setting curb and gut

ter in the 8th Avenue, amounts to $43,922

25. The assessors appointed by the Com

mon Council to make the assessment, are

the Street Commissioner, his Assistant and

Clerk. The contract was made by the Street

Commissioner, and the prices unreasonable.

When the Senate Committee were in ses

sion at Clinton Hall, this proceeding was

brought before them, as one of the Assess

ment outragss. Mr. Perrine, a former Clerk

in the Street Commissioner's office, was ex

amined as a witness, he stated that : “there

are no names of Assessors in any part of it,

nor is it signed by any Assessors.” The

assessment was passed by the Board of Al

dermen, Dec. 17th, 1838; by the Board of

Assistants, Dec. 24th, 1838, and approved

by the Mayor, Dec. 28th, 1838, although not

signed by the Assessors. This is the way

the public business is done. The Assessors

are the same as those of Chapel street, and

yet the two assessments are made upon en

tirely different principles ; both cannot be

right.

By a decision of the Supreme Court, all

the Assessors must be present to make the

assessment, but a majority may decide.

This is the assessment, for which the Street

Commissioner sold the house and two lots

belonging to Mary Stewart and her children,

all their property. One of the children is sick

ly. The husband of Mary Stewart was a

shoe-black, and he earned his money by

hard labor, with which he purchased this

property, and when he died he left it to his

family.

The purchaser at the assessment sale of

this property, on getting his lease, took pos

session, and put the furniture of the occu

pants out of doors, but he was prosecuted for

forcible entry and detainer, and at once sur

rendered the premises, and has since brought

an ejectment suit on his lease. A case has

been made, and will be argued next month

before a full Bench. Some charitable individ

ual has volunteered a Counsel fee to defend

the little home of the colored woman and

her helpless children.

The owner of the premises had no notice

of the assessment, or the sale.

The regulating the third avenue was paid

out of the City Treasury, and so ought that

of the eighth avenue.

Alderman NASH,

OF THE SEVENTH WARD.

On Monday evening, Alderman NAsh

tendered his resignation as Chairman of the

Committee of Public Offices, Repairs, &c.,

assigning very satisfactory and substantial

reasons therefor.

We have watched the movements of this

member of the Common Council, with a

great deal of interest; he is a plain spoken

man, and when he discovers a wrong, he sets

his face at once against it. He deserves the

thanks of the public. We were pleased to

see that he was sustained by Alderman

Scol, Es.

Alderman BREEVOORT,

OF THE TWELFTH WARD.

This gentleman, who is a man independ--

ent in mind as well as in property, took a

bold stand in the Board of Aldermen, some

time since, against the Street Commissioner.

The Alderman deserves credit for acting in

dependent of that officer, and having a mind

and opinion of his own.

NotE.-Several of the pages of this vol

ume have been destroyed by fire. The pre

sent and last preceeding seven pages, are

substitutes for those destroyed. Some of

the other pages of the volume are being

re-published in the same way.

The copies of the petition to the Legisla.

ture of 1843, which were on pages 241 to

244, and the re-print also, were destroyed by

the torch of the incendiary, in 1843. We

have re-printed these on page 254.
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supreme court Decisions IN 1841.

At the January term of the Supreme Court

the matter of the assessment for constructing

a sewer in Twentieth street, on the Hudson

river side of the island, was argued upon the

return made to the certiorari issued in this

cause, by Lewis H. Sandford, Esq., for the Re

lators, and Peter A. Cowdrey, Esq., for the

Mayor and Common Council. The Court

held the case under advisement until the Oc

tober term, near the close of the year, when they

quashed the certiorari.

At this term of the court Chief Justice Nel

son delivered an opinion on denying the mo

tion, made at the December term of 1840, for

a certiorari in the matter of re-paving and re

grading Chapel and adjoining streets. This

opinion, and the material facts set forth in the

affidavits and papers on which the motion was

founded, will be found in its order in this

number.

At the April special term, Mr. Justice Cowen

presiding, motions were made for writs of cer

tiorari in the matter of the proceedings in the

assessment for opening Mount Morris square

and Second avenue from Twenty-eighth to

Eighty-sixth street. L. H. Sandford, Esq.,

for the Relators, submitted very full points to

the Court, which were replied to by Peter A.

Cowdrey, for the Mayor, &c. The Court held

these two motions under advisement until No

vember, IS41, when he gave a very full opinion,

denying the material part of the motions.

At the May term of the Court, held by the

full Bench, the cause in which the People ex

rel. E. Meriam and others, were relators, and

also that in which James Agnew and others

were relators, involving the proceedings in the

assessments for repaving and regrading Chapel

and adjoining streets, and of building a sewer

in Chapel and Thomas streets, came on for

argument on the respective returns made to

the certioraris issued in these causes. Lewis

H. Sandford and Wm. M. Holland, Esqs., for

the Relators, and Peter A. Cowdrey, Esq., for

the Mayor and Common Council. These

causes were fully argued, Mr. Justice Bron

son took the papers, and at the October term

of 1841 delivered a brief opinion of one of the

causes. The Court quashed the certioraris.

The motions in the matter of Art street,

Seventh avenue, Ninth avenue, and Twenty

eighth street assessments for certioraris, are

understood to have been disposed of by the

Court in the same way as those of Mount

Morris and Second avenue.

We shall review the opinions delivered by

the Supreme Court in our own plain way, and

we shall feel gratified if we succeed in con

vincing these high judicial officers that they

have greatly erred in quashing the certioraris

in the particular cases, and denying the writ

of certioraris in others, -

IN CHANCERY.

Before the Chancellor.

Timothy Wiggin, Banker, of London, in

the kingdom of Great Britain, vs. the Mayor,

&c., of New York.

THE CHANcellor.— The language of the

bill in this case, leaves it doubtful whether the

complainant at this time, is the owner of, or

has any interest in any of the lots mentioned

in the bill as having been assessed for this im

provement; and so far as his personal liability

is concerned, this court does not interfere to

prevent a mere trespass upon personal rights,

on personal estate, where the complainant has

a perfect remedy at law. The bill instead of

alleging in the usual manner, that the com

plainant was at a particular date and still is

the owner of the lots upon which the assess

ment for benefit was imposed, merely states as

to the first twelve lots, that he was the owner

and possessor thereof, on or before the first of

September, IS36, and as to the other lots, he

states that he was the owner and possessor of

them subsequent to the 1st of May, 1839.

Neither does the verification of the bill by the

complaimant’s agent show that the agent has

any information on the subject ; or that he

even believes the complainant is now the own

er of those lots. As this defect in the bill can

probably be cured by an amendment, I shall

proceed to examine the objections made to the

legality and equity of the assessment, and the

question whether the bill in other respects pre

sents a proper case for the interference of this

court by a preliminary injunction.

The objection that the delay of the corpora

tion in bringing the proceedings to a close un

til the spring of 1840, produced injustice, by

giving to the tenants of property which was to

be taken for the improvement, and who had

short leases thereof, compensation for a loss

which they do not sustain, does not appear to

be one which in any manner concerns the

complainant. That appears to be a question

entirely between the landlord and tenant of the

property taken for the improvement. If the

tenant has a beneficial lease, that is, if he has

rented the property for a term of years at less

than the use of the property was actually

worth, he sustains damages in being deprived

of the occupancy at this low rent during the

remainder of his term. But that damage must

necessarily go to diminish the amount which

the landlord would have been entitled to re

ceive if the property had not been under a

lease; or if the rent reserved upon the lease

had been the full value of the use of the lot.

The proper way of assessing the damages,

where two or more persons have distinct in

terests or estates in property taken for the im

provement, is to ascertain the damage to the

whole lot in the same manner as if one person

alone had the entire interest therein ; and then

to apportion that damage among the persons

interested in the lot, as landlord and tenant or

otherwise, according as the interest of the one

or the other will be affected by the taking of

the property for the improvement. In such a

case, if a tenant had a lease of the proper y

for four or five years at a nominal rent, he

would be entitled to damage for taking such

interest in the property if it was taken imme

diately. But in that case the commissioners

would not allow anything to the landlord on

account of the loss of rent for the same time.

And where, in a case of that kind, the appoint

ment had been made upon an estimate that

the proceedings would probably be completed

at the expiration of a year, and that the tenant

would be dispossessed at that time, if by any

unforseen occurrence the completion of the

proceedings were procrastinated till the expira

tion of the lease, the landlord would sustain

the whole damage by the taking of the prop

erty and the tenant nothing. But the amount

of the assessment for benefit upon the prop

erty of other persons would not thereby be in

creased, for the benefit to their property from

the making of the improvement would com

mence as soon as they were compelled to pay

the assessment imposed therefor. In the case

of Gil/espy vs. The Mayor, &c. of New York,

in the Court for the Correction of Errors, in

December, IS39, I had occasion to examine

the whole of the statutory provision on the

subject of the apportionment of rent and

damages as between landlord and tenant,

where a part of the property is taken for an

improvement during the continuance of the

lease. And from that examination, I am sat

isfied that if the commissioners of estimate

and assessment made their assessment in this

case upon correct principles in relation to the

rights of the lessees and owners of the lease

hold property taken for the street, the delay in

completing the proceedings could not injure

the complainant so as to give him any equita

ble rights even as against the tenants them

selves, whatever equitable claim their landlords

may have against them on that account.

I am inclined to think that the commission

ers erred in not assessing the property at the

corner of William street in the same manner

as if the contemplated widening of that street,

which was subsequently abandoned, had never

been thought of: as that improvement had not

been directed when these commissioners were

appointed to assess the damages and benefits

with reference to the widening of John street

merely. But if there was any error in this

respect, it was a proper ground for opposing

the confirmation of the report before the Su

preme Court, and cannot be reviewed in this

collateral manner. In the case of Messerole

vs. The Mayor, &c. of Brooklyn, (in Chan.

April 7, 1840.) referred to in the argument,

the commissioners had not erred in judgment

as to what property was to be benefitted by the

contemplated improvement, and neglected to

assess it on that ground; but they had by mis

take left out the greatest portion of the lands

which were to be taken from the complainants

for the contemplated avenue—and the report

showed upon its face that the court had no

jurisdiction or authority to confirm the assess

ment—according to the decision of the Su

preme Court in the case of Anthony street,

(20 Wend 61S.) There the court held that if

the proceedings had been regular and the com

missioners had only erred in judgment in fix

ing the amount of the damage for the lands

taken, or the benefit to the other lands of the

complainant, upon erroneous principles, the

Court of Chancery could not interfere after

the report had been properly confirmed. In

this case, if the front of the lots on William

street, which were not assessed would actually

be benefitted by this improvement, the com

missioners erred in judgment in not assessing

for the benefit to the front, as well as to the

rear of the lots; and the confirmation of the

report should have been opposed on that

ground. But, as that was not done, the con

firmation of the report stopped the owners of

other property which was assessed, from alleg
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cond Tuesday of May, 1831. It also vests

the legislative power of the corporation in a

board of aldermen and a board of assistants,

who together shall thereafter form the common

council of the city; which boards are to meet

in separate chambers, &c. And the complain

ant's council therefore insists that the mayor,

alderman and commonalty can no longer con

vene in common counsel, to direct the laying

out a new street or the altering of an old one,

as they were previously authorized to do un

der the act of its 13.

The conclusive answer to this objection is,

that the act of 1813, gives the power to the

corporation of the city, when convened in com

mon council according to the provisions of its

charter, and not to the particular officers who

at that time represented the common council.

And the act of 1830 having excluded the mayor

and recorder from the common council, and

directed the aldermen and assistants to convene

as a common council in two separate boards,

the mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the

city, that is the Corporation under its corpor

ate name, is convened in Common Council for

all legislative purposes when the two boards

convene in different chambers, and pass a re

solution or ordinance, subject to the qualified

veto of the Mayor. The power to pass an or

dinance authorising the opening of a new

street, or the alteration of an old one, under

the 177th section of the act of 1813, was

strictly a legislative power given to the Corpo

ration represented in its common council duly

convened under its charter ; as much as the

passage of a statute by the State Legislature,

for the opening of a State road, or the altera

tion or enlargement of a canal, and appoint

ing Commissioners to appraise damages, &c.,

would be the exercise of a legislative power

by the people of the State represented in their

Senate and Assembly. And this legislative

power, which still belongs to the Mayor, Al

dermen and Commonaſty of the city of New

York, under the act of 1813, which is in full

force, was properly exercised by the Corpora

tion, convened in Common Council in the

manner prescribed by the act of IS30.

Again : if the complainant was right in sup

posing that the Common Council, as at present

organized, had no authority to pass an ordi

nance for the widening of John street, he is

neither entitled to preliminary injunction nor

to any relief whatever in this court, as his de

fence is perfect at law. And if the whole pro

ceedings in relation to the opening of the

street were absolutely void in law, and that

fact appears upon the face of the ordinance

itself, a sale for the assessment upon the com

plainant's lot would not even create a cloud

upon his title. For as every person must be

presumed to know the law, a proceeding which

is upon its face void, does not constitute a

cloud upon the title to real estate against which

a court of equity will relieve.

This is also a sufficient answer to the objec

tion that the ordinance was void, because it

appears from the record that it was passed

without calling for the ayes and moes upon the

question of its adoption by the respective

boards; if that neglect was, in point of law,

sufficient to invalidate such an ordinance. It

is not necessary, therefore, that I should ex

press my opinion at this time upon the ques

tion, whether the seventh section of the act of

April, 1830, requiring the ayes and noes to be

taken and published in certain cases, applies

to this case; or whether the last clause of that

section applies merely to improvements which

are to be paid for out of the funds of the cor

poration generally, or by a tax or assessment

upon the citizens at large, and not to cases

where the owners of property benefitted by the

proposed improvement are to bear the whole

expense thereof.

As that question was not argued before me,

I have not examined it. But if the provision

is applicable to a case of this kind, I think it

is merely directory, as to the publication of

the report, and of the ayes and noes upon the

question of the adoption of the ordinance for

the proposed improvement. The neglect to

make such publication, did not, therefore, of

itself, render the proceeding void, if the ordi

nance was not void upon the face of the re

cords of its adoption.

There is another substantial reason why this

court should not interfere in this case by in

junction to prevent the corporation from col

lecting the assessment, but should leave the

complainant to his remedy, if he has any at

law. The proceedings for the making of the

improvement were commenced nearly five

years since, and the complainant had waited

until the improvement had actually been com

pleted several months before he or his agent

attempted to interfere. This property has re

ceived the full benefit that it would receive

from the improvement ; which benefit the

commissioners have estimated at several thou

sand dollars. And as property of other per

sons to a very large amount has been destroy

ed for that purpose, justice requires that it

should be paid for by those who have been

benefitted by the improvement rather than by

a general tax upon the city at large. A court

of equity at this late day will not interfere with

its strong arm to cast the burthen of the im

provement from those who have been benefit

ted thereby and upon those who have not.

It is true the complainant alleges in his bill

that his property has not benefitted by the im

provement. But that allegation is not sworn

to by any one, and it is of course contradicted

by the report under oath of the three very re

spectable and intelligent commissioners by

whom the assessment was made.

The application for an injunction is, there

fore, denied with costs.

Copy.

JOHN M. DAVISON, Register.

From the Journal of Commerce of February 9, 1842.

W H C E C H A N C E LL OR 'S CO U R T.

HoN. W. T. Mc coon, vice chancellor.

First Circuit.

DECISION.

Edmund Frost et al. vs. The Trustees of

the Village of Williamsburgh.-This was a

motion for an injunction to restrain the de

fendants from selling certain property for non

payment of assessments. The Court said that

the recent decision of the Court of Errors, in

the case of Meserole vs. The Corporation of

Brooklyn, reversing the order of the Chancel

lor and Vice Chancellor, which restrained by

—-
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injunction the defendants from selling the

property of the complainants for the non-pay

ment of assessments, for the opening of Bed

ford Avenue, has definitely settled the ques

tion, that however illegal may be the proceed

ings of the Corporation, the Court of Chancery

has no jurisdiction or right to interfere except

where the wrongful proceedings lead to the

commission of irreparable injury to the free

hold, or where it would involve a multiplicity

of suits at law, amounting to excessive and

vexatious litigation, against which the party

seeking relief under the ordinary head of equi

ty jurisdiction, is entitled to be protected.—

And whenever these grounds of equitable cog

nizance exist, they must be particularly stated.

No such ground is stated or shown to exist in

the present bill, and since the decision of Mes

erole case vs. the Corporation of Brooklyn,

the Chancellor has been obliged to dissolve in

junctions and dismiss bills on demurrer in

about ſire and twenty cases against the Corpo

ration of the City of New York, in which they

were proceeding to sell for the non-payment of

assessments in the matter of opening and reg

ulating streets, under circumstances quite as

strong ºf not stronger, in favor of the complain

ants than the present. The injunction is there

fore dissolved with costs.

E QUIT Y CO U R T.

I N C H A N C E R Y.

cHANCELLOR's opinions DELIVERED JANUARY

24th, 1842.

Garret Van Doren and others vs. the Mayor,

&c. of Mew York.

Garrel H. Striker rs. the same.

Elizabeth Pearson and others vs. the same

and JValter Stevenson.—These cases came

before the Chancellor upon the demurrers of

the defendants, the Corporation of New York,

to the bills of the complainants respectively.

The object of the bill, in each case, was to

restrain the Corporation from collecting cer

tain assessments upon property claimed by the

complainants in the city of New York, or in

which they were supposed to have some in

terest either vested or contingent; such as

sessments having been imposed for the purpose

of laying out streets and avenues, or opening

sewers, &c.; or from selling the lands as

sessed, or advertising the same for sale, or

giving any certificate or lease to the purchaser

upon the sale thereof; and for a decree de

claring the assessments, and all proceedings

had in relation thereto, void, &c.

R. Moſt and IV. M. Holland, for com

plainants in two first causes.

L. H. Sandford, for complainants in last

Cause.

P. A. Cowdrey, for Corporation of New

York. -

THE CHANCELLor. The objection to the

assessments that the Corporation, as at pre

sent organized, under the act of April, 1830,

has no power to open streets, confirm assess

ments, &c., was decided against the complain

ant, in the case of Wiggin vs. the Mayor, Al

dermen and Commonalty of the city of New

York, in March last. And I have seen no

reason to change the opinion there expressed,

although that case was not in a situation to

enable the complainant to review the decision

upon that point, by appeal; as several techni

cal objections existed to his right to the prem

ises, as stated in the bill. But if this objec

tion to the right of the Common Council was

well taken, it would only show that this court

had no jurisdiction in these cases. For a valid

legal objection, appearing upon the face of the

proceedings through which the adverse party

can alone claim any right to the complainant's

land, is not in law a cloud upon the complain

ant’s title which can authorize a court of equi

ty to stay or set aside such proceedings.

That can never be considered a legal cloud

which cannot for a moment obstruct the un

aided rays of legal science, when they are

brought to bear upon the supposed obscurity.

But when the claim of the adverse party is

valid upon the face of the instrument or pro

ceeding sought to be set aside, as where the

defendant has procured and put upon record a

deed obtained from the complainant by fraud,

or upon an usurious consideration, which re

quires the establishment of extrinsic facts to

show the supposed conveyance to be inopera

tive and void, a court of equity may interfere

and set it aside as a cloud upon the real title

to the land. (Simpson v. Lord Howden, 3 My.

& Craig's Rep. 97.) It was the overlooking

of that distinction, in the hurry of business,

though I had recognized and acted upon it in

other cases, which led me to affirm the decis

ion of the Vice Chancellor, in the case of

Meserole v. the Mayor and Common Council of

Brooklyn, (S Paige's Rep. 199.) But my de

cision in that case was properly reversed by

the Court for the Correction of Errors, at its

last term in December, 1841, although the

Chief Justice who de/ivered the opinion con

curred with me in the conclusion that the pro

ceedings of the Corporation of Brooklyn were

illegal and void.

The same difficulty exists in relation to the

objections that the ayes and noes were not

called and published upon the resolutions to

make the improvements and to confirm the as

sessments which were confirmed by the Com

mon Council, and that the resolutions and or

dinances were not duly signed by the Mayor;

and to various other objections which are

made to the legal validity of the assessments.

All of which objections appear upon the face

of the proceedings through which the Corpo

ration must justify the enforcement of the tax

by execution, and through which the purchas

ers at sales of the lands of these complainants

for the assessments must necessarily make title,

If the complainants are right, therefore, in sup

posing the proceedings void on all or any of

those grounds, upon which I express no opin

ion, there is nao clowd upon their titles.—

And as their remedy at law is perfect by an

action of trespass if their personal property is

seized upon a distress warrant for the assess

ments, and they have a perfect defence at law

to any suit brought against them by purchasers

at the sales which have been made, or which

may hereafter be made ; if the proceedings

are void, this Court has no jurisdiction to in

terfere for their relief. On the other hand, if

the proceedings are not void, but merely irreg

ular, the remedy of the complainants clearly

is not in this Court, which has no superintend

ing jurisdiction over the regularity of the pro
*

-

ceedings of the Corporation of New York in

these assessment cases. Indeed, as I under

stand the prevailing opinion in the Court for

the Correction of Errors, in the case of Mes

erole vs. the Mayor and Common Council of

Brooklyn, that Court repudiated the idea that

the Court of Chancery has any power or right

to interfere in such cases, in relation to any

supposed error or irregularity in the assess

ment, or in the proceedings of the Corpora

tion, or of the commissioners of estimate and

assessment. And this Court will not subject

itself to the rebuke of that tribunal by inter

fering in any cases of this kind, except where

it is absolutely necessary for the preservation

of the complainant's rights.

The demurrers are well taken, and the com

plainant's bill must be dismissed with costs.

And the injunctions, if any have been granted

in these cases, must be dissolved.

Peter G. Stuyvesant and others vs. the

Mayor &c. of New York, and John Ewen,

street commissioner. (And 21 other causes in

volving same questions.)

W. M. Holland, for the complainants.

P. A. Cowdrey, for the defendants.

The CHANCELLon.—These cases came be

fore me on applications for injunction to re

strain the Corporation of the city of New York

from proceeding to sell the lands of the re

spective complainants for the payment of as

sessments imposed upon them for various im

provements in that city. Indeed, taken to

gether, they embrace nearly every improve

ment in the city of New York for the last six

years, either in opening, widening, or grading

streets, or in constructing sewers, &c. The

number of complainants whose rights are in

controversy, exceeds one hundred and seventy,

and the aggregate amount of the assessments

the validity of which is contested is immense.

I have therefore been obliged to look into each

case to see if there was any thing contained

therein to give this Court jurisdiction, and jus

tify it in interfering by a preliminary injunc

tion to restrain the corporation and its street

surveyor, who has been made a defendant in

most of the cases, from proceeding to collect

the assessments by a sale of the property as

sessed in the usual way.

As the complainants have by law two years

to redeem their property after it shall have

been sold, there does not appear to be any

good reason for granting preliminary injunc

tions at this time, even if the cases, as made

by the bills, would, if unexplained, entitle

them to perpetual injunctions at the final hear

ing. The object, therefore, of applying for in

junctions at this time, must probably be to

save the complainants from the payment of

the extra interest, allowed by the statute from

the time of the sale, in case it turns out that

they are wrong in supposing that this court

can interfere for their relief against the final

payment of these assessments. This of itself

would be a sufficient answer to these applica

tions at this time. And for that reason I re

fused to continue the temporary injunctions

allowed by the Vice Chancellor upon granting

the orders to show cause ; so that the sales

might be made by the Corporation, subject to

the equitable rights of the complainants, if
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are said to exercise a discretion, it is a mere

legal discretion, a discretion to be exercised in

discerning the course prescribed by law; and,

when that is discerned, it is the duty of the

court to follow it. Judicial power is never ex

ercised for the purpose of giving effect to the

will of the judge; but always for the purpose

of giving effect to the will of the Legislature;

or, in other words, to the will of the law.”—

9. Wheaton, 806.

That distinguished Jurist, MR. Justice

Story, quotes the above, and says of it that

it was finely remarked by MR. Chief Justice

MARsit ALL, and appends to it, a reference to the

Commentaries of the venerable Ex CHANCEL

LoR KENT.

LEG is i, Ati V E Power.

Mr. Justice Story quotes from the Federal

ist, No. 7S, among others, a paragraph in the

following words:—

“There is no position which depends upon

clearer principles, than that every act of a del

egated authority, contrary to the tenor of the

commission under which it is exercised, is void.

No legislative act, therefore, contrary to the

Constitution can be valid. To deny this, would

be to affirm, that the deputy is greater than

his principal ; that the servant is above his

master; that the representatives of the people

are superior to the people themselves ; that

men acting by virtue of powers, may do, not

only what their powers do not authorize, but

what they forbid.” -

JU IDICIAL LEGISLATION.

“But the answer to these and similar ob

jections, is, that such considerations should

have weight with those whose business it is to

make laws; but they should not control the

opinions of those whose business it is to ex

pound the laws.”

The above is the closing sentence of a para

graph in the manuscript opinion written by

John SAVAGE, late Chief Justice of the Su

preme Court of the State of New York.

It is an opinion worthy ºf the man.

The following is also from another manu

script opinion of this truly great man.

“Much of our difficulty arises from judicial

legislation: if other laws are necessary, let

the legislature pass them.”

JUDICIARY.

“The Courts must declare the sense of the

law; and if they should be disposed to exer

cise Will instead of Judgment, the consequence

would equally be the substitution of their

pleasure for that of the legislative body.”—

Federalist of No. 78, quoted by Mr. Justice

Story with approbation.

chANCELLoR's Decisions.

We have given all the opinions delivered by

His Honor Chancellor Walworth, in assess

ment cases for the last five years, in full.

It will be seen by a careful reading of these

several opinions, that the decisions of the

Chancellor, have fluctuated. The opinion

given in the suit of Meserole and others vs.

the Mayor and Common Council of Brooklyn

contrasted with that given a short time after

wards, in that of Timothy Wiggin vs. the

Mayor &c. of New York, are difficult to re.

concile as respects the assessment being a

cloud upon the title.

We do not undertake to say that the Chan

cellor was wrong in refusing to entertain the

bill filed in the latter case, and also in the sev

eral subsequent cases disposed of by him, but

we feel it our duty to say, that he erred in re

quiring the complainants to pay costs ; inas

much as he himself remarks, in the opinion he

gave in the Van Doren case, that in deciding

the Brooklyn case, in the hurry of business,

he overlooked a decision. We have occasion

to know that in the case of Wiggin vs. the

Mayor &c., the Solicitor of Mr. Wiggin ob

tained from the clerk of the Chancellor at Sar

atoga a manuscript copy of the opinion of His

Honor in the Meserole case, and it was in con

sequence of the tenor of that opinion that this

bill was filed.

It will be borne in mind that the decision

made by the Chancellor in Wiggin's case was

nearly a year previous to the decision of the

appeal in Meserole’s case in the Court for the

Correction of Errors.

The cases in which the Chancellor sustained

the demurrers against the complainants, were

many of them of a very aggravated character.

The bills filed in these cases were full, and in

several cases the complainants set forth that

the applications for the appointment of com

missioners were not authorized by the Com

mon Council.

The Chancellor may have taken a correct

view of these questions in the last decision, and

not in the first; but the change of opinion was

a difficulty, and quite a serious one, to the

complainants.

These matters have passed from the courts

to a Committee appointed from the Honorable

the Senate of this State to investigate assess

ment abuses in the city of New York, and that

committee have made their report. The mem

bers of that committee are distinguished mem

bers of the Court for the Correction of Errors:

their report will be found iu this volume.

We desire to speak of the worthy Chancel

lor of this State with great respect; he is a

most estimable citizen, and, notwithstanding

the constant toil and labor in his Court, finds

time to attend the benevolent and charitable

institutions, and the religious societies of the

day—of the most of which he is a conspicu

ous and valuable member.

It is a wonder how CHANCELLor WAL

worth accomplishes such an amount of labor.

Should his labors increase with his years, when

he shall have reached the constitutional bar

rier of this State, as to the term beyond which

judicial officers of a certain grade shall be

deemed incompetent, he will have worn him

self out with labor.

The salary of the Chancellor of this great

State is two th usand, five hundred dollars per

annum, a mere pittance for such services.

When we take into view the labor imposed

upon the Chancellor, the limited duration of

his office, and the compensation attached to it,

the wonder is that any person can be found

willing to accept of the appointment.

The salary of the Chancellor should be in

creased to $4,500, at least, and that of the

Judges of the Supreme Court to $4000.
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LEGIsLATIvE Power. I

The Constitution of the United States

contains this provision :-

“AR ricle 1, § 1.-All legislative power

herein granted shall be vested in a Congress

of the United States, which shall consist of a

Senate and House of Representatives.”

The Constitution of the State of New

York contains these provisions.

“Ś 1. The Legislative power of this State

shall be rested in a Senate and an Assembly.”

Can the Senate and Assem

bly of the State of New York

delegate the right or power to

pass penal laws to any other

body of men 2

By Article 1, Sec. 12. “Every Bill which

shall have passed the Senate and Assembly,

shall, before it become a law, be presented to

the Governor; if he approve, he shall sign it;

but if not, he shall return it with his objec

tions to thathouse in which it had originated,”

&c. The Constitution then proceeds to say,

that the objections of the Governor shall be

entºred “at large on their Journal, and they

shall proceed to reconsider it. If after such

*onsideration two thirds of the members

Present shall agree to pass the Bill, it shall

be sent together with the objections to the

other house, by which it shall likewise he re.

considered ; and if approved by two thirds

the members present, it shall become a jaw.

But in all such cases, the votes in both

houses shall be determined by ſeas and nays,

and the names of the persons voting for, and

against the Bill, shall be entered on the jour

nal of each house respectively. If any bill

shall not be returned by the Governor within

ºn days (Sundays excepted) after it shall

have been presented to him, the same shall

be a law in like manner as if he had signed

it, unless the Legislature shall by their ad

journment, prevent its return, in which case

it shall not become a law.”

The Governor is thus wested by the Con

stitution with a negative upon the acts of the

Legislature, but this negative is greatly qual

ified, inasmuch as the vote of two thirds of

a bare quorum can pass a Bill after his refu

sal to sign in it, notwithstanding such refusal.

The Constitution provides that the mem.

bers of the Senate and Assembly shall re

spectively be elected on a certain day, at a

certain place, by persons possessing certain

qualifications, and that they shall convene,

&c. on a certain day, &c.

Thus the Constitution provides in what

manner laws shall be enacted, and details

with great precision the form and time. No

Bill whatever can become a law of this State,

unless enacted in the manner and form pre

scribed in the power thus given in the Con

-

stitution by the People, who are the Grantors should be special laws relative to the City,

of the Power.

The Constitution contains no power of

substitution, no authority, or permission to

the Senate and Assembly to delegate the

power of making laws to any other body of

men. The power is special, limited and re

stricted in every respect.

The Act of the Legislature of the State,

passed April 7th, IS30, which is called the

Amended Charter of the City of New York,

contains this provision :-

“$ 1.-The Legislative power of the Cor

poration of the City of New York shall be

vested in a Board of Aldermen and Board of

Assistants, who, together, shall form the Com

mon Council of the City.”

The question then arises, can the Common

Council of the City of New York pass laws?

Can the Legislature of the State grant to the

Common Council, or vest in that body the

power to pass laws 2

To the first query, we answer in the nega

tive, and add, that the City of New York is

a part of the State of New York, and is

governed by the laws of the State.

The reply to the second enquiry here pro

pounded, is, that the Legislature of the State

cannot in any manner or form, either direct

or indirect, delegate the Legislative power

vested in that body, that no power of substi

tution whatever is contained in the Constitu

tion.

A citizen who executes a written power to

another citizen to act for him, and in his

name, if he intends the power thus given to

be exercised by another, inserts a special

clause authorizing his said agent and attor

ney, to substitute another, or others in his

place and stead, &c.; but in the Constitu

tion, the grantors of the power make no such

provision in that instrument which contains

the grant, and none can be presumed, or

implied.

If the Common Council desire an ordi

nance to have the force of a law within the

bounds of the City, that ordinance should be

made into the shape of a Bill, and be acted

on by the Legislature of the State, and ap

proved by the Governor, in the manner and

form prescribed by the Constitution.

The Common Council might with as much

propriety pass an ordinance to regulate the

rate of interest on money, as to pass an ordi

nance to regulate other matters than those

which pertain to the management of the cor

porate property. TheCommon Council have

no more right to pass an ordinance imposing

a penalty on a citizen for a violation of their

so-called laws, than a government of an in

corporated bank has, and the passage of such

ordinances are a violation of the Constitution

of this State, and will be so held when taken

to the high courts for adjudication, and this

objection raised.

No one will for a moment doubt that there

but all such laws should be passed by the

Legislature of the State, and not by the Com

mon Council of the City.

The Common Council of the City of New

York is not the Corporation of the City, but

the powers of the Corporation are vested in

the Common Council, to be exercised by that

body in a certain manner, &c. And what,

or who is the Corporation of New York It

is the citizens and inhabitants of New York,

in whom is vested certain property which has

been granted to them by the name and style

of the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty

of the City of New York, and the manage

ment of this Corporate property is committed

to the Common Council and other particular

officers.

The Common Council have the manage

ment of this Corporate property for the citi

zens and inhabitants, the same as the Presi

dent and Directors of a Bank have of the

capital stock which is the property of the

Stockholders.

If this Corporate property consists of

Market-houses, they have the right and power

to say at what rate the stalls shall be leased

and what hours the Market shall be opened,

but they have no right to say that the citizen

who owns a store shall not sell Pork, Beef,

or Poultry in that store, nor can they pass

any valid ordinance, making it a penalty for

a citizen to sell meat on his own premises.

We know that such ordinances have been

passed by the Common Council, and that

some of the Courts have held such ordinances

valid, but such a decision would not be held

valid by the Supreme Court of the United

States.

There is a vast difference between the

powers which may be vested by a Charter in

a Political Corporation granted by an absolute

government possessing unlimited power, and

these which are possessed by our free Govern;

ment exercising the limited and restricted

powers conferred by the Constitution.

No one conversant with the provisions of

our Constitution, will for one moment pretend

to deny that even the Legislature of the State,

is greatly restricted and limited in its power;

and yet there are others, and some of them

members of the common council, who pre

tend to say that the Common Council, a mere

creature of the Legislature, can do that which

the Legislatue of the State dare not attempt

to do—this is, in effect, making the creature

greater than the creator.

Hume, De Lolme, Sidney, Tucker and

others, who have written much upon Legisla

tive power, speak of it only in such cases as

where its exercise is unlimited and unre

stricted. -

In our free country, this power is possessed

by the people, and they are the grantors of

power in all cases—the people are sovereign.

The legislatures are mere grantees.
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And that all bills which shall have passed the

Senate and Assembly, shall, before they be

come laws, be presented to the said council

for their revisal and consideration; and if,

upon such revision or consideration, it should

appear improper to the said council, or a

majority of them, that the said bill should

become a law of this State, that they return

the same, together with their objections there

to, in writing, to the Senate or House of As

sembly, in which soever the same shall have

originated, who shall enter the objections sent

down by the council, at large, in their min

utes, and proceed to re-consider the said bill.

But if, after such re-consideration, two thirds

of the said Senate or House of Assembly,

shall, notwithstanding the said objections,

agree to pass the same, it shall, together with

the objections be sent to the other branch of

the Legislature, where it shall also be re

considered, and, if approved of by two thirds

the members present, shall become a law.”

“And in order to prevent unnecessary

delays—

“Be it further ordained, That if any bill

shall not be returned by the Council within

ten days after it shall have been presented,

the same shall become a law, unless the Le

gislature shall, by their adjournment, render

a return of the said bill within ten days im

practicable; in which case, the bill shall be

returned on the first day of the meeting of

the Legislature after the said ten days.”

“The Governor to convene the Senate and

Assembly on extraordinary occasions ; to

prorogue them from time to time, provided

such prorogation shall not exceed sixty days

in the space of any one year.”

Thus the former Constitution of this State

made the Governor, Chancellor and Judges

of the Supreme Court, a council of revision,

and gave to the Governor the power to pro

rogue the Legislature that the members might

return to and consult their constituents. This

negative power, thus vested, was not consid

ered objectionable, but on the contrary, when

the new Constitution was adopted, in 1821,

it was changed and vested solely in the Gov

ernor, but the power to prorogue the Legisla

ture was taken away.

The vote required to pass the bill, notwith

standing the objections, under the present

constitution is the same as under the former,

except that it is required that the vote shall

be taken by ayes and noes, and the names of

the members voting for or against the bill shall

be recorded. The vote required is only two

thirds of the members present, which may

perhaps be but a minority of each house, or

a bare majority form a quorum, and it is only

two thirds of this bare majority which is re

quired.

The exercise of the Veto power by the

Governor of this State is therefore only that

of a qualified negative.

The Veto power of the President of the

United States is also a qualified negative.

The Constitution of the United States is,

however, silent as to the requirement of the

Veto taken on the re-consideration of a bill

returned by the Executive being by a vote of

two thirds the members present or two thirds

the members eleeted.

It would seem that the safer construction

would be two thirds the members elected, but

we understand that the more liberal and ex

tended construction has been adopted by

Congress.

So salutary has this qualified negative,

possessed by the President, been found, that,

in the experience of more than half a cen

tury, the exercise of this power has not been

overruled by a constitutional vote by Congress,

The Constitution of the United States is

very explicit with regard to the mode in which

the vote of re-consideration shall be taken,

and that the votes shall be taken by ayes and

noes, and recorded in the journal-.

When the provisions of the Constitution

were debated in the convention, it was pro

posed to vest the qualified negative in the

President and some other department of the

Government, but this was strenuously op

posed and overruled, and was finally rejected

by a vote of eight States against three.

There is another qualification of this nega

tive of the President, which is, that an entire

new house of Representatives are elected by

the people during his term of office, which,

if this exercise of the qualified negative is

not satisfactory to the people, they have the

opportunity of thus overruling it, and also

the term of office for which the Executive

himself shall have been elected, will have an

end every four years. Thus the frequency

of the elections gives additional qualifications

to this already qualified negative.

In the amended charter of the city of New

York, although (as Mr. Samuel Stevens re

marks in an article under the signature of

“Third Ward,” published in the New York

American in 1829, when the city convention

were sitting) they were only framing a bill

for the State Legislature to pass into a law,

that body took the United States Constitution

for a model whereby to form a municipal

charter; and in vesting the mayor with a

qualified negative upon the acts of the Com

mon Council, they made some alterations in

that provision, which were, to require the

objections of the executive to be published

in the newspapers, and that the vote should

be that of a majority of the members elected

to each board, and also of requiring that at

least ten days should elapse before the board

to which the act should have been returned

should proceed to re-consider the same. This

change of the qualified negative of the Mayor

makes his veto at the present moment a nullity.

The City Charter, as the act of the Legislature

is called, omits to state anything in relation to

acts passed by a Common Council, the mem

bers of which whose term of office may ex

pire during the ten days which the Mayor is

allowed to consider a proceeding, and decide

whether or not he will give his assent. This

was an oversight, and there can be no doubt

but an act remaining in the hands of the

Mayor unsigned when his term of office ex

pires, would be inoperative.

The distribution of power is one of the

great principles on which all free govern

ments are based, and we propose to discuss

this subjectin a futurenumber under that head.
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SACREDNESS OF PRIVATE PROPERTY.

That distinguished citizen and eminent

jurist, JUDGE Story, one of the Justices of

the Supreme Court of the United States, in

his admirable Commentary upon the Consti

tution of the United States, thus remarks:—

“The concluding clause is, that private

property shall not be taken for public use

without just compensation. This is an af.

firmance of a great doctrine established by

the common law for the protection of private

property. It is founded in natural equity, and

is laid down by jurists as a principle of uni

versal law. Indeed, in a free government,

almost all other rights would become utterly

worthless, if the government possessed an

uncontrollable power over the private fortune

of every citizen. One of the fundamental

objects of every good government must be

the due administration of justice; and how

vain it would be to speak of such an admin

istration, when all property is subject to the

will or caprice of the legislature and rulers.”

Mr. Justice Story cites Blackstone, Kent,

Rawle, and also several cases which had been

adjudicated.

The practice of the last few years in the

city of New York to enforce the collection
of sham-assessments for fictitious improve

ments, by a sale of the property pretended

to be benefitted for terms of thousands of

years, equal to, and in effect, selling the fee

simple absolute, is taking private property for

public use without just compensation, and

in truth is absolute confiscation. It matters

not to the owner whether his land is taken or

his money, both are alike private property;

for if he pays the assessment, in most cases

he pays the value of the land in paying the

assessment, and thus, in fact, re-purchases the

land by redeeming it. Vast quantities of

lands on the island of New York, have been

assessed to such an extent that the interest of

the assessment exceeds the value of the land,

and also large quantities of other lands are

assessed for the pretended opening of streets,

avenues, and public squares, (which are not
open or needed.) in greater sums than the

land could be sold for.

The abuses have been so enormous, so

flagrant, so high-handed, that the real estate

has lost its value by the insecurity thus pro

duced.

In the case of the streets and avenues, up

to and including Forty-second street, referred

to in the report of the committee from the

Senate of this State, twenty-seven setts of

Commissioners (in all eighty-one) were ap

pointed to make an assessment for opening
the streets and avenues in that district;

whereas the committee of the common coun

cil reported in favor of but one sett, (three

commissioners,) and did not, in fact, pass any

resolution for an application to the Supreme

Court for the appointment of even this one set.

It is time such proceedings had an end.

Anecdote of the reigning king of Prussia.

—The following anecdote we cut from the

columns of the Albany Daily Advertiser.

It belongs to go along side of assessment

matters, showing a contrast in the judicial

f 99,

proceedings of the courts of our State, com

pared with that of a kingly government.

“We have much pleasure in laying before

our readers an interesting anecdote, which

has been communicated to us by a gentle

man recently from Berlin. Some time since

an effort was made to get rid of a windmill,

the close approximation of which to the roy

al palace rendered it in some degree a nuis

ance, and certainly an eye-sore. Overtures

were accordingly made to the sturdy yeoman

for the purchase of the obnoxious property;

but whether it was that the man was possess

ed of a strong spirit of obstinacy, or was really

deeply attached to his old family habitation,

the result was that the offers, tho’ tempting,

were again and again refused. There are

very generally some individuals attached to

a court who are ready to suggest remedies,

direct or indirect, for inconveniences or an

noyances offered to royalty. Accordingly,

upon a hint from some minion, a lawsuit was

commenced against the obstinate miller for

the recovery of certain sums alledged to be

due for arrears of an impost on that portion

of crown land which it was suggested was

occupied by the mill in question. The sturdy

holder of the “toll dish” was not altogether

without friends or funds, and he prepared

vigorously to take his stand in defence of his

rights. The question came in due time be

fore the courts of law, and the plaintiff having

completely failed to establish any right on be

halfof the crown, the miller obtained a verdict

in his favor, with a declaration for payment

of his costs in suit. This was certainly no

small triumph, and merrily went round the

unfurled sails of the old mill, and well pleased

no doubt, was the owner with the sound, as

they went whirling and whizzing under the

influence of the gale, which certainly seemed

to blow strongly in his favor. But he was

not the first who has found that when drawn

into a lawsuit, particularly with so formidable

an opponent, a man is more likely to “gain

a loss” than escape scot free. What with

extra expenses, interruption of business, and

rejoicings after the victory, the miller found

himself pressed by considerable difficulties,

and after in vain struggling a few months

against the pressure, he at length formed a

manly resolution, gained access to the mon

arch, and, after roughly apologizing for his

having thwarted his majesty's wishes, frankly

admitted that his wants alone had rendered

him complient, but that he was prepared to

accept the sum originally offered for the pro

perty. The king, after conversing with the

miller a few minutes, hand d him a draught

for a considerable amount, saying, “I think,

my honest friend, you will find that sufficient

to meet the emergency ; if not, come and

talk to me again on the subject. As to the

mill, I assure you that I will have none of it.

The sight of it now gives me more pleasure

than it ever occasioned pain; for I see in it

an object that assures me of a guaranty for

the safety of my people, and a pledge for my

own happiness by its demonstration of the eac

istence of a powerand a principle higher than

the authority of the crown, and more valuable

than all the privileges of royalty.”—[London

Paper.] -

COMMISSIONERS OR A JURY.

Taking land for Public Arenues, Streets and

Squares.

The position of the Assessment question,

and the highly important opinions of Chief

Justice Nelson, Justice Bronson and Jus

tice Cowen of the Supreme Court.

The Constitution of 1777 contains this

provision :-

“That trial by Jury in all cases in which

it hath heretofore been used in the colony of

New York, siall be established and remain

inviolate forever, and further, that the Legis

lature of this State shall at no time hereafter,

institute any new court or courts, but such

as shall proceed according to the course of
the common law.”

The act of the General Assembly of the

Colony of New York, passed Oct. 1st, 1691,

and confirmed by William III, May 11th,

1697, contains this provision:

“And for other ground, the Mayor, Alder

ºn and Common Council shall and may

treat and agree with the owner and others

interested therein; and if there shall be any

person that shall refuse to treat in the man

ner aforesaid, in such case the Mayor and

| Aldermen, in their Court, are hereby author

ized by virtue of this act, to issue out a war.

rant or warrants to the Sheriff of the said

city, who is hereby required to empannel and

return a jury before the said Court of Mayor

and Aldermen, which Jury, upon the oath to

be administered by the said court, are to en

quire and assess such damages and recom

pense as they shall judge fit, to be awarded

to the owners and others interested, according

to their several and respective interests and

estates in the same, as by the said Mayor,

Aldermen and Common Council, shall be

adjudged fit to be converted for the purposes

aforesaid, and such verdict of the Jury, and

judgment of the said Court of Mayor and

| Aldermen thereupon, and the payment of the

said sum or sums of money so awarded and

adjudged to the owner or others having es

tates or interest or tender or refusal thereof,

shall be binding” &c. This Colonial act

was in force when the Constitution of 1777

was adopted.

The trial by jury extends to property, as

well as persons, and therefore the act of 1807

and IS 13, authorizing the appointment of

three commissioners to take land instead of

a jury, is unconstitutional and void.

The Constitution of 1821 contains these

procestons :—

“The trial by jury, in all cases in which

it has been heretofore used, shall remain in

violate forever, and no new court shall be

instituted, but such as shall proceed accord

ing to the course of the common law.” Art.

7, § 12.

“The Governor shall nominate by mes

sage in writing, and with the consent of the

Senate, shall appoint all Judicial afficers ex

cept Justices of the peace.” Art. 4, § 7.

In the decision of the Supreme Court in

January, 1841, in the matter of the applica

tion of Elmendorf and others for a Certio

rari to be directed to the mayor, aldermen

and commonalty of the city of New York,
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to make estimates and assessments for build

ing sewers, regulating streets, &c., and the

Assessors so appointed are directed to assess

the expense of the work, &c., on the owners

and occupants of houses and lots deemed to

sessments in writing to the mayor, aldermen

and commonalty, in common council con

vened ; and such assessment, when ratified

or confirmed by the said Common council,

shall be a lien upon the houses and lots so

assessed, and in case of neglect or refusal to

pay such assessment, the mayor, recorder

be benefitted thereby, and to certify their as

|

+

and aldermen, or any five of them, are au

thorized to issue a warrant of distress under

their hands and seals, which may be levied

upon the goods and chattels, &c.

of April 16th, 1816, provides further, that in

case the owner or occupant, on being twice

called upon, refuses or neglects to pay the

assessment, his lands may be sold therefor.

Now we insist that in this, the Common

judicial capacity, and are as much a court as

the Commissioners of sewers; and the as

sessment, when confirmed, is in the nature

of a Judgment, being made a lien upon the

land, and the warrant being in substance an

execution.

We think we have stated enough here to

show that Commissioners of Estimate and

Assessment cannot take lands for public use

from any individual, without his consent, nor

can they impose any assessment on adjoining

owners: that whenever lands are required in

the city of New York, for public use, a jury

is the only mode of proceeding. And besides,

if it should be held that commissioners could

take land, such commissioners can only be

appointed by the Governor. Thus the pro

ceedings of commissioners are roid.

As to Assessors, these too are judicial

officers, and the members of the Common

council also act or assume to act in a judicial

capacity, in confirming assessments, issuing

warrants, &c. These officers are none of them

appointed by the Governor, and the Constitu

tion is explicit on this head; it excepts Jus

tices of the Peace, Special Justices, &c.

It is of no use to have a written Constitu

tion, if officers who are sworn to support it

will disregard its great principles and require
ments.

We think that the learned Judges of the

Supreme court were right in quashing the

writs they had allowed, and in refusing those

which were applied for, and that the assess

ments are absolutely void. We are aware

that we differ from the learned counsel on

both sides in the views now put forth, but it

is our deliberate opinion, after examining the

question very extensively.

We also think that it was the duty of the

court to settle the question of the legality of

these assessments, instead of enacting a sta

tute of “PUBLIC INconvenience "—which

enactment most assuredly is not authorized

by the Constitution of the State, nor is it

sanctioned by public opinion. Neither pub

lic or private inconvenience have any place

in such cases. Let justice be done—let the

law be strictly complied with.

The act

council and the assessors are both acting in a

Judicial powers of the Board

of Aldermen and Board of

Assistants, composing the

Common Council of the

City of New York.

The following sections of the act, Entitled

“An ACT to reduce several Laws relating

particularly to the City of New York into one

Act”—passed April 9th, 1813—constitute all

the provisions of the Statute authorizing the

imposition of assessments on the owners or

occupants of houses and lots for the class of

improvements therein specified, and there is

no other provisions of law which authorize

any assessment to be imposed by the mayor,

aldermen and commonalty for this class of

Improvements.

§ 175.-And be it further cnacted, That it

shall be lawful for the said mayor, aldermen

and commonally, to cause common sewers,

drains and vaults, to be made in any part of

the said city, and to order and direct the

pitching and paving the streets thereof, and

cutting into any drain or sewer, and the al

tering, amending, cleansing and scouring of

any street, vault, sink or common sewer, within

the said city; and the raising, reducing,level

ling or fencing in, any vacant or adjoining

lots in the said city; and to cause estimates

of the expense of conforming to such regu

lations to be made, and a just and equitable

assessment thereof among the owners or oc

cupants of all the houses and lots intended to

be benefitted thereby, in proportion, as nearly

as may be, to the advantage which each shall

be deemed to acquire; and the said mayor,

aldermen and commonalty shall appoint such

skilful and competent disinterested persons

as they shall or may think proper to make

every such estimate and assessment, who be

fore they enter upon the execution of their

trust, shall severally take an oath before the

mayor or recorder of the said city, to make

the said estimate and assessment fairly and

impartially, according to the best of their

skill and judgment; and the said persons,

after having made such estimate and assess

ment, shall certify the same in writing to the

said mayor, aldermen and commonalty, in

common council convened,and being ratified

by the said council, shall be binding and con

clusive upon the owners and occupants of
such lots so to be assessed respectively, and

shall be a lien or charge on such lots as afore

said : and such owners or occupants shall

also respectively be liable upon demand, to

pay the sum at which such houses or lots re

spectively shall be assessed, to such person as

the said common council shall appoint to re

ceive the same ; and in default of such pay

ment or any part thereof, it shall be lawful

for the mayor, recorder and aldermen of the

said city, or any five of them, of whom the

mayor or recorder shall be one, by warrant

under their hands and seals to levy the same

by distress and sale of the goods and chattels

of such owner or occupant refusing or neg

lecting to pay the same, rendering the over

plus (if any), after deducting the charges of

such distress and sale to such owner or occu
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pant, and the money, when paid or recovered,

shall be applied towards making, altering,

amending, pitching, paving, cleansing and

scouring such streets, and makingand repair

ing such vaults, drains and sewers as afore

said, and raising, reducing, levelling or fenc

ing in, such lots as aforesaid. Provided

however, That nothing herein contained shall

affect any agreement between any landlord

and tenant, respecting the payment of any

such charges, but they shall be answerable to

each other in the same manner as if this act

had never been made; and if the money so

to be assessed be paid by any person, when

by agreement or by law the same ought to

have been borne and paid by some other per

son, it shall then be lawful for the person

paying, to sue for, and recover the money so

paid, with interest and costs, as so much mo

ney paid for the use of the person who ought

to have paid the same ; and the assessment

aforesaid, with proof of payment, shall be

conclusive evidence in such suit.

§ 176. And be it further enacted, That if

upon completing any such regulation, it shall

appear to the said mayor,aldermen and com

monalty, that a greater sum of money had

been bona fide expended in making such

regulation than the sum estimated and col

lected aforesaid, it shall then be lawful for

the said mayor, aldermen and commonalty,

to cause a further assessment equal to such

excess, to be made and collected in manner

aforesaid; and in case the sum actually ex

pended shall be less than the sum expressed

in such estimate, and collected as aforesaid,

the surplus shall forthwith be returned to the

persons from whom the same were collected.

or their legal representatives.—2 R. L. p. 407,

7%e sections above quoted contain a special

power, given to a select class of persons, to

make certain improvements particularly named

in manner and form therein stated.

It will be noticed that this is a special

power given by the Statute to a select class

of persons. The mayor, aldermen and com

monalty, as then known and entitled, were

the mayor, recorder, aldermen and assistant

aldermen of the city of New York. These

public offleers composed the city council, and

assembled in one body in the same council

chamber.

The mayor, and also the recorder of the

city, were appointed by the State council of

appointment—the aldermen and assistants

were elected by the freeholders of the respec

tive city wards.

In 1821 the Constitution of the State was

remodelled, or rather, a new Constitution was

formed, one of the provisions of which was

that the mayors of cities should be appointed

by the respective common councils of each.

This provision, as to the city of New York,

was altered in 1833 by an amendment of the

State Constitution in that particular ; and

now it is provided that the mayor of the city

of New York shall be elected annually by the

People.

The recorder, by the Constitution of 1821,

shall be appointed by the Governor and

Senate.

By the Amended Charter of the city of

New York [Session Laws of 1830, ch. i22]

|

the legislative power of the corporation is

vested in a board of aldermen and board of

assistants who, together, shall form the Com

mon council of the city.—$ 1.

By the fifteenth section, of the same act,

neither the mayor nor recorder shall be mem

bers of the Common council after the second

Tuesday of May, 1831.

By the 7th section, of the act as above, the

boards are required to keep a journal of their

proceedings and to meet in separate cham

bers; and, by section twelve, all acts, before

they shall take effect, shall be first approved

by the mayor, &c. &c.

The apportionment of judicial officers un

der the Constitution of 1821.

By the 7th section of Article IV. of the

Constitution, the Governor shall, by message

in writing, nominate, and, with the consent

of the Senate, appoint all judicial officers

except justices of the peace; by section 14

special justices and assistant justices of the

city of the city of New York are excepted,

and by sec. 1 of Art. W. the members of the

court for the Correction of Errors are ex

cepted.

We here raise two Questions, viz.:-

1. Are Assessors, who are appointed by the

board of Aldermen and board of Assistants,

with the Mayor's approval, Judicial officers ?

2. Do the boards of Aldermen and Assis

tants, sitting in separate chambers, in ratify

ing Assessments made by Assessors appointed

by themselves, and the Mayor also in approv

ing such acts, act judicially 2

To the first question, we answer that the

175th section above quoted authorizes an es

timate of the expense of the work, as a pre

liminary measure, previous to making the as

sessment of the expense upon the owners and

occupants intended to be benefitted thereby,

by skilful, competent, disinterested persons,

to be appointed by the mayor, ald, and com.;

and this assessment is to be made in such

proportion as they deem the advantage ac

quired by such owner or occupant. Their

estimate and assessment shall be certified in

writing to the mayor, aldermen and common

alty, in Common council convened, but has

no binding force until ratified by said Com

mon council. This ratification is, therefore,

to all intents and purposes, a judgment, which

is by the same section made a lien upon the

houses and lots of such owners and occu

pants, &c., and upon this ratification or judg

ment, a warrant of distress is authorized to

issue under the hands and seals of the mayor,

recorder and aldermen, or any five of them,

of which the mayor or recorder are to be one;

and by the act of April 12th, 1816, the mayor,

aldermen and commonalty, in default of pay

ment of such assessment, are authorized to

sell or lease the houses or lots so assessed for

an unlimited number of years, even to the

end of time. The Constitution adopted in

1777, and which was in force when these two

acts above referred to were passed, contained

no limitation as to the appointment of judi

cial officers, or at least we have found no such

provision in that instrument. At the time of

the passage of these two acts the mayor and

recorder were both appointed by the council

of appointment, and after the adoption of the

new Constitution in 1821 the recorder was

appointed by the Governor and Senate as a

judicial officer, and continued to be a mem.

ber of the Common council; but the amended

charter of April 7th, 1830, eacluded that of.

ficer after the second Tuesday of May from

a seat in the Common council, and he is now

no longer a member of that body; nor does

any Judicial officer hold a seat in either board

composing the Common council: therefore,

there is no authority under the Constitution

for the Common council to act in a judicial

capacity, the law of 1813 and 1816 being

both abrogated by the Constitution of 1821.

The Assessors, therefore, asstanding alone,

are not judicial officers; but their acts, taken

in connection with the proceedings of the

mayor, aldermen and assistants, constitute

proceedings which are, in their operation

and effects or consequences, the highest exer

cise of judicial authority in matters pertaining

to the rights of property.

The Answer to the second question has

been mainly anticipated in the reply to the

first question.—The Amended Charter was

the result of measures growing out of com

plaints in the assessment made for building

Canal street sewer, which was an assessment

of near one hundred thousand dollars by as

sessors appointed under the 175th section be

fore quoted which had been confirmed by the

Common council composed of the mayor,

recorder, aldermen and assistant aldermen.

The dissatisfaction which this assessment

produced caused applications to be made to

the Common council for an amendment of

the City Charter, and accordingly an appli

cation was made by that body (under the

corporation seal) to the Legislature of the

State. This application was accompanied

by a bill, whlch was passed by the Legisla

ture, conditioned to become a law if the ma

jority of the electors of the city of New York

by their vote by ballot signified their accep

tance of it. This they did not do—less than

700 votes, of the whole number of voters in

the city, were cast in its favor. This was in

1824.

In 1828 the Legislature, on the application

of the Common council, re-enacted the same

bill, with the same conditions, and it was

again submitted to the electors of the city of

New York, and by them again rejected.

This bill provided for the exercise of all

the powers which had ever been conferred by

charter or by law on the mayor, aldermen and

commonalty, or the mayor, aldermen and

commonalty in Common council convened,

or the mayor, recorder, aldermen and assist

ant aldermen, thereafter to compose two

boards meeting in separate chambers, with

concurrent jurisdiction.

The next proceeding was the Convention

which met in June, 1829, to frame a bill for

the Legislature to pass into a law amending

the City Charter, and here a great mistake

was made in taking the Constitution of the

United States for a model to frame a bill for

the Legislature to pass into a law, unless we

assume it to be conceded that the business of

the Common council was to be confined to

the affairs of the corporation as a corporation
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Had the complainants in these cases de

rived benefits equal to the assessments, and

then complained of the exercise of a power

unknown to our laws, there would have been

some little apology for withholding relief; but

in these cases the extreme of the reverse is

the case. The complainants are injured,

and, notwithstanding, are called upon to pay

such immense sums of money in the shape

of assessments on their lands as to amount

to a repurchase of their own lands for cash.

The Common council, by their solemn act,

deliberately considered and unanimously a

dopted, admit that property has been assessed

beyond its value, and they resolved that the

Counsel be directed to take measures under

the direction of the finance committees to

obtain a review of the assessment in 1841.

This is an acknowledgment of improper

proceedings by the very body who confirmed

or ratified the assessments made by their own

officers whom they had appointed Assessors.

In the enlightened governments of Europe

we hear of no such doctrine being set up, to

deprive citizens or subjects of their estates,

as that of “public inconvenience,” or even

of public necessity. Private property, by the

governments of Europe, is held sacred and

inviolate, and in no case can private property

be taken for public use unless the most am

ple compensation is first made to the owners;

and such is the great and fundamental doc

trine in our own land—such is the law of the

Constitution—such is the will of the People !

It has been said that the owners and occu

pants of houses and lands which are assessed

for this class of miscalled improvements re

ceive compensation in the advantages which

the property derives by its increased value.

Where is the increased value in cases where

the assessment imposed exceeds the value of

the land deemed to be benefitted 2 And

where, we again ask, is the compensation in

other cases in which the bare interest of the

assessment exceeds the value of the property

assessed

When property is offered to be leased

by the Corporation for a period extending

throughout all time to any person who will

pay the assessment, and none can be found

willing, as it were, to accept the land as a

gift on such conditions,—is it not evidence

of the most convincing and conclusive char

acter that the assessment has been most

shameful and unjust—that it is nothing short

of an act of confiscation : Is either the letter

or the spirit of the law complied with in the

making of the assessment : Certainly not.

The assessment is a mere arbitrary appor

tionment of the contract price of certain work

upon a selected piece of ground by mere

mathematical calculation. The assessors are

required to be skilful, competent, disinter

ested. Why these qualifications if the as

sessment is a mere apportionment, a mere

distribution by figures without regard to

damage or benefit? Most preposterous! and

yet we are told that it will be a “public in

convenience” to set aside such assessments,

or to compel the Corporation to review their

proceedings.

When our Government made a claim upon

Mexico to make restitution and satisfaction

to our citizens for the spoilations committed

by her officers upon their private property,

there was no such doctrine set up by the

Mexican government, or its constituted au

thorities, as “public inconvenience”; and if

it had been pleaded, it would have only ag

gravated the injury.

Private property is sacred in all civilized

countries, and also in some of the most bar

barous; and no government can long exist

which does not respect, and so hold it. It is

the very foundation of government, and as

MR. Justice Story very justly remarks in

his admirable Commentary on the Constitu

tion—“Indeed, in a free government, almost

all other rights would become utterly worth

less if the government possessed an uncon

trollable power over the private fortune of

every citizen.”

In principle, there is no difference between

taking land from a citizen and converting it

to public use without compensation and taking

money. Both are alike private property, and

both are alike protected by the Constitution.

It makes no difference to the citizen which

is taken, his money or his land.

During the last war, when the American

army found it necessary to destroy the dwel

lings and other property of our citizens, to

prevent it from falling into the hands of the

enemy, in all cases full and complete com

pensation was by our Government made to

the owners. These sufferers were not told

that they are compensated for the loss of

property thus destroyed by the protection

which is afforded by the Government to their

persons and their other property.

These assessments upon private property,

which have been ordered by the common

council and ratified by that body, are large

in amount. In some cases, a single indivi

dual has been assessed the sum of thirty

thousand dollars; others ten and fifteen thou

sand dollars each.

Lands of citizens have thus been invaded.

The soil, which before had been productive,

has been covered several feet deep with gravel

and sand, and a charge made for this kind of

covering by the load, at a rate that actually

makes it a complete confiscation. We have

now before us a paper containing an adver

tisement by the street commissioner of a piece

of land to be sold for the non-payment of an

assessment which is stated to contain 165 lots,

equal to about ten and a half acres. This

land is situate between 115th and 124th

streets and the Fifth and Eighth avenues, be

ing near seven miles from the City Hall. The

assessment is stated at sixteen thousand and

sixty-three dollars, which is about one hun

dred dollars per lot, or sixteen hundred dol

lars per acre. The advertisement states that

the assessment was confirmed on the 31st of

May, IS37, since which time it has been on

interest, at the rate of 7 per cent. per annum.

This then, is on interest five years and three

months, which amounts to the sum of five

thousand nine hundred and three dollars and

fifteen cents, which is near six hundred dol

lars per acre. This property was advertised

to be sold for this assessment in June, 1840,

and was offered for sale without getting a bid.

Although this property is on one piece of
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ground, it was advertised for sale as 165 lots.

The charge for the advertisement alone was

two dollars per lot, which was equal, for the

piece of land, to three hundred and thirty

dollars for the advertising alone!

The same land was again advertised for

sale, for the same assessment, in October

1841, but could not be sold for the want of

bidders.

This land belongs to the estate of a person

some years since deceased.

This assessment is one of those referred

to in the following proceedings of the coin

mon council.

From Senate Doc. No. 100, page 277.

Preamble and Resolutions for paying Con

tractors and applying to the Legislature for

act to buy under sales for assessments.

Whereas, there are large amounts due sev

eral persons, contractors for building sewers,

regulating streets and avenues, and paving

and setting curb and gutters, and also for

filling low and sunken grounds, as set forth

in the original schedule, prepared by the

street commissioner, and which improvements

were made, and work done in pursuance of

the several respective ordinances of the com

mon council, and which were to be paid for

by assessments on the property benefitted,

and as soon as the amounts of said assess

ments were collected.

And whereas, the assessments levied in

pursuance of said ordinances have been for

some time confirmed, but collection of the

same, only in part made, and most of them

returned as unpaid and uncollectable, and

the property liable thereto, and on which, the

same were a lien, agreeable to the laws of the

state, advertised, and offered for sale by the

street commissioner, at the recent sale of

property for assessments; but the amount

due on said assessments could not be realized,

by reason of their being no bids at such sale

for said property, the amount of said assess

ments being more than the present market value

of said property so liable, in consequence

whereof the said contractors are still unpaid ;

the common council, in order to relieve them,

and anticipating the collection of said assess

ment, and which may hereafter be made, and

trusting that they may be authorized by the

Legislature, to raise by tax the amount which

they may so advance, and to secure them

selves and city treasury, from any loss, by

being authorized to purchase in at any sale,

such property, for which there may be no bids;

do adopt the following resolutions:

1. Resolved, that the counsel prepare a law,

under the direction of the law committee, to

be applied for, to the Legislature, authorizing

the corporation to become purchasers of prop

erty which may hereafter be offered for sale,

for payment of assessments agreeable to law;

to refund them for any advances which may

have been made by them, to contractors or

others, for the improvement for which such

assessments were imposed. Such law to con

tain all needful provisions to secure the rights

of parties interested therein, and that such

Property be held as a trust fund to repay such
advances.

2. Resolved, that the comptroller be au

thorized to pay the several contractors the

amounts respectively due them, for the sev

eral improvements made in pursuance of the

ordinances of the common council, in all

cases where the property assessed therefor,

was benefitted by such improvement, hasbeen

offered for sale, and could not be sold by rea

son for the want of any bid, at the recent sale

of property for assessments, or in cases, in

which the sale of such property has been en

joined by the Court of Chancery, such pay

ment to be made on the first day of October

theXt.

3. Resolved, that the comptroller include

the estimated amount required for the above

payment, in the amount of the next annual

tax bill, to be applied for to the next Legisla

ture.

4. Resolved, that the counsel to the corpo

ration, under the direction of the law com

mittee, take measures to obtain a revision of

assessments, mentioned in the anneared sche

dule as may be judged ea pedient, and agree

able to law.

Adopted by the board of assistants, Feb

ruary 25, 1841.

Adopted by the board of aldermen, Feb

ruary 22, 1841.

Adopted by the acting mayor, February

25, 1841.

Volume 8, of the printed proceedings of

the common council, printed by authority of

the common council, page 121 and 122.

December 24, 1841, compared with the

printed Document in vol. S, of proceedings

of common council, page 121 and 1:22, and

COrrect. G. FURMAN, Chairman.

We find in the street commissioner's ad

vertisement for the sale of lots in June, 1840,

a lot 24 feet 6 inches front, by about 100 feet

deep, advertised for sale for an unpaid assess

ment for filling in Fifth street. The assess

ment isone thousand eight hundred andforty

five dollars and sixteen cents—confirmed

June 28th, 1830—interest to June 28, 1840,

being ten years, at 7 per cent. per annum,

$1291.62, which makes the amount, in all,

$3136.78. This lot is on the corner of ave

nue B, and is hardly worth one quarter of the

ałłł Ouilt.

We notice in another case for the regula

ting and repaving of Chapel street, that Mr.

Andrew Lockwood,who owns 14 houses of a

block fronting on that street,was assessed the

sum of $1480.90. Instead of being benefitted

that amount, his property was actually in

jured more than ten thousand dollars.

Mr. Riley, in the same street, was assessed

for the same proceeding $732.71, by which,

instead of being benefitted that sum, his pro

perty was injured more than five thousand

dollars. In fact, ten thousand dollars would

not make him good for the injuries he has

suffered by the proceeding.

Other citizens in the same street have also

suffered largely by the same proceeding. In

this case, the contract price for the repaving

of the street was five times that which had

been paid for repaving the same street pre

viously, and the work of the first repaving

was much better than the last.

We notice another case in the Eighth ave

nue. Mr. Scott was assessed on a piece of

ground feet front, $ for regula

ting this avenue. Some years since, this very

property was taxed to pay for working the

Third avenue, which was such a proceeding

in every respect as the Eighth avenue. In

this case of Mr. Scott's, the lot was sold for

the assessments, and he redeemed it by pay

ing over seven hundred dollars. In the case

in which this property was sold the assess

ment was never signed, or certified by the

assessors, and still the common council rati

fied it, without any examination; and the

street commissioner, who was one of the as

sessors named in the ordinance for making

the estimate and assessment, actually sold the

land under these proceedings.

The assessment for building a sewer in

122d street.—This sewer is, part of it, built

on piles, over a salt meadow, and above the

ground which is assessed for draining. Even

the bottom of the sewer is higher than the

ground which is assessed, and the water can

not be got into the sewer from the surface

unless it is pumped into it by hand or ma

chinery. In this case, the sewer was actually

in a state of dilapidation before the assess

ment was confirmed. Some of the lands

assessed for the sewer are actually separated

from it by an immense ledge of rocks, and

the waters which fall on this ground have a

contrary course from the sewer.

O

MEMORIALS TO THE LEGISLATURE,

The following is a copy of Six

Memorials presented to the Legis

lature at the last session by the

HoN. GABRIEL FURMAN. The

ANTI—AssessMENT CoMMITTEE

deem it necessary to state, for the

information of Honorable Members

of the Legislature who may not be

familiar with the names of the

signers, that four of them are dis

tinguished Ex-Mayors of the city

of N. York, another Ex-Recorder,

and another the present Recorder.

Nineteen have been Members of the

Board of Aldermen, twelve have

been members of the Board of As

sistant Aldermen and of the Cor

poration ; ten are Presidents of

Banks, twenty-eight Presidents of

Insurance Offices, the Assistant

Register of the Court of Chancery,

the Postmaster of the city, and

Collector of the Port, thirty-six of

the most respectable commercial

and mercantile firms in the city, and

a great number of the most highly

respectable citizens ; – showing

most clearly the state of public

opinion on this most highly impor

tant question.

RoberT SMITH, Chairman.
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JRABLE, THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK:

City of New York, most respectfully represent to your Honorable Body, that the extraordinary and

ercised by the Corporation of the City of New York, in assessing private property for what are called

strained by Legislative enactments.

1 in various public officers in Assessment matters have been greatly abused, and the consequences

the value of real estate, and render titles doubtful and insecure.

very full exhibits of the disastrous consequences of the abuses complained of will be made to your

subject may be taken into the serious consideration of the Legislature, and that the Legislature may

he ownels of real estate, and such as in their wisdom may seem meet.
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ASSESSMENTS.

REPORT

Of the Select Committee from the Senate of

this State, appointed to investigate Assess

ment Abuses in the City of New York,

c G M Pos F. d of the

HoN. GABRIEL FURMAN,

HoN. GULIAN C. WERPLANck,

HoN. John B. Scott.

In order to present the material portions of

this important ičeport, we have classified the

subject matter of the report, and accompa

nied each portion with remarks and refer

ences, that the reader may be able to obtain

some knowledge of this all-important subject.

The CoM MITTEE say:—

“In the investigation of the matters thus

committed to their charge, the Committee

were occupied during almost the whole of the

last autumn in the city of New York, and

also in the month of December, and to the

period of the meeting of the present Legis

lature.”

Again, the Committee remark:

“On the 18th September last the Commit

tee received a Communication from the Me

morialists, on whose application the investi

gation was ordered, tendering to their use the

commodious Lecture-room in Clinton Hall,

New York, free of expense or charge to the

State, which was accepted.”

The Committee, after detailing certain mat

ters as to the public officers, say that—

“In the course of their examination, the

most prominent matters complained of ap

peared to be,

“First, In the manner of opening streets,

avenues and public squares in the city ; in

the appointment of the commissioners of es

timate and assessment; in the expenses of

those commissioners, and the time spent in

the discharge of their duties.

“Secondly, The imposition of heavy and

oppressive assessments for improvements

never actually made, except upon paper; and

which assessments were frequently ruinous,

being more than the value of the property

assessed; and the great difficulty which own

ers of real estate in that city, and particu

larly in the upper and unimproved portions

of it, experienced, from the fact of using ar

bitrary map numbers instead of street num

bers and farm numbers.

“And, Thirdly, The great difficulty which

the citizens had encountered in obtaining a

review and correction of any errors commit

ted by the commissioners and assessors in

making any of such awards or assessments

for the openiug of said streets, avenues or

-

public squares, from the fact that, although

the Court of Chancery at first assumed ju

risdiction of such cases on the ground that

such assessments being made by a statute, a

lien upon real estate was a cloud upon the

title, and might, if unjust and unequitable,

be removed in equity, it has since denied

having cognizance of such matters; and the

Supreme Court have in some instances denied

a certiorari, to remove such proceedings, and

others where the writ had been granted, had

afterwards quashed the same and refused the

parties any relief, referring them to an action

at law for trespass against the individual

members of the common council, or against

the officers of the corporation personally, who

should attempt the collection of such assess

melºt.

“The committee will examine these several

propositions which contain the substance of

the long and tedious investigation through

which they have progressed, and will submit

to the consideration of the Legislature the

conclusions to which they have arrived upon

these several heads.

“First. The manner of opening streets,

avenues and public squares, in that city, in

the appointment of the commissioners of es

timate and assessment, in the expenses of those

commissioners, and the time spent in the

discharge of their duties.

“That there have been great and serious

abuses in the mode of opening streets and

avenues in the city of New York, and in the

expenses attending the same, cannot be doubt

ed by any person who has examined the sub

ject; and these evils have mainly arisen from

the loose and unguarded manner in which

that important branch of authority has been

exercised.

“For while in England, in the city of Lom

don, in Birmingham and other places, whose

proper municipal regulations would seem to

require as liberal extension of power to their

local corporate governments as that of New

York, streets cannot be opened or widened

without an act of Parliament specially passed

for that purpose, upon a due examination of

all the circumstances of the case ; yet, in the

city of New York, they are opened or widened,

and that in large numbers together, by a sin

gle resolution adopted by the two boards of

the common council, without any control, as

was the case in opening all the streets and

parts of streets not previously opened up to

and including 42d street, by a resolution of

April 6, 1835; and subsequently, September

12, 1836, another resolution was adopted to

open all the streets from 42d street to 57th

street. The reservoir on Murray's Hill, in

the city of New York, is on 42d street.

“This loose practice has grown up in

modern times, for the more guarded one of

an application to the supreme legislative au

N E W Y O R K, A P R I L 9, 1842.

assessments, $ 1, 1 15 .0

-

No. —

thority was in existence in that city, subse

quent to 1792, when to authorize the first

widening of John street an application was

made to the Legislature, then in session in

that city, and before either house would act

upon the petition, they sent a committee to

examine the ground ; upon the report of

which committee, they enacted that the dam

ages to the owners whose lands were taken,

should be appraised by a jury who should be

composed of merchants, showing how care

ful they were in former legislation on this

important subject.

“This appraisement is now made by three

commissioners, appointed by the Supreme

Court, who are generally nominated at the

instance of the counsel of the corporation,

although there have been instances where one

of those commissioners has been selected by

the court from names proposed by the corpo

ration council, and by the opponents to the

application, and another has been named by

those opponents.

“It is difficult now to compre

hend how the expenses in opening

streets and avenues in that city

could have been so VERY GREAT as

they are represented to have been,

but of the fact of their being so

very great, there can be no doubt;

it is established by the receipts of

the commissioners for the same ex

hibited before the committee.

“In the opening of the Seventh avenue,

from 21st street to 129th street, which was

confirmed in February, 1839, the amount

awarded to the owners for land taken for the

avenue, was $21, 141 .41, while the

FEES and expenses amounted to the large

sum of $ 12,43: .70, and it to that is

added the collector's Fees for collecting the

, it will show

a total of expenses paid by the Owners of

Land on that portion of the Seventh avenue

for its formal opening, amounting to $13,

550.70 |

“The amount paid to the commissioners

on that avenue for their services, at the rate

of four dollars per day, which is the highest

sum allowed by the statute, is pay for sixteen

months' services for each commissioner, in

making the estimate of the land taken for

opening that avenue, and assessing that value

back again upon the land on each side of the

avenue; and in opening this one street, of

one hundred and eight blocks of about 270

feet each, the COMMISSIONERS WERE

EACH ENGAGEDTHREE TIMIES

THEWHOLE PERIODTHATTHE

LEGISLATURE IS EMPLOYED IN

LEGISLATING FOR THE STATE,
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ment. The motion was argued before Chief

Justice Nelson, at the March Special Term,

and he refused to interfere, on the ground of

lapse of time, notwithstanding the applica

tion was made within six months of the con

firmation of a report, which was presented

and confirmed without notice. The Chief

Justice also assumed to exercise what he ter

med the discretion of the Court, in the case.

The discretion of the Court is not the will of

the Judge. We have noticed this point on

page 196 of this number.

The most powerful monarch in Europe

never claimed as much authority over the

private property of a subject, as has been

exercised by the Supreme Court for years

over the private property of the citizens of

this City in street assessments.

We discussed some branches of this ques

tion, in the Municipal Gazettee of Decem

ber, 1842.

The Court in this opinion, are so explicit

with regard to the prohibitory clause of the

Constitution, “that he who runs may read.”

We are glad to see the doctrine of strict

construction under way, and when once

broached in political matters there is no dif

ficulty in applying the principle to the pirati

cal assessments in the City of New-York.

Re-Argument.

Mr. Emmett has served Mr. Mott with a

notice of re-argument of his five street mo

tions. His notice is entitled before the Su

preme Court. What nonsense under the

views here expressed by the Court. We

will publish his affidavit on which he founds

his notice of motion.

Another Assessment Cruelty.

The Assessment for setting curb and gut

ter in the 8th Avenue, amounts to $43,922

25. The assessors appointed by the Com

mon Council to make the assessment, are

the Street Commissioner, his Assistant and

Clerk. The contract was made by the Street

Commissioner, and the prices unreasonable.

When the Senate Committee were in ses

sion at Clinton Hall, this proceeding was

brought before them, as one of the Assess

ment outragss. Mr. Perrine, a former Clerk

in the Street Commissioner's office, was ex

amined as a witness, he stated that : “there

are no hames of Assessors in any part of it,

nor is it signed by any Assessors.” The

assessment was passed by the Board of Al

dermen, Dec. 17th, 1838; by the Board of

Assistants, Dec. 24th, 1838, and approved

by the Mayor, Dec. 28th, 1838, although not

signed by the Assessors. This is the way

the public business is done. The Assessors

are the same as those of Chapel street, and

yet the two assessments are made upon en

tirely different principles ; both cannot be

right.

By a decision of the Supreme Court, all

the Assessors must be present to make the

assessment, but a majority may decide.

This is the assessment, for which the Street

Commissioner sold the house and two lots

belonging to Mary Stewart and her children,

all their property. One of the children is sick

ly. The husband of Mary Stewart was a

shoe-black, and he earned his money by

hard labor, with which he purchased this

property, and when he died he left it to his

family.

The purchaser at the assessment sale of

this property, on getting his lease, took pos

session, and put the furniture of the occu

pants out of doors, but he was prosecuted for

forcible entry and detainer, and at once sur

rendered the premises, and has since brought

an ejectment suit on his lease. A case has

been made, and will be argued next month

before a full Bench. Some charitable individ

ual has volunteered a Counsel fee to defend

the little home of the colored woman and

her helpless children.

The owner of the premises had no notice

of the assessment, or the sale.

The regulating the third avenue was paid

out of the City Treasury, and so ought that

of the eighth avenue.

Alderman NASH,

of the seventh WArd.

On Monday evening, Alderman Nash

tendered his resignation as Chairman of the

Committee of Public Offices, Repairs, &c.,

assigning very satisfactory and substantial

reasons therefor.

We have watched the movements of this

member of the Common Council, with a

great deal of interest; he is a plain spoken

man, and when he discovers a wrong, he sets

his face at once against it. He deserves the

thanks of the public. We were pleased to

see that he was sustained by Alderman

Scoi,Es.

Alderman BREEVOORT,

OF THE TWELFTH WARD.

This gentleman, who is a man independ--

ent in mind as well as in property, took a

bold stand in the Board of Aldermen, some

time since, against the Street Commissioner.

The Alderman deserves credit for acting in

dependent of that officer, and having a mind

and opinion of his own.

Note.—Several of the pages of this vol

ume have been destroyed by fire. The pre

sent and last preceeding seven pages, are

substitutes for those destroyed. Some of

the other pages of the volume are being

re-published in the same way.

The copies of the petition to the Legisla.

ture of 1843, which were on pages 241 to

244, and the re-print also, were destroyed by

the torch of the incendiary, in 1843. We

have re-printed these on page 254.

N
&

tº

tº
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supreme court decisions IN 1841.

At the January term of the Supreme Court

the matter of the assessment for constructing

a sewer in Twentieth street, on the Hudson

river side of the island, was argued upon the

return made to the certiorari issued in this

cause, by Lewis H. Sandford, Esq., for the Re

lators, and Peter A. Cowdrey, Esq., for the

Mayor and Common Council. The Court

held the case under advisement until the Oc

tober term, near the close of the year, when they

quashed the certiorari.

At this term of the court Chief Justice Nel

son delivered an opinion on denying the mo

tion, made at the December term of 1840, for

a certiorari in the matter of re-paving and re

grading Chapel and adjoining streets. This

opinion, and the material facts set forth in the

affidavits and papers on which the motion was

founded, will be found in its order in this

number.

At the April special term, Mr. Justice Cowen

presiding, motions were made for writs of cer

tiorari in the matter of the proceedings in the

assessment for opening Mount Morris square

and Second avenue from Twenty-eighth to

Eighty-sixth street. L. H. Sandford, Esq.,

for the Relators, submitted very full points to

the Court, which were replied to by Peter A.

Cowdrey, for the Mayor, &c. The Court held

these two motions under advisement until No

vember, 1841, when he gave a very full opinion,

denying the material part of the motions.

At the May term of the Court, held by the

full Bench, the cause in which the People ex

rel. E. Meriam and others, were relators, and

also that in which James Agnew and others

were relators, involving the proceedings in the

assessments for repaving and regrading Chapel

and adjoining streets, and of building a sewer

in Chapel and Thomas streets, came on for

argument on the respective returns made to

the certioraris issued in these causes. Lewis

H. Sandford and Wm. M. Holland, Esqs., for

the Relators, and Peter A. Cowdrey, Esq., for

the Mayor and Common Council. These

causes were fully argued. Mr. Justice Bron

son took the papers, and at the October term

of 1841 delivered a brief opinion of one of the

causes. The Court quashed the certioraris.

The motions in the matter of Art street,

Seventh avenue, Ninth avenue, and Twenty

eighth street assessments for certioraris, are

understood to have been disposed of by the

Court in the same way as those of Mount

Morris and Second avenue. -

We shall review the opinions delivered by

the Supreme Court in our own plain way, and

we shall feel gratified if we succeed in con

vincing these high judicial officers that they

have greatly erred in quashing the certioraris

in the particular cases, and denying the writ

of certioraris in others, -

IN ChanCERY.

Before the Chancellor.

Timothy Wiggin, Banker, of London, in

the kingdom of Great Britain, vs. the Mayor,

&c., of New York.

The CHANcellor.— The language of the

bill in this case, leaves it doubtful whether the

complainant at this time, is the owner of, or

has any interest in any of the lots mentioned

in the bill as having been assessed for this im

provement; and so far as his personal liability

is concerned, this court does not interfere to

prevent a mere trespass upon personal rights,

on personal estate, where the complainant has

a perfect remedy at law. The bill instead of

alleging in the usual manner, that the com

plainant was at a particular date and still is

the owner of the lots upon which the assess

ment for benefit was imposed, merely states as

to the first twelve lots, that he was the owner

and possessor thereof, on or before the first of

September, IS36, and as to the other lots, he

states that he was the owner and possessor of

them subsequent to the 1st of May, 1839.

Neither does the verification of the bill by the

complainant's agent show that the agent has

any information on the subject ; or that he

even believes the complainant is now the own

er of those lots. As this defect in the bill can

probably be cured by an amendment, I shall

proceed to examine the objections made to the

legality and equity of the assessment, and the

question whether the bill in other respects pre

sents a proper case for the interference of this

court by a preliminary injunction,

The objection that the delay of the corpora

tion in bringing the proceedings to a close un

til the spring of 1840, produced injustice, by

giving to the tenants of property which was to

be taken for the improvement, and who had

short leases thereof, compensation for a loss

which they do not sustain, does not appear to

be one which in any manner concerns the

complainant. That appears to be a question

entirely between the landlord and tenant of the

property taken for the improvement. If the

tenant has a beneficial lease, that is, if he has

rented the property for a term of years at less

than the use of the property was actually

worth, he sustains damages in being deprived

of the occupancy at this low rent during the

remainder of his term. But that damage must

necessarily go to diminish the amount which

the landlord would have been entitled to re

ceive if the property had not been under a

lease; or if the rent reserved upon the lease

had been the full value of the use of the lot.

The proper way of assessing the damages,

where two or more persons have distinct in

terests or estates in property taken for the im

provement, is to ascertain the damage to the

whole lot in the same manner as if one person

alone had the entire interest therein ; and then

to apportion that damage among the persons

interested in the lot, as landlord and tenant or

otherwise, according as the interest of the one

or the other will be affected by the taking of

the property for the improvement. In such a

case, if a tenant had a lease of the propory

for four or five years at a nominal rent, he

would be entitled to damage for taking such

interest in the property if it was taken imme

diately. But in that case the commissioners

would not allow any thing to the landlord on

account of the loss of rent for the same time.

And where, in a case of that kind, the appoint

ment had been made upon an estimate that

the proceedings would probably be completed

at the expiration of a year, and that the tenant

would be dispossessed at that time, if by any

unforseen occurrence the completion of the

proceedings were procrastinated till the expira

tion of the lease, the landlord would sustain

the whole damage by the taking of the prop

erty and the tenant nothing. But the amount

of the assessment for benefit upon the prop

erty of other persons would not thereby be in

creased, for the benefit to their property from

the making of the improvement would com

mence as soon as they were compelled to pay

the assessment imposed therefor. In the case

of Gillespy vs. The Mayor, &c. of New York,

in the Court for the Correction of Errors, in

December, IS39, I had occasion to examine

the whole of the statutory provision on the

subject of the apportionment of rent and

damages as between landlord and tenant,

where a part of the property is taken for an

improvement during the continuance of the

lease. And from that examination, I am sat

isfied that if the commissioners of estimate

and assessment made their assessment in this

case upon correct principles in relation to the

rights of the lessees and owners of the lease

hold property taken for the street, the delay in

completing the proceedings could not injure

the complainant so as to give him any equita

ble rights even as against the tenants them

selves, whatever equitable claim their landlords

may have against them on that account.

I am inclined to think that the commission

ers erred in not assessing the property at the

corner of William street in the same manner

as if the contemplated widening of that street,

which was subsequently abandoned, had never

been thought of; as that improvement had not

been directed when these commissioners were

appointed to assess the damages and benefits

with reference to the widening of John street

merely. But if there was any error in this

respect, it was a proper ground for opposing

the confirmation of the report before the Su

preme Court, and cannot be reviewed in this

collateral manner. In the case of Messerole

vs. The Mayor, &c. of Brooklyn, (In Cham.

April 7, 1840.) referred to in the argument,

the commissioners had not erred in judgment

as to what property was to be benefitted by the

contemplated improvement, and neglected to

assess it on that ground; but they had by mis

take left out the greatest portion of the lands

which were to be taken from the complainants

for the contemplated avenue—and the report

showed upon its face that the court had no

jurisdiction or authority to confirm the assess

ment—according to the decision of the Su

preme Court in the case of Anthony street,

(20 Wend 61S.) There the court held that if

the proceedings had been regular and the com

missioners had only erred in judgment in fix

ing the amount of the damage for the lands

taken, or the benefit to the other lands of the

complainant, upon erroneous principles, the

Court of Chancery could not interfere after

the report had been properly confirmed. In

this case, if the front of the lots on William

street, which were not assessed would actually

be benefitted by this improvement, the com

missioners erred in judgment in not assessing

for the benefit to the front, as well as to the

rear of the lots; and the confirmation of the

report should have been opposed on that

ground. But, as that was not done, the con

firmation of the report stopped the owners of

other property which was assessed, from alleg
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cond Tuesday of May, 1831. It also vests

the legislative power of the corporation in a

board of aldermen and a board of assistants,

who together shall thereafter form the common

council of the city; which boards are to meet

in separate chambers, &c. And the complain

ant's council therefore insists that the mayor,

alderman and commonalty can no longer con

vene in common counsel, to direct the laying

out a new street or the altering of an old one,

as they were previously authorized to do un

der the act of 1813.

The conclusive answer to this objection is,

that the act of 1813, gives the power to the

corporation of the city, when convened in com

mon council according to the provisions of its

charter, and not to the particular officers who

at that time represented the common council.

And the act of 1830 having excluded the mayor

and recorder from the common council, and

directed the aldermen and assistants to convene

as a common council in two separate boards,

the mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the

city, that is the Corporation under its corpor

ate name, is convened in Common Council for

all legislative purposes when the two boards

convene in different chambers, and pass a re

solution or ordinance, subject to the qualified

veto of the Mayor. The power to pass an or

dinance authorising the opening of a new

street, or the alteration of an old one, under

the 177th section of the act of IS 13, was

strictly a legislative power given to the Corpo

ration represented in its common council duly

convened under its charter ; as much as the

passage of a statute by the State Legislature,

for the opening of a State road, or the altera

tion or enlargement of a canal, and appoint

ing Commissioners to appraise damages, &c.,

would be the exercise of a legislative power

by the people of the State represented in their

Senate and Assembly. And this legislative

power, which still belongs to the Mayor, Al

dermen and Commonaſty of the city of New

York, under the act of 1813, which is in full

force, was properly exercised by the Corpora

tion, convened in Common Council in the

manner prescribed by the act of IS30.

Again: if the complainant was right in sup

posing that the Common Council, as at present

organized, had no authority to pass an ordi

nance for the widening of John street, he is

neither entitled to preliminary injunction nor

to any relief whatever in this court, as his de

fence is perfect at law. And if the whole pro

ceedings in relation to the opening of the

street were absolutely void in law, and that

fact appears upon the face of the ordinance

itself, a sale for the assessment upon the com

plainant's lot would not even create a cloud

upon his title. For as every person must be

presumed to know the law, a proceeding which

is upon its face void, does not constitute a

cloud upon the title to real estate against which

a court of equity will relieve.

This is also a sufficient answer to the objec

tion that the ordinance was void, because it

appears from the record that it was passed

without calling for the ayes and noes upon the

question of its adoption by the respective

boards; if that neglect was, in point of law,

sufficient to invalidate such an ordinance. It

is not necessary, therefore, that I should ex

press my opinion at this time upon the ques

tion, whether the seventh section of the act of

April, 1830, requiring the ayes and noes to be

taken and published in certain cases, applies

to this case; or whether the last clause of that

section applies merely to improvements which

are to be paid for out of the funds of the cor

poration generally, or by a tax or assessment

upon the citizens at large, and not to cases

where the owners of property benefitted by the

proposed improvement are to bear the whole

expense thereof.

As that question was not argued before me,

I have not examined it. But if the provision

is applicable to a case of this kind, I think it

is merely directory, as to the publication of

the report, and of the ayes and noes upon the

question of the adoption of the ordinance for

the proposed improvement. The neglect to

make such publication, did not, therefore, of

itself, render the proceeding void, if the ordi

nance was not void upon the face of the re

cords of its adoption.

There is another substantial reason why this

court should not interfere in this case by in

junction to prevent the corporation from col

lecting the assessment, but should leave the

complainant to his remedy, if he has any at

law. The proceedings for the making of the

improvement were commenced nearly five

years since, and the complainant had waited

until the improvement had actually been com

pleted several months before he or his agent

attempted to interfere. This property has re

ceived the full benefit that it would receive

from the improvement ; which benefit the

commissioners have estimated at several thou

sand dollars. And as property of other per

sons to a very large amount has been destroy

ed for that purpose, justice requires that it

should be paid for by those who have been

benefitted by the improvement rather than by

a general tax upon the city at large. A court

of equity at this late day will not interfere with

its strong arm to cast the burthen of the im

provement from those who have been benefit

ted thereby and upon those who have not.

It is true the complainant alleges in his bill

that his property has not benefitted by the im

provement. But that allegation is not sworn

to by any one, and it is of course contradicted

by the report under oath of the three very re

spectable and intelligent commissioners by

whom the assessment was made.

The application for an injunction is, the re

fore, denied with costs.

Copy.

JOHN M. DAVISON, Register.

From the Journal of Commerce of February 9, 1842.

W I C E C H A N C E L LOR'S CO U R T.

HoN. W. T. Mc Coon, vice chancellor.

First Circuit.

DECISION.

Famund Frost et al. vs. The Trustees of

the Village of Williamsburgh.-This was a

motion for an injunction to restrain the de

fendants from selling certain property for non

payment of assessments. The Court said that

the recent decision of the Court of Errors, in

the case of Meserole vs. The Corporation of

Brooklyn, reversing the order of the Chancel

lor and Vice Chancellor, which restrained by
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injunction the defendants from selling the

property of the complainants for the non-pay

ment of assessments, for the opening of Bed

ford Avenue, has definitely settled the ques

tion, that however illegal may be the proceed

ings of the Corporation, the Court of Chancery

has no jurisdiction or right to interfere except

where the wrongful proceedings lead to the

commission of irreparable injury to the free

hold, or where it would involve a multiplicity

of suits at law, amounting to excessive and

vexatious litigation, against which the party

seeking relief under the ordinary head of equi

ty jurisdiction, is entitled to be protected.—

And whenever these grounds of equitable cog

nizance exist, they must be particularly stated.

No such ground is stated or shown to exist in

the present bill, and since the decision of Mes

erole case vs. the Corporation of Brooklyn,

the Chancellor has been obliged to dissolve in

junctions and dismiss bills on demurrer in

about fire and twenty cases against the Corpo

ration of the City of New York, in which they

were proceeding to sell for the non-payment of

assessments in the matter of opening and reg

ulating streets, under circumstances quite as

strong if not stronger, in favor of the complain

ants than the present. The injunction is there

fore dissolved with costs.

E QUIT Y CO U R T.

I N C H A N C E R Y.

chancellor’s opiNioNS DELIVERED JANUARY

24th, 1842.

Garret Van Doren and others vs. the Mayor,

&c. of New York.

Garret II. Striker vs. the same.

Elizabeth Pearson and others vs. the same

and Waſter Stevenson.—These cases came

before the Chancellor upon the demurrers of

the defendants, the Corporation of New York,

to the bills of the complaimants respectively.

The object of the bill, in each case, was to

restrain the Corporation from collecting cer

tain assessinents upon property claimed by the

complainants in the city of New York, or in

which they were supposed to have some in

terest either vested or contingent; such as

sessments having been imposed for the purpose

of laying out streets and avenues, or opening

sewers, &c.; or from selling the lands as

sessed, or advertising the same for sale, or

giving any certificate or lease to the purchaser

upon the sale thereof; and for a decree de

claring the assessments, and all proceedings

had in relation thereto, void, &c.

R. Moſt and IV. M. Holland, for com

plainants in two first causes.

L. H. Sandford, for complainants in last

cause.

P. A. Cowdrey, for Corporation of New

York. -

The CHANCELLoR. The objection to the

assessments that the Corporation, as at pre

sent organized, under the act of April, 1830,

has no power to open streets, confirm assess

ments, &c., was decided against the complain

ant, in the case of Wiggin vs. the Mayor, Al

dermen and Commonalty of the city of New

York, in March last. And I have seen no

reason to change the opinion there expressed,

although that case was not in a situation to

enable the complainant to review the decision

upon that point, by appeal; as several techni

cal objections existed to his right to the prem

ises, as stated in the bill. But if this objec

tion to the right of the Common Council was

well taken, it would only show that this court

had no jurisdiction in these cases. For a valid

legal objection, appearing upon the face of the

proceedings through which the adverse party

can alone claim any right to the complainant's

land, is not in law a cloud upon the complain- |.

ant's title which can authorize a court of equi

ty to stay or set aside such proceedings.

That can never be considered a legal cloud

which cannot for a moment obstruct the un

aided rays of legal science, when they are

brought to bear upon the supposed obscurity.

But when the claim of the adverse party is

valid upon the face of the instrument or pro

ceeding sought to be set aside, as where the

defendant has procured and put upon record a

deed obtained from the complainaut by fraud,

or upon an usurious consideration, which re

quires the establishment of extrinsic facts to

show the supposed conveyance to be inopera

tive and void, a court of equity may interfere

and set it aside as a cloud upon the real title

to the land. (Simpson v. Lord Howden, 3 My.

& Craig's Rep. 97.) It was the overlooking

of that distinction, in the hurry of business,

though I had recognized and acted upon it in

other cases, which led me to affirm the decis

ion of the Vice Chancellor, in the case of

Meserole v. the Mayor and Common Council of

Brooklyn, (S Paige's Rep. 199.) But my de

cision in that case was properly reversed by

the Court for the Correction of Errors, at its

last term in December, 1841, although the

Chief Justice who delivered the opinion con

curred with me in the conclusion that the pro

ceedings of the Corporation of Brooklyn were

Allegal and void.

The same difficulty exists in relation to the

objections that the ayes and noes were not

called and published upon the resolutions to

make the improvements and to confirm the as

sessments which were confirmed by the Com

mon Council, and that the resolutions and or

dinances were not duly signed by the Mayor ;

and to various other objections which are

made to the legal validity of the assessments.

All of which objections appear upon the face

of the proceedings through which the Corpo

ration must justify the enforcement of the tax

by execution, and through which the purchas

ers at sales of the lands of these complainants

for the assessments must necessarily make title.

If the complainants are right, therefore, in sup

posing the proceedings void on all or any of

those grounds, upon which I express no opin

ion, there is pao clowd upon their titles.—

And as their remedy at law is perfect by an

action of trespass if their personal property is

seized upon a distress warrant for thc assess

ments, and they have a perfect defence at law

to any suit brought against them by purchasers

at the sales which have been made, or which

may hereafter be made : if the proceedings

are void, this Court has no jurisdiction to in

terfere for their relief. On the other hand, if

the proceedings are not void, but merely irreg

ular, the remedy of the complainants clearly

is not in this Court, which has no superintend

ing jurisdiction over the regularity of the pro
-

ceedings of the Corporation of New York in

these assessment cases. Indeed, as I under

stand the prevailing opinion in the Court for

the Correction of Errors, in the case of Mes

erole vs. the Mayor and Common Council of

Brooklyn, that Court repudiated the idea that

the Court of Chancery has any power or right

to interfere in such cases, in relation to any

supposed error or irregularity in the assess

ment, or in the proceedings of the Corpora

tion, or of the commissioners of estimate and

assessment. And this Court will not subject

itself to the rebuke of that tribunal by inter

fering in any cases of this kind, except where

it is absolutely necessary for the preservation

of the complainant's rights.

The demurrers are well taken, and the com

plainant's bill must be dismissed with costs.

And the injunctions, if any have been granted

in these cases, must be dissolved.

Peter G. Stuyvesant and others rs. the

Mayor &c. of New York, and John Ewen,

street commissioner. (And 21 other causes in

volving same questions.)

W. M. Holland, for the complainants.

P. A. Cowdrey, for the defendants.

The CHANCELLon.—These cases came be

fore me on applications for injunction to re

strain the Corporation of the city of New York

from proceeding to sell the lands of the re

spective complainants for the payment of as

sessments imposed upon them for various im

provements in that city. Indeed, taken to

gether, they embrace nearly every improve

ment in the city of New York for the last six

years, either in opening, widening, or grading

streets, or in constructing sewers, &c. The

number of complainants whose rights are in

controversy, exceeds one hundred and serenty,

and the aggregate amount of the assessments

the validity of which is contested is immense.

I have therefore been obliged to look into each

case to see if there was any thing contained

therein to give this Court jurisdiction, and jus

tify it in interfering by a preliminary injunc

tion to restrain the corporation and its street

surveyor, who has been made a defendant in

most of the cases, from proceeding to collect

the assessments by a sale of the property as

sessed in the usual way.

As the complainants have by law two years

to redeem their property after it shall have

been sold, there does not appear to be any

good reason for granting preliminary injunc

tions at this time, even if the cases, as made

by the bills, would, if unexplained, entitle

them to perpetual injunctions at the final hear

ing. The object, therefore, of applying for in

junctions at this time, must probably be to

save the complainants from the payment of

the extra interest, allowed by the statute from

the time of the sale, in case it turns out that

they are wrong in supposing that this court

can interfere for their relief against the final

payment of these assessments. This of itself

would be a sufficient answer to these applica

tions at this time. And for that reason I re

fused to continue the temporary injunctions

allowed by the Vice Chancellor upon granting

the orders to show cause ; so that the sales

might be made by the Corporation, subject to

the equitable rights of the complainants, if
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are said to exercise a discretion, it is a mere

legal discretion, a discretion to be exercised in

discerning the course prescribed by law; and,

when that is discerned, it is the duty of the

court to follow it. Judicial power is never ex

ercised for the purpose of giving effect to the

will of the judge; but always for the purpose

of giving effect to the will of the Legislature;

or, in other words, to the will of the law.”—

9. Wheaton, 806.

That distinguished Jurist, MR. Justice

Story, quotes the above, and says of it that

it was finely remarked by MR. Chief Justice

MARsh ALL, and appends to it, a reference to the

Commentaries of the venerable Ex CHANCEL

LoR KENT.

LEG isLATIVE POWEft.

Mr. Justice Story quotes from the Federal

ist, No. 7S, among others, a paragraph in the

following words:—

“There is no position which depends upon

clearer principles, than that every act of a del

egated authority, contrary to the tenor of the

commission under which it is exercised, is void.

No legislative act, therefore, contrary to the

Constitution can be valid. To deny this, would

be to affirm, that the deputy is greater than

his principal ; that the servant is above his

master; that the representatives of the people

are superior to the people themselves ; that

men acting by virtue of powers, may do, not

only what their powers do not authorize, but

what they forbid.”

JU DIC I4 L LEGISLATION.

“But the answer to these and similar ob

jections, is, that such considerations should

have weight with those whose business it is to

make laws; but they should not control the

opinions of those whose business it is to ex

pound the laws.”

The above is the closing sentence of a para

graph in the manuscript opinion written by

John SAVAGE, late Chief Justice of the Su

preme Court of the Safe of New York.

It is an opinion worthy ºf the man.

The following is also from another manu

script opinion of this truly great man.

“Much of our difficulty arises from judicial

legislation: if other laws are necessary, let

the legislature pass them.”

JUDIC ArtY.

“The Courts must declare the sense of the

law; and if they should be disposed to exer

cise Will instead of Judgment, the consequence

would equally be the substitution of their

pleasure for that of the legislative body.”—

Federalist of No. 78, quoted by Mr. Justice

Story with approbation.

cHANCELLoR's Decisions.

We have given all the opinions delivered by

His Honor Chancellor Walworth, in assess

ment cases for the last five years, in full.

It will be seen by a careful reading of these

several opinions, that the decisions of the

Chancellor, have fluctuated. The opinion

given in the suit of Meserole and others vs.

the Mayor and Common Council of Brooklyn

contrasted with that given a short time after

wards, in that of Timothy Wiggin vs. the

Mayor &c. of New York, are difficult to re.

concile as respects the assessment being a

cloud upon the title.

We do not undertake to say that the Chan

cellor was wrong in refusing to entertain the

bill filed in the latter case, and also in the sev

eral subsequent cases disposed of by him, but

we feel it our duty to say, that he erred in re

quiring the complainants to pay costs; inas

much as he himself remarks, in the opinion he

gave in the Van Doren case, that in deciding

the Brooklyn case, in the hurry of business,

he overlooked a decision. We have occasion

to know that in the case of Wiggin vs. the

Mayor &c., the Solicitor of Mr. Wiggin ob

tained from the clerk of the Chancellor at Sar

atoga a manuscript copy of the opinion of His

Honor in the Meserole case, and it was in con

sequence of the tenor of that opinion that this

bill was filed.

It will be borne in mind that the decision

made by the Chancellor in Wiggin's case was

nearly a year previous to the decision of the

appeal in Meserole's case in the Court for the

Correction of Errors.

The cases in which the Chancellor sustained

the demurrers against the complainants, were

many of them of a very aggravated character.

The bills filed in these cases were full, and in

several cases the complainants set forth that

the applications for the appointment of com

missioners were not authorized by the Com

mon Council.

The Chancellor may have taken a correct

view of these questions in the last decision, and

not in the first ; but the change of opinion was

a difficulty, and quite a serious one, to the

complainants.

These matters have passed from the courts

to a Committee appointed from the Honorable

the Senate of this State to investigate assess

ment abuses in the city of New York, and that

committee have made their report. The mem

bers of that committee are distinguished mem

bers of the Court for the Correction of Errors:

their report will be found iu this volume.

We desire to speak of the worthy Chancel

lor of this State with great respect; he is a

most estimable citizen, and, notwithstanding

the constant toil and labor in his Court, finds

time to attend the benevolent and charitable

institutions, and the religious societies of the

day—of the most of which he is a conspicu

ous and valuable member.

It is a wonder how CHANCELLoft WAL

worth accomplishes such an amount of labor.

Should his labors increase with his years, when

he shall have reached the constitutional bar

rier of this State, as to the term beyond which

judicial officers of a certain grade shall be

deemed incompetent, he will have worn him

self out with labor.

The salary of the Chancellor of this great

State is two thusand, five hundred dollars per

annum, a mere pittance for such services.

When we take into view the labor imposed

upon the Chancellor, the limited duration of

his office, and the compensation attached to it,

the wonder is that any person can be found

willing to accept of the appointment.

The salary of the Chancellor should be in

creased to $4,500, at least, and that of the

Judges of the Supreme Court to $4000.
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LEGIsLATIva Power.

The Constitution of the United States

contains this provision :-

“ARticle I, § 1–All legislative power

herein granted shall be vested in a Congress

of the United States, which shall consist of a

Senate and House of Representatives.”

The Constitution of the State of New

York contains these provisions.

“Ś I. The Legislative power of this State

shall be rested in a Senate and an Assembly.”

Can the Senate and Assem

bly of the State of New York

delegate the right or power to

pass penal laws to any other

body of men :

By 4rticle I, Sec. 12. “Every Bill which

shall have passed the Senate and Assembly,

shall, before it become a law, be presented to

the Governor; if he approve, he shall sign it;

but if not, he shall return it with his objec

tions to that house in which it had originated,”

&c. The Constitution then proceeds to say,

that the objections of the Governor shall be

*Fed “at large on their Journal, and they

shall proceed to reconsider it. If after such

*onsideration two thirds of the members

present shall agree to pass the Bill, it shall

be sent together with the objections to the

other house, by which it shall likewise be re

Considered ; and if approved by two thirds

the members present, it shall become a law.
But in all such cases, the votes in both

houses shall be determined by ſeas and nays,

and the names of the persons voting for, and

***inst the Bill, shall be entered on the jour

"ºf each house respectively. If any bill
shall not be returned by the Governor within

ten days (Sundays excepted) after it shall

have been Presented to him, the same shall

* a law in like manner as if he had signed

* ºnless the Legislature shall by their ad.

J"ment, prevent its return, in which case

it shall not become a law.”

The Governor is thus vested by the Con

stitution with a negative upon the acts of the

Legislature, but this negative is greatly qual

ified, inasmuch as the vote of two thirds of

a bare quorum can pass a Bill after his refu.

sal to sign in it, notwithstanding such refusal.

The Constitution provides that the mem.

bers of the Senate and Assembly shall re

spectively be elected on a certain day, at a

certain place, by persons possessing certain

qualifications, and that they shall convene,

&c. on a certain day, &c.

Thus the Constitution provides in what

manner laws shall be enacted, and details

with great precision the form and time. No

Bill whatever can become a law of this State,

unless enacted in the manner and form pre

scribed in the power thus given in the Con

stitution by the People, who are the Grantors

of the Power.

The Constitution contains no power of

substitution, no authority, or permission to

the Senate and Assembly to delegate the

power of making laws to any other body of

men. The power is special, limited and re

stricted in every respect.

The Act of the Legislature of the State,

passed April 7th, 1830, which is called the

Amended Charter of the City of New York,

contains this provision :-

“Ś 1–The Legislative power of the Cor

poration of the City of New York shall be

vested in a Board of Aldermen and Board of

Assistants, who, together, shall form the Com

mon Council of the City.”

The question then arises, can the Common

Council of the City of New York pass laws?

Can the Legislature of the State grant to the

Common Council, or vest in that body the

power to pass laws

To the first query, we answer in the nega

tive, and add, that the City of New York is

a part of the State of New York, and is

governed by the laws of the State.

The reply to the second enquiry here pro

pounded, is, that the Legislature of the State

cannot in any manner or form, either direct

or indirect, delegate the Legislative power

vested in that body, that no power of substi

tution whatever is contained in the Constitu

tion.

A citizen who executes a written power to

another citizen to act for him, and in his

name, if he intends the power thus given to

be exercised by another, inserts a special

clause authorizing his said agent and attor

ney, to substitute another, or others in his

place and stead, &c.; but in the Constitu

tion, the grantors of the power make no such

provision in that instrument which contains

the grant, and none can be presumed, or

implied.

If the Common Council desire an ordi

nance to have the force of a law within the

bounds of the City, that ordinance should be

made into the shape of a Bill, and be acted

on by the Legislature of the State, and ap

proved by the Governor, in the manner and

form prescribed by the Constitution.

The Common Council might with as much

propriety pass an ordinance to regulate the

rate of interest on money, as to pass an ordi

nance to regulate other matters than those

which pertain to the management of the cor

porate property. The Common Council have

no more right to pass an ordinance imposing

a penalty on a citizen for a violation of their

so-called laws, than a government of an in

corporated bank has, and the passage of such

ordinances are a violation of the Constitution

of this State, and will be so held when taken

to the high courts for adjudication, and this

objection raised.

No one will for a moment doubt that there

---

should be special laws relative to the City,

but all such laws should be passed by the

Legislature of the State, and not by the Com

mon Council of the City.

The Common Council of the City of New

York is not the Corporation of the City, but

the powers of the Corporation are vested in

the Common Council, to be exercised by that

body in a certain manner, &c. Aud what,

or who is the Corporation of New York It

is the citizens and inhabitants of New York,

in whom is vested certain property which has

been granted to them by the name and style

of the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonaſty

of the City of New York, and the manage

ment of this Corporate property is committed

to the Common Council and other particular

officers.

The Common Council have the manage

ment of this Corporate property for the citi

zens and inhabitants, the same as the Presi

dent and Directors of a Bank have of the

capital stock which is the property of the

Stockholders.

If this Corporate property consists of

Market-houses, they have the right and power

to say at what rate the stalls shall be leased

and what hours the Market shall be opened,

but they have no right to say that the citizen

who owns a store shall not sell Pork, Beef,

or Poultry in that store, nor can they pass

any valid ordinance, making it a penalty for

a citizen to sell meat on his own premises.

We know that such ordinances have been

passed by the Common Council, and that

some of the Courts have held such ordinances

valid, but such a decision would not be held

valid by the Supreme Court of the United

States.

There is a vast difference between the

powers which may be vested by a Charter in

a Political Corporation granted by an absolute

government possessing unlimited power, and

these which are possessed by our free Govern;

ment exercising the limited and restricted

powers conferred by the Constitution.

No one conversant with the provisions of

our Constitution, will for one moment pretend

to deny that even the Legislature of the State,

is greatly restricted and limited in its power;

and yet there are others, and some of them

members of the common council, who pre

tend to say that the Common Council, a mere

creature of the Legislature, can do that which

the Legislatue of the State dare not attempt

to do—this is, in effect, making the creature

greater than the creator.

Hume, De Lolme, Sidney, Tucker and

others, who have written much upon Legisla

tive power, speak of it only in such cases as

where its exercise is unlimited and unre

stricted. -

In our free country, this power is possessed

by the people, and they are the grantors of

ower in all cases—the people are sovereign.

The legislatures are mere grantees.
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sideration, under any pretence whatever.

And that all bills which shall have passed the

Senate and Assembly, shall, before they be

come laws, be presented to the said council

for their revisal and consideration; and if,

upon such revision or consideration, it should

appear improper to the said council, or a

majority of them, that the said bill should

become a law of this State, that they return

the same,together with their objections there

to, in writing, to the Senate or House of As

sembly, in which soever the same shall have

originated, who shall enter the objections sent

down by the council, at large, in their min

utes, and proceed to re-consider the said bill.

But if, after such re-consideration, two thirds

of the said Senate or House of Assembly,

shall, notwithstanding the said objections,

agree to pass the same, it shall, together with

the objections be sent to the other branch of

the Legislature, where it shall also be re

considered, and, if approved of by two thirds

the members present, shall become a law.”

“And in order to prevent unnecessary

delays—

“Be it further ordained, That if any bill

shall not be returned by the Council within

ten days after it shall have been presented,

the same shall become a law, unless the Le

gislature shall, by their adjournment, render

a return of the said bill within ten days im

practicable; in which case, the bill shall be

returned on the first day of the meeting of

the Legislature after the said ten days.”

“The Governor to convene the Senate and

Assembly on extraordinary occasions ; to

prorogue them from time to time, provided

such prorogation shall not exceed sixty days

in the space of any one year.”

Thus the former Constitution of this State

made the Governor, Chancellor and Judges

of the Supreme Court, a council of revision,

and gave to the Governor the power to pro

rogue the Legislature that the members might

return to and consult their constituents. This

negative power, thus vested, was not consid

ered objectionable, but on the contrary, when

the new Constitution was adopted, in 1821,

it was changed and vested solely in the Gov

ernor, but the power to prorogue the Legisla

ture was taken away.

The vote required to pass the bill, notwith

standing the objections, under the present

constitution is the same as under the former,

except that it is required that the vote shall

be taken by ayes and noes, and the names of

the members voting for oragainst the bill shall

be recorded. The vote required is only two

thirds of the members present, which may

perhaps be but a minority of each house, or

a bare majority form a quorum, and it is only

two thirds of this bare majority which is re

quired.

The exercise of the Veto power by the

Governor of this State is therefore only that

of a qualified negative.

The Veto power of the President of the

United States is also a qualified negative.

The Constitution of the United States is,

however, silent as to the requirement of the

Veto taken on the re-consideration of a bill

returned by the Executive being by a vote of

two thirds the members present or two thirds

the members eleeted.

It would seem that the safer construction

would be two thirds the members elected, but

we understand that the more liberal and ex

tended construction has been adopted by

Congress.

So salutary has this qualified negative,

possessed by the President, been found, that,

in the experience of more than half a cen

tury, the exercise of this power has not been

overruled by a constitutional vote by Congress.

The Constitution of the United States is

very explicit with regard to the mode in which

the vote of re-consideration shall be taken,

and that the votes shall be taken by ayes and

noes, and recorded in the journal-.

When the provisions of the Constitution

were debated in the convention, it was pro

posed to vest the qualified negative in the

President and some other department of the

Government, but this was strenuously op

posed and overruled, and was finally rejected

by a vote of eight States against three.

There is another qualification of this nega

tive of the President, which is, that an entire

new house of Representatives are elected by

the people during his term of office, which,

if this exercise of the qualified negative is

not satisfactory to the people, they have the

opportunity of thus overruling it, and also

the term of office for which the Executive

himself shall have been elected, will have an

end every four years. Thus the frequency

of the elections gives additional qualifications

to this already qualified negative.

In the amended charter of the city of New

York, although (as Mr. Samuel Stevens re

marks in an article under the signature of

“Third Ward,” published in the New York

American in 1829, when the city convention

were sitting) they were only framing a bill

for the State Legislature to pass into a law,

that body took the United States Constitution

for a model whereby to form a municipal

charter; and in vesting the mayor with a

qualified negative upon the acts of the Com

mon Council, they made some alterations in

that provision, which were, to require the

objections of the executive to be published

in the newspapers, and that the vote should

be that of a majority of the members elected

to each board, and also of requiring that at

least ten days should elapse before the board

to which the act should have been returned

should proceed to re-consider the same. This

change of the qualified negative of the Mayor

makes his veto at the present momenta nullity.

The City Charter, as the act of the Legislature

is called, omits to state anything in relation to

acts passed by a Common Council, the mem

bers of which whose term of office may ex

pire during the ten days which the Mayor is

allowed to consider a proceeding, and decide

whether or not he will give his assent. This

was an oversight, and there can be no doubt

but an act remaining in the hands of the

Mayor unsigned when his term of office ex

pires, would be inoperative.

The distribution of power is one of the

great principles on which all free govern

ments are based, and we propose to discuss

this subjectin a future number under that head.
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SACREDNESS OF PRIVATE PROPERTY.

That distinguished citizen and eminent

jurist, Judge Story, one of the Justices of

the Supreme Court of the United States, in

his admirable Commentary upon the Consti

tution of the United States, thus remarks:—

“The concluding clause is, that private

property shall not be taken for public use

without just compensation. This is an af.

firmance of a great doctrine established by

the common law for the protection of private

property. It is founded in natural equity, and

is laid down by jurists as a principle of uni

versal law. Indeed, in a free government,

almost all other rights would become utterly

worthless, if the government possessed an

uncontrollable power over the private fortune

of every citizen. One of the fundamental

objects of every good government must be

the due administration of justice; and how

vain it would be to speak of such an admin

istration, when all property is subject to the

will or caprice of the legislature and rulers.”

Mr. Justice Story cites Blackstone, Kent,

Rawle, and also several cases which had been

adjudicated.

The practice of the last few years in the

city of New York to enforce the collection

of sham-assessments for fictitious improve

ments, by a sale of the property pretended

to be benefitted for terms of thousands of

years, equal to, and in effect, selling the fee

simple absolute, is taking private property for

public use without just compensation, and

in truth is absolute confiscation. It matters

not to the owner whether his land is taken or

his money, both are alike private property;

for if he pays the assessment, in most cases

he pays the value of the land in paying the

assessment, and thus, in fact, re-purchases the

land by redeeming it. Vast quantities of
lands on the island of New York, have been

assessed to such an extent that the interest of

the assessment exceeds the value of the land,

and also large quantities of other lands are

assessed for the pretended opening of streets,

avenues, and public squares, (which are not

open or needed,) in greater sums than the

land could be sold for.

The abuses have been so enormous, so

flagrant, so high-hauded, that the real estate

has lost its value by the insecurity thus pro

duced.

In the case of the streets and avenues, up

to and including Forty-second street, referred

to in the report of the committee from the

Senate of this State, twenty-seven setts of

Commissioners (in all eighty-one) were ap

pointed to make an assessment for opening

the streets and avenues in that district;

whereas the committee of the common coun

cil reported in favor of but one sett, (three

commissioners,) and did not, in fact, pass any

resolution for an application to the Supreme

Court for the appointmentof even this one set.

It is time such proceedings had an end.

Anecdote of the reigning king of Prussia.

—The following anecdote we cut from the

columns of the Albany Daily Advertiser.

It belongs to go along side of assessment

matters, showing a contrast in the judicial

proceedings of the courts of our State, com

pared with that of a kingly government.

“We have much pleasure in laying before

our readers an interesting anecdote, which

has been communicated to us by a gentle

man recently from Berlin. Some time since

an effort was made to get rid of a windmill,

the close approximation of which to the roy

al palace rendered it in some degree a nuis

ance, and certainly an eye-sore. Overtures

were accordingly made to the sturdy yeoman

for the purchase of the obnoxious property;

but whether it was that the man was possess

ed of a strong spirit of obstinacy, or was really

deeply attached to his old family habitation,

the result was that the offers, tho’ tempting,

were again and again refused. There are

very generally some individuals attached to

a court who are ready to suggest remedies,

direct or indirect, for inconveniences or an

noyances offered to royalty. Accordingly,

upon a hint from some minion, a lawsuit was

commenced against the obstinate miller for

the recovery of certain sums alledged to be

due for arrears of an impost on that portion

of crown land which it was suggested was

occupied by the mill in question. The sturdy

holder of the “toll dish” was not altogether

without friends or funds, and he prepared

vigorously to take his stand in defence of his

rights. The question came in due time be

fore the courts of law, and the plaintiff having

completely failed to establish any right on be

half of the crown, the miller obtained a verdict

in his favor, with a declaration for payment

of his costs in suit. This was certainly no

small triumph, and merrily went round the

unfurled sails of the old mill, and well pleased

no doubt, was the owner with the sound, as

they went whirling and whizzing under the

influence of the gale, which certainly seemed

to blow strongly in his favor. But he was

not the first who has found that when drawn

into a lawsuit, particularly with so formidable

an opponent, a man is more likely to “gain

a loss” than escape scot free. What with

extra expenses, interruption of business, and

rejoicings after the victory, the miller found

himself pressed by considerable difficulties,

and after in vain struggling a few months

against the pressure, he at length formed a

manly resolution, gained access to the mon

arch, and, after roughly apologizing for his

having thwarted his majesty's wishes, frankly

admitted that his wants alone had rendered

him complient, but that he was prepared to

accept the sum originally offered for the pro

perty. The king, after conversing with the

miller a few minutes, hand d him a draught

for a considerable amount, saying, “I think,

my honest friend, you will find that sufficient

to meet the emergency; if not, come and

talk to me again on the subject. As to the

mill, I assure you that I will have none of it.

The sight of it now gives me more pleasure

than it ever occasioned pain; for I see in it

an object that assures me of a guaranty for

the safety of my people, and a pledge for my

own happiness by its demonstration of the ea:-

istence of a power and a principle higher than

the authority of the crown, and more valuable

than all the privileges of royalty.”—[London

Paper.]

COMMISSIONERS OR A JURY.

Taking land for Public Avenues, Streets and

Squares.

The position of the Assessment question,

and the highly important opinions of Chief

Justice Nelson, Justice Bronson and Jus

tice Cowen of the Supreme Court.

The Constitution of 1777 contains this

provision :-

“That trial by Jury in all cases in which

it hath heretofore been used in the colony of

New York, siall be established and remain

inviolate forever, and further, that the Legis

lature of this State shall at no time hereafter,

institute any new court or courts, but such

as shall proceed according to the course of
the common law.”

The act of the General Assembly of the

Colony of New York, passed Oct. 1st, 1691,

and confirmed by William III, May 11th,

1697, contains this provision :

“And for other ground, the Mayor, Alder

men and Common Council shall and may

treat and agree with the owner and others

interested therein; and if there shall be any

person that shall refuse to treat in the man

ner aforesaid, in such case the Mayor and

Aldermen, in their Court, are hereby author

ized by virtue of this act, to issue out a war.

rant or warrants to the Sheriff of the said

city, who is hereby required to empannel and

return a jury before the said Court of Mayor

and Aldermen, which Jury, upon the oath to

be administered by the said court, are to en

quire and assess such damages and recom

pense as they shall judge fit, to be awarded

to the owners and others interested, according

to their several and respective interests and

estates in the same, as by the said Mayor,

Aldermen and Common Council, shall be

adjudged fit to be converted for the purposes

aforesaid, and such verdict of the jury, and

judgment of the said Court of Mayor and

4!!ermen thereupon, and the payment of the

said sum or sums of money so awarded and

adjudged to the owner or others having es

tates or interest or tender or refusal thereof,

shall be binding” &c. This Colonial act

was in force when the Constitution of 1777

was adopted.

The trial by jury extends to property, as

well as persons, and therefore the act of ISO7

and IS 13, authorizing the appointment of

three commissioners to take land instead of

a jury, is unconstitutional and void.

The Constitution of 1821 contains these

procestons :—

“The trial by jury, in all cases in which

it has been heretofore used, shall remain in

violate forever, and no new court shall be

instituted, but such as shall proceed accord

ing to the course of the common law.” Art.

7, § 12.

“The Governor shall nominate by mes

sage in writing, and with the consent of the

Senate, shall appoint all Judicial afficers ex

cept Justices of the peace.” Art. 4, § 7.

In the decision of the Supreme Court in

January, 1841, in the matter of the applica

tion of Elmendorf and others for a Certio

rari to be directed to the mayor, aldermen

and commonalty of the city of New York,
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point skilful and competent persons Assessors

to make estimates and assessments for build

ing sewers, regulating streets, &c., and the

| Assessors so appointed are directed to assess

the expense of the work, &c., on the owners

and occupants of houses and lots deemed to

be benefitted thereby, and to certify their as

sessments in writing to the mayor, aldermen

and commonalty, in common council con

vened ; and such assessment, when ratified

or confirmed by the said Common council,

shall be a lien upon the houses and lots so

assessed, and in case of neglect or refusal to

, pay such assessment, the mayor, recorder
| -

- and aldermen, or any five of them, are au

Judicial powers of the Board

of Aldermen and Board of

Assistants, composing the

Common Council of the

City of New York.

The following sections of the act, Entitled

“An ACT to reduce several Laws relating

particularly to the City of New York into one

Act”—passed April 9th, IS13—constitute all

the provisions of the Statute authorizing the

imposition of assessments on the owners or

s thorized to issue a warrant of distress under

their hands and seals, which may be levied

a upon the goods and chattels, &c. The act

- of April 16th, 1816, provides further, that in

s case the owner or occupant, on being twice

- called upon, refuses or neglects to pay the

[f assessment, his lands may be sold therefor.

o Now we insist that in this, the Common

is council and the assessors are both acting in a

is judicial capacity, and are as much a court as

e the Commissioners of sewers; and the as

|- sessment, when confirmed, is in the nature

e, of a Judgment, being made a lien upon the

land, and the warrant being in substance an

is execution.

‘i, We think we have stated enough here to

:h show that Commissioners of Estimate and

Assessment cannot take lands for public use

from any individual, without his consent, nor

1. can they impose any assessment on adjoining

sh owners: that whenever lands are required in

r- the city of New York, for public use, a jury

sh is the only mode of proceeding. And besides,

re if it should be held that commissioners could

te take land, such commissioners can only be

T. appointed by the Governor. Thus the pro

ls- ceedings of commissioners are roid.

he As to Assessors, these too are judicial

officers, and the members of the Common

in council also act or assume to act in a judicial

»n capacity, in confirming assessments, issuing

o- warrants, &c. These officers are none of them

or appointed by the Gorernor, and the Constitu

ld tion is explicit on this head; it excepts Jus

y tices of the Peace, Special Justices, &c.

ld It is of no use to have a written Constitu

de tion, if officers who are sworn to support it

he will disregard its great principles and require

16 ments.

at We think that the learned Judges of the

ºir Supreme court were right in quashing the

he writs they had allowed, and in refusing those

ot which were applied for, and that the assess

on ments are absolutely void. We are aware

or that we differ from the learned counsel on

ºn both sides in the views now put forth, but it

of is our deliberate opinion, after examining the

a- question very extensively.

We We also think that it was the duty of the

y, court to settle the question of the legality of

to these assessments, instead of enacting a sta

.e. tute of “ PUBLIC INconvenieNCE ‘’—which

it. enactment most assuredly is not authorized

ld by the Constitution of the State, nor is it

n- sanctioned by public opinion. Neither pub

lic or private inconvenience have any place

ae in such cases. Let justice be done—let the

p- law be strictly complied with.

ce

occupants of houses and lots for the class of

improvements therein specified, and there is

no other provisions of law which authorize

any assessment to be imposed by the mayor,

aldermen and commonalty for this class of

improvements.

§ 175.-And be it further enacted, That it

shall be lawful for the said mayor, aldermen

and commonalty, to cause common sewers,

drains and vaults, to be made in any part of

the said city, and to order and direct the

pitching and paving the streets thereof, and

cutting into any drain or sewer, and the al

tering, amending, cleansing and scouring of

any street, vault, sink or common sewer, within

the said city; and the raising, reducing, level

ling or fencing in, any vacant or adjoining

lots in the said city; and to cause estimates

of the expense of conforming to such regu

lations to be made, and a just and equitable

assessment thereof among the owners or oc

cupants of all the houses and lots intended to

be benefitted thereby, in proportion, as nearly

as may be, to the advantage which each shall

be deemed to acquire ; and the said mayor,

aldermen and commonialty shall appoint such

skilful and competent disinterested persons

as they shall or may think proper to make

every such estimate and assessment, who be

fore they enter upon the execution of their

trust, shall severally take an oath before the

mayor or recorder of the said city, to make

the said estimate and assessment fairly and

impartially, according to the best of their

skill and judgment; and the said persons,

after having made such estimate and assess

ment, shall certify the same in writing to the

said mayor, aldermen and commonalty, in

common council convened, and being ratified

by the said council, shall be binding and con

clusive upon the owners and occupants of

such lots so to be assessed respectively, and

shall be a lien orcharge on such lots as afore

said ; and such owners or occupants shall

also respectively be liable upon demand, to

pay the sum at which such houses or lots re

spectively shall be assessed, to such person as

the said common council shall appoint to re

ceive the same ; and in default of such pay

ment or any part thereof, it shall be lawful

for the mayor, recorder and aldermen of the

said city, or any five of them, of whom the

mayor or recorder shall be one, by warrant

under their hands and seals to levy the same

by distress and sale of the goods and chattels

of such owner or occupant refusing or neg

lecting to pay the same, rendering the over

plus (if any), after deducting the charges of
such distress and sale to such owner or occu
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pant, and themoney, when paid or recovered,

shall be applied towards making, altering,

amending, pitching, paving, cleansing and

scouringsuch streets, and making and repair
ing such vaults, drains and sewers as afore

said, and raising, reducing, levelling or fenc

ing in, such lots as aforesaid. Provided

however, That nothing herein contained shall

affect any agreement between any landlord

and tenant, respecting the payment of any

such charges, but they shall be answerable to

each other in the same manner as if this act

had never been made; and if the money so

to be assessed be paid by any person, when

by agreement or by law the same ought to

have been borne and paid by some other per

son, it shall then be lawful for the person

paying, to sue for, and recover the money so

paid, with interest and costs, as so much mo

ney paid for the use of the person who ought

to have paid the same ; and the assessment

aforesaid, with proof of payment, shall be

conclusive evidence in such suit.

§ 176. And be it further enacted, That if

upon completing any such regulation, it shall

appear to the said mayor, aldermen and com

monalty, that a greater sum of money had

been bona fide expended in making such

regulation than the sum estimated and col

lected aforesaid, it shall then be lawful for

the said mayor, aldermen and commonalty,

to cause a further assessment equal to such

excess, to be made and collected in manner

aforesaid; and in case the sum actually ex

pended shall be less than the sum expressed

in such estimate, and collected as aforesaid,

the surplus shall forthwith be returned to the

persons from whom the same were collected.

or their legal representatives.—2 R. L. p. 407,

7%e sections above quoted contain a special

power, given to a select class of persons, to

make certain improvements particularly named

in manner and form therein stated.

It will be noticed that this is a special

power given by the Statute to a select class

of persons. The mayor, aldermen and com

monalty, as then known and entitled, were

the mayor, recorder, aldermen and assistant

aldermen of the city of New York. These

public officers composed the city council, and

assembled in one body in the same council

chamber.

The mayor, and also the recorder of the

city, were appointed by the State council of

appointment—the aldermen and assistants

were elected by the freeholders of the respec

tive city wards.

In 1821 the Constitution of the State was

remodelled, or rather, a new Constitution was

formed, one of the provisions of which was

that the mayors of cities should be appointed

by the respective common councils of each.

This provision, as to the city of New York,

was altered in 1833 by an amendment of the

State Constitution in that particular ; and

now it is provided that the mayor of the city

of New York shall be elected annually by the

People.

The recorder, by the Constitution of 1821,

shall be appointed by the Governor and

Senate.

By the Amended Charter of the city of

New York [Session Laws of 1830, ch, i22]

the legislative power of the corporation is

vested in a board of aldermen and board of

assistants who, together, shall form the Com

mon council of the city.—$ 1.

By the fifteenth section, of the same act,

neither the mayor nor recorder shall be mem

bers of the Common council after the second

Tuesday of May, 1831.

By the 7th section, of the act as above, the

boards are required to keep a journal of their

proceedings and to meet in separate cham

bers; and, by section twelve, all acts, before

they shall take effect, shall be first approved

by the mayor, &c. &c.

The apportionment of judicial officers un

der the Constitution of 1821.

By the 7th section of Article IV. of the

Constitution, the Governor shall, by message

in writing, nominate, and, with the consent

of the Senate, appoint all judicial officers

except justices of the peace; by section 14

special justices and assistant justices of the

city of the city of New York are excepted,

and by sec. 1 of Art. W. the members of the

court for the Correction of Errors are ex

cepted.

We here raise two Questions, viz:—

1. Are Assessors, who are appointed by the

board of Aldermen and board of Assistants,

with the Mayor's approval, Judicial officers ?

2. Do the boards of Aldermen and Assis

tants, sitting in separate chambers, in ratify

ing Assessments made by Assessors appointed

by themselves, and the Mayor also in approv

ing such acts, act judicially 2

To the first question, we answer that the

175th section above quoted authorizes an es

timate of the expense of the work, as a pre

liminary measure, previous to making the as

sessment of the expense upon the owners and

occupants intended to be benefitted thereby,

by skilful, competent, disinterested persons,

to be appointed by the mayor, ald. and com.;

and this assessment is to be made in such

proportion as they deem the advantage ac

quired by such owner or occupant. Their

estimate and assessment shall be certified in

writing to the mayor, aldermen and common

alty, in Common council convened, but has

no binding force until ratified by said Com

mon council. This ratification is, therefore,

to all intents and purposes, a judgment, which

is by the same section made a lien upon the

houses and lots of such owners and occu

pants, &c., and upon this ratification or judg

ment, a warrant of distress is authorized to

issue under the hands and seals of the mayor,

recorder and aldermen, or any five of them,

of which the mayor or recorder are to be one;

and by the act of April 12th, 1816, the mayor,

aldermen and commonalty, in default of pay

ment of such assessment, are authorized to

sell or lease the houses or lots so assessed for

an unlimited number of years, even to the

end of time. The Constitution adopted in

1777, and which was in force when these two

acts above referred to were passed, contained

mo limitation as to the appointment of judi

cial officers, or at least we have found no such

provision in that instrument. At the time of

the passage of these two acts the mayor and

recorder were both appointed by the council

of appointment, and after the adoption of the

new Constitution in 1821 the recorder was

appointed by the Governor and Senate as a

judicial officer, and continued to be a mem.

berof the Common council; but the amended

charter of April 7th, 1830, excluded that of.

ficer after the second Tuesday of May from

a seat in the Common council, and he is now

no longer a member of that body; nor does

anyJudicial officer hold a seat in either board

composing the Common council: therefore,

there is no authority under the Constitution

for the Common council to act in a judicial

capacity, the law of 1813 and 1816 being

both abrogated by the Constitution of 1821.

The Assessors, therefore, as standing alone,

are not judicial officers; but their acts, taken

in connection with the proceedings of the

mayor, aldermen and assistants, constitute

proceedings which are, in their operation

and effects or consequences, the highest exer

cise of judicial authority in matters pertaining

to the rights of property.

The Answer to the second question has

been mainly anticipated in the reply to the

first question.—The Amended Charter was

the result of measures growing out of com

plaints in the assessment made for building

Canal street sewer, which was an assessment

of near one hundred thousand dollars by as

sessors appointed under the 175th section be

fore quoted which had been confirmed by the

Common council composed of the mayor,

recorder, aldermen and assistant aldermen.

The dissatisfaction which this assessment

produced caused applications to be made to

the Common council for an amendment of

the City Charter, and accordingly an appli

cation was made by that body (under the

corporation seal) to the Legislature of the

State. This application was accompanied

by a bill, whlch was passed by the Legisla

ture, conditioned to become a law if the ma

jority of the electors of the city of New York

by their vote by ballot signified their accep

tance of it. This they did not do—less than

700 votes, of the whole number of voters in

the city, were cast in its favor. This was in

1824.

In 1828 the Legislature, on the application

of the Common council, re-enacted the same

bill, with the same conditions, and it was

again submitted to the electors of the city of

New York, and by them again rejected.

This bill provided for the exercise of all

the powers which had ever been conferred by

charter or by law on the mayor, aldermen and

commonalty, or the mayor, aldermen and

commonalty in Common council convened,

or the mayor, recorder, aldermen and assist

ant aldermen, thereafter to compose two

boards meeting in separate chambers, with

concurrent jurisdiction.

The next proceeding was the Convention

which met in June, 1829, to frame a bill for

the Legislature to pass into a law amending

the City Charter, and here a great mistake

was made in taking the Constitution of the

United States for a model to frame a bill for

the Legislature to pass into a law, unless we

assume it to be conceded that the business of

the Common council was to be confined to

the affairs of the corporation as a corporation
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solely and exclusively, and in that case, part

of the bill is superfluous.

The great error, however, has been in the

enactment of the laws of 1807, 1813 and

IS16, giving powers to the mayor, aldermen

and commonalty in a loose and misshapen

form never authorized by the Constitution.

Mr. Justice Bronson says, in the Opinion

which he gave in the Chapel st. Sewer case,

that he had searched in vain in the land of the

common law for a precedent of a Common

law certiorari to a corporation, and he might

have added that no such extraordinary exer

cise and abuse of power, place or office was

ever known in the land of the Common law

in imposing assessments upon private prop

erty.

By the 26th section of the Amended Char

ter it is provided that no part of the charter

and of the several acts of the Legislature

amending the same as are not inconsistent

with the provisions of this law shall be con

strued as repealed, &c.

laws are all inconsistent with the provisions

These Assessment

of this Act and with the provisions of the

Constitution, and are thereby and therefore

repealed.

The property affected by the assessments

imposed by the common council since the

amended charter of 1830, and since the year

1836, is of immense amount. The assess

ments have been of a most extraordinary

character, and the whole proceedings, from

beginning to end, have been in very many

cases of the most reprehensible description.

Much of the property thus assessed has

been actually confiscated, the assessments

having been greater than the value of the

land declared to be benefitted, and in some

cases the interest of the assessment actually

now amounts to more than the land will sell

for.

These proceedings were not called for by

the owners of the property thus depredated

upon, but have been got up by public officers

for the purpose of giving contracts to favor

ites, and for the purpose of giving fees to

friends.

It is said that it will be a great “public

inconvenience ’’ to set aside these assess

ments, but such a doctrine should never find

favor in such proceedings as these assess

ments, which have been so justly, so loudly,

and so long complained of.

“Public inconvenience” is the name given

by certain legal functionaries to denote an

outrage upon private property by the corpo

ration, the proceeds of which the corporation

or its officers may have squandered or other

wise misapplied, in any case where the victim

of such aggression legally seeks indemnifi

cation for injury sustained. The plea of

public inconvenience is then put in.

Strict and full justice should be done to

the innocent sufferers without regard to the

consequences which might press upon the

city.

If the arbitrary exercise of usurped power

is to be favored, and downright violation of

the laws of the State, and the rights of its

citizens, are to be tolerated, where is the safety

to private property 2

tº

Had the complainants in these cases de

rived benefits equal to the assessments, and

then complained of the exercise of a power

unknown to our laws, there would have been

some little apology for withholding relief; but

in these cases the extreme of the reverse is

the case. The complainants are injured,

and, notwithstanding, are called upon to pay

such immense sums of money in the shape

of assessments on their lands as to amount

to a repurchase of their own lands for cash.

TheCommon council, by their solemn act,

deliberately considered and unanimously a

dopted, admit that property has been assessed

beyond its value, and they resolved that the

Counsel be directed to take measures under

the direction of the finance committees to

obtain a review of the assessment in 1841.

This is an acknowledgment of improper

proceedings by the very body who confirmed

or ratified the assessments made by their own

officers whom they had appointed Assessors.

In the enlightened governments of Europe

we hear of no such doctrine being set up, to

deprive citizens or subjects of their estates,

as that of “public inconvenience,” or even

of public necessity. Private property, by the

governments of Europe, is held sacred and

inviolate, and in no case can private property

be taken for public use unless the most am

ple compensation is first made to the owners;

and such is the great and fundamental doc

trine in our own land—such is the law of the

Constitution—such is the will of the People !

It has been said that the owners and occu

pants of houses and lands which are assessed

for this class of miscalled improvements re

ceive compensation in the advantages which

the property derives by its increased value.

Where is the increased value in cases where

the assessment imposed exceeds the value of

the land deemed to be benefitted 2 And

where, we again ask, is the compensation in

other cases in which the bare interest of the

assessment exceeds the value of the property

assessed ?

When property is offered to be leased

by the Corporation for a period extending

throughout all time to any person who will

pay the assessment, and none can be found

willing, as it were, to accept the land as a

gift on such conditions,—is it not evidence

of the most convincing and conclusive char

acter that the assessment has been most

shameful and unjust—that it is nothing short

of an act of confiscation ? Is either the letter

or the spirit of the law complied with in the

making of the assessment? Certainly not.

The assessment is a mere arbitrary appor

tionment of the contract price of certain work

upon a selected piece of ground by mere

mathematical calculation. The assessors are

required to be skilful, competent, disinter

ested. Why these qualifications if the as

sessment is a mere apportionment, a mere

distribution by figures without regard to

damage or benefit? Most preposterous! and

yet we are told that it will be a “public in

convenience” to set aside such assessments,

or to compel the Corporation to review their

proceedings.

When our Government made a claim upon

Mexico to make restitution and satisfaction

by her officers upon their private property,

there was no such doctrine set up by the

Mexican government, or its constituted au

thorities, as “public inconvenience”; and if

it had been pleaded, it would have only ag

gravated the injury.

Private property is sacred in all civilized

countries, and also in some of the most bar

barous; and no government can long exist

which does not respect, and so hold it. It is

the very foundation of government, and as

MR. Justice Story very justly remarks in

his admirable Commentary on the Constitu

tion—“Indeed, in a free government, almost

all other rights would become utterly worth

less if the government possessed an uncon

trollable power over the private fortune of

every citizen.”

In principle, there is no difference between

taking land from a citizen and converting it

to public use withoutcompensation and taking

money. Both are alike private property, and

both are alike protected by the Constitution.

It makes no difference to the citizen which

is taken, his money or his land.

During the last war, when the American

army found it necessary to destroy the dwel

lings and other property of our citizens, to

prevent it from falling into the hands of the

enemy, in all cases full and complete com

pensation was by our Government made to

the owners. These sufferers were not told

that they are compensated for the loss of

property thus destroyed by the protection

which is afforded by the Government to their

persons and their other property.

These assessments upon private property,

which have been ordered by the common

council and ratified by that body, are large

in amount. In some cases, a single indivi

dual has been assessed the sum of thirty

thousand dollars; others ten and fifteen thou

sand dollars each.

Lands of citizens have thus been invaded.

The soil, which before had been productive,

has been covered several feet deep with gravel
and sand, and a charge made for this kind of

covering by the load, at a rate that actually

makes it a complete confiscation. We have

now before us a paper containing an adver

tisement by the street commissioner of a piece

of land to be sold for the non-payment of an

assessment which is stated to contain 165 lots,

equal to about ten and a half acres. This

land is situate between 115th and 124th

streets and the Fifth and Eighth avenues, be

ing near seven miles from the City Hall. The

assessment is stated at sixteen thousand and

sixty-three dollars, which is about one hun

dred dollars per lot, or sixteen hundred dol

lars per acre. The advertisement states that

the assessment was confirmed on the 31st of

May, 1837, since which time it has been on

interest, at the rate of 7 per cent. per annum.

This then, is on interest five years and three

months, which amounts to the sum of five

thousand nine hundred and three dollars and

fifteen cents, which is near six hundred dol

lars per acre. This property was advertised

to be sold for this assessment in June, 1840,

and was offered for sale without getting a bid.

Although this property is on one piece of

to our citizens for the spoilations committed

- —
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ground, it was advertised for sale as 165 lots.

The charge for the advertisement alone was

two dollars per lot, which was equal, for the

piece of land, to three hundred and thirty

dollars for the advertising alone !

The same land was again advertised for

sale, for the same assessment, in October

1841, but could not be sold for the want of

bidders.

This land belongs to the estate of a person

some years since deceased.

This assessment is one of those referred

to in the following proceedings of the coin

mon council.

From Senate Doc. No. 100, page 277.

Preamble and Resolutions for paying Con

tractors and applying to the Legislature for

act to buy under sales for assessments.

Whereas,there are large amounts due sev

eral persons, contractors for building sewers,

regulating streets and avenues, and paving

and setting curb and gutters, and also for

filling low and sunken grounds, as set forth

in the original schedule, prepared by the

street commissioner, and which improvements

were made, and work done in pursuance of

the several respective ordinances of the com

mon council, and which were to be paid for

by assessments on the property benefitted,

and as soon as the amounts of said assess

ments were collected.

And whereas, the assessments levied in

pursuance of said ordinances have been for

some time confirmed, but collection of the

same, only in part made, and most of them

returned as unpaid and uncollectable, and

the property liable thereto, and on which, the

same were a lien, agreeable to the laws of the

state, advertised, and offered for sale by the

Street commissioner, at the recent sale of

property for assessments ; but the amount

due on said assessments could not be realized,

by reason of their being no bids at such sale

for said property, the amount of said assess

mºnts being more than the present market value

of said property so liable, in consequence

whereof the said contractors are stili unpaid ;

the common council, in order to relieve them,

and anticipating the collection of said assess

ment, and which may hereafter be made, and

trusting that they may be authorized by the

Legislature, to raise by tax the amount which

they may so advance, and to secure them

selves and city treasury, from any loss, by

being authorized to purchase in at any sale,

such property, forwhich there may be no bids;

do adopt the following resolutions:

1. Resolved, that the counsel prepare a law,

under the direction of the law committee, to

be applied for, to the Legislature, authorizing

the corporation to become purchasers of prop

erty which may hereafter be offered for sale,

for payment of assessments agreeable to law;

to refund them for any advances which may

have been made by them, to contractors or

others, for the improvement for which such

assessments were imposed. Such law to con

tain all needful provisions to secure the rights

of parties interested therein, and that such

property be held as a trust fund to repay such
advances.

2. Resolved, that the comptroller be au

thorized to pay the several contractors the

amounts respectively due them, for the sev

eral improvements made in pursuance of the

ordinances of the common council, in all

cases where the property assessed therefor,

was benefitted by such improvement, has been

offered for sale, and could not be sold by rea

son for the want of any bid, at the recent sale

of property for assessments, or in cases, in

which the sale of such property has been en

joined by the Court of Chancery, such pay

ment to be made on the first day of October

11C Yt.

3. Resolved, that the comptroller include

the estimated amount required for the above

payment, in the amount of the next annual

tax bill, to be applied for to the next Legisla

ture.

4. Resolved, that the counsel to the corpo

ration, under the direction of the law com

mittee, take measures to obtain a revision of

assessments, mentioned in the anneared sche

dule as may be judged eayedient, and agree

able to law.

Adopted by the board of assistants, Feb

ruary 25, 1841.

Adopted by the board of aldermen, Feb

ruary 22, 1841.

Adopted by the acting mayor, February

25, 1841.

Volume 8, of the printed proceedings of

the common council, printed by authority of

the common council, page 121 and 122.

December 24, 1841, compared with the

printed Document in vol. S, of proceedings

of common council, page 121 and i22, and

COTTCCſ. G. FURMAN, Chairman.

We find in the street commissioner's ad

vertisement for the sale of lots in June, IS40,

a lot 24 feet 6 inches front, by about 100 feet

deep, advertised for sale for an unpaid assess

ment for filling in Fifth street. The assess

ment is one thousand eight hundred and forty

five dollars and sixteen cents—confirmed

June 28th, 1830—interest to June 28, IS40,

being ten years, at 7 per cent. per annum,

$1391.62, which makes the amount, in all,

$3136.78. This lot is on the corner of ave

nue B, and is hardly worth one quarter of the

annouilt.

We notice in another case for the regula

ting and repaving of Chapel street, that Mr.

Andrew Lockwood,who owns 14 houses of a

block fronting on that street,was assessed the

sum of $14S0.90. Instead of being benefitted

that amount, his property was actually in

jured more than ten thousand dollars.

Mr. Riley, in the same street, was assessed

for the same proceeding $732.71, by which,

instead of being benefitted that sum, his pro

perty was injured more than five thousand

dollars. In fact, ten thousand dollars would

not make him good for the injuries he has

suffered by the proceeding.

Other citizens in the same street have also

suffered largely by the same proceeding. In

this case, the contract price for the repaving

of the street was five times that which had

been paid for repaving the same street pre

viously, and the work of the first repaving

was much better than the last.

We notice another case in the Eighth ave

nue. Mr. Scott was assessed on a piece of

ground feet front, $– for regula

ting this avenue. Some years since, this very

property was taxed to pay for working the

Third avenue, which was such a proceeding

in every respect as the Eighth avenue. In

this case of Mr. Scott's, the lot was sold for

the assessments, and he redeemed it by pay

ing over seven hundred dollars. In the case

in which this property was sold the assess

ment was never signed, or certified by the

assessors, and still the common council rati

fied it, without any examination; and the

street commissioner, who was one of the as

sessors named in the ordinance for making

the estimate and assessment, actually sold the

land under these proceedings.

The assessment for building a sewer in

122d street.—This sewer is, part of it, built

on piles, over a salt meadow, and above the

ground which is assessed for draining. Even

the bottom of the sewer is higher than the

ground which is assessed, and the water can

not be got into the sewer from the surface

unless it is pumped into it by hand or ma

chinery. In this case, the sewer was actually

in a state of dilapidation before the assess

ment was confirmed. Some of the lands

assessed for the sewer are actually separated

from it by an immense ledge of rocks, and

the waters which fall on this ground have a

contrary course from the sewer.

Q

MEMORIALS TO THE LEGISLATURE,

The following is a copy of Six

Memorials presented to the Legis

lature at the last session by the

HoN. GABRIEL FURMAN. The

ANTI-AssEssMENT COM MITTEE

deem it necessary to state, for the

information of Honorable Members

of the Legislature who may not be

familiar with the names of the

signers, that four of them are dis

tinguished Ex-Mayors of the city

of N. York, another Ex-Recorder,

and another the present Recorder.

Nineteen have been Members of the

Board of Aldermen, twelve have

been members of the Board of As

sistant Aldermen and of the Cor

poration ; ten are Presidents of

Banks, twenty-eight Presidents of

Insurance Offices, the Assistant

Register of the Court of Chancery,

the Postmaster of the city, and

Collector of the Port, thirty-six of

the most respectable commercial

and mercantile firms in the city, and

a great number of the most highly

respectable citizens ; – showing

most clearly the state of public

opinion on this most highly impor

tant question.

Robert SMITH, Chairman.
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TO THE HONORABLE, THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK:

The Undersigned, Citizens of the City of New York, most respectfully represent to your Honorable Body, that the extraordinary and

arbitrary power now and heretofore exercised by the Corporation of the City of New York, in assessing private property for what are called

public improvements, requires to be restrained by Legislative enactments.

The powers which have been vested in various public officers in Assessment matters have been greatly abused, and the consequences

are serious to the Citizens, depreciate the value of real estate, and render titles doubtful and insecure.

The undersigned are informed that very full exhibits of the disastrous consequences of the abuses complained of will be made to your

Honorable Body, and they ask that the subject may be taken into the serious consideration of the Legislature, and that the Legislature may

make such provisions as will protect the ownels of real estate, and such as in their wisdom may seem meet. And in duty bound, &c.

Stephen Allen,

Philip Hone,

Walter Bowne,

Aaron Clark,

Robert Smith,

J. P. Phoenix,

Robert Jones,

Peter Cooper,

Peter J. Nevius,

John M. Bradhurst,

Thomas Lawrence,

John A. Underwood,

Wm. D. Murphy,

Abel T. Anderson,

David Graham, jun.

John Morse,

Thomas T. Woodruff,

Anthony Lamb,

Gideon Tucker,

Frederick A. Tallmadge,

Wm. Sam'l Johnson,

Horace Holden,

Edward Curtis,

Myndert Van Schaick,

Benjamin Townsend,

Joseph N. Barnes,

John de la Mater,

Dow D. Williamson,

John Newhouse,

John R. Peters,

Stephen Connover,

Peter Sharpe,

John Sheppard, jun.

Hiram Walworth,

John J. Codington,

John Anthon,

Gerardus Clark,

Thatcher T. Payne,

Isaac A. Johnson,

David Codwise,

Samuel G. Raymond,

Lewis H. Sanford,

Leonard W. Kip,

John L. Mason,

Cornelius Bogert,

James Maurice, jun.

Wm. Paxson Hallet,

Isaac Young,

Wm. V. Remsen,

Hamilton Fish,

Richard L. Schieffelin,

Orasmus Bushnell,

Stephen Storm,

A. W. Winans,

Edward A. Cook,

John P. Austin,

John Craig,

R. W. R. Schuyler,

Hamilton Murray,

William Torrey,

Isaac M. Wooley,

Zenas Hyde,

Joseph Meeks,

Peter A. Jay,

Jonathan Thompson,

George Newbould,

John J. Palmer,

Nathaniel Weed,

Shepherd Knapp,

John A. Stevens,

Isaac Jones,

David Leavitt,

George Ireland,

Jonatham Lawrence,

Robert Chesborough,

J. Smyth Rogers,

Thomas R. Mercein,

John Wurts,

J. L. Bowne,

Abraham Ogden,

Ren'r Havens,

T. W. Thorne,

Zebedee Cook, jun.

John Q. Jones,

Effingham Schieffelin,

James Lovett,

Richard Whiley,

E. W. Leight,

J. Wan Nostrand,

J. R. Hurd,

Benjamin R. Winthrop,

Charles Town,

S. Baldwin,

John Brouwer,

Samuel T. Tisdale,

A. B. Hays,

F. W. Edmonds,

John H. Cornell,

A. B. McDonald,

Henry Lott,

A. S. de Peyster,

A. M. Merchant,

R. A. Reading,

Gold S. Silliman,

H. S. Greenleaf,

T. B. Sattherwaite,

Alfred Pell,

Oliver H. Jones,

Lewis Curtis,

Jacob Brouwer,

George F. Hope,

Cyrus Hitchcock,

G. A. Worth,

Timothy Whittimore,

F. del Hoyo,

John T. White,

William Hagar,

Sampson Moore,

Thomas Riley,

Hudson Kinsley,

Daniel Sickles,

Lawrence Ackerman,

John Horspool,

Samuel Bell,

John Harlow,

James Gulick,

James Boorman,

Jonathan Goodhue,

Peter Schermerhorn,

John Haggerty,

John H. Tallman,

John D. Wolfe,

Saul Alley,

A. D. Cushman,

Christopher Wolfe,

Gardner G. Howland,

John B. Lawrence,

Robert B. Minturn,

Moses Taylor,

Samuel S. Howland,

Stewart Browne,

Henry Andrew,

Henry Grinnell,

James Fellows,

Daniel Parish,

Richard Kingsland,

William Adee,

David Hadden,

James W. Otis,

Daniel S. Miller,

Peteliah Perrit,

Adam Treadwell,

Francis Olmsted,

Robert Hyslop,

Horace Waldo,

William H. Russell,

Henry Parish,

Thatcher Tucker,

Calvin W. How,

Anson G. Phelps,

Joseph Sampson,

Thomas S. Cargill,

Martin Hoffman,

F. Marquand,

John Wadsworth,

William Scott,

Edward Minturn,

Edgar H. Laing,

Peter Morton,

John Milhau,

Joseph Kernochan,

Wm. H. Aspinwall,

George M. Woolsey,

William Colgate,

Sainucl Marsh,

Moses Tucker,

John R. Suydam,

James Harriot,

John M. Dodd,

Uriah R. Scribner,

Caleb Bartlett,

E. P. Davis,

D. H. Haight,

John Halsey, jun.

S. S. Ward, -

Wm. S. Browning,

Wm. C. Hickock,

G. Van Doren,

Charles H. Russell,

Robert C. Cornell,

Wm. B. Crosby,

James J. Jones,

Wm. C. Rhinlander,

Duncan P. Campbell,

Peter G. Stuyvesant,

Stephen Whitney,

James Roosevelt,

Peter Lorillard,

James Brown,

James G. King,

Wm. F. Mott,

Wm. W. Fox,

Benjamin L. Swan,

Edmund H. Pendleton,

Peter Lorillard, jun.

Henry Breevort,

Jonathan Hunt,

W. W. Todd,

James Boyd,

John Rathbone, jun.

John R. Murray,

Samuel Thomson,

David L. Haight,

Maturin Livingston,

E. Morewood,

Peter Embury,

A. A. Alvord,

Burtis Skidmore,

Geo. C. Thorburn,

Eben Meriam,

Alex. T. Stewart,

Stuart Mollan,

Richard Mortimer,

James Gillispie,

Henry W. Dalson,

Samuel M. Thompson,

Robert C. Skidmore,

James A. Burtis,

John Tonnelle,

Morris Ketchum,

James K. Hamilton,

John Ridley,

John L. Norton,

Richard F. Carman,

Smith W. Anderson,

Nathaniel Paulding,

Herman Bruen,

Jasper Grosvenor,

Thos. L. Clark,

George Sutton,

John Allan,

Andrew Lockwood,

Richard Wight,

O. Halsted,

C. H. Marshall,

James P. Griffing,

Smith Harriot,

C. N. Keirsted,

N. W. West,

John Johnson,

Charles de Bevoise,

Richard Mott,

Brown, Brothers & Co.

John Haggerty & Co.

C. & L. Dennison & Co.

Robert Buloid & Co.

Andrew Foster & Sons,

Joseph Foulke & Sons,

Hendricks & Brothers,

Peter Harmony & Co.

John H. Howland, Sons & Co.

Ogden Waddington & Co.

Masters Markoe & Co.

Austin, Wilmerding & Co.

Wolfe, Spies & Gillespie,

Platt & Brothers,

Tonnelle & Hall,

Centre & Co.

Leonard and Valentine Kirby,

William and John James,

Charles Wardell & Co.

Underhill & Ferris,

Nevins, Townsend & Co.

Seymour & Co.

Davis, Brooks & Co.

Babcock & Co.

Woolsey & Woolsey,

R. Hoe & Co.

Mott & Brother,

R. L. & A. Stuart,

D. C. & W. Pell,

S. B. Reeves & Co.

Phelps, Dodge & Co.

John Johnson's Son,

R. & D. S. Dyson,

Wood, Johnson & Burrit,

Young, Smith & Co.

Charles A. Talbot,

Roe Lockwood,

Cyrus W. Field,

G. O. Kinney,

Alex. Lawrence,

John P. Atkinson,

Jacob B. Elmendorf,

Adoniram Chandler,

Valentine Mott,

T. Anthony,

John Morton,

William Leggett,

F. S. Fellows,

John O. Fay,

John M. Bruce,

P. M. Suydam,

C. V. S. Roosevelt,

Charles A. Clinton,

John S. Woorhes,

Edgar Harriot,

Matthias Bruen,

Stanton Bebee,

J. J. Stewart,

Daniel A. Webster,

Charles M. Holmes,

Richard Ten Eyck,

Walter Legget,

Garret H. Striker.
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- ASSESSMENTTS. | public squares, from the fact that, although

REPORT

Of the Select Committee from the Senate of

this State, appointed to investigate Assess

ment Abuses in the City of New York,

c o M Pos E. D. o F T he

HoN. GABR1EL FURMAN,

HoN. GuliaN C. VERPLANck,

HoN. John B. Scott.

In order to present the material portions of

this important Report, we have classified the

subject matter of the report, and accompa

nied each portion with remarks and refer

ences, that the reader may be able to obtain

some knowledge of this all-important subject.

The CoMMITTEE say:—

“In the investigation of the matters thus

committed to their charge, the Committee

were occupied during almost the whole of the

last autumn in the city of New York, and

also in the month of December, and to the

period of the meeting of the present Legis

lature.”

Again, the Committee remark:

“On the 18th September last the Commit

tee received a Countuunication from the Me

morialists, on whose application the investi

gation was ordered, tendering to their use the

commodious Lecture-room in Clinton Hall,

New York, free of expense or charge to the

State, which was accepted.”

The Committee, after detailing certain mat

ters as to the public officers, say that—

“In the course of their examination, the

most prominent matters complained of ap

peared to be,

“First, In the manner of opening streets,

avenues and public squares in the city; in

the appointment of the commissioners of es

timate and assessment; in the expenses of

those commissioners, and the time spent in

the discharge of their duties.

“Secondly, The imposition of heavy and

oppressive assessments for improvements

never actually made, except upon paper; and

which assessments were frequently ruinous,

being more than the value of the property

assessed; and the great difficulty which own

ers of real estate in that city, and particu

larly in the upper and unimproved portions

of it, experienced, from the fact of using ar

bitrary map numbers instead of street num

bers and farm numbers.

“And, Thirdly, The great difficulty which

the citizens had encountered in obtaining a

review and correction of any errors commit

ted by the commissioners and assessors in

making any of such awards or assessments

for the opening of said streets, avenues or

the Court of Chancery at first assumed ju

risdiction of such cases on the ground that

such assessments being made by a statute, a

lien upon real estate was a cloud upon the

title, and might, if unjust and unequitable,

be removed in equity, it has since denied

having cognizance of such matters; and the

Supreme Court have in some instances denied

a certiorari, to remove such proceedings, and

others where the writ had been granted, had

afterwards quashed the same and refused the

parties any relief, referring them to an action

at law for trespass against the individual

members of the common council, or against

the officers of the corporation personally, who

should attempt the collection of such assess

ment.

“The committee will examinethese several

propositions which contain the substance of

the long and tedious investigation through

which they have progressed, and will submit

to the consideration of the Legislature the

conclusions to which they have arrived upon

these several heads.

“First. The manner of opening streets,

avenues and public squares, in that city, in

the appointment of the commissioners of es

timate and assessment, in the expensesofthose

commissioners, and the time spent in the

discharge of their duties.

“That there have been great and serious

abuses in the mode of opening streets and

avenues in the city of New York, and in the

expenses attending the same, cannot be doubt

ed by any person who has examined the sub

ject; and these evils have mainly arisen from

the loose and unguarded manner in which

that important branch of authority has been

exercised.

“For while in England, in the city of Lon

don, in Birmingham and other places, whose

proper municipal regulations would seem to

require as liberal extension of power to their

local corporate governments as that of New

York, streets cannot be opened or widened

without an act of Parliament specially passed

for that purpose, upon a due examination of

all the circumstances of the case ; yet, in the

city of New York, they are opened or widened,

and that in large numbers together, by a sin

gle resolution adopted by the two boards of

the common council, without any control, as

was the case in opening all the streets and

parts of streets not previously opened up to

and including 42d street, by a resolution of

April 6, 1835; and subsequently, September

12, 1836, another resolution was adopted to

open all the streets from 42d street to 57th

street. The reservoir on Murray's Hill, in

the city of New York, is on 42d street.

“This loose practice has grown up in

modern times, for the more guarded one of

an application to the supreme legislative au

No. —

thority was in existence in that city, subse

quent to 1792, when to authorize the first

widening of John street an application was

made to the Legislature, them in session in

that city, and before either house would act

upon the petition, they sent a committee to

examine the ground ; upon the report of

which committee, they enacted that the dam

ages to the owners whose lands were taken,

should be appraised by a jury who should be

composed of merchants, showing how care

ful they were in former legislation on this

important subject.

“This appraisement is now made by three

commissioners, appointed by the Supreme

Court, who are generally nominated at the

instance of the counsel of the corporation,

although there have been instances where one

of those commissioners has been selected by

the court from names proposed by the corpo

ration council, and by the opponents to the

application, and another has been named by

those opponents.

“It is difficult now to compre

hend how the expenses in opening

streets and avenues in that city

could have been so y ERY GREAT as

they are represented to have been,

but of the fact of their being so

very great, there can be no doubt;

it is established by the receipts of

the commissioners for the same ex

hibited before the committee.

“In the opening of the Seventh avenue,

from 21st street to 129th street, which was

confirmed in February, 1839, the amount

awarded to the owners for land taken for the

avenue, was $21, 141 .41, while the

FEES and expenses amounted to the large

sum of $ 12.43.5 .70, and if to that is

added the collector's Fees for collecting the

assessments, $ 1, 1 15 .00, it will show

a total of expenses paid by the Owners of

Land on that portion of the Seventh avenue

for its formal opening, amounting to $13,

550.70 |

“The amount paid to the commissioners

on that avenue for their services, at the rate

of four dollars per day, which is the highest

sum allowed by the statute, is pay for sixteen

months' services for each commissioner, in

making the estimate of the land taken for

opening that avenue, and assessing that value

back again upon the land on each side of the

avenue; and in opening this one street, of

one hundred and eight blocks of about 270

feet each, the COMMISSIONERS WERE

EACH ENGAGEDTHREE TIMES

THEWHOLE PERIOIDTHAT THE

LEGISLATURE IS EMPLOYED IN

LEGISLATING FOR THE STATE,
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AND EACH OF THEM RECEIVED he stated that ‘in many cases the piece to himself, and the rear of his lot, and

about THREE TIMEs THE cont

IºfSATIOINT that is IPAID TO A.

LEGISLATOR FOR PASSING THE

WHOLE WINTER FROM HIS

HOME IN ATTENDING TO PUBLIC

BUSINESS ( !

“And in addition to that it was shown to

the committee that commissioners were fre

quently engaged on several streets or avenues

at the same time, taking their FOUR dollars

per day on EACH of those improvements;

and that they received and were paid that

compensation in some instances where they

did not attend to the duties of their appoint

ment, and in others where they attended but

once or twice.

“If the case of the Seventh avenue had

been a solitary instance the committee might

havesupposed that it had taken place through

some mistake; but they found the same prin

ciple of enormousexpenses to extend through

out the whole system of street openings in

that city, and that to such an amount that the

surprise should be not that the inhabitants

Now complain of it, but that they had not

done so at a much earlier period

“The manner in which the opening of

those streets was effected has been the sub

ject matter of complaint to the committee.

“Assistant Alderman Townsend, who in

troduced the report in favor of opening all

the streets up to and including 42d street,

testified that it was his intention to have all

of them opened in one proceeding, and thus

save to the citizens an enormous expense;

and for that reason his report did not conclude

with the ordinary direction in such cases, that

the corporation counsel should take the ne

cessary legal measures to carry the same into

effect. But through some misapprehension

the ordinary proceedings were taken foropen

ing each street separately by itself, and a set

of commissioners appointed for each street,

instead of one set for the whole series; and

by that means the expenses to be paid by the

owners of real estate upon the same was in

creased at least $95,000.

“Another and a most serious cvil seems

to have arisen from the circumstance of there

being no fixed and settled principles used by

those commissioners in making their awards

and assessments,

“In some instances where individuals have

furnished their full proportion of land for a

street or avenue, and should in justice have

been assessed only their proportion of the

expenses attending the proceedings, and of

any buildings which were to be removed from

that street or avenue, they have been assessed

some thousands of dollars beyond that a

mount.

The complaints which have arisen from

this want of settled principle in the action of

those commissioners have been very numer

ous, and have been urged upon the consider

ation of this committee with great earnest

tleS8.

“During the session of the com

mittee in New York, Peter Lorril

lard, Esq. submitted to them a com

munication on this subject, in which

injustice was so great that he had

firmly made up his mind to sell all

his property in this State and re

move where his property would be

protected and placed on an equality

with other citizens; and was only

prevented from so doing by reason

that it would not bring the prices

of 1830, thereby was forced to stay

the sale, having made some sacri

fice.”

“If the citizens of New York are laboring

under an erroneous impression in believing that

they have been greatly oppressed and injured

by the course pursued by those commissioners,

that belief is, in the judgment of the commit

tee, very eatensive.

“The committee reiterate their conviction

that these errors on the part of those commis

sioners have mainly arisen from the want of

settled rules or principles in making their a

wards and assessments, and that such want

|

of settled rules or principle must always be

experienced so long as those commissioners

shall continue to be appointed for each indi

vidual case.

“These evils and abuses might have been

obviated in a great degree, in the judgment

of the committee, by having established a

permanent board of commissioners, in place

of appointing a set of commissioners for each

improvement; which board would necessarily

have an uniform principle in determining

questions that arose before them ; and from

their knowledge of the subject, would be ena

bled to dispose of the same in half the time

that ordinary commissioners would be neces

sarily engaged.

“The second prominent objection

made before this committee, was,

as to the imposition of heavy and

OPPRESSIVE Assessments for Im

provements never actually made,

except upon paper; and which as

sessments were frequently ruinous,

BEING MORE IN AMOUNT THAN

THE WALUE OF THE PROPERTY

ASSESSED.

“This point has been a very prolific subject

of inquiry, and many witnesses were exam

ined before the committee, detailing what they

considered grievances arising from an abuse

of the laws on this subject. Among the cases

thus detailed, the committee will present the

following as showing the nature of the com

plaints submitted to their consideration:—

“Mr. Stuart Mollan, a very respectable citi

zen of that city, resides in a house in Broad

way, which he owns, and where he has resided

for several years past, which was assessed for

a sewer in 13th street; he paid the assess

ment when it became due, and supposed that

he had thereby discharged his whole property,

which he regarded as one house and lot, and

which he purchased as such ; but he after

wards was informed that the assessors had as

sessed his house and a part of his lot as one

the stable on it, as another and distinct parcel

of land, and to a person who was not the

owner, which last piece was charged with an

assessment of a few dollars. In 1838, his

stable and the rear portion of his lot, were

advertised and sold for that small assessment

for the term of eight years, and the time for

redemption had expired, and the purchaser

had obtained his lease, before Mr. Mollan

became apprised of the fact that it was thus

assessed and sold, and he was obliged to buy

outthe right which the purchaser had obtained

under that assessment sale, by paying $–.

Mr. James Gillespie and Mr. Richard Mor

timer made similar complaints.

“On that branch of the complaint as to

the imposition of heavy and oppressive as

sessments for improvements never actually

made, the committee ascertained that a very

| large portion of the streets and avenues form

Ally opened from 1836 to 1839, were not

actually opened; that nothing has been done

beyond making awards and assessments by

the commissioners and the confirmation of

their reports by the Supreme court; and that

although the assessments have been collected
for such improvements in many instances, and

in others the lands charged are either sold or

advertised to be sold for the payment of those

assessments, yet the lands formingthose streets

and avenues remain in the same condition as

they were before the taking of any proceed

ings for their opening ; and in some cases

such lands remain in the occupancy of their

original owners notwithstanding they have

been paid for the same.

“And in numerous other instances where

the streets and avenues have been actually

opened, nothing has been done towards their

regulation, so as to make the same useful to
the public, or available to the owners of real

estate, who have paid for the same by assess

ments on their property.

“Out of a list of eigiity-one streets and

avenues, or parts of such highways, the re

ports for the opening of which had been con

firmed in 1837, 183S and 1839, Fifty-seveN

have not been in any way regulated or in

proved; and of the remainder, twenty-four

in number, in some instances only portions

thereoſ have been regulated a few blocks;

and in others, a road has been worked through

the centre of the street or avenue; and in

others again, it is not deemed necessary to
work such road, as the natural grade of the

ground is such as to make it passable without

regulation.

“This attempt to collect assess

ments not only by voluntary pay

ment, but by enforced sales of the

lands charged, without actually

opening the streets or avenues for

which such assessments have been

imposed, has been a strong cause

for the excitement in that city on

subjects of street matters.
“'The committee therefore submit this sub

ject to the consideration of the Legislature.

“Several instances were shown to the com

mittee where property had been offered for
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sale for the payment of assessments at two

or three successive sales without being able

to get a bid, the amount of the assessments

being more than the estimated value of the

property.

“These large assessments operate against

the interests of the city, for the owner will

not pay the assessment or improve the prop

erty, and no person will buy it, and the cor

poration cannot realize their money by a sale

of the assessed premises, and the amount

must be taxed upon the city ; and thus the

improvement of the upper part of the city

which is covered with these great assessments

must be stayed for many years, and now ap

parently for an indefinite period of time, un

less the land should be in some manner re

lieved from the charge of those assessments.

“It did appear reasonable to the commit

tee that in analogy with a judgment, the lien

of which ceases on real estate after the ter

mination of ten years, the lien of those assess

ments should be at an end after the lapse of

some definite period; what that should be,

the committee submit to the discretion of the

Legislature.

“Now the mere fact of the confirmation of

the report, makes it conclusive upon all the

parties assessed; and the assessment becomes

a lien on the lands assessed from the date of

the confirmation.

“Snch however was not always the prac

tice; for the act of 1792, required an action

of debt to be brought on the assessment, al

though it was declared a lien and prior en

cumbrance so that the party assessed could

test the validity and legality of the assessment

on the trial of this action of debt; and the

land could not be sold until judgment was

obtained in that action, and an execution is

sued on that judgment.

“Which course or something similar to it,

would afford the most expeditious course of

trying the questions in relation to those assess.

ments, and would be more equitable and just,

both to the corporation and the parties assess

ed than to leave each individual who considers

himself aggrieved to bring an action of tres

pass against individual members of the cor

poration, or its officers or agents acting under

its orders, as has been recently intimated by

the Supreme court.

“The matters complained of in relation to

designating the lots assessed by arbitrary map

numbers, although it has undoubtedly oper

ated very injuriously to the interests of the

owners of real estate in that city, and has

undoubtedly in some instances operated to

cause lands to be sold for the payment of as

sessments, which the owners would have paid,

if they had known their property by that de

signation, has, however, been in some degree

remedied, by the adoption of the street nun

bers and farm numbers of the same property

where they existed.

“On the third branch of this subject, the

great difficulty which the citizens have en

countered in obtaining a review and correc

tion of alleged errors committed by commis

sioners and assessors in making awards and

assessments, in opening streets, avenues, and

public squares, and in making other improve

ments in that city; the committee have been

A.

compelled to the belief that some remedy

should be proposed and adopted.

“When these questions first arose, the

| Court of Chancery affirmed its jurisdiction,

| entertained bills of complaint, and granted

injunctions to stay proceedings in the sale for

those assessments, until the alleged errors

could be examined, on the same ground that

it always asserted its jurisdiction in case of

fraudulent judgments, and that although the

judgment was illegal, yet it being a lien upon

real estate was a cloud upon the title, and

should be removed by the intervention of a

court of equity.

“So these assessments, although stated to

be illegally imposed, were declared by statute

to be a lien upon the lands assessed, and

would appear to be equally a cloud upon the

tile, and for the same reason that a judgment

is so regarded, they both being equally liens

upon real estate.

“But that court has since denied, that it

had jurisdiction in those matters, and referred

the applicants to the courts of law.

“The Supreme court also, in the first in

stance, seemed to entertain these complaints,

and allowed writs of certiorari to issue for the

purpose of bringing up the proceedings be

fore them.

“But subsequently they intimated that

such writ could only bring up the record of

the commissioners' report, and not the pro

ceedings before, or connected with it; they

again held that in analogy with a writ of er

| ror the certiorari should be governed by the

same limitation; although it has been pre

viously held, by good authority, that a common

law certiorari, (which was the nature of the

writ in those cases,) was not subject to such

| limitation; and it was afterwards intimated

by the same court, and with a precision that

would seem to give it the authority of a de

cision that a certiorari could not be directed

to the corporation.

“And again, the Chief Justice, in deliver

ing an opinion, in a case of assessment, in the

court for the Correction of Errors, since the

decisions above referred to, held that the rem

edy of the parties was in action of trespass

against the individual members of the corpo

ration who enforced the collection of those

assessments, or against the officers or agents

of such corporation who should, under their

orders, attempt the collection of such assess

ment.

“The committee think that the orders of

the corporation, in any matter within their

jurisdiction, should protect an officer under

them, and that he should not be held liable to

inquire into the legality of all the acts done

by that corporation, but their warrant should

always be his protection ; and so also the

members of the common council should not

be held personally responsible for any error

in judgment in the discharge of their duties;

and this view of the case is in analogy with

the doctrine heretofore held, both by the Su

preme court of the United States and of this

State, that an agent of the government, or of

any branch of public authority known to the

laws, should not be held personally respon

sible for any contracts or engagements which

he might enter into in behalf of his principals.

“These differences of opinion on the sub

ject of the legality of those assessments, and

of the sales made for their collection, have

led to much bitter feeling between many of

the citizens and officers of the corporation

who assert the legality of those assessments;

and which controversy has been unfortunately

increased from the want of some proper tri

bunal to settle those questions by prompt ad

judication.

“It is undoubtedly to be regretted that any

steps should have been taken which would

unnecessarily embarrass the common council

in their proceedings in relation to such sales

for assessments.

“But the committee doubts whether it will

be wise or politic to interfere, in any way by

legal enactment, with the expression of opi

nion on the part of citizens, either verbally

or by publication, in relation to the legality

of any proceeding, on the part of the govern

ment or of the corporation, in relation to as

sessments or to any other matter, in which

their interests or those of the public are in

volved.

“The true way of settling those questions

will be by the courts of our State, in exam

ining into the justice and legality of the mat

ters complained of.

“If the people can be satisfied by the de

cision of any one of our higher courts, after

a full and patient examination of the whole

subject, that those assessments are legally im

posed, there will be undoubtedly an end of

those complaints, and they will acquiesce in

such adjudication.

“In view of all the embarrassments which

now surround this subject,and the differences

of opinion which have heretofore existed in

the court of Chancery and the Supreme court

on the question of jurisdiction in matters re

lating to the opening of streets and avenues

or public squares, and the assessments con

sequent thcreon, the committee think that the

Legislature should interfere and by statutelaw

settle that jurisdiction in the Supreme court;

which would be in accordance with the prin

ciples adopted by the court for the Correction

of Errors in the case of the mayor and com

mon council of the city of Brooklyn rs. Ger

trude Meserole et. al. in December last.

“And to cover all the doubts heretofore ex

pressed by the Supreme court in their deci

sion in several cases which have been decided

by them on assessment cases from the city of

New York, the Legislature should give that

court full power to examine into all the mat

ters preceding that assessment, as well the

acts of the common council, as of the com

missioners of estimate and assessments; and

for that purpose the certiorari should bring

up all matters connected with those proceed

ings as well as the report of the commis

Sioners.

“It is well known that the judges of the

Supreme court in confirming those reports in

street openings, do not act as a court, but as

commissioners under the statute ; it may

therefore be well to authorize the court to ex

amine their proceedings as commissioners.

“If it shall be thought best to extend the

statutes of limitations to the common law

certiorari, it should not be left to judicial de
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cision or analogy for determination, butshould

be ascertained by legislation.

“ Under the act of 1839, the costs of the

proceedings in opening streets, &c. are re

quired to be taxed before payment.

“But the committee cannot discover any

instance in which such costs have been taxed

except in that of opening Cherry street, which

was discontinued. Those expenses have al

ways been heretofore paid upon a mere ab

stract of the report of the commissioners,

containing the sums total of the awards and

assessments, and of the costs of the commis

sioner's counsel, &c. But the street com

missioner avers that since he has become ac

quainted with the existence of that law, no

bill of such expenses has been paid without

taxation; and that he had supposed that the

Supreme court in passing upon the confirm

ation of the commissioners report, taxed and

confirmed all the expenses, statements of

which were appended to such report.

“To obviate all the difficulties which arise

from this view of the case, or from a differ

ence of construction which may be given to

that law, it is suggested that the Supreme

court, either as a court or as commissioners,

should not confirm any report until after the

costs have been taxed and certified in the

manner required by that law.

“And while on this branch of the subject,

the committee would observe that many com

plaints were made, that those commissioners

of estimate and assessment having several

streets or avenues under their charge, at one

and the same time, would merely meet for a

few minutes and then adjourn, charging their

four dollars for a day's service.

“This objection might be obviated by re

quiring the commissioners to sit at least three

hours on such streets, before they should be

enabled to charge for a day's service.

“Forthe last three or four years it has been

a frequent subject of complaint, that the per

sons assessed have not had notice of the

imposition of such assessments before their

property was advertised for sale for the pay

ment thereof. -

“By the act of May 14, 1840, by the se

cond section, the commissioners and asses

sors were required to give notice to the owners

of houses and lots affected, of their assess

ment, by publishing the same daily, in at least

ten of the daily newspapers for ten days suc

cessively.

“And by the ninth section of that act it is

provided that no land shall be sold for such

assessments, unless notice of such sale shall

have been published once in each week for

three months, in at least ten of the daily news

papers in the city of New York.

“By the first section of the act of May 7,

1841, the notice to be given of their assess

ment by the commissioners and assessors was

to be published in at least two daily newspa

pers in that city for ten days, and the second

section of the act of May 14, 1840, was re

pealed. -

“It is urged that the notice required by

those acts and particularly the notice of the

imposition of such assessments are not suffi

cient, and that it would save much expense

to the citizens, and induce the payment of

many assessments at an early period, if the

owners of real estate had some more particu

lar motice of the imposition of the same, than

can be given by a notice in a newspaper.

“It has been suggested that a personal no

tice should be given to the owners of the real

estate thus assessed, or to their agents, and

that such notice should also be given to the

person who last paid the taxes on such prop

erty; and that such personal notice should

be served upon parties who claimed to be

owners of such premises, but who were not

the last assessed or the last who paid taxes

thereon, who shall file a notice in writing in

the office of the street commissioner, claim

ing to be such owner, and desiring that such

notice should be served upon them, or upon

such persons as they may designate as their

agent for that purpose; and that a longer

time should be allowed for the redemption of

real estate, which shall have been sold for the

payment of the assessments imposed thereon

without such personal notice having been pre

viously given, than is now allowed by law.

“And where notices connected with the

opening of streets, avenues or public squares

in the city of New York, and the assessments

consequent thereon, are required by law to be

published in newspapers, it would be well to

specify a particular day, on which such no

tices should appear, to the end that owners

of lands charged with such assessments, or

affected by such improvements, may know

when to look for notices on those subjects.”

R E M A R K S .

FIRST-" In the manner of opening Streets,

Avenues and Public Squares in the city,”—

It will be seen by referring to the docu

ments accompanying the Report, page 113,

that the board of aldermen and board of as

sistants, composing the common council of

the city of New York, proceeded, on a reso

lution of one of the aldermen, to order an

application to be made to the Supreme court

for appointment of Commissioners of Esti

mate and Assessment to make an estimate of

the expense of Opening all the streets from

42d street up to and including 57th street,

and to assess the same upon the owners and

occupants of land deemed by them to be

benefited.

This district embraced fifteen streets, ex

tending from the East river to the North river,

and consists of a tract of farming land about

three fourths of a mile wide by about one and

a half mile long.

None of the citizens interested in the prop

erty to be affected by this proceeding made

application for the opening of these streets;

and although the resolution for opening these

streets was passed on the 16th March, 1837,

the land remains in the same state and con

dition as before : nothing whatever has been

done beyond the appointment of commis

sioners, making the assessment, and collect

ing the amount by a sale of the property for

the assessment.

The second proceeding which we propose to

notice in this order is—

“All the streets and avenues up to and in

cluding 42d street which had not been opened

º

by due course of law or by deeds of cession

prior to the 19th day of February, 1836.”

No authority was given by the Common

Council, in this case, for the application to

the Supreme court for the appointment of

Commissioners of Estimate and Assessment,

and none was intended to be given as appears

by the affidavit of the Chairman of the Street

Committee (see documents accompanying the

report, page:311). Notwithstanding this want

of authority, an application was made to the

Supreme court and twenty-seven distinct

sets of commissioners were appointed.

Thus in these two proceedings, embracing

forty-two streets and avenues, not a single

individual interested in the property petitioned

the common council, but they were got *p by

Public Officers solely for the purpose of ma.

king fees and costs to fill the pockets of

Corporation Speculators, of whom they them

selyes were the principals.

The next proceeding we notice is that for

opening the Ninth arenue from 45th streeſ to

the Bloomingdale road.

This proceeding was on petition of eighteen

individuals, none of whom were interested a

single dollar in the lands assessed, or affected

by the proceedings. (G-Citizens interested in

the property, however, remonstrated, but their

opposition was oisregarded by the common

*''.<I. This proceeding was in 1836,

more than six years ago, and the avenue still

remains in the same plight and condition as

before, although the assessment has been col

lected by coercion | Some of the lands as:

sessed, but not benefited, have been sold for

the term of a thousand or more years to pay

the assessment—a conclusive evidence of the

wickedness of the assessment, which was, in

effect, a confiscation of the property.

The proceedings in relation to the opening

of the Tenth, Seventh, Sixth, Fifth and Se:

cond avenues were upon petition, in which

very few of the persons interested united.

These avenues are in the same situation in

every respect as the Ninth avenue.

Manhatten square,

A piece of ground consisting partly of a

swamp and partly of ledges of rocks, about

six miles from the City Hall, was proceeded

in on the resolution of a member of the com

mon council. Commissioners of Estimate

and Assessment were appointed by the Su

preme court, on the application of the com

mon council, and the assessment was made

to the extent of near $50,500, and confirmed;

and an attempt has been made to collect it by

a sale of the property assessed. This square

still remains in a state of nature, and will

probably so remain for a century to come. It

is of no benefit whatever to the persons as

sessed for the expenses of it, and many of

these assessments are greater in amount than

the value of the land on which the assess

ment is imposed, amounting therefore to ac

tual confiscation. These proceedings were

commenced six years ago, and in truth it may

be said that the interest on some of these as

sessments will in some cases exceed the value

of the land. The assessments for this Paper

Square are very heavy, amounting on a sin
gle estate to more than Three Thousand Dol
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lars. Not a solitary individual interested in

the property applied for these proceedings,

and none of them approved the act.

IMount Morris Square.

This is a proceeding on the resolution of

an alderman. The ground selected for this

square is Snake hill, at Harlem, about seven

miles from the City Hall. It is a ledge of

rocks, about 80 or 100 feet high, and worth

less. The cost of this proceeding is near

Thirty Thousand Dollars, and it was had in

1836 or '37. Some of the assessments for

the PaperOpening of this square exceed One

Thousand Dollars on the property of a single

individual. The proceeding was not asked

for by any person interested. A public square

in such a place and of such ground is the

most absurd measure imaginable, and yet the

property assessed has been advertised for sale

to pay the assessment, but owing to the fact

that some of the assessments exceeded the

value of the land assessed, the property could

not be sold.

Of all the proceedings which we have no

ticed, above fifty in number, the owners of

the property to be affected thereby to the ex

tent of MILLIoNs of Doll'ARs, had in but

five cases out of FIFTY any voice in the mat

ter—in these five, to a very small extent only.

Such extraordinary proceedings on the part

of the City Government in such matters is no

where else on this globe to be met with.

The motives which the movers had in view

in these cases, was to make fees and costs

for public officers.

Such reckless proceedings are destructive

to the rights of citizens, to the security of

private property, and dangerous to civil lib

erty, and would be a disgrace to the most des

potic and barbarous government on the earth,

as they truly are to our own government and

to the public bodies which have thus pro

ceeded.

Second—“In the appointment of Commis

sioners of Estimate and Assessment”

- The assessments for the pretended opening

of the streets from 42d street, up to and in

cluding 57th street, were made by FifterN

distinct sets of commissioners. On five of

these streets a young man, who was at that

time a clerk in the street commissioner's of

fice receiving a salary from the corporation

of one thousand dollars per annum, was ap

pointed a commissioner. This young man

is a brother-in-law of the street commissioner.

Another of the commissioners was a young

man who was at that time in the office of the

corporation office: he was appointed on two

StreetS.

Anotherof the commissioners appointed on

these streets was also a brother-in-law of the

street commissioner, and he was also ap

pointed a commissioner on two other streets.

Another of the commissioners was also em

ployed in, or indirectly connected with the

office of the counsel of the corporation. An

opinion of the balance to make up the first

fifteen sets, may be formed from what is here

stated.

The commissioners on the second class of

streets named as embracing Twenty-seveN

streets and avenues below 42d street, were

EIGHTY-one in number. In the report of the

--
-

committee on streets (see Senate Document,

page 100) the plan was to have but one set

of commissioners, that nineteen twentieths of

the expense usually incurred of openingstreets

in detail might be saved, and the committee

withheld the usual resolution, that the counsel

take the necessary legal measures, &c., and

no such resolution was at any time passed.

Twenty-seven distinct applications however

were made to the court on petition signed by

two officers of the corporation, who were not

probably aware of the tenor of the proceed

ings which had been had in this matter for

the appointment of as many sets of commis

sioners. On reference to Document No. 71

of the Board of Assistant Aldermen, of 1840,

we find that the clerk in the street commis

sioner's office, and a brother-in-law of that

officer, was appointed on two of these streets,

and this is the same person who was commis

sioneron five of the other streets above named,

and also on one other street besides. One of

the clerks of the Supreme court was also ap

pointed a commissioneron one of these streets,

and this same gentleman had also been ap

pointed a commissioneron seven other streets

and avenues. A deputy clerk in the office of

the Clerk of the court of Common Pleas was

also appointed a commissioner on four of

these streets; the same gentleman was also

appointed a commissioner on three or more

other streets : he is a brother of the then

deputy or assistant street commissioner. One

of the appraisers in the custom house was

appointed a commissioner on three of these

streets, he was also a commissioner on seven

other streets and avenues.

The Committee of the Senate remark :—

“This appraisement is now made by three

commissioners appointed by the Supreme

court, who are generally nominated at the

instance of the counsel of the corporation.”

There are some of the gentlemen who have

acted as commissioners who are qualified for

the performance of the duties required of

them; but the loose manner in which a great

proportion of the assessments have been made

and the notorious fact that much of the prop

erty assessed could not be sold even for a term

of ten thousand years for the amount of the

assessment and some of it not even for the

interest of the assessment, is a sad commen

tary on their fitness, qualifications and judg

ment: but as we before observed, there are

some exceptions—some were well qualified.

Public officers whose time is necessarily

occupied in the duties of their respective of.

fices, should not be appointed commissioners.

The appointing power we apprehend has

also been misplaced. Commissioners are ju

dicial officers, and should in compliance with

the provisions of the Constitution be appointed

by the Governor with the consent of the Sen

ate; but the Constitution of 1777 and of 1821

we think clearly provides for a jury in all

cases of taking land for public streets, &c.

on the island of New York. The Constitu

tion provides that the judges of the Supreme

court shall not hold any other office or trust.

This may be called a duty imposed by law

upon the court, and if so, it is a trust to be

executed by the justices of the court.

The Constitution designed that the Judi

ciary branch of the State Government should

be distinct from and independent of the Exe

cutive and Legislative: hence the provision

above noticed.

The appointing power is one that has at

its command great patronage, and in this case

as will be seen when wecome to the next head,

one of extraordinary patronage.

The exercise of this power places the court

in a very peculiar predicament when called

upon to review proceedings of an aggravated

and extraordinary character in which the acts

of their own officers are called in question.

It will be seen on reference to page 278 of

the documents forming the appendix of the

Report of the Senate Committee appointed

to investigate assessment abuses in the city of

New York, that the Counsel of the corpora

tion claims that the Commissioners of Esti

mate and Assessment are officers of the Su

preme court.

If the Judges of the Supreme court pro

ceed as a Court in these matters, and are not

acting as quasi commissioners, then in that

case their acts are not in conformity with the

provisions of the Constitution of this State.

The appointment of the commissioners of

estimate and assessment in the matter of

opening streets, avenues and public squares

in the city of New York has not been judi

ciously exercised, for these Commissioners

should not havebeen appointed on an ex-parte

application, in such important proceedings,

persons whom the justices of the court did

not personally know ; and it is evident that

they did not know many of the persons ap

pointed: if they had possessed thisknowledge

they surely would not have appointed some

of them.

The Honorable Senate Committee however

have come to a conclusion in this matter as to

the mode of the appointment, which they have

expressed in thewords which are above quoted.

THIRD–“In the Earpenses of these Commis

sioners, and the Time spent in the discharge of

their Duties.”

Under this head we have much to say.

John Keyes Paige, Esq. Clerk of the Su

preme court at Albany, appeared before the

Senate Committee in the senate chamber, in

the Capitol of that city, and stated in evidence

as follows:

“Witness never knew of any bill of items

of the expenses in opening streets or avenues,

or public squares in the city of New York, pre

sented to the Supreme court for taxation when

the reports of the commissioners of estimate

and assessment were presented to that Court

for confirmation, though it is possible when

such confirmation was opposed, such bills of

items may have been presented to the courſ

with thereportand other papers, and the judge

may have passed upon them, but the witness

never saw any such bills, and none have fallen

under his observation in his office.”—Senate

Document, No. 100, page 85.

All the Reports of Commissioners of Esti

mate and Assessment which have been con

firmed by the Supreme court are filed in the

office of the Clerk of the Court at Albany.

The witness stated also

“There is no Abstract or Summary accom

panying said reports as far as the witness has
examined the same.”
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Robert Emmet, Esq. for many years corpo

ration counsel, in a letter written by that gen

tleman to a member of the common council,

which is set forth in the document accompa

nying the report of the Hon. Senate Commit

tee, page 278, uses this language:

“I have received a copy of a resolution

offered by you and passed by the BoARD of

Assistants on the 9th instant, requiring me

for counsel fees and court charges in the mat

ter of opening the 7th avenue; also a bill of

charges of the commissioners of estimate and

assessment and the surveyor's bill in the same

matter. I had determined to send back the

copy of the resolution, enclosed in a short

communication, to the President of the board

of assistants, respectfully denying the right of

that board, or of the common council, to re

quire any such information from me; but be

ing informed that the resolution was not drawn

by you, and believing that you might not well

have considered its fitness or propriety when

you introduced it, I have thought it due to

you to make this personal communication to

yourself on this subject. A very brief state

ment will, I think, satisfy you that as a mat

ter of strict right the common council are not

entitled to make any such demand ; and I

can hardly suppose that any member of that

body could desire that its aid should, without

right, be made subservient to the investiga

tion's spirit, however laudable it may bedeem

ed, which may have suggested this resolution

in any other quarter.

“The proceedings for opening the Seventh

avenue were conducted and concluded under

the Act of April 9th, 1813, the 189th section of

which provides that the commissioners of esti

mate and assessment (who are appointed by,

and are officers of the Supreme court) shall

be entitled to receive the sum of not more than

four dollars per each day actually employed

by them in their duties besides all reasonable

expenses and disbursements. The law directs

theseexpenses shall be paid by the corporation

and included in the assessment, by the subse

quent collection of which it was intended the

corporation should be reimbursed. There is

no provision in the act for the taxation of these

expenses, or for the regulating of them by any

other rule than the discretion and good faith

of the commissioners who are authorized to

incur them. But even admitting them to have

been extravagant in any case they could not

affect the corporation, who were mere agents

required by law to pay the money and refund

themselves by the Collection of the Assess

ments; and whatever right the parties assessed

may have had to inquire into the necessity or

reasonableness of these expenses, or to object

to them, should have been exercised while the

matter was before the commissioners or the

Supreme court. If the law was defective in

this respect, the Legislature have endeavored

to remedy it by an act passed April 20, 1839,

which among other alterations requires a rigid

taxation of all costs, charges and expenses in

cases of this kind before they can be paid; but

I know of no law which made it my duty to

preserve and exhibit to the common council,

or to any other party,or even to make out a bill

with items of the costs, fees and court charges

in the matter of opening the seventh Avenue,

or in any other of the numerous street cases

which I had charge of, and which were termi

nated before the Act of 1839 was passed, and

I might with just as much propriety be now

called upon to furi,ish the items ofthe expenses

of any estimate and assessment confirmed ten

years ago, or of all that have been confirmed

since that time.”

to furnish that board with the items of the bill This communication is dated Nov. 12, 1840.

The Senate Committee in their report, page

13, remark—

“It is difficult now to comprehend how the

expenses in opening streets and avenues in

that city could have been so very great as they

are represented to have been, but of the fact

of their being so very great, there can be no

doubt; it is established by the receipts of the

commissioners for the same exhibited before

the committee.

“In the opening of the seventh avenue,

from 21st street to 129th street, which was

confirmed in February, 1839, the amount a

warded to the owners for land taken for the

avenue, was $28,141.41, while the Fees and

expenses of that opening amounted to the

large sum of $12,435.70, and if to that is

added the collector's fees for collecting the

assessments, $1,115.00, it will show a total of

expenses paid by the owners of land on that

portion of the seventh avenue for its formal

opening, amounting to $13,550.70.

“The amount paid to the commissioners

on that avenue for their services, at the rate

of four dollars per day, which is the highest

sum allowed by the statute, is pay for sixteen

months’ services for each commissioner, in

making the estimate of the land taken for

opening that avenue, and assessing that value

back again upon the land on each side of the

avenue; and in opening this one street, of

one hundred and eight blocks of about 270

feet each, the commissioners were each en

gaged three times the whole period that the

Legislature is employed in legislating for the

State, and each of them received about three

times the compensation that is paid to a legis

lator for passing the whole winter from his

home in attending to the public business. And

in addition to that it was shown to the com

mittee that commissioners were frequently

engaged on several streets or avenues at the

same time, taking their four dollars per day

on each of those improvements; and that they

received and were paid that compensation in

some instances where they did not attend to

the duties of their appointment, and in others

where they attended but once or twice.

“If the case of the seventh avenue had

been a solitary instance the Committee might

have supposed that it had taken place through

some mistake; but they found the same prin

ciple of enormous expenses to extend through

out the whole system of street openings in

that city, and that to such an amount that the

surprise should be not that the inhabitants

now complain of it, but that they had not

done so at a much earlier period l’”

On pages 58 and 63 of the report of the Se

nate Committee is the following testimony:

“Peter Perine being called and duly sworn

on the part of the Memorialists, says—was

engaged as a draught-man in the street com

missioner's office, from March 1837 to October

1839. Witness's duties were pretty general:

he participated in almostevery branch of busi

ness in the office : he computed about four

fifths of all the assessments for regulating,

paving, curb and gutter in streets and avenues;

those assessments in which the street commis

sioner, assistant street commissioner and chief

clerk were the regular constituted assessors.

By Document No. 71 of 1840 it appears, that

on the opening of the Seventh avenuethecom

missioners’ Fees are $4,920.00, being $1,640.

00 to each commissioner; which will, at $4

per day, pay for four hundred and ten days,

which is, at 26 days per month, fifteen months

and twenty days; room hire and contingent

charges are $723; counsel Fees are stated at

$3,976.77; surveyor's fees $2801. Witness

has neveracted as commissioner, but he would

suppose that to compute an assessment for pav

ing or regulating a street or avenue was quite

as much work, if not more, than to make an

assessment for opening a street or avenue : he

would think it wasmore work as there are many

more Items.”

This testimony of Mr. Perine's is confirmed

and sustained by the following testimony of

JonATHAN Thompson, Esq. formerly Col

Lector of the Port of New York, one of

the most worthy and estimable citizens of this

republic :—

(From Senate Doc., 100, pages 47 and 48.)

September 25, 1841.

The committee met pursuant to adjourn

ment. -

Present—Mr. Furman,

Mr. VERPLANck, and

Mr. Scott.

Jonathan Thompson being called and duly

sworn, on the part of the Memorialists, says–

that formerly, between 25 and 30 years ago,

the witness was personally acquainted with all

the assessments ofthe city ofNew York, being

the collector of the internal revenue of the

United States. Afterwards, the witness in

1819 or 1820, at the request of the common

council, valued all the property of the city of

New York with Mr. Targee and Mr. Smith.

Witness has been a commissioner upon form

ing and grading the Third avenue, and upon

a number of other improvements. Witness

knows the labor and time necessary in making

out assessments, as he has spent several weeks

at it, or rather months. Witness has examined

the commissioners' map of Second avenue,

from Twenty-ninth to Eighty-sixth streets,

and also the abstract of the commissioners'

report, showing the number of persons to

whom awards and against whom assessments

were made, in the natter of opening said Se

cond avenue. He can only estimate the time

necessary to be spent in making the estimate

and assessment of said Second avenue, by

comparing it with Third avenue from the

Bowery road to Harlem bridge, which was six

miles and a quarter in length, and on which

the witness made theassessment for regulating

and grading. The expenses of the commis

sioners on said Third avefue, (which was in

May, 1819.) The assessment-roll contained
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about a quire and a half of paper closely writ

ten, was as follows:

Total expense of working and

regulating, - - - - - $97,514 00

To which add :

For advertising, - -$ 8 00

For surveying, - - - 244 00

Collector 3 per cent, on

$33,280 31, - - - 998 41

Assessors for assessing,

stationery, &c. - - 886 56

Contingencies (paid to

street commissioner.) 190 03

2,327 00

Total, - - - - $99,841 00

The witness produces the surveyor's bill

above referred to, which is sworn to, August

3, 1820, by the affidavit of Mr. Daniel Ewen

the surveyor, which is “surveying,compiling,

collecting information, and drawing maps of

the Third avenue, from its commencement at

the Bowery to Harlem bridge, 61 days at $4

per day,$244.” The assessment on theThird

avenue, extended one half way to the next

block same as Second avenue. The Second

avenue is parallel to the Third avenue and

about 500 feet distant, and there is not much

difference in their situation and grounds, and

he thinks it was as easy to make the maps of

Second avenue as to make that of the Third

avenue ; in fact he thinks it was much more

labor to make the map for the Third avenue,

for the same distance, than it was to make that

of Second avenue; it was a new thing when

that of Third avenue wasmade, and there were

many more assessments. The witness should

not say there was the one tenth of the labor in

making out the estimate and assessment ofthe

Second avenue, that there was in making out

the assessment which witness made out on

Third avenue. The assessment which the

witness referred to, as being a quire and a half

of paper, on the Third avenue contained de

scriptions of all the property assessed. The

abstract of the commissioners' report on the

Second avenue is made out on two sheets of

paper. The witness knows what services used

to be rendered in cases of street improvements

by the corporation counsel. The commission

ers or assessors would make out their report or

assessment-roll, and hand it to the counsel who

would put it into legal form.

JONATHAN THOMPSON.

Cross examined by counsel for corporation.

-The proceedings on the Third avenue, were

not relating to the opening of that avenue, but

relating to the regulating and grading. The

witness is not aware that all such business in

assessing, &c. relating to such regulating and

grading, is now done by the corporation offi

cers. The witness has understood that such

proceedings would now cost a great deal more

money than they did in 1820, when he thus

acted; but he does not know why they should.

JONATHAN THOMPSON.

In further illustration of this matter we give

below the testimony of John LeoNARD, Esq.

who acted as acommissioner on several streets.

(From Senate_Poc. 100, p. 32, 33, 34.)

John Leonard Being duly sworn, says—he

was one of the commissioners of estimate and

assessment, in opening Second avenue from

28th to 86th streets ; was associated with

Henry P. Robertson and Andrew Mills. Mr.

Robertson and the witness were the only two

who did any work on such estimate and assess

ments. Mr. Mills was there once or twice.

Mr. Mills may have been there oftener than

that, but he neverdid anything, except to sign

the report. Mr. Mills may have been there

three or four times, but witness does not recol

lect distinctly of his being there more than

twice; there was work enough for him to do,

if he bad attended to it, and had been capable

of doing it. Mr. Mills signed the report. He

made the same charge for his scrvices that was

madeby the other commissioners; he received

the amount of his charge from the comptroller

of the city, through the witness. The witness

was the chairman of the commissioners, and

it was usual for the chairman to receive the

whole of the compensation. Mr. Robertson's

compensation was not received by the witness;

but he believes it was received by his, Mr.

Robertson's, assignee, Mr. Francis Fickett.

The witness gave his receipt for such compen

sation, to the comptroller. The witness does

not recollect distinctly, but thinks the report of

estimate and assessment was confirmed, about

August or September, 1839. The witness

always made it a practice to give all the notice

in relation to presenting such report, that the

law required ; and in order to make sure of

that, the witness consulted with Mr. Emmett,

the corporation counsel, who then had change

of those street proceedings. The witness does

not recollect that any notice was given of pre

senting such report,by posting handbills in the

vicinity of the contemplated improvement ;

nor in how many newspapers the said notice

was published; that was left to the counsel of

the corporation, who then had charge of the

proceedings.

At the time the witness made that report,

he was not aware of the existence of any law

which required such notice to be posted up in

handbills.

The witness thinks the amount charged by

each commissioner in that case was overseven

hundred and fifty dollars. The charge for

room-hire was a separate charge. The allow

ance to the commissioners is four dollars per

day. None of the fees of the commissioners

orsurveyors were taxed previous to being paid

to the witness's knowledge. Those fees were

assessed upon the property supposed to be

benefited by the improvement. The fees were

not paid until some time after the confirmation

of the report. Mr. Robertson served the same

number of days that the witness served. To

makethat report was a very long pieceofwork.

From four to eight hours was generally consi

dered a day's service ; from five to six hours

was the general length of time in a day. The

room of the commissioners was in the wit

ness's house. The report of the commissioners

was drawn up by the witness. The witness

examined the avenue so to be opened person

ally. The elevation of the ground on the

Second avenue between Twenty-eighth and

Eighty-sixth streets, was very irregular, some

points very high above the city grade, and the

soil rocky, and some points wet and below

that grade. On some parts, it would be ex

ceedingly difficult to reduce that avenue be

tween those streetsto the city grade, and would

cost a large amount of money. The said ave

nue, when the commissioners went over it for

the purpose of making their estimate and as

sessment, could not be travelled by carriages

without being graded, by reason of its unequal

surface. By awards, the commissioners un

derstand the amounts due to the parties inter

ested for the land taken. In making this

assessment, the lots were estimated as to their

respective value, in order to put upon each a

regular percentage ofthe benefit to bederived.

Corner lots were generally charged a third

more than intermediate lots. In estimating the

value of the lot, they took into consideration

whether the lot was to be dugdown orfilled up,

and upon ascertaining the value of the lots, a

regular percentage was laid upon each, to the

amount of the awards and expenses; so that

the assessments for benefits equalled the whole

amount of the awards and expenses. Such

has always been the practice of the witness,

and he has acted frequently as such commis

sioner of estimate and assessment. The wit

ness recollects the old Kip's Bay road, which

terminated near the line of the Second avenue,

on a ledge or precipice of rocks, and that the

same could not be travelled farther by reason

of those rocks. If the witness owned land in

the neighborhood of Kip's bay, he would not

thank anybody to open the Second avenue for

his accommodation. If two commissioners

done the work, it was always the practice to

charge for the samecompensation for the third

commissioner, although he was absent. Wit

ness always understood such to be the prac

tice. The witness made out the bill in the case

of Mr. Mills. Witness thinks he mentioned

the case of Mr. Mills to Mr. Emmet the coun

sel of the corporation who had charge of these

proceedings. JNO." LEONARD.

(From Senate Doc. 100, pages 37 to 43.)

John Leonard, recalled on the part of the

Memorialists, and he says: The witness was

chairman of the commissioners of estimate

and assessment on opening Second avenue

from Twenty-eighth to Eighty-sixth street.

At some meeting of the commissioners, wit

ness set Mr. Andrew Mills to ascertain how

many square feet was in part of a lot, and

he could not do it. The witness did not at

tempt to make use of the services of Mr. Mills

any further in that proceeding. Mr. Henry

P. Robertson concurred with the witness and

declined to make any further use of Mr. Mill's

services in the matter of that estimate and

assessment. After that abortive attempt at

figuring, Mr. Mills went asleep in the commis

sioners' room, and done nothing moretowards

accomplishing the estimate or assessment. It

is usual for the commissioners to draw the

report in such cases, at least in all such cases

the report was drawn by some one of the com

missioners, where the witness was a commis

sioner. The witness ascertained the fees of

the corporation counsel, included in the as

sessment from his suggestion ; the counsel

furnished merely the sum total of the amount

of his services; the witness does not recollect

any instance where he furnished items ofsuch

charge; he was merely asked how much his

bill would be ; it was towards the last of the
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commissioners' calculations, and before pre

paring the report, that the corporation counsel

was asked such question; the witness did not

see any bill of such counsel for his services in

such matter taxed or certified by any officer.

Did not assess any lands for such improve

ment northerly of Eighty-sixth street, or south

erly of Twenty-eighth street. The witness

did not know that he could by law assess any

lands northerly of Eighty-sixth street and

southerly of Twenty-eighth street; on the

contrary, witness believed that the commis

sioners could not legally make such assess

ment, and supposed the practice to be con

trary. The witness thinks it would be a ben

efit to lands on the Second avenue, south of

Twenty-eighth street, to open the said avenue

to Eighty-sixth street. In the immediate vi

cinity of Eighty-sixth street, and above that

street, the witness thinks the lands would be

benefited by opening that avenue, but that

would not extend far. In all cases where the

witness has been a commissioner, it has been

the uniform practice to limit the assessments

to the end of the improvements each way.

The statement produced in relation to Second

avenue is signed by the the witness and the

other commissioners. The sum total of as

sessments is $19,259.60. The aggregate a

mount of awards is $12,595.234. The ex

penses are,

Surveyor's bill, - - - $1,700 00

Appraiser's bill, - - - - - - 60 00

Corporation attorney, counsel and

court charges, - - - - - 2,033 55

Commissioner's fees, - - - - 2,280 00

Room hire, clerk hire, printing and

stationery, - - - - - - - 324 72

Collector, - - - - - - - - 300 00

Total expenses, - - - - - - $6,698 27

Total amount of awards and ex

penses, - - - - - - - - 19,293 93

The witness arrived at the amount of sur

veyor's fees by the surveyor's bill, which was

generally handed to the commissioners and

carried back when the report was done. That

bill was generally an aggregate amount. The

eommissioners knew the extent of the work,

but they were no judges of the value of ser

vices. They received the surveyor's bill from

the corporation counsel, and when they did

not receive it that way they would ask the

corporation counsel whether it was correct.

The surveyor's bill was not audited or certi

fied by any officer to witness's knowledge.

The witness does not know who selected the

surveyor.

the surveyor. The first thing put in the com

missioners’ hands, after being qualified, was

the map of the proposed improvement. The

witness does not recollect who was the sur

veyor in case of Second avenue; he believes

it was Thomas R. Ludlum. (The report of

estimate and assessment in matter of opening

Second avenue was confirmed on 4th Sep

tember, 1839, as appears by certificate of a

mount of report on file with records of corpo

ration. This forms no part of the testimony

of Mr. Leonard.)

The Second avenue above Kip's Bay, runs

through farms to 86th street, at the time when

the estimate and assessment was made. The

The commissioners did not select

witness does not know how commissioners

were appointed in 1835: his impression was,

that Mr. Emmett usually selected or nomin

ated them; but he does not know how it was.

And he thinks there have been instances

where the owners of land have interfered and

nominated some. The witness does not know

how it happened that Mr. Mills was appointed

on that commission. He knew nothing of his

own appointment until he saw the names of

all three as such commissioners. The wit

ness does not recollect particularly, any other

instance in which an incompetent person was

appointed a commissioner besides this Mr.

Mills. JNO. LEONARD.

September 24, 1841.

The committee met pursuant to adjourn

ment.

Present—Mr. FurmAN,

Mr. WERPLANck,

Mr. Scott.

Mr. John Leonard was recalled and exam

ined by the Memorialists. By drawing up

the report by some one of the commissioners,

the witness meant that the commissioners

drew up a copy or statement of their work,

and the counsel of the corporation drew up

the long report, which contains the descrip

tions of land taken. The witness cannot tell

the particular number of days Mr. Mills was

there ; he was not there five times, and done

nothing when he was there ; he was a perfect

cypher. The precise number of days for

which the commissioners charged, upon the

said Second avenue, was 190 days for each

commissioner, at four dollars per day. They

called it a day, when they had from three to

four hours’ meeting, sometimes it was six

hours. The room-hire charged was $285,

which includes the time the witness was em

ployed in making the abstract of the commis

sioners’ work for the corporation council. The

witness cannot now say, how much of that

$285, was apportioned to each of said charges.

The balance of $324.72 is made up with

clerk-hire, printing notices to the parties to

come forward and show titles to the property

embraced in the assessment, and stationery.

The expenses as they appear upon the min

utes of the commissioners, kept by the wit

ness, are as follows, to wit:

Surveyor's bill, - - - - - $1,700 00

Attorney's bill, - - - - - - 2,000 00

Collector's bill, - - - - - - 300 00

Appraiser's bill, - - - - - - 60 00

(These appraisers went twice or

three times to examine buildings or

any damages done apart from the

land. They generally have two sets,

but there was three in this instance.)

Commissioners, - - - - - - 2,280 00

Room rent, - - - - $285 00

Clerk, printing, stationery, 39 72

— 324 72

$6,664 72

For their services upon the said Second

avenue, each commissioner charged for seven

months and eight days, allowing 26 working

days to each month.

The witness owns the house in which he

resides and in which the commissioners trans

acted their business. The commissioners had

always a room to themselves. The witness's

house is worth a rent of $800 per year. The

commissioners occupied the witness's ordi

nary parlor or back sitting-room on the first

floor. Of the number of meetings of the

commissioners, one fourth was for the pur

pose of notifying the owners of real estate,

to produce their title deeds, and in attending

to hear their statements; sometimes they

came pursuant to the notice, and sometimes

some of them did not appear; but the com

missioners were always in attendance to re

ceive and hear their statements.

JNO. LEONARD.

Cross earamined by the counsel for corpora

tion.—After they have completed the report,

the counsel attend to giving the notices. The

abstract of the estimate and assessments is

what the commissioners are in the habit of

making out, and from that, the counsel made

the report. For each day the commissioners

charged four dollars; and although but one

commissioner met, and no business could be
done, yetthe commissionerseach charged four

dollars, as for a day's service. The witness

never charged less than four dollars per day;

nor more. The appraisers were professional

persons; carpenters or masons to appraise
the damages upon buildings. And it has al

ways been the practice to employ such ap

praisers. The commissioners could never

give satisfaction to the owners, unless compe

tent persons were employed. . The clerk hire

was paid to the person who done the writing,
and the witness done the writing, and the

charge was received by the witness. The

commissioners' bills or the witness's bill, in

case of Second avenue, were not verified

in any way. The witness was a commº

sioner in the case of Twenty-ninth street,

between one and two years ago, and witness

has not received his compensation in that

case. This case of Twenty-ninth street was

the last case in which the witness was a Coº"

missioner. He does not recollect when he

was appointed. The report was confirmed,

witness believes, last winter.

JNO. LEONARD.

Direct examination resumed by Memorial.

ists.--When the witness received his com:

pensation from thecomptrollerfor his services

as such commissioner on Second avenue, at

the request of the comptroller, the witness

furnished a statement in round numbers, the

same as contained in abstract of report. The
following memoranda from the witness's book

of the proceedings of the commissioners,

contain the statement which the witness so

furnished to the comptroller, viz:

“Called at the Comptroller's office, 24th

Nov. 1839, and was requested by him to fur

nish a statement of the demand of the com

missioners. The following was addressed to

Alfred A. Smith, Esq. Comptroller.

“New York, 26th Nov. 1839.

“ALFRED A. SMITH, Esq. Comptroller.

“Sir, I annex, as requested, the amount

of charges as per report of the commissioners

[Continued on the next ºbtle page.]

—
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for opening Second avenue from Twenty

ninth to Eighty-sixth streets, and remain,

“Respectfully, yours,

“J. L.”

Expenses as Reported.

witness is shown a printed memorial, in the

Surveyor's bill, - - - - - - $1,700 00

Attorney's bill estimated, - - - 2,000 00

Collector's bill estimated, - - - 300 00

Appraiser's bill, - - - - - - 60 00

Commissioner's bill, - - - - 2,280 00

Room hire $285, clerk, printing

and stationery, - - - - - 324 72

$6,664 72

John Leonard as com

missioner, - - - - $760 00

Do. for appraisers, - - 66 00

Do. forroom hire, &c. &c. 324 72

— $1,144 72

Henry P. Robertson, commis’ner, 760 00

Andrew Mills, do. - - 760 00

Smith, surveyor, - - - 1,700 00

$4,364 72

No other call for a statement was made

upon the witness by the comptroller, than that

above stated, and it is the first of the kind that

the witness ever received. The witness can

not now state without a reference to his book,

whether he was paid his charges as stated

above, before or after he presented that state

ment to the comptroller. The witness does

not know of any connexion existing between

the said Henry P. Robertson the commis

sioner, and the said Francis Fickett, alderman,

in relation to the said improvement.

JNO. LEONARD.

(From Senate Doc. 100, pages 113, 114, 115.)

John Leonard, recalled on the part of the

to swear to their attendance, and witness and

Memorialists, says he was one of the com

missioners for opening Twenty-ninth street;

his associates were Lovell Purdy and George

A. Baker; they completed the assessment

within a year past; Mr. Purdy and witness

made the estimate and assessment; Mr. Ba

ker attended a very few times; in the estimate

of expenses, Mr. Baker was allowed the same

amount for services as the witness and Mr.

Purdy, and that amount assessed on the pro

perty; witness delivered the report to Mr.

Emmet, the counsel; don’t know whether the

statement of the expenses accompanied the re

portwhen the same was deposited for examina

tion in the county clerk's office; don't know

what Mr. Emmet done after said report was

so delivered to him. JNO. LEONARD.

Cross examined by street commissioner on

part of corporation.—Witness was chairman

of the said commissioners; Mr. Baker was

notified to attend verbally; Mr. Baker attend

ed the meetings of the commissioners abºut

half a dozen times; witness always consid

ered that the attendance of two commission

ers was all that was necessary in the making

of such estimate and assessment; and when

two attended witness never waited for the third

commissioner; witness always considered two

sufficient, even if the third commissioner did

not attend at all ; witness never heard of the

law that required if one of the commissioners

knowledge has been to present the report

refused or neglected to act, another should be

appointed in his place; witness has read the

law in relation to his duties as such commis

sioner, but never heard or knew that the at

tendance of three comissioners was indispen

sable; witness does not recollect of signing

any memorial to the Senate complaining of

the high charges of the commissioners, sur

veyors, &c. in the matter of opening streets;

Municipal Gazette, to which his name is

printed, but has no recollection of signing his

name to it; he may have signed it, probably

did sign it; he should hardly have signed it

without knowing the contents; his signature

may have been given on some statement hav

ing been made to him, of its contents; the

commissioners allowed Mr. Baker the same

compensation for attendance, although he was

there but five or six times, as was allowed to

witness who attended all the time; the witness

done all he could to correct those erroneous

charges for services not rendered, by stating

the fact to the corporation counsel, after they

had completed the assessment, and after the

Fees of Mr. Baker were included in the as

sessment; Mr. Emmet, the counsel, told wit

ness it was necessary for the commissioners

Mr. Purdy made their affidavits to their full

attendance and left Mr. Baker to take care of

himself. Witness does not recollect whether

the law requires the commissioners to make

their report to the Supreme court or whether

it is to be made by the counsel, but he has

always handed in the minutes of the estimate

and assessment to Mr. Emmet, the counsel,

and he made out the report and presented it

to the Supreme court, as the witness under

stands; does not recollect seeing any thing

in the law which recognizes the agency of

corporation counsel in the matters of estimate

and assessment in opening streets or avenues

after the appointment of the commissioners,

but the universal practice to the witness's

after the estimate and assessment were made

to Mr. Emmet, the corporation counsel, and

to no other person. Witness thinks it is very

likely that he told Mr. Baker that he need not

attend the meetings of the commissioners of

estimate and assessment as he lived a great

way off; Mr. Purdy and the witness, two of

the commissioners attending, witness did not

tell Mr. Baker that it was unnecessary for

him to attend, but that he might suit his own

convenience as to attending; witness made

no complaint to the counsel about Mr. Baker's

not attending, but merely stated the fact, and

nothing probably would have been said about

it, but that Mr. Emmet,thecounsel said some

thing abouta new arrangement, witness thinks

as to the oath required of the commissioners

as to their attendance, and then witness stated

to him the fact of Mr. Baker not attending;

witness knows of no law which would au

thorize Mr. Emmet, as corporation counsel,

to control the acts of the commissioners.

JNO. LEONARD.

Direct examination resumed on the part of

the Memorialists.--When witness made the

return of estimate and assessment to the coun

sel, Mr. Emmet, he informed the witness it

was necessary for each commissioner to make

out a statement of his services and swear to

it for himself; and the witness then sat down

at the desk of Mr. Emmet and made out his

statement, swore to it, and informed Mr.

Purdy. Mr. Emmet never told witness that

he was not the proper person for him to make

the return of the estimate and assessment to,

nor any body else. It is now for the first time

that the witness ever heard that the commis

sioners were obliged to return their report of

estimate and assessment to the Supreme

court, and never heard of an instance where

it was done by any other set of commission

ers; and by way of confirming that matter,

witness would state that he has been on such

commissions with Murray Hoffman, the pre

sent assistant Vice-chancellor, and Thomas

R. Smith"; and witness would have supposed

he would have gone correctly with them, even

if he had been in error before; and never did

the witness ever hear Mr. Hoffman intimate

that such a course was required. Mr. Emmet,

the corporation counsel, never told witness

that he could not control the commissioners,

and witness never knew that he could control

them, or that any power could control them

but the law. While acting as commissioner,

witness always considered Mr. Emmet as the

legal adviser of the commissioners ; and

where there was any doubt as to the course

the commissioners should pursue, and they

were not clear as to the law, they resorted to

him for counsel, and always got it.

JNO. LEONARD.

Cross-eramination on the part of the corpo

ration resumed.—When the commissioners

presented their report to Mr. Emmet, the

counsel, to be presented to the Supreme court,

the witness was morally certain he would pre

sent it to that court, and witness regarded him

as the proper person to present it to that court.

JNO. LEONARD.

Direct eramination on the part of the Me

morialists resumed.—The witness received his

* On referring to Document No. 45 of the Board of

Aldermen of 1839, and Document No. 71 of the Board

of Assistants of 1840, we find it stated that Mr. Hoffman

was a Commissioner of Estimate and Assessment on

twelve streets, avenues, &c. On two of these he was

appointed in 1831, two in 1832, three in 1833, one in

1834, two in 1835, and two in the early part of 1836.

The aggregate amount of the three Commissioners' Fees

in these Twelve streets is stated $7050 00, which is

$2350 00 for each Commissioner, or $195 83 for each

commissioner on each street. The total amount of

Awards on these twelve streets exceeded NINe Hus

pºp ThousANd Dollars : all the commissioners'

Fees therefore in the twelve streets amonnt to a fraction

over three fourths of one per cent.; whereas, in the 2d

avenue the Awards were about $12,600 00 and the com.”

missioners' Fees were $2,280 00, or about 18 per cent.

[See page 38 of the Senate Report], and in the Seventh

avenue the Awards were $28,141 42 and the commis

sioners' Fees $4920 00 or a fraction less than 18 per

cent.—both of them, however, being about twenty-two

times as much as those streets Mr. Hoffman was commis

The commissioners' share of Fees in 7th

avenue were $1640 00 and in 20 avenue $760 00 each

against $195 83 each in Mr. Hoffman's streets.—Ep.

sioner upon.
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compensation, as commissioner of estimate

and assessment on the Second avenue from

Twenty-ninth to Eighty-sixth street opening,

in corporation bonds which had some months

to run, but witness does not recollect how

long. JNO. LEONARD.

Cross-examination on the part of the corpo

ration resumed.—Witness does not know

whether the costs in case of opening Twenty

ninth street have been taxed in which witness

was a commissioner of estimate of assess

ment; witness has not yet received his fees

on that street. JNO. LEONARD.

Fort sIEventh AvLNUE,

The Counsel Fees are - - $3977.76

Commissioner's Fees - - - 4920.00

Room hire - - - - - - 410.00

Surveyor's Fees - - - - - 2801.00

Clerk hire - - - - - - - 250.00

Contingent Expenses - - - 77.00

Collector - - - - - - - 1115.00

$13,550.76

(From Senate Doc. 100, pages 119 to 125.)

Anthony L. Robertson, having been called

on the part of the Memorialists, and duly

sworn, says—He is a counsellor at law and

resides in the city of New York; he was one

of the commissioners of estimate and assess

ment in the opening of the Seventh avenue

from Twenty-first to One hundred and twenty

ninth streets ; appointed by the Supreme

court on the petition of parties interested, the

principal of which was the representatives of

the estate of Henry Eckford, deceased, and

two or three other estates, which he does not

now recollect; his associates were Jolin Har

ris and George W. Murray. Mr. Harris,

witness thinks, gave himself the title of chair

man, but witness regarded him as having no

precedence among the commissioners; the

meetings of the commissioners were held

partly at a room belonging to Mr. Harris, in

Fulton street, and partly at his house, in Har

lem lane; don't recollect when he was sworn

in as commissioner; witness can't tell how

many days or months they were occupied in

making the estimate and assessment; the

number of meetings will appear from the re

port; the whole time that elapsed from the

commencement to the finishing of the report,

was from two and a half to three years. The

witness, by his recollection, received for his

commissioner's fees $1,400. The charge for

the commissioners, as appears by document

No. 45, is $4,920, which would make the fees

of each commissioner 1,640; he can't ac

count for this discrepancy ; from his memory

he would still state that he received for his

fees $1,400; witness does not think he did

attend all the meetings held at Mr. Harris'

house, at Harlem, but was engaged in making

calculations at his own house, upon the same

parts of the avenue they were engaged upon

at said meetings. Witness does not recollect

whether Mr. Murray was absent from the

United States a considerable part of the time

while that estimate and assessment was ma

king, but witness's impression is that he was

not, as he was in the babit of seeing him fre
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the number of meetings; only made out a

statement of the gross amount; he kept an

account of the number of days he was em

ployed; he has not got that account; he has

either destroyed it or it is in the possession of

Mr. Harris. Has occupied an office adjoin

ing that of Mr. Emmet, former corporation

counsel, and communicating with each other

until within a year past; witness is acquainted

with the hand-writing of Mr. Emmet, and is

shown a letter dated New York, November

12, 1840, signed R. Emmet, and addressed

to William Adams, Esq. assistant of the Fifth

ward, and says that it is in the hand-writing

of Mr. Emmet. Four thousand nine hundred

and twenty dollars, at the rate of four dollars

per day, is the pay of three commissioners

for four hundred and ten days each; the com

missioners, as is usual in such cases, made

an abstract of their estimate and assessment,

from which Mr. Emmet made out the report;

a report was deposited in the county clerk's

office by the direction of the commissioners,

and signed by them ; witness never saw that

report afterwards, and does not know what

became of it. When witness applied for his

fees as commissioner he got a warrant from

the street commissioner's office, from Mr.

Gaines he thinks, or the comptroller; at the

time of getting that warrant he deposited in

the street commissioner's office an abstract of

the estimate and assessments, with the ex

penses in gross amounts as commissioners'

fees, $4,920, surveyors, $2,001, &c. the Su

preme court having passed upon the accuracy

of the items contained in their report, he did

not consider the corporation or any of its of:

ficers authorized to question their right to the

amount charged by them, they being the mere

depository of moneys paid by persons as

sessed, to be paid to those to whom it was

awarded by their report. Witness believes

the expenses are stated in a paper annexed

to the report, and the Supreme court passed

upon that report. He has been a commis

sioner on other streets ; he believes the a

mount of their charges are such as commis

sioners have stated in their report; they are

stated in gross. The persons interested in that

avenue could have ascertained the amount of

expenses by deducting the amount of awards

from assessments; the balance would show

the amount of those expenses. To ascertain

that, they must add up the items on each page,

which are probably not more than three in

number on each page, and are carried out on

the margin for facility of reference. Thinks

the report must have contained two hundred

leaves, but that is a guess; it was very thick,

and asked if it might not contain one thou

sand pages, witness says he can't tell; at a

mere guess he should say there was about

one thousand persons assessed. Witness

thinks he saw Mr. Harris and Mr. Murray

together, meeting as commissioners, two hun

dred times, principally at Mr. Harris's room,

in Fulton street; at these meetings they were

together between four and six hours.

ANTH"Y L. ROBERTSON.

The committee adjourned to November

9th, inst. at 7, P. M. to meet at the assistant

quently and would notice any long protracted vice chancellor's room, in the City Hall, in

absence; witness never made out any bill of the city of New York.

November 9, 1841.

The committee met pursuant to adjourn

ment.

Present—Mr. FurMAN,

Mr. WeRPLANck,

Mr. Scott.

Anthony L. Robertson, being recalled and

ful ther examined on the part of the Memo

rialists, says: he wishes to correct his testi

mony so far as to state that the commissioners

met in a room in the building at the north

west corner of Wall and Nassau streets, a

room of Mr. Harris's, previous to meeting in

the room of Mr. Harris's in Fulton street.

Being asked upon what principle he made the

assessment on Seventh avenue, says it is a

very difficult question to answer; does not

know that any one principle was adopted ;

they estimated the benefits and damages ac

cording to certain rules of valuation. Being

asked what were those rules, answers that

considering the laws allowed them to assess

to half the distance between the avenues for

benefit, that a block formed by a line drawn

half the distance from middle of Seventh

avenue to the middle of the avenues on each

side of the lines drawn through the middle of

each street, and the line drawn through the

middle of the Scventh avenue should have the

assessments for benefit and estimate of dam

age exactly balanced, distributing among the

parties assessed for benefit their proportionate

share of the expenses connected with making

the estimate and assessment, and establishing

a rule for varying the rate of assessment for

benefit of the land adjoining each street cross

ing the proposed improvement, according to

the distance of such land from the line of the

improvement; each 100 feet of land, as it

receded from the proposed improvement, be

ing charged with a different and regular per

centage of assessment to be paid for land to

be taken for said avenue; where the owners

of the land adjoining the proposed improve:

ment were not the same as the owners of land

taken for the said improvement, an assess

ment was charged upon the owners of the

adjoining land to make up a fixed sum to be

allowed to the owners of the lands taken for

the said improvement, at a certain price per

square foot. The assessment upon each lot

of 25 by 100 feet, or less, was calculated upon

the basis of valuation adopted by the com

missioners. The reason of taking each lot

of 25 feet by 100 for the calculation of sepa.

rate assessments, was, that it had been found

by experience in previous assessments that

lots would frequently change ownership dur

ing the progress of the assessment, whereby

inconvenience would arise to different owners

in paying their assessments to the corporation,

and great difficulty to the officers of the cor

poration in makingthe apportionment of such

assessments; it being a period in which real
estate had frequently changed owners, and

pieces of field ground were divided up and

sold by lots of said dimensions. Upon being

asked whether a large portion of the land on

the Seventh avenue was not laid out in farms

upon the maps, he answers that upon the map

furnished to the commissioners the witness

thinks the land was laid out in lots the most

-º

*
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of it. Being asked upon the principle he

had stated how long it would take a commis

sioner to make the estimate and assessment

on Seventh avenue, from Twenty-first to

Twenty-second street, and to the centre of

the block each way, he answers, that would

depend upon the number of owners, the size

and shape of the lots, and the distance of

irregularly shaped lots from the proposed im

provement, and the size and shape of lots in

the line of the proposed improvement. Being

asked in the worst case he could put it, how

long it would take to make that estimate and

assessment, he answers, that would depend

somewhat upon the facility of the commis.

sioners in making arithmetical calculations;

he should think some lots would take a per

son of ordinary facility in such calculations,

a day. The witness being asked if he viewed

the ground when he made the assessment,

answers, he went over the ground and took a

view of it in the eye of the law, but did not

go over the hedges and ditches and ponds

which lay in the way. Being asked if he

visited Alderman Townsend's ground, says he

cannot now recollect; if there was anything

remarkable about it to call it to his recollec

tion he might say, but he could not now state

from recollection how many persons' grounds

he saw. Witness recollects a gentleman, who

Mr. Emmet called Mr. Townsend, calling

upon witness after the report was presented,

and he thinks disposed of, in relation to some

assessment ; he complained of his having

been assessed wrongfully, in some way, and

witness thinks he referred him to Mr. Harris,

and told him that Mr. Harris had the papers,

calculations, &c. Witness is asked if, upon

the principle they made the assessment, wheth

er, if Mr. Townsend owned from the centre

of the avenue to the centre of the block, he

would not have been entitled to an award in

stead of an assessment 7

he would, provided that the share of expenses

charged on him did not exceed the estimate

of benefit to those in his rear. They got the

amount of counsel fees from Mr. Emmet; he

stated to the commissioners what his charges

were ; did not consider the amount allowed

to Mr. Emmet any more than a fair legal com

pensation, taking into consideration the ser

vices performed by him in the size of the re

port, and going to Albany to attend its con

firmation.

The witness being asked what services Mr.

Emmet rendered for that amount ($3,977.76),

he answers preparing the petition for the ap

pointment of commissioners (witness thinks

he has seen petitions like those shown him);

going to Albany, making the motion for the

appointment of commissioners, advising with

commissioners upon legal questions as to the

ownership of lands, and as to their duties in

assessing ; the drafting and preparing copies

of the report to be filed in the county clerk's

office, and to be presented to the court; draft

ing and copies of advertisement of notice of

presenting report for confirmation; advising

with the commissioners in relation to objec

tions, if any are presented; preparing affida

vits to oppose objectors; preparing drafts and

copies of final rule for confirmation of report,

which included the whole report; counsel fee

He answers that

upon moving report for confirmation; being

prepared to meet objectors, and printer's bills,

with clerk's fees for filing report and entering

long rule including substance of report, and

which is longer than the report itself.

The surveyor was employed by the com

missioners, except the one to make the map,

previous to the appointment of the commis

sioners.

Upon being asked why so much larger sum

is allowed to the collector of assessments on

that Seventh avenue than on similar improve

ments, answers, he cannot say ; there were a

great many persons assessed. His impres

sion is there was some rule for making that al

lowance, either the number of owners, or there

was such a number of sums to be collected.

In regard to room-hire, he thinks they had

some rule, and allowed the same amount that

was charged and allowed for room-hire in a

public house as in case of legal references in

the city of New York. Mr. Harris received

all the allowance of room-hire in case of

Seventh avenue, as it was his room the com

missioners used.

Witness has been commissioner on other

improvements beside Seventh avenue ; he

thinks Forty-seventh street and Forty-eighth

street. It was the general custom to allow

each commissioner for an attendance at each

meeting, although they were not all three

present; but witness was never allowed for

any attendance as such commissioner when

he was not engaged upon business as such

commissioner. Witness had no interest di

rectly or indirectly in the Eckford estate. Mr.

Tillou, who represented that estate, witness

thinks, in the opening of some other street,

complained of the acts of the commissioners,

and wished to have some person appointed

on this commission on whom they could rely;

but whether it was Mr. Clinch or Mr. Tillou

who suggested the witness' name as such com

missioner he does not now recollect.

Witness believes Mr. Harris was engaged

as a commissioner in some other streets at

the same time that he was a commissioner in

the Seventh avenue; witness thinks that Mr.

Harris was engaged at the same time in as

many as Five streets. The commissioners

generally met together; but sometimes the

witness met with Mr. Harris, and sometimes

with Mr. Murray. Dr. Boles was the clerk

of the commissioners in Seventh avenue; the

witness received his pay, he thinks, as a com

missioner, in a warrant on the Mechanics

Bank.

The witness thinks a fair rent for the base

ment room which the commissionersoccupied

in Wall street would be $2 or $300 per an

num; they were six or nine months in Fulton

street; they occupied a front room in third

story, three story building, worth a rent of

$150 or $200 per annum; they were there

the balance of the time, except the time at

Mr. Harris's home in Harlaem lane, and they

allowed $1 per day for room hire at his house

in Harlaem lame; that charge included can

dles and fire. The surveyor's bill, $2,801,

witness thinks, is a reasonable charge for his

services, as he had to examine the register's

office as to titles and make all the surveys.

ANTH"Y L. ROBERTSON.

Adjourned to November 10, 1841, at 7, P.

M. at the City Hall in the city of New York,

at the assistant vice-chancellor’s room.

November 10, 1841.

The committee met pursuant to adjourn

ment.

Present—Mr. FurmAN,

Mr. WERPLANck and

Mr. Scott.

Anthony L. Robertson having been recalled

by the Memorialists, and his examination

continued. The witness examines the map

for opening Seventh avenue, between Sixty

first and Sixty-third streets; he should think

the commissioners had nothing to do upon

the two blocks between those streets but to

estimate the proportionate part of the expense,

the said two blocks belonging to one owner,

and being described to one owner; between

Sixty-first and Sixty-seventh streets, and be

tween Seventh and Eighth avenue, the whole

land is owned by three owners, and divided

intothree parcels; the block between Twenty

ninth and Thirtieth streets, between Sixth

and Seventh avenues, no one could have cal

culated the assessments in less than three

days, adopting the rules that the commission

ers did in that matter. The map now shown

is the damage map of the Seventh avenue,

showing the land taken from the avenue.

Half the width of the avenue appears to have

been taken from Mr. Benjamin Townsend,

and he has complained of an assessment be

ing imposed upon him instead of an award

given to him.

The witness cannot now tell how the com

missioners arrived at their conclusion in ma

king that assessment, as all the minutes of

the commissioners are now lost or destroyed,

as witness understands from Mr. Harris, one

of the commissioners; but witness supposes

that the lots of Mr. Townsend and those ad

joining have originally belonged to the same

farm and been owned by the same person,

and that by the conveyances of such adjoin

ing lots, the land in the avenue had been dedi

cated as a public way so as not to entitle Mr.

Townsend to any thing more than a nominal

compensation for it. The land of Mr. Town

send, lying between Forty-ninth and Forty

eighth streets, is 105 feet six inches wide in

the rear, and but 76 feet five inches wide in

front on the Seventh avenue, so that he would

be obliged to pay, according to the principles

adopted by the commissioners, his propor

tionate share of the land lying in the avenue

in front of the rear of his land so as to make

a square at right angles. The land on the

opposite side of the avenue from that of Mr.

Townsend, extended from the Seventh ave

nue to the Bloomingdale road, so that there

were no lots in the rear, the conveyance of

which would operate as a dedication of the

avenue; and that part of said land lying be

tween Forty-ninth and Forty-eighth streets

was but 40 feet and four inches wide in the

rear and about 65 feet six inches wide in front

on said avenue, so that the land lying in the

rear of such front would be liable to pay its

proportionate share of the amount allowed

for the laud taken for the avenue from them.
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Mr. Townsend's land runs back two hundred

feet from the avenue, and Smith & Moore's

on the opposite side runs back from the ave

nue about 175 feet, so that they would pay

still less of their share of the assessment than

Mr. Townsend would be obliged to pay. The

fact that the land on the damage map of the

Seventh avenue to the centre of said avenue

is marked with the name of Benjamin Town

send, is not presumptive evidence or any evi

dence that Mr. Townsend was the owner of

that land, as the same was made by the sur

veyor, who might not know the legal effect of

the conveyances before made. No award

was made for that land marked with the name

of Benjamin Townsend to any other: the

presumption would be that if it belonged to

any person to be awarded, it would belong to

Mr. Townsend. Witness has examined the

abstract of the assessments in the Seventh

avenue, and there appears to be near 800

items of assessments for the opening of that

avenue.

stated at $28,141 42, as appears by that ab

stract, which the witness has no doubt is cor

rect. The witness assessed lots fronting on

the Bloomingdale road, and he presumes

upon the ground that the road was to be con

sidered in law as closed, and that the owners

on each side were entitled to take in to the

centre of that road. There is but one house

from Twenty-first to Fiftieth street on the

Seventh avenue, and witness cannot tell

whether any award was made for that house

or not; and no house from Fiftieth to Seven

tieth street; and no house from Seventieth to

Ninetieth street; none from Ninetieth to One

hundred and tenth street ; and none from

One hundred and tenth to One hundred and

twenty-ninth street ; and witness does not

think that one house on said avenue was a

warded any thing.

ANTH"Y L. ROBERTSON.

Cross-eramined by the street commissioner

on the part of the corporation.—After the

commissioners were appointed on the Seventh

avenue, the services rendered by Mr. Emmet,

he rendered as counsel of the commissioners.

The commissioners are not under the control

of the corporation or other officers, nor under

the control of the counsel of the corporation

in any way. The commissioners audit the

surveyor's bill for making maps. Witness

took charge of Mr. Emmet's general unfin

ished legal business when he was appointed

counsel of the corporation, but had no con

nection with him in his corporation business

or as connected with said reports of commis

sioners. Witness believes Mr. Murray was

appointed commissioner on the application of

parties interested, as he saw a petition for his

appointment signed by parties interested in

Mr. Murray's possession. Witness believes

Mr. Emmet applied for three commissioners

in the usual way for Mr. Harris and two other

persons, and those two others were stricken

off by the Supreme court, and Mr. Murray

and the witness appointed in their stead. The

Supreme court had done so before; Mr. Hal

lett and Mr. Kinney had been so appointed

on other streets. When the commissioners

made the allowance to the collector for col

lecting the assessments, the witness did not

The awards on that avenue are

t

know who was to collect those assessments,

and does not know to this day who is such

collector. In making the awards for damages,

the commissioners examined the title deeds

brought to them by the parties claiming such

damages. ANTH'Y L. ROBERTSON.
-

November 2, 1841.

nue was some five or six miles long; that he

was never on the premises; that Mr. Harris

made the assessment, and witness should a

ply to him. Witness then asked Mr. Robert

son where Mr. Harris lived, and he replied,

that he lived in Harlem, and that he did not

know that he kept any office in the city. Mr.

| Emmet observed, that Mr. Harris was fre

The Committee met pursuant to adjourn

ment.

Present—Mr. FurmAN,

Mr. VERPLANck and

Mr. Scott.

Benjamin Townsend having been called on

the part of the Memorialists and duly sworn,

says: That he resides in the city of New

York, and was formerly an assistant alder

man of the said city; that as to the assess

ment for opening Seventh avenue from

Twenty-first to One hundred and twenty

ninth streets, while the same was pending

before the commissioners, he was sick, and re

mained so for about eighteen months. Some

three or four years elapsed between the reso

lution of the common council for opening said

avenue, and the confirmation of the report.

He supposed it was abandoned, and heard

nothing about it until he was called on for

the payment of the assessment on his prop

erty. When the bill was presented, he called

at the street commissioner's office, obtained

names of the commissioners, and examined

the maps. In examining the maps and ab

stract, he saw the property adjacent to his,

and owned by Baltus More, awarded at $293

and some cents. The division fence between

More and witness runs through the centre of

the avenue ; the adjoining land below witness

belonged to the estate of Thomas Addis Em

met, deceased, and he was awarded $205 and

some cents. Mr. Guest for adjoining land

above witness, was awarded $274 and some

cents; and witness was assessed $213 and

some cents, and awarded nothing. Witness

owned to the centres of the streets on all sides

of his property, except in the rear, and more

land was taken from witness for said avenue

than from either said More or said Guest.

Witness then made application to Mr. Mur

ray to see his notes, and he said, if he saw

the map he could tell witness how it was.

Witness then carried him a map of the prop

erty of witness and that adjacent, and he then

said to witness, that to tell him the truth, he

knew nothing about the maps, and had no

knowledge by which he could judge or esti

mate the value of the property ; that Mr.

Harris made up the assessment, and if there

was any mistake in it, he presumed Mr. Har

ris would give explanations, and it would be

corrected. Witness then called on Mr. Rob

ertson, one of the other commissioners, who

was in an office opening with folding doors

into that of the then corporation counsel, Mr.

Emmet, and he found Mr. Emmet and Mr.

Robertson both present in that office, and

witness asked Mr. Robertson in regard to that

assessment, how such a mistake could be

made ; and witness described the situation of

his property on the Seventh avenue. He an

swered witness, that he knew nothing about

it; he was never there; he believed the ave

quently in the Times office, in the lower part

of the same or an adjoining building ; and

witness wrote a note directed to Mr. Harris,

and left it at the Times office, and called there

once or twice, some little time afterwards, and

there met Mr. Harris, and asked why he

should have made such a difference in the a

wards and assessments for property taken for

that avenue and adjacent to each other; and

he told witness that the property was very

accurately surveyed and examined into, and

the value of the land in the awards made up

by the square foot; that the land taken from

the witness for the Seventh avenue was a

warded at the same rate as the land taken

from Mr. More and other persons for the said

avenue; that his minutes of making up his

report would show that fact: and that if it

was not so in the report, and such award

made to the witness, it had been altered by

the counsel of the board ; and witness then

asked him what authority the counsel of the

board had to alter a commissioner's report,

and he answered witness, that the counsel had

done so sometimes.

Witness then petitioned the common coun

cil, and in the board of aldermen it was re

ferred to the committee of which Alderman

Benson was chairman ; and in the assistants,

to the committee of which Assistant Alder

man Underwood was the chairman; and that

neither of said committees made any report.

The witness attended the committee on as

sessments on notice, and the chairman told

him that he had sent for the commissioners,

and they had not attended; the witness was

then dismissed, and never heard any more

about it. During the last summer or fall, a

special committee in aldermen, and commit

tee of assessments in assistants, was appointed

to hear complaints as witness understood; and

Assistant Ald. Underwood requested witness

to make out his complaint in relation to open

ing the Seventh avenue ; and in his petition

he told said committee that the maps in the

street commissioner's office would show, by

the location of the property, that a mistake

had been made, and that it was an award due

to the witness in place of an assessment a

gainst him for such opening. Witness told

Mr. Underwood that Mr. Harris the commis

sioner had told him that his Harris's notes

would show that it was an award, and that

Mr. Emmet the then counsel of the board in

the matter of the Seventh avenue had those

notes. Mr. Underwood told witness that he

had twice made application to Mr. Emmet

for those notes of the commissioners, and he

once promised to give them to him, but had

not done so, so that Mr. Underwood could

not have them to assist him in making out

his report on the petition of the witness.

Witness went to Albany, and there saw the

report of the commissioners in the matter of

opening the Seventh avenue, on file in the
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Supreme Court clerk's office, and examined

the report, and looked for a bill of costs with

it, but could find none accompanying it or

attached to it. Witness was three or four

hours in examining the said report.

Witness at the supreme court clerk's office

first asked for the court records, and they

handed him books as the records, but which

contained opening roads in the western coun

ties of the state, but nothing in relation to the

city of New York. Witness then told the

clerks that he came from the city of New

York, and wanted tosee about opening streets

in that city; he had a list of eighteen streets,

together with the names of the commission

ers who served on those street openings, and

the clerk showed the witness the reports for

five of those streets, and told witness there

were no papers relating to the other streets,

but they were probably to be found in New

York. About three weeks or a month after

wards witness went to that office a second

time, and again asked for the same papers,

and was told that he might find them in the

city of New York; that they were not in that

office to their knowledge. "Witness then went

to John E. Lovett, who had held the office

for opening streets in the city of Albany for

the period of nine years, as he informed wit

ness, and the witness told him what occurred

with him in the office of the supreme court

clerk, and he told witness that he thought

there must have been some misapprehension,

but witness insisted there could have been no

such misapprehension, for the matters occur

red just as he related them above; that Mr.

Lovett then went with witness to the clerk’s

office, and when there, and in the presence

of the clerks, witness asked Mr. Lovett to

take his (witness's) protest that those papers

were not in that office. Mr. Lovett then

spoke to the clerks and told them the papers

were in the office, and if not they could say

so; then the clerks produced the journals of

the court, and then Mr. Lovett went to the

cases and laid his hands upon the papers

withoutdifficulty; and witness found that only

five streets out of the eighteen of which wit

ness had the list, had been entered upon the

journals or records of the court; the papers

of those five streets were there ; then they

examined the index for four years back, and

also the proceedings of the court for the dif.

ferent terms for four terms, and could dis

cover nothing about any other ofthose streets

but the five. Mr. Lovett then asked the

clerk if the journal of the court contained

their proceedings, and he said it did; and

Mr. Lovett then asked him if there were any

proceedings or transactions of the court not

entered on the journal or put in the index,

and the clerk replied no. Witness and Mr.

Lovett informed the clerk of the deficiency

as to the papers in the other streets which

could not be found in the index or journals

of the court, and he said the reports were

probably in New York; that there might be

some loose papers about the office which

would show that some action had been had

by the court in those other streets, but where

those papers were hecould not tell, and knew

nothing about them.

About a fortnight after that witness re

ceived a letter from Mr. Lovett, which letter

is now in the possession of Alderman Jones,

in which he stated that he had spent a great

deal of time in examining in the Supreme

Court clerk's office, and found some papers

which showed that some action had been

had in some other streets, but which were

not entered on the court records, but that in

relation to two of those streets witness be

lieves that no papers could be found.

Mr. Lovett also asked the clerk about the

expenses attending such street openings, and

he said it waseighteen cents for entering rule,

eighteen cents for certified copy, and six cents

for filing report. The principal clerk with

whom witness and Mr. Lovett had the pre

ceding conversations was Mr. Wendell, and

he sometimes called the attention of other

clerks to produce the books, whose names the

witness does not know. The Seventh avenue

from Twenty-first to Twenty-fourth streets,

witness thinks is opened actually, but he thinks

not beyond Twenty-fourth street.

The witness's property was assessed $52,

for opening Mount Morris square; witness

examined the assessment map in that case,

and found it to contain nine blank numbers,

which had no assessment carried out against

them, which formed nearly a whole block

which was not assessed. The Fifth avenue

runs through the centre of the square; on

the easterly side the property from One hun

dred and eighteenth street is assessed, and

the property on the westerly side is not as

sessed at all. The lots not assessed are within

the limits of the assessment district; lots be

yond those lots not assessed are assessed.

Mount Morris square is a cone of rock about

one hundred and fifty feet above the level of

Harlaem plain.

While witness was chairman of street com

mittee in board of assistants, a resolution of

fered by Mr. Holden the year previous for

opening all the streets on the commissioner's

map, not opened up to Forty-second street,

was among the unfinished business of the

street committee in the street commissioner's

office, and this resolution came as a matter

of course before the committee of which the

witness was chairman. It lay along some

considerable time; the street commissioner,

Mr. George B. Smith, was consulted on the

subject. The committee went out and exa

mined all the grounds; examined the water

works, house of refuge and poor house, which

belonged to the corporation, and covered

ground of the streets. In this proceeding

more than double notice was given to the

owners of the land. The estates in this dis

trict had nearly all been sold out in lots, with

the exception of some three or four large

estates, as Mr. Eckford's, Mr. Ray's and Mr.

More's. It was deemed proper on consulta

tion with Mr. Smith, that reservation of the

lands of Bellevue, the poor house, house of

refuge, the water works and all grounds

owned by the corporation and ceded to them

by the owners. The persons who inquired

of the street committee in relation to the mat

ter, were informed that it was the intention

of the corporation to reduce the expenses of

street openings, and the irregular mode of

assessing lots two or three times for one im

-

*

provement. There was but one person who

objected to these openings; it was the attor

ney of Mr. Eckford's estate, Mr. Tillou, but

said if it was not to take place in two or three

years he would not object to it. He was in

formed by Mr. Smith that those openings

would not take place before the expiration of

two or three years. Witness intended to

open all those streets to Forty-second street

by one general opening and by one set of

commissioners, and he asked Mr. Smith what

would be the saving in expense by pursuing

that course, and Mr. Smith then ordered Mr.

Warner, his assistant, to show witness the

expense of opening streets in detail, two or

three blocks at a time, and witness found the

expenses much greater than he had antici

pated. Witness asked how it came that the

commissioners' fees were so large, and he

replied that their expenses could not be much

reduced. He showed witness that the com

missioners were allowed not to exceed $4 per

day, and asked if that was too much ; witness

replied he did not think it was ; that it was

difficult to obtain surveyors, and they were

allowed $3 per day, and asked witness if that

was too much, and witness replied that he

did not think it was ; and $1.50 per day was

allowed for chain bearers. Witness asked

how the court charges were so high, and Mr.

Smith replied the counsel represented that

he had to attend at Albany, and sometimes

further west, and the court charges were

sometimes very high.

On examining the amount of court charges,

the street committee could not feel themselves

authorized to report authorizing Mr. Emmet

to make application for opening those streets,

but that it should all be done at one time by

the common council, or by some person

whom they should authorize for that purpose.

The finishing clause to a report, “that the

counsel be authorized to take the necessary

measures to carry the same into effect,” was

omitted purposely and not inserted in order

to save the expense. The bill of costs of the

counsel for street openings and court charges

had never at that time been presented, and

witness knew of no way to get it, and Mr

Smith told witness he could not get it and

must content himself without it. The report

of the committee was left with Mr. Smith,

who examined and approved of it before it

was submitted to the board for action. It was

afterwards presented to and adopted by the

common council with one exception; th

house of refuge was stricken out by the icº;

of aldermen; it was again inserted and finally

concurred in by the aldermen.

By examining maps, &c. the street com

mittee made an estimate that the expense of

opening all those streets to Forty-second st.,

would be five thousand dollars; that a ward

map and a grade map had already been made

which might be used in that improvement,

would save the expense of surveying, and

the great object of the committee was to save

as much expense as possible to the owners of

the lands to be assessed.

Mr. Henry Young called on witness and

inquired why the expense of street openings

was so great; it was before the report of

witness, and the witness informed him of the
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plan contemplated as above, and that the ex

pense of street openings would thereafter be

reduced very much.

Isaac Adriance has made a map for the

Twelfth ward, which he engaged to make for

one thousand dollars, and if there was any

extra trouble about it, he told witness he

contracted to make it for one thousand five

hundred dollars; it is a full ward map, and

was, after completion delivered to the asses

sors of the Twelfth ward to make out their

assessment by ; witness has examined the

map, and seen his property on it.

With the exception of Forty-eighth street,

witness does not know of any other street

from Forty-second to Fifty-seventh street,

which has been opened, for which assess

ments have been laid within the last six years.

On recollection witness thinks Forty-sixth

street, from Eighth to Ninth avenne has been

opened within a fortnight past; Fifty-ninth

street from Tenth avenue to North river, and

no other to his knowledge. The Tenth ave

nue, from Seventy-first street to Kiugsbridge

is not opened at all. The Sixth avenue from

Thirty-fourth street toOne hundred and ninth

street, is not opened. Manhattan square is

in the same situation it was before the assess

ment was made, with the exception of the

wood cutoff it. The streets between Twenty

fifth and Forty-second streets are not opened,

except two or three ; Twenty-second street

has recently been opened ; IForty-second

street is"p. from Third avenue to Tenth

avenue; Fortieth street is opened between

Bloomingdale road and Eighth avenue, for

one block, a little over 900 feet. Witness

does not know how the commissioners of es

timate and assessment were appointed; never

heard how it was done; did not know they

were appointed by the corporation ; never

heard of a book in the street commissioner's

office in which the names of those commis

sioners were entered ; did not before know

of the existence of any such book.

The witness produces a bill for an assess

ment for regulating and setting curb and gut

ter in Eighth avenue, from Twenty-fourth to

Forty-second street, on property of witness

being about fifty feet front, amounting to

$254 ſº, assessment, confirmed December

28, 1838, which bill he paid. The Eighth

avenue previous to this regulation, was a good

turnpike road from Twenty-second to Forty

second street. Between Twenty-seventh and

Thirtieth street, at Strawberry-hill, the side

walk was cut down in some places eight or

ten feet, and in others two or three feet;

about Twenty-eighth or Thirtieth street, the

road was kowered about three feet; witness

cannot be particular as to distances, he speaks

merely as a traveller passing over it. There

was rock and sand on the sidewalk at Straw

berry-hill on the westerly side, about Twenty

seventh, Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth

streets; the rock was blown out and taken

away and sold, either as building stone or the

scraps to fill in docks; the sand is the only

building sand in that section of the city; it

is carted as high as Fiftieth street; witness

has paid oné shilling a load for 400 or 500

}oads of it. BENJ. TOWNSEND.

Adjourned to Nov. 3, 1841, at 7 o'clk, P. M.

November 3, 1841. trated in this sheet. The clerk declines giv

The committee met pursuant to adjourn-ling any certificate as to the expenses; says
ment.

Present—Mr. Furt.NIAN,

Mr. VERPLANck,

Mr. Scott.

Benjamin Townsend this day produced a

it will be impossible to be got at with any

thing like exactness.

“Yours respectfully,

“JOHN E. LOVETT,”

“Benjamin Townsend cross-examined on the .

letter from John E. Lovett to him, of which part ºf the corporation of New York, by street

the following is a copy:

“Albany, October 24th, 1840.

“DENJAMIN Townsend, Esq.

“Dear Sir–In compliance with your re

quest, I have again and again gone over the

books in the office of the clerk of the Supreme

court in this city, in search of the rules in the

cases by you specified. The clerk has in

many of the cases rendered me the assist

ance in his power, but I find the examination

to be thorough, would require a clerk at least

a week to go over all the papers. I say the

papers, for on inspection I find that the books

do not give the facts required. I will give

you an instance. I look on the printed sheet

in the volume which you left me, and find

‘Eighty-third street, from Third avenue to

avenue A, confirmed 12th of June, 1837;"

‘John Harris, Nichs. Schureman, J. Brown,

of the court and find no such entry, then look

at the volume of street reports, and find no

such entry in the index. The original papers

are then referred to, filed in the month of

June, 1837, by the counsel for the corpora

tion, and I find the return endorsed “Opening

avenue A from Seventy-ninthstreet to Eighty

sixth street,' and after that report is closed,

and in the same sheet I find it entered thus:

‘Also report in the case of Eighty-third street,

from Third avenue to avenue A.’ Commis

sioners as you have named them.

“This is given as an illustration of what I

suppose to be the case as to the others.

“I called the attention of the clerk to this

case, and he says he presumes the others will

be found in the same way. But so long as

the index is not the true test, I might search

a week and then be no wiser than when I

commenced. The clerk says he presumes

that he has given certified copies of the rules

confirming the reports of commissioners as

stated in the printed pamphlet, though he has

no means of deciding at the present time."

“I called his attention to the amount of

court fees; he replies as did the deputy clerk

in your presence.

“Motion is made in open court for confirm

ation, a rule is thereupon entered; the charges

are six cents for filing each paper; entering

rule eighteen cents for each folio, and eigh

teen cents for each folio of the certified copy

of rule and copy of commissioners' report,

be says that the report will often contain a

thousand folios and sometimes more.

“He refers you to the copies on the files

in New York, as to the length of the reports

of commissioners.

“Thus I find I can get nothing at the of

fice here, unless it be by going over all the

reports filed since 1837, and now blended

with the other papers in the office, for the

index does not tell the whole story as is illus

a

commissioners.’ I then examine the minutes

commissioner.—Witness knew that Seventh -

avenue was ordered to be opened by the com

mon council before the report of commis

sioners was confirmed, but did not know

names of commissioners, and made no exam

ination as to whether his property was as

sessed, because he was then and had been

for some time previous sick and unable to

attend to business.

Among the streets, witness inquired about

| in Supreme court and clerk's office in Alba

my, were the following, viz:

| Eighty-fourth st., which was found right.

Second avenue from Eighty-sixth street to

Eighty-ninth street.

One hundred and nineteenth street from

Fourth avenue to Hudson river.

Eighty-third street from Third avenue to

avenue A.

Avenue A from Seventy-sixth street to

Eighty-sixth street.

One hundred and twentieth street from

| Fourth avenue to Hudson river.

Fifty-seventh street from East river to

Hudson river.

Eighty-fourth street from Third avenue to

IFifth avenue.

One hundred and twenty-fifth street from

Manhattan street to Bloomingdale road.

Eighty-fifth street from Third to Fifth av.

One hundred and twenty-fourth street from

old Church road to Hudson river.

Forty-ninth street from East to Hudson

river.

Fifty-sixth street from East to Hudson

river. -

Second av. from One hundred and ninth

to One hundred and Twenty-third street.

Forty-seventh street from East to Hudson

1iver.

One hundred and twenty-second street

from Third avenue to Hudson river.

Seventh avenue from Twenty-first street

to One hundred and twenty-ninth street.

Fifth avenue from Forty-second street to

about One hundred and twenty-ninth street.

John Harris was commissioner on all the

openings of those streets and avenues, but

the Fifth avenue. Witness was assessed for

opening Mount Morris square $52, for 14 lots

cf land. Witness does not recollect whether

any resolution was passed while he was a

member of the common council, to apply to

the Legislature to change the location of that

square. The resolution for opening streets

up to Forty-second street, did not contain the

clause authorizing the counsel to make appli

cation for opening those streets, but the com

mittee designed the same should be opened

by one set of commissioners, in the same

manner as the upper part of the city was laid

out by Rutherford, Morris, &c. commission

ers under the act of the Legislature. By the

witness's statement, that he has known the

s

i
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same property to be assessed two or three
times for the same improvement, the witness

does not wish to be understood as meaning

to say that the same property has been as

sessed two or three times for the opening of

the same part of a street or avenue; but that

instances have occurred, where streets or

avenues have been opened by two or three

different proceedings, a part at a time in de

tail, and the same property has been assessed

each time such partial opening in detail was

made ; but such assessments have not been

made more than twice on the same property

to the witness's knowledge. The intention

of the street committee was to open all the

streets to Forty-second street by one set of

commissioners, with one court charge. There

was no resolution submitted to the common

council to carry out that plan of the street

committee, stated in their said report, which

report is as follows:

“The Street Committee to whom was re

ferred the annexed resolution, which proposes

to inquire into the expediency of opening all

the streets and avenues (not already opened),

up to and including Forty-second street, re

spectfully report: They have caused public

notice to be given, of the pendency of the

before mentioned Resolution, in the daily pa

pers in order that the most extensive inform

ation should be given to all parties concerned,

as in a contemplated movement of such mag

nitude was desirable to obtain a very general

expression of public opinion.

“The only remonstrances which have been

presented against opening these avenues and

streets, are but from a very small number of

proprietors or lessees, whose interest is either

limited in amount or of very short duration,

while on the contrary an almost universal

opinion is loudly expressed in favor of its

consummation.

“It is a well known fact that all the lands,

comprised within the limits before mentioned,

viz. up to Forty-second street, and indeed far

beyond it, have for several years past been

entirely laid out into town lots, bounded on

the avenues and streets, and are at present

held mostly in small parcels of a few lots, by

a great variety of persons, many of whom

are anxious to erect buildings, but are at pre

sent prevented from doing so, from their ina

bility to obtain access to their property, with

out passing over the land of other persons, in

consequence of the streets, on which their

lots are bounded not being opened.

“This fact, in the opinion of the commit

tee, has a very powerful bearing on this ques

tion, and is strongly indicative of the great

expediency of an affirmative decision thereon.

“No position would appear to be better

sustained by reasons of sound policy, than

the constituted authorities of the city should

provide, in reasonable and proper time, that

every citizen be furnished with the means of

access to and enjoyment of his property, and

in no other way can this be effected, than by

their taking this legal measure, authorized by

the statutes of the State, for the opening of

streets and public thoroughfares.

“The exceedingly rapid increase of our

population, and the measures which have

been taken to layout and form public squares,

have so much enhanced the value of lots, in

their vicinity, as to render it desirable for per

sons of lesser means, to turn their attention

to situations somewhat more removed from

the denser parts of the city, where lots can

be purchased at such moderate prices, as come

within their means. And unless facilities by

opening the streets are afforded, a very large

proportion of those classes in society whose

means of subsistence arise from their daily

labor, will be compelled to locate themselves

on the opposite shores of our rivers, instead

of fixing their habitations in our immediate

suburbs.

“There is, however, another very substan

tial reason, offered why the measures pro

posed, should embrace at one operation the

whole extent contemplated, which is the great

saving of expense which will thereby be pro

duced. The amount involved, by proceeding

in this business, with one general commission

will probably not exceed one twentieth part

of the cost, which must unavoidably be in

curred if it be suffered to progress in detail

by particular sections of individual streets;

besides the much more reasonable assurance

of equal justice being done to all parties, when

the commissioners are placed in a situation,

which will enable them to take a general and

comprehensive view of the results to be pro

duced, by opening the streets, in a large sec

tion of the city, and their relative bearing each

upon the other, than in the method heretofore

generally practised, of opening special pieces

in detail.

“Instances are upon record of the same

piece of property having been assessed a se

cond and even a third time, for openiug some

portions of the street or avenue contiguous to

it. Now, it is quite clear, that by substituting

the general system of opening, as herein pro

posed, in lieu of the former practice, the ex

penses consequent thereon may be very much

diminished, and this point is thought to be

worthy of particular attention, as any mode

of proceeding which will lessen the amount

of assessment on the property interested, is

believed to be entitled to a favorable consid

eration.

“The committee having fully discussed

this matter, are decidedly in favor of the gen

eral proposition as contained in the resolu

tion; yet they still think that existing circum

stances render it proper to make some excep

tions from its operation, and these relate to

the establishment at Bellevue for the poor,

the lands occupied by the managers of the

House of Refuge for juvenile delinquents, and

the square between the Fifth and Sixth ave

nues, and from Fortieth to Forty-second st.,

originally intended for a public cemetery, but

now proposed to be occupied as a site for the

distributing reservoir by the water commis

Sloners.

“The reasons for the exceptions above

mentioned are obvious, inasmuch as the open

ing of the avenues and streets through them

will necessarily prevent the possibility of their

being used for the purposes now designed.

“Besides these properties belonging entire

ly to the public, the streets and avenues pass

ing through them can be opened at any time

free of expense.

“In conclusion—the committee report to

the board, that, in their judgment, it is expe

dient to open all the streets and avenues (not

already opened) up to and including Forty

second street, with the exceptions above men

tioned, and offer the following resolutions:

“Resolved, That all the streets and ave

nues, as laid down on the commissioner's map

of the city, be opened up to and including

Forty-second street, excepting

“Ist. Such parts of the streets and avenues

lying within the said limits as have already

been opened, either by deeds of cession from

the proprietors thereof, or by due course of

law. -

“2d. Such parts of the avenues and streets

as are contained within the limits of the pub

lic establishment at Bellevue.

“3d. Such parts of Forty-first street as lie

between the Fifth and Sixth avenues, it being

understood this land will be required by the

water commissioners for uses connected with

the aqueduct.

“All which is submitted.

“BENJ. TOWNSEND,

“M. WAN SCHAICK,

“EDWARD CURTIS,

- “Committee on Streets.”

There is a resolution contained in the said

report, which is, “that all the streets and ave

nues as laid down on the commissioner's map

of the city, be opened up to and including

Forty-second street.”

The idea was, that the corporation should

make an inquiry into the court charges, and

make one application to open all those streets

and avenues, so as to save expenses; and

that was the reason why the resolution did not

indicate the course which the committee thus

designed to pursue. They wished to give the

corporation time to make the inquiries as to

the amount of those court charges, which

they could not obtain from Mr. Emmet, the

counsel. The report does not contain any

such recommendation or provision. The

street commissioner was to make such in

quiry, but no one was authorized or directed

by that report to make such inquiry. After

that report the witness or the committee made

no such inquiry as to those court charges.

Although the resolution contains no recom

mendation that those streets up to Forty

eighth be opened by one set of commission

ers, but the report does contain such recom

mendation. (The minutes will show whether

this report was adopted as well as the resolu

tion.) The report of said street committee

was drawn by the witness and revised by

George B. Smith, street commission’r,but can

not say positively whether the report submit

ted was in the witness's hand-writing or that

of Mr. Smith. There was a map of the

Sixteenth ward in progress of being made at

the time that report of the street committee,

but he does not now recollect whether it was

then ordered or not, but such map was then

contemplated to be made, and was soon after

wards made. Nothing was said of such map

in that report, and that the making of such

map would reduce the expense of such street

openings; and neither was a great deal of

other information which the committee had

obtained as to the saving of such expenses
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inserted in that report, and the committee had missioners allowed about $23,000 for that of

their reasons for not making such statements

in their report. The witness examined the

map of Adriance of the Twelfth ward, so

far as his (witness's) property was concerned,

and found it all located upon it, and witness

had previously given him such information

for the purpose of being correctly assessed,

as witness had been previously incorrectly as

sessed; and witness also gave Mr. Adriance

other information as to the property and own

ers adjacent to that of witness. Witness

pretty thoroughly examined that map, and

considers it correctly a map of the Twelfth

ward, showing the ownership of property,

but witness believes there were some pieces

of property of which Mr. Adriance could not

obtain the owners’ names. Witness was a

member of the common council in April,

1836, and chairman of street committee in

board of assistants. Witness does not recol

lect whether his committee made any report

on change of grade in Chapel street, nor a

bout the sewer being taken up and a new one

laid down.

The cutting down at Strawberry hill, on

the Eigh//, avenue, was about twelve feet, but

has no particular knowledge. The avenue

is one hundred feet wide, and was regulated

of excavation in cubic yards done on that

(Eighth) avenue. Understood that the Eighth

avenue, as a country road, was graded and

worked by the corporation, but never saw any

profile of it, nor heard of any assessment.

The witness did not, within his knowledge,

report any set of grades for the streets up to

and including Forty-second street; has no

distinct recollection of it; he may have done

so; he recollects Alderman Wan Schaick in

troduced a resolution about a grade in that

part of the city.

From witness's knowledge of and connec

tion with the common council during the time

he was a member, he believes the several

members with whom he acted on committees

and otherwise, performed their duties care

fully and with a due regard to the interests of

their constituents, to the best of their judg

nient. BENJ. TOWNSEND.

Direct examination resumed on the part of

Memorialists.-Witness does not recollect

when Mr. Emmet was removed as corpora

tion counsel; thinks it was in 1837 or 1838.

From half of 1837 to 1839, witness was sick

and confined to his house most of all that

time and unable to attend to business, and

knows nothing about the business that took

place during that period. There was a square

laid down on the commissioner's map of 1807

in the vicinity of One hundred and tenth

street and Sixth and Seventh avenues; wit

ness has no distinct recollection of the change

of that square for that of Mount Morris, but

a conversation he had with Mr. Ingraham,

who said the first square was level and valu

able, and Mount Morris was rough and less

valuable, and being high ground an observa

tory might be erected on it from which the

corporation might derive some income ; and

that to change the location it would be neces

sary to apply to the legislature. The com

Mount Morris square, with $3,338 costs of

commissioners, &c.

It is the common practice for the street

committee to append to their resolution for

opening streets a direction “that the counsel

take the necessary legal measures for carry

ing the same into effect,” and that every re

port made by the witness, as the chairman of

that committee, contains that direction, ex

cept the above report for opening the said

streets to and including Forty-second street.

The intention of the committee was, that Mr.

Emmet, the counsel, should not make appli

cation for the appointment of commissioners

for opening those streets without further or

ders. The committee estimated that it would

cost one twentieth part of the expense to open

those streets by one set of commissioners as

proposed by that committee. The witness

had no knowledge that during his connection

with the common council, any member of

the common council had any interest in any

contract under the common council, and had

not the least suspicion of any such thing dur

ing the time the witness was in the common

council. BENJ. TOWNSEND.

Cross-examination on the part of the corpo

ration resumed.—Witness was a member of

its whole width and the curb and gutter stone

set; has formed no opinion as to the amount

the common council when John Ewen was

appointed street commissioner; never heard

of Mr. Ewen making any application for that

situation. Judge Ingraham recommended

him to witness, then chairman of the street

committee, as the most competent person he

knew of for that situation ; some of the dem

ocratic members, then forming the majority,

objected to Mr. Ewen's appointment as being

a whig, but that objection was waived in con

sideration of the importance of the situation.

The Eighth ward from Twenty-fourth to

Forty-eighth street is now one continued vil

lage, built up since the regulation of that

avenue. BENJ. TOWNSEND.

P *ºwned to November 4th, instant at 7,

The following is from the testimony of JNo.

Keyes PAIGE, Esq. Clerk of the Supreme

court at Albany.—[See Senate Document,

pages 85 and 86.]

John Keyes Paige being called and duly

sworn on the part of the Memorialists, says,

he is clerk of the Supreme court in the city

of Albany. Witness produced the report and

additional report of the commissioners of es

timate and assessment in the matter of open

ing Sixth avenue in the city of New York,

which was filed in his office June 6, 1839,

and appears by endorsement to have been

confirmed on that day. It appears by affida

vits annexed to said report, that notice of

presenting said report for confirmation was

published daily in the New York Evening

Star and Evening Post, respectively, com

mencing on the 18th day of May, and con

tinuing to the 3d day of June, 1839 inclusive,

Sundays excepted ; and in the New York

Times and Commercial Intelligencer daily,

from the 20th day of May to the 3d day of

June, 1839 inclusive, Sundays excepted.

There does not appear to be any evidence that

said notice of presenting such report for con

firmation was published in handbills,annexed !.

to said report, or additional report. Witness

never knew any bill of items of the expenses

in opening streets, avenues, or public squares

in the city of New York, presented to the Su

preme court for taxation when the reports of -

the commissioners of estimate and assess

ment were presented to that court for confirm

ation, though it is possible when such con

firmation was opposed, such bills of items

may have been presented to the court with

the report and other papers, and the judge

may have passed upon them; but the witness

never saw any such bills, and none have fallen

under his observation in his office. There is

an endorsement on this report to the follow

ing effect: “Deposited in county clerk's of

fice 18th May, 1839.”

There is a charge upon each opening street,

avenue or square, for the extended rule, in

cluding the whole report of the commission

ers of estimate and assessment, with a certi

fied copy thereof, which extended rules have

not yet been entered in many cases, and in

making witness's return to the Comptroller

he would not include the fees for the prospec

tive services in making out such extended rule

and the certified copy thereof.

Witness produced the reports of the com

missioners of estimate and assessment in the

opening of the Seventh avenue from Twenty

first to One Hundred and Twenty-ninth st.,

which is on file in his office, filed and con

firmed February 9, 1839. There does not

seem to be any endorsement upon it of having

been filed in the county clerk's office in New

York. Witness never knew a case of open

ing a street or avenue where the proof of pub

lication did not accompany the presentation

of the report; such proof is not attached to

this report; but witness has no doubt it is

upon some other paper in his office. There .

is no abstract or summary accompanying said

reports so far as the witness has examined the

same. The report of estimate and assess

ment in the Seventh avenue contains, as num

bered, eleven hundred and ninety-six pages.

Sixth avenue about nine hundred pages.

JOHN KEYES PAIGE.

(From Senate Doc. 100, pages 147 to 148.)

Thomas R. Ludlam having been recalled

on the part of the corporation, and his direct

examination resumed, says: In making out

assessment lists for grading and pavingstreets,

he has been in the habit of calling on the

street commissioner, as one of the assessors,

for instructions how to make the same. Wit

ness recollects receiving a printed circular

from the street commissioner as to the law of

1840, relative to assessments and putting down

street numbers, or maps for opening and im

proving streets. Witness made out the as

sessment lists for regulating and paving John,

Cliff and Gold streets, in 1840, and he put

down the street numbers on those lists.

THOS. R. LUDLAM.

Cross-examined on the part of the Memo

rialists.-Witness received the pay for ma

king the maps for opening Seventh avenue

from Twenty-first to Onehundred and twenty

ninth street, by warrant given him by Jacob

S. Warner, assistant street commissioner.
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section of each avenue and street. The map

of the commissioners on the Second avenue,

the witness thinks could not have been made

from the map of 1807, because the map of

1807 is upon a small scale, and has upon it

no distances and no figures, and has upon it

no dimensions of the particular pieces of

land. That map has the width of the streets

and avenues and dimensions of the blocks,

and is upon a scale of 100 feet to an inch ;

the elevations and depressions given by that

map are not accurate, they have been tested

and found inaccurate. It is only occasional

that such elevations are given upon some

avenue and at distances pretty wide apart;

but that would have no bearing upon such

map as that of the Second avenue, for such

map exhibits no such elevations. The wit

ness has been an engineer and surveyor for a

considerable period, could not say what would

be a fair compensation for making such a

survey and map as that of Second avenue by

a mere inspection of the map, because he does

not know what time or labor was spent in

producing it, and because he has been out of

the profession for the last five years, a person

now in the profession may give a better judg

ment. There has not been a map made for

the corporation of the Twelfth ward ; the

witness has heard that Isaac Adriance is now

engaged in making such map ; and he has

engaged to make it for about fifteen or sixteen

hundred dollars. The witness understood

such a map was directed to be made by the

board of supervisors.

The witness has always understood that

the counsel of the corporation draws up the

reports of the commissioners on opening

streets and avenues. There is no document

in relation to the Second avenue but the ab

stract of the report in his office, a copy of the

report does not come in until sometime after

wards, Mr. Emmett is to furnish a copy of

the report, but has not yet done so. There

are several copies of sueh reports on file in

the witness's office. The abstract and the

copy of it on the street commissioner's books,

is the document by which the owner of real

estate assessed for Second avenue, could find

a description of his property assessed. The

abstract refers to the map by the numbers of

the lots. The map is kept in the street com

missioner's office. There is no other docu

ment but such abstract until such copy of the

report is furnished. The collectors use such

map in collecting, to show owners that they

are paying upon their own property. The

collector's office is part of the street commis

sioner's office or department. Arbitrary num

bers and not the street numbers are put upon

those street maps, because the street numbers

are more variable, but the street numbers are

put on in very many cases as well as the map

numbers; it is as usual to put them on as to

leave them off; but there are no street num

bers on the Second avenue. If there should

be four assessments for opening or regulating

streets, sewers, &c. would have different num

bers. The same lot for each improvement

would have a different, and they would all

wary from the street number. If the street

numbers are upon the map in the notices sent

to the owners, the arbitrary or map numbers

*-
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are used. The act of 1840 requires that the

street numbers and the ward numbers should

be placed upon the map as well as the arbi

trary numbers; and that in all since the pas

sage of that law that requisition has been

complied with.

In publishing notices of sale for assess

ments for street openings since the act of 1840,

the street numbers where they are known, are

put on as well as the ward numbers, and all

other numbers by which the lots are known.

All the sales now advertised, are for improve

ments, before the law of 1840, with the ex

ception of John street and intersecting street

paving, in which case the street numbers are

used in addition to the other numbers. When

inquiries are made whether there be outstand

ing and unpaid assessments on lots in the

upper part of the city it is answered by refer

ence to an alphabetical list in a book ar

ranged under the heads of streets, on which

the property assessed is situated, and that book

is called record of assessments; it states the |

street, the map, ward, street and farm num

are represented to have been, but of the fact

of their being so very great there can be no

doubt; it is established by the Ireceipts of the

Commissioners for the same eachibited before

the Committee.”

It was asserted by Officers of the corpo

ration that the Court Expenses and Clerks’

Fees of the Supreme court were very high.

In order to ascertain if such was the case we

examined the official returns of the Clerk of

the Supreme court at Albany, made to the

State Comptroller in pursuance of a law of

this State, and now on file in his office, and

find by these returns that less than Ten Dol

lars was charged to the Counsel of the cor

poration of the city of New York in all the

street proceedings by the Clerk of the Su

preme court for a period of Two Years, com

mencing July 1, 1839, and ending June 30,

1841. During this period the reports of the

commissioners of estimate and assessment

were confirmed by the Supreme court for the

opening of a GREAT number of streets, ave

nues and public squares, in which the court

bers, the side of the street, between what

streets, describes the property, states the as

sessment, and what it is for ; when any pay

ment is made upon any lots it is entered in

that book, with the interest paid upon it, the

total amount of assessment and interest, who

paid it, and when paid, and that record will

show upon reference whether there be any

assessment and it is paid. There is not such

book for each improvement. The lot is put

down in that book, by map number, and since

the law of 1840, by all the other numbers

upon the map, there are columns for map

numbers, ward numbers, and street numbers.

Upon answering such inquiry they look first

to book of lands sold for assessments, which

is alphabetically arranged, and if sold, then

look to book entitled “sales for assessment,”

which is also alphabetically arranged.

be assessed for seven different improvements,

or for seven assessments, they would examine

under the street and between the streets upon

which the improvement was made, and would

then refer to the map. If all the assessments

were upon Tenth street they would be found

under the head of that street.

JOHN EWEN.

Adjourned to Sept. 25th, 1841, at 7 P. M.

We have thus given the testimony of the

Commissioners, the Surveyors and the Letter

of one of the Counsel of the Corporation,

and also the testimony of the Clerk of the

Supreme court at Albany; and to all these

we have added the testimony of a distin

guished citizen, Jonathan Thompson, Esq.,

together with that of Ex-assistant Alderman

Townsend, formerly Chairman of the Street

Committee of the board of Assistants, and

also that of the Street Commissioner, includ

ing that of Mr. Perrine, a Clerk in the office

of the street commissioner.

A careful reading of the above specified

documents will be most convincing.

The Committee from the Senate, appointed

to examine into these abuses, remark that—

“It is difficult now to comprehend how the

Expenses in Opening Streets and Avenues in

that city could have been so very great as they

*—

If it

charges and counsel fees together are put

down at a large sum of money.

How such proceedings should have found

countenance with persons in Authority is a

matter of surprise and astonishment!! but of

the fact that such was the case our citizens

have had AMPLE demonstration.

That the Commissioners should have al

lowed these extraordinary charges to Counsel

is by no means surprising, for we find by their

own Affidavits herein set forth that they al

lowed Members of their own Board large

Sums of Money as a compensation for scr

vices never even pretended to have been per

formed, and assessed these large suns on the

property of persons owning land near the

lines of streets in which they were making an

assessment for the expense of opening. The

Counsel in his letter sets forth that he never

made or rendered a bill of particulars in these

matters, and that the law did not require it

previous to April 20, 1839; and it appears

cost or charges shall be allowed.

from the testimony of John Ewen the Street

Commissioner that no bills were filed in his

office, subsequent even to that time, as required

by the Act above referred to, although he says

“it might have been done without his know
ing it as he had three or four rooms in his of

| fice.”

The following is the Provision of the sec

tion of the Act above referred to :

“$ 12. No cost or charges to the said com

missioners, their attorney, counsel or others,

shall be paid or allowed for any services, per

formed under this act, or the act, hereby a

mended, unless the same shall be taxed by

the said court, who are required to make rules

to apply to the said bills of costs, the existing

laws in relation to the taxation of costs, and

the nature and proof of the services rendered

and disbursements charged, as far as the same

can be made applicable; and no unnecessary

Public no

tice of the time and place of the taxation of

costs shall be given, for the same time and in

the same manner as notices are required to

be given by the above ninth section ; and a
copy of the bill of costs, containing items and

particular services performed, shall be depos

--
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ited in the office of the street commissioner

at the time of the first publication of such

notice.”

Now it appears to us that this provision of

the Law is clear enough to illustrate the ex

cuse of the “three or four rooms,” and that

the explanation in regard to it does not help

those who make it.

It appears by Mr. Perrine's testimony that

the amount paid Corporation Counsel in 1889

was $37,470.88, to which is to be add

ed the Counsel Fees in Thirty-fourth street,

Anthony, John and William street—in all four,

$8876. So: these four last sums were

not paid within the year (Gº for the reason

that the City Treasury had not funds to meet

these Claims, but the amounts belong to that

year's account and swell the aggregate to the

enormous suM of $46,347.18 : =#|]

and this is not all—much besides, is omitted.

It will be seen by a comparison of this annount

with the Salaries of the State officers that it

exceeds the united salaries of the Governor,

Secretary of State, Comptroller, Treasurer,

Attorney General, Commissary General, Sur

veyor General, Chanceſſor, Vice Chancellor,

Assistant Vice Chancellor, Chief Justice and

Associate Judges of the Supreme court, eight

Circuit Judges, the Mayor of the city of New

York and the Recorder of the said city, add

ed thereto . . .

The Commissioners' and Surveyors' Fees

are stated in the Comptroller's report, includ

ing John street and Thirty-fourth street, at the

enormous sum of $70,633.21 : and

this is not all—much besides is omitted. This

sum it will be seen by estimate exceeds the

sum total of the per diem Pay of One hun

died and sixty-one Members of the Senate

and Assembly composing the Legislature of

the State of New York for an entire session

of the longest of any one term held the last

twenty years.

The aggregate amount of Counsel Fees,

Surveyors' Fees and Commissioners' Fees

payable that year for services of very little

worth exceeded in amount the annual salary

of the President of the United States, toge

ther with the salaries of all the Heads of De

partments at Washington, with the whole and |

entire ExPENse of the Government of the State

of New Jersey for a whole year, in addition

thereto . I

The Surveyor's Fees in the Seventh ave

nue proceeding is stated at $2801.00. Mr.

Ludhum, the surveyor in that proceeding,

states in his examination before the Commit

tee of the Senate that his charge for himself

and assistant was $4 per day. This then is

pay at that rate for 700+ days, equal to two

years, two months and fourteen days, and one

fourth of a day.

The Surveyor's Fees in the Sixth avenue

are stated in Document No. 71, published by

authority of the Board of Assistant Aldermen

in 1840 at $2480: this at $4 per day is pay

for six hundred and twenty days or one year,

eleven months and twenty-four days. Daniel

Ewen, Esq. we are informed was the surveyor

in this case. -

The surveyors in the Second avenue are

stated at $1700, which at $4 per day is pay

for 425 days or one year, three months and
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twenty-two days.

surveyor.

The Seventh avenue consisted of 108

blocks of 270 feet each ; the Sixth avenue of

about 96 blocks of same size ; and the Se

cond avenue of 58 blocks of like dimensions.

All three of these avenues were laid out

through farming land.

As to the compensation paid surveyors, the

Street Commissioner who is himself a city

surveyor, in histestimony herein beforestated,

says—

“The witness has been an engineer and

surveyor for a considerable period; could not

say what would be a fair compensation for

making such a survey and map as that of

Second avenue by a mere inspection of the

map, because he does not know what time or

labor was spent in producing it, and because

he has been out of the profession for the last

five years: a person now in the profession

may give a better judgment.”—[Senate Doc.

100, page 45.]

Mr. Leonard, in his testimony (Sen. Doc.

106, page 38) says—“he arrived at the a

mount of the surveyor's fees by the surveyor's

bill, which was generally handed to the com

Gardner A. Sage, Esq.,

missioners and carried back when it was done.

The bill was generally an aggregate amount.

The commissioners know the extent of the

work, but they were no judges of the value of

the services. They received the Surveyor's

bill from the corporation Counsel, and when

they did not receive it that way they gener

ally asked the corporation Counsel if it was

not correct. This surveyor's bill was not au

dited or certified by any officer to witness's

knowledge. The commissioners did not se

lect the surveyor. The first thing put in the

commissioners’ hands, after being qualified,

was the Map of the proposed improvement.”

Mr. Ludlum, in his testimony (Senate Doc.

100, page 148), says: “Witness did not ren.

der to the Commissioners a Bill of Items of

his charge ; they were perfectly satisfied with

the charge without the items. Witness’s

charge was made by the day, which was four

dollars for six hours, including the Assistant

at the same price.”

This witness's testimony relates, in this

particular portion of it, to the Seventh avenue

proceeding. This last named witness also

says—“Witness received pay for making

maps for opening Seventh avenue from 21st

to 129th st. by Warrant given him by Jacob

S. Warner, Assistant Street Commissioner.”

In the testimony of John Ewen, Street

Commissioner, on page 44 of Senate Doc.

100, he says “the Abstract of the report,

signed by the Commissioner, containing the

aggregate amount of the Expenses, awards

and assessments, is the oNLY voucher on which

such payments were made: the claimants for

such expenses were never in the habit of pre

senting any bill.” Again, he says “the wit

ness supposed that, upon presenting the ab

stract of the report of the commissioners, the

expenses therein mentioned had been taxed

by the Supreme court as required by law, and

that the officers of the corporation had no

power to withhold their payment.”.

The Counsel Fees in the following stated

proceedings are an illustration of the extra

ordinary Expenses which have been assessed

upon individuals:

Seventh avenue, - - - $3976.77

Sixth avenue, - - - - 3580.77

Tenth avenue, - - - 2100.00

Second avenue, - - - 2033.55

Chapel street, - - - - 3443.00

Centre street, - - - - 2970.34

Art street, - - - - - 1896.75

Thirty-fourth street, - - 1080.88

Fifty-third street, - - - 1055.57

Manhatten square, - - 1449.13

23,586.76

The Commissioners' Fees in these Ten

Proceedings amount to $21,899.00.

The Surveyors' Fees in the same Proceed

ings (above) amount to $16,845.29.

The Room-hire of the Commissioners in

the Seventh avenue is put down at $410.00.

The Clerk-hire in the same proceeding is

put down at $250.00.

In the Sixth avenue, the room-hire, clerk

hire, &c. is put down at $4.11.00; in the

Tenth avenueat $600,00; in the Second

avenue at $324.72.

The number of different proceedings in

which have been paid Counsel, Commission

ers and Surveyors, as appears by Document

No. 71 of the Board of Assistants, since Feb

ruary, 1835, are stated at 116, to which are

to be added several not included in that re

port which will swell the aggregate to near

130 different, distinct and separate Assess

ments, in which these enormous charges have

been made, and PAid by the corporation offi

cers WITHOUT Bill of Items, Taxation,

Auditing, Approval, or any Check or Inves

tigation whatever!!! with the exception of

some half dozen proceedings which were dis

continued; and well may the Honorable the

Select Committee of the Senate say that “the

surprise should be Not that the inhabitants

Now complain of it, but that they had not done

so at a Much EARLIER PERIoD !”

The rcason the Citizens did not sooner

complain will appear obvious to the reader on

examining the testimony of Mr. Paige, Clerk

of the Supreme court at Albany, where these

proceedings were confirmed : he says these

Expenses were not before the court. Mr.

Robinson, a Commissioner in the Seventh

avenue Proceedings, states in his testimony

that the Expenses were not stated in the Re

port filed in the office of the Clerk of the city

of New York for Inspection; that the Own

ers had no other means of knowing what the

Expenses were, unless by adding up the a

mount of awards and also the amount of as

sessments in the report (which, we say, would

probably be a day's work) and deducting the

one from the other. Mr. Ewen the Street

Commissioner says that the Expenses were

paid on a mere Abstract, signed by the Com

missioners, and set forth in an aggregatesum;

that no Bills of Items were rendered—and

these were paid at once, after the Report was

confirmed. The Counsel of the Corporation

in his Letter, which we have stated, admits

that he never made a Bill of Items in the

Seventh avenue case, nor in other assess

ments; that the commissioners &c. were Of

ficers of the Court; that the common coun
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oil had nothing to do in these matters but to

pay the Claims: and in the same letter he

says that the parties should have objected to

these Charges when the proceedings were be

fore the Commissioners, or before the Court

at the time of confirmation. His last excuse

is in a bad shape. In the matter of 29th and

30th streets objections were made before the

Commissioners, from what the parties inter

ested learnt indirectly from one of the com

missioners, that expenses were included in

the assessment which had neverbeen incurred

and also before the court; but the Objections

wereentirely disregard by the Commissioners,

and the Court which confirmed the assess

ment took little notice of them, although the

Objections were strenuously urged.

Much of the Island.of New York has been,

absolutely confiscated by these proceedings

if they shall be adjudged legal. Thousands

have been injured and hundreds have been

ruined by these extraordinary measures ;

widows and their nei. Pless children have

been reduced to beggary; venerable citizens,

whose heads have been whitened by the frosts

of more than three-score winters, have in the

evening of life been driven from their posses

sion of competency and abundance, to the

extremes of penury and of suffering, Alas!

shall these things be—nay more—be toler

ated—be countenanced and encouraged ?–

NO, NO!—there is virtue in the people;—

there are patriots in this land:—men who are

BOLD to say, in the language of Mr. Jeffer

son, “...such, is NoT THE KiND of GoverN

NENT we fought For ’’’

The indignation of the public mind has

kindled up—patience has been exercised until

it has almost ceased to be a virtue, and,now

the time has arrived when Citizens feel that

they are called upon to take measures for

the protection of Private Property, which lays

at the foundation of the superstructure of

Civil Liberty: for where there is no security

to private property there is no liberty.

Justice has slumbered, und

It has slumbered long. Alas:;alas:

There is not another civilized government

on the earth where such Abuses could have

been so long—so successfully—so extensively

practised. The throne of the most powerful

monarch, in the old world would have becn

shaken to its foundation by such proceedings.

No crowned head would have dared to have

telerated such Abuses if disposed so to do, or

permitted, if so disposed.

In order to form a correct estimate of the

price of the wages of labor of the Commis

sioners of Estimate and Assessment in the

matter of the Pretended Opening of the Se

venth avenue we will, as a convincing illus

tration, compare the total amount of compeN

sation they received for their trifling services

with the Results of the labors of the Farmers

of the State of Ilirnois where they are favored

with the richest soil in the United States.

The Commissioners were three in number,

and their aggregate wages are stated at Four

Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty Dol

lars, which is equal to the value of Forty-nine

Thousand Two Hundred Bushels of Corn at

the price the Illinois farmers are now selling

it, which is ten cents per bushel delivered at

their granaries.

The Share for each commissioner would

be equal to Sixteen Thousand Four Hundred

Bushels, of Corn, which, if they had the

land furnished them rent free, and also were

freed from all taxes during the time, it would

require the labor of each commissioner, al

lowing each to cultivate ten acres and each

acre to produce fifty bushels annually, near

thirty-Three YEARs' LABor to earn by rais

ing Corn the amount of wages demanded by

them for making this sai All Assessment.

The Surveyor's Fees in this proceeding of

the Seventh avenue are stated at Two Thou

sand Eight Hundred and ONE Dollars, which

is equal in amount to the value of Twenty

eight Thousand and Ten Bushels of Corn at

the above estimate.

The Counsel Fees in the same proceeding

are stated at Three Thousand Nine Hundred

Seventy-six Dollars and Seventy-Seven Cents,

which is equal to the value of Thirty-nine

Thousand Seven Hundred and Sixty-seven

and a half bushels of Corn at the above es

timated price.

The Collector's Fees are stated at Eleven

Hundred and Fifteen Dollars, which is equal

in amount to the value of Eleven Thousand

One Hundred and Fifty bushels of Corn at

the above estimated price.

The Room-hire of the Commissioners is

stated at Four Hundred and Ten Dollars;

Clerk-hire at Two Hundred and Fifty Dol

lars. These are equal in amount to Six thou

sand Six hundred bushels of Corn.

The Carriage-hire is stated at Thirty Dol

lars, which is equal to the whole necessary

expense of a person in traveling from the city

of New York to the city of Louisville in Ken

tucky.

The aggregate amount of these Fees are

$13,550.77, which, if it was all invested in

Corn at ten cents per bushel, would purchase

One Hundred and Thirty-fiveThousand Five

Hundred and Seven bushels and a half; and .

this quantity, to be sent to mill to be ground

into meal, would require thirty-three thou

sand eight hundred and seventy-six horses,

each carrying four bushels, and as many boys

for riders, and would make a procession of

onc entire column reaching from the city of

New York to the city of Philadelphia.

These fees, for this single street, if invested

in congress land at the present price, would

purchase one hundred and eight farms, of one

hundred acres each, of the finest farming land.

The Counsel Fees in this one street exceed

the per diem pay of a Senator for four whole

years, allowing him to devote his whole time

to the duties of his office as a Legislator and

as a Member of the Court for the Correction

of Errors—and this street is BUT on E of more

than oxE HUND RED AND FIFTY.

The citizens who own property on the Se

venth avenue are not benefited a brass-far

thing by all these expenses, and how such

enormous sums should be paid out of the

public treasury for such proceedings is not

only a wonder, but a cause for alarm and

distrust..

Citizens need not wonder that real estate is

depressed and depreciated in value as well as

in price, nor need they wonder that Taxes’.

are consuming their substance and swallow

ing up their incolnes: the secret is here ush

ered, forth in Figures of the blackest

frºcee.

We will make a further, illustration. The

land belonging to Assistant-alderman Town

send upon this pretended avenue extends from,

a line drawn through the centre of the avenue

and running back therefrom 250 feet, and a

long the line of the avenue and parallel with

it about 260 feet (see his testimony). Of

course he furnished all the land required in

front of his property for the half of the ave

nue, not only for himself but for those owners

two hundred feet in the rear; he therefore was .

entitled to such sum as an award for damages

as was proper to be assessed on the land in

the rear of his for benefit, deducting there

from the expenses of estimate ; but instead

of this award, he was assessed for benefit

$213.00. The person who owned a less

quantity of land opposite to him, and fur

nished less in proportion for the avenue, was

awarded $293.00 : the land was of the

same quality as that of Mr. Townsend; and

those owning land each side of him were a

warded, one $205.00, the other $274.00:

neither of them furnishing so much land as

himself.

The estate of John Schuyler owned a small

piece of land on the corner of 28th street and

the 7th avenue as laid out Hy the Commis

sioners appointed in 1807 to lay out the island.

into streets and avenues: this piece of land

is 58 feet 10 inches by 98 feet 10 inches, and

was.assessed for the pretended opening of the

7th avenue $209.9S far benefit. The same

piece of land has been.assessed for the pre

tended opening of 28th street the sum of

$1037.05, which both together make the sum

of $1347,03, which is double the entire value

of the land claimed to be benefited.

The Seventh avenue was laid out and sur

veyed, and a large map made of it and all

the streets that intersected it from 1807 to 1811, .

and a new survey was not necessary. Most

of the land which is laid out over is farming

land, and the same person owned not only

the land required for the avenue, but the land

on each side to the centre line running be

tween the parallel avenue so that there was

neither assessment or award to be made, as

their interests were balanced, but notwith

standing, a new survey must be charged for

and an immense amount of Fees imposed for

pretended services worth less than nothing.

It may be truly said to be a mystery how

these Abuses have been so long and so exten

sively carried on : time will develope.

Citizens who have PAID these AssEssMENTS

have RE-PURCHASED their Land at its

full ralue: those who have Not paid, attempts

are made and encouraged to Divest of their

Estates.

The finger of Scorn is pointed at such

proceedings, and History will record them to

tell to after-generations yet unborn.

Some persons have been disposed to put

these Abuses to the account of land specu

lators, but the investigations made by the Hon.

the S lect Committee from the Senate have

[ We will continue these remarks in our neart number.]
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put this excuse to flight: the Speculators in

FEES are the cause. Most of these obnox

ious proceedings have been consummated

long, long after the speculation in real estate

had terminated and ended.

Qut of one hundred and fifty different pro

ceedings there are but a very few that were

petitioned for by owners, and the greater part

were without a solitary petition, or any thing

in the shape of a petition.

These things must all come to light: IN

WESTIGATIONS WILL BE CONTINUED UNTIL The

WhioLE IS DEVELOPED THAT SECURITY MAY BE

providED AGAINST THE REPETITION OF THESE

ABUSES IN FUTURE.

The making of an Estimate and Assess

ment of the Expense of opening a Street,

avenue or public place, is a work of very little

labor; and we believe that there are few of

any of the streets, avenues or public squares

on that part of the island, which were laid out

by Commissioners in 1807, in which the whole

business of making the Estimate and Assess

ment could not be done in ONE WEEK,and

the same may be said of the necessary Sur

veys.

It appears by the Documents of the Hon.

the Select totamittee from the Senate, ap

pointed to investigate Assessment Abuses in

the city of New York, that John Harris was

a commissioner and assessor on 21 streets

&c. (see Senate Document No. 100, page 66);

that M. D. L. Gaines was also a commissioner

on several streets as follows :

“The volume of documents shown witness

is volume 16 of the Journal and Documents

of the Board of Assistants of the city of New

York, from May, 1840, to Nov. 9, 1840. On

page 299, document No. 71, is a statement of

the amount paid council, commissioners and

appraisers, also room and clerk hire, &c.

Witness has looked through the statement,

and the name of M. D. L. Gaines appears

upon the following streets as commissioner:

upon Fifty-seventh street, from East to Hud

son river; Fifty-ninth street, from Tenth

avenue to Hudson river; Forty-fifth street,

from Hudson to East river; Fifty-sixth st.,

from East to Hudson river: Fifty-fourth st.,

from Tenth avenue to East river; Thirty

third street, from Eleventh avenue to East

river; Thirty-fourth street, from Eleventh

avenue to East river.

“Fifty-seventh street was ordered to be o

pened by common council, March 16th, 1837,

and confirmed by Supreme court June 7th,

1837, as appears by said document. Fifty

ninth street was ordered to be opened July

7, 1837, and confirmed September 5, 1837.

Forty-fifth street was ordered to be opened

March 16, 1837, and confirmed September 5,

1837. Forty-eighth street ordered to be

opened March 16, 1837, and confirmed De

cember 6, 1837. Fifty-sixth street ordered

to be opened March 16, 1837, and confirmed
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December 6, 1837. Thirty-third street or

dered to be opened February 19, 1836, and

confirmed June 13, 1838. Thirty-fourth st.

ordered to be opened February 19, 1836, and

confirmed June 13, 1838.

“Witness examines Doc. No.45; and from

that it appears that the commissioner's fees

in opening Fifty-seventh street was $732, and

room hire and contingent expenses $121.

Forty-eighth street, the commissioner's fees

was $885, and room hire and contingent ex

penses $908. Fifty-sixth street, commission

er's fees $762, and room hire and contingent

expenses $82.50. The number of days on

that street between the time it was ordered

to be opened by the common council and the

time it was confirmed by the Supreme court,

was eight months and twenty days. The

commissioner's fees on Fifty-seventh, Forty

eighth and Fifty-sixth streets amount to

$2,382, being $794 to each commissioner.

On Fifty-ninth street the commissioner's fees

are $144, and room hire and contingent ex

penses $10. On Thirty-second street the

commissioner's fees are $912, and room hire

and contingent expenses $88. On Thirty

fourth street the commissioner's fees are

$1,320, and room hire and contingent ex

penses $156; (see Doc. 71 of Board of As

sistants, p. 310, of 1840.) On Fifty-fourth

street the commissioner's fees are $930, and

room hire and contingent expenses $109.

M. D. L. Gaines was a clerk in the street

commissioner's office during the above dates,

and received a salary. His salary was $1000

per annum.”

MEMORIAL.

The following is a Copy of a Memorial which

was presented in the Senate of this State

in April 1840, and which gave rise to the

Act of May 14th, 1840.

To the Honorable the Senate and Assembly

of the State of New York:

Your Memorialists, citizens of the city of

New York, most respectfully beg leave to re

present to your Honorable Body the manifold

evils and grievances which the inhabitants of

this city experience in consequence of the

great and arbitrary power now and heretofore

exercised by the Corporation of the city of

New York, its officers and servants, in im

posing unnecessary, heavy and grievious bur

dens upon the people in the assessing of real

estate, houses and lands for ruinous, unne

cessary and uncalled and unasked for im

provement.

Your Memorialists represent that the an

cient charter of the city of New York did not

vest the Corporation with any power to assess

the citizens of the city for what are now mis

called improvements. The first power given

the corporation in this matter was by an Act

of the Legislature of 1807, and subsequently

other Acts were passed. These Acts were

No. –

not asked for by the People, but were granted

on the application of the officers of the Cor

poration.

Your Memorialists herewith present public

documents published by authority of the Com

mon Council, showing the great extent to

which this power has been exercised which

fully sustain the charge that the powers grant

ed have been wickedly abused.

Your Memorialists further represent that

one of the officers of the Corporation has now

advertised for sale at public auction near seven

thousand lots for the non-payment of assess

ments, that many of these lots belong to

widows and orphans, and in many instances

to persons who are absent from the city, and

in other cases to persons who have been un

fortunate in business, to unsettled estates, and

to others who cannot at this time, owing to

the prostration of trade, pay the assessments.

Your Memorialists herewith present the

list of property advertised for sale by the of.

ficers of the corporation by which it will be

seen that 1145 of the lots are assessed sums

less than five dollars each, 49 sums less than

one dollar each, and in very many instances

farming lands held in one tract and belonging

to one and the same owner, have been by the

assessor or commissioner sub-divided into lots

of 25 feet by 100 and assessed separately

small sums, by which the expenses have been

enormously increased.

Your Memorialists also state that it is the

practise of the Officers of the Corporation to

exact exorbitant Fees and charges upon lots

sold for the non-payment of assessments, viz:

—Two Dollars each for advertising and Ten

Dollars each lot for selling, and 40 per cent,

interest on this cost, which makes Four Dol

lars and Eighty cents additional, and in all

$16.80 on each lot, and thus on 49 lots the

aggregate assessments of which amount to

$39.1%', the costs will be $823, and on 1145

lots the assessments which are less than five

dollars each, the costs will be $18,410, and

on 7000 lots the costs of advertising, sellin

and extra interest exclusive of thej

interest on the sum assessed will be $117,600,

and these costs go into the pockets of officers

who are paid very large salaries besides.

Your Memorialists further represent that it

is the practice of Commissioners and Asses

sors to describe property by an arbitrary map

number instead of the known street number

by which the owners of property are misled

in knowing that assessments have been im

posed; this will be seen by the documents

herewith. It very often happens that prop

erty is assessed as that of unknown owners,

and many times in a wrong name; and in

consequence of this practice property is often

sold, and the first information the owner has

of the assessment is obtained from the pur

chaser of the property at a sale for unpaid

assessments, when he comes to take posses

sion. By the Act of 1816, Commissioners
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sessments in sufficient time to be available.

and corporation counsel : it will be seen by

Justice Jones, Judge Tallmadge,

Judge Ingles ; David B. Ogden,

Surrogate of the county of New

York; by David Hale, M.Y. Beach,

W. L. Stone, M. M. Noah, Editors

of daily papers published in New

York; by Peter Lorillard, John M.

Bradhurst, John Anthon, Gerardus

Clark, Isaac Young and several

hundred other HIGHLY respectable

Citizens of the city of New York,

without distinction of party.

The Abuses which were com

were authorized to extend their assessments

for improving streets, &c. as far as they judge

the property benefited, but no provision was

made by that Act to give a notice to the dis

tant owners of the property thus affected, by

which means such owners are deprived of the

opportunity of making objections to the as

Another serious objection to the present sys

tem in making assessments for public im

provements is to the extravagant charges

made by commissioners, assessors, surveyors

the public documents herewith, that for one

street less than three thousand feet in hength,

this class of charges amounted to near $12

000. When property is sold at public auc

tion for unpaid assessments, the corporation

sell the property for a term of years, which

in many cases is equivalent to selling the fee

simple absolute. Very many of the lots so

sold are purchased by Corporation Officers,

who from being employed by the corporation

to make surveys, collect the assessments, &c.

&c., acquire information of the absence &c.

of owners, and by that means possess them

selves of the estate.

Your Memorialists could go further into

detail of the mischiefs against which they

seek to be relieved, but they deem it unne

cessary.

Your Memorialists therefore, in consider

ation of the premises, respectfully ask your

Honorable Body to pass a law to remedy the

evils complained of, and also, to suspend the

sales of property for unpaid assessments until

the termination of the next session of the

Legislature, and to make such further and

other enactments in relation thereto as the

Legislature in their wisdom shall deem need

ful and right.

And your Memorialists in duty bound, &c.

&c.

The above Memorial is signed

by Caleb S. Woodhull, Calvin Ba

lis, Thomas Lawrence, J. P. Phoe

mix, Abel T. Anderson, B. Deming,

Robert Smith and David Graham,

jun., then Members of the Common

Council ; also by David Banks,

John Morss, Joseph Tucker, John

R. Peters, Peter Sharpe, Robert

Bogardus, Joseph Hoxie, Jacob

Acker, R. R. Ward, John De La

mater, Gideon Tueker, Benjamin

Townsend,John Shepherd,jun. and

Morris Franklin, formerly Mem

bers of the Common Council; and

also by Dow D. Williamson, for

merly and now City Comptroller;

by John Newhouse, formerly Clerk

of the Board of Assistants; by Ed

win. Smith and Edward Doughty,

City Surveyors; by William Paxon

Hallet, John Harris, Forsyth La

bagh and H. P. Robertson, Com

missioners on Streets ; by Chief

plained of, were notorious.

-

WII,LIAM M. HOLLAND.

Alas! how frail is human life, how uncer

tain its duration, and oft times how unex

pected its termination The much beloved

individual whose name heads this obituary

notice has departed from among us. In the

meridian of his life, the days of his earthly

º: have ended—his labors, his toils

and his sorrows in this troubled scene, have

ceased—he has entered into rest.

The event is solemn and instructive—the

separation of the immortal spirit from the

tenement of earth, its temporary abode, is a

change of mighty moment.

When we commenced this volume Mr.

Holland was in the enjoyment of health, and

looked forward to the enjoyment of years yet

to come with the same confidence that we all

anticipate the coming years;–but ere these

few brief numbers are completed—he has fin

ished his course and departed.

Our opportunities ofknowing Mr. Holland

gave us a very high opinion of his worth—

of his TALENTs. He was the biographer of

the distinguished individual who filled the

highest office in the gift of this Republic

after the termination of the presidency of

General Jackson. We refer to the Biogra

phy of President VAN BUREN which was

written by Mr. Holland.

Mr. Holland was for some years one of

the Professors of a College in Connecticut,

and was some time law partner of Governor

Ellsworth.

He was one of the counsel employed by

the Anti-assessment Committee to appear

before the Hon. Select Committee appointed

from the Honorable the Senate of the State

of New York, at the session of 1841, to in

vestigate assessment abuses in the city of

New York. At their sitting in the Lecture

room of Clinton Hall, some brief heads of

his argument were noted down by the Chair

man of theSenate Committee, and are copied

from the documents accompanying their re

port, into this volume.

Mr. Holland also appeared as Counsel

for several of our most influential citizens in

the argument of assessment causes before

their Honors Chancellor Walworth, Vice

Chancellor McCoun and Assistant ViceChan

cellor Hoffman ; and also before Mr. Chief

Justice Nelson and Mr. Justice Cowen ; and

subsequently before the three Justices of the

Supreme court. A notice of his argument
before the Assistant Vice Chancellor is to be

found in this volume.

The arguments of Mr. Holland before

these highjudicial officers were eloquent and

able, were listened to with great attention by

the Court as well as the auditors, and the

conviction which they carried to the under

standings of those to whom they were ad

dressed, as well as to those who were spec

tators, will hereafter make an impression and

produce an effect which will revel berate from

mind to mind, until the public mind shall be

come awakened to a light view of the im

portance of the doctrines and principles he

discussed : and although he whose lips gave

utterance to the words which were then ad

dressed to the ear, has gone down to repose

in the warm bosom of mother Earth, there

to await the joyous sound of the trump of

the bright and glorious morning of the Re

surrection, yet his voice has gone forth on the

wings of the wind, making its imprint upon
mind as well as upon matter, from both of

which it shall again re-imprint until it will

roduce an effect on minds not yet embodied

in mortal flesh and show forth in after gen

erations !

In his death the bar has lost one of its

highly valued members, the country a most

excellent citizen; society one of its brightest
ornaments, his surviving parents a most duti

ful son, and his only sister a most kind and

affectionate brother.

During the last winter Mr. Hºli.AND was

advised by his physician to visit the island of
St. Croix for the benefit of his health which

appeared to be failing : he did so, and re

mained there some time, but finding no ben

efit from a change of climate he returned to

this city. His health rapidly gave way, and

in a few short weeks the period arrived which

witnessed the final separation of his celestial

and immortal spirit from its tenement of clay,

to continue until the glorious morning of the

resurrection when the ashes of mortality shall

be clothed with immortality

ROBERT BOGARDUS.

Among the names of Memorialists to the

Legislature in April, 1841, was that of Gen.

eral Bogardus, and he was the first individual

out of a list of about 300 persons who signed

these Memorials in March and April, 1841,

whose decease we are called to announce.

These signers are most of them citizens ad

vanced in years, and it is somewhat remark

able that during the then succeeding twelve

months, the death of GEN. Bogarous was the

only one which occurred amongst this great

number. GENERAL BogARDUs was exten

sively known and much valued. At the Pro

cession for the funeral obsequies of President

HARRison he officiated as Grand Marshal of

the day: the weather was very inclement,

and he was then in feeble health—was ex

posed for several hours to wet and cold, and
survived but a few months after. GENERAL

Bogardus had been a member of our city

councils, was for more than forty years an

active and highly respectable member of the

bar, and a most excellent citizen. He died

at the age of about 70. Since the death of
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General Bogardus we have to record the

death of two others of the Memorialists.

JOHN RATHBONE, JR.

For many years a very successful merchant

of this city. and after his retirement from ac

tive business he was chosen a Director ofsev

eral of ourmost extensive monied institutions.

He died suddenly, after a short illness. Mr.

RAthbone was highly esteemed.

PETER SHARPE,

Another of the Memorialists, has also de

parted this life. Mr. Sharpe was formerly

a memberof our city council, and represented ºculate the time when the last Trump shall

the city of New York in the Congress of the 3 sound !—shall he forget the declaration ut-:

tered by the Glorious MAJESTY of HEAven,

º, the PRINce of the CelestiAl. WonLD !—l

United States. He has been much in public

life, and was highly respected and beloved.
# # # # # *

Thus one after another are called away—

until at length none will remain. What a

subject for meditation—for contemplation

in this volume—will be numbered among the

living.

The earth, on the surface of which they

now move, will then have received their mor

Sublime, indeed, it is to pass forward on

the wings of thought and contemplation to

our globe shall become “a new Earth and a

new Heaven’’. How terrific, however, must

be that day which must intervene—that day

when our globe shall melt with fervent heat

—a heat that shall kindle up a blaze that will

illuminate a comet's path with the fire of a .

consuming world!—Yes—that day when our

Less than two hundred and fifty years ago;globe shall fly with the velocity of a comet's

speedto theboundlessand unbounded regions

ºtion of the red men of the forest,

Height generations of our race have here lived:

3 and died—their mortal remains were con

|signed to the narrow house—but alas! theirº

resting places—where ARE THEY!

*—gone,—and the precious ashes of mortality:

# have been scattered to the winds or trampled :

of space, until, moving onward, it shall meet

with that repelling force which shall hurl it

back, revolving and re-revolving until it shall

have again acquired density, and again re

sumed its original orbit, a new earth—a new

creation | Such a view as here expressed is

not inconsistent with the prophetic language

of the inspired penman whose declarations

are recorded in the Sacred Scriptures, nor

are they inconsistent with the order of Na

ture as developed in the spectacle displayed

in the visible Heavens of the revolutions of

consuming worlds, presenting to the naked;

eye of astonished beholders, a world on fire;

#induce the violation of the place of sepulchre,leaving in its path millions of leagues of light,

resulting from the mighty blaze of the un

quenchable fire of our terrestrial world !

The sublime spectacles which meet the

frail mortals, who are candidates for immor

tality, should be indifferent and unmoved

in such momentous realities.

What a theme for the contemplative mind

to dwell upon—is that mighty reality that the

human race, whose place of temporary so

journ is the earth's surface, is bounded on the

one side by the regions of perpetual frost,

on the other, by those of internal fire. Up

ward, within a few short miles, is unchanging

cold, and not far distant is that point where

all fluids become solids—hence our highest

# the grave also-the temporary resting place:

# of the ashes of mortality. We say tempo

with unending the day that will succeed the

morning of the Resurrection.

* *

* hour no man knoweth,” said the SAviour of

# our race, the Holy Redeemer.

Yes, ere the close of the present cen-i.

tury, few—if any—whose names are recorded Sacred Historian speaks of“that day in which

* terminates in the grave.

tal remains into its bosom as a sacred deposit. |

the ashes of mortality repose. The grave is

* a sacked PLACE—oft, it arrests the gaze of

the glorious morning of the Resurrection of

the Dead —to that bright, shining day when borders brings to the human mind grief

ºmingled with sorrow, which humbles human

* pride. Alas—alas!—could this influence but

; continue, and endure, and expand, until it

shall produce an Effect that shall protect the

: in that sacred declaration of that blessed

... but their convenience—a desire that the ashes :

§ of mortality and the ground in which they :

§ repose may become a surface for public;

eyes of mortals is less a wonder than that we ;

# harshly tread until they in their turn shall fol-3

§ low to the same temporary repose of those of:

spectators of such scenes, and unconcerned :

* thus “ashes to ashes, and dust to dust.”

may those who have the Sacred Word of the

Mighty PRINce of Jehovah's Throne in his

| Written Volume, placed in their hands—are

neither deterred by its threatenings, nor per

suaded by its promises! -

If we turn back and peruse the pages of

Sacred history, we shall find that the place of

sepulchre was a hallowed spot. Joseph of

Arimathea purchased the sepulchre for the

temporary resting place of the crucified

Prince of Heaven; Abraham purchased the

# cave of Macphelah for the repose of the mor

|tal remains of his beloved consort;-Joseph

§ when in Egypt visited the same place of sep

mountains are covered with perpetual snow:

—downward as we progress into the body of

our earth, the heat increas s, until (in all hu

man probability) it reaches that point where :

the vast centre is an ocean or lake of liquid

fire:—between these two extremes, is the

dwelling place of mortals—the temporary

home of our race :-beneath this surface is

rary, for such they will be when compared

Shall mortal man calmly sit down to cal

: ulchre near two centuries afterwards, there

# to deposit the remains of his beloved father;

and when he, himself, was about to put off

this earthly tabernacle, he exacted a promise

from his people that they would carry his

remains with them out of Egypt.

We have said of the ancient places of

sepulchre in our city—where are they?—we

We speak of days—of our day—and the . of thejº places ofº

where are they in what manner are the

latter regarded ! Shall we answer—and

shall we say that one of these hallowed spots

—one of the sacred depositories of the silent

dead WAS offered for sale to the person who

would pay a Corporation Assessment, im

posed upon it, for the lowest term of years

that any one would take it for, in considera

tion of paying this assessment and Expenses.

We allude to ST. MARK’s CEMETERY, which

was assessed for Benefit for the Opening of

Art street, and was advertised to be sold at

auction by the Street Commissioner in 1841

f i/ hand for the non-payment of the assessment. It
*:::: house from sacruggous hanas. was offered FOR SALE–Silence sealed

uur city—the largest, the most populous the lips of tho auditors.

- - l -

in the Western World—is yet in its infancy. We had hoped that the ties of consan

guinity would have had an influence to pro

tect the ashes of the dead, but in this we

were disappointed.

The Deaf and Dumb Asylum, the Asylum

for the Blind, and several houses consecrated

Gone, to the Worship of the TRIUNE GOD, were

offered for sale for Corporation Assessments,

and many of these were sold !

: If the ties of consanguinity will not pro

sitect the ashes of the Dead, the Laws of the

Commonwealth should.

Places of sepulchre, the silent tomb, the

grave where rest the silent, should not be the

volume on which rests the Christian's hope tº objects of assessment imposition for public

It is not the Necessities of the living that º improvements.
Churches, or houses used for Religious

| Worship, should also be exempt from such

those words which although spoken near two

thousand years ago, are yet extant. “That º

GOD made the Heavens and the Earth”—

shall we measure the day of HIM with whom

a thousand years are as one day our day

The grave is the terrestrial couch on which

mortals—oft a momentary sojourn near its

the Island on which it stands was the habita

More than :

under feet.

The dead are made to give way for the

living : is this right !—is there to be no re

surrection of the dead?—are we unbelievers:

imposition.

Charitable Institutions—Colleges, Acade

§ mies and Schools—should likewise beexempt

from such proceedings,

Perhaps it may be said that the Commis

their kindred who have preceded them, and sioners of Assessment and Assessors have

streets over which the thoughtless shall

the needful discretion in this, and the same

may be said of the Court or power which

confirm the report of such Commissioners or

Assessors, but discretion, is a term without a

meaning, so far as these practices are con

cerned—the will of the officers is called,

discretion /

The LAW of the Commonwealth should

determine that such Impositions shall not be

made.

The untutored savage venerates the ashes

of the dead—he treads lightly over the soil

beneath which lie the ashes of his kindred–

in this, his example is a lesson, that the enemy

of his race might be proud to copy; but no:

that people who have the pages of Revela

tion, shining with the bright promises of Ce

lestial bliss, of eternal glory, placed before

them, reverence not the ashes of the dead:—
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IMEMORIA MS

PRESENTED IN THE SENATE OF THIS STATE AT THE EXTRA SESSION OF THE LEGISLATURE IN AUGUST 1842.

*

The following are copies of several Memorials presented to the Legislature of this State by Mr. Furman.—we give below the names of

some of the Signers. We have mislaid a part of the list, but enough however are here stated to show the opinion entertained by the public

on this question.—As no other business other than that of apportioning the State into Congressional districts was done at the Extra Session

the Memorials were not then acted upon. *

TO THE HONORABLE THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK :

Your Memorialists most respectfully represent to your Honorable Body that the powers now and heretofore exercised by public officers

in assessing private property for what are miscalled public improvements have the effect to lessen the Value of Real Estate upon the Island

of New York, to render Titles doubtful and insecure, and prevent City Lots from being improved.

Your Memorialists refer your Honorable Body to the Report of the Honorable the Select Committee, appointed by the Honorable the

Senate of this State at the session of 1841 to investigate Assessment Abuses in the city of New York, and to the numerous Memorials pre

sented your Honorable Body for the details of these abuses.

Your Memorialists, in consideration of the premises, most respectfully ask your Honorable Body to repeal all Acts heretofore passed

which authorize the Imposition of Assessments upon Private Property for public improvements, and to repeal the Act passed April 12th,

1816, authorizing the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the city of New York to sell or lease lands for unpaid assessments, leaving

those assessments a Lien upon the land, and to be collected in an action of Debt, that the persons assessed may be able to test the legality

of said assessment in a Court of Law. -

Your Memorialists ask that the first and second section of the act passed May 25th, 1841, entitled “an Act in addition to the Acts

respecting the Collection of Taxes and Assessments in the city and county of New York,” may be repealed, and that the act passed May

6th, 1841, entitled an Act in relation to the Redemption of Land sold for Taxes or Assessments in the city of New York,” may also be

repealed, leaving the Act of May 14th, 1840, requiring notice to Mortgagees, in full force: so that in any case of a Sale of lands, for taxes

or assessments, a Mortgagee shall not be divested of his Mortgage Security without due notice. And your Memorialists will ever pray, &c.

W.W. Fox,

Jonathan Thompson,

James G. King,

John I. Palmer,

Robert C. Cornell,

G. G. Howland,

J. Smyth Rodgers,

Peter Embury,

Garret H. Striker,

Samuel Marsh,

Abel T. Anderson,

Lawrence Ackerman,

Henry Breevort,

Augustus Thomas,

Burtis Skidmore,

Charles H. Russell,

Edgar Harriot,

John Wadsworth,

Wm. C. Rhenlander,

Tonnelle & Hall,

Phelps, Dodge & Co.

Richard Mortimer,

A. B. Meech,

O. Halstead,

John R. Peters,

Gerardus Clark,

Thomas Lipincott,

Thomas M. Burney,

John A. Schuyler,

James M. Murray,

John. P. Atkinson,

Edward A. Cook,

William Leggett,

J. C. Morrison,

John H. Howland,

•Jacob Drake,

John Haggerty & Co.

Brown, Brothers & Co.

Winifred Mott,

B. Deming,

T. O. Fowler,

C. W. Faber,

William B. Crosby,

Peter Schemerhorn,

Jonathan Lawrence,

Philip Milledoler,

Nathaniel Weed,

Hiram Walworth,

H. W. Field,

Horace Holden,

Charles Town,

John Rronwer,

Peter Lorillard, jun.

Duncan Phyfe,

A. A. Alvord,

A. D. Cushman,

John L. Mason,

Thomas Riley,

Samuel Thomson,

Valentine Mott,

Wm. Browning,

Stacey Pitcher,

Benjamin L. Swan,

Alexander Lawrence,

S. S. Ward,

Treadwell Seaman,

William Torrey,

R. Reed,

Samuel S. Howland,

James Lovett,

John Morss,

L. & W. Kirby,

Jonathan Hunt,

#. P. Austin,

oger Pegg,

**ś,
R. E. Skidmore,

Zenas Hyde,

James Wilkie,

Thomas Glover,

John H. Hurtin,

Isaac M. Wooley,

Sinclair Tousey,

A. B. Cox,

George B. Smith,

Robert Smith,

James Boorman,

E. W. Leight,

Anson G. Phelps,

John Anthon,

James Fellows,

H. R. Dunham,

Wm. Thomson,

Duncan P. Campbell,

John H. Tallinan,

Isaac Adriance,

Lambert Suydam,

John H. Cornell,

Wm. Scott,

Samuel G. Raymond,

Mott Brothers,

Smith Harriot,

Nevins, Townsend & Co.

F. Marquand,

C. Bolton,

P. M. Suydam,

James McBride,

William and John James,

Henry Lott,

Hicks & Co.

A. M. Bruen,

C. M. Holmes,

J. L. Bowne,

George T. Hope,

Oliver H. Jones,

James A. Burtis,

Orsamus Bushnell,

George F. Butler,

James Harriot,

Wm. Samuel Johnson,

John Newhouse,

S. Hurlbert, jun.

Silas Dewit,

Joseph Alexander,

John L. Ireland,

C. Bartlett,

Philip Hone,

James I. Jones,

John M. Bradburst,

Richard F. Carman,

George Ireland,

Timothy Whittemore,

John Morton,

Henry Mendell,

William Colgate,

Young, Smith & Co.

Horace Waldo,

J. Grosvenier,

R. W. West,

J. Milhau,

S. W. Fox,

F. B. Cutting,

Isaac Bell,

Joseph Kernochan,

Herman Bruen,

Garret Van Doren,

John L. Norton,

John C. Beekman,

B. Drake,

Hamilton Fish,

H. Murray, for Est. of

John R. Murray,

A. Lockwood,

J. A. Jones,

James K. Hamilton,

David Codwise,

R. Mott,

John S. Voorhes,

Edward Corning,

J. J. Stewart,

Matthias Bruen,

Maturin Livingston,

Henry Ogden,

J. R. Walter,

Fisher Howe,

H. W. Dalson,

Geo. E. Geenzebaugh,

John Haggerty,

Edmund H. l'endleton,

Peter I. Nevius,

Joseph Walker,

Richard Whiley,

T. W. Thorne,

A. M. Merchant,

R. W. Martin,

Sampson Moore,

R. Havens,

John A. King,

Robert Ray,

N. Paulding,

Charles St. John,

S. B. Reeves & Co.

John M. Dodd,

Woolsey & Woolsey,

Thatcher T. Payne,

Henry Andrew,

C. W. How,

John O. Fay,

William Gale,

David Merion,

Martin Hoffman,

Duncan C. Pell,

Martin W. Brett,

G. C. Therburn,

Samuel Ward,

Gerardus Stuyvesant,

Hendricks & Brothers,

E. Meriam,

Seymour & Co.

W. G. Bull,

R. Stebins,

Henry M. Carpenter,

W. C. Hickock,

Abraham G. Thompson,

Aaron Clark,

C. A. Clinton.

|
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Wol. 1.

TAPKES,

We have thought it important to place be

fore the public at the present time the Laws

now in force in relation to the Assessment

and Collection of TAXES.

The aggregate Tax now imposed on the

Real and Personal Estates of the citizens and

inhabitants of the county of New York have

reached an amount, that has alarmed the

Owners of real estate.

We have but to look back through the re

cords of a few short years to a period when

the whole Annual Tax of this city amounted

to a sum about EQUAL in amount to the sIM

PLE INTERest on the amount of the Tax for

the present year for 190 days.

1801, population 60,489, Tax 75,000
º 4

IS10 96,276 “ 120,000

IS20 “ 123,706 “ 250,000

1830 “ 202,580 “ 450,000

1840 “ 312,SS3 “ 1,100,000

1842 “ 340,000 “2,000,000

We have thus stated the periods, the popu

lation, and the annual tax, by an examination

of which it will be seen that, in 1801, the

population was more than one sixth of its

present number, and the annual tax of that

year only one twenty-sixth as great as the tax

of the present year.

TAXATION HAS OUTRUN POPULATION.

Allowing that there are 40,000 voters in

our city the present tax gives an apportion

ment of about $50 to each voter, and to each

inhabitant of the city, estimating the popu

lation at 340,000, of about $6; but this equal

distribution of our tax is not made. Taxa

tion and Representation are not equal: far—

very far from it.

The causes and the consequences of our

present extravagant amount of Tax is a mat

ter, that is all-important to consider.

We think that we find in the Revised Stat

utes one of the causes which has led indi

rectly to an extravagant expenditure of public

money by our Common Council and Officers

of the Corporation, and we desire to call the

attention of citizens who are conversant with

our municpal affairs, particularly, to the fea

tures of the Law to which we allude.

These Provisions of the law are to be found

in the 1st Wol. Rev. Stat., new Ed., p. 361 &’3.

The substantial provisions of this law

makes the Mayor, Recorder and Aldermen

of the city of New York Supervisors of the

county of New York, and also makes the

Chamberlain of the city of New York Trea

surer of the county of New York. -

In 1830 the Legislature passed a Law in

relation to the city of New York containing

the following Provision, Chapter 122:

“Ś 19. The Common Council shall not

have authority to borrow any sums of Money

whatever on the credit of the Corporation, eac

cept in anticipation of the Revenue of the year

-

N E W Y O R K, DE C E M B E R 14, 1842.

-
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in which such Loan shall be made, unless au

thorized specially by the Legislature.”

This restrictive provision as to the Bor

| rowing of Money is from the pen of that dis

tinguished citizen, STEPHENALLEN,amember

of the City Convention, whose acquaintance

with our city affairs entitle his views thus

embodied to great respect, and the highest

consideration.

The City Chamberlain, by virtue of his

office, becoming entitled to the custody of the

monies collected from the county tax as well

as those arising from the City Revenue, and

also those arising from the Collection of spe

cial Local Assessments, placed these three

distinct funds promiscuously to the Credit of

the city of New York, and the Common

Council and Officers of the Corporation con

sidered and treated all three of these DistiNCT

and separate funds as the “Revenue of the

Year.” Here is the great error: the County

Taxes are not City Revenue, any more than

the State mill tax.

Mr. Allen supposed that the Corporation

Officers were restricted from borrowing any

sum exceeding $150,000 in any one year:

true, they were ; but they violated this salu

tary provision, and actually borrowed nearly

Two Millions of Dollars, and to this cause

is to be attributed the present enormous tax.

The Corporation have been running behind

hand for near twelve years—the arrears of

oneyear accumulating upon the previous year

until at length the city is a whole year behind

hand.

The Hon. IsAAc L. WARIAN, on his enter

ing upon the duties of Mayor of the city of

| New York in 1839, in his first executive mes

sage to the Common Council alludes to this

subject in the following words:

“The practice which has within a few

years grown up in the Common Council, of

borrowing large sums of money under that

provision of the Charter which authorizes

temporary loans in anticipation of the ANNUAL

TAx, I consider injurious to the financial in

terests of the City, and not contemplated by

provisions of the Charter under which it is

done. By a reference to the Comptroller's re

port, it will be seen that during the year 1838,

temporary loans, amounting to EIGHT HUN

DRED THousAND Dollars were inade by him,in

addition to the sum of Four Hundred and

Eleven Thousand Nine Hundred and seventy

five Dollars and Thirty-eight Cents, borrowed

from the City Aqueduct Loans, &c.”

“These loans could, by the Charter, only

be made in anticipation of the TAx of 1838,

as the tax of 1839 was not authorized by the

Legislature, and the amount so borrowed was

more than the whole tax levied. Of this

amount so borrowed in 1838, there still re

mains unpaid the sum of $204,271.27, and

since the commencement of 1839 the bor

rowing of $300,000 has been authorized by

-

remains unpaid of the tax of 1838 compara

tively a small amount. Such a system, if

continued, must eventually end in direct vio

lation of the provisions of the charter, and in

the accumulation of a debt which is paid from

one year to another by temporary loans, and

which will always be a heavy burden upon

the financial department of the city.”

“The provision of the charter was ex

pressly intended to prevent the Common

Council from incurring such debt, and to

confine the expenditures of the city to its an

nual income; and the authority then given to

borrow money in anticipation of the tax, was

only intended to defray the ordinary expenses

of the city, in cases when, from unforseen

occurrences, the ordinary collection of taxes

had not been made to a sufficient amount.”

“Connected with this subject is another,

worthy of your examination. A large amount

of money is annually received by the Comp

troller in trust, to be repaid to others. I refer

to monies received on assessments for opening,

regulating and paving Streets, the whole of

which is to be repaid to contractors or other

persons entitled thereto. The money how

ever is paid into the Treasury and applied to

the general purposes of the city; and when

called for, it becomes necessary to provide

means for its payment, by temporary loans

or other expedients. The union of these

funds with the general funds of the city, tends

to confusion in the public accounts, and at

times to place at the disposal of the public

authorities large sums of money, and thereby

to induce more extravagant appropriations

than otherwise would be done if these monies

were kept separate from the common fund,

and applied solely to the purposes for which

they are received by the Common Council.”

This language used by this worthy public

officer, deserves a careful reading. Mayor

Varian was several years a member of the

Common Council, and was for some time

President of the Board of Aldermen. He is

now a member of the Senate of the State of

New York. He is, and always has been, an

old fashioned Democrat, and is much beloved

and highly respected by his fellow citizens.

We agree with the worthy Mayor in the

loans referred to being a violation of the City

Charter, but we do not concede that the “an

nual tar,” to which he refers, is a city reve

nue ; here we claim the right to differ in

opinion with His Honor, and this difference

is very material.

Some few months subsequent to this, the

Common Council petitioned the State Legis

lature for authority to fund this accumulated

debt.

On the 14th January, 1840, the following

Petition to the Legislature of this State was

signed by the Mayor and Clerk of the Com
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mon Council, and to which was affixed the called the county taxes City Revenue; and

seal of the Corporation.

“To The HoNorABLE THE LEGIslature of

The STATE of NEw York.

“The memorial of the Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonality of New York, respectfully

represent,

“That by reason of the great expenses

which they have incurred in consequence of

the various improvements in the said city, they

have found the ordinary revenues of the Cor

poration altogether inadequate to meet the

demands which these expenses have produced,

and that they have therefore, from time to

time, been obliged to issue their bonds under

their Corporate Seals, to defray some of these

expenses, as a mere means of temporary re

lief. The amount of this floating debt on the

31st of December last, amounted to ONE

MILLION SEVEN Hundred ThousAND Four

HUNDRED AND Sixty Dollars, and can pro

bably be reduced from anticipated sources of

revenue to One Million Three Hundred

Thousand.

“The amount to be raised by the annual

tax bill will be required for the ordinary ex

penses that will accrue pending its collection,

and will therefore furnish no relief in liqui

dation of the floating debt.

“Your memorialists therefore pray your

honorable body will grant to them authority

to fund such amount of the said floating debt

as they may deem expedient, not exceeding

one million three hundred thousand dollars, by

the creation of a six per cent, stock, redeem

able in annual instalments of one hundred

thousand dollars each.

“And your memorialists willever pray, &c.

“ISAAC L. VARIAN, Mayor.

“Thos. Bolton, Clerk Com. Council.”

sEAL.] -

Endorsed, “Board of Aldermen, January

13th, 1840.

“The within memorial and act approved.

“Thos. Bolton, Cl’k C. C.

“Board of Assistants, Jan. 13, 1840.

“The within memorial and act unani

mously approved.

“Edw. PATTERson, Clerk.

“Approved. ISAAC. L. WARIAN.

“January 14th, 1840.

“Presented in Senate, Jan. 17th, 1840.”

The Legislature authorized the funding of

$400,000. See Act in Session Laws of 1840.

The Legislature authorized the Common

Council to fund $400,000 of this debt reim

bursable by annual instalments of $50,000

each : one of these instalments forms a part

of the present annual tax.

Had the accounts of the County Treasurer

been kept separate from those of the City

Chamberlain, and both separate from those

of the Local Assessments for public improve

ments, a great check would have been inter

posed to extravagant expenditures. The

present Chamberlain has in this followed the

practise of his Predecessor.

The Mayor, Recorder and Aldermen of

the city being, by virtue of their said offices,

Supervisors of the county, blended the duties

of the two distinct classes of officers together,

and, from this mixing up of duties, they mixed

up the county taxes with the city revenue and

hence the mixing up of the different, distinct

and separate funds in the accounts of the city

Chamberlain.

This state of things shows the necessity of

separating the Duties of County Supervisors

and County Treasurer from those of City

officers.

The Hon. Robert H. MoRRIs, the present

able and efficient Mayor of the city of New

York, agrees with us fully in the importance

of separating the Office of county supervisor

from those of city alderman.

The consequences of a continuance of the

present high rate of taxes will drive citizens

whose funds are invested mostly in personal

property, from the city—these citizens will

remove, to other sections of the State where

they will be less burdened : those who are

left behind with their property will, therefore,

be compelled To PAY the Taxes of those who

remove in addition to their own, and both of

these combined will have the effect greatly to

lessen the Income from real estate, as well as

to diminish the Dividends of our banks and

other incorporated companies.

While speaking of Banks and other incor

porated companies, we will here stop to re

mark that the provisions of law which au

thorize an assessment of tax upon the Capital

Stock,--some of the Ward Assessors insist,

—makes No provision for deducting the

losses which may have diminished that capi

tal, howeverheavy these losses may have been.

If a bank shall have lost ALL of its capital

stock, no tax is to be imposed; but if they

have lost NINETY-NINE AND THREE QUARTERs

per cent., the remaining quarter of one per

cent, must pay the tax of the original 100

per cent : this is inequitable and therefore

oppressive and unjust—and the consequence

will be, that these descriptions of stocks will

be depreciated. We do not so read the law.

The business of incorporated companies,

is not so productive that they should be re

quired to pay a greater tax than individuals,

in proportion to their means.

There are a variety of opinions entertained

in relation to our county taxes as to the mode

of assessing, respecting the persons and prop

erty to be assessed. We have conversed with

great numbers of our influential citizens, and

find such is the fact.

It was well remarked by PREsident Jack

son, in his celebrated Proclamation issued

shortly after the nullification ordinances of

South Carolina were passed by that State—

“That human wisdom had never yet de

vised a system of taxation that operated with

perfect equality.” Mr. Justice Story, one of

the brightest ornaments of the American

Bench, in speaking of this Proclamation of

President Jackson, says, “as a State paper,

it is entitled to great praise.”

If money funds are to be subject to exces

sive taxation they will be withdrawn from

such districts as impose the greatest burdens

in the shape of annual taxes, and if real es

tate is alone to pay these impositions, it will

decreasein value in the sameratio as the taxes

are increased in amount.

The Question is, WHAT is To Be DoNE

UNDER such A state oF THINGs 7

We think the recommendation of Gov.

Morton of Massachusetts, to the Legislature

of that State, the only remedy which our citi

zens can adopt. The recommendation of

his Excellency was very laconic : “Adopt

Retrenchment as a substitute for Taxation.”

This must bedone—and it can be—on a very

extensive scale.

The policy which has been heretofore pur

sued of increasing the amount of the public

property by the appropriation of the funds

belonging to citizens, paid into the public

treasury in the shape of taxes, is not only

dangerous, but absolutely, ruinous. Muni

cipal corporations should not own a dollar of

property beyond that required for public use.

Such a course as has heretofore been pursued

in this matter, if continued, will lead to one

of the most dangerous of Monopolies;–be

sides, it is at variance with the spirit of our

Institutions and dangerous to civil liberty.

It is true that our city has experienced its

full share of the fluctuations in business oper

ations of all kinds these few years past, but

if the public officers had confined themselves

to their legitimate duties, the public interests

would have passed unscathed.

The question is asked, How can the taxes

be reduced :

In order to reply, it is necessary first to

state what constitutes the aggregate of the

taxes now being collected.

The Public Officers class them as follows:

1. STATE MILL TAX.

2. CROTON TAX.

3. COUNTY TAX.

First—The State Mill Tax, the present

year, amounts to$237,783.60,and is imposed

upon Real Estate valued at $176,489,042.00

and Personal Estate $61,294,559.00.

The following statement is copied from the

State Comptroller's report to the Legislature

made in 1840 of the Valuation of the real

and personal estate in all the counties and

cities in this State, from which we have se

lected seventeen of the richest counties, in

which it will be seen that the assessed value

of real and personal property in these coun

ties is less than that of the county of New

York for the present year.

The statement is as follows:–

The aggregate real and personal Estate in

the county of Orange in the year 1839, is

assessed at................ 11,420,916.00

In the co. of Duchess..... 18,351,797.00

4 & 46 West Chester 10,718,797.00

Albany...... 13,626,100.00

Greene...... 11,569,268.00

Oneida...... 12,138,770.00

Oswego ..... 8,549,000.00

Renselaer ... 11,245,113.00

Onondaga... 16,768,635.00

Ontario...... 11,420,916.00

Kings. ... . . .31,103,113.00

Monroe . . . . . 15,731,524.00

Cuyahoga... 12,509,075.00

Livingston ... 11,246,124.00

Columbia.... 9,878,392.00

Erie........ 12,238,392.00

Queens...... 10,781,65000

These seventeen counties above named

contain four times the actual value of taxable

tº a 4t.

—
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property that the city of New York possesses;

It is in this, that New York suffers in the mill

tax: the valuation, by the assessors in this

city, is four times as high as the assessors in

the country would rate the samº property in

their respective districts, hence the citizens of

the city of New York pay A Four Mill Taz.

A Farm in the country worth ten thousand

dollars is rated by the country assessors at

twenty-five hundred, whereas a house and lot

in the city which is worth $6,000 is rated by

the city assessors at $8000.

THE REDUCTion of THE VALUATION of REAL

AND personAL ESTATE IN The city of New

York so As To EQUAL1ze it Throughout the

STATE would Reduce our MILL Tax MoRE

Than $100,000.00.

Here, then, is the first Item of saving.

Second—THE CRoton INTERest TAx.

Only a portion of the interest of the Croton

Debt is included in the present annual tax.

We may, in round numbers, set it down at

$475,000.00 or three fourths of the actual

amount of the interest of the debt for one

year.

The City Comptroller, in his supplemen

tary report made out October 3d, 1842, states

the Croton Debt, as then existing, as follows:

Five per cent. Stock, $8,771,500.00.

Six per cent. Stock, 645,312.00.

Seven per cent. Stock, 2,000,000.00.

The same report states that the Croton

Water Rents, up to that period, had amounted

to less than $9000, a very small sum indeed.

The Croton debt is increasing, and will be

much increased beyond the amount of indebt

edness above stated : the annual tax to meet

the payment of the interest will also be much

increased.

The only means of decreasing the interest,

is to decrease the debt by a sale of all the

public property not in public use. It is said

that the present time is not a good time to

sell—that the price of property is low. True,

the price of property is low ; and it is equally
true that it will be still lower.

The immediate present time, is never con

sidered a good time to sell. We hear it re

marked by citizens that 1836 was the time

that the public property should have been

sold ; but in 1836 and 1837, the opinion was

then entertained that that was not the proper

time to sell. We have before us a report of

a Committee of the Board of Aldermen in

this very matter, which as it is quite brief, we

will quote in full.

Here it is :—

“The Committee on Finance, to whom

was referred the resolution directing a report

to be made on the expediency of disposing

of part of the unimproved real estate belong

ing to the Corporation, respectfully

* REPORT

“That there is some part of the public

property, where the leases have expired and

without a covenant of renewal, that might

have been sold ; but, in the present pressure

of the money market, they think it advisable

not to offer the same at the present time.

They therefore ask to be discharged from

the further consideration of said resolution.

“Respectfully submitted,

“D. P. INGRAHAM,

“EDWARD TAYLOR,

“DAVID BANKS.

“Which was adopted and ordered on file.”

This Report was made April 5th, 1837—

See Pro. Board of Ald, Vol. 12, page 476.

Real Estate on this Island will not increase

in value while the present enormous tax is

continued, coupled with a prospect of being

still more onerous;—and, in addition to this,

the local assessments, which are of an alarm

ing character, are destructive to the value of

real estate and operate as a cloud upon the

title, whether actually assessed or only in

tended to be assessed, for there is but little

difference between these two classes.

If the public property shall be at once dis

posed of, or placed in the hands of judicious

business men in whom the public have con

fidence, to dispose of when they shall deem

the propertime, and the avails of these sales

be appropriated to the retiring of the Croton

bonds of an equal amount as fast as collect

ed: the debt can probably be diminished by

this means three or four millions of dollars,

and that sum is the whole and full value of

the public property not in public use.

The next item to lessen the debt, that we

propose, is, the Water Rents: let these be

appropriated every quarter to the purchase

of the Croton bonds in the market, and, as

fast as the same are obtained, they should be

cancelled by writing across the face of the

obligation the word cANcelled, in letters on

an inch square, attested by the Mayor; and

also the Recorder, under a seal, and let this

seal be a round punch an inch in diameter:

when this is done, publish a statement of the

bonds, so cancelled, in a city newspaper of

the most extensive circulation, specifying the

date, number, denomination and name of the

payee of each bond: after this, let the Bonds

be filed in the office of the City Chamberlain

as an evidence of payment. Such a dispo

sition of the bonds is better than any sinking

fund, and bonds thus treated may be consid:

ered Rat-proof.

Those gentlemen who think the Croton

rents will be large, will be satisfied with the

consequent rapid diminution of their tax ;

and other gentlemen, who are of the opinion

that the water rents will not pay the cost of

superintendence, repairs, &c., will not be

disappointed in having to continue the pay

ment of the Interest tax.

The further expenditures upon the Croton

should be, by all means, at once discontinued

—no more money should be borrowed—not

another dollar.

Our city authorities will find, to their sur

prise, that the present onerous and extraor

dinary tax will be difficult to collect: after

the voluntary payments shall have been com

pleted, the very large Arrears will be found

to produce great complaints and great dis

tress. Our city authorities have gone head

long, as a few short months will plainly show.

Politics have brought the city to the very

verge of ruin—the acts of both political

parties.

We believe the Croton is a valuable acqui

sition—that it would, with proper manage

ment add to the intrinsic value of real estate

on this island—but it is not worth what it has

cost: thus the wages of labor, in this, are

greater than the value of the product of the

labor, for the introduction of the Croton is

the result of labor.

We find it stated in the City Comptroller's

Report of the present year, page 15, that

the land used for the Croton costs $364,948 :

the balance of the great sum which has been

expended is the money paid for the wages of

labor.

Such is the result in all cases where the

wages of labor exceed the whole value of

the product of labor. :...

Labor is the foundation of wealth—with

out labor the products of the earth, however

profuse or abundant, could not be gathered.

Our Railroads, Canals, Bridges and Man

ufacturing establishments are the products of
labor.

Labor when called into extensive requisi

tion produces results, that, were we not wit

nesses of we should be slow to credit.

The Egyptian Pyramids are proud monu

ments of the products of labor.

Recently the product of labor on the con

tinent of Europe in the cultivation of grain

divested that great monied corporation, the

Bank of England, of its vast accumulation of

precious metals.

The Wages of labor should be propor

tionate to the Value of its product; other

wise the employer and the employee must

change places, and the balance will be on the

wrong side of the account. There can be

no permanency in a state of things like what

we have illustrated above, nor do either party
derive durable benefit.

The Croton will become an expensive con

cern to the people, unless they arouse and

attend to the great interests which concern

them —it will be made a retreat for politi

cians—here they will be quartered, by the

successful party, at the termination of every

election :-it is the newly formed shoal on

which the City craft will founder unless ex

perienced, skilful Pilots take the helm.

The Price at which the Water is furnished

to Families, is a question of paramount im

portance.

It is said that the question is, whether the

water shall be sold, or whether it shall be

given away ? This is not the true position.

The real question is—Shall citizens be as

sessed more than once for the water ? Shall

they be compelled to pay for the water and

at the same time be prohibited from using it

unless on paying a second time !

Every person who either owns or rents a

tenement on this Island, pays for Croton wa

ter;-if not directly, in the shape of a tax,

it is paid indirectly, in the price of the rent,

to the person who pays the tax ;—and the

payment, in either case, is the full value of

the water which may be required for family

uSe.

Citizens however would, as a matter of

patriotism or public spirit, be willing to pay
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five dollars each for the water for a dwelling

house, and if a tariff of this rate should be

adopted, the receipts would be far greater in

the aggregate, than the present oppressive

demand.

The great difficulty in regard to the water

rent, is, that it is a compound screw of a

double twist—the citizens are made to buy,

at a dear price, that which belongs to them

without buying: it would be more equitable

only to tax those who do not buy the water.

The Croton Tax will drive more citizens

out of the city than the purity of its waters

will tempt to become settlers in it.

We have heard it proposed that Commerce

should be taxed to pay the interest of the

Croton debt.

It is said that Foreign Merchandize should

be made to pay—that it is protected from fire

by the Croton—from burglars by the watch

men—that the transportation of goods over

our streets wear our pavements, &c. &c.:—

all this is true; but foreign commerce pays

another, and a heavy tax—a duty imposed by

the General Government. The State of

Maryland, in 1820, passed an act requiring

importers and dealers in foreign merchan

dize who sold goods by the bale or package

to take out a license, for which they were

required to pay $50: a severe penalty was

provided in case they neglected, refused, or

omitted to obtain such license: the importers

resisted, on the ground that the act was a

violation of the Constitution of the United

States, and a suit was instituted to test the

validity ofthe Act. The question was brought

ultimately before the Supreme court of the

United States—was fully and most ably ar

gued: the Court gave a very elaborate opin

ion, and decided that the law in question was

unconstitutional, and therefore void.

It is Commerce that makes a piece of

ground 25 feet by 100, on the thick settled

part of this island, of more value than one

acre of the best land on the Mohawk flats:

commerce, therefore, should be encouraged,

and not discouraged.

The question as to what are the most

proper objects of taxation, is one of great

difficulty: it is not a new question: it has

agitated nations as well as communities a

long time ago. The direct taxes which were

laid many years ago were much complained

of, and were very unpopular.

If a direct tax should be laid for the pay

ment of the Interest of the Croton debt, the

question is—In what way can it be imposed,

and on what property shall it be assessed 7–

The practise heretofore adopted in assessing

arbitrarily for pretended Street Improve

ments, will not answer—that has neither the

Constitution of the United States or of the

State, nor has it equity or justice to support

it;-it is equally a violation of all. A citi

zen who owns a house may not choose to

use the Croton : he may prefer the water of

his wells and his cisterns for the use of him

self and his family, and he has a right to do

so : he cannot be required to pay an assess

ment for the Croton. It may be said that

his house is protected from fire by the Cro

ton—and true it is ; but he prefers to make

insurance notwithstanding : he pays less
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premium, however: here then is an advan

tage which it is right and just he should pay

for. The Croton is used in washing the

streets: in this it is also an advantage, and

for this the citizen should pay; but both of

these will not equal the Share of the Interest

of the debt incurred for the cost of construct

ing the works of the Croton. It is buildings

and merchandize that are protected from de

struction by fire by the Croton, the ground

derives no such benefit. Merchandize, if

belonging to non-residents, is stored in ware

houses, which houses are taxed : merchan

dize, therefore, pays indirectly—if the Cro

ton tax is made very onerous, goods will be

stored without the bounds of the tax district.

Thus difficulties are abundant, and how

shall they be remedied ? We see but one

way, and that is to let every person who oc

cupies a house that is taxed to pay the inter

est of the Croton debt, use the water without

being required to pay a second assessment:

to those who use it for manufacturing pur

poses, make a very moderate charge, for the

more the water is made use of, the better will

be its quality; and the more it is used for

manufacturing purposes, the greater will be

the business of the city, and whatever tends

to increase its prosperity, benefits directly the

real estate of its Citizens upon this Island.

Citizens pay taxes cheerfully where they

are reasonable in amount and equitably im

posed; but when the amount becomes unrea

sonable from a wasteful expenditure of public

money, which is the case now with regard to

our county tax, there will be a dissatisfaction

and this dissatisfaction will increase, and to

such an extent that something must be done.

The taxes which are now being collected are

by voluntary payment. When the 1st of

February arrives, then will come the tug

then dissatisfaction will be increased, and it

is right it should, for citizens have for a few

years left public affairs to take care of them

selves or in the care of politicians, who also

take care of themselves regardless of the

public interest. The Croton debt is a very

serious matter—it is a very large amount,

and should be in the hands of men of expe

rience, men of ability, of men who have the

confidence of the bondholders as well as the

tax-payers. There should be no pipe-laying

in this business—it is too vast and important

a concern to place in the hands of Every-DAY

politicians, of men of inexperience. The

Salaries ofthepublic officers whosuperintend

the interests of the Croton should be fixed at

so low a rate as to prevent the hunting up of

the Offices for the sake of the FEEs.

There are contingencies attending the use

of the Croton which may be serious in a pe

cuniary point of view —the Corporation is

liable for the damages from the bursting of

pipes, &c.—the Corporation possess the right

of way over the streets, but not the right to

the Soil under the streets.

The contemplated change of the members

of the Board of Supervisors, that this body

may be separated from the Common Council,

and the office of City Chamberlain also

separated from the office of County Trea

surer will be one of the most effectual Checks

to extravagant expenditure of public money.

This is a matter of primary importance,

and care should be taken in framing a bill to

provide for.property qualification in the per

sons to be selected for County Supervisors,

and they should be elected by general ticket.

That Board should be composed of our

best citizens—not selected by politicians con

vened for the purpose but by the property

holders and tax-payers.

The duty of the Board of Supervisors of

the county of New York are important—they

have the assessing and disbursing of more

than two millions of dollars annually—two

millions of dollars is the amount of interest

at six per cent. per annum of more than

thirty-three millions of dollars, a sum nearly

equal to the whole Capital Stock of the United

States Bank in its best days. Shall such

great interests be confided to politicians 1–

Citizens should awake to a sense of their

true interests—Economy must be introduced

into the administration of our public affairs,

otherwise destruction of the interest of indi

viduals will be inevitable. Moderate men

have been deterred by the violence of party

politics from meddling in public affairs—they

have Now learnt that public affairs will not

take care of themselves. Something must

be done, and—done quickly. The citizens

whohave interests at stake must meet togeth

er, deliberate and consult upon public affairs.
The public property not in public use is

set down by the City Comptroller in his Re

port of January 1842, page 15, as follows:

* Real Estate not in Use for Public Purposes.

“At Brooklyn, Williamsburgh,Hallet’s Cove

and 86th street, . . . . . . . . . $ S4,500.00

“City Lots under Lease, . . . . . 947,200.00

“Wharves and Piers leased,

$34,000, added for increase

of 1S41,. - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 1,782,000.00

“Property between 23d and 42d

Street, ... • - - - - - - - - - . . . ... 1,260,000.00

“Property north of 42d street, 92S,400.00
--

$5,002,100.00

That portion of the property between 23d

and 42d street, and also that portion north of

42d street, is not worth more than one fourth

of the sum which it is valued as above.

In page S7 of the same Report is the fol

lowing: - --

“Present Capital of Sinking Fund in City

Stocks,................S 82S,334.00

“Arrears and Commutation of

Water Lot Rents, ...... 365,630.00

“Fire Loan Securities, . . . . . . 615,489.00

$1,839,453.00

In page 240 of the Comptroller's report

of October 3, 1842, is the following State

ment of the City Debt in addition to the

Water Debt:

“New York Five Per Cents.

of 1820 and 1829, ...... $ 500,000.00

“Public Building Stock,..... 515,000.00

“Fire Loan Stock, . . . . . . . ... 525,000.00

“Floating Debt Stock, . . . . . . 300,000.00

“Fire Indemnity Stock,..... 353,000.00
--

$2,108,000.00

T[This subject REsUMED IN NExt Number.]
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To thesesums we addTWO MILLIONS

OF DOLLARS of floating Bonds and of

temporary indebtedness.

$2,000,000.00 is a large sum in addition

to the other indebtedness which we have al

ready stated in the previous pages at $13,-

524,812.00—swelling the aggregate to the

great sum of $15,524,812.00, the annual

interest of which may be set down at about

$900,000.00.

It will be recollected, that the interest of

the Water Debt has previous to the present

time been paid out of the principal. Is this

sum to be reimbursed to the principal by sub

sequent taxation under the act passed May

26th, 1841 : This Act will be found in full

in our next number.

We state the public indebtedness on tem

porary bonds at two millions and this is sub

stantially accurate : the form of this indebt

edness is being continually changed for poli

tical effect.

We have shown in our previous number

by documents, the correctness of which can

not be questioned, that this species of indebt

edness existed in 1838, IS39 and 1840, and

that it was certified to the Legislature by three

branches of the City Government, under the

great Seal of the Corporation, as being of a

specific amount on the 1st day of January,

IS40, namely, $1,700,460.00, of which only

$400,000 has since been funded.

At the close of 1841 it will be seen by the

city Comptroller's Report, page 23, that the

sum of $193,283.00 of the Taxes of the suc

ceeding year had been collected prior to:31st

December, for most of which the Ward Col

lectors were allowed a premium in addition

to their fees.

In the same report, page 5, the balance in

the City Treasury on the 31st day of Decem

ber, 1841, is stated at $67,504.07: this bal

ance would look quite well under all circum

stances, bnt unfortunately we find a terrible

drawback on this stated balance, as on pages

77 and 79 of the same report outstanding

warrants on the Treasury are stated at $315,-

209.15, which makes the Treasury actually

overdraw the large sum of $248,105.13

Merchants do not make up their accounts

in this way: they do not state a balance in

bank when it has already been drawn for, and

not only drawn for, but largely overdrawn.

The same system of stating the balance in

the Treasury is adopted in the City Comp

troller's Supplementary Reportof October 3,

1842. In this report he states the balance in

the Treasury on the 2d October, 1842, to be

$152,991.54, and on the same page (240) he

states the outstanding Warrants at$143,430.-

96, $10,500.00 of which was the sinking

fund. It would have been mnch more simple

and proper to have stated the actual balance

in the Treasury at $9,560.58, which was the

real balance, but this would not strike the eye

at first glance as so large as the sum choscn.

As we before remarked, the mode of stating

the fiscal accounts is being continually chang

ed for political purposes.

The worst state, or the true state of the

accounts is what the Tax-paying People want

to see: they want to know the worst, and

then they can judge what is best to be done.

At the commencement of IS42, it will be

seen by what is above stated, there were two

items of indebtedness, viz.–the outstanding

Checks over and above the funds on hand to

meet the payment of $248, 106.13, and the

sum of $193,283.80 of the next year's Taxes

which had been obtained in 1841, both of

which amounted to $441,389.93.

The closing of the presentyears' accounts

will embrace of next year's tax receipts

over half a million of dollars, collected by

voluntary payment, in which is included the

State mill tar. The city Treasury will claim

the use of this fund until the State Comp

troller calls for it.

We presume that the City Comptroller will

not claim that the indebtedness on temporary

bonds in 1840 has since been discharged, as

the petition to the Legislature which we set

forth in full. states expressly that the money

to be raised by annual taxes would all be re

quired for the ordinary Expenses of the City

Government.

It may be said that the stating of the ac

counts in the way we have narrated is a mat

ter of policy, and that it is good policy. This

we do not admit; public officers are public

servants, and they should state things in a

way that they can be fully understood—no

other policy need be resorted to. If the pub

lic treasury is embarrassed, let those who

support that treasury know the worst, and

they will take the proper care that it is sea

sonably replenished.

We do notwish to be understood as speak

ing unkindly of either the present Comptroll

er, Mr. Williamson, or of his predecessor,

Mr. Smith ; they are both excellent citizens,

and in speaking of the mode of stating the

balances at the end of the year, we speak of

the system and not of the persons who are

required to carry it out. As to the present

Comptroller and his predecessors we say that

both have been faithful public officers. We

have found them always willing and ready to

aid every good measure, but neither of them

were at liberty to do all they desired to do;

they were both ruled by the Common Council.

It will be seen by looking at the item of

Interest which is payable quarterly, viz. on

the 1st of February, May, August and No

vember, that it will amount to about $225,000

per quarter, and when the other expenditures

for the Croton are completed it will amount

to One Million of Dollars per annum, which

will be equal to $250,000 per quarter, which

gives as the sum total of the interest of the

public debt for only three months a sum ex

actly equal to the whole annual city tax for

the year 1820.

What a contrast !

As we before observed, the interest on the

public debt is payable quarterly, and as the

present annual tax which is now being col

lected will more than all be expended before

the 1st of May, there will therefore be no

means to pay the August and November

interest without a resort to loans.

This is a matter of serious consideration,

and one which requires legislative provision.

We have heard it proposed by Corporation

Officers that the nextyear's tax shall be made

payable at an earlier period : this will not do.

It would be better to fund a sum sufficient to

pay the interest, and then take a new start

and try to keep even. It is high time that

the Corporation should turn over a new leaf

and make a new beginning.

The Corporation Officers—some of them

—insist that all the Real and Personal prop

erty on the Island of New-York is mort

gaged to pay the Corporation debts, &c.

Such a doctrine has no soundness. Would

a mortgagee, in foreclosing a mortgage on a

house and lot on this island, be required to

make all the Croton bond holders parties in

consequence of this public mortgage 7 or

would the Chancellor grant an injunction to

restrain an individual from removing his

property beyond the limits of the State be

cause the Croton bond holders have in their

public securities a chattel mortgage 7

The holders of Stock of the Corporation

of the city of New-York have no other secu

rity than the public property belonging solely

to said corporation.

It is said that the public faith is pledged

for the redemption of the Stock. What is

public faith !

The holders of various State Bonds can

best answer. The credit of the city of New

York must be preserved, not by representing

the existence of a pledge which has no exist

ence, but by the most rigid economy in

public expenditures—by Retrenchment on a

large scale.

What would real estate on this island

be worth if politicians could pledge the private

property of the citizens to public creditors

for visionary improvements? We answer,

it would be utterly worthless.

The Constitution of the United States and

of this State provide that private property

shall not be taken for public use without just

compensation. The exercise of judicial dis

cretion cannot blot out this provision of the

Constitution, although it may temporarily

eclipse it.

The Expenditure of public money must

be so decreased that there will be enough re
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main to maintain the Credit of the city, and

this can only be done by the prompt payment -

of the Interest on the bonds.

We speak with great plainness in these

matters: it is a public duty so to speak—a

duty to the tax-paying citizens, as well as the

bond holders.

It is no wonder taxes are high—that Real

Estate is depreciated: the wonder IS, that

there is any thing left to tax, or that Real

Estate is WORTH taxing! for it has been

Assessed to destruction.

The case of the Estate of Sampson Ben

son is an illustration.

Ten and a half acres of this estate, which

is a piece of salt meadow, has been assessed

for “filling-in" the ENORMOUS sum of

$16,063.09!
We find on reference to the Street Com

missioner's Advertisement of 1840, this prop

erty advertised—For Sale—for this assess

ment for the lowest term of years that any

person would take it in consideration of

PAYING the assessment!

This land was advertised as 165 distinct

lots: the charge for advertising was Two

Dollars for each lot, which is $330.00 for

the 104 acres.

This large sum has been paid out of the

city Treasury for advertising this small piece

of Land, and Now forms a part of the

present Tax now collecting !

CoMPTRoller FLAGG would have charged

for advertising this piece of land for sale for

unpaid tax but—30 cts.

Gentle reader—Do you wonder that taxes

are high 7 -

In the Street Commissioner's advertise

ment of 1841 this same land is again adver

tised for sale for this same assessment. It

is in this latter notice condensed.

This advertisement states that the assess

ment was confirmed May 31st, 1837.

The amount of the assessment is stated at

$16,063.09 . Interest on this sum from

that day to Dec. 31, 1842, being 5 years and

7 mo., at the rate of 7 per cent. per annum,

will produce the large sum of $6277.95,

and which, added to the cost of advertising

and that ofthe assessment, produce an aggre

gate of $22,671.04. -

We are informed by IsAAc AdRIANCE, Esq.

who was one of the Executors of this estate,

that this ten and a half acres was set down

in the books of the Ward Collectors this year

at $840.

The assessment is, therefore, rather less

than 7"WENTY-SE VEN times the Value

of the land.

The land formerly produced salt hay, and

was for that purpose useful; but now it is

covered with gravel, and is unproductive.

The Corporation applied to the Legislature

last year for authority to purchase this land—
with all other lands which might be adverti

sed for sale for unpaid assessments for which

no bids should be made—but the application

found no favor with the Legislature.

The Corporation have no means to pay

for land purchased except by a tax upon the

real and personal estates of the citizens.

Citizens, are you in favor of being taxed

for the purchase of this salt meadow !

What would the purchase money amount

to at the end of the present century at 7 per

cent. interest compounded ?

Last year the Common Council paid to

contractors large sums out of the proceeds of

the county tax. The cause for this proceed.

ing they state, is, that the assessments on the

property of the citizens could not be collected

for the reason that the amount of the assess

ment exceeded “the present market value of

the land.” (See Pro. Com. Council, Vol. 8,

p. 121.) The reason assigned, although very

extraordinary, is no less true; and they might

have gone further and added, that in some of

the cases the interest of the assessment alone

exceeded the market value of land assessed.

Now suppose all these assessments should

be included in the tax—what would be the

consequence? surely a very great increase of

the present rate. It is said that the contrac

tors must be paid :—why then pay one con

tractor and not another ?—if one is paid, all

should be paid, and neither should have been

paid a dollar until their claims had been first

examined by a committee of the citizens in

terested in the property assessed.

We must diverge here to state that Al

fred A. SMith, Esq. late City Comptroller,

rendered to our citizens very important servi

ces by incorporating very important informa

tion in relation to assessment proceedings in

detail in his annual reports. The information

thus given is very important. The Anti

assessment Committee are under great obli

gations to Mr. Smith for most important aid

in their operations, and they take pleasure in

acknowledging the obligation. Mr. Smith,

in the management of the fiscal concerns of

the city at a period of great pecuniary em

barrassment in our market, done himself

credit and the public a good service : he was

a faithful public officer, and is a most worthy
citizen.

In the City Comptrollers's Report of 1841

we find in the same summary of Expenses

of Street Openings, the Eighth avenue pro

ceedings, and also those of the Seventh ave

nue which runs parallel with and about 1000

feet therefrom. These proceedings are

worthy of special record here, as showing a

mighty contrast.

The Eighth avenue, the report states, was

opened throughout in 1811. See Comp.

troller's Report, p. 108.

In the Eighth Avenue Proceeding the

Fees are stated as follows:

Counsel Fees, - - - $ 745.45

Commissioners’ Fees, - 760.68

Surveyor's Charges, - - 310.50

Appraisers’ and Collectors’

Charges, - - - 296.87

Incidental Expenses, - 178.87

2,173.37

In the Seventh avenue, the Fees are stated

as follows:

Counsel Fees, - - $ 3976.77

Surveyor's Feees, - - 2801.00

Commissioners’ Fees, - - 4920.00

Room hire, - - - 410.00

Clerk hire, - - - 250.00

Contingencies, - - 78.00

Collectors's Fees, - - 1115.00

13,550.77

Difference in favor of

Eighth avenue,....#11,258.90

The Seventh avenue—it is stated in same

report, p. 122, was in 1839 opened from 21st

to 129th street, a Much shorter DistANce

than the 8th avenue.

The Commissioners' Fees in the Seventh

avenue Proceeding amount to more than

double all the fees and all the charges of all

the officers in all the Eighth avenue proced

ings I

The Counsel FEES in the Seventh are

one and two thirds more than all the fees

and charges of all the Officers in the Fighth

avenue ! I

The Surveyor's Fees in the Seventh are

near onE AND ONE QUARTER more than all the

charges of all the officers in the said Eighth

avenue !

Here is the secret of the present high taxes.

We have another illustration—and it is

well worth examining:—

In 1814 (see Comptroller's Report, p. 10S)

the Third av. was opened from the Bowery,

corner of 7th st., to Harlem, which is also a

greater distance than that of the noted Sev.

enth avenue. The fees in this Proceeding

are stated as follows:

Counsel Fees, - - - $836.31

Commissioners' Fees, - 1187.50

Surveyor's Fees, - - - 213.00

Appraisers' and Collector's

Charges, - - - 375.00

Contingent Charges, - - 350.00

2,961.81

Difference in favor of 3d

ave. compared with

7th in Expenses,......:510,588.86

The Common Council claim to be Trus.

tees ºf persons from whom money is received

fºr assessments for opening streets—or that

the Corporation, with the legislative power of

which they are vested, is a trustee. If the

Position they take in this is correct, and an

absolute trust is created by the act which

authorizes these assessments; or a resulting

trust arises by the operation of law; then in

either case, the moneys arising from the

assessment of every distinct improvement.

is a separate and distinct trust, and should

be so treated by the City Chamberlain, as

well as all other public officers.

Had such a course been pursued how dif.

ferent would have been the state of things

from what now unfortunately exists. It is

well known that vastand immense sums have

been paid out of the funds arising from county

taxes to counsel, commissioners, surveyors,

assessors, inspectors, appraisers and con

tractors for pretended services in assessment

proceedings. Had these payments been

made from each separate trust fund, the

City Chamberlain would, of necessity, have

been in the receipt of the money before he

could have paid these claims: he would not

have taken the responsibility of paying the

money belonging to one trust, to satisfy claims

on another.

These immense and vast sums have been

paid before any collections were made from

the persons assessed for the particular pro

ceeding.
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Take the Seventh Avenue assessment as

an illustration :-

In February, 1839, (it is claimed) the

Court confirmed the assessment—the very

same month the City Chamberlain paid on the

Warrants of the Mayor, Clerk of the Com

mon Council, and Comptroller, in this single

proceeding, $3976.77 to Counsel, Sur

veyor $2801.00, and $5643.00 to

Commissioners of Estimate. By the last

published statement of the Comptroller [See

p. 102 of his Report of 1842] there was at

that time uncollected of this extraordinary

assessment $ ió,583.77.

The present City Chamberlain is a most

excellent, most worthy citizen. The fault is

not in him : it is mainly in the law that places

these various funds all to the credit of the

Corporation; and in our previous number

the message of the HoN. IsaAc L. WARIAN,

refers to this very same matter, and was com

plained of by him.

The experiment now making of voluntary

payment of taxes to the City Comptroller,

clearly demonstrates a deep feeling of our

influential citizens in the welfare of the city.

They are ready and willing to come forward

and support public credit by furnishing the

means to discharge the public obligations, but

they will require as a sine qui non that pru

dence and economy shall enter fully into the

system of public expenditures.

The Anti-assessment Committee early in

November addressed printed circulars to a

large number of our influential citizens, in

forming them of the change in the collection

of taxes, and that payment could be made

directly to the City Comptroller without the

intervention of a Collector. The first per

son that called at the Comptroller's office to

cmbrace this new plan was that distinguished

American Jurist the WENERABLE CHANCELLOR

KENT : before he had left the office, another

distinguished citizen presented himself for

the same purpose, the Hon. STEPHEN ALLEN,

and he was followed by another, SAUL Al

Ley, Esq. The City Comptroller was not

ready when the two first named gentlemen

called, to receive the money for taxes, and

therefore Mr. Alley was the first who paid

taxes under the new system. Mr. Alley's

tax was upwards of Eleven hundred dollars

exclusive of the amount paid by his tenants:

about $250 of this sum was for the Croton

Interest.

John TARGEE, Esq., a democratic citizen

of high standing in our community, in an

hour after the circular from the Anti-assess

ment Committee reached his hands, presented

himself at the Comptroller's office and paid

his tax of near $800. JAMEs BookMAN, Esq.

Hon. Peter A. JAY, WM. B. Crosby, Esq.

and a great number of other citizens of high

standing called and paid their taxes, which

were very large in amonnt, to the Comp

troller.

The acts of these gentlemen are an indi

cation of their opinion of the new system,

and we are very glad to see it sustained by

the opinion of such good citizens.

We felt confident when, with the aid of

the Hon. Solomon Townsend, we procured

this important feature to be incorporated in

the bill that the measure would be sustained

hy the tax-paying citizens, but expected it

would be found fault with by the Ward Col

lectors. The Legislature adopted this provi

sion by a unanimous vote, on the ayes and

noes being called.

The City Comptroller was at first not

pleased with the change because he feared it

would make him unpopular with the Collec

tors, but the opinions expressed by our influ

ential citizens to him personally when paying

their taxes, has induced his feelings to under

go a change, and now, we believe, he highly

approves it.

We well know that Comptroller Smith

was in favor of a change and in favor of the

present system.

Our citizens are under great obligations to

our late representative, SoloMon Townsend,

Esq., of the Assembly, for valuable services

in the passage of the provision of law chang

ing the mode of collecting Taxes, and to the

Hon. John B. Scott in the Senate.

In speaking of the retrenchment of City

Expenses we deem it important to here give a

copy of a communication published in the

Evening Post recently, and remarks of the

Editors of the Post thereupon. This com

munication was written by a citizen of high

standing in this community, who was a mem

ber of the City Convention in 1829, convened

for the purpose of f aming a bill to amend

the City Charter. The public expression of

opinion by such men is a great public benefit:

it is the mighty engine, mind influencing

mind

“The following communication has been

sent us by a veteran democrat, who is sick of

the party feuds which are mingled with our

public affairs. When the charter of this

city was amended, those who framed the

amendment thought that they had remedied

the mischief, by separating the municipal

elections from the state and general elections.

Since that time, however, the evil has grown

worse.

• To the Editors of the Evening Post:

“GENTI.EMEN-If you are not too much

attached to party trammels, would you not

do your subscribers and the tax-payers, some

service by repeatedly calling their attention

to their own vital interest, that of some differ

ent manner from the present, of the nomina

ting the future members to our Corporation ?

It cannot be but men of standing and tax

payers, might be found, to take charge of

their own affairs, if it was but made general

in every ward. As a beginning, I would

suggest that some four or more persons from

every ward, have an informal meeting, and

agree on some general plan to be adopted

without reference to party, to bring forward

good men in each ward, and my firm convic

tion is, that at least one third of the present

expenditures would be saved and the public

infinitely benefitted. SERVED.’”

The means of reducing the Annual Taxes

as recommended, is very easy. If our influ

ential citizens of both political parties will

meet together in a social conference and dis

cuss these matters the result will be highly

important. Many citizens feel that it is no

use—that politicians will do as they please.

- -
-

-- -º-º-º-
-- --

Not so : the intelligent citizens have an

influence and a control which only needs to

be exercised to be felt: it is they who can

remedy the mischiefs and the evils complained

of The State Legislature is not governed

by politicians—far otherwise;—and the vote

given the last three years on bills introduced

into that body in relation to ourcity concerns

fully show this.

Our city contains large numbers of citi

zens, whose opinions, PUBLIcLY Expressed,

will have great influence on the public mind.

These citizens must come forward and give

the great public the benefit of their opinions

upon our city affairs.

The time has now arrived to do this, and

it should not be let pass without a united

effort being made.

There are different views entertained by

different persons as to the organization of

our City Government. Some are in favor of

departments, but we have had a lesson in

these partitions which will be remembered

while our city has a name. Our local assess

ments are a sad commentary on Departments.

The defects in our Amended Charter have

now been seen and felt: its provisions which

are PEREMPToRy, are sought to be deemed

directory.

The inembers of our Common Council do

not even regard these provisions of this law

which were intended to restrain themselves

from meddling with the public contracts, and

hence a most severe enactment is necessary

in this particular. -

We will not here discuss this question, but

will hereafter take it up as a distinct subject,

and treat of it fully.

The sinking fund is a bubble that was

counted upon to pay the city debt, the State

of Illinois might with equally as much pro

priety create a sinking fund, and from that

means satisfy the holders of the bonds of

that State; and they might say that the farms

of the agriculturists of that State are holden

for the payment of these bonds with as much

propriety as our Corporation officers say citi

zens’ property is holden for the payment of

the Croton Bonds: neither are holden.

The Sinkiug fund is not what it was in

tended to be—its assets will not redeem the

bonds due in 1850; the funds should only be

invested in the stock they are specially to

redeem, and not in other stock payable a

quarter of a century afterwards.

We will refer to this portion of the sub

ject again, and now proceed to the considera

tion of the next class of taxes before no

ticed.

Third—THE County TAxEs–In this

class of taxes, there has been a great mistake

by public officers. The Board of Supervi

sors of the County assess this tax, and to

them alone belong the disbursement of the

money so raised.

The Common Uouncil have not the dispo

sition of this money: the funds which the

common council have the control of, is the

City Revenue arising from wharves, markets,

&c. &c., and that money when received by

the City Chamberlain,should alone have been

placed to the credit of the Corporation.

Had the various separate fundswhich have
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been received been kept separate, this state of

things now complained of, would not have

happened ; but so long as the fund raised for

one specific purpose is applied to other pur

poses than that for which it was designed,

there will be confusion and difficulties.

The tax act of the present year authorizes

the supervisors of the city and county to

assess upon the estates real and personal of

the inhabitants and freeholders of the city

and county of New-York the sum of $234,-

000 for city watch, $120,000 for lamps, and

$746,000 for county contingencies, making

in the aggregate One Million one Hundred

Thousand Dollars.

The same act authorizes the delinquencies

of the previous year, arising from either the

defalcation of ward collectors or their sure

ties, to be assessed upon the respective wards

in which the defalcation occurs.

Also the previous taxes remaining uncol

lected at the time the subsequent tax is im

posed is included, and the amount is reassess

ed upon the delinquent ward, so that those

who promptly pay their taxes must also pay

the tax of the delinquent tax-payer.

We have in the City Comptroller's Annual

Report of 1842, pages 51 to 56, under the

head of “County Contingencies,” some

items which we will quote:–

“Refreshments for Members and Committees

of the Common Council, - - $3,941.97

“Carriage Hire, - - - - - 2,100.23

“Assistant Clerk for Contingent

Expenses of Com. Council, 600.00

“Surveys for Street Commission

ers Office, - - - - - - 1,131.73

“Cleaning City Hall, - - - 553.98

“Fuel for City Hall and Public

Officers, - - - - - - 4,304.2S

“Commissioners' and Surveyors'

Fees in the matter of widen

ing the Bloomingdale road,

abandoned, - - - - - - 1,330.50

“Counsel Fees and COURT

CHARGES, - - - - - 576-03

“Same in Cherry street, - - - 5,857.52

“Expenses of Deputy Comptrol

ler and Finance Committee

on a visit to Albany, - - - 364.25

“P. A. Cowdrey's Counsel Fees

in quo warranto case, - - - 750.00

Under the head of “Salaries,” p. 32.

“Counsel of Corporation, inclu

ding Clerk-hire, - - - - 4,712-72

On Page 32.

* G. F. Tallman's taxed Counsel

Fees, - - - - - - - 3,060.76

We will continue these extracts in a future

number.

These extraordinary expenditures create

extraordinary taxes, and it is absolutely ne

cessary that these expenses be retrenched :

the people cannot pay them.

The interest on the permanent debt is pay

able quarterly, viz. on the 1st of February,

May, August and November,

The interest on the public debt of the city,

may for the year 1843, be set down at the

round sum of One Million of Dollars. this

will give quarterly payments of a quarter of

a million each.

In 1820 the entire Annual Tax was but

two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, a

sum precisely equal to the estimated amount

of the present city debt for a single quarter |

Citizens—have we come to this 7–Yes |

in the short space of twenty-two years, reck

oning from 1820, we have reached this

alarming crisis.

We find on looking back at the assessed

valuation of the real and personal estate in

the city of New-York, a great fluctuation

during the last quarter of a century : as an

illustration, we give the annual amount for

several periods from 1816 to 1842, as follows:

Population....Real and Personal Estate.

In 1816, 95,519 $S2,074,200

1S21, 123,706 68,285,070

1826, 166,086 107,447,781

1831, 203,007 139,250,214

1836,270,089 309,500,920

1842, 325,000 237,783,601

The greater or lesser assessed value has

been occasioned by the speculative prices in

most cases, but in some by the change, mode,

manner and rate of assessment.

The price of property in this city will al

ways be influenced more or less by general

causes, but at the present time a local cause

bears most heavily, viz.-the present oppres

sive amount of tax.

The rent of houses, stores &c. will be ac

cording to the rate of tax upon the property,

or otherwise the value of the property must

depreciate to correspond with the rate of

taxes and price of rents.

As there are more buildings than tenants

the consequence will be a decreased valua

tion, which of course will increase the rate

of per cent of tax, and where is this to stop?

—it cuts like a two-edged sword, both ways.

This question is one of very great import

ance and should at once receive the calm and

deliberate consideration of our intelligent and

public-spirited citizens.

New-York has passed through many che

quered scenes. The great fire of 1835 de

vastated the lower section of the city to an

extent that will be felt for a quarter of a cen

tury to come—and since that time, the local

assessments for pretendod improvements,

which have been equally as destructive to the

unimproved part of the island--and thus, with

the devouring flames on the one side, and

mischievous assessments on the other, our

proud city has been humbled to the dust.

The rich capitalist who reposed in confi

dence of the safety of his investment in

stocks, was by this calamitous fire taught a

lesson he little expected to learn.

The enterprising merchant who had by

this disaster been reduced to poverty, was

consoled by the sympathy of friends, and en

couraged to hope for good luck to retrieve his

losses,—but in a few short months this sym

pathy, like the changing of seasons, also

changed. Many are the victims of a struggle

to overcome what was beyond their reach :

here then was a second calamity, worse to

them than the first, for it was more trying,

more exhausting to body—doubly so to mind,

for there was no sympathy to sustain :-and

thus it is, that we meet—in the same result,

the wreck of fortune—what is worse, the

wreck of mind.

While this delosation filled the minds of

those whose estates were implicated in the

consequences' another class of citizens who

thought themselves in opulence, felt a double

confidence in what they considered their

greatersecurity, theirinvestments which were

in lands—these the fire could not consume.

Alas! six short years have passed, and—

where ARE THEY 7–where is their boasted

security—their FAst ProPERTY 7 –Gone,

goNE;—swept, as with the bosom of destruc

tion, and buried in a heap of RUINS!——

Yes farms that had not changed hands, but

have remained in the same family for near

two centuries, have been wrested from the

possession of the venerable proprietors with

as little ceremony as the midnight robber takes

the money from the pocket of his victim ' '

A proceeding, called an Assessment--more

destructive than a subterranean convulsion

or a mountain avalanche—has poisoned the

soil to its mether surface, and beyond it to

the centre of gravity, and extended upward

into space as far as any terrestrial habitation

can reach, and left a cloud that an age will

not remove.

Many of our citizens consider that the fault

all lies in public officers: there is enough

there, but it is not all there—far from it: the

fault is in the system, and the GREAT defect

is in the law.

Let the laws be repealed and new laws

passed—let the system which has proved so

ruinous be abandoned, and a new one al

ranged by our best men.

PENALTY IN THE TAX ACT.

A most extraordinary, most unexpected,

most erroneous construction has been sud

denly put upon the tax act of April 11th,

1842, by the learned counsel of the Corpo

ration, and also by the worthy City Comp

troller.

It is not however the first time that good

men have given erroneous opinions nor is it

the first time that a learned counsel thought

his client right and his opponent wrong.

Erroneous opinions when they have the

sanction of great names are always dan

gerous. -

These public officers say the annual tax is

due on the 31st of December, 1842. We

say that it is not payable until the 31st day of

January, 1843, and so says the law.

We are backed in this assertion by the

written opinions of legal gentlemen of the

highest standing. -

The Comptroller has given notice that he

will exact a penalty of one per cent on all

taxes remaining unpaid on the 1st of Janu

ary: the LAW says the penalty only attaches

to taxes remaining unpaid on the Ist day of

February.

Which must prevail the Comptroller or

the Law 1

Mr. Williamson as Receiver General of

Taxes is a State officer, and he should have

also consulted Compt Roll ER FLAGG and the

Attorney General in this important matter of

setting up so extraordinary a construction of

the law. We will refer to this subject again.
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|LAWS OF THE STATE,

Taxes, &c.

We give in the present number the Pro

visions of the Revised Statutes, containing

the “Regulations concerning the Assessment

of Taxes on Incorporated Companies, and

the Commutation and Collection thereof.”

together with three sections of other pro

visions of law applicable to this present sub

ject. We ask of the Officers of Incorporated

Companies a careful examination of these

provisions. -

The great change made by the great in

crease of Taxes makes this a matter of im

portance.

An Equitable assessment of Taxes should

be the object of every good government, and

therefore, if the operation of the present law

is inequitable, it should be made Equitable

by an amendment thereof.

We precede these by the Croton Tax Act

of 1841 and the Tax Act of 1842, and the

Act providing for Voluntary Payment to the

City Comptroller instead of the Ward Col

lectors, and also a portion of the mill tax act.

CHAPTER 306.

AN ACT to amend an act entitled “An act

to provide for supplying the City of New

York with pure and wholesome Water,”

passed May 2, 1834.

[Passed May 26, 1841, by a two-third vote.]

The People of the State of New York, re

presented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as

Jollows :

The Sum of $3,500,000 may be Raised to be called WaterStock.

§ 1. It shall be lawful for the mayor, alder

men and commonalty of the city of New York

to raise by loan, from time to time and in such

amounts as they shall see fit, a further sum

not exceeding three millions five hundred

thousand dollars, by the creation of a public

fund or stock, to be called “The WaterStock

of the city of New York,” which shall bear

an interest not exceeding six per cent. per an

num, and shall be redeemable at such periods

as the said mayor, aldermen and commonalty

shall from time to time direct, not to exceed

forty years.

Certificates of Water Stock may be Issued.

§ 2. It shall be lawful for the said mayor,

aldermen and commonalty to direct the issu

ing of certificates of the water stock of the

city of New York, authorized by this act, in

such nominal amounts, not less than one hun

dred dollars in each certificate, and in such

manner and form as they may judge most

expedient for the interest of the city; and they

are hereby authorized to sell and dispose of

such stock at public auction or at private sale,

or by subscription, for such price and on such

terms as they may think proper.

Bonds for Short Loans may be Issued.

§ 3. It shall be lawful for the said mayor,

aldermen and commonalty,from time to time,

to issue the obligations under this law in such

sums as they shall deem proper, not less than

two hundred and fifty dollarseach; and there

in expressed to be transferable only on the

books of the office of the comptroller of said

city, by the holder thereof in person or his

attorney duly authorized in writing, for short

periods, bearing an interest not exceeding

seven per cent. per annum, and in anticipa

tion of the proceeds to arise from the nego

tiation of the permanent stock anthorized by

this law. -

Moneys how to be Applied.

§ 4. The moneys to be raised by virtue of

this act shall be applied and expended to and

for the purpose of supplying the city with pure

and wholesome water, according to the pro

visions of the act hereby amended ; and no

part of the funds created by this act, or any

other fund raised for the purpose of construct

ing or completing the Croton aqueduct, and

the works connected therewith, and distribu

ting the water through the city, shall be

diverted from such object.

Provisions of Former Laws Applicable.

§ 5. All the provisions of law heretofore

passed on this subject, pledging the faith of

the city of New York, and providing a sinking

fund for the redemption of the stock issued

by virtue thereof, are hereby made applicable

to the stock issued in pursuance of this act.

Money to be Raised by Tax to Pay Interest.

§ 6. It shall be lawful for the mayor, re

corder and aldermen of the city of NewYork,

as the supervisors of the city and county of

New York, of whom the mayor or recorder

shall be one, from time to time and as often

as they may deem it necessary, to order and

cause to be raised by tax on the estates real

and personal of the freeholders and inhabi.
|

|

|

tants of, and situated within the said city, and

to be collected, such amount of money as shall

be requisite to defray the interest upon the

water stock of the city of New York.

How to be Assessed and Collected.

§ 7. The said money shall be assessed and

collected in the same manneras now provided

by law for the assessment and collection of

taxes in the city of New York.

Aqueduct to be Completed according to Plan.

§ 8. It shall be the duty of the water com

missioners of the city of New York, to finish

and complete the aqueduct for supplying the

said city with water, down to and including

the distributing reservoir at Murray's hill, ac

No. —

cording to the plan adopted by the said com

missioners, and ratified by the common council

of the said city, with such immaterial altera

tions as may be necessary, and as may be

agreed upon by the said water commissioners

and the said common council.

Plan of crossing Harlem river may be Changed.

§ 9. The said commissioners, by and with

the consent of the said common council, shall

have full power and authority to change the

plan of crossing the Harlem river with arches

and piers, and instead thereof to carry the

water across the said river by means of in

verted syphons of iron pipes, until otherwise

directed by the legislature, so as not unneces

sarily to interrupt the navigation of the said

river. And the said commissioners are fur

ther authorized by and with the consent of

the said common council, to alter the plan of

constructing the reservoir at or near to York

ville, and to complete so much of such reser

voir as shall be deemed sufficient for the pre

sent purposes of such aqueduct.

All the Work necessary toº the City with Water to be

Executed, and certain Contracts to be Assumed.

§ 10. It shall be the duty of the mayor,

aldermen and commonalty of the city of New

York, to execute all the work necessary for

supplying the said city with water, and for

distributing the same for the use of the inhab

itants thereof, below the said distributing re

servoir at Murray's hill; and the said mayor,

aldermen and commonalty shall assume the

execution and performance of the following

contracts, made by the said water commis

sioners for work and materials to be supplied

for the construction of the said aqueduct,

below the said reservoir at Murray's hill; that

is to say, their contract with Henry W. B.

Barker, dated twentieth October, one thou

sand eight hundred and forty, for work to be

done on the Fifth avenue, between Fortieth

and Twenty-first streets; their contract with

John B. Chollar and Ebenezer Jones, made

the twenty-third of October, one thousand

eight hundred and forty, for iron pipe; their

contract with S. W. Merrick and John Town,

for seven hundred tons of thirty-inch iron

pipe ; and also their contract with T. H.

Wintersteen and David I. Myers,for five hun

dred tons of iron pipe; all which said con

tracts are deposited in the office of the comp

troller of the city of New York.

R E M A R R. S.

The above Act was passed at the close of

the Session and was hurried through. We

addressed to His Excellency Gov. Seward,

a written communication on the subject of

this bill before he approved it, in which we

suggested that its provisions were not in ac

cordance with those of the Constitution of the

State. The lateness of the Session afforded

no time for the examination of the bill by the

Governor before the adjournment.
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CHAPTER 83.

AN ACT to enable the supervisors of the city

and county of New York to raise money

by tax-[Passed March 21, 1842.]

The People of the State of New York,

represented in Senate and Assembly, do

enact as follows:

The Sum of $746,000 to be RaisedbyTax—Common School Tax,

&c.—Also $234,000, Watch district—Also $120,000,Lamp

district—Taxes, how to be Assessed and Collected.

§ 1. The mayor, recorder and aldermen of

the city and county of New York, as the su

pervisors of the city and county of New

York, of whom the mayor or recorder shall

be one, are hereby empowered, as soon as

convenientlymay be, after the passage of this

act, to order and cause to be raised by tax

on the estates real and personal, of the free

holders and inhabitants of and situate within

the said city, and to be collected a sum not

exceeding seven hundred and forty-six thou

sand dollars, to be applied towards defraying

the various contingent expenses, properly

chargeable to the said city and county, and

such expenses as the mayor, aldermen and

commonalty of the city of New York may,

in any manner sustain or be put to by law;

and also such further sum by a tax as afore

said, as is required by law to be raised by

tax in the said city for the support of com

mon schools, and as may be necessary for

supplying the deficiency of taxes upon any

one and every one of the wards of the said

city, imposed or laid during the year one

thousand eight hundred and forty-one, owing

to the insolvency of the collectors of the said

wards, or any or either of them or their sure

ties, or their inability to collect the said tax;

and also for defraying the whole of the ex

penses for assessing and collecting the taxes

to be raised as aforesaid, (such deficiencies,

however, to be assessed on the estates real

and personal, of the freeholders and inhabi

tants of and situated within the wards re

spectively, where they shall happen, as afore

said;) and also a further sum not exceeding

two hundred and thirty-four thousand dollars

by tax, on the estates real and personal, of

the freeholders and inhabitants of and situ

ated within that part of the city of New

York, which may |. designated by an ordi

nance or resolution of the common council

of the said city, as the “Watch District,” to

be applied towards defraying the expenses

of watching and guarding such part of said

city; and also a further sum, not exceeding

the sum of one hundred and twenty thousand

dollars, by a tax on the estates, real and per

sonal, of the freeholders and inhabitants of

and situated within that part of the city of

New York which may be designated by an

ordinance or resolution of the said common

council, as the “Lamp District,” to be ap

plied towards defraying the expenses oflight

ing such parts of the said city last mentioned;

and also such further sum by tax as aforesaid,

as may be necessary for supplying the defi

ciencies of taxes upon all that part of the city

constituting the watch and lamp districts,

during the year one thousand eight hundred

and forty-one, owing to the insolvencies of

the collectors of any of the wards of the said

city, and their sureties, or their inability to

collect the said tax; and also for defrayin

the expenses of assessing and collecting sai

taxes, such deficiencies, however, to be as

sessed upon the estates, real and personal, of

the freeholders and inhabitants of and within

the said wards respectively, where they shall

happen as aforesaid, within the districts afore
Balol. r

§ 2. The said several sums of money shall

be assessed and collected in the manner pro

vided by law for the assessment and collec

tion of taxes within this state, except so far

as the same may be contrary to the provisions

contained and referred to in the act entitled

“An act respecting the collection of taxes

in the city of New York,” passed April 6th,

1825, and in the act to amend the same, pass

ed April 20, 1830; also in the fourth section

of the act entitled “An act to enable the

mayor, aldermen and recorder of the city of

New York, to raise money by tax,” passed

March 10th, 1820; also in the act entitled

“An act authorizing a per centage to be add

ed to unpaid taxes in the city of New York,”

passed the 13th of April, 1835; and also in

the act entitled “An act to amend the act

respecting the collection of taxes in the city

of New York,” passed April 13th, 1839,

which said provisions, so far as they relate to

the assessment and collection of all or any

taxes in the city of New York, are hereby

declared to be in full force and effect; and

each person's tax in every separate ward of

the said city shall be collected in one pay

ment, and the money so collected, shall be

paid into the hands of the treasurer or cham

berlain of said city, at such times and in such

manner as directed by law—[Laws of New

York, pages 55 and 56.]

CHAPTER 218.

“An Act respecting the Collection of Tazes

£n the City and County of New York.”—

[Passed April 11, 1842.]

The People of the State of New York,

represented in Senate and Assembly, do

enact as follows: t

§ 1. The Assessors annually chosen in each

ward of the city of New York, shall on or

before the fifth day of June next, after being

chosen, proceed to assess the property in their

respective wards according to law, and shall

complete the assessment according to law on

or before the fifteenth day of August next

following, and make out one fair copy thereof

to be left with one of their number on or be

fore the twentieth day of August next fol

lowing, and shall thereupon according to law

give notice of having completed such assess

ment, and that a copy thereof is left with one

of such Assessors, (naming him,) where the

same may be seen and examined by any of

the inhabitants from the said twentieth day of

August to the tenth day of September follow

ing, both inclusive ; that they will meet a

the expiration of the said tenth day of Sep

tember at a place in said notice to be specified

to review their assessment on the application

of any person conceiving himself aggrieved,

and such proceedings shall thereupon take

place as is by law provided. And such asses

sors shall sign the said assessment roll, and

deliver thesame on or before the twentieth day

of September next ensuing to the Comptroller

of the said city, who shall deliver the same to

the Supervisors of the said city at their next

meeting, and that for any neglect, omission,

or refusal to perform the requirements of this

section, the parties offending shall be liable to

the penalties mentioned in the eleventh section

of the Act, April 23d, 1823, “Entitled An Act

for the assessment and collection of Taxes.”

§ 2. The first section of the act entitled an

act authorising a per centage to be added to

unpaid taxes in the city of New York, passed

April 13, 1835, is hereby amended, so that the

said section shall read as follows: Whenever

any tax of any description of the estates, real

or personal, of the freeholders and inhabitants

of, and situated in the city of New York, shall

remain unpaid on the first day of February

next ensuing, the time prescribed by law for

the delivery of the assessment roll to the collec

tors in said city, it shall be lawful for the col

lectors whose duty it may be to collectsuchtax,

to charge, receive, ahd collect in addition to

the amount of such tax, one per cent on the a

mount thereof, and to charge, receive, and col

lect upon such tax so remaining unpaid on the

last day of each month, between the month of

November and the time prescribed by law for

the collectors in the said city to make their

returns to the chamberlain or treasurer there

of, a further addition or increase of one per

cent. on the amount of such tax, and such

increase or percentage shall be paid over and

accounted for by such collector as a part of

the tax collected by him.

§ 3. The act entitled “an act to amend the

acts respecting the collection of taxes in the

city of New York, passed April 3d, 1839, is

hereby repealed.”

§ 4. Any person who may be desirous of

paying his tar or tares previous to the first of

February, shall, on paying the amount thereof,

to the Comptroller of the City of New York,

be allowed a deduction therefrom at the rate

of six per cent, per annum.

CHAPTER 114.

AN ACT to provide for paying the debt and

preserving the credit of the State.

[Passed March 29, 1842.]
Tax of One Mill on the dollar to be Levied and Collected.

§ 1. A state tax of one mill on the dollar

of the valuation of real and personal estate

within this state, shall, in each and every year,

until the same shall cease as hereinafter pro

vided, be raised, collected and paid in the

manner prescribed in the Revised Statutes,

Part first, Chapter thirteen, “Of the assess

ment and collection of taxes,” which tax

shall be paid by the county treasurers respec

tively, into the treasury of this state, and the

same shall be received into the treasury and

held by the Treasurer of this state, for the

purposes following, that is to say:
heads or secrlons.

Part to be applied to the use of the general fund—Part for the

canal purposes–Comptroller to state revenue of general fund

Payments for general fund—Stock Debt, &c.—Surplus, how to

be *::::::::: for general fund—Power of commissioners

canal fund to make loans—To pay interest on debt in 1842—For

Chemung canal—To pay temporary loans—To pay arrearages

due contraetors, &c.—For preserving the works in progress, &c.

—To replace unavailable funds—Interest chargeable on canal
I porary inv is of 1 U. States

deposits and common school funds—Further expenditures on

public works in progress suspended—Report to be made-Oſ

revenue of canals—Of expenditures on canals—Of canal debt

Tax imposed by this act pledged to the public creditors—Privi

leges*... and banking associations—This act to be sent to

boards of supervisors.

I tºw -
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TAXES ON INCURPORATIONS,

TITLE IV.

REGULATIONS CONCERNING THE ASSESS.

MENT OF TAXES ON 1NCORPORATED COM

PANIES, AND THE COMMUTATION OR COL

LECTION THEREOF.

Src. 1. Monied corporations, deriving income or profit,

liable to taxation.

2. Officers of such company to deliver statement an

nually to assessors; contents.

. A like statement to be delivered to comptroller.

. Forfeiture of $250 for omitting to furnish such
statenients.

Ifcompany be prosecuted therefor, terms on which

suit may be discontinued.

. Assessors to enter such companies and their prop

erty in assessment roll.

. Value of stock of certain companies, to be inserted
in assessment roll.

. Value of stock may be reduced by affidavit.

. Company not in the receipt of any income, not to

be taxed.

. Stock of companies to be taxed as other property

of the county.

11. Certain companies may commute for their taxes.

12. Certain companies to be exempted from taxes.

13. Officers of companies claiming exemption, to make

affidavit as to income, &c.

Affidavit required from company electing to com
mute.

. Assessments on companies to be set down in fifth

column of corrected roll.

16. Supervisors to send names of companies liable to

taxation, to comptroller, &c.

;

5.

:

14.

17. Taxes on companies to be demanded of president,

&c.; if not paid, how collected.

To be paid out of the funds of the company.

If collector cannot collect tax, to return same to

county treasurer, &c.

County treasurer to certify facts to comptroller;

taxes how to be credited.

Duty of comptroller and attorney-general, as to

companies neglecting to pay.

Chancellor to order sequestration of property, &c.

to satisfy taxes and costs.

Attorney-general may also recover by action at

law, such tax with costs.

18.

19.

21.

22.

23.3

Companies liable to Taxation. -

§ 1. All monied or stock corporations de

riving an income or profit from their capital,

or otherwise, shall be liable to taxation on

their capital, in the manner herein after pre

scribed.

Officers to deliver Statements to Assessors.

§ 2. The president, cashier, secretary,trea

surer, or other proper officer, of every such

incorporated company, shall, on or before the

first day of July in each year, make and deliver

to the assessors, or one of them, of the town or

ward in which such company is liable to be

taxed, according to the provisions of the sixth

section of the second Title of this Chapter, a

written statement, specifying,

1. The real estate, if any, owned by such

company, the towns or wards in which the

same is situated, and the sums actually paid

therefor:

a. The capital stock actually paid in and

secured to be paid in, excepting therefrom the

sums paid for real estate, and the amount of

such capital stock held by the state, and by

any incorporated literary or charitable insti

cution : And,

a. The town orward in which the principal

office or place of transacting the financial

business of such company, is situated; or if

there *be [*415] no such principal office, the

town or ward in which its operations are car

ried on, or in which it is liable to be taxed,

under the provisions of this Chapter.

And to Comptroller.

§ 3. The president or other proper officer

of every such company, shall also deliver to

the comptroller, on or before the first day of

July in each year, a written statement, con

taining the same matters required by the fore

going section, to be specified in the statement

to be delivered to the assessors. The state

ments required by this and the preceding sec

tion of this Title, shall be certified under the

oath of the said president or other proper

officer, to be in all respects just and true.

Penalty.

§ 4. If the statements above required, or

either of them, shall not be furnished by any

company to the assessors and to the comp

troller, within thirty days after the time above

provided, the company neglecting to furnish

such statements, or either of them, shall for

feit to the people of this state, for each state

ment omitted to be furnished, the sum of two

hundred and fifty dollars: and it shall be the

duty of the comptroller to furnish the attorney

general with an account of all companies that

shall neglect to render such lists, that he may

prosecute for the penalties hereby imposed.

Suit. Therefor.

§ 5. If any company, that shall be prose

cuted for any such penalty, shall pay the costs

of prosecution and furnish the statement re

quired, the comptroller, if he shall be satisfied

that the omission was not wilful, may, in his

discretion, discontinue such suit.

Companies how Assessed.

§ 6. The assessors shall enter all incorpo

rated companies from which such statements

shall have been received by them, and the

property of such companies, and the property

of all other incorporated companies, liable to

taxation in their respective towns, in their

assessment rolls, in the following manner:

1. They shall insert in the first column of

their assessment rolls, the name of each in

corporated company in their respective towns

or wards, liable to taxation on its capital, or

otherwise: and under its name, they shall

specify the amount of its capital stock paid

in, and secured to be paid in ; the amount

paid by such company for real estate, then

belonging to such company, wherever the

same may be situated; and the amount of its

stock, if any, belonging to the state, and to

incorporated literary and charitable institu

tions.—[4. Paige, 401.]

a. In the second column, they shall enter

the quantity of real estate owned by such

company, and situated within their town or

ward; and in the third column, the actual

value thereof, estimated as in other cases.—

[4 Paige, 394.]

a. In the fourth column, they shall enter

the capital stock of every incorporated com

pany, (excepting manufacturing and turnpike

corporations, and marine insurance compa

mies,) paid in, and secured to be paid in; after

deducting the sums paid out for all real estate

of *such [*416) company, wherever the same

maybe situated, and then belonging to it, and

the amount of stock, if any, belonging to the

people of this state, and to incorporated lite

rary and charitable institutions.

Waluation of Stock.

§ 7. The assessors shallinsertin thecolumn

mentioned in the preceding section, the cash

value of the stock of all manufacturing and

turnpike corporations, (to be ascertained by

the assessor, by the sales of the stock, or in

any other manner,) deducting therefrom the

items mentioned in the preceding section;

which value, thus ascertained, together with

the value of the real estate of such corpora

tions, shall constitute the amount on which

the tax of such corporations shall be levied.

Preceding sections Extended.

§ 8. The provisions of the fifteenth section

of the second Title of this Chapter, shall be,

and are hereby extended to the incorporated

companies in the two preceding sections

named; and the president, secretary, or other

proper officer, may make the affidavit required

by said section.

The section referred to in Sec. 8, of this

Chapter, which precedes this paragraph, is as

follows:–

Affidavit of Value of Property.

*[S 15. If any person whose real

or personal estate is liable to taxa

tion, shall at any time before the as

sessors shall have completed their

assessments, make affidavit that

the value of his real estate does not

exceed a certain sum, to be speci

fied in such affidavit; or that the

value of the personal estate owned

by him, after deducting his just

debts, and his property invested in

the stock of incorporated compa

nies, liable under this Chapter to

taxation on their capital, does not

exceed a certain sum, to be specified

in the affidavit, it shall be the duty

of the assessors to value such real

or personal estate, or both, as the

case may be, at the sums specified

in such affidavit, and no more..t]

Company when to be Exempted.

§ 9. If the president or other proper officer -

“Our attention has been called to this Section by R.A.

READING, Esq. President of the City Fire Insurance Com

pany, as a provision which will entitle Incorporated Com

panies to the same deduction as private persons from the

assessors' valuation;–if the assessors have been ignorant

of this Provision of the Law, the Companies who are over.

taxed have an equitable claim for relief, notwithstanding

a neglect on their part to avail themselves of its provisions

from not knowing its existence. Our citizens expect—

and have a clear right so to do—that public officers should

know the law and act in aceordance with it. It is not the

duty of assessors to swell their assessment roll by inequi.

table assessment. It is not equitable to require Compa

nies to pay a tax on the portion of capital which has been

lost—it is like imposing a tax on a citizen for what he has

not. We believe it is a popular maxim that every citizen

is presumed to know the law, and the doctrine may have

the sanction of judicial officers high in authority; but if

the doctrine is erroneous, which it surely is, the higher the

authority which sanctions it the greater is the danger to

flow from it. Great names oftentimes give currency to

very erroneous, doctrines.—ED.

f Deºnctions,may also be made for debts owing by resi.
dents of any otherstates in certain cases. See post, Title

7, $27. [See 3d column next page.]
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of any incorporated company named in the

assessment roll, shall show, to the satisfaction

of the board of supervisors, at their annual

meeting, within two days from the commence

ment thereof, by the affidavit of such officer,

to be filed with the clerk of the board, that

such company is not in the receipt of any

profits or income, the name of such company

shall be stricken out of the assessment roll,

and no tax shall be imposed upon it. And

the assessment of every monied or stock cor

poration, authorized to make dividends on its

capital, from which no such affidavit shall be

received, shall be conclusive evidence, that

such corporation was liable to taxation, and

was duly assessed.

Stock how Assessed—Commutation.

§ 10. The capital stock of every company

liable to taxation, except such part of it as

shall have been excepted in the assessment

roll, and by the previous sections of this Title,

shall be assessed and taxed in the same man

ner as the other real and personal estate of

the county, unless such company shall be en

titled to commute under the next section, and

shall elect so to do; in which case, no tax

shall be imposed by the board of supervisors

on the property of such company.

Commutation.

§ 11. All companies employed wholly or

principally in manufacturing, and all marine

insurance companies, whose nett annual in

come shall not exceed five per cent. on the

capital stock paid in, and secured to be paid

in, shall be entitled to commute for their taxes,

by paying directly to the treasurer of the

county in which the business of the company

is transacted, five per cent. upon all such nett

income made by such company during the

preceding year.

Certain companies Exempt.

§ 12. All turnpike, bridge, or canal com

panies, whose nett annual income shall not

exceed five per cent. on the capital stock paid

in, and secured to be paid in, shall be ex

empted from taxation.

Requisites to Exemption.

*$13.[*417] To entitle any such company

to the exemption aforesaid, the president and

secretary, or some two officers of the com

pany, shall make affidavit, stating the capital

stock paid in, and secured to be paid in, to

gether with the income and profits, and the

total expenditures, during the preceding year,

of such company; which affidavit shall be

delivered to the assessors of the town, at the

time of making their assessments.

§ 14. The president, or other proper officer

of each company electing to commute, shall

make affidavit before some officer authorized,

to take affidavits, stating the amount of such

nett income; and on filing the same with the

clerk of the board of supervisors, at their an

mual meeting, within two days from the com

mencement thereof, accompanied by the re

ceipt of the countytreasurer, acknowledging

the payment of the proper commutation, such

board of supervisors shall impose no tax on

the property of such company.

Taxes to be Stated and Collected.

§ 15. The amount of taxes assessed on all

incorporated companies liable to taxation, and

not electing to commute, shall be set down by

the board of supervisors, in the fifth column

of the corrected assessmentroll, and shall form

a part of the monies to be collected by the

collector.

Duty of Supervisors.

§ 16. The board of supervisors having

completed the assessment, shall transmit to

the comptroller, with the aggregate valuations

of the real and personal estate in their county,

a statement, showing the names of the several

incorporated companies liable to taxation in

such county; the amount of the capital stock

paid in, and secured to be paid in, by each;

the amount of real and personal property of

each, as putdown by the assessors, or by them;

and the amount of taxes assessed on each.

In those counties in which there is no such

company, the board of supervisors shall cer

tify such fact to the comptroller, with their

returns of the aggregate valuations of real

and personal estate.

Duty of Collector.

§ 17. The collector shall demand payment

of all taxes assessed on incorporated compa

nies, from the president, or other proper officer

of such companies, and if not paid, shall

proceed in the collection and payment thereof,

in the same manner as in other cases, and

shall be liable to the same penalties for the

non-payment of monies collected by him.

And the collector's receipt shall be evidence

of the payment of such tax.

Taxes how Paid.

§ 18. Such taxes shall be paid out of the

funds of the company, and shall be rateably

deducted from the dividends of those stock

holders whose stock was taxed, or shall be

charged upon such stock, if no dividends be

afterwards declared.

Proceedings iſ Taxes cannot be Collected.

§ 19. If the collector shall not be able to

collect any tax assessed upon an incorporated

company, he shall return the same to the

county treasurer, and at the same time, make

affidavit before the county "treasurer [*418],

or some other officer authorized to administer

oaths, that he had demanded payment thereof

from the president, or other proper officer of

the company, and that such officer had re

fused to pay the same, or that he had not been

able to make such demand, as the case may be;

and that such company had no personal prop

erty, from which he could levy such tax.

§ 20. Thecounty treasurer shall thereupon

certify such facts to the comptroller, who shall

pass to the credit of such county treasurer the

amount of all taxes so returned and certified,

as in the cases of taxes on the lands of non

residents.

Attorney-general to file Bill in Chancery.

§ 21. The comptroller shall furnish the

attorney-general, with the names of all com.

panies refusing or neglecting to pay the taxes

imposed on them, with the amount due from

them respectively; and the attorney-general

shall thereupon file a bill in the court of chan

cery, against every such company, for the

discovery and sequestration of its property.

Powers of Chancellor.

§ 22. The chancellor on the filing of such

bill, or on the coming in of the answer thereto,

shall order such part of the property of such

company to be sequestered, as he shall deem

necessary for the purpose of satisfying the

taxes in arrear, with the costs of prosecution;

and he may also, at his discretion, enjoin such

company, and the officers thereof, from any

further proceedings under their act of incor

poration, and may order and direct such other

proceedings, as he shall deem necessary, to

compel the payment of such tax and costs.

Further Remedy.

§ 23. The attorney-general may also re

cover such tax, with costs, from such delin

quent company, by action in any court of

record in this state.—(Revised Statutes, Vol.

1, new edition, pages 402 to 406.)

The following Sections are Provisions of

the Law referred to in the reference in the

clause of the 15th Section of Title 2, herein

before set forth—

When Inhabitants are Exempt from Assessment on Debts taxed

in other States.

§ 27. Wheneverit shall satisfactorily appear

to the assessors of any town or ward, by the

oath of any inhabitant of this state, or by other

proofs, that any debts due to such inhabitant,

by residents in any other state, are by the

laws of such state subject to taxation, and

have been actually taxed in such state within

twelve months preceding, it shall be the duty

of such assessors to deduct the amount of

such debts from the personal estate of such

inhabitant.

Duty of Comptroller.

§ 28. The comptroller shall prepare in

structions and forms for the execution of this

act, and shall cause a sufficient number of co

pies thereof and of this act to be printed and

distributed to the assessors, county treasurers

and clerks of the boards of supervisors of

the state.*

R E M A R K S .

The cases referred to in the Note append

ed to the first and second subdivisions of the

Sixth Section we have examined: one is the

case of the Bank of Utica vs. the Corpora

tion of Utica, the other is that of the Mohawk

Rail Road Company. In neither of these

cases was the Sth in connection with the 16th

Section referred to, or noticed : nor was

there any question involved in either of these
cases which made the provisions of either of

these sections applicable in either case.

The question before the Chancellor, as wº

understood the case in which the Bank of

Utica was a party, was, as to the right to ta.
Surplus Capital; anything in this Opinion of

the Chancellor in this case in addition to de
ciding the question at issue, is mere dicta,

and His Honor might change this on full

argument—Ed.
–-

* Laws of 1833, Chap. 250.
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The present number of our paper is larger

than any of the previous numbers. It em

bodies Matter of great Public Interest, and

an Extra NUMBER of Copies have been pub

lished, for extensive circulation among public

men both at home and abroad.

Our City Government is—in theory, most

beautiful; but in its practical operations—

the most Despotic, and the most Corrupt, of

any government on the face of the globe.

It is a Municipality created by Statute, the

same as a Village Corporation ; but, in its

operations, usurps the Powers of Sovereignty,

and actually Exercises theM in defiance of

the Constitution and Laws of the State.

C | T W C 0 NW ENT 10 N.

In the month of May, 1829, the Citizens

of New York, at an election held in the dif

ferent Wards, elected by ballot Seventy

Delegates (five from each ward) to form a

convention to AMENd the City Charter. These

delegates MET in convention in June, 1829.

From the “Journal of their Proceedings,” as

published with the notes of CHANCEllor

Rent, are the following DOINGS:

“ IN CoNvENTion, July 23, 1829.

“Mr. John Duer offered the following ad

ditional section to come in between sections

9 and 10, as reported by the committee.

“Every law, ordinance or resolution,which

shall be introduced in either Board, and also

every report of a committee recommending

any public improvement, or any appropria:

tion of public monies, shall be Published

without delay in all the Newspapers employed

by the Corporation.

“Mr. M. M. Noah offered the following

Amendment :

“And all Reports of committees which

shall recommend any specific improvement,

involving the Appropriation of Public Mo

nies, or taxing or assessing the Citizens of

said city, shall be published IMMEDIATELY

after the adjournment of the Board, under

the authority of the Common Council, in the

Daily Newspapers.

“Mr. Whiting moved that the further con

sideration of the 9th section be, for the pres

ent, postponed.

“The Chairman having put the question

on the motion for postponement, it was de

termined in the negative.

“Mr. Duer then moved, that the consider

ation of the additional section offered by him,

and also of the amendment thereto, offered

by Mr. Noah, he postponed.

“The Chairman having put the question

on Mr. Duer's motion for postponement, the

same was determined in the affirmative.”

- tº

N E w y o R K, No v E M B E R 17, 1s 43.

“July 29, 1829.

“Mr. Noah made a motion, that the com

mittee of the whole do re-consider the 7th

section of the report of the committee of

fourteen ; and the chairman having put the

question on Mr. Noah's motion, the same

was determined in the affirmative.

“On motion of Mr. Noah, the committee

of the whole then proceeded to consider the

the amendments of the said seventh section

offered by him in convention on the 23d

instant.

“Mr. Hedley made a motion to annend the

amendment of Mr. Noah, by adding after the

word ‘Board’ in the third line thereof, the

words “in one or more of the daily news

papers,' and to strike out in the last line the

words “in the daily newspapers.’ Whereupon

Mr. Noah assented to the said amendment

for striking out.

“Mr. Stephen Allen made a motion to

amend the amendment offered by Mr. Noah,

by adding after the word “all” in the first

line, the words ‘resolutions and.”

“And the Chairman having put the ques

tion on Mr. Allen's amendment, the same

was determined in the affirmative.

“Mr. Van Buren made a motion to amend

the amendment of Mr. Noah, by adding at

the end thereof the words “IN ALL THE NEws

PAPERs EMPLoyED BY THE corportAtion.’

“Whereupon Mr. Hedley withdrew his

amendment.

* Mr. John Hone made a motion to amend

the said amendment of Mr. Noah, by adding

at the end thereof the words “and whenever

a VOTE is taken in relation thereto, The

AYes AND Noes sh ALL BE CALLED AND PUB

Lished IN THE SAME MANNER."

“The Chairman having put the question

on Mr. Van Buren’s amendment, the same

was determined in the affirmative.

“The Chairman having put the Question

on Mr. J. Hone's Amendment, the same was

determined in the affirmative.

“The Chairman then read the 7th section

as Amended, in the following words:

“SEC. 7. The Boards shall meet in sepa

rate chambers, and a majority of each shall

be a quorum to do business. Each Board

shall appoint a president from its own body,

and shall also choose its clerk and other offi

cers, determine the rules of its own proceed

ings, and be the judge of the qualifications

of its own members. Each board shall KEEP

A JourtNAL of its PRoceedings, and the doors

of each shall be kept open, except when the

public welfare shall require secrecy; AND ALL

Resolutions AND REpoRTs of coyi MittEEs

WHICH SHALL RECOM MEND ANY SPECific IM

PROVEMENT INVOLVING THE APPROPRIATION

of PUBLIC MoMIES, OR TAXING or Ass EssING

The Citizens of said city, SHA LL BE

PUBLISHED IMMEDIATELY, AFTER THE AD

JournMENT of The BoARD, UNDER THE AU

[No. 16 .

TiioRity of THE CoMMon Council, IN ALL

TiiE NEWSPAPERS eMPLOYED BY THE CORPOR

Ation ; AND whenEveit A Vote is TAkr:N IN

Rel,Ation THERETo the Ayes AND Noes

SliALL BE CAL LED AND PUBLISHED IN The

sAME MANNER.”

“And the Chairman having put the ques

tion on the said section as amended, the same

was determined in the affirmative.”

“IN CONVENTION.—July 23d, 1829.

“Mr. StephEN ALLEN offered to the con

sideration of the Convention the following

Amendments to the Report of the Committee

of Fourteen :

“Ś Unless by virtue of a Special Act of

the Legislature for that purpose, the Common

Council shall not have authority to bºrrow,

in any one year, on the credit of the Corpor

ation, a sum exceeding * * * thousand

dollars; nor for a longer period than * * *

mouths: nor shall any loan so made be Re

newed, or its Time of Payment be extended,

unless the same be funded under an Act of

the Legislature.

“Ordered, That the same do lie on the

table, and be printed for the use of the

members.”—Page 260.

“July 27, 1829.

“Mr. STEPHEN ALLEN made a motion that

the Committee now proceed to consider the

two additional Sections offered by him in

Convention, in the sitting on the 23d inst.

“And the Chairman having put the Ques

tion on considering the said two Additional

Sections, the same was determined in the

affirmative.

“Mr. Allen moved that the blank in the

third line of the first of the said section be

filled with the words ‘one HUNDRED,” and the

Chairman having put the question thereon,

the same was determined in the affirmative.

“Mr. Allen then moved that the blank in

the 4th line be filled with the word “Twelve,’

and the Chairman having put the question

thereon, the same was determined in the

affirmative.

“The Chairman then read the section in

the following words:

“SEC. 23. Unless by a Special Act of

the Legislature for that purpose, the Common

Council shall not have authority to borrow,

in any one year, on the Credit of the Corpor

ation, a suM exceediug One Hundred Thou

sand Dollars, nor for a longer period than

Twelve Months ; nor shall any Loan so

made be renewed, or its time of payment be

extended, unless the same be funded under

an Act of the Legislature.”

“And having put the question—Shall this

Section pass : The same was determined in

the affirmative.”

We will not, however, give our own com

ments, but present the “Record” of the sad

mistake in not retaining the above section in
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*

the shape in which Mr. Allen made it; and

also, of wholly disregarding the substitute—

embodied in the law. Here it is, under the

Corporation SEAL :

Officia I C om me m 1 : ! :

“To The HoNorABLE THE LEGISLATURE of

The STATE of NEw York.

“The memorial of the Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonality of the City of New York,

respectfully represent,

“That by reason of the great expenses

which they have incurred in consequence of

the various improvements in the said city, they

have found the ordinary revenues of the Cor

poration altogether inadequate to meet the de

mands which those expenses have produced,

and that they have therefore, from time to

time, been obliged to issue their bonds under

their Corporate Seals, to defray some of those

expenses, as a mere means of temporary re

lief. The amount of this floating debt on the

31st of December last, amounted to 0NE

MILLION SEVEN HUNDRED THOUSAND FOUR

HUNDRED AND SIXTY DOLLARS, and can pro

bably be reduced from anticipated sources

of revenue to One Million Three Hundred

Thousand.

“The amount to be raised by the Annual

Tax Bill will be required for the ordinary

expenses that will accrue pending its collec.

tion, and will therefore furnish no relief in

liquidation of this floating debt.

“Your memorialists therefore pray your

honorable body will grant to them authority

to fund such amount of the said floating debt

as they may deem expedient, not exceeding

One million three hundred thousand dollars,

by the creation of a Six Per Cent. Stock,

redeemable in annual instalments of One

hundred thousand dollars each.

“And your memorialists will ever pray, &c.

“ISAAC L. VARIAN, Mayor.

“Thomas Bolton, Clerk }
of the Common Council.”

[SEAL ]

Endorsed, “Board of Aldermen, January

13th, 1840.

“The within memorial and act approved.

“Thomas Bolton, Cl’k C. C.

“Board of Assistants, Jan. 13, 1840.

“The within memorial and act unani

mously approved.

“FDw. PATTERson, Clerk.

“Approved. ISAAC L. VARIAN.

“January 14th, 1840.

“Presented in Senate, Jan. 17th, 1840.”

“SEPTEMBER 28, 1829.

“Mr. Philip IIone offered the following

resolution :

“Resolved, That the committee appointed

under the third resolution of the proceedings

of this day, be INstructed to PREPARE AN

ADDREss To the PEoP1,E, ExPLAINING THE

PRovisions of THE ACT Now TO BE ADOPTED,

and urging their sanction to the same.

“Mr. President put the question—Shall

this resolution pass 3 and it was determined

in the affirmative.”

The 30th day of October, 1829, the Presi

dent and fifty-seven members of the Conven

tion signed and published the following

ADDREss to the people, in pursuance of the

foregoing resolution, Explaining the pro

visiºns of THE PRoposed NEw CHARTER,

and recommending its acceptance by the

people to whom it was submitted, at the then

pending election :-

From the New York American of October 30, 1829.

A D D R E S S

of the Convention called to

amend the Charter of the

City of New York.

The Convention chosen by the Electors

of the city and county of New York, for the

purpose of considering and proposing such

Amendments to the City Charter as might

seem necessary and proper, now submit to

their fellow-citizens the result of their delib

erations.

Elected as the Members of this Conven

tion were, in their several wards, without

reference to the former or present divisions

of party, or to any local or individual inter

ests; deeply sensible of the importance of

their duties, as affecting themselves, their

constituents, and their posterity, they have

endeavored, to the best of their ability, faith

fully to discharge the trust confided to them,

by a deliberate and dispassionate investigation

of the Evils actually arising from the defects

of our present form of City Goverment; of

the Abuses to which, in improper hands, it

may be subject ; and of the guards and

remedies most likely to serve as efficient and

permanent checks.

In the course of this examination they have

become more and more impressed with the

magnitude of our city interests and concerns,

and of the urgent necessity of providing by

every means which experience or foresight

could suggest for an honest and economical

administration of our large and constantly

increasing city expenditures, and for a muni

cipal government, deliberate, careful and

impartial in its legislation, and firm and

prudent in its executive administration.

They were fully satisfied that it was unwise

and dangerous to leave the whole legislative,

financial, and the greater part of the execu

tive functions of the present city government

to a single board, uniting the most incongru

ous powers and duties, originally formed for

the use of a small colonial city, and organised

under a state of political government, of

opinions, habits, and manners widely differ

ent from our own. The extent of the power

and influence of our city government is

manifested in the fact that their Ordinances

may affect, to an unlimited extent, Real

Estate to the amount of at least eighty mil

lions of dollars, and Personal Property to

the assessed value of about fifty millions;

that they control an Annual Tax of about

five hundred thousand dollars, paid directly

or indirectly by all the Citizens, earchusive of

Local Assessments to the amount of from two

to four hundred thousand more, together

with an annual aggregate expenditure offrom

one million to twelve hundred thousand dol

lars.

Of the existence of mauy evils of great

magnitude, and of the constant danger of

other and flagrant abuses, little doubt was

found to prevail in the Convention, although,

in relation to the most efficient and salutary

remedies, various views and plans of reform

were entertained and proposed. These were

discussed and decided upon in a spirit of

compromise, and, it is trusted, of candor,

with a single eye to the finally agreeing upon

such amendments of our Charter as might

prove acceptable to a majority of our con

stituents, and when adopted, would protect

private rights and promote the general pros

perity.

The amendments thus agreed upon have

received the final sanction and approbation

of fifty-seven members of the Convention out

of the seventy who compose it ; and they

now concur in recommending them to your

adoption. In doing this, they have thought

it proper to accompany their recommenda

tion with a brief statement of the grounds

and reasons of the several more prominent

alterations of the present Charter.

The first and most fundamental of these

amendments is that which proposes to divide

the Common Council into two boards, with

concurrent powers—meeting separately—

each having a negative upon the propositions

of the other—the one to consist of the Alder

men, the other of the Assistants—each to be

chosen by the several wards, in the same

manner, and with the same qualifications of

eiectors and elected, as at present. The in

tention of this change is apparent. It is for

the same reason which has dictated a similar

division of power into two branches, each

checking and controlling the other, in our

General Government, in that of this State,

and those of the other united States, as well

as in the charters of the cities of Philadel

phia, Baltimore, Boston, and Washington.

It is designed to prevent the hasty or careless

hurrying through of measures involving im

portant interests of the city, of individuals,

upon partial representations and imperfect in

formation, before either those Citizens inter

ested in the subject, or the public, know that

such measures were in contemplation. This

has heretofore repeatedly occurred; and been

a well grounded cause of serious complaint.

By requiring the successive sanctions of two

separate boards, public opinion will have

time to operate upon every measure, private

interest will be deliberately weighed and pro

tected, information will be communicated,

and the careless or ignorant decisions to

which all legislation is subject, if they occur

in either body, may be corrected on maturer

deliberation in the other.

As a still further guard against such evils,

it is proposed to exclude the Mayor from the

ordinary deliberations of either branch, but

that all acts of the Common Council, when

passed by both boards, shall be presented to

him for his approval, which, if he does, not

sign, he shall return with his objections in
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writing ; and after an interval sufficient for

the consideration not only of the Corpora

tion but the Citizens at large, on the validity

of his objections, the act or ordinance is to

be reconsidered, and cannot become a law

mnless a majority of all the members elected

to each board shall record their names pub

licly in its favor. Thus the Mayor may be

come a most useful sentinel, not only against

corruptions and private views (should such

at any time infest our city councils), but a

gainst, what is of more frequent occurrence,

the inconsiderate adoption of ill-advised

measures, on the authority of a Committee,

or on the partial representation of interested

individuals. Checks of the same or a simi

lar nature have been provided in many of

our constitutions, and experience has shown

their effect to be most salutary.

In order to give greater efficiency and in

dependence to this part of the Mayor's duty,

as well as in conformity to the general spirit

ofour republican institutions, the Convention

have passed a vote that in their opinion the

Mayor ought to be elected directly by the

people. The present mode of appointment,

however, being fixed by the state constitution,

can only be changed by constitutional amend

ment, ratified by the People of the state.

Under the Amended Charter, the Recorder

also will cease to be a member of the Com

mon Council. The sitting in any represen

tative body, of a member not chosen by the

people, but appointed by another power, is a

relict of our colonial government wholly

without parallel in this country, and not

justified by any sufficient motive of utility or

public policy.

To prevent Abuses which may grow out

of the Personal Interest of members of the

Corporation, a provision borrowed from our

national and state constitutions is recom

mended—That no member shall, during the

period for which he is elected, be appointed

to any office the emoluments of which are

paid by the City Treasury, or under any act

of the Corporation, or be interested directly

or indirectly in any Contract the expenses of

which are to be paid under such ordinance.

When the extent and cost of our public

works, and the number of Lucrative Places

held under our Corporation, are considered,

it is presumed no discreet Citizen will object

to this precaution of wholesome jealousy.

Another guard of the City Treasury is

provided by recommending that all bills or

resolutions involving the appropriation of

public monies or imposing burdens on the Citi

zens, either by general tax or local assess

ment, shall be immediately published in the

newspapers ; and whenever a vote shall be

taken thereon, the Ayes and Noes shall be

called, and the Names of the members, with

their Votes, shall be Published.

This, it is trusted, will secure at once due

publicity and notice to all concerned, and the

strong influence of personal responsibility on

the vote of every individual member.

TheConvention believing the constant and

vigilant inspection of the Citizens over all

the acts and disbursements of their public

servants to be by far the most efficient Safe

guard of the public revenue, have, in pursu

ance of this principle, proposed that it be

made the duty of the Common Council, to

publish annually a Full and Detailed State

ment of the receipts and expenditures of the

year, detailing the several sources of income,

and the particular heads of expense; toge

ther with the amount and terms of the loans

made on the credit of the Corporation.—

Thus, before the Election of every Board,

there will be regularly submitted to all who

contribute to the public burdens, a clear and

intelligible Statement of the manner in which

their money has been spent : at once afford

ing an opportunity to correct profusion, and

to withdraw confidence from injudicious or

extravagant representatives.

To this, as a necessary part of the system

of official accountability, it is proposed to

add a provision requiring that Annual and

Specific Appropriations shall be made for

each distinct Branch of City Expenditure,

and enjoining that no money shall be drawn

out of the Treasury, except under such an

authority.

The propriety and prudence of such a

rule seems self-evident.

It will bring the whole Disbursements of

the City annually before the corporation and

their Constituents, and by showing the sev

eral Heads of Expense distinctly, will indi

cate the proper place and mode of reform

and retrenchment, whenever they may be

necessary. It will prevent the engaging in

great and costly projects without duly count

ing the cost before-hand. Besides, every

man's experience will teach him that when

a limited sum of money, esteemed adequate

to any given object, is set apart for it, the

sum is much more likely to be used discreet

ly, and made to go as far as possible in ef.

fecting its end, than if it were allowed, with

out limit, under a general order to complete

the work, or make the necessary purchases,

whatever they might cost. A contrary prac

tice, under our present system of appointing

committees “with power” to carry into effect

Resolutions of the Board, without any pre

vious specific appropriation, is believed to be

a source of no small part of our city debt

and taxes.

The facility of contracting Debts on Long

Credit, and of Borrowing Money, has been

proved, by long and unvarying experience,

to be the great bane not only of states and

nations, but much more so, of corruptions,

private and public. It is always a strong

temptation to lavish expenses, and it enables

the advocates of any such measure to avoid

their immediate responsibility to the Tax

paying Citizens, and even, for a time, totally

to conceal their profusion by throwing off

the Time of Payment from year to year.

Some evidence of this may be found in

our present City Debt, a considerable part of

which wasaccumulated by corporation bonds,

bearing interest, issued to meet the deficien

cies of past years. To check this evil with

out too much shackling the financial opera

tions of the City, it has appeared to the Con

vention that no more effectual mode ean be

adopted than the prohibiting the Common

Council from borrowing any money beyond

what may be repaid from the REGULAR reve

nue during the current year, except especially

authorised by the Legislature.

Thus, accumulation of debt and interest

will be prevented, and at all times the Cor

poration and the Citizens will know what

the city owes and what it can afford.

To complete this system of economical

precaution, one more measure has been

thought necessary, and in the opinion of

those of our body who have had most expe

rience in our city affairs it is more essential

than any other.

At present, most of the revenues of the

city are expended, and its most important

executive business in relation to public works,

building, improvements, repairs, &c., are

performed by committees of the same board

which orders the work or the expenditure. .

By separating these duties, by earpressly

confining the Corporation to the legislation of

the city, the appropriation of monies, the ap

pointment of officers, and the supervision of

their accounts, and by entrusting all duties

purely executive to officers arranged in pro

per departments, responsible to the Corpor

ation, and liable to censure, removal, or

heavier punishment for neglect or miscon

duct, it seems certain that greater responsi

bility will be ensured : for such business will

be transacted by an officer responsible to the

Board, who appoint and can remove him,

and not as at present, by a Committee of the

Board, responsible only to the other members,

who in turns constitute other committees.

Greater system and experience will generally

be ensured, and that loose manner in which

business is commonly transacted by men who

have little or no personal interest at stake,

and no risk of gain or loss of reputation by

the prudent or negligent discharge of their

duties, will be wholly avoided. The same

reasons which so strongly recommend the

old and safe republican doctrine of Specific

Appropriation, also apply with equal strength

to this provision.

It will be the duty of the Corporation to

know before-hand how much of the public

funds can be spared for any particular object:

and it will be the duty of the proper officer

to expend that money to the best of his

ability, and under the strictest scrutiny, with

fidelity and economy.

In connexion with this last separation of

the Executive from the ordinary Legislative

Duties, it has been judged on all accounts

advisable to remove the Mayor from the

meetings of the Board, and to entrust him

with a Qualified Negativeon their proceedings,

the supervision of other officers, and the gen

eral executive duties of the city,

The same desire to make the management

of our city concerns open and public, and

to attract the general attention of our Citi

zens to the Official Management of their

own Interests, has induced the Convention

to impose on the Mayor the duty of making

statements, by Message to the Corporation,

of the situation of the city affairs, revenues,

and property, and to recommend to them any

measures for the police health, security,
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comfort, or ornament of the City, which he

may déen expedient. It is needless to insist

upon the incalculable value of such period

ical Statements from a high public officer,

on his official responsibility, (stript as they

must be) of all those details which otherwise

prevent the attention of all but politicians

and men of leisure, and bringing the subject

of public consideration immediately and

clearly before every intelligent Citizen. The

great attention which the speeches and mes

sages of our governors always excite, and

the important information they contain, attest

the value of such a provision.

It may be added, that by making it the

especial duty of the Mayor, publicly to ex

press his Opinion upon the chief matters of

city regulation, a new responsibility is im

posed upon that important officer, exciting

him, and almost compelling him to a minute

acquaintance with all our municipal interests

and concerns.

It has further been deemed necessary to

separate the time of election of members of

the Common Council, from that of the gen

eral election.

This is in conformity with the ancient

usage of this city until within a few years,

and with the present uniform practice of the

rest of the state, where the supervisors and

local officers are chosen by the towns early

in the spring. The great respectability and

popularity of the supervisors and other local

officers generally, afford a strong testimony

to the probable advantage of this arrange

ment.

Such, with some minor provisions, tend

ing to the same ends, are the Amendments

submitted to the consideration of the people

of this City.

In all other respects, the Charter will re

main unaltered, leaving the corporate privi

leges and the property of the city, and the

rights of the electors and of the wards in the

choice of officers, precisely as they now are.

Thus, should those amendments be ac

cepted, all laws and ordinances must succes

sively pass the Board of Aldermen and that

of Assistants, and then receive the consider

ation of the Mayor. All matters of execu

tive administration and disbursement of pub

lic monies, will be managed by experienced

and responsible officers, specially charged

with such business, acting under the direction

and supervision of the Mayor and Common

Council. All propositions involving assess

ments or burdens upon individuals, will be

brought to the knowledge of those interested,

to as to give them a chance of being heard.

All other expenditures and appropriations of

the common funds and property of the city,

or to be met by city taxes, will be guarded

against abuse, and regularly made public, by

all the precautions which the experience of

this and other cities, and the example of our

state and that of the federal government

could suggest.

If, therefore, these amendments are atten

tively and candidly considered, they will be

found to be simple and consistent, keeping

always in view one great object—that of

preserving the principle of republican repre

sentation pure and unimpaired by excluding

from the city councils all inducement to the

adoption of any measure for personal objects;

all temptations to waste or profusion, or a

buse of power. The aim at imposing strict

accountability on all officers, at preventing

hasty or ill-informed decisions, and above all,

at continually bringing all the measures of

the city government, its management of the

city revenues, and of the various interests,

private and public, within its control, under

the constant inspection of the people them

selves. Carefu; and deliberate legislation,

strict accountability, judicious economy, and

perfect publicity—these are the remedies

which the Convention have sought against

the evils and abuses to which all wealthy city

governments are subject, of which this City

has felt its share, and of which the public

voice has, at different times, loudly complained.

In the trust that the proposed amendments

will accomplish these desirable ends, they are

now respectfully and earnestly recommended

to the adoption of the people.

On all foregoing points, the Convention

were nearly unanimous; but upon the ques

tion of the term of service of the Aldermen,

the members were much divided in opinion.

They therefore considered it proper to submit

that question to the people for their decision,

on the separate vote of “one year” or “two

years.”

The Convention respectfully recommend

to the Citizens to hold meetings in their re

spective wards, before the approaching elec

tion, to express their views in regard to the

proposed amendments, and to take such

measures as may be expedient for their

adoption.

IN CONVENTION.—September 2S, IS29.

Resolved, That the Members of this

Convention who are present, and also those

who are absent, who approve the Amend

ments to the City Charter, sign the same as

engrossed.

Done in Convention, at the City Hall, in

the city of New York, the twenty-eighth day

of September, in the year One thousand eight

hundred and twenty-nine, and of the inde.

pendence of the United States of America,

the fifty-third.

In Witness Whereof, We have hereunto

subscribed our names.

WILLIAM PAULDING, President,

and Delegate from the Fifth Ward.

N. DEAN,
Secretaries.

RichARD HATFIELD, }

Eighth Ward.

John I)uer,

John Morss,

James Burling.

First Ward.

Thomas Bolton,

Elisha Tibbets,

John Hone,

Joseph Meeks. Ninth Ward.

Thomas Morris,

Saul Alley, N. T. Arnold,

John Leonard, Michael Burnham,

Thomas H. Legget, Thomas Miller,

Second Ward.

Benjamin De Milt, Francis Cooper.

Samuel Guilford jun.

Tenth Ward.

Stephen Allen,Third Ward. -

Samuel Stillwell.
Philip Hone,

Dudley Selden,

Garret Storm,

Peter Stagg.

Eleventh Ward.

Reuben Munson,

Charles Mills,

Samuel Andreas,

Wm. Thompson.

Fourth Ward.

Peter McCartee,

H. Van Wagener.

Eldad Holmes, Alpheus Sherman,

Richard E. Mount, Charles Henry Hall,

Richard S. Williams, John R. Hediey,

W. M. Johnson,

Nathaniel Reynolds.

Twelfth Ward.

Fifth ward.

G. C. Verplanck,

William Paulding,

Gideon Tucker,

John Van Beuren.

Thirteenth Ward.

Nathaniel Boyd,

E. D. Comstock,

Sixth Ward. Charles Oakford,

Peter A. Jay, Joseph Johnson,

John M. Bradlıurst, Evart A. Bancker.

Henry H. Schieffelin,

Dennis McCarthy,

P. S. Townsend. W. J. MacNeven,

Seventh Ward. Isaac Emmons,

Effingham Schieffelin, Abraham Bloodgood.

Approved by the People, by their ballots

at the November Election—excepting the

term of two years for the Aldermen, which

exception was most judicious, as experience

has since shown—and the Bill agreed upon,

was subsequently passed into a Law by the

STATE Legislature.—Ed.

High ofFMCHAM, CoyºMENT_on the fore

going sº VIENTH secTION : :

“BD. OF ASSISTANT ALDERMEN, }
“DECEMBER 9TH, 1839.

“The following resolution was offered by

Mr. Graham :

“Whereas, It is provided among other

things, by the SEventh Section of the A

mended Charter of the City of New York,

that “all resolutions and reports of commit

tees, which shall recommend any speeific

improvement involving the appropriation of

public monies, or taxing or assessing the

Citizens of said city, shall be published im

mediately after the adjournment of the board,

under the authority of the Common Council,

in all the newspapers employed by the Cor

poration, and whenever a vote is taken in

relation thereto, the Ayes and Nces shall be

called and published in the same manner.”

“And Whereas the Essential Wnterests of the City require a

strict adherence to this salutary Resolution, Therefore

“Resolved. (if the Board of Aldermen concur.) That the

Clerks of the respective Boards cause to be publishEn in the

Papers emploved by the Corporatiow, as soon as possible aſter

the Meeting at which such proceedings shall take place, all Re

ports and Resolutions which shall be pre-ented, as well as ALL

Votes which shall be taken by Ayes and Noes, whers by the Ap

propriation of Public Monics is to be effected, or the Citizens

are to be taxed or Assessºn.

“Mr. West woved that the Resolution be laid upon the table,

and the question being taken thereon, the Motion was lost by

the following vote —A thirmative—Messrs. Potter, West,

Vandervoort, Spader, Pollock—5. Negative—Balis, Deining,

Anderson, Howe, and Graham–5.

The Question recurring on the adoption of the resolution, the

Ayes and Noes were called, and the members voted as follows:

Afrik v. Ativº–Messrs. Balis, Deming, Anderson, Howe and

Graham–5, Negative—Messrs. Potter, West, Vandervoort,

Spader, and Pollock—5. Five voting in the affirmative and five

negative, the Resolution was lost.—Vol. 13 Pro. Bd. Ass's, p. 30.

(3- We shall comment upon these mat

ters in the subsequent pages of this number,

in which we shall also give the Opinion of

the learned Mr. Justice BRoxson upon the

Seventh Sºction of the Amended Charter.

Fourteenth Ward.

Lambert Suydam,

—



ASSESSMENT'S AND TAX BILLS.

*

º

PUBLIC MEETING.

The citizens are requested to attend a

public meeting at the Merchants’ Exchange,

on Monday, March 6th, at a quarter past 3

o'clock, P. M., to take into consideration

the bills recently adopted by the Common

Council of the city of New York, in relation

to TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS, and

the collection thereof.

The provisions of the said bills are be

lieved to be objectionable, and as far as

these provisions are known, are disapproved

by business men.

The object of the meeting is to remon

strate to the Legislature, against the said

bills becoming laws. All persons who are

opposed to the proposed bills of the Com

mon Council becoming a law, are requested

to attend.

Jonathan Thompson Nath & Geo Griswold

Peter Schemerhorn Joseph Foulke & Sons

Jonathan Goodhue John Haggerty & Sons

Peter I Nevius Howland & Aspinwall

James McBride Brown, Brothers & Co

H. W. Field C. & L. Denison & Co

John Anthon Robert Jaffrey & Co

Elisha Riggs James Lee & Co

John II. Tallman Wm & John James

James Fellows C. H. Russell & Co

Frederick Bronson Ketchum, Rogers, &

Bement

Abraham G.Thompson

John Onthank Fay

John R. Peters

William Gale

James A. Burtis.

Peter Embury

Horace Holden

Samuel Thomson

John Allen

Tonnelle & Hall

MAYor's Office, FEB. 27, 1843.

To the Honorable, the Common Council of

the city of New York :

Gentlemen : I have received from your

honorable body, for approval, a proposed

Law to be presented to the Legislature of

this State, for them to enact, entitled, “An

act to revise and amend the several existing

Laws relative to the assessments, and collec

tion of taxes in the city of New York, and

to reduce the same into one act.

This proceeding of the Common Council

is not such Legislative Act on their part as

can either require or justify the Mayor to

return it with written objections, should he

disapprove of any of the features of the

proposed Law. Your proceedings are

merely an application to the Legislature

to pass a law upon the subject referred to,

with a suggestion of what a majority of your

honorable body deems to be required. The

Legislature are not bound to adopt the draft

law proposed by your body. They will, in

their wisdom, make such alterations as an

examination of the subject, and a sense of

duty may prompt. Consequently, any citizen

who may not approve of all the details of

your plan, or may question the propriety of

some of the principles involved in it, may

present his views upon the subject to the

Legislature.

Although I differ in opinion with the

majority of your Honorable Body IN MANY

of THE DETAILs, AND soME of THE PRIN

CIPLES contain ED IN YoUR proposed LAW,

still, to expedite your application to the

Legislature upon the subject, I have signed

*/our proceedings, reserving to myself the

performance of the duty to forward to the

members of the Legislature such suggestions

as seem to me necessary for the interest of

our constituents, and for the preservation of

individual rights. Respectfully,

ROBERT H. MORRIS.

~~~~ --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----

PUBLIC MEETING.

A public meeting of citizens, opposed to

the passage of an Act entitled “an Act to

revise and amend the several existing Laws

relative to the assessments, and collection

of taxes in the City of New York, and to

reduce the same into effect,” was held pur

suant to notice, at the Merchants' Exchange,

in the city of New York, at half past 2 P.M.

The meeting was called to order by Chas.

A. Jackson, Esq., who nominated the follow

ing gentlemen as officers:

PREsErved Fish, Chairman,

George G.Riswold, ABRAHAM G. Thomp

son, PETER CoopER, JoNATHAN GooDii UE,

PETER EMB1:Ry, John HAGGERTY, ABRAHAM

WAN NEST, PETER I. NEvius, WILLIAM B.

CRosby, CHARLEs H. Russell, PETER

SciteMERitoRN, SAMUEt, Thompson, PETER

Lonii,LARo, Jr., Vice Presidents.

WM. Billings MEEcu, Secretary.

The meeting having been duly organized,

the call of the same was read by the Secre

tary.

The object of the meeting was then ex

plained, and the objectionable features of the

law commented on by B. Skidmore, Esq.,

who presented the following resolution, which

was carried.

1st, Resolved, That this meeting remon

strate to the Legislature of the State of New

York against the objectionable features of the

tax and assessment bills, and that a memorial

asking for amendments and further and for

other provisions of the law in the premises,

be coupled therewith:

Wm. Gale, Esq., then offered a memorial

and remonstrance for the consideration of

the meeting, and the same having been read

by the Secretary, the following resolutions

relative thereto were proposed, and carried

unanimously.

Resolved, That the Memorial and Re

monstrance be signed by the officers of this

meeting, that the proceedings be published,

and that a copy thereof be sent to his Excel

lency the Governor, the Hon. the President

of the Senate, the Hon. the Speaker of the

House of Assembly, and to each of the Ho

norable members of the Senate and Assem

bly from the City and County of New York.

Resolved, That a Committee proceed to

Albany, and present the Remonstrance and

Memorial to the Honorable the President of

the Senate, or to the Honorable the Speaker

of the House of Assembly, and request the

presiding officer to whom the same is deli

vered to present the same and call for its

reading, and move that it be referred to the

Committee to which the tax and assessment

bills from the Common Council shall have

been referred, and that the Committee dele

gated by the meeting ask to be heard before

the Honorable Committee to whom these

matters shall be referred.

Resolved, That the Committee of Dele

gates be appointed by the President and Vice

Presidents of this meeting, and such Com

mittee to have power to add to their numbers.

The meeting then adjourned,

- PREsEnvelo Fisii, Chairman.

W.M. BILLINGs MEEch, Secretary.

To the Honorable, the Legislature of the

State of New York :

The undersigned take leave most respect

fully to represent to your honorable body,

that the Finance Committee of the Board of

Aldermen on Monday, Feb. 9th, reported to

that Board the printed copies of drafts of

several Bills relative to Taxes and Assess

ments in the City and County of New-York,

and to the collection thereof, which were,

with slight alterations, agreed upon by a

majority of the members of that Board, as

the printed proceedings therewith will show;

and that subsequently the said Bills were

agreed to by a majority of the members of

the Board of Assistants, with some amend

ments, as will be seen by the printed pro

ceedings therewith ; after this, the last

named amendments were concurred in by

the Board of Aldermen, and the said pro

ceedings sent to His Honor the Mayor of

the City, for approval; who, after an exa

mination of the same, assented thereto con

ditionally, accompanying the said assent

with a written message, a duplicate of which

is hereto annexed, and is from under his own

hand. These said bills were not published

in the newspapers employed by the Corpo

ration previous to being submitted to the

two Boards, nor since, and the principles

and provisions thereof are not generally

known by those who are to be extensively

and suddenly affected thereby.

Several influential and highly respectable

citizens, who have seen the printed copies of

the drafts of the bills herein before-men

tioned, and examined the provisions thereof,

state in their call for a public meeting, which

is hereto annexed, (and which was printed

in the newspapers) that some of the provi

sions of the said bills are believed to be ob

jectionable, and, as far as they are known,

are disapproved of by business men; they,

therefore, invited citizens opposed to the pro

visions of the bills recently adopted by the

Common Council to meet at the Merchants'

Exchange for the purpose of remonstrating

to the Legislature of the State against the

said bills becoming laws.

In answer to said published call, citizens,

irrespective of party, assembled at the Mer

chants' Exchange, this sixth day of March,

1843, and organised a public meeting, the

proceedings of which are hereto annexed,

and resolved, That this Remonstrance and

Memorial to your Honorable Body, after

having been read, should be signed by the

officers of the meeting, and that two or more

citizens, as a Committee, proceed to Albany
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and deliver the said Memorial to the Hono

rable the President of the Senate, or to the

Honorable the Speaker of the House of As

sembly, and request that the same may be

presented to the Legislature, read, and re

ferred to the Committee to whom the said

tax and assessment bills from the Common

Council may have been referred.

The Remonstrants represent, that the real

estate, situate in the City of New-York, the

principal Seaport of this great and growing

State, is valuable mostly in consequence of

the commercial advantages which said City

possesses; and whatever laws are, or shall

be enacted, which impose restrictions or

burdens upon trade and commerce in said

City, alone and distinct from the rest of the

State, is an indirect tax upon such real es

tate, operating in a two-fold degree, depre

ciating the value thereof, in the same ratio

as commerce and trade are affected—also,

hindering improvements and decreasing its

population. The provision of one of the

said bills of the said Common Council, is,

that persons doing business in said City, and

residing beyond its limits, shall be taxed in

the said City, and not elsewhere in this

State, or if they live without the bounds of

this State, such citizens must pay taxes on

their personal property in the State in which

they reside, and also in that in which they

do business, making a double tax.

This provision involves principles which

are of great importance ; and if it is to be

come a law, may lead to the passage of re

taliatory laws by other States, and thus the

harmony of the Union be disturbed, very

much to the injury of trade and commerce

as well as the manifest detriment of the pub

lic welfare.

The provision of the said bills, which re

quires every inhabitant, or person doing bu

siness in the City of New-York, to make an

inventory or schedule of his personal pro

perty, belonging to him, or held by him as

agent for others, and to return the same un

der oath to the assessors within a limited

time, is disapproved, considered inquisito

rial, arbitrary and oppressive, and will, in

many cases be difficult, and in some almost

impossible to comply with.

it is suggested that the present law of the

State is sufficiently ample in this particular,

and that it affords the assessors as much op

portunity or means of ascertaining what per

sons are liable to be assessed for personal

property as is needed. By the present law,

they are authorised to assess any, and every

inhabitant, for personal property, as great

an amount as they believe him to be worth ;

and if they cannot satisfy themselves as to

the amount, they can set down so large an

amount as to compel the person thus assessed

to reduce the same under oath, or otherwise

pay the tax on the assessed property.

It is said by public officers, as the Re

monstrants are informed, that many persons

escape taxation on personal property who

are liable to taxation; this, it is suggested, is

the neglect of the assessors, and not the ina

dequacy of the present provisions of the law.

The provision which authorises the impos

ing a tax upon the personal property, mer

chandise, produce, funds, &c., &c., in the

hand of an agent, is a new feature sought to

be incorporated into the laws of the State

and made applicable to this city only, in

volving principles of very great importance.

Should this provision become a law, the ef

fect will be to drive business away from this

Cityas well money as funds, and hereafter the

interest on public and other pecuniary obli

gations will be made payable without the

bounds of the tax district.

The provision which authorises the as

sessors to examine any person being the head

of a family, owner, clerk, servant, &c., &c.,

is one which seeks to establish a new Court

with extraordinary powers, and such powers

as are, as your Remonstrants suggest, incon

sistent with the rights of a free people.

The provision which authorises the assess

ors to impose a treble tax on any arbitrary

amount for a neglect to return the printed

blank referred to in the section containing

such provisions, is a power of an alarming

character to vest in ward assessors, and such

a power as would, if authorised lead, as

your Remonstrants suggest, to alarming

abuses.

The provision which authorises an assess

ment upon incorporated companies, and

upon the amount of their nominal, instead of

their actual capital, the Remonstrants be

lieve is inequitable and unjust, the effect and

operation being to compel monied incorpo

rations to pay a tax upon money which they

have lost.

The provision which authorises the crea

tion of new offices, and the appointment of

new officers, by the Common Council, is

objectionable, and as a substitute the re

monstrants suggest that the President of the

Board of Water Commissioners shall be

made by virtue of his said office Treasurer

of the County, and authorised to receive all

taxes paid voluntarily by any citizen, desir

ous of paying his taxes without the interven

tion of a Collector, and the number of Ward

Collectors may be reduced from seventeen .

to one, and that Collector should, as the re

monstrants suggest be elected by general

ticket, and that the office of Collector of

Arrears be abolished.

The provision which authorises the Re

assessment of the delinquent tax of the

previous year, which had been assessed

upon real estate, and the collection of both,

is objectionable, and the remonstrants

suggest that a more speedy, and a more

economical mode should be provided, for a

collection of such tax, by a sale of so mueh

of the property of the delinquent, as will be

sufficient to produce the amount of such

tax, and that the charges on such sales be

no greater than those made by the State

Comptroller in selling lands for State taxes.

The provision which authorises the Mayor,

Aldermen, and Commonalty, to use the

money raised by tax, for any purpose they

may in a manner sustain, the remonstrants

suggest, should be stricken out, and a pro

vision inserted, that the monies so raised,

shall be applied to the specific purposes,

for which the same are authorised, and for

no other purpose whatever.

It is suggested, that as the tax to pay the

interest of the Croton Water debt is a large

item in the annual tax bill, and being a local

assessment, that the members of the Board

of Water Commissioners appointed by the

Governor and Senate, who are experienced

public officers, of high standing, should by

virtue of their said offices, be made mem

bers of the Board of Supervisors.

The remonstrants suggest that the amount

of the tax asked for, should be reduced, that

the Salaries and fees of public officers to be

paid therefrom, should be fixed by law, that

the number of public officers should be

lessened, and that the duties of the Croton

Water Board should be performed by the

Board of Water Commissioners. The re

monstrants suggest that the public work, of

whatever kind it may be, should be let out

by public contract, publicly advertised, and

that no contract should be executed until it

shall be first submitted to a board composed

of the Mayor, Recorder, and Members of the

Board of Water Commissioners, and ap

proved by such Board, or a majority thereof,

whose duty it may be to convene on the first

Monday of every month for that purpose.

The Memoralists ask that public officers,

and Members of the Common Council, may

be expressly prohibited from being interested

in any manner in public Contracts, express

or implied either directly, or indirectly, and

that if such contract be made, that the same

shall be declared null and void.

The Memoralists ask that Owners, Lessees

and Mortgagees may be protected from

surprise and loss by assessment and tax sales

and that the purchaser at such sales shall

be required to give personal notice of such

sale and purchase, and that such owner,

lessee or mortgagee may have the same right

to redeem the premises from such sale, as is

now allowed by law, to owners of land sold

by the State Comptroller for taxes, and that

unoccupied lands may be included.

The Memorialists, ask that the Common

Conncil may be expressly prohibited from

borrowing money on the credit of the cor

poration, except to pay the interest of the

public debt.

The Memorialists ask that the laws now

in force, which authorise assessments upon

private property, for public improvements,

may be repealed.

The remonstrants suggest that the applica

tion of the Common Council for a law to

authorise the Corporation to become purchas

ers at assessment and tax sales ought not

to be granted, that it is bad as a principle,

and will be worse in practice. That the

Corporation have not the means of paying

for such purchases except by taxing the citi

zens for the amount of the purchase money;

that the Corporation should not be allowed

to hold any real estate not required for public

use, that it will be a wrong done to the own

ers of such lands, will lead to expensive liti

gation, for which the citizens must also be

again taxed, and thus indirectly sanction

assessment abuses of an aggravated charac:

ter, and give to contractors, at exorbitant

and improper prices the public money, and

to public officers fees and charges for services

never rendered.

The Memorialists herewith present a copy

of the proceedings of the Common Counc

.

|
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in 1818, in relation to the cleaning of the

streets, and the mode then practised in

making public contracts, also a copy of

resolutions for a detailed report of the con

tracts during the years 1836, 7, 8, 9, 40,

and the copy of a resolution and the report

thereupon, also of four printed notices of

commissioners of estimate and assessment

in the matter of opening four streets and

avenues, which reports are now brought for

ward after a lapse of near seven years.

Your Memorialists ask that the said tax

and assessment bills, may receive a full and

careful examination, and the objectionable

provisions may be stricken out, and that the

amendments here suggested may be made,

and that such other and further provisions

in the premises may be also made by the

Legislature as will have a tendency to ſessen

the county taxes, prevent abuses, decrease

the patronage of the common council, define

the duties of the public officers of the city,

and such as the Legislature in their wisdom

shall deem meet.

PRESERVED FISH, Chairman,

Abraham Van Nest John Haggerty

Peter Schemerhorn A. G. Thompson

Peter Cooper George Griswold

Peter Embury Jonathan Goodhue

Peter Lorillard, jr. Charles H. Russell

Wm. B. Crosby Peter J. Nevius

Samuel Thomson—Vice Presidents,

WM. BILLINGS MEECH, Secretary.

--

Minutes of the Common Council, Vol. 34–

from Nov. 3, 1817, to May 17, 1818.

In Common Council, Feb. 2, 1818.

It is also recommended, that sealed propo

sals should be advertised for, and received

till 16th inst., for the street manure of the

City, for one year from 1st May next.

(Signed) G. N. BLEEcker,

Comptroller.

Feb. 16, 1818–page 341.

The Street Committee, to whom was re

ferred that part of the Comptroller's Report

whieh relates to the disposal of the street

manure of this city, reported,

That they have had the subject under con

sideration, and propose the following resolu

tions:

“Resolved, That the Comptroller be di

rected to advertise for sealed proposals, to be

received till the 2d of March, for the street

manure of the Eastern and Western Dis

tricts, as at present established by a law of

the corporation for two years, from the 1st of

May next.
“Resolved, That he also advertise for

sealed proposals, to be received as above

mentioned, for the street manure of the city,

for one and for two years, from 1st May next,

the contractors to sweep and remove the dirt

at their own expense from all the streets and

public places.

For this purpose the city to be divided into

six sub-districts, three in the Eastern and

three in the Western, as designated by law,

each sub-district to be swept and cleaned

one day in the week, at the time designated

by the act aforesaid. -

Your committee think that a better deci

sion can be made as to the propriety of agree

ing to either of these plans, after proposals

are received.

ELDAD. Holmes,

John REMMEy,

LEoNARd Kup.

which was approved, and the Comptroller

was directed to advertise agreeably thereto,

for contracts for one or two years.

March 2, 1818–page 398.

The sealed proposals for the street manure

received by the Comptroller were presented

by him, whereupon, on motion, the lobby was

cleared and the doors closed.

The sealed proposals having been opened

by the President, and the propositions there

in stated having been made known, it appear

ed that the propositions of Edward Hitchcock

for the Western district, and that of William

M. Hitchcock for the Eastern district were

the highest, whereupon it was resolved that a

lease of the street manure, for the Western

district, for the period of two years, from the

1st May next be made out to Edward Hitch

cock, on condition of his securing to be paid

the sum of four thousand eight hundred and

seventy-five dollars per annum, the streets to

be swept by him, the dirt of the streets col

lected together and removed by him, at his

own expense, agreeably to the proposals is

sued by the Comptroller.

It was also resolved that a lease of the

street manure, for the Eastern district, for the

period of two years, from 1st May next, he

given to William M. Hitchcock upon the

same condition as to cleaning the streets, and

on his securing the payment of the sum of

Four thousand Eight hundred and twenty

five dollars per annum.

The contracts were directed to be pre

pared and executed under the direction of

the Comptroller, and the sureties to be ap

proved by his Honor the Mayor and the

Comptroller.

April 13, 1818–Vol. 35, page 150.

The Comptroller reported that the con

tract for the street manure had not yet been

executed, owing to the necessity of an

amendment to the law respecting the clean

ing of streets, to embrace the regulations

lately made by the Board on that subject,

whereupon the same was referred to the

Street committee and counsel.

May 4th, 1818.-Page 220.

A Member stating that he had something

to communicate, which required secrecy,

the lobby was cleared and the doors closed.

“The Street Committee and Counsel of

the Board, to whom had been referred on

13th April last, a report of the Comptroller

relative to a Contract for the Street Manure,

Reported,

“That they have had a conference with

Messrs. Hitchcocks, on the nature of the

Law to be passed by the Corporation, and

the contract to be entered into by them.

“It appears to the Committee that the

Contractors formed their calculations dif

(Signed)

-

ferent in some measure from that contem

plated by the members of the Committee:

and under all circumstances considering the

price offered, the arduous duties to be per

formed, the convenience to the citizens from

the adoption of the new mode of cleaning

the streets, and the expenses which will

accrue to the contractors by a faithful dis

charge of their duties, they would recom

mend to the Board, that a deduction be made

of twelve hundred dollars, leaving the amount

to be paid 8,500 dollars per annum.

They would also recommend that the

Street Commissione
r be authorised to ac

commodate the contractors with a suitable

place or places (provided such can be furn

ished without expense or inconvenience to

the public), for the deposit of Street manure

only, from time to time, where he thinks will

be suitable.”

(Signed) Eldad Holmes,

Ogden Edwards,

LEoNARD KIP,

John REMMEY.

Which report was agreed to.

The Counsel then presented a Law en

titled “A Law to amend a Law to regulate

the removal of filth and dirt from the streets

in the city of New York,” which was passed

and the publication thereof was directed to

be delayed until the 3d Monday in May inst.

The Counsel also presented the draught

of a Contract with the Messrs Hitchcocks,

on the subject of the Street manure, which

was directed be duly executed, and the

Counsel was instructed to attend to the

execution of the contract on the part of the

Messrs. Hitchcocks.

May 11th, 1818–page 227.

The Counsels presented the Contracts for

the Street Manure with the Messrs Hitch

cocks, agreeably to the term of their pro

posal, which was directed to be duly executed.

City and County of New York, ss.-

Samuel Bodle being duly sworn, doth depose

and say, that he copied the above stated

proceedings from the Manuscript Book of

Minutes of the Common Council in the

office of the clerk of the said common

council and the same is a true copy thereof

as this deponent verily believes.

SAMUEL BODLE

Sworn to this 3d day of March 1843.

Before me, ROBERT H. MORRIS.

Mayor of the City of New York.

Document No. 16.

Board of Assistant Aldermen, Nov. 23, 1840.

Report of the Street Commissioner, in re

ply to a resolution of information required

relative to contracts, expenses of street open

ing, counsel fees, &c. Ordered on file.

EDWARD PATTERSON
, Clerk.

Street Commissioner’s Office,

November 23d, 1840. |
The undersigned, in reply to a resolution

of the Board of the 9th instant, directing

him to report to the Board at its next meet

ing a list of alſ the contracts made by him

from May 10th, 1836, to November 1st,
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1840, specifying the names of the contract.

ors, the dates of the contracts, the prices of

the various materials and work; and also,

whether any other person or persons are or

have been interested in any, and which of

the contracts, either directly or iudirectly,

to the best of his knowledge, information,

or belief, respectfully

REPORT:

That immediately upon the receipt of the

resolution, he placed the same in the hands

of the first Clerk in the department, with

instructions to devote himself exclusively to

the preparing of such of the information

called for, as could be obtained from docu

ments in the office. The said Clerk has

proceeded in the work, but has not yet ac

complished it; and judging from the pro

gress that has been made, compared with

what is yet to be done, the undersigned is of

opinion that he will not have canvassed all

the matter committed to him for a month to

Conne.

The various important business of the de

partment preclude the undersigned from de

tailing the services of either of the other

Clerks, without vital sacrifice to important

interests which admit of no delay. If,

therefore, immediate possession of the infor

mation be deemed essential by the Board,

the undersigned respectfully suggests the ex

pediency of appropriating an additional

Clerk to the Department.

Respectfully submitted,

JonN Ewen,

Street Commissioner.

City and County of New York, ss.

Samuel Bodle, being duly sworn, doth

depose and say, that the above and fore

going is a true copy of the printed proceed

ings in the office of the Clerk of the Board

of Assistants, and that he transcribed the

same therefrom. SAMUEL BoDLE.

Sworn before me this 6th day of

March, 1843.

ROBERT H. MORRIS,

Mayor of the City of New York.

The minutes of the Board of Assistants have been carefully

“examined, and no further report appears to have yet been made.

NOT ICE.

The undersigned, Commissioners appoint

ed to make an estimate and Assessment for

opening Thirty-seventh street from the Hud

son river to the East River, in the Sixteenth

Ward of the City of New York, do hereby

give notice to the owners and occupants of .

all houses and lots, and improved or unim

proved lands, affected by the said improve

ment, that they have completed their esti

mate and assessment in the premises, which

assessment embraces all the lands and pre

mises lying between the East river and the

Hudson river, and between a line running

from the East river and the Hudson river,

at half the distance between Thirty-sixth

street and Thirty-seventh street, and a line

running from the East river to the Hudson

river, at half the distance between Thirty

seventh street and Thirty-eighth street; and

that they have deposited a true copy or

transcript of such estimate and assessment

in the Clerk's office of the city of New York,

for the inspection of whomsoever it may con

cern; and that their report of the said esti

mate and assessment will be presented to

the Supreme Court of Judicature of this

State, at the capitol in the city of Albany,

on the first Tuesday in April next. And

they request all persons whose interest may

be effected thereby, and who may be op

posed to the same, to present their objec

tions in writing, to Abraham Dally, their

Chairman, at No. 105 Monroe street, in the

city of New-York, within thirty days from

the date of this notice.

New York, March 1st, 1843.

A 1,RAHAM DALLY,

Tigi, E DAvy,

ANDREw WARNER,

( 'ommissioners.

NOTICE.

The undersigned, Commissioners appoint

ed to make an estimate and assessment for

opening the Eleventh avenue, from Thirty

third street to Forty-seventh street, in the

Twelfth and Sixteenth Wards of the city of

New York, do hereby give notice to the own

ers and occupants of all houses and lots, and

improved and unimproved lands, affected by

the said improvement, that they have com

pleted their estimate and assessment in the

premises, which assessment embraces all the

lands and premises lying between the follow

ing limits, viz., between Thirty-second and

Forty-seventh street, and a line drawn at the

half distance between the Eleventh avenue

and the Tenth avenue, and a line drawn at

the half distance between the Eleventh ave

nue and the Twelfth avenue, and that they

have deposited a true copy or transcript of

such estimate and assessment in the Clerk’s

office of the city of New York, for the in

spection of whomsoever it may concern;

and that their report of the said estimate and

assessment will be presented to the Supreme

Court of Judicature of this State, at the Ca

pitol in the city of Albany, on the first Tues

day in April next; and they request all per

sons whose interest may be affected thereby,

and who may be opposed to the same, to

present their objections in writing to For

syth Labah, their Chairman, at No. 14

Grand street, in the city of New-York, with

in thirty days from the date of this notice.

New York, March 1st, 1843.

Forsyth LABAir,

JAMEs J. MAPEs,

Commissioners.

NOTICE.

The undersigned, Commissioners appoint

ed to make an Estimate and Assessment for

opening Thirty-ninth street, from the East

River to the Hudson River, in the Sixteenth

Ward of the city of New York, do hereby

give notice that the owners and occupants of

all the houses and lots, and improved or un

improved lands affected by the said improve.

ment, that they have completed their esti

mate and assessment in the premises, which

assessment embraces all the lands and pre

mises lying between the East River and the

Hudson River, and between a line running

from the East River to the Hudson River,

at half the distance between Thirty-eighth

street and Thirty-ninth street, and a line run

ning from the East River to the Hudson

River, at half the distance between Thirty

ninth street and Fortieth street: And that

they have deposited a true copy or tran

script of such estimate and assessment in

the Clerk's office of the city of New York,

for the inspection of whomsoever it may

concern, and that their report of the said es:

timate and assessment will be presented to

the Supreme Court of Judicature of this

State, at the capitol in the city of Albany,

on the first Tuesday in April next. And

they request all persons whose interests may

be affected thereby, or who may be opposed

to the same, to present their objections in

writing to Anthony A. Jacobus, their chair

man, at the office of R. Emmett, Esq., No.

45 William street, in the city of New York,

within thirty days from the date of this no

tice.

New-York, February 28th, 1843.

ANTHONY A. JACOBUS,

AZARIA H ROSS,

OBEDIAH NEWCOMIB, JR.,

Commissioners

N OT I C E.

The undersigned, Commissioners; ap

pointed to make an estimate and assessment

for opening a new street, between the Fourth

and Fifth avenues, from Twenty-third street

to Forty-second street, in the Twelfth and

Sixteenth wards of the city of New York, do

hereby give notice, to the owners and occu

pants of all houses and lots, and improved

or unimproved lands, affected by the said

improvement, that they have completed their

estimate and assessment in the premises;

which assessment embraces all the lands and

premises lying between the following limits,

viz:–a line drawn at half the distance be

tween Twenty-second and Twenty-third

streets ; a line drawn at half the distance

between Forty-second and Forty-third streets;

a line drawn at half the distance between the

said new street and the Fourth avenue, and

a line drawn at half the distance between the

said new street and the Fifth avenue, and

that they have deposited a true copy or tran

script of such estimate and assessment in the

Clerk's office of the city of New York, for

the inspection of whomsoever it may concern;

and that their report of the said estimate and

assessment will be presented to the uSpreme

Court of Judicature of this State, at the

Capitol, in the city of Albany, on the first

Tuesday in April next. And they request

all persons whose interests may be affected

thereby, and who may be opposed to the

same, to present their objections in writing,

to Samuel Guilford, Jr., their Chairman, at

No. 126 William-street, in the city of New

York, within thirty days from the date of
this notice.

New York, February 28th, 1848.

S. GUILFORD, Jr.,

THOMAS BUSSING,

JOSEPH N. LORD,

Commissioners.

º

—l
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SUPREME COURT,

Sharp and others,

ºs. Opinion of the Court.

Spier.

BRONsoN J. As the Plaintiffs made out a per

fect title to the property it is only necessary to ex

*inine the claim set up by the defendant under

the assessment and sale for making a well and

pump in Wiilow-street. The first inquiry will be

whether assuming all the proceedings to have

been regular, there was any legal authority for

selling the land. It has become so common of

late to take private property in one form or an

other without the consent of the owner, that Cor

porations are not always very careful to look at

their charters, or if they are examined, the powers

conſºrted are construed very liberally. But the

right to take private property in any form without

the consent of the owner is a high prerogative of

sovereignty which no individual or corporation

can exercise without an express grant. The pow

er may be delegated but the delegation must

Plainly appear. It cannºt be made out by doubt

ful inferences from powers relating to other sub

jects. Nothing short of express words or neces

sary implication will answer the purpose.

The village of Brooklyn was incorporated in

1816, the Chºrter was amended in 1821, and

these laws were with some modifications reduced

into one act in 1827. (Stat. 1816, p. 90–1821 I).

244–1827, p. 12.) The act of 1816 provided

for levying taxes upon the ſiecholders and inhab

itants of the whole village, but not for making

assessments within any more limited district. The

act of 1824 authorized the trustees to order and

direct the pitching, paving, altering, amending,

and cleansin- of streets within the village and to

cause the expense of conforming to such regula

tions to be assessed among the owners and occu

pants of the houses and lots intended to be bene

fitted thereby ; and the 'rustees were authorized,

by warrant under their hands and seals to levy

the assessinent by distress and sale of the goods

and chattels of the owner or occupant who should

make default in payment. (§3.) By the eighth

section of that act the trustees were awthºrized

to divide the village i to well and pump districts,

to provide wells and pump , and to assess and co

lect the xpenses of these works i the same

manner as was provided in relation to steet as

sessments by the hird section of the act. Thus

far it is quite clear that there is no power to sell

lands for inaking wells and pumps. ', he asse s

ments are to be collect d by distress and sale of

the goo's and hat els of the persons assessed.

But it is sail th it the power to sell lands for

these as essments may be found in the 7th Section

of the act which provides “that whenever any

tax of any d scription on lands and tenements, in

the said village, shall remain unpaid,” and the

collector shall make affidavit “that the owners of

the premises on which the same is imposed cannot

be ſoun , or that he has not sufficient personal

estate in the v llage whereon the tax can be lev

ied, the trustee in y take order for advertising

in a newspa er for the space of three mºnths,”

thereby requiring the owners of such lands and

tenements respectively “to pay the tº x, and that in

case of delault,” such lands and tenements will

be sºld : “ and iſ, notwithstanding such notice,”

the tax shall not be paid, “then it shall and may

be lawſul for the said tru tecs to cause such lands

and ten ments to be sold at auction for a term of

years.” Now the first remark upon this section

is, that it ºnly author zes the sale of lands for the

payment of a tar and although it extens o a tax

“of any description” stil it includes nothing but

a tax of some kind. Our laws have made a plain

distinction between taxes, which are burdens or

charges imposed upon persons or property to rise

mony for public purposes, and assessme, ts for

city and village improvements, which are not re

garded as burdens, but as an equival it or com

pensatiºn for the enhanced value, which the pro

perty of the pe son assessed has derived from the

improvement. This distinction had been made

in several statutes long before Brooklyn was ºn

corporated and was fully exemplified in the Mat

ter of the Mayor of New York, (11 John. 77.)—

Th re several churches in the City of New-York

lºad teen assessed for the supposed benefit which

they would derive from enlarging Nassau-street,

and they denied the legality of assessment be

c use it had been , xpressly enacted that no

church or place ºf public worship “shall be tarºd

by any laws of this state.” But the objection

was overruled und the exemption claimed by the

churches was enied, on the ground that the as

sessment could not properly be regarded as a tax.

This case apparently goes the whole ength of de

ciding the one now before us. The authority is

to sell for a tar, and the defendant show s nothing

but an assessment for a village impovernent,

In Blecker vs. Ballon, 3 Wend. 263, the question

was upon n assessment f r litching and paving

a strect, and SAVAGF, C. J., said, “there is no

doubt that the assessment in question was not a

tar, that being a sum imposed, as is supposed for

some public object.”

I may remark here that the Charter provides in

terms for laying tares for various purposes and

thºre is therefore no necessary impl cation that

assessments were intended to be included in the

word “ lar,” which is he only word in the sev

enth section from which the power can be infer
red.

A Corporation must show a grant either in

terms or by e essary implication, for all the

pow rs which it attempts to exercise, and es

pecially must this he done when it claims the

right by taxing or otherwise to divest individuals

of their roperty without their consent. In Beat

ty vs. Knowle, 4 Peters, 152, which was the case

of a corporation sale ºf land for taxes, Mr. Justi e

McLEAN remarked, “ that a corporation is s ric

ly lituited to this exercise of those powers which

are specially conferred upo it. The exercise of

the corporation franchis being restrictive of indi

viſual rights, cannot be extended beyond the let

ter and spirit of the act of incorporation.” And,

he subsequently adds, “ the power to imſ ose a

tax on real estate and to sell it where there is a

failure to pay the tax, is a high p eroga ive and

should never be exercised when the right is

doubtful.” The justice of the remark is obvious.

Every statute derogatory to the ris hts of property

or that takes away the estate of a citizen ought

to be construed strict y. It should never have an

equitab e constru tion. Van Horne's lessee, vs.

Dorrance, 3 Dº!!. 3 16.

The act of 1824 was drawn and passed long

after the distinction had been taken between as

sessments and taxes, and those who drew and

those who passed it must be supposed to know

that an assessment for the be efit conferred by a

village improvement was not incl ded in the wo d

“ tax.” Had the legislature intended that lands

should be sold to satisfy assessments it cannot be

doubted that they would have said so.

A further examination of the statute will go to

confirm what has already been said. The Corpo

ration is not empowere I to sell lands in those

cases where there is in fact a tax, unless it be a

tax on lands and n tº a mere personal charge.—

The words are, “whenever any tax of any de

scription, on lands or tendments in the said village

shall remain unpaid, the Trustees may cause

such lands and tenements to be sold.”

§ 7.— On lºoki g at the eighth section, which

authorizes an assessment for wells and pumps in

connection with the third section to which the

8th refers, it will be seen that the assessment is

not upon the lands, but upon “the owne's or oc

cupants of the houses and lots intended to be

benefitted thereby, and the money is to be levied

by distress nil sale ºf the goods and chattles of

such owner or occupant.” This language does

not go beyond the c eation of a debt or duty upon

the owner in respect of the land, which he must

satisfy at the peril of losing his goods. It does

not create a charge on the land.

I have not overlooked the fact that street assess

ments are by the third section of the act, made

a lien or charge on the land. Whether that fact,

taken in onnectin with the power conferred by

the 7th section, will authorize a sale of land for

street asse, sment we are not now called upon to

determine. If the power be conceded, it does

not follow that there may be a sale of lands for a

well and pump aesessment. The eighth section

which relates to wells and pumps, makes no

mention of the seventh which prºvides for a sale

of lands, and it only reſers to the third for the

purpose of avoiding the repetition of details in re

lation to the mode of collecting the assessment.

The subst nce of the provision is that assessments

for wells and pumps, may be made and collected

“in the same manner as is provided for assessing

and collecting “street expenses” by the third

section of this act.” That “manner” as we have

already seen, is by distress and sale of the goods

and chattles of the person assessed.

These assessment sales for real or fancied im

provements, some times fall very heavily upon the

owners ºf city and village property. The lots

which are sold are usually vacant, and conse

quently produce no revenue. If there were an

occupant, there would of course be a person to

discharge the burd n. The loss resul ing from

a sºle most commonly ſalls upºn absent owners,

who have no notice until it is too late, upon

women, who are not accustoned to watch the

movements of a corporation and its officers,

and upon children, who want discretion to deſend

and protect their rights,

And altho’ the power to sell lands without re

gard to age, sex or condition, has bet n very libe

rally conferred by on r city and village charters,

it may well be that the legislature did not in this

instance deem it expedient to make s. ch a grant.

They supposed it enou. h that owners and occu

pants were made liable when they could be

reached by distress and sale of their goods, and

did not regard it as a very great evil iſ the ab

sent owner of an unoccupied lot should escape

the pay n ent of an assessment for a well and

pºmp which could nºt then and might never be

of any importance to him. But whatever reason

may have influenced the legislature, we feel no

diſiiculty in saying that this land has been sold

without legal authority.

The act of 1827 was in force at the time the

sale was made. But as the 22d section of that

act is substantially the same as the 7th section of

the act of 1824, it requires no separate consider

ation.

We might stop here: But there are other ques

tions in the cause which like the one alteady

considered, were elaborately discussed at the bar,

and both parties appeared to wish that we should

pass upon them. I will now assume what has

just been denied. That this charter conters aw

thority to sell lands for a well and pump as ess

ment, and then the inquiry will be whether the

defendant has made out such an execution of the

power as is necessary to establish his title under

the sale.

In the sºlution of this question, it will be prop

er at the outset to lay down a few principes

which must have an important bearing upon the

result. Every statute authority in derogation of

the common law to divest the tile of one and

convey it to another, must be strictly pursued or

the title will not pass. This is a mere naked

power in the corporation, and its due execu

tion is not to be made out by intendment,

it must be proved. It is not a case for

presuming that public officers have do e their

duty; but what they have in fact done must be

shewn. The recitals in the conveyance are not

evidence against the owners of the property, but

the fact recited, must be established by procfs

al, unde. As the statute has not made the con

veyance primae faci evidence of the regularity f

the proceedings, the fact that they were regul ºr

must be proved, and the onus rests on the pur

chaser. He must show step by step that every

thing has been done which the statute makes

essenti I to the due execution of the power. It

matters not, that it may be difficult for the pur

chaser to comply with such a rule. It is his bus

iness to collect and preserve all the facts at d

muniments upon which the validity of his title

depends. (Iker vs. Croke, Crop, 26; Williºns

vs. Peyton, 4 Wheaton, 77; Ronkendorf vs. Try

lor, 4 Peters, 349; Jackson vs Shepherd, 7 Cowen,
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88; .4tkins vs Kinnan, 20 Wend, 241; Thatcher

vs. Powell, 6 Wheaton, 1.19; J clºson vs. Esty, 7

Wend, 148; The People rs. The Mayor of New

York, 2 Hill, 9; Matter of Mount Morris Square,

2 Hill, 14.) These cases and those to which

they refer, will be sufficient to justify all that has

been said concerning the necessary requisite for

making out a title in the defendant.

Let us now recur once more to the power. The

8th section of the act of 1824, provides that it

shall be lawful for the trustees “on the applica

tion in writing of a majority of the persons own

ing property intended to be benefitted thereby, or

whose property shall be assessed for the payinent

of the expenses attending the s me to divide the

said village into well and pump districts.” The

defendant produced a petiti n having seven names

subscribed to it, but he gave no evidence to show

that the signatures were genuine, nor did he

prove that they were owners of property within

the proposed dist ict. But this is not all: The

petition was signed by only seven individuals, and

fourteen were assessed for the improvement. The

petitioners were not a majority ºf the persons

owning property intended to be benefitted. In an

answer to this, it is sail, that soºne persons were

assessed whose property lay beyond the perma

nent district. But an as essment up n their prop

erty was expressly directed by the trustees and

the inference is irresistible that they were per

sons “intended to be benefitted” by the improve

ment. Again the petition was for a well in W l

low between Clark and Pierpont streets, and that

petition was granted, but when the trustees or

dered an assessment, the district was altered and

bounded on one side by Lovetune, instead of Pier

pont street. How many persons would have

been assessed if the district on which the petition

was based had reinained unaltered, we are not

informed.

The fact that a majority petitioned for the in

provement lies at the foundation of the whole pro

ceeding, and unless that ſac, can be established,

the whole is void ſron beginning to end. The

or us was upon the defendant, and he has failed to

ſurnish the proof.

The defendant insists that the petition conſer

red jurisdiction on the Trustees to lay out a well

and pump district, &c. provided they should judge

that a majority of the persons to be benefitted had

signed ; that by granting the pet tion and proceed

ing with the work, the trustees adjudicated upon

the question, and determine that a majority had

petitioned, and th t this judgment of the trustees

is conclusive upon all persons, so long as it re

mains unreversed. It is impossible to maintain

that in this natter the Trustees were sitting as a

court of justice with power to conclude any one

by their determination. True, they were called

upon to decide for themselves, whether a case had

arisen in which it was proper for them to act.—

But they acted upon their peril. They could not

make the occasion by resolving that it existed.—

They had power to proceed if a major typetition

ed, but without such a petition they had no au

thority whatever. They could not create the

power by resolving that they had it. In Grares

r. Otis 2 Hill 466, the trustees had the necessary

petition in point of numbers, and so far as any

one could see on looking at the paper, all was re

gular. But it turned out that a material alera

tion had been made in the petition aſter two per

sons had signed it, and without their consent.—

And as these two natues were necessary to unalve

out the requisite number, it was held that the

trustees had no ju isdiction. This seems to be

a hard case, and so it was, but it stands upon a

principle that cannot be given up with safety to

the public.

Corporations and their officers, when they in

terfere with the rights of individuals, and espe

cially when they attempt to givest and transfer the

title to real estate, must show that the very case

has arisen in whic, they were authorized to pro

ceed. Showing that they have been misled by ſor

gery will not aid them. Honest error cannot conſer

power. If the petition had been sufficient and

the trustees had thus acquired jurisdiction to act,

then, whether they would proceed or not, was a

question addressed to their discretion, and their

decision upon that question could not be reviewed

in this action, nor indeed in any other. But with

ou a sufficient petition they had no authority to

act. There is little if any thing or a judicial na

ture in the proceedings of corporations to take

lands, either by way of as essments or for public

use. (The People v. Mayor of New York, 2 Hill

9. Matter of Mount Morris Square, 2 Hill 14.—

It is the mere execution of a power.

I will now assume that the trustees acquired

jurisdiction, and then the inquiry will be whether

all the necessary steps have been taken to trans

fer the plaintiff’s title to the defen lant. I will

not stop to inquire whether the district was pro

pe, ly laid out, but proceed at once to the conside

ration of the assessinent. The expenses of the

improvement were to be assessed “among the

owners and occupants of all the houses and lots in

ten led to be benefitted thereby.” (Act of 21,

§8, 3.) And there is no authority to sell except

where a tax [or an assessment, as has been con

ceded for the purposes of this branch of the a gu

ment) of any description on tands or teacments

in the said village shall remain unpaid. In order

to lay a tax on “ lands or tenements,” it is neces.

sary that the particular lands should be described.

Now what was done here * Without noticing

any other defects in this extraordinary document

which is called an assessinent, it is sufficient to

say that the assessors have not even mentioned

or alluded to an “ lands or tenements” from be

ginning to end. In several instances enough was

not done to create even a personal charge. Take

for example the following : “Sharp, 19.76.”—

What “Sharp" was intended ? After the trustees

had directed the assessors to aid the collector in

describing the lands, in other words, to do what

should have been tone when the assessinent was

inade—the trustees passed a resolution reciting

that a tax was due from “Mrs. Sharpe;” but

what particular lady by that name was intended

was not explained. If they weant Mrs. Mary

Sharp, who once owned the land, she died in

1823, two years before the well and pump had

been thought of. At the time these proceedings

were commenced, the land belonged to the seven

minor grand children of Mary Sharpe, who are

plaintiffs in this action. The fact that Mrs.

Sharpe had been long dead, enabled the collector,

to Inake th necessary allidavit that she could not,

“ upon diligent enquiry, be found in said village.”

Hall the paintiffs, the owners of the land been

named in the assessment, there is no reason to

suppose that the affidavit could have been made,

or that the tax would not have been paid and the

land saved. The assessment neither created a

charge on the land, nor a debt or duty upon the

plaintiffs.

If the deſect in the assessment could be after

wards supplied it was never done. After the as

sessors had been required to aid the collector in

describing the lands, and after the collector had

made his affidavit, the trustees only made a slight

approximation towards describing the land which

they intended to sell. They stated that an assess

ment was due “from Mrs. Sharp on prºperty in

Willow street.” in what part of Willow street,

or o which side of it 2 and how much property 2

Was it one lot or ten, and what were the dimen

sions 2 It is impossible to call this a description

of any property in particular. There was no de

scription of the lot in question until we get down

to the conveyance made on the sale. The own

ers were left in the dark until it was too late to

save the land.

This leads to the mention of the last defect in

the proceedings which I shall notice, to wit: that

the land was not sufficiently described in the ad

vertisement. When a tax on lands or tenements

remains npaid, the trustees may take order for

advertising the same, requiring the owner of such

lands to pay the tax, or in default, that such lands

will be sold, and iſ such tax is not paid within the

specified time, such lands may be sold (§7. The

principal object in requiring the advertisement

was to bring home notice to the owner that his

land was to be sold if he did not pay the charge

upon it. And only such land can be sold as has

been advertised. Now what was this notice?

It neither named the plaintiffs, nor did it describe

the property, Amo g the unpaid assessments for

various improvements in the village, it mentions

that there was due “from Mrs. Sharpe, assessed

on land in Willow street, nea. Clark street, con

taining on said Willow street thirty five feet,

$19 76.” The notice does not state in what part

of Willow street the property was situate, except

that it was “near Clark street,” nor does it men

tion the side of the street. The plaintiffs owned

property on bºth sides. Again, it was thirty five

feet on Willow street, but the notice does not

state how long the lot was the other way, or whe.

ther it was in the form of a square, a parallelo

gram, or a triangle. And besides, there is not

only a want of description, but the notice was di

rectly calculated to mislead the owners. It speaks

of a lot thirty five feet on Willow street, and the

lot sold was thirty eight feet front on that street.

It mentions land “near Clark street,” and the lot

sold was on Clark street, by which one side of

113 feet was bounded. No one who owned this

lot would imagine that he was in danger from see

ing that the corporation proposed to sell a lot near

Clark street, especially as there was nothing else

in the advertisement to correct the error. It was

so natural and easy to describe this as a corner

lot, or a lot bounded on two sides by two streets,

that it is difficult to resist the inference that the

corporation either did not know what land would

be sold, at the time the notice was given, or that

pains were taken to mislead the owners, and

throw them off their guard. But however that

may be, the notice was insufficient.

On each and all of these grounds we are of

opinion that the sale was void, and conferred no

title on the purchaser.

We were told by the defendant’s counsel that

the conclusion at which we have arrived would

disturb many titles. Iſ that be so, we cannot help

it. If there have been many sales for making

wells and pumps in Brooklyn, I can only say that

there have been many wrongs, and we have no

choice but to redress such njuries when they are

judicially brought before us.

New trial denied.

(Copy.) N. HILL, Jr. Renorter.

By SID. J. COWEN.

SUPREME COU [T.

Sharp,

t’s. Opinion of the Court.

Johnson.

BRoNson J. For some of the principles which

must guide our determination, it will be sufficient

to refer to the case of Sharp vs. Spier just decided.

Although the Corporation has not been very ex

plicit in telling us how much they intended to do.

it sufficiently appears from the case that North

Third Street had been previously laid out upon

the village map and that at this time the Corpo

ration attempted ſo accomplish two things: first

to acquire the necessary lands for the purpose of
opening the Street and then to assess the price of

the land taken, and the other tiecessary expenses

of opening, pitching, and regulating the Street

upon other lands. A portion of the land belong

ing to the children and heirs of John Sharpe of

whom the plaintiff is one, was taken for the Street

and the residue was assessed and sold for the

benefit which they were sup, osed to derive from

the improvement. The children have thus lost

all, at least for a long term of years; but iſ the

proceedings were authorized by law, and have

been properly conducted they must bear the mis

fortune. On the other hand it was the business

of the purchaser and those claiming under him,

to examine the power and regularity of the pro

ceedings, and if their title is found defective, they

will have no ground of complaint, unless it be

against the Corporation. -

The fir t question will be upon the proceeding:

for taking that portion of the plaintiff’s land

which is occupied by the Street. The Village of

Williamsburgh was incorporated in April, 1827.

(Stat. of 1827, p. 270.) The 24th Section of the

Act provides that “the trustees of said village

shall, or may, on an application in writing ºf *
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º:

majority of the persons owning the property describ

cd in any such application, and who are intended

to be benefitted thereby or whose property shall

be assessed for the payment of the expense at

tending the same, and upon sitch applic...tion, they

are hereby authorized and empowered to widen

and alter all public roads, streets, and highways

already laid out in said village,” “and also to lay

out and make such other roads and streets conform

able to the map of said riffage, as they shall think

necessary or convenient for the inhabitants.”

The section then goes on to provide for ac

quiring the necessary lands “through which such

new roads or streets are to run.” The sect on is

rather a clumsy performance in the way of legis

lation, but ſrom this and other provisions i , the

act, taken in connection with the facts disclosed

by the case, I infer that a map had been mad of

the village prior to 1827, on which the streets

had been laid down, some of which were then

open, while others only appeared upon paper.—

The section was intended to provide for altering

the streets already made and ſor opening others

confortnable to the Map. North Third-Street

had been laid out on the Man a d it was now

propos d to open it. That could only be done on

such an application in writing as has already

been mentioned. Let us now see what authority

the trustees had to proceed. They had a paper

signed by ſourteen persons in which they “ sug.

gest the propriety of having the street opened,” —

If this can be called an application to have the

street opened, there are other difficulties which

are insuperable. Although the petitioners say

they are “inhºbitants in and about North Third

Street” they do not “suggest” that they own a

single foot of land in the street or elsewhere;

nor is any land describ d in the application as the

satute requires. And then there are only fourteen

petitioners while there are forty-four different

assessments. And although some names appear

inore than once in the assessment nearly thirteen

hundred feet of ſcant on the street is set down as

belonging to “unknown owners,” and how many

there may have been of that unfortunate class of

citizens, it is impossible to say. The burden

lay on the defenda t of showing that the app ica

tion came from “a majority of the persons own

ing the prop rty,” and he has not only failed to

show it, but the evidence is nearly or quite con

clusive that a majority did not apply. The trus

tees therefore had no authority whatever to open

the street, and the plaintill's land in the site of

the street has not been taken according to law.

She owns it still.

There is a further difficulty about the taking of

land for the street; the 24th section provides

that when the trus ees shall require any land for

that purpose, “they shall give notice thereof to

the owners or proprietors of such lands or his or

their agent or legal representative, to the end that

reasonable sa isfaction may be made for all such

lands as shall be taken and employed for the use

or uses aforesail, and the said trustees may and

are required to treat and endeavor to agree with

the owners and persons interested therein, or his,

or her, or their agent or legal representa ive;

and if in case any such owners or proprietors,

shall refuse to treat for a reasonable compensa

tion for manner aforesaid, then and in such case

the true value of the land, and damages shall be

set and appraised by two Justices of the Peace of

the County of Kings, by the oath of twelve free

holders,” and the payment or tender of the money

“shall be a full authority to the said trustees to

cause the said lands to be converted for the pur

poses aſ resaid.” There is no pretence that the

trusteess gave notice to the plaintiff, or to any of

the other hoirs of John Sharpe, or to any agen'.

or representative of theirs, that the land was re

quired, nor that the trustees made any attemp to

treat or agree with the owners or any of them :

and until that had been done, there was no au

thority for callin r a ju y. (Rer vs Croke, Cowp

26; Rex vs Manning, 1 Burr 377; Rex vs Mayor

of Liverpol, 4 Burr 2244).

But it is said that the plaintiff and the other

heirs of John Sharpe, were “unknown owners,”

and the efore the trustess could nº.ither give no

tice nor treat with them. I answer, it was the

business of the trustees to find out the owners,

and there is no reason to suppose that it could

not have been done, and that too, with very little

trouble. John Sharpe died in the City of New

York, on y two years before these proceedings

were instituted, and he was in possession of the

p operty at the time of his death. If it had been

thought a matter of the sightest importance to

follow the st tute and regard the rights of ow

ners, these heirs would have been found, instead

of resolving that “notice be put upon the lands

of all unknown owners.” Whether a white wand

was actually put upon these lands to let the ow

ners know that they were in danger, d es not

a pear, nor is it a matter of an v im; ortance.—

When the statute says, you shall give notice to

and trea with the owner, it cannot be satisfied

by slicking up a notice on the land. That is not

a sufficient ambassador; let it be granted that

these “un', now n owners” c uld not have been

found, even if a dilligent enquiry had been insti.

tuted—and what then / It does not ſollow that

their land might be taken: the difficulty of com

plying with a statute does not repeal it: the

trustees were acting under a naked power; if the

power was too strait for prºctical utility they

should have asked a new grant; or, if they did

not choose to do that, they should have answered

the petitioners “we have no authority to take

any man’s land for a street until after we have

#yeº, him notice, and endeavored to treat with

him.

Whether an application to these heirs would

have been likely to result in a treaty or not, can

be a matter of no importance. It would at least

have served the purpose of giving them notice,

and then their land might have been saved.—

When lands are to be taken under a statute au

thority in “erogation of the common law, every

requisite of the statute having the semblance of

benefit to the owner must be strictly complied

with. (Jitkins vs. Kinnan, 20 Iſ 'cud, 211.) Al

though this doctrine may have been often disre

garded by city and village corporations, we think

it bºth good l w and good morals. The legisla

ture has not been to careful in protecting the

rights of the land owner: on the contrary, a wide

door has been opened for taking private property

without the consent of the owner, whenever his

neighbors hap cn to think that the public inter

est required him to sell, none of the barriers which

remain ought to be thrown down.

Williamsburgh is a road district, and the trus

tees have all the power within the village which

formerly belonged to the commissioners of high

ways of the town of Bushwick. (§ 17.) But

that does not bring the case within the decision

in Grø res vs. Otis, 2 11 ill, 466, for the street was

not laid out, nor the damages ascertained in the

manner prescribed by the act relating to the

highways on Long-Islan '. (Stat. 1830, p. 5 ..,

§ 47–53.) The trustees viºlently proceeded or

rather profess d to proceed under the 24th sec

tion of their charter.

There is still another difficulty with this at

tempt to take land for the street. The justices

and jury valued the land and damages by blocks,

one of 420 feet front, the second 460 feet, the

third 510 feet, the fourth 460 ſeet, and the fifth

without saying how many ſeet front “running

measure” there was in it. The first block was

wałmed at three dollars per ſoot, the second at

$2 75, the third at $2 50, and the ſouth and

fifth at two dollars per foot front. Now as the

land decreased it walue from the starting point to

the other end of the street, it is morally certain

that all of the lots in the same block were not of

equal value, and consequently the owner of one

lot either got too much, or the owner of another

lot got too little. We do not understand the case

of Coles vs. The Trustees of Hºlliamsburgh, (10

Wend, 659) as sanctioning this valuation. The

justices and the jury should have proceeded by

lots instead of blocks.

We corne now to the assessments which were

made to pay the expenses of opening, pitching

and regulating the -treet, and under which the lot

in question was sold.

The trustees of the village have autho

rity to direct “the pitching, regulating and pa

ving the streets thereof, and also the “altering,

anending and cleansing of any street.” ($21.)—

But “no street” shall be pitched, paved, altered

or amended, unless the same shall be requested in

writing by a majority of the persons owning the pro

perly intended to be benefitted thereby, or whose pro

perty shall be assessed for the payinent of the ex

penses attending the same.” (§22.) And the 24th

section, which giv, s authority to “lay out and

make” streets, contains, as we have already seen,

a like restriction upon the powers of the trustees.

The petition, such as it was, on which the trus

tees acted, has already been noticed on another

branch of the case. There is no evidence that a

majority of the land owners requested this in

| rovement, and it is enough that the fact was not

pro ed. But there is in addition very satisfactory

evidence that the fact did not exist. The trustees

acted without authºrity, and their proceedings

were consequently void.

Although this is enough to dispose of the case,

some of the other questions discussed at the bar

ouzht perhaps to be briefly noticed. As to the

lands taken for the street, the expensts were to

be “assessed among and up n the owners and oc

cupants of the several houses and lots intended to

be benefitted.” (§25.) And the other expenses

were to be assessed “among the owners or occu

pants of all the houses and lots to be benefitted

thereby.” The two provisions are substantially

alike, though there is a slight difference in words.

The property on the street had been surveyed and

divided into lots of twenty feet front long before,

and the lots were undoubtedly owned by different

individuals. It app ars at least that the plaintiff

owned one such lºt in a block of 429 feet front on

the street. Now what was done & The assess rs

were not furnished with a map or any information

concerning who was to t be assessed; but they

were sent out with a tape line to discover as well

as they could both lands and owners. They mea

sured and assessed by blocks, instead of lots,

though as to some of the blocks, they put down

the names of several individuals as the owners of

separate parcels. But when they came to the

plºitatiſt’s land, her lot of twenty five feet front

was lumped with other lands amounting in all to

4.9 ſect front, and the whole set down to “un

know owners.” The Clerk of the Corporation

testifies that the assessinent was not made in the

usual mod , which was to assess by lots instead of

blocks, which were specified in the assessment.

But independently of this departure from the

usage it is impossible to maintain such an assess

ment as was made here. Where the lands in a

city or village have b en surveyed and laid out in

to lots, the owners should be assessed by lots, and

each owner should be assessed by himselſ, and in

respect of his particular land. (The King c. the

Trustees of Norwich, 5 , id., & fºllis, 553.) It may

well be that every lot in the same block is not of

equal value. And besides, the assessment must

be so made that each owner may know what is

his particular burden, and be able to discharge it,

without calling in the aid of others. If this 429

feet frºnt was proſely assessed in one body, the

corporation was not obliged to receive less than the

whole charge imposed upon it, and thus the plain

tiff mixht have been compelled to pay the assess

ment upon other persons or lose her own land.—

The statute does not authorise an assessment up

owners generally, but says it shall be made

“among” the owners; and to make the maſter

still more clear, it provides that the assessment

shall be amºng the owners of “the several houses

and lots.” The assessors might just as well have

put down all the land in the stree in one jump as

to do what they have done. There was an utter

ſailure to comply with the requirement of the

statute in this particular. The power has not been

pursued, and the sale consequently conferred no

title on the purchaser.

The assessment was vicious in another respect.

The only authority to sell is where there is a tax

“ on lands or tenements.” (§26.) If the word

“ tax” includes a street assessment, it must still

be an assessment on “lands or tenements.”—
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Here we have nothing but one line of the bound

ary of any land. The assessors have assessed

certain sums on a given number of feet front,

without saying whether the land extended back

one foot or a hundred—whether it goes quite

through to the next street or only part of the way.

If they had referred to the map, and mentioned

lots as there laid down, that would have answeed.

But neither map nor lots are mentioned. I do not

mean to censure the assessors. They did perhaps

the best they could with a tape line, and they had

no other guide.

When the assessment is completed, the trustecs

are required to give fourteen days’ notice that the

same will be ratified and confirmed within one

month, unless satisfactory objections are made,

($21, 25.) It does uot appear that any notice

was given. And here I will repeat that the bur

den of showing that the power has been duly exe

cuted lies on the purchaser, and without proving

it his title is good for nothing.

The trustees are not authorised to sell any land

until the collector has made the affidavit that the

owner cannot be found ; or if ſound. that he has

not sufficient personal estate in the village to pay

the tax. (§ 26.) No such affidavit was produced,

nor was its absence accounted for, even if it ever

existed. If every thing else had been regular,

the absence of an affidavit would have been fatal

to the sale.

I am weary with pointing out defects in these

proceedings, and will go no further. I on:ht,

however, to say, that by assurning, as has been

done, that thi corporation might under any cir

cumstances sell lands fºr the payment of an as

sessmen", it must not be inferred that we are of

opinion that the power exists. There is no pow

er to sell lands except for a ta.c, ($25) and al

though these street assessments are male a liºn

on the land, ($21, 25) it does nºt follow that the

corporation can sch the lan without first going

into chancery an obtaining the aid of that court

to enforce the lien. My impression is that the

lien cannot be enforced at law, but upon that

point we give no opinion, either one way or the

other.

The lot was unoccupied at the time the suit was

commenced, and the defendant claimed title to it

by virtue of the Corporation Sale. The action

was therefore well brought against him. 2 R. S.,

304 $4. Edwards vs. the Farmer's Loan Compa

my, 21 Wend, 467. The school children found

the lot vacant and used iſ ſor a play-ground, but

that neither made them nor the lady who kept the

school occupants of the lot, so that an action of

ejectment could have been brought against them.

It is therefore a matter of no importance to en

quire whether the Judge was right or wrong in

his charge upon this branch of the case. He was

charging upon a mere abstract proposition, whee

the facts of the case did not make it necessary to

say anything, and if he was wrong it would be

no ground for granting a new trial.

A part of the outside stair case of the school

house was on this lot but the attention of the

.Judge was not called to that fact. And besides,

the exception only goes to the charge in which

the Judge spoke of the whole lot. The question

was whether Miss hapelye was to be deemed the

occupant, not because she used the stair case, but

because the children she instructed u ed the lot

as a play-ground.

New trial denied.

(Copy.) N. HILL, Jr., Reporter,

By SID. J. COWEN.

-

ASSESSMENT CASES,

OPINIONs of THE SUPREME Courr.

We have here given the opinions of the Su

preme Court in two Assessment cases. These

opinions are of great and vital importance, and

will go far to relieve the apprehensions of our

citizens in relation to the safety of the title to

landed estates. These views are in accordance

with the opinions of HENRY BRoughAM, who re

•ently in the House of Lords moved an address to

the Queen on the subject of the too great exercise

of power by the Corp ration of London. Lord

Brougham (who is an honor to the House of Peers

instead of the seat in that body being an honor to

Henry Brougham) will press this subject on the

other side of the atlantic. The Supreme Court of

the United States have held the same doctrine,

as also has every independent judiciary. The

force given to the Statutes by Mr. Justice BRoN

son is that which governs the true construction of

the Constitution of the United States. The con

struction set up by some of the officers of the

Corporation of New-York, that a Statute which

says a thing shall be done, is “Directory” and not

MAN DATotty, has ben a source of great mischief.

If the law means anything it mºans what it says

and a coininon sense construction is the true con

struc ion. We know that our ci izens will take

great pleasure in perusing tese opinions and we

have published an extra number in order to give

then a wiſe circulation among our own citizens,

Governors of States, Mayors of Cities, Judicial

Officers in our own country and abroad.

We sent a copy of these opinions to that most

excellent and , ost worthy citizen, the venerable

Jox ATHAN THomºsos, formerly Collector of the

po, t of New-York, for perusal, after which we

called upon that distinguished individual to ascer

tain his opinion of the deci ion of the Court.—

Mr. Thompson expressed himself highly pleased

with the d cision of the Court, and remaiked that

it would be highly approved by the good mon of

our State—it would be a great safeguard to fast

property and give conſidence to he people.

These opinions are in the two causes which

were tried in the Circuit Court of Kings County

in 1841. Judge KENT, the son of the distinguish

cd ex-chancellor of that name, presiding.

In the hand-bill issued by the Anti-Assessment

Committee at the sale for shan assessments in

October and November, 1811, it was stated as

follows:–

“Two causes have been tried in the Circuit

Court held in Kings County, in September, in re

lation to assessments; one was an assessment

sale in Williamsburgh in 1827, and the other was

an assessment sale in Brooklyn in 1829. The

purchasers were in possession of the property

under an assessment lease. The owners brought

ejectinen suits against the purchasers; the pur

chasers were unable to show regularity of prº

ceedings on the part of the Coiporation, and the

suits were decided against the purchasers and in

ſav r of the owners, although the property had

been improved by the purchasers, Judge Kent,

who tred these causes, gave a charge in the ſol

lowing words:–

“The proceedings given in evidence on the

part of the defendant do not show any authority

in the Trustees of Williamsburgh to execute the

Certificates of Sale or lease, and these papers do

not, nor does either of them, operate to vest out

of the Plaintiffs any interest in the prem ses in

question, or any right of possession thereoſ as

against the plaintiſſ.”

“The Chancellor stated in his Court, on Mon

day the 1st inst., that purchasers at assessment

sales, in order to establish a title under a corpo

ration lease for assessments, must show that the

proceedings of the Corporation h ve been regular

throughout, that the ayes and nocs have been ta

ken in the Common Council, and added, that the

lease is only evidence of the regularity of the sale

and not of the other proceedings, and that unless

the Corpo ation in all respects complied with the

law, the lease is void.

“T, is inſorination is given by the Anti-Assess

ment Committee for the good of the purchasers as

well as the as essed.”

This hand-bill was lail before the Legislature

by the Majestie of the Corporation of New-York

as a sort of a Bill oſ Impeachment against the

Anti-Assessment Committee, but it was of no

avail, for that cºmmittee were under the protec

tion of the Constitution in this necessary act and

duty.

These views Cſ Chancellor WALworth with

regard to the ayes and noes, are s statued by the

Supreme Court in a recent op nion given by Judge

Bronson, which we shall publish in full in our

next sheet, we here make an extract from it as

follows:–

St. PREME COURT.

In the matter of the opening 37th and 39th streets,

and Madison Avenue and Eleventh Avenue in

the city of New-York : —

“The report and resolution of the Committee

recommending the opening of these Streets were

not published pursuant to the act of 1830, nor

were the ayes and nocs called when the resolution

to open the Streets was adopted by the Common

Council, Stat. 1830, p. 226 and 7. These are

plai in viºli: , ; ori-, of tase in:resided

Ciaº "ter, and it is not improbable that they in

some form affect the proceedings of the Corpora

tion. (See matter ºf Mount Morris Square, 2 Hill

20. Sharp vs. Spear and Sharp vs. Johnson, 4

Hill 76 and 92.)” The Mount Morris case was

published in a previous number of this volume and

the two other cases above referred to wil be found

in this sheet. This decision is in conformity with

tº at of that great equity judge, the Hon. MURRAy

HoFFMAN, assistant Vice Chancellor.

The two rst of thºse opinions were deliv rºd

at the January term of the Supreme Court, and

the last at the May term.

A check is here given to the land piracy and

the s rect robbery system, which has for some

time disgraced the city of New-York.

Memoria's have been presented in th board of

Aldermen, by Alderman Tillou, a distinguished

member of the Common Council of New York,

asking that bo!y to postpone the Sale of Assess

ments until 1841, on the ground that most of the

improvements for which these odious assessments

have been imposed, are not made, and that the

assessments include a large amount costs &c.,

(about $160,000, including interest.) for services

not rendered, and suggested that the Commºn

Council should discountenance proceedings of

such aggravatcd character. These memorials are

signed by Jon, than Thompson, William B. Cros

by, Peter Schermerhorn, Robert C. Cornell, Peter

Cooper, John Haggerty, James McBride, Abra

ham G. Thompson, William W. ox, John Morss,

Gerardus Carº, Bustis Skidmore, John H. Tall

man, Joseph Tucker, Martin E. Thompson, John

M. Dodd, James Fellows, John R. Livingston:

Lawrence Ackerman, Thomas, Riley, Samuel

Thomsºn, Jacob Drake, Jno. M. Pradhirst, Chair

man of the Citizens’ Committee delegated by the

meeting at the Merchants' Exchange to attend

upon the Legislature, and by Robert Smith, Chair.

man of the Anti-Assessment Committe, and great

numbers of others.

—
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The following memorial, we copy from the

New York Evening Post, of February 1st,

1814, which paper was sent us by ARTHUR

BRoNson Esq. It points out the assessment

mischiefs which have since been experienced

with great accuracy, and it is a matter of

astonishment that the Legislature did not, on

the presentation of this memorial, repeal the

law !! Had they done so, millions in mo

ney, and more in morals, would have been

saved. We introduce this memorial here as

a sort of Preamble to what follows it.

“To The HoN. the LEgislature of THE

STATE of New York, IN SENATE AND

Assembly convened.

“TH E MEMORIAL

“Of the Subscribers, inhabitants of the city

of New York, respectfully showeth,

“That many of the provisions contained

in that part of an act passed by your honor

able body, on the 9th April, 1813, entitled

* an Act to Reduce several Laws relating

particularly to the City of New York, into

one act' authorising the “Opening and Lay

ing Out Streets, &c.' are in the opinion of

your memorialists, dangerous to the security

of real estate in the said city, subversive of

Constitutional and Legal Rights, which are

secured to every Citizen in the enjoyment of

his l’roperty, and alarming in the highest

degree, on account of the precedent there

by established of the possibility of wresting

by force of law, the hitherto well ascertained

privileges of the individual, and placing them

at the disposal of any person or persons

without his consent.

“These positions, your memorialists hope

to convince your honorable body, are but too

well founded, and will appear but too evi

dently to result from an examination of the

Provisions contained in the said law, relative

to the opening and laying out streets, &c. in

the city of New York.

“13y the 178th section, the corporation of

the city are authorised, upon their own mere

motion, to direct and order any street, or

public place to be laid out and opened, or

extended, enlarged, or improved, &c. and to

apply to the Supreme court for the appoint

ment of Commissioners of Estimate and

Assessment, for the purpose of valuing the

property required, and of estimating the ben

efit, and advantage, or loss and damage to

the respective parties interested, to a certain

extent, who are to report their proceeding to

the said supreme court without unnecessary

delay, and who are to state in such report

the names of the owners, and a description

of their ground as far as the same shall be

ascertained by them, and when the owners

and parties, or their respective estates and

interests are not known, or not fully known

to the said commissioners,they are not bound

to make the Necessary Inquiries, but to re

port in general terms, without specifying the
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names or estates or interests of the Owners

in such cases. This Report, when made, is

to be confirmed by the said supreme court,

unless upon hearing objections it shall be re

Jerred back to the said commissioners ; and

when confirmed, is to be final and conclusive

upon all persons whomsoever, and when so

confirmed, the Corporation are to be seized

in fee of all the lands mentioned in the said

report, and may take possession of the same

for the purpose of opening streets, &c. To

the said Regulations and Provisions, your

memorialists do object, as most unreasonable,

and as liable to the greatest Abuse and vio

LATION of the Rights of Property. Your

memorialists would humbly suppose, that be

fore the corporation ought to have the power

of commencing proceedings for opening a

street, whereby Private Property is to be IN

v.ADed, the owners of that property ought, at

least, to be apprised of the measure, that they

might have an opportunity of defending their

just rights, in regard to matter so immediately

interesting to themselves. But the contrary

of this is the case, and the corporation are

vested with an absolute, unqualified, and irre

sponsible control, in the origination of mea

sures so vitally affecting the rights of their

constituents.

“But if the manner of originating these

measures is objectionable, the prosecution of

them as regulated by the law in question, is,

if possible, infinitely more so. The commis

sionels, when appointed, are vested with the

power of reporting the names of owners, the

extent and description of their estates, and

the value of the property to be taken. How

and in what manner their inquiries are to be

conducted, is not specified. No time or place

of meeting is pointed out. The Parties in

terested have not the privilege of appearing

before them to give proof, by the testimony

of witnesses, of the extent and value of their

property; but the commissioners may, in the

most absolute and arbitrary manner, reject

All evidence (for they are not required nor

authorised to hear; nor even to administer

an oath) and make their report upon the

most Partial and Limited View and examin

ation of the business confided to them. Your

memorialists do respectfully contend and

urge upon the consideration of your honor

able body, that in conferring powers so ex

tensive, and involving questions so interest

ing, there ought to be the utmost caution and

circumspection, to guard the powers thus

conferred from being liable to abuse. Sup

pose, for instance, a Wrong Name should be

reported as the Owner—suppose Erroneous

Limits should be assigned to a particular Lot

(and in how many cases may not mistakes of

this kind happen, from the view allove given

of the operation of the Commissioners) where

is to be the Remedy ? The report is to be

final and conclusive, and the corporation are

to be absolutely seized in fee of the premises.

The Rightful Owner is dispossessed and

ousted of his Title, a wrongful claimant may

become entitled to and receive the sum re

ported as the value of the premises.

“The said Section further directs, that the

said Commissioners shall not allow anything

for Buildings erected on any street, avenue,

public square, or place laid out by the com

missioners of roads, subsequently to the fill

ing of the maps of the said commissioners.

Against this provision your memorialists ob

ject, because no Time is pointed out, wherein

the Lands so laid out shall be improved for

the above purposes; from which it follows

that the individual is placed altogether at the

mercy of the corporation for the enjoyment

of property thus situated; a consequence

little short of practical sequestration, since

the owner cannot use his property, unless it

shall suit their pleasure.

“By the 131st Section, it is enacted, that

in all cases where the premises shall be under

lease, or other contract, upon the confirma

tion of the report of the commissioners, All

the Corenants, Contracts, and Engagements

between Landlord and Tenant, or other con

tracting Parties, shall CEASE, determine,

and be ActUALLY dischARGED.

“This provision, your memorialists are of

opinion is Unconstitutional, and contrary to

one of the first principles of the Social Com

pact. By an Article in the Constitution of

the United States, it is expressly declared,

that no State shall pass any Law which may

impair the Obligation of Contracts. But

what is the effect of this provision ? We an

swer, emphatically, not only to impair, but to

discharge absolutely, in the terms of the law,

all the Covenants, Contracts, and Engage

ments of the contracting parties relative to

the Premises. Under the operation of this

clause, let it be inquired for a moment, what

is to become of the Security of the Mortga

gee or Judgment Creditor : What injustice

and fraud may not be practised, not only

with impunity, but with the sanction of the

law 1 since it will be perfectly easy for the

owner of such ground which may be required

for such purpose, to barrow money, or incur

debts, which may be prosecuted to judgment;

and when the creditor feels himself perfectly

safe, his Security is taken out of his hands,

and the fraudulent Debtor effectually tri

umphs over the dupe of his intrigue and

fraudulent designs. This provision may be

further, and with truth, considered as ex post

facto, in regard to all existing engagements

of the sort last described, and therefore fla

grantly unjust, and altogether inadmissible.

“But it may be contended that a Remedy

for the evils and grievances above stated, is

contained in the 182d Section, by which it is

enacted, that the commissioners shall deposit

a Transcript of their estimate and assess

ment, in the clerk's office of the city of New

York, and shall give notice of such deposit

in two newspapers printed in the said city;

and that every person objecting, may within

ten days after such publication, state their

objections. But this, upon examination, will

be found to be a very inadequate remedy.

The owner of the ground required, may be

absent from the city ; or he may reside at a

distance from the city; or he may not take

either of the newspapers; or from a great

variety of causes he may never hear of the

publication: and as to depositing the esti

mate and assessment in the clerk's office of
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the city of New York, it might as well, in

regard to nineteen-twentieths of the inhabi

tants, be deposited in the capitol, in the city

of Albany. It would appear to your memo

rialists, that the very cautious and restricted

manner in which the commissioners are to

act in publishing in two newspapers only,

and in depositing their estimate in the clerk's

office, and the short period allowed for these

purposes, viz. fourteen days, afford at most

but a very limited and inadequate opportu

nity for the parties interested, to receive any

notice whatever on the subject.

“But by the 183d Section of the said Law,

the corporation are allowed a term of four

months within which to pay the money, al

though they are previously invested with the

absolute ownership of the property. Your

memorialists would for one moment inquire,

why the corporation, any more than an indi

vidual, should acquire an absolute Title to

Property before the payment of the consider

ation ? Your memorialists are persuaded that

no satisfactory answer can be given to this

question.

“But as great, if not the greatest evil of

which your memorialists have to complain,

consists in at least the strong probability, that

under the necessary and inevitable conse

quences of the law in question, the rightful

owner will be divested of his property ; and

that he will be driven to the unsatisfactory

remedy of suing the receiver of the money

at which it was valued, by which he may in

cur the disappointment, in addition to the

loss of his property, of having to pay the

costs of a tedious and expensive law suit:

for the man who would receive money that

did not belung to him, would not hesitate at

the means, however unprincipled, of securing

his booty.

“The Undersigned cannot sufficiently ex

press the injustice of such consequeuces as

these. The corporation, who originate the

measures and proceedings in question, are,

in the mean time, to be secure in the Tití” ;

whereas your memorialists do apprehend that

the persons who are instrumental in effecting

the Transfer of Title, and for whose use it

is made, ought to be held answerable, ac

cording to every principle of justice, to the

real owner, for the Value of the Property ;

and if they pay it to a wroNG person, it ough/

to be their loss—not that of the person right

fully entitled.

“For these reasons, your memorialists do

earnestly solicit that your honorable body

will be pleased altogether to repeal the said

law, so far as it relates to the Opening of

Streets, &c. in the city of New York, and

to substitute another in its stead, which shall

be free from the objections above stated, or

that its provisions may be so modified and

amended, as to be more consonant with the

rights of the individual, more calculated to

restrain the possibility of injustice and hard

ship, and which, while it may promote the

best interests of the corporation of this city,

may not unduly encroach upon the most

valuable interests of those whom it is liabl:

to affect. And your memorialists will, &c.”

“New Yºrk, JANUAity 20th, 1814.”

QAgg(ºggſtl (ºf Núſá 3 NIJ (13 x(£3.

M E M O R I A L

To THE STATE LEGISLATURE.

The following is a Copy of one of the

Sixty Memorials which were Signed

by several thousands of our most influ

ential Citizens. Forty of them were trans

mitted to the Hon. John B. Scott ; ELEven

to the Hon. E. Rhoades; and Two to the

Hon. A. Dixon—all of the Senate—to be

presented to that body;—and the residue, to

the Hon. Robert Smith, to be presented in

the House of Assembly.

In order that gentlemen at a distance, to

whom this publication is sent, may form an

opinion of the Standing of the Memorialists

in the community in which they live, we have

appended a note, stating their official char

acter, profession, &c.

“To THE HoNoRABLE THE LEGISLATURE of

The STATE of N E v. Yo RK :

“You R Memorialists, citizens of the City

of New York, most respectfully REPRESENT

to your Honorable Body that the great and

arbitrary Power now and heretofore exercised

by the Corporation of the City of New York,

their officers and servants, in the imposition

of fictitious and ruinous Assessments upon

private property for what are miscalled pub

lic improvements, has had the effect to lessen

and depreciate the Value of Real Estate;

and the loose and reckless manner in which

these extraordinary proceedings have been

carried on has had the effect to impair Real

Estate Securities, and to render Titles doubt

ful and insecure.

“Your Memorialists complain to your

Honorable Bouy that the Annual Taxes ini

posed upon the real and personal property

in the City of New York have been increased

to such an extent as to have become oppres

sive and burdensome to the People, and will

have the effect to drive men of capital out of

the city, will retard its prosperity, and be a

check to its improvement.

“Your Memorialists ask that such of the

Public Property belonging to the Corpºration

of the city of New York as is not required

for public use may be vested in a Select De

liberate Board of Control to be composed of

judicious, experienced business men, to be

selected in equal numbers from both political

parties; and that such Board shall be au

thorised to sell and dispose of the said public

property, and apply the proceeds to the pay

ment of public debt, and thereby lessen the

annual Taxes.

“Your Memorialists ask that the amount

of the Annual Tax may be greatly reduced;

that the Salaries of the public officers to be

paid therefrom may be lessened, and the

number of such officers may be decreased;

*—

and the Corporation may be prohibited from

borrowing Money except on temporary loans

in anticipation of the annual tax authorised

specially for the payment of the interest of

the public debt.

“Your Memorialists ask that the Office of

Ward Collectors may be abolished, and that

the Taxes may be collected at a Central Of.

fice to be established by law for that purpose.

“Your Memorialists ask that the Board

of Supervisors may be constituted of persons

other than the Members of the Board of

Aldermen, that an additional check may be

provided against the extravagant expenditure

of public money by a greater distribution of

political power.

“Your Memorialists ask that more ade

quate Restrictions may be provided to pre

vent Members of the Common Council from

engaging either directly or indirectly in Pub

lic Contracts.

“Your Memorialists ask that all the Me

morials heretofore presented to the Legisla

ture touching the premises, and the Report

and Documents of the Select Committee

from the Senate appointed to investigate As

sessment Abuses in the city of New York,

together with the Memorials presented at the

extra session, may be referred to a Special

Committee ; and that the Legislature may

pass a law to remedy the evils complained

of, and such as they in their wisdom may

deem meet.—New York, January 1843.

“And in duty bound, &c.”

Gulian C. Verplanck.

Note.— Mr. v. was a member of the Sclect Committee ap

pointed to investigate Assessment Abuses in the City of New
York in 1841.

Jonathan Thompson, John I. Morgan.

Note.—Formerly Collectors of the Port of New York.

Stephen Allen, Philip Hone.

No re.—Formerly Mayors of the City of New York.

Peter A. Jay, Fred'k A. Tallmadge.

Norf-Formerly Recorder Now Recorder of the City of

of the City of New York. New York.

Peter Cooper, Abraham Van Nest,

Thos. T. Woodruff, Eldad Holmes,

James Monroe, Thomas Lawrence,

Anthony Laumb, John Moss,

Peter I. Nevius, John R. Peters,

Lambert Suydam, Joseph Tucker,

Shivers Parker, Edward S. Innes,

W. D. Murphy, 13. Deming,

Benjamin Townsend, P. W. Engs,

John Delamater, James N. Wells,

Horace Holden, Henry Breevort,

Stephen Connover, Myndert Van Schaick,

Abel T. Anderson, Joseph N. Barnes.

NotE.-Ex-members of the Common Council.

John M. Bradhurst, William W. Todd.

Nore.—Ex-commissioners of the Alins House.

George B. Smith, Edward Doughty,

Ex-Street Countnissioner. Ex-Dep.Street Commissioner.
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Samuel I. Willis, John Newhouse,

Ex-Clerk Common Council. Ex-Clerk Board of Assistants.

D. B. Tallmadge,

Note.—Judge of the Supe

rior Court.

Hiram Walworth,

NotE.-Assistant Register

of the Court of Chancery.

Charles A. Clinton.

NotE.-Clerk of the Superior

Court.

William P. Hallet.

Note—Clerk of the Supreme
Court.

Presidents of Banks.

George Newbould,

Preserved Fish,

Isaac Jones,

Effingh'm Scheiffelin,

John J. Palmer,

Jacob Aims,

Nathaniel Weed,

James Van Nostrand,

Benj. F. Wheelwright,John Wurtz,

Fanning C. Tucker,

Thomas Bloodgood,

Thomas Tileston,

F. Deming,

President of the New York

Gas Company.

William W. Fox,

John Oouthout,

James Gallatin,

Shepherd Knapp,

David Leavitt,

President of the Farmers'

Trust Company.

Robert C. Cornell.

Presidents of Insurance Companies.

Jonathan Lawrence,

J. Smyth Rogers,

George Ireland,

S. Baldwin,

Abraham Ogden,

Jacob Brouwer,

Charles Town,

J. R. Hurd,

E. G. Drake,

Robert Ainslee,

John Van Nostrand,

James Lovett,

Jacob Drake,

Ben I Iavens,

Zebedee Cook, jun.

T. W. Thorne,

J. L. Bowne,

John Brouwer,

John H. Hurtin,

R. A. Reading,

Oliver H. Jones,

Richard Whiley,

Timothy Whittemore, T. B. Satherwaite,

Alfred Pell, Samuel F. Mott.

Cashiers of Bunks.

David Thompson,

O. J. Cammann,

W. H. Falls,

G. A. Worth,

J. M. Morrison,

N. G. Ogden,

Eben. Platt,

A. B. Hays,

F. W. Edmonds,

John Q. Jones,

W. H. Johnson,

Daniel Ebbets,

John H. Cornell,

D. W. Townsend.

Socretaries of Insurance Companies.

A. B. McDonald,

Thomas Glover,

James Wilkie,

A. H. Muller,

J. McBrair,

A. S. Depeyster,

Joseph Greenleaf,

A. M. Merchant,

R. W. Martin,

George T. Hope,

Henry Lott.

Peter Pinckney,

Joseph W. Savage,

L. Chapman.

Large Land Owners, Merchants, and Bankers.

William B. Crossby,

James Lenox,

James Boorman,

Maturin Livingston,

James I. Jones,

E. H. Pendleton,

James G King,

Samuel Ward,

Elward Prime,

Jonathan Goodhue,

G. G. Howland,

John G. Coster,

John Johnston,

John D. Wolfe,

Matthew Morgan,

David Lee,

Peter Lorillard,

Peter Schemerhorn,

W. C. Rhinlander,

James McBride,

Peter Lorrillard, jun.,

Abra'm G. Thompson,

James Brown,

Stewart Prown,

R. H. Nevins,

George Griswold,

Samuel S. Howland,

Charles H. Russell,

C. V. S. Roosevelt,

Hickson W. Field,

Lyman De mison

Daniel S. Miller,

Robert Buloid,

John H. Hicks,

John Haggerty,

William Adee,

John Steward,

Anson G. Phelps,

John R. Murray,

Elisha Riggs,

William Banks,

David S. Kenedy,

Benjamin L. Swan,

D. A. Cushman,

Nathaniel Griswold,

Henry Andrew,

John Wadsworth,

Joseph Walker, Richard Kingsland,

Philip Milldollar, James A. Burtis,

James W. Beekman, Jonathan Hunt,

Daniel Parish, Joseph Kernochan,

James Donaldson, Robert Jaffray,

Joseph Bouchaud, Hugh Anchinclass,

William James, Peter G. Arcularius,

Garrett Storms, Isaac L. Platt,

John Ferguson, Irad Hawley,

Nathaniel Paulding, James McCall,

Francis Olmstead, F. Sheldon,

J. Bishop, Sºlas Brown,

Christopher Wolfe, Josiah Macy,

Eben Cauldwell, Cyrus Hitchcock,

Samuel J. Hunt, Jas. W. Corlies,

Edmund Moorewood, Martin W. Brett,

Robert Hyslop, Henry Young,

Henry Sheldon, John Leonard,

John J. Cºdington, R. V. S. Schuyler,

Burtis Skidmore, R. E. Skidmore,

Philip Dater, Edwin Hoyt,

John R. Leavitt, George W. Blunt,

Edward Penfold, Harvey Weed,

Gideon Ostrander, John Wood,

William Scott, A. A. Alvord,

Isaac T. Storms, David Demaray,

Asa Fitch, Richard Mortimer,

Eli Hart, James Gillispie,

S. W. Anderson, A. T. Stewart,

David C. Colden, Thomas Riley,

Lawrence Ackerman,Isaac Adriance,

John C. Hamilton, Peter Embury,

Garret Van Doren, Fisher Howe,

John Targee, Philip Henry,

Stacey B. Collins. John S. Norton,

Brown, Brothers & John Haggerty &

Co., Sons,

Jo. Foulke & Sons, Woolsey & Woolsey,

Dav. Hadden & Sons, Peter Harmony & Co.

Center & Co., R. Lenox Maitland “

Phelps, Dodge & Co. Grinnels Minturn “

Davis, Brooks & Co. Wood, Johnston &

Barclay & Livingston, Burrett,

Robt. Wardell & Son,Young, Smith & Co.

Young, Smith & Co. Wm. & Jno. James,

Havens, Suydam “ R. Hyslop & Son,

L. & W. Kirby, F.T. Luqueer& Sons,

Sands, Fox & Co., B. De Forest & Co.

John Johnson's Son, Samuel Judd's Sons,

Charles H. Russel & A. Binninger & Co.

Co. Fellows, Wadsworth

R. L. & A. Stuart, & Co.

A. W. Spres & Co. Seth Grosvenor & Co.

S. B. Reeves & Co. C. & U.J. Smith,

Newbould & Cruft, Dickerson Churchill

Corlies, Stauton & & Co.

Barnes, Hicks & Co.

Robert Center,

John B. Lawrence,

Joseph Sampson,

David Austin,

A. Norrie,

John D. Keese,

John H. Howland,

W. W. Chester,

Saul Alley,

David Hadden,

David L. Haight,

Peteliah Perrit,

John H. Tallman,

Adam Treadwell,

James Fellows,

Francis Tomes & Tonnelle & Hall,

Sons, Tiffany,Young & Ellis

Mechanics and Members of the Bar.

John Anthon, Francis B. Cutting,

Gerardus Clark, C. W. S. Kane,

F. R. Tillou, Thatcher T. Payne,

Lewis H. Sandford, Rich'd L. Schieffelin,

Horace F. Clark, Hamilton Fish,

Leonard W. Kipp, John L. Mason,

Isaac A. Johnson, Cornelius Bogert,

Isaac Young, Richard Mott,

Griffin & Havens, Samuel G. Raymond,

William Jay, Augustus Schell;

Orsamus Bushell, Arthur Bronson,

Samuel Thomson, David Codwise,

James Harriot, John M. Dodd,

Richard Wight, Andrew Lockwood,

Adoniram Chandler, Martin E. Thomson,

James Riker, David Harriot,

Samuel Demilt, C. De Bevoise,

William Gale, John Johnson,

John Horspool, William Colegate,

Joseph Meeks, E. B. Clayton,

Asa Hall, Wni. Dean,

Mahlon Day, John T. White,

Theodore Sedgewick,M. Y. Beach,

AND severAL THousANDs of othER Citizens

of THE City of NEw York,

O T H E R

MEMORIALS AND REMONSTRANCEs.

Thirty-Two Memorials and Remonstran

ces, signed by 2,700 Citizens of the City

of New York, were presented to the Senate

by Mr. Dixon.

Thirty of these Memorials and Remon

strances were presented on the 5th of April,

signed by 2,500 Citizens; and, on motion of

Mr. Dixon, were read and referred to the Ju

diciary Committee. Instead of being placed

on the Journals as Thirty Distinct Memorials

and Remonstrauces against the passage of a

Bill which was in a few minutes after acted

upon, viz., “the bill to authorise the Corpo

ration to purchase Lands at their own Assess

ment Sales,” they are all set down as One

Memorial, signed by “Phelps, Dodge & Co.

and 312 others, in relation to lands sold for

taxes and assessments in the city of New

York, &c.” (See Senate Journal, page 415,

in contrast with the files of the Albany Argus

and Daily Advertiser of April 6th, 1843,

The Thirty-two Remonstrances contain this

Section.

“The Undersigned remonstrate a

gainst the conferring of any Authority

on the Corporation of the City of New

York, or any of its Officers, to become

Purchasers at Assessment or Tax

$31es,”

When this bill was reported, which was in

a few minutes after the presentation of these

remonstrances, Mr. Ponter, a distinguished

Senator, stated, in his seat, that he for one

was unwilling to act upon a bill, while so

many remonstrances, and so numerously

signed, would by such means, be given the

go-by.
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Mr. Franklin stated that the Senators from

the City of New York would take the re

sponsibility of passing this bill.

These Thirty Memorials and Remonstran

ces,were each and every of them, endorsed as

distinct, and separate, remonstrances, and the

names of one or more of the signers, and

others, naming the number of others, dis

tinctly endorsed on euch, in writing. In ad

dition to which, was stated also in writing,

that the remonstrances were against the pas

sage of the Act to authorise the Corporation

to purchase lands for assessments.

On these thirty-two memorials, the names

of some of our most distinguished Citizens

were signed, viz.: Jonathan Thompson,

Geo. Griswold, Peter Schemerhorn; Brown,

Brothers & Co.; John Haggerty & Co.,

Joseph Sampson, Abraham G. Thompson,

Abraham Van Nest, John M. Bradhurst,

Goodhue & Co., Hicks & Co.; Grinnell,

Minturn & Co.; Phelps, Dodge & Co.; John

H. Howland, Howlands & Aspinwall, and

numerous others of the highest standing and

respectability, without distinction of party.

Mr. Varian was very ambitious for the

passage of the Act authorising the Corpora

tion to purchase Lands for Assessments, and

he appeared to be very much opposed to the

mission of the New York Committee, as soon

as he was aware that the delegates were op

posed to the longer continuance of the Com

pulsory Inspection Law.

A brother-in-law of Mr. Varian, had but a

short time previous, been appointed by the

Senate of which Mr. W. is a member, on the

nomination of the Governor, Inspector of

Pot and Pearl Ash in the City of New York–

a very lucrative office. Our State Constitu

tion provides that members of the State

Legislature shall not be appointed to office

during the term for which such member shall

have been elected, but the appointment of a

mear relative of a member is not prohibited

by the restrictive clause.

We have no objection to the gentleman

nppointed Inspector of Pot and Pearl Ash—

we believe he is a worthy Citizen, but like

many of his predecessors he had no practiaal

knowledge of the quality of the article he

was appointed to inspect;-such, at least, is

the information we obtained, and as much is

indicated in his letter to the Editors of the

Journal of Commerce, which is stated in full

in the subsequent pages of this volume.

Another clause in the Thirty-two Memo

rials is in the words following:

“The Undersigned ask that the Members

of the Board of Water Commissioners may

be made, by virtue of their said office, mem

bers of the Board of Supervisors of the

County, and the President of the said Board

of Water Commissioners may be made, by

virtue of his said office, County Treasurer,

and may be authorised to receive all taxes

paid voluntarily without the intervention of

a Collector.”

This is also a matter of very great impor

tance. The pioneer memorial was presented

by Mr. Dixon in the Senate on the2d March,

was then read and laid on the table. This

was signed by JonAthAN Thompson and

others. On the 7th of March, Mr. Varian

moved a reference of the memorial to the

Judiciary Committee, which we considered

an indication of his being in favor of the

measure, and we cannot conceive how he

could be otherwise, for the members of the

Board of Water Commissioners are some of

our very best Citizens. Stephen Allen, Wil

liam W. Fox, Saul Alley, and Thomas T.

Woodruff—gentlemen in whom the good

men of both political parties have entire con

fidence. Had the Legislature placed these

gentlemen in the Board of Supervisors, no

member of that body would have attempted

to place the Assessmeat Rolls in the hands

of the Ward Collectors, and the payment of

the tax money into the hands of the Presi

dent of the Water Board, as County Trea

surer, would have been the beginning of a

new era of such vast importance as to have

added Twenty Million of Dollars to the in

trinsic value of the Real Estates of the City

of New York. If such men as the Water

Commissioners could have control of the

Public Funds, we venture to say that no such

sum as ELEVEN HUNDRED AND SEVEN DOL

LARS AND SEVENIY-FIVE, CENTS, for print,

ing a City Comptroller's Report for 1841 of

131 pages, which was only worth $153.75,

would have been allowed; nor FOUR HUN

DRED DOLLARS for printing the Tax Bill of

1843, which is Less MATTER THAN is con.

TAINED IN sixteen of tiltse PAGES, and

costs—with Paper, Composition and Press

work—but sixty-eight dollars / 1 / In the one

case, seven prices, and in the other, six prices

was paid for the job, and by officers who are

continually talking about economy, but never

practise it—at least, if this is a fair illustra

tion of it, it is a very bad specimen.

SPECIAL MEETING.

TuesDAY EvenING, MARCH 7, 1843.

The officERs of the PUBLIC MEETING—

convened by public notice at the Merchants'

Exchange, in the City of New York, on the

6th of March instant, in relation to the As

sessMENTs AND TAx BILLs, in pursuance of

a Resolution of said Meeting, empowering

them to appoint a CoM Mittee of DELEGATES

to proceed to Albany, have convened this

7th day of March, to carry said resolution

into effect.

Preserved Fish, Esq., in the Chair, and

William Billings Meech, Esq., appointed

Secretary.

On motion of Abraham G. Thompson,

Esq.-Resolved, That the proceedings of

the public meeting held at the Merchant's

Exchange yesterday, he read, and also the

Remonstrance and Memorial of the said

meeting to the Hon. the Legislature; where

upon the Secretary read the said proceedings,

and also the said memorial and remonstrance,

and the said memorial and remonstrance was

UNAN Mously approved.

Onmotion of Abraham G. Thompson, Esq.

Resolved, That—Whereas, at a Public Meet

—º-

ing held at the Merchants' Exchange on the

6th of March instant, it was resolved that a

Committee proceed to Albany and present

the remonstrance and memorial to the Hon

orable the President of the Senate, or to the

Hon. the Speaker of the House of Assembly,

and request the presiding officer to whom the

same is delivered to present the same, and to

call for its reading, and move that it be re

ferred to the Committee to which the Tax

and Assessment bills from the Common

Council shall have been referred, and that

the Committee delegated by this meeting ask

to be heard before the Honorable the Com

mittee to whom these matters shall be refer

red; and resolved, “That the Committee

of Delegates be appointed by the President

and Vice Presidents of the Meeting, and such

Committee to have powerto add to their num

bers”—Therefore this Meeting, in pursuance

of the foregoing recited authority, appoint

John M. Bradhurst, Eben Meriam, Burtis

Skidmore, H. W. Field, and Peter Cooper,

delegates to proceed to the City of Albany,

with full power in the premises.

The motion having been seconded by Pe.

ter Embury, Esq.-The Chairman put the
question, “shall the Resolution pass!” and

the same was unanimously determined in the

affirmative.

On motion of George Griswold, Esq., secº

onded by Peter Cooper, Esq.—Resolved,

That Abraham G. Thompson and Peter

Embury, be added to the Committee. The
Chairman put the question, and the resolu

tion was unanimously adopted.

On motion of Afraham G. Thompson,

seconded by Peter Embury—Resolved: That

George Griswold, William Gale, and W. B.

Meech, be also added to the Committee of

Delegates. The Chairman put the questiºn,

and the resolution was adopted unanimously.

On motion of Peter Embury, Esq.-

Resolved, That this meeting do now

adjourn. W. BillING's MEEctſ,

Secretary.

Norr.—Mr. Meech set out for Albany on Wednesday.
ing, March 8th : Mr. Bradhurst, Mr. Cooper, Mr. Skidmore, all

Mr. Meriam, followed on the 22d March.

Mr. Meech arrived in Albany on the 9th of March, and re

mained at the Capitol until the following Monday.

Alderman Cooper, remained in Albany one weck : Messrs.
Pradhurst and Skidmore, ten days; and Mr. Meriam. until five

days after the Session of the Legislature had terminated.

The Committee of Delegates, on the evening of their arrival

at Albany, in a body, waited upon Mr. STRONG. Chairman

the committee on the Judiciary of the Senate ; and also uſ?”

Mr. Foster, a member of that Committee. They.º: the
same evening, waited upon Mr. VARIAN, and Mr. SCOTT;

and also, upon His Honor the LIEUT. GOVERNOR. the next

day they waited upon Mr. DIXON, a Member of the Senate
Committee on the Judiciary, whose lodgings were at “on” dis

tance from the house at which the Committee toºk rºoº; * he

same day they called upon His Excel LENcy G0V. Pot'CK;

upon the secretary of State, COL. YOUNG : and uponº:
comptroller, Mr. FLAGG, with a view to make the object o

their mission generally known. They also called unº Senator

HUNTER, Judge BOCKEE, and several other SEN ATORS.

A Bill, which was committed to the Committee on Finance, of

the senate, on the Memorial of the CHAIRMAN OF THE

CiTiziºNS COMMITTEE, Mr. BRADHI RST, Judge Boc
kee (the Chairman of that Committee) at once called the

Finance Committee together. Before this Committee, consist

ing of JUDGE BOCKEE and Judge PORT ER, two vºry intel

ligent members of the Senate, the New York Citizens' Commit.

tee appeared, and had two hearings. The Finance committee

adopted the suggestions of the New York Citizen'' Committce,
and reporied to the Senate two Bills in accordance therewith,

which ºil be noticed in the next number of this volume. The

Committee of Finance is one of the most important committºº:
and the Lieut. Governor, in selecting the Members of this. d

himself great credit, and the public essential, service. Judge

Bockee, the chairman, is a a Citizen of the old school order.
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TAXES.

The Anti-assessment Committee call the

attention of Incorporated Companies and

tax-paying Citizens to the recent extraordi

nary proceedings in the Board of Supervisors

of the County of New York. These are as

follows:–

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS...October 3, 1843.

His Honor, Robert H. MoRRis, Mayor of

the City of New York, offered the follow

ing resolution:

“Resolved, That the Receiver of Taxes

be requested to receive the Taxes named in

the last column of the assessment-roll, from

all such persons who may desire to pay their

taxes before the first day of January next,

and to deduct therefrom at the rate of Seven

Per Cent. per annum between the day of

such payment and the first day of February

next, until the further order of the Board.”

“Alderman Woodhull of the second ward

offered the following resolution as a sub

stitute:

“Resolved, That the Comptroller cause

the assessment-rolls annexed to be placed in

the hands of the Collectors with all possible

dispatch, and the warrants be issued to each

Collector with all possible dispatch, and that

as soon as they respectively give their bonds

to be approved by the Chamberlain of the

City.”

On the substitute offered by Alderman

Woodhull of the 2d Ward, the following is

the vote :

Affirmative—Recorder; Aldermen CLAY

Ton, Woodhull, MARTIN, EMMONs, VANDE

voort, Pundy, BRiggs, RAwson, and LEE

—10.

Negative—MAYor; Aldermen DUNNING,

TIL Lou, NAsh, WATERMAN, BREEvoort,

Scoles and BRADY—S.

The GENTLEMEN, who voted in the NEGA

Tive, deserve thanks.

The first section of Art. 2 of the Tax Law

passed April 18, 1843, is as follows:–

“ ARTICLE II.

“ OF THE MODE OF THE COLLECTION OF TAXES.

“SEction 1.—The Board of Supervisors

of the city and county of New York shall

cause the corrected assessment-roll of each

ward of the said city, or a fair copy thereof,

to be delivered to the receiver of taxes, in

the said city, on or before the 25th day of

September in each year.”

In the official letter of ALFRED A. SMITH

Esq., City Comptroller, dated “Comptrol

ler's Office, Sept. 27th, A. D., 1843,” is the

following:

“To the Hon. the Board of Supervisors—

“Gentlemen : I respectfully submit the

new assessment-rolls for confirmation. I

have been unable to do so at an earlier period

"y the delay of several of the Assessors.”

The Comptroller should have stated who

these Assessors were, which delayed the

Progeedings. These Officers were required
by law to deliver their respective assessment

rolls to the Comptroller on or before the 20th

of September. The following is the provi

sion of law :

“And such assessors shall sign the said

assessment-roll, and deliver the same, on or

before the twentieth day of September next

ensuing, to the Comptroller of the said city,

who shall deliver the same to the Supervisors

at their next meeting.”—Tax Act, 1842, $1.

The late Board of Supervisors, previous

to the termination of the term of office of its

members, and subsequent to the passage of

the Tax Act, a part of which is above re

cited, repealed the resolution of that body

giving compensation to Ward Collectors,

and the late Common Council, previous to

the term of office of the members expiring,

created an office of Receiver of Taxes.

The section of the Tax Act of 1842,

which we have quoted above, implies a meet

ing of the Board of Supervisors prior to

Sept. 25, 1843, and the provision of the 5th

subdivision of Sec. 3, Art. 1, of Chapter 12

of the Revised Statutes, in connexion with

Section 17 of the same act, are thus recon

cilable. See Vol. 1 R. S. and Session Laws

of 1842, and Tax act of 1843 above quoted.

AN ORDINANCE

TO ESTABLISH AN OFFICE FOR THE COLLECTION

OF TAXES IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK.

The Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty in

Common Council convened, do ordain as

follows, viz.:

§ 1. An office is hereby established for the

collection of Taxes in the City of New York

pursuant to the provision of an act entitled

“An Act for the Collection of Taxes in the

City of New York,” passed April 18th, 1843.

§ 2. The said office shall be kept in a

building known as the Hall of Records.

§ 3. The Receiver of Taxes shall receive

an annual Salary of Two thousand dollars,

and the Deputy an annual Salary of Fifteen

hundred dollars, to be paid to them respec

tively by the Mayor, Aldermen and Com

monalty of the City of New York, by a

warrant upon the Treasury of the said City

on the usual quarter days.

§4. The receivers of taxes shall imme

diately after they shall have entered upon

the duties of their office, appoint three clerks,

who shall receive an annual Salary of Six

hundred dollars each, payable on the usual

quarter days.

§ 5. The receiver shall provide such books,

forms and other things, as shall be necessary

for conducting the business of said office,

the expense of which shall, upon being al

lowed by the Finance Committee of both

boards, be paid out of the City Treasury.

Passed Board of Aldermen, April 23d,

1843.

Passed Board of Assistants, April 27th,

IS43.

Received from His Honor the Mayor,

June 17th, 1843.

Without his approval, or objections there

to, the same, under the provisions of the

amended charter, became adopted.

“BOARD OF SUPERWISORS.

“MAY 1st, 1843.

“The Supervisor of the 15th Ward pre

sented the following Preamble and Resolu

tion, v1z.:

“Whereas, by an Act of the Legislature

of this State passed April 18th, 1843, the

duties of the Collector of Taxes of the sev

eral Wards have been abrogated, and have

devolved upon the Receiver of Tazes to be

appointed by the Common Council, there

fore

“Resolved, That the compensation al

lowed the Collector of Taxes of the several

Wards, by virtue of a resolution of the Board

of Supervisors, adopted Nov. 21st, 1840, be

abolished, and the said resolution is hereby

rescinded. Referred to the Committee on

the Annual Taares.”.

“BOARD OF SUPERWISORS.

“ MAY 5th, 1843.

“The Committee on Annual Taxes to

whom was referred the Preamble and Reso

lution in relation to rescinding the resolution

fixing the compensation to the Collectors of

the Wards, passed Nov. 21st, 1840, pre

sented the following report in favor thereof,

which was adopted, on a division, viz.:

“Affirmative—The Recorder, Chair

MAN and Supervisors of the 2d, 3d, 5th,

6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 12th, 14th, 15th and 16th

Wards—13.

“Negative—The MAyor and Supervisors

of the 4th, 10th, 11th and 13th Wards—5.

We copy from a valuable publication, en

titled “The Manual of the Corporation of

the City of New York for 1841 and 1842,”

compiled and published by DAvid T. WALEN

TINE Esq. Deputy Clerk of the Board of

Aldermen. The Resolution of the Board

of Supervisors passed Nov. 21st, 1840, and

its repeal, referred to above, is as follows:

“At a meeting of the Board of Supervisors,

Nov. 21st, 1840, the following resolutions

were adopted, viz:

“Resolved, That from and after the passage

of the resolution, the amount of compensa

tion or Fees of the Collectors of the differ

ent Wards be fixed at the following rates—

1st Ward $3000 || 10th Ward $1600

2d 4 & 1600 || 11th 2000

3d & 4 1600 | 12th “ 2000

4th “ I600 || 13th “ 1600

5th “ 1600 14th “ 1600

(3th “ 1750 | 15th “ 1900

7th “ 1600 | 16th “ 2000

Sth “ 1750 || 17ih “ 1800

9th “ 1700

“ Resolved, That a deduction of One

hundred dollars be made for each five per

cent of the amount on the Book of each

Collector not paid to the City Chamberlain

on the first Saturday succeeding the first day

of April in each year, and in like propºrtion

on less sums. Samuel J. Willis, Clerk.”

“ Proceedings of the Joint Ballot of Board

of º:"... Assistants.-May 3d,

is £3. - *

“By Alderman Balis—Resolved, That

Thomas Jeremiah be and is hereby appoint
ed receiver of taxes, pursuant to the Statute
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* *

of this State, passed April 18th, 1843, which

was adopted.

“By the same—Resolved, That Dow D.

Williamson be and is hereby appointed de

puty receiver of taxes pursuant to a law of

this State passed April 18th, 1843, which

was adopted.

“August 2d, 1843.

“By Aldermen Hatfield—Resolved, That

Henry T. Keirsted be and is hereby ap

pointed to the office of receiver of taxes,

which was adopted. -

“By the same—Resolved, That Dow D.

Williamson be and is hereby removed from

the office of deputy receiver of taxes, which

was adopted on a division, viz.:

“In the affirmatire–Alderwen Martin,

Tiliou, Emmons, Nash, Wandevoort, Water

man, Hatfield, Breevoort, Rawson, Lee; As

sistants Charlick, Williams, Pattison, Henry,

Dougherty, Brown, Smith, Ward, C. I.

Dodge, Jackson, Boggs, Nichols, Seaman,

Pettigrew—22.

“In the negative—Aldermen Clayton,

Dunning, Scoles, Brady; Assistants Nesbit,

W. Dodge, and Oliver—7.

“By the same—Resolved, Tihat Clement

Guion be and is hereby appointed to the of.

fice of deputy receiver of taxes in place of

Dow D. Williamson removed, which was

adopted.”

R E M A R K S .

It will be seen by the above recited pro

ceedings in the Board of Supervisors, in the

Board of Aldermen, and also in the Board

of Assistants, that the members of two suc

cessive common councils, including the pre

sent, have voted upon proceedings which

recognised the Tax Act of April 18th, 1843,

to have been in force from the date of its

passage—not by recitals, indirectly recog

nising it, but by particular and distinct acts

in which no other question or matter was

intermixed.

In the vote recorded in the Board of Sri

pervisors on the 5th May, the Recorder; the

Supervisor of the Second Ward, Alderman

Woodhull; and the Supervisor of the 15th,

Alderman Davies; voted in the affirmative.

Here are three gentlemen of the legal pro

fession, and one a judge, deliberately putting

their opinion on record, stating distinctly and

expressly that the State Legislature had ab

rogated the duties of the office of Ward

Collectors of Taxes. The Mayor, on this

occasion, recorded his vote on the other side:

he is a member of the legal profession. The

vote, it will be seen, was very strong, 13 to

to 5, and not a political vote.

When the Resolution of Alderman Wood

hull, Supervisor of the 2d Ward, in the Board

of Supervisors, on the 3d of October, direct

ing the Comptroller to deliver the assessment

rolls to the Ward Collectors instead of the

Officer designated by Law, was voted upon,

the Mayor, Mr. Tillou, Mr. Waterman, and

Mr. Scoles, four gentlemen of the legal pro

fession, voted to sustain the law of April,

1843. In the meeting, in joint ballot on the

2d August, 1843, Mr. Wm. Dodge of the

Third Ward and Mr. Dougherty, both gen

tlemen of the legal profession and members

of the Board of Assistants, voted on provi

sions recognising the Act of April 18th, 1843,

as a law in full force.

Thus we have counted up nine lawyers,

all expressing, by their votes, their opinions

as to the true construction of the law; but

three of them—one on a single occasion,

and two on another occasion—allowed a vote

to vibrate, and to get upon the wrong side,

and against the law.

The lay members of the two boards, have,

with perhaps one or two exceptions, recorded

their votes in full recognition of the law in

force.

Gentlemen who claim to be City Lords,

and who exercise more than autocratic

powers, should be consistent in their public

acts, as well as their votes.

We have heard it remarked, as having

been stated by a Supervisor, that the provi

sion of the Constitution which requires all

officers theretofore elective, to continue to be

elected, precludes the Legislature from abol

ishing the office of Ward Collectors. When

the present Constitution was adopted, there

were but ten wards in the city of New York,

and ten Ward Collectors. The wards were

subsequently increased to 17, and the Col

lectors to the same number. No person dis

puted the right of the Legislature to increase

the number, and they can decrease the num

ber, or they can give the right to perform

the duties to any other elective officer. This

they have done in Section 9, Art. 2, of the

Act in question, as below, to the Sheriff and

Constables, who are elective officers.

The Constitution does not, in its provisions

expressed or implied, debar the tax-payer

from voluntarily carrying the amount of his

taxes to the City Hall and depositing it in

the hands of a public officer required by law

to receive the same.

The Chancellor of the State, recently, in

an elaborate Opinion which he gave, referred

to a Decision in the Court for the Correction

of Errors, upon a question somewhat anala

gous to that he had in hand, and remarked

that the members of the legal profession,

who were members of that court, had, by

their vote, expressed an opinion in favor of

the construction he advocated, which he

considered as an indication of the opinion of

the court, from the ability and qualification

of the law members, to form a correct opin

ion, as contrasted with the lay members.--

We have here nine lawyers, all concurring

in the construction we insist upon, and ex

pressing this opinion by their vote, and we

therefore may quote such high authority as

the Chancellor to sustain a principle of con

struction. We will not, however, go with

the Chancellor in this, as a sound discrimin

ation. We remember the time when that dis

tinguished citizen, Stephen ALLEN, was a

member of the Court for the Correction of

Errors. His opinion we valued greatly, su

perior, certainly, to that of many men who

had been admitted to practise law. We

could name another,MyNDERT WAN SchArck,

a most worthy and excellent man. This

gentleman was also a member of that court

some years ago, and the resignation of his

seat, for the reasons known, ought to have

been emblazoned in letters of gold.

We have some worthy citizens in the

Board of Supervisors, and we are very sorry

to see their votes given, at the meeting of that

Board on the 3d of October, on what we are

sure is the wrong side. Still we are not

disposed to question the motives of these

gentlemen. The best men err, and differ in

opinion in matters of the greatest clearness.

The gentleman of the first ward, who voted

hesitatingly on this question when the vote

was taken, says now, that he feels that he

voted right, having since examined the law.

This gentleman is one of our best citizens,

but we cannot agree with him in the conclu

sion he feels it his duty to come to, and we

hope that a further examination, and a care

ful reading of the whole law, will yet con

vince him that he erred in his vote, and if he

becomes convinced, we are confident he will

act in accordance with that convincement.

This is an important matter to the people—

important that the majesty of the law should

be sustained—important to the City Trea

sury. Citizens, in great numbers, have the

money ready to pay their taxes, as soon as

the Books are in the hands of the Receiver,

and we doubt not that near a million of dol

lars will be paid voluntarily before the 1st of

January. Last year the amount paid volun

tarily prior to the 1st January, was, accord

ing to the Comptroller's report of 1843, page

S2, $759,324.68. The previous year, the

Collectors, during the same time, gathered

but $193,283.80; and it may here be re

marked, that the Collectors were stimulated

by the Comptroller, for this money, collected

before the 1st of January:—he allowed them

a bonus of $837.31, for prompt collection,

as appears by the Comptroller's report of

1843, page 33. Now for a moment look at

the matter. That most excellent man, as

well as most worthy public officer, Oliver

Cobb Esq., Collector of the First Ward, for

the time he was engaged in the performance

of the duties of his office, received a com

pensation, as daily pay, second only to that

of the President of the United States. It

was more than double the pay of the Gov

ernor of this State, and treble that of the

Mayor of this city, for the time being. We

do not mention this with an unkind feeling

toward Mr. Cobb—far otherwise –but

merely for illustration. As we observed, Mr.

Cobb is a most worthy officer, and we wish

all our public officers were like him, except

ing the princely compensation.

The present Comptroller, in his maiden

report of 1839, page 19, in reference to a

general receiving office, uses this language;

“It has heretofore been proposed to establish

a general receiving office for the collection of

the ordinary Tares, and of all other Assess

ments. The plan has been favorably thought

of For efficiency and economy it would be

a manifest improvement. The amount paid

to the Ward Collectors alone, for collecting

the tar of 1838, amounted to nearly$30,000.”

We are very glad to quote the City Comp:

troller on the right side, as above, and shall
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always be very glad of the opportunity to

do so on future occasions.

Various Provisions of the LAW passed

April 18th, 1843.

“ARTICLE I.

“cºº
TED THEREFOR.

“SEction 1. The office of collectors of

taxes, as created and established by the

charter of the city of New York, and by

the statutes of the State, and the office

of collectors of arrears of taxes in the said

city, as created and established by the

common council of the said city, shall cease

from and after the day when this act shall

take effect; and all provisions by charter,

statute, ordinance, resolution or otherwise,

creating such offices, and imposing or de

fining the duties thereof, are hereby abro

gated.

§ 2. It shall be the duty of the common

council of the said city, within twenty days

after this act shall take effect, to establish an

office for the collection of taxes in the city

of New York, which shall be a branch of,

and subordinate to, the department of finance

of the said city, and which shall be con

ducted by a receiver of taxes, a deputy, and

a suitable number of clerks, to be appointed

as hereinafter directed, and whose duties are

hereinafter prescribed.

§ 3. It shall be the duty of the common

council of the city of New York, within

twenty days after this act shall take effect,

to appoint a suitable and discreet person, to

be known as receiver of taxes in the city of

New York, who shall hold his office during

the pleasure of the common council, and un

til his successor shall be appointed, as here

inafter provided ; and another person, to be

known as deputy receiver of taxes in the city

of New York,who shall hold his office for the

like term, unless sooner in like manner re

moved. The said receiver of taxes shall

receive an annual salary not exceeding the

sum of two thousand dollars, and the said

deputy receiver an annual salary, not ex

ceeding the sum of fifteen hundred dollars,

to be paid to them respectively by the mayor,

aldermen, and commonalty of the city of

New York, on the usual quarterly days.”

“ARTICLE II.

• OF THE MODE OF THE COLLECTION OF TAXES.

“Section 1. The board of supervisors of

the city and county of New York shall cause

the corrected assessment roll of each ward

of the said city, or a fair copy thereof, to be

delivered to the receiver of taxes in the said

city, on or before the twenty-fifth day of

September in each year.

“Ś 2. To each assessment roll so delivered

to the said receiver of taxes, a warrant under

the hands and seals of the board of super

visors, or of any five or more of them, of

whom the mayor and recorder shall always

be one, shall be annexed, commanding such

receiver to collect from the several persons

named in the assessment roll, the several

sums mentioned in the last column of such

roll, opposite to their respective names, and

to pay the same from time to time, when

collected, to the chamberlain of the said

city, according to the provisions of this act.

“$ 3. The said receiver, upon receiving

the said assessment rolls and warrants, shall

proceed to collect and receive the said taxes

from the several persons assessed in the said

assessment rolls in the manner hereinafter

mentioned.

“S 4. If any person who shall be assessed

in any of the said assessment rolls shall desire

to pay the amount of his taxes on or before the

first day of January succeeding the delivery

of the said assessment rolls and warrants to

the said receiver, it shall be the duty of the

said receiver to receive the same, and to de

duct therefrom at the rate of seven per cent.

per annum, between the day of such pay

ment and the said first day of February then

next succe' ding.

“$ 5. If any such taxes shall remain un

paid on the first day of January, it shall be

the duty of the said receiver to give public

notice, by advertisement, in six or more of

the public newspapers printed in the said

city, that unless the same shall be paid to

him at his office on or before the fifteenth

day of February in each year, he will imine

diately after that day proceed to collect the

same as provided in the next section.

“S 6. If any such taxes shall remain un

paid on the said fifteenth day of February,

it shall be the duty of the said receiver to

charge, receive and collect upon such tax

so remaining unpaid on that day, in addition

to the amount of such tax, one per cent on

the amount thereof, and to charge, receive

and collect upon such tax so remaining un

paid, on the fifteenth day of each month,

between the said month of February and the

first day of April thereafter, a further addi

tion or increase of one per cent upon the

amount of such tax; and such increase or

percentage shall be paid over and accounted

for by such receiver from time to time as

hereinbefore prescribed, as a part of the tax

collected by him.

“$ 7. If any such tax shall remain unpaid

on the first day of March after the delivery

of the assessment rolls and warrants to the

said receiver, the said receiver shall imme

diately thereafter cause notice, in writing, to

be given to the person from whom the same

shall be due, specifying therein the amount

of such tax and the per centage which shall

accrue thereon, and requiring such person

to pay the same to the said receiver on or

before the first day of April thereafter at his

office.

“$ 8. Such notice shall be served upon

such person, if he be a resident or engaged

in the transaction of business within the said

city, either personally or by leaving the same

at his residence or place of business, as the

case may be, with some person of suitable

age and discretion, at least eight days before

the said first day of April.

“$ 9. The said receiver shall also, imme

diately after the said first day of March, give

public notice in at least six of the publie

newspapers of the said city, to be published

therein respectively at least ten days, notify

ing all persons who shall have omitted to

pay their taxes to pay the same to him at his

office on or before the first day of April.

Upon filing an affidavit of the service of the

notice required by the seventh section of this

article, as therein prescribed, in the office of

the clerk of the city and county of New

York, or that the person therein named could

not, upon diligent search and inquiry, be

found within the said city, and also upon

filing an affidavit or affidavits of the due

publication of the notice required by the

eighth section of this article as therein pre

scribed, it shall be the duty of the said re

ceiver to charge, collect, and receive upon

all taxes remaining unpaid on and after the

said first day of April, an interest at the rate

of 12 per cent per annum, to be calculated

from the day on which the said assessment

rolls and warrants shall have been delivered

to the said receiver. It shall also be lawful

for the said receiver, if any such tax, with

the interest thereon, as hereinbefore pro

vided, shall remain unpaid on the fifteenth

day of the said month of April, to issue his

warrant under his hand and seal, directed to

the sheriff of the city and county of New

York, or any constable or marshal of said

city and county, commanding him to levy

the said tax, with interest thereon at the rate

of twelve per cent per annum from the day

of the delivery of the assessment rolls and

warrants to the said receiver, to the time

when the same shall be paid, by distress and

sale of the goods and chattels of the person

against whom the said warrant shall be is.

sued, or of any goods and chattels in his

possession, wheresoever the same shall be

found within the said city, and to pay the

same to the said receiver and return such

warrant within thirty days after the date

thereof; and no claim of property, to be

made to such goods and chattels so found in

the possession of the said party, shall be

available to prevent a sale.”

ARTICLE IV.

REPEAL OF OTHER PROVISIONS, AND TIME WHEN

THIS ACT SHALL TAKE EFFECT.

“Section 1. The provisions of Chapter

XIII. of the First Part of the Revised Stat

utes, regulating the collection of taxes, shal;

hereafter be inapplicable to the city and

county of New York.

“$ 2. All former laws, acts and parts of

acts, relating to the collection of taxes in

the city of New York, or to the officers by

whom the same shall be collected, and to

the sale of property, real or personal, there

for, or to the redemption of real estate sold

for taxes in the said city, and all other acts

or parts of acts inconsistent herewith, are

hereby repealed.

“$ 4. This act shall take effect imme

diately, except the provision to abolish the

office of collector of taxes, which provision

shall take effect on the first day of April,

1844.
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R E M A R R S .

The reader has now the provision of the

Tax Act in this matter before him, and we

proceed to give these provisions that construc

tion which the words of the law seem to

Warrant.

We will in the first place take the con

cluding section of the act, which we will

state again.

§ “This act shall take effect immediately,”

(here is a comma: it then proceeds) “ex

cept the provision to abolish the Office of

Collector of Taxes, which provision shall

take effect on the 1st day of April, 1844.”

Thus all the Act, ercept section 1 of Art.

1, took effect on the 18th day of April, 1843,

and that single provision is excepted.

The Ward Collectors hold office, but we

contend that there is no provision of Law to

to give them any duties to perform. Special

provision is made in that portion of the Act

which took effect immediately, for the Col

lection of the Tax by other Officers.

Suppose the Ward Collectors execute a

bond to the City Chamberlain,-will that

bond be legal?

Suppose a Citizen pays his tax to a Ward

Collector, may it not be said that he pays in

his own wrong?

Are the Ward Collectors authorised to

make an abatement of Interest for payment

prior to February 14, 1844

When the tax act passed, we supposed that

its provisions were such as to make the act

of doubtful construction, but subsequent ex

amination confirms us in the opinion we now

express.

It will be seen by a careful reading of the

Tax Act that the following are its provisions

as to the periods of payment of the tax:—

By Sec. 4 of Art. 2—Any person desirous

of paying his tax prior to January 1st, shall,

on paying the amount to the Receiver, be

entitled to a deduction at the rate of Seven

Per Cent. per annum, to be computed from

the day of payment to the 1st day of Feb.

By Sec. 5, Art. 2–Any person may pay

his tax to the Receiver subsequent to jam.

1st and prior to February 15th, but he has

no discount allowed.

By Sec. 6 of Art. 2–He has an extension

of time from the 14th of February to the

14th of March, on paying in addition to the

tax a penalty of one per cent. in lieu of in

terest.

By Sec. 6 of Art. 2—He may have a fur

ther extension from the 15th until the 31st

of March, on paying a further penalty of one

per cent. making two per cent.

By Sec. 9 of Art. 2–He may have a fur

ther indulgence to the 15th of April, on pay

ing interest on the amount of the tax, to be

reckoned from the day the assessment rolls

were delivered to the Receiver until the day

of payment, at the rate of 12 pr: ct, per annum.

By Sec. 9 of Art. 2–The Receiver may

issue his warrant of distress to the Sheriff

or Constable to levy the amount of any tax

unpaid on the 15th April, or he may pro

ceed to advertise the real estate which has

been assessed, and after giving three months

notice, may sell the same for such terms of

years as any person will agree to take the

same for, in consideration of paying such

tax, and the owner has two years after this

to redeem it.

We find no law whatever (in our humble

opinion) to authorise Ward Collectors to de

mand, collect, or receive any tax.

AMEN i)MENTS

PROPOSED TO THE TAX ACT IN THE

LEGISLATURE.

In order that an opinion may be formed

of this act we give a copy of the Journal of

Assembly in reference to its peregrinations in

that body.

ASSEMBLY JOURNAL–PAGE 871.

“Wednesday, April 12th, 1843, 4 o'clock,

P. M.–The Senate also sent for concur

rence the Bill entitled “An Act for the col

lection of taxes in the City of New York,

which was read the first time, and by unani

mous consent was also read a second time,

and referred to the Committee on Internal

Affairs of towns and counties.”

The New York Citizens’ Committee, of

which Joux M., BRAdhurst Esq. is Chair

man, attended the Committee on the Inter

nal Affairs of Towns and Counties, and

with that committee went through the various

sections of the Bill, and prepared the follow

ing Amendments, all of which the Commit.

tee on the Internal Affairs of Towns and

Counties unanimously adopted.

AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO

ARTICLE I.

“Ś 2. After word ‘the' in first line, strike

out the word ‘Common Council,” and insert

the words ‘Board of Supervisors’ after the

word ‘City.” In the same line insert the

words “and County.”

“In the 3d and 4th line strike out after

the words ‘New York’ the words which

shall be a branch of, and subordinate to the

department of finance of said city.’”

In Sec. 3, after the word “the in first line,

strike out words ‘Common Council' and in.

sert in lieu the words ‘Board of Supervisors:

in same line, after the word ‘City’ insert

words “and County.'

In 3d line, after word City,” insert words

‘ and County.’

In 4th line, after word “the, strike out

words ‘Common Council,' and insert words

‘Board of Supervisors.”

In 11th line, after word ‘the,’ strike out

words “Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty

of,' and insert in lieu thereof, the words

* Board of Supervisors,' and in same line, af.

ter the word ‘City,” insert words and

County.”

In Sec. 5, second line, after word “the,"

strike out words ‘Common Council, and

insert in lieu thereof words “Ioard of Su

pervisors.

In 3d line, strike out word ‘Ordinance,"

and insert in lieu thereof word “ Iresolution.”

ARTICLE II.

In Sec. 4, second line, after word the,”

strike out word “first,’ and insert in lieu

thereof word ‘fifteenth.'

In 3d line, after the word ‘of,' strike out

the word ‘January” and insert word “Feb

ruary' in lieu thereof.

In 6th line, after word “ said,” strike out

word “first,’ and insert in lieu word ‘ff.

teenth.”

In Sec. 5, 4th line, after the word * office,”

strike out words ‘on or.”

In Sec. 6, 1st line, after word “ said,” strike

out word “fifteenth,” and insert word “sia:-

teenth" in lieu thereof.

In 6th line, after word “the,’ strike out

word “first’ and insert word “sixteenth' in

lieu thereof.

ARTICLE III.

Sec. 1. In 12th line, after word ‘payment,’

insert words ‘so much of.”

In 13th line, after word ‘specified, strike

out words “for the lowest term of years at

which any person or persons shall offer to

take the same in consideration of advancing’

and insert in lieu the words “as will satisfy."

In 21st line, after word ‘auction,’ strike

out words for a term of years.”

In 28th line, after word : purchased,’ strike

out words ‘the term of years for which the

same shall have been sold.”

In 30th line, after word “a,' strike out

word “lease,” and insert in lieu the word

* deed.”

In 82d line, after word ‘sold, strike out

words “ or leased.”

In 86th line, after word ‘New York, strike

out the following words, “one of which shall

contain a particular and detailed statement

of the property to be sold for taxes, and such

as is now published by the Street Commis

sioner in two daily newspapers or the said”

and insert in lieu the words and a.”

In line 40, after the word “pamphlet,'

strike out the words “at the discretion of the

said Comptroller in which case.”

In line 41, after the word “deposited,’

strike out the words “in his office.”

In line 45, after the word published,’

strike out words ‘in one of the daily news

paper naming the same or.”

In 46th line, after word “pam phlets,’ strike

out words “as the case may be.”

Sec. 2. In 3d line, after word each,” strike

out the word ‘week' and insert in lieu

thereof the word month’; in the same line,

after word “six, strike out word weeks' and

insert word ‘months': and in same line, af.

ter word ‘in,’ strike out word 'two' and in

Sert word ‘one.”

In the 11th line, after word of," strike out

word “fourteen’ and insert in place thereof

word “twelve.”

In 14th line, after word “a,’ strike out

word “lease' and insert word ‘deed.’

In 15th line, after word sold,” strike out

Words “for such term of years as the same

shall have been sold.”

In 16th line, after word ‘such, strike out

word “lease' and insert in place thereof the

word ‘deed’; and in the same line, after

word “be,' strike out the word “conclusive’

and insert the words ‘prima facie.”
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In 20th line, after word said,” strike out

word “lease' and insert word ‘deed.’

Sec. 4. In line 6, after word exceeding,”

strike out word ' fifteen' and insert word

‘three' in place thereof.

Sec. 9. Wherever the word “lease occurs

in this section, strike it out and insert in its

place the word ‘deed.’

Sec. 10. In 20 line, after word ‘to,' strike

out word “fourteen' and insert word “twelve.”

In 3d line, after the words ‘per annum,'

strike out the following words: “ but no in

terest shall be calculated on a less portion of

time than one quarter of a year, and in all

cases where the property shall be redeemed

during any fractional part of a year, the in

terest shall be calculated so as to include the

quarter in which such redemption shall be

made, the time to be computed from the day

of sale.”

Sec. 12. In 20 line, after word ‘Comp

troller,’ strike out word “sixty' and insert in

lieu thereof the word “two.’

In 7th line, after word ‘one,’ strike out

word “month’ and insert in lieu thereof the

word ‘day.”

In Sec. 13. In 3d line, after the word

• residence,” strike out words “if known to

the Comptroller' and insert in lieu thereof

the words “as described in the memorandum.’

In 9th line, after word “assessed,’ strike

out words ‘together with the term of years.”

In 11th line, after word ‘expire' strike out

words “with a notice.”

In 12th line, after word ‘or,” strike out

word “by” and insert word ‘before.”

In 13th line, after word “that,’ strike out

word “ lease' and insert in lieu word ‘deed.’

Sec. 15. In 4th line, after word ‘some,' in

sert words without charge.’

Sec. 16. In 1st line, after word “receive,’

strike out words “twenty-five cents' and in

sert in lieu thereof words “six cents per folio.’

Sec. 20. In 5th line, after word “tene

ment,’ insert words “and also upon the owner.”

In 12th line, after word “the," strike out

words “ lease and advertisements’ and insert

word ‘deed.’

In 14th line, strike out word “lease' and

insert in lieu word ‘deed.’

In 18th line, after word “thereto,” strike

out words “during the term of years for

which such lands and tenem.;nts have been

conveyed.’

Sec. 21. Line 2, after word “and,’ insert

the words and also of the owner or."

Sec. 22. Strike out word “lease' in 6th

line, and insert word ‘deed” in lieu thereof.

Sec. 24. In line 4, after word “certify,”

strike out words ‘to the fact’ and insert

words “ the same.”

In line 7, after word “thereto,” strike out

the words ' during the term of years for

which the same shall have been conveyed.’

Sec. 26. In 5th line, after word “thereon,’

strike out the words “as the Mayor, Alder

man and Commonalty of the City of New

York in Common Council convened' and

insert in lieu thereof the words “as the Comp

troller of the City of New York.”

ARTICLE IV.

Sec.-. In 20 line, after word “regulating,'
strike out ‘assessment and.”

Sec. 4 to read as follows:–This Act shall

take effect on the second Tuesday of May,
1843.

R E M A R K S .

The above are the Amendments proposed

by the New York Citizens’ Committee, of

which John M. BRADHURST Esq. is Chair

man, to the act entitled “An Act for the

Collection of TAXES in the City of New

York,” to the Standing Committee on Inter

nal Affairs of Towns and Counties, and

unanimously approved of by that Commit

tee, and by them reported to the house of

assembly on the 13th of April, IS43, as

Amendments to the Bill, with which amend

ments they see no objections to the same

becoming a law.

Mr. Jones, of the New York delegation,

was Chairman of the Select Committee to

which the Bill and Amendments were re

ferred to report complete, and struck out all

the Amendments, reporting the bill precisely

as it came from the Senate.

One of the New York Committee subse

quently stated to Mr. Jones that the Select

Committee had, by striking out all the

Amendments indiscriminately, prevented the

County of New York from imposing a tax,

as the 1st section of Art. 4, as it stood in

the bill, repealed the Law, as far as the City

and County of New York was concerned,

which authorised the assessment of Taxes.

Mr. Jones examined the bill, saw this

blunder, and asked unanimous consent to

correct it.

We will now give the reader the reasons

urged upon the Standing Committee in favor

of the Amendments.

FIRST-As to Sections 2, 3 and 5, in Ar

ticle I.-These specific Amendments would

leave the matter of Taxes in the Board of

Supervisors, where they belong. The tax is

a County Assessment and not a Corporation

Tax, and therefore the Board of Supervisors

is the appropriate body, and not the common

council.

ART. 2.

Second.—The Amendment to the fourth

section allows persons voluntarily paying

their taxes the deduction of interest from the

time of payment to the 15th February, when

the tax is payable, instead of only allowing

persons paying prior to January 1st interest

from the date of payment to February 1st,

two weeks short of its being due ; and be

sides, as the bill stands without the Amend

ment, there is no inducement held out by an

abatement of interest to pay from the 1st of

January to the 14th February.

The Amendment proposed to the 5th and

6th sections, corrects an ambiguity. As the

Law now stands, the tax is allowed by the

5th section to be paid on the 15th February,

and the next section imposes a penalty on

all remaining unpaid on said day.

ART. 3.

The Amendment proposed in section 1

authorises the sale of only so much of the

land as will pay the tax, instead of leasing

the whole estate for a term of years, so that

if a man owns a hundred lots, and these are

all taxed one thousand dollars, only a suf

ficiency to pay the tax should be sold, and

not all. Also that a detailed description of

the lands shall be published in a pamphlet

instead of a newspaper, and a short notice

of the sale in ten daily papers, once a week

for three months, which notice shall state

that a detailed statement is published in a

pamphlet, and state where these pamphlets

are deposited for gratuitous distribution.

The expense of this would not be a fifth as

much as will be the cost under the present

law.

The Amendment proposed to the 2d sec

tion is that the notice to redeem shall be

published once a month for six months, in

stead of omee a week for six weeks. Con

trast these two provisions together, and see

the very great difference. For example, a

lot sold for taxes on the 2d January, 1842,

would be redeemable on the 1st of January,

1844. As the law now stands notice is given,

commencing on the first of February, 1843,

once a week for six weeks, and this notice

is out of print by the middle of August, four

and a half months before the time of re

demption expires. By the Amendment, a

notice would be given on the first of every

month from July to January, so that the

owner would have four times the greater

opportunity of seeing the notice in this case

than the other.

The Amendment makes the deed prima

facie instead of conclusive evidence of the

regularity of the sale. Experience in tax

and assessment sales show this to be very

necessary.

The Amendment proposed to the 10th

section allows the owner redeem at any time

by paying the tax and expenses and i2 per

cent interest, and relieves from the payment

of interest from an unexpired quarter.

The Amendment to the 12th section gives

to a person who may take a mortgage on

real estate notice of the sale of that estate

for taxes up to within one day of the time of

redemption, and the present law affords no

protection unless he files his memorandum

sixty days before that period.

The Amendment also gives to persons

who are not personally known to the Comp

troller the same rights as those who are ac

quainted with that officer.

The Amendment to the 15th section allows

the record of memorandums of mortgages in

the Register's office to be examined free of

charge.

The Amendment to Sec. 16 fixes the fees

of the Register at six cents per folio instºl

of twenty-five cents per memorandum. This

is necessary, as the Register charges for a

memorandum containing 20 pieces of land,

all of which may be on a single sheet of

paper, five dollars being 25 cents for each.

piece of land. . - --

The Amendment to section 20 requires

notice of sale of premises to owner, and

also to the occupant. These may have con
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flicting interests, and therefore both should

be notified: thus the tenant could not take

advantage of his landlord.

The Amendment to the 24th section al

lows the Comptroller to certify in a qualified

sense, and not in an absolute character.

The Amendment to section 26 gives the

apportionment of taxes to an officer instead

of the title of a municipal corporation.

ART. 4.

The Amendment to section 1 was one of

great importance. Without it the County

of New York could not have imposed any

tax the present year, nor hereafter, until the

Legislature passed a law to that effect.

The Amendment to sec. 4 placed the act

in force on the same day the new Board of

Supervisors were in office under the charter

of April, 1843.

P. S. Since the preceding Sheet (ending with page 260)

passed through the press, the Supervisors, or Comptroller,

delivered the Assessment Rolls of all the Wards to the Re

cElver—not to the Ward Collectors, and the Receiver is now

receiving the money from Citizens at his office. We understand

that 17 of the Supervisors have signed the Rolls in the hands

of the Receiver. We also are credibly informed that the State

Attorney General, Mr. BARKER, has given a legal Opinion sus

taining our Construction of the Tax Act of April 18th, 1843.

We are glad to have so responsible an Endorser to our opinion.

Alderman Woodhull's resolution was an attempt to repeal a

STATE LAw: : :

confiscation Act.

JOURNAL OF THE SENATE.

Page 128.

“Monday, 11 o'clic. A. M.–Feb’ry 6, 1843.

“Mr. Franklin presented the memorial of

MARTHA AMoRy; also of JAMEs McBRIDE;

also of R. W. R. Schuyi.ER, of the City of

New York, praying for relief from assess

ments; which were read and referred to a

select committee, to consist of the Senators

attending the Senate from the first Senate

district.” NotE. Copies of the memorials

in this volume, pages 15S, 154, and 146.

Page 200.

“FRIDAY, 11 o'cLk, A. M.–Feb’ry 24, 1843.

“Mr. Dixon presented the memorial of

JAMEs G. ISING, EFFINGHAM SCHEFFELIN,

and others, of the city of New York, pray

ing that public officers may be restrained by

the Legislature from further proceedings in

the imposition of vexatious assessments for

opening streets, &c.; and praying that these

matters may be investigated, and that power

may be given to send for persons and pa

pers; which was read and referred to the

select committee, consisting of the Senators

attending the Senate from the First Senate

District.”

“Mr. President presented the memorial of

PHILIP MILLEpol. ER, of the city of N. York,

complaining of oppressive and arbitrary as

sessments upon his estate, and praying for

relief; which was read and referred to the

same select committee.”

“Mr. Rhoades presented the memorial of

Daniel Van Reed, of the city of New York,

complaining of an assessment without no

tice, and praying for protection, &c.; which

was read and referred to the same select

committee.”

“Thursday, 11 o'clk. A.M.–March 2, 1843.

“Mr. Dixon presented the remonstrance of

JonATHAN Thompson and others, against

certain obnoxious provisions of the New

York city tax bill; also a memorial asking

that the members of the board of water

commissioners may be members of the board

of supervisors, and that the president of said

board of water commissioners may be county

treasurer; which were read and laid on the

table.”

“Tuesday, 11 o'cLk., A. M.–Mar. 7, 1843.

“On motion of Mr. Varian,

“Ordered, That the remonstrance of

JonATHAN TrioMPson and others, against

certain provisions of the New York city tax

bill; also the memorial, asking that the mem

bers of the board of water commissioners

may be members of the board of supervisors,

and that the president of said board of water

commissioners may be county treasurer, now

on the table, be referred to the committee on

the judiciary.”—Page 251.

Note. This Remonstrance is set forth in a

subsequent page ºf this number.

Page 253.

“WEDNEsDAY, 10 o'ci, k, A.M.–Mar. 8, 1843.

“Mr. Dixon presented the memorial of

GULIAN C. WEI: Pi, ANCR, SAUL ALLEY, and

others, on the subject of assessments and

taxes, and the general concerns of the City

of New York ; which was read and referred

to the Committee on the Judiciary.”

Page 258.

“THURSDAY, 10 o'clº, A.M.–Mar. 9, 1843.

“Mr, Dixon presented the memorial of

John TARGEE and others, of the city of New

York, praying for an amendment of the laws

of this State relative to the city of New

York as to taxes, and for a reduction of the

amount of the annual tax; which was read

and referred to the Committee on the Judi

ciary.”

Page 261.

“FRIDAY, 10 o'clić, A. M.–March 10, 1843.

“Mr. Rhoades presented ELEven several

memorials of sundry Citizens of New York,

praying for a reduction of the annual taxes;

also for an amendment to the assessment

law; also for imposing restrictions upon the

public officers of the city of New York, and

for other purposes ; which were read and

referred to a select committee, to consist of

the Senators Attending the Senate from the

First Senate District.”

Page 266.

“SATURDAY, 10 o'cLk, A. M.–Mar. 11, 1843.

“Mr. President presented the remon

strance of sundry Citizens of the city of New

York, convened by public notice at the Mer

chants' Exchange, New York, against cer

tain provisions of the tax and assessment

laws; also a memorial for amendments to

said laws, with accompanying papers; which

were read and referred to the Committee on

the Judiciary.”

“SATURDAY, 10 o'clk,.A.M.–Mar. 18, 1843.

“Mr. Franklin presented the memorial of

the mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the

city of New York, praying for the passage

of an act to authorise the corporation of said

city to purchase lands sold for taxes and as

sessments in certain cases, and for other

purposes; which was read and referred to a

select committee, to consist of the Senators

attending the Senate from the First Senate

District.”—Page —.

REMARK.—This memorial was not signed

by the Mayor of the City of New York, the

Hon. Robert H. Morris. It was signed by

J. R. Taylor, Clerk of the Common Council.

The previous memorials from the Corpo

ration we have seen before the Legislature,

with the signature of the Mayor uniformly

affixed to them.

“Tuesday, 10 o'clº., A.M.–Mar. 21, 1843.

“Mr. Franklin, from the select committee,

consisting of the Senators attending the

Senate from the First Senate District, to

whom was referred the memorial of the com

mon council of the city of New York, rela

tive to authorising them to purchase lands in

certain cases, asked for and obtained leave

to report a bill entitled ‘An act to authorise

the mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the

city of New York to purchase lands sold for
taxes and assessments in certain cases, and

for other purposes;’ which was read the first

time, and committed to a committee of the

whole.

“On motion of Mr. Franklin,

“Ordered, Thatthe usual number of copies

of said bill be printed.”—Page 316.

“Friday, 10 o'clk., A. M.–March 31, 1843.

“Mr. Rhoades presented the remonstrance

of John M. BRadhurst, Chairman of the

New York Citizens’ Committee, against the

passage of any act authorising the corpora

tion of the city of New York to purchase

lands for unpaid assessments and taxes, with

accompanying documents, which were read

and referred to the committee on the judiº

ciary.”—Page 389.

R E M A R K .

Mr. Rhoades moved that the Bill entitled

“An act to authorise the Mayor, Aldermen
and Commonalty of the City of New York

to purchase lands sold for taxes and asses;

ments in certain cases and for other purposes

be recommitted to the Committee on the

Judiciary. -

Mr. Varian remarked that himself and his

colleague, Mr. Franklin, had both been

members of the Common Council, and as

they had composed a part of the Committee

which had reported the Bill, he would be

glad to see it take the course proposed by the

Senator from the Seventh. It was so ordered.

This was our understanding of the proceed

ings which we witnessed at that time in the

Senate, and to which we will more particu

larly refer in the subsequent pages.
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“Tuesday, 10 o'clk., A. M.–April 4, 1843.

“On motion of Mr. Scott,

“Ordered, That the committee of the whole

be discharged from the further consideration

of the bill entitled “An act to authorise the

mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the city

of New York to purchase lands sold for taxes

and assessments in certain cases, and for

other purposes;’ and that the same be re

ferred to a select committee, to consist of the

Senators attending the Senate from the First

Senate District, to report complete.”—Page

407.

NotE. This Bill was not in the Senate at

this time: it was in the hands of the Judiciary

Committee. -

“Wednesday, 10, A. M.–April 5, 1843.

“Mr. Dixon presented the memorial of

Phelps, Dodge & Co., and three hundred

and twelve others, in relation to lands sold

for taxes and assessments in the city of New

York, &c.; which were read and referred to

the committee on the judiciary.”—Pg. 415.

Not E. We hare the Albany Daily Adver

tiser before us, of April 6, 1843, in which

we find the following :-

“IN SENATE,

“WEDNEsday—APRIL 5TH.

“By Mr. Dixon, 30 Memorials from New York, signed by

2,500 Citizens, that the Corporation may be prohibited from

purchasing under sales and assessments; that the Water Com

missioners may be Supervisors; that the President of that

Board may be County Treasurer; that the arrears of taxes be

not assessed ; and that the annual tax may be reduced.”

Note. It will be seen on referring to the

files of the Senate that Mr. Dixon presented

Thirty Remonstrances against the passage

of the Bill authorising the Corporation of

the City of New York to purchase lands for

taxes and assessments, signed by two Thou

SAND Five HUNDRed persons. The Albany

papers of that and the following day, in

their published proceedings of the Senate,

state this particularly, as by a reference to

their files will appear; and the endorsements

on thirty distinct memorials in the Senate

show this also ; and the proceedings of the

Assembly as below. In the resolution passed

by that house, requesting the Senate to send

thirty memorials, signed by 2,500 Citizens,

to the Assembly, which resolution, it will be

seen, the Senate concurred in. The Clerk

of the Senate, therefore, made a mistake in

these important papers.

It will also be seen by the above proceed

ings, that the Bill authorising the Corpora

tion to purchase lands for assessments, was

not, at the time Mr. Scott made the motion

to refer the sameto himself and his colleagues

of the city of New York, before the house,

but was in the hands of the Judiciary Com

mittee; and that committee had not, up to

that time, had any meeting upon the Remon

strance, presented as above by Mr. Rhoades,

on whose motion this Bill was re-committed

to the Judiciary Committee.

Such a proceeding as this, was unparlia

mentary, and not (as we believe) in accord

anee with the rules of the Senate.

“Mr. Franklin, from the select committee,

consisting of the Senators attending the

Senate from the First Senate District, to

whom was referred the bill entitled ‘An act

to authorise the mayor, aldermen and com

inonalty of the city of New York to purchase

lands sold for taxes and assessments in cer

tain cases, and for other purposes,’ to con

sider and report complete, reported the same

without amendment; which was agreed to

by the Senate, and the bill ordered to be en

grossed for a third reading.”—Page 418.

R E M A R K S .

On the presentation of the report by Mr.

Franklin, objections were made to the order

ing of the Bill to a third reading, by Mr.

Hunter, who stated that the New York Citi

zens' Committee had called upon him, and

expressed strong objections to the passage of

this bill ; and that this Committee had been

sent by a public meeting held at the Mer

chants' Exchange in the city of New York.

Mr. Varian said the meeting of the merchants

did not remonstrate against this bill—the

meeting was called in relation to taxes.

Mr. Strong, Chairman of the Judiciary

Committee, to which the Memorial and Re

monstrance of the Meeting held a tthe Mer

chants' Exchange had been referred, handed

to Mr. Hunter the said memorial, and Mr.

II unter sent the same to the Clerk's desk,

and requested that the following portion of

it be read, as follows:

“The Remonstrants suggest that the ap

plication of Common Council for a law to

authorise the Corporation to become pur

chasers at Assessment and Tax sales ought

not to be granted ; that it is bad as a prin

ciple, and will be worse in practise. That

the Corporation have not the means of pay

ing for such purchases except by taxing the

Citizens for the amount of the purchase

money; that the Corporation should not be

allowed to hold any real estate not required

for public use; that it will be a wrong done

to the Owners of such lands, will lead to

expensive litigation for which the Citizens

must be again taxed, and thus indirectly

sanction Assessment Abuses—of an aggra

wated character—and give to Contractors, at

exorbitant and improper prices, the public

money, and to public Officers fees and

charges for services never rendered.

“Preserved Fish, Chairman ;

Assistant Chairmen,

Abraham Van Nest, John Haggerty,

Peter Schemerhorn, A. G. Thompson,

Peter Cooper, George Griswold,

Peter Embury, Jonathan Goodhue,

Peter Lºrillard, jun., Charles II. Russell,

Wm. B. Crosby, Peter I. Nevius.

“Wm. Billings Meach, Secretary.”

Note. While this sheet was passing

through the press we addressed the following

letter to the Clerk of the Senate.

To the Clerk of the Senate.

DEAR SIR : The Citizens’ Committee, of

which I am a member, are reprinting so

much of the Journals of the Senate and As.

sembly as relates to the compulsory inspec

tion laws, to the taxes, and also to the assess.

ments of the city of New York, which were

before the Legislature at the last session.

In the Journal of Senate, of April 5,

1843, 10 o'clock, A. M., is the following:

“MR. Dixon presented the memorial of

Phelps, Dodge & Co., and 312 others, in

| relation to lands sold for taxes and assess

ments in the city of New York, &c., which

were read and referred to the Committee on

the Judiciary.”

Mr. Dixon, on that day, as you will per

ceive by the files of the Albany papers, of

the proceedings of the Senate, presented

3& Remonstrances and Memorials of 2,500

persons, against the passage of the bill re

ported by Mr. Franklin a few minutes after.

See page 415, Senate Journal.

You will see, by referring to your files, the

39 Memorials with such distinct endorse

ments on each memorial.

You will also perceive, by a resolution of

the Assembly, that these same 30 remon

strances were directed to be sent to that

House.—See Senate Journal of April 14th,

1843, page 508.

We were at a loss how to rectify this great

error, in this important matter, and thought

best to write to you, and ask advice.

Very respectfully,

EBEN MERLAM.

New York, October 11, 1843.

On the 17th of October we received the

following Reply to the above letter from the

Clerk of the Senate.

“Albany, October 15, 1843.

“DEAR Sir : I cannot now rectify any

error that exists in the Journal of the Senate.

This can only be done by an order from that

body.

“You ask “my advice,” though upon what

precise point, I cannot clearly apprehend.

If it be, as to the mode of rectifying the er

ror to which you allude, in the reprint of the
Journals which you are making, all I think

you can do is by way of Note to refer to the
omission alleged, and, in corroboration of

your statement, make extracts from the Re

ports of the legislative proceedings contained

in the Albany papers of that day.

Very respectfully, yours,

IsAAc R. Elwood.

Eben Meriam Esq., N. York City.”

Note. At the time this Bill to authorise

the Corporation of the City of New York to

purchase lands at their own sales for odious

and oppressive assessments imposed by their

own officers was reported, a warm discus

sion took place. This we shall notice in futi,

in subsequent pages.

SENATE JOURNAL.

“On motion of Mr. Strong,

“Ordered, That the committee on the judi

ciary be discharged from the further consid

eration of the petitions in relation to the sale

of land for taxes and assessments in the city

of New York, and that the same be laid on

the table.”

---a
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“SATURDAY, 10 o'clk, A. M.–April 8, 1843.

“The engrossed bill, entitled ‘An act to

authorise the mayor, aldermen and common

alty of the city of New York to purchase

lands sold for taxes and assessments in cer

tain cases and for other purposes,’ was

read the third time and passed ; two-thirds

of all the members elected to the Senate

voting in favor thereof, as follow, to wit:

“For the affirmative—Messrs. Bartlett,

Chamberlain, Corning, Denniston, Ely,

Faulkner, FRANKLIN, Hard, Hopkins, Hun

ter, Lott, Mitchell, Platt, Porter, Rhoades,

Ruger, Scott, Strong, VARIAN, Warney,

Works, Wright.”

“SATURDAY, 10 o'clº., A. M.–April 8, 1843.

“Ordered, That the Clerk deliver the

several bills to the Assembly, and request

their concurrence in the same.”—Page 456.

ASSEMBLY JOURNAL.

“SATURDAY-April 8, 1843.

“The Senate sent for concurrence the bill

entitled “An act to authorise the mayor,

aldermen, and commonalty of the city of
New York, to purchase lands sold for taxes

and assessments in certain cases, and for

other purposes;’ which was read the first
time, and by unanimous consent was also

read the second time, and referred to the

committee on the incorporation of cities and

villages.”—Page 820.

“Monday, 10 o'clº., A. M.–April 10, 1843.

“By unanimous consent,

“The memorial of the committee appoint

ed at a public meeting held at the Merchants'

Exchange in the city of New York, remon

strating against the passage of the act au

thorising the mayor, aldermen and common

alty of the city of New York to purchase

lands at assessment sales, together with the

proceedings of said meeting, was read and

referred to the committee on the incorpora

tion of cities and villages.”

NotE. Several memorials in relation to odious and ruinous

assessments had been presented in the Assembly, which will be

noticed hereafter.

Page 880.

“Thursday–April 13, 1843.

“Mr. Redington,from the committee on the

incorporation of cities and villages, to which

was referred the engrossed bill from the

Senate, entitled ‘An act to authorise the

mayor, aldermen and common council of

the city of New York to purchase lands sold

for taxes and assessments in certain cases

and for certain purposes,” reported that the

committee had examined the said bill, and

saw no reason why the same should not be

passed into a law.”

Note. Here is an error.

“Ordered, That said bill be referred to

a select committee, consisting of Messrs.

Jones, White and Haight, to report complete.

Page 894.

“Mr. Jones, from the select committee, to

which was referred the engrossed bill from

the Senate, entitled ‘An act to authorise the

mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the

city of New York to purchase lands sold for
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taxes and assessments in certain cases and

for certain purposes,' reported that the com

mittee had gone through with the said bill,

and agreed to the same without amendment;

which report was agreed to by the House,

and the bill ordered to have its third reading.”

Note. Here is an error.

Page 904.

“FRIDAY-April 14, 1843.

“On motion of Mr. Haight, and by unani

mous consent,

“Resolved, That the Honorable the Senate

be requested to send to this House the re

monstrance of JoNATHAN Thompson and

others ; of ANDREw Foster & Sons, and

others; and thirty oth ER REMONSTRANCEs

of 2500 citizens of the city of New York

against the passage of the act authorising the

Corporation to purchase lands for Assess

ments; and also the Remonstrance of the

Meeting held at the Merchants' Exchange in

the city of New York, upon the same subject,

which have been received in the Senate, and

referred to the judiciary eommittee, and which

are not yet reported upon.

“Ordered, That the Clerk deliver the said

resolution to the Senate.”

SENATE JOURNAL.

Page 508.

“FRIDAY, 10 o'clock, A. M.–April 14, 1843.

“A copy of a Resolution was received from

the Assembly, AND READ, in the words fol

lowing, to wit:

“Resolved, That the Hon. the Senate be

requested to send to this House the Remon

strance of JonATHAN THoMPson and others,

ANDREw Foster & SoNs, and others, and

THIRTY other ReMonstrºANCEs of Two

ThousAND five HUNDRed Citizens of the

City of New York, against the passage of the

act authorising the Corporation to purchase

lands for Assessment; and also the Remon

strance of the Meeting held at the Merchants'

Erchange in the city of New York, upon the

same subject, which have been received in the

Senate, and referred to the judiciary commit

tee, and which are not yet acted upon.

“Thereupon,

“Resolved, That the SENATE do concu Rin

said resolution. -

“Ordered, That the Clerk deliver a Copy

of said resolution and said papers to the

Assembly.”
-

ASSEMBLY JOURNAL..

Page 905.

“A message from the Senate was read,

informing that they have agreed to the reso

lution of this House, requesting the trans

mission of certain remonstrances to this

House, and have transmitted the same ac

cordingly.”

Page 1016.

“Tuesday–April 18, 1843.

“The engrossed bill from the Senate, enti

tled ‘An act to authorise the mayor, alder

men and commonalty of the city of New

York to purchase lands sold for taxes and

assessments in certain cases and for other

purposes,” was read the third time.

“Mr. Speaker put the question whether the

House, would agree to the final passage

thereof, and less than two thirds of all the

members elected to the House voting upon

the said question, the same was laid upon

the table.—(Ayes 77, nays 8.)

“Those who voted in the affirmative are,

“Messrs. Allen, E. G. Baldwin, Bentley,

Booth, Bostwick, Bowdish, Brooks, Burle

son, Bushnell, Cadwell, Cornell, Daly, De

marest, Dickinson, Farrett, Findlay, Fitz

hugh, Flint, French, Glasier, Griffin, Griggs,

J. T. Hall, Hathaway, Hawley, Hibbard,

Hoes, Holmes, Hubbell, Hulburd, Hutchin

son, Jones, Ketchum, Lamson, Lee, Leland,

McMurray, Mason, Medbury, Miller,

Monroe, Morrison, Murray, Nicoll, Niles,

Palmer, Paulding, Pentz, Poucher, Rich

ards, Sanford, Sheffield, L. Sherwood, T.

Sherwood, Shumway, Slingerland, J. B.

Smith, Soper, Sours, Speaker, Spink, Stim

son, Stratton, Teats, Thompson, Tower,

Udall, Van Duzen, Van Schaack, Wary,

Walton, S. Warren, White, Wright, Youngs,

Zoller.

“Those who voted in the negative are,

“Messrs. BABcock, DEw Ey, FULLER, KEN

yon, McGRAw, SPENCER, E. STRoNg, A.

STRoNG.

Page 1022.

“The House then (3 o'clock p. m.) pro

ceeded to the further consideration of the

question on the final passage of the engrossed

bill from the Senate, entitled ‘An act to au

thorise the mayor, aldermen and commonalty

of the city of New York to purchase lands

sold for taxes and assessments in certain

cases and for other purposes,’ heretofore read

the third time and laid on the table.

Mr. Speaker put the question whether the

House would agree to the final passage of

the said bill, and it was determined in the

affirmative—two thirds of all the members

elected to this House voting in favor thereof,

as follows, to wit: ayes 91, nays 3.

Those who voted in the affirmative are,

Messrs. Allen, Austin, E. Baldwin, E. G.

Baldwin, O. Benedict, T. Benedict, Bentley,

Bigelow, Booth, Bostwick, Bowdish, Brooks,

A. Brown, M. Brown, Buck, Burleson,

Bushnell, Cadwell, Church, Daly, Demarest,

Dickinson, Douglass, Elseffer, Emerson,

Erwin, Fassett, Findlay, Fitzhugh, Flagler,

Flint, French, Glasier, J. T. Hall, W. Hall,

Hathaway, Hibbard, Hoes, Holmes, Hub

bell, Hutchinson, Jackson, Jones, Kenyon,

Ketchum, Lee, Leland, Lyon, McCarthy,

McMurray, Mason, Medbury, Hiller, Mor

rison, Murray, Nicoll, Niles, Osterhout,

Palmer, Paulding, Pentz, Poucher, Rich

ards, Russell, Sanford, Sheffield, L. Sher

wood, T. Sherwood, Slingerland, Smiley, J.

B. Smith, Soper, Speaker, Spink, Stimsoil,

Stratton, A. Strong, Sweeney, Teats, Thomp

son, Tower, Udall, Wandenburgh, Wait,

Walton, S. Warren, West, White, Wright,

Youngs, Zoller.

“Those who voted in the negative are
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“Messrs. Hawley, McGraw, McNeal.”

Note. The gentlemen who voted against

the passage of this bill are the

HoN. George R. BABcock, Buffalo.

“ JedediAH Dewey, JUN., Manchester

Centre, Ontario County.

“ JERome FULLER, Brockport, Monroe

County.

“ HARVEY McGRAw, Cortlandville, Cort

land County.

“ DANIEL D. SPENCER, Fowlerville, Co.

“ ENoch STRoNG, Perinton, Monroe

County.

The names of the members absent, are

the Hon. Messrs. J. C. Brown, H. Cole, Wm.

Conselyea, jun., Edward Cornel, Joseph

Graves, H. Hunt, Robert Haight, S. Larned,

Milton McNeal, John W. Martin, J. W.

Porter, George Redington, E. A. Rice, A.

Ritchmeyer, S. Russell, Robert Smith, E.

Suydam, D. Wales, E. F. Warren, N. K.

Wheeler, R. A. Williams.

Page 1024.

“Ordered, That the Clerk deliver the said

bill to the Senate, and inform them that this

House has passed the same severally without

amendment.”

NoTE. The Senate were at this time in

Executive session in reference to the Recorder

ship of Troy, and continued in executive ses

sion from 3 to 4 o'clock, P. M. See Journal

of Ec. Session and Albany Journals of that

and several succeeding days.

SENATE JOURNAL.

Page 592.

“A message was received from the Assem

bly, informing that they had passed the hill

with the following title, to wit: ‘An act to

authorise the mayor, aldermen and common

alty of the city of New York to purchase

lands sold for taxes and assessments in cer

tain cases and for other purposes,’ without

amendment.

“Ordered, That the Clerk deliver the said

bill to the Governor.

Page 575.

“Tuesday, 10 o'clk., A.M.–April 18, 1843.

“Mr. Bockee offered the following reso

lution :

“Resolved (if the Assembly concur), That

the time of the adjournment of the Legisla

ture be extended to four o'clock, P. M.

“Mr. President put the question on agree

ing to said resolution, and it was decided in

the affirmative.

“The yeas and nays having been moved

and seconded, were as follows:

“For THE AffirmAtive—Messrs. Bart

lett, Bockee, Chamberlain, Corning, Dixon,

Ely, Faulkner, Foster, Frankhin, Porter,

Putnam, Rhoades, Root, Scovil, Sherwood,

Works, Wright.

“IN THE NEGATIVE-Messrs. Denniston,

Deyo, Dickinson, Hard, Hopkins, Lott,

Mitchell, Platt, Ruger, Strong, Varian,

Warney.

“Ordered, That the Clerk deliver a copy

of said resolution to the Assembly.”

ASSEMBLY JOURNAL.

Page 1011.

“Tuesday, 10 o'clk., A.M.–April 18, 1843.

“The Senate sent for concurrence a reso

lution in the words following, to wit:

“Resolved (if the Assembly concur), That

the time of the adjournment of the Legisla

ture is extended to four o'cleck, P. M.

“Mr. Speaker put the question whether
the House would concur in the above reso

lution, and it was determined in the affirma

tive.

“Ordered, That the Clerk return the said

resolution to the Senate, and inform them

that this House has concurred therein.”

SENATE JOURNAL.

“Tuesday, 10 o'clº., A. M.–April 18, 1843.
Page 584.

“A copy of a resolution was received

from the Assembly, informing that they had

concurred in the resolution of the Senate,

extending the time for adjournment until 4

o'clock, P. M.”

Copy of a Document filed in the Office of

the Secretary of State, and certified by that

officer, under his Seal of office, in reference

to the Confiscation Act.

“SECRETARYOF STATE'S OFFICE,

“TUEsDAY, APRIL 18th, 1843.

“Half-past 4 o'clock, P. M. }
“The undersigned—a member of a Com

mittee appointed by a public meeting held at

the Merchants' Exchange in the City of

New York, on the 6th day of March, 1843,

to proceed to Albany to deliver to the Presi

dent of the Senate a remonstrance of said

meeting against the provisions set forth or

referred to in certain bills applied for by the

corporation of the City of New York, or

some of their officers, to the Legislature

of this State, to be passed into laws; and

also to appear before the Committee of either

branch of the Legislature, and oppose the

passage of said bills in their then shape—

Remonstrates against the approval by the

Governor of this State of the act entitled

• An Act to authorise the Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonalty of the City of New York

to purchase lands sold for taxes and assess

ments in certain cases and for other pur

poses,” on the ground and for the reason that

both branches of the Legislature of this

State, which had passed the said bills, did

not give the same to His Excellency the

Governor for his approval until past the hour

which they, the said two houses, had fixed

on, by a concurrent resolution, for adjourn

ment; and that the said bill was not signed,

as approved by His Excellency the Governor,

until past four o'clock of this day in the af |

ternoon; and that the bill was signed by His

Excellency the Governor after the said bill

became null and void, under the provisions

of the twelfth section of the 1st Article of

the Constitution of this State : the said bill

having been signed by the Governor, in the

presence of the Hon. Mr. Babcock, a mem

ber of the House of Assembly of this State,

who was with another Honorable Member

of the Assembly in attendance upon His

Excellency as a Committee from the said

House, and also against its being certified.

“EBEN MERIAM, of the Committee,

and for himself individually.

“Hon. SAMUEL YouNg,

To the Secretary of State.

“Filed April 18, 1843, at ten min

utes before 5 o'clock, P. M.

“Arch’d Campbell, Dep. Sec. of State. .

“STATE of New York,

Secretary's Office. }

“I have compared the preceding with an

original instrument in writing, on file in this

office, and do certify that the same is a cor

rect Transcript therefrom, and of the whole

of said Original.

“In Testimony whereof I have

hereunto affixed the Seal of this

office, at the City of Albany, the

(SEAL) twentieth day .# October #. the

year of Our Lord, One thousand

eight hundred and forty-three.

S. YOUNG, SEc'RY of STATE.”

Note. No disrespect is intended toward

His Excellency the Governor in this paper.

Had he known the demerits of the Bill, he

certainly would not (in our opinion) have

given his assent to it.

Note. Mr. Meriam was (at the time the

above Document was filed) the only represen

tative of the Citizens’ Committee at Albany.

The Chairman and other members having

left, he remained in full charge of the busi

ness of their mission.
-

SENATE JOURNAL.

Page 593.

A message was ºceived from the Gov.

ernor, informing that he had this day ap

proved and signed the bill entitled “An act

to authorise the rayor, aldermen and com

monalty of the city of New York to purchase

lands sold for taxes and assessments in cer

tain cases and for other purposes.”

Preamsble and Resolutions for paying contrae

tors and applying to the Leislature for act se

buy under sales for assessments.

Whereas, there are large announts due

several persons, contractors for building
sewers, regulating streets and avenues, and

paving and setting curb and gutters, and also

for filling low and sunken grounds, as set

forth in the original schedule, prepared by the

street commissioner, and which improvements

were made, and work done in pursuance of

the several respective ordinances of the com

mon council, and which were to be paid for

by assessments on the property benefited,and

as soon as the amounts of said assessments

were collected.

AND whereas, the assessments levied in

pursuance of said ordinances have been for

some time confirmed, but collection of the

same only in part made, and most of them

returned as unpaid and uncollected, and the

property liable thereto, and on which, the

same were a lien, agreeable to the laws of the

state, advertised, and offered for sale by the

street commissioner, at the recent sale of

property for assessments; but the amount

due on said assessments could not be real
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ized, by reason of their being no bids at such

sales for said property, THE AMOUNT

OF SAID ASSESSMENTS BEING

MORE THAN THE PRESENT

MARKET VALUE OF SAID PROP.

ERTY SO LIABLE, in consequence

whereof the said contractors are still unpaid;

the common council, in order to relieve them,

and anticipating the collection of said assess

- ment, and which may hereafter be made, and

trusting that they may be authorised by the

Legislature, to raise by tax the amount which

they may so advance, and to secure them

selves and city treasury, from any loss, by

being authorised to purchase in at any sale,

such property, for which there may be no

bids; do adopt the following resolutions:

1. Resolved, That the counsel prepare a

law, under the direction of the law commit

tee, to be applied for, to the Legislature, au

thorising the corporation to become pur

chasers of property which may hereafter be

offered for sale, for payment of assessments

agreeably to law; to refund them for any

advances which may have been made them,

to contractors or others, for the improvement

for which such assessments were imposed.

Such law to contain all needful provisions to

secure the rights of parties interested there

in, and that such property be held as a trust

fund to repay such advances.

2. Resolved, That the comptroller be au

thorised to pay the several contractors the

amounts respectively due them, for the sev

eral improvements made in pursuance of the

ordinances of the common council, in all

cases where the property assessed therefor,

was benefited by such improvement, has been

offered for sale, and could not be sold by rea

son for the want of any bid, at the recent

sale of property for assessments, or in cases

in which the sale of such property has been

enjoined by the Court of Chancery, such

payment to be made on the first day of Oc

tober next.

3. Resolved, That the comptroller include

the estimated amount required for the above

payment, in the amount of the next annual

tax bill, to be applied for to the next Legis

lature.

4. Resolved, That the counsel to the

corporation, under the direction of the law

committee,take measures to obtain

a revision of assessments, men

tioned in the annexed schedule as may be

judged expedient, and agreeable to law.

Passed Board of Aldermen, February 22; Assistants, Feb. 25;

approved by the Acting Mayor, February 25, 1841.

Copy of a Letter addressed to Lieut. Gov

ernor DickINson, President of the Senate,

and by him presented to that body on the

I [th of March, 1843, and now on ſile in

the Archives of the Senate, accompanied by

the Memorial of Meeting held at the Mer

chants' Ecchange, together with the semi

Veto Message of His Honor MayorMoRRis.

“New York, MARch 9th, 1843.

“Hon. D. S. Dickinson, Lt. GoverNor of

the State of New York, and PResident

or THE SENATE ; or the

“Hon. GEorge R. DAvis, SPEAKER of the

House of Assembly.

“Dear Sir: At a Public Meeting (con

vened by public notice) held at the Mer

chants' Exchange on Monday, March 6th,

1843—to take into consideration the objec

tionable features of the Assessment and Tax

Bills recently agreed upon by several mem

bers of the board of aldermen and assistant

aldermen of the city of New York, and dis

sented to by his Honor the Mayor of the

said city as set forth in his Message herewith

sent—a Resolution was passed that this

meeting remonstrate against the objection

able provisions of the Tax and Assessment

Bills; and that a Memorial, asking for

amendments, and further and other provi

sions of Law, in the premises, be coupled

therewith. Whereupon, a Remonstrance

and Memorial was submitted to the meeting,

read and approved ; and it was thereupon

further resolved, that a Copy thereof be sent

to His Excellency the Governor, the Hon.

the President of the Senate, the Hon. the

Speaker of the Assembly, and the Hon. the

members of the Senate and Assembly from

the city of New York; and that a Commit

tee proceed to Albany and present the Re

monstrance and Memorial to the Hon. the

President of the Senate, or to the Hon. the

Speaker of the Assembly, and request the

presiding officer to whom the same is deliv

ered to present the Remonstrance, Memorial

and accompanying Documents to the Legis

lature, and ask for the reading of the Remon

strance and Memorial, and the Message of

the Mayor, and move that all be referred to

the Committee to whom the New York Tax

and Assessment Bills have been referred ;

and that the Committee, delegated by this

Meeting, ask to be heard before the Hon. the

Committee to whom these matters shall be

referred. It was further resolved that the

President and Vice Presidents appoint such

Committee, and that the committee have

power to add to their numbers.

“At a subsequent meeting of the Presi

dent and Vice Presidents, the following

named persons were appointed such Com

mittee, viz., John M. BRADHURst, EBEN

MERIAM, BURTIs SkiDMoRE, H. W. FIELD,

PETER Cooper, ABRAHAM G. Thompson,

PETER EMBURy, GeoRGE GR1swold, WIL

LIAM GALE, W. B. MEECH.

“At a meeting of the said Committee, the

following named persons were added on the

* * day of March ensuing, viz.: * * *

“It was also further ordered by said com

mittee that the Secretary of the meeting, one

of the Committee of Delegates, proceed

forthwith to Albany and present this Com

munication, and the Remonstrance, Memo

rials and Documents, to the Hon. the Presi

dent of the Senate, in case the Bills in ques

tion are still pending in that body; but if the

bills have already passed the Senate, then

to the Hon. Speaker of the House of Assem

bly, who is herein by the Committee here

assembled, and by one of their number, in

person at Albany, most respectfully requested

to present the same to that Branch of the

Legislature over which he presides, and ask

for the reading of this, of the said Remon

strance and Memorial.

“This Committee not being in readiness

to leave the city to-day for Albany, take

this course to put the Legislature in posses

sion of the paprs, and thereby prevent

delay.

“The Members of this Committee, who

are to proceed to Albany, will follow with as

little delay as possible.

J. M. BRADHURST,

PETER FMBURY,

A. G. Thompson,

PETER Cooper,

BURTIs SKIDMoRE,

EBEN MERLAM,

W.M. BILLING's MEECH.”

COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE,

JULY 14, 1843. }
To the Honorable the Board of Supervisors

of the City of New York.

Gentlemen,_This being the day assigned

by law for the annual inquiry into the amount

of tax to be imposed on the taxable property

of this city and county, I send your honor

able body all the facts I have been able to

collect to assist you in this matter.

Upon examination of these facts, you will

perceive that the amount to be imposed by

you for the current year must, under any

circumstances, be larger than that imposed

last year, and this, too, under laws that re

strict you to the imposition of a tax for the

ordinary purposes of city government, ob

viously far below that of former years on the

same account, and which will be largely de

ficient in capacity to meet the actual expen

diture which will be incurred in this respect

under existing laws and appropriations.

Over this deficiency you have no control

except as a branch of the Common Counciº,

who, informed of the difficulty and the

remedy, shall feel it your duty to originate

ordinances in the Board of Aldermen,

calculated while yet the year is but half

spent, to reduce the Corporation expendi

tures to the limited income you are at this

meeting to provide.

You will perceive, gentlemen, that not

withstanding you are called upon by the

State laws, to impose a lower tax for the or

dinary expenditures of the city government

than heretofore, yet the aggregate tax levied

for the past year is $2,177,000.* As I have

before stated, but which cannot lose any of

its emphasis by being repeated, this large

imposition of tax is not sufficient to cover

the ordinary expenditures of the city, as now

incurred and incurring under existing cus

toms and ordinances ; and unless the cor

recting hand of promised Reform be at once

applied by the Common Council in retrench

ing some expenditures and postponing oth

ers, there seems to be no alternative but a

stoppage of supplies at the close of the year,

or the accumulation of a floating debt in the

shape of unpaid bills, as the Common Coun

cil have not the power to borrow a larger a

mount in anticipation of its revenues than

the tax which the Board of Supervisors levy.

It will undoubtedly surprise your honor

:
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able body, that under these circumstances

the aggregate lot is to be higher. It arises

from the state of the school and water taxes.

Last year the aggregate of these two taxes

was about $574,000. This year they may

amount to nearly $790,000, being an in

crease of nearly $260,000. The Board of

Supervisors could well inquire whether it is

not in their power, under the existing laws,

to compel the trustees of common schools,

in their respective wards, to the alternative

of leasing school houses for the present, in

stead of buying them.

My predecessor estimated the expenditure

of the present year, for the purchase of sites,

&c. for school houses, at $200,000—the es

timate in the papers herewith submitted is

but $70,000—all of which must be raised by

tax, unless the board has power to arrest the

expenditure by requiring all parties to hire

school houses for the present, which, if in

their power, will reduce the tax to a very

small item, and accomplish all the beneficial

objects intended by the school laws.

The water tax of last year was $477,615,

sufficient to meet a little more than two

quarters' interest. This year it must be large

enough to meet the four quarters' interest,

and I have estimated it at $570,000. I have

enumerated the different laws affecting the

taxes you are to impose, and shall commu

nicate any additional particulars when the

committee to whom this communication will

be referred may desire.

Respectfully communicated,

ALFRED A. SMITH, Comptrol.

ESTIMATE OF TAXES FOR 1843.

Water tax - - - - - - $570,000

Floating debt tax - - - - 50,000

Watch tax - - - - - 212,000

Lamp tax - - - - - - - 110,000

Contingent tax - - - - 6SS,000

State tax - - - - - - - 230,000

School tax - - - - - - 220,000

Delinquencies on tax of 1842 57,000

Discount on tax Levyi 16,000

Collector's fees º,** A 29,000
Assessors' fees, &c. tax 15,000

Total - - - - - $2,177,000

BOARD OF SUPERWISORS.

Septem. 27th, 1843.

The following communication, was re

ceived from the Comptroller, viz.:

COMPTRoller's office,

SEPT. 27th, A. D., 1843. }

To the Hon. the Board of Supervisors:

Gentlemen—I respectfully submit the new

assessment-rolls for confirmation. I have

been unable to do so at an earlier period by

the delay of several of the Assess or s.

The aggregate amount of the taxable

property enrolled is $227,997,090 58-100ths,

being a decrease of $9,809,810 42-100ths

below the enrollment of the previous year.

The aggregate amount enrolled in the

Lamp District, is - - $220,604,442 58-100

Watch District - - - - 220,723,797 5S-100

Water District - - - - 217,940,097 58-100

You will be pleased to ascertain that the

present tax to be levied need not be so high

-

as was anticipated, nor so large even as that

imposed last year. So great is the proposed

reduction that the increased tax for water

interest, and for the exemption of the 12th

and part of the 16th Wards from the water

tax, will not be practically felt in other parts

of the city.

The hesitation of the Common Council at

expensive projects, and its efforts for curtailing

others of less notice, have had a marked ef.

fect in producing this desirable state ofthings.

The improved laws relative to the collection

of certain revenues belonging to the Com

mon Council, long in AIBEYANCE,

have worked exceedingly well, producing

results the most gratifying, and far beyond

the most sanguine anticipations; I allude to

the laws permitting the Corporation to indem

nify themselves for awards advanced upon

unpaid assessments, imposed by the Supreme

Court. It is now four years since the

Common Council first endeavored to procure

the passage of this act. The vigorous and

misapprehending opposition it met at every

stage of its progress, delayed its passage

until the close of the last session of the

Legislature. For the few months it has been

in operation, it has contributed a large acces

sion to the city treasury, thereby enabling

the government to dispense with an equal

amount of tax.

Owing to the caution in expenditures and

the improvement in the revenues above al

luded to, the aggregate tax need not be more

than $1,800,000, being $230,000 lower than

that of the previous year, and about eighty

one cents to each one hundred of the assessed

valuation. The credits which the several

Wards are entitled to receive, will, in fifteen

of the Wards, slightly reduce this rate; in

the Fifteenth Ward they will largely reduce

it, and in the Twelfth Ward almost anni

hilate it.

Respectfully communicated.

ALFRED A. SMITH,

Comptroller.

Which was directed to be published,

printed as a document, and ordered on file.

SAML. J. WILLIS, Clerk.

On page 8 of the Report of Alfred A. Smith Esq., City Comp

troller, for 1840, under head of “Liabilities of the City Gov

ernment,” is the following :-

“Assessments Bonds, $400,000.00.”

On page 83 of the report of the same of.

ficer, for 1841, the amount of these bonds,

outstanding, is stated at “$270,000.”

On page 26, of the same report, the

Comptroller states thus—

“The assessment bonds of the Corpora

tion, to the amount of $270,000, have been

issued in anticipation of the assessment sales

to take place in March next, to meet the

payment of awards to individuals for dam

ages sustained in opening and widening

streets, imposed by the Supreme Court.

They were negotiated at par, bearing six and

seven per cent. interest, to be met and paid

whenever and as often as the liens held by the

Corporation for their redemption are realized.

Seventy-thousand dollars of the issue of

1841, with the issue of the previous year,

have been paid. The amount of these bonds

outstanding January 1st, 1842, was $200,-

000.00. A specific amount of the liens is

given in the appendix. The Bonds were

issued under the authority of the amended

Charter, empowering the Corporation to

borrow money in anticipation of its revenue;

and the State act, cited in the ordinance on

the subject, passed August 1, 1840. It is

believed that this is the last issue of Assess

ment bonds the Corporation will be required

to make.”

In a Communication of the City Comp

troller, Alfred A. Smith Esq., for the present

year, dated May 29th, 1843, to which he

appends a schedule of the City Debt, he

states that the Assessment Bonds outstanding

on the 20th of May, 1843, amounted to

$200,000.00; and subsequently he states

that the means of redemption of these bonds

are “arrears of assessments.”

In the Communication of the City Comp

troller of the 27th September, addressed to

the Board of Supervisors, quoted above, he

uses this language :

“The improved laws relative to the col

lection of certain revenues belonging to the

Common Council, long in abeyance, have

worked exceedingly well, producing results

the most gratifying, and far beyond the most

sanguine anticipations; I allude to the laws

permitting the Corporation to indemnify

themselves for awards advanced upon unpaid

assessments, imposed by the Supreme Court.

It is now four years since the Common

Council first endeavored to procure the pas

sage of this act. The vigorous and misap

prehending opposition it met at every stage

of its progress, delayed its passage until the

close of the last session of the Legislature.

For the few months it has been in operation,

it has contributed a large accession to the

City Treasury, thereby enabling the Govern

ment to dispense with an equal amount of tar.”

How much 2 Answer, 0 00 0 !

Gentle Reader, compare the foregoing Statements of the

City Comptroller together, and then compare his Schedule of

Tax Items of July 14th, 1843, with the following Resolutions.

“BOARD OF SUPERWISORS,

“SEPTEMBER 27, 1843.

“The following Resolutions were called up,

the blanks filled, and the same were then

laid on the table and directed to be print

ed for the use of the members.

“SAMUEL J. Willis, Clerk.

“ 1st. Resolved, That there shall be

raised by tax on the real estate situated

within the City of New York, and on such

persons as are or may be liable to taxation

on personal property therein, and to be col

lected according to law, the sum of five hun

dred and forty-four thousand eight hundred

and forty-four dollars and ninety-one cents,

to be applied towards defraying the contin

gent expenses properly chargeable to the said

City and County of New York, towards pay

ing such expenses as the Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonalty of the City of New York

_-
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may in any manner sustain or be put to by

law, and for defraying the whole of the ex

penses for assessing and collecting the taxes

to be raised as aforesaid, by virtue of, and in

conformity with, the provisions of the Act of

the Legislature of the State of New York,

entitled “An Act to enable the Supervisors

of the City and County of New York to raise

money by tax," passed April 17, A. D. 1843.

“2d. Resolved, That there be raised by

tax on the real estate situated within the said

city, and on such persons as are or may be

liable to taxation on personal property there

in, and to be collected according to law, the

sum of thirty-five thousand four hundred and

four dollars and seventy-one cents, being the

amount of money last appropriated by this

State to the said City and County of New

York, for the support and encouragement of

common schools in the City of New York;

and also the further sum of one hundred and

thirteen thousand nine hundred and ninety

eight dollars and fifty-four cents, being the

one-twentieth of one per cent. of the value

of the said real and personal property in the

said city liable to be assessed thereon, to be

applied exclusively to the purposes of com

mon schools in said city, pursuant to an Act

of this State to extend to the City and County

of New York the provisions of the general

Act in relation to common schools, passed

April 11th, 1842, and the law to amend the

same, passed April 18th, 1843.

“3d. Resolved, That there be raised by

tax on the estates, real and personal, of the

freeholders and inhabitants of, and situated

within the said city and county, to be col

lected, the sum of seven hundred and eighty

dollars, for the support and education of six

mutes at the New York Institution for the

Instruction of the Deaf and Dumb. The

said tax to be raised and collected by virtue

of, and in pursuance of a law of this State

entitled “An Act extending and supplemen

tary to certain Acts providing for the indigent

deaf and dumb within this State,’ passed

April 15, A. D. 1825; and other Acts ex

tending the same, passed April 30th, A. D.

1836, and May 1st, A. D. 1841.

“4th. Resolved, That there shall be

raised by tax on the estates, real and per

sonal, of the freeholders and inhabitants of

and situated within the said city and county,

to be collected, the sum of two hundred and

eighty dollars, for payment of clothing of

thirteen deaf and dumb persons, viz., Mary

Hurley, Catharine Gilhooley, Frederick

Swaysland, David Jones, Emily Stanton,

Catharine McMourgel, Margaretand Patrick

Harrington, John Fenton Rapp, John Ker

rigan, Jennette Wallace, Jefferson Houston,

and John Acker, and placed in said Institu

tion for the Deaf and Dumb by the Com

missioners of the Alms House ; said tax to

be raised and collected by virtue of, and in

pursuance of the laws of this State of 1838,

Chap. 244; and also the further sum of four

hundred and forty dollars for payment of

clothing of twenty-two blind persons, viz.,
* # # # # # +

placed in the State Institution for the Blind

by the said Commissioners of the Alums

House; said tax to be raised and collected

by virtue of, and in pursuance of the laws of

this State of 1839, Sec. 5 of Chap. 200.

“5th. Resolved, That there be raised by

tax on the said estates, real and personal of

the freeholders and inhabitants of, and situ

ated within said city and county, to be col

lected the sum of fifty thousand dollars, to

be raised and collected and applied under

and by virtue of an act of this State, passed

May 14th, A. D. 1840, in relation to the

O4.0 I'loating 1Debt of said city.

“6th, Resolved, That there shall be

raised by tax on the estates, real and per

sonal of the freeholders and inhabitants of

and situated in the said city and county, to

be collected the sum of two hundred and

twenty-seven thousand nine hundred and

ninety-seven dollars and seven cents, being

one mill on the dollar on the valuation of the

said real and personal estate, in pursuance

of an act of the Legislature entitled, “An

Act to provide for paying the debt and pre

serving the credit of the State,' passed

March 29th, A. D. 1842.

“7th. Resolved, That there be raised by

tax on the estates real and personal of the

freeholders and inhabitants of and situated

within the water district of said city, the sum

of $509,391.16, to pay the interest on the

water stock of the City of New York, in

pursuance of an act entitled “An Act in

relation to the Croton Water Works of the

City of New York,' passed April 18th, A.

D. 1843.

“Sth. Resolved, That there shall be

raised by tax on the estates, real and per

sonal of the freeholders and inhabitants of

and situated within the ‘Watch district' of

the said city, the sum of two hundred and

twelve thousand dollars to be collected to

wards defraying the expenses of watching

and guarding such district, in pursuance of

an act, to enable the Supervisors of the City

and County of New York, to raise money by

tax, passed April 17th, A. D. 1843, and also

the further sum of one hundred and ten

thousand dollars, by a tax on the estates real

and personal of the freeholders and inhabi

tants of and situated within the “Lamp dis

trict' of the said city, to be applied towards

defraying the expenses of lighting said dis

trict last mentioned, pursuant to the said last

mentioned act, passed April 17th, A. D. 1843.

“9th. Resolved, That the amount of the

taxes hereby imposed and directed to be

levied for interest on the Water Stock, for

the support of Common Schools, and for the

State Tax, be carried out on the assessment

books, in a column separate from all other

taxes herein imposed.

“10th. Resolved, That the assessment

rolls annexed, are hereby confirmed, and that

the Comptroller cause the same to be com

pleted.”

R. E. M. A. R. K. S.

We have thus given the proceedings of

the Senate and Assembly upon the Bill au

thorising the Corporation to purchase lands

for assessments.

The Petition, it will be seen, was presented

by Mr. Franklin in the Senate on the 18th

of March ; and on the 21st of March, Mr.

Franklin, as Chairman of the Select Com

mittee, composed of himself, Mr. Varian,

Mr. Scott, and Mr. Lott, reported a bill,

which was read the first time and committed

to a Committee of the Whole, and ordered

to be printed. Mr. Franklin had been a

member of the Common Council of the city

of New York, and so had Mr. Varian, and

at a time when these assessments were, many

of them, consummated. Mr. Franklin, in

1840, signed a memorial to the Legislature,

which is now in the archives of the Senate,

and a copy of which is in the Senate Docu

ment No. 100 of 1842, page 285, in which

these assessments are characterised as un

called for, unnecessary and ruinous, and

asking the Legislature to remedy the evils

complained of, and to suspend the sales for

assessments. Mr. Franklin also presented

the memorials of Martha Amory, James

McBride and R. W. R. Schuyler, on the 6th

of February, 1843, which were, on his own

motion, read and referred to a Committee of

which he was a member, and which he had

not reported upon, although they had been in

his hands more than a month. Here were

three memorials which set forth abuses of an

aggravated character, and copies of which

are to be found in Senate Document of 1842,

No. 100, pages 318 to 324 and in pages 154

to 15S of this volume.

On the second of March, MR. Dixon pre

sented in the Senate,the memorial ofJAMEs G.

KING, EFFINGHAM SchieffELIN, and others,

complaining of assessment abuses of an

aggravated character; which was read and

referred to the Committee of which Mr.

Franklin was Chairman.

On the H hth of March th; Lieut. Governor

of the State, as President of the Senate,

presented in the Senate, the Memorial of a

public meeting held at the Merchants' Ex

change in the City of New York, on the 6th

of March, over which thirteen distinguished

Citizens presided as officers, viz.: Preserved

Fish, Chairman ; Abraham Van Nest, Peter

Schemerhorn, Peter Cooper, Peter Embury,

Abraham G. Thompson, George Griswold,

Jonathan Goodhue, Charles H. Russell, Wm.

B. Crosby, Peter J. Nevius, Peter Lorrillard

jun. and John Haggerty, Assistant Chair

men. All the gentlemen named, were in

their seats upon the platform, except the two

latter, who subsequently signed the proceed

ings which are now in the Archives of the

Senate, and to which we refer. A more

respectable set of Officers of a public meet

ing cannot be found any where, and they are

entlemen about equally divided in numbers

is to politics—men greatly beloved, and of

deservedly very high standing in this com:

munity.

The Officers of this meeting, were by a

resolution of the meeting, authorised to ap

point a Committee to proceed to Albany to

represent the matters contained in their re

monstrance to the Legislature. The officers
were duly convened on the evening of the

day succeeding the day, on which the public

meeting was held. Å Committee of nine
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gentlemen were appointed, seven of whom

convened the next day and addressed a Let

ter to the Lieut. Governor of the State, Hon.

D. S. Dickinson (President of the Senate),

which he presented to the Senate, with the

memorial of the public meeting signed by

the Chairmen and twelve assistant Chair

men and their Secretary, which were read,

and on motion of Senator Strong, referred

to the Judiciary Committee. A Copy of the

letter is herein before set forth.

Numerous Memorials were at various

times presented in the Senate by Mr. Dixon

and Mr. Rhoades, numerously signed by

highly respectable Citizens of Both political

parties, complaining of the imposition of

Fictitious and Ruinous Assessments upon

Private Property for what are miscalled

“public improvements”; and of the loose and

reckless manner in which these proceedings

have been carried on. These memorials

were signed by STEP11EN ALLEN and Philip

HoNE, two Citizens of high standing—men

of great purity of character, and of great

moral worth—both of whom had held the

office of Mayor of the City of New York;

—by Perek A. JAy, former Recorder of the

City of New York—a man beloved by all

who knew him;-by GULIAN C. VERPLANck,

a very distinguished member of the Senate—

distinguished as well for his unyielding firm

ness and independence as for a great and

highly cultivated mind. Mr. Verplanck was a

member of the Committee appointed by the

Senate in 1841 to investigate assessment

abuses in the city of New York, but whose

term of office expired before that Committee

made their report to the Legislature. The

memorial was also signed by near thirty gen

tlemen who had been members of the Com

mon Council, and thousands of other citi

zens of the highest respectability, of both

political parties, including the President of

nearly every Bank and Insurance Company

in the City. This memorial was twice pub

lished in the Journal of Commerce, one of

the most respectable journals of the City of

New York, and printed copies sent to all the

Banks and Insurance Offices in the city.

This memorial was signed by the great

capitalists in the City of New York, and

numerous others—gentlemen who pay im

mense taxes annually. Such an expression

of PUBLic opinioN, by such a multitude

of most worthy Citizens, we have never be

fore witnessed.

The worthy Chairman of the New York

Citizens’ Committee, John M. BRADHurst,

one of the best men in our land—the man

who (when holding the office of Alms House

Commissioner) resigned his office in prefer

ence to being longer an officer under a pro

fligate, reckless, and most prodigal Corpora

tion—on the 31st March presented, through

SENATon RhoAdes, to the Senate a Rennon

strance against the passage of the Act au

thorising the Corporation to purchase lands

for assessments. This Remonstrance was

also signed by all the members of the Citi

zens’ Committee then in attendance at Alba

ny, and was, on motion of Mr. Rhoades,

referred to the Committee on the Judiciary:

he also moved that the Bill which had been

reported by Mr. Franklin be committed to

the Committee on the Judiciary. The Bill

was so committed. This, it will be borne in

mind, was on the 31st of March. On the

following Tuesday, which was the 5th day

of April, Mr. Scott offered a resolution that

the bill “authorising the Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonalty to purchase lands sold for

taxes and assessments, in certain cases, and

for other purposes,” be referred to a Select

Committee to report complete. Such a mo

tion as this, was not in order—the bill not

being before the Senate, but in the hands of

the Committee on the Judiciary. One of

the New York Citizens’ Committee spoke to

Mr. Scott in relation to his resolution, and

told him that the bill was in the hands of the

Committee of the Judiciary, and he replied

that the Legislature would never pass the

bill, and no apprehension need be felt about

it ; and yet, notwithstanding this remark, he

recorded his own vote, on its third reading,

in favor of its passage. We cannot see how

Mr. Scott can reconcile his remark, as above,

with his vote. Mr. Scott has been waited

upon several times, by the Citizens' Commit

tee, and was told that this bill was a very

obnoxious bill, and ought not to be for a

moment entertained. We are still more sur

prised, in contrasting this vote of Senator

Scott with the language in his correspond

ence with a member of the New York Citi

zens' Committee, which is as follows:

“CoNGRFss HALL, ALD ANY,

April 19th, 1843. }
“Hox. JohN B. Sco'ſT :

“Dear Sir—The Secretary of the Mer

chants' Exchange Meeting in New York,

held on the 6th of March uit., brought from

the city of New York, to your address, forty

memorials on the subject of taxes and assess

ments in said city.

“Will you have the goodness to say if

they were received, and what disposition was

made of these papers.

“Respectfully, &c.,

“ EP E.N. M. Eit IAM, of the

Committee of the Merchants' Exchange Meeting.”

“New York, May 23, 1843.

“DEAR SIR-When at Albany, I address

ed you a note, enquiring for the petitions for

warded to you for presentation to tile Legis

lature (40 in number), having been unable

to find any mention of them in the Journals

of the Senate. I am again under the neces

sity of renewing the enquiry. As the Commit

tee, delegated by the public meeting held at

the Merchants' Exchange, are to be convened

to make a report of their proceedings, to be

published to the people, your reply is needed.

“Should I not receive a reply, I shall

address a communication to Mr. Meech, en

closing copies of this communication and of

note addressed to you at Albany, and lay the

whole before the Committee as the best in

formation that I am able to present on the

subject. “E. MERIAM, of the

Citizens' Committee delegated by the Meet

ing at the Merchants' Exchange.

“HoN. John B. Scott.”

“New York, 26th MAY, 1843.

“E. MERIAM, Esq. :

“Sir, I have received yours of the 23d

inst. stating when at Albany you addressed

me a note enquiring for the petitions for

warded to me (40 in number) to be presented

to the Legislature, and that you had been

unable to find any mention of these in the

Journals of the Senate.

“If you forwarded any petitions to me I

did not receive them, otherwise I should have

presented them, as I have always done. I

took a deep interest in the subject of assess

ments, and if in my power to correct the evils

complained of, no legislator would have done

in Ore.

“I admit you addressed to me when you

was at Albany a note making some enquiry

about petitions you said was forwarded to

me. The reason must have been, why I did

not answer it, because I did not think it ne

cessary, as I saw you every day—and if you

had considered it important, why you did not

mention it to me, to say the least of it is very

extraordinary. You was sent to Albany ex

pressly to attend to this matter. I was

pressed as you know with a great load of

public business; notwithstanding I was al

ways accessible and frank in my communi

cations with you, and if you had called on

me at Albany, or since my return, I should

have been happy to give you any information

in my power. I do repeat your two notes

are very extraordinary in as much as I have

not had one word of difference with you. If

your committee instructed you to commu

nicate only in writing, you should have in

formed me on the subject—and I should have

told you such a course was inadmissible par

ticularly at the close of the Session for want

of time. John B. Scott.”

“E. MERLAM, Esq. :

“Dear Sir—I have just received your

note of 30th May enclosing a communication

from Hon. John B. Scott to yourself relative

to the petitions forwarded by the Committee

of which I was a member, and which Mr.

Scott denies having received. I am sur

prised at this, as I have a distinct recollection

of having handed him the petitions or memo

rials on the morning of my arrival at Alba

ny, with a request that he would present the

same to the Legislature that day. The me

morials were, I think, thirty or forty in num

ber, forming quite a large package, and with

them a letter of introduction from yourself

to Mr. Scott. I am positive of this from the

circumstance of my experiencing some dif.

ficulty in finding him.

“The memorials may have been mislaid,

and subsequently forgotten, from his great

press of business; but as to the fact that he

received them, I cannot be mistaken.

“Tuesday Evening, May 30, 1843.

“Respectfully, yours,

“WM. BiLLING's Meech.”.

“New York, 31st MAY, 1843.

“ E. MERIAM, Esq. :

“Dear Sir—Yours of the 29th inst, and

a letter from Mr. Meech of the 30th directed
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to you subsequently enclosed to me. I am

as much surprised at Mr. Meech's letter as

he can possibly be at mine. I do not mean

to say that it is all very possible he handed

to me the Petitions with a request to present

them to the Legislature, but I do declare une

quivocally that I have no recollection of the

fact. That if he handed me a bundle of

papers I could not have heard, or understood

they were petitions. Mr. Meech admits I

was very much engaged at the time, and he

had no opportunity to converse with me. I

do not know Mr. Meech personally and do

not remember seeing him at Albany, or a

gentleman by that name or any letter of in

troduction from you. I think I am sure if

I know myself, if Mr. Mecch had conversed

with me and called my attention to the Peti

tions I could not have failed to notice it. I

have ever held it a sacred duty as a Repre

sentative of the People, to hear them on

every subject, they may wish to bring before

the Legislature.

“You will admit with me, that the great

pressure of public business, Legislative, as

well as Executive, last winter was such that

the continual stream of thousands pouring

in upon me for public office, was some ex

cuse why I could not at all times hear every

body at the time they wished, or treat them

with the ceremony of the drawing room. I

have been in the liabit always of opening

papers and letters on Iny table, and occupied

at a late hour at night in reading them, and

making a memorandum of every thing to be

done the next day. -

it may seem, I never saw these petitions. I

cannot doubt but that this package was taken

from my table or mislaid, because I cannot

doubt that so respectable a gentleman as Mr.

Meech is, having charge of the package, and

having only one object to remember, whereas

I had a great inany every day, that it is nost

probable he is right—that he handed it to

me—what he said, that they were petitions

may also be so. I suppose you know, I am

hard of hearing in one ear and if communi

cation directed to me on my left side in the

ordinary tone, I do not hear distinctly.

“I have written you a much longer letter

than I intended, but am anxious to convince

you that no neglect was intended on my part

—and I have endeavored to account for a

matter which I can no more conjecture than

you can. I have never held but one lan

guage on the subject of assessments that

great abuses have been practised, and that no

one was more willing to reinedy them as far

as my power extended, nothing would have

given greater pleasure than to have present

ed the petitions coming from so large a body

of my fellow citizens.

“Very respectfully, yours,

“John B. Scott.”

“HoN. JoHN B. Scott :

“Dear Sir–In your letter to me of May

31st, 1843, you say in speaking of the Mie

morials forwarded to you by Mr. Meech, you

“cannot doubt but this package was taken

from my table or misſaid.’

“If the package was mislaid, you would

But unaccountable as

probably have met with it ere this, and think

ing it probable that you may have met with

it, I take the liberty of addressing you this

note to make the cuquiry.

“Yours, respectfully,

“E. MERIA M, of the

New York Citizens' Committee.

“Nov. 7th, 1843.”

When the Bill in question was ordered to

a third reading there was much discussion,

which we shall notice under the head of

Compulsory Inspection, in subsequent pages

of this volume. Mr. Varian took the lead

in the discussion, and was told by the presid

ing officer, that Senators must contine their

remarks to the question before the Senate.

Mr. Varian, as appeared by the printed ad

vertisement of sale of lots for assessinents,

which was then in the archives of the Senate,

was pecuniarily interested in the question, as

property in his name is there stated to be as

sessed the large sum of $1,423.00, and this

property, as appears by the record of bids

kept by Mr. Bodle at the Assessment Sale,

was bid off to the Corporation, on the 21st

of June, IS43, for the term of 1000 years,

subject to redemption within two years, on

payment of 7 per cent. per annum interest.

We are not sure, however, that there is not

some mistake about this assessment, as it is

often the case, that persons are assessed large

sums, without notice ; and we were subse

quently informed by Mr. Gale, a gentleman

of high standing, that in conversation with

Mr. Varian in the Street Commissioner's of

fice, in June or July, 1543, Mr. V. stated to

him, that he had been paying an assessment

of a large amount. If Mr. Varian was pecu

niarily interested in this question, he should

not have voted oil the third reading of this

bill, and had he not have done so, the bill

would not have passed, as his vote alone

made up the constitutional number. (See

ante page 264.) Mr. Varian, as a Citizen, is

esteen,ed a good man, as is also Mr. Scott

and Mir. Franklin ; but when they express

opinions on public measures in their respec

tive capacities of Representatives of the

I’eople, these opinious can be publicly re

viewed without the least impugning the

motives of either of these gentlemen. The

best men entertain sometimes erroneous

opinious upon public measures, and although

the men themselves are beloved and respect

ed, yet that unuch cannot be felt for the er

roueous opinion expressed by them. Had

Mr. Varian been aware that lie was assessed

this large sum, it is presumed, his own sense

of delicacy, would have induced him to have

asked the Senate to have excused him from

voting, and that body no doubt would have

excused him. Mr. Franklin, also, is one of

our nost amiable citizens, a man greatly

beloved—had Mr. Franklin consulted his

pillow, before giving his vote, in reference

to that vote, we are confident that his name

would not have been recorded in the affirma

tive. But in the hurry of legislation, with a

score of politicians and Corporation Officers

at his elbow he had little time for that calm

deliberation which, he was taught from in

fancy to adopt as a rule of conduct. In the

Common School question, Mr. Franklin has

been highly, and most deservedly commend

ed. We have listened to his addresses in

the Senate chaniber upon that question, and

have been enraptured by his eloquence, by

the moving appeals that he made to the con:

sciences of Senators, an appeal that caused

the eyes of men whose heads were whitened

by the frost of more than three score winters

to glisten with emotions, which a heaving

bosom had produced. In this question he

has won for himself a fame that will endure

longer than his mortal frame, and a repose

that will be sweeter than all the political con

quests ever achieved could have produced.

On the repeal of the compulsory inspection

law he also maintained the dignity of the

man, and sustained that of the Sºnator.

Mr. Varian is a man venerable in years

he was for some time member of the Com

mon Council, and two years mayor of the

city of New-York, and he was elected to the

Senate by a large vote.

In the last year of his mayorality he was

(after an excited election) brought to a bed

of sickness, which came near terminating

his mortal life. We would not wish to utter

a thought that would pain the feelings of

that venerable man, far from it, but in speak

ing of a public measure and of the part hetook

in that ineasure, public duty requires of us

as much as we have said.

Of Mr. Scott, we have to say that he is

considered a most excellent citizen. He was

a member of the Select Committee of the

Senate appointed to investigate assessment

abuses in the city of New-York. The report

made by that Committee is stated in this vol.

ume. Mr. Scott for many years held the

office of Judge of the Marine Court. He

has been much conversant with public affairs.

On the vote being taken on the School ques

tion, Mr. Scott did not record his vote—he

was absent from his seat—many good per

sons censured Mr. Scott for this absence.-

We were in the Senate chamber at the time

the discussion was pending, and when the

Vote was taken. We did not blame Mr.

Scott then, for his absence, nor do we now,

and we have heard Mr. Franklin, when

speaking of Mr. Scott, as connected with

this particular question, say as much. . .

It is unpleasant, we repeat, in speaking

of these three Senators in connection with

the bill authorising the Mayor, &c., to buy

lands for assessment to withold the apprºba

tion which had they voted and acted differ

ently, we should have been glad to have given

them, but nevertheless, we will not condemn

the men, but merely the act. The opinions

of, some of our best, most worthy citizens,

upon this act, subsequent to its passage was

expressed to the Common Council, and is to

be found in chronological order in these pages

and connected with these remarks, and be

fore its passage, of the measure, the for going

Memorials and Remonstrances are sufficient,

without any addition. The difficulty is that

with our public men, politics have too much

influence, and overpower their judgments.

The Bill in question involved principles, big
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with consequences, which we shall notice in

the sequel.

This Bill after the discussion in the Senate

on ordering it to a third reading was left

wholly to its chance by the Citizens Com

mittee, the declarations of Mr. Franklin, that

the New-York Senators would take upon

themselves the responsibility of the passage

of this bill, was an aunuuciation without

precedent in the annals of Legislation, and

the New York Committee after this left the

Senate Chamber while the bill was passing

in that body.

On the Sth of April this bill came to the

house of Assembly for their concurrence and

was by the Speaker referred to a standing

Committee. Mr. D. R. Floyd Jones of the

Assembly, from the city of New-York, ap

plied to the Chairman of that Committee to

report the bill back again to the house instan

ter, as we are credibly informed—which the

Chairman declined doing. The standing

Committee of which Mr. Redington of St.

Lawrence county was chairman, was con

vened, and the Senate bill, authorising the

Mayor, Aldermen, &c., to purchase lands at

assessment and tax sales, laid before them.

“ AN ACT

“To authorise the Mayor, Aldermen, and

Commonalty of the city of New-York to

purchase lands for taxes and assessments

in certain cases, and for other purposes.

“The People of the State of New-York,

represented in Senate and Assembly do enact

as follows :

“SEction 1. It shall be lawful for the

comptroller of the city of New-York, at any

sale of lands for taxes in the said city, and

for the street commissioner of the said city,

at any sale of lands for assessments in the

said city, held pursuant to law, to bid in, for

the mayor, aldermen, and commonaſty of

the said city, every lot of land and premises

by them put up, for which no person shall

offer to bid ; and certificates of such sale

shall be made by the said comptroller and

the street commissioner, in the several cases

of such sale for taxes or assessments, which

shall describe the lands purchased, and speci

fy the term of years for which the same shall

have been sold, and the time when the said

mayor, aldermen, and commonalty will be

entitled to a lease of such lands and premises.

Such purchases shall be subject to the same

right of redemption as purchases by indi

viduals ; and if the lands sold shall not be

redeemed, or shall not have been assigned as

hereinafter provided, the said comptroller, in

sales for taxes, and the said street cominis

sioner in sales for assessments, shall execute

a lease therefor by virtue of the authority in

them vested by this act, to the said mayor,

aldermen, and commonalty, in the same form

and with the same effect as in the cases of

leases to individuals, as now authorized by

law.

“$ 2. It shall be the duty of the said

comptroller, in all cases of purchases of

land by the said mayor, aldermen, and com

monalty for taxes, and of the said street

commissioner, in all cases of purchases of

land by the said mayor, aldermen, and com

monaſty for assessments, to assign any and

all such purchases to any person who shall,

at any time within one year from the time

when such purchases were made, offer to take

the same, upon their paying to the said comp

troller and street commissioner respectively,

for the use of the said mayor, aldermen, and

commonaſty, the purchase money, with seven

per cºnt interest thereon.

“$ 3. The person receiving the assignments

mentioned in the next preceding section,

shall be entitled, upon the redemption of the

property to receive the amount paid by them

to the said mayor, aldermen, and common

alty, with interest from the time of such pay

ment, at the same rate and in the same man

wer as iſ they had purchased the property at

a sale for tares or assessments.

“$ 4. In all cases of lands and premises

purchased by the mayor, alderinen, and com

monalty for taxes or assessments, in which

the same shall not have been assigned, as pro

vided in the second section of this act, any

person may redeem the same previous to the

time when the mayor, alolermen, and com

monalty, shall be entitled to a lease of such

lands and premises, by paying, in the man

ner provided by law, for the use of the said

mayor, aldermen and commonalty, the pur

chase money, with seven per cent thereon,

together with any expense which shall have

accrued since the sale.

“$ 5. In all cases where mortgagees of

real estate sold for taxes and assessments in

the city of New-York, their personal repre

sentatives, or owners, lessees, or persons

otherwise interested in any lands or tene

ments so sold, shall file in the register's office

of the said city a memorandum of such mort

gage or property, pursuant to the act entitled

“An act in relation to the redemption of

lands sold for taxes or assessments in the

city of New-York.” passed May 6th, 1841,

and of the act entitled “An act in addition

to the acts respecting the collection of taxes

and assessments in the city and county of

New-York,” passed May 25th 1841, the

street commissioner shall cause the notice of

such sale required by said acts to be given

to sueh persons, by sending to them, in the

manner therein provided, a printed list des

cribing all the property sold for assessments

or taxes, and remaining unredeemed. . Such

description shall name the street or avenue

on which the property may be situated, the

side of the street or avenue, and between

what streets or nvenues, with the map or

street numbers of the property, and in whose

name assessed, together with the term of

of years and the amount for which the same

shall have been sold, and the day or days on

which the time limited for the redemption of

the property will expire, with a notice that

unless the property shall be redeemed on or

by such days by the payment of the sums

for which the same was sold, with all inter

est and expenses allowed by law, that leases

will be given to the purchasers in accordance

with the statute in such case made and pro

vided; and it shall not be necessary for the

street commissioner to give any other or fur

ther notice to the person aforesaid, than is

herein contained.

The following amendments were proposed

to the bill in case the Standing Committee

should report in favor of its passage, by the

New-York Citizens Committee:

AMENDMENTS.

“$ 7. This act shall not be construed to

alter or change the term of time during

which lands may be redeemed from assess

ments or tax sales to any shorter period than

heretofore provided by law, whether the cer

tificates of sale have been assigned or not,

nor to legalise or confirm any assessment not

made in accordance to the laws of this State,

anything herein before contained to the con

trary in any wise notwithstanding.

“$ 8. The moneys authorised to be raised

by tax on the estate, real or personal, of the

inhabitants and freeholders of the city and

county of New-York, shall in no case be

used, appropriated or applied to purchase of

any lands sold for taxes or assessments in the

said city.

“$ 9, This act shall not be construed to

authorise the purchase of any lands for un

paid assessments in any case where the im

provement was not made on the petition of

the majority of the owners of the land affect

ed thereby : nor shall it author'se the pur

chase of any lands which are assessed more

than ten times the actual value of such land;

nor in any case where the fees alone of the

officers exceed ten thousand dollurs for one

single improvenient; nor in any case where

the members of the Common Council of

the city of New-York were interested directly

or indirectly in the contract work; nor in any

case where the Mayor, Aldermen and Com

monalty of the city of New-York have not

complied with the provisions of the statute

under which the proceedings were had ; nor

in any case where the fees or charge for

advertising such property for sale for such

such assessment exceed the actual value of

the land; nor in any other case where the

fees of any one of the officers which are as

sessed in part thereon exceeded fifty thou

sand dollars per annum.

The Committee, as we understood reported

in favor of the two first sections of the amend

ments. Mr. White says in favor of only one

of them. One of the amendments we are

certain of being reported with the bill, and

two we feel very confident were included,

but it is sufficiet for our present purpose,

that one was reported with the bill.

In the Assembly Journal page We

find the following record :

Page 880.

“Thursday, April 13, 1843.

“Mr. Redington from the committee on

the incorporation of cities and villages, to

which was referred the engrossed bill from

the Senate, entitled an “Aet to authorise the

mayor, aldermen and common council of the

city of New-York to purchase lands sold

for taxes and assessments in certain cases

and for other purposes,' reported that the
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committee had examined the said bill, and

saw no reason why the same should not be

passed into a law.”

“Ordered that the said bill be referred to

a select committee, consisting of Mess. Jones,

White and Haight, to report complete.”

This record of the report of the committee

is incorrect as will be seen by the letter of

Mr. White which was written in reply to the

following:

“ New-York, 26th Oct. 1843.

“ HoN. EdwARD II. Whitf:

“Member of the Standing Committee on

the Incorporation of Cities and Villages, of

the House of Assembly, of the session of

1S43.

“Dear Sir :—On the Sth of April, last,

as appears by the printed Journals of the

Assembly a bill from the Senate, was re

ceived, entitled “An act to authorise the

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonaity of the

City of New-York to purchase lands sold

for taxes and assessments, in certain cases

and for other purposes” and referred to the

Standing Committee on the Incorporation of

Cities and Villages. I attended before that

Committee, as a member of the New-York

Citizens’ Committee, and proposed amend

ments to the bill, which were in part adopted

by your committee, and as I understood,

unanimously, and by that Committee reported

with the bill to the louse, with a recommen

dation in favor of the passage of the bill

with the amendments.

Am I right as to my understanding as to

adoption of the amendments by your Com

mittee, and of the report of the amendment

with the bill to the house.

“Yours Respectfully,

“ E. M. ERIAx1.”

“We shall feel obliged by your reply, and

the bearer will call at your counting-room

for it, this afternoon, or at any other time

more convenient for yourself.

“New-York, Oct. 28th, 1843.

“Dear Sir :—When the bill authorising

the Corporation of the City of New-York

to purchase property sold by them for assess

ments was referred to the Committee on the

“Incorporation of cities and villages,” of

which I was a member, I advocated several

amendments to the bill and succeeded in

securing the adoption of one, to the cffect,

that the fund arrising from our ordinary

taxation should not be appropriated to the

payment of such purchases, and the Bill so

amended was reported to the House by Mr.

Redington. It was thus referred to a select

committee to report complete ; that com

mittee consisted of Mr. D. R. F. Jones, Mr.

Haight and myself. Mr. Jones on observing

the amendment remarked that the Bill was a

Senate Bill—that we were within two days

of the adjournment—that if the amendment

was adopted the Bill must be sent back to

the Senate, for which there was not time,

and as the Bill was an importent one, the

amendment must be stricken out; in those

views Mr. Haight coincided, and they being

a majority of the Select Committee the Bill

was reported complete without the amend

ment. Respectfully yours,

“Edwd. HAydock WHITE.”

“E. MERLAM, Esq.”

The following is the correspondence with

Mr. Jones in reference to the proceedings in

the Assembly touching this bill:

“New-York, Oct. 25th, 1843.

“Dear Sir—I find in the Assembly Jour

mal pg. 894, as follows:

“Mr. Jones from the Select Committee,

to which was referred the engrossed bill from

the Senate, entitled “An act to authorize

the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of

the City of Mew-York to purchase lands for

taxes and assessments in certain cases, and

for other purposes,” reported that the Com

mittee had gone through the said bill, and

agreed to the same without amendments;

which report was agreed to by the House,

and the bill ordered to its third reading.”

“Will you have the goodness to inform

me if this recital in the Journal is correct.

“I will direct the bearer to call at your

office this evening and if you will favor us

with a reply we shall feel greatly obliged.

“E. MERLAM, of the

Committee deputed to proceed to Albany in

relation to Assessments and taxes.

“ II ox, D. R. F. Jon Es.

“New-York, Oct. 25, 1843.

“ E. MERIA M, Esq.

“Dear Sir—I have this moment received

your letter enquiring whether the recital of

the report of the Select Committee upon the

3ill to which you refer as contained in the

Assembly Journal p. 894, is correct.

“Let me say in reply. That I well recol

lec, making a report upon the Bili referred

to, from a Select Committee to which it was

referred for the purpose of being reported

complete, immediately subsequent (if I am

not mistaken) to the report made thereon by

the Standing Committee which had it in

charge—and think I made the report as set

forth in the Journal. When, however, we

take into consideration the hurry of legisla

tion always prevailing at the close of the

sission and the vast almount of business in

which as Chairman of the Judiciary Com

mittee, I was necessarily involved in, it

will not be thought strange that I should not

recollect with perfect distinctness all the par

ticulars attending the report and disposition

of the Bill referred to. I believe however

the report in the Journal is correct.

“Very respectfully. &c.,

“D. R. Floyd JonEs.”

“NEw-York, 3D Nov. 1843.

“Dear Sir–When Mr. Redington, Chair

man of the Standing Committee on the In

corporation of cities and villages reported

the bill authorising the Mayor, Aldermen,

&c., to purchase at their own assessment

sales, I was standing at his side. He report

ed the Bill with amendments. The next

morning I went with him to the Clerks desk

to examine the bill, and he expressed great

surprise on being informed by the Clerk that

the amendments had been struck out, and

added that he had been in his seat all the

previous day and had not heard of motion

being made to refer the Bill to a Select Com

mittee to report complete. Will you be so

good as to inform us on whose motion this

bill was referred to a select committee to re

port complete.

“The bearer will call for an answer.

“Yours respectfully,

“E. MERLAM, of the

New-York Citizens' Committee.

“ HoN. D. R. F. JonEs.”

“New-York, Nov. 3D, IS43.

“ E. MERLAM, Esq.

“Dear Sir–In reply to your letter receiv

ed this morning I have to say that as I am

an named in the Journal as Chairman of

the select Committee to which was referred

the Bill “To authorise the Mayor, &c., to

purchase lands &c.,” it is very probable that

the motion to refer to a Select Committee

was made by myself. Very respectfully,

“D. R. Floyd JoWES.”

Had the unanimous consent of the House

been asked to refer the bill to a Select Com

mittee to report complete it would not, we are

conſident have been granted, and no other

of course proceeding than this, was in order,

under the rules of the House.

We are not so conversant with all ſhe nice

details of the rules of the two houses which

compose our state legislature, and for this rea

son we deemed the proper course to make en

quiry. We therefore addressed a brief note

to a highly intelligent citizen who had been

four years a distinguished member of the

Senate of this making enquiry as to the rules.

! We received a reply of which the following

as a copy :

“Dear Sir—You ask me the question—

“When a bill is reported in the Assembly,

which has been received from the Senate,

and referred to a Standing Committee and

such committee report the bill back to the

house with amendments. What course does

the bill then take under the rules 2 Can

such hill be referred subsequently to a Select

Committee " to report complete “without

any motion being made by a member to that

effect 7''

“My answer to your question, is—When

a bill is reported by a Standing Committee,

either with or without amendments, the ordi

nary course of business in the Assembly,

under the rules, is, that the bill with the pro

posed amendments, is placed upon the “gen”

eral orders”; and cannot be moved from

thence, or referred to a select committee “to

report complete,” except upon motion of a

member; which motion can only be made

when motions, resolutions, and notices are in

order, unless by unanimous consent of all

the members present, or permission being
asked, or upon a motion and vote taken to

lay all the previous orders of business upon

the table, with the view of taking up that

of “motions, resolutions and notices.”-

Some Sessions, towards the close, when the

House is much pressed with business, and
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their general orders are very large, the As

sembly appoints a Select Committee of

nine members who are empowered to examine

the Clerk's list of the general orders, and to

designate such bills as in their judgment

should be taken off that list, and referred to

be reported complete.

The business of this Select Committee of

nine is confined to reporting such bills as

originate in the House, either with or with

out amendments proposed, where there is no

dispute about the bill, or where the amend

ments are not objected to—and also such

bills as come from the Senate and present

no objectionable features. Money bills—

bills of general moment, or those involving

contested questions, are not, or at least should

not be disposed of in this manner. This

proceeding is for the purpose of expediting

the minor business of the House, and is ap

plied to bills principally of a private char

acter, which although of great moment to

those immediately interrested, are of little

importance to the public generally. When

this committee have determined what bills

are proper to be removed from the general

orders, they report the same to the House.

Their report is generally adopted as a whole;

but any member, who is opposed to one or

more of the bills thus reported by them, may

ask for a division, and the question is then

taken upon one or more of :he bills separate

ly as may be desired.

On adopting the report of this Committee

of nine, the Speaker then refers the bills

mentioned in it, to the appropriate Com

mittees, with instructions to consider and re

port complete. The Committee thus instruct

ed may report the bill as complete either with

or without the amendments proposed by the

previous Standing Committee as they may

think fit. Their report of the bill as com

plete must be made to the house when reports

are in order, and upon its adoption by the

House, the bill is either ordered to be engross

ed for a third reading, if originating in the

Assembly, or the amendments ordered to be

engrossed if any are made to a bill coming

from Senate, and the bill if coming from

the Senate is ordered to a third reading.

In mo other way than one of those above

indicated can a bill reported in the Assembly,

and placed upon the General Orders, be prop

erly taken off, and reported complete, and

passed to a third reading. The Senate have

no such course of proceeding as that of the

Committee of 9—all bills there must be

taken off the General Orders by special

motion and referred to a Committee to report

complete. If no such motion be made, the

bill remains upon the General Orders, until

it is reached either as general or special order,

and passed by the Committee of the Whole,

upon whose reports, if adopted, it is either

ordered to a third reading, or to be engross

ed for a third reading.

“Trusting that the above may contain al

the information you desire—

“I am, Sir,

“Yours very respectfully,

- “G. Furman.”

Brooklyn, Oct. 27, 1843. -

Previous to the bill being received from

the Hon. the Senate, authorising the Mayor,

Aldermen, and Countmonalty, to purchase

lands, at their own assessment sales, several

memorials asking relief from assessment

abuses of an aggravated character had been

presented in the Assembly, as will appear by

the following extracts from the Assembly

Journal :

“Assembly Journal.

Page 268,

“THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1843.

“The memorial of Joseph Alexander of

the city ofNew-York, complainingof various

public officers, in relation to the arbitrary

and oppressive assessments for the the pre

tended opening of Manhattan square, was

read and referred to the committee on griev

all CeS. -

Page 274.

“FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1843.

“The petition of Mrs. Winifred Mott, for

relief in the matter of the proceedings of

various public officers in relation to an op

pressive an arbitrary assessment for the pre

tended opening of the ninth avenue in the

city of New-York, was read, and referred to

the committee on grievances.

Page 352.

“TUEsDAY FEBRUARY 21, 1843.

“The Memorial of Cornelius Bogert,

agent of Sampson Benson, in relation to an

assessment imposed on a piece of salt mead

ow, was read, and referred to the committee

on grievances.

“The memorial of John H. Talman, in

relation to an assessment upon his property,

for the pretended opening of Manhattan

square, was read, and referred to the com

mittee on grievances.

“The memorial of John Morss and others,

with public documents annexed, in relation

the Chapel-sreet assessments in the city of

New York, was read, and referred to the

committee on the judiciary.

“The memorial of Martha Amory com

plaining of certain judgments of the Supreme

Court being a lien upon real estate, and that

the proceedings were without notice, and

therefore ex parte, was read, and referred to

the committee on the judiciary.

Page 369.

“FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1843.

“The memorial of George Wolf, for relief

from assessments for the pretended opening

of the Forty-sixth street and the Third ave

nue; the memorial of Burtis Skidmore and

others in relation to the surveyor's fees in

the matter of the assessment for repairing

Spring-street, accompanied by a printed re

port; and the memorial of T. & W. Kirby,

complaining of certain proceedingsof public

officers in the matter of the pretended open

ing of Manhattan square in the city of New

York, were severally read, and referred to

the committee on grievances.

Page 487.

“Thursday, MARCH 9, 1843.

“The memorial of Jacob Aims, George

B. Smith, Edward Doughty, and one hun

dred and ninety others, complaining of the

great and arbitrary powers exercised by the

corporation of the city of New-York, in the

imposition of fictitious and ruinous assess

ments, and also of the alarming increase of

city taxes, and of other evils, and asking for

a reference of the subject to a special com

mittee, and for the passage of a law to remedy

the evils, was read.

“Mr. E. G. Baldwin moved its reference

to a select committee.

“Mr. Jones moved that it be referred to

the committee on grievances.

“Mr. Speaker put the question whether

the House would agree to the said motion of

Mr. Jones, and it was determined in the

affirmative.

Page 521.

“Monday, MARCH 21, 1843.

“Theseveral memorials of Peter Schemer

horn, John D. Wolfe, John Haggerty, Theo

dore Sedgwick, William Jay, and others, of

the city of New-York, for an amendment of

the laws of the State relative to said city, as

to taxes and assessments, and for a reduction

of the annual taxes, was read and referred to

the committee on grievances.

Page 661.

“WEdNEsDAY, MARCH 29, 1843.

“The memorial of James Riker and others,

for relief from arbitrary assessments for

Chapel-street, in the city of New York, ac

companied by public documents, was read

referred to the committee on grievances.

The memorial of Mrs. Martha Amory,

noticed above, was referred to the committee

of which Mr. D. R. F. Jones was chairman,

and upon which the Journal of the Assembly

show no report to have been made. This

memorial is set forth in full on pg. 154 of

this volume.

The Committee on Grievances, of which

Mr. Haight was chairman, to which several

memorials had been referred, were convened,

and the New-York Citizens' Committee, at:

tended before them.

The first memorial which came up in that

Committee was that of Mr. Benson.

This is the assessment imposed upon a

piece of salt meadow about six miles from

the City Hall, which the memorialist states

is assessed 26 times the value of the land,

and the memorialist adds, moreover, that

the interest of the assessment, for eight

months, exceeds the value of the property

assessed, and that the expense of advertising

this piece of land for sale for this aseess

ment was nearly half the value of the land.

After the Committee on Grievances, had

examined this matter and heard the New

York Citizens Committee on the subjeet of

this Assessment, the Chairman replied that

they were satisfied of the enormous abuses,

and would report in favor of relief without

further examination.

The members of the New-York Citizens'

Committee, which attended before the Com

mittee on Grievances, were Mr. Bradhurst,
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Alderman Cooper, Mr. Skidmore and Mr.

Meriam.

The Session of the Legislature being near

its close, this committee did not complete

their report.

We have here shown the record of Re

monstrances against the passage of the act

in question, such as are rarely, if ever found

in legislative proceedings to such an over

whelming extent. In fact we may plainly

say, that in no record of a legislative body,

is to be found such a disgregard of public

opinion as indicated in the journals by the

passage of this act, an act containing the

most odious provisions, and besides is with

out a single redeeming paragraph. The

members, had they understood its bearing,

never would have voted for it.

Then take into view the total disregard

both to the rules of the Senate, in Mr.

Scott's resolution, and also in the Assembly,

of a reference to a select committee to report

complete.

It seems to us that this proceeding should

receive at the hands of the next Legislature,

a serious investigation, by an impartial com

mittee of both houses composing that body.

The Bill, when Mr. Scott's resolution was

offered in the Senate, on the 4th of April

was not before that body, but was in the

hands of the committee on the judiciary.—

Mr. Scott's bill therefore was not in order,

nor was it in accordance with the rules of the

Senate.

The reference to a Sclect Committee in the

house of Assembly is a most unaccountable

proceeding and has nothing to sustain it in

the Assembly Journals, in accordance with

the rules of the House, as are here shown.

On the last day of the session, this bill

came up, and was read a third time, not

two thirds of the members voting in favor of

the bill, it was not then passed, but it was

again called up, as appears by the journals

of the House, in the confusion of the ad

journment, and passed.

The New-York Citizen's committee had

abandoned the opposition to the bill in the

Assembly on learning that the amendments

and the bill were, as detailed, separated. A

lobby was in attendance to press the passage

of this bill, composed of Alfred A. Smith,

Esq., X City comptroller, Jobn Ewen, Street

Commissioner and several other persons.—

Smith stated that the sinking fund belonging

to this city, was to be used to purchase at

these sales.

The two houses composing the Legisla

ture, by a concurrent resolution had fixed,

the termination of the present session at

12 o'clock, M., on the 18th of April. On

that day a little prior to 12 o'clock, M.,

the Senate passed a resolution, extending

the Session to 4 o'clock P. M., which resolu

lution was concurred in by the House.

The Journals of neither house show any

prolongation of the session beyond that time,

and both houses had agreed to adjourn at

that time under that provision of the Consti

tution which says “neither house shall ad

journ without the consent of the other.”

If the session could be continued by mem

bers setting in their seats, it might also be

continued by their standing in the Hall of

the Capitol. There was not a quorum of

the houses in their respective seats after 4

o'clock, and if there had been, this fact would

not extend their session, without a previous

rescinding of their rules, or a repeal of the

rosolution passed terminating the session, or

the passage of a new resoulution, prior to 4

o'clock, P. M., of that day to alter or change

the hour fixed.

At the time this bill was sent to the Gov

ernor, authorising the mayor, &c. to pur

chase lands for assessments, the term of the

session, as fixed by the concurrent resolution

of the two houses, had already expired, the

bill not having been signed, or approved, or

sent for approval, was therefore, a nulity,

and the subsequent action of the Governor

did not resuscitate it.

The Constitution provides that if the Gov

ernor approve a bill he shall sign it, if not,

he shall return it within ten days, with his

objections to the house in which it originated,

unless the Legislature by their adjournment

prevent its return, in which case it shall not

become a law.

We give the following:

IExtracts ſroºm the Constitur tien.

“ART. I, SEc. 3—Each house shall deter

mine the rules of its own proceedings.”

“SEc. 4—Each house shall keep a jour

nal of its proceedings, and publish the same.”

“Neither house shall without the consent

of the other, adjourn for more than two

days.”

“Sec. 12—Every bill which shall have

passed the senate and assembly, shall, before

it become a law, be presented to the gover

nor: if he approve, he shall sign it; but if

not, he shall return it with his objections to

that house in which it shall have originated;

who shall enter the objections at large on

their journal, and proceed to reconsider it. If

after such reconsideration, two thirds of the

members present shall agree to pass the bill,

it shall be sent, together with the objections,

to the other house, by which it shall likewise

be reconsidered ; and if approved by two

thirds of the members present, it shall be

come a law. But in all such cases, the votes

of both houses shall be determined by yeas

and nays, and the names of the persons

voting for, and against, the bill, shall be en

tered on the journal of each house respec

tively. If any bill shall not be returned by

the governor within ten days (Sundays ex

cepted) after it shall have been presented to

him, the same shall be a law, in like manner

as if he had signed it, unless the legislature

shall by their adjournment, prevent its return;

in which case it shall not bea law.”

It is urged by some gentlemen, whose

opinions are entitled to great consideration,

that the words “unless the Legislature shall

by their adjournment prevent its return” ap

plies only to bills which the executive disap

proves, and such disapproved bill the consti

tution says “in which case it shall not be

a law.”

This is a constitutional question of great

moment, and when we shall have here made

a passing remark, as to the bill in question,

and stated some official proceedings we will,

attempt to discuss it:

This bill involves principles which are

fundamental. It is a bill to legalize to a

colourable extent a direct violation of the

constitution of the State and had his Excel

lency compared this bill with the report of

the select committee appointed by the Senate

to investigate assessment abuses, with the

advertisement of sale, and with memorial

sent him by the meeting at the Merchant's

Exchange and all these with the constitution,

we think he would not have signed it.

The protection of private property is a

matter of no small importance—a govern

ment, under the administration of which,

private property is not protected, is a shadow

without a substance.

-- This Bill authorises a public officer to bid

off land at a public sale in the name of a

political corporation and to execute leases

therefor, for a term of years equalling the

fee simple absolute, and for an assessment

imposed by that self same corporation, noto

riously of an illegal character and which

had been reported most unfavorably upon

by a committee of the Senate appointed to

investigate these very assessment abuses.

We said notoriously illegal. We should

have said notoriously infamous—unequalled

in the annals of any proceedings of the kind

on the face ef the globe.

“BOARD OF ALDERMEN.

“Monday, May 29, 1843.

“Memorial of Robert SMITH, JonathAN

TiioMrson, RoßERT C. CornELL, ANson

G. Pii ELIts, John HAGGARTY, and others,

for a postponement of the assessment sale,

to June 1844; and also asking that the

Common Council will discountenance the

sale of property for improvements not made,

and for the payment of fees and costs for

services not rendered,—which was read, and

referred.

TIIE MEMORIAL.

“To the Honorable the Common Council of

the City of New-York :

“The undersigned, Citizens of the City

of New York, most respectfully take leave

to represent to the Common Council, that the

Street Commissioner of the City of New

York has advertised for sale several thou

sand lots of land, to be sold at public auc

tion on the 12th June, for unpaid assess

Inents.

“The undersigned represent, thst very

many of the assessments are for improve

ments not made, or needed, and that the as

sessments include a very large amount of

fees and expenses for services not rendered,

and which fees and expenses have not been

taxed, or audited, or approved by proper

officers.

“Your Memorialists represent, that it

would be more unjust to enforce the pay

ment of such fees and expenses by a sale of

lands of those who are in no way benefitted

thereby
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“Your Memorialists represent, that the

abuses in the imposition of most of the as

sessments, for which the lots are advertised,

are of an aggravated character, and should

receive no countenance from the Common

Council of the City of New York.

“Your Memorialists, therefore, in con

sideration of the premises, respectfully ask,

that the sale be postponed 12 months, and

that the Common Council will act upon the

subject at once, that the owners of property

may not be kept in suspense.

“And as in duty bound, &c.

“New-York, May, 1843.

“Memorial of sundry citizens for relief,

in the matter of the assessment for the re

moval of the former sewer in Chapel street,

and the destruction of the pavement and

grade of said street, and for a postponement

of the sale for assessment until the matter

shall be settled by the Supreme Court, and

for a reference to a special committee.

“Memorial of MARTAA AMoRY, widow

ofJames Amory, for relief from three onerous

assessments of upwards of eight thousand

dollars, for the pretended opening of Man

hattan square, seventh avenue, and sixth

avenue, in which no improvements have

been made, and in which the fees of the

officers exceed thirty thousand dollars, and

for the payment of which her property is

advertised for sale—read and referred.

From the Journal of Commerce.

“BOARD OF ALDERM. EN–June 7th.

“Memorial of William B. Crosby, Abra

ham G. Thompson, Peter Schermerlorn,

James McBride, and others, asking that the

assessment sale be postponed till June 1844,

on the ground that Most of the IMPRove

MENTs for which the Assessments have been

IM PosEd, have NEveit been made, and that

FEES and expenses to an IMMENSE AMoUNT

are included in the Assessment for services

NEvert PERForMED or required ; and also

asking that the Common Council will dis

countenance proceedings of such an aggra

vated character as the proceedings here

complained of.

“Memorial of John M. Bradhurst, Peter

Cooper, W. W. Fox, John Morss, and oth

ers, for the same.

“Memorial of Peter Embury, Samuel

Ward, Duncan P. Campbell, Samuel Marsh,

and others for the same.

“Also several memorials from other citi

zens, of the like tenor.

“Memorial of persons interested in the

property in Chapel and adjoining streets,

damaged by the destruction of the former

sewer, and placing the new sewer so high in

the ground as to deluge the cellars instead

of draining them.

“Memorial of Benjamin A. Benson, com

plaining that a piece of Salt Meadow has

been assessed $16,053.63; that the annual

INTERest of the Assessment exceeds the

value of the Property; and that the assess

ment, interest and expenses in the aggregate,

exceed twenty-seven times the value of

the Property assessed ; and remonstrating

against the sinking fund, or the money raised

by county being used to purchase this prop

erty at the sale; and asking that the assess

ment may be cancelled in consequence of

no benefit being derived, and becausethe pro

ceedings were ILLEGAL and therefore void.”

“BOARD OF ALDERMEN.

“JUNE 26, 1843.

“Alderinan Lee in the chair.

“From the Comptroller on the subject of

purchasing property for unpaid assessments

with a resolution appropriating $240,000

for that purpose—referred.

“BOARD OF ALDEIRMEN,

“July 3d, 1843.

“Report from the special committee, in

favor of purchasing lands sold for non-pay

ment of assessments, and recommending

the appropriation of $240,000, therefor.

There were five remonstrances against this

appropriation. After considerable discussion

in which Ald. Waterman and Tillou took the

principal part, the report was adopted, the

motion to refer back having been lost.

The vote upon this appropriation is as

follows:

IN THE AffinMATIVE–Alderman Wood

hull, Dunning, Emmans, Nash, Vandervoort,

Waterman, Hatfield, Rawson, Lee—9.

IN THE NEGATIVE–Alderman MARTIN,

Tillou, (President) PURdy, BREEvoRT,

Scoi, Es, BRADy—6.

Not E.-Mr. Emtuous was a collector of Assessments, and

being therefore interested, should net have voted.

The following is a copy of the Remon

Strauce :

“To the Common Council of the City of

New York :

“The undersigned represent that they are

informed that an application has been made

by \he City Comptroller to the Board of Al

dermen, for an appropriation of Two hun

dred and forty thousand dollars to pay for

land bid off at the Assessment sale.

“The undersigned remonstrate against any

appropriation whatever of the money of the

people for such UNWORTHYPURPOSES, against

the increase of city debt, against the increase

of county taxes, against the attempt to in

crease the amount of public property not

absolutely necessary for public use, and ask

the Common Council to discountenance the

odious assessment abuses which are notori

ously of an aggravated character.

“The undersigned dissapprove of the ap

plication to the Legislature for the passage

of a law to authorize the Corporation to be

come purchasers at assessment sales, AND

OF THE MEANS AND REPRESENTATIONS

MADE TO PROCURE THE PASSAGE OF THE

SAID ACT, and they believe that the law is

disapproved by the good men of all parties

in the city.

“And your Memorialists, &c.

This Remonstrance was signed by wil

LIAM B. Crossby, JonATHAN Thompson,

RoBERT C. Cornell, WILLIAM W. Fox,

GeoRGE GR1swold, JNo. HAGGERTY, Brown,

BROTHERs, & Co., John M. BRADHURST,

Robert SMITH, BURTIs Skidmore, JAMEs

FELLows, John ANTHoN, ABRAHAM G.

Thompson, and numerous other citizens of

the highest standing and respectability.

Here follows the official admission of the

Street Commissioner of the loose manner in

which assessments have been made in the city

of New-York.

“The Street Commissioner, to whom was

referred the annexed Petition of Martha

Amory for relief from several assessments.

Respecſully reports:—That he has ex

amined in detail the several assessments up

on the property of the Petitioner's late hus

band, as set forth in her memorial, with a

view to discover whether any and what relief

could be granted to her in the premises.

The undersigned feels satisfied from such

examinations, that errors have been commit

ted by the Commissioners in making their

estimates and assessments in the matters of

opening the 6th and 7th avenues, and in

the former case, very greatly to the prejudice

of the property referred to.

The other assessment compalined of, for

the opening of Manhattan square, although

perhaps an injudicious proceeding, and ac

complished at great cost, arising principally

from a fictitious and over-valuation of the

land taken for the square, during a period

of great speculation in unproductive real

estate, presents in her case nothing remark

able. The property is assessed for said square,

or about 304 lots of lands, the sum of four

hundred and forty-one dollars.

In the matter of opening the seventh ave

nue, the estate of Amory is awarded on lots

162 and 163 for land taken for the avenue,

the sum of $304 68. The estate is assessed

for benefits in the same matter, on lot No.

500 situated between 68th and 70th streets

and within about a hundred feet of the ave

nue, $1,116 94; on lot No. 504, situated

between 70th and 71st streets, and within

about thirty feet of the avenue, $714 61;

and on lot No. 508, situated between 71st

and 72d streets, and extending into the

avenue, $1,069 46. A portion of this last

named assessment is for the part of the

ground extending into the avenue, and taken

for the same, which belonged to the estate,

but for which an award of $392 05 was

made to the Corporation under a presump

tion that it belonged to the city. The ground

belonging to the estate of Amory on this

avenue was formerly a part of the common

lands, and was purchased by Amory from

the corporation. The conveyance to him
included all the land which the Corporation

Possessed in the avenue at that place, it
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being the westerly boundary of the common

lands. The Corporation would not be enti

tled to an award for the land in the avenue,

even if had not been formerly conveyed to

Amory; the Supreme Court having long

since determined that where land is conveycq

as bounding upon a street or avenue, the

grantor by such Act virtually appropriates

the land belonging to him in the street or

avenue in front of the land so conveyed.—

The Corporation therefore having wrong

fully received this award, it is undoubtedly

proper that it should be passed to the credit of

the estate to which it belongs. The sum of

the assessments against the estate of Amory

over and above the award in its favor, on this

avenue, by the assessment, is $2,596 33;

which being credited with the award of $392

05 erroneously made to the Corporation,

will be reduced to $2,595 33.” This is un

doubtedly a very erroneous assessment upon

about 186 unproductive lots of land for the

mere purpose of divesting the owners of

land in the avenue, of the fee, and placing

it in the Corporation in trust for public use;

and like most other assessments made during

a period of high speculation in unproductive

real estate, is excessive, as before stated,

from an over valuation of the land taken

for the avenue, which has caused a cor

responding assessment for benefit upon the

lands in this vicinity. The sum allowed on

a lot of land in this vicinity as nearly as can

be ascertained from an examination of the

assessments, is about $300; which is proba

bly more than three times its value for any

purposes whatever.

The valuation of the land taken in the

opening of the 6th avenue appears to have

been estimated at a still higher rate, the

sum of about $400 per lot having been al

lowed by the Commissioners for the rocks

and swamps in that vicinity; and it is against

the assessment for the opening of this ave

nue, that the Petitioner has the greatest cause

of complaint, not only from the over valua

tion referred to, but from gross errors as the

undersigned believes, on the partof the Com

missioners in making their assessments,

which errors he will attempt to explain.

The Estate of Amory embraces a number

of blocks of land on each side of the sixth

avenue, between 65th street and 73d street,

which formerly constituted a part of the

common land street, sixty feet in width, laid

out anterior to the laying out of the present

avenue; its Eastern side corresponding with

the present Easterly side of the avenue,

leaving a space between its Westerly side

and the Westerly side of the avenue, of

forty feet in width.

In some cases the Corporation, in convey

ing to Amory, bounded him on each side of

this old street, by which he received a con

veyance of a forty feet strip of land in the

avenue, between the line of the old sixty

feet street and the Westerly line of the ave

nue. In other cases the Corporation in con

c..." •um is right, this should be $2,204 28-[Jour.

veying to Amory, bounded him by the lines

of the avenue, but reserved in the convey

ance the forty feet, a piece in front between

the Westerly side of the old commonlands

street and the Westerly side of the avenue,

for the avenue, intending thereby to furnish

the entire avenue between the premises con

veyed, for avenue purposes. In the former

case, where the forty feet space in the avenue

was conveyed to Amory, th; Estate has

been awarded on that side of the avenue, as

damages over benefits for this strip of land

taken for the avenue, the sum of $601, and

assessed on the land on the opposite side

for benefits, the sum of $603, by which

the benefit and damage is but equal; and

in this case the estate has no cause of com

plaint, as the ground on each side of the

avenue belonging to it should furnish the

avenue between ; but in the other case where

the ground in the avenue had already been

furnished to the Estate by the Corporation,

there being no award for the land in the ave

nue, there should be no assessment upon the

adjoining property, except for its proportion

al part of the expense. There has been as

sessed upon the block on the Westerly side

of the avenue between 69th and 70th street,

the sum of £595, and on the easterly side

of the avenue directly opposite, the sum of

$603; also upon the block on the Easterly

side of the avenue between 71st and 72d

streets, where the entire avenue also had been

furnished, and for the land in which no

ward has been made in the proceedings, the

sum of $599, when all that the Com

missioners could have properly

charged upon these blocks would

have been their proportional

part ofthe expeses, which would

have been about $55 upon the

three blocks, instead of the sum

of $1801 charged in the assess

ment.

From the foregoing statement of facts,

elicited from an examination of the several

assessments referred to, it appears that the

Estate of the Petitioner's late husband has

been importunely and largely assessed,

growing out of the following reasons, 1st, a

high valuation of the property taken for the

several improvements. 2d. The allowance

to the Corporation of an award for land

actually belonging to the Estate. 3d. Pal

pable errors in in posing upon the property

large assessments for opening the 6th ave

nue, in cases where no land was required, or

paid for in part of the property assessed.

In the case of the erroneous award, it is

clearly evident that the Common Council has

the power, and that it is its duty, to make the

correction,-the Corporation having received

the benefit of the award, and the law making

provisions for such corroction; but it is ex

tremely doubtful whether the Corporation

can be made liable for any errors whatever

in these assessments, however palpaple such

errors may appear, or however onerous they

may prove to the individuals upon whom

they may fall; or whether the Common

Council has legitimately the power to grant

relief. The Corporation has had no agency in

making or confirming these assessments, and

is not entrusted by law with the power ofrecon

sidering or making any corrections in them.

The power exercised by the Corporation in

those street openings is purely legislative, in

directing the opening of any avenue, street,

or public square, either by themselves, or on

the petition of persons interested. In such

case the Commissioners of estimate and as

sessment are appointed by the Supreme

Court, and their report of the assessment is

confirmed hy the Court. The Corporation

has no right to intefere and object to any as

sessment made upon the property of an in

dividual; but the right to present such objec

tions, either to the Commissioners before

confirmation, or to the Court when their re

port is presented for that purpose, belongs to

such individuals, who must suffer the conse

quences of a neglect to perform such duty.

In the case under consideration, if a repre

sentative from the Estate had gone forward

and examined the assessments when they

were advertised for that purpose, it can hardly

be doubted but that upon the errors being

pointed outto the Commissioners they would

have been corrected by them, or if not by

them, by the Court on the presentation of

the report of the Comissioners for confirma

tion. It does not seem to the undersigned

that the Corporation, from a mere exercise

of a Legislative power in these matters by

a law of the State, can be made answerable

for any evil consequences to individuals under

proceedings growing out of such lawful acts,

any more than the State should be liable for

the evils which may fall upon individuals by

the failure of Corporations whose charters

were granted by the Legislature. If the

Corporation be not liable for these errors,

then it is perhaps questionable whether the

power of granting relief by imposing a tax

upon our citizens can be legally exercised by

the Corporation. As this subject is impor

tant, not only in reference to the case under

consideration, but to others which will un

doubtedly come up, and as the undersigned

is incompetent to give an opinion in regard

to these important legal questions which

ought to influence the action of the Com

mon Council, he recommends that the sub

ject be referred to the counsel of the Corpo

ration for that purpose.

The cases of Joseph R. Stuyvesant and

Benjamin Townsend are alluded to in the

petition, in which the Common Council re

lieved them from an erroneous assessment ;

The former in opening of Eleventh street,

and the latter in the opening of the 7th Ave.

nue. The undersigned had the honor of

writing those reports for Committees on as

ssessments. The ground assumed in these

reports in granting relief, was, that it was

better that the misfortnne should be borne

by the mass of citizens composing the com

munity, than it should be visited upon a single

citizen.

If this doctrine should in all coses be car
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ried out, it would have a tendency to relieve

individuals from the responsibility of look

ing after their own interests in these matters,

and cause the responsibility to rest with the

public. The equity of the case would seem

to be, that the Commissioners should pay

for these gross blunders.

Lu regard to the sums charged for fees

by the Commissioners and others, complain

ed of in the petition, the undersigned will

state, that they have been the subject of in

vestigation by a select committee of the Sen

ate of this State, appointed in 1841 to in

vestigate alleged abuses in assessments du

ring the recess of the Legislature; the re

sult of which may be ascertained by an ex

amination of their report and the accompany

ing testimony. The undersigned will state

in conclusion, that the opening of these ave

nues and that of Manhattan square, was

ordered by the Common Council previously

to his being in office, and during the time of

his predecessor, George B. Smith, Esq.-

That he had occasion to examine the several

documents connected there with, during the

investigation of the select committee, and

that the petition for opening the Seventh Ave

nue was signed by a large number of influ

ental citizens, some of them no doubt having

no interest in the property, who in their pe

tition endorse the principles set forth in the

report of the Committee on Streets for open

ing the 6th avenue, and express their belief that

the masses are in favor of a general opening of

the avenues and streets, and that the course

recommended in the report of the Committee

on Streets in relation to the opening of the

6th Avenue, was the only one to advance the

City in wealth and consequence.

The undersigned submits for adoption the

following resolutions: -

Resolved, That the foregoing Report of

the Street Commissioner be referred to the

Counsel of the Corporation for his opinion

as to the liability of the Corporation for the

errors in the assessments therein referred to;

and in case the Corporation should not be

liable for such errors, whether or not the

Common Council may legally exercise the

power to relieve the petitioner by the pay

ment of money out of the City Treasury.

JOHN EWEN, Street Commissioner.

Street Commiss’rs Office, July 31st, 1843.

REMARIKS.

We give next in order, the Petition of

MRs. MARTHA AMoRY, upon which the

above report of the Street Commissioner has

been made. We are at all times most happy

to quote this autocratic officer on the right

side in assessment matters, and much regret

that he does not more often, afford us this

opportunity. We do not agree with him in

the doctrines he advances in the report, but

in his statement of the injustice of the assess

ments we are with him. The Counsel of

the Corporation, has not yet reported upon

the reference of the memorial made to him,

although it is now near four monthssince the

reference, and during that time the Street

Commissioner has sold this property for this

very assessment, and the Mayor, Aldermen,

and Commonalty are the purchasers under

this very Confiscation Act, for the term of

1000 years, which heads this renotice of

proceedings, passed or claimed to have been

passed April 18th, 1843.

Here is the Memorial:

“Memorial of Martha Amory, widow of the

late Jas. Amory, deceased.

“To the Honorable the Mayor and Com

mon Council of the city of New York:

“Your Petitioner, MARTHA AMoRy, widow

of James Amory, late of the city of New

York, deceased, takes leave most respect

fully to represent that the estate of her de

ceased Husband, situated in the 12th Ward

of the city of New-York, and in that part

of the Island of New-York appropriated to

the purpose of Agriculture and farming,

has been assessed the very large sum of

$3,333 69, for the opening of Man

hattan Square. Sixth Avenue, and Seventh

Avenue, and that these improvements, so

called have not been made, nor are the

opening of these avenues and square called

for by public convenience, or public necessi

ty, either now, or heretofore.

“The undersigned, states, that it appears

by the appendix to the city comptrollers re

port, for the year 1843, Pg. 122, that the

counsels fees in these proceedings, is stated

at the large sum of $9,015 57. The

surveyor's fees, at $3,351 39, and the

commissioners fees at $9,420 00, and

the contingent expenses to $1,280 00.

The collectors fees are stated at $3,153

Gò, which include the appraisers fees of

twenty-five dollars, making an aggregate of

£hirty-one thousand two hun

dred and twenty dollars and six

cents, for the accuracy of which, she re

fers to the receipts taken by the Street Com

missioner for the respective amounts, to the

Surveyor, Counsel and Commissioners.

Your petitioners represents that these costs,

and expenses, were not presented to the Su

preme Court, at any time, and that the same

were not taxed by any officer authorised by

law to tax the same, and the amount is

of startling magnitude, in the case

of the counsel, amounting to a greater sum

than the salaries of the entire Branch of the

Justices of the Supreme Court, for the whole

year, and equal to the salary of the Mayor

of New-York for three years, the fees of the

Surveyor at the rate of four dollars per day,

are equal to the pay for twenty hun

dred eighty-seven days, and up

wards, which allowing six working days to

a week, is pay for about six years, nine

months, an amount of time which needs no

illustration. The Commissioners fees, at

the rate of four dollars per day, for each of

the three commissioners, is for that of the

seventh avenue, pay for four hundred and

ten days, each ; for the sixth avenue, for

two hundred and four days; and for Man

hattan square, one hundred and thirty one

days, each ; making an aggregate of time,

of seven hundred and eighty-five working

days, equal to two years and six months,

and upwards, more than half of which time,

was charged for in the assessments of the

seventh avenue.

Your Petitioner refers to the returns made

to the Comptroller of this State, by the

Clerks of the Supreme Court, for the years

1839 and 1840, for the amount of expenses

incurred in that court, for the proceedings in

relation to the Sixth avenue, and suggests,

that an estimate imay be made of the expen

ses incurred in the other cases from what is

there stated to have been charged, or paid,

in this particular case, which is stated at but

a few shillings.

“Your petitioner refers to the non com

pliance with requirements of the law of April

20th, 1839, inthe nontaxation of the costs in

the assessments for the opening of the sixth

avenue, and to the fact, that an attempt is

now making to collect those very costs, by a

sale of the premises assessed, notwithstand

ing this bold violation of the Statute.

“Your petitioners refers to the records of

the respective Boards, composing the Com

mon Council, for the fact, that in adopting

the reports of the Committee, recommending

the opening of these avenues, and square,

and passing the resolution directing the same

to be opened, that the same were not pub

lished, as required by the seventh section of

chapter 122 of the laws of 1830, nor were

the ayes and noes called, or published, as re

quired by the provisions of said section,

which the Honorable the Supreme Court of

this State, say in an opinion delivered in

that Court, on the 13th May instant, is “a

plain violation of the amended charter;”

and also to the Veto Message of his Hon.

Mayor Morris, known as document No 9, of

the board of Aldermen, of 1841.

“Your petitionerstates that the application

to the Supreme Court for the appointment

of Commissioners of estimate and assess

ment, was exparte, and without notice, and

the persons appointed, are not such as the

persons interested in the property affected in

their property affected by their acts, would

approve of, and that in all these cases for

which the estate of her deceased Husband,

has been assessed, she had no notice what

ever of the proceedings until after the con

firmation of the reports.

“Your Petitioner believes and therefore

states the fact to be, that a majority of the

owners of property did not petition for the

said contemplated improvement and was

ignorant of the proceedings she complains

of being in Progress.

“Your Petitioner, therofore, in considera

tion of the premises, and the fact that the

Estate in question has been in no manner

benefitted, asks the Common Council to dis

continue all further proceedings to collect

the said Assessments on any part of them.

“Your Petitioner refers to the case of

Joseph R. Stuyvesant and also that of Benja

min Townsend in which the Common Coun

cil relieved the sufferers.

“Your Petitioner respectfully suggests
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hat if your predecessors in office have done

wrong in the premises, that their acts should

not be consummated by the present Com

mon Council, by a sale of the premises as

sessed, and moreover insists, that the resi

due of the estate of her deceased Husband,

should not be taxed to raise the monies to

pay the corporation bids upon that which is

advertised for sale, and thus attempted to be

indirectly confiscated.

“Your Petitioner states that the amount

of the annual rental of the premises assessed

does not exceed $1800 00. The amount of

the present assessment including the interest

is $10,516 64, and add to this the an

nual tax, as paid the last year, it will make

an aggregate of interest on assessments of

$1,000. Comparison of these taxes, is an

illustration which needs no argument of

words, to make plain to the most common

understanding.

“Your Petitioner asks that justice and

equity may be done in the premises, and she

looks to the Mayor and Common Council of

the city, for such immediate relief, as will

relieve her anxiety, and save her from vexa

tious and expensive litigation and trouble.

“And in duty bound, &c,

“MARTHA AMoRY.”

“New-York, May 26th, 1843.”

REMARIKS.

The Street Commissioner in his Report

says :

“The equity of the case would seem to

be, that the Commissioners should pay for

these gross blunders.”

Mrs. Amory applied to the HoN. MURRAY

HoffMAN, Assistant Vice Chancellor and

obtained an injunction against the Corpora

tion restraining them from collecting the as

sessments. The opinion of that excellent

judicial officer is as follows:

Martha Amory,

zºs,

The Mayor, Aldermen, and

Comonalty of the city ºf New-York.

“This case is in its leading particulars,

similar to that of Stuyvesant, vs. the Corpo

ration, before noticed. It is distinctly

charged as to the proceedings in relation to

the Sixth Avenue, that when the first publi

cation of the notice of motion to confirm the

report was made the act of 20th April, 1839,

was in force the rule of confirmation being

made on the 6th of June, 1839. Here also

the question under the 12th section is of great

importance as the costs of the opening ex

ceeds $10,000. Some questions may arise

under this section ; but this at least is clear:

no part of the costs can be levied upon the

party or his property, nor can a sale be made

to pay them until the taxation has been made.

In Chancery,

The case of Stuyvesantto which the assist

ant Vice Chancellor refers is to be found on

page 179 of this volume.

In that opinion the Assistant Vice Chan

cellor uses this language.

“But I am thoroughly satisfied that a

more palpable and pernicious disobedience

of law has never marked the course of

any corporate body, than characterises the

proceedings complained of. I have a deep

rooted conviction that ultimately the decis

ion must be against the Corporation, and I

believe the jurisdiction vested in this Court

to compel the Corporation to try the ques

tion fairly in a single action at law between

them and the complaining party. I think it

is within the province of this Court to pre

vent an innocent purchaser being deluded

into litigation and probable loss, and to con

fine the controversy to the alleged wrong

doer and the injured party. This strikes

me as the plain common sense view of the

case.”

This opinion of the most worthy and er

cellent Assistant Vice Chancellor, is worthy

of himself, and will be commended by every

inte//gent jurist in the land.

The Chancellor dissolved the injunctions

granted by Assistant Vice Chancellor Hoff

man. The Chancellors opinion is to be

found on page 195, of this volume, and he

also required the complainants to pay the

COstS.

The Select Committee appointed to ieves

tigate assessment abuses in the city of New

York by the Honorable the Senate of this

State in 1841, in their report, Senate Doc

ument No. 100. of 1842 page 18, - say:

“When these questions first arose, the

Court of Chancery affirmed its jurisdiction,

entertained bills of complaint, and granted

injunctions to stay proceedings in the sale

for those assessments, until the alledged er

rors could be examined, on the same ground

that it always asserted its jurisdiction in case

offraudulentjudgments, and that although the

judgment was illegal, yet it being a lien upon

real estate was a cloud upon the title and

should be removed by the intervention of a

Court of Equity. So these assessments,

although stated to be illegally imposed, were

declared by Statute to be a lien upon the

lands assessed, and would appear to be

equally a cloud upon the title, and for the

same reason that a judgment is so regarded,

they both being equally liens upon real estate.

But that Court has since denied that it had

jurisdiction in those matters aud referred the

applications to the Courts of law.”

In page 164 of this volume is the opinion

of CHANCEllor WALworth in assessment

º which will well repay an attentive peru

&Oll.

The Street Commissioner neart proceeds to

say, in his report, that :

“In regard to the sums charged for fees

by the Commissioners and others, complain

ed of in the petition, the undersigned will

state that they have been the subject of in

vestigation by a Select Committee of the

Senate of this State, appointed in 1841, to

investigate alledged assessment abusesduring

the recess of the Legislature; the result of

which may be ascertained byan examination

of their reports and the accompanying testi

mony.”

The street Commissioner has done right in

referring to this report and the accompanying

testimony. We will give copious extracts

from the Report which is known as printed

“Senate Document No. 100, of April 9th,

1842.”

Ertract from Reportof Select Committeep.13.

“In the opening of the SEVENTHAV

ENUE from 21st street to 129th street, which

was confirmed in February, 1839, the amount

awarded to the owners for the land taken for

the avenue, was $28,141,41, while the fees

and expenses of that opening amounted to
the large sum of $12,435,70—and if

to that is added the colléctors fees for col

lecting the assessments $1,115,00, it will

show a total of expenses paid by the owners

of land on that portion of the Seventh Ave

nue for its FORMAL opening, amounting

to $13,550,70.”

The Committee remark in same page :

“The amount paid to the Commissioners

on that avenue for their services, at the

rate of four dollars per day, which is the

highest sum allowed by the Statute, is pay

for sixteen months services for each

Commissioner, in making the estimate of the

land taken for opening that avenue; and as:

sessing that value back again upon the land

each side of the avenue; and in opening this

one street, of one hundred and eight blocks,

of about 270 feet each, the Commissioners

were each engaged three times the whole

period that the legislature is employed in

iegislating for the State, and each of them

received about three times the compensation

that is paid to a legislator for passing the

whole winter from his home in attending to

the public business.”

“And in addition to that it was shown to

the Committee that Commissioners were fre

quently engaged on several streets or avenues

at the same time taking their four dollars per
day on each of those improvements; and

that they received and were paid that com:

pensation in some instances where they did

not attend to the duties of their appointment,

and in others, where they attended but once

or twice.”

“If the case of the SEVENTH Avenue had

been a solitary instance, thecommittee might

have supposed that it had taken place through

some mistake ; but they found the same

principle of ENORMOUS EXPENSES to

extend throughout the whole system of street

openings in that city, and that to such an

amount that the surprise should be not that

the inhabitants now complain of it, but that

they had not done so at a much earlier period.”

Extracts from the testimony of John Leon
ard, Esq., given before the Select Committee

from the senate, pg. 32. -

“Was one of the Commissioners of esti

mate and assessment in opening second ave

nue from 28th st. to 86th street, was associ

ated with Henry P. Robertson aed Andrew

Miłłs. Mr. Robertson and the witness Were

the only two who did any work on such esti

mate and assessments. Mr. Mills was there

once or twice. Mr. Mills may have been

there oftener than that but he never did any

thingexcept to sign the report. Mr. Mills may

have been there three or four times, but wit

ness does not recollect distinctly of his being
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there more than twice, there was work

for him to do, if he had attended to it and

been capable of doing it. Mr. Mills signed

the Report. He made the same charge for

his services as was made by the other Com

missioners.”

Again the witness states on pg. 33 of the

testimony,

“The witness thinks the amount charged

by each commissioner in that case was over

$700—being about seven hundred and fifty

dollars. The chargefor room hire was a sep

arate charge. Those fees were assessed up

on the property supposed to be benefitted

by the improvement.”

On pg. 39of the testimony the witness states:

“The witness cannot tell the particular

number of days Mr. Mills was there; he

was not there five times and done nothing

when he was there, he was a perfect cypher.

The precise number of days for which the

Commissioners charged, upon the said sec

ond avenue was 190 days for each commis

sioner, at four dollars per day.”

On page 119 from the testimony of Andrew

Warner, Esq.

“The witness also officiated as a Com

missioner on several other streets and ave

nues; his associates did not in every instance

attend the meetings of the Commissioners for

making such estimates and assessments, but

there were always two present, those absent

were allowed the same compensation as those

present, and their fees made up in the gen

eral assessment in the usual way.”

Extract from testimony of Anthony L.

Robertson, Esq., page 119.

“Witness does not think he did attend

all the meetings held at the Mr. Harris' house

at Harlem, but was engaged in making cal

culations at his own house, upon the same

paris of the avenue they were engaged upon

at said meeting. Pg. 123. Witness has been

Commissioner on other improvements beside

Seventh avenue; he thinks 47th street, and

and 48th street. It was the general custom

to allow each commissioners for an attend

ance at each meeting although they were

not all three present.”

Extract from the testimony of JonATHAN

Thompson, Esq. pg. 47.

“Thatformerly between25 and30 years ago

the witness was personally acquainted with

all the assessments of the city of New-York,

being the Collector ofthe internal revenue of

the United States. Afterwards the witness, in

1819 or 1820, at the request of the com

mon council valued all the property of the

city of New-York with Mr. Targee and Mr.

Smith. Witness has been a commissioner

upon forming and grading the third avenue,

and upon a number of other improvements.

Witness knows the labor and time necessary

in making out assessments, as he has spent

several weeks at it, or rather months. Wit

ness has examined the Commissioners map

of the second avenue, from 29th to 86th

streets and also the abstract of the Commis

sioners report, showing the number of per

sons to whom awards, and against whom as

sessments were made in the matter of open

ing the said second avenue. He can only

estimate the time necessary to be spent in

making the estimate and assessment of said

second avenue by comparing it with third

avenue from the Bowery road to Harlem

Bridge, which was six miles and a quarter in

length, and on which the witness made the

assessment for regulating and grading.—

The expenses of the Commissioners on said

third avenue which was in May 1819, the

assessment roll contained about a quire and

a half paper closely written was as follows:

“Total expense for working and

regulating, $97,514,00

“For advertising, 8,00

“ Surveying 244,00

“ Collector, three per

cent, 33,280,31 998,41

“ Assessors for assess

ing stationary, &c.SS6,56

“ Coutingencies paid

st. commissioner, 190,03 2,327,00

“Total $99,841,00

“The witness produces the Surveyor's

bill above referred to, which is sworn to Au

gust 3d, 1820, by the affidavit of Mr. Daniel

Ewen the Surveyor which is surveying,

compiling, collecting information, and draw

ing maps of the third avenue from its com

mencement at the Bowery to Harlem bridge,

61 days at $4 per day—$244,00. The as

sessment on third avenue extended one half

way to the next block same as 2d avenue.—

The second avenue is paralel to the 3d ave

nue and about *500 feet distant and there

is not much differrence in the situations and

ground, and he thinks it was as easy to make

the maps of 2d avenue as to make that of

the third avenue. In fact, he thinks it was

much more labor to make the map for the

third avenue for the same distance than it was

to make that of the 2d avenue, it was a new

thing when that of the 3d avenue was made

and there were many more assessments.—

The witness should not say there was one

tenth of the labor in making out the es

timate and asessment of the 2d avenue that

thore was in making out the assessment

which witness made out on third avenue.

The assessment which the witness refer

red to as being a quire and a half of paper,

on third avenue contained descriptions of

all the property assessed. The abstract of

the Commissioners report on the 2d avenue

is made out on two sheets of paper. The

witnessknows what services used to be ren

dered in cases of street improvements by

the Corporation Counsel. The Commis

sioners or Assessors would make out their

report or assessment roll and hand it the

Counsel who would put it into legal form.”

Extract from the testimony of John Leon

ard, Esq. pg. 38.

“The Statement produced in relation to

the second avenue is signed by the witness

and the other commissioners. The sum

total of Assessments is $19,259,60. The

aggregate amount of awards is $12,595,234.

The expenses are

*Probably a typographical error.—Ed.

“Surveyor's Bill, $1,700 00

“Appraiser's bill, 60 00

“Corporation attorney, coun

sel, and court charges, 2033 55

“Commissioner's fees, 2280 00

“Room hire, clerk hire, print

ing and stationery, 324 72

“Collector, 300 00

“Total expenses, $6,698 27”

The number of blocks on the 2d avenue as

sessment is but 5S, while those of the third av

nue are more than double that number.

Extract from Senate DocumentNo. 100, p.

298.

“The Commissioners for making the esti

mate of the expense of opening the 7th av

enue have included in their estimates some

expenses of a most extraordinary character,

VIZ :

Commissioner's fees $4,920 00

Room hire for do. 410 00

Carriage hire, 30 00

Clerk hire, 250 00

Stationery, &c. &c., 48 00

Counsel fees, 3,977 77

Surveyor's fees, 2,801 00

Collector's fees, 1,115 00

•Total, $13,550 77

The City Comptrollers Report for 1841,

pg. 108 to 113 affords an illustration of that

portion of the Mr. Thompson's testimony, in

which he says :

“She witness knows what services used

to be rendered in cases of Street improve

ments by corporation counsel.

City Comptroller's Report 1841, pg. 108.

“Opening 8th avenue throughout.”

“Counsel fees, 745,45

“Commissioners fees, 760,68

“Surveyor's fees, 310,50

“Appraisers fees and

“Collector's charges } 296,87

“Incidental expenses, I7S,37

$2291,87

This avenue, is longer than the seventh

avenue, of which Mrs. Amory complains of

the enormous expenses, and it will be seen

on comparing the expenses of the avenues,

together, that the counsel fees alone in the

7th avenue exceeded the whole expense of

all the officers, &c., in the 8th avenue, by

more than $1630 || |

We will take another case as a farther il

lustration.

City Comptroller's Report, 1841, p. 109.

“Tenth Avenue from 28th to 71st street.

“Counsel fees, 338,76

“Commissioners fees, 348,00

“Surveyor's fees, 130,00

“Collector and appraisers, 130,00

“Contingent expenses, 0 75

Total, $936,51

The Counsel fees in the seventh avenue,

complained of, are more than four times

the amount of the fees of Commissioners

Surveyor, Counsel, Appraiser and Collector,

all put together in opening the tenth avenue,

from 28th to 71st street which is 43 blocks.
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The Surveyor's fees in the seventh avenue

are more than nine times the amount of the

surveyors fees for opening the Sth avenue

of greater length than the 7th.

The Commissioners fees, in the seventh

avenue complained of, are more than six

times as much as that of the Commissioners

for making the estimate and assessment in

opening the 8th avenue. It will be borne

in mind also that the Sth avenue is the most

extensive street, as opened.

The roºm hire of the commissioners

in the 7th avenue proceedings, was more

than all the surveyor's charges in the open

ing of the Sth avenue.

The proceedings in the Sth avenue, was

in 1811, the 10th avenue in 1815.

In reference to the extraordinary expen

ses in the seventh avenue, A. L. Robertson

Esq., one of the Commissioners, in his tes

timony, contained in Senate Document, be

fore referred to, in pg. 1:20, says:

“When witness applied for his fees as

Commissioner, he got a warrant from the

Street Commissioners office, from Mr. Gaines,

he thinks, or the comptroller; at the time of

getting that warrant he deposited in the

Street Commissioners office an abstract of the

estimate and assessments, with the expenses

in gross amounts, as Commissioners fees

$4920. Surveyor’s $2001,” &c., the Su

preme Court having passed upon the accu

racy of the items contained in their report,

he did not consider the corporation, or any

of its officers authorised to question their

right to the amount charged by them, they

being the mere depository of moneys paid

by persons assessed to be paid to those to

whom it was awarded by their report. Wit

ness believes the expenses are stated in a

paper annexed to their report, and the Su

preme Court passed upon that report.”

The witness is evidently under a mistake

as to the Supreme Court passing upon those

expenses, as will be seen by the testimony

of John Keyes Paige, Esq., Clerk of the

Supreme Court, Senate Doc. No. 100, pg.

85.

Mr. Paige states as follows:

“Witness never knew any bill of items of

expenses in opening streets or avenues or

public squares in the city of New-York, pre

sented to the Supreme Court for taxation

when the reports of the Commissioners of

estimate and assessment were presented to

that Court for confirmation though it is pos

sible when such confirmation was opposed,

such bills of items may have been presented

to the court with the report and other papers,

and the judge may have passed upon them,

but the witness never saw any such bills, and

none have falien uuder his observation in

his office.

From the testimony of Benjamin Town

send Esq. fºrmerly a member ºf the Com

mon Coºncil and Chairman of the Street

Committee of the Board of Assistants. Sen

ate Doc. No. 100, p. 94.

“Witness went to Albany, and there saw

*Should be $2801, see his testimony pg.

123 of Senate Doc.

the report of the Commissioners in the mat

ter of opening the Seventh Avenue, on file

in the Supreme Court Clerks office, and ex

amined the report, and looked for a bill of

costs with it, but could find none accompa

nying it or attached to it. Witness was three

or four days examining the said report.”

Extract from the testimony of Col. John

Ewen, Street Commissioner. Senate Doc.

p. 44.

“The abstract of the report signed by

the Commissioners containing the aggregate

account of the expenses, award and assess

ments, is the only poucher on which such

payments were made ; the claimants for

such expenses were nºver in the habit of pre

senting any bills. Again, the witness says,

The witness supposed that upon presenting

the abstract of the report of the Commis

sioners the expenses therein mentioned had

been taxed hy the Supreme Court as requi

red by law and that the officers of the cor

poration had no power to withhold their pay

ment.”

Ectract from a letter addressed by Robert

Emmet., Esq., the counsel in these cases to a

member of the Board of Assistant A/dermen,

who had offered and procured to be passed in

that body a resolution calling for information

in the premises. See Senate Doc. No. 100,

pg. 278.

“Sir I have received a copy of a resolu

lution offered by you and passed by the

board of Assistants on the 9th inst. requi.

ring me to furnish that board with the items

of the bill for Counsel fees and Court charges

in the matter of opening the seventh avenue,

also a bill of the charges of the commis

sioners of estimate and assessments, and

the surveyor's bill in the same matter. I

had determined to send back the copy of

the resolution, enclosed in a short commu

nication to the President of the Board of

Assistants, respecſully denying the right of

that Board, or of the Common Council, to

require any such information from me, but

being informed that the resolution was not

drawn by you, and believing that you might

not have well considered its fitness, or pro

priety, when you introduced it. I have

thought it due to you to make this per

sonal communication to yourself on the sub

Ject :

Again,Mr. Emmett says on same page 27S :

“The proceedings for opening the seventh

avenue, were conducted and concluded un

der the act of April 9th, 1813, the 189th

section of which provides that the commis

ioners of estimateand assessment (who ARE

Thi E A PPO INTED BY AND ARE OFFICERS OF The

SUPREME Court), &c.

Again the same witness says :

“But I know of no law which made it

my duty to preserve and exhibit to the Cona

mon Council, or to any other party, or even

to make out a bill with items of the costs

fees and Court charges in the matter of

opening the seventh avenue, or in any other

of the numerous street cases which I had

charge of,” &c.

On enquiry being made, of A. L. Robert

son Esq, one of the Commissioners for ma

king the assessments for the seventh Avenue

as to the means that the persons interested had

of knowing what the earpenses were, he states,

in his testimony, pg. 120, as follows:

“The persons interested in that avenue

could have ascertained the amonnt of ex

penses by deducting the amount of awards

from assessments, the ballance would show

the amount of these expenses. To ascertain

that they must add up the items on each

page, which are pronable not more than three

in number on each page, aed carried out on

the margin for the facility of reference.—

Thinks the report may have contained two

hundred leaves, but that is a mere guess.”

Thus, we have shown that in these im

mense expenses, payment was made, without

any taxation, or auditing, or approving, and

the street commissioner says he supposed the

costs, &c. had been taxed, by the Supreme

Court. This certainly is a very poor apolo

gy for paying such immense sums of money

to persons whom he knew could not have

earned it, and for which he knew they had

rendered no equivalent service.

There was no means of knowing how

much the expenses were, except by adding

up the awards and assessments page by page

for two hundred leaves, four hundred pages.

Is this the way of transacting public busi

ness—surely such proceeding have no par

allel in the civilized world.

We will next look at the Surveyors charges

and these require a little comparison.

The Surveying for the 3d avenue which

was six miles and a quarter in length was

244 dollars.

The venerable JonATHAN THoMPson, the

distinguished Ex-Collector of the port of

New York, one of our best citizens, in

his testimony, says, he thinks it was as easy

to make the map of the 2d avenue, as to

make that of the third avenue for the same

distance, in fact he thinks it was much more

labor to make that of the third avenue for

the same distance, than to make that of the

second avenue.

The length of the survey on the second

avenue, was only half that of the third ave

nue, and the Surveyor's bill for the second

avenue, was $1,700,00, taking the length of

the two surveys into account, it would ap

pear that for as much work as Mr. Thomp

son allowed $244, the 2d avenue Com

missioners allowed at the rate of $3,400,00

for, or a little less than fourteen times as

much as Mr. Thompson allowed. This

certainly is an extraordinary difference, but

we will make another comparison. The

Surveyor's fees for the 10th avenue from

2Sth to 71st street which is fifteen blocks less,

being a little over three fourths of the dis

tance of the 2d avenue survey was but $130

and the second avenue $1700.

We will here introduce a comparison of

the expenses of the Commissioners, &c. &c.,

for opening 10th avenue, from 28th to 71st

in 1815, with the expenses charged and paid

for opening 7th avenue from 21st street to

129th street, in 1839, and compute the

charges in each proceedings by the block.

Seventh Avenue, has 108 blocks.
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Counsel fees per block, 36,814

Surveyor's fees, 25,93}

Commissioners, 45,55%

Contingencies, 6,834

Total per block, $115,134

TENTH Avenue has 43 Blocks.

Counsel fees per block, 7,87

Surveyor's fees “ 3,024

Commissioners “ 8,09

Contingencies, “ 0,01;

Total per block, $19,00+

The expenses on the same work in 1815

cost but $22,023 per block, and in 1839 cost

$125,454. Near six hundred per cent in

crease including collectors fees!!!

Mr. Leonard in his testimony before the

Senate Committee, pg. 38, says:

“The witness arrived at the amount of

surveyor's fees by the Surveyors bill, which

was generally an aggregate amount. The

Commissioners knew the extent of the work

but were no judges of the value of the survey.

They received the Surveyor's bill from the

Corporation Counsel, and when they did not

receive it, that way, they would ask the Cor

poration Counsel whether it was correct.—

The Surveyor's bill was not audited, or certi

fied, by any officer to witnesses knowledge.

THE witness Does Not KNow who selecT

ED THE SURVEYor.”

Col. Ewen, Street Commissioner, says in

his testimony before the Senate Committee,

pg. 45, that :

“The wintess has been an engineer and

surveyor for a considerable period, could not

say what would be a fair compensation for

making such a survey and map as of 2d av

enue by a mere inspection of the map, be

cause he does not know what time or labor

was spent in producing it, and because he

has been out of the profession for the last

five years, persons now in the profession may

give a better judgment.”

Col. Ewen is as familiar with this ground

as with his own office, and during this whole

five years has acted as assessor and passed

upon more than one hundred surveyors bills.

He has a general knowledge of the surface

of the whole Island of New-York.

The remarks we have made in reference

to the cost and expenses apply to the seventh

avenue, for which the estate of Mrs. Amory,

was most enormously, and most wrongfully

assessed.

We next take the assessment for the pre

tended opening of the sixth avenue.

The Street Commissioner in his report,

uses this language :

“The Corporation has had no agency in

making or confirming these assessments, and

is not entrusted by law with the power of re

considering or making any corrections in
them.”

This proceeding originated with the corpo

ration. It is true, a petition was presented,

asking for this avenue to be opened, got up

by persons who wanted jobs of surveying,

counseling, assessing, collecting, &c. &c.,

but the petition was not signed by owners of

three fourths of the land fronting on the

avenue required by the 177th section of the

act of 1813, the corporation, therefore, usurp

ed the jurisdiction without having firstlegally

or properly acquired it. They were there

fore trespassers in the premises, and had no,

jurisdictlon.

As to the power possessed of correcting

those abuses—it is their duty to take the most

rigid measures to compel the public officers

to return the money to the city treasury, which

they have improperly taken from it and blot

out such acts from the city government.

Again, the Street Commissioner in his re

port says:

“The power exercised by the corporation

in these street openings is purely legislative,

in directing the opening of any avenue,

street or public square, either by themselves,

or on the petition of persons interested.”

The definition of powers, are a matter of

speculation. We term the act administra

tive and not legislative. Although we at

the same time are free to admit that the Street

Commissioner has opinions of some judicial

officers to sustain his dicta.

The power is not given to a particular

officer, naming such officer, but is vested in

the mayor, aldermen and commonalty, a

vague and loose investment. The words,

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty, are the

title of a municipal corporation, composed

of the feeholders and inhabitants of the

city of New York. Some further legislative

provision was necessary to enable any par

ticular officer or class of officers to execute

this power thus vested in a mere corporate

body. The act itself is a disgrace to the

statute book and should never have been

there. *

When the Charter of the City of New

York wasamended in 1830, a restriction was

imposed upon the Common Council in all

proceedings which generated assessments,

this restriction is contained in the seventh

section of the act of 1830, applies to the im

portant preliminary step of giving notice to

the persons whose land is intended to be

entered upon and appointed to public use,

and to those persons who are to be assessed

to pay for the land thus taken. This section

of the charter provides: “all resolutions and

reports of Committee s which shall recom

mend any specific improvement involving

the appropriation of public money or taxing

or assessing the citizens of said city, shall be

published immediately after the adjournment

of the board, under the authority ofthe Com

mon council in allthe newspapers employed by

this corporation and whenever a vote is taken

in relation thereto, the ayes and noes shall

be called and published in thesame manner.”

The debates in the city convention, when

this section was framed, are set forth on the

241st page of this number. The kind of

notice required to be given, is plainly, and

clearly stated, it was first proposed to be

published “in the daily newspapers”—then

“in one or more of the daily newspapers,”

and finally determined that notice should be

given “in all the newspapers employed by the

corporation.” This is too plain to require

any argument. Now let us see how this

law has been complied with, by the Com

mon Council 7

In the testimony of DAvid T. VALENTINE

Esq., assistant clerk of the Board of Alder

men, before the Senate Committee, pg. 36, he

says :

“It has not been customary to publish

the reports of the Committee on Street im

provements in the corporation papers. The

witness does not recollect any instance in

which such reports were published in the

Board of Aldermen.”

Here is an officer of the corporation, who

states with great plainness and frankness that

this law by which alone the Corporation

could acquire jurisdiction in the premises

has been uniformly and grossly violated.—

The evil results must fall upon the doers of

the mischief. Had the citizens had notice

they would have risen in mass and put a

stop at once to the proceedings. Mr Valen

tine has been in the corporation since the

adoption of the amended charter.

Again Mr. Valentine says :

“Since the witness has been assistant

clerk of the board of aldermen it has not been

the practice of that board, in all cases to

take the ayes and noes on resolutions for

street improvements, but during the present

year, sinee the veto of MAvon Morris, they

have adop:ed that practice.”

The law was passed in 1830 and it was

in 1841, Eleven years after, that Mr. Valen

tine gives this testimony.

On the 9th of Dec. 1839 the Board of

of Assistant Aldermen passed a deliberate

vote that they would not comply with this

law. See ante pg. 244.

The convention which assembled in 1829

to frame a bill to amend the city charter

were convened almost wholly, and solely on

this very point,see the discussions in the public

newspapers for 1820 to 1829and their address

es to the people on accepting the bill on the

2d page of this number and of this volume

pg. 242.

The Legislature subsequently provided

two other notices, viz: in the act passed

April 20th 1839, amendatory of the act of

1813. In this act it is required that the

commissioners shall give notice by hand bills

posted up, and also in four newspapers of

the intended presentation of the report of

their estimate and assessment to the Su

preme Court for confirmation.

It was also required that the costs and expen

ses should be taxed before these are allowed

and paid. This law was also wholly disre

garded in every particular. Even the Su

preme Court confirmed assessments in the

month of June 1839, after this law had taken

effect, without the costs having been taxed,

altho'the court wasrequired by the act to make

rules for such taxation, The Court, how

ever made such rule in July term, but at

the following September and December

Special Terms confirmed Reports of Com

missioners without taxation. No objections

were made to the court, and good reason

why, the parties had no notice—and yet ju

dicial officers seem to think the parties who

are sufferers are precluded from relief in
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setting such proceedings aside. This is an

unsavored dicta to hand down to posterity.

Mr. Paige, the Clerk of the Supreme

Court, in his testimony, pg. 86 of Senate

Report, says:

“Witness produced the report and addi

tional report of the Commissioners of esti

mate and assessment in the matter ofopening

of 6th avenue in the city of New-York, which

was filed in his office June 6th 1839, and

appears by endorsement to have been con

firmed on that day. There does not appear

to be any evidence that said notice of pre

senting such report or confirmation was

published in handbills annexed to said re

port or additional report.”

Mr. Leonard in his testimony, senate report

pg. 33. says:

“Witness does not recollect that any

notice was given of presenting such report

by posting handbills in the vicinity of the

contemplated inprovement, nor in how many

newspapers, the said notice was published,

that was left to the counsel of the corpora

tion, who then had charge of the proceed

ings.”

“At the time witness made that report he

was not aware of the existence of any law

which required such notices to be posted up

in handbills.”

This report which the witness refers to

was that of the second avenue which was

presented to the court and confirmed Sept.

1889 four months after the passage of the

law and two months after this very court

had made a rule under it. The Court, how

ever, say, that they do not act as a court, in

these Street cases, but act as quasi Commis

missioner; but the Constitution, says: “neith

er the Chancellor, nor justices of the Supreme

Court nor any Circuit judge shall hold any

other office, or trust.” Sec. 7, art. 5. Const.

We shall be obliged to suspend our re

marks, and introduce here the opinions of
Mr. Justice BRoNson, Mr. Justice CowEN,

and also extract from an opinion of Mr.

Justice BRoNson, and Mr. Chief Justice

SPENCER.

We give the opinion of Mr. Justice Bron

son—delivered at the May term in 1843, of

the Supreme Court.

SUPREME COURT.

In the matter of opening
39th street in the city of N.

York from the east to the

Hudson River.

Also, 37th street from riv

er to river.

Also, 11th Avenue, be

tween 32d and 47th streets.

Also, a new street between

the4th and 5th avenue from

22d, to 32d street.

BRonson, J. The Corporation is author

ised to Proºeed upon its own motion in open

ing streets laid out by the Commissioners

under the act of 1807 and the want of a pe

tition from the land owners is a matter of

no consequence. 2 R. L. 408, $177.

Whether the necessity, or convenience of

the public require the opening of a street,

is a question belonging exclusively to the

corporation. The Court has nothing to do

with it. ($177 and 8.)

The Report and resolutions of the Commit

tees recommending the opening of these streets

were not published pursuant to the act of 1830

nor were the ayes and moes called when the

resolution to open the streets was adopted by the

Common Council, Statute 1830, p. 226, §7.

These are plain violations of the

amended charter, and it is not im

probable that they may in some form affect

the proceedings of the corporation. (See

matter of Mount Morris Square.)

2 Hill 20 Sharp vs. Spear & Sharp v.

Johnson 2 Hill 76 and 92). But I am of

opinion that this is not the proper time to

raise the question. If the ordinance for

opening the streets was not duly passed the

objection should have been taken on the

motion for the appointment of Commission

ers or a motion should afterwards have been

made to set aside the appointments. The case

is now before us on its merits and the only

question is whether the Commissioners have

made a just and equitable assessment of the

loss and damage, benefit and advantage of

the several persons interested in the im

provements (§178) it is not unlike a motion

for a new trial on a case to set aside a report

of reference on the merits, when we should

not entertain the question whether the action

has been duly commenced.

It is said the counsel of the corporation

was never instructed to take the necessary

measures for opening the streets and that

he has proceeded without authority. This

objection also comes too late. It should

have been taken when the motion was made,

for the appointment of Commissioners and

besides the objection seems not to be well

founded in point of fact. The Common

Council passed a resolution that the streets

be opened and it is understood that it there

upon became the duty of the Counsel to

take the necessary legal measures for carry

ing the resolution into effect.

But however that may be Counsel has

beeu proceeding in the matter under the eye

of the Corporation for the last six or seven

years and the Corporation is now here mov

ing for the confirmation of the reports. If

any such thing was necessary the proceed

ings of the Counsel have been adopted and

ſatified by the Corporation (matter Mount

Morris square 2 Hill, 14,19)

The assessment in these four cases exceed

the awards by sums amounting in the aggre.

grate to $9,000,00 and upwards this differ

ence must have been made for the purpose

of covering the charges and expenses inci

dent to the proceedings, $185, $189, the

Commissioners to receive not more than

$4,00 per day each, while actually em

ployed on the duties of their appointment

besides all reasonable expenses" for maps,

**Veys, and plans, clerk hire and the neces

*Y expenses, disbursements, ($180) the

costs and charges of the counsel for pre

preparing the papers, advising the commis

sioners, and conducting the procedings to

their final determination have usually been

allowed as a part of the necessary expenses

and disbursements of the Commissioners,

the amendatary act of 1839 provides that no

costs or charges to the said Commissioners,

their attorney, counsel or others shall be

paid or allowed for any services performed

under this act or the act hereby amended

unless the same shall be taxed (Stat. 1839 p.

185, §12). This applies to the proceedings

which have already been commenced as

well as those which might be commenced in

future ($14). In these cases the costs and

charges have not been taxed and until that

is done I don't see how the reports can be

confirmed. The act of 1813 declares that

expenses shall be paid by the Corporation

and included in the assessments, (§189) it is

said that the act of 1839 only goes to the

payment by the Corporation and not to the

assessment. But the words arethat the costs

and charges shall not be paid or allowed until

the same shall be taxed. If we confirm the

reports the costs will be allowed against the

persons assessed for benefit and in a way

which will leave them no redress if the bills

have been overcharged.

We think the costs should have been taxed.

But it is not necessary at present to send

back the reports on that ground, the motions

may be suspended, until the costs can be

taxed, and then if the bills have not been

overcharged in the assessments the reports

will be confirmed. If the bills have been

overcharged, we will then consider whether

the reports must go back to the commis

sioners, or whetherthe persons assessed must

have justice done them in some other form.

The case of Samuel N. B. Norton was

before us on a former occasion (matter of

39th street, 1 Hill 191). We then held

that by selling his land and bounding the

purchasers by the streets he had dedicated his

remaining land on the side of the street to

public use. Following that decision the

Commissioners have now allowed him a

nominal sum for the land in the side of the

street. But there is a new fact in the case

now presented. When Norton sold to War

ner he took back a mortgage to secure the

payment of a part of the purchase money,

the mortgage since has been foreclosed in

Chancery and Norton became the purchaser

at the master's sale. I think the case is not

materially affected by this new fact. The

dedication was by deed and the land was not

dedicated to Warner, but to the public, so

long as the deed remained in force and the

public has an interest in the question, the

dedication cannot be recalled. The deed

is still in force. Norton must now trace his

title through Warner, and so far as I can see

he stands in the same condition as any other

person would who had purchased at the

mortgage sale, unless the cases upon dedi

cation by deed are reconsidered the objec

tion by Mr. Norton cannot prevail.

We see no valid objection to the Report

except that the costs and expenses of the

*!

i
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proceedings have not been taxed and as to

that, the motions may stand over for the pres

ent as already suggested when the counsel

for the coporation thinks proper to move

again in the matter, he must give notice to

the Counsel who has appeared for the per

sons objecting to the confirmation of the

report. Ordered accordingly,

Robert EMMET, Esq.,

of Counsel for the Corporation.

Richard Mott, Esq.,

of Counsel for the Objectors.

We next give the opinion of Mr. Justice

Cowen delivered at the August Special term

of the Supreme Cour", reserving our review

of the previous opinion of Mr. Justice Bron

son until we have made some farther ex

tracts, &c.

CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTION.

A motion was made at the June special

term of the Supreme Court, in a street case,

on the suggestion of the Court.

The opinion given in this matter was de

livered by the learned Mr. Justice Cowen.

The Corporation have insisted that the

provision of the act of 1830, requiring the

ayes and noes to be taken is merely directory,

and their attorney argued that the Court had

so held; but Judge Cowen in his opinion

says—“that question has never been decided

—but he previously states that it was intima

ted by the court, that the ommission might

seriously effect the proceedings.

The Constitution of 1777 provides that

the Justices of the Supreme Court, shall

hold no other office or trust except that of

Delegate to Congress.

The Constitution of 1821 contains this

provision. “Neither the Chancellor nor the

Justices of the Supreme Court, nor any cir

cuit Judge, shall hold any other office or

public trust.”—Art. 5. SEc. 7, Cons.

This language is too plain to admit of

misconstruction, and the learned Judge well

remarks, “It is indeed difficult to see what

the provision in the Constitution, against a

judge holding any other affice, is worth to the

people of the State, if it can be avoided by

turning him into a Commissioner of High

ways,” &c.

The Constitution vests the appointing pow

in the Governor and Senate, but here the

legislature vests it in the Supreme Court;-

and this patronage is exercised by one of the

Justices in the appointment of 27 batches of

Commissioners, (81 in number) in a single

day; and these Commissioners appoint Sur

veyors, Attornies, Clerks, Appraisers, &c.—

The extent of this patronage may be gath

ered from the fact, that the fees which a single

batch of Commissioners (3 in number) in

one proceedings awarded themselves and

their beneficiaries was near $14,000. This

is a patronage that outdoes the Governor of

the State.

We dissent from the doctrine that the jus

tices of the Supreme Court act as Commis

sioners, on these grounds, viz:

ls. The act of 1813, under which the

appointinents are made, is in these words:

“It shall be lawful for the Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonalty, to make application, or to

cause application to be made, to the Supreme

Court of Jurisdicture of his State for the ap

pointment of Commissioners.”—2 R. L. of

1813, p.409, §178.

2d. The Court in making the appoint

ment, enter an order or rule of Court ap

pointing the Commissioners; and also an

other rule confirming the report of the Com

missioners;–which is in the nature of a

judgment, being a lien upon the real estate

assessed ;—upon which in case of non pay

ment it is sold without any other form of

proceeding.

3d. These appointments are made, and

the reports are confirmed by a single Judge

If the Judges act as commissioners, one

would not form a quorum.

4th. The rules or orders entered in these

proceedings are entitled “in the Supreme

Court,” and the Clerk of the Court enters

these in the minutes with the other proceed

ings of the Court.

The opinion of the Judge in this matter

is of very great importance, and we take

great pleasure in laying it before the public;

although the motion was denied, the mover

having shown too much, and the Court, as

we think, clearly intimating that the act of

the legislature is unconstitutional.

SUPREME COURT.

In the matter of opening 37th street, New

York.

OPINION OF THE COURT.

Cowen J.-This case was very fully con

sidered upon the motion to confirm the re

port, when we refused to act on the objec

tions now taken, (vtz: that the resolutions

were not published, and the ayes and noes

were not called.) The answer given on

that occasion was, that the objections could

not be made in answer to a motion for con

firmation, but that. if available at all, they

should have come in answer to the motion

to appoint Commissioners, or a motion

should afterwards have been made to set

aside the appointment. It was also intima

ted that the omission might seriously affect

the proceedings. On the footing of this sug

gestion, a motion is now made to set aside

the whole proceedings as null and void.

It has been suggested on several occasions,

that the omissions, to publish the ayes and

noes, &c., was not vital, but merely the dis

obedience of a directory provision, though that

street, 6 Cowen, 571-2. In the matter of

Canal street, I I Wend, 154-5. In the mat

ter of Mount Morris Square, 2 Hill, 14-19.)

The principal has heen carried out into its

eonsequence by the Supreme Court often

granting a writ of certiorara, from itself as

a Court, to itself as a Commissioner.

It is notnow suggested for the first time, that

this Court was under no obligation to accept

the Commission, that the statute imposing

the duty can be sustained only on the as

sumption that the powers confirmed form a

legitimate part of our forensic jurisdiction.

The point was noticed in the matter ofBeek

man street, where the question of constitu

tional authority in the legislature is adverted

to. It is indeed difficult to see what the pro

vision in the constitution against a Judge

holding any other office is worth to the peo

ple of the State, if it can be avoided by turn

ing him into a Commissioner of highways, a

a trustree of colleges, &e, as the legislature

have in several instances done. We have

also I believe been declared members of the

Police Courts in the city of New York. The

office of Sheriff for that city or indeed any

any county in the State, might perhaps with

as much constitutional propriety have been

imposed, as some of the duties I have attend

ed to ; and had the question been made as

I admit it should have been, a reconsidera

tion by the Legislature would probably have

ensued, and the evil of interruption in the

regular business of the Court been pre

vented. The argument however proves too

much for the purposes of the mover. It

goes to show that we have nothing at all to

do with his case one way or the other. His

counsel rely on the words of the Statute,

which are that the Supreme Court shall

act as Street Commissioners. On the words

we are a Court, it is said, and may act as

such on the matter in all repects, including

the hearing of the motions to set aside pro

ceedings on the merits, or for irregularity de

fector nuility. Suppose the statute had said

the Supreme Court shall execute process for

the city and county, would it have been

the less turning us quoad hoc into Sheriff

beceuse of the title It is difficult I appre

hend to combat the argument of Spencer

Ch. J. in the matter of Beekman-street,

that by whatever name we may be called

in the delegation of power, this cannot vary

the nature of the thing, and so long as we

act all, it must be as road Commissioners.

It follows that we have no more authority

question has never been decided, nor is it

necessary now to decide it. The answer, I

think, lies in the relation we hold to proceed

ings for opening streets. It is that of Com

missioners, not a Court. An attempt was

made on the argument to show the contrary.

It has however been so often held that our

powers are summary, those of a more spe

cial Commission, like the powers of Com

missioners under the act of insolvency, that

we are perhaps scarcely warranted in hav

ing the question debated.

(In the matter of Beekman street, 20

John, 269–271. In the matter of Third

to interfere and set aside proceedings on

motion, than a Commissioner under the in

solvent act. (Stafford vs. the Mayor, &e.

of Albany, 7, John 541, 546-7. In the

matter of Mount Morris Square, 2 Hill,

19.) There are many departments of the

public business in which the lines of Con

stitutional power have not been so distinctly

drawn as to be always kept in view.

In framing a fundamental law, general

and sometimes equivocal words are used

to which time and observation alone can

affix such an obvions construction as shall

give them their intended effect either in

regulating legislative or judicial action.—

º

|
|
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The same remark is applicable to the law

dividing the powers of the Supreme Court,

as such, from the summary duties which

have been HAstily conferred upon it, and

perhaps as hastily assumed by it,

Mixed up as these Street questions are

with the hundreds of motions belonging to

the Special term, we cannot when speaking

of them, at all times conform our expres

sions to the exact difference between the

general and limited duty. Our omission to

do so has given occasion for the present

motion. It was by no means intended, how

ever, to trench upon the numerous cases

which have defined our jnrisdiction ; nor

to deny any of the consequences flowing

from the definition, one of these is a clear

inability to set aside street proceedings for

irregularity in the exercise of the power of

the Corporation.

If this be made a ground of objection at

all, we think it can only be interposed by

way of opposition to the appointing Com

missioners. A substantive motion to set

aside the proceedings, is neither given by

the Statute, nor consistent with the nature of

the jurisdiction which it confers.

Motion denied.

(Copy,) W. Hill, JR. State Reporter.

We make the following extracts from an

opinion given by Mr. Justice Bronson in

the matter of the People vs. E. F. Purdy on

the question of the right of Mr. P. to sit as a

Judge in the court of Sessions by virtue of

his office of Alderman of the 10th Ward of

the city of New-York.

“We live under a government of laws,

reaching as well to the Legislature, as to the

other branches of the government ; and if

we wish to uphold and perpetuate free in

institutions, we must maintain a vigilant

watch against all encroachments of power,

whether arising from mistake or design, and

from whatever source they may proceed.”

Again, the learned Judge in another part

of his opinion states :

“We are not at liberty to presume that

the framers of the constitution, or the peo

ple who adopted it, did not understand the

force of language.”

And again—the learned Judge remarks :

“I will not inquire whether this provision

be a good or a bad one. Whatever may be my

views on that subject, I am not at liberty to

set up my opinion against the declared will

of the People as manifested in the Supreme

law of the land.”

“If we may get round this clause of the

constitution because it stands in our way, or

we do not like it, we may in the same man

ner get around any other clause in that in

strument ; and thus all hope of fixing the

boundaries of power by written instruments

will be at an end.

In another part of the opinion of the same

learned Judge, he remarks :

“In this way a solemn instrument, for so

I think the constitution should be considered,

is made to mean one thing by one man, and

something else by another, until in the end

it is in danger of being rendered a dead letter;

and that too, where the language is so plain

and explicit, that it is imposible to make it

mean more than one thing, unless we first

lose sight of the instrument itself, and allow

ourselves to roam at large in the boundless

field of speculation. For one, I dare not

venture upon such a course.”

“Written constitutions of Government

will soon come to be regarded as oflittle value,

if their injunctions may thus be lightly over

looked and the experiment of setting a

boundary to power will prove a failure.”

In a paragraph of this opinion the learned

Judge uses this language :

“If the clause can be so construed,” (here

he refers to a particular case) “it may then, I

think, be set down as an absolute fact, that

the English language is too poor for the

framing of fundamental laws which shall

limit the powers of the legislative branch of

the government.”

The learned Mr. Justice Cowen in giving

his opinion in the same case in which Mr. Jus

tice Bronson gave the opinion from which the

above is extracted, says:

“I have thought a good deal upon the

question of Legislative power discussed by

Mr. Justice Bronson, and perceive difficul

ties in it which I had not anticipated before

I heard his opinion.”

We extract from the opinion of Mr. Chief

Justice SPENCER ‘referred to in the opinions

of MR. Justice Cowen on pg. —, as fol
lows:

“The powers possessed by this Court, in

appointing commissioners, in reviewing their

report, in referring it back to the same com

missioners, or substituting new ones, and in

finally confirming their report, are derived

wholly from the statute. None of these

powers exist independently of the legislative

delegation of authority ; and they are not in

cident to our judicial dutics. It might be a

question how far the Legislature can impose

such duties on the judges; but it does not

admit of a doubt, that, if we do consent to

act, we act under a limited and circum

scribed authority ; and our only power to act

being derived from the statute, we possess no

powers but such as are expressly given; and

those powers mustbe exercised in the manner

designated by the act. It is true, we act

collectively, and in term time, and a major

ity present control the proceedings; but we

act as commissioners, and in the same way

and manner as we used, individually, to do,

under the insolvent act. The statute is our

guide ; and we must proceed by the rules,

and in the manner it prescribes, The general

powers and jnrisdiction of this Court as re

gards the application now before us, cannot

be brought into exercise.”

In the month of May 1840, the Commis

sioners of estimate and assessment in the

matter of the assessment for opening 29th

street from the East, to the North River, pub

lished a notice that they hed completed their

report and “deposited a true transcript there

of in the office of the clerk ofthe city of N.Y.

fortheinspection of whomsoever it might con

cern, and that their report of the said esti

mate and assessment will be presented to the

Supreme Court of Jurisdicture of the State

at the Capital in the city of Albany on the

first Tuesday of June next, and they request

all persons whose interests may be effected

thereby, and who may be opposed to the

same to present their objections “in writ

ing” to the commissioners or either of them.

Ön the 27th day of May, Abel T. An

derson, and Isaac A. Johnson made objec

tions in writing, verified by their several

and respective oaths, within the time re

quired and specified by the said commis

sioners in the said notice and delivered the

same as directed to one of the said Com

missioners. These objections were made

under $182, of the act of 1813, 2, R. Laws,

pg. 417.

The provision of law is in these words:

“And any person or persons whose rights

may be effected thereby, and who shall ob

ject to the same, or any part thereof may,

within ten days after the first publication of

the said notice, state his, her or their objec

tions to the same in writing, to the said

Commissioners ; and the said Commission

ers, or such of them as shall make such es

timate and assessment, in case any objec

tions shall be made to them and stated in

writing as aforesaid, shall reconsider the

said estimate and assessment or the parts

thereof so objected to’’ &c.

The following are the objections.

To the Commission- ) In the matter of open

ers of Estimate and ling 29th street in the

assessmentfor open-ſ 16th Ward of the city

ing 29th street. y of New York.

Gentlemen,

We object to your award for damage and

benefit on our property, situate on the 8th

avenue and including 29th street, because

1st. The procedings have been so long

delayed, that a valuation at the present de;

pressed prices of real estate is unjust and
inequitable, inasmuch as there are no estab

lished data upon which any reasonable cal

culation can be grounded, and especially

where the improvement is not required.

2d. That we are deprived of a piece of

ground fronting 60 feet on the public avenue

by 300 in depth, fairly worth in ordinary

times $4000, and are charged $121 in addi

tion, to accommodate with an opening to the

8th avenue, a piece of ground 100 feet in

breadth in the rear of our property,inasmuch

as the eastern 400 feet of the block can

seek its outlet to the 7th avenue.
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3d. Because public necessity does not

require the opening of 29th street.

4th, Because public convenience does not

require the opening of said street.

5th, Because the persons interested in the

property assessed have not applied or peti

tioned for the opening of 29th street.

6th, Because the opening of 29th street

has not been legally authorized by the Mayor,

Aldermen, and Commonalty in Common

Council convened, as your objectors are in

formed and believe.

7th, Because the opening of 29th street

and the proceedings had in relation thereto

by the Board of Aldermen and Board of

Assistant Aldermen, possessing the legisla

tive powers of the Corporation of the city

of New York, your objectors have been in

formed, are illegal and not such as is requi

red by the law of the state of New York

and the amended charter of the city of New

York.

8th, Because the Board of Aldermen and

Assistant Aldermen, composing the Common

Council of the city of New York, have as

your objectors are informed and believe,

proceeded in this matter without having first

published the report of the Committees of

the respective Boards, which recommended

the improvement as required by law, and

the charter of the city, and without comply

ing with its provisions by calling the ayes

and noes in either Board when the report

was adopted, recommending, or when the

resolution was passed, authorizing the im

provement; and that the same was not pub

lished in the newspapers employed by the

Corporation under the authority of the Com

mon Council.

9th, Because the application by the coun

sel of the Mayor, Aldermen and Common

alty of the city of New York to the Supreme

Court for the appointment of commission

ers, was ex parte, in consequence of the in

formality of the proceedings of the board of

Aldermen, as your objectors are informed

and believe.

10th, Because the Corporation of the

city of New York have no power by the

charter of said city to assess private property

for public improvements, and that the only

power now exercised by the Common Coun

cil of the said city is conferred by statute

and regulated by statute.

11th, Because the fees of the

Commissioners of estimate and

assessment are, as your object

ors are informed and believe,

greater thanare allowed bylaw,

and that parts of days havé been

charged as whole days by some
of the Commissioners.

11th, Because the proceedings of the

Common Council in this matter have been

dilatory and expensive; the first proceed

ings had been completed, as your objectors

are informed and believe, in the month of

February, 1836, more than four years ago.

Signed ABEL. T. ANDERSON,

5****** ISAAC A. JOHNSON.

City and county of New York, ss. Abel T.

Anderson and Issac A. Johnson being

duly sworn, do depose and say, that in

their opinion the foregoing objections are

true in substance and matter of fact.

Sworn, this 27th Ahel T. Anderson

º 1840 S Signed Isaac A. Johnson.

efore me,

WATSON WAN BENTHUYSEN,

Commissioner of Deeds.

The motion was not brought on at the June

Special Term.

Ward Hunt Esq., of Utica, son-in-law of

JUDGE SAVAGE late Chief Justice of the Su

preme Court of this state, attended the

Special Term of the Supreme Court at Al

bany during the whole of its session in Au

gust to oppose the motion for the confirma

tion of the report of the commissioners of

estimate and assessment in this street, but

the opposing counsel did not bring it on.

Mr. Hunt attended the September Special

Term of the Supreme Court at Albany during

the whole term for the purpose of opposing

this motion and when everything else was

disposed of, and every person but the parties,

and one individual member of the bar besides,

had left the court, it was moved. Mr. Hunt

produced affidavits of disinterested persons

as to various irregularities, &c. &c., and also

the affidavit of the Chairman of the street

Committee, upon the report of which, the

proceedings were based, and also affidavits

stating that one of the commissioners had

publicly stated that fees were included in the

expenses for services never rendered, and

that the costs had not been taxed under the

act, passed April 20, 1839; but the counsel

who moved for the confirmation objected to

these affidavits being read, and the Court

sustained his objections.

Mr. Hunt then read the written objections

above, filed with the Commisstoners, and

also objected to the report as being unac

companied by any statement of costs and

expenses, and to the non-taxation of the

costs under Sec. 12 of the act of 1839.

The Court, after hearing arguments, took

the papers, and on the 5th of January follow

lowing, made a decision, overruling the ob

jections. Here it is as follows:

“In the matter of opening 29th street in

the city of New York, from the East to the

North River.

“R. Emmet, for the corporation, moved

the confirmation of the report of the com

missioners of estimate and assessment, in

the matter of opening Twenty-ninth street

from the East to the North River.

“Mr. Delaplaine, on behalf of John F.

Delaplaine, opposed the motion. The facts,

as they were admitted on the argument, were

as follows: Mr. Delaplaine owned four ad

joining lots on the southerly side of the street,

and most of the land in the street in front of

those lots. In 1833 he sold and conveyed

three of the lots, bounding the purchasers

by the street. He also conveyed to the pur

chasers all his interest in the land in the

street adjoining the three lots—the land to

be subject to the use of the owners of the

lots as a public street. He remained the

owner of the fourth lot, and the land in the

street in front of it. For the land in the

street opposite this lot the commissioners al

lowed him $79,48, which is less than its

value, and on that ground, Mr. Delaplaine

objects to the report.

“W. Hunt opposed the motion for con

firmation, on behalf of Abel T. Anderson

and Isaac Johnson—who have been assessed

for benefits—on several grounds: but there

was no proof of the facts on which they re

lied beyond their own affidavit, that “in their

opinion the objections are true in substance

and matter of fact.”

“R. Emmet insisted, that, being parties in

interest, their affidavit was not admissible.

(John and Cherry streets, 19 Wendell, 659.)

“By the Court, Bhonson, J. There is

nothing in the case of Mr. Delaplaine to

distinguish it, in principle, from other cases

which have been before the court. (32d

street, 19 Wend. 128, and cases there cited.)

Having sold lots and bounded the purchasers

by the street as it is laid down on the city

map, he has adopted the map, and dedicated

his land in the site of the street to the pub

lic use. He could have intended nothing

less by his deeds than a declaration, that

Twenty-ninth street was, and so far as he

was concerned, should remain a public high

way. I do not say that this dedication will

extend to all his lands in the site of the street,

however remote from the lots sold: but it

will, I think, extend to all his lands in the

same block or in other words, to the next

cross street or avenue on each side of the

lots sold. The parties must have contem

plated an outlet both ways.

Why the commissioners allowed Mr. Del

aplaine more than a nominal sum, without

giving him the full value of the land, does

not appear: but he cannot complain that he

has got too much.

In relation to Messrs. Anderson and John

son the objection is taken, and must prevail,

that there is no legal evidence of the facts

on which they rely in resisting the motion for

confirmation. They are parties in interest,

and not competent witnesses in their own

favour. (John and Cherry streets, 19 Wend

ell, 659. The question of law which their

counsel wished to have considered, are not,

therefore properly before us,

Motion granted.

- REMARK.

There is, in our opinion an important

º,
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omision in the published report of this case.

We were in court when this motion was

argued. Mr. Hunt counsel for Messrs. An

derson & Johnson, produced affidavits of

persons not interested in the assessment, to

sustain important objections to all the pro

ceedings, not only to the counsel moving for

the confirmation, but also to the Commis

sioners report, and also to the amount of

fees included which affidavits stated that one

of the commissioners admitted that fees were

included in the assessment for services not

rendered. Mr. Justice Bronson said that

these affidavits could not be read if the coun

sel moving for confirmation objected, and

he did object.

We will review this opinion in connection

with that of the same learned judge in the

matter of 37th street, in the subsequent pages

of this number.

We extract from the 2d vol. Dalles re

ports the following opinions which were given

upon an act of Congress imposing particu

lar duties upon the judges of the Supreme

Court of the United States in reference to

provisions, which are applicable as to the

principles discussed, to the acts of the Justices

of the Supreme Court acting as CoMMission

ER in assessments.

“As the reasons assignedby the Judges, for

declining to execute the first act of Congress

involve a great constitutional question, it will

not be thought improper to subjoin them, in

illustration of Hayburn's case.

“The Circuit Court for the district of New

York'(consisting ofJAY, Chief Justice, CUsh

ING, Justice, and DUANE District Judge) pro

ceeded on the 5th of April, 1791, to take

into consideration the act of Congress enti

tled “An act to provide for the settlement

of the claims of widows and orphans barred

by the limitations heretofore established, and

to regulate the claims to invalid pensions;”

and were, therefore, unanimously, of opinion

and agreed

“That by the Constitution of the United

States, the government thereof is divided into

three distinct and independent branches,

and that it is the duty of each to abstain

from, and oppose encroachments on either.

“That neither the Legislature or Ezecu

tive branches, can constitutionally assign to

the Judicial any duties, but such as are prop

erly judicial, and to be performed in a judicial

772(172/16/".

“That the duties assigned to the Circuit

Courts, by this act, are not of that descrip

tion, and that the act itself does not appear

to contemplate them as such ; inasmuch as

it subjects the decisions of these courts, made

pursuant tothose duties, first to the consider

ation and suspension of the Secretary at

War, and then to the revision of the Legis

lature; whereas by the Constitution, neither

the Secretary at War, nor any other Execu

tive officer, nor even the legislature, are au

thorised to sit as a court of errors on the

judicial acts or opinions of this court.

“As therefore, the business assigned to

this court, by the act, is not judicial, nor

directed to be performed judicially, the act

can only be considered as appointing com

missioners for the purposes mentioned in it,

by official instead of personal descriptions.

“That the judges of this court regard

themselves as being the commissioners desig

nated by the act, and therefore as being at

liberty to accept or decline that office.

“Thatasthe objects of this act are exceed

ingly benevolent, and do real honor to the

humanity and justice of Congress; and as

the Judges desire to manifest, on all proper

occasions, and in every proper manner, their

high respect for the National Legislature, they

will execute this act in the capacity of com

missioners.

“That as the Legislature have a right to

extend the session of this conrt for any term,

which they may think proper by law to as

sign, the term of five days as directed by

this act, ought to be punctually observed.

“That the judges of this court will, as

usual, during the session thereof, adjourn

the court from day to day, or other short

periods, as circumstances may render proper,

and that they will, regularly, between the

adjournment proceed as commissioners to

execute the business of this act in the same

court room or chamber.

“The Circuit court for the district ofPENN

sylvania, (consisting of Wilson and Blair,

justices, and Peters, District Judge) made

the following representation in a letter, jointly

addressed to the President of the United

States, on the 18th April, 1792.

“To you it officially belongs to “take care

that the laws” of the United States “be

faithfully executed.” Before you, therefore,

we think it our duty to lay the sentiments,

which, on a late painful occasion, governed

us with regard to an act passed by the legis

lature of the union.

“The people of the United States have

vested in Congress all legislative powers

“granted in the constitution.”

“They have vested in one Supreme court,

and in such inferior courts as the Congress

shall establish, “the judicial power of the

United States.”

“It is worthy of remark, that in Congress

the whole legislative power of the United

States is not invested.

An important part of that power was ex

ercised by the people themselves, when they

“ordained and established the Constitution.”

“This constitution is “ the Supreme Law

of the Land.” This supreme law “all judi

cial officers of the United States are bound,

by oath or affirmation to support.”

“It is a principle important to freedom, that

in government, the judicial should be distinct

from, and independent of, the Legislative de

partment. To this important principle the

people of the United States, in framing their

constitution, have manifested the highest re

gard.

“They have placed their judicial power

not in Congress but in “courts.” They

have ordained that the “judges of those

courts shall hold their offices during good

behaviour,” and that “during their continu

. i. offiee, their salaries shall not be dimin

tshea,

“Congress have lately passed an act, to

regulate, among other things, “the claims

to invalid pensions.”

“Upon due consideration, we have been

unanimously of opinion, that, under this

act, the Circuit Court held for the Pennsyl

vania district could not proceed.

“1st. Because the business directed by

this act is not of a judicial nature. It forms

no part of the power vested by the Consti:u-

tion in the courts of the United States; the

Circuit court must consequently, have pro

ceeded without constitutional authority.

“2d. Because, if, upon that business, the

court had proceeded, its judgments (for its

opinions are its judgments) might under the

same act, have been revised and contracted

by the legislature, and by an officer in the

executive department. Such revision and

control we deemed radically inconsistent

with the independence of that judicial power

which is vested in the courts; and conse

quently, with that important principle which

is so strictly observed by the Constitution of

the United States.

“These, Sir, are the reasons of our con

duct. Be assured that, though it became

necessary, it was far from being pleasant.—

To be obliged to act contrary, either to the

obvious directions of Congress, or to a con

stitutional principles, in our judgments equal

ly obvious, excited feelings in us, which we

hope never to experience again.”

“The Circuit court for the district ofNorth

CARolinA, (consisting of IREDELE, Justice,

and SitgreAvs, District Judge) made the

following representation in a letter jointly

addressed to the President of the United

States, on the 8th of June, 1792.

“We the judges now attending at the Cir

cuit court ofthe United States for the district

of North Carolina, conceive it our duty to

lay before you some important observatious

which have occurred to us in the considera

tion of an act of Congress lately passed, en

titled “An act to provide for the settlement

of the claims of widows and orphans barred

by the limitations heretofore established, and

to regulate the claims to invalid pensions.

“We beg leave to premise, that it is as

much our inclination, as it is our duty, to

receive with all possible respect every uct

of the Legislature, and that we never can

find ourselves in a more painful situation

than to be obliged to object to the execution

of any, more especially to the execution of
one founded, on the purest principles of

humanity and justice, which the act in ques

tion undoubtedly is. But however lamenta

ble a difference in opinion really may be,

or with whatever difficulty we may have

formed an opinion, we are under the indis

pensable necessity of acting according to

the best dictates of our own judgment after

duly weighing every consideration that can

occur to us; which we have done on the

present occasion.

“The extreme importance of the case,

and our desire of being explicit beyond the

danger of being misunderstood, will, we

hope, justify usin stating ourobservations in

—-
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a systematic manner. We therefore, Sir,

submit you the following: -

“ 1. That the Legislative, executive and

judicial departments, are each formed in a

separate and independent manner; and that
the ultimate basis of each is the Constitution

only, within the limits of which each depart

ment can alone justify any act of authority.

“2. That the Legislature, among other

important powers, unquestionably possess

that of establishing courts in such a man

ner as to their wisdom shall appear best,

limited by the terms of the constitution only;

and to whatever extent that power may be

exercised, or however severe the duty they

may think proper to require, the judges,

when appointed in virtue of any such estab

lishment, owe implicit and unreserved obedi

euce to it.

“3. That at the same time such courts

cannot be warranted, as we conceive, by

virtue of that part of the constitution dele

gating judicial power, for the exercise of

which any act of the Legislature is provided,

in exercising (even under the authority of

another act) any power not in its nature judi

cial, not provided for upon the terms the

Constitution requires.

“4. That whatever doubt may be sug

gested, whether the power in question is

properly of a judicial nature, yet inasmuch

as the decision of the court is not made final,

but may be at least suspended in its opera

tion by the Secretary at War, if he shall

have cause to suspect imposition or mistake;

this subjects the decision of the court to a

mode of revision which we consider to be

unwarranted by the Constitution; for, though

Congressmay certainly establish, in instances

not yet provided for, courts of appellate ju

risdiction, yet such courts must consist of

judges appointed in the manner the Consti

tution requires, and holding their offices by

no other tenure than that of their good be.

haviour, by which terms the office of Sec

retary at War is not held. And we beg

leave to add, with all due deference, that no

decision of any court of the United Staes

can, under any circumstances, in our opin

ion, agreeable to the Constitution, be liable

to a reversion, or even suspension, by the

Legislature itself, in whom no judicial power

of any kind appears to be vested, but the

important one relative to impeachments.”

The above opinions are entitled to

great consideration, and are applicable

to the exercise of Street powers by the

Supreme Court of this State.

The Constitution of the United States

does not in express words prohibit the judges

of the Courts of the United States from

holding any other office, or trust—not so

with the Constitution of the State of New

York. The constitution of this State ex

pressly declares, that :

“Neither the Chancellor, nor Justices of

the Supreme Court nor any Circuit Judge,

shall hold any other office or public trust,--

Art. 5, $7, Con. 1823. The Constitution of

1777 declares :

“That the Chancellor and Judges of the

Supreme Court shall not, at the same time,

hold any other affice, except that of delegate

to the general Congress upon special occasions,

Sec. 25 con. of 1777.

From the year 1691 to the year 1823, the

Supreme Court of this State was composed

of five members—the Chief Justice and any

two of the judges could hold a court. By

the present Constitution, the Supreme Court

is now limited to three members, any one of

which, may hold a court. This change is a

bad one, and it would be better that it should

be placed back again to the old order of

things.

We next give the opinion of the Supreme Court of this

State as to one commissiouet acting without the others.

Curia, per SAVAGE, Ch. J. Two ques

tions are raised for the consideration of the

Court.

“1. Were the defendants entitled to give

in evidence, that the Locus in quo was an

highway under the plea of the general issue 1

“2. If so, were the proceedings of the com

missioners regular, they having never, all of

them, had a previous meeting, deliberation

and decision on the subject :

In trespass on land, the plea of not guilty

puts in issue the facts necessary to consti

tute the trespass; and under it the defend

ant may shew title or possession in himself,

or those under whom he claims. But when

the act appears to be, prima facie, atrespass,

any matter of justification, by virtue of any

authority, or any easement must be pleaded,

or notice given of it. (Co. Litt. 2S3. a. 1

Ch. Pl. 492. 2 Saund. 402 n. 11 John.

132, 7 Mass. Itep. 387.

The Justice was right in deciding that

poseession of the premises might be shewn

to be out of the plaintiff; but he erred in

admitting testimony to prove an highway.—

An highway is a mere easement. The pub

lic acquire a right of way; but the proprie

tor retains all his rights not incompatible

with public right, and may maintain trespass

for cutting timber, &c. (15 John. 452-3,

and 491. 1. Con. Rep. 103.

On the second point, there is no doubt the

proceedings of the commissioners were ir

regular. They must all be present, but a

majority may decide. 1st. Cowen's Rep.
238.

We now take up the proceedings in refºr

ence to 29th street, as stated in page 284, and

also 37th street, on page 2S2.

One of the Commissioners in this very

proceeding, was a witness before the Hon.

the Senate Committee, appointed to investi

gate assessment above in 1841, and the fol

lowing extracts are made from his testimo

ny:

From Senate Document No. 100, of 1842,

page 113.

“John Leonard, re-called on the part of

the memorialists, says: he was one of the

Commissioners for opening 29th street, his

assoeiates were Covell Purdy and George A.

Baker; they completed the assessment with

in a (the) year past; Mr. Purdy and witness

made the estimate and assessment; Mr. Ba

ker attended a very few times; in the esti

mate of the expenses, Mr. Baker was allow

ed the same amount for services as the wit

ness, and Mr. Purdy, and that amount asses

sed on the property; witness delivered the

Report to Mr. Emmett, the Counsel; den’t

know whether the statement of the expenses

accompanied the Report, when the same

was deposited for examination in the Coun

ty Clerk's office; don't know what Mr. Em

mett done after said Report was delivered to

him.”

Again, in page 114, the witness says :

“The Commissioners allowed Mr. Baker

the same compensation for attendance, al

though he was there but five or six times, as

was allowed to witness, who attended all the

time ; the witness done all he could to arrest

these erroneous charges for services not rem

dered, by stating the fact to the Corporation

Counsel, after they had completed their as

sessment, and after the fees of Mr. Baker

were included in the amount ; Mr. Emmett,

the Counsel, told witness that the Commis

sioners must swear to their attendance, and

witness and Mr. Purdy made affidavit to

their full attendance, and left Mr. Baker to

take care of himself; witness made no com

plaint to the counsel about Mr. Baker's not

attending, but merely stated the fact, and

nothing probably would have been said

about it, but that Mr. Emmett, the Counsel,

said something about a new arrangement;

witness thinks as to the oath required of the

Commissioners as to their attendance, and

then witness stated to him the fact of their

not attending, (page 115,); witness does not

know whether the costs in case of opening

29th street, have been taxed, in which wit.

ness was a Commissioner of estimate and

assessment.”

We have here to remark, that frequently,

before the month of May, 1840, Mr. Leon.

ard, the witness, complained to us ahout

fees being allowed for services not rendered.

One or two of these conversations, were in

the office of the Street Commissioner, and

prior to the motion being made for the con

firmation of 29th street, Mr. Leonard stated

to us, that fees were included in that assess

ment for services not rendered, he also made

the same statements as to the second avenue

assessment, which he afterwards testified to

before the Senate Committee. This state

ment is due to Mr. Leonard.

John Ewing, Esq., the Street Commis

sioner, in his testimony, Scnate Doc. No, 100,

page 44, says:

“The witness does not know whetherany

bill for taxation in the matter of the 2d ave

nue, was filed; it might be filed in his office

without his knowing it ; there are three or

four rooms in his office.”

The law as to requiring the filing a bill,

&c., in the Street Commissioner's office, con

tains these words :

“And a copy of the bill of costs, contain

ing items and particular services performed,

shall be deposited in the office of the Street

Commissioner, at the time of the first publi

cation of such notice.”

It is evident to our mind, that if the Com

missioners of estimate and assessment, were
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to place their bill of costs, &c., in the Street

Commissioner's office, in one of the “three

or four rooms,” under the chair cushion of

the seat of the autocratic head, that it would

not be a filing of the bill in the meaning of

the law. Filing is a public act, and could

not be very well done in an office of a public

officer, by putting the paper in some corner

where the head of the office would not be

likely to see it.

Mr. Justice Bronson, in his opinion in the

matter of 37th street, delivered two years

and a half subsequent to that in relation to

29th street, insist on the taxation of the

costs before conformation; in the case of37th

street, the affidavit of non-taxation was made

by a disinterested witness, and filed with the

Commissioner of estimates, &c., as an ob

jection to the legality of their proceedings.

We cannot see the distinction which the

learned Judge discovers in these two cases,

that constitute the great difference which he

makes.

The Statute is plain as to the requirement,

that the objections shall be in writing, the

objectors in the matter of 29th street, done

more, they verified these by their affidavits.

Surely, it seems to us very clear that the

Court could not consistently insist on that,

which the Statutes do not require. The ob

jections were in conformity with the notice of

the Commissioners. Judge Bronson holds,

that Statutes, should be construed strictly.

The Chancellor might, with as much pro

priety, say; that a bill filed in his Court,

should not be entertained, for the reason that

it was sworn to by the complainant, instead

of those who had no interest in the matter.

Mr. Justice Bronson, in his opinion in the

matter of opening 37th street, which we

have here stated in full, says, that the omis

sion to call the ayes and noes, and publish

the same, and the omission to publish the

resolutions and Report of Committees,

which are preliminary proceedings in these

assessments, “is a plain violation of the

amended Charter.” The Supreme Court

have been long and continually pressed up

on the point, and this is the first indication

of an opinion on that question.

Shortly after the HoN. Robert H. MoR

RIs came into office, as Mayor of the City of

New-York, proceedings involving assess

ments, were sent to him by the Common

Council, for his approval.

That intelligent and independent public

officer, at once endorsed the opinion of the

Assistant Vice Chancellor, in this matter,

and refused his assent to the proceedings,

and returned to the Board of Aldermen the

whole bundles together, and members of that

Board, who had held seats in that body for

years, and continually, violated this law,

voted the Mayor was right, and the Common

Council and theMayor's predecessors wrong,

in this.

The aye and noe question was raised in

1839, and the objection was laughed at, as

was testified to by the Assistant Clerk of the

Board of Aldermen, before the Senate Com

mittee. See Senate Document No. 100, of

1842, page 37.

The course Mayor Morris took in this

matter, gained for him among our intelli

gent citizens, great approbation, and it has

been verified by an increase of their votes

cast for him at two successive re-elections,

eacn marked by a continued increased ma

jority.

veto of Mayor MoRRIs.

Document No. 9–Board of Aldermen, June 14, 1841.-The

following Message was received from his Honor the Mayor,

and order.cd on ſile—SAMUEL J. WILL15, Clerk.

MAYor’s Osfice, }
New-York, June 14, 1841.

To the Board of Aldermen of the City of

New- York.

Gentlemen—I return to your body the

accompanying reports and resolutions and

ordinances, viz: Report of the Street Com

mittee in favor of flagging, &c., in Seven

teenth street, between Irving place and Union

place. and resolution. Report of same com

mittee in favor of paving Ninth street from

avenue C to avenue D, and resolution. An

ordinance to pave and regulate Washington

street. An ordinance to build a sewer in

Morris street. An ordinance for deepening

Storm's basin. An ordinance to pave, &c.,

southerly sidewalk of Twenty-eighth street,

between the Third and Fourth avenues. An

ordinance for a well and pump in Twenty

third street.

These were originated in your Board;

they have been concurred in by the Board of

Assistant Aldermen; and by that body sent

to me for my approbation. These direct

improvements, involving an expenditure of

public moneys, or requiring assessments up

on citizens, and have been passed without

calling or taking the ayes and noes in either

brance of the Municipal Legislature. For

this omission, I am constrained to withhold

my approbation of them, although there is no

objection to the improvements contempla

ted.

The seventh section of the amended Char

ter of the City of New-York, requires that,

“all resolutions and reports of committees,

which shall reccommend any specific im

provement involving the appropriation of

public moneys, or taxing or assessing the

citizens of the said city, shall be published

immediately after the adjournment of the

Board, under the authority of the Common

Council, in all the newspapers employed by

the Corporation ; aud whenever a vote is ta

ken in relation thereto, the ayes and noes shall

be called and published in the same manner.”

Although some of the legal tribunals of

the State, have decided that the omission to

take the ayes and noes, upon the passage of

such reports and resolutions, and ordinan

ces, does not make them void, while others

have maintained a contrary doctrine, still the

directions contained in the section of the

Charter referred to, are obligatory upon the

Common Council, and under no circumstan

ces should they be disregarded.

These provisions were intended to protect

the interests of the citizens, by ensuring de

liberation and integrity in their representa

tives, upon subjects involving either taxa

tion, assessment, or an appropriation of pub

lic moneys. The authors of the section re

ferred to, wisely determined that the most

effeetual method to ensure deliberation and

honest action on the part of the agent, was

to compel him to record and publish his

vote; thereby giving to the constituent,

knowledge of the agent's acts, and exposing

each agent to the animadversion of his con

stituents, when he voted incorrectly.

These provisions of the Charter, if strict

ly enforced, cannot but prove beneficial to

the citizen. It cannot be denied that there

are individuals, who may be elevated to of

fice, so singularly constituted as to be influ

enced in their conduct, more by the fear of

pnblic censure than by an internal conviction

of right, who will vote improperly, and even

corruptly, if they can do so without detection

and exposure.

To protect the public against the acts of

such persons, and to inform the constituents

of such acts of the representative, the sev

enth section of the amended Charter was

framed. I conceive it to be the duty of all

of us, strictly to enforce observance of every

requirement of the City Charter, that uni

formly correct precedents may be establish

ed; and we may avoid all measures which

we have not a clear right to effectuate. That

community is most scrupulous in its obedi

ence to the laws, whose officers and legisla

tors are strict in their observance of consti

tutional and legal requirements. Example

from those in authority, is more important

than their adjudications or their precepts.

We therefore should not only enfore, but

obey the law. The City Charter is a Con

stitution, which we as agents of the people,

are bound to obey strictly, not only in its

letter, but in its spirit.

RobT. H. Morris.

The omission to comply with this provis

ion of the Statute, in these proceedings, has

been made a subject of enquiry and refer:

ence, to the Law Committee of the Board

of Assistant Aldermen, and that Committee

here made a Report, which is from the peº

of William Dodge, Esq., a member of

that Committee, as follows :

The Committee on Laws, to whom was re

ferred a draft of a rule proposed by As

sistant Alderman W. Dodge, for the gov

ernment of this Board, in these words:

“All resolutions and reports of Commit

tees, which shall reccommend any specific

improvement involving the appropriation of

public monies, or taxing or assessing the citi
zens of this city, shall be published immedi

ately after the adjournment of the Board,

under the authority of the Common Coun

cil, in all the newspapers employed by the
Corporation; and whenever a vote is taken

in relation thereto, the ayes and noes shall

be called and published in like manner,”

RESPECTFULLY REPORT,

That they have considered the proposed

rule, with reference to the various vexed and

important questions, which have arisen, by

reason of the neglect of the provision of the
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amended Charter on which the rule is based,

and with a due regard to the obligation they

have assumed “to support the Constitution

of the State of New York, and faithfully to

discharge the duties of the office of Assist

ant Aldermen, according to the best of their

ability.”

The citizens of this city having suffered

for a number of years, from abuses which

crept into the City Government, sought, in

the year 1829, to remedy these evils, by call

ing a Convention to amend the Charter.

A Convention was accordingly formed,

whose members, sixty-five in number, were

elected, five from each Ward, by ballot.

On the 23d day of July, 1829, the Con

vention had under consideration the section

of the amended Charter which has been

referred to ; the section originally was pro

posed by John Duer, Esq., and after some

additions and amendments, was adopted in

the form in which we now find it in our Sta

tute Book.

It was supposed by the Convention and by

the Legislature which ratified the amended

Charter, that the adoption of this section

would effectually prevent a multitude of

abuses, which, during a series of years had

been introduced and carried out with impu

nity, because the actions of the representa

tives of the people in the Common Council,

were unknown beyond the Council Cham

ber.

That this was the opinion formed cannot

be questioned, for at the close of their labors,

the Convention, proud as it would seem, of

the work they had performed, in their ad

dress to the people, thus allude to the subject,

and eulogize what was deemed by them one

of the most important advantages of the new
InStrument.

“Another guard to the City Treasury is

provided, by recommending that all bills or

resolutions, involving the appropriation of

public moneys or imposing assessments,

shall be immediately published in the news

papers; and whenever a vote shall be taken

thereon, the ayes and noes shall be called,

and the names of the members, with their

votes, shall be published.”

“This, it is trusted, will secure at once

publicity and notice to all concerned, and the

strong influence of personal responsibility on

the vote of every individual member. All

propositions involving assessments or bur

dens upon individuals, will be brought to

the knowledge of those interested, so as to

give them a chance of being heard. Care

ful and deliberate legislation, strict account

ability, judicious economy and perfect publi

city—these are the remedies which the Con

vention have sought, against the evils and

abuses to which all wealthy City Govern

ments are subject, of which this city has felt

its share, and of which the public voice has,

at different times, loudly complained.”

These hopes were justly entertained by

our representatives in the Convention, but

they have never been fulfilled, the evils and

abuses for which they fondly believed they

had found a remedy, under the actions of the

Common Councils since 1830, may have ex

isted, they could have existed from the day

the amended Charter became a law, up to

the present moment.

These safeguards have been and are now

neglected, and matters more important to

many of us than the proceedings of our

Legislature or of Congress, are hid from

view, and transacted as if none were concer

ned, save the immediate actors.

That provision of the Charter framed to

“secure at once publicity and notice to all

concerned, and the strong influence of per

sonal responsibility on the vote of every in

dividual member ;” that provision for the

enactment of which that Convention was

mainly assembled—that provision which

they deem the very key-stone of the fabric,

has been suffered to stand unnoticed, and

treated as though it was not made to bind

the Aldermen and Assistant Aldermen of the

City of New York.

Å disregard of this provision, has seriously

affected the interests of our city. and her citi

zens—our citizens are taxed—their real es

tate, supposed to be unincumbered, is found

covered by Corporation liens, year by year

their substance is impaired by weighty taxes,

and steadily year by year do these taxes in

crease, and the only notice they have of the

proceedings of our City Government, is the

demand of payment made by the Collector

of Taxes.

The Committee cannot imagine any sub

stantial reasons in favor of the neglect of

what appears to be the positive duty of the

Common Council.

It is true that several suits are now pend

ing in our Courts and undetermined, in

which the effect of this omission will be con

sidered, and we are told that these may be

successfully combatted by the Corporation,

on the ground that the words of the law are

directory not mandatory.

The Committee understand the distinction

between words directory and words manda

tory, to be this:—Words directory may be

neglected, or substantially complied with

without affecting the validity of a proceeding

under a Statute—words mandatory require

a literal compliance with them.

After an act has been performed, and it is

found that some irregularity or omission has

intervened, a resort may perhaps be rightly

had to such a construction as will sustain a

proceeding where no injustice has taken

place, but the Committee cannot concede

the position that an officer sworn to support

the law, has the right deliberately to deter

mine that the imperative word “shall,” in

a Statute, can be read to mean “may,” and

then act in a manner calculated to sustain

the latter meaning.

Let any member of this body carefully

read this portion of the Charter, and let him

determine with himself, if he has any war

rant, if it comports with his solemn oath, to

neglect the law and to read the words “shall

be published” as though they stood “may

publish.” No Convention would have been

required to grant leave to publish—their in

tention must have been to compel it.

The expediency of obedience to the law,

seems a question requiring no argument—

the Committee can only consider that expe

dient which is right—to debate whether what

is wrong should be done, because it may

seem to promise the greatest ultimate advan

tage, would, it is supposed, be insulting to

this Body.

As to the suits now pending, the Commit

tee believe, that the rights and liabilities of

the respective parties, are fixed and unalter

able, and that no action, such as the Com

mittee would propose, can impair any de

fence which the city or thosc who represent

her, now have nor strengthen the claims of

those who assert that injustice has been

done.

It may be urged that the publication de

manded by the Charter, would impose an

additional expense on the city—this argu

ment partakes of the doctrine of expediency;

let us, however, make the trial—the saluta

ry effects of a compliance with the Charter,

may save us thousands, while the remedy

may cost a few hundreds.

Had this section of our Charter received

due consideration, who can tell how many

acts of imprudent legislation would have

been nipped in the bud ; who can tell what

additional checks would have been imposed

on our Executive Committees.

The reasonings, the arguments and the

recommendations of Committees, would

have been better digested, and if false in ar

gument, or inexpedient in reccommenda
tion, the public would have been able to in

terpose their influence ; members would

have been careful of expenditures, when the

ayes and noes brought them face to face

with the people, and it may not be asserting
too much to say, that our city, which now

groans under a mountain of taxes and as

sessments, might have rejoiced in a compa

rative freedom from pecuniary liability.

Urged by these considerations, the Com

mittee feel it to be their duty not to allow this

Statute longer to remain dormant, they com:

mend it to the attention of every member of
this Board, and they trust that, after due de

liberation, each one will act, keeping in view
his official oath, the sanctity of the law, and

the interests of the whole people.

The Committee have prepared a draft of

an Ordinance, which is herewith presented ;

they do not believe it to be perfect, and they

submit it to the consideration of this Board,

trusting that the co-operation of their follow:

members, and their longer experience, will

bring it into a shape best adapted for practi.

cal operation.

THOMAS S. HENRY,

WILLIAM DODGE,

CHARLES A. DOUG IIERTY.

New-York, August 2d, 1843.

The Report was adopted by a large vote,

and sent to the Board of Aldermen for con

currence, there it will sir.EP, like other mea

sures that restrain the profligacy of a Corpo

ration, that is, in the exercise of this power,

a USURPER.

The learned Judge dwells with much em

phasis, on the objection made in the matter
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of 37th street, as to the application for the

appointment of Commissioners, being un

authorised by the Common Council. We

know that the petitions, for the appointment

of Commissioners, were signed by the May

or and Clerk of the Common Council, but

we presume that those gentlemen were not,

either of them, aware that the report of the

Street Committee, contemplated only one

set of three Commissioners, instead of 27

sets of S1 Commissioners, and the Commit

tee state the reasons to be, that “nineteen

twentieths of the expense” may thereby be

saved. Mr. Valentine, deputy Clerk of the

Board of Aldermen, and the officer who has

almost entire charge of the office of the

Clerk of the Common Council, says, in his

testimony before the Senate Committee,

page 112 of Senate Doc. No. 100, of IS42,

that :

“Witness thinks there is no record in the

office of the Clerk of the Common Council,

of applications to the Supreme Court, for the

appointment of Commissioners, in the mat

ter of opening streets and avenues, he has

no knowledge of any such record.”

This matter was brought before the Se

nate Committee, and in their report, they

say :

“The manner in which the opening of

those streets was effected, has been the sub

ject matter of complaint to this Committee.

Assistant Alderman Townsend, who intro

duced the report in favor of opening all the

streets up to and including 42d street, testi

fied that it was his intention to have all of

them opened in one proceeding, and thus

save to the citizens an enormous expense;

and for that reason this report did not con

clude with the ordinary direction in such

cases, that the Counsel of the Corporation

should take the necessary legal measures to

carry the same into effect. But through

some misapprehension, the ordinary pro

ceedings were taken for opening each street

separately by itself, instead of one set for

the whole series, and by that means the ex

pense to be paid by the owners of real es

tate upon the same, was increased at least

ninety-five thousand dollars.”

We could have added, that many of the

owners of real estate, from the incompetency

of the persons appointed Commissioners, or

some other cause, were assessed upon their

lands, beyond the value of the entire fee.

ANsoN G. PHELPs, Esq., states in his

memorial to the Legislature, see Senate Doc.

No. 100, page 306, that he is the owner of a

piece of land on the 1st avenue, between

39th and 40th streets, containing in all

about one fifth of an acre.

The Commissioners for opening the 1st

avenue, from 28th to 42d streets, assessed

this land for benefit, three hundred and

twelve dollars; and besides, they took 2800

square feet for the avenue, for, which they

made no award whatever. The Commis

sioners for making the assessment for 40th

street, assessed this same piece of ground

for benefit, five hundred and seventy-five

dollars; and the Commissioners for open

ing 39th street, assessed the same land over,

for benefit, eighteen dollars and seventy-five

cents. Here are three assessments upon

one and the same piece of land, in this dis

trict, which, by the report of the Street Com

mittee, was to be opened only by onE com

Mission, in which case, the assessment on

this piece of land, would not have exceeded,

at the utmost, five dollars, but by this extra

ordinary proceeding of appointing S1 Com

missioners instead of three, is assessed the

enormous sum of $905.75, and more

over the land itself is not worth the inte

rest of the assessments, and yet the

Court are led into the belief that Commis

sioners of estimate and assessment, in New

York, are selected with care. Such assess

ments as these, are so conclusive on this

point, that the Commissioners, (some of

them,) were so utterly incompetent, that we

will not consume the time of the reader, to

discuss the danger of such proceedings.

Another—The case of Messrs. Schuyler,

owner of a lot at the corner of 28th street,

on the 7th avenue. This piece of ground is

58 feet 16 inches, by 96 feet 10 inches, was

assessed for benefit for the opening of 28th

street, the sum of $1,039.05, and the same.

piece of land was again assessed, for the

opening of the 7th avenue, the sum of

$209,98, making, together, the sum of

$1,249.03. This assessment, with the inte

rest, exceeds the value of the land, more

than $500. See Senate Doc. No. 100 page

And yet Another.—A piece of land, be

longing to the estate of John Duffie, deceas.

ed, was assessed for the opening of 38th

street, the sum of $1,287.80, and the same

piece of ground was again assessed for

opening the 2d avenue, $117.50, making,

together, the large sum of $1,407.30, which,

with the interest added, now exceed $2,000.

Thomas R. Ludlum, a City Surveyor, in

his testimony before the Senate Committee,

see Doc. No. 100, page 151, says:

“Witness thinks the lots of John Duffy,

on 38th and 39th streets, in the rear of the

Norsworthy estate, before spoken of, are not

worth more than $50 per lot ; he thinks the

whole piece of ground is not worth more

than $450, because it is a low, sunken piece

of ground, and will require deep filling to

bring it to the grade.”

These three pieces of ground are all in

this district, which was only to be opened by

one sett of Commissioners, and had that been

the case, the assessments on the three pieces

of ground named, would not have been, in

amount, equal to three months interest on

the several sums now so odiously assessed.

Where is that doctrine of the Courts, that

there is no wrong without a remedy ?

ls the land of boasted freedom, a land

that boasts of her Constitution, and her

laws alas !!!

Assistant Alderman Townsend, in his tes

timony before the Senate Committee, see

Senate Doc. No. 100, page 96, states:

“Witness asked how the Court charges

were so high, and Mr. Smith replied, the

Counsel represented that he had to attend at

Albany, and sometimes farther west, and the

Court charges were sometimes very high,

On examining the amount of Court charges,

the Street Committee could not feel them.

selves authorised to report, authorising Mr.

Emmet to make application for openin

those streets, but that it should all be done

at one time, by the Common Council, or by

some person whom they should authorise

for that purpose. The finishing clause to a

report “that the Corporation Counsel be

authorised to take the necessary measures to

carry the same into effect,” was omitted pur

posely to sare expense. The testimony of

Assistant Alderman Townsend, is stated in

full, on page 216 of this volume, and the

reports of the Street Committee, on page

219 of this volume.

We have had frequent conversations with

Ex-Senator MyNDERT WAN SchA.ick, who

was also a member of the Street Committee,

which made this report, and he fully agrees

with Alderman Townsend, in this matter,

and is ready to come before a Committee

from the Legislature, and state the proceed

ings.

Mr. Perrine, in his testimony before the

Senate Committee, on page S0 of their re

port, states:

“There is a book permanently kept in the

Street Commissioner's office, and witness

recognises the book upon its being shown to

him, which contains a list of the names of

the persons for Commissioners of estimate

and assessments, in opening streets, &c.

They are placed in that list in the following

manner. Pretty soon after the annual elec

tion, the Aldermen call and enquire for that

book, and each Alderman inserts three

names for Commissioners for the ensuing

year. This list is made out each year in

the same book; it is in columns; first the

Ward, second the Aldermen and Assistant

Aldermen, third the Commissioners.”

The Senate Committee, in their report,

page 12, in reference to Commissioners of es

timate, &c., say:

“This loose practice has grown up in mo
dern times, for the more guarded one of an

application to the Supreme Legislative au

thority, was in existence in that city, subse

quent to 1792, when, to authorise the first

widening of John street, an application was

made to the Legislature, then in session in

that City, and before either house could act

upon the petition, they sent a Committee to

examine the ground; and upon the report

of which Committee, they enacted that the

damages to the owners, whose lands were

taken, should be appraised by a Jury, who

should be composed of merchants, showing

how careful they were in former legislation,

on this important subject. This appoint

ment is now made by three Commissioners,

appointed by the Supreme Court, whº are

generally nominated at the instance of the

Counsel of the Corporation, although there

have been instances where one of the Com

missioners has been selected by the Court,

from names proposed by the Corporation

Counsel, and by the opponents to the appli

* A small book, containing about a quire of paper.
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cation, and another has been named by these

opponents.”

The application for the appoint of Com

missioner, so far as we have any knowledge

of the Records, has been exparte. In case

of reports being sent back, the oppon

ents have objected, and we think it is to such

case the Senate Committee refer, in the in

dividual exception which they notice.

The words of the Statute are these :

“It shall be lawful for the said Mayor,

Aldermen and Commonalty, to make appli

cation, or to cause application to be made,

to the Supreme Court of Judicature, of this

State, for the appointment of Commission

ers; and it shall be lawful for said Court, to

whom such application shall be made, on

any such application, to nominate and ap

point three discreet and disinterested per

sons,” &c.

The Constitution, we say, prohibits the

Supreme Court of Judicature, from exercis

ing this power—we have, herein before, quo

ted the Constitution, on this head.

It is very evident, that the Justices of the

Supreme Court, have been misled as to the

qualifications of Commissioners of esti

mate and assessment, in New-York, gener

ally, for in the 19th vol. of Wendell's Re

ports, we find in two street cases, in the

opinion of the Court, the following:

“So many considerations of time, locali

ty and other circumstances, enter into the

estimate, that the only means of finally set

tling the question is, an appraisal. That is

committed by Statute, to Commissioners care

fully selected by this Court,” 19 Wendell's

Reports, page 652.

“Courts seldom set aside the verdict of a

Jury, on the sole ground that they may

think it against the weight of evidence.

And yet there is much less difficulty in such

a review, than there is in the one under con

sideration.”

“They are selected not only with refer

ence to their integrity and general capacity

for business, but on account of the know

ledge which they are supposed to possess,

concerning the particular duty which they

are appointed to discharge.”

“How then, is it possible, that we can

disturb the report upon the mere questions

of value, on the single ground that five, ten

or even twenty reputable men, have sworn

to opinions at variance with the judgment

of the Commissioners.” Page 694, 19

Wendell.

As a confirmation of the opinion we have

above expressed, we introduce two Reports,

which go to sustain us, and these Reports

the Street Commissioner, in his report on the

memorial of Mrs. Amory, page 276, of this

number, says: “ The undersigned had the

honor of writing these Reports for the Com

mittees on Assessments.”

“BOARD OF ALDERMEN.”

The Committee on assessments to whom

were referred the annexed petition of John

R. Stuyvesant of Dutchess county, respect

fully report:

“That all the facts set forth in the Petition

are verified by the Deposition of the Petitioner

annexed, and the examination given the

subject by the committee

“The facts are fully set forth in said Peti

tion and deposition and papers herewith and

to which the committee refer the material

evils of which are as follows: The pe

titioner is the owner of an irregular piece of

ground now fronting on the 11th street being

in front on said street 38 feet 8 inches and

about 98 feet 10 in, deep, extending back in

a triangular shape coming to nearly a point,

a little beyond half its depth, where it again

widens, and connects with two small lots

belonging to him which formerly fronted on

Stuyvesant street, but which now have no

front; Stuyvesant street having been closed

by the opening of 11th street. In 1839,

11th st. was opened from the second avenue

to the Dry Dock, the whole amount of the

awards for opening said street amounted to

$2600, the expenses $1193 97, making the

aggregate sum of $3793 09, that the above

mentioned property of the petitioner fronting

on 11th street together with the adjoining

lots as above stated and known on the map

of said opening as lot No. 4, is assessed for

the benefit $1072, being a little short one

third the entire amount of said assessment

for said improvement the lots in the imme

diate vicinity and adjoining the property of

the petitioner and fronting on said street was

assessed as appears from an examination of

the assessment about $1S for every 25 feet

in front and running back the usual depth,

and so in that proportion 49 lots in all were

assessed to make up the sum of the awards.

They were assessed including the amount

on the lot of the petitioner $3801. One of

the Commissioners, Mr. Andrew Warner,

was noticed to appear before the Committee

but he did not attend. The other, Mr.

Abraham Lessy was sick, or understood so

to be and was not notified. To the petition

there is a certificate signed and drawn up by

Mr. Warner, dated 1st July 1840, stating

that the facts set forth in said petition in re

gard to the assessment made are true, and

that there is an obvious mistake made by

the Commissioners stating the assessment on

the property of Petitioner at $1072, and

that they intended it to have been $10 72,

and that the mistake arose from carrying

out all the figures in the line ofdollars instead

of dollars and cents. Your committee state

that in this manifold conclusion they arrived

on the examination of the subject. The

Street Commissioners felt so convinced of

this being the fact when the circumstances

were brought to his knowledge, he withdrew

this property from the sale of property for as

sessments and for which it had been adver

tised, at the late sale of property. The pe

titioner at the time of the assessment and

ever since has resided in Dutchess County,

and had no knowledge of the assessment or

of the great injustice done him until after

confirmation of it, consequently had no op

portunity to rectify the error, or remedy the

evil. Although the Commissioners on street

openings are not chosen or selected by the

Common Council, or under their direction

or control yet, your Committee think

that an individual should not sufferso severely

from their carelessness or wilful error, as

the petitioner would if not relieved. The

duties of the Commissioners in this case

could not have been intricate or arduos and

they were most amply compensated, the

amount of their fees being $561, Sufficient

certainly to claim attention enough to see

that figures were set in their proper “line.”

This being a very flagrant case the Com

mittee are of opinion that the assessment

should be rectified, That the public should

sustain the loss, if it cannotbe collected from

those who caused it, andfor that purpose offer

for adoption the following resolutions:

“Resolved, That the sum of $10 72-100

be substituted for $1072, as the assessment

on the property of John R. Stuyvesant for

opening of 11th street, and known on a

map of said opening as No 4, the said sum

of $10 72-100 with the interest and costs of

advertising, if any, be received in full of

said assessment on said lot for said improve

ment instead of $1072.

“Resolved, That the Comptroller with

the advice of the Counsel of the Corpora

tion take such measures, as may be advisa

ble for the collecting from the Commission

ers in the matters of opening Eleventh

street from the second avenue to the Dry

Dock, such amount as may be paid out of

the city treasury by reason of the error made

by them in making the assessment to pay

the awards and expenses for said opening.

Respectfully submitted,

EGBERT BENSON, Com.

DAVID GRAHAM, Jr., ! on

ORVILLE J. NASH. assess.

Adopted by the Board of Aldermen Jan.

25th, 1841.

Concurred in by the Board of Assistants

Feb. 1st, 1841.

Approved by the acting Mayor, Feb. 4th

1841.

“BOARD OF ASSISTANTS.”

The Committee on assessments to whom

was referred the annexed petition of BENJA

MIN Townsend to be relieved from the pay

ment of his assessment upon the Seventh

avenue, Respectfully Report,

“That Mr. Townsend has been assessed

in the opening of 7th avenue the sum of

Two Hundred and Thirteen Dollars sixty

one cents for benefits on land situate on the

easterly side of said avenue, from about the

middle of the block between 48th and 49th

street, to 50th street, extending back from

the avenue two hundred feet, and including

two lots on the northerly side of 50th street.

Mr. Townsend furnished one half of the

ground in the avenue in front of his property.

The proprietor of the ground in the westerly

side of the avenue directly opposite to the

land of Mr. Townsend, and situate like his

in all respects, but furnishing rather less

ground for the avenue,have been awarded for

damages for snch land taken, overand above

".
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the benefits derived, the sum of two hundred

and ninety three dollars and nine cents and

the ground in rear of this land on the block

between 49th and 50th street, extending to

half the distance to the eighth avenue, has

been assessed two hundred and thirty dollars

sixteen cents, while the land in the rear of

Mr. Townsends ground, on the correspond

ing block extending to half the distance to

the 6th avenue and comprising more ground,

has been assessed but the sum of nine dol

lars and thirty five cents, plainly showing

that there must have been a mistake on the

part of the Commissioners in making up

their assessments; in confirmation of which

the Committee have found on examination

that other estates situate on the avenue like

Mr. Townsends, have been awarded for

dumages instead of being assessed for bene

fits; and in the nature of things it must be

so. By law the expense of opening an ave

nue is to be assessed upon the adjoining

ground, extending half way to the nearest

avenue on each side. The ground taken

for which the assessment was laid belonged

to Mr. Townsend who would be entitled to

an award of damages over and above his

benefits, the same as the owners of property

on the other side. and the amount of the

damage thus awarded to him would be

placed upon those owning in his rear who

have only been nominally assessed. Your

Committee have no doubt but that it was

the intention of the Commissioners to have

awarded Mr. Townsend but by mistake in

making up their assessment have assessed

upon him the sum they intended to award.

Mr. Townsend has conversed with Mr Harris

the Chairman of the Commissioners who

informed him that he was awarded at the

same rate as the adjoining land and if it

was not so there must have been a mistake.

Your committee have endeavored to obtain

the notes of the Commissioners but have

learned on enquiry that they were consumed

by a fire in Fulton street where Mr. Harris

kept his office. The petitioner does not

ask for any award, although he believes

himself to be fully entitled to one, but only

asks to be relieved from an assessment for

the taking of his own land for the opening

of the 7th avenue equal to about six lots of

land, of which he has been divested without

compensation.

Your Committee on a former occasion

adverted to the principle which guided them

in their recommendations on these subjects,

it is only in a case of the most palpable

error in which they can recommend any re

lief. Believing this case to be one of that

description, and one of extreme hardship.

They recommend that relief be granted to

the petitioner, in part by absolving him from

the payment of his assessments in the matter

of which he has made complaint. They

offer for adoption the following resolution.

Resolved, That Benjamin Townsend be

relieved from the payment of the assess

ment of two hundred and thirteen dollars

sixty-one cents on lots 352, 359, and 380 in

the matter of the opening of the 7th avenue

and that the same be charged to deficiency

in the said assessment.

JOHN A. UNDERWOOD, Com. on

ALFRED ASHFIELD. } assess.

The Committee on Assessments to whom

were referred the the annexed papers from

the board of Assistants in favor of relieving

Benjamin Townsend, respectfully report,

That they have considered the subjectthere

in contained and that they concur with the

Committee of the Board of Assistants in

their report on this subject and recommend

a concurrence in the resolution adopted by

that board.

EGBERT BENSON, Com. on

RICHARD S. wºws." assess.

Adopted by the Board of Assistants,

March 14th, IS42.

Concurred in by the Board of Aldermen,

May 20 IS42.

Approved by the Mayor, May 10th, 1842.

The Counsel of the Corporation to whom

was referred the annexed Petition of Martha

Amory for relief from assessments, and the

report of the Street Commissioner thereon,

Reports,

That the Petitioner complains of assess

ments that have been imposed upon the

property of James Amory, her late husband,

for the opening of the Sixth and Seventh

Avenues and Manhattan Square. The

grounds of these complaints are set forth

at length in the Petition and in the Report

of the Street Commissioner hereto annexed.

They arise from the very high valuation of

the lands taken for the improvements, the

same being estimated, at that time, at the

prices of City lots; from alledged exorbi

tant charges for the expenses of the pro

ceedings and from supposed errors on the

part of the Commissioners in imposing as

sessments upon the said James Amory for

land required for the improvement in front

of the land assessed and which is stated to

have, in fact belonged to the said James

Amory.

The question submitted to my consider

ation, is, whether the corporotion is liable

to the party assessed for the supposed error

on the partof the Commissioners in making

up their assessments, or whether they may

rightfully relieve the party from the pay

ment of a supposed erroneous assessment.

Assessments for Street improvements are

imposed by Commissioners, appointed by

the Judges of the Supreme Court, under a

law of the State. The Commissioners, after

they have completed their assessment, give

public notice that they will present their re

port for confirmation to the Supreme Court,

at a specified day. On such day their report

is presented and considered, all objections

are heard and decided on by the Supreme

Court. The decision of the Supreme Court

is final and conclusive, and like a judgment,

so that the assessment becomes a lien upon

the land assessed, and the party assessed

may be sued for it, or his goods may be dis

strained. On the other hand, by such con

firmation, the Corporation becomes liable to

pay the award, and may be sued for the

same. The assessments are made for the

purpose of meeting the payment of the

awards and of the expenses, and should

balance each other.

The corporation is not answerable for

any supposed errors, on the part of the

Commissioners. The Commissioners are

public agents, acting under public authority,

and in relation to the business of the public.

Their errors, if any, are subject to correc

tion, by the parties themselves, by a regular

legal proceeding. And if the parties in in

terest forego such remedy, and allow a

judgment to go against them, however er

roneous, they cannot, upon any legal prin

ciple, make the Corporation of the City

liable for their loss. Nor is there any equit

able claim to relief from the City Treasury.

The corporation have done the parties no

wrong. There may have been errors of

judgment on the part of the Commissioners;

but the proceeding has been regular and

according to the due course of law. If the

Common Council should now yield to the

the application of the Petitioner, and relieve

her from the payment of the assessments

complained of; who will make up the de

ficiency to meet the awards, which must be

paid ' If those who are chargeable with

these assessments, had, in due time, point

ed out the errors now complained of, and

their complaints had been found to be just,

the errors conlil have been rectified by the

proper tribunals, and the awards and assess

ments might have been equalized, so as to

have left no deficiency in the Treasury.—

And because the party is now too late to

remedy, in a proper legal way, the errors of

which she complains, shall an appeal be suc

cessfully made to the public treasury, on the

award principle, which has sometimes ob

tained. That “it is better that the whole

community should suffer a loss, than that

a single individual should be left to bear it

alone t”

The undersigned does not so construe

the charter of the City, nor the delegated

powers of the Common Council. They

do not admit the principle of remedying

one wrong to the Citizens by doing another

wrong to the public. -

With regard to the award of $392 05

supposed in the documents annexed to have

been wrongfully received by the Corpora

tion, the undersigned is of opinion that no

error has been committed by the Commis

sioners. This award was made to the cor

poration because they were supposed to be

the owner of a gore of land in front of lot

No. 1SI of the common lands, and which

gore was required for the opening of the

Seventh Avenue. By a reference to the

conveyance of lot 181 to James Amory, it

will appear that such lot was not bounded

upon the Seventh Avenue, nor any intima

tion in the conveyance given of an intended

grant of the land covered by the Seventh

Avenue, which was not then opened; but

on the contrary, all the land over which the

streets and avenues as laid out, might run,

pass, or extend, was expressly excepted from

the grant, and especially reserved to the Cor
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poration. The Commissioners were there

fore, right in making such award to the

Corporation.

The undersigned is therefore of opinion

that as the Common Council are not bound,

and have no legal right to remedy any of

the supposed errors of the Commissioners

in opening the several streets, &c., referred

to in the petition of Martha Amory, the

Petitioner should have leave to

withdraw her Petition.

Respectfully submitted,

P. A. COWDREY.

This report was made after the previous

pages had passed through the press.

The Report of Mr. Cowdrey, is a most

singular paper for a legal gentleman to draw

up.

It will be seen by referring to the memorial

of Mrs. Amory, on page 277, of this num

ber, that the prayer of her petition, is in the

following words:

“Your petitioner, therefore, in considera

tion of the premises, and of the fact that the

estate in question, has been in no manner

benefited, asks the Common Council to dis

continue all further proceedings to collect

the said assessments, or any part of them.”

“Your petitioner asks that justice and

equity may be done in the premises, and she

looks to the Mayor and Common Council

of the City, for such immediate relief, as

will relieve her anxiety, and save her from

vexatious and expensive litigation and

trouble.”

Now Mr. Cowdrey assumes, that the me

morial of Mrs. Amory, was referred to him,

and he discusses its contents. On looking

at the resolution, which makes a part of the

Street Commissioners Report, we do not see

that this memorial was referred to Mr. Cow

drey, at all; but the Street Commissioner's

Report, and the resolution, which makes a

part of it, was referred to the Counsel for

his opinion, as two matters, viz.: 1st, “as to

the liability of the Corporation for the errors

in the assessments therein referred to, and

2d, and in case the Corporation should not

be liable for said errors, whether or not the

Common Council may legally exercise the

power to relieve the petitioner, by the pay

ment of the amount out of the City Trea

sury.”

The learned Counsel, in his report, says :

“The question submitted to my conside

ration, is, whether the Corporation is liable

to the party assessed, for any supposed error

on the part of the Commissioners, in mak

ing up their assessment.”

“The Street Commissioner admits two

errors, which amount to $2,138, and calls
these “gross blunders.’” Why then talk of

supposed error, it is certainly a waste of

time.

Again, the Counsel, in his report, says:

“Assessments for Street improvements,

are imposed by Judges of the Supreme

Court, under a law of the State.”

It appears by the testimony of Mr. Per

rine, before the Senate Committee, which

we have quoted on page of this num

ber, that the Commissioners are selected

from a book of names, kept in the office of

the Street Commissioner, and that these

names are put there by the Aldermen and

Assistants of the several Wards, respective

ly, immediately after the election. The

Corporation, therefore, indirectly select

these Commissioners, and their Counsel

nominates them to the Supreme Court.

(See Report of Senate Committee, Doc.

Mo. 100, of 1842,) quoted on page , of

this number. The Supreme Court are not,

therefore, answerable for these “gross blun

ders.” It is said by the learned Justice

BRONson, in his opinion in the matter of

37th street, that “if the ordinance for open

ing the streets, was not duly passed, the ob

jection should have been taken on the motion

for the appointment of Commissioners.”

The Counsel well knows that the require

ments of the seventh section of the amend

ed Charter, as to giving notice to the per

sons interested, was not complied with by

the Corporation, and therefore, the applica

tion for the appointment of Commissioners,

was exparte and without notice, and for this

neglect, the Corporation, or their officers, or

both, are liable.

And again, the Counsel, in his report,

says :

“The Commissioners, after they have

completed their assessment, give public no

tice that they will present their report for

confirmation, to the Supreme Court, at a

specified day.”

Now let us see how far right the learned

Counsel is, in applying this to the case of

the 6th avenue, in which Mrs. Amory com

plains of abuse, and in which the Street

Commissioner admits the Commissioners

committed “gross blunders.”

Mr. Paige, Clerk of the Supreme Court,

in his testimony before the Senate Commit

tee, Senate Doc. No. 100, of 1842, page 85,

says :

“Witness produced the Report and addi

tional Report, of the Commissioners of esti

mate and assessment, in the matter of open

ing of 6th avenue, in the city of New-York,

which was filed in his office, June 6th, 1839,

and appears, by endorsement, to have been

confirmed on that day. There does not ap

pear to be any evidence that said notice of

presenting such report for confirmation,

was published in hand-bills annexed to said

Report or additional Report.”

This notice was required by the Act of

April 20th, 1839, and here there was anoth

er failure, on the part of the Corporation,
for they were the sole movers in the matter,

and they moved in the Report, in the appli

cation for the appointment of Commission

ers, for the confirmation, &c., as is here

shown in all cases exparte, and without no

tice to the persons interested.”

And again, the Counsel, in his Report,

says:

“On such day their Report is presented

and considered, and objections are heard

and decided on, by the Supreme Court.”

If no other party has any knowledge of

the presentation of the Report, but the Cor

poration Counsel, who moves it, and the

Commissioners, who move it, how shall the

party interested make objections 7 and if

none can be made, how can the Court con

sider and decide 7

The Counsel in such case, takes the order

of confirmation at his peril, and his client

must respond.

The Counsel, further remarks:

“The decision of the Supreme Court, is

final and conclusive, and like a judgment,

so that the assessment becomes a lien upon

the land assessed, and the party assessed

may be sued for it, or his goods may be dis

trained.”

If “the party may be sued for it,” it so

far, is but a claim, the legality of which,

would be determined on the trial of such

suit, and if sustained, then the decision of

the Court becomes a judgement, upon

which an execution may issue—and so far,

the assessment is not conclusive—the word

“conclusive” has been construed differently

from what the learned Counsel would have

it, on several occasions. If the officer dis

trains the goods of the person assessed, for

such an assessment as that of the sixth ave

nue, complained of, he would be liable to

heavy damages in an action of trespass, and

as to the assessments being a lien upon the

land assessed, if it should be a cloud upon

the title, it would be the duty of a Court of

Equity, to remove it, and to grant the owner

a perpetual injunction, restraining the Cor

poration from any proceedings to collect the

assessment.

Again, the Counsel, says:

“On the other hand, by such confirma

tion, the Corporation becomes liable to pay

the awards, and may be sued for the same.

The assessments are made for the purpose

of meeting the payment of the awards and

of the expenses, and should balance each

other.”

By section 12, of the Act passed April

20th, 1839, it is provided, that “no costs or

charges to the said Commissioners, their At

torney, Counsel, or others, shall be paid or

allowed for any services performed under

this Act, or the Act hereby amended, unless

the same shall be tared by the said Court,

&c.

The Court could not allow, nor could the

Corporation pay the expences in the 6th

avenue, without violating this provision of

the Statute, until the same had been taxed.

Therefore, so far as the expenses are concer

ned, the assessment has never been consum

mated, as the Report, if confirmed, must be

confirmed as a whole, or not at all.

The Counsel further states :

“The Corporation is not answerable for

any supposed errors, on the part of the

Commissioners. The Commissioners are

public agents, acting under public authority

and in relation to the business of the pub

lic.”
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If the Commissioners are public agents,

the public is answerable for the acts of such

agents, if other parties are sufferers by the

agents acts. If these agents meddle with

private property, the owners of such private

property, have not only a legal, but also an

equitable and valid claim for “due compen

sation,” as provided by the Constitution,

“ and in relation to the business of the pub

lic” there are individual and private interests

involved, which are invaded in the acts of

the Commissioners.

Again, the Counsel, says :

“Their errors, if any, are subject to cor

rection by the parties themselves, by a regu

lar legal proceeding. And if the parties in

interest forego such remedy, and allow a

judgement to go against them, however erro

neous, they cannot upon any legal principle,

make the Corporation of the City liable for

their loss.” * .

The words “allow a judgment to go

against them,” the Counsel should have

placed alongside the words first quoted, in

which he says, “the party assessed may be

sued.”

With regard to their errors, which in this

case the Street Commissioner admits, which

make the words “ ºf any” very much out

of place, the Counsel says, “are subject to

correction by the parties themselves, by a re

gular legal proceeding.”

What legal proceedings are regular” The

opinions of the Justices of the Supreme

Court, in the cases cited in pages 249 to 252

inclusive, of this number, so plainly answer

ed, that it becomes the duty of the learned

Counsel, as a public officer, to have noticed

them in his Report, and thus made the Board

of Aldermen acquainted with the position of

the question.

Again, the Connsel proceeds :

“Nor is there any equitable claim for re

lief from the City Treasury.”

We will not trifle with our readers so

much as to discuss this sentence, after hav

ing stated what is in the preceding pages of

this number.

Again, he says:

“The Corporation have done the parties

no wrong.”

We make the same remark as is stated in

reply to the next previous quotation.

Again, he remarks:

“There may have been errors of judg

ment, on the part of the Commissioners;

but the proceeding has been regular and ac

cording to the due course of law.”

The same remark as in the reply to the two

preceding quotations.

With regard to the application of the pe

titioner, the learned Counsel proceeds to

say:

“If the Common Conncil should now

yield to the application of the petitioner, and

relieve her from the payment of the assess

ment complained of; who will make up the

deficiency to meet the awards which must

be paid.”

What awards 2 we answer—to Counsel,

to Commissioners, to Surveyors, &c., and

while upon this portion of the Report, we

will quote the resolution adopted in the Re

port of the Assessment Committee, in the

case of Stuyvesant.

“Resolved, That the Comptroller, with

the advice of the Counsel of the Corpora

tion, take such measures as may be advise

able, for the collecting from the Commis

sioners, in the matter of opening 11th street,

from the 2d avenue to the Dry Dock, such

amount as may be paid out of the City

Treasury, by reason of the error made by

them, &c.”

We will quote another:

“Resolved, That the Counsel of the Cor

poration, under the direction of the Law

Committee, take measures to obtain a revi

sion of assessment, mentioned in the annex

ed schedule, as may be judged expedient

and agreeable to law.”

This last resolution was passed by both

Boards, and approved by the Acting Mayor,

Jan. 25th, 1841.

Both of these resolutions have been

wholly disregarded—not a step taken in ei

ther—this is the way public business is man

aged by the City officers.

Again, the Counsel says :

“If those who are chargeable with these

assessments, had, in due time, pointed out

the errors now complained of, and their com.

plaints had been found to be just, the errors

could have been rectified by the proper tri

bunals, and the awards and assessments

could have been equalized so as to have left

no deficiency in the Treasury.”

The Counsel may call to his memory the

application to the Assistant Vice Chancellor

in 1841, for an injunction to restrain the

Corporation from collecting this very assess

ment, and his own opposition to that appli

Cation.

That very able and independent public

officer, Assistant Vice Chancellor Hoffman,

to that application very properly granted an

injunction against the Corporation, to Mrs.

Amory, and the opinion which he gave in

the case, is this :

“But I am thoroughly satisfied that a more

palpable and pernicious violation of law, has

never marked the course of any corporate

body, than characterises the proceedings

complained of.”

Mrs. Amory has twice memorialized the

Legislature, and repeatedly memorialized

the Common Council, and the Supreme

Court have been repeatedly applied to in

analagous cases, in which she considered

the principles involved in her case, were in

volved.

Again, the Counsel says:

“And because the party is now too late

to remedy, in a proper legal way, the errors

of which she complains shall an appeal be

successfully made to the public treasury on

the award principle which has sometimes

obtained that it is better that the whole

commnunity should suffer a loss than that

a single individual shoule be left to bear it

alone.”

The position which is here taken for a

“, free city of itself” to plead statute limita

tions to the claim of a widow and her fath

erless children, is too low, to be seen by the

lights with which justice illuminatestheclaim.

Again he says:

“The undersigned does not so construe

the charter of the city, nor the delegated

powers of the Common Council they do not

admit the principle of remedying one wrong

to the citizen by doing another wrong to

the public” ' ' ' '

We quote from the Federalist No. 78 as

applicable to this case, in connection with

what is herein before stated, the following:

“There is no position which depend on clearer

principles than that every act of a delegated

authority, contrary to the tenor of the Com

mission under which it is exercised, is void.”

If therefore these acts are in violation of

the charter, and the common council have

transcended the persons delegated to them—

their acts are void, as is the case in the pres

ent instance. But the doctrine contained in:

“ they do not admit the principle of remedy

ing one wrong to the citizen by doing an

other to the public.” This is the quoerest doc

trine that we have ever seen from the pen

of a public officer. That a wrong to a

citizen should notbe redressed by the aggress

or | | |

With regard to the award of $392, the

Court for the correction of errors have settled

that, in the case of Livingston, the Street

Commissioner is therefore right in this, and

the counsel wrong. The Commissioners

should have made the award to Mrs. Amory

instead of the corporation.

The Counsel with these words concludes:

“The Petitioner should have leave to

withdraw her petition.”

Shame, shame !!

We have thus placed in promiscuous

order in this number divers matters having

a bearing upon the passage of the confis
cation act authorising the Mayor, Al

dermen, and Commonaſty to purchase land

at their own assessment sales,for assessments

for pretended improvement never made, and

for pretended benefits never conferred, but

before proceeding to make our remarks will

first give the copy of a letter received from

the iſon. John B. Scott, in reply to a

letter addressed to him, a copy of which is

on page 270 of this number. Mr. Scott's

answer would have been placed in connec

tion with that letter but it was not received

until after that sheet had passed through the

press. We now give it, and also the letter of

Mr. Meech in connection with it.

We also add the copy of a letter to H. N.

Wales Esq., Clerk of Assembly in reference

to the passage of the act by that house au

thorising the Mayor, &c., to purchase at

their own assessment sales, and his reply

thereto. Also a letter in answer to his reply

and his answer thereto. Also a third letter

to that gentleman and his reply thereto.
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FURTHER CORRESPONDENCE.

After the pages, upon which our letter to

Hon. John B. Scott, of the 7th inst. was

printed, had passed through the press, we

received his reply, which we here give. It

is very much to be regretted that the desire

for public office should be so great that

members of the Legislature are so run down

with applications that they are unable to

attend to the important interests of their con

stituents which are of far more consequence

to the people. Such, however, is the case, on

every change of political power in the State.

These letters are not published to complain

of individuals, but to bring before the citi

zens, the operations, results and consequen

ces of hasty legislation and to show the

great danger of our State Government be

coming very deficient in its practical opera

tions from what is contemplated by the con

stitution.

Letter from HoN. John B. Scott, to E.

Meriam.

“New-York 15th Nov. IS43.

“E. MERLAM, Esq.

“Dear Sir—In answer to your note, I can

only repeat the idea I always intended to

convey, in my former communications—

That I never received the memorials to my

Knowledge. That I have no doubt a pack

age was delivered to me from Mr. Meech be

cause he says so—but not from any recollec

tion and I supposed I pursued my uniform

course to lay letters, newspapers, packages

and documents of every kind sealed or un

sealed on the table until I had time to read

them. I appropriated generally the time

the house was in not session to 12 at night

sometimes I was not able to read them all

on the day received because they were so

numerous. I brought with me home all

papers after reading them I thought it of any

importunce to retain. I never read or saw

or had any impression ever on my mind that

there were such memorials in existence until

I received your first communication. When

I said “I cannot doubt but this package was

taken from my table or mislaid,” I meant

nothing more but to endeavor to account for

an event which I thought so extraordinary.

Not that I had taken or mislaid a package

which I dont know I ever had—but that it

was taken or mislaid by some other person

—how and in what way mislaid by servants

cleaning the room, or taken by design. I

know nothing more than you do. If the

Packages were in the form of Newspapers

then it is probable I might have neglected

to read them, for I received a great many

from every part of the country withouthaving

time to read them. If Mr. Meriam had

called upon me immediately atAlbany when

you discovered they were lost, or at any

time after, I was always ready to hear him

and explain all in my power. No person

can regret more than I, this unpleasant event.

If Mr. Meriams mind is not now satisfied

I despair of effecting it.

“Wery respectfully yours,

“John B. Scott.”

Letter from E. Meriam to Wm. Billings

Meech, Esq.

“New York, Nov. 25th 1843.

“Dear Sir—I hand you enclosed a letter

which I received some days since from the

the Hon. John B. Scott. I should have

sent it to you sooner, but having been much

engaged I had not time to compare it with

your letter to me of the 30th of May last,

and your respective letters of the 9th and

10th of March written from Albany after

your arrival there. I have now made these

comparisons and hand you the letter of Mr.

Scott which letter please return to me with

such remarks as you deem it calls for at

your hands. Very respectfully yours,

“EBEN MERLAM.”

“W. B. Meech, Esq.”

Secretary of the Herchant's Earchange meet

ing and a member of the Citizens Committee,

delegated by that meeting to proceed to Al

bany in reference to the Taz and Assessment

bills pending before the State Legisluture.

Letter from Wm. Billings Meech Esq., to

E. Meriam.

“New York, Nov. 28th 1843.

“Dear Sir—Your letter of the 22d inst.,

enclosing Hon. John B. Scott's letter of 15th

instant and asking for additional information

in relation to the package of Memorials pre

sented by myself to Mr. Scott last winter,

has just reached me. In addition to my former

communication on this subject I can only

say that the memorials were handed to Mr.

Scott a few minutes after nine o'clock of the

morning of my arrival at Albany: in the

Hall of the Franklin House at which I was

informed Mr. Scott boarded. Being only

acquainted with Mr. Scott by reputation, I

was obliged to request the clerk of the

Franklin House to point him out to me. I

saw Mr. Scott at the Senate Chamber on the

same day and have seen him frequently since

and he is the gentleman to whom I handed

the memorials and the letter of introduction

from yourself. As I have before stated Mr.

Scott appeared to be engaged at the time and

I had therefore only time to observe to him,

“Mr. Scott I have some petitions in relation

to Assessments which Mr. Meriam of New

York wishes you to present this morning,”

to which he replied “I will do so.” or equiva

lent words.

“On the same morning and before the

meeting of the Legislature all the petitions

and papers (upon the same subjects) entrust

ed to me by the Citizens Committee reached

their respective destinations and all the others

were duly presented to the Legislature,

“Respectfully Yours,

“WM. BiLLINGs MEECH.”

“E, MERLAM, Esq.”

Letter from E. Meriam to Hon. John B.

Scott.

“Nov. 30th, 1843.”

“ HoN. John B. Scott.

“Dear Sir:-Yourletter of the 15th came

duly to hand and I should have replied to

it earlier but being much engaged I was

not able to bestow uponitthat attention which

its importance demanded.

“I have since, enclosed the letter to

Mr. Meech, and have received his reply,

which is here subjoined.

“In forwarding important papers to Al

bany the committee have been very particu

lar. The memorials forwarded to your ad

dress, and that of the Hon. Robert Smith,

and others in January, were forwarded by

Express, and receipts in every instance taken,
which we now have.

“Mr. Meech was despatched to Albany

in March at an expense of near twenty-five

dollars purposely to deliver to his Hon. the

Lieut. Governor, to yourself, to Hon. Messrs.

Rhodes, Dixon and R. Smith, letters and

memorials.

“These memorials were of great import

ance, were collected together with great labor

and trouble and the loss of the forty is very
Severe.

“When these memorials were put up to

be forwarded to you, I first attempted to

enclose these all in a sheet of white foolscap

Paper, but found it would hold but a part of

them, I then divided them and put twenty in
each envelope and then wrote a letter address

ed to you which accompanied them. I at

the same time addressed a letter to His Honor

the Lieut. Governor, to the Hon. E. Rhodes,

Hon. A. Dixon, and Hon. Robert Smith, to

each of which one or more memorials were

sent, those gentlemen each and all presented
the memorials sent them.

The night prior to the morning of Mr.

Meech leaving New York for Albany, I spent

the entire night in preparing these commu

nications and in endorsing the memorials

which were all 61 in number and went my

self with the clerk of the Committee to

the Bridgeport steamboat and there met Mr.

Meech and delivered the letter into his own

charge.

“Mr. Meech in his letter to me dated Al

bany March 9th advised the committee of

his safe arrival and states that he had deliv

ered all his letters, &c.

“My object in addressing you the note of

the 7th instant, was to ascertain if these me

morials had since been met with, concluding

that if mislaid, that they would have been

found, but if they were taken from your

table, all hopes of getting them again, is at

an end, as those who would take them, would

most undoubtedly destroy them, hence we

shall be under the necessity of getting them

re-signed.

“I was in the Senate Chamber when Mr.

Franklin from your committee reported upon

the same class of memorials, which had

been presented by His Honor the Lieut.

Governor, Mr. Rhodes, and Mr. Dixon, and

he moved to lay them on the table, and it was

then I noticed the bundle was smaller than

the packages sent. I was surprised at this

course of proceedings with these important

memorials, and as the previous vote upon

the Bill authorising the Corporation to pur

chase at their own assessment sales, and

particularly at your own vote on that bill,

and at the introduction by yourself of a res
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olution to refer it to a select Committee to

report complete, while the Bill was under

consideration with the Committee on the

Judiciary, and had not been reported upon

by that Committee.

In looking through your letter of the 15th

inst., I noticed your remark “If the packa

ges were in the form of Newspapers then it

is probable I might have neglected to read

them.” These memorials were neatly put

up in white paper and could no more be mis

taken for newspapers than any other letters.

You also remark : “If Mr. Meriam had

called upon me immediately at Albany when

you discovered they were lost and at any

time after I was always ready to hear him

and explain anything in my power.”

“Mr. Meech, when he left N. York for Al

bany took with him written instructions—when

the committee separated the night previous

to his departure for Albany—it was arranged

that Mr. Meech was to get ready for to leave

town at six o'clock in the morning and

myself to have all the papers he was to

take with him in readiness and meet him on

board the boat the next morning with the

papers and with a letter of instructions.—

This was done. In these instructions Mr.

Meech was requested to call on the members

at their rooms before the hour of meeting of

the two houses in the morning after his

arrival in order that the memorials might

be presented that morning. He was also

requested to procure the Albany Evening

Journal of that day on which the memorials

were presented and the Argus and Adverti

ser of the next day and forward them by the

Express that the Committee could see what

was done in the two houses with the memo

rials &c. He sent these papers and they

came to hand, in looking over these I

did not see any mention made of the presen

tation of the 40 memorials by Mr. Scott, I

at once wrote Mr. Meech a letter of which

the following is a copy:

“ New-York, March 13, 1842.

“MR. MEECH :

“Dear Sir, The Committee will set out

to-morrow morning. We were disappointed

in not hearing from you by the express on

Saturday. I see by the evening Journal of

Friday that Mr. Rhodes presented several

memorials but I do not see that Judge Scott

has presented those sent to him. Will you

call on Judge Scott and make enquiry of him

on the subject. Forty memorials were sent

to Judge Scott which some of the memo

rialists are anxious should be presented.—

Perhaps he may be waiting until the bills are

referred to the New York delegation before

he presents them, if so they will be in time,

but if he declines to present them you will

please ask him plainly and in that case re

quest him to return them to you and give

them to Mr. Dixon or Mr. Rhoades and ask

them to present as 40 memorials. Be careful

not to offend Judge Scott in relation to these

memorials, say to him that I wrote to ask

you if he had presented these memorials but

if you know that he has presented them, do

not ask him.”

This letter was forwarded by express on

Monday morning and a receipt taken for it.

A snow storm had set in that morning and

the cars did not get through until two days

to Albany. In the meantime Mr.Meech had

left Albany for New York. On my arrival

at Albany, I called at the Express office with

the receipt and received the package again

and its re-delivery is marked on the face of

the receipt which I have. The memorials

were frequently spoken of by the Committee

at Albany from the fact that no notice of

the presentation of them was to be found in

the newspapers, but from what you said to

the Committee when they called on you they

supposed you friendly to their mission and

it was for that reason the subject was not

mentioned. When the Legislature adjourn

ed I called on the clerk of the Senate and

examined the journals and also examined

his files, and not finding the memorials in

the files nor any entry of them in the Senate

Journal I at once addressed you a note dated

19th April and called with it myself at your

lodgings and to which I received no reply.

On the 23d of May I addressed you a second

note asking for a reply to my note, and this

will explain, I trust, the reason of my not

saying more, than here stated on the subject.

You will find in the letter addressed to you,

(early in January) which covered a memo

rial in relation to the taxing the Banks on

lost capital allowing the tax books to remain

in the hands of the Ward Collectors for a

longer period, to prevent a large arrear tax,

and declaratory of the tax law of the pre

vious year, stated, that I should send you

these memorials, and I sent you about the

same time a printed copy of these memori

als, with the names of some 12 or 1500 of

the signers printed thereto. In looking

through the printed Journals both of the

Senate and Assembly you will perceive that

both are erroneous in reference to the bill

authorising the Corporation to purchase at

their own assessment sales, and the Remon

strances against it. The Standing Commit

tee on the incorporation of cities and villages

amended the bill in the Assembly and so re

ported it, but the Journal has it down, as re

ported without amendments. I have been

quite lengthy in may communication, but it

seemed necessary. You will notice that Mr.

Meech reached Albany, March 9th, aud the

Legislature adjourned April 18th.

Yours Respectfully,

EBEN M ERLAM,

of the New York Citizens Committee.

Letter from E. Meriam to H. N. Wales,

Esq., Clerk ºf Assembly :

New-York, Nov. Sth, IS43.

H. N. WALEs, Esq.,

Clerk of Assembly.

“DEAR SIR,--I have above, given you the

extracts from the Assembly Journal, and

also here with, a copy of a letter from the

Hon. E. H. White, and also a copy of a

letter received by me from a very distin

guished member of a former Legislature of

this State, and of the Senate branch.

The bill to which these proceedings refer,

is one of a very extraordinary character in

the annals of legislation; and as the pro

ceedings in the Senate, as well as the Assem

bly, have, with respect to it, been had with

out a compliance with the rules of either

house, I am under the necessity of applying

to you for information. I was standing

alongside Mr. Redington, when he reported

the bill in question, and he reported it with

amendments, and I remained in the House

of Assembly that entire day, and I heard of

no motion of a reference to a Select Com

mittee, to report complete, and Mr. Reding

ton was also in his seat all that day, and he

informed me that he had heard of no motion,

but on enquiring at the Clerk's desk, I learn

ed that the amendments had been struck

out. The Journals of the Assembly are

silent as to the bill being reported with or

without the amendments, by the Standing

Committee, but state that the Select Com

mittee reported the bill without annendment,

in which case, the amendment made by the

Standing Committee, should have been with

the bill, requiring engrossment.

Will you have the goodness to refer to

your manuscript journal, and state to me

what that says, and how this bill could be

referred to a Select Committee, to report

complete, without a motion.

Very respectfully,

Yours, &c.,

EBEN MERIAM,

Of the Committee of Citizens, delega

ted to proceed to Albany, by the Mer

chants' Exchange Meeting, of March

6th, 1843.”

The Extracts from the Assembly Journal,

referred to in the first paragraph of the above

letter, are to be found on the Assembly Jour

nal, pages 880 and 894, and page 264 of

this number ; and the letters referred to, on

pages 272 and 273, also of this number.

-

Letter from H. W. Wales, Esq., to E.
Meriam :

SchAgiiticoke, 15th Nov., 1843.

DEAR SIR,-Yours of 8th instant, with

copies of letters from the Hon. E. H.

WHITE, and another, came duly to hand.

The answer to your enquiries, will be found

in Mr. White's letter; and if you will

search the Journal, you will find parallel

cases on the same page, where bills reported

by a Standing Committee, were immediate

ly committed to a Select Committee to report

complete. This species of reference is very

common near the close of the session, in or

der to save time.

The bill you refer to, went through all the

..ſorms necessary, and the letter of your cor

respondent does not touch this case, al

though strictly right. When a bill is report

ed by a Standing Committee, the question

is, on agreeing with their Report, and a mo

tion to refer, re-commit, or order immediate

ly to a third reading, is universally practiced.

Upon the Report of Mr. Redington, Mr.

Jones moved its reference to a Select Com

mittee, of which he, of course, was Chair
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man, and he reported the bill as it was pass

ed.

Yours truly,

H. N. WALEs.

E. MERIAM, Esq., New-York.

Letter from E. Meriam, to H. N. Wales,

Esq.;

“New-York, Nov. 18th, 1843.

“DEAR SIR,--I have by this morning's

mail, your letter of the 15th instant. I re

gret that I did not see you when in town.

I hand you annexed, a copy of a letter to

Hon. D. R. F. Jones, and his reply.

We wish you would examine the manu

script Journals of the Assembly, and see if

they correspond with the printed copy, as

the printed copy is evidently wrong.

You refer to other bills. The New-York

Tax bill, which was reported at the same

time, by Mr. E. Strong, was not at that time,

referred to a Select Committee, to report

complete, and the printed Journal is wrong

in that. I was present when both of the bills

were reported by the respective Standing

Committees, and the next day, Mr. Palmer,

who was a member of Mr. Strong's Com

mittee, went to the Clerk's desk with me, in

reference to the Tax bill, for I learned of a

person at the Clerk’s desk, whether yourself,

or deputy, or assistant, I cannot say, that the

amendments had been struck out. I watch

ed these bills myself the whole day, on

which they were reported by the Standing

Committee, that objections should be made

to a reference, and the merits of the bill dis

cussed, before such reference should be

had.

We will feel much obliged by your early

reply.

Very respectfully,

E. MERIAM,

Of the Committee, &c.

Mr. WALEs,” Clerk of the Assembly.

Letter from H. N. Wales, Esq., to E.

Meriam :

ALBAmy, 21st Nov., 1843.

“DEAR SIR,-Yours of the 18th came to

hand yesterday, and I hasten to answer it,

although I have nothing new to commu

nicate.

The printed copy of the Journal is cor

rect and in the usual form, and tallies exact

ly with my recollection of the matter, and

as you will discover, is corroborated by

Messrs. White and Jones, the former of

which was in favor of Mr. Redington's

amendment. The fact of the bill having

been amended by the Standing Committee,

does not appear upon the Journal, because

in the turmoil usually attendent upon the

press of business, at the close of a Ses

sion, it is sometimes utterly impossible for

the Speaker or Clerk, to understand dis

tinctly, what or how the Chairman reports a

bill, and the Clerk is compelled to examine

the bill itself, in order to know whether it was

reported with or without amendments. In

this case, the bill passed out of our posses

sion, before we knew what amendments, or

whether any amendments had been made,

and when the bill was reported back again

by the Select Committee, as it was the same

day, (see page 895,) we had to take the bill

as we found it coming from the last Com

mittee.

All the business of the Clerk's table, was

done by myself, and all the records of the

proceedings, (i.e. the Journal,) was kept by

my deputy, Mr. Lott; the Committees are

made by the Speaker in this manner, imme

diately after a motion is made to refer a bill

to a Select Committee; the bill is passed up

to the Speaker by the Clerk, who writes the

names of the Committee upon the back of

the bill, the bill is then passed into the hands

of the Clerk who keeps the Journal, the

blanks which he has left for the names, is

filled over the bill handed by him to the

Chairman named on the bill. You will,

therefore, discover that it is hardly possible

to make a mistake in the direction of a bill,

although, as I before remarked, he may err

in relation to the manner of the report,

whether with or without amendments.

The motion, whether heard by yourself,

or even if not heard by five members in the

House, was made, and the bill was reported

by Mr. Jones, exactly as it came from the

Senate, and so passed, and no Parliamenta

ry rule violated, and even a motion made out

of order, or an hour after Mr. Redington re

ported the bill, would have been in order un

less objected to, for unless objections are

made, it is done by unanimous consent.

Yours truly,

H. N. WALEs.

E. MERIAM, Esq., New-York.”

Letter from E. Merian, to H. N. Wales,

Esq. :

“DEAR Srr, I have the pleasure to ac

knowledge the receipt of your favor of the

21st inst., and should have replied to it earlier,

but I have been so much engaged, that I had

not time to give it that attention, which its

importance demanded.

You will perceive that we alledge three

errors in the printed Journal of the As

sembly.

1st, That the bill was reported by the

Standing Committee, with amendments ;

whereas, the printed Journal states the con

trary.

2d, That the Select Committee reported

the bill with amendments, (viz.: striking out

the amendments of the Standing Commit

tee,) whereas, the printed Journal has it,

that that Committee reported the bill without

amendments.

3d, That no motion to refer the bill to a

Select Committee, was made, at the time sta

ted in the Journal.

In your reply, noted above, as your letter

of the 21st instant, you say:

“The fact of the bill having been amend

ed by the Standing Committee, does not ap

pear in the Journal, because the turmoil usu

ally attendent upon the press of business, at

the close of the Session, it is sometimes ut

terly impossible for the Speaker or Clerk, to

understand distinctly, what or how the

Chairman reports a bill, and the Clerk is

compelled to examine the bill itself, in order

to know whether it was reported with or with

out amendments. In this case, the bill pass

ed out of our possession, before we knew

what amendments, or whether any amend

ments had been made, and when the bill

was reported back again by the Select Com

mittee, as it was the same day, (see page

895) we had to take the bill as we found it

coming from the last Committee.”

You admit in this, that we were right in

the first and second allegations. We have,

therefore, the presumption in our favor as to

the third allegation, independent of any

thing else.

With regard to the third allegation, we

have to say, that we were at Albany attend

ing especially to this and four other bills;

that one of our Committee, (the writer,) was

within about fifteen feet of the Clerk's desk,

when Mr. Redington reported the bill with

the amendments, and a motion to refer it to

a Select Committee, could not have escaped

being heard. The Chairman, Mr. Reding

ton, heard no such motion, neither did Mr.

E. Strong, Mr. Hutchinson or Mr. Palmer,

and all of these gentlemen were attending

near the desk in reference to this and the

associate bill. I was standing by theside of

Mr. Redington, at the time he made the re

port, and any motion to make such reference

would have been at once objected to.

Mr. Jones, in his letter to me of the 3d of

Nov., says:

‘I have to say, that as I am named in

the Journal as Chairman of the Select Com

mittee, to which was referred the bill to au

thorize the Mayor, &c., to purchase lands,

&c., it is very probable that the motion to

refer to a Select Committee, was made by

myself.”

You will perceive, by the above quotation

from Mr. Jones' letter to me, that he has no

recollection of ever having made such a mo

tion, or of a motion having been made by

any other member. He merely says it is

probable, because the Journal names him as

Chairman, &c.

It is not our purpose to find fault with the

excellent Clerk of the House of Assembly,

on the contrary ; when we had occasion to

enquire about this bill, at the Clerk's desk,

we found him both frank and obliging.

We understood Mr. Jones to make a mo

tion to refer this bill to a Select Committee,

to report complete, the day the bill was re

ferred to the Standing Committee, and im

mediately upon that reference; but such a

motion, at that time, was as much out of

place, as if it had been made the first day of

the Session, before the bill was introduced

into either House.

If the mark of the names of the Select

Committee, were your guide in making your

entry in the Journal, could not some person

other than yourself, or the Speaker, or a mem

ber of the House, have placed the names up

on the bill?

Your letter details the mode of proceeding

by yourself and assistant, and then re

marks:
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“And even a motion, made out of order,

or an hour after Mr. Redington reported the

bill, would have been in order, unless object

ed to, for unless objections are made, it is

done by unanimous consent.’

If a motion was made one hour after Mr.

Redington reported the bill, would not such

a motion appear in the Journal, in the order

of time in which it was made, and as being

made subsequent to other motions, which

had in fact preceded it in the actual business

of the House?

You say:

“The printed copy of the Journal is cor

rect and in the usual form, and tallies exact

ly with my recollection of the matter, and as

you will discover, is corroborated by Messrs.

White and Jones, the former of which, was

in favor of Mr. Redington's amendment.”

I cannot see anything in either Mr. Jones'

letters, or those of Mr. White, copies of one

of each, of which, were sent you, which cor

roborates the Journal as printed, for Mr.

White says: ‘that Mr. Redington reported

the bill with amendments,’ and the Journal

says the very reverse, and Mr. Jones is very

far from being positive in either of his letters

as to the correctness of the Journal; he

says: “he believes, however, the report in

the Journal is correct.”

In another letter, he says:

‘I have to say, that as I am named in the

Journal, as Chairman of the Select Com

mittee, to which was referred the bill to au

thorize the Mayor, &c., to purchase lands,

&c., it is very probable that the motion to re

fer, was made by myself.”

We shall feel obliged for your early re

ply.

Yours truly,

E. MERLAM,

Of the New-York Citizens’ Committee.

H. N. WALEs, Esq.,

Clerk of Assembly.”

Letter from H. N. Wales, Esq., to E.

Meriam :

ALBANY, 30th Nov., 1843.

“My DEAR SIR,-Yours of yesterday is

at hand : I regret exceedingly that I have

not made myself understood in my two for

mer communications. I have conceded in

both, that it was not only possible, but very

probable, that an error might be made upon

the Journal in relation to the manner in

which a member reports a bill, for the rea

sons before stated, while it is almost impos

sible that an error of reference, and appoint

ment of a Select Committe, can be made ;

the one case being the sin of omission, and

the other of commission : the former being

accidental, and therefore pardonable—the

latter intentional and criminal, and a Clerk

who would do it, perjures himself.

Since the above was written, I have been

to the Secretary's office, and examined the

original bill. I find upon it, in pencil, in my

own hand writiug, the following endorse

ment, in the usual form: “Select, Messrs.

Jones, White and Haight,” without amend

ment, “ Table.”

These endorsements mean the reference

to the Select Committee: the report of said

Committee, (for the bill as it then was, was

without amendment,) and the result of the

first vote upon the bill when there was no

quorum in the House.

So much for the Record: now for my own

recollection of the matter, which I have not

before given you. The bill was reported by

Mr. R., with an amendment, a motion was

made by Mr. Jones to refer, &c., and the

bill was reported by Mr. Jones without

amendment. Not exactly understanding

myself what condition the bill was in, I sent

for Mr. Jones to my desk, and enquired

what he meant by this report, to which he

replied, that “he had struck (taken) out the

amendments of Mr. R.

Now, the printed Journal does not say

what you alledge “that Mr. R. reported the

bill without amendment,” although it ought

strictly to say that it was amended. This I

have explained before, and the presumption

is, that my deputy never saw the bill to

make his record from, until it came from Mr.

Jones' hand; and finding it without amend

ment (as it was,) so entered the report of

both Committees.

Mr. Jones actually reported the bill with

out amendment, as stated in the Journal,

although in fact he amended it, and that was

the reason I sent for him to my desk.

You say the Journal shows the motion

was made immediately, when it was not. In

this I think you are mistaken, my impres

sions are, that the motion was made imme

diately, although I do not pretend to be po

sitive on this point; that it was made I do

Know, for no such endorsements as those al

luded to, on the first page of this letter, could

or would have been made without it.

This motion could have been made some

little time after Mr. R.'s report, and still ap

pear as it does; for, if the motion had been

made shortly after, the deputy would very

likely turn back and place it there: that it

was not made long after, is very apparent,

for I should think Mr. Jones' report was

made in an hour or hour and a half after

Mr. R.'s.

Any motion is in order practically, at any

time, unless objected to, as the Speaker

never interposes his authority in these mat

ters, so near the close of the session.

When I said the printed Journal was cor

rect, I meant it was in conformity to the man

uscript, as you had raised that enquiry. I

also stated that it was corroborated by

Messrs. Jones and White, so far as relates to

the reference of the bill. If any chicanery

had been practised, Mr. White, who was on

both Committees, would have been very like

ly to have ferretted it out.

I have two substantial reasons for being

thus prolix in explaining this matter :-

first, as a public officer, I feel bound to fur.

nish any one with full answers, to any and

every enquiry addressed to me in my official

capacity ; sceond, my reputation as a Clerk,

of which I am rather chary, is in question,

and I feel an interest in placing that ahove

reproach, it being the only capital I have.

Hoping the annexed will prove satisfac.

tory, I remain as heretofore.

Your's truly,

H. N. Wales.

E. MERIAM, Esq., New-York.”

-

Letter from E. Meriam, to H. N. Wales,

Esq., Clerk of Assembly:

New-York, Dec. 2d, 1843.

DEAR SIR,-Your letter of the 30th ult.,

came duly to hand, and I hasten to reply to

it.

The whole tenor of my several letters to

you, are very far from imputing any blame

to the worthy Clerk of the IHouse of As

sembly.

Your frank and very full answers to our

numerous enquiries, place us under obliga

tions to you for the favors thus conferred.

It is due to yourself, from us, to point out

to you, the entree of this monster bill into

the Legislative Halls of the Commonwaalth,

to mark its progress, and mote its final crit.

In the annals of legislation, there is not to

be found a bill any thing to compare to this

in its deformities.

In the Senate Journal, page 301, you will

find the mention of a memorial, purporting

to be that of the Mayor, Aldermen and

Commonalty, of the City of New-York,

asking for the passage of this bill.

If you refer to the files of the Senate, you

will find this memorial thus endorsed, but on

opening it, you will find it is signed by Jo

seph R. Taylor, Clerk of the Board of Al

dermen, who, by virtue of suct office, was

also Clerk of the Common Council.

Petitions to the Legislature from the Cor

poration, are uniformly signed by the May

or, not so with this.

In Senate Journal, page 316, you will

find a report of Mr. Franklin, upon this me.

morial, and he states it to be a memorial of

the Common Council.

In the Senate Journal, page 389, you will

find a record of the presentation of a re

monstrance against the passage of this bill,

from the ‘Citizen's Committee,” and the

Journal should also state, that the bill was

re-committed to the Committee on the Judi

ciary, on the motion of Mr. Rhoades, this is

omitted.

On page 407, of same Journal, you will

find a resolution of Senator Scott, to refer

this bill to a Select Committee to report

complete ; this resolution was not in order:

the bill at that time was in the hands of the

Committee on the Judiciary, and that Com

mittee had not made their report.

In Senate Journal of April 5th, page 415,

you will find it stated, that “Mr. Dixon pre

sented the memorial of Phelps, Dodge &

Co., and 312 others, in relation to land sold

for taxes and assessments, in the City of

New-York, &c."

In the Albany Daily Advertiser, of April

6th, you will find under the head of Senate

proceedings, of April 5th, that it is stated

that ‘..Mr. Dixon presented 30 memorials

from New-York, signed by 2,500 citizens,

that the Corporotion may be prohibited from
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purchasing under sales and assessments.'

I presume you will find the same in sub

stance, in the Evening Journal or Argus

one or both.

You will find, on examining the Senate

files, that the daily Advertiser is right, and

the Senate Journal wrong, in this parti

cular.

You will find the Senate Journal of the

5th, contradicted by the same Journal, of

April 14th, page 508, and your own Journal

of same day, page 904.

Now sir, this is a brief account of the

track of this bill in the Senate, before it

took its departure for the Assembly. With

its movements in that branch of the legis

lature, my previous letters have made you

acquainted. -

On the 18th of April, the Legislature

were, by concurrent resolution, to terminate

the session at 12 o'clock, M. The session

was, on that day, extended, to 4 o'clock, P.

M., by a concurrent resolution.

Previous to 4 o'clock, the members were,

many of them, packing their trunks and

getting ready for home, and in the midst of

this confusion, and in the absence of the

Chairman of the Standing Committee, who

reported the bill with amendments, it was

called off, and decided to be passed, sent to

the Senate, where it lay quiet during the dis

cussion about the Recorder ship. of Troy,

and finally, at past the hour of 4 o'clock,

P. M., found its way into the Executive

Chamber.

Now sir, with all your experience in the

proceedings of legislative bodies, I think

you will say with me, that its like never was

before known. Sometimes this bill was

moving with the rapidity of thought, and at

other times it seemed to be extinct.

You have, sir, in the archives of your de

partment, a commentary upon this bill, and

although brief, is pertinent; it is the memo

rial of Mr. Benson, who, complains of an

assessment imposed upon a piece of salt

meadow, by the great officers of this very

Corporation, of the city of New-York,

which amounts to 26 times the value of the

land, and it is to legalise this very outrage,

and some others, that the officers of the

Corporation of the City, asked for the pas

sage of this act.

You have other memorials, viz: that of

James McBride, John H. Tallman, Joseph

Alexander, Martha Amory, and divers oth

ers. Please cast your eyes over these me

morials, and you will see what this bill de

velopes.

There is not a civilized government on

the face of the whole earth, that ever exer

cised power to the extent which this bill

reaches.

We cannot believe that there is a single

member of the government of this State,

that would have given this bill his support,

had he first carefully examined and delibe

rately considered its provisions, but it went

through the houses like the gust of a tor

nado.

I have been thus profuse, that you may

have some idea of the demerits of the bill

—r - ---

authorising the Mayor, Aldermen, &c., to

purchase at their own sales for assessments,

assessments generated, perpetrated and

consummated by themselves, in spite of the

protestation of their unfortunate victims,

and wholly regardless of their lamenta

tlonS.

The Legislature have been imposed upon

in reference to this bill. Shamefully im

posed upon.

The assessments for which they ask for

authority to bid off the land, thus imposed

upon, are, in a majority of the cases, for fic

titious improvements; for the pretended

opening of streets, which are still in the

same state that the island of New-York was

found in, when it was taken from the pos

session of the red men of the forest—noth

ing more nor less than sham assessments,

and it is these, which they have the audaci

ty to ask the Legislature to legalize.

Many, many are the individuals who have

been utterly ruined by these odious and

wicked assessments. Yes sir, I can point

you to a venerable citizen, whose head is

whitened with the frost of more than three

score years, who has been made a beggar by

these detestable assessments, and of him I

could say to you, ‘pity the sorrows of the

poor old man, whose trembling limbs have

borne him to your door, Oh give relief and

Heaven will bless your store.” That man cast

his eyes toward the Legislative Halls of the

Commonwealth, and asked for the protec

tion of his home, of the graves of those

who gave him birth, alas ! his petition was

passed unnoticed, while that of the oppres

ser found favor ; and instead of giving re

lief to the humble suppliant, an act was

passed authorising the Corporation to take

from him the ground on which the ashes of

his kindred sleep. -

I could point you to the widow and her

helpless children, whose home has been de

solated by Corporation assessments. She

has petitioned, but her application was of

no avail, for with the oppressor there was

power, and it was intimated that relief in

her case, would “inconvenience the Corpo

ration.’

Had the bill in question been a meritori

ous bill, we would not have troubled you

with enquiries as to its history and sojourn

in your department, but lamentable as it

surely is, it has not a redeeming feature in

its whole body.

In order that you may know the import

ance of the amendments proposed by the

“Citizen's Committee,” to this bill, I will

copy these from the New-York Journal of

Commerce, of April 14th.

‘S 7. This act shall not be construed to

alter or change the term of time during

which lands may be redeemed from assess

ment or tax sales, to any shorter period than

heretofore provided by law, whether the cer

tificates of sale have been assigned or not ;

nor to legalise or confirm any assessment not

made in accordance with the laws of this

State, any thing herein before contained, to

the contrary in any wise, notwithstanding.’

“Ś 8. The moneys authorised to be raised

by tax, on the estates, real or personal, of

the inhabitants and freeholders of the City

and County of New-York, shall in no case

be used, appropriated or applied to the pur

chase of any lands sold for taxes or assess

ments in the said city.’

‘S 9. This act shall not be construed to

authorise the purchase of any lands for un

paid assessments, in any case where the im

provement was not made on the petion of a

majority of the owners of the land affected

thereby : nor shall it authorise the purchase

of any lands which are assessed more than

ten times the actual value of such land ; nor

in any case where the members of the Com

mon Council of the City of New-York were

interested directly or indirectly in the con

tract work; nor in any case where the

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonally of the

City of New-York, have not complied with

the provisions of the Statute, under which

the proceedings were had ; nor in any case

where the fees or charge for advertising

such property for sale, for such assessment,

exceed the actual value of the land ; nor in

any other case, where the fees of any one

of the officers, which are assessed in part

thereon, exceeded fifty thousand dollars per

annum.”

I will also give you an extract from a re

monstrance of the public meeting held at

the Merchants' Exchange, on the 6th of

March, 1843, the original of which is in

the Archives of the Senate, signed by Pre

served Fish, Chairman, and twelve Assist

ant Chairmen, all of whom are men of

great purity of character, and who are, in

moral worth, second to none in the United

States.

This meeting, in the most emphatic lan

guage, remonstrate against this odious bill,

in the words following:

“The remonstrants suggest that the appli

cation of the Common Council, for a law

to authorise the Corporation to become pur

chasers at assessment and tax sales, ought

not to be granted ; that it is bad as a princi

ple, and will be worse in practice. That

the Corporation have not the means of pay

ing for such purchases, except by taxing the

citizens for the amount of the purchase mo

ney; that the Corporation should not be al

lowed to hold any real estate, not required

for public use, that it will be a wrong done

to the owners of such lands, will lead to ex

pensive litigation, for which the citizens

must also be again taxed, and thus indirect

ly sanction assessment abuses of an agravated

character, and give to contractors, at exorbi

tant and improper prices, the public money,

and to public officers fees and charges for

services never rendered.”

I give you also, an extract from 60 me

morials, signed by several thousands of the

best men in the City of New-York, men of

both political parties, without distinction of

party, and composing the greatest portion

of the most respectable inhabitants of New

York, some of which were presented in the

Senate by Senators Rhoades and Dixon,

and some presented in the Assembly, and

upon one of those presented in the Assem
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bly is the signature of an old fashioned pub

lic officer George B. Smith Esq., formerly

Street Commissioner of the City of New

York and his assistant Mr. Doughty. These

memorials were also signed by the venera

ble Jonathan Thompson the distinguished

Ex-Collector of the Port of New York, by

Stephen Allen and Phillip Hone formerly

Mayors of the City of New York, by Peter

A. Jay, formerly Recorder of the City of
New York, and numerous others including

Citizens who pay three fourths the aggre

gate tax of the City. This memorial is

also signed by that distinguished Citizen Ex

Senator Gulian C. Verplank who was a

member of the Special Committee appoint

ed by the Hon. the Senate of the State in

1841 to investigate the assessment abuses

and depredations in the city of New-York.

The following is the extract :

‘Your Memorialists, citizens of the city

of New York, most respectfully represent

to your Honorable Body, that the great and

arbitrary power now and heretofore exer.

cised by the Corporatien of the City of New

York their officers and servants, in the im

position of fictitious and ruinous Assess

ments upon private property for what are

miscalled public improvements, has had the

effect to lessen and depreciate the value of

real estate; and the loose and reckless man

herin which these extraordinary proceedings

have been carried on has had the effect to

impair real estate securities, and to render

titles doubtful and insecure.”

I give also the extract from 32 Remon

strances presented in the Legislature signed

by about 2,700 Citizensof New York against

the passage of this odious and abominable

bill, as follows:

“The undersigned Remonstrate against

the conferring of any authority on the Cor

poration of the City of New York, or any of

its officers to become purchasers at assess

ment or tax sales.”

I give also an extract from a written opin

ion from that distinguished Equity Judge,

the Hon. Murray Hoffman, in one of these

very proceedings for an assessment for which

the bill in question is applied for to consum

mate—as follows:

“But I am thoroughly satisfied that a

more palpable and pernicious disobedience

of law has never marked the course of any

corporate body, than characterises the pro

ceedings complained of.”

I will give you another from the memorial

of the Mayor, &c. in 1841 to the Legislature

as follows:

“But the amount of said assessments

being more than the present market value

of the said property so liable.”

I will give you further illustrations from

the Report of the Special Commiteee from

the Senate appointed to investigate asses:-

ment abuses in the city of New-York in 1841.

See Senate Doc. No. 100 of 1842, pages 18,

15, 16, 17.

“It is difficult now to comprehend how

the expenses in opening streets and avenues

in that city could have been so very great

as they were represented to have been, but

of the fact of their being so very great, there

can be no doubt; it is established by the

receipts of the Commissioners for the same

exhibited before the committee. In the

opening of the seventh avenue, from 21st

street to 129th street, which was confirmed

in February, 1839, the amount awarded to

the owners for land taken for the avenue,

was $28,241.41, while the fees and expenses

of that opening amounted to the large sum

of $12,435.70, and if to that is added the

collector's fees for collecting the assessments

$1,115.00, it will show a total of expenses

paid by the owners of land on that portion

of the seventh avenue for its formal open

ing, amounting to $13,550.70.

The amount paid to the commissioners

on that avenue for their services, at the rate

of four dollars per day, which is the highest

sum allowed by the statute, is pay for six

teen months’ services for each commissioner,

in making the estimate of the land taken

for opening that avenue, and assessing that

value back again upon the land on each

side of the avenue; and in opening this

one street, of one hundred and eight blocks

of about 270 feet each, the commissioners

were each engaged three times the whole

period that the Legislature is employed in

legislating for the State, and each of them

received about three times the compensa

tion that is paid to a legislator for passing

the whole winter from his home in attending

to the public business. And in addition to

that it was shown to the committee that com

missioners were frequently engaged on sev

eral streets or avenues at the same time,

taking their four dollars per day on each of

those improvements; and that they receiv

ed and were paid that compensation in some

instances where they did not attend to the

duties of their appointment, and in others

where they attended but once or twice. If

the case of the seventh avenue had been a

solitary instance the committee might have

supposed that it had taken place through

some mistake ; but they found the same

principle of enormous expenses to extend

throughout the whole system of street open

ings in that city, and that to such an amount

that the surprise should be not that the

inhabitants now complain of it, but that

they had not done so at a much earlier peri

od”.

“If the citizens of New-York are labor

ing under an erroneous impression in believ

ing that they have been greatly oppressed

and injured by the course pursued by those

commissioners, that belief is, in the judg

ment of the committee, very extensive.”

“On that branch of the complaint as to

the imposition ofheavy and oppressive assess

ments for improvements never actually made,

the committee ascertained that a very large

portion of the streets and avenues formally

opened from 1836 to 1839, were not actually

opened; that nothing has been done beyond

making awards and assessments by the com

missioners and the confirmation of their re

ports by the Supreme Court; and that

although the assessments have been collect

ed for such improvements in many instances

and in others the lands charged are either

sold or advertised to be sold for the payment

of those assessments, yet the lands forming

those streets and avenues remain in the same

condition as they were before the taking of

any proceedings for their opening; and in

some cases such lands remain in the occu

pancy of their original owners notwithstand

ing they have been paid for the same. And

in numerous other instances where the streets

and avenues have been actually opened,

nothing has been dome towards their regula

tion, so as to make the same useful to the

public, or available to the owners of real

estate, who have paid for the same by assess

ments on their property.

“Out of a list of eighty-one streets and

avenues, or parts of such highways, the re

ports for the opening of which had been

confirmed in 1837, 1838 and 1839, fifty

seven have not been in any way regulated or

improved ; and of the remainder, twenty

four in number, in some instances only por

tions thereof have been regulated a few

blocks; and in others, a road has been worked

through the centre of the street or avenue;

and in others again, it is not deemed neces

sary to work such road, as the natural grade

of the ground is such as to make it passable

without regulation. This attempt to collect

assessments not only by voluntary payment

but by enforced sales of the lands charged,

without actually opening the streets or ave

nues for which such assessments have

been imposed, has been a strong cause for

the excitement in that city on subjects

of street matters. The committee there

fore submit this subject to the consideration

of the legislature. -

“Several instances were shown to the

committee where property had been offered

for sale for the payment of assessments at

two or three successive sales without being

able to get a bid, the amount of the assess

ments being more than the estimated value

of the property.” -

With regard to errors in your Journals, 1
have to remark that the wonder is not that

these exist, but the wonder is that they are

not ten times more numerous. I do not see

how a clerk of the House of Assembly can

know any thing about his papers. One

comes to his desk to look for one paper and

another for another, and instead of putting

the same papers in the same order in which

they found them they most likely put them

some where else. We should be very slow

to find fault with the clerk of the Senate or

Assembly for errors, or to lay those we may

find at their doors. -

Legislation to be safe should be deliberate

and such is the whole force of the Consti.

tution in detailing the proceedings required

to be gone through with before a bill becomes

the law of the land. *

The respective houses in the forming of

their rules contemplate order and system

but in practice of times how widely differ

ent is the fact,

The associate bill of this of which we
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complain shared the same fate, as the present

one, and those who were opposed to any

amendments to it by the standing committee

caused all the amendments to be struck out

in mass, and by so doing, nullified the whole

bill, and were subsequently obliged to ask

the unanimous consent of the house to put

one of these very amendments back again.

Before closing this communication, allow

me to call your attention to the vote record

ed upon the passage of this bill, in your

house, you will find this, on page 1022, of

the Assembly Journal. You will perceive

that it is there stated that the vote was taken

after 3 o'clock P. M., the Assembly closed its

session, by concurrent resolution of both

houses, at the hour of 4, P.M., of the same

day.

This bill, you are aware, is a bill requiring

a vote of two thirds the members to pass it.

86 votes, were therefore necessary to pass

the bill in the assembly, and the journal

states the names of 91 as voting in the affirm

ative. It is almost certain that some of the

gentlemen whose names were recorded in

the affirmative, voted thus, under an impres

sion that the Select Committee had returned

the bill in the same state that Mr. Reding

ton's committee had left it—as his report

signified that much, thus, you will see the

consequence of this error, and the import

ance of the position we assume.

At the session of the Legislature of 1842,

the delegates ofthe anti-assessment committee

from this city, found a bill which had been

passed in the Senate by a vote of 22, to 3,

on their arrival at Albany on the desk of the

clerk of the Assembly, ready for a third

reading. That bill was at that time, out of

place. and Mr. TownsEND, a member from

this city of great energy and promptness of

action, took hold of the matter and put the

bill as it should be. This bill in the shape it

passed the Senate authorised tico annual

taxes to be collected in the city of New York,

within the space of 8 months and 21 days.-

The Assembly, on Mr. Townsend's expose

ing this deformity, slid the tax forward, in

the order of time, to its appropriate year,

and by that means, the citizens of New York

were relieved of this extraordinary imposition.

When this bill went back to the Senate for

their concurrence in the all powerful amend

ment' which changed the whole character of

the bill, every Senator present, recorded his

vote in favor of the amendment of Mr. Town

send. This plan of collecting two taxes in

one and the same year, was a deep laid

scheme of the Corporation of the city of

New-York to cover up the issue of floating

bonds without exposing their extravagance

to the tax payers. This matter you will

undoubtedly remember, as it created quite a

sensation in the house of Assembly at the

time.

In speaking of these matters, I wish to

be very explicit, in saying that we impute no

blame to the worthy clerk of the house of

Assembly, on the contrary, and I will add,

that in a conversation which I had this day

with the HoN. Robert SMITH, chairman of

the ANTI-Assessment CoMMITTee, who

was a member of the House of Assembly

from the city of New York in 1843—he,

Mr. Smith, spoke in the highest terms of

commendation of the worthy clerk of the

House of Assembly, whom I have now the

honor of addressing, and this commendation

is enhanced by coming as it did from the

lips of a political opponent—and enhanced,

also, by coming from the lips of a man of

high standing in this great city, a man be

loved and respected by all who know him.

There is another matter pertaining to this

bill which involves important considerations.

On the Assembly Journal, pg. 904, you

will find the following:

“On motion of Mr. Haight, and by unani

mous consent,

Resolved, That the Hon. the Senate be

requested to send to this house the remon

strance of JonATHAN THoMPson, and others

of ANDREw Foster and SoNs and others;

and 30 other Remonstrances of 2,500 Citi

zens of the City of New-York against the

passage of the act authorising the Corpora

tion to purchase lands for assessments and

also the Remonstrance of the MEETrNG held

at the Merchant's Exchange in the city of

New York, upon the same subject, which

have been received in the Senate and re

ferred to the Judiciary Committee, and which

are not yet reported upon.”

“Ordered, That the clerk deliver the said

resolution to the Senate.” This was April

14th.

On page 905, of the Assembly Journal

you will find this entry:

“A message from the Senate was read,

informing that they had agreed to the reso

lution of this house requesting the transmis

sion of certain remonstrances to this house,

and have transmitted the same accordingly.”

These remonstrances were set up endways

on your desk, during the remainder of the

session, which terminated four days after,

viz; on the 18th April.

When Mr. Haight asked unanimous con

sent to offer this resolution, Mr. Jones ob

jected—after some discussion with the mover,

Mr. Jones withdrew his objection, after this,

Mr. Hibbard of New York objected, and

after some parleying, he withdrew his objec

tionS.

The 30 Remonstrances which are referred

to, are those that the Senate Journal, page 415

shows entered as the “memorial of Phelps,

Dodge, & Co., and 312 others. in relation to

lands sold for taxes and assessments in the

city of New York, &c., which were read

and referred to the Committee on the judicia

ry,” but the Albany papers, have them as,

“30 memorials from New York, signed by

2,500 citzens, that the corporation may be

prohibited from purchasing under sales and

assessments,” &c.

I have indulged in some recapitulation for

the reason that it seemed necessary to illus

trate the subject matter.

The bill, left your house in time to reach

the Exective Chamber before the termina

tion of the session, but it lingered in the

Senate waiting the termination of the secret

setting which lasted till the session of the

Legislature had expired, and by this means

it was (as we say,) too late in reaching the

Governor's hands. The present Constitu

tion, as to the approval of the Governor of

a bill which has passed the Senate and As

sembly, is the re-enactment of the Constitu

tion of 1777, with certain alterations.

The Constitution of 1777, states in the

preamble of the Section, as follows:

“And whereas, laws inconsistent with the

spirit of this Constitution, or with the public

good, may be hastily and unadvisedly pass

ed.”

The next paragraph of the same section,

States :

“And in order to prevent any unnecessary

delay, be it further Ordained, That if any

bill shall not be returned by the Council

within ten days after it shall have been pre

sented, the same shall be a law, unless the

Legislature shall, by their adjournment, ren

der a return of the said bill, within ten days,

impracticable, in which case, the bill shall be

returned on the first day of their meeting, to

the Legislature, after the expiration of the

said ten days.”

In the present Constitution, the words

are :

“If any bill shall not be returned by the

Governor, within ten days, (Sundays ex

cepted,) after it shall have been presented to

him, the same shall be a law, in like manner

as if he had signed it, unless the Legislature

shall, by their adjournment, prevent its return,

in which case it shall not be a law.”

Now sir, allow me to give you another re

ference : in the Journal of the House of As

sembly, of 1691, (see copy in the State Li

brary,) and under the head of

“DIE WENERIs, 10 ho, A. M.,

Sept. 25th, 1691. }
The bill for regulating the buildings, &c.,

read a third time and passed, and ordered to

be sent up to the Commander-in-Chief and

Council, for their assent.

Ordered, That Alderman Merrett, Mr.

Courtland, Mr. Beeckman and Mr. Ren

saleer, do carry up the two bills (ut supra) to

the Commander-in-Chief and Council, for

their assent.”

“The gentlemen returned from the Fort;

say they delivered the two bills, (ut supra,)

and the Commander-in-Chief and Council,

say, it is very well, they will make all speed

imaginable.”

“Die Jovis, 10 ho, A. M.,

Oct. 1st, 1691. }
Upon reading the petition of the Mayor,

Aldermen and Commonalty of the City of

New York, together with the Proviso trans

mitted to the House by the Commander-in

Chief and Council, for consideration ; Or

dered, that the proviso be annexed to said

bill, and sent up to the Commander-in-Chief

and Council, for their assent, &c.”

This proviso was in the words follow

ing:

“Always provided, and be it further en

acted, &c., That nothing herein contained,
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shall be construed to change, alter, shorten,

lengthen, narrow or enlarge any of the

streets, allies, and lanes, as they are now

laid out, and remain at the publication there

of, nor to break through any person's ground,

now in fence or enclosed, or to take away

any persons' house or habitation, any thing

herein contained, to the contrary hereof in

any wise, notwithstanding.”

You will find in an old volume of laws,

now in the State Library, published in Lon

don about 1718, the act in question, with

this proviso, both of which, it is therein sta

ted, were approved by King William, May

11th, 1697, old style. You will, in the Con

stitution of 1777, in Section 35, see that

this act was confirmed by that instrument,

and made a law of the State of New York.

It is very instructing to compare this ancient

law, passed in 1691, for the protection of

private property, with this modern bill in

question, of IS43, for the destruction of pri

vate property, for such is the practical work

ing of the two bills. Now, had his Excel

lency been allowed time to have examined

this bill and remonstrances, &c., and the

amendments agreed to by the Standing Com

mittee on the incorporation of cities and

villages, we have no doubt he would have

returned the bill to the Senate for re-consid

eration. The amendments which we have

before given copies of, were, two of them,

reported with the bill, by Mr. Redington.

Mr. White says, in his letter, that he advoca

ted one of them, which was reported with the

bill by Mr. Redington. In your letter of 30th

ult., you say: “Not exactly understanding

myself, what condition the bill was in, I sent

for Mr. Jones to my desk, and enquired

what he meant by this report, to which he

replied, that he had struck (taken) out the

there amendments of Mr. R, admitting that
were more than one.

The amendment designated in this com

munication as $9, if attached to the bill

would have nullified it, and besides, it would

have exposed the features of the whole bill

upon its very face, and would present a sad

picture to look at a century from this, if our

government should last so long, a result

which is quite uncertain, when hasty legisla

tion brings it to the very verge of despot

ism.

I dwell long upon this matter, because it

is important, and because what is here

chronicled is admonitory, our desire is not

to speak unkindly of any individual, it is the

promotion of public good we aim at.

Legislation is the foundation of law, and

although in the revision of the Constitution,

first formed, the Legislative department of

the government is increased in power, yet

the frequency of clections is some check up

on arbitrary legislation, and the Executive

has the means to check hasty legislation.

Where responsibility is divided, as it is in

legislative bodies, by the increase of num

bers, there is little fear of blame, as it is

shared by all, and therefore heeded by none,

In order that you may form an idea of the

opinions of men of standing and respecta

bility in this community, of the provisions

of the bill authorizing the Mayor, Alder

men and Commonalty, to purchase at their

own assessment sales, I have here inserted

the copy of a remonstrance, presented in

the Board of Aldermen, on the 3d of July,

IS43, by Alderman Tillou, against the ap

propriation of near one quarter of a million

of dollars, by Alfred A. Smith, City Comp

troler, for the purchase of lands to be sold

for assessments. It is in the words follow

ing:

“To the Common Council of the City of

New York :

“The undersigned represent that they are

informed that an application has been made

by the City Comptroller to the Board of Al

dermen, for an appropriation of Two Hun

dred and Forty Thousand Dollars, to pay

for land bid off at the Assessment sale.

The undersigned remonstrate against

any appropriation whatever of the mony of

the people for such UNWORTHY PURPOSES,

against the increase of city debt, against the

increase of county taxes, against the attempt

to increase the amount of public property

not absolutely necessary for public use, and

ask the Common Council to discountenance

the odious assessment abuses, which are no

toriously of an aggravated character.

The undersigned disapprove of the ap

plication to the Legislature for the passage

of a law to authorize the Corporation to be

come purchasers at assessment sales, AND

OF THE MEANS AND REPRESEN

TATIONS MADE,TO PROCURE THE

PASSAGE OF THE SAID ACT, and

they believe that the law is disapproved by

the good men of all parties in the city.

And your Memorialists, &c.”

This remonstrance is signed by the vener

able Jonathan Thompson, one of the most

inteligent and upright men in the land, a

man full of experience ; and by William

B. Crosby, Robert C. Cornell, William W.

Fox, George Griswold, John Haggerty,

Brown, Brothers & Co., John M. Bradhurst,

Robert Smith, Burtis Skidmore, John An

thon, Abraham G. Thompson, James Fel

lows, and James A. Burtis, gentlemen of the

highest standing in this community. , Men,

whose opinions in matters of this kind, in

the community in which they live, are con.

sidered conclusive.

Alderman Tillou also presented several

other remonstrances of the same tenor, at

the same time.

This bill, which authorizes the Mayor, Al

dermen and Commonaſty, to purchase at

assessment sales, indirectly, indeed I think

I may say directly sanctions assessments

which have been imposed upon private

property in violation of the Constitution of

this State, which is the fundamental law of

the Commonwealth. Some of these assess

ments are claimed to have been made by of.

ficers appointed by the persons exercising

the office of Justices of the Supreme Court,

of this State, which the Constitution prohi

bits from exercising “any other office or trust”

but such as are incident to their judicial du

ties. In this view of that question, I am

sustained by the learned Mr. Justice Cowen,

who, in a recent opinion given by that dis

tinguished Jurist, he says:

“It is indeed, difficult to see what the

provision in the Constitution, against a Judge

holding any other office, is worth to the peo

ple of this State, if it can be avoided by

turning him into a Commissioner of high

ways, a Trustee of Colleges, &c., as the

Legislature have in several instances, done.

They have also, I believe, been declared

members of the Police Courts, in the City of

New York. The office of Sheriff for that

City, or indeed any County in the State,

might perhaps, with as much constitutional

propriety have been imposed, as some of the

duties I have attended to, and had the ques

tion been made, as I admit it should have

been, a reconsideration by the Legislature

would have probably ensued, and the evil of

interruption of the regular business of the

Court been prevented.”

Now sir, this able opinion of this learned

Jurist, is precisely to the point, and besides,

it is given in a case in which the assessments

on these very lands, which the Mayor, Al

dermen, &c., have bid off, at their own sale,

under this very act, were in controversy, and

had this bill been sent to his Excellency the

Governor, before the adjournment of the

Legislature, this very objection would have

been brought to the notice of His Excellency,

and we are confident, that after looking de

liberately and carefully into the unconstitu

tionality of the bill, he would have returned

it with the objection named, and the Legis

lature would have put the bill among the

waste papers. But the Legislature having

become functus officio, in the eye of the Con

stitution, it was no use to return to that body,

a bill of this kind, and therefore we say, it

was extinguished by the Constitution.

Another objection to this bill in its opera

tions and principles, viz.: some of the assess

ments imposed on the lands sought to be bid

off by the Corporation under this bill, were

assessed by officers appointed by the Com

mon Council of New York, and the assess

ments ratified by such Common Council,

which act they claim to be legislative. Now,

sir, the legislative power of this State, is

vested by the Constitution in a Senate and

Assembly, the Senate is to be composed of

freeholders elected at a certain time, for a

specified term, by persons having certain

qualifications, who are on a certain day to

perform this duty. The Assembly is to be

composed of a certain number of persons,

elected for a certain term, on a certain day,

&c. These persons elected, are to assemble

at a certain place, on a certain day, and
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these respective bodies of Senate and As

sembly, are to make rules, &c., keep a jour

mal of their proceedings, and publish the

same, &c. Then the Constitution goes on

to point out in what manner a bill is to be

passed, &c. &c.

Here is a special power given to a select

class of persons, to perform certain duties of

themselves, in the proper persons of their

several respective members. There is no

officiating by proxy, no clause in the grant

of power, authorizing any other persons, or

body politic or corporate, to pass laws.

Therefore, the Senate and Assembly cannot

delegate their legislative powers, or any por

tion of them ; and the legislation of the

Common Council of this City, therefore, in

reference to these assessments, is a violation

of the Constitution of this State.

This bill, authorizing the Mayor, Alder

men, &c., to buy land for their own odious

and mischievious assessments, indirectly

sanctions the taking of private property

without first making just compensation

therefor, which is a violation of one of those

great principles on which our government is

founded, for without security to private pro

perty, liberty is but a name. Now sir, look

at the case, complained of to your House by

Mr. Benson; here is stated a most flagrant

violation of the Constitution, his land asses

sed 26 times its worth : can you imagine a

more flagrant case, and yet Mr. Benson's

land, thus assessed, has been already bid off

by the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty,

under this very act, for the term of 1000

years. Sir, the English language lacks

words to convey a proper expression of in

dignation in this case, under the circum

Stah Ces.

Under this bill, the Corporation may, in a

twelvemonth, assess every estate on the

island of New-York, ten times the value of

the estates, set them up at auction, and buy

all themselves, and thus become lords of the

soil.

You may search the annals of legislation,

throughout the records of every legislative

Assembly on the globe, for a law to be com

pared to this in its grant of power, and I

may add that the combined powers of every

written Constitution now extant, does not,

in the vast aggregate, contain as much pow

er as this manuscript bill.

And yet this bill has found its way through

the halls of legislation—a perfect mute un

til the last finish—when it assumes the atti

tude of a devouring monster, I may say a

perfect cannibal, for it gloats on human mise

ry, which, in its origin of suffering, extin

guishes mortal life.

Picture to your own mind the home of the

aged, the infirm, desolated by this monster

law, and then you will with me say, that it

would have been better that it had never

been thought of.

One of our Committee remarked, that

§. was but one case that could come any

thing near this in comparison, and this is,

that of the government of Egypt, in the days

of the Pharaohs, but that case grew out of

a famine : first, the government obtained all

the money, next the cattle, then the land,

and after this, the people themselves, for

slaves. This bill consummates all of these

but the last, and yet this bill is the act of the

government of one of the States of the

American Republic.

I cannot close this communication without

first calling your attention to several memo

rials presented in the house of Assembly from

the Chapel street sufferers in the city of

New York. The citizens inhabiting a small

district, were assessed near three hundred

thousand dollars, some of the proceedings

complained of are of a most reprehensible

and shameful character. The citizens in a

considerable portion of the assessed district

were actually injured, including the assess

ment they were called upon to pay more

than a quarter of a million of dollars, and

it was to consummate this most disgraceful

and wicked assessment that some of the

officers of the corporation were anxious for

the passage of this act. More than one

hundred thousand dollars worth of property

was advertised for sale for this odious assess

ment. In order that you may form some

opinion of the injustice of this proceeding I

will make a quotation from three, distinct

and separate official reports, made by Com

mittees of the Common Council, which are

now in the archives of the Senate and Assem

bly.

First, for the Report of the Committee on

assessments of the Board of Assistant Alder

men, known as doc. No. 9, of 1338, as fol

lows :

“That the Committee devoted much time

and labor in examining the subject submitted

to them, that they have had before them

several persons who fully set forth all the

facts and circumstances connected with this

subject, and have fully established the fact

that the laying of the new sewer was entirely

unnecessary, and consequently an expendi

ture without any possible good to the parties

interested, who are now called upon to pay

large sums of money without the least equiv

alent therefor.”

The Report was signed by all the Com

mittee and concluded with the following reso

fution :

“Resolved that the expenses of repairing

chapel street be paid by the common council

and that the Comptroller allow a warranty

for the amount thereof.”

This report was recommitted and a second

wnanimous report made achich contains a sec

tion in the cords following :

“Mr. Shepherd, the Superintendent to

the building of the new sewer in Chapel

Street, appeared before your committee and

stated that the old sewer was as good when it

was taken up as any new one could be made.

It was larger than the new one now is, being

six feet square, and the new one but four

feet six inches in diameter, consequently

was an unnecessary expense of $16,571,00

and paid, and cannot carry off near as much

water as the old one.”

This report concludes with the following

resolution :

“Resolved that the Comptroller draw his

warrant for $30,413,34, being the amount

for repairing” &c.

This report was unanimous, and was again

recommitted on the application of the suffer

crs, so as to include the sewer, and the com

mittee on laws was also added to the ref.

erence, with the committee on assessments

making a joint conmittee.

TheJoint Committeemade a report known

as Document No. 22 of 1839, which more

than sustains the report previously made

and concludes with two resolutions in the

words following:

“Resolved, That the Comptroller draw

warrants in favor of the owners of property

on Chapel street between Canal street and the

center of the block, between Franklin and

Leonard street; and also on the intersecting

street intermediate, for the sums paid by

them for building the new sewer and the

recent regulating and paving of Chapel street

and streets intersecting the same.”

“Resolved, That the assessments upon

property as above, which have not been

paid, be remitted and that the Comptroller

draw his warrant for the amount in favor of

the Contractor.”

This report was signed by all the Com

mittee and was adopted by the Board by a

vote of 11 to 2.

It was then sent to the other board for

concurrence where it remained without hav

ing been acted upon by the management of

some reckless persons belonging to the cor

poration.

It was property on which this assessment

was imposed that the bill in question was

passed to authorise the Corporation to bid

off.

I forbear to comment—my pen is inade

quate to express the measure of astonish

ment that fills my mind in comtemplating

the enormities which this act is sought to

cover.

I could lengthen out this detail until the

recital would cover scores of reams of paper

and then should only but be at the beginning.

You saw the lobby that was in attendance

on the Legislature to procure the passage

of this act—it is an offspring worthy of its

parentage, but it is astonishing that the mem

bers of the legislature should have been so

deceived.

The Legislature will be asked to investi

gate the passage of the bill, authorizing the

Corporation to buy lands for assessments, in

reference to the movements made by others

in the matter, not connected with the Legis

lature.

I will send you a printed copy of our cor

respondence upon this important subject.

In the mean time,

Believe me to be, sincerely,

Your Friend,

E. MERLAM,

Of the New York Citizens' Committe.

H. N. WALEs,

Clerk of Assembly.
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ASSESSMENTS ILLUSTRATED.

Document No. 48.

BOARD OF ALDERMEN,

DeceMBER 18, 1837.

Report of the Commitee on Assessments, in

favor of confirming the assessment for fill

ing the low grounds, between 108th and

124th streets, andbetween the 5th and Sth

avenues. Laid on the table and ordered to

be printed for the use of the members.

THOMAS BOLTON, Clerk.

The Committee on assessments, to whom

was referred the annexed assessments for fill

ing low grounds, between 110th and 111th

streets,and between the 7th and 8th avenues,

together with a remonstrance against the

same, respectfully

REPORT:

That in pursuance of a resolution and

ordinance passed by the Common Council,

in March IS36, contracts were made by

the Street Commissioner to fill in low or

marshy grounds, as described in the ordi

nance, lying between 108th and 124th streets

and between the 5th and 8th avenues, in

which were included the filling embraced by

the assessment. The filling, as will be seen

by the maps attached to the assessment, com

prises about thirty lots, within which was con

tained a pond, occupying about six lots

within which received the greater propor

tion of the filling. The number of loads

filled is 28,932, amounting to $2,972 10.

The objections are from the executors of

the estate of Valentine Nutter, who contend,

that although the ground filled is within the

limits described in the ordinance, it was not

the ground intended to be filled by the report

upon which the resolution and ordinance

were founded; that the report had special

reference to the meadow marsh, on the line

of the Harlem Canal, which is stated was

about the level of high water; and that

consequently it could not have been suppo

sed to apply to the land of the estate which

is about nineteen feet above high water; and

that although the resolution and ordinance

was so drawn as to probably lead the street

Commissioner into error, yet that such error

ought not to prove their misfortune. They

also state that they called at the Street Com

missioner's office to inquire the objoct of

this ordinance, and was there informed that

it had reference only to the creek along the

canal; and, that being thus unintentionally

misled, they had no knowledge of the work

until the time when they remonstrated, which

was by accident, and that they therefore had

it not in their power to offer a more season

able remonstrance.

The Committee remark, that if such in

formation was obtained, it must have been

prior to the time of the present Street Com

missioner, as he states that no such informa

tion was given by him; that he, never saw

the report on this subject until since the

ground has been filled, it having been made,

and the ordinance having been passed, be

fore he came into the office, and that he was

not aware of any objections being made

until the work was nearly completed.

The Committee have had several delibera

tions upon this subject, and had been attended

by the remonstrants, and they are constrained

to say that the case is a hard ome for the

estate ; they are, however, decidedly of opin

ion that the grounds in question are em

braced by the ordinance and resolution,

which without reference to the reports, to

which they are attached, are in all cases in

tended as guides to executive officers, in

making their contracts; and that although

the report refers particularly to the marsh

along the line of the canal, they cannot

presume, from that circumstance, to say that

it was not the intention of the Committee

who made the report, to include the ground

under consideration, which though not the

low or marshy ground alluded to in the re

port, is nevertheless low ground in compari

son with the ground adjacent, and was of a

marshy character. Your Committee have

therefore coine to the conclusion that as the

ground was filled, in pursuance of a reso

lution and ordinance of the Common Coun

cil which embraced it, and which, without

reference to the report, are considered as

fully expressing the intentions of the Com

mon Council in the matters to which they

relate, that the assessment ought to be con

firmed, and they recommend its confirmation

accordingly and offer the following resolu

tlon :

Resolved, that the assessment for filling

the low ground, between 110th and I I Ith

streets. contained in the assessment list be

confirmed, and that C. S. Van Winkle be

appointed Collector.

ISAAC L. VARIAN,

EDWARD TAYLOR.

REMARKS.

This Assessment is stated to have been

upon 30 lots, which is less than two acres

of farming land, situate about six miles

from the City Hall, worth less than five

hundred dollars.

On this piece of ground was a fancy fish

pond, fed by living springs; this the Corpo

ration, by sheer gross blundering, filled up,

and also levelled the land, changing the na

tural surface to a Corporation surface, and

a more scandalous proceeding is hardly any

where else to be met with, and yet, notwith

standing, two men who ought to know bet

ter, report in favor of confirming the assess

ment. Such kind of proceedings are really

what may be called a monument of shame

to a great city, possessing men of intelli

gence and understanding to manage its pub

lic concerns, in a different manner from

what is here illustrated in the filling up of a

fish pond of a country residence.

The Corporation might, with as much

propriety and as much justice, made an as

sessment for filling up Long Island Sound,

as to have assessed this estate, in the man

ner here set forth. There is no safety to

the title of private property, under such a

state of things. If lands can thus be dep

radated upon, they will cease to have any

value. We will refer to this again.

We presume that the ordinance to autho

rize Corporation Improvements, was signed

as approved upon wrapper. When will

such proceedings have an end.

CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTION.

Resuming this question, which we had com

menced on page 274, we proceed :

The approval, by His Excellency Gover

Nor Bouck, of the act entitled “An act to

authorize the Mayor, Aldermen vnd Com

monalty of the City of New York, to pur

chase lands for fares and assessments, in cer

tain cases, and for other purposes,” as con

trasted with the refusal of the Governor and

Council of the Colony of New York, in

1691, in reference to a bill entitled “An act

for regulating the buildings, streets, lanes,

wharfs, docks and allies, of the City of New

York,” shows so great a contrast, that we

deem it instructive to place these together in

the examination. One hundred and fifty

years intervened.

In 1691, the Mayor and Aldermen of New

York, petitioned the General Assembly of

the Colonies, for the passage of a bill which

they presented, in relation to street improve

ments. Two members of the Common

Council of New York, at that time, were

members of the Assembly, the bill was pass.

ed in the Assembly in precisely the form and

shape in which the Mayor and Aldermen of

New York asked; a committee was appoint

ed to carry the bill to the Governor and

Council, consisting of Alderman Merritt,

Mr. Courtland, Mr. Beeckman and Mr. Ren

saleer. The committee returned and report

ed to the Assembly, that they had delivered

the bill to the Governor and Council, and

that they said “it is very well, they will

make all speed imaginable.” This was on

the 25th of September; on the 1st of Oc

tober, the Governor and Council returned the

bill to the Assembly, with a proviso in the

words following:

“Always provided, and be it further en:

acted, &c., That nothing herein contained,

shall be construed to change, alter, shorten,

lengthen, narrow or enlarge, any of the

streets, allies and lanes, within this city, as

they are now laid out and remain, at the pub

lication thereof, nor to break through any

person's grounds now in fence or enclosed, or

to take away any person's house or habita

tion, any thing herein contained to the contra

ry hereof, in any wise, notwithstanking.”

Upon reading the petition of the Mayor,

Aldermen and Commonalty of the City of

New York, together with the proviso trans

mitted to the House by the Commander-in

Chief, for consideration.

Ordered, That Alderman Meritt, Alder

men Kipp, Mr. Wan Schaick and Mr. White

head, do carry up the said bill and proviso,

&c.”

Here is seen, calm, deliberate examina.

tion of a bill, passed by the Assembly by an

unanimous vote, and a bill against which no

remonstrance had been presented, but the
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Governor and Council refused their assent

to the bill, and returned it with a proviso

which would protect private property. The

Assembly reconsider the bill, pass it with the

amendment suggested by the Governor

and Council, and again send it to the Gov

ernor and Council for their assent, and this

assent to the amended bill was given. On

the 11th of May 1697, the King gave to this

bill his Royal assent, and it became a law of

the colony, and remained on the Statute

Book near one hundred years. It was re

cognized and confirmed by the Constitution

of 1777, but was repealed in 1787 by the

egislature.

This is the first exercise of the Veto pow

er of the Colonial Government of New

York.

Now let us state the approval by His Ex

cellency Gov. Bouck, of the bill which au

thorizes the Corporation of New York, to

buy lands for assessments.

This bill was petitioned for by the Clerk

of the Common Council of the City of

New York, but the petition is endorsed as

that of the Mayor, Aldermen and Common

alty of the City of New York. The peti

tion is presented by an Ex-member of the

Common Council of the same city, and re

ferred to a Committee of which he is Chair

man, and another Ex-member of the Com

mon Council, a member. In two days after

this Committee report the bill presented from

the Clerk of the Common Council, and in

this report, the Committee state the petition

to be a petition of the “Common Council.”

As we have given the various proceedings

in reference to this bill, in the Senate and

Assembly, in the preceding pages, we will

at once proceed to discuss the approval of

this bill by His Excellency the Governor.

The Coustitution allows the Executive ten

days to examine a bill which the Legislature

have passed through the respective branch

es, and this is a short time to examine an

important bill, considering the other labors

constantly pressing upon the Governor. It

has been the practice, both in the National

and State Legislature, near the close of the

Session, to send important bills to the Exec

utive, in bundles, and so numerous and so

lengthy, that that officer must be very indus

trious even to read the bills that he is requir

ed to sign and return to the Legislature.

The framers of the Constitution, had a

great object in view,in the framing the clause

giving the Governor a qualified negative up

on the acts of the Legislature, viz:

To check hasty and inconsiderate legis

lation.

In contrasting the provisions of the Con

stitution of 1777, with those of the present

Constitution, we find this difference, which

constitutes a great distinction.

In the former Constitution, the Executive

had the power to prorogue the Legislature,

and send the members home to their consti

tuents, this was a guard against, and a re

straint upon, arbitrary legislation. Un

der the former Constitution, a bill passed by

the Legislature, must, before it could become

a law, be submitted to the Council of Revi

- - - - - ---- ** **

sion, composed of the Governor, the Justi

ces of the Supreme Court and Chancellor,

or the Governor and any two of the officers

last above named; if the bill was not ap

proved by them, it must be returned with the

objections, within ten days, to that House in

which it had originated : these objections

must be entered at large upon their Journal,

and then that House must proceed to con

sider the objections, and also reconsider the

said bill ! If, after such reconsideration, two

thirds of that House agree to pass it, not

withstanding the objections, then they shall

send it to the other House with the objections,

and if two thirds of all the members present

in that House, agree to pass it, notwitlistand

ing the objections, then it shall be a law.

In the former Constitution, the preamble

to the clause, declares the purpose, and it is

in these words:

“And whereas, laws inconsistent with the

spirit of the Constitution, or with the public

good, may be hastily and unadvisedly

passed.”

An additional paragraph, in the same

section, says:

“And in order to prevent any unnecessary

delays ;

“Be it further ordained, that if any bill

shall not be returned by the Council, within

ten days after it shall have been presented,

the same shall be a law, unless the Legisla

ture shall, by their adjournment, render a re

turn of the said bill, within ten days, imprac

ticable ; in which case, the bill shall be re

turned on the first day of the meeting of the

Legislature, after the expiration of the said

ten days.”

The present Constitution contains this

clause:

“If any bill shall mot be returned by the

Governor, within ten days, (Sundays ercept

ed.,) after it shall have been presented to him,

the same shall be a law, in like manner as if

he had signed it, unless the Legislature shall,

by their adjournment, prevent its return ; in

which case, it shall not be a law.”

We have here, in the various provisions

which we have quoted, the mischief suggest

ed and the remedy provided, and although

in the present Constitution, the preamble

suggesting the mischief, is omitted, yet the

provision providing a remedy, is given with

great particularity, and a marked difference

is to be seen by comparing the provisions in

the two Constitutions together as to the

force of a bill remaining in the hands of the

Executive, after the adjournment of the Le

gislature. Under the former Constitution, it

could be returned on the first day of the next

Session, but under the present Constitution,

a bill under such circumstances, is prohibit

ed from becoming a law.

The Constitution makes no provision for

a bill being signed, under any circumstan

ces, by the Executive, after the Legislature

have adjourned, and its provisions imply

that all bills, whether approved or disap

proved, shall be returned to the House in

which such bill originated, and the practice

- – -------- * * * * ~ *

has been uniform as to the return of all

bills.

If we look back to the Colonial Govern

ment for a commencement of this system,

we shall find in the Journal of Assembly, of

1691, (which is the first printed Journal ex

tant in the Colony,) as follows:

“DIE Jovis, 10 ho., A. M., }
October 1, 1691.

“Ordered, That Alderman Merritt, Al

derman Kipp, Mr. Van Schaick, and Mr.

Whitehead, do carry up the said bill and pro

viso, add acquaint the Commander-in-Chief

and Council, that the House waits their com

mands, when to attend the publication of acts

passed this Session.”

The practice in these early times, was to

assemble the people together, in front of the

Government House, by the ringing of three

bells, on which occasion, the Governor and

Council, and Members of Assembly, atten

ded, and the acts passed, were publicly read,

this was termed the publication, here was de

liberation and caution.

The provision of the Constitution, which

allows the Executive ten days, exclusive of

Sundays, has no force in cases like the one

in question, where the Legislature are actu

ally adjourned before the bill is sent for the

approval of the Executive ; for, instead of

ten days, he was not allowed ten minutes.

Surely, those who are to frame laws, should

be more careful of keeping within the provi

sions of the great fundamental law, which

is the foundation upon which our Statutes

rest.

The qualified negative possessed by the

Executive of the United States, is expressed

in the same words as that of the Executive

of this State, and the provision of our State

Constitution is copied from that of the Uni

ted States Constitution, except that our Con

stitution specifies that the vote of two thirds,

shall be of the members present, whereas,

that of the Constitution of the United

States, designates that it shall be two thirds

of the House, &c.

The qualified negative of the President,

is a subject which has excited intense inter

est, and not on the ground that it is insuffi

cient to correct hasty legislation, but with a

view to restrain arbitrary legislation. One

of the great political parties, wish to make

the negative more qualified, and only allow

it to correct hasty legislation, while the oth

er party insist that the existing provision

should be retained to restrain arbitrary legis

lation.

Hasty legislation could be corrected by a majority vote.

A very important bill was passed by both

branches of the Legislature of the State of

New York, near the close of the Session of

the Legislature of 1842, in reference to the

sales of lands to pay assessments. This

bill was passed by both Houses, by a unani

mous vote, and was sent to His Excellency

Gov. SEwARd, for his approval. One of the

delegates of the Anti-Assessment Commit

tee, was at Albany at the time the bill reach

ed the Executive Chamber, and he at once

represented to His Excellency, that the bill

contained provisions which ought not to be

–
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depart from it, and,”

experiment of sº

language -

- Fwhat it ought to hav.."... intended, there will be an end of

written Constitutions,

º, imits to Legislative

Hill, 4383.

come a law. These representations, were
reduced to writing, and placed in the hands

of the Executive. The gentleman who was

in attendance upon the Legislature, to Prº

cure its passage, learnt that objections in
writing were in the hands of the Executive,

and he called on Gov. SEwARd. His Ex

cellency gave him the written objections,

and the gentleman called on the Delegate of

the Anti-Assessment Committee, with them,

and urged their withdrawal, but not succeed

ing, he applied again to the Govºsok, and

stated, that if an opportunity could be affor

ded him, he would convince the Executive

that the objections to the bill becoming a

law, were not well founded. His Excellency

appointed to hear both parties, at his resi

dence, that evening; both gentlemen attend

ed, and the matter was discussed at great

length, and resulted in the refusal of appro

val of the bill, unless an alteration was

made in its provisions, which was decided

on. His Excellency returned the bill to the

Senate and also to the Assembly, with a spe

cial message, making a suggestion as to the

alteration, which was unanimously agreed

to by both Houses. Had this bill been sent

to him after the Legislature had adjourned,

he could not have bestowed this labor and

time upon it.

The negative vested in the Executive de

partment of most goverments, is absolute ;

but in the Government of the United States,

it is greatly qualified, and besides, the fre

quency of elections, add an additional quali

fication. We have discussed the Veto pow

er in the previous pages of this volume, to

which the reader is referred.

A strict construction of our Constitution,

is insisted upon by our high Judicial officers.

We have, previously, quoted Judge Bron

son's opinion, on page 284, of this number,

in a particular case, and we now quote the

opinions of two other Senators, in the same

case, delivered in the Court for the Correc

tion of Errors, which we ask the reader to

apply in this case—as follows:

We quote,

SENATor PAIGE.

“For me, I cannot consent to “patter in

a double sense' with any part of the Consti
tution; especially not, with the Section un

der consideration. Through no agency of
mine shall it be made to “keep the word of

ºmise to the ear, and break it to the hope.'

i trust that, in reference to the present case,

this Court will not hesitate to arrºy itself in
pºor of the old and revered doctrine of

strict construction; the only sound and safe

doctrine for the governance of either Judges

- d to
slators. If Courts are allowe:

or Legi nture upon the perilous

bstituting, for the clear

of the instrument, their own no

e been, or what

and of all attempts tº

and Judicial power.

We also quote,

SENATor RUGER,

“To maintain the Constitution, is our first

duty; and if the Legislature has, for any
cause, encroached upon that sacred instru

ment, or if an erroneous construction has
been given to it, we are imperatively called

upon to declare its meaning, and to assert

its supremacy. Nothing can be more
dangerous to our free institutions, or to the

rights of the people, than to encouragedoubt

ful interpretations of the Constitution, con

trary to its more plain and natural import, as

understood by the great body of its readers.

The view taken of this question, by Mr.

Justice Bronson, should be attentively read

by every individual in our State, who con

siders the Constitution worth preserving.”—

4, Hill 418.

The Senate and Assembly, are re

quired, by the provisions of the Constitu

tion, to make rules for the government of

their respective Houses, to keep Journals,

and publish the same. They have done all

this, and none of these Journals show that

this bill was sent to His Excellency, the

Governor, after 4 o'clock, although such is

the fact. The concurrent resolution, which

limited the Session to 4 o'clock, P. M., of

the 18th of April, stands upon both the Jour

nals of the Senate and Assembly, unrepeal

ed, and this, of itself, is conclusive as to the

period of the termination of the Session.

There is nothing to justify a presumption

of an extension of the Session, until that

resolution should be first rescinded.

SENATE DOCUMENTS.

Wol. 3, Doc. No. 81, p. 23 to 28 of 1843.

COURT CHARGES.

Resolution addressed to the Clerks of the

Supreme Court at Albany and New-York.

“IN SENATE, March 2d, 1843.

“Resolved, That the Clerks of the Su

| preme Court at Albany and New-York, re

port to the Senate the amount of court

charges and clerk’s fees, in the various pro

ceedings had in the Supreme Court, in the

matter of confirming the report of Com

missioners of estimate and assessment, for

the opening of streets, avenues and pub

lic squares in the city of New York, subse

quent to April 20, 1839, specifying each

proceeding, the charges made in each, to

whom and when paid.”

Report of W. P. Hallet, Clerk of the

Supreme Court.

* New-York Supreme Court }
March 6, 1843.

* To the Hon. the Senate.
In obedience to a resolution of your Hon

orable Body, requiring me,” report the

...ount of court charges and clerks fees in

the various proceedings had in the Supreme

Court in the matter of confirming the re

ports of commissioners of estimate and as

sessments, for the opening of streets, ave

nues and public squares in the city of New

York, subsequent to April 20, 1839, speci

fying each proceeding, the charges made in

each, to whom and when paid, I beg leave

respectfully to

REPORT:

That I have examined the minutes of the

Supreme Court in this city, and find that

proceedings have been had in the said court

in the matter of confirming the report of

commissioners in two cases only, to wit: one

relative to widening Anthony-street from

Hudson-street to Orange street, and extend.

ing it from Orange-street to Chatham-street,

in the fifth and sixth wards of this city; and

another relative to the widening of William

st from Maiden lane to Frankfort street,

and extending it from Frankfort street to

Chatham street, in the second and fourth

wards of this city; which proceedings were

had on the twenty-fifth day of May, 1839,

and no account ofthe fees and court charges

therefor was kept; it being more than a

month before the law of IS39, requiring an

account to be kept, went into effect. Said

charges were made to Robert Emmet, Esq.

and paid by him, but I cannot say when.”

Report of J. K. Paige Clerk, Supreme

Court Albany.

“SUPREME Court CLERK's Office,

Albany, 6th March 1843. |
To the Hon. the Senate:

The Clerk of the Supreme Court at Al

bany, respectfully reports:

That he does not understand what is in

tended by the term “courtcharges” contain

ed in said resolution, and in relation to

which he is required to report. All, there

fore, that he can state on this subject is,

that no “court charges " appear on any of

the files or records in this office, in the

matter of confirming reports of estimate and

assessment.

The “clerk’s fees’ for services rendered in

this office since the 20th April, 1839, are as

follows:

IS39

June 5. Entering rule, opening

a new street in 12th

ward—confirming re

port of commission

ers, fol. 33, and certi

fied copy , fees $5.94

“ “ Entering rule, open

ing Art.—street-con

firming report, fol. 3,

and copy. A fees, . 81

“ “ Do.85street—appoint

ment of com’rs, {} 6,

$1.08, and copy # fees,
$0.54, 1.62

** “ Do. Avenue A—ap- -

ointment of com’rs,

fol. 9, $1.62, and copy

4 fees, $0.81, 2.43

... ... [No. 18th street—ap

pointment of com’rs,
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fol. 5,80,90,and copy.

fees, 3.45, 1.35

44 4. o. 97th street—ap

pointment of com’rs,

fol. 5, $0.90, fees

for copy, 1.35

—$13.50

“ “ Art street, extended

rule to confirm, fol.

454, fees, 40.86

“ “ Certified copy of the

same, 3 fees. 40.S6

June term. Filing 37 term papers

in these cases, 2.22

— 83.94

$97.44

The above charges of $97.44 were made

to G. F. Tallman,Esq., the Attorney, and the

amount was paid by him to John K. Paige,

Clerk, &c., on the 12th day of February,

IS40.

1839. Mount Morris Square enter

June 6. ing rule suspending confirm

ation of report and copy {

fees, $0.27

* “ 123d and 131st streets and

12th avenue, report and copy

# fees, 27

“ “ 39th street—entering rule,

suspending confirmation of

report, and copy fees, 27

“ “ Avenue A.—rule confirming

report & copy do. S1

“ “ Sixth Avenue do. 81

“ “ 83, 84, and 85th streets en

tering rule to confirm re

port and copy fees. SI

“ “ 90th s:reet, do. SI

“ “ 94th, do do 81

“ “ 36th, do do 81

“ “ 1st avenue, do 81

“ “ 12th street, do 81

June term. Filing 83 papers in the above 4.9S

$12.27

The above amount of $12.27 was charg

ed to the attorney, and has not been paid.

A part of the business, of June term 1839,

in extending the rules for confirmation in

the above cases, and copies of same is not

completed ; and the amount to be charged

for the same, cannot be stated until the

number of folios is ascertained. The fees

for entering the rules are eighteen cents

for each folio, and the same for copies.

By an arrangement between the attor.

ney and the clerk, the attorney is allowed

to retain one--half the clerk's fees, for

entering the extended rules and copies,

to defray the expenses of having them writ

ten out to furnish to the clerk. The at

torney is then charged with the remaining

half of the clerk's fees allowed by law.

1839.

Sept. 3. John Street—entering rule

“ to confirm and copy, $0.36

“ Filing 34 papers in same, 1.36

^ 4 30th street entering rule to

refer back and copy, 36

Filing 36 term papers, 1.44

- - ------------
- - - - - --- - -- - - - - - -

-

- -

“ Anthony st., entering rule

to discontinue, 12

“ William street, entering rule

to discontinue, 12

Filing 28 papers in same, 1.12

44 2d avenue—filing 11 papers, 44

“ 4. Anthony and William streets

certified copies of rules 24

“ 4. Mount Morris Square—filing

9 papers 36

Dec. 4. Ilth avenue, 12th avenue,

123d street and 131st street

—entering rule, vacating

and discontinuing proceed

ings and copy, 36

1840.

June 3, Cherry street—entering rule

to suspend motion to con

firm report and copy, 24

“ “ 29th street, do. 24

“ “ 30th street, do. 24

“ “ 39th street, do. 24

“ “ 12th street, entering rule

to confirm and copy 24

Filing 7 term papers, 2S

$7.76

The above sum of $7.76, was charged

to Robert Emmet, Esq., the Attorney and

was by him paid to John K. Paige, clerk,

&c., on the 4th day of September, 1840.

1840.

Aug. 7. Cherry street-entering rule

to confirm and copy $0.24

“ “ 29th street, do. 24

“ “ 30th street, do. 24

“ “ 39th street, do. 24

7. Cherry street—entering rule

to discontinue proeecd

ings and copy, 24

Filing one term paper, 04

$1.24

The above sum of $1.24, was charged to

Robert Emmet, Esq. the Attorney, and be

came payable on the 1st day of January,

1841, and the same not having been paid in

the office, was in the month of April, 1841,

transmitted to the Clerk of the Supreme

Court in the city of New York for collec

tion, pursuant to the act of 1839, sec. 13,

chap. 2SS, and by the books of this office,

it does not appear that the same has been

paid.

1841.

Jan. 4. 39th street—entering rule to

reſer back report and copy $0.30

“ 30th street—do. to confirm

report and copy, 30

“ 29th street—do. 30

$0.90

The above 90 cents was charged to the

attorney, and became payable on the 1st of

July, 1841, and not being paid, was in the

month of October, transmitted as before for

collection, and it does not appear that the

same has been paid.

“JNo. KEYEs PAIGE, Clerk.

Extract frou the testimony of John Ewen

Street Commissioner, from Senate Doc. No.

100 of 1842 pg. 43,

Opening Second avenue from Twenty-ninth

to Eighty-sixth street.

October 31st, 1839,

“Received from the street commissioner,

bond A 27, for seven hundred and sixty dol

lars being the amount of fees to Henry P.

Robertson, in the matter of opening the

Second avenue from twenty ninth to Eighty

sixth street.

$760, -

(Signed,) FRAs. Fickett.

JDecember 20.

“Received from the street commissioner

warrant 3,605 for $33.55, and bonds A No.

41 and A No. 42, for $1000 each, making

twenty hundred and thirty-three dollars and

fifty-five cents, for attorney's fees and court

charges in the above matter.

$2.033.55.

(Signed)

December 20.

“Received from the street commissioner

warrant No. 3,608 for four dollars and sev

enty-two cents, and bond A. No. 75, for

seven hundred and fifty dollars, and bond A

No. 76 for eleven hundred and fifty dollars,

making nineteen hundred and four dollars

and seventy-two cents; being in full for fees

and expenses in the matter of opening the

above. -

$1.904.72.

(Signed,) John LeoNARD,

for self and A. Mills.

December 20.

“Received from the street commissioner

bond A No. 77, for seventen hundred dollars

in full for surveys and maps in the above

matter.

$1,700.

R. EMMETT.

Signed for Edwin SMITH.

GARDNER A. SAGE.

“The commissioners' fees, counsel fees,

and other expenses on said avenue, were

principally paid by Richard I. Smith, the

assistant street commissioner, whose duty it

is by an ordinance of the common council

to apply for the warrants for these moneys,

and to pay over all moneys on assessments.

That ordinance is an old one of fifteen years

standing. The witness paid some of the

items in those during the absence of the as

sistant street commissioner; he paid the

commissioner Robertson's fees to Mr. Fick

ett, who had an assignment of the same

and the expenses of the surveyor to Mr.

Sage. The witness produced a copy of

the original receipts for the expenses on Sec

ond avenue, on file in his, witness's, office,

which are marked A, and signed G. F.—

The present counsel of the corporation was

appointed two years last May. The notice

which that counsel gave to witness's office,

not to pay such bills unless taxed, was after

the payment of the above bills. The bills

which the witness so paid were not taxed to

his knowleege. The abstract of the report

signed by the commissioner, containing the
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aggregate amount of the expenses, awards

and assessmeats, is the only voucher on which

such payments were made ; the claimants

for such expenses were never in the habit

of presenting any bills. Taxed bills for such

proceedings have been paid in witness's

office, but he cannot say that he has paid

them, because it is not his duty to do so.-

The witness thinks such taxed bills in the

case of Cherry street, Anthony street, Wil

liam street and the Bloomingdale road.—

Witness is not certain as to Anthony or Wil

liam street, or the Bloomingdale road.—

Such however, is his impression. They

were all cases in which the proceedings were

discontinued and the report not confirmed.

The witness has no knowledge of taxed bills

in case where report was confirmed ; his as

sistant has charge of that branch of the bu

siness: they might have been paid and the

witness not know it. These expenses are

paid upon the abstract of the commission

ers' report; no bills of particulars are re

quired further than is stated in that abstract.

The witness does not know whether any bill

for taxation in the matter of the Second

avenue was filed; it might be filed in his

office without his knowing it ; there are

three or four rooms in his office.”

“The witness supposed that upon present

ing the abstract of the report of the commis

sioner the expenses therein mentioned had

been taxed by the Supreme Court as requi

-red by law, and that the officers of the cor

poration had no power to withold their pay

ment. The first knowledge witness had

such bills had not been taxed and the legal

requirements complied with, he had from

the present counsel of the corporation, (the

witness does not recollect the time when he

received such information, he recollects the

circumstance,) since which the witness does

not believe that any such charges have been

paid without taxation. These charges are

made upon the general authority of an ordi

nance passed some fifteen or twenty years

since, and revised some three years. The

ordinances were revised every three years

until the passage of a law allowing them to

remain in force until repealed.

REMARKS.

It will be seen by a comparison of the

proceedings before the Senate Committee

that, in the matter of the 2d avenue, the

Attorney’s fees and Court Charges amounted

to $2.033.55, and by the returns made by

Mr. Paige, Clerk of the Supreme Court, he

says that he knows nothing about Court

charges, and specified but one item of Clerk's

fees in the matter of the 2d avenue, and

this of only 44 cents.

Mr. Paige also states that the rules which

belong to the the June term of 1839, were

on the 6th of March 1843, near four years

after, not yet entered. It is a matter of ut

ter astonishment, that such important pro

ceedings as these, which involve millions of

dollars, should be thus managed.

The records of the Supreme Court of this

State, tº be thus unmade, years after the

P"P" time, in fact that this record is wholly

omitted, not only in this case, but in vast

numbers of others, is a matter of perfect

wonder. Surely, when this matter comes to

the knowledge of the Supreme Court, we

think that they will take measures in the

premises. This report of the Clerk of the

Supreme Court, sustains the view which

Alderman Townsend took of these matters,

in his examination before the Senate Com

mittee, in 1841.

BOARD OF ASSISTANTS.

FiLLING UP The EARTH TO A DEAD LEVEL.

“To THE HonorABLE,

THE CoMMON Council :

“The undersigned respectfully remon

strate against the proposition to fill up the

low grounds, between 4th avenue and 8th

avenue, because we are in favor of opening

the Harlem Canal, from river to river, and

the excavation of the same will serve to fill

said grounds; but we do not object to the

filling of the low grounds, near the route of

the Canal, between 4th avenue and 108th

street, to about 116th street, to prevent stag

nant water from injuring the neighborhood.

JNo. R. PETERs,

R. STEBB1Ns,

WILLIAM WAgstaff,

John Brower, by J. R. P.,

JAcob Brower, by J. R. P.,

SAMUEL STEBB1Ns, Jr., by R. Stebbins,

O. HolMEs, by R. Stebbins.

New York, February 8th. 1836.”

The Committee to whom was referred the

several petitions for the opening of the Ca

nal or Sewer, from the North to the East

river, between 108th and 127th streets,

Respectfully

REPORT,

“That the regulation of that portion of

the City, lying between 109th and il:3th sts.,

and extending westerly to the 8th avenue,

which has been adopted by the Common

Council, is based upon the proposition of

making a Canal or Sewer, to carry off the

surface water from the centre of the island,

without a resort to high filling in that neigh.

borhood, which would be, not only destruct

ive to the property from the expense, but

almost impossible from a deficiency of earth

to fill up the same. -

Your Committee are convinced of the ne

cessity of some measure of this kind, to

carry off the water, whenever the land shall

have been graded for City purposes. In

consequence of the opposition of some,

largely interested in a portion of the land,

adjoining the route of the proposed Canal or

Sewer, they have postponed a decision on

this part of the subject, with a view of ob.

taining additional information, and procur

"g some estimates of the expense of the

proposed Canal.

In the meantime, however, they deem it

"ecessary, that measures should immediately

be adopted for the removal of a very serious

evil, connected with this subject. The land

through which the proposed Canal or Sewer

was to run, was low ground, nearly, if not

quite on a level with low-water-mark, so

that formerly, the salt water at every tide

would flow over the same. Since the avenue

has been filled up over the same, and the

working of the roads, as well as the improv

ments in regulating portions of the ground

in that neighborhood, the ordinary water

courses have become obstructed, and the

flow of the salt water over the same, in a

great measure, prevented. The consequence

has been, that the accumulation of stagnant

water, and the consequent decay of vegetable

matter, has rendered this low ground a

source of disease to those living in that

neighboorhood, and during the past season

to a very great extent. This your Commit

tee believe, can be remedied, by filling up

the same to the height of three feet. The

law of the Legislature, authorizes the Com

mon Council to order this done, independent

of the regulation which has been adopted,

and your Committee deem it to be the im

perative duty of the Common Council, to

take the necessary measures to preserve the

health and lives of the citizens, even atsome

expense to individuals. But the course

which the Committee propose in this matter,

cannot be productive, in the end, of any in

jury to the owners of the land, inasmuch as

the filling of three feet, will not raise the

ground above the regulation, and the ex

pense must be incurred in a short time, to

bring the ground to a proper grade; nor

will it interfere with the proposed Sewer or

Canal, should it be found necessary to con

struct the same. -

The Committee have had this measure

advertised for objections, in the usual man

ner. They have received but one remon

strance, which is hereto annexed, and which

is made, not from objection to the proposed

filling, so much as from fear that it may pre

yent, action on the subject of the Canal
itself.

Believing this measure to be both expedi

ent and necessary, your Committee offer the

fºllowing resolutions, for the adoption of the
Common Council.

Resolved, if the Board of Aldermen con

cur, That all the low and marshy ground

lying between the fifth avenue and the eighth

avenue, and between one hundred and

eighth street and one hundred and twenty

fourth street, be filled up with good and

wholesome earth, to the heighth of three

feet above the present surface, that the same

be done at the expense of the owners of the

land so filled up and benefitted, according to

the provisions of the Statute, in such case

made and provided, and the Street Com

missioner is hereby directed, to prepare and

present the Ordinance proper for that pur

pose. -

D. P. INGRAHAM, "

A. STEWART,

JOHN W. GREENFIELD,

Committee on º

Roads and Canals.’
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BOARD OF ALDERMEN,

FEBRUARY 29, 1836.

Present—lsAAc L. WARIAN, Esq., Presi

dent.

“The Street Committee, to whom was re

ferred the report, &c., of the Board of As

sistants, to fill up the low grounds between

the 5th and 8th avenues, from 108th to 124th

street, presented the following report of con

curren Ce.

The Street Committee, to whom was refer

red the report from the other Board, on the

proposition to fill up the low grounds between

the 5th and 8th avenues, from 108th to 124th

street,

Respectfully

REPORT,

That your Committee have examined the

within report, and are fully satisfied of the

expediency of filling up the low grounds in

the section of the island above named, and

therefore recommend a concurrence in the

resolution adopted by the Board of Assist

ant Aldermen on this subject, which is as

follows:

Resolved, That all that low or marshy

ground, lying between the fifth avenue and

the eighth avenue, and between 10Sth street

and 124th street, be filled up with good and

wholesome earth, to the heighth of three

feet above the present surface; that the same

be done at the expense of the owners of the

land so filled up and benefitted, according to

the provisions of the Statute, in such case

made and provided, and the Street Commis

sioner is hereby directed to prepare and pre

sent the Ordinance necessary for that pur

pose.

FRANCIS FICKETT,

SAMUEL PURDY,

EDWARD TAYLOR.

Which was adopted, and ordered to be

sent to His Honor the Mayor, for ap

proval.”

REMARKS.

The above are the proceedings of the

Common Council, which are the foundation

of the assessment complained of, by the Ex

ecutor of the Estate of Valentine Nutter,

and upon which, Isaac, L. Varian and Ed

ward Taylor, made the report, which is set

forth in full, on page 304, of this number.

We ask the reader to compare these proceed

ings with that report. Such ridiculous pro

ceedings were never before known among

men, who lay claim to the least share of

comino Il Sell SC.

The present Street Commissioner, came

into office on the 4th of May, 1836, and

these proceedings were approved by Mr.

Lawrence, the Mayor of the City of New

York, in March, 1836.

The work must, therefore, have been done

under the general superintendence of the

present Street Commissioner.

The filling up of a fancy fish pond, at a

country seat, under such proceedings, is a

wonder of wonders.

The foregoing proceedings are the foun

dation of the measures subsequently carried

into effect for making an assessment upon a

salt meadow, to the amount of sixteen

thousand and sixty three dollars, belonging

to the estate of Sampson Benson.

The property assessed, was about ten and

a half acres of salt meadow, worth less than

one thousand dollars.

Under the same proceeding, the fancy

fish pond, part of the estate of Valentine

Nutter, deceased, was filled up at an expense

of near $3,000.

Is there a Government on the face of the

Globe, which boasts of a written Constitu

tion, and a written code of Laws, that would

for one single moment, attempt to justify

such proceedings We answer yes, and

refer to the report signed by Messrs. Varian

and Taylor, which Report is set forth on

page 304.

These assessments were made by asses

sors, who were appointed by the Common

Council, from among their own officers. The

Street Commissioner, his Assistants and

Clerk, were the assessors who made the as

SeSSmet)ts.

The Committee on Roads and Canals, in

their Report, (see page 308,) in reference to

this Salt Meadow, state, “that formerly the

salt water at every tide, would flow over the

same.”

Thus we have an admission, that public

health did not require the filling of these

salt meadows, and it might, with as much

propriety, be urged that “BOREAS,” in

sweeping over them, generated miasma, as

that salt water generated disease.

The Committee, however, admit, that the

Corporation have filled up avenues over these

meadows, and by that means, they say, “the

ordinary water courses have become obstruct

ed, and the flow of the salt water over the

same, is, in a great measure, prevented.”

What an admission this, to base such pro

ceedings as these upon Proceedings, did

we say? we might, with propriety, give them
another name.

A stream of water, running through two

tracts of land, belonging to different owners,

which should be dammed up by the proprie

tor of one tract, so as to overflow the land

of the other, would make the person causing

the obstruction, liable for all damages aris

ing from such overflow. This is well

settled law.

In this case, the Corporation are liable,

clearly so; and every decision of compe

tent, intelligent Courts, have been in accord

ance with this principle.

None but ignorant public officers will hold

any other doctrine.

The history of the World, from the period

of the birth day of our great common ances

tor, does not furnish a case which equals in

absurdity, these proceedings, here under

consideration.

These assessments are imposed upon the

lands of the owners of the salt meadows,

and of the fancy fish pond, for alledged BE

NEfits conferred upon the property, and the

interest on the amount of the assessment,

for eight months, exceeds the whole value of

the land, after this so called improvement,

is made. What an absurdity? What a

perversion of language, to call such a pro

ceeding an improvement. Yet these pro

ceedings, it is urged by some, are tolerated

by public officers, who claim to be intelli

gent.

These proceedings are of too flagrant a

character, to comment upon ; and we are

obliged to restrain our pen in the very com

mencement of our setting ont in these re

marks. The law, under which these pro

ceedings were had, should be forthwith re

pealed.

ORGANIZATION OF THE CITY

GOVERNMENT.

This subject has been recently discussed

among intelligent citizens, but not for the

first time.

We leave off the use of the term “re

organize,” and use the more appropriate

word “organize.”

It matters not what form of government

we have, what laws are enacted to restrain

the exercise of power; ignorant men will

not understand them, and bad men will not

obey them.

In New England, an individual would not

be permitted to superintend a District School,

without having first passed an examination

before the Pastor of the Parish, as to his

fitness; but in our City Government, men

who could not pass muster at even such an

examination, are placed in public office, the

discharge of the duties of which, require a

far more cultivated mind.

It is from this one cause, that our City

has suffered greatly.

Our City Government, as to its powers, is

precisely that of a Village Corporation, and

nothing more.

The State is a Sovereignity, and not the

City. The City Charter is mere Statute

Law, passed by the State Legislature.

Some gentleman, in speaking of the pow

ers exercised by the Common Council, in

assessment matters, treat the City Charter

as a Constitution. This is not a proper view

to take of it. It is not a Constitution.

Assessments are imposed by the Common

Council, in pursuance of some express

Statute law, and the power might as well be

conferred upon the Coroner of the County,

as upon the members of the two Boards,

composing the Common Council. Which

ever perform the duties, authorized by the

law, must keep within the letter of the law,

otherwise their acts are void, and they be

come trespassers, and are liable to prosecu

tion.

The amended Charter, as chapter 122, of

the Session Laws of the State, of 1830, is

called, is in practice, a dead letter.

There is not a single section in that Act,

that has not been violated thousands of

times, and where is the remedy ? None.

The members of the Common Council, or

at least, one branch of it, by virtue of the

office of Alderman, set as Judges upon the

Bench of Criminal Courts, and form a ma
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jority of the members of those Courts. This

we have no hesitation in saying, is a viola

tion of the Constitution, opinions to the

contrary, notwithstanding.

If the Act of 1830, cannot be enforced,

of what use is it, to enact a new law to re

strain the members of the Common Coun

cil and officers of the Corporation, from

acting wrong.

There was a strong desire manifested,

prior to 1830, to elect Aldermen for longer

terms. Experience has shown that the memb

ers who have been in the Common Council,

longest, have been those whose acts have

met with little public commendation. Re

elections have not been the result of public

approval, but of party management.

It becomes the people to arouse from their

slumbers,and stand forth for the preservation

of the Constitution and the Laws.

If our influential citizens would join in a

public recommendation to the people, of

suitable persons as candidates for the Com

mon Council, it would be the best mode of

proceeding. There will be no difficulty in

getting men of honest purpose, to serve in

the two Boards, provided a list is made up

without reference to party, containing the

names of thirty-four persons, as Aldermen

and Assistants of the seventeen wards Take

such a list to Jonathan Goodhue, of the 1st

Ward, and say to that gentleman, “Sir, will

you consent to become a candidate for Al

derman, if the other thirty-three gentlemen,

whose names are on the list will, each and

all, also consent to be candidates ?” and no

doubt that this appeal to the patriotism of

Mr. Goodhue, would receive an affirmative

reply. Next, James Donaldson, for the As

sistant. Then the 2d Ward, and here is

Abraham G. Thompson, for Alderman, and

William Gale, for Assistant. After this, the

3d Ward, and here is John Anthon, for Al

derman, and John D. Wolfe, for Assistant.

After this, the 4th Ward, and here is John

Targee, for Alderman, and Richard S.

Williams, for Assistant. We could continue

our list for the seventeen Wards, giving to

the Whigs, the Whig Wards, and to the De

mocrats the Democratic Wards; and where

the vote is doubtful, give one to each party.

Let the meetings of the respective Boards

take place on the 1st and 3d Monday, in

each month, in the day time. Of the Al

dermen, the first Monday, and the Assistants

the third Monday. The Comptroller's office

should be placed under the supervision of

Saul Alley or Robert C. Cornell; and the

Street Commissioner's office under the con

trol of Burtis Skidmore.

Select JonATHAN Thompson, or John

M. BRADHURST, for Mayor of the City, if

Mr. Mohris will not serve longer; make

STEPHEN ALLEN, County Treasurer; cre

ate a Board, to dispose of the public proper

ty not in public use, and place PREserved

Fish, at the head of it, and we venture to

say, that taxes would decrease faster than

they have ever increased.

If the independent party expect to suc

ceed, they must select such men as are na

med above. Men in whom the public have

confidence, aud who will do their duty with

out fear or favor.

Our citizens are disgusted with politics

and politicians, they have no confidence in

either of the two political parties; both par

ties have been tried, and both have abused

the confidence which has been reposed in

them, and have brought the City to a deplo

rable state.

The Street Contract, for example, was

made by the Whig party, when largely in

the majority, and a more shameful proceed

ing is scarcely to be found, unless we take

up the assessment plundering, or the price

paid for printing the City Comptroller's Re

port, of 1841, and these are a match for any

thing.

Look at the nocturnal sittings of the two

Boards, composing the Common Council,

and to their feastings in the “tea room.”

The office of the Clerk of the Common

Council, is made a sort of bar room of,

where loungers may be seen at almost all

hours of the day and evening.

This is not the way in which an important

public office should be kept.

In Governments, system and order are the

verry foundation on which the superstruc

ture rests, without this, government is a

mass of confusion, and the acts flowing

from it, will be as loose as those of our own

City Government are found to be.

Take for example, the public Corpora

tion Bonds, which amounts to millions of

dollars. The Assistant Clerk of the Com

mon Council, was examined before a Com

mittee of the Hou, the Senate of this State,

as to any record existing in the office of the

Clerk of these Bonds, which are signed by

the Clerk of the Common Council, and his

answer is to be found in Senate Document,

No. 100, of 1842, page 105, and is as fol

lows:

“The Clerk of the Common Council,

signs various Bonds, but witness has cogni

zance of the matter. There is no record in

the office of the Clerk of the Common Coun

cil, of Bonds signed by that Clerk.”

These Bouds amounted to more than

twenty-five millions of dollars. Did any

body ever hear of such a loose way of trans

acting financial concerns, of great magni

tude :

MEMORIALS TO THE COMMON

COUNCIL.

In the month of May, 1843, a Memorial,

signed by John M. Bradhurst, and others,

was presented in the Board of Aldermen,

asking for an investigation into the charges

for public printing, and that the public print

ing be hereafter done by public contract.

No Report has yet been made upon this

Memorial, although the members of that

dignified body, have already sat out half their

term of office.

The City Comptroller, the head of the

City Treasury, should be called upon to re

port the why and wherefore of his paying

$1107.75 for printing his report for 1841, for

the printing of which $153.75 would be a

fair price.

The City Comptroller owes it to his office

to make a full statement in reference to this

expense.

-

RESOLUTIONS.

In 1840 a resolution was passed by the

Board of Assistants calling upon the Street

Commissioner to report a list of all the con

tracts made by him, specifying the names of

the contractors, the dates of the contracts

the prices of the various materials and work,

and also whether any other persons are or

have been interested either directly or indi

rectly, to the best of his knowledge, informa

tion or belief.

On the 23d Nov. 1840, he made a report

which is to be found on page 247 of this

number, in which he says “that immediately

upon the receipt of the resolution, he placed

the same in the hands of the first clerk in the

department, with instructions to devote him

self exclusively to the preparihg of such in

formation called for as could be obtained

from documents in the office. The said

clerk has proceeded in the work, but he has

not yet accomplished it ; and judging from

the progress that has been made, compared

with what is yet to be done, the undersigned

is of opinion that he will not have canvassed

all the matter committed to him, for a month

to come.”

This report it will be seen was made three

years ago, and where is the information

which the first clerk was devoting himself

exclusively to preparing and which would re

quire but another month 7

A statement of the prices ofthe work and the

name of the contractors, would be an exhibit

that would astonish the citizens but it will

not be made, such proceedings, on the part of

public officers, should be investigated.

CLEANING STREETS.

It will be seen by the proceedings set forth

on page 247, that in 1818 the sum of $8,500

per annum was paid for the street dirt by

Messrs. Edward and William M. Hitchcock,

and they also swept the streets and removed

the dirt at their own expense. Contrast this

with the present wateful expenditure.

º

PUBLIC PRINTING & STATIONERY.

In 1830 the public printing and stationery

of the Common Council was but $2327.09.

See City Comptrollers report of 1830, pg. 27

In 1840 the same items of expenditure

cost $23.800.55. See City Comptrollers re

port of 1840, page 93.

In 1830 the printing and stationery ofthe

departments, &c., was $4299.62. . In 1840

the same class of expenditures was increaead

to $22.682.44.



º

---

-
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WATCHMEN'S WAGES.

In 1830 the wages of the Watchmen were

but $86.592.27. See Comptrollers report of

1830, page 31.

In 1840 the Watchmen's wages were

$231.942.59. See City Comptrollers report

of 1840, page 81.

PAWING STREETS.

In 1819 the expense of repaving Chapel

street was but 8 cents per square yard. In

1836, 40 cents was paid for the same work.

CROTON WATER.

The change which the introduction of

the Croton Water into the city of New York

will cause, will be very great.

The water arising from rain and snow will

be left to accumulate in the earth, and added

to this, the water from waste waters of the

Croton, will so much increase the water with

which the ground will be saturated, that the

sub-cellars will be spoiled in many sections

of the city, and the common cellars and

basements, will also, in many locations, be

rendered useless.

It has been suggested that a remedy may

be had by placing sewers in the streets. We

would enquire what use will a sewer be to a

sub-cellar, and what use will a sewer be to

any cellar unless the top of thesewer is placed

lower in the ground than the bottom of the

apartments to be drained. The Chapel and

Thomas Street sewers are evidence conclu

sive in these matters.

The wells are the drains to the waters be

neath the surface, and if the water of these

reservoirs is not used, the ground will be

Come Wet.

Cisterns have been made bottomless, and

others suffered to overflow. These add to

the accumulation of water in the ground, and

the consequences yet to result from this

change, will be found very disastrous.

STREETS AND AVENUES.

The avenues in that portion of the Island

of New York laid out by the Commission

ers appointed to lay out certain parts of the

Island into streets and avenues in pursuance

of an act of the Legislature of this State,

possed in 1807, are as follows:

Spaces between the avenues south of 23d-st.

D and C 676 feet.

C “ B 676 “ -

B “ A 666 “

A “ 1 613 “

I 44 2 650 44

2 “ 3 610 “

3 44 4 920 “

4 44 5 920 44

5 “ 6 920 “

6 “ 7 800 “

7 “ 8 S00 “

8 “ 9 800 “

9 “ 10 800 “

10 * 11 800 “

11 * 12 S00 **
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Spaces between the avenues north of 23d st.

C and B 646 feet.

B 44 A 636 44

A “ I 603 “

1 “ 2 650 “

2 “ 3 610 “

3 “ 4 920 “

4 * . 5 920 44

5 “ 6 920 “

6 “ 7 S00 “

7 * 8 800 °

8 “ 9 800 “

9 “ 10 S00 “

I () “ II 800 “

II “ 12 800 “

All the avenues are 100 feet wide except

south of 23d street, where avenues A and C

are 80 feet feet, and avenues B and D each

60 feet. We are inclined to think that ave

nue D has been widened.

All the streets named below are 60 feet

wide, except

14 42 79 106 135

23 57 S6 116 145

34 72 96 125 155

These 15 streets, named above, are each

100 feet wide.

The blocks between

1st and 3d streets are each 211 feet 11 inch.

“ 5 44 & 4 192 44 1 4 &

44 6 44 44 194 44 1}"

44 7 74 44 181 44 9 44

S 44 44 195 “

9 * * tº tº 187 44 10 4 *

44 10 ºt 44 1S4 44 64"

10 44 11 44 44 189 44 7 “

11 & 4 16 44 44 206 4 4 6 4 &

16 44 21 44 4t 184 4.

21 * * 42 * * 44 197 44

42 “ 71 “ “ 200 “ I

71 44 86 4 • 44 204 44

S6 4 - 96 44 44 201 44

96 125 “ “ 201 “ 10 “

north of 125 “ 44 199 “ 10 “

The monuments on avenues A. B. C. and

D., 1, 2, 3, and 4, stand in the angle of the

north-westerly corners.

The monuments on avenues 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

10, 11 and 12, stand in the angle of the north

easterly corners.

All the above distances are horizontal

measure of a medium temperature.

The above statement is copied from what

is called the red card, published by the corpo

ration.

Madison avenue, and Lexington avenue

two fancy streets, have since been laid out.

It will be seen by the above tables of dis

tances, how the Surveyor's bills average per

acre. We take for illustration, the survey

ing of the 7th avenue from 21st, to 129th

Street.

From a line drawn through the middle of

the blocks half way between the 7th and 8th

avenues, to a line drawn through the middle

ef the blocks half way between the 7th and

the 6th avenues, is 900 feet. From the

:

northerly line of 21st street, to the southerly

line of 129th street is 28,628 feet. For

this piece of ground the surveyor received

for a re-survey, (it having been already sur

veyed and a map made of it for the Com

missioners in 1807), two thousand eight hun

dred and one dollars, which at four dollars

per day, is pay for 700+ working days—al

lowing six working days to a week, it makes

116 weeks, and 4 days, which is equal to

two years and three months, solid time. If

the Government of the United States had

paid at this rate for surveying the public

lands, where would it have found money

enough to pay the surveyor's bill The ex

pense of the survey alone at the Seventh

avenue rates, would have exceeded the pub

lic debts of all the governments on the face

of the whole earth, and if paid in silver coin,

would require all the ships that float upon

the whole surface of the waters, in all and

every portion of the globe, to stow it away,

and if put out at compound interest for two

hundred years, at seven per cent, would ex

ceed in amount the value of all the property

upon the face of the earth. So much for

the survey of the notorious seventh avenue.

The Senate Committee when they exam

ined the expenses upon this avenue, state

that they should have supposed the charges

were a mistake, but a further examination

developed the same extravagant charges

throughout all the street openings in the city,

and that to such an extent, that the wonder

is not, that the people now complain, but

the wonder is, that they had not complained

before.

FENCING WACANT LOTS.

The practice of puttingboard fences around

uncultivated ground, by the order of corpora

tion officers, is one which ought to be pro

hibited by law. Owners of lands, which are

for the produce of them, not worth fencing,

are continually called upon to pay for these

public fences, put up at extravagant prices to

give jobs to favorites, and these fences are

generally but temporary, and are often car

ried away the very first winter after being

put up.

PATCHING PAVEMENTS.

There is no law to authorise the collec

tions of the bills for patching pavements.-

The only law in existence in relation to

making an assessmentfor paving is the 175th

and 176th sections of the act of April 9th

1813, page 407-8, of the 2d volume of the

Revised Laws of 1813.

Some reckless public officers have imposed

on the citizens in this matter and they deserve

to be puuished, and severely too, for such

imposition.

UNDERMINING BUILDINGS,

It has been the practice of late, to make

deep sub cellars, and if a building upon the
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immediately adjoining lot, has a foundation

which is only the usual depth, the excava

tion will take away its support. This kind

of proceeding, in our opinion, clearly lays

the excavator liable to all damages, some

judicial dicta, to the contrary, notwith

standing.

Where two farms adjoin each other, and

a stream of water runs through both, any

obstruction of that stream by one, which

would inundate the land of the other, would

make the obstructor liable for all damages.

The doctrine, that a man can dig a pit

alongside of his neighbors house, and bring

it down, because he owns the ground in

which the pit is dug, is absurd. It may,

with as much propriety, be urged, that he

could burn a coal pit alongside his neigh

bor's dwelling, because he owns the ground

upon which the pit is sunk.

Sub-cellars have found a check in the in

troduction of the Croton. These appenda

ges to modern dwellings, will become use

jess, and more, they will become nuisances,

if the surface waters on the Island of New

York, continue to accumulate for a year to

come, as they have done for a year past.

Suppose that the owner of a lot of ground

filled with rock, should choose to excavate

that rock by the use of gunpowder, and this

rock should join his neighbors dwelling,

will be contended that he could explode this

rock by gunpowder, and blow up his neigh

bors house, without being answerable for

damages. Surely not, and where, then, is

the difference between an excavation, and an

explosion, that result alike in the destruction

of the property of others.

In 1691, a bill was introduced into the

Colonial Legislature, of the Province of

New York, in reference to buildings in the

City of New York. Such a law is now

nceded.

It may be said, that a man may build his

house as high as he pleases, none can hinder

him. We think otherwise, and believe that

an individual, who should rear his house so

high as to endanger the lives of his neigh

bors, by the great heighth of the structure,

would be answerable for the damages which

a downfall might occasion to others.

PAVING ON LOOSE SAND.

Chapel, and the adjoining streets, was re

paved in 1836. Previous to the putting on

the pavement, the street was raised three

feet, and the paving stones laid upon the loose

filling. What sagacity'

---

BUILDING SEWERS.

Some persons have imagined, that a new

plan of building Sewers, has been discover

ed; but we apprehend that experience will

prove that the application of this new plan,

to all sorts of localities, indiscriminately, is

a great error.

The new fashioned Sewers, are of circular

orm. ... If a Sewer of this shape is entered

at any other place than the top, it will be

like attempting to fill a barrel by perforating

the side of it. Such Sewers are only fit for

the conduits of surface water, and in that

case, the work should be as tight as a Cro

ton water pipe, otherwise the leaks will pro

duce inundations.

Sewers, which are intended to drain water

from wet grounds,should have a broad surface

at the bottom. The Expansion should

be in width and not in heighth, and the

size of the Sewer, in both cases, should be

proportionate to the volume of water, the

Sewer is to collect, and the Sewer should in

crease in size, in proportion as the length of

the distance it extends to, receives additional

Water.

Sewers generate mephetic gases, and

should never be made unless absolutely ne

cessary.

REVIEW OF THE OL’INIONS OF

JUDICIAL OFFICERS, IN

ASSESSMENT CASES.

We intended to have given a review in

this number, but it requires the appropriation

of more time than we are at present able to

spare. We will, therefore, defer it to a fu

ture number.

NEW PARTIES.

Measures have been taken to organize a

new party, and the recent election shows

most clearly, that if they had selected suit

able persons as candidates, they would have

succeeded. The Whigs and the Locofoco's,

as political parties, have, in the City, as to

its local concerns, lost the confidence of the

People. The Democrats have allowed the

Locofoco's to have rule, and their party will

be overthrown, unless they move at once to

counteract their measures. The Whigs have

allowed a set of political office hunters to

break them down, and unless they rally and

bring forward better men, to fill important

public offices, they will not succeed. Look

at the street cleaning contract, and the con

tinuance of the assessment abuses, and their

miserable appointments to public office.

Good men, capable and honest, irrespective

of party, can be elected to office, and none

others should be permitted to hold office.

-

TAXATION.

We were present, a few days ago, during

a discussion between a landlord and his

tenant. The landlord offered the tenant a

renewal of his lease, on condition that the

tenant would pay the City and County

Taxs, the tenant was unwilling to pay so

high a rent, as the Taxes amounted annual

ly to about two hundred dollars more than

the rent of the premises is worth, Comment

is needless.

WARD COLLECTORS.

In the early part of this month, we were

furnished by Alderman Brady, Supervisor of

the 15th Ward, with a copy of a communi

cation, addressed by the Corporation Coun

sel, to A. A. Smith, Esq., City Comptroller;
and by that gentleman delivered to the Board

of Supervisors.

“ A. A. SMITH, Esq., CoMPTRoLLER.

“SIR,--I find the provisions

of the Revised Statutes, for the issuing of a

warrant to the Collectors, are declared, by

Act of April 18th, 1843, to be no longer ap

plicable to the City of New York. How

ever difficult it may be to determine what is

meant by not abolishing the office of Col

lector, until April, 1844, it is perfectly certain

that all power is taken away of conferring

any authority upon them by warrant of the

Board of Supervisors.”

PETER A. COWDREY.”

Contrast this opinion with the ridiculous

vote of the Board of Supervisors, of Oct.

3d, 1843, as set forth on page 257, of this

number.

Thus we are sustained in our construction

of the Tax Act, by the Counsel of the Cor

poration.

RECEIVER OF TAXES.

Much complaint has been made by our

citizens, of the practice of the Receiver of

Taxes, to compute the interest to be deduct

ed from Taxes, for advance payment upon

each separate item, iastead of takiug the

sum total at the foot of the bill, as every

business man would prefer. We were shown

one bill with ninety-nine items in it, which

had ninety-nine calculations of interest, in

stead of one. This practice increases the

trouble ninety-nine fold, and the expense in

the same ratio. It is like a hardware mer

chant, selling an assorted bill of merchan

dize, at a discount of five per cent, for cash,

and deducting the discount from the amount

of each item, instead of the whole bill.

CHAPEL STREET ASSESSMENT.

Several months ago, Mrs. Woodard pe

titioned the Common Council for redress,

for the damages done to her house, at the

corner of White and Chapel streets. The

Memorial was referred to the Street Com

missioner. This Memorial was accompa

nied by several public documents. No re

port has yet been made upon it.

-

THAT SALT MEADOW.

Mr. Benson memorialized the Common

Council, some months ago, relative to the

assessment upon his Salt Meadow. No

report has been made upon this Memorial.

It is said that the Common Council can

do some things, as well as others.
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MOST IMPORTANT DECISION. Commissioners, relied, is to be found in No. Never, never have we before known a de

16, of this volume. cision to give such general satisfaction

THE This is by far the most important decision among the good, the virtuous, the best men

coſts.TITUTION, ever made by the Courts of our State; it is of our city, as this has done.

The GREAT CHARTER of Civil LIBERTY,

THE FUNDAMENTAL LAw of THE

CoMMONweALTH,

SAFE

The Supreme Court of the State of New

York, after hearing argument of Robert

EMMET, Esq., for the Corporation of the

City of New-York, and Richard MoTT,

Esq., for the persons whose estates were un

der assessment sequestration ; and after

mature deliberation and advisement, have

decided that the Justices of the Supreme

Court of this State, have no right, under the

Constitution, to discharge the office of Street

Commissioners in comfirming the Reports of

Commissioners of Estimate and Assessment,

or in nominating and appointing such Com

missioners, and refused to confirm five street

Reports moved for by Mr. Emmett.

The following is a copy of a letter addres

sed by the Honorable GREEN C. Bronson,

one of the Justices of the Supreme Court,

to Richard Mott, Esq., of New-York,

the Counsel who so ably argued this great

Constitutional Question before the Court:

“ALBANY, Feb. 12th, 1844.

* SIR :

“Your letter, of the 10th instant, is re

eeived. In consequence of a division of

opinion among the Judges, the Street Cases

were not decided until near the close of last

week. Two of the Judges held that they

had no right, under the Constitution, to

discharge the office of Street Commission

ers, and therefore, declined making any

order on the motion to confirm the Reports.

The Opinion of the majority, is in the

hands of the Reporter.

Respectfully yours, º

GREEN C. BRONSON.

“R. MoTT, Esq.

“P. S.—The Chief Justice dissented, but

has not, I believe, written an Opinion. He

probably will.”

The grounds upon which the parties oppo.

sing the confirmation of the Report of the

a decision that goes far, far beyond the mere

matter of dollars and cents; it is a decision

that affects the great principles of Civil

Liberty, that sustains the foundation upon

which rest the whole superstructure of our

Government.

The doctrine of strict construction of the

great Charter of Freedom, of the funda

mental law of the Commonwealth, is here

sustained and exemplified.

Written Constitutions have long since

ceased to be regarded as they ought; their

doctrines have been trampled under feet and

disregarded : yes, the Liberty which was

purchased with the blood of the patriots of

the Revolution, was being held for nought.

This decision, which covers the Court with

glory, has reinstated the pages of that sacred

instrument, and they now shine with glowing

lustre.

Hundreds of families which had been re

duced to poverty, to want, and to suffering,

by acts of Municipal Assessment Depreda

tors, have, by this decision, been raised to

affluence, to ease, to competency.

We know of one case where a veteran

citizen, whose

“Grey hairs were going down in sorrow to the grave,”

has been, by this decision, raised as it were,

to life. Yes, the patrimonial estate of that

venerable man, which had been improved by

his family for more than one hundred and

fifty years, and on which sleep in silence the

ashes of his kindred, has been by this deci

sion, snatched from the sacriligous hands

that were making merchandize of the ashes

of mortality, who in this case, were raising

their impious hands in defiance of the laws

of the ruler of the Universe, in defiance of

the laws of the land, and the Constitution

of the Commonwealth.

The lonely widow and her fatherless chil

dren, have been gladdened by this blessed

decision of the Court; the tear of joy which

is the gem of gratitude, gushed from the

fountains of the bosom warmed by the glow

of sweet satisfaction, that this promulgation

of Justice and Equity has created.

The humble occupant of the cold garret,

shivering at every chilling blast of the whist

Bing wind, will now be able to obtain the

comforts of the warm fire-side, and to ex

change the bed of straw, the scanty meal,

and a thin covering, for a comfortable couch,

a plentiful table, and a dwelling in which the

cold, cold wind, will not intrude its chilling,

freezing blasts.

The patriot who mourned over the subver

sion of Haw, and the trampling under feet the

Constitution, will rejoice in this event.

Many of our readers abroad, are not

aware that most of the Assessments com

plained of, are for fictitious improvements,

for the pretended opening of Streets, Ave

nues and Public Squares, that exist only up

on a painted map, the mere making of which

was charged at thousands of dollars, and

this expense assessed upon land.

The farm of the venerable sufferer, of

whom we made mention, was assessed for

one of these Phantom Streets, about four

thousand dollars, and the interest and ex

penses have now risen to near eight thous

and dollars, and for this imposition the farm

was sold for the term of one thousand years,

and yet the improvement was never made.

What an impious act, to thus sport with

futurity. Some lands have been sold for

the term of two millions of years. Who

dare look beyond the boundaries of time

with such a title, based upon such proceed

ings? We should think the public depreda

tors would not dare to lay their heads upon

their pillows, with such a load upon their

minds, as an act like this must make, that

their lonely hours would be haunted by

spectres, and their very dreams filled with

midnight “horrors.”

When the cold wind whistles past their

princely dwellings, it bears on its wings the

moaning of their victims, the sobs of the

tender offspring pining in want, the chil

dren's cry for bread. Can a monster depre

dator sleep in such an atmosphere, can he

look beyond the end of years without dread,

without a chill of horror pervading his mor

tal frame 7

Kind reader, this is not imagination—it

is sad, mournful reality. We can point to

the grave of a citizen once in affluence, who

was loaded and goaded with assessments

until he became exhausted, and was at last

driven to a bed of sickness and to death.

What cruelty—what injustice—and we

must add, what wickedness |

We hear of movements to amend the

Constitution, this is not a work for politi

cians; their tinkering of the Charter of

Liberty, will be the destruction of that in

strument. Let the doctrines of the Consti

tution be respected by those who have, un

der the solemnity of an oath, promised to

support it. This will be the most important

amendment which can be made, an amend

ment that will, of all others, be the most

satisfactory to the people.

The question is asked, what will be the

result of this decision to the City ? We

answer. By the Assessors return, there is

estimated to be upwards of one hundred and
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sixty millions in value of real Estate, in the

City of New York; this is increased in

value by this decision, twenty-five per cent.,

here then, is a gain of more than forty mil

lions of dollars by this decision of the

Court.

The lands purchased by the Corporation

at their own Assessment sales, under the

Confiscation Act, of April 18th, 1843, will

remain with the legitimate owners, and the

moneys of the Sinking Fund which were

appropriated to this unhallowed use, have

been sunk forever.

Some persons talk of the Public Treasu

ry being called upon to make restitution to

the sufferers. The City might, with as

much propriety, take the goods in the Police

office, which have been rescued from the

hands of the midnight robber, sell them,

and put the avails into the Public Treasury,

instead of returning the plundered property

to the owners, as to seek to keep the price

of the lands of the widow and the father

less, that have been depredated upon by Mu

nicipal freebooters.

In no other country, civilized or savage,

was there such abuses practiced and submit

ted to for years, as has been the case with these

assessment depredations. Citizens by scores

were ruined by these nefarious proceedings,

and hundreds upon hundreds brought to po

verty, to want, and to suffering. But thanks

to the Supreme Court, a stop has at last

been put to these depredations, which have

made our City Government a bye word and

a reproach among the people and throughout
the land.

Men venerable in years, whose heads

where whitened by the frost of near four

score winters, plead with the despots for

the little home purchased with the toils of a

long life, might be spared to them. Yes,

and the emotions of their bosoms forced the

tear of grief down the furrowed cheek, but

it was in vain, their remonstrances, their ob

jections, and their entreaties, were all in

Waln,

The up-turnings of the eye of such a vic

tim, has a force that will reach the remotest

region of the celestial world.

The furrowed cheek of a veteran victim,

moistened by the tear of suffering; the sil

wer locks; the tottering frame, with only

strength to bear it to the tyrant's door, is a

mournful, sad, and heart moving spectacle.

The odious, the shameful Street Assess

ments in New-York, have for years been the

act of the despot, and our City Government

has been a perfect despotism, and more

tyranical than the most barbarous govern
ment on the Earth.

These Reports, which were moved for by

Mr. Emmett, are the Reports of the Com

missioners for opening 37th, 39th and 12Sth

streets, also 11th avenue, and a fancy street

called Madison avenue. They were ap

pointed near eight years ago. In the 39th

street Report, a piece of land belonging to

Anson G. Phelps, Esq., is assessed. This

piece of land is not worth $200, and has

already been assessed for the pretended

opening of 40th street, $575, and for the pre

tended opening of the first avenue, $312,

besides taking one-third of the land for the

avenue. The land is not worth the interest

of the assessment. This is a specimen of

the proceedings which this decision of the

Court has put a stop to.

SENATE COMMITTEE.

The SENATE ComMITTEE, appointed to

investigate Assessment abuses, in the City

of New-York, in their Report to the Legis

lature, say:

“It is well known that the Judges of the

Supreme Court, in confirming these Reports,

do not act as a Court, but as Commissioners

under the Statute.”

This Committee consisted of the IIon.

GABREL FURMAN, Hon. GULIAN C. VER

PLANCR, and HoN. John B. Scott.

-

STRICT CONSTRUCTION.

This is a doctrine on which depends the

existence of this Government as a Re

public.

The Constitution was designed to fix

boundaries to the exercise of Executive,

Legislative and Judiciary power; to sepe

rate each from the other in such a way, as

that the Executive branch shall be a check

upon the Legislative, and the Judiciary a

check upon both.

The experience of mankind has taught

them that power is of an encroaching na

ture, and that in Governments, unless regu

lated and restrained, it becomes so concen

trated as to be destructive.

The little time our Republic has been in

being, is sufficient to demonstrate the dan

ger of allowing one department of the Gov

ernment, to usurp the powers which belong
to the others.

The Legislative department is reaching

forward and endeavoring to bring within its

grasp all the other departments, and when

that shall be accomplished, we shall behold

a Legislative despotism, more tyranical and

more despotic than any Monarchy that ever

existed upon the face of the globe.

The moment the Legislative controls the

Executive department, the Judiciary power

is prostrated, and the balances are destroyed.

Constitutions are instruments framed with

care, with deliberation and patient conside

ration, and are destined to be the guide book

of Executive, Legislative and Judiciary Of.

ficers, and which they, each and all, under

the solemnity of an oath, are bound to obey,

support, and maintain.

In the forming of the Constitution of the

United States, the design was to restrain ar

bitrary, as well as to check hasty legisla

tion.

That provision of the Constitution of the

United States, which requires a two third

vote to pass a bill which has been disappro

*

ved by the Executive, is one which is not

misunderstood, and so plain that it cannot

be evaded, and therefore those who are in

favor of what they call liberal construction,

wish to qualify this provision to that extent

that will make it useless and destroy the whole

of the checks and balances of power. The

moment this is accomplished, our Govern

ment ceases to be a Republic.

It matters not whether the whole powers

of the Government are vested in one man,

or in one body of men, for where it is

vested in a single branch, composed of

numerous members, the responsibility of

their acts is so divided, that there exists no

responsibility.

In the former Constitution of this State,

Judiciary Officers of the Government were

associated with the Executive in the approv

ing of laws, and that provision of the Con

stitution which vests them with this power,

recites in the Preamble the object, viz: to

prevent the passing of unconstitutional acts.

The Executive of this State, under that Con

stitution, was vested with an absolute con

trol over the Legislature in the power he

possessed of proroguing that body. This

was a restraint upon arbitrary legislation.

The Judiciary department, in this ar

rangement, had the power of preventing a

violation of the Constitution, by returning

such bills as should be passed, that were re

pugnant to the fundamental law; and if the

Legislature persisted, the Executive had the

power to suspend their proceedings. The

remedy here was preventative.

The present Constitution separates the

Judiciary wholly and altogether from the

Executive and also from the Legislative, and

declares in express and unequivocal terms,

that cannot be misunderstood, if there is any

force in the English language or meaning in

plain words that the Justices shall hold no

other office or trust. -

Expediency is the great canker which is

eating up the Constitution, and it has be:

come so prevalent as to be truly alarming.

Politicians and speculators are making in

roads upon the Constitution to answer their

own present selfish ends. These two classes

forget their children who they are thus cut

ting off from the rich possession which they

themselves inherited from the patriots of the

Revolution, the fathers of the Constitution.

The Judiciary is that branch of the Gov

ernment which is vested by the Constitution

with the interpretation of the Fundamental

Law, but in the case under consideration,

the provision of the Fundamental Law is

so clear, so emphatic, and so positive, that it

interprets itself.

The multitude of laws which now encum

her the Statutes, “darken Counsel by

words,” and very many of them are nuli

ties, from the fact that their provisions are

not within the rule, and therefore repugnant

to the Fundamental Law of the Common

wealth.

The great Law Giver has, in the Sta

tute of Sinai, given to man an example;

that Statute is brief and ample, and has not

undergone any amendment or change.
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ESEK COWEN.

One of the Justices of the Supreme Court

of Judicature, of the State of New-York,

has departed this life.

On Sabbath evening, Feb. 11th, at eight

o'clock, his earthly pilgrimage terminated,

his age was fifty-eight years.

He died at Albany, after an illness of

four days.

Both Houses of the Legislature adjourn

ed on the amouncement of his death, and

each appointed a Committee to take order

for his funeral.

The death of public men at the seat of

the National and State Governments, have

been very frequent of late years. These

dealings of Providence are solemn and

admonitory.

On the 65th page of this volume, we re

corded the death of six individuals, who

had held the office of President of this Re

public, each and all marked by circumstan

ces calculated to impress the human mind

with the fact that GOD overrules the doings

of men

WAshingtoN, JeffERson, ADAMs, Mon

Roe, MADison, and HARRIsoN, are the

names of those whose exit has each been

marked by peculiar circumstances.

The decision of the great Constitutional

Question, which is here noticed, was among

the last of the Judicial Acts of him whose

name heads this Obituary notice, and of his

useful life. He has left in this his written

testimony in favor of the great doctrines of

the Charter of Civil Liberty, a legacy to the

People of this State, A Rich bequest.

Judge Cowen was endowed by Nature

with a great mind, which he cultivated with

diligence, with care, and with success.

His place upon the Bench cannot easily

be filled. It is a serious, a solemn act, to

select a man to fill a station which makes

him the guardian of the CHARTER OF

FREEDOM.

Politicians hanker for place, for power;

not for the sake of the good they may do,

but for the sake of the patronage it places

at their command, of the power with which

it clothes them.

There are but few men in our State, who

are qualified for the seat which Death has

made vacant, in the Bench of the Supreme

Court of this Commonwealth.

-º-º-º-

PETER A. JAY,

AND

PETER LORILLARD.

These two distinguished citizens, of the

City of New-York, were in the year 1843,

numbered with those who have rested from

their labors. They both lived to a good old

age, beloved and respected.

They were among those who sustained

the Anti-Assessment Committee, in their

public labors, and their names are appended

to all their Memorials to the Legislature.

The bills which were submitted to the

Legislature by this Committee, on behalf of

the Citizens of the City of New-York, were,

before they were placed before the Legisla

ture, submitted to the supervision of Mr.

Jay.

The bill that was discussed before the Hon.

the Select Committee of the Senate, ap

pointed to investigate Assessment Abuses, in

the City of New-York, at their last sitting at

Clinton Hall, was drawn up under the advice

of Mr. Jay. The draft of the bill was

placed in the hands of Mr. Jay, for a care

ful, and deliberate examination, and after

that the proof sheets of the printed copy,

and in both he made but a single alteration,

and that only to correct a clerical error.

The approval of such men, is the greatest

commendation a bill like that could have.

The approval of a man who had capacity,

integrity, and experience, and withal a noble

patriotism, a love of Liberty, a respect for

the Constitution, and a reverence for its

great doctrines, is a rich commendation.

Mr. Lorillard, who, although not a mem

ber of the legal profession, was nevertheless,

learned in the school of experience. By a

life of industry and economy, he amassed a

princely fortune; he had an interest in the

prosperity of the City of great pecuniary

magnitude, and a still greater one in the

blessings of a good Government, the benefits

of which were to be enjoyed by the beloved

children which he left behind, who are the

inheritors of his virtues as well as his estates.

Mr. Lorillard was practically conversant

with all those provisions of law which af

fected private property, and he had become

convinced that the barriers for the protection

of private property had been broken down,

and it was at the mercy of a set of lawless

rulercenaries.

During the Session of the Hon. the Select

Committee of the Senate, appointed by the

Legislature, to investigate Assessment Abu

ses in the City of New-York, Mr. Loril

LARD addressed them a written communica

tion, which that Committee regarded of so

much importance, that they made it a part

of their Report to the Legislature, and it is

to be found on page 14 of their Report, Se

nate Document No. 100, of 1842. The

Committee say that: “During the Session

of the Committee in New-York, Peter Lor

illard, Esq., submitted to them a communi

cation on this subject, in which he stated that

“in many cases the injustice was so great,

that he had firmly made up his mind to sell

all his property in this State, and remove to

where his property would be protected and

placed on an equality with that of other

citizens ; and was only prevented from so

doing by reason that it would not bring the

prices of 1830, thereby he was forced to stop

the sale, having made some sacrifice.” If

the Citizens of New-York are laboring un

der an erroneous impression in believing that

they have been greatly oppressed and injur

ed by the course pursued by these Commis

sioners, that belief is, in the judgment of the

Committee, very extensive.”

The Committee, in another part of their

Report, say:

“If the case of the Seventh avenue had

been a solitary instance, the Committee

might have supposed that it had taken place

through some mistake; but they found the

same principle of ENorMoUs expenses to

extend throughout the whole system of Street

Openings in that City, and that to such an

amount, that their surprise should not be

that the inhabitants now complain of it, but

that they had not done so at a much earlier

period.”

Mr. JAY remarked that the power exercis

ed by the Corporation, in Street Assess

ments, was greater than that of the Parlia

ment of England.

Mr. Jay was one of that family whose

great name was associated with the history
of our Government. He was a man of

great purity of character.

-

OI:3. ITUALRY.

LEMUEL SKIDMORE.

On Friday evening Feb. 16th, the individ

ual whose name heads this obituary notice,

departed this life, at the age of 89 years

He passed calmly down the current of life,

and in peace of mind finished his earthly

course.

He looked forward with calm composure

to the end, retaining his mental faculties till

he fell asleep in death.

He lived to see almost a century of time

pass away, was highly respected and beloved

and died full of hope.

He was the father of Mr. Burtis Skidmore,

one of the most active members of the Anti

Assessment Committee.

Albany, Tuesday Feb. 13, 1844.

The funeral of the late MR. Justicf.

Cowen, took place this morning. Shortly

before 10 o'clock, the Senate and Assembly

met in their respective Chambers, and thence

proceeded to the American Hotel, where

the corpse lay. Having received the body,

they returned to the Capitol, where the

Clergy, the members of the Bar, the Corpo

ration of Albany, and a large number of

citizens had assembled. The coffin having

been brought into the Hall of the Capitol,

and the State Officers, Judges of the Su

preme Court and members of the Legisla

ture, arranged on either side, the service for
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the dead was read by the Rev. Mr. Kip, in

an appropriate and impressive manner. This

ceremony concluded, the body was placed

in the hearse and a procession formed, in

the following order:

1. The Clergy. 2. The Hearse.

3. The Pall Bearers—Messrs. Bartlit and

Warney, of the Senate—Messrs. Sweeney

and Edwards, of the Assembly.

4. The Judges of the Supreme Court.

5. The relatives and friends of the de

ceased.

6. The Joint Committee of the Senate

and Assembly.

7. The Governor and State Officers.

8. The Senate, preceeded by its officers.

9. The Assembly, preceeded by its officers.

10. The Corporation of Albany.

11. The Members of the Bar.

12. Citizens and strangers.

The procession, imposing alike in its

numbers and appearance, passed from the

Capitol down State street, and up Broad

way to the confines of the City. At this

point the remains of the deceased were taken

to Saratoga Springs for interment. Hav

ing paid the last tribute of respect to the

memory of Judge Cowen, the procession

returned to the Capitol, and then dispersed.

-

MONUMENTS EN CFTHES.

Monuments in Cities, in our latitude, are

but temporary structures. Cities are of but

limited duration.

Monuments erected upon some towering

mountain top, that holds close converse with

the clouds, meets the eyes of distant gazers;

the place, the height, the loneliness of its

position, give it impressions and a character

which a monument in a crowded city cannot

command.

A monument in some secluded grove,

arrests the eyes of the passer by, and at

once makes an impression upon his mind,

almost as durable as life. But in a crowded

city, thousands pass within the very shadow

of a monument without being aware of its

existence, or taking the least notice of this

Inute memento.

Much has been said of erecting a Monu

ment in the City of New-York, to the me

mory of George WASHINGToN. There is

a monument of this great man in Pearl

street, near Pine street. A house which the

Father of the Republic occupied, stands in

that thronged street, unnoticed, a monument

of the forgetfulness of things connected with

the life of the great PATRiot.

If the citizens wish to have a monument

of GeoRGE WASHINGTON in New-York, let

them purchase that house, and appropriate it

to some good and useful purpose.

A monument like this, would have a charm

that all the polish that could be given, to a

marble pillar, could not impart.

It is not a monument of architecture that

is wanted, but a monument of the virtues of

A statesman and a patriot.

APPROVAL OF THE DECISIONS OF

THE COURT.

The memorials which are shortly to be

presented to the Legislature in relation to

odious and outrageous assessments, and the

abuse and usurpation of power by the offi

cers of the Corporation and their protegees,

are signed by Jonathan Thompson, John M.

Bradhurst, Philip Hone, Abraham Van Nest,

William B. Crosby, Peter Cooper, Peter

Schermerhorn, Peter Embury, George Gris

wold, Jonathan Goodhue, James Lenox,

Philip Milldollar, James G. King, Gulian

C. Verplanck, Robert C. Cornell, James

Brown, John Haggerty, Abraham G.Thomp

son, Edward Prime, James Boorman, James

Monroe,John Authon, Andrew Foster, Sam’l

S. Howland, James Lovett, Jacob Aims,

Anson G. Phelps, William C. Rhinlander,

Benjamin L. Swan, Edmund H. Pendleton,

John R. Murray, Jonathan Sturges, David

Hadden, Robert Jaffray, Charles H. Russell

& Co., Woolsey & Woolsey, Arthur Bron

son, Hendrick & Brothers, Peter Harmony,

Charles Clinton, John B. Lawrence, Samuel

Ward, James Donaldson, Elisha Riggs,

Peter Lorillard, Jr. Samuel Thomson, John

G. Coster, James McBride, George Ireland,

John D. Wolfe, Silas Brown, Henry Bree

voort and numerous other citizens of the

highest standing and respectability in the

city of New York; gentlemen who pay im

mense sums in taxes, and whose opinions

and influence where they are known, will

outweigh those of assessment depredators.

NEW PARTIES.

The abuses which have been practised by

public officers, in the City of New-York, for

years past, under both political parties, have

been so great, that our citizens have become

indignant.

The party which we term the Aboro

GINEs, would no doubt carry the City by an

overwhelming vote, if they select the best

men as candidates for office, in equal pro

portion from both political parties. Half

Whigs and half Democrats.

In our last number, we named two most

excellent men, as candidates for the Mayor

alty. Other gentlemen of high standing

have been spoken of, among which is Hugh

MAxwELL, SAUL ALLEY, WM. B. CRosby,

and John ANTHoN. Either of these gentle

men would discharge the duties of the office

to the entire satisfaction of the people. All

of these gentlemen possess great firmness of

purpose and decision of character, are in

telligent, honest and capable. Among the

persons spoken of for the Common Council,

we heard the names of Daniel Lord, Shivers

Parker, John Penfold, James IV. Hamilton,

ThomasT. Woodruff, Samuel Roome,James

I. Jones, Theodore Sedgewick, Abraham

Van Nest, Jacob Aims, Thomas Jeremiah,

Edgar Harriot, Peter I. Nevius, John Leve

ridge, Edward Prime, John J. Boyd, Henry

Breevoort, F. R. Tillou, W. D. Murphy,

Peter Cooper; George B. Smith, Anson G.

Phelps, W. B. Brady, and James Fellows.

The fact is, that which ever party puts up

the best men, will succeed. The People are

tired of Corporation abuses, and they are

determined to have the public business man

aged better than it has been for years past.

LA BOR AND REST.

Nature, in the great system of economy,

has provided periods of rest, which are

marked down in the successive changes of

night and day, of winter and summer, of

seed time and harvest.

The Sabbath of rest, is among the first in

the order of time, and co-eval with man's

existence as a living soul.

The entering into rest, was the subsequent

provision of the source of all good. That

rest which remains for the virtuous of the

family of man.

What we term death, is the suspension,

and not the extinction of life, for the soul of

man is immortal, and destined to endure as

long as eternity exists—forever.

The Solar day is that of a given portion

of the time the Earth is revolving upon its

axis, the primitive day was constituted of

the evening and the morning. We reckon

time from midnight to midnight, the French

ſrom meridian to meridian.

Animated Nature rests from the labors

and from the cares of the Solar day, with

but few exceptions, among which is that of

the Lion, the Wolf, &c. Night, is this

period of rest. This rest takes the last of

the evening and the first of the morning.

The Sabbath of rest is a less frequent re

pose, but not the less necessary. It is a rest

of the body, a period of reflection, of medi

tation and of contemplation for the mind.

It is a rest which the Ruler of the Universe

has marked with great particularity, and in

reference to which he has made a special

command, which was announced amid the

thunders of the skies, and the fire of the

high Heavens.

The Sabbath is a holy time, secular labors

have no place on that day, and if indulged

in are never blessed.

The Vegetable kingdom has its periods of

rest, and these are regular, limited and re

stricted.

In our latitude, the cold is the sweet sing

er which puts vegetation to sleep, to rest.

The Solar Orb, the great luminary of our

portion of the firmament, in his own fixed

time, awakens vegetation, and it comes forth

dressed in all the beauties of Spring, in all

the rich and varied adornings of Nature.

The rest which remains for the human

family at the close of the evening of mortal

existence, at the termination of animal life,

is the sleep that precedes the glorious morn

ing of the resurrection of the ashes of mor

tality.

Man makes preparation for his daily rest

with more sincerity than he prepares for the

rest on the Sabbath, or for the entering into

rest. The glories, the blessings, the fruits

of the latter, are dependent under the will

of Heaven, upon the improvement of the

two former.

:
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The entrance to this vast subterranean ter

ritory is in the county of Edmonson, State

of Kentucky, on the southerly side of Green

River, and distant therefrom about four hun

dred yards.

The entrance is North latitude 37° 10',

West longitude from Washington City, 9°

15'. The entrance to this nether territory

is 94 miles from Nashville in Tenn., 125

miles from Lexington, and 99 miles from

Louisville, Ky. The nearest places of note

are distant as follows: Dripping Springs 9

miles; Pruits Knob. 8 miles ; Horse Well

miles; Bear Wallow miles; Bells Tav

ern 7 miles; Mumfordsville 15 miles. The

mouth of the cave is about north east from

the Dripping Springs, and about north west

from Pruit's Knob.

The Mammoth Cave extends under a

range of Knobs which border what is called

the Green River or Kentucky Barrens.—

Formerly, these Barrens were destitute of

timber, but were covered with grass and

flowers which grew spontaneous and with

great luxuriance. Since that section of the

State has become thickly settled, the fires

which every year overrun the surface con

suming the dry grass, &c., have been pre

vented, and now the surface is covered with

a young growth of timber consisting of oak,

hickory, and chesnut. It was the custom in

former times for settlers who had located

themselves upon the barrens, as early in the

fall season as that the grass began to get dry,

to burn over a small district around their

plantations in order to keep off the fire when

the barrens should get enveloped in one

general conflagration. It sometimes hap

pened that the Barrens become ignited at an

earlier period than usual, and in such cases

settlers were obliged to set what are called

the back fires—burning over small districts,

so that when the great body of flames come

sweeping over the Barrens with a roar of

wind, increased by the augmentation of heat

and flame, that a boundary should there be

set to it, as the flames would be thus depriv

ed of food to feed upon. A fire on the bar

rens I once witnessed. It was a beautiful

moonlight evening. I was travelling on horse

back on one section of these higland prairies,

the fire in its spread outstripped that of the

horse on which I was riding, but as its track

was some distance from me, and the wind

in my favor, I felt no apprehension from its

effects. Fires of this description are fre

quently caused by persons who are flitting

and who encamp for the night, building fires

for the purpose of cooking, and which are

spread by the wind. The term flitting is

used in this country to denote persons mov

ing from one section of the country to anoth

er. It sometimes happens that fires are set

for the purpose of driving deer into what are

called the “deer runs” where the hunters

station themselves to shoot them down as they

pass. The Barrens were a great resort for

deer, rabbits, &c. It seldom happens that

fires are set by persons for the mere sport of

seeing a bonfire, which in such a country

would be malicious mischief. Crimes are

rare in countries where the products of nature

are more than adequate to the wants of man.

Tbe Barrens are a limestone formation and

the soil when brought under cultivation is

found to be very productive.

The best of tobacco is grown upon the

barrens and some cotton It is somewhat

singular that this section of country should at

once produce such a profuse growth of oak,

hickory and chesnut, and I know no other

way to account for it than to refer back to

the Mosaic account of the commencement

of vegetation in which the sacred historian

states that the primitive seeds were of them

selves in the earth. The Knobs are a range

of hills which border the waters of Green

River on the one side and the barrens on the

other, and are a sort of a winnow made on the

subsidence of the waters of the great del

uge. I have been thus particular in describ

ing the surface around the entrance to the

cave, before taking the reader below the sur

face.

The entrance to the Cave is at the foot of

a knob, by a gradual descent of about

seventy feet. At the bottom of this descent,

which is so easy that oxen pass down it with

out trouble, is the opening to the greatest

known Cavern. The opening is in the so

lid rock, and is about 10 feet wide, and

about eight feet high. In winter, a strong

current of air rushes into the Cave, and

during the hot summer weather, the current

of air changes and rushes out of the Cave,

equally strong. This change of current of

air, is owing to the temperature of the

atmosphere upon the Earth's surface. When

the weather is warm, the surface atmosphere

air is more rarified than the air of the Cave,

and then the current blows out of the Cave ;

but when the atmosphere outside becomes

cold, the air in the Cave is more rarified,

and then a change takes place and the wind

blows into the Cave. At the mouth of the

Cave there is water dripping from above,

and it is to this cause that I attribute the

present entrance to the Cave being made.

This spot is not the original inlet to the

Cave, for it is evident, on a careful exami

nation, that the roof of the Cave broke in at

this place, and that one end of the roof fell,

while the other maintained its position, like

one end of a wooden floor settling down

while the other kept its place ; and it is this

slope which forms the visitors' path into the

subterraneous chambers. Near the mouth

of the Cave is a pit of water, of some fifty

or sixty feet deep, made by the continued

wear from falling water, for centuries. After

passing the front thirty or forty feet, the

Cave gradually widens to the width of from

thirty to fifty feet, and increases in height to

about sixteen or twenty feet. The sides

and roof are of solid rock, and the floor,

which is of the same solid material, is over

laid by a strata of sand and earth, to the

depth of from three to six feet. This dirt

has been the accumulation of time. Much

of the surface of the walls have a thick white

incrustation, like a thick coat of whitewash,

and some of these surfaces are black, and

some a mixture of black and white, yeteach

color was distinct and separate, no amalga

tion visible. The Cave is dark, perfectly

dark, and here silence reigns in all the ma

jesty of Nature's grandeur, shrouded with

the curtains of the blackest darkness. The

atmosphere within these nether chambers

is perfectly dry, and the temperature that of

59 degrees of Farenheit's scale. There is

a peculiar sensation experienced by visitors

after entering the Cave and breathing its

atmosphere for a few minutes; whether it

has its origin mentally or physically, or

both, I am unable to determine. I have ex

perienced this feeling on every visit within

the Cave, although these visits were very nu

merous, and many of them protracted.

There are various evidences of the dryness

of the atmosphere in the Cave, which illus

trate the uniformity of this peculiar quality

of the air at long periods of time. Of these

I will mention three. The Cave was exten

sively worked for Saltpetre from 1810 to

1814, during which time oxen were used in

the Cave for transporting the earth to the

Hoppers for lixiviation. These oxen were

fed on corn and corn blades. The corn

cobs now remain in the Cave about a mile

from the mouth, in a state of perfect pre

servation. Wooden Conduits, (logs bored,)

were used for conveying water from the

mouth of the Cave to the Hoppers, to lixivi

ate the Earth, and the same mode of con

veyance was resorted to, to convey the

nitrate solution from the Hoppers to the

mouth of the Cave, from whence it was

raised by pumps, into the iron pans in which

the chrystilization was affected. These

logs, after thirty years exposure to the at

mosphere of the Cave, are perfectly sound

and dry. In excavating the earth in the

Cave for the purpose of lixiviation, pieces of

cane torches were found embedded in the

dirt in great abundance, and in a perfect

state of preservation. Combustion goes on

well in the Cave, lamps burn free, and the

light given by this means is, as to propor
tionate yield, greater than in surface atmos

pheric air.

On my first visit to the Mammoth Cave,

in 1813, I saw a relic of ancient times, which

requires a minute description. This de

scription is from a memorandum made in the

Cave at that time.

“In the digging of Saltpetre earth, in the

Short Cave, some little distance from the

Mammoth Cave, a flat rock was met with by

the workmen, a little below the surface of

the earth in the Cave, and about a quarter

of a mile from the Cave's mouth ; this stone

was raised, was about four feet wide and as

many long : beneath it was a square exca

vation about three feet deep, and as many in

length and width. In this small nether sub

terranean chamber, sat in solemn silence,

one of the human species, a female, with her

wardrobe and ornaments placed at her side.

The body was in a state of perfect preser

vation, and sitting erect. The arms were

folded up, and the hands were laid across

the bosom ; around the two wristswas wonud

a small cord, designed probably, to keep

*
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them in the posture in which they were first

placed. Around the body, and next thereto,

was wrapped two deer skins. These skins

appeared to have been dressed in some mode

different from what is now practised by any

people, of whom I have any knowledge.

The hair of the skins was cut off very near

the surface. The skins were ornamented

with the imprints of vines and leaves, which

were sketched with a substance perfectly

white. Outside of these two skins was a

large square sheet, which was either wove or

knit. This fabric was the inner bark of a

tree, which I judged from appearance, to be

that of the Linn tree. In its texture and

appearance, it resembled the South Sea

Island Cloth or Matting, this sheet envelop

ed the whole body and the head. The hair

on the head was cut off within an eighth of

an inch of the skin, except near the neck,

where it was an inch long. The color of the

hair was dark red ; the teeth were white and

perfect. I discovered no blemish upon the

body, except a wound between two ribs near

the back bone; one of the eyes had also

been injured. The finger and toe nails were

perfect, and quite long. The features were

regular. I measured the length of one of

the bones of the arm with a string, from

the elbow to the wrist joint, and they equal

led my own in length, viz.: ten and a half

inches. From the examination of the whole

frame, I judged the figure to be that of a

feet ten inches in

height. The body, at the time it was first

discovered, weighed but fourteen pounds,

and was perfectly dry ; an exposure to the

atmosphere on being moved to the Mam

moth Cave, it gained in weight by absorbing

dampness, four pounds. Many persons

have expressed surprise that a human body

of great size should weigh so little, as many

human skeletons of nothing but bone, ex

ceed this weight. Recently some experi

ments have been made in Paris, which have

demonstrated the fact of the human body

being reduced to ten pounds, by being ex

posed to a heated atmosphere for a long pe

riod of time. The color of the skin was

dark, not black; the flesh was hard and

dry upon the bones. At the side of the

body lay a pair of moccasins, a knapsack,

and an indispensable or reticule. I will de

scribe these in the order in which I have

named them. The moccasins were made of

wove or knit bark, like the wrapper I have

described. Around the top there was a

border to add strength and perhaps as an

ornament. These were of middling size,

denoting feet of small size. The shape of

the moccasins differ but little from the deer

skin moccasins worn by Northern Indians.

The knapsack was of wove or knit bark,

with a deep strong border around the top,
and was about the size of knapsacks used

by soldiers. The workmanship of it was

neat, and such as would do credit as a fab

ric, to a manufacturer of the present day.

The reticule was also made of knit or wove

bark. The shape was much like a horse

man's valise, opening its whole length on the

top. On the sides of the opening and a few

inches from it, were two rows of loops, one

row on each side. Two cords were fastened

to one end of the reticule at the top, which

passed through the loop on one side and

then on the other side, the whole length, by

which it was laced up and secured. The

edges of the top of the reticule were

strengthened with deep fancy borders. The

articles contained in the knapsack and reti

cule were quite numerous, and are as fol

lows: one head cap, made of wove or knit

bark, without any border, and of the shape

of the plainest night cap ; seven head dres

ses, made of the quills of large birds, and

put together somewhat in the same way that

feather fans are made, except that the pipes

of the quills are not drawn to a point, but

are spread out in straight lines with the top.

This was done by perforating the pipe of

the quill in two places and running two

cords through these holes, and then winding

around the quills and the cord, fine thread,

to fasten each quill in the place designed for

it. These cords extended some length be.

yond the quills on each side, so that on

placing thc feathers erect on the head, the

cords could be tied together at the back of

the head. This would enable the wearer to

present a beautiful display of feathers stand

ing erect and extending a distance above the

head, and entirely surrounding it. These

were most splendid head dresses, and would

be a magnificent ornament to the head of a

female at the present day. Several hundred

strings of beads ; these consisted of a very

hard brown seed, smaller than hemp seed,

in each of which a small hole had been

made, and through this hole a small three

corded thread, similar in appearance and

texture to siene twine: these were tied up in

bunches, like a merchant ties up coral beads.

when he exposes them for sale. The red

hoofs of fawns, on a string, supposed for to

be worn around the neck, as a necklace ;

these hoofs were about twenty in number,

and may have been emblematic of Inno

cence; the claw of an Eagle, with a hole

made in it, through which a cord was passed,

so that it could be worn pendent from the

neck; the jaw of a Bear, designed to be

worn in the same manner as the Eagle's

claw, and supplied with a cord to suspend

it around the neck; two rattlesnake skins,

one of these had fourteen rattles upon it,

these were neatly folded up ; some vege

table colors done up in leaves; a small

bunch of deer sinews, resembling cat gut in

appearance; several bunches of thread and

twine, two and three threaded, some of which

was nearly white; seven needles, some of

these were of horn and some were of bone:

they were smooth and appeared to have been

much used. These needles had each a knob

or whirl on the top, and at the other end

were brought to a point like a large sail

needle. They had no eyelits to receive a

thread. The top of one of these needles

was handsomely scolloped; a hand-piece,

made of deer-skin, with a hole through it

for the thumb, and designed probably to pro

tect the hand in the use of the needle, the

same as thimbles are now used ; two whistles

about eight inches long, made of cane, with

a joint about one third the length: over the

joint is an opening extending to each side of

the tube of the whistle, these openings were

about three fourths of an inch long and a

quarter of an inch wide, and had each a flat

reed placed in the opening. These whistles

were tied together with a cord wound around

both.

I have been thus minute in describing the

mute witness from the days of other times,

and the articles which were deposited within

her earthen house. Of the race of people

to whom she belonged when living, we know

nothing, and as to conjecture, the reader who

gathers from these pages this account, can

judge of the matter as well as those who

saw the remnant of mortality in the subter

ranean chambers in which she was entombed.

The cause of the preservation of her body,

dress and ornaments, are no mystery. The

dry atmosphere of the cave, with the nitrate

of lime, with which the earth that covers the

bottom of these nether palaces is so highly

impregnated, preserves animal flesh, and it

will neither putrify or decompose when con

fined to its unchanging action. Heat and

moisture are both absent in the cave, and it

is these two agents, acting together, which

produce both animal and vegetable decom

position and putrefaction.

In the ornaments, &c., of this mute wit

ness of ages gone, we have record of olden

time, which, in the absence of a written record,

we may draw some conclusions from. In

the various articles which constituted her

ornaments there were no metalic substances.

In the make of her dress there is no evidence

of the use of any other machinery than the

bone and horn needles. The beads are of

a substance of the use of which for such

purposes, we have no account among people

of whom we have any written record. She

hand no warlike arms. By what process

the hair upon her head was cut short, or by

what process the deer skins were shorn wehave

no means of conjecture. These articles

afford us the same means of judging of the

nation of which she belonged, and of their ad

vances in the arts, that future generations

will have in the exhumation of a tenant of

one of our modern tombs with the funeral

shroud, &c., in a state of like preservation,

with this difference, that with the present in

habitants of this section of the globe, but few

articles of ornament are deposited with the

body. The features of this ancient member

of the human family much resembled those

of a tall, handsome American woman. The

forehead was high, and the head well formed.

I have already travelled over several pages

of paper, and have proceeded not one mile

in this Cavern of gigantic dimensions. I

will proceed in the cave. The Saltpetre

hoppers are placed at a distance from the

mouth of the cave, which we reckoned to

be one mile. The Cave at this place is large,

and branches off in different directions.—

The Saltpetre hoppers are constructed in the

same manner as ash leaches are made, and

the earth is lixiviated with water precisely in

the same way that ashes are leached to make
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pot and pearl ash. The fluid which is ob

tained by lixiviaition of the earth is mixed

with fixed alkilies, and evaporated to the

chrystalizing point, and thus Salpetre is ob

tained. The dirt yields from 3 to 5 lbs. of

nitrate of lime to the bushel, requiring a large

proportion of fixed alkali to produce the re

quired chrystalzation, and when left in the

cave becomes reimpregnated in three years.

When saltpetre bore a high price, immense

quantities were manufactured at the mam

moth cave, but the return of peace brought

the saltpetre from the East Indies in compe

tition with the American, and drove that of

the produce of our country entirely from

the market. An idea may be formed of the

great extent of the manufacture of salt

petre at this cave, from the fact that the

contract for the supply of fixed alkali alone

for the cave, for the year 1814, was twenty

thousand dollars. In the excavations of the

earth for the supply of the vats, immense

quantities of remains of came torches and

old moccasins were found imbedded in the

dirt. There was also found imbedded in earth

near the mouth of the cave, a human jaw

bone, of gigantic size. The inside of this

bone would pass over the outside of that of

an ordinary sized man. The workmen em

ployed in the cave, were blacks, and were

sometimes to the number of 70. They

worked by artificial light from iron lamps,

in which lard was burned. The stranger

visiter, on passing up the cave and coming

in sight of this sable group with their burn

ing lamps, displaying their white shining

ivory teeth and glistening eyes, would feel a

sensation that the reader can as easily ima

gine as I can describe. During the whole

time this cave was wrought in for saltpetre,

there was no case of sickness among the

numerous workmen. They all enjoyed ex

cellent and uninter, upted health, and prefer

ed this employment to that of labor outside.

No wild animals have ever been known to

enter the cave. Bats are numerous in some of

its extensive apartments in winter, and so

numerous, that it is a wonder where they all

come from, or how they all find their way

to this great head quarters. These bats hang

in clusters like bees in swarming and some

times manifest displeasure by a twitering

noise when a human being invades their

apartments with a lighted taper. There are

some crickets in the cave, such as are seen

about kitchen fire-places in the fall season

of the year. These are of a light flesh color.

Some few rats and mice are occasionally seen

in the cave. These comprise all of the ani

mated creation which now inhabit this nether

territory. In the River of the cave, which

I shall hereafter notice, are fish of three spe

cies, one of which are destitute of the organs

of sight. On passing the Saltpetre hoppers,

the visitor ascends what is called the moun

tain, an ascent of about 20 or 30 feet, and

at the top finds himself at the west end of

the “Haunted Room.” There is in the

name of this apartment something to excite

curiosity in the stranger visiter, and this isin

creased when looking forward in this mag

nificent apartment, his light reaches one ob

ject after another aboutthe height of a human

being, the heads of which havebecome coated

with the smoke of the lamps of the work

men, and this, increased by the peculiar ap

pearance which the feeble light produces

upon the surface of the most distant, which

are half enveloped in darkness. These

objects when first seen look like groupes of

men standing before you, but on a closer in

spection are found to be figures formed by

the operation of water percolating slowly

through the rock which forms the roof, ma

king what are called stalagmites. The com

mencement and progress of these formations

are illustrated in the formation of icickles

from the eaves of houses. The water in

falling from the eaves, when it reaches the

ground congeals, and if the supply of the

fluid continues to fall the lower concretion

will meet the upper and that which is pendant

will form a pillar. The haunted room is

about half a mile in length and contains

great numbers of stalacites and stalagmites,

and other concretions. One of these is called

the bell. It is a hollow stalacite of large

size, which is pendant from the upper ceil

ing or roof, and is shaped much like a hornet's

nest. When this stone is struck, the sound

from it may be heard in distant parts of the

room. Hence its name. Another large con

cretion, is a stone much in the shape of an

arm chair. This is a ponderous stone of

great compactness. It is a solid piece of

fluor spar. It was called “Wilkins' arm

chair,” in honor of Charles Wilkins, Esq.,

one of the former proprietors of the cave.—

Mr. Wilkins is a brother of the Hon. Wil

liam Wilkins, American Minister to the

Russian Court. In some parts of the haunted

room there is much echo from sound, a voice

or sound, is reverberated, and this first gave

the apartment the startling name. This

room is from 50 to 100 feet wide, and from

10 to 16 feet high. Its walls are covered

with white incrustations. The visitor after

passing the numerous concretions arrives at

a place called the “sand-hill,” down which

he descends a gradual slope about forty feet,

and at the foot of this hill, on his left, is an

opening of about six feet wide and twenty

feet high, through the solid rock, in a wind

ing way leads him to the “Pond Room,” so

called. This opening is a wonder, a great

curiosity. The indented surface of the wall

on one side are in a corresponding shape with

the projection of the wall exactly opposite,

and have to the accurate and careful observer

the appearance of having been once united

together. On one side is to be seen a column

with its swells and its mouldings, and on the

other side, exactly opposite to it, is to be

seen indentations of the same shape and

form in the rock, and one would suppose

that this had been the mould in which the

pillar was cast, but on looking upward to the

roof it is seen that its form is that of an

arch. Here then is the action of some me

thodical arrangement in the very rocks,

although enveloped in thick darkness. This

passage is about thirty yards long, and be

fore reaching the pond room, a deep pit is

passed on the right. A stranger without a

guide, would not be a safe traveller through

this narrow way. On arriving in the pond

room, the visitor takes to the left, and travels

the northern portion of the room. This part

of the room is paralell with the haunted

room, but its lower surface is about 50 feet

lower than than that of the haunted room.

On the middle of the floor of the room is

to be seen a pile of black looking stones

which look like large cobble stones covered

over with a dingy concretion, having some

what the appearance of Blacksmith's cinders.

To this place, some visitors gave the name

of “Vulcan's Workshop.” A little distance

further on, in the same direction, is a small

pond of clear water, as transparent as air.

This pond is about three feet in diameter and

mearly circular. The bottom is smooth rock

and the water when examined by torch light

appears to be about two inches deep. A

gentleman from Massachusetts in company

with some visitors attempted to jump across

this pond and not being able to accomplish

the undertaking by a few incheswas exceed

ingly alarmed in finding himself knee deep

in water. The depth of the water was

thus deceptive from the great transparency

of the fluid. This water may be termed

pure. It has been in a state of perfect quiet

ude, probably for centuries, so that all earthy

particles, held in suspension, have become

precipitated to the bottom by time, and now

coats the surface of the rock which forms

this subterranean basin. The pond room

is in this section of it, about 12 to 14 feet

high, and 30 or 40 feet wide. The floor,

sides, roof, &c., are solid rock, and without

any earthy covering on the lower surface.—

The visitor retracing his steps back to the

narrow passage through which he entered

this apartment, arrives at the commence

ment of that part of the pond room, which

lies to the right of the passage. Here in a

short distance he hears the sound of falling

water, and soon beholds a body of water

falling through a circular opening in the

ceiling into a pit of great depth in the floor.

This body of water is about the size of a

barrel and fills the aperture through which

it falls. It is a splendid water fall, but has

but few charms to the eye of a visitor

—in this vast subterranean apartment. Re

turning the way I came, I retraced my steps

until I again saw the light of day. Just be

fore reaching the mouth of the cave and

when I passed entirely without and began to

ascend the hill into the surface air, I expe

rienced a singular feeling. Aboutthe center

of my body and entirely around it seemed

to be affected so much as to be distinctly

felt. I cannot describe the sensation—it was

not in the least painful or unpleasant, but it

was singular and peculiar in the extreme,

and I have heard the same remark made

by others, but I have never heard it accounted

for. Duringthis visit I travelled about seven

miles in the cave going and returning, ac

cording to the distances noted by the guide.

The cave, as I before observed, is perfectly

dark. The guide carried two torches, my

self and companions each, carried one.

These torches we held so near the floor

- _-º. -
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last two years are, in the estimation of ma

ny, better worth seeing than all the Cave, as

previously known. They consist of nume

+ . as to have a light to our path, which should

* , be a lamp to our feet. In this visit I had an

! opportunity of learning something of the

an opening, not exceeding four feet square;

they entered this, and after going a short

distance, found themselves in a Cave of

laws which govern light, and also sound.

On entering apartments, the roof of which

were high, we were obliged to wait some

minutes before the light from our lamps

would illuminate the apartment sufficiently

for us to see the roof. Sound is not increas.

ed by being confined, but depends much on

the state and temperature of the atmosphere.

I remarked that the atmosphere in this Cave

is pure, and respiration is easy. The at

mosphere of the Cave remains unchanged

throughout the year, and at 59 degrees of

Farenheit. In summer weather, this is called

cool, in winter weather, it would be denomi

mated warm and comfortable. Thus it is

that our judgment misleads us in forming

opinions of heat and cold, unless we have

recourse to some standard scale of measure

ment, less liable to err than our own feel

ings.

I have traversed various sections of the

Cave frequent and often, at all hours of the

day and of the night, and during all kinds

of weather, fair and foul. In the distant

parts of the Cave, night and day and rain

and sunshine, are all alike. There all is dry

weather and all is might's darkness. I will

speak generally of it, when I have first giv

en particular details. I have not been at the

Cave since the manufacture of Saltpetre

was suspended there, near the close of the

war. At that time I furnished the carbona

ted alkalies with which the Saltpetre fluids

were chrystalized. My knowledge of the

Cave is extensive, and from personal obser

vation made at various times, although more

than a quarter of a century ago, yet not

withstanding the lapse of time. my recollec

tion of this woundrous place is quite distinct.

In the early part of 1838, the land called

the Mammoth Cave tract, containing 1,610

acres, running ahout one mile on Green

river, was sold by Hyman Gratz, Esq., of

Philadelphia, one of the former proprietors,

to F. Gorin, Esq., of Glasgow, Kentucky.

This tract embraces the mouth of the Mam

moth Cave, and with it the title to the Cave

orio its entrance passes. Mr. Gorin erected

a large Hotel at the Cave, capable of acco

modating thirty or forty persons. In a letter

which I received from that gentleman, dated

Glasgow, July 18th, 1839, he remarks:

that within a short time, new discoveries of

numerous apartments have been made in the

Cave, which are in the aggregate greater in

extent than all the Cave previously known.

A river of great extent had been discovered,

and also a dome of great heighth. Mr.

Gorin has since disposed of the Cave tract,

&c., to Dr. John Croghan, of Locust Grove,

near Louisville, Kentucky. I have received

from a scientific gentleman of high stand

ing, several lengthy letters in reference to

the Cave as now known, and the particulars

of various discoveries recently made in it,

which I will give in detail and in chronolo

gical order. My correspondent, in his letter

to me of June 24th, 1841, remarks: “The

discoveries made in the Mammoth Cave the

rous branches and avenues; domes of great

size and beauty. Until recently no person

had explored the Cave in which the “Bot

tomless Pit” is situate, beyond the Pit;

now, the most extensive and interesting part

of the Cave (as now known,) is beyond the

Pit. For this discovery we are indebted to

a gentleman of Georgetown, Kentucky, na

med Stevenson. He ascertained that the

Pit was nothing but a chasm of great depth

extending across the Cave, and therefore

got a ladder of sufficient length to reach

across. On this ladder, this daring man,

the guide, and some two or three others,

crossed this deep and frightful chasm, and

on reaching the opposite bank, found them

selves in a cave of considerable size, which,

after exploring it to the distance of about

two miles, brought them, to their utter as

tonishment and delight, to the celebrated

river of the Cave, unknown until the last

two years. In order to gratify the numerous

visitors with a view of this deeply interest

ing section of the Cave, the proprietor has

had a large and strong bridge, with suitable

rail-ways, erected over the “Bottomless

Pit.” Rocks have been removed so as to

render walking pleasant in the different ave

nues; stair steps have been placed where re

quired ; boats are in readiness for those who

feel inclined to take aquatic excursions, and

Bengal lights can be had by such as wish to

witness the sublime spectacle which is exhi

bited by an illumination of the various

domes. The river is three miles from the

mouth of the Cave ; where you first strike

it, it is not very wide, but of a considerable

depth. It is in this river that fish without

eyes have been found. It was the opinion

of Professor Davidson, of Transylvania

University, (who wrote a pamphlet concern

ing the Cave,) that these fish had eyes and

were blinded by light, or in other words, that

the apparent want of eyes, arose from the

sudden stimulus of light. This is not the

case. A professor of the Louisville Insti

tute, anatomized the head of one of these

fish, and says there is no indication of there

being such an organ. The improvements

within the Cave commence about half a

mile from the mouth, in that branch known

as the great “Bat Room,” but now as

“Audubon's Avenue,” named by the pro

prietor after his old friend, the celebrated

Ornithologist. There are two regular guides

at the Cave. The best guide is Stephen, he

has made many discoveries, and although

he has acted as a guide for a number of

years, he takes great pleasure in accompa

nying visitors and penetrating its most re

mote ramifications. No later than Novem

ber last, he, when acting as cicerone for a

German gentleman, made one of the most

interesting discoveries of the Cave. This

visiter was quite an enthusiast in respect to

the Cave, and as anxious to make discove

ries as Stephen was to gratify him. They

penetrated the Cave to within half a mile of

the river, when Stephen pointed out to him

visitors.

considerable size, which seemed to take a

direction in the course of the Cavern's

mouth. After walking about one mile in

this branch, their progress was suddenly ar

rested by an abrupt, indeed perpendicular

descent of the rock on which they stood.

All beyond, above, and below, was perfect

darkness. At a distance they heard the fall

of water, but no idea had they of the space

before, of the depth below, or of the heighth

above them. They returned and reported

the character of their discovery. No at

tempt was made to descend this precipice

for a month, when some gentlemen from the

adjoining County, determined on making

the effort. A strong rope was obtained, and

upon reaching the spot, the guide consented

to be let down into this dark and unexplor

ed region.

This was done, and he did not descend

more than thirty feet before he exclaimed

“I am on the side of a hill !” Untying

the rope he descended the hill from seventy

to one hundred feet, and was enraptured by

the appearance of a magnificent dome of

great width and heighth, and a cataract

tumbling from its top. Having gratified

himself in beholding this splendid spectacle

he ascended the hill to the point from whence

he embarked, and the other guide manifest

ing a desire to join him was let down by the

They continued ascending the

hill, (not without much difficulty) to its sum

mit, and there beheld the most awfully grand

and sublime sight of this famous cavern.

The top of the hill is quite level, embracing

an area of about one acre in extent. The

bottom is of rock, having innumerable in

dentations about the size of a large tea cup

and lined with chrystals of carbonate of

lime. A few feet from the wall of this spa

cious hall are staglamite columns (the num

ber I have forgotten) of the most gigantic

size and altitude. The distance to the

ceiling above is 280 feet as measured by

Mr. Lee, civil engineer. This fact in re

gard to the elevation of the ceiling and the

locality of the great hall was subsequently

ascertained by finding in this spot never be

fore trodden by man, an iron lamp !! The

astonishment of the guide, as well as that

of all the party in beholding this lamp can

be easily imagined, and to this day they would

have been ignorant of its history but for the

accidental circumstance of an old man being

at the cave who thirty years ago was engag

ed as a miner in the manufacture of saltpetre

for Wilkins and Gratz. Upon seeing the

lamp he said the place where it was found

was directly under the little bat room pit,

a fact which surprised all, that during the

years 1810 to 1814, Wilkins of Lexington,

and Gratz of Philadelphia, were extensively

engaged in the cave, manufacturing saltpetre

and a Mr. Gatewood informed Mr. W. that

he thought the richest saltpetre earth was

under the little bat room pit. The depth

of this pit was then unknown. Mr. Wilkins

therefore got a rope 45 feet long, to the end

º
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of which he tied with a string this identi

cal lamp. In letting the rope down, the

string caught fire, and down fell the lamp.

Mr. Wilkins made an offer of two dollars to

any one of the workmen who would descend

the pit and bring the lamp up. His offer was

accepted by a man, called in consideration

of his diminutive size, “Little Dave.”

Little Dave had the rope tied securely round

his waist and was let down, holding a torch

in his hand, its entire length ; he was then

pulled back by the workmen, and so alarm

ed was the poor fellow, that it was with dif.

ficulty he could articulate.

“Dave remarked that no sum could tempt

him to try again for the lamp, and related

the most marvellous account of what he saw.

He was suspended at a heighth above the

level below, of 240 feet. Such is a history

of the lamp, as related by old man Holten.

To ascertain if his views in respect to the

place where the lamp was found, was cor

rect, the guides went to the spot, where they

found it, and persons at the pit above could

be heard by those below, and sticks thrown

down were brought out. From the mouth

of the Cave to this pit, the distance does not

exceed a mile, yet to reach the grand apart

ment immediately under it, the visitor will

have to perform a circuit of at least three

miles. Foreigners who have visited this

section of the Cave, have declared that a

view of it alone, would compensate them for

a trip across the Atlantic. The discoveries

recently made in the Cave, greatly exceed

in extent all that was known when you was

at the Cave. A gentleman of unquestion

able veracity, and one who has ample oppor

tunities for acquiring correct information,

having resided there and in its vicinity, thir

ty years, gives it as his opinion, that there is

not less than two hundred square miles of

Cave.” (I presume my correspondent has

reference to Mr. Gatewood.) “The Cave is

abundant in minerals, such as the sulphate

of lime or gypsum ; Epsom and Glauber

salts; nitrous earth ; chalk ; sand ; flint;

pebbles; red and grey ochre; calcareous

spar; chałecdony; chrystalized carbonate

of lime ; Oolite; chrystals of quarts, &c.

&c. The echo in various branches of the

Cave, is very extraordinary. On the river

it is the greatest. On one part of it, I was

told, that talking in the ordinary way, pro

duced a reverbation which was rather un

pleasant to the hearer.”

I extract from a second letter of my cor

respondent, dated October 23d, 1841, as

follows : “The “Bottomless Pit' has been

sounded, and is but 179 feet deep. The

river can be reached by two routes, one is

by crossing the bridge, which extends over

the bottomless pit, and proceeding thence

through the winding way and other avenues,

and the other is by going through “Penseco

avenue' and ‘Bunyans' way,’ which leads

to the bottom of the bottomless pit, and

thence on to the river. There is water in

the bottomless pit. The route to the river

from “Penseco avenue,' through “Bun

yan's way' and the bottomless pit, is much

lower than that by the winding way, and

consequently more wet and disagreeable.

The imprint of children's footsteps have

been seen in several sections of the Cave,

and in the earth dug up in the Gothic ave

nue were the remains of Cane torches, bun

dles of faggots, moccasins, &c. The lower

jaw bone of the immense skeleton found in

the Cave, is in the possession of a gentleman

of Tennessee, and I am in hopes of procur.

ing it from him. The skeleton of this sup

posed giant, was re-intered by Mr. Miller,

more than thirty years ago, between the

mouth of the Cave and the first hoppers.

Efforts will be made to find the spot and dis

inter it. The Cave has been explored ac

cording to the estimate of the guides, thir

teen miles in a direct line, which is the limit

to their explorations in a cave or avenue

beyond the Rocky Mountains. How much

farther they could have gone in this Cave, 1

know not. From the mouth of the Cave to

the river is three miles, from thence to the

landing on the third river, one mile, and

from thence by the pass of Ell ghor to

‘Cleaveland's avenue,' four miles, and from

the ladder you ascend to get to ‘Cleave

land's avenue' from ‘Croghan's Hall, two

miles. The Cave to which I allude, as a

limit to the guide's discoveries in this quar

ter, is to the right of ‘Cleaveland's avenue,’

(if I am rightly informed,) and about half a

mile from ‘Croghan's Hall.” Only a part

of this distance has been measured, the re

maining portion is computed, from the time

occupied in reaching particular points, and

judging according to this rule, I think the

distances not much exaggerated. In going

to ‘Cleaveland's avenue,” the visitor passes

a number of Caves, one of which is named

‘Silliman,’ in honor of the distinguished

Professor of Yale College.

“The Cave continues beyond its mouth

in an opposite direction, and at some very

remote period the Cave was broken in at this

place. The ancient mouth of the Mam

moth Cave, is a quarter of a mile from its

present one. The mouth of ‘Dixon's Cave'

was originally that of the Mammoth. ‘Dix

on's Cave' is, so far as it goes, of immense

size. Laborers digging for Saltpetre earth,

at its extremity, have been heard within ten

feet of the Mammoth Cave. The proprie

tor intends to connect them at some future

period. The river within the Cave has not

been explored; it is influenced by Green

river only, when the latter is very high, the

river in the Cave rising occasionally when

Green river does not. The river within the

Cave, rises to the height of thirty or forty

feet perpendicular. Mr. Craig, of Phila

delphia, and Mr. Patten, of Louisville, (the

discoverers of ‘Cleaveland's avenue,) ascer

tained that Stephen labored under a mistake

in supposing that the river terminated in a

lake. The supposed lake is only an expan

sion of the river. There are but few varie

ties of fish in the Cave, the cat-fish is the

most abundant, and is (as I remarked in a

previous communication,) perfectly white

and destitute of eyes. One of the laws of

sensation is verified as respects this fish,

viz: that the loss of one sense increases the

vigor and acuteness of the others. These

fish are regardless of the greatest degree of

light, but the least agitation of the water

alarms them, hence the difficulty of catch

ing them. A small fish, denominated sun

fish, a species of perch, is found in the riv

cr, but principally, if I mistake not, only

during the summer months. The rivers of

the Cave have no fixed names. One of

them is called the river Styx, and the third

and largest, the Echo river,from the extraor

dinary echo heard on its waters; it is lite

rally deafening. Messrs. Craig and Patten,

who took soundings in the river, ascertained

the average depth to be eight feet. Sulphate

of lime is found in the main Cave, two miles

from its mouth ; it is also to be seen in some

of the other branches. Glauber salts is

found in that branch of the Cave, called

‘Salts Room.” Epsom salts is found in

large quantities, in the Cave, and in differ

ent parts of it; large piles of it are seen in

* Cleaveland's avenue,” and here also it is

seen beautifully chrystalized. During the

month of August last, Messrs. Craig and

Patten, of whom I have before made men

tion, spent two weeks at the Cave, and were,

during a great part of that time, making ex

plorations beyond the river. The most inte

resting discovery which they made, was

‘Cleaveland's avenue,” named in honor of

Professor Cleaveland, of Bowdoin College.

It is on an average, seventy feet wide, twelve

to fifteen feet high, and two miles in length.

The ground on which the visitor walks, and

the sides and ceilings of this avenue, is en

crusted with every variety of formation, and

generally perfectly white. It is truly a beau

tiful, a gorgeous spectacle ! Visitors who

have but half a dozen lamps, can form but

an imperfect idea of this splendid avenue.

They see it only in detached parts, and can

only admire these singularly handsome for

mations pendant from the ceiling. It is

when illuminated at different points with

Bengal lights, by means of which you can

have an extensive survey of the entire scene,

that you can properly appreciate the splen

dor of this avenue. When thus illuminated,

a spectacle is exhibited to the view of the

beholder, which for brilliancy has possibly

no parallel, and which it is impossible for

language to describe. It is much to be re

gretted that this avenue is at so remote a dis

tance within the Cave. To reach it the

visitor has to travel on a very long and rug

ged way, and persons unaccustomed to ex

ercise, become so exhausted by the time they

reach there, that the sensation of fatigue

destroys every thing like enjoyment; but,

apart from this consideration, he who could

behold this magnificent avenue, incrusted as

it is with its rare and beautiful formations,

without experiencing the highest order of

admiration and delight, must indeed be de;

void of capacity to enjoy the beauties and

sublimities of Nature's works. Since the

explorations of Messrs. Craig and Patten,

two of the Professors of Bardstown College

have visited the Cave, and made some dis

coveries in the transfluvian (if I may be al

lowed the expression,) section of the Cave.
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I have not seen them : I am told, however,

they are exceedingly interesting. One is a

small but beautifully arched avenue, leading

to what they have named “St. Mary's Cha

pel,” a perfectly white room, about twenty

feet in diameter; the other is called the

• Holy Sepulchre,” which is remote from

• St. Mary's Chapel, upwards of two miles.

The ‘Holy Sepulchre” is difficult of ac

cess; it abounds with the most beautiful

stalactites, in one part of it there is, to all

appearance, a fresh dug grave of the usual

size of an adult grave. As characteristic of

the spot, the Priests named this place the

• Holy Sepulchre.’”

In a third letter from my correspondent,

dated April21st, 1842, he remarks: “Much

the most interesting and extensive section of

the Cave, is beyond the river, and the speci

mens obtained from this recently discovered

quarter, are as rare as they are beautiful.

The proprietor of the Cave sent a few of

them to Doctor Locke, Professor of Geolo

gy and Chemistry, in the College of Ohio.

Doctor Locke states, they are unlike any

thing yet discovered, equally beautiful for

the cabinet of the amateur and interesting

to the geological philosopher. Doctor Locke

has given the name of Oulophitites, signi

fying the curled leaf stone, to some of the

specimens sent him from ‘Cleaveland's

avenue.’”

In another letter from my correspondent,

dated July 26, 1842, he states: “Mr. Allen

and Mr. Campbell, artists of great merit,

have been for sometime engaged in taking

views of the Cave. The painting of the

‘Stalagmite Hall,' the ‘Church,’ the great

• Domes,” the “Bandit's Hall,” the river

scenery, &c., will be peculiarly interesting.

The work, which will be a large one, con

taining descriptions of the Cave generally,

and particularly of the scenes represented,

will be written by some competent writer,

and it, as well as the engravings, will be pub

lished in England or Scotland.”

I have received two letters from my cor

respondent, dated in 1843, in which he

speaks of the lectures of Doctor Locke, de

livered at Cincinnatti, on the Mammoth

Cave, having been fully attended, and that

these lectures afford much minute and valu

able information to the Cave and its miner

als, &c., &c. When the Cave was first

worked for Saltpetre, there was a chamber

then known by the name of the ‘Deserted

Chamber,” the floor of which was covered

with loose dry sand, in which were the im

prints of children's feet. An imprint of a

human footstep in an apartment situate like

this, would remain forever in the sand, unless

disturbed by being obliterated by visitors.

Some of these tracks measured but four in

ches in length.

In traversing the Cave, the visitor is able

to determine, by the sound of his footsteps,

when he passes an apartment still below him.

Persons who have been accustomed to trav

elling on railroads, will have noticed the

change in the sound at the time when the

cars pass on an earthen, a stone or wooden

road, and more especially if there is any

hollow beneath. It was the custom former

ly, in the Cave, for a visitor when traversing

the Cave with guides, when turning into an

other apartment from that in which he had

been travelling, to make the mark of an Ar

row pointing the way he had come, in case

he should be confused as to his way. The

instructions to the guides always were, to

make a final halt in case the lamps should,

from any cause give out, and there wait un

til the people at the mouth of the Cave

should go for them. A person in the dark

would be as apt to take the wrong end of

the road as the right one, and therefore the

only safe way is to keep still. Locofoco's

were not in common use when the Cave was

worked for Saltpetre, 30 years ago. At

the time the Cave was wrought, the work

men computed the main Cave to be thirteen

miles in length. Distances were computed

by the watch, and it is probable that these

were overrated. A dozen miles under the

earth is a long way to travel, and when it is

considered that every inch of the way has to

be scrutinized with care, it is a task to travel

thirteen miles, and not a small one either.

Formerly there was a waggon way in the

Cave one mile long, and oxen travelled over

this way two or three years, until it became

a good road. I have read a great number of

accounts, given by various visitors of the

Cave, since I was there, and I have preserv

ed many of these, and among them is one

published in the Lexington, Kentucky Intel

ligencer, in 1834, which is very accurate, and

from which I extract the following:

“The writer of this article has recently vi

sited this Cave, and proposes to give such a

description of it, as the limited time allowed

him to explore will permit.

“Our company consisted of the writer, two

ladies, the guide Mr. Gatewood, and two

servants, one of whom acted in the capacity

of guide from the Inn. Our first descent

after leaving the house, was down an abrupt

precipice, into a ravine, or rather a basin, the

bottom of which extends to the opposite side

of the Cave, and some distance in front. It

is mostly covered with a growth of oaks and

small under shrubbery. A narrow winding

foot-path conducted us to the mouth of the

Cave, near which are the ruins of several

furnaces, constructed many years since, and

employed in the manufacture of Saltpetre,

and about fifty iron kettles, used for the same

purpose. Before entering the Cave, we had

to descend another deep precipice, about

thirty feet. Standing upon this we felt a

cold atmospheric current rushing from the

cavern, which, with the damp, dark entrance

below, (the water dropping from the rocks,)

rendered the prospect so inhospitable and

comfortless as almost to chill the curiosity,

and forbid a further descent. After descend

ing this precipice our guide lighted the lamps,

the rush of air being too strong at the sum

mit to descend with them burning, and with

a slight inclination of the head, and shudder

ing sensations, we passed under the immense

masses of overhanging crags, into a narrow

- rooms of the main cavern.

winding avenue, leading to the high arched

This avenue

extends a quarter of a mile, and was first

rendered passable by visitors in an erect po

sition,by the Saltpetre manufacturers, whose

improvements, if they may be so called, ex

tend a mile into the Cave. A waggon road

was constructed by them this distance, and

the wooden pipe for the conveyance of water

from the mouth of the Cave to the Hoppers,

and much other machinery made use of by

the manufacturers, still remain as they were

left twenty years ago. As we passed along

this road, we also observed the ruts formed

by the waggon wheels, and the tracks made

by the oxen employed in the Cave, which in

many places are perfect and apparently as

new as iſ made yesterday. At the end of

the avenue, we passed through a small door,

formed by the construction of an artificial

well across the Cave, and after gradually as

cending and descending some ten or twenty

feet over what is called the ‘rocky moun

tain,” the cavern widens into a lofty and ca

pacious room, the arched ceiling of which,

is seventy feet from the floor, and the width

a hundred yards.

The roof or arch of the Cave here, re

sembles the appearance of a hazy sky dimly

lighted by the moon, an alteration of light

and shade occasionally deepening into black

ness. This room extends perhaps one hun

dred and fifty yards in length, when the walls

contract again and the Cave and its rooms

continue comparatively narrow until we en

tered what is called the ‘Cathedral,” which

is another stupendous arch, such as Nature

alone, in one of her mightiest convulsions,

could form. The roof of the cavern here,

is upwards of a hundred feet from the floor,

and the width, including a recess on one

side, must be an eighth of a mile. The rocks

composing the walls have a brown appear

ance, but much of the room here, as in

many other parts of the Cavern, are of a

chalky whiteness. The name ‘Cathedral,”

was given to this part of the Cave, from the

circumstance of a religious meeting having

been held in it a short time since. A rudely

constructed pulpit is still standing, and the

seats for the accommodation of the audience

remain as they were originally placed. Our

guide stated that a large multitude attended

the meeting, and that the room being lighted

by a hundred lamps, presented a splendid

and sublime appearance. Near this, which

is about a mile from the entrance, we were

startled by what resembled the report of a

cannon. After recovering from our surprize,

we ascertained that the almost stunning

noise, which was reverberated in long and

loud echoes from various parts of the Cave,

was produced by a small stone thrown by

our guide against a log trough, formerly

used for feeding oxen. We had travelled

but a short distance from this, before the

ladies signified their wish to return, and dis

missing them with one of our guides and

many particular instructions, we decided, as

we had time to visit but a small part of the

Cavern, to take one of its most interesting

branches, about half a mile beyond us, first
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explored last year, and after examing some

portions of it, to return to the mouth.

“We left the main Cave on our right hand,

and creeping through a narrow winding

avenue a short distance, in which we de

scended about seventy-five feet, we entered

a room of the usual width and heighth of the

main Cave, extending a quarter of a mile.

At the end of this we again turned to our

right, and experienced considerable difficul

ty in making our way in safety through nar

row apertures, down a descent of one hun

dred feet more. Here we found ourselves in

another large Cavern, the roof and walls of

which are white and chalky. In travelling

balf a mile, we came to a part of this Cave,

called “The Deserted Chamber.” It receiv

ed this name, from the prints of human feet

in the sand on one side of it, which are as

perfect as if made yesterday. These im

pressions extend some distance, and appear

to have been made by a female leading a

small child. The sand here is moist, which

is unusual in the Cave, and is undergoing the

process of petrefaction.

“We pursued our route a quarter of a mile

further, sometimes being compelled to stoop,

when we came to a pit seventy feet in depth,

by measurement. The diameter of its mouth

is about ten or fifteen feet. We held our

lamps in a position to obtain a view of its

walls some distance downward, which are

perpendicular, and appear as regular as if

they were the work of art. Near this pit in

the floor of the Cave, is a fine cool spring,

from which all drank freely. We continued

our walk a short distance over a smooth

sandy floor, to what has been named the

“Bottomless Pit,' a name applied with much

propriety. It extends quite across the Cave

in front, leaving a narrow passage into an

other branch of it on the left, never yet ex

plored, and is about thirty feet in diameter at

its mouth. Its walls, as far as could be seen,

are much the same as those of the pit de

scribed above.

“Our forward progress was here interrupt

ed, for although we could see the continua

tion of the Cavern beyond the chasm just

described, it would have been madness to

have attempted to reach it. We therefore

retraced our steps nearly a quarter of a mile,

and entered without difficulty another branch

of the Cave, the floor of which, the distance

we followed it. (about one mile) was princi

pally composed of loose masses of flint rock.

The curiosity that first attracted our parti

cular admiration in this Cavern, was the

• Dome of Washington,’ a magnificent dome

having the shape of a Bishop's mitre, about

fifteen feet at the base, and seventy-five feet

in height. We entered this dome by descend

ing ten feet through a small door on the left

of the Cave. Its form at the base is nearly

round, and its walls have all the regularity

of construction and perfection of design,

characteristic of the nicest masonry. Leav

ing this by the same door we entered it, and

pursuing our forward course a few hundred

yards farther, we arrived at the entrance to

the “Dome Spring' on our right hand. This

dome is larger at the base, and loftier than

the one just described, and excited a full

measure of wonder and admiration, both for

its perfection of form and construction, and

a spaciousness of dimensions. Its shape is

that of a regular cone, about twenty feet in

diameter at the base, and one hundred or one

hundred and twenty feet from the floor to

the apex. A fine cool spring of the most

limpid liquid we ever beheld, gushes from the

wall, and covers about one half of the floor.

From this fountain in one of the lowest re

cesses of Nature, we again refreshed our

selves; and leaving the dome by the same

door that we entered it, (the only one) we

travelled nearly a half a mile to the ‘White

Chambers.” These apartments derive their

name from the beautiful whiteness of their

walls and roof, they being frosted over with

a bright chrystaline substance, about half an

inch in thickness, large flakes of which we

peeled from the rocks without difficulty.

The effect of even the two small lamps we

carried with us, upon the walls and roof,

was admirable. A large number of lights

would have made the spectacle splendid.

“The limited time allotted us by the ap

pointment for making our observation in the

Cavern, having more than expired, we were

obliged to set out on our return to the mouth

of the main Cave, where we expected to

meet the ladies, whose parting from us was

above mentioned. This the writer did with

regret, for the little, the comparatively very

small portion of this stupendous and almost

limitless vault of Nature, which he had seen,

excited a curiosity greatly increased from

what had been felt before entering it, tread

ing its ‘devious ways' and exploring its al

ternately gloomy and gorgeous recesses.

Our first object now was, to re-enter the

main Cave; this we did, not by retracing

our steps, but by turning into another branch

of the Cavern on the left hand, a short dis

tance from the ‘White Chambers;” and af.

ter pursuing it a few hundred yards, ascend

ing in rapid succession steep precipices and

crags, until we found ourselves once more

in the spacious range of rooms we had left

previous to our entering the first branch. It

should be remarked, that we left the main

Cavern on the right-hand side, and we re

turned to it through an aperture, on the left

hand side ; proving, that in our rambles be

low, we had passed directly under the main

Cave : our re-entrance to it was about a

quarter of a mile beyond or more, distant

from the mouth, than where we had left it.

Having arrived at the mouth of the branch

at which we at first departed from the main

Cave, the writer suffered the guide and ser

vant to go in search of his hat, which for

convenience, he had parted with in one of

the narrow passages at some distance. The

sensations of utter loneliness produced by

being left in the high arched and gloomy

room where he stood, were more oppressive,

not to say overwhelming, than he ever before

felt or expects to feel in any other situation

than that in which he was placed. The soli

tude and silence were perfect, awful, pro

found, appalling; words cannot describe,

the nerves and senses alone can realize them.

The guide and servant having returned, and

the road before us being unobstructed, with

out accident we soon reached the mouth of

the Cavern, where we found the remainder

of our company in waiting for us.

“The above is a hasty and in many respects

imperfect description of the writer's own ob

servations while in the Mammoth Cave,

The distance he travelled in the Cave, was

thought to be about five miles. The portion

of the Cavern he saw, is probably as inter

esting as other parts of it, but he scarcely

made a beginning toward a complete exami

nation. Indeed, the extent of the Cave,

with its unnumbered branches and ramifica

tions, is almost interminable, and months,

perhaps years might be employed in explor

ing those parts of it that have never yet been

seen. The main Cave, in which the writer

travelled about a mile and a half, extends

twelve miles, where it forks, forming two

main Caves. One of these forks only has

been explored to its termination. The dis

tance from the mouth to this point, is said

by some, to be twenty miles. The other fork

has been explored an equal distance, but no

one yet has had sufficient perseverance to

trace it to its end. The branches from the

main Cave the whole distance, are frequent,

and the branches from the branches are still

more frequent, presenting a map, resembling

the profile of a large tree, with trunk, large

branches, smaller branches and twigs. The

floor and walls of the Cave, are generally

dry and dusty. The atmosphere is tempe

rate, pure and invigorating. It is said that

animal substances placed in the Cave, never

become putrescent. The bodies of several

aborogines, retaining in great perfection

their general shape and features, in a state

of petriſaction, have been discovered in the

Cave, and are now preserved in some muse

um of the country. Some of the rooms of

the Cavern were also used as cemeteries by

the original population of the country; the

bones and the other remains, together with

the grave clothes in which the bodies were

enveloped and interred, in a state of good

preservation, having been discovered by the

Saltpetre manufacturers, when making their

excavations. The cloth, however, which

was formed by the weaving or braiding to

gether of narrow slips of bark, was soon de

composed after exposure to the light. No

inconvenience is experienced by remaining

in the Cavern any length of time, but on the

contrary its atmosphere is regarded by those

residing in the vicinity, as being highly con

ducive to health. In conclusion, the writer

cannot but remark, that he regards the Mam

moth Cave as not only the most interesting,

but one of the, if not emphatically the most

wonderful of all natural curiosities yet dis

covered ”

The Cave has been at one time inhabited,

but to what extent it is impossible to say.

In one of the very distant apartments, in

1811, were to be seen such evidences as es

tablished conclusively the fact. The time is

not far distant, when a full, detailed, and

particular account of this Cave will be pub

iished, and then the public will have an op
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portunity of forming an opinion of its vast

ness, of its localities, and of its magnificence.

It is impossible to convey to the reader, with

the pen, any thing like a proper description

of the appearance of the distant apartments

of the Cave. The Cave must be seen to be

admired. A full description would, in the

mind of a distant reader, seem more like an

account of an enchanted Castle, than a re

ality. The inhabitant of the Torrid Zone,

whose knowledge of natural things is con.

fined to his own latitude, would find it dif

ficult to believe that “Boreas,” in a single

winter's night, in this latitude, should cover

one of our deep lakes with a chrystal bridge,

formed of that acquaeous fluid, of which he

drinks to quench his thirst. Yet such is the

reality. A January night, of 1844, has

witnessed the formation of ice on a broad

surface of water of sufficient strength, to be

travelled on for miles an ice bridge | 1 a

chrystal cover !!! -

Travelers who wish to visit the cave, will

find it a pleasant place to pass a few weeks.

I know of no place to compare with it. A

most excellent hotel is kept at the cave for

the accommodation of visitors. After the

previous pages had passed through the press,

I perceived that I had left the distances of

the Bear Wallow and also of the Horse

Well from the cave, blank. The Bear-Wal

low, is 15 miles, and the Horse-well is 12

miles from the mouth of the cave. Pruits

Knob, of which I have made mention, is

250 feet high.

The sense of smell I am inclined to be

lieve is not retained in the cave. I speak of

this as my own experience.

I have never seen any wild animal of any

kind at the cave, nor are there any snakes

in this subterranean territory.

The solar light is not seen in the cave.—

How necessary this is to the sustenance of

animal life, is not determined. Where the

solar heat is most intense on the various sec

tions of the surface of our globe human

life is the most brief. In high northern lati

tudes where there is but little comparative

solar heat, human life is protracted, and

good health enjoyed.

The Green River, or lºentucky Barrens

are a limestone formation. Much of the

water in this section of the State, runs under

the surface of the ground. The horse well

of which I have spoken, is a pit about 30

or 40 feet deep, judging from my recol

lection, having but once examined it, and

that more than 25 years ago. It is now on the

side, and was formerly in the great road

leading from Lexington to Nashville. The

path is now made a little distance from it.—

Formerly a traveler having a led horse broke

in at this place, and he was only saved by

clinging to the horse, he was leading. At

the bottom of the pit is a little run of water.

Brush are thrown around this, as a kind of

hedge to keep travellers from falling into it.

The Bear-Wallow is a pond where the bears

were seen to wallow when the country was

first settled, and their practice in this sug

gested to the settlers the plan of making

artificial ponds to collect water for their

cattle. To accomplish this a hedge is built

around a sink hole or natural indentation in

the earth. In this several hogs are placed.

These animals tramp over the ground and

as the rain falls make a sort of puddling of

the surface. Thus it is qualified to hold

water like a dish and large ponds are to be

seen in great numbers on the Barrens made

in this way.

The Mammoth Cave is a wonder of won

ders. When or how it was formed, none

but him who formed the hills, can under

stand. It is the work of Nature, and pro

bably had its begining when the mighty

Deluge, of ancient time, had its end. The

stratas of the earth, doubtless, were such as

were soluble in the aqueous fluid that buri

ed the face of our globe beneath the mighty

Waters.

The lightning's fire—the roar of the thun

der of the raging tempest—came not here.

While the reverberations of peal on peal of

deafening thunder shakes the windows of

terestical habitations built upon the outer

surface, and make the inmates tremble with

dread emotion—here, here all is silent, calm,

and tranquil. The fury of the whirlwind,

the germ of the tornadoes blast, comes not

within the subterranean chambers. No

angry cloudslighted up with the coruscations

of the lightning’s fire, and shaken by the

detonations of the terrific thunder, invade

this mether palace. He who has heard the

raging tempest, and seen cloud piled on

cloud raving with madening fury, who has

heard the moaning wind howling at every

blast, in all its solemn emphasis of expres

sion, can here, in calm composure measure

in his mind the mighty contrast.

The scorching rays of the summer sun,

the stiffening cold of the freezing wind—

come nothere—here, all is equal, even tem

perature, and unchanging.

The sickning blasts of pestilential winds

come not within these nether chambers—

here all is healthful,

No mephetic air loads the atmosphere of

these chrystal chambers—for here the atmos

phere is tempered by the warmth of the

bosom of mother earth, which is unchang

ing, and like as the moistened clay, ex

tracts the poison of the viper's bite, so here

all air is purified. It is life to breathe such

an atmosphere—it is medicine to the body

to partake of such aerial refreshment, and

medicine to the mind to contemplate the

beauties and the harmonies of nature in

these chrystal chambers where silence and

solitude are sweetened by the hand which

framed the world.

The earthquake, the thunder of the nether

world has here a solemn, a sublime, and

awful echo. These walls tremble, and totter

when the silence of its chambers are broken

by the moaning of the earthquake's roar.—

Poor mortal man, when standing within these

massive walls would quick remember GOD

in such a moment—the aspirations of his

soul would be eloquence of devotion breath

ing the language of prayer, in look, thought

and deed.

Day and night are both alike to the sojourn

er in the halls of the most distant apart

ments of this nether territory—for here is a

darkness that may be felt—may be seen—

although darknees is transparent—and yet

it is thick darkness which cover these shining

walls frosted and irradiated by the hand of

nature, as with a garment.

In this gigantic cavern, is the silence of

solitude—a solitude that is grand, imposing

and solemn—“a silence that is perfect, pro

found, and overwhelming.” I have at the

hour of midnight, stood upon the pinnacle

of a majestic mountain, towering in the

clouds, with upturned eyes, contemplating

in calm and solemn silence the starry firma

ment, the celestial worlds which spangle the

mighty vault of Heaven, and then casting

my eyes downward and beyond the moun

tains base, upon the great terestial carpet

chequered with its endless variety, illumina

ted by light thrown from that great lunar re

flector placed near a quarter of a million

of miles above my head—and I have also at

the hour of midnight stood within the dis

tant halls of this vast subterranean palace,

holding in my hand a lighted taper, which

at every pulsation of my heart, cast its rays

upon myriads of shining points in this great

subterranean vault which glittered and

sparkled in the embrace of its unsual visiter;

every motion introduced other points, reflect

ing their shining sides in rich profusion, and

in both cases a feeling pervaded my bosom

that language cannot describe. The splen

dor, the grandeur, the magnificence of the

the works of nature when thus presented

to the human mind in the silence of solitude

—in the calmness of quiet—in the solemni

nity of awful reality, kindle in the bosom,

emotions that glow with a sensation that

humbles human pride, and raises the aspira

tions of the soul to the homage of adoration.

Why should the majestic towering walls of

this nether palace be decorated with brilliant

mineral frotsings, its countless millions of

shining gems, sparkling with almost living

light, and these subterranean surfaces be

thus irradiated, far, far beyond the decora

tions of the most magnificent palace of any

earthly potentate 7 Who can answer?—

The eyeless fish sport in the crystal waters

of the pools of this nether palace—for

their use are these decorated walls—these

crystal gems. Yes, vain man, these are the

only occupants—and this reality should be

humbling to thy vanity. These ornaments

are as useful to these eyless fish, as most of

the ornaments with which mankind deco

rates their persons, are to bearer. . . . . º.” “ .

In 1810 and 1811, the earthquakes which

were so severe at New Madrid, upon the

Mississippi, were felt at the Cave. The Mi

ners were at work at the Cave during one of

these shocks, and they were greatly alarm

ed, and it was sometime before they could be

persuaded to return. In a letter from my

correspondent, dated May 21st, 1843, in

speaking of the earthquake felt at the West

and South, in 1843, he says: “The Earth

quake produced no impression at the Cave.”

E. MERRIAM.

\,
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AMERICAN SALT.

To the PREsident and BoARD of MANA

GERs of the AMERICAN INSTITUTE.

GENTLEMEN:

The manufacture of Salt, in the United

States, has become to be a business of great

pecuniary importance to those engaged in

the preparation of this necessary of life,

and the supply of this article to the consu

mer, at a reasonable price and of good qual

ity, is a matter of great importance as re

gards the public at large.

It will be seen by a reference to the report

made to the Legislature of the State of New

York, by RIAL WRight, Esq., the State

Superintendent of the Onondago Salines,

that the duty imposed upon the manufacture

of Salt, at Onondago, by the Legislature of

this State, from 1817 to the 1st of January,

1844, has amounted to the large sum of two

million nine hundred and thirty thousand

four hundred and fifty-eight dollars and six

cents, which money has been collected from

the manufacturers and paid into the State

Treasury.

The policy of collecting a local tax of

such great magnitude, from the citizens of a

particular district, is a question of grave

character. The justice of the monopoly of

the manufacture of Salt, or that which is

equivalent to monopolizing its manufacture

by the State, is one of still more important

bearing.

The Government of China have a Salt

monopoly, and from the avails of it predi

cate the supply of the means for the pay

ment of the Opium indemnity to the English

government, which has, in defiance of every

principle which ought to govern a christian

nation, forced this noxious drug upon an

almost defenceless people of China.

I have visited the Salines at Onondago,

and examined the works for the evaporation

of the salt waters raised from the wells there

sunk in the earth. These consist of two

kinds. The first and best, is those construct

ed for the evaporation and chrystilization by

solar heat. The second, are the works in

which large potash kettles are used for boil

ing down the salt water by the heat of wood

fires.

The vats used for solar evaporation, are

placed on wood frame work about three feet

above the ground, and are furnished with

sliding covers to protect the basin from rain

and snow. These are well calculated for

the purpose intended, but I am of opinion

that if the covers were placed higher, so as

to allow drying winds to pass underneath

the roofs, that the evaporating process would

be hastened. If a greater body of salt wa

ter was placed in the evaporater, I think the

salt produced would have more solidity.

This mode of making Salt is decidedly

the best, and I think the most profitable.

The heat is the product of Nature, and costs

nothing. All the expense to the manufactu

rer is the attendance upon the salt-field, and

the interest of the cost of the evaporators,

and the cost of the ground upon which these

works are placed.

The manufacture of Salt by boiling down

the brine in potash kettles, is a rude mode

of performing the operation, and unless the

supply of brine is inexhaustible, is one of

great waste of that fluid. The furnaces are

rudely constructed and generally consist of

two rows of potash kettles, set lip to lip, un

der which wood of large size is burned as

fuel, without the appendage of a grate.

The kettles are of great thickness, and

when thoroughly heated, become red-hot ;

this great heat causes the Salt as it chrysta

lizes and falls to the botton, to vitrify and

cake upon the kettles, impairing the pans

and wasting the salt, as well as three fourths

of the heat. If the kettle is three inches

thick at the bottom, and the caking four in

ches, then there is a body of seven inches

in thickness to heat through, which will re

quire the consumption of as much fuel as

would with proper imanagement, evaporate

six times the quantity of brine. I have had

much experience in the evaporation and

chrystalization of fluids holding solids in so

lution, and this experience, I trust, qualifies

me to form an opinion in these matters. In

the selection of fuel to be burned in furna

ces, care should be taken that it is dry and

“split fine.” If the furnace is of great

length, which is the case with salt kettles,

and the wood dry and “split fine,” and

burnt upon a grate, the flame will reach the

bottom of the furthermost kettle, and if care

is taken to place the bottom of the kettle so

near the surface of the hearth of the furnace

as to confine the heat to the kettles, the back

kettles will boil nearly as rapidly as the front

kettles. All furnaces should have hearths of

great thickness of brick, and the shape of

these should be made to correspond with the

shape of the bottom of the kettles, by which

means the heat is confined to the surface of

the bottom and sides of the kettles equally,

and where it is most needed. Bricks retain

heat a long time, and if a course of a foot

and a half thick is placed under a kettle,

these when once heated will retain the heat

for a long time, while on the contrary, if no

such hearth is made and the earth left un

covered, all the dampness in the ground

must be evaporated by the heat which is de

signed to boil the kettles, and this portion is

thus wasted. I have tried both plans of

heating kettles; by fire made upon grates,

and by fire made upon the ground, and so

perfectly well satisfied am I of the advant

age in the use of grates, that whenever a

grate becomes destroyed, I have at once

stopped boiling until the grate could be re

paired.

In the setting of iron kettles in brick fur

naces, I have found, from many years expe

rience, that kettles should be suspended in

the furnace walls by ears or by the rim, so

that the residue of the kettle should not be

cramped in the expansion which results from

heat, as is the case when the brick masonry

is made to touch the sides of the kettle.

Pans set in the way I suggest, suspended,

will be found to crack less frequently than

those set in close work. In the placing of

grates under kettles, care should be taken to

have the bars well supported by strong cast

iron bearers. The grate-bars should be of

cast-iron, and made deep and strong. For

example, if a grate bar is four feet long, it

should be four inches deep, two inches wide

at top and one inch wide at bottom. At

each end and also in the middle, for three

inches in length, the grate-bar should be four

inches deep, and two and a half inches wide

at top and bottom. This shape, it will be

seen, would make the bars keep their place,

and leave an opening between each bar on

the top, of an inch wide, for the ashes to fall

through, and for the air to pass up to support

combustion. This plan would enable the

furnace tender to burn all the coal of the

wood, instead of having these accumulate at

the mouth of the furnace to make a dead

heat. The furnace should be furnished

with an iron door, with hinges and latch, the

same as a stove, and this should be kept

shut while the fire is burning. Kettles

should not be more than sixteen inches from

the floor of the grate, nor more than

eight inches from the floor of the hearth,

beyond the grate.

In the evaporation of salt water, there

are three items of expense: 1st, cost of ket

tles and furnace; 2d, the expense of fuel;

and 3d, the cost of labor to attend the fires

and pans. I will examine these items in the

order in which I have stated them.

1st, The cost of Kettles and Furnace.—

The kettles are heavy and clumsy, and con

tain as much iron as will make four good

kettles of the same size, and require twice

as much fuel to boil them as is required to

boil kettles of one fourth the thickness. The

workmen frequently crack these heavy ket

tles, and then they are sent to a blacksmith

to be mended with bar-iron clamps. I have

had a great number of large iron kettles re

paired, and my practice has been, to take a

piece of heavy boiler-iron, and shape it to

the surface of the inside of the kettle to be

mended, and then to bore holes in the iron

plate and kettle and put them together by

screws on the inside of the kettle. This is a

cheap and a very efficient way of mend

ing kettles. I have frequently known kettles

to be impaired by the use of heavy iron

spuds by the workmen. The spuds which

I have found the most useful, were of a chisel

shape, about one foot long, with a socket;

into this socket I inserted a wooden handle.

The socket should be large enough to re

ceive the whole handle without having to ta

per it to a point, which should be fastened by

an iron bolt or screw, through the socket and

the handle. For ladles, I have used the im

ported frying pans, first having them round

ed in the bottom by a blacksmith, and then

having the handle shaped so as to fit the

side of the kettle. In the construction of

furnaces, care should be taken to allow the

rim of the kettle to project above the brick

work, by this means the dirt on thetop ofthe

brick furnace, will be prevented from getting

inside of the pan. Where the heat is not

too great, I have had a covering of boards

or plank fastened on the top of the furnace.

Where the kettles are circular, pieces of
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cast-iron should be made to fit in between the

rims of the kettles; these would cover in

the furnace, keep the kettles in their places,

and be a great aid to the mason in setting

pans. The expense of these pieces would

be trifling ; they should be one and a half

inches thick to give them strength, and should

fit so exact as to set between the kettles,

and if that portion running to a point could

not be supported below, a staple might be

cast in the piece to catch up the rim of the

kettles. These plates to go on top the furnace.

2d, The cost of Fuel-Where wood is

burned on the ground in the mouth of a

large furnace, it is wasted. The heat which

is generated at the mouth of the furnace, is

greater than is needed, and the surplus is

lost, and besides much of the salt is vitrified

and ruined. If this wood was well split

and dried, it would burn free and make a

clear flame, and the heat of this with a good

draft, would be sufficient for a long range of

kettles.

3d, The Labor.—Strict attention to the

fires, and also to the kettles, is necessary.

Among the furnaces which I examined

while at the Salines, I was very strongly im

pressed with the opinion, that they were

managed with less labor than was needful

for an economical use of fuel and for the

safety of the kettles.

The water at the Onondago Salines, con

tains some few impurities, which are held in

solution, and which are deposited on be

ing left quiescent for a little time. It is not

fully saturated with salt; it may be said to

be about three fourths saturated.

The last time I visited the Salines, I

brought home with me a bottle of the water,

which, by the hydrometer used there, tested

78 degrees, 100 being the point of satura

tion. By my scale standard, it stands at 525;

rain-water being 470. This water I subjec

ted to a temperature of six degrees above

zero; no earthy precipitate resulted from this

change of temperature. I next placed it in

a porcelain evaporator, over the surface of

which was a sheet-iron cylinder, through

which a current of heated air was passed

until the brine was all evaporated, and the

salt chrystalized. The yield was 110. The

salt made in this way is most beautiful, and

is free from vitrification or caking. The ex

periment satisfied me that this was the most

economical mode of applying heat to a sa

line fluid for the purpose of producing chrys

talization, and that it is far preferable to any

other mode, except solar heat, for making

Salt. * - :

In the calcining of the salts of ashes, for

the purpose of depriving these salts of the

coloring matter, I have made use of two

modes, one by a reverbatory furnace, where

the flames were confined to the surface of

the salts; the other by heating iron cauld

rons to a red heat, and stirring the salts with

iron rakes until they become calcined. In

the result of these two processes, there was

no difference as to the quality of the calci

ned alkilies, but in the expense of fuel and

labor there was a great difference. In the

reverbatory furnace I constructed, I was par

ticular to keep the centre of the arch with

in fourteen inches of the surface of the

hearth, the arch was fourteen feet between

the abutments. It was made of fire brick,

made in a hand mould, and the brick were

made of an exact bevel with the rise of the

arch and laid without mortar. It would be

diffcult, if not impossible, to make an arch

of common brick, stand, with so small a

rise. This shape of the arch and the hearth

confined the flames to the salts designed to

be calcined, and the process was therefore

easy, quick and effectual, and without loss

of heat. Had this arch been twenty-eight

inches rise in the centre, instead of fourteen,

the fuel required would have been four-fold,

and the length of time required for the cal

cination would have been double. The

mode in which application of heat is made,

is therefore the great desideratam in the ma

king of salt, as the cost of the fixtures de

pend entirely upon the manner the heat is to

be applied. A wooden vessel is equally as

good as an iron one, if the evaporation is to

be by a rarified atmosphere. In this mode

of evaporating Saline fluids, there is no un

certainty, there is no risk, it is a business

which is capable of mathematical demonstra

tion. It requires but little capital to com

mence business, and but little capital to car

ry it on, and it is therefore one of public

utility, and for that reason should be made

known for general benefit.

The waters of the Salt Springs, in the

United States, which I have examined, dif

fer greatly in quality, and therefore require

different modes of operation, both as to eva

poration and chrystalization.

I have some of the waters of the deep

well at Montezuma, and also of the well re

cently sunk on the borders of the Cayuga

marshes. These waters are both of the

same specific gravity, and are full satura

tion, but diſſer widely in quality. By my

scale of density, they both range 560.

There can be little doubt, I think, that the

source from whence the waters of the Onon

dago wells derive their saline properties, is

the fossil salt. My reasons for this conclu

sion, I stated to you in my communication,

in October, 1842, but the extent of this sup

ply is a matter of loose conjecture. Many

of the salt wells, in various sections of the

world, have gradually freshened by the ex

haustion of the salt rock which fed the wa

ter. The State, I think, should not allow

the brine of these Springs to be wasted, as

1nuch of it has been for years past. The

safe course will be to use it with economy,

and induce the manufacturers to make their

salt of the best quality, and to accomplish

this, the best way is, to remit the duty.

The saline waters of the deep well at

Montezuma, are very transparent. I have

a bottle of this water in my cabinet, which

was, when first received, about two years

ago, of great clearness, but since that time,

although closely corked up, has deposited a

light fibrous precipitate, of a chromate hue.

The addition of a little sulphuric acid to this

water solidifies it, and makes it quite opa

que and hard.
* : *

William P. Milnor, Esq., in the absence

of Mr. Findlay, from Saltville, Va., has ad

dressed me a letter under date of February

1st, 1844, in which he states, that a bottle

of the water of their wells which he has put

up to forward to me, tested by the hydrome

ter 23 degrees, and was, when raised from

the well, of a temperature of 51 degrees of

Farenheit's scale. The hydrometer is gra

duated at 25 degrees for water fully satura

ted with salt, and 0 for fresh water. It is,

therefore, within two degrees of full satura

tion. The specific gravity of the Saltville

saline waters are, I think, as great as cold

water will take up of salt under any circum

StanceS.

Mr. Milnor states, in the letter which I

have noticed, that one of the stratas of salt

passed in sinking the shaft in the Saltville

mines, was nearly white; others have a beau

tiful rose tint. He has forwarded to me a

box of specimens, containing as follows,

viz.: “specimens of salt rock, numbered

from one to five of the first strata, from sev

en to thirteen of the other stratas, from four

teen to twenty of blue and red clay, No. 21

of plaster, No. 22, blue and red clay, No. 23

plaster raised from the same valley, five

miles north-east of the mines, No. 24, red

clay borings from the Artesian well, from

which the water sent me was raised; No. 25,

salt formed on iron steam pipe; No. 26, salt

formed in back kettles; No. 27, salt formed

on sides of cistern ; No. 28, salt from leak

age, and some other specimens to fill up the

box, not numbered. Also, a piece of block

ing or rimming formed on the kettles.

These specimens will be useful in compa

ring with the stratifications and salt of other

salines, although, in my remarks addressed

to you on the 29th of December, 1843, I

mentioned some salt mines where the sul

phate of lime was absent, and others where

liquid petroleum was found intermixed with

the salt. In the Artesian well at Saltville,

there is a most abundant supply of water at

the depth of 214 feet, and this well is but

forty feet from the shaft sunk in the mine to

the dept of 404 feet. It would be difficult

to mine this salt so near such a body of wa

ter, and besides, I do not see what is to be

gained by the process of mining, while fuel

remains plenty to evaporate the water now

obtained from the well at the mines, which

is abundant and of as great specific gravity

as they could obtain by dissolving the salt

rock in cold water. The well water is

the least troublesome. I am induced to

persons who are engaged in sinking salt

wells, are apt to make extra exertion to find

the fossil salt, which if they succeeded in,

they would not be gainers thereby, unless

that the salt waters should be weak. :

The State Superintendant of the Onon

dago Salines, RIAL W Right, Esq., has re

cently made a report to the Legislature, in

which he states that the quantity of salt made

at the Onondago Salines, in 1843, at

3,127-500 bushels, of which 318,105 bush

els are coarse solar salt, and 76,531 bushels

| ground or dairy salt. This is fully equal to

make this remark, for the reason, that
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half the quantity imported into the United

States, in 1843.

Mr. Wright states, in his report, that there

has been paid into the State Treasury, for

duties on Salt made at these Salines, from

1817 to 1844, the large sum of $2,939,

4:53.06. This money has been applied

to pay the expense of making the great Erie

Canal. Common fine salt was forwarded

to the City of New York, in 1843, from

these salines, and sold for one dollar per

barrel, including the cask ; a barrel contains

five bushels, The Legislature, at the last

session, passed an Act remitting the State

duty on all Salt which should be transport

ed to certain points, hence they were enabled

to send salt to the City of New York, and

sell it for $1 per barrel !

Mr. Wright gives a statement of the Salt

imported into the United States, in 1842,

and of the places from which it was re

ceived. -

By this statement, it appears that the

quantity received from England, was 3,300,-

749 bushels, costing 18 cents per bushel,

amounting to $607,761, while the value of

that year's import, altogether, was only

$841,572. The salt received from England

was fine salt, and of that kind which was

sold at Syracuse, in 1842, for four and five

cents per bushcl.

The amount of duties on salt imported into

the United States, in 1842, was $494,299.-

44, this divided among every man, wc

man and child, will make an apportionment

of a little more than two cents each, which

is less than the usual price of a glass of

grog, for every inhabitant.

There is much said by persons engaged in

Commerce, as to the quality of American

Salt, and I have been surprised at the igno

rance which prevails in relation to the anti

ceptic properties of Salt. Salt is one of

those bounties of Nature, the same as water,

it is distributed over the whole Earth in such

districts as may be needed, but in most of

the deposits it is internixed with earthy ma

terials, which make it necessary to dissolve

the fossil salt, and evaporate the solution be

fore it can be used.

In sections of the globe which are heated

by a vertical Sun, the evaporation of salt

water is rapid, and the product of salt great

and the quality good. In the West Indies,

which are in low latitudes, the salt made in

this way is of an excellent quality, and of

rapid chrystalization. The quantity of salt

made in the United States is greater than

that imported from abroad.

In the Southern section of the United

States, but small quantities of salt are used

for curing meat. Pork which is cured for

smoking, is frequently packed in a gum

trough or a wooden box, and a little salt

sprinkled over it, and after laying a few

days is removed to the smoke house, where

it remains until required for use. The right

possessed by the State to impose a duty on

the Salt made at the 'Onondago Salines, is

a very doubtful one. The Salt Springs are

a grant from the Onondago Nation to the

State, for the use of the Indian and white

man forever. Is not the duty a contraven

tion of the grant : Is it good policy to lay

a heavy duty on articles of necessity ?

It is the province of government to en

courage industry, to patronise it, and the

most feasible means should be used to this

end.

If the United States admit foreign salt

duty free, and the State of New York retain

a duty on the salt made at the Salines, the

Onondago Salt works must stop, and the

capital invested in the works be sunk. If

Congress admits foreign salt free of duty,

the State government should remove the tax

upon the manufacture of domestic salt, and

encourage the salt makers to better the qual

ity of the salt, by giving them a bounty for

a very superior article. It is preposterous

for a State government to undertake to make

money by the salt duty. It is a poor way of

levying a tax.

It is not the business of a State govern

ment to make money out of the people, but

on the contrary, it is its duty to benefit the

people by throwing open every access to the

bounties of Nature. -

In our own continent, Nature has placed

the Saline deposits in the interior of the

country, where they are most needed. What

a display of the wisdom and goodness of the

Creator.

Lime has been used in the brine at the

Syracuse Salines, for clarifying it. I can

not see that any good can result from this

mixture. The salt water which I obtained

at Syracuse, when last there, I corked up

tight as soon as it was taken from the well,

and no earthy matter has appeared in it. I

am, therefore inclined to the opinion, that

there is no earthy matter held in suspension

by the water ; but there may be some pro

perty acquired from the atmosphere by the

water, which is held in solution, and even

give it a floculent appearance. If the

object in using lime is to precipitate particles

suspended in the water, the same result may

be accomplished by using wood ashes that

have been completely or thoroughly lixivia

ted, or white sand will produce the same re

sult without imparting to the water any bad

quality. The change of temperature causes

floculent substances held by fluids in sus

pension to precipitate, and particles which

have greater specific gravity than the water,

will, in obedience to the laws of gravity, find

the bottom. A steel needle will float upon

the surface of rain water as long as the

needle remains dry and the water is quies

cent, but the instant that the water is distur

bed, or the needle becomes moistened, it

goes at once to the bottom. - -

I have applied cold water to heated solu

tions to produce a quick and rapid precipi

tation of earthy substances held in suspen

sion, by pouring a pail of cold water over

the surface carefully, so that it should cover

the surface of the heated fluid.

pitation commences at once.

Solutions of great specific gravity are not

disturbed by pouring water carefully upon

the surface. I have made the experiment

frequently by using a glass vessel and pour

The preci

ing a colored fluid upon the surface of a

transparent one, which enabled me to see

the mixing up and the extent of the union.

Caustic alkalies, on exposure to the at

mosphere, absorb carbonic acid, and more

rapid in warm, than in cold weather. At

the temperature of zero, I think, no absorp

tion will take place.

The waters of Salina may have affinities

for properties of an atmosphere rarified by

solar heat, and undoubtedly do have, other

wise I should be unable to account for the

difference in the brine I confined in a tight

bottle, for a year or more, from that exposed

in the vats at Salina.

Some few years since, the quality of Cur

racoa salt was quite inferior, and the manu

facturers found that poor salt met with so

difficult a sale, that they were under the ne

cessity of making it good, or keeping it on

hand. -

The State government have the entire

control of the Onondago Salines, and it is

the duty of that government to see that

every pound of salt is of good quality. The

barrel for packing bad salt, and the trans

portation, are both the same as that for good

salt, and the difference to the consumer be

tween a good and a bad article, is very

great. The State officers look at the in

crease of quantity annually made, instead of

the increase of the quality. Here is the

great error. It is not a business of dollars

and cents with this great State, but the ma

king of a good salt for the use of the

people.

In the packing of provisions, bad water is

often used to make the pickle. This is a

matter which is rarely taken into account,

although it is a very important considera

tion, and this evil is often charged upon the

salt.

Salt water is an excellent preservative of

wood. The pipes in which the water is

conveyed at the Salines, are almost inde

structable.

Salt thrown on ice walks, is as effective

to melt the ice, as so much burning coals.

A pump which is frozen in winter, can be

freed of the ice in a short time, by throwing

into it a few quarts of fine salt.

In the evaporation of salt water by a heat

ed atmosphere, the chrystalization need not

be disturbed until the process is completed,

and in this process, chrystals already form

ed, thrown into the fluid, hasten the pro

CeSS. -

There are salt Lakes in some parts of the

Russian dominions in Asia, that become in

crusted by the salt in hot weather, and as

fast as this becomes of greater weight, it

breaks in pieces and falls to the bottom, and

one strata after another is then formed, and

thus continue accumulating on the bottom

during the whole of the warm season.

When the rains set in, the earth, clay, &c.,

is washed into the lake, this also is precipi

tated to the bottom, and forms a strata over

salt which had previously sunk and protects

it from dissolving, and thus every year is de

posited a strata of salt and a strata of earth,

until, in the course of ages, the lake will be:
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filled up, and beneath the surface will be a

salt mine thus formed.

That the stratas which lay beneath the

surface, in the region of Onondago, have

undergone a great change, cannot be doubt

ed; when or how this change has been af.

fected, we are unable to conjecture, for the

reason, that beyond two hundred and fifty

years ago, the history of this region is a per

fect blank, not a vestige of history to mark

the past, that is intelligible to our race.

The Salines of Onondago, are one of the

great bounties of Nature, destined for the

free use of the inhabitants. Why then,

should the State Government restrict the

gift, and put a turnpike gate upon the foca

tions of the earth. The Indians, the wild,

uncultivated Sons of the forest, have set an

example that is better than this, an example

that should be followed, however humble the

teacher; a state to fill their coffers by taxing

salt, it is absurd. Salt should be as free as

Nature has made it.

The salt rock of Cardonna, in Catalonia,

Spain, near the mountain of Mountsarrat,

is a homogeneal mass without any appear

ance of strata or seam, and is raised near

five hundred feet above the earth, and is

about three miles in circumference. The

depth is unknown, the colors are white red

and light blue, is free from sulphat of lime.

At Poza, near Burgos, in Castile, a mine

of Sal-gem exists in the mouth of a vast

crater and embedded in it is pummice stone,

puzzolana, and other volcanic productions.

In La Mancha, at Almengranville, there is

a mass of rock similar to that of Cardonna,

about six hundred feet in circumference,

mixed with sulphate of lime, and covered

with the same stone mixed with red quartz,

above this sileceous pudding stone, and still

above, carbonate of lime.

There are mines of salt at Waltierria in

the kingdom of Navarre, near the Ebro, in

a chain of hills at an elevation above the

sea. This is enclosed in sulphat of lime.

In the district of Mount Blanc, near St.

Maurice, is the Salt rock of Arbonne, in so

elevated a position as to be near the region

of perpetual snow. The salt is extracted

from a gypseous rock which being saturated

with water, leaves a porous matter which is

very light.

The Cheshire mines, in England, are

near the surface. The first strata is about

120 feet from the surface. The stratas which

cover this saline deposite is red clay, coarse

grained sand stone, blue clay, sulphate of

lime, and indurated clay.

The salt is, in some places, red, and in

others transparent. I have in my cabinet a

specimen of this sal-gem as clear and trans

parent as the purest flint glass. These are

the most productive mines in the world.

Thestratas of salt are wavy, vary in thickness,

and are alternated with stratas of clay.

The mines of Tyrol, are in a very high

mountain, about two leagues from the city

of Halle, on the river Inn. The sal-gem

forms an irregular mass including fragments

of the schist, the wacke of Werner. This

forms the base of the mountain.

The salt mines of Wieliczka, near Cracow,

and those of Bochnia are very ancient, having

been worked for more than six centuries.—

The ground which cover them is composed

of stratas of sand, marl, pebbles, and marl

in which are large blocks of salt mixed with

clay. These mines are about S00 feet deep

The salt is in some stratas, brown, and in

others, redish, and in some transparent.—

There are springs of fresh water in these

mines. In some parts of these mines hydro

gen gas collects and takes fire.

The mines on the south east part of the

Carpathian chain, are numerous, and in

general near the surface. Some of these in

Transylvania are attimes exposed to the rain,

and persons are appointed to cover the soil

with turf when washed bare by the rain.—

These mines contain large quantities of

liquid petroleum.

Near Ockna in Moldavia, there is a hill

of rock salt, in many parts of which the

salt is exposed to view.

In Paraid, in Transylvania, there is a

valley, the bottom and sides of which, are

pure salt. Walls of this mineral exist here

two hundred feet high.

In the salt mines of Marmarosch, water

has been found included in the substance of

the salt rock.

Near Astracan, the mine of Iletzki, is near

the surface, and rests upon a bed of hard

clay. The soil above is sandy, and is full

of holes containing salt water.

In Siberia, there is a mine of salt rock on

the bank of the Kaptendoi.

The country near the Caspian Sea is so

impregnated with salt that near Gourief, the

fog and dew which settles upon the clothes

of the inhabitants and upon plants, are saline.

The Mungal Tartars lixiviate the earth

and by this means obtain supplies of salt.

In China, they have mines of salt; so

with Thibet, Great Tartary and Hindostan

and many sections of Persia.

The Isle of Ormus at the mouth of the

Persian Gulf, appears a solid rock of salt.

In Peru salt rock is found in hard masses

in the most elevated sections of the country.

The stratas which overlay the salt mines

of Wisechna, on the south west of the car

pathean mountains, are 1st, a strata of veg

etable mould ; 2, stiff yellow clay; 3, grey

and yellow clay mixed with spots and veins

of sand and ochre; 4, greyish blue clay : 5

fine white sand ; 6, black fat bituminous

clay immediately covering the bed of salt.

The arctic land expedition, under Capt.

Franklin, discovered numerous springs of

salt water in N. lat. 60°, W. long. 118°.

The needle chrystals which I received

from Mr. Mead, which he obtained from the

salt welll on the borders of the Cayuga mar

shes, I placed in a crucible, which I heated

to redness. Some of these chrystals sepa

ted at one end into very thin plates, with

smooth and even surfaces, and to thin that

one hundred of them would not make an

inch. The chrystals lost all their transpa;
rency by a red heat, became opaque, and

with little pressure could be reduced to an

impalpable powder. The water I submit

ted to evaporation by a rarified atmosphere.

One pint of the specific gravity, 2,240,

yielded 620 of dry salt, holding in combina

tion other earths. This is as far as my ex

aminations have extended with this water.

The Montezuma water, on being evapora

ted to 1200 of my scale of density, and then

exposed to a temperature of six degrees

above zero, rapidly liquified. It holds much

magnesium conbined with lime in solution.

The great importance of making salt of

a superior quality, in the United States, re

quires from the State some more effectual

means of operation than hitherto brought

into use. The employment of a competent

person to visit the Salines, Salt-mines and

Salteries, throughout the world, would ena

ble them to profit by the experience of others.

Experience is the best schoolmaster. The

ory is only imaginations, but it sometimes

hits right.

Should I, before your next annual Fair,

obtain any information on this subject,

which may be useful to the public, I will lay

it before you.

E. MERIAM,

No. 47 Orange street.

Brooklyn, Feb. 10, 1844.

-

THE MAMMOTH CAVE.

In my notice on page 317, of the entrance

to this Cave, there is a typographical error.

It should read about four feet wide, instead

of about ten feet wide. In speaking of the

depth of the Pit at the mouth of the Cave,

there should be a transposing of the para

graph; the Pit is fifty or sixty feet, and con

tains water, and not a Pit of water, fifty or

sixty feet deep. - -

The Mammoth Cave contains nitrous

earth sufficient to supply the whole popula

tion of the globe with Saltpetre. Govern

ment allows Saltpetre to be imported duty

free, and thus stop the Mammoth Cave Salt
petre works, while at the same time, it lays

i.eavy duties on various articles for the pro

tection of other manufacturers. It is true

that much of the Saltpetre is put to a bad
use, viz.: used for to make powder, to de

stroy human life, still the government. does

not act upon that principle, but admit it free

for the reason that it is made into gun

powder. - -

The furnaces, kettles, hoppers, bear-pipe",
water-pipes, calcining and evaporating fur

naces, at the Mammoth Cave works, have

been idle about twenty eight years, ºnd

wholly on account of the admission of for

eign saltpetre duty free. If Governmentº
to derive revenue from duties imposed on

imports, let that duty be uniform and equal.
Let it be so permanent, that money invested

in manufactures, shall not be sunk to the
owner by a vascillating Tariff. Men will

not embark in manufactures on such uncer

tainty, and therefore, a shifting Tariff is a

public evil.

E. MERIAM.

—
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PUBLIC MEETING

IN THE CONFISCATED DISTRICT.

We copy from the New-York Courier and

Enquirer, of the 29th ult, the proceedings

of a Public Meeting, held in the 12th Ward

of the City of New-York.

JAcob HARSEN, Esq., who was called to

the Chair, is a descendant of one of the old

est families on this island, and himself and

the other members of the ancestors fa

mily own a farm on the island, five miles

from the City Hall, which still retains the

same ancient boundaries which were affixed

to it by the first patent granted in 1686. In

addition to this entire farm of near one hun

dred acres, this ancient family own very

large parcels of real estate within the im

proved parts of the city, and on other parts

of the island, which, taken together, make

the next real estate in importance, in super

ficial surface, to that of John Jacob Astor.

In publishing the proceedings of this

Meeting, we feel a delicacy from the fact,

that we are named in the proceedings.-

There is an individual whose name is not

mentioned in these proceedings, who has

rendered immense services to the Public, as

to Taxes and Assessments; an individual

whose firmness of purpose, whose industry,

perseverance and public spirit, entitles him

to the thanks of the citizens, far and near.

That individual is BURT is SkidMoRE, of the

5th Ward. Mr. Skidmore has, on all occa

sions, and at all times, boldly denounced the

odious assessment abuses which have been

so long and so successfully practiced in New

York; and when the public depredators ap

peared in the presence of public Committees,

he has had the independence to say to them

* * * * thou art the man.

Mr. Skidmore's plainness of speech, his

decision of character, and his singleness of

purpose, entitle him to the highest commen

dation.

(From the New-York Courier and Enquirer of Feb. 29th, 1844.

Twelfth Ward.

At a large and highly respectable meet

ing of the Tax Payers and inhabitants of

the Twelfth Ward, held at the Hotel of An

drew Howe, at Harlem, on Saturday, the

24th of February, 1844, JAcob HARseN

was appointed Chairman, and MARcellus

EELLs, Secretary.

The object of the meeting being stated,

to wit: the reduction of the Taxes of the

Twelfth Ward, and the necessity of an ap

plication being made to the State Legisla

ture, to relieve the inhabitants thereof from

charges which are not considered rightly

County charges, but ought properly to be

paid by the City Proper, in contradistinc

tion to the County, it was determined that a

petition be forwarded to the Legislature sta

ting the grounds of complaint, and request

ing them to interpose their power when the

Common Council should ask for their an

nual Tax Law, to do justice to the upper

or agricultural Ward.

It was resolved by the meeting, that a

Committee be appointed to prepare the Pe

tition, select some suitable person to appear

before the Legislature and advocate the

right of the Ward to the relief sought for ;

and that the Committee raise money to de

fray the expenses attending the same.

It was Resolved, That Messrs. Harsen,

Eells, Alvord and Hall, be a Committee for

that purpose.

The subject of burdensome assessments,

attending the opening of avenues, streets,

and squares, by the Common Council, was

brought before the meeting, and information

given of the recent DECISION of the Su

preme Court, declaring that they have no

constitutional power to act in the matter of

opening streets, and therefore declining to

confirm the assessments of Commissioners,

for opening five certain streets, was received

with great gratification.

A letter received by the Chairman, in re

lation to a ruinous assessment upon Mrs.

Pearson, on property in Centre street, where

by she was deprived of her support, and

with her three children reduced from com

fort and independence, to depend upon the

charity of friends, was also read.

The following letter, from Hiram Parker

to the Chairman, was also read and ordered

to be published in the proceedings of this

meeting.

“DEAR SIR,--I observe by notices that

there is to be a meeting of Tax Payers, to

be held at the Hotel of Andrew How, on

Saturday next, in relation to taxes and as

sessments, and to concert measures to re

lieve the Twelfth Ward from the burdens

which for several years past have borne hea

vily upon it. I shall, in all probability, be

in Boston at that time, and shall not there

fore be present. I have been an agent for

the purchase and sale of real estate, in this
city, for fifteen years past, and I can assure

you that the great objection which has been

made by men of capital, to investing their

money or loaning it on lands in the Twelfth

Ward, has been in consequence of the hea

vy taxes and ruinous assessments.

“And I am glad to find that the Supreme

Court has finally declared said law uncon

stitutional, whereby one of the most despo

tic and arbitrary laws that has ever been

made, is rendered a dead letter in our Sta

tute book; and that no road, avenue or

street, can hereafter be opened, except un

der the laws prevailing previous to 1807.

And I sincerely congratulate you and the

meeting that hereafter the rights of property

will be respected.

The whole credit of producing this new

state of things is, I understand, owing to E.

Meriam, the Editor of the “New-York

Municipal Gazette,” and Richard Mott,

Counsellor at Law, who, it is said, have

labored for the last three years in the cause,

with untiring industry and unabated zeal.

I therefore enclose you twenty-five dollars,

to be handed over to them as an acknow

ledgement of the favor I feel for their valu

able services in redeeming the Twelfth

Ward from the iron-grasp of oppression.

“With sentiments of great regard and

esteem, I am, gentlemen, your obliged

friend, HIRAM PARKER.”

P. S. On the strength of the aforesaid

decision I will re-open the Harlem Land

Office, corner of 125th street and 4th avenue,

on the first day of May next, and I am happy

to inform you that since the good news has

been proclaimed, many good improvements

in the way of building are in anticipation at

Harlem, and will no doubt be commenced

early in the spring. All persons wishing to

dispose of, or purchase property in Harlem

or its vicinity, will confer a special favor by

leaving their diagrams of property or appli

cations to purchase with Mr. Thomas Hope,

corner of 125th street ahd 6th aven i. P

Whereupon the following preamble and

resolutions were presented by Mr. Marcellus

Eels and unanimously adopted :

Whereas, the Supreme Court of Judica

ture of the State of New-York on the 8th

day of February inst., refused to give coun

tenance to the odious proceedings sought to

be confirmed for opening five several streets

and avenues on the Island of New-York,

on the ground that they have no constitu

tional power to act in the matter.

And whereas such refusal and decision of

the Court will have the effect greatly to

increase the value of real estate upon this

Island, and particularly in this ward, which

is used chiefly for agricultural purposes, and

will also have the effect to render greater

security to landed property, and relieve the

owner from the fear of depredations of public

officers connected with the corporation of

the city of New-York, who have been forag.

ing upon land-holders for years past, and

will put a final stop to a system of land piracy

which has brought reproach upon the City

Government, disgrace and shame upon its

officers, and ruin, distress, and embarrass

ment upon land holders.

And whereas, two Justices of the Supreme
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Court, viz: the Honorable Esek Cowen and

the Honorable Greene C. Bronson, have

boldly and independently stood up for the

great and fundamental law of the common

wealth, The Constitution of the State, for

its doctrines, for its safeguards to property,

for that division of the powers of Govern

ment which makes each department a check

upon the others.

Therefore, Resolved, that the said Court

are entitled to the thanks of this meeting, to

the thanks of every good citizen, and to the

approbation of the good and virtuous through

out our land, for boldly refusing to perform

duties imposed upon them, contrary to the

Constitution of the State, which were of an

arbitrary, anti-republican, and despotic char

acter. And that in the death ofJudge Cowen

the public have sustained the loss of an

upright Judge, an able expounder of the

aws, and of a shield between the people and

anconstitutional legislation.

Resolved, That this meeting highly ap

prove of the proceedings of the Anti-Assess

ment Committee of the City of New-York,

in their bold and persevering resistance of

the illegal proceedings of the Corporation of

the City of New-York and their officers, in

the assessment abuses and outrages, and

also in their labors for the reduction of the

Taxes of the City.

Resolved, That this meeting recommend

to all good citizens to unite together to re

sist the arbitrary exercise of usurped power,

by the Corporation of the City of New-York,

and its officers, by all legal means, there

by handing down to posterity the rights and

liberties purchased by the blood of our an

CeStorS.

Resolved, That the thanks of this meet

ing, and of the land-holders of this Ward,

be presented to Mr. Meriam, Editor of the

“Municipal Gazette,” and Counsellor MoTT,

for the zeal and industry which they have

evinced in exposing the iniquities and abuses

of the Assessment Law, and of successfully

presenting before the Courts of our State,

the illegalities of the proceedings under the

law, and the unconstitutionality thereof.

JACOB HARSEN,

Chairman.

MARCELLUS EELLs,

Secretary.

“New-York,

February 29th, 1844, |
“ DEAR Srr :

“I was informed by Richard Mott,

Esq., that he had some money which he re

ceived from a Public Meeting, held in the

12th Ward, over which you presided as

Chairman, which he was directed to give one

half of to me, in the matter of assessment

proceedings. . I am obliged to you for that

expression of approval, but I must in duty

to myself, and in duty to the cause, which is

not one of dollars and cents, decline any

pecuniary compensation whatever from any

citizen, as a reward for any services I may

have already rendered, or may hereafter

render individual sufferers in assessment assessment depredators, and if that money

matters.

With great respect,

your obedient servant,

E. MERIAM.

To JAcob HARSEN, Esq.,

Chairman of the 12th Ward Public

Meeting, convened in reference

to Taxes and Assessments.”

THE DECISION

Of the Supreme Court as to the

right of the Justices of that

Court to act as Street Com

missioners I

When we received the copy of the

OPINION of the Supreme Court, in the

five Street Cases, we placed it at once in the

hands of the Printer, at the same time giv

ing him a few hastily drawn up comments

upon it, which were printed with it.

We now take the opportunity to examine

this Opinion more leisurely, and also to

make some remarks.

The Opinion is from the pen of Mr. Jus

tice BRoNson, and is worthy of its author.

There is a frankness and boldness of lan

guage in it which is highly creditable to the

Court, and which commends it to the good

opinion of every candid mind.

It is a noble trait in the character of a

Judge, to evince a willingness to relinquish

power. Public men, as well as private citi

zens, are tenacious of power, and they most

commonly hold on to it to the last moment;

not so in the present case—the moment the

Court were convinced that the power they

had exercised was not sanctioned, but prohi

bited by the Constitution, they at once re

linquished it.

In the Chapel Street questions, which in

volved important principles, the Court deci

ded against us. Judge BRoNsoN wrote the

Opinion of the Court in that case, and in re

viewing it on page 200 of this number, we

admit that the Court were right and that we

were wrong, although at the time the deci

sion was made we were differently impres

sed.

Some Public Officers boast that they in

tend to proceed in assessment sales, not.

withstanding the Decision of the Supreme

Court. Such persons will incur penalties

that will be enforced, which will teach them

to feel that the taking an oath to support the

Constitution is not a mere sham, and the

vexatious proceedings of staining the titles

of lands and of attempting to extort money

from the owners by these sham sales, will be

followed up so close that these gentry will

learn that obedience to the laws is the duty

of every public officer, and if he wilfully

violates it, the law will make him culpable.

Any proceedings of the Corporation Offi

cers under these assessments, after the DE

CISION, will make them personally and

individually liable.

We think that measure ought to be taken

to put under sequestration the moneys of the

has been invested, to follow the investment.

The principle here suggested is an ancient

doctrine, and we believe is now practised.

Some of the moneys which the assess

ment depredators have taken have been, we

are informed, invested in lands. These lands

should be at once put under sequestration.

The appointment by the Supreme Court

of Commissioners to make estimates of the

benefits and advantages of opening streets,

avenues and public squares, of extending,

altering and widening streets, and also of

the damage and injury thereby caused, and

to assess such damages, injury, &c., upon

property in certain arbitrary districts, deem

ed by such Commissioners to be benefitted ;

and the confirmation of the Reports of such

Commissioners by the Supreme Court, has

been decided by that Court to be unconsti

tutional.

The pages of this volume abundantly

show, that while the Court have in these

matters acted without authority and in vio

lation of the Constitution, that the Common

Council have acted in downright violation of

the law, even if the law had not been a vio

lation of the Constitution ; that they have

disregarded all its provisions, and bid defi

ance to the people and to the Courts; op

pressed the one, and indirectly threatened

the other that if they decided against them,

that they should either lose their offices or

have their salaries cut so low as to starve

them out. Again, these proceedings of the

Commissioners, their Surveyors and their

Lawyers, have been of a most odious, most

shameful character, unequalled in these re

spects in any similar proceedings any where

in the civilized world. We are informed

that one of the officers of the Corporation

seeks to sustain these assessments. A Pub

lic officer who would thus act under all the

circumstances, will be severely censured by

the community, and will find no one whose

opinion is entitled to the least respect, to sus

tain him. We have not room to discuss this

DECISION in this number, but will do so

at length in a future number. The subject

is vastly important not only as respects the

Present, but the Future.

REPORT

Of the Finance Committee of

the Common Council.

It appears by this Report, of Feb. 26th,

I844, that the sum of $912,034.85 is want

ed for Contingent Expenses, $266,000 for

City Watch, and $120,887.36 for Lamps,

making $1,298,922.21 for the year 1845.

For the year 1844 the Supervisors on the 3d

of October, 1843, assessed as follows: for

Contingent Expenses $544,844.91, for City

Watch $212,000, for Lamps $110,000;

making in all $866,844.91.

The sum demanded for next year, is an

increase over this of $433,077.30, which is

an increase of a fraction less than 50 p. c.

What destruction what ruin what

waste what profligacy what incompeten

cy and mis-management | 1

.
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Distressing Scene.

The destruction of human life by the ex

plosion of one of the newly inventedweapons

of death, on board of the Ship of War

Princeton, has clothed the seat of govern

ment in the habiliments of mourning.

In our paper of the 21st ult., we noticed,

under the obituary record, the sudden death

of Judge Cowen, at the seat of our State

Government, and then remarked that:

“The death of public men at the seat of

the National and State Governments, have

been very frequent of late years. These

dealings of Providence are solemn and ad

monitory. On the 65th page of this volume

we recorded the death of six individuals, who

had held the office of President of this Re

public, and each and all marked by circum

stances calculated to impress the human mind

with the factthat GOD orerrules the doings

of men.”

That number of this paper we forwarded

to the President of the United States, to

Judges of the Supreme Court of the United

States to heads of departments, and to the

members of Congress from this State, and

to distinguished members of Congress from

other States, and these reached the seat of

government but a little while before this

mournful event took place.

In the exit of four individuals who had

been President of this Republic, the death of

each occured on the 4th day of the month,

and three of them on the 4th day of July.

The death of a fifth occurred six days before

the 4th of July,

Two of these individuals died on the 4th

of July, 1826, one on the 4th of July 1831,

one died in 1836, and another in 1841.-

A period of time marked by a revolving

of five years, intervened, viz.: 1826, 1831,

1836, and 1841.

Each of these individuals took the oath of

office and entered upon its duties on the 4th

day of the month.

President Tyler assumed an office made

vacant by death. In June 1843, President

Tyler and his Cabinet made a tour to New

England to celebrate the completion of a

monument upon a field of blood. This

tour was terminated by the sudden death of

one of his Cabinet, Mr. Legare.

On the 28th of February, 1844, Presi

dent Tyler and a portion of his Cabinet

proceeded on a tour of pleasure on board

the Princeton Ship of War, and while the

President was drinking a toast to the engine

of destruction, that machine exploded and

killed two of the members of his Cabinet

and several other individuals.

These doings of death are admonitory.

There is a peculiarly marked providence in

reference to these events which seem to indi

cate, that war is not that glorious occupa
tion that is blest of Heaven.

Our nation is prone to train up too great

a portion of its population, to the profession

of arms. Men thus educated are ambitious

of employment—ambitious of fame—and

some of these very causes, will involve our

country in wars.

The steam frigates which have been con

structed for the more certain work of death,

have been unfortunate. The Fulton was

blown up. The Missouri was destroyed by

fire. The Princeton has done worse, and

one of the others in using her anchors,

destroyed numbers of her men.

Public men have been peculiarly and

singularly admonished. If any thing can

awaken in the minds a remembrance of

their mortality, it would seem that the mel

ancholy events which they have so frequently

and so recently been made spectators of,

would humble their pride, subdue their

angry passion, and lead them to cultivate a

desire for harmony, peace, and the public

welfare.

Unless our public men pursue a course

far different from that which has for years

past characterised their public councils, our

country will be visited with judgments that

will shake our government to its foundation.

MISCELLANEOUS,

Written May 25th, 1843.

Birds.

These feathered songsters are less numer

ous in our forests than formerly, and for the

reason that they are now more hunted and

destroyed.

Among those of our race who are less

favored with advantages and blessings, these

innocent creatures are suffered to live in

peace, and to chant their sweet notes among

the green branches unmolested. The song

of the sweet singer of the wood, on a bright

morning in Spring, is medicine to the mind,

and leads men to contemplate the harmonies

of Nature with pleasant delight and cheer

fulness of heart.

Parents who permit their children to make

sport in the destruction of these sweet crea

tures harden the hearts of their dear off

spring, and do their better feelings an injury

which time never effaces.

Birds are useful as well as entertaining.

These feathered songsters were not made in

vain, nor were they created for wanton de

struction; and these little creatures are con

fiding in exact proportion as they are well

treated.

In some parts of our country the law pro

hibits the destruction of birds, and it is to be

regretted that it is not so here ; but it is still

more to be regretted that there should be

necessity for such a law.

The Ant.

The ANT, like the BEE, is a pattern of in

dustry. The Ant possesses what is termed

instinct, which approaches so near to intelli

gence, that it requires more than human

learning to draw the line of distinction.

In strength they are unequalled ; and as

to their powers of sight, are found to see

equally as well in the darkest night as in the

brightest day. -

They appear to have a strict regard for

the rights of private property, and discovery

with them, appears to constitute the legal as

well as the equitable title.

I have spent hours in watching the move

ments and labors of a little community of

Ants, and have felt instructed by their ex

ample, and humbled by their teachings.

These insects (a portion of them,) take

wing in Summer. I have noticed them at

an early hour in the morning waiting for the

Sun to appear above the horizon, and as

soon as its rays had warmed the atmosphere,

these insects quit their terrestrial tenements

and made the atmosphere their home. What

a change the work of chance, shall we

say 7 No; chance never wrought the trans

parent and gilded wing of this despised in

sect, nor is it in the power of man to ac

complish such a work. It is the work of

Him who made the mountains and the Sun.

Written June 6th, 1843.

The Worm.

The despised and hated worm is appearing

on the trees, and satisfying the cravings of

hunger by feeding on the leaves of that ve.

getation which Nature has provided for its

support. Ere a little while this unwelcome

visitor will unwind its slender thread, and

descend to the earth preparatory to its en

tering on another stage of existence, and

shall we follow it through that stage, and

witness its change to that of the brilliant

butterfly of the morning, see it take wing

and sport among the gay flowers? What a

volume of instruction in these brief pages of

Nature, teaching man a lesson of humility

calculated to moderate his pride, and put his

Vanity, beneath the earth he moves upon.

How beautiful, how rich, how splendid is

the plumage of this sportive insect. Its

mornings are few and cheerful, its journey

of life is one of peculiar brevity, yet never.

theless, it retires preparatory to its last

change with a system of preparation that

would, in the life of a human being, make

one of the brightest ornaments that could

adorn his brow.

Written June 13th, 1843.

The hated and despised worm inhabits the

ocean, the atmosphere, the earth we tread

upon, and is the last companion of mortal

flesh in its terrestrial bed. The worm which

now frequent our trees, which seem to have

a superabundance of foliage, I have never

met with in a single instance, in very exten

sive wilderness journeys. They seem to be

found only near the abodes of men.

For what purpose worms were created, is

beyond the reach of human learning to in

vestigate, or the wisdom of man to deter

mine. Thus it is, that the smallest things

are beyond our comprehension.

In one of the large rivers of India, the

British Government expended large sums of

money and vast labor, to clear the mouth of

a great body of flood wood which had been

accumulating for ages, and which completely

obstructed its navigation, but found the work

could not be accomplished by human labor,

and gave up the undertaking. The follow
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ing year this body of wood was attacked by

an army of worms, and in the short space

of a few weeks these despised laborers ac

complished this great work, so that the first

rise of water the channel was freed of its

obstruction. What a result this, to humble

human pride

An unsheathed ship in some latitudes in

the Pacific Ocean, would, in a single night,

be completely riddled by the worms, and

these mechanics are so methodical in their

labors that every perforation is made with

mathematical precision.

The Silk-worms which feed upon the mul

berry, are a most industrious community,

manufacturing all the silk used throughout

the world.

The Glow-worm is another of the beau

ties of Nature. Where is the attentive ob

server, who, in surveying this brilliant and

splendid worm, will, in his considerate mo

ments, say this was made in vain?

During the last summer I found a worm

in my yard about three inches in length, and

as large in circumference as my little finger.

I placed it in a glass flask and examined it :

it was of a brown color, had sixteen feet and

but one eye, which was in the centre and

nearly on the top of its head, and this eye

was large and very bright.

I have placed most of the descriptions of

worms which are found on our trees, under

glass vessels, and noticed them every day

until they were supplied with the wings of a

butterfly, when I at once ceased to withhold

from them that liberty which is the rich be:

quest of Nature, and they soared above my

head, to look down upon me, a humble worm

of the dust.

There is a species of worm abundantly to

be found amidst the habitations of men, at

all seasons of the year, and in all climates.

Its poison may be said to almost infect our

atmosphere, and penetrates the palace of the

prince with the same facility that it does the

cottage of the peasant : like the enchanting

serpent, it has a mysterious charm. This

worm feeds not only upon mortal flesh, but

also upon immortal mind. Millions of our

race have fallen victims to its insidious poi

son—it has filled our prisons and our poor

houses with its deluded victims, and our

world with human suffering, wretchedness,

misery and crime. Total adstinence is a

sure preventive of the poisonous effects of

this worm. It is known as the “Worm of

the Still.”

Written July 15, 1843.

The Butterfly.

A few days since I noticed a worm slowly

making up the house wall, and near by it a

spider was closely watching its movements.

I took a small brush stick and gently moved

the spider to a distance, and this industrious

insect scampered away, full speed. The

next day I noticed the worm had fixed its

head under a projection in the wall, and in

the course of twenty-four hours when I ex

amined it again, it had changed its appear.

ance and become what the boys call a but

terfly's egg. I removed it carefully, and

with a wafer hung it to a piece of paper in

a closet, in the same position in which it had

suspended itself. I opened the closet regu

larly every morning for nearly two weeks to

examine it. This morning, on opening the

closet, I found it a beautiful large butterfly.

I left the closet door open and also opened

the room windows into the garden, and this

little stranger worm, in its new state of exist

ence, took its flight, and is now sporting

among the flowers with great apparent en

joyment and satisfaction. Two weeks ago

I saved the despised worm from the net

which the spider was spreading with great

ingenuity for its destruction, and in two

short weeks it passed that change allotted to

it by Nature, and is now soaring above iny

head. How instructing this brief lesson ;

how consoling, how animating this display

of “the change.” A reality—a demonstra

tion—an illustration, that a change is not

death; and although we cannot understand

how, why or wherefore, yet, nevertheless, it

is a reality, a certainty.

The Volcanic Mountain,

In Rabun County, Geo.

I have advices from my correspondent, A.

W. Norris, Esq., of Clayton, in said county,

of the 15th instant, giving the particulars of

the phenomenon attending the convulsions

of that volcanic mountain, which is in his

immediate neighborhood. The smokewhich

issues from the crevices in the rocks, is very

dense and black. The fire has been seen to

rise from ten to twelve feet above the sum

mit of the mountain. These discharges are

not regular, but occasional ; sometimes once

a month—then intermitted—and again at

intervals of two or three months. These

discharges are seen in the day time, and also

in the night. My correspondent adds that

there is something uncommonly strange

about the interior of this mountain. Rabun

County, or most of it, is high table land;

the agricultural part of it is elevated above

tide about 1800 feet. The Blue Ridge is the

range of mountains which passes through

this county, and which is here volcanic. Ra

bun County is in lat. 34 deg. 55m., lon, W.

C. 6 deg. 24 m. W. The immense pile of

mountains which load the surface of the

Farth's crust for a great distance through

this part of the continent, is enough to pro

duce convulsion, encrusting as it does the

great gasometers of inflammable air.

This is the Volcanic Mountain of which

the newspapers some few months ago gave

an account. The information given by my

correspondent may be relied upon for its

accuracy.

The Great Gasometer in use.

I have received from my correspondent,

at Kanhawa Salines, Virginia, a paper con

---

taining the following highly interesting state

ment :

“THE KANHAwha SALT Region.—We

have said before that the subterranean won

ders of the upper Kanhawha Valley, were

not half explored, and every day proves

that there are not only mysteries, but trea

sures of wealth, of which the preceding gen

eration had no conception. When a year or

so ago, Mr. Tompkins turned the gas that

forced up the water under the kettles to aid

in converting the brine into salt, thereby sav

ing one half of the fuel, it was thought to be

a vast stride in the march of improvement

and discovery, but now Messrs. Worth &

English, at their new furnace, have actually

attained the Irishman's desideratum in the

proposed purchase of two stoves—they save

all the fuel. The gas has sufficient power

to force a column of water, three inches in

diameter, from the depth of a thousand feet

to the height of about fifty feet above the sur

face of the earth. It is turned under the

furnace, ignited, and boils the water till it is

brought to the state for chrystalization, and

then conveyed to the cisterns for evapora

tion. Thus 350 bushels of Salt, of the first

quality, are made per day, without one par

ticle of other fuel than gas. At these works

but one cistern is yet erected, and they are

able to use only one half of the water that

is forced up. Another is in progress of

erection. When completed, all the water

will be used, and seventy or eighty barrels of

Salt manufactured daily without coal, wood,

or the rays of the Sun.”

In 1842, I gave in the Journal of Com

merce, an account of the sinking of this

well to the depth of above one-fifth of a

mile, of the gas, and of the intention of the

owner to use it for fuel. He has now ac

complished that operation successfully.

This gas when set on fire at night, illumi

nates the whole surrounding valley. How

wondrous, how inconceivably grand be

neath this local surface, a mighty, a vast

gasometer, containing inflamable air suffici

ent, if not covered by water when ignited, to

shake the whole American continent. I take

pleasure in communicating this wonderful

and this useful matter to the public.

The Mayoralty.

. From present appearances, the three po
litical parties, viz: the Whigs, the Loco

Focos, and the Aborogines, will nominate

light candidates for the Mayoralty. If they

do, the Anti-Assessment Committee, which

is composed of Democrats and old-fashioned

Whigs, who do not go the whole hog for

Party, will nominate an independent candi

date for the Mayoralty.

Public Credit.

The right of a majority of voters to en

cumber the private property of a citizen

with a public mortgage, we will discuss

hereafter. Seven years from 1836 has

elapsed, and another convulsion i
- On is -ating ! gener

-
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REMONSTRANCE

Against the Public IVIortgage.

To THE HonorAble. The Legislature of

THE STATE of New-York :

The undersigned, Citizens of the City of

New-York, most respectfully represent to

the Legislature, that a Memorial is in circu

lation in the City of New-York, asking the

Legislature to pass a Law to authorise the

Corporation of the City of New-York to

subscribe to the Capital Stock of the New

York and Eric Rail Road Company, the

large sum of THREE MHILLIONS OF

DOLLARS, and that the project shall be

deterinined by vote, by ballot, at the Charter

Election.

The undersigned call the attention of

your Honorable Body to the provision of the

Constitution, which is the fundamental law

of the Commonwealth, which you are to

consider your rule, and the grant of the

limited powers with which you are vested.

The protection of private property is one

of the great doctrines of the fundamental

law, and lays at the very foundation of civil

liberty. The taking of private property for

public use is allowed upon only one cºndi.

tion, which is that of making just compen
sation to the owner; but the proceeding

conteinplated by the proposed Loan of Pub.

lic Credit, is to take private property for pri

vate use; to take the private property of

one citizen and give it to another, or to take

private property of the citizens inhabiting a

local district, and give it to the Stockholders

of a Railroad Company, of another local
district.

The Corporation of the city of New-York

is already indebted to individuals a greater

amount than their corporate property is

worth ; and the doctrine that the private

property of citizens residing in a local dis

trict is to be encumbered by a public mort

gage without their consent, is one of so

dangerous a character, and so erroneous in

principle, that the undersigned trust the Le

gislature will not give it the color of exist

*nce by any Public endorsement,

It is contended by some, that the Croton

Water Debt is a lien or public mortgage up

°º the property of the citizens of the Island

of New-York, but the undersigned suggest

that this principle has never been recognised

by the high Judicatores of the land, for in

*h a case, no morg ge could be foreclos
ed in the City of New-York, without making

*Very one of the Croton Bond Holders par

ties defendants to such suit, they having a
•ertain interest therein.

The recent unfortunate occurrence, in a

City of an adjoining Sate, is so fresh in the

recellection of the members of your Honor

able Body, that it is deemed unnecessary to

recapitulate the particulars of that unfortu

nate affair.

The undersigned suggest that Municipal

Corporations are not that class of organiza

tions which are intended to carry on trade

banking, or dealing in stocks, but are inten

ded solely as a mere administrative function

ary, for the executing of the State Laws in

a local district.

In the principles involved in the organi

zation of the local Corporate Government of

the City of New-York, there is no difference

from that of a Village Corporation, except

in the greater aggregate of its population.

The undersigned suggest, that if an ap

plication was made to your Honorable Body,

for the passage of a Law to compel an indi

vidual to subscribe to the Stock of the Erie

Rail Road Company, that the doctrine

would be looked upon as so absurd and of

such an arbitrary and despotic character,

that you would not for one moment enter

tain the application.

In the plesent case, it is an attempt to ask

that same thing to be done indirectly which

you would not permit to be done directly;

that although you would not compel the par

ticular individual to subscribe, yet said Me

morialists ask you to compel other individu

als to subscribe at his expense, and that

such subscription shall be a lien upon his

land.

The undersigned take leave to call the at

tention of the members of your Honorable

Body, to the grant of limited power con

tained in the Constitution, and to the impor.

tant fact that no clause is embodied in that

instrument which authorises the Senate and

Assembly to delegate the Legislative power

of your Honorable Body, to any other class

of citizens.

This power is a special power, limited,

restricted and so plainly expressed, that

there is no room or place for doubtful con

struction.

The undersigned suggest, that if the doc

trine is to be sustained that the Senate and

Assembly can delegate the legislative power

with which they are specially vested by the

Constitution, which is the general power of

Attorney from the People, who in this land

of freedom are the Sovereigns, then there is

no necessity of the annual meeting of the

Legislature, as this expense and trouble may

be saved by delegating to any number of

individuals the Legislative power of one por

tion of the State, and to certain other per

sons, the legislative power of the residue of

the Commonwealth.

The members of your Honorable Body

must be aware that the strict construction of

the Constitution, which is the Charter of

Civil Liberty, is the only true and safe con

struction, and if that safe rule continues to

be departed from in future, as it has in times

past, the experiment of self government by

a free people, will prove a failure, and man

kind will become disheartened and prevented

from a future effort to better the condition of

human government.

The undersigned suggest, that in case

your Honorable Body should deem it with

in your legitimate power to grant the prayer

of the said Memorialists, who ask for the

loan of Public Credit, that an amendment

be made to the bill, providing that the tax to

be levied annually to pay the interest of the

Loan, be assessed wholly upon the land of

such Memorialists, and that the principal of

the Debt be a lien and incumbrance upon

their real estate, and that the Bill and the

names of the said Memorialists, be recorded

ed in the office of Register of Deeds, in the

City and County of New-York, that when

ever their real estate is alienated, that the

purchaser may have adequate notice of the

public mortgage upon the premises.

The undersigned remonstrate against any

power being granted to the Corporation to

borrow money or incur pecuniary liability,

and ask that a Law may be passed to vest

the Public property not in Public use, now

belonging to the Corporation of the City of

New-York, in a Special Board of Control,

to sell and convey, and to apply the pro

ceeds to the immediate extinguishment and

cancelling of so much of the Public Debt,

as its avails are adequate to discharge.

The undersigned remonstrate against the

Memorial here complained of, and trust that

the disastrous consequences which have al

ready resulted from loaning the Credit of

this State to incorporated companies, may

be a warning and admonition in the present

instance, and that the embarrassments which

have fallen to the lot of sister States in this

Republic, from the lending of the pledge of

the Public faith to further the objects of spe

culation, and the censure which the mem

bers of this Confederacy have incurred

abroad, and the suffering which private in

dividuals who have loaned the earnings of a

life of industry, the only dependence of old

age, have experienced, may have its solemn

admonition in the Councils of the Legisla

tive Halls of this great Commonwealth, and

lead the members of the Legislative Cham

bers to such a result, as shall tend to perpe

tuate the blessings of Civil Liberty, and

avert the catastrophe which a disregard of

written Constitutions bring upon the People.

The undersigned urge upon your consid

eration the suggestion, that the application

of the gentlemen petitioners for the Loan of

the THREE MILLIONS of Public Cred

it, involves a principle which cannot be set

tled by a vote of the citizens of a local dis.
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trict. That the consumating such a vote is

not within the rule laid down in the funda

mental law, for the amendment of the Con

stitution of the State.

The undersigned desire to call the atten

tion of the Legislature to manifestos issued

by the Patriots of the Revolution, in which

they hold that doctrine to be obnoxious

which tax the People against their consent.

The varying the form in the present case, as

contemplated by the Memorial complained

of, is merely a varying the form without va

rying the substance; the results are the same

in both cases, applying the circumstances

thereto.

The undersigned could enlarge upon this

subject, but they deem it unnecessary. &c.

City of New-York, March 8th, 1844.

And your Memorialists,

Jonathan Thompson, Jonathan Good

hue, Walter Bowne, Wm. B. Crosby, John

D. Wolfe, Hickson W. Field, A. G. Thomp

son, Henry Grinnell, Hicks & Co., S. B.

Collins, Burtis Skidmore, Isaac Jones, An

thony Lamb, Henry Andrew, E. K. Collins,

Richard Mott, Robert Jaffray, David Gra

ham, Jr., Henry Young, Peter Schermer

horn, John Anthon, Daniel Parish, Robert

Hyslop, Jacob Drake, George Ireland, Ly

man Denison, J. J. Janeway, Henry Bre

voort, Horace Holden, J. B. Varnum, Wool

sey & Woolsey, John H. Tallman, R. Whi

ley, C. W. S. Roosevelt, Abraham Schermer

horn, M. Bruen, and numerous others of

high standing.

MISCELLANEOIs,

Ząreolites---TMeteoric Stones.

The fall of Meteoric Stones from the at

mosphere, have been so frequent and so well

authenticated, that the phenomena almost

ceases to excite surprise.

I do not recollect to have noticed in the

Sacred Record, any particular mention of

the fall of aerolites from the atmosphere.

Mention is made in the book of Joshua of

the great destruction of human life by

“great stones which fell from Heaven,” but

these are subsequently, in the same verse,

called hail stones, and immediately after an

extraordinary phenomenon is stated, that of

the suspension of the diurnal revolution of

the solar orb, and also of the satellite of our

Earth, and such cause would, in all proba

bility, produce such a result, and was, for

aught we know, the very means designed by

the Almighty to produce the result there

made manifest. The Book of Jashur, which

is referred to in Joshua, as containing an

account of this event, is not found in the

sacred volume, and therefore we are without

the additional light which that record would

afford us. In the present aspect of our ter

restrial globe, it is, I think, clearly evident,

that the primitive poles have been changed

for the present arctic and antarctic, and this

event may have produced that change, as

the time which the Sun and Moon stood still
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was nearly a whole day. From the present

appearance of our planet, we should be led

at the Isthmus of Panama and the Straits of

Java.

M. Arago, the celebrated French Astrono

mer, in 1842 communicated to the Acade

my of Science of Paris, an account of an

acrolite which fell in the district of Mount

Blanc. The stone fell in the day time,

about one o'clock. P. M., attended by loud

detonations, resembling the sound of several

pieces of ordinance discharged in quick sus

cession. The stone was by the explosion,

broken into fragments, and numbers of these

were collected and examined. The largest

weighed about fourteen pounds.

In June last the same distinguished gen

tleman communicated to the same academy

san account of the fall of an acrolite in one

of the departments of the German States.

That stone fell about seven o’clock in the

evening, and was heard by great numbers of

persons for a distance of near fifteen miles,

making a musical sound as it passed through

the air, which he termed the music of the

spheres. Shortly before this aeroſite reached

the earth, it exploded with a loud detona

tion. One of the largest of the pieces was

seen to fall in a piece of meadow ground,

and was immediately sought for and found,

having penetrated the earth until it came in

contact with a strata of hard sand. When

taken out it was still warm.

When Sir John Herschell was at the Cape

of Good Hope, an aerolite was seen to pass

through the atmosphere about mid-day, by

great numbers of persons, near Capetown

and its vicinity, for a distance of sixty miles

and to explode, scattering its fragments in

every direction. Some of these fell on the

rocks, and were again broken ; others fell in

soft ground, and sunk to the depth of some

inches. Many of these fragments were at

once collected, and when first found were

soft, but became hard on getting cold.

Some few years since, an aerolite fell upon

a dwelling house in Germany, and passed

entirely through it into the cellar. Fortu

nately no person was injured. This occur

red in the day time.

In one of the three first instances I have

mentioned, the fragments were found over a

surface of about two miles in width and fif

teen miles in length; in another, about one

mile and a half in width and six in length.

The velocity of the terolite and its explosive

force, were thus both developed; and some

idea may also be formed of the inclination

of its path to that of the Earth.

Some few years since, a large shower of

stones fell in the State of Tennessee. These

were collected in great numbers.

Aikens collected together accounts of the

fall of meteoric stones, as follows:

“On the 29th of April, 1803, a shower

of stones weighing from eighteen pounds to

one quarter of an ounce, and supposed to be

two or three thousand in number, fell in the

neighborhood of l'Aigle, in Normandy, on a

to look for the position of the primitive poles

space of about six miles long and two

broad.

“On the 4th of July a stone struck a

house at East Norton, with an explosion, by

which the house was much damaged.

“On the 8th Sept., a stone fell near Apt,

in the country of Avignon.

“On the 18th December, a stone fell on a

barn, in a small village in Germany, and

broke the rafters of the roof.

“On the 5th of April, 1804, a stone

fell at Possie, about three miles from Glas

OW.

“On the 15th March, 1806, one fell at

Walace in the aroundisement of Alais, in

France.”

BRANDE has the following:

“'The first tolerably accurate narration of

the fall of meteoric stones, relates to that of

Ensisheim, near Basle, upon the Rhine. The

account which is deposited in the Church,

runs thus:–A. D. 1492, Wednesday, 7th of

November, there was a loud clap of thunder,

and a child saw a stone fall from Heaven ;

it struck in a field of wheat and did no

harm, but made a hole there. The noise it

made was heard at Lucerne, Tilling and

other places; on Monday, King Maximilian

ordered the stone to be brought to the Cas

tle, and after having conversed about it with

the noblemen, said the people of Ensisheim

should hang it up in their Church, and His

Excellency strictly forbade any body to take

anything from it. His Excellency, howev

er, took two pieces himself, and sent anoth

er to Duke Sigismond, of Austria. This

stone weighed 225 pounds.”

King Maximilian decided wisely in direct

ing this arolite to be hung up in the church

in the immediate vicinity of its descent upon

the earth. The worshipper of the Creator

of the Universe, would have a witness before

him, a witness of the unsearchable works of

the Almighty, for although the Globe has

been inhabited about six thousand years,

mankind are as ignorant of the origin of

these aerial wanderers, as at any time since

the creation of Adam. Man rarely calls to

mind that the atmosphere above his head is

the path-way of wandering rocks.

I proceed with my quotations:

“In 1627, 27th November, the celebrated

Garsondi, saw a burning stone fall on Mount

Vasin, in Provence ; he found its weight to

be 59 pounds.

“In 1672, a stone fell near Verona, 300

pounds in weight.

“And Sucas, when at Sarissa in 1706,

describes the falling of a stone, with a loud

hissing noise, and smelling of sulphur.

“ In 1753, de Pelaude witnessed this

extraordinary phenomena, near Port de

Wesle.

“In 1768, no less than three stones fell

in different parts of France.

“ In 1790 there was a shower of stones

near Agen, witnessed by several respect

able persons.

“And on the 18th of December, 1795, a

stone fell near Major Topham's house, in

Yorkshire ; it was seen by a ploughman

iº || ".
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and two other persons, who immediately dug

it out of a hole it had buried itself in ; it

weighed 56 pounds.”

Professor Webster, in his Manual of

Chemistry, refers to the Edinburgh Philoso

phical Journal, (Vol. 1, p. 22,) for an ac

count of meteoric stones which have fallen

from the Heavens, from the earliest period

down to 1819; I have not that work in my

Chemical Library to refer to.

Professor HENRY, in his work on Chemis

try, refers to the Annals de Chemie, for

January 1846, for an account of a meteoric

stone which fell near Ganges, which by the

analyses of Vauquelin, yielded neither sul

phur nor nickle, the iron being also oxydi

dir, contrary to all former cases of the kind.

AIKEN, in his Chemical Dictionary, re

marks thus:

“It is remarkable that all the stones, at

whatever period or in whatever part of the

world they may have fallen, on being analy

sed, are found to contain the same substan

ces combined.”

The atmosphere exhibits its various phe

nomenon, but we have very limited means

of investigation.

The motion of meteoric bodies are gene

rally so rapid that their path is not trace

able, or the inclination of their orbits as

certained.

If heavy bodies accumulate in the atmos

phere, under the influence of the laws of

chemical affinity or attraction, they would it

is presumed, at once become obedient to the

laws of gravity, unless they should have ac

quired a velocity in the first formation which

hould over-power the force of great speci

ic gravity. This is illustrated in the motion

pf an iron ball discharged from a piece of

ordinance, the velocity overpowers the

gravity.

Atmospheric Stones have by some, been

supposed to be thrown from volcanoes in

the Moon, but M. Arago has recently ex

pressed the opinion that the Moon has no

atmosphere, and if such be the fact, it is

difficult to conceive of a burning volcano,

without air to sustain combustion.

Gelatinous bodies have frequently fallen

from the atmosphere, but I have never met

with an analysis of these arial precipitates.

Some few years since, during a violent snow

storm in Russia, a vast number of insects

of a nondescript species, fell upon the earth

and were collected. When taken to the fire

it was found that the heat killed them.

Ice and snow form in the atmosphere,

and various gases may by various atmos

pheric agents, become instantly condensed,

and form solid bodies.

Meteoric Iron is found in various sections

of the Globe, and the Copper Rock which

passed through New York not long since,

for Washington, is perhaps an aerolite. It

is not as heavy as some bodies of Iron which

have been found in Africa, in a pure metal

ic state. The atmosphere is sometimes, in

a local district, filled with iron in an oxidiz

ed state, blown from the earth's surface by

the winds. .

ASSESSMENT AND TAX

TMemorial.

To The HoN. The Legislature of the

STATE of New-York:

The undersigned, Citizens of the City of

New-York, most respectfully represent to

your Honorable body that the Bill reported

by the Committee on the judiciary in the

Senate, on the 10th of April last, and known

as Senate bill No. 66, is disapproved of by

intelligent citizens in that provision which

requires a schedule, and oath, to be filled up

and returned to the assessors between the

1st and 10th day of May in each year, under

a penalty of a treble tax for non compliance

is considered, by your memorialists, vexa

tious and inquisitorial and your memorialists

most respectfully remonstrate against the

said provision becoming a law.

Your Memorialists refer your Honorable

Body to the Memorial and remonstrance of

the meeting held at the Merchants Exchange

on the 6th of March last, which was pre

sented in the Senate on the 11th of the same

month, by the Hon. D. S. Dickinson, Lieut.

Governor of the State of New-York, and

President of the Senate, which Memo

rial is signed by Preserved Fish, Chairman,

Abraham G. Thompson, George Griswold,

Jonathan Goodhue, Peter I. Nevius, Abra

ham Wan Nest, Peter Cooper, William B.

Crosby, Peter Lorillard Jr., Charles H. Rus

sell, Peter Embury,Peter Schermerhorn,and

John Haggerty, Assistant Chairmen, and

W. B. Meech, Secretary, and ask that the

said Memorial and Remonstrance may re

ceive the early attention of the Honorable

the Legislature at the present session.

Your Memorialists ask that the Memo

rials presented in the Senate, by the Hon.

E. Rhoades, and the Hon. Abraham Dixon,

in the Assembly, by the Hon. Robert Smith

and others, at the last session of the Legis

lature, a copy of which is annexed hereto,

may also at the same time receive the atten

tion of the Legislature.

Your Memorialists ask that the thirty-two

Remonstrances presented in the Senate at

the last session by Mr. Dixon against the

passage of the act authorising the corpora

tion to purchase at assessment and tax sales,

against the passage of the law requiring a

schedule and oath and providing a penalty

of a treble tax for non compliance, asking

that the Water Commissioners may be made

Supervisors, and the President of the Water

Commissioners may be made County Treas

urer, and remonstrating against the increase

of the City Tax, and against the re-assess

ment of the arrear tax may receive the early

attention of your Honorable Body.

Your Memorialists ask that the law pass

ed at the last session authorising the Cor

poration to purchase at assessment and tax

sales may be repealed, and that the passage

of the said act may be examined into by a

Committtee of your Honorable Body.

The undersigned ask that the amount au

thorised to be raised for the City Watch,

may be limited to Two Hundred Thousand

Dollars; for lighting the city to One Hun

dred Thousand Dollars; to cleaning the

streets of said city, to Fifty Thousand Dol

lars; and for the support of the Alms House

to Two Hundred Thousand Dollars, and

that the money so raised, shall be appropri

ated to the specific purpose for which it is so

raised, and for no other purpose whatever.

The undersigned ask that the fees of the

Coroner of the City and County of New

York shall be paid into the City Treasury

and that he be paid an annual salary of

Fifteen Hundred Dollars per annum and no

InOre.

The undersigned ask that so much of the

interest of the Croton Debt, as the receipts

for water annually, fall short of paying, may

be assessed upon the owners and also upon

the occupants of all houses and lots within

the district where the water pipes are laid

for supplying water for the extinguishment

of fires and for the use of the inhabitants,

and also that the expense of the City Watch

and of lighting the streets, aad of cleaning

the streets may each be assessed in the same

manner in the respective districts where the

money is expended.

The undersigned ask, that the State Mill

Tax may be commuted to One Hundred

Thousand Dollars, being, as your Memori

alists are informed, about the proportion of

this City and County, as compared with the

amount of taxable property, as is now paid

by the other Counties of this State, and that

such Tax be assessed upon the estate, real

and personal, of the inhabitants and free

holders, of the said City and County of
New York.

Your Memorialists ask, that the Tax for

the support of the Poor of the said City,

and all the other Taxes, except the cleaning

of the Streets, of the Watch, Lamps and

Croton interest, may be assessed upon the

estate, real and personal, of the inhabitants

and freeholders, of the City and County of
New York.

Your Memorialists ask, that the Water

Commissioners may be made members of

the Board of Supervisors, and that said

Water Commissioners may be vested with

the entire control of the Croton Water, and

that the appointment of other Boards by the

Common Council, either from their own

body, or of other persons, may be prohibit

ed by law.

Your Memorialists ask, that the Assessors

of the several and respective Wards, may

be elected for longer terms, viz: one Asses.

sor for the term of two years, and one As

sessor for the term of three years, that they

thereby may have the benefit of experience

to qualſy them the better, for the perform

ance of their duties: that the present As

sessors may be allowed to hold office, until

the second Tuesday of April, 1845, and

that the Assessors be required by law, to fur

nish each person assessed for Taxes, at the

time the assessment is made, with the

amount of the assessed value of his real or

personal estate, or both, as put down by such

Assessors,by delivering to such persons, a

printed form, filled up with his name and the
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amount of the assessed value of his real,

and also his personal estate ; and stating,

also, in said notice, that the Assessors will

meet at the City Hall, on the following Sa

turday, and every Saturday during the

months of May, June and July, from the

hour of ten in the morning, to the hour of

two o'clock, P. M., for the purpose of hear

ing objections. In case such notice cannot

be served personally, it shall be left at the

place of business of the person assessed,

with some person in charge thereof, or at

the dwelling house of such person, with a

member of his family, of suitable age and

discretion.

Your Memorialists ask, that the Assessors

shall be required to assemble at the City

Hall, every Saturday, during the months of

May, June and July, in each year, for the

purpose of affording citizens, owning pro

perty in the several Wards, an opportunity

of examining their several and respective

aSSeSS111 entS.

Your Memorialists ask, that the receiver

of Taxes may be required by law, to com

pute the interest to be deducted upon the

aggregate amount of the Tax, where there

is more than one item, instead of each sepa

rate item, and thereby save both expense

and trouble to the Tax payers.

Your Memorialists ask, that this Memo

rial may be referred to a Select Committee,

to be composed of one member from each

Senate district, and that they may be heard

before said Committee, by the Delegates

who are the bearers of this Memorial to the

Legislature.

Your Memorialists remonstrate against

the payment of the annual Tax, at an ear

lier day than that now fixed by law, and

against any attempt of the Common Coun

cil, to collect two Taxes in one year, and

ask that the allowance of discount for ad

vance payment, may be made for ail moneys

paid prior to the 15th day of February, and

that in all cases where real estate is sold for

non-payment of Taxes, that so much only

as may be sufficient to pay the Tax, may be

sold, and no more, and that the expenses of

advertisement of sale, and notice of redemp

tion, and all other charges, may be limited

to the rates charged by the State Comptrol

ler, in selling Lands for Taxes.

Your Memorialists ask, that all the Cor

poration Bonds, now outstanding, be requi

red by law, to be registered in the office of

the Clerk of the Common Council, within

thirty days, and that such Register be open

to the inspection of any citizen who may

desire to see the same.

And in duty bound, &c., your Memorial

ists, &c., &c.

Jonathan Thompson, James Brown, Ro

bert C. Cornell, Philip Milldollar, Benjamin

L. Swan, Wm. B. Crosby, Peter Schermer

horn, Jonathan Goodhue, Edmund H. Pen

dleton, Abraham G. Thompson, Joseph

Sampson, James Roosevelt, Burtis Skid

more, James W. Beekman, Adam Tread

well, John R. Murray, James Monroe, Wm.

H. Aspinwall, John H. Tallman, Stewart

brown, Wm. Gale, A. B. Cox, John Hag

gerty, Jonathan Sturges, Joseph Foulke &

Sons, Robert L. Stuart, Wm. Tucker,

William C. Rhinlander, John M. Brad

hurst, J. Smyth Rogers, Gulian C. Ver

planck, Peter Harmony, Jacob Aims, Ar

thur Bronson, Charles March, George Ire

land, Wm. H. Falls, R. L. Maitland, J. R.

Leavitt, Hendricks & Brothers, J. L. Bow

ne, John B. Lawrence, Robert Jaffray,

Isaac Jones, Philip Hone, James Lovett,

Abraham Van Nest, Charles A. Clinton, C.

Bolton, James Boorman, James Lenox,

John Anthon, Samuel Marsh, Peter Embu

ry, Henry Grinnell, George Griswold, Gar

ret H. Striker, Nathaniel Richards, James

Gillespie, M. Myers, John R. Peters, Fred

erick Bronson, Peter Cooper, Abraham

Schermerhorn, Charles H. Russel, Sumith

W. Anderson, William I?. Meech, James I.

Jones, J. J. Janeway, John M. Dodd, J. M.

Morison, James G. King, Henry Brevoort,

A. B. Hays, E. K. Collins, Peter B. Amory,

Samuel Thomson, M. Bruen, Thomas Glo

ver, Garret Van Doren, Silas Brown, John

D. Wolfe, H. Hendricks, Gerardus Clark,

Anthony Lamb, John Morss, Stacy B. Col

lins, Thomas Hunt, Caleb Bartlett, Henry

Andrew, Horace Holden, B. Deming, Isaac

Adriance, David Graham, Jr., Robert Hy

slop, John M. Bruce, S. B. Collins, James

Harriot, John C. Green, James McCall,

Richard L. Schieffilin, Moses Tucker, Al

fred Edwards, Richard Mortimor, Andrew

Foster, T. W. Thorne, D. C. & W. Pell &

Co., Nathaniel Paulding, Eben Cauldwell,

Samuel Ward, Peter Lorillard, Jr., Peter I.

Nevius, Samuel S. Howland, David Had

den, Robert Smith, John G. Coster, Anson

G. Phelps, James McBride, Thomas Law

rence, James Donaldson, Woolsey & Wool

sey, Elisha Riggs, Edward Prime, James

A. Burtis, Duncan P. Campbell, Abel T.

Anderson, John Milhau, Josiah Macy &

Son, Robert Buloid & Co., L. & W. Kirby,

Fearing & Hall, N. M. Beckwith, George

C. Thorburn, and numerous other citizens

of the highest standing and respectability.

City Comptroller's Report.

This document has at length made its ap

pearance. The Report covers four and one

third months of time of the Whig, and

seven and two thirds months of the Demo

cratic Administration of the City Govern

ment, making together one fiscal year.

We have carefully examined this Report.

It present a sad recital of expenditures,

some of which we notice here, thus:

“ Paid crpenses attending ap

plication to the Legislature,

for passage of new Tax Col

lection Law, and revision of

Assessment Law, &c.,

See page 36.

We are at a loss to account for this enor

mous expenditure. The Citizens’ Commit

tee, five of which attended at Albany to op

pose this new Tax-Collection Law, expend

ed less than $200 altogether. One of the

Citizens’ Committee remained more than a

month at Albany, and the others were each

$1,097.63

of them there several days. We should like

to see the items of this expenditure, for it

must contain some bonuses, and these

should be known. It is impossible that this

sum could have been expended for travel

ling charges and hotel bills,

On page 50, is as follows:

Paid for printing Hanual

of Corporation, $S26.75

This is a most exorbitant price

for a very small book.

On page 43:

Paid for Printing sales list

and advertising, in 1842, $3,491.00

On page 25:

Paid for advertising sale of

unpaid Assessments, 1,461.00

Paid for advertising list of

property to be redeemed, 1,851.98

$6,803.9S

This work could have been all done for

less than $1000.

On page 36:

Paid for refreshments for

members and Committees

of Common Council, $4,988.75

This is more than $150 for each member

of the Common Council, and is equal to an

expense of near one hundred dollars per

week for the “Banquetting Room.”

On the same page :

Carriage hire, C. C.,

On the same page again :

Refreshments for Board of

Supervisors and County

$2,911.74

Court, $447,34

On the same page, also :

Paid for Contingent Er

penses of Street Commis

sioner's office, $200!!

On page 40, 41 and 51 :

Paid District Attorney for

prosecuting forfeited re

cognizances, $5,675.4I

Salary of District Attorney

and Clerk, $3,500.00

Acting District Attorney, 320.00

Printing and Stationary of

Bistrict Attorney, 272.54

$9,767.95

This is a pretty round sum to one officer.

On page 59:

Paid for Profile, &c., of

Chapel street Seicer | | | $728.71

This item is charged to Street Expenses.

We should like to see the bill of particulars

for this most monstrous charge, and the

names of the beneficiaries. It is more than

ºne fourth of the 7th avenue survey. Do.

6th avenue survey.

The whole expense of Printing, Station

ary and Advertising, is stated at $48,015.80.
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PUBLIC FERRIES.

Public Ferries are designed for public

convenience. The more easy, the more

cheap the intercourse between different dis

tricts, and the greater the facilities, the great

er the advantages. Good roads facilitate in

tercourse, and the same with bridges and

ferries.

Roads which are public highways, are

made at the expense of the public, so are all

the public bridges. There are some bridges

and turnpike roads which belong to incor

porated companies. These are constructed

at the expense of such companies, and they

are perinitted to take toll to compensate for

1.1e use of these facilities and the capital in

vested in the construction. The policy of

gºating such monopolies, and the right to

take private property for their use, we are

much disposed to question.

Cheap ferries depend upon the same prin

ciples as to public policy, as cheap postage.

The poor man finds a dear ferry a heavy

täx, and it sometimes operates on him as a

him france or non-intercourse.

Our remarks here are intended to apply

to the public ferries which the Corporation

of New-York claim as a property, as a ves

ted right.

We will take what is called the Fulton

Ferry, which connects the Island of New

York with Long Island, to illustrate our

position.

The Fulton ferry extends from Fulton

street in New-York, across the East river,

which is an arm of the sea, to Fulton street,

Brooklyn, and both intersect the East river

and thus all three are cross roads.

Both the streets and the river are public

highways. The Corporation of ſew-York

claim this ferry under a patent or charter

from Gov. Dongan, dated in 1686, (see Ante.

page 35,) also, under a patent from Gov.

Cornbury, dated in 1708, (see ºntº. page

39,) and also under a patent or charter

from Gov. Montgomery, dated in 1730, (see

Ante. page 59).

The patent of Dongan was made when

the Duke of York was proprietor of the

Colony, but before the patent reached Eng

land for his confirmation, the iXuke of York

had become King James II., and the title of

proprietor had become merged in the crown.

He refused to confirm the charter of Don

gan. William and Mary shortly after came

in possession of the crown. These sover

eigns were applied to by the Corporation to

confirm the patent, but they refused, (see

Ante. page 38). On the 11th of May,

1697, the King confirmed a severe Act

against the Corporation of New-York, (see

Ante. page 33). The patent of Gov. Corn

bery was in the reign of Queen Ann, and

that sovereign refused to confirm the grant.

The patent of Cornberry provided that per

sons living near the water, might ferry them

selves and property over in their own boats.

The patent of Montgomery was in the reign

of George II. That sovereign refused to

confirm this patent or charter. The patent

of Montgomery recites that the patents of

Dongan and Cornbery were doubted, (see

Ante. page 50), because of being made in

the Governors own names, instead of being

made in the names of the reigning Kings

and Queens, and that very patent contain

ing this recital, shared the same fate of its

predecessors. In 1732 the Colonial Legis

lature passed an Act to confirm the Char

ter. The Colonial Legislature subsequent

ly threatened to repeal the charter, but it

was let alone.

in is30 the Revised Statutes repealed

the Colonial Act of 1732, and also the Act

against the Corporation of New-York, sign

ed by the King in 1697. We do not find

any record of the Act of 1732 ever having

been confirmed by the King as a public Act.

The Constitutions of 1777 and 1823, con

firm all charters granted by the Ixing or pre

decessors. These charters were not of that

class. They were grants of the Governors

for the time being, for their own term of ad.

ministering the government.

Ajj political power was demolished by the

Revolution. The Colonial Laws not re

pealed by the State Legislature, were kept

in force and recognised by the Constitution

until 1830, when the general repealing

clause in the Revised Statutes, swept all

Acts which had not been repealed by their

titles, from the Statute Book.

The East river is an arm of the sea, and

the control of it belongs to the United States.

It is navigable water.

In 1787 (see Ante page 31,) the Legis

lature of the State of New-York granted to

John Fitch, of Bucks County, Pa., the ex

clusive right of navigating the waters of this

State by vessels or boats, propelled by fire

or steam, for the term of fifty years. This

Act was declared to be unconstitutional by

the Supreme Court of the United States, in

the suit of Livingston and Fulton.

This grant included the Fulton ferry.

The Oiive Branch is one of the ferry boats

that ply between New-York Island and

Long island. The North America is a fer

ry or passage boat, and plies between New

York and Albany. Other boats of the same

kind, ply between New-York and New Ha

ven, New-York and New Brunswick, and

the Great Western between New-York and

Bristol, England. All these are public fer

ries, and the Corporation of New-York have

as much right to one as the other, and no

exclusive right or estate in either.

The Corporation of New-York is a mere

public functionary, to execute the laws of

the State in a local district. The City Gov

ernment is not a sovereignty, but on the

contrary a mere organization like that of a

country village or County Supervisors.

{f the Corporation of the City of New

York should lease to a company, Broadway,

and allow them to collect toll from every

passenger or vehicle passing through it, the

lease would be worthless and the toll would

be an extortion, but the Broadway stages

take up passengers and carry them through

this route and they take stage fare for the

service rendered. This fare is not regulated

by law, but by competition. The carman

carries merchandise over this street and

charges for the labor, but in this he is regu

lated by the Corporation. This is wrong,

any man has a right to a fair price for cart

age, and what his employer agrees to give

him. It may be answered that regulations

are necessary, and this we admit, but the

Legislature of the State, which has alone

the power of making laws, and not the Cor

poration, which is made by the law, and is

a creature of the law. The State Legisla

ture have not the power of delegating this

power, specially given them by the Constitu

tion, (see Ante. page 197).

The East river and Fulton streets in New

York and Brooklyn, are all as much public

highways as Broadway, and the Corpora

tion have no control over either.

A deed of Fulton street in New-York, in

fee to a citizen, from the Corporation, would

not be worth a straw, that body has no right

in it whatever; when the street ceases to be

used for a public highway, the use goes to

the adjoining owners of land bounding in

the centre of the street.

It may be said that the Corporation own

the wharves; they own the timber, &c.,

which has been placed in the East river, the

same as the County Supervisors own a pub

lic bridge over a navigable water, not other

WISC.

NOMINATIONS FOR THE CITY.

It is gratifying to see among the names of

the candidates, so many who are held high

in public estimation. We see among the

names of the candidates, many whose names

appear on the Anti-Assessment Memorials

in this volume.

The Democrats have done themselves

great credit in their nomination for Mayor.

Our good friend John M. Bradhurst, Chair.

man of the Citizens' Committee, presided as

Chairman of the Convention which made

this nomination. Mr. John I. Codington

is the gentleman nominated. A most excel

lent citizen and upright man, and one who,

if elected, will no doubt discharge the duties
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of the office to the advantage of the City,

and with credit to himself.

Mr. James Harper has been nominated

for Mayor by the American party. Those

who know him well speak very highly of him.

Mr. Morris Franklin has been nominated

by the Whig party for the Mayoralty. Mr.

Franklin has, in the School Question, done

himself great credit, and won by his labors

in that good cause, a fame far brighter and

better than political favor. In the Assess

ment Question he has been against us, in the

Common Council, and also in the Legisla

ture. We regret sincerely and truly that so

good a man and so worthy a citizen, should

have in this, so far travelled out of the right

way. We have always supposed that poli

tics misled him ; we still think so. In every

thing but in the Assessment Question oppo.

sition, we wish him well. Mr. Frank

lin is a member of the Society of Friends,

and should he be elected, we hope he will

take counsel from the former associates of

his father, sometime since deceased, instead

of politicians, for such counsel would gain

him an abiding popularity of increasing

brightness.

Mr. Wm. Gale has been nominated by the

American party, for Alderman of the 2d

Ward. Mr. Gale was one of the Delegates

appointed by the Meeting held at the Mer

chant's Exchange, in 1843, to proceed to

Albany in relation to Taxes and Assess

ments. Mr. Gale is a good man and worthy

citizen, and if elected will make a most ex

cellent Magistrate.

Mr. Richard L. Schieffilin, of the fifteenth

Ward, is nominated by the American party

for Alderman of that Ward. Mr. Schiefli

lin is a most excellent citizen and a sound

lawyer, and if elected will be a very great

acquisition to the Common Council.

Mr. E. G. Drake has been nominated by

the same party for Alderman of the fifth

Ward. Mr. Drake comes up to the require

ments of Mr. Jefferson, capable and honest,

and if elected will faithfully do his duty.

He is a most worthy citizen.

Mr. John Brouwer is named as a candi

date for Alderman of the first Ward. Mr.

Brouwer will make an excellent Magistrate.

It is a most excellent selection.

All the gentlemen we have named for Al

dermen, are thorough-going Anti-Assess

ment men, their names will be found on the

numerous Memorials to the Legislature in

reference to Assessments and Taxes, which

are set forth in this volume.

We hope none other than Anti-Assess

ment citizens will be elected to the Com

mon Council. Men who will not only talk

but act, and the four gentlemen we have

last named come up to this standard.

Mr. Cozens is nominated by the Ameri

can party, for Alderman of the third Ward.

This is a most excellent nomination. The

office will be honored in the man.

Charles Henry Hall has been nominated

by the same party in the twelfth Ward. We

have seen much of Mr. Hall at Albany,

and we think highly of him. His experience

as a business man, will make him a useful

member of the Common Council. Mr.

Hall has rendered most important services

to his Ward at the last session of the Legis

lature, and to his personal services alone is

due the credit of saving the citizens of that

Ward from most oppressive and arbitrary

taxation. Mr. Hall is now at Albany at

tending to the interest of his Ward. He is

a worthy man and a good citizen.

Mr. Alonzo A. Alvord is a candidate for

Assistant Alderman of the 12th Ward. Mr.

Alvord is a most excellent man, he was

among the earliest actors in the Anti-Assess

ment Committee. He is a business man,

capable and honest, and will be a great ac

quisition to the Board of Assistants.

Some of the gentlemen we have named

are Democrats, and some are Whigs, but it

is of no importance which party claims them;

they are good men and capable, and will

act independent of party.

Whole hog Whigs, and blue Loco's, are

neither of them right, but the old fashioned

Whigs and Democrats there is no fear of,

either of these will do right. The party

which we call the Aborigines, are made up

of all sorts, and we hope that they have but

few politicians. The party lines are now

being broken, and we are glad to see any

measure started which will bring the old

fashioned Whigs and the old fashioned De

mocrats, back to their seats again.

INCREASED TAX.

The Corporation have decided upon an

application to the Legislature, for authority

to raise this year $266,000 for City Watch,

also $120,SS7.36 for Lamps, and also $912,-

34.85 for Contingent Expenses. These three

items swell the amount to the enormous

sum of $1,298,922.21, which is the larg

est sum ever asked of the Legislature.

The laws now in force, authorize the as

sessing of the Croton Interest, the Floating

Debt, the Mill Tax, &c.

The Supervisors, on the 3d of October

last, assessed but $212,000 for City Watch,

also $110,000 for Lamps, and also $544,-

S44.91 for Contingent Expenses, making

in all S-66,844.91.

This sum is more than Two Hundred

Thousand Dollars too much, and now the

Common Council ask the Legislature for the

large sum of $432,077.30, over and above

what the Supervisors deemed sufficient last

re:nr.
y The Common Council last year only ask

ed for $212,000 for the Watch, $110,000

for the Lamps, and $668,000 for Contin

gent Expenses; making in all $900,000.

This year the Common Council ask for an

increase of that sum of $30S,922.21. See

Session Laws of 1843, page 170.

The Citizens last year opposed that

amount at Albany, but Mr. Varian resisted

the application. The Board of Supervi

sors, however, put him right in this, and re

duced the tax $123,125.09.

In 1830, the whole City Tax authorised,

was but $450,000, and the population was

more than 200,000; now the population is

but 340,000, and they ask for near $1,300,-

000, independent of the Mill Tax and the

Croton Interest and Common Schools.

The Corporation Officers do not show

any thing at all to account for the increase

of the Tax Bill this year, over last year,

and in the absence of such information, will

the Legislature authorise the increase ?

It is evident from the showing of the Cor

poration, that the money raised is much of

it squandered. The Printing Expenses are

a true index. We could point to salaries in

which the public are paying more money

than appears upon the face of the papers.

The veteran sufferer on the 9th avenue,

whom the Corporation of New-York have

attempted to plunder of his patrimonial

estate for a sham assessment now amount

ing to near Ten Thousand Dollars, for the

pretended opening of a paper street, has

obtained the professional aid of that great

Constitutional Lawyer, the Hon. DANIEI,

Webster, to argue his cause, with Richard

Mott, Esq., at the May Term of the Su

preme Court, in New-York.

This is the case in which six intelligent

Jurors, on the trial of the cause in the Cir

cuit Court, refused to yield, and nobly sus

tained the Constitution and the law.

SALARIES OF JUDGES.

The Legislature should at once discon

nect the Courts from the Corporation. The

Corporation pay the salaries of the Judges

of the Superior Court, Court of Common

Pleas, and Court of Sessions. These sala

ries should be paid by the State. The Cor

poration and their officers are often parties

in these Courts, and therefore should not

have the power to fix the pay of the Judges

or withhold their pay.

SALE of LANDS For ASSESSMENTS.

The Memorial of the Corporation to the

Legislature, and the Comptroller's Report

of 1843, show that the boast in reference to

the act authorising the Corporation to pur

chase lands for assessments, lessening the

tax, is dished.

TAX BILL

Proposed by the Common Council of

New-York, the present year, to be passed

into a law by the Legislature :

“ AN ACT

To enable the Superrisors of the City of

New-York, to raise Money by Tar.

The People of the State of New-York,

represented in the Senate and Assembly, do

enact as follows :

Sec. 1. The Mayor, Recorder, and Al

dermen of the City of New-York, as the

Supervisors of the City and County of New

York, of whom the Mayor or Recorder shall

be one, are hereby empowered, as soon as

conveniently may be after the passage of this

Act, to order and caused to be raised by tax

on the estates, real and personal, of the free

__-
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holders and inhabitants of, and situated

within the City and County of New-York,

and to be collected according to law, a sum

not exceeding nine hundred and twelve

thousand and thirty-four dollars and eighty

five cents, to be applied towards defraying

the various contingent expenses properly

chargeable to the said City and County, and

such expenses as the Mayor, Aldermen and

Commonalty of the City of New-York, may

in any manner sustain, or be put to by law ;

and also a further sum not exceeding two

hundred and sixty-six thousand dollars by

tax on the estates, real and personal, of the

freeholders and inhabitants of, and situated

within that part of the City of New-York

which is or may be designated by an ordi

nance or resolution of the Common Coun

cil of said City, “as the Watch District,”

to be applied towards defraying the expen

ses of watching and guarding such parts of

the said City, and also a further sum not ex

ceeding one hundred and twenty thous

and, eight hundred and eighty-seven dollars

and thirty-six cents, by tax on the estates,

real and personal, of the freeholders and in

habitants of, and situated within that part of

the City of New-York, which is or may be

designated by an ordinance or resolution of

the Common Council of said City, as the

“Lamp District,” to be applied towards de

fraying the expenses of the lighting such

parts of the said City last mentioned."

TAX ACT OF 1843.

“AN ACT to enable the Supervisors of the

City and County of New-York, to raise

Money by Tar.

Passed April 17, 1843.

The People of the State of New-York,

represented in Senate and Assembly, do en

act as follows:

SEc. 1. The Mayor, Recorder, and Alder

men of the City of New-York, as the Su

pervisors of the City and County of New

York, of whom the Mayor or Recorder

shall be one, are hereby empowered, as soon

as conveniently may be after the passage o

this Act, to order and cause to be raised by

tax on the real estate situated within the said

city, and on such persons as are or may be,

by law, liable to taxation on personal pro

perty therein, and to be collected according

to law, a sum not exceeding six hundred

and sixty-eight thousand dollars, to be ap

plied towards defraying the various conting

ent expenses properly chargeable to the said

city and county, and such expenses as the

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the

City of New-York, may in any manner sus

tain, or be put to by law; and also such fur

ther sum, by a tax as aforesaid, as is or may

be required by law to be raised by tax in the

said city for the support of common schools,

and as may be necessary for supplying the

deficiency of taxes upon any one and every

one of the wards of the said city, imposed

or laid during the year one thousand eight

hundred and forty-two, owing to the insol

vency of the collectors of the said wards, or

any or either of them, or their sureties, or

their inability to collect the said tax, and also

for defraying the whole of the expenses for

assessing and collecting the taxes to be rais

ed as aforesaid (such deficiencies to be as

sessed upon such estates throughout the said

city, and upon persons who are or may be

by law, taxable for personal property there

in ;) and also a further sum, not exceeding

two hundred and twelve thousand dollars, by

taz on the real estate situated within that

part of the City of New-York, which is or

may be designated by an ordinance or reso

lution of the Common Council of said City,

as the “Watch bistrict,” and on such per

sons as are or may be by law, liable to taxa

tion on personal property in the said city

and within the said district, towards defray

ing the expenses of watching and guarding

such part of the said city ; and also a fur

ther sun not exceeding the sum of one hun

dred and ten thousand dollars, by a tax on

the real estate situated within that part of

the City of New-York, which is or may be

designated by an ordinance or resolution of

the Common Council of the said City, as

the “Lamp District,” and on such persons

as are or may be by law, liable to taxation

on personal property in the said city, and

within the said district and within the said

city, to be applied towards defraying the ex

penses of lighting such parts of the said city

last mentioned ; and also such further sum

by tax as aforesaid as may be necessary for

supplying the deficiencies of taxes upon all

that part of the city constituting the lamp

and watch districts, during the year one

thousand eight hundred and forty-two, ow

ing to the insolvencies of the collectors of

any of the wards of the said city, within the

said districts respectively, and their sureties,

or their inability to collect the said tax, and

also for defraying the expenses of assessing

and collecting said taxes : such deficiencies

to be assessed upon the estates and persons

liable to taxation within the said districts re

spectively.”—Session Laws of 1838, p. 170.

REMARix.S.

It will be seen by a comparison of the Act

of the last session, with the Bill proposed at

the present session, authorising the annual

tax, that but $990,000 was authorised to be

raised. The Bill now proposed provides for

the raising of near $1,300,000. It will be

seen by referring to the resolutions of the

Board of Supervisors, passed October 3d,

IS43, that under the Act authorising the

raising of $990,000, they deemed it only

necessary to raise $866,844.91. The Board

of Supervisors in this, raised more than was

necessary, for by the Comptroller's Report it

will be seen that it was much of it improper

ly expended. More than $800 for a Corpo

ration Manual, upwards of a thousand dol

lars to lobby members at Albany, near

$5,500 for refreshments for the Banqueting

Room at the City Hall, near $3,000 for car

riage hire, more than $48,000 for Printing,

Stationary, Books and Advertising. Will

the State Legislature encourage such expen

ses by authorising the money to be wrung

from the hard earning of the people, to sup

port such profligacy.

The Common Council or officers of the

Corporation, do not show any reasons what

ever why the amount of the tax bill this year

should be increased over last year, nor

any reason why the amount assessed last

year was not enough. The Tax Bill this

year should be diminished as much below

what it was last year, as the Board of Super

visors decreased the tax, and in addition to

the difference between the amount in the Act

last year and the amount in the bill this year

which will reduce the amount to the sum of

$743,719.82, instead of near $1,300,000.

There is no doubt but the Supervisors will

avail themselves of the power contained in

the Tax Act of April 17, 1843, to assess

the difference between the amount assessed

by the Supervisors and the amount author

ised by that Act, and we think such an exe

cution of the power a proper one, hence it

is necessary that that sum should be deduct

ed, or the amount should be prohibited from

being raised in addition to the amount now

asked for.

The Tax in 1822, as we have frequently

before observed, that was authorised to be

raised, was but $250,000, with a population

of $140,000, and in 1830 but $450,000 with

a population of 202,000; a greater sum is

only needed as the population has increased,

say $700,000, for, adding the population of

1822, to the population of 1830, we have the

aggregate of the present population, say

342,000; add the tax of the two years to

gether and we have $700,000, and from this

deduct the excess in last year's law; and we

have $576,874.91, which is as much as

ought to be raised. The Croton Water,

Mill Tax, and School and Floating Debt

Tax, are independent of these.

The City departments are badly managed,

and should be at once purified by placing

other men in the place of the present incum

bents, but these substitutes should not be po

liticians. Take such men as John M. Brad

hurst, Saul Alley, Tallman J. Waters, Bur

tis Skidmore, and men of that stamp, and

taxes will go down to almost nothing, and

abuses and impositions will vanish like a bad

atmosphere when the thermometer is fifty

degrees below zero. It is the rottenness of

the departments which is the bane of the

City Government, the corruption and profli

gacy.

THE ANNUAL TAX BILL.

The New-York annual Tax Bill was pre

sented in the Senate on Friday morning, and

referred to the Judiciary Committee, reported

upon by that Committee on Saturday morn

ing, when Mr. Scott, of New-York, at once

moved it be ordered to a third reading, it was

so ordered, read a third time, and passed.

This is very hasty legislation, hot haste.

Mr. Scott knew, if he had any knowledge at

all of this bill, that it was not of that char

acter which required it to be hurried through

the Senate in this way. The interest of the
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Public Debt is not to be paid out. of this

bill, and no good cause exists for this hasty

proceeding.

GULIAN C. VERPLANCK.

New-York sustained an immense loss in

the retirement of GUL1AN C. VERPLANck,

from the Senate of this State. Mr. Ver

planck understood our city interests, he is a

man of enlarged views, strong discriminating

mind, and possesses that firinness of pur.

pose and decision of character, that well

gualifies him for the duties of a Legislator.

We have no hesitation in saying, that had he

remained in the Senate until now, New-York

city would have paid one million less taxes,

and as much less in assessments. A Corpo

ration lobby could not approach that man.

All the advantages which the City of New

York has derived from legislation in taxes

and assessments for the time Mr. Verplanck

was in the Senate, it is indebted to Mr. Wer

planck for. We should have been glad to

have seen his name sent to the Senate of the

United States for the judge-ship, made va

cant by the death of Judge Thompson.

Chancellor WALwortii has been nominated

to fill that vacancy. This gentleman is well

qualified in every other respect except what

we call a constitutional disqualification, see

Municipal Gazette, No. 16, page 287, recit

ing the 25th section of the former Constitu

tion of this State, and section 7, of Art 5,

of the present Constitution. We will notice

this hereafter.

Judge SAVAGE, late Chief Justice of this

tate, is well qualified for the vacant seat on

the bench of the Supreme Court of the Uni

ted States. Judge Savage is one of the best

men in our country, and we should be glad

to see him made Governor of this State.

At the meeting held by the Democratic

party at Tammany Hall, last week, the abu

ses of the Corporation officers, and members

of the Common Council, were denounced

in strong terms, and measures adopted for

reinforcing the negative of the Mayor upon

the acts of the Common Council, and to

give to that officer the nomination of per

sons for public office, &c. This is right.

We presume this measure originated with

John M. Bradburst and Saul Alley, both of

whom are old fashioned citizens, men of

pure minds, and each, and both, possessing

that firinness and independence of opinion

and action, so necessary to constitute useful

citizens. There is great need of re-organ

izing the City Government, for it is, as now

constituted, a PETTY DEsporisM.

CITY COMPTROLLER'S REPORT.

The mode of making up this Report is

very bad. Take for example, the balance

in the Treasury on the 31st of December,

IS 13, stated on page 67 at $144,654.72,

and against this balance is unpaid outstand

ing checks to the amount of $228,586.76,

the Treasury was therefore over-drawn on

that day $83,932.04; the shortest way of

stating it would have been to have said

over-drawn, $83,932.04.

A merchant would not count a balance in

bank, when his account was already over

drawn.

In addition to the over-draw, the Treasu

ry had received of the Tax of 1844, in

IS43, the large sum of $739,245.84 to aid

them in their deficiencies of 1843, see page

21. They had also in Revenue Bonds, out

standing on 31st December, IS43, $260,-

000.00; all these make a sum of $1,083,-

177.8S, in addition to the moneys of the

Sinking Fund, used for ordinary expenses.

BILL OF RIGHTS.

“Ś1. No authority can, under any pretence

whatsoever, he exercised over the citizens of

this State, but such as is or shall be derived

from and granted by the people of this

State.

“S2. No tax, duty, aid or imposition

whatsoever, except such as may be laid by

law of the United States, can be taken or

lovical within this State, without the grant

and assent of the people of this State, by

their representatives in Senate and Assein

bly; and no citizen of this State can be by

any means compelled to contribute to any

gift, loan tax, or other like charge, not laid

or imposed by a law of the United States,

or by the Legislature of this State.

“$19. It is the right of the Citizens of

this State to petition the Governor, or either

House of the Legislature; and all commit

ments and prosecutions for such petitioning,

is illegal.”

Revised Statutes New-York, Vol. 1, Ch.

4, pg, S3, new edition.

MANUFACTURING SALT.

In a letter of my correspondent, Wm. P.

Milnor, Esq., of Saltville, of March 15th,

1844, he remarks : -

“Messrs. Findley, Mitchell and Co., are

now altering and repairing their large steam

ſurnace, which. when completed, will close

ly resemble the one lately erected at Onon

daga, by Messrs. Ives, Spencer & Nolton, as

described by them in Dr. Wrights’ report.”

This report of Dr. Wright, which my

correspondent refers to, is that of the super

intendent of the Onondaga Salines, to the

Legislature, in January, 1844, which I for

warded to these gentlemen immediately on

receipt of it. It is thus the public are ben

efitted by the improvements which the man

uſacturers make. Messrs. Ives, Spencer &

Nolton, deserve thanks for communicating

this information to the Superintendent, and

Dr. Wright for communicating it to the Le

gislature.

UNITED STATES SALINE.

I have a letter from my correspondent,

John StickNEY, Esq., of Shawneetown,

Illinois, dated 2d March, 1844, which states

that coal is abundant on the Saline Creek.

The water produces a bushel of salt to 80

lons. The salt wells now used is but 125

eet deep. About 100,000 bushels of salt is

made here annually. The Government re

serve is now reduced to forty acres, or one

sixteenth of a section. The United States

Government own these Salines, and rent

them out to the salt makers.

VOLCANIC MOUNTAIN IN GEORGIA.

I have a letter from my correspondent

Wm. P. Milnor, Esq., of Saltville, Washing

ton County, Virginia dated, March 15th,

1844, which contains the following state

ment in relation to the volcanic mountain

in Georgia.

“immediately after the receipt of yours

of the 15th January in which you make

enquiry respecting a report of the existence

of a volcanic mountain, in Kabua County,

Georgia. I wrote to that place, and am in

debted to Mr. James Eleckiy, of Clayton,

for the following : Mir. B. has never visited

the mountain, his information is gathered

from persons residing near and who have

seen it. It is situated 15 or 20 miles from

Clayton, in the midst of the GOLD region

of that section of the country.”

“ Upon various occasions it has been ob

served to produce small lights similar to a

burning heap of charcoal.” Upon one oc

casion, at night, the entire mountain for a

short time appeared one burning mass,

‘shining most brilliantly' and enabling those

within view of it to distinguish most distinct

ly the trees, rocks, &c., upon its summit.”

“On the morning aſter ‘a low rumbling

noise was heard coming from the body of

the mountain resembling the noise which

would be produced by loose boards drawn in

the bed of a wagon.” At other times smoke

has been seen issuing through the fissures

in the rocks, and flames have been noticed

in daylight, emitted to the height of 10 or

12 feet. Such is the amount of Mr. B.'s

commuuication. I regret it is not in my

power to rendera more extensive description.

Should I learn any thing further of interest

connected with the subject, it shall be com

municated to you.”

My correspondent resides in the region of

country through which this range of moun

tains pass. Washington County, Virginia,

borders on the States of North Carolina,

and Tennessee. It is the extreme South

Western County of the State of Virginia.

Saltville is between the Cumberland and

Clinch mountains.

There are numerous burning, hot, and

warm springs in the country in which this
range of mountains are, and also vast sub

terranean storehouses of inflamable gas.

How wonderful is every thing around us,

above us, below us. The bellowing of the

Earth, the moaning and raging of the wind,

the crash of thunder, the lightnings' fire, the

earthquake's terrific heaving, are wonder

fully grand and sublime.

A volcanic mountain in the United

States, would be a wonderful phenomenon.

I think little need be apprehended from the

convulsions of that in Rabun County.

º
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ASSESSMENT AND TAXATION.

The Pittsfield Sun mentions a case recent

ly decided in Berkshire, Mass., in which

Hendrick Eastland sued and claimed dama

es of the Assessors of Egremont, for neg

ecting to taz him. The principles contain

ed in the charge of Judge Williams are of

importance :

“Judge Williams instructed the Jury that

in the assessment of Taxes, Assessors were

liable only for want of integrity and fidelity

on their own part, according to chap. 7, sec.

44, of the Revised Statutes, that if they

knew the plaintiff was an inhabitant of Egre

mont, they were responsible for not taxing

him, or if they were ignorant of the fact, and

did not use due diligence to acquire correct

information in regard to the plaintiff's resi
dence, they were also liable; that it was the

duty of the Assessors to take reasonable pains
to ascertain who were, and who were not,

taxable in their respective towns; to tax those

who were properly liable, and to omit those

who were not, and their neglect or refusal in

either of these respects, would be a violation

of integrity and fidelity. .. -

The jury returned a verdict for the plain

tiff of $100 damages.”—Journal of Com

merce, March 30, 1844.

The above decision is in accordance with

the views we expressed, Ante. page l l l and

115, and is applicable to the New-York City

Assessors.

From the Journal of Commerce, April 22, 1848.

ASHES.

There has been from time to time a good

deal of trouble, in consequence of the dis

crepancy between the inspection of Ashes

here and at Boston. In Boston the same

Inspector has been in office for a long series

of years. He was put in, not because he

knew how to call votes and inspect elections

and make up a party, but because he was a

man of practical science in the matters of

the office, and in the wise policy of that

State, he has been kept in office for the same

reason during all the ups and downs of par

ty. However respectable as citizens our

own Inspectors may have been during the

same period, they have generally been ap

pointed on account of their skill in the sci

ence of politics, rather than that of chemis

try. Under such circumstances, the Boston

inspection, every one will say, is much more

likely to be correct than our own, and we

have heard of some cases in which ours has

appeared in a way signally ridiculous, with

out any comparison with others. Ashes have

been sent in a perfectly pure state to try the

inspection, and have been marked down; in

N E w y o R K, A P R I L 4,

fact it seems to be understood, that if ashes

are to secure the brand of first sort, they

must not be perfectly pure. A discussion

has lately sprung up between the New-York

and Boston inspections, in consequence of a

house in Boston having sent sixty-nine bar

rels of pearl ashes from that market to this,

which were all branded firsts there, but

here,

10 - - - Firsts,

42 . - - . Seconds,

14 - - - Thirds,

3 . - - . Condemned.

The reduction in the market value by this

reduction of the grade, was about five hun

dred dollars, or one third of the whole value

of the shipment. The matter was referred

back to the Boston Inspector, and we find

his Letter, addressed to the merchants here,

hoping that the matter may be discussed un

til the evil is corrected, wherever it may be.

INSPEction Office of Pot AND PEARL*}
Poston, April 17, 1843.

“I have examined the parcels of Pearl

Ash sent me, and which you state were taken

from lots branded by me 1st sort. I am per

fectly willing to endorse my opinion hereto

fore given upon the same lots, and upon a

careful revision of my decision, after exami

ning the samples by solution, &c., I find

them free from impurities, or sufficiently so

to pass them 1st sort. The only substance

which is ever mixed with Pearl Ash, which

adulterates it and of course diminishes its

value, is what is commonly called by the

workmen neutral salts or Sulphat of Pot

ass; this is easily detected, because the pure

Alkali is readily soluble in cold water, while

the Sulphat of Potass is precipitated ; in

this way I judge of the relative value of the

different casks, and not by sight. Now these

samples do not contain this substance but in

a minute proportion, and are what I have

always called, and should to day, in similar

cases, pronounce 1st sort. In regard to that

which is branded “condemned,” I acknow

ledge it does not look so white as the others;

this however, is owing to its purity and

strength, not pearling easily, but being dis

posed to melt like Potash, and is occasioned

by its being made from recently burned ash

es, which have not imbibed the carbonic

acid from the atmosphere. Pearl Ash like

this is constantly used by the glass manufac

turers in this vicinity, and is considered by

them more valuable, because it is stronger

and contains no impurity.

I will state, in confirmation of my opin

ion, that hundreds of casks of Pearl Ash,

from the same sources, particularly that from

O. A. Bryant, who is a large maker, and

whose Ash your Inspector calls 3d sort, have

been used for several years back in this vici

nity, and no complaints have been made.
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The two Glass Manufactories use about

eight hundred casks per year, all of my in

spection, and their mode of using it requires

them to subject it to a strict analysis, by

boiling it all over again and separating the

impurities from the pure alkali. Surely if I

was in the habit of making such wholesale

mistakes as this, detection and exposure

would sometime follow, but it is never the

case. The manufacturers of Saleratus also,

in this vicinity, have been satisfied with the

quality of this same Pearl Ash, from the

same manufacturers, so much so as to buy

it without inspection.

As no complaints are made of my in

spection, which has stood the test of twenty

wears, I would candidly submit to you to

decide, whose opinion, under these circum

stances, you would be inclined to adopt,

mine, after an experience of twenty years,

tested and approved by all who use the arti

cle in this vicinity, or that of the New-York

Inspector, of recent appointment, and of

course of very limited experience. I think

he must have taken but a bird's eye view of

the Pearl Ash, without attempting to ascer
tain its intrinsic value.

All the Pearl Ash of which you have sent

me parcels, will sell readily as 1st sort, is re

turned to this market.

All the Ash received at this office, passes

under my personal Inspection, not having

any one in my employ in whose opinion I

can entirely trust.

I think, upon a review of the case, you

will be satisfied that the mistake lies at the

door of your Inspector, and not at that of

your humble servant,

S. D. TOWNSEND,

Jnspector of Pot and Pearl Ash,

for the State of Massachusetts.”

From the Journal of Commerce, April 26, 1843.

OFFICE FOR THE INSPECTION OF

POT AND PEARL ASHES.

New-York, April 22d, 1843.

Gentlemen, In answer to an Editorial

article in your Journal of Saturday last, as

well as the “letter" appended of Mr. S. D.

Townsend, inspector of pot and pearl ashes,

Boston, in relation to the inspection of sixty

nine barrels of pearl ashes in my office,

which had been previously inspected in

Boston, I would remark as follows:

You say that the letter appended was ad

dressed to the merchants of this city. You

should have said to Messrs. — & Co.,

New-York—and instead of sixty-nine bar

rels of first sort pearls, you should have said

forty-nine barrels first sort, and twenty bar.

rels of second sorts. From the manner you

have been pleased to express yourself in

relation to the Boston inspector's letter, it
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would appear that it was intended as a circu

lar to the New-York merchants, when in fact

it was published unauthorized by the author.

The ashes after inspection, were shown to

Mr.—and his agent, and compared

with the New-York inspection, and by them

pronounced a very inferior lot of ashes.—

They were also shown to a gentleman from

Boston, largely engaged in the manufacture

of saleratus, who expressed great surprise

that such ashes should have been inspected

First sort in Boston, and took with him a

sample on his retuin.

You also say that there was a deprecia

tion of five hundred dollars by the New-York

inspection. I presume that this is correct,

and the loss must have fallen on the pur

chasers in this city; a fact that in the sequel

you will discover is one of the strongest ar

guments in favor of the existing inspection

laws.

The other parts of your Editorial, I con

sider of such a character as to require no

comment from myself. Those who are ac

quainted with the previous character, (under

the late inspectol) that ashes of New-York

maintained, are best able to judge of the

justice of your remark respecting it.

In reference to the commnnication of the

Boston inspector, and of the rules laid down

by him, as his guide in the inspection of pearl

ashes generally, I beg leave to offer some re

marks, and make known the principles, in

determining the grade of pearl ashes submit

ted to my inspection.

The Pearl Ashes above alluded to were

faulty in consequence of not being perfected

in the “the pearling process,” as well as

from objectionable color, to such an extent as

to render it inadmissible to classify them

otherwise than as they were by me, and

which I feel fully authorised in saying is in

strict conformity with the standard of inspec

tion in this City, and which has prevailed

for many years; the accuracy of which, I

believe stands undoubted by the manufac

turers and consumers, (parties who may

fairly be claimed as having a tolerable knowl

edge of the article.)

The Boston Inspector seems to be gov

erned altogether by alkaline strength, in de

termining his judgment of the grade of Pearl

Ash. In this point I think he commits an

error, and the operation of which is likely

to produce results unfavorable to the con

sumer as well as the manufacturer; as the

former cannot have a perfect article made in

view of such a standard of inspection ; and

the manufacture, if led astray by such a

belief, must eventually suffer loss.

I am well aware that there are considera

ble quantities of alkaline substance sent to

market under the title of Pearl Ash, a crude,

imperfect article, though free from impuri

ties, and possessing great strength of alkali,

and for some purposes, as in the manufac

ture of glass, and whenever a strong alkaline

agent, merely, is required, may answer as

well as the thoroughly perfected Pearl

Ashes. But will any one urge these in

stances as an argument that such will

answer equally as well all the purposes for

which genuine Pearl Ashes is required ? I

think not—for with as much show of reason

it might be said of the vegetable or “black

salts,” from which Pearl Ash is produced,

and which are some times used in the manu

facture of glass, that they were equal to the

best Pearl Ash, because in the manufacture

of that article, they answer the desired end.

The substance has great alkaline strength,

equal if not greater than Pearl Ash; and if

that principle is to be the test, why is not

that article entitled to be classed on the same

footing as to value as the best Pearl Ash

The answer is obvious ; it has not been

wrought upon by the process necessary to

place it in the alkaline position known as

Pearl Ash, and until this is accomplished to

a good degree of perfection, the article is

more or less faulty, and must so be estimated.

A large and very superior manufacturer of

Pearl Ash residing in this State, states that

he has frequently been compelled to reduce

his pearl ashes to a solution, after they had

been baked, in consequence of their strength

being too great to admit of their pearling;

thus showing very conclusively what his

views are upon the properties that go to

make first sort Pearl Ash.

I am therefore led to the conclusion that

alkaline strength alone must not be the

guide in determining the quality of Pearl

Ash ; and that would seem to be an estab

lished point; as in this city the question of

chemical analysis for the purpose of deter

mining the alkaline strength of Pearl Ash,

has never been mooted. In confirmation of

this opinion, I will state that at the time the

subject of the manufacture of Pot and Pearl

Ash was before the Legislature of this State

for the purpose of ascertaining the mode of

production, as also to obtain information

relative to the substances with which Pot

Ashes are sometimes adulterated, as well as

all other matters connected with this impor

tant branch of our exports, application was

made to Professer Beck for his views; and

the result of his eminent chemical experience

in the matter, was communicated by that

gentleman, in a very able and full report,

submitting the results of a number of analysis

of various specimens of Pot Ash made on

different plans, together with much valuable

information connected with the subject; but

no mention was made of the analysis of

Pearl Ash, shewing that the alkaline proper

ties of Pot Ash were not alone necessary to

determine their proper and just grade.

What then is the correct rule of conduct

for the Inspector It is my opinion, in the

first place, to establish a true standard of

what the best Pearl Ash is, and will be if

the material is right, and the process rightly

performed,—and then be governed in his

decision of the grade of the different parcels

submitted, as they may fall short by reason

of the presence of objcctionable matter, or

fault in manufacture; always making a due

allowance for an unavoidable peculiar ap

pearance characteristic of some Pearl Ash

made of certain kinds of crude ashes. These

views I hold to be sound, and based upon

true principles; and they will be sustained,

if necessary, by the testimony of practical

and skillful manufacturers; and also verified

in the experience of consumers in its diver

sified uses, with perhaps some few excep

tions,

At any rate, such has been the governing

rule in the inspection of some hundred

thousands casks, occurring in a series of

years, and if it is founded in error, it is

passing strange that it should have remained

till this late day without discovery, and that

too in the face and eyes of practical and

scientific men, both of our own country and

Europe.

In my opinion Ashes should be classified

by their merits, without reference to the use

they are to be applied to.

Mr. Townsend seems to attach considera

ble weight to the declaration that Pearl Ash

of his inspection gives good satisfaction to

the makers of Saleratus in Boston, and that

they purchase the same style of Ashes with

out inspection, having full confidence in

their goodness for this purpose. We have

no means of determining the quality of

Boston Saleratus, but we are assured that

the purchasers in this market make their

selections with greater caution.

In regard to the manufacturers of Saleratus

in our city, I am informed that they find it

necessary to use the primest of first sort

Pearls in order to obtain a merchantable

article, and that their experience in the use

of Boston first sort of Pearls (by late experi

ments) has not been productive of satisfac

tory results; and they are obliged to mix

New-York “First Sorts '' with them in

consequence of the inferior grade of the

former, and that, after rejecting a considera

ble portion from each cask of the most

objectionable quality.

Mr. Townsend speaks of my inexperience

as an inspector, and concludes from his

being “twenty years ” in office, that he

must from this circumstance be the most

competent judge. It is true that changes

are frequently taking place in our State

Appointments, but notwithstanding these

changes, Deputies are always retained of

practical experience. The person under

whose suprwision the Ashes were inspected,

has been for several years an inspector in

the office, during which time he has taken

part in inspecting two hundred thousand

barrels. I think Mr. Townsend will admit

that this far exceeds the number of barrels

of Pearl Ashes that has passed through his

office during his entire term—so much for

experience.

With these remarks I submit this case to

the impartial decision of a discerning public.

Yours, Respectfully,

T. J. STEVENS,

Inspector of Pot and Pearl Ashes,

(Copy.)

REMArkS.

We have here given two letters, one writ

ten by an experienced Inspector of Pot and

Pearl Ashes, in Boston, the other written by

a newly appointed and inexperienced in
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spector of Pot and Pearl Ashes, in the City

of New-York; and also the prefatory re

marks of the highly respected Editors of the

Journal of Commerce.

Dr. Townsend was many years Inspector

of Pot and Pearl Ashes, in Boston, and I

considered him the best judge of the quali

ty of Ashes in the United States. He wrote

a Treatise upon the manufacture of Pot and

Pearl Ashes, many years ago, which was

highly prized by the manufacturers. The

present Inspector of Ashes in Boston, we

presume, is a son of Dr. Townsend. He is

at any rate, his successor, and the two indi

viduals have the experience of near half a

century.

... We have had very extensive experience

in the manufacture of Black Salts, Pot Ash

and Pearl Ash. We have also used very

large quantities of all three of these alkalies,

in the manufacture of Salt Petre, Glass

and Soap. We therefore, claim to have

some practical knowledge, which is far better

than theory.

Black Salt is the crude alkali resulting

from the evaporation ofthe leys, derived from

lixivation of wood ashes, and is of very

various qualities.

Pot Ash is made by melting in iron ket

tles, heated to a red heat, the Black salt.

Pearl Ash is made by calcining the Black

Salt in a reverbatory furnace, or iron pans.

Pot Ash is a very caustic alkali. Pearl

Ash is a mild alkali, being partially satura
ted with carbonic acid.

In the manufacture of black bottle-glass,

black salts is the best alkali which can be

used, and I should prefer them to Pot Ash,

for common soap. In the manufacture of

white glass, Pearl Ash is preferred, and that

which has been glazed is equally as good as

that which is porous and white. I should,

however, prefer for white glass, Pot Ash

which had been dissolved and re-melted, and

it will be found far more valuable.

In melting black salts into Pot Ash, the

earthy matter held by the leys of the crude

ashes in suspension, are retained in the first

melt of the pot ash, unless these are of a com

bustible nature, in which case it will take fire

in the melting and burn out, which combus.

tion leaves a soot in the Pot Ash, and such

Pot Ash, when moistened, shows a black

surface.

What are called field ashes, are mostly

used for making Pearl Ash. This kind of

ashes is not so pure as house ashes, and are

not often made into Pot Ash on account of

the difficulty of melting the salts. The pure

crude ashes made salts that are easily fused,

but the field ashes become mixed with the

earth the wood is burnt upon, and are there

fore, impure. I have, for the manufacture of

Pearl Ash, employed large gangs of hands

to fell trees and burn the timber for the pur

pose of obtaining the ashes, and I have pur

chased large quantities of house ashes and

made these into both Pot and Pearl Ash. I

have also purchased the black salts for the

same purposes, and will treat of this more at

large in subsequent remarks, under another

head.

Ashes in the New-York Inspection Office,

are not inspected and put up as is contem

plated by the law, extracts of which are as

follows:

* DUTY OF INSPECTOR.

“$66, [Sec. 64.] It shall be the duty of

every Inspector of Pot and Pearl Ashes,

1. To empty the cask containing ashes

brought to him for inspection, and to exa

mine and determine the quality of the ashes,

and re-pack the same, “putting the ashes

of each quality in a separate cask:

2. To brand, in plain letters and figures,

on each cask containing ashes of the first

quality, the words “First Sort:” of the

second quality, the words “Second Sort:”

and of the third quality, the words “Third

Sort:” together with the words “Pot Ash”

or “Pearl Ash,” as the same may be ; also

his own name, and that of the place where

the ashes are inspected ; and on one head,

the year when such inspection is made :

3. To weigh each cask, and to mark with

a marking iron, on the branded head, the

weight thereof, including tare, and the

weight of the tare under the same :

4. To collect the crustings or scrapings of

the barrels and casks of pot ash, unfit for

inspection, having the same brand, and

to weigh and put the same in some suitable

cask; and to deliver to the owner or his

agent, a weigh-note signed by him of such

scrapings and crustings, entered on the back

of the copy of the inspection bill, designat

ing therein, the quantity taken from each

lot, separately marked:

5. To brand the word “condemned” on

every cask which he shall discover to con

tain ashes fraudulently adulterated with

stone, sand, lime, or other improper sub

Stance :

6. To make and deliver to the owner or

his agent, an invoice or weigh-note, under

his hand, of the ashes by him inspected,

containing the weight of each cask and of

the tare, and distinguishing the quality

thereof, in the manner before directed, and

to enter the same in a book, to be kept by

him for that purpose : -

7. To make and enter in his book anoth

er invoice or weigh-note, in which shall be

contained the original private marks and

numbers, and the scrapings and crustings

in each lot, and the quality, weight and tare

of each barrel, and specifying, as particu

larly as possible, the extent and damage

appearing on such inspection, and the ap

parent cause thereof, whether by exposure or

injury in the course of transportation, or in

consequence of the original putting up of

such ashes ; and to deliver, if required, a

true copy of such weigh-note, to the owner

of the ashes inspected, or his agent.”—I st

vol. R. S., page 540.

The law, it will be seen, contemplates a

separation of the different qualities of ash

es, and these are to be found in the same

piece. A batch of Pot Ash, which is what

the workmen term one, melting, may have

three sorts of ashes in one lump. When

the fused salts are dipped off into iron cool

ers, the Pot Ash is of the color of melted

iron, and of about the same consistency,

the quantity is generally from four to five

hundred weight. If this is dipped into a

single cooler, the most impure of the par

cel will settle at the bottom ; this sediment,

as contrasted with the other stratas, is se

cond or third sort ashes. If ashes are adul

terated, the law expressly requires that they

shall be branded as condemned. If ashes

become damaged after being put up, the

manufacturer is required to note the fact.

The law is very vague in respect to the

classification of the quality of ashes. We

will take for illustration, six barrels of Pot

Ash, numbered from one to six: No. 1

yields 90 per cent of free alkali; No. 2;

80; No. 3,70; No. 4, 60; No. 5, 50; and

No. 6, 40 per cent. How are each of these

six parcels to be branded ? If that which

yields 90 per cent. is to be denominated 1st

sort, that at 70, 2d sort, and that at 40, 3d

sort, how shall that at 50, 60, and 80, be

branded ? To the home manufacturer, the

Pot Ash which yields 40 per cent. free alka

li, is worth four ninths the price of that

which yields 90, or nearly so for some pur

poses, but to the exporter it is worth little or

nothing, or rather to the consumer in a for:
eign inland country, to whom it comes taxed

with all the freight, duty, cartage, &c., of

that of the best quality. The English and

French manufacturers send to this country

a large quantity of Soda Ash. This is an

alkali made from common salt. It yields
from 35 to 92 per cent, free alkali, and 1S

sold at the relative proportion of its alkaline

yield by p.c., and so should Pot Ashberated.

The quality of Pot Ash can only be de

termined by an experienced manufacturer

of the article, or by chemical analysis. Dis

solving Pot Ash and allowing the solution

to stand until a precipitate is formed, will

only show the insoluble earths held in sus

pension, and not the impurities held in solu

tlOn.

I had in my employ for several years; a

man by the name of Sanford, who prided

that the ashes which he made, had always

been branded 1st sort, and I valued his skill

greatly on that account. He was a careful

workman, and kept his platforms, receivers

and kettles clean, and placed the crude ash

es in the Hoppers so that his leaches never

run foul. When his salts were in a proper

state for melting, he managed his fire so

well, that he never missed a good melt.

Other workmen would pride themselves of

the great quantity of Pot Ash they could

make out of a given quantity of ashes, but

their Pot Ash was the more impure.

It is never for the interest of a manufac

turer to make poor Pot Ash; if the Pot Ash

is not of the first quality, dissolve it, boil

down and re-melt it. If the quality of the

crude ashes is bad, use a greater quantity of

lime in the leaches. Alkaline salts which

have a jet black color, are better for calci

nation than for melting. Salts which make

the best Pot Ash, have a bright appearance.

Mr. Stevens, in his letter to the Editors of

the Journal of Commerce, which we have
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quoted, says: “a manufacturer dissolved

his Pot Ash because it was too strong,” such

a remedy is labor lost. The ashes would

not become less caustic by being dissolved.

If his Pearl Ash was dirty, dissolving and

settling the solution, would allow the dirt to

settle, but would not decrease the strength.

If perchance the salts become melted in the

furnace before they become calcined, then

he had a Pot Ash instead of a Pearl Ash,

and probably worth double for any and

every purpose that the porous Pearl Ash is.

It is not the carbonic acid, combined with

the alkali, which constitutes its greater val

ue; it is the alkali divested of its coloringmat

ter. . For saleratus, the melted or glazed

Pearl Ashes should be broken in pieces with

a hammer, in order that the whole surface

may be presented to the action of the carbo

nic acid gas.

I have seen great injury done to ashes by

the Inspectors in the City of New-York,

arising from the exposure of the casks to

the rain and wet, and from inspecting Pot

Ash in damp weather.

The law is very defective as to the barrels

and manner of hooping the casks, &c. The

following is the provision of the Statutes:

“$65. [Sec. 63.] All Pot and Pearl Ash

es subject to such inspection, shall be put in

casks of good seasoned white oak or white

ash timber, well made, hooped with substan

tial hoops, for the distance of, at least, ten

inches from each end; the staves not to be

more than thirty-one, nor less than thirty

inches in length, and the head of a Pot Ash

barrel shall not exceed twenty inches, nor be

less than nineteen inches, in diameter; and

that of a Pearl Ash barrel shall not exceed

twenty-three inches, nor be less than twenty

one inches, in diameter. No Inspectorshall

brand casks not agreeing with the descrip

tion given in this section.”—R. S. v. 1, p. 540.

POT ASH AND PEARL ASH.

The quality of Pot Ash depends much

upon the quality of the crude ashes from

which it is made, and upon the mode of

manufacture.

I have found the ashes of Elm and Hick

ory wood, make the best Pot Ash, and when

properly treated with quick lime,the alkaline

salts fuse or melt with great ease.

From 400 to 500 bushels of good house

ashes, will make a ton of Pot Ash.

I propose in this essay, to treat the subject

in such a way as to make it intelligible to

those unacquainted with the manufacture of

Pot and Pearl Ashes, and useful to those

who are, or may be, engaged in the manufac

ture of this alkaline salt.

In the manufacture of both Pot and Pearl

Ash, I have had many years experience on

a large scale, and in the use of Pot and

Pearſ Ashes, I have a like experience. In

looking over the Inspection bills of the

Ashes which I have purchased in the New

York market, and used in the manufacture

of Soap, I find they number 1100 barrels.

My practice has been in preparing the leys

for use, to dissolve the Pot Ashes in iron

cauldrons, about half full of boiling water.

When the Pot Ash is thrown into the water,

which should be on the boil at the time, the

commotion is greatly increased, and unless

care is taken the leys will boil over and thus

waste the alkali. The Pot Ash should be

constantly kept stirred with a strong iron

spade, and the cauldron kept on the boil un

til all is dissolved. When this is finished

the leys should be immediately ladled offin

to an iron cooler, and if it is desired to

make the leys more caustic, a quantity of

quick lime should be slaked and mixed with

the leys by thoroughly stirring up the mix

ture with an iron spud. When this is com

pleted, pour a bucket of cold water careful

ly over the surface, so as to condense the

steam which is escaping, and a precipitate

will soon commence forming at the bottom.

In a short time the clarified leys will be fit to

be ladled off for use. This mode of dissol

ving Pot Ash, detects any earthy matter held

in suspension in the leys, and I have, in nu

merous instances, found this to be very con

siderable. The impurities which are held

in solution are not detected by this process,

but the experienced manufacturer will dis

cover these by the taste or sinell of the leys

to a certain extent, and by the charge of his

pan, if he works it by rule, with great accu

racy. I will now make a remark that may be

useful to the inexperienced in dissolving Pot

Ash, it is this : In a cauldron of water not

heated to the boiling point, place a barrel of

Pot Ash, and it will require four times the

fuel and four times the labor to dissolve it,

that it does when placed in water in a state of

rapid ebulition. In the breaking of large

cakes of Pot Ash into smaller pieces, a

gentle rapp of a hammer is ten times more

effectual than the heaviest blow from an axe.

The Hydrometer is the instrument used for

testing the strength of alkaline solutions.

This instrument only determines the specific

gravity, and if an alkaline solution should be

found by that instrument to denote 50 deg.,

the addition of a quantity of molasses, would

show an increase of specific gravity but not

of strength or causticy.

I have, in the use of Pot Ash, found that

which was sometimes branded 3d sort, bet

ter than that which was sometimes branded

1st sort. I have in some instances, paid

$10 per ton extra for Pot Ash, above the

market price of that article, for the privilege

of opening the ashes and making a person

al examination of the qaulity, and have uni

formly found that I was a gainer by this

course. In one instance I purchased a lot

of Pot Ash without seeing them, and on -

opening the ashes to dissolve them, I found

although they were branded 1st sort, that

they were poor 3d sorts, and at once return

ed the lot to the Inspector, whose name was

branded upon the casks.

In the manufacture of Pot Ash I was al

ways careful to keep the crude ashes in a

building that was dry, and which had a plank

instead of a ground floor, for the ashes to

lie upon,

When the ashes were to be placed in the

Hoppers for lixivation, I made a bed of

them, like a mason does with sand and lime

for mortar, opened the top and placed there

as much of the unslaked lime as I judged

necessary to make the leys sufficiently caus.

tic to make the salts fuse easy. This lime

I saturated with water and then covered it

up with ashes. After remaining in this state

until the lime was completely slacked, I took

a shovel and mixed the ashes and lime well

together, this done, I prepared the Hopper

by leaving in it above the loose second bot

tom, a layer of about ten inches of leached

ashes. The fresh ashes and lime mixed,

were then thrown into the Hopperand stam

ped down a little, this being completed, the

water was let on moderately, until the new

ashes and lime were well saturated ; after

this, I allowed the whole to stand one day.

The next thing to be done was to clean out

the Receiver and wash off the platform, and

throw the wash upon the top of the ashes in

the leach, and then let on the water gradu

ally until the leach gave out the leys. If

the first running should not be clear, put the

leys back upon the leach until the leys run

clear. Leys thus treated are more easily

evaporated, and the salts which result from

the process, will be found to melt easy. In

furnaces for making Pot Ash, three kettles

of 90 to 100 gallons capacity each, are set

in a range, and one fire heats the three ket

tles. When the salts are reduced to a con

sistency of mush, the fires should be increas

ed until the kettles become red hot; the

salts soon become of the same color, and

when thoroughly melted look like melted

iron. In this state it is dipped off into iron

coolers, which should be made perfectly dry

beforehand. In about twelve hours the

whole mass becomes hard as a rock. The

wood for melting fires should be very dry

and split small. In the cooling, the most

impure part of the mass falls to the bottom,

hence the bottom of the mass will often be

of one quality and the top of another, and

should be packed in different casks as being

of different sorts, or that which is inferior

should be de dissolved and run through the

leach again, as it is a losing business for the

manufacturer to send inferior ashes to mar

ket, as the expense of freight and transpor

tation are the same of the bad as of the good,

and frequently amounts to so much, as that

when the ashes reach the hands of the con

sumer, that the cost of the two qualities will

be nearly equal ; as for example, a barrel of

1st sort Pot Ash, put up at Buffalo, weigh

ing five hundred weight, and worth $20, or

$4 per hundred weight, and a barrel of 3d

sort, put up at same place, of same weight,

and worth at the usual difference in price,

$13.75, or $2.75 per cwt. When these two

casks reach the manufacturer in the interior

of England, the difference in cost, as com

pared with their relative worth, will be found

nearly equal. The freight duties, transpor

tation, &c., being the same of the one as

the other.

In the packing of Pot Ash, it is important

that the barrels should be made of dry tim

ber and strong enough to bear the great

weight of the ashes. The barrels should
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have sixteen large and strong hoops. If the

stave is twenty-nine inches, which is the

New-York size, there should be three spaces

left instead of one, a space between each

four hoops instead of between each eight

hoops, that is, the cask should be hooped in

the same way as a whiskey barrel, four hoops

in each division. Barrels hooped in this

way, when piled up in tiers, will not open

at the bilge joints like barrels which have

eight hoops at each end and all the space in

the middle, for in such cases the whole bilge

is unprotected, while in the other case only

four or five inches of the bilge is left uncov

ered by the hoops. The barrels after being

packed, should be kept dry, or otherwise

the ashes will attract the moisture from the

outside, dissolve, stain the cask, and become

crusted, which materially depreciates the

price in all foreign markets as well as our

own. It is a very common practice for the

Inspectors to leave barrels of ashes out of

doors exposed to the weather. This is a

violation of law. The ashes are greatly in

jured by this exposure, and more than ten

times the cost of storage upon an average.

Pearl Ash is a carbonate of Pot Ash.

There are two processes of calcining the

alkaline salts. One which is the most com.

mon, is to perform the process in a reverba

tory furnace ; the other is by heating the

salts to a red heat in iron cauldrons or ket

tles, at the same time keeping the salts con

stantly in motion with an iron spade, to pre

vent them caking on the iron and also to ex

pose the salts to the heat and the air at the

same time. The ashes calcined in a rever

batory furnace, are generally tinged with a

bluish caste, and those calcined in iron ket

tles are tinged with a slight yellow caste. In

calcining ashes, in both processes care

should be taken to so moderate the heat in

the commencement of the process as to pre

vent their becoming fused. This is done by

keeping the salt constantly stirred, and keep

ing the fire moderate until the salts are well

dried. I have made Pearl Ash by both pro

cesses. I constructed a reverbatory furnace

of large size, having an arch of fourteen

feet in width, with a rise of but fourteen in

ches in the centre. The hearth was made

of fire brick, fourteen inches square and

eight inches thick, and the partition between

the furnace and the hearth floor, was raised

three inches, and was eight inches wide of

the same kind of brick ; the arch was made

of fire brick, moulded so as to make the arch

without the use of mortar for the bevel.

When the arch frame was taken out, al

though of great width, the crown only set

tled one inch. The first arch I constructed

I used mortar, and when the centre was

burnt out, the whole arch settled down upon

the hearth. A reverbatory furnace con

structed in this way, possesses the advan

tage of confining the flame of the fire to the

surface of the salts. The grate for the

wood was fourteen inches below the hearth

of the oven. The furnace extended the en

tire length of the oven on one side, on the

opposite side were fiues every six inches,

which met in a chimney in the centre. In

this way, with dry ash wood, split fine, a

sheet of flame could be spread at the same

time, over the whole surface of the hearth,

and the calcination was therefore a speedy

operation when managed by an experienced

workman. In the manufacture of Pearl

Ash in iron kettles, there is one advantage

which deserves particular notice. It is this,

the fixtures cost kut a trifle. Take for ex

ample a thirty gallon iron kettle, set it in a

furnace of stone or brick, and in this put the

common leys, such as are used by families

for making soft soap, may be evaporated

and calcined. In evaporating or boiling

down the leys, care should be taken to keep

the salts well stirred when they become thick

as molasses, the stirring must be kept up un

til they are thoroughly dry, when this is at

tained the heat may be gradually increased

until the salts become of a light greenish

hue, and finally they will, by a continu

ance of the heat and constant stirring,'be

come white. If it is desirous to make the

Pearl ashes very good, dissolve the calci

ned salts in clear water, allow the solution to

settle and then carefully take it off into the

kettle and boil down as before, and stir off as

in the first process, and a beautiful white

Pearl Ash will be the result. I use no lime

in the ashes for making Pearl Ash. Care

should be taken when the salts become quite

thick, not to have the fire so hot as to melt

or fuse them, otherwise these may run down

into Pot Ash.

Ashes are an abundant production, and

every family can save several dollars worth

every year. E. MERIAM.

From the Journal of Commerce, April 28, 1843.

NEW YORK INSPECTION LAWS.

“The operation of the New-York Inspec

tion Laws, may be judged of by a case

which I will state.

In 1818, a large lot of Pot and Pearl

Ashes were shipped from New-Orleans to

New-York, to be put on board a vessel for

Boston, which was to come alongside and

receive the ashes on board, to avoid the ex

pense of cartage ; but the house (Mr. Jo

seph Osborn,) to whom the ashes were for

warded for transhipment to Boston, found

that the law of this State prohibited the ex

port, unless the ashes should be first sent to

the Inspection office and inspected. The

Ashes were, therefore, landed, sent to the

Inspectors' office, &c. These Ashes had all

been manufactured by one house, and put

up with great care, in the best of casks,

made of kiln-dried staves. The Pearl Ash

es were packed in casks so large, as that five

would contain one ton. This was a size

larger than the New-York law required, and

the casks were consequently all condemned,

and new casks of the legal size furnished,

at an expense of seven dollars and fifty cents

per ton for casks alone. Added to this, was

cartage, inspection fees, fire risk, waste, de

lay, &c., &c. Besides this, much of the

Pearl Ash was branded 2d and 3d sorts. The

Pot Ash was in smaller casks, and no ob

jection was made to the size, but the barrels

were hooped so as to leave three spaces, in

stead of one, (which kept the air from crust

ing the ashes by confining the staves.) These

hoops were many of them knocked off, and

new hoops substituted at a considerable cost.

After this expensive ceremony was through

with, the Ashes were allowed to continue on

the voyage to Boston. Shortly after they

had left here, one of the manufacturers of

the ashes, arrived in this city, and being fur

nished with the Inspector's bills, called upon

that officer to enquire how it was that he had

put a bad brand upon part of the ashes;

and was told by him that his foreman had

stated that many barrels of the Pearl Ashes

were discolored, by having small pieces of

red brick mixed through the Ashes, which

had been broken off the pearling oven in the

process of manufacturing. The manufac

turer replied, that such could not be the case,

for the reason that the ashes had been calci

ned in a reverbatory furnace, made of white

crucible clay, besides which, the Ashes were

all of a most superior quality, having been

made in a very large establishment, where

both Pots and Pearls were made, which af.

forded the opportunity of selecting such sorts

only for Pearl Ash as would calcine without

fusion, and were made in a furnace having

but a fourteen inch arch, in a span of fourteen

feet, so that the flame of the fire was confi

ned to the floor of the furnace, so as to make

the process of calcination perfect.

On the arrival of the ashes in Boston, the

entire parcel was sent to the office of Dr.

David Townsend, one of the best judges of

the quality of Ashes, in the United States,

and who had some years previously, pub

lished a work on the manufacture of Ashes,

which was much esteemed by manufactu

rerS.

Dr. Townsend opened this lot of Ashes,

and sent for several of the dealers in Ashes,

to come and examine the quality, which he

pronounced, without exception, the best

Ashes he had ever seen. Dr. Townsend

advised the owners of the Ashes to adver

tise them for sale at public Auction, and to

give notice in the newspapers that they

would be sold in lots to suit purchasers.

They were so advertised, and were all sold

for home use, at from five to fifteen dollars

per ton above the market price of export

Ashes. Some of these Ashes came back to

New-York, Philadelphia and Baltimore.

The manufacturer took duplicate bills from

the Inspector at Boston, with which, and the

account of sales of the Ashes, he waited on

the New-York Inspector, who, with great

promptitude, discharged the foreman who

had deceived him in the quality of the Ash

es. The initials below are those of the

brand of those Ashes, which a reference to

the New-York and Boston Inspection Books

will fully explain and show.

M. M. C.”

From the Journal of Commerce, June 10, 1843.

POT AND PEARL ASHES.

There are at present in this market,

about ten thousand barrels of Ashes, esti
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manufacturer, commission merchant, and

shipper, and particularly to

Your friend,

CYCLOPS.”

From the Journal of Commerce, July 21, 1843.

Messrs. Editors:—Several weeks since

you were furnished with the information that

there was a very considerable difference in

the prices of Ashes at Liverpool, whether

from the Canadas or the United States, and

that the difference was then three shillings

sterling per cwt. By the steamer Great

Western, a few days thereafter, this infor

mation was verified by actual quotations,

Montreal Ashes being quoted at twenty-nine

shillings, and New-York Ashes at from

twenty-six to twenty-nine shillings. By this

quotation it then appeared that some New

York Ashes brought as high price as Mon

treal, while some was depreciated by the be

fore named difference of three shillings. By

your quotations of yesterday, per steamer

Caledonia, of date the 4th instant, Montreal

Ashes maintain their price, while those from

New-York have declined to twenty-four shil

lings, making the great difference of five

shillings, or one cent and one quarter of a

cent per pound. While Colonial Ashes are

free of import duty, the States pay duty of

nearly one half cent per pound. Thus the

exporter of Ashes from this country, has to

face a difference against him of nearly one

cent and three quarters per pound.

The cause of this difference, in the first

instance, is from the deterioration of Ashes

in its manufacture ; and now that you have

proof to back assertion, you may state the

fact and the cause. As in the manufacture

of salt, manufacturers have used lime to an

extent injurious to themselves and others, so

the manufacturers of Ashes have used large

quantities of salt in the production of Ashes,

to the injury of the exporting merchant and

consumer. By adding a considerable quan

tity of salt, the quantity and weight is in

creased, while the appearance of the Ashes

is not altered. The deception escapes the

inspection of the merchant, and of the le

gally appointed Inspector, while a chemical

analysis discovers the adulteration. There

is now a larger quantity in the hands of the

Inspector, than ever before at any one time,

and now is the time for investigation and

close inspection, while the deception may be

traced to where it belongs. The Ashes

now in hand are held on account of the

manufacturers, by commission merchants,

who have to render accounts, which must

reach back to the very makers of the article.

By the Inspector's returns, the settlements

with the manufacturers must be made, and

let the penalty fall where the guilt lies ; or,

as there is no penalty, let the misdemeanor

be properly attacked. There are probably

15,000 casks on hand to be inspected, all of

which exported, will be subject to this con

demnation. The difference of one eent per

pound, would produce the sum of about

$75,000. Perhaps but few of the makers

are guilty, and nearly all of this large

amount can be saved. At all events, let the

guilty suffer, and let the innocent escape.
- IMPORTER.

REMARKS ON THE ABOVE.

I have on my files, a Circular of Messrs.

Cropper, Benson & Co., of Liverpool, Eng

land, dated 11th month, 16th, 1816,

which states the price of New-York Pot Ash

at £57 to £58, and Boston Pot Ash at £60

per ton at Liverpool.

I have had Pot Ashes inspected in the

Montreal, Boston, and New-York Inspec

tion Offices, and Pearl Ashes inspected in

the New-York and Boston Inspection Offi

ces, and the same quality of Ashes going

from each of these different ports, to the

foreign markets, would be varied in the es

timated value of the purchaser by no other

guide than the reputation of the Inspector's

brand. This is all wrong. No Inspector's

brand should be allowed to depreciate the

price of an article.

E. MERIAM.

CIRCULAR.

“INspector's OFFICE,

New-York, March 19, 1828. }
“That there has existed for a number of

years past, in the Inspection Offices here,

the practice of cancelling old bills, and issu

ing new ones, (without re-inspection,) and

altering the brands, so as to give to old and

crusted, and frequently damaged Ashes,

(almost in a muriatic state,) the ostensible

character of freshly inspected Ashes, will

not be denied by any clerk, &c., in or out

of office.

“The detection of frauds in the New

York Ashes, per the Alfred at Antwerp,

about the 29th of May last, and the further

discovery at Havre, on the 12th of June

last, (putting the others which might be na

med out of the question,) conclusively show

the truth of my assertion, as “Aen Yrel,”

the sworn broker, in his protest avers, that

the brands on 150 casks of Ashes, per the

Helen Mar, had been falsified, 1826 being

effaced by 1827. That 134 of the casks

were inferior Ashes, instead of superior,

and that he had allowed damages to the

buyer on that principle.

“Had the names of the Inspectors impli

cated in these fraudulent transactions, been

given to the public, an effectual stop would

probably have been put to such practices for

the future, but it was not done, consequently

they have been continued in certain offices

down to the 1st instant. Such deceptive

inspection is injurious to the interest of the

shipper and the consumer, (at home and in

Europe, to the Inspector, (who does his du

ty,) and will eventually be so to the manu

facturer, &c., as a diminution in the credit

of our brands, will necessarily affect the

price abroad and at home.

“The alteration in the brands and bills

generally, havetaken place (covertly) almost

immediately preceding the shipment, so that

detection of the frauds can only take place

at the point of destination. I would there
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fore respectfully suggest, that Ashes brand

ed (we omit names, Ed.,) 1827 1828, should

be emptied out and examined, and if they

are found much crusted and damaged, to a

moral certainty they have not been inspect

ed, or re-inspected at the time the “Weigh

Note” is dated. Let a Notarial Act be

framed, stating the per centum of unmer

chantable Ashes of each inspection, which

will show which Inspector has done his duty,

and let the correspondent in this city, be di

rected to give it publicity, (in the public

prints,) and a preference in future purchases,

&c., to the person whose Ashes show he

has acted faithfully and honestly as an um

pire between the seller and purchaser, which

in fact is his real capacity in the eye of the

law.

“A few exposures of this kind, in the

public prints, would do more to correct ille

gal practices here, than all the provisions in

the Statutes; because it would make it the

interest of an Inspector to act honestly, (if

principle and law caunot induce him uni

formly to do so,) but emphatically, if the In

spector was compelled to make good the da

Images sustained.

“Having notoriously been one of the

largest purchasers and shippers of Ashes, I

had reason to remember the heavy deduc

tions made for crusted Ashes on the account

sales in Europe on my account. At that

time the inspection laws did not require the

year of inspection to be branded on the

casks. I had to depend solely on the date

of the “Weigh Bill,” on which (both then

and now) I find no dependance should be

placed.

“From the 7th of January, 1825, to the

1st of March, 1828, I have, as an Inspector,

known that the shipper has been systemati

cally imposed on by the alteration of brands

and bills, and have remonstrated verbally

and in writing, on its illegality (to say the

least) in vain. But being notoriously poor,

as a matter of course, my remonstrances

have not been attended to.

“My motto is, that whoever pays for a

fresh article, (immaterial what,) he is entitled

to 11.

“How stands the fact An Inspector

wishing to save the charge of re-inspection,

adopts one of the following modes: the year

1827 is shaved or dubbed off, and 1838 is

substituted ; or the brand of IS28 is appli

ed, and 1827 burnt out; or the brand with

the figure eight is impressed over the seven,

and the deception is perfected, merely by

cancelling the old and issuing the new bills.

Clerks, foremen, &c., have remonstrated

against such illegal acts, but having yielded

and altered the brands and bills, have im

prudently committed themselves, so that they

must, from necessity, sanction the acts of

their superiors.

“If, however, the consumer abroad and

at home, will submit quietly to the imposi

tions I have mentioned, (after being apprized

of the mode and manner of effecting them,)

I of course must acquiesce.

“The discoveries which have from time

to time been made, of frauds in Cottton, to

the South, (see our daily prints,) have been

justly reprobated ; but similar frauds in

Northern Inspectors, are deemed merely ve

nial offences. I am not casuist enough to

discover, that a bad article enclosed in a “bit

of bagging,” or a bad article enclosed in “a

cask,' can make any difference on prin

ciple.

“Will the Gastons, Perkins, Thompsons,

Croppers, Lenoxes, Gracies, Remsens, De

Rhams, De Ruyters, Thorndykes, Hones,

and a host of other equally conspicuous mer

chants, both at home and abroad, say that

frauds in Cotton, by a Southern man, is an

unpardonable offence, but frauds in Ashes,

by a Northern man, is a venial one.

“As I have, from experience, found that

half way measures are always the worst

when “principle is at issue,” I now aver

that the New-York Inspectors who have al

tered their brands and bills without re-in

spection, (we omit names, Ed.). The charge

is direct, which I can prove by their friends.

The Ashes shipped since the 1st of January

last, by the Henry IV., the Henry and other

vessels will ensure their silence, but if they

wish an inquiry, I give them a carte blanche

as to the mode and manner.

I am, your most obedient servant,

R. R. HENRY,

Inspector of Pot and Pearl Ashes.”

Note.--March 24—I have just ascertained

that Ashes have recently been shipped, (un

certain where,) inspected early in 1826, al

tered to 1827, and also of 1827 altered to

1828, without even examination, much less

actual re-inspection.

“The very agent employed to make the

changes, (privately) objected, on the simple

principle, that absolute injustice was done

either to the shipper or consumer, abroad or

at home, but from interested motives they

succumbed to their superiors.

“The files of the Executive of this State

will show, that remonstrances against mal

practices, here and elsewhere, have been

made by me officially, dated 4th March,

1825, of 6th March, 29th September, and

13th October, 1827; also to the Chamber of

Commerce, dated 9th and 13th June, 1825,

to which, and the Report of their Commit

tee, Jeromus Johnson and James Boyd,

Esqs., dated some time last fall, I specially

refer for particulars.

“That I have protested, as a merchant

and Inspector, for nearly four years past,

against such secret and illegal practices, will

not be denied, as I could not certify to a re

inspection having actually taken place, (if

called upon either legally or equitably,) with

in six, twelve, eighteen, or probably twenty

four months. Will shippers not even make

the inquiry on behalf of their constituents?

“Are these things so?” when character is

in jeopardy.

“Without the direct interference of ship

pers, even the revised law (to go into opera

tion some time hence) will not absolutely

prevent illegal inspection, as I can easily

make appear. Individual opposition, how

ever, to illegal practices, of long standing,

is only productive of the oppression of the

individual, if not his absolute ruin, of which

I am personally a striking example.

R. R. HENRY.”

To Messrs. Meriam & Co., New-York.

INSPECTION OF ASHES.

We have here given three entire letters,

from three different Inspectors of Ashes.

We have also given our own remarks, &c.,

and also two communications published in

the Journal of Commerce, and remarks of

the Editors of that paper.

We think these letters, communications,

and remarks, show the absurdity of having

Pot and Pearl Ashes inspected by Public

Inspectors. Ashes are no more liable to

adulteration, than molasses or sugar, or soap,

or tea, and hundreds of other articles we

could name, and as to putting up stones in

the barrels, there is as little danger as there

is of enclosing such deceptions in bags of
COtton.

The Soda Ash which comes to our mar

ket, is not inspected, neither is the Barrilla,

and both these alkalies are capable of the

same adulteration as Pot and Pearl Ash, and

vary more in quality. I have found, from

near thirty years extensive experience, that

the brand of the manufacturer is a far better

reliance than the brand of the Inspector. I

believe also, that the process which the casks

and ashes undergo in the overhauling, exa

mination, &c., &c., is, on an average, an

injury to the maker and consumer of more

than ten dollars per ton.

Compulsory inspection is a restraint upon

trade. Manufacturers have not that induce

ment to make a good article if it is to be in

spected, for in such case it is only necessary

to make of it a quality to pass inspection,

but if there is no inspection, the manufactu

rer will make his goods of the best quality,

in order that they may command a ready

sale and the highest price.

Eggs are an article of very extensive sale,

and it is often the case that bad eggs are

sold for good ones; will it be contended that

this article shall be inspected.

Butter and Lard are sold without inspec

tion, and these articles vary as much in

quality as Ashes ; the purchaser prefers his

own opinion to that of an Inspector.

If the law requires Inspectors to be ap

pointed, it is the duty of the appointing

power, to select a person who is competent

from experience, to form an opinion of the

quality of the article.

The Constitution never contemplated that

the appointment to office should be a politi

cal patronage. What would be said of a

Chief Magistrate who would appoint a shoe

maker for Port Physician and such an ap

pointment would be no more absurd than

the appointments which have been made of

Inspectors of Pearl Ash. We do not mean

our remarks to apply solely to the New

York Inspector, who we believe is a worthy

citizen, but to his predecessors also, who, like

himself, had no experience to qualify them
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for its collection was not sufficiently effect

ive. The tax on the interest of money

bonds has been more available, yielding

about $15,000, and would undoubtedly have

reached the estimated sum of $20,000, if

the assessment had not been restricted to the

actual amount of interest received within

the year, allowing not only the deduction of

interest paid, but also what was due and un

paid to the creditor.

“Itwas expected by the Committee of Fi

nance, in its supplemental Report to the last

Legislature, that the change in the mode of

taxing licenses to merchants and auctioneers

would produce an additional revenue of

$20,000, but the result is that the amount

has only increased from $90,000 to $96,000.

The whole product of the taxes on licenses

generally, has been diminished about three

thousand dollars compared with the year

1842, an effect which is partly ascribable to

the imposition of a rate upon some subjects

too high for revenue, and amounting almost

to prohibition. The tax on hawkers and

pedlars, for example, has lessened more than

one half the income from that source, and

the revenue derived from exhibitors of shows,

which was heretofore considerable, has

dwindled to almost nothing. I recommend

particularly, a reduction of the tax upon

the last mentioned subject. As the law now

is, every performance or exibition for reward,

except lectures on literary or scientific sub

jects, is burthened with the onerous taxation

of sixty dollars, which, if not amounting to

prohibition in a majority of cases, leads di

rectly to plausible and ingenious evasions

of the law. The most innocent and bene

ficial recreations, such as musical concerts,

sacred or otherwise, are either totally exclu

ded, or the performers are driven to the ex

pedient of relying upon voluntary contribu

tion. A moderate tax would not only legal

ize harmless and useful exhibitions, and

open a profitable source of revenue, but

might be so regulated as to operate as a dis

couragement to every thing demoralizing

and pernicious.

“I recommend also, if the policy of the

Legislature be revenue and not prohibition,

that the tax on pedlars and hawkers be redu

ced. If the policy be prohibitory, the ex

isting tax will probably accomplish the ob

ject. The tax on deeds, probats, and ad

ministrations, appear to me to be moderate

and expedient, but it is essentially necessary

that the law should be so modified as to

make the Clerks of Courts the exclusive

collectors of the tax, rendering them ac

countable, precisely as they are now ac

countable, for the taxes on law process. I

respectfully suggest also, if it be deemed

proper to continue the tax on interest and in

come, that the law should be so amended as

to render these sources of revenue more ef.

fectual and abundant. A tax on moneyed

capital employed in loans or upon accruing

interest, whether actually received or not,

might be conveniently substituted for the

present regulation ; and I think it would

also be advisable to abolish the distinction

which exists, or is supposed to exist between

bonds or notes which represent money actu

ally loaned, and similar paper received in

exchange for the sale of property.

“As it is desirable at present to guard

against any diminution of the revenue, I

also respectfully suggest that the tax on at

torneys and physicians, should be graduated

and made specific, so as not to depend on

the amount of professional income. The

ascertainment of income or annual receipts

is in itself so difficult and uncertain, that

without supposing any sufficient temptation

to evade the law, it must in some instances,

at least, be necessarily inoperative.

“Presuming that the general assembly,

in the present condition of things, would be

indisposed to reduce the State taxes, but that

probably some item of taxation might be

preferred to others which have been recent

ly tried, I respectfully suggest, as worthy of

consideration, a tax upon collateral inheri

tances, bequests and devices; a tax which

has been long tried in some of our sister

States, and particularly in Pennsylvania,

where, without producing public dissatisfac

tion, it has proved highly productive to the

State. It is imposed only upon the recipi

ents of an unexpected bounty, and cannot

be supposed to be a subject of just com

plaint. -

“Whilst it gives me pleasure to concede

that a very large proportion of the County

Courts make good selections of Commis

sioners of the revenue, I have not changed

my conviction that the public interests would

be benefitted by placing the tenure of that

important office upon a more permanent

footing. The correct and faithful exercise

of its duties, is at the very foundation of

our revenue system, and that cannot be se

cured or expected in those cases where fre

quent changes are made of the incumbent.”

PUBLIC PRINTING.

A gentleman informed us yesterday, that

he called on the Anti-Assessment Printer,

Mr. F. Hart, at the corner of Pine street

and Broadway, with a Case, which he wish

ed to have printed, and requested Mr. Hart

to make an estimate of what he could afford

to do the work for. Mr. Hart, after making

the calculation, named Thirty-Four Dollars

for the job. The gentleman then called on

one of the Corporation Printers, to ascer

tain what he would do the same work for.

The Corporation Printer made an estimate

and named SLYTY DOLLARS for the

job. Mr. Hart, of course, had the prefer

ence. -

The City Comptroller's Report of IS41,

is charged at $1,107.75, Mr. Hart would

have printed that Report for one seventh

that sum.
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MORGAN LEWIS.

The individual whose name heads this

obituary notice, departed this life on Mon

day morning, April 8th, at the age of ninety

years. He had held the office of Governor

of this State, Judge of the Supreme Court

of this State, Major General of the Army

of the United States, and many other im

portant offices. The strength of body and

powers of mind were continued to him to a

iate period in life. We have had several

conversations with him during the last few

years, in reference to occurrences that took

place shortly subsequent to the Revolution,

and were astonished at the excellence of his

memory. In 1839 he signed an Anti-Assess

ment Memorial to the Legislature, which is

now in the Archives of the Senate of this

State. His signature to this Memorial is

well worth examining. The hand writing is

without the least evidence of old age, and is

the most bold and firm penmanship of any

name upon the Memorial. During the last
few years of his life, his hearing became dif

ficult, but in every other particular he retain

ed the powers of body and mind to a supris.

ing degree to the last, for a person who had

undergone so much of the labors of public

life. -

Governor Lewis was an excellent man,

and one of the old school gentlemen. When

we met with him, his appearance and man

ner at once carried us back to the rememb

rance of venerable citizens who lived in the

early days of the Republic, and who, one

after another, have since passed away.

From the Journal of Commerce of March 27, 1844.

EXTRAORDINARY NARRATIVE.

The Port Hope (Canada) Gazette, furn

ishes the following narrative, which it con

ceives to be worthy of narration, as well on

account of the singular nature of circum

stances, as the moral which they involve:

Mr. Peter Moffat, who has for several

years been in the habit of teaming between

Peterboro’, this place and Cobourg, states

that a team of horses, which cost him about

£75, were missing on the morning of the 6th

September, 1842. After fruitless search and

inquiries in the neighborhood, imagining

they were stolen, he started towards Toron.

to in search of them, and from some account

received on the way, was induced to go on

as far as 100 miles beyond Buffalo, but in

vain, and after spending six weeks in the

Pursuit, he returned home. A day or two

afterwards, observing that the crows and

3ogs were frequenting a thicket near his

barn, he searched it, and there, in a stream,

discovered both his horses dead. As there

was but little water at the time, he suspected

they had been poisoned, and upon opening

them a substance was found, which on exa

mination turned out to be arsenic. But the

most singular part of the story remains to be

told. A person named C b, who died

shortly afterward, acknowledged on his

deathbed, that he and another person, nam

ed C y, and one M y, (C b and

M y being also teamsters,) had poisoned

the team : and Mr. Moffat states that C., on

his returning home after the act, found one

of his own horses hanging at the rack or

manger, and soon after lost two of his cows,

and that then he himself was taken ill and

died ; and M y soon afterwards lost his

team, either by drowning or having fallen in

to the river, and that he and two of his chil

dren shortly afterwards died; and that

C y, who is said to have lent himself to

assist the others on this occasion, was sub

sequently shot dead in a broil at an inn in

Peterboro’. Thus does an inscrutable Pro

vidence, sooner or later, overtake the guilty,

however secret or well devised their schemes

may be for a season.

(Gº The Baptist Record states, that dur

ing a late revival in the Greenport Baptist

Church, New-York, a Deacon of the church,

named Randall, having engaged in prayer,

told the Lord, that if his death could be the

means of the conversion of sinners, he was

willing to go. In about three minutes after

he closed, he was suddenly attacked with a

paralysis of his right side, and all sensation

left him. He was carried home, and died

after three days illness.-Journal of Com

1726.7°C6.

BIRDS.

During the Winter and thus far in the

Spring, I have had as daily visitors, a flock

of birds, consisting of fourteen snow birds

and two ground sparrows. The sparrows

and the snow birds appear to be on the most

friendly terms with each other, and during

their visits, which have been frequent and

often, I have never noticed any want of har

mony among them.

The previous winter, I had as visitors

for a number of weeks, a flock of snow

birds, but there were no ground sparrows

among them. I provided food for this little

flock, and they seemed very thankful for the

attentions shown them. On the 29th of

March, which was a fine day, one of the

sparrows came and brought with him in

company a beautiful bird of much larger

size, and of rich plumage. This aerial

stranger appeared both hungry and weary;

he fed in the garden for several hours, dur

ing the whole of which time he was attended

by the sparrow. It came so near the house

as to look into one of the windows, and did

not appear to be alarmed when approached.

It was about 10 o'clock in the morning when

it first made its appearance, and left a little

before sun down, the sparrow all the time

bearing it company. The sparrow returned

next day and every day since, but the strang

er has not again made its appearance. The

sparrow deserves much credit for its hospi

tality and kind attentions. It was instruct

ing to the mind to watch the little innocents.

They are alive to kind treatment, and are

confiding in exact proportion as they are
well treated.

(Gº We have received from ABRAHAM G.

Thompson, Esq., a distinguished merchant

of New-York, who some years since retired

from business with a large estate, which he

accumulated by a life of industry and eco

nomy, several Reports of the City Commis

sioners of the City of Philadelphia, of the

Expenditures of that City.

Mr. Thompson made the following sy.

nopsis, for the year 1843:

EXPENDITURES OF THE CITY OF

#Adelphia, FOR THE YEAR

Watering Committee,

CoM. on FINANCE.

Int, on City Loan, $117,432.75

Exp. 29,309.92–146,742.67

$63,171.84

Committee on Police, 109,919.23

44 Highways, 32,605.19
tº City Property, 21,580.50

& 4 Mending Streets, 3,334.56

* * Repairing, 2,788.94
tº Mending S. district, 6,365.36

44 Paving do. 8,440.72

$394,949.01

The Police includes the City Watch.

RIGHTS OF PROPERTY OF

MARRIED WOMEN.

Judge Hertell, of New-York, has labored

with great industry and perseverance, to in

troduce into the Statutes of the various

States composing the Union, an improve

ment in the laws in relation to the rights of

property of married women.

In the laws of descent and the distribu

tion of property in this State, there is great

need of amendment. We will state a case

of which we have personal knowledge. A

Mr. Smith, of Connecticut, some years ago

married a rich farmer's daughter, of that

State. On the marriage, the father of Mrs.

Smith, gave her what is called in that State,

a handsome setting out, They removed to

this State, and resided in this city several

years. Mr. Smith was taken suddenly ill
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“$111. No power vested in a married

woman, during her infancy, can be exercis

ed by her, until she attains her full age.”

“$ 117. If a married woman execute a

power by grant, the concurrence of her

husband, as a party, shall not be requisite,

but the grant shall not be a valid execution of

the power, unless it be acknowledged by her

on a private examination, in the manner pre

scribed in the third chapter of this act, in re

lation to conveyances by married women.”

“$130. When a married woman, enti

tled to an estate in fee, shall be authorised

by a power to dispose of such estate during

her marriage, she may, by virtue of such

power, create any estate which she might

create if un-married.”

With regard to personal estate, the Revis

ed Statutes allow any trusts to be created by

Will or Deed, which could have been creat

ed under the Revised Laws. The only dif.

ference between the provisions of the Revised

Laws and of the Revised Statutes, is that the

latter have limited the duration of such trusts

to two lives in being at the creation of the

estate. See, Opinion of Chief Justice Sav

age, Ante. page 9.

With regard to the creation of trusts of

real estate, to receive the rent and profits,

and to apply them to the use of any person,

the Revised Statutes have made great alter

ation, and so essential a change, that we

have deemed it important to give in full, the

manuscript Opinion of Chief Justice SAv

Age, on this question, written since he left the

Bench of the Supreme Court of this State.

It will be found in number six, of this vol

ume, page 97.

In 1837, when at Albany during the Ses

sion of the Legislature, we drew up a Bill

in relation to the rights of property of mar

ried women, consisting of nine sections,

which we subsequently submitted to Chief

Justice Savage, and it met his approval.

Judge Hertell added a Section to this Bill, it

was then sent to John C. SPENCER, Esq.,

now Secretary of the U. S. Treasury De

partment, and he added ten Sections more,

making twenty sections; it was then report

ed to the Legislature by the Committee of

the House of Assembly having that subject

in charge, and is to be found in the printed

Assembly Bills of that year, No.

POISONED SEWERS.

Exertions are making to infect the atmos

phere of the whole city, by making the Pub

lic Sewers the receptacles of the discharges

from night vaults. When the Yellow Fever

was in New-York, in 1822, the Old Sewer

from the Old Bridewell, through Warren

street, or a Sewer which communicated with

the drains of the houses in that street, was

found to be a conduit for infection.

The Sewer in Leonard street, corner of

Elm, some years since, sickened a great

number of individuals in Leonard street,

between Broadway and Elm street.

If the city is visited with an infectious dis

ease, it will seize upon the atmosphere of

Sewers thus used, and spread over the city

with electric speed, and find its way into

every habitation that has any connection

with such conduits of Mephetic air. Place

in one of these receptacles of destructive

gases, a piece of plank painted with white

lead,and it will be found stained a blue-black,

and silver metal will be found to become al

most instantly tarnished.

There is a great desire among Corporation

officers to have Sewers put down, for the

sake of giving jobs to Surveyors and Con

tractorS.

THE ELECTION.

The result of the Election has astounded

the office holders. The abuses and imposi

tions which have been practised for years,

by both political parties in power, in the

Corporation, have aroused the indignation

of the People to such an extent, that they

were determined to drive the depredators

from office. -

The Democrats brought into the field as

a candidate for Mayor, a man of great ex

cellence of character, and who was wholly

unexceptionable. Mr. Codington, had he

been elected, would have been a Public Ma

gistrate that politicians could not have did

dled with. As a citizen, he is greatly belov

ed. The defeat of such a candidate, makes

the victory of ten-fold force.

Very many voted for Mr. Codington, be

cause they did not like to scratch off the

name of a good man. Any other of the

candidates brought forward at Tammany

Hall, would not have received one quarter of

the votes cast for Mr. Codington.

We perceive in the list published on Wed

nesday morning, the 10th instant, by the

Journal of Commerce, that the new party

has of the Board of Aldermen, 12 mem.

bers. They have therefore, in the Board of

Supervisors, 13 members, which give them

the power to reduce the Taxes.

Among the candidates for re-election, of

both parties, which have been defeated, were

several who had, while members of the

Board, been large dealers, and they had re

ceived large sums from the City Treasury.

These men have been signally defeated, and

the result is good.

The district in the 5th Ward, (Chapel

street,) where the Anti-Assessment Banner

was displayed, gave for Mr. Franklin, 116;

Mr. Codington, 198; Mr. Harper, 406.

This district embraces the section of the

City where the Corporation officers depreda

ted so shamefully upon Chapel street.

The new party have a great work to ac

complish in the affairs of the Corporation.

The Public officers, now holding office,

with few exceptions,should be re-placed by

the best citizens who can be found.

The Receiver of Taxes, is an important

office. Oliver Cobb, of the 1st Ward, is

probably the best qualified for that office of

any person of whom we have a general

knowledge. His experience in the collec

tion of Taxes, should not be lost to the City.

He is a good man. -

Some person who has been an expert dis

count clerk in one of our banks, should be

selected for a clerk in that department.

s

S.
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REMARKS

Upon the Saltville Fossil salt For

MATION, IN WAshingtoN County, Wingi

N1A, READ BY EBEN MERIAM BEFone THE

Members of the Department of NA

Tunal History, of the Baooklyn IN

stitute, April 11th, 1844.

Mr. CHAIRMAN AND Gentlemen:

I have the pleasure to exhibit for your

examination this evening, specimens of salt

Rock, red and blue Clay, Plaster, Shell

Lime, black Bituminous Shale, and Slate,

from the Saltville Salines, in Washington

County, Virginia. Also, a bottle of Salt

Water, from a well sunk at that place, in

1841, to the depth of 214 feet. Also, a

sample of Salt, formed in the back ketties

of the furnace heated by wood fire, and

chrystalized by slow heat. Also, a sample

of Salt, in large pieces, formed upon the

steam pipe. Also, a piece of blocking, for.
med on the inside bottom of the kettle, in

the process of evaporation. Also, Salt,

&c., formed on the cisterns. These speci.

mens and samples have been sent me by

Alexander Findlay, Esq., of the house of

Messrs. Findlay, Mitchell & Co., extensive

Salt manufacturers at Saltville, Virginia,

and have come to hand in good order, a dis

tance of 700 miles, 330 of which was by

wagon.

The numerous Salines in the United

States, and which are only to be found in

the interior of the country, derive their sa

line properties, without doubt, from the fos

sil salt embedded in the earth, and these

specimens may be highly useful to the per

sons engaged in boring for salt water, to

compare with the stratas they pass through

in the sinking of the shafts. The nearness

of the fossil salt, I think, may be judged

pretty accurately of, from the formation of

the surface, and the strength of the brine.

These specimens are interesting, from the

fact that they are from the first Salt Mine

discovered in the United States.

These specimens are marked and num

bered, and are accompanied with a memo

randum stating the positions they respect

ively occupied in the stratas, which there

form the upper crust of the earth.

The salt water, of which the bottle exhi

bited is a sample, was taken from the well

on the 31st of January, 1844. The tempe

rature when raised, was 51 degrees of Fa

renheit, the depth of the well 214 feet. The

specific gravity, as denoted by the Hydro

meter, is 23 deg. The Hydrometer is gra

duated at 0 for fresh water, and 25 deg. for

water fully saturated with salt. This salt

water has no superior, and I am satisfied

contains as much salt as cold water can be

made to dissolve; boiling water will take

up a little more. -

The sample of Salt marked No. 26, is a

beautiful article. The chrystals are of the

Hopper shape, and are well formed, having

a translucent appearance and possessing a

greater portion of chloride of sodium than

any Salt made in the United States which I

have ever met with. This salt was chrys

talized in the back kettles in the range,

which are not heated to that degree which

the kettles nearer the mouth of the furnace

are subjected to. The more moderate the

heat the larger the chrystals, and the more

valuable the Salt.

These specimens of salt rock are numer

ous and of good size, the largest weighing

upwards of four pounds. One parcel of

these are numbered from 1 to 13 inclusive,

and show the formation of the strata, com.

mencing with a depth of 220 feet below the

surface, and extending to the depth of 273

feet, in the order in which they are number

ed, commencing with number one, at 220

feet, and ending with number thirteen, at

278 feet. Intermixed with the salt, is clay,

plaster, and slate, in lumps and particles,

showing as I think, conclusively, that the

strata was a confused promiscuous mass

when it became deposited in its present bed,

and had been broken up from a previous

deposit by some convulsive throw.

In many of the Salt mines, the stratas of

salt are of a wavy structure, showing

that the salt had been formed in a quiet and

calm precipitating of the earthy impurities,

but here it would seem, such a deposite had

once taken place, but had subsequently been

entirely broken up. I have dissolved some

of the specimens in water. A precipitate

of clay is formed in powder, but the slate

and plaster are in small lumps of uneven

fracture, and of every variety of shape.

From a depth of 273 feet, to the depth

of 386 feet, the shaft was made by an au

gur. The pieces of salt rock raised from

this depth, differ in appearance from the

upper stratas, being more free from plaster,

slate, and clay. Specimen marked number

31, is a piece of pure rock salt, and free from

any earthy mixture. This piece is from the

deep boring.

Specimens marked numbers 21 and 22,

are plaster or gypsum, and nearly a pure

sulphate of lime. The strata which imme

diately overlays the salt rock, is nearly forty

feet in thickness of solid gypsum.

The surface is alluvium to the depth of

eighteen or twenty feet. These stratas of

plaster, red and blue clay, and slate, are to

be found alternately, until reaching the

depth of 180 feet, where the strata of forty

feet of gypsum or plaster is reached, which

strata reposes upon the salt rock.

The specimens marked number 14 to 20,

inclusive, are of red and blue clay. These,

with the plaster, form the stratas between the

alluvium and the 40 feet strata of plaster,

which lies directly upon the salt rock. These

clay stratas are intermixed with the stratas
º

of plaster, and occupy a position between

the alluvium of 20 feet upon the surface, and

the 40 feet of plaster reposing upon the salt

rock, constituiting a body of 180 feet in

thickness. -

The other specimens I will notice after

giving some quotations from the letters of

my correspondent, Alexander FINdlAY,

Esq., one of the proprietors of these mines,
and some remarks thereon.

In his letter dated Saltville, Sept. 7, 1841,

he says:

“About forty-five feet from the old Salt

Well, and the same distance from the new

one in which the salt rock was discovered,

we commenced two or three weeks since to

bore another hole (not having reached water
in the one we were sinking, we are however,

still going on with it,) which we have sunk

to the depth of 125 or 130 feet; in this hole,

at the distance of about 18 or 19 feet, we

came to a small strata of plaster, and have

since been principally in red clay, occasion

ally going through small stratas of plaster

and slate; at about 120 feet we got into a

large body of plaster and slate, which we

have been in ever since. At about 150 or

200 yards north from where we are digging

or boring, we come to slate, next a layer of

bituminous shale, then shell lime stone. On

the South, the first rock we came to was

lime stone. In digging or boring we have

never come to lime stone. Bituminous stone

coal is found about eight or ten miles from

us, but not in sufficient quantities to work.

At the distance of from forty to fifty miles, a

supply might be had, but it is difficult to get

roads to it, that at present we would not be

compensated for making them, and we use

wood in the manufacture of salt.”

In Mr. Findlay's letter of Nov. 8, 1841,

he says:

“Since I wrote you in September, we

have succeeded in getting salt water in the

augur hole we had then just commenced, at

the depth of 209 feet. We have at present

no idea of excavating to the salt rock. The

water we get is as strong or stronger than

we could make it by raising the rock and dis

solving it, and we think it much cheaper to

raise the water.”

The same gentleman, in a letter to me of

April 27th, 1842, states:

“In the well we dug, and in which the

salt rock is found from 180 to about 220 feet,

it is nearly a solid bed of plaster. In the

augur hole, from 190 to 214 feet, its greatest

depth, we find stratas of plaster, then clay,

sand, and slate, mixed. The slate being

such as is in the salt rock sent you, and not

in layers or solid masses. In this augur hole

we did not strike any salt rock, nor did we

bore to the depth at which we struck it in the

well. We got the water, at first but a small

quantity, in the clay, sand and slate strata;

by punping, the quantity of water has in

creased, until we have now an abundant sup

ply to make as much salt as we can vend in

our market. The water from this augur

hole or well, is no doubt superior to any in

the world. From the experiment that we

have made, we do not see how it could yield

more salt in solution. The strongest brine

taken out of our kettles when boiling, and

half filled with salt, and let stand until cool,

stands with the Hydrometer in use, at from

22 to 224 degrees, and the water in this

well, when worked moderately and as hard
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ed; perhaps the settlers in the neighborhood

did make what salt they wanted at them.

At a very early date wells were dug, and

have since been extensively worked. One

of the oldest wells, and one of the best,

having, some thirty or thirty-five years since,

caved partly in. The proprietors of Salt

ville, about twenty-five years since, at the

distance of about fifty feet from it, commen

ced digging a new well, which they sunk to

the depth of about 110 or 115 feet, and stop.

ped, finding the old well likely to hold out

and answer their purpose. This new well

was afterwards sunk to about 178 or 180

feet, and again stopped. About eighteen

months since, we determined to sink still

further in this well, and if possible, get salt

water. We again commenced digging in

plaster, mixed with blue slate, and continued

in it about 40 feet, when we struck the salt

rock. In this we dug about 50 feet, and

have since bored about 100 feet, when we got

out of the salt rock and got into slate, with

small portions of plaster, which we have

been in for six or seven feet.”

Thus this important discovery of the fos

sil salt, was accidental. Nature had provi

ded for the Buffalo, Deer, &c., the saline

springs to the surface, and as the country be

came settled, the wells furnished the salt

water for the wants of the settlers, but

now he great population is provided

with the mineral itself, which has been

carefully treasured up against the time of

need. It is thus that Nature has in readiness

in the great terrestrial store, a supply for all

the wants of our race, as these are develop.

ed in the progress of time. This mineral

deposit, like all the saline deposits on our

continent, is placed in the interior of the

country, where a supply of salt from the sea

board would be expensive to the consumer.

Here also, is the wood for fuel, and when

this is exhausted, coal is near by, and they

have only to make a good road, and this is

obtained also. Not only the fossil salt is

furnished, but Nature also dissolves it ready

for the evaperators, and it has only to be

raised from the ground and made into salt.

Nature also, in the rays of the Sun, affords

the solar heat by which the water can be

evaporated without one cent expense of fuel.

How benificent how bounteous, is the

source of all good

The description of the stratas which over

lay the mineral salt of the Saltville mines, is

very much the same as those of the Cheshire

salt mines, in England. I have a drawing of

the stratas of the Cheshire mines. The onl

difference is, that the overlays of the Che

shire mines contain some sand stone. The

Cheshire mines were discovered by accident,

in mining at the depth of 120 feet. I have

some of the fossil salt of these mines, which

I exhibited to you at a previous meeting of
the members of the Institute.

The sample of plaster marked No. 23, is

from a location about five miles distant from

the Saltville mines.

. The sample of red clay, marked No. 24,

is from the Artesian well, a boring about 46

feet from the shaft, sunk in the salt rock. It

is a little remarkable, that in sinking a shaft

to the depth of about 400 feet, no water

should be found, while in one only 40 feet

distant, water should be found at the depth of

214 feet, in such abundance, as to furnish

all the works, and leave a large surplus.

The sample marked No. 25, is salt formed

on the steam pipe. This is as solid and of

as large size as the Bonaire salt. Samples

marked Nos. 27 and 28, are of saline in

crustation, formed on the cisterns which con

tain brine. I have not examined these par

ticularly.

Specimen marked No. 29, is shell lime

stone. The marine shells which form this

rock, you will perceive, are very perfect, and

discover the form of each individual shell

with great distinctness.

Specimen marked 30, is a small piece of

shell lime stone, which has a piece of white

yarn wound around it. When these specimens

arrived, on opening the box I discovered this

piece, and carefully unwound the thread,

examining its fibre, presuming that it was

the wool which it was spun from, that was

the curiosity, until the whole was unwound,

when I discovered the specimen was in two

pieces, and that the fracture was caused by

a shell which extended across the whole in

terior, and that the yarn thread was used to

confine the pieces together.

Specimen No. 32, is black bituminous

shale.

You will perceive by my quotations of

Mr. Findlay's letters, the locations in which

these several specimens were found. This

particular description is important, and will

be very interesting to those having salt

springs, in forming opinions as to the near

ness of the fossil salt.

Mr. Milnor writes to me from Saltville,

under date of March,15th, 1844, and says:

“Messrs. Findlay, Mitchell & Co.,

are now altering and repairing their large

steam furnace, which when completed, will

closely resemble the one lately erected at

Onondago, by Messrs. Ives, Spencer & Nol

ton, as described by them in Dr. Wright's

Report.”

You will see in this, the importance of

Messrs. Ives, Spencer & Nolton's commu

nication to the Superintendent of the Sa

lines, the advantage of annexing it to his

Report, and the benefit of the publication

of it by the Legislature. This Report of

Dr. Wright's, I forwarded to Messrs. Find

lay, Mitchell & Co., of Saltville, early in

February.

I shall place some of these specimens in

the State Geological Cabinet, at Albany, in

the course of a few days, for the benefit of

persons who may desire to examine them,

and also furnish a printed copy of this pa.

per to each member of the Legislature. I

shall also furnish a set of these specimens

to the DepartMENT of NATURAL. History,
of The BRooklyn INSTITUTE.

EBEN MERLAM,
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UNITED STATES STOCK EXEMPT

FROM TAXATION.

The Supreme Court of the United States,

in 1829, made a very important decision in

the suit of Weston, and others, vs. The

City Council of Charleston, S. C., touch

ing the validity of an Assessment or Tax

upon United States Stock, or Loans. The

opinion of the Court was delivered by Chief

Justice MARSHALL, and is set forth below.

There was another question involved in the

suit, which was that of Jurisdiction, the

proceedings having been had in a local Court

to obtain a prohibition to restrain the City

Council of Charleston and their officers

from collecting the tax from the holders of

Government Steck, which was attempted to

be enforced under a city ordinance. For

our present purpose we deem it only neces

sary to give that portion of this opinion which

determines absolutely the ExeMption of U.

S. Stock. It may be well here to remark that

the different modes of making the assessment

or levying the tax, does not in the opinion

of the Supreme Court of the United States,

alter the principle. This doctrine is laid

down by the Court in the case of Brown, vs.

The State of Maryland, reported, in 12,

Wheaton, R. 419. The Court say:

“Is the stock issued for loans to the gov

ernment of the United States, liable to be

taxed by States and Corporations? Con

gress has power ‘to borrow money on the

credit of the United States.” The stock it

issues is the evidence of a debt created by

the exercise of this power. The tax in

question is a tax upon the contract subsist

ing between the government and the individ

ual. It bears directly upon that contract,

while subsisting, and in full force. The

power operates upon the contract the instant

it is framed, and must imply a right to affect

that contract. If the States and Corpora

tions throughout the Union possess the power

to tax a contract for the loan of money,

what shall arrest this principle in its appli

cation to every othercontract ' What meas

ure can government adopt, which will not

be exposed to its influence

“But it is unnecessary to pursue this prin

ciple, through its diversified application to

all the contracts, and to the various opera

tions of government. No one can be select

ed which is of more vital interest to the com

munity, than this of borrowing money on

the credit of the United States. No power

- -

has been conferred by the American people

on their government, the free and unburthen

ed exercise of which more deeply affects

every member of our republic. In war,

when the honor, the safety, the indepen

dence of the nation are to be defended, when

all its resources are to be strained to the

utmost, credit must be brought in aid of

taxation, and the abundant revenue of peace

and prosperity must be anticipated to supply

the exigencies, the urgent demands of the

moment. The people, for objects the most

important, which can occur in the progress

of nations, have empowered their government

to make these anticipations ‘to borrow

money on the credit of the United States.”

Can any thing be more dangerous, or more

injurious, than the admission of a principle

which authorises every State, and every

Corporation in the Union, which possesses

the right of taxation, to burthen the exercise

of this power at their discretion.

“If the right to impose the tax exists, it is

a right which, in its nature, acknowledges

no limits. It may be carried to any extent

within the jurisdiction of the state or corpo

ration, which imposes it, which the will of

each state and corporation may prescribe.

A power which is given, by the whole Ameri

can people, for their common good ; which

is to be exercised at the most critical periods

for the most important purposes; on the

free exercise of which the interests certainly,

perhapsthe liberty, of the whole may depend;

may be burthened, impeded, if not arrested,

by any of the organized parts of the con

federacy.

“In a society, formed like ours, with one

supreme government for national purposes,

and numerous state governments for other

purposes; in many respects independent,

and in the uncontrolled exercise of many

important powers, occasional interferences

ought not to surprise us. The power of

taxation is one of the most essential to a

state, and of the most extensive in its opera

tion. The attempt to maintain a rule, which

shall limit its exercise, is undoubtedly among

the most delicate and difficult duties, which

can devolve on those whose province it is to

expound the supreme law of the land in its

application to the cases of individuals. This

duty has more than once devolved on this

Court. In the performance of it we have

considered it, as a necessary consequence,

from the supremacy of the goverment of the

whole, that its action in the exercise of its

legitimate powers should be free and unem

barrassed by any conflicting powers in the

possession of its parts; that the powers of a

state, cannot rightfully, be so exercised, as to

impede and obstruct the free course of those

measures which thegovernment of the United

States may rightfully adopt.

“This subject was brought before the

Court in the case of M’Culloch, vs. The

State of Maryland", when it was thoroughly

argued, and deliberately considered. The

question decided in that case bears a near

resemblance to that, which is involved in this.

It was discussed at the bar in all its relations

and examined by the Court with its utmost

attention. We will not repeat the reason

ing, which conducted us to the conclusion

thus formed; but that conclusion was, that

“all subjects, over which the sovereign pow

er of a state extends, are objects of taxation;

but those, over which it does not extend, are

upon the soundest principles exempt from

taxation.” The sovereignty of a state ex

tends to every thing which exists by its own

authority, or is introduced by its permission;

but not to those means, which are employed

by Congress to carry into execution powers

conferred on that body by the people of the

United States. “The attempt to use the

power of taxation, “on the means employed

by the government of the Union, in pursu

ance of the constitution, is itself an abuse;

because it is the usurpation of apower, which

the people of a single state cannot give."—

‘The States have no power by taxation, or

otherwise, to retard, impede, burthen, or in

any imanner control the operation of the

constitutional laws, enacted by Congress to

carry into execution the powers vested in the

general government.” We retain the opin

ions, which were then expressed. A con

tract made by the government in the ex

ercise of its power, to borrow money on the

credit of the United States, is undoubtedly

independent of the will of any state, in

which the individual, who lends, may reside;

and is undoubtedly an operation essential to

the important objects, for which the govern

ment was created. It ought, therefore, on

the principles settled in the case of M’Cul

loch, vs. The State of Maryland, to be ex

empt from State taxation, and consequently

from being taxed by corporations, deriving

their power from states.

“It is admitted that the power of the gov

ernment to borrow money cannot be directly

opposed; and that any law, directly obstruct

ing its operations, would be void. But a

distinction is taken between direct opposition

and those measures, which may consequen

tially affect it; that is, a law prohibiting loans

to the U. States would be void ; but a tax

on them to any amount is allowable. It is,

we think, impossible not to perceive the inti

mate connection, which exists between these

two modes of acting on the subject. It is

not the want of original power in an inde

pendent sovereign state, to prohibit loans to

a foreign government, which restrains the

*4 Wheaton, 316.
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supposed to be placed in the same condition

with the property acquired by an individual.

The tax on government stock is thought by

this Court to be a tax on the contract, a tax

on the power to borrow money on the credit

of the United States, and consequently to

be repugnant to the constitution.”

ERRONEOUS TAXES.

The State Legislature at the last session

passed the following amendment to the

Tax Bill. Persons who have been errone

neously assessed are entitled to relief under

it as a matter of right. But the application

must be made before the 20th of March,

1845.

“$ 2. The Board of Supervisors in and

for the city and county of New-York, may at

any meeting of said Board, at which theMayor

or Recorder shall be present, correct any

erroneous assessment which may have been

made by the Assessors of either of the Wards

of the said city for the year 1843, and may

also correct any erroneous assessment which

shall hereafter be made by any such Assessors

as aforesaid, provided application for such re

lief shall be made upon assessments in 1843,

within three months after the passage of this

Act,and in all other cases within the period of

six months after the assessment rolls shall

have been returned as required by law, and

provided also proof is made to the satisfac

tion of such board of Supervisors, by the

affidavit of the applicant or other legal

evidence that the said erroneous assessment

did not result from any neglect on the part

of the person or persons applying for relief.”

It will be seen that in order to be entitled

to relief in the tax which has been errone

ously assessed in 1844, application must be

made to the Mayor, Recorder, and Alder

men, Supervisors of the city and county of

New-York, within six months from the return

of the assessment rolls which was on the

20th day of September, 1844.

The applicant must address his or her

petition to the Mayor, Recorder, and Alder

men, Supervisors of the city and county of

New-York.

The petitioner must make affidavit to the

truth of the facts set forth in his petition,

before the Mayor, or other officer authorised

to administer an oath, as required by the

law above quoted.

The application must be made within the

time named, and such application secures

the claim to relief, even should it not be

acted upon by the board, until after the ex

piration of the term named.

BOSTON SYSTEM OF TAXATION.

The following is a copy of a letter received

in October, 1843, from the Hon. MARTIN

BRIMMER, Mayor of Boston, a very intelli

gent public officer. This letter, at the time

the other letters of Mayor BRIMMER were

published, on pages 108 and 109 of this

Volume, was supposed by us to have con

lost. We have since met with it, and here

give it to the public:

“Boston, Oct. 6th, 1843.

“SIR,

“I have been for some days in receipt of

your favor of Sept. 23d, but I have been so

much engaged as to be quite unable to give

it the attention its importance demands. I

am now, however more at leisure and I shall

endeavor to give you the information you

require in relation to the mode of assessing

taxes in this city.”

“Respectfully,

“Your obt. Servt.

“M. BRIMMER,

“Mayor.

“E. Meriam, Esq.

“Boston, Oct. 10, 1843.

“Sir,

“Your favor of Sept. 23d, was received

by me at a moment when I was so much

occupied that it was impossible for me to

give that attention its importance demands,

I shall now take up your question seriatim.

and endeavor to give you distinct answers.

“By the laws of this State, the same rate

of taxes is assessed on Real and Personal

Estate. The manner of assessing taxes in

this city is as follows. Three persons are

annually elected by the City Council, as

“PERMANENT Assessors,” with salaries.—

Two persons are also annually elected by the

City Council from each ofthe twelve Wards,

as “Assistant Assessors,” without salary,

whose duty it is to assist the permanent

assessors in taking the valuation in the

several Wards, commencing on the first day

of May. The Board of Assessors have

power to rectify errors within six months

after the Tax Bills are issued, after which

time the power to abate taxes, lies with the

Mayor and Aldermen.

“In answer to your first query I would

repeat,

“That the same rate is assessed on Real

and Personal Estate.

“2d Query.—When A. owns a house

and lot worth $12,000 and B. has a mortg

age on it for the same amount, are they

both taxed in your city ?

“Answer.—A. pays tax on his land, B.

on his mortgage as personal estate. The

$12,000 is therefore taxed twice.

“3d Query.—If A. owns a house in

Boston worth $12,000 and furniture worth

$12,000, how is that individual taxed 7

“Answer.—The house would be taxed

on $12,000, and on the furniture all over

$1,000 in value, say $11,000, would be

legally taxed. But there is usually a very

liberal valuation of furniture, it is rated at

one-fourth its value, an examination rarely

takes place. A person is supposed to have

furniture fitted to his mode of living, his

fortune, and the house in which he lives.—

Furniture under $1000 in value is not taxed.

“4th Query.—Is Bank Capital taxed to

the Stockholder or the Institution ? Do you

tax occupations or professions?

“Answer.—There is a State Tax of one

per ct, onbank capital paid by the Institution.
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The Stockholders also pay the City and

County tax. By a recent law of this State

it is made the duty of the Cashiers of the

several Banks, the Clerks of Insurance

Offices, (except Mutual Insurance Offices)

the Clerks of Manufacturing, Bridge, Turn

pike and Canal Corporations, annually to

make returns to the assessors of every city

or town in the Commonwealth, in which

any Stockholder may reside, stating the

name, number of shares, and par value of

said shares. Occupations and professions

are not taxed as such, but a person is taxed

for his capacity or income from his profession

or business.

“5th Q-Whatis the tax (of a person*) worth

$12,000, in your city ? and what items con

stitute the tax?” I am not sure that I un

derstand this question, but if you mean to

ask what would $12,000 pay, I

“Answer.—The average rate of the City

and County tax is $6. The rate varies

from $5.70, to $6.20, on the $1000; $12,000,

whether real or personal, or income, wonld

pay $72, more or less.

“The following is the provisions of the

Revised Statutes in relation to personal

estates: “Personal estate shall for the pur

pose of taxation, be construed to include all

... goods, chattels, money and effects whereso

ever they may be, all ships and vessels whether

at home or abroad, all moneys at interest

due to the person to be taxed, more than they

pay interest for, and all other debts due to

them more than they are indebted for, all

public stocks and securities, stocks in turn

pikes, bridges and all monied corporations,

whether within or without the State, and

also income from any profession, trade or

employment, or from an annuity, unless the

capital of each annuity shall be taxed in this

State, and all other property returned in the

last preceding valuation, for the purpose of

taxation.”

“By a decision of our Courts, debts pay

able may be deducted from debts receivable,

but for no other personal property.

“I have endeavored to furnish you with

a succinct account of the mode in which

taxes are assessed in this city. Any further

information you may require will be given

with pleasure by

Your obt. Servt.

E. Meriam, Esq. M. BRIMMER.”

The Anti-Assessment Committee sent a

delegate to Boston in Nov. 1844, to exam

ine into the mode of doing business in the

public offices of that city.

The first Office visited was that of the

Permanent Assessors, which is kept in the

City Buildings.

This office is kept open every business day

throughout the year, from 9 o'clock in the

morning till 1 o'clock in the afternoon.

The Permanent Assessors were all in

attendance and are practical and intelli

gent business men. -

Each of the Permanent Assessors receives

a salary of twelve hundred dollars per an

num, and they are allowed one Clerk whose

"Omitted in the letter.

salary is four hundred dollars per annum,

making the expense of the tax department

$4000 per annum, exclusive of fuel and

stationary.

The Permanent Assessors are authorised

by law to correct any erroneous taxes within

six months after the bill has been delivered

to the tax payer, and are also empowered to

remit and discharge any tax which the person

taxed is unable to pay by reason of poverty,

infirmity, or old age.

The Permanent Assessors Department is

precisely such an improvement as is required

in the city of New-York.

POWER OF APPOINTMENT.

The Street Law of April 9, 1813 is in

direct violation of the following provisions

of the Constitution of 1777, so far as the

power of nominating and appointing Com

missioners of Estimate and Assessment is

concerned.

“XXIII. That all officers, other than

those who, by this Constitution, are directed

to be otherwise appointed, shall be appointed

in the manner following, to wit:

The Assembly shall, once in every year

openly nominate and appoint one of the

Senators from each great district, which

Senators sha'ſ form a council for the appoint

ment of the said officers, of which the Gov

ernor, for the time being, or the Lieut. Gov

ernor, or the President of the Senate, (when

they shall respectively administer the gov

ernment) shall be President, and have a

casting voice, but no other vote; and with

the advice and consent of the said council.

shall appoint all the said officers; and that

a majority of the said Council be a quorum :

and further: The said Senators shall not be

elegible to the said Council for two years

successively.”

“XXVII. And be it further ordained,

That the Register and Clerk of the Court of

Chancery, be appointed by the Chancellor;

The Clerks of the Supreme Court, by the

Judges of said Court.”

The Commissioners of Estimate and As

sessment nominated and appointed by the

Judges of the Supreme Court, receive an

amount of compensation, greater than all

the other Executive, Judicial and Adminis

trative Officers of this State put together'

Shall a tribunal usurping power, not only

not conferred, but absolutely prohibited by

the Constitution, be that tribunal which is to

sit in judgment upon its own acts when the

constitutionality of these acts are called in

question ?

Shall the party try his own cause, and be

the judge in his own case ?

Judges Cowan and Bronson refused to

act in view of the Constitutional disability,

and we now add, as above, the suggestion of

another constitutional prohibition.

PUBLIC PRINTING.

The Public Printing should be done by

contract, and given to the owest bidder.

STREET PATCHING.

To the Hon. the Common Council :

The undersigned, Citizens of the city of

New-York, most respectfully represent to

your Honorable Body that great abuses have

been practised for several years in extorting

money from individuals for patching pave

ments in public streets, and vexatious suits

have been commenced before some of the

Justices appointed by the Common Council,

who have considered the Ordinance of the

Common Council paramount to the law of

the State, and gave judgment accordingly.

The undersigned respectfully ask your Hon.

Body to repeal the Ordinance under which

these abuses have been committed.

And your Memorialists, &c.

New-York, October 19th, 1844.

Stephen Allen,

James Brown,

P. Schermerhorn,

John Haggerty,

David Hale,

Wm. W. Fox,

Nathl. Richards,

Moses H. Grinnel,

John H. Tallman,

John Onthank Fay,

John Q. Jones,

Samuel Ward,

H. Hendricks,

Phelps, Dodge & Co

A. G. Thompson, Jr.

D. E. Wheeler,

Wm. B. Crosby,

Philip Hone,

Jonathan Goodhue,

Benj. L. Swan,

C. W. S. Roosevelt,

Silas Brown,

Isaac Jones,

A. B. Hays,

Stacy B. Collins,

A. P. Halsey,

John C. Green,

Robert Hyslop,

T. J. Waters,

Anthony Lamb,

John R. Murray,

Lora Nash,

G. A. Worth,

Peter Cooper,

Robert Smith,

Robert Jones,

John Morss,

J. M. Morrison,

Richard Mott,

Jona. Thompson,

Robert C. Cornell,

Geo. Griswold,

Jacob Drake,

David S. Kennedy,

Jas. McBride,

Thos. Lawrence,

Adam Treadwell,

James Harriot,

Andrew Lockwood,

John Newhouse,

Wm. Bard,

Robt. Ainslee,

Giles S. Ely,

, R. S. Williams,

J. Cruickshanks,

Abm. Van Nest,

Geo. Ireland,

Burtis Skidmore,

G. C. Verplanck,

John I. Palmer,

R. Kingsland,

W. C. Rhinlander,

John Outhout,

John Newhouse,

A. A. Brown,

J. C. Beeckman, -

J. C. Rogers,

Wm. H. Russel,

J. McBrair,

M. M. Hendricks,

Henry Parish,

Joseph Kermochan,

James Boorman,

Edward Prime,

David Thompson,

Charles H. Russell,

David Hadden,

Nathaniel Jarvis,

Abm. Schermerhorn, J. L. Bowne,

Abm. Ogden,

David C. Colden,

Jacob Harvey,

Henry Grinnell,

Stewart Brown,

R. W. Martin,

W. E. Dodge,

Robert Buloid,

Jonathan Sturges,

J. Grosvenor,

A. G. Thompson,

R. H. Nevins,

Lambert Suydam,

Alfred Pell,

Adam Norrie,

A. A. Alvord,

Wm. H. Smith,

Joseph Sampson,

A. B. Neilson,

C. Swan,

G. G. Howland,

Saul Alley.

The above memorial is brief, strong, and

well signed by the best men in the city of all
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them, requiring it; further neglect or refusal

was to be remedied by the employment of a

paver licensed under proper regulations, by

the Street Commissioner, to do the work,

which was to be measured by the Street In

spector, and the bill certified by him, was

made recoverable in an action of debt. These

arrangements, which have been continued to

the present time, appear reasonable in theory,

the difficulties in practice are—the owners of

property feel it an annoyance to be called

upon to attend to these repairs of pavement,

and within a few years the pavement over

the Croton Water trenches, which is univer

sally out of order, and the injury to the side

walks, the flagging of which has been

broken by fire engines drawn over them

in frosty weather, furnish matter for great

complaint, in addition to the alleged extor

tions and conspiracies of the licensed pavers

and street inspectors. To obviate, if possi

ble, the latter complaints, the undersigned,

at the time of the last renewal of the pavers'

licences, took pains to cxclude those who did

not produce certificates of good character

from respectable persons, and good security

was given by each of them in the sum of

$200, for the faithful performance of his

duties without overcharge ; a statement that

this had been done was inserted in all the

newspapers employed by the Common Coun

cil. -

Notwithstanding this, the system is most

unpopular with many respectable citizens,

who argue that those who have kept their

streets in order for twenty years, during which

the present arrangement has lasted, and in

which time the streets that were most out of

order at its institution, have re-paved, might

now without injustice be placed on an equal

footing with the owners of lots on streets re

cently paved, and that all the paved streets

in the city, sidewalks as well as carriage

ways, should be kept in order at the public

expense. The objection to this is the great

addition it would make to the general tax if

the present clumsy system of repairing was

continued. But it is the opinion of the un

dersigned, that if the repairs of pavements

in each ward (except 12th) were separately

let by contract once a year, to be done under

the direction of the Street Inspectors, and the

satisfaction of the Aldermen and Assistant

Aldermen of the Wards, that repairs to the

pavement of the whole city including repairs

with brick to side-walks, might be done for

an amount not greatly exceeding that now

paid for repairing the carriage-ways of the

streets which have been accepted, for the

contractors would watch the first break in

the pavement, and mend it, which any Su

perintendent of pavements for the whole city,

however industrious, cannot do ; those who

have seen how a small break in the pavement

of any Omnibus route, or indeed any Street,

soon widens into a gulf, will not think the

foregoing estimate extravagant, if they will

also reflect how little repairs would have to

be done if the city were districted as herein

proposed, and that by the foregoing plan the

pavers' interest would be promoted by pre

vention rather than cure.

A reference to a Committee is asked to

examine into these matters and report im

provements in the system and arrangements

for repairing pavements. -

Respectfully sabnitted,

SAMUEL S. DOUGHTY,

Street Commissioner.

New-York, Sept. 9, 1844.

WETO.

His Honor Mayor HARPER, has done him

self honor, rendered to the public a service,

and to the individuals interested in the lands

plundered by the 86th Street Assessment an

act of Justice in withholding his asent to the

proceeding referred to in the following Veto

Message:

MAYOR'S OFFICE,

New-York, Nov. 30th, 1844. }
To the Hon. the Board of Aldermen of the

city of New-York:

Gentlemen—Pursuant to the provisions of

the City Charter, I return herewith to your

Board, where it originated, “A resolution for

removing fences from 86th Street, between

Bloomingdale Road and Hudson River,”

with my objections.

The opening of 86th Street, by removing

the fences only, would, in my opinion, be of

no benefit to the citizens, as the natural sur

face of the ground, near the River, is so

uneven that no use could be made of the

street without grading and levelling it; and

if it were intended to work the street, the

great expense it would require to be laid

out, would, by no means, be justified by any

advantage to be derived from the opening

and regulating of said Street, at the present

time.

As no benefit can arise from merely remov

ing the fences, and it may lead to trespasses

upon the neighboring grounds, it is believed

that such removal should be delayed till some

future period, when the public convenience

will require and justify the removal of the

fences and the regulation of the street, and

the expenditure of large sums of money

which will be necessary to accomplish that

object.

When the time shall have arrived which

will justify that expenditure, it will occupy

but little time to remove the fences, and such

removal and the grading of the street may

go on simultaneously without any additional

expense to that of grading and regulating.

The public burthens, in taxes and assess

ments, have been so onerous, that every

operation or improvement involving expense

and not imperiously demanded for public

convenience, should be postponed until jus

tified by the great benefit to be derived from it.

JAMES HARPER, Mayor.
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REPORT OF THE STREET COM

MISSIONER ON SEWERS.

The Street Commissioner, to whom was

referred a Resolution of which the follow

ing is a copy, and which passed the Board

of Assistant Aldermen on the 28th of Octo

ber last, “Resolved, That the Street Com

missioner report to this Board whether the

sewers heretofore constructed are of suffi

cient capacity to discharge the filth now ac

mulating in them, without employing labor

ers to enter them and how often those labors

have to be performed.”

RESPECTFULLY REPORTS :

That shortly after entering upon the duties

of his office in May last, notice was received

by him from persons residing on those streets

through and under which the principal sewers

run, that the sewers were in a filthy condition

and required cleaning; the measures indi

cated by the City Ordinances were immedi

_ately taken ; and a great quantity of filth

was taken out of the sewers by convicts

from Blackwell's Island. The sewers which

have most settled out of a right line, were

of course, found to be in the worst condition,

as the running of Croton and other water

does not wash out the filth lying below a

right line, but this washing out, though it

may keep the sewers clean, saves but little,

if the sewer be not carried out a sufficient

distance into the river to cause the current

to remove the filth ; where the sewers empty

into slips, the slips soon fill up, and it costs

more to remove the filth from thence, than

from the sewers. The sewers have been

partially cleaned every summer for several

years past; the amount paid the keepers of

the convicts for wages, is estimated to aver

age $750 per annnm, it is not supposed that

the necessity for cleaning out the sewers

arises from want of sufficient capacity ; for

the largest—that in Canal Street, most fre

quently requires cleaning. Uneveness in

the floor of the sewer and want of sufficient

descent are the principal reasons for the me

cessity of resorting to manual labor. The

amount paid for cleaning sewers the present

year has somewhat exceeded the average

before mentioned principally for the reason

that certain individuals engaged in washing

wool erected a bulkhead in the sewer in

18th Street near the first Avenue and insert

ed an iron pipe into the sewer near the top

thereof, for the purpose of drawing off the

water which ran in a clear and constant

stream through this sewer, which is built

under streets not yet improved by the erec

tion of many houses, a great quantity of

sand having been carried by heavy rains

into the sewer, and being prevented from

passing out by the bulkhead aforesaid, was

precipitated at the bottom of the sewer where

it remained and caused the sewer to be inade

quate to the discharge of the water flowing

into it during some of the heavy showers of

the last summer. On attempting to clean

out the sewer the bulkhead above mentioned

was found and removed as have been several

hundred loads of sand. All the information

that could be obtained on this subject was

immediately collected and placed in the
hands of the Attorney of the Corporation,

who it is understood is about to commence

a prosecution against the individuals con

cerned in this proceeding, the effects of which

might not only have been, to cost the city

some hundreds of dollars in cleaning out

the sewer, but by overflowing the cellars of

houses on 2d Avenue and other Streets, the

sewers of which discharged themselves thro'

the sewer in 18th Street aforesaid, have ex

posed the City to the payment of damages

to a great amount, as the City Ordinances

do not provide penalties sufficient to prevent

such misdeeds, the following Resolution is

respectfully submitted.

“Resolved, That it be referred to the

Committee on Laws to examine the ordinan

ces relative to the misuse of sewers, and

if in their opinion requisite, report an amend

ment to the same, imposing a penalty of not

less than two hundred and fifty dollars on

each and every person who shall obstruct or

attempt to use for any manufacturing or

other purpose, the sewers of the city of New

York, or the water therein without the per

mission of the Common Council first had

and obtained.

Since writing the above, information has

been received that the bulkhead above re

ferred to, "as been either wholly or in part

replaced.

SAMUEL S. DOUGHTY,

Street Commissioner.

New-York, Nov. 25th, 1844.

SUPREME COURT OF MASSACHU

SETTS.

The following opinion of the Supreme

Court of Massachusetts and communication

of the City Solicitor, was poſitely furnished

us when at Boston a few days since by Chas.

B. Wells, Esq., Superintendent of Sewers

in that city.

HoN, JonATHAN CHAPMAN, MAyoR.

City Solicitor's Office,

July 6, 1840. }
SIR,

I have to communicate, for the infor

mation of the City Government, a decision

of the Supreme Court made on the 3d inst.

in the actions pending before them, on the

subject of the Common Sewers and the

liability of the owners of real estate to con

tribute to the expenses of the same.

By this decision (a copy of which is here

with transmitted) the following principal

points have been settled:

1. That the city has full power to take

charge of and regulate the Common Sewers.

2. That the estates of the abutters are

liable to contribute to the expense.

3. That the expense must be apportioned

according to the value of the lands inde

pendently of the buildings upon them ; and

4. That the City Ordinance of February

13, 1834, which apportions the expense ac

cording to the valuation of lands and build

ings jointly, as heretofore practised, is un

reasonable, and void in law.

Some other points were made in the argu

ment of the causes; but the Court did not

deem it necessary to make them the subject

of their adjudication.

In conformity with the above views of the

Court, the actions pending, which were

founded mainly upon the Ordinance and

the practice under it, have been decided

against the city.

The existing regulations of the City on

this subject being thus adjudged to be inef

fectual for the purpose intended at the time

of their enactment, it remains for the City

Government to determine upon such further

provisions in relation to this subject, as its

high importance to the public convenience

and the health of the city shall in their judg

ment demand.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

JOHN PICKERING,

City Solicitor.

(Cory.) Opinion of the Supreme Judicial

Court in the cases of Shaw (and others)

—on the subject of the Common Sew

ers, and the City Ordinance regulating

them.

Putnam, J., delivered the opinion of the

Court, as follows:

By the 15th section of the Charter of the

City all powers which were vested in the

Town of Boston are vested in the Mayor

and Aldermen and Common Council of the

City; and they may make all needful and

salutary by-laws as Towns may make, and

annex penalties, not exceeding $20, for the

breach of the same—which shall be in force

from and after the time therein limited, with

out the sanction or confirmation of any

court or other authority whatsoever; provi

ded that such by-laws shall not be repug

nant to the Constitution and Laws of this

Commonwealth. And the City Council

shall have power to lay and assess taxes—

Stat. 1821, ch. 110, §. 15–8th vol. Stat. at

Large, 744.

The power given to Towns to make by

laws is in Rev. Stat. ch. 15, sect. 13, for the

managing of the prudential affairs of the

town ; which are however to be approved by

the Court of Common Pleas.

These by-laws, if reasonable, have as full

force as if they were made by the Legisla

ture itself; and it is for the Court to decide,

whether they are reasonable or not. 3 Pick.

478, Commonwealth v. Worcester. If un

reasonable, they are void. 6 Pick, 191,

Vandine's case.

Anciently the law provided, that a main

Drain or “Common Shore ” might be laid

by an individual at his own expense; and

that those persons, who should enter their

particular drains into such a main Drain,

should be obliged to pay according to the

judgment of the Selectumen or a major part

of them; saving to the aggrieved party a

right to appeal to the Court of Sessions.—

Stat. 8 Anne, ch. 2–3 Geo. III. Ancient

Charters, p. 389.

And, substantially, the same provisions

were contained in Stat, 1796, ch. 47, passed

20 Feb. 1797,
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there had been a house built upon the lot at

that time.

until 1838. Now we think that such an

assessment is not according to the true in

tent and meaning of the Ordinance, even if

the Ordinance itself were valid.

But is the Ordinance a reasonable and

just provision ? We are constrained to

answer this question in the negative.

It is better without doubt, that the City

should do the work; and that the Mayor

and Aldermen should judge when and where

a Common Sewer should be built. If it

were left to the individual abutters to build

the part against their respective lots, the ex

pense might not fall equally; for some might

be obliged to carry the Common Sewer

through ledges and rocks at great expense,

while others ata trifling cost would go through

a loose soil : It is better for the City own

and to construct it.

And it must be considered as reasonable,

that the charge should fall upon the lots

abutting; which would have the privilege of

entering particular drains from the respective

lots in the main Drain or Common Sewer.

The right and privilege would become apurt

enant to the several lots, and their value

would thereby be increased, probably quite

as much as the amount which should be re

quired to be paid towards the general expen

diture. Thus no loss would fall upon the

owners of the land.

It might happen, that some of the owners

of the vacant lots would not at present want

to have a Common Sewer built; while other

owners having houses on their lots would

consider such an accommodation to be abso

lutely necessary. Let the Mayor and Alder

men, then, judge when and where the pub

lic convenience requires such main Drains.

There is as much reason to subject the

owners of the land abutting to contribution

to this expenditure as there is to oblige them

to pave the foot ways in front of their grounds

and to keep the same in repair when the

City shall pave the streets adjoining.

It should be a charge upon the land; just

as it is the requisition on the owners of lands

abutting on streets to clear away the snow

at their own expense; which has been de

termined to be a reasonable provision. It is

a charge upon real estate thus situated, and

requisite for the comfort and convenience

of all the citizens.

But how shall it be apportioned 7 Shall

the owner of the lot next to the outlet be in

any event held to contribute more than the

owner of the lot six hundred feet above, if

the former should happen to have a house

upon it, and the latter lot should be vacant 7

We thiuk not. Suppose A owns a house

and lot of the value of $1000, and with the

house upon it it would be of the value of

$10,000, next to the outlet at Charles Street;

and that B has a lot of the same dimensions,

600 feet from Charles Street valued at

$1000; according to the Ordinance, the

contribution shonld be made according to

the valuation of these estates in the books of

the Assessors. The owner of one lot would

be held to pay ten times as much as the

The assessment was not made

other. The apportionment should be made

upon the value of the land independently of

the buildings; and should be settled in the

time of the transaction ; so that the City

would neither gain nor lose by the work,

and the rights and liabilities of the owners

of the land be definitely ascertained.

It is not for the Court to prescribe the

mode by which the amount of the contribu

tion should be ascertained ; but we are bound

to say, that this which has been provided is

unequal and unreasonable, and therefore

void.

In Common Council,

February 22, 1844. }

Laid on the table, and with the accompa

nying Report, ordered to be printed.

Attest, W. P. GREGG, Clerk C. C.

In the Board of Aldermen, }
February 19, IS44.

The Committee of the Board of Alder

men, on Common Sewers, ask leave to

R E PORT: --

That by the present provisions of the or

dinance in relation to Common Sewers, the

Mayor and Aldermen are required, after de

ducting one quarter part of the expense of

constructing or repairing any Common Sew

er, to assess the remainder on persons bene

fitted thereby. And it is made the duty of

the Superintendent, to make out bills for

such assessmeuts forthwith, and of the

Treasurer to cause the same to be collected.

The Committee are of opinion that some

alteration in the present law is expedient,

both in relation to the amount to be paid by

the City and also in the time prescribed for

payment of the assessments by persons be

nefitted. The proportion now assumed by

the City is one fourth of the whole expense,

and this is supposed to be generally correct,

but cases are often occurring, where the as

sessment of so large a proportion as three

fourths on those benefitted must operate as

a hardship, and where the collection of it

will of course be effected with great diffi

culty and delay—nor does it seem to be

always expedient to enforce the payment of

assessments at once, before entries are made

into the Sewers.

The principle assumed in the ordinance

is, that an estate is increased in value by

the facility afforded for draining, whether

any use is made of the power not—and this

is probably to a great extent true, it may be

doubted however, whether any practical

effect of the kind is at all times felt—and

in the opinion of the Committee it would

be frequently advisable to postpone the pay

ment, till the value of the Sewer is realized

by entries actually made, even at the risk of

increasing in some degree the expense to

the City—the Committee would now pro

pose, therefore an amendment to the ordi

nance, by which the Mayor and Aldermen

shall be empowered to alter the proportion
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to be paid by the City, and to postpone the

time of payment by persons benefitted.

Respectfully submitted,p *T. WETMORE,

for the Committee.

CITY OF BOSTON.

An Ordinance in addition to an Ordinance

in relatlon to Common Sewers and Drains.

Be it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen,

and Common Council of the City of Bos

ton, in City Council assembled, as follows:

Sect. 1. It shall be the duty of the

Mayor and Aldermen, in making assess

ments for defraying the expense of con

structing or repairing Common Sewers,

pursuant to the provisions of the ordinance

to which this is in addition—to deduct from

the said expense, such part, and not less

than one quarter part, as they may deem it

expedient should be charged to and paid by

the City, and to assess the remainder thereof

upon the persons and estates deriving benefit

from such Common Sewers, either by the en

try of their particular drains therein, or any

more remote means,—apportioning the as

sessment according to the value of the lands

thus benefitted, independently of any build

ing or improvements thereon—and also to

prescribe and establish the time when the

proportion of the said assessments, which

is charged upon persons benefitted, shall be

paid.

SECT. 2. The eleventh section of an or

dinance entitled “an ordinance in relation

to Common Sewers and Drains,” passed

June 14th, IS41, and also so much of the

said ordinance as is inconsistent with the

provisions of this ordinance, are hereby re

pealed.

In the Board of Aldermen, February 19,

1844—Read and passed.

Sent down for concurrence.

M. BRIMMER, Mayor.

March 7th, 1844, in Common Council—

Passed.

SEWERS IN NEW YORK.

Sewers under the streets in the city of

New York are required for two purposes,

viz: 1, to carry off the surface water, and

2, to drain the ground saturated by the

Croton and the clouds. The wells when

constantly used drained the ground, but

since the introduction of the Croton, these

reservoirs have been left to accumulate.

Sewers, to be useful, should be construct

ed in so substantial a manner as to be dura

ble, for they are designed to be permanent.

Sewers should have abundant capacity to

receive all the surplus surface water in the

heaviest storms.

Sewers should be placed so low in the

ground as to drain the cellars into the top of

the sewer, and then, in the event of the

sewers becoming filled by rain storms, the

water would not inundate the basements

and cellars of dwellings.

The assessments for Sewers should be

apportioned among those benefitted in pro

portion to such benefit.
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No sewer should be constructed until a

profile is first made of all the streets of the

city, and not until a permanent Board of

Commissioners of Sewers and Streets shall

be created by the Legislature of the State.

No improper use should be made of Sewers.

We shall enlarge upon this subject, and give
the particulars of our examination of the

Boston and Philadelphia Sewers.

CHAPEI, STREET SEWER.

This sewer has been disintered by order

of a Special Committee of the Board of

Assistant Aldermen. At Beach street, the

lower half of the Sewer was found to be but

four inches thick. Opposite the property

of Andrew Lockwood, between Franklin

and White streets, the new sewer was found

to be raised above the surface of the former

sewer seventeen and a half inches, and the

same opposite Franklin street; and at a

previous opening, still higher up towards

Leonard street, twenty-two inches. This

is science in construction, which is ruinous

to the property on Chapel street, and should

be extensively known to prevent similar do

ings in other streets.

ANCIENT SEWER.

The sewer in Broad street was construct

ed in 1717. An act of the Colonial Assem

bly was passed, authorising the raising of

five hundred pounds by tax on the whole

county, to pay the expense. The Survey

ors' bills alone for the Chapel street Sewer

exceeded that sum.

CANAL STREET SEWER.

This is the best built sewer in the city of

New York. The builders were Thomas T.

Woodruff, Esq., a member of the State

Board of Croton Water Commissioners, and

Gideon Tucker, Esq. We will publish the

specifications of the contract.

TAXABLE Property IN BOSTON,

NEW YORK AND BROOKLYN.

The amount of Real and Personal Estate

taxed in the city of Boston, in 1843, is as

follows:

Real Estate,

Personal Estate,

$67,673,400 62 410,575 08

42,372,600 62 262,710 12

$110,046,000Total,

Polls, 20,063, at $1 50, 30,004 50

$712,379 70Amount of Tax,

The population of Boston may be stated

at 100,000 inhabitants.

The Real and Personal Estate of the

city of New York, as assessed in 1844, is as

follows:

Real Estate,

Personal Estate,

Capital of Incorporated

$171,936,591 IS

35,058,944 35

Companies, 28,964,512 45

Total, $235,960,047 98

The population of New York may be es

timated at 360,000 inhabitants.

The amount of Tax imposed by the

Board of Supervisors of the City and Coun

ty of New York, in 1844, is $1,981,513 11,

as follows:

atch, $265,995 72

wº 120,877 69

Water, 469,340 40

Schools, 379,542 00

State, 259,556 05

Streets, 95,393 01

Mutes and Blind, 2,494 10

County charges, 388,321 05

$1,981,520 12

We make a difference in the footing of

the items from that made by the Fiscal De

partment, of seven dollars and one cent.

This matters not for the purposes we have

in view. Our purpose is to state, with great

precision, the items which compose the

Tax, and in such a manner, that it can be

comprehended at a single view. The rate

of taxation is about 86 cents on the hun

dred dollars.

The valuation of Real and Personal Es

tate, in the City of Brooklyn, in IS44, is as

follows:

Real Estate,

Personal Estate,

$20,267,363 00

3,012,866 00

Total, $23,280,229 00

The aggregate tax is $169,789 71, of

which $25,608 19 is State Tax; city

watch, $8,000; cleaning streets, $2,000;

lighting streets, $15,000; repairs of streets

and roads, $1,700; fire department, $6,000.

Population about 43,000. Average Tax

in all the wards about 73 cents on the one

hundred dollars. There is a city debt on

which to pay interest.

The Boston Tax includes all the public

improvements, with the exception of three

fourths the costs of sewers, which three

fourths is assessed upon the owners of pro

perty fronting on the street where the sewer

is placed. In the New York Tax, the local

public improvements are excluded, and col

lected in the shape of an arbitrary assess

ment.

OPINION OF THE SUPREME COURT IN AN

ANSESSMENT CASE,

We shall publish the opinion of Mr. Jus

tice Bronson and also that of Mr. Justice

Beardsley, with a Diagram, in our next

numbers. Also Mr. Webster's argument be

fore the Court, and our review.

A SAMPLE ASSESSMENT.

A piece of ground on the First Avenue,

containing eleven thousand eight hundred

and seventy-five square feet, furnished the

avenue two thousand eight hundred square

feet and was assessed in addition thereto

on the remaining nine thousand and sev

enty-five square feet, the sum of three hun

dred and twelve dollars. The same piece

of ground was again assessed for open

ing Fortieth Street the sum of five hun

dred and seventy-five dollars although no

portion of ground fronts on that Street; and

was again assessed for opening 39th Street,

eighteen dollars and seventy-five cents,
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and is fraught with the most dangerous con

sequences. It would place corporations

above the laws, and there is reason to fear

that they would soon become an intolerable

unisance.”

CHIEF JUSTICE SAVAGE.

It was announced in the public papers that

Chief Justice Savage had been appointed to

represent the State of New-York in the

Senate of the United States. The announce

ment of the appointment gave great satis

faction to the intelligent men of both parties

and no one individual in this State could have

been more acceptable. Judge Savage is

every way qualified to fill any office in the

gift of the American People.

RECEIVER OF TAXES.

The taxes of the County of New-York

are now collected at one central office at an

annual expense of a less sum than was for

merly paid for collecting the arrears.

Gen. Kiersted, the Receiver of Taxes, is

a worthy and efficient officer and the experi

ence which he has acquired in the office,

should not be lost to the public. Experience

is the best schoolmaster in such an office,

and politics should never be allowed to in

terfere in offices of this kind.

THE TEA ROOM.

The NATIVE Common Council have done

themselves credit in relieving the Tax Payers

from the expense of the Tea Room and the

City Government from the odium of using

the apartments of the Halls of Justice for a

nocturnal Banqueting Room.

CLEANING STREETS.

The Native Common Council have lately

contracted out the cleaning of the public

streets, in districts. The price agreed to be

paid is $45,000 per annum. The streets are

now in an unmentionable condition and have

been for some time past. We saw less dirt

in the streets of Boston during a stay of

three days in that city, than is now lying in

Wall Street. It is probable that the contrac

tors have not got ready to proceed. Time

will illustrate.

We measured one of the dirt-carts in the

streets of Boston and found the size as fol

lows: Length 6 feet 3 inches, width 3 feet 9

inches, depth 1 foot 9 inches. This cart

was drawn by one horse. The cart body

was tight.

BOOTHS AROUND THE PARK.

Mayor HARPER deserves great credit for

prohibiting the erection of Booths around

the Park on the 4th of July.

These temporary grogeries were a nui

Sturl Ce.

WASHINGTON CITY.

The votes given in the Honse of Repre

sentatives seem to iudicate a breaking in

upon party lines by the substitution of geo

graphical lines.

--

SAMUEL STEVENS.

The individual whose name heads this

obituary notice departed this life on the 25th

ult, at the age of 61 years.

Mr. Stevens was a meber of the bar. On

the announcement of his death, the various

Courts of the city, as a token of respect for

his memory, adjourned.

The previcus numbers of this volume

contain some of the productions of the pen

of Mr. Stevens, written in 1829, during the

session of the Convention which framed the

Amended Charter of the city. Theviews he

there expressed in reference to the organi

zation of the city government, are the pro

ductions of a strong and well-stored mind,

anddiscover a qualification (of the individu

al for almost any station in the administra

tion of government) rarely to be met with.

Mr. Stevens' views of the organization of

government were in accordance with the

great and fundamental principles of civil

liberty, and such views as ought to possess

the minds of men called by the voice of the

people to fill the Executive Chair.

Mr. Stevens was appointed President of

the Board of Water Commissioners and

filled that office with credit to himself and

with advantage to the city; and he was also,

some years since, a member of the Common

Council of the city, and in 1831 was Presi.

dent of the Board of Aldermen.

We have, among our unpublished papers,

a communication from the pen of Samuel

Stevens, on the subject of the Croton Wa

ter tax, which we shall publish, with other

papers on that subject, with an ccompanying

note from the writer.

In the death of Mr. Stevens, the public

have sustained a loss. He was a good man,

and greatly beloved. -

DEPUTY SECRETARY OF STATE.

Archibald Campbell, Esq., has filled ttha

office for thirty-two years, and a more worthy

and capable officer cannot be found in he

United States.

The Municipal Gazette will be published

for six months, weekly, on Wednesdays,

and distributed gratuitously. It is proposed

to accompany some of the numbers with

diagrams of particular assessments. Also

a statement of the fees in each street, ave

nue, or public square, accompanied by a

statement of the proceedings as originated

in the Common Council, whether by peti

tion of the persons interested, or otherwise.
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IRUINFOUS ASSESSMENTS III,USTRATEID.

The accompanying Diagram shows the dimensions of a lot of ground which has been

assessed more than double its value, exclusive of the interest of the assessment.
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1st Avenue—100 feet wide.
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The piece of ground of which the above

Diagram is an accurate description as copied

from the Commissioner's Map, belongs to

Anson G. Phelps, Esq. The entire piece

contains 11,875 square feet, of which 2,800

is taken for the first avenue. The first ave

nue Commissioners assessed the remaining

9075 square feet,(besides taking the 2800

and making no award for it,) the sum of

$312,00 for benefit. The Commissioners,

for 40th Street assessed the 9075 square feet

for benefit $575,00, although none of this

ground fronts on 40th Street. The Comis

sioners for 39th Street assessed the same

9075 square feet, $18,75 for benefit, making

the three assessments in all $905.75 The

interest upon the 1st Avenue assessment in

$124.03. The interest of 40th Street assess

ment is $242.14. The 39th Street assess

ment is not due, making the assessments

and interest to the 17th Dec. 1844, $1271

92. The ward assessors in making the

assessments for Taxes in 1844, valued this

property at $450,00, which is more than it

will sell for. We shall present this diagram

with further remarks in our next number,

The Commissioners fees in the First Ave

nue assessment are stated in the written re

ceipts at $700, besides $123.25 cents room

hire, &c. This is pay for each Commission

er $233.33 1-3, and is pay for 5S 1-3 work

ing days, equal to 9 weeks and 4 1-3 days

each. The ground covered by the assess

ment was farming land, and is only 2758

feet in length, 631 feet 6 inches in width.—

The awards amount to $6621.80. Only

one building was in the line of the avenue,

for which the owner was awarded $15–,

and $25 paid the appraisers for making this

valuation . This whole assessment of the

1st Avenue could have been made in two

days by competent persons.

The Commissioner's fees in 39th Street

are stated at $912.00, which is $304 for

each, Commissioner, equal to pay for 76

working days, or 12 weeks and four days,

for each and all of the three Commissioner's

besides room hire, &c., $113. The ground

covered by the Assessment Map is 9433 feet

by 197 feet 6 in. The awards $6901,28.

The Commissioners fees in 40th Street,

are stated at $840.00. This is pay for each

Commissioner $280, which is compensation

for 70 days services, equal to 11 weeks and 4

days, constant employment, besides $193

room hire, &c. The assessment district is

of the same size as that of 89th, as above.

The awards $5164.00.

The aggregate time charged by the Com

missioners in the three streets is eight months

and twelve and one-third days.

The Common Council never at any time

Passed any resolution to authorise an appli

cation to the Supreme Court for the appoint

ment of Commissioners of these Streets, and

the reports of the Street Committees which

were adopted by the Common Council, and

approved by the Mayor only contemplated

opening all the Sts. and Avenues up to and

including 42d Street by one Commission

that, (as they state in the report,) nineteen.

twentieths of the expense of opening in de

tail may be saved, and besides there will be

but one assessment on any particular lot.

We shall follow up this subject in our

next.

The Surveyor's fees in 1st Avenue ar

$378.37. This ground had all been º:

veyed and maps made of it by the Commis

sioners appointed by the Legislature in 1807,

copies of which are on file in the office of

Secretary of State at Albany, and at the

City Hall, New-York, to which we refer—

The same ground had also been previously

resurveyed and maps made of it for avenues,

&c. The pay for the Surveyor is $4 per

day, including his assistant. This is com

pensation for 404 days and five hours, equal

to eleven months eighteen days and five

hours, counting twenty-six working days to

the month. Had the U. S. Government

Lands been charged by the Surveyors at this

rate, all the money, coined since the deluge

would not be equal to the amount of the

Surveyor's Bill.

The Attorney's fees and Court charges in

1st Avenue are $390; 39th Street $1187.74,

40th Street $553.90, in the three Streets,

$2131.64. The Clerk of the Supreme Court

at Albany, in his Report to the Legislature in

1843, (see Senate Documents, No. 81 of

vol. 3, pg. 23 to 28,) says: “no Court charges

appear on any of the files or records ºf this

office.” The Attorney's fees are, $363.86,

short of the salary of the Chancellor of this

State for a whole year.
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l

Mr. Flaggis a practical man and has been

a faithful student in the school of experience.

pf It is a matter of surprise that none of the

d | Representatives of the county of New-York

at

*r

.
e

:

.

in the Legislature have not given attention to

this matter. If Stephen Allen had had a seat in

the Senate, this inequality would have been

equalized long ago.

THE CROTON TAX.

The Legislature in 1841 passed an act

containing the following provision for assess

ing the interest of the Croton Debt:

“S 6. It shall be lawful for the Mayor,

Recorder and Aldermen of the city of New

York, as the Supervisors of the city and

County of New-York, of whom the Mayor

or Recorder shall be one, from time to time

and as often as they may deem necessary,

to order and cause to be raised by tax on the

estates, real and personal, of the freehold

ers and inhabitants of, and situated within

the said City, and to be collected such amount

of money as shall be requisite to defray the

interest upon the water stock of the city of

New-York.”

“$ 7. The said tax shall be assessed and

collected in the same manner as now provi

ded by law for the assessment and collec

tion of taxes in the city of New-York.”

In 1843 the Legislature passed an act

amending the sixth section, which amend

ment is as follows:

CHAP. 231.

AN ACT in relation to the Croton Water

Works in the city of New-York.

Passed April 18, 1843, by a two-third vote.

The People of the State of New-York,

represented in Senate and Assembly, do enact

as follows :

§ 1. It shall be lawful for the mayor, re

corder and aldermen of the city of New

York, acting as the supervisors of the said

city, to order and cause to be raised annually

and to be collected, such amount of money

as shall be requisite to defray the interest

upon the “water stock of the city of New

York,” by tax on the estates, real and per

sonal, of the freeholders and inhabitants of

and situated within such portions of the said

city, as may have been from time to time

brought into use by the regulating and gra

ding of the streets and avenues, and the

laying down therein the necessary water

- pipes, and that may be designated the “water

s district " by the mayor, aldermen and com

ºf monalty of the city of New-York, (acting as

e

1t

e

tr

ºf bounds of the said city opposite the middle

o of Twenty-third-street, running thence east

ºr erly on a straight line through the middle of

the aforesaid supervisors,) and that until

such designation shall be made, the water

district shall be comprised within the follow

ing limits, to wit: all of the said city which

lies south of a line commencing on the west

said Twenty-third-street to the middle of

e Lexington-avenue; thence northerly through

the middle of Lexington-aveuue to the mid

dle of Twenty-eighth-street; thence easterly

through the middle of Twenty-eighth-street

to the east bounds of said city.

§ 2. The sixth section of the act entitled

“An act to provide for supplying the city of

New-York with pure and wholesome water,”

passed May 26, 1841, is hereby repealed.

§ 3. This act shall not in any manner

be construed to affect any act done, or right

accrued, proceeding, suit or prosecution

commenced or pending under the said sixth

section of the act hereby repealed.

This authority to levy a tax as provided

in the sixth section is badly expressed,

although restricted in the seventh section to

an annual tax. The words “from time to

time,” should not have been used. The sec

tion is also wrong in this: an assessment

on unimproved land which is only benefitted

in a trifling degree is authorised to the same

extent as on buildings which are greatly

benefited by the protection afforded against

damage by fire. Merchandize is not taxable

by this law if the owner is indebted therefor,

although the merchandize is greatly benefit

ed. The Croton Tax is as much a local

assessment as that for constructing a sewer,

and why not assess it on the same principle

of requiring the parties enjoying the benefit

to pay a tax equal to that benefit 2

There seems to be an obscurity in the sixth

section which we think is not removed by the

seventh section. Personal estates belonging

to inhabitants of the city situated without its

precincts, seems not liable to this tax,although

the tax is to be assessed and collected as now

provided by law for the assessment and col

lection of taxes in the city of New-York.-

The amendment is bungled and conflicts.

Bank Capital should not be taxed for the

Croton, neither should personal property

owned by citizens of the city of New-York

which is beyond its precincts, be taxed for

this local expenditure but the tax should be

upon buildings, goods, wares, and merchan

dise to the extent of the benefit enjoyed by

each, and then if there remains a sum un

provided for, that sum should be assessed the

same as the other county taxes, and if it is

found that the benefit exceeds the interest,

the excess should be applied annually to

cancel an equal amount of the stock at its then

market value. No sinking fund should be

created to loose the money and leave the

Bourds unpaid at maturity. It is an exceed

ingly difficult matter to frame a tax bill that

will operate equally, but it is not difficult

to ascertain what benefits the owners of per

sonal property have in the lesser premiums

on fire risks. Merchants insure on the

annount of merchandize without regard to

indebtedness, and the benefit of the Croton

accrues to such in the same way. We place

these remarks before the people for exami

nation and consideration, and shall continue

to follow up this subject in the succeeding

numbers until it is disposed of by the State

Legislature.

The Streets of Boston are cleaned at an

expense of about nineteen thousand dollars

per annum.
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MANNER OF MAKING ASSESS

MENTS OF TAXES IN BOSTON.

In Boston “all goods, chattels, money and

effects wheresoever they may be, all ships

and vessels whether at home or abroad, all

money at interest due to the person to be

taxed, more than he pays interest for, and

all other debts due to them more than they

are indebted for, all public stocks and secu

rities, stocks in turnpikes, bridges, and all

other monied corporations, whether within,

or without the State, and also income from

any profession, trade or employment, or from

annuity, unless the capital of such an annui

ty shall be taxed, and all other property,”

&c., are assessed by the Assessors of annual

Taxes on the first day of May, being the

day fixed by law. It will be readily seen

that the possessor of property is taxed with

out regard to indebtedness, and we were in

formed by the Permanent Assessors that

roperty was sometimes three times assessed.

#. Importer for the note of the Jobber, the

Jobber for the note of the retailer, and the

retailer for the goods in possession on the

first day of May.

Commission Merchants are assessed for

income by Commissions on Sales. A

commission merchant selling one million of

dollars worth of goods per annum, at a

commission of five per cent. would be taxed

on $50,000. An individual owning personal

property to the amount of one million, pro

ducing an annual income of $50,000 is taxed

on a million, or twenty times as much as the

commission merchant. This is unequal—

Commercial and mercantile firms are taxed

in Boston. A merchant in Boston possessing

on the first day of May, in merchandize,

one million of dollars for all of which he

may be in debt, would rate as high on

the tax list as a merchant of New-York

owning a million of dollars free of debt.

The holders of United States government

stock are not taxed in Boston for such stock.

Other stocks are assessed at the rate the res

spective stocks are worth in the market on

the first day of May. The office of perma.

ment assessors in Boston is kept in a large

room, and very convenient for the purpose

for which it is used, and the business of the

office is done in a very systematic manner.

We are indebted to the permanent assessors

of Boston, Messrs Norwood, Sargent, and

Jackson, for much valuable information,

furnished us while with them.

BOSTON WHARVES.

The Wharves in Boston, with the excep

tion of two, are private property, and some

of them very productive. They are kept in

such good condition that goods landed from

vessels are kept clean. Each barrel of flour

paystwo cents wharfage, whether going out or

coming in. The vessels do not pay wharfage,

unless they lay an unusual time at the wharf.

street PAVING.

The streets in Boston are paved at the

public expense, and the pavements kept in

good repair. The side-walks are made by

the owners of property fronting on the street. |

NEW-YORK CITY FINANCES,

In order to have a right view of the fiscal

concerns of the New-York Corporation we

must select some point to start from. We

have before us Mayor Varian's Message to

the Common Council when he entered the

Mayoralty in 1839, known as Document No.

l, of May, 1839, in which he complains of

the Whigs for running the City in debt, and

gives the figures to sustain his statements.-

We copy from his message of May 14th,

1839, his own words, as follows :

“The practise which has within a few

years grown up in the Common Council, of

borrowing large sums of money under that

provision of the Charter which authorises

temporary loans in anticipation of the aunu

al tax, I consider injurious to the financial

interests of the city, and not contemplated

by provisions of the charter under which it

is done. By a reference to the Comptroller's

report, it will be seen that during the year

1838, temporary loans, amounting to Eight

HUNDRed TriousANd dollars were made by

him, in addition to the sum of Four hundred

and eleven thousand, nine hundred and sev

enty-five dollars and thirty-eight cents, bor

rowed from the City Acqueduct, &c.”

“These loans could, by the Charter, only

be made in anticipation of the tax of 183S,

as the tax of 1839, was not authorised by

the legislature, and the amount so borrowed

was more than the whole tax levied. Of

this amount so borrowed in 1838, there still

remains unpaid the sum of $504,271.27,

and since the commencement of IS39 the

borrowing of $300,000, has been authorised

by resolution as a temporary loan, while

there remains unpaid of the tax of 1838,

comparatively a small amount. Such a

system, if continued, must eventually end in

direct violation of the provisions of the

charter, and in the accumulation of a debt,

which is paid from one year to another by

temporary loans, and which will always be

a heavy burden upon the financial depart

ment of the city.”

“The provision of the charter was ex

pressly intended to prevent the Common

Council from incurring such debt, and to

confine the expenditures of the city to its

annnal income ; and the authority then given

to borrow money in anticipation of the tax,

was only intended to defray the ordinary ex

penses of the city, in cases when, from un

forseen occurrences, the ordinary collection

of taxes had not been made to a sufficient

amount.”

“Connected with this subject is another,

worthy of your examination. A large amount

of money is annually received by the Comp

troller in trust, to be repaid to others. I re

fer to monies received on assessments for

opening, regulating and paving streets, the

whole of which is to be repaid to contractors

or other persons entitled thereto. The money

however is paid into the Treasury and applied

to the general purposes of the city; and

when called for, it becomes necessary to pro

vide means for its payment, by temporary

loans or other expedients. The union of

these funds with the general funds of the

city, tends to confusion in the public accounts,

and at times to place at the disposal of the

public authorities large sums of money, and

thereby to induce more extravagant appro

priations than otherwise would be done if

these monies were kept separate from the

common fund, and applied solely to the pur

poses for which they are received by the

Common Council.”

This language deserves a careful reading.

Mayor Varian was several years a member

of the Common Council, and was for some

time President of the Board of Aldermen.

The provision of the charter to which Mr.

Varian refers, is in these words:

§ 19. “The Common Council shall not

have authority to borrow any sums of money

whatever, on the credit of the Corporation,

except in anticipation of the revenue of the

year in which such loan shall be made, unless

authorised by a special Act of the Legisla

ture.” Session laws of 1830, ch. 122.

Eight months after this, as appears by the

memorial below, the Mayor states to the

State Legislature that this floating debt had

increased to the sum of $1.700.460., and

there were no means of payment. Here is

his own statement, under his hand and the

corporate seal, as follows:

“To the Honorable the Legislature of the

State of New-York.

“The memorial of the Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonalty of the City of New-York,

Respectfully represents,

“That by reason of the great expenses

which they have incurred in consequence of

the various improvements in the said city,

they have found the ordinary revenues of the

Corporation altogether inadequate to meet

the demands which these expenses have pro

duced, and that they have therefore from

time to time been obliged to issue their bonds

under their Corporate Seal, to defray some

of these expenses, as a means of mere tem

porary relief. The amount of this floating

debt on the 31st of December last amounted

to oxE Million seveN HUNDRED THous AND,

Fourt HUNDRED AND Sixty Doll,Ars, and can

probably be reduced from anticipated sources

of revenue to one million three hundred thou

sand.

“The amount to be raised by the annual

tax bill will be required for the ordinary ex

penses that will accrue pending its collec

tion, and will therefore furnish no relief in

liquidation of the floating debt.

“Your memorialists therefore pray your

honorable body will grant to them authority
to fund such amount of the said floating

debt as they may deem expedient, not ex.

ceeding one million three hundred thousand

dollars, by the creation of a six per cent.
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incur a penalty of one per cent. per month,

to be reckoned back to the day the assessment

rolls were placed in the hands of the Ite

ceiver, which was early in October, making

near six per cent.

The office of the Receiver of Taxes is in

the basement of the puplic buildings in the

rear of the City Hall. The office is con

veniently fitted up, and well arranged. The

Natives deserve great credit for retaining

General Kiersted in office as Receiver of

Taxes. He is a worthy man, and a faithful
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public officer. General Striker, who is being

plundered of his Estate by the odious assess

ment system, has been appointed by the

Natives, Deputy Receiver of Taxes. The

grey headed men are the right persons to

hold public offices. Gen. Striker is a good

| public officer, and the Natives have done an

act of Justice in holding out the helping

hand to the veteran sufferer, affording him

an employment in a station which he can

render service to the public and at the same

time obtain the means for the support of his

worthy family.

PUBLIC MEN AND PUBLIC MEAS

URES.

There are very many citizens who voted

the American ticket at the spring election

who were the advocates of an independent

party who should be unmixed with the two

great political parties which keep the country

in a constant state of excitement, and whose

patronage in the shape of appointments to

office, when successful, is dealt out without

stint or measure to the noisiest partisans

of their own clan, without regard to ability

or any other necessary qualification.

On the 29th of December, 1842, a select

meeting of Citizens was called at the Stuy

vesant Institute, in Broadway, which was

attended by gentlemen of high standing of

both political parties. It was a cold stormy

night, and the snow and wind blew furiously,

but notwithstanding the inclemency of the

weather a very respectable number attended.

Abraham Van Nest, a democrat of high

standing presided, and among the members

was Philip Hone, Abraham G. Thompson,

Peter Schermerhorn, Jonathan Goodhue,

Peter I. Nevius, Thomas T. Woodruff,

Hickson W. Field, Burtis Skidmore, Saml.

Stevens, Charles H. Russell, Wm. B. Astor,

Peter Cooper, Peter Embury, James Fel

lows, Arthur Bronson, James I. Jones, John

R. Murray, and gentlemen of that stamp,

who neither wanted office, or the emolu

ments of office. A second meeting took

place at the same place on the 5th of Janu

uary 1843, at which Jonathan Goodhue, a

whig of high standing, and a member of one

of the oldest and wealthiest Commercial

firms of the city, presided. This meeting,

like the first, was attended by gentlemen of

both political parties. Subsequent to this,

a public meeting was called at the Merchant's

ay of

ll be

axes

upril,

Exchange, on the 6th of March, IS43, at

which Preserved Fish presided as Chairman,

and Abraham G. Thompson, Peter Cooper,

| Charles H. Russell, Peter Embury, Wm.

B. Crosby, George Griswold, Peter Scher

merhorn, Peter Lorrilard, Jr., Jonathan

Goodhue, John Haggerty, Peter I. Nevius,

and Abraham Wan Nest, Assistant Chair

inen.

It will be seen by reference to the names

stated, that the meeting was anti-political;

that the officers which presided were of

aboutequal numbers of both political parties,

and the gentlemen named were all in their "

seats. These meetings had reference to the

abuses of the Corporation under the admin

istration of both political parties, and to in

voking the interference of the State Legisla

ture in correcting these abuses, and to the

selecting of suitable persons without regard to

politics, as candidates for public office.

The first two meetings were convened by

a printed circular from the Anti-Assessment

Committee, and the last by a public call,

signed by Jonathan Thompson, James Mc

Bride, Brown, Brothers & Co., C. & L.

Dennison, & Co., John Anthon, Elisha

Riggs, William Gale, Hickson W. Field,

William and John James, and several others

of that class of Citizens.

The state tax.

We have before us a Report of the State

Comptroller to the Legislature of 1840, giving

the aggregate valuation of the real and per

sonal property in all the counties of this State

as made by the Assessors in 1839. We

have selected from the list eighteen of the

wealthiest counties of the State, the taxable

property of all which are stated at less than

that of the county of New-York, as follows:

Orange, 11,420,916.00

Westchester; 10,718,706.00

Albany, 13,626,100.00

Genese: , 11,569,268.00

Oneida, 12,13S,770.00

Oswego, 8,541,000.00

Rensaleer, 11,245,113.00

Onondago, 16,768,635.00

Ontario, 14,140,793.00

Kings, 31, 103, I 13.00

Monroe, 15,731,524.00

Cayuga, 12,569,075.00

Livingston, 11,246,124.00

Columbia, 8,878,392.00

Erie, 12,238,630.00

Queens, 10,781,650.00

Dutchess, 18,351,797.00

Jefferson, 7,559,535.00

These eighteen counties possess more than

double the actual wealth of the county of

New-York, and notwithstanding pay a much

less mill or State tax than is paid by New

York. The shortest way to remedy the

difficulty, is for the H.egislature to pass an

act to authorise the State Comptroller, to

adjust the New-York tax by the payment of

such a sum into the State Treasinry, as is

an equitable proportion,

N. YORK WATCH DEPARTMENT.

The New-York Watch Department num

bers 1100 men, and costs annually about

| $200,000.

ſ
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MILITARY FINES.

The imposition of Military Fines is an

abuse of great magnitude, and may be con

sidered a nuisance of a very odious charac

ter. We intend to examine the system in

detail, and to discuss it fully.

BROADWAY.

The pavements in Broadway are contin

ually out of order, from the great travel of

omnibusses in this great thoroughfare.—

There is a plan of Rail-Road on foot for

Broadway, which, if carried into effect, will

become a great nuisance, destroy hundreds

of lives, and injure the property on the

street, to a vast amount, and besides there

is no right in the corporation to make such

an use of the street. The Macadamized

road in Broadway should be paved upon

with substantial round stones, of large size,

for at present, in dry weather, the dust is

very annoying, and in wet weather the

mud is intolerable. This piece of road is

in the near neighborhood of Alderman

Cozzens, and we look to that energetic pub

lic officer to remedy the complaint of a bad

road which lies in the path to his seat in

the Council Chamber.

THE INCREASE OF TAXABLE PRO

PERTY.

The Assessors’ returns for 1843, amount

ed to $227,997,090 5S, and in 1844, to

$235,960,047 7S, making an increase of

1844, over 1843, of $7,982,057 20. This

increse is mostly in the valuation of real

estate, and not in additional buildings erect

ed. The taxable personal property in the

Sixth Ward is less in 1844 than in 1843,

owing to the fact, that in 1843, one indi

vidual was taxed in that ward an amount

equal to about one sixth the whole personal

tax of the ward who, in 1844, was taxed in

the 15th Ward, having removed his resi

dence to that Ward. In 1843, Mr. John

Jacob Astor was taxed for personal proper

ty in the 8th Ward, and in 1844 in the 12th

Ward. He should have been taxed in the

12th Ward in 1843. This makes a change

in the amount of personal property taxable

in the 8th and 12th Wards, as compared

with 1843. In the 3d Ward the assess

ment list of personal property was increas

ed in 1843, by assessing Henry and Daniel

Parish for half a million of personal prop

erty. Mr. Henry Parish was during the

whole of that and a part of the previous

and succeding year, a resident of Paris, in

France, and was not taxable in New York,

except for real estate, and Mr. Daniel Par

ish was owner of a large amount of stock

of the Government of the United States,

which is not subject to taxation. The Far

mers' Loan Company in the 1st Ward was

taxed by the Supervisors at two millions

capital, which that institution once possess

ed, but which has been reduced by fosses to

about one fifth that sum. The Ward As

sessors assessed the Company for what they

possessed at the time the tax was imposed,

which is right and proper, but the Board of

Supervisors, without the shadow of authori

ty in the premises, from the Statute, assessed

the Compaay for what it had lost !!! A

Company once possessing a million, and

subsequently losing nine hundred and nine

ty-nine thousand of the capital, would, (ac

cording to this doctrine,) be assessable for

the remaining thousand, as for a million |

What nonsense! Public officers can only

exercise the powers conferred upon them

by the Statute. The Supervisors are not au

thorised by law to make assessments, but to

confirm those which the Assessors have

made, and to correct those which shall be

complained of as erroneous by the party

agrieved. We hope the Natives will not

follow in the footsteps of their predecessors,

and disregard the law in this.

PUBLIC PRINTING.

The price paid for printing the Comptrol.

ler's Report of 1840, consisting of 135 pages,

was $1107.75 One hundred and fifty dollars

would have been a fair price for the work.

This was the patronage of the Democratic

Corporation. The Whigs paid four hundred

dollars for printing the Tax Bill, worth only

sixty-six dollars. We shall chronicle the

prices paid by the Natives. The party in

power is obnoxious to censure for not hav

ing months ago contracted for the public

printing. We are sorry that they should

have omitted this duty. We mean to litho

graph the prices of public Printing, and

keep them before the taxpayers.

CITY DELEGATION TO THE LEG

ISLATURE.

The delegates elected to the Legislature,

from the County of New York, are highly

respectable. We notice among the names

ofthe members that of Abraham G. Thomp

son, Jr., son of the venerable Jonathan

Thompson, formerly a distinguished Col

lector of the Port of New York. He is a

good son of a worthy father. We also no

tice the name of D. E. Wheeler, an able

lawyer, and at present a member of the

Board of Education. Mr. Wheeler is a man

of great firmness of purpose, and the right

sort of a man for the Assembly. Mr. Mori

son is another of the members. From our

acquaintance with Mr. M., we feel assured

his constituents will be honored in their re

presentative. Mr. Oakly and Mr. Du Puy

also in the delegation, are young men,

worthy, intelligent, and highly respectable.

The other members of the delegation we

have not the pleasure of a personal acquain

tance with, but those who know those gen

tlemen speak highly of them. Mr. Folsom

is elected from the First Senatorial District,

to the Senate. Mr. F. is a worthy citizen,

and the district will be honored in their

Senator.

John M. Bradhurst was nominated on

the Democratic ticket for Assembly, but he

declined the nomination. Had he accepted

the nomination, he would have been elected

by a large majority. He is a man of great

moral worth, and of firmness of purpose.

Mr. Bradhurst was Chairman of the Citi

zens’ Committee that was delegated by the

public meeting held at the Merchants' Ex

change to appear before the Legislature in

reference to taxes and assessments in 1843.

Mr. Bradhurst's knowledge of public af.

fairs, and the great pecuniary interest he

has at stake, will impose upon him the du

ties of public office. He has not the right

to decline. There were several names on

the Democratic ticket who were in favor of

assessments. These persons were in a re

mote minority. The Whig ticket contained

some names of persons who had been active

in assessments, and who were therefore ob

jectionable. If the Democrats had put on

their ticket such names as John M. Brad

hurst, Saul Alley, Peter Cooper, Hickson

W. Field, Thomas Jeremiah, John E. Ross,

and others of like standing, they would have

had no difficulty in succeeding. The party

which nominates the best men to represent

the City will be successful.

MAYOR HARPER.

The administration of the executive de

partment of the City government by Mayor

HARPER, is approved by the intelligent citi

zens of New York, and it may be truly said

that he is a very popular Mayor. The good

order which was preserved on the day of

general election in November, witnesses the

efficiency of the arrangements made by the

Mayor on that occasion.

WAULT GRATES.

At this season of the year, the grates over

the openings of the vaults in the side walks,

are often loose, and serious accidents hap

pen from their neglect. The supernumer

ary of the Ward, to wit: the Street Inspec

tor, should be required to attend the exami

nation of the grates, and for neglect should

be made to respond for the consequences.

WATCHMEN.

Twenty four mounted Watchmen would

be of more service to the City of New-York,

than five hundred footmen. The expense

of horses, equipments, and keeping, would

not exceed in amount per annum, the pay

of as many foot Watchmen. A force of this

kind would be able to look after the Watch

men, and if one of these guardians of the

night should be found asleep, a trumpet

could be sounded to wake him up.

THE POLICE BILL.

The public mind is kept agitated by the

frequent attempts of the Common Council

to frame a Police Biłł. The two Boards

would have been far better employed in de

vising means to bring the assessment depre

dators to account for their misdeeds. The

little archins that steak wood to keep from

|- freezing, are hunted up, while the great as

sessment depredators are left undisturbed.
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BOSTON SEWERS.

The following is a copy of a letter receiv

ed from Charles B. Wells, Esq. Superinten

dant of Sewers of the City of Boston, an

experienced and intelligent public officer.

City of Boston.

Office of the Sup't of Common Sewers,

December 10, 1844. }
E. MERIAM, Esq.

Dear Sir—The packages by

Adams & Co. were duly received and dis

tributed as per directions. Allow me Sir,

to thank you for your prompt attention to

my request; also your favor of the 27th ult.

came duly to hand. An engagement in our

Court of Common Pleas, as one of the Ju

rors, added to sickness in my family, must

be my apology for not acknowledging your

kindness before, as also the queries pro

pounded in your last communication. Our

Citizens are this day to take the subject of

water into consideration, and give in their

votes for or against. Our annual election

for City Officers, also takes place this day.

I shall loose no time upon the organization

of the new government, on the 1st Monday

in January, of laying your remarks upon

the water question, &c., before the proper

officers. Your remarks seen to me to be

very just, and are very conclusive in my

own mind. In relation to the subject of

Common Sewers, I would say that as it re

gards the price of building drains, it depends

very much upon the depth we have to go,

and whether the street is paved or unpared.

I should think that our 20 inch barrel drains

laid in cement, from 7 to 9 feet deep, would

cost from 7s.6d. ($125,) to 9s. ($1 50,) per

foot; a great deal depends upon the nature

of the soil through which we have to dig,

whether it is liable to cave off and fall into

the trench. Cases have occurred where the

trench has been dug three feet wide, and

from the pressure from the bank, or from

striking a bed of gravel below, it would cave

off six feet. Much also depends upon hav

ing a dry bottom to lay the drains in. The

timber drains which we lay are from two to

four feet in the clear. I use the best dimen

sion timber for the sides, for which I pay

from 12s. to 14s. per M., according to the

state of the market. I only use the timber

drains where the tide has free inlet and out

let, and where the timber will be wet with

the salt water, which of course will preserve

it for many years. A plan which I have

adopted to clear out some of our large drains

which lie very deep, and flat, is, to make in

our reservoir water-tight gates, which I shut

down when the tide is in, and open at low

water. This large body of water rushing,

out carries with it an immense quantity of

sediment and mud, and is attended with

very beneficial results, at little cost.

Ås to the price of bricks, I am paying

this season from $6 to $6 50 per thousand

for a fair article of hard burnt. It takes

about 50 bricks to a running foot for top and

bottom of a barrel drain 20 inclues in diam

eter.

I explained that in our interview last month.

I place them at distances of two hundred

feet or thereabouts apart, and always at the

intersection of drains. These I sink two or

more feet below the bottom of the sewer,

and top them up to a level with the pave

ment, with a stone curb around them, and

cover the tops with oak plank. They are

cleaned out twice a year or oftener, as occa

sion requires. In relation to the outlet of

our Sewers, there is always more or less of

offensive matter discharged into the docks

from them, and more especially since the

practice is so universal of building water

closets to all the new dwellings. The gas

arising from this discharge is so great as to

discolor the paint of the vessels and newly

painted houses. It also turns the silver and

plated ware on board the vessels. I am de

cidedly opposed to the contents of water

closets being carried into the drains ; but I

sce no great objection to the liquid contents

of the vaults being carried off by suitable

strainers attached to the vault, provided no

thing clse escapes with it. Any further in

formation I can furnish to you or to your

Committee, I will cheerfully do.

On the subject of assessing the cost of our

Common Sewers, I entered fully into that

subject at our interview in November last.

I think of nothing more that can be said on

that subject. Allow me once more to thank

you for your attention in forwarding the

documents.

ment, very heavy, is laid upon them for

widening Chapel Street below Leonard St.,

and still another is sought by this contem

plated alteration here referred to, which
- *

will be worse than useless, and moreover of -

very great expense, and burthensome and !

injurious in the extreme to your Memorial

ists, who now look to your Honorable body

for relief in the premises.

“The expense of filling, grading, paving, º

&c., and constructing a new Sewer will ex

ceed fifty thousand dollars, and will fall on

a very few persons, who consider it a cruel

and oppressive measure. -

“The damage to the property of your Me.

morialists will exceed one hundred thousand

dollars. Their cellars and basements will

be destroyed.

“Many of your Memorialists have resided

in Chapel Street and Streets intersecting it

ever since the present Sewer has been in

use, and they are satisfied and fully convinc

ed that it answers every needed purpose.

“The signatures to this Memorial embrace

more than three fourths the persons inter.
|

ested in the property, which is situate on

|

that part of the street which is designed to
be altered.

“Your Memorialists have noticed an adver

tisement of the Street Commissioner, invit

ing proposals for building a Sewer in Chap

el Street, about half the size of the present

one, and are anxious that the same should

As to the cess pools or mud eatchers,

be suspended altogether, and also that the

ordinance here set forth should be repealed.

“And your Memorialists, &c.

E. Meriam, 180 Chapel, 10 York, and 178

With much respect,

I am, &c., your ob't'

CHARLES B. W. ELLS, Sup’t.

------ - - ---- Chapel Street,

CHAPEL STREET SEWER. A. Waillant, 176 Chapel Street,

The following is a copy of a remonstrance J. B. Elmendorf, 14s Chapel Street,

presented to the Board of Assistant Ald., June John Morton, 185 and 187 Chapel Street,

13th. 1836, prior to any contract being 109 and l l l Canal Street,

* ; P y contract being Agnes Galley, 7 York Street,

made for destroying the Chapel Street Sew M. R. Berry, 1 St. Johns Lane,

er, and which is now on file in the office of James H. Sayre, 167 Chapel Street,

the Clerk of the Common Council.
Henry N. Britton, 8 York Street,

- ide " . . . . - -** t

“To the Honorable the Common Council of Gideon Tucker, (4 houses on Chapel, 4 on

the City of New York:

White Street,

John C. Tucker,

“Your Memorialists, owners &c. of lots on David Miller,

Chapel Street, and streets intersecting the Mary Gagan, 17 York Street, corner of

same, beg leave most respectfully to repre- Chapel Street,

sent to your Honorable body, that they have Mahlon Bonnel 163 Chapel Street,

learned with much surprise and regret, that Amelia Judah, 138 Chapel Street,

an ordinance has been passed by the Com-, Joseph D. Everingham, represents estate of

mon Council for raising and grading of T. Everingham, Jr., corner of Chapel,and

Chapel Street, and for constructing a Sewer

through the same.

houses in Walker,

| Albert Journeay, 3 houses in Franklin St.

“Your Memorialists are free to express

themselves in plain but respectful language

James Hatfield, 13 York Street,

F. B. Loomis, 9 York Street,

on the subject, and to remonstrate against a \ G. Vandoren, ag’t altering Sewer, No. 120

measure uncalled for, unnecessary, and Wranklin Street,

wholly disapproved of by those interested in | Peter Hull, 136 Chapel Street,

the property affected by it. E. Disbrow, North Moore, Nos. 9 and A\,

“Chapel Street, from Franklin to Canal

Street, is in the best possible condition,

Mary Johnson, 7 North Moore Street,

wide, well paved, and well drained by a

M. S. Remey, 3 \}eech Street,

Joseph Meeks, \ 1 \}each Street,

large and well constructed Sewer, which Abraham Warner, Nos. 15 and 9 Beach

fully answers every needed purpose. Street,

“Already have your Memorialists been re- J. Maunder, No. 11 York Street,

peatedly heavily assessed for improvements \ A. Lockwood, 13 houses,

in Chapel Street, and now another assess- Smith \\loomfield, 3 lots,

St

P

M

Jº

L.

H

M.

Fr.
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Samuel Delamater, 2 houses,

Peter D'bvoise, 127 Chapel, 2 lots,

Mary Baxter, corner of Leonard and Chap

el Street, -

John Johnson, 12 Chapel Street,

Lawrence Ackerman, 7 lots,

Henry Ogden, 2 lots,

Mrs. Rich, 1 lot, No. 7 Varick Street,

Frances Chandler, 1 lot, Chapel Street,

Samuel B. Banks, corner of Walker and

Chapel Streets—Lessee for 8 years,

Walter Bowne,

Samuel Dixon, No. 131 Chapel, and 121 do.

and No. 5 Beach Street.

“There are not more than five persons in

terested in all the property affected by this

contemplated alteration, who are in favor of

and more than 100 opposed to it.”

“Mr. Stephens called to subscribe, (3

houses.)”

The Street Committee of the Board of

Aldermen in their Report, made April 25th,

1836, in reference to re-grading of Chapel

Street, say:

“There is, however, another branch of

this subject, which the Committee deem it

their indispensable duty to lay before this

Board which relates to the Publie Sewer in

Chapel Street.” - - -

Again. The Committee in their report

say, “and although this branch of the sub

ject was not specially referred to them,” &c.

See proc. Bd. Ald. Vol. 10 pg. 471.

On the 27th of June 1836, the Street Com

mittee of the Board of Assistants made the

following Report:

“The Street Committee of the Board of

Assistants, to whom was referred the memo

rial of E. Meriam and others, for a repeal

of the ordinance for the raising and grading

of Chapel Street, and for constructing a

new sewer therein Respectfully Report,

That this subject has recently been be

fore the Common Council, and was re

ferred by them to the Street Committee of

their respective Boards.”

This statement of the Street Committee

of the Board of Assistants as to the sewer, is

plainly contradicted by the above extractfrom

the report of the Street Committee of the

Board of Assistant Aldermen.

The Committee conclude by saying:

“It would be exceedingly improper and

unsafe as a precedent, and altogether unne

cessary and unwise in point of fact, or in

reference to its results to open anew the sub

ject of a law, and commence a review of its

merits immediately after its passage.”

Again the Committee say:

“And there does not appear in reference

to the object and operation of the above

ordinance any good reason for repeaking the

same,” and then wind up by saying: “Re

solved, That it is inexpedient to grant the

prayer of this memorial, and that the me:

morialists have leave to withdraw the same.”

“June 27th, 1836.” See Doc. of BJ. Asst.

Ald, vol. 8, pg. 57.

The following testimony taken before Ald.

Tillou, of the Fifth Ward, in 1843, in which

Ward Chapel Street is situate, is from Doc.

No. 76 of 1844 of B.J. Ald., and illustrates

our position :

SMITH Bloomfield, sworn.-Constructed

the sewer in Chapel Street, which existed

previous to the present sewer in that street.

The sewer I constructed was six feet, or six

feet six inches, (I am not sure which) both

wide and high , the bottom was paved with

free stone flagging, lowest in the centre; a

descent from each side, about six inches on

the average; a little less at the end near

Leonard Street; the side walls were of ham

mered stone, laid in courses, about two feet

thick at the bottom, twenty inches at the top,

sloped off to the top of the curve, to form

a roof. The arch was eight inches thick of

brick; the bottom was laid on timbers; first

a floor laid, close together, then long stout

timbers laid the whole length, as wide as the

wall, to lay on ; about from six inches to a

foot of stone work then laid on the floor,

the flagging was then laid on it, and bedded

in mortar; the descent was about two inches

to one hundred feet; it was about two feet

to the whole length; the whole length, I

think, was about 1100 feet; it tapered off

in size, from Canal Street to near Leonard

Street, both in width and height; it was four

and a half feet high, and five feet wide at

near Leonard Street; cannot recollect the

precise year I built it; it was previous to

1820; it was a perfectly substantial sewer,

it answered the purpose of draining the cel

lars excellently ; I previously owned two

houses, one in Chapel Street and one in

North Moore Street, which I could not occu

py, on account of the water; after the drain

was built, the cellars were quite drained in

these houses, and indeed in all the cellars

adjacent. I think the sewer I built, cost

about eleven thousand dollars; I think at the

rate of six and a half dollars per foot, that

is to say without the timber; I saw the present

sewer; saw it when it was building, and saw

it to-day ; measured to-day the relative ele

vation of the bottom of the present and the

bottom of the old sewer; the inside surface

of the bottom of the present sewer, I find to

be about twenty inches, opposite Mr. Riley's,

above the inside surface of the sewer I built;

when they were building this sewer I fe

quently passed and saw the old one opened;

I recollect only one place where the bottom

of the old sewer appeared to be settled, and

that was a place near Canal Street; but

near North Moore and Franklin Streets, it

was perfectly clear; the ground on which it

was built was not very good,butthe heavy tim

bers on which it was built were used to obviate

that ; the ground was so near York Street,

not near Franklin Street; the present sewer,

in its form, is circular; the present sewer,

in its shape, is most calculated to be filled
up with mud; the old one not so much ; it

is not as large as the old one; the old one

would, I should think, hold at least one-third

more than the new one; in the new grade

at Leonard Street, the street was raised about

three feet, it tapered off towards Canal Street;

never heard any complaints of the old sewer

not carrying the water off to Canal Street

sewer; since the new sewer was made, water

has been in the cellars; in that of Mr. Lock

wood, who had to cement them ; in those of

Mr. Tucker; have heard great complaints

about it; no question at all but the cause of

this is the elevation of the bottom of the new

sewer; I should say, if the cellars were

higher than the bottom of the sewer, that

they would be dry; in heavy rains they might

get some in, but they would soon get dry

again, this even without lateral drains; the

filling up of Chapel Street, would have no

effect in driving the water into the cellars,

the sewer would, if low enough, drain it

off; I except one place, near Walker

Street, where it is clay soil, including about

one hundred feet, where it is solid land, par.

ticularly the upper side near the Park; i in

formed Mr. Banks, before the new sewer

was made, exactly of the operation of rising

the sewer on the ground, and stated to him

that the effect would be to throw the water

into the cellars, and at his request, I went to

the Commissioner's Office to talk about it ;

I was never before examined as a witness

before any Committee of the Corporation;
I owe no assessment for the building of the

sewer; I have paid all assessments for eve

thing that was against me; I think the old

sewer could not wear out; the new sewer I

think could ; I mean that the present sewer

is not by any means as substantsal as the

old one, nor as well calculated to answer the

purpose ; if the present sewer was removed,

and the old one built upon, the end would

be answered; the present one, I think, is

entirely the cause of the cellars being filled

with water; I base my opinion upon the

bottom of the present sewer being elevated

higher than the old one ; I know that Mr.

Lockwood had to make a lateral sewer, a con

siderable length, so as to get the water out

of his cellar; in heavy rains, I have no

doubt, the sewer will be quite full ; I think

the tide ebbs and flows into the sewer at

Canal Street, at very high tides, but will not

affect the cellars; I do not think the present

sewer is sufficient to drain the cellars, though

sufficient to carry off the water; if there are

lateral drains, the water will get into the

cellars, unless safety valves are used.

SMITH BLOOMFIELD.

John Shephand, jr., being sworn, deposes
as follows:

I reside at No. 155 West Broadway; am

a boat builder; I am acquainted with the

old sewer and the new sewer on Chapel

Street; the new sewer was built on the old

sewer; as near as I can recollect, they laid

a stone on the gutter or centre of the bottom

of the old sewer, and then laid brick end

ways on the top of the stone; the bottom of

the new sewer was about a foot above the

bottom of the old sewer; I was inspector of

the work at that time, appointed by the Street

Commissioner and Alderman Banks; I was

in the habit seeing the work, while the new

sewer was progressing almost hourly, very

frequently during every day; when they got

somewhere about between Leonard, Street

and Riley's, near Mr. Riley's, they were
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tearing away the old sewer, I stopped Mr.

Ogden, and said the old sewer was a better

sewer than any new one they could build; I

stopped the work; he asked me if I vetoed the

work, Isaid I did, so they knocked off the men.

Mr. Ogden then went for Mr. Price, who

went for the Street Commissioner, who came

and enquired what the matter was. I told

him the old sewer was too good to be taken

up ; he answered, so is the profile, so is the

contract, and so the work must go on, and

accordingly the work did go on; so far as my

knowledge extends, throughout the whole

line of the old sewer, it was substantial ; far

better than the new one ; and 1 so stated to

them at the time ; it was said the old sewer

had sunk at the bottom, I could only find it

so in one or two spots, which appeared to

me not to be very long but small, I should

say not over two or three yards; the depres

sion very little, cannot say precisely; I per

sonally inspected all this ; cannot remember

the capacity of the old sewer; I remember

it was much larger than the new sewer; can

not recollect how much, but there was a

good deal of difference; the brick that lay

end ways under the bottom, it strikes me,

was laid on sand ; the part above it was

laid in mortar; at the time it was building,

I had a copy of the contract; I never super

intended the building of any other sewer

before or since ; cannot tell why sand was

used at the bottom; I think the new sewer

was substantially built; it would not have

been, if I had not been as strict as I was ; I

sent off a number of loads of brick ; I was

never applied to for or gave any certificate

as Superintendent, of the work being prop

erly done; if I had been applied to for it,

I would not have given it; I was not satis

fied, because I did not think it was as good

a sewer as the old one ; and because the

materials were not as good as required by

the contract.

Previous to the building of the new sewer,

I was acquainted with the condition of the

cellars in the neighborhood, and along

Chapel Street; I have lived in that neigh

borhood about twenty years; I never heard

of any water being in the cellars, previous

to the building of the new sewer; since the

new sewer was built, the cellars have been gen

erally very bad, some worsethan others; have

heard some of the families complain; Tuck

er's houses have had water in them, he has

had a great dealof trouble; Disbrow's house

in North Moore Street, and generally the

cellars in the neighborhood, have water in

them ; I think the raising of the new sewer

has caused it; the old sewer drained them ;

do not recollect whether there were lateral

drains from the cellars to the old sewers ; do

not know what would have been the expense

of repairing the old sewer, I should say not

much, for it wanted very little done to it ; I

think the average height of elevation of the

bottom of the new sewer above that ofthe old,

is about afoot, might bemore; there is I should

judge, about three feet fall, from the bottom

of the new Chapel Street sewer, to the bot

tom of the Canal Street sewer. The filling

in and regrading, where I reside, is about
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two feet; it was filled up with all kinds of

rubbish, some from the large fire, and in fact,

with all kinds of rubbish; there has, I think,

been a depreciation in the value of property

in the neighborhood since the new sewer

was built; that has been owing to the water

running into the cellars: a house in Walker

Street, two or three doors from West Broad

way, has had to be raised, and the cellar

filled up with earth, in consequence of the

water coming into the cellar; the housebe

longs to Mr. Ruckle; the tenants moved out

in consequence of the water being in the

cellar; that house is depreciated, though

how much I do not know ; the house next

door, I am informed, is in the samesituation ;

I think the water was not therein previous

to the new sewer, or I would have heard it ; I

received three dollars per day as Inspector,

when the work was completed; I made no

objections, then, to the contract not being

performed; I have been assessed for the new

sewer, for two houses I own in the neighbor

hood, and have paid the assessment; also,

for the pavement and grading and widening

the street; they come to a great deal of money,

though how much I do not remember; I was

perfectly willing, at the first start, to give up

the three dollars per day, if they would only

leave the old sewer alone; I think they were

about three months building the new sewer;

the fact is, it was a sad piece of work

to tear the old sewer up ; every body in the

neighborhood seemed to be opposed to it,

when it was torn up ; Mr. Lockwood has,

in consequence of the new sewer, had a

a great deal of trouble, and been at great ex

pense, his cellars, I am informed, have had

water in them, he has been draining them

all the time; there was all kinds of filth

brought and filled in the street; in some

instances the contents of sinks; the pavement

of the street before the old sewer was taken

up, was as good as it is now ; the contents

of the sinks were not brought by the con

tractors, but where it came from I don’t know;

originally the pavement was made with the

gutter in the centre, the owners of the lots

paid for that pavement ; then when the old

sewer was built, a new pavement was made,

and the owners of the adjoining lots paid for

that, and now they are called on for a 3d pave

ment; I was not inspector for the filling in

the street, had nothing to do with it; I had

only to inspect the building of the sewer;

there was a man employed to inspect the fill

ing, I do not remember his name; I remem

ber Mr. Ackerman remonstrating against the

offensive substances beingdumped there, and

my telling him it was not my department,

yet in one instance, at his request, I compelled

one man to take away a load of offensive

stuff he had put down: at the time I receiv

ed my pay as inspector I did not make any

complaint that the Contractor had not done

the work, because he had done the work ac

cording to contract.

JOHN SHEPHARD.

The Joint Committee on Laws and Assess

ments of the Board of Assistants in 1839

made a lengthy report which is set forth in

full on page 31 of this volume, which closes

with the following:

“Resolved, That the Comptroller draw

warrants in favor of the owners of property

on Chapel Street, between Canal Street and

the centre of the block, between Franklin

and Leonard Streets; and also on the inter

secting streets intermediate, for the sums paid

by them for the building of the new sew

er, and the recent regulating and paving

of Chapel Street and Streets intersecting the

same.”

Resolved that the Assessments upon prop

erty, as above, which have not been paid be

remitted and that the Comptroller draw his

warrant for the amount in favor of the con

tractor. -

DANIEL F. TIEMAN,

C. C. CROLIUS, Jr.,

FREEMAN CAMPIBELL,

Committee on Assessments.

DAVID GRAHAM, Jr.,

A BEL. T. ANDERSON,

M. B. HART,

Committee on Laws.

These resolutions were passed by the

Board of Assistants by the following vote:

AffirmAtive—Messrs. Sparks, Anderson,

Crolius, Barnes, Campbell, Howe, Hart,

Bunting, Graham, Tieman and Nash–11.

Negative—Messrs. Woodhul land Potter. 2.

This matter is now pending in the Com

mon Council and the Chapel Street suffer

ers expect speedy relief from this outrage

and the numerous abuses which followed it.

HON. D. S. DICKINSON.

Lieut. Gov. Dickinson has been appointed,

by Gov. Bouck, United States Senator. He

was some years a member of the Senate of

this State, and for the present and last year

President of that body by virtue of his office

of Lieut. Governor,. In 1842, he was elect

ed Lieut. Governor, although he very reluc

tantly consented to be a candidate. The

Senate of the United States are honored in

their new member, and the State of New

York will be honored in their representative.

He is an estimable man, and a most worthy

public officer, The public mecting held at

Merchant's Exchange in the city of New

York in reference to taxes and assess

ments in March 1843, at which Preserved

Fish, presided as Chairman, assisted by

Wm. B. Crosby, Abraham Van Nest, Abra

ham G. Thompson, Peter Cooper, Jonathan

Goodhue, Peter Embury, Chas. H. Russell,

George Griswold, John Haggerty, Peter

Lorrillard, Peter Schermerhorn, and Peter I.

Nevius, as Assistant Chairmen, passed a

resolution directing their proceedings and

memorial to be forwarded to Lieut. Gov,

Dickinson, President of the Senate, to pre

sent to the body over which he presided.—

The Citizens of the city of New-York are

under high obligations to Lieut. Gov. Dick

inson for attention to their interests while in

the councils of this State, and he will no doubt

be equally attentive to their interests in the

councils of the National Government.
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IRUTINIOUS ASSESSMENTS II. USTRATED,

The accompanying Diagram shows the dimensions of a lot of ground which has been

susessed more than double its value, exclusive of the interest of the assessment.
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1st Avenue—100 feet wide.
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We present again the Diagram of the

piece of land on the First Avenue, between

40th and 39th Streets, containing 9075

square feet, which is valued by the 16th

Ward Assessors at $450, and upon which

there is an assessment for opening 39th and

40th Streets and the First Avenue, including

interest of $ 1271.92, in addition to the

taking of 2800 square feet for the Avenue,

for which no award was made. The assess

ment for the First Avenue is $312, exclusive

of the 2800 feet taken; for 40th Street $575,

and for 39th Street $18,75. The interest

on the First Avenue assessment is $124.03;

on the 40th Street Assessment $242.14,

(the 39th Street Assessments not yet due)

making in all $1271.92. The length of the

First Avenue, exclusive of cross streets, is

2758 feet, and the width of the land embra

ced in the assessment district 631 feet 6

inches. There was but one building in the

line of the avenue, and for this the owner

;

|

|

|

|

was awarded $15, and the appraisers paid

$25 for appraising it, which is $10 more

than their award. The Commissioner's

fees in the First Avenue are $700; 40th

Street $840, and 39th Street $912; in all

$2452. The room hire, &c. of the Com

missioners in 40th Street are $193, First

Avenue, $123.25; 39th Street $1 13; in all

for room hire, &c. $431.25. The Survey

or’s fees in First Avenue are $373.37; 40th

Street $378.00; 39th Street $468: in all

$1219.37. This ground wasbefore surveyed

the Commissioners appointed by the Legis

lature in 1807, and a map made of it a copy

of which is on file in the City Hall, and in

the office of the Secretary of State at Albany.

The Attorney's fees and Court charges are

for the Streets $2231.64. The ground cov

ered hy the 40th and 39th Street assessment

is 9433 feet in length and 395 feet in width.

Farming Land. Had the Lands of the

Government of the United States been charg

ed for surveying at this rate all the money

coined since the deluge would be insufficient

to pay the surveyor's Bill.

AINTO'ſ "If I E. R.

A piece of Salt Meadow near Harlem,

and between 115th and 124th Streets and

the 5th and 8th avenues, containing about

ten and a half acres was assessed for filling

in, the large sum of $16,153.60. The Sur

veyor divided the ground on paper into 165

lots and the Street Commissioner advertised

the ground for sale for the assessment as

one hundred and sixty-five distinct pieces of

ground and charged two dollars for each of

the 165 paper pieces for advertising, making

a bill of $330 for advertising alone. This

advertisement was placed by us before the

Legislature, and that Body on the 14th of

May, 1840, passed a law that thereafter all

land which adjoined together should be ad

vertised as one parcel. The assessment

was confirmed on the 8th of March 1839.

The interest on $16,153.60 from that time

to the 9th of December 1844, is $6501,80,

and the advertising of it in the month of

March, 1840, $330, making in all $22,985.-

40. This salt meadow is estimated to he worth

$80 per acre. The interest of the assess

ment for less than nine months exceeds the

value of the land, and the whole assessment,

interest and advertising, is more than twenty

seven times the value of the property thus

assessed.

AINTOT: EIR.

A gore of land having a front of 98 feet

on 38th St. belonging to the estate of John

Duffie, was assessed for opening 37th Street

from 2d to 3d Avenue $1,289.80. This

assessment was confirmed March 19th,1836.

The interest of the Assessment to Dec. 19th,

1844, is $790. This same piece of ground

was again assessed for opening 38th St. from

river to river, eight dollars, and again assess

ed for opening 2d Avenne from 28th to 86th

Street $117.50. The interest of the 2d Av

enue assessment is $43.80; the interest

of the 38th Street assessment for second

opening is$2,86, makingaltogether of assess

ment and interest to Dec. 19th, 1844, on this

piece of ground $2251.96, Thomas R.

Ludlum, a city surveyor, was examined be

fore the Committee appointed by the Senate

to investigate assessment abuses, and he

stated in reference to this land as follows:

“Witness thinks the lots of John Duffie on 38th and 39th St.

in the rear of the Norsworthy estate before spoken of, are not

worth more than $50 per lot. He thinks the whole piece of

ground is not worth more than $450, because it is a low sunken

piece of ground and will require deep filling to bring it up to

the grade.” The assessment is a litlle more than five times the

value of the land. Shall such assessments be tolerated? Shall

such abuses be countenanced? Where is the force of the guar

antee of the Constitution of the United States, and that of this

State, that private property shall not be taken for public use

without just compensation? It is said these proceediugs are

“Juptclai,”!!!
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CHAPEL STREET SEWER.

We present copies of further testimony

of this outrage upon the citizens of the Fifth

Ward, which, with that in the preceding

number is more than conclusive. The efforts

made to cover up this scandalous transac

tion have been unceasing, and now the

matter must come to an issue. The citi

zens of Chapel Street are resolved upon

having indemnity. We commence with

farther testimony taken before Alderman

Tillou, of the 5th Ward, in 1843, as per

Document No. 76 of the Board of Alder

men of 1844, pg. 1520.

“John Hunt, sworm : I reside at No. 42

Leonard Street; am a cartman. I saw the

old Chapel Street sewer taken up, and the

new one laid down ; can't recollect the size

of the old sewer; I remember the shape of

it; the bottom was flagged and pitched to

the centre; square side walls, and arched

over the top ; the shape of the present sewer

is round ; I know the difference between the

elevation of the bottom of the old sewer,

and the bottom of the present sewer; the

difference is from twenty-two to twenty-six

inches, as near as I could come at it; I

ascertained it to be the fact by a stick run

down to the bottom of the old sewer, and

standing it next, and measuringto the bottom

of the new sewer, and putting it as far under

as I could reach ; there was a hole dug

down on each side of the sewer to the bottom

of the old sewer; I examined it last week;

there was a piece of flagging lay in the

centre of the upper sewer; am sure that

piece of flagging was not part of the bottom

of the old sewer, for this flag stone lay

lengthways, and the flag stones of the old

sewer pitch into the centre; the space dug

out was between three and four feet; I ex

amined, carefully, to ascertain the differ

ence between the two bottoms; the distance

is a little greater on the east side than on

the other; I have lived in that neighborhood

since 1828 or 1829; I know that the condi

tion of the cellars, while the old sewer was

used was dry; used to go often in Captain

Riley's cellar, and always found it dry; I

was also in the cellar, next door to Captain

Riley—I was in the basement of Mrs. Flen

der in Thomas Street, it was perfectly dry;

I know, that since the new sewer was built

Captain Riley's cellar was wet every time I

have seen it—so was Mrs. Flender's; some

times six to eight inches water above the

floor, so they dont pretend to use it; the

new sewer stands inside the old walls; I

examined the sewer the other day, at the

request of Mr. Meriam and Captain Riley;

I am not interested in the event of this mat

ter; I calculate, that the cause of the water

getting into the cellars is, that the bottom of

the new sewer is so much higher than the

old one, that the water cannot run off; I

heard a great many of the neighbors com

plain on the west side, more than on the

east side; I ascertained where the bottom

of the old sewer was, by actually feeling it

with my hand; I saw the new sewer when

building; they first laid, on thebottom of the

old sewer, a parcel of earth, then a layer of

stones, then a layer of dry sand, and then

built the new sewer thereon.

I saw them when grading the street, op

posite Captain Riley's, it was about three

feet rise, or thereabouts, above the old street;

the stuff filled in was every kind of rubbish

—old bricks, lath, shavins, rubbish of old

buildings torn down, whatever people were

a mind to fetch ; was there when the street

was repaved; I thought they were pretty

dilatory in grading and paving; dont re

member how long they took ; can’t say as

to whether there was any damage to the

property from the delay; don't remember

when the grading and paving was finished.

JOHN HUNT.

Caleb M. Littell, being duly sworn, doth

depose and say as follows, viz: I now reside

at No. 5 Lispenard Street; am, by profes

sion, a house mason ; I resided at the time

when the old sewer was broken up, and the

new sewer built in Chapel Street, at the

corner of Church and Walker Streets; I

saw the old sewer when it was broken up at

different places and at different times; I

crossed the sewer from two to four times a

day; not at one point; I frequently stopped

to look at it as the workmen were at work;

the condition of the old sewer, when broken

up, was first rate—a good piece of work;

I so told Mr. Shepherd, the Inspector of the

new one ; I dont think it appeared, in any

of its parts to be out of repair or delapida

ted ; the brick and mortar appeared to be

as good as when put down, the mortar,

better a great deal; the old sewer was larger

than the new one ; I did not observe that

the bottom of the old was depressed or not;

I noticed the building of the new sewer fre

quently ; I observed that the new sewer was

not put so low in the ground as the old sew

er, nor so big in circumference; cannot say

how much, but it was considerable, in size,

smaller; I should think that the bottom of

the new sewer was from eight to fifteen inches

higher than the bottom of the old sewer;

never examined particularly ; this was be

tween Leonard and Walker Streets; this

was a subject of conversation between Mr.

Shephard and myself; I noticed that the

courses, from four to six of them on the

side of the sewer, were laid dry; and it

might have been on the bottom also so laid;

I asked Mr. Shephard the cause of its being

laid dry, without any mortar—he answered

that it was to let the water soak out of the

ſº into the sewer—I told him it was

ull as natural for the water to soak out of

the sewer, into the ground, as for the water

to soak into the sewer; I think he said it

was according to orders, or some such an

swer; I never heard any complaint about

the cellars having water in them before the

new sewer built; I have, since the new

sewer was built, heard complaints; have

seen people pumping water out of the cel

lars; the street in the new grading, was

raised considerable—should think two or

three feet; I am not interested in the sub

ject matter of this reference, directly or in

directly.

CALEB M. LITTELL.

John A. Russell, being duly sworn, depo

ses as follows, viz: I now reside at No. 92

Franklin Street, in this city; am an ac

countant; my mother, Mary Ann Wood

ward, is the owner of the house and prem

ises corner of White Street and West Broad

way—the north-east corner; I was there

about two months ago; the cellar and base

ment of the premises then had water in

them, and the floor was completely rotted

out ; there is no drain from the house to the

sewer in Chapel Street; there was one to

the old sewer: has been none to the new

sewer ; formerly we lived in the basement

bcfore the new sewer was built ; the base

ment was then dry; the water has been in

it ever since the new sewer was built; the

cellar is about five feet in the ground; the

drain, when the old sewer existed, was for

the convenience of females in the kitchen

in throwing out wash water; was for no

other purpose ; am sure of that ; I remem

ber my step-father telling Mr. Shephard he

was doing very wrong in taking up the old

sewer ; the bottom of the new sewer is

higher than the bottom of the old sewer,

and the water will not run out of the cellars

—am sure of this; the old drain remains,

but the water will not run from it into the

new sewer ; this is the only reason I have

for stating the bottom of the new sewer to

be higher than the cellar; the old drain

does not go into the sewer, because the bot

tom of the drain is lower than the bottom of

the new sewer ; we have had to reduce the

rent fifty dollars per annum, in consequence

of the cellar having water in it—this for the

last two years only ; we moved away five or

six years ago from the property; after this

the basement stood vacant for some time;

previous to the last two years, no reduction

of rent was made; the persons now occu

pying the premises, altogether want a reduc

tion of one hundred dollars, which we shall

have to give ; the property is occupied thus

—the store and the cellar by one tenant,

and the dwelling and basement, (the latter

for cooking purposes,) by another; each

tenant wants a reduction of fifty dollars;

the store and cellar rents for three hundred

and, twenty-five dollars, the dwelling for

two hundred and eighty-seven dollars and

fifty cents, I think—am not positive as to
the amount.

JOHN A. RUSSELL,

Sworn, June 29, 1843, before F.R.Tillou,

Alderman.

City and County of New-York, ss.

John P. Flender, of said City, being duly

sworn, says: That his late father, Thomas

Flender, died seized or possessed of the

houses Nos. 48 and 50 Thomas Street, in

fee, and of the leasehold of the house and

lot No. 49 Thomas Street, and of the house
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and lot No. 44 Hudson Street, in fee, all in

the city of New-York; that the property

descended, on his death to his widow and

children, who yet own the same. That pre

vious to the sewer in Thomas Street, in

1836, being built the cellars of all the dwel

ling houses on said lots were dry, and sus

ceptible of occupation by the persons resi

ding therein. That after said sewer was

built the water came into all of said cellars,

and he has always believed, and yet believes,

from the sewer; and the said cellars have

been ever since, so full of water, more or

less, from time to time, as to render said

cellars not inhabitable, and they have all

had to be partly filled with earth, above the

level of the water, on an average to the

height of about twenty inches. That the

family of said Thomas Flender, before and

since his death, continually resided in said

house, No. 50 Thomas Street, and previous

to said sewer being built, in the basement

room of it; that since the said sewer was

built, the family have not been able to occu

py said basement, on account of the water

that came in it, and have not since occu

pied it, and it has since been partly filled

up with earth, as aforesaid. That from the

knowledge the defendant has on the subject,

and the best information he has been able

to obtain, relative thereto, he verily believes

that said property, (the said four houses and

lots above mentioned,) have been damaged

and depressed in value, by the building of

said sewer, to at least five thousand dollars;

that the loss of rents alone is considerable,

besides the actual damage to the property;

that the sewer, he believes, is badly built,

and is not sufficiently large to carry the

water off, and not sufficiently low in the

ground to drain the cellars—but as he be

lieves, it causes the water to run into the cel

lars. That the following assessments on said

property have been paid, viz: for the build

ing of the sewer, about one hundred and six

dollars; for opening West Broadway, about

twelve hundred dollars. Besides which,

there are assessments for grading and paving

and for curb and gutter stones, not yet paid

by them ; and to meet which, or a part of

which, three of said houses and lots, for a

term of years, have been sold by the Street

Commissioner; that he is one of the chil

dren of said Thomas Flender,

JOHN P. FLENDER.

Sworn to this 28th October, 1843, before

F. R. Tillou, Alderman.

The Assessment for the Chapel Street

Sewer in 1836 and 1837, was $16,571.08,

and for repaving the Street $33,613.46, both

amounting to $50,184.54. The Assessment

for widening Chapel Street between Leon

ard and Murray Streets, in 1836, was $210,-

810.40, making together an Assessment on

a small distriet of over a quarter of a million

of dollars. The price paid for repaving the

street in 1833, was 8 cents per square yard,

and the work was well done, and the contrac

tor had a profit on his labor. In 1836, 40

cents per square yard was paid for repaving

the same street, and the work so miserably

done that it required repairing in less than

twelve months. These facts speak for them

selves. The citizens in Chapel Street had

been assessed for the Canal Street Sewer

placed under the Street in 1819. The pro

ceedings in relation to the present, Chapel

Street Sewer, the persons interested in were

ignorant of until the Street Commissioner's

advertisement of May 21st, for the contract

for building, appeared in one city paper,

of limited circulation. The Report which

recommended the sewer was not published,

nor did any of the newspapers employed by

the corporation publish any thing as having

been done in the Board of Aldermen res

pecting the sewer when the report was a

dopted.

We shall follow up this subject and lay

the facts before the people, and also before

the public officers.

PUBLIC STREETS.

The New-York Streets are in the same

unmentionable condition as when we last re

ferred to this subject. There is a screw

loose somewhere. The streets of St. Louis,

after the subsiding of the waters of the

Mississippi Deluge, could not have contain

ed a much greater depth of alluvium than

now lies upon the pavements in New-York.

The frost, a few nights since, bridged the

pavements by chrystalizing the mud, and

for a few hours there was an earthen bridge

over the paving stones. It melted again,

and fortunately dissolved at the top first.—

Someyears ago, while travelling through the

State of Kentucky,and through the town of

Lexington, in the winter season, we met a

Polish General entering the town on horse

back, as we were leaving it by the same

mode of conveyance. He inquired of us,

“how far to the City ?” We replied by in

forming him he was already in the city and

upon one of its paved Streets. He ex

pressed surprise at the information, and re

marked that in his country they paved over

the mud, but here the mud was over the

New-York Streets are in this

same plight. We saw a gentleman walking

up Broadway the other day dressed in a

new suit of black; a cart and horse drove

along at full speed and spattered his clothes

all over with a greasy mud; and we noticed

a similar accident to a lady's pearl colored

silk dress, in John Street.

The cleaning of the Streets should be

under the Supervision of the Street Com

missioner's Department and these highways

kept in passable eondition at least. Saturday

Dec. 14th, and Monday 23d.

pavement.

GRATES IN SIDEWALKS.

We notice in Monday's Journal of Com

merce a paragraph stating that a Mr. Moore

had recovered a verdict of two thousand

dollars against the city of Lowell for injury

sustained by Mrs. M., by falling into a cellar

through the side-walk. The Ward Super

numeraries, called Ward Inspectors, should

be required to pay better attention to the

grates in the New-York side-walks.

TAX ASSESSORS.

Assessors should be elected for longer

terms, say one Assessor for two years, and

one Assessor for three years, and in addition

to the two ward Assessors, there should be

organized a permanent Board of Assessors

like the Boston Permanent Assessors, noticed

in the last number of this paper. A board

of this description would be a great accom:

modation to the citizens of New-York, and

a great saving to the public.

PUBLIC SEwers IN BosTON.

We visited the City Wharf in Boston,

and had a conversation with the Wharfinger,

an intelligent man. We enquired of him if

any of the public sewers discharged into

docks at this wharf; he replied in the affirm

ative, and accompanied us to the dock on

the left hand side of the wharf where two

sewers discharge. The tide was down. and

the filth in the dock lay exposed to view. A

mud scow was at work removing the accu

mulations, at an expense of four or five hun

dred dollars or more. The stores which are

at the head of the dock had been painted

but were black with sulphurated hydrogen

as which generates in the sewers and dock.

he Wharfinger stated to us that when ves

sels came into the dock in the evening with ,

a new coat of paint upon them, in the morn

ing the Captain on coming on deck would

find his new paint of another color, and

very offensive, and if he had a silver watch

in his cabin, that it had acquired a color of

blue black also. The Wharfinger said that

he did not consider the effluvia unhealthy.

When sewers discharge into docks over

which the wind blows at low water towards

the dwellings, an unpleasant effluvia is carried

into the houses to the great annoyance of

the occupants. The tide rises higher in

Boston than in New-York, and the mouths

of the sewers at low water are open to the

atmosphere. We will refer to this subject

again.

LIGHTNING,

We have a Lightning Register which has

been kept for two years with care, which

we shall notice in the Gazette and discuss

the use of Lightning Conductors of polish

ed surfaces as compared with unpolished

surfaces, and whetherit is the greater breadth

of surface which is preferred by the light

ningorthelesser surface with a greater weight

of metal in the conductor. We entertain the

opinion that a tin tube 3 inches in diameter

with a bright inside and outside surface is

preferable for a conductor to an iron rod

one inch in diameter. The one presents

two surfaces both of 12 inches, the other

but one of3. Polished surfaces do not absorb

heat, but reflect it, hence there is no danger

of the tin conductor, which is bright, being

fused by the heat of the lightning.
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NEW-YORK SALINES.

The law passed in 1842, allowing a draw

back of the State tribute upon Salt made at

the Onondago Salines will expire shortly.

The production of Salt at these Salines in

the year 1843, was three million one hun.

dred and twenty-seven thousand and five

hundred bushels. This Salt now finds its

way to the city of New-York, where it is

sold at 20 cts, per bushel, including the cask.

In 1841 Salt was sold at the Salines as

low as four cents per bushel, the purchasers

paying the State duty besides. The import of

Salt from foreign countries into the Port of

New-York from January 1st, 1844 to Nov.

30th, 1844, inclusive—-beingeleven months—

was 1,568,059 bushels, of 56 pounds each.

In 1843, the import for the corresponding

months was 1,511,609 bushels of 56 pounds

each. Thus it appears that the quantity
made at the State Salines is double the

quantity of the import from abroad into this

State. What a change.

We have a letter from our worthy corres

pondent, General Leonard White, of Equal

ity, Illinois, (formerly called the United

States Saline) of May 2d, 1844, in which

among other things he states as follows:

“Previous to the year 1805, salt was

made by the French and Indians, in small

quantities, occasionally at a spring, the water

of which flowed into the Saline Creek at

fifty yards distant. This water, at that day,

was thought to be very strong ; but for many

years has been suffered to flow on into the

creek as it originally did without notice. It

took upwards of 400 gallons of this water

to make 50 lbs. of Salt. In the fall of 1804,

the Government of the United States leased

this place for three years for the purpose of

Salt making and the object appears to be to

get the greatest possible quantity made at

the lowest price and to explore and extend

the works as much as possible. The spring

when wrought to its full extent yielded water

to make 800bushels per week. The lessees

took possession in the spring season of 1805,

and that same year as soon as they got into

operation of making salt at the spring before

mentioned, commenced digging at what is

called the half moon lick four miles higher

up the Saline Creek. This half moon is a

sunken place of several acres, say 5 or 6,

with the points on the creek, say 18 feet

iower than the surface with steep banks. In

this place they sunk three wells in all which

they got water of double the strength of the

Spring before mentioned, or nearly double,

at 24 feet.”

They erected their furnaces on the bank

aud went to work, but in the spring season

when the Ohio River had a moderate rise, the

back water up the Saline Creek overflowed

their well and stopped their work. The idea

then was to dig upon the level which would

give IS feet Jigher. This being done, at

the same level below the same kind of water

was obtained, Salt being in great demand,

and a corresponding wish to supply it exist

ed, another well say at 100 yards distant was

sunk and water procured, This line of

wells paralel, with the creek up it, was

extended until the water got so weak as to

be good for nothing. This line is about

600 yards long. Another line at right angles
across this one was then commenced and

extended both ways as far as the water was

worth working, and farther, and is, say 400

yards long. A line of several wells was

then sunk down the creek below the point of

the half moon, and water obtained and

worked for several years, though not quite

as good. This was all done in six years.-

The next lease there was but little experi

menting done, the manufactory was carried

on to its fullest extent, the lease expiring in

1813. During the war a great demand for

salt existed. The government now seemed to

change their policy, and instead of leasing

to those who would make the greatest quan

tity and sell the cheapest, they wanted the

most rent they could get and permitted high

er prices, $1.25 the bushel, the former price

having been 75 cents. A new set of men

came in and agreed to give $50,000 per

annum, under the impression that the water

was inearhaustible, and that the advance in

price would enable them to pay this rent,

and they would make fortunes; by this time

the wood was exhausted, new lines of pipe

had to be made, new wells to be sunk, old

lines lengthened, new furnaces to be erected,

and by the time this was done peace came

and the Kenhawha Salines extended—down

came the price—and ruined all here.”

In another letter from the same corres

pondent, dated the 8th of May, 1844, he

says:

“In 1809 I was appointed agent on the

part of the United States for the works at

this place, being then quite a young man,

and was informed that the object of the Gov

ernment was to make the greatest possible

quantity of Salt, at as low a price to the

consumer as possible. These were the

propositions offered in the advertisements

for leasing, and the leases were taken with

strong covenants to made as much salt as

could be made, and to sell at a given price,

generally 75 cents, the first lease lower, but

soon raised to that by permission of the

Government. My duty consisted princi

pally in distributing this salt among the

applicants, as the demand was greater than

the supply, and was a short distance off

north from two to three dollars for fifty

pounds.”

My correspondent was a member of the

Convention which framed the Constitution

of the State of Illinois and was subsequent

ly a member of the Senate of that State,

and his practical knowledge in this became

available to the public interest in the framing

of the laws of the State in reference to

these Salines.

Three dollars for fifty pounds of salt is

equal to six cents per pound, which is two

cents a pound more than one of the salt

makers at Onondago, in 1841, obtained for

a bushel of 56 lbs., subject to the State tribute

of six cents per bushel.

Should it be the policy of the great State

of New-York to collecta local tax upon salt!

China has a tax on salt out of which they

pay the British tribute |

The admonition contained in the letter of

General White, by reciting the course of

policy of the general government in 1813,

is a lesson in the school of experience.

In a letter from my correspondent of the

Kanhawha Salines, Lewis Ruffner, Esq.,

an extensive manufacturer of salt, he says:

“I will add that from one and a half to

two millions of bushels of Salt of 50 lbs.

weight is annually made here, and vended in

the South and West.”

In another letter from the same intelligent

correspondent he remarks thus:

“I have not a doubt myself that Allum

SALT can be made here of unequalled purity,

to a very great advantage, and would be,

should Congress give us a reasonable pro

tective duty.”

In a letter from my correspondent Alex

ander Findley, Esq., of Saltville, Washing

ton County, Virginia, dated November 28th,

1844, he gives a statement of the tempera

ture and specific gravity of the Salt Water

of his Salt Wells, viz: specific gravity 23

degrees. Temperature 56 degrees, The

hydrometer is graduated to 0 for fresh water,

and 25 degrees for water fully saturated in

the salt. The test was made on the 9th of

Sep. 1844. The atmosphere on that day

was 78 degrees, and fresh water 60 degrees.

Mr. Findley sent me a bottle of the salt

water last winter, raised from a well 214

feet deep, on the 31st of January, 1844.

Specific gravity 23 degrees. Temperature

5i degrees. Mr. Findley in a letter to me

of May 24th, 1843, says: “Our supply of

Salt Water continucs to be abundant and

the specific gravity about the same, if any

change, is increased. We have never requi

red water enough to use for our manufactory

to ascertain the increase of the quantity.—

We have no doubt our well would supply

enough to manufacture from three to five

times as much as we make. We believe it

cheaper to work the Salt Water than to raise

the Salt Rock.” Tl:e Salt Rock lies 220

feet below the surface and has been penetra

ted by a shaft 100 feet. In my address to

the President and Managers of the Ameri

can Institute, in 1842, I presented much de

tail in reference to the Salines and Salt

Mines of the United States, in which I stated

that the consumption of Salt in the United

States is equal to three pecks to every inhab

itant, and that the quantity of salt made in

the United States exceeds the quantity im

ported from other countries. This address

is to be found on p. 117 to 120, inclusive of

this volume, and in the printed documents of

the Senate of this State for 1843, vol. 3,

doc. 108, p. 53 to 66 inclusive. I will refer

to this subject again.

2. MER1AM.

I), c. 1844. -

—l
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LONG POND, NEAR BOSTON.

The supply of water for the city of Boston

is intended to be obtained from Long Pond

which lies in the town of Framingham,

Natick and Wayland. Ponds are subject to

occasional or periodical depression. White

Pond, in the southerly part of the town of

Concord, 17 miles from Boston is thus in

fluenced. White Pond contains one hun

dred acres. Long Pond contains 600 acres.

The distance from White Pond to Long

Pond, I presume, cannot be more than 6

or 8 miles. White Pond in some dry sea

sons is so full as to flood the bushes that sur

round its beach, and in some wet seasons so

low that four ox-teams could pass abreast on

the beach, between the water and the bushes.

The cause of these changes has never been

ascertained. The same state of things hasbeen

noticed with regard to the rise and fall of the

waters of the great lakes. The Erie Canal

was at one time in danger of becoming dry

at its lake extremity, from this cause. At

Chicago, during the rage for speculation in

city lots, ground was laid out into lots to the

shore of the lake, in the course of three or

four years, the lake invaded this land, and

covered it with water for two or three years,

and then receded again. I made an exten

sive examination as to the rise and fall of

waters of the Lakes in the summer of 1844,

and previously. In July, 1844, I searched

the northern shore of Lake Ontario for a

natural object with which to make a Lake

ometer, until I became convinced that any

natural object would be liable to change,

either from the expansion of the earth's

land surface, from local causes, or from the

wear of the frost, water and heat. I then

sought for an artificial object, and obtained

one in the body of the new lighthouse, erect

ed in 1837, upon Gull Island. This light

house is erected upon what was, forty years

ago, an island of an acre of surface of rock.

It is now a sunken ledge, covered with near

two feet of water. I will refer to this sub

ject again in the next number of the Gazette

and detail my examinations and give my con

clusions.

E. MERIAM.
*

WATER IN HEATED ROOMS.

Apartments heated by Anthracite Coal

should be furnished with pure fresh water

every day. The water should be placed in

a clean earthen bowl. If the coal is con

sumed in a stove, an iron vessel filled with

dry sand should be placed upon the stove,

and the bowl placed in the sand. The beat

of the sand will heat the bowl and evaporate

the water, gradually, and this will moisten the

atmosphere of the room with the vapor of
pure water, and if the temperature of the

room is high, the evaporation will go on

from the heat of the atmosphere on the surface

of the water also. A little perfumed water

may be added, if it is desired to have an

aroma in the atmosphere which may be respi

red, like that of the Rose, the Jessamine, the

Putrid or dirty water evap

orated in an iron or tin vesssh upon a stove,

is as noxious to breathe in winter, as the

exhalations of a putrid pond is in the sum

mer. E. M.

ICY WALKS, AND DOOR STEPS.

A few quarts of fine salt thrown upon the

sidewalks or door steps will at once liquify

the ice. The water should be swept off

before it freezes again. Salt thrown into a

frozen pump will melt the ice and free the

pump. E. M.

BANK CAPITAL, TAX.

The tax upon the Capital of the Banks

of the City of Boston, compared with the

tax upon the Bank Capital of the city of

New-York, is thus: In Boston the Banks

pay a state tax of one per cent, on their

capital stock annually. The Stockliolder,

resident in the city of Boston this year, pays a

county and city Tax of 60 cents on the

hundred dollars. The New-York Banks

(Safety Fund) pay annually a State tax to

the Safety Fund, of one-half of one pºr cent.

on the amount of capital. The New-York

city Safety Fund Banks also pay a State

Tax of 11 cents on the $100, a Croton

Water Tax of21 cents on the $100, although

their buildings are fire proof–a water tax

of 11 cents, a lamp tax of 5 3-10 cents, a

School tax of 16 cents, a street tax of 4

2-10 cents and a contingency tax of 17 cts.

on the one hundred dollars, and besides, the

institutions pay a charge for the registering

of their notes, all of which may be set down

at 86 1-10 on the one hundred dollars.

The Boston Stockholders of New-York

Safety Fund Bank Stock pays $1.46 taxes

to both cities, on the $100.

The New-York Stockholders of Boston

Bank Stock, pay a tax to both cities of $1.86

on the $100.

MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES.

These associations are not taxed in Bos

ton. Whatever interest the associates have

in the earnings in these partnerships form

a part of their personal property. These

earnings are a mere contingent fund, held

liable to the assessed and when used to pay

losses take the place of the property lost

which has already been taxed. The New

York Supervisors insist on taxing Mutual

Insurance Companies, but they have no law

to warrant such an imposition, and more

over, these institutions were unknown here

when the tax law was passed. They might

as well tax the coutingent fund of a bank,

or tax a merchant for what profits he ex

pects to make."

THE CROTON TAX.

The Croton Water Department should be

put under the entire control of the State

Commissioners, which is composed of Ste

phen Allen, Saul Alley, W. W. Fox, and

Thomas T. Woodruff. A better organized

Board could not be made in the City of New

York. All are estimable men, and men of

experiehee, and such men as have the entire

confidence of the good men of both parties.

The members of the Common Council should

have nothing to do with the Croton Water,

for the plain reason that they lack that ex

perience and particular knowledge of this

costly concern, which is a necessary quali

fication to its management. Members of

the Common Council come into office one

year and go out the next, and they have no

time to learn, and besides their attention is

taken up with a thousand other things. The

Aldermen are judges of the Court of Oyer

and Terminer, Court of Sessions, County

Court, are Supervisors of the County, and

members of the Board of Health, besides

having a great deal to do in every thing else.

The Croton has cost a great amount of

money—the work has been done on credit,

and the means are to be provided to pay

both the interest and the principal. It is

just such an establishment as should be in

the hands of the gentlemen that compose the

State Board, who have both experience and

talent. The benefit of the Croton should

be paid for by those who enjoy the advanta

ges. Why should Bank Capital or money

loaned out on Bond and Mortgage in the

State of New-Jersey, or a ship on a three

years whaling voyage be taxed for the Croton?

The Croton is a protection against fire to

both buildings and merchandise—and how

much 3–that is the question. We shall fol

low up this subject.

PUBLIC PATRONAGE.

Public Officers reckon upon the pecuniary

patronage they possess as so much political

capital. For example—a public officer who

can give a hundred thousand dollars patron

age per annum to the public presses, can be

puffed every day.

There is another class of Citizens who

have patronage, and millions of it—the men

of wealth, who live upon the interest of

their money—the men of business, who give

employmeat to a great number of individuals

—these men have patronage, but that class

of Citizens became alarmed at the slang of

politicians in heing called the silk-stocking

gentry. It is the man of ..". and the

man of business, that put the Natives into

the Common Council, and these Citizens

are watching every step of the new party

and setting down every misstep. They turn

aside from seeing things they do not like,

and hope the new party will do better next

time. This is the public feeling. We see

it, and hear it expressed. The Natives

will obtain the support of leading men in

the Whig and Democratic ranks in exact

proportion as they deserve it. They can

keep the power, if they will. It is an im.

mense experiument, for good, or for evil.

PRtce of REPAVING,

In tS20, Chapel Street was well repaved at

8 cents the square yard. In 1836, 40 cents

the square yard was paid for repaving the

same street, and it was badly done. What

a fat job this. Shame on the public officers

who paid such prices for such work.
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INCREASE OF TAXES.

In 1830, the taxes of the city and county

of New-York were $450,000, population

202,580. In 1844, the taxes are increased

to $1,981,520.12, population about 360,000.

Money is as dear in 1844, as it was in 1830.

The £gyptian tax was one-fifth the income.

The New-York tax is upon the principal,

without regard to the income.

LOSS OF POWER.

The Mamalukes lost power in Egypt by

increasing a heavy tax. The result will

be the same in every civilized country.

ODIOUS ASSESSMENTS.

Attorney General Barker said to us some

time since that if the Emperor of Russia

had imposed such burdens upon his people,

as the Corporation of New-York had upon

its Citizens in the imposition of ruinous

local assessments for street improvements,

that he would have lost his crown. It was a

just remark. In other countries the assess

ment depredators would have been driven

from society, and the finger of scorn pointed

at them wherever they were seen.

CHANCELLOR WALWORTH,

This Equity Judge is probably the most

industrious Judicial officer in this or any

other country. His mental and physical

labors are great, and but for his tee-totalism,

would have worn out before this time. He

will be an acquisition to the bench of the Su

preme Court of the United States. Chan

céllor Walworth is a strict constructionist,

and no other but strict constructionists should

be upon the bench of the Supreme Court of

the United States or upon any other judicial

bench. His place cannot be made good.

AN ANCIENT TAX LAW.

‘In 1752, a bill was introduced into the

General Court of the Colony of Massachu

setts for the encouragement of industry.—

The bill authorized bounties to be given and

the amount of these to be raised by a

tax upon carriages; but a carriage not

used during the year, should not be tax

ed. The bill was directed to be publish

ed for the information of the people, and if

no good objections should be made to it, to be

brought forward at the next session.

FIRST AVENUE ASSESSMENT.

In our last number, on the title page, we

notice an error in omitting a portion of the

Surveyor's fees. The fees of the Surveyor

for the 1st Avenue were $373.37; 40th Street,

$378.00, and that for 39th Street, $468,00,

making in all $1219.37, which is pay for

304 days and 5 hours, equal to 11 months

and 18 days, and 5 hours, counting 86 work

ing days to the month. We had it 404 days,

and omitted the fees of 39th and 40th Street,

in the summary.

PHILADELPHIA TAXES.

we present our readers in the present

number, a letter received from the Hon.

Jon N. M. Scott, Mayor of the city of Phil

adelphia, an intelligent public officer :

“Philadelphia, Sept. 14th, 1843.

“Dear Sir,

“I received your letter of the 8th, yester

day, on my return from a short absence.

“I will endeavor to obtain and forward to

you in a few days, the documents you ask

for, but it is very doubtful whether the scale

of expenditure here can form a criterion for

the guidance of another city, as this expen

diture must depend upon the different char

acters of the several institutions to which it

is applied, and would require great similari

ty of system to produce similarity of amount.

“I will make now one statement, which

if well understood will throw light upon one

branch of your enquiry. It refers to the city

proper.

“In the city proper Iown a house assessed

at $12.000; which is intended to be its full

valuation at a fair market price.

“Upon this house I pay the following

taxes. -

“State Tax, 20-100 on the $100

amounting to $24.00

County Tax, 50-100 “ 44 60.00

City Tax, 36-100 $4 gº 43.20

Poor Tax, 48-100, tº 4 & 21.60

$148.80

“If I use the Schuylkill Water in

my house, as I do, I pay for house

hold purposes and bath, 8.00

$156.80

“These constitute all the taxes assessed

upon that piece of property.

“I pay also to the city, to the county, and

to the poor tax fund, what is called a personal

tax, $2 to each fund. This is not rated upon

personal property, but strictly upon the per

son—rated upon the trade or occupation—

the lowest rate being 20-100—the highest

$2.

“To the State I pay a tax upon personal

property, emoluments of office, &c. which

you could not understand without an accu

rate examination of the law.

“These taxes upon my house are, as I

have said, all that it pays for the year 1843.

The city tax pays for watching, lighting,

paving, police, city government, cleansing,

&c., &c., in fact for all city expenses.

“The city is included in, and forms part

of the county, and therefore pays a county

tax. This fund pays for roads, bridges,

courts, (not including salaries of judges)

damages, &c.

“Poor tax pays for the support of the

poor,

“These are the taxes for the city proper.

But this city proper is but a small portion of

the city apparent. That includes corpora

tions called Southwark,Moyamensing,Spring

Garden, Penn Township, Kensington, each

of which sustains its own local operations

by its own taxes.

“Thus, Spring Garden—there a house

value $12,000, would pay the same state

tax, county tax, and poor tax, that is paid

on my house—it would not pay a city tax,

but it would pay a Spring Garden tax, laid

by the authorities of the District, probably

less than a city tax, the state of advancement

of each district being the indication of the

magnitude of the tax. -

“In some of the districts they pave by

assessments, upon the holders of the property

in front of which the pavement is made.—

Not so in the city. -

“If you would pay us a visit and pass an

hour with me, I would give you more infor

mation than by writing a volume.

Very Respectfully,

Your obt. servant.

- J. M. SCOTT.

E. MERLAM, Esq.

It will be seen by the foregoing letter that

the Philadelphia taxes are assessed upon

Real Estate and not upon personal property.

The Supervisors of New-York impose a tax

of $1,981,013.14, the present year, upon

$234,360,047.98, Real and Personal Estate.

The Real Estate amounts to $171,636,591,-

18, and the aggregate tax if imposed upon this

sum would be 115 on the 100 dollars and

$138 upon $12,000 the sum which His

Honor Mayor Scott takes forthe basis of his

It should be borne in mind that

the N. York tax does not include the expense

of sewers, paving streets, opening streets,

avenues and public squares, making wells

and pumps, fencing vacant lots, filling low

estimate.

ground, &c., which together amount to an

immense sum of money annually. In Phil

adelphia and Boston these are included in

the general tax, with the exception of part

of the sewers in Boston,which is paid forby the

abuttors. The Croton Water in New-York

is an extra charge to those who take it in

their houses, and every wine glass used by

Mr. Astor actually costs him two guineas,

reckoning the annual Croton tax he pays
and the Croton Water he uses.

PUBLIC PRINTING.

We do not hear anything said of the

Public Printing being done by contract. The

Natives will find that the footing of these

bills will be scrutinized at the polls.

NEW-YORK CITY STOCKS.

We are enquired of as to the liability of

the City Stocks to taxation The taxes

imposed in the city and county of New-York

are State and County Taxes, and not a

Corporation tax. The Corporation have no

power to tax their own st or any thing

else. The Supervisors assesses the taxes

under an authority of the State Legislature,

and Croton Water stock is assessable.
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AssessMENT ABUSES.

We shall, in our first January number,

endeavor to give that portion of the Report

of the Select Committee appointed by the

Honorable the Senate of the State of New

York to examine into assessment abuses in

the city of New-York which relates, partic

ularly to the opening of Streets, and this may

be considered as a sort of preamble to our

review of the opinion of the Supreme Court

recently delivered in the Striker Assessment

Case. The Report of the Committee we

shall accompany with Diagrams, for the in

formation of our distant readers who are not

familiar with New-York Assessments. The

opinion of the Supreme Court and Mr.

Websters argument are both lengthy and for

that reason we shall be under the necessity

of issuing a paper with double the usual

number of pages, as our review of the last

majority opinion of the Court will occupy

several columns, and we shall place with the

opinion ofthe Court, our review, section and

section that the reader may seeboth in the same

column, and on the same page. In this Re

public, the People are Sovereigns, and it is

therefore the highest tribunal in the land,

and it is for this reason we come to argue the

great assessment question before that great

and august body. -

DAILY AMERICAN CITIZEN.

A large and well conducted newspaper of

the above title is published daily in the city

of Albany. Terms of subscription 50 cents

per month, payable in advance. . The sheet

is of the size of the New-York Express,

except being not quite as long. Citizens

who favor the American Republican interest

and who are anxious to know what is going

on in the Legislature during the approaching

session will do well to patronize that journal.

It is printed by Messrs. Stone & Henly

and edited by James Stanley Smith, Esq.

STATE STOCKS.

It is asked can a State impose a tax on

the Stock issued by their own officers? It

would seem reasonable to presume that a

State cannot pass a law to impose a tax on

Stock which has been theretofore issued, for

the exercise of such a power would be a vio

lation of the contract made by the State with

the taker of the loan, but a law passed prior

to the issuing of the stock, taxing all person

al property, would reach the property in the

stock, the certificates being an evidence of

debt from the borrower to the lender. Thus

if the tax law was created prior to the loan,

the loan is taken subject to the tax. This

seems to be a common sense view of the

question in our humble judgment: , The

State Mill Tax law was passed for the benefit

of the holders of State Stock, and the title

of that is as follows: “An act to provide

for paying the debts and preserving the
credit of the State.” The tax has enhanced

the value of this Stock to the holder.

In Mr. well's letter, the cost of timber is
stated at $12 to $14 per M., instead of 12s. to

14s, as we had it printed in our last number.

MAIDEN LANE SEWER.

The Sewer under Maiden Lane presents

an opportunity of determining the means

of relieving the cellars under the buildings

in that street from water. The street at its

intersection with South Street has two sew

ers, one above the other, but notwithstand

ing these, the water accumulates on the sur

face at the corner of Pearl, Water and Front

Streets at the intersection with Maiden Lane.

GeoRGE B. SMITH, Esq., enquires of us

how it is that the Commissioners Reports on

several Streets were confirmed at the De

cember Special Term held by Judge BRoN

son 1 We answer in the following

OFFICIAL NOTE:

“Supreme Court Clerks Office,

“Albany, Nov. 20th, 1844. }

“Dear Sir,

“I am requested to inform you that the

Court at its late term granted an order of af.

firmance in the New-York Street cases. The

dissenting opinion of Judge BRoNson will

be found in the case of Striker vs. Kelly, on

the constitutional question.

“I am respectfully,

“Your obt. Servant,

“CHAs. HUMPHREY, Clerk.

“To Richard Mott, Esq.

The December Term was held subsequent

to the term in which the Courtdecided this mat

ter. Chief Justice Nelson, and Mr. Justice

Beardsley are the only members of the Su

preme Courtthat confirmed the Commission

e’rs Reports.

PHILANTHROPY.

We notice a movement which is highly

praiseworthy. The Hon. John W. Ed

wards, formerly a member of the Senate of

this State, and formerly Recorder of the

City of Hudson, and now President of the

Board of Commissioners of the State Pris

on at Sing Sing, has called a public meet

ing to take measures to aid men who have

served out their terms in prison with the

means of obtaining employment and support

on returning again to society. At this meet

ing Vice Chancellor McCoun presided, and

that worthy citizen honored himself in the

seat he filled on this occasion.

JUDJCIARY PATRONAGE.

We are preparing a list of the Commis

sioners of Estimate and Assessment appoint

ed by the Supreme Court with a statement

of the fees of each, the room hire, &c., the

Surveyor's fees, Attorney's fees and Court

charges, and in order to enable the reader to

make a comparison, will place along side of

of that statement the Annual Expenses of

various States of the Union. The constitu

tion never contemplated giving to judicial

officers the patronage of appointment, a

a power far more dangerous to civil liberty

than the command of the militia.

MAYOR HARPER.

At the time the mobs were so destructive

in the city of Philadelphia, in May, 1844,

a meeting was motified by public advertise

ment to take place in the Park with a view

to pass resolutions sympathising with the

sufferers in Philadelphia. Thecruelties per

petrated in Philadelphia were so great that

it became dangerous to collect together a

multitude here for fear of the consequences

which might grow out of a public recital of

the bloodshed by the mob, and the meeting

was accordingly given up, but two of the

city papers had announced the meeting for

a day previous to the time fixed upon and no

sufficient time intervened to give notice of the

mistake. Great numbers began to collect in

the Park in the afternoon of the 9th of May,

and the accounts of the Philadelphia butche

ries was operating on the minds of some of

the crowd when we applied to Mayor Har

per on the subject. He at once addressed

to us a note of which the following is a copy:

“Thursday Afternoon,

May 9th, 1844. }
“Dear Sir,

“In reply to your note, I beg to say that

there will be no authorised meeting of the

American Republican Party in the Park this

week. In haste.

Your obt. servant,

JAMES HARPER.”

“To E. MERLAM, Esq.

Mayor Harper had not then been sworn

into office, but the position in which he stood

toward the American Party gave him a com

manding influence. This letter was read on

the steps of the City Hall to the crowd and

they dispersed immediately. Mayor Har

per's doctrine is that “prevention is better than

cure,” and his views in this, are in accordance

with those of all intelligent, deliberate mem.

The city has been quiet underthe administra

tionof Mayor Harper, notwithstanding the

great excitements which have prevailed else

where.

PUBLISHING OF PROCEEDINGS OF

THE CITY BOARDS.

The Board of Aldermen and Board of

Assistant Aldermen are very remiss in the

publication of their proceedings. Citizens

whose interests are to be affected by the acts

of the Common Council should have knowl

edge immediately of the introduction of these

proceedings into one Board, before they are

consumated in the other. This would give

persons interested, two opportunities for re

dress: the first with the concurring Board,

and the second, with the Mayor.

This is not only the spirit but it is the man

datory provision of the Charter. We were

in the room of the Board of Aldermen a few

days ago, when a sewer proceeding involving

an assessment, was being acted upon. It

wentthrough both Boards with railroad speed

the same evening without any publication of

the ayes and noes. We felt sorry to see the

Natives thus hurrying through assessment

proceedings. The other proceedings passed

upon the same evening seemed to have the

same projectile force.
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MAP OF A STORM.

The snow storm which occurred on the

28th and 29th of September, 1844, illustrates

a peculiar state of atmosphere in certain

localities differing entirely from that of others

of the same latitude.

I met with a gentleman yesterday, who

states to me that he was, during those two

days, in New Castle District, Upper Canada,

and no snow fell in that vicinity. The weath

er, however, was cold and stormy; and I

also seen a gentleman who was in Montreal

those two days, and he informs me that

no snow fell in that city.

By the accounts published in the news

papers at various places, it appears that the

storm was confined to a narrow path.

At Portland, Maine, which is in latitude

439, the rain fell abundantly on the 29th ;

and at Utica, N. Y., which is in lat. 43 10,

snow fell nearly all day on the 29th.

At New-York, which is in lat, 40 42, and

at Baltimore, Md., which is in lat. 39 17,

rain fell abundantly on the 29th.

At Richmond, Va., which is in lat. 37 32,

there was a severe frost on the 29th Sept.

At Cumberland, Md., in lat. 39 38, snow

was visible upon the mountains.

At Boston, Mass., lat. 42 22, there was

rain on the 28th and 29th, but at 4 o'clock

P. M. of the 29th, it cleared up to beautiful

fair weather.

At Mifflinton, Pa., lat. 40 45, and in Ly

coming, lat. 41 20, snow fell abundantly on

29th. -

On the hills of Berkshire County, Mass.

and of Schoharie county, N.Y., snow fell

on the 29th.

Capt. Sherman, of the Brig Emily, arri

ved at New-York on Monday morning the

30th of Sept. from Charleston, S. C., expe

rienced nothing of the gale on the 28th or

29th.

Travellers from Portland to Quebec, met

with snow on the highlands, as low down as

Aubect Gallion, six inches deep, but no snow

was visible on the mountains north of Que

bec from that city. Rain fell at Quebec on

the 29th.

I have an account of the fall of rain from

Com. Crane, as per the register kept at the

Hydrographical Office, Washington city,

which gives a fall of one inch and 30-100,

on the 28th, but no rain on the 29th or 30th.

Washington is in lat. 38 52 and 45 seconds.

Thus we have a partial map of the storm.

The snow extended south of lat. 40 in par

ticular localities, but was absent in higher

northern latitudes, and again made its ap

pearance in lat. 47. Rain fell in the inter

mediate latitudes in the same localities, and

in others snow; and south of lat. 37 was

fair weather, but cool.

These facts are instructive and carry us

back to the ancient Record which speaks of

the wind as beyond the power of research,

for ‘none can tell whence it comethor whither

it goeth.’

E. MERIAM,
t

|

UNITED STATES SENATOR.

The city of New-York is by its commer

cial importance, certainly entitled to a rep

resentative in the Senate of the United States.

Other portions of this State have furnished

members from the State to that body for

years, and the city should now have a voice

by the selection of one of its prominent

citizens to fill the office of Senator. Ste

phen Allen is the very person who ought to

be selected. Mr. Allen has filled many

public stations with advantage to the people

and with credit to himself, and has in all

been found faithful and capable. Mr. Allen

was three years Mayor of the city of New

York, was four years a member of the

Senate of this State, was a member of the

Convention which framed the amended City

Charter, has held the office of Croton Water

Commissioner for several years and was

President of the Board ; was at one time

the depository of all the funds of the gov

ernment of the United States collected at

this Port, and has been a member of the

city Councils. Mr. Allen, although not bred

to the legal profession, delivered some opin

ions in important causes in the Court for

the Correction of Errors, which were pro

found and elaborate, and discover a mind of

extraordinary powers. It is in accordance

with the doctrines of the American Repub

licans, as we understand their doctrines, to

support Mr. Allen, and we presume there

are enough high-minded democrats and

high-minded Whigs in the State Legislature

to make up a majority for Mr. Allen in that

body. Perhaps politicians may say that

Mr. Allen has had his share of public office.

To such we reply that offices were not

made for men, but men were created of

ability and worth to fill public office. John

Quincy Adams has held office during the

whole of the mature years of a long life with

honor to himself, and credit and advantage

to the Republic, and we could make the

same remark in reference to Henry Clay,

and many others. -

CONDITION OF MAIDEN LANE.

The surface water from the waste of the

Croton, is in Maiden Lane a great nuisance.

We have been informed by Henry Andrew,

Esq., that there is a sewer under Maiden

Lane. It would seem to be only neces

sary to make receiving basins at Gold,

Pearl, Water and Front Streets, with cul

verts and strainers to relieve the surface.

MASSACHUSETTS LEGISLATION.

. The vote of the towns of Massachusetts

determine how many Representatives each

town will send to the Legislature each year,

within certain limit, or whether it is neces

sary to send any representative. It is fre

quently the case that a town votes that it is

not necessary to incur the expense, as that

is paid out of the town Treasury. The

principle will sometimes apply in this city,

both as to the Legislature and Common

Council, if we take what is done for partic

ular wards in the Common Council, and

what is done by the delegation in the legis

lation forthe city. The mill taxis amemento.

COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF

ASSISTANTS,

Special Committee on the Chapel Street

Outrage.

Assistant Ald. Tucker of 15th Ward, Chair

Inlan.

44 44

Blackstone, of the 8th Ward.

Divver, of the 4th Ward.

SpecialCommitte on the unauthorised appli

cation to the Supreme Court for the appoint

ment of Commissioners of Estimate and

Assessment in the Streets and avenues up

to and including 42d Street, laid down on the

Commissioner's map, and not opened prior

to February 16th, 1837.

Assistant Ald. Tucker Chairman.

4 * “ Blackstone,

Divver.

BOARD OF SUPERWISORS.

Committee on Annual Tazes.

Alderman E. G. Drake, 5th Ward, Ch'n.

Alderman Mott. 9th Ward.

COMMON COUNCIL,

Committee on Streets.

Alderman Devoe, Assistant Ald. Ward,

4 & Cozzens, “ “ Taylor,

44 Gale. 44 “ Divver,

CLEANING STREETS.

Alderman Miller, Asst. Ald. Tucker,

* * * 44

* . 44

44 Bunting, 44 Charlick,

4 & D. T. Williams. “ Smith.

FINANCE.

Alderman Drake, Asst. Ald. Tucker,

44 Miller, 44 Taylor,

“. . Gale, º 4 Horn.

The correcting of Erroneous Taxes be

longs to the Board of Supervisors. The

Chairman of the Tax Committee is at the

office of the City Trust Company, 48 Wall

Wall Street.

DIAGRAMS.

We shall present several new diagrams of

splendid Assessments, that of John Duffie's

estate, on 38th Street, between 20 and 3d

Avenue—that upon John Schuyler's estate

on the corner of 28th Street, and Seventh

Avenue—that on land of Assistant Alder

man Townsend, on Seventh Avenue, near

50th Street ; also on that of the land of

General Striker, and among the rest the

Salt Meadow Assessment, and also of the

Sewer built on piles in 122d Street and

Chapel Street Sewer, &c. &c.

THE MUNICIPAL GAZETTE

Is forwarded to the Executive, Legisla

tive and Judiciary Officers of the Govern

ment of the United States—to the Govern

ors of States composing the Union—the

Mayor of all the cities in the United States

—to the Presidents of the several Banking

Institutions in the several States composing

the United States—to the members of the

New-York State Legislature and heads of

Departments—to the high Judiciary Officers

of this State and distinguished citizens in

this City, State, and United States.
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RUINOUS ASSESSMENTS ILLUSTRATED BY DIAGRAMS.
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i - OF ASSESSMEMTS ON THE PROPERTY OF
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ANSON G. PHELPS,
|
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* On First Avenne, between 39th and 40th Streets.
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The award for the Land taken from Mr. E. H. Herrick in the Ninth Avenue, for that road, compared with the assessments upon the land of Anson G. Phelps,

for his land in the First Avenue, taken for that road, presents an illustration which demonstrates abuses of a serious character. The land taken from Mr. Phelps for

the First Avenue in propºrtion to what is left, is about in the same ratio as that taken from Herrick for the Ninth Avenue in comparison with what is left, and

shows the total absence of all system, rule, eqnity or justice, in making assessments and awards. Mr. Herricks award, compared with the assessment on the land of

Assistant Alderman Townsend, taken fºr the Seventh Avenue, presents another illustration. The land extending back to a line running half way between the Eight

and Ninth Avenue should have been assessed a small sum for the land taken from Mr. Herrick, and Mr. Herrick should have been awarded say $50 of $100. Mr. Phelps

whose landis situated precisely as that of Mr. Herrick, should have been awarded for what was taken, instead of being assessed on what was left, and the same as to Mr. Town

send's land. The difference between paying an assessment instead of receiving an award, is very great. Whether a person receives $1000, or has that sum to pay is a

difference to such person of $2000. The land of Mr. Herrick was assessed for opening 50th Street $10. Mr. Phelp's land was assessed for opening 40th Street §.
That such proceedings as these should be corrected, is a matter of such common sense propriety, that we doubt if there could be found an intelligent man in the

world who would oppose such a proceeding, and that Courts of Justice should have their legal vision so obscured as not to be able to see these matters in their proper

light, is a sad commentary upon the Judiciary department of the State Government. The 90.75 feet contained in Mr. Phelps's land is valued by the Ward Assessors at

$450.00, which is not much more thau the interest of the assessment, and but a trifle more than half the assessment imposed upon it, thus it is an absolute confiscation

of the land, or taking private property without justº A pretty proceeding—“a judicial power exercised in a judicial ray.”

The fees of Counseſ. Commissioners, and Surveyors, for street openings in the city of New-York, confirmed by a justice of the Supreme Court in 1839, amounted
º theº of $100,131.26, and these diagrams show how these fees were assessed, viz. Counsel $31,196.47; Commissioners $39,143.79; Surveyors $22,517.00; Col

ectors $7,274.00,

*
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THE NEW YEAR.

The primitive year, which commenced

the annals of time, was that in which the

great ancestors of our race first became in

habitants of earth.

The infant year was cradled in the first

solar day, which was the fourth in the series

of the days of creation.

Vegetable life had existed a portion of an

entire period prior to the day dawn of the

solar orb, and came into being on the third

day of creation. -

The celestial luminaries shone first upon

earth when animated life was yet uncreated.

The solar orb rose and set upon local sur

faces, which were then an uninhabited world.

What a period to contemplate | The

human mind becomes lost in amazement

when passing on the wings of thought to

that period which terminated with the com

mencement of time !

There is a veil which curtains the periods

which preceded the beginning of time, be

hind which the human imagination cannot

penetrate, for the curtain is as close as that

which hides from human vision, that period,

when time shall be no more.

The second solar day in the order of time,

the Fish of the sea and the Fowls of the

air, were introduced upon earth.

The third solar day was that on which the

animals were introduced, followed by our

great ancestors, and these two human beings

were at that time the only intelligent beings

upon the whole terrestrial surface.

The second day of the existence of our

two primitive ancestors, was a day of rest,

the holy Sabbath.

These facts are stated with great particu

larity by the inspired pen which was moved

by a hand that was obedient to the source of

all knowledge, and although the human mind

is not endowed with the powers of under

standing the means used by the CREATor of

the universe to put the earth in motion and

to fill it with life and animation, yet notwith

standing the result is seen, confirming all that

is declared in the volume of inspiration.

The power to create a world and fill it

with myriads of living beings, is an INFiNite

Power, and the bounteous provision made

for the support of living creatures, witnesses

of the goodness of that Almighty Being, who

both creates and sustains life.

The revolving year is a continuation of

the same order of time which had its begin

ning with the first solar day, with the excep

tion of two remarkable events, noted in

Scripture, in the first of which the Sun and

Moon stood still and hasted not to go down

for nearly a whole day, and the second in

which the Sun went back on the dial of

Ahaz, 15 degrees.

There was a period which constituted the

primitive day, which was cradled in etermity.

At that period there was neither Sun or

Moon, to be for signs, for seasons, for days

and for years; but there was light, and there

was darkness, which were separated by the

CREAToR, and the one succeeded the other,

until three days of unmeasured duration

were completed and ended. The work of

each distinct period is recorded with great

minuteness, but the enquiring mind asks

what were the means used to accomplish so

great a work 3 The answer is beyond the

powers of a pen moved by a hand of flesh,

except to repeat the declaration of the inspi

red pen, which is: “And God said let there

be light: and there was light. And God

saw the light, that it was good : and God

divided the light from the darkness,” and this

was, when “the spirit of God moved upon

the face of the waters.”

“In the beginning God created the Heav

en and the earth.”

This brief but comprehensive declaration

of the inspired penman unfolds to man a page

in history, long, long anterior to the existence

of his race, and long anterior to that period

when the first day of creation ended with

the primitive morning.

The second day of creation, God said “let

tliere be a firmament in the midst of the

waters, and let it divide the waters from the

waters. And God made the firmament and

divided the waters which were under the

firmanent from the waters which were above

the firmanent: and it was so. And God

called the firmament Heaven. And the eve

ning and the morning were the second day.”

The third day of creation the waters under

Heaven were gathered unto one place and

were called seas, and the dry was called

earth, and the earth was made to bring forth

grass and herbs, yielding seed and fruit

trees yielding fruit, “and the evening and the

morning were the third day.” At the termi

nation of this period—time—had its com

menceinent.

THE HOUR GLASS.

By Ex-President John Q. ADAMs.

Alas! how swift the moments fly!

How flash the years along !

Scarce here, yet gone already by :

The burden of a song.

See childhood, youth, and manhood pass;

And age with furrowed brow—

Time was—time shall be—drain the glass--

But where in time is now f

Time is the measure but of change

No present hour is found,

The past, the future, fill the range

Of Time's unceasing round.

Where then is now 7 In realms above,

With God's atoning LAMB,

In regions of eternal love,

Where sits enthroned I AM.

Then, Pilgrim, let thy joys and tears

On Time no longer lean ;

But henceforth all thy hopes and fears

From earth's affections wean.

To God let votive accents rise ;

With truth—with virtue live;

So all the bliss that Time denies,

Eternity shall give.

The lines we have given above, were writ

ten by the venerable John QUINCY ADAMs,

Ex-President of the United States, and

were sung by the Choir of the First Con

gregational Church in Quincy, Massachu

setts, on the occasion of the celebration

of the 200th anniversary of the settlement

of the first congregational minister in that

town, and for which occasion they were

written, The first minister settled in Quincy

was WILLIAM ToMsow, great ancestor of

the venerable Jonathan, and A. G. Thomp

son, of New-York. The Rev. William

Tomson, is highly spoken of by the his

torians of his time. He was much beloved

while living and has been greatly honored in

his posterity. The grave of the Rev. Wm.

Tomson is in the Roxbury burying ground

near Quincy. I was in Quincy, in November,

1844. Early in the morning after my arrival

in that ancient town, I visited the grave

yard which has been in use as a place of

sepulture for more than two hundred years.

It is enclosed by a durable and substantial

stone wall, and the entrance to it is through

a large iron gate. The first tomb that I

saw after passing the gate, was a new tomb

on the left, on the front of which is the name

of “John Quincy ADAMs,” chisseled upon

the granite caption of the terrestrial chamber

which is to become the narrow house in

which are to repose the mortal remains of

!
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the great statesman. It was, a dark and

gloomy morning and thesable drapery of the

Clouds reached to the ground, and curtained

the monuments of the dead. I was enveloped

in a cloud and breathed the vapour of the

cloud—it was a fit morning to visit the ter

restrial resting place of mortals. Within a

few hundred feet of the untenanted tomb of

John Quincy Adams, repose the 1emains of

John, the father, and those of the mother of

Ex-President Adams.

The Quincy burial ground is a monument

of praise to its inhabitants. The care which

here the living evince for the grave of those

who repose in silence, is more impressive

upon the mind of a visiter, than the most

º

gigantic monument of architecture that could

be reared by the art of man. I also visited

the house in which the elder President Adams

was born, and the room in which he first be

came an inhabitant of earth. The house is

a frame building, and although old is in

good repair. The room in which the second

President of this Republic was born, is on

the lower floor of the house and what in old

times was called “the best room.” It is

lighted by three windows which are glazed

with squares of glass measuring 6 by Sinches.

The house is so located that the cradle of

the infant Patriot was lighted by the rays of

the Sun on its first entrance from its eastern

chambers, and thus the infant bosom was infla

ted with an atmosphere filled with the golden

rays of celestial light. I felt when pressing

my footsteps upon the floor of this room,

and breathing its atmosphere, that there was

a charm still pervading the apartment which

is perceptible, to a contemplative mind.

The child born in this plain room on the

30th of October, 1735, on the 4th of March,

1795, became the President of a great Re

public, and the Chief of a Nation that, at the

period of his birth was chronicled only in

the unopened volume of future time. This

new inhabitant of earth on the 4th of July,

1776, signed the Declaration of Inde

pendence of the United States, and in exactly

half a century from that very day, he return

ed again to the world from which he came.

At a few yards distant from the venerable

mansion, I have mentioned, stands another

venerable frame house. In this house, John

Quincy Adams, the sixth President of these

United States, was born in 1767.

This house I also visited, and was politely

shown the room in which the sage of Quincy

first saw the light of the solar day. This

room is what was called the “best room,”

and is upon the lower or ground floor, and

is lighted by three windows, glazed by glass

the squares of the same size of the others I

have described.

A circlecontaining 1 acre of ground, will en

close both the buildings in which the second

and sixth Presidents of the United States were

born, and a circle of nearly the same dimen

sion will probably enclose their mortal re

mains.

Quincy has the honor of furnishing the

cradle of one of the great Apostles of Free:

dom—here he was born—here he lived, and

here he died.

QUINCY.

The town of Quincy is nine miles south

by east of Boston. It is beautifully improv

ed and contains a population of 3486,

inhabitants, four Churches, and but one

public house which is the hotel kept by Mr.

French. The accommodations at this hotel

are excellent, and the charges exceedingly

moderate. The improvements in Quincy—

the dwellings, gardens, &c., bear testimony

of the industry, economy and prosperity of

the inhabitants. I did not see in my exten

sive peregrinations, a broken window or a

hingeless door in the town. Persons who

make northern tours in the summer season

will be richly repaid in a visit to Quincy

(which can be reached every hour of the day

by stage, from No. 9 Elm Street, Boston) for

the labor of the journey.

Quincy contains extensive granite quaries,

which in 1836 produced $248,000, and

gave employment to about 600 men.—

I visited these quaries and will notice them

particularly, hereafter.

PERIODICAL RISE AND FALL OF

THE GREAT LAKES.

The opinion is very extensively entertain

ed on and near the shores of the great lakes,

that “the lakes rise and fall every seven

years.”

The waters of the great lakes have their

extreme sources as high north as north

latitude 50 degrees, and in their course to the

Gulf of St. Lawrence, where they discharge

in North latitude 50 degrees, describe a curve

on the sphere of the earth. These waters

rise from toward the North Pole, and run

back again toward the artic circle.

The waters of the Mississippi, the king of

rivers, rise in North latitude 50°, and within a

few miles of the place from which the waters

of the great lakes begin to flow.

issippi courses toward the equator, 21 deg.

of latitude and runs up the swell of the earth

and discharges into the Gulf of Mexico in

North latitude 29 degrees. The Channel

of the Mississippi, compared with the chan

nel of the great lakes, is narrow; but the

area of surface drained by the Mississippi

is vastly larger than that drained by the

great lakes. A body of water flowing into

the Mississippi that would cause it to over

flow its banks would have but little influence

upon the great lakes if discharged into these

inland seas, for the reason that the lakes

The Miss

rio, I commenced at Coburg. At this place

I found the bituminious lime stone filled with

fossils extending from a few feet below the

surface of the ground into the lake. This

lime stone is intersected by both horizontal

and vertical seams. The water in winter

freezes on and near the shores of this lake

and these stratas become imbedded in the

ice. The heavy, winds, which frequently
prevail upon the lake, produce a swell which

raises both the ice and the rock imbeded in it

and the whole are floated away together,
and when the ice becomes melted the rocks

fall to the bottom. Gull Island is about

three miles from Coburg. It is formed of

the bituminous fossiliferous lime stone, and

to the action of the frost and wind I attrib

ute the depression of this island by the ex

cavation of its surface at the highest stage

of the water of the lake. Mr. Ousten, the

keeper of the light house, had been instruct

ed by the British Government to keep a

record of the rise and fall of the waters of

the lake and he was so polite and obliging

as to allow me the use of his register. This

light house is built upon the ledge about two

miles from the shore. Mr. O. in going out

to the light in his boat, runs the boat into an

opening left in the building for that purpose,

and then with ropes and blocks hoists the

boat and himself up into the building. The

level of the surface of the water of the lake

is taken in this building. It is therefore an

accurate Lakeometer. On the 26th day of

September, 1842, and the following day,

Lake Ontario fell one foot, and did not rise

again. During this depression a very heavy

gale was blowing. The lake continued to

fall until April 12th, 1844, during which

time (with the fall of the 26th and 27th Sept.

1842,) the depression was three feet and six

inches. From April 12th 1844 to July 25th,

which latter was the date of my examination,

Lake Ontario had risen twenty inches. In

the year 1800, and 1801, there was an inter

mission of the annual inundation of the Miss

issippi, and the same phenomenon has oc

have a vastly greater extent of surface. The

continued rise of the waters of the great lakes

for years together, followed by a continual

receding of these waters for years together, is

a phenomenon as yet unexplained, but my

examinations have led me to the conclusion

that the rise and fall is not periodical but

occasional. That the crust of our earth

expands and again contracts in high northern

latitudes, I have no doubt, and the same

fact has been noticed near the equator, for

a great extent of sea coast. Such a cause

would produce the effect apparent in the sur

face of the waters of the lakes. In my ex

amination upon the shores of Lake Onta

curred with the river Nile, in Egypt, which for

the year produced in Egypt a failure of the

crops. It is true that the fall of water from the

clouds varies greatly in different years in

the same locality, but the lakes are depress

ed when there is abundance of water from

the clouds. I will resume this subject in

another number of this paper.

E. MERIAM.

LIGHTNING.

The advantage of polished or bright sur

faces for lightning conductors over dark

colored rods, I think, cannot be doubt

cd. Electricians prefer bright points to

lightning rods, and so far admit the superi

ority of the bright surfaces. Bright surfaces

do not absorb heat, but reflect it. Dark bodies

absorb heat, but do not reflect it. The

lightning entered a house in North Moore

St., N.Y. in the summer of 1842. A brass

kettle which had been used and the outside

crusted with soot, lay in the garret and was

passed over by the lightning. The bright

~
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surfaces were not affected, but the black sur

face absorbed the heat and fused the metal

and soldered the bail to the kettle. Two

shoe brushes which had been threaded with

brass wire and the wire corroded and black

ened, attracted the lightning. The bristles

in the brushes were thrown out of the wood

en handles and the wire melted into globules.

From this the lightning proceeded to the

tin leader of the house, which it descended

without melting the solder, and from that

passed to the iron hinges, hasp and nails of

the outside cellar door, and then dispersed.

A house struck in Pine-Apple Street, Brook

lyn, the same summer, was protected by the

in spout, through which the lightning de

scended without melting the solder. This

thunderbolt was a heavy one, for on its

leaving the tin spout which terminated above
the pavement, it forced in the basement hall

door, by breaking in the casings, to reach a

copper bell wire, which it followed and pros

trated a lady passing thro’ the basement hall

with a tumbler of water in herhand which was

thrown over her in falling. The water re

vived her. This is a two story frame

house, standing in a block of houses. The

next adjoining house is a three story brick

house, which escaped .I examined the house

a few minutes after the ligntning had struck

it. I will in the next number of the Gazette

or the next succeeding, detail an extraordi

nary case of damage by lightning, which I

also examined very minutely.

E. MERIAM.

AMERICAN INDUSTY.

In the last number of our paper we noticed

a tax law enacted by the colonial Legisla

ture of Massachusetts Bay, in 1753, for the

encouragement of industry. Theobject of the

law was most meritorious and praiseworthy.

Industry, in this Republic, is the fountain,

under heaven, of wealth. An illustration

demonstrating the fact is seen in the pros

perity of the people of the New-England

States. New-England with her sterile soil

and industrions and enterprising population

is the most prosperous Country on the globe,

and there is no country where the inhabitants

enjoy so many comforts and so many bless

ings as the people of the five New-England

States. The wealth of New-England is the

product of industry. Her commerce has

enriched her citizens, and this commerce

grew out of the enterprise of her population.

Thirty years ago, New-England imported

from the East Indies the White Cottons,

which were the product of the India looms

£or nearly the whole population of the United

States. The Emmerties, the Mammoodies,

the Sannas, the Gurrahs and the Baftas

were then goods of great consumption in

the United States, and sold at high prices;

but the enterprise of New-England has

changed the course of trade, and she now

manufactures white cottons of a far superior

quality, at a less price. She now exports

white cottons to the East Indies; and also

to the southern sections of the United States

in exchange for the raw material, the growth

of the southern soil.

SENATE REPORT.

The following Report will come before

the State Legislature which commences its

session on Tuesday the 7th of January,

1845.

STATE OF NEW-YORK.

IN SENATE–April 9th, 1842.

REPORT

Of the SELECT CoMMITTEE on the memo

rial of PETER A. JAY, and others, citizens

of New-York, relative to Assessments.

The SELECT CoMMITTEE of the SENATE,

consisting of Gabriel Furman, Gulian C.

Verplanck and John B. Scott, Senators at

tending the Senate, elected from the first

Senate district, to whom was referred the

memorial of Peter A. Jay, Robert C. Cor

nell, Peter Lorillard, and a great number of

others, citizens of the city of New-York,

complaining of various alledged abuses in

relation to the assessment laws of the city

of New-York, and among other things, “that

it is the practise of Commissioners and As

sessors to describe property by an arbitrary

map number, instead of the known street

number, by which the owners of property

are misled in knowing that Assessments have

been imposed ; that it very often happens

that property is assessed as that of unknown

owners, and many times in a wrong name;

and in consequence of this practise property

is often sold, and the first information the

owner has of the assessment is obtained

from the purchaser of the property at a sale

for unpaid assessments, when he comes to

take possession; that “by the act of 1816,

Commissioner's were authorized to extend

their assessments for improving streets, &c.

as far as they judge the property benefitted ;

but no provision was made by that act to

give notice to the distant owners of the

property thus affected ; by which means

such owners are deprived of the opportunity

of making objections to the assessments in

sufficient time to be available.” “Another

serious objection to the present system, in

making Assessments for public improve

ments, is the extravagant charges made by

Commissioners, Assessors, Surveyors and

Corporation Counsel : it will be seen by the

public documents herewith submitted that

for one street less than 3000 feet in length,

this class of charges amounted to near $12,-

000, and that when “property is sold at

Public Auction for unpaid assessments the

corporation sell the property for a term of

years, which in many cases, is equivalent

to selling the fee simple absolute. Very

many of the lots so sold are purchased by

corporation officers, who being employed

by the corporation to make the surveys, col

lect the assessments, &c. &c., acquire infor.

mation of the absence, &c. of the owners

and by that means possess themselves of the

estate ; and the memorialists ask the Legis

tature to pass a law to remedy the evils com

plained of, and also to suspend the sale for

unpaid assessments, until the termination of

the next session of the Legislature, and to

make such further and other enactments in

relation thereto as the Legislature in their

wisdom shall deem needful and right. And

to whom was also referred sixteen other me

morials, signed by a very large number of

the most respectable inhabitants of the city

of New-York, praying the Legislature to

examine the whole question in relation to

the assessment laws in operation in that city,

and into the various abuses charged to have

been committed in theirexecution; and ask

ing that the same, with the various other me

morials and documents presented, should be

referred to a select committee to examine

into the same, with power to send for per

sons and papers. There were also referred

to this Committee the annual reports of the

Comptroller of the city of New-York, ex

hibiting a view of the funds of that corpora

tion for the years ending Dec. 31st, is39,

and Dec. 31st, 1840; including accounts of

its revenues, and expenditures in detail, and

of the receipts and investments of the Com

missioners of the sinking fund during the

same periods. Also the report of the Street

Commissioner of that city, to whom was re.

ferred a resolution requiring him to report a

list of public places and streets which have

been opened in the several years from 1830s

to March 1839, presented to the Board of

Aldermen March 25th, 1839, and known as

Document No. 45, of that Board. Also a

list of property advertised for sale for the

payment of Assessments, by the officers of

the corporation, by which it appears that

1145 lots were assessed, for sums less than 5

dollars each, and by , which list it appears

that 7000 lots have been advertised at such

sale.

“To the same committee were also com

mitted the several remonstrances which had

been heretofore presented in the Senate

against the application of the Mayor and

Common Council of that city, to be author.

ised to purchase lands sold for assessments

after the same should have been offered at

public auction, and no bidder found for the

same; and also for funding certain debts of

said city.

On the first reference of these several me.

morials and documents, this committee were

not invested with the power of sending for

persons and papers, as was desired by the

petitioners; but subsequently, on the renew

ed application of the memorialists, the Sen.

atº, on the 22d day of May last, passed the

following resolution.

“‘Resolved, That the prayer of Robert

Jones, John A. Underwood, Robert Smith

and others, that the committee to whom was

referred the several memorials, remonstran

ces and public documents in relation to the

assessment laws in the city of New-York,

may have power to send for persons and

papers, and be authorised to sit after the

termination of the present session, and re

port to the next Legislature, be granted.”

Subsequently to the committee proceed

ing in the investigation thus committed to

their charge, and during the present session

of the Senate, six several memorials were

presented and referred by the Senate to this
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committee, within the last four weeks, signed

by Stephen Allen, Hiram Walworth, James

Boorman, Jonathan Thompson, Peter Scher

merhorn, Stephen Whitney, and 300 others,

inhabitants of the city of New-York, pray

ing the Legislature to take the subject of

assessments in that city into their serious

consideration, and to make such provisions

as will protect the owners of real estate

from the disastrous consequences which they

apprehend from the abuses of the system

of assessments in that city.

In addition to these general memorials,

several memorials have been presented by

individuals, as Garret H. Stryker, Winifred

Mott, Daniel Van Reed and Martha Amory,

and detailing cases of hardship and loss of

property, arising, as the petitioners charge,

from abuses or defects in the mode of open

ing streets and avenues in that city, and

making improvements in public avenues and

squares, and in assessing the expense thereof;

all of which have been submitted to the con

side ration of this committee since the first

day of February last. And also several

public documents connected with that matter,

have been, since the opening of the present

session, committed to this committee for

examination.

Upon all which several memorials and re

monstrances and documents, thus submitted

to their charge and examination, this com

mittee beg leave to submit the following

REPORT.

In the investigation of the matters thus

committed to their charge, the committee

were occupied during almost the whole of

the last autumn, in the city of New-York,

and also in the month of December, and to

the period of meeting of the present Legis

lature. Previous to the first meeting of the

committee, they directed the committee who

appeared on behalf of the petitioners, to

notify the Mayor of the city of New-York

of the time and place of their first meeting,

to the end that the corporation of that city

might be apprised of the proceeding, and

take such course therein as they might deem

best calculated to conduce to the interest of

those whom they represented. On the 18th

of September last, the committee received

a communication from the memorialists, on

whose application the investigation was or

dered, tenderingto their use the commodious

lecture room in Clinton Hall, New-York,

free of expense or charge to the State, which

was accepted,

In this investigation the committee were

attended by the committee appointed on be

half of the memorialists, with their counsel,

who conducted the examination on the part

of the complainants; and by the counsel of

the corporation and the street commissioner

of the city, who conducted the examination

on behalf the corporation. And during its

progress, several of the most respectable in

habitants of that city, with the street com

missioner, the comptroller, and the collector

of assessments of that city; also city sur

veyors, with gentlemen who had formerly

discharged the duties of commissioners of

estimate and assessment in the opening and

improving streets and avenues, and filled

the office of assessors in apportioning the

expense of regulating streets and construct

ing sewers in that city, and several other

persons connected either remotely or directly

with the subject matter of the assessments,

were examined under oath before this com

mittee; and their examination reduced to

writing, and signed by the witnesses, are an

nexed to this report for the information of

the Legislature.

In the course of their examination, the

most prominent matters complained of ap

peared to be, First, In the manner of open

ing streets, avenues and public squares in

that city ; in the appointment of the com

missioners of estimate and assessment; in

the expenses of those commissioners, and

the time spent in the discharge of their du

ties. Secondly, The imposition of heavy

and oppressive assessments for improve

ments never actually made, except upon

paper; and which assessments were frequent

ly ruinous, being more than the value of the

property assessed ; and the great difficulty

which owners of real estate in that city, and

particularly in the upper and unimproved

portions of it, experienced, from the fact

of using arbitrary map numbers instead of

street numbers and farm numbers. And,

Thirdly, The great difficulty which the

citizens had encountered in obtaining a re

view and correction of any errors committed

by the commissioners and assessors in

making any of such awards or assessments

for the opening of said streets, avenues or

public squares, from the fact that, although

the Court of Chancery at first assumed ju

risdiction of such cases on the ground that

such assessments being made by a statute, a

lien upon real estate was a cloud upon the

title, and might, if unjust and inequitable, be

removed in equity, it has since denied having

cognizance of such matters; and the Su

preme Court have in some instances denied

a certiorari, to remove such proceedings,

and others where the writ had been granted,

had afterwards quashed the same and refused

the parties any relief, referring them to an

action at law for trespass against the indi

vidual members of the common council, or

against the officers of the corporation per

sonally, who should attempt the collection

of such assessment.

The committee will examine these several

propositions which contain the substance of

the long and tedious investigation through

which they have progressed, and will submit

to the consideration of the Legislature the

conclusions to which they have arrived upon

these several heads.

First. The manner of opening streets,

avenues and public squares, in that city, in

the appointment of the commissioners of

estimate and assessment, in the expenses of

those commissioners, and the time spent in

the discharge of their duties.

That there have been great and serious

abuses in the mode of opening streets and

avenues in the city of New-York, and in

the expenses attending the same, cannot be

doubted by any person who has examined

the subject; and these evils have mainly

arisen from the loose and unguarded manner

in which that important branch of authority

has been exercised. For while in England,

in city of London, in Birmingham and

other places, whose proper municipal regu

lations would seem to require as liberal ex

tension of power to their local coporate

governments as that of New-York, streets

cannot be opened or widened without an

act of Parliament specially passed for that

purpose, upon a due examination of all the

circumstances of the case; yet, in the city

of New-York they are opened or widened,

and that in large numbers together, by a

single resolution adopted by the two boards

of the common council, without any control,

as was the case in opening all the streets

and parts of streets not previously opened

up to and including 42d street, by a resolu

tion of April 6, 1835; and subsequently,

September 12, 1836, another resolution was

adopted to open all the streets from 42d

street to 57th street. The reservoir on Mur

ray's Hill in the city of New-York, is on

2d street. This loose practise has grown

up in modern times, for the more guarded

one of an application to the supreme legis

lative authority was in existence in that city,

subsequent to 1792, when to authorize the

first widening of John Street an application

was made to the Legislature, then in session

in that city, and before either house would

act upon the petition, they sent a committee

to examine the ground; upon the report of

which committee, they enacted that the

damages to the owners whose lands were

taken, should be appraised by a jury who

should be composed of merchants, showing

how careful they were in former legislation

on this important subject. This appraise

ment is now made by three commissioners,

appointed by the Supreme Court, who are

generally nominated at the instance of the

counsel of the Corporation, although there

have been instances where one of those

commissioners has been selected by the

court from names proposed by the corpora

tion counsel, and by the opponents to the

application, and another has been named

by those opponents. It is difficult now to

comprehend how the expenses in opening

streets and avenues in that city could have

been so great as they are represented to have

been, but of the fact of their being so very

great, there can be no doubt; it is estab

lished by the receipts of the commissioners

for the same exhibited before the committee.

In the opening of the 7th avenue, from 21st

to 129th st., which was confirmed in Feb.1839,

the amount awarded to the owners for land

taken for the avenue, was $28,141.41, while

the fees and expenses of that opening

amounted to the large sum of $12,435.70,

and if to that is added the collector's fees

for collecting the assessments, $1,115.00, it

will show a total of expenses paid by the

owners of land on that portion of the sev

enth avenue for its formal opening, amount

ing to $13,550.70.

The amount paid to the commissioners

on that avenue for their services, at the rate
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of four dollars per day, which is the high

est sum allowed by the statute, is pay for

sixteen month's services for each commis

sioner, in making the estimate of the land

[taken for opening that avenue, and assess

ing that value back again upon the land] on

each side of the avenue; and in opening

this one street, of one hundred and eight

blocks of about 270 feet each, the commis

sioners were each engaged three times the

whole period that the Legislature is employ

ed in legislating for the State, and each of ,

them received about three times the compen-T

sation that is paid to a legislator for passing

the whole winter from his home in attneding

to the public business. And in addition to

that it was shown to the committee that com

missioners were frequently engaged on sev

eral streets or avenues at the same time, ta

king their four dollars per day on each of

those improvements; and that they received

and were paid that compensation in some

instances where they did not attend to the

duties of their appointment, and in others

where they attended but once or twice. If

the case of the seventh avenue had been a

solitary instance the committee might have

supposed that it had taken place through

some mistake ; but they found the same

principle of enormous expenses to extend

throughout the whole system of street open

ings in that city, and that to such an amount

that the surprise should be not that the in

habitants now complain of it, but that they

had not done so at a much earlier period.—

The evil has now spent itself; there are no

more streets or avenues to be opened ; the

resolutions opening all the streets up to and

including 42d Street, and from that to 57th

Street, mainly disposed of the whole subject.

The manner in which the opening of these

streets was effected has been the subject mat

ter of complaint to the committee. Assist

ant Alderman Townsend, who introduced

the report in favor of opening all the streets

up to and including 42d Street, testified that

it was his intention to have all of them opened

in one proceeding, and thus save to the citi

zens an enormouos expense; and for that

reason his report did not conclude with the

ordinary direction in such cases, that the

corporation counsel should take the necessa

ry legal measures to carry the same into

effect. But through some misapprehension

the ordinary proceedings were taken for

opening each street separately by itself, and

a set of commissioners appointed for each

street instead of one set for the whole series;

and by that means the expenses to be paid

by the owners of real estate upon the same

was increased at least $95,000.

Another and a most serious evil seems to

have arisen from the circumstances of there

being no fixed and settled principles used

by those commissioners in making their

awards and assessments. In some instances

where individuals have furnished their full

proportion of land for a street or avenue,

and should in justice have been assessed

only their proportion of the expenses attend

ing the proceedings, and of any buildings

which were to be removed from that street

or avenue, they have been assessed some

thousands of dollars beyond that amount.

The complaints which have arisen from

this want of settled principle in the action

of those commissioners have been very nu

merous, and have been urged upon the con

sideration of this committee with great ear

nestness. During the session of the com

mittee in New-York, Peter Lorillard, Esq.,

subunitted to them a communication on this

subject, in which he stated that “in many

cases the injustice was so great that he had

firmly made up his mind to sell all his prop

erty in this State and remove where his prop

erty would be protected and placed on an

equality with other citizens; and was only

prevented from so doing by reason that it

would not bring the prices of 1830, thereby

was fºrced to stop the sale, having made

some sacrifice.”

If the citizens of New-York are laboring

under an erroneous impression in believing

that they have been greatly oppressed and

injured by the course pursued by those com

missioners, that belief is, in the judgment of

the committee, very extensive.

These evils and abuses might have been

obviated in a great degree, in the judgment

of the committee, by having established a

permanent board of commissioners, in place

of appointing a set of commissioners for

each improvement; which board would ne

cessarily have an uniform principle in de

termining questions that arose before them ;

and from their knowledge of the subject,

would be enabled to dispose of the same

in half the time that ordinary commission

ers would be necessarily engaged.

The second prominent objection made be

fore this committee, was, as to the imposition

of heavy and oppressive assessments for im

provements neveractually made, except upon

paper ; and which assessments were fre

quently ruinous, being more in amount than

the value of the property assessed.

This point has been a very prolific subject

of inquiry, and many witnesses were exam

ined before the committee, detailing what

they esteemed grievances arising from an

abuse of the laws on this subject.

On that branch of the complaint as to the

imposition of heavy and oppressive assess

ments never actually made, the committee

ascertained that a very large portion of the

streets and avenues formally opened from

1836 to 1839, were not actually opened;

that nothing has been done beyond making

awards and assessments by the commission

ers and the confirmation of their reports by

the Supreme Court; and that although the

assessments have been collected for such

improvements in many instances, and in

others the lands charged are either sold or

advertised to be sold for the payment of

those assessments, yet the hands forming

those streets and avenues remain in the same

condition as they were before the taking of

any proceedings for their opening ; and in

some cases such lands remain in the occu

pancy of their original owners notwithstand

ing they have been paid for the same. And

in numerous other instances where the streets

and avenues have been actually opened,

nothing has been done towards their regula

tion, so as to make the same useful to the

public, or available to the owners of real

estate, who have paid for the same by assess

ments on their property.

Out of a list of eighty-one streets, and

avenues, or parts of such highways, the re

ports for opening of which had been con

firmed in 1837, 1838, and 1839, fifty-seven

have not been in any way regulated or im

proved; and of the remainder, twenty-four

in number, in some instances only portions

thereof have been regulated a few blocks;

and in others a road has been worked through

the centre of the street or avenue; and in

others again, it is not deemed necessary to

work such road, as the natural grade of the

ground is such as to make it passable with

out regulation. This attempt to collect as

sessments not only by voluntary payment but

by enforced sales of the lands charged, with

out actually opening the streets or avenues

for which such assessments have been impo

sed, has been a strong cause for the excite

ment in that city on subjects of street mat

ters. The committee therefore submit this

subject to the consideration of the legisla

ture.

Several instances were shown to the com

mittee where property had been offered for

sale for the payment of assessments at two

or three successive sales without being able

to get a bid, the amount of the assessments

being more than the estimated value of the

property. These large assessments operate

against the interests of the city, for the own

er will not pay the assessment or improve

the property, and no person will buy it, and

the corporation cannot realize their money

by a sale of the assessed premises, and the

amount must be taxed upon the city; and

thus the improvement of the upper part of

the city which is covered with these great

assessments must be stayed for many years,

and now apparently for an indefinite period

of time, unless the land should be in some

manner relieved from the charge of those

assessments. It did appear reasonable

to the committee that in analogy with a

judgment, the lien of which ceases on real

estate after the termination of ten years, the

lien of those assessments should be at an

end after the lapse of some definite period;

what that should be, the committee submit

to the discretion of the Legislature. Now

the mere fact of the confirmation of the re

port, makes it conclusive upon all the parties

assessed; and the assessment becomes a lien

on the lands assessed from the date of the

confirmation. Such howeverwas not always

the practise ; for the act of 1792, required

an action of debt to be brought on the assess

ment, although it was declared a lien and

prior encumbrance so that the party assess

ed could test the validity and hegality of the

assessment on the trial of this action of debt;

and the land could not be sold until judg

ment was obtained in that action, and an

execution issued on that judgment. Which

course or something similar to it, would

afford the most expeditious course of trying
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the questions in relation to those assessments;

and would be more equitable and just both

to the corporation and the parties assessed

than to leave each individual who considers

himself aggrieved to bring an action of

trespass against individual members of the

corporation, or its officers or agents acting

under its orders, as has been recently intima

ted by the Supreme Court.

On the third branch of this subject, the

great difficulty which the citizens have en

countered in obtaining a review and correc

tion of alleged errors committed by commis

sioners and assessors in making awards and

assessments, in opening streets, avenues, and

public squares, and in making other improve

ments in that city; the committee have been

compelled to the belief that some remedy

should be proposed and adopted. When

these questions first arose, the Court of Chan

cery affirmed its jurisdiction, entertained

bills of complaint, and granted injunctions

to stay proceedings in the sale for those as

sessments, until the alleged errors could be

examined, on the same ground that it always

asserted its jurisdiction in cases of fraudu

lent judgments, and that although the judg

ment was illegal, yet it being a lien upon

real estate was a cloud upon the title, and

should be removed by the intervention of a

court of equity. So these assesments, although

stated to be illegally imposed, were declared

by statute to be a lien upon the lands assess

ed, and would appear to be equally a cloud

upon the title, and for the same reason that a

judgment is so regarded, they both being

equally liens upon real estate. But that

court has since denied, that it had jurisdic

tion in those matters, and referred the appli

cants to the courts of law.

The Supreme Court also, in the first in

stance, seemed to entertain these complaints,

and allowed the writs of certiorari to issue

for the purpose of bringing up the proceed

ings before them. But subsequently they in

timated that such writ could only bring up

the record of the commissioners' report, and

not the proceedings before or connected with

it; they again held that in analogy with a

writ of error the certorari should be govern

ed by the same limitation; although it has

been previously held, by good authority, that

a common law certiorari, (which was the

nature of the writ in those cases,) was not

subject to such limitation ; and it was after

wards intimated by the same court, and with

a precision which would seem to give it the

authority of a decision that a certiorari could

not be directed to the corporation. And

again, the Chief Justice, in delivering an

opinion, in a case of assesment, in the Court

for the Correction of Errors, since the decis

ions above referred to, held that the remedy

of the parties was in action of trespass against

the individual members of the corporation

who enforced the collection of those assess

ments, or against the officers, or agents of

such corporation who should, under their

orders, attempt the collection of such assess

ment. -

In view of all the embarrassments which

now surround this subject, and the differences

ing those reports in street openings

of opinion which have heretofore existed in

the Court of Chancery and the Supreme

Court on the question of jurisdiction in mat

ters relating to the opening of streets and

avenues or public squares, and the assessments

consequent thereon, the committee think that

the Legislature should interfere and by statute

law settle that jurisdiction in the Supreme

Court; which would be in accordance with

the principles adopted by the Court for the

Correction of Errors in the case of the Mayor

and Common Council of the city of Brook:

lyn vs. Gertrude Meserole et al. in December"

last. And to cover all the doubts heretofore

expressed by the Supreme Court in their de

cision in several cases which have recently

been decided by them on assessment cases

from the city of New-York, the Legislature

should give that court full power to examine

into all the matters preceding that assess

ment, as well as the acts of the common

council, as of the commissioners of estimate

and assessments; and for that purpose the

certorari should bring up all the matters con

nected with those proceedings as well as the

report of the commissioners. -

It is well known that the Judges

of the Supreme Court in confirm

do not act as a court, but as com

missioners under the statute; it

may therefore be well to authorize

the court to examine their proceed

ings as commissioners.

If it shall be thought best to extend the

statutes of limitations to the common law

certiorari, it should not be left to judicial

decision or analogy for determination, but

should be ascertained by legislation.

Under the act of 1839, the costs of the

proceedings in opening streets, &c. are re

quired to be taxed before payment. But

the committee cannot discover any instance

in which such costs have been taxed except

in that of opening Cherry Street, which was

discontinued. Those expenses have always

been heretofore paid upon a mere abstract

of the report of the commissioners, contain

ing the sums total of the awards and assess

ments, and of the costs of the commission

er's counsel, &c. But the street commis

sioner avers that since he has become ac

quainted with the existence of that law, no

bill of such expenses has been paid without

such taxation ; and that he had supposed

that the Supreme Court in passing upon the

confirmation of the commissioners report,

taxed and confirmed all the expenses, state

ments of which were appended to such re

port.

To obviate all the difficulties which arise

from this view of the case, or from a differ

ence of construction which may be given to

that law, it is suggested that the Supreme

Court, either as a Court or as Commission

ers, should not confirm any report until after

the costs have been taxed and certified in the

manner required by that law. And while on

this branch of the subject, the committee

would observe that many complaints were

made, that those commissioners of estimate

and assessment having several streets or av

enues under their charge, at one and the same

time, would merely meet for a few minutes

and then adjourn, charging their four dollars

for a day's service. This objection might

be obviated by requiring the commissioners

to sit at least three hours on such streets,

before they should be enabled to charge for

a day’s service.

The committee are satisfied that nothing

can be expected from legislation during the

few days that remain of the present session

they therefore commend this subject to the

serious consideration of the next Legislature,

as heing well worthy their attention,

All which is submitted.

THE ASSESSMENT QUESTION.

We now proceed to discuss this question

at length, and to review the opinion of Chief

Justice Nelson, and Mr. Justice Beardsley,

given in the Striker case, having premised

our remarks by giving the Report of

the Honorable the Select Committee of the

Senate appointed by that body to examine

into the assessment abuses committed in the

city of New-York and show by this official

document a state of things which are of a

most alarming and dangerous character, not

only in amount of property affected, but

The

sacredness of private property, and also

the distribution of powers in the different

branches of Government are among the

also in the great principles involved.

most important provisions which in part

form the Constitutions of our National and

State Governments.

The Constitution is the fundamental law,

the paramount law, and such was the deter

mination manifested in reference to its invio

lability and that it should be properly re

garded by all those who should thereafter be

called upon in their official stations to enact

laws, or administer those enacted, that an

oath to conform to the provisions of the Con

stitution of both the National and State

Governments is made a condition precedent to

the assuming of the duties of office, by every

person assuming a public trust, before he

enters upon that trust.

The powers which have been exercised by

the persons holding the office of Justices of

the Supreme Court of this State, form one

branch of this review and will have precedence

in the examination and remarks we are now

making.

The powers exercised are of an extraor

dinary character and can be best described

by taking up this subject at the foundation

and giving a history of their origin, pro
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gress and conclusion. We will therefore

take a starting point so far back as to

leave nothing behind it.

In 1606, the island of New-York was in

habited by the uncivilized sons of the forest.

These people were the owners of the soil by

right of possession, going back beyond the

memory of man. These people had no law

or practise which authorised the taking of

private property for public use without ma

king just compensation at the time of taking

such property and before it was removed

from the owner. The Dutch subsequently

became possessed of the island of New-York

and retained possession until 1664, when it

was surrendered to the English by capitula

tion and was afterwards retaken by the Dutch

and finally restored to the English in 1673.

The laws by which New-York was govern

ed, was a code known as the laws of the

Duke of York. In 1683, ºol. Dongan ar

rived at New-York, as governor of the colony

of which the Duke of York was at that time

Proprietor. The Common Council after his

arrival, made to the Governor and Council

a written petition, (see Ante p. 25) setting

forth their ancient privileges and rights which

the Governor and Council required to be ex

plained in writing. In the following year

the first Legislative Assembly ever convened

in the colony assembled in N.York and passed

several laws, none of which were printed, but

the manuscript copies are still extant, and

we have carefully examined these several acts.

In 1686, Governor Dongan granted a written

charter to the Mayor and Common Council

of the City of New-York, which was for

warded to the Duke of York, for confirma

tion. The Duke of York having in the mean

time ascended the throne of England, as

James II, his proprietory right became merg

ed in the crown. The charter granted by

Dongan, the King refused to confirm. This

charter prohibits the taking of private

property for a public street against the

consent of the owners, nor does it authorise

the imposition of a local Assessment. (See

Ante p. 35 §2.) King James was but a short

time the incumbent of the throne, and was

succeeded by WILLIAM and MARY. In 1692

the Mayor and Common Council passed a

resolution (see Antep.38) for an application to

the King and Queen for the confirmation of

Dongan's charter, the application was made

but was unsuccessful.

On the 22d Sept. 1691, a petition of the

Mayor and Common Council of New-York,

was presented to the Colonial Legislature

then in session, in reference to Streets, &c.

on the reading of which, it was ordered that

a bill be brought in accordingly, and on the

24th of Sept. abill entitled“A Bill for regula

ting the buildings,streets, lanes, wharfs docks

and alleys of the city of New-York,” was

brought in, read a first and second time, and

ordered to be engrossed, and on the 25th of

Sept. was read a third time, and passed, and

! ordered to be sent to the Governor and Coun

cil for their assent and a committtee appoint

ed to carry it to the Governor and Council.

On the first of Oct. the bill was returned to

the Assembly without the assent of the

Governor and Council, but was accompa

nied by an amendment, called a ‘proviso,”

which is in these words:

“Always provided and be it further enact

ed, &c. that nothing herein contained shall

be construed to change, alter, shorten, length

en, narrow or enlarge any of the streets,

alleys and lanes within this city, as they

are now laid out and remain at the publica

tion thereof, nor to break through any per

sons grounds now in fence or enclosed, or

to take away any persons house or habita

tions, any thing herein contained to the

contrary hereof, in any wise notwithstand

ing.”

This amendment was appended to the

bill and was adopted by the Assembly and

in that shape the bill was subsequently assent

ed to by the Governor and Council, and was

on the 11th of May, 1697, confirmed by

King William. This was the first exercise

of the veto power by any New-York gov

ernor, and is peculiar in its character and

instructive to a remarkable degree.

This bill contained an authority for the

Mayor and Common Council to treat and

agree with the owners of grounds required

for a public street, and when the grounds

were unimproved and the owners refused to

treat and agree, then and in such case the

law provides as follows:

“And if there shall be any person that

shall refuse to treat in manner aforesaid,

that in such case the Mayor and Aldermen

in their court are hereby authorized, by vir

tue of this act, to issue out a warrant or

warrants to the sheriff of the said city,

who is hereby required to empannel and re

turn a jury before the said court of Mayor and

Aldermen, which jury upon their oath, to

be administered by the said court, are to in

quire and assess such damages and recom

pense as they shall judge fit, to be awarded

to the owners and others interested, accord

ing to their several and respective interests

and estates in the same as shall be judged

by the said Mayor, Aldermen, and Common

Council shall be adjudged fit to be converted

to the purposes aforesaid; and such verdict

of the jury and judgment of the said court

of Mayor and Aldermen thereupon, and the

payment of the said sum, or sums of money

so awarded and adjudged to the owners or

others having estates, or interest, or tender

or refusal thereof, shall be binding to all in

tents and purposes, against the said parties,

their heirs, executors, administrators, and

assigns, and all others claiming any interest

or title to the said ground, and shall be a

full authority to the said Mayor, Aldermen

and Common Council to cause the said

ground to be converted and used for the

purposes aforesaid, anything contrary herein

or any other law to contrary hereof, in any

wise notwithstanding.” (See Ante p. 4, and

the Colonial laws of 1691, and 1697.

The above recited law continued in force

during the remainder of the entire period of

the duration of the colonial government, and

was in force when the former constitution

of this State was adopted in 1777, and con

tinued in force until 1787.

The Constitution adopted by the People

of the State of New-York in 1777, contains

the following:

“XXXV. And this convention doth fur

ther, in the name and by the authority of

the good people of this State, ORLAIN, DE

TERMINe and Declare, that such parts of

the common law of England and of the

statute law of England and Great Britain,

and of the acts of the Legislature of the colony

of New-York, as together did form the law

of the said colony on the 19th day of April

in the year of our Lord 1775, shall be and

continue the law of this State, subject to such

alterations and provisions as the Legislature

of this State shall, from time to time, make

concerning the same.”

“XLI. And this convention doth further

ORDAIN, DETERMINE and Declare in the

name and by the authority of the good peo

ple of this State, that trial by jury, in all

cases in which it hath heretofore been used

in the colony of New-York, shall be estab

lished and remain inviolate forever. AND

FURTHER, that the Legislature of this State

shall at no time hereafter, institute any new

court or courts, but such as shallproceed ac

cording to the course of the common law.”

“XXV. That the Chancellor and Judges

of the Supreme Court shall not, at the same

time, hold any other office, excepting that

of Delegate to the general Congress, upon

special occasions; and that the first Judges

of the County Courts, in the several coun

ties shall not, at the same time hold any

other office excepting that of Senator, or

Delegate to the general Congress. But if

the Chancellor, or either of the said Judges

be elected or appointed to any other office,

excepting as before excepted, it shall be at

his option in which to serve.”

“XXVII. And be it further ordained,

that the Register and Clerks in Chance

be appointed by the Chancellor, the Clerks

of the Supreme Court, by the Judges of said

court, and all Attornias, Solicitors and Coun

sellors at law, hereafter to be appointed, be

appointed by the Court,” &c.
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“XXIII. That all officers, other than

those who, by this constitution, are directed

to be otherwise appointed, shall be appointed

in the manner following, to wit: the Assem

bly shall, once in every year, openly nomi

mate and appoint one of the Senators from

each great district, which Senators shall form

a Council, for the appointment of the said

officers, of which the Governor for the time

being or the Lieut. Governor, or the Presi

dent of the Senate, (when they shall res

pectively administer the Government) shall

be President, and have a casting voice, but

no other vote ; and, by and with the advice

and consent of the said Council, shall ap

point all the said officers; and that a ma

jority of the said council be a quorum: And

further, The said Senators shall not be elegi

ble to said council for two years successive

| .”

“XIII. And this convention doth further,

in the name and by the authority of the

good people of this State, ordain, determine,

and declare, that no member of this State

shall be disfranchised, or deprived of any

of the rights or privileges secured to the

subjects of this State by this Constitution,

unless by the law of the land or the judg

ment of his peers.”

“XXXI. That the style of all laws shall

be as follows, to wit: ‘Be it enacted by the

people of the State of New-York, repre

sented in Senate and Assembly,’ and that all

writs and other proceedings shall run in the

name of the People of the State of New

York, and be tested in the name of the

Chancellor, or the Chief Judge of the Court

from whence they shall issue.”

We have thus given the provisions of

the Constitution, of 1777, which are appli

cable to the present issue.

In 1787, the Legislature of the State of

New-York repealed the act passed by the

colonial Legislature in 1691, entitled “an

act for regulating the buildings, streets,

lanes, wharfs, docks and allies of the Cit

of New-York,” and on the 16th of April,

1787, enacted a law as a substitute contain

ing in substance the same provisious for

taking ground for a public street, as was

contained in the act of 1691. (See Ante,

p. 4.)

In 1792, the Legislature of the State of

New-York passed an act for continuing

Roosevelt and Frankfort Streets. (See Ante

p. 5.) This act provides for the appoint

ment of four persons to wit: Richard Furman,

A. Rhinlander, Jos. Stringham, Geo. Stanton

and John Stagg, Commissioners. The act

authorises the Common Council to contin

ue Roosevelt Street of such breadth as they

shall think proper,” Provided always, That

before the laying out and continuing the said

Street to the East River as aforesaid, the said

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty, shall,

for that purpose, first have and obtain the

consent of the proprietor or proprietors, his,

her, or their legal representatives of such

houses, and lot or lots of ground, through

which the Street may pass.

“W. And be it further enacted, That it

shall be the duty of the commissioners in

just and equitable assessment of the last

this act above named, upon a full and equit

able consideration and estimate of all the

circumstances attending the same, to deter

mine what part or proportion of all and

every the sums of money which shall be ex

pended by the common council of said city,

for opening and continuing Roosevelt Street

to the East River, as aforesaid, ought to be

borne and paid by the said common council,

in consideration of the general convenience

to the citizens of the said city, occasioned

by opening and continuing that street as

aforesaid, and what part or proportion there "

of specifying the sum, ought to be borne

and paid by individual citizens, in the tract

of land called the Meadows, and in Roose

velt Street, continued as aforesaid, and in

the vicinity thereof, whose estates have be

come advanced or increased in value by such

improvements and that it shall also be the

duty of the said commissioners, to make a

mentioned sum, among the owners of all

the said houses and lots of ground, which

shall appear to them to be benefitted as afore

said, in proportion as nearly as may be to

the advantage which each shall be deemed

to have acquired respectively, and that they

the said commissioners, or any three or more

of them, shall make a certificate in writing

of such assessment, under their hands and

seals, and return the same to the common

council of the said city, which assessment

shall be binding and conclusive upon the

owners of such houses and lots of ground

so to be assessed respectively, and the sum

or sums of money, at which each such house

and lot of ground shall be so assessed, shall

be deemed a debt due from the owner or

owners thereof, his, her or their representa

tives, to the mayor, aldermen and common

alty of the said city, and shall be payable to

them within three months from the date of

such assessment, and shall moreover become

and be a charge or lien, and prior incum

brance upon such respective house and lot

of ground, into whose hands or possession

soever the same shall then be, or at any time

thereafter may come or descend ; and the

respective owners of such houses and lot or

lots of ground respectively, at the time of

such assessment, shall thereupon become

and be liable and chargeable, and they are

hereby required, to pay to the treasurer or

chamberlain of the said city for the time

being, who is hereby authorised to receive

the same, to the use of the said corporation,

the sum at which each such house and lot or

lots of ground shall be so assessed as afore

said, and in default of payment, the same

shall and may be recovered at the suit of the

said treasurer or chamberlain, in any court

of record within this State, with interest at

six per cent., to accrue after the said three

months from the date of such assessment,

with costs of suit. And no such action or

suit shall be abated or discontinued by the

death of the treasurer or chamberlain of the

said city, or by his resignatiou or removal

from office, but shall and may be continued

: prosecuted to effect, by his successor in
Office.

e

“WI. And be it further enacted, That it

shall and may be lawful to and for the Mayor,

Aldermen and Commonalty of the city of

New-York, in common council convened, to

cause Frankfort Street to be continued to

Queen Street, in the manner and under

the restriction herein before provided res

pecting the continuance of Roosevelt Street;

and the said Mayor, Aldermen and Com

monalty and the commissioners herein be

fore named, shall have the like powers and

authority, for the purpose of continuing

Frankfort Street as aforesaid, and paying

the expenses thereof, as are herein before

given to them respectively for continuing

Roosevelt Street.

In 1793, an act was passed by the Legisla

ture for widening John Street. This act is

very special, and directs what ground is to

be taken, and how much. Provides that

the Mayor, Aldermen, &c., in Common

Council, may treat and agree with the own

ers for the land, and if any refuse to treat

and agree, then it shall be lawful for the

Mayor, or Recºrder, and any two or more

Aldermen, to issue a precept under their

hands and seals, to command the Sheriff to

return a jury of merchants, being freehold:

ers, to inquire and assess the damages, and

fourteen days notice to be given the owners.

The verdict of the jury and the judgment

of the Mayor's Court thereupon is made con

clusive upon the owners, on being paid, or

tendered, the money awarded by the jury.

Commissioners are appointed by this act,

to ascertain what proportion ought to be

borne by the Common Council, in conse:

quence of the general convenience derived

by the citizens, and also to estimate what

benefit is derived by the owners of houses

and lots in that vicinity, and assess such

benefit upon such owners; and such assess

ments when signed by such Commissioners,

or a majority of them, shall be conclusive

upon the owners of such houses and lots,

and declared to be a debt duc the Mayor,

&c., for which they are authorised to levy a

warrant of distress upon goods and chattels,

in case of refusal to pay, and if no goods or

chattels be found, then the assessment to

be a debt due the Mayor, &c., for which

a suit is authorised to be brought in any

court in this State.

In this case the Common Council are au

thorised to ratify the assessment, and in doing

so, perform precisely the same duties that

the Supreme Court now perform, in confirm

ing reports of Commissioners of estimate

and assessment.

The next act in Chronological Order, is

aa act passed in 1795, for extending Banker

Street, and widening Beaver Lane. The

provisions of this act are substantially the

same as that relating to John Street, except

that the jury are only required to be free

holders, and the whole benefit is assessable

upon the persons benefitted by the improve

ment, and nothing upon the Corporation.

The Act of April 3d, 1807, is the next in

the order of time. This act appoints three

Commissioners by name to lay out numer
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ous streets avenues, and public squares, in a

farming district. Their duty was a mere plot

ting of the ground, with the extraordinary

exception of a provision, which amounts to

a sequestration of private property, for public

use, without compensation, as the owner is

prohibited from building on the ground inclu

ded within any contemplated public square,

street or avenue, or rather, if he does improve

it, he shall not beallowed for his improvements.

The next provision of the act of 1807, which

we shall notice, is that which provides, that

in case the Mayor, &c., shall be desirous to

open any of these streets, &c., so plotted out,

they may agree with the owner for the land.

In case of disagreement, or in case of the

owner being under disability to treat, or absent,

then and in such case it shall be lawful for

the Justices of the Supreme Court, or any

one of them, on the application of either

party, to nominate and appoint three disin

terested persons, Commissioners, to view the

said land, &c., and estimate the damage

which the owner will sustain in relinquish

ing the land so required, an ºn cases where

the benefit exceeds the value of the land re

quired, to estimate the benefit after deduct

ing the value of the land, and to report there

upon to the said Court, and on the confirm

ation of the said report, the Mayor &c., shall

proceed to assess the benefit by appointing

five freeholders assessors, who shall make

an estimate and assessment, and return the

same to the Common Council, which shall

be binding and conclusive, be a lien upon

the land, and a warrant of distress may be

issued under the hands and seals of the Mayor

or Recorder, and two or more Aldermen, and

levied upon the goods and chattels of the

owners, &c. &c. A further provision is

made in said act, which is, that in case the

owners of the land fronting on any of the

streets delineated on the map, shall apply to

the Mayor, &c., to have the street opened,

the Mayor, &c., shall take such proceedings

as above. Act of April 9th, 1813, as follows:

“Cl,XXVII. And be it further enacted,

That whenever and as often as the mayor,

aldermen and commonaſty of the city of

New-York, shall be desirous to open any

street, avenue, square or public place, or

any particular part or section of any street

or avenue laid out by the commissioners of

streets and roads in the city of New-York,

under and by virtue of the act, entitled “an

act relative to improvements touching the

laying out of streets and roads in the city of

New-York, and for other purposes, passed

April 31, 1807, and also whenever and as

often as so many proprietors of lands front

ing on any such street, avenue, square or

public place, or any particular part or sec

tion of any such street, avenue square or

public place as shall together own three

fourth parts of all the lands fronting on such

street, avenue, square or public place, or on

such part or section of any such street, ave

nue, square or public place, shall, by peti

tion desire the said mayor, aldermen and

common ulty to open any such street, ave

nue, square or public place, or any such par

ticular part or section of any such street, av

enue, square or public place, and the said

mayor, aldermen and commonalty shall deem

the opening thereof to be necessary or use

ful, it shall be lawful for the said mayor, al

dermen and commonalty to cause the same

to be opened, and the lands, tenements and

hereditaments that may be required for the

purpose of opening the same, may be taken

for that purpose, and compensation and re

compense made to the parties and persons,

if any such there shall be, to whom the loss

* nd damage thereby shall be deemed to ex

ceed the benefit and advantage thereof, for

the excess of the damage over and above the

value of the said benefit, in the manner

hereinafter for that purpose directed and pre

scribed. [2 R. L. 1813, p. 408.]

“CLXXVIII. And be it further enacted,

That whenever and as often as any lands,

tenements, hereditaments or premises whatso

ever shall be required for the said purpose of

opening any such public square, place, street

or avenue, or part or section of a street or

avenue, in the said city of New-York, laid out

by the commissioners aforesaid, under and

by virtue of the act aforesaid so to be opened,

or for the said purposes of laying out and

forming, or extending, enlarging, straight

ening, altering or otherwise improving any

street or public place, so to be laid out and

formed, or opened, or so to be extended, en

larged, straightened, altered or otherwise im

proved, in any part of the said city not laid

out into streets, avenues, squares and public

places, by the commissioners aforesaid, under

the act aforesaid, or for any or either of the

said purposes, it shall be lawful for the said

mayor, aldermen and commonalty, to make

application or to cause application to be made

to the Supreme Court of judicature of this

State for the appointment of Commissioners;

and it shall be lawſul for the said court to

whom such application shall be made, on

any such application to nominate and appoint

three discreet and disinterested persons, being

citizens of the United States, commissioners

of estimate and assessment, for the purpose

of performing the duties hereinaſter in that

behalf prescribed, which said commissioners

before they enter upon the performance of

the duties of their appointment shall severally

take and subscribe an oath or affirmation,

before some person authorised by law to ad

minister oaths, “faithfully to perſ,rm the

trust and duties required of them by this act,”

which oath or affirination shall be filed in the

clerks office of the city of New-York.

“And upon the coming in of the said re

port signed by the said commissioners or

any two of them, the said court shall by rule

or order, after hearing any matter which

may be alleged against the same, either con

firm the said report or refer the same to the

same commissioners for revisal and correc

tion or to new commissioners, to be appoint

ed by the said court, to re-consider the sub

ject matter thereof, and the said commis

sioners to whom the said report shall be so

referred, shall return the same report cor

rected and revised, or a new report to be

made by them in the premises, to the said

court without any unnecessary delay; and

the same, on being so returned, shall be

confirmed or again referred by the said court

in manner aforesaid, as right and justice

shall require, and so from time to time, until

a report shall be made or returned in the

premises, which the said court shall confirm;

and such report, when so confirmed by the

said court, shall be final and conclusive, as

well upon the said mayor, aldermen and

commonalty of the city of New-York, as

upon the owners, lessees, persons and par

ties interested in, and entitled unto the lands

tenements, hereditaments and premises men

tioned in the said report; and also upon all

other persons whomsoever; and on such

final confirmation of such report by the said

court, the said mayor, aldermen and com

monalty of the city of New-York, shall be

come and be seised in fee of all the said

lands, tenements, hereditaments and prem

ises in the said report mentioned, that shall

or may be so required for the purpose of

opening the said public square or place,

street or avenue or part or section of a

street or avenue so to be opened, or for the

purpose of laying out and forming the said

street or public place so to be laid out and

formed, or for the purpose of extending, en

larging or otherwise improving the street or

public place so to be extended, enlarged or

otherwise improved, as the case may be, the

same to be appropriated, converted and used

to and for such said purpose accordingly;

and thereupon the said mayor, aldermen

and commonalty, or any person or persons

acting under their authority, may immedi

ately, or at any time or times thereafter, take

possession of the same, or any part or parts

thereof, without any suit or proceeding at law

for that purpose: In trust nevertheless, That

the same be appropriated and kept open for,

or as part of a public street, avenue, square

or place forever, in like manner as the other

public streets, avenues, squares and places

in the said city are and of right ought to be.

“And provided also, That it shall be law

ful for the said mayor, aldermen and com

monalty, at any time or times, either before

or after the appointment of commissioners

in the premises, for any of the purposes

aforesaid to agree with the owners, lessees,

parties and persons entitled unto or interest

ed in the lands, tenements, hereditaments

and premises, that either will be benefitted

by or may be required, for the purpose of

making the operation and improvement in

tended to be made, or with any or with either

of such owners or other parties interested

therein, for and about the cession of the lands,

tenements, hereditaments and premises requi

red of him, her or them respectively, for the

purpose of makingsuch said intended opera

tion and improvement, (2 R. L. p. 409, 413,

414, 415, §ISS.

“CLXXXIſ. And be it further enacted,

That the said commissioners of estimate and

assessment to be appointed under and by

virtue of this act, for any of the purposes

aforesaid, after completing their said esti

mate and assessment, and at least fourteen

days before they make their report to the

said court, shall deposit a true copy or tran
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script of such estimate and assessment in

the clerk's office of the city of New-York, for

the inspection ofwhomsoever it may concern,

and shall give notice by advertisement, to

be published in at least two of the public

newspapers printed in the city of New-York,

of the said deposit thereof in the said office,

and of the day on which their report will be

presented to the said court; and any per;

son or persons whose rights may be affected

thereby, and who shall object to the same or

any part thereof, may, within ten days after

the first publication of the said notice, state

his, her or their objections to the same, in

writing, to the said commissioners; and the

said commissioners or such of them as shall

make such estimate and assessment, in

case any objections shall be made to the

same, and stated in writing as aforesaid,

shall reconsider their said estimate and assess

ment, or the part or parts thereof so objected

to, and in case the same shall appear to

them to require correction, but not otherwise,

they shall and may correct the same accord

dingly.” Ib. p. 417.

“And the same or the excess and balance

thereof, ifany such excess and balance there

ofthere shall be, over and above the amount of

the sums or assessments that may be assess

ed upon the parties and persons, lands and

tenements, assessed by the commissioners in

the premises for the benefit of such public

square or place, street or avenue, or part or

section of a street or streets so to be opened,

or of such street or public place so to be

laid out and formed, or of the extension,

enlargement or other improvement of the

street or public place so to be extended, en

larged or otherwise improved, as the case

may be, together with the charges of the

after-mentioned assessment and collection

thereof, shall and may be estimated and

assessed upon, and among all the owners,

occupants and parties seised or possessed of,

or interested in all the lands, tenements,

hereditaments and premises not assessed by

the said commissioners of estimate and

assessment, nor included in their said report,

that may be benefited by the said public

square or place street or avenue, or part or

section of a street or avenue, so to be opened

or the said public square or place so to be

laid out and formed, or the extension, en--

largement or other improvement of the pub

lic street or place so to be extended, enlarg

ed or otherwise improved, as the case may

be in proportion, as nearly as may be, to

the advantage which each shall be deemed

to acquire thereby; and the said mayor,

aldermen and commonalty, shall appoint

three disinterested freeholders to make such

estimate and assessment, who, before they

enter upon the duties of their appointment,

shall severally take an oath before the mayor.

recorder, or one of the aldermen ofthe said

city, to Inake the said estimate and assessment

fairly and impartially according to the best of

their skill andjudgment; and the saidfreehold.

ers or any two of them, after having made

such estimate and assessment, shall certify

the same and make a return thereof in wri

ting to the said mayor, aldermen and com

**
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monalty, in common council convened, and

the same when ratified and confirmed by

the said common council, shall be binding

and conclusive upon the parties and persons

so to be assessed respectively, and upon all

other persons whomsoever.” (2 R. L. p.

419, 420, § IS5.

“CLXXXVI. And be it further enacted,

That as well the respective sums so to be

assessed by the said assessors upon the own

ers, occupants and parties seised or possess

ed of or interested in the lands, tenement

hereditaments and premises mentioned in the

said certificate and return of them the said

ssessors, as also the respective sums or assess

ments so to be assessed and reported bythe said

commissioners of estimate and assessment

as and for the allowance to be made by

the parties and persons respectively in

the said report mentioned and referred to

and intended as owners and proprietors of,

or parties interested in, lands and premises

deemed to be benefitted for the benefit and ad

vantage of the public square or place, street,

avenue or part or section of a street or avenue,

or of the extension, enlargement or other im

provement of the street or public place men

tioned in the said report, shall be a lien or

charge on the lands, tenements,hereditaments

and premises in the said certificate and return

of the said assessors, or in the said report of

the said commissioners mentioned, or upon

the estate and interest of the respective

owners, lessees, and parties interested in

such said lands, tenements,hereditaments and

premises for or on account of which the

said respective sums shall be so assessed by

the said commissioners or assessors, as the

case may be, upon the said respective owners

and proprietors thereof, or parties interested

therein, and as well the said owners and

proprietors thereof and parties interested

therein, and also the occupants and every

one of them shall moreover be respect

ively liable to pay on demand the respec

tive sum or sums or assessments men

tioned in the said certificate, and return of

the assessors, or in the said report of the

commissioners, as the case may be, at which

the respective lands, tenements, heredita

ments and premises so owned or occupied

by him, her or them, or wherein he, she or

they are so interested, or at which the own

ers and proprietors thereof shall be so assess

ed, to such person or persons as the said

mayor, aldermen and commonalty shall ap

point to receive the same ; and in default of

the payment thereof, it shall be lawful for the

said mayor, aldermen and commonalty, or

any five of them,of whom the mayor or record

er shall be one, by warrant under their hands

and seals, to levy the same with lawful in

terest thereon from and after the expiration

of thirty days from the time of the confirm

ation of the said report of the commission

ers by the court, or of the said return of the

assessors by the common council, as the

case may be, and together, also with all the

charges and expenses of the proceedings to

be had for the collection thereof, by distress

and sale of the goods and chattels of such

owner or owners, occupant or occupants, or

party" or parties interested so refusing or

neglecting to pay the same ; rendering the

overplus, (if any overplus there shall be)

after deducting all just charges, to such

owner or owners, occupant or occupants, or

party or parties interested, or the said res

pective sums or assessments with such law

ful interest as aforesaid, may be recovered

with all costs and charges by the said may

or, aldermen and commonalty, from and

against the parties assessed, or the owner

or owners of the respective lands, tenements,

hereditaments and premises whereon or in

respect of which the same may be assessed,

or set forth in the said report of the com.

missioners, or return of the assessment, as

the case may be, or from or against any or

either of the said parties or owners, without

joining any other or others of them the said

parties or owners therein, by action of debt

or assumpsit, in which it shall be sufficient

to declareFº for so much money due

by virtue of this act to the said mayor, alder.

men and commonalty, and any matter may

be given in eldence under such general
declaration.” 't. R. L. p. 420, 421.)

“CLXXXVII. And be it further enacted,

That in case of the death, resignation or re.

fusal to act of any such commissioner, of

estimate and assessment, to be appointed

under and by virtue of this act for any such

aforesaid purpose, it shall and may be law.

ful for the court aforesaid, or any one of the

justices thereof, on the application of the

mayor, aldermen and commonalty of the

city of New-York, as often as such event

shall happen, to appoint a discreet and dis

interested person, being a citizen of the Uni

ted States, in the place and stead of such

commissioner so, dying, resigning or refu

sing to act, and that the surviving or acting

commissioners, as the case may be, shaji

have full power to proceed in the execution

of the duties of their appointment, until a

successor of the commissioner so dying,

resigning or refusing to act, shall be appoint

ed.” (2 R. L. p. 422.)

The next legislation which is pertinent to this issue is the act

passed April 12th, 1816, and being an important law, and one

which our readers will have need to refer to, we therefore give
it ent:re.

“AN Act for the more effectual Collection

of Taxes and Assessments in the City of

Mew-York–Passed April 12, IS16.

“$ 1. Be it enacted by the People of

the State of New-York, represented in Sen

ate and Assembly, Thatº: any tax,

of any description, on lands or tenements in

the said city, shall remain unpaid on the day

upon which the collectors are limited by law

to account for the collection of the same,

and the collector of the ward in which the

same shall be charged, shall make such ºffi:

davit in relation to the said tax as is specified

in the eleventh section of the act entitled “an

act for the assessment and collection of

taxes,” passed April 5th, 1814, it shall be

lawful for the mayor, recorder and aldermen

of the said city, or any five of them, of whom

the mayor or recorder shall be one, to issue

a warrant under their hands and seals, di

rected to, and requiring some proper person

to levy the said tax, by distress and sale of

the goods and chattles of the owner or own

—-
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ers of such lands or tenements respectively,

wheresoever the said goods and chattels may

be found in the said city, together with the

costs and charges of such distress and sale,

rendering the overplus, if any, to the person

or persons whose goods and chattels shall be

so distrained and sold.

“$ 2. And be it further enacted, That

whenever any such tax shall remain unpaid

as aforesaid, and the collector shall make

such affidavit as is above ; and also wherev

er and whenever any assessment upon any

lands or tenements, in the said city, hath

heretofore been or hereafter shall be made

and confirmed according to law, and the

amount of such assessment hath not been or

shall not be collected : the collector shall

make affidavit of his demanding the money

two several times of such owner or owners

of the said lands or tenements as may reside

in the said city, and that they have neglected

or refused to pay the same, or shall make

affidavit that the owner or owners of any

such lands or tenements cannot, upon dili

gent inquiry, be found in an ºaid city, then

and in any such case it shall be and may be

lawful for the mayor, aldermen and com

monaſty of the city of New-York, to take

order for advertising the said lands and ten

ements, or any of them, for sale, in two or

more of the public newspapers, printed in

the said city, for three months, once in each

week; and by such advertisements the own

er or owners of such lands and tenements

respectively, shall be required to pay the

amount of such tax or assessment so re

maining unpaid, together with interest there

on, at the rate of seven per cent. per annum

(the interest on said tax to be calculated

from the time of making the above mention

ed affidavit, and the interest on such assess

ment to be calculated from the time of the

confirmation of the said assessment) to the

time of payment, with the charges of such

notice and advertisement, to the treasurer or

chamberlain of the said city; and notice

shall be given by such advertisements, that

if default shall be made in such payment,

such lands and tenements will be sold at

public auction, at a day and place therein to

be specified, for the lowest term of years at

which any person or persons shall offer to

take the same, in consideration of advancing

the said tax or assessment, and the interest

thereon as aforesaid, to the time of sale, and

together with the charges of the above men

tioned notice and advertisement, and the

hereinafter mentioned certificate, lease and

advertisement, and all other costs and char

ges accrued thereon : And if, notwithstand

ing such notice, the owner or owners shall

refuse or neglect to pay such tax or assess

ment, with interest as aforesaid, and the

charges attending such notice and advertise

ment, then it shall and may be lawful to and

for the said mayor, aldermen and columon

alty, to cause such lands and tenements to

be sold at public auction, for a term of years,

for the purpose and in the manner expressed

in the said advertisements; and such sales

shall be made on the day for that purpose

mentioned in the said advertisements, and

shall be continued from day to day, if ne

cessary, until all the lands and tenements, so

advertised, shall be sold : And the said may

or, and commoualty shall give to the pur

chaser or purchasers of any such lands and

tenements, a certificate, in writing, descri

bing the lands and tenements so purchased,

the term of years for which the same shall

have been sold, the sum paid therefor, and

the time when the purchaser will be entitled

to a lease for the said lands and tenements:

And the mayor, aldermen and commonalty

of the city of New-York, shall at least six

months before the expiration of two years

after any such sale, cause an advertisement

to be published, at least once in each week

for four weeks successively, in the newspa

per printed by the printer to this state, and

in one of the public newspapers printed in

the city of New-York, in such form as they

shall deem best calculated to give notice of

such sale ; and that unless the lands sold be

redeemed by a certain day they would be

conveyed to the purchaser: And if the per

son claiming title to the said lands and ten

ements, or some one on his or her behalf,

shall not within two years from the date of

the above mentioned certificate, pay to the

street commissioner of the city of New-York,

for the use of the purchaser, his executors,

administrators, or assigns, the sum mentioned

in such certificate, together with the interest

thereof, at the rate of twenty per centum

per annum, from the date of such certificate,

the mayor, aldermen and commonalty of

said city, shall at the expiration of the said

two years, execute to the purchaser, his ex

ecutors, administrators or assigns, a lease,

under the common seal of the said city, of

the lands and tenements so sold, for such

term of years as the same shall have been

sold ; and such lease shall he conclusive ev

idence that the sale was regular, according

to the provisions of this act: And such pur

chaser or purchasers, his, her, or their exec

utors, administrators and assigns, shall, by

virtue thereof, and of this act, lawfully hold

and enjoy the said lands and tenements, in

the said lease mentioned, for his, her or

their own proper use, against the owner or

owners thereof, and all claiming under him,

her or them, until such purchaser's term

therein shall be fully complete and ended:

And the said purchaser or purchasers, his,

her or their executors, administrators and

assigns, shall be at liberty to remove all the

buildings and materials which he, she or

they shall erect or place thereon, during the

said term, within one month after the expi

ration of the said term, but leaving the lands

and tenements, with the streets fronting the

same, in the order required by the regula

tions of the common council: Provided al

ways, That no such proceedings by adver

tisement and sale, as aforesaid, shall take

place under any assessment heretofore made

and confirmed, unless in cases where the

same now is a lien or charge on the lots as
sessed.

“$ 3. And be it further enacted, That

the above mentioned proceeding by adver.

tisement and sale, may take place in any

case of such unpaid tax, as is above men

tioned, notwithstanding a warrant of dis

tress may have been issued for the collection

thereof, in the manner above mentioned, in

case the whole or any part of such tax shall

be uncollected thereupon.

“$ 4. And be it further enacted, That

this act shall not be construed to prevent the

collection of any assessment or assessments

by distress and sale of the goods and chat

tels of the owner or owners, occupant or oc

cupants of any lands or tenements therein

or thereby assessed.

“S 5. And be it further enacted, That

all the provisions herein before made, rela

tive to the sale of lands and tenements, with

in the city of New-York, for nupaid taxes,

shall apply to all such taxes charged on

lands and tenements, within the said city, as

shall appear by the returns of the respective

collectors, at any time heretofore to have

been in arrear.

“S 6. And be it further enacted, That

whenever the arrearages of any tax shall be

collected, in manner aforesaid, the same shall

be carried to the credit of the ward in which

it shall be charged.

“S 7. And be it further enacted, That

the one hundred and fifty-sixth, one hnndred

and fifty-seventh, one hundred and fifty

eighth, two hundred and and fifty-ni “h and

two hundred and sixtieth sections of the act

entitled ‘An act to reduce several laws rela

ting particularly to the city of New-York,

into one act, passed April 9th, 1813 he and

the same hereby are repealed: Provided

however, That such repeal shall not effect

any act done, or proceedings had or com

menced under the said sections hereby re

pealed; but every such act and proceeding

shall remain as valid as if the said sections

had remained in full force: And provided

particularly, That the proceedings for the

sale of certain lands and tenements, for cer

tain unpaid assessments, which are now

pending, shall and may proceed, be contin

ued and completed in the same manner as if

this act had not been passed, but the said

two hundred and fifty-ninth section of the

said act had remained in full force.”

The next act of the Legislature which we

shall notice, is that of April 5th, 1816.

“AN ACT relative to the Duties and Powers

of Commissioners of Estimate and As

sessment on Opening Streets and Ave

nues—Passed April 5, 1816.

“WHEREAs the mayor, aldermen and com

monalty of the city of New-York, have by

their memorial to the legislature, represented

that so much of the existing law in relation to

the opening and improving streets in the said

city, as confines the commissioners' assess

ments for the benefits within certain limits, is

inconvenient in its operation, and have pray

ed that the said law may be amended in that

particular; And whereas, The said prayer

appears proper to be granted: Therefore,

“$ 1. Be it enacted by the People of

the State of New-York, represented in Sen

|
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ate and Assembly, That whenever commis

sioners of estimate and assessment may

hereafter be appointed by the supreme court

of judicature of this state, or by any one of

the justices thereof, for the purpose of open

ing any street or avenue, or any part or sec

tion of any street or avenue.”

We now come to the provisions of the

Constitution of 1S21, which are as follows:

ART. I.

“Ś X. No member of the Legislature

shall receive any civil appointment from the

Governor or Senate, or ſrom the Legisla

ture during the term for which he shall have

been elected.

ART. IV.

“Ś VII. The Governor shall nominate

by message, in writing and with the consent

of the Senate, shall appoint all judicial

officers except Justices of the Peace.

“S IX. The Clerks of Courts, except

those Clerks whose appointment is provided

for in the next preceding sections, shall be

appointed by the Courts of which they res

pectively are clerks;

ART. W.

“Ś IV. The Supreme Court shall consist

of a Chief Justice, and two Justices, any

of whom may hold the Court.

“Ś VII. Neither the Chancellor, nor Jus

tices of the Supreme Court, nor any Circuit

Judge, shall hold any other office or public

trust.”

ART. VI.

“S I. Members of the Legislature, and

all officers, executive and Judicial, except

such inferior officers as may by law be ex

empted, shall before they enter upon the

duties of their respective offices, take and

subscribe the following oath or affirmation :

I do solemnly swear (or affirm, as the case

may be) that I will support the Constitution

of the United States and the Constitution

of the State of New-York, and I will faith

fully discharge the duties of the office of

according to the best of my ability.

ART. VII.

“Ś I. No member of this State shall be

disfranchised, or deprived of any of the

rights or privileges, secured to any citizen

thereof unless by the law of the land or the

judgment of his peers.

“$ 11. The trial by Jury, in all cases in

which it has been heretofore used shall re

main inviolate for ever, and no new court

shall be instituted, but such as shall proceed

according to the course of the common law,

except such courts of Equity as the Legis

lature is herein authorised to establish.

The last clause of Section VII is in these

words, “No person shall be subject,” &c.,

“nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property

without due process of law, nor shall private

property be taken for public use without

just compensation.” *

“ŞXIII. Such parts of the common law, and

of the acts of the Legislature of the colony

of New-York, as together did form the

law of the said colony on the 19th day of

April 1775, and the resolutions of the Con

gress of the said colony, and of the Con

vention of the State of New-York in force

on the 20th day of April, 1777, which have

not since expired, or been repealed or altered ;

and such acts of the legislature of this State,

as are now in force shall be and continue

the law of this State subject to such altera

tions as the legislature shall make concern

ing the same. But all such parts of the

common law, and such of the said acts,

or parts thereof, as are repugnant to this

Constitution are hereby abrogated.”

The next legislative provision which we

shall notice is the act of April 7th, 1830,

from which we copy the following sections:

“S 7. The boards shall meet in separate

chambers, and a majority of each shall be

a quorum to do business. Each board shall

appoint a President from its own body, and

shall also choose its clerk and other officers,

determine the rules of its own proceedings,

and be thejudge cf the qualifications ofits own

members. Each board shall keep a journal

of its proceedings, and the doors of each

shall be kept open, except when the public

welfare shall require secrecy: And all reso

lutions and reports of committees, which shall

recommend any specific improvement in

volving the appropriation of public moneys,

or taxing or assessing the citizens of said

city, shall be published immediately after

the adjournment of the board, under the

authority of the common council, in all the

newspapers employed by the corporation;

and whenever a vote is taken in relation

thereto, the aves and noes shall be called

and published in the same manner.

“$ 12. I’very act, ordinance, or resolution

which shall have passed the two boards of

the common council, before it shall take

effect, shall be presented, duly certified to

the mayor of the city, for his approbation :

if he approve, he shall sign it; if not, he

shall return it, with his objections, to the

board in which it originated, within ten

days thereafter ; or if such board be not then

in session, at its next stated meeting. The

board to which it shall be returned, shall

enter the objections at large on their journal,

and cause the same to be published in one

or more of the public newspapers of the

city.

“Ś 13. The board to which such act, or

dinance, or resolution, shall have been so

returned, shall after the expiration of not

less than ten days thereafter, proceed to re

consider the same. If, after such reconsid

eration, a majority of the members elected

to the board shall agree to pass the same, it

shall be sent, together with the objections, to

the other board, by which it shall be like

wise reconsidered ; and if approved by a

majority of all the members elected to such

board, it shall take effect as an act or law

of the corporation. In all such cases, the

votes of both boards shall be determined by

yeas and nays ; and the names of the per

sons voting for and against the passage of

the measure reconsidered, shall be entered

*—
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on the journal of each board respectively.

“$ 14. If the mayor shall not return any

act, ordinance or resolution so presented to

him, within the time above limited for that

purpose, it shall take effect in the same man

ner as if he had signed it.

“$ 15. Neither the mayor nor recorder of

the city of New-York shall be a member of

the common council thereof, after the sec

ond Tuesday of May, one thousand eight

hundred and thirty-one.”

The next Legislative proceeding in chro

nological order is the act of April 20th,

1839.

The 9th, 10th, and 12th sections of that

act are as follows:

“$ 9. All motions (except as hereinbefore

provided) made under and by virtue of the

act hereby amended, before the said court

or any court to which an appeal may have

been made, shall be upon giving previous

notice of the time, place and object of such

motion, to be published for at least fourteen

days in four of the public newspapers, and

by copies of sºd notice in handbills, to be

posted up for the same space of time in the

manner hereinbefore directed.

“$ 10. No real estate or other property .

shall be sold or advertised for sale, for the

non-payment of any assessment or tax laid

upon real estate, unless notice in writing

shall have been left at the residence of the

owner or owners, if residing in the city of

New-York, or if upon diligent enquiry, such

owner or owners cannot be found, then at

the residence of the tenant or tenants upon

the said promises,at least twenty days previous

to such advertisement; and if such owner or

owners do not reside in said city, or upon dili

gent inquiry cannot be found and the premises

are without a tenant or tenants, then such

notice in writing shall be put up for the same

space of time, in some conspicuous place on

the premises so assessed or taxed.

“$ 12. No cost or charges to the said

commissioners, their attorney, counsel or

others,shall be paid or allowed for any services

performed under this act, or the act, here hy

amend d, unless the same shall be taxed by

the said court, who are required to make

rules to apply to the said bills of costs, the

existing laws in relation to the taxation of costs

and the nature andproof ofthe services render

ed and disbursements charged, as far as the

same can be made applicable; and no unne

cessary cost or charges shall be allowed.—

Public notice of the time aud place of the

taxation of costs shall be given, for the same

time and in the same manner as notices are

required to be given by the above ninth sec

tion; and a copy of the bill of costs, con

taining items and particular services per

formed, shall be deposited in the office of

the street commissioner at the time of the

first publication of such notice.”

The next provision of the law, which we

shall notice, is the act of May 14th, IS40,

from which we copy the following section:

“S 10. It shall not be necessary to give

any further publicity of any intended sale

of property for unpaid assessments and

*
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taxes than is contemplated by the last pre

ceding section ; end in giving the further

notice required by section second of the act

entitled, “An act for the more effectual col

lection of taxes and assessments in the city

of New-York, passed April 12, 1816, of the

sale of property six months previous to the

expiration of the time of redemption, it shall

only be necessary to publish the same in one

daily newspaper printed in the city and

county of New-York, twice in each week

for six weeks successively, and so much of

the said section as is inconsistent with this

section and the preceding sections, is here

by repealed.” Session Laws of 1840.

The last statue provision which we shall

state, is from the act of May 25th, 1841,

from which we copy the following section:

“$3. Whenever any land or tenement

sold for assessments or taxes in the city of

New-York and conveyed in the manner pro

vided by law, shall at the time of convey

ance be in the actual occupancy of any per

son, the grantee, to who dº the same shall

have been conveyed, or the person claiming

under him shall serve a written notice on

the person occupying such land or tenements,

and the person last assessed as owner stating

in substance the sale and conveyance, the

person to whom made, and the amount of

consideration money mentioned in the con

veyance, with the addition of forty-two per

cent. on such amount as the said lands or

tenements were struck off for at the time of

the sale, and the further addition of the sum

paid for the lease and advertisements, and

stating also that unless such consideration

money and the said forty-two per cent.

together with the sum paid for the lease,

shall be paid to the street commissionr for

the benefit of the grantee, in case the said

premises shall have been sold for assess

ments, or to the Comptroller if the same

shall have been sold for taxes within six

months after the service of such notice that

the said conveyance will become absolute,

and the occupant and all others interested in

the land or tenements be barred from all

right or title thereto during the term of years

for which such lands or tenements shall have

been conveyed.” Session Laws of IS41.

Having gone through with a statement in

which we have included copies of the law

enacted by the Colonial Assembly, the pro

visions of the Constitution of 1777, the acts

of the Legislature under that Constitution,

the provisions of the Constitution of 1821,

and the acts of the Legislature subscquent

thereto ; we come now to state the particu

lar assessment proceeding which was the

matter of adjudication by the Supreme Court

in the case of Striker vs. Kelly. We will

premise this by saying that our object in

presentingthese provisions of the Constitution

of 1777, and of 1821, and those of the

statutes, in so much detail, is to give our

readers abroad who may not have the copies

of the New-York Constitution of 1777 and

1821, and of the Statutes, to refer to.

This proceeding in the Supreme Court in

volved the question of the right of the Jus

tices of the Supreme Court to act as Road

Commissioners, in the appointment of Com

missioners of estimate and assessment, and

confirming their reports, and also other con

stitutional questions; and also the question

whether the common council acquired juris

diction in the premises in the commence

ment of the proceeding for opening the

Ninth Avenue, and the legality of their pro

ceedings subsequent to the assessment, and

likewise of the legality of the sale, and of

the proceedings subsequent to the sale.

A brief history of the proceedings which

preceded the application to one of the justi

ces of the Supreme Court for the appoint

ment of Commissioners, the proceedings re

lating to the appointment of Commissioners,

the confirmation of the assessment, and

those subsequent thereto, accompanied by a

diagram of the avenue and assessed prem

ises, will give the reader a pretty full view of

this paper improvement or assessment.

On the 20th of April, 1835, a petition for

the opening of the 9th Avenue, was present

ed in the Board of Aldermen. The follow

ing is a copy:

“To the Hon. Mayor and Common Coun

cil of the city of New-York.

“The undersigned owners of Real Estate

on the Ninth Avenue and its vicinity, res

pectfully pray your Honorable Dody to

cause the Ninth Avenue to be opened from

45th Street to its intersection with the Bloom

ingdale Road. They would respectfully

represent to your Honorable Body the ex

pediency of opening this Avenue, as the

property thereon is now coming into market,

and is not at present accessible; and that

from the shape of the ground, it will with

very little cost, be a good and easy road,

which would be very necessary and conve

nient for the growing population along the

lower part of this avenue, as well as those

above.

New-York, April 15th, 1835.

F. D. Cutting, W. Van Houton,

D. A. Cushman, H. Embiere,

James N. Wells, E. B. Glenn,

N. Martin, C. Arras,

J. Bowman. Geo. Wheeler,

Norman l’eck, James Gallon,

D. Wiry, P. Maguire,

George Rapilje, by ) C. Wesley,

his Att'y D. C. Col. James Otter,

den. James Pollock.”

John Parr,

The signers of this memorial were none

of them owners of land upon that portion

of the Avenue they desired to have opened,

nor were they owners of any of the land

which was assessed for the proceeding.

A Remonstrance was presented to the

Board of Aldermen against the opening of

the 9th Avenue, signed by persons who were

the owners of the greater part of the land,

through which this portion of the avenue

was plotted out. The following is a copy

of the remonstrance:

“To the Hon. Mayor and Common Council

of the city of New-York.

“The undersigned, citizens and land-hold

ers, residing on the Ninth Avenue and its

vicinity, respectfully represent to your Hon

orable Body that they feel in duty bound to

remonstrate against the opening, at present,

of the Ninth Avenue, from 45th Street to the

intersection of the Bloomingdale road, agree

able to a petition lately laid before your Hon

orable Body. They conceive that there is

not at present any absolute necessity or pub

lic convenience in having said avenue open

ed; that the 8th and 10th being opened and

in good condition for travelling, it is, in the

opinion of your petitioners, inexpedient to

open the 9th at present.

“They would further respectfully call the

attention of your Honorable Body to the ex

treme difficulty and damages they would in

cur by its being thrown open at this time.

“The lands along the lite of this avenue

are now generally in productive use, which

would be lost to the owners; and the neces

sity of fencing on both sides would be a

heavy expense. Many other weighty argu

ments might be produced ; but we trust

your Honorable Body will take all into con

sideration and do us justice ; and we most

respectfully pray that you will not grant the

prayer of the petitioners for opening said

Avenue at present.

New-York, Dec. 19, 1834.

David Cargill, Charles Fietner,

F. C. Have meyer, P. A. Hageman,

Peter Fietner, P. A. Hageman,

Hannah Titus, Agent for S. Stake, }
Jacob Harsen, IIenry Ulrick.”

The petition and remonstrance were both

referred to the Street Committee, which com

mittee made the following Report :

“The Street Committee of the Roard of

Aldermen to whom was referred the annex.

ed petition of sundry persons asking the

Common Council to take the necessary

measures to have the Ninth Avenue opened

from 45th Street to the Bloomingdale Road,

together with a remonstrance against the

satne,

“BEG LEAve to Report, That the propo

sition above named has been published in

the daily papers, and that a remonstrance

against the measure was presented, signed

by several of persons interested. -

“The remonstrants state in their memorial,

that they are the owners of property which

would be affected by the opening of the

Ninth Avenue; and give as a reason why
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the same should not be done at this time,

that at present the land is in productive use,

which would be lost to them, and that they

would be put to the expense of erecting fen

ces on each side of the Avenue, if the same

be opened.

“But your Committee can see no good rea

son why a measure of so much importance,

not only to the petitioners (who are owners

of the property on the line of the avenue),

but in which the public are also interested,

should be retarded for the reasons given in

the remonstrance.

“Your Committee, therefore, viewing this

subject as one of great importance, and be

lieving that it is highly expedient to afford

additional facilities of communication in that

section of the city, recommend for adoption

the following resolution:

“Resolved, That the 9th Avenue be open

ed from 45th Street to the Bloomingdale

Road, and the Counsel of the Board is here

by directed to take the necessary legal meas

ures to carry this resolution into effect.

FRAS. FICKET,

EDWARD TAYLOR,

SAM L. PURDY,

“The Committee on Roads and Canals

of the Board of Assistant Aldermen, to

whom was referred the petition of sundry

persons for the opening of the Ninth Avenue

from 45th Street to the Bloomingdale Road,

and a Remonstrance against the same,

“Respectfully Report, That the propriety

of opening all avenues leading from the city

has been repeatedly stated by the Committee

in former reports, and they deem a repetition

of the reasons in favor of such a course un

necessary, at the present time.

“In the remonstrance submitted to the Com

mittee, there is no other reason given against

the measure than that the land now employ

ed in a productive manner would be taken

away, and they would be put to heavy ex

pense for fencing.

“This reason your Committee think should

not prevent the opening of the Avenue, inas

much as the land taken for this purpose will

be fully paid for, and the interest of the own

ers of property on that avenue will be pro

moted by its being opened.

“Your Committee therefore recommend a

concurrence with the Board of Aldermen in

the Resolution adopted on this subject.

D. P. INGRAHAM,

JOHN V. GREENFIELD,

A. STEWART,

The Remonstrance is endorsed as follows:

“Remonstrance against opening 9th Ave

nue from 45th Street to the Bloomingdale

Road, presented by I. L. VARIAN.

“ Board of Aldernmen, Dec. 22d, 1834.

“Referred to the Street Committee.

“J. MORTON, Clerk.

“Report of the Street Committee on the

Petition of sundry persons to have the 9th

Avenue opened from 45th Street to the

Bloomingdale Road.

“Board of Aldermen, July 20, 1835.

“Adopted,

“J. MORTON, Clerk.

Street

Committee.”

Committee,”

“Board of Assistants, July 22, 1835.

“Referred to Road Committee.

“WM. HAGADON, Clerk.

“Report of the Committee on petition for

opening Ninth Avenue from 45th Street to

the Bloomingdale Road, concurring with the

Board of Aldermen, &c.

“Board of Assistants, July 27, 1835.

“Concurred and agreed to.

“WILLIAM. HAGADON, Clerk.

“Approved July 29, 1835.

“C. W. LAWRENCE,

“R. EMMETT.”

By the testimony of D. T. Valentine, As

sistant Clerk of the Board of Aldermen, be

fore the Circuit Court:

“The approval of the Mayor appears to

he written on the Remonstrance, and bears

date July twenty-ninth, one thousand eight

hundred and thirty-five.”

The Mayor, on the 3d of August, 1835,

sent a Message to the Board of Aldermen,

of which the following is a copy:

“Mayor's Office, Aug. 3, 1835.

“Gentlemen of the Board of Aldermen

of the city of New-York :-I have approved

and signed the resolution for opening 9th

Avenue from 45th Street to the Blooming

dale Road.

“ C. W. LAW RIENCE.”

The next proceeding we shall notice, is

the application to “the Justices of the

Supreme Court,” for the appointment of

Commissioners of Estimate and Assessment,

to make an estimate and assessment for open

ing the Ninth Avenue from 45th Street, to

the Bloomingdale Road. The following is

a copy of the Petition : *

“To the Justices of People of the State of

New-York, of the Supreme Court of Ju

dicature of the same People.

“The Petition of the Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonalty of the city of New-York,

ResPECTFULLY SHEwETH,

“That your petitioners in Common Coun

cil convened, have deemed it desirable for

the public convenience to open the Ninth

Avenue between Forty-Fifth Street and the

Bloomingdale Road, in the Twelfth Ward

of the said city, the same being an Avenue

in that part of the said city laid out into

Streets, Avenues, Squares and public pla

ces, under and by virtue of the act entitled,

“An Act relative to improvements touching

the laying out of Streets and Roads in the

city of New-York, and for other purposes,”

passed the third day of April, in the year of

our Lord one thousand eight hundred and

seven, by taking for that purpose the land

and premises hereinafter mentioned and de

scribed, and renoving therefrom the build

ings situated and being thereupon, which

said lands are situated, located and bounded

as follows, to wit: º

“All that certain lot, piece or parcel of

land situate, lying and being in the said

Twelfth Ward of the said city, and bounded

\-

and containing as follows, to wit: Begin

ning at a point on the northwesterly line or

side of the Ninth Avenue, as the same is to

be opened, distant eighty-three feet nine inch

es from the northwesterly corner of Forty

Fifth Street as established by law, and the

Ninth Avenue as the same is to be opened,

and running thence northeasterly along the

northwesterly line or side of the Ninth Ave

nue, as the same is to be opened, four thou

sand nine hundred and ninety-one feet three

inches, to the westerly line or side of the

Bloomingdale Road, thence southwesterly

along the same, four thousand eight hundred

and sixty-four feet eleven inches, to a point

on the southwesterly line or side of Ninth

Avenue, as the same is to be opened, distant

forty feet nine inches from the southeasterly

corner of Forty-Fifth Street, as established

by law, and Ninth Avenue, as the same is to

be opened, and running thence northerly,

one hundred and eight feet ten inches to the

place of beginning.

“And your petitioners further represent,

that they have accordingly ordered the said

above mentioned Avenue to be opened as

aforesaid, and they therefore pray this Hon

orable Court wiil, in pursuance of the Act

of the Legislature of the People of the State

New-York, entitled “An Act to reduce sev

eral laws relating particularly to the city of

New-York, into one Act,” passed the ninth

day of April, in the year of our Lord one

thousand eight hundred and thirteen, nomi

nate and appoint three discreet and disinter

ested persons, being citizens of the United

States, Commissioners of Estimate and As

sessment, for the purpose of performing the

duties relative to the premises prescribed in

and by the Act last mentioned, and in and

by the Act entitled, “An Act relative to the

duties and powers of Commissioners of Es

timate and Assessment on opening Streets

and Avenues,” passed the fifth day of April,

in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and sixteen, and also in and by the

Act entitled, “An Act relative to opening

and enlarging streets in the city of New

York,” passed the twelfth day of April, in

the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and eighteen.

“And your Petitioners, &c.

“By the Common Council.

[L. s.] J. MORTON, Clerk.”

[Endorsed.]

“SUPREME COURT.

“In the matter ofopening the PETITION.

Ninth Avenue, between

45th street and the Bloom

ingdale Road, in the

Twelfth Ward of the city

of New-York.

R. EMMETT,

Attorney.

“Filed 18th Dec. 1S35.”

The petition it will be seen is without

date, and is also without the signature of the

Mayor of the City of New-York. There

were no buildings in the line of the avenue.

The Clerk of the Supreme Court entered

an order under the direction of one of the

Judges of that Court, of which the following

is a copy :

|
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“ UN SUPREME COURT.

“In the matter of the ap-]

plication of the Mayor, Al

dermen and Commonalty

of the city of New-York,

relative to the opening §4
9th Avenue, between forty

18thDecember,

1835.

Rule for the

appointment of

fifty street and the Bloom- || Commissioners

ingdale Road, in the 12th R. EMMETT,

Ward of said city. Attorney.

“The Mayor, Aldermen and Commonaſty

of the city of New-York, in pursuance of

the act of the Legislature of the people of

the State of New-York, entitled “An Act

to reduce several laws relating particularly

to the city of New-York into one Act,” pass

ed the ninth day of April in the year of our

Lord one thousand eight hundred and thir

teen, by Robert Emmet their Attorney, pre

sented to the Supreme Court of the Judica

ture of the people of the State of New-York,

on the eighteenth day of December, in the

year of our Lord one thousand eight hun

dred and thirty-five, their certain petition,

under the common seal of the said city, set

ting forth that they have deemed it desirable

for the public convenience to open Ninth

Avenue, between Forty-Fifth Street and the

Bloomingdale Road, in the Twelfth Ward

of the said city, the same being an avenue

in that part of the said city laid out into

streets, avenues, squares and public places,

under and by virtue of the act entitled “An

Act relative to improvements tonching the

laying out of streets and roads in the city of

New-York, and for other purpose,” passed

the third day of April one thousand eight

hundred and seven, by taking for that pur

pose the lands and premises hereinafter men

tioned and described, and removing there

from the buildings situated and being there

upon, which lands and premises are situated

and bounded as tollows, that is to say—“ All

that certain lot, piece or parcel of land Iving

and being in the said Twelfth Ward of the

said city, and bounded and containing as

follows, to wit: Beginning at a point on the

northwesterly line or side of Ninth Avenue

as the same is to be opened, distant eighty

three feet nine inches from the northwesterly

corner of Forty-Fifth Street, as established

by law, and ninth avenue, as the same is to

be opened, and running thence northwester

ly along the northwesterly line or side of the

ninth avenue, as the same is to be opened,

four thousand nine hundred and ninety-one

feet three inches, to the westerly line or side

of the Bloomingdale Road, thence southerly

along the same, one hundred and ninety-six

feet eight inches to the southeasterly line or

side, to the ninth avenue as the same is to

be opened, thence southwesterly along the

same, four thousand eight hundred and sixty

four feet eleven inches to a point on the

southeasterly line or side of ninth avenue,

as the same is to be opened, distant forty

feet nine inclues from the southeasterly cor

Forty-Fifth Street, as established by law,

and ninth avenue, as the same is to be open

ed, and running thence northerly one hun

dred and eight feet ten inches to the place

of beginning.

-

*

“And your petitioners, in their said petition,

further set forth that they have accordingly

ordered the aforementioned ninth avenue to

be opened in manner aforesaid, and they

therefore pray that this Honorable Court

will be pleased in pursuance of the above

mentioned act of the Legislature of the

people of the State of New-York, to nom

imate and appoint three discreet and dis

interested persons, being citizens of the

United States, Commissioners for the pur

pose of performing the duties relative to

the above mentioned premises prescribed to

Commissioners of estimate and tissessment

in and by the last mentioned act, and also

in and by the act entitled “An Act relative

to the duties and powers of Commissioners

of estimate and assessment on opening

streets and avenues,” passed the fifth day of

April, in the year of our Lord one thousand

eight hundred and sixteen, and also in and

by the act entitled “An Act relative to the

opening and enlargening streets in the city

of New-York,” passed the twentieth day of

April, in the year of our Lord one thousand

eight hundred and eighteen, which said pe

tition is filed. Now, on reading and filing

the said petition, and on motion of Robert

Emmet of Counsel for the said petitioners,

it is ordered that Robert Ainslie, William

W. Holly and Lovell Purdy, being three dis

creet and disinterested persons, and citizens

of the United States, be and they hereby are

nominated and appointed by the said Court

Commissioners of estimate and assessment

for the purposes and matters aforesaid, and

that they make a report without unnecessa

ry delay, &c.”

One of the Commissioners appointed is a

son of one of the street committee of the

Board of Aldermen, which made the report

in favor of opening the avenue.

In the appendix to the report of the select

committee of the Senate appointed by that

body to examine into the assessment abuses

in the city of New-York, is the following

stated testimony, on p. 80, of printed Senate

Document No. 100, of 1842:

“There is a book permanently kept in the

Street Commissioners office, and witness

recognizes the book upon its being shown to

him, which contains a list of the names of

the persons for commissioners of estimate

and assessment in opening Streets, &c. They

are placed on that list in the following man

ner : pretty soon after the annual election,

the Aldermen cal! and enquire for that book,

and each Alderman inserts three names for

commissioners for the ensuing year.” Tes

timony of P. Perrine, a clerk in the street

commissioner's office, before the Senate

Committee.”

The following is from Senate Doc. No. 100, pg. 278 and 279.

“New-York, Nov. 12th, 1840.

“To William Adams, Esq.

Asst. of the 5th Ward.

“Sin–I have received a copy of a resolu

tion offered by you and passed by the board

of assistants on the 9th inst., requiring me to

furnish that board with the items of the bill

for counsel fees and court charges, in the

matter of opening the Seventh avenue, also

a bill of the charges of the commissioners

of estimate and assessment and the survey

or's bill in the same matter. I had deter

mined to send back the copy of the resolu

tion, enclosed in a short communication, to

the president of the board of assistants, res

pectfully denying the right of that board, or

of the common council, to require any such

information from me ; but being informed

that the resolution was not drawn by you,

and believing that you might not have well

considered its fitness or propriety, when you

introduced it, I have thought it due to you,

to make this personal communication to

yourself on the subject.

“A very brief statement will, I think, sat

isfy you that as a matter of strict right the

common council are not entitled to make

any such demand; and I can hardly suppose

that any nember of that body could desire

that its aid should, without right, be made

subservient to the investigating spirit, how

ever laudable it may be deemed, which may

have suggested this resolution in any other

quarter.

“The proceedings for opening the Sev

enth avenue, were conducted and concluded

under the act of April 9th, 1813, the 189th

section of which provides that the commis

sioners of estimate and assessment (who are

appointed by, and are the officers of the Su

preme Court,) shall be entitled to receive the

sum of not more than four dollars for each

day actually employed by them in their du

ties, besides all reasonable expenses for

maps, surveys and plans, clerk hire and oth

er necessary expenses and disbursements.-

The law directs that these expenses shall be

paid by the corporation, and included in the

assessment, by the subsequent collection of

which, it was intended that the corporation

should be reimbursed. There is no provis

ion in this act for the taxation of these ex

penses, or for regulating them by any other

rule than the discretion and good faith of

the commissioners who are authorized to in

cur them. But even admitting them to have

been extravagant in any case, they could not

affect the corporation, who were the mere

agents, required by law to pay the money

and refund themselves by the collection of

the assessments; and whatever right the

parties assessed may have had to inquire into

the necessity or reasonableness of those ex

penses, or to object to them, should have

been exercised while the matter was before

the commissioners or the Supreme Court.

“If the law was defective in this respect.

the Legislature have endeavored to remedy

it by an act passed April 20th, 1839, which,

among other alterations, requires a rigid tax

ation of all costs, charges and expenses in

cases of this kind before they can be paid;

but I know of no law which made it my du

ty to preserve and exhibit to the common

council, or to any other party, or even to

make out a bill with items of the costs, fees

and court charges in the matter of opening

the Seventh avenue, or in any other of the
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numerous street cases which I had charge

of, and which were terminated before the act

of IS39 was passed; and I might with just

as much propriety be now called upon to

furnish the items of the expenses of any es

timate and assessment confirmed ten years

ago, or of all which have been confirmed

since that time.

“If the inquiry contained in this resolu

tion is to be viewed as a mandate of the board

of assistants, I must be permitted to say that

it is inquisitorial. If it was made through

that body, to gratify curiosity in any other

quarter, I pronounce it impertinent in those

with whom it originated.

“I shall at times cheerfully give any in

formation in my power, upon this or any oth

er subject, to any one authorized to require

it; but I shall disregard any attempt, made

under cover of the common council, or oth

erwise, to obtain it, by those whose right to

call for it, or whose motives in so doing I

may not be aware of -

“I have only to add, that no disrespect is

intended towards you, or any member of the

board of assistants, by this communication,

and that you are at liberty to make such use

of it as you may think fit.

“I am, sir, very respectfully,

“Your obdt. servt.

“R. EMI MET.”

“October 14, 1841.

“At the request of the committee of citi

zens on the assessment laws of the city of

New-York, this committee met this day at

the call of the chairman, in the committee

room of the Senate chamber in the city of

Albany, having previously, (October 10th

inst.,) written to said committee of citizens,

and directed them to notify the mayor of the

city of New-York and the counsel for the

corporation of said city of this meeting.

“Present—Mr. Fun MAN,

Mr. VERPLANck, and

Mr. Scott.

“John Keyes Paige being called and du

ly sworn on the part of the memorialists,

says, he is clerk of the Supreme Court in

the city of Albany. Witness produced the

report and additional report of the commis

sioners of estimate and assessment in the

matter of opening Sixth avenue in the city

of New-York, which was filed in his office

June 6, 1839, and appears by cndorsement

to have been confirmed on that day. It ap

pears by affidavits annexed to said report,

that notice of presenting said report for con

firmation was published daily in the New

York Evening Star and Evening Post, res

pectively, commencing on the 18th day of

May, and continuing to the 3d day of June,

1839, inclusive, Sundays excepted; and in

the New-York Times and Commercial In

telligencer daily, from the 20th day of May

to the 3d day of June, 1839, inclusive, Sun

days excepted. There does not appear to

be any evidence that said notice of present

ing such report for confirmation was pub

lished in handbills, annexed to said report,

or additional report. Witness never knew

any bill of items of the expenses in opening

streets or avenues, or public squares in the

city of New-York, presented to the Supreme

Court for taxation when the reports of the

Commissioners of estimate and assessment

were presented to that court for confirmation,

though it is possible when such confirmation

was opposed, such bills of items may have

been presented to the court with the report

and other papers, and the judge may have

passed upon them : but the witness never

saw any such bills, and none have fallen

under his observation in his office. There

is an endorsement on this report to the follow

ing effect: “Deposited in county clerk's office

18th May, 1839."

“There is a charge upon each opening,

street, avenue or square, for the extended

rule, including the whole report of the com

missioners of estimate and assessment, with a

certified copy thereof, which extended rules

have not yet been entered in many cases,

and in making witness' return to the Comp

troller he would not include the fees for the

prospective services in making out such ex

tended rule and the certified copy thereof.

“Witness produced the reports of the Com

missioners of estimate and assessment in

the opening of the Seventh Avenue from

Twenty First to One Hundred and Twenty

ninth Street, which is on file in his office,

filed and confirmed February 9, 1839. There

does not seem to be any endorsement upon

it of having been filed in the county clerk's

office in New-York. Witness never R new a

case of opening a street or avenue where

the proof of publication did not accompany

the presentation of the report; such proof

is not attached to this report; but witness

has no doubt it is upon some other paper in

his office. There is no abstract or summary

accompanying said reports so far as the wit

ness has examined the same. The report of

estimate and assessment in the Seventh Ave

nue contains, as numbered, eleven hundred

and ninety-six pages. Sixth Avenue about

nine hundred pages.

JOHN KEYES PAIG E.

“Upon closing the examination of the pre

ceding witness, John Keyes Paige, the com

mittee adjourned to meet at Clinton Hall, in

the city of New-York, on such day as shall

be fixed by the Chairman thereof in his

notice to the members of said committee.—

[Senate Report, Doc. No. 100, of 1842, p.

85.]

We copy from the report of the Senate

Document No. 100, of 1842, and from p.

43 and 44, of the appendix of that report,

the testimony of John Ewen, [who held the

office of Street Commissioner, from May

4th, 1836, to May 1844,] the following:

“The commissioners' fees, counsel fees,

and other expenses on said avenue, were

principally paid by Richard I. Smith, the

assistant street commissioner, whose duty it

is by an ordinance of the common council

to apply for the warrants for these moneys,

and to pay over all moneys on assessments.

-

That ordinance is an old one of fifteen years

standing. The witness paid some of the

items in those during the absence of the

assistant street commissioner; he paid the

commissiouer Robertson's fees to Mr. Fick

ett, who had an assignment of the same, and

the expenses of the surveyor to Mr. Sage.—

The witness produced a copy of the original

receipts for the expenses on Second avenue.

on file in his,” witness's, office, which are

marked A, and signed G. F. The present

counsel of the corporation was appointed

two years last May. The notice which that

counsel gave to witness's office, not to pay

such bills unless taxed, was after the pay

ment of the above bills. The bills which the

witness so paid were not taxed to his knowl

edge. The abstract of the report signed by

the commissioner, containing the aggregate

amount of the expenses, awards and assess

ments, is the only voucher on which such

payments were made ; the claimants for such

expenses were never in the habit of present

ing any bills. Taxed bills for such proceed

ings have been paid in witness's office, but

he cannot say that he has been paid them,

because it is not his duty to do so. The

witness thinks such taxed bills in the case of

Cherry Street, Anthony Street, William

Street and the Bloomingdale Road. Wit

ness is not certain as to Anthony or William

Street, or the Bloomingdale Road. Such,

however, is his impression. They were all

cases in which the proceeding were discon

tinued and the report not confirmed. The

witness has no knowledge of taxed bills in

case where report was confirmed ; his assist

ant has charge of that branch of the business;

they might have been paid and the witness

not know it. These expenses are paid upon

the abstract of the commissioners’ report;

no bills of particulars are required further

than is stated in that abstract. The witness

does not know whether any bill for taxation

in the matter of the second avenue was filed ;

it might be filed in his office without his

knowing it; there are three or four rooms in

his office.

“The witness supposed that upon present

ing the abstract of the report of the commis

sioner the expenses therein mentioned had

been taxed by the Supreme Court as required

by ſaw, and that the officers of the corpora

tion had no power to withold their payment.

The first knowledge witness had such bills

had not been taxed and the legal requirements

complied with, he had from the present coun
sel of the corporation, [the witness does not

recollect the time when he received such in

formation, he recollects the circumstance,

since which the witness does not believe

that any such charges have been paid without

taxation.” -

We next introduce, from the testimony of

John Leonard, a commissioner of estimate

and assesment, as taken before the Senate

committee, and contained in pages 32, 33,

38, and 40, of Senate Doc. 100, of 1842,

the following:

“John Leonard being duly sworn, says
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he was one of the commissioners of estimate

and assessment, in opening second avenue

from 28th to S6th streets ; was associated

with Henry P. Robertson and Andrew Mills.

Mr. Robertson and the witness were the on

ly two who did any work on such estimate

and assessments. Mr. Mills was there once

or twice. Mr. Mills may have been there

oftener than that, but he never did any thing,

except to sign the report. Mr. Mills may

have been there three or four times, but wit

ness does not recollect distinctly of his being

there more than twice ; there was work

enough for him to do, if he had attended to

it, and had been capable of doing it. Mr.

Mills signed the report. He made the same

charge for his services that was made by the

other commissioners; he received the amount

of his charge from the comptroller of the

city, through the witness. The witness was

the chairman of the commissioners, and it

was usual for the chairman to receive the

whole of the compensation.

“The witness thinks the amount charged

by each connieſt to be pºtase was over

seven hundre. --R for four w about seven

hundred and fifty dollars. The charge for

room hire was a separate charge. The al

lowance to the cominissioners is four dollars

per day. None of the fees of the commis

sioners or surveyors were taxed previous to

being paid to the witness's knowledge.—

Those fees were assessed upon the property

supposed to be benefitted by the improve

metht.

“The witness ascertained the fees of the

corporation counsel, included in the assess

ment from his suggestion ; the counsel fur

nished merely the sum total of the amount

of his services; the witness does not recol

lect any instance where he furnished items

of such charge ; he was merely asked how

much his bill would be ; it was towards the

last of the commissioners' calculations, and

before preparing the report, that the corpo

ration counsel was asked such question ; the

witness did not see any bill of such counsel

for his services in such matter taxed or cer

tified by any officer.

“The witness arrived at the amount of

surveyor's fees by the surveyor's bill, which

was generally handed to the commissioners

and carried back when the report was done.

That bill was generally an aggregate amount.

The commissioners knew the extent of the

work, but they were no judges of the value

of services. They received the surveyor's

bill from the corporation counsel, and when

they did not receive it that way they would

ask the corporation counsel whether it was

correct. This surveyor's bill was not audi

ted or certified by any officer to witness's

knowledge. The witness does not know

who selected the surveyor. The commis

sioners did not select the surveyor.

“For each day the commissioners charg

ed four dollars; and although but one com

missioner met, and no business could be

done, yet the commissioners each charged

four dollars, as for a days' service.

[From Senate Doc. No. 100, of 1842.]

“Anthony L. Robertson, having been

called on the part of the memorialists, and

duly sworn, says—He is a counsellor at law

and resides in the city of New-York; he

was one of the commissioners of estimate

and assessment in the opening of the Sev

enth avenue from Twenty-first to One hun

dred and twenty-ninth streets.

“When witness applied for his fees as

commissioner he got a warrant from the

street commissioner’s office, from Mr. Gaines

he thinks, or the comptrolier; at the time of

getting that warrant he deposited in the

street commissioner's office an abstract of

the estimate and assessments, with the ex

penses in gross amounts as commissioners'

fees, $4,920, surveyors, $2,801, &c., the Su

preme Court having passed upon the accu

racy of the items contained in their report,

he did not consider the corporation or any

of its officers authorized to question their

right to the amount charged by them, they

being the mere depository of moneys paid by

persons assessed, to be paid to those to whom

it was awarded by their report. Witness be

lieves the expenses are stated in a paper an

nexed to the report, and the Supreme Court

passed upon that report He has been a

commissioner on other streets ; he believes

the amount of their charges are such as

commissioners have stated in their report;

they are stated in gross. The persons in

terested in that avenue could have ascertain

ed the amount of expenses by deducting the

amount of awards from assessments ; the

balance would show the amount of those

expenses. To ascertain that, they must add

up the items on each page, which are prob

ably not more than three in number on each

page, and are carried out on the margin for

facility of reference. Thinks the report

must have contained two hundred leaves, but

that is a guess; it was very thick, and asked

if it might not contain one thousand pages,

witness says he can't tell ; at a mere guess

he should say there was about one thousand

persons assessed.

“The witness being asked if he viewed

the ground when he made the assessment,

answers, he went over the ground and took

a view of it in the eye of the law, but did

not go over the hedges and ditches and ponds

which lay in the way.

“The witness being asked what services

Mr. Emmet rendered for that amount, ($3,-

977.76,) he answers, preparing the petition

for the appointment of commissioners, (wit.

ness thinks lie has seen petitions like those

shown him ;) going to Albany, making the

motion for appointment of commissioners,

advising with the commissioners upon legal

questions as the ownership of lands, and as

their duties in assessing ; the drafting and

preparing copies of the report to be filed in

the county clerk's office, and to be presented

to the court; drafting and copies of adver

tisement of notice of presenting report for

confirmation ; advising with the commis

sioners in relation to objections, if any are

presented ; preparing affidavits to oppose ob

jectors; preparing drafts and copies of final

rule for confirmation of report, which inclu

ded the whole report, counsel fee upon

moving report for confirmation; being pre

pared to meet objectors, and printer's bills,

with clerk's fees for filing report and enter

ing long rule including substance of report,

and which is longer than the report itself.

“Cross-examined by the street commission

er on the part of the corporation.—After the

commissioners were appointed on the Sev

enth avenue, the services rendered by Mr.

Einmet, he rendered as counsel of the com

missioners. The commissioners are not un

der the control of the corporation in any

way. The commissioners audit the survey

or's bill for making maps. Witness took

charge of Mr. Emmet's general unfinished

legal business when he was appointed coun

sel of the corporation, but had no connec

tion with him in his corporation business or

as connected with said reports of commis

sioners.”—[pg. I 10, 120, 122, and 125.

REMAIRKS.

The Commissioners appointed by the Su

preme Court proceeded to make their Esti

mate and Assessment, and on the 18th of

May, 1836, gave notice that they had com

pleted the same, and that they had filed a

copy of their Report in the Clerk's Office of

the city of New-York, for the examination

of the parties interested, and that objections

in writing would be received by the Commis

sioners during ten days, and that on the 9th

of June. IS36, the Report would be present

ed to the Supreme Court of Judicature of

the State of New-York, for confirmation.—

The Report was presented to the Court of

the Special Term held by one of the Judg

es, and was opposed by Marcus T. Reynolds,

Esq., counsel for General Striker, on the

ground that he had no actual notice of the

filing of the Report in the Clerk’s Office.—

The Court sent the Report back again to the

same Commissioners, and General Striker

made objections in writing to the Assessment

of $3900 upon his property, but the Com

missioners refused to alter their former re

port, and Mr. Emmet again presented the

Report for confirmatian, and at the August

Special Term of the Court, and the Court

confirmed the same, notwithstanding the ob

jections. We copy the written objections of

General Striker, as follows:

“To Messrs. AINstee, Holly and Purdy,

Commissioners, Ninth Avenue.

“Gentlemen,_In your assessment for the

9th Avenue, you have allowed by far too

much for the ground taken for that street.—

You have allowed $900 per house lot taken

for the street, although the lots that were sold

by Messrs. Franklin and Jenkins (being part

of the Webbers' estate) on the 19th of No

vember last, fronting on the 9th Avenue, for

$$30 (the highest). The lots were 25 feet

front by 100 deep, which would make the

lots that were not in the corner 150 feet deep,

and those on the corner 55 feet front by 150

feet deep. By paying the owners for the

ground in front of their lots, they will, ac

cording to your assessment, pocket 450 dol

lars by the operation. The piece of ground
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*

paid for, that is in the 9th Avenue, opposite

to their respective lots, reduces the price of

the lot very considerably (say one-half). To

the Fietner estate you ought not to have al

lowed more than one-half what you did.—

Instead of 10,000 dollars " " " * *

and to Ann Striker, you ought, I think, not

to have allowed any thing, as she owns on

both sides of the avenue (through the Hop

pers' farm), two hundred feet deep on each

side, which makes her lots valuable, yet you

give her 7,000 dollars. Had I been so fortu.

nate as to have owned her ground, I would

have been willing to have given the street, if

no assessment would have been put upon the

lots adjoining the avenue owned by her.

“The difference of the amount given to

the Feitners and Ann Striker, would have

obviated such a very heavy assessment upon

me of 3900 dollars. You know, gentlemen,

that my ground lays completely shut up from

the Ninth Avenue, there being no cross street

open ; and if there was, I am 200 feet from

the said avenue, and further, if either of the

cross streets should be opened ; but they are

not, and not the least prospect of their be

ing opened, and probably will not be for

some years. If I were to sell eight lots of
ground, which is half of the number I should

have by the opening of a cross street, the

prices that I should get for them would barely

pay my assessment.

“I should therefore be under the necessity

of sacrificing half of my ground to pay my

assessments. I cannot see the benefit accru

ing to me from opening the Ninth Avenue;

being completely blocked in on all sides, and

no passage way out; and if I were to sell

lots on the cross streets, which I most assu.

redly must do to pay my assessment, I shall

be under the necessity of giving half the

street; therefore I cannot be so fortunate, as

the owners of the property on the Ninth Av

enue. As I shall have to pass the title to

those that I shall sell to—and, gentlemen,

you do know that, if I wish the street open

ed, I must cede it or give half the street to

those I sell to ; and further, if I should cede

it to the corporation, Ann Striker, who owns
the ground on the Ninth Avenue, in front of

my ground, will be opposed to it, as she will

not sell; and Jordan Mott, who owns ground

between me and the Tenth Avenue, will

probably oppose its opening. You see, then,

that my ground is completely blocked up

between the Ninth and Tenth Avenues ; yet

I must sell to pay the assessment. I wish I

could say that I could be so fortunate as

those that own ground fronting on the Ninth

Avenue, to receive pay for it; yet I do think

that if I could keep it until it is forced open,

I should be paid for the street. The Com

missioners I think told me that they were

guided by the sales at auction of the Web

§ers' estate, which consisted of 188 lots, part

lying on the Ninth Avenue (say twelve lots).

they were sold by Messrs. Franklin and

Jenkins on the 19th of November, just four

weeks previous to the great fire, when prop
erty was higher than it has been since.

“I subjoin a statement of the 12 lots sold,

fronting on the Ninth Avenue, at the above

mentioned line, and the Commissioners en

tered upon their duties in January follow

ing.

(Two lots were sold together.)

Lot No. 89 corner lot 55 feet by 150 sold for $820

“ i. 90 25 “ 150 -- 820 Robinson.

790
i- -- 87 25 4- 150 -- -

* “ 88 25 ** 150 44 790 Robinson.

** ** 115 corner lot 55 ** 150 -4 830

“ “ 116 25 4. ; : -- 8:30 Herrick.

* “ 117 25 “ 150 -- 810

* “ 118 25 -- }} 4.i. 810 Herrick.

* “ 134 corner lot 55 “ 150 -4 790

* “ 135 25 -: ; : -- 790 Hevermire.

“ tº 149 25 ** 150 -- 780

* “ 150 25 “ ;} ** 780 Robinson.

9640

390 by 150

150

$9500

390

25||00)585||00(23 23).9640(419 dollars per lot.

50 92

85 44

75 23

10 210

207

3

Which makes $419 per lot 25 feet by 100.

“The Commissioners have allowed $900

for 25 feet by 100 feet that they have taken

for the Ninth Avenue.

“I am, gentlemen, with respect

“Your obed’t servant,

“ G. H. STRIKER.”

The Diagram which we shall present at

the close of this review, will illustrate the

principle upon which this assessment was

made.

We neart proceed to the testimony given be

fore the Circuit Judge, and copy from the

case, as made by the counsel for plaintiff, and

defendant, and certified by the Judge, and

from page 40, of that case, as follows:

“Robert Emmett was then called and

sworn as a witness on the part of the de

fendant, and said that he held the office of

Counsel for the Corporation of the city of

New-York from the year IS29 to IS37, that

he acted in all the proceedings in the open

ing of Ninth Avenue, as Counsel for the

Corporation, First I prepared a petition.—

This testimony was objected to by the plain

tiff’s Counsel, on the ground that defendant

had not shown any authority authorizing wit

ness to prepare the petition. Objection over

ruled by the Court, and the witness allowed

to proceed ; he presented the petition to the

Supreme Court, and made a motion as

Counsel for the Corporation for the appoint

ment of Commissioners; he presented the

Report of the Commissioners of Estimate

and Assessment as Counsel for the Mayor,

Aldermen, and Commonalty of the city of

New-York. Mr. Marcus T. Reynolds of

Albany objected to the confirmation of the

Report as the Attorney and Counsel for the

plaintiff in this suit, in June, 1836—that was

on the first application. General Striker

complained that he had not notice. It was

put off for him to make his objections, and

the final application was made by me in Au

gust, 1836, and opposed by M. T. Reynolds,

I’sq., in like manner for General Striker,

when the Report was confirmed, notwith

standing such objection.”

David T. Walentine, Assistant Clerk of the

Board of Aldermen, and Assistant Clerk of

the Common Council, was examined as a

witness, his testimony. on page 60, of the

printed case, is as follows:

“Direct examination.—The message is in

Mr. Williamson's handwriting; he has an

Assistant Clerk of the Common Council;

the resolution is the same referred to in my

previous examination. The resolution does

not appear to have been ordered to be pub

lished from any entry in the minutes. If it

had been usual to call the ayes and noes, it

would so have appeared on the minutes.—

When the ayes and noes are called, it is so

entered on the minutes; and when all the

members present vote in the affirmative it is

usually entered on the minutes as unanimous.

When the ayes and noes are called, it would

so appear on the minutes, although the vote

was unanimous.”

REMARKS.

The landsf : to General

Striker, were -- rued to be sold on

the 24th of December, 1838, and were bid

off by one George Lovett, for the term of 1000

years. One gore was bid off by Daniel Ew

en, a City Surveyor, and brother of the

A certificate of the

sale was given to these bidders of the sale, to

the effect that unless the lots were redeemed

within two years from the date of the sale,

a lease would be executed to the purchasers.

Previous to the expiration of the two years,

General Striker applied to the HoN. MUR

RAY HoffMAN, Assistant Vice Chancellor,

for an injunction to restrain the Corporation

from executing or delivering the said leases,

and that Eminent Equity Judge, one of the

most enlighted and independent minded Ju

rists of our State, granted the injunction. We

Street Commissioner.

have not the opinion which he gave in this case

on granting the injunction before us, but we

have the opinion of the same Equity Judge

in a similar proceeding, in which he says:

“The Bill is brought before me as an In

I have been obliged from

my sense of duty, to grant an injunction in

this and several other cases on the eve of the

junction Master.

sale advertised to take place on the 27th inst.

I am sensible of the inconvenience to the

city, from an interference at this time, and do

it with unfeigned reluctance. But I am

thoroughly satisfied that a more palpable

and pernicious disobedience of the law, has

never marked the course of any corporate

body.”

The Complainants in some of these cases

were James G. King, Peter G. Stuyvesant,

John Haggerty, Anson G. Phelps, Wm. W.

Chester, Henry Andrew, James Fellows,

Samuel Marsh, and numerous other gen

—
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Subsequently, the Chancellor, or Vice

Chancellor, dissolved the injunction for al

ledged want of Jurisdiction, although the

Chancellor had previously entertained Juris

diction in similar cases.

The case of Oakley vs. The Trustees of

Williamsburg, reported in 6 Paige's Ch. Re

ports, p.262, and printed in this volume on p.

164, was one of this character, in which he

entertained jurisdiction, as did also the Vice

Chancellor of the first Circuit.

The lease was finally delivered to the bid

der, and the copy thereof is set forth in the

printed case on pages 48,49,50, 51 and 52 of

that document, states it was executed on the

14th day of Feb. 1842. This lease recites

as follows: “And whereas the Mayor, Al

dermen and Commonally of the city of New

York, did, at least six months before the ex

piration of two years after such sale, cause

an advertisement to be pºlished at least

once in each week for four weeks success

ively in the newspaper printed by the printer

of this State.” This recital is not true ; no

such notice was published in the newspaper

printed by the printer of the State, nor was

any notice in the premises published by such

printer. We add,

This cause was tried in the Circuit Court

before Judge Kent. The Judge charged

the Jury in favor of the validity of the assess

ment, but six of the Jury were not willing to

be instructed in the law of the case, and re

fused to find such a verdict, and the Jury

were therefore discharged. The Jury stood

6 to6—therefore, a case was made, and argu

ed before the Supreme Court, at the May

Term of that Court, 1844. The names of

the Jurors are as follows:

Washington Wheelwright, 42 Third st.,

Robert H. Ludlow, 171 Tenth st., A. W.

Anderson, Franklin House, John Jackson,

8th Avenue between 31st and 32d st., Smith

Keeler, 133 Anthony st., John Valentine, 54

2d Avenue, James H. Wilgus, 27 Coentes

Slip, John Harris, 7th st., between 1st and

2d Avenue, Warren S. Doty, 58 John st.,

Peter Amerman, 381 Greenwich st., William

Hollingsworth, 23S Bowery.

REMARKs.—We have made quotations

from the constitution of 1777, and 1821,

and from the statutes, &c. &c., and also

from the testimony taken before the HoN.

the SENATE CoMMITTEE, and now proceed to

take up the opinion of the Supreme Court

as delivered by Justice Beardsley, and con

curred in by Mr. Chief Justice Nelson, and

Dissented from by Mr. Justice BroNson, in

the assessment case involving the validity

of a ruinous assessment upon the farm of

General STRIKER, a grey-headed citizen, his

patrimonial estate, which estate has not

changed hands since the title was in the

red men of the forest by right of possession.

It is a case of most extraordioary character,

and occurring so early in the history of a free

government, is alarming to those who have

looked with confidence to the stability and

sacredness of free institutions. The wrest

ing from a citizen, his house, his habitation,

the home of his ancestors, and the land which

grows the bread to feed his little family,–

their home—their all—in his declining years

—is a spectacle too powerful to contem

plate when viewed in connection with the

proceedings which we have recited. That

eminent Statesman, ALEXANDER HAMILTON,

in one of the productions of his pen on the

pages of the “Federalist,” under the signa

turs of a “Constitutionalist,” said:

“Do we imagine, that our assessments

operate equally * Nothing can be more con

trary to the fact. Whenever a discretionary

power is lodged in any set of men over the

property of their neighbours, they will abuse

it. Their passions prejudices, partialities,

and dislikes will have the principal lead im

measuring the abilities over those over

whom their power extends; and assessors

will ever be a set of petty tyrants—too un

skillful, if honest, to be possessed of so deli

cate a trust,-and too seldom honest to

give them the excuse of a want of skill.—

The genius of liberty reprobates every thing

arbitrary or discretionary in taxation. It

exacts that every man, by a definite and gen

eral rule, should know what proportion of his

property the State demands. Whateverliberty

we may boast of in theory, it cannot exist

in fact, while assessments continue. The

admission of them among us, is a new proof

how often human conduct reconciles the most

glaring opposites ; in the present case, the

most vicious practice of despotic govern

ments with the freest institutions and the

greatest love of liberty.”

That eminent jurist, Mr. Justice Story,

who now honors the bench of the Supreme

Court of the United States by holding a seat

in that Court, in his admirable Commen

taries upon the Constitution, in speaking

of the sacredness of private property says:

“The concluding clause, is, that private

property shall not be taken for public use

withoutjust compensation. This is an affirm

ance of a great doctrine established by the

common law for the protection of private

property. It is founded in natural equity,

and is laid down by jurists as a principle of

universal law. Indeed, in a frce government,

almost all other rights would become utterly

worthless, if the government possessed an

uncontrollable power over the private fortune

of every citizen. One of the fundamental

objects of every good government must be

the due administration of Justice; and

how vain it would be to speak of such

an administration, when all property is sub

ject to the will or caprice of the legislature

andthe rulers.”

With these remarks we proceed with the

opinion of the Court, which is as follows:

“OPINION OF THE COURT.

“STRyker,

ºs.

KELLY.

“Beardsley J. This is an action of cove

nant, to recover one quarter's rent of a piece

of land in the Twelfth Ward of the City of

New-York, demised by the plaintiff to the

defendant, and which rent, according to the

terms of the defendant's covenant, was pay

able on the first day of April, 1842. The

lease is in the usual form; bears date on the

tenth of July, 1839, and demised the prem

ises for five years from the first day of April

then next, the rent to he paid quarterly. It

contains a covenant on the partof the lessor,

for the quiet enjoyment of the demised prem

ises, and on the part of the lessee that he

would pay the rent.

“The defence interposed is that a part of

the land demised had, before the lease was

given, been charged by an assessment to pay

the expense of opening a section of the Ninth

Avenue in the Twelfth Ward of the City of

New-York, between Forty-Fifth Street and

the Bloomingdale Road, and which assess

ment not having been paid, the premises so

charged were sold according to law, and

thus the lessee having lost all right to the land

sold, was no longer bound to pay rent.

“This charge upon the land sold, is said to

have been created in 1836, and the sale to

satisfy it was made in December 1838. A

conveyance, or lease, as it is called in the

statute, to the purchaser at the sale was exe

cuted in February, 1842, and suit was brought

after the rent payable on the first day of

April in that year had fallen due.

“Itdoes not appearthat the tenant has been

at all disturbed in the possession and enjoy

ment of the demised premises. No actual

eviction is set up or pretended. But it was

not objected on the argument, nor do I see

that the point was distinctly taken on the

trial of the cause at the circuit, that the mat

ters set up in bar of the recovery were, even

if true in fact and valid in law, insufficient

to constitute such bar.

“As the point has been raised by the coun

sel, I shall not start it, but shall assume that

the facts relied upon, if proved, and in their

nature free from any constitutional objection

to their validity, constitute an effective bar to

the action.

“It appears by evidence offered and received

on the trial. that in December, 1835, the

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the

City of New-York presented their petition

to the Supreme Court, in which they state

that they had deemed it desirable for the public

convenience, to open that part of the Ninth

Avenue referred to, by taking for that pur

pose the land and premises mentioned and

described in said petition, and they had ac

cordingly ordered the same to be opened;

wherefore the petitioners prayed the Court
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to appoint three Commissioners of Fstimate

and Assessment, to perform the dºtties pre

scribed by the several acts of the Legislature

on the subject.” -

[Note.—By the Editon—The petition

referred to by the Court is set forth in full on

p. 390 of this review, the original of which

is on file in the office of the Clerk of the Su

preme Court at Albany. This petition is

not signed by the mayor of New-York, and

is therefore invalid, and although a most im

portunt document, has no date, of either

year, month, or day affixed to it. The pe.

tition is addressed to the Justices of the

court, and recites the dates of the acts

of 1807, 1813, 1816, and Isis, in pursu

ance of the provisions of which the applica

tion is made. The act of 1813, authorised

the appointment of Commissioners by the

Supreme Court of Judicature of this State,

(see sec. 18S, Ante, p. 385.) and $187 of the

same act (see Ante, p. 386,) provides for the

*PPointment of Commissioners in certain

cases to fill vacancies by “the court aſore

said or any one of the Justices thereof.”

and the act of 1816 makes provision for

both cases, viz. as to the proceedings of those

Commissioners “appointed by the Supreme

Court of Judicature of this State, or by any

one of the Justices thereof.”

that a distinction is here made. Vacancies

may be filled by one Judge, but the three

Commissioners in the first place must be

“appointed by the Supreme Court of Judi.

cature of this State.” This petition signed

by the Clerk of the Common Council states

that “your petitioners in Common Council

convened have deemed it desirable for the

Public convenience to open the ninth avenue

from 45th Street to the Bloomingdale road.”

The petition of the clerk of the Common

Council does not set forth the proceedings of

the Common Council as a foundation of that

petition which proceedings were upon the

petition of 19 persons, who state in their

petition to the Common Council, thus:

It is clear

“The undersigned owners of real estate

on the ninth avenue and its vicinity, respect.

fully pray your Honorable Body to cause the

minth avenue to be opened from 45:h Street

to the Bloomingdale Road,” and they add,

“as the property thereon is now coming into
market.”

This petition wasopposed in the Com. Coun

oil by a remonstrance signed by persons who

were actual owners of large farming tracts on

both sides of the ninth avenue, between 45th

St. and the Bloomingdale road. It will be seen

by a careful reading of the 177th section of

on page 385 of this review—that the law

contemplates two modes of proceeding by

the mayor, &c. One is where the mayor,

&c., “shall be desirous to open" any street

or part of Street, &c.; and the other, when

the owners of three fourths of the lands

fronting on any street, or part of a street,

shall by petition desire the opening thereof,

&c. The Court, most certainly, should

see that a petition of the important char

acter of the one in question, was properly

signed, that it was of that class provided

for by Statute, and if the Statute made

provision for more than one class, to which

class the particular application belonged.

Something was necessary to give the Court

jurisdiction of this particular proceeding.—

the reports of the Street Committee of the

Board of Aldermen in this case recite that

the proceeding was on petition and closes

with these words: “Your Committee,” &c.

“recommend for adoption the following reso

lution: Resolved, That the ninth avenue be

opened from 45th Street to the Bloomingdale

road, and the counsel of the Board is hereby

directed to take the necessary legal measures

to carry this resolution into effect.” This

petition of the clerk, is not ‘the necessary legal

measures.’ There is no ordinance or resolu

tion of the Common Council to authorise

him to sign such a paper, or to affix the seal

of the Corporation, thereto. That the open

ing of this Avenue from 45th Street to the

Bloomingdale Road, was not necessary is

evident from the following message of the

HoN. Robert II. Morris, to the Board of

Assistant Aldermen, transmitted to that body

on the 19th of July, 1841, which is as fol.

lows:

“To the Board of Assistant Aldermen of

the city of New-York :

“GENTLEMEN-I have had transmitted to

me, for my approval, from the Board of Al

dermen, a Report and Resolution which

was originated in your Board.

“The resolution is as follows:

“Resolved, That a road twenty-five feet

in width be worked through the Ninth Ave

nue, from Forty-second Street to its inter

section with the Bloomingdale Road, under

the direction of the Street Commissioner at

an expense not exceeding Two Thousand

Dollars to be defrayed from the fund appro

priated for roads for the current year.”

“There are two petitions accompanying the

papers transmitted to me, one of which

bears date the 26th July, 1839, signed by

six persons asking to have the Ninth Ave.

nue opened and regulated from Forty-Sec

ond Street to the Bloomingdale Road, so

that it may be convenient and passable for

carriages. The other petition is dated 1st

the act of April 9th, 1813, which is set forth November, 1839, and signed by four per.

sons, three of whom are the same persons

who signed the first petition ; this petition

also asks that “the Ninth Avenue be opened

and regulated from Forty-second street to

the Bloomingdale Road,' and also states ‘a

petition for the same has been laid before

your Honorable Board, and your petitioners

have been informed that it was passed, but

by some means or other had been mislaid.'

This last statement fully accounts for the

same names appearing on both petitions.

“The resolution passed by your Honora

ble Body does not in accordance with the

prayer of the petitioners, direct the avenue

to be opened and regulated, but merely pro

vides for the construction of a road twenty

five feet wide. The Report of your Honor

able Board states that ‘the Committee have

carefully considered the proposition and are

satisfied from the improvements and popula

tion in that vicinity, south of Forty-second

street, of the propriety of granting the own

ers and inhabitants further facility in their

intercourse with the outer part of the Island.

They believe that such facilities can be ac

complished atº mall expense by simply

working a road through the avenue about

twenty-five feet in width, conforming pretty

much to the present surface of ground, which

would admit of all the necessary travel on

that part of the avenue, for many years to

come, at an expense not exceeding two thou

sand dollars.”

“It is perfectly apparent that the Report

of the Committee of your Honorable Body

is founded upon the desire to give to the in

dividuals living below Forty second street

“facilities in their intercourse with the outer

part of the island.’ The contemplated road

cannot give the inhabitants any greater fa

cility than they now possess. The Eighth

and Tenth Avenues are open, and so is

Forty-second Street. The distance between

the Eighth and Tenth is a quarter of a mile

—persons on the Ninth Avenue, below

Forty-second Street, if desirous to go to

Bloomingdale have then but an eighth of a

mile to travel along Forty-second Street to

the Tenth Avenue, which is the same dis

tance they would have to travel along the

Bloomingdale Road to arrive at the same

point, iſ the Ninth Avenue was opened.—

The distance to travel is therefore precisely

the same ; and the contemplated road will

atford no facility to the inhabitants.

“I have received a remonstrance against

the resolution from eleven estates on and

near the Ninth Avenue, through which lands

the contemplated road will run. This re

monstrance states that the lands through

which said road will pass, are now cultivated

as farms, and for those purposes the road

would be an injury.

“These statements show me that the road

will not only be of no benefit to the public

generally, but will be injurious to the inter

est of individuals through whose lands it will

be constructed.

“The public has and should have the

right to take private property (giving full

compensation for it) when the public interest

requires it.

-

º
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“The examination I have given to the

matter under consideration shows me there

is no public interest requiring either the ex

penditure of the money from the Treasury,

or the injury to the interests of individuals,

which the opening of the road will cause.

“For these reasons I return the IReport

and Resolution to your Honorable Body, to

gether with the Remonstrauce I have re.

ceived.

“Very respectfully,

“ ROBERT H. MORRIS.”

The remonstrance referred to in this mes

sage is in the words following:

“To the Hon. Robert H. Morris, Mayor of

the city of New-York.

“The undersigned, owners &c. of land

between 45th Street and the Bloomingdale

Road, on and near the Ninth Avenue, most

respectfully ask your Honor to examine the

proceedings of the Common Council in

passing a resolution on the 28th inst. by the

Board of Aldermen, to open a road through

the Ninth Avenue, from 42d Street to the

Bloomingdale Road.

“The undersigned represent that neither

public necessity nor public convenience re

quire such road to be opened; and the own

ers of the land affected by it are opposed to

the proceeding. Bloomingdale road and the

8th and 10th Avenues are open, and afford

all facilities for travelling which are needed.

The lands on the 9th Avenue. from 48th

Street to the Bloomingdale Road, are farm

ing lands, and cultivated as such ; and it

would be an injury and expense to the own

ers to have a road opened, and also a need

less burden to the tax-paying citizens, to

have the city expenses by this proceeding

greatly increased. -

“The undersigned ask that the petition on

which the proceedings are founded may be

scrutinized, and all proceedings subsequent

thereto may be investigated, and that if you

find that the persons owning the lands

through which it is to pass have not asked

for it, that you will exercise the powers vest

ed in you in the premises, and return the pa

pers to the Board in which the same origina

ted. The undersigned were not aware that

any proceedings were being had in this mat

ter by the present Common Council, and are

therefore taken by surprise: and it may be

proper for them to state that legal proceed

ings are pending in two of the Courts in reſ.

erence to the Assessments for opening the

9th Avenue.

“And in duty bound &c., your petitioners

will ever pray.

“John O. Fay and Catharine his wife,

heirs at law of the estate of Jacob Har

sen and Caillarine Harsen, per E. Mer

iam, Att'y in fact.

“Garret H. Striker,

John Low,

S. C. Mott,

States Wilkins,

George Park, John Park,

W. Mott, John H. Tallman,

“Jemima Dikeman, widow of Matthew

Dikeman, by R. Mott her Att'y.

“H. A. Ten Broeck, executor of David

Cargill deceased.”

The opinion here expressed by Mauor

Morris, was acquiesced in by the Common

Council.

On the 3d of September, 1844, the HoN.

JAMEs HARPER sent a message to the Board

of Aldermen of which the following is a

copy :

“ MAYor's Office,

New-York, Sept. 3, 1844. }
“To the Honorable the Board of Alder

men of the City of New-York:

“Gentlemen—I return herewith for your

re-consideration a resolution adopted by the

Board of Aldermen, and concurred in by

the Board of Assistant Aldermen, appropri

ating the sum of fifteen hundred dollars for

working a road twenty-five feet wide through

the Ninth Avenue, from Forty-Second Street

to the Bloomingdale Road.

“My objections to this resolution are set

forth below. -

“A resolution for the same object passed

both Iłoards in 1841, but was returned to the

Board in which it originated by the then

Mayor, with his objections, which were ac

quiesced in by the Common Council. His

message, with a remonstrance against the

proposed work, from owners of property to

be affected by it, is on file. The reasons

therein assigned still exist, and nothing has

occurred to remove them, or weaken their

force. - -

“The legality of the proceedings had, in

reference to the opening that portion of the

Ninth Avenue, has been contested before the

Supreme Court, which has the subject still

under advisement. Until its decision is giv

en and in favor of the proceedings, it would

be obviously improper to go on with the work,

unless there were pressing reasons of neces

sity for the immediate prosecution, which

does not appear to Fe the case; the Eighth

and Tenth Avenues being open to the Bloom

ingdale Road, and affording means of ac

cess to it from the Ninth, through Forty

Second Street, by a short communication.

“The expenditure of the fifteen hundred

dollars now asked for, would be far from ad

equate to the cost of the undertaking, and

would only furnish an argument for new ap

propriations, probably to four or five times

that amount. Burdened as the city now is

with expenses, of which the citizens com

plain loudly, and with reason, especially of

those occasioned by improvements, it is the

part, both of wisdom and of duty, to avoid

the imposition of additional burdens, unless

for the most cogent and satisfactory rea

SoilS.

“I am decidedly of opinion that the com

pletion of the Ninth Avenue, to the Bloom

ingdale Road, may, without impropriety or

inconvenience, be deferred until the city

finances are in better condition to meet the

cost, and other circumstances render it more

expedient. “JAMES HARPER.”

The opinion expressed by MAyon Harpen

in this message was acquiesced in by the Com

mon Council. The Anti-Assessment Com

mittee printed siz copies of this message upon

white satin, which they presented to the Lady

Mayoress of the city of New-York, Mrs.

JAMEs HARPE.R.]
We again copy from the opinion of the Court. Mr. Justice

Beardsley says: - - -

“This Avenue, as is stated in the petition,

was laid out under and by virtue of an Act

passed the third day of April, 1807, (5, laws

of N. Y., W. & S. Ed. p. 125,) and the au

thority of the Mayor, Aldermen, and Com

monaſty, to open streets and avenues thus

laid out, if any such authority exists, is de

rived from the “Act to reduce several laws,

relating particularly to the City of New

York, into one Act,” and amendments there

of which have since been made.

(2 R. i. of 1813, p. 344. Laws 1816, p. 77,113, 1818, p. 96–

1839, p. 182.)”

[Note.—By the Ediron —The act of

April 3.1, 1807, provides that whenever the

owners of land fronting on any street or part

ofa Street shall apply to the Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonally to have the same opened,

they, the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty,

shall cause the same to be done, but the act

of April 9th, 1813, makes a change in this

particular, and provides that if the mayor,

&c. deem the opening thereof to be neces:

sary or useful it shall be lawful for the said

Mavor, &c. to cause the same to be done, &c.

The court say: -

“These statutes (there may be some in ad

dition to those referred to) were intended to

form a complete system of law on this sub

ject. I shall not state in detail the various

provisions of this system, nor the changes

made-in it, from time to time, but shall merely

glance at its outline.

“By the Act of 1813, whenever, and as

often asthe Mayor, Aldermen and Common

alty of the city of New-York shall be desi

rous to open the whole or any particular

section or part of an avenue laid out under

the act of ISO7, “it shall be lawful for the

said Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty, to

cause the same to be opened, and the land,

tenements, and hereditaments that may be

be required for the purpose of opening the

same, may be taken for that purpose, and

compensation and recompense made "there

for, as is provided (§ 177.)”

[Note—By the Editor.—Our remarks

at the close of the seventh paragraph of this

opinion are applicable to this last preceding

paragraph.]

Again the court say:

“By section 178, whenever lands are so re

quired to be opened, the Mayor, Aldermen,

and Commonalty, are authorised to make

application, or to cause application to be

made to the Supreme Court of Judicature

of this State, for the appointment of Com

missioners, and it shall be lawful for the said

court to whom such application shall be made

to nominate and appoint three discreetand

disinterested persons, being citizens of the

United States,commissioners of Estimate and

Assessment, for the purpose of performing

the duties hereinafter in that behalf prescrib

ed, and who are to report to the court with

out any unnecessary delay." -

[Note.—By the Editor.--The applica

tion to be made to the Court for the appoint

ment of Commissioners as referred to by

the learned Judge, is an application altogeth

er exparte.
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This application to the Court is the com

mencement of the proceeding in that tri

bunal and the proceeding by which the Court

acquire jurisdiction, and their first act is

to appoint three important officers. The

Supreme Court are precluded by sections 23,

and 27, of the Constitution of 1777, from ap

pointing any officers, other than their clerks,

attorneys, and counsellors at law. The pro

visions of section 27, direct what officers

they may appoint, and section 23, prohibits

the court from appointing any other, and

vest the power of appointment solely in the

council of appointment, of which the Justi

ces of the Supreme Court, form no part.—

There is no obscurity in the language of

these two sections of the Constitution and

when taken in connection with section 25

and 41 of the same constitution leave no

room for construction, for the construction is

declared by the plain language of the fun

damental law itself. These sections of the

constitution are to be found on page 383 and

384, of this review. The court say:

“These Commissioners are to take an oath

faithfully to perform their duty. They are

to view the premises, cause all necessary

maps and surveys to be made, and make

their estimate and assessment. This is to

be an estimate of the loss and damage to

the owners of the land so required to be

taken for such avenue, and an estimate and

assessment of benefit and advantage, which

the opening of such avenue will be to certain

lands not required to be taken for such ave

nue, but contiguous or adjacent thereto. A

copy of their estimate and assessment is to

be deposited by the Commissioners in the

office of the Clerk of the City and County

of New-York for examination, at least four

teen days before making their report, and

of which due notice is to be given. The

Commissioners are also to give notice in

two public newspapers of the city, of the

day on which their report will be presented

to the court. Any person whose rights may

be affected, may state to the Commissioners

his objections. and they are required to re

consider their said estimate and assessment,

and correct the same if they shall deem it

proper so to do. ($178, 182.)”

[Note.—By the Editor.—The court

have, we believe, made an error in reference

to the “due notice,” “and also to give notice

in two newspapers ” as above. We have

carefully examined the sections noted by the

court and have been unable to find but one

provision, which is the last. It is not surpri

sing that the Court should have made this

error for one of the sections referred to con

tains seven pages, and but two periods in the

whole seven pages, and one of these is at the

end of the section. With regard to what

the court say in the above paragraph we

must with all due respect for the opinion of

the learned judge, call his attention to some

of the testimony taken before the committee

appointed by the Honorable the Senate of

the State of New-York, to examine into

assessment abuses in the city of New-York.

With regard to the opportunities of the par.

-

ties interested to examine the report and

make objections thereto, &c. We will re

serve our remarks until we have given the

whole of the opinion of the court and will

then in making those remarks accompany

them with some extracts from the testimony

of some of the commissioners of estimate

and assessment as taken by the Senate com

mittee, and reported to the Legislature perti

nent to this question. Again the court say.

“The duty may be performed by the three

Commissioners, or any two of them. (§188.)

They are finally to report to the Court, in

which is to be stated the names of the respect

ive owners of the lands mentioned therein,

where the same can be ascertained. The

land to be taken and those deemed to be

benefited are to be aptly and sufficiently des

cribed ; and the amount of compensation

to be allowed for the lands taken, and of

benefit and advantage to be paid by the

owners of the lands, as estimated, are also

to be specified in the report. (§ 178.)

“On the coming in of the report, the court

is to hear any matter which may be alleged

against it, and may by rule or order confirm

the same, or refer it back to the Commission

ers who made it, or appoint new ones, and

send it to them for re-examination ; and so

from time to time, as right and justice may

require, “until a report shall be made or

returned in the premises, which the said

court shall confirm ; and such report, when

so confirmed by the said court, shall be final

and conclusive" upon all persons and parties

whatsoever. (178-)

“The amount thus required to be paid by

land adjudged to be benefitted, becomes a

lien or charge thereon, and may be collected

by a summary execution or by action, and

ultimately by a sale of the land thus charged.

(§ 186, Laws 1816, p. 113.)”

[Note.—By the Editor.—By section 186

of the act of 1813, referred to, the assess

ment is made a lien upon the land, but not

in the nature of a judgment, for without this

special provision, the assessment would not

be a lien under the general provision of the

the statutes, which make all judgments of

the Supreme Court, liens, &c. The section,

º by the Court they will find on a care

ul reading, does not give the Court the

right to issue an execution, nor to enforce

the collection of the assessment, but the

power is given in loose language (see Ante

p. 386,) to the Mayor, Aldermen, and Com

monalty, or any five of them, to issue a war

rant and to destrain goods and chattels, and

in case of non-payment, to bridg an action

of debt, or assumpsit, in a court, and in the

Supreme Court. A singular species of Ju

dicial proceeding, this, to have to be finally

enforced by suit before a valid judgment can

be obtained. Mr. Chief Justice Nelson gave

a written opinion in the John Street assess

ment case, which is to be found on page 179,

of this volume, in which he says: “I do

not see how a party could be permitted to

question collaterally the conclusiveness of

the Judgment of confirmation by going be

hind it. While that stands he is estopped

upon the act, and if so, were the resolutions

of the Board annulled directing the institu

tion of these proceedings, they would still

be left in full force, as much as a judgment

rendered in a suit commenced by attachment

or writ, when the latter only are set aside.”

This opinion of the Chief Justice, accords

but poorly with the provisions of section 168

of the act of 1813. The court say:

“The defence set up in this case is, that a

part of the demised premises were sold and

conveyed under an order of confirmation

duly made by this court, in proceedings

instituted and carried on under the authori

ty of these statutes, and the defendant

was then deprived of all his interest in a

part of the demised premises.

“But we are met, in limine, by the objection

that these statutes, in some of their vital

provisions, are in direct violation of the

Constitution, and therefore invalid; and con

sequently, the system provided by them,

being incomplete, is incapable of being car
ried into execution.

“The main objection of this character is,

that whatever the Supreme Court may do

under these statutes, must necessarily be

void. This is argued on the ground that the

statutes, if effective, would confer upon the

Justices of this court a distinct office, which

under the Constitution, they cannot hold,

and therefore it is argued whatever the court

may do under these statutes, must be with

out authority and void.”

[Notr.—By the Editor.—We deem it proper to here intro

duce that part of the argument of that eminent statesman,

DANIEL WEBSTER, one of the counsel of Mr. Striker, in the ar.

gument of this cause before the Court, which goes to this branch

of this case, which the learned Judge has referred to :

Mr. WEBSTER said:—“May it please

your honors, I suppose this cause may

be regarded as a cause between the plain

tiff in his hereditary right, and corpora

tion of New-York, as to his right in that

estate, of which he has been divested by

proceedings relating to assessments. It

may be of importance in the argument, to

consider that this case arises not between

third parties, but between the two parties

concerned in the whole transaction.

“The plaintiff's rights are clear. It is his

property by title from his ancestors. There

fore the burden to maintain those proceed

ings by which it is attempted to take that

title away, is on the side of the corporation.

Any doubt in law or in fact, would ensue to

the benefit of the party having title. They

say that the plaintiff's title has been taken

by proceedings authorized by the govern

ment of New-York for the application of

private property to public uses.

“It has been observed by this court, that

the facility with which corporations obtain

ownership of property, has become some

what remarkable. The same observation

has occurred to every man, and attracted

the opinion of jurists in this and other coun

tries. Since I have been in the city, I have

read a discussion in the house of parlia

ment in England, where a judicial charac

ter complained of the facility brought about

by this age of zealous energy, distinguished,

as it is, by a rage for improvements. It is

known that the corporations in England

—
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have not the authority which is possessed

by ours, and I doubt if there is any power

vested in the corporation of the city of

London to take down any house whatever,

—it can only be done by the house of par

liament. The facility spoken of in the dis

cussion, was the manner in which property

is taken for railroads, and other improve

ments of the kind, and which is against the

rights and security of property; and the

ex-chancellor, on that occasion, said that

private rights must go against public ; that

persons, in speakiug of such affairs, say that

where the public requires it, the individual

must make the sacrifice: and yet, if the

same individual making such a remark asks

to be graciously heard when his own rights

are spoken of, and prays that he may be

permitted to enjoy those rights, and that his

property may not be taken till it has been

fairly and legally assessed, his request is not"

granted. -

“May it please your honors, apart from

what is due to my own professional charac

ter, I need not undertake to discuss the sys

tem which has existed here ; and still less

am I disposed to bring into question any

thing relating to the tribunals of this city,

except as to measures of this court on one of

the cases which has been decided before it;

but I may be permitted to remind the court,

that in a proceeding where a man's inherit

ance is to be taken away without process of

law, by a stern proceeding, that in draw

ing the attention of the court, to the con

struction of those statutes, and the proceed

ings under them, it is a fair line of argument

that every security for the protection of pri

vate right, should be rigidly maintained,

and that their general or occasional effect

under the name of benefit, confers loss and

brings on private ruin ; that this system in

New-York is peculiar to New-York, and

exists no where else. The idea of incor

porating public use with private benefit, to

take land for a supposed public advantage,

to say that public use confers remotely ben

efit on other land, and then to tax that land

for the benefit, is a New-York idea. But

I will not argue that question, as it is not

before the court. The court is to decide

the law as it is, not as in my opinion

or in that of others, would be right. I may

have occasion, however, to refer again to

this part of the case.

“This land, it is said, is taken for the public

use. I may confess, may it please your

honors, that in this sense, I know no term

more difficult to be defined, than the word

public What public? What portion of the

community? A public road is spoken of, a

road taken for public use, that is the exigency.

Wasthe road wanted : That was the allega

tion ten years ago, and still noroad is there yet.

There is not a track of man or quadruped

along the whole line of the 9th avenue even

to this day, and yet Mr. Striker has been

deprived of his property to pay for that ave

nue. There are nineteen gentlemen apply

ing to have the road laid out, and they

say for the public use. If so, it is for that

part of the public who had land on the north
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or south side of the avenue. Is that the

public : I suppose in all countries there

may be cases where it may be proper to

open roads, where every individual in the

country is not interested, and there can be no

objection to its being done. I only say there

is great danger every where, where such au

thority exists, and that private property is

taken for public use by persons representing

the public, who have in fact no interest with

the public.

The first position of law is, that this pro

ceeding being derogatory to common right,

anything neglected to be done which is pre

scribed by the statute must be satisfactorily

proved, step by step, and not one single thing

must be taken for granted, without proof–

This doctrine is certainly supported by rea

son, as it is by the decisions of this court,

and by the authority of the books. Every

power granted by particular statutes, by the

exercise of which a man's property is taken

away without his consent or default, is a

power to be construed strictly, and severely

and rigidly. That is the rule of law, and if

the legislature has declared that certain

regulations shall be observed, every single

step, from first to last, must be proved. I

need hardly say that nearly the very words

in which I address the court, are used in the

judgment of this court, in the case of Sharp

against Spear, in 4th Hill, 76, a unanimous

judgment of this very court. Various cases

relative to this matter, will be found by the

court in that decision. The statute under

which this case comes, goes upon the ground

that the proceeding is in the character of a

benefit to the individual whose property is

taken. If so, it forces a benefit, and then

judges against his opinion or will. It begins

in grace but ends in infliction, for he disclaims

the benefit and denies it. Yet he has, under

the provisions of this statute, no right to be

heard on the question, whether the proceed

ing is benficial to him or not. , A, most ex

traordinary decision, I must think—and in

a decision where there is no property, it is

right to call upon the court. It is said he is

benefitted. He does not agree to it. No

person to whom he refers does so, for he re

fers to no one. There is no person before

whom he has an opportunity to be heard.—

He is not allowed to make a brief, and there

is no choice to those who are said to have

this benefit. 'I'hey are not to be heard on

the subject at all, but when the thing is done,

and the report of the commissioners made,

when it lies before your honors for confirm

ation and he complains, what is he to do?

He is sent to those very commissioners to

ask for a re-hearing of the case. If they

do rehear it they decide in the same way

again, and if you send the report back, it

goes to the same hands, and is returned and

confirmed. And for this benefit a debt is

forced upon the individual which becomes

a lien.

“Now, if it please your honors, this is the

general proceeding out of which this ques

tion arises. I have always said. I propose

to argue only as to what the authorities have

settled. I will say, however, that the law

of 1813, so far it allows private property to

be taken without the intervention of a jury,

or without notice, or trial, or hearing, is ir

reconcilable to the constitution, and I shall

say somewhat further. I shall be prepared

to maintain, that the proceedings in this

case so far as concerns Mr. Striker, is no

such thing as taking private property for

public use. He was not the owner of the

land which was wanted for a road. That

land was taken from his neighbor, and the

road does not go through his land, yet his

land is assessed. I'or what for what l—

Our learned opponents have told us, that by

the laying out of that road, by awards to the

persons through whose property the road

passes, the city contracted a debt of $20,-

000! and for what? for the use of the pub

lic for public use ! It incurs a debt for

the public use, and proposes to assess Mr.

Striker's property, who they say, it benefits,

to pay a public debt on the imaginary idea

that he is somehow or other interested in

the improvement more than others. I shall

submit that the whole proceeding is errone

neous. Suppose a man owns an estate

through which a public road goes, and it is

thereby enhanced in value, does that go to

his own advantage 2 Is it not to be consid

ered his good fortune that a road should be

run there 2 Is he not, as owner, entitled to

the benefit, if it accrues, just as much as he

is obliged to submit to loss if the road is

made another way, and injures his property

by taking the travel from it? If he com

plains, he is told that it is his misfortune in

having that locality. It is just as proper

that he should enjoy the enhanced value of

the property, if public improvement turns

business in another direction, and he is inju

red. I think I have understood that former

ly such cases here were tried by a jury. I

am sorry that the principle does not prevail.

It is so in the part of the country where I

have resided. It is the great magna charta

principle, that a man should not be deprived

of his property without process of law. An

eminent judge of Massachusetts, Chief

Justice Parsons, has said, that experience

shows that these kind of prerogatives in

popular governments, are quite as dangerous

as prerogatives in monarchial goverments.

In monarchial governments it is the cause

of one against the many, and the many are

always ready to unite against it—they have

a common sympathy—but in free govern

ments the prerogative right is the many

against the one, and the sympathy of the

many does not long uphold the individual

strength of the one.

Mr. Webster, in another part of

his argument, says:

“I now consider a high question—the

constitutional character of the law of 1813,

which confers the power in question upon

this court. It has been my fortune in the

course of a professional life, not a very short

one to have had on frequent occasions to

discuss the legality or illegality of the law on

constitutions of the states or the United

| States, and I always regret to see them arise;

Again.
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but where there are written constitutions—

where there are written restrainst on legisla

tures and as legislators are liable to err like

other human beings, they should be observ

ed. The law of 1813 conferring this power,

is older than the present constitution of the

state. It was passed under the constitution

of 1777. That constitution declares that

the Chancellor and the Judges of the Su

preme Court shall not hold any other office.

The words in the constitution of 1821, are,

that neither the Chancellor northe Judges shall

hold any other office or public trust. I sup

pose it is very reasonable to entertain the

opinion that public trusts, is rather a more

comprehensive form of phraseology than of.

fice. Suppose the law of 1813, was repug

nant to the constitution of 1777, it never had

existence. Suppose it might have stood un

der the constitution, but not under that of

1821, the consequence will be that when the

constitution of 1821 was established, this

law ceased to be of effect. The constitution

speaks of office and public trust. I propose

particularly to have reference to the existing

constitution, with the words office and pub

lic trust.

“In the first place, what is an office I

think it is plain that it has two meanings.-

In the first place an office means a station, a

situation of dignity, of power, and emolu

ments. It is in this sense we use this term

when we say that certain duties may be per

formed by persons in certain offices of off

cial duty. Such as powers given to judges

in England to act also as justices of the

peace. But in another sense an office is

nothing but an authority to exercise some

authority or power. A public office is noth

ing but an authority to exercise a public du

ty or trust. That is the essence of the whole

matter, and you will find that Justice Black

stone so defines it. In this sense it is nearly

synonymous with trust. The words in the

second section of the present constitution

are clearer and more comprehensive than the

first constitution, if the words office or trust

be confined to station. My learned brother

who addressed the court last, referred to the

particular words of the constitution, that the

judges should hold no other office. That,

he says, is appeal tenure. Applied to office

in the first sense, his observation is correct,

but when you apply the same words to a

mere authority, a mere function, it is evident

that you must use it synonymous with pos

session or exercise; and when we say, a

judge shall not hold any public trust, we do

not mean that he shall not exercise any oth

er than his judicial functious. In an author

ity where there is tenure, that is another

sense of office—offices of friendship and

good neighborhood. By it we mean merely

the obligations ordinarily imposed on men.

—But the office meant in the first constitu

tion is merely the exercise of a public func

tion. Now, then, in the first place, I remark

that in my construction the words mean that

no judge shall hold any other public trust.—

It is quite unimportant what name is given to

that trust, or whether it has any name at all.

There are many functions existing without a

name, and in order to decide what they are

you must refer to the statute. Secondly, a

judge shall hold or exercise no other trust.

A question arises, and that is the gist of the

Other than what? Other than thosecase.

which appropriately belong to him, and

which in their nature are judicial. That is

the meaning of the words. In this part of

the case I wish your honors to consider this

point. I say, therefore, that it is no matter

whether there be a new style, title, or name

of office or not, or whether the trust is to be

under the old name—no matter whether a

new appointment to an election, or whether

the trust be performed, under an existing ap

pointment. If the trust be other than judi

cial, the judge cannot exercise it under the

old or new constitution. If it be in its na

ture not judicial, it is that other public trust

which the constitution prohibits. I think,

sir, very strongly, that it is not easy to dis

cover or draw the line between the powers

and duties of one department and at other.

It has been a source of arguinent ever since

Montesquieu. The distinction has prevailed

better in this country than elsewhere, and yet

the experience of ºvery day shows that it is

not easy to decide whether a power is execu

tive, administrative, or judicial. If black

and white mingle and unite, is there not black

and white still. Although they are shaded

into one another, there are judicial powers,

and there are powers clearly not judicial, as

clearly as there are animals and fishes and

birds of different descriptions, though ap

proximating so near to each other as to make

it not very easy to draw the line. Some

think certain powers judicial, and others not.

But when we can clearly see what they are,

it is for as to say what are well fixed distinc

tions. To ascertain whether the judges of

the court, in performing the duties of this

statute, are acting a judicial part, the first

thing which occurs is, that the same duty

may evidently be performed by any body not

judicial, and it is not in its nature or of a char

acter necessarily judicial. The legislature

may employ any other persoils, may distin

guish the judge from these commissioners,

and the commissioners do the whole that

your honors do, yet they would not be con

ferring a judicial power. It may be remark

ed that this very act of 1813, is applicable

to another suit of cases, done exactly as this

thing is. It confers precisely the same pow

er on the citizens. When assessments are

to be made for paving, grading, and such,

the commissioners are to be appointed by the

corporation. How commissioners are to

make their report to the corporation. and the

corporation has the same authority that your

honors have in the other case. It is not,

therefore, necessarily judicial, and if it were

so the legislaturº could not confer it on the

corporation. Let us go somewhat further.

Let us see if the employments possess any

thing in the nature of judicial. They do not

make the least approach to any judicial pur

view ever heard of in any court of law. It

is said to be the duty of a judge to adjudge

disputed questions of law. In other cases it

is the duty of a judge to apply the principles

of law, to ascertain facts, and in some cases

the courts proceed according to common

law, as this court does, and proceed, by ju

dicial acts, to ascertain those facts. There

is not in the whole of this proceeding one

particle that applies, or ascertains a state of

facts in relation to law.

“What is there in the world that is judicial

in this 3 Your honors are applied to ap

point a commissioner of assessment. You

appoint him. Js the power of such employ

ment in its nature judicial : Far from it.—

Appointment of an officer connected with

the administration of justice is common.—

You appoint your clerk, and criers, and oth

ers to take part in the judicial duties of the

court. It may be made so by statute; but

the appointment to an office not connected

with the administration ofjustice in the least

degree—to be performed for pay out of

court for a distinct body, with which your

honors have no connection, and no concern

at all, the employment is not judicial in its

nature or character. The legislature retains

the power to appoint in such cases. These

commissioners, thus appointed, perform no

judicial business. What do they do —

When it is seen what they do, it will be seen

what your honors do. They do nothing but

express an opinion of the value of certain

lands, and the supposed amount of benefit

which the construction of such a road will

bring to the neighborhood. There is noth

ing but opinion and judgment as to the val

ue of property, and when it comes to your

honors you adjudge in the same way. If

they under-value it, or over-value it, you send

it back ; and is there any thing under heaven

done but to form a valuation of land. It is

as indefenssible as to say the valuing cf ships

or stocks are appropriate judicial duties to

be performed in this court. The two things

which your honors are called on to do is to

make an appointment of persons to give an

opinion, and when they make a report, for

your honors to judge whether they have es

timated too high or too low, and I say this

with the utmost respect and submission to

the remark of Chief Justice Savage. He

says that these commissioners are officers of

the court, subject to the orders of the court,

and subject, if disobedient, to removal. I

am not disputing that view. I agree if this

law be constitutional, and the proceeding is

a judicial proceeding, and your honors are

acting as a court, and these persons are ap

pointed under law, and to assist your hon

ors, they may be regarded as officers of the

court. The Chief Justice, in speaking of

the officers, supposes the law to be constitu

tional, and I am speaking of it occording to

the nature of their functions. What I com

plain of is, the law making persons in this

way makes them appendages to a court of

justice. There are other things in relation

to the duties imposed. There are certain

critera by which we judge of judicial duties

of a court—a court of law. The general

power which one has issues process original

or appellative to bring persons before it.—

Your honors have issued no process what

ever. A court, in the common understand

i
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ing of the term, is where pleas are heard,

criminal or civil, and I was struck, in hear

ing ancient provisions of law, at the statute

conferring on this court the power of hear

ing pleas. In these, were the whole power

conferred on the court. They are to decide

on any points in controversy in courts of

law. There is another power in courts of

law to call all persons before them to assist

the jury in its decisions. There is no jury

and no witnesses in this case. I am not

about to say that the court holds this as a

judicial proceeding, but they have power to

do what they think right, but I do say that

these things do not call upon your honors to

do what is ordinarily done in courts of jus

tice. The oath of the appraisers is taken

just as well elsewhere as here. There is

nothing approaching judicial in it. If it de

clares no law, and ascertains no fact, applies

no principle of law, summons no jury, issues

no process, keeps no regular record, what

features of a common law court is there !—

Our learned friend has referred to other ca

ses in which the court holds jurisdiction,

which are said to resemble what is done in

this particular duty. Partition is made 1 –

What authority has the chancellor for making

partition ? The origin of partition lay at

common law. Before the statute of Edward

I., it was by suit bronght in the common

pleas at Westminster. Afterwards the pro

cess of partition went into the court of cham

cery. Authorized by statute of Henry VIII.,

the court of chancery now makes it, and has

done so for 200 years. There is not a state

in the Union where such might not be made.

The writ of mandamus was also very early

allowed, being in the 43d Elizabeth. All

these are regular judicial proceedings, and

have been so for two or three centuries. In

the case of the acknowledgment of a deed

and the taking of proof of an instrument,

are also judicial. In taking the acknowl

edgment of a deed it is taking proof of ex

ecution ; and where the signer refuses to ac

knowledge a deed in the part of the country

where I am better acquainted, application is

made to a court to take testimony, which is

recorded as proof of the fact. The practice

of requiring married women to sign is to as

certain whether it is her voluntary act or not.

There are other clear, well known principles

of judicial usage. But there are cases simi

lar to this existing which it would be unbe

coming in me to uºme as you are better ac

quainted with them than I am—which are

spread on the history of the court for 30

years, beginning with the case which my

learned friend thinks was the first and fatal

error, that of Stafford vs. the Mayor of Al

bany in 1811. An opinion was given by

Chief Justice Spencer in 1811. The senti

ments expressed, are that the duties now

called upon your honors to perform were not

judicial. My learned friend agrees that the

justices in that case were not the court. But

I believe the case did not turn on that point.

I will not suggest that in regard to the re

marks of my learned friend on which your

honors have expressed an opinion. He in

sists that your honors always sit as a court,

and says he will take you at your words.-

This was in 1811. In 1820 came on the

case ef Beekman street—then there are nine

or ten cases in which every judge on the

bench has expressed an opinion by his own

mouth that these proceedings were not judi

cial, or contended for such when the cases

were brought before the court of Errors.—

Names are not important in cases of this sort.

It appears to have been the practice of the

court to say that in these street matters the

court has acted as commissioners. Commis

sioner is a very general term of office.—

There are commissionersjudicial,—there are

commissioners of all kinds and sorts. The

question is not that your honors have been

called commissioners—it is not what names

should best describe persons who act in that

capacity—the question is whether they are

judicial acts. I think the term supervisors

would apply better than commissioners, or

the term referees might apply—but I say the

business done by them is not judicial.

“It is said this question is raised late. I

wish it had been raised earlier. If it had

been raised in 1821, there would have been

no dispute. I wish it had been raised at

that time, and yet I neither make no remark

in this respect. Nothing has happened to

give a new aspect to it, except this, that the

more it has been considered, the more strong

professional opinion seems to be going on

and gathering strength, that it is unconstitu

tional. Every time that your honors have

occasion to speak, you say that the court are

not acting as a court, but as commissioners;

and an idea has been suggested that even

such act is unconstitutional. There is one

case only to which I will call the attention

of the court. [The reporter could not hear

the authority.] The strength of the case is,

that this court has acted as if it had its ori

ginal character before 1813. and was a court,

and as if in its supplementary character af.

ter 1813, it was not a court. When it has

occasion, in these cases, to revise its acts, it

addresses itself as if it had been no court at

all. The Justices of the people of the Su

preme Court address their decisions to the

Justices of the Supreme Court. Is not that

proof that your honors, in acting in these

street cases, were not acting as a court If

you had been, the records would have been

before you, and. as a court, you would have

revised yourselves. The two duties are dis

tinct. The street business is not the judicial

function of the Judges. If the decision is

right, in my humble judgment, there is an

end of the case ; because if your honors

have adjudged that these were not official

duties, and your honors have performed

them not as a court, then I say under the

law of 1813 the Judges have been perform

ing another public trust. If the Judges per

form these, the legislature may give them

other high duties at their discretion, as it

chooses. The other public trusts mean pub

lic trusts of another character, those not ap

propriate to a Judge. If your honors have

decided that you were not acting as a

court, the constitution seems to be clear

that you were acting as as a trust, then the
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law imposed that upon you in violation of

the constitution.”

The Court say:

“I must admit that I am unable to perceive

the truth of the premises or the justness of

the conclusion in this argument, for I canno:

admit that these statutes assume to confer

any office, new or old, upon the members of

this court individually. In terms the statutes

are that the court, not the persons who hold

it, shall posses and exercise certain powers;

and to me it seems the inquiry should be,

are these powers, in their nature, such as

the Legislature might devolve upon the court

rather than whether another office is thus

assumed to be conferred on the Justices of

that court.

“By the present Constitution of this State,

neither the Chancellor, nor Justices of the

Supreme Court, nor any Circuit Judge,

shall hold any other office or public trust.—

(Art. 5, § 7.)

“Theformer Constitution contained a simi

lar clause, for it declared “that the Chan

cellor and Judges of the Supreme Court

shall not, at the same time, hold any other

office, excepting that of delegate to the

general Congress, upon special occasions.”

(Art. 25.) -

“These inhibitionswere aimed at the indi

viduals who, for the time being, might fill

the offices referred to, and not at the courts

which they were authorized to hold. The

person who is Chancellor can hold no other

office or trust, and so of Justices of the Su

preme Court and Circuit Judges. But this,

I believe, has never been supposed to restrain

the legislative power so that it cºuld, no:

enlarge and extend the powers of the Court

of Chancery or of the Supreme Court, nor

impair the capacity of those courts to take

and exercise new and enlarged powers.--

Certainly, in practise such has not been the

effect of this constitutional provision, for

these courts have undergone frequent changes :

and modifications, by which their powers

have in many respects, been greatly amplifi

ed and extended.”

Note-By riſk EpitoR. - - -

The inhibitions of the Constitution which

the learned judge says were aimed at the

individyals who might fill the offices referred

to, and not at the courts which they were

authorised to hold, is a very plain and com

mon sense restriction. The Supreme Court

is composed of individuals and the indi

vidual, who hold the office of Judge of the

Supreme Court, is the Court. Section

20 of the Constitution of 1777, provides that

the “Lieut. Governor shall by virtue of his

office be president of the Senate,” and sec

tion 21 provides that in certain cases the

Senate shall have power to fill “the office

of President.” The performance of the

duties of President of the Senate by the

Lieut. Governor, is another office, it is

another and distinct duty, and that constitu

tes it another office, and one which the con

stitution authorized him to hold, and the

same Lt. Governor, is by the same constitu

tion authorized to perform the duties of the

office of Governor, dutieswhich in certain cas

ses, are executive and beingincompatiblewith
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his holding a seat in the Senate, he ceaseS

to be President when he acts as ºº::
by the provisions of the Constitution. i.

ºther office is the performance of another

duty, and the Constitution has so defined it,

in its various provisions.

It is a matter of no kind of import***
in construing an express provº." of the

constitution, whether the Legislature have

passed other unconstitutional laws, nºr how
many, nor whether “to an almost unlimited

extent.”

In the former constitution of the State of

New York a preamble to section III, says:
“And whereas laws inconsistent with the

spirit of this Constitutiºn, or with the pub

lic good may be hºstily and unadvisedly
passed,” &c., and Mr. Justice Cowen in the

opinion he delivered in the 37th Street case,

in July 1843, in reference to these Street
powers conferred upon thecourtsays that had

the question been made as I admit it should

have been, a reconsideration by the Legisla

ture would have probably ensued, and the

evil of the interruption of the regular busi

ness of the Court been prevented.” The

Legislature have in some cases made the

judges of the Supreme Court, Trustees of

Colleges. Thisduty,of course,accordingtothe

doctrine of the court, as laid down in this

opinion, “is strictly judicial.”

The act of 1813, section 17S, authorises

the Supreme Court of Judicature of this

State to appoint Commissioners of estimate

and assessment, on the application of the

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the
city of New-York, and section 186, of the

same act authorises anyone of the Justices of

the Supreme Court to fill any vacancy

which may occur by death, resignation, or

refusal. Section 193 of the same act pro

vides as follows: “That the mayor, alder

men and commonalty of the city of New

in Common Council convened, and their

successors, shall continue to be commission

ers to keep in repair such other public roads

or highways as shall hereafter be laid out or

opened in the said city or county.” By the

Revised Statutes of 1830, it is provided, that

each town shall annually elect threecommis

sioners of highways. See vol. I, R. S. new

ed. p. 333, $4.

This power given to the Supreme Court

to appoint commissioners for the city of

New-York, is the same power that is given

by the Statute to the electors in the various

towns of this State.

It is evident that the framers of the Con

stitution of 1777, never intended giving any

power of appointment to the Supreme Court

but that of appointing their clerks, attornies

and counsellors, for by section 27 of that

constitution, it is provided that “the clerks

of the Supreme Court shall be appointed by
the judges of said court, and all attornies,

solicitors and counsellors at law hereafter to

be appointed by the court, &c. Section 28,

of the same constitution, provides as follows:

“That all officers, other than those who,

by this constitution are, directed to be

otherwise appointed, shall be appointed in

the manner following to wit: The Assembly

shall once in every year openly nominate

one of the Senators from each great distriºt,

which Senators shall form a council for the

appointment of the said officers.” Again

the same section provides as follows: “ The

said Senators shall not be eligible to the said

council two years in succession.” Mr. Jus

tice Story, in his commentaries on the Con

stitution, says: - -

“One of the most common maxims of in

terpretation is (as has been already stated)

that as an exception strengthens the force of

a law in cases not excepted, so enumeration

weakens it in cases enumerated.”

The section of the constitution of 1777,

quoted by Mr. Justice Beardsley, declares

the holding of a seat of a delegate in the

general congress, to be another office. Sup

pose the Legislature had said, that the dele

gates to the general Congress shall be nomi

nated and appointed by the Supreme Court

of Judicature of this State, or by any one

of the Justices thereof.” it would be doing

precisely the same thing as is attempted in

section 178 and 186, of the act of 1813, in

giving the appointing of Commissioners for

a local district which were before elected by

the people to the same court or one of its

members. By section 13, of art. 7, of the

Constitution of 1821, the street act of 1813,

is, we say, repealed. The following is the

provision referred to, and contains these

words: “and such acts of the legislature of

this state as are now in force shall be and

continue the law of this State subject to

such alterations as the legislature shall make

concerning the same. But all such parts of

the common law, and such of the said acts

or parts thereof, as are repugnant to this con

stitution are hereby abrogated.”

We shall here, with a brief premise, intro

duce a letter from the illustrious George

WAshingtoN, Presidentof the United States,

to the Chief Justice, and Associate Justices,

of the Supreme Court of the United States,

and their reply thereto. These documents

are from the pens of men who are no longer

inhabitants of earth—they have left us—

they have departed, but the opinion of each

as written down during their respective ad

ministration of public affairs, for our instruc

tion, for our guidance, are left to us. Opin

ions that are the emanation of mind which

has been transferred to another world, are

clothed with a solemnity in the remembrance

of the declaration of the inspired pen, “that

although in dust he speaketh.” The decis

sion of the lamented CowAN, in this very

question on which the court have pronoun

ced this opinion, which we are now review

ing, was, as we before observed, about the

last act of his useful and virtuous life—and ere

the grass had grown upon the sods which

covered his ashes—the cause in which that

decision was pronounced, is by this court

ordered for reargument. The court in ordi

mary cases, under such circumstances have

a clear right to order a reargument and they

might believe it a matter of duty and it truly

might be so—but the closing paragraph in

the opinion of the court in this case then

pronounced was: “It follows from what we

jave said, that we can make no order, either
one way or the other, on the motions for the

confirmation of these reports.” The court
preceded this closing paragraph with this

remark, among others: “Since an appeal

has been made to the fundamental law, it

is no longer the mere question whether we

will consent to accept the office and execute

the Statute. . The farther enquiry is now pre

sented, whether we have any power to act

in the matter. Upon that question I cannot

entertain a doubt.” The court refused to

act, and it was right, most clearly so, as we

think it will be ultimately held—there was a

responsibility in acting.

This opinion of the court which we are

now reviewing was delivered at the October

term which was a delay of one term from

the argument, the cause of the delay was

unavoidable but admonitory.

Mr. Justice Story, in his commentaries

on the Constitution says: “If the oppres

sion be in the exercise of unconstitutional

powers, that the functionaries who wield

them, are amenable for their improper acts to

the judicial tribunals of the country, at the

suit of the oppressed.”

The letters we have referred to above are

as follows:

“ United States, April 3d, 1790.

“Gentlemen : I have always been persua

ded, that the stability and success of the na

tional government, and consequently the

happiness of the people of the United States,

would depend, in a considerable degree, on

the interpretation of its laws. In my opin

ion, therefore, it is important, that the judi

diciary system should not only be indepen

dent in its operations, but as perfect as pos

sible, in its formation.

“As you are about to commence your

first circuit, and many things may occur in

such an unexplored field, which it would be

useful should be known, I think it proper to

acquaintyou, that it will be agreeable to me to

receive such information and remarks on

this subject as you shall from time to time

judge it expedient to make.

Geo. WASHINGTon.

“ The Chief Justice and Associate Justi

ces of the Supreme Court of the United

States.”

“Sir :—We, the Chief Justice and Asso

ciate Justices of the Supreme Court of the

United States, in pursuance of the letter,

which you did us the honour to write, on

the third of April last, take the liberty of

submitting to your consideration the follow

ing remarks on the “Act to establish the

Judicial Courts of the United States.”

“It would doubtless have been singular,

if a system so new and untried, and which

was necessarily formed more on principles

of theory, and probable expediency, than

former experience, had, in practice, been

found entirely free from defects.

“The particular and continued attention,

which our official duties called upon us to

pay to this act, has produced reflections,

which at the time it was made and passed,

—
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“On comparing this act with the consti

tution, we perceive deviations, which, in our

opinions, are important.

“The first section of the third article of

the constitution declares, that “the judicial

power of the United States shall be vested

in one Supreme Court, and in such inferior

courts, as the congress may, from time to

time ordain and establish.”

“Thesecond section enumerates the cases,

to which the judicial power shall extend. It

gives to the Supreme Court original jurisdic

tion in two cases, but in all the others, vests

it with appellate jurisdiction; and that with

such exceptions, and under such regulations,

as the congress shall make.

“It has long and very universally been

deemed essential to the due administration

of Justice, that some national court, or coun

cil should be instituted, or authorized to ex

amine the acts of the ordinary tribunals, and

ultimately, to affirm or reverse the judgments

and decrees; it being important, that these

tribunals should be confined to the limits of

their respective jurisdiction, and that they

should uniformly interpret and apply the law

in the same sense and manner.

“The appellate jurisdiction of the Su

preme Court enables it to confine inferior

courts to their proper limits, to correct their

involuntary errors, and, in general, to pro

vide, that justice be administered accurate

ly, impartially, and uniformly. These con

trolling powers were unavoidably great and

extensive ; and of such a nature, as to ren

dertheir being combined with other judicial

powers, in the same persons, unadvisable.

“To the natural, as well as legal incom

patibility of ultimate appellate jurisdiction,
with orginal jurisdiction, we ascribe the ex

clusion of the Supreme Court from the lat

ter, except in two cases. Had it not been for

this exclusion, the unalterable, ever-binding

decisions of this important court, would not

have been secured against the influences of

those predilections for individual opinions,

and of those reluctances to relinquish senti

ments publicly, though perhaps, too hastily

given, which insensibly and not unfrequent

ly infuse into the minds of the most upright

men, some degree of partiality for their offi

cial and public acts.

“Without such exclusion, no court pos

sessing the last resort of justice, would have

acquired and preserved that public confi

dence, which is really necessary to render

the wisest institutions useful. A celebrated

writer justly observes, that “next to doing

right, the great object in the administration

of public justice should be to give public

satisfaction.”

“Had the constitution permitted the Su

preme Court to sit in judgment, and finally

to decide on the acts and errors, done and

committed by its own members, as judges

of inferior and subordinate courts, much

room would have been left for men, on cer

tain occasions, to suspect, that an unwilling

ness to be thought and found in the wrong,

aad produced an improper adherence to it;

or that mutual interest had generated mutu

al civilities and tendernesses injurious to right.

“If room had been left for such supicions,

there would have been reason to apprehend,

that the public confidence would diminish

almost in proportion to the number of cases,

in which the Supreme Court might affirm

the acts of any of its members.

“ Appeals are seldom made, but in doubt

ful cases, and in which there is, at least,

much appearance of reason on both sides;

in such cases, therefore, not only the losing

party, but others, not immediately interested,

would sometimes be led to doubt, whether

the affirmance was entirely owing to the

mere preponderance of right.

“These, we presume, were among the

reasons, which induced the convention to

confine the Supreme Court, and consequent

ly its judges, to appellate jurisdiction. We

say “consequently its judges,” because the

reasons for the one apply also to the other.

“We are aware of the distinction between

a court and its judges; and are far from

thinking it illegal or unconstitutional, how

ever it may be expedient, to employ them

for other purposes, provided the latter pur

poses be consistent and compatible with the

former. But from this distinction it cannot

in our opinions, be inferred, that the judges

of the Supreme Court may also be judges of

inferior and subordinate courts, and be at

the same time both the controllers and the

controlled.

“The application of these remarks is ob

vious. The Circuit Courts established by

the act are courts inferior and subordinate

to the Supreme Court. They are vested

with original jurisdiction in the cases, from

which the Supreme Court is excluded; and to

us it would appear very singular, if the consti

tution was capable of being so construed,

as to exclude the court, but yet admit the

judges of the court. We, for our parts, con

sider the constitution, as plainly opposed to

the appointment of the same persons to

both offices; nor have we any doubts of

their legal incompatibility.

“Bacon, in his Abridgment, says, that

“offices are said to be incompatible and in

consistent, so as to be executed by one per

son, when from the multiplicity of business

in them, they cannot be executed with care

and ability; or when their being subordinate,

and interfering with each other, it induces a

presumption they cannot be executed with

impartiality and honesty; and this, my

Lord Coke says, is of that importance, that

if all offices, civil and ecclesiastical, &c.

were only executed, each by different per

sons, it would be for the good of the com

monwealth and advancement of justice, and

preferment of derserving men. If a forest

er, by a patent for his life, is made justice

in Eyre of the same forest, hac vice, the

forestership is become void; for these offices

are incompatible, because the forester is

under the correction of the justice in Eyre,

and he cannot judge himself.

damus to restore one to the place of town

clerk, it was returned, that he was elected

mayor and sworn, and, therefore, they chose

Upon a man-"

another town-clerk; and the court were

strong of opinion, that the offices were in

compatible, because of the subordination.—

A coroner, made a sheriff, ceases to be a

coroner; so a parson, made a bishop, and

a judge of the Common Pleas, made a

judge of the King's Bench,” &c.

“Other authorities on this point might be

added ; but the reasons, on which they rest,

seem to us to require little elucidation, or

support.

“There is in the act another deviation

from the constitution, which we think it in

cumbent on us to mention.

“The second section of the second article

of the constitution declares, that the presi

dent shall nominate, and by and with the

advice and consent of the senate, “shall ap

point judges of the Supreme Court, and all

other officers of the United States, whose

appointments are not therein otherwise pro

vided for.”

“The constitution not having otherwise

provided for the appointment of the judges

of the inferior courts, we conceive, that the

appointment of some of them, viz. of the

Circuit Courts, by an act of the legislature,

is a departure from the constitution, and an

exercise of powers, which constitutionally

and exclusively belong to the president and

Senate.

“We should proceed, sir, to take notice

of certain defects in the act relative to expe

diency, which we think merit the considera

tion of congress. But, as these are doubt

less among the objects of the late reference,

made by the house of representatives to the

attorney-general, we think it most proper to

forbear making any remarks on this subject

at present.

“We have the honour to be most respect

fully,

“Sir your obedient and humble servants.

“The President of the United States.”

The eourt say:

“By the act to incorporate the Utica and

Schenectady Railroad Company, the Chan

cellor was authorized to appoint Commis

sioners to appraise lands which might be

needed in the construction of that road, and

who were required to report to the Court of

Chancery. It was made the duty of the

Chancellor to examine their report, hear the

parties interested, and increase or diminish

the amount awarded as might be deemed

just. (Laws 1833, p. 465, § 7.) Similar

powers have repeatedly been thrown upon

the Circuit Judges. (L. 1832, p. 417, 502,

517. Laws 1833, p. 439.) Writs of ad

quod damnum may be issued by the Court

of Chancery, under the Revised Statutes, a

power not before possessed by that Court.

(2 R. S. 5SS.) Appeals may be taken to

Circuit Judges from certain decisions of the

Surrogates. (2 R. S. 66, § 55.). The Su

preme Court has summary jurisdiction over

the election of Corporation officers in many

cases; (2 R. S. 603, §5, ib. 598, $47 to 50,)
and may compel the production and discov

ery of books, papers and documents, in

cases to which its power did not formerly

extend. (2 R. S. 199, $21.) • And this court
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may also, on petition, discharge certain per

sons from imprisonment. (2 R. S. 31, $1.)

“These are instances in which new powers

have been conferred upon the Court of Chan

cery and the Supreme Court, and upon Cir

cuit Judges. They might be multiplied by

references to an almost unlimited extent;

and yet I am not aware that it has been held

or supposed that the statutes conferring

these powers devolved new offices upon the

Chancellor, Justices, or Judges named, or

were in any respect incompatible with the

Constitution.

Note:-By THE EpitoR.—See remarks on p. 402, second para

graph of the first column.

“I know it has been said that the powers

exercised by this court under the New-York

statutes relative to opening streets, avenues,

&c., are not exercised as a court, but as

commissioners. This form of expression

is found in several cases.

“By an Act passed the 4th of April, 1801,

2 Kent and Rail. ed. Laws N. Y., 153, §13)

when the ground of any person was requi

red by the Corporation of the city of Albany,

in laying out any street, the damages and

recompense sustained by and due to the

owner of the ground were to be inquired of

and assessed by a jury summoned to appear

before the Mayor's Court of the city; and

the Act declares that “the verdict of such

jºry and the judgment of said Mayor's

Court thereon, and the payment of the sum

of money so awarded and adjudged to the

owiler or owners thereof, or the tender and

refusal thereof, shall be conclusive and bind.

ing.” -

“A case arose under this provision, in

which the damages were assessed, and

jºdgment of confirmation was given by the

Mayor's Court; but subsequently the pro

ceedings were set aside by that court for ir

regularity, before any formal record thereof

had been made. The effect of this vacatur

cºme before the Supreme Court, (7 John.

451, Stafford vs. Mayor of Albany,) and it

was held to be unauthorized. Spencer, J.,

whº gave the opinion of the court, observed,

“The authority under which the Mayor's

court acted was specifically derived from the

Legislature, and must be strictly pursued;

when, therefore, the assesment was confirm

ed, the court had no further powers: they

were functus officio. (11 East. 200, 201,

292.) There is no analogy between this

progeeding and the judicial proceedings of

a Court of Record in the progress of a

cause. The power grantedby the Legisla

tureto the Mayor's Court in the present in

stance, may not inaptly be compared to the

power given to a Court of Common Piens

to discharge an insolvent from his debts.—

In both cases the court act quasi Commis

sioners.’”

* In the matter of Beekman Street, in

the City of New-York, which arose under

the act of 1813 already referred to, Spencer,

Ckief Justice, said, ‘The powers possess

ed by this court, in appointing Commission

ers, in reviewing their report, in referring it

back to the same Commissioners, or substi

tuting new ones, and in finally confirming

their report, are derived wholly from the

statute. None of these powers exist inde

pendently of the legislative authority; and

they are not incident to our judicial duties.

It might be a question how far the Legisla

ture can impose such duties upon the judges;

but it does not admit of a doubt, that if we

do consent to act, we act under a limited

and circumscribed authority; and our only

power to act being derived from the statute,

we possess no powers but such as are ex

pressly given ; and those powers must be

exercised in the manner designated by the

act. It is true we act collectively, and in

term time, and a majority present control

the proceedings; but we act as Commission

ers, and in the same way and manner as

we used individually to do under the insol

vent act.”

“The statute is our guide, and we must

proceed by the rules and in the manner it

prescribes. The general powers and juris

diction of this court as regards the applica

tion now before us, cannot be brought into

exercise. (20 John. 271.)”

“In the matter of Third Street, in the

City of New-York, (6 Cow, 571, Savage,

Chief Justice observed, “We do not act as

a court in these matters, but as commission

ers appointed by the legislature, and such

proceedings have been very aptly compared

by the cases, to those of a Commissioner or

Court of Common Pleas under the insol

vent act.’”

“Remarks to the like effect, and in much

the same terms, have been made in other

cases.”

“And proceeding upon the idea that what

we do in street cases, is done in a limited

and subordinate capacity as Commissioners,

writs of certiorari have been allowed by this

court as the Supreme Court of the State,

directed to the Justices thereof as Commis

sioners, in order to bring the proceedings

before the court as a court, and thus obtain

its judgment in that capacity, to the end that

such judgment may be carried to the Court

of Errors for revision. (13 Wend. 661–

Patchin vs. The Mayor of Brooklyn. 8

Wend. S5. Livingston vs. The Mayor of

New-York. 7 Cow. 153. Bogart vs. The

Mayor of New-York.)”

“I do not understand any thing said or

done in the cases on the subject, as intend

ed to deny that the power of appointing

Commissioners of Estimate and Assessment,

and revising and confirining their proceed

ings, is strictly judicial in its nature. The

cases proceed on the broad distinction be

tween the exercise of general and special

judicial powers, between what this court

may do in the exercise of its general com

mon law jurisdiction, as the Supreme Court

of the State, and what it may do under a

special and limited authority conferred upon

it by the statute.”

“The power exercised in these street cases,

is compared to that of Commissioners under

the insolvent laws. But such Commission

ers, although not clothed with any general

judicial authority, are still judges, and with

in the limits of their jurisdiction act judi

cially. (S Cow. 178 Cunningham vs. Buck

lin.) They act as an inferior court of spe

cial and limited authority, and their acts

may be pleaded as such. (I John. 91. Ser

vice vs. Heermance. 7 John. 75. Tracy vs.

Dakin. 19 John. 34. Mills vs. Martin.)”

“Proceedings in street cases are remova

ble by cetiorari. (2 Wend. 377. Patchin

vs. The Trustees of Brooklyn. 8 Wend.

47. Same case in error, 7 Cow. 158. S

Wend. 85. 13 Wend. 664, cited before.)

But a certiorari lies tonly to bring up judi

cial proceedings. (2 Hill. 9. The People

vs. The Mayor of New-York.)”

“But these powers are in their nature

strictly judicial.”

“The Corporation of New-York having

determined to open a street or avenue, apply

for the appointment of Commissioners of

Estimate and Assessment. These Commis

missioners are but aids to the court, whose

judgment at last is to settle the rights and

fix the liability of the parties. The Com

missioners are to ascertain the value of the

land which may be taken for or affected by

the improvement to be made, and determine

the amount of damage and benefit which

the respective parties will sustain. These

are to be reported to the court with all need

ful explanations, and any person conceiving

himself aggrieved, may appear and urge

his objections to what has been dome. If

the court is dissatisfied with the report, it

may be sent back for revision, and this is

to be repeated until the court shall be satis

fied that it is according to the justice of the

case, when Judgment of confirmation is to be

given. Thus the report becomes in effect

the act of the tribunal by which it is confirm

ed, and the judgment rendered is declared

to be an effective lien upon the land thus ad

judged to be benefitted. Upon this a sum

mary execution may be issued to collect the

amount of the judgment, or an action may

be brought upon it, and finally it may be

enforced by a sale of the land thus charged.”

NotE.-BY THE Editor.—The Supreme

Court cannot issue a summary execution until

a suit has been brought and judgment re

covered in the Supreme Court upon the assess

ment in an action of debt or assumpsit.—

(See Ante, p. 385, and sec. 186, of the act

of April 9, 1813,) It therefore lacks the

very essence of a judicial proceeding, and

the confirmation is not a judgment, for the

statutes authorize the Supreme Court to

issue execution upon its judgments.

The court say:

“If such powers and proceedings are not

in the strictest sense judicial, it would be

difficult to conceive what authority or acts

can be of that character. -

Note.—By THE Editor.—Mr. Justice

Story quotes Sargent on the Constitution

thus “ that the Constitution in speaking of

courts and judges means those who exercise

all the regular and perinament duties, which

belong to a court in the ordinary popular

signification of the terms.”

The court say :

“These powers then are judicial, wheth

er exercised by the court as a court, or quasi

Commissioners.’ Undoubtedly they are not
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exerted by the court as a court of general ju

risdiction; it acts in some other capacity,

if at all as a court. “The general powers

and jurisdiction of this court,” says Chief

Justice Spencer, “as regards the application

now before us, cannot apply to such a sub

ject.”

“The case of Patchin vs. The Trustees

of Brooklyn, came up by certiorari from

the Common Pleas of Kings County, which

court was authorized by statute, to exercise

powers similar to those thrown upon this

court in the New-York street cases.” "

NotE.—By the Editor.—The judges of

the court of Kings County are not precluded

by the present Constitution of this State

from holdiug any other office.

The Court say:

“In giving the opinion of the Supreme

Court, Chief Justice Savage said, ‘It has

also frequently been held that the Judges

act as Commissioners, but they, in some res

pects at least, act as a court during the pen

dency of the proceedings.” (2 Wend. 3S4.)

This case went to the Court of Errors, when

the Chancellor thus expressed himself:—

‘This is a specially delegated power to the

Court of Common Pleas as such court, and

not to the judges as an ex officio duty ; and

when such power is committed to a court, all

the ordinary powers of such court, as far as

they are applicable to the discharge of the

particular duty, may be exercised as in ordi

nary cases. The court may compel the

sheriff to return the precept; may impose

fines upon the jurors for not attending ; may

issue process to compel the attendance of

witnesses; may award a tales, swear wit

nesses, and compel them to testify ; may

appoint triers on a challenge of a juror;

and may adjourn the hearing of the cause

upon sufficient cause shown. Thus in Eng

land, the jurisdiction of the Lord Chancel

lor in bankruptcy is a specially delegated

jurisdiction committed to him as the keeper

of the great seal, but in the particular cases

in which this jurisdiction is exercised, all

the powers of his court become applicable

to the discharge of his duty; he issues in

junction and attachment to compel the per

formance of his orders ; makes references

to masters to inquire as to facts, awards,

issues, &c. See ex parte Cowan, 3 B. and

Ald. 123. But no appeal lies from his de

cisions in bankruptcy, because no law has

been passed authorizing an appeal in such

cases. So in the street eases in the City of

New-York, a specially delegated jurisdiction

is committed to the Supreme Court, but I

believe it never has been contended that the

court was bound to determine cases of this

kind at the first term, and it had not the pow

er of deciding them at any subsequent term

of the court.”

“This case was decided in the Court of

Errors in 1831; and in 1834, in the matter

of Canal Street, Chief Justice Savage thus

expressed himself: “But though the court,

in these proceedings, act quasi Commission

ers in reviewing and coiſirming the proceed

ings below, yet we act also as a court, in

many respects, and I think in all respects ex

cept in reviewing our own decisions. We

act as a court in the appointment of the

Commissioners. If they misbehave, we

may punish them by attachment, as we might

referees, in a cause committed to them.—

If, for any cause, persons appointed as Com

missioners are shown to be improper, we

may by virtue of the power of appointment,

remove them and appoint others; we are

not the mere conduits of conveying authority

to the Commissioners. They become offi

cers of this court; the proceeding is a pro

ceeding in our court, the effect of which is

the transfer of the title to real estate to an

immense amount; and it would be extra

ordinary, in such a case, that this court

should be mere automata. It has been de

cided that we cannot reconsider our own de

cisions; but beyond that our power as a

court has not been questioned.” -

“Our decisions are judgments, which are

subject to review in the Court of Errors, (11

Wend. 156,) and in a late case, (4 Hill. 19.)

in the matter of Mount Morris Square,

Cowen, J., said, “Our award is like that of

any inferior magistrate having a limited ju

risdiction.’”

“I fully concurin these views, understand

ing them, as I do, to mark the distinction

between courts of general and special author

ity. It is readily seen that one and the same

person can at the same time hold two offices,

as Lord Hardwicke did for a short period

those of Chancellor and Chief Justice of

England.”

[Note.—By the Editor.—The court will

find a case nearer home than that of Lord

Hardwick. Mr. Hallet, of New-York, held

nine offices, and very many of these at one

and the same time, viz: The office of Clerk

of the Supreme Court which he held by

appointment of the Supreme Court of Judi

cature of this State, also the office of com

missioner of estimate and assessment on the

proceeding for widening Beaver Street,

Wooster Street, William Street, Anthony

Street, extending William Street, opening

10th Avenue, 32d Street, and Mount Morris

Square, which eight offices he held under the

appointment of one of the Justices of the

Supreme Court. The Commissioner's fees

in these eight streets were $11,678.66, as

appears by the receipts of Commissioners

and by the public documents of the Corpora

tion. [See Comptroller's Report of 1840,

p. 10S.] The room hire, &c. &c. is stated

at more than $1500.00. Mr. Hallet’s share

of the fees is $3392.00. This sum at a

compensation of four dollars per day, which

is the highest sum allowed by law, for a full

day's service, is pay for 973 days, which,

counting 26 working days to the month is

pay for 37 months, and 11 days, equal to

three years, one month and eleven days.

These eight separate and distinct appoint

ments were made by a single judge. The

27th section of the Constitution of 1777,

gives to the court the appointment of their

clerks. By section 9 of article 4, of the

Constitution of 1821, it is provided, that

“The clerks of Courts, except those clerks

whose appointment is provided for in the

preceding section, shall be appointed by the

courts of which they respectively are clerks,”

and by section 4 of article 5, “The Supreme

Court shall consist of a Chief Justice and

twoJustices, any of whom may hold a court.”

The clerks are appointed by three Judges,

and not by one Judge. In the July term of

1839, the Supreme Court made a rule under

the 12th section of the act of April 20th,

1839, [see Ante, p. 388, sec. 12,] in which

it is provided that the Commissioners fees,

Counsel and Attorney's fees, Surveyor's fees,

&c., shall be taxed by the Circuit Judge,

Recorder or Clerk of the Supreme Court.

Mr. Hallet consequently was the person who

taxed what few bills there were taxed,

but most of the commissioners reports were

“confirmed by one of the Justices of the

Court without any taxation of the costs and

to the extent of a great number of Streets.

These offices are incompatible. To appoint

Mr. Hallett a commissioner on a street, and

then to authorise him by virtue of his office

of clerk, to tax the fees of the commission

ers on that very street, and also to tax the fees

of the officers who nominated him for the

office of commissioner to the court, for these

Commissioners are nominated by the Coun

sel of the Corporation, as appears by the

Report of the Senate Committee. (See

Ante, p. 380.) There is also another objec

tion, which is, that the Court have been pro

fuse in this patronage; and still another which

is contained in the letter of the Chief Justice

and Associate Justices of the Supreme Court

of the United States, to President WASHING

ToN, (see Ante. p. 403,) and from which we

here make the following brief abstract: Ba

con, in his abridgement, says, “that offices

are said to be incompatible and inconsistent,

so as to be executed by one person, when,

from the multiplicity of business in them,

they cannot be executed with care and abil.

ity.’ It appears, by the testimony of As

sistant Alderman Townsend, before the Sen.

ate Committee, (see Senate Doc. No. 100 of

1842, p. 95,) that errors were committed,

growing, no doubt, out of the multiplicity of

business. The following quotation is an

ilkustration :

“The witnesses' property was assessed
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$52 for opening Mount Morris Square;

witness examined the Assessment Map in

that case, and found it to contain nine blank

numbers, which had no Assessment carried

out against them, which formed nearly a

whole block which was not Assessed. The

Fifth Avenue was the centre of the Square;

on the easterly side, the property from 118th

Street is assessed, and the property on the

westerly side is not assessed at all. The lots

not assessed, are within the limits of the As

sessment district; lots beyond these lots not

assessed, are assessed. Mount Morris Square

is a cone of rock about 150 feet above the

Harlaem Plain.”

There was a similar error in the Beaver

Street Assessment, as appears by the printed

documents of the Common Council, and we

could name others, but it is needless. There

are other cases similar to that of Mr. Hal

lets in some respects. M. D. L. Gaines, who

is brother-in-law of the Street Commission

er of 1836 to 1844, and was a Clerk in the

Street Commissioner's Office, and received

a salary of $1000, and was the person who

paid Commissioner Robinson his fees of the

Seventh Avenue, a large amount, as ap

pears by Mr. Robertson's testimony, (see

Ante pg. 393,) held the office of Commission

er of Estimate and Assessment on Eight

Streets, and the office of Clerk of the Street

Commissioner at the same time. Mr. Gaines

was Commissioner on 33, 34, 45, 46, 4S, 54,

57, 59, in which the Commissioner's fees are

$6458,00.

Mr. Andrew Warner, a Deputy or Clerk

in the Office of the County Clerk, and broth

er of Mr. Warner, who was Assistant Street

Commissioner, and whose duty it was to pay

the Attorneys, Commissioners and Survey

or's fees, was Commissioner on seven Streets,

viz.: 11, 19, 26 and S9 streets, and Avenues

A, 1 and 5, in which the fees were $4,234.00.

The services of these persons we have

named, were all the time required in their

respective offices, and the diagram of the 1st

Avenue Assessment on Mr. Phelp's land, be

tween 39th and 40th Streets, is another illus

tration. That proceedings of the impor

tance which these are, should be incapable

of being examined into, seems more than un

reasonable. It will be seen by the City

Comptrollers for 1840, p. 108, that the Com

missioners fees for opening the Eighth Ave

nue throughout, was $760.68–Counsel fees,

$745.47—Surveyor's charges, $310.50. This

Avenue was opened in 1811. In 1839, the

Commissioner's fees for opening a parallel

Avenue of less length, was $4,920. Counsel

fees, $3,976.77. Surveyor's fees, $2,801.—

A comparison of the charges of fees in these

proceedings, together, is an illustration.

The Court say:

“But to me the idea is incomprehensi

and upon the same subject, act in a double

capacity, that is, not only as a court, but in

the separate office of Commissioners. But

if this, in the nature of things, is possible,

which is not granted, I am unable te see how

lt can occur under the street laws of New

York. This court possesses the powers and

exercises the jurisdiction which belonged to

the Supreme Court of the Colony of New

York, with the exceptions, limitations, and

additions created and imposed by the Con

stitution and laws of this State. (2 R. S.

196, $1.) The street statutes, in explicit

terms, devolved the power, in street cases,

upon “the Supreme Court of Judicature of

this State,” and make it lawful for the said

court, not the Justices thereof individually,

to perform the duty. [2 R. L. of 1813,

p.409, § 178.]

[Note.—By the Editor.—The learned

Judge has overlooked the provisions of the

Act of April 3d, 1807, Section 186 of the

very Act he refers to, and Sec. 2, of the Act

of April 5, 1816, which he refers to in an

other part of this opinion, the latter of which

contains these words: “That whenever

Commissioners of Estimate and Assessment

may hereafter be appointed by the Supreme

Court of Judicature of this State, or any

one of the Justices thereof.”

The learned Judge, in giving the opinion of the Court, says:

Chief Justice Spencer says, “the pow

ers thus possessed by this court “are derived

wholly from the statute ;’ ‘we act under

a limited and circumscribed authority;” the

general powers and jurisdiction of the court

cannot be brought into exercise ; ‘we act

as Commissioners.’”

These different phrases seem to me to

have been used to express the same idea,

to indicate the character and extent of the

powers possessed by thecourt in these cases;

in brief, that the court possess such powers

as pertain to Commissioners, that is, the

powers of a court of special and limited au

thority, and not that it holds the separate and

distinct office of Commissioners. The opin

ion of the Chancellor cannot be mistaken;

he holds that the power is thrown upon the

court, and not upon the Judges individually;

and Cowen, J., as we have seen, says em

phatically, that “our award is like that of

any inferior magistrate having a limited

jurisdiction.”

[Nore.—BY THE Editor.—The Chancellor discussed the con

stitutionality of a proceeding altogether unlike this case, now

being considered—it is not like this, we respectfully suggest, in

any respect whatever.

The Court say:

“While acting in its ordinary capacity as

court of general jurisdiction, the authority

of this court will be presumed.

“But when exerting its powers under the

special provisions of a statute, this presum

ption does not attach. It is then quoad hoc

an inferior or limited court, and the facts to

give jurisdiction must be proved. This is

the rule as to subordinate and limited tribu

mals, and is equally applicahle to this court

when acting in that capacity. [3 Hill. and

ble, that t c t th ti Cowen's Notes to 1. Pyil. Ey.946,988, 1013.
e, that a court can, at the same time, Notes 6S 1, 694. 19 John. 35. Mills vs. Mar

in. I I Wend. 647. Dunning vs. Comin. S

Cow. 361,370. Galatin vs. Cunningham.]

Regarding this, as I do, as a new power

thrown upon the Supreme Court, and not as

a new office conferred upon the justices of

that court, the constitutional inhibitions is

wholly inapplicable, and can have no bear

ing on the question to be determined.

[Note.—Remarks by THE Editor.—The Court speak of this

being a new power thrown upon that tribunal, and not as an of

fice conferred upon the Justices of that Court. This view of

that power thus taken by the Court, is wholly at variance with

the express provisions and plain language of the Statute,as well as

of the Constitution. The act of April 9th, 1813, and the act of

April 5th, 1816, (see Ante pg. 385,) gives the exercise of these

powers to any on E of the Justices of the Court. The powers

conferred, are extraordinary powers, and such as are unknown

in judicial proceedings The power of appointment—one of

the most dangerous powers in the whole machinery of Govern

ment, is here given in violation of the express prohibitions and

plain language of the constitution, (see Ante pg. 384, §XXIII,)

without limit or control. The Statutes of New-York, prior to

the Constitution of 1821, do not authorize the Justices of the

Supreme Court to hold A Court, unless a majority of the five

Judges are present. The power here given may be exercised by

one Judge, any where in the State, on any day of the year, ex

cept the Sabbath, and without the advice of his associates, and

against the advice of a majority of the Judges. The Constitu

tion as quoted, (see Ante pg. 3S4, § XXXI,) says: “That all

writs of otireR PRocer:DINGs shall run in the name of the Peo

ple of the State of New-York, and be tested in the name of the

Chancellor, or Chief Judge of the Court from whence they shall

issue.” The street proceedings were never so tested under the

old Constitution, for the plain reason that the Judges did not

consider these matters as BEING proceedINGs in the Supreme

Court. The Street power was a new office conferred upon the

justices, viz., that of Road Commissioners. The Court say, that

this is “A New Power,” and here the court are right—it is “A

New power"—not an enlargement of the powers of the Court,

nor an extension, for they never had had jurisdiction of these

Street matters. The Mayor's Court of the city of New-York,

in the Colony, and afterwards in the State of New-York,

had a power in Street matters, but it was confined to the

confirmation of the verdict of a jury by the judgement of the

Court. In executing this “New Power”—the Supreme Court

cannot issue an execution, nor any “summary process,” to en

force the payment of the assessment. The Court say: “Re

garding this not as a new office conferred upon the Justices of

that Court, the Constitutional provision is wholly inapplicable.”

Suppose the act of 1813 and 1816, instead of making a justice of

the Supreme Court “Road CoMMissionek,” had provided that

the command of the Militia of the State of New-York should

devolve upon the Supreme Court of Judicature of this State, or

npon any of the Justices of the Supreme Court—would it, we

enquire, be “a new office,” or only an enlargement of the pow

ers of the Court The taking command of the Militia by one

of the Justices, is as much a judicial act, as the appointment of

Street Commissioners under the act of 1813 and 1816. The new

Constitution contains this provision: “Neither the Chancellor,

nor Justices of the Supreme Court, uor any Circuit Judge, shall

hold any other office of public TRUst.” This language is plain

and explicit, and if it means any thing, it means what its lan

guage imports.

We cannot do better in this part of our review, than to intro

duce some extracts from a very profound opinion delivered in the

Court for the Correction of Errors, by one of the ablest Jurists

in our land, in a case involving the construction of a section of

the Constitution of this State. The learned Judge remarked:

“We live under a government of laws,

reaching as well to the Legislature as to the

other branches of the government; and if

we wish to uphold and perpetuate free in

stitutions, we must maintain a vigilant

watch against all encroachments of power,

whether arising from mistake or design, and

from whatever source they may arise.”

Again, the learned Judge in another part of his opinion,

states :

“We are not at liberty to presume that

the framers of the constitution, or the peo

ple who adopted it, did not understand the

force of language.”

“If we may get round this clause of the

constitution because it stands in our way, or

we do not like it, we may in the same man
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In another part of the opinion of the same learned Judge, ho

remarks:

“In this way a solemn instrument, for so

I think the constitution should be considered,

is made to mean one thing by one man, and

something else by another, until in the end

it is in danger of being rendered a dead letter;

and that too, where the language is so plain

and explicit, that it is impossible to make it

mean more than one thing, unless we first

lose sight of the instrument itself, and allow

ourselves to roam at large in the boundless

field of speculation. For one, I dare not

venture upon such a course.”

“Written constitutions of Government

will soon come to be regarded as of little val

ue, if their injunctions may thus be lightly

overlooked and the experiment of setting

a boundary to power will prove a fail

ure.”

In a paragraph of this opinion the learned Judge uses this

language:
-

“If the clause can be so construed,” (here

he refers to a particular case) “it may then,

I think, be set down as an absolute fact, that

the English language is too poor for the

framing of fundamental laws which shall

limit the powers of the legislative branch of

the government.”

SENAroº Rug ER, in an opinion which he delivered in the

same case in the same court, among other things, said :

“To maintain the Constitution, is our first

duty; and if the Legislature has, for any

cause, encroached upon that sacred instru

ment, or if an erroneous construction has

been given to it, we are imperatively called

upon to declare its meanining, and to assert

its supremacy. Nothing can be more dan

gerous to our free institutions, or to the

rights of the people, than to encourage doubt

ful interpretations of the Constitution, con

trary to its more plain and natural import,

as understood by the great body of its read

ers. The view taken of this question, by

Mr. Justice Bronson, should be attentively

read by every individual in our State, who

considers the Constitution worth preserving.”

4, Hill 418.

Senator PAIGE, in the same case and the same Court, said:

“For me, I cannot consent to “patter in

a double sense' with any part of the Consti

tution ; especially not, with the Section un

der consideration. Through no agency of

mine shall it be made to “keep the word of

promise to the ear, and break it to the hope.

I trust that, in reference to the present case

this Court will not hesitate to array itself in

favor of the old and revered doctrine of strict

construction; the only sound and safe doc

trine for the governance of either Judges or

Legislators. If Courts are allowed to de

part from it, and venture upon the perilous

experiment of substituting, for the clear lan

guage of the instrument, their own notions

of what it ought to have been, or what its

framers intended, there will be an end of

written Constitutions, and of all attempts to

fix limits to Legislative and Judicial power.”

Hill, 4, 383.

we quote from the opinion of Mr. Justice Cowen, in

the matter of 39th Street, delivered in July, 1843—thus:

“It is indeed difficult to see what the pro

vision in the Constitution against a Judge

holding any other office is worth to the peo

ple of the State, if it can be avoided by turn

ing him into a Commissioner of highways,

a Trustee of Colleges, &c., as the Legisla

ture have in several instances done. We

have also I believe been declared members

of the Police Courts in the City of New

York. The office of Sheriff for that city or

indeed any county in the State, might per

haps with as much constitutional propriety

have been imposed, as some of the duties I

have attended to ; and had the question been

made as I admit it should have been, a re

consideration by the Legislature would prob

ably have ensued, and the evil of interrup

tion in the regular business of the Court been

prevented.”

Mr. Justice BEARDsley, in giving the opinion of the Court,

says:

“The course of the federal judiciary in

relation to an act of Congress of March 23,

1792, was pressed upon us to maintain the

position that the statute of 1813, assumed to

make the Justices of this Court Road Com

missioners of the city of New-York.

“But the instances are far from being par

allel. The Act of Congress was held to ap

point the Judges of the Courts, individually,

Commissioners to perform certain duties, and

those duties not of a judicial nature, nor to

be performed judicially. (See Hayburn's

case and note, 2 Dallas 409.)

[Note.—By THE Editor.—The Court are

greatly in error in reference to this case.—

We have the act of Congress of March 23d,

1792, before us, also the 2 of Dallas pg.

409, containing the opinions of the Federal

Judges: The act of Congress is in 20 vol.

laws of U. S., pg. 2S. We copy from $2

of that act, as follows: “That any commis

sioned officer” &c., “shall be entitled to be

placed on the pension list” &c., “as the

Circuit Court, of the districts in which

they respectively reside may think just, and

every applicant shall attend the Court in

person, and every Circuit Court, upon

the proofs aforesaid shall” &c. There is

nothing in this language of the act of Con

gress that makes a difference in the confer

ring power upon the Judges of the Court

individually as Commissioners, any

more than in the New-York State law, if we

understand the English language. We here

quote from the opinions of the three benches

of Federal Judges, which are stated at length

in 2 Dall. 409 and 10, as follows: IREpell

Justice, and SITGREAves, District Judge, say:

“The power appears to be given to the

Count only, and not to the Judges of it.”

Chief Justice JAY, Justice Cushing, and

DuANE District Judge say:

“The act can only be considered as ap

pointing Commissioners for the purposes men

tioned in it, by Official instead of personal

designation.”

WILson and BLAIR, Justices, and PETERs,

District Judge, say:

“It is a principal important to freedom,

that in government, the Judicial should be

distinct from, and independent of, the Legis

lative department.”

The opinions of the Federal Judges thus

quoted, are in direct opposition to the views

expressed by the New-York Supreme Court,

in their opinion in this case. [Their

opinions are in full on pages 286 and 287 of

this volume.

The Supreme Court at the January term

of 1844, in the 39th Street and other Street

cases, decided, that the Justices of that Court

in appointing Commissioners of Estimate

and Assessment, and in confirming their re

ports, act as Commissioners, and not as a

Court. Mr. Justice BRoNson delivered the

opinion of the Court, and says:

“BRoNson, J.-The Statute in relation to

the opening and laying out of Streets, Ave

nues, Squares and public places, in the city

of New-York, has been in operation thirty

years; (2 Revised Laws, 342, 408, § 177

192;) and the question is now distinctly

made, for the first time, whether we have the

constitutional right to exercise the powers

which the Legislature has attempted to con

fer upon us. But it is never too late to ap

peal to the fundamental law ; and the ques

tion is none the less entitled to a careful ex

amination because it touches our own author

ity. If, by common consent, and without

having our attention called to the subject,

we have heretofore taken cognizance of

matters which did not rightfully belong to us,

that cannot be a good reason for going on in

the same way after our authority has been

plainly drawn in question. -

“The Constitution declares, (Art. W. $7.

that “the Justices of the Supreme Court

shall hold no other office or public trust,”

and the question is, in what character do we

act in these street cases. Although the pow

er to appoint Commissioners of Estimate

and Assessment, and to review their proceed

ings, is, by the words of the Statute, confer

red upon the “Supreme Court,” it has been

fully settled that we do not act as a Court,

but as Commissioners, to discharge this spe

cial trust or office. The question was con

sidered in the Matter of Beekman Street [20

John, 269, which was decided within a few

years after the law was passed. It was there

held, that our powers were derived wholly

from the Statute, and were not incident to

our judicial duties; that we do not act as a

Court, but as Commissioners; and that the

general powers and jurisdiction of the Court

could not be brought into exercise. The
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case was likened to that of a judge sitting

as a Commissioner under the insolvent laws.

The same doctrine had been laid down be

fore this Statute was passed, under the act of

the Legislature conferring similar powers

upon the Albany Mayor's Court. Stafford

vs. Mayor of Albany, [7 John, 541.] It was

there held, that the proceedings were not of

a judicial nature; that there was no analogy

between them and the judicial proceedings

of a Court of Record in the progress of a

cause ; that the Court acted as Commission

ers, and when an assessment had been con

firmed, the Court was functus officio, and

had no power to set aside the proceedings.

In the Matter of the Mayor of New-York,

[6 Cow. 571, it was again remarked that we

do not act as a Court in these cases, but as

Commissioners appointed by the Legislature;

and this doctrine has uniformly prevailed

down to the present day. [Matter of Ca

nal Street, 11 Wend 154; Matter of Mount

Morris Square, 2 Hill 14.) There have

been other cases to the same effect, which,

as they contained nothing new, have not

been reported. The principle has been fully

carried out, by refusing to set aside the pro

ceedings in Street cases under any circum

stances, on the ground that while sitting as

Commissioners we had no power to re-call

that which had once been done. When the

parties have desired a review in a street case

the Supreme Court has issued a certiorari to

the Justices of that Court as Commission

ers; and after having thus got the matter

before us as a Court, and affirmed what we

had previously done in another character, a

writ of error has been brought in the Court

of Errors. In these and all other forms in

which the question has arisen, it has been

uniformly held, that in executing the Street

law of 1813, we are but Commissioners dis

charging a special trust. The principle has

been settled more than thirty years, and it is

now quite too late to call it in question.

“The same doctrine has been laid down

by the Federal Judiciary. By an Act of

Congress passed March 23, 1792, [2 Bis.

259, the Circuit Courts of the U. S., were

directed to inquire into and decide upon the

claims of certain persons to be placed on

the pension list. The note to Hayburn's

case, [2 Dall. 409, shows that several of

those Courts declined to execute the law, on

the ground that the duties which had been

assigned to them were not of a judicial na

ture. There was no disqualifications to hold

other offices, as there is under our Constitu

tion. The Circuit Court for the District of

New-York, composed of Chief Justice Jay

and Judges Cushing and Duane, said the Act

could only be considered as appointing Com

missioners for the purposes mentioned in it,

by official instead of personal description;

that the Judges regarded themselves as be

ing the Commissioners designated by the

Act, and therefore as being at liberty to ac

cept or decline that office. As the object

was a benevolent one, and the Judges wished

to manifest their respect for the Legislature,

they accepted the trust. The Justices of this

Court seem to have acted upon the same

principle when they accepted the office of

Street Commissioners, under the New-York

law. Chief Justice Spencer, in delivering

the opinion of the Court in the Matter of

Beekman Street, (20 John, 169,) said, “it

might be a question how far the Legislature

can impose such duties on the Judges.” But

he entirely overlooked the constitutional in

hibition against holding any other office,

which was substantially the same then as it

is now, (Const. of 1777, Art. 25.) Since an

appeal has been made to the fundamental

law, it is no longer the mere question whether

we will consent to accept the office, and ex

ecute the Statute. The further inquiry is

now presented, whether we have any power

to act in the matter. Upon that question I

cannot entertain a doubt. The Constitution

having declared that the Justices of this

Court shall not hold any other office or pub

lic trust, we cannot accept this appointment,

however willing we may be to carry out the

wishes of the Legislature. If we can exe

cute the office of Street Commissioners for

the city of New-York, the like powers may

be conferred upon us in relation to any other

town or county; or the duties of the office

of Comptroller, Treasurer, or Sheriff, may

be assigned to us; and thus the constitution

al disqualification would be rendered a dead

letter. For one, I can never give such a

construction to the fundamental law as will

amount to practical nullification of its pro

visions. Indeed there is little room for con

struction in the case. If, in executing this

Statute, we act as Commissioners appointed

by the Legislature, and that point has already

been settled, it is then almost too plain for

discussion, that we are exercising another

office or public trust, than that of the Justi

ces of the Supreme Court.”

[Note.—By the Editor.—Mr. Justice

Cowen concurred in this opinion, and it was

among the last acts of the life of that good

man, he died four days thereafter—a Judge

ment thus settled should never have been dis

turbed—-the order for re-argument was

wrong.”

Mr. Justice Cowen, in the matter of 37th

Street, in the July Term of 1844, gave a ve

ry strong opinion against the Constitution

ality of the Street law which we have already

made extracts from.

The Court next say :

“But if I am correct in what has already

been advanced, the Statute of this State de

volved nothing upon the Justices of this Court

as individuals, but delegated Judicial powers

to the Court to be exercised in a judicial

way.”

[NotE.—BY THE EDITort.—But the

Court is not correct in what it has al

ready advanced, as we most respectfully

suggest, and as we think we have clearly

shown, and as for the “delegated judicial

powers,” we do not understand the meaning

of the phrase, in the sense in which it is

used.

The Court have said in the former part of

this opinion, that “The Corporation of New

York having determined to open a Street or

Avenue, apply for the appointment of Com

missioners of Estimate and Assessment.—

These Commissioners are but “Alds to the

Court.” Is Road making the legitimate bu

ness of a Court of Justice? Is that tribu

nal to send out its “aids” to make high

ways' Surely it is a new business for a Court

of Justice to perform, and so far from being

Judical, that we should term the proceeding

ExTRA Judicial.

In Massachusetts, the Town Laws provide

that a man who has entered into wedlock,

subsequent to the next preceding annual

Town Meeting, shall, for the following year,

be, by virtue of said marriage, one of the

Hog Reeves of the town, and the practice is so

strict, that no station, high or low, exempts

the incumbent from the performance of the

duties of Hog Constable, when called upon

by the humblest citizen. A Judge of the

Court, if he has entered into wedlock, within

the next preceding twelve months, is a Hog

Reeve, by virtue of the marriage, and must

perform the duties of it for one year, but if

he refuses to perform this duty, we do not

apprehend that he would thereby make him

self obnoxious to impeachment, for the duty

of a Hog Reeve, is not judicial, neither is it

an enlargement of the Judicial powers of the

Judge, but it is in the language of the Court

“a liew office.’ The illustration is a humble

one, but nevertheless a good one. -

As to the appointment of aids by the court

we not understand exactly what is meant by

the term. The Governor appoints military

aids, and the appointment is more a compli

ment, than the imposition of a duty. Military

commandants appoint aids, and the duty of all

these aids is military duty, they are therefore

military officers. Thus the aids of the

Court it would seem from the opinion of the

Court to be judicial officers, and their duty

judicial, and therefore must be appointed by

the governor and senate under section 7

of article 4 of the Constitution. [See Ante

p. 3SS.] The aid that these commission

ers render to the Court would seem to require

examination. They aid the court in deter

mining the value of the property to be taken

for public use, for making a road—property

which the Court never see, and perhaps

never heard of. What does the court know

of the value of the property to be taken —

We answer, the court is totally ignorant of

its value, for the diagrams which accompany

this review and the testimony taken before

the Senate Committee show that the com

missioners were governed by no rules or

principles of valuation, that they make large

awards to one person on one avenue for land

taken, when that person owned all the land

fronting on the avenue each side of it and

two hundred feet back from each line, and

thºrefore had nearly all the benefit, while on

another, a person owning half the avenue in

front of his land and his land running back

but one hundred feet from the line of the

avenue, is assessed more than his land is

worth. Now both these assessments were

confirmed by the court, and on the principle

upon which these assessments were made

illustrates the opposite extremes. The High
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"HANcellor of our state, in a case which

was brought before him in the matter of

the estate of Mr. Messeroles infant chil

dren, who were assessed out of house and

home, said :

“It is pretty evident in this case, that an

assessment has been made on the lands of

the complainants, which must probably pro

duce a total sacrifice of the property assessed,

unless they can obtain relief, either in this

court or the Legislature. Judging from the

facts before me, I cannot see how it was pos

sible for the Commissioners of estimate and

assessment, to have come to the conclusion

that the lands assessed, could have been

benefitted to the amount of about $14,000

by the contemplated inprovement; even

upon the principles upon which they pro

ceeded relative to the Bedford Road as a pub

lic highway, already laid out and established.”

Chief Justice Nelson who gave an opinion

in this case in the court for the correction of

errors, voted to reverse the decision of the

Chancellor, who had taken jurisdiction in

this case, and said that the Chancellor had

been carried away by the peculiar hardship

of the particular case, and added that “these

hard cases make bad precedents.” What

a commentary upon the acts of these “aids

of the Court” Is it to be wondered at that

the hardship of this particular case operated

upon the mind of the Chancellor, who is

himself the father of a family—that he should

be moved to pity in such a case ? The

wonder is that every mind that was acting

in this matter in the high court had not been

similarly influenced, for it may in truth be

said that public sentiment was shocked

by the vote given in the Court for the Cor

rection of Errors to reverse the decision of

the Vice Chancellor of the first circuit which

had been sustained by the Chancellor, and a

great surprise was manifested that the Chan

cellor should have expressed a subsequent

opinion that his decision first made, was

wrong, and we think this expression of the

great Equity Judge, influenced the vote of

themembers of the Court, although we make

the suggestion with the most profound res

pect.

The Court say.

“It was objected, that by these proceed

ings private property would be taken for

public use without making just compensa

tion, which is forbidden by the Constitution,

(Art. 7. Sec. 7.) But no property belonging

to the plaintiff was taken directly for the use

of the public; his land does not even ad

join the avenue to be opened.”

Note.--By THE Editor.—The taking of private

property for public use is restricted in the section of

the Constitution quoted by the learned judge, and

that restriction is without any qualification. We ad

dressed an enquiry to a very learned and able jurist,

three or four years ago, asking his views upon this

provision of the Constitution, and upon the practice

under it. His reply is a private letter, and is there

fore sealed up against quotations for this public re

view. We shall therefore give our own views upon

this provision of the Constitution, and in doing so,

we will remark that they are wholly our own. “Pri

vate Property” means all that is called “real and

personal estate,” or “real and personal property,” and

the statutes have defined what these phrases meanin

the various acts in which they have been used. It

is not the mode or manner in which “the forbidden

thing is not to be done,” that the Constitution restricts

—but it is that it shall neither be done “directly or

indirectly;” that it shall not be done at all—at all.

The attempt in this case to take General Striker's land,

and give it to Ann Striker, the Fietners, the Counsel

of the Corporation, the Surveyor, the Commissioners,

&c., &c., is doing indirectly what the Constitution

forbids, for in this case the Corporation pay these

parties we have named, and George Lovett repays the

Corporation, and the Corporation gives Lovett a lease

(more extensive than any known fee) of General Stri

ker's patrimonial estate, for a lease reaching so far into

futurity that it is impious to anticipate it (and while

speaking of this we may add that the Corporation

have sold land for assessments for the term of two

million of years. What tritling with futurity). Now

this proceeding of paying the money by the Corpora

tion and taking the money back again from Lovett,

and giving Lovett the land of General Striker, is only

one proceeding, and the same proceeding, sealed up,

as the Court have suggested by the conclusiveness of

the lease to Lorett, for such is the gist of this whole

opinion as we gather it. NA poleon, in the days of

his most extended power in the administration of

the civil government, never acted thus, and the humble

dwelling of the humble inhabitant of France is still

remaining a Mosuºtest of the sacredness of private

Fº in that empire, and of the inviolability of the

aws of the realm made for its protection ; but

in the martial operations of that distinguished military

chieftan, himself and his aids, both, disregarded the

rights of private property. The penalty of this vio

lation is written in the history of the downfall of

the Military Emperor, for the Emperor and the

General were one and the same man.

We have already in this review quoted the remarks

of Mr. Justice Story, in his Commentaries, on a pro

vision of the same import contained in the Bill of

Rights.

The account of a proceeding in the High Court in

the Kingdom of Prussia, not long since, deserves a

place in this part of our review, and for which we

are indebted to the Albany Daily Advertiser. It is as

follows:

“Some time since an effort was made to

get rid of a windmill, the close approxima

tion of which to the Royal Palace rendered

it in some degree a nuisance, and certainly

an eyesore. Overtures were accordingly

made to the sturdy yeoman for the purchase

of the obnoxious property ; but whether it

was that the man was possessed of a strong

spirit of obstinacy, or was really too deeply

attached to his old family habitation, the re

sult was that the offers, though tempting,

were again and again refused.

“There are generally some individuals

attached to a court who are ready to suggest

remedies, director indirect, for inconvenience

or annoyances offered to royalty. Accord

ingly, upon a hint from some minion, a law

suit was commenced against the obstinate

miller for the recovery of certain sums alle

ged to be due for arrears of an impost on

that portion of the crown land which it was

suggested was occupied by the mill in ques

tion. The sturdy holder of the “toll dish "

was not wholly without friends or funds, and

he prepared vigorously to take his stand in

defence of his rights. The question came

in due time before the courts of law, and the

plaintiff, having completely failed to establish

any right on behalf of the crown the millerob

tained a verdict in his favor, with a declaration

for payment of hiscosts in suit. Thiswascer

tainly no small triumph, and merrily went

round the unfurled sails of the old mill, and

well pleased, no doubt, was the rough owner

with the sound as they went whirling and

whizzing under the influence of the gale,

which certainly seemed to blow strongly in

his favor. But he was not the first who has

found that when drawn into a lawsuit, par

ticularly with so formidable an opponent,

a man is more likely to “gain a loss " than

escape scot free. What with extra ex

penses, interruption of business, and rejoi

cings after the victory, the miller found him

self pressed by considerable difficulties, and

after in vain struggling a few months against

the pressure, he at length took a manly res

olution, gained access to the monarch's pres

ence, and, after roughly apologising for hav

ing thwarted His Majesty's wishes, frankly

admitted that his wants alone had rendered

him compliant, but that he was prepared to

accept the sum originally offered for the

property. The King, after a few minutes

conversation handed a draft for a considera

ble amount to the applicant, and said, “I

think, my honest friend, that you will find

that sufficient to meet the emergency; if not

come and talk to me again on the subject.

As to the mill, I assure you, I will have none

of it. The sight of it now gives me more

pleasure than it ever occasioned pain; for

I see in it an object which assures me of a

guarantee for the safety of my people, and a

pledge for my own happiness by its demonstra

tion of the existence of a power and principle

higher than the authority of the crown, and

more valuable than all the privileges of roy

alty.”

The same respect for the sacredness of private

property is manifested by the King of Belgium, for

in the vicinity of the palace of the King is a dwel

ling which obstructs the view from the windows of

the audience room; but that monarch will not toler

ate any proceeding to annoy the occupant, to induce

. compel him to part with his house, which is his

Orile.

The taking of the property of one citizen, and

iving it to another, is not a proceeding recognized

y any civilized code, and we trust never will be,

and although such a proceeding may meet with tem

orary favor, yet we trust it will never find advocates

in a land which boasts of a written Constitution—of a

free government.

Deepotism is despotism, in any and every conntry,

whether the government is administered by a King, or

a President. The flower which adorns the cultivated

garden and gives out its aroma to the morning atmos

phere, is as sweet and lovely when called by One

name as when called by another, and that bane of

civilization, despotism, is oppression and injustice,

whether it comes at the hands of Commissioners of

Estimate and Assessments, or at the hands of the in

wading chieftain decked in his tinselled adornings and

ornamented plumes.

The court say:

“Upon the assumption that the opening of

this avenue would enhance the value of his

property, a charge was imposed upon it to

pay a part of the expenses thus incurred.

This waslocal taxation for a local purporse,

and to be applied as a legitimate and ordi

nary exercise of the taxing power. (S Wend.

101. Livingston vs. The Mayor of New

York. 3 Paige 45. Beekman vs. The Sara

toga and Schenectady Railroad Company.)

Note ay THE Epiror.—Mr. Justice Beardsley says:

“Upon the assumption that the opening of this Ave

nue would enhance the value of his property, a charge

was imposed upon it to pay a part of the expenses

thus incurred." Is this not indirectly taking private

property, if the value was not enhanced by the charge,

and this charge was imposed by the “aids" of the
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court in their judicial capacity, “exercised in a judi

cial way.”

Again the court say: “This was local taxation for

a local purpose, and to be applied as a legitimate and

ordinary exercise of the taxing power.” The impo

sition of taxes is the exercise of a power that does

not pertain to a Court. Local, unequal taxation, for

making a public highway is a new proceeding, and

this avenue is intended for such a roºi-a great high

way to connect New-York with Albany; and to pay

for the ground over which it is to pass, the farming

land of a citizen is taxed more than its value. This

is “local taxation,” with a vengeance. It will be

seen by the diagram which will be found at the end

of this review, that the land of Generi Striker, did

not come within two hundred feet of the avenue, and

that it wes entirely shut out from the avenue except

by an entrance through a narrow lane. The open

ing of this avenue was not needed, neither pub

lic necessity nor public convenience requires it to be

opened. The learned judge himself says in reference

to General Striker's land, which is assessed $3,927.00,

that:

“His land does not even adjoin the

avenue to be opened.”

What a commentary this argument of the Court to

excuse one proceeding, at the expense of the whole

equity of the case. We are very glad to use this

piece of argument of the learned judge to illustrate

the assessment, and repeat in the language of the

courtthat“his land did not even adjoin the avenue to be

opened,” and yet is assessed $3,927.00, by “the aids

of the court.”

The court say:

“There is no constitutional impediment to

the imposition of such local taxes. Indeed

in most instances the burthens of taxation

come in this form.

“In towns, individuals are taxed to make

and repair the town highways, and in cities

to grade and pave streets. Each town has

its local tax to pay town expenses, as also

has each county to meet county charges.

Note: By the Editor.—The learned judge seems

to have lost sight of the very recent decisions of the

court on this very point, in which the whole court

were agreed. The case we allude to is that of Sharp

vs. Speir, in a Brooklyn case, decided at the Janna

ry Term of 1843, where the court say: “Our laws

have made a plain distinction between taxes which

are burdens or charges imposed, upon persons or

property to raise money for public purposes, and

assessments, for city and village improvements, which

are not regarded as burdens, but as an equivalent or

compensation for the enhanced value, which the

property of the person assessed has derived from

the improvement.” This distinction had been made in

several statutes long before Brooklyn was incorpora

ted, and was fully exemplified in the matter of the

mayor of New-York. (11 Johnson 77.) There sev

eral churches in the city of New-York had been assess

ed for the supposed benefit which they would derive

from the enlargement of Nassau Street, and they denied

the legality of assessment because it has been express

ly enacted that no church or place of public worship

“shall be taxed by any laws of this State.” But the

objection was overuled and theexemption claimed by

the churches was denied, on the ground that the

assessment could not properly be regarded as a tax.

This case apparently goes the whole length of deci

ding the one now before us. The authority is to

sell for a tax, and the defendant shows nothing but

an assessment for a village inprovement. In Bleecker

vs. Ballow, 3 Wend. 263, the question was upon an

assessment for patching and paving a Street, and Sar
age Chief Justice, iſ “There is no doubt the assess

ment in question was not a tax, that being a sum

imposed, as is supposed for some public object.”—

This case is fully reported on p. 249 of this volume.

If the learned judge had, when practising at the

bar, been called u niy a client to draw a lease with

covenants for the lessee to pay taxes, he would have

used the words ordinary, and ectraordinary; and

why the ertraordinary if he recognizes every pro

ceeding in assessments and taxes as “ordi ”?—

This amount when imposed on the 6th of August,

1836, amounted to the sum of $3,927.00, the interest

from that time to the day of sale, was $656,66. The

charge of advertising $15; of certificates of sale to

the bidder $9; charge of leases executed to the bid

der, $12. Interest on the assessment, and interest

calculated upon the interest thereon, to the pretend

ed sale, at . rate of 20 per cent. per annum, and

interest also on the charge for advertising, certificate

and lease at the same rate being for two years $1,847.-

80, making $6,467,46, Two per cent. interest on the

amount of pretended sale, from the expiration of the

two years to the present time, $92.36; total, $6,559.-

82, The land is not worth this sum. Is this, we

enquire “ordinary tacation”?

We notice in the proceedings in this suit an error

in the advertisement for redemption, as stated in the

printed case for one of these lots which was the par

ticular property in dispute, is set forth as having been

sold for the term of one thousand years for an assess

ment, interest, and charges, altogether amounting to

$2,053.32, when it should have been $2,354.84.

The learned judge has also overlooked the provis

ions of the very act under which Gen. Striker's land

was sold, viz. act of April 12th, 1816, for that act

makes a clear and accurate descrimination between a

tax and an assessment, a distinction that cannot

be mistaken by any person who carefully reads the

act, also in Sec. 7 of Chap. 122 of the laws of 1830,

in which the words taxing or assessing are used as

meaning two distinct proceedings.

The Court say:

“These are all modifications of the taxing

power, and quite as obnoxious to a constitu

tional objection, as is the assessment of lands

benefitted by opening a street, to meet the

charge of such an improvement.”

[NotE.-BY THE ED1toR.—The learned Judge, we

respectfully suggest, errs greatly in the views he ex

presses in the last preceding paragraph, and discovers

a want of accurate knowledge of the odious and

abominable character of New-York Assessments.—

The accompanying diagram of the land of Anson G.

Phelps, Esq., on the 1st Avenue, where both his land

is taken and an assessment put upon him; and that of

Assistant Alderman Townsend, in the 7th Avenue, is

an illustration of taking private property without

compensation, and of the exercising of what he terms

the Taxing Power, which requires no com:

ment, for we cannot make black blacker. County and

Town taxes are imposed by per cent. equally on all the

property liable to taxation—it is not taking one mans'

property and giving it to another, as in these New

York Assessment proceedings.

The Court say:

“These constitutional objections were

elaborately argued at the bar. I am aware

that adverse judicial opininions have been

expressed upon one of them. The objec

tions have received the best reflection I could

bestow upon them, and the result in my

mind is that neither objection is well taken,

and they should be overruled.

“To establish his defence the defendant

was bound to prove—

“I. A valid judgement confirming the re

port of the Commissioners, and thus impo

sing a charge on the land sold.

“2. A regular sale of the land so charged

under the authority of the judgment.

“First. The rule as to all courts of lim

ited and special authority is, that the facts

necessary to give jurisdiction must be estab

lished by proof. No presumption that the

court has jurisdiction is indulged, proof of

the facts is indispensable.

“In order to give jurisdiction in this case,

it was necessary, that the Corporation of

New-York should have decided to open that

part of the Ninth Avenue which has been

mentioned, and should thereupon have

made, or caused application to be made, to

the Supreme Court, for the appointment of

Commissioners. Upon such application the

court was authorized to act upon the subject,

and make the appointment as desired.—(2

R. L. 1813, p. 408,409, § 177, 178.)

[NotE.—By the EpitoR.—There is a provision in

the Revised Statutes, as follows: “Every public high

way already laid out, that shall not have have been

opened and worked, within six years from the time

of its being so laid out, and every such highway here

after to be laid out, that shall not be opened and

worked, within the like period, shall cease to be a

road for any purpose whatever. (R. S. Vol. 1, p. 517,

§ 102, and 99.) This section is a re-enactment of the

Revised Laws of 1813, (2 R. L. 277.) The Revised

Laws contained exceptions to the operation of this

provision, but we have not seen any such exceptions

in the Revised Statutes, although it is possible and

even probable that there are such exceptions—but

there ought not to be.

The Court say:

“Testimony of various kinds were given

to establish these facts.

(1.) The defendant's counsel offered an

exemplified copy of a rule of the Supreme

Court, entered in the Clerk’s Office at Alba

ny, on the eighteenth of December, 1835,

appointing Commissioners of Estimate and

Assessment, in the matter of the application

of the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty

of the city of New-York, relative to the

opening of the Ninth Avenne, between For

ty-fifth Street and the Bloomingdale Road,

in the Twelfth Ward of the said city. This

rule recites that the said Mayor, Aldermen,

and commonalty,presented their petition to the

court by Robert Emmet, their Attorney, which

petition is set out in substance, and states that

said Corporation had deemed it desirable to

open said Avenue, the same being an Ave

nue laid out under the Act of 1807, descri

bing the same, and that said Corporation had

accordingly ordered the same to be opened,

and thereupon praying the appointment of

Commissioners; the rule then states, that

on motion of Mr. Emmet, of counsel for the

petitioners, three persons named were ap

pointed such Commissioners. The exem

plification was in due form by the Clerk of

the court, at Albany. To the reading of

this in evidence, the counsel for the plaintiff

objected on several grounds:–that it was not

the original order of the court; that ifmade,

the court acted as Road Commissioners, and

not as a court, and none of their acts can be

proved in this manner. These objections

were overruled, and the paper read in evi

dence, to which the counsel for the plaintiff

excepted.

“The defendant's counsel also offered in

evidence a like exemplification of said peti

tion, which thereby appeared to have been

filed with said Clerk on the said 18th day of

December, 1835.

“This was objected to on the ground that

the original should be produced, and its ex:

ecution proved, which it was urged could

not be proved by the Clerk's certificate,_

This was overruled, and the testimony was

received, to which an exception was taken.

The substance of the petition has been

stated.”

Mr. Webster again in his argument in this case, says:

“I now, may it please your honors, pro

ceed to the points in the case; I will say, in
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the first place, that some of them I shall

leave as having been already alluded to.—

The point was raised about the regularity

as to the exemplification of the papers, It

strikes me that the question is involved in the

largest sense. If the court in these assess

ments, act as a court, and these papers are

before them as a court of record, in the cus

tody of their clerk, his exemplification of

them is regular. If not, it is proper that the

original paper should be produced.”

The Court say:

“(2.) Robert Emmet testified that he was

counsel for the said Corporation, and acted

as such in all the proceedings in the opening

of said Avenue ; that he first prepared a

petition, to which testimony the plaintiff’s

counsel objected, as it had not been shown

that the witness, had any authority to pre

pare it. The witness was allowed to pro

ceed, and testified that he presented the pe

tition to the court, and as the counsel for the

Corporation, moved the appointment ofCom

ImlSSIOnerS.

“(3.) Certain resolutions were offered to

be read from a book, but the plaintiff's coun

sel objected, “that there was no evidence

that the book was printed by the authority

of the Common Council.”

“Mr. Emmet gave testimony on that sub

ject, and the resolutions were read without

further objection. One was approved by

the Mayor the 29th of July, 1835, and re

solved that the said Avenue be opened, and

directed the counsel of the Corporation to

take the necessary legal measures for that

purpose.

“The other was approved on the 16th of

November, 1835, and directed that the open

ing of said Avenue be carried into effect on

the first day of April then next.

“Copies of these resolutions, certified by

the Clerk of the Common Council, were

also read in evidence, without objection.

“A witness called and examined on the

part of the plaintiff, testified that he was As

sistant Clerk to the Common Council, and

had with him all the papers in relation to

opening said Avenue, which were filed with

the Clerk of the Common Council, which

were a petition, remonstrance, reports of

committees, and the aforesaid resolutions,—

These papers were readin evidence. It ap

peared that the approval by the Mayor of

the resolution of 29th July, 1835, was writ

ten on the remonstrance, but all the papers

were attached together, and in that form

sent to the Mayor, and came back with his

endorsement, “Approved, July 29, 1835,”

signed by the Mayor, written on the remon

strance, as has been stated. But on the 3d

of August, 1835, the Mayor sent a formal

message, giving notice that he had approved

the said resolution. This witness stated that

it did not appear from any entry in the min

utes that the resolution had been ordered to

be printed, nor that the resolution was passed

by ayes and noes.

“An objection was made to the resolution

of the 29th of July, 1835, on the ground

that it had never been approved by the May

or, and so was invalid; that the Mayor's ap

proval must be deemed to have been an ap

proval of the remonstrance on which it was

written, and not of the resolution thereto

attached.

“This objection is merely formal; the

papers were together, and the true meaning

of the endorsement of the Mayor could not

be mistaken. But if it could have been, the

message left no doubt on the subject, and

was alone sufficient for the purpose.”

NotE by the Editor.—The learned Judge says:

“This objection is mere formal.” If written Consti

tutions and mandatory Statutes are thus to be con

strued, then there is no use of legislation, and both

the Constitution and the Statutes are, to all intents

and purposes, a dead letter. -

By the 7th section of the first art. of the Constitu

tion of the United States, it is provided that, “Every

bill which shall have passed the House of Represen

tatives and the Senate, before it become a law, shall

be presented to the President of the United States.—

If he approves of it, he shall sign it,” &c.

By the 12th section of the first art. of the Consti

tution of this State, it is provided that, “Every bill

which shall have passed the Senate and Assembly,

shall, before it becomes a law, be presented to the

Governor, if he approve it, he shall sign it,” &c.

Ry the 12th section of the amended charter of

New-York, it is provided as follows: “Every act,

ordinance or resolution which shall have passed the

two Boards of the Common Council before it shall

take effect, shall be presented duly certified to the

Mayor of the city for his approbation. If he approve

it, he shall sign it,” &c. (Chap. 122 of Laws of

1830. .

The three provisionsabove stated can have but one

construction, and this a strict construction. If the

President of the United States, instead of signing the

bill passed by Congress, should sign the Remonstrance

presented against its passage, the Constitution would

not be complied with, and the bill, if returned before

the expiration of ten days, would be a nullity, and

the same would be the consequence of a similar pro

ceeding in the Legislature of this State, or in the

Common Council of this city. Should the President

afterwards transmit a message to Congress, saying

that he had signed this particular bill, it would be

most certain that he was mistaken. A merchant who

sends his customer's Note to the Bank for discount,

and should, instead of endorsing his name upon the

Note, endorse his name upon the envelope, he would

not, by any man of business, be considered as having

endorsed the Note, nor do we think the learned

Judge would, as a Director of the Bank, consider the

name written on the wrapper as a valid endorsement

upon the Note, to be discounted on the credit of the

endorser. Chief Justice Savage says: “When the

Statutes point out a form, that form must be followed,

or the Statutes are not complied with.” It is true,

the Mayors of New-York, between 1834 and 1840,

were in the habit of writing their approval of ordi

nances upon the wrapper, or envelope instead of the

ordinances, but difficulties grew up, which showed

that this slovenly andº practice would

not do, for the ordinances and wrappers did not

always agree. Practice, howeverlong indulged, will

not repeal a Constitution, or a Statute. The learned

Judge seems to favor the validity of this endorsement

of the Mayor's name upon the Remonstrance, as be

ing a validº of the Resolution, which Resolu

tion, it would appear, from his not signing it, that he

never saw it. Mr. Valentine, in his testimony before

the Circuit Judge, says, that the Mayor's message was

in the hand-writing of Mr. Williamson, an Assistant

Clerk in the Common Council, therefore, we add, he

was not a Clerk in the Mayor's Office. This makes

the matter still worse, for had the Mayor's Clerk

written the message, it would have had some more

plausibility about it. The learned Judge will find

on pg. 60, of Senate Document No. 100, of 1842, in

the appendix of the Report of the Senate Committee

appointed by that body to investigate assessment abu
ses in the city of New-York, several cases where the

Mayor, approved the confirmation of assessments
which never been signed by the Assessors, and

one of them amounted to $43,922.25 The Mayor's

name was written on the outside.

What is the presumption in such a case? Would

| Hill. 20.

the learned Judge, allow the Books kept by an indi

vidual to be read in evidence in any suit in support

of his claim, after the fact was established that such

books were full of errors? We think not.

The Court say:

“It may be that the resolution for open

ing this Avenue should have been passed by

ayes and noes.—(Laws, 1830, p. 126, § 7.)

But the statute on the subject is directory,

and the act of the Corporatiou is not a nul

lity because it was not passed in that form.

The essence of the thing was that the Cor

poration should so determine; the manner

of ascertaining or expressing that determi

nation was not essential to its validity.—(2

In the Matter of Mount Morris

Square, 9 Paige, 24. Wiggin vs. the Mayor

of New-York.) And as to the necessity of

publishing the ayes and noes, resolutions,

&c., as is directed by the above section of

the statute it is enough to say, that whether

published or not, cannot be material to the

question of jurisdiction. Had they been

published, the fact need not have been shown

to the court when application was made for

the appointment of Commissioners' Indeed

that application might have been made im

mediately on the adoption of the resolution,

and before a publication could have been

made. But the fact is irrevalent to the

question of jurisdiction. (See the cases last

above.”)

Mr. Webster, in reference to this part of the case

in his argument, says:

“There is another question respecting the

legality of seizing, arising out of the char.

ter, which I cannot omit stating. By the

7th section of the amended charter, it is pro

vided that the boards shall meet in separate

rooms, choose clerks, &c., and each board

shall keep a journal of its proceedings. The

doors shall be open, except when the public

welfare requires secrecy, and all resolutions

or reports of committees which shall direct'

any improvement involving an appropriation

of public money, or taxing or assessing citi

zens, shall be published immediately after

the adjournment of the board, in all the pa

pers employed by the corporation; and it

goes on to say that the question, in all such

cases, shall be taken by ayes and nays.

“There has been some difficulty in the

conclusion of a separate provision. I con

fine myself to this one,—the matter of pub

lishing the report or resolution appropriating

public money, levying tax, or laying assess

ments. It is agreed that this was not done.

There is no proof that it was so, and it is

said it was never done. Here was a resolu.

tion and a report, recommending this im

provement. Why was it not published 7–

Here was a solemn injunction on the city

government, emanating from the highest au

thority of the state. Two answers were giv

en. It is said this report and resolution did

not fall into the category—because the re

port recommends a distinct improvement,

it does not mean to apply to cases where pub

lic money is paid out of the treasury, or to

assess the whole of the people to replenish

that treasury. I have two answers to that,

in either of which I may rest this part of the
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case. One is allowed by the counsel him

self, because he said in his argument that this

improvement did involve the appropriation

of public money, for the moment the report

of the commissioners awarding the owners

was made, that moment they had a claim on

the public treasury. This city itself is lia

ble for the sum awarded to the owners for

Hand taken for public improvements, and an

action may lie for it. It could only be paid

by an appropriation out of the public money,

because the man to whom an award is made

is not obliged to wait a day for it, although

to be finally paid out of his neighbor’s prop

erty. The moment the report is confirmed,

it necessarily involves an appropriation of

public money. This answer, then, I trust,

is a good one, for I am indebted to the learn

ed counsel for it. But I have another,

equally respectable, but higher in authority.

I mean your honorable court. Your honors

say taxing is not assessing. In the Brooklyn

case of Sharp v. Spear, this court said it is

a matter of settled law that there is a differ

ence between the term tax and assessment;

that one was peculiar to the improvement,

and never applied to public tax. If the term

assessing be used, and there be a settled sig

nification to it, it is to be presumed it will be

allowed, for sure, sure, your honors, why

should we refuse this to another part of the

case. They say it is important to the public

to know how taxes are placed, not the indi

viduals, who are taxed out of their fortunes.

This tax, every body finds out, by some

means or other, as soon as he desires. But

this assessment, which is laid on behind a

man's back, he has no interestin itsbeing made

public! Strange! Strange, that that object

should be the one, according to the argument,

which the statute does not include. Then

this is involving appropriations, and the pro

ceeding means just what the statute says,

and the resolution should have been passed

as the statute requires. But there is another

point. It is said that these injunctions are

only directory ! not made to be considered

peremptory as to conduct, but only directo

ry. It would be very strange if in laying

down a statute of rules which permit others

by summary process to take away a man's

property the most vital of those rules should

be observed, or not observed, by those inter

ested. Whatis the value of this provision in the

charter if only directory ! What was the

object 2 Was it merely as a matter of curi

osity that the public might see the proceed

ings? and as to the ayes and nays was it only

to read, as we would the proceedings in con

gress, to learn the opinions of the members.

I have read the discussions of those who

have formed that charter. They said it was

that the individual interested may know what

is done affecting his interests. The propo

sitions in this part of the charter were drawn

and prepared by the citizens of New-York.

They sought security against those assess

ments, and they found their security in these

ayes and nays, so that they might have a

chance to be heard. The whole argument

has proceeded on a hypothesis which over

looks the main ingredient in the case. They

are to be published to give notice when it is

done. The provision in the statute is per

fect, that while these things are under con

sideration of the council they shall be pub

lished. Any resolution or report recom

mending expenditure involved in an improve

ment shall be immediately published on the

adjournment of the board. It could not be

acted upon as a principal of law, and finally

disposed of, unless it be published for the

benefit of those interested. This report was

adopted on the 20th of July. It lay without

having received the sanction of the Mayor

till the 29th of July. The requirement of

the statute is, that the report and resolutions

proposing it should be published immedi

ately, and Mr. Striker was entitled, among

the rest, to these nine days to know how he

might protect himself. If the case were

doubtful, 10,000 reasons stand up to demand

that the proclamation should be made. The

man has no notice. He is proceeded against

to the forfeiture of his freehold. In the act

of 1813 he has no other notice. Is not this

to be construed favorably, particularly where

those who are interested should have the

earliest notice. In the 1st Burroughs, re

specting the appointment of overseers of the

poor. In this case the 43d Elizabeth rela

ted to the number of persons who should be

appointed overseers. Among other remarks

the ground was taken this provision of the

statute was merely directory, and might be

disobeyed, but the court said not. They

said the 43d Elizabeth is the great magna

charta of the poor law system, and lays down

a course of proceeding which must be ob

served. I do not think we are allowed to

consider any one of these provisions as

merely directory. They are all essential to

be observed, and all requisites of law, be

cause they arise under the law. This is one

of the great fundamental maxims of the reg

ulations of the corporation, and it would be

dangerous on general accounts to disregard

such regulations, on the ground that they are

not requisite, but only a bye law. And what

realization of the sentiment entertained by

the convention will it be to say that they

should not be published after all. Another

ground in that case, was the court holding

that the parish had an interest in paying

less rather than paying more, and as it was

an interest to which others were concerned,

it was not directory but binding.

“My learned friend argued, in the next

place, these proceedings inust be regarded

as having been confirmed by your honors—

that we could not go beyond the order by

which your honors accepted and eonfirmed

the report. I suppose a great deal of time

need not be consuuied in that part of the

case. Acting upon the report has nothing

at all to do with the proceedings of the com

mon council. They were never brought to

you for confirmation. No law requires them

to be submitted to the court at all. The first

that the court knows of such a proceeding

is that the improvement has been decided

upon, and that the assessment has been vo

ted to be made, and your honors are asked

to execute the statute duty of appointing

commissioners. That is all. The petition

says that it is necessary for the public conve

nience to open the avenue, and after some

other recitals they say that they have ordered

the said avenue to be opened, and they there

fore ask this honorable court to appoint com

missioners of valuation and estimate to as

sess the property. The court has nothing

to do in the world with the appointing of

these commissioners. How can your honors

approve How can your honors approve

what the legislature of this city has done :

They proceed as a legisiature and expect

their acts, even if invalid, to be passed by

this tribunal. These observations dispose

of that branch of the argument which re

spects the right to sell, the validity of the

proceedings, and supposing the law as con

stitutional under which Mr. Striker lost his

patrimonial inheritance.”

NotE by the Editor.—We will illustrate Mr. Web

ster's argument by giving some of the debates in the

Convention, and some extracts from the address of

the Convention to the Citizens, and will premise

these by saying that Judge Beardsley introduces on

this point some extraordinary doctrine and refers to

cases which he names. All these cases are to be

found in this volume, but we are not aware that any

of them favor his conclusions, or “ that an appli

cation might have been made immediately on the

adoption of the resolution, and before any publication

could have been made.”

We are familiar with all the New-York Assessment

Iaws, and those which regulate the proceedings of

the two separate Boards, which compose the Com

mon Council, and we know of no means of making

such a speedy application, without trampling down

all law and order in the matter. -

If the learned Judge will look at the proceedings

of the City Convention, in 1829, which formed the

amended charter, he will find the following:

“In the month of May, 1829, the citizens

of New-York, at an election held in the dif

ferent Wards, elected by the ballot sixty-five

delegates (five from each ward,) to form a

convention to amend the City Charter.—

These delegates met in convention in June,

1829. In the Journal of their proceedings,

as published with Kent’s notes on the Charter

are the following doings as to Assessments

and Taxes. These deserve a careful read

ing.

“IN Convention, July 23d, 1829.

“Mr. John Duer offered the following ad

ditional section to come in between sections

9 and 10, as reported by the committee.

“Every law, ordinance or resolution,

which shall be introduced in either Board,

and also every report of a committee recom

mending any public improvement, or any

appropriation of public monies, shall be

published without delay in all the newspa

pers employed by the corporation.

“Mr. M. M. Noah offered the following

amendment:

“And all reports of committees which

shall recommend any specific improvement,

involving the appropriation of publie mon

ies, or taxing or assessing the citizens of said

city, shall be published immediately after

the adjournment of the Board, under the

authority of the Common Council, in the

daily newspapers.

“Mr. Whiting moved that the further con

sideration of the 9th section be, for the pres

ent, postponed.
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“The chairman having put the qmestion

on the motion, it was determined in the neg

ative.

“Mr. Duer then moved, that the consid

eration of the additional section offered by

him, and also of the amendment thereto, of.

fered by Mr. Noah, be postponed.

“The chairman having put the question

on Mr. Duer's motion for postponement, the

same was determined in the affirmative.”

July 29, 1829.

Mr. Noah made a motion, that the com

mittee of the whole do re-consider the 6th

section of the report of the committee of

fourteen ; and the chairman having put the

question on Mir. Noah's motion, the same

was determined in the affirmative.

“On motion of Mr. Noah, the committee

of the whole then proceeded to cousider the

said 6th section offered by him in convention

on the 23d instant.

“Mr. Hedley made a motion to amend

the amendment of Mr. Noah, by adding af.

ter the word ‘Board’ in the third line thereof,

the words, ‘in one or more of the daily news

papers,” and to strike out in the last line the

words “in the daily newspapers.” Where

upon Mr. Noah assented to the said amend

ment for striking out.

“Mr. Stephen Allen made a motion to

amend the amendment offered by Mr. Noah,

by adding after the word “all” in the first

line, the words ‘resolutions and.”

“And the chairman having put the ques

tion on Mr. Allen's amendment, the same

was determined in the affirmative.

“Mr. Van Buren made a motion to amend

the amendment of Mr. Noah, by adding at

the end thereof the words ‘in all the newspa

pers employed by the corporation.”

“Whereupon Mr. Hedley withdrew his

amendment. -

“Mr. John Hone made a motion to amend

the said amendment of Mr. Noah, by ad

ding at the end thereof the words and when

ever a vote is taken in relation thereto, the

ayes and noes shall be called and published

in the same manner.”

“The chairmau having put the question

on Mr. J. Hone’s amendment, the same was

determined in the affirmative. -

“The chairman then read the 6th section

as amended in the following words:

§ 1. “6. The Boards shall meet in separate

chambers, and a majority of each shall be a

quorum to do business. Each board shall

appoint a president from its own body, and

shall also choose its clerk and other officers,

determine the rules of its own proceedings,

and be the judge of the qualifications of its

own members. Each board shall keep a

journal of its proceedings, and the doors of

each shall be kept open, except when the

public welfare shall require secrecy; and

all resolutions and reports of committees

which shALL recommend any specific in

provement involving the appropriation of

public monies, or taring or assessing the citi

zºns ºf said city, shall be published imme

diately after the adjournment of the board,

under the authority of the Common Council,

in all the newspapers employed by the Cor

poration ; and whenever a vote is taken in

relation thereto, the ayes and noes shall be

called and published in the same manner.”

“SEPT. 28, 1829.

“Mr. Philip Hone offered the following

resolution :

“Resolved, That the committee appoint

ed under the third resolution of the proceed

ings of this day, be instructed to prepare an

address to the people, explaining the provis

ions of the act now to be adopted, and urg

ing their sanction to the same.”

“The President put the question, shall this Resolu

tion pass 1 and it was determined in the affirmative.”

We make the following extract from the address of

the Convention, signed by Stephen Allen, Peter A.

Jay, Gillian C. Verplanck, I'lúlip Hone, John Duer,

John M. Bradhurst, Saul Alley, John Morss, and 49 oth

ers, which is to be found on pages 241 to 244 of this

volume, as follows:

“It is designed to prevent the hasty or

careless hurrying through of measures involv

ing important interests of the city, of indi

viduals, upon partial representations and im

perfect information, before cither those Citi

zens interested in the subject, or the public,

/..now that such measures were in contempla

tion. This has heretofore repeatedly occur

red; and been a well grounded cause of se

rious complaint. By requiring the success

ive sanctions of two separate boards, pnblic

opinion will have time to operate upon eve

ry measure, private interest will be delibe

rately weighed and protected, information

will be communicated, and the careless or

ignorant decisions to which all legislation

is subject, if they occur in either body, may

be corrected on maturer deliberation in the

other.

“As a still further guard against such

evils, it is proposed to exclude the Mayor

from the ordinary deliberations of either

branch, but that all acts of the Common

Council, when passed by both boards, shall

be presented to him for his approval, which,

if he does not sign, he shall return with his

objections in writing ; and after an interval

sufficient for the consideration not only of

the Corporation but the Citizens at large, on

the validity of his objections, the act or or

dinance is to be re-considered, and cannot

become a law unless a majority of all the

members elected to each board shall record

their names publicly in its favor. Thus the

Mayor may become a most useful sentinel,

not only against corruptions and private

views (should such at any time infest our

city councils,) but against, what is of more

frequent occurrence, the inconsiderate adop

tion of ill-advised measures, on the author

ity of a Committee, or on the partial repre

sentation of interested individuals. Checks

of the same or a similar nature have been

provided in many of our constitutions, and

experience has shown their effect to be most

salutary.

“Another guard of the City Treasury is

provided by recommending that all bills or

resolutions involving the appropriation of

public monies or imposing burdens on the

Citizens, either by general tax or local as

essment, shall be immediately published in

the newspapers ; and whenever a vote shall

be taken thereon, the Ayes and Noes shall be

called, and the Names of the members, with

their Votes, shall be Published.

“ This, it is trusted, will secure at once

due publicity and notice to all concerned, and

the strong influence of personal responsibil

ity on the vote of every individal member.

“Thus, should those amendments be ac

cepted, all laws and ordinances must suc

cessively pass the Board of Aldermen and

that of Assistants, and then receive the con

sideration of the Mayor. All matters of

executive administration and disbursement

of public monics, will be managed by expe

rienced and responsible officers, specially

charged with such business, acting under

the direction and supervision of the Mayor

and Common Council. All propositions in

volving assessments or burdens upon individ

uals, will be brought to the knowledge of

those interested, so as to give them a chance

of being heard. All other expenditures and

appropriations of the common funds and

property of the city, or to be met by city

taxes, will be guarded against abuse, and

regularly made public, by all the precau

tions which the experience of this and oth

er cities, and the example of our state and

that of the federal government could sug

eSt.

“If therefore, these amendments are at

tentively and candidly considered, they will

be found to be sinºple and consistent, keep

ing always in view one great object—that

of preserving the principle of republican

representation pure and unimpaired by ex

cluding from the city councils all induce

ments to the adoption of any measure for

personal objects; all temptations to waste

or profusion, or abuse of power. The aim

at imposing strict accountability on all off

cers, at preventing hasty or ill-formed decis

ions, and above all, at continually bringing

all the measures of the city government, its

management of the city revenues, and of

the various interests, private and public,

within its control, under the constant inspec

tion of the people themselves. Careful and

deliberate legislation, strict accountability,

Judicious economy, and perfect publicity—

these are the remedies which the Convention

have sought against the evils and abuses to

which all wealthy city governments are sub

ject, of which this City has felt its share,

and of which the public voice has, at differ

ent times, loudly complained.

“In the trust that the proposed amend

ments will accomplish these desirable ends,

they are now respectfully and earnestly

recommended to the adoption of the peo

le.

“On all foregoing points, the Convention

were nearly unanimous ; but upon the

question of the term of service of the Al

derment, the members were much divided

in opinion. They therefore considered it

proper to submit that question to the people

for their decision, on the separate vote of

“one year” or “two years.”

“The Convention respectfully recommend

to the Citizens to hold meetings in their re

spective wards, before the approaching elec
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tion, to express their views in regard to the

proposed amendments, and to take such

measures, as may be expedient for their

adoption.”

“IN CONVENTION–September 28, 1829.

“Resolved, That the Members of this

Convention who are present, and also those

who are absent, who approve the amend

ments to the City Charter, sign the same as

engrossed.

“Done in Convention, at the City Hall,

in the city of New-York, the twenty-eighth

day of September, in the year one thousand

eight hundred and twenty-nine, and of the

independence of the United States of Amer

ica, the fifty-third.

“In Witness Whereof, We have hereunto

subscribed our names.

“WILLIAM PAULDING, President,

and Delegate from the Fifth Ward.”

NotE by the Editor.—What a commentary these

extracts from the address of the Convention, are upon

that portion of Mr. Justice Beardsley's opinion! Yes

—what a commentary

We now come to an important judicial opinion

given by one of the ablest Equity Judges in this land.

The extracts which we make from this opinion, the

whole of which is to be found on p. 67 to 77, inclu

sive, of this volume, are a valid endorsement to our

commendation, as follows: -

“The part of the 7th section involving

the question is as follows: “All resolutions

and reports of committees, which shall rec

ommend any specific improvement involv

ing the appropriation of the public moneys,

or taxing or assessing the citizens of the said

city, shall be published immediately after

the adjournment of the board, in all the

newspapers employed by the Corporation.

And whenever a vote is taken in relation

thereto, the ayes and noes shall be called

and published in the same manner.”

“It is necessary to settle the precise mean

ing of this clause not only by a philiologi

cal dissection, but by examining the object

of those who adopted it. I shall break it

into all the propositions of which it seems

susceptible. There are two distinct branch

es of it. In the first place it may mean,

that all resolutions as well as all reports,

recommending an improvement involving

the application of public moneys, shall be

passed and published in the mode directed.

This construction has this difficulty: that a

resolution properly does not recommend an

improvement, which a report of a committee

does, but enacts it, or directs an inquiry.—

It is, however, in exact conformity with the

section as originally introduced into the con

vention. [See p. 156 Kent's Charter.

“A second reading is this : First, all re

ports recommending a specific improvement

involving the appropriation of public moneys

must be so passed and published. Next,

all resolutions involving the application of

public moneys, must be in like manner
passed. If this is the true meaning, them a

resolution respecting a specific improvement

not leading to the expenditure of public

money is not within the clause; but a reso

lution, whether relating to such improvement

or not, is within it, if such expenditure is

involved.

“The second branch relates to taxing or

assessing the citizens. Here, also, there

may be several interpretations. One is, that

the clause refers to resolution, or report, or

both, recommending an improvementinvolv

ing [the] taxing or assessing the citizens. An

other, that it refers to a resolution involving

such taxing or assessing, irrespective of any

improvement. And a third that it relates

only to a resolution directly taxing or assess

ing citizens.”

“The last construction cannot be sustain

ed. I have before shown that the power to

tax is nowhere specially granted, and that

the Bill of Rights forbids it without the

assent of the Legislature. An assessment

directly laid, is similar in its nature to an

imposition within the Bill of Rights. The

annual application to the Legislature, and

the annual law passed authorizing a general

tax, show conclusively that this action was

not referred to.

“But if it is interpreted to mean a resolu

tion involving the taxing or assessing the

citizens, there are several cases in which

it would apply in a broad extent.

“For example, to the annual resolution to

apply for a tax law which specifies the sum

to be raised. And two striking illustrations

may be adduced of this—one before the

new charter, and one afterwards. A reso

lution was adopted in March, 1821, for

erecting a public market between Fulton

Street and Crane wharf–that $15,000 be

raised annually for ten years by tax, which,

with the income of the market, should be

applied to pay the debt created for the pur

pose, and that the Legislature be applied to

for a law authorizing it. [See Corp. Ordi

nances, 149 Ed : 1839.] Another was after

the Corporation had obtained the Fire In

demnity act, an ordinance was adopted that

application be annually made for power to

raise $25,000 by tax, for the redemption of

the stock.

“It may be remarked, that there is cer

tainly less reason for such a provision, where

the Legislature is to be applied to for the

specific purpose of authorizing a general

tax upon all the citizens, than where the

Corporation is acting under its ordinary pow

ers. Publicity is obtained in the former in

stance by the notice required by the act of

the Legislature of 1818, re-enacted I R. S.

150, § 1.

“Nor does it seem consistent with the pro

vision, or the object of its makers, to hold it

applicable to cases only of such a general

tax upon all the citizens. In the address of

the members of the convention, they speak of

it thus: “All propositions, involving assess

ments or burthens upon individuals, will be

brought to the knowledge of those interest

ed, so as to give them a chance of being

heard.”

“But in fact, if we adopt the most limit

ed meaning which can be reasonably urged,

viz: that the clause applies to resolutions

involving the expenditure of public money,

or the taxing or assessing the citizens at

large for specific improvement, then there is

not a case in which in contemplation of law

r—

and consequently in fact, an opening or

alteration of a street, or pitching and paving

it, or the making of a sewer, may not in

volve such an expenditure or such a charge.

In opening streets, if the improvement is

below the line of the map of 1807, one

third of the value of all buildings on the

premises may be assessed upon the Corpo

ration, and if within the map one third of

the value of such buildings as existed be

fore it was filed. In every case, property

belonging to the city is assessed, where that

of individuals would be.

“It strikes my mind as too plain for cavil,

that the provision covers every resolution re

lating to an improvement for which public

money may be requisite through the effect

of an existing law, and every resolution

through which the citizens, or any class of

them, may be assessed for improvements.-

I know of no other construction adequate

to the object, or cosmsitent with the spirit of

the section.

“What was the object 2. In the language

of the address before cited, ‘ careful and de

liberate legislation, strict accountability,

judicious economy, and perfect publicity.

These are the remedies which the conven

tion have sought against the evils and abuses

to which all wealthy city governments are

subject, of which this city has felt its share,

and of which the public voice has at differ.

ent times loudly complained.”

“And for the securing this object, they

provided, that in the cases of such resolu

tions, they were to be immediately published

in all the newspapers employed, and that

whenever a vote was taken relating to them,

the ayes and noes should be called and pub

lished in the same manner. And thus they

deemed, “would be secured at once publi

city and notice to all concerned, and the

strong influence of personal responsibility

upon the vote of every individual member.”

“The framers of this charter had, it is

to be supposed, the constitution of the Uni

ted States in view in adopting this provision

as to the ayes and noes. By that, the ayes

and noes shall, at the desire of one fifth of

those present, be entered on the journal.—

In our own constitution, if a bill is returned

with objections, the votes of both houses

shall be determined by ayes and noes, and

the names shall be entered on the journal.

By a rule of the Assembly, upon a division,

the names of the voters shall be entered on

the minutes upon the requisition of any ten

members.

“In speaking of this provision of the con

stitution Judge Tucker says, “In a repre

sentative government it is of the utmost im

portance that the people should be informed

of the conduct of their delegates, individu

ally as well as collectively. This purpose is

fully answered by the rule spoken of But

to prevent a call of the ayes and noes too

frequently, as is said to have been practised

in the former Congress, the constitution has

set reasonable limits to the exercise of the

power, by requiring one-fifth, of the mem

bers to concur in it.' (1 Tucker's Black,

205 App.]
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“Thus the convention and Legislature were

not content with requiring the call, and the

usual entry on the minutes which follows;

but they also prescribe that the names shall

be published. Now can it be possible that

this provision was introduced thus express

ively and imperatively, only to declare that

in these instances the ayes and noes should

be called if any member chose to demand

them : Is it to be imagined that in these

two selected cases, and in these alone, those

grave bodies, the convention and the Legis

lature, meant no more than an admonition

to do the act Again, when this charter

thus ex-plicity directs that every such res

olution shall be published in all the newspa

pers employed by the Corporation, what

did it mean 2 Did it mean that this need

not be done unless demanded; that the per

formance or neglect of it was a matter of

pure indifference; that if any member re

quired it, it might be done, and if no demand

was made, it might be omitted Nay fur

ther, that if the requisition was made, it

might be denied ; for the right to refuse

stands on the same basis of construction as

the right to neglect? Can it be within the

range of imagination, much less of argu

ment, that the convention passed through

this idle pageantry of legislation, in prescri

bing this act to be done, and then left its

performance at the mercy of custom or

caprice : They knew the summary process

given by the law for taking away the citi

zen's property. They knew the vast pow

ers of the Corporation over the subject.—

They anxiously adopted these provisions as

safeguards against neglect, as securities for

caution, as methods of publicity, and as re

straints upon recklessness : and yet the con

struction is that they left them to be broken

down and contemned by that very body

against whose heedlessness or encroachment

they were reared. The supposition shocks

every doctrine of the common law. It vio

lates ever principle governing the action of

municipal Corporations, clothed with speeial

power for special purposes. It tends to the

perpetual encroachment of those constituted

and inferior bodies upon legislative author

ity; and it generates disregard and contempt

for private property and interests. It begins

in convenience, grows into a custom, and

terminates in the defence of usurpation as

a right.

“But it is urged that the clause is only di

rectory. The meaning of this phrase is

said to be, that while a particular direction

of a statute is proper to be observed, its

neglect is not fatal to the act done under it.

The omission then not being material, the

direction need not be pursued. As has

been justly observed by counsel, it is then

discretionary. This is a solecism in law as

well as in terms. The true solution of the

matter is this. Provisions are sometimes

not essential, where the statute in question has

itself upon a reasonable construction shown

that it was not intended by its makers that

the direction should be strictly and to the

letter obeyed; that some equivalent act, or

some substituted act, would suffice ; or it is

a case where the parties to the neglect seek

to profit by it, or where the rights of inno

cent strangers are to be prejudiced.

“But before proceeding to the cases upon

this subject, two important principles must

be noticed. Each of them bears strongly

upon the point.

“First,--The political and municipal

power conferred upon the Corporation must

be strictly pursued. It must be restricted to

what is expressly granted, or necessarily

implied; and the mode of executing a pow

er prescribed in any statute must be rigidly

followed. I shall advert to only a few cases

upon this point. The language of Chief

Justice Thompson in The People vs. The

Utica Ins. Co. [18 John, 3S2,] is the text in

our courts upon this topic. “Incorporated

companies have no rights except such as

are specially granted, and those that are

necessary to carry into effect the powers so

granted. The specification of certain pow

ers operates as a certain restraint to such

objects only, and in an implied prohibition

of the exercise of other powers.’ This

has been sanctioned by Chief Justice Sav

age in The Firemen's Ins. Co. vs. Ely, (2

Cowen, 709,) and by Chief Justice Nelson

in the The People vs. The Manhattan Co.

(9 Wendell, 3S4) “A Corporation can make

no contracts and do no acts except such as

are authorized by its charter, and those acts

must also be done by such officers or agents,

and in such manner, as the charter authori

zes.” (Bank of Augusta vs. Earle, 13

Peters, 587.)

‘Corporations created by statute must

depend for their powers, and the mode of

exercising them, upon the true construction

of the statute.” (Runyon vs. Coster, 14

Peters, 122) In Williard vs. The Warden

&c. of Killingsworth, (8 Con. Rep. 247,)

it was said, “The borough and the town

are confessedly inferior corporations. They

act not by an inherent right of legislation,

like the Legislature of the state, but their

authority is delegated, and their powers there

fore must be strictly pursued. Within the

limits of their charter their acts are valid,

without it their acts are void.” Hence a

vote of a town abridging the right of taking

shell-fish in a free fishery was void, unless

the meeting at which such vote was passed

was specially warned for that purpose.—

(See also 5 Con, Rep. 391.)

The case of The Dublin Corporation vs.

The Attorney General, (9 Bligh, N.S. 395,)

is a striking example of the rule that corpo

rations must be restricted within the definite

limits of the statute giving them power.—

The Corporation of Dublin seized of a

water course, was authorized by acts of

Parliament to impose water rates on the in

habitants for the purpose of improving the

supply. It was held that such rates could

not be applied in discharge of debts incur

red under a by-law for improvements made

before the passage of the acts, although for

the improvement of the course, nor in com

pensation of new or old officers. The case

of The Attorney General vs. The Corpora

tion of Galway, (I Beatty, 298,) is similar.

“A second rule, equally inflexible, is that

every act which is to divest an owner of his

property without his consent, must be con

strued strictly, and rigidly pursued.

“In Van Horne's Lessee vs. Dorrance, (2

Dall. 316,) Patterson, J., said, “A statute

should never have an equitable construction

in order to overthrow or divert an estate :

and every statute derogatory to the right of

property, or that takes away the estate of a

citizen ought to be construed strictly.”

“In Van Winkle vs. The Railroad Co.

(2 Green's N. J. Rep. 162,) the court say,

“A special authority delegated by an act

of the Legislature to particular persons, to

take away a man's property and estate

against his will, must be strictly pursued,

and must appear to be so upon the face of

the order.”

“Upon the subject of such provisions as

are termed directory, Justice Story observes,

‘That some of the provisions of the Char

ter and by-laws may well be deemed direc

tory to the officers, and not conditions with

out which their acts would be utterly void,

will not be disputed. What are to be deem

ed such regulations must depend upon the

sound construction of the nature and object

of each regulation, and the apparent legis

lative intention. If a regulation be merely

directory, then a deviation from it, though it

may subject the officers to responsibility

both to the government and to the stock

holders, cannot be taken advantage of by

third persons.” (Bank U. S. vs. Dandridge

12 Wheaton, 81.) There the charter pre

scribed that the cashiers should give a bond

satisfactory to the Board of Directors. A

bond was given, the subject of the suit, by

a cashier and sureties. He had long acted

as cashier. It was objected that there was

no record of such satisfaction, and held un

tenable. This position was approved of by

Justice Cowen, in The Matter of M. & H.

R. R. Co. (19 Wendell, 136,) where it was

held that the taking of an oath ‘well and

faithfully to perform the duties of the office

of inspectors,’ instead of the oath prescri

bed by statute, “to execute the duties with

strict impartiality, and according to the best

of their abilities,” was not ground to set

aside an election. This oath is prescribed

in the general statute, [l R. S. 605, not in

the charter. The court appear also to

adopt the position that if the oath had been

omitted, it could not have been taken ad

vantage of; citing several cases where it was

held that such an omission shall not preju

dice strangers, nor be taken advantage of

by strangers. Justice Story says in another

case, “that it is an established rule, that

where the Legislature mean to impose a

positive and absolute duty, and not mere

ly to give a discretionary power, the word

may should be construed must.” [1 Peters,

U. S. R. 64.] In Plowden 206 b, it is said,

“when a staute limits a thing to be done in

a particular manner, it includes in itself a

negative, viz. that it shall not be done other

wise.”

“In the King vs. Bagshaw, [7 T. R,

363, it appeared that power was given to
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trustees of a turnpike company incorpora

ted by act of Parliament to widen and turn

any part of the road through private grounds

making satisfaction to the owners, with

whom they might contract and agree. The

statute then enacted, that if any person in

terested in such lands, upon notice to him

given, should, for twenty days, neglect or

refuse to treat, or should not agree, then the

trustees shonla cause the damage to be inqui

red into by a jury, and upon the ascertain

ment by a jury. the amount so assessed was

to be paid to the owners,” &c. The trus

tees made a new road through the close of

the defendants. They tendered the sum of

+ 100, which was refused, and then sum

moned a jury, who assessed the damage at

#2100; upon which the trustees made their

order, reciting the dispute. &c., that under

the act a jury had been empannelled, who

had heard counsel and evidence, and had

assessed the damage at £100, which they

therefore ordered to be paid to the parties.

The proceedings were removed by certiorari.

Upon a motion to set the assessment and

verdict aside, the court said, that notice to

the parties interested was the foundation of

the proceedings below ; and that, therefore,

it should have been stated ; for if no notice

were given, the trustees had no jurisdiction;

and with respect to counsel having been

heard, it did not appear that counsel for the

defendants had been heard. The rule was

made absolute.

“In the King vs. The Mayor of Liver

pool, [4 Burr, 2244,] the application was

made upon a certiorari to quash an inquisi

tion of a jury, under “an act to enable the

Corporation of Liverpool to make a grant

to Sir Charles Moore for liberty to bring

fresh water into the town.” The jury had

determined that there should be paid to the

owners and occupants of the lands mention

ed in the inquisition, the sum of £176 in

the proportions therein mentioned. The

assignee of Sir Charles Moore was the pros

ecutor. It was objected, among other things

that there was no notice appearing to have

been given on the face of the proceedings.

The three judges, Mansfield, Aston, and

Willes, expressed the clear opinion, that

notice ought to have been given to the par

ties interested, and that it ought to have ap

peared upon the inquisition to show that

there was a jurisdiction. Without notice

there was none. The inquisition was unan

imously quashed. The statute under which

this corporation acted, directed that notice

should be given twenty days before the inqui.

sition. See also The King vs. The Nor

wich and Walton Road, [5, Adol and Ellis,

563.]

“In Rez vs. Cooke, (Cowper, 26,) an act

of Parliament had given power to the Cor

poration of London to make a road from

Blackfriar's Bridge across St. George's

Field's. In case of the owners of the soil

refusing to treat, a jury was to be summoned

to assess the value of the lands, &c. Pro

ceedings were had, and a verdict given, on

which the Court of Quarter Sessions gave

judgment for a certain sum as the value of

`A
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the premises and for payment. The judg

ment wasquashed on certiorarion the grounds

chiefly, first, that the statute prescribed that

“the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commons, in

Common Council assembled, had not de

clared the land to be necessary, as directed

in the act, but the Mayor, Commonalty, and

citizens. No evidence was admissable to

show that the latter were the proper per

sons. Next that the statute had prescribed

a notice in writing, to be given, while the

record stated that due notice had been given.

Lord Mansfield said “This is a special au

thority delegated by act of Parliament to

particular persons to take away a man's

property and estate against his will; there

fore it must be strictly pursued.”

“In Wispard vs. Wilder, (1 Burr, 330,)

it was held, that under the statute 12 Geo.,

I c. 29, the declaration on a bail bond deed

not set forth that there was an affidavit of

debt, or that the sum sworn was endorsed

on the writ. That the provision in the stat

ute was not in the nature of a condition pre

cedent, but only directory to the sheriff; so

that, though the sherifi might be answerable,

yet the bond was not void.

“But in IIill vs. Heale, (2 Bos. & Pull,

196,) Sir James Mansfield, speaking of this

case, says, “I should have great difficulty

in agreeing with the doctrine imputed to the

Court of the Kings' Bench, that the Statute

of 12 Geo. 1, is merely directory. I cannot

help entertaining great doubts respecting the

dictum. The sheriff must see by the writ

whether it be endorsed or not ; and I cannot

think he could justify an arrest without it.

I}ut this was merely a dictum, and not me

cessary to the opinion of the Court.”

“In Hill vs. Heale, [2 Bos. & Pull. 196,

N. S.] the question arose under the Bank

rupt act, 6th Geo. 2 cap. 30 sec. 23. The

act provides that no commission shall issue

upon the petition of any creditor “unless

the single debt of such creditor shall amount

to £100 or upwards, or unless the debt of

two or more creditors shall amount to £150

or upwards, or unless the debt of three or

more creditors so petitioning, shall amount

to £200 or upwards. Then the statute pro

ceeded that the creditor or creditors petition

ing for such commission, shall make affida

vit of the reality of the debt or debts. This

direction is not introduced by the word unless,

but by the word and. In an action by the

assignee of a bankrupt, the trading and act

of bankruptcy was established, also debts

due to the petitioning creditors, who were

four in number, to the amount of above £200.

But in defence the affidavits were produced,

in which the petitioners swear respectively ;

one to a debt of £50 and upwards, another

to the same sum and upwards, a third in

3.60 and upwards, and the fourth £39 and

upwards; thus making £199 expressly

sworn to ; and it was insisted that the com

mission was void. But it was held that the

existence of the debts was a condition pre

cedent, while the provision as to the affida

vit was only to regulate the conduct of the

Chancellor in issuing the commission. It

was irregularly issued, and on that account

an application to the great seal could have

been made, but it did not render the com

mission void. The requisition as to the

affidavits was but by way of caution, to pre

vent commission being hastily issued.

“In Exparte Sneyds and The Bank of

Ireland, (1 Molleys, 261,) it was decided

that a Corporation might become a petition

er for a commission in bankruptcy, and

that the bond might be given by the peti

tioner, an officer of the company, but the

affidavit be made by another officer.

“The statute in force in Ireland is the

same as that upon which Hill vs. Heale was

decided. The Lord Chancellor adverted to

the impossibility of a Corporation doing

some of the things required by the act, such

as making the affidavits, and yet that did

not prevent them suing out the commission.

That the case of Hill vs. Heale was an au

thority in point, there being a difference be

tween the clauses; one being indispensable

and the other merely formal, which the

Chancellor might correct if important. He

held the irregularity here unimportant.

“I look upon these two cases as plainly

illustrating one of the distinctions I have

taken. The Statute itself, by the change of

its phraseology, in the same section, with

respect to two matters, pointed out that the

irregularity was not to be fatal, but was the

proper subject of correction by the Chan

cellor.

“In McCallvs. The Bryan Co. [1 Conn.

Rep. 428, the general rule was recognized,

that an officer elected for a year continues

in office until another is elected in his place.

That the time prescribed for such an elec

tion is generally not imperative, but direc

tory, except where there is the expression or

implication of a negative.

“In the People vs. Rankle, (9 John Rep.

156,) it was held that where a Statute di

rected that one third of the Trustees should

be elected annually, and that the election

should be at least six days before the vacan

cies should happen ; an election on a move

able holiday was valid, though not a day

certain, and it might bappen that the elec

tion would not be six days before the vacan

CV.

“In the case of Wicks vs. the town of

Lancaster, (1 Rolls. ab. 512,[ was cited, de

ciding that where an election was to be held

within eight days after death or removal,

yet an election afterwards was good, for the

powerofelection within eight days did not take

away the implied power. So a case from

Strange [625] is cited with approbation, that

though certain aldermen were to be annu

ally chosan, the words were only directory,

and the Aldermen held over. But the dis

tinction was noticed where the Statute was,

that the officers should hold for one year

only, or the election should be on such a

day annually. It was doubted whether,

under the peremptory word employed, the

one third of the Trustees could hold over.—

The ground, or the decision was, that the

two thirds remaining, the Corporation was

not dissolved,
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The two cases last cited, McCall vs. The

Byram Co., and The People vs. Runkle, ob

viously rest upon one of the principles I have

stated ; that the Statute itself fairly admitted

the eonstruction that the act, or the mode of

doing the act was not prescribed as impera

tive. The appointment in a Satute of the

day of election is presumed to be subject to

the known law of holding over, and there

must be express words to make the case an

exception.

“In The People vs. Allen, (1 Wend. 489,)

the act regulating the militia directed that the

commanding officer should, on or before the

4th of June in every year, appoint a brigade

court martial. A court martial was not ap

pointed until July, and the defendant was

then fined an amount which the suit was to

recover. The general rule was held to be,

that where the Statute prescribed a time for

doing any official act, regarding the rights

and duties of others, it was directory only,

unless the contrary was to be gathered from

the Statute. The court rely upon Jackson

vs. Hooker, (5 Cowen,) and Pond vs. Negus,

(3 Mass. 230.) The Chief Justice observes,

“There was nothing in the nature of the

power showing that it might be as effectually

exercised afterthe 1st of June as before; there

was no prohibition to exercise it after that

period, and the naming the day was a mere

direction to the officer. There is nothing in

the nature of the power given, or in the man

ner of giving it, that justifies the inference

that the time was mentioned as a limitation.”

“Test the present case by this principle of

the learned Judge. Is there nothing in the di

rection in question, and nothing in the man

ner of presenting it, that leads to the infer

ence that it was meant as a limitation ? It

is too clear for discussion, that it was intro

duced, canvassed, modified and enacted for

that purpose—and that alone.

“In the case of Johnson vs. Hooker, (5

Cowen, 269,) the court held, that a purchas

er at a Sheriff's sale who had got his deed,

was not to be defeated by the omission of the

Sheriff to file a certificate of the sale as pre

scribed by the Statute. The judgment

debtor himself appears to have set up the

objection. It is plain, from the Statute, that

the intention was to give an opportunity to

his creditors, more than himself, to redeem,

and to ensure the facility of information to

them. He must be presumed cognizant of

I apprehended the case

would have been different if a creditor, a

mortgagee for instance, had got into posses

sion. The answer to the case is, that may

justly be inferred the judgment debtor was

not the object of the protection given by the

section.

“In the case in Massachusetts, (Pond vs.

Negus, Mass. Rep. 230,) assessors were di

rected to assess a tax for building a school

house, within thirty days after a certificate of

a clerk that a vote for the purpose had been

passed was delivered. An assessment was

made for such a purpose after the expiration

of the thirty days from the reception of that

certificate. It was held valid. The Chief

Justice said: “Although the assessors are

directed to assess the tax within thirty days

after the certificate, yet there are no nega

tive words restraining them from making the

assessment afterwards, and accidents might

happen which would defeat the authority, if

it could not be exercised after the expira

tion of thirty days. The naming of the

time must, therefore, be considered as direc

tory to the assessors, and not as a limitation

of their power.”

“Thusit could be gathered from the statute

itself, (as the law-makers may have forseen

the possibility that the direction could not

be literally fulfilled) that they meant it as a

mere regulation in matter of form, not es

sential to the imposition.

“No case can more fully illustrate this

distinction than that of The King vs. The

Inhabitants of Birmingham, (8 B. & Cress

well, 29.) The consent to the marriage of

parties under a certain age, was required to

be given by certain persons. The language

of the section is explicit. But other sections

declaredthe marriage void where certain other

provisions of the Statute were not regarded.

The want of consent was not among them.

Thus the Statute itself exhibited what was

meant for the officiating clergyman to re

quire, and what rendered the marriage illegal.

“And the case of the The King vs. The

Justices of Leicester, (7 Bard Cress. 11)

proceeds upon the distinction that the power

to fix the time for holding courts belonged

to the Sessions, and an act directing the

court to be held at specific times was affirm

ative and not exclusive.

“I have gone through all the important

cases cited on the part of the defendants to

this point, or which I have discovered.—

They fall short of establishing that the pro

vision in question was one that could be

neglected without rendering the proceedings

illegal. They are all distinguishable upon

one or other of the grounds I have mention

ed. They arise where there is an implica

tion of a power, and the Statute has not ex

pressly abridged it; where there is just rea

son for the construction that the Legislature

did not mean an imperative rule; or where

that body itself, which sets up the omission,

was chargeable with the performance.—

There are, however, a few very important

decisions yet to be noticed.

“And first there is the case of Thurston

vs. Little, (3 Mass. 430,) decided by the Su

preme Court within two months after its de

cision of Pond vs. Negus. A Statute had

directed that assessors of taxes were to make

a list for invoice and valuation of the prop

erty upon which the taxes were to be impo

sed, and to keep the same in a book for in

spection. The amount of tax was stated in

such a book without the list of the items

and proportions of the tax. It was held

void, and judgment given for the defendant

who was sued for his tax. The case deserves

attention, for it was urged that the defect

arose from the party's own act, who was di

rected by Statute to deliver a list of his tax

able estate; that the uniform practice of the

town was here pursued ; that the law was

merely directory to the officers; that a de- |

cision against the custom would throw the

Commonwealth into confusion.

“In Gilbert vs. The Col. Turnpike Co.

[3 John. Co. 107, an inquisition was quash

ed for not showing on its face a disagree

ment between the company and the owner

of the land taken, and that the judge who

appointed the appraisers was not interested;

all which was required by the act to give ju

risdiction. The Court say “that this was

the case of a special power granted by

Statute, and aftecting the property of indi

viduals, which ought to be strictly pursued,

and appear on the face of the proceedings

to have been pursued. This was an estab

lished rule, and especially to be maintained

in cases which so materially interfered with

private rights.”

“In Van Winkle vs. The Railroad Co.,

[2 Green's N. J. Rep., 126, the statute au

thorizing lands to be taken, directed notice

to be given in a specified manner. The

order stated that the commissioners had pro

ceeded upon proof of due notice having been

given. It was held insufficient. The pow

er was delegated to persons to take away

private property without consent, and must

be, and appear to be strictly pursued.

“In Parker vs. Rules Lessess, [9 Cranch,

64,] the question arose upon an ejectment

between a purchaser under a sale of land

for taxes and the former owner. The case

involves the examination of various sections

of the act of Congress of July, 1798, (See

Story's Laws, vol. 1, p. 549, and is a strong

case to show the necessity of pursuing rig

orously the directions of a statute which au

thorises the sale of property for taxes. It

was admitted, says the Chief Justice, that

if the preliminary requisites of the law have

not been complied with, the collector could

have no authority to sell, and the convey

ance can pass no title. The advertisements

prescribed in some sections were held to be

essential before the sale could be made.

“In Williams vs. Peyton Lessee.[4 Whea

ton, 77, the same doctrine was declared,

and the marshal's deed was held not even

prima facie evidence that the prerequisites

required by law had been complied with.

“It should be noticed that in the statute

there is nothing but the ordinary directing

words, not a clause avoiding the sale, if the

provisions are not complied with.

“Wemust also look at the great distinction

prevailing in the books between the case of

a company defending itself against a meri

torious claim upon the ground of irregular

ity in its own proceedings, and that compa

ny seeking to enforce a demand, the exist

ence and legality of which depends upon

the due exercise of its powers. Of the for

mer class are the cases of Clarke vs. The

Imperial Gas Company, (4 Bar & Adol,

315,) Marshall vs. The Corporation of

Queensborough, (1 S. & St. 519,) and The

Queen vs. The Trustees of Swansea, (Re

ports of cases, &c., 1 Jurist Ed., N. York,

p. 126.) The argument of Sir W. Follett

in the latter case, contains the true principle

well expressed, and is adopted by Chief

Justice Denman, -
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“‘With respect to the cases that have

been cited, there is one simple answer to

them all, that they were cases of a party

setting up a particular claim of right or ex

ercising a particular jurisdiction, of which

on its being complained of by another party

the strictest proof has been required. But

in the present case the Trustees put the act

of Parliament in motion, and now turn

round and refuse the payment on account of

some alleged informality.” Lord Denman

said, “It appears that the Trustees are the

persons to set the law in motion under this

act, and consequently they ought not to be

allowed to take the advantage of objections

of this nature. I am not prepared to say

the proceedings are not sufficiently set out.”

“The case was this. By an act of Par

liament power was given to the Trustees to

purchase certain lands of T. and S. Benson

for the purposes of the charter, and all

questions were to be submitted to a jury.—

The order recited the summons to the jury,

the attendance before them of counsel of the

Trustees and of Benson, their verdict in a

certain sum, and proceeded to award and

adjudge the payment. The objection taken

was that it did not appear on the face of the

order, that a difference had existed, in which

case alone the jury could be summoned.—

The answer of Sir W. Follett was this: As

the jury could only have jurisdiction in such

a case, the existence of a difference must be

intended. Justice Littledale adopted this in
substance.

“Now what can be more striking than

the comparison of this case with that of

Gilbert vs. The Turnpike Co. before cited.

The identical objection that the disagree

ment did not appear on the record, was taken

in each case. In the one it was sustained

because the Corporation was proceeding

against the owner to enforce the order; in

the other it was disallowed, because the Cor

poration sought to profit by the irregularity,

See also Green vs. Klienhans, (3 Greens,

N. J. Rep. 476.)

“And lastly, a glance at other portions of

the statute of 1830 will show the extreme

danger of tampering with words so express

as these. The direction to meet in separate

chambers is part of the same section, made

in the same form of words, no more prohib

itory than the clause in question, of any

other manner of exercising power. No one

has yet dreamed that an ordinance passed

by the boards assembled together would be

valid. I know of no right and of no reason

to believe that the convention looked upon

this security to the public for wise delibera

tion, as of more importance than upon the

provision in question, as a safeguard for the

citizens' property. And the necessity of

obeying those mandates of the statute, before

an assessment for a qublic improvement can

be lawfully made, is established, in my judg

ment, upon such an immovable foundation

that no ability can overthrow or even shake

it.”

We add to this the Veto Message of Mayor Mon

Ris, which emanated from that intelligent and inde

pendent public officer, almost immediately on his

entering the mayorality—an act which gained for

him great popularity, for it witnessed that he possess

ed intelligence to discover the path of duty and in

tegrity and firmness of purpose to pursue it :

WETO OF MAYOR MORRIS.

Document No. 9—Board of Aldermen, June 14, 1841.

—The following Message was received from his

Honor the Mayor, and ordered on file—SAMUEL J.

WILLIs, Clerk.

MAYor's OFFICE, }
New-York, June 14, 1841.

To the Board of Aldermen of the City of

New-York:

Gentlemen—I return to your body the ac

companying reports and resolutions and ordi

nances, viz: Report of the Street Commit

tee in favor of flagging, &c., in Seventeenth

Street, between Irving Place and Union

Place, and resolution. Report of same com

mittee in favor of paving Ninth Street from

avenue C to avenue D and resolution. An

ordinance to regulate and pave Washington

Street. An ordinance to build a sewer in

Morris Street. An ordinance for deepening

Storm's basin. An ordinance to pave, &c.,

southerly sidewalk of Twenty-eighth Street,

between the Third and Fourth Avenues. An

ordinance for a well and pump in Twenty
third Street.

These were originated in your Board;

they have been concurred in by the Board

of Assistant Aldermen; and by that body

sent to me for my approbation. These direct

improvements involving an expenditure of

public moneys, orrequiring assessments upon

citizens, and have been passed without call

ing or taking the ayes and noes in either

branch of the Municipal Legislature. For

this omission I am constrained to withhold

my approval of them, although there is no

objection to the improvement contemplated.

The seventh section of the amended Char

ter of the city of New-York requires, that,

“all resolutions and reports of committees

which shall recommend any specific improve

ment involving the appropriation of public

moneys, or taxing or assessing the citizens of

the said city, shall be published immediately

after the adjournment of the board, under the

authority of the common council, in all the

newspapers employed by the corporation; and

whenever a vote is taken in relation thereto,

the ayes and noes shall be called and publish
cd in the same manner.”

Although some of the legal tribunals of

the State have decided that the omission to

take the ayes and noes upon the passage of

such reports and resolutions, and ordinances

does not make them void, while others have

maintained a contrary doctrine, still the di

rections contained in the section of the char

ter referred to are obligatory upon the Com

mon Council, and under no circumstances

should they be disregarded.

These provisions were intended to protect

the interests of the citizens, by ensuring de

liberation and integrity in their representa

tives, upon subjects involving either taxation

assessment, or an appropriation of public

moneys. The authors of the section refer

red to, wisely determined that the most

effectual method to ensure deliberation and

honest action on the part of the agent, was

to compel him to record and publish his

vote; thereby giving to the constituent knowl

edge of the agent’s acts, and exposing each

agent to the animadversion of his constitu

ents, when he voted incorrectly.

These provisions of the Charter, if strictly

enforced, cannot but prove beneficial to the

citizen. It cannot be denied that there are

individuals, who may be elevated to office, so

singularly constituted as to be influenced in

their conduct more by the fear of public

censure than by an internal conviction of

right, who will vote improperly, and even

corruptly, if they can do so without detec

tion and exposure.

To protect the public against the acts of

such persons, and to inform the constituents

of such acts of the representative, the seventh

section of the amended Charter was framed.

I conceive it to be the duty of all of us, strictly

to enforce observance of every requirement of

the City Charter, that uniformly correct pre

cedents may be established; and we may

avoid all measures which we have not a clear

right to effectuate.

That community is most scrupulous in

its obedience to the laws, whose officers and

legislators are strict in their observance of

constitutional and legal requirements.

Example from those in authority is more

important than their adjudications or their

precepts.

We therefore should not only enforce, but

obey the law.

The City Charter is a Constitution, which

we as agents of the people, are bound to

obey strictly, not only in its letter, but in its

spirit.

RobT. H. MoRRIs.

We deem it proper here to repeat that the applica

tion to one of the Justices of the Supreme Court for

the appointment of Commissioners of Estimate and

Assessment is wholly ea parte. The compliance with

the seventh section of the charter was therefore most

important and necessary and without which the pro

ceedings are absolutely void. -

We are disappointed in not finding in this portion

of Mr. Justice Beardsley's opinion some mention of

what was said in the matter of 37th Street, in refer

ence to the ayes and noes in an opinion in which Judge

Cowan says: “It has been suggested on several occa

sions, that the omission toj the ayes and noes

&c. was not vital, but merely the disobedience of a

directory provision, though that question has merer

been decided, nor is it necessary now to decide it.”

This opinion of Judge Cowen in 37th Street, was

given in 1843, and the Mount Morris opinion by

Judge Cowen some two or three years previous.

. Justice BRoxson, at the May Term of 1843, in

the matter of 37th, 39th Street, &c., says:

“The Report and Resolutions of the Committees

recommending the opening of these Streets were not

published pursuant to the act of 1830, nor were the

ayes and noes called when the resolution to open the

streets was adopted by the Common Council, Stat.

ute 1830, p. 226, §7. These are plain violations of

the amended charter, and it is not improbable that

they may in some form affect the proceedings of the

Corporation.”

We have here given the opinion of the court as de

livered by Mr. Justice Beardsley, upon the require

ments of the seventh section of the amended charter,

the unanswerable argument of Mr. Webster upon
that provision of law, theº of the City

Convention showing the why and wherefore it was

adopted, the opinion of Assistant Vice Chancellor
. in a proceeding involying that i. i. and

the Veto Message of Mayor Morris to Board of

—
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Aldermen, in which he states his unwillingness to

violate that law. - .

A careful reading of that section as it now exists,

and of the amendments made to it, and of the expla

nation of its purpose in the address of the Convention

to the citizens of New-York, will afford a complete

key to its construction if a common sense construc

tion of language, so plain, as that which forms this

section should fail to convince.

The first mover of this section in the convention,

was Mr. John Duer, one of the revisers of the New

York Statutes. The first amendmentproposed to this

section was by Mr. M. M. Noah, a man of learning

and talent, a citizen of New-York who was familiar

with complaints made against certain assessment pro

ceedings without notice; other amendments were

}. sed by Mr. Stephen Allen, who had previously

held the office of Mayor of the City, and who was,

at the time the seventh section became a law, a mem

ber of the Senate of this State Mr. John Hone, an

intelligent merchant of this city, also proposed amend

ments. The amendments which provided for the

greatest publicity, were adopted and those which

proposed amorelimitedº were defeated. The

class of cases designated by the word “specific,” in

stead of the more general word “public” were agreed

upon. The time the notice was to be given was also

specified, viz. immediately after the adjournment of

the board—and that the notice should be under the

authority of the Common Council, and in all the

newspapers employed by the Corporation.

We feel a delicacy in discussing a provision so

plainly and so clearly expressed and mist apologize

to the gentle reader by referring to the opinion of the

Court on this point as above.

The gentlemen who voted for this section as amend

ed, were men of understanding—men of experience

in public affairs—men who were familiar with the

English language—and many of them were men of

very distinguished legal acquirements. Peter A. Jay

and Gulian C. Verplanck voted for this very section,

as amended, and. signed the address to the people

explaining the provisions of the seventh section.

Mr. Justice Story in his commentaries on the Con

stitution says:

“$400. I. The first and fundamental

rule in the interpretation of all instruments

is to construe them according to the sense of

the terms, and the intention of the parties.

Mr. Justice Blackstone has remarked, that

the intention of a law is to be gathered from

the words, the context, the subject matter,

the effects and consequence, or the reason

and spirit of the law. He goes on to justify

the remark by stating, that words are gener

ally to be understood in their usual and most

known signification,notso much regardingthe

propriety of grammar, as their general and

popular use; that if words happen to be dubi

ous, their meaning may be established by the

context,orby comparingthem with otherwords

and sentences in the same instrument; that

illustrations may be further derived from the

subject matter, with reference to which the ex

pressions are used; that the effect and con

sequence of a particular construction is to

be examined, because, if a literal meaning

would involve a manifest absurdity, it ought

not to be adopted; and that the reason and

spirit of the law, or the causes, which led to

its enactinent, are often the best exponents

of the words, and limit their application.

“S 401. Where the words are plain and

clear, and the sense distinct and perfect

arising on them, there is generally no neces

sity to have recourse to other means of inter

pretation. It is only, when there is some

ambiguity or doubt arisingfrom other sources,

that interpretation has its proper office.—

There may be obscurity, as to the meaning,

from the doubtful character of the words

used, from other clauses in the same instru

ment, or from an incongruity or repugnancy

between the words, and the apparent inten

tion derived from the whole structure of the

instrument, or its avowed object. In all

such cases interpretation becomes indispen

sable.

“$ 402. Rutherforth has divided interpre

tation into three kinds, literal, rational, and

mixed. The first is, where we collect the

intention of the party from his words only,

as they lie before us. The second is, where

his words do not express that intention per

fectly, but exceed it, or fall short of it, and

we are to collect it from probable or rational

conjectures only. The third is, where the

words, though they do express the intention

when they are they are rightly understood,

are themselves of doubtful meaning, and

we are bound to have recourse to the like

conjectures to find out in what sense they are

used. In literal interpretation the rule ob

served is, to follow that sense in respect both

of the words, and of the construction of

them, which is agreeable to common use,

without attending to etymological fancies or

grammatical refinements. In mixed inter

pretation, which supposes the words to admit

of two or more senses, each of which is

agreeable to common usage, we are obliged

to collect the sense, partly from the words,

and partly from conjecture of the intention.

The rules then adopted are, to construe the

words according to the subject matter, in

such a sense as to produce areasonable effect,

and with reference to the circumstances of

the particular transaction. Light may also

be obtained in such cases from contemporary

facts, or expositions, from antecedent mis

chiefs, from known habits, manners, and in

stitutions, and from other sources almost in

numerable, which may justly affect the jud

ment in drawing a fit conclusion in the par

ticular case.”

Here is a key to the construction—not what the

Convention intended, but what they accomplished,

and the remarks made by Mr. Chief Justice Savage,

in the Court for the Correction of Errors in the Lor

illard case in reference to resorting to the Revisor's

Notes, in construing the trusts of the Revised Statutes,

will apply equally and with the same force of opinion

in this case. The doctrine of Mr. Justice Beardsley,

in this case is, as we understand him, that “shall ”

means “may,” or that the word “shall” has no mean

ing or force to it whatever, for such is the result of

the conclusion which he comes to.

The proceedings of the Convention were “confirm

ed” by a vote of the People at the next annual elec

tion, and the Legislature passed the Bill which the

Convention framed, into a law, and the Governor ap

proved the same. The confirming of the doings of

the Convention by the subsequent vote of the People

didnot make this act of the Convention a “judgment”

like as contended for in the confirmation of a Report

made by commissioners, by one of the Justices of the

Supreme Court.

The Court say:

“Thus the resolutions of the Corporation

to open this section of the Avenue, and di

recting counsel to take legal measures for

that purpose, were well proved. Mr. Emmet

testified that he, as counsel for the Corpora

tion, presented the petition and made appli

cation to the court for the appointment of

Commissioners; this fact, therefore, was in

evidence, without the aid of the documenta

ry proof offered and received. That rules

and orders of court may be proved by copies

thus authenticated, cannot be doubted.—(2

R. S. 403, $59, 60. 1 Phil. Ev. 388.)

“The order appointing Commissioners

was, therefore, correctly received in evidence.

“It seems unnecessary to inquire whether

the petitition of the Mayor, Aldermen and

Commonalty, as an original document, could

in strictness, be proved by an exemplified

copy, for independently of that piece of

evidence, all the facts necessary to give ju

risdiction to the court, were fully established.

“1. The resolutions of the Mayor, Alder

men, and Commonalty to open this section

of the Ninth Avenue, and authorizing coun

sel to take the necassary legal steps for the

purpose.

“2. The application of said Mayor, Al

dermen, and Commonalty, by their counsel,

to the court, to appoint Commissioners.

“3. The court entertained the applica

tion and made the appointment accordingly.

“Thus the jurisdiction of the court was

proved.

“To show that the judgment of confirm.

ation had been rendered, an exemplified

copy of the order of the court, for that pur

pose was offered in evidence by the defend

ant. . This order sets forth an original re

port by the Commissioners, and an addition

al, and further additional report made by

them. Lot number ninety is designated

and described therein; the plaintiff is named

as owner, and the assessment with which it

is charged is stated to be two thousand and

five dollars; various other matters are con

tained in these reports, and the rule con

cludes by stating that, “On motion of Robt.

Emmet, of counsel for the Mayor, Alder

men, and Commonalty of the City of New

York, Marcus T. Reynolds, Esq., being

heard in opposition thereto, it is ordered that

the estimate and assessment be and the

same is hereby confirmed.” The counsel

for the plaintiff objected to reading this ex

emplification of the order, and of the affi

davits set forth in the order. The exempli

fication was certainly admissable to prove

the order, although it may not have been evi

dence of the authenticity of the affidavits

emboddied in the order, nor was it material

their authenticity should be proved. There

was no error in receiving this piece of evi

dence.

“The course of the trial virtually admit

ted that a report had been made as was set

forth in the order of confirmation, for the

fact does not appear to have been denied or

called in question, nor was it objected that

the report was defective in form orsubstance.

“Here then was the proper evidence of a

judgment of confirmation.

[Note by THE EpitoR.

This important word “confirmation” cannot be

understood by the reader, who is notconversant with

New-York Assessments without some explanation.

It will be seen by a careful reading of the extracts

from the Statutes which we have given in the pre

ceding pages, that the application is to one of the Jus:

tices of the Supreme Court, for the nomination and

appointment of Commissionersof Estimate and Assess

ment, and from the Report of the Committee ap

pointed by the Senate of this State to investigate assess
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ment abuses, it appears the nomination is made by

the Corporation§. who is one of the principal

beneficiaries in the proceeding, (See Ante. page

330.) the Corporation Counsel nominates these Con

missioners from a list made up after the Spring elec

tion and kept in the Street Commissioners office.

. (See Mr. Perrines testimony, Ante. pº 391.)—

The Judge appoints the men nominated.

This proceeding, as we have before said, is wholly

erparte. The same counsel subsequently presents to

the Court a voluminous Report of these Commission

ers, a great proportion of which is a repetition of the

same words in almost every paragraph, and this Re

port, most generally on an exparte application, under

goes “confirmation.” The confirmation is by one

Judge, who, if enquired of, an hour afterwards, could

not tell the name of a single person whose assessment

he had confirmed, for he neither reads the report,

nor does he hear it read, and this Report is put in the

Clerk's Office, and kept in a very loose way, as will

be seen by the testimony taken before, the Senate
Committee, (p. 85 of their report.) and by the testi

mony of John K. Paige, the former clerk of the Su

preme Court. (See Ante p. 392.)

The court say:

“We have seen that the court had acqui

red jurisdiction of the case, and made an ap

pointment of Commissioners, who duly re

ported on the subject. It does not appear,

nor was it pretended, the proceedings had

been discontinued, or that the court had in

any way lost its jurisdiction of the case.—

We need not inquire whether the proceed

ings of the Commissioners in the perform

ance of their duty, were in all respects reg

ular and in conformity with the directions of

the statute. These are not points of juris

diction. They may have been irregular, so

that the judgment of confirmation ought

not to have been rendered, or the judgment,

for that cause, might have been erroneous.

“But there is a wide difference between

an erroneous and avoid judgment. If irreg

ularities occurred, they would notrenderthe

judgment void, and it is wholly unimportant

to inquire whether such irregularities existed

Or not.

“It was proved not only that the plaintiff

in this action made objections before the

Commissioners, but that on the final hearing

he opposed the confirmation of the report

by his counsel, Mr. Reynolds. He was,

therefore, to all intents and purposes a party

to the proceeding, and bound by the judg

ment rendered. As to lot number ninety,

and so far as respects this suit, the proceed

ings were in rem; but the plaintiff appear

ed and was an actual party to the litigation;

the judgment was therefore binding in per

songtºn.

“Second. The judgment of confirmation

was an effective lien on lot number ninety,

and a valid authority for its sale; the only

remaining inquiry, therefore, is as to the

regularity of the sale which was made.

... “The principles which accordingly apply

to and govern such cases, cannot be better

stated than they are by Bronson, J. in 4

Hill. 86.—(Sharp vs. Spier.) Every statute

authority, in derogation of the common law,

to divest the title of one and transfer it to

another, must be strictly pursued, or the

title will not pass.

“This is a mere naked power in the Cor

poration, and its due execution is not to be

made out by intendment; it must be proved.

It is not a case for presuming that public

a

officers have done their duty, but what they

in fact have done must be shown.

“The recitals in the conveyance are not

evidence against the owners of the property,

but the fact recited must be established by

proof aliunde. As the statute has not made

the conveyance prima facic evidence of the

regularity of the proceedings, the fact that

they were regular must be proved, and the

onus rests on the purchaser. He must show,

step by step, that everything has been done

which the statute makes essential to the due

execution of the power.

“It matters not that it may be difficult for

the purchaser to comply with such a rule.—

It is his business to collect and preserve all

the facts and muniments upon which the va

lidity of his title depends.-(Rex vs. Croke,

Cowp. 26. Williams vs. Puyton, 4 Wheat.

77. Rochendorf vs. Taylor, 4 Peters, 369,

Jackson vs. Shephard, 7 Cow. SS. Atkins

vs. Kurnan, 20 Wendell 241. Thatcher

vs. Powell, 6 Wheat. 119. Jackson vs.

Esty, 7 Wend. 148. The People vs. The

Mayor, &c., of New-York, 2 Hill. 9. Mat

ter of Mount Morris Square, Id. 14, (c.)—

These cases, and those to which they refer,

will be sufficient to justify all that has been

said concerning the necessary requisites for

making out a title in the defendant.

“But the application of these principles

to this case is, in most respects, precluded by

a provision in the statute.

“The lot was sold by the Corporation on

the 24th of December, 1838, and the pur

chaser was entitled to his conveyance at the

end of two years from that time.

“A conveyance, called a lease, and dated

the 14th of February, 1842, was given in evi

dence. No objection appears to have been

made to it on the trial, and the statute declares

that “such lease shall be conclusive evidence

that the sale was regular, according to the

provisions of this Act.”—(Laws, 1816, p.

115, § 2. 7 Cow, SS. Jackson vs. Shep

hard. 7 Wend. 149. Jackson vs. Esty. 16

Wend. 553, 4. Bush vs. Davison. 4 Hill.

S6. Sharp vs. Spier. 13 Savg. & R. 209.

Birch vs. Fisher Ib. 370. Stewart vs.

Shornfelt. 10 Watts, 208. Peters vs. Heas

ley.) -

“The lease proves the sale to have been

regular, under the authority of the judg

ment, and but little remains to be supplied

by other testimony. Something, however,

does remain ; for after the sale, and before

the expiration of two years from that time,

a notice is to be published, as is particularly

directed in the statute, (L. 1816, p. 141, §2)

as modified by the act of 1840. , (L. IS40,

p.274, § 10.) The publication of this notice

was essential to the perfection and validity

of the title of the purchaser, and it was not

proved by the lease. (7 Wend. I4S. Jack

son vs. Espy. 16 Wend. 533. Bush vs.

Davison.)”

Mr. Webster in his argument says:

“There are two points which it is impos

sible to get over. The first is the want of

all proof at the trial in the court below, that

the assessment remained unpaid at the time

the proceeding of sale commenced; and

secondly the want of all evidence to show

the proof of an existing unpaid assessment.

The statute requires proof that the assess

ment is unpaid before the city is authori

zed to take order for the advertisement

and sale of property. That proof was

called for and not given, and the judge

ruled that the subsequent proceedings were

conclusive against plaintiff, and showed the

defendant's title. The trial below went on

by bill of exceptions and ruling of the judge.

I have not found it necessary to go into a

previous examination of the rule, because it

may be said in general that the judge ruled

that the provision in the statute as to the

lease being evidence, precluded all question

as to previous matters. Now, by the law of

1813, these assessments, when legally made,

constituted a lien on the estate, and give a

right and use of occupation to anybody who

would take the land for a certain time and

pay the assessment. But the sale takes

place, and did take place, under the law of

1816, and I now call the attention of your

honors to that law. The 2d section says

that whenever and wherever an assessment

on any land has been confirmed, and the

amount has not been collected, the collector

shall make affidavit of his demanding such

two several times, and that the party has neg

lected to pay, or shall make affidavit that the

owner could not be found, and then, and in

such case, it shall be lawful for the mayor,

aldermen and commonalty to take order for

advertising the land for sale. In the trial

below, these affidavits were called for, or

proof that there had been such affidavit,

and it was not given. I say that the author

ity to sell arises in the fact that there is an

unpaid assessment. That is the only author

ity to sell. My learned friend admitted, if

there is no tax, there is no foundation for the

sale proceeding. Every lawyer knows that

the claim there has been unpaid tax. The

existence of an unpaid tax is the foundation

and if there is no such tax, the proceedings

are utterly void. The ruling of the judge

below went to the extent that if we had had ten

witnesses in court to prove the payment of

the tax, they would not have been heard.

He said the subsequent proceedings are con

clusive.

ter. I contest that altogether. No cases

have been found to support such a decision ;

no symptom of authority in the books has

gone the length of entertaining any such

proposition as that. I repeat, that this

affidavit for the non-payment of the tax, is

the statute requisition. It has never been

complied with. I know no answer to this

but one, and that one will be found to be

unsuppported by the rules of law, and the
answer is founded on the lease. After the

sale comes a lease to the purchaser, Mr.

Lovett. That recounts the proceedings in

common form. I need not say to your

honors. the lease there could be no founda

dation. It does not affect the rights of Mr.

Striker in any degree. , You must look at

the statute, and see if the forms have been

complied with ; and if a mere piece of

—

The lease shuts up the whole mat
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paper without legal acquirement can take

away the rights of a man in his property.—

The statute allows no such thing. Again, if

this provision of the statute were unreason

able or ambiguous—if it were capable of

two constructions—then this part, like all

the rest, if it has two meanings, the one

most favorable to the owner is that which

must be received.

“What is the expression of the statute It

says that this lease, when duly executed,

shall be conclusive evidence that the sale

was regular according to the provisions of

the act. Well, what is meant in that term

sale 2 Does it mean that the lease itself

shall prove an authority to sell? Our learn

ed friend says that they do not insist on

such an idea that the sale proves the legality

of the assessment: but they may as well

argue in my humble judgment, that it is so,

as touching the authority to sell.

“The lease is no more conclusive than

the fact that the assessment is unpaid. They

both touch the authority to sell. My friend

asks, what do you mean by sale What

do you mean by sale ! Is it the mere act

of standing up and asking who will pay

this assessment for the lowest term of years

—let us have a bid 3 Oh, no | I say the

term sale embraces fairly, and only so, the

proceedings when the tax is unpaid. The

statute itself makes that clear. The pro

vision to sell succeeds, does not precede,

what is said as to the necessary proof of un

paid assessments. It says whenever assess

ments on land, &c, and the collector makes

demand, and it is unpaid afterwards. The

statute goes on as to when sales begin. It

says, in that case, &c., your assessments are

legal—you have got statute evidence—then

in that case it may be lawful to take order

for advertising the land in two or more pa

pers, and then go through the process of

sale. I say, every thing done by the board

of aldermen, or others who are concerned,

belong to the sale, the advertisement, and

the giving notice, and all such. The case

of Clark against Morse, 18 Johnson, in this

court, decides that point, and it is but com

mon justice to say that it is a precisely simi

lar case to this. That case was the case of

a tax on land. The property assessor of

the township had certified to the comptroller

that the tax was unpaid, and a sale was

The party who owned the land

sued the purchaser to recover, and the pur

chaser set up the sale. The law of the

state gave the same effect to the lease or

deed in precisely the same language that

the law gives to this case, but it shall be

conclusive evidence of the regularity of the

sale, yet the judgment of this court was

unanimous in the opinion that the lease

proves the regularity of the sale, after the

act of selling, but it does not say the pro

ceedings were regular before. It is sufficient

authority, prima facie, of the comptroller to

execute the deed, that he had a return from

the proper officer that the taxes are unpaid.

If we had found an oath of the collector,

that he had made the demand, and we could

show notonly that he had not made demand,

but that he had been paid, yet the judgment

of the court below is that we could not

bring in proof, and they, on the other side.

are called on for no proof. I suppose the

words in the lease are in no way effective.

“My learned friend referred to several

cases in the Pennsylvania Reports. I have

looked at them. There are two cases in

13th Sargent, which are in point. In one

of them the court lays down the law with

respect to the necessity of making out regu

larly, step by step, in all these proceedings.

In the other case, the court are called on to

consider a statute of 1815, relative to certain

lands stated in the law. The law says in

express terms that the sale shall be proof

not only of regularity of the proceeding,

but of the assessment, and yet Judge Dun

can did not agree with it. He said it was

a great encroachment on private right, as it

shuts out the power of giving evidence.

Note: BY THE Editor.—We examined the printed

copy of the lease without finding the following clause

which originally was incorporated therein, that “if

any mistake or irregularities occur in the proceed

ings for assessment, collection or sales, on the part of

the corporation the sale shall be roid, and the pur

chase money returned to the purchaser.”

A lease, with such a condition, to be declared “con

clusive,” is a contradiction on the face of the instru

ment.

This word “conclusive,” seems to be laid hold of

with great avidity in all these assessment cases, and

if that force should be given to this word of ten

letters, that the gentlemen who sustain assessment

|..."; insist upon, then the Constitution would

ecome a dead letter.

A very learned counsellor said to us some time

ago that in arguing one of the Corporation depreda

tion cases involving the validityº odious assess

ment before one of the New-York City Courts that he

suggested to the Court a case in which the Corpora

tion in giving a lease should make a mistake and in

stead of conveying the ground of A, which had been

assessed and sold, should convey the land of B, which

had not been assessed, or sold; and enquired if the

lease in such a case would be held to be conclusire /

If the lease is conclusive in one case, it is in every

case.

We have come near to the close of this opinion

without coming to any decision upon an important

point in the case, which wasº at length by Mr.

Webster, as will be seen by referring to p. 420 of

this review. On referring to the points of the coun

sel for the plaintiff we find the fifth of the series as

follows:

“That there was no evidence whatever to show

that the Collector, had ever demanded the assessment

of the plaintiff, or any other persons, pursuant to the

second section of the act for the more effectual col

lection of taxes and assessments in the city of New

York, passed April 12, 1816,” (see Ante p. 386) “or

that the plaintiff had ever refused to pay, the assess

ment.” Why this ommission. It is noticed by Mr.

Justice Bronson in the dissenting opinion given by

him in this case.

There is another matter which is important in

these proceedings which is in our opinion very mate

rial. The Statutes, the court say, make the lease con

clusive evidence that the sale was regular according

to the provisions of this act (see act of April 12th,

1816, Ante. p. 386.). Now then what are the provis

ions of that act now in force It will be seen by a refer

ence to page 389 of this volume that the greater portion

of that act has been repealed, and by a reference to

|. 148 of this volume, that the Legislature have

one away with the conclusiveness of the lease (see

Ante. p. 339.) -

By sections 3, 4, 5 and 6, of chap. 230 of the Ses

sion Laws of 1841, leases for lands sold for assess

ments in the city of New-York, do not become of

any force in the hands of the purchaser until the pur

chaser performs certain acts andsection 7 of the law

requires of the purchaser the filing of certain papers

in the Street Commissioners office, Will the learned

judge who delivered the opinion of the court in this
Case be able to reconcile his views of the conclusive

ness of the leasewith the subsequent statute of 1841,

requiring certain things to be done and providing a

further time of redemption.

The court say:

“A Corporation notice under the statute,

bearing date the 16th of June, 1840, was

given in evidence, and testimony, written

and oral, was adduced, to prove its publi

cation.

“No objection was made to the form or

substance of the notice, or that the proof of

its publication was deficient, except that it

had not been published in the State paper,

which the law did not require.—(Laws,

1840, p. 274, §10.)

“No ground therefore appears on which

the regularity of the sale can be questioned,

and as far as this case discloses the facts, the

purchaser has a valid title.”

Again, Mr. Webster in his argument, says:

“There is a provision in the act of 1841,

which takes away from the purchaser the

right of entering into his purchase, where

his tenant is in possession, without giving

to that tenant six months notice. My opin

ion is, that the law does apply to cases like

this, where land had been sold, as well as to

future sales, and I think the court will be of

that opinion. If so, the defendant could not

set up the defence that he did. But that,

and the more important question I have

spoken of, I shall leave to be disposed of

by the court.”

Mr. Webster in conclusion says:

“There remains but another point to be

considered, and I believe the cause may rest.

It seems to be the opinion of a majority of

the judges of the court, in the matter of 39th

street, that though the law is unconstitution

al, yet what has been done under it must

stand. I had not prepared myself to discuss

that question, because, until I came here

two or three days ago, I did not know that

view had been taken by the court. It would

become me to address myself very guardedly,

if I should venture to give an opinion, that

that part requires re-consideration by the

court. I do not know that in this court I

should venture at all, but as it has been inti

mated that that is the case, I submit to the

court that there is great doubt that any thing

done under an unconstitutional law, could

ever be valid. We have had many contro

versies as to the constitution, and unconsti

tutional law in the United States and State

Courts. We have had questions of the va

lidity of laws in almost every state in the

Union, and some of the state laws, and

those of the United States have been declar

ed unconstitutional, yet this will be the first

case where it hasbeen declared, that although

a law is unconstitutional, whatever has been

done under it divesting persons of property,

should be held to be valid. I know of no case

where such has been held, but a great many

where they have beenheld tobe altogether void.

It appears to me there is no color of right in

the case of an unconstitntional law. See

how they differ from the common cases. A

clerk in your honors' court, who has not
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taken the oath, may certify to papers. They

had not been objected to in another court,

and the objection is as to his personal dis

qualification. It is a disqualification, but I

understand the court to have said, in the case

of Sharp v. Spear, that in these proceedings,

where title is to be divested, on pretence of

steps by statute, the purchaser is answerable

to see that every one of the proceedings have

been legal and if that is important, what is

more important than the question of author

ity to be exercised in that proceeding 3 I

suppose there is no color of title, when it has

been obtained under an unconstitutional law.

I suppose one unconstitutional law is as un

constitutional as any other. The unconsti

tutionalty of the law may be as flagrant in

one case as in another, but suppose your

honors should decide in this case that, although

it may have come up late, and a great many

things done unconstitutional, we will hold,not

withstanding whathasbeen done is valid. Sup

pose something more plainly unconstitutional

were to pass now, and a man was in prison

under it, would your honors not release him 7

In that case, you would say, this being a

recent act, we will interfere. May I be per

mitted to submit to your honors, how will it

be possible to entertain such doctrine consis

tently with the rights of parties 7 May not

a man hold the constitution as a shield against

the power of the legislature ? What would

you do with aliens or strangers, or a man

who has been out of the country for thirty

years, and comes to ask for his patrimony 7

Will you tell him that he comes too late 7–

He says, I know the constisution, and I knew

the legislature could not pass such a law by

the terms of the constitution. Will your

honors not allow that he would be entitled to

redress : If the power is not proper to be

exercised now, it has always been void. The

object and intention of the law is to impose

a duty on your honors which the constitution

does not permit. Is it not a void law It

is a law, or it is not a law l—a valid enact

ment or mere waste paper ' If valid, your

honors must go on till repealed. If void,

and always has been void, then no man can

obtain a right, or lose a right, by such a law.

I place my view on that, and your honors

can take it for what it is worth. I do not see

how it is possible to sanction all that is done,

and yet not make your honors proceed still

under the law. I have not intended to com

ment on the opinion of this court, but to refer

to those general principles, and in that in all

the cases, none of them arises in a view

alleged to be void; there were cases where

officers were acting illegally in places where

they were incapacitated. Let me call your

honors' opinion to that whole class of cases

which has been decided by the United States

Court, on the validity of the law. It seems

to be argued that the enactments of a law,

gives prima facie authority that it is correct;

if so, how is it, than in more than fifty cases,

which the United States Supreme Court

have heard, they did not succeed in justify

ing themselves under acts which the United

States Supreme Court hold void. That, for

instance, of the Bank of the United States

against Osborn. Osborn was treasurer of

the state, at the time the legislature of Ohio

assessed taxes, and gave authority to the

treasurer to go into the bank and take out

$40,000; the treasurer did so, and was sued,

and justified under the law. He had exact

ly done what the law required, but the chief

justice said a void law gives no authority.—

There was no de bene esse. It was void or

good, and although he had this shield he was

adjudged to pay the money. So in many

other cases individuals have acted on judg

ments obtained under such laws, and all the

consequences which I have named followed.

Such laws have been regarded as mere blank

paper. In this part of the case it is neces

sary to consider again that the claim is be

tween the original parties—Mr. Striker and

the city. Put the parties in this case in a

situation to refer to, where the interest of

third parties come up. Is it not pertinent to

ask if the corporation did not know that

these assessments had been complained of,

and said to be void, yet they took the risk

They were ready to pay out of the city funds,

and to make Mr. Striker repay them if they

could. If your honors came to the conclu

sion that this assessment cannot be sustained,

no such consequences would arise to the

city as those which have been spoken of.-

There is no great danger of all the litigation

alluded to taking place. It was said, yester

day, that the cases amounted to about a

hundred, and that the city has been guarded

in the leases. But suppose that it were oth.

erwise, and there were more than a hundred,

the emphatie declarations of your honors in

the Brooklyn cases, that if there are many

such cases of wrong, will truly apply.

“This controversy is actually between

parties assessed for improvements and the

city—the great enterprising city of New

York. If your honors should be of opinion

that Mr. Striker and others have been suffer

ers, and it would take $100,000 or $200,000

to right all the wrong that has been done, is

there a man of character or reason that would

wish to avoid paying his share of it? Is

there one who would not contribute that

justice may be done 7 Is there one who

would wish to keep his property at the sacri

fice of a great constitutional question ? I be

lieve there would not be one found, or if there

was, he would not manifest himself among a

class where he would find so few associates.”

The Court say:

Some objections and exceptions were

taken on the trial, which are not noticed on

the written points handed to the court, nor

were they by counsel on the argument.

“Such have not been considered.

“Under the stipulation in the case the

defendant should have judgment.

“Nelson, Ch, J., concurred.

DISSENTING OPINION.

“Bronson, J.-There are some points in

the case upon which I am unable to concur

with my brethren.

“If the New-York street law could be

regarded as enlarging our jurisdiction, by

conferring new judicial powers to be exer

cised as a court, then I agree that the statute

would be free from constitutional objection.

But it has been long settled, that the powers

conferred by this and other laws of the same

general nature, are not strictly judicial; and

that in carrying them into execution we do

not act as a court, but as Commissioners ap.

pointed by the Legislature.—(Stafford vs.

The Mayor of Albany, 7 John. 541. Mat

ter of Beekman Street, 20 John. 269. Mat

ter of Mayor of New-York, 6 Cow. 571.-

Matter of Mount Morris Square,2 Hill. 14.)

Acting on this principle, we have uniformly

refused to set aside the proceedings in street

cases, under any circumstances: holding,

that while sitting as Commissioners, we had

no power to recall that which had once been

done. And when the parties have desired a re

view in a Street case, the Supreme Court has

issued a certiorari to the Justices of that court

as Commissioners; and having thus got the

matter before us as a court, and affirmed

what had previously been done in another

character, a writ of error has been brought

in the Court of Errors.-(See Livingston vs.

Mayor of New-York, 8 Wend. 83. Patch

in vs. Mayor of Brooklyn, 13 Id. 664.)

“In these, and all the other forms in

which the question has arisen, it has been

uniformly held, that in executing the street

law of 1813, we act as Commissioners ap

pointed by the Legislature, and not as "a

court. The same doctrine has been laid

down by the federal judiciary. By an act

of Congress, passed in 1792, (2 Bis. 259,)

the Circuit Courts of the United States were

directed to inquire into and decide upon the

claims of certain persons to be placed upon

the pension list. Several of those courts de

clined to execute the law, on the ground

that the duties assigned to them were not of

a judicial nature. The Circuit Court for

the District of New-York, with Chief Justice

Jay at its head, held that the Act of Con

gress could only be considered as appointing

Commissioners for the purposes mentioned

in it, by official instead of personal descrip

tion; that the Judges regarded themselves

as being the Commissioners designated by

the Act, and therefore as being at liberty to

accept or decline that office.

“As the object was a benevolent one,

and the Judges wished to manifest their res

pect for the Legislature, they accepted the

trust.—(Note to Hayburn's Case, 2 Dall.

410.) The Justices of this court seem to

have acted on the same principle when they

accepted the office of Street Commissioners

underthe New-York law.—(Matter of Beek

man Street, 20 John. 269.)

“But the constitutional inhibition against

holding any other office, which was substan.

tially the same then as it is now, was entirely

overlooked.—Const. of 1777, Art. 25. Ditto

1S21, Art. 5, $7.) Since an appeal has been

made to the fundamental law, it is no longer

the mere question whether we will consent to

accept the office, and execute the statute.—

The further inquiry is now presented, wheth

er we can rightfully act in the matter? And the

Constitution having declared that theJustices

of this court shall not hold any other office

—
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or public trust, I think we cannot accept this

appointment, however willing we may be to

ive effect to the wishes of the Legislature.

f we can execute the office of Street Com

missioners for the City and County of New

York, the like powers may be conferred upon

us in relation to any other town or county in

the State; or the duties of the office of

comptroller, treasurer, or sheriff, may be

assigned to us; and thus the constitutional

disqualification to hold any other office,

would be completely evaded. Following out

the principles which have already been set

tled in relation to this law, I think it con

flicts with the Constitution, and cannot there

fore be supported. And in this opinion I

had the full concurrence of the late Mr.

Justice Cowen.”

“The Act of 1813 made the assessment

a lien upon the land, but gave no power to

sell. By the second section of the Act of

1816, [Stat. of 1816, p. 114, it is provided

that whenever any assessment upon lands in

the city of New-York shall not be collected,

and the collector shall make affidavit of his

demanding the money two several times of

such owners as may reside in the City, and

that they neglected or refused to pay; or

shall make affidavit that the owners cannot,

upon diligent inquiry, be found in the City,

then, and in any such case, it shall be lawful

for the Corporation to take order for adver

tising and selling the land for a term of years;

and the lease to be executed to the purchas

er, “shall be conclusive evidence that the

sale was regular, according to the provisions

of this Act,” I take it to be entirely clear,

as well upon the words of the statute as the

reason of the thing, that the Legislature did

not intend to authorize a sale of the land ex

cept in cases where the prescribed affidavit

should be made.

“There must be an upaid assessment and

an affidavit of the collector. The latter is

made just as necessary as the former, and

we might as well dispense with the one as

with the other. The Corporation can take

no order in reference to a sale, not even for

advertising, until the affidavit has been made.

“It is familiar doctrine in relation to these

statute sales, that it lies on the purchaser to

show a strict compliance with the statute.—

He must make out his case affirmaiively,

showing step by step, the existence of all

the facts on which the right to sell is

made to depend.—(Sharp vs. Spier, 4 Hill.

76, and cases cited.)

“ Under this statute the lease is evidence

of the regularity of the sale ; but not of the

right to sell.

“No affidavit was produced, though the

want of it was distinctly made a point upon

the trial. This was a fatal objection to the

* This question was before the court in the Matter

of Thirty-Ninth Street, and several other streets, on

motions to confirm the Reports of the Commission

ers of estimate and assessment, when Cowes, J.

agreed with Bronson J. that the statute was unconsti

tutional. A re-argument was subsequently ordered,
and the matter was discussed in connection with the

principal case of Striker vs. Kelly.

defence, which was set up under the Corpo

ration lease.

“It is well known that men acting in a

body, especially when under the cover of

corporate privileges, will often do what no

one of them would be willing to do if acting

alone, and upon his individual responsibility.

And they will sometimes say aye, or permit

a matter to pass sub silentio, when they would

not venture to record their names in favor of

the measure. To guard against such evils,

and protect the citizens against the imposi

tion of unnecessary burthens, it was provi

ded by the seventh section of the amended

charter, that the ayes and noes should be

called and published, whenever a vote of the

Common Council should be taken on any

proposed improvement involving a tax or

assessment upon the citizens. (Stat. 1830,

p. 126.) The language is imperative—the

ayes and noes shall be called. When the

particular mode in which the Corporation is

to act thus specially declared by its charter, I

thinkit can act only in the prescribed form.—

The contrary doctrine wants the sanction of

legal authority, and is fraught with the most

dangerous consequences. It would place

corporations above the laws, and there is rea

son to fear that they would soon become an

intolerable nuisance.”

REMARKs.—Thus we have placed before the read

er the entire opinion of the Supreme Court in this

assessment case, as delivered by Mr. Jnstice Beards

ley; and we have also given entire the dissenting

opinion of Mr. Justice Bronson. The opinion of Mr.

Justice Bronson is brief and comprehensive and needs

no criticism.

We have given in full the able argument of the

Hon. Daniel Webster, made before the Court.

There is, in this history of the case, numerous pro

visions of the Constitution and of the Statutes intro

duced which were not referred to by the Counsel,

and therefore not presented to the Court, and some

of these we think very material. The attention of

Mr. Webster, we presume, was not called to these

provisions, and although he is a man possessing a her

culean mind yet he could not be expected to have a

particular knowledge of local laws which are of them

selves, or at least some of them, a nondescript, unless

brought specially to his notice.
It isº that Mr. Webster is to argue this

cause before the Court for the Correction of Errors,

and he will then have an opportunity of presenting

these provisions of law to the consideration of that

Court, if in his judgment they have a bearing upon

the points in the case.

We have made our review very lengthy—had we

not been limited in time we would have made it more

brief. We will hereafter present a brief review in

the compass of two or three pages.

As an illustration of the system of making assess

ments in the city of New-York by the Commission

ers appointed by one of the Justices of the Supreme

Court we will present a case in the Seventh Avenue,

confirmed by one of the Justices of the Court in Feb

ruary, 1839, which we find in the appendix of the

Report of the Select Committee from the Senate ap

pointed to investigate assessment abuses, on p. 92 of

that Report as follows:

“November 2, 1841.

“The Committee met pursuant to adjournment,

Present—Mr. FURMAN,

Mr. VERPLANck, and

Mr. Scott.

“Benjamin Townsend having been called on the

part of the memorialists and duly sworn, says: That

he resides in the city of New-York, and was formerly

an assistant alderman of the said city; that as to the

assessment for opening Seventh avenue from Twenty

first to One hnn and twenty-ninth street, while

the same was pending before the commissioners, he

was sick, and remained so for about eighteen months.

Some three or four years elapsed between the reso

lution of the common counciſ for opening said avenue,

and the confirmation of the report. . He supposed it

was abandoned, and heard nothing about it until he

was called on for the payment of the assessment on

his property. When the bill was presented, he called

at the street commisioner's office, obtained names of

the commissioners, and examined the maps. In ex

amining the maps and abstract, he saw the property

adjacent to his, and owned by Baltus More, awarded

at $293 and some cents. The division fence between

More and witness runs through the centre of the

avenue; the adjoining land below witness belonged

to the estate of Thomas Addis Emmett, deceased,

and he was awarded $205 and some cents. Mr. Guest

for adjoining land above witness, was awarded $274

and some cents; and witness was assessed $213 and

some cents, and awarded nothing. Witness owned

to the centre of the treets on all sides of his prop

erty, except in the rear, and more land was taken

from witness for said avenue than either said More or

said Guest. Witness then made application to Mr.

Murray to see his notes, and he ...? if he saw the

map he could tell witness how it was. Witness then

carried him a map of the property of witness and

that adjacent, and he then said to witness, that to tell

him the truth, he knew mothing about the maps, and

had no knowledge by which he could judge or esti
mate the value of theº ; that Mr. Harris

made up the assessment, and if there was any mis

take in it he presumed Mr. Harris would give expla:
nations, and it would be corrected. Witness then

called on Mr. Robertson, one of the other commis

sioners, who was in an office opening with folding

doors into that of the then corporation counsel, Mr.

Emmet, and he found Mr. Emmet and Mr. Robert

son both present in that office, and witness asked Mr.

Robertson in regard to that assessment, how such a

mistake could be made; and witness described the

situation of his property on the Seventh avenue. He

answered witness that he knew nothing about it; he

was never there; he believed the avenue was some

five or six miles long; that he was never on the

premises; that Mr. Harris made the assessment and

witness should apply to him. Witness then asked

Mr. Robertson where Mr. Harris lived, and he replied

that he lived in Harlem, and that he did not know

that he kept any office in the city. Mr. Emmet ob

served that Mr. Harris was frequently in the Times

office, in the lower part of the same or an adjoining

building; and witness wrote a note directed to Mr.

Harris, and left it at the Times office, and called there

once or twice, some little time afterwards, and there

met Mr. Harris, and asked why he should have made

such a difference in the awards and assessments for

property taken for that avenue and adjacent to each

other; and he told witness that the property was very

accurately surveyed and examined into, and the value

of the land in the awards made up by the square

foot; that the land taken from Mr. More and other

persons for the said avenue; that his minutes of

making up his report would show that fact; and that

if it was not so in the report, and such award made

to the witness, it had been altered by the counsel of

the board; and witness then asked him what authori

ty the counsel of the board had to alter a commis
sioner's report, and he answered witness, that the

counsel had done so sometimes."

“Witness then petitioned the common council, and

in the board of aldermen it was referred to the com

mittee of which Aldermen Benson was chairman;

and in the assistants, to the Committee of which

Assistant Alderman Underwood was the Chairman ;

and that neither of said committees made any report.

The witness attended the committee on assessments

on notice, and the chairman told him that he had sent

for the commissioners, and they had not attended;

the witness was then dismissed, and never heard any

more about it. During the last summer or fall, a spe

cial committee in aldermen, and committee of assess

ments in assistants, was appointed to hear complaints

as witness understood; and Assistant Aldermen Un

derwood requested witness to make out his complaint

in relation to opening the Seventh avenue; and in his

* Whatever alteration is made, is done so before

the report is signed, and such alteration is the act of

the commissioners, not of the counsel or the clerk

who writes out the report.-Ed.
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petition he told said committee that the maps in the

street commissioner's office would show, by the lo

cation of the property, that a mistake had been made

and that it was an award due to the witness in place

of an assessment against him for such opening. Wit

ness told Mr. Underwood that Mr. Harris the com

missioner had told him that his Harris's notes would

show that it was an award, and that Mr. Emmet the

then counsel of the board in the matter of the Seventh

avenue had those notes. Mr. Unnderwood told wit

ness that he had twice made application to Mr. Em

met for these notes of the commissioners, and he once

promised to give them to him, but had not done so,

so that Mr. Underwood could not have them to assist

him in making out his report on the petition of the

witness.”

We remark—In order that the reader may be able

to judge of the political patronage appertaining to the

exercise of Street powers by the justices of the Su

preme Conrt, we here set forth the fees of the Coun

sel, Commissioner's, Surveyor's and Collectors for the

proceedings terminated in one single year, viz. 1839.

Counsel fees and Court charges. Com'rs fees and room hire.

7th Avenue, 3,976.77 5,580.00

6th 44 3,580.77 3,339.00

2.1 * * 2,033.55 2,644.72

1st * : 300.00 82.3.25

Avenue A, 2:50.00 z' 207.00

Manhattan Square, 1,449, 13 1,781.00

Mt. Morris do. 9:33.00 8.50.00

John Street, 1,936.92 * 1,432.00

Art Street, 1,896.75 1,626.00

12th Street, 120.00 420.02

24th “ 225.00 96.00

25th “ 737.4() 1, 107.00

3:31 “ 768.00 1,332.00

34th “ 1,030.83 1,476.00

35th “ 90.5.00 1,247.00

36th “ 56().00 6.3.3.00

:3}}{}i “ 7(53.00 945.00

40th “ 553.00 1,033.00

50tll “ 472.00 1,002.00

5 1st “ 612.00 935.00

52(l ** 687,40 848.00

55th “ 497.00 790.00

83d, 84th and 35th St. 360.00 77.0.00

90th Street, 58().()() 738,40

94th “ 450.00 731.40

Anthony Street, 2,786.00 3,577.00

William Street, 2,073.00 3,000.00 :

$31,196.47 $39,143.79

It will be seen that the Counsel fees and Court

charges amounted to $31,196.47, Commissioner's fees

and Room-hire $39,143.79. Surveyor's fees, $22,517,-

00. Collector's fees $7,274.00; in all $100,131.26.

A comparison of this sum with the salaries of the

civil officers appointed by the Governor and Senate

will illustrate the provision of the Constitution which

has made a restriction to the exercise of the appoint

ing power.

The amount paid out of the Treasury of the City

of New-York to the Counsel of the Corporation for

one single year ending Dec. 31st, 1839, as appears by

the City Comptroller's Report, for that year, amount

ed to the large sum of $45000, and upwards.

The Counsel fees in the Brooklyn Reports confirm

ed by one of theJustices ofthe Supreme Courtcompared

with those of N. York in 1839, will afford an illustration

of the extraordinary extravagance of the latter. These

Reports confirmed subsequent to May 1st, 1839, came

under the law of April 20, 1839, (see Ante. p. 388.)

requiring the fees &c, to be taxed, but the Justice

who confirmed the Reports in 1839, made the “con

firmation,” notwithstanding the omission.

As respects the Commissioner's labors we will in

troduce the testimony of a practical man who was

several years aclerk in the Street Commissioner's office,

which testimony was taken before the Hon. the

Select Committee, appointed by the Senate to inves

tigate assessment abuses in the city of New-York, and

is to be found on pages 81, 82 and 63 of their Report,

Senate Doc. No. 100 of 1842.

“Witness made about four-fifths of the computa

tions upon those assessments on which the street.com

missioner, assistant street commissioner, and chief

clerk, were appointed assessors. The assessment

mºvie up by witness, if accurate, would produce the

same result as they would if made by the assessors
themselves. Witness has never acted as commission

er; but he would suppose, that to compute an assess

ment for paving or regulating a street or avenue was

quite as much work, if not more, than to make an

assessment for opening a street or avenue; he would

think it was more work as there are many more items.

Witness has discovered inaccuracies of addition in

the estimate and assessments of Commissioners in

opening Streets.”

As respects Surveyor's fees, we will state, that the

Island .# New-York was laid out into Streets and

avenues in 1807 to 1811—or rather that portion of it

not previously laid out—maps were made and the

streets and avenues laid down upon these maps which

are upon a large scale, say about one inch to the 100

feet. The lands with the owner's names are also

upon the map—a copy of the whole is in the office

of Secretary of State at Albany, and another copy in
the office of the Street Commissioner in New-York.

In addition to this there is a small card in the office

of the Street Commissioner, containing a complete

table of measurement of the Streets, Avenues, and

Blocks, and we have made a brief synopsis of a part

of it, as follows:

The blocks from 11th to 16th Street are 206 feet

6 inches deep ; from 16th to 21st Street, 184 feet;

from 21st to 42d Street, 197 feet 6 in. ; from 42d to 71st

Street, 200 feet 10 in. ; from 71st to 86th, 204 feet 4 in. ;

from 86th to 96th Street, 201 feet 5 inches; from 96th

to 125th Street, 201 feet 10 inches: north of 125th

Street, 199 feet 10 inches. The Blocks between the

avenue are as follows: Between 6 and 12, 800 feet

each; between 6 and 3, 920 feet; between 2 and 3,

610 feet; between 2 and 1, 650 feet; between A and

1, 603, &c. All the avenues north of 23d Street are

100 feet wide, and all the Streets 60 feet wide ex

cepting 15 streets, which are each 100 feet wide, and

these wide Streets are every tenth Street. -

The detail of this card is on p. 311 of this volume.

As to the fees of Surveyor's a comparison of 1839

with 1820 will be most convincing. The venerable

Jonathan Thompson, of New-York, formerly collector

of the Port a very estimable citizen was examined as

a witness before the Senate Committee, (see page 47

of their Report,) as follows:

“September 25, 1841.

“The committee met pursuant to adjournment.

“Present—Mr. FURMAN,

Mr. VERPLANck, and

Mr. Scott.

“Jonathan Thompson being called and duly sworm,

on the part of the memorialists, says—that formerly,

between 25 and 30 years ago, the witness was per

sonally acquainted with all the assessments of the

city of New-York, being the collector of the internal

revenue of the United States. Afterwards, the wit

ness in 1819, or 1820, at the request of the common

council valued all the property of the city of New

York with Mr. Targee and Mr. Smith. Witness has

been a commissioner upon forming and grading the

third avenue, and upon a number of other improve

ments. Witness knows the labor and time necessa

ry in making out assessments, as he has spent several

weeks at it, or rather months. Witness has examined

the commissioners' map of Second avenue, from Twen

ty-ninth to Eighty-sixth Streets, and also the abstract

of the commissioners' report, showing the number of

persons to whom awards and against whom assess

ments were made, in the matter of opening said Sec

ond avenue. He can only estimate the time necessa

ry to be spent in making the assessment of said Sec

ond avenue, by comparing it with Third avenue from

the Bowery road to Harlem bridge, which was six

miles and a quarter in length, and on which the wit

ness made the assessment for regulating and grading.

The expenses of the commissioners on said Third

avenue, (which was in May, 1819.) The assessment

roll contained about a quire and a half of paper closely

written, was as follows:

Total expense of working and regulating, $97,514.00

To which add:

For advertising....... - $8.00

For Surveying - - - - - - 244.00

Collector 3 percent on $33,280.31, 998.41

Assessors for assessing, stationery,

&c------------------------

Contingencies (paid street com

886,56

190.03

-

missioner,).---------------- 2,327.00

***- I -

Total.............----------------. $99,941.00

“The witness produces the survepor's bill above

referred to, which is sworn to Aug. 3, 1820, by the
affidavit of Mr. Daniel Ewen the surveyor, which 1s

“surveying, compiling, collecting information,

drawing maps of the Third avenue from it.com

mencement at the Bowery to Harlem bridge, 61 days
at $4 per day, $244.” The assessment on the Third

avenue, extended one-half way to the next block

same as Second avenue. The Second avenue is paral
lel to the Third avenue and about 610 feet distant,

and there is not much difference in their situation and

grounds, and he thinks it was as to make the

maps of Second avenue as to make that of the Third

avenue; in fact he thinks it was much more labor to

make the map for the Third avenue, for the same

distance, that it was to make that of Second avenue;

it was a new thing when that of Third avenue was

made, and there were many more assessments. The

witness should not say there was one-tenth of the

labor in making out the estimate and assessment of

the Second avenue, that there was in making out the

assessment which witness made out on Third avenue.

The assessment which the witness referred to, as

being a quire and a half of paper, on the Third ave

nue contained descriptions of all the property assess

ed. The abstract of the commissioners' report on the

Second avenue is made out on two sheetsof paper. The

witness knows what services used to be rendered in

cases of street improvements by the corporation coun

sel. The commissioners or assessors would make

out their report or assessment roll, and hand it to the

counsel who would put it into legal form.

JONATHAN THOMPSON.”

The expenses taxed upon assessment proceedings

were not one-tenth the rate when Mr. Thompson was

conversant with assessments, as are now charged.

In order that the reader may judge of the enormous

abusesin these matters asnow practised we will makean

estimate per block of the Seventh Avenue, remark

ing at the same time that this avenue runs through

farming land nearly its whole length.

The Senate Committee in their report state that

this avenue consisted of 108 blocks of about 270 feet

each. The Commissioners fees were $1640, for each

Commissioner, exclusive of “Room Hire.” This is

pay for 410 full days. -

Each block is consequently charged three and

three quarters of a day's labor, of each and all the

Commissioners. The land in most of these blocks is

owned by one and the same person and requires
no estimate whatever.

The attorney's fees to each of these blocks is $36.81.

and the surveyor's fees $25.93, or about five dollars

per acre.

We will here introduce before presenting the DIA

Gr:AMs, some quotations from the Federalist, No. 78, as

pertinent to this issue, as follows:

“The complete independence of the courts of

justice is peculiarly essential in a limited constitution.

By a limited constitution, I understand one, which

contains certain specified exceptions to the legislative

authority; such, for instance, as that it shall pass no

bills of attainder, no ea post facto laws, and the like.

Limitations of this kind can be preserved in practice

no other way than through the medium of the courts

of justice; whose duty it must be to declare all acts

contrary to the manifest tenor of the constitution void.

Without this, all the reservations of particular rights

or privileges would amount to nothing.”

Again:

“There is no position, which depends on clearer

principles, than that every act of a delgated authori

ty, contrary to the tenor of the commission, under

which it is exercised, is void. No legislative act,

therefore, contrary to the constitution, can be valid.—

To deny this, would be to affirm, that the deputy is

greater than his principal; that the servant is above

his master; that the representatives of the people

are superior to themselves; that men, acting by virtue

of powers, may do, not only what their powers do

not authorise, but what they forbid.
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DIAGRAMNO.1.DIAGRAMNO.2.
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I2J.H.lotNo.89.&.Hopperandothers.

sG.H.Striker.-||SIlotNo.90.sesssAºiºn.$G.H.Striker.Assessedonly$156.11.
sŠºAssessed$1822.00.LotsNo.353to384.
g;

ce

442feet6inches.529feet1in.530ft.2in.

3B.Townsend.

--Assessed

5AnnStriker.ºcStrik$213.61

~,AmStriker.

$§sW.Guest

3.º

-

----------------------------------------------"""---------------------------------------------------------------||||-ºf-------------–ward

LargeawardtoAnnStriker.LargeawardtoAnnStriker.|Nº.

NINTH| AVENUE,notopenedorworked.SEVENTHAVENUE.

Wepresentuponthispage,twoDiagrams,illustratingtheinequalityofAssessments,andtheloosemannerinwhichtheseextraordi

asthepropertyofGarretH.Striker,anddesignatedasLotsNo.89and90,wereassessedforbenefitfortheprospectiveopeningoftheNin

impositionshavebeenmade.TheLandassessed
Avenue,thelargesumof$3,827.00.TheLand

assessedasthepropertyofJasperHopper,T.J.Nelson,andC.T.Newcomb,anddesignatedasLotsNos.353to384,J.Hopperandothers,andwhichareNos.353to356–360to368,and381to384,ontheCommissionersmap,oftheSeventhAvenueAssessment,areassessedinthewholeforbenefit,only$156,11.

Thispieceofgroundisthesamedistancefromthelineof

theSeventhAvenuethatGeneralStriker'slandisfromthelineoftheNinthAvenue.TheLotNo.90,forwhichG.H.Strikerisassessed$1822.00,doesnotcontainasmanysquarefeetasthepieceofgroundforwhichJ.Hopper,NelsonandNewcombareassessedonly$156.11.GeneralStriker'sAssessmentismorethaneleventimesasmuchasthatof*Newcomband
Nelson.ThetwopiecesofgroundareboundedonHopper'sLane,andare2300feetapartandarebothofaboutequalvalue.GeneralStriker'sLot,No.90,shouldnothave

eenassessed$100.

TheseDiagramsalsopresentanillustrationofthesystemofmakingawardsforlandrequiredtobetakenforpublicavenues.ThelandofAssistantAldermanTownsend,lyingwithinthe

linesoftheSeventhAvenueaslaidoutandoppositehisothergroundfrontingonthesameavenuewastakenforthesaidavenue,totheextentof18,688squarefeetandinsteadofmakiawardtherefor,theCommissionersassessedhim$213,61.feet.

Mr.Guestwhose

strip50feetinwidth,theentirelength,andawardedhereaboutfourthousanddollars.

an

dadjoinsthatofAssistantAldermanTownsend,andofthesamequalitywasawarded$137.00for64.71square

IntheNinthAvenueassessment,AnnStriker'sproperty,onthewesterlysideofthecentreoftheAvenueextendedbackfromthatline250feet,fromwhichtheCommissionerstooka
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No. 510. No. 197.

Awarded $304.68. Awarded $681.00.

72d Street.

Assessed $1069.46. Assessed $599.00.

No. 508. No. 194.

398 feet 4 in.

Cz

º Assessed $714.61. Awarded 601.00.

tº: J.-- * -

4 No. 504. No. 193.

sc

> _357 ft. 4 in.

2
F: 346 ft. 10 in.

No. 500 Assessed $500.00.

Assessed $1116.94. No. 190.

1.

|

–

Awarded $601.00.

No. 189.

\

86.2 in \ 3.13.10 in. 400 feet.

AMORY ESTATE ASSESSMENT ILLUSTRATED.

An opinion may beformed of thelabor of Commissioners, Surveyors, and Counsel,

in Street openings from the annexed Diagrams, of 6th, and 7th Avenues, and the

statement of fees, &c., which accompany the same. The Sixth Avenue proceeding

includes 190 blocks like the block designated No. 192. The property of the Amo
estate makes 11 of these blocks. The fees of the Commissioner's, Surveyor's,

Counsel are $10,568.77, which is $55,624 for each block; therefore for 11 blocks it is

$611.874. A competent person could make the survey of these 11 blocks in one
day, and the Commissioners could make the assessment of these 11 blocks in one

hour, and the labor of the Counsel in the matter should be but a few shillings at

most.

The Seventh Avenue proceeding embraces 216 blocks like that designated No.

508. The Commissioner's fees in this avenue are $4,920, which is pay at four

dollars per day, for 410 working daysfor each Commissioner, which is equal to about

fifteen months solid time. The Amory estate has 5 blocks of this 216. Of course

the share ofthe expense ofthe Commissioners on these 5 blocks is $111.55 making 9

days that all these three Commissioners musthave been engaged upon these 5 blocks to
erform less than an hour's labor. The room hire of these three Commissioners is

410, which is equal to the rent of a splendid mansion in the country for one year.

Their Clerk hire, $250; Carriage hire, $30; stationary $48. The Surveyor's fees

are $2,801, which at $4.00 per day is pay for 700+ working days, equal to 116 weeks

and upwards, ortwo years and nearly three months, which for216 Blocksis three
days labor on each block, and fifteen days labor on the 5 blocks in the 7th Ave

nue. What would farmers in the country say to having their farmssurveyed at this

rate. The Counsel fees in this avenue are $3,976,77, which is equal to the pay of

the High Chancellor of the state for one year, seven months and three days.

Here is amassessmentupon the farming land belonging to a widow lady and her
children amounting to $5528.33, and the interest upon it to the present time to

about $2,300.00, making in all about $7,800.00, for that which is not a farthing of

benefit, for they own the land in front of their lots and can open their own street.

Such proceedings as these are of the most odious character, a disgrace to the City

Governmentandashame upon the public officers who have committed these glaring

and most reprehensible abuses.

on the next page will be found more upon this particular assessment.

100

.

IDIAGRAM

OF SIXTEEEN BLOCKS OF LAND,

BEING A PART of the FARM AND ESTATE OF

JAMIES AMORY,

ON THE ISLAND OF NEW-YORK.

71st Street.

Assessed $603.00.

No. 102. :

70th Street.

------

| Assessed $603.00.

No. 191.

69th Street.

-
--- -- -----

|

Assessed $603.00

No. 188.

68th Street.

Assessed $603.00.

No. 187.

67th Street.

Assessed $603.00.

No. 184.

66th Street.

- Assessed $608.00.

No. 133. i

460 feet.
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Mrs. Amory petitioned the Common Council in

1843, in reference to this assessment, and on the 31st

of July, of that year, the Street Commissioner, John

Ewen, Esq., made a lengthy report thereon, which

among other things contains the following:

“In the matter of opening the seventh avenue, the

estate of Amory is awarded on lots 162 and 163 for

land taken for the avenue, the sum of $304.68. The

estate is assessed for benefits in the same matter, on lot

No. 500, situated between 68th and 70th streets, and

within about a hundred feet of the avenue, $1,116.94;

on lot No. 504, situated between70th and 71st Streets,

and within about thirty feet of the avenue, $7 14.51,

and on lot No. 503, situated between 71st and 72d

Streets, and extending into the avenue, $1,069.46. A

portion of this last named assessment is for the part of

the ground extending into the avenue, and taken for

the same, which belonged to the estate, but for which

an award of $392.05, was made to the Corporation

under a presumption that it belonged to the city.—

The ground belonging to the estate of Amory on this

avenue was formerly a part of the common lands,

and was purchased by Amory, from the corporation.

The conveyance to him included all the land which

the Corporation possessed in the Avenue at that place,

it being the westerly boundary of the common ºil.

The Corporation would not be entitled to an award

for the land in the avenue, even if it had not been

formerly conyeyed to Amory; the Supreme Court

having long since determined that where land is con

yeyed as bounding upon a street or avenue, the grantor

by such Act virtually appropriates the land belonging

to him in the street or avenue in front of the land so

conveyed. The Corporation therefore having wrong

fully received this award, it is undoubtedly proper
that it should be passed to the credit of the estate to

which it belongs. The sum of the assessments against

the estate of Amory over and above the award in its

favor, on this avenue, by the assessment, is $2,596.33;

which being credited with the award of $392.05,

erroneously made to the Corporation, will be reduced

to $2,595.33." This is undoubtedly a very erroneous

assessment upon about 186 unproductive lots of land

for the mere purpose of divesting the owners of land

in the avenue, of the fee, and placing it in the Cor.

poration in trust for public use; and like most other

assessments made during a period of high speculation

in unproductive real estate, is excessive, as before

stated, from an over valuation of the land taken for

the avenue, which has caused a corresponding assess

ment for benefit upon the lands in this vicinity. The

sum allowed on a lot of land in this vicinity is nearly
as can be ascertained from an examination of the

assessments, is about $300; which is probably more

than three times its value for any purposes whatever.

“The valuation of the land taken in the opening of
the 6th avenue appears to have been estimated at a

still higher rate-the sum of about $400 per lot having

been allowed by the Commissioners for the rocks and

..". in that vicinity; and it is against the assess.

ment for the opening of this avenue, that the Petitioner

has the greatest cause of complaint not only from the

over valuation referred to, but from gross errors as

the undersigned believes, on the part of the Commis

sioners in making their assessments, which errors he

will attempt to explain.

“The Estate of Amory embraces a number of blocks

of land on each side of the Sixth Avenue, between

65th Street, and 73d Street which formerly constitu

ted a part of the common land street, sixty feet in

width, laid out anterior to the laying out of the pres.

ent avenue; its eastern side corresponding with the

present easterly side of the avenue, leaving a space

between its westerly side and the westerly side of

the avenue, of forty feet in width.

“In some cases the Corporation, in conveying to

Amory, bounded him on each side of this old street,

by which he received a conveyance of a forty feet

strip of land in the avenue, between the line of the

old sixty feet street and the westerly line of the ave

nue. In other cases the Corporation in conveying to

Amory, bounded him by the lines of the avenue, but

reserved in the conveyance the forty feet, a piece in

front between the westerly side of the old common

lands street and the westerly side of the avenue, for

the avenue, intending thereby to furnish the entire

avenue between the premises conveyed, for avenue

purposes. In the former case, where the forty feet

* If the first sum is right this should be $2,204.28.

—ED,

space in the avenue was conveyed to Amory, the

Estate has been awarded on that side of the avenue,

as damages over benefits for this strip of land taken

for the avenue, the sum of $601, and assessed on the

land on the opposite side for benefits, the sum of

$603, by which the benefit and damage is but equal;

and in this case the estate has no cause of complaint,

as the ground on each side of the avenue belonging

to it should furnish the avenue between; but in the

other case where the ground in the avenue had already

been furnished to the estate by the Corporation, there

being no award for the land in the avenue, there

...i. be no assessment upon the adjoining property,

except for its proportional part of the expense. There

has been assessed upon the block, on the westerly

side of the avenue between 69th and 70th Street, the

sum of $599, and on the easterly side of the avenue

directly opposite, the sum of $603; also upon the

block on the easterly side of the avenue between 71st

and 72d streets, where the entire avenue also had

been furnished, and for the land in which no award

has been made in the proceedings, the sum of $599,

when ALL THAT THE COMMISSIONE RS COULD

HAVE PROPERLY CHARGED UPON THESE

BLOCKS WOULD HAVE BEEN THEIR PRO

PORTIONAL PART OF THE EXPENSES, which

WOULD HAVE BEEN ABOUT $55 UPON THE

THREE BLOCKS, INSTEAD OF THE SUM OF

$1801 CHARGED IN THE ASSESSMENT.”

IMPORTANT BILL.

We lay before our readers the following important

Bill, in relation to the assessment of Taxes.

[Document No. 128.]

IN ASSEMBLY,

February 11, 1845.

Reported by Mr. Wheeler, from the committee on

the judiciary—read twice, and committed to the coin

mittee on the whole.

An Act relative to taxes and jurors in the city of

New-York.

The People of the State of New-York, represented

in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

Section 1. All lands situated in the city of New

York, and all personal property within said city,

whether owned by individuals, corporations, monied

or stock associatious, shall be assessed for taxes now

or hereafter to be imposed or authorized by law to be

raised or collected in said city, subject to the exemp

tions specified in title first, part first, and chapter

thirteenth, of the Revised Statutes.

§ 2. Every person residing in the city of New

York, shall be assessed in the ward where he resides

or does business, at the time such assessment is made,

for all personal estate owned by him or in his posses

sion, or under his control, or held by him in any

representative or other capacity, and the temporary

residence of such person in any other ward or place,

or the temporary absence of such person from said

ward or city at the time the assessment is made, shall

not free such personal estate from taxation.

§ 3. The real estate of all incorporated compa

nies, and of all monied or stock associations in the

city of New-York liable to taxation, shall be assessed

in the ward where it is situated, and all the personal

estate, including surplus moneys or funds, of eve

incorporated company, and of every monied or stoc

association liable to taxation, shall be assessed in the

ward where the principal office or place of business

of said company, monied or stock association is, and

any individual or company owning a bridge, shall be

assessed for it in the ward where the tolls of said

bridge are collected.

§ 4. The persons elected assessors in the city and

county of New-York, shall be sworn into office on

the second Monday of May in each year, and imme

diately thereafter commence their duties as such

assessors; and it shall be lawful for the said assessors,

at any time before they shall have delivered the

assessment roll as required by the Revised Statutes,

and of the board of supervisors of the city and count

of New-York, at any time after said assessment ro

shall have been delivered to them, to correct the same

by adding thereto the name of, and assessing any per

son or persons, body corporate or monied or stock

association, that said assessors shall have omitted to

assess to such an amount as to said assessors or said

board of supervisors shall seem just and proper, the

|

same being subject to be corrected by those thus

assessed, as now provided by law. -

§ 5. It shall be the duty of the assessors in each

ward, when they have made out a list of the person,

in their respective wards qualified to serve as jurorss

to notify such persons to be and appear before them,

at a day and place certain in the ward, to show cause

(if any they have) why they should not be returned

as jurors. Such notice shall be served at least five

days before the day of showing cause, by delivering

the same to the person so selected or by leaving it at

his dwelling house with a person of suitable age and

discretion, and if the person so notified does not

appear, or if he appears and does not show good

cause, he shall be returned as a juror, and the person

showing good cause shall not be so returned.

W 6. The assessors are hereby authorized to admin

ister an oath to the persons appearing and claiming

exemption from jury duty, and to examine them as

to their excuse. In case of the death or inability to

act, of one of the assessors in any ward, the other

assessor may perform such duties, and in case of the

death or inability of both assessors to act, the alder

man and assistant alderman of such ward shall per

form such duties, and the return of jurors shall be

made under oath.

§ 7. The provisions of the third section, of title

one, the fifth section of title two, article one, and the

eighth section of the last mentioned title, article two,

chapter thirteen, of the Revised Statutes, so far as

the same are inconsistent with the provisions of this

act, are hereby declared inapplicable to the city and

county of New-York.

§ 3. This act shall take effect immediately.

REMARKs.—We shall examine this bill with care,

and give our views of its provisions in our next num

ber, and in the mean time it will be printed on a letter

sheet, and forwarded to those persons whose interests

are to be affected by its provisions.

FREE BANKS

We have reeeived from the Hon. D. R. Floyd

Joses, State Senator, the following important letter:

“ALBANY, Feb. 18, 1845.

“My Dear Sir,

“I would state in reply to your letter that the case

of the “Board of Supervisors of the county of Niagara,

vs.The People, er rel, Wm. G. McMaster,” came before

the Court for the Correction of Errors upon a writ of

Error brought from the Supreme Court ordering that

a peremptory writ of mandamus issue to the Super

visors of Niagara County, commanding them to restore

to the assessment rolls of the town of Lockport, the

assessment of the Canal Bank of Lockport, and the

Lockport Bank and Trust Company. The only impor.

tant question involved in the decision of the case was,

“Were the two Institutions above named, monied or

stock Corporations 7” If they should be denied to be

such by the Court for the Correction of Errors, then the

reversal of the decision of the Supreme Courtwould ne

cessarily follow. The judgmentof the Supreme Court

however ºffirmed's Filowº

“For Affirmance—Messrs. Bartlett, Corning, John

son, Lawrence, Lester, Mitchell, Porter, Scott, Scovil,

Smith, Warney.

“For Reversal–Messrs. Backus, Bockee, Jones,

Platt, Rhoades, Sherman, Varian, Works.

“Yours, very respectfully,

“D. R. FLOYD JONES.

“E. MERLAM, Esq.

RECEIVER OF TAXES.

The office of Receiver of Taxes has been crowded

full, and also the avenues to it, for a number of days

with persons to pay their taxes before the 15th of

February. This is the ill management of the Corpora

tion functionariesin 1843. It will be seen by reference

to the Tax Bill in No. 16 of this volume that the anti

assessment committee prepared a remedy for the in

convenience by a proviso to allow a deduction on all

taxes paid between the 1st of January and the 15th

of February as well as taxes paid prior to January

1st, but the Corporation opposed this in order to screw

money out of the citizens before the ballancing day,

31st December, so that they could cover up the de

linquent ballance sheet.
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LEGISLATIVE POWER.

The constitution of the United States contains this

provision : - - - - -

... Anticle 1, § 1.-All legislative power herein
granted shall be yested in a Congress of the United

States, which shall consist of a Senate and House of

Representatives.”

The Constitution of the State of New-York contains

these provisions.

“$ 1. The Legislative power of this State shall

be vested in a Senate and Assembly.”

Can the Senate and Assembly of the

State of New-York delegate the right or

power to pass penal laws to any other

body of men?

By Art. 1, Sec. 12. Con. “Every bill which shall

have passed the Senate and Assembly, shall, before it

become a law, be presented to the Governor; if he

approve, he shall sign it; but if not, he shall, return

it with his objections to the house in which it origi

nated,” &c. The Constitution then proceeds to say,

that the objections of the Governor shall be entered

“at large on their Journal, and they shall proceed to

reconsider it. If after such reconsideration two thirds

of the members present shall agree to pass the Bill,

it shall be sent together with the objections to the

other house, by which it shall be reconsidered; and

if approved by two thirds the members present, it

shall become a law. But in all such cases, the votes

in both houses shall be determined by yeas and nays,

and the names of the persons voting for, and against

the Bill, shall be entered on the Journal of each house

respectively. If any bill shall not be returned by the

Governor within ten days (Sundays excepted) after it

shall have been presented to him, the same shall be

a law in like manner as if he had signed it, unless the

Legislature shall by their adjournment, prevent its

return, in which case it shall not become a law.”

The Governor is thus vested by the Constitution

with a negative upon the acts of the Legislature, but

this negative is greatly qualified, inasmuch as the vote

of two thirds of a bare quorum can pass a Bill after

lais refusal to sign it, notwithstanding such refusal.

The Constitution provides that the members of the

Senate and Assembly shall respectively be elected on

a certain day, at a certain place, by persons possess

ing certain qualifications, and that they shall convene,

&c. on a certain day, &c.

Thus the Constitution provides in what manner laws

shall be enacted, and details with great precision the

form and time. No Bill whatever can become a law

of this State, unless enacted in the manner and form

prescribed in the power thus given in the Constitu

tion by the People, who are Grantors of the Power.
The Constitution contains no power of substitution,

no authority, or permission to the Senate and Assem

bly to delegate the power of making laws to any

other body of men. The power is special, limited

and restricted in every respect.

The Act of the Legislature of the State, passed

April 7th, 1830, which is called the Amended Charter

of the city of New-York, contains this provision :

“Ś. The Legislative power of the Corporation of

the City of New-York shall be vested in a Board of

Aldermenand Board of Assistants, who, together, shall

form the Common Council of the City.”

The question then arises, can the Common Council

of the City of New-York pass laws Can the Legis

lature of the State grant to the Common Council, or

vest in that body the power to pass laws?

To the first quiery, we answer in the negative, and

add, that the city of New-York is a part of the State

of New-York, and is governed by the laws of the

State.

The reply to the second enquiry here propounded,

is, that the Legislature of the State cannot in any

manner or form, either direct or indirect, delegate

the Legislative power vested in that body, that no

power of substitution whatever, is contained in the

Constitution.

A citizen who executes a written power to another

citizen to act for him, and in his name, if he intends

the power thus given to be exercised by another,

inserts a special clause authorizing his said agent and

attorney, to substitute another, or others in his place

and stead, &c.; but in the Constitution, the grantors

of the power make no such provision in that instru

ment which contains the grant, and none can be pre

sumed, or implied.

If the Common Council desire an ordinance to have

the force of a law within the bounds of the city, that

ordinance should be made into the shape of a Bill,

and be passed by the Legislature of the State, and

approved by the Governor, in the manner and form

prescribed by the Constitution.

The Common Council might with as much propriety

pass an ordinance to regulate the rate of interest on

inoney, as to pass an ordinance to regulate other mat

ters than those which pertain to the management of

the corporate property. The Common Council have

no more right to pass an ordinance imposing a penalty

on a citizen for a violation of their so-called laws, than

a government of an incorporated bank has, and the

passage of such ordinances are a violation of the

Constitution of this State, and will be so held when

taken to the high courts for adjudication, and this

objection raised.

No one will for a moment doubt that there

should be special laws relative to the City, but all

such laws should be passed by the Legislature of the

State, and not by the Common Council of the city.

The Common Council of the city of New-York is

not the Corporation of the City, but the powers of

the Corporation are vested in the Common Council,

to be exercised by that body in a certain manner,

&c. And what, or who is the Corporation of New

York It is the citizens and inhabitants of New

York, in whom is vested certain property which has

been granted to them by the name and style of the

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the city of

New-York, and the management of this Corporate

property is committed to the Common Council and

particular officers.

The Common Council have the management of

this Corporate property for the citizens and inhabi

tants, the same as the President and Directors of a

Bank have of the Capital Stock which is the property
of the Stockholders,

If this Corporateproperty consistsof market-houses,

they have the right aud power to say at what rate

the stalls shall be leased and what hours the Market

shall be opened, but they have no right to say that

the citizen who owns a store shall not sell Pork,

Beef, or Poultry in that store, nor can they pass any

valid ordinance, making it a penalty for a citizen to

sell meat on his own premises. We know that such

ordinances have been passed by the Common Coun

cil, and that some of the Courts have held such ordi

nances valid, but such a decision would not be held

valid by the Supreme Court of the United States.

There is a vast difference between the powers

which may be vested by a Charter in a Political Cor

joration granted by an absolute government possess

ing unlimited power, and these which are possessed by

our free Government exercising the limited and re

stricted powers conferred by ific Constitution.

No one cºnversant with the provisions of our Con

stitution, will for one moment pretend to deny that

even the Legislature of the State, is greatly restricted

and limited in its power; and yet there are others,

and some of them members of the Common Council,

who pretend to say that the Common Council, a mere

creature of the Legislature, can do that which the

Legislature of the State dare not attempt to do—this

is, in effect, making the creature greater than the

creator.

Hume, De Lolme, Sidney, Tucker and others, who

have written much upon Legislative power, speak of

it only in such cases as where its exercise is unlimited

and unrestricted.

In our free country, this power is possessed by the

people, and they are the grantors of power in all

cases—the people are sovereign. The legislatures

are mere grantees.

The LegislativeI. by able writers, said to be

arbitrary, overwhelming power, and for this reason it

was restricted, limited, and defined, in our Constitu

tions.

If it is necessary that municipal corporations,

created by the Legislature of this State, should possess

legislative power over a portion of this State, then

the Constitution of the State should be amended,

and this provision incorporated in that instrument; or

if it is desirable that the Senate and Assembly should

be authorised to delegate the legislative power vested

in these bodies by the Constitution, then, in that case,

a suitable clause to that effect should be embodied

in that instrument.

If the Legislature were to frame a bill containing

all necessary general provisions for the incorporation

of all cities, towns and villages in this State, and

frame a code of laws which should have a special

application to the districts embraced within the char

tered limits of each, it would reduce the labors of

legislators greatly.

LAWS RELATIVE TO THE CITY.

The Common Council of New York have applied

to the Legislature for the passage of several laws,

among which are the following:

f 1 Respecting Gambling Houses and Houses of ill
arrie.

2 Respecting the License system, raising the price

of a license to twenty-five dollars, and providing a

º of fine or imprisonment not exceeding forty

ys, for selling liquors without license.

3 Respecting taxing nonresidents, and relating to

the return of jurors. -

4 As to betting on elections:

5 For power to enact Penal laws, which is askin

for a vesting in that body of the Sovereign power of
the State. - - -

6 Relating to unpaid taxes.

The Common Council before applying for a Law,

should submit the bill to the People, and any act

which they may ask for, which affects a particular

private interest, must be presented on notice of six

weeks in the State Paper under the provision of Sec.

1 and 2 of page 142 of Vol. 1 of the Revised Statute.

The Common Council will apply for a law to raise

money by tax.

Aliso for a law to raise $200,000 by Debt to build

a poor house.

Also for money to be raised by Debt to completo

the High Bridge. -

The money to erect the High Bridge, should be

laced in the hands of the State Croton Board for

isbursment This board consists of Stephen Allen,

Saul Alley. W. W. Fox and Thomas T. Woodruff, all

of whom are business men. in whom the public have

the most implicit confidence.

The two hundred thousand dollars for the poor

House should not be granted. Gentlemen in whose

opinions we have implicit comfidence say that it will

entail on the city an outlay of a million of dollars and

an annual outlay of one hundred dollars besides.

It is high time for the city Government to retrench

expenditures, but the Alms house project is begin

ning at the wrong end. The present members

of the Common Council were elected to office to re

form abuses and not to practice them.

We received a few !. ago, a letter from a most

estimable citizen on this subject, which is as follows:

“Mount Washington, Jan. 31, 1845.

“DEAR SIR,-

“Indisposition will prevent me from meeting the

Mayor by appointment, in relation to matters in gener

al, relating to the Alms House Department.

“I regret that it has been determined to remove

the establishment to Randals island, and that the buil

dings on a most extensive scale are in the course of

erection, and for this purpose an application is about

to be made for permission to raise a large amount.

“My opinion is that this is the cominencement of

a most disastrous state of things, reaching, in their

consequences,far beyond any considerations of money.

“I sincerely believe that it will add at least one

million of dollars more to our already alarming debt

and that it will increase the annual tax one hundred

thousand dollars, and in a short time a far greater

amount.

“I suggest the propriety of making an effort to
resist the raising of any money for the object.

Yours Respectfully, JOHN M. BRADHURST.

To E. MERLAM.

Mr Bradhurst is a practiced business man of great

experience, and he is a large tax payer. He held the of

fice of Alms House Commissioner for two years, and

resigned the office in preference to making extravagant

outlays for buildings which the Common Council in

sisted upon.

Öther gentlemen who are familliar with our City

affairs and who have had great experience in public

life express the same opinion as that expressed by

Mr. Bradhurst.

–
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MAYor’s Office, } of the Fine Arts (of which I am a member)

January 20th, 1845. are most friendly and of my own property

To the Hon. the Board of Aldermen :

With much regret, and after careful de

liberation, accompanied by an earnest desire

to add my official sanction to the measure,

I find myself compelled to return to your

Honorable Board, without my signature,

the resolution granting a lease of the Rotun

da, (or building now occupied as the Post

Qffice,) to the “New-York Gallery of the

Fine Arts,” at the nominal rent of one dollar

per annum.

I appreciate as highly as the Committee

of your Honorable Board by which the

resolution was reported, the claims of the

institutiou on the public regard and coun

tenance; and the long list of petitioners for

the lease, including, as it does, the names

of some of our most estimable and distin

guished citizens, adds a powerful motive to

those already existing in my own mind, for

wishing that I could sanction the resolution,

consistently with my sense of duty.

But I cannot see that the City Govern

ment has the right to make such disposition

of a valuable property. The vast and

increasing expenses which the citizens have

to meet, admonish us that we should not

only practise rigid economy in expenditures,

but also put to the most profitable use all the

city's property and means of revenue. I

was chosen to office under this profession

and pledge, and I feel myself bound to act

up to the profession and redeem the pledge.

Already there is a want of office accom

modation for officers connected with the

City Government, and the want is likely to

increase. The Rotunda, occupying a most

suitable and convenient position, might be

fitted up at no great expense, so as to furnish

several offices which we are now obliged to

hire; and if such use of it should not be

deemed expedient, there is no doubt that it

could belet, at an annual rent of from three to

four thousand dollars, which we should be

careful not to lose from the public treasury.

The resolution proposes no term for the

duration of the lease. If it is intended to

grant the building for only one year, the

institution might be subjected to the serious

inconvenience of having to remove at the

end of that time. If a perpetual lease is

contemplated, I confess that the propriety of

thus binding the city governments that may

come after us, appears to me extremely

questionable.

Whether a great number of our citizens

might not be benefitted by a location farther

up in the city than thatproposed, is a question

for others to decide. As I have already said,

my feelings toward the New-York Gallery

I would cheerfully be liberal to an institution

so laudable, and promising such benefits to

the citizens; but in dealing with the property

of the people I think it is our duty to be

careful and economical, not generous, espe

cially at this time, when the expenditures

are so large, the taxes so heavy, and the

prospects so remote in consequence of the

enormous outlays with which we are threaten

ed for the support of schools and of the Alms

House establishment—outlays that are con

tinually increasing with no apparent means

of prevention.

With these views, I think it my duty to

return the resolution without my signature;

and I do it with some diminution of reluct

ance because I know that if my views are

wrong, the Common Council still have it in

their power to consummate the measure.

JAMES HARPER.

We have given as above, a copy of the VETo Mes

sage of His Honor MAYor. HARPER, and below, we

give the opinion of several of our most estimable and

intelligent citizens of this act, expressed in a memo

rial addressed to the Common Council.

To the Honorable the Common Council of the City of

New-York.

The undersigned Citizens of the City of New

York, approve of the objections made by His Honor

the Mayor, to the passage of the Resolution appropri

ating the Rotunda, a building belonging to the City,

for the purpose of being used as a gallery for the dis

play of paintings, &c., and ask your Honorable Body

to sustain the Mayor in the course he has taken in

this proceeding.

And your memorialists, &c.

New-York, Feb. 8th, 1845.

Stephen Allen, Jonathan Thompson,

D. S. Kennedy, David Hale,

Robt. C. Cornell, Henry Parish,

D. Hadden, Jon. Goodhue,

John I. Palmer, John D. Wolfe,

A. G. Thompson, John Haggerty,

W. W. Fox, C. H. Russell,

Nat. Richards, John Onthank Fay,

Geo. Ireland, P. Lorillard, jr.,

C. Swan, Saul Alley,

Wm. H. Russell, J. Boorman,

Peter Schermerhorn, Wm. E. Dodge,

W. B. Crosby, Stacy B. Collins,

Anson G. Phelps, Abm. Ogden,

Silas Brown, Geo. Newbold,

N. G. Rutgers, J. M. Bradhurst,

BenjS. Whitney, Henry Brevoort,

H. W. Field, John A. King,

Burtis Skidmore, G. A. Worth.

Wm. Mandeville.

Walter Bowne,

F. R. Tillou,

Jacob Drake,

James McBride,

Abm. Van Nest,

Peter Embury,

Thomas Glover,

James Brown,

C. W. Lawrence,

Lambert Suydam, J. L. Bowne,

James J. Jones, Edward Prime,

James G. King.

MAYOR SPRAGUE.

The message of this clear headed and independent

public officer to the Common Council of Brooklyn,

deserves a careful reading, and the citizens of New

York should contrast this message with the statement

of the New-York City Finances, which follows this

message.

GENTLEMEN of The CoMMON Council.

“I deem it a matter of importance to com

municate to this common council, and to all

concerned, some facts in relation to the

taxes and current expenses of 1844.

“An inquiry is often repeated—Why are

the taxes more onerous this year than last !

Why, say the tax-payers should they not

diminish in proportion to the great increase

of houses, property and population ? A

brief and satisfactory answer to this question

is due to all who pay taxes.

It appears that an additional sum of $17,-

721.16 has been raised for 1844, more than

was raised for 1843, as follows:

The increase of lamps required

that the Corporation should

add - - - - - $1,100.00

By an act of the last Legisla

ture was added for the Com

mon School Education - 1,321.16

Also for County purposes to

build an Insane Asylum - 13,000.00

The State called for 1-10 of a

mill additional on the mill tax,

say - - - - 2,300.00

$17,721.16

Thus may be seen the amount of increase

by whom and for what purpose. It is a

common remark, that the rapid growth of

the city will tend to diminish the taxes; but

it will be borne in mind while the State and

three organized bodies are annually increas

ing in wants irrespective of each other, the

advance of the city will probably be antici

pated if not greatly exceeded.

Since the year 1833, the current expenses

of this city have exceeded the amount raised

on tax account, about $70,000; to which, if

we add many incidental expenditures, the

excess over receipts from taxes, for the last

ten years, cannot fall much short of $10,000

a year, and met by the sale of bonds of

$500,000, all of which were disposed of long

ago.

It is a painful reflection that the same sys

tem is still progressing, and if continued,

must inevitably lead to serious consequences,

such as no discreet individual would allow

to interfere in his private affairs. It is not

possible to arrive at an accurate statement of

what will be the actual deficencies of the

several appropriations for 1844, until the

financial year shall be closed by all the bills

presented and audited. Enough, however,
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is ascertained to satisfy any reasonable

mind that it is time to pause, and to adopt

some system by which this city may here

after be guided within its legitimate means.

Some of the deficiencies that may be

safely estimated for the present year are as

follows:

There will be paid out in the

shape of salaries, more than

raised, - - - - $950.00

There will be paid out to watch

men, more than raised. - 2000.00

For repairs of wells and pumps, 600.00

Municipal Court, - - 800.00

Repairs streets and roads, - 700.00

Cleaning streets, - - - 675.00

Interest less receipts from South

Ferry (docks claimed by indi

viduals), - - - - 1400.00

$7,125.00

There are many incidental expenses, of

which Law is a large item, that will swell

the amount of deficiencies to $10,000 for

the present year, not to say anything of

heavy assessments in and about the Park, as

is already seen in the assessment list for the

sewer, which will probably be followed for

regulating and paving Navy Street, and all
similar work.

There is what is termed a Sinking Fund,

created by a law, for which $5,000 is annu

ally raised by tax to sink the public debt;

but there is also what may be, not unaptly,

termed an anti-sinking fund, by the Corpo

ration, which has and is sinking the city

deeper and deeper in debt.

Every successive Mayor and Common

Council find it much easier to increase

expenses and Corporation patronage, than

to diminish either. They can seldom devote

their time and attention to the financial

affairs of the city; hence it is natural for men

in a corporate capacity to do what they

would not do as individuals. I admit, if

we had bonds to meet the deficiencies, as

usual, the city affairs might go smoothly on,

until the interest, instead of absorbing nearly

half the taxes now raised, would, in process

of time, require the whole amount, and leave

nothing for current expenses. Every year

must add to the amount of contingent interest,

to be paid on monies borrowed in anticipa

tion of taxes. The more the city is suffered

to run behind on tax account, the more will

be required to be borrowed from year to

year, and for a constant increase of time,

until it shall be necessary to hypothecate

the taxes of next year to meet the wants of

this, and so onward.

It should be remembered that many of

the deficiencies will fall upon the first seven

wards, on a settlement with the 8th and 9th,

and its importance will increase when called

upon to pay up.

Six years previous to 1833, the public

expenditures were held sacredly within the

means raised by tax. It may be said we

were then a village; but I know not why

the same principle of finance is not applica

ble to a city. With this brief view of the

city affairs to what conclusions shall we come?

Shall we proceed as for the last ten years, 13th, 1840. Board of Assistants, Jan. 13th,

and confirm an example for our suc

cessors, or shall we at once set about devising

the best means in our power to put an end

to the anti-sinking fund for which no taxes

can be levied, and no bonds be applied ?

To over-run the appropriations, as has been

the practice is a sure road to bankruptcy and

unauthorized by law. The remedy is simple:

either retrenchment, or an act of the Legis

lature to increase the taxes; or both seem

to me inevitable. The former should be

well considered before a resort to the latter

especially as we have already approached

too near the percentage levied in our sister

city.

Thus I have been urged by a considera

tion of duty to make this communication in

the belief that it is much better to know the

worst, and speedily to apply a remedy.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

J. SPRAGUE, Mayor.

§§§§§§§ tº
The ANT1-AssEssMENT Committee deem

it of great importance to place before the

Tax-paying Citizens, some facts in reference

to the peculiar state of the City Treasury,

at the close of the fiscal year, from 1839, to

the present time. In the first place, they

place before you the official admission, of the

actual amount of the arrears on the 31st

of Dec., 1839, as follows:

“To the Honorable the Legislature of the

State of New-York.

“The memorial of the Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonalty of the City of New-York,

Respectfully represents,

“That by reason of the great expenses

which they have incurred in consequence of

the various improvements in the said city,

they have found the ordinary revenues of the

Corporation altogether inadequate to meet

the demands which these expenses have pro

duced, and that they have therefore from

time to time been obliged to issue their bonds

under their Corporate Seal, to defray some

of these expenses, as a means of mere tem

porary relief. The amount of this floating

debt on the 31st of December last amounted

to onE MILLION seveN HUNDRED THOUSAND,

Four HUNDRED AND sixTY Doi,LARs, and can

probably be reduced from anticipated sources

of revenue to one million three hundred thou

sand.

“The amount to be raised by the annual

tax bill will be required for the ordinary ex

penses that will accrue pending its collec

tion, and will therefore furnish no relief in

liquidation of the floating debt.

“Your memorialists therefore pray your

honorable body will grant to them authority

to fund such amount of the said floating

debt as they may deem expedient, not ex

ceeding one million three hundred thousand

dollars, by the creation of a six per cent.

stock, redeemable in annual installments of

$100,000 each.

ISAAC L. VARIAN, Mayor.

Thos. Bolton, Clerk of C. Council.

1840. Approved, Jan. I4th, 1840.

ISAAC. L. WARIAN.

Presented in Senate, Jan. 17th, 1840.

The Legislature authorized the funding of

$400,000, payable $50,000 per annum, by

general tax on the Real and Personal Es

tate of the inhabitants and freeholders of

the county of New-York.

The state of the City Treasury, as per

Comptroller's reports, is as follows:

December 31st, 1840.

Temporary Bonds outstand

ing, $1,115,500 00

Overdrawn account in bank, 2,650 42

Tax money of 1841, collected

and used in 1840, 102,545 11

$1,220,695 53

December 31st, 1841.

Temporary bonds outstanding, $847,947 00.

Endorsed.—Board of Aldermen, January

Overdrawn the Bank, 247,437 12

Tax money of 1842 collected

and used in 1841, 193,283 80

$1,288,667 92

December 31st, 1842.

Temporary Bonds outstanding,$887,433 04

Tax money of 1843, collected

and used in 1842, $765,823 26

Less bal. in bank, 359,365.43

$406,457.83 406,457 S3

$1,293,890 87

December 31st, 1843.

Temporary Bonds outstanding, $510,000 00

Overdrawn the Bank, 77,690 74

Tax money of 1844, collected

and used in 1843, 739,089 48

$1,326,770 22

It will be seen by the very brief state

ments above, that the Temporary indebt

edness, has increased, notwithstanding the

payment of $50,000 annually by tax for its

reduction.

The change in the unpaid checks out

standing and undrawn in 1842, to a bal

ance in the bank to the close of that year,

as compared with former years, was in con

sequence of the provision incorporated as

an amendment to a tax law of 1842, pro

cured to be made by the Legislature on the

application of the anti-Assessment Commit

tee, by the substituting of voluntary pay

ment of Taxes in advance, and deducting

of the Interest from the tax paid.

The Receiver of Taxes has, up to 3

o'clock P.M., of Dec. 31st, 1844, received of

the Tax of 1845, in advance, the sum of

$SS1,678 34. The outstanding temporary

Bonds on the 31st Dec., 1844, the anti-As

sessment Committee have not the means of

ascertaining until the printed Report of the

Comptroller comes to hand, nor will the

State Bank Books show the balance in

the City Treasury, as that Institution has
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no account of Checks drawn and outstand

ing, which have not been paid before the

termination of Bank hours this day.

The balance of the Tax of 1845, to be

collected, will not be sufficient to pay the in

terest of the City debt, the temporary bonds

falling due, and the City expenses “pend

ing its collection,” consequently, the old un

authorized system of issuing temporary

bonds must be continued to meet these pay

In eats.

This temporary indebtedness should

be funded, payable by tax at the rate of

$100,000 per annum, until all is extinguish

ed, and the Legislature should also require

the Receiver to deposit the money collected

from the Mill Tax to the credit of the State

Treasurer—that collected from the Croton

Tax, to the credit of the State Croton Water

Commissioners—that for the support of

Schools, to the credit of the proper depart

ment, &c., &c. A Committee to investi

"gate the Fiscal concerns of the Corporation,

should be appointed by the Legislature, and

a Board of Auditors of public accounts,

should be created by State authority. The

Department of assessing Taxes, building

Sewers, opening and improving Streets, &c.,

should also be created by the State Legis

lature. The assessment of Taxes should

be made by a permanent Board, which Board

should have the power to correct erroneous

Taxes.

- TAXATION.

A friend has sent us the Albany Knickerbocker, of

1844, containing an article on TAxATION, which we

give below. It is from the pen of a practical business

man of very high standing in the community in which

he resides. We omit the bill which is a part of the

article

“TAXATION OF BANKS.

“A few reasons are offered in favor of a law embracing

the above principles of taxation, together with a few

remarks on the taxation of real estate.

“First—Taxation to be just ought to be equal—and

to be equal ought to reach all species of real and

personal property.

“Secondly—It is a conceded fact that real estate

pays too much tax in proportion to personal property.

It therefore follows that our laws ought to be so framed

as to reach, if possible, all personal property, as it

will not be denied, that personal property which can

generally be vested at 7 per cent. is more profitable

than real estate on an average; but in our zeal to

reach personal estate, do not let us be unjust. Some

years ago a tax was laid on all incorporated Banks.

At that time banking was a monopoly, and most of

their charters when obtained were worth from 10 to

25 per cent, and but few could be obtained—but

since the passing of the Free Banking Law the

monopoly has entirely passed away, and there is now

no good reason why a Bank stockholder should pay

any more tax on Bank stock than on the same amount

of other personal property, or that because it was in

Bank stock he should be deprived of his right of

swearing it off in case he owes enough to balance it

and allother personalproperty. Itishardly supposable

that a man would take a solemn oath to reduce his

assessment and makes himself liable to the laws of

God and the penalty of perjury.

“It is the opinion of some, if not all the learned

counsel of the state, that Bank stock held under the

Free Banking Law is free from taxation—should that

be so, is not the above Law required?

“Many hard cases in respect to taxation of real

estate might be cited; but as most of the cases are

well known to you, I will merely name one—a

mechanic or other person has a vacant lot on which

he wants to build a house—he goes to some insurance

office or money lender and mortgages the lot and

contracts to have a house built and insured, and the

policy to be transferred for security, and he then

takes his money as the building progresses, so that

when completed he owes about all his property is

worth. Yet as the law stands he must pay the tax

on it and the insurance office pays a tax on their

mortgage on the same property and there is no way

for the owner to escape—unless he should be taxed

for personal property; in that case he could swear off

the amount of the bond; but generally such men

are not taxed for personal property.

“Would it not be just for the owner of real estate

to say to the assessor when he calls on him to assess

his house, which is admitted to be worth $12,000,

I owe $10,000 on this house. To Mr. A. $5,000,—

to Mr. B. $5,000, and would it not in such case be

just for the assessor to assess to A $5,000, to B. $5,000,

and the balance to the owner of the house—the non

resident of the town or ward of such bondholder

could be reached the same as non-resident stockholders

of Banks in section 2 of the above bill by authorizing

the mortgagor to pay the tax and deduct it out of the

interest on his bond.”

PUBLIC SEWERS.

We have laid by for examination, anessay on sewers,

by J. B. J.E.R. vis, Esq., of this city. Mr. Jervis is a

worthy gentleman of high standing as a civil engineer.

We do not agree with Mr. Jervis in many of his

conclusions as to sewers which terminate under water.

Such sewers cannot so easily be kept clear by water

collected in a large body at the head of the sewer for

that purpose, for the foul air in the sewer would

not be absorbed by the water, but would be forced

by the water into the surface atmosphere.

A gentleman who is familiar with our city affairs, has

recently returned from Europe. In October he exam

ined a sewer which was being laid down in Bow

Street in London, at the depth of 20 feet. The Church,

called the “Bow Bells,” had its walls cracked by

the excavations for this sewer, and it became

necessary to prop up the building. This gentleman

expresses the opinion that the use made of sewers in

London for conveying off animal excrements, is highly

objectional le. Our informant is a practical man and

highly intelligent, and his opinions are entitled to

great weight for these are formed from personal

observation.

That sewers for drainage are extensively required in

the city of New-York is undisputed, but the use of

these subterranean conduits for other purposes, is too

serious a question to be determined by any other

means than a thorough investigation, by persons

whose minds are notinfluenced by pre-formed opinions.

In narrow Streets like Beekman Street, there is not

room for a sewer between the house vaults, unless

the sewer is laid low, and then it will endanger the

foundations of the houses.

The State Croton Water Board, is composed of

practical men, whose opinions on this subject we

should rely upon with great confidence, and this

question should be referred to that Board, for their

opinion. -

A friend has put into our hands a small pamphlet

on sewerage, the writer of which is a very worthy

citizen who is very zealous in favor of universal

sewerage. The writer, with great candor, in his

preface, says:

“The article originally prepared for Hunt's Maga

zine was republished in the present form without any

pretension on the part of the author to more knowl

edge about the matter it treats of than might be

acquired by almost any citizen with very little r.”

The discussion of the subject will do much good,

and the writer we have referred to, has improved him

self in this matter. We have before us several essays

on sewerage, from his pen, and the last essay on this

subject is a very valuable paper.

Some of our best citizens favor his plans, and others,

equally deserving and worthy, oppose them.

In changing the grades of Streets much mischief

has been done by shaping the surface so as to form

artificial basins, thus accumulating the surface water

in places from which before it had a great descent.

This is clearly illegal, and the public officer who

thus acts, lays himself liable to *... in actions

against him by the injured party.

If sewers were to discharge above low water into

the East and North Rivers, the gases in those

conduits will deteriorate the atmosphere air that is

reposing within the reach of the sewers, and these

conduits of bad air, in case of pestilence, will become

conduits of infection. If the sewers terminate under

water, the bad air cannot be discharged except on the

surface of the streets. The Rector Street difficulty

in 1822, and also that of Warren Street, with the old

sewer, during the yellow fever, are matters of record.

We will examine these records, transcribe and publish

them. We should be glad to find ourselves wrong in

this, and find our opponents right. We will endeavor

if possible to take an impartial view of this subject.

The opinion of Mr. Wells, the Superintendant of

Sewers in Boston, which we published in our paper

of Dec. 1844, is entitled to great weight. He has

held the office of Superintendant for seven years, with

approbation.

CHAPEL STREET SEWER.

We shall in one of our future numbers, review the

Report of the Special Committe upon the Chapel

Street Sewer, made in April, 1844, and dissect that

rinted document, and place the papers in the order

in which they were originally arranged for to be

printed, and show how these have been "...'
what omissions have been made, what has been added

thatdid notbelong to the papers—what dates have been

suppressed. &c. &c. &c. It is high time that this matter

had a thorough, complete, and final sifting, that the

public may know the whole matter. We will

endeavor to do this, most thoroughly.

PUBLIC STREETS AND PUBLIC PRINTING.

These two subjects are in the same unmentionable

condition as when we referred to them last which was

in December of last year. This is inexcusable.

The little girls with their brooms keep a strip clean

about two feet wide across Broadway, at the intersec

tion of each street, without difficulty, and collect toll

from foot passengers who are willing to compensate

them for this labor.

The possibility of keeping this street clean is thus

demonstrated, and it is thus shown that the Corpora

tion do not do their duty in this case.

As to the public printing, the Committee to whom

the subject was referred inst May, have never yet

reported, and probably never will.

JUDGE HOPKINSON.

In the argument before the High Court of Impeach

ment in the trial of Mr. Justice Chase, Mr. (now Judge)

Hopkinson used this language.

“The pure and upright administration of justice is

of the utmost importance to every people; the other

movements of the Government are not of such uni

versal concern. Who shall be President, or what

treaties or general statutes shall be made, occupies

the attention of a few busy politicians; but these

things touch not, or but seldöm, the private interests

and happiness of a great mass of the community

But the settlement of private controversies, the admin

istration of law between man and man, thedistribu

tion of justice and right to the citizen in his private

business and concern, comes to every man's door, and

is essential to every man's prosperity and happiness.

Hence, I consider the judiciary ºf a country most in

portant among the branches of government, and its

purity and in spendence of the most interesting cor

sequence to every man.”—Notes to Mr. Ju-wee St.-

rey's Commentar:es.
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TERRIFIC THUNDERBOLT.

Qn Sunday morning, the 2d of August, 1844, at an

early hour, a thunder-storm passed over Brooklyn.

I was at the time noticing the brilliant corruscations

of the lightning, and the deafaigºls of the thun.

der, with much attention, in order to be enabled to

judge of the nearness of the descent of the different

bolts, as these were successively discharged from the

bosom of the storm. A terrific bolt came with a

continuous crash so close upon the light, that I judged

it reached the earth at a point not far distant. Qn

inquiry, I found that three dwellings, and also the

track of the rail cars, had been struck about a mile

distant, which would give a measure of time of about

eleven seconds between the light and the sound at

my place of observation. It is difficult to measure

time by seconds within the sound of the crash of the

elements—and most of such measures are at best but

guess work.

I visited each of the dwellings wheh were struck,

and made minute and most particular examinations;

and after making my memorandums, I re-visited these

dwellings to make accurate measurements, &c. . The

dwelling of Mr. Speck in Warren Street, which is

one of the houses struck, is a two story wooden house,

painted white. This house adjoins another of the

same material, &c. The lightning struck the chimney

of Mr. Specks's house, and entirely demolished all

that portion of it which projected above the roof,

broke the gable-end weather-boarding and ceiling of

the front attic bedroom, in which were several Canary

birds, none of which were killed, but several of them

escaped throngh the opening made by the concussion.

One of the timbers of this apartment which I exam

ined was broken. A gilt portrait frame stood upon

the floor in this room; the lightning passed over one

side of it, and removed some of the gilding, but did not

disturb the glass, although the same bolt had broken

a timber 3 inches by 4. From this room it descend

ed into the front chamber. In this chamber the

glass in one of the lower sashes of a window was all

iroken, and some other damage done. From this

room it passed down into the |. in two places,
making two holes through the plastering of the room :

one of these was about the size of a pipe-stem—the

other about the size of a small musket-ball. These

holes were round. One of these perforations was

over the mantel-piece at the end of the room, and

the other over i. looking-glass at the front of the

r00nl. - - -

Thus it appears that the lightning divided, or else

the clouds discharged several bolts at the same moment,

and these of different sizes. The bolt which came

down over the mantel-piece, first struck upon a brass

headed nail, on which a portrait in a gilt framo was
suspended by a brass ring. The whitewash around

the nail was a little discolored, and appeared as if

gunpowder had been burnt upon it. The gilt frame

was uninjured, but a little of the gilding was removed.
Two metallic girandoles stood uponaº marble

mantel shelf, each holding a sperm candle; one of these

candles was broken, but the candle was not affected

Þy the heat of the lightning. From the girandole

the lightning passed over the surface of the marble
mantel shelf, and over the surface of the mantel piece,

leaving a discoloration as the record of its path. This
discoloration was unequal in width, and uneven on

both edges—the widest being less than an inch, and
the narrowest over one-fourth of an inch. From

this the lightning passed to the grate in the fire-place.

The bolt which came down at the front of the room,

struck the corner of the frame of a mantel looking

glass, which was then used as a pier-glass. . The gild

ing on the corner of the frame was some of it remov

ej; the lightning left the gilding of the frame, prefer

ring the silvering of the glass, passing between the

glass and the wooden back over the surface of the

quicksilver flattened into a sheet, discovering elasticity

in its body, and passed out at the bottom of the

glass in two places, abºut six inches apart. The glass

was in three pieces—that is a main or centre glass,

and two end pieces, the points of which were cover

ed over with a piece of gilded wood; at these joints

there was a discoloration—showing, I think, that

combustion or decomposition was going on during

the whole time the lightning was travelling over the

surface. The lightning which passed out near the

centre of the botton of the glass, came in contact

with the surface of a highly varnished mahogany table

little of the polish for half an inch or less, in width,
across the top and leaf of the table.

The lightning which came out of the corner of the

glass, came in contact with a white muslin window

curtain which hung in a fold over a large curtain pin

—made a rent in the curtain, and stained it of a pur

ple color, the subliming of the gold leaf used in gildin

—and from this passed out of the front window, whic

was open, breaking the window blinds, which were

shut, where the hinges and hasps were attached, and

transferring some of the gilding of the looking-glass

frame to the window blinds; from these it passed

into the front area, breaking the front door-steps. A

room communicates with the parlor by folding-doors,

which were partly open, and a bed-room extended

from this latter room into a wing or projection in the

rear of the house near the cistern. Mr. Speck and

his wife and child were in bed in the ºil. room,

and Mrs. Speck was awake at the time, and saw a

ball of fire pass through the room. Two panes of

i. at the head of their bed were broken. The

ed-room which extended to the rear, the lightning

passed through, shattering the window in the rear,

and throwing some of the wood work back towards

the middle room. In the basement, the lightning

made several excursions. A looking-glass plate with

out any frame, which stood upon the mantel, was

visited, but not injured. A parrot in a tin cage was

stunned a little, and the next day bled at the nostrils.

A stone jar containing dry crackers, and which stood

in the pantry of the basement, covered with a tin

pan, was entered by the lightning, and a round hole

made in the side of it, measuring seven-sixteenths of

an inch in diameter. The tin pan was not knocked off,

and it is probable that the lightning passed under it;

but rather than travel the same road twice, it made

its exit through the side of the jar, and without

cracking it. It did not enter that way, it is evident

—for the piece cut out would in that case have re

mained inside.

The outside of the house I will next notice. A

wooden gutter receives the rain water from the roof,

in front, from which a tin leader extends to the rear,

uniting with the tin spout from the rear gutter; these

descend from the rear roof to the roof over the rear

bed room. I have noticed one from thence to a

cemented cistern, in which there is a pump. The

tin leader, in passing from the front to the rear of the

house, was fastened to the weather-boarding, a few

inchesbelow where the lightning broke in thegable end

of the house to the attic, where the birds were confined.

The lightning passed down this leader, but whether

in the inside or outside, or both, it is impossible to

say. There were two elbows in the leader in the

rear, and in the spout below each elbow, is a rent in

the spout made by the lightning, and each of these

rents show that the lightning passed from the inside

to the outside of the spout, as the fracture made in

the tin 13-8 inch by one inch show, as the tin was

bent outward, and the pieces parted in the centre and

held to one edge on each side, like the opening of a

ſolding-door in the centre. The distance between

the two open edges was less than half an inch. At

the pump in the cistern, the lightning broke the wood
work of the curb,and passed out of the spout through

a gutter, outside the|. in the open |. where it

killed a hog. The lightning followed the rear tin

leader of the adjoining house, and to the cistern in

the yard of that dwelling, and there broke the pump,

curb, &c. The persons in the houses were not inju

red. The lightning in passing from the front throngh

the middle room into the rear bed room, went out of

its nearest way to the atmosphere; for had it taken

the nearest route it would have passed over the bed

in which Mr. Speck, his wife and child, were reposing.

Their escape is, therefore, providential. When the

lightning reached the frame of the looking-glass it

left the gilding and descended over the silvering of

the plate and divided in the distance of the length of

the glass into two parts, without affecting the glass or

the coating of it, as neither was in the least affected.

This record, made by this thunderbolt, is the most

minute of any that I have ever met with, for it wit

nesses the preference of the lightning for particular

surfaces, having here had the opportunity of making

a selection, also that it will pass over a thin surface,

which is bright, without disturbing the most delicate

substance on which the bright coating rests, and also

that abolt will divide into several distinct bodies—and

that the track of the path of each is very narrow, it

and travelled over the surface of this, taking off a is closer, and will flatten where it is necessary,

the midst of the raging tempest, where the hard

breathing of the storm comes in furious blasts, when

the coruscations of the lightning illuminate the dark

chambers of the storm, and the finderis rolling with

fearful crash from cloud to cloud, it is difficult to watch

with accuracy the operations of the lightning, butwhen

the storm has passed, and made its record—thatrecord

can be examined with calmness, and care, and found

highly instructive, and besides it is impressive, for

.writing is with the pen of fire guided by a thunder

bolt.

LIGHTNING.

The various theories which have been put forth in

reference to the laws of electricity are calculated to

perplex mankind, and afford but little information to

}. who wish merely to protect life and property

rom destruction by lightning.

Experience is, in ºfthings, the best schoolmaster,

and the lightning in this latitude is so frequent that

the diligent and careful observer, has abundant

opportunity of obtaining information from the records

of the lightning itself, as to its habits and disposition.

These records are very numerous.

It matters not whether we consider lightning a

fluid or a solid. Records of the lightning are written

by the thunderbolt upon material substances with

which it comes in contact. The language of the

lightning is universal, and it is ...i. to every •

mind that gives diligent application to endeavor to
understand it from its own record. It is from facts

that we are to gather knowledge, and not from the

opinions of men. Facts that are ascertained and

recorded for a series of years, of the operations of

lightning afford more information than all the other

sources put together. . In an old file of newspapers;

printed in 1758, which we have before us, we find

the following notice from the pen of BENJAMIN FRANK

in N

“Those of our readers in this and the neighboring

Provinces who may have an opportunity of observing,

during the present summer, any of the effects of

Lightning on Houses, Ships, Trees, &c. are requested

to take particular notice of its course and deviation

from a straight line, in the Walls or other matter

affected by it, its different operations or effects on

Wood, Stone, Brick, Glass, Metals, Animal Bodies,

&c., and every other circumstance that may tend to

discover the nature and complete the history of that

terrible meteor. Such observations being put in

writing and communicated to BENJAMIN FRAKLIN, in

Philadelphia, will be thankfully accepted and acknowl

edged.”

MEMORIAL TO THE LEGISLATURE.

The memorial to the Legislature for the passage of

a Law for taxing Incorporated Companies on their

actual, instead of their nominal capita', is signed by his

Honor Mayor Harper, by the Presidents of the follow

ing Banks, viz. Manhattan, Merchant's, American,

Leather Manufacturers, American Exchange, City,

Mechanic's, Union, State of New-York, Merchant's

Exchange; by the President's of the New-York, Life

and Trust, and Farmer's Loan Company ; by the Presi

dents of the following named Fire Insurance Compa

nies, viz. Mutual, Howard, Manhattan, United States,

Fireman's, Contributionship, Equitable, North Ameri

ca, North River, and City Trust, by the Vice Presi

dent of the New-York Marine Insurance Company,

and the Secretary of the Eagle Fire Insurance Co.,

by the following named Banking Houses, viz. Prime;

Ward & King, and Brown, Brothers, & Co., and

several large capitalists of the city of New York.

THE MAYOR'S VETO.

The memorial to the Common Council for sus

taining the Veto of the Mayor is signed by three

gentlemen who have held the office of Mayor of the

city of New-York, and several other distinguished

citizens, without reference to politics.

The Mayor has reason to feel gratified that his acts

are sustained by gentlemen who stand so deservedly

high in this community.

There are several most excellent men who petition

ed for the use of the Rotunda, for the use of the

Gallery of Fine Arts, who approve the course of His

Honor the Mayor, in this.
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TAX ON INCORPORATED COMPANIES.

The following is a copy of one of the memorials to

the Legislature of this State for the passage of a Law

providing for equal and uniform taxation. As the

law now is, under the construction put upon it by

the Court for the Correction of Errors, Stockholders

in Banks are put upon a different footing as to taxa

tion from other citizens.

To the Hon. the Legislature of the State of New

York:

The undersigned most respectfully represent to

your Honorable Body that a construction has been

put upon the law providing for taxing Incorporated

Companies which implies the right to impose a tax

upon capital which has been irrecoverably lost.

The undersigned most respectfully, suggest that

such an imposition is inequitable and that it contra

venes the great principle that taxation shall be uniform

and equal.

Individuals are not taxed in this way, and the widow

and the orphan who are often stockholders in Incor

porated companies should not be thus assessed through

the institution upon their stock.

The undersigned ask that the bill introduced into

Senate by Mr. Bockee in 1843, a copy of which is

hereto annexed, may be passed into a lº.
And your memorialists, &c. -

Jonathan Thompson,

Stephen Allen,

Geo. Newbold,

Robt. C. Cornell,

James Harper,

David Hadden,

John I. Palmer,

G. A. Worth,

Wm. W. Fox, F. C.Tucker,

D. S. Kennedy, A. G. Thompson,

Geo. Ireland, Nath. Richards,

Henry Parish, John D. Wolfe,

Johnº W. E. Dodge,

Anson G. Phelps, Peter Cooper,

Stacy B. Collins, J. M. Bradhurst,

Samuel Ward, M. Morgan,

H. W. Field, Abm. Van Nest,

Wm. Mandeville,

Burtis Skidmore,

C. W. Lawrence,

J. L. Bowne,

R. Ainslee,

John McBriar,

T. B. Satherwaite,

F. Deming, Samuel F. Mott,

Shepherd Knapp, Rensaleer Havens,

Brown, Brothers, & Co. Prime, Ward & King,

R. Whiley, P. R. Warner,

J. M. Morrison. W. H. Johnson,

Jas. Van Nostrand,

“IN SENATE–MARch 29, 1843.

[Brought in by Mr. Bockee.]

“An act to amend the Revised Statutes in relation

to the exemption of incorporated companies from

taxtion, and for other purposes.

“The People of the State of New-York, represent

ed in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

“Sec. 1: Section 9, of Title 4 of Chapter 12, of

Part 1 ºf the Revised Statutes, which authorize the

*xemption of incorporated companies in certain cases

from taxation, is hereby repealed.

“Ś 2. All banks established under the act entitled

‘An act to authorize the business of banking, passed

Peter Embury.

J. Smith Rogers.

Elias G. Drake,

F. W. Edmonds,

Lambert Suydam,

Jacob Drake,

Neil Gray,

April 18, 1838, shall be subject to taxation on the

amount of capital paid in, or secured to be paid in, in

the same manner as incorporated banks. And the

proper officer or officers of such banks shall make an

annual statement to the Comptroller and the assessors

in the manner provided by the 2d section, Title 4,

Chapter 13, of the first part of the Revised Statutes.

“W 3. The provisions of the 15th Section of the 2d

Title of the 13th Chapter of the first part of the Re

vised Statutes shall be extended to | incorporated

companies and other associations subject to taxation:

and the affidavit in such case may be made by the

president, cashier, secretary or treasurer thereof, and

such companies or associations shall be assessed on

the actual value of their real and personal estate

existing at the time the assessment may be made.

“$ 4. This act shall take effect immediately,

JOSEPH GRINNEL.

Mr. Grinell who is now a member of the House of

Representatives of the Congress of the United States,

was formerly a merchant of this city, and a member

of the Commercial House of Fish & Grinnel. His

residence is now in New Bedford, Massachusetts,

from the district of which he has twice been elected

to Congress. As a citizen, as a man, as a merchant,

Mr. Grinnel is highly respected and greatly and

deservedly beloved. It would be a happy circum

stance for our country if our Congress was composed

wholly of such men as Mr. Grinnel. Intelligent and

honest members of National Councils are a public

blessing.

The following is a copy of a Bill, to be presented to

the Legislature to be passed into a law. This Bill has

been drawn up under the direction of some of the

Banks in the interior of the State. Most of the Insti

tutions in the city of New-York, object to it, and these

Banks propose, as a substitute, the Bill reported by

Judge Bocker, of the Finance Committee, in the

Senate, in 1843, which is to be found in another col

umn of this page.

§ 1. The Cashier of each Bank, and banking Asso

ciation now established, or which may hereafter be

established in this State, shall, in the month of Ma

in each year, prepare a list of stockholders in such

bank, or banking association, and shall extend oppo

site the name of each stockholder, the amount and

cash value, as he shall estimate the same under oath,

of such stock owned by each stockholder, as they

stood on its books on the first day of May, in the

same year, and shall file the same in the office of the

Comptroller.

§ 2. Such Cashier shall, in the month of May in

every year, furnish from said list, to the assessors of

each town or ward, in which said Bank or Banking

Association may be located; the name of each Stock

holder residing in such town or ward, with the

amount of stock and cash value thereof, also the name

of each stockholder residing out of this State, with

the amount of stock owned by them, and the cash

value thereof; and it shall be the duty of the Assess

ors of such town or ward, to assess as personal prop

erty to each stockholder, who shall reside in such

town or ward, the amount, or cash value of his stock:

and to such Bank or Banking Association, the amount

or cash value of the stock owned therein, by persons

residing out of the State.

§ 3. It shall be the duty of each Cashier in the

month of May, in ever year, to furnish from said list,

prepared as aforesaid, to the Treasurer of the County

where any stockholder may reside, out of the town

or ward in which such Bank or Banking Association

may be located, a list of each stockholder residing

in such county, with the amount of stock and cash

value thereof: and such County Treasurer shall, on

receiving such list, notify the Assessors of the towns

or wards in which such stockholders may reside:

and the Assessors of such towns or wardsº: such

stockholders may reside, shall assess to each stock

holder as personal property, the amount or cash value

of his stock.

§ 4. In case the tax assessed upon stockholders

residing in this State, and out of the town or ward in

which the Bank or Banking Association may be loca

ted, shall not be paid or collected by any Collector

of any town or ward, where the same may have been

assessed, and shall be returned by such Collector

unpaid : the County Treasurer to whom the same

shall be returned, shall return the same to the Comp

troller, who shall pay the same, and who shall have

the same power to enforce the collection of such

unpaid tax, from the Bank or Banking Association,

whose stock shall have been thus assessed, as now

authorized by law.

W 5. Each Bank and Banking Association shall pay

all taxes assessed to it, on stock owned therein by

persons residing out of this State; and on all stocks

owned therein where such taxes shall be returned

unpaid, as provided in the fourth section thereof—but

it shall be lawful for such Bank or Banking Associa

tion to retain or deduct the amount of any tax...]".

by such Bank or Banking Association, or paid by

them as above provided, for unpaid taxes returned

from the dividends on such stock.

SAMUEL YOUNG.

We regret to notice that this individual has not

been re-appointed to the office of Secretary of State.

Col. Young is a man of stern integrity and possesses

a mind well stored with useful knowledge we have

heard several citizens of the City of New-York, who

are of different politics from the Hon. Ex-Secretary,

.." great regret that he was not continued in
o

ce. Those who know him best esteem him most.

UNITED STATES SENATORS.

The members of the Legislature of this State, on

the 18th ult, gave their votes for two Senators to

represent this State in the Senate of the United States.

Lieut. Governor D. S. Dickinson and John A. Dix,

Esq., formerly Secretary of State, were chosen.

Jonathan Thompson, Esq., formerly Collector of the

Port of New-York, and W. B. Cropsey, Esq., of Rich

mond County, received the votes of the American Re

publican members.

Willis Hall and Millard Fillmore, received the votes

of the Whig members.

T---

WEATHER IN CANADA.

We have a letter from a gentleman residing in

Upper, Canada, dated January 30th, 1845, which

states thus—“The winter so far has been mild. We

had a fall of snow in November, which soon disap

peared. At present, the sleighing on the frontier is

Poor enough, but passably good further back in the

country, although the snow is no great depth.”

THE SNOW STORM.

A great snow storm commenced here on Tuesday

the 4th inst; at about 1 o'clock in the morning, and

continued through all Tuesday and Tuesdayift

and a short time on Wednesday morning. Theºli,

of snow which fell is about 20 inches. On F.; ay

night, the 31st of January, the temperature of the

atmosphere began to decrease, and on Saturday my

Thermometer denoted 8 degrees, as the lowest point

to which it has reached, the present season. At the

time the storm commenced, my thermometer denoted

a higher temperature than usual at the commence.

ment of snow storms, and denoted 30 degrees. Most

snow storms, on the commencement of which, I have

noticed the thermometer, denoted a temperature of
about 24 to 28 degrees, The wind, on Tuesday after

moon was heavy, and came in fitful blasts.

The Boston papers state the snow commenced fall

ing there on Tuesday, at 12 o'clock, M. The Storin

was therefore, eleven hours in travelling from New.
York to Boston.

The New-Haven papers state that the snow storm

commenced there at 4 o'clock on Tuesday mornin.

the Newark, New-Jersey papers state that the sº.

storm commenced at that city, about 12 o'clock on

Monday night. AtPhiladelphia, rain fell abundantly.

At Albany, on Monday afternoon, the weather was

cold, but the sun shone brightly,

. At Hartford, Springfield, and other places in the
interior, the snow storm continued throughout Wed

nesday. The duration of the storm was, therefore,

about equal at the different places we have heard

m, as the commencement of the fall of suow was

not as early as at New-York, but continued an equal

number of hours afterwards.

Some time since, we made a map of the snow

storm of the 29th of September. Snow storms often

times make a narrow path, and it is very instructing

to note down the journey of a storm. Cold air passes

over the surface of the earth in veins This is demon

strated in the paths of hail-storms in Summer, which

leave on Vegetation, a testimony of the visit.

The Seventh Section of the AMENDED CHARTER.

-“The rules of legal interpretation are rules of Com

mon sense, adopted by the courts in the construction

of the laws. The true test, therefore, of a just appli

cation of them, is its conformity to the source from

which they are derived.”—Federalis', No. 83,

“It can be of no weight to say, that the Courts,

on the pretence of a repugnancy, may substitute their

own pleasure to the constitutional intentions of the

Legislature. This might as well happen in two con

tradictory statutes; or it might as well happen in

every adjudication upon any single statute. The

courts must declare the sense of the Law; and if

they should be disposed to exercise will instead of

judgement, the consequence would equally he the

substitution of their pleasure to that of the legislative
body.”—Federalist, No 78,
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NEW-YORK SALINES.,

Mr. Wright, the Superintendant of the New-York

Salines, has made his annual Report to the State

Legislature by which it appears j. the quantity of

Salt manufactured at the Onondago Salines in 1344,

is four millions three thousand five hundred and fifty.
four bushels.

The quantity of Saltimported into the port of New

York in 1844, from all quarters was but 1,578,347

bushels, of 561b. Of this qantity 725,667 bushels was
fine salt.

The quantity of coarse salt made at the Onondago

Salines in 1844, was 332,418 bushels, and that of

Dairy, or Ground Salt, 312,896 bushels.

The quantity of common fine salt made, is 3,258,240
bushels.

The common fine salt made at the Onondago Salines

was soldat the Port of New-York in 1844, as low as

seventy-five cents per barrel, of five bushels, including

the barrel. This is fifteen cents per bushel,and is lower

than salt can be imported from England at the present
rate of duty.

It should be the policy of the State to encourage

the making of a greater proportion of coarse salt,

which is produced by solar heat.

The coarse salt of Onondago is of a most excellent

quality, and the fine salt cannot be distinguished from

Liverpool salt of the same kind. We have placed

Liverpool salt in a paper, and also Onondago salt in

a paper of the same kind, and on putting these together

without marking, we were unable to distinguish the

one from the other.

We learn from John Townsend, Esq., of Albany,

that the provisions packed with Onondago coarse salt

for the United States Government, for the Army and

Navy, to be used in warm climates, has been found of

excellent quality and well preserved.

The amount of duties collected by the Government

of the United States upon salt imported into the Port

of New-York in 1844, is $126.268,76,

The amount of duties collected by the Government

of the State of New-York upon salt manufactured at

the Onondago Salines in 1844, is $240,305.10, of which

the drawbacks are $92,533.38.

No duty should be imposed upon salt made in this

State that is destined to be consumed in another State.

The State of New-York mightwithas much propriety

tax goods in transit, passing from Ohio to Massachu

Betts.

A Tariff, is a Tariff, whether imposed by the general

or State Governments, and we are often led to look

at the inconsistency of the argument of politicians

when discussing the importance of separating the

public monies of the General Government from the

Bank, and at the same time these very politicians made

a State Bank a City Treasury.

The duty onforeign salt is made a bug-bear, although

the equal proportion of each inhabitant of the United

States to pay of that imposition is less than four cents,

and here the State of New-York is exacting from

the labor of the people of Onondago almost a quarter

of a million of dollars annually. It is a tax upon the

sweat of the laborer. The State duty should be

forthwith abolished.

The extent of this mineral deposite which feed

these salines has never been properly examined, and

probably never will be. It is a great error in the
public officers of the State thus to proceed in the

|. During the extreme cold of winter, while

Lake Onondago is covered with ice, the stratas which

form the bottom of that Lake should be perforated

and thoroughly examined. The expense would be a

mere nothing, and the advantages immeasurably great.

The hydrometers used at these salines are not a

sure guide of the specific gravity of the water. If

the Superintendentshould cause a vessel to beº:
holding exactly twenty gallons, and a balance beam

attached with weights, he would be able to determine

more accurately ific specific gravity of the water than

with his hydrometers. The importance of determin

ing the fact as to the quality of the water remaining
ermanent, is ve at.
p I have in .."c. saline waters from most of

the salines in the United States and these have been

raised at different times from beneath the surface

they are therefore instructing. - - -

the inhabitants of Onondago are making application

to the Legislature for the continuance of the drawback

law of 1343. The continuation of that law will be

highly beneficial to the trade of the city of New-York,

and will also enable the coal dealers of Pennsylvania

to obtain a supply of Onondago salt at a low price as

a return freight for their coal boats, and this facility

will cheapen the price of anthracite coal to the inhabi

tants of the city of New-York.

We have before us the Superintendent's Reports of

1840, 1841, 1842, 1843, and 1844. On referring to the

table of the hydrometer for Syracuse, 1840, we find the

specific gravity of the water varied from 679 to 729,

averaging less than 699. In 1841 the specific gravity

was 77° throughout the year. In 1842, the same. The

Report for the year 1843, is without this necessary table.

In 1844, the highest is 74°, and the lowest 72°, averaging

734°. When we visited Syracuse in the summer of

1844, we noticed this change in the quality of the

water and stated the fact to Mr. Townsend, of Albany.

In 1842, the Liverpool Wells furnished water testing

from 70 to 789. In 1844, from 66 to 712.

The Saltville wells in Washington county, Virginia,

yield water of unequalled purity, testing, uniformly,

92°. The quality of this water does not vary, and is

the extent of saturation of cold water with salt.

The waters of Kanhawha test from 32 to 52°.

Some of the fossil salt from the Saltville mines, we

placed in the Geological Cabinet at Albany for the

inspection of citizens who may feel an interest in

examining this mineral.

On the Saline Creek, in the State of Illinois, the

saline waters are found between stratas of bituminous

coal.

At Saltville, in Virginia, a strata of sulphate of lime

of 40 feet in thickness overlays the mineral salt, and

this salt extends to an unknown depth beneath.

That the waters of Onondago salines come from mineral

salt nearby, I have no doubt, and that Onondago

Lake has been furnished with a basim to repose in from

the dissolving of mineral salt, is more than probable.

My examinations of that Lake and the reasons I

assign for the appearance of the Lake in that locality

are to be found in the previons pages of this volume.

THE COMET.

Another of these mysterious bodies has made its

appearance in the southern chambers of the heavens,

making three of these stranger visitors which have

been visible in our latitude within the short space of

two years,

These comets are of a class of members of our

solar system of which weknow comparatively nothing.

Of the density of the comets, we have no knowledge

whatever.

It is said by some Astronomers, that stars can be

seen through the neblue of a comet, by others that

comets have come in contact with the sun, and that

such a collision took place on the visit of the comet of

February, 1843.

Our knowledge of material bodies is confined to

substances on the surface of our earth. Beneath this

surface, but few explorations have been made, and

these are limited to less than two thousand feet in

depth—beyond this all is a blank page to us.

Of the heavenly bodies much knowledge has been

acquired by observation, and that knowledge enables

us to determine their motions, size, &c., but of the

comets we have not arrived at that degree of knowledge

although the return of comets have, in some cases,

been predicted with tolerable accuracy; but wo

arrive at perfect accuracy in regard to the motion

of the planets, even to a second of time.

Of the influence of comets upon our system we

have no data. In 1811, during the visit of the comet

of that year, the Vintage was extraordnary, and the

quality of the Wine excellent. The Wine of the

“comet brand,” in the Wine Cellars bears a high

price owing to this fact.

A collision of a comet with onr planet will not in

human probability ever happen. Such an event is

not in accordance with the harmonies of nature, and
I am more inclined to believe that the observers

were mistaken in reference to the comet of 1843, than

to believe that the comet reached the body of the

Solar Orb.

That some of the fixed stars have left the places

occupied by them in the heavens is a fact which I

[...” will not be disputed. The number of these

ies which have absented themselves, is very

considerable, and probably equal to the number of

all the comets of which we have any knowledge.

When we look at our earth and compute its size

and its motions, and then at the heavenly bodies, and

planet with others, we become lost in

the immensity of the field presented to our view and

overwhelmed by the sublime and the stupendous

harmonies of Nature, as witnessed in the motion of

these members of the mighty firmament.

We imagine that Mars, from its proximity to the

solar orb, must have an atmosphere of intense heat,

while that of Georgium Sidus which is remote from

the Sun, has an atmosphere intensely cold; but tho

converse of this may be the fact. We have no means

of determining the fact, and conjecture in such a

case is out of place.

The comet of 1843 was first noticed at noonday,

in latitude about 44° north, by the naked eye, and

the comet of 1845 was first seen in this country in

latitude about 30°.

compare our

THE SWEETS OF COLD.

The clear cold air is one of the phenomena of

Nature which the inhabitants of this section of the

globe have an opportunity of witnessing frequently

every year, and sometimes for several days together,

and further north, for weeks, and still further north,

for months. The effect of cold upon every material

substance is very great, and the extent but little

known. As a purifier of the atmosphere its opera

tions are more extensive than that of heat

In the sultry months of Summer a cool breeze is

one of the greatest luxuries. Often do we see persons

laboring with a paper or feather fan to give motion

to the atmosphere and thus decrease its temperature.

The same atmosphere which is considered cool in

summer would be considered warm in winter. In

summer the atmosphere of a cellar feels cool to a

person entering it from the air heated by a summer

sun, but in winter the converse of this is experienced

in passing into the same apartment from the atmos

phere resting upon a surface covered with snow, or

one locked up with frost.

Ice has within a few years become an extensive

article of commerce. It is sold by the merchant by

weight, and exchanged with the inhabitants of the

torrid zone for the precious metals, and there are

some sections of the world where a pound of Ice

exceeds in market value a pound of Iron. We are

accustomed to see ice formed and forming, and some

times with a rapidity that is truly astonishing, but the

frequency of this phenomena has divested it of its

novelty.

We survey the rocks that lay in piles, and wonder

how these could have been formed. The same

Almighty Being who by his power changes a fluid to

a solid, formed these rocks by a process as simple as

that which transform water into ice.

Ice forms in the atmosphere above our heads and

falls in little crystal pebbles upon the ground; these

dissolve and rise again in vapor and continue ascend

ing and descending at unequal intervals, and in most

cases rise in one place and fall in another. The
inhabitants of cities in low southern latitudes where

estilence wastes at noon-day, appreciate a visit of the

rost as one of heavens richest earthly blessings—they

can understand the meaning of the brief heading of

this essay. -

The writer of the ancient book of Job enquires:

“Hast thou entered in the treasures of the snowe ?

Or hast thou seen the treasures of the haile !

Who hath ingendered the frost of the heaven?

The waters are hid as a stone,

And the face of the deep is frozen.”

This quotation we have made from an ancient copy of

Scripture, imprinted at London in 1599, two h ed

and forty-six years ago.

The ancient history of the cold, penned more than

3300 years ago corresponds with this climate at the

present dy.

TAX UPON BANKING ASSOCIATIONS.

The Court for the Correction of Errors have decided

that associations formed under the general. banking

law are Incorporations in the view of the law imposing

taxes upon the capital stock of incorporated companies

paid in or secured to be paid in.

The Legislature will be applied to for the passage of

an act placing owners of Bank Stock on an equal footing

with persons owning other personal property. Taxa.

tion must be equal otherwise violence is dome to the

fundamental law.
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WINTER BIRDS.

The last day of January of the present year which

was Friday of last week, I received a first visit since

the commencement of cold weather, from the Ground

sº which were my visitors during the whole

of the , previous winter commencing the 16th of

December, and continuing until the middle of May.
The latter part of June, these birds came on a visit of

A few days with their young. I was glad to see these

feathered acquaintances, and am glad to record the

remembrance of my kind treatment to these little

creatures. The previous winter the Sparrows were

attended by fourteen Snow Birds. This winter the

Snow Birds have paid me but about a dozen visits,

and the first of these was on the last Sabbath in De

cember. The cold has not been so intense the pres

ent season, as to prevent these birds from finding food

at their usual places of stoppiog, but on Friday, a

change of weather admonished them of the necessity

of resorting to their old quarters. They come full

of itude and full of cheerfulness, and I can read

in the expression of the eyes of these little feathered

visitors, a language which the shadow of a thought.

This is the third winter which I have fed a flock

of snow birds in my yard, and it is instructing te the
human mind to watch their movements.

They present a picture from the hand of nature full

of loveliness Sweet creatures, I admire them, and

I prize their visits highly. Instinct and intelligence

are both from the hand of nature. Birdsare said to pos

sess instinct—they possess intelligence, and many of

them discover more knowledge than is possessed by

some of the human species.

THE SOLEMNITY OF SILENCE.

Perfect silence is awfully impressive. There are

very few who have the opportunity of experiencing

the sensation produced in the human mind by pro

found silence. I have stood upon the mountain top

towering above the clouds at the hour of midnight in

the midst of silence so intense as to be overwhelming.

I have stood beneath the earth's surface in far remote

subterranean chambers, where silence and darkness

had been constant companions for ages—and there

silence was awfully sublime, for it was absolute—it

commanded the homage of the human mind, for it

controlled the pulsations of the human heart. The

arctic navigators, in the highest northern latitudes

which they were able to reach, found in the stillness

of the air in that uninhabited region, a silence so pro

found as to be awfully impressive.

... I have endeavored to transcribe my thoughts when

my hand which guided my pen was shaken by the

reverbation of the thunders of the waters of the

greatest cataract on earth—and I have made the same

endeavor when I was in the midst of perfect stillness,

and found the result. in both cases, the same.

There is in silence a living teacher that opens to

the human mind vast treasures of knowledge before

undiscovered, the apartment of which cannot be

unlocked by any other key. There is to be found in

silent patient waiting, volumes of instruction, such as

no written language ever has conveyed to the human

mind, affording to the human heart that light which

illuminates the dark chambers of thought, illumina

ting the path to futurity with its undescribable corrus

cations, the light of which reaches to the remotest

chambers of the celestial world.

LONGEVITY.

The early ages of the world present some extraor

dinary cases of the prolonged duration of human life.

Adam became an inhabitant of earth on the second

solar day of the first year of solar time, and lived to

the age of 930 years. His death occurred in the year

930. *

Methuselah was born in the year 687, and died in

the year 1655, at the age of 969,

Noah was born in the year 1056, and died at the

age of 950, three hundred and fifty years after the

flood had covered the face of the whole earth.

Methusalah was 234 years old when Adam died,

and Noah 599 years old when Methusalah died. Thus

these three individuals were enabled to transmit from

one to the other, a history of the greatevents of early

time, bringing it to a period which covered 2006

years. The aggregate ages of these three individuals

was 2849 years.

The persons born prior to the deluge were very

long lived compared with those born subsequent to

that great event. Noah, although comparatively an

aged man when he entered the Ark, lived more years

than any individual born after the flood. The great

age to which mankind attained prior to the deluge

must have given to the earth at the period when

the deluge commenced, an overwhelming popula
tion.

The change in the duration of human life, which

took place at the same period that the earth was

covered to an immense depth with water, is as extraor

dinary as the occurrence of the deluge itself, and

both were the special acts of the Creator. Shem,

the son of Noah, and the great grand-son of Methu

salah, was 98 years of age the year the great flood
took place. Shem |...i to the age of 602, which

brought down a history of the world to a period of

154 years subsequent to the death of Noah. ... The

children, grand children, and great grand children

of Shem lived to a less age than himself by near two

hundred years, and their children and grand children

lived to about half the age of their parents.

A COLD WINTER NIGHT.

It was in the month of Jamuary, more than thirty

years ago, during intense cold weather, that I encamp

ed, with several others, in a Northern Forest near the

base of a mountain, far from any human habitation.

The snow covered the ground to the depth of six

feet upon a level.

The shantee in which we took shelter had been

erected years before, and abandoned. We were able

with a few hours labor to render it comfortable, that

is comfortable compared with lodging in a snow

bank. One end of the shantee was open to the

atmosphere, and at this end we kept a large fire

burning continually. Night came upon ns in a little

while after we had lighted our fire. Not a cloud was

to be seen, nor a sound of wind to be heard—the

air was clear and the cold increased as the night

advanced, and before midnight the trees of the forest

commenced cracking with the severity of the frost,

and during the remainder of the night the sound was

like that produced by the discharge of volleys of

musketry. It seemed as if the whole forest would

be torn in pieces with the severity of the cold. The

stillness of the air, the intensity of the cold, and the

remoteness of the scene from the bustling noisy

world, gave greater force to the soundº Our

organs of hearing. Once during the night the ice of

a distant Pond cracked, from one extremity to the

other, with a force and concussion like that of the

heaviest thunder. It was impossible to sleep during

this severe attack of the frost upon the forest trees, as

the land was heavily timbered, and the detonations

were so constant and so loud that the one could only

be distinguished from the other by the distance and

the greater or lesser detonation.

A WILDERNESS RECORD.

In an extensive wilderness tour, I came to a ravine

in the forest, made by a hurricane. It presented a

winnow of timber torn from the earth by the fury of

the storm in one of its resistless blasts as it journeyed

over this local surface, marking the width of its

track by the prostrate trees which it left in its path,

as the witness of its visit. The point of commence

ment was noted by the first prostrate tree, and its

termination by another mute witness of the same

order. What a record this—and what testimony—

written by the hand of a Tornado in the bosom of a

Forest. I have travelled in the wilderness path of

the whirlwind, but its record of its journey was unlike

this—the whirlwind breaks the trees above the sur

face, but the tornado tears them up by their roots.-

The edges of a path made by a tornado are well defi

ned, and quite even. This ravine was about forty

rods in width. It opened to the ground quite a strip

of sunshine. I have seen the whirlwind in the com

mencement, the germ of a tornado.

This was an instructive page in the great volume of

nature, and the wilderness is a wonderful place to

study this great volume. A ravine like this when

intersecting a bridle path presents an impassable

barrier to the traveller. Trees piled on trees form a

fence too high and too wide to be leaped by a horse

man, and he has no choice but to travel up or down

the edge of the path of the mighty wind. The

record of the storm when written by its own pen, is

in a language which is universal, presenting no diffi

culty of construction. It chronicles the width and

length of its path with unerring exactness.

A MAY MORNING.

There is in the atmosphere...of a brilliant May

morning, an essence which is exhilirating to the human
mind. it has a sweet which can be tasted, a beauty

which can be seen, and a charin which can be felt, be

emjoyed—be realized. -

The human breast, when inflated with such an

atmosphere. expands with the emotions ºf delight,

which are kindled up in the bosom, and the human

countenance becomes illuminated by that '...'i.
produced, which gives it an expression that is 08t

superhuman—a smile which is the offspring of hap

piness.

I have watched the approach of the orb of day on

a May morning, as it gradually arose above the hori

zon in its entrance from its Eastern Chambers, with

an emotion that no pen can express—its magnifi.

cence—its splendor—its glory, no pen can portray; nor

language describe—the atmosphere was warmed by

its presence, adorned by its brightness, and made

refreshing by its powers of life. What a treasure

this world of light, for it is one of the fountains (under

heaven) of life.—

THE FIFTIETH, AND THE FIFTH YEAR.

In 1826 Ex-President Adams and Ex-President

Jefferson died.

In 1831, Ex-President Monroe, died. - --

In 1836, Ex-President Adams,º this life.

In 1841, I’resident Harrison, died.

1846, remains in the unopened volume of time, and

its events are known only to him who put the wheels
of time in motion. There is bothº, and

instruction in these periodical markings of Providence.

This Republic is yet in its infancy, and this extra

ordinary marking of regular periods of time—every

fifth year, commencing with the 50th year from the

Declaration of American Independence, is a solemn

warning, and if unheeded by our rulers may bring

down awful judgments upon the land.

- THE FROST.

There is knowledge to be obtained by reading the

beautiful lessons of this Great reacher. The inscrip

tions made by this, one of Nature's penmen, upon

the surface of the glass of the windows of dwellings and

stores, are well worth reading, and will amply repay

transcribing, for the language is perfectly accurate,

not an error can be found in the beautiful page.

The side-walks of our streets in cold mornings that

succeed moist and temperate days present upon the

pavements beautiful drawings of plants, &c., and

some of these chrystalizations might, if they remained

permanent, be mistaken for the tracks of birds, for

thousands of these fanciful embossings of the frost

present precisely the same figure, illustrating the same

order of arrangement with regard to expression as

men make in the use of letters to form words, and

words to form sentences. Chrystalization, is not

always the offspring of frost—it is produced also by

heat—but the same uniformity and exactitude charac

terize both, and it is often, I determine a fact, by the

close study of the lessons of this great teacher.

PETITION FROM THE SOCIETY OF FRIENDS.

To the Senate and the House of Representatires of

the United States of America, in Congress assembled.

The Memorial and Remonstrance of the Religious

Society of Friends, in the States of New-York and

Vermont, and parts adjacent, respectfully sheweth :

That your memorialists learn, with regret, that it is

proposed to annex the state of Texas to, and inco

rate it with, the states of this Union:—and, believing

as they do, that the consummation of this measure

would extend and perpetuate slavery, and place in

jeopardy that e and harmony which now exist

among the nations of the earth, they feel it to be an

incumbent and religious duty respectfully but earnestly,

to remonstrate against such annexation.

The views and opinions of your memorialists, in

relation to slavery, are well known. They are not of

recent origin—nor are they connected, in any degree

with party or sectional feelings. -

The greater º: of a century has elapsed since the

predecessors of your memorialists—influenced by

what they believed to be the will of Him who is no

respector of persons—and who, it is declared, “made
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of one blood all the nations of men," emancipated

their own slaves, at what then appeared to be, a great

º sacrifice. At a still earlier period, and near

y half a century before the foreign slave-trade was

declared by law to be piracy, the religious Society of

Friends forbade all participation in it;-and impelled

by the same sense of religious duty which now prompts

it to approach the national Legislature ceased not to

*mportune those in authority to prohibit the unrighteous
t raffic.

Slavery originated in a dark, and comparatively

barbarous age; at a time when the political and civil

rights of men were little understood, and less regarded;

when civil and ecclesiastical tyranny oppressed the

natiohs, and subjected the ple to grievous and

cruel sufferings. Against these violations of human

rights, the members of this religious society have ever

sustained a peaceable, but a firm and unwavering

testimony—and they even sealed that testimony with
their blood.

In the progress of time, it pleased the King of Kings

—by the spread of the Gospel of his Dear Son—to

soften theº of rulers, and to enlighten the minds

of the eople, until we have seen, even in the despot

isms of the old world, a greatly meliorated condition

of the subject, and the shackles rapidly falling from
the limbs of the slave.

That the example of the free political institutions

of this country has exerted a powerful influence in

improving the condition of mankind, will scarcely

admit of a doubt:-and yet your memorialists have

to deplore that it is in danger of being the last to

extend the benefits of her own beneficent and right

eous principles to all who may justly claim an interest

in them—to all who are made in the image of Him,

who, we have solemnly declared, “created all men

equal, and endowed them with certain inalienable

rights”—including “liberty and the pursuit of happi

ness!” Against every measure which may deepen

and fasten this foul stain upon the character of our

beloved country, and retard the progress of free insti

tutions throughout the world, by the contradiction it

involves and the imputation it would seem to justify,

that our love of liberty is selfish and exclusive—your

memorialists earnestly and solemnly remonstrate.

If it be conceded that the colored man is compre

hended in the plan of redemption accomplished by

Him who died for all men;–if he be a man, in the

sense signified in the divine injunction—“Whatsoover

ye would that men should do unto you, do you even

so unto them,” then the fact of our depriving him of

freedom, and preventing his “pursuit of happiness.”

is as gross a violation of the spirit and precepts of our

holy religion, as it is incompatible with our boasted

Declaration of the rights of man.

Your memorialists are aware that this subject is one

of great delicacy; they are not insensible to the obsta

cles to general emancipation; but being fully persua

ded that He, to whom “nations are but as the dust

of the balance,” and who will “judge them in

ighteousness,” calling for this sacrifice at the hands

of the American people; and believing that to nations,

as to individuals, who sincerely seek his aid, he will

“provide a way, where there seemeth no way,” and

will sustain them by his outstretched arm in every

honest effort to discharge an incumbent duty, your

memorialists cannot hesitate in urging the commence

ment of the great and noble work of univer ºf irº.

dom. They do so with the less hesitation because

they believe that even the temporal interests of the

master will ultimately be promoted by it; and they

are impelled by a serious apprehension that, if not

performed in mercy, the work will be accomplished in

judgment, and attended by an awful retribution; for

they coincide in opinion with one of the most emi

ment of American statesmen, that it will be found,

should such a conflict occur, that the Almighty has no

attribute which can take sides with “the oppressor.”

Your memorialists apprehend, moreover that the

annexation of Texas will involve this country in war.

They have indulged the hope that correct views

of the benign religion of the Prince of peace were

hastening the day when “nation should no longer lift

up sword against nation, nor learn war any more.”

History furnishes ample evidence that wars have

mostly risen from the pride of princes and their lust

of empire; that nations have often been deluged with

blood, and subjected to the#. dire calamities, by

causes and considerations, regarding which, the people

—those upon whom the burdens and the miseries of

war devolve—had little knowledge and felt less inter

est; that wars have frequently been waged by un

principled rulers, to divert the attention of anoppressed

people from their own sufferings. But the mitiga

tion of despotic sway which modern times have

witnessed, has produced a repose, which awakens a

cheering hope in the mind of the christian philam

thropist. Should a country, upon which the gracious

Giver of every good and perfect gift, has shed the

choicest of his blessings;–a country every way fertile

and extensive beyond the possibility of speedy occu

pation, be the first to interrupt this repose, and to

unsheath the sword for the acquisition of additional

territory, great and fearful indeed must be the respon

sibility it assumes—and awful the retribution it may

justly apprehend.

Whatever may be thought of the opinion entertain

ed by your memorialists—that war under any and

every circumstance, is forbidden to the followers of

Christ, they respectfully urge—what they apprehend

few will deny—that if there be any one great and

prominent principle clearly inferable from the example

and precept of the Author of our holy religion—of

Him, whose advent was announced by the heavenl

anthem, “On earth peace, and good will towar

men.”—it is a principle of love and forbearance which

would prevent war, except upon the supposed exist

ence of a stern and imperious necessity.

If this be admitted as a sound view of christian

doctrine, does it not present a strong inducement for

the Representatives of the American people to pause,

and deliberately to weigh the motives which prompt,

and the consequence which may follow, the amnexa

tion of Texas to the states of this Union.

Signed by direction and on behalf of a meeting of

representatives of the yearly meeting of the religious

society of Friends aforesaid, held in the city of

New-York the 26th day of 12th month, 1845.

HENRY HIN's DALE, Clerk.

THE MEMORIAL OF THE SOCIETY OF

FRIENDS.

We have given in this days' paper, the memoria

of a Religious Society, in reference to the acquisition

of Slave Territory by the Government of the United
States.

The same argument which is urged in favor of

annexing Texas to this Republic, may be urged with

equal plausibility, in favor of all the Territory on the

American Continent, not embraced within our limits.

The memorial is an able document, and it comes from

a right quarter. It is a deliberate act, and is its own

wituess of good.

ICE IN THE EAST AND NORTH RIVERS.

The floating ice has become abundant in the East

and North Rivers. We noticed on Friday morning,

in crossing the East river that great numbers of

Crows were flying over the floating ice, and occasion

ally alighted upon the broken pieces, and were thus

carried forward by the tide, and these birds appeared

to enjoy the sport.

DESECRATHON.

The venerable building in Nassau street, between

Cedar and Liberty street, which was erected for a

place of worship, and which has been occupied as

such for a great number of years, has been trans

formed into a Post-Office.

DESTRUCTION OF FISH.

It is said that a great number of dead fish have

been thrown upon the south shore of Long-Island by

the surf, and a writer in one of the Southern papers,

attributes the destruction of the fish, to the cold

weather in December. The water of the Ocean, in

our latitudes, was not affected by that cold, and if it

had been frozen over, the fish would not have suf.

fered in the least. In the Northern regions, fish are

taken from the water and thrown upon the ice, and

left exposed to the cold until frozen stiff, and then

thrown back into cold water, and again become as

active as before. Mankind are not such careful ob

servers, as to understand all the phenomena of na
ture.

AZARIAH. C. FLAGG. * -

Mr. Flagg has been re-appointed State Comptroller

by the Legislature of this State. Mr. Flagg is a very.

popular public officer and deservedly so. The Citi

zens of the city of New-York of both political parties

are gratified that Mr. Flagg retains the office which

he has filled for years, with honor to himself and

great advantage to the state.

WETO MESSAGE.

The Veto Message of Mayor Harper is a very

satisfactory documont. That worthy public officer

could have gone further in his objections by stating

that whatever rent or income comes from the Rotunda,

is solemnly pledged to the sinking fund, which fund

is sacredly pledged for the redemption of the Public

Debt, and His Honor is one of the Commissioners of

that sinking fund, and the misapplication of it would

be a contravention of that trust.

Among our most intelligent citizens of both political

parties, we hear but one opinion of the Veto Message.

We have met with some gentlemen who are great

admirers of the plan of a public gallery of the Fine

Arts, who equally admire the Veto.

Mayor Harper was waited upon by some of the

#. who are anxious to obtain the Rotunda

or the gallery, and pressed hard to approve of the

act of the Common Council, but these gentlemen

on hearing him state his objections were frank and

candid in admitting that the Mayor was right in these

objections.

Taxes are continually increasing and it is the duty

of the Common Council to reduce the expenses of

the city and moreover faithfully to apply every dollar
of the public funds pledged to the discharge of the

public debt with the strictest exactitude.

THE MUNICIPAL GAZETTE.

No. 26 of the Municipal Gazette contains 52 pages.

The last four pages of that number contains Diagrams,

printed in colors, of ruinous Assessments. Number

25 will be put in a printed cover and stitched, and
distributed in this form to those who have not received

the sheets as they were issued weekly from the press.

This course was preferred on account of the connec

tion of the subject matter. No. 26, contains the

opinion of the Supreme Court of this State, in Gen

eral Striker's assessment case, as delivered by Mr.

Justice Beardsley—and also a review of that opinion

by the Editor of this paper. It also contains the

opinion of Mr. Justice Bronson, in the same case, in

which he dissents altogether from the opinion express

ed by Mr. Justice Beardsley. The argument of the

Hon. Daniel Webster, is also coupled with Judge

Beardsley's opinion. The review is accompanied

with extracts from the New-York State Constitution,

of 1777, and of 1821, and also copious extracts from

the New-York Statutes. It presents, we believe, a

complete history of the Street question, as connected

with the exercise of the Highway powers, by the

Justices of the Supreme Court of this State. The

Presidents of Colleges, who forward to us a list of

the Professors of their Institutions, shall have for

warded free of expense, a copy for each Professor.—

The subject is one of great importance, and besides,

it illustrates the fluctuatious of Judicial decisions to

so great an extent, as to be alarming as well as admon

itory.

judicial despotism.

The concentration of power in any one body of

men, is dangerous in the greatest degree. It matters

not what name they º, i. called by, the act is the

same, whether it emanates from a Judge upon the

bench, or a King upon the throne. Judicial Despo

tism is the most insinuating, and far the most danger

ous exercise of arbitrary power, and much more so

than that emanating from any other branch of Gov
ernment. -

Judges should be as learned in the science of the

law, and able to decide according to its intent and

meaning, and with as much accuracy as a Professor of

Chemistry analyzes a substance and ascertains its parts

—or a Professor of Astronomy calculates the motion

of terrestrial bodies moving through space. It is not

the opinions of professors that is to determine the

result, but it is an examination of the subject matter

by a competent mind. -

;
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TERRIFIC THUNDERBOLT.

I continue and conclude the memorandum of the

operations of the “TERRIFIC THUNDERBOLT "

of August 2d, the commencement of the account of

which is on page 432 of our last number:

There are no lightning conductors within a quarter

of a mile of Mr. Speck's house. About ten feet from

his house, and from that part of it which the light

ning first visited, is a small building from which a

stove pipe projects within ten feet of the lightning's

ath, yet this pipe was not visited. About 100 feet

rom Mr. Speck's house is a building, on the chimney

of which is a sheet iron Espie, which was not touched

by the lightning. Mr. Clark's house, about 600 feet

from Mr. Specks dwelling, was struck by the same

electric discharge. The force of the thunderbolt

came upon the rear of the house, and upon that part

of the roof near the eaves—the shock broke in the

"...ºf of the attic bed-room. Some children

were in bed in the chamber next story below, and

underneath this place, but were not injured. The

lightning descended the tin leader to the cistern,

broke the cistern pump, and escaped into an open lot.

The cistern is made of cement. The same electric

discharge from the clouds struck the dwelling of Dr.

Henry, in Clinton Avenue, less than one mile distant

from Mr. Speck's dwelling, and in the opposite direc

tion from Mr. Clark's. Several of the bricks were

knocked off the chimney, and a hole made through

it near the roof, from which the lightning

down to the tin leader, and down it to the cistern,

breaking the cistern-pump. None of the tin leaders

ºf the four houses were affected by the lightning, and

in every instance proved to be good and sufficient

conductors. The cisterns, four in number, were of

cement, and the lightning did not enter either of

them.

Professor Olmstead, of Yale College, in a letter to

me, of July 25, 1843, says:

“The termination of your rod in the cesspool is

well, unless the pool is inade of Hydraulic Lime.—

This being a worse conductor than the earth itself,

Presents an impediment to the fluid at its termination.

M. Argo gives an instance of a rod terminating thus,
which failed.”

Those four cisterns are all of Hydraulic Lime, and

are good witnesses in this case, to the accuracy of

the suggestion of the great French Astronomer, M.

Arago, as noticed by the learned Professor I have

quoted, and the testimony of the lightning in all

these four cases agree, and seem to be entirely con
clusive.

Professor Olmstead, in a letter to me, dated Oct.

12, 1843, says:

“Lightning possesses greater power of driscrimi

nation, selecting in its course the best conductors

.." flºº. Lightning does not exhibit its
eculiar violence except when its is o|. imperfect'...” passage is opposed

Dr. Franklin stated, in a newspaper published in

1753, the particulars of a thunder-storm in Philadel

phia, of June 12, of that year, as follows:

“Philadelphia, June 13–On Sunday, early in the

morning, a dwelling house and kitchen, on the wes

tern side of second street, were struck by lightning

and considerably damaged; but being untenanted, no

person washurt. The great Fondness that the Matter

of lightning has for Metals, was perhaps never more

conspicuous. In its passage downwards, it went con

siderably out of its nearest Way to the Earth, for the

sake of the Leads of the Windows, and Iron Hooks,

Staples, &c., in the Window Frames, which were all

in many places, much melted and stained thereby;

several Panes of Glass were also a little melted and

stained thereby in a beautiful Manner, round the

edges, near where the Leads surrounded them, and

those parts of the Leads being thin and not sufficient

to conduct the whole of the Flash, were melted ; but

the thick parts of the Leads (which separate the

panes from each other,) conducted it freely, and with

out being the least damaged.”

I omitted to mention in my previous remarks

that a miniature ship, with glass rigging, stood

upon the parlor table, over, the top of which the

lightning passed on leaving the looking-glass in Mr.

Speck's house, and was not injured in the least.

A milk-man coming into the city during the storm,

saw the lightning passing along one of the iron rails

of the railroad. ... ºr is the road was within the

reach of his vision. The rails extend between Mr.

Speck's and Dr. Henry's dwellings. I am inclined

to believe that buildings covered with a coat of metallic

paint are not liable to such extensive injury as un

painted buildings.

The lightning in many of these operations which I

have narrated in the former and present communica;

tion, has left a record of its unwillingness to travel

over the same surface twice. This was demonstrated

in the case of the metallic girandoles, the tin-pan upon

the biscuit-jar, and the portait frames, and I have

found the same testimony from the same witness,

(the lightning) that it does not ascend. I have found

no case, in my very extensive observations, of the

lightning ascending any substance.

SWEET SLEEP.

Undisturbed sleep is a suspension of the exercise

of the human mind.

The animal frame also reposes. quiet sleep,

although the machinery of animal life is kept in motion

notwistanding the suspension of mental exercise.

This state of inactivity is not extraordinary—it is

of daily experience with almost every human being

who is regular in his hours of labor and rest—but it

is mysterious and incomprehensible.

The human countenance often wears a peculiar ex

pression during sleep, and this may be the offspring of a

thought which possessed the mind when sleep came.

What a state of existence for a human being to

contemplate—to meditate upon—to behold a fellow

mortal|. in the embrace of quiet sleep wholly

unconscious of what is passing in the wide world in

which his body reposes—and yet how rarely do we

call to mind a thought upon this subject.

The fond mother watches the countenance of her

sweet babe while it sleeps, and dwells with delight

upon its sweet expression, but she rarely thinks that

she sees but the outward tabernacle—the mental

occupant is not in view—and shall I say, has departed

for a little time, or that it also sleeps? No-thought

cannot sleep—we cannot conceive the materiality of

a thought.

Thought cannot sleep—for thoughts are but tempo

rary tenants of the mind, and leave it when sleep has

obtained complete undisturbed possession and the last

thought which occupied the mind when sleep came,

is not in possession when the individual again awakes

—but a new thought comes, or perhaps a former one

is recalled.

Sleep is made necessary; it belongs to the harmo

nies of Natue and forms a part of its laws—to the

violation of which is affixed a!.

The influence of refreshing sleep upon the animal

frame is great, and more powerful than is generally

considered, for in truth mankind consider very little

upon the subject.

The quiet repose of the body afterº
sleep qualifies the mind for profitable exercise, and

the flow of thought when thus coming undisturbed

into the chambers of the mind is of that freshness

and originality, which is highly instructive to the

Illner inall.

It is sometimes that thoughts which come into the

mind at such periods, make but a short stay, and leave

no permanent record of their visit. Could the land

be busy on such occasions to lithograph such thoughts

they could be preserved in comparatively durable

shape, but such an employment of the hand might

sometimes drive away such thoughts, for they are the

offspring of quiet.

The lightning sleeps, until awakened by the voice

of the thunder—the wind sleeps until awakened by

the heat or cold.

Vegetation sleeps, and its stated periods of repose,

correspond with its periods of labor—it is heat which

awakens vegetation from sleep, and it is light which

awakens animal life to activity and energy.

Thought has an expression besides that conveyed

by oral and written language—thought has a bright

ness which can oftimes be seen lightning up the

human countenance with a glow—with a smile-and

sometimes casts a shade, like that of the shade of the

shadow of a cloud, which can be both seen and felt.

Sleep, sweet sleep, is one of the richestbounties of

nature—one of thetiº, of Heaven, and the gift

of GoD.

VALENTINE'S DAY.

A snow storm began its work ere the sun had risen

from behind the curtains of the eastern clouds, and

near an hour before its arrival my winter birds came

to see me in great numbers, full of cheer and activity:

My ground Sparrows have increased in numbers. and

I have seen four of these sweet vistors at one time -

Their near resemblance to each other is so great that

I am unable to discriminate soº as to deter

mine whether there are not more than four. One of

these birds is unlike all the rest, and is larger; this.

bird is comparatively an old acquaintance. One of

the little snow birds comes to the window sill and eats

his seed within eighteen inches of my pen, and has

therefore the opportunity of inspecting this Paragraph

for I discover from its actions that its vision is of that

kind which enables it to see through glass., I have

never noticed a quarrel among these feathered visitors,

they are therefore good instructors in this.
-------

THE NEW-YORK FARMER AND MECHANIC.

This paper is published weekly on Thurs lays by

Messrs. Fleet and Star, No. 135 Nassau Street, New

York. It is devoted to the interest of Agriculture

and the Mechanic Arts and coutains much reading

matter of great value. The price of the paper is

Two Dollars per annum. Parents will find in a file

of that paper"a fund of useful knowledge fºr their

children, and the very care used in preserving the

weekly papers for an annual file will be that practise

that will tend to system, care and economy, three

lessons in the school of human life which should be

well learned and rigidly practised. Agriculture is ºn

ancient science, wis'ſ first which was brought

into use, and the primitive husbandman, our great

common ancestor, was a farmer, and one of his sons,

a mechanic.

Man with all his knowledge has never yet produ

ced or been able to originate a grain of sand, but he

is vested with ability to search out and understand

the ability of a grain of sand to contribute toward the

support of his animal life by giving to that grain of

sani anourishment which this materialatom will recip

rocate. Newspapers which are devoted to such uses

are more profitable to the reader than political jour

nals, and besides, such newspapers, if preserved, form

a useful library, and will afford instruction to succesive

generations. The Farmer has more leisure to read,

and more time to reflect and meditate upon what he
reads than men of almost any other occupation, and

besides this his bodily exercise qualifies him fºr the

exercise of his mental powers in that calm delibera

tion which has a tendency to good. The farmer is a

thinking man—he has new pages of the great volºne

of nature continually". to his inspection which

are instructing. The shepherds in ancient times were

intelligent, for they read the pages of the Book of

Nature with deliberate calmness.

The son's of Farmers will find the New-York

Farmer and Mechanica source of rational employment

in winter, and so will the apprentice of the Mechanic.

Farmers and Mechanics are among the most learned

of our population; they are well learned, for their

study is that of deliberate application, watching the

results as the test of the wellº of the lesson.
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From the leading Editorial of the Journal of Com

merce of Saturday last. .

GIVING AWAY THE CITY'S PROPERTY.

Is this the business for which our Common Council

was elected Is the city so free from debt, and the

Treasury so flush, that there is no other way to dis

Jose of accruing revenue, but to make a donation of

... it to individuals or associations ! Are our taxes so

light, that there is no need of husbanding our resour

ces ! If these questions can all be answered in the

affirmative, then we say, begin with the most needy,

who are also deserving. Do not begin with wealthy

men who have each subscribed one dollar to the new

Gallery of Fine Arts, and then call upon the city to

give $3,000 or $4,000 a year, for an indefinite period.

The Mayor expresses his belief that the Rotunda, if

rented in a business way, will yield the above sum.—

If we say $3,500, this is the interest, at 7 per cent.,

of $50,000. And it is well to understand, that if once

the Rotunda is granted as proposed, it cannot be got

back; or if it can, it will not. The way is, now that

it is fairly in the city's possession, to keep it so. If it

is right to tax the citizens (for this is the operation of

the thing) for busts and pictures, why not for libra

ries, public lectures, and all that If the principle

of giving away money for such purposes, is tolerated,

where will it end ?

Since Mayor Harper's Veto of the resolution leasing

the Rotunda for a nominal sum to the Gallery of Fine

Arts, the Board of Aldermen have again passed it, by

the requisite majority of two-thirds." It now rests

with the Assistants to defeat or sanction this waste of

the public money, which is so much needed for city

urposes. We hope they will do themselves the

|. to say decidedly, “It shall not be done. We

were not sent here to give away the public revenne,

but to expend it economically for ºbjects strictly

municipal: and we will act accordingly.” Let them

not be deterred by the string of respectable names

which have been published as petitioners for the boon.

They know how easy it is to get signatures to petitions.

Probably half these gentlemen would not have gone

across the street to sign the petition, and some of

them very probably would be glad to see it rejected.

But be this as it may, there is another set of men

equallyº who have signed a remonstrance

against such a use of the public money. Among

them are such names as Stephen Allen, Jonathan

Thompson, C. W. Lawrence, James Brown, James

Boorman, Jonathan Goodhue, James G. King, Wm.

B. Crosby, Walter Bowne, George Newbold, John

Haggerty, and many others of the best names which

the city can boast. The memorial was presented in

the Board of Aldermen before the vote was taken and

after being read a motion was made to lay it upon the

TABLE, and the motion prevailed. Whydo they remon

strate Because they are insensible to the. of in

tellectual improvement? Far from it. Some of them

are distinguished patrons of all such objects in a proper

way. But they know that the city is burdened with

an enormous debt, that the taxes are heavy-that

there is need of the utmost economy of the public

money, in order to meet existing engagements. Per

haps also they doubt the propriety, under any circum

stances, of giving away the public money for objects

not strictly municipal. Perhaps they think it a dan

gerous precedent. At any rate, we do:

When we united with 24,000 of our fellow citizens

in putting the American Republicans into power, one

leading motive which influenced our minds was to

stop the icºks in the Treasury. We know that the

same motive influenced thousands of others. The

American Republicans in the Common Council, by

accepting the office, virtually pledged themselves to

be economical, and to try to reduce the taxes and

debt. We now hold them to their pledge. Mayor

Harper has redeemed his, we respectfully call upon

the Assistants to redeem theirs. Shall we call in vain?

* A majority, repasses a proceeding, which the

Mayor returns with objections.—Ed.

ALMS HOUSE APPROPRIATION.

We have received a letter from John M. Bradhurst,

Esq., in which he expresses an opinion that the Le

fº. ought not to authorise the raising of two

undred thousand dollars:to build a palace on Randall's

Island. We give the letter entire in another part of

this paper. Mr. Bradhurst is right in this.

THE ROTUNDA.

We met with Jonathan I. Coddington, Esq., formerly

Post Master of New-York, a man who possesses a

great abundance of that intelligence called common

sense and enquired of him in reference to the value

of the Rotunda. He states that while he was Post

Master he paid seventeen hundred dollars rent per

annum for that building, and he considered it was a

We enquired of him his opinion as to

its present value, the tenant to make all repairs, and

he replied: from $2000 to $2500, would be a fair price

for it.

John M. Bradhurst, Esq., who is a large owner of

cheap rent.

real estate in the city of New-York, and well acquaint

ed with the value of city property expresses the opin

ion that the Rotunda would bring four thousand

dollars per annum on a long lease.

The establishment of a gallery is very generally

approved, aud the worthy gentlemen who have been

active in the measure could easily procure a subscrip

tion from the public spirited citizens of New-York,

sufficient to purchase that building or some other

equally as good.

The worthy gentlemen who have urged the mem

bers of the Board of Aldermen to gainsay the Mayor's

Veto Message, should have investigated the fact as to

the value of this property to the city and as to the

sacredness of that trust which appropriates this income

to the sinking fund which is solemnly and sacredly

pledged to the payment of the public debt.

The dollars and cents of the rent is not the ques

tion—it is the principle—it is diverting a fund ap

propriated to a trust—to a purpose which contra

venes it. Some of the gentlemen who voted for

the gift are commissioners of the sinking fund—

how they can thus vote, is to us a mystery. The

gallery is approved of by all who we heard speak of

it—but the right of the Common Council to vote

away public property does not exist.

Thousands on thousands of signatures could have

been obtained to sustain his Honor the Mayor, in his

course in this, but it was deemed unnecessary. Sound

discriminating judgment is the offspring of intelligent

minds, and not to be measured by the greater or

lesser number of names on a petition. On page 425

is presented the names of men whose opinions cannot

be outweighed in this community, and we here place

the names of the worthy members of the Board of

Aldermen,who voted away the Rotunda, notwithstand

ing the Mayor's objections.

Richard L. Schieftelin, J. J. Dickinson,

William S. Miller, Jabez Williams,

Wm. Gale, David S. Jackson,

Wm. B. Cozzens, Thomas Winship,

Elias G. Drake, Stephen Hasbrouck,

John A. Bunting, W. C. Seaman,

William Tucker, Charles Devoe.

On Monday evning the 17th inst., the Board of

Assistants took up the proceedings of the Board of

Aldermen had at their previous meeting upon the

Mayor's Message vetoing the Rotunda Resolution,

and agreed to concur with the Board of Aldermen in

passing the said resolutions, notwithstanding the

Mayor's objections, by the following vote, viz:

Affirmative 10. Negative 7.

Assistant Alderman Charlick moved a reconsidera

tion, which motion prevailed, and he then moved that

the whole subject be referred to aspecial committee,

which motion also prevailed, and the Chairman ap

| pointed Messrs. Blackstone, Bayles and Taylor, said

Committee.

INDEPENDENCE.

THE ROTUNDA.

We copy the following communication from the

New-York Eve. Post, of the 17th inst.

GALLERY OF FINE ARTS.

To the Editor of the Evening Post.

It is not of much consequence to the

public, what I may or may not have

signed, but as I myself admire consist

ency, I wish to give my reasons, why

my name appeared first for and then

against the request of the Gallery for

Fine Arts from the Corporation. I was

given to understand it was of no kind of

use to the public, and would likely be

pulled down. Under these views I lent

my feeble aid in their behalf; but when

I saw the Mayor's objections with his

reasoning, I was convinced of my error

and retracted by signing the memorial to

the Corporation to sustain him.

SAUL ALLEY.

Feb. 17, 1845.

THUNDER STORM IN WINTER.

On last Sabbath morning, within a few minutes of

one o'clock, a thunder storm passed over the cities of

New-York and Brooklyn. I had, before retiring to

rest on Saturday night, been engaged in correcting

the proof sheet of the first form of our Gazette, upon

the 425th page of which is the conclusion of my ac

count of the thunderbolt which fell upon the house of

Mr. Speck, in Brooklyn, on the morning of the first

Sabbath in August last, which account had been com

menced in our paper of Yº..." last, and which

we sent to the Hon. Moses H. Grinnel, that day. The

subject of the lightning, and that of the mystery of
sleep, was one ºf the inst subjects I had in my mind

when retiring to rest, and in about three hours after

I was awakened out of my sleep by a vivid blaze of

lightning. I had been awake but a few moments,

when I heard an explosion that was very loud, and

accompanied by a great glow of vivid light. The ex

losion had no echo, or reverberation, that I could

istinguish, and appeared in a direction exactly west

from my place of observation. The concussion was

so heavy that it shook the house, and seemed more

like the explosion of an aerolite in the air, than like

a thunderbolt. Mr. Grinnel's house is about the same

distance from my place of observation to the north west

that Mr. Speck's house is to the south east. The

difference in these two electric discharges, which

were a few days more than six months apart, was

very great. That of August was a continuous crash,

but that of February was an abrupt explosion, in

its commencement and also in its termination. The

latter sound came across the river, and also over a sur

face of snow more than a foot in depth, and the

former came over solid ground. After remaining

awake a short time, listening to the storm and watch

ing the brilliant coruscations of the lightning, I arose

to ascertain the hour, and found it to be twenty min

utes past one o'clock. The thermometer at that time

denoted a temperature of 40 deg. of Farenheit. At

sunrise it was the same, and at 12 o'clock was at 42

degrees. On Monday morning at 5 o'clock, my ther
mometer denoted a temperature of 32º At

8 o'clock, three hours after, I dug a hole about a foot

deep in a snow bank, placed the thermometer in this

hole, wrapped in a paper cover, and filled the hole up
with snow. After tº of an hour, I opened the

snow-bank, took out the thermometer and found

it denoted 32 degrees as the temperature of the snow.

When the thunder storm occurred the ground was

covered with snow to the depth of about one foot.

On Monday morning I visited the house of the Hon. M.

H. Grinnel, No. 6 College Place. It is a three story

brick house, with a deep basement, and dormant

windows in the roof, and is the middle house of a

block of seven houses, all of about the same size.—
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The house fronts the open grounds of Columbia Col

lege, which are extensive and surrounded by a mas

sive iron fence, with points projecting upward every

four or five inches. This fence is less than 100 feet

from Mr. Grinnel's house. About 130 feet from Mr.

Grimmel's house, and to the south, is a brick house,

upon the chimney of which is a sheet iron Espie. I

went upon the roof of Mr. Grinnel's house, and found

a small perforation in one of the bricks of the chim

ney, but I could not get sufficiently near it to ascertain if

it extended into the chimney's flues. Directly under

this part of the roof and within ten feet of itarestowed

away two large iron grates with brass mounting. This

mass of metal the lightning first struck upon, and

from thence descended into the attic bed room in

which Mr. Grinnel's man servant was in bed; here

it broke through the ceiling and plastering and got

upon the bell wire, which is copper, as is evident for

it left a smoky stain upon the plastering, with

which it was in contact, and part of it appears to have

left the bell-wire about three feet from the floor,

as it made a track of smoke upon the plastering of

several inches in length from which it passed to the

under surface of a tin covering to a dormant window,

which it tore up, at the same time bursting out the
window, Wºº. frame and sash, and throwing

some of the casings entire into the College yard more

than 200 feet distant. I examined one entire piece

of casing, which was uninjured and all the nails left

in the board. . I also found fragments of slate lying

on the snow close to this piece of casing, I shºuld

think there were more than a hundred pieces of broken

slate within the compass of a hundred feet, measuring

north, south, east and west. The lightning appears

to have gone from this dormant window to the gutter

or eave trough, which is but a few inches distant, and

which has a metallic lining and connects with the tin

spout, of four inches in diameter, which descends

to the pavement. The dressing table which was

close by the dormant window had a looking glass upon

it, which was thrown down, and also the.

blinds inside were thrown upon the floor inward,

while the casings were thrown outward more than

two hundred feet. I noticed eight small holes in the

plastering in the front part of the bed room. Six of

these are in one row and the distance from one extreme

to the other measured 14 inches. One hole was made

seven inches below this line of perforations, and one

hole about two inches above. These extended entirely

through the plastering to the lath, and appear precisely

like shot holes. The glass over the door, which

opens into this bed room was broken.

The lightning left in this room a record which is

very instructing. The bell wire passes down below

the floor, near a right angle made by the plastering,

and here I found a stain of the lightning on the wall

on both surfaces, showing that the lightning did not

follow an air line, but followed the surface of the

wall, turning the corner, and making a right angle

with the wall with the utmost precision, and here it

came within 8 feet of the tin covering of the

dormant window, to which it is reasonable to

presume, from the knowledge we have of its

habits, that it was attracted by that metal. The

surface of this tin was equal to three square yards,

and if we allow that a point to a lightning conductor

will attract double the distance the rod projects above

the surface of the roof it is designed to protect, we

may upon the same principle, account for its leaving

the bell wire for a brighter surface, and one of greater

extent. The glass in the basement windows were

all broken, but the inside shutters which were closed,

were not injured. This evidences that the destruction

of the glass was by the concussion, and not by the

immediate contact with the lightning. The looking

glass in the attic, which was a small dressing glass,

was broken into fragments by the force of the explo

sion, which burst out the dormant window, for the

lightning, however powerful the bolt, would pass over

the surface of the silvering of a looking-glass without

breaking it, and it is fond of such surfaces, and will

give these a preference, as was the case with several

of Mr. Speck's looking-glasses, which I noticed in the

last number of our paper. In 1843, a thunderbolt

fell upon a house in Cranberry street, Brooklyn. I

examined the premises a few minutes after the occur

rence, for I was observing the storm, and within 30

rods of the building when it was struck. The light

ning was very quiet until it met with resistance on the

pavement after it had descended the tin leader to its

termination, and there it exploded, bursting in the

basement door, breaking the casing, and then leaped to glass of the basement windows. The solder of the

the copper bell wire. The matter of lightning, when

striking a hard and extensive surface, frequently

explodes, like as many fulminating compounds are

known to do. The area in front of Mr. Grinnel's house

is provided with a heavy iron railing, and the marble

door-steps have ornamental iron-mountings, of several

feet in heighth. There is a vast quantity of iron in

the railings, fences, &c., in front of this house, and it

wonld seem to have had an influence upon the thun

derbolt, for it did but little damage, notwithstanding

it was so heavy as to shake dwellings two miles dis

tant. The room in which the servant was sleeping,

measures 9 feet high, 12 feet wide, and 18 feet long.

The bed upon which the servant slept, is a straw pal

liaster, with a hair mattrass and feather bed on top. He

was not injured, but rather amazed for a few momens.

It would seem probable, from the fact that the window

blinds were thrown inside, and the window casings

thrown outside, that there was an explosion of light

ning between the two. I cannot be mistaken in the

route the lightning took, after it left the bell wire,

for its track is as distinctly marked as any I have ever

seen, and I have examined several of these records.

The bell wire has a worsted tassel to the lower

end of the wire, and this may have had an influence

in causing the lightning to leave it. The bolt explo

ded in the air, (as I think), before it reached Mr.

Grinnel's house, for the concussion was so great that,

had the explosion all taken place with the dwelling,

it would have rent it into atoms. The Journal of

Commerce, in giving an account of the bolt, closes the

paragraph in these words. The house was filled

from top to bottom with a strong smell of sulphur.

The family, of course, were instantly up, but after a

careful examination, Mr. Grinnel found that all his

family were safe, and they retired to rest again,

than KFUL that the bolt had been guided with such

MERCIFUL Acct tº Acy.” Last suuruner, four metal

bers of one family were instantly killed by a thunder

bolt, which fell upon the house. Thunder storms in
winter are rare. I witnessed a terrific thunder storin

in the month of January, 1814, in lat. 36 degs. I had

left the cliffs of Cumberland, for a house three miles

distant, at a little after sun set, on horseback and alone,

the path was through a wood the whole distance, a

...! cloud overspread and made the darkness terri

ble, and my path was only made visible by the cor

ruscations of the lightning, but every flash of fire

was accompanied by a terrific peal of thunder, and

these were so constant and so heavy, that I was kept

in constant emotion. So severe was the storin, that I

was three hours travelling three miles, but the light

ning of the clouds was a lamp to Iny path, without

which, I could not have found my way, with such a

cloud suspended over me in the night, and in the

wilderness.

A lightning rod of one-fourth of an inch iron

wire, which can be purchased for one dollar, will pro

tect a dwelling from damage by lightning, and it is a

small tribute, but one which nature requires, although

the requisition is mysterious, yet so it is. The decla

ration of the sacred text, is, that the Almighty made

a way for the lightning of the thunder. The light

ning, the fire from heaven, was the chosen witness

to the delivery of the Statutes of Sinai. On pages

121 to 126, inclusive, of this volume, will be found a

full account of lightning, both in this country and in

Europe.

Since writing the foregoing remarks, I have re-vis

ited Mr. Grinnel's house, to make further examina

tion. The lightning left the bell wire about three

feet from the floor of the attic bed-room, in which

the man servant was sleeping—it traversed the sur

face of the plastered wall (which is painted.) 11

inches, leaving a stain of smoke a quarter of an inch

wide, in a perfectly straight line, to where it reached

an angle in the wall, which it turned with great accu

racy, and proceeded 8 inches in the next corner,

making a straight line of stain from smoke this dis

tance. Here it left the corner of the wall, and pro

ceeded diagonally across the room to the window,

where it met with an obstruction in reaching the

metallic gutter, which was on about the same level

with the smoke line on the attic bed-room wall.

Here an explosion took place. I have seen several

such cases, but the explosive force was less than

here. The tin spout is 4 inches in diameter, with

two surfaces of about 12 inches each, in both 24

inclies. The spout was disjointed by the explosion

at its termination, which explosion broke all the

joints of the spout was not fused. . The windows in

the front area are protected by window blinds out

side, and window shutters inside. Nothing here

was injured but the glass. The lightning here did

not ignite any of the wood works or furniture of the

house, and left no traces of heat, except the line of

19 inches on the wall, and the mark of a flash where

the plastering came in contact with the bell wire.

HELPLESSNESS.

Statements have recently been made that the num

ber of persons dependent on charity in the city of

New York is immensely great. These statements are

erroneous—the gentlemen who make them are mis

taken in their estimate. The number of persons who

are the oljects of Charity are comparatively small.

In 1832 the safety Fund Banks of the State of New

York made returns to the Legislature of the amount

of specie in their vaults which, was in all of them to

gether about two millions and a half of dollars. We

have not the returns before us, but we have a distinct

recollection of this one extraordinary fact which was

that the little Savings Bank in Chamber street made

a return of the amount of the deposits of Savings in

that Institution, and it exceeded the specie in all the

Banks of the State by more than a million of dºllars.

Here is a most material demonstration. The books

of that Institution in times of sickness and pinching

cold show a great withdrawal of funds of the deposit

ors. Here is substantial relief in a time of need.

“Necessity" is said to be the “mother of inven

tion,” and the maxim is true—the revolution of 1773

produced suffering which gave energy to human minº

and the result of suffering made more statesmen and
patriots which but for those trying scenes would have

been almost unknown.

The infirm and sick need aid—but the healthy and

the able bodied need only to be aided to help then

selves.

It has been repeatedly stated (and never to our

knowledge contradicted) that there is not a member

of the society of Friends in any poor house.

If every religious society carried out their profes

sions in practice in helping the needy a very different

state of things would be seen in the great results

which would be developed.

The fact speaks volumes.

While our Corporation license shops to make pnu:

pers, they will increase—if they plant the seed

the harvest will come. Every year the Aldermen

and assistant Aldermen of the various Wards spend

days in granting licenses to men to sell poison and they

issue a paper, licensing this mode of filling the poor

house, and take pay for it, and this money is put

into the public chest, and there it cankers every thing

around it.

Ask the pauper where he first drank of the cup
of misery, and he will point to the grog shop, and ask

the keeper of the grog shop, where he got authority

to do the wrong, and he will show you a splendid

paper license over the signature of a public function

ary.

No money should be taken for a license, for none

should be granted—it will not help the matter to raise

the price of the liquor, but rather aggravate it, and make

rum selling a monopoly. Takeaway the power from the

Mayor and Aldermen to do this naughty thing. That

would be making a right beginning,

The license system is repugnant to the doctrines of

civil liberty, and should not be practised in a country

which boasts of being the land of freedom.

To license a man to do an act which if he does it

without a license subjects him to indictment and im

risonment, seems to argue that the sin is not in sel

ing the drink which poisons both the body and the

mind, but it is in not paying the Honorable, the Cor

poration, A FEE.

It is not long since that a plan was broached for

to metamorphise the Corporation of the City into a

body of public under writers, and the next thing we

may hear of, is to turn the city into a mammoth grog

shop. Then the whole city will be needed for an

Alms House.

BOARD OF PERMANENT ASSESSORS.

The Legislature will be applied to for the passage of

a law to create a permanent Board of Assessors whose

duty it shall be to supervise the assessments made

by the Ward Assessors, and to bring into the assess

ment rolls a greater amount of personal property.
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THE DELUGE,

This extraordinary event took place in the year

1655, or 1656, . The cause of the deluge is particu.

larly stated, and its occurrence accomplished a special

purpose of the Almighty.

On the 17th day of the 2d month, of the 600th

year of the life of the Patriarch Noah, all the fountains

of the great deep were broken up in the same day

and the windows of Heaven were opened.

At the end of 40 days all the high hills were covered,

and the mountains were also covered.

The waters were upon the earth 150 days, and a

wind was made to pass over the earth, and the waters

assuaged, and the fountains also of the deep, and the

windows of heaven were stoppedand rain from heaven

was restrained. And the waters returned from off the

earth continually, and on the 17th day of the seventh

month, the ark rested upon the mountains of Ararat.

The waters decreased continually until the tenth

month, on the first day of the tenth month, were the

tops of the mountains seen.

In the 601st year, of the life of Noah, on the 1st

day of the first month, Noah removed the covering

of the ark and the ground was dry.

In the same year on the 27th day of the second

º of that year, Noah and his family left the
birk.

The day of the month on which the flood com

menced, and the particular month, is stated, but the

year is that of the life of Noah, it therefore becomes

necessary to search-the sacred volume to ascertain in

what year Noah was born. Adam becamean inhabitant

of earth in the second solar day of the first solar year.

Methusalah the grand-father of Noah, was born

when Adam attained his 687th year. In the 874th

year Lamech, the son of Methusaleh, and father of Noah

was born, and when Lamech arrived at the age of

102, Noah was born and the flood took place in the

600th year of the life of Noah. Thus we arrive at

theyº in which the flood covered the face of the

earth.

We need not look for any natural cause for this

eat event, for the plain reason that it was a special

judgment upon the inhabitants of the earth, at that

day, and the fact is plainly and clearly stated.

It was a judgment pronounced long before the event,

and the day fixed on which it should be put in execu

tion, and it was executed in the very time and in the

very manner that it was purposed by God that it

should be.

Noah lived three centuries and a half after the

deluge, and his son Shem, who was with him in the

ark, lived more than five centuries after that event to

hand down to posterity an account of that mighty

flood.

There was a period when a mist ascended from

the earth, and watered the whole face of the ground.

Hills and mountains existed before the deluge took

place, for within a few days after the flood had com

menced the hills and the mountains were covered.

Rivers existed before the deluge, for Eden was

watered by a river which resulted from a mist, which

produced rain, and this rain was so extensive as to

water the whole face of the ground.

From the commencement of the deluge to the day

on which Noah and his ſunliy left the ark, was one

year and ten days. - -

The change which this extraordinary body of water

caused upon the surface of the earth Inust have been

very great, and the wind which was caused to pass

over the earth, added to this, must have produced

changes which are not easily estimated by human

calculations.

The knowledge of this event was preserved in the

remembrance of one of the tenants of the ark, for

about five hundred years, for Shem, one of the sons

of Noah, was about 98 years of age when he was in

the ark, and he lived to the age of 602 years. . His

life was prolonged to a greater length than that of any

individual of whom we have any account who lived

subsequent to the deluge except his father and he

survived his father about 150 years. -

The age of the world is regarded by some writers

as greater than represented in Scripture, but such

theories are without the shadow of a foundation. The

scripture history is the only true history extant, and

as to the theory of some Geologists, which gives to

the earth a greater age than the Bible represents it,

are entitled to no consideration whatever.

The falls of Niagara are computed to have been

10,000 years in reaching their present location. This

calculation has nothing whatever to sustain it but the

presumption that if a thousand feet is worn down in

one year that in ten years, ten thousand feet will have

worn away. The cliffs of Niagara were once in a

soft state, and in that state a score of miles may have

been worn off in a single week. I examined the

Falls very minutely during the summer of 1844, and

in a future number will give a description of them

Above the great cataract I saw a memento of the

deluge. It was suspended in the air and presented

the rich and brilliant tints of the solar pencil, painted

in the bosom of a cloud. What a painting ! and

what a place to suspend it! what a testimony: A

declaration of the Almighty to his creature man, that

the world shall not be drowned. The painting is

in the colors of the Rain Bow—it is the Bow in the

cloud—a cloud formed by the falling of a mighty

river over a gigantic precipice into the bosom of an

unfathomed gulf boiling with unceasing commotion

and like the heaving of afearful tempest,and witharoar

that shakes the very rocks on which the river breaks.

What a place this for a human being to meditate, stand

ing upon rocks shaken by the thunder of the waters—

beholding at his feet the foaming billows of a crushed and

mangled river, and above it, a painting of the most

lovely and beauteous adorning, suspended in the airand

which no human being can approach—a testimony of

the GREAT JEhovAh, written with the pen of celes

tial fire in the bosom of a cloud, and expressed in a

language which is universal.

In the rocks which form these cliffs, and those which

form the precipice over which the Niagara falls, re

pose in fossilized sleep myriads of animals which lived

ere the deluge came, and here they present themselves

as mute witnesses of that great event. The Scrip

tures, the Rain-bow, the fossils—all witnessing together,

sustaining each the other—what conclusive testimo

ny These falls are the offspring of the Deluge—ere

the Deluge came the Falls of Niagara had no exist
enace.

FOSSILS.

In my examinations of the rock formations of the

northern shore of Lake Ontario, in the summer of

1844, I found at Ogden Point, which is about equa

distant between Toronto and Kingston, a bituminous

fossiliferous line stone formation, quite extensive,

which underlaid the surface earth and extended into

the waters of the lake. This rock formation has a

surface some four feet or more above the present sur

face of Lake Ontario, and is washed by the surf–

The rock is intersected by both vertical and horizon

tal stratas, and this make it of easy excavation by the

force of the surf of the lake, aided by the frost. This

excavation is performed after this manner, the frost

crystalizes the water of the lake on and near to the

shore—which incrusts with it the rock which is

in contact with the water; a heavy storm sets in

which breaks up the ice into large pieces and these

lift the rock which the ice adheres to and the whole

are floated away together, and either driven by the

force of the storm upon the fast rocks and broken to

pieces or driven into the deep lake in which the ice

melts and drops the rocks to the bottom. Thus an

inroad is continually making on the shore. Before I

was aware of the fretfulness of the lake, and while

busily engaged some twenty feet or more from the

water, excavating fossils, a heavy surf come and threw

the water over me. This made me careful to watch

the water and avoid the watering. I found in this

bed of rock numerous fossils, and among the rest one

which I have not been able to find any description of

in any published geological works. I have carefully

examined the transactions of the British Geological

Society without finding any thing that is like this,

and there is nothing in the geological collections of

this State, at Albany, like it. This fossil lay im

bedded in the rock in a strata inclined in the angle

of about 30 degrees toward the lake, and the water

had cut off one end of it, and left the residue pro

jecting a little above the surface. The chissels which

I used were of thick blades, and I broke the fossil in

pieces in removing it. It is hard but brittle. The

pieces which I have, measure 18 inches in length

and weigh 34 pounds. The width at the widest

part is 6 inches and two inches in thickness.

On each side of this body were teeth near an inch

long and near three quartersof an inch wide at the root

runuing to a sharp point and coming to an edge in

the centre on the upper surface. These teeth filled

the sides from one extremity of this piece of fossil to
the other and unust have made a terrible weapon of

attack or defence. At the large end this fossil was

joined on to a body like the small part of aº
to the swell of that vegetable, but the part of the body

which remained was so brittle that I could get no

iece of large size, I therefore dug it out in order to

}. a view of its bed, and thus ascertain its shape

and form by the cavity its removal left in the rock.

In company with this fossil are numerous other

fossils which have before been described, and there

fore we must judge of this particular fossil by the

company in which it was found, for it had with these

a contemporaneous existence.

This is a wonderful witness of past ages otherwise

buried and gone, a mute witness, but giving testimony
which cannot be controverted—here it had its bed in a

strata above the surface of the lake and which now

forms one of the solid rock formations of the land, and

itself, a rock—it is a writing laid in the rock and ex

pressed in a language which is universal. When this

mass in which it reposed for ages, was semi fluid,

this fossil was in the flesh—what a change The land

in which this is found which forms a part of a great

continent, was unknown to civilized man three cen

turies ago, but here is a witness of one of itsinhabitants

ere the flood came which deluged the whole surface

of the earth. -

I watched with care the machinery of this lake—

in some places it kept the fragments of rocks in con

stant motion, and wearing the pieces into smooth

shining pebbles. Numerous | || which I examined

had thus been worn. In other places, I found the

fragments of rock in angular shapes, and rough, and in

the state in which they came from the hands of the

aqueous quarrier, and these in some places lay in piles

along the shore, and looked much like the workshop

of men who had been breaking rock for McAdamizing

roads, for these fragments were about the size used for

that work. At other places I found embankments of

earth and stone several feet high thrown up against

the mouth of a creek which effectually dammed up

the creek and compelled its waters to seek another

outlet. In one of these places I found an extensive

woodland drowned by the water, and the trees killed.

When I surveyed the rock strata at Ogden's Point,

and examined the numerous animals which there

repose in one common bed, in a fossilized sleep, my

thoughts travelled back in time to that period when

they were in a state of activity. What a scene they

must have presented—and now they possess an equal

interest for they witness to the occurrence of that

event which is recorded in the volume of inspiration

of the destruction of all animal life, with the solitary

exceptionof those preserved in the ark during a period

of one year and ten days. I gathered at this point

nearly half a bushel of fossils in a short time, and

these are now my companions while I write—what

company—what associations they kindle in the mind

—they seem almost to guide my pen, for mind is

impressed with that feeling or sensation which come

from associations.

SMOKEY CHIMNEYS.

Chimneys which are constructed outside of a dwel

ling exposed to the cold damp air acquire a tempera

ture that unfits them for conductors of smoke, and

the same remark will apply to chimneys in the walls

of brick bnildings, where there is but a thin partition

between the smoke and the atmosphere. Very high

chimneys are subject to the same objection, unless

the walls of such chimneys are thick.

Sometime since I received a letter from Doctor

John Croghan, proprietor of the Mammoth Cave, of

Kentucky, in which he says: “The great desideratum

is to get rid of the smoke which collects about the

chambers whenever the external and internal temper

ature is the same, 58 deg. Farenheit. The only certain
means of getting rid of the annoyance, is to sink a

shaft in the vicinity of the inner village., . An orifice

six inches in diameter, Professor Locke thinks, would

act as a powerful ventilator.”

The temperature of the earth through which this

shaft..". made to pass, I think, would deter

mine the ability of suchashaft to take away the smoke.

The persons residing in the cave by the use of fires

prºduce the smoke of which Doct. Croghan speaks.
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THE ANNUAL TAX BILL.

We have delayed issuing this number for a whole

week in order to present our readers with the proceed

ings of the Common Council, and of his Honor the

Mayor, upon the annual Tax Bill. The Board of Al

dermen passed this Bill on Monday night the 24th ult,

and on Wednesday night the 26th ult, the Board of

Assistants concurred with the Board of Aldermen in

the passage of the Bill, and it was sent to His Honor

Mayor Harper on Thursday morning, the 27th ult., for

his approval. Up to Monday, March 3d, at 2 o'clock

the Mayor had not signed this Bill, and we hope he

will not, and that he will return it to the Common

Council for reconsideration, and reduction. The ap

propriation Bill, which is to be found on page 445,

was also passed, at the same time, with the annual

Tax Bill, and also sent to His Honor Mayor Harper,

for approval. On Saturday, we are informed, that the

appropriation Bill was on the application of the City

Comptroller, approved by the President of the Board

of Aldermen in the capacity of acting Mayor. This

may be in accordance with the letter of the provisions

of the City Charter, but not with its spirit. The

Mayor was not absent from the city, nor was he pre

wented by sickness, from attending to the duties of

his office, and we regret that so excellent, and so

worthy a citizen, as the President of the Board of Al

dermen, should have thus established a bad precedent.

This appropriation is a premature measure, altogether.

The tax had not yet been authorised by the Legisla

ture, which is to provide the means to meet this whole

sale appropriation.

The Veto power is an important check upon hasty

or arbitrary legislation, but it was never intended to

be exercised by a member of the same body who

had already given his vote upon the measure to be

approved, or disapproved, unless in ap articular con

tingency. The exercise of the two powers, under

ordinary circumstances, by the same individual, in

volves an absurdity.

CITY COMPTROLLER'S REPORT.

We are in possession of a printed copy of the city

Comptrollers Report, for the fiscal year ending De

cember 31, 1844. This Report covers 87 pages. We

shall reprint this document entire, in order that wemay

have a complete key to the expenditures for public

printing, and at the same time present our readers with

a copy of the Report and of the Bill for Printing,

Paper and Stationary, in order that they may compare

the prices paid for public printing, by the Anti-Assess

ment Committee, with the prices paid for the same

work by the Corporation functionaries. The comp.

troller's Report illustrates a fact that amounts to a

mathematical demonstration and which is to be found

on numerous pages of the Report, which is, that bills

*kept back until after the balancing day. In Phila.

delphia, these things are managed differently, as will

appear by the following quotation from the Report of

the City Commissioners of that City:

From Philadelphia City Commissioners Report.

1841.

Feb. 1. John B. Kenney, pay of watch and

police, January, 1841, $3,657.00

Feb. 27. Do. pay of watch and police, Feb

ruary 1841, 3,391.57

Mar. 31, Do. do. do. March, 1841, 3,820,00

Jan.5, T. W. Morgan, & Co., 4560 gallons

winter oil, $1,014, deducting one

cent per gallon for casks returned 4,582.79

Mar. 2. T. W. Morgan, & Co., 2757 gallons

winter sperm oil, at $1,014, de

ducting for return casks one cent

r gallon,

Mar. 19, T. W. Morgan, & Co., 514 gallons

winter sperm oil $1,014, deduct

º for return casks one cent per

allon, and adding premium on

i.on New-York, 23.24.

May 11. T. W. Morgan, & Co. 2574 galls.

spring strained sperm oil, 914 cts.

per gall. less one cent for casks re

turned,

Jan. 13, Robert Paton, cleansing south

district by contract, 2 weeks,

John McIntire, cleansing north

district 2 weeks by contract,

Henry Buckley, cleansing city 2

weeks by contract,

Nov. 2. Charles Miller, 5 tons coal, S. E.

Watch-house, 6.50, 32.50

April 6. M. Weaver & Son, 311th flam -

t wick at 16cts, 504 lbs. lamp wick

at 22 cts, and Porterage, 62.37

This system of stating disbursements of public

money shows the dates, the prices, the quantity, and

the names of the persons furnishing, and these accounts

are stated in semi-monthly payments so that tax pay

ing citizens can see what use is made of their money.

NEW TAX BILL.

The ANTI-AssEssMENT CoMMITTEE call public at

tention to a very important bill which has been

reported to the House of Assembly in this State, which

makes an entire change in the mode of assessing

Taxes upon personal property, and which will have

the effect to drive business and capital away from

the city. The Bill is here given in full, and also

the sections of the Statutes which it seeks to repeal.

An alteration in the mode of assessing the Croton,

the Watch, cleaning Streets, Lamp and Police Taxes

is needed, but this bill as it now stands, is altogether out

of the question. A delegation will be sent to Albany

to oppose the passage of this Bill and to propose such

amendments as will give to the city a permanent

Board of Assessors, and extend the time of making

the assessments and provide an adequate notice to the

persons assessed.

You will see by the first section of this Bill that

all balances, or funds in the hands of Bankers, or Com

mercial Houses, belonging to their correspondents

abroad or elsewhere, are assessable, and Merchandize,

Produce, &c., arriving for sale, is also assessable, and

". proceeds thereof, if the same shall have been

sold.

2,770.79

539.81

2,329.47

180.00

190.00

June 9, 275.00

The citizens interested are requested to scrutinize

this Bill.”

Eactracts from the Statutes referred to in Section 1

and Section 7 of the Bill, and sought to be repeal

ed by this bill.—[Title 1, Part 1, Chapter 13.

“$ 4. The following property shall be exempt
from taxation:

“1. All property, real or personal, exempted from

taxation by the constitution of this state, or under the

constitution of the United States:

“2. All lands belonging to this state, or the Uni

ted States:

“3. Every building erected for the use of a college,

incorporated academy, or other seminary of learning:

every building for public worship; every school

house, court-house, and jail; and the several lots

whereon such buildings are situated, and the furniture

belonging to each of them:

“4. Every poor-house, alms-house, house of in

dustry, and every house belonging to a company in

corporated for the reformation of offenders, and

the real and5. property belonging to, or con

nected with the same:

“5. The real and personal property of every

public library:

“6. , All stocks owned by the state, or by literary
or charitable institutions:

“7. The personal estate of every incorporated

company not made liable to taxation on its capital, in

the fourth Title of this Chapter:

“8. The personal property of every minister of

the gospel, or priest, of any denomination; and the

real estate of such minister, or priest, when occupied

by him, provided such real and personal estate do not

exceed the value of one thousand five hundred dol.

lars; and,

“9. All property exempted by law from execu
tion. -

“Ś 5. If the real and personal estate or either of

them, of any minister or priest, exceed the value of

one thousand five hundred dollars, that sum shall be

deducted from the valuation of his property, and the
residue shall be liable to taxation.

“Ś 6. Lands sold by the state, though not granted,

or conveyed, shall be assessed in the same manner as

if actually conveyed. -

“Ś 7. The owner or holder of stock in any incor.

porated company liable to taxation on its capital, shall

not be taxed as an individual for such stock—Title 1.

“$ 3. The terms “personal estate,” and “person

al property,” whenever they occur in this Chapter,

shall be construed to include all household furniture;

monies; goods; chattels; debts due from solvent

debtors, whether on account, contract, note, bond or

mortgage; public stocks; and stocks in monied cor

porations. They shall also be construed to include

such portion of the capital of incorporated companies,

liable to taxation on their capital, as shall not be in

wested in real estate.—Title 2, Art. 1.

“W 5. Every person shall be assessed in the town

or ward where he resides when the assessment is

made, for all personal estate owned by him, including

all such personal estate in his possession, or under his

control as trustee, guardian, executor, or administra

tor; and in no case shall property so held, under

either of those trusts be assessed against any other
person.—Title 2, Art. 1.

“$ 8. Between the first day of May and July, in

each year, they shall proceed to ascertain by diligent

inquiry, the names of all the taxable inhabitants in

their respective towns or wards, and also the taxable

property, real or personal, within the same.”—Title

2, Art. 2, Chap. 13.

IMPORTANT TAX BILL.

We republish, in order to again lay before our read

ers, the following important Bill, in relation to the

assessment of Taxes. This bill is objected to by the

owners of real estate, and gentlemen engaged in Com

merce, abominate its provisions. See page 442.
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[Document No. 128.]

IN ASSEMBLY,

February 11, 1845.

Reported by Mr. Wheeler, from the committee on

the judiciary-read twice, and committed to the com

mittee on the whole.

An Act relative to taxes and jurors in the city of

New-York.

The People of the State of New-York, represented

in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

Section 1. All lands situated in the city of New

York, and all personal property within said city,

whether owned by individuals, corporations, monied

or stock associations, shall be assessed for taxes now

or hereafter to be imposed or authorized by law to be

raised or collected in said city, subject to the exemp

tions specified in title first, part first, and chapter

thirteenth, of the Revised Statutes.

§ 2. Every person residing in the city of New

York, shall be assessed in the ward where he resides

or does business, at the time such assessment is made,

for all personal estate owned by him or in his posses

sion, or under his control, or held by him in any

representative or other capacity, and the temporary

residence of such person in any other ward or place,

or the temporary absence of such person from said

ward or city at the time the assessment is made, shall

not free such personal estate from taxation.

§ 3. The real estate of all incorporated compa

nies, and of all monied or stock associations in the

city of New-York liable to taxation, shall be assessed

in the ward where it is situated, and all the personal

estate, including surplus moneys or funds, of eve

incorporated company, and of every monied or stoc
association liable to taxation, shall be assessed in the

ward where the principal office or place of business

of said company, monied or stock association is, and

any individual or company owning a bridge, shall be

assessed for it in the ward where the tolls of said

bridge are collected.

§ 4. The persons elected assessors in the city and

county of New-York, shall be sworn into office on

the second Monday of May in each year, and imme

diately thereafter commence their duties as such

assessors; and it shall be lawful for the said assessors,

at any time before they shall have delivered the

assessment roll as required by the Revised Statutes

and of the board of supervisors of the city and county

of New-York, at any time after said assessment roe

shall have been delivered to them, to correct the samll

by adding thereto the name of, and assessing any per

son or persons, body corporate or monied or stock,

association, that said assessors shall have omitted to

assess to such an amount as to said assessors or said

board of supervisors shall seem just and proper, the

same being subject to be corrected by those thus

assessed, as now provided by law.

§ 5. It shall be the duty of the assessors in each

ward, when they have made out a list of the person,

in their respective wards qualified to serve as jurors

to notify such persons to be and appear before them,

at a day andº certain in the ward, to show cause

(if any they have) why they should not be returned

as jurors. Such notice shall be served at least five

days before the day of showing cause, by delivering

the same to the person so selected or by leaving it at

his dwelling house with a person of suitable age and

discretion, and if the person so notified does not

appear, or if he appears and does not show good

cause, he shall be returned as a juror, and the person

showing good cause shall not be so returned.

§ 6. The assessors are hereby authorized to admin

ister an oath to the persons appearing and claiming

exemption from jury duty, and to examine them as

to their excuse. In case of the death or inability to

act, of one of the assessors in any ward, the other

assessor may perform such duties, and in case of the

death or inability of both assessors to act, the alder

men and assistant alderman of such ward shall per

form such duties, and the return of jurors shall be

made under oath. - -

§ 7. The provisions of the third section, of title

one, the fifth section of title two, article one, and the

eighth section of the last mentioned title, article two,

chapter thirteen, of the Revised Statutes, so far as

the same are inconsistent with the provisions of this

act, are hereby declared inapplicable to the city and

county of New-York. -

§ 8. This act shall take effect immediately.

To the Honorable the Legislature of the state of

New-York:

The undersigned, citizens of the city of New-York,

and owners of real estate in said city and county,
Remonstrate against certain provisions contained in

the bill known as Assembly Bill No. 128, and those

provisions which authorize the taxing of Funds, Mer

chandize, Produce, &c., belonging to persons residin

without the bounds of the County, State and Unite

States.

The undersigned represent that real estate in the

city of New-York is valuable on account of the Com

merce and Trade of the said city and port, and the

more the Commerce and Trade is increased, the more

valuable real estate will become.

The undersigned ask that their memorials and Re

monstrances heretofore presented in the Legislature

in relation to Taxes and Assessments may be acted

upon at the present session of the Legislature.

The undersigned ask that a Permanent Board of

Assessors may be created by law for the more equal

assessment of Taxes, and that persons assessed may

have due notice of Assessments when imposed, and

that the Board of Permanent Assessors may have

power to correct erroneous Taxes.

And your Memorialists, &c.

New-York, Feb. 27th, 1845.

Jonathan Thompson, Stephen Allen,

James Boorman, Saul Alley,

Robert C. Cornell, Wm. B. Crosby,

James G. King,

Jonathan Goodhue,

Gulian C. Verplanck,

Samuel Ward,

George Griswold,

George Ireland,

James Brown,

Peter Schermerhorn,

Phillip Hone,

William B. Astor,

Samuel S. Howland,

Edward Prime,

Stewart Brown, Peter Embury,

Charles H. Russell, Thomas T. Woodruff,

Peter Lorrilard, jr., John Morss,

Abraham G. Thompson,

Maturin Livingston, ,

John I. Palmer,

Burtis Skidmore,

Anson G. Phelps,

John D. Wolfe,

Najah Taylor John Haggert

john H. Taiman, †
David S. Kenedy, Wm. H. Sinith,

Nevins, Townsend, & Co. Wm. H. Russell,

Grinnell, Minturn, & Co. Andrew Foster,

Prime, Ward, & King, Peter Cooper,

Brown, Brothers, & Co. James Lenox,

Henry & Daniel Parish, James I. Jones,

Daniel Parish, Henry Young,

Howlands & Aspinwall, John Anthon,

David Hadden, & Son, Francis Griffin,

Eben. Stevens' Sons, James Roosevelt,

N. L. & G. Griswold, Wm. W. Fox,

Silas Wood, Nathaniel Richards,

P. Harmony Nephews, & Co.

[From the Journal of Commerce.]

PAYMENT OF JURORS.

A good deal has been lately said favoring the pay

ment of Jurors in our State Courts. It is not appar

ently known to the citizens of this county, that the

practice of allowing to all Jurors attending the county

and Circuit Courts a compensation of from 75 cents

to 1.50 per diem, exclusive of mileage, is universal

thronghout the State, with the solitary exception of

this county, and perhaps two others. The Revised

Statutes leave the amount of compensation, within

certain limitations, to the several boards of supervi

sors; but for some unexplained reason, those of the

county of New-York are excluded from giving to

their citizens any compensation for services rendered

upon a Jury panel. When this fact was stated to the

Assembly in 1841, an amendment in these words was

attached, at the instance of a delegate from the city,

to an appropriate bill then on its passage:

isºft of sec. 33 of title's, of Chapter 10,

of part 3, of the Revised Statutes, as excepts the city

of New-York from the provisions thereof, is hereby

repealed ”

After a hasty explanation from the mover, it re

ceived nearly the unanimous approval of the House.

In the Senate, however, the “wire pullers” from the

city contrived to convince Messrs. Varian and Scott

that this was too great a discretion to be placed in

the power of the Supervisors of the city, although it

was grººted to their brethren of nearly every other

county,+arl at the instigation of the Senators from

this district, this salutary amendment was quashed.—

It is obvious that with the power given to our Board

of Supervisors, which is now withheld for no apparent

ly satisfactory reason, the whole difficulty can at their

option be obviated: and I hope the gentlemen who

have moved in this matter in the present Legislature,

will, by a simple enactment, of the nature here sug

gested, place the question at rest, believing, wi

your other correspondents, and persons experienced

on juries, that the respectability and intelligence of

juries will not be diminished, from the fact of their

receiving a partial remuneration for their services.

A MERCHANT.

DISCONTINUANCE OF ONE-HALF OF THE

MILL TAX.

The law of 1842 imposing the Mill Tax, provided

that one-half of it should cease when the Canal reve

nue, without aid from the Tax, should exceed one

third the anuual interest on the Canal Debt. That

contingency has now happened, and the fact has been

duly, certified by the Commissioners of the Canal

Fund. The Comptroller has accordingly issued a

Circular to the County Treasurers, notifying them

that hereafter only one half of the Mill Tax will be

assessed. The Tax assessed in 1844, which was for

a whole Mill, and which falls due this day (1st March)

is to be collected in full. A half Mill Tax is still to

be assesed, in aid of the General Fund for the support

of government. There is also to be assessed, under

a law of 1844, one-tenth of a Mill for the use of the

Canal Fund, making a total, hereafter, of six-tenths

of a Mill on the dollar of taxable property.—Journal

of Commerce, March 1st, 1845.

BANKS, &c.—TAXATION.

We have been furnished with the following state

ment of the taxes this year by the Banks and the

other principal money corporations in this city:

Albany City Bank, $5,844.32; Mechanics' and

Farmer's Bank, $4,355.05; Exchange Bank, $3,900.96;

State Bank, $4,047.54; Canal Bank, $3.765.89; Com

mercial Bank, $3,384.49; Bank of Albany, $2,730,68;

Albany Insurance Company, $3,225.62; Merchant's

Insurance Company, $1,622.88; Fireman's Insurance

Company, $1,387,02; Albany Water Works, $982.67 :

Total, $35,359.12.

The entire tax levied on the city this year for State,

County, and City purposes, is $142,257.74. It thus

appears that the Corporations above named, pay about

one-fourth part of our whole tax, on both real and

personal estate. - -

Money corporations are taxed on their entire capital

at its full amount, while real and personal estate,

generally is not taxed at more than about fifty per

cent. of its estimated value. The consequence is that

the burden of taxation falls more heavily on banking

and insurance capital than on other property. It is

believed that the whole banking capital of the city has

not for several years past paid on the average more

than about six per cent. dividends, and as two institu

tions have lately suspended dividends, the average

now is less than six per cent.—Albany Argus.

The Banks and Incorporated Companies, in the

City of New-York are assessed in Taxes for 1845, the

large sum of $249,094,81, which is a fraction short of

a quarter of a million, which is equal to the whole

amount of the Tax levied in the city of New-York,

for the year 1820. The increase of Taxes is not the

mere dollars and cents involved in the largeness of

the Tax, but it is the very germ of corruption. The

lavish expenditure of public money is indirectly find

ing its way into the fountains of Justice in the admin

istration of the different branches of the Government.

The greater the amount of Taxes the more corºPt

the government and the less trust worthy the public

functionaries; and it is now high time that a Gºlm,

deliberate, persevering and successful effort shoºklbe

made in the city of New-York to stay the desolation
that is making such ruinous strides in this great

metropolis. The State is reducing its tax burdens,

and the city is increasing these impositions. The
fault is in the Citizens. The intelligent, well inform

ed citizens have it in their power to correct this

glaring evil. A Committee of good men of all parties

should be chosen to investigate the state of public

affairs, and application should be made to the Legis

lature to vest such Committee with ample powers in

the premises.
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DESTRUCTIVE TAXATION.

We present the Report of the Finance Committee

of the Board of Aldermen, and Board of Assistants,

upon the proposed application to the Legislature for

authority to raise money by tax. Their financial re

ports are generally very unsatisfactory documents.-

The taxes are being continually increased, and yet

they talk of reform and retrenchment.

This report proposes a tax for: (1845.)

Contingent expenses, ----------------- $940,987.00

Watch, ----------------------------- 248,500,00

Lamps, ----------------------------- 150,000.00

$1,3339,487.00

In 1844 the Tax Bill was as follows:

Contingent expenses, ------------------ 912,034,85

Watch,------------------------------ 266,000.00

Liumps,------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 120,887.36

$1,298,922.21

In 1843, the Tax Bill was as follows:

Contingent Expenses,------------------ 668,000.00

Watch,------------------------------ 212,000,00

Lamp, ------------ - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 110,000.00

$990,000.00

It will be seen by comparing these three statements

together, that the Tax to be asked for, in 1845, ex

ceeds that of 1843, by the large sum of $349,487.00.

This is a large increase, and wholly unnecessary.—

The financial reports of the city of New-York, as

compared with the financial reports of the city of

Philadelphia are sadly defective. We have both re

ports before us, and the difference is immense. The

Philadelphia Reports are methodical, simple, plain,

and intelligible to every man of common understand

ing. The New-York Reports are vague, obscure and

misshapen, and require to be journalized and posted

before they can be understood at all, and even then but

imperfectly, for the accounts are stated so general as

to afford no means of determining the extra prices,

which are paid.

The Report concludes with the following extraordi

nary resolution:

“Resolved, That the Counsel prepare a suitable

memorial and draft of law, and the Mayor and the

Clerk be authorized to authenticate the same for pre

sentation to the Legislature.”

The Mayor is an independent executive officer, and

derives his power from the Statute, and not from the

Common Council, and if he should disapprove of the

big tar, he has the right, and it is his duty to return

the proceeding to the Common Council for their re

consideration.

A Committee composed of such men as SAUL ALLEY,

John M. BRADHURst, and ABRAHAM G. Thompson,

should be appointed by the Legislature to examine

into the accounts, and past disbursements of the City

Treasury for the last ten years, and report the amount

of deficiencies, and this amount should be funded,

redeemable $50,000 per annum, payable by tax.

The Financial Committee, in their report say, that

the Alms House buildings are not to come into the

tax, but that a Debt is to be created . The City

debt should be decreased, instead of increased.

The Committee say that the per centage of the

Tax will be less in 1845, than 1844. This proposed

application for the annual Tax bill shows an increase.

This is a mathematical demonstration against the de

crease of per centage.

The Mill Tax will be lessened one half of that

decimal part of a cent, but this not to be credited to

the City Finance department, nor should such a sys

tem of increase of per cent. be excused under this

contingency.

The expenses of the City Watch in 1843, was

limited by law to $212,000.

A new Municipal Police is now added, and still

the Financial Committee want $36,500.00 more for

City Watch, than in 1843, besides the expenses of

the City Police. It is no argument to say that the

Policecost somuch in apreviousyear, unless the Watch

expense is also stated in connection with that of the

Police.

The Lamps in 1843 were limited to $110,000.00,

and now $40,000 increase is wanted. This is a “per

cent" which comes up with railroad speed.

The item for Printing and Stationery is put in the

Schedule at $20,000. On referring to the Tax Docu

ment of the Board of Aldermen of Feb. 13th, 1843, and

to page 57, of that Report, it will be seen that all that

was asked for that year for “Printing and Stationery,”

was $20,000.

Some of our good friends have said to us that we

were in error, in relation to Public Printing. We

replied—wait until the estimate of the Tax Bill

comes, and compare the items of the present with

the past.

Here are two financial documents, viz. of 1843,

and of 1845, now on the table before us, and the

estimate for Printing and Stationary are identical, each

for $20,000. Where is the difference Why have

not the Finance Committee to whom the subject of

contracting for the Public Printing in May, 1844,

made a report These things are not creditable to

the Finance Committee, and although these Commit

tees have good men in them, yet notwithstanding, in

this they have erred, and greatly erred. We had

supposed that the economy and system of the city of

Boston would have been introduced here, but in this

we are wholly disappointed. The City Comptroller

and two members of the Financial Committee made

a journey to Boston, as we understood, for that pur

pose. These gentlemen took the Tuesday evening

boat for Albany, and arrived opposite that city in

time to take the Wednesday morning cars of the

Western Railroad andarrived in Boston that evening.

They remained in Boston that night, and the next

day, Thursday and Thursday night, and left on Friday

morning, via Long Island Railroad, &c., and reached

New-York Friday evening. They were absent three

days and three nights, travelled over an extent of

about 600 miles, and no doubt had a very pleasant

journey, but the brief stay they made in the city of

Boston, afforded them but little opportunity to learn

economy in public business, at least we infer as much,

for we have since then looked diligently for the

fruits of the lesson without being able to find even a

trace of such a result.

The great difficulty in the management of city

affairs for years has been that the public function

aries were looking to the succession of the party in

power, and the energies of the public chest have

uniformly been directed to that result. Hence the

sad picture which the public finances present. Contrast

the management of the City Fiscal's, with that of the

State Fiscal department,and the difference is immense.

It may be read by the citizens on the face of their

Tax Bills.

Mayor Harper in the management of city affairs

has entitled himself to the thanks of the good men of

all parties.

The Common Council, taken together as a body, are

a better class of men than we had in that body before

for years, but they have not economized the city ex

penditures to the extent they should have done.—

They have, like their predecessors, been party men

instead of Anti-Politicians. It is true they were

elected as such, and here is the error. Men indepen

dent of all parties should have been elected.

We hope that Mayor Harper before he gives counten

ance to this application to the Legislature will scru

timize this Report and return it to the Common Coun

cil for reconsideration. We shall pursue this subject

in our next number. We here give the report in

full, as follows:

Document No. 54.

BOARD OF ALDERMEN,

February 17, 1845.

The Finance Committee, to whom was referred the

Communication of the Comptroller, with an Esti

mate of the Annual Appropriations and Tar Levy

for the year 1845, presented the following Report

and Draft of an Ordinance in relation thereto;

which was laid on the table, and directed to be

printed for the use of the members.

CHARLES A. WHITNEY, Clerk.

The Committees on Finance, to whom was referred

a communication from the Comptroller, with sched

ules of the amount required for taxation for 1845,

also the appropriations for the same time, respectfully

REPORT:

That they have entered fully into this matter, they
have examined in detail, the statement of the Comp

troller, with the estimates submitted to him by the

Departments, and will take up the schedule by which

the amount of tax is to be asked for.

1. Aqueduct Repairs by State Commissioners, $10,-

000. This amount cannot be altered, as they are the

judges of what will be wanted on the works.

2. Alms House, Penitentiary, &c. This estimate

is much less than it cost last year, and as the Com

missioners appear to be of opinion that they will be

able to support the establishment under their charge

with this amount, your Committee will not ask its

increase, $196,950, less receipts $30,200.

3. Buildings, &c., at Randall's Island. This amount

is merged in the application to the Legislature for a

loan, and no tax required therefor at present.

4. Board of Health, $450. This will cover all the

expenses under the present system.

5. Coroner's Fees . The Comptroller..
$4,500. The Board of Supervisors have reduced the

compensation of the Coroner for taking an inquest,

from $5.00 to $3.00, consequently this item is redu

ced $1,000. -

6. Cleaning Corporation Docks and Slips. The

Street Commissioner proposes $7,500. Your Com

mittee are of opinion that this amount will be wanted;

the accommodations for vessels must be kept up,

although we receive a small income on the outlay.

7. County Contingencies. The Comptroller pro

poses $35,000. In looking over the account of last

year it will be seen that from 14th May, to Jan. 1st,

1845, the amount expended by the present Common

Council, taking out the amount paid to perfect the

title to Blackwell's Island, and the amount paid late

Counsel of the Board, was about $10,000, and your

Committee have therefore set this down at $20,000.

8. Contingent expenses of Common Council. The

Comptroller proposes $5,000, to cover the expenses

of books, stationery, &c., for the members, carriage

hire and expenses of committees out of the city,

hospitalities of the city to distinguished strangers,

and the celebration of national holidays. Your Com

mittee have no doubt that this is sufficient, refresh

ments at the City Hall being entirely done away
with.

9. Cleaning Streets. The Comptroller, proposes

the amount of the contracts, $45,437. This is right,

and your Committee proposes afurther sum of $5,000,

to meet any contingencies that may occur in the non
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performance of said contracts.

$1,000.

10. Douations, $8,000. This is predicated on the

resolutions of the Common Council and requirements

under the law of the State.

11. Docks and Slips, Extending and Repairing.—

The Street Commissioner estimates for this account

$30,000; and your Committee are under the impres

sion that this sun will be required to make new

piers and repair those already made.

12. Elections, $10,000. This amount cannot be

diminished, as the actual cost of the same is fixed by

ordinance, with the exception of extra officers.

13. Fire Department. The Comptroller proposes

$27,500; your Committee proposes $18,000. The

Department, since the coming in of the present Com

mon Council, to the 1st of January, has cost only

$12,388, and a spirit of economy will keep the ex

penditure within $18,000.

14. Intestate Estates. A judgment has been re

covered against the city for an estate paid into the

treasury in 1836, amounting to $16,859. Less the

estimated returns for the year, and will require about

$15,700 by way of tax.

15. Lands and Places. The Street Commissioner

has estimated $2,750, for labor, trees, &c., which

your Committee believe will be required.

16. Officers' Fees. The Comptroller estimated

$173,100, in which he includes the Municipal Day

and Night Police, just established, this your Commit

tee think best to place as an item by itself. $55,570,

was expended for this account last year, and they pro

pose to put it down to $50,000, as the amount paid

to officers attending boats, &c., amounted last year to

$5,000, which duty is now to be done by the Mumi

cipal Police.

17. Printing and Stationery. The Comptroller

proposes $20,000. The amount last year was over

$25,000; as he gets the work now done at reduced

prices, this amount will be sufficient to meet the ex

penditures.

18. Repairs and Supplies. The Comptroller pro

poses $40,000. Expenditure in 1840 was $51,000,

Your Committee think that the removal of the public

yard to a more central position, and having the repairs

to public buildings done by contract, will, or ought

to, lessen this cost to $40,000.

19. Rents. The sum of $1,250, is required for this

purpose, by the leases of the premises taken.

20. Roads and Avenues. The Street Commission

er proposes $20,000. Your Committee are in favor of

getting much of the work on the roads, particularly

breaking stone, &c., for 3d Avenue and other roads,

done by the convicts from Blackwell's Island. It

will lessen the expense, be good for their health, and

$16,000, will be enough to spend on the roads,

21. Real Estate, (assessments on.) This account

comprises a variety of items; and generally averages

about the stun proposed by the Comptroller, $5,000.

22. Street Expenses. The Street Commissioner

estimates $30,000, and gives as a reason, that by the

present mode of doing the work, and also in conse

quence of the Corporation assuming the repairs of all

the streets, as they have done, it will amount to

$80,000. Your Committee are opposed to the pres

ent mode of doing the work. They are in favor of

having the same done by contract, at so much the

square yard, and no work to be done except by the

direction of the Alderman and Assistant, the details

of which are now before the Board in an ordinance

offered for adoption ; and it is believed if that plan

can be carried out, the expense can be kept down to

$30,000, which is the sum your Committee ask a tax

for.

23. Sewers. Repairing and Cleaning. This account

has been heretofore merged in the expenditures for

Repairs of Streets, and paid from the Street Commis

sioner's office, under general account. Your Commit

tee think with the Comptroller and Street Commis

soner, that it should be a separate account. The sum

wanted is estimated at $5,000, which is about the

mark for this expenditure.

24. Salaries of all Department. The sum expend

ed last year was $217,832. The amount paid Sun

day Officers, Day Police Officers, Keepers of Public

Places, and Superintendent of Stages, the last year

amounted to $17,975, and was in this account; con

sequently this expenditure can be set down at $200,-

000, if these officers are dispensed with, as they now

are, and the duty performed by the Municipal Police.

29. Water Pipes. In this account is included the

This is a saving of whole expense of the city part of the Water Depart

ment, including pipes, laying down, digging trenches,

proving pipes, &c., every thing except the salaries of

the officers. Your Committee are of opinion that,

there need not be so many pipes purchased this year

as the President of the Water Board estimates; and

if the pipes are not purchased, there will not be the

amount required from labor and others. They have

therefore determined to bring this sum down from

$72,650, to $50,000, for the reasons above stated ;

and the expenditure will of course be kept within

this limit.

The amountestimated for Interest on Bonds, charges

on Arrears of Taxes, Errors and Delinquencies, and

Markets, are founded on actual necessities, and can

not be safely reduced.

The last item of Contingent Account, is the Muni

cipal Police, This account is entirely new, and your

Committee think, although at an outlay of considera

ble money, if properly managed it will be a great

protection to our citizens from the depredations of

the swarms of foreign rogues, thieves, &c., daily cast

upon our shores, as well as against the more depraved

portion of our native opulation.

The Expense in Salaries to this Police force, is for

one Superintendent of Police, . . . . . . . . . . . $1,250.00

Eight Captains, ------------ - . . . $700 5,600.00

Eight Assistant Captains, ........ - 600 4,800.00

Sixteen Sergeants, - - - - - - ... . . . . . . 500 3,860.00

Two hundred Men, ... -- . . . . . . . . . .500 100,00.00

$120,510.00

From which deduct amount paid

to Sunday Officers, Day Police, --

Officers, Keepers of Public Pla

ces, and Sup. of Stages, which

has been deducted from salaries, $17,975.25

Officers to attend Steamboats, &c. 6,171.13

which has been deducted from

Officers fees

Also, 100 men discharged from

the Watch, and the Municipal

Police put in their stead, ºl to

50 each night in the year...... .22,312.50 46,968.98

$73,541.02

As the Comptroller understood the law,

and so he made his calculation for the

Watch Department, that 100 men each

night were to be taken from the Watch,

which would have made the expense,

by deducting their pay, ----...--.... . . 22,312.02

For the Municipal Police only... . . . . . . $50,728.52

At all events your Committee understood that 100

men were to be taken from the Watch, which is 50

each night; consequently the sum of $120,000 is to

be added to the list of contingent expenses of the

city for the year 1845. Your Committee would here

remark that from the accounts exhibited by the Comp

troller for 1844, the expenses of the present Com

mon Council have considerably decreased, except

where it was unavoidable, either by the acts of our

!. or the necessity of cases springing up

} debt contracted by acts of former Common Coun

C11.

The aggregate of these sums is $940,937 (see

schedule,) and is only $28,942.15 more than was

asked for last year from the Legislature on account

of contingent expenses of the city, and we have an

efficient Day and Night Police in addition, for the

protection of the persons and property of our fellow

citizens.

w"ATCH DISTRICT.

The Comptroller's calculation for this was

$225,581.76

But it was under the impression that 100

men each night was to be taken from

the number directed by ordinances, but

as only 50 men each night are to be

taken from the Watch Department. an

additional sum is required of-------- ... $22,812.50

Making----------------- - - - - - - - $248,394.26

to be asked for the tax in the Watch District; which

is $17,705.74 less than was asked for last year. The

amount expended last year was $4,329.76 above the

tax asked for, and was principally incurred in the

upper District of the city.

LAMP district.

The estimate for this account, from the Superin

tendent of Lamps and Gas, is $152,820, and is a large

increase on last year's expenditures and taxation—

Our extending city, and the citizens asking for the

protection of Light and Watch has been carefully con

sidered. The extension of the District is the conse

quence—the high price of oil, and, the necessity of

using gas where mains are laid, make an outlay for

gas posts necessary, and consequently a large item

of this account, say $15,000, for the year. The tax for

this account last year was $120,887.36, the expendi

ture $129,021.87. The large number of streets di

rected by the Common Council to be lighted with

gas, on petition of the citizens, has made the amount

to be ... for, very large. They have concluded to

recommend that $150,000 be asked for, for this item

of acconnt for 1845.

This is the whole amount which is to be asked for

from the Legislature for taxation. The other accounts,

authority, now exists to levy the amounts that have

to be taxed for, viz: Common Schools, interest on

City Debt, and Floating debt Redemption, while on

the Trust Accounts the appropriations are only to

provide for the payment from the Treasury of moneys

raised by loan or from assessments, and does not

affect the taxation for the year. Your Committee

have also framed an Appropriation Bill, in accordance

with the foregoing Report and recommendation of

the Comptroller. They think they can safely say to

their fellow-citizens, that the per centage for taxes

will be less for the year 1845, than in 1844; that no

just and proper means or manner will be withheld to

prevent theº expediture of the public moneys;

that economy in every way shall be their rule of
action.

It must be borne in mind, however, that the finan

cial affairs of this city are of more magnitude than

four or five of our small States; that this is a grow

ing city, both in wealth and population ; and it is

impossible to keep certain expenses within the

amounts of former years from these very causes.

The following Resolutions are offered for consider
tion :

Resolred, That application be made to the Le:
gislature for authority to raise by tax on the real and

personal estate of the inhabitants of the city and county

of New-York, for the contingent expenses of said city,

the sum of $940,987 for the year 1845. -

Resolred, That application be made to the Legis:

lature for authority to raise by tax on the real and

personal estate of the inhabitants of said city within

the Watch District, the sum of $248,500, for the pur:

pose of watching and guarding the property in said
District. -

Resolved, That application be made to the Legisla:

ture for the authority to raise by tax on the real and

personal estate of the inhabitants of the city and

county of New-York, within the Lamp District the

sum of $150,000, for the purpose of lighting the

streets in said District.

Resolved, That the Counsel prepare a suitable me

morial and draft of law, º the Mayor and the

Clerk be authorised to authenticate the same for pre

sentation to the Legislature.

They also recommend the adoption of the ordinan

ces making appropriations on all accounts for the year

1845. Respectfully submitted.

ELIAS G. DRAKE, Committee

W.M. S. MILLER, ozz

W.M. GAILE, Finance

DAVID S. JACKSON, ) Board of Ald.

MOSES TUCKER, Finance Com.

WILLIAM TAYLOR, ! Board of

JAMES HORN, Assistants.

REMARKS.

The amount proposed to be raised by Tax for the

City Watch*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $243,394.26

Lamps and Gas,..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150,000.00

Contingencies, ---------------------- 940,987.00

$1,339,381.26

In addition to these sums are as follows:

Croton Tax,--------------------- - - -

School Tax,--------------

Floating Debt Tax, -------

State Tax, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The new Police and the Watch together are put

down as will be seen by examination at $368.894.26
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we give on this page the schedule of the Finance

Committee showing what items constitute the Con

tingent Tax. -

SCHEDULE

Of Amounts estimated for Appropriations, also the

Receipts from corresponding sources, and the Bal

ance to be raised by Tac, for support of City Gov

ernment.

Estimated ... Balance

On account of Appropria-#. to be

tion. P* raised by

Tax.

Aqueduct Repairs, ... $10,000 $10,000

Alms House, ... ---. 196,950, $30,200 166,750

Board of Health, ... 450 450

Coroner's Fees, - - - - 3,500 3,500

Cleaning Corporation

Docks and Slips... 7,500 7,500

County Contingen- -

cies, ------------- 20,000 20,000

Contingent Expenses

of Com. Council, .. 5,000 5,000

Cleaning Streets (as

per contract,)..... 45,437 45,437

CleaningStreets (con

tingent), --------. 5,000 5,000

Donations, ...------. 8,000 8,000

Docks and Slips,.... 30,000 30,000

Elections, --------- 10,000 10,000

Fire Department,... 18,000 18,000

Intestate Estates, ... 18,000 2,000 18,000

Lands and Places, .. 2,750 2,750

Printing and Posting

Licenses, ... ------ 100 100

Officers' Fees, ..... 50,000 50,000

Printing and Station

ery, - - - - - - - - - - - - - 20,000 20,000

Repairsand Supplies, 40,000 40,000

Rents, -----------. 1,250 1,250

Roads and Avenues, . 16,000 16,000

Real Estate, ....... 5,000 5,000

Street Expenses, ... 30,000 30,000

Sewers, repairingand

cleaning, --------. 5,000 5,000

Salaries of all Depart

ments, - - - - - - - - - - - 200,000 200,000

Water Pipes, ... ---. 50,000 50,000

Interest on Bonds for

º 48,000 48,000

Charges on arrears of

Taxes, ----------- 1,500 1,500

Errors and delinquen

cies, ------------- 5,000 5,000

Markets, ---------- 250 250

Municipal Police, ... 120,500 120,500

Balance toberaised ) -

by Tax for support { $940,987

of city Government Y.

AN ORDINANCE.

The Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the City

of New-York, in Common Council convened, do

ordain as follow's .

That the following sums be and the same are here

by appropriated for the support of the City Govern

ment, for the year from January 1st to December 31st,

1845, less whatever sums may have been paid on

account of the following accounts, by virtue of an

Ordinance making temporary appropriations for the

year 1845, passed Decemberº 1844.

'Aqueduct Repairs by State Commissioners,$10,000 00

Alms House,------------------------ 196,950 00

Board of Health, ---------------- - - - - 450 00

Coroner's Fees, ---------------------- 3,500 00

Cleaning Corporation Docks and Slips, . 7,500 00

County Contingencies, --------------- ... 20,000 00

Contingent Expenses of Common Council,- 5,000 00

Cleaning Streets (as per contract,)-------- 45,437 00

Cleaning Streets (contingent),----------- 5,000 00

Donations, ---------------------------- 8,000.00

Docks and Slips, ---------------------- 30,000 00

Elections, ---------------------------- 10,000 00

Fire Department,....... ---------- ... 18,000 00

Intestate Estates, ........ . . . . . . . . . ... 18,000 00

Lands and Places,............ --...---- 2,750 00

Pºinting and Posting Licences,. --------- 100 00

Officers' Fees,.................... ---- 50,000 00

Printing and Stationery, .......... ----. 20,000 00

Repairs and Supplies, ................. 40,000 00

Rents,...----------------------------- 1:25000

Roads and Avenues, ------------------ 16,000 00

Real Estate, ------------------------- 5,000 00

Street Expenses, --------------------- 30,000 00

Sewers, Repairing and Cleaning, ....... 5,000 00

Salaries of all Departments,. ----------- 200,000 00

Water Pipes, ------------------------ 50,000 00

Interest on Bonds in anticipation of Tac'ſ48,000 00

Charges on Arrears of Taxes,.......... 1,500 00

Errors and Delinquencies,-------...---- 5,000 00

Markets.--------------------------- 250 00

Municipal Police, -------------------- 120,500 00

Watch, ----------------------------- 248,394 26

Lamps and Gas, --------------------- 150,000 00

Common Schools,.... - ... 180,884 73

Interest on City Debt, .... ... ... 388,804 40

Floating Debt Redemption,----------. 50,000 00

AN ORDINANCE

The Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the City

of New-York, in Common Council convened, do

ordain as follows :

That the following sums be and the same are here

by appropriated for the payment of Claims on Trust

Accounts, for the year from January 1st to December

31st, 1845, less whatever sums may have been paid

on account of the following accounts, by virtue of an

Ordinance making temporary appropriations for the

year 1845, passed December 26th, 1844.

Water Commissioners, ------------------.$150,000

Buildings on Randall's Island,------------. 40,923

Redemption of Temporary Water Loan, ... 387,121

Redemption of Revenue Bonds, --...----- 600,700

Street Opening, Awards, &c.-------------- 15,000

Street Paving, Regulating, &c ------------ 100,000

Wells and Pumps, ---------------------- 750

Fencing Lots, -------------------------- 1,500

Interest on Assessments, ----------------- 14,000

Liens on Lots, -------------------- ... 12,000

Charges on Arrears of Assessments, -----.. 2,000

From the Brooklyn Star.

GREAT FERRY MEETING.

Pursuant to a public notice, a meeting was held on

Monday evening, February 24th, 1845, at Hall's Ex

change Buildings, Brooklyn, to hear the Report of
Committee of Citizens heretoforeº and to

take such other measures as might be nece to

establish the rights of Brooklyn and Long-Island, in

ºn to the Ferries between Brooklyn and New

York.

On motion, Henry Young was called to the chair,

George Hall and Adrian Hegeman chosen Vice Pres

idents, and William M. Harris and J. A. Perry, Sec

retaries.

Hon. John Greenwood being called upon by the

meeting, made a full report of the transactions of the

committee of citizens, since their appointment.

Alden J. Spooner, Secretary of the Committee,

being called upon, read the Memorial prepared by

the Committee, and sent by them to the Legislature,

with the Resolutions of ãº meeting of May 8th,

1844, thereto appended.

On motion, the report of the Committee was

accepted and adopted, and the thanks of the meeting

returned to the committee.

On motion, the Committee was requested by the

meeting to continue their duties.

J. M. Van Cott, Esq., offered the following resolu

tions, which were unanimously adopted:

Resolved, That the act of residing in the city of

Brooklyn, instead of the City of New-York, violates

no one of the Ten Commandments, and is innocent

in law and in morals; and is not, therefore, a crime

which the municipal authorities of the city of New

York, should be allowed to visit with a fine and pen

alty of twenty-five thousand dollars per annum, or

any other fine or penalty whatsoever.

Resolved, That the city of Brooklyn, holds no right

of the city of New-York, on a feudal or other tenure

which should subject her, as a vassal, to the payment

of an annual tribute.

Resolved, That the river flowing between Brook

lyn and New-York, is an arm of the sea; not con

structed by the skill or pecuniary resources of New

York, but by the skillºbounty of the Great Creator.

Resolved, That such river is a great natural high

way, created for the free use and enjoyment of all

good people who have occasion to pass over it to the

territories whose shores are washed by its waves,

and not for the purpose of enriching the Corporation

of a very small portion of such territories.

Resolved, That the power conferred by charter,

and otherwise, upon the Corporation of New-York to

regulate Ferries across the East River, is a political

and not a private franchise; created for public and

not for private purposes; to be exercised for the

benefit of all persons having occasion to use such

Ferries, and not as a source of private revenue; and

that the use of such power as a means of retarding the

growth of the city of Brooklyn, and levying a tax

. itsjº. and oppressive, and

8uch a able an ss perversion of the se

forºº,j."º granted, as toº it

manifest that the power can no longer remain with,

and will not be justly exercised by such Corporation.

Resolved, Thatthe Corporation of New-York ought

to have exercised such power as it would have been

exercised if it had remained in the Legislature,

beneficiently, and not oppressively; that is revocable

in its nature, and ought to be revoked; and that to

secure it from abuse, it should hereafter be exercisad

by the Legislature, or by a competent Board of Com,

missioners, to be constituted for the purpose.

Resolved, That we appeal to an !. upon the

justice of the supreme legislative power of the State,

to relieve the city and the citizens of Brooklyn from

the exactions and oppressions which they have so

long suffered.

Resolved, That our members of Assembly, and the

Senators from the First Senate District, be requested

to lay these resolutions before the Senate and Assem

bly, and urge upon the Legislature some measure to

secure to us speedy relief and justice in the premises.

Resolved, That a Finance Committee of six be a

pointed by the chair to raise the necessary funds for

effecting the objects of this meeting.

William M. Harris, Adrian Hegeman, Geo. Hall,

D. A. Wesson, J. A. Perry, and J. M. Van Cott, were

appointed such committee.

The following resolutions were then offered, and

unanimously adopted:

Resolved, That we the citizens of Brooklyn adopt

the memorial presented tothe Legislature and reiterate

the sentiments and views of the meeting of May 8th

1844 in relation to the Ferries between Long Island

and New-York, and rely upon the Legislature of the

State at its present session to carry out those views.

Resolved, That our Representatives in the Senate

and Assembly of this State, be requested to use their

utmost exertions to procure the passage of an act

during the present session vesting the control of the

Ferries in an independent i. of Commissioners

or some other impartial tribunal.

Resolved, That our Representatives in the Senate

and Assembly of the State be also requested to oppose

the principle embraced in a bill at!'..." before the

Legislature on behalf of the city of New-York which

seeks to tax the personal property of non-residents

which said bill is entitled “An Act relative to taxes

and jurors in the city of New-York.”

On motion it was unanimously resolved that Judge

Greenwood be solicited by this meeting to proceed

to Albany, to use his influence in forwarding the ap

plication to the Legislature.

The meeting then adjourned.

HENRY YOUNG, Chairman.

George HALL, - -

ADRIAN IIEGEMAN, {vice Presidents.

William M. Harris,

J. A. Perry. }secretaries.

STATE TAX.

The Receiver of Tares should be required by law

to deposit money collected by him for the State Tar,

to the credit of the State Treasurer. Of the quar

ter of a million State Tar levied in the county of

New-York, much of which was collected prior to the

first of January, and was used to balance the City

Fiscals account of 1844, but about $39,000, has been

deposited to the credit of the State Treasurer, and this

was paid about the middle of February, and this is all

that has been paid up to the time of our going to press. .

The City Treasury is represented as flush, but this

shows a lack.
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AN ANCIENT COPY OF THE BIBLE.

During a visit to Upper Canada, in the summer of

1844, a beloved daughter was presented by a relative

with a copy of the Bible printed in 1599, two hun

dred and forty-six years ago. The paper is of good

quality and the typographical execution is good. The

Volume is imperfect as some of the pages at the com
mencement, and also some of the conclusion of the

Volume, are gone, but the residue is in good condi

tion. This copy is of a translation prior to that

which was made by order of King James, in 1607,

eight years after the date of the imprint of this copy.

On the title page of the New Testament is the fol

lowing: -

“THE New TESTAMENT of our Lord JESUS

CHRIST, Translated out of Greeke, by Theo. Beza,

with briefe Summaries and expositions upon the hard

places by the said Authour, Isaac Camer, and P.

Laseler Villenius.

“Englished by L. Towson. Together with Anno

tations of Fr. Inuius upon the revelations of SIOHN

IMPRINTED At LoNDoN by the Deputies of Christo

pher Barker, Printer to the Queenes most excellent

majestie, 1599.” -

This copy originally cost 50 guineas. At that time

50 guineas was a large sum of money, and would

purchase in London as much corn as one thousand

guineas would command at the present time. The

Bible has not decreased in value since then, although

the great multiplication of copies have lessened the

price to a few cents per volume. . -

At the time this copy was printed the city of
New-York was not in exisence, nor had the thought

of founding this city entered in the mind of any

human being. The Island of New-York was then

covered by a dense forest, and inhabited by a nation

of people, not a drop of whose blood probably, now

runs in any human veins. What a change—and in a

short period of time compared with that which the

pages of this volume covers. The language of this

copy of the Bible is peculiar and that of the particu

lar time in which it was written. -

We brought this ancient volume across the gulf into

which the Niagarafallsfrom the giant precipices which

form the greatest cataract on earth, It was a fit com

panion for that brief and thrilling voyage. , When

this Bible was imprinted in the city of London, the

Falls of Niagara were unknown to civilized man

They were then in the bosom of a Forest. . -

Above the cataract of this extraordinary river is

the memento recorded in this sacred Volume of the

Promise to all flesh that the world shall no more be

#. The Bow of the cloud is suspended above

the mighty vortex into which a mangled river is pre

cipitated from the top of gigantic walls, and is beau:

. to behold. It is painted with all the rich colors of

the solar pencil, and is brilliant in appearance as well

as lovely and sublime in testimony. What a wit:

messing together of the eternal truths of the Bible

this ancient volume, and this painted cloud! What a

lace to contemplate the picture!, Seated, in a frail

|. tossed upon the foaming and agitated waters of

an unfathomed gulf, amid the roar of the thunder

of the waters of a broken river, the echo of which

shakes its adamantine banks. Yes, what a place to

meditate—to contemplate—a fit place to pay, the

tribute of the homage of adoration to the fountain of

all good.

SIX THUNDERBOLTS IN ONE HOUR.

The Barque Ann Louisa, bound from Vera Cruz,

in Mexico to the Port of New-York, in latitude 38°

30', longitude 72 W., on the 11th February instant,

at 10 o'clock in the morning encountered a thunder

storm. The vessel was loaded with dry hides, cochi

neal, and some ten thousand dollars in silver. On

Saturday last I went on board this vessel in the harbor

of New-York, and copied the following from her log

book:

“Feb. IIth, 10 o'clock A.M., the º was struck

by lightning and knocked down nearly all hands,
...i the deck around the main-mast, tipped the

partners, and took the top sail sheet bits up. One

man burnt in the leg, . nearly all hands knocked

down six times.” -

The copper plating around the main-mast, nearthe

deck which is covered with a coat of green paint was

ſº. fused and six small globules of copper which

been melted, hung pendant like drops of crystal
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ized water from the lower edge of the copper plate,
which is one fourth of an inchin thickness. Some of

the iron work near the mast-head which is bound

around with leather, is also partially fused and per

forations like those made by shot are now numerous

in the leather. I had a conversation with the mate.

He informed me that he was knocked down and re

mained insensible some minutes and subsequently he

was three times knocked down upon his knees by as

many successive bolts. His pantaloons werescorched

9n both legs on that part which covers the ankles, and

his stockings werealso scorched. The first shock, I have

no doubt, aftected his knee joints and made him fall

each successive shock. The ship was filled with

smoke, which the mate states had the smell of wet

gunpowder burning. The heat, which the copper

and iron bear indisputable testimony of, I think was

owing to the paint and to the leather. Had these

surfaces been bright, no heat would have been expe

rienced. Mr. Grinnel's house has a tin spout, the

out side of which is painted and the inside left bright.

The lightning descended the inside, and I have noticed

the same selection made by the thunder-bolt, in every

tin-spout which I have examined. Here then is the

testimony of the lightning, left upon record which

cannot be disputed. The solder has not been fused

in any case which I have ever met with, where the

lightning descended a tin spout. I came to the con

clusion therefore, that tin tubes are the best lightning

conductors which can be used, for these present two

surfaces of great comparative extent, one of which is

always bright. Bright surfaces reflect heat, and dark

surfaces absorb the heat. All buildings furnished

with tin spouts should have a metalic connection with

the termination of the spout, entering several feet in

the ground, and should also have a strip of tin lead

ing from the comb of the roof to the top of the spout.

THUNDER IN WINTER.

On the fourth Sabbath in February, (the 23d,)

thunder was heard occasionally during the day. The

temperature of the weather, as denoted by my ther

mometer, was 44°. At 4 o'clock in the afternoon,

43°, and at 7 o'clock in the evening, it rose to 44°,

Rain fell abnndantly, and the drapery of the clouds

rested a part of the time upon the ground.

THUNDER STORM IN WINTER.

“This city was visited by a regular thunder storm

yesterday afternoon, the 23d inst., a rather unusual

occurrence for the season of the year. There were

a number of vivid flashes of lightning, accompanied

by loud and sharp claps of thunder . A cloud, very

heavily charged with the electric fluid, passed over

the district of Southwark, along theWashington Street

railroad and Second and Front Street, abreast of the

Navy Yard. The school house, in Newton Street,

was struck and set on fire in the roof, the earth was

torm up for several yards between the rails on the

rail road, opposite Merrick & Towne's Foundry, a

row of small brick dwellings, in Second Street, below

Marion, was struck, and the roof and gable end of

one of them, which was occupied by a barber, were

considerably damaged; the large shears in the Navy

Yard were also struck, but not injured. Many per

sons were shocked, and some badly stunned. The

electricity played some singular freaks. In one house

a stove was twisted completely around, and in another

a frying pan was knocked outof the hand of a woman

who was cooking. The rain at the time of these oc

currences poured down in torrents.”—[Journal of

Commerce, Feb. 25. -

[From the Journal of Commerce.]

A CURIOUS SPRING.

There is a great natural curiosity in Delaware co.,

Ohio. The manner of discovery is thus related:—

Some time about the year 1818, two men, by the

names of Davis and Richards, salt boilers by profes

sion, commenced boring for salt water in the bed of

the Scioto river, near the place mentioned. After

having bored about 20 feet through a solid rock, they

came upon a stream of white sulphur water of the

strongest kind. The augur with which they were

boring suddenly sunk something like two feet, which

is probably the depth of the stream—but such was

the pressure of the water that the anger was forced

up again and large weights had to be attached to it

in order to keep it to its place and enable them to

bore further. They continued to bore on, however,

until they got about 400 feet below the sulphur stream,

when they struck upon salt water. The size of the

augur was about 24 inches in diameter. When they

took it out, the jet of sulphur water rose up to the

height of 20 feet above the surface of the river. In

order to obtain access to the salt water beneath, they

procured a..º. pipe and attempted to force

it down to the place where it was to be found. But

whenever it reached the sulphur stream, such was

its force and pressure, that the pipe was completely

flattened, so as entirely to prevent the passage of

water through it. All subsequent attempts to insert

a pipe proved abortive, and after prosecuting the

work at intervals for several years, the project was

entirely abandoned. After enlarging the orifice made

by the augur at the top, a wooden stock 20 feet in

height was inserted—yet even at the top of this, such

was the force of the stream, that it required the

strength of two or three men to put a plug in it.—

From this stock a pipe conveys the water to the

spring house, on one of the bluff banks of the river.

The stream has been running for 26 years, yet its

strength and force are unabated. Those who have

recently examined it, say, that it is capable of throw

ing up a stream ten inches in diameter from 80 to

90 feet high; and that water can be thus obtained to

turn a large mill.

The place in which it is situated is a fine healthy

region, and the country round about is beautiful and

rolling, and admirably adapted to fishing and hunting;

and will, no doubt, become a fashionable resort.

THE HUDSON RIVER,

The following table shows the date of the opening

and closing of the Hudson River at Albany, and the

number of days that navigation was suspended for a

series of years from 1831 to the present time:

Winters. River closed. River opened. Days closed.

1831-2 Dec. 5, 1831Mar. 25, 1832T111 days.
1832-3 21, 1832 21, 1833, 83 “

1833-4 13, 1833 Feb. 24, 1834 73 “

1834-5 15, 1834 Mar. 25, 1835 100 “

1835-6 Nov.30, 1835 April 4, 1836 125 “

1836-7 Dec. 7, 1836 Mar. 28, 1837, 111 “

1837-8 14, 1837 19, 1838 94 “

1838-9 Nov. 25, 1838 21, 1839, 116 “

1839-40 Dec. 18, 1839Feb. 21, 1840, 65 “

1840-1 , 1840 Mar. 24, 1841 109 “

1841-2 19, 1841 Feb. 4, 1842, 47 “

1842-3 Nov. 28, 1842 April 13, 1843. 135 “

1843-4 Dec. 10, 1843 Mar. 18, 1844. 98 “

1844-5 17, 1844 Feb. 24, 1845, 68 “

5

THE FAITHFUL DOG.

The Dog is the emblem of Fidelity—a demonstra

tion of Nature itself—of the supremacy of its laws—

and of the harmony of all its attributes. The Dog

yields to the corrections of his master, with a humility

that would in the human character be a gem of great

adorning.

I have noticed a little Dog in my neighborhood

who has no master, and no permanent home, and I

feel inclined to notice him in order that the friends of

his master may make provision for him. His master

was a young man who was recently found dead, with

his gun lying beside him, and the little dog was with

thecorpse watching over it with unyielding constancy,

and when the Coroner's Jury held an inquest over

the body the dog was still present watching the cold

body of his master. The young man is supposed to

have been killed by the accidental discharge of his

own gun, while on a hunting excursion. A gentleman

admiring the fidelity of the little dog purchased the
little creature at the price often dollars. The dog is

unwilling to stay with him and seems to be still loºk:

ing for his master. The dog manifests gratitude for

kindness and retains a remembrance of injury. This

little animal of which I have here spoken is admired

by all who see him and who are informed of his

history.

What a demonstration of fidelity—worthy of ...;
copied by the King upon the throne—a virtue whic
when possessed by". being would be one of

the brightest adornings of his mind, one of the ex

cellencies of his character, and a treasure of untold

and incomputable value.
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• GRASSHOPPERS

Capt. Hagar, of the bark Marcella, brought home

a preserved grasshopper, of the size of a man's thumb,

***ple of an immense field through which he
ºiled for five days. He fell in with the field off the

Western Islands, and the presumption was, that they

were blown off from Africa. The water was heavily

ºrusted with them; the grasshoppers filling the sur
face to theº of, some inches, and extending in

the course of the bark for four hundred mile."...

.º *:::: than the Goths and Vandals

contend with. ey would eat up eve een

#. for breakfast, º change the #. '...
fields to a desolation in one hour. W. regret that

there are no newspapers in Africa, to relate the line

of march of this terrible army, until, by some strong

wind or some want of geographic knowledge in their

leaders, they were drowned in the broad blue sea.—

[Journal of Commerce, Jan. 21st 1845.

Extract from a letter dated Fayal, Azores, Dec. 8.

"A singular phenomenon occurred here about the

middle of last month ; during a stron southerly wind

an innumerable quantity offº red insects, resem

bling hoppers, fell on the island, and on the sea

*ound. Qn examining them, they were found to

$ºrrºspond exactly with the descriptions of the E
tiºn locusts. All the other islands were visited "i'a

* manner, and a vessel which arrived a few days

**, reports having sailed through them during six
days, such vast quantities having fallen and perished.

They must have come from ''. They are fast

appearing.—[Boston Courier,

We have an account of Locusts in early times.—

The Egyptians were visited by these insects more
than forty three centuriesago asone of the judgements

upon the peºple of that nation for holding their fellow

mºn in cruel bondage. The expression of the sacred
º . in these words:

“If thou refuse to let m le go, behold to

morrow I will send thetº. !...".,...; And

they shall cover the face of the earth, that one can.

not be able to see the earth, and they shall eat the
*sidue of that is escaped, which remaineth unto you

from the hail, and.# eat every tree that groweth un

* You, out of the field. And they shall fill thy hous

*; and the houses of thy country, and the houses of

ºl, the Egyptians; which neither thy Fathers, or the
fathers fathers have seen, since the day they were

upon the earth, unto this day.”

It appears from this account that locusts were nu

merous before they came in the execution of a judg

ment, but not to the extent or any thing like it” that

was witnessed in that day.

The abundance of these insects as described by the

two newspaper accounts we have quoted,—show

what an immensity of animal life can be at once em

bodied in a locality, at the same time setting all

human estimate at defiance, and presenting a page

in nature of its great Volume that excites both won

der and surprise—but the fact is demonstrated, and we

need not go to form any new theory to account for
aul §.". of nature, which is beyond our reach.

The Western Islands stretch along a line of about

300 miles between North latitude 35° 50' and 396

44' and 31°7' and 25° 10' West longitude. These
locusts, if from the African Continent, must have

trayersed the atmosphere for several hundred miles,

and come from the regions of the Great Desert. In

1437, the Western Islands were entirely uninhabited

and covered with forests. It is almost as reasonable

to suppose that these myriads of Locusts came from

some other quarter as to suppose they came from the

coast of Africa. The resources of nature are vast,

beyond all human conception.

Near thirty years ago I travelled in a forest, path

#. an army of locusts in the Western ...]"
The district which they occupied was about half

a mile wide and was soft ground, how far they ex
tended to the right and .# I had no means of ascer

taining, but every leaf seemed to have a tenant, and

the air was filled with the music of their voices.

LIGHT.

The rays of Light pass in straight lines in every di

rection, when unobstructed. If obstructed by a bright

ºurface, the lightās reflected, and even by dark surfaces,

for we find that when a fire takes place in a cloudy
night, the light of the fire is greatly increased by the

reflection of its rays from the surface of the clouds.—

ſight from terrestrial fires during cloudless nights is

dimmed by the solar light which remainsin the midst

of the surrounding atmosphere, and by that which is re
rected from the planet, and also by that which is sent

forth by the stars of the firmament. There is but little

economy practised in the use of what is termed artifi

cial light. The lamps which are placed in the public

streets to give light upon the pavements, are miserable

ºntrivances for the purposes intended, and instead of
lighting the Streets, illuminate, to a small extent, the

higherº A lighted taper placed on the

Point of a holder, made in the shape of the letter A,

would be free from the shade of such holder, but re

Verse the holder inade in the shape of the letter A, and

give it the figure of the letter V, placing the taper in the

centre and it will cast two shadows upon the surface

upon which the holder is fixed, or above which it is

ºpended, hence a wide mouth lamp prevents the
light from illuminating the surface on which it stands.
The City Lamps arei. double the height above
the pºvement which is necessary, or useful, and one

half the lamps at one half the elevation from the pave

ment would give greater light than those now in use,

at a saving of one-half the expense. Compare the

lamp posts on the corner of Centre and Pearſ Streets.

with those in Broadway, and you will have an illustra

tion. Place a printed page of various sized letters

. the pavement under these lamp posts and you

obtain an accurate photometer for measuring this light.

It is said that if lamps are placed low they will be
more frequently broken. . †. has not been the case

with the lamps on the corner of Centre and Pearl

Street, and here the Street was raised about four feet

after the lamp posts were placed in the ground. The

lamp posts in New-York are placed a certain number

of feet apart without regard to other circumstances.—

This is a great error and shows conclusively that no

science is displayed in reference to this great expendi

ture of public money, which for the coming year is
estimated at about i.13th the entire tax to be asses.

ed on the real and personal property of the inhabitants
and freeholders Pthe county of New-York. All the

rays of light which pass from a lamp in an upward

direction afford no illumination to the pavement what

ever, and it is only those which are thrown upon the

pavement and reflected which gives light in the Street.

If the lamp has a broad bottom, that bottom shades the

street surface below it to a greater or lesser extent,

and this extent corresponds with the height of the

lamp post. An illustration which demonstrates most

satisfactorily may be had by placing a flat bottom

candlestick upon the table with a lighted candle in it—

raise the candlestick and candle six inches and then

measure the diameter of the shadow—again raise it

18 inches, and measure the increased diameter of the

shadow, and you have a convincing demonstration.

ACCIDENT BY LIGHTNING.

The Nashville Gazette states, that during the thun

der storm, on Wednesday night, February 19th, the

driver of the Murfreesboro' stage, was stunned and

knocked from his seat by lightning. The horses being

alarmed, randownan embankment, upsetting the stage

and severely wounding several of the passengers. Mr.

George W. Lillard, was seriously wounded, and his

shoulder dislocated, and his body crushed. Messrs.

J. W. Leiper, George W. Bacton, and J. W. McElroy,

were badly hurt, the latter only being able to proceed

to Murfreesboro. Mr. Barkley, the driver, after re

maining some time insensible, recovered from the

shock.-Journal of Commerce, March, 3, 1843.

MISSIONARIES.

It was remarked by an aged clergyman at the

annual meeting of the American Bible Society some

years since, that our sailors made the best of mission

aries to foreign and unenlightened countries. Give

to the sailor the precepts of the bible, and his life and

conduct wherever he goes will make him a preacher

in every language and in every tongue where his good

conduct and good examples are seen. The ignorant

Asiatic can better understand the influence of the

Bible as seen in the life and walk of a christian than

he can understand its doctrines from the lips of a

preacher educated in the schools of learning.

From the Brooklyn Star.

POST OFFICE REFORM.

At a large and respectable meeting of the citizens

of Brooklyn, held at Hall's Buildings, on the evening

of the 24th February, 1845, on the subject of Post

Office Reform, HENRY YOUNG, Esq. was appointed

President, ADRIAN HEGEMAN and GeoRGE HALL, Vice

Presidents, Joseph A. Perry and William M. Harris,

Secretaries.

Alderman T. G. Talmadge, after a few remarks

explanatory of the objects of the meeting, presented

the followingº and resolutions, which were

seconded, and ably and eloquently sustained by Bar

nabas Bates and John Greenwood, Esq.

Whereas, the present exhorbitant and burdensome

rates of postage have long been a source of complaint
to the inhabitants of the United States; and whereas,

petitions in great numbers have been addressed to

Congress, asking for a reduction of these rates, with

out any success; and whereas, several of the State

Legislatures have passed resolutions unanimously in

favor of reducing the same and the abolition of the

franking privilege; and whereas, the Senate, of the

United States has passed a bill highly liberal in its

provisions and satisfactory to the|. ; and whereas,

this bill has been some time before the House of

Representatives without any action having been

taken upon it, except to substitute the House bill in

lieu of the same; and whereas, it is highly probable

that at this late period of the session, if the Senate

bill is not adopted without alteration or amendment;

the measure of cheap postage will inevitably fail at

this session: therefore, - -

Resolved, That we are in favor of the immediate

reduction of the present rates of postage, and the

abolition of the franking privilege, which has been

so much abused in years, past, and thus burdened the

mails so as to impair their speed and injure the de

partment.

Resolved, That the experiment of Cheap Postage

has been successfully tried in Great Britain, so that

there can be no doubt any longer of its being as well

adapted to this country as to Great Britain, and that

the increase of the revenue of the Post Office has

been so great as to encourage thebelief that its ºdºp
tion will be highly beneficial to the people of the

United States. -

Resolved that we respectfully recommend to the
members of the House of Representatives, to the

Post Office Committee, and especially to our Repre

sentatives in Congress, the Hon. Mr. Murphy, to use
their exertions to effect the immediate!. of the

bill passed by the Senate, for the reduction of the

rates of postage to a uniform rate of fire cents, with:

out alteration or amendment, believing that should it

be returned to the Senate, the shortness of the session

would defeat the passage of the bill at the present

session. .

Resolved, That the information just received by

the mails from England, showing an increase of the

revenue of the Post office of nearly $400,000 in 1844,

over that of 1843, when, after paying the expenses

of its management, it yielded a surplus of upwards

of three millions of dollars, furnishes snflicient reason

to satisfy us of the beneficial effects of cheap postage

in the United States.

Resolved, That our thanks are due and are hereby
tendered to the Senate of the United States, for the

passage of a bill for reducing the rates of postage to

an uniform rate of five cents upon single letters, and

we are satisfied that this rate will yield a larger income

than is now collected by the Post Office department.

We cordially accept this boon as the harbinger of a

more perfect measure, calculated to remove the op

pressive tax upon our correspondence—a boon that

will essentially advance the interest and happiness of

all classes of our citizens throughout the United States.

Resolved, That a copy of the proceedings of this
meeting and the resolutions be signed by the Chair

man and Secretary, and forwarded to each of the

members of Congress.

HENRY YOUNG, Ch'n.

Joseph A. PERRY, Sect.

_-

NOMINATION FOR MAYOR.

MApoR HARPER has been renominated to the Mayor

alty by the Native Americans by a unanimous vote.

Mayor Harper is a most eficient public officer and

has given satisfation to all parties, and he has accept

ed the nomination, and will no doubt be elected by a

large majority.
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RUINOUS ASSESSMENTS ILLUSTRATED BY DIAGRAMS.

º IDIAGIRAM

OF ASSESSMEMTS ON THE PROPERTY OF

ANSON G. PHELPS,

On First Avenue, between 39th and 40th Streets.
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The award for the Land taken from Mr. E. H. Herrick in the Ninth Avenue, for that road, compared with the assessments upon the land of Anson G. Phelps,

for his land in the First Avenue, taken for that road,º an illustration which demonstrates abuses of a serious character. The land taken from Mr. Phelps for

the First Avenue in proportion to what is left, is about in the same ratio as that taken from Herrick for the Ninth Avenue in comparison with what is left. and

shows the total absence of all system, rule, equity or justice, in making assessments and awards. Mr. Herricks award, compared with the assessment on the land of
Assistant Alderman Townsend, taken for the Seventh Avenue, presents another illustration. The land extending back to a line running half way between the Eight

and Ninth Avenue should have been assessed a small sum for the land taken from Mr. Herrick, and Mr. Herrick should have been awarded say $50 or $100. Mr. Phelps

whoseland is situated precisely as thatof Mr. Herrick, should have been awarded for what was taken, instead of being assessed on what was left, and the same as to Mr.Town

send's land. The#. betweenjº. an assessment instead of receiving an award, is very great. Whether a person receives $1000. or has that sum to pay is a

difference to such person of $2000. The land of Mr. Herrick was assessed for opening 50th Street $10. Mr. Phelp's land was assessed for opening 40th Street, $575.
That such proceedings as these should be corrected, is a matter of such common sense propriety, that we doubt if there could be found an intelligent mºm in the

world who would oppose such a proceeding, and that Courts of Justice should have their legal vision so obscured as not to be able to see these matters in their proper

light, is a sad commentary upon the Judiciary department of the State Government. The 9075 feet contained in Mr. Phelps's land is valued by the Ward Assessors at
$450.00, which is not much more than the interest of the assessment, and but a trifle more than half the assessment imposed upon it, thus it lºan absolute confiscation

of the land, or taking private property without just..". A pretty proceeding—“a judicial power erercised in a judicial way.”

The fees of Counsel, Commissioners, and Surveyors, for street openings in the city of New-York, confirmed by a justice of the Supreme Court in 1839, amounted

*.".# ºasis. and these diagrams show how these fees were assessed, viz. Counsel $31,19647; Commissioners $39,143.79; Surveyors $22,517.00; Col
rs 57,274.UU.
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STATE TAX.

(Document No. 64.)

IN ASSEMBLY-February 7, 1845,

R E PORT

9 the Comptroller in answer to a resolution of the

**sembly, respecting the valuation of Real Estate,

and the amount of State Tax.

COMPTROLLER's ofFICE,

ALBANY. Feb. 7, 1845. :
TO THE ASSEMBLY.

The Comptroller, in answer to a resolution of the

Assembly, a copy of which was received on the 5th

**, requesting him to furnish the amount of real

ºstate, as assessed in the different counties of this State,

fºr the years 1841, 1842, 1843 and 1344, respectively;
also, the amount of State tax assessed on each county

for said years, submits in the annexed table, marked A,

lanswers to the requirements of the resolution.

The total valuations of real estate, and of the state

tax for the years referred to, are as follows:

Years, Total valuations of real estate. Total tax.

1841,---------. $531,987,886 - - - - - - - - - - none

1842,---------. 504,254,029. - - - - - - - - - $616,693 81

1843,-------... 476,999,430. -- - - - - - - - 592,008 57

1844,-----..... 471,127,327.......... 645,909 17

* $1,857,611 55

- A. C. FLAGG.

Or $1,854,611 55.—[Ep.

REMARKS.

. The State. Taz assessed in the city of New-York

in 1844, was $259,556 05. This is about two-fifths of

the Taz of the State.

BANK TAX.

Judge Porter presented in the Senate of this

State, on the 20th of February, a Memorial of the

Presidents of New-York Banks, in relation to the Tax

upon Bank Capital, which was referred to the Finance

Committee, which Committee the next day made the

following

REPORT.

(Document No. 95.)

IN SENATE–February 21, 1845.

. Reported by Mr. Bockee, from the committee of
Finance.

A N A CT

To amend the Revised Statutes in relation to the

exemption ofincorporated companies from taxation,

and for other purposes.

The People of the State of New-York, represented
in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

Section 1. Section nine of title four, of chapter

thirteen, of part one of the Revised Statutes, which

authorizes the exemption of incorporated companies

in certain cases from taxation, is hereby repealed.

§ 2. All banks established under the act entitled

“An act to authorize the business of Banking,” passed

April 18, 1838, shall be subject to taxation on the

amount of capital paid in or secured to be paid in, in the

same manner as incorporated banks; and the proper

officer or officers of such banks shall make an annual

statementto the Comptroller and the assessors, in the

manner provided by the second section of title four,

chapter thirteen, of the first part of the Revised
Statutes.

§ 3. The provisions of the fifteenth section of the

second title of the thirteenth chapter of the first part

of the Revised Statutes, shall be extended to all incor

porated companies and other associations subject to

taxation, and the affidavit in such case may be made by

the president, cashier, secretary, or treasurer thereof;

and such companies and associations shall be assessed

on the actual value of their real and personal estate at

the time of making such assessment.

THE NATIVE PARTY.

The Natives abolished the Banqueting Hall—for

this they deserve credit. They retained General

Kiersted, a worthy and faithful public officer, in office,
and for this they ... credit. They retained Mr

Dikeman, the worthy Bond Clerk in the City Comp

trollers Office, and for this they deserve credit. They

did not frolic on the 4th of July, and for this they de

serve credit. They abolished thebooths, for this they

deserve credit. They corrected the nuisances at the

Steamboat landings, and for this they deserve credit,

and they repealed the Street Patching Ordinance,
and for this deserve credit.

AUCTION DUTIES.

By the returns of Auctioneers it appears that the

anqunt of fees they have paid to the State on goods

sold at auction, amount to $172,500.00.

The number of auctioners are sixty-one.

6 Auctioners paid $128,082.00, or $22.338.00, each.

8 do. do. 34,879.00, “ 4.983.00, “

10 do. do. 9,101.00, “ 910,00, “

37 do. do. 912.00, averageless than $25

.The Mock Auctions should be abolished, and the

City Treasury should have the benefit of the fees, in

stead of the State. The Mock Auctions are a nui

sance.

POSTAGE REFORM.

Congress have made some progress toward reform

in the mail establishment of the United States. An

act has been ed which reduces the rate of Post

age on single letters or letters weighing less than half

an ounce, for distances less than 300 miles, to five

cents, and letters for places beyond 300 miles are to

be charged ten cents. It would be better for letters

under a certain weight to go free, and newspapers

also. Government is notan organization for the trans

action of business to obtain compensation therefor,

but is an organization designed for the good of the

people, and for their protection.

CLERK OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS.

The Clerk of the Board of Supervisors receives a

salary of two hundred dollars a year. It is an er

officio duty and is performed by the Clerk of the

Common Council, who receives as such clerk a large

salary. The Records of that office should be kept
with the utmost care.

LAMPS.

In 1841 the appropriation for lamps was but $120,-

000. It will be seen that in January and February,

1841, the City Commissioners of Philadelphia paid

one dollar and one and a half cents pergallon for oil.

The Common Council now ask for an appropriation

of $150.000 for lamps. Better remove every other

lamp-post, and lower the lamps of those which re

main one-half, and keep the lamp glass clean. This is

the way to both increase the light and reduce the tax.

MOUNTED WATCHMEN.

Twenty-five mounted Watchmen with trumpets,

to patrole the streets, two and two, would be equal
to º hundred footmen, and besides, if they found

one of the Charley's asleep they could blow a trum

pet and rouse him to action. The expense of a

mounted man would be less per annum than that of

two Watchmen, and as affective as twenty.

TAXATION.

The t duestion is, how shall the public expen

dituresj to avoid ruinous taxation? and

not, how shall property be found between the arctic

and antartic to collect a tax to defray profligate ex

penditures 7 -

The most ancient Tax of which we have record

was that of Egypt, which was to the extent of one

fifth of the product of the corn. This ..f. ap

parently a heavy burden, was light compared with

the Taxes of this Metropolis, and it was an equitable

tax for it was imposed on the actual product, was in

equal proportion thereto, and was in exact proportion
with ū. ability of the Taxpayer.

It is the office holders who are manufacturers of

Taxes. They use this as a means of bestowing the

gift of public patronage to increase or maintain politi

&alpower of retaining office,and it is like the old mode

of killing bees for the sake of the honey that these

industrious insects had made, and without any regard
for the destruction of their future industry.

STENOGRAPHIC REPLY

To an article in the American Republican of the

18th ult.

4. JUSTICE"

THE OFFICE OF ALDERMEN OF NEW-YORK.

An Alderman of a city Ward is a member of the

Common Council, ex-officio Judge of the Court of
Oyer and Terminer, County Court; and Court of

sessions, member of the Board of Health, and also a

member of the Board of Supervisors, &c. &c. It is

evident that all these various duties cannot be well

performed by one individual, and the same remark

that was made by the Chief Justice and Associate

Justices of the Supreme Court of the United States,

in a letter addressed to GeoRGE WAshington, Presi

dent of the United States, as to Judicial Officers

exercising the powers pertaining to more than one

office, will app§j. to a New-York Alderman.

The learned Judges quoted Bacon, with approbation,

in which he says that, “Offices are said to be incom

patible and inconsistent, so as to be executed by one

?erson, when from the multiplicity of busines, in
them, they cannot be executed with care and ability;

or when their being subordinate and interfering with

each other they cannot be erecuted with impartiality

and this my Lord Coke says, is of that importance,
that in all offices, civil and ecclesiastical, &c., were

only executed, each by different persons, it would be

for the good of the Commonwealth and advancºnent

of Justice, and preferment of deserving men.” Those

who penned these sentiments have long since gone to
rest,and those who thus reiterated them, also sleep; but

their thoughts have found a place upon record and

should ...i. throughout all time.

-

-
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TAXATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA.

A friend has sent us the law of assessing and col

lecting Taxes in Charleston, S. C. Our friend ap

proves of many of the provisions of this law. We

cannot coincide with him in opinion in this, believing

that such a law would be most unpopular in our

City, and most injurious as well as disastrous and

ruinous to its trade and commerce. It is a little singu

lar that while the sovereign Government of South

Carolina are advocating the doctrines of FREE TRADE

that they should in this Tax act present the very con

verse of that doctrine. It is our purpose to present

in the columns of the Municipal Gazette the system

of Taxation in the various cities of the United States

that the objectionable features of the one may be con

trasted with the unobjectionable features of the others.

State of South-Carolina.

City of Charleston.

AN ORDINANCE,

To regulate the collection of the City Tares.prescribing

the duties of certain City Officers, and for other

purposes.

Taxes how to be paid.—To be rated by the City Assessor,

1. Be it ordained by the Mayor and Aldermen of

Charleston, in City Council assembled, and it is here

by ordained by the authority of the same, That taxes

and Assessments for the use and service of the city,

shall be paid in specie or the notes of the specie pay

ing Banks, established in the City of Charleston, and

shall be ascertained and rated by the City Assesser,

according to the best of his knowledge and informa.
110n.

By whom to be payable.—Horses taxable if used within the

city during the year.—Coaches, &c. taxable if used for one
month.

2. The taxes on landed or personal estate, declared

now to be or which may hereafter be rendered liable

tº a city tax, and assessment, by an Ordinance of the

City Council, in the present year, or at any time or

times hereafter to be passed, shall be payable by the

persons, who on the first day of January in each and

every year, were the respective owners or represen

tatives thereof; and the taxes and assessments on

buildings, houses, and improvements, owned, erected

ºr held under lease, from any religious, charitable, or

literary Society, shall be payable by the persons, who

on the first day of January in each and every year,

were the lessees thereof. And every horse shall be

liable to the tax imposed by any Ordinance of the

City Council to be passed as aforesaid, that shall be

owned, used, or kept in the city, at any time during

the year in which such Ordinance shall be ratified:

and every coach, or other carriage used within the

city, for one month, except in cases of coaches and

carriages employed for hire, by virtue of licenses ob.

tained from the City Treasurer, shall be liable to the

tax imposed upon such objects, in any snch Ordi

nance; and if not returned by the owner or person

using the same, shall be liable to a treble tax, one

half of the extra tax to go to the informer.

Returns for property taxable when to be made.—Form of Oath.

Slaves to be named and described on back of return.—No re

turn to be made of property of another, unless his legal

agent.

3. Any person owning or possessing any property

or income, liable to the payment of a City Tax, as

aforesaid, as well as on his own account, or as execu

tor, administrator, guardian, trustee, attorney, agent,

or otherwise. having the charge or management of

any taxable property within the city, or of any person

deceased, absent, or under age, or otherwise, shall,

on or before the twentieth day of April, in each and

every year, deliver a true and just return of all such

property, with a correct description of lands and

tonements, the numbers, situation, and dimensions

thereof, to the City Assessor, at his office, and then

and there to take the following oath before the City

Assessor, or a Magistrate duly qualified to administer

such oath—“I, A. B., do solemnly swear, (or affirm,

as the case may be,) that the return which I now
give in, contains a just and true account, and correct

representation of all the real, leasehold, and personal

estate subject to taxation, which on the first day of

January, in the then current year, was or were in

my possession, for or on my ownaccount, oron account

of any other person or persons whomsoever, either

as executor, administrator, guardian, trustee, attorney,

agent or otherwise; and that no more of said prop

erty than is represented, is in anywise belonging to

any persons resident in a foreign country.—So help

me God.” And every person taking such oath,

shall subscribe the same on each return, made by

him or her, and deliver the same to the City Assessor.

Every slave liable to taxation under any Ordinance

hereafter to be passed, to raise supplies for the present

or any future year, shall be named on the back of

each return, with the age, sex, and complexion,

whether black or colored. And no return shall be

received from any one, of the property of another

person, except in the character of executor, adminis

trator, guardian, trustee, attorney, or agent, and the

return be made conformably with this Ordinance.

Double Tax on all who make no return or a false one.

4. If any person being the owner, or having the

charge of, or holding any taxable ... erty within the

City aforesaid, and who may, or s ...]". required by

this or any ordinance hereafter to be passed, to make

a return thereof, on failure or neglect to make such a

return at the time, and in the manner therein prescri

bed; or if any person shall, in any return to be made

as aforesaid, omit any house, building, lot or wharf,

landed or leasehold estate, slave or slaves, with the

names of such slaves; coach or other carriage, horse

or horses, profit, income, or other property liable to

a tax, as may be prescribed in such Ordinance as

aforesaid : or shall by a false return, prevent a full

assessment to which such property, or profit, or in

come, if duly and fairly returned would have been

liable; every such person shall be doubly taxed. The

City Assessor on the fifteenth day of August, in each

and every year, shall make out and diver to the

City Treasurer, a list of all persons liable to be double

taxed under this clause; and the City Treasurer shall

forthwith issue an execution against the goods, chattels,

and other property of said persons, to be executed in

the same manner, as is herein provided for the recovery
of other assessments,

Taxes to be paid by 1st Jan. ; in default executions how to
issue.

5. All assessments made on real, leasehold, or per

sonal property, sales and income or other property,

rendered taxable under this Ordinance, or any Ordi

nance hereafter to be passed by the City Council, to

raise supplies for the present or any future year, (ex

cept when otherwise provided) shall be paid to the

City Treasurer, at his office, on or before the first

day of June, in each and every year; and if any per

son shall fail or neglect to pay his, or her assessment,

when due as aforesaid, an execution shall forthwith

be issued against any goods or chattels, to such per
Soils belonging, and the same shall be seized and

publicly sold By the City Sheriff, and so much deduct

ed from the amount of such sale or sales, as may be

requisite to pay the amount of such assessment, and

other legal charges; and the overplus, if any be left,

shall be paid to the person whose goods and chattels

have been so seized and sold, or to such other person

as may have lawful claim thereto; but if no goods or

chattels can be found, belonging to any such person,

or if such as have been found be insufficient to defray

the whole amount of the assessment and charges, the

Sheriff shall levy upon, and sell at public auction,

any of the landed or leasehold property of such per

son, within the limits of the city, on a lease not ex

ceeding five years, for the purpose of discharging

what may be due as aforesaid, and shall dispose of

the surplus, if any be left, in the same manner as

above directed. And if any person failing, or neg

lecting to pay his or her assessment, should have

neither landed nor leasehold property, nor goods and

chattels, within the city, or if the proceeds of the

sales of such as may belong to him or her, should not

be adequate to the full payment of what is due by

him or her, as aforesaid, then the City Sheriff shall

enforce the execution against the body of such per

son, and commit the same to the jail of Charleston

District, there to be detained until full payment be

made, or until discharged according to law.

Country residents allowed further time to make returns and pay

taxes.

6. Every inhabitant of this State, owning or pos

sessing any taxable property within the City, but re

siding therein at no other time than between the

months of June and November in any year, or resi

ding altogether in the country, shall be at liberty to

make his or her return, on or before the 20th day of

_

June, in eachand every year, and topay his or her assess

ment on or before the 20th day of July, then next

ensuing, subject, however, to the regulations and

penalties herein before prescribed and impºsed in

every other respect, except as to the time of making

returns, and paying such assessments; and with the

foregoingexceptions, in point of time, the City Assess
or, the City Treasurer, and City Sheriff, shall be

bound to observe, in regard to every such person,

the same rules and proceedings respectively, as above

prescribed in other cases.

A person residing three months' in the city deemed an inhabi
tant thereof.

7. Every inhabitant of this State, residing within

the City for three months in the year, shall be con

sidered and deemed an inhabitant thereof, and all

such of his or her personal property, held, possessed,

used, or enjoyed in the city, as may come under the

description of taxable property, specified in any of

the Ordinances, shall be liable to assessment, and be

proceeded with agreeably to the foregoing provisions

of this Ordinance, if brought into and used within

the city, during such residence, although not within

the city on the first day of January preceding.

Slaves brought into the city after 1st January, in each year and

.." for three months taxable.—How to be returned and paid
or.

8. All slaves brought into the city after the first

day of January in each and eve year, and held and

ossessed therein for three months in the year, shall

e liable to the same assessment and tax, as if within

the city on the first day of January preceding; and

the owner or possessor of such slaves, if not included

in his annual return, shall at the expiration of the said

three months, return the same under oath to the City

Assessor, and pay the Assessment and Tax thereon to

the City Treasurer, within ten days after making the

return ; and on default of such return or payment,

the owner or possessor of such slaves shall be subject

to the same penalty and execution, and be proceeded

against in the same manner, as provided for by Ordi

nance, for the return and collection of city assess

ments and taxes.

Property owned in the city, by residents out of the United

States liable to a double tax.

9. All such taxable property within the city, as

may belong to any person residing without the United

States, shall be |.. to a double tax; but this clause

shall not be construed to extend to the property of
anyI. orP.": sent or gone abroad, in the

employment o the State, or of the United States,

until one year after the expiration of his or their mis
sion.

Taxes constitute liens for one year.

10. The taxes which in the present year, or at

any time or times hereafter, may be imposed by any

Tax Ordinance of the City Council on any lands,

slaves, or other goods and chattels, shall respectively

constitute specific liens on the said lands, slaves,

goods and chattels, for one year from the time, when

the liability for the said taxes attaches upon the owner

or proprietor thereof; and the said lands, slaves,

goods, and chattels, may be levied on within the

period aforesaid, and sold for satisfaction respectively

of such taxes, notwithstanding any alteration of

the same by the owner in possession thereof, subse

quently to the time when the liability for the said

taxes attached upon the said owner or proprietor, and

the proceeds of the sale of such lands, slaves, goods

and chattels, shall be applied to the payment of such

taxes thereon respectively, prior to and in preference

of all judgments, mortgages, debts, or other liens on

the same, but nothing herein contained, shall be con

strued to affect or impair the ordinary general lien of

executions for taxes duly lodged in the office of the

city Sheriff.

Sales of lands and negroes after 1st Jan. annually to be reported
to Assessor.

11. It shall be the duty of every taxable inhabi

tant of this city, who shall, since the first day of Jan

uary in the year past, have sold any lands or negroes,

liable to city tax, to give information thereof at the
time of making such return, and the name of the

person to whom sold, to the City Assessor.

Assessor to enter all such sales in a book.

2. It shall be the duty of the City Assessor, to

inquire of every person making a tax return, whether

he, or she, or the person they may represent, have

sold any taxable property since the last return of

taxes, and he shall enter the same in a book kept for
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that purpose, with the name of the person to whom

such sales have been made, and shall take the proper

measures to collect the taxes on all such property.

Assessor to make diligent inquiry and secure accurate returns.

13. It shall further be the duty of the City Assess

or to make diligent enquiry, as to all property liable

to taxation—to put the necessary questions, and make

the required explanations and take all proper meas

ures for the purpose of obtaining full and accurate

returns, and to make the assessment on a scale that

will bear equally on all, and to collect the taxes ac

cording to the true intent and meaning of the Ordi

nance in such case made and provided.

To return an alphabetical list of tax payers and amount of taxes

14. The City Assessor shall so soon as the returns

are completed, make out an alphabetical list of all

the persons making such returns, or liable to pay

taxes in the city, with the amount of their respective

assessments under the proper heads; and shall forth

with report the same to Council, to be published when

ever Council shall direct.

Tax on dogs.--Collars tº be worn by dogs.--Dogs going at large

to be killed.

15. On every dog kept by any white person, or

on his premises, there shall be paid a tax of three

dollars to the city, in each and every year; and any

dog or dogs kept as aforesaid, shall be included in

the tax return of the owner and keeper thereof, or

the head of the family or keeper of the house, where

such dog is kept or harbored. And on the payment

of the said tax, the owner or keeper of .. dog or

dogs, shall be entitled to receive from the City Treas

urer a license for such dog to run at large for one

year. Provided a collar shall be constantly worn by

such dog, having the name of the owner legibly
written, stamped, or engraved thereon ; and provided

also, that if at any time it shall be deemed unsafe to

permit dogs to go at large, it shall be the duty of the

Mayor to issue a proclamation forbidding the same.

And any dog found going at large, after such notice
and until such proclaumation is revoked, shall be killed,

and the keeper or owner thereof, shall be moreover

liable to a fine of ten dollars. And any dog found in

any lot or going at large, contrary to this ordinance

may be lawfully killed. Any person keeping a dog

con to this ordinance shall be liable to a fine of

ten dollars, for every such offence; and for failing to

make a return of every dog liable to a double tax,

as in other cases.

Oath in tax returns as to dogs.-Penalty for keeping dogs when

tax is not paid.

16. The following oath, in addition to the oaths now

prescribed by Law, shall be taken by all persons

making a return of taxable property in the city, viz:

“And I, A.B., do further swear, that there is no

dog kept by me, or on my premises;” to which shall

be added i. following, where a dog or dogs may

have been returned, “except such ºi". been duly

returned,—so help me God.” And it is hereby ordain

ed, that any dog brought into the city, shall be im

mediately reported to the City Treasurer and the

tax paid, and a license taken out for the remainder

of the year, under a penalty of ten dollars, on the

owner or keeper .Psaid dog, or the person on

whose premises, the said dog may be found; and

any dog at any time found in the city, shall be deem

ed and taken to be kept therein, and liable to the

tax aforesaid. And it shall be the duty of the City

Marshals to ascertain all such persons as have failed

to make their returns required by this clause; for

which the said Marshals shall be entitled to one half

of the penalties herein mentioned.

Slaves, &c. prohibited from keeping dogs.

17. No slave or free person of color, shall be per

mitted to keep any dog in the City of Charleston,

under the penalty of five dollars for every such offence;

and every slave or free person of color charged with

keeping any dog or dogs, contrary to this ordinance,

shall be brought before the Mayor, at the Police

Court, and on ſailing to pay such fine, shall be con

mitted to the Work-House for a period not exceeding

one week, or flogged, not exceeding twenty lashes, at

the discretion of the Mayor; and any slave or free

person of color residing on any lot where no white

erson resides, shall be deemed and taken to be the

eeper of any dog found on the premises, unless he

or i. can show who is the owner or keeper of the

Ratified in City Council, this twelfth day of March,

in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hun

dred and forty-four, and in the sixty-eighth year

of American Independence.

JOHN SCHNIERLE, Mayor,

By the Mayor,

John R. Rodgers, Clerk of Council.

BOARD OF ASSISTANTS.

The following is a copy of the Report of

the majority of the Committee to whom the

Rotunda proceedings were referred.

REPORTS IN RELATION TO THE

ROTUNDA.

The Committee to whom was referred a

Resolution in relation to the Rotunda,

RespectfulLY REpoRT—That they have

examined the accounts of the Comptroller's

Reports against this building, made since the

year 1830 and in that year there was paid

fifteen hundred dollars for fitting it up for a

Court of Sessions. That in 1831, there

was paid to the creditors of John Wanderlin,

for amounts due them for materials and

labor, etc., three thousand five hundred and

eighty-eight 44-100ths dollars. That in

1834, another amount of four hundred and

one 4-100ths dollars, was paid for work

done on the building while in possession of

the said Vanderlin, the Lessee. That in

1836, the building was let to the United

States for a Post Office, at fifteen hundred

dollars per year, and an expenditure of

three thousand five hundred and forty-five

dollars was needed for alterations, etc.; and

in 1837, a further sum for repairs and fitting

up of twenty-five hundred and eighty-four

13-100ths dollars, also, a gratuity in lieu of

the lease; and in 1838 a further sum of

fifteen hundred dollars was paid Vanderlin,

or his creditors. And for additonal repairs

and alterations, five hundred and four

71-100ths dollars; and in 1839, there was

three hundred and ninety dollars paid for

additional repairs, making in all fifteen

thousand five hundred and thirteen 23-100

dollars, to January 1, 1840. Since which

time, all the repairs and alterations have

been charged to the general account of pub

lic buildings, without being particularly

designated. On the credit side there has

been received for rent, from the first of April,

1836, to January 1st, 1845, eight years and

nine months, at fifteen hundred dollars per

year, which is thirteen thousand seventy-five

dollars; leaving it now indebted, (with a

dilapidated building on hand) in the sum of

twenty-four hundred¥. thirty-eight dollars.

Signed. J. C. BAYLES, -

-> WM. TAYLOR, ! Committee.

same; and any whiteºany lot where

slaves, or person of color reside, shall be deemed

and taken to be the owner of any dog, found on the

premises, unless he or she, when called upon for that

purpose, shall show who is the owner and keeper of

the same.

Penalty on owners of lots not having pumps and wells, or cisterns

in their lotss. -

18. Every owner of a lot, sub-divided lot, or piece

of ground within the city, enclosed and occupied,

and which has not a good and sufficient well or cistern,

capable of containing at least three hundred gallons

of water, and built of brick or stone, with a pump to

the same, fit for use, shall be liable to a penalty of

forty dollars, for every such lot, sub-divided lot, or

piece of ground, found without such sufficient wellor

cistern, and pump, to be recovered in the City Court,

in the name of the City Council of Charleston, (their

assent being first obtained,) one half to the use of the

informer, and the remainder to the use of the City;

and it shall be the duty of the City Assessor, to en

force the provision of this clause.

Masters, supercargoes, &c, not permitted to vend goods from

vessels at wharves without paying a tax and a license to City

Treasurer.

19. That it shall not be lawful for any master, super

cargo, or other person attached to any vessel in the

Port of Charleston, to vend on board any such vessel,

or on the wharves, any goods, wares, merchandize,

or produce, either on his, or their own account, or as

º or consignee, until he or they shall have obtain

ed from the City Treasury, a license to sell such goods,

wares, merchandize, or produce as aforesaid, ſor which

license he or they shall respectively pay to the §
Treasurer the sum of hundred dollars, together with

the aforesaid tax upon the amount of his or their

sales, the said license to continue of force for one

year; and if any master and supercargo, or any

other person, attached to any vessel in the Port of

Charleston, shall sell on board of any vessel, or on

any of the wharves, any goods, wares, merchandize,

or produce, without a license, contrary to this ordi

nance, he or they shall forfeit and pay for each and

every such offence, the sum of two hundred dollars,

to be recovered by suit in the City Court, in the

name of the City Council of Charleston, one half

thereof for the use of the city; and it is hereby made

the duty of the Marshals to enforce the provisions of

this ordinance.

Punishment on free negroes for not paying city taxes.

20. If any free negro or person of color, shall negº

lect to pay his, or her tax to the city, as imposed by

any ordinance hereafter to be passed, to raise supplies

for the present or any future year, an execution shall

be issued against the property and person of such

free person of color, directed to the City Sheriff, re

uiring him to seize and sell the property of any such

ree negro or free persons of color, and deduct so much

from the sale, thereof as shall be sufficient to pay the

tax due by him or her as aforesaid, as also the cost

and charges of such seizure and sale; but if no property

can be found belonging to such free negro or free

person of color, then it shall be the duty of the City

Sheritt forthwith, by virtue of the same execution, to

seize and take the body of any suchfree negro or free

person of color, and bring the same before the Mayor,

at the Police Court, whose duty it shall be to inquire

into the cause of neglect, or refusal to pay the said

tax; and the Mayor, ishereby authorised and empower

ed, if he, after the said inquiry shall deem fit, to order

and direct such free person or persons to be confined

in the Work-House, and placed on the Tread Mill for

any time not exceeding one month, unless his or her

tax due as aforesaid, with costs and charges shall be

sooner paid. And every free negro or free person of

color, as aforesaid, shall, on or before the 15th day of

May, in each and every year, make a return of his or

her name and age, of the name and age of his or her

child, orchildren, and of his or her place of abode and

occupation, to the City Assessor, who shall enter the

same in a register; and if any free negro or free person

of color shall neglector refuse to makesuchreturn with

in the time and in the manner before prescribed, or

shall give a wrong name or names, with intent to de

ceive the City Assessor, he or she shall, in either

case, be doubly taxed, and proceeded against in the

same manner as above directed, with regard to free

negroes or free persons of color, whose tax is not

duly paid as aforesaid.

The vote, upon passing the resolution bestowing the use

of the Rotunda upon the Academv, notwitnstanding the objec

tlons of His Honor MAyor HARPER, was 10 to 3.

The gentlemen, who sustained His Honor Mayor HARPER,

are MOSES TUCKER,

J. C. BAYLES,

WM. TAYLOR,

Mr. Tucker has been renominated to the Common Council,

but he refuses abosolutely. His place in the Board cannot be

filled. He is a most worthy and most excellent citizen, and an

independent public officer.

We heard a distinguished citizen who is a prominent member

of the democratic party, remark yesterday, that theNatives will

loose the Commou Council at the approaching election, in con

sequence ef not sustaining His Honor the Mayor in his care of

the public property.
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LIGHT.

When I write by morning candle-light, I use two

tapers of unequal elevation, and thus obtain a union

º: rays of each, and 1 find by this means an

increased illumination upon the page upon which my

pen is discharging from the fountain of thought.

I have examined the rays of light far beneath the

earth's common surface, and far remote from the

light of the solar orb. About thirteen miles from

the entrance from the earth's surface to the Mam

moth Cave, I have, in the gigantic Halls of that nether

palace, stood motionless, with the exception of that

of the pulsation of the heart, and the respiring of air,

holding in my hand a flaming torch, waiting for its

rays of light to reach the roof of the apartment in
sufficient numbers to enable me to discover the sur

face. Light travels with immense velocity, but

not in that abundance which enables a person enter

ing a field of darkness, instantly to illuminate that

darkness. I have stood waiting for minutes to see

the upper surface of a dome in the caye of near 300 feet
elevation. An illustration may be had by entering a

large church edifice in the night with a lighted can

dle. A light at a great distance ahead may be seen

instantaneously, for darkness through which it is seen

is transparent, but it requires time for a light of lim

ited dimensions to illuminate a large area of surface

covered by darkness. Darkness in the distantº:
ments of the Mammoth Cave, is profound and awfully

impressive—it may be seen—it may be felt, for the

laws of ere are supreme. The reader will

find an account of the cave, covering eight entire

pages of this volune, from pg. 317 to pg. 324, inclu

sive, and I think it probable that we may attach a

few maps of that wonderful cavern to this volume, to

go along with the Assessment Diagrams, that the pre

servation of the one may be an aid to that of the

others.

Solar light is peculiar, and is accompanied by heat.

A few years since, I filled a globular |. glass lamp

with clear water, and placed it in the window at about

nine o'clock of a summer morning, exposed to the

rays of the sun, and through this water and glass I

brought the suns rays to a focus, and ignited a piece

of black silk. It was a nice and pretty experiment,

and very instructing. With the same fixture I made

another experiment. I placed several glass beads of

different colors upon a string, and suspended these in

the water, and thus brought the different colors upon

a sheet of white paper placed on the side of the

glass opposite the sun. The paper should be so pla

ced as to present a surface at an inclination of about

30 degrees. In a wilderness I have found in the

night, a blazed tree to give sufficient light to discover

the path, when the blaze, as it is termed, is a fresh

cut, and what is termed light-wood is frequently met

with in forests, which is sometimes very bright,

giving a white light. This is light without heat, and

fhave noticed the same species of light in the body

of a dead fish. I have taken fossils which are very

ancient, and exposed them to intense heat, and after

wardsj the calcined animal remains with a

carbonated alkali, then evaporated the moisture, and

afterwards placed this preparation at the termination,

of a funnel-shaped tube, through which the suns' rays

were made to pass, and thus obtained a glow of light

too intensely bright to look upon. It is a very diffi

cult experiment, but is such a corruscation, that I

felt , when beholding this illumination that I was

awakening thatlight whichhad shone uponearthere the

flood had deluged its surface. The color of light in

the use which is to be made of that mysterious prop

erty, is a matter of great importance, and but little

attended to. Nature has blended with the light of

the summer sun abundance of green, and with that

of winter, the white of the snow, both upon the sur

face and in the atmosphere. The influence of light

upon numerous substances is various, hence, we find

the Cricket in the Mammoth Cave, of flesh color.

These Crickets when exposed to the rays of the sun

and the atmosphere air, become black. In the high

northern latitudes, the Weasel which is red in sum

mer, is white in winter, and I believe I have seen

this change as far south as 44 deg. I once possessed

a bird .. had a beautiful green plumage in sum

mer, but one of a dull grey in winter. Light, is

made subservient to the organs of sight where it is

needed—hence we find eyeless fish in the waters of

the Mammoth Cave, and the same has been noticed

in the fish which come up in the water of the Artesian

Well at Paris, which, from its greatdepth,is quite warm.

TAXATION ON INSURANCE.

We give entire the report of the Committee of the

House of Assembly, on Banks and Insurance Companies

with the tables annered. Atso the Report of the mi

nority of the Committee. These are important docu

ments, and we have felt it to be our duty to present

them entire.

These Reports are full, and able, and with the tables,

will be found useful to the Insurer, as well as the in

sured. It would be well for the people of this State,

if every important subject presented to the considera

tion of the Legislature could receive as careful an

earamination and as elaborate a discussion of the subject

matters as is here presented in relation to the Tar upon

Insurance.

Document No, 80.

IN ASSEMBLY,-February 11, 1845.

REPORT

Of the Committee on Banks and Insurance Compa

nies on the Memorial of INsu RANce CoMPANIEs of

the Cities of New-York and Brooklyn.

The Committee on Banks and Insurance Compa

nies, to whom was referred the memorial of seventeen

insurance companies of the cities of New-York and

Brooklyn, praying for an increase of the existing tax

on premiums for insurance, received by the agents of

companies not chartered by this State, doing business

in the counties of New-York and Kings; and also re

monstrances from the city of New-York against grant

ing the prayer of said memorial,

REPORT:

The ground on which the application of the memo

rialists is urged. is that the insurance companies of

other States have advantages over those of New-York

and Brooklyn, on account of their being subject to

less taxation; and that therefore they can afford to

take risks for less premiums, and thus obtain an equal

portion of the business of insurance.

Until the year 1814, this business was left entirely

open to all who chose to undertake it, whether citi

zens of this State, or other States of the Union, or

foreigners. About thattime, the Phoenix Fire Insurance

Company of the city of London established an agency

in the city of New-York. The United States and Great

Britain being then at war, a bill was introduced into

the Legislature of this State, entitled “An Act to sup

press foreign influence in this State,” which, after an

amendment of its title so as to indicate the real object

of the bill, was passed, excluding entirely the agencies

of foreign insurers, on the ground that contracts with

alien enemies could not be enforced. (Sen. Journal,

1814, p. 99. Assem. Journal, 1814, p. 295. Laws,

1814, p. 52,) Chancellor Kent dissented from the

bill in the council of revision. This law passed when

the feeling of the people and the Legislature was

highly exasperated against England; was the founda

tion of all our subsequent legislation on the subject

of foreign insurance; but it was not designed to reach

the agencies of companies chartered by other States
of this Union.

This is further evident from the circumstance that

in 1824, and while, the law of 1814 was still in force,

Mr. Warren of Rensselaer, introduced a bill into the

Assembly, on notice, to lay a tax of ten per cent on

all premiums received by the agents of fire insurance

companies of other States, doingbusinessin this State.

The bill appears to have excited no particular atten

tion, not having been referred to any standing or spe
cial committee in the house; and having been simply

reported to the Senate, without amendment, by the

committee on finance. (Assem. Journal, 1824, p.

653. Sen. Journal, 1824, p. 336.) This reference

to the committee on finance, however, may be re

garded as an indication that the measure was consid

ered rather in connection with revenue than in rela

tion to the effect it was likely to have in preventing

competition in a matter so important to the community

as the business of insurance.

The provisions of these two acts, with some modi

fications, were subsequently incorporated into the Re

vised Statutes. (I R. S. 714.)

Afterwards, in 1837, a bill was introduced into the

Senate, and unanimously passed, (Sen. Journal, 1837,
p. 111,) the object of which was to reduce the tax

on premiums, imposed by the act of 1824, from ten

per cent to two per cent. It went to the Assembly,
and was there referred, as a measure concerning the

revenue, to the committee of ways and means. The

É. fire in the city of New-York having occurred

ut a year or two previously, and having prostrated

the fire insurance companies of that city, the impoli

cy of throwing... in the way of securing the

property of our citizens against a recurrence of the

ſº losses caused by that conflagration, was proba

ly, the more palpable; and the committee of ways

and means reported strongly in favor of the pas

of the bill, not only as a measure of good public policy,

but as likely to increase the revenue }. from

foreign insurances effected in this State. (Assem.

Doc. 1837, No. 177.)

In 1841, the fire insurance companies of New-York,

applied to the Legislature to increase the tax on foreign

insurance to seven per cent. Their petition was re

ferred to the committee on banks and insurance com

ies, which reported against it in strong terms, and

it was denied. (Assem. Doc., 1841, No. 221.

The course of the Legislature in 1837 and 1841,

evinced a determination to remove all unreasonable

impediments in the way of the insurance Companies

of other States, and at the same time indicated a dis

position to subject them to equal burthens with our

own.

The tax of 1837 was fixed at two percent. because

that appeared, from official information, to be an

equivalent, and a little more than an equivalent, to

the rate of taxation alleged to be imposed on the

New-York Companies, and yet not so omerous as to be

prohibitory or exclusive as to the foreign insurer, and

was supposed to place both on a just footing for fair
Competition.

The application now before the committee seeksan

increase of the tax to ten per cent., but confines it to

the agencies of companies of other States doing busi

ness in the cities of New-York and Brooklyn. It seeks

a local advantage only; and it seeks it on the ground

that the home companies in those two cities, actually

pay, with reference to their income, a larger tax than

the other companies referred to pay on theirs.

At this particular time, considering the New-York

companies aggregately, this is true, although in 1841,

the same allegation was not true, and it may not be

true five years hence. In order, therefore, fully to

meet the difficulty complained of, it is evident that

legislation must§ and flow continually, or it will

from year to year be very unequal.

Although the memorial itself prays for a tax of ten

per cent., yet the persons representing the memorial

ists before the committee avow their only object to

be a fair equalization of burthens between the home

and foreign companies. This seems to be reasonable;

and the only question that can perplex the committee

is, How to equalize them :

The fundamental difficulty in adjusting a tax to the

satisfaction of all effected by it, (and the whole com

munity is affected by it as well as the insurance com

panies,) consists in the circumstance that the home

companies are taxed on their capital, and the compa

nies of other States on their income or premiums.-

Capital is fixed; income is fluctuating. It is obvious,

therefore that a tax on theH. of the foreign

insurer can in no way be adjusted so as to be always

an exact equivalent for a tax on the capital or property

of the home insurer. In some cases, it is more; in

some less. The evidence of this is afforded, most

abundantly and in every variety, with regard to the
business of insurance, by the various statements, com

piled from official returns, submitted to the committee

and hereto annexed. From these it appears that the

New-York fire insurance companies (not including

the mutuals) are taxed at different rates at the same
time, on their capital, varying according to the assess

ments made indifferent wards of the city, (Statement

B.); that their taxation bears no general relation to

their earnings, good management, or prosperity;

(Statement A.); that it varies from year to year,

(Statement C.); and that while income for various

assignable causes, is, on the average, decreasing, taxes

are, on the average, increasing. This decrease of

income depends somewhat, probably, upon foreign

competition; but vastly more upon the rapidly extend

ing business of the mutual companies of New-York,

which seem likely to swallow up, at no distant day,

the main insurance business of the city, and perhaps
of the interior.

It is an anomaly in our legislation to lay a tax on

income as distinguished from capital or property.—

|

{º
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we do not tax the income of individuals; but we

tax their property, whether productive or unproduc

tive. A man without property may have an income;

and a man without income may have property.—

The one escapes taxation, while the other has to bear
its burthens. A thousand dollars' worth of wild lands,

yielding nothing, pays just as much tax in proportion

to its assessed value, as a thousand dollars worth of

stock in an insurance company which divides ten or

fifteen per cent per annum. The capital of the home

companies is taxed at the usual rate of taxation, as

property; just like any other property of the same

assessed value; just as the same amount of money or

lands, iºd amongst the several owners of the

capital, would be taxed as their individual property.

It is more conveniently taxed in gross, than in detail,

and is therefore taxed in gross. But the income of it,

as such, pays no tax. It may go to swell estates, and

thus fall into the ordinary channel of taxation, but

not as income. The only absolute infraction, that

occurs to the committee, of this general principle

which pervades our legislation, is this very case of

taxing the income of insurance companies not char

tered by ourselves, as income, in a different ratio from

that which is applied to capital. An uncertain stand

ard of taxation has thus been resorted to, instead of

the fixed and equal one otherwise invariably recog

nized by our laws, and by the feelings of the people.

The impossibility of adjusting the tax on the princi

ple of the law of 1837, will be evident from an ex

amination of the statements accompanying this report.

From these it clearly appears,

1. That insurance companies of equal capitals, pay

ing equal taxes, receive very unequal incomes; so

that, as between those companies, income or premiums

as compared with capital, would be an unequal basis

of taxation. (Statement A.)

2. That the New-York companies, considered sepa

rately, have as much need of protection against each

other, as, considered aggregately, they have against

foreign insurers; for greater inequalities exist among

them, separately, than between them aggregately und

foreign insurers. (Statement B.)

3. That the New-York companies received one-third

of their gross annual income from investuents and not

from insurance; so that it is fallacious to assume pre

miums alone for the purpose of comparison with the

foreign insurer. (Statement A.)

4. That to proportion a tax according to the average

of income taking all the New-York companies together,

would operate unjustly, by casting a greater pro

portional tax on companies having suall receipts, and

a less upon those having large receipts. (Statement

5. That while some of the companies pay a tax on

capital more than equivalent to a tax of two per cent

on premiums, others pay a tax about equal to, or less
than that amount. (ś A. and B.)

6. That the average percent of taxes on the nomi

mal capital for the year 1843 was about 69 cents per

$100, and on the actual valuation about 78 cents per

$100; being equivalent to an average tax on income

of about $4 per $100. (Statement B.)

7. That the average tax upon property in the city

of New-York for the years 1840, 1841, 1842 and 1843,

was 674 cents per $100; being equivalent to an

average tax, on the income in 1843 of the companies

referred to, of about $2.80 per $100. (Statement C.)

8. That the average of dividends of the same com

panies, in the year 1843, was upwards of eleven per

cent. (Statement B.

9. That the mutual insurance companies of New

York, so far as their returns have been obtained, pay

a trifling tax compared with the other companies, and

in some cases, no tax at all; the highest being equiv

alent to less than 50 cents per $100, on the premiums

received; and that they make an average dividend of

about thirty per cent. (Statement D.)

10. That the average dividend of all the fire insu

rance companies of the city of New-York, including

mutuals taking fire risks, which have made returns or

published statements for the year 1844, is upwards of

fifteen per cent. (Statement F.)

If we analyze the Abstract of Returns made by

eleven fire insurance companies in New-York for the

year 1843, (being the only companies which have filed

complete returns for that year, and the returns for

1844 not having all come in,) a strong light will be

thrown on some of the positions above taken. (State

ment A.)

The Merchant's Fire Insurance Company has a capital

of-------------------------------- $500,000.00

The Howard Insurance Company of.... 300,000.00

or two-fifths less than the Merchants'.

The Merchants capital pays a tax of.... $3,426.78

The Howard's, ---------------------- 1,758.44

The Merchant's more than the Howard's, $1,668.34

The premiums received by the Merchant's

during that year were, -------------. $30,373.34

By the Howard,...... ---------------. 93,869.54

or more than three times as much as the Merchant's.

So the Howard, paying a tax on two-fifths less capi

tal than the Merchants', has more than three times

the income, from premiums, than the Merchant's has.

Now if the tax were imposed on premiums, the

Howard would pay three times more tax than the Mer

chant's, with two-fifths less capital.

The very same reason which demands a tax on

foreign insurers to protect the New-York companies

against them, demands also that the Howard Compa

my should pay a heavier tax to protect the Merchant's.

The tax on capital paid by the Merchant's Compa

ny is equivalent to about $1.1 per $100 on its premi

uins; and the tax paid by the Howard is equivalent

to about $1.90 per $100 on its premiums.

So that while a tax of two per cent. on foreign insu

rers abundantly protects the Howard, it would require

a tax of more than eleven per cent to protect the

Merchant's.

But to apply taxation on this basis would be simply

to declare that the more an insurer extends his business,

cheapens his rates, and conducts his affairs with thrift

and skill, the more severely he should be taxed.—

Then it is no longer property which is burthened,

but skill, good management and success.

It is a point deserving of consideration, that the

law makes no distinction of locality in favor of the

foreign insurer. His premiums may be received

wholly in the interior where the rate of taxation is

low, and yet they bear the same burthen as if they

were all received in New-York, where the rate is high.

The present standard is fixed on the New-York ratio

of 1837; and while it is sought to be raised as to pre

miums received there, it would seem reasonable that

it should be lowered elsewhere; a consideration

which involves the adjustment of the tax in fresh

difficulties.

By a statement annexed to this report, submitted to

the committee in behalf of the memorialists, it appears

thatthe whole amountoſ capital employed in the busi

ness of insurance by the New-York companies exclu

sive of the Mutuals, is less than six millions of dollars.

(Statement G.) It appears by Statement A. that the

companies therein named, with a nominal capital of

$2,750,000 covered risks, during the year 1843, to the

amountof nearly fifty-one millions of dollars. It may

therefore be fairly assumed that all the companies

together, exclusive of the Mutuals, cover risks to the

amount of one hundred millions; an amount vastly

disproportionate to the capital employed, and intima

ting very strongly the good policy of allowing a free

competition for the purpose of dividing the hazard.

Taking the returns to the Comptroller, made by the

gents of foreign insurers, as an index of the amount

º foreign insurers, as an index of the amount of

foreign insurance in the whole State, (Statement E.)

it appears that the companies of other States, cover

only about twenty millions of property, or one-fifth of

the amount covered by the home companies. Good

policy, and the security of our property, wºuld seem

to require that so slight a competition as this should

not be checked by adverse legislation, nor does it

appear to the committee that any reasonable complaint

can be made of it as seriously affecting the home

companies. The whole amount of premiums received

by the foreign insurers. annually about one

hundred and sixty thousand dollars. This is less than

the receipts of three of the city companies which took

the most risks in the year 1843; three companies out

of twenty-one. It is equal to an average of about thir:

teen thousand dollars of premiums received by each

of the twelve foreign agencies in the city of New

York, which is less than the lowest receipts, of any

New York company which filed a report for the same

year. - - - -

with regard to the mutual companies which join
in the memorial, it is evident from their annual state

ments that the existing tax on foreign insurance is

abundant protection for them. Their own tax is less

than ...}. of one per cent on their income, and

most of them pay no tax at all. (Statements D. and

F.). It is against the attractions of these companies,

with their average dividends of thirty per cent, that

the other New-York companies most need to be

guarded. An utter exclusion of foreign agencies

would not prevent most of the latter companies from

ultimately falling before the rapid advances of the

Mutuals of this city, which have such superior advan

tages and such inferior burthens.

The measure of increasing the tax, as prayed for,

deserves also to be seriously regarded with referenee

to its effect upon the revenue of the State; and the

more so, because past legislation indicates that an in

crease of revenue has been heretofore considered as

an important point. A statement (E.) submitted to

the examination of the committee, and hereto annex

ed, compiled from the treasurer's books, shows that

the State has received an average of over $800 per

annum more under the two per cent tax than it did

for the same number of years under the ten per cent

tax. It also shows, as an inference from this fact, that

about nineteen millions more of the property of the

people of this State is covered by insurance compa

nies of other States, than there was under the ten per

cent tax: a larger amount by ten or twelve millions

than theºf capitals of the New-York city com

panies could pay in case of loss. It also shows, as

another inference, that all this property is covered at

less expense and with ter security; at less ex

pense, by the difference of at least eight per cent on

the preminms; and with greater security, in conse

quence of the distribution of risks amongst more com

petitors. To increase the tax would, therefore,not only

injuriously affect the revenue, but also the interests of

all our citizens who are concerned in the cheapness

and safety of insurance. It is better that they gen

erally should enjoy the benefit of low rates, than that

a few stockholders of insurance companies should

have the benefit of high ones. A tax on foreign in

surance, is in effect, and not very indirectly a tax not

only upon those who insure with foreign companies,

but upon all who insure with any.

The obvious predeliction of our citizens, all other

things being equal, will be in favor of the home com

anies; . if they are not well supported voluntari

y, legislation will use its restrictive and compulsory

powers in vain. It might as well tax the bank notes

or coin of other States and countries circulating here,

for the protection of the local banks; or the income

of those who sell foreign goods on commission, for

the protection of the home merchant. An eastern

pedlar can dispose of his untaxed wares in this State

as freely as any citizen of it in the same vocation;

each pays the same fee for his license; but the citizen

is frequently compelled to be content with very small

profits by the superior bargaining powers, activity and

thrift of his foreign competitor; and might ask that his

rival's income should be taxed sufficiently to equalize

the results of the competition, with as much appar

ent reason as the memorialists have for asking the

Legislature to tax the income of the foreign insurer.

The cotton mills of this State are subject to heavier

local burthens than those of Lowell, and are obliged

to compete with the latter in the New-York market;

but a legislator would hardly think it expedient or

olitic to impose a tax on Lowell goods in that mar
|. to benefit our own manufacturers.

The committee, therefore, conclude, that upon the

principle assumed in the memorial, no standard of tax
àtion can be fixed which shall protect all the memo

rialists, without being so high as to amount to an ex

clusion of the companies of other States, and which

would infringe upon the proper liberty of our citi

zens to effect insurance with such insurers as they

may prefer.

For these and various other considerations, bereto

fore stated, the committee have come to the conclu

sion that it would be unwise and inexpedient to in

crease the tax upon the income of foreign insurance

companies, and in accordance, offer the following

ti :
- -

“..., That the prayer of the memorialists

ot be granted.should n 8 ALEXANDER. H. BUELL,

ANDREW BILLINGS,

JOHN PIERCE, 2d,
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(A. )

AN ABSTRACT

Of the Annual Reports made to the Comptroller by incorporated Fire Insurance Companies of the city of New-York for the year 1843, embracing all the returns on

file for that year, excepting from the Equitable Insurance Company, whose return is defective.

| -

Name of Company. Capital. Amountinsured. Dividends. | Premiums Other rec'pts Total rec'pts. Valuation of Tax assess'd

received, (interest. &c.) property.

New-York Fire Insurance Company, ----------------- $200,000 $3,587,095.00. 7 per cent. $23,544.80 $12,971.66 $36,516.46 $164,202.57 $1,200.60

City do 210,000 4,793,817.99||18 | do 34,792.20 18,140.29 52,932.49 134,815.00 1,067.73

Merchants' do 500,000 3.50.242.00 do 30,373.34. 25,392.72 55,766.06 436,412.01 3,426.78

Greenwich do 200,000 3,000,000.00 10 do 20,141.90 13,468.08 33,609.98 197,500.00 1,580.00

Etna do 300,000 4,715,810.00 13 do 29,078.99 19,036.57 48,115.56 186,000.00 1,473.12

National do 150,000 1,917,745.00 none 14,714.64.---------. 14,714.64 104,377.00 822.05

Bowery do 300,000 10,605,775.00 20 do 55,159.48 22,723.76 77,883.24 279,105.88 4,939.36

Guardian do 300,000 6,880,085.05.11 do 42,254. 12 22,680,05 64,934.17 289,600.00 2,293.63

Jefferson do 200,010, 7,377,121.6718 do 61,423.15 15,350. 13 76,773.28 266,710.00 2,112.56

East River do 200,000 2,239,080.00, 7 do 13,787.40 - - - - - - - - - - - 13,787.40 154,105.00 1,250.33

Howard do 300,000-----------> 12 do 93,869.54|| 17,704.88 111,574.4° 222,025.82 1,758.44

- Totals, ----------------------------------- 2750,010 $50,528,771.71 ..........sºsºlº sººosººg sº,924.60

Deduct Tax overcharged Bowery Company, ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---- 2,149.10

$19,775.50

( B. )

STATEIMIEINTT

Showing the taxes paid in 1843, by New-York Fire Insurance Companies, which reported to the Comptroller, and their relative proportion to capital, valuation of

property, premiums received, and total income, during the same year.

Name of Company. Capital. Valuation. Tax. Percent of tax on Per cent. of ºre. cent of tax|Percent of tax on Dividends.

nominal capital. on valuation. on premiums. total income.

New-York Fire Insurance Company, .... $200,000 $164,202.57 $1200,000.00 per $1000.73 per $100 $5.10 per $100 $3.05 per $100 7 percent.
City do - - - - 210,000 134,815.00 1,067.730.50 do 0.79.2 do 3.05 do 2.05 do 18 do

Merchants, do ....] 500,000. 436,412.01 3,426.780.68 4-10 do 0.79 do 11.00 do 6.10 do 8 do

Greenwich do - - - - 200,000 197,500.00 1,580.000.79 do 0.79.2 do 7.90 do 4.70 do 10 do

Etna do - - - - 200,000 186,000 00 1,473.120.73 do 0.77 do 5.10 do 3.05 do 13 do

National do - - - - 150,000 104.377.00 822.050,55 do 0.78 do 5.60 do 5.60 do none.

Bowery do - - - - 300,000 270,105.88 °4,939.361.66 do 1.90 do 8.95 do 6.35 do 20 per cent.

Guardian do - - - - 300,000 289,600.00 2,293.630.76 do 0.79.2 do 5.40 do 3.50 do 11 do

Jefferson do - - - - 200,010 266,710.00 2,112.561.05% do 0.79.1 do 3.50 do 2.80 do 18 do

East River do - - - - 200,000 154, 105.00 1,250.330.62 do 0.81 do 9,00 do 9.00 do 7 do

Howard do - - - - 300,000 222,025.82 1798.41038 do 0.79 do 1.90 do 1.60 do 12 do

Totals,. -------------------- sºdo,010tiº tºº 21,294.608.52 9-10 do 9.737-10 do $66.50 do $47.80 do 124 do

Averages, ------------------ $250,910, 221,350.29, $1,993. 140.77% do 0.884 do $6,04 do $4.34 do 11 3-11 do

* So returned, but should be about

$2,149.10, which makes the *

True averages, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 250,910 $221,350.29 $1,797.77|0.689-10 do 0.78 2-10 do $5.59 do $4.02 do 11 3-11 do

( D. )

STATEIMIENT

Showing the valuation of property of Mutual Insurance Companies of the City of New-York, therein named, and the tax thereon for the year 1843; also the premiums,

profits, assets, dividends, &c. of said companies for the year 1844, compiled from official statements and their own returns.

-

- Proportion o Prop. of nett
Name of Company. Valuation Tax of Earned premi-premiums on Nett profits ofAssets of 1844|Dividends of prºfits to premi-Prop. of tax to Prop of tax to fire

of 1843. 1843. ums of 1844. fire risks. 1844. 1844. tlans. premiums. premiums.

Alliance, -------------- $50,000 $396 $217.657.73 $15,703.97 $59,206.64 $291,010.62. 20 percent. 274 percent.18 c. per $100, $2.50 per $100

Atlantic, -------------- 68,940. 546, 1,208,543.78]. ---...----. 261,120.00) 1,206,543.78 40 do 21 7-10 do 44 do |...---------,----
Mutual Safety,. . . . . . . . . 400,000, 3,168 751,013.00. 135,774.00, 159,650.00 1,005,289.00 234 do 20 87-100 do |42 do 2,40 do

Merchants' Mutual,-----|----------|------ 252,376,76 13,447.43 92,445.44; 262,856.49 364 do |39 1-20 do [............]----------------

American Mutual,------|---------------. 186,353.08. 21,259.92 46,017.36 268,676,25, 244 do 28 do . . . . . . . -----|----------------

Totals,...--------- $518.94034,110 $2,615.944.35, #183,185.37 3918,529,433,034 376.14144 do |.............. 644 do $4.90 do

Averages, --------|---------------- $523,188.27 $46,296.34 $123,705.82 3606,875.23. 282-10do | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 9-10 do $2.98 do
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t (E.)

Compiled from the Treasurer's books, showing the amount paid into the Treasury by the Agents of Foreign Insurance Companies, during sixteen successive years.

Tax 10 per cent. above years, to yield the average tax at ten 1841,--.............................. 3,776.26 Average amount ofſº received during

per cent--------------------------$23,699.80 (1842 3.335.35 | above years, to yield the average tax at 2 per

30|Amount of risks required to pay $23,699.80 pre-184 3,332.46 cent.---------------------------. $159,154.50

2,407.15 23,699.80miums,at an average rate, throughout the State 184

126.00of $7 per $1,000. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$3,385,685.71 Add, since

N. B. The rate of premiums was higher during - $135,354.70

5 the above years in consequence of the greater tax $25,464.78 Average amount of risks required to pay $159,-

and the amount covered therefore less. 18,959.84 154.50 premiums, at an average rate, through

ont the State, of $7 per $1,000,. $22,736,357.14

Tax 2 per cent. | Difference in favor of 2 per cent. $6,504.94 3.385,685.71

$18,959.84|1837, --...------------......-------- $3,204.73 - -

- 1838,.... -- .... 3,926.57 Average tax per annum forabove years, $3,183.09 Increase of risks,.....-------$19,350,670.43

Average per annum for above years, $2,369.98 1839,. ---- -- ... 2.121.25 2,369,98

Average amount of premiums received during|1840,-------------------------------- 3,235,01 Average annual difference in favor of *::::::
t 13.11

( F. )

STATEIMIENT

Showing the capital, premiums and other income, valuation of property, taxes, dividends, proportion of tax to income, &c. of the several Fire Insurance Companies

therein named, located in the city of New-York, compiled from returns made to the Comptroller, and from published official statements for the year 1844.

Valuation of

Company. Capital. Premiums. Otherin- || Total in- Assets. property by Tax. Dividends. Prop. of tax to

corne. come. assessors. total income.

National, -----------------.............. $150,000.00) $22,367.91.--------. $22,367.91|----...----. $80,544.08 $689.10 none. $3.10 per $100

Etna, ----------------..................| 200,000.00 23,913.88 $14,205.33 38,119.2.1]. ---...----. 186.000.00 1,602.57 10 per cent. 4.20 do

New-York Fire, ......................... 200,000.00 23,871.66 15,465.32 39,336.98|............ 146,579.20 1,260,12| 9 do 3.20 do

Greenwich,-----........................ 200,000.00 15,345.98 9,249.46 24,595.44 205,500.00 1,766.88 10 do 7.10 do

Bowery, ............................... 300,000.00, 44,668.42 20,871.92 65,540.34 296,545.49 2,520.38 20 do 3.80 do

City Fire, .............................. 210,000.00 30,048.11| 17,797.73 47,845.84. 151,415.00 1,304,59| 20 do 2.78 do

East River, -----------------------------| 200,675.73 17,192.90|---------. 17,192.90 160,765.00 1,381.61 7 do 8.00 do

Guardian,------------------------------- 300,000.00. 42,694.90 20,891.45, 63.586 35 295,000.00. 2,451.72 10 do 4.00 do

Jefferson,........................... . . . . 200,010.00. 59,488.27 13,738.20) 73,226.47. 164,610.00 1,417.85. 20 do 1.96 do

Howard, ------------------------------. 300,000.00.---------|---------- 241,025.82 2,076.14|....... - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - --- -

Merchants', ----------------------------. 500,000.00.---------|---------- 456,092.46 3,928.36|....................... ---

Mutual, --------------------------------|--------------------|---------- 350,970.00, 3,009.53|............|..............

Mutual Safety, ---------------------------|---------- 751,013.00|- - - - - - - - - - 320,594.00 2,762.23 21 do 0.37 do

Sun Mutual, ----------------------------|----------|----------|---------- 148,401.55 1,278.62|- - - - - - -..... - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Alliance. -------------------------------|---------- 217,657.73|... . . . . . . . 217,657.73 291,010.62 nothing. none. 20 do nothing.

Merchants' Mutual, ----------------------|---------- 252,376.76|. ----- - - - - 252,376.76 262,856.49 nothing. none. 364 do nothing.

Totals. -----------------------------|---------. 1,500,639.52 112,219.41%861,845.93|............ $3,204,042.69 $27.449.70|1834 do 38.51 do

Averages, (according to number of compa

nies appearing in each column,) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125,053.29 . . . . . . . . . . . $78,349.63............ $200,252.67| $1,715.60 15.3 do 3.21 do

Note.—The return of valuations from the city of New-York for 1844, states that the following Mutual Companies are returned as not having any property liable to

aration, viz.: American Mutual, Alliance, Croton, Mercantile, Mutual, Merchants' Mutual, and Mutual Life Insurance Company.

(G. ) ( C. )

- - STATEMENT A TABLE.

Capitals of the Fire insurance Companies in the City of New-York, and the - -#. º, premums received by ...”.º ity of New-Yor Compiled from returns to the Comptroller, showing the amount percent of tar

ºliº in the several Wards of the City of New-York, during the years
- - 1840, 1841, 1842 and 1843.

Capitals. Premiums -

for 1844. 1840. 1841. 1842. 1843.

Mutual Insurance Company, ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . $350,000 $26,000 Wards. Tax pr: Tax pr: Tax pr. Tax pr:Av'ge of

Eagle r do 500,000 50,000 $100. $100. $100. $160 || 4 years.

Merchants do 500,000 30,000 First ----------------------------|30,53.1 0.56.70,86.4 0.79.2 0.68-9

Manhattan do 200,000. 51,000 Second, .. 53.6 0.55% ºf 0.75% ºf

§ºr #! #! - 0.547 Ość i º) ºf jº
Equitable 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00,000 ,000 ‘….", ºſ º-' ſº -**-*-

Contributionship do gº º - }: }; };}} §:
Jefferson do 3|| 59,000 Sixth. -----------................ 0,55.7 0.53% ºil 0.79% ;
United States do º #! Seventh, ... --------............ -- 0,53.1 0,58.9| 0 $5.6 0.30% 0.71%

Etna , do || || {#ſh. ----------------.......... 0.52.5 0.56.1 087.0 o'goi º

i." . || || Ninth-----------................. 0.533. O.36.9 dº º jºi.
Howar - o º > Tenth, ----------------.......... oš. º:- ***** - "on". "...

New-York Fire do --------------------- ; ; ºi........................]§§§§ {:};
City . ................. }} }}} | ...hº…................. 0.48.5 0503 ºil ſº ºft.

É. h . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - § *16,000 !. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0,53.0, 0.52.5 dºo 0.30% oº:
reenwic - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * * '''''''...". ------------------...- 0,54.2 0,59.0 086.0 0.79.8 0.39.

East River do - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 200,000 18,000 Fifteenth, ........................ 0.53% ºfj . ,69.7

#Ame" ... ..................... ; ; sº..................... jº º 'º', ;o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * ~i? eventeenth, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * * * *-** wrº-1. *****.

* do --------------------- 300,000. 42,000 venteenth, -------| 0,605 0.44.3 0.87.4 0.77.8 0.67.5

National do - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - 150,000 ºvoº "…º.º.o.º.o.º.º.º.T.

$5,710,00' 837,000 - -

- * Averages. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.53.7 º ºſoº 0,67.5

* Estimate.

I certify that I received the above statistics from the officers of the companies,

and believe the same to be correct. NEIL GRAY.

New-York, Feb. 3, 1845.
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IN ASSEMBLY-February 27, 1845

REPORT

of the minority of the committee on banks and insu
rance companies, in favor of IN cREAs.ING THE TAx

oN forEl Gºs AGENCIES.

The undersigned, minority of the committee on

banks and insurance companies, to whom was refer

red the petition of officers of insurance companies in

the cities of New-York and Brooklyn, to increase the

tax upon foreign insurance companies doing business

in said cities, being obliged to differ with the majority

of the said committee, and believing that the tax

upon foreign insurance companies ought to be in

creased, so as, at least, to make it equal with that im

posed upon our own companies, begs, leave to pre

sent his views upon the subject, and some of the

reasons which have led him to this conclusion.

When Great Britain and other commercial coun

tries began to emerge from a barbarous state, and

direct their attention to trade and commerce, the busi

ness of insurance first began to be practised. “The

first underwriters were individuals}. business on

their own account, and not in a corporate capacity;

and, consequently, many frauds were practiced upon

the insured by irresponsible persons, who received

large sums as premiums, by representing themselves

to be possessed of means sufficient to discharge any

claims upon them for losses which might arise. This

evil grew to such a magnitude that the Legislature of

England interfered, to protect a business which they

saw was intimately connected with the welfare of

the country, in respect to the extension of its com

merce, and accordingly in the preamble to the acts

incorporating the first insurance companies in England,

assed in the year 1720, the above reasons were set

}. at length.”

“The utility of this description of business is now

abundantly confirmed. To enter upon a detail of the

various advantages which mankind have derived from

this species of contract would be a waste of time,

because they are obvious to every understanding ;

the great help which they afford to individuals who

conduct business on their own account, by dividing a

loss in case of a fire, or shipwreck among many per

sons, is sufficiently demonstrated by experience:

The benefit rendered by it to commerce was well

understood, even in early times, as may be seen by

the following extract from a preamble to an act of

Parliament, passed in the 43d year of the reign of

Queen Elizabeth :”

“By means of which policies of assurance it com

eth to pass, upon the loss or perishing of any ship,

there followeth not the undoing of any man, but the

loss lighteth rather easily upon many, than heavy

upon few, and rather upon them that adventure not,

than upon those who do adventure; whereby all

merchants, especially those of the younger sort, are

allowed to adventure more willingly and more freely.”

The benefit marine insurance renders to trade and

commerce, by protecting the merchant when his

property is on the water, will, with equal force, apply

to fire insurance upon the land. “It also gives

greater security to the fortunes of private people;

and by dividing, among many, that loss which would

ruin an individual, makes it fall light and easy upon

the whole society.” (Judge Park on insurance.)

Our own Legislature, as well as the English Par

liament, have always been fully awake to the impor

tance of encouraging this important aid to commerce

and means of security of private property; and from

the granting of the first .. to the present time,

they have guarded with scrupulous care the inter

ests of those who might become insured. In every

charter of a stock insurance company, granted by

this State, the amount of capital, the number of direct

ors, mode of their election, the manner in which the

capital shall be secured, an affidavit of the officers to

be filed, stating that all the terms of the charter has

been complied with ; are all provided for by the

Legislature, and, after business is commenced, the

directors must cause to be filed annually with the

Comptroller, a statement signed and sworn to, show

ing the amount of the capital stock, how it is invested
and secured, how much has been consumed and

expended in the payment of losses, and how much

is safe and unimpaired, the amount of premiums

received and su §: on hand, and many more items

of information of like character.

The interest of the companies, also, is to have their

affairs conducted by men who have the confidence of

the community; and, by looking over the names of

their directors, it will be seen that they consist, with

hardly an exception, of men who have a high stand

ing as merchants, men of wealth, who have retired

from business, or citizens who, having filled impor

tant public trusts, and withdrawn from public|.
occupy their time and talents in judiciously managing

the property, and interests of those who have com
mitted it to them.

There is one fact which the undersigned begs leave

to call the attention of the House to, which is conclu

sive proof, in his opinion, of the upright manner in

which the fire insurance companies of New-York city

have heretofore been conducted. It is, that, in the

whole history of these institutions, not a cent has

been lost by the insured through fraud, or misman

agement of their directors, or from any other cause,

if you except the losses sustained by some of the

insured whose property was consumed by the great

fire of 1835. This occurrence which, according to

all probability, will not take place again in centuries,

caused some of the companies to be unable to pay in

full the entire amount of their policies, but no man

will urge this as an argument against their ability to

meet casualties which, in the ordinary course of

things, are likely to occur.

If we go back to the history of the period of that

fire, we will see much to admire in the conduct of

the stockholders of those institutions. We would

see them cheerfully giving up not only the capital, but

surplus profits which they happened to have on hand,

and also dividends which had been previously declared.

The undersigned has been led into this statement

of the manner of their organization, and defence of

the character of the New-York insurance companies,

because it has been boldly stated by those who oppose

the laying of an equal tax, that the reason why com

panies from other States received an undue share of

this business, was on account of their superior char

acter, and soundness. and the honorable manner in

which they conduct their business.

This libel upon the character of our State institu

tions, and the honorable men who conduct them, led

us to inquire whether what they stated was true

respecting themselves, and as the Connecticut insu

rance companies are the ones which principally inter

fere with ours, and as their agents only appeared

before the committee, and cast these reflectiºn, upon

New-York, we had recourse to the statutes of Con

necticut to ascertain what kind of security was requi

red by their several charters for the safe investment

of their capitals, and, to the great shrprise of the

undersigned, instead of finding a requirement in their

laws that their capitals ionid be paid in and safely

secured, as is required of every company chartered

by this State, they are without exception allowed to

engage in the business of insurance by paying into the

treasury of the company a sum varying from 5 to 10

per cent. in cash, and for the balance they are per

mitted to receive promissory notes, which shall meet

the approval of their own officers. We refer the

House to the local laws of Connecticut, which can be

found in our State Library.

This developement, which was new to the minor

ity of this committee, is doubtless equally new to the

members of this House and to the community gene

rally, and we would respectfully suggest the propriety

of passing a law which will prohibit the agents of

companies of this character, from receiving the money

of the people of this State, under the pretence that

that they are willing and able to indemnify them
against loss in case of fire.

All that was asked for by the New-York and Brook

lyn companies, of the committee, was, that the tax

might be equal, and the request was deemed so rea

sonable, that when we separated, it was understood

that the only thing that remained to be done, was to

procure the necessary information to ascertain the

precise amount of tax. The first intimation had, that

the minds of the majority of the committee had

undergone a change, was the reading of the report ad

verse to the prayer of the petitioners by the chairman.

The minority of this committee have not been put

in possession of any facts, nor have they heard any

arguments to cause them to deviate from the opinion

at one time so unanimously held, but, upon more

mature reflection, they are convinced that the citi

zens of this State should be permitted to participate

in all lawful business, upon at least equal terms with

the citizens of other States, and if any difference is

made, it should be in favor of those we represent, but

as the petitioners ask for no preference, but only

desire equal rights and free trade, there ought, in

the opinion of the undersigned, to be no objection

on the part of any one to granting their prayer.

The majority, in their report, have given a history

of this tax from an early period, and iy that report

it appears that for a series of years down to 1837, the

tax upon foreign agencies was ten per cent. upon the

amount of premiums received. Then, as appears by

said report, an act was passed rducing the tax to two

r cent, and, as is therein confessed, impliedly at

east, not because our State institutions were monop

olizing the business and fleecing the public, but be

cause, as that report states, the great fire in New

York swept away a large amount of capital, and left

not. behind to do the business. There were

no remonstrances against the passage of that law by

individuals or companies, but all were in favor of it

at that time, because it was rendered necessary by

the peculiar exigency of affairs. We have every

reason to believe that the law was passed for a tempo

rary purpose, and that it was expected by the Legis

lature it would be repealed, when the causes

which procured its passage should have passed away.

The companies which are chartered |. this State

are taxed upon the capital in the county where they

are located, in the same manner and to the same

amount as real estate or other taxable property; and

this tax is paid by the stockholders for the privilege
of doing the business of insurance, for while by the

incorporation of one of these companies not a single

dollar of wealth is added to the State, yet the taxable

property is increased to the amount of the capital of

the company. Why, then, do persons who engage

in this business consent to pay an additional tax when

their property is not increased Because they are

permitted to engage in the business of insurance, and

this is a bonus given to the State and county for this

privilege. How can we ascertain then the amount of

tax paid by the New-York fire insurance companies
for this"...' Why simply by adding together

the total amount of their receipts for insurance, and

the total amount of their taxes, and by a simple arith

metical process the per cent. of tax paid by them will

be shown. By a statement ºlº". the report

of the majority, it appears that there are in the city

of New-York twenty-one fire insurance companies,

with a fixed capital amounting in the aggregate to

$5,710,000, upon which they pay a tax to the city and

State of 86 cents on the 100 dollars, which amounts

to $49,106. The amount of premiums received by

the said companies during the year 1844, was $837,-

000; hence}. tax amounts to 5% per cent, on their

receipts for premiums, and this it should be borne in

mind is nearly 6 percent. on the total amount of their

premiums, whether received in this State or out of it.

Now as they are obliged to pay into the treasury of

other States a tax upon the business they do there;

and as we only lay a tax on the premiums received

by foreign insurance companies in this State; there

fore, in calculating the amount of tax paid by our .

own institutions, their premiums received for insu

rance in this State only should be taken into the cal

culation, and when this is done we shall find that, to

make the amount paid by each equal, more than 6

per cent will be required, but as the information

called for by a resolution of the House has not yet

been furnished, the undersigned have not at present

the means of ascertaining how much more than 6 per

cent. theº of foreign insurance companies should

pay to make their tax equal with that paid by our
Own institutions.

There is one other statement made by the majority,

“that by the withdrawal of these agencies the State

would lose a revenue which it now receives.” A

very simple illustration will show the incorrectness of

this statement. There is in the city of New-York one

agent who received last year $40,000 for premiums, on

which he pays a tax to the State of $800. Thatamount

of premiums would be considered a handsome business

for a company with $300,000 capital, which would pay

to the city and State together a tax of $2,580 at the pre
sent rate of taxation; being a difference in favor of en

couraging our own capital of $1,780.

The majority also state, that to increase the tax

would have the effect of driving away these agencies.

The undersigned cannot see how it would, were it

made equal, as their burdens would be no heavier

than those borne by the institutions of this State.

Theº therefore, begs leave to present

the following bill, and recommend its passage.

- EDWARD EDWARDS.
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MAYOR HARPE.R.

James Harper is again a candidate for the Mayor

alty. On this occasion it is proper to refer to his

public acts as chief magistrate of the most populous

and most wealthy city upon the face of the Ameri

can continent—a city second to none upon the face of

the habitable globe in its prospective importance. In

the administration of the executive department

of the city government Mayor Harper combines

those qualities which constitute a good officer. Where

persuasion was better than coercion, he has had re

course to the former, and where firmness of purpose

and energy of action were required, he has been

prompt and determined. Mild and conciliatory in his

manners, he has won the good will of those with

whom business or opportunity has brought him in

contact, and having been educated to active employ

mentinanextensive businesshouse,he had acquired that

business knowledge which enables him to despatch a

great amount of public business in a brief space of

time.

The ordinance for repealing the Street Patching

nuisance, was approved by Mayor HARPER immedi

ately upon its passage, at his residence, at a late hour

in the evening and a short time before retiring to

rest, and with a promptness which gave great satis

faction to our citizens and relieved the city govern

ment from a great scandal in at once stopping the

shameful abuses which had been practised in Street

Patching depredation for years.

The resolution passed by the Common Council for

working that portion of the Ninth Avenue for the

opening of which a worthy family are threatened

with ruin by a shameful assessment, was promptly

vetoed by Mayor Harper, and this Vrto was an act

which met a ready response in the bosom of every

good citizen.

The putting a stop to the erection of Booths on the

4th of July, was an act of the Mayor, and for which

the citizens are greatly obliged, and by which the

people were greatly benefitted. . *

The abuses which were practised at the Steam

boat landings for years, on the arrival of boats have

been remedied by Mayor Harper, and every person

who has had the opportunity of contrasting the past,

with the present are convinced that he has accom

plished what his predecessors in office deemed an in

possibility. - -

Mayor Harper in vetoing the Rotunda Resolution

done himself great credit, and rendered the city a

great service, and although he was overuled by the

Čommon Council in this, yet this proceeding illustrates

the formidable difficulties he had to encounter in pro

ducing reform; for there were but three members in

the common Council which sustained him and those

in the Board of Assistants, viz. Mos Es TyckºR, J.

C. Baylis, and WM. TAYLOR. But other intelligent

citizens of the highest respectability, without refer;

ence to party; publicly expreſſed their unqualified

approbation of this act of the Chief Magistrate.

§. or Harper is a strictly, temperance map, and

the advantages growing out of this fict extend far into

the future, aswell as affect to a greatand growing extent

the present state of things.

The Mayor has no control over the financialdepart

ment of the city—nor has he a seat or a Yote tº

either board which compose the Common Council.

All he has the power to do is to make proclamation

to the people when they omit to do right or when
they do wrong—and this is a most delicate duty.
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COMPTROLLER FLAGG.

The Hon. ABRAHAM G. Thompson, Jr., presented

in the House of Assembly of this State, on the 11th

and 13th instant, two Remonstrances against the reduc

tion of the salaries of the State Comptroller and Sec

retary of State, in which was contained an expression of

approbation of the public services of the State Comp

troller. These Remonstrances, &c., are signed by sev

eral of the most distinguished citizens of the city of

New-York. Among the names of the signers is that

of His Honor the Mayor, also several gentlemen who

belong to the Whig party. It must have been gratify

ing to the State Comptroller to receive so flattering a

testimony of the estimation in which his public

services are held by gentlemen who are among the

most respectable and intelligent citizens of the State.

The difficulties which have been experienced in

other States in the payment of the interest of the

public debt has been avoided in the State of New

York by the good management of Comptroller Flagg.

Mr. Thompson, a son of the venerable Jonathan

Thompson, was honored in the presentation of these

memorials, and the State Comptroller was also honored

in this service by the selection of Mr. Thompson.

The fact that a public officer who performs his

duties with ability and firmness of purpose, will re

ceive the approbation of his political opponents is

here demonstrated.

We here give the memorials from the Journal of

Commerce of March 13th.

To the Honorable the Legislature of the State of

New-York :

The undersigned, citizens of the city of New-York,

most respectfully remonstrate against the passage of

the act entitled, “An act to reduce the salaries of the

Secretary of State and Comptroller.”

The undersigned, believe that the duties of the

Secretary of State and Comptroller are of that impor

tance to the people of this State, that men whose

talents qualify them for the performance of the im

portant duties should alone be selected, and such

should receive a fair compensation for their services.

The undersigned take leave most respectfully to

express to your Honorable body their approbation of

the public services of the present Comptroller, and

ask in case any change is made in reference to his

compensation,that the samemay be increased to three

thousand dollars per annum.

And your memorialists, &c.

New-York, March 8, 1845.

Jonathan Thompson, Phillip Hone,

Stephen Allen, James Brown,

G. C. Verplanck, Robert C. Cornell,

John I. Palmer, Abraham Gºgden,

George Newbold, James Boorman,

Saul Alley, Isaac Jones,

Brown, Brothers & Co. John D. Wolfe,

Joseph Sampson, C. V. S. Rosevelt,

H. & D. Parish, John Q. Jones,

F. R. Tillou, David Graham, Jr.

Sol'n. Townsend, Nathaniel Richards,

David Hale, Peter Cooper,

James Harper, John Haggerty,

John I. Coddington, Abraham G. Thompson,

Wm. W. Fox, Jonathan Goodhue,

Charles H. Russell, Burtis Skidmore,

D. S. Kenedy, Geo. Griswold,

Peter Lorrilard, Jr. Wm. B. Astor,

James McBride, S. S. Howland,

Talman J. Waters, Peter Schermerhorn,

Howlands & Aspinwall. Moses H. Grinnel.

JAMES KENT.

In the Commentaries on the Constitution, Mr.

Justice Story, in speaking of that provision of the

Constitution of New-York which limits the judiciary,

and makes the age of 60 a disqualification for the

office of Judge, appends a note which is highly com

plimentary to the distinguished individual whose name

heads this article. The compliment is well deserved,

and the source from which it emanates gives it addi

tional value.

“The limitation of New-York struck from its bench

one of the greatest names that ever adorned it, in the

full possession of his extraordinary powers. I refer

to Mr. Chancellor Kent, to whom the jurisprudence

of New-York owes a debt of grafitude that can never

be repaid. He is at once the compeer of Hardwicke

and Mansfield. Since his removal from the bench,

he has composed his admirable Commentaries, a

work which will survive, as an honor to the country,

long after all the perishable fabrics of our day shall

be buried in oblivion. If he had not thus secured

an enviable fame since his retirement, the public might

have had cause to regret that New-York should have

chosen to disfranchise her best citizens at the time

when their services were most important, and their

judgment most mature.

“Even the age of 70 would have excluded from

the public service some of the greatest minds which

belonged to our country. At eighty, said Mr. Jeffer-.

son, Frankin was the ornament of human nature.—

At eighty Lord Mansfield still possessed in vigor

almost his unrivalled powers. If 70 had been the

limitation of the Constitution of the United States,

the nation would have lost seven years of as brilliant

judicial labors as ever have adorned the annals of

jurisprudence of any country.”

AMBRose SPENcer, is another of the great men.

His gigantic intellect gives to his noble frame a

polish that makes him at the age of about four score

years, a nobleman. Ambrose Spencer was for many

years a Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of this

State, and now, at his advanced age, he has not his

superior in mental qualifications and bodily health

combined, for a high judicial station, in this Republic,

Judge Spencer would make a splendid Ambassa

dor to the Court of St. James. The government would

in such a minister, be honored in their representative.

Johs SAVAGE is another of the great men whom

the tramels of the Constitution have lost to the Bench

of the Supreme Court of this State. An able Judge,

an honest mau. In his retirement upon his planta

tion in Washington Co., he occupies a conspicuous place

in the eyes of a free people. A good man in retire

ment is truly great, and continually acquires new

lustre.

The three ex-Chief Justices of the Supreme Court

now living in retirement, would together form a Bench

unsurpassed in the aggregate of talent and ability in

the habitable globe.

THE TAX BILL.

The New-York County Tax Bill recently passed by

the Legislature, authorises the raising of $1,339.437.06.

This is too much by more than a third of a million of

dollars.
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THE ROTUNDA.

We had no room in our last number for any re

marks upon the Report of the minority of the Special

Committee to which the Mayor's Rotunda Veto was

referred. By this Report it appears that the Rotunda

cost the city, for repairs, $3,523.84, and for the claims

of Mr. Vanderlin, $5,439.48, and that it rented for

1,500 per annum. If the Mechanic's charged as ex

travagantly for their work in repairing the building

as the prices paid for public printing it is no wonder

that the rent was more than all absorbed. We have

given the majority report of the Special Committee.

We dissent from the doctrines of this minority report

and in toto from the conclusions and also from the

mode of blending together the statement of facts on

which the conclusions are based. The appropriation

of $1500.00 for a Court of Sessions should have credit

for the occupancy of that building by the City Courts

for a length of time. The Marine Court held its

sessions in that building. *

The amount paid Mr. Vanderlyn and his creditors

was a large sum, and not for repairs, but for the con

struction of the building.

Persons who erect buildings for rent calculate the

cost of erection as a permanent investment, and do not

call this expense an item of repairs, nor is thisthe mode

of estimate practised by Mr. Blackstone in his own

business.

We give this Report a place, for two reasons, First,

because our readers should hear both sides, and second,

because we entertain great respect for the gentleman

who made this Report. Mr. B. is a most worthy and

excellent citizen, and is by no means the first good

man who has made a great mistake.

REPORT.

“THE UNDERsigs Ed, one of the minority of the

Committee to which was referred the Veto of his

honor the Mayor, of the resolution of the Common

Council appropriating the Rotunda to the use of the

New-York Gallery of the Fine Arts, respectfully

reports—

“That so far as the Veto is founded on the objec

tion that the lease is perpetual, there is a manifest

error, the resolution distinctly declaring that the

occupation of the building is authorised during the

pleasure of the Common Council, and not otherwise,

and such is the understanding of the matter on the

part of the Trustees of the Gallery.

Should the building be needed therefore at any

time for public offices, it is within the power of the

Common Council to terminate the lease and resume

possession of the building.

The ground taken in the veto, that the building

can be let for three or four thousand dollars, is also

deemed extravagant and erroneous.

The city received from four to five hundred dollars

only, for a number of years for the property opposite

the rotunda, occupied for the Harlein railroadſ establish

ment, and never more than four handred dollars per

annum for the large and eligible premises within the

park, occupied by the American Institute, and since

March 1843, has given the Institute the use of it free

from any charge whatever, as they now also do the

Mechanics' Institute in the basement of the City Hall.

The fact also that the building in the Park formerly

called the New-York Institution contains many rooms

unoccupied for offices, and much space that could be

conveniently and cheaplyarranged for public purposes,

and now producing no rent, shows that the expecta

tion of receiving any important amount of income

from the building in the Park, is not sustained by any

former experience.

The community do not expect, and will never permit

the Park to be occupied for stores, manufactories, or

other similar business purposes, and do not rely on

any part of the public grounds, there, either by sale,

or letting for such objects, to pay off the public debt.

“The park has always been used for two purposes,

first for the accommodation of public offices: second,

when not needed for public offices, for the use of

institutions of a public uature.

“Before proceeding to show that the Rotunda is not

needed for public offices, the course of the city for a

long period of years in devoting the public buildings

to the second class of objects will be referred to.—

In the message of Gov. Clinton to the Legislature at

the session of 1818, he thus refers to the building in

the Park. “The principal societies devoted to litera

ture, science, and the arts, in the city of New-York,

have by the liberal patronage of the municipal author

ities, beenº in a spacions and accommodating

editice under the denomination of the New-York Insti

tution. These associations are forming extensive and

invaluable collections of the works of the fine arts,

of our animal, vegetable, and mineral productions

and of works and manuscripts illustrating our civil

ecclesiastical and natural history, our geography,

antiquities, and statistics. They are also zealously

engaged in exploring the extensive field of natural

science, in developing the principles of political philos

ophy, and in exalting the literature of our country.'

“. . Whenever such institutions appear, they are

entitled to the countenance of government, for there

will ever be an intimate and immutable alliance be

tween their advancement, and the glory and prosperity

of the State.” In his message of the succeeding year

he again refers to the “institutions devoted to litera

ture, science and the arts as in every respect entitled

to the public muniticence.” The ground occupied

by the building in question, the Rotunda, was also

devoted to purposes of a similar character; it was

erected on ground heretofore forming a part of a

street, on closing which the Corporation received

about ten thousand dollars more for the land it sold,

than was paid by the city in the proceeding for closing

the street and obtaining the ground, since which time

it has become by the act of 1831, and the subsequent

ordinances, a part of the Park, to remain sacred from

uses not of a public nature.

“The ground thus costing nothing to the city, was

devoted by the city for the purpose of building by

private subscription, and at private expense, the Ro

tunda, as a place for exhibiting works of the fine

arts, and the question for the Corporation to decide

is, what shall now be done with the building at present

unoccupied, in bad repair, and unfit in its present

shape, without an expenditure from four to five thou

sand dollars, to be used at all for the public offices.—

The first question to be considered is, whether it is

required for public offices, and is suitable for them.—

Your Committee cannot suppose that there is any

intention to make any large increase of public offices.

For those already appointed, if abundant provision is

not already made, there are many vacant and unap

propriated rooms in the building in the Park on

Chamber Street, as well the basement as the third

story; and the City Hall, as well the basement, as the

upper part of the centre of the building. These rooms

may be fitted at little expense and used for the public

offices, as they are from time to time wanted, but the

Rotunda cannot be so arranged without very large

expense. It would be nearly, or quite as cheap, to

º up a new building, as to reconstruct the Rotunda

or the public use. On the other hand, for the exhi

bitiºn of works of art, very little besides the side

walls, a floor, and a roof are needed, and as the build

ing is not required for public offices, no hesitation is

felt in recommending the devotion of it during the

pleasure of the Common Council to the use of the

New-York Gallery of Fine Arts.

“In addition to the public objects of that Institu

tion referred to in the report of the Committee on

this subject, in the Board of Aldermen, the works of

Art are to be exhibited on every Saturday to the

children receiving education at the public schools, and

charitable institutions; the schools to be taken in

rotation to visit the exhibition.

Eminent artists have agreed, in the event of the

building being so appropriated, to furnish the Gallery

with paintings, free of charge, to become the property

of the citizens who choose to become members for

life by the paymentof one dollar, to cover its expenses,

and others of our citizens stand ready by contribu

tions of money, to purchase paintings, and employ

artists with the same object.

“No particular person is to be benefitted by the

appropriation of this building to the use asked for.

“No private or selfish end can be gratified by it.

On the contrary the public good is the sole end and

aim of this institution, and should it ever cease to be

wholly public, the Corporation may and should with

draw the use of the building from it. The question

of want of power on the part of the Corporation,

urged after years of experience to the contrary, caunot

be deemed of any force, nor is there any force in the

ebjection, that the Ordinaces pledged the property of

the city to the payment of the public debt, and
authorize its sale. The sale of the Park is not

included within these Ordinances, and will never be

made, while its corporate capacity continue.

“If this great city, with its enormous wealth, its

immense business and activity—filled with strangers

visiting it from all quarters of the world, and making

large expenditures within its limits, is obliged by

mistaken economical views, to prevent an institution

of this character from occupying a building built by

the friends of the Arts, and which cost the city noth

ing, or very little, and to let out the Park for some

business purpose, it has reached a condition greatly

to be deplored.

“Your Committee, therefore, recommend that the

Board adhere to its former resolutions.

Signed,

“W. BLACKSTONE.”

A TWOFOLID MEMIENTO.

At the head of a cove which makes into the land

from the Bay of Narragansett, is a small knoll in which

is the grave of

THOMAS WILLET.

Two small stones with inscriptions upon each, mark

the place where repose the remains of the

FIRST MAYor

of the first city in commercial importance, upon

the newly discovered continent. On one of these

stones is the name, age, and year of sepultre,

of Thomas Willet, and on the other it is recorded that

he was the first Mayor of the City of New-York, and

that he twice attained to that office.

Thomas Willet was born of English parents, was

educated in Holland as a merchant, and emigrated to

America in 1629, and in 1664 and 1665, he was Mayor

of the city of New-York.

MARIN Us WILLET, great grand-son of Thomas Wil

let, was Mayor of the same city, 143 years afterwards.

Rev. S. CHAPIN, of Providence, R. I., came to the

city of New-York in June, 1844, with a letter of in

troduction from the Governor of Rhode Island to the

Mayor of New-York, to communicate to the Execu

tive of this metropolis the fact that the mortal remains

of his earliest predecessor in office lay buried in a

secluded spot near Narraganset Bay, and that the in

scriptions which are upon the stones which mark the

grave, are nearly obliterated by time, and also tendering

his services to the Mayor and Common Council of

New-York to procure the erection of a Monument to

the memory of the First Chief Magistrate of this

Metropolis, the cost of which he estimated at from

$350 to 500. The subject was referred to a special

Committee of the Board of Aldermen, consisting of

Aldermen Drake, Miller and Gale, which committee

reported in favor of the erection of a monument, and

by so doing were greatly honored. The Report was

adopted by the Board and sent to the Board of Assist

ants for concurrence.

The Board of Assistants by a deliberate vote refused

to refer the subject to a committee, and also refused

to concur with the Board of Aldermen.

The thanks of the citizens of the City of New

York are due to the

REV. S. CHAPIN, OF PROVIDENCE, R.I.

for the disinterested and praiseworthy effort to procure

an official expression of remembrance of their ancient

Mayor, from the Government of the greatest city in

population and wealth upon the American Continent.

THE ANNUAL TAX BILL.

The Corporation have applied to the Legislature for
the passage of the annual tax bill, and thesame has been

grated. We shall publish the act in our next. The

bill for taxing the property of strangers has nºt yet

passed the A.ii. and it is hoped that it will not.

The country members do not want to tax their own

produce sent to New-York for sale to support the ex

travagance of the city expenditures.
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LIGHT.

There remains yet to be discovered some easy

method of refracting the rays of artificial light and

thus cause a greater illumination upon the surfaces

which are desired to be made more distinctly visible.

There is no doubt but this can be ultimately accom

plished. I intend in a few weeks to make some ex

eriments upon light, with a view to this end. Nature

as set a copy, and it requires but a careful and per

severing study of this portion of its great volume, to

begin to learn this important lesson. I have been

much instructed in reference to the effect of artificial

light upon space, in my frequent subterranean tours

in the mammoth cave of Kentucky. A person trav

elling in this subterranean mansion with a lighted

flambean in his hand can see but a little way into

thick darkness, but when I took the precaution to

send a guide in advance of me with a lighted torch

in his hand, and one followed in the rear carrying

a lighted taper, the means of dispelling darkness from

a given space was found adequate. This is a wonder

º to go to school, but I found that darkness

is a most extraordinary and wonderful instructor.

THE VALUE OF WATER.

Many years ago I made a trip to the summit of a high

mountain in company with some young mºn, for the

purpose of encamping upon the pinnacle during one

night, that we mightbo enabled to witness the beau

ties of an evening, the splendor of a morning, and the

sweets of night in the quietude of the high atmos

here. Our route lay through a dense forest—the

eat of the day was great, and we became very

thirsty. We found no water in our path, and

suffered excessively for the want of it. We had

some excellent French brandy amongst our stores,

but it was then of no use to us, for it would not quench

thirst. We came to a deep ravine, in which was

some moist earth. This we made into balls, and with

our hands pressed out the little water it contained,

and it gave us some relief. It was to me the most

delicious fluid I ever tasted. We changed our route,

and shortly after came to a little brook, which came

down the mountain from near its summit. This we

drank from, and at once commenced ascending the

heights, which was abundant exercise to produce

copious perspiration. This brook has its origin with

the atmosphere condensed by the refrigerating, rocks

which form the top of this mountain, which lifts its

head among the clouds. What a splendid laboratory

—how delicious the pure water which flows from

such a fountain, and how rich—how charming—how

buoyant the atmosphere which surrounds it. It was

pleasure to drink this pure chrystal flood, and breathe

the pure atmosphere of the higher regions. Nature

here is arrayed in all the stillness of her charms, for

quiet is one of its sublimest harmonies.

S L E E P.

In our paper of the 20th alt, we made some

remarks upon the mystery of sleep. We received a

few days since, a letter from a lady, in which she

remarks as follows:

“Your Gazette of the 20th ultimo, contained much

matter of interest to me. The article upon “Sleep”

was one upon which I particularly dwelt, as it is one

upon which I have thought much as connected with

the philosophy of dreams—for dreams are to me the

poetry of life—and who can explain them Why is

it, that some of the mysterious faculties of the mind

will still keep watch through the darkness and silence,

and lethargy, which settle upon us, and still tell us

we are spirits? And what is the chain, so poetic and

so spiritual, whose mysterious links are wound so

around our being, as to wrap our souls in the many

colored mantles of the ideal and unearthly The

connection between dreams and night is wonderful

and beautiful. One of the great purposes which

night seems to have been intended to answer, is, that

it tends to open to us a wider and inore glorious

region of spiritual realities, than we can discern by

day—for, as the darkness brings the wonders of the

visible heavens to the eye of the astronomer, so does

it bring that fathomless invisible world of wonders to

the mind. assuring it of an immediate existence, when

Sirius and Pleiades shall be blotted from the firma.

* This life was not designed by our Creator to

be wholly a prosaic scene to us, for we have much to

enjoy that is beautiful and poetic in our waking, as

well as in our sleeping dreams. The musings of mem

ory when the spirit looks through the mists of time,

back to the dear wonder-land of childhood, when we

live in airy castles, and in an ideal world of our own

creation; or in the dark midnight when at the touch

of slumber's magic wand we live again among the

scenes of our early days, with the loved and the lost;

still it is poetry, and who can explain its mysteries 1”

C O L D.

On the morning of the 15th of March, I noticed a

body of water upon a flat roof made of zinc which

was covered with ice, and at the same time a body

of water lying upon a stone pavement ten feet below

it, which was not in the least affected by the cold.

The one was exposed to the wind, and the other not.

A thermometer in each of these two positions would

have denoted a difference of temperature at the same
hour

WINTER BIRDS.

On the 11th of March, my winter birds paid me a

visit, and were accompanied by a stranger bird,

resembling in appearance and size the swamp Robin.

I have noticed that birds practice hospitality with a

care that discovers a bright trait in the character of

the feathered race. Birds were tenants of earth ere

man became an inhabitant of this terrestrial surface.

OLEOMETER.

Much enquiry is made as to the accuracy of the

Oleometer as a test of the quality of oil. Catile yield

tallow, and hogs produce ſard, but the quality of the

tallow is dependent both upon climate and food.

Tallow from the tropic contains more stearine and

less elaine, than that from cattle nearer the poles. Hogs

fed upon beach-ºuts produce more elaine, than hogs

fed upon corn. The inelting point of these will be

found to differ in exact proportion as the stearine is

to the elaine, from the general standard, and the

specific gravity is in the same ratio. Oils in a fluid

state, hold substances in suspension, as well as in

solution. . The oil of the Benne sced, compared with

that of the Olive, affords an illustration. I have

laced these two oils on a plate of iron—heated the

iron until the oil was expelled—that which was made

from the benne seed, |. a yarnish on the plate,

while that from the olive left no residium. The

accuracy of the Oleometer, is a matter of great impor

tance, and should be examined with care, before it is

adopted as a standard, to determine the quality of

oil. It is possible that Whales of the same species,

differ less in the quality of the oil produced by each,

than cattle and hogs, but it is not probable. In boring

for salt water atMontezumna, at the depth of 604 feet.

they obtained water testing by the saleometer 100

degrees, or full satiration. When this discovery was

announced, and the specific gravity of the water

stated, we remarked at once in the columns of the

Journal of Commerce, that they were either mistaken

in the quality of the water, or in the figures of the
scale, for cold water would not take up or retain

as much chloride of sodium as they had announced,

and the result of subsequent experiments proved that
we were correct.

PUBLIC PRINTING.

It is a matter of surprise and astonishment, that the

Public Printing is not done by contract. Those who

have had the benefits of the public printing, are vexed

at the discussion of this question, because they hope

to get it again; and thºse who enjoy it are vexed,

because they are unwilling to part with a ſat job. It

is one of the most peruicious seeds of corruption in

the city Government. Let a Committee of Citizens

be appointed to examine the subject, and make a

report to the people, and this practise of paying high

prices will soon vanish as when a statement of

the prices shall be all publi to the people

THE NATIVE PARTY.

The natives have nominated for Aldermen in the

Ninth Ward, the Hon. D. E. Wheeler. Mr. Wheel.

is now a member of the House of Assembly of this

State. They have made a good selection.” Mr. W.

is capable and honest and will be an acquisition to
the Common Council.

Mr. W. E. Dodge, of the house of Phelps, Dodge

& Co., has been nominated by the same party for

Alderman of the Sixteenth Ward. This is a good

nomination. Mr. Dodge is a highly respectable

merchant, a practical business man, and will make a

most excellent member of the Common Council.

Mayor Harper will no doubt receive the support of

the.."business men of the city of all parties.

He has performed the executive duties to the satis

faction of the public and is a most worthy man, as

well as a faithful and independent public officer.

Saul Alley, Esq., has been talked of for the Dem

ocratic candidate for Mayor. Mr. Alley will not

accept of a nomination. Were he to fill the office of

Mayor, we have no doubt he would veto half of the

acts of the common council. If three-fourths of the

acts of the common council for the last ten years had

been treated in the same way, the citizens would

have been better off.

AUCTION DUTIES.

The Resolution offered in the Assembly by the

Hon. Abraham G. Thompson, Jr., on the 11th inst.,

requesting the State Comptroller to report the amount

of duties paid into the State Treasury on sales at

auction has met with a response from that officer.

The aggregate amount of duties from 1798 to 1844

both years inclusive is $7,420,434.93, of which the

city of New-York has received for the Broadway

Hospital, Foreign Poor, &c. $1.482,036,60.

The largest sum paid in duties in one year, was in

1327, $298,589.65, and the largest received of the

duties for city purposes in one year, was in 1816,

$73,703.30.

REDUCTION of DUTIES on SALES AT AUCTION.

A reduction of the rate of duty on sales at auction

would increase the public revenue, and benefit trade.

It is suggested that this dimunition should only appl

to goods sold in original packages. This is recommend

ed on the ground that it involves the same principles

as cheap postage, and the same argument applies to

a reduction of the rates of Toll on the Erie canal,

aud to making the public ferries entirely free.

MEAT SHOPS.

The Board of Aldermen have made a move to

monopolize the sale of meat by permitting only two

pº in each ward to sell this necessary article of

ood. Such kind of regulations belong to the dark

ages, and are discreditable to the Board of Aldermen.

It is ridiculous for the city government to attempt to

put trammels upon trade, Better restrict their own

expenditures for such a measure is imperiously called

for.

APPOINTMENT OF INSPECTORS.

The most ludicrous practice has been for a long

time indulged in by the appointing power in nomina.

ting persons for inspectors, who have no knowledge

of the quality of the article they are called upon to

examine. It is like applying to a shoemaker to mend

a watch. We were some years ago very much

amused in noticing a mistake made by a traveller who

on entering I’ittsburg on horseback found the brute

on which he was riding had lost a shoe, and on

alighting at a public house in the city of smoke and

soot, he accosted a boy that stood near him, and re

quested the boy to ask his master to put a shoe upon

the foot of his horse. The boy replied that his

master was a Merchant Tailor. The smoke in Pitts

burg gives to the countenances and dress of its inhab

tants the appearance which a Blacksmith's employ

ment would in a clear atmosphere.

Persons are appointed inspectors whose occupations

are as much at variance with their new offices as that

of the Tailor is to that of the Farrier. The Govern

ors have in this made a greater mistake than the trav
eller.

RETRENCHMENT A SUBSTITUTE FOR TAX

ATION.

Governor Morton in a message to the Legislature

of Massachusetts, recommended to that body to sub

stitute retrenchment for Taxation.
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MESSAGE OF THE MAYOR.

His Honor Mayor Harper has sent a message to

the Common Council urging that body to take meas

ures to remove the heaps of manure that now lies

piled up on several of the Piers. The Mayor is right

in this. Unless these accumulations are speedily

removed the piers of New-York will soon present the

same celebrity as the island of Ichaboe, which a

Yankee sailor recently denominated the “King of

Dunghills,” and our harbor may become the resort of

the Ichaboe flotilla.

MAYork's Office, NEw-York,

March 17, 1845.

To the Hon. the Common Council :

GENTLEMEN:—Frequent and reiterated complaints

have been made to me of the nuisances existing in

several of the Slips in the lower part of the city,

arising from the immense deposites of manure gather

ed from the streets and left there, and which have

been accumulating for a long time, until the residents

in those neighborhoods have found it necessary to

make their complaints, and demand relief,

So loud, indeed, have these complaints become, of

late, and they are grounded, I think, in so much

justice and reason, that I feel it my duty to call your

attention to the matter, with the confident expectation

that you will take immediate action to remedy the

evil and remove the cause of complaint.

You will allow me to suggest the propriety of pro

curing vessels to convey the manure already accumu

lated, and that which may hereafter be gathered from

our streets, to Randall's Island, where it may be de

posited without giving offence to any one, and dis

posed of at such time and in such manner as the

common council may think proper,

Permit me, gentlemen, to urge the necessity of

immediate action in the premises, both as a matter of

justice to the complainants, and of duty as the con

servators of the health and cleanliness of the city.

Respectfully,

JAMES HARPER.

NOMINATIONS FOR THE COMMON COUNCIL.

The Natives nominated for Aldermen in the Second

Ward, Wm. Gale, Esq. and for Assistant, Wm. Ever

dell, Esq., both worthy and good men. Mr. Tucker

and Mr. Blackstone have been renominated in the

8th Ward, and these gentlemen are also worthy good

men. Aldermen Buuting has been renominated in the

Seventh Ward. He is also a worthy good man. James

Smith, Assistant Aldermen in the 5th Ward has been

nominated for Aldermen of that Ward. Mr. Smith is

a worthy and excellent man. It is proper here to

mention that the Board of Assistants were in session

when the ordinance was passed repealing the Street

patching nuisance which had existed for years a dis

grace to the city and source of annoyance to the citi

zens. The ordinance had passed both boards and was

in the hands of the clerk of the Assistants, when an

application was made by a delegation of the Anti

Assessment Committee to the Clerk of the Common

Council to send the ordinance at once to His Honor

the Mayor at his residence, but the Clerk declined.

The delegation then applied to Assistant Aldermen

James Smith of the 5th Ward, then in his seat, and

requested him to procure the ordinance from the

clerk for the examination of the Mayor. Mr. Smith

obtained the ordinance and delivered it to the delega

tion which had been sent for it by the Mayor. The

Mayor as soon as he had examined the ordinance

promptly endorsed his approval upon it and the dele

tion returned with it to the Hall and delivered it to

§. Smith and he passed it over to the Clerk and by

this act of Mr. Smith it became of force that night.

Alderman GALE, Alderman DRAKE, and Alderinan

Busting, were very active in pressing the .." of

this obnoxious street patching ordinance, and they

each and all deserve great credit for their efforts in

this important matter.

When we shall have learned the names of the other

native candidates, we will publish them. We hope

to be able to announce the name of Edward PRIME

or LokA NAsh as a candidate for Aldermen of the

First Ward. Both of these gentlemen are in favor

of reform, and should make the sacrifice of one

years' services in aid of the government of the city.

Both of these gentlemen are wealthy, and the loss of

the time is therefore no inconvenient pecuniary sacri

fice. Either of these gentlemen will be a great acqui

sition to the Common Council—one is a strong Whig,

and the other equally a strong Democrat, but in the

matter of City reform, both are of the same opinion.

CITY COMPTROLLER'S REPORT.

The Editors of the Journal of Commerce are review

ing the communication relating to the City Comp

troller's Report, published in that paper of the 10th

inst, which communication is in our columns. We

will give their remarks in our next. We perceive

that they refer to an extra allowance made to the

Street commissioner, after midnight on the breaking

up of the last Common Council. This “extra allow

ance," amounted to $2300.00 for extraordinary service.

Mr. Ewen was paid a large salary, and should not

have received a single dollar of this extra pay, but

the Common Council had a sort of precedent for it

inasmuch as the present City Comptroller before

leaving office, in 1843, made a claim upon the Board

of Supervisors for uear $4,000, “extra allowance” for

duties performed in the receipt of Taxes paid volun

tarily to the city Comptroller prior to January 1,

1843, and the committee to whom it was referred,

reported in favor of the claim, but some one of the

Democratic members made objection, saying that

the Receiver of Taxes is paid but $2,000 for a whole

years services, and here was near double that sum, to

be paid for about sile week's services, and to a public
officer who was also in receipt of $2,500 per annum,

besides. The Board reduced the amount of the do

nation to $1000, which was precisely that sum too

much. This wasan actof a Whigcommon council, the

other was the act of a Democratic, or rather, we should

say, Locofoco common council. A strictly democratic

common council would not have done this outrageous

thing. It is due to the present Comptroller to say,

that since he has held that office under the Natives he

has performed the duties of Comptroller and also of

Deputy Comptroller, for the pay of Comptroller,

which is a small compensation for the labor required

to be performed. If the Comptroller should retort

upon the old street department he would make a

smoke that would tingle in the eyes of the old Roost

ers and pensioners in that establishment. The survey

or's bills are an item in the expenditures of that office

which would startle the citizens if they could but see

the aggregate of these mammoth bills.

MEMORIALS TO THE LEGISLATURE.

The Hon. At RAHAM G. Thompson, jr., member of

the house of Assembly from this city has presented in

that house numerous inemorials in relation to Taxes

and Assessments, signed by the most respectable

citizens of the city of New-York, without reference

to party. These memorials have been referred to the

committee on ways and means. We have no doubt

that great efforts will be made by certain persons to

prevent an investigation into the proceedings relative

to the passage of the bill authorising the Corporation

to buy lands for assessments. In 1843, the Corpora

tion of New-York paid the large sum of 1,007.63, for

lobby services at Albany as appear by the city Comp

troller's Report of that year, p. 36. Some of the

same lobby members have been at Albany the present

session, and we were at one time so near one of them

as to be able to see their shadows on the wall.

BOARD of PERMANENTASSESSORS

The County of New-York suffer greatly

for the want ofa permanent Board of Assess

ors of the annual tax. A Board of Assess

ors composed of three members which should

have the supervision of the Ward Assessors

would produce a more equal assessment of

Taxes and bring into the Assessment Rolls

a greater amount of property. This Board

should have the correction of erroneous

taxes and should also have the control of

the list of jurors, and the supervision of the

collection of the fines paid by jurors.

NOMINATIONS FOR THE COMMON

COUNCIL.

The Natives, the Whigs and the Demo

crats have each nearly completed their nom

inations for the Common Council. The

Natives have decidedly the best set of can

didates.

DEMOCRATIC NOMINATION FOR

MAYOR.

Mr. Havermeyer has been nominated as a

candidate for Mayor by the Democratic

Mayoralty Convention. Mr. Havermeyer

is a merchant and highly respectable and

worthy.

THE WATCH AND LAMP TAX.

The expense of the Watch and Lamps

to the amount of $300,000.00 per annum

should be assessed upon the owners and

occupants of buildings, the contents of which

are protected and benefitted by these two

expenditures.

SINGULAR WORM.

During the last summer my little daughter discovered

a singular and very curious worm. Its length was

one inch and a half Its diameter three-fourths of an

inch—its color was light green with a whitish cast,

or semi-illumination. It had fourteen legs, which

were of bright amber color, and transparent. All

over its body there were little oval shaped cocoons

about a sixteenth of an inch long, of pure white, and

having the lustre of the richest satin. This worm

was very inactive and refused food. I placed it in a

box and made observation of it three times every

day, when at length I discovered life in these cocoons,

and occasionally I discovered the end of the cocoon

fly open like a door with a hinge, and a beautiful

little fly would emerge, and after a little time would

take its flight. These flieshadantenealonger than their

bodies, their wings were very brilliant when viewed

under a magnifying glass. One of the cocoons was

broken off from the body of the worm, and the insect

within it died, and I have this insect now preserved.

I have also kept the worm, which is now reduced in

size to less than half an inch in length, is inactive,

and has never taken food. I have several species of

worms or caterpillars in a chrysalis state, and all of

these partook of food before the change, and some

of them eat extravagantly. The caterpillars which I

had in mycabinet in June and July last, passed through

the entire change in fourteen days counting the time

from the period when they first fasten the head to

some solid substance, until that period when they

take the flight of a splendid and beautiful Butterfly.

The period of 48 hours elapses from the time the

glutinous substance exudes from the head of the

worm to the time when it sheds its worm coat, and

becomes a chrysalis, and twelve days from the chrys

alis to the butterfly. On the morning of the fourth

of July I opened my cabinet and found I had eight

beautiful butterflies. It was a lovely morning. The

sun shone in all its splendor, and I at once gave

these beautiful insects the full liberty which is their

birth right, and as I took each upon one of my fingers

and held it in the suns rays it would spread its little

wings, give my finger a last embrace, and hie away

among the sweet and beautiful flowers to pass a

brief period of existence and then pass to another

change.

What a page in the great volume of Nature these

insects open to the view of mortal man-illustrating

a change—yes, a change—not death, but a change

both wonderful and mysterious, yet convincing-no

doubt hangs upon this illustration, nºt even the

shadow of a thought that contains a doubt. The

hated, the despised worm which, is often trodden

under foot, becomes the beautiful, the splendid butter'

fly—full of cheerfillness, and activity—adorned with

colors of the richest hue, spangled with gold almost

too bright to look upon—and when I cºntemplate this
charming insect, floating upon the bosom of the

gentle zephyr, and look back to the wormº;

on the ground I feel instructed, humbled; and yet

feel an emotion arising in the temples of the mind

which gives birth to the homage of adoration.
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REVIEW OF CITY COMPTROLLER'S REPORT.

we give in this number of our paper a review of

the City Comptroller's Report—it was put in type for

our previous number, but was crowded out for want

of room.

This review was written by an ex-officer of the

Corporation, as we are informed. It is a plain and

well expressed document, and although the writer is

one of our most persevering assessment opponents,

still we are glad at any time to quote him on the

right side. The facts stated in this review as to Kept
back bills, have been frequently noticed by us, here

tofore. It is an old practice, and a very bad one, and

it is a pity that the Natives had not reformed this

abuse, for the citizens had rather know the worst

about the City Treasury than to see attempts made to

varnish it over and thus attempt to cover the leaks.-

we sent to the Binder the other day, the City Comp

troller's Reports from 1837, to 1845, both years inclu

sive, to be bound up, and placed in the same volune

Mayor varian's Message to the Common Connel of
May 14, 1839, as a commentary upon these fiscal

documents. We deemed it proper to put the text
and the commentary together. We hal intended to

have re-printed the City Comptroller's Report, but

this review shows that it is so imperfect that we deem

it more useful to our readers to present the review

instead of the Report. The City Comptroller and

the ex-officer of the corporation who penned this

Report, were the gentlemen who attended upon the

Legislature in 1843, to procure the passage ºf an act

authorizing the Corporation to purchase lands which

that very Corporation had procired to be shamefully

assessed. The City Comptroller has labored to make

an argumentative report, to operate upon the minds

of the Tax-paying citizens, as to the economy of the
fiscal department, but this should have been made in

the annual tax bill, by showing that the amount of

the annual Tax is decreased. No argument that con

tradicts the footings of the Tax Bills, will be regard

ed by the people. We have been found fault with

for commenting upon the city fiscal policy; but we

must not heed these complaints. We know no

difference between Democrats, Whigs and Natives.-

The act is the same from whichever party it proceeds.

we speak of public acts, and not the actors—of the
officer and not of the man. It is of no consequence

to the public what party a man hails from, his public

acts are the test, and determine whether he is of

the right party. The Natives, prior to the election of
1844, carried a Banner on which was inscribed “ANT1

Assessment AND REFortM.” This Banner was carried

in the procession got up to celebrate the victory they

achieved over their political opponents. We have

looked for the fruits of this proclamation thus twice

made to the people and have endeavored to publish

them. We found the greater portion in the acts

of Mayor Harper. The city financial department

should be managed by an independent board, whose
opportunity of leisure will afford them time to attend

to the public business. Members of the Common

Council are too much occupied with other duties

to give their attention to finances of the magnitude

to which the city fiscalities have attained to.

The business of the Common Council is all trans

acted at nocturnal sittings, and when it is proposed to

change these to daily sessions, it is objected tº on

the ground that the members have their own affairs

to attend to in the day time. What a commentary

this plea Yes, what a commentary 1. The public

business of this great city cannot be transacted except

when the members have done their own work and

are fatigued enough to be in their beds, instead of

spending half the night in hurrying through important

affairs. Better call into departments competent men

who neither want office nor its patronage. Such men

will reduce the Taxes to one half the present rates.

From the Journal of Commerce of March 10, 1845.

THE CITY COMPTROLLER'S REPORT.

To the Editors of the Journal of Commerce:

Gentlemen: From your remarks in the Journal of

wednesday, upon an extract from the Comptroller's
report in relation to the city expenditures, it would

appear that you were under the impression that “the

decrease of expenditure after the American Republi

eans came into power, compared with the previous

year, was nearly a thousand dollars per day.'

As sush is not the fact, I desire to disabuse your

minds and those of your readers of this erroneous

impression.

in making the comparative Statement shewing this

result, the Comptroller has included in the sum of

$2,336,484 55, which he denominates as the total ex

penditure for the support of the city government, the

payments made upon common schools, the floating

debt, and the interest on the city debt, on which

neither Common Council could exercise any control;

the former being controlled by the Board of Educa

tion, and the two latter being a payment on the

floating debt, and the payment of the annual interest

on the city debt, and are therefore improperly called

expenditures in the sense intended by the Comptroller.

These items will be found in Schedule D, p. 12.

Comptroller's Report. If you will turn to page 60 of

said Report, you will find that the preceding Com

mon Council paid, within the 44 months comprising

their term of the financial year, the instalment of the

floating debt, amounting to $50,000, and $402,803. 16 of

the interest on the city debt, which amounted to

$561,899.86. The present Common Council paying the

balance of said interest within the 74 months, amount

ing to but $159,006.46. These are fixed sums which

must be paid within the financial year, no matter

what Common Council may be in power. No dis

cretion can be exercised in regard to them. Yet the

Comptroller, from the mere circumstance of the pre

vious Common Council's having paid the larger por

tion of the interest on the city debt, together with the

instalment of the floating debt, within a short period

of the year, leaving but a small portion of the inter

est to be paid within a larger portion of the year, in

the time of their successors, has endeavored by draw

ing a comparison between these payments, with

reference to the relative terms of the two Common

Councils, to make it appear that there has been “an

average decrease of expenditure for the support of

the city government, by the present Common Coun

cil, of $98,164.53 and cighty-two hundredths of a cent

per month,” for per “seven and a half months a total

decrease of $736,23 1.03 and sir//-fire hundredths of

a cent.” Now, from the foregoing statement it would

appear, that the “decrease” in the amount of these

payments, was not occasioned by “the present Com

mon Council,” as stated by the Comptroller; but was

produced by the payment under the preceding Com:

mon Council, of the floating debt instalment, and

nearly the entire amount of the interest on the City

debt required to be paid within the financial year.—

It will be perceived, therefore, that these payments

have nothing to do with the action of either Common

Council, in increasing or diminishing the expenditures

of the city. It is of no inportance whether they

were paid in the first or the last of the year, a sum

having been levied in the taxes to meet their precise

amount. The calculation of the Comptroller, there

fore, going to the 82-100 part of a cent, falls to the

ground.

The statement contained in the other extract of the

Comptroller's report, is equally fallacious in its re

sults. The extract is as follows:–

“Total expense of support of the City Government

for the year 1844, deducting the amounts paid on

account of Floating Debt, interest on City iº. and

Common Schools, as will be seen on page 61, is

$1,423,751,65, of which amount there has been ex

bended by the late Common Council in four and a

|. months to May 15th, 1844,-------- $616,643,09

There has been expended by the present

Common &. in seven and a half

months, to December 31st, 1844, ..... 807, 108.56

$1,423,751.65

Expenses four and a half months to May

13th, 1844, by the late Common Coun

cil, $616,643.09; the average expendi

ture per month, is. --------- - - - - - - - - $137,031.79

Expenses seven and a half months to

December 31st, 1844, by the present

Common Council, $807,108.56; the

average expenditure per month is.... 107,614.47

Decrease, - - - - - - $29,417.32

Showing an average decrease of expenditure as per

above, for support of the City Government by present

Common Council, of $29,417.32 per month, being for

seven and a half months, a total decrease of$329,675.93.

The above statement is exclusive of amounts paid

gº Debt, interest on City Debt, and Common

The above statement embraces all the objects of ex

penditure for the support of the City Government

which are subject to be influenced by the action of the

Common Council. The Comptroller, however, in

making the comparison of expenditure between the

late and present Common Council, with reference to

the time of each within the financial year, has based

his comparison upou false premises, and is therefore

entirely fallacious in his conclusions, as I shall endeav

or to show; and if I be in error in any of my state

ments, it will afford me pleasure to be corrected by the

Financial Department

Bills incurred within the last three weeks in Decem

ber are usually thrown over and paid in January, and

February. Consequently the first 4 months of the

late Common Council included the expenses of three

weeks of the preceding year, while the last three

weeks of the succeeding 7 months have been thrown

into January of the present year. It follows, there

fore, that the comparison should be as 54 months to 63

months, instead of as 4% to 74 months assumed by the

Comptroller. On page 61 of Comptroller's report, the

actual expediture inade within the 4 months is set

down at $564,678.84, and the sum of $616,643.09

assumed by the Comptroller as the expenditure within

that period is made up by adding the sum of $51,964.-

25, paid by the present Common Council for expendi

tures said to have been incurred during the preceding

Common Council, by which the 44 months of their

term is made to assume the payments of the succeed

ing fortnight, as well as those of the three weeks pre

ceding that term; while the succeeding 74 months

under the present Common Council, has only been

charged with the amount of the payments actually

made therein, for a portion of the expenses incurred

within the period; the sum of $51,964.25 being de

ducted from the payments made within that time, and

added to the expenditures of the previous 44 months,

while the expenses incurred by the present Common

Council within the 7% mouths, which have been throw

n into the present year, are not included in the sum

stated as the expenditure of the 7 months. I have

personal knowledge of several bills which have been

thrown over from November to Febuary for payment

There is another important element to be taken into

consideration in making a comparative statement of the

expenses of each portion of the financial year. All

the monthly salaries for December are paid in January,

and all the quarterly salaries in February; consequent

ly these salaries should be deducted from the amount

charged to the first 4 months of the year, as having

been paid for what was incurred and due the previous

year, and they should be added to the amount paid

within the last 74 months, as having been thrown over

into the present year for payment. That such is the

fact I think I shall be able to prove pretty clearly from

the Comptroller's report.

The total amount of salaries for twelve months

(Compt. Report p. 12.) is $233,554, 17, of which

amount the previous Common Council paid $104,298.-

66, and the present Common Council but $113,582.40:

whereas the proportion of salaries due to 44 months, as

any one may see by calculation, isonly $37,583, and that

for the succeeding 74 months is $145.97 : showing that

the late Common Council paid $16,715.66 for salaries of

previousyear within the 44 monthsand that the present

Common Council have thrown over for payment in the

present year $32,383.60, which should have been add

ed to the stated expenditure for salaries during the 74

months while the amount over-paid in the previous 4}

months should be deducted from the stated expenditure

for salaries during that period, making a difference in

the item of salaries alone of $49,104.26. Yet the

Comptroller, as if he really did not comprehend the

figures contained in his own report, attributes the

large payments for salaries in the 44 months and the

comparatively small payments for the same in the stic

ceeding 74 inonths, to a reduction made during the

latter by the present Common;Council. On page 83. un

der the head of salaries, he says—“Upon this accºunt

there has been a considerable reduction, as will be

seem by a comparison of the figures.” The total re

duction of salaries made by the present Common

Council, after deducting additions, amounts for the
year to but $5000, commencing frºm the first of June,

which leaves but 7 instead of 74 months. All the

quarterly salaries, being those $1000 in amount and up

wards, and all the monthly, salaries have been thrown

over, as before stated, into the present year for pay

ment; leaving but 4 months of the quarterly salaries

and six months of the monthly salarios to have been
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paid within the 74 months. The average time upon
which the reduction has been made so far as relates to

the figures referred to by the Comptroller, is 5 months,

—the reduction on which would be but little rising

$2000. Yet the Comptroller's statement would make

it appear that the reduction, in the salaries by the

present Common Council, has been at the rate of

upwards of $49,000 per annum.

To prove the position which I have advanced, to

the understanding of the most feeble comprehension,

it is only necessary to go to the “figures” in the

Comptroller's report. For this purpose I will refer

to the salaries in the Street Commissioner's Depart

ment, which have not been altered, (page 51). The

Street Commissioner has paid, prior to 15th May,

$1250; subsequently, $122.28; making a payment to

the Street Commissioner within the 44 months of the

preceding Common Council, of $1372.28, The pay

ment to Street Commissioner for salary during the 74

months succeeding is $1,127.00. The amount of salary

actually to the Street Commissioner for the 44 months,

wasbut $955.61; buttwo months of the quarter of the

previous year having been thrown into that period,

swelled the amount to $1372.28 ; whereas the actual

amount of salary due to the Street Commissioner for

the 74 months preceding was $1544.39,-two months

of the salary amounting to $417.37 having been

thrown over to the present year for payment.--

The same will apply to the salaries of the other officers

of this department, with but one trifling exception, as

will be perceived by the following extracts: The as

sistant Street Commissioner received within the first

4 months $499.99; within the last 7 months $566.09:

first clerk within the first 4, months, $484.40 and wi

in the last74 mouths only $436.04; second clerk; $333,

26 for the first 4 months, and but $3.11.00 for the last 7%

months. Draughtsman and redemption clerk $511.76

first 44 months; $529.09 last 74 months. This salary

was increased $250 from previousyear. Superintendent

of wharves, $419.35 first 4 months, $3.93.35 last 7%

months, and so on with others. This “difference in the

figures” has not been occasioned, as would be supposed,

from the Comptroller's remarks, (page 83.) from a re

duction in the salaries, but from the causes of which

I have given a demonstration : none of these salaries

having been reduced by the present Common Council.

The basis of the Comptroller's comparison of expenditure, in

volves other inaccuracies which may be gleaned from his report;

and although those which have met my ol, servation relating to

the expewditures in the Street Cominissioner's Department are

not large in amount, they are nevertheless important, as show

ing the partial tendency of that report.

The late Street Commissioner on leaving Oſſice, paid into the

Treasury several uſ.”xpended balances on various accounts,

avaouating in aggregate to wowards of $0.900. The Comptroller

credits the expenditures on these accounts, with the balances

thus returned in making up the actual expenditure of the year,

as compared with the previous year ; but gives no credit for

them in comparing the expenditures under the respective Com

man Councils. For instance, ow pºgº. Sº, the Comptroller states,

• Froin the expenditure of $30,583.54 (for Street expenses)

should be deducted the amount of $: 3.36, paid into the

Treasury by the late Street Commissioner.” “This will make

the actual cost for the year $23,500.93.” On pages 45 and 6, in

giving the comparative expenditures under the former and pres
ent Corporations, the expenditure of the former on this account

is stated to be $s,133,43, whereas the sum of $2,375.36, acknowl

edged to have been paid in by the late Street Commissioner,

should have been deducted from it, which would have shown the

actual expenditure to have been but S for the 44 months,

which being added to the sum of $22,747.09, the expenditure

stated to have been made during the 74 months under the pres

ent Corporation, would silow the actual expenditure to have

been $28,509.98 as stated by the Comptroller on page 83.

To what extent similar inaccuracies run through the report,

of course I am unable to judge from the short time I have occu

pied in examining the report; but enºugh has been shown, I
trust, to controvert the statements contained in the extracts to

which I have referred, and that the calculations have been inade

upon false premises, producing results erroneous and unworthy

of credit. -

The cases which I have given are but examples of the inaccu

racies in relation to all the other brawchesºf expenditure,ofwhich

the two sums assumed by the Comptroller for the comparison

are composed. That there are other expenditures made with

in the 7 months, not included in the Comptroller's stateinent of

the expºnditures for that prio!, I refer for proof to the report

of the superintendent of the Alºns-house, Gººge 79 Comptroll

er's Report,) in which it is stated that the bills incurred by the

Alms-house Department, remaining unpaid at the end of the

year, amount to the sum of $19,494; and the same may be safe

ly said of all the other Departinents.

The only correct data upon which to make the comparison of

the expenses of the two Common Councils, would be, to ascer

tain the exact amount of bills paid in the 4} months belonging

to the previous year, and deduct such anyount from the ex

penditure charged by the Comptroller to that period, and the

amount of bills incurred by the present Common Council within

the succeeding 74 months, which has been thrown into the

present year, and add it to the amount charged by the Comp

troller as the expenditure within that period. A wore satis

factory comparison, however, would have been, to have compar

a

ed the expenditures of the present Common Council with those

of their predecessors, during the same period of the previous

year. I have no doubt but that such comparison would be

strongly in favor of the previous Common Council. I have rea

son to believe that an unusual amountof the expenditure of the 73

months ef the present Common Council, hus been thrown into

the present year for payment, not only to favor the comparison

which has been presented to the public in the Comptroller's

report, but to conceal the fact of a large increase of expendi

ture during the year 1844–the same having exceeded the

amount levied for the purpose, $177,115.05, and having exceeded

in a large sum the amount expended the previous year. Where

then is the saving or decrease in the City expenditures, to the

amount of $220,679.92.40-100ths for the seven months, referred

to by the Comptroller Where is the decrease of a thousand

dollars a day ! I submit the following statement made up from

the Comptroller's report. Page 84 gives the information in re

lation to the watch, and lamps and gas, which being deducted

from the sum of $1,423,747.65, given as the total expenditure,

gives the expenditure for the County contingencies as

have stated them. The Comptroller, however, has ºot tated

in his report the amount levied for County contingencies, in

cluding, also, cleaning and repairing streets. This amount for

tunately has been obtained from Doc. No. 20 of the Board of

Supervisors, who made the levy in October last.

-T-isſa.

Expended Excess of

after i. expendi

ing all re- * over

t

Levied.

Watch ...... .........|T$265,000.00 5 §4,320.76

Lamps and Gas.. - 120,887.30, 129,021.87 8,134.51

County Contingencies,

including cleaning and 865,750.24 1,024,400.02,158,649.78

repairing streets . . . . . .

Total for supportºis– - - -

Government . . . . . . . . . . 1.252,637.00, 1,423,751.65.171, 14.05

The importance of this subject to the public must plead my

apology for occupying so much space in your columns. E.

CITY COMPTROLLERS REPORT.

We give in connection with the above review of the

City Comptrollers report, from the Journal of Com

merce of the 10th instant, a reply to this review from

the Journal of Commerce of the 17th inst. It is due

to the city Comptroller, to give both, in the same

number of our paper.

We purpose to post up the pages of the Comptrollers

Report in order that our readers may see for them

selves the items of the Report of 1845 with the

items in the Report of 1843. A comparison of the

two together will demonstrate in what items there is

a difference, barring the accounts and bills kept

back both years past the balancing day. The Coin
- ſ Q- - p

troller's report should state the amount of bills suspend

ed or unaudited at the close of the year.

REPLY.

From the Journal Commerce of March 17, 1845.

CITY COMPTROLLER'S REPORT.

Your correspondent E. has labored hard to bring

distrust upon the Comptroller's annual report, and

talks about “inaccuracies, false premises,” &c., just

as if the Comptroller, in this public document, had

been playing the part of a political partizan, and

would make a report “showing results unworthy of
credit.”

Now this whole matter is very simple. TheComp

troller has made just such a report, and upon the

same principle as former reports, giving a true state

ment of all payments and receipts during the finan

cial year 1844. Had he done what E. desired, he

would have done what no previous Comptrother has

ever done, that is, make the separation between the

last and first days of the year. If any former Comp

troller has ever done this I am not aware of it, and

would thank E. to point out any such case. Certain

I am that no such ū. was done in the report of

1843.

But the great cause of complaint arises from the

fact that he has divided the financial year into two

parts showing thereby that the People have saved

money by their changing their City Rulers, and entrust

ing the management of the affairs of the City to the

American Republican party. He thinks “a more

satisfactory comparison would have been to have

compared the expenditures of the present Common

Council with those of their predecessors during the

same period of the previous year.” Mr. E. has this

done at his hand, so far as it relates to the Alms

House department, where there has been hitherto

the greatest waste and prodigality. He will find his

planadopted inthe Reportofthe Superintendent, pages
78, 79 and 80, and should silmilar results be the con

sequence of adopting the same plan, by the Comp

troller for the other departments, it would prove

quite unpalatable to Mr. E. and his party. This

report shows that the cost of supporting paupers and

risoners 74 months, from 16th May to 31st Decem

er, 1843, by the former administration, was 16 cents

per week more than it cost the corresponding 74

months from 16th May to 31st Dec., 1844, by the

present administration; which amounts to a savin

on 3757 persons, at 16 cents per week, of $601.13

per week, and to $19,536 for 74 months.

It appears by the same report, that it cost the late

Common Council 1023 cents per week, to support

3933 paupers and prisoners from 1st Jan. to| of

May, 1844, which is 28 cents more than it cost the

present administration the residue of the year. Now

I have good reason to believe that there will be all

that difference in favor of the present administration

for the first 4 months in 1845; but will only put

down the same as before, 16 cents per week on

3933 persons, and we have a saving for 4 months or

194 weeks of $12,271, which added to $19,536,

makes the sum of $31,807 saved by the economical

management of the present Commissioners of the

Alms House, the Superintendent and Officers, all of

whom, as I believe deserve credit for bringing about

this result.

There is no escaping this result, for you are taken

on your own ground. Your party is weighed in your

own balance and found wanting. I pin this to your

sleeve for you to look at until after election, and chal

lenge you with fair play to take it off.

If you would like to know how such a result has

been brought about, I will tell you, on condition that

you keep it a profound secret until after election; or

if it gets out, you deny it stoutly in your party papers.

It appears by a late report of the Commissioners of

the Alms House, that it took 551 barrels more flour

to feed 128 less average number of persons, 7 months

of the former administration, than under the present,

which by the rule of loss and gain makes i 102 bar

rels flour wasted in one year, at an average cost of

$4.74, making a loss of $5,223.43; to , which add

$1.46 per barrel on 6,680 bbls, consumed during one

year, being that much over its real value, amounting

to $9,752, and you have the sum of $14,975.48 waste,

and for bad purchasing in one year.

It also appears by the Commissioners’ report, that

with the same number of horses and carts, the former

commissioners paid $114,31 for lighterage and cartage

while the present commissioners paid only $16.25.

The public tables have been abolished at the Alms

House and Penitentiary, which will save from $5,000

to $8,000 per year. There is now a commutation

with most of the officers by which they support them

selves at a stipulated sum, instead of receiving their

support from the City Government. There has been

a contract made to feed the Prisoners at the Peniten

tiary (200) at 64 cents per day. There is a saving in

many other ways, which I have little doubt will equal

$50,000 at the termination of the year.

In the other departments we will give Mr. E. a

few items which he cannot dispute. The Tea Room

which cost the former administration $2,055 in 44

months or at the rate of $6,506 per year, was abolished

by the present Common Council as soon as they came

into power. Carliage hire, which cost under the

former Common Council $946 in 44 months, or at the

ate of $2,522 per year, has cost the present Com

mon Council $110 in 74 months, or at the rate of

$17.8 per year, making a saving of $2,344 for this
item.

The present Common Council have collected of

second hand dealers, for licenses, $1,550, when noth

ing had been collected by the previous Common

Council for a year.

I will ask E. how it happens that, under the head

of sundrics, among the Almshouse items of the former

administration, is put down the sum of $3,182.20 !

This is a large item for sundries, and the people ought

to have a bill of particulars. Will E. also tell us how

it happens that the former Common Council paid

$12,661 for counsel fees and costs in 44 months,

from 1st Jan. to 16th May, 1844, while the present

Common Council have paid only $1,894 * I suppose

that we shall be told that these are hold over bills;

but when I look back into the previous year, 1843, I

find there was paid in that year, $22,353 making the
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enormous sum of $35,219 paid in 164 months for

counsel fees and costs by the former administration,

The truth is, that we the people of this city, have

had a nightmare resting upon us, for years, in relation

to the management of our city affairs, and many have

been heard to say—“it is of no use; we can never hope

for a better state of things.” We have tried a new

party for nearly a year, and without former experi

ence, they have saved us tens of thousands, and, if

continued in power, will no doubt save us still more

in all the departments where it is practicable. In

the Watch, and Lamp, and some other departments,

no party can effect a reduction of expenditure, for

the city is continually increasing.

We say, separate our city government from national

politics; have it understood, we are to vote as we

please without being called to account by party lead

ers, and all will be well; our city will be governed

for the benefit of the citizens, and soon sterotyped

politicians and leaders of cliques will find that

“Othello's occupation's gone.”

TAXATION.

The increase of Taxation is injurious to any politi

cal party, such has been the experience of the world

from the commencement of imposing public burdens

from the earliest periods of these exactions to the

present time. The Mamelukes in Egypt lost their

power by that very measure. The increase of Taxes

enable those in power to be more profuse in public

patronage, but even the increase is not sufficient to

satisfy all their office cºors and operators, and the

discontented soon become the disaffected, and thus

the party is weakened, and besides this, the tax

payers who are very numerons are made sensible by

the presentation of their tax bills, that all is not

right, and they will quietly and uinfluenced by poli

cal preferences cast their votes in favor of a new can

didate who promises to make retrenchment. At the

termination of every election the great majority of

the office-seekers are disappointed, for there is not

offices for one in twenty of the applicants, and thus

disappointment weakens the successful party at the
next election.

EQUAL TAXATION,

President Jackson in his proclamation issued on the

occasion of the nullification doctrines of the State of

South Carolina being put in practice, remarked that

“human ingenuity had never been able to frame a

system of Taxation which operated with perfect

equality.

INCREASE OF TAXATION IS DESTRUCTIVE.

In a speech recently made at a meeting held in

Birmingham, England, before the Anti-Corn-Law

League, by WILLIAM Brows, Esq., of the Commer

cial House of Brown, Shepley & Co., of Liverpool,

some facts were stated by Mr. Brown, which will be

of service to put on record in this land of freedom,

Mr. Brown said: “Let us take warning in time of

the fate of Cadiz, Venice, Augsburg, and other cities

that were once important, and which are now no

more.”

Mr. Brown quoted Lord Chatham, in which he

said:

“Give freedom to Commerce, and lighten the pres.

sure of Taration and you will have no complaining

in your streets.”

Again he says:

“A rigid and efficient system of Retrenchment

enabling us to take off the Taxes upon salt, upon

soap, upon leather,|. iron, and a few other articles

of subsistence, our advantage from position, from coal

mines, and from the skill and energy of our people,

are so considerable, that were it not for unwise laws,

and overstrained Taration, Britain for ages to come

might continue to be the great workshop of the

world.”

AGRICULTURE.

The experienced Agriculturalist is a man of science,

his farm is his laboratory. The employment of the

farmer tends to more real enjoyment than any other

employment, for the the rewards of labor are sure,

and in that proportion that neither stimulates the mind

to excess, nor depresses it to injury.

The farmer from boyhood to old age is a student in

the school of Agriculture and is always a learner.—

The Book of Nature is an unending volume, and its

pages are always open to those who are disposed to

peruse them.

There is abundance to learn and nature is continu

ally making new developements as the wants of the

human family make these needful. The great Treas

ury of Nature is an inexhaustable store.

THE NATIVE PARTY.

The results of the election of Aldermen, and Assist

ants depend upon the quality of the candidates.—

Mr. Jefferson, required as a qualification for public

office, that the person who was to fill the place, should

be both “capable and honest.” The difficulty with

members of the Common Council is, that they are

called upon to perform duties which their experience

has not qualified them to understand, but the greatest

difficulty is, that all important measures are decided

upon by a political “Caucus,” which is the most

incompetent body in existence. A member of the

Board of Aldermen who had notacquired knowledge of

a single note of music. Inight with as much propriety

be called upon to perform the duties of chorister as

some of the duties which are now required of them.

If the democrats nominate their very best men, they

will doubtless carry the election of members of the

Common Council; but if they do not, and the natives

select the best menas candidates, they will undoubtedly

succeed. Mayor Harper will undoubtedly be re-elect

ed, by a large majority, and the Democrats would do

well to nominate him instead of any other candidate.

Dudley Selden, Esq., has been nominated by the

Whigs as their candidate for Mayor. Mr. Selden is

a man of talents, an able lawyer, has been a member

of Congress, and much in public life, is a worthy

citizen, and if elected will no doubt discharge the

duties of the office to the satisfaction of every body.

LAMP POSTS AND LAMPS.

On the north west corner of South and Fulton

Streets is a lamp which should be dismissed from

service. There is a wooden roof built under it, and

the boards of which this roof is made, are an inch

thick, and not transparent. On the north-west corner

of Chamber Street and Broadway, and on the south

west corner of Read Street and Broadway, the lamp

lasses are covered over with awning plates four

inches thick, and 12 inches wide. These are not

transparent On the North West corner of Harrison

and Hudson Streets a hole is cut through a wooden

awning to let the light through. On the north-west

corner of Murray Street and Broadway is a lamp

which is partially obscured by the awning beam, but

a hole is made in this beam sufficiently large to enable

the people at the City Hall to see one side of the

lamp. These are specimens of the want of knowledge

in the use of artificial light, and explaims the why

and wherefore of the largeness of the lamp tax.

RECEIVER OF TAXES.

The amount of Tax in 1845, collected by the Re

ceiver, by voluntary payment, prior to the termina

tion of December 31, 1844, was $881,661.56.

The amount of Tax of 1845, collected from Jan. 1,

1845, to Feb. 15, 1845, by voluntary payment to the

Receiver was $649,484.07.

The amount received from the date of the delivery

of the assessment rolls to Feb. 15, 1845, was $1,531,-

145.63.

The amount assessed for 1845, was as follows:

Watch, - - - - $265,995.72

Lamps, - - - - 120,377.69

Water, - - - - 469,340.40

Schools, - - - - 379,542.00

Streets, - - - - 95,393.01

Mutes and Blind, - - - 2,494.10

County Charges, - - 383,321.05

State Tax, - - - - 259,556.05

$1,981,520. 12

Thus it will be seen that all of the tax but 450,-

374.49 was collected before it fell due, by voluntary

payment, which is the most satisfactory evidence of

the advantage of one office of Receiver for collecting,

over the old system of 17 ward collectors and of

a saving to the Tax payers of more than Forty Thou

sand dollars per annum. This change was made by
the Anti-Assessment Committee, with the aid of the

Hon. Solomon Townsend, who was at that time a

member of the House of Assembly.

THE MILL TAX.

The City Comptroller on page 10 of his Report,

States as follows:

“Amount due State on Mill Tax,

The balance in the Treasury is

stated at, 56,730.03

Warrants outstanding, 65,208.53

8,478.55

The Receiver collected of the Tax

of 1845, prior to the close of

Dec. 31, 1844, $881,661.56.

(Ses page 13 of Comptrollers Re

port.) Of this sum about $120,-

000.00 belonged to the State

Treasury. 120.000.00

281,607.66"

$123,478.55

More than $200,000,00 was due to the State Trens

urer on the first of the present month, which money

had been collected and used by the City Treasury.

and on the next day after our paper was sent to

the City Hall, viz: on the 6th of March, which

contained a paragraph stating thmt the mill tax had

not been paid over—$95,000.00 was deposited to the

credit of the State Treasurer as soon as the Banks

were open.

ROCK MILLS.

Rocks and Sand reduced to powder by mills con

structed for the purpose, will be found by the farmer

a most important means of promoting the growth of

vegetation. These require mixing and a knowledge

of the properties of each is necessary to make the

composition, -

Some rocks are injurious to Vegetables and will

destroy it in the same manner as the pummice of a

cider-mill is seen to do when left upon the surface, or

as sour apples do when left to rot under the trees.

MANURING LANDS.

Farmers who allow the manure destined to be put

upon lands to remain in the barn yards, exposed to

the frost and rains, loose nine-tenths of that which is

useful to vegetation. It should be kept dry and warm

in cellars under barns until required for use.

THE SPIDER.

The Spider is a wonderful insect and of extraordi

nary industry. I have been instructed in watching

the labors of the Spider, and felt humbled by the

teachings of that wonderful insect. From the Spider

man learned the use of the diving bell, for this in

sect fills a ballon with a small volume of atmospheric

air and descends to the bottom of deep water and

rises again at its will.

I have watched the Spider weaving its net with a

skill that surpasses human art and when it was broken

have witnessed the same industry and the same skill

in repairing the injury. Many of the threads of the

Spider are as transparent as the atmosphere, and can

not be seen until the apartment in which thoy are

suspended is filled with fine dust, and the dust adheres

to the invisible thread and this brings it in view.—

During a mountain excursion last October, I found in

some rock specimens I was collecting from the

mountain top, a most beautiful fabric of a spider

and of most exquisite whiteness, and of great lustre.

I was about bringing it away when I descovered a

large spider emerging from it. Finding that it was

his habitation for the winter, I returned, unwilling to

deprive this industrions insect of so beautiful and so

warm a covering, which it had prepared with so much

labor for its winter habitation I have had a spider

as a near neighbor to my writing table for two years,
and have always been careful that no one disturbed

it, for I found profit in the instructiºns of the hated

insect. In the autumn it sheds its old coat and leaves

it altogether and retires to a winter habitation.

-
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TAXTION.—FREE BANKS.–NEW BILLS.

We give below the copy of a Bill brought in by

Senator CoRNING. Mr. Corning is a practical business

man, and it is therefore surprising that he should bring

in a bill in this shape.

IN SENATE, March 4, 1845.

Brought in by Mr. CoastNG, and †. by him,

from the Committee on Banks and Insurance Com

panies.

AN ACT

To amend the act entitled “An act to authorize

the business of Banking.”

The People of the State of New-York, represented

in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

Section 1. Every banking association and individ

ual banker, doing business under the act entitled,

“An act to authorize the business of Banking,” passed

April 18, 1838, and the acts amending the sane, is

hereby declared to be subject to taxation on the

ºof such association or individual banker, inclu

ding the securities deposited with the Comptroller

on obtaining circulating notes, in the same manner

and to the like extent as incorporated banks are liable

to taxation on their capital.

§ 2. It shall be the duty of every such indi

vidual banker, on or before the first day of Septem

ber uext, and annually thereafter to file in the Comp

troller's office, and in the office of the clerk of the

county in which the principal office or place of doing

business of said individual banker is located, a state

inent specifying the whole amount of the capital used

by said individual banker in the transaction of his busi

ness, and also the amount of securities deposited by him

with the Comptroller, the place at which he transacts

his banking business, and also the place of residence of

said inidvidual banker, specifying the town village, or

city, and the particular locality of said office and place

of residence, which statement shall be verfied by the

oath of said individual banker; and for every omission

to file such statement,such individual banker shall be

liable to a penalty of five hundred dollars, to be sued

for and recovered by the Attorney-General inſthe name

of the People of this State, and to be paid over when

recovered, to the Treasurer of the State ; and the

Comptroller shall also in such case proceed to collect

and sell the securities in his office belonging to such

individual banker, and deposited for the purpose of

redeeming the circulating notes furnished to such in

dividual banker, in the same Inanner as if such indi

vidual banker had failed to redeem the circulating

notes issued by him in the manner required by law.

But the Comptroller, on receiving a satisfactory excuse,

may remit said penalty and permit said banker to

continue his business, provided such banker shall

have paid all taxes unpaid on his capital as aforesaid,

in the town village or city, and county in which his

business is transacted, or shall have paid an equiva

lent amount to the proper authority of such town,

village or city, and county, as the case may be, for

the use and benefit thereof. -

§ 3. If the collector or other proper officer of the

town, village, or city, authorized to collect or receive

any tax from any banking association or individual

banker, shall not be paid the amount of such tax

within the time allowed for the collection thereof,

and if no property of such association or banker can

be found by him to satisfy the same, in the manner

required by law, he shall certify such fact to the

county treasurer of the county, who shall report the

same to the Comptroller, and the Comptroller shall

thereupon proceed to collect and sell the securities in

his office, belonging to such association or individual

banker, for the purpose of redeeming the circulating

notes issued by such association or banker, in the

same manner as if such association or banker had

failed to redeem said circulating notes; and if any

º

surplus of said securities remains, after paying said

circulating notes, the Comptroller shall out of the

same pay any tax against said association or banker

remaining unpaid as aforesaid. The said county

treasurer may also, at the time of making said report

to the Comptroller, issue under his hand and seal a

warrant, in the nature and as nearly as may be, in

the form of an execution on a judgment at law in a

civil action, directed to the sheriff of any county in

this State commanding him to collect the amount of

said tax so remaining unpaid, with interest and the

fees of said sheriff, out of the personal property of

said association or individual banker, within the county

of such sheriff, and to pay the amount of said tax,

when collected, to the said county treasurer. The

said execution shall be under the control and direction

of the Supreme Court, in the same manner and to

the same extent as executions in civil actions issued

out of the said supreme court: and the sheriff shall

be liable under the same, and return thereof may be

compelled in the same manner as in cases of execu

tions issued out of said supreme court.

§ 4. In case the securities deposited by any bank

ing association or individual lanker, shall at any time,

in the opinion of the Comptroller, be inadequate

security for the payment of the circulating notes issued
to such association or banker, and shall not be equal

in value to stock of this State bearing five per cent.

interest, to the amount of said circulating notes, the

Comptroller, in addition to the power now vested in

him, shall have the right to requre such association or

banker to deposit additional security in stock of this

State with the Comptroller for such circulating notes,

until such security shall in the judgment of the Comp

troller be fully adequate, or until the same in all shall

be equal to a stock of this State bearing five per cent

interest, to the same amount as the said circulating

notes; and in default of such additional security being

placed in the Comptroller's office within thirty days

after being so required by him, the Comptroller may

proceed to collect and sell the securities of such asso

ciation or individual banker in his hands, in the same

manner as if such association or banker had failed to

redeem their circulating notes according to law.

SPECIAL LEGISLATION.

We give below a Bill for the special taxation of a

certain description of business This bill is object

ionable in its principles, as well as in its provisions.

The practice of putting trammels upon trade, is bad,

and should not be indulged in. Indemnity against

damage and loss by fire, and by the perils of the sea,

should be adequate and full, and it would be far bet

ter for the community that all institutions created for

this end, should be exempt from the burden of

taxation.

This could be accomplished to a great extent, by

requiring all Insurance Companies receiving premi

ums for underwriting to retain the amount of such

premiums until the policies for which these were

received for, had expired. This restriction would

give to the assessed the security which the excess of

business had brought to the company; whereas, a

company doing a large business with a very small

capital, which shoulddivide thereceiptsbefore the expi

ration of the policy the insured might be withoutinsu

rance in case of loss from the inability of the com

pany to pay in consequence of dividing the monies

received before these were earned, as insurance pre

miums are paid in advance,

The object which the Legislature has in view in
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granting charters to Insurance Companies, is to give

to persons who wish to obtain indemnity in case of

loss by fire or storm, the most adequate security, and

not to enable the Insurers to make large dividends.

We have given in our paper of the 17th ult., the

reports of the majority and minority of the Commit

tee on Banks and Insurance Companies of the House

of Assembly, and two pages of valuable statistics, all

of which are very full and conclusive.

The simple and easy way to make the Tax equal

and equitable could be accomplished by repealing the

existing law for taxing incorporated companies and

pass a new act taxing all incorporated companies

and Insurance agencies upon their premiums and in

come, without reference to capital, but if this premi

um is paid out for losses the tax should be abated.—

Foreign agencies should be subject to legislative

supervision, not as to their profits, but as to the secu

rity afforded to the insured by their capital.

TAX UPON INSURANCE AGENCIES.

IN Assembly, February 27, 1845.

Reported by Mr. Edwards, from the Committee on

Banks and Insurance Companies—read twice, and

committed to the committee of the whole.

An Act to increase the tax upon foreign insurance

companies doing business in the cities of New-York

and Brooklyn, and for other purposes.

The People of the State of New-York, represented

in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

Section 1. There shall be paid into the Treasury

of this State, on the first day of February in each

year, by every person who shall act as agent for any

individuals or companies not authorized or incorpora

ted by the laws of this state, to effect insurances

against losses by fire or against marine losses and

risks, in effecting or procuring any insurance or insu

rances on property situate in the cities of New-York

or Brooklyn, or when the owners of such propert

reside in said cities ofNew York and Brooklyn,althoug

such individuals or companies may be incorporated by

other states or countries, the sum of dollars upon

the hundred dollars, and at that rate upon the amount

of all premiums which during the year ending on the

preceding first day of September shall have been re

ceived by such agent, or any other person for him, or

shall have been agreed to be paid for any insurance

effected, or agreed to be effected, or procured by him

as such agent, against loss or injury by fire, or against

marine losses or risks.

§ 2. Every person who shall act as agent for any

individuals or association of individuals or corporation

not incorporated and authorized by the laws of this

state to effect insurances against losses by fire or

marine risks, shall, before any premium is received or

any contract for insurance effected upon any property

in this state, make out and transmit to the comptroller

a statement under the oath of such agent, similar to

the statement required to be made out and transmitted

by moneyed corporations incorporated by this state,

according to the provisions of chapter eighteen, title

two, part one of the Revised Statutes; and shall

make such returns annually at the same time and in

the same manner as is required of companies inco

rated by this state, under the penalty of five hundred

dollars, to be forfeited for the use of the poor of the

...'. where the offence shall be committed, and

shall be collected in the name of the people of this

state by the district attorney of the county where the

offence shall be committed, for the use of the poor
thereof.

§ 3. All acts or parts of acts inconsistent with the

provisions of this act. are hereby repealed,
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FALLS OF NIAGARA.

The greatest cataract on the face of the earth is that

Niagara, and this is now in the bosom of a plain.

The Niagara River is 36 miles in length and connects

the waters of Lake Erie with those of Lake Ontario.

The level of Lake Erie above that of Lake Ontario

is 334 feet, and the level of Lake Ontario above the

title waters at the city of Albany is 231 feet. The

Niagara River is in some places 6 or 7 miles wide,

and in others less than half a mile in width. Grand

Island which divides this river apart of its course above

the falls is 12 miles in length, and seven miles in width

in its widest part. Goat Island divides the River at

the Falls. The Horse Shoe Falls, as the cataract on

the Canadian side is called, is on the westerly side of

Gºat Island, and the American Fallsare on the easterly

side of this Island and these are 60 or 80 rods apart. The

Horse Shoe cataract is 167 feet perpendicular fall,

and the American cataract 158 feet fall. Lake Erie

averages about 120 feet in depth, it is evident there

fore that if the obstructions in the bed of Niag

River were removed that this lake would be entirely

drained. Lake Ontario is on an average four times
the depth of Lake Erie. Goat Island is on an average

forty feet higher than Niagara River above the falls,

and is covered with heavy timber, excepting some
small spots under cultivation as gardens. This

Island is connected with the main ini and the village

of Niagara by a bridge. The bridge is erected across

that branch of Niagara River which forms the Ameri

can cataract and but a few hundred yards above the

precipice over which that portion of the Niagara

falls with such fearful crash. The bridge is over the

rapids and the water passes under it with great velocity.

It was to me a most thrilling journey to pass over it.

The novelty of a bridge in such a place induced me to

enquire how it was possible to construct such a work

in such a current. The plan adopted was to erect a

crane upon the eastern shore and with this the pier

and the first set of string pieces were placed; the crane

was then removed to this pier and the bridge made

that far and the second pier was formed in the same

manner as the first and the residue of the piers were

placed in the rock bottom in the same way until Goat

Island shore was reached. This is a toll bridge.—

The toll for a foot passenger going and returning is

25 cents. My first view of the falls was from the

northern cliffs of Niagara River, near the Clifton

House, from a point nearly opposite the American

Cataract, at this point I was on a level with the sur

face of the water of the River above the fall. The

branch of the Niagara which runs east of Goat Island

falls over the south cliffs into the deep gulf below the

Horse Shoe rapids, and appears at first view more like

anºther river coming in at almosta right angle with the

main stream, than like a branch of the same river. My

second view was from the foot of the cliffs, 160 feet

below my first place of observation, and exactly oppo

site the American fall, and distant from it but a few

hundred yards. This was an interesting spot as was

also the first. Between the rocks I stood upon near

the water's edge and the gigantic precipice over

which a mighty river was falling with a terrific crash,

was an unfathomed gulf presenting an agitated surface

heaved by a boson kept in constant commotion into

which the broken river was plunging with a roar

the reverberations of which shook the cliffs which

were abºve my head and rent the very atmosphere I

breathed with the echoes of the thunders' of the

broken waters.

observed three isolated rocks projecting above the
surface of the water in the river between the northern

shºre on which I stºod, and the perpendicular wall

which formed the gigantic precipice over which that

branch ºf the Niagara which runs east of Goat Islami.

falls. The rock furthest from me, could I have reached

it would have given me a nearer access—to a closer

view of the stipendous cataract directly in front of

my place of observation. About two hours after my
first visit to this part of the river, the rock nearest

the shore was accessable, and I stood upon it for some

time—and in about an hour after, and still later, I

reached the second rock, and in the aſternoon of the

sunº day when 1 crossed the gulf in a row-boat I

ºld have reached the third rock. The river had

fullen five feet during the day. This is a common

.."rrºnce, the cause of which I will notice hereaſter.

"hº view of the great American Cataract from the

"ck at the foot of the northern cliffs, and at but a

*w hundred feet distant, is awfully sublime, and yet
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beautiful beyond description. With a studied calm

ness I looked up and surveyed this wonderful water

fall, but not without emotion—it presented to my

mind an array of magnificence and splendor that no

pen can express. The sun was risen and in its rich

morning dress, decked with summer smiles, the air

was clear and filled with brilliant sunbeams—I was

wrapped in sunshine and breathed an atmosphere

filled with the brilliant rays of the solar orb–Istood

... the fragments of rocks filled with brilliant

chrystals which carpeted a path once the bottom of

the Niagara, which path it had chisseled through a

bed of rock which underlaid the soil of a once ex

tensive plain–I, stood at the base of a gigantic cliff

the rocks of which were hanging above my head and

trembling at the voice of the thunder of this mighty

cataract, which they echoed back with a deafening re

verberation—the face of the majestic river in itsº
of volume was in full view before me on its arrival at

the summit of the gigantic precipice, a point which

it journeyed to with a hurried motion—I saw its depth

of volume when it reached the precipice, the top of

which was 150 feet higher than the rock I stood upon

—in a beauteous green of the softest hue—it fell, and

became a pale—a whitened sheet—a mighty contrast

—it plunged into an unfathomed gulf with a crash

that shook the rocks, but rose again in sparkling

gems of transcendant lustre. Millions of aqueous

Pearls and brilliant aqueous diamonds floated upon

the surface of the Inighty vortex forming a magnificent

casket of unequalled brilliancy, resulting from the

bowing down of the mighty water. Above this boiling

gulf, in aqueous drapery, was suspended the curtains

of a cloud, in graceful and beauteous folds, and on

the surface, and within the body of this ethereal

fabric the rich tints of the solar pºncil were visible

in the colors of the rainbow, that memento of the

promise of Jehovah to all flesh that the world shall

no more be drowned. This cloud with its memora

ble inscription, floated in the thin air, above the agita

ted waters of this mighty river, broken by a fail—

vibrating with the agitation caused by the concussion

produced by the fall of the mighty stream. I had

walked from my lodgings to the foot of the cliffs in

a path bordered by the green grass which was

ornamented with brilliants resulting from the dew of

evening—the green of vegetation intermixed with

these chrystal gems, sparkling with mysterious life,

is a lovely, beauteons and charming contrast, and was

a pretty border for a path to travel in to view the

greatest cataract on earth.

The music of the waters, chaunted in the deep tones

of the aqueous thunders of this mighty river, impress
es the human mind with awe.

The cliffs on the Canada side, opposite the Ameri

can cataract resemble those of the Kentucky River.

I have descended the cliffs of that river in four differ

eut places, and crossed that water course which runs

deep in the bowels of the earth, but have never

measured the height of the cliffs above the surface of

the river, but am inclined to suppose them to be

of greater altitude at some of the crossings than those of

the Niagara. An observer stationed at the foot of the

cliffs opposite the cataract has in view before him a

perpendicular wall of near 160 feet besidesthe depth

of that part of Niagara which runs east of Goat

Island, and besides the base of the precipice which is

covered with a solid column of water of an unſathomed

depth. It is a wonder to look up at, for the top of

it is near two hundred feet higher than the rocks the

observer stands upon, and not more than 1000 feet

from his place of observation, and between him and the

falling river is an unfathomed guif into the lap of

which the great river pours its flood of waters, pro

ducing a concussion which shakes the rock he stands

upon. Here I examined the rocks which lay scatter

el over the narrow margin between the river and the

cliffs and found, in the lowest strata to which I could

get, a beautiful sand stone of greenish cast, mottled

or spotted with red, it was very pretty and when

wet, presented the two colors of a brighter hue and

in greater contrast. This strata is about upon a

level with low water and underlays the cliffs. I had

not the opportunity to examine its depth. It no

doubt once formed the silore of an ancient ocean

swept away by the general deluge and the sand

which formed its shoals became covered by a deposite

of the waters of the deluge to the depth of more

than two hundred feet preserved it from the wet and

it soon became aglutinated with the mineral substances

of the water which were held in solution, and thus

became a strata of rock or shale, I gathered several

specimens of this rock for my cabinet, which are now

the companions of my pen. ... From this place of obser

vation I continued my walk over the broken frag

ments of rock along a cragged, '...' beach, fright

fully narrow, toward the Horse Shoe cataract which

is along side of Table Rock. The path was both

difficult and dangerous to travel, and when I had

reached the most distant point, at which I halted.—

I cast a look above me and saw the overhanging rocks

with their uncertain fastenings and soon retraced my

steps with care, for the rocks I scrambled over were

totterish, and with loose foundations. These rocks

were richly stored with crystals, and I could have

gathered tons of valuable specimens but it was

a frightful place to labor. I saw many stains of blood

upon these rocks which was fresh, but saw no mangled

bodies in the path and could not conjecture from

whence they came. It is probable that some animals

or fowls had passed the cataract, and surviving the

fall had dragged their mangled bodies upon these

rocks to bleed. These status were, comparatively

speaking, numerous. There is danger in travelling

this rugged path beneath the cliffs, where the path is

narrow, and I think the danger great; the loose

rocks which are spread upon the cliffs above. may fall,

the rocks over which the traveller has to clamber

may slip from their foundations, the river sometimes

rises suddenly, several feet,and besides the human mind

is in danger of becoming spell-bound in such a place

as this, for it presents to the stranger visiter an un

tried scene that is thrilling beyond conception.

I made a second visit to the rocks below the northern

cliffs, but did not venture in the narrow margin of

the shore. I brought with me a hammer and clissel

to break the rocks for the purpose of obtaining geo

logical specimens, and tilled my basket in a little

time. In this work I bruised one of my fingers

severely, which became very painful... I was at a loss

to know what to do for the wound, but recollectin

the numerous advertisements in the newspapers o

the virtue of Connell's l’ain Extractor, I went to a

drug store and procured a box, bound up the wºund

in this preparation and obtained immediate relief .

The next place I visited was Table Rock, which

borders the great cataract, and overhangs the might

gulf into which the river plunges with a terrific eras

This rock is rent and I measured the fissure it is

seven inches in width and more than two feet
in depth, it is an uneven and crooked fracture,

and at no distant day will doubtless open and widen

and the rock between the fissure and the outer edge

fall into the unſatlıomed depths of the gulf below.—

I did not pass below the sheet of water for I felt no

ambition to be daring. My object was to see all

that was curious and wonderful, to examine the

various stratas and obtain specimens of each, and

to study this wondrous page of nature with a calm

ness mixed with careful examinations of this locality

with a view to form an opinion of the past, and to

conjecture as to the future in reference to these

mighty waters.

On the surface of Table Rock a hundred feet or more

back from the verge of the terrific gulf over which
it hangs, are little pools of Inuddy water collected lin

the indented places in the rock over which boards

are laid for walking. I slipped upon one of these

boards and got one ſoot into the mid and water, and

was obliged to retrace my steps to my lodgings and

change iny stockings. This rock is made slippery

by the spray arising from the falls and is dangºlis

to walk upon. The timid, as well as the foolishly

bold, will do well to heed their steps when passing

over this dangerous surface. --

At about four o'clock, P.M., we crossed the Nilgº

from the foot of the path of the northernº.

open row-boat, rowed by a colored mº, º ºat a point on the opposite side within "...". º le

edge of the great American Cataract. raoi.

persons crossing constantly, duringº...;
would have tempted me to haveº;º
and thrilling voyage, and as it wº." felt .." ...;

during the whole time I was "...". |.º*
the agitated and boiling gull which was far from being

- had learned well his occu
pleasant, but our boatman titl kill and care

pation, and handled his oaº Wº..." ºn

that was to me a wonder. A musician ºf .
his bow upon the strilºgs of a violin could not have

been more skilled in the use of the fiddle bow than

__ –-
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was this sable boatman in the use of his oars. He

would pause and hold his oars above the water while

the boat was nearing a peculiar current, and then

with a motion quick as thought would ply his oars,

and then pause again, until at length with a studied

motion of the oar he threw the boat on to two skids

which projected into the water like a little railway and

landed us and our baggage in safety at the foot of the

stairs which formed the path we had to ascend to the

top of the southern cliffs of the river. These stairs

are a laborious ascent, but there are several resting

places between the foot and the top, but I woul

advise all persons in feeble health to avoid the labor

and fatigue of the ascent. The weather was hot when

weascended this tedious flight of stairs,and the journey

was oppressive and fatiguing. At one of the resting

places aboutº we were within forty feet of
the cataract and a near view of that falling sheet

of water in the light of the burning sun. It was a

splendid sight. Our baggage was brought up these

stairs by men who followed this kind of labºr as an

occupation. I paid seventy-five cents for taking up

our baggage from the bottom to the top of these stairs,

and the money was fully earned.

Our next business was to proceed with our baggage

to a public house, where we took lodgings. We ex

pected to have been visited by the officers of the

Customs on crossing to the American side, but was

spared this unnecessary visit. Without further delay

we proceeded to the bridge which connects Niagara

Village with Goat Island, and crossed this extraordi

nary structure. The water was running beneath our

feet at a fearful rate and within a few hundred feet

below made a single leap of 158 feet. This was a

thrilling tour! We passed upon this bridge several

Indian Females who were seated upon the plank and

at work with beads in making fancy articles to sell to

visitors. This was a wonderful place to traffic, and

the singularity of the place added to the interest

which the visitor felt in making the purchase. After

reaching Goat Island we proceeded directly to its

western shore in order to have a full view of the

Horse Shoe Falls, the Rapids, and Little Island above

the great and unequalled cataract. Goat island is

heavily, timbered and is profuse in , its growth of

vegetation. It has for its base a rock over which is

a coating of earth, which latter supports the trees and

vegetation which live upon it. . It is a beautiful grove,
and occupies a place exceeded by none other in the

world for beauty and sublimity.

I stood upon the western shore of Goat Island near

the gigantic cataract for some time and with folded

arms surveyed the splendid scenery here presented

to the view of a human being. The air was clear, the

wind was sleeping, the sun was shining in all its glory,

and had reached that position in the western chambers

of the heavens that brought the solar rays in a line

with the summit of the pillar of a cloud which rose

from the broken river, and in this cloud it drew its

bow in lovely colors. What a display of beauty :

sublime, beyond conception. On my right, was a

terrific gulf heaving with dread commotion and almost

beneath my feet, but at a stretch of depth that requi.
red almost a second look to see its surface which

sparkled with countless gems—the pearls'of a broken

river and the aqueous diamonds of this water fall all of

the richest lustre,and as bright andsparkling asapleasant

thought. The roar of the fallen river was deafening,

the reverberation of its thunders shook the ground

on which I stood, and the gigantic trees which spread

their limbs above my head trembled at every crash

of the fallen, water . The birds of the grove were

flying from limb to limb, chaunting their sweet notes

and appeared happy in uniting their lively songs with
the deep toned accents of the thunder of the waters.

On my left, the western branch of the Niagara coursed

its way; a mighty river, filled with crystal waters

hastening with more than a race horse speed to the

brink of a terrific precipice from which it fell into an

unfathomed vortex. In the bed of this river at low

water are projecting rocks which rise above the sur

face, some of which form little islands. A few hun

dred feet above this fall is the island on which a

fellow mortal landed but a few months since—a

miraculous escape from the horrors of the awful gulf

to which he was hastening with a fearful speed. ..In

attempting to cross the Niagara River at a considera

ble distance above the falls he lost one of the oars of

his little boat, and shortly after broke the other oar.

The current bore his little craft swiftly down the

rapids and at length the boat struck upon the little

island a few hundred feet above the Horse Shoe

recipice. What a sensation must have possessed his

som in this trying time. The human mind is rarely

adequate to meet such a crisis, and often becomes a

ruin in the very contemplation of the scene it is re

uired to pass through. Numerous persons on the

shores witnessed the distressing sight but were unable

to render the least assistance, except in the aspirations

of their souls which ascended up on high for the rescue

of a fellow being from a horrid death. He was saved.

In a little time, a boat put off from the Niagara side

above Goat Island, containing but one man. It was

a bold and daring enterprise, and greatnumbers were

assembled to witness the attempt. The man who

thus volunteered to save the lite of a fellow mortal

was an experienced boatman. With his frail craft he

darted across the rapids and landed safely on the little

isle, the man he went to rescue embraced him on

his landing with emotions that can be more easily

imagined than described. The next business was to

return to the main land. By this time the news of

the disaster had reached the ears of the wife of the

man who had been thus cast upon the rocks and she

hastened to the banks of the riverand was a spectator

of this bold attempt to rescue her husband. What

an agony of suffering she must have endured in this

trying moment. The boat put off from the little
island and was in a twinkling in the midst of a fearful

current, but skill and strength were at the same time

exerted by both the navigators, and with an extraordi

mary effort, and the blessings of heaven, they were

enabled to land upon Goat Island in safety. A shout

rent the air—every heart, moved with gratitude and

every breast expanded with emotions too intense for

language to unbosom. What a thrilling spectacle—

no human being could desire to witness it, although it
ended well.

I surveyed this little island as I stood upon Goat

Island with a feeling that I cannot describe, for this

occurrence was but a short time prior to my visit,

and I trembled when I looked into the fearful chasm

over which these two navigators guided their frail

loºrk.

In a view from the western cliffs of Goat Island is

a small building by the side of the Rapids on the

Canada side which covers a burning spring. Water

rises through a fissure in the rock, and with it Car

buretted Hydrogen Gas, which can be ignited by a

lighted taper. I visited this spring in the morning

and examined it with care and also drank a glass of

its water, which has a metalic flavor. The gas when

ignited produces a flame of about 18 inches in heigth

and burns very bright and clear. I regretted that I

had not brought with me a tube containing a piece of

º made of platinum, that I could have ignited

the gas without the use of fire. My opinion is that

an immense body of hydrogen gas rises in the column

of spray from the Horse Shoe Falls, and should I

visit the falls again, I will endeavor to set this column

on fire. The rock which lies next to the soil which

supports the vegetation on Goat Island, is lime stone,

and is about 200 feet in thickness, and this reposes

upon a bed of red and green sand stone. Thisº
stone rock is the obstruction between the waters of

Lake Erie and Lake Ontario, and contains fossils, and

bitumen yielding carbureted hydrogen. . Remove this

strata ofi. stone and Lake Erie would become an

extensive plain or a vast prairie. It is this obstruc

tion which has formed Lake Erie by damming up

the waters of the river until it has flooded the surface

now covered by the waters of that lake. At what

period this embankment was formed we have no

means of determining, but we have means of deter

mining when it did not exist, and therefore we can

approximate toward the fixing of the probable origin

of the falls.

This limestone strata contains animal fossils to the

lowest portion of this formation. Animal life did not

exist until after the creation of the solar orb, therefore

this limestone was formed since the solar system was

put in motion, and long subsequent to the termina

tion of the three periods which preceded that event

and which ended in the introduction of vegetation.

Time commenced with the fourth day of the creation

and animal life which had its beginning in the water,

was introduced on the secondsolar day; from that time

to the termination of the general deluge, a period of

about 1657 years intervened. This was a great length

of time, during which, and almost at its commence

ment a change took place in the face of the earth

from the fall of water from the clouds, for we find it

mentioned in the sacred volume that “the Lord GoD

had not caused it to rain upon the earth, but there

went up a mist from the earth and watered the whole

face of the ground.” We have no account of Rivers

until subsequent to that time, but we have the account

of seas, in'. early period denominated the second

day of creation, which was anterior to the commence

ment of time. We next come to the commencement

of the general deluge, and have in the record of that

event a detailed and particular account of its com

mencement, duration, extent and termination—

from this termination to the present time, a period

of 4191 years, has intervened. The deluge must have

caused a vast and mighty change in the surface of the

earth, for the flow of water shortly after the rain

commenced must have been in tremenduous torrents,

carrying everything before it, and when it had reached

its greatest height a mighty wind was caused to

over it, which must have greatly agitated the surface

on which the water reposed. It is estimated by some

writers that ten thousand years have passed away

since the falls have been receding from the cliffs at

Queenstown to their present location, but such an

estinate is contradicted by the inspired volume, and

any thing which contradicts the scriptures is unworthy
of examination.

In various sections of the world, at the present

day, the absence of rain has continued for a series of

years during which time the water upon the surface,

and that which had been absorbed by the upper

stratas, has been abstracted. This water and moisture

has been transferred to other localities, and saturated

other surfaces, and these effects are seen almost every

year in our own latitude, but to a lesser extent –

During the dry weatherin summer, many local surfaces

which had in the spring and autumn become covered

with water, are left dry and become parched up with

the effects of the solar heat. The i. are subject

no doubt, to the same influences, and also the surfaces

which discharge the waters which fall from the

clouds into these reservoirs. I see no reason why

this particular surface should be exempt from the

effects of evaporation and also from the same inter

missions of rain from the clouds that other places are.

The waters of the Erie Canal are fed by Lake Erie

in the commencement of this artificial stream, and

this water is carried through the various locks down

a descent of 565 feet to the tide water at Albany. If
the locks should be removed the current of water

would soon wear a channel both deep and wide for

the frost would aid it in its excavations, and the beau

tiful Hudson, instead of the St. Lawrence, would be

come the channel for the waters resulting from the

melting of the snow in the high northern latitudes,

and convey these floods to the ocean.

The depression of the surface of the bed of the

Niagara below the present surface of Goat Island, has

undoubtedly depressed the surface of the waters of

Lake Erie, but when we come to compare the broad

surface of the Lake with the narrow channel of

Niagara Riverin its most confined chamel, we must

be convinced that it would require a great length of

time to drain the Lake, unless we allow for an in

creased velocity of current equal to the difference in

the width of surface and depth of volume. I re

marked in the former part of this narrative, that

during one day the river at the falls receded five feet.

I have been informed that it has been known to rise

fifteen feet. . This is produced by the wind blowing

over the surface of Lake Erie and forcing an immense

body of water into the Niagara River.

From the western section of Goat Island nearest

the Horse Shoe Cataract, we proceeded along its

northern shore which is bounded by a frightful preci

ice at the foot of which is a profound gulf of un
athomed depth to the branch of the Niagara which

runs east of Goat Island, and here we had another

new view of the great American fall.

From this point we proceeded along the eastern

border of the Island to the path in which we had

crossed it, and thence to the bridge which we crossed

and reached Niagara Village about sunset. I felt

uneasy in returning on the bridge from the moment

I again set foot upon it until I was safe again on land,

A gentleman who visited the falls but a few days

before us declined crossing this bridge, and the

circumstance was spoken of at the falls as evincing
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in the stranger great timidity. I think the gentleman

discovered great prudence and caution.

It is enough to make one's head giddy to look

down from the bridge into the current running

between the piers of this fabric, especially when a

glance is thrown at the tremendous precipice which

is but a few hundred feet below it. No human being

could stem this current. There is a pretty garden

upon Goat Island and its groves are delightful and

beautiful. I noticed the Sumac of large size, and

numerous forest trees of large growth. The man

drake grows here in great abundance.

I copy from a letter which I addressed to the editor

of the Brooklyn Star, and which was published in

that paper of August 22, 1844, a description of Goat

Island, for the spirit was in me then to write of that

beantiful locality, from the inhaling the atmosphere of

the beauteous grove which borders the great cataract.

Goat Island is, as I before remarked, founded upon

a rock. How long a period of time has elapsed since

it was built, it is impossible to say, but it is evident

from the numerous fossils that are found in the line

stone strata which underlays the soil which supports

its vegetation, that it is far from being primitive.

The strata of soil from decomposed vegetation, sand

&c., is on an average, about twelve feet in thickness,

and in this strata are embedded the roots of the trees

which form the beautiful grove which shade the sur

face. The limestone formation is about two hundred

feet in thickness, and reposes upon a strata of red

sand stone, beautifully spotted with green. A beauti

ful foundation this, for so beautiful a superstructure,

although an inward adorning.

This Island, with the exception of its northern

border, is surrounded by cataracts; and this northern

border overhangs a fathomless gulf, the surface of

which is as brilliant as a casket of pearls, and is in

constant commotion. like the incessant boiling of a

cauldron. The admirer of the grand, sublime, has

here a terrestrial observatory anchored in a cataract

and shaken by a cataract, to stand upon.—He has a

picture drawn by the pencil of mature to gaze upon

—and the music of the waters, the deep toned thun

ders of the cataract to listen to—the sweets of nature.

Nature mingles the sublime with the beautiful.-

What a place this for meditation—for contemplation

. Admiration and delight are the spontaneous effer

vescense of the human breast, in the commingling of

the sublimities and beauties of nature displayed in

the magnificence—the beauty—the loveliness of this

almost enchanted Isle — the soul becomes enraptured

with nature's charms —methinks I could listen to the

deafening peals of the thunder of the tempest, and

survey the brilliant coruscations of the lightnings fire

in its vivid tints, drawn by the electric pencil upon the

sable page of the volume of nature, with emotions of

awe, while listening to the deep toned thunder of the

cataract and surveying the brilliant aqueous gems

which irradiate the agitated surface of the broken

waters of this lovely river and at the same time feel

charmed by the concert for they are the harmonies of

nature.

Silence is a stranger upon this Island—yet notwith

standing, solemnity pervades its atmosphere–sublimity

surrounds it, beauty adorns it, and tranquility finds its

fountain in the harmonies of nature which are consti

tuted of the sublime and the beautiful, in all the sweet

ness of her charms.

I have gazed at the stranger world, the mysterious

guest of our solar system, (in March 1843) and feelings

of admiration and of awe fired my soul and led in

thought onward to contemplate that period when this

earth shall become ignited, its atmosphere expanded,

and thus be forced from its orbit, and with a comet's

speed flying through space, leaving in its path millions

of leagues of brilliant light, the coruscations of its

mighty fire, and passing onward in its course until it

shall arrive within that repulsive circle in which it

shall receive a new impetus, and be thrown into distant

space to revolve and re-revolve, until it shall again

acquire density, and at length resume its original orbit

a new earth—a new creation. Yet this fire shall not

consume, but shall purify and reduce this terrestrial

lobe to its primitive state, but the accumulations upon

its surface since that period when time...

revolving years—shall be changed. I pause

These rocks are shaken by the cataract; and well

may they vibrate when resting upon a liquid base, and

moved by such a force. Up , but a few thousand

feet, is region of perpetual frost, beyond which

that point is not far distant, where all fluids become

solids; but downwards, a point may be estimated,

where all solids become fluids. Upon the surface of

that ocean of liquid fire, floats the foundation of these

mighty cataracts, and a greater or less ebulition of this

liquid mass may expand or depress this terrestrial

surface, and silence or augment the roar of the broken

waters of Niagara.

The terraced gardens of ancient Babylon had doubt

less a thickness of loose earth greater than that upon

this Island, and walls higher than those of the cataract,

and these are wholly blotted out—have become a

blank upon the terrestrial map, and that time will come

when this Island and these Falls will be blotted out

and become extinct. Babylon was the work of art,

and this Island, and these walls the work of nature ;

but the materials of the walls of that ancient city, and

that of the walls which form these cataracts, and

the rock which forms this Island, were all orginally

the same—and that which underlays the table land

which separates Lake Erie from Lake Ontario is of the

same materials, and comparatively speaking, a recent

formation. This barrier removed, and Lake Erie

would become a river, and cease to be a Lake. The

sand stone which underlays this strata was formed

by the retiring waters of a primitive ocean, leaving

the marking of its ebbing tide upon the surface, where

the little pebbles projected above the sand as a record

of its ... This limestone formation which overlays

the sandstone strata may be presumed to be the earthy

matter held in suspension by the waters of the great

deluge, and the depth of this deposite will not be con

sidered too great for one subsidence, when we compare

it with that of the waters of the Mississippi, in the

streets of St. Louis, at two feet deep for one single

flood of but a few days duration.

We need not look for organic remains in the stratum

which formed the earth's crust prior to the first solar

morning, for animal life had not been called into being.

Vegetation preceded the creation of solar light, but

animal life succeeded that event.

Beyond the first solar morning, we have no record

of time, for that morning was its commencement;

but there were three periods of untold duration, which

existed prior to that great event, the first of which

was constituted in part of a primitive evening which

had no beginning.

Except from the page of nature, the history of this

Island and these Falls, beyond two hundred years

ago, is a perfect blank.

There is an impressiveness in all things here which

is powerful; it is the voice of nature speaking to the

inner man. It speaks a language which is universal,

and in the deep toned accents of the thunders of the

Waters.

I stood upon this island border gazing at the brilliant

waters—at the mighty leap of the aqueous fluid–

listening to its deep toned sound as the orb of day

was retiring below the western horizon; solemnity—

deep solemnity pervaded the very atmosphere ere

the curtains of night were drawn around—which

could be seen, and felt, and realized.

There is a difference in the scenery here when

viewed by the light of the rising and that of the

meridian sun, compared with that of the retiring orb,

which shows a mighty contrast. This is in reality, an

isolated spot; the mind here partakes of the locality,

and becomes isolated also, for it becomes absorbed.—

Boston has its “Mount Auburn,” Brooklyn its “Green

wood Cemetery,” Amsterdam, on the Mohawk, its

“unfenced grave-yard,” Rochester its “Mount Hope,”

and Niagara Village can here have “The Cemetery of
the Cataract.”

What a lovely spot this for a place of sepulture, and
it should be devoted to such an use. The island of the

dead would lose none of its charms by such an occupa

tion of the soil. The cataracts would not be lessened

in their attractions, or the rainbows which hang above

the boiling deep, become less beautiful, or the con

tinued reverbrations of the thunder of the waters, less

solemn, but all would be increased in a two fold degree

by such an acquisition.

Mankind are prone to adorn the living, but, alas, are

careless of that dust which is to be clothed upon with

the brightness of the morning star when this earth

shall have become a liquid mass. The untutored

Savage venerates the grave of his kindred, and treads

lightly on the ground where the ashes of his race re

pose, but civilized man º

A few weeks after I visited the falls a young gentle

man from Philadelphia, descended the cliffs under

Table Rock and passed behind the sheet of water

which falls over what is called the Horse Shoeprecipice

—in returning he was missed by the guide and never

was seen afterwards. He fell into the chasm which is

at the side of table rock which is of unfathomed depth

and in constant commotion like the ebultion of a

heated cauldron. A few days after this sad event, a

young lady from Lancaster, Massachusetts, in attempt

ing to gather a flower from the verge of the precipice

opposite the Mnseum, which is on the northern side of

the River, fell over the shelving rocks, uttering a

shriek, and a cry “save me,” and survived but a few

minutes. These two melancholy occurrences were

near together, and will be long remembered at the

falls. Visitors are sometimes ambitious to be bold and

daring, and approach to the very verge of table rock,

which overhangs a fearful gulf. I noticed that several

stranger visitors were anxious to go behind the

sheet of water that falls over the Horse Shoe precipice,

and were anxious to obtain aprinted paper duly signed

certifying to the fact, that the bearer A. B. had

under the falls. This certificate costs a dollar. Oil

cloth and India Rubber dresses are provided at Table

Rock for visitors to pass under the falls.

Danger sometimes has a charm which over stimu

lates the mind and produces mental intoxication. and

it is by no means a rare occurrence—the field of battle

—the battle ship—the duelist—are all witnesses so

strong in this respect, as to leave no doubt of such an

influence. A sad delusion! Death is ill approached

in such a path.

. A motto, true in all its bearings—instructing in all

its principles—that “Piscretion is the better part of

rator,” is often forgotten. or rarely heeded when re

membered. -

CEMETERIES IN CITIES.

We copy from the volume of printed documents of

the Board of Aldermen, volume 5, of the Common

Council of 1838, the following:

CITY INspectors Office,

September 10, 1833.

The undersigned, to whom was referred the annex

ed resolution “To report on the propriety of continu

ing interments within certain limits, and his opinion

of the effect which will be produced on the health

of citizens by interments made in the Marble Cemeto

ries,” respectfully

- REPORTS :

That the matter referred for his consideration, being

of great and vital importance to all large communi

ties, and particularly to this city, on acconnt of its

peculiar location, and the delicate and gloomy associ

ations connected therewith, demand of him a serions

and candid investigation.

Aware of the various opinions entertained of the

propriety of interments in cities, he feels the respon

sibility devolving upon him for his opinions, and had

thought of stating the reasons upon which they are

founded; but they are not called for by the resolu

tion, and therefore will briefly answer—

That he considers the propriety of continuing in

terments within certain limits, as solely dependent

upon a few contingencies. The most prominent of

which, the selection of suitable soil, the dryness or

moisture of the same, holding an important relation

therewith.

The offensive or dangerous effects of the decomposi

tion of dead bodies, being influenced very materially

by such causes, it often happens that dead bodies are

unexpectedly met with after having been interred for

years, with their form and features unchanged, and

no offensiue exhalations arising therefrom. This is

º by the nature of the soil in which they are

Ollittl.

Two necessary agents must be present in the offen

sive change of the dead body, viz. heat and moisture;

if one of them be absent this change does not occur.

The dead are generally deposited in the earth,

where the heat is very uniform, but the dryness and

moisture of the same vary materially.

Therefore, it follows, as the nature of the soil is

so essentially different in distinct parts of this island,

that these circumstances should have their due weight

upon an enquiry of continuing interments within

certain limits.
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In regard to interments within vaults or cemetries,

a custom new to us, but old to the world, the same

importance must attach to the exclusion, however

obtained of one of these agents.

The means taken to prevent the percolation of the

surface water from penetrating into the interior, and

the material of which they are composed, all have an

important bearing upon this question.

The use of vaults for the interment of private fami

lies, requiring only to be ". perhaps once in

five or six years; or vaults for the accommodation of

large numbers, perhaps open most of the time for

the daily interment of bodies, require different de

tails, but tending to the same point.

The enquiry embraces a most important field, re

quiring provision for the annual interment of from 8

to 10,000 bodies at the present time, in a population

of nearly 300,000 people, to be increased in regular

proportion with the growth of the population, and

confined to limits of about eight miles in length, by a

breadth varying from one to three miles; a portion

of it covered with buildings, and of the vacant ground,

probably not one-third of it suitable under any cir

cumstances for interments, even if it were not wanted

for other purposes.

He thinks that much of the difficulty now appa

rently environing us, might be met ...? obviated by

suitable regulations easily made and enforced.

As to the second section of the enquiry—“the

effect which will be produced on the health of citi

zens by interments made in the Marble Cemeteries,”

he answers, that the only two Cemeteries of this kind

he is apprized of in the city, are situated between

Second and Third Streets, the Bowery and Second

Avenue, and between First and Second Avenues.

Their appearance above the ground is meat. The

vaults below, where rest the silent, are dry, and

as far as his observation extends, free from effluvia;

although by the side of those that have been immured

for years, lie bodies that have entered but months or

days since. Care has been taken to select a deep,

sandy and dry soil, and by cementing over the vaults

toº the water from the clouds from penetrating:

aud by the selection of a stone peculiarly drying in

its nature to accomplish these results.

The effects produced have advantages over the

ordinary vaults constructed of brick, and some kinds

of stone. In the arrangements there made, and the

mode in which interments are there conducted, he

does not think there is auything to interfere with the

health of the Citizens.

Respectfully submitted.

HENRY G. DUNNELL,

City Inspector.

STATEMENT IN RELATION TO MARBLE

CEMETERIES.

By E. MERLAM.

On the 29th Angust, 1838, Dr. Francis, an eminent

Physician of the City of New-York, Dr. Fay, and

myself, visited the Marble Cemeteries in this city,

constructed by Perkins Nichols, Esq.

One of these Cemeteries is situate in Second Street,

between the First and Second Avennes. It is enclosed

by a wall, built of marble, laid in lime mortar, twenty

two feet high from the foundation, and two feet thick.

The enclosure is 450 feet in length and 92 feet in

width, and contains 234 vaults. The vaults are beneath

the surface of the ground; are built with marble,

laid in lime mortar, arched over with the same

material; and the outside of the arches are covered

with cement. The floors, doors and shelves are of

the kind of stone known by the name of silver gray

flagging stone, and such as are used for flagging the

sidewalks of some of the streets in our city.

The earth in which these vaults are constructed is

a dry sand, to the depth of forty feet.

We examined these vaults with great care—found

the atmosphere of them comparatively dry, and not

offensive. The roof and sides of the vaults were

dry; the floors, however were damp; but this damp

is easily accounted for, upon philosophical principles.

The temperature of the flagging stone differs from

five to eight degrees from that of the marble, and

consequently the dampness of the atmosphere, (pro

duced by the decomposition of the bodies,) is con

densed upon the surface of the floors; or perhaps

this stone may also possess attractive properties, and

the dampness may be caused in some degree by this

property of the stone,

The coffins were mostly dry; the hinges and screws

but slightly corroded. The bodies were in various

states of decomposition, according to the condition in

which the person was at the time of death. Some

of these the flesh was hard and dry, and others in a

state of decomposition; but the dry atmosphere of

the vaults, caused by the surface water being excluded

º the cement covering, and the chemical properties

of the marble, of which the sides, ends and roof are

made, have had a powerful effect upon the decom

position of the bodies; and retarded, and, to a con

siderable extent, prevented putrefaction.

The Cemetery, situate between the Second Ave

nue and the Bowery is enclosed by a wall of the

same heighth and thickness, and built of the same

materials as the other. It is 250 feet long and 83

feet wide, and contains 156 vaults, constructed of the

same materials; but the ouside of the arches are not

covered with cement. In these vaults we found

stalactites hanging from the roof of the vault, like icicles

from the eaves of a building. These stalactites are

white, and formed of the minute particles of the

marble, and lime mortar, and are caused by the surface

water oozing through the arches. This surface water

arises from rain and snow. The vaults in these two

Cemetries are overlaid with earth to the depth of

severalfeet. Had these vaults been constructed entirely

of marble or limestone, laid in lime mortar, and the

floors covered with a layer, one foot thick, of sand,

previously well dried in the sun; and the rain and

snow water carried off on the surface, in such a

manner as that none of it should be allowed to pene

trate the vaults, the only objection to interments in

thickly populated cities would be removed, and the

dead might be deposited in such vaults without the

least danger to the health of the living. The human

body, placed in such a vault after death, (in a coffin

which should allow the moisture of the body to

escape, and with the lid left open,) would not decom

pose rapidly, but gradually; and unless the corpse

was that of a person very fleshy, or of a person dying

of some peculiar disease, like dropsy, the flesh would

dry and become hard. Limestone and marble possess

very peculiar properties. The dampness which might

settle upon the surface of these stone, in a vault used

for interring human bodies, would form nitrate of

lime, and be precipitated to the bottom of the vault

and be absorbed by the dry sand.

I have seen bodies that had been deposited in lime

stone caves, and the flesh was dried upon the bones

and was hard, and the general features of the person

remained. The nails, hair and teeth were in a per

ſect state of preservation. These caves were perfectly

dry. I have also seen skeletons taken from monnds

which must have lain there for centuries, and these

skeletons were in a good state of preservation. The

mounds were of conical form and high, and the bodies

were several feet abºve the ievel of the surrounding

land. The shape of the mound was such as not to

allow the water, accruing from melted snow or rain,

to penetrete it; consequently, the bodies which it

contained were kept dry, and all the moisture which

they contained drained from then through the sand

below and left them dry.

The Reverend Mr. Stewart, missionary to the

Sandwich Islands, states that he saw a great number

of human bodies, in South America which had for

years been exposed to the open air, above ground,

and they had becomeperfect mummies, in consequence

of the dryness of the atmosphere.

Clark, when he visited Egypt, found the atmos

phere of the brick vaults, in which the dead had been

deposited, offensive; but those constructed of lime

stone were free from smell.

Brick will absorb moisture, and a vault or tomb

made of brick, will not only allow the surface water

from rain and snow, (which, in our latitude, averages

about thirty eight inches annually,) to penetrate,

but will also absorb the moisture of the bodies, and

retain the same in its putrid state unchanged. Take

a brick from a vault in which dead bodies have been

deposited, and pulverize it, lixiviate the powder, and

the lixivium will be found to be putrid and offensive.

Take a piece of marble or limestone, which has been

in a like situation, and treat it in the same manner,

and it will be found to yield nitrate of lime.

The ancients generally used limestone, for con

structing the resting places of the dead, and such was

W. ºrial of the sepulchre of the Saviour of the

Orići,

. in which the body of Joseph was

deposited, was made of limestone, and his bones were

mot removed from it for 150 years, when they were

carried out of Egypt by Moses.

It is important that the burying places of the dead

should be kept dry, that the rains and snow water

should not be allowed to penetrate the ground occu

pied for graves or vaults.

Moisture and heat produce decomposition and putre

faction of both animal and...! The

earth, three feet below the surface, always contains

heat. This is the reason why rain water cisterns,

beneath the surface, do not freeze.

If you cut grass in summer, and expose it to the

dry air, it can be preserved; but suppose you place

it, green, into a damp brick vault, will it not rot?-

But instead of a damp brick vault, suppose you place

it in a dry marble ori. vault, will it not dry.”

Any substance, either animal or vegetable, will putrify

in a damp brick vault.

Objections have often been made to vaults under
churches. They are often constructed of brick, and

are damp; and a church which is drier than the vault

will attract the moisture from the vault and render it

unwholesome. But to limestone or marble vaults,

constructed in the manner here directed, there cannot

be a single well grounded objection urged. Such

vaults might be constructed in any dry sandy soil, in

the most populous city on the earth, without the least
detriment to the health of its inhabitants. Upon the

whole, I consider the Marble Cemetery in Second

Street, nearest the Bowery, as decidedly and in every

respect superior to brick vaults, or vaults constructed

of any other description of stone than the limestone

species, of which the marble is one; and the Cemetery

between the First and Second Avenues, a great im

provement of the first, (inasmuch as the surface water

cannot penetrate the roots ;) and the Cemetery which

Mr. Nichols contemplates building, if built according

to the plan herein detailed, will be entirely unobjec

tionable, and will afford to the living an opportunity

to dispose of the dead in a manner more satisfactory;

and in a way more consistent with the . enlightencă

spirit of the age. Instead of any impediments being

thrown in the way of such an undertaking, every

facility ought to be afforded, to enable him tº accom

lish the work, and be encouraged to continue his

abors. I see no possible objections to, constºn;
this description of vaults above ground, or at least
making them two tiers deep. The lowervaults would

be better protected from water, and the lupper ones

could be made secure from the atmosphere.

These remarks have been written in much haste,

and during the hurry of business; but, in the main,
they contain my full views upon the subject, although

a little more leisure might have enabled me to have

expressed my ideas more clearly.

Very Respectfully,
E. MERIAM.

New-York, September 5, 1838.

STATEMENT

By J. W. F.R.A.Ncis, M. D.

New-York, Sept. 5, 1833.

To PERKIN's Nichols, Esq.

Dear Sir-The statement of Mr. Meriam in relation

to the Marble Cemetries is so ample and so accurate,

as to supersede any further description of them at this

time. I have repeatedly visited the Cemeteries since

their first appropriation to the objects intended, and

am most ready to assert from the nature of the soil in

which they are built; the materials of which they

are composed, and the masterly manner in which they

have been erected, that they are admirably adapted

to secure the great intentions of the prºjector. An

acquaintance with the structure of vaults, and the

manner in which decomposition goes on therein,

derived from very many examinations, for a period

of nearly thirty years, convinces me that the Marble

Cemetries are wholly free from the objections usually

urged against such establishments in populous cities,

and that the evils which are alleged to be caused by

this mode of intermentasgenerally conducted in vaults,

do not apply to those which you have erected. I have

never found any noxious exhalations in the marble

Cemeteries, they seem remarkable for their antiseptic

H. and their preservative powers are evinced

in the extraordinary examples which they afford of

sustaining the state of the physical features of the
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dead so long, and in retarding the progress of those

changes to which dead animal matter is inevitabl

doomed. It would swell this note to a greater.
to assign my reasons and detail the facts upon which

this decision is made up. You may fearlessly declare

to all whom it may concern, that the Marble Cemete

ries and their contents can never be assigned as a

cause of pestilence and death. Most respectfully,

JOHN W. FRANCIS, M.D.

More attention is now being paid to laying out cemeteries,

and 1 have for that reason introduced the three statements

which are above. Doct. FRANCIs, of the city of New-York

who penned the last statement as above, is one of the most dis

tingnished of medical and scientific men of our country.

Some time since, I visited the Greenwood Cemetery on Long

Island, it is about two miles distant from Brooklyn. The

grounds enclosed are quite extensive and handsomely laid out

in avenues and walks, shaded by numerous trees forming beau

tiful groves. A high fence is built around these grounds. I

noticed that the Birds were quite numerous, for here the unfeel

ing sportsman cannot pursue and distress and destroy these

pretty creatures, which here chaunt their sweet notes over the

graves of those who repose in dust. The fence protects the

groves and the birds from the visits of the thoughtless and

cruel gunners.

I noticed several tombs in this garden of graves which are

ornamented. Care should be taken to select that species of

stones for tombs which does not absorb moisture, for where

moisture penetrates, frost will soon follow, and the expansion

by freezing soon destroys the fabric.

Tombs to be durable, should be wholly below the surface and

may be surmounted by an earthen mound to turn off the rain

and snow water.

Death was but little known in our world for the first nine

hundred years, but since the termination of that period the

records of mortality have been abundant.

The Patriarch Abraham, as early as the year 2144, reckoning

from the commencement of solar time, purchased the Cave of

Macpelah for the last resting place of his beloved consort, and

his mortal remains were also conveyed to the same resting place

three years after. Jacob, the father of Joseph, who died in

the solar year 2315, was placed in the same cave. Here we

have a record of one burying place in early time for a period of

171 years. The knowledge possessed by Abraham was derived

from the early inhabitants of the carth. Shem, the son of

Noah was living at the time of the death of Sarah and of her

husband Abraham. Shem lived near four hundred and fifty

years on earth with his ſather Noah, and Noah lived near six

hundred years on earth with his gaandfather Methuselah, and

Methuselah was 242 years old when Adam, the primitive inhabi

tant of earth, died. Abraham therefore possessed that knowl

edge from one of the inhabitants of our race who survived the

deluge, and this individual was near 100 years old when Methu

selah, who had been a neighbor of Adam 242 years, died. This

example of Abraham and his farmily independent of thousands

of other considerations, should have an influence with the

present inhabitants of earth to cause them to have care for the

resting places of the dead. The dust which has worn an

earthly crown is trodden under foot, and that dust which will

be clothed with immortality and eternal life is treated in the

same way. This should not be. What we term death is not an

extinction of life—but a suspension of animation—a sleep—a

rest. The living are careful to provide a habitation while living

and this but for a temporary residence, surely they should be

as careful to select a resting place for those ashes which are to

sleep in dust till the resurrection morning. The graveyard is

a useful place for the living to resort to—a profitable field for

meditation. The records which are chisseled in the rock are

full of instruction and witness to the brevity of time and the

uncertainty of its continuance to him who treads the earth in

which the ashes of the dead repose.

A SLEEP ABOVE THE CLOUDS.

There is a sweetness in a sleep above the clouds

which give a charm to rest, and refreshment to mid

night slumbers.

I have reposed in sweet, quiet, and refreshing sleep

in the quietude of a high atmosphere, upon the moun

tain top, above the clouds.

Such stillness, so profound,--such quiet, so peace

ful and impressive—that it seemed to me that all

nature was at rest.

My pillow was made of the sweet foilage of vege

tation—my couch of the tender branches and leaves

of the mountain wood, and my habitation of the

same material. In such a house and on such a bed it

was a luxury to sleep. The damask drapery of the

palace lacks the sweet aroma of the mountain wood,

with the green branches of which the walls of my

humble habitation were adorned. -

What a pillow this to meditate upon, and what a

place this to meditate—while breathing the air above

the clouds, all producing emotions in the human breast

which no pen can unbosom, no human language can

express.

The solemnity of silence—so impressive—so in

structive, so beautiful—and to be witnessed in an

atmosphere so high as to be relieved from its greater

pressure, in which man, is in reality, and not in fancy,
in another state of existence—for it is in the breath of

man in the language of the pen of inspiration that

he is made a living soul, and the air he breathesis the

very essence of his mortal life.

Night, in the high atmosphere is sublime, and it is

beautiful—the spangled vault of the mighty firma

ment with its myriads of brilliant worlds dotting the

unbounded ocean of space, present to the human

vision a display of magnificence. of splendor, and glory,

far, far beyond the comprehension of the finite mind

—tothe most distant ofthese shining worlds within the

reach of vision thought travels with the speed of the

lightnings fire, for thought is electric, but it finds no

rest in the distant world, its atmosphere is inac

cessible to the mind of man dwelling in the flesh,

for its territories are a blank in the page of human

knowledge. Thought travels back and descends to

the lower terestrial surface which is beneath the dark

volume of the clouds, and these pilesof watery vapor

in which the lightning reposes, it passes, and ºl. a

resting place amid scenes which are familiar.

Sleep, kind messenger to the mortal fraine, comes

gently and quietly to the chambers of the human

mind in these lofty regions and whispers it away,

and occupies its place for a brief space of time, but

departs at the waking hour, leaving a blessing in its

place. How mysterious—how incomprehensible—

how wonderful, and yet a reality—a solemn, beautiful

reality.

In such a place as this it is a pleasure to go to sleep,

—it is pleasure to sleep—for sleep is sweet—it is calm

—it is undisturbed—it is quiet and refeshing.

No terrific dreams come in the midnight sleep of

this pure atmosphere, for the air is full of life and

buoyant and is filled with the sweets of ethereal

fragrance. -

A still higher atmosphere could be reached on

more elevated Inountain summits where sleep would

be more lasting, and so durable that a human bein

who should reach the particular altitude in an ...i

car would doubtless fall asleep and remain in its

embraces until the car descended to a lower atmos

phere where the lungs would become filled with air

of a greater specific gravity.

There are two instances on record that came within

the reach of my observation, where an aeroanaunt fell

asleep in the night time in the higher atmosphere and

awoke, when arriving near the earth. A human

being floating in the air subject to the tossings of the

various currents of the wind would not indulge in

sleep uilless it came unbidden to the chambers of the

mind.

I witnessed the beauties of a charming morning

upon the mountain top, I saw the golden orb as the

terrestrial sphere on which I stood revolved and lifted

me above the shadow of the broad Atlantic which

curtained the eastern sky—I saw the ethereal ocean

of vapor which constituted the clouds which formed

a sable canopy above the heads of those who were

upon the earth's common surface.—Yes, I saw clouds

piled on clouds, far, far beneath me, and these chang

ing continually, and upon their surface rested a flood of

sºlar light as beauteous as it was brilliant. The vast

surface of vapor resembled an ocean of spray crystal

ized by frost, but of such uneven surface that some

ortions appeared like gigantic cataracts, others like

deep ravines and valleys, others assumed the shape of

high hills, extensive plains, terrific precipices, and

overhanging glaziers, and these were continually

changing and presenting different shades of light and

brilliancy in proportion to the depth of their respect

ive volumes.

The high mountain top at midnight in summer, and

also in an early morning hour, is an observatory which

is well worthy the fatigues required to be endured in

the upward and downward journey—it presents a

picture in the great volume of Nature that forms one

of the riches adornings of its pages.

Man, above the clouds, as I have said, is another

being,-his vision is increased in a tenfold ratio, and

his sense of hearing is changed, for there sound has

no echo,-no reveberation strikes the ear.

The wind comes not here in its furious blasts, as

is often noticed on the common surface. Such is the

testimony of the high mountain forests—mute wit

nesses, but nevertheless their evidence is conclusive.

I could not find a single tree upon this high mountain

top uprooted by the storm. The trees are stinted

in growth, twelve feet being the greatest extent of

their altitude, and perhaps allowance should be made

for this in estimating the force of the wind.

WATER SPOUTS.

The Rev. Isaac Anderson, in a letter published in

the Murfreesboro' Telegraph, Tenn., states that on the

evening of the 27th of July last, not less than one

hundred water spouts descended from the clouds

upon Chiloawee mountains, and that the water from

each spout fell with such momentum as to force away

into the earth ten or twelve feet, and tear out a large

channel in its way down the mountain, carrying with

it rocks, trees and roots, and depositing them at the

base of the mountain.—Journal of Commerce, March

21, 1845.

WATER SPOUT IN 1813.

In the summer of 1813, I travelled through Wash

ington County, in this State, on Horseback. The

weather was exceedingly hot. To the left of the

road I was travelling and at several miles distant I

discovered a heavy black cloud hanging over the

Rupert mountains, but no clouds were near me. On

reaching the village of Salem, through which a small

creek runs, I discovered the inhabitants a considerable

distance ahead of me running in great confusion, on

coming to the creek I discovered its banks were

overflowing with a flood of water, fences, hog

pens, chicken-coops, and hay were floating down the

creek which greatly surprised me for no rain had

fallen where I had been travelling during the day.—

On enquiry I found that a cloud had broken upon the

Rupert mountain and discharged so much water as to

produce this sudden and wonderful flood. I heard

no more of this extraordinary water fall until 1837,

when I was speaking of the occurrence to Chief

Justice Savage, and he informed me that he resided

at Salem at the time and recollected the flood and he

had visited the spot upon which the cloud broke, and

that it presented an extraordinary appearance. The

water excavated a large hole in the ground to a con

siderable depth and circumference, and that rocks and

earth were removed by the force of the water to a

considerable distance. Judge Savage also informed

me that before the creek began to rise at Salem

Village, that a man on horseback came down upon
the bank of the creek at full speed, and without hat

or coat, hallooing at the top of his voice thatthe “water

is coming—take care of your fences, take care of

yourselves,” but those who heard and saw him slip.

osed he was crazy, and paid no attention to what

i. had said until the flood came and confirmed his

report. - -

|. the summer of 1810. a cloud broke in ſhººt
time upon the Clarendon mountains, i. Rutland Cº.,

Vermont. The quantity of water discharged was

immense, and... such a flood that the family

jºian pºker, of that town, who resided in a

large two story house upon the lain, were obliged

to retreat from the chamber win*** of the building

which had been floated from its foundation by this
extraordinary water ". Rocks of immense size

were rolled for great c istances by the water, and the

tº rents cut a channel in the earth which remains now

to be seen.
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- BIRDS.

We have here placed on the same page, three

several notices of Birds, copied from the Journal of

Commerce of last month. The first and third of thcse

notices are from the pen of GERARD HALLEck, Esq.,

of New-Haven, Conn., one of the editorsof the

Journal of Commerce.

THE PRETTY BIRDS.

The other day one of the editors of this paper

received from a naval officer, formerly a pupil of |.
who has recently returned from a voyage to South

America and the Mediterranean, 23 birds and a but

terfly, all perched upon one little tree, the body and

branches of which are wound with moss and lichen.

looking as matural as life. The birds comprise 22

varieties, many of them decked with splendid plu

mage, and all in excellent order. Looking at then

from a little distance, a person would expect to hear

them break forth into singing. Much as we were

ratified with this generous token of remembrance

#. an esteemed friend, we could not help regretting

that so many lives should have been taken, and so

many harps silenced, for our sake. But we com

forted ourselves that we were not accessories till after

the fact, and that the same, also, was probably the

case with our friend. And now, as the best amend

we can make to the feathered tribe, we re-publish

the following article, which first made its appearance

in the Boston Courier a year or two ago, and which

we hope will be heeded by every man and boy in

the land.

“God heareth the ravens when they cry.”

SpARE THE BIRDs.—The Courier lately copied an

article on this subject from the New England Far

mer, versus the birds. It certainly has some little ap

pearance of reason, but it is all of the most selfish kind.

The writer may be a philanthropist, so far, at least,

as “ himself and his family” are concerned ; but he

is an antiphilobirdist of the most inveterate class.

His whole argument is, “They eat some of my cher

ries and other fruits, whereas I want every one of

them for my own special enjoyment; ergo, let us

murder all the birds.” This reasoning is not alto

gether conclusive –and besides, it is not very liberal,

hospitable, or humane. He is exceedingly tenacious

of his own rights;–but have not the birds their rights

also I think they have. They may be unwritten

rights; but they are the sacred, original, unalienable

rights of nature.

When God created the earth and its animals, he

provided food for all, and gave them the right of

taking it from his great store house. The trees and

bushes, at his command, bore delicious fruits, suitable

for man and his monkey brethren, and for certain

kinds of birds. They were as much given to the

latter as to the former. But man, assuming the right

of the strongest, has cut down millions of these

trees and bushes, reserving a few for his own special

use. What natural or moral right had he to destroy

the means of sustenance for hundreds of millions of

animals, which God himself had provided for them,

and treely given them The birds not finding their

own proper food in its wild and natural state, now

take it where they can find it; and this too, inno

cently, from the instinct implanted in them by God

himself, and fully believing they have a perfect right

to it. The birds gather this food ignorantly, whereas
man robs the birds of their means of sustenance

knowingly, and with the clear perception that it was

given them by the great Father of all. The birds

might say to mankini, “You take our life, who take

the means whereon we live.” But man is not even

satisfied with this constructive murder: This writer,

who facetiously or ironically signs his name “Justice.”

is for positive, deliberate, bloody murder—for shoot:

ing all the birds in cold blood. He is not satisfied

with robbery and starvation: nothing but the life

blood of the innocents will satisfy him. “Myself

and my family" are all the world to him. They are

so magnified in his microscopic view, that nothing

else in nature is seen : all else is in eclipse.

“He leaves his carriage in the barm and it is defiled

by the swallows.” Then let him shut his barn-doors

and windows; or, if a circulation of air is required,

let him apply lattice-work doors, or something of the

sort. But he complains that another kind of swallows

build in his chimneys. This is easily prevented, by

lacing a coarse wire net-work over the chimney tops.

}. , most of the evils he complains of are easily

prevented. He should consider, that if he, has

treated these little fellow-beings so ill, in robbing

them. and taking away their just rights, he cannot

complain if they retaliate by robbing him ; and surely

he should not grudge a little trouble aud expense in

keeping them off, without killing them.

“The birds sing.” True, he says:–but he had

rather hear “ his family” sing and rejoice, while they

are selfishly eating up All the fruits. Perhaps he

may, but others do not. Other lovers of nature, and

partakers of the delights enjoyed by all animals—the

happiness of all God's creation—prefer the thankful

and joy-inspired songs of the birds, to all the music

of “his family,” however charming the latter may be

to his ears. He is only one in the creation. He

should not arrogate to himself the privilege of making

everything submit to his notions of right and of taste,

and forget that others have equal rights with himself.

If he never thinks of the rights of birds, nor delights

in their songs, let him, notwithstanding, bear in mind

the claims of others of his own race.

He is afraid our legislature will, by and by, make

laws for the protection of birds. Bless his simple

soul, they have already done so. It is a statute crime

now. to kill birds at certain times of the year; and in

some of the other States, it is forbidden to kill certain

birds at any time of the year. I fear Mr. Justice

does not live on the great road, to hear the news:–

or he must be, at least, some twenty years behind

the age. We wish him more light, more cultivation,

more humanity, more philosophy, more consideration

and respect for natural rights, bowels of compassion,

more sympathy with all of God’s animal creation;

and, in addition, a pair of periscopic spectacles, by

means of which he may look ARoux D and to a distance,

beyond the contracted linits of “Myself,” and “My

LIT TI.E. FAMILY.”

“The merciful man (says holy writ) is merciful to

his beast:” and why not to birds ' I suppose the

love and enjoyment of life may be as great in a bird

as a man, and the agonies of death as excruciating.

Even the poor beetle, that we tread upon,

In corporal sufferance feels a pang as great

As when a giant dies.

“Justice” should bear in mind, that when he shoots

a bird, he not only takes the life of that one, but that

it probably has a “family” of three or four, which

are left to starvation, unsheltered from the cold dews

and winds of the night, and from the drenching rain,

suffering the tortures of a protracted death. Let hitn

think of this, and when he is eating the cherries and

strawberries thus preserved for “himself and his

family,” let him imagine his own three or four youngest

children, in an upper room, stripped entirely naked, the

roof and ceiling taken away, exposed to the cold and

the rain, without food or drink, thus lingering, in

prolonged agony for days and nights, till death

relieves thern ; then, with his table loaded with deli

cious fruits, his children around him, and thinking of

the mothers he has murdered, and the sufferings of

their orphan families, let him go to supper with what

appetite he may. MERCY.

March 12. 18ſ.j.

THE BIRDS.

MºssRs. EDITots:—It is said that happiness is

made up of agreeable sensations; that those who

confer such sensations, confer happiness; and that

happiness is the stutt that life is made of. I believe

this, and therefore consider myself much indebted to

you for the publication of an article in your paper to

day in defence of the rights of the BIRDs ; and I

thought that the best way I could repay you would

be in kind, by letting you know the good you have

done,

I believe that man has yet to learn that this beau

tiful creation was not designed for him alone, and

that he will never enjoy that state of happiness of

which he is susceptible, until he learns not only to

respect the rights of his fellows, but those of every

other portion of sensitive existence. As to the extent

of these rights, it would not be proper for me to give

my opinion through the columns of a commercial

paper; but you may, if you please, publish this from

March 12, 1845. STEWART.

THE PRETTy BIRDs.

Compliment RETURNED.—Our readers will remem

ber that we recently published a good article headed

“Spare the Birds;” at the same time expressing a

hope that it would be heeded by every man and bºy

in the land. It was an earnest plea in behalf of the

feathered tribe, based upon their natural rights, their
usefulness in the destruction of insects, the ratifica

tion to the eye afforded by their plumage and motion,

and to the ear by their music. The claims of humaan

ity were also urged. -

This publication was madeon Wednesday morning

last; and in the course of the day it was scattered far

and wide. The joy and gratitude which it diffused

among the birds, may he estimated from the fact that

on the following morning they waited upon the wri

ter's family in a body, at his residence in New-Haven,

—the number present being, as nearly as could be

calculated, from 2500 to 3000. The blue-birds sent

the largest delegation; next, the robins; then the

canker-birds, snow-birds, &c. As it was impossible

for so large a number to be received in person he

greater portion of them very considerately took their

positions on the different trees and fences about the

yard, while a sub-committee of about 250, comprising

say 100 blue-birds, 75 robins, 40 canker-birds, and 35

snow birds, with perhaps small representations from

other tribes, presented themselves near the window

of the sitting-room, most of them gathering around,

upon, or among the branches of a young cedar 25

feet distant; and such a chirping, fluttering, and

cooing.—such pretty colors and motions,—have rarely

been heard and seen before. Not only the sub-com

mittee, but the whole delegation, from every tree and

shrub and picket, raised a grand chorus, such as was

never heard before, nor any thing in comparison to it,

by any who witnessed the celebration. The only

nortifying circumstance is, that the writer was not

present, (otherwise we should probably have a speech

to report.) having been engaged at his usual drudgery

in New-York. The sub-committee were however

entertained in the best manner which circumstances

would permit; an ample repast being provided for

them,-for the cedar was covered§ berries,

which they partook of with an excellent relish, and

appeared to enjoy the interview quite as much as did

their honored guests. It continued for about two

hours; when fearing that they should be burdensome,

they withdrew, but repeated the visit on the following
day, much in the same manner. The robins were

uncommonly large and fat, and in fact the whole dele

gation, and especially the members of the sub-com

mittee, were highly respectable in appearance, as we

have no doubt they were in reality. They have

our best wishes for their continued health and hap.

piness.-March 18, 1842. -

A BEAVER DAM.

In a tour across the plains of Upper Cana

da, between Lake Erie and the head waters

of the River Trent, I was informed that a

large Beaver Dam was within a mile of the

path I was travelling. A kind friend resi

ding in the neighborhood was so obliging as

to offer to go with me to see this work of a

race of animals which are now but little

known among the settlements of white men.

I gladly availed myself of his offer. He

harnessed up a span of horses and attached

them to a strong road wagon with which we

set out. The road was rough and hilly, but

we were prepared for such a path, and

therefore found no difficulty in getting over

the ground. When within a few rods of the

dam we left the wagon and walked to a

pretty little brook which ran through a valley

and there found a dam seven feet in height

and 310 feet in length which had been built

by a little community of Beavers.

The settlers in this neighborhood cut a

channel through the dam and let the water

off, but the dam remains entire with the ex

ception of this opening of about three feet
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wide. The angles of the dam are obtuse,

the locality well chosen, and as much science

displayed in its construction as human in

genuity developes. The Indians had a

great regard for the Beaver on account of

their extraordinary skill. A settlement of

the Onantonaba Indians is within eight

miles of this place. From the top of this

dam I obtained a large piece of fossiliferous

rock resembling in appearance black marble.

This I brought home with me as a relic of

this ruin and as a valuable geological speci

Inen.

I measured the length of this dam, with

the angles, and both together are three hun

dred and ten feet. This dam is seven feet

high at the highest part and when first

erected must have exceeded ten feet. Some

of the largest trees in the forest grow on this

dam. I have inspected most of the ancient

works in the far west, and there are few that

exceed this dam in the skill of construction.

I walked this dam for some minutes, with

feelings of admiration mingled with regret.

Qf admiration at the skill and industry of

the Beaver; and of regret that an animal, pos

sessing such intelligence, should be destroyed

by men who lay claim to be also intelligent.

The Indians, ere the white man came, spared

the Beaver; but since, both the Beaver and the

Indian are fast becoming extinct, and ere

long it will be said of the North American

Indian, in the language of Logan, “that not

a drop of their blood runs in the veins of

any human being.

IBABBOONS.

The Journal of Commerce of the 29th

ult, states thus, “The following paragraph

from Bombay papers are given in the Hong

Kong Register. On the 2d ult., Taukee

wall, a small town on the river Gambia, was

stormed by a column of about two hundred

Babboons, who assailed the natives with

great ferocity, biting, and pelting with sticks

and stones in their attempt to carry off what

provisions they could find in the village.—

The inhabitants made a stout counter assault

with cutlasses and muskets, more deadly

weapons than the monkey's could command.

In a running contest near 100 were captured

and since sold, several are here, and seem

by their antics to have forgot the old cause

of their captivity.”

ELEPHANTS.

A few years since a town in Southern

Africa was attacked in the night time by a

herd of Elephants and nearly destroyed.—

The natives had committed some depreda

tions upon some young elephants and these

animals came in the night time and took

revenge.

Public AUDITOR,

In Boston, all bills paid out of the City

Treasury are audited by an officer specially

appointed for that purpose. In Philadelphia

the accounts are audited by a Board of City

Commissioners, and there should be such a

board in the City of New-York.
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CITY COMPTROLLER'S REPORT. DUTIES OF ALDERMEN.

We have no room for any remarks upon

the city Comptroller's Reports in our pres

ent number, and besides it is so near election

that is an improper time to discuss the City

Financial documents. This Report is not

made up in the old fashioned plain way that

the Comptrollers report for IS30 was made

up. We have both reports before us. That

for 1844 requires to be posted up like the

items of a blotter. It looks very much like

the Report of the Committee on Annual

Taxes of the Board of Supervisors of Sep

tember, last of which 10,000 copies were

ordered to be printed.

ALMS HOUSE BILL.

The Corporation have laid an anchor to

windward in reference to the Alms House

appropriation, by including $350,000 in the

Annual Tax Bill more than will be required

for City purposes, and this Bill the Legisla

ture have already passed, and it has become

a law. Two of the Corporation functiona

ries went to Albany to urge its immediate

passage, and besides the Corporation have a

resident functionary at the Capitol.

THE MILL TAX.

Since our last paper was issued the State

Treasurer has received nearly one hundred

thousand dollars more of the Mill Tax from

the Corporation of New-York which was

collected by the Receiver prior to the 15th of

last February.

The Journal of Commerce contains an

article in relation to the duties of Aldermen

with a schedule of different offices pertain

ing to the same individual functionary which

number 11. The Legislature should require

another duty to be performed by them, which

Aldermen

who never learned a note of music might

with as much propriety be called upon to

play upon the clarionet as to perform some

of the duties now required of them. Alder

dermen should hold no other office but that

of a member of the Common Council. A

Merchant would not entrust the command

of his ship to a man who never studied

navigation, and yet will vote for a man to be

the Judge of a Court who would not pass

the examination which a schoolmaster must

submit to who is a candidate for a teacher in

a village school.

is, to write their own reports.

DISCRIMINATING TOLLS.

Unequal Taxation is unjust, and so are

discriminating tolls, or duties.

CITY GOVERNMENT.

The whole power of the City Goverment

is exercised by the Common Council, and it

is therefore a legislative despotism.
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NEW-YORK STATE CANAL DEBT

By a Report made to the Legislature by the State

Comptroller it appears that the whole amount of

Bonds issued by this State for the various Canals, is

$27,108,122.22 of which amount there has been paid

$6,394,216.64, leaving now outstanding $20,713,905.58

The following is a statement of the Canals and the

amount of the cost of each work:

Erie and Champlain Canals...... ... - $8,079,245.51

Erie Canal enlargement.------------- 9,787,000.00

Oswego Canal, --------------------- 497,000,00

Cayuga and Senaca Canal.----------- 237,000.00

Chemung Canal, ---------- 663,600.58

Crooked Lake Canal ...... 120,000.00

Chenango Canal -------------------- 2,420,000.00

Black River, ----------------------- 1,506,000.00

Genesee Valley Canal, ----------.... 3,739,000.00

Oneida Lake Canal,----------------. 50,000.00

Oneida River improvement, ---------- 69,276.13

$27,103,122.22

The Erie and Champlain Canal Debt has been re

duced to $1,721,724.87. -

The Erie Canal was commenced in 1817 and com

pleted in 1825.

The State Bonds are signed by A. C. Flagg, Comp

troller and countersigned by Jonathan Thompson

President of the Manhattan Company. The transfer

office is kept at the Manhattan Bank in the city of

New-York.

The interest on the state debt is paid quarterly and

more than a third of a million of dollars of this inter

est is paid annually to a single banking house in Wall

Street, the oldest firm of bankers in the city.

The Comptroller states that $3,592,039.05 of the auc

tion duties, paid by the auctioneers in the city of

New-York, has been applied to the construction of

the Erie and Champlain Canals. This duty comes

ultimately out of the consumer, and therefore the

Erie and Champlain Canals have been made by citi

zens of other states uniting with those of New-York

who have been the purchasers of goods sold at auction.

Up to the first ..]". 1845, there has been

paid into the State Treasury as a duty upon Onondago

Salt consumed within and without this State upwards

of three millions of dollars, which money has mostl

been applied to the construction of the Erie *

Champlain Canals.

NEW-YORK CITY STOCKS.

Amount on interest.

5 per cent stocks of 1820 and

1829, due 1850 250,000 12,500.00

Public building stock 1856 515,000 25,750.00

Fire Loan stock 1851 500,000 25,000.00

Fire Indemnity Stock 1868 375,088 18,754.00

5 and 6 floating funded do. 1848 200,000 11,000.00

Water Loan Stock 1858 3,000,000 150,000.00

… . . . . 1860 2,500,000 125,000.00

... it is 1870 3,000,000 150,000.00

* * * * * * 1880 978,354 48,917.70

-- -- -- 1847 120,305 8,421.35

… it -- 1852 890,207 62,314.49

-- -- -- 1857 989,488 69,264.16

4, 5 and 6 temporary water

loan before 1847 1,153,544 69,512.64

14,476,936 776,434.74

There is in addition to the above sum, a temporary

i. indebtedness amounting to near two millions of

ollars.

There are no records kept of the City Bonds either

in the office of the Mayor of the City, or in the office

of the Clerk of the Common Council, and both these

officers sign these Bonds. This is all wrong. All

Bonds issued should be recorded in the office of

each officer who signs these obligations,

NEw-York, APRIL 23, 1845.

THE HUDSON –MOUNTAIN GAP.

During the month of October, 1844, we made a

eological excursion among the mountains of Rock

d and Orange counties, during which we wisited

the top of the Dunderburgh mountain. . It was a

beautiful morning when we were upon that height,

and here we had a fair view of a portion of the

Hudson River, and of the Steamers and vessels

passing through the narrow strait between the two

mountains, through which the tides of the great

Atlantic ebb and flow. We ascended a stunted tree

and seated ourselves upon its expanded branches,

and looked down into the chasm!. the rocky

precipice, but not without emotion. It is a wondrous

place and the view here presented to the beholder

was a rich reward for thelabor of climbing this terres

trial observatory. In no place thatwe have ever been

have we seen such a wonder as is here presented,—

a mountain rent to give passage to the ocean's tides.

What convulsion has rent this mountain range human

records afford no information, but we have the record of

the rocks and these mute witnesses give evidence of

internal fire which has heaved the base of these

mountain ranges. We found on the top of Dunder

burgh a stone weighing about two pounds which on

examination proved to be pummice stone, and we

treasured it up as a valuable geological specimen.

The steamers, we have said, pass through this narrow

strait which is walled up on each side to the height

of one thousand feet with solid rock. It is bounded

by precipices and its volume of wateris an unfathomed

gulf. The wind in passing through this narrow path

is compressed into so narrow a limit as to increase its

force, and woe, woe to the steamer which is wrecked

here unprovided with life boats. The slurieks of the

affrighted passengers would reverberate from rock to

rock and echo among the cliffs of these adamantine

walls while time should last, and every whistling

wind would bear on its wings the heart inoving

sound.

I am unable to account for the depth of water in the

chasm between the Dunderberg and and Break Neck

mountains. I have not examined the hydrography of

the surface to the north of these mountains to enable

me to determine if here was once a water fall, the

falling water of which has chisselled out this vast

chasm, but it is evident to my mind that some power

ful force must have wrought this deep excavation.—

The river below this race is not so deep. If it had

been the effect of the wear from the falling water it

would be reasonable to suppose that in the course of

time the earthy matter held by the water in suspension

during freshets wouldprecipitate and fillup these deep

indentations, but such is not the fact, this chasm

was originally the result of fire, there may be some

active current of subterranean gases which prevent

the bottom from becoming covered with new accumu

lations, or there may bestratasbeneath the rocks which

form the mountains base through which the waters of

the distant surfaces find an outlet.

The rocks which form these mountains are granitic

andofvarious proportions of composition, and it is more

than probable that magnesia and limestone stratas

underlay them, for both lime stone and magnesia rocks

crop out but a short distance below, and the water

which rises from under these heights is impregnated

with lime, magnesia and common salt.

The top of Dunderburg affords the most splendid

site for a public house for summer resort that is to be

found upon the Hudson and can be reached by a car

riage road. It is but about 46 miles from New-York.

LIGHTNING.

The brig Corsair bound from New-Castle, England

to New-York, put in Halifax in distress. She had

been out 34 days. On the 18th of March she was

struck with lightning, two of the crew were instantly

killed, and two are seriously injured, and are now sick.

Three lightning wires costing a dollar each would

have protected this ship and her crew,

[Vol. I....No. 33

THE STEAMER SWALLOW.

This race horse of the waters has become a wreck,

and the rock on which she foundered has been made

a gravestone in the bosom of the Hudson, and although

unlettered, presents a record which makes it a monu

ment of death—a monument which casts an addi

tional shade upon the atmosphere of this locality in

the mournful history which enshrouds it.

Upon this rock, when mantled with darkness and

surrounded by the commotions of a cold and chilling

storm, the Swallow, loaded down with human beings,

made an awful shipwreck.

A terrific catastrophe, this, to chronicle, a painful

scene to narrate upon paper,and to contemplate even at

this distance, but to those who participated in its trials

and its agonies, it was one of awful moment, for death

was riding on the storm mantled in the robes of

darkness.

The human mind is inadequate to the crisis which

the passengers were here in an unexpected moment

summoned to meet. Man in the hour of danger and of

trial, is a frail being, and at best in such a scene but a

child in the exercise of judgment.

The sacrifice of human life was great—but the

wonder is that it was not greater, for the confusion

must have been awful, and this added to the ignorance

of the cause of the disaster, and the fear of the des.

truction of the steam boilers, superadding the horrors

of fire to the perils of the deep, was enough to unman

the stoutest heart and to unsettle the strongest mind.

* We have had much opportunity of knowing some

thing about the North River Steamers having passed

up and down that river a very great number of times.

During the spring of 1844 we were upon the river

thirteen nights out of fifteen, and have become fully

satisfied that there has been a culpable negligence in

reference to a supply of small boats by the owners

of these steamers.

There is not a LIFE BOAT on a

Steamer upon the Hudson River.

It cannot be expected that passengers will be calm

in case of accident. Persons who are strangers on

the river do not and cannot know of its localities,

will feel alarmed, and those who are acquainted with

the North River know that its waters in some places

are of vast depth and will feel equally alarmed unless

the difficulty happens at the Overslaugh, where the

bottom can be both seen and felt.

The Swallow was of great length, and the axles of

the wheels obstructed the narrow passages between

the bow and stern at an elevation of about four feet

from the deck. The stairs to the tier of saloons on

the roof of the boat was nearly in the middle of the boat

and only wide enough for two persons, and these

were the only avenues of access to two tier of state

rooms, occupying about one-half the length of the

boat. There are three gang ways to the lower cabin,

one through the Ladies' Cabin at the stern, one to the

forward part of the cábin and another about midships.

It has frequently been the case when we were

upon the river that the passengers were so numerous

that the middle of the cabin was filled with tempo

rary berths, erected two or three tiers high. An

accident like that which befel the Swallow,impº

ing to a boat stowed with passengers after this man

ner, would have been tenfold more awful.

The Steamers, as we have said, are too long. Boats

of one-half the length would be much safer, and the

same objection as to extreme length exists in some of

the East River Steamers. We came through the

sound in the month of November last during the

night; the water was very rough, and the weather

pºsterous, when the steamer reached the North

River, the boat, from her length, was unable to get
into the dock, for the wind wasº a gale, and

her extreme length made a lever." the steamer

which wind bore with such force as almost to
upon the ay midship against the end of
bend the boat as she l
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the pier. A boat of the shape of the Great Western

.. have got into the dock in three minutes with

out trouble.

The North River is an almost unobstructed naviga

tion, but nevertheless it passes a chasm which is won

derful, and through which the wind is sometimes

forced with the fury of a hurricane, and this chasm

is of great depth and a comparatively narrow path.

What confusion would fill the minds of passengers of

a river raft steamer in such a place as this to meet an

accident without a single life boat to cling to.

The strife between the cities of Albany and Troy

is a difficulty which tends to harm, and the ambition

of the Steamers of each to out do the other is great,

and should be abated by legislative enactment.

The officers of the steamboat Swallow were uni

formly attentive to their duties, so far as our observa

tion extended, but the speed at which the steamers

move on the North River in the night makes the

voyage a lottery to passengers.

The best berths in the Swallow below deck, were

those which are now under water, and these berths

always had the preference with passengers, and were

first taken up. We have frequently occupied No.

59 during the present season, which was among the

first under water, and this berth we occupied but

four days before the catastrophe.

The number of steamboat accidents upon the north

river within a few days is singularly admonitory, In

the near neighborhood of the same section of the river

where 9 persons were recently run over by a steamer

and drowned, another disaster painful and distressing

in the extreme has occurred. At this season of the

year the river is frequently either mantled with fogs

or visited by squalls, the offspring of the change of

the seasons, and at such times particularly, greater

precaution should be taken for the safety of passen

ers. Every thing is done to make the boats splen

§ and showy, and of great speed, but what is done

far the safety of passengers Yes, we ask, what is

done for the safety of passengers Where are the

life boats? We answer none are to be found upon

this River. The East River steamers which navigate

the sound carry life boats, and so should the North

River Steamers. Passengers on board a boat amply

rovided with LIFE Boats would in case of acciden:

eel easy and act discreetly, having a confidence in

this means of safety, but when a boat filled with

passengers becomes the scene of confusion, and there

is but one or two little Boats, these will be filled and

swamped in a moment. We came down the North

River some years ago, when the Sandusky was upon

the River, in a steamer which had but one small boat

which was stove during the night by coming in collision

with the Sandusky. When we arrived at Tappan

†. the fog was so thick that we could not see four

rods ahead, and the engineer had frequently to stop

the engine. A little before 7 o'clock we arrived

sufficiently near the city of New-York to hear the

ferry bells ring, but until this we were unable to de

termine where in the river our boat was floating, and

besides the last fuel on board the boat was upon the

fire. . We finally got along side some vessels lying by
the piers in the upper part of the city.

Steamers should be by law required to carry as

many life boats as would be sufficient to save every

passenger and besides a sufficiency of small boats for

other purposes.

The great speed of the North River Stemmers at

the present time is a serious evil, and should be the

subject of legislative restriction.

Wehave up and down the North River since

the opening of navigation and more fi uently on board

the Swallow than any other boat, º the arrival of

that boat at the dock at Albany was uncommonly

early.

. On Friday evening the 4th inst, we came down

in the Knickerbocker and reached the wharf in New

York between two and three o'clock in the mornin

Boats are often overloaded with passengers and fi

such cases in the event of accideº ſhº confusion

would be great and the very fact being known that

the steamer was but Poorly supplied by small boats

wºuld create alarm among the passengers,

. It is said that Pºssengers can regulate this by refu

*** * go on, board of boats that have not these

sponsibility rests upon the present legislature, and it

is incumbent upon each individual member to weigh

the responsibility calmly upon his pillow.

The Ferry Boats which navigate the north and east

rivers, and the Bay, should have small boats in case

of accident. As many as one thousand passengers

have been together at one time upon a single Ferry

Boat. When we were upon Lake Ontario in the

summer of 1844, we had an opportunity to contrast

these boats with those of the North River, and were

satisfied that more strength is required in the North

River, Steamers than is found in their boats. The

great length of the North River Steamers is an objec

tion, and a serious one, for the boats are not strong

in proportion. The Dewitt Clinton, when upon the

river, was a noble boat, and we have frequently

when on that boat spoken of the preference passen

gers gave to this boat on account of its great strength,

Many of the shores of the north river are bold

and near such shores is the deepest channel. Should

such a river be navigated by steamerscarryinghundreds

of human beings without the means of safety in case

of accident 1

Some time since we addressed a letter to the Hon.

John McKeon, then a member of Congress, in rela

tion to the North River Steamers, and during the

winter of 1845, addressed the Hon. D. S. Dickinson,

U. S. Senator upon the same subject, and we have

that Senators reply now on the table before us, dated

Washington City, January 23d. 1845. in which, among

other things. he remarks as follows:

“I think your suggestion as to boats, &c., is entitled

to much weight.” -

It is but a few years since (º that a vessel

assing through the gap at the foot of Dunderburgh,

oaded with Iron, was struck by a flaw of wind,

capsized and sunk to the bottom and all on board

perished.

The accidents on the North River the last four

weeks have been so numerous as to be as we before

observed, admonitory, and should not pass unheeded.

Some years ago when the accidents were numerous

by the explosion of steam boilers, the North River

companies provided Safety Barges for Passengers

which were taken in tow by the Steamers, but people

soon forgot the disasters which at the time of their

occurrence caused so much alarm, and the safety

barges were discontinued. We here present several

extracts from the Journal of Commerce of the perils :

of North River Steamers within three weeks, as

follows:

ACCIDENT ON THE HUDSON.

The steamboat South America, on her passage down

on Wednesday night last, accidentally run over a

boat opposite East Camp landing, containing nine

persons, all of whom were drowned, viz: George

Rockefeller, wife, and daughter; Philip I. Saulpagh

and daughter; Andrew Hawyer, Albert Rockefeller,

Rufus Sasher and Coonrod I. Saulpagh. The latter

leaves a wife and six small children, and most of the

others leave families. They were all residents of

Germantown, Columbia county. Mr. Rockefeller's

family had been at Hudson to purchase articles for

his daughter, who was recently married, and whose

husband stood on shore awaiting their return, when

they were suddenly hurried into eternity.—Journal

of Commerce of March 31. -

STEAMBOAT ACCIDENT.

In consequence of the accident to the Columbia,

from collision with the Columbus, it was found necessa.

ry to put the North America on the line. This boat

left New-York on Sunday evening, and when off

Hampton her shaft broke close to the pillar block,

which was followed by the breaking of the crank,

when the whole of the machinery came down with

a tremendous crash, spreading the utmost consterna

tion among the passengers.

Most fortunately (says the Albany Atlas) and almost

miraculously, no one was injured. The passengers

ºf the North America were transferred to the steam.

bºat Splendid, and reached Albany at 11 o'clock on

Monday morning. The damage done to the N. A.

* Very heavy, probably over $2,000.—Journal of

Commerce April 2d. We add,

9" Monday evening, April 7th, the Steamer swal

"Y on her way from Troy to New-York with between

*" and 300 passengers on board, struck upon a rock

*ar the western Bank of the Hudson River opposite

i

|

|

i

==

Athens and in a few minutes was a complete wreck.

The boat left Albany at 6 o'clock and was at 8 o'clock,

according to the statement of Mr. Pomeroy who

looked at his watch a few minutes previous to the

accident, opposite Athens, a distance of 30 miles

from Albany. This makes a rate of 15 miles per
hour—a. in four minutes—eighty rods in one

minute, and twenty-two feet in a second. The boat

ran a considerable distance on the rock. The pas

sengers were for some time ignorant of the cause of

the shock the boat received, and therefore lost some

minutes in making preparation to leave the boat, and

when the difficulty became known the water was

rising in the stern so rapidly that the utmost consterna

tion and alarm filled the minds of all on board, and

therefore all were not able to save themselves. The

Steamer Rochester and Express were close behind

the Swallow, and both of these boats came along

side and took off near two hundred of the passengers

—others went on shore at Athens and Hudson.—

Boats put off from Athens and Hudson as soon as the

catastrophe was known. The rock on which the

boat struck is called the Brig–it lies about 60 feet

from the shore, and at low water (which was the

state of the river when the accident happened) pre

sents a surface of about 40 feet by 25. The Boat

was entirely out of her course. The night was dark and

snow was falling at the time. The Steamers Express

and Rochester came on to New-York. These two

boats should have laid by the wreck until morning

by all means, and their not having done so is highly

reprehensible. It is impossible to know how many

persons were on boardand the number probably never

will be known. The last accounts which we have

seen state that 13 bodies had been recovered, and the

body of one person known to have been lost, has not

been recovered, and 41 yet remains to be accounted

for by name, who were known to be on board. A

Special Committee appointed by the Senate have pro

| ceeded to Athens to examine the wreck, and to inves

tigate the particulars of the disaster.

THE GAL.E.

The steam tug Trºjan, with barges in tow, was

blown ashore on Tuesday night below Newburgh, and

had her promenade deck blown off. The barge On

tario, in tow of Steamboat Commerce, had the greater

part of her promenade blown off. Other boats found

the gale as much as they could stagger under; passen

gers frightened, &c.

The Empire had her cutwater badly bruised,—we

understan by coming in contactwith the Catskill dock.

She did not arrive here till yesterday noon. She was

due early yesterday.

It blew very strongon the river Tuesday night. The

South America was obliged to miss her landing at

Caldwell's, although there were several passengers for

that place, and also at West Point. When near New

burgh, a squall struck her, which almost capsized her.

Although it was a rough night, and the passengers,

whose nerves were strung to the highestpossibletension

by the disaster of the Swallow, were kept in a state
of constant excitement.

The Eureka broke an arm in her larboard wheel

house with a tremendous crash, tearing the whole

structure away. She crawled back to the city to refit.

—Journal Com. April 10. -

It has been suggested that the State Legislature has

no power in the premises. The restriction pertains

to local navigation and not to foreign Commerce.

and an act of the Legislature requiring inspection of

boats brings the matter within the provisions of the

Constitution of the United States. -

The following is the copy of a memorial presented

in the house of Assembly by the Hon. Abraha” (”

Thompson, jr., on the 11th inst.

To the Hon. the Legislature of the State of New
York: . -

The undersigned take leave most respectfully to

call the attention of your Honorable Bºdy, to the

necessity of some provision of law which shall compel

steamers carryin ngers to provide as many

small boats as will be sufficieut in case of accident

to convey the passengers to the shores, and that the
boats shall be É.i. to the number of passengers

which they shall carry. - - . .

The undersigned deem it sufficient to bring this
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subject directly to the notice of your Honorable

º; and trust that the Legislature will take such

action thereon as they in their wisdom shall deem

meet.

And your memorialists, &c.

New-York, April 9th, 1845.

Jonathan Thompson, Peter Cooper,

James Brown, G. A. Worth,

Philip Hone, John H. Cornel,

D. S. Kenedy, John A. Stevens,

James McBride, Geo. Curtis,

William W. Fox, Anthony Lamb,

Henry Young, A. B. McDonald,

Wm. H. Smith, Lambert Suydam,

Joseph Strong,

John H. Talman,

E. A. Somerendyeck,

N. W. Crittenden,

Abraham G. Thompson.

J. R. Schuyler,

James H r,

P. Lorrilard, Jr.

Solomon Townsend,

John I. Palmer,

THE FROZEN CREW.

There are fearful wonders upon the ocean, wonders

in the tempest and in the calin; in the tropical heat

and in the cold of thefrozen seas. Thousands and tens of

thousands go down in the deep, and are no more seen

forever. A more fearful fate has befallen a thousand

sons of the ocean. -

Long before the idea of the existence of a new

world was contemplated by the Europeans, the north

ern seas had been traversed in every direction by the

daring freebooters of the north, who often bore the

title of the kings of the sea. They had discovered

Iceland and the settlement there formed, became an

asylum for the host of northern men who were driven
from Scandinavia, by the gradual approach of southern

civilization. In time Iceland also sent forth her colo

nies, and early in the tenth century effected a settle:

ment upon the coast of Greenland. It long languished

for want of sufficient population; at lengh, in 988,

Erick Raude, an Icelandic chieftain, fitted out an

expedition of twenty five gallies, at Snefell, and hav

in; manned them with sufficient crews of colonists,

sºft forth from Iceland, bound to what appeared to

them a more congenial climate. Tº sailed upon the

ocean fifteen days, and they saw no land. ... The next

day brought with it a storm, and many a gallant vessel

sunk in the deep. Mountains of ice covered the

waters as far as the eye could reach, and but a few

gallies escaped destruction.
-

The morning of the seventeenth day was clear and

and cloudless. The sea was calm and far away to the

north could be seen the glare of the ice fields reflect

ing on the sky.
The remains of the shattered fleet gathered together

to pursue their voyage. But the galley of Erick was

not with them, The crew of a galley which was

driven farther down than the rest, reported that as

the morning broke, the huge fields of ice that had

covered the ocean were driven by the current past

them, and that they behehd the galley of Erick Raide,

borne by a resistless force and with the speed of the

wind, before a tremendous flake of ice. Her crew

had lost all control over her—they were tossing their

arms in wild agony. Scarcely a moment elapsed ere

it was walled in by a hundred ice hills, and the whole

mass moved forward and was soon beyond the horizon.

That the galley of the narrators escaped was wonder

ful. It remained, however, uncontradicted, and the

vessel cf Erick Raude was never more seen.

Half a century after that, a Danish Colony was

established upon the western coast of Greenland.—

The crew of the vessels that carried the colonists

thither, in their excursions into the interior, crossed a

range of hills that stretched to the northward; they

had spproached perhaps nearer to the pole than amy

succeeding adventurers. Upon looking down from

the summit of the hills, they beheld a vast and almost

interminable field of ice, undulating in various places,

and formed into a thousand grotesque shapes. They

saw not far from the shore a figure in an ice vessel,

with a glittering icicle in place of a mast rising from
it. Curiosity prompted themº when the

beheld a dismal sight. Figures of men in every atti

tude of wo, were upon the deck, but they were icy

things. One figure alone stood erect, and with folded

arms, leaning against the mast. A hatchet was pro

cured and the ice split away, and the features of a

chieftan disclosed, pallid and deathly and free from

decay. This was doubtless the vessel, and that figure

the form of Erick Raude. Benumbed with cold and

in the agony of despair, his crew had fallen around

him. The spray of the ocean and the fallen sleet had

frozen as it lighted upon them, and covered each fig

ure with an icy robe which the short lived glance of

a Greenland sun had not time to remove. The Danes

gazed upon the spectacle with trembling. They knew

not but the same might be their fate. They kneeled

down upon the deck and muttered a prayer in their

native tongue for the souls of the frozen crew, then

hastily left the place for the night was fast approach

ing.—Milwaukie Gazette.

COMPARATIVE MORTALITY.

The two houses composing the Legislature of the
State of New-York number in members about half as

many individuals as the two houses which compose

the Congress of the United States. The Legislature

of New-York have been in session four months, and

no case of death has occurred among the members.

We frequently hear of the death of members of

Congress during the session, and numerous duels

have been fought by members of Congress duri

the sessions of that body. A calm and undistur

state of mind tends to the preservation of health and

the prolongation of life.

NIAGARA FALLS.

An anonymous correspondent suggests that carbon

ated hydrogen gas rising in the. from the Horse

Shoe Falls, would, if ignited, explode with great

force. Not so. Hydrogen gas mixed with atmos

Sheric air in the proportion of 1 to 1, is explosive,

|. not when the atmosphere air is in the proportion

of millions of millions of cubic feet, to a single cubic

inch of hydrogen. Such a mixture is not explosive

A salt well; at Kanhawha, which is a little less

than a thousand feet in depth, discharges a column of

hydrogen gas 18 inches in circumference and of great

height,j with it a column of salt water. This

column of gas when ignited burns freely, and with

out detonation, and is now used for heating the salt

boilers. The gas rises through water, and so does

the gas under the falls. I kindled a flameº the

spring about a mile above the horse shoe falls, and

}. gas burnt freely and quietly for some minutes.—

The flame was about 20 inches in height, and two

inches in circumference. The escape of hydrogen

gas from numerous excavations in the western

of this State, is great. I collected it on the surface of

the Erie Canal at Utica, in considerable quantities

as it arose from the fissures in the bottoms of the

Canal and escaped on the surface, and saw it risin

in numerous places on the surface of thatj
water channel. There can be no doubt in reference

to the carbonated gas rising with the spray at the falls,

for it is a very deep excavation, and no more danger in

touching a burning taper to it than there is in applying

a burning taper to the wick of a tallow candle. In

|...}. oxide of Iron for particular purposes I

requently use Iron in grains or particles in a re

tort mixed with dilute sulphuric acid, and in these

operations I burn the hydrogen as it escapes, taking

care that the atmosphere air is all expelled from the

retort before I apply the match. I was once a little too

soon in applying the torch and the gas and air exploded

throwing the retort around the laboratory in numer

ous pieces. Our anonymous correspondent also finds

fault with our chronology. The measure of time was

not created until the sun and moon were placed in the

firmament, which were to be for signs, for seasons,

for days and years, During the three periods which

preceeded the fourth day of creation, timehad no meas

ure of duration, nor did they belong to time, for these

periods were cradled in eternity. Man in his primi

tive state was in a state of innocence, and therefore

bothº and religion belonged to that period

which preceded the first Sabbath of rest. Réligion

does nºt require philosophy to support it, for it is inde.

dependent of all human philosophy, Human philoso
phy is theory. -

We take leave to refer our anonymous correspond

ent to the following pages of the first volume ºf the

New-York Muncipal Gazette, viz: page 135, “Primi

iye Geology”-page 377, “The New-Year"—page
435, “Longevity”—page 440, “The Deluge”—page

446, “An ancient copy of the Bible,” where he'Will

find noticed the events of time, and also the periods

which preceded the first solar morning.

TAX UPON ALIEN PASSENGERS.

The State law imposing a tar upon alien passen

gers arriving in our sea ports from foreign Countries

is a violation of the Constitution of the United States.

The principles involved in this question were discussd

by the Supreme Court of the United States in the

suit of Brown, vs. the State of Maryland.

TAX UPON WIGS,

We find in the minutes of the Colonial Assembly

of the Province of New-York of 1732, an entry in

the words following:

“Ordered, That the Treasurer of the Colony lay

before this house on Thursday next the following

accounts, viz: an account of what has been paid into

the Treasury, on the TAx upon Wigs, by virtue of an

act entitled an “an Act to defray the charge of victu

alling his majesty's troops posted at Oswego, and for

other purposes therein mentioned, since he delivered

his last account thereof to this House.”

On the following Thursday the Treasurer reported

the amount received as a tax upon wigs at nine pounds

seventeen shillings and five pence. Also the amount

received from the fees of the Weigh House in the

city of New-York, at four pounds three shillings and

eight pence.

PUBLIC PATRONAGE.

We notice in the Journal of Commerce of Tuesday

last a statement of the amounts paid the publishers of

the Evening Post by the Corporation of the city of

New-York, as follows:

1840,------------------- ..... $10,840.63

1841,------------------------ 10,062.19

1842,------------------------ 4,291.57

1843,----... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4,709.87

Part 1844,------------------------ 2,094.86

Total.------------------ .... $31,999.12

We presume that some of the other city papers

have also received equally large patronage.

FIRE AT PITTSBURG, PA.

A great Fire broke out in the city of Pittsburg,

Pa., on the 10th inst., which spread over 62 acres

thickly covered with buildings. The length of the

burnt district was about one mile, and the width 480

feet. About 1200 buildings were burnt, of which

700 were dwellings. Pittsburg is at the head of the

Ohio river, andlies between the Alleghany and Monon

gahelaRivers, which here meet and form the Ohio

In New-York, during the great fire of the 16th Dec.,

1835, there were only two or three dwellings burnt

out of the great number of buildings destroyed. The

loss by that fire was estimated at $20,000,000.

It is estimated that at Pittsburg 4000 persons have

been deprived of house and home. In New-York

during the great fire the suffering was altogether pe.

cuniary.

PITTSBURG SUFFERERS.

Mayor Harper has addressed a letter to the Mayor

of Pittsburg, expressing his regret for the calamity

which has befallen that city, and advising him that

he has taken the preliminary measures for calling a

public meeting of our citizens with a view to giving

aid to those who have been bereſt of house and home

by the destructive conflagration,

The citizens will, we are confident, second the

Mayor in this measure, called for by both humanity

and duty.
-
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ICE AT NIAGARA FALLS.

The Journal of Commerce of the 8th inst. contains

a Paragraph stating that the Niagara River is choked

up with ice, and that one mile above the falls the

ice is piled up to the height of 40 feet. This obstruc

tion may produce some change with this wonderful

locality, and we should think would endanger the

safety of Goat Island Bridge.

COMPARATIVE METEOROLOGY.

COLD.

The temperature of the atmosphere at Montreal,

Lower Canada, which is in North latitude 45° 30',

West longitude 73° 25', was for the months of Octo

ber and November 1832, a fraction less than a mean

of 37° of Fahrenheit's scale.

The temperature of the atmosphere at Charleston,

S. C., which is in North latitude 32° 46' 33", West

longitude 79° 57 27" was for the same time a mean

of 594° of the same scale.

Of the 61 days in the two months named above,

there were 32 clear and fair days at Charleston, and 49

fair days at Montreal. There were eight rainy days

at Charleston during the time named above, and 11

rainy days at Montreal, and one day on which snow

fell. During the 61 days, rain fell but one day at

both places at the same time.

The temperature of the atmosphere at the City of

Savannah, State of Georgia, which is in latitude 329

4' 56' and 81°8' 18" West longitude, for the month

of July 1832 was a mean of 84°; August, 82°; Sept.

77°; Oct. 71°; Nov. 64°; December, 54°; January,

1833, 562; February, 599; March, 622; April, 699;

May, 79° 5 June, 82°. This gives a mean tempera

ture for 12 months of a fraction less than 709.

The mean temperature of the atmosphere at Con

cord, New-Hampshire, which is in north latitude 439

12", for the month of December 1832, was 269; Jan

uary 1833, 26° ; March, 29°.

The mean temperature of the atmosphere at Walt

ham, Massachusetts, which is in north latitude about

43°, west longitude about 719, for 1832 was 499, and

for each month as follows: January, 289; February,

299; March, 389; April, 439; May, 559; June 669;

July, 69°; August, 71°; September, 639; October,

54°; November 40°; December 32°.

The mean temperature of the atmosphere for the

month of January 1833, at Columbus, Ohio, was 374°,

and for the month of February of the same year was

334°. Columbus, Ohio, is in north latitude 39° 47',

west longitude 83°3'.

It appears by a notice of a journal kept by Govern

or Plummer of New Hampshire for 22 years that the

mean temperature of the atmosphere of the year

1809 was 47°, and of 1812 was 422. Seven years

the mean temperature was 46°; two years 47; three

years, 45°; five years, 449; four years, 43°, and one

year, 42°. Epping is in north latitude 430 3'.

The temperature of the interior of the mammoth

Cave in Kentucky is 59° of Fahrenheit throughout

the year.

RAIN.

The fall of Rain upon the surface of our globe is

reckoned at an average of about 34 inches annually.

The quantity of rain varies greatly in different years

and is more abundant in some sections of the same

continent than in others.

The surface nearest the equator is more abundantly

supplied with rain than farther toward the poles.—

The number of rainy days in low latitudes are about

equal to the number of snowy days in the high lati
tudes.

At Grenada, in north latitude 12°, - 126 inches

Cape Francais 44 199, 47' 120 “

Calcutta st 22°, 23 81 “

Rome it. 419, 54 39 “

Island of G. Britain “ 509, 53' 31 “

St. Petersburgh tº 599, 6' 16 “

Uleaberg ii 65°, 1' 134 “

The average fall of rain in London for 7 yº.
from 1775, to 1780, was 23 inches; Liverpool, 18

years 34 inches; Lancaster, 10 years, 45 inches;

Keswick 7 years, 67 inches.

On the 21st and 22d of August 1843, the rain fell

in a few hours at the city of New-York to the depth

913-100 inches and during the same time at Syracuse

300 miles distant, in the interior of the State only
three-fourths of an inch. - -

Some of the Provinces of South America have been

without rain for a series of years and so great has

been the droughth that vegetation has wholly failed

and the district thus affected has become desolate for

where there is no water neither man or beast can

long subsist.

THE FAITHFUL DOG.

It is said of the Roman General, Sabinas, who

suffered death for his attachment to the family of

Germanicus, that his dead body was exposed upon

the precipice of the Gerºnomece as a warning to all

who should dare to befriend the house of Germanicus.

No friend had courage to approach the body; one

only remained true—his faithful dog. For three

days the animal continued to watch the body. His

rathetic howling awakened the sympathy of every

|. Food was brought him, which he was kindly

encouraged to eat, but on taking the bread, instead

of obeying the impulse of hunger, he fondly laid it

on his masters, mouth and renewed his lamentations,

but did not quit the body. The corpse was at length

thrown into the Tiber, and the generous creature

leaped into the water after it, and clasped it between

his paws, vainly endeavoring to preserve it from

sinking. I was reminded of the account of this

touching incident in receiving a visit early this morn

ing from the little dog which was found in the woods

in New-Jersey some time since lying by the dead

body of his master.

Mayorº: some time since related to me an

account of a log for which the master of the dog and

his family had a great regard. One morning late in

suminer the Mayor's servant informed him that a

person was waiting to see him at the door and was

much excited and seemed very anxious far an imme

diate interview. The Mayor}. no time in seeing

his visitor, but found him so distressed that it was

difficult to learn from him the cause of his trouble.—

At length however he learned from him that the

Dog Banditti had killed his favorite dog, and that

when he left his dwelling his wife was in hys

teric fits, and his children were all crying in

consequence of the brutal attack upon their favorite

dog. The Mayor endeavored to calm and soothe the

mind of his visitor but found it impossible, and finally

directed him to call at the Mayor's Office at 10 o'clock,

hoping by that time that his feelings would become

calmed.

At ten o'clock the man came, and was in as much

distress as before, and insisted on knowing the name

and residence of the dog butcher, but the Mayor did

not think it safe to inforin him, fearing that he might

take summary vengeance upon the unfeeling creature.

He endeavored to calm the feelings of the man and

expressed to him great regret for the occurrence and

assured him that if it was in his power to restore his

dog to him he would gladly do so. The man left

the office in a better state of feeling than when he

came in. Some little time after the Mayor saw his

visitor returning with a countenance lighted up with

smiles and gratitude, and quickly approaching the

Mayor kindly thanked him for the feeling manner in

which he had been treated, at the same time inform

ing the mayor that he had obtained his dog again.

and turning round gave a whistle, and his dºg came

toward him at almost a single jump, with his head

bound up with a silk handkerchief. The dog

man had knocked the dog on the head with a club

as he came out of the store door upon the side

walk, threw him in the dog cart, and dumped him

in the River. The water restored him, and swim

ming to the shore he crawled home to his masters

house. The man added to his own thanks those

of his wife and children. The dog was a fine

animal and so highly did the owner prize him that

he paid for his board in the country during the time

he supposed the dog law was in force, and had only
brought him home the day before supposing the dog

law had expired.

The owner of the dog assured the Mayor that his

family were then all|. that his wife had come

to herself again and the children were delighted.

It is said of the dog killers in China, that the dogs

howl after them when they see them in the street.

Owners of dogs should i. required to keep them

out of the streets, and fined if they violated the law

in this, but no person should be employed to kill

dogs.

FASCINATION.

In a forest journey about twenty-nine years ago,

near the southern shores of Lake Erie I espied in

the path some distance ahead of the horse I was riding,

a large rattle-snake lying perfectly still, and a striped

squirrel crawling slowly toward the serpent. I turned

my horse in a moment, dismounted and cut a small

sapling with my pocketknife and atonceapproached the

snake and it immediately turned from me and retreat

ed. It was of that species known as the ridge rattle

snake, and was five or six feet long. The rattles

shook as he left the path. It was the second rattle

snake I had met with in very extensive forest journeys,

and the last. The squirrel seemed to be nearly over.

come by fear, or the fascination of the serpent, for it

made no effort to run, and I took it in my hand, re

mounted my horse and carried it with me several

miles, but it died in the course of a few hours. It is

the only instance that I have ever seen of the charm

ing of a serpent, and I felt no desire for a single

moment to witness the operation but set myself at

once at work to drive away the charmer and save the

life of the little animal.

Near the banks of the Tuscarora River I was trav.

elling in the wºods and heard two birds crying very

piteously and shortly after saw, both of them flying

about in great distress, I turned my horse from the

path to see what troubled them, and discovered a large

black snake killing their little ones which were in a nest

and nearly ready to fly. I dismounted from my

horse, picked up a stone and at the first throw

struck, the serpent in the head and he dropped

from the tree and I killed him on the spot. The

serpent had killed but one of the little biº. and m

timely arrival had saved the rest. The parent i.

returned to the nest and seemed greatly relieved by my

interference and I felt almost as much so, for the act

has been a source of comfort to me ever since, when I

call the occurrence to mind. The tree on which the

snake had clambered was thirty or forty feet high and

the nest was near the top.

INSTINCT AND INTELLIGENCE,

Who can draw the line of distinction between

instinct and intelligence, and determine where the

former ends, and where the latter commencest It is

beyond the powers of the human mind to draw the

line of distinction, for these faculties, as we may call

them, are blended together like the day and night in
the gradual approach of morning.

Man is sometimes endowed ty the Great Creator

with intelligence of a superior prºler,-by powers of

mind that are gigantic, and gifted with an intellect

that is brilliant and extraordinary.

The human mind is often stored with abundance

ofº: knowledge, possessing talents which have

been diligently and highly cultivated, but talents of

the brightest order are oftimes spontaneous andspring

up like the sweets of vegetation in a soil and in an

atmºsphere where both are congenial to its growth.

This ethereal essence is incomprehensible—it is

the gift of that being whose attributes are all perfec

tion, whose powers are unlimited, and whose knowl

edge is supreme

PINE TREES.

On the plains north of Lake Ontario, in the Province

of Upper Canada, pine trees called the Norway Pine

w to a great height. During a tour in that region

in the summer of 1844, I saw several trees which

had been cut down which measured 170 feet. These

trees are fastened in the earth by powerful roots

which enable them to withstand º winds, and

having but small leaves they do not present that re

sistance which trees of a different foliage offer to the

winds. I saw several pine trees which were broken

off by the wind at 100 feet from the ground. These

trees grow in mixed forests. -

On the top of Killington Peak in Vermont which

is about 4000 feet high, I saw great numbers of trees

of the evergreen species which measured from 10 to

12 feet in height and 12 inches through at the butt.—

What a contrast.

––-

THUNDER AND LIGHTNING.

In a meteorological account kept at at Medfield in

Massachusetts in 1832 it is stated that thunder and

lightning occurred on 21 days of that year. The
earliestºn the 12th of March, and the latest on the

29th of September.
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BUNKER HILL MONUMENT,

I visited this monument in November 1844, and

ascended to the highest apartment on the top of it

by a flight of stone steps, 300 in number. The height

of the monument is 220 feet. It is 30 feet square at

the base. It is a laborious ascent. It was a cold day

for the season, and I wore a cloth cloak which was

rather cumbersome, yet notwithstanding the inconve

nience I found a cloak necessary, for the labor of the

ascent produced free prespiration which was liable

to be checked by the cold atmosphere of the stone

wall and steps. It is an ascent which I would not

like to make again for it is not a healthful exercise,

The top stone of this monument is of about two and

a half tons weight. The block is four feet nine inches

square at the base, and constitutes of itself the apex

of the monument. The centre of the apex is three

feet six inches in thickness. This monument is built

of granite,

AMERICAN ANTIQUITIES.

I have visited and examined many of the ancient

works which were to be found scattered over the far

west on the settlement of that section of the United

States. These works are constructed of earth and

many of them were in the midst of dense forests

and some of the largest trees were growing upon

these artificial embankments. Some of these works

are very extensive and evidence that great labor has

been exerted in the formation of these earthen works,

The rapid settlement of that section of the country,

and the extensive cultivation of the land upon which

these are located is fast erracing these terrestrial

records of an age unchronicled upon the page of

writen history, and the time is not far distant when

these works of art will no longer be seen. The

plough and the harrow of the farmers, will in a few

ears reduce these structures to a level with the sur

ace on which the base of these embankments rested.

In the city of Cincinnati was once a large mound,

which I have been informed has been levelled with

the ground. At Chillicothe a large mound has been
treated in the same way. At Circleville, otl the

Sciota River, extensive works were found. This

town is built upon the Picaway Plains, and the town

takes its name from the works within the walls of

which it was built. At Marietta, at the junction of

the Muskingum River with the Ohio, very extensive

ancient works existed, and on Licking Creek, between

Granville and Newark, were numerous works, both

curious and interesting. I visited the works on

Licking Creek nearly thirty years ago in company

with Major Munson, and spent some time in exam

ining the various structures. Major Munson had the

year previous made a survey of the ground. The
whole were at that time in the midst of a dense

forest of heavy timber and as there was no road which

led to the place, we travelled through the woods on

horseback, after fording Licking Creek."one of these

works was circular and contained about 120 acres.

The walls, which were of earth, were eight or ten

feet high. On the western side was a parapet of

about fifteen feet high, and about fifty or sixty feet

long and about 20 feet thick. There was formerly a

subterranean passage under this parapet to the circular

enclosure. On the eastern side and exactly opposite

was another parapet like the first I have mentioned,

with a subterranean passage which had been walled

up with stone. This connectcd with another work

Pabout half the size of the first. This work was

either an Octagon or a Hexagon, I cannot remember

which, for I now write from memory, having made

no memorandum on the spot or at the time. This

work consisted of two parallel lines having numerous

obtuse angles with an opening at each angle, and

these lines were about four roſ, apart and in each

opening in the inner circle, was aº pit. This

work connected with a work protected by two em

bankments, 64 feetapart, which extended in a southerly

direction several miles. Near these works were

several high mounds. There were extensive works

on Paint Creek. I noticed several large mounds

near the banks of Big Barren River in the State of

Kentucky, several of these mounds were opened and

were found to be filled with human bones. At

Irville; ºn Licking Creek, a large mound was

opened about thirty years ago, and found to contain

twº human skeletons one of which measured 8 feet 3

inches, and the other 8 feet 3inches in length. It is

of diligent and patient labor.

º: to form any correct opinion as to when

or by whom these works were constructed for the

history of this continent beyond 350 years ago is a

perfect blank. In reference to the mounds we have

ºut evidence in their existence of the possession of

knowledge as to the best means of preserving the

resting places of the silent frºm the "action of the

frost, wet, and heat, for the bodies which have thus

been". have undergone less changes than bodies

placed beneath the common surface, and a care in

this evinces a belief in a future state of existence,

which is a matter of great interest, as it shows forth

the teachings of the spirit in the absence of the writ
ten word.

MENTAL CULTIVATION.

The cultivation of the human mind tends to the

promotion of the health of the human structure.—

Many persons look upon the cultivation of the human

mind in Yery early life as the most important portion

of time during the existence of the individual, but

I am inclined to the opinion that more mature years

is the period bestº for extensive mental

cultivation. The cultivation of the mind should be

attended with suitable and proportionate exercise of

the body. -

The powers of the human mind during the period

of infancy, are feeble in the extreme, and it is not

safe to task these feeble powers to the utmost limit,

nor until they acquire suitable strength.

The Book of Nature is the most instructive volume

extant, and is the most easily studied, and the lessons

learned from its countless pages are longest remem

bered.

The industrious man who mixes exercise with study

is always a learner to the outer limits of old age.—

Deliberation and moderation in the acquirement of

knowledge is very necessary. The mind which

calmly investigates, acquires that even and useful

habit of thinking and acting which enables it to secure

useful knowledge. Useful knowledge is the offspring

It should be sought

with the same care and preparation that we would

cultivate a garden or an orchard. The fruit, depends

upon the sowing of the seed, and the watching and

care of the young plants.

The human. should not be taxed with labor

to cause it to be weary. The mind like the body re

quires rest, and this the creator has in infinite wisdom

º in the repose of sleep and also in the Sab

ath of rest.

Extravagant anticipations which are not realized

enfeeble and derange the human mind, and these are

increased by neglecting those periods of rest and

repose* nature has indicated in the economy of

her laws.

It is a great study to learn to moderate one's thoughts

—to discipline the human mind and bring it to regu

lar habits—it is what tends to good health, promotes

happiness and enjoyment, for in nature there is abund

ance to sweeten life. Nature is full of charms and full

of loveliness. Employment is useful to every human

being, rich or poor, bound or free. The man of

active business habits who retires from active life re

quires employment if he desires to have health and
long life—it is as necessary as his food.

TOMPKINS LIME STONE QUARIES IN ROCK

LAND COUNTY.

During the month of October, 1844, I visited the

lime stone quaries of Mr. Tompkins in Rockland

county, and the brick kilns in the same vicinity,

The limestone quaries are about one mile below the

brick-kilns and both are on the westerly bank of the

Hudson River, near the Dunderburgh mountain and

below this height. The lime stone contains no fossils

that I could discover. Some of the specimens which

I obtained here are very beautiful. One section of

the quarry the stone is of nearly white, others red, and

a greater portion is blue and intersected with lines of

white, a beautiful satin spar. Some of these stratas

are horizontal, others vertical, and others of every

degree of inclination, and many of these are bent or

contorted. The stratas of clay, which were nearby,

were of the same colors as the lime stone rock, and

the stratas and inclinations are precisely the same.—

These stratas are underlaid by stratas of coarse sand

and gravel, and these stratas of sand are also contorted.

Those on which the clay reposed and with which it is

in contact is cemented and crystalized and is become,

or becoming a rock formation. I discovered precisely

the same operation going on at Syracuse, on the face

of an excavation near one of the deepest Salt Wells.

The fragments of Lime Stone rock near that part of

the Tompkins Q where the limestone is red,

which had been washed down by the snow water,

had become agglutinated and cemented together, and

this fact presents a very important consideration for

investigation, for it discovers that water holding a

small portion of the carbonate of soda in solution is

capable of dissolving this rock, and when the water

evaporates, of again crystalizing. . Mr. Tompkins

shºwed me some talaćties which the workmen

obtained from fissures in the rocks. In this neigh

borhood are springs from which nitrogen gas issues.

Stony Point is a short distance below these quaries.—

There is a spring of water near the base of Dun

derburg which holds in solution Chloride of Sodium,

of Calcium, and of Magnesium. The analysis was

made some years ago by Dr. Chilton, but he does not

state the proportion of each, nor does he state, the

specific gravity of the water. I have a bottle of

water which weighs eleven pounds to the gallon,

which holds these three substances in solution, which

becomes instantly opaque and solid on the addition

of dilute sulphuric acid. This water came from the

depth of 604 feet in the earth. One pint of the water

yields 1083 grains of solid matter. There are some

stratas of talcose slate which make in between

those of the lime stone. Verplanck's Point is on the

opposite side of the River from Tompkins' Quaries,

º here the limestone crops out again. At the foot

of Dunderburgh mountain and on that side nearest

Caldwells and a few hundred feet from the River is

an excavation in the solid rock near fifty, feet deep,

and about eight feet in diameter, recently made. I

obtained somepieces of this rock asspecimens. I found

in this excavation that the rock had the appearance

of having been fractured and that the fractures widened

as they deepened, and had been subsequently filled

with quartz. In the sinking of this well several

snakes were found embedded in the rock and in a

state of activity. I saw two of these reptiles in the
possession of A. G. Thompson, Esq., of New-York.

one was about 10 inches long, and the other of less

length, and about the size of a pipestem—the under part

is of a reddish cast, and the backs of a blueish slate

color. I have never seen any of the same cies

before. Mr. Thompson has one of them now in his

possession, the other died some months ago. These

snakes no doubt found a retreat in the fissures of the

rock which afterwards closed up with the crystaliza

tion of fluid which penetrated these fissures, and it is

thus thatanimal life has been preserved for an unknown

period of time.

PROFANITY IN PUBLIC MEN.

Men holding public office who are in the habit of

using profane language set an example which the

office gives force to with the ignorant and the vain,
which is very pernicious, and the penal laws of the

State should be put in force against such public offi

cers, and thus shame them to regard the laws which

they are bound to obey. We noticed two or three

years since a public officer, a man of venerable years,
who had been but a few months before on a bed of

sickness and to the very borders of the grave indulge .

in profane language, a practise which ill becomes
his station, and which evidenced that even the bed

of sickness was forgotten. In the haunted room of

the Mammoth Caye of Kentucky, a curse uttered by

a human being within its walls has an echo and a

continued reverberation which returns to him the

curse in the deep toned accents of those subterranean

chambers which would resound in the ears of the

blasphemer as long as life continued to dwell in his

bosom and keep alive his memory.

TEMPERANCE.

The Journal of Commerce of March 31st, states

that the Temperance Committeeproceeded to Alban

on Saturday evening with 20,606 signatures to their

petition. The petition measured 287 yards, 861 feet

more than one-seventh of a mile in length. Mayor

HARPER signed the petition, and made a contribution

toward the expense of the delegation.
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MAYOR HARPER.

Mayor Harper has reason to feel gratified in the

result of the election. The office of Mayor of New

York is a station of responsibility, notwithstanding

the executive possesses but very%. power, yet he

must either be on bad terms with the Common Coun

cil, or bear the blame of their omissions of duty.

The powers of the City Government are vested

wholly in the Board of Aldermen and Assistants. It

is therefore a legislative despotism, and besides, the

members of thei. of Aldermen exercise Judicia

powers,thus making a concentration of power at vari

ancewith the principles and doctrines of a free govern
Inent.

Mayor Harper received the support of the most

intelligent and worthy, men of both parties, Whigs

and Democrats, and this expression of approbation of

his faithful services, is a rich reward for the labors he

has performed.

NATIVE COMMON COUNCIL.

The Native Common Council erred greatly in

their general measures in reference to the city Gov

ernment. The extravagant expenditure made by

both parties in the payments for public printing

was loudly complained of, and the matter was brought

distinctly before the Native Common Council on the

commencement of their term and referred to the

Finance Committee, but that Committee made no

report, and all the satisfaction which could be obtained

in the premises was that the Comptroller said the

prices paid were cheaper than any others would do

the same work for. The Comptroller was greatly in

error in this, and such will be found to be the fact

when the accounts come to be overhauled.

The Assessment abuses which had been so much

and so loudly complained of were left wholly un

touched, and not an effort made by any member of

the Common Council to investigate the abuses, or to

remedy the evils which had caused so much dissatis

faction, and which alone placed the Natives in power

in the Common Council

The finances of the city were not managed by the

finance department in a manner satisfactory to the

people. The Report of the Committee on annual

taxes published in September 1844, was a most un

satisfactory document and to aid the public finances,

ten thousand copies were ordered to be printed at

the expense of the City Treasury.
The City Comptroller's Report was a sort of second

edition of this Fiscal document, and a very vague

and mishapen statement.

This Report is not creditable to the fiscal depart

ments and clearly illustrates the necessity of the

creating by the State, of a Board of Auditors, to audit

public claims. The Native Common Council deserve

credit for abolishing the Ten Room profligacy, and

for repealing the Street Patching nuisance, and for

sundry other reformations. 34.

Had the candidates for the Native party been

elected to office the present year they would no

doubt have reformed numerous abuses.

MAYORALTY WOTE.

The following is the result of the election for

Mayor of New-York, on Tuesday the 8th inst.

James Harper, 16850

Wm. F. Havemeyer, 23071

Dudley Selden, 6831

The Board of Aldermen is composed of 15 Demo

crats and 2 Whigs.

The Board of Assistants is composed of 15 Demo

crats, and 2 Whigs.

The new Common Council have a fine field for

earning popularity, and some of them of remedying

abuses which were the acts of Common Councils, of

which they had previously been members.

THE WEATHER,

The highest temperature attained by my thermom

eter in the month of March was 75°, and in the month

of April the lowest 28°. No thunder and lightning

has been noticed in March, nor in April thus far, in

this vicinity. The Icebergs are on the Grand Banks.

THE BANKS OF THE WALLKILL.

I have made two geological excursions to the Wall

kill township, in Orange County, through which the
Walkill River has a channel.

It presents in its geological features a wonderful dis

play. It wasin this townshipthat Iexamined the bones

of the giant beast of antiquity that were exhumed in

the digging of a marl pit, of which a full account is

given on pages 130 to 133 of this volume. In

the vicinity of the place where these bones were

found the surface of the ground is covered with isola

ted rocks of a great variety, and boulders imbedded

in the ground and lying upon its surface in great

numbers. About twelve feet underneath this surface

is a slate formation, and this extends to the high hills

and to the deep vallies averaging about that same

distance from the surface. I examined several wells

which had been sunk and the slate which had been

thrown out, and brought home numerous geological

specimens. From this slate strata in several localities

issues springs of water highly impregnated with sul

phur. It is this description of water the Behemoth

resorted to, in this vicinity, and besides, the rich

pasturage which was here afforded by vegetation was

an inducement for Behemoth to make this region his

home.

The giant bones which have been found in this

neighborhood are quite numerous, and if more ex

tensive excavations were made no doubt immense

numbers would be found, for the waters possess

antiseptic properties which prevent the decomposition

of the bones. The thinness of the covering of earth

upon the slate formation is a singular illustration of

the operations of nature. Remove this twelve feet

of earth, which I have mentioned, and this whole

locality would present a naked rock of slate for miles

in extent. I am opinion that this slate was once a

clay, and that the change has been produced by the
action of subterranean gases and º waters which

have absorbed these gases. I brought home with

me a piece of indurated earth which on being ex

posed to the air, becomes so hard as to bear a polish.

I ascended a height at the foot of which the bones of

the Behemoth were found and from this elevation

had an extensive view of the surrounding country.—

The numerous high lands which project above the

ordinary surface denoted that this region at some

distant period was in great commotion, that beneath

its surface the mighty mass was heaved by a force

that the human mind is incompetent to estimate, that

this portion of our globe was then in a semi fluid

state, and heated to an intensity of an unmeasurable

extent, or that the waters beneath this extensive sur

face holds rocks of every species in solution which

were instantly chrystalized when in a state of com

motion, or that the subterranean gases are the

uncondensed nucleus of a mighty comet, which at

the commencement of the morning of the creation

of our earth, became compressed and then incrusted,

and thus a surface formed for the occupation of newly

organized life. The distant past is an unfathomed

deep, too profound for the researches of the human

mind in its present state of acquired knowledge,_-

The mind .Pman becomes amazed in calmly survey

ing this local terrestrial surface—In beholding the

gigantic frames that have reposed for centuries in its

bosom, for it presents a record—full of mystery.

Within the reach of vision are the highlands which

border the Hudson, overhanging its deepest chasms,

standing sentry on each side of the narrow gulf, a

strait through which the great Atlantic's tides pass

in their inland journey, and through which they re

turn to the bosom of the mighty deep.

Within the reach of vision on this terrestrial pro

tuberance I surveyed that surface which was once

the red man's home, and which now forms the red

man's grave—peace, peace, to his ashes—in the dust

of which is the germ of a celestial being destined to

dwell amidst the glories and the beauties, and to enjoy

the charms of a new, a bright, and a shining world.

The Wallkill has its head in the State of New

Jersey, and near its source during the last year a grent

number of bones of a large size were found in the

drawing off of a pond, imbedded in the earth which

formed the basin which held the water. Immense

herds of these herculean animals must have frequent

ed the Banks of the Wallkill, and the sides of

the mountains which fringe this stream of water.

The water of the Wallkill is now being extensivel

introduced into the city of New-York in Tin A.
Cans, via the New-York and Erie Rail Road.

QUINCY GRANITE QUARIES.

I visited the Quincy Granite Quaries in the month

of October 1844. These quaries are both extensive

and valuable and produce a large revenue to the
owners and workers of the rock.

I examined the deepest excavations which have been

made in this bed of rock. The strata is intersected

by seams which are fringed with what the workmen

call sap, being a less solid portion of the rock.

The seams intersect the rock in every variety of

angle, and I noticed that the rocks were in some

places separated by seams that were bent upward in

the centre, and the upper rocks appeared to have

been placed there in a semi-fluid state, after the

lower rock had been formed, for its under surface

was indented with the projecting points of the lower

rock. I visited a large granite rock which now forms,
a surface of several feet in extent, which is as smooth

as polished marble. This rock was once covered with

earth and being rounding on the surface, the water

resulting from rains and melting snow had run over

its surface carrying particles of fine sand, which have

during the progress of centuries of time worn away

its rough surface and given the present polish.

The Quincy Granite contains hornblende which

gives it a singular appearance. I do not know

whether the hornblende enters into all the rocks in

these ledges but I noticed it in many of them.

Granite is generally composed of quartz, feldspar,

and mica, and varies in the proportions of each, but

the varieties of Granite are very numerous and differ

greatly in quality.

The seams in the Quincy Granite Quaries are very

narrow and appear of the same uniforin width all the

way down as far as the Quaries have been worked

so far as my examinations and enquiries extended.

The opinion has been expressed that granite is a

rock which has been formed by intense heat but it

seems to me that such cannot be the fact, for I find

the different materials, which constitute the rock are

visible in minute particles and preserve to a great de

gree their individuality. If intense heat had been

the agent which had been used to form these rocks

they would partake of the appearance of glass so far

as the texture and arrangement of the particles is con

cerned would present on breaking, a fracture very

different from what we notice in this rock.

I have examined great varieties of rock which have.

undergone different degrees of heat and there is a

peculiar arrangement in the order of chrystalization.

The limestone rock often indents the granite stratas

where these are near neighbors, and the granite often

indents and runs into the limestone, and we find this

the case among, what are called by geologists, secon

dary rocks.

Silex is the principal ingredient in most rocks and

this forms a great proportion of Quartz, of Feldspar

and Mica. The hornblende which enters into the

composition of the granite rocks of Quincy is a spe

cies of shorle and its principal ingredient is silex.
The gneiss rock is a species of granite, but differs

from it in the order of crystalization, and besides it

has less feldspar than there is in the granite, and is

coarser and more irregular in its structure. In granite

the mica is scattered promiscuously, but in gneiss it

is arranged in one direction through the rock.

The gneiss rock is very abundant upon the Island

of New-York, and varies greatly in its quality. Some

of this rock is valuable for building stone while much

of it is of little worth for any purpose where strength

and durability are required.

On the surface of the ground in the vicinity of the

Granite Quaries at Quincy is the Pudding Stone

or Conglomerate, and this stone is of great solidity.—

I obtained specimens of this Conglomerate from *

rock which weighed forty or fifty tons, which had

been broken up by gunpowder and made into a stoº
fence. The aglutinating substance was so powe ul

that the fractures in the rock extended through the

pebbles which were embodied in the rock. I am of
opinion that this agglutinating or cementing fluid

which entered into the conglomerate rock is the same

which forms the cement of the granite: . -

On the surface of the ground underlaid by slate in

Orange County the conglomerate rººk is abundant, but

the pebbles were mostly white. There is more of the

oxide of Iron in the conglomerate of Quincy than

that of the Wallkill. -

The Quincy Granite is called the Seinette rock from

its near resemblance to that of some of the Quaries

of Egypt.
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REDUCTION OF POSTAGE.

We place before our readers the first three sections of

the act recently passed by Congress for reducing the

rates of Postage. This act will go into operation on

the first of July 1845. The three sections we have

here set forth in full, contain all the provisions which

are important to the citizens ºil.

NEW POST OFFICE LAW.

AN ACT to reduce the rates of postage, to limit the

use and correct the abuse of the franking privilege,

and for the prevention of frauds on the revenues of

the Post Office Department.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre

sentatives of the United States of America in Congress

assembled. That, from and after the first day of July

next, members of Congress and delegates from Terri

tories may receive letters, not exceeding two ounces

in weight, free of postage, during the recess of Con

gress, anything to the contrary in this act notwith

standing; and the same franking privilege, which is

granted by this act to the members of the two

Houses of Congress, is hereby extended to the Vice

President of the United States; and in lieu of the

rates of postage now established by law, there shall

be charged the following rates, viz: For '...? single

letter, in manuscript, or paper of any kind by or

upon which information shall be asked for or commu;

nicated in writing, or by marks and signs, conveyed

in the mail for any distance under three hundred

miles, five cents; and for any distance over three

hundred miles, ten cents; and for a double letter

there shall be charged double these rates; and

for a treble letter, treble these rates and for a quad

ruple letter, quadruple these rates; and every letter

or parcel not exceeding half an ounce in weight shall

be deemed a single letter, and every additional weight

of half an ounce, or additional weight less than half

an ounce shall be charged with an additional single

postage. And all drop letters, or letters placed in

any post office, not for transmission by mail, but for

delivery only, shall be charged with postage at the

rate of two cents each. And all letters which shall

hereafter be advertised as remaining over in any post

office shall, when delivered out, be charged with the

costs of advertising the same in addition to the regu

lar postage, both to be accounted for as other postages

now are.

Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That all news

apers of no greater size or superficies than nineteen

i. square inches may be transmitted through

the mail by the editors or publishers, thereof, to all

subscribers or other persons within thirty miles of

the city, town, or other place in which the paper is

or may be printed, free of any ºf: for postage

whatever; and all newspapers of under the size

aforesaid, which shall be conveyed in the mail any

distance beyond thirty miles from the place at whic

the same may be printed, shall be subject to the rates

of postage chargeable upon the same under the thir

teenth section of the act of Congress approved the

third of March, one thousand eight hundred and

twenty-five, entitled “An act to reduce into one the

several acts for establishing the Post Office Depart

ment;" and upon all newspapers of greater size or

superficial extent than nineteen hundred square

inches, there shall be charged and collected the same

rates of postage as are prescribed by this act to be

charged on magazines and pamphlets.

Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That all printed

or lithographed circulars and handbills or advertise

ments, printed or lithographed on quarto post or

single cap paper, or paper not larger than single cap,
foiled, directed, and unsealed, shall be charged with

postage at the rate of two cents for each sheet, and

no more, whatever be the distance the same may be

sent; and all pamphlets, magazines, periodicals, and

every othet kind and description of printed or other

matter, (except newspapers,) which shall be uncon

nected with any manuscript communication whatever,

and which it is or may be lawful to transmit by the

mail of the United States, shall be charged with post

age at the rate of two and a half cents for each copy

sent, of no greater weight than one ounce, and

one cent additional shall be charged for each additional

ounce of the weight of every such pamphlet maga

zine, matter or thing, which may be transmitted

through the mail, whatever be the distance the same

may be transported; and any fractional excess of not

less than one-half of an onnce, in the weight of any |

such matter or thing, above one or more ounces, shall

be charged for as if said excess amounted to a full

ounce.

TRADE WITH THE CANADAS, &c

We give in full, for the information of our readers,

the act recently passed by Congress allowing the

same drawback on Goods&ºi to the Canadas,

as is now allowed on goods exported to foreign coun

tries. This is a very important bill, and much credit

is due to the Hon. J. P. Phor Nix, of New-York for

urging forward this important bill to its completion.

This bill will greatly benefit the city of New-York.

AN ACT

Allowing drawback upon foreign merchandise export

ed in the original packages to Chihuahua and Santa

Fe, in Mexico; and to the British North American

provinces adjoining the United States. -

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre

sentatives of the United States of America in Con

gress assembled, That any imported merchandise

which has been entered, and the duties paid or secu

red according to law, for drawback, may be export

ed to Chihuahua, in Mexico, or Santa Fe, in New

Mexico, either by the route of the Arkansas, river,

through Van Buren, or by the route of the Red river,

through Fulton, or by the route of the Missouri river,

through Independence,

Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That all the

merchandise so exported shall be in the original pack

ages as imported, a true invoice whereof, signed by

the exporters, shall be made, to the satisfaction of the

collector, describing accurately each package with

its contents and all the marks upon it, exclusive of

the name of the exporter, the place of destination

and the route by which it is to be exported ; all

which shall be inscribed thereon, upon which invoice

the collector shall certify that he is fully convinced

the same is true, that the goods are in the original

packages as imported, that they are duly entered for

drawback, and to be exported by the owner, (naming

him,) to either of the places aforesaid, (naming it,)

and by one of the aforesaid routes, (naming it.)

Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That upon the

arrival of such goods at either of the places in Arkan

sas or Missouri above named, they shall be again

inspected and compared with the invoice and certifi

cate aforesaid, by an officer of the United States, who

shall, if fully convinced that the several packages are
identical, having remained unbroken Hºl unchanged,

also certify on said invoice the facts, in such form as

the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe.

Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, That upon the

arrival of any such goods at Santa Fe or Chihuahua,

they, with the invoice and certificates aforesaid, shall

be submitted to the inspection of the Consul of the

United States, or such agent as the President may

appoint for that purpose: who, if fully convinced there

of, shall, in such form as the Secretary of the Treasury

shall prescribe, certify upon said invoice that the

oods have arrived there in the original packages as

imported, without change or alteration; and have

been exported from the United States in good faith,

to be disposed of and consumed in a foreign country.

Sec 5. And be it further enacted, That if the ex

porter shall give bond, with satisfactory sureties, in

thrice the aunount of duties, that the said merchandise

by him exported, has been delivered at either of the

places aforesaid without the United States, in good

faith, to be sold and consumed there, and shall also

produce said invoice, with the regular certificate

thereon, the collector shall thereupon pay to him the

usual drawback allowed by law.

Sec. 6. And be it further enacted, That the Secre

of the Treasury shall appoint inspectors to reside

at each of the following places, to wit: Van Buren,

Fulton and Independence, above named, or such

other places in Missouri as the Secretary of the Treas

ury shall designate; whoshalleach haveasalary of two

| hundred and fifty dollars, and make a full report of

all the trade that passes under their inspection, to

the Secretary of the Treasury, semi-annually, givin

an account of all the number of packages, thej

of goods, the value, and the names of the exporters,

Sec. 7. And be it further enacted, That any import

ed merchandise which has been entered, and the

duties paid or secured according to law for drawback,

may be exported to the British North American Prov

inces, adjoining the United States; and the ports of

Plattsburg, in the District of Champlain ; Burlington,

in the District of Vermont; Sacketts Harbor, Oswe

go, and Ogdenburgh, in the District of Oswegatchie;

Rochester, in the District of Genesee ; Buffalo and

Erie, in the District of Prequ’isle; Cleveland, in the

District of Cuyahoga; Sandusky and Detroit, together

with such ports on the seaboard from which merchan

dize may now be imported, for the benefit of draw

back, are hereby declared ports from which foreign

#. wares, and merchandize, on which the import

uty has been paid, or secured to be paid, may be

º to ports in the adjoining British Provinces,

and to which ports foreign goods, wares, and mer

chandise may be transported inland, or by water,

from the port of original importation, under existing

provisions of law, to be thence exported for benefit

of drawback; Provided, That such other ports situa

ted on the frontiers of the United States, adjoining

the British North American Provinces, as may here

after be found expedient, may have extended to them

the like privileges, on the recommendation of the

Secretary of the Treasury, and proclamation made by

the President of the United States, specially designa

ting the ports to which the aforesaid privileges are

to be extended.

Sec. 8. And be it further enacted, That all laws

now in force in relation to the allowance of draw

back of duties upon goods imported into the United

States, and exported5. and in relation to the

conditions and evidence on which such drawback is

to be paid, shall be applicable to the drawback allow

ed by this act. And in addition to existing provisions

on the subject, to entitle exporters of goods to the

drawback allowed by this act, they shall produce to

the collector of the port from which such goods,

wares and merchandise were exported, the certificate,

under seal of the collector or other chief revenue

officer of the port to which the said goods, wares

and merchandise were exported in the said adjoinin

provinces; which certificate shall be endorse

upon a duplicate or certified copy of the manifest

granted at the time of such exportation, and shall

state that the same identical contained in the

said manifest had been landed at such foreign port,

and duly entered at the custom house there, and that

the duties imposed by the laws in force at such ports

upon the said goods had been paid, or secured to be

aid, in full; and the said exporters shall also pro

|. the affidavit of the master of the vessel in which

the said goods were exported, that the same identi

cal goods specified in the manifest granted at the

time of such exportation had been carried to the port

named in the clearance or manifest, and had been

landed and entered at the custom house, and that

duties imposed thereon at the said foreign port had

been paid, or secured to be paid ; and that the goods

referred to in the certificate of the collector or chief

revenue officer of such forei rtherein mentioned

were the same identical. escribed in the mani

fest atoresaid, and in the said affidavit.

Sec. 9. And be it further enacted, That no goods,

wares, or merchandise, exported according to the

rovisions of this act, shall be voluntarily landed or

º into the United States; and on being so land

ed or brought into the United States, they shall be

forfeited; and the same proceeding shall be had for

their condemnation, and the distribution of the pro

ceeds of their sales, as in other cases of forfeiture of

goods illegally imported. And every person con

cerned in the volnntary landing or bringing such

goods into the United States iii. to a penalty

of four hundred dollars.

Sec. 10. And be it further enacted, That from the

amount of duties upon goods, wares, and merchan

dise imported into the United States, and which shall

be exported according to the provisions of this act,

there shall be deducted two and a half per centum

of such amount, which shall be retained by the res

pective collectors for the use of the United States,

and the residue only shall be the drawback to be

paid to the exporters of such goods, wares, and mer

chandise. -

Sec. 11. And be it further enacted, That the Secre

tary of the Treasury is hereby further authorized to

prescribe such rules and regulations, not inconsistent

with the laws of the United States as he may deem

necessary to carry into effect the provisions of this

act, and to prevent the illegal re-importation of any

goods, wares, or merchandise which shall have been

exported as herein provided; and that all acts or parts

of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this act be,

and the same are hereby, repealed.
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CITY SURVEYOR'S FEES.

[Document No. 61.]

BOARD OF ALDERMEN,

March 31, 1845.

The following Report was received from the Street

Commissioner in answer to a resolution calling for in

formation relative to the amount paid the City Sur

veyors, which was laid on the table, and directed to

be printed for the use of the members.

CHARLES A. WHITNEY, Clerk.

In compliance with the following resolution which

was adopted by the Board of Aldermen on the 21st

inst., viz.:

Resolved, That the Comptroller and Street Com

missioner, report to this Board at its next meeting,

the amount of fees paid City Surveyors from the City

Treasury, from the 1st day of January, 1836, to the

1st day of January, 1845; specifying the amount in

each year, and the amonnt paid each Surveyor in

each year, and the name of such Surveyor.

The Street Commissioner respectfully

REPORTS:

That the following amounts have been paid to the

several City Surveyors through his department, as

nearly as the same may be ascertained from the books

which have been kept in this office within the dates

mentioned in the resolution, viz.: to

Daniel Ewen. -------------------- $25,005.61

Edward Ewen,-------------------- 3,413.47

John Ewen, ---------- - - - - - - - - - - - - 635.00

Thomas R. Ludlum, -------------- 13,092.84

Silas Ludlum, -------------------- 7,903.89

Isaac T. Ludlum, ----------------- 5,433.92

Joseph F. Bridges,--------------- . 13,126.91

Edward W. Bridges, -------------- 2,825.68

Edwin Smith,. ------------------- 8,263.97

George B. Smith...---------------- 537. 12

George W. Smith,. --------------. 1,229.43

Gardner A. Sage, ----------------- 11,381.64

Francis P. Vidal, ----------------- 4,912.79

Francis Nicholson, - ... 6,400.48

J. J. Serrel,------- ........ 2,614.33

W. H. Whitlock, ----------------- 851.03

Edward Doughty, --------------- - 2,087.51

William B. Doughty, -------------- 763.85

Samuel S. Doughty, --------------- 3,637.56

Roswell Graves, ---------------- ... 1,534.99

George C. Schaffer, --------------- 420.03

William Dewey,..... - -- 215.63

John Pollock, -------------------- 856.88

$117,169.55

For greater detail reference is made to the annexed

statements.
-

Respectfully submitted,

SAMUEL S. DOUGHTY,

Street Commissioner.

New-York, March 31st, 1845.

The following statement we have compiled from

details of the Report of S. S. Doughty, Street Com

missioner.

1837 1838 1839 1844

Daniel Ewen, 5,512.77 7,044.87 5,936.36 8:20.69

Edward Ewen, 1,000.00 1,016.38 1,227,85 169.24

Thomas R. Ludlum, 2.99.1.2.2 1,611.35 3,274.17 1,376.13

Silas Ludlum, ,408.76 2,422.76 1,369.12 227.06

Isaac T. Ludlum, 1,251.47 2,604.20 0,752.00 . . . . . .

J. T. Bridges, 4,772,79 2,372.47 2,560.18 505 18

E. W. Bridges, 104.19 122.29 526.74 102.03

Edwin Smith, 2,068.29 645.75 2,441.67 438.04

George B. Smith, 250.00 ------ ....... ------

George W. Smith . . . . . . . ------ 20 263.89

Gardner A. Sage, 1,081.03 1,175.20 6,231.93 277.32

Francis P. Widel, 1,448.96 691,83 525,39 119,04

Francis Nicholson, 2,453.84 814.26 1,828.00

J. S. Serrel, 1,455.7G 461.18 596.19

Wm. H. Whitlock, 348,68. 190.66 154.36 20.44

Edward Doughty, 758,90 532.61 161.75 499.25

William B.º 69,90 ...... 214.05 29.43

Samuel S. Douglity, 754.01 1,564.27 316.49 156.54

Roswcli Graves, 227,00 465.26 116.73

George C. Schaffer, 330.03 -----. ------ ------

William Dewey, 215.03 ----.. ------ ... ---

John Pollock, ...... ...... ...... 301.12

AUCTION DUTIES.

IN Assembly, March 31, 1845.

REPORT

Of the Comptroller, in answer to a resolution of the

Assembly, of the 11th February, in relation to
auction duties.

CoMPTRollER's OFFICE,

Albany, March 31, 1845.

TO THE ASSEMBLY.

The Comptroller, in answer to a resolution of the

Assembly of the 11th instant, requesting him to re
port “the amount of auction duties which have been

annually paid into the treasury from the passage of

the law requiring such payments to the present time,”

respectfully submits the ...

REPORT.

The first act for the collection of revenue on sales

at auction, was passed in 1784. (Chapter 64 of Ses

sion Laws of that year.) This act authorized licenses

to be granted to vendue masters by the mayors of
the cities of New-York, Albany, &c., and required

the payment into the State Treasury of 24 per cent.

on the amount of sales at vendue. From 1784 to

1791, the payments into the ..". by vendue

masters averaged about $7,300 for each year, which

revenue appears to have been used for the ordinary

expenditures of the State government.

The sixth section of the act chapter 27, of the laws

of 1791, distinctly appropriates the duties derived

from sales at auction, “for the support of the civil

government of this State.”

In 1792, an act was passed, (chapter 67, of the

Session Laws of that year) appropriating two thou

sand pounds annually from auction duties, to the

“Society of the Hospital in the city of New-York.”

In 1795, an act was passed (chapter 37 of the Ses

sion Laws) which appropriates four thousand pounds

annually to the Society of the Hospital in the city of

New-York, and repeals the appropriation of the pre

ceding year; and also reduces the duties to 2 per
cent.

In 1798, an act was passed (chapter 89) which

adds one per cent to the duties on sales at auction,

and appropriates the sum received on account of this

additional duty, to the support of foreign poor in the

city of New-York.

In 1801, an act was passed (chapter 116) which

appropriates one-third of the amount received on

sales at auction in the city of New-York, for the sup

rt of foreign poor in that city, and it appropriates

the residue of the duties collected there, and the

whole received in other parts of the State, “for the

support of the civil government of this State.”

In 1817, when the act was passed for constructing

the Erie and Champlain Canals, various revenues

were set apart and pledged for the payment of the

money borrowed, and in the 5th section of the act

referred to, it was provided that “all the duties upon

sales at auction, after deducting thereout twenty-three

thousand five hundred dollars annually appropriated

to the Hospital, the Economical School, and the

Orphan Asylum Society, and ten thousand dollars

hereby appropriated annually for the support of foreign

poor in the city of New-York,” should belong to the

Canal Fund.

These sums were apportioned as follows:

To the hospital,. ------------- ... $22,500

To the economical school,........ 500

To the orphan asylum, ... --------- 500

For the support of foreign poor, ... 10,000

$33,500

The economical school has not been in operation

for many years, and the sum of $500 which was

originally paid for the use of this school, is now paid

to the Prince Street Orphan Asylum, under the act

chapter 69, of the Laws of 1834.

A statement is annexed, which shows the sums

paid out of the Treasury for auction duties in each

year, from 1784 to 1844, and also the sums paid out

of the Treasury for the same period for the use of

the hospital, foreign poor, and other objects. The

total sum paid into the Treasury on account of sales

at auction for 60 years, is $7,660,291.88

Total paid from the Treasury for the use

of hospital, &c. 1,311,774.75

Retained in the Treasury, $5,848,517.13

Of the amount thus retained in the Treasury, the

sum of $3,592,039.04 has been appropriated to the
construction of the Erie and Champlain Canals, and

the sum of $2,256,478.08 has been used for the ordi

nary support of the government.

Respectfully submitted,

A. C. FLAGG.

STATEMENT

Of the amount of duties paid into the Treasury durin

each fiscal year, from 1784 to 1844, inclusive; j

of the amount charged upon such duties and paid

from the Treasuryj the same time for the

support of the New-York Hospital, Foreign Poor,

Economical School, and Orphan Asylum in the

city of New-York, viz:

Year ending Am't paid into Amount paid to

the Treasury. hospital, &c.

Dec. 31, 1784 $6,356.461.----------- ----

1785 11,771.77|----------------

1786 6,473.99.------------. --

1787 6,908.84----------------

1788 5,356.36

1789 6,675.78

1790 7,318.39

1791 8,051.38

1792 14,605.08

1793 21,898.33

1794 12,594.02

1795 38,890.30

1796 14,801.13

1797 25,135.26

1798 35,187.96 15,098.00

1799 47,907.95 29,509.46

1800 55,942.74 30,992.91

1801 78,783,69 38,838.61

1802 66,030.24 34,263.49

1803 52,776.14 27,599.78

1804 56,322.69 29,015.69

1805 47,614.44 29,909.21

1806 64,879,04 33,955-88

1807 73,621.80 37,392.00

1808 66,474.99 29,537.37

1809 89,636.08 39,303.14

1810 127,774.01 45,346.19

1811 107,439.25 60,488.23

1812 126,962.80 53,699.12

1813 136,122.18 69,022.32

1814 86,067.76 50,336.83

1815 191,475.23 49,455.85

1816 159,450.01 97,205.89

1817 203,449.27 70,554,78

1818 179,967.14 33,500.00

Nov. 30, 1819 144,444.13 33,500.00

1820 156.477.20 33,500.00

1821 152,778.02 33,500.00

1822 181,967.65 35,500.00

1823 209,631.16 33,500.00

1824 233,101.53 33,500.00

1825 253,452.38 33,000.00

1826 234,237.84 30,500.00

1827 298,289,65 33,000.00

1828 257,187.40 35,000.00

1829 242,552.54 28,000,00

1830 218,513.66 38,000.00

Sept. 30, 1831 178,276.66 22,375.00
1832 250,424.02 35,000.00

1833| 212,014.23 31,000.00

1834. 205,337.04 36,000.00

1835 244,537.24 33,000.05

1836 274,903.81 36,000.00

1837| 214,458.62 28,000.00

1838. 142,102.35 34,000.00

1839| 225,401.84 38,500.00

1840 164,621.38 30,500.00

1841. 206,702.11 34,000.00

1842| 200,284.52 27,875.00

1843 161,123.02 39,125.00

1844 174,749.36 33,500.00

$7,660,291.88 $1,811,774.75
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PITTSBURG SUFFERERS.

The meeting convened at the Mayor's office on

the 19th ult, to consult as to preliminary measures

for calling a public meetingin reference to the calamit

ous fire at Pittsburg, was attended by the following

named gentlemen.

Wm. F. Havemeyer, Esq., Mayer elect, Hon.

Joseph Sprague, Mayor of the city of Brooklyn, Ex

Mayor's Stephen Allen, Philip Hope, and Cornelius

W. Lawrence, James Brown, of the banking house

of Brown, Brothers, & Co., George Griswold, of the

house of N. L. & G. Griswold, Adam Norrie, of the

House of Boorman, Johnson, & Co., Anson G. Phelps

of the house of Phelps, Dodge & Co., Caleb Swan, of

the house of Stone, Swan & Co., George Newbold,

President of the Bank of America, Ex-Aldermen

Peter Cooper, Henry Andrew, and Mr. Havens.

Mayor Harper was called to the Chair, and Mr.

Havemeyer, the Mayorelect, was appointed Secretary.

Hickson W. Field, Abraham G. Thompson, and John

R. Murray Esqrs. sent messages to MayorHarper stating

that sickness prevented them from attending, and at

the same time expressing their approval of the objects

of the meeting. It was a meeting of good men.

When we looked upon this group of citizens assem

bled in the Mayor's Office, we could not help con

trasting this body of men with those which have for

years composed our City Councils, and felt a wish that

the affairs of this great City Government could be

confided for a single year to these same individuals.-

What a blessing such an investment of power would

be to the people.

The contributions which have grown out of this

meeting exceed $21,000. Messrs. Woolsey & Wool

sey, the proprietors of the very extensive sugar refinery

in New-York, gave $600. BRow N, BROTHERs, &

Co. gave $500, NATHANIEL and GeoRGE GR1swold

$500. JAMEs LENox Esq.,$500. There were other dona

tions of a similar amount. We have not a list of all

the donations. The application to the citizens, more

generally, would have greatly increased the amount.

MAyor HARPER is entitled to thanks for moving in

this good work, and also the gentlemen who aided him

by their ready response to his call.

THE FERRY QUESTION

Public Ferries and public Roads are both designed

for the same end, viz. to accommodate the people.—

Ferries are not a property in the corporation of a city

any more than a weigh house or a public street, but

ferries require regulations by a general law. The

statutes of this State make provision for ferries where

the land is owned on the shore adjoining the water,

but such a ferry as the Brooklyn and New-York

ferries come not within this regulation for at each

end the ferry terminates in a public highway, Ful

ton Street in Brooklyn and Fulton Street in New

York are of this class.

The Legislature should provide that any ferry boat

which is sufficient for the transportation of passen

gers and carriages, carts, &c., should have liberty to

ind at any public wharf in New-York or Brooklyn

free of charge, on coudition of transporting passen

gers for one cent, and carts and carriages for three

cents. The East River is a public highway, and so

is Fulton Street in New-York and Brooklyn. There

is no private property between these two cross roads.

It is said the Legislature cannot interfere with North

River Steamboats for the safety of Passsengers.-
North River Steamers are mereº boats, although

they are licensed by the Government of the United

States, andso can the Fulton Ferry boats obtain licenses
from the government of the United States, and the

boºts are already subject to the inspection of the

º States officers as to the boilers, tiller ropes,

NEW-YORK, MAY 8, 1845.

TAXES IN THE CITY OF NEW-YORK.

The amount of Taxable property returned by the

assessors in 17 Wards of the City of New-York in

1844. is as follows:

Real Estate,.... -------------- $171,936,591.18

Capital of Incorporated Companies,28,964,512.45

Personal Property, --------------35,058,944.15

$235,960,047.78

The amount of this property in the Croton Water

District is $224,103,713.98.

The amount in the Watch District is $228,283,-

3.18.98.

The amount in the Lamp District is $227,770,293.98.

The amount of property returned by the Ward

Assessors as not being subject to the Croton Tax is

that which is situate north of a line running from the

North River through the centre of 23d Street to Lex

ington Avenue, through the middle of Lexington

Avenue to 28th Street, and through the middle of

28th Street to the East River, and of persons residing

to the North of that line, and is $11,856,334.00. The

northern line of the Croton Water District is a geo

graphical limit, and therefore an arbitrary line.

There is no justice in taxing a resident on the south

side of 23d Street for the Croton and exempting his

neighbor who lives but 100 feet from him on the

north side of that street.

The tax should be assesed upon those who enjoy

the benefits of the Croton without regard to geographic
lines.

Land should not be taxed for the Croton, but

buildings and merchandise should be taxed to the

extent of the benefit enjoyed.

The tax should be so imposed as not to injure the

value of property in the city by driving wealthy

citizens out of it. We know of one dwelling in

New-York which rented for fifteen hundred dollars

per annum, but the occupant is unwilling to rent it

any longer in consequence of the high taxes on per

sonal property which he will be subjected to.

If the entire tax was imposed upon real estate the

additional per cent would be trifling. The Taxable

property as returned by the assessors including incor

porated companies, and excluding the personal prop

erty of Individuals, is in round numbers about two

hundred millions of dollars. The amount of the

annual tax last year, say $1,980,000.00 in round

numbers.

This sum assessed upon two hundred million of

dollars, would amount to a per centage of 99 cents

upon the one hundred dollars.

A permanent Board of Assessors who should be

vested with the power of Assessing the Croton tax

upon buildings and merchandize, and of supervising

the Ward Assessors in their assessments upon individ

uals for personal property, would produce a reform

in the system of Taxation of incalculable advantage

to the city.

Something should be done in the matter of Taxes

by the citizens independent of the Corporation. It

is now a most difficult subject and requires a careful

and deliberate discussion and thorough examination.

This subject if attended to early may be made the

subject of special attention of the New-York delega

tion at the commencement of the next Legislature,

and individuals should be selected as candidates for

this especial purpose.

The amount of Taxable property in the First Ward

in 1844, by the assessors' return was $54,029,302.89

Fifteenth Ward, 26,033,044.22

The personal property assessed in the 11th Ward

but $99,200.00, and in the 13th Ward is but $252,-

485,26,
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STATE SENATE.

Thefollowing named individuals compose the Senate

of the State of New-York, viz:

Applson GARDINER, President.

FIRST DISTRICT.

Isaac L. Varian, ------------------- 1845.

John A. Lott,--------------------- . 1846.

David R. Floyd Jones,........ -----. 1847.

George Folsom, ------------------- 1848.

SECOND DISTRICT.

Abraham Bockee,------------------ 1845.

Abraham A. Deyo,-----------------1846.

Joshua B. Smith, ------------------ 1847.

Robert Denniston, ------------------ 1848.

THIRD DISTRICT,

Erastus Corning, ------------------- 1845.

John C. Wright, ...... - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1846.

Stephen C. Johnson, --- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1847.

John P. Beekman,-----------------1848.

FOURTH DISTRICT.

Edmund Warney. .... --------------1845.

Thomas B. Mitchell, .... -----------1846.

Orville Clark, ---------------------1847.

Augustus C. Hand,-----------------1848.

FIFTH DISTRICT.

George C. Sherman,...---. - - - - - - - - - - 1845.

Carlos P. Scovil,..... --- - - - - - - - - - - - 1846.

Thomas Barlow, ... --- - - - ... - 1847.

Enoch B. Talcott, ------------------ 1848.

SIXTH DISTRICT.

James Faulkner, ------------------- 1845.

Calvin T. Chmaberlain, -------------1846.

Clark Burnham, -------------------1847.

George D. Beers, ------------------ 1848.

SEVENTH DISTRICT.

William Bartlit, ------------------- 1845.

John Porter, --------- ... -- 1846.

Albert Lester, -------. - - - - 1847.

Henry J. Sedgwick, ---------------1848.

EIGHTH DISTRICT.

Gideon Hard, ... ------------------. I845.

Harvey Putnam, ... -----------------1846.

Frederick F. Backus, -------------. 1847.

Carlos Emmons, -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1848.

The term of office of a Senator, is four years, and

the terms of office of the respective Senators named

above, expire with the last moment of the year set

opposite their names respectively.

The Lieut. Governor is, by virtue of his said office.

President of the Senate, except when he acts as

Governor, and then, and in that case, he ceases to be

President of the Senate. The two offices being in

compatible.

The members of the Senate, together with the

Chancellor, and Justices of the Supreme Court, form

the Court for the correction of Errors.

Isaac R. Elwood, is Clerk of the Senate, and also

Clerk of the Court for the Correction of Errors.

Charles Bryan, is Sergeant-at-Arms.

Senators are required to be freeholders--property,

instead of inental qualification.

The salary of the Chancellor is $3000 per annum,

and the Justices of the Supreme Court, have each the

same compensation, Reuben H. Walworth, is Chan

cellor, Green C. Bronson, is Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court. Messrs. Jewett and Beardsley are

Assistant Justices. The per diem pay of a Senator is

$3 per day, and mileage tº and from his home to the

capitol, or the place of holding court. The President
of the Senate receives $6 per day for actual service.

º
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RAILROAD STOCKS.

Railroad incoporations without this State present a
difficult question as to taxation. Railroads are real

estate according to Sec. 2 of page 379, of the Revised

Statutes, whichdeclares “that the term ‘land’as used in

this Chapter, shall be construed to include the land

itself, all buildings or other articles erected upon or
affixed to the same, and the term ‘real estate' and

‘real property,’ whenever they occur in this Chap

ter, shall be construed as having the same mean

ing as the term land thus defined.” The cars and

funds belonging to a railroad are personal property.

The stock of an incorporated Company is deemed

personal property in the disposition and distribution

of estate of persons who have deceased, and in our

statutes regulating the descent and distribution of

estates are so treated.

An incorporated Company has the right by law to
deduct their real estate from the amount of their capital

stock, and a stockholder has the right to deduct the

amount of the stock that he holds in any institution

in this State from the amountof his personal property,

but he has not the right to deduct stocks in monied

institutions without this State.

The Attorney General, Mr. Van Buren, informed

us that he has been applied to by the Supervisors of

several counties bordering upon Canada, as to the

liability of the stock held in the Banks of Canada,

and owned by citizens of this State to taxation as

personal property. -

We do not know thathe has yet given an answer,

but we presume that he will be governed in this by

the provisions of section 3 of page 379, and section 15
of page 383 of the first volume of the Revised Statutes

which declares what property is subject to taxation.

as follows:

“$ 3. The terms “personal estate, and ‘personal

roperty,’ whenever they occur in this chapter, shall

É.construed toinclude all household furniture; monies;

goods; chattels; debts due from solvent debtors,
whether on account, contract, note, bond or mortgage;

public stocks; and stocks in monied corporations—

They shall also be construed to include such portion

of the capital of incorporated companies, liable to

taxation on their capital as shall not be invested in

real estate.”

“Ś 15. If any person whose real or personal estate

is liable to taxation, shall at any time before the

assessors shall have completed their assessments,

make affidavit that the value of his real estats does

not exceed a certain sum to be specified in such

affidavit; or that the value of the personal estate

owned by him, after deducting his just debts, and

his property invested in the stock of incorporated

companies, liable under this chapter to taration on

their capital, does not exceed a certain sum to be

specified in the affidavit, it shall be the duty of the

aseessors to value such real or personal estate, or

both, as the case may be, at the sums specified in

such affidavit and no more.” See Sec. 7 on this page.

“$ 4. The following property shall be exempt

from taxation: -

“1. All property, real or personal, exempted from

taxation by the constitution of this state, or under the

constitution of the United States.

2. All lands belonging to this State, or the United

States:

3. Every building erected for the use of a college,

incorporated academy, or other seminary of learning;

every building for public worship; every school

house, court-house and jail; and the several lots

whereon such buildings are situated, and the furniture

belonging to each of them:

4.§ poor-house, alms-house, house of industry,

and every house belonging to a company incorpora

ted for the reformation of offenders, and the real and

personal property belonging to, or connected with

the same:

5. The real and personal property of every public

library:

6. All stocks owned by the state, or by literary or

charitable institutions;

7. The personal estate of every incorporated com

}. not made liable to taxation on its capital, in the

ourth Title of this Chapter:

8. The personal property of every minister of the

gospel, or priest, of any denomination; and the real

*...* of ºººh, minister, or priest, when occupied by

*Provided such real and personal estate’ao nºt

º the value of one thousand five hundred dollars:

an

9. All property exempted by law from execution:

§ 5. If the real and personal estate, or either of

them, of any minister, or priest, exceed the value of

| one thousand five hundred dollars, that sum shall be

deducted from the valuation of his property, and the

residue shall be liable to taxation.

§ 6. Lands sold by the state, though not granted, or

conveyed, shall be assessed in the same manner as if

i`i; conveyed.

§ 7. The owner or holder of stock in any incorpo

rated company liable to taxation on its capital, shall

not be taxed as an individal for such stock.” See §15

LEGISLATION.

The very frequent assembling together of Legisla

tive bodies to enact laws, is highly injurious to the

public interest and extremely jºi to the

welfare of the people.

Laws to be salutary and useful, should be perma

ment. It sometimes happens that it is impossible to

foresee the effect which a particular statute will have

until it is put in practise, and such cases are some

times exceptions to any general rule, but there are

great principles which should form the basis of all

statute laws.

The rights of persons and the rights of property

should be the ... of constitutional law, and no

legislature should alter or change such laws by becom

ing the violators of these important provisions.

One great difficulty exists in reference to legislative

bodies, and this difficulty arises from hasty legislation.

Many laws are hastily passed and approved by the

Executive without careful examination, which if

properly scrutinized would be returned to the house
in which the bill originated, and would never encum

ber the statutes and involve individuals in litigation,

It was a common practice with the colonial Legisla

ture of the Province of New-York to refer important

bills to the Attorney General for examination, and

such a reference was a great aid to the Governor and

Council whowere to give, or refuse their assent thereto,

Under the constitution of 1777 the Governor and

Council were allowed to retain a bill passed by the

Legislature near the close of the session, and if objec

tionable, to return it to the next Legislature, with

objections. This was a most salutary provision, and

should never have been abrogated.

Under the present Constitution, a bill retained by

the governor until after the adjournment of the Le

gislature becomes a nullity, and therefore the execu

tive must signitif passed the last day, as great numbers

of bills are, without reading or understanding its

contents properly.

In 1844 Col. Young, the Secretary of State, sent a

communication to the house of Assembly of this State

.# that body, that a law which had been

enacted by the Legislature was in such a shape that

it could not be executed. The Legislature were

under the necessity of passing a resolution to amend

the act. What a commentary this upon Legislation.

JUDICIARY.

The judiciary department of a government is more

important than either the legislative or the executive.

A government so organized that one man, or one

body of men possess it is powers, is called absolute.

In the organization of our government it is intend

ed that the powers of the government shall be sepa

rated. . That the legislative shall be distinct from the

executive, and that both shall be distinct from the

judiciary, but the difficulty exists in defining what are

Legislative, Executive, and Judiciary powers. If the

judges of the courts through ignorance or design set

. their will as a substitute for the law, they exercise

the powers enumerated above and thus become

despots.

In the organization of the Court for the correction

of Errors, one of the Legislative branches of the

government constitutes the Court. The Chancellor

and Justices of the Supreme Court are members of

that Court, but the number of these judiciary officers

is but four, while the Legislative members number

thirty-two.

The great number of decisions of the Supreme

Court and Court of Chancery which are reversed by

the Court for the Correction of Errors, is a mournful

commentary upon human judgment.

The members of the Court for the correction of

Errors, with the exception of the Judiciary members,

are not required to give areason for the decision which

each member pronounces.

AMENDMENT OF THE constitution.

The adoption of a fundamental Law by a Free

People is a solemn act of those who will be selected

to discuss its provisions and to agree upon its details

but few will remain many years to witness its opera

tions, it therefore will be madefor the guidance an gov

ernment of those who are yet unborn.

There are great principles in government which are

unchangeable and these principles should form the
basis of the Constitution.

In the administration of a government under a

written Constitution local difficulties will frequently

occur which could not be forseen by the framers of

the fundamental law, hence the difficulty of framing
a general law to reach every particular case.

Difficulties of a serious nature frequently grow out

of the peculiar phraseology of the various provisions

of a Constitution, therefore care should be taken in

the framing of so important a law to have the language
so plain that it cannot be misinterpreted.

The great distinction which is claimed by the

citizens of the United States as existing between our

form of government and those of many of the civili

zed nations of Europe, is, that in the United States

the Executive, Legislative and Judiciary powers are

separated and exercised by distinct bodies and the

Constitutions of the individual States composing the

Union must bein conformity with these great principles.

In the Constitution of the State of Massachusetts

it is provided that the Judiciary shall not exercise the

powers of the Legislative department of the govern

ment. This is a very important provision and should

by all means be incorporated into the Constitution of

this State.

It is but very recently that a solemn question was

raised in reference to the exercise of an extraordinary

power by the Justices of the Supreme Court of this,

State. The exercise of this power, we have remarked

was extraordinary, and besides it involved immense

atronage and moreover vast pecuniary liabilities of
individual citizens.

At the time this question was raised the Supreme

Court bench was composed of Samuel Nelson, Chief

Justice, and Esek. Cowen and Green C. Bronson,

Assistant Justices. The two Assistant Justices after

hearing argument of counsel decided that this exercise

of power was a violation of the Constitution. The

Chief Justice dissented. Shortly after the decision

Mr. Justice Cowen departed this life, and Samuel

Beardsley was appointed to fill the vacancy. The

question was ordered to be re-argued, and Mr. Justice

Beardsley gave the casting vote, reversing the decision

of the previous bench. Mr. Beardsley ãeivered the

opinion of the Court which was that of the Chief

Justice and himself in a very lengthy written docu

ment which we have published and reviewed on the

same pages. Mr. Justice Bronson also wrote a brief

opinion invalidating, we think, most clearly the sound

ness of the opinion of his learned associates. This

will beº also on the same pages together with

the argument of Daniel Webster before the Court.

This was a case in which Judicial officers had

assumed to exercise a power which it is insisted is

not only unauthorisedby the Constitution, but is, more

over, prohibited by that instrument, and these very

officers are the tribunal which is to determine the

constitutionality of the acts of its own members, thus

º the extraordinary position of a judge deci

ing his own case.

Mr. Justice Beardsley holds that the power exer

cised by the Justices of the Supreme Court in the

highway proceedings, which are the proceedings
involved in this question, are a judiciary power, and

that very view of it involves an absurdity, for it would

follow that any power confered upon a judiciary

officer becomes a judiciary power from the fact of

its, being conferred upon an individual holding a

judicial office; hence, if the Justices of the Supreme

Court of this State were wested by law of the legisla

ture with the command of the militia of this State,
such a command would be the exercise of a judiciary

power, being only an extensien or enlargement of the

power by the Court, and not a new power. . -

This presents a matter for the deliberate investiga:

tion of each individual member of the contemplated

convention, and being one of vast importance we

shall furnish each individual with the Municipal

Gazette containing these matters in a connected form.

|
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EXTENDING CANAL STREET.

The destruction of the Bowery Theatre has opened
anew "...º.º. to extend Canal Street." The

law passed by the Legislature in 1839, is a restriction

on any new proceeding for opening Streets in the

city of New-York, independent of the difficulty in

the exercise of highway powers by the Justices of

the Supreme Court.

Judge Jewett the newly appointed Justice of the

Supreme Court, is said to be one of the ablest real

estate lawyers in the State, and it is therefore to be

presumed that he will not consent to perform the

office of Highwaymaster while he holds the office of

Justice under the Constitution of this State now in

existence. Chief Justice BRossos has already ex

pressed his opinion as to the prohibitory provision of

the Constitution in respect tothe exercise of 'street pow
ers by the Judges, and in so clear and unanswer:ble a

manner as to place the question beyond all doubt.

Whatever is needful to be done in reference to

Canal Street will require to be proceeded in by the

State Legislature independent of the Supreme Court,
or Chancellor of this State.

The law of 1839 gives the control of the proceed

ing as to the confirmation of the Commissioner's Report

to two classes of persons, viz. those composing a

majority of the awards, or a majority in the amount of

the assessments, may appear and object, or both, and

if either to the extent | a majority in amount do so

object, the court are compelled to discontinue the

proceedings in toto.

The application for the appointment of Commis

sioners must be on giving 20 days notice, of a certain

form, and in certain places, of the intention to appl

for the appointinent of Comunissioners. The appli

cation must be made to the Court in Albany or New

York, and in certain months of the year.

The act passed March 7, 1793, in relation to John

Street, is a good pattern bill for Canal Street. This

act appointed Henry Rutgers, John Broome, Daniel

McCormick, John Stagg, and George Goffman, Com

missioners a majority of whom were authorised to

act, and also provides for a jury of merchants to assess

the damages for the land required to be taken. We

here give the act entire, as follows:

CHAPTER 42.

“An act for improving John Street in the third

Ward of the city of New-York, and for vesting the

Right of the People of this State, to the lands left for

Streets, in the City of New-York, in the Corporation

of the said City.—Passed 7th March, 1793.”

“W HEREAs it has been represented to the Legisla

ture that it is necessary that the lower end of John

Street, in the third ward in the city of New-York,

commonly called Golden-HillStreet, shouldbeenlarged

and widened ; Therefore,

“1. Be it enacted by the people of the state of New

York, represented in Senate and Assembly, 'That from

and after the tenth day of May, which will be in the

year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and

ninety-four, the said Street which now is only twelve

feet four inches wide, at the intersection thereof with

Queen Street between the houses of Moses Rogers

and Thomas Pearsall, shall be enlarged and widened

as follows, to wit: beginning on Queen Street aforesaid,

at a point eight feet eight inches east of the south

west corner of the front of the house of the said

Thomas Pearsall, and running thence by a straight

line to a point three feettwo inches east of the north

west corner of the rear of the same house of the said

Thomas Pearsall, and from thence in a straight line to

the north-west corner of the lot of ground of the

said Thomas Pearsall on Golden-Hill Street aforesaid.

And that on the south-west side of the said street, the

same shall be enlarged and widened, by a direct line

to be drawn from the north-west corner of the new

house, lately built by the said Moses Rogers, through

the houses and lots of ground of Daniel Tooker, John

Harrison and John Sproson, to the south-east corner

of the dwelling house of Alexander Crawford; and

to the end that reasonable satisfaction may be made

for such parts of the said lots as may be necessary for

the purposes aforesaid, the mayor, aldermen and com:

monalty, of the city of New-York, in common council

convened, shall and may treat and agree with the

respective owner or owners thereof, or with the erson

or personsrespectively interested therein, or with his,

her or their respective agent or agents, or legal repre

sentative or representatives; and if such person or

persons, either any or all of them shall refuse to treat

and agree in manner aforesaid, then, and in such case,

it haſ and may be lawful, to and for the mayor or

recorder, and any two or more, aldermen, by virtue

of this act, by a precept under their hands and seals,

to command the sheriff of the said city and county of

New-York, to impannel and return, and he is hereby

commanded to impannel and return a jury of mer

chants, being freeholders, to appear before the mayor's

court of the said city, at any term thereof, not less

than three weeks from the date of such precept, to

enquire of and assess the damages due, or that shall

accrue to such owner or owners respectively, of such

houses and lots of ground, and to notify him, her or

them, by notice, to be left at his, her or heir most

usual place or places of abode, if they respectively

shall reside in the said city and county, but if not,

then on the premises respectively, that may be sup

posed to be in charge to such jury, at least fourteen

days before the return of the said precept, to appear

before such mayor's court, at the day and at the place in

such precept to be specified, which jury, being first

duly sworn, faithfully and impartially to inquire into

and assess the damages in question, and having viewed

the premises, if necessary or required by any or

either of the owner or owners, agent or agents, or

legal representative or representatives thereof, shall

enquire of and assess such damages, and recompense

respectively, as they shall, under all the circumstances,

judge fit to be awarded to the owner or owners, of

such respective houses or lots of ground, for their
º losses or damages, according to their several

and respective interests and estates therein, and the

verdict of such jury, and judgment of the said mayor's

court thereupon, and the payment of the sum or sums

of money, so awarded or adjudged to the owner or

owners thereof, or tender or refusal thereof shall be

conclusive and binding to all intents and purposes,

against the said owner or owners, his, her, and their

respective heirs, executors, administrators and assigns,

claiming any estate or interest of, in, or to the said

houses or ground. And it shall be thereupon lawful,

to and for the said mayor, aldermen and commonalty,

of the city of New-York, and their successors, to

cause the same ground to be converted to and for

the purposes aforesaid.

“2. And be it further enacted, That it shall and

maybe lawful, to and for Henry Rutgers, John Broome,

Daniel M'Cormick, John Stagg, and George Goffman,
or aº of them, upon a full and equitable con

sideration of all the circumstances attending the same,

to determine what part or portion of all and every of

the said sums of money so to be paid, ought to be borne

by the said common council, in consideration of the

general convenience to the citizens of the said city;

and what part or portion thereof, specifying the sum,

ought to be borne and paid by individual citizens,

whose estates in the said street and vicinity thereof,

will become advanced or increased in value by such

improvements, and to make a just and equitable

assessment of the last mentioned sum, among the

owner or owners of all the houses and lots in the

vicinity thereof, according to the benefit they may

respectively be deemed to acquire or receive thereby,

j that the said persons respectively, before they

shall enter upon the execution of their trust be duly

sworn, before the said mayor or recorder, to make

the said estimate and assessment, fairly and impar

tially, according to the best of their skill, and judg

ment, and a certificate in writing, of such estimate

and assessment being returned in writing, subscribed

by the said persons so appointed, or a majority of

them, or a majority of the survivors of them to the

said common council, and ratified by them, shall be

binding and conclusive, upon the owner or owners of

such houses and lots, so to be assessed respectively,

and the said owner or owners respectively, shall

thereupon become and be liable and chargable, and

they are hereby required, upon demand, to !". to

such person, as shall be authorized by the said com

mon council to receive the same, the sum at which

each such respective house or lot, shall be so assessed,

to be employed and applied for and towards the pay

ment of such losses and damages, as may have arisen

in consequence of the enlargement and alterations

hereby intended to be made, to the owner or owners

thereof respectively, so as aforesaid, by the jury res

spectively to be assessed, and in default of payment

thereof, or of any part thereof, it shall and may be

lawful, to and for the said mayor, recorder, and

aldermen, of the said city, or any three of them, of

whom the mayor or recorder, always to be one, by

warrant, under their hands and seals, to levy the sum

and sums of money so assessed, by distress and sale.

of the goods and chattels, of the owner or owners of

such house and lot so assessed, and refusing or negº

lecting to pay the same, rendering the overplus, if
any there be, after deducting the sum assessed,

and the charges of distress and sale, to such owner or

owners respectively, or his or their legal representa

tive or representatives; and if it should so happen,

that such owner or owners, shall have no goods or

chattels to satisfy the assessment aforesaid, that then

and in such case the same shall be deemed a debt

due, from the owner or owners thereof, his, her, or

their lawful representative or representatives, to the

mayor, aldermen and commonalty, of the said city,

and shall be payable to them within three months

after such assessment, and moreover shall become a

charge or lien and prior incumbrance upon such house

and lot of ground, into whose hands or possession

the same shall then be, or at any time thereafter shall

come or descend; and the respective owner or owners

of such housesandlots ofground respectively, atthetime

of such assessment, shall thereupon become and be

respectively liable and chargable, and they are here

º required to pay to the treasurer or chamberlain,

of the said city for the time being, who is hereby

authorized to receive the same, to the use of the said

corporation, the sum at which such houses and lots of

ound shall be so so assessed as aforesaid, and in

i. of payment thereof, the same shall and may

be recovered at the suit of the said treasurer or

chamberlain, in any court of record, within this state,

with costs of suit, and no such action or suit, s be

abated or discontinued by the death of the treasurer
or chamberlain, of the said city, or by his resignation

or removal from office. but shall be continued and

prosecuted to effect by his successor in office.

“3. And be it further enacted, That all the estate,

right, title, interest, claim and demand whatsoever, of

the people of this state, of, in and to all lands at any

time heretofore left for streets or highways, in the city

of New-York, by any person or persons whomsoever,

shall be, and hereby is vested in the mayor, aldermen

and commonalty, of the city of New,York, and their

successors, for the use of streets and highways.”

THE ROCK FORMATIONS OF MANHATTAN

ISLAND.

We have before us a statement of the depth of

several wells which have been sunk in the city of

New-York and of the distance at which rock was

reached from the surface.

At the corner of Perry and Factory Street a well

was sunk to the depth of 200 feet. The rock was

reached at the depth of 70 feet, and the boring con
tinued in the rock 130 feet.

Near 16th Street and the 7th Avenue a well was

sunk to the depth of 120 feet. The rock was reached

at the depth of 20 feet, and the boring continued in

the rock 100 feet.

At the Deaf and Dumb Asylum near 50th Street

a well was sunk to the depth of 112 feet, all the

way in the rock.

The Manhattan well in Mercer Street near Bleeker

Street was sunk to the depth of 448 feet. The rock

was reached at the depth of 42 feet.

At the corner of Avenue D and 5th Street a well

was sunk to the depth of 100 feet, and rock struck at

the depth of 95 feet.

At the City Hall the well has been sunk to the

depth of 90 feet without reaching the rock.

At Trinity Church Yard a well has been sunk to

the depth of 26 feet, and terminates on a rock,

At j. low tide the rock is bare at the lower side

of the Battery.

At Union Place the rock is even with the present
surface.

The well sunk at Washington Market reached the

rock at the depth of 70 feet.

The well sunk at Holt's Hotel reached the rock at

126 feet and the boring was continued in the rock

500 feet. At Fulton Market the rock was reached at

the depth of 130 feet. At Columbia College the

rock was reached at the depth of 80 feet.

It appears from these perforations made at various

places in the city of New-York, that the Island of

New-York has for its base a rock formation. It is a

gneis rock.
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CHALK FORMATIONS.

The extensive chalk formations found in France and

England are a wonderful display of the geological

features of our earth.

I have examined several large masses of chalk

which have been imported from Europe. and have

numerous nodules ..". which I have taken from

large lumps of chalk. Those which come from chalk

brought from the Isle of Wight, are dark, and those

from chalk brought from France are of a light color.

Some of these fl nt nodules are very hard, and others

less so, and the chalk appears to have penetrated the

nodules of the latter description an eighth of an inch

or inore.

I obtained from a lump of chalk a nodule of Iron

weighing nine ounces. This Iron has the same shape

as the flint nodules and is pure metal.

I have also three fossils which I obtained from

large lumps of chalk. One of these fossils is perfect,

the others were broken before the body became

fossilized. The one which is perfect measures 2 inches

in width, 2} inches long, and 13 inch thick. It is

a perfect head, and weighs 23 ounces. The shell of

this head is a perfect enamel, and is about one-sixteenth

of an inch thick, and when broken shows a glossy

fracture. The inside is filled with solid chalk. I

have been unable to discover in this head the organs

of sight. The mouth is small and there is but one nostril

which is in the centre above the mouth. The throat

is visible where the head connected with the neck.—

The embossing on the original surface of this head is

retained in great perfection, and resembles that which

is seen upon the skin of the Dog Fish. The whole

is perfectly white. On the top of the head are five

depressions about half an inch in length, and one

eighth of an inch in width, and one sixteenth of an

inch in depth in the centre; each of these are inter

sected atrightangles by 33 groves 4 of an inch long, and

about the one hundredth part of an inch deep. These 5

indentations meet at the centre on the top of the head.

One runs toward the neck, and each of the others

describe the points of the compass midway between

the cardinal points. I am inclined to the opinion that

this fossil is only a part of the animal and that it was

connected with a body like that of the head of the tor

toise, but nevertheless it may be the entire animal

for nature presents such a vast variety that wecannot

determine the fact by comparison with what are now

alive on the earth. The other fossils which are broken,

present the shells only, and retain only a part of the

original shape, and appear to have been bruised,

One ofthese is like a common turtle shell. By what

process the beds of chalk have been deposited we

are unable to conjecture, and the extensive examina

tions of these stratas seem to have thrown no light

upon the subject. It is probable that the condensa

tion of carbonic acid gas is the origin of the chalk

formation, and the fossils which areToni embedici

in chalk, present the same illustration that vegetable

substances do that are found embedded in stone coal.

The former being condensed carbonic acid gas, and

the latter, being condensed hydrogen gas.

I have among my collections a bottle of Petrolium

from one of the western mineral tar springs. This

fluid could be forced into the pores of!and that

wood afterwards becoming crystalized would form a

bituminous coal. Petrolium is found quite abundant

in some sections of the United States. About thirty

years ago it was met with in boring for salt water at

Ranhawha in Virginia, at the depth of three or four

hundred feet, and often several barrels of it was

collected from one well. Recently none has been

met with in these borings, but the wells which have

been sunk to the depth of near one thousand feet

give vent to an immense body of carburetted hydro

gen which rises with the salt water in a column near

one hundred feet above the surface. Searns of bitu

minous coal are passed in these bºrings. A particular

description of these will be found in this volume.

THE COPPER MINES OF LAKE SUPERIOR.

It is represented that vast stores of copper underlay

the surface of the country bordering upºn Lake Si

perior. Lake Superior is north of latitude 46°, and

occupies a deep basin. Its surface is about 75, feet

above that of Lake Erie, and about 640 feet above

the surface of the bay of New-York, but its bottom is

about 250 feet lower than the surface of tide water.

and those of Niagara, were

entirely removed, still Lake Superior would remain

the greatest Lake on the face of the globe. The

depth of the waters of Lake Superior are estimated

at 900 feet. The barriers which confine the waters

of the great lakes in their respective basins are nar

row and may undergo changes in the process of time

which may produce vast revolutions on the surface of
the earth in that section of the Globe. If the rocks

which compose the falls of Niagara were removed

the falls of the Sault of the St. Mary, would be propor

tionably increased, and the great cataract thus change

its location. The St. Croix river which empties into

the Mississippi through Lake St. Croix, below the

falls of St. Anthony heads in a boiling spring of about

two acres in extent, and the river Brule which has

its head in the same spring, runs into Lake Superior.

What a fountain this to furnish its fluid at the

same time the to Gulf of Mexico and the Gulf of

the St. Lawrence. This boiling spring is in north

latitude about 46° 30', and west longitude about 919

45'. The climate on the shores of Lake Superior is

cold, and therefore a favorable section of the world

for the production of minerals to supply the more

temperate agricultural districts, which will create an

exchange ºf commiotics wich will be the insis ºf

an extensive trade in the process of time. If copper

is as plenty in this section of the world, as represented,

it will soon become as cheap as iron.

If the falls of St. M

.

WILD RICE.

I have a small quantity of wild rice presented to

me by a kind friend, in Upper Canada during m

visit to that country in the summer of 1844. This

grew in Rice Lake in which the river Trent has

its head. This wild rice is collected by theOnotanaba

Indians and brought into the white settlements and

sold. At the dinner table of the house of a friend

it was served up as a desert, and was a most delight

ful dish. This wild rice is a very abundant product

of the lakes in the high northern latitudes, and gives

sustenance to wild geese which are seen every spring

| their course in their flight to that region of

the globe, to pass the summer. The Indians in gather

ing this rice run their bark canoes through it, and

with a pole turn the heads of the rice over to the

inside of the bark canoe and with a stick beat out

the grain which falls to the bottom of the canoe.

Some of the grains of the wild rice are near 3 of an

inch in length and are of a dark color, almost black.

Nature has provided in the extensive region where

the wild rice is most abundant the means of sustain

ing the lives of the numerous wild fowls which feed

upon it. and even the human species when traversing

these regions find it almost their sole dependence.

The wild rice takes root in the mud at the bottom

of Lakes and ponds of water where the mud is deep,

and grows to a great height under water and several

feet after it rises above the water.

AN ANCIENT TOWN.

On the southerly bank of Big Barren River, near

Bowling Green, State of Kentucky, is the remains of

an ancient town. I visited this locality in 1814, and

examined this ancient site. At this place the River

makes a bend describing an obtuse angle which gives

to the observer standing upon this ancient site a view

of the river for half a mile up its stream and an equal

distance, down. The site forms the surface of a bluff

which is about 100 feet above low water. This surface

of the bluff is a few hundred feet broad, and declines

gradually as its distance from the river increases.—

On the opposite side of the river the land is flat and

not elevated more than fifty feet above low water.—

When I visited this place it was enclosed within the

boundaries of a large farm. I stopped for breakfast

at the house of the owner, who was an old settler,

and spent some time with him, and he accompanied

me over the grounds. The foundations of buildings

were visible on both sides of a street near 100 feet

wide. In the rear of the site the owner had planted

an orchard which he afterwards attempted to im

. by ploughing up the ground to a considerable

epth, in doing which he discovered immense quan

tities of human bones which appeared to have been

placed there in bulk, and which were reposing

immediately under the surface. When I crossed the

river it was quite low, and I forded the stream on

horseback* on reaching the southern shore I looked

up to the fork of a Sycamore tree 30 or 40 feet above

the ground where the roots of a tree were hanging

which had lodged there during a great fresh. On

the opposite side of the River I examined several

ancient mounds some of which were opened and

found filled with human bones. There is no written

history which presents any record of the rise or down

fall of this ancient town. Itself, alone, is its historian

and discovers the trace of a ruin.

THE ROLLING FORK OF SALT RIVER,

It was on a summer day that I was travelling on

horseback in the near vicinity of the rolling fºrk of

Salt River at a time when rain showers were frequent

when I met a traveller who had but a few minutes

before crossed the river, the banks, of which I was

then approaching. He accosted me, saying, that unless

I put forward with all speed I would be too late to

foºd the river, as it was rising rapidly when he crossed.

only ten minues previous, I adopted his advice and

urged my horse forward, reached the river, and forded

the stream without difficulty, aud travelled on its

opposite bank for a considerable distance as the road

led that way. Before I had travelled half a mile

from the ford, the river was ten feet deep. This

fork is a fitful, fretful stream and has a rocky bed;

it rises among the mountains and is often a most im

petuous mountain torrent, but it soon runs out. It is

rightly named, but its title has a most imposing sound

in the ears of a stranger traveller who is journeying

toward it in the bosom of a forest.

MULDOW'S HILL.

This highland is crossed by the great road leading

from Danville, Ky., to Nashville in Tennessee. It is

on the easterly side of green River. I have crossed

it often on horseback and generally dismounted and

filled my pockets with curious petrefactions which

are plentiful on its surface. The wonder is how

came they in such a place, and upon the surface of

the ground. Every thing is wonderful,-how little

do things that are constantly in view attract our notice

or interest our minds.

HUDSON RIVER,

We have before us Hasler's Chart of the Hudson

River, opposite New-York.

The depth of the water in a line drawn from the

foot of Courtlandt Street to the Rail Road Pier at

Jersey City gives us the least depth on the Jersey

City side, 16 feet, and as the greatest depth near

the New-York side, 50 feet. Beginning at the first

sounding stated, on the New-York side, as follows: 28,

30, 31, 32, 37, 44, 50, 49, 44, 34, 33, 32, 31, 30, 28,

27, 26, 25, 23, 21, 18, 16, 18.

A line drawn from Canal Street to the nearest part

of the Jersey shore would pass the same depth of

water in the same distance from the New-York shore

as from the foot of Courtlandt Street,

A line drawn across the river from the Great Kill

Road to the Jersey shore exactly opposite would pass

over water 66 feet in depth, about half way and in the

middle of the River.

Between the foot of Rector Street, Morris Street

and Battery Place, and the Jersey shore opposite

these Streets respectively, the deepest water is 56

feet, and is near the New-York side. Between

Castle William, and Gibbet Island, the deepest water

noted is 77 feet.

EAST RIVER,

Between Fulton St. in New-York and Fulton St. in

Rtooklyn, the deepest water in a straight line is 43

feet, and 30 feet the least depth in the soundings

noted.

Between whitehall, in New-York, and the foot, of

Atlantic street, Brooklyn, the deepest water noted is

37 feet, and the shallowest, 12 feet.

The deepest water in the River between Main

Street in Brooklyn and Catharine Street, New-York

is 53 feet, and between Main Street, Brooklyn, and

Market street, New-York, is 71 feet.

Nearly opposite Rivington Street there is one place

in the river 72 feet deep

Between Governor's Island and Whitehall the

deepest water is 43 feet, and the shallowest 9 feet.
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A BRILLIANT MORNING.

Atan early hour I took a walk on Brooklyn heights to

enjoy a morning view from that silicious cliff, the base

of which is washed by the tides of the Atlantic, which

visit our pretty Bay.

The trees which shade the path in which I walked

tº this charming place were newly dressed in green

foliage, the young buds were gently expanding, dis

§: their white and crimson tints surrounded by

eep green borders, the blossoms were also upon the

trees in great profusion, giving out to the moistened

amosphere their sweet fragrance in the odour of a

rich perfume. In this atmosphere there wasan aqueous

Yapºr floating and it was as thin as air, and possessed

the brightness of a crystal gem I inhaled this balmy

fragrant atmosphere—it had a sweet which could be

tasted—it was a gentle stimulant, a pure beverage—

and I drank the ſerial aqueous fluid at every breath,

and felt revived, for I had passed a night in sleep so

profound that during its continuance my mental ficul

ties were all suspended.

The sun was not yet risen but the eastern horizon

was lighted up by its near approach, and the curtains

of the new born morning presented an array of mag

nificence and beauty in every fold of the resplendant

aqueous "...". tinged with golden purple, spangled

with red and fringed with a deep border of the mys

terious light of celestial fire.

The waters of the pretty bay were still—were

quiet—all nature seemed to be at rest, and engaged
in her devotions—for silence was visible—and silence

is the essence of spiritual homage. It is the tribute

of a morning thought that bows down in the heavenly

temple, that takes the lowest seat in the celestial

court, which is the homage of adoration. It is only

the inner man that is the true worshipper.

Two pretty birds broke silence and commenced their

sweet singing upon aº tree filled with pretty

flowers, it was a pretty place to sing a pretty song,

and it was a song of love—a morning anthem. This

feathered pair were happy. I judged so, for their

song was cheerful—their lively notes were charming

music, and were inscribed upon an atmosphere of

balmy fragrance, to be gathered to the celestial archives,

presenting an illuminated page in the heavenly record.

I asked myself, who learned the birds to sing ! There

is but a single answer to this query. It is written in

the volume of inspiration, illuminates its earliest page,

reaches back to a time ere man was formed, to a day

beyond thaton which hisbody became the tenementof a

living soul, and to the second in the annals of time,

On that day the celestial luminary paid its second visit

to this terrestrial surface, and it was then the feathered

race possessed this earth in harmony and love, and it

was then when its morning shone with intrinsic bright

ness that the feathered songsters chaunted their first

morning anthem in sweet hallelujahs to the praise of

the King of Kings. It was the first song on earth,

and it was full of praise, for it was full of harmony.

No human eyej the beauty of that morning—

yet it was not unseen—nor unchronicled. A pen—

the pen of Inspiration—dipped in the fountain of all

knowledge—inscribed its record upon a virgin page,

a precious treasure, a regal gift. and we possess the

copies of that record.

While looking around me upon the broad field

within the reach of human eyesight, I beheld a distant

ove—a lovely woodland dressed in lively green—

it is “GREEN wood,” a city of the dead, there silence

reigns in solemn stillness—the treasures of the dead

are there—the loved and the blessed are there—and

when the resurrection morning shall kindle up its

light, a morning anthem will ascend from this city of

the dead in a song of praise to Him who made the

world,—to him who planted the germ of that brilliant

morning.

DARK SPOTS UPON THE SUN.

Several large spots upon the sun's disc have recently

been noticed which are estimated to be 20,000 miles

in diameter. Science affords no means of determin

ing the cause, or the nature of these obscurations, nor

are we able to determine what influence they have

upon the climate of our earth. The solar orb is com

puted to be about 96,000,000 miles from us, and the

moon one four hundredth part of that distance, and

weare as ignorant of the nearer, as of the more distant

luminary. Some eminent astronomers express the

opinion that the moon is without an atmosphere, and

others, that its mountains are volcanic, but we have

nº means at present of determining the correctness

of either of these conjectures. Even the knowledge

of the interior of our own planet one mile below its

surface is a perfect blank in written history, we
reckon that the fixed stars are suns and several of

these bodies have disappeared within the last 200

years, for they are no longer visible from our earth.

my recollection serves me right in this, La Place,

states, that one of the fixed stars was seen to be in a

state of combustion for about six months, and then

entirely disappeared leaving its place a perfect

blank in the heavens...What an event to contemplate
The human mind is filled with wonder and with awe

when dwelling upon the contemplation of such a

ºld.". the mighty conflagration of

one of the great luminaries of the firmament, so vast

in extent that there is scarce space enough between

our earth and the sun for it to pass through, were it

to take such a path for its orbit. -

We understand but little of what we see, and

although knowledge is progressive in many branches of

science from long continued, careful observation, yet
all we learn seems to make us sensible of the vastness

of our ignorance. Since the commencement of the

present century we have discovered four terrestreal

bodies moving throughspace that the inhabitantsofearth

were wholly ignorant of 50 years ago, and these are

called the Asteroides. A very learned geologist has

suggested that the terolites, or meteoric stones, which

occasionally fall from the atmosphere, come from

some one of these asteroides. This cannot be. Others

conjecture that the meteoric stones come from volca

noes in the moon. We are by no means certain that

there are volcanoes in the moon, and if there are it

is by no means probable that the projectile force of

these convulsions is sufficient to throw a such body

beyond its own surface.

On our own earth as far south as south latitude about

80°, is a volcanic mountain about 12,000 feet high.-

Could the light of this terrestrial antarctic taper reach

the surface of a body moving through space within

the reach of vision, we might possibly \º the

reflected light under certain circumstances, and the

illuminated surface would, like an evening shadow,

have a length of surface and a breadth of path corres

ponding with the mouth of the crater. In one of the

Islands in the Pacific Ocean is a volcano having a

crater nine miles in circumference. Persons who are

in the habit of traversing high mountains are familiar

with the phenomena of the appearance of their own

figures in the vapor which curtains the surface forming

a cloud on which the morning sun draws the human

figure with the solar pencil and paints it in the bosom

of the cloud, and of gigantic stature.

We are wholly ignorant of what materials consti

tute the body of the solar orb, and also of its atmos

phere. Under a vertical sun the highest mountains

are covered with perpetual frost, and distant from it

in the high northern latitudes at the period of our

winter solstice, is experienced the greatest cold.

We survey a burning body surrounded by flame—

the whole appears to us to be a mass of fire—extin

guish the flame and the body which sustained it is as

black as jet. Such for example, as a pine knot set on

fire. Solar light is wholly different from terrestrial

light, but in one respect it is similar, it is accompa

nied by heat. Phosphoric light has no heat.

I have collected the rays of the sun through water

sufficient to kindle a blaze, and I believe that I could

do the same through a globe of ice without dissolving

the crystalization.

THE BIRD’S NEST.

A friend made me a present of the nest of a pretty

bird—it is that of a humming bird. The inside

is as soft as velvet and is filled with a substance that

looks like floss silk. Its outside surface is ornamented

with a vegetable that adheres to rocks. Some of

these are as large as silver spangles, and others of the

size of a half dime. These are nicely fastened to

the outside and forms its outer surface, and seems to

have been cemented by some aglutinating substance.

It was built upon a little limb of less than an inch in

diameter, and its under side is hollowed out so that it

sets firmly upon the wood. Since I have owned the

nest it has been occupied by a little butterfly in a

chrysalis state.

I have also another bird's nest. . It was made by

the Golden Robin and was supended from a limb.-

This is made of linen, and cotton thread and twine, and

among the threads is one in a sewing needle. This

thread and needle are both nicely arranged in the

nest. This nest is lined with hair, and was made

near my paternal dwelling a few years since, and the

family noticing that the bird was busy collecting the

materials for its nest threw ont little fragments of twine

and thread, and with these the pretty architect con

trived to build the little house in which to rear its

young. The Golden Robin is a pretty bird, and sings

sweetly in loud but mellow notes.

THE HUMAN MIND.

It is often in extreme old age that the faculties

which pertain to the human mind become enfeebled,

and sometimes the mind becomes a perfect wreck—

a Ruin. It is a painful spectacle to behold the human

mind in ruins while the animal part of the mortal

structure remains strong and vigorous, yet such a

connection of body and mind sometimes exist. The

connection of soul with body is mysterious, of

the ethereal with the material, and the union of the

issues of the heart with those of the brain is equally

mysterious, yet notwithstanding such is the reality—

and of this every intelligent human being has the

witness within himself in the testimony of his own

bosom. The impulse of the heart is not always

seconded, and often subdued by the stronger power

and the result of the controversy is often fatal.

Man in his best estate is but a frail being, and it is

often that we see a man in prosperity vigorous and

confident, when overtaken by adversity a bowed

down, feeble, incompetent person.

The human mind requires rest and repose when

assiduous cares press heavily upon it.

Man often becomes intoxicated by sanguine antici

pations, and it is more often that these end in disap

pointment and sorrow.

In very old age we rarely find that energy of mind

which pertains to lesser years, and it is frequently the

case that the strength of body and mind sink gradu.

ally together.

A human being in journeying through life from

the cradle to the grave is liable to arrive at the termi

nation of his life at every passing moment, for he is

ignorant of the extentof the orbit in which hehas begun

to move. . His commencement of life is always a

state of helplessness and dependence, a lesson early

taugh', but poorly learned,—his end, is often preceded

by the same state.

THE AN

This insect presents a page in the great volume of

nature which should be carefully studied. The wise

man of the ancients selected this insect as a teacher

of wisdom to the sluggard,—an humble schoolmaster,

yet notwithstanding, a great practical teacher.

On Tuesday morning, April 29th, at an early hour

I noticed great numbers of small ants collected on the

flat stones. The gathering appeared to be a general

convention, a very active one, and about one-fourth

of the members were newly winged and awaiting

the approach of the morning sun to give them a

buoyancy to fly. Many of those with wings were

unable to rise into the air and seemed to have less

strength than those without wings, for I noticed that

these were aided by the others back to their dwelling.

The unwinged Ant possesses great strength as may

be most readily discovered in the labor they employ

to remove their food to their homes.

This was a parting scene among these insects, for

many of the wingºi insects will be no more seen by

those they left behind. The ant is a hated insect, but

notwithstanding, is very useful, for they ſeed upon
that which in warm weather would become noxious

by decomposition and putrefaction, It is a wonder

ful display of nature, this change in the little ant

that lives beneath the surface of the ground for while

night casts its shade, it emerges from beneath the

surface to salute the orb of day—to soar upon its rays

and traverse the wide atmosphere—the path of the
forked lightning—the bosom on which the thunder

sleeps—it is thus the most minute as well as the most

gigantic unite in displaying the power of the Creator.

MAYORALTY ELECTION.

The votes polled in the different, Wards at the

Mayoralty election in 1845, are as follows:

First Ward, .......-----------------9026

Eleventh Ward,.. - .3101

Thirteenth Ward, . 2833

Fifteenth Ward,.-------------------3977
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The Beginning of a Change.

We are indebted to the Hon. ABRAHAM G. Thomp

son, Jr., for the following highly interesting papers:

In Assembly, February 24th, 1787.

“A Petition of John Fitch, praying an exclusive privi

lege for a limited time of constructing vessels to be

propelled through the water by the force of steam.

Read and referred to Mr. Sickles, Mr. Jones and

Mr. Hamilton.

February 27th, 1787.

Mr. Sickles Reported. See the report annexed.—

A bill was brought in pursuant to the prayer of the

Petition.

“To the Honourable the Legislature of the state of

New-York in Senet and assembly convened:

“The petition of John Fitch of Bucks county in

the State of Pennsylvania humbly sheweth

“That your petitioner has lately invented a method

of propelling vessels through the water by the force

of steam which he flatters himself is reduced to a

moral certainty and will be a very great improvement

on navigation. and that he has a boat nearly com

pleated to navigate on the river Delaware by the

agency thereof.

“That the states of New-Jersey and Delaware

have patronized his scheme so far as to give him an

exclusiue right for said boats for the term of fourteen

ears, and the state of Pennsylvania have passed a

aw for public consideration thereto, --That your peti

tioner has invented a method of rowing boats by

oars worked by cranks which was never heretofore

used which applies not only the force of steam but

the strength of a horse or any other power to equally

as good advantage as men with oars whereby inland

navigation must be benefitted nearly as much as the

labour of horses is cheaper than the labour of men.

Your petitioner therefore humbly prays that your

honourable body will take into their consideration

said improvement and grant your petitioner such

encouragement as in their wisdom shall seem proper.

And your petitioner as in duty bound shall ever pray.
JOHN FITCH,

New-York, Feb. 21st, 1787.”

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE,

The Committee to whom was referred the petition

of John Fitch, of Bucks County, in Pennsylvania,

REPORT:

That having examined the certificates and other

pers presented to your Committee by the said John

iich they are of opinion that in order to encourage

a further improvement in so useful an art, that a bill

be brought in for the purpose of granting to the said

John Fitch an exclusive right of navigating boats by

the force of steam or fire for a certain time, agreeable

to the prayer of his petition.

Thomas Sickles of Albany County was the Chair

man of the Committee, and Samuel Jones of Queens,

Alexander Hamilton of New-York, members.

The above is copied from the original documents.

An act was passed March 19, 1787, which will be

found on page 31 of this volume, -

A petition of James Rumsey on the same subject

without date, presented to the Legislature in 1783,

and a copy of a letter from General WAshington,

recommending the same, dated town of Bath, County

of Berkeley, State of Virginia, Sept. 7, 1784.

Rumsey in his petition does not claim to use steam,

but “MEchAN1cAll powers.”

There is annexed to Fitch's letter a printed 18mo.,

pamphlet entitled “The original steamboatº:
or a reply to Mr. James Rumsey's pamphlet, shewing

the true priority of John Fitch, and the false datings,

&c., of James Rumsey.”

“Philadelphia, printed by Zechariah Poulson, jr.,

on the west side of Fourth Street, between Market

and Arch Streets. MDCCLXXXVIII.”

By certificates dated Philadelphia, October 18th,

1783, it appears that Fitch's boat was 60feet in length

and that he went from Philadelphia to Burlington, 20
miles, in 3 hours and 10 minutes, entirely by the

force of steam, on the 12th Oct., 1788. These certi

ficates are signed by John Ewing. Robt. Patterson,

Andrew Ellicott, Smilie, David Redick, James Hutch

inson, F. Y. Matlack, Charles Pittit, J. B. Smith,

David Rittenhouse, John Poor, John Ely, Jonathan

Heart, Capt. U. S. Regt.

We have met with on account of the misfortunes and

the commencement of the enterprise of Mr. Fitch, in

a manuscript Volume, in the Library of the Hon.

GABRIEL FURMAN, from which we give the extract

below.

“FITCH AND FULTON.

“Some five or six years ago while searching for

materials shewing the history of the introduction of

Steam in the navigation of our country, and the effect

which it had in causing the rapid settlement of large

portions of our territory, and particularly that lyin
west of the Alleghany Mountains, I, of course, j

§ attention drawn to the project of Fitch, and in

following up that part of American Steamboat History

the following interesting account of Fitch's life, as

connected with his endeavors to introduce the steam

boat upon our waters, fell in my way. It is substan

tially from Hazard's Register of Pennsylvania, vol. 7,

page 91. -

“While Robert Fulton wasengaged in London under

the patronage of his celebrated countryman West,

John Fitch, clock maker, was contriving schemes in

Philadelphia for the propelsion of boats by steam.—

He conducted his mysterious operations at a projection

on the shore of the Delaware at Kensington; which

among the wise and prudent of the neighborhood, the

scores of magicians and their dark works, soon acqui.

red the ominous and fearful title of “Conjurer's Point.’

The writer of the article then proceeds to say:-

“I often witnessed the performance of his boat in

1788, '89 and 90. It was propelled by paddles in the

stern, and constantly getting out of order: I saw it

when it was returning from a trip to Burlington, from

whence it was said to have arrived in little more than

two hours. When coming too, ott Kensington, some

part of the machinery broke, and I never saw it in

motion afterwards. I believe it was the last effort.

He had up to that period been patronized by a few

stout hearted individuals, who had subscribed a small

capital in shares of, I think, £6, Pennsylvania currency,

or $16 each ; but this last disaster so staggered their

faith and unstrung their nerves, that they never again.

had the hardihood to make other contributions. Indeed

they had already rendered themselves, the subjects

of ridicule and derision, for their temerity and pre

sumption, in giving countenance to this wild projector,

and infatuated madman. The company therefore

gave up the ghost,-the boat went to pieces, and

Fitch became bankrupt and broken hearted. Often
have I seen him stalking about like a troubled spectre,

with downcast eyes, and lowering countenance; his

coarse soiled linen peeping through the elbows of a

tattered garment.

“During the days of his expiring hopes, two mechan

ic's were of sufficient daring to work for him—aye,

and they suffered in purse, for what was esteemed

their confidence and folly, These were Peter Brown,

shipsmith, and John Wilson, boatbuilder, both of

Kensington, They were worthy, benevolent men, well

known to the writer, and much esteemed to the city.

Towards Fitch, in particular, they ever extended the

kindest sympathy. While he lived, therefore, he

was in the. of calling almost daily at their work

shops, to while away time; to talk overhis misfortunes,

and to rail at the ingratitude, and cold neglect of an

unfeeling, spiritless world. From Wilson I derived

the following anecdote. Fitch called to see him as

usual. Brown happened to be present. Fitch mounted

his hobby, and became unusually eloquent in the

prise of steam, and of the benefits which mankind

were destined to derive from its use in propelling

boats. They listened of course, without faith, but not

without interest, to this animated appeal; but it failed

to rouse them to give any further support to schemes,

by which they already suffered. After indulging

himself for some time, in this mever-failing topic of

deep excitement, he concluded with these memorable

words,-

“Well, gentlemen, although I shall not live to see

the time, you will, when steamboats will be preferred

to all other means of conveyance, and especially for

passengers; and they will be particularly useful in

the navigation of the River Mississippi.”

“He then retired, on which Brown turning to Wilson,

exclaimed in a tone of deep sympathy, “Poor fellow !

what a pity he is crazy "

º, ied in 1893. Brown and Wilson were more

prosperous. The both lived to retire from business

in easy circumsstances. The former, indeed, became

rich, and set up his carriage. That his wealth made

no difference with his feelings and disposition, and

that he was still the same man who sympathized with

poor Fitch, is shown by his subsequent conduct. He

was of too noble a spirit to indulge eitherin luxurious

pride or ostentation. The coat-of-arms on the pannels

of his carriage, was of his own contriving, and con

sisted of a muscular hand grasping a sledge-hammer,

suspended over an anvil. Motto, “By this I got you.”

MORE STEAMBOAT DISASTERS! !

The Steamer Empire, from Albany for New-York,

struck on the pier at the foot of 19th Street, and

damaged her bows. . The passengers were greatly

alarmed, and were taken off by the Knickerbocker.

The accident occurred on Friday morning the 25th

inst., during the heavy fog, and at a very early hour
in the morning. No Life Boat on board the Steamer.

Steamer Robert L. Stevens, when near Caldwells

Landing, straits of Dunderberg, on her downward

} ge in the night, broke her engine, throwing her

walking beam completely through the pilot house.--
The pilot narrowly escaped º!'; out of the

window. No Life Boat on b this Steamer.

The straits of Dunderberg is called the “Race,”

and is an unfathomed gulf, walled up on each side to

the height of 1000 feet. It is hoped the echo of

the details of these disasters will reach the halls of

legislation and reverberate from mind to mind until

some action is produced in that body which shall

give adequate security against a recurrence of such

isasters. -

The Knickerbocker on Monday evening the 28th

ult., ran foul of some of the River Craft in the night

and damaged her upperworks. No life boat on board.

The Legislature should provide by law for Life
Boats on board of Steamers.

THE RAISING OF THE swallow.

It seems to us that unnecessary delay has been

caused in raising the steamer Swallow. The power

of one man in raising a body under water is very

great. I was interested in a boat sunk several years

ago in one of the Western Rivers, and we found no

difficulty in raising it, and with despatch too, and the

boat after being so raised proceeded with the cargo

on board direct to New Orleans. This boat was 70

feet long, 16 feet wide, and 6 feet deep, and had a

cargo of about 140,000 lbs weight, consisting of Pot
and Pearl Ashes, and Flour. On hearing of the dis

aster I set out in company with one of my partners

in a log canoe, which was paddled by one man,

descended the river 60 miles, and on arriving at the

place where the disaster occurred we found the boat

six feet under water with her cargo. The coun

around wherethe accident happened wasthinly settled,

but in all such places there is a willingness to , give

aid, and we at once procured two large keel boats

run one along each side of the sunken boat, and across

these we rigged two Spanish windlesses, one at the

stern and one at the bow, and with ropes and chains

made fast to the boat below, we raised it to the top of

the water, fastenedit, and then commenced pumping

and baling out the water and soon found where the

leaks were and immediately filled them with tow

until we could get at the break and repair it. I

found in this operation that with a common pike pole

I could raise a barrel of Ashes to the top of the water

and as soon as it came to the surface two men laid

hold of it and raised it on skids and rolled it on shore.

In this way we dischargedthe boat, then repaired, and

reloaded, and she proceeded on her voyage to New

Orleans and arrived safely without any further acci

dent. The River was much swollen when the acci

hent happened, and the water was running outside
thei. where a strong current drew the boat

against a large tree, on which the bow struck, imme

diately filled and sunk. As soon as the boat wº

reloaded my partner and myself set out through.”
wºi, on fºot to return. This was on the 17th of

March, and, for a wonder in that country, the *

fell during the greater part of the day, yet notwith:
standing is wº were ableby the hour of nine in the

evening to walk forty miles, and here we met "...”
coming with horses to relieve us of walking on foot.

in the western waters the raising of boats is a
speedy operation, and necessarily so, fºr it is often

that the river is on the rise or fall, hence it is necessary

that what is to be done should be dºne quickly.

Hai the swallow struck the rocks which border

the race at the foot of the Dunderberg, nearly all on

board must have perished.

Every steamer should by law be compelled to carry
LIFE BOATS.
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WRECKS, NAVIGATION OF RIVERS, &c.

The Revised Statutes contain a provision in rela

lation to wrecks. Is it not as competent for the

Legislature to provide against the wrecking of Steam

boats as it is to enact the laws in question. In the

first volume of the Revised Statutes, page 681 is an

act entitled “Of the navigation of Rivers and Lakes,

and abstruction of certain waters.” This act needs

amending by requiring steamers to carry life boats.

THE CANAL BRIDGE ACCIDENT.

Some years ago we were at Albany when the draw

of the Canal Bridge fell into the Basin and drowned

20 or 30 persons. We were on board of a steamer

lying at the dock when the bridge fell, and several

persons who had taken passage in the boat were

among the persons drowned. The Steamer came

away from the dock in the midst of this scene of

3istress and brought away a lady passenger who on

leaving the wharf ascertained that her husband was

not on board. She was frantic with the distress she

felt at the probability of his having fallen with the

bridge into the basin. The Captain of the boat was

unwilling to return with her, and the assengers

learning this fact demanded that the boat should and

her immediately, which was done, and she obtained

a carriage and returned to Albany, and there found
her husband in the crowd at the Bridge. They were

from the State of Ohio. We met them two days

after in the Streets of New-York. Such haste should

not be tolerated.

From the Philadelphia Chronicle.

HARRisburgh, Pa., April 11.

“THE BABES IN THE WOODS.”

A touching incident occurred among the mountains

in the upper end of this county, last week, while the

fire was raging in that vicinity. A Mrs. Lupold has

been somewhat deranged occasionally, for some time

past, but was not considered much out of the way,

until, one day last week in the absence of her hus:

band, she left her infant in the cradle, and taking
with her two other children, one about five years of

age, the other only three, fled to the mountains, and

nothing could be discovered of them until Saturday

last, when she was found almost famished and nearly

naked; but the children were missing. The neigh

borhood soon turned out to scour the mountains in

search of them, but in vain until Monday last, when

some men providentially happened to come upon

them in one of the wildest regions of that wild

country, where no one would have dreamed of look

ing for them. They had been out four days and

four nights—cold nights, too—barefooted and half

naked otherwise, their clothes being nearly torn off

them by the undesbrush, and their little legs blackened

by the ashes of the conflagration through which the

had wandered, and their flesh a good deal lºcerated.

They had cried themselves sick, and one of them had

taken off its dress to make a bed of; and there they

lay, at the root of a tree locked in each other's arms,

unable to speak, having eaten nothing, it is supposed,

since they left home. The poor little sufferers were

taken to the nearest house and comfortably provided

for, and said to be doing well. They were found

ten miles distant from the place at which their mother

was first discovered, andº they did not perish is

altogether providential, and almost miraculous.

LIGHTNING.

The House of F. Young, in Hagerstown, Maryland,

was struck by lightning on Thursday evening, April

19th, the inmates struck down, and a cradle contain

ing an infant overturned. A stove was also overturned.

No one was injured. The rafters and timbers under

the floor were much torn. A lightning rod costing a

single dollar world have protected this building.

A negro woman was killed by lightning on Satur

day night the 5th of April, in Perry County, Ala.

On the 5th of April the lightning struck a hickory

tree in the front of a house in Westville, Miss., and

killed three persons, one aged 11, another 15, and

another 19 years, who had taken shelter under the

piazza to avoid the rain. Several other persons who

were there, were struck down, but were restored by

#: free use of cold water thrown plentifully upon

ein.

A barn belonging to A. Van Tyle, in Manchester,

Mich., was strnck by lightnin

17th, and with its contents, including a span of horses

was desttoyed.

On Thursday the 17th of April a barm was struck

by lightning in Dickinson township, Cumberland Co.

Pa., and with its contents entirely consumed.

On the fourth of April, Wesley Joy was killed by

lightning in Macoupia County, Illiaois.

The storm on Friday the 25th of April passed

Hunting Creek, near Alexandria at between five and

six o'clock in the afternoon. In passing the creek it

raised a column of water twenty feet into the air.

Trees, chimneys, &c., were blown down, and a car

riage was overturned and broken to pieces, and some

ladies who were in the carriage were bruised and

injured.

At about seven o'clock on Friday evening, says the

National Intelligencer, Washington City was visited

by a thunder storm. The lightning struck the dwel

ling of Mr. Quigley, at the Navy Yard, descended the

chimney, and shivered a mantle piece and the china

which was upon it to atoms. A son and daughter of

Mr. Quigley who were in the room at the time were

severely stunned. The young lady so much so that

she did not recover until the next day. The young
man recovered in a few hours.

A Cow, near the residence of Mr. Quigley, was killed

instantly. Here is an evidence of the division of the

electric discharge in the destruction of the mantle

piece and china and killing of the cow.

A rain storm mixed with hail, accompanied by

heavy thunder and vivid lightning passed over the

city of Baltimore from west to east about 6 o'clock

on Friday evening. The lightning struck the dwel

ling house of R. B. Richardson, Esq., on Monument

Street. , Damage not stated,

The barn of Mr. Jacob Hoff, of Straban township,

Pa., was struck by lightning on Friday evening and
consumed with all its contents.

Also a barn in Cordues township, Pa., was struck

the same evening and burnt.

The barn of Col. Lewis, in Hagerstown, Md., was

struck by lightning on Friday evening.

The storm passed in the neighborhood of Anapolis,

Maryland, on Friday evening, the wind doing great

damage.

At York, Pennsylvania, the storm was violent. The

office of A. & E. Denmead & Co., was struck by

lightning; in the shed for framing bridges were several

persons, one named William Wilson was killed, and

another person stunned.

This storm passed over the city of New-York abont

half past 8 o'clock on Friday evening, accompanied

by thunder, lightning and rain.

Baltimore is in latitude 39°, 17, 23", longitude 760

37, 20" . New-York is in latitude 40°, 42' 40", longi

tude 74°, 1", 8". The speed of the storm was there

fore greater than that of a locomotive.

AtSouthfield, Mass., a barn was struck by lightning

on Friday evening, and with its contents of hay,

cattle, &c. destroyed. A new house in Long Meadow
was struck the same evening and injured, and also

the Rail Road Bridge at Enfield, a few minutes after

the cars had passed over it. These three towns are

in the same vicinity.

At Cookesville, Md., a house was struck, and two

persons killed. Also at Hanover, Pa., a house was

struck and one person killed; and Fitzwilliam, N.H.,

the large meeting house was struck, the rod broken

to pieces, and the house injured, all on the evening
of the 25th ult.

ICEBERGS, &c.

The ship Sheridan on the 4th of April in north

latitude 459, west longitude 46°, 45", fell in with

large quantities of field ice, extending as far as the

eye could reach. On the 5th, in latitude 45°, longi

tude 48°, 38', fell in with a number of large icebergs.

Ship Gladiator, April 2, latitude 44°, 40', longitude

472,20', run into some fields of ice during a thick fog,

sailed to the south east and in latitude 40°, 30, was

surrounded by ice.

Ship Flordinta, April 9th, latitude 44°, longitude

49°, fell in with large fields of ice. April 10, latitude

43°, 30, longitude 51, saw several large icebergs.

Snow fell at Chicago on the 7th of April. Snow

fell at Hudson on the 7th of April. There was a

north east snow storm at Quebec on the 8th of April.

Snow fell abundantly at Dover, State of Maine, on

the 8th of April. A snow storm commenced early

on the 4th of April, at Quebec and lasted until noon.

on Thursday, April | Snow fell at Albany on the morning of the 4th of

April between the hours of one and two o'clock.

In 1842 the icebergs run every month from March

to September, both months inclusive.

In 1843 no ice was seen by vessels crossing the

Atlantic, until late in July, and but three vessels re

ported seeing icebergs during the spring and summer

of that year.

In 1842 the ice in the Hudson River broke up on

the 4th of February, aud in 1843 on the 13th of April

and the present year on the 24th of February.

The first icebergs reported in 1842 was on the 14th

of March, and in 1845 on the 2d of April.

Quebec is in north latitude 469, 48° 49' ;

longitude 719, 10', 45". -

Chicago is in north latitude about 42°; westlongitude

about 879.

Hudson is in north latitude 42°, 14'; west longitude

73°, 86'.

Dover Maine, north latitude about 45°, longitude

about 699.

west

EARTHQUAKE.

On Friday the 7th of April, at about 52 minutes

past 3 o'clock P. M., an earthquake was felt at the

city of Mexico which lasted from two to fourminutes.

Mexico is in latitude 19°, 25', 40" north; longitude

1019, 25', 30" west, and is 7426 feet above the sea.

It has a mean temperature of about 65° Farenheit's

scale, which is 5°, less than that of Savannah, Ga.

and about 169 greater than that of the city of New

York, which latter we assume to be about 50°.

On referring to our meteorlogical notices of April,

in this number of our paper, it will be seen that on

7th of April, there was a snow squall on the Hudson

River on the 7th of April, and also at Chicago, Ill.,

there was a severe snow storm on the same day

and on the 8th a snow storm wasº Quebec,

in Canada, and Dover, in Maine, and the icebergs

were floating in latitude 44° north, longitude 43° west.

The ground on which Mexico is built is wet and

swampy, the original city was called Tenochtitlan,

and was built upon a group of island in Lake Tezcuco,
Some of the large buildings of Mexico are erected

upon piles. The water of this lake is salt. From the

Lakes in the same neighborhood sulphuretted hydro

gen gas issues abundantly. There are several volcanic

mountains in the neighborhood of Mexico and of

great height.

There were less severe shocks felt between 6 and 8

o'clock the same evening. Several large buildings

were reduced to ruins by the first shock and several

lives were lost.

Is our country disposed to go to war with a people

whose capitol is shaken by the commotion of the

elements Shame on such a spirit.

THE DISTANT PAST....THE MYSTERIOUS

FUTURE.

The distant past, except the brief records on the

page of the volume of inspiration, is a blank on the

page of history.

The events of future time remain sealed up and

hidden from the view of mortals, and will only be

developed as the earth revolves and opens each suc

cessive diurnal page in the mighty volume.

The human mind is incompetent to estimate the

annual revolutions which yet remain to be performed

by this Youthful Planet, the temporary dwelling

place of the human race, and the great cemetry in

which their ashes are to repose, until the last moment

of time shall be completed.

Human knowledge is limited and imperfecct, and

we have no scale by which to measure the faculties

of the human mind or to determine its qualities.

Man is an etherial being, inhabiting a material

frame so nicely organized that he is unable to com

prehend that union of body and soul which exists in

his own person.

Man cannot comprehend himself—he cannot esti

mate the powers of his own mind, nor sum up the

gifts which have been bestowed upon him by the

author of his existence, but when circumstances place

him in a situation to require the exercise of extraor

nary power, he finds that he possesses faculties

that before were undiscovered and which only require

to be cultivated and improved to be made ...
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F. R. TILLOU.

which Alderman Tillou of the Fifth Ward was a member

$43, of the Common Council in 1843 and 1844. In the

'** | Board of Aldermen he pursued an independent course

* and rendered a service in this, which will be long

e and and kindly remembered. Alderman Tillou should

rt tle be applied to forthwith to become a candidate for the

Pºsing | Legislature, and means should be forthwith taken to

°rence || ensure his election. Alderman Tillou is both honest

vening and capable. His services in the Legislature for a

single session would be invaluable.

'evised - -

CHAPEI, STREET SEWER.

e, and The Chapel Street sufferers have had another report

º made in their favor and it is like the three preceding

º reports of 1839, a unanimous Report. This Report

, each | fully sustains Alderman Tit.Lou's Report of 1844, and

ties at silently but most severely rebukes that of Mr. Brady

- and Mr. Lee, which was not borne out by the premises
mestic, - - ..

llars; ' || upon which they founded their conclusions.

"...i [Document No. 22.]
n

casks, BOARD OF ASSISTANT ALL)ERMEN.

undred April 24th, 1845.

| The following Report from the Special Committee

cº * | on the subject of the Chapel Street Sewer was receiv

ry hun- ed, laid on the table, and ordered to be printed.

THOMAS R. WHITNEY, Clerk.

ºn the The Special Committee to whom was referred the

annexed memorial, &c., in relation to the Chapel

Street Sewer, respectfully

e, hogs REPORT :

- That they have investigated the subject referred tofacture y ‘’. . -

tnem, both personally and by an examination of wit

Flax nesses, and the voluminous testimony taken before a

U. former committee, and from all these sources they
have ascertained the following facts:

to the That there have been two sewers built in Chapel

y shall || Street at the expense of the owners of the adjoining

property. That the present sewer does not answer

, or to the purpose for which it was built, and that the owners

of property have been heavily assessed without receiv

ent or || ing a corresponding benefit.

lder a Your Committee cannot but think that the Com

of any || mon Council should partially remedy some of the
Int: evils complained of, as an act of mere common justice,

ceased and recommend the adoption of the following resolu

trators tion :

a Sur- Resolved, (If the Board of Aldermen concur),

That the Street Commissioner is hereby directed to

pt or | take the proper measures for constructing a sewer in
d pur Chapel and Thomas Streets, suitable to the wants of

renefit that section of the City, (the present sewer to be
nt : taken up,) said sewer to be built at the expense of

ind be the city.
been | MOSES TUCKER. -

'ers.— . W. B. LACKSTONE, Committee.

- JOSEPH A. DLV VI.R.,

: UNITED STATES JUDGE.

April || Chief Justice Nelson, of the New-York Supreme
Court, was nominated by President Tyler, one of the

0 Judges of the Supreme Court of the United States,

| and unanimously confirmed by the Senate.

I __–––––-

- cLERR OF THE U. S. CIRCUIT COURT.

2 Mr. Gardner, brother-in-law to Ex-President Tyler,

5 has been appointed Clerk of the Circuit Court of the

º United States, by Judge Nelson.

__–-

º U. S. CONSUL FOR LIVERPOOL.

l william Paxson Hallett, Esq., Clerk of the supreme
3. Court of this State was nominated by President Tyler,

5 consul for the Port of Liverpool in England.

_______--—-

4 U. S. DISTRICT ATTORNEY.

3] 02 Robert Emmet, Esq., was an applicant for the office

ºn of United states District Attorney. B. F. Butler,

Esq., was appointed.

SOLOMON TOWNSEND.

The praise of a man is in himself—and his works

are the record. The Individual whose name heads

this humble column, was a member of the house of

Assembly of this great State, and the active member

in the passage of the act which restrained the assess

ment depredations in this great city and saved to its

Citizens hundreds of thousands of dollars. We allude

to the law of May 14th, 1840, in relation to the

assessment of real estate for visionary improvements.

The same individual was the active member in the

passage of the law which makes every tax-payer his

own Collector, a law which saves fifty thousand dollars

}. annum to the city and which demonstrates the

act that the more simple the machinery of govern
ment is, the more useful and beneficialitsadministra

tions, to the people. We often hear the remark,

what can one man do alone —here is the reply—a
conclusive answer.

THE NATIVE PARTY.

The native party have gained strength by their

recent defeat in the city ofNew-York. Adversity is

an excellent schoolmaster. The natives mistook their

own strength, and made the same mistake that each

of the other great parties have done. The Native

party as rigid reformers, are strong, butas politicians,

are of no force. In their appointments to office they

should have selected the best men in the community

without reference to political distinctions. Such a

course would have given ability and confidence to

the departments of the city government. We said

before the election, that the energies of the public

chest have uniformly been directed to the succession

of the party in power. The result of such a course

is never problematical. The watch expenses should

have been reduced by the natives to one half the

expenditure, and the assessment abuses should have

been remedied. They should have published monthly

statements of their expenditures and contracted for

the public printing at the lowest rates, . These meas

ures of reform would have given satisfaction to the

greatest numberof the good men of both parties. The

Native party have now the opportunity of watehing

the acts of the present Common Council and of select

ing their candidates to the Legislature with a care

and caution that will ensure success. The nomina

tion should not be given to persons who want the

place, but they should be made in a body, and pre

sent such names as both Democrats and Whigs will

approve of, for it is evident that they have hereafter,

as heretofore, to look to the good men of other parties

for support. If thirteen good men are selected to

formaticket, each man selected will consent to be candi

dates on the condition that the consent of all those

nominated can be obtained Good men will be

willing to be candidates, provided you give them good

men for associates.

ANCIENT 13 UILDINGS.

There are but few buildings in the city of New

York that can be called ancient. The Walton House

in Franklin Square was at the time it was built con;

sidered a splendid dwelling, and many persons visited
it on that account. It stands now a monument of

the changes which have taken place in the style of

building in New-York, and also of the change in thº

cºmmerce of the city, for this building was built of

brick imported from Holland.

wALL street.

This street has been entirely rebuilt within a few

years. In 1680 this Street was called Cingal Stree"

A METEOR.

A Meteor of great brilliancy is notice" by º
Cherokee Advocate as having been seen "" the*

of the iºn March. After it disappeared "º
was heard like the discharge of a laº.*
which jarred the houses in the neighbor ... I t

was no doubt a meteoric stone or. areolite, all ſ º

for the thinness of the population in that part of t

country could no doubt be found.
—-T -

The light of the fire of the Bowº Theatre, which

was consumed on Friday evening: 25th ult. gave to the

clouds for a limited extent º color of a bright and

beautiful timſ, and resembled that produced by the

solar rays in a cold atmosphere.
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TAX LAWS.

We give on the second page of

this day’s paper the entire tax laws

now in force for the Assessment

of Taxes. We have published it

thus early for the examination of

Tax Payers.

The law in relation to incorpo

rated companies is also contained

in the series.

NEW BOARD OF ASSISTANTS.

John S. Gilbert, ............... 1st Ward.

J. C. Albertson,................2d "

G. M. Ogden,------ ::

George H. Purser,... ->

Jºyman Candee, ---------------. 5th ''

John Foote,...----------------. 6th **

Nathaniel Pierce, ................7th "

A. MaClay, Jr., -----------------8th "

Wm. Quackenbush,-------------. 9th "

Neil Gray,.--------------------. 10th **

Jacob Miller,------------------. 11th "

Thomas Spofford,--------....... 12th "

Nathan Roberts, ----------------- 13th *

Edward Nichols,........ -------- 14th ''

James D. Oliver, ................ 15th "

James I. V. Westervelt,.......... 16th "

Wm. H, Cornell, ............. -- 17th "

BOARD OF SUPERWISORS.

The Bºard of Supervisors of the City and County

of New-York is composed of the following persons

Wm. F. Havemeyer, Mayor.

F.A. Tallmadge, Recorder. .

Oliver Charlick,--- Aldermen.... 1st Ward,

James C. Stoneall,..............2d "

Egbert Benson,................ 3d "

Joseph A. Divver,............ -- 4th "

Emanuel B. Hart, ....... - - - - - - -5th **

Thomas S. Henry,..............6th ''

Thomas Connor,...............7th ''

Richard T. Compton,...........8th "

Theodorus Van Tine,...........9th. "

Bernard J. Messerole,..........10th "

Charles I. Dodge,.............. 11th ''

David S. Jackson,-------------- 12th **

David D. Briggs,-----.......... 13th "

Thomas B. Tappan,------------ 14th **

Wm. V. Brady,...-------...---. 15th "

William Seaman,---...-------- 16th "

Crandal Rich, ----------.. ----- 17th "

OLD BOARD OF SUPERVISORS.

Alderman Drake, Chairman of the Committee on

Annual Taxes, reported in favor of paying D. D.

Williamson, Comptroller, the sum of $2,132.00 for

receiving tax monies in 1842. The Comptroller was

less than six weeks employed in receiving tax money

during which time he was paid an annual salary of

$2,500 per annum, for his services. The Receiver of

Taxes is only entitled to 2,000 for a whole year's
services.

In 1843, the Board of Supervisors allowed Mr.
Williamson $1000 for the same services. This sum

is an addition, or $3132.00 for six weeks service, equal

to $27,144.00 per annum, a sum which exceeds the

salary of the president of the United States. The

report of the tax committee was adopted.

NEW-YORK, MAY 24, 1845.

TAX ASSESSMENTS THIS YEAR.

The Ward Assessors elected in April were sworn

into office on the 13th of this month, and are required

by law to complete their assessment on or before the

15th of August. Between the 15th and 20th of

August the Board of Assessors are required by law

to convene and at this meeting may increase the assess

ment of any individual on personal property.

On the 20th of August the Ward Assessors are re

quired by law to give public notice that they have

completed their assessments and that a copy of their
assessment roll has been deposited with one of their

number for the inspection of persons assessed where

it will remain open for 20 days, during which time

any person assessed may make objections to the

assessment. If a person assessed for real estate deems

the valuation too ". he can make oath to the true

value, and the assessors are bound by law to assess it

at the sum sworn to by the owner.

If a person assessed for personal property deems

the amount too high, he can require the same to be

reduced to such sum as he is willing to make affi

davit to as being over and above his just debts, de

ducting therefrom any personal estate exempt from
taxation.

The INTew Tax Bill.

The Bill for taxing funds, produce and merchandize

belonging to strangers, and for taxing surplus funds

belonging to incorporated companies, and for taxing

citizens of other counties of this State in the city of

New-York for personal property passed the house of

Assembly, but was not acted upon in the Senate. It
therefore has not become a law. Hon. A. G. Thomp

son, jr., of the Assembly did not vote for this bill.

THE FERRY BILL.

The Ferry Bill passed the Senate by a vote of 26

to 3, and the house by a vote of 86 to 22, and was

promptly signed by the Governor.

The width of the East River at the Brooklyn Fulton

Street Ferry, is 2193 feet. If a tier of piers and docks

should be extended into the river from both New

York and Brooklyn, 450 feet on each side, to a width

of 500 feet, the length of the Ferry would be reduced

to 1193 feet, and both the Ferry and the navigation

would be improved, and the value of the property

thus acquired would supply both New-York and

Brooklyn with Croton Water free of expense. Splen

did docks could be thus made for the Liverpool Packets

and store houses could be placed upon these piers

which could be used free of the expense of cartage.

OLD BOARD OF ASSISTANTS.

The old board of Assistants adjourned at 12 o'clock

at midnight on Monday the 12th of May. At that

moment their term of office expired.

- CHAPEL STREET SEWER.

The Board of Assistants adopted the Report of the

Special Committee recommending the removal of

the Chapel Street Sewer and the constructing of a

new Sewer at the city expense.

OLD BOARD OF ALDERMEN.

The old Board of Aldermen held over till noon on

the 13th of May. twelve hours after the term of office

of the members had expired. Mayor Harper also

held over and administered the oath of office to the

mayor elect. We regret the necessity of recording

this act of our most worthy and excellent Ex-Mayor.
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TAXES OF 1845.

The Croton, Watch, Lamp and Contingent Tax,

will this year be 84 cents on the one hundred dollars.

The State Tax will be but 6 cents- upon the hundred

dollars, making in all 90 cents on the $100. Increase

of City Tax, 9 cents, decrease of State tax, 5 cents.

This will be the largest Tax ever assessed in the city

of New-York.

WARD ASSESSORS FOR 1845.

Wards.

1 John C. Allsteadt, Joseph S. Palmer.

2 James B. Garretson, Samuel Waterbury.

3 James E. Wood, Thomas C. Bartine.

4 William Corbitt, John D. Keating.

5 Sampson Moore, Samuel Dixon.

6 John Green, Matthew Murray.

7 David Lyon, David P. Arnold.

8 George Paulding, Daniel Wilson.

9 Joseph D. Baldwin, James L. Miller.

10 Edward D. Drummond, Edmund Anderson.

11 Chistopher McGary, Andrew R. Jackman.

12 John Flynn, John P. Dodge.

13 Cornelius B. Timpson, James H. Cooke.

14 Thomas Raven, Thomas Hassett.

15 George Riley, Joseph Britton.

16 Jehu Mott, James Casidy.

17 George Brown, George H. Ross.

NEW CORPORATION OFFICERS.

David T. Valentine, Clerk of Common Council,

John T. Stewart, Receiver of Taxes.

James T. Brady, Counsel of the Mayor, &c.

John Ewen, Comptroller.

Elias L. Smith, Street Commissioner.

Richard I. Smith, Assistant Street Commissioner.

* CHAMPLAIN CANAL.

This Canal is 64 miles long, 40 feet wide at the top,

28 feet wide at the bottom, four feet deep, has 21

locks and cost $1,179,872.00. From the summit level

of this Canal there is a fall toward Lake Champlain of

54 feet, to tide water in the Hudson River, 134 feet,

this brings the surface of Lake Champlain, 80 feet

above tide water.

The Champlain Canal has been paid for by the

auction duties, and the Onondago salt duties. The

State has been the fiscal agent to collect and

disburse the money but the great public irrespective

geolographical lines have supplied the means. The

consumers of Onondago Salt, and of goods sold at

auction, are the contributors to the expense.

The packet boats on this canal leave Troy at 11

A. M., and arrive at Whitehall at about six o'clock

next morning, travelling all night. The fare is one

dollar and twenty-five cents, besides thirty-seven and
a half cents for meals. The rock formation through

which the canal passes, is slate or black shale, and I

noticed some lime stone near the canal.

LIGHTNING.

In our last paper we noticed the transactions of the

thunder storm of the 25th of April and to that account

we have to add that a barn in Washington County in

this State, was struck by lightning and consumed.

At Newton, Sussex County, New-Jersey the dwelling

house of a methodist clergyman was struck the same

evening and injured. These two cases show a great

width of the path in which the storm travelled.
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IN RE- || rated company liable to taxation on its capital, shall

TAXES || not be taxed as an individual, for such stock.

ELSE

TITLE II.

Of the place and manner in which Property is to be

assessed.

Art. 1.-Of the place in which property is to be assessed.

Art. 2'-Of the manner in which assessments are to be made,
nd “real and the duties of the assessors.

Art. 3.-Of the equalization of the assessments, and the cor

personal || rection of the assessment rolls.

ARTICLE FIRST.

um to be Of the place in which Property is to assessed.

2nveyed. --- ssed i

&: ||..iº.º.º.º. “"“”“ ”
§ 2. If land be occupied by another person, it may be assessed

--- - in *::::º lands, not owned b idents, d imated

within | a 3...?'." yresidents, denominate

corpo- § 4. Where land to be taxed, when divided by division line

2xemp- || of towns. - -

§ 5. Persons to be assessed where they reside, for all their

personal property.

§ 6. Real and personal property of incorporated companies,
hapter, where assessed.

build- Land where taxed.

to the § 1. Every person shall be assessed in the town or

ºn, and || ward, where he resides when the assessment is made,

under | for all lands, then owned by him within such town or

: ; and || ward, and occupied by him, or wholly unoccupied.

when- § 2. Land owned by a person residing in the town

ued as || or ward where the same is situated, but occupied by

” thus || another person, may be assessed in the name of the

owner, or occupant.

§ 3. Unoccupied lands, not owned by a person re

rsonal siding in the ward or town where the same are situa:

º, shall ted, shall be denominated “lands of non-residents,”

#. || and shall be assessed as hereinafter provided.

olvent How if divided by town line.

ind or § 4. When the line between two towns or wards

d cor- || divides a farm, or lot, the same shall be taxed, if occu

clude | pied, in the town or ward where the occupantresides;
anies, if unoccupied, each part shall be. the town

je in- || in which the same shall lie; and this, whether such

division line be a town line only, or be also a county
line.

from Personal estate where taxed.

§ 5. Every person shall be assessed in the town or

from | ward where he resides when the assessment is made,

: for all personal estate owned by him, including all

nited | such personal estate in his possession, or under his

control as trustee, guardian, executor, or administra

lege, | tor; and innocase shall property so held, under either

ning; of those trusts, be assessed against any other person.

Ouse, Property of corporations.

reon § 6. The real estate of all incorporated companies

'8"8 || liable to taxation, shall be.# in the town or

ward in which the same shall lie, in the same manner

*}} | as the real estate of individuals. All the personalestate of
‘ated every incorporated company liable to taxation on its

Pº || capital, shall be assessed in the town or ward where

the || the principal office, or place for transacting the finan

• cial concerns of the company, shall be; or if such
ublic company have no principal office, or place for trans

acting its financial concerns, then in the town or ward

y 9" || where the operations of such company shall be carried

on. In the case of toll bridges,. company ownin

* | such bridge shall be assessed in the town or.
the in which the tolls are collected; and where the tolls

the
of any bridge, turnpike, or canal company, are col

...} in several towns or wards, the company shall

be assessed in the town or ward, in which the treas

urer or other officer authorized to pay the last preced

ing dividend, resides.

Prm,

Dne

de

the

ARTICLE SECOND.

Of the Manner in which Assessments are to be made,

and the Duties of the Assessors.

Sec. 7. Assessors may divide their town or ward into districts

§ 8. To ascertain number of taxable inhabitants and amount

of taxable property.

9. Forms of assessment roll.

10. Manner in which persons are to be assessed as trustees,

&c.

11, 12, and 13. Manner in which lands of non-residents are

to be designated in roll.

14. When necessary, assessors to have survey made of non

resident lands.

§ 15. Persons liable to taxation may make affidavit as to value

of their property; its effect.

16. Trustees &c. may make the like affidavit.

17. Where such value is not specified by affidavit, assessors

to estimate it, and how.

§ 18, Last section applies to all assessments under this Chap

ter, unless otherwise directed.

19. Assessment rolls when to be completed, where to be

left; notices to be put up.

20. What notice to specify.

21. Assessment roll may bc inspected during the twenty

days specified in notice.

22. Assessors to meet and review assessment; assessments

how reduced.

§ 23, Persons may show, other than by their own affidavit,

error in assessment.

§ 24. Persons holding personal property as agents, not to be

taxed in certain cases.

§ 25. Affidavits under this Article to be made before assessors;

where filed,

§ 26. Assessors to sign assessment roll and attach certificate;

form of certificate.

S 27. When and to whom assessment rolls are to be delivered.

28. Assessors to follow instructions of comptroller.

29. Penalty of $50 upon assessor for neglect of duty.

30. If any assessorº omit to perform his duties, other

assessors to perform them.

Assessment districts.

§ 7. The assessors chosen in each town or ward,

may divide the same by mutual agreement, into con

venient assessment districts, not exceeding the number

of assessors in such town or ward.

Inquiry to be made.

§ 8. Between the first days of May and July, in

each year, they shall proceed to ascertain ". diligent

inquiry, the names of all the taxable inhabitants in

their respective towns or wards, and also all the tax

able property, real or personal, within the same.

Assessment roll.

§ 9. They shall prepare an assessment roll, in which

they shall set down in four separate columns, and ac

cording to the best information in their power:

1. In the first column, the names of all the taxable

inhabitants in the town or ward as the case may be:

2. In the second column, the quantity of land to

be taxed to each person:

3. In the third column, the full value of such land,

according to the definition of the term land, as given

in the first Title of this Chapter:

4. In the fourth column, the full value of all the

taxable personal property owned by such person,

after deducting the just debts owing by him.

Trustee, guardian, &c.

§ 10. Where a person is assessed as trustee, guardian.

executor, or Miš. he shall be assessed as

such, with the addition to his name of his representa

tive character, and such assessment shall be carried

out in a separate line from his individual assessment;

and he shall be assessed for the value of the real

estate held by him, in such representative character,

at the full value thereof, and for the personal property

held by him in such representative character, deduct

ing from such personal property the just debts due

from him in such representative character.

Lands of non-residents.

§ 11. The lands of non-residents shall be designa.

ted in the same assessment roll, but in a part thereof

separate from the other assessments, and in the man

ner prescribed in the two following sections.

§ 12. If the land to be assessed, be a tract which

is subdivided into lots, or be part of a tract which is

so subdivided, the assessors shall proceed as follows:

1. They shall designate it by its name, if known by

one, or if it be not distinguished by a name, or the

name be unknown, they shall state by what other
lands it is bounded :

2. If they can obtain correct information of the

subdivisions they shall put down in their assessment

rolls, and in a first column, all the unoccupied lots in

their town or ward, owned by non-residents, by their

numbers alone and without the namesof their owners,

beginning at the lowest number and proceeding in

numerical order to the highest:

3. In a second column, and opposite to the number

of each lot, they shall set down the quantity of land

therein, liable to taxation:

4. In a third column, and opposite to the quantity,
they shall set down the valuation of such quantity:

5. If such quantity be a full lot, it shall be desigma

ted by the number alone; if itbe a part of a lot, the

part must be designated by boundaries, or in some

other way, by which it may be known.

§ 13. If the land so to be assessed be a tract which

is not subdivided, or if its subdivisions cannot be

ascertained by the assessors, they shall proceed as
follows:

1. They shall enterin their roll the name or bounda
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ries thereof, as above directed, and certify in the roll

that such tract is not subdivided, or that they can not

obtain correct information of the subdivisions, as the

case may be:

2. They shall set down in the proper column, the

quantity and valuation as above directed;

3. If the quantity to be assessed be the whole tract,

such a description by its name or boundaries will be

sufficient; but if a part only is liable to taxation, that

part or the part not liable, must be particularly des

cribed;

4. If any part of such tract be settled and occupied

by a resident of the town or ward, the assessors shall

except such part from their assessment of the whole

tract, and shall assess it as other occupied lands are

assessed ; and if they can not otherwise designate

such parts, they shall notify the supervisor of the

town, who... a survey and two manuscript

maps to be made, for the purpose of ascertaining the

situation and quantity of every such occupied part;

5. One of those maps shall be delivered by the

supervisor to the county treasurer, to be by him trans

mitted to the comptroller, and the other shall be de

livered in like manner to the assessors;

6. The assessors shall then complete the assess

ment of the tract, and shall deposite the map in the

town clerk's office, for the information of future assess

ors. And the expense of making such survey and

maps shall be immediately repaid to the supervisor,

out of the county treasury; and it shall be added by

the board of supervisors to the tax on the tract, dis

tinguishing it from the ordinary tax.

Survey of non-resident lands.

§ 14. Whenever it shall be deemed necessary by

the assessors of any town, to have an actual survey

made, to ascertain the quantity of any lot or tract of

non-resident lands which is divided by the town line,

they shall notify the supervisor, who shall cause the

necessary surveys to be made at the expense of the

town.

Affidavit of value of property.

§ 15. If any person whose real or personal estate

is liable to taxation, shall, at any time before the assess

ors shall have completed their assessments, make

affidavit that the value of his real estate does not

exceed a certain sum, to be specified in such affidavit;

or that the value of the personal estate owned by him,

after deducting his just}. and his property invest
ed in the stock of incorporated companies, iable under

this Chapter to taxation on'their capital, doesnotexceed

a certain sum to be specified in the affidavit, it shall

be the duty of the assessors to value such real or per

sonal estate, or both, as the case may be, at the sums

specified in such affidavit, and no more.

Ib. by trustees, &c.

§ 16. If any trustee, guardian, executor or admin

istrator, shall specify, by affidavit, the value of the

property possessed by him, or under his control, by

virtue of such trust, after deducting the just debts

due from him, and the stock held by him in incorpo

rated companies liable to taxation, in that capacity,

the assessors shall in like manner value the same, at

the sum specified in such affidavit.

Rule of valuation.

$ 17. All real and personal estate liable to taxation,

the value of which shall not have been specified b

the affidavit of the person taxed, shall be estimat

by the assessors at its full value, as they would appraise

the same in payment of a just debt due from a sol

vent debtor.

Qualification.

§ 18. The preceding section shall be followed in

all assessments made under this Chapter, except where

the assessors shall be specially required by law to

observe a different rule.

The following sections have been modified by sec

tion 1 of the act of April 11th, 1842. See page 494

of this paper.

Roll when to be completed; notice.

§ 19. The assessors shall complete the assessment

rolls on or before the first day of September in every

}. and shall make out one fair copy thereof, to be

eft with one of their number. They shall also forth

with, cause notices thereof to put up at three or more

public places in their town or ward.

Contents of notice.

§ 20. Such notices shall set forth that the assessors

have completed their assessment roll, and that a copy

thereof is left with one of their number to be desig

nated in such notice, at some place to be specified

therein, where the same may be seen and examined

by any of the inhabitants of the town or ward during

twenty days; and that the assessors will meet on a

certain day, at the expiration of such twenty days,

and at a place to be specified in such notice, to review

their assessments, on the application of any person

conceiving himselfºf

Inspection of roll.

§ 21. The assessor with whom such assessment

roll is left, shall submit the same, during the.

days specified in such notice, to the inspection of all

persons who shall apply for that purpose.

Assessors to meet and revicw assessments.

§ 22. The assessors shall meet at the time and

place specified in the notice, and on theº of

any person conceiving himself aggrieved by their

assessment, shall review such assessment. And when

the person objecting thereto, shall not previously have

made affidavit concerning the value of his property,

pursuant to the fifteenth and sixteenth sections of this

Title, the assessors shall, on the affidavit of such per

son, made as provided in those sections, reduce their

assessments to the sum specified in such affidavits.

Ib..10 Wend. 195.

§ 23. If the person objecting to the assessment,

can show, by other proof than his own affidavit, to

the satisfaction of the assessors, or of a majority of

them, that such assessment is erroneous, the assessors

shall review and alter the same, without requiring

any such affidavit.

Affidavit by agent...See § 3, Title5, post and Title 1.

$ 24. Where any person, inº of personal

property liable to taxation, shall make affidavit, that

such property, or any part thereof, specifying what

art, is possessed by him as agent for the owner there

of, and shall disclose in such affidavit the name and

residence of the owner, the assessors, if it shall appear

that such owner is liable to be taxed under this Chap

ter, shall not include such personal estate in the assess

ment of the property of such possesser.

Affidavits before whom made.

§ 25. The affidavits specified in this Article, shall

be made before the assessors, or one of them, either

of whom is hereby authorized to administer an oath

for that purpose; and the assessors shall cause all

such affidavits to be filed in the office of the town

clerk.

Certificate to assessment roll,

§ 26. If no objection be made to their assessments,

or immediately after the assessors shall have disposed

of the objections, the assessors, or a majority of them,

shall sign the assessment roll, and shall attach thereto

a certificate, in the following form, which shall also

be signed by them: “We do severally certify, that

we have set down, in the above assessment roll, all

the real estate, situated in the Ltown or ward, as the

case may be, according to our best information; and

that, with the exception of those cases in which the

value of the said real estate has been sworn to, by

the owner or possessor thereof, we have estimated

the value of said real estate, at the sums which a

majority of the assessors have decided to be the true

value thereof, and at which they would appraise the

same in payment of a just debt due from a solvent

debtor: and also that the said assessment roll contains

a true statement of the aggregate amount of the taxa

ble personal estate of each and every person named

in the said roll, over and above the amount of debts

due from such persons respectively, and excluding

such stocks as are otherwise taxable; and that with

the exception of those cases in which the value of

such personal estate has been sworn to by the owner

or possessor, we have estimated the same according

to our best information and belief.”

The following section has been modified by the

first section of the act of April 11th, 1842. See page

494 of this paper.

Roll to be delivered.

§ 27. The roll, thus certified, shall, on or before the

first day of October in every year, be delivered by

the assessors of each ward, in the city of New-York,

to the clerk of the city, and by the assessors of every

other town or ward, to the supervisor thereof, who

shall deliver the same to the board of supervisors at

their next meeting.

Duty of assessors.

§ 28. The assessors in the execution of their duties,

shall use the forms, and pursue the instructions, which

shall from time to time be transmitted to them by the

comptroller.
Ib..6 Cowen 480.

§ 29. If any assessor shall wilfully refuse or neglect

to perform any of the duties required of him, by this

Chapter, he shall forfeit, to the people of this state,

the sum of fifty dollars.

Ib.

§ 30. If any assessor shall neglect, or from any

cause omit to perform his duties, the other assessors,

or either of them, of the town or ward, shall perform

such duties, and shall certify to the supervisors with

their assessment roll, the name of such delinquent

assessor, stating therein the cause of such omission.

ARTICLE THIRD.

Of the Equalization of the Assessments, and the Cor

rection of the Assessment Rolls.

Sec. 31.—Assessment rolls to be examined by board of supervi

sors of county.

32.—Board may alter the description of the lands of non

residents.

33.--To estimate the tax to be paid on valuations of real

and personal estate.

34. To add up and set down the aggregate valuations of

real and personal property.

35. To cause a copy of corrected assessment roll to be

delivered to each supervisor.

36. To cause a copy to be delivered to collector of every

town, &c.

37. Warrant of supervisors to be annexed to copy deliver

cd to collectors; its form.

38. Account of rolls and warrants delivered to collectors,

to be sent to county treasurer.

39. Warrant to be varied so as to conform to the laws

respecting cities.

Supervisors to examine assessment roll.

§ 31. The board of supervisors of each county in

this state, at their annual meeting, shall examine the

assessment rolls of the several towns in their county,

for the purpose of ascertaining whether the valuations

in one town or ward, bear a just relation to the valua

ations in all the towns and wards, in the county;

and they may increase or diminish the aggregate valu

ations of real estates, in any town or ward, by adding

or deducting such sum upon the hundred as may, in

their opinion, be necessary, to produce a just relation

between all the valuations of real estates in the county;

but they shall, in no instance, reduce the aggregate

valuations of all the towns and wards, below the

aggregate valuation thereof, as made by the assessors.

Lauds of non-residents.

§ 32. The board of supervisors shall also make

such alterations in the descriptions of the lands of

non-residents, as may be necessary to render such

descriptions conformable to the provisions of this

Chapter; and if such alterations cannot be made,

they shall expunge the descriptions of such lands,

and the assessments thereon, from the assessment rolls.

Tax to be set down.

§ 33. They shall also estimate and set down in a

fifth column, to be prepared for that purpose, in the

assessment rolls, opposite to the several sums set

down as the valuations of real and personal estates,

the respective sums in dollars and cents, rejecting the

fractions of a cent, to be paid as a tax thereon.

Aggregate valuations.

§ 34. They shall also add up and set down the

aggregate valuations of the real and personal estates

in the several towns and wards, as corrected by them;

and shall cause their clerk to transmit to the comp

troller by mail, a certificate of such aggregate valua

tions, showing separately, the aggregate amount of

real and personal estate in each town or ward, as

corrected by the board.

Corrected assessment roll.

§ 35. They shall cause the corrected assessment

roll of each town or ward, or a copy thereof, to be

delivered to each of the supervisors of the several

towns or wards, who shall deliver the same to the

clerk of their city or town, to be kept by him for the

use of such city or town.

Corrected assessment roll.

§ 36. The boards of supervisors of the several
counties in this state, shall cause the corrected assess
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pective omitted to be furnished, the sum of two hundred and

to the | dollars: and it shall be the duty of the comp

re the troller to furnish the attorney-general with an account

!evised | of all companies that shall neglect to render such lists,

that he may prosecute for the penalties hereby in

posed.

Suit therefor.

'ºes Ozº § 5. If any company, that shall be prosecuted for

so, ºr any such penalty, shall pay the costs of prosecution

and furnish the statement required, the comptroller,

liable to if he shall besatisfied that the omission was not wilful,

may, in his discretion, discontinue such suit.

nnually Companies how assessed.

§ 6. The assessors shall enter all incorporated compa
state- || niesfrom which such statements shall have been receiv

ich suit ed by them, and the property of such companies,

and the property of all other incorporated companies,

erty in liable to taxation in their respective towns, in their

- assessment rolls, in the following manner:

rted in 1. They shall insert in the first cºlimn of their

assessment rolls, the name of each incorporated com

: to be | pany in their respective towns or wards, liable to tax

ation on its capital, or otherwise: and under its name,

* * || they shall specify the amount of its capital stock paid

in, and secured to be paid in ; the amount paid b

jn. such company for real estate, then belonging toº

te affi company, wherever the same may be situated; and

nute. the amount of its stock, if any, belonging to the state,

jºin || and to incorporated literary and charitable institutions.

2. In the second column, they shall enter the quan

* | tity of real estate owned by such company, and situa

&c., | ted within their town or ward; and in the third
column, the actual value thereof, estimated as in other

cases,

‘ounty 3. In the fourth column, they shall enter the capital

taxes || stock of every incorporated company, (excepting

manufacturing and turnpike corporations, and marine

ompa- || insurance companics,) paid in, and secured to be paid

tº to in; after deducting the sums paid out for all the real

estate of such company, wherever the same may be

: law, situated, and thenlº. to it, and the amount of

| stock, if any, belonging to the people of this state,

and to incorporated literaryand charitable institutions.

g an Valuation of stock.

shall § 7. The assessors shall insert in the column men

nner | tioned in the preceding section, the cash value of the

stock of all manufacturing and turnpike corporations,

(to be ascertained by the assessor, by the sales of the

r, or stock, or in any other manner.) deducting therefrom

... the items mentioned in the preceding section; which
2ach value, thus ascertained, together with the value of the

em real estate of such corporations, shall constitute the

... amount ºn which the tax of such corporations shall
º be levied.

* Preceding section extended.

tlen § 3. The provisions of the fifteenth section of the

any second Title of this Chapter, shall be, and are hereby

... extended to the incorporated companies in the two

' | preceding sections named ; and the president, secre

rod | tary, or other proper officer, may nake the affidavit

f. required by said section.

1eld Company when to be exempted.

or § 9. If the president or other proper officer of an

incorporated company named in the assessinent roll,

fice || shall show, to the satisfaction of the board of super

uch || visors, at their annual meeting, within two days from

ipal the commencement thereof, by the affidavit of such

are | officer, to be filed with the clerk of the board, that

der | such company is not in the receipt of any profits or

income, the name of such company shall be stricken

out of the assessment roll, and no tax shall be imposed

ery | * it. And the assessment of every monied or

... stock corporation, anthorized to make dividends on

i. its capital, from which no such affidavit shall be receiv
red ed, shall be conclusive evidence, that such corpora

... tion was liable to taxation, and was duly assessed.

ints Stock how assessed.

his § 10. The capital stock of every company liable to

aid | taxation, except such part of it as shall have been

cts || excepted in the assessment roll, and by the previous

sections of this Title, shall be assessed and taxed in

the same manner as the other real and personal estate

. of of the county, unless such company shall be entitled

the to commute under the next section, and shall elect so

º, to do; in which case, nº tax shall be imposed by the

... board of supervisors on the property of such company.

all Commutation.

2ut § 11. All companies employed wholly or princi

pally in manufacturing, and all marine insurance.com:

panies, whose nett annual income shall not exceed

five per cent on the capital stock paid in, and secured

to be paid in, shall be entitled to cominute for their

taxes, by paying directly to the treasurer of the count

in which the business of the company is transacted,

five per cent upon all such nett income made by such

company during the preceding year.

Certain companies exempt.

§ 12. "All turnpike, bridge, or canal companies,

whose nett annual income shall not exceed five per

cent on the capital stock paid in, and secured to be

paid in, shall be exempted from taxation.

Requisites to exemption.

§ 13. To entitle any such company to the exemp

tion aforesaid, the president and secretary, or some

two officers of the company, shall make affidavit,

stating the capital stock paid in, and secured to be

paid in, together with the income and profits, and the

total expenditures, during the preceding year, of such

company; which affidavit ...! be delivered to the

assessors of the town, at the time of making their

assessments.

ib." -

§ 14. The president, or other proper officer of each

company electing to commute, shall make affidavit

before some officer authorized to take affidavits, stating

the amount of such nett income; and on filing the

same with the clerk of the board of supervisors,at their

annual meeting, within two days from the commence

ment thereof, accompanied by the receipt of the

county treasurer, acknowledging the payment of the

proper commutation, such board of supervisors sh

impose no tax on the property of such company,

Taxes to be stated and collected.

§ 15. The amount of taxes assessed on all incorpo

rated companies liable to taxation, and not electing to

commute, shall be set down by the board of supervi

sors, in the fifth column of the corrected assessment

roll, and shall form a part of the monies to be collected

by the collector.
Duty of supervisors,

§ 16, The board of supervisors having completed

the assessment, shall transmit to the comptroller, with

the aggregate valuations of the real and personal estate

in their county, a statement, showing the names of the

several incorporated companies j. to taxation in

such county; the amount of the capital stock paid in,

and secured to be paid in, by each ; the amount of

real and personal property of each, as put down by

the assessors, or by them ; and the amount of taxes

assessed on each. In those counties in which there

is no such company, the boards of supervisors shall

certify such fact to the comptroller, with their returns

of the aggregate valuations of real and personal estate.

Duty of collector.

§ 17. The collector shall demand payment of all

taxes assessed on incorporated companies, from the

president, or other proper officer, of such companies,

and if not paid, ... proceed in the collection and

payment thereof, in the same manner as in other cases,

and shall be liable to the same penalties for the non

ayment of monies collected by him. And the col

ector's receipt shall be evidence of the payment of
such tax.

Taxes how paid.

§ 18. Such taxes shall be paid out of the funds of

the company, and shall be rateably deducted from the

dividends of those stockholders whose stock was

taxed, or shall be charged upon such stock, if no divi

dends be afterwards declared.

Proceedings if taxes cannot be collected.

§ 19. If the collector shall not be able to collect

any tax assessed upon any incorporated company; he

shall return the same to the county treasurer, and at

the same time, make affidavit before the county treas

urer, or some other officer authorized to administer

oaths, that he had demanded payment thereof from

the president, or other proper officer of the company,

and that such officer had refused to pay the same, or

that he had not been able to make such demand, as

the case may be ; and that such company had no per

sonal property, from which he could levy such tax.

Ib.

§ 20. The county treasurer shall thereupon certify

such facts to the comptroller, who shall pass to the

credit of such county treasurer the amount of all
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taxes so returned and certified, as in the cases of taxes

on the lands of non-residents.

Attorney-general to file bill in chancery.

§ 21. The comptroller shall furnish the attorney

general, with the names of all companies refusing or

neglecting to pay the taxes imposed on them, with

the amount due from them respectively; and the

the attorney-general shall thereupon file a bill in the

court of chancery, for the discovery and sequestration

of its property.property Powers of chancellor.

§ 22. The chancellor on the filing of such bill, or

on the coming in of the answer thereto, shall order

such part of the property of such company to be

sequestered, as he shall deem necessary for the pur.

pose of satisfying the taxes in arrear, with the costs

of prosecution; and he may also, at his discretion,

enjoin such company, and the officers thereof, from

any further proceedings under their act of incorpora

tion, and may order and direct such other proceedings,

as he shall deem necessary, to compel the payment

of such tax and costs.

Further remedy.

§ 23. The attorney-general may also recover such

tax, with costs, from such delinquent company, by

action in any court of record in this state.—Revised

Statutes, vol. 1, page 402 to 406.

TITLE VII.

Provisions to subject certain debts due to non-residents

to taxation.

sec. 1. Certain debts, due to non residents, deemed personal

roperty, and liable to taxation.

2. Assessors to ascertain them i to make preparatory roll;

its conteuts.

3. To inspect books of records, &c. without charge.

4. May administer oaths and examine witnesses.

5. To deliver preparatory roll to county treasurer by 1st

July in each year. - - --

6. Agents of non-resident creditors to furnish list of debts

to assessors.

7. Penalty of $500 for refusal. .

8. County treasurer to transmit lists of non-resident cred

itors for other counties. - -

9. To prepare lists of debts owing to non-residents by in

habitants of his county and transmit them to assessors

of towns.

10. Assessors to complete their rolls from these lists; entries

how to be made.

11. Time for completing rolls extended to 1st September ;

when to be delivered to supervisors.

12. How creditors or their agents may have rolls corrected.

13. Rolls to be laid before supervisors; debts contained

therein liable for taxes. - -

14. When duplicate lists to be delivered; supervisors may

correct rolls.

15, collectormay receive tax onsuch debts from thedebtor;

to be a set-off, &c.

16. If not paid, may be raised by distress and sale of goods

of non-resident.

17. If not collected by collector, county treasurer to issue

warrant to sheriff.

18. What taxes warrants may include.

19, Schedule annexed to warrant; their contents.

20. Warrants a lien from time of levy; duty and authority

of sherift.

21. Proceedings against sheriff for neglect to return warrant.

22. If warrant unsatisfied, bill in cuancery may be filed.

23, Court to sequester property to pay tax and costs.

24. Several county treasureas may unite in one bill.

25. Subpoena when served on agents of non-residents.

26. Compensation of county treasurers; how paid; do. of

assessors.

27. When debts due by residents of other states may be

deducted.

28, Debts owing to Connecticut school fund exempted from

the act.

Debts of non-residents taxable.

§ 1. All debts owing by inhabitants of this state, to

persons not residing therein, for the purchase of any

real estate, or secured by mortgage on, real estate,

shall be deemed personal property, within the town

and county where the debtor resides, and as such,

shall be liable to taxation in the same manner, and to

the same extent, as the personal estate of citizens of

this state.

Assessors to ascertain them, andmake preparatory roll.

§ 2. The assessors in each town and ward, while

engaged in ascertaining the taxable property therein,

and before the first day of June in each year, shall,

by diligent enquiry, ascertain the debts of the descrip

tion mentioned in the first section of this act, owing

by the inhabitants of their several towns and wards

to non-residents of this state, and in a preparatory

assessment roll, to be made by them for that purpose,

shall state and designate the said property according

to their best information, in four separate columns, as

follows:

Its contents.

1. In the first column, the names of the creditors

respectively to whom such debts are owing:

2. In the second column, the names of any known

agents of such of the said creditors, with the places

of residence of such agents respectively:

3. In the third column, the amount of every debt

owing to such creditor, of the description mentioned

in this section, stating separately the amount owing

by each debtor:

4. In the fourth column, the names of the persons

by whom such debts respectively are owing, and the

town and county of their residence.

Assessors to search clerk's oſtice without fee.

§ 3. For the purpose of making such statement,

red by law, the assessors of any town or ward shall

be permitted, without being required to pay any fee

or charge whatever, to inspect the books |..." the

clerk of their county, or in the city of New-York, by

the register thereof, in which mortgages are registered

or recorded, or in which any contracts for the sale of

land are recorded; and to inspect all unrecorded

mortgages and contracts left with such clerk or regis

ter, and to take such extracts therefrom as they shall

deem necessary.

Assessors may administer oaths.

§ 4. The assessors of any town or ward, or any of

them, may alminister an oath to any person whom

they may think proper to examine, to make true

answers to such questions as shall be put by such

assessors touching the subjects of inquiry directed

by this act; but this section shall not extend to those

cases where a list of debts shall have been furnished

by the agent of any non-resident creditor, according

to the provisions of this act.

To prepare roll for treasurer.

§ 5. As soon as the assessors shall have completed

their preparatory assessment rolls, and on or before

the first§ of July in each year, they shall cause a

fair copy of the same to be made out, which shall be

certified by them, or a majority of them to be correct,

according to the best information they can obtain, and

shall deliver the same to the county treasurer of their

county.

Agent to ſurnish list of debts...Its contents.

§ 6. If there shall reside in any county of this state,

an agent of any non-resident creditor, having debts

owing to him of the description mentioned in the first

section of this act, he shall, on or before the first day

of June in each year, furnish to the county treasurer

of his county a true and accurate list of debts of the

description mentioned in the first section of this act,

which were owing on the first day of January pre

ceding, to the principal of such agent by any inhabi

tant of this state, arranging such list according to the

town and county of the residence of the debtor, speci

fying therein the name of each debtor, the town and

connty in which he resides, and the amount owing

by him ; which list shall be verified by the oath of

such agent, to be taken before any commissioner of

deeds or justice of the peace.

Penalty for refusal.

§ 7: Any such agent who shall refuse or neglect to

furnish such list, shall forfeit the sum of five hundred

dollars to the use of the county in which he resides,

to be sued for by the treasurer of such county in his

name of office, and to be recovered upon proof that

the principal of such agent had debts owing to him

by inhabitants of this state, of the description men

tioned in the first section of this act, and that the ex

istence of such debts was known to such agent.

List of debts to be made by the county treasurer... Its form and

contents...To be certified...And sent to treasurer of other

county.

§ 3. The county treasurer who shall receive the

certified statements of the assessors of his county,

shall immediately make out from the said statements

lists received by him from the agents of non-residents,

a list of the debts appearing on such statements and

lists to be owing to persons not residing in this state,

by inhabitants of any other county than that of such

treasurer, for each county in which any such debtor

resides; the said list shall be a transcript of so much
of the original statements and lists furnished as above

rovided, as relates to the debts herein required to

§. stated, and the particulars thereof shall be arranged

and for the purpose of making any assessment requi

so furnished to him by the assessors, and from the

|

|

|

|

in the said lists, in the same manneras herein directed

in respect to the preparatory assessment rolls of the

assessors. In case it shall appear that the same debt

has been returned by any assessors in their preparatory

assessment rolls, and also in any list furnished by an

agent of any non-resident, the county treasurer shall

transcribe only one of such entries in the lists herein

directed to be made by him. The lists thus made

shall be certified by such county treasurer to be cor

rect abstracts from the statements and lists furnished

to him according to the provisions of this act. The

list made for each county shall be transmitted by or

before the fifteenth day of July in each year, by mail,

to the county treasurer of such county.

Treasurer when and how to prepare list for town assessors in

his own county.

§ 9. Every county treasurer shall, as soon as he

shall have received such abstracts from the other

county treasurers, prepare from the said abstracts,

and from the preparatory assessment rolls furnished

to him by the assessors of his country, and the lists

furnished him by the agents of non-residents, a list of

all debts appearing from the documents aforesaid to

be owing to persons not residing in this state, by

inhabitants of any town of his county, for each town

in which such debtors reside; the said list shall be a

transcript of so much of the said documents as relates

to the|. herein required to be stated. and the

articulars thereof shall be arranged in the said lists

in the same manner as herein, directed in respect to

the preparatory assessment rolls of the assessors. If

it shall appear that the same debt has been returned

by any assessors in their preparatory assessment rolls,

and in any list furnished by an agent of any non-resi

dent, or in any abstract furnished by another county

treasurer, the county treasurer shall transcribe only

one of such entries in the abstracts herein directed to

be made. Such lists shall be certified by such county

treasurer to be correct abstracts from the documents

furnished to him according to the provisions of this

act. The list for each town shall be transmitted by

or before the tenth day of August, in each year, to

the assessors of such town or one of them.

Assessors to complete roll and enter therein debts of non-resi

dent creditors.

§ 10. From the list thus furnished them by their

county treasurer, the assessors of every town and

ward shall correct and complete their assessment rolls,

by entering in the same the debts appearing by such

list to be owing to persons not residing within this

state, by any inhabitants of their tºwn orward ; which

entries shall be made under the names of the respec

tive non-resident creditors, and the amount owing by

each debtor shall be entered in a separate line, and

the particulars of such entries shall be arranged in the

same manner as herein before directed in respect to

the preparatory assessment rolls of the assessors.

The following section is modified by section one of

the act of April 11th, 1842. See page 494 of this

paper.

Time extended for completing and delivering rolls to supervisors.

§ 11. The time prescribed by law for completing

assessment rolls in the several towns and wards in

this state, is hereby extended from the first day of

August to the first day of September in each year;

and upon the assessment rolls being completed, the

assessors shall proceed in the manner now required

by law, in respect to giving notice thereof, the leaving

the rolls with one of the assessors and their meetin

together to correct such rolls; and the time prescrib

by law for delivering such certified rolls to the super

visors, is hereby extended to the first day of October

in each year.

Creditor relieved by showing debts not collectable.

§ 12. At the meeting of the assesors to correct their

rolls, pursuant to the notice given by them, any creditor

whose name shall be inserted in such rolls, or his

agent, may, by his own affidavitor other proof, adduce

testimony to the said assessors to show §.any error

exists in the said rolls, or that any part of any debt

therein stated is desperate and not collectable; and

the said assessors shall review and alter the said rolls

according to the facts so established; but no reduc

tion of the amount of any debt shall be made at the

instance of any non-resident creditor whose agent

shall have refused or neglected to furnish the ºlis,

herein required of him.

Supervisors to assess taxes on non-resident debts.

§ 13. The assessment rolls thus completed shall be
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ro- || an actual levy shall be made upon any property by

be | virtue thereof; and the sheriff, to whom such warrant

of | shall be directed, shall proceed upon the same, in all

is || respects, with the like effect and in the same manner

he as prescribed by law in respect to executions against

to property, issued by a county clerk upon judgments

ne | rendered by a justice of the peace, and shall be enti

ite | tied to the same fees for his services in executing the

saune, to be collected in the same manner.

When Sheriff may be proceeded against.

to § 21. In case of the neglect of any sheriff to return

ed | such warrant, according to the directions therein, or

ty | to pay over any money collected by him in pursuance

as || thereof, he shall be proceeded against in the supreme

st || court by attachment, in the same manneg and with

ae || the like effect, as for similar neglects in reference to

is || an execution issued out of the supreme court in a

n- || civil suit, and proceedings thereon shall be the same

2e || in all respects.
in When treasurer to file abill in chancery.

º § 22. If any such warrant shall be returned unsatis

:

r

,

t

r

r

º

|

fied in whole or in part, in respect to any non-resident,

the county treasurer, under the directions of the

board of supervisors of his county, may file a bill, in

his name |office, in the court of chancery, whatever

may be the amount so remaining unsatisfied, against

such non-resident and his agents, and any other person

having the care or possession of any property of such

non-resident, for the discovery and sequestration of

such property.

Chancellor may order property sequestered.

§ 23. On the filing of such bill, or on the coming

in of the answer thereto, or upon such bill being

taken as confessed, or the allegations therein being

established, the court of chancery shall order such

part of the property of such non-resident to be seques

tered, as shall be necessary for the purpose of satisfy

ing the taxes in arrear, imposed as aforesaid, upon the

debts owing to such non-resident, with the costs of

prosecution, and may order and direct such other pro

ceedings as may be necessary to compel the payment

of such tax and costs.

Several treasurers may unite in one bill.

§ 24. The county treasurers of several counties

may, under the direction of their respective boards of

supervisors, unite in one bill against the same party,

for the collection of taxes imposed on debts owing

to non-residents, although such taxes may be payable

to different county treasurers.

Subpoena may be served on agent.

§ 25, Where non-residents who are parties to an

bill filed according to the provisions of this act, sha

have any known agent residing in this state, for the

sale of their lands, or for receiving the purchase

money on such sales, the court of chancery may, in

its distinction, make an order that the service of the

subpºena issued on the filing such bill, upon such

agent, shall be deemed sufficient to entitle the com

plainant to an order for the principal of such agent to

appear and answer such if -

What county, and what town charges.

§ 26. The expenses of county treasurers, and such

compensation as their board of supervisors shall allow

them for their services, in executing this act, shall be

county charges, and the expenses and charges for the

services of assessors, under this act, shall be town

charges, and audited and paid as such.

When inhabitants exempt from assessment on debts taxed in

other states.

§ 27. Whenever it shall satisfactorily appear to the

assessors of any town or ward, by the oath of any

inhabitant of i. state, or by other proofs, that any

debts due to such inhabitant, by residents in any

other state, are by the laws of such state-subject to

taxation, and have been actually taxed in such state

within twelve months preceding, it shall be the duty

of such assessors to deduct the amount of such debts

from the personal estate of such inhabitant.

Duty of comptroller.

§ 28. The comptroller shall prepare instructions

and forms for the execution of this act, and shall cause

a sufficient number of copies thereof and of this act

to be printed and distributed to the assessors, county

treasurers and clerks of the boards of supervisors of

the state.

Connecticut school fund exempted from act.

§ 29. [Orig. sec. 1.] The act entitled “An act to

subject certain debts owing to non-residents to taxa:

tion,” passed April27th, 1833, shall not be so construed

as to subject any debt owing to the school fund of the

state of Connecticut to taxation under the provisions

of the said act.—Revised Statutes, vol. 1, pg. 411 to

417.

Section 14 of pg. 411 vol. 1 of the Revised Statutes.

What cities deemed towns.

§ 14. (Sec. 8.) Every city not divided into wards,

for the purpose of choosing Supervisors and Assessors,

shall be deemed to be a town within the provisions

of this Chapter.

Extract from act of 1842:

“An Act respecting the collection of Tazes in the

city and county of New-York.”—Passed April 11,

1842.

“$ 1. The Assessors annually chosen in each ward

of the city of New-York, shall on or before the fifth

day of June next, after being chosen, proceed to assess

the property in their respective wards according to

law, and shall complete the assessment according to

law on or before the fifteenth day of August next

following, and make out one fair copy thereof to be

left with one of their number on or before thetwentieth

day of August next following, and shall thereupon

according to law give notice of having completed such
assessment, andi. acopy thereof is left with one of

such assessors, (naming him,) where the same may be

seen and examined by any of the inhabitants from the

said twentieth day of August to the tenth day of Sep:
tember following, both inclusive, and thatº will

meet at the expiration of the said tenth day of Sep

tember at a place in said notice to be specified to

review their assessment on the application of any

person conceiving himself aggrieved, and such pro

ceedings shall thereupon take place as is by law pro

vided. And such assessors shall sign the said assess

ment roll, and deliver the same on or before the

twentieth day of September next ensuing to the

Comptroller of the said city, who shall deliver the

same to the supervisors of the said city at their next

meeting, and that for any neglect, omission, or refusal

to perform the requirements of this section, the party

offending shall be liable to the penalties mentioned

in the eleventh section of the Act passed April 23, 1823,

entitled, ‘An act for the assessment and collection

of taxes."

Extract from the act passed May 2d, 1844, provi

ding for the collection of erroneous tares :

§ 2. The Board of Supervisors in and for the city

and county of New York, may at any meeting of said

Board, at which the Mayor or Recorder shall be

present correct º, erroneous assessment which may

have been made by the Assessors of either of the

wards of the said city for the year 1843, and may also

correct any erroneous assessment which shall hereafter

be made by any such assessors as aforesaid, provided

application for such relief shall be made upon assess

ments in 1843, within three months after the passage

of this act, and in all other cases within the period of

six months after the assessmentrolls shall have been re

turned as required by law, and provided also proof is

made to the satisfaction of such board of Supervi

sors, by the affidavit of the applicant or other legal

evidence that the said erroneous assessment did not

result from any neglect on the part of the person or

persons applying for relief.

The following is the copy of an act passed May

14th, 1845.

An Act to enable the Receiver of Taxes in the city

New-York and the Comptroller of the said city to

collect the taxes remaining unpaid.—Passed May

14th, 1845, by a two-third vote.

The People of the State of New-York, represented

in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

§ 1. It shall be the duty of the Receiver of taxes.

in the city ot New-York to collect all arrearages of

taxes due and payable prior to the first day of Octo

ber, one thousand eight hundred and forty-three, with

interest thereon, and to enforce the ". thereof

by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the

person against whom said tax has been assessed; and

the provisions of the act entitled “An act for the

collection of taxes in the city of New-York,” passed

April 18, 1843, so far as the same relates to distress

and sale of goods and chattels for the payment of
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taxes, shall be in full force, and applicable to the

collection of such taxes under this section.

§ 2. In all cases where the said Receiver shall pro

ceed by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of

any person, for the payment of any tax due and pay

..., as well before as after the said first day of Octo

ber, one thousand eight hundred and forty three, it

shall be lawful for him to authorize and empower the

officer making such distress and sale, to collect in

addition to the tax and interest thereon, the costs of

such distress and sale.

§ 3. It shall be lawful for the Comptroller of the

city of New-York to sell any lands or tenements in

said city for the payment of any tax due thereon. prior

to the first day of October one thousand eight hun

dred and forty-three, and all the provisions of article

third of the said act entitled “An act for the collec

tion of taxes in the city of New-York,” passed April

18, 1843, shall be applicable to such sale, and the

prior proceedings to effect the same.

§ 4. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the

provisions of this act, are hereby repealed. -

§ 5. This act shall take effect immediately.

State of New-York,

Secretary's Office.

I have compared the preceding with an original

act of the legislature of this State on file in this office

and do certify that the same is a correct transcript

therefrom and of the whole of said original.

ARCH'D. CAMPBELL.

Dep. Sec. of State.

Albany, May 16, 1845.

THE ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS.

I have recently made a tour among these moun

tains which are the highest lands in this State. There is

but little difference in the elevation of the highest peaks

of the White Mountains in New-Hampshire above the

highest peaks of the Adirondack Mountains of New

York. The North River, which empties itself into the

bay of New-York, has its head in the Adirondack

Mountains, in a meadow which is elevated about

4,750 feet above the level of the Ocean. The Au Sable

in its south branch heads in the same meadow with

the North River, and discharges its waters through
Lake Champlain into the River and Gulf of St. Law.

rence. The peaks of the Adirondack are now cover

ed with snow. The highest of these peaks is 5,467
feet above tide water.

These mountains are doubtless more ancient than

time, and probably have had agreater elevation than at

present, for they have been in use and subject to the

constant wear of the elements for about 6000 years.
The first mention made of mountains by the inspired

penman, is in the brief record of the ... The

waters of the deluge it is stated covered the hills and

afterwards the mountains, and after the waters subsi

ded the Ark rested upon the mountains of Arrarat,

It is therefore evident that the mountains were not

the offspring of the deluge.

There is no marks of subterranean convulsions in

the high lands of the Adirondack, nor is there any

thing in the appearance of the surrounding country
but what may be presumed to have resulted from the

great changes produced by the deluge.

I intend to explore these mountains as soon as the

warm weather has removed the snow from the high

peaks. During the day time there is not so great a

difference in the temperature of the atmosphere on

high mountain peaks as compared with the common

surface, as in the night.

THE AU SABLE RIVER,

This River empties into Lake Champlain a short

distance north of Port Kent. The west branch heads

to the west of the highest peak of the Adirondack

Mountains and the south branch to the east of the

same height. The south branch heads in the same

meadow with the North River, and at an elevation of

about 4,750 feet above the level of the sea. The

south and west branches unite at a place called the

Au Sable Forks, five miles west of Clintonville. At

and below Keeseville, the Au Sable runs deep in the

bowels of the earth. The rock in which it has cut a

deep and narrow channel is a sand stone formation.

In some places the chasm which the river passes

through is 150 feet deep, and not to exceed fifty wide.

I noticed in a great number of places that these chasms

are intersected by deep aad narrow fissures in the

rocks, and at first view appear to have beenrentby some

terrible convulsion, but on close examination I am

satisfied that these fissures have been cut by sand and

water.

Among these sand rocks are grooves of an inch in

depth, evidently made by the water. This process

is still going on. I noticed a strata on the river bank

near the shore, the surface of which was grooved and

the water from a spring was coursing down these

grooves to the river, and deepening them continually.

While at Sampson Pond examining the white sand

beach, I stepped upon a timber that extended into the

water ten or twelve feet to examine the pebbles and

sand thrown up, and in this sand about four inches

under water, I noticed the same grooves in the sand as

I saw in the sand rock at Keesville, and the shape of

them seemed to correspond with the curve of the

waves on the surface of the water which were formed

by the wind. Much of the water holds agglutinatin

substances in solution sufficient to cement the san

and form it into rock. About a mile and a half below

Keesville the Au Sable falls over a rock precipice,

about forty feet. At the side of this fall is a curve

in the rock fifty feet deep cut in the rock nearly in the

form of a semi-circle, and about thirty feet across.

About 100 rods or more further down the River, is

another fall, of 60 feet. It was about 5 o'clock P.M.

when I came to the part of the river. The spray was

rising to a height of near 200 feet in the atmosphere,

from the narrow chasm into which the river plinged.

I passed over a bridge above the fall, and crossed a

I. fence to a point on the cliffs about 200 feet

ower down the river, and from this point the first

glimpse I got of the prismatic colors produced by the

sun upon the ascending spray, was of that portion which

composed the red ray—it was a most beautiful paint

ing—it appeared like a belt of ornamented fire—it

was too resplendant for mortal eyes to look upon, and

I felt amazed and almost overwhelmed in beholdin

this beautiful color for I saw it through a narrow an

deep chasm in the rock by which I was at first view

prevented from seeing but the one color.

From these falls I continued my walk along the

bank of the river for half or three quarters of a mile

to a place called the natural bridge. At this point

there is a flight of stairs leading from the top of the

rocks to the water. I descended them a few steps

and found they were nuch broken and out of order,

and as I was alone. I thought it most prudent to avoid

testing the strength of them. Here there is a fissure

in the rock which comes to an apex at the top and

widens as it increases in depth. I passed over this

fissure and along the river bank until I found my path
terminated in the lower end of an Island which was

separated by a wide fissure at its lower extremity, I

therefore retraced my steps and recrossed the chasm

where I came upon the Island.

At this place the river is very narrow, not exceed

ing 20 feet. On a level with a flat rock at the foot

of the stairs I have spoken of, is a sort of second bank,

forming one side of a rock chasm through which the

river passes. Over this chasm some boys who were

daring, laid two poles of about five or six inches in

thickness, and crossed over upon them to the opposite

side of the chasm. A clergyman from Whitehall came

here during last summer with two young ladies and

undertook to cross on these poles. He passed over

with one young lady safely, but the other refused to

o. He then returned to conduct the lady back, and
ña proceeded with her a part of the way when he

became spell bound, fell into the chasm, and was

no more seen alive. The young lady by some unac

countable and mysterious means saved herself from

falling and reached the place she set out from in safety.

Her escape was miraculous—providential. Theº,
of the clergymen was found three days after the acci

dent a few rods below the poles. It was raised from

the bottom by the discharge of fire arms into the

chasm.

I have followed up the west branch of the Au

Sable to the High Falls. These falls are in the bosom

of a forest, at the base of a mountain peak which has

a snow capped head reared 4,855 feet above the level

of the sea—it is in a mountain gap, called the nar

rows. These falls are overgranite rock and the chasm

into which the water plunges is fringed with trees of

evergreen species and they are therefore almost a

stranger to sunshine. It is about seven miles to the

nearest house to the west and two miles to a house

to the east, to the north and south are mountains piled

high in the air. The falls are therefore in a secluded

spot. The water breaks over a precipice of about 60

feet in height and falls into a chasm the walls of which

are more than vertical, for they lean over, and when

I approached near the verge I laid hold of a green

º: and held fast by that while I surveyed the

broken sheet of water. The sound of such a water

fall in such a place has a charm, for it is a wild and

romantic spot for such a cataract. Lake Placid is six

miles distant from this cataract—that is a quiet sheet

of water and well deserves its name and contrasts

widely in its habits with its noisy neighbor, the forest

cataract. We travelled along the rocky banks of the

Au Sable down the stream below the fall for half a

mile some of the time under the cliffs and at others, on

its brow. The river this distance is a broken current

and full of falls, among which I noticed one of pecu

liar beauty. A rock having three rounded sides pro

jects down stream about the middle of the river in a

a plate of about two feet in thickness, and about ten

feet above the water while its upper side is joined to

the rock bottom, and on this the water runs and falls

in an undivided sheet from its three sides. It looks

like an artificial fountain. These falls have an eleva

tion of 1427 feet above the level of Lake Champlain.

I examined the strata of rock which the water had

cut through in this mountain gap and found it to

be granite. Some parts of the chasm made by the

water is worn into ſanciful shapes by round stones

which have been put in motion by the water and

which have for a great length of time been kept in

motion by it, I examined the fragments of rock

brought down by the water and also the stratas in the

rock severed by the river in cutting its channel, and

found no metallic veins visible. About two hundred

feet below these falls, I came to a large cake of ice

laying upon the rocks—it was very clear and I broke

. a piece of it to quench my thirst.

The temperature of the water of the Au Sable as

denoted by my thermometer immersed in the river

was 52° of Farenheit. At 5 o'clock of the morning

of the 14th of May the atmosphere was 50°, and the

river two degrees warmer. At 12 at noon on the

13th of May, the atmosphere air had a temperature

of 88° and the river water at that hour 528, bein

36° cooler. The High Falls have a very hard

for a wall and a hard rock for the river to cut a chan

nel through, it is owing to this fact that it does not

present the deep gorges that are seen in the sand stone

rock below Keesville. The sand stone being softer

is more easily cut away by water carrying minute

grains of sand along with it.

THE SARANAC RIVER.

The Saranac River heads west of Mount Seward,

in the upper and lower Saranac Lakes, and in the

near neighborhood of Racket River and Long Lake.

The upper and lower Saranac Lakes are full of little

islands. This is what is called the south branch;

another branch of the river heads among the moun.

tains in Franklin and Belmont townships. I crossed

this river about two miles above the Forks on a raft

which we constructed of five logs, which we paddled

over to the opposite shore. The rock formation as

developed by the trees blown down by the wind in

the excavations made by the broken roots at the

oint we crossed, is sand stone. About five miles

low this is the Bedford Glass works, but these are

not now, in operation. This species of sand ston,

was used for making glass and was found to be of an

excellent quality for that use. The Saranac enters

into the Lake at Flattsburg. Above Union Falls, which
are three miles above where we crossed the river, the

Saranac is navigable for several miles, by canoes. The

upper Saranac Lake has an elevation of 1554 feet

above the waters of Lake Champlain. The river

affords abundant water power, and as this region of
country is richly stored with iron ore the means of

reducing it is ample. In all my equiries for salt licks

in this region, I heard of but one, and that is doubtles

more of a sulphur than a saline water. I met with

several hunters and trappers who have traversed the

wilderness region at the heads of this river, and they

inform me that there are no salt licks hereabouts.

MINERAL DEPOSITS.

The mineral deposits in the vicinity of the Au Sable

and Saranac Rivers have been but little examined.
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Yellow and White Birch, Rock and Soft Maple, Bass,

Elm, Pine, White Cedar, Tamarack, Fir Balsam, Balm

of Gilead. Spruce and Hemlock are the principal timber

here. On the pine plains between the Au Sable and

the Saranac the Norway pine grows to a great height.

This pine plains land is notesteemed here for agricúlin.

ral purposes but it seems to me that they are wrong in

this. The pine plains of Upper Canada were formerly

considered poorlands but now are extensively cultiva

ted and found productive, and therefore, valuable.

The great height of the Norway pine upon these lands,

I think, indicate a good soil. On the plains near

Black Brook I visited a lime kiln, built upon a lime

stone formation. I obtained several pretty geological

specimens here which I have not yet examined. The

carburet of Iron is here found imbedded in the rock;

there is also sulphate of Iron and mineral amianthus,

&c. &c. This lime stone quarry belongs to Mr.

Wilkins. We have not room in our present number

for farther remarks, and as I shall revisit this section of

this State, I will in a future number describe this

locality more in detail.

LAKE CHAMPI,AIN.

This Lake is 110 miles long, and from half a mile

to twenty miles wide, in one place it is less than 40

rods wide, and is estimated to contain 567 square

miles. The shores of this lake present a variety of

scenery. Mountains lift their veneralle heads high in

the air both to the east and west, while on the north

the country is a dead level at and beyond the termi

nation of the lake. There are several Islands in this

Lake, some of which are well cultivated and produc

tive. When I passed down the lake a strong north

wind prevailed, and the water of the south end of

the lake was very turbid and filled with clay held by

it in suspension. When the water becomes quiet this

clay will be precipitated and thus a new deposit of

earth formed. From the appearance of the water, I

should judge that a...} twenty inches in height

would, on remaining quiet for ten days, deposit one

inch of compact sediment. It is thus clay is piled up.

Near Essex, on the New-York side is a rock which

extends out into the lake, called “The Split Rock.”

This rock has a large fissure in it of great depth through

which the water flows. It is supposed to have been

rent by some great convulsion, but I do not see any

thing in its appearance which indicates a greater change

than isJ. in the sand stone in the banks of the

Au Sable, below Keesville, which are no doubt the

result of the action of sand and water. The compe

tition in the steam navigation of Lake Champlain is a

very spirited. I passed down the Lake from White

hall to Port Kent in the very commodious steamer

Whitehall, for 25 cents, and had I continued on to

St. Johns in Lower Canada, only the same fare would

be charged for the whole distance. This is a beautiful

boat, and its Commander deserving of all praise.

His kind attentions to passengers—his industry and

attention to his business, make his boat a pleasantand

safe conveyance. He has his family with him on the

boat. I noticed a lady passenger on board the boat

with several smail children. "When the boat arrived

at Whitehall the captain took one of the children in

his arms and carried it to the stage. Such kind atten

tions, deserves mention. Stages are in waiting when

the boat arrives at Whitehall to take passengers to the

hotels, and at the hotels to convey them to the packet

boats free of charge, and only twenty-five cents is

charged for breakfast. . Such was the charge at the

American, where I took breakfast. The same course

was pursued at Port Kent. The Francis Saltus, a

new boat upon the Lake, is extensively patronized.

Heretofore the boats on the lakes charged five dollars,

and this high price brought out the Saltus. The Saltus

is a fast boat, and I have no doubt a very good boat.

The geological formations on the western, New-York

side of Lake Champlain, may be stated as follows.

Commencing at the south end of the Lake with Post

Tertiary, then Calciferous Sand Rock, next Pebbly

Beach, Potsdam Sand Stone, Gneis, Potsdam Sand

Stone, Gneis, Potsdam Sand Stone, Trenton Lime

Stone, Crown Point.

Postdam Sand Stone, Calciferous Sand Stone,

Primitive Lime Stone, Gneis, Post Tertiary, Potsdam

Sand Stone, Post Tertiary. West Port.

Redish Porphyry, Slate, Chazy Lime Stone, Tren

ton Lime Stone. Esser.

Slate, Hyperthene and Dykes, Potsdam Sandstone,
Port Kent. -

a'. Tertiary, Slate, Trenton Lime Stone to Cana

ne.

The mountains back from the Lake abound in

minerals, the most valuable of which is Iron,

During my tour I collected about two hundred

pounds of geological specimens of various kinds some

of which are beautiful.

THE ROADS IN Essex, CLINTON, and FRANK.

LIN COUNTIES.

The Roadsin these counties are but tolerable. From

the Lake to Keesville, is four miles—from that to

Clintonville, six miles, thence to New Sweden two

miles, and from that to the Forks of the Au Sable,

three miles. From the forks of the Au Sable to

Union Falls on the Saranac, is fifteen miles. From

the Forks of the Au Sable to the High Falls in the

mountain notch, is 12 miles, . Beyond Hasbrook's

forge there are no inhabitants for nine miles. From

Hasbrook's forge to Long Lake is about 30 miles.

The path to Long Lake is by marked trees. Long

Lake is the head of Racket River, one of the most

noisy streams in this section of the country.

I travelled several miles with Major Baker of

Keesville on his return from the wilderness in which

he had been travelling about four weeks, collectin

furs. He passed through the Lakes, Ponds, j

Rivers in a Cedar Canoe weighing 70 lb, Ilhis canoe,

he and the man he had with him transported by hand

over the carrying places, together with their provis

ion, furs, &c. Theyº in the woods at night,

and he informed me that he did not see or hear a

wolf or a panther during the whole tour. There is

less danger in the woods at night in this wilderness

region than on board a North River Steamer as the

boats have been recently, managed. Major Baker

obtained one Beaver Skin in the tour. The Beavers

are rapidly disappearing. There are a few Moose in

in this region, and now and then the hunters and

trappers get hold of a panther. The Deer are plenty

and seem to increase in proportion as the Wolves de

crease. During the last year, a young man who was

employed to attend upon several sable traps lost his

way in the woods, and became bewildered, and it

was about four days before he was found. When a

person once loses the way in the woods he is very apt

to become bewildered and then reason seems almost

to cease its guidance. The human mind is wonder

fully constituted, and man is often bewildered when

not in the woods. *

There is in the mountain atmosphere and mountain

water of this region a gentle stimulant—it is power

ful, for it is . of life. In breathing the air and

drinking the water of this region of country, H found

a newness of life—exercise here is medicine to the

body, and it is food for the mind, for every step opens

a new leaf in the volume of nature, full of instruction,

and full of charms. From one of the lofty peaks of

the Adirondack may be counted more than thirty

lakes and ponds, and also the heads of six rivers which

are born in these mountains which are a great store

house of the clouds.

The lightning is not very destructive here. I have

not during my tour met with a tree in the forest which

has been scathed by lighthing. The mountain tops

here have an influence upon the clouds in discharging

the electric fires.

In the woods on the north side of the Saranac I

met with several little patches of winter snow.

There is a large business done in lumbering in this

region. Lumber is a crop that requires an age to

produce it, and when exhausted, the country is im

poverished, for the price it bears is but a poorcompen

sation for the laborº upon it. The returns of

agriculture are annualand the benefits of these products

to the farmer, and also to the country, are great, an

are contrnuous.

A stage runs daily from the lake to and from the

An Sable Forks. The fare is 75 cents. Beyond this

there are no public conveyances. The roads are worn

deep into the sand by the numerous wagons which

travel these roads with iron, lumber, ore, nails, &c.

This is an interesting portion of the State, and will

become rich and important. It has not had its share

of public improvements. Public improvements made

here would add greatly to the value of the lands in

this section of the State, would increase its popula

tion, augment its wealth and bring into use the vast

mineral stores deposited here which now lie almost

dormant.

!
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FREE BANKING.

We place before our readers the opinion of the

Supreme Court of this State in relation to free Bank

ing Associations formed under a general law of the

Legislature of this State passed in 1838. This opinion

is from the pen of Mr. Chief Justice BRonson.

. There have been three adjudications upon the ques

tion which is involved in this case, in three different pro

ceedings in the Court for the Correction of Errors,

but a quere is raised whether, that court was properly

constituted at the time judgment was pronounced.

The Constitution is as follows:

“The Court for the trial of Impeachments, and

the Correction of Errors, shall consist of the Presi

dent of the Senate, the Senators, the Chancellor, and

the Justices of the Supreme Court, or the major part

of them; but when an impeachment shall be prose

cuted against the Chancellor, or any Justice of the

Supreme Court, the person so impeached, shall be

suspended from exercising his office, until his acquittal;

and when an appeal from a decree in Chancery shall

be heard the Chancellor shall inform the Court of the

reasons for his decree, but shall have no voice in

the final sentence; and when a writ of error shall

be brought, on a judgment of the Supreme Court,

the Justices of that Court shall assign the reasons

for the judgment, but shall not have a voice for its

affirmance or reversal.” Sec. 1, Art. 5, Constitution

of 1821. -

In two of the three cases referred to, the vote taken

was a very small one. In the case of the Exchange

Bank of Albany, we believe but 11 Senators were

present.

In the case of the Lockport Canal Bank, and Lock

port Trust and Banking Company, but 19 Senators

were present.

On page 417 of this volume, is a copy of a letter

addre to us by Senator Jones, a member of the

Court for the Correction of Errors. We here give

this letter entire as follows:

“ALBANY, Feb. 18, 1845.

“My Dear Sir,

“I would state in reply to your letter that the case

of the ‘Board of Supervisors of the county of Niagara

vs. The People, eac. rel, Wm. G. McMaster,’ came

before the Court for the Correction of Errors upon a

writ of Error brought from the Supreme Court order

ing that a peremptory writ of mandamus issue to the

Supervisors of Niagara County, commanding them to

restore to the assessment rolls of the town of Lock

port, the assessment of the Canal Bank of Lockport,

and the Lockport Bank and Trust Company. The

only important question involved in this decision was,
‘Were the two institutions above named, monied or

stock Corporations º' If this should be decided as

such by the Court for the Correction of Errors, then

the reversal of the decision of the Supreme Court

would necessarily follow. The judgment of the

Supreme Court, however, was affirmed as follows:

* For Affirmance—Messrs. Bartlett, Corning, John

son, Lawrence, Lester, Mitchell, Porter, Scott, Scovil,

Smith, Warney.

“For Reversal—Messrs. Backus, Bockee, Jones,

Platt, Rhoades, Sherman, Varian, Works.

“Yours, very respectfully,

“ D. R. FLOYD JONES.”

“E. MERLAM, Esq.

The case of the Exchange Bank of Albany, only

involved a question touching the regularity or legality

of a replevin.

These are the cases which the learned Chief Justice,

BRosson refers to in his opinion, and in which he

says that he had not seen the opinion given in these

cases, and he was not probably aware that the Court

was thus constituted, as the letter of Senator Jones

states.

The vesting of power in a body composed of several

classes of officers, is of frequent occurrence.

In England, the Mayor, Recorder, Aldermen and

Common Councilmen are often empowerod to do

certain things, or to determine certain questions in

their assembly, when convened as a body—but should

only the Aldermen and Common Councilmen meet in

the Council Chamber, althongh forming a majority of

the persons composing the assembly, the assembl

would not be deemed as organized without the.
ance of the other two, unless some special statute

allowed of the organization of a part in the absence
of the other classes.

This section of the Constitution is too plain to

admit of any other construction than the one we here

ve it and such is the language and the spirit of

e clause.

It is not our purpose to discuss the question of

constitutionality or unconstitutionality of the general

banking law; or to discuss the restriction contained

in the tenth section of the first article of the Consti

tution of the United States; nor to discuss the ques

tion involved in the passage of the law authorising

contracts between the State and the Free Banks in

reference to State stocks, and the registry of bank

notes, in consideration of stipulated guarantee, &c.

In the case of Striker vs. Kelly, recently decided

in the Supreme Court, involving the validity of the

seizure and confiscation of lands for a visionary paper

improvement, the Court held what we conceive to be

a very different doctrine from that here put forth.

Mr. Justice Beardsley in that case delivered the opin

ion of the Court. Mr. Justice Bronson dissented.

It was urged by Mr. Webster, Counsel for General

Striker, that the proceedings in question were void.

Mr. Webster said :

“There is another question respecting the legality

of seizing, arising out of the charter, which I cannot

omit stating. By the 7th section of the amended

charter, it is provided that the boards shall meet in

separate rooms, choose clerks, &c.; and each board

shall keep a journal of its proceedings... The doors

shall be open, except when the public welfare requires

secresy; and all resolutions or reports of committees

which shall direct any improvement or involving an

appropriation of public money, or taxing or assessing
citizens shall be published, immediately after the

adjournment of the board, in all the papers employed

by the corporation; and it goes on to say that the

question, in all such cases, shall be taken by ayes

and nays.” -

The learned judge Beardsley in delivering the

opinion of the Court in reference to this point says:

“It may be that the resolution for opening this

avenue should have been passed by ayes and noes :

lars of 1820, p. 125 § 7. But the statute is directory,

and the act of the Corporation is not a nullily because

it was not passed in that form.”

Now let us compare this provision of the City Con

stitution, that is to govern and control the Common

Council, with the provision of the State Constitution,

which is to govern and control the State Legislature.

The ninth section of the sixth article of the State

Constitution, is as follows:

“The assent of two-thirds of the members elected

to each branch of the legislature shall be requisite to

every bill appropriating the public moneys, or

property for local or private purposes; or creating,

continuing, altering, or renewing, any body politic or

corporate.”

We apprehend that but few persons can be found

that would give any other than the same construction

to each and both these provisions, and yet Mr. Justice

Beardsley gives to each provision a different construc

tion—one is deemed by the court to be directory, and

the other mandatory.

Courts in their decisions should be governed by

settled principles, otherwise they will find endless
difficultiesº evils growing out of their adjudications.

The question here is are the free banks bodies

“politic or corporate,” and if they are so, whether

the assent of two thirds, &c., is required

Fluctuations in judicial decisions in our State have

become alarmingly numerous of late, and the numer

ous judicial opinions which are contained in this

volume, contrasted together, are a sad memento of the

feebleness of human judgment.

IMPORTANT DECISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW.YORK ON

THE GENERAL BANKING LAW.

Dr. Bow vs. THE PEoPLE.

Error to Ontario General Sessions, De Bow was

indicted in the court below for passing, and having in

his possession withintent to passcertain forged and coun

terfeit bank notes. In some of the counts the charge

was that he intended to defraud the Bank of Warsaw.

The defendant pleaded not guilty, On the trial, the

district attorney gave evidence of the defendant's acts;

and also gave in evidence certain articles of associa

tion, entered into by several individuals on the 28th

December, 1838, in pursuance of the “act to author

ize the business of banking,” by which the associates

proposed to establish a bank in the county of Genesee

by the name of the Bank of Warsaw. The associa

tion never went into operation or issued any, bills.

The defendant insisted that the act under which the

association was formed was unconstitutional and void,

because it was not passed by a vote of two thirds of

the members of the legislature; and that the Bank of

Warsaw was not a body capable in law of being de

frauded.

The court decided that the association was capable

in law of being defrauded, and admitted the articles

in evidence. The defendant requested the court to

charge the jury, that the defendant could not be con

victed of having counterfeit money in his possession

with intent to pass the same with intent to defraud

the Bank of Warsaw, and to charge that there was

nobody existing in law by the name of the Bank of

Warsaw i. of being, defrauded. The court

refused so to charge. The defendant excepted to the

several decisions ef the court, and the jury found him

guilty. The court sentenced the defendant to five

years in the state prision, and a record of the judg

ment having been filed, the defendant now brings
error.

A Worden, for the prisoner.

T. M. Howell, district attorney, for the people.

By the Court, BRoxson, Ch. J.-It is a partof the

crime charged upon the defendant, and of which he

has been convicted, that he intended to defraud the

Bank of Warsaw. That was an association formed

under the general banking law of 1838; and if the

law was not a constitutional exercise of power on

the part of the Legislature, it follows that there was

no such legal being as the Bank of Warsaw to be

defrauded, and the defendant has been improperly

convicted. The objeetion was taken on the trial that

the law did not receive the assent of two thirds of

the members of the Legislature, and was consequently

void. The question of validity is directly and neces

sarily presented, and we cannot, if we would, turn

aside from considering it. As we have thus cast

upon us the most delicate and important duty which

we are ever called upon to discharge, and as of con

sequences of unusual magnitude may hang on our

decision, I do not regret to find that the questlon

before us has already been virtually settled; and that

too, by the court of last resort. I do not mean that

the precise point in relation to the validity of this

law has been decided; but I do mean that every

step in the argument on which the question turns

has been directly and necessarily adjudged by the

Court for the Correction of Errors.

By the fundamental law the people have declared,

thatthe “assent of two thirds of the members elected

to each branch of the Legislature shall be requisite

to every bill" “creating, continuing, altering, or

renewing any body politic or corporate.” [Art. 7,

W9.] And no bill can be deemed to have been

passed in that manner unless so certified by the pre

siding officer of each house. (I R. S. 156, § 4.)

Knowing, as we do from the inspection of the original

engrossed bill on file in the Secretary's office, that

the general bank law was not passed as a two

thirds bill, it would seem not to be necessary to go

beyond the inquiry, whether associations formed

under the law are bodies politic or corporate—for if

they are, the law was not passed in such a manner

as to give it validity. But beyond the question of

corporation or not, two other points have been dis

cussed in the course—first, whether the constitution

extends to all corporations; and second, in what way

should the question be tried whether the law received

the requisite number of votes. Should it be matter

of averment to be tried by a jury, or is it the business

and duty of the court to ascertain and declare whether

any supposed law was duly enacted 1 I shall not go into

a general discussion of these questions, for the reason

that I have done so on former occasions, and because

I deem the questions now settled.

It was never doubted that the two-thirds clause of

the constitution extended alike to all corporations,

until it was said in The People vs. Morris, (13 Wend,

325,) that it did not extend to public corporations

such as cities and villages. When the license had
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assent of two-thirds of the members shall be requisite

to every bill creating any corporation.

The second question which remained for some

time unsettled was, how shall it be ascertained whether

bills falling within the two-thirds clause of the consti

tution were passed by the requisite number of votes.

(See Thomas vs. Dakin, 22 Wend. 9; Warren vs.

Beers, 23 ib. 103; The People vs. Purdy, 2 Hill

31.) But that doubt has been resolved by the court

for the correction of errors, and it is now settled that

it is the business of the court to determine what is

statute, as well as common law; and for that purpose

the judges may and should, if necessary, look beyond

the printed statute book, and examine the original

engrossed bills on file in the office of the Secretary

of State; and it seems that the journals kept by the

two houses may also be consulted, (Purdy vs. The

People, 4 Hill, 384.) I do not refer to the mere dicta

of those who delivered opinions. The point was

directly and necessarily involved in the decision which

was made. The court did look beyond the printed

statute book, and, on finding that a law altering the

charter of the city of New-York was not certified as

having passed by a two-thirds vote, it was deemed

not to have been so passed, and was for that reason

adjudged null and void.

If the two-thirds clause of the constitution extends

alike to all corporations, and if it is the business of

the court to inquire and determine whether laws

falling within the clause received the requisite number

of votes, then knowing as we do that the general

banking law was not passed as atwo-thirds bill, nothing
remains of this caseº the inquiry whether these

banking associations are bodies politic or corporate.

It has never been doubted by this court, or by any
member of it, either before or since the decision in

Warner vs. Beers, that they are corporations; and

that they are as completely so as any other body

which was ever brought into existence. (Thomas rs.

Dakin, 22 Wend. 9, Delafield vs. Kinney, 34 id. 345.

The People vs. The Assessors of Walertown, 1 Hill

616. Willoughby vs. Comstock, 3 id. 389, The

People vs. The Supervisors of Niagara. 4 id. 20.

Matter of the Bank of Dansville, 6 id., 370.) And

although some attempts have been made to contro

vert this doctrine, no judicial officer, whether lawyer

or layman, has ever yet ventured upon the unqualified

assertion that these companies are not corporations.

Some have first reasoned themselves into the belief

that the conventiou did not mean—as its language

plainly imports—to reach all rations; and have

then concluded that these general law banks are not

corporations, within the spirit, intent, and meaning of

the constitution. These, or some other qualifying

words have constantly been employed by those who

wish to take this class of banks out of the influence

of the fundamental law. In The People vs. The

Assessors of Watertown, (1 Hill 616) I attempted to

bring this question to the very plain and simple test

of comparing one of the general law banks with one

of the safety fund banks having a special charter;

and I hazard little in saying, that any intelligent and

right-minded man who will make the comparison for

himself will come to the conclusion, that so far as

is not a shadow of difference between the two. If

one is not a corporation, the other is not; indeed we

have no corporations.

But I will not again enter in the discussion of the

question. It is enough that it has been expressly de

cided by the court of last resort that the general-law

banks are corporations, and as such are subject to

taxation on their capital like other monied corpora

tions. (The Supervisors of Niagara vs. The People,

December, 1844. Albany Ezchange Bank vs. Board

man, December, 1844.) I have not seen the opinions

which were delivered in the Court of Errors; but I

know that in the first case, if not in the last, the point

must have been directly and necessarily adjuged, that

the general-law banks are corporations.”

It is said that the Court of Errors only decided that

these banks are corporations within the meaning of

the tax law, and not that they are such within the

meaning of the constitution. There is nothing in this

argument. The court decided that these banks are

relates to the essential attributes of a corporation there

corporations of the particular kind or species men

tioned in the tax law; to wit, “monied or stock cor

porations deriving an income or profit from their

capital or otherwise.” (1 R. S. 414, § 1.) That

necessarily affirmed that they were corporations; and

the constitution is not confined to any particular kind

or species of corporations; but includes the whole

genus. The words are “any body politic or coporate.”

No judge could ever respect himself after holding

that these banks are corporations within the meaning

of the tax law, and yet that they are not corporations

within the meaning of the constitution.

It is also said that the Court of Errors decided in

( Warner vs. Beers, 23.Wend. 103.) that these banks

are not corporations within the spirit and meaning of

the constitution. That case was not argued in this

court: but judgment passed as a matter of course on

the authority of Thomas vs. Dakin, (22 Wend. 9,)

which presented the same questions. It was there

held–1. That these banks are corporations, and that

a two-thirds vote was essential to §. validity of the

laws under which they had their existence. 2. That

the Legislature might by general laws provide for

the creation of an indefinite number of corporations;

and, 3. That was to be presumed on the record before

us that the general banking law had been passed by

a two-thirds vote. Qu these grounds judgment was

rendered for the plaintiff, and that judgment was

affirmed by the Court of Errors.

It is impossible to maintain that this judgment of

affirmance could amount to a decision against the cor

porate capacity of the banks. It comes much nearer

affirming, what this court had decided, that the banks

are corporations. It is true that two or three members

of the court of review gave different reasons for the

conclusion at which they arrived, from the reasons

which had conducted this court to the same result.

But who can now say what reasons operated with

the nineteen or twenty other members of the Court

of Errors who voted to affirm our judgment For

aught that appears, they thought as weãì. that these

banks were corporations; but that the question

whether the law had passed by a two-thirds vote did
not arise.

I am well aware that a resolution was passed more

than two weeks after the case had been decided, de

claring that these banks “are not bodies politic or

corporate, within the spirit and meaning of the con

stitution.” This proceeding was noticed in The

People vs. The Assessorsof Watertown, (1 Hill, 616.)

And for the present occasion I think it enough to say,

that neither the court for the correction of errors,

nor any other court, can settle a point of law by pass

ing a resolution, when there is no case before it for

ºl. The case was decided by affirming our

judgment on the seventh of April; and it was not

until fifteen days afterward, on the twenty second of

April, that the resolution was adopted. It was brought

forward for the very reason that the case itself deci.

ded nothing to the purpose. . The resolution was an

. proceeding, and is entitled to no higher

consideration than though it had been passed by the

same individuals in any other place, instead of the

Senate chamber. It is entitled to some weight as

expressing the views of several gentlemen of great

respectability on a question of jº. importance;—

but I protest against it being brought forward as a

judicial decision, to govern as a precedent in other
cases.

But suppose the resolution is to stand as the judg:

ment of the court. Then, taken in connection with

the opinions which were delivered, the court evidently

conceded that these banks are corporations; but on

the authority of The People vs. Morris, denied that
they came within “the spirit and ºf of the

constitution.” Now the whole of this leg heresy

was, as I humbly conceive, directly overruled in

Purdy vs. The People, (4 Hill, 384), There was

much greater difficulty in saying that these monied

corporations were not within the constitution, than

there was in holding that public corporations were not

within it. And since the court of last resort has de

cided, not by an extra judicial resolution, but by an

adjudication precisely on the point—that public, as

well as well as private corporations are within the

constitution, it is in vain to talk any longer about
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the authority of Warner rs Beers on this question.

If that case decided at the first any such thing as is

claimed for it, the precedent has since been plainly

overuled by the same court which made it. . And

I repeat the constitution is now restored to its original

reading.

One word more upon this case of Warner v. Beers.

If it decides that these banks are not corporations, it

was directly overruled by the judgment of the same

court in The Supervisors of Niagara v. The People.

If it decides the court can disregard the explicit lan

guage, and go upon what it chooses to consider the

“intent and meaning” of the constitution, and thus

save some corporations from the influence of the two

thirds clause, then it was directly overruled by the

judgment of the same court in Purdy v. The People.

We are then brought to the following results, all

founded—not upon mere dicta—butupon the express

adjudications of the court for the correction of errors.

1. It is the business and duty of the court to examine

and decide whether any law falling within the two

thirds clause of the constitution, received the requi

site number of votes to give it validity. If it did not,

the supposed law is utterly void. , 2. Associations

formed under the general banking law are corpora

tions. And 3. The constitution extends to all corpo

rations. The conclusion is obvious. , Having, exam;

ined and ascertained that the general banking law did
not have the assent of two-thirds of the members of

either house, it follows that so far as it authorized the

forming corporations or associations, it is utterly void;

and the banking companies which have been organi

zed under it have no legal existence.

The counsel for the peoplespoke with great earnest

ness of the consequences which must result from

holding this law unconstitutional. It is easy to see

that results of vast moment hang on our decision; and

did I entertain a single doubt, I would pause and

reflect still further. But I have never for a moment

supposed that the law and the constitution could both

stand together. If others cau reconcile them, I shall

not regret it. But if they find it necessary to trifle

with the constitution in order to uphold the law, I
cannot be a co-laborer iu such a work,whatever Coll

sequences may follow. We are of opinion that the

law cannot be supported, and consequently that the
defendant wasº convicted.

Judgment reversed.

* See editorial remarks prefacing the opinion of

the Court.

SUPREME COURT.

Cleaning Street Contract.

In 1842 the Common Council of New-York con

tracted out the cleaning of the streets of the city for

five years at the rate of about 64,500 per annum.

Other offers were made by responsible individuals

to clean the streets for about one-third that sum, and

by others for about two thirds that sum, and also by

others for sums greater than the one accepted.

It was the duty of the Common Council to take the

lowest bid provided that the persons offering to con

tract were able to fulfill, as was the fact.

The contract was entered into at $64,500 and to

the great dissatisfaction of good men of all parties

irrespective of party, who were to contribute in taxes

for the ent.

The 'ºing Common Council repealed the

ordinance authorising the contract and refused to pay

the Contractors and for that wrong the contractors

brought this action against the corporation; their

counsel P. A. Cowdrey, º interposed several

demurrers which were argued before the supreme

court, and the demurrers were sustained as appears

by the opinion of the court delivered by Ch. Justice

Nelson which we here give after premising the same

with some remarks which we deem called for under

the peculiar language which forms this opinion.

By reference to page 4 of this volume, it will be

seen that as early as October 1, 1691, the Colonial

Legislature passed an actin relation to cleaning streets

in which they recite in the preamble that “And for

as much as the filth and soil of the said city lying in

the public streets thereof doth often prove a common

nuisance unto the inhabitants and traders to and from

the said city.” This act was repealed in 1787, and a

new act passed in its place, containing nearly the

same recital, and on the 9th of April 1813, a third

act was passed on the same subject. The act of 1787

see Ante. p. 5, authorised the cleansing of the Streets,

The act of 1813 which is now in force, see .#

6, provides for cleansing the streets under proceed

ings which are to be preceded by an estimate of the

expense, and an assessment of the benefits upon the

owners and occupants of all the houses and lots deem

ed to be benefitted thereby, &c., and such proceed

ings are to be had by the Mayor, Aldermen and

Commonalty, which the counsel of the corporation

holds, is represented by the act of the Common

Council. -

Now the question arises, is the execution of thislaw

by the Common Council, the exercise of a legislative

power? -

The opening, amending, pitching, cleansing, &c.,

of Streets are authorised by the same act of the Le

gislature and directions are given in this act how the

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty shall proceed.

The Supreme Court have repeatedly been called

upon to adjudicate upon questions arising under this

law and their opinions in great numbers thereupon

will be found in this volume, showing a fluctuation of

judicial decisions, or rather dicta, which is alarming in
the extreme. -

At one time the Court held the act of the Com

mon Council under this act to be Legislative, at

another time, to be judicial, and at another time it is

something else.

The opinion given by Chief Justice Nelson in the

Elmendorf Chapel Street case, where the Corpora

tion made a contract under the very same law in

reference to that particular street and paid the con

tractor five prices for the work, contrasts widely with

this opinion of the Court, which is below. That

opinion will be found in this volume p. 177. The

opinion given by the supreme court in the Striker

case, written by Mr. Justice Beardsley, in which Chief

Justice Nelson concurred, and from which Mr. Justice

Bronson, dissented, will be found on pages 393 to 422
of this volume.

The question, touching the New-York and Brooklyn

ferries, is discussed briefly in the opinion of the Court

which we give below. We do not see what that

question has to do with this street contract, and the

crowding it in here is very queer—but is put on the

same footing as fou'lung, fishing and hunting, and that

footing is the right position beyond all doubt.

The best commentary we can make upon the

adjudications of the supreme court touching street

questions is to put their opinions together, side by side
in the same volume.

If the power vested in the Mayor, Aldermen and

Commonalty by the 175th and 176th sections of the

act of April 9th, 1813, is a legisiative power we

should.. to know if the same power which is given

to the Supreme Court of Judicature of this State by

the 177th section of the same act, can be deemed a

judicial power

The Common Council in making this contract for

cleansing the streets of the city of New-York per

formed precisely the same duty that the Supreme

Court of Judicature of this State performed in ap

pointing Commissioners, &c. The former, for cleans

ing, the latter for opening Streets.

The Court say, the.# of the streets in the

city of New-York is a part and parcel of the legisla

tive and eacecutive power of its officers.

This view of the particular character of the power

must be tested by the opinion of the Striker case,

delivered by Mr. Justice Beardsley and concurred in

by Chief Justice Nelson. In the Striker case the

Court say: “Regarding this, as I do, as a new power

thrown upon the Supreme Court, and not as a new

office conferred upon the Justices of that Court.”

And again the Court say: “But if I am correct in

what has already been advanced, the statute of this

State devolved nothing upon the Justices of this

Court as individuals, but delegated judicial powers to

the Court to be exercised in a ... way. The

power here given to the Court was to appoint com

missioners of estimate and assessment and to confirm

their report. The same act gives power to the Mayor,

Aldermen, and Commonalty to appoint assessors and

to confirm or ratify their assessment. Both perform

the same kind of duties, but that of the one is termed

judicial and that of the other, legislative. According

to this doctrine if the Supreme Court of this State

were vested with the command of the militia of this

State, the new office would be deemed only an

enlargement of the powers of the Court.

OPINION OF THE COURT.

The Mayor, Aldermen, )

and Commonalty of

the City of New-York

ad.

Joseph Britton and

others.

Nelson, Ch. J. The Charter of the City of New

York confers upon the defendants many powers and
privileges that§ along to them in common with private

companies or individual citizens, which they hold and

enjoy in the capacity of a private corporation. Thus

they are declared to be able in law, and capable to

sue and be sued, implead and be impleaded, &c., in

all manner of actions, suits, complaints, pleas, causes,

&c., in as full and ample a manner as any citizen;

and shall be persons capable and able in law to pur.
chase and .. messuages, houses, buildings, lands

and tenements, in fee or for life or years, or in an

other manner; and also, goods and chattels, and a

other things of what kind or quality soever; and shall

and may give, grant, demise. assign, sell, or otherwise

dispose of the same as to ºil seem meet and

proper.

“The Charter also conferred upon them the ferries

on both sides of the East River, and all others then

or thereafter to be erected, and established all round

the island, and all fees and perquisites appertaining
and belonging thereto; also, all the ... "...";
high and low water mark within given distance on

Long Island, and all the waste unpatented and unap

propriated land within the limits of the city, together

with the rights of dockage, wharfage, and all rents,

issues and profits arising or growing out of the same;

also all rivers, creeks, coves, ponds, &c., fishing, fowl

ing, hunting, &c., and all mines, minerals, &c., within

the limits of the city.

“These grants and many others that might be

enumerated, constitute a large mass of private rights

and interests, in varions descriptions of property, real

and personal, corporeal and incorporeal,j and

enjoyed by the city in the same way, and in common

with any citizen upon whom like property and fram

chises might have beenº and within the

limit of the grant the defendants may deal with the

property, in their management and disposition of the
same, in any way that would be lawful for an indi

vidual owner; and any contracts or engagements,

entered into in the course of such management and

disposition, would be as obligatory upon them as upon
an individual.

We had occasion to examine this subject more at

large in the case of Baily rs. These defendants (3

Hill 531,) in which case we held that the grant of

the Legislature authorising the city to furnish the in

habitants with pure and wholesome water by means

of the Croton Aqueduct, was the grant of a special

private franchise, made as well for the private emolu

ment and advantage of the city, as for the public

good; and that the defendants quoad hoc were to be

regarded as a private company, and to be dealt with

accordingly. That they stood upon the same footing

in this respect as would any person or body of persons,

upon whom the like special franchise had been con

ferred.

The rights and privilegesthusgranted, are altogether

distinct and different from those with which the de

fendants are invested under the Charter as a municipal

body. The latter class comprises a large body of

political powers, granted solely for public objects and

purposes, with which the private interest and estate

of ''. defendants, strictly speaking, have no concern;

these powers are conferred for the benefit of the cit

as a community, and the end sought to be*ś.
its good government.

On looking into the Charter it will be found to

embrace an extensive grant of political power, legis

lative, executive and judicial, which, so far as granted,

represent these greatº of the State govern

ment, and which are lodged with the defendants in

their capacity as a municipal corporation. The legisla

tive power is conferred upon the Common Council.

That body is empowered “to frame, constitute, ordain,

make, and establish, from time to time, all such laws,
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In the case of the Presbyterian Church vs. These

defendants, (5 Cow. 538,) it was expressly determined

that the Corporation could not abridge its legislative

powers by contract. That was an action for breach

of a covenant of quietº which the city had

entered into in leasing a lot of land to the plaintiffs.

An ordinance had been afterwards passed by the

Common Council concerning the health of the city,

by which the plaintiffs were prohibited from the use

and enjoyment of the property for the purpose for

which it had in part been conveyed. This was relied

on as a branch of the covenant. The Court say they

(the Corporation,) had no power, as a party, to make

a contract which should control or embarrass their

legislative powers and duties; that their enactments

in their legislative capacity were to have the same

effect upon their own individual acts as upon those of

any other persons or the public at large.

Again, the Court remark there is a seeming incom:

sistency in maintaing that the ordinance constituted

no breach of the covenant, where both were made by

the same party. But the solution was, that the de

fendants had no powers to limit their legislative dis

cretion by covenant, and they were estopped from

giving that answer.

The same doctrine was laid down in the case of

Gorlie vs. The Corporation of Georgetown (6 Wheaton,

593). “A Corporation,” Marshall, Ch. J., observes

“can make such contracts only as are allowed by the

acts of incorporation. The power of this y to

make a contract which should so operate as to bind

its legislative capacities forever thereafter, and disable

it from enacting a by-law which the Legislature

enables it to enact, may well be questioned. We

rather think that the Corporation cannot abrogate its

own legislative powers.” See also 7 Cow. 588, Stuy

vesant vs. The Mayor, &c. of New-York.

If the foregoing view be correct, of which I cannot

entertain a doubt, then the pleas constitute a complete

defence to the action. Take the covenant in question

in any point of view presented, either as proceeding

from and founded upon a public ordinance of the

Common Council, or as private contract entered into

between them and the plaintiffs, involving subject

matters belonging to their legislative duties, the sub

sequent legislative act of that body had the effect to

repeal the one, and abrogate and annul the other.

The remaining question is one of pleading. The third

and fourth counts I am of opinion are defective, in

not averring the performance of the covenants and

stipulations on the part of the Fº assumed by

them to be kept and performed as a condition prece

dent to any right or claim to the stipulated compen

sation for their services.

Judgment for the defendants on all the demurrers.
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*Note by THE EDItoR.—The learned judge has omitted

to recite the following section of Montgomery's charter:

“AND whereas, divers questions, doubts, opinions, ambigui

ties, controversies and debates have arisen and been made as

well upon and concerning the validity and force of said recited

grant of writing,” &c. &c. &c. &c. “by reason of the variety

of names,” &c. &c. &c. “and reason of the before recited grant

or instrument,” &c. &c. “made in the governor's own names

respectively, when they should havebeen made in the respective

names, stiles and titles of former Kings and Queens,” &c., and

he has also omitted to state that Montgomery's charter was

made in Gov. Montgomery's own name, instead of the name

of the King, and that said charter was never ratified by the

King, or by any of his predecessors, nor byany of his successors.

ASSESSMENT SALES

For Assessments made under Sec. 175 and 176 of act of April

9th 1813, 2 R. L. p. 407.

The first law passed by the Legislature of this State authori

sing the sale of land for assessments in the city of New-York

is the act of April 12, 1816, which is to be found on page 386 of

this volume. - - - - -

By the second section of this act it is provided that whenever

any assessment upon lands or tenements, which shall have been

made and confirmed according to law, shall not have been col

lected, and the collector shall have made affidavit that he has

demanded the money two several times of the owner or owners

residing in the said city and that they have either neglected or

refused to pay the same as the fact may be ; or shall make

amdavitthatthe owner orowners cannot upon diligent enquiry be

found in said eity, then and in such case only, it shall and may

be lawful for the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty to take

order ſor advertising the said lands and tenements, or any of

them for sale, in two or more public newspapers, printed in said

city for three months, once in each week. and by such advertise

ment the owner or owners of such lands respectively shall be

required to pay the amount of such assessment, so remaining

unpaid together with interest, thereon, at the rate of 7 per
cent per annum to be calculated from the time of confirma

tion to the time of payment with charges of such notice and

advertisement to the treasurer or chamberlain of said city, and

notice shall be given by such advertisements, that if default is

made in such payment that the lands and tenements will be sold

at public auction on a day and place therein to be specified, for

the lowest term of years at which any person or persous shall

offer to take the same in consideration of advancing the said

assessment and the interest thereon as aforesaid to the time of

sale together with the charges of notice and advertisement and

the thereafter mentioned certificate, lease and advertisement,

and all other costs and charges accrued thereon.

We have here the foundation of the legislation in reference to

the sale of lands for assessments. Here then is the starting

point of examination into the law in reference to assessment

sales.

This act only authorisessales for unpaid assessments in such

cases in which the assessment has been made and confirmed

according to law.

This act provides for two classes of owners, viz. 1. Owners

...; in the city of New-York; and 2. Owners who cannot

upon diligent enquiry be found in the said city.

The Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty on the affidavit of

the Collector that he has demanded the assessment at two several

times of the owner residing in said city and that such owner

has refused or neglected to pay the money, shall take order for

advertising in the cases provided for in the first class, and in

reference to the second they shall take the same order in refer

ence to these owners which the collector makes affidavit that

they cannot upon diligent enquiry be ſound in said city.

The law, we here repeat applies to but two classes of persons,

viz.: owners of whom the collector has made two several de

mands, and who have refused to pay—or who have neglected to

pay—and also owners who cannot upon diligent enquiry be

found in the city.

Should an assessment be made to a person not the owner, then

such an assessment cannot be collected by a sale of the land

for it is not one of that class provided for by this act as being

“made and confirmed according to law.”

The act authorising assessments for sewers, and cleansing

and scouring, and pitching and paving streets, making wells

and fencing lots, requires that the assessors shall make a just

and equitable assessment among the owners and occupunts of all

the houses and lots intonded to be benefitted thereby in pro

portion as nearly as may be to the advantage which each shall

be deemed to acquire. (§ 175 of 2 R. L. p. 407.)

The Legislature have in the act of 1816 guarded the owner of

the land against the sale of his premises for an assessment made

upon the tenant for it is evident that cases may occur in which

both the owner and occupant may be benefitted and especially

as Sec. 175 of the act of April, 1813, authorises an assessment

for sweeping, (cleansing) scouring the street, as well as pitching

and paving, for says the preamble of the act of April 16, 1787,

of which the act of 1813 is a re-enactment, “whereas the dirt

and soil lying in the streets doth often prove a common nuisance,

and very prejudicial to the health of the inhabitants of the

same city.” The assessment although made upon the tenant,

becomes a lein upón the land of the landlord who is owner,

but the land cannot be advertised for sale until the money has

been demanded twice of such owner, (not of the tenant or occu

pant) and he has refused or neglected to pay, or that the owner

cannot upon diligent enquiry be found in the said city, and an

affidavit to that effect has been made by the collector. The

affidavit of the collector must be a substantial and bonafide

compliance with these two requirements of the statute. The

affidavit of the collector is the foundation of the order for

advertising.

The next step is the sale which is to take place on the day

and at the place mamed in the notice of advertisement. After

the sale the Mayor, &c., are to give the purchaser a certificate

in writing describing the lands and tenements so purchased the

term of years for which the same have been sold, the sum paid

therefor, and the time when the purchaser will be entitled to a

lease. Subsequent to granting this certificate at least six months

before theº of two years from the day of sale, the

Mayor, &c., shall cause an advertisement to be published once

in each week for four weeks successively, in a newspaper printed

by the printer of this State, and also in a public newspaper

printed in the city of New-York that unless the lands be re

deemed by a certain day they will be conveyed to the purchaser.

And if the person claiming title to the lands shall not within

two years of the above mentioned certificate pay to the Street

Commissioner for the use of the purchaser the sum mentioned

in such certificate together with the interest thereof at the

rate of 20 per cent. per annum from the date of the certificate

the Mayor, &c. shalſ execute to the purchaser a lease of the

said premises under the common seal of the city for such term

of years for which they shall have been sold, “ and such lease

shall be conclusive evidence that the sale was regular according

to the prevision of this act.” -

The lease is only evidence that the sale was regular, that it

took place on the day, and at the place named in the advertise

ment and notice, and is not even prima facie evidence of an
assessment having been made, or any demand upºn the owner,

or of any legal proceeding being had after the sale. It is the

sale alone that the lease is evidence of

The assessment roll should set forth all the proceedings on

which it is founded, and should state whether the persons

assessed are owners, or occupants, or both. The collector is

bound to find the owner of the land or to make affiduvit that he

has made diligent search and that he cannot be found in the

city. A compliance with this provision is imperative. . If the

assessment should be made to a person not the owner, a demand

of such person so improperly assessed, would not authorize a

sale, nor would a sale under such circumstances be valid.

The sales by the street commissioner for assessments were

only conditional, declared so tobe by his published printed con

ditions of sale. The decision that a lease in such a case is con

clusive evidence, &c. is a palpable absurdity.
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SALES FOR ASSESSMENTS

For opening Streets, Avenues and Public Squares

and for extending, enlarging, altering or “mprov

ing any Street or Public Place. -

It will be seen by the act of April 9, 1813, Sec.

177—that an assessment for paving or altering or

setting curb or gutter in a street or flagging the side

walks on a street must be proceeded in by Commis

sioners appointed by the Supreme Court.

These assessments are by sec. 178 of the same act

required to be made to the respective owners, lessees,

parties and persons respectively, entitled unto or

interested in the said respective lands, tenements,

&c. - -

In cases where the owners are unknown, or not

fully known, the commissioners are required to state

generally, &c.

Here it will be perceived is a marked difference

as to the manner of assessing from that provided for

in the 175th section as to cleausing, scouring, pitch

ing and paving of streets, building of sewers, &c.
&c., but there is no distinction made in the law as to

proceedings which are to form the basis of the pro

ceedings for taking order of sale for unpaid assess

ments, and the other proceedings subsequent to the

e.

The money must be demanded by the collector of

the owner two several times, and although the owner

may refuse to pay on the first demand, yet notwith

standing such refusal, a second demand must be made

and then the collector must make an affidavit that he

has demanded the money of the owner (not of the

person assessed as owner or occupant,) but of the

owner.

This law is definite and particular and it must be

strictly construed for it is the only actual notice to

the owner.

If the owner neglects to pay, the collector must

make an affidavit to that fact, and the affidavit must

be particular. A general affidavit will not answer, it

raust be a particular return that the money was de

manded twice and that he neglected to pay.

If the owner cannot be found then the collector

must make affidavit that he has made diligent enquiry

for the owner and that he has been unable to find

him.

If the collector on being called to the witnesses

stand should state that he was mistaken in the owner

ship of the property, then his return would be void

and a new demand would have to be made of the

actual and bonafide owner at the time of the demand.

This power to sell for an assessment is one of the

most extraordinary powers known in our laws, and

one which has so great a stretch of authority that it

tramples down the fundamental law.

The collector is bound to be as careful in finding

the right and the true owner and in making his return

as a sheriff would in serving a writ and making a

return thereon.

We cannot believe that our government is to be

overthrown by departing from the strict construction

of our statute laws. On strict construction alone de

pends the security of the foundation of civil liberty.

We cannot believe that our Courts will sustain a

single assessment sale in the city of New-York, for

we do not believe that there is one in which the

officers have complied with the law.

The statute has imposed a particular duty on the

person appointed to collect assessments, This duty

is to seek the owners of the property—such owners

as he cannot find, and those he can find, constitute

the whole. There are but two classes, and these

embrace all, and it is no compliance with the law to

leave a motice of demand at the dwelling of the

owner or person last assessed, for the law requires

two separate and distinct demands and states particu

larly of whom it shall be made and that it shall be

twice made, and, says Chief Justice Savage, where

the statutes point out a mode that must be strictly

pursued or the statutes is not complied with. Property

often changes owners after an assessment is made,

and it would not be a compliance with the statute to

demand the money of the person who had been
owner—he must demand of *. then owner and if he

cannot find him on diligent enquiry, he must so state

in his return on the assessment.

It is a proper question to put to a collector, what
-

* .. - - l

measures did you take to ascertain the ownership of

the property 2

A sheriff might with as much propriety levy, an

execution on lands once belonging to an individual

against whom he has an execution, and which that

individual has sold before the judgment was obtained,

as for a collector to demand the assessment of a man

because he had owned the land, or because he was

assessed as owner. An assessment is not a lien until

it is confirmed according to law, the date of confirm

tion fixes the period when the lien commences. .

An assessment sale may be void and the assessment

good, but if the assessment is void the sale is void of

course.

An assessment made to an estate must be demanded

of the executor or executors if more than one, or of

the heirs each and every one having any interest as

ºr in the lands, or of the devises, as the case may

te.

It is often that assessments are imposed upon land

belonging to several owners in the name of one of

the owners—such an assessment is not made accord

ing to law, for the Commissioners are required to do

one of two things in one class of proceeding, viz. to

assess to the parties or persons respectively entitled

unto or interested in the said respective lands, tene

ments, &c., or to state generally iſ the interestcannot

be ascertained. With regard to assessors in certain

other improvements they are to assess to owners and

occupants and such assessment becomes in both cases

a lien upon the land of the owner, and both assess

ments must be demanded of the owner before the

corporation can take order to sell.

KANHAWHA SALINES. -

We addressed a letter to the Post Master, at Kan

hawha, Va., in reference to the Kamhawha Salines,

and have in reply received a newspaper printed at

Charleston, county of Kanhawha, Va., edited by E. W.

Newton, Esq., containing a printed copy of our letter

and the printed reply of the editor-for which cour

tesy and attention we are much obliged.

From the Kanhawha Republican, June 11, 1845.

KANHAWHA SALINES AND GAS WELLS.

“New-York, May 1, 1845.

“Dear Sir : I send to three addresses in your

place some newspapers, containing accounts of the

salt formation, gas springs, &c., and also ºveral to

yourself, hoping that they may be found useful.

“I am extremely anxious to ascertain the tempera:

ture of the water which rises in your deepest wells,

for the aid of science. Can you name to me any

individual in your place to whom I can address a

letter upon that subject?

“The abundant gas which underlays your place,

presents a very interesting and important fact—for I

|...". it is entirely covered by water; and such

eing the fact, there is no danger to be apprehended

from the electric discharges from the clouds. In

Kentucky, near the banks of Green River, a body of

hydrogen gas was reached in boring for salt water,

which was ignited by a torch, and being mixed with

atmospheric air in the cavities below, it exploded,

throwing up rocks, and uprooting large trees. This

happened in a limestone region, and no water over

laying the gas. You have no limestone, unless that

rºck has been reached in recent deep borings.

“During my travels in the Canadian forest last

summer, I found that the hydrogen gas underlays an

extensive range of country in these northern latitudes,

but it is in all cases covered by water. -

“Many scientific gentlemen express the opinion

that the temperature of the earth increases in the in

crease of depth. My investigations hitherto have not

convinced me of that fact, for I find a variation on

this continent which seems to contradict that theory.

In Europe, an increase of heat has been found, and

on that continent there may be local causes to pro

duce this result.

“The newspapers represent some of your wells at

1,500 feet; I presume §. is an error. 1,000 feet is

the extent of the former borings. If the depth of

1,500 feet has been reached, it would follow accord

ing to the theory of increased heat, that the water

should test by the thermometer near 80° of Fahren

heit's scale. The estimate is that the increase of

temperature is 19 for every 55 feet descent. Assu

ming the surface at 53° of mean temperature, the

depth of 1,500 feet would give even greater heat than

809—and at this rate, at the depth of 225 miles, the

heat would be sufficient to fuse iron—giving to the

centre of our globe a heat of almost inconceivable

intensity. We know that above our heads, the cold

is intense at a given elevation. I have found in my

mountain tours that the decrease was about 1° to 130

or 140 feet. This decrease is demonstrated by the

perpetual frost on high mountains.

“I have been informed that the gas at the Kanha

wha Salines encrusts the surface it strikes upon, form

ing a species of enamel. Have you any information

upon this point 7

“I shalſ feel very grateful for a reply.

“Yours, with great respect,

EBEN. MERIAM.”

“Post MAstER, Kanhawha Salines, Va.

“In answer to the inquiries contained in the above

letter, which has been placed in our hands by the

gentleman to whom it was addressed, we remark:

There has been no misrepresentation in the newspa

pers in relation to the depth of the salt wells. Several

of them are from 1,200 to 1,600 feet. Mr. C. REY

Nolds assures us that his well is 1,650 feet, and that

below the surface of the rock, which is nearly twenty

feet below the surface of the earth. One of Messrs.

Dicki Nson & SHREwsbury's, by accurate measure

ment, is 1,500 feet.

“As to the increase of temperature, we answer, it

has never been tested; and we believe cannot be by

putting down the thermometer. But there are abun

dant evidences that there is no increase of the tem

perature at the depth reached in any of the wells.

First, the water that is driven or forced up from all

the wells is very cold. At one, of the depth of 1,500

feet, and which is tubed 700 feet, so as to exclude all

the water, fresh or salt, to that depth—and it is quite

certain that all the water comes from the depth of

1,500 feet, for at that depth the stream of salt water

was struck—the water is as cold as that of the very

coldest spring water, such as gushes out from the base

of our mountains. Second, the workmen at the fur

naces in warm weather, are in the habit of filling

jugs with river water, and immersing them in the

cisterns of salt water, as it is thrown up. The water

in the jugs soon becomes, not quite so cold as ice water,

but as cold as the coldest spring water. Third, the

gas which comes from the lowest depths of the wells,

with the water, if not, according to the supposition

expressed in the above letter, from beneath the

water, is as cold as a northern blast in winter. To

be exposed to even a moderate stream of this gas, in

tubing the wells, is extremely disagreeable to the

workmen. . In the hottest day it chills them through
in a short time.

“These facts everybody here considers conclusive,

that the temperature does not increase in proportion

to the depth below the surface of the earth.

“That the gas forms incrustations resemblingenamel
on the surface against which it strikes, we think is all

a mistake.

“The formations on the sides of the furnaces in

which gas alone is burnt, are certainly curiosities.

These furnaces, we stated in a former account, are

generally 100 feet long, 6 high, and 4 wide. The

whole of this place, when gas is burnt, is filled with

º|. flame. In a short time are formed on the

sides concresences, firmly adhering to the stone, in

appearance like soot, but increasing in the form of

moss or sponge, to such an extent as to choke up the

furnace. When disengaged in large pieces from the

wall, it is found to be a hard, porous body, with veins

or fibres running through it, of lighter color than the

main body, and which it is almost impossible to pul

yerize. Whether, if submitted to a chemical analysis,

it would prove to be any thing more than common

oinder, we do not know.”

We remark upon the above reply of the editor of

the Republican as follows :

The temperature of the bottom of the well is de

termined by immersing a thermometer in the salt

water as soon as it is raised to the surface, although it

may be said that the temperature of the brine is thus

determined, and not that of the interior. This mode

is practised with the Artesian Wellat Paris, the water
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about If the Court for the Correction of Errors was not

opor- || constituted as provided by sec. 1, of Art. 5, of the

Constitution, then thejº pronounced was not

Salt- || binding, and these cases still remain undecided.
n the The former Constitution contained substantially the

well || same provision as to the classes which are to form the

Court for the Correction of Errors, as is contained in

ested the present Constitution. It is not necessary to enquire

month what was the practise under the former Constitution,
• 739. for practise cannot, however long indulged in, annul

feet || that instrument. Amendments to the Constitution

s and cannot be made in that form, and if they could, in

1842, the language of Chief Justice Bronson in auother case,

from || “written Constitutions of government will soon come

as of little value if their injunctions may thus be

liver, lightly overlooked and the experiment of setting a
12th ºil. to power will prove a failure.”

882, If the Senate alone constitute the Court for the

e air || Correction of Errors, and seventeen members of that

body form a court, then it follows that although an

ne of | act is passed by a two-third vote of both brancies of

48°, the Legislature, a majority of a quorum of the Senate,

antic || being but 17, may by a vote of nine members repeal

The the act, for a decision against its constitutionality, by

| 9 of 17 in such a case is a repeal, and that nine may

the be the same persons who recorded their nays on the

544°, passage of the act by the Legislature. Jurors who

tem- |. formed opinions upon a question, are excused

ry at | from serving, and the same difficulty arises in reference

to a judge or other person who has already express

the ed an opinion, and the framers of the Constitution

e in- || have thus viewed the difficulty and provided for it

oun- || by requiring that in case of appeal, that the Chancel

oled lor shall have no voice, and yet if the Senators form

ne. the Court these legislative officers act a second

sold. | time on a question upon which they had previously

also | acted.

that The new Constitution requires the presence of ex

"* || ecutive and legislative officers together with one

P" || equity and two law judges to form a court. The

.* || reasonableness of the provision is plain and requires

* || no argument to illustrate its importance. It is a com

. mon sense requirement.

. | The 10th section of the first article of the con

...i stitution of the United States restrains the States from

rys. || mºng bills of credit-it therefore follows that what
the State cannot itself do, it cannot authorise others

to do, the quere then is, can Free Banking Associa

"" | tions be deemed “bodies politic and corporate 1”
vey

sets. -

3 no ICEBERGS.

lars The last account we gave of the icebergs was in

our paper of May 8th. We continue that account
the by adding as follows:

nat- Brig Crusader, 42 days from Liverpool arrived at

* || New York, May 21. Saw large quantities of ice

"º upon the bank.
yed, Ship St. George fell in with islands of ice on the

zed 7th of May in lat. 45° 30', long. 49°. Lat. 43°, long.

"... 51 saw the last ice, run along side the ice for seventy

*" | miles.

ide Ship Indiana, from Liverpool, May 6th and 7th,
|st 1- lat. 44° 10', long 45° 10, saw an immense number of

* || icebergs.
d. Ship Iowa, on May 5th, lat. 40° 15', long. 46, saw

* an island of ice. -

all Ship Quebec, frem London, on 21 May, saw large

fields of ice, some of which was 150 feet high.

- Ship Mississippi from London saw a large quantity

NG | of ice.

Ship Victoria, from Havre, long. 48° and 49', lat.

44° 10, passed large quantities of ice.
led Ship Rochester, from Liverpool, lat. 43° 19, long.

the 42° 36', May 1, passed islands of ice.

on Ship Roscius which arrived at Liverpool 21st of
ich April from Ncw-York, passed numerous icebergs,

* island, and fields of iceº lat. 42° to 46° on the

* || 2d, 4th, 6th and 8th of April.
ºn

|| || THE APRIL THUNDER STORM.

... We perceive that the hunder, storm of Friday
the the 25th of April reached the Province of New

the Brunswick, and that a boat with six persons on board

re: in passing from Trinity Harbor to St. John's was

‘ed || capsized in the storm and all on board perished.

ide || This storm travelled with great rapidity, and was no

m- || doubt neutralized when itº the ice crossing

down from the arctic seas.

GREAT BROOKLYN MEETING CONCERNING

- THE FERRIES.

Pursuant to a call circulated through the city papers,

a meeting washeld of the citizens of Brooklyn,at Hairs

Exchange Buildings, on Wednesday evening, the 8th of

May, 1844, to take into consideration the interests of

Brooklyn, in relation to the Ferries of the East River.

On motion, His Honor,JOSEPH SPRAGUE, Mayor

of the city was called to preside; William M. Harris

and Geo. Hall, appointed Vice-Presidents, and Eben.

Meriam and Henry E. Pierrepont, Secretaries.

The Mayor, on taking the Chair, addressed the

meeting, explaining its objects.

RESOLUTIONS.

The following resolutions were offered by Hon.

John GREENwood, which were seconded ºunani

mously adopted: - -

Resolved, That the strait or arm of the sea, between

the city of New-York and Long Island, commonl

called the East River, is a natural highway, ".
the inhabitants of both have an equal right to use;

and that there is no just principle |. which we can

be required to apply to !. city for the privilege of

using it, or which can authorize the latter to make it

in any unanner a source of revenue.

Resolved, That this highway ought to be, and is,

of right, as free to all, as the air and light of heaven;

and that as ferries constitute the most convenient

mode of rendering it subservient to the public accom

modation, every facility ought to be extended for their

establishment and maintenance. That the proprietors

of ferry boats should at the most be required to pay

only a reasonable compensation for the use of landing

places, and that a liberal policy would require that

even these should be provided free of charge, in

order to render the rates of ferriage as low as possi

ble—that so far as the use of the highway itself is

concerned, there would, in the opinion of this meet

ing, be more propriety in taxing the inhabitants of

Westchester county for entering the avennes of New

York, which have been constructed at the expense of

that city, than there is in obliging those of Long Island

to pay for the privilege of crossing the natural high

way of the East River.

Resolved, That the Ferries between New-York and

Brooklyn are alike advantageous to the former as to

the latter, in affording the means of supplying her

markets with produce, and transporting persons and

merchandize from thence to our shores; and that it

is an unjust as well as narrow policy which seeks to

make a ferry the instrument of burdensome exactions

from the people,

Resolved, That the monopoly, as claimed by the

city of New-York under her royal charter, and now

exercised by her, to establish Ferties between that

city and Long Island, is not only inconsistent with

the spirit of our institutions, but has no foundation in

right—that the power which she possesses was cor

rectly determined by the Assembly of this State in

the year 1835, to be not a monopoly for the pu

of raising revenue, but a public power delegated to

a public body to be exercised for public purposes, in

the same manner in which the Legislature would

themselves exercise it; and one which the latter may

at any time regulate, control or wholly retract.

Resolved, That in the opinion of this meeting it is

unjust to the inhabitants of this city, that the power

in question should be exercised exclusively by the

city of New-York—that the landholders of the upper

portions of New-York are opposed to the growth of

Brooklyn, and that in view of these rival interests

and feelings, the prosperity of our city ought not to

be jeoparded by being subjected to the control of a

New-York Corporation—that there are strong tempta:

tious, under such circumstances to abnse power; and

that experience has shewn, in the selfish and illiberal

course pursued by New-York towards us, that such

abuses will be committed.

Resoired, therefore, That the city of Brooklyn ought

to be allowed to participate in the power to establish

ferries between the two cities, or that such power

should be lodged in some independent and impartial

body.

Resolved, Thatan application be made to the Legis

lature of this State, to effect the object stated in the

last resolution, and that we will persevere in such

application until our just rights are established.

Resolved, That a Committee of ten be appointed
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by the Chairman, with full powers to take all necessary

measures to carry the foregoing resolutions into effect,

and that the Common Council of this city be requested

to pay the necessary expense which may be incurred

in so doing. -

Mr. J. M. VAN Cort offered the following resolu

tion which was seconded and adopted:

Resolved, That for any citizens of Brooklyn, from

motives of private gain, directly or indirectly to pro

mote the views of the Corporation of New-York, in

the mal-administration of their power over the ferries,

will be a gross violation of their duty as citizens, and

deserve i. severest reprobation of the peºple of

Brooklyn.

Mr. W. M. HARRIs offered the following resolu

lution, which was seconded and adopted:—

Resolved, That we, citizensof Brooklyn, in general

meeting assembled, do hereby protest against the

lease now contemplated to be made by the city of

New-York, and do hereby, in this public manner give

motice to all persons who may take such lease, that

application will be made to the Legislature of this

State, to revoke the authority of New-York in the

matter, and to appoint a more fit, equal and impartial

tribunal of our relative rights. -

Mr. GeoRGE HALL offered the following resolution,

which was seconded and adopted:

Resolved, That the trustees of the Union Ferry

Company, who have for the past five years managed

the ...i. Ferries, deserve the thanks of the citizens

of Brooklyn and Long Island, for their zeal, fidelity

and disinterestedness.

The President then named the following as the

Committee of ten, pursuant to the resolutions of Judge

GREEN woop, viz:

John GREENwood, GEoſtGE Wood, W11.LIAM M.

HARRIs, GEonge HALL, EB EN. MERLAM, JoNATH AN

TRotte R, ALDEN J. Spoos ER, HENRY E. PIERRE

Post, CY Rus P. SMITH, Geo. S. How LAND.

At the suggestion of citizens, his Honor the Mayor,

and Hon. GABRIEL FURMAN were added to the Com

mittee. It was then

Resolved, That the proceedings of this meeting be
published in the papers of thisº and of the city of

New-York. The meeting then adjourned.

JOSEPH SPRAGUE, President.

WM. M. HARRIs r: -Geo. HALL, y : Vice Presidents.

Eben. Meriam,

Henry E. Pierrepont,

The following able argument was drawn up by

Judge GREENwood, Chairman of the Brooklyn Ferry

: Secretaries.

Committee, printed and a copy furnished each member

of the Legislature.

NEW-YORK AND LONG-ISLAND FERRY BILL.

There are only two questions in this matter:

1. Can the Legislatare interfere 7

2. Ought it to interfere 2

1. The Corporation of the city of New-York claim,

under her charters, not only the exclusive authority

to establish ferries all around that city to the opposite

shores, but, as a franchise, which is the subject of

property, all ferries, with their profits which can be

established within those bounds.

The right of the Legislature to vest the power over

these ferries in a body other than that city, was con

sidered a settled question in 1835, when a bill similar

to that now proposed, passed the Assembly, and also

the Senate in Committee of the Whole ; but failed in

the latter branch of the Legislature, for the reasons

stated in the Memorial—reasons wholly uncounected

with the question of power. There seems to be

no cause for entertaining a different opinion at the

present time. -

But suppose it to be an open question. What are

the rights of the city of New-York in relation to these

ferries The Corporation of that city is a Public,

Political, Corporation. Her charters were granted

fºr political purposes, viz: the Goy ERNMENT or a

Cox Mu NITY, not to create a franchise of a private

nature. Grants to such a body are governed by entirely

different rules from those applicable to private Corpo

rations or individuals. Where a portion of the sov

ereign power or prerogative is conferred upon them,

it passesas a public trust, and is to be regarded as held

in the same way as if it were still possessed by the

tor. The grantee is a mere subordinate agent.

16 Peters, 367 Martin v. Waddell.] It seems also

to be well settled, that since MAGNA ChARTA, even

the King of England cannot grant an exclusive right

of fishery in navigable waters, and that such a fran

chise is void, as being in derogation of the common

right. Is not anº right of ferriage over two

navigable streams, comprising a distance of twenty

three miles, in the most populous part of the State,

where all the facilities for public intercourse are re

quired, even more objectionable These streams

are natural highways, and ferries are the appropriate

means of using them. It is no answer to say that

every man may provide his own boat. This is im

practicable. The right to use these waters in the

mode best adapted to subserve the general conve

nience in the way of passage, is a public right in its

nature, and as such, unalienable. [Schultz on Aquatic

Rights, 10.--Law Library, Vol. 24.

Grants of property may no doubt be made to a

public political Corporation. The inhabitants of the

city of New-York had, at their own expense, erected

a Stadt House, or City Hall, a Market House, a bridge,

and some docks, and established a ferry, which they

had provided with boats and other accommodations,

and were keeping in operation. These, it was proper

to vest in them in their corporate capacity, and the

charters accordingly contain a grant of them. This

ferry is there ciſiºn. Old Ferry.” Its landing

place on the New-York side has, however, been

changed, and the subject of the grant is, therefore,

|...} extinct; for a ferry is such in respect to the

anding place, and not the water. But if it still exists,

the saving clause in the proposed bill will protect

any rights which the city of New-York may have in
It.

But she claims, also, the right, by virtue of her

charters, to establish any and all other ferries. Now

suppose it to be conceded, for the argument sake,

that a grant of this broad character is good, and that

the right to establish ferries and take toll may, in the

case of a public political Corporation, become a private

franchise, on the ground that the permanency of profits

is an interest which is the subject of property:-still,

it must be borne in mind that the right to take toll

does not attach, until the ferry is actually put in opera

tion, and continues no longer than it is kept so. No

such right exists, without the foundation or considera

tion arising from the grantees maintaining the subject

of the franchise. Without this, the grant is absolutely

void. . [2 Bl. Com. 38. 2 Inst. 220.) The right of

toll, whichconstitutes the interest, is, therefore, wholly

dependent upon the establishment and maintenance

of the ferries, and has no existence without them.

The utmost therefore, that New-York can, in any

wiew of the case, claim under this unexecuted grant,

is, that when she establishes a ferry, and provides

the landing places, and necessary means for accommo

dating and transporting passengers, she becomes, as

to these, vested with them in her corporate capacity.

Such, also, is the only intelligible and practical con

struction of the grant to her of all ferries established

and to be established. The mere right to establish

ferries, while unexecuted, is but a derived public

power, and is of the same nature as if it were still

possessed by the sovereign authority. Its exercise,

and the furnishing the consideration or foundation

of the right to take profit, constitute the only ground

of interest or property. So far, then, as this general

grant remains unexecuted, it should be regarded as a

mere power, delegated to the Corporation of New

York, to avoid the necessity of repeated applications

to the sovereign authority, and to be exercised the

tuore readily in cases where the public convenience

dictates that a ferry is required; but not divesting

the Legislature of their authority,

The fact that a grant was made to New-York, of

(what was alleged to be) the waste or unappropriated

land between high and low water mark on the Brook

lyu shore, does not alter the case. It does not consti

tute the establishment of a ferry. The professed

object, however, as recited in the charter, for which

this grant was sought, was the better accommodation

of “the old ferry.” It is absurd to suppose that a

strip of laud three miles in length was needed for

this purpose. It was intended, no doubt, to make

“the old ferry” a more profitable monopoly, by

acquiring, as far as possible, the control of all other

landing places. . But the alleged reason for the grant

is sufficient to show that it was not intended to be

connected with other ferries; and whenever the

public convenience calls for the land, the right of

eminent domain of the State, is sufficient to authorise

the taking it for this purpose.

The oil rent, profit, or emolument, then, of any

kindº New-York can claim under this unexecu

ted grant in relation to ferries, is a fair rent or com

pensation for the use of her landing places, and of

these there is no intention to deprive her. The pro

posed bill makes ample provision for its payment.

The establishment of a ferry is an exercise of public

power. When it is established, New-York will, under

this bill, receive the emolument to which she is justly

entitled. She can claim no profit from the use of the

water, much less from ferries which she has not

established, and which have no existence.

That the Legislature has not the power to interfere

in this matter, must be regarded as a strange ground

to be taken by the Corporation of New-York at the

present time, when it is known that ever since the

year 1717, the former have regulated the ferries

between New-York and Long-Island, and established

the rates of ferriage; and that in 1813 the Corpora

tion of that city recognized the entire control of the

Legislature over these ferries, by accepting an act

authorising them to establish and keep one or more of

them.—[2 R. L. 1813, p. 359, § 47; and see L. rela

ting to N. Y. City, Gould and Banks ed. of 1833, p.

248 in note.] This act must be presumed to have

been passed on the application of that Corporation,

and is a limitation of any power previously existing

under the charters of that city, and an express recog

nition of the power of the Legislature.—[12 J. É

125, Mayor, &c. v. Ordrenan.] -

But New-York, as has been already said, is a public

political Corporation, and when contemplated as such,

the true nature of the grant in question may be readily

seen and defined. That city constituted the chief

place in the Colony, in point of population and in

portance, and it is not strange that she succeeded in

obtaining the most ample grants for the accommoda

tion of her citizens ind the advancement ºf nºr

eneral prosperity. But still, these grants, it must

e recollected, were for political purposes, and the

powers conferred by them are therefore of that char.

acter. Her charters do not constitute a private fran

chise or contract, as the creation of a private corpora

tion does. It is a well settled doctrine that there can

be no such thing as wested political powers, as against

the State. The Legislature can at pleasure modify

or sweep away. [13 Wendell, 321. The People v.

Morris.] The charters of the city of New-York,

(assuming that they ever had validity, as to which,

the most serious doubts may be..")although

impliedly saved by the coustitution from the wreck

of political revolution, are not exempted from this

rule—She must necessarily, in this respect, be sub

ordinate to the sovereign authority. Her charters are

to be regarded in the same light, as if they had been

granted by our own State Government, through the

proper instrument—the Legislature. What, then,

would become of the grant to that city in relation to

ferries, so far as it is unexecuted, if all her political

functions were suspended, and her existence thus, to

all intents, annihilated The subject of it would of

course revert to the Legislature, to be again granted

out, if it should be thought proper. A private cor

oration could not be thus dealt with, without reserv

ing the power to do so; but a public political one—

one created to administer government—might be—

[4 Wheaton, 629 at foot of page, case of Dartmouth

College—Op. of Ch. J. Marshall.]—and if this be so,

is it not clear that the grant in question is one of public

power, and as such within the control of the Legisla
tute 7

II. Ought the Legislature to interfere? It ought,
for two reasons.

First—The course of New-York towards Brooklyn,

has been both illiberal and unjust, She has withheld

facilities for intercourse between the two places, which

were loudly called for by the public convenience,

until they were actually forced from her. She is

now burthening that intercourse with heavy exactions,

for the purpose of filling her cºffers, instead of adopt
ing a policy by which to render communication as

free as possible. To effect this object, she is receiv

ing . enormous amount annually, for the privilege of

using a public navigable arm of the sea, over and

above the value of her slips. This is particularly the

case with the Fulton and Sºuth ferries, the two most
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§ 4. Whenever the grantee or grantees of any such.

ferry or ferries shall not own, or be entitled to the

use of the wharves, slips, landing places, adjacent

grounds, or other property, at either or both extremi

ties of such ferry or ferries, which may be required,

and determined by the said commssioners, or a majorit

ofthem, to be necessary for the accommodation thereof;

the said grantee or grantees, shall notify the persons

or corporations owning the same, or interested therein,

or their agents, or legal representatives, that the same

are so required and determined to be necesssry; and

the said grantee or grantees shall thereupon treat with

such owners or persons interested, for the same, and

for the rent or compensation to be paid therefor; and

if such owners or personshº shall refuse so to

treat or the parties shall be unable to agree in relation

thereto, the said grantee or grantees shall apply in

writing, to the Vice Chancellor of the Second Circuit,

to issue a precept under his hand and seal, to theSheriff

of the county of Westchester, who shall thereupon

issue such precept, commanding said Sheriff to summon

and return a jury, of twelve men from said county of

Westchester, to be named in said precept, to appear

before the said Vice Chancellor, at such time and

place as he may deem proper, to require and assess

the damage and recompense which ought to be paid

to such owners or persons so interested as aforesaid,

for the use of such wharves, slips, landing places,

grounds, or other property, and at the same time to

summon such owners, or persons interested, or their

agents or legal representatives, by notice to be served

personally, or left at their usual place of abode, or

served in such other way as the said Vice Chancellor

may direct, to appear before said Vice Chancellor, at

the time and place therein mentioned; and the said

jury shall be sworn faithfully to inquire and assess

such damage and recompense; and having viewed

the premises, if the said Vice Chancellor shall deem

such view to be necessary, shall assess the damages

and recompense to be awarded to the owners or per

sons interested in such premises, according to their

several interests or estates therein, and the said Vice

Chancellor may thereupon render judgment confirm

ing the same, or may set it aside and award a new

trial. The verdict of such jury, and judgment of

the said Vice Chancellor thereupon, and the payment

by the said grantee or grantees wtthin sixty days after

final judgment, of the sum or sums of money so

awarded, or the tender and refusal thereof, shall be

conclusive and binding upon such owners and persons

interested; and the estate of such owners and persons

interested, shall thereupon v 'st in such grantee or

grantees, for the term of such license or grant, who

may then cause the said premises to be converted to

and used for the purposes aforesaid. The said Vice

Chancellor shall have power to adjourn such proceed

ings before him, for such time or times as in his opinion

justice may require.

§ 5. All ferries hereafter established under this act

shall be subject to the laws of this State, already

passed, and now in force, or hereafter to be passed.

§ 6. The grantee or grantees of any such ferry or

ferries as shall be established under this act, may cause

such wood or other buildings and erections, or accom

modations, as the said commissioners or a majority of

them may deem proper, for the purposes of said

ferry or ferries, to be constructed and maintained upon

the wharves or adjacent grounds of the extremities of

said ferry or ferries, which may become vested in

them as aforesaid ; and such buildings, erections and

accommodations, shall belong to said grantee or gran

tees at the end of the term for which said ferry or

ferries shall be granted.

§ 7. The said Vice Chancellor shall receive five

dollars for every day he shall be employed in his

duties under this act, which together with the fees

and expenses of every kind incident to said proceed

ings, shall be paid by the grantee or grantees of said

ferry or ferries. - -

§ 3. The sheriff, jurors, and witnesses in such pro

ceedings, shall receive the like fees as are now provi

ded by law in cases pending in the Supreme Court of

this State, and the jurors shall receive each two

dollars per day.

§ 9. In order to enable the Legislature of this State

from time to time to regulate the rates of ferriage, it

shall be the duty of the owners or superintendents of

all ferries which shall be best established under this

act, between New-York and Long-Island, whether

owned or held by private persons, or bodies politic

and corporate, to make annual returns under oath, to

the Comptroller of this State, of the amount of the tolls

and ferriage received at their said respective ferries

during the preceding year, and also of the expenses

attending the conducting and management thereof,

and of the amount of capital employed therein, on

º of forfeiting their leases or licenses on failure so

to do. -

§ 10. Nothing herein contained shall be construed

to annul, impeach or in any wise impair the rights of

the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the city of

New-York, and their lessees, their executors, admin

istrators and assigns of, in, or to any ferry or ferries

heretofore established by them, or of, in, or to the

rents reserved in any lease of any such ferry or

ferries, or of, in, or to any other private benefits,

emoluments, or advantages incident to the same, or

arising therefrom ; and nothing herein contained shall

be construed to supersede or annul the privileges.

-i. and emoluments of a private nature, which

ave been granted to the corporation of the city of

New-York, by charters and legislative acts.

§ 11. All provisions in charters and legislative acts

conferring public powers and privileges upon the

corporation of the city of New-York, which are in

consistant with or repugnant to the provisions of this

act, so far as such powers remain unexecuted by the

said corporation, are hereby repealed.

State of New-York,

In Senate, April 25, 1845.

This bill having been read the third time, two

thirds of all the members elected to the Senate voting

in favor thereof, Resolved that the bill do pass.

By order of the Senate.

A. GARDINER, President.

State of New-York,

In Assembly, May 14, 1845.

This bill having been read the third time, twº

thirds of all the members elected to the Assembly

voting in favor thereof, Resolved that the bill do pass.

By order of the Assembly.

WM. C. CRANE, Speaker pro tem.

Approved this 14th day of May, 1845.

SILAS WRIGHT.

THE ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS.

There are several of these mountain peaks which

have an altitude of more than 5000 feet and these

high peaks are near neighbors. The heads of eight

rivers are found in this cluster of mountain tops, they

are therefore a great fountain of water in the conden

sation of the atmosphere upon their surfaces. The

Hudson, Au Sable, Saranac, Racket, Black, St. Regis,

Grass and Oswegachee Rivers have their sources in

the Adirondack Mountains, and notwithstanding that

this great State is so extensively watered by these

mountains, the mountains are nevertheless but little

known and their surfaces present a pathless forest to

the explorer.

The mountains of New-Hampshire, and the moun

tains of North Carolina, have a little higher altitude

than the Adirondack. That these mountains possess

| great mineral wealth there can be no doubt and their

streams furnish water power to an almost unlimited
extent.

In looking from these mountains to the north an

extensive level country presents itself. To the west

and north and north of west, vast lakes spread out

upon the surface. The mountains levelled with the

common surface and the surplus earth and rocks stored

away in the lakes and we should have an ocean tide

greatly elevated—our rivers would become extinct

and our earth would then possess another climate.
Lake Champlain is but 80 feet above the level of the

ocean. This barrier removed and the waters of New:

York Bay and the gulf of the St. Lawrence would

become one body. When we look at our mountains

and our lakes and rivers we perceive thatwhat space

is occupied by the latter has been made by removing
the solid material and piling it up in mountains and

hills. The average surface of our continent above

that of the ocean is not great and much less than has

usually been imagined.

Although the Adirondack Mountains are covered

with forests and but few white men are to be found

upon them, still the Indians do not frequent them.

The St. Regis Indians are the only natives that remain

in this region of country.
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THE NEW YEAR.

Another year has run its round and midnight has

closed its mighty volume, and stamped its last page

with a seal bearing the imprint of Eternity.

Midnight too has opened the record of another year,

and each succeeding midnight ere its end, will open

a new page in its mysterious volume, and proclaim

in each succeeding moment, events of Inighty import.

Time is continuous—years, months, weeks and

days are but an apportionment of Time.

The primitive day commenced with evening. The

three first days in the series of the days of crea

tion were measured by the successive events of

those momentous periods, and not by the celestial

time-keeper, which was not until the fourth day of

the series of the days of creation placed in the firina

ment of the heavens to give light upon the earth—to

be for signs and seasons, for days and years.

Midnight is the last moment of lovely evening, and

the first moment of charming morning.

Six midnights preceded the existence of man as a

living soul, yet but three solar mornings shone upon

the earth ere his body was fashioned from the dust.

How impressive the truth—how impressive the

solemn reality—that time must have an end. Each

successive year as it closes the mighty page of its

last moment and transfers it to the archives of the

eternal world, proclaims the continuance of the ap

proach and the greater nearness of the termination of

time—a termination ending in an eternal morning

with those who sleep in peace.

The Grave—the great treasury of precious dust–

of dust that will be kindled into light and life, and

clothed with immortality—is the end of time with

every human being that reposes in its boson, but it

is the gate of the celestial world, although an humble,

and oftimes, a dreaded entrance.

THE STATE {}{}MVENTION,

The Anti-Assessment Connittee herewith present

each member of the Legislature of this State with a

copy of the Constitution of the United States, and the

amendments thereto; also a copy of the present

Constitution of this State, adopted in 1821, and the

amendments thereto; and also a copy of the Former

Constitution of this State, adopted in 1777, with the

amendments subsequently made to that instrument.

As soon as the election for members to form the

State Convention has been completed and their names

ascertained, copies will be forwarded to each of them

respectively, and when that body shall have convened,

a full copy of the Musicir A1 GAZETTE, in a plain

bound volume, will be delivered to each member.

The State Officers and numerous Citizens in the

cities of New-York and Brooklyn, and in othersections

of the State will also be furnished with copies.

The various provisions of the Former Constitution

of this State will be fully reviewed in this paper, and

these contrasted with those of the present Constitution.

The provisions of the Constitution of the United

States will be commented upon.

The Constitution of the States of Massachusetts and

Connecticut will be examined and such of them as

appear to be of more useful import than those con

tained in the New-York Constitution, will be fully

set forth.

NEW-YORK, JANUARY 1, 1846.

The declaring what are executive, what are legisla

tive and what are judiciary powers, seem to be a very

necessary provision in the framing of the new Consti.

tution.

The delegation of Legislative power, by the Senate

and assembly, requires examination.

The Assessment question will be fully discussed,

and some plan suggested to confine Judiciary officers

to their legitimate duties, and to the performance of

these in their own seats and not elsewhere.

The imposition of Taxes direct or indirect is another

very important matter, and should receive a careful

and deliberate examination.

The Tax the present year in the city of New-York

will exact from the citizen a greater share of his

income than King Pharoah, in the plenitude of his

power, ever exacted from his subjects.

The copies of the Constitution of the United States,

and of the present Constitution of this State are to

be found in No. 2, of this series, and to those who

have not before received that number it is herewith

sent. Should any of the copies of that number have

been mislaid, they will be replaced gratuitously on

application to the editor by a note addressed to him

at New-York, through the New-York Post Office.

We here present a copy of the Former Constitution

of this State.

For MER constituTION

OF THE STATE OF NEW-YORK,

Approved.

AND where.As this convention, having taken this

declaration into their most serious consideration, did,

on the ninth day of July, last past, unanimously resolve

that the reasons assigned by the continental congress,

for declaring the united colonies free and independent

states, are cogent, and conclusive; and that, while we

lament the cruel necessity which has rendered that

measure unavoidable, we approve the same, and will,

at the risk of our lives and fortunes, join with the

other colonies in supporting it.

Powers of the convention.

By virtue of which several acts, declarations, and

proceedings, mentioned and contained in the afore

recited resolves or resolutions of the general congress

of the United American States, and of the congresses

or conventions of this state, all power whatevertherein

bath reverted to the people thereof, and this conven

tion hath, by their suffrages and free choice, been ap

pointed, and among other things, authorized to insti.

tute and establish such a government as they shall

deem best calculated to secure the rights and liberties

of the good people of this state, most conducive of

the happiness and safety of their constituents in par

ticular, and of America in general:

All authority derived from the people.

I. This convention, therefore, in the name and by

the authority of the good people of this state, DOTH

ORDAIN, DETERMINE AND DECLARE, That no

authority shall, on any pretence whatever, be exercised

over the people or members of this state. but such as

shall be derived from and granted by them.

Legislative power.

II. This convention doth further in the name and

[Vol. I....No. 36

by the authority of the good people of this state, onDAIN,

DETERMIN E Asp, DEcLARE, That the supreme legisla

tive power within this state, shall be vested in two

separate and distinct bodies of men; the one to be

called the Assembly of the state of New-York; the

other to be called the Senate of the state of New

York; who, together, shall form the legislature, and

meet once at least in every year for the despatch of
business.

Council of revision.

III. AND where.As laws inconsistent with the spirit

of this constitution, or with the public good, may be

hastily or unadvisedly passed: BE IT ordAiNED, That

the governor, for the time being, the chancellor and

the judges of the supreme court, or any two of them,

together with the governor, shall be, and hereby are,

constituted a council to revise all bills about to be

passed into laws by the legislature. And for that

purpose shall assemble themselves, from time to time,

when the legislature shall be convened; for which,

nevertheless, they shall not receive any salary or con

sideration under any pretence whatever. And that

all bills which have passed the senate and assembly,

shall, before they become laws, be presented to the

said council for their revisal and consideration; and

if upon such revision and consideration, it should

appear improper to the said council, or a majority of

them, that the said bill should become a law of this

state, that they return the same, together with their

objections thereto in writing, to the senate or house of

assembly, in whichsoever the same shall have origin

ated, who shall enter the objections sent down by the

council, at large, in their minutes, and proceed to re

consider the said bill. But if after such re-considera

tion; two-thirds of the said senate or house of assembly,

shall. notwithstanding the said objections, agree to

pass the same, it shall, together with the objections,

be sent to the other branch of the legislature, where

it shall also be re-considered, and if approved by two

thirds of the members present, shall be a law,

Bills to become laws if not returned in ten days.

And in order to prevent any unnecessary delays,

BE IT FURTHER orDAIN ED, That if any bill shall not

be returned by the council within ten days after it

shall have been presented, the same shall be a law,

unlessthe legislatureshall, by theiradjournment, render

a return of the said bill within ten days impracticable;

in which case, the bill shall be returned on the first

day of the meeting of the legislature, after the expira

tion of the said ten days.

The assembly.

IV: That the assembly shall consist ofat leastseventy

members, to be annually chosen in the several coun.

ties, in the proportions following, viz:

Representation apportioned to each county.

For the city and county of New-York, Nine.

The city and county of Albany, Ten.

The county of Dutchess, Seven.

The county of Westchester, Six.

The county of Ulster, Six.

The county of Suffolk, Five.

The county of Queens, Four.

The county of Orange, Four.

The county of Kings, - Two.

The county of Richmond, Two.

*The county of Tryon, Six.

*The county of Charlotte, Four.

#The county of Cumberland, Three.

#The county of Gloucester, Two.

*Names aſterwards altered, and the territory of which they

consisted, divided into several counties.

f Ceded to Vermont.
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Number of senators, and by whom chosen

X. And this convention doth further, in the name,

and by the authority of the good people of this state,

ordain, deterMiNE AND declare, that the senate of

the state of New-York shall consist of twenty-four

freeholders, to be chosen out of the body of the free

holders, and that they be chosen by the freeholders |

of this state, possessed of freeholds of the value of ||

one hundred pounds, over and above all debtscharged

thereon.

Their term of election, and rotation in office.

XI. That the members of the senate be elected for

four years, and immediately after the first election,

they be divided by lot into four classes, six in each

class, and numbered, one, two, three, and four; and

that the seats of the members of the first class shall

be vacated at the expiration of the first year; the

second class the second year, and so on continually,

to the end, that the fourth partof the senate, as nearly

as possible, may be annually chosen.

Manner of choosing.—Census, and apportionment of the sena

ators.-A quorum.—To be judges of their own members.-

Other counties and districts may be erected.

XII. That the election of senators shall be after this

manner; that so much of this state as is now parcelled

into counties, be divided into four great districts; the

southern district to comprehend the city and county of

New-York, Suffolk, Westchester, Kings, Queens, and

Richmond counties: the middle district to compre

hend the counties of Dutchess, Ulster and Orange:

the western district, the city and county of Albany,

and Tryon county; and the eastern district, the coun

ties of Charlotte, Cumberland and Gloucester. That

the senators shall be elected by the freeholders of the

said districts, qualified as aforesaid, in the proportions

following, to wit: in the southern district, nine; in

the middle district, six ; in the western district, six;

and in the eastern district, three. AND BE IT ordAix

Ep, that a census shall be taken as soon as may be,

after the expiration of seven years from the termina

tion of the present war, under the direction of the

legislature; and if on such census, it shall appear that

the number of senators is not justly proportioned to

the several districts, that the legislature adjust the pro

portion as near as may be, to the numberof freeholders,

ualified as aforesaid, in each district. That when

the nnmber of electors within any of the said districts

shall have increased one twenty-fourth part of the

whole number of electors, which by the said census

shall be found to be in this state, an additional senator

shall be chosen by the electors of such district. That

a majority of the number of senators, to be chosen as

aforesaid, shall be necessary to constitute a senate suffi

cient to proceed upon business; and that the senate

shall, in like manner with the assembly, be the judges

of its own members. AND BE it orDAIN ED, that it

shall be in the power of the future legislatures of this

state, for the convenience and advantage of the good

people thereof, to divide the same into such further

and other counties and districts, as shall to them appear

necessary.

No person to be disfranchised but by law.

XIII. And this convention doth further, in the name

and by the authority of the gocó people of this state,

ordAi N, DETERMIN E AND DEcLARE, that no member of

this state shall be disfranchised, or deprived of any of

the rights or privileges secured to the subjects of this

state by this constitution, unless by the law of the

land or the judgment of his peers.

Adjournments of both houses.

XIV. That neither the assembly or the senate shall

have power to adjourn themselves for any longer time

than two days, without the mutual consent of both.

Conference between them.—Doors to be open, and Journals how

kept and published.

XV. That whenever theassemblyand senatedisagree,

a conference shall be held in the presence of both,

and be managed by committees to be by them respec.

tively chosen by ballot. That the doors, both of the

senate and assembly, shall at times be kept open to all

persons, except when the welfare of the state shall

require their debates to be kept secret. And thejour

nals of all their proceedings shall be kept in the man

ner heretofore accustomed by the general assembly of

the colony, of New-York; and, except such parts

as they shall, as aforesaid, respectively determine not

to make public, be from day to day, if the business of

the legislature will permit, published.

Number of the senate and assembly limited.

XVI. It is, nevertheless, provided, that the number

of senators shall never exceed one hundred, nor the

number of the assembly three hundred; but that,

whenever the number of senators shall amount to one

hundred, or of the assembly to three hundred, then,

and in such case, the legislature shall, from time to

time hereafter, by laws for that purpose, apportion

and distribute the said one hundred senators and three

hundred representatives among the greatdistricts, and

counties of this state, in proportion to the number of

| tion of a

their ...}. electors, so that the representation of

the good people of this state, both in the senate and

assembly, i. forever remain proportionate and ade

quate.

Executive power vested in a governor.—When and how to be

chosen.

XVII. And this convention doth further, in the name

and by the authority of the good people of this state,

oRDAIN, DETERMINE, AND DECLARE, that the supreme

executive power and authority of this state shall be

vested in a governor; and that statedly, once in every

three years, and as often as the seat of government

shall become vacant, a wise and discreet freeholder of

this state shall be, by ballot; elected governor, by the

freeholders of this state, qualified, as before described,

to elect senators, which shall be always held at the

times and places of choosing representatives in assem

bly, for each respective county; and that the person

% hath the greatest number of votes within the said

state shall be the governor thereof.

His power.

XVIII. That the governor shall continue in office

three years, and shall, by virtue of his office, be gen

eral and commander in chief of all the militia, and

admiral of the navy, of this state; that he shall have

power to convene the assembly and senate on extra

ordinary occasions; to prorogue them from time to

time, provided prorogations shall not exceed sixty

days in the space of any one year; and, at his discre

tion, to grant reprieves and pardons to persons con

victed of crimes other than treason or murder, in which

he may suspend the execution of the sentence, until

it shall be reported to the legislature, at their subse

º meeting, and they shnii eitherpardon, or direct

the execution of the criminal, or grant a further re

prieve.

And duty.

XIX. That it shall be the duty of the governor to

inform the legislature, at every session, of the condi

tion of the state, so far as may respect his department;

to recommend such matters to their consideration as

shall appear to him to concern its good government,

welfare and prosperity; to correspond with the conti

nental congress, and other states: to transact all neces

sary business with the officers of government, civil

and military; to take care that the laws are faithfully

executed, to the best of his ability; and to expedite

all such measures as may be resolved upon by the

legislature.

Lt. Governor to be president of the senate.

XX. That a lieutenant-governor shall, at every elec

flºº, and as often as the lieutenant-gov

ernor shall die, resign, or be removed from office, be

elected in the same manner with the governor, to con

tinue in office until the next election of a governor;

and such lieutenant-governor shall, by virtue of his

office, be president of the senate, and, upon an equal,

division, have a casting vote in their decisions, but not

vote on any other occasion.

His further power and duty.

And in case of the impeachment of the governor,

or hisremoval from office, death, resignation, or absence

from the state, the lieutenant-governor shall exerº

all the power and authority appertaining to the othº

of governor, until another be chosen, or the governºr

absent or impeached, shall return or be acquitted.

Provided, that where the governorshall, with the co".

sent of the legislature, be out of the state, in time ºf

war, at the head of a military force thereºf, he shall

still continue in his 'ºfof all the military force

of this state, both by sea and land.

In his absence a president to be chosen by the senate—His pow

er and duty.

XXI. That whenever the government shall be

administered by the lieutenant-governor, or he shall

be unable to attend as president of the senate, the

senators shall have power to elect one of their own

members to the office of president of the senate, which
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he shall exercise pro hac vice. And if, during such | elegible, in the manner directed by the present or

vacancy of the office of governor, the lieutenant-gov

ernor shall be impeached, displaced, resign, die, or

be absent from the state, the president of the senate

shall, in like manueras the lieutenant-governor, admin

ister the government, until others shall be elected by

the suffrage of the people, at the succeeding election.

Treasurer. -

XXII. And this convention doth further, in the

name and by the authority of the good people of this

state, ordain, DerekMiNE, ANd Declare, that the

treasurer of this state shall be appointed by act of the

legislature, to originate with the assembly. Provided,

that he shall not be elected out of either branch of

the legislature.

Council of appointment.

XXIII. That all officers, other than those..

this constitution,are directed to beotherwiseappointed,

shall be appointed in the manner following, to wit:

The assembly shall, once in every year, openly nomi

nate and appoint one of the senators from each great

district, which senators shall form a council, for the

appointment of the said officers, of which the gov

ernor for the time being or the lieutenant governor, or

the president of the senate, (when. shall respec

tively administer the. l be president,

and have a casting voice, but no other vote; and, with

the advice and consent of the said council, shall ap

point all the said officers; and that a majority of the

said council be a quorum; And further, The said

senators shall not be elegible to the said council for

two years successively.

Tenure of certain offices.

XXIV. That all military officers be appointedduring

pleasure; that all commissioned officers, civil an

military, be commissioned by the governor; and that

the chancellor, the judges of the supreme court, and

first judge of the county court in every county, hold

their offices during good behanior, or until they shall

have respectively attained the age of sixty years.

certain judicial officers not to hold other offices.

XXV. That the chancellor andjudgesof the supreme

court shall not, at the same time, hold any other office,

excepting that of delegate to the É. congress,

upon special occasions; and that the first judges of the
county courts, in the several counties, shall not, atthe

same time, hold any other office, excepting that of

senator, or delegate to the general congress. But if

the chancellor, or either of tfie said judges be elected

or appointed to any other office, excepting as is before

excepted, it shall i. at his option in which to serve.

Sheriffs and coroners.

XXVI. That sheriffs and coroners be annually a

inted; and that no person shall be capable of ...

ing either of the said offices more than four years suc

cessively; nor the sheriff of holding any other office

at the same time.

Registers, clerks, and marshals, by whom appointed.

XXVII. AND BE IT FURTHER ordAl NED. That the

register, and clerks in chancery, be appointed by the

chancellor; the clerks of the supreme court, by the

judges of the said court; the clerk of the court of

probates, by the judge of the said court; and the

register and marshīof the court of admiralty, by the

judge of the admiralty. The said marshal, registers,

and clerks, to continue in office during the pleasure

of* by whom they are to be appointed as afore

Balcı.

Attornies, solicitors, and counsellors, by whom appointed.

And all attorneys, solicitors, and counsellors at law,

hereafter to be appointed, be appointed by the court,

and licensed by the first judge of the court, in which

they shall respectively plead or practice; and be regu

lated by the rules and orders of the said courts.

XXVIII. AND BE IT FURTHER onDAIN ED, That

where, by this constitution, the duration of any office,

shall not be ascertained, such office shall be construed

to be held during the pleasure of the council of ap

Pointment: Provided, that new commissions shall be

issued to judges of the county courts, (other than to

the first judge,) and to justices of the peace, once at

least in every three years.

Town officers.

XXIX. Thetown clerks, supervisors, assessors, con

stables, and collectors, and all other officers, heretofore

elegible by the people, shall always continue to be so

-

future acts of legislature.

Loan officers, county treasurers, &c.

That loan officers, county treasurers, and clerks of

the supervisors, continue to be appointed in the man

ner directed by the present or future acts of the legis

lature.

Delegates to Congress.

XXX. That delegates to represent this state in the

general cengress of the United States of America be

annually appointed, as follows, to wit: The senate

and assembly shall each openly nominate as many

persons as shall be equal to the whole number of dele

gates to be appointed; after which nomination they

shall meet together, aud those persons whose names

are not on both lists, one half shall be chosen by the

joint ballot of the senators and members of assembly,

so met together as aforesaid.

Style of laws, and form of process.

XXXI. Thatthe style of all laws shall beasfollows, to

wit: “Be it enacted by the people of the state of

New-York, represented in senate and assembly,” and

that all writs and other proceedings shall run in the

name of the people of the state of New-York, andbe

tested in the name of the chancellor, or chief judge

of the court from whence they shall issue.

Court for the trial of impeachments and the correction of errors.

XXXII. And this convention doth further, in the

name and by the authority of the good people of this

state, orDAIN, DETERMINE, AND DEcLARE, thata court

shall be instituted for the trial of impeachments and

the correction of errors, under the regulations which

shall be established by the legislature, and to consist

sist of the president of the senate for the time being,

and the senators, chancellor and judges of thesupreme

court, or the major part of them; except that when

an impeachment shall be prosecuted againstthe chan

cellor, or either of the judges of the supreme court,

the person so impeached shall be suspended from

exercising his office, until his acquittal; and in like

manner, when an appeal, from a decree in equity,

shall be heard, the chancellor shall inform the court of

the reasons of his decree, but shall not have a voice

in the final sentence. And if the cause to be deter

mined shall be brought up by writ of error, on a

question of law, on a judgment in the supreme court,

. judges of the court shall assign the reasons of

such their judgment, but shall not have a voice for

its affirmance or reversal.

Power of impeachment, and manner of proceeding.

XXXIII. That the power of impeaching all officers

of the state, formal and corrupt conduct in their res

pective offices, be vested in the cepresentatives of the

people in assembly; but that it shall always be neces

sary that two third parts of the members present shall

consent to and agree in such impeachment. That,

revious to the trial of every impeachment, themem

i. of the said court shall respectively be sworn,

truly and impartially to try and determine the charge

in question, according to evidence; and that no judg

ment of the said court shall be valid unless it shall be

assented to by two third parts of the members then

present; nor shall it extend farther than to removal

from office and disqualification to hold or enjoy any

place of honor, trust, or profit, under this state. But

the party so convicted shall be, nevertheless, liable

and subject to indictment, trial, judgment, and punish

ment according to the laws of theind.

Party accused to be allowed counsel.

XXXIV. AND It is FURTHER ordAl NED, That in

every trial on impeachment, or indictment for orimes

ormisdemeanors, the party impeached orindicted shall

be allowed counsel, as in civil actions.

Law of the state.

XXXV. And this convention doth further, in the

name and by the authority of the good people of this

state, ordain, DETERMINE, AND DEcLARE, that such

parts of the common law of England and Great Britain,

and of the acts of the legislature of the colony of

New-York, as together diff form the law of the said

colony on the nineteenth day of April, in the year of

our Lord one thousand seven hundred and seventy

five, shall be and continue the law of this state, sub

subject to such alterations and provisions as the legis

lature of this state shall, from time to time, make

concerning the same. That such of the said acts as

are temporary, shall expire at the times limited for

their duration respectively. That all such parts of

the said common law, and all such of the said statutes

and acts aforesaid, or parts thereof, as may be con

strued to establish or maintain any particular denomi

nation of christians or their ministers, or concern the

allegiance heretofore yielded to, and the supremacy,

sovereignty, government or prerogatives, claimed or

exercised by the king of Great Britain and his pre

decessors, over the colony of New-York and its inhab

itants, or are repugnant to this constitution, be and

they hereby are, abrogated and rejected. And this

convention doth further ordain, that the resolves or

resolutions of the congresses of the colony of New

York, and of the convention of the state of New

York, now in force, and not repugnant to the govern

mentestablishedby thisconstitution, shallbeconsidered

as making part of the laws of this state; subject,

nevertheless, to such alterations and provisions as the

legislature of this state may, from time to time, make

concerning the same.

Grants by the king after a certain period, void.—Charter rights

and former grants preserved.

XXXVI. AND BE in FuRTHER orDAINEp, That all

grants of land within this state, made by the king of

Great Britain, or persons acting under his authority,

after the fourteenth day of October, one thousand

seven hundred and seventy-five, shall be null and void;

but that nothing in this constitution contained, shall

be construed to affect any grants of land, within this

state, made by the authority of the said king or his

º or to annul any charters to bodies politic,

y him, or them, or any of them, made prior to thatday.

And that noneofthe said chartersshall beadjudged tobe

void, by reason of anynonuseror misuser of any of their

respective rights or privileges, between the nineteenth

day of April, in the year of our Lord one thousnud.

seven hundred and seventy-five, and the publication

of this constitution. AND furthER, that all such of

the officers, described in the said charters respectively,

as, by the terms of the said charters, were to be a

pointed by the governor of the colony ofNº.
with or without the advice and consent of the coun.

cil of the said king, in the said colony, shall henceforth

be appointed by the council established by this con

stitution for the appointment of officers in this state,

until otherwise directed by the legislature.

Purchases of iands from the Indians.

XXXVII. Asp wheasas it is of great importance

to the safety of this state that peace and amity with

the Indians within the same, be at all times supported

and maintained: And whereas the frauds too often

racticed towards the said Indians, in contracts made

for their lands, have, in divers instances, been produc

tive of dangerous discontents and animosities: Br it

ownAised, that no purchases or contracts for the sale

of lands mrde since the fourteenth day of October in

the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred

and seventy-five, or which may be hereafter be made

with or of the said Indians, within the limits of this

state, shall be binding on the said Indians, ordeemed

valid, unless made under the authority and with the

consent of the legislature of this state,

Free exercise of religion.

XXXVIII. Asp whereas we are required, by the

benevolent principles of rational liberty, not only to

expel civil tyranny, but also to guard against that

spiritual oppression and intolerance wherewith the

bigotry an ambition of weak and wicked priestsand

§. have scourged mankind; this convention doth

urther, in the name and by the authority of the good

people of this state, ordain, DETERMINE, AND DECLARE,

that the free exercise and enjoymentof religious pro

fession and worship, without discrimination or prefer

ence, shall forever hereafter be allowed within this

state to all mankind: Provided, that the liberty of

conscience hereby granted shall not be so construed

as to excuse acts of licentiousness, or justify practices

inconsistent with the peace or safety of this state,

No minister or priest to hold any office,

XXXIX. AND where.As the ministers of thegospel

are, by their profession, dedicated to the service of

God and the cure of souls, and ought not to be diverted

from the great duties of their function; therefore no

minister of the gospel, or priest of any denomination

whatsoever, shall, at any time hereafter, under any

pretence or description whatever, be elegible to or

capable of holding, any civil or military office or place

within this state.

Militia.-Magazines.

XL. And whereas it is of the utmost importance
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Number of senators reduced to 32, and the manner of reducing.

III. That from the first Monday in July next, the

number of senators shall be permanently thirty-two,

and that the present number of senators shall be re

duced to thirty-two in the following manner, that is

to say: The seats of the eleven senators composing

the first class, whose time of service will expire on

the first Monday in July next, shall not be filled up:

and out of the secend class the seats of one senator

from the middle district, and of one senator from the

southern district, shall be vacated by the senators of

those districts belonging to that class, casting lots

among themselves; out of the third class the seats of

two senators from the middle district, and of one

senator from the eastern district, shall be vacated in

the same manner; out of the fourth class the seats of

one senator from the middle district, of one senator

from the eastern district, and of one senator from the

western district, shall be vacated in the same manner;

and if any of the said classes shall neglect to castlots,

the senate shall in such case proceed to cast lots, for

such class or classes so neglecting. And that eight

senators shall be chosen at the next election in such

districts as the legislature shall direct, for the purpose

of apportioningthe whole number of senators amongst

the four great districts of this state, as nearly as may

be according to the number of electors qualified to

vote for senators, which shall be found to be in each

of the said districts by the census above mentioned;

which eight senators so to be chosen shall form the
first class. -

Mode of increasing the assembly till it arrive to 150, and the

legislature to apportion senators and assemblymen.

IV. That from the first Monday in July next, and

on the return of every census thereafter, the number

of the assembly shall be increased at the rate of two

members for every year, until the whole numbershall

amount to one hundred and fifty; and that upon the

return of every such census, the legislature shall j.

portion the senators and members of the assembly

amongst the great districts and counties of this state,

as nearly as may be, according to the number of their

respective electors: Provided, That the legislature

shall not be prohibited by anything herein contained,

from allowing one member of assembly to each county,

heretofore erected within this state.

True construction of the 23d article of the constitution de

clared. -

V. And this convention do further, in the nameand

by the authority of the people of this state, ordain,

DETERMINE AND DEcLARE, Thatby the true construc

tiou of the twenty-third article of the constitution of

this state to nominate all officers other than those who

by the constitution are directed to be otherwise a

pointed, is vested concurrently in the person adminis

tering the gevernment of this state for the time being,

and in each of the members of the council of appoint

ment. By order,

A. BURR,

President of the Convention, and Delegate from Orange County.

Attest,

JAMEs WAN INGEN, -

Joseph Constant, }secretaries.

CHAP. 252.

AN ACT recommending a Convention of the People

of this State.

Passed May 13, 1845.

The People of the State of New-York, represented

in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows :

[The first five sections of this act are applicable to

the proceedings of the November election, of 1845,

which is already passed. The following sections

apply to whatremains to be accomplished.

§ 6. In case the said canvassers shall certify and

declare a majority of such ballots or votes to be for a

convention, it shalland may be lawful, and it is hereby

recommended to the citizens of this state, on the last

Tuesday of April, eighteen hundred and forty-six, to

elect by ballot, delegates to meet in convention for

the purpose of considering the contstitution of this

state, and to make such alterations in the same as the

right of the people demand, and as they may deem

proper.

§ 7. The number of delegates to be chosen to such

convention shall be the same as the numberof mem

bly from the respective cities and counties in this

state. All persons entitled to vote for members of

Assembly, shall be entitled to vote for such delegates.

Such election shall in all respects be conducted as is

, now provided by law for the election of members of

Assembly—the polls opened and held in the same

manner, and the canvass and other proceedings to

determine the election of such delegates as is now

prescribed by law for electing members of Assembly.

§ 8. The delegates so chosen, shall meet in con

vention at the Capitol in the city of Albany, on the

first Monday of June, eighteen hundred and forty-six.

They shall, by ballot, elect one of their number presi

dent, and may appoint one or more secretaries, a

printer, and such door-keepers and messengers as their

convenience shall require—and such delegates and

the secretaries of the convention shall be entitled to

the same mileage for travel and the same per diem

allowance, as is now paid to the members of the

legislature, and the printer, door-keepers and messen

ers shall receive the same compensation as is provi

j by law for similar services and attendance upon

the Assembly. The amount of pay shall be certified

by the president of the convention, and shall be paid

by the treasurer of the state, on the warrant of the

comptroller, in the same manner as members of the

legislature are paid. It shall be the duty of the sec.

retary of state to attend said convention at the open

ing thereof, and he and all public officers shall furnish

such convention with all such papers, statements,

books or other public documents in their possession

as the said convention shall order or require—and it

shall be the duty of the comptroller to furnish the

members with all such stationery as is usual for the

legislature while in session.

§ 9. The proceedings of the said conventionshallbe

filed in the office of the secretary of state, and the

amendments to the constitution agreed to by the said

convention, shall be recorded in his office—the said

amendments shall be submitted by the convention to

the people for their adoption or rejection at the annual

election to be held on the Tuesday next succeeding

the first Monday in November, one thousand eight

hundred and forty-six—and every person entitled to

vote at the election may vote thereon, in the election

district in which he shall then reside, and not else

where. The said amendments shall be so prepared

and distinguished by numbers or otherwise, that they

can be voted upon separately, and they shall be so

voted upon, unless the convention shall be of opinion

that it is impracticable to prepare them so that they

can be voted upon in that manner—and if the said

convention shall by resolution declare that in its judg

ment the said amendments cannot be prepared so as

to be voted upon separately, they shall be voted upon

together. In either case, the convention shall pre

scribe the form of the ballot, the publication of the

amendments, and the notice to be given of the elec:

tion. In case the said amendments shall be voted

upon separately, every person entitled to vote thereon,

may vote for or against any one or more of them.

At the election mentioned in this section, theinspectors

in every election district shall provide a suitable box

to receive the ballots given upon the saidamendment;
which ballots shall have the word “constitution'

written or printed, or partly written or printed, upon

them, so that when they are folded it will appear on

the outside of the ballot—and all provisions of the

laws of this state in relation to the election of officers

at the general election, shall apply to the voting upon

the said amendments, so far as º: same can be made

applicable thereto, and the votes given upon the said

amendments shall be given and canvassed, and all the

proceedings shall be had in regard to them, as nearly

as practicable in the manner prescribed by lºº,

respect to the votes given for Governor, Each of

the said amendments which shall receive a mº"

of all the votes given upon it at the election mentioned

in this section, shall . deemed and taken tº be a
part of the constitution of this state, and shall take

effect from and after the thirty-first day of Pºtember
in the year one thousand eight hundred and forty-six,

unless the said conventionº prescribe some other

time on which the sºme shall take effect—and each

of the said amendments which shall not receive a
majority of all the votes given upon it at the said elec

tion, shall be void and of no effect.

§ 10. All wilful and corruptfalse swearing in taking

any of the oaths prescribed by this act, or by the

laws of this state made applicable to this act, or any

-
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other mode or form in carrying into effect this act,

shall be deemed periury, and shall be punished in

the manner now prescribed by law for wilful perjury.

§ 11. It shall be the duty of the Secretary of State,

to cause this act to be published once a week for

twelve successive weeks previous to the election, in

not less than two or more than four of the public

newspapers published in each of the several counties

in this state in which two or more public newspapers

are published—and in the public newspaper in all

those counties where only one public newspaper is

published—and shall also cause to be transmitted to

the several clerks of counties in this state such number

of copies of this act, with the necessary forms and

instructions, as shall be sufficient to supply the several

officers who are to perform the duties prescribed by

this act—and theºclerks of countiesshall distribute

the same to such officers, and the expense of publish

ing and distributing the same and all other legal ex

nses incurred in printing for the convention shall

É. audited by the Comptroller, and paid by the Treas

urer according to law.

§ 12. The copy of the certificate of the state can

vassers shall in no case be directed to the clerk of a

county, unless the office of sheriff of such county shall

then be vacant, nor to the first judge, unless the office

of sheriff and clerk shall both be vacant.

§ 13. The county of Hamilton and the county of

Fulton, shall jointly elect one delegate to the conven

tion in the same manner, and the votes shall be can

vassed and transmitted in the same manner as now

pºiled by law in reference to members of Assem

y.

EXTRACTS FROM GOV. WRIGHT'S MESSAGE.

“The people of the state have, with a unanimity

almost unknown in the history of elections, decided

in favor of the proposition to hold a convention ‘to

consider of alterations and amendments to the consti

tution' of the state. This decision will relieve the

present legislature from a mass of responsible labor,

which has consumed much time, for several of the

ast years. Important propositions to amend that

instrument have held prominent places upon the cal

enders of business of both houses for many consecu

tive sessions, and have given occasion for elaborate

investigations and protracted debates. This whole

subject has now been referred, by the people them

selves to a convention ; and it would be highly im

proper in me to attempt to press upon your considera

tion questions thus wisely disposed of, so far as our

agency is concerned. *

“Upon this legislature, however, is devolved the

constitutional duty of re-apportioning the representa

tion in the legislature, according to the returns of the
state census just completed; and as the election to

choose delegates to the convention is to be held on

the last Tuesday in April next, justice to the people

of the counties, the representation of which is to be

increased by the change of population, would seem

to require that the apportionment should be made in

season to permit this election to take place under it.

No injustice will be done, by this prºceeding, to the

counties, the representation of which is to be lessened

by the new appointment, as they will still have, in

the convention, that representation to which their

population entitles them, while the other class of

counties will have no more.

“Justice to the whole population equally requires

this action at the hands of the legislature. The same

people who have voted upon the question of a con

vention are to be represented in that body, and they

have a right to be equally represented. I will not,

however, occupy your time in the discussion of a point

about which I feel sure there can be no diversity of

opinion, but will content myself with reco mending

that this subject occupy your early atten on, so that

the law may be passed in time to prepare for the

election in April.”

LONG LEASES, AND GREATER THAN A FEE.

Judge Edmonds in his able opinion in an assessment

case on this page, mentions an assessment lease for

B00 years- in the case of Gen. Striker, in which the

opinion of the Hon. John Porter, Senator from the

Seventh. Senate District, is given, the lease to Lovett

by the New-York Corporation officers was for 1000

#. Some sales were made for 2,000,000 years.

is Excellency, the Governor, has not referred to these

h

in his message andP. was not aware of them.

The Convention will no doubt look to this new mode

of confiscating estates.

*

ASSESSMENT DECISION.

Supreme Court. Before Judge EDMoNDs.

DOUGHTY vs. HOPE.

This was an action of Ejectment brought upon a

Corporation Assessment lease. The plaintiff bid off

the defendant's house and lot at a Corporation Assess

ment sale, and the Corporation executed to him a

lease of the premises in question, upon which he

brought a suit to recover possession of the thus de

mised premises.

The counsel for the defendant insisted that the assess

ment was illegal and void, also that all the proceedings

of the corporation and their officers in the premises

subsequent to the sale, were also illegal and void, and

that the lease was of no account whatever.

The plaintiff's counsel insisted that the assessment

lease was conclusive evidence, that all the proceedings

were regular and according to law.

In place of going into a detailed statement of the

objections made by the defendant's counsel, we will

content ourselves with reciting a part of a proceeding

of the mayor and common council, as to the particu

lar and general character of these assessments, and

our readers will doubtless agree with us that this doc

ument is more than conclusive—for it is awfully

alarming. It is as follows:

“Preamble and resolutions for paying Contractors

and applying to the Legislature for act to buy under

sales for assessment. -

“WHEREAs, there are large amounts due several

persons, contractors for building sewers, regulating

streets and avenues, and paving and setting curb and

gutters, and also for filling low and sunken grounds,

as set forth in the original schedule. prepared by the

street commissioner, and which improvements were

made, and work done in pursuance of the several

respective ordinances of the Common Council, and

which were to be paid for by assessments on the

property benefitted, and as soon as the amounts of

said assessments were collected.

“AND whereAs, the assessments levied in pursuance

of said ordinances have been for some time confirmed,

but collection of the same only in ". made, and

most of them returned as unpaid and uncollectable,

and the property liable thereto, and on which, the

same were a lien, agreeable to the laws of the state

advertised, and offered for sale by the street commis

sioner, at the recent sale of property for assessments;

best the aarsonsest dase ons said assessments coss/d

ssof be realized, by reasons of there beissg pso bids

at such sales for said property, the amount or

said assessmseast being assore łkº. flee presease

arearket valuse of said property so liable, in con

sequence whereof the said contractors are still un

paid.”

The preamble and resolutions from which the above

is extracted, were adopted by the Board of Aldermen

on the 22d of February, 1841; concurred in by the

Board of Assistants the 25th of February, 1841, and

approved by the acting Mayor the same day, and are

to be found in the volume of printed proceedings of

the Common Council, known as volume 8, pages 121

and 122, and also to be found in the documents ac

companying the report of the Select Committee from

the Senate appointed to investigate assessment abuses

in the city of New-York, in Senate Document No.

100, of 1842. page 278, of that report.

Jupgu EDMonds after fully examining the merits of

the case, delivered the opinion which goes to sustain

the dignity of the man in the decision of the judge.

It is as follows;

NEW-YORK ASSESSMENT DECISION.

DOUGHTY vs. HOPE.

By THE Court—EDMonds, JUDGE.

EjectMent.—The plaintiff seeks in this suit to

obtain possession of a lot in the Twelfth Ward, which

he bought for eight hundred years at a corporation

assessment sale, and the whole question is, whether

that sale and the proceedings out of which it grew,

have been regular and valid

A corporation must show a grant either in terms or

by necessary implication for all the powers it attempts

to exercise, especially when it claims the right to divest

individuals of their !". without their consent.

The exercise of this franchise being restrictive of

individual rights cannot be extended beyond the letter

and spirit of the grant, and being a high prerogative,

should not be exercised, where the right is doubtful.

Beatty vs. Knowler, 4 Peters 152. Vanhorne's lesse

vs. Dorrance, 2 Dall, 316. Sharp vs. Spier, 4 Hill.

83.

Every statute authority in derogation of the Com

mon Law to divest the title of one, and transfer it to

another, must be strictly pursued, or the title will not

ass. The power under which the plaintiff claims,

is a mere naked power in the corporation, and its

due execution cannot be made out by intendment—

it must be proved. He must show step by step that

everything has been done, which the statute makes

essential to the due execution of the power, and he

must therefore be careful to collect and preserve all

the facts and muniments on which the validity of his

title depends. Williams vs. Peyton, 4 Wheat. 77.

Rorkindorf, vs. Taylor, 4 Pet. 349. Jackson vs. Shep

ard, 7 Cowen, 88. Atkins vs. Kinnan, 20 Wend. 241,

&c.

Testing this case by these rules, it is objected to

the legality of the sale,

I. That the resolution authorising the improvement

out of which the assessment grew, was not published,

nor were the ayes and noes published. It is insisted

that this is not a mere idle ceremony; a mere direc

tion to the Common Council, which they may disre

gard at pleasure, but was designed by the statute for

a wise audbenificent purpose, namely—that of giving

to the parties interested, notice of the threatened in.

vasion upon their individual property—that it was de

vised as the mode of putting all upon their guard, and

giving to all the opportunity of defending themselves.

. No principle is more familiar to the Common Law

than that which secures to every one due notice and

a full opportunity of defence against all invasions of

life, liberty orº ; and it would seem that pub

lication of the resolution and the votes, being the only

notice which the statute requires, should be indispen

sably necessary, to the validity of the proceedings
under it. But that question is not now open for dis

cussion, at least before me, because the Supreme

Court have held that the part of the statute which

requires this publication is merely directory—that the

Common Council may disregard it at their pleasure,

and that therefore a compliance with its requirements

is not essential to the validity of a title acquired under

1t.

II. It is objected that the estimate of the expense

of the improvement, and the assessment of the amount

thereof were not made out before the improvement

was made, but afterwards. It is evidently, the whole

scope and object of the statute, that an estimate of

the expense shall be madeout before the work is done;

and, that the estimated amountshall be collected prior

to the same event. The corporation, who are the

actors, being possessed of a mere naked power, and

having no interest in the matter, the object was to pro

tect the parties really interested: those, for instance,

whose lands are to be burdened, and whose money

is to make the improvement, º: an improvident

expenditure of that money, and to insure them that

due economy shall be regarded in making it. The

whole machinery devised by the statute of estimates,

assessments, and collections, can have no other object

in view than to insure to those at whose expense the

improvement is made, that it be done in the cheapest

manner, and that is, to have the money collected

beforehand, and to have the work done for cash. If

this is not the sole object of that machinery, all its

rts are exceedingly cumbersome and clumsy; but

if it is the object, they are well calculated, if fairly

carried out, to answer the end in view.

This object was entirely disregarded in this case.

The form of the law was attempted to be followed, but

its spirit neglected. The work was done by contract

before the money was collected, and at a price neces

sarily enhanced by the credit which the contractor

was obliged to give for his labor. The augmentation

is not at the expenseof the corporation, through whose

acts the plaintiff claims title, butof the owners, whose
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the year 1841, the Hon. Murray Hoffman, then Assist

ant Vice Chancellor, granted an injunction to General

Striker, against the Corporation of the City of New

York, restraining that body and its officers from deliv

ering the lease of Gen. Striker's land to Lovett.. His

Honor the Chancellor dissolved this injunction, and

we think in this the Chancellor, was decidedly in

error. Vice Chancellor Hoffman, in giving his opinion

on granting the injunction applied for by Peter G.

Stuyvesant and others, uses this strong and very ap

propriate language: -

“I am sensible of the inconvenience to the city from

an interference at this time, and do it with unfeigned

reluctance, but I am thoroughly satisfied that a more

palpable and pernicious disobedience of law has never

marked the course of any corporate body than char

acterises the proceedings complained of. I have a

deep rooted conviction that ultimately the decision

must be against the Corporation.”

We add, so it has been, by a vote of 16 to 1.

The case of Gen. Striker is of the same characteras

that of Stuyvesant and others.

This case was argued before the Court for the Cor

rection of Errors by Samuel Stevens, Esq., of Albany,

and Richard Mott, Esq., of New-York, for General

Striker; and P. A., Cowdrey, Esq., of New-York for

Kelly, the Corporation of New-York, and Bidders at

Assessment Sales.

We have received two letters from Mr. Mott, of

which the following are copies.

Albany, Dec. 29, 1845.

The Case of Striker vs, Kelly, has been reversed

by a vote of vote of 16 to 1. Senator.Jones voted for

affirmance.

There wereseveralopinions given. Sen. Porter gave

an opinion forreversal in toto. The Lt. Governor, Lott,

Bockee, and Jones were for sustaining the coustitu

tionality of the Law in favor of the Supreme Court

Justices acting as a Court in every respect, and not

as Commissioners or in any limited capacity. The

decision is to be settled by resolution to-morrow.

The Senators were all clear that the lease was not

evidence of the right to sell, and that the Collector's

affidavit must be produced, made according to the act

of 1816, that the assessment had not been paid.

The case now stands Reversed 16 to 1.

Yours, &c. R. MOTT.

Albany, Dec. 31st, 1845.

Dear Sir—The case of Striker vs. Kelly, is finally

disposed of by the Court of Errors. When the case

came up before the Court for the decision, Senator

Porter gave a written opinion for Reversal. Senator

Jones said he had prepared a short opinion for affirm

ance, the substance of which he said was that the

judgment of the Supreme Court should be confirmed

uponthe ground that the Lease wasconclusive evidence

to his mind that all the requirements of the statute

had been complied with and that the purchaser ought

nse of examiningnot to be put to the trouble and ex

the proceedings previous to the giving of the lease.

The Lt. Governor gave a written opinion that the

judgment of the Supreme Court ought to be confirmed

in one point, to wit: That the Justicesof the Supreme

Court acted in these Street matters as a Court of gen

eral jurisdiction, and notas mere Commissioners under

the statute. But that on the point that the lease was

evidence of the regularity of the previous proceed

ings, he thought the judgment of the Supreme Court
ought to be reversed.

enator Lott then offered a resolution declaring the

Law of 1813, giving power to the Supreme Court to

act in the Street matters, tobe constitutional. Several

Senators rose and opposed the resolution, and said

they could not vote§: the resolution. The resolution

was disposed of, as appears in the copy, which I here

send you:

“In the Court roa the coahEction of ERRoRs

Garret H. Striker,

ºrs.

Thomas Kelly.

Senator Lott offered the following resolution:

Resolved, That in the appointment of Commission

ers of estimate and assessmentin relation to the open

ing or altering of Streets in the city of New-York,

the Justices of the Supreme Court act as a Courtand

not as mere statutory Commissioners, and that the

power conferred upon that Court by the act of the

|

9th of April, 1813, to reduce several laws relating to

the City of New-York into one act is constitutional in

this raspect.

Senator Wright moved to lay the same on the table

and the said motion was adopted. Ayes 7, nays 6.

J. R. ELWOOD, Clerk.”

This resolution taken in connection with the able

opinion of Senator Porter for the Reversal of the judg

ment of the Supreme Court, I think will end this long

contested controversy, and leave the rightful owners

in the quiet possession of their own property.

Yours with much respect,

RICHARD MOTT.

We shall give the opinion of Lieut. Governor Gard

ner in the case of Striker vs. Kelly, delivered in the

Court for the Correction of Errors, in our next; also

the copy of a resolution passed by the Court for the
Correction of Errors, in reference to the lease and

affidavit, which is very broad, covering all other

cases of assessments.

OPINION OF SENATOR PORTER,

Delivered in the Court for the Correction of Errors,

Dec. 29th, 1845.

GARRET H. STRIKER vs. THOMAS KELLY.

The important questions presented in this case are,

1st. Do the Justices of the Supreme Court in per

forming the duties assigned to them by the New

York Street Laws, “hold any other office or public

trust" than as Justices of that Court.

2d. Was the demand of the tax, and an affidavit of

the demand an indispensable prerequisite to the sale

of the property, and necessary to be proved.

3d. Was the lease itself sufficient evidence of the

right to sell ; and did it prevent all inquiry, whether

the provisions of the Statute had been complied with.

1st. In respect to the first proposition, the destinction,

1jºi. whether the new power conferred

upon the Supreme Court, is one of a nature that

properly belongs to the office of Judge of that Court,

or whether it is not one that belongs to another office,

or other public trust.

In order to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion upon

this question, it is necessary to understand the nature

of the office of Judge of the Supreme Court, and of

the office of which the New-York Street Laws have

bestowed in this respect. By repeated decisions, the

Supreme Court have determined that in all this class

of cases they act as commissioners, and wholly under

the power derived from the statutes that these pow

ers do not exist independently of legislative authority;

and are not incident to their judicial office.

In the matter of Beekman Street, (20 John. 271,)

Spencer, Ch. J., in delivering the opinion of the

Court, said, “It is true we act collectively and in term

time, and a majority present control the proceedings;

but we act as commissioners, and in the same way and

manner as we used, individually, under the insolvent

act. The statute is our guide, and we must proceed

by the rules, and in the manner it prescribes. The

general powers and jurisdiction of this court, as re

ards the application now before us, cannotbe brought

into exercise.” Here we have the Supreme Court

saying, not only that they act in these cases as Com:

missioners, but that they cannot act as a Court; that

although the matter is brought by the statute within

their jurisdiction; yet that it is a special delegated

power, to be exercised according to the statute and

not subject to their general judicial powers, as the
Supreme Court, they possess no control over the ro

ceedings. Their high powers to be used according

to the provisions of the common law, for the protec

tion of the life, liberty and property of the citizen",

and for the direction and control of all subordina”

jurisdiction and tribunals have no analogy tº th9* *

Street Commissioners. The directions of the Staſ”

are to be followed as far as they go, and when they

cease, the powers and duties of the judge ce”.

The case of Stafford vs. Mayor, &c., of Albany, (7

John. 541) proceeds upon the same principle. In

that case the statute had granted to the Mayor's Court

of Albany, powers similar in many respects to those

conferred upon the supreme Court, in regard to the
Streets in New-York. An assessment had been made

and confirmed by the Court, aud afterwards they at

tempted to act judicially, as if the subject matter had
been under their control like other matters pending

in their Court, they set aside the proceedings for

irregularity.
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The effect of this order annulling the proceedings

in the Mayor's Court, came up in the Supreme Court

and in their opinion they say, “The proceedings in

question do not partake at all of the judicial proceed

ings. The authority under which the Mayor's Court

acted was specially derived from the Legislature, and

must be strictly pursued; when, therefore, the assess

mentwas confirmed, the Court had no further powers;

they were functus officio.”

There is no analogy between this proceeding and

the judicial proceeding of a Court of Record in the

progress of a cause. The Courtact quasi Commission

ers. In 6 Cowen 572, in the matter of Third Street

in New-York, Savage Ch. J., giving the opinion of

the court, says, “The Report being once confirmed

becomes irrevocable, unless it be voluntarily waved

by all parties concerned. We do not act as a Court

in these matters, but as Commissioners appointed by

the legislature :" And the matter of Canal Street (11

Wend. 155), Savage, Ch. J., again says, “When we

are reviewing the proceedings of the Commissioners

of estimate and assessment, we act as Commissioners.

when once theirreport is confirmed by this Court it

cannot be opened and reviewed againin the same Court.

we cannot set aside those proceedings upon the merits

any more, than arbitrators can do so, after having

signed and published their award.”

In the matter of Mount Morris Square, (2 Hill 19

Cowen J., in giving the opinion of the court, an

after repeating and confirming the principle above

quoted from “matter of Beekman Street,” adds, “our

powers are likened to those of a Commissioner under

the insolvent act. Our award is, therefore, like

that of an inferior magistrate having a limited juris

diction; and who have no power to review it on motion

any more than a justice would have to open a summary

conviction before him.” These cases with others

that might be cited, show clearly that the Supreme

Court have, from the first time the question arose,

deemed themselves as acting as Commissioners in

these cases; and the argument by which that conclu

sion is sustained, appears to me to be conclusive.

But it is said that the acts of the Supreme Court

in all the proceedings under the laws in question,

are strictly judicial in their nature; and that the cases

all proceed upon the broad distinction between what

the court may do in the exercise of its common law

jurisdiction, as the Supreme Court of the State, and

what it may do under a special and limited authority,

conferred upon it by the statute. I do not feel that

there is any necessity for combatting the position that

the court acts in this respect judicially; for I do not

Perceive how an admission of that fact furnishes any

aid to the argument of the Supreme court. It is nºt

sufficient that it be shown that the judges act judi

cially in these cases, for there are many judicial pro

ceedings that cannot constitutionally be embrºced

within the powers and functions of the judges of the

Supreme Court. The proceedings of a Surrogate, or

a Recorder's Court, or Courts Martial, are judicial pro

ceedings,yet it will not be pretended that judges of the

Sºpreme Court could be authorized by statute to hold

either of those courts. Could the legislature give the
judges power to hold the courts of justices of the

Peace and try the issues now confined to those courts

without conferring upon them “another office or

Public trust? Or could it authorise them to hold the

Court of Common Pleas in any county . If it can be

said, that because the power is judicial in its nature,

it is therefore properly conferred upon the judges, it

must also be said that the judicial power in the cases

I have mentiºned may also be conferred upon them.
This will hardly be pretended. The constitution did

not cºnfer upon the Supreme Court all manner of

judicial pºwer. The general common law powers

and jurisdiction of a Supreme Court of judicature of

the State are recognised by the Constitution; and it

appears to me that when that instrument declares that

the judges of that Court shall “hold no other office

* Public trust,” it intends to confine their powers and

duties to those that appropriately belong to that high

tribunal, and forbids their holding any other office ºr

*... tº the same judicial or otherwise. , the design

..º. was to confine the labors, services and re

*Pºsibilities of those who set in that court sacredly

and inviolably to those judicial duties and powers

which are inherant in that court, or which from

analºgy ºppropriately belong there, as the highest

*rt in the state of original common lawjurisdiction,
those powers and duties are weſi understood. They

are sufficiently ample and sufficiently burdensome in

themselves without adding thereto other judicial

powers. I do not deny that the Legislature may".
those powers to new cases; but they must be suc

as come within the acknowledged scope of its general

jurisdiction. . It cannot enlarge or abridge its powers.

It may authorize the court to perform particular

duties that it had never before performed, but they

must be duties belonging to its department of the

government; to the Supreme Judicial Court in the

exercise of its common law powers. They must not

only be judicial duties, but they must be such judicial

duties as appertained to that court, in the exercise of

the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of Judicature.

The clause of the constitution in question is inhibitory,

and forbids that any other powers shall be conferred

upon the Judges, and that any other duties shall be

required of them, than such as belong strictly to the

Supreme Court of Judicature. A natural jealousy is

therein expressed, and alsoa wish to confine those high

offices of the government to the exercise of their ap

propriate power and duties. If the Legislature can

authorize and require the Supreme Court to perform

these duties of Commissioners under the street law,

because they are judicial in their nature, what hinders

from requiring them to perform a large portion of the

duties of the Canal Board, for they are clearly judi
cial in their nature.

Again, the admitted fact, that these proceedings are

not of such a character, that they can be revised until

they are brought before the court by a certiorari, and

are again passed upon by the Court, and made a

matter of record in that Court; proves to my mind

that these judges are performingsome other trustsand

duties than such as belong to the Court. Indeed the

prevailing opinion in the Supreme Court seems to con

clude that while performing the duties in question, the

Courtis then acting as “an inferior and limited Court.”

This is also necessarily implied from the fact that it

is subject to the command contained in the certiorari

to make return of their proceedings into the Supreme

Court. This subjection to a review in the Supreme

Court can only exist in the case of a subordinate tri

bunal, and of itself proves that it is a distinct subor

dinate tribunal. ... If then the Judges while performing
those duties of Commissioners, form a distinct, inferior

and subordinate tribunal it follows necessarily that it

must be another tribunal than the Supreme Court. If

another tribunal, and the officers composing it are in

fact the Judges of the Supreme Court, how can it be

said that they hold no “other office or public trust”

While executing that commission, they are compelled

to lay aside their character, and divest themselves of

their power as judges, and assume that of Commis

sioners clothed with special and limited powers.

There is no difficulty in the same individual holding

two offices at the same time. The same person may

be first Judge of a county, and also Surrogate of the

same county; and he may hold the different courts

and exercise the different powers without causingany

confusion of ideas, or of business. In the same man

ner, the judges of the Supreme Court, if not forbidden

by the constitution, might sit in and exercise all the

powers of any inferior judicial tribunal. But while

performing those duties, it would be a misnomer to

call that tribunal the Supreme Court. It would be

inferior to it, and subject to its supervisions, and of

course not the same tribunal. It cannot in any proper

or admissable sense be said to be executing the same

“office or public trust.” It is possible that these

commissioners may possess many of the attributes of

a Court, as is supposed by the Chancellor in the case

of the President, &c. of Brooklyn, vs. Patchen, (8

Wend. 47,) but the question does not turn upon that

fact but rather upon this, whether it is inferior and

subordinate, and therefore another.

I cannot, therefore, come to any other conclusion

than that the statutes which confer upon the judges of

the Supreme Court the powers in question do profess
to i. them another office or public trust than the

Judges of that Court, and that, as in this respect, they

violate the constitution, and are void.

2nd. The statutes (sess. laws of 1816, p. 114, sec.

2) provides that when an assessment shall not be

collected “and the Collector shall make affidavit of

his demanding the money two several times of such

owners as may reside in the city, and that they have

neglected or refused to pay, then and in any such

case, it shall be lawful to sell.” The legality of the

sale was objected to on the trial, Among other things

for the reason that there was no proof of a demand of

payment before proceeding to sell, nor any evidence
that the collector had made the affidavit required by

the statute. The objection was overruled, and it is

now insisted that this defect was fatal to the defence.

The answer is, that the same act declares that the

lease to be executed to the purchaser “shall be con

clusive evidence that the sale was regular according

to the provisions of this act.” The question then is:

Suppose there was in fact no demand or affidavit as

required by the act? Does the giving of the lease

cure the defect? There are certain cardinal rules on

this subject which I find no where better expressed

than by Bronson J., in Sharp vs. Spier, (4 Hill 86).

He says, “every statute authority in derogation of the

common law, to divest the title of one and transfer it

to another, must be strictly pursued, or the title will

not pass. This a mere naked power in the corpora

tion and it its due execution is not to be made out by

intendment. It must be proved. It is not a case for

|...} that public officers have done their duty,

ut what they have in fact done must be shown.”

The cases there cited abundantly sustain those

tions. The section of the act above cited, is the one

that gives the power of sale; and that confers the

power only upon a condition. The ..". is express,

“Whenever the Collector shall make affidavit of his

demanding the money two several times, and there

is neglect or refusal to pay, then and in such case it

shall be lawful,” &c. The object of the law was

that there should be not only a regularassessment and

non-payment, but also that the owner should have

personal and official notice of the assessment and de

mand of payment, and that should be repeated to

i. him ample warning that he was in danger of

osing his land. These were not meant to be an idle

ceremony to be dispensed with or not at the pleas

ure of the corporation, but as a substantial protec

tion against surprise, and this provision of the act

shows how cautious and guarded the law is, when

the title of the owner of land is to be divested. This

act is in derogation of the common law right of the

owner, and is therefore to be construed strictly, and

strictly followed. By the terms of the act no sale

could take place until the affidavit of the collector

had been made. The affidavit is made as necessa

as the assessment. The statute has made it a condi

tion upon which the corporation may proceed to sell,

and the courts have no power to dispense with it. It

is no answer, that the act has declared that the “lease

shall be conclusive evidence that the sale was regular.”

It is not regularity of the proceedings at the sale, or

immediately connected with the act of selling that is

sought to be impeached. The objection is that the

foundation of the right to sell at all, however regular

the proceedings at the sale, has not been sustained by

the proof. I cannot consider this part of the statute

as dispensing with the proof of a demand and affida

vit any more than with the proof of assessment, or

any other important step in these proceedings. In

my opinion the defendants failed to show a power to

sell in the corporation, and for this reason also, the

judgment should be reversed.

I have not thought it important to examine the other

oints made at the argument, for the reason that they

|. not been passed upon by the majority of the Su

preme Court who concurred in the decision then

given; but on both points above considered I am of

the opinion that the judgment of the Supreme Court

should be reversed.

The vote for Reversal, was as follows:

Lt. Governor, Senators Backus, Beekman, Beers,

Böckee, Deyo, Emmons, Hand, Hard, Lester, Lott,

Porter, Sedgwick, Smith, Varney and Wright—16.

For Affirmance.—Senator Jones.—1.

The vote on Senator Wright's motion to lay, Sena

tor Lott's resolution to sustain the Justices of the Su

preme Court in holding another office (for such is its

bearing) on the table, was as follows:

Ayes–Senators Hand, Lester, Porter, Sedgwick, Smith,

Vºlº. Senators Backus, Beekman, Bockee,

Folsom and Lott.—6.

on the introduction of this resolution the Chancellor made a

speech in favor, although he had not heard the argument. This

speech we shall review (on paper) before the State Convention,

to assemble in June, in reference to some suitable provision being

made in the Constitution to restrain a Judge from expressing

opinion in Court in any case in which he has not heard the argut

ment.
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ister an oath to any person, concerning any matter

submitted to the board, or connected with theirpowers

of duties.

“W9. Each board of supervisors shall,asoften as may

be necessary, appoint some proper person to be their

clerk, who shall hold his office during their pleasure,

and whose general duty it shall be, -

“1. To record in a book to be provided for the

purpose, all the proceedings of the board:

“2. To make regular entries of all their resolutions

or decisions, on all questions concerning the raising

or payment of monies:

“3. To record the vote of each supervisor on any

question submitted to the board, if required by any

member present: And,

“4. To preserve and file all accounts acted upon by

the board.

“W 10. The clerk shall receive a reasonable com

pensation for his services, to be fixed by the board

of supervisors, and to be paid by the county.

“A 11. The books, records and accounts of the

boards of supervisors, shall be deposited with their

clerk, and shall be open, without reward, to the ex

amination of all persons.

“W 12. It shall be the duty of the clerk to desig

nate upon every account upon which any sum shall

be audited and allowed by the board, the amount so

audited and allowed, and the charges for which the

saune was allowed ; and he shall also deliver to any

person who may demand it, a certified copy of any

account on file in his office, on receiving from such

person six cents for every folio of one hundred and

twenty-eight words contained in such copy. .

“ ( 13. It shall be the duty of the several boards

of supervisors, as often as shall be necessary, to cause

the court-house and jail of their respective counties

to be duly repaired, at the expense of such counties;

but the sums expended in such repairs shall not ex

ceed five hundred dollars in any one year.

“S 14. They shall also cause to be prepared within

the jails of their respective counties, or elsewhere, at

the expense of such counties, so many solitary cells

for the reception of convicts who may be sentenced

to punishment therein, as the court of common pleas

of the county may direct.

a & 15. Each member of the board of supervisors

shall be allowed a compensation, for his services and

expenses in attending the meetings of the board, at

the rate of two dollars per day.

“Ś 16. If any supervisor shall refuse or neglect to

perform any of the duties which are or shall be re

quired of him by law, as a member of the board of

supervisors, he shall, for every such offence, forfeit

the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars.

“S 17. The mayor, recorder and aldermen of the

city of New-York, shall be the supervisors of the city.

and county of New-York: and all the provisions of

this Article shall beº extend to "...

...tively, except where special provisiºns"''''''''''''''.lºſſ. sº shall be made by law, in relation

to the city and county of New-York.

ANNUAL PUBLICATION py SUPERVISORS.

§ 1. It shall be the duty of the board of supervi

sors in each county in this state, annua

in one or more public newspapers 'º' ..",
...y individual who shall have ha" º'

the name of every " ... . ----account audited andº'...". ºd,º !.

i,j claim so allowed, toº!!!"
mount of said claim. - ‘dings upon the

.l., | also their proceedings "I
mount claimed, an ecº -... ºn ºf the assessment roll-Sº" Laws of

1839, chap. 369.

RRECTION OF ERRO º

CO BOARD OF SUPERVISORS. he ci

- in and for the city

board of supervisºrs " "... * * *

º ...; "...yº, may at.ºº

jºrd, at which the... which may have

any erroneous
correct any assessors of

assessors -

such asses. shall he made upon as“.

nths afterºP.

- ther cases within "º",

*** assessment rºll ..".
ired by law. and provided a r

ºn of such boardof super

ments d

of this act, an al

of six months

been returned as reº"

is madproof is made to the satisfac

|ly to publish

NEous TAXES BY THE

|

|

i.en made by thº º, and may also corrº ||
- - ear • * , -

the said city, forº which shall hereafter '.
any erroneous.” as aforesaid, provide

| Philip Iſone,

Reef betweeneither of the wards of Reef be

|

visors, by the affidavit of the applicant or other legal
evidence that the said erroneous assessinent did not

result from any neglect on the part of the person

or persons applying for relief.”—Session Laws of 1844,

page 384. -

PENAL STATUTEs APPLICABLE TO PUBLIC

OFFICERS.

From 2d Vol. of Revised Statutes, page 581.

“$ 44. (Sec. 38.) Where any duty is or shall-be

enjoined by law, upon any public officer, or upon any

person holding any public trust or employment, every

wilful neglect to perform such duty where no special

provision shall have been made for the punishment

of such delinquency, shall be a misdemeanor, punish

able as herein prescribed.

“A 45. (Sec. 39.) When the performance of any

act is prohibited by any statute, and no penalty for

the violation of such statute is imposed, either in the

same section containing such prohibition, or in any

other section or statute, the doing such act shall be

deemed a misdemeanor.

“Ś 46. (Sec. 40.) Every person who shall be con

victed of any misdemeanor, the punishment of which

is not prescribed in this or some other statute, shall be

punished by imprisonment in a county jail not exceed.
ing one year, or by fine not exceeding two hundred

and fifty dollars, or by both such fine and imprison

Inent.

“W 47. (Sec. 41.) The court before which any

person shall be convicted, of an offence punishable

by imprisonment in a county jail, may sentence such

person to be imprisoned in a solitary cell in such jail,

if any such be erected ; but such imprisonment shall

in no case exceed thirty days in the whole.”

REEFS OF ROCKS IN NEW-YORK HARBOR.

Copy of Memorial to Congress:

To the Honorable, the Senate of the United States :

The undersigned, citizens of the city of New-York,
represent to your Honorable Body that the Harbºr of

Nºw-york is obstructed by two dangerous Reefs of
Rocks, for the particular locality and depth of each

below the surface at low water, the undersigned refer

to the published Charts in the archives of the Navy

Department.

The undersigned ask that these dangerous rocks,

in the very bosom of so impºrtant a harbor as New

York, may be removed, and that an appropriation

may be made by Congress for that purpose.

your Memorialists, &c.

New-York, Dec. 31, 1845.

Jonathan Thompson,rid Hale,David Ha Grinnell, Minturn & Co.,

Henry E. Pierrepont,

Abin. G. Thompson, .. Goodhue & Co.,.

Tii. pelican Mutual Ins. Howland & Aspinwall,

Co. by S. Baldwin, Pres. Schermerhorn,ſºulke 00
Russell Sturges, The Atlantic Mutual Ins.

Agent of Underwriters, º: º Walter R.

* futual Ins. Co., Jones, Prest.

º ..","... Prest., Brown, Brothers & Co,

Josiah Macy &º I ººn
The General Mutual Ins. Jºse!" erageº, C

- r ) or ºt. The Mutual Safety Ins: 99.Co. by A. Ogden, Prest º: A. Pell, V. P.

Fox & Livingston,
The New-York Ins: Co.,

B. McEvers, Prest.

J. Sprague, Brºo yn,

Sol.º:
urtis Skidmore;

§º H. Marshall,

E. & G. W. Blunt,

Lawrence & Hicks,

Henry Ruggles,

Wolfe & Bishop,

John I Palmer,

Richard Irvin,

Alliance Mutual Iris. Co.,

by J. P. D. Ogden, Prest.
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STATE CONVENTION.

In No. 2 of this volume we have given the entire
copies of the Constitution of the United States, and

the amendments thereto, also the present Constitu

tion of this State, and the amendments which have

been made to that Instrument, and in No. 36, we have

given a copy of the Constitution of 1777, and the

amendments adopted in 1801.

It is but forty-four years from the adoption of the

former Constitution, to the formation of the Constitu

tion now in force, and but twenty-five years have

elapsed since this new Constitution was approved, to
the time fixed for the assembling of a convention for the

formation of a third Constitution. Thus in a period

of seventy years the people of the State of New-York

will have changed the fundamental law no less than
three times. -

Human government, in its origin, was patriarchical,

and from this form in the beginning, changes have

been continually in progress, but human ingenuity has

never yet been able to invent a form or frame of gov

ernment that was perfect, nor never will; but the

difficulty is not in d. framing of fundamental laws,

but it is in enforcing obedience thereto.

The great division of power in government has

been allotted into three branches—the executive, the

legislative, and the judiciary, and this division consti

tutes the essence of a republican form of government.

These powers have not been so clearly defined in

written Constitutions. Hence disputes arise, and
these are of difficult determination.

Take the New-York assessment question for an

illustration. In this case it is insisted that the justices

of the Supreme Court cannot act under the street

law of 1813, in nominating and appointing Commis

sioners of Estimate and Assessment, for the plain and

obvious reason that it is another “office or trust,” and

therefore comes under the inhibitory provisions of the

constitution which declares that the justices of the

Supreme Court shall ho.d no other office or trust.

See Constitution of 1821, article 4 sec. 7. Article 25

of the constitution of 1777 contains also an inhibition

as to the same functionaries, but with a qualification

that justices of the Supreme Court may hold the office

of Delegate to the General Congress, but the word

ºtrust" was not contained in that provision of the

former Constitution, . The appointing power has ever

been one of much difficulty, and the people have

always expressed a great anxiety in reference to its

impartial exercise, more particularly in regard to the

great preponderance it gave in the government to the

officers exercising this power. Hence we find that

in 1801, a convention assembled, the business of

which was among other things to settle the construc

tion of the twenty-third article of the constitution of

1777 as to the appointment of officers.

The preamble is as follows:

“Where.As the legislature of this state by their act,

passed the sixth day of April last, did propose to the

citizens of this state, to elect by ballot delegates to

meet in convention, “for thepº of considering

the parts of the constitution of this state, respecting

the number of senators and members of Assembly in

this state, and with power to reduce and limit the

number of them as the said convention might deem

#. and also for the purpose of considering and

etermining the true construction of the twenty-third

article of the constitution of this state relative to the
right of nomination to office;”

The Convention determined as follows:

“W. And this convention do further, in the name and

by the authority of the people of this state, ordain,

Petermine ANd Declare, That by the true construc

tion of the twenty-third article of the constitution of

this state to nominate all officers other than those who

by the constitution are directed to be otherwise ap
pointed, is vested concurrently in the person adminis

tering the government of this state for the time being,
and in each of the members of the council of appoint

ment.

Now then we have a precedent here of great im

rtance, and correctly adapted to the subject matter
efore us.

We have also a construction, for the convention de

clare in words so plain as not to admit of but one

construction, that “the right to nominate all officers

other than those who by this constitution are directed

to be otherwise appointed, is vested concurrently in
the|. administering the government of this state

for the time being, and in each of the members of

the council of appointment.” Commissioners of Esti

mate and Assessment are not among those “directed to

be otherwise appointed,” and therefore could only

be appointed by the Governorand Council of appoint

ment. Another inhibitory provision is to be found

in section 41 of the constitution of 1777, declarin

that no “new court or courts but such as shall ...i

according to the course of the common law, and that

trial by jury in all cases in which it hath heretofore

been used in the colony of New-York shall be estab

lished and remain inviolate forever.” A new power
unknown to the course of the common law, in this

Street law of 1813, is conferred upon the Supreme

Court, and Judge Beardsley says this power “is a

special power,” and therefore a new court of limited

jurisdiction, according to his reasoning. The right of

trial by jury in all cases of taking land for a street

was in use under the colonial government. See street

law of 1691, and ante. p. 4. first full paragraph in
second column.

Having thus briefly disposed of that provision that

applies to the appointing power and the right of

trial by jury, we come down to the present constitu

tion. By section 7, of art. 4, it is provided as fol

lows: “The Governor shall nominate by message in

writing, and with the consent of the Senate appoint

all judicial officers except justices of the peace.”

Section 9 of the same article provides and specifies

what officers the Courts may appoint, and this disposes

of the whole appointing power, under the new con
stitution so far as the courts are concerned.

The street law of 1813 is repealed by section

13, of art. 7, of the present constitution by these

words: “and such acts of the legislature of this state

subject to such alterations as the legislature may make

concerning the same. But all such parts of the com

mon law, and such of said acts or parts thereof, as

are repugnant to this constitution ARE HEREBY ABRo

GATEn.” This disposes of the New-York street law

of 1813.

We have been brief in this because we wish to

bring the argument within the limits of a single page.

The appointing power is dangerous on account of

its patronage—its great patronage. We feel confident

that we shall surprise some of our readers when we

quote from the Report of the Select Committee of

the Senate, appointed by that body, on the memorial

of P. A. Jay, and others, to investigate assessment

abuses in the city of New-York, as per Senate doc.

No. 100, of 1843, p. 12, 13 and 14. The Committee

Y. That there have been great and serious abuses in

the mode of opening streets and avenues in the city of

New-York, and the expenses attending the same, can:

not be doubted by any person who has examined

the subject; and these evils have mainly arisen from

the loose and unguarded manner in which that impor

tant branch of authority has been exercised. For

while in England, in the city of London, in Birming

ham and other places, whose proper municipal regu

lations would seem to require as liberal extension of

power to their local corporate governments as that of

New-York, streets cannot be opened or widened with

out an act of Parliament, specially passed for that

purpose, upon a due examination of all the circum

stances of the case: yet in the city of New-York, they

are opened or widened, and that in large numbers

together, by a single resolution adopted by the two

Boards of the Common Council, without any control.

as was the case in opening all the streets and parts of

streets not previously opened up to and including

42d street, by a resolution of April 6, 1835; and sub

sequently, September 12, 1836, another resolution

was adopted to open all the streets from 42d to 57th

streets. The reservoir on Murray's Hill, in the city

of New-York, is on 42d street. This loose practice

has grown up in modern times, for the more guarded

one of an application to the supreme legislative au

thority which was in existence in that city, subsequent

to 1792, when to authorise the first widening of John

Street, an application was made to the Legislature

then in session in that City, and before either house

would act upon the petition, they sent a committee to

examine the ground; upon the report of which con

mittee, they enacted that the damages to the owners

whose lands were taken, should be appraised by a

jury, who should be composed of merchants—show.

ing how careful they were in former legislation on

this important subject. This appraisement is now

made by three commissioners, appointed by the Su

reme Court, who are generally nominated at the

instance of the counsel of the corporation, although

there have been instances where one of these con

missioners has been selected by the court from names

proposed by the corporation counsel, and by the oppo

nents to the application, and another has been named

by those opponents. It is difficult now to compre

hend how the expenses in opening streets and avenues

in that city could have been so very great as they are
represented to have been, but of the fact of their

being so very great, there can be no doubt; it is estab

lished by the receipts of commissionersfor the same, ex

hibited before thecommittee. In the opening of the7th
Avenue, from 21st Street to 129th Street, which was

confirmed in February, 1839, the amount awarded to

the owners for land taken for the avenue, was $23,-

141.41, while the fees and expenses of that o ning

amounted to the large sum of $12,435.70, and if to

that is added the collector's fees for collecting the
assessments—$1.115.00, it will show a total of ex

penses paid by the owners of land on that portion of

the Seventh Avenue for its formal opening, amounting

to $13,550.70.
-

“The amount paid to the commissioners on that

avenue for their services, at the rate of $4 per day,

which is the highest sum allowed by the statute, is

pay for sirteen months' services for each commissioner,

in making the estimate of the land taken for that ave

nue, and assessing the value back again upon the hand

on each side of the avenue; and in opening this one

street, of one hundred and eight blocks, of about

270 feet each, the commissioners were each engaged

three times the whole period that the Legislature is

employed in legislating for the State, and each of

them received about three times the compensation

that is paid to alegislator for passing the whole winter
from his home in attending to the public business,

And in addition to that, it was shown to the committee

that commissioners were frequently engaged on several

streets or avenues at the same time, taking their four

dollars per day on each of those improvements; and

that they received and were paid that compensation

in some instances where they did not attend to the

duties of their appointment, and in others where they

attended but once or twice. If the case of the Sev.

enth Avenue had been a solitary instance, the com
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: , , , , an New-York, and knºwn as S. in ite

ºn ºf No. 31, of 1913, of vol. 3. p. 23 to º, both

inclusive.

We will next º'er to Senate locument No. 100, of

12, p. º. and 27 J, tº the lººter aivres-ºllºw hºrt
ºn nºt, lºsſ., recently appointed by the ('liancºlor.

tº the ºr of Assis' tº Register of tºre Count of

Cºlºne y, to Assistant Aldºuſ vºlumns.

Having this briefly passed over the question of

nine, lº patronage, we cºne next to the question of

'I', ' … a. The Revised Statutes, vol. 1, p. 7:21, sec.

! ... abolishes all existing trusts, and subsequently

creates three special trusts in sectiºn 55 of p. 7-3. By

rººming to the New-York Street Law of 1813, see.

; 3. it will be seen that in the taking of lºud for a

oie Square. Avenue. Street or Puillic Place, the

A vor. Alternen and Commonly, are declared to

be seized of the same “in tº us." Th’s provision is

t

t

repeated and here is therefore another wººtion of

Street powers.

NIH-MARINE ASSESSMENT.
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ITICA MUV E \|IST....STATE CONVENTION.

During the his summer several essays upon the

S. ºr tºos, sº los y pened in the “ lºcº Dºmo

c. * * from the alle lºn of A. B. Jºiºsos. Esq., of

that city. In the month of December last, a letter

was addressed to Mr. Joumson by the 1ſºn. WARD

It s r. ſº merly Mayor of the civ of Utica, and several

other gºttlemen, requesting him to collect these essays

together will a view to their republication in a panº

let form, for mºre convenient use. Since the corn

nºncement of the present year we have received one

of thºse panºhlets of 51 pages, and reprinted from

is on this page one of the essays. In our next mºn

her we shall give, extracts frºnn, Mr. Jºhnson's

ºf ºtºiºt »y. Was nºw present the fºllowing in

1. º. ºn to Assessments in der the head of.

• MINIC II AL COR}^{ } { \TI, NS.

“Our Constitution nº mits the infliction ºf special

lºs, is well as the ºut of special privileges.
- -

:

What would fariners think, should every man be corn

pºlled to macºlºnize the road in roºt of his farin;

or even to rºir it in an ordinary way, except by a

rateable cºibution with all the other inhºl, ants ºf

his road district Still in cities, persons whose lands

liºn, any street, are compºle by the city anthori

tiºs, to pºe and tº it, fºr the use of the public.

And thºse exºtiºns are often less disastrºns to land

owners than kiºſired requirements to fill uplow streets,

diº town hiºn ones, open new streets, and drain wet

ones: hence, in perhaps every city, hundreds of acres

(especially of suburbs) renº with the owners at the

sniferanº of the local corporation, who cºln compel

expºſines on the land that will induct-its abandon

mºnt; while in some cities the ººt on of niºn lonment

will not avert liabilities which, in known cases, have

deprived the owner ºf not the assº 'd prºperty

mºrely, but of all his possessions. Such extrºines

are of course wot frequºit, but so inherently vicious

is the ºthority in question. that a member of hºst

any municipal cºrpºration will display greatesistance

of temptation iſ he car lºss through his 'iº ºr

wºhoni sanctioning some wrong thrit would m

penitentiary pºisºnº' if practised without thi

in of inº. Even in Utica, of which the writer wºuld

speak kindly, it lºw in-generally borne its terrible mini

cºal ſºonj is as in ſensively as powers so perverse*

be borº, yet in tº the writer has purchase pººl ſy
in ſº, or a men less sm than the sellºr paid tº it.

yºurs previously, in assessments for grading and ex
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sentinent is such legalized privateerinº on private

property ºat when an ailiser is expect in the prac

ice of it he is only dºned, by many, a slewd man

of envial le tºwn and tin iſ times. -

Nor are the 'ºrº g the only temptations to evil.

The system pºni's discriminatiºns, which ºne

times used tº revº personal wrºngs, sºme ºes º

dºlete specially over icº or absº tºº laut-hººls:

in ºr is more common linn the mºst ºt

iºs. private and pºlic, dº e an in ºi, º,

*...'", initential Triºls, tº as tº t incitº in

in ovements whic' in cºlºniº, of lºw nº to jºur

fit the erºs ants, whº by virtue of sºn co, ten

plation are to pay the expºn And still worse:

hºly every corpºration is surround,alº a nilºwº

of retainers, who live by ſº ºning the lºor ºl

fºnishing mºria's for ºr ºt imprºvements, ſile

cº, fºoves they are ready to tº the sº in and

wºulded w'ºther the "ºlº be friends or fºes; a d

he gu-tººls the bººts mºst relied on fºr suc

cess ºf elections, evers existing ºfficer win is ºn itiºus

of a re-election propºtates ºn by his zººl in supply

ing them with sºils; and hence his chance of ºn

tint ince in othee is in an inverse proportion to the

recºrd be exhibits for economy and resistance of ex

ponditures. And nearly every city is afflicted with

not merely one such army in possession, but with

another in reversion, dependent on the success of a

rival set of city officers at the incoming civic year

all as witcipators are ever more numerºus than par

ticipators, the army of hºpe are generally able to

cºnge annually the city government, which comes

into new hands tremulºus with gratitude to partizans

who press around for remuneration with an appetite

sharpened by a year's abstinence, and inade inpatient

by |. consciousness that the time to make hay is

while the sun shines. Even Utica has not always

been exempt from the foregºing vices, that seem not

the ſhut of individuals, but rather of the bad organi

zation of which she participates; for one of her ex

a derinen has said that when he once boggled about

the expediency of some projected costly improve

ment he was told explicitly ºv the “wheel within a

wheel" of his day, that iſ such was his course his

career would be short. We have not, however, ap

proached the point arrived aſ in some older city, whºm

an allerman sometimes becomes so sudden's rich that

it reveals a forgone secret iniquity as uninistakably as

the sudden expansion of a spºnsºr's waist.

But our concern is not with evils, which, like cºlu

sion with contractors, depend for their cure on an eform

ation of public morals, but on such as the Stite ("ºn

vention may remedy. Every city improvement of a

street inst necessºr's ºwnefit sºme persºn specin)',

in addition to the general benefit. The like can ſº

sºil whºever a country road district improves a high

way, or our State constructs a canal, or the general

gºvernment a lººrbor; but no where except in our

cities. is the incideºtal beneficiary compelled to pay

the tºoſe ºpense of the improvement, so that the

pnblic which orders the improvement may obtain it

!" from charge. In this reversing the principle

which, in on gºeral and State governments, lººks to

tile pnolic benefit only, and disregards incidental

private advantage, we, in effect, take private property

for pºlic inse without adequate compensation sais

factory to the owner, and concentºre ruinously on a

few persons an expense which iſ borne rºtally by all

the property of the city would seriously ºiet nºne.

Men who congregate in cities inity be supposed willing

tº hear all burdens that on known principles are ini

dºut to a dense and luxurious population ; but we

need not suppºse them willing tº see principles re

versed and to suffer as morally right in cities viſit

would be morally wrong in other places. Nºthing

exists analºgous to the foregoing city code, except the

former postage system that is now generºly exºra

text.º m unly for the feature in which the analogy

resides, namely: fºr twº in the incidental private

benefit to individuals in emplºying the pºst office as a

means of extorting from then all the expense of the

Inhil system, thereby enabling the public to inse it

fºe of expense for all the lavish purpose of , ) the

departments of government, just as the inci leatº!

private benefit to a man living on a paved street is

made the pretext for extorting from him all the "...

of the pavement, which is thereafter to be used free

of expense by the community, with all the vehicles

they may choose. - -

City assessinents, which produce these results, are

ſomnºlei on a clºse that exists in city charters direct

in the expense of civic improvements to be assessed

on the veil estate benefitted the clºy, ºut on every

piece of tº estate in proportion to its respective

lºſt. The prºvision contains a permiciºus ſºlicy

in assuming tº the benefit is only loºd, that it is

confined to real estate, and tº the lºcal he ºil is

'wavs ºn inºv equal to the improvement; while,

| rºw, the ſºng ºn in fººt of a lot may cºst a

*h is nº dollars, a d the lºt subsequºtly be not

sººn ºf the money. Sººn, ſº iſºs, varying

in Cºcº, º nº every nº ovement, and always to

tle in oversiºn of the land Lolºr, : ****: Isº nº

intº ºvºnº is worth to any given lot mºre than its

mility to the person who resides on the lot; but the

improvº is nºt zººlºtºl to subserve his use

alºne, but it is rºle sºonly extensive in limºn

sºon- fºr the ºth at large, and sº liciently elegant

to gravity tº pºe taste.
- - - -

lºt were ive improvements to become a general

charge on the city, we may be told that a constant

strinºle would ensue for their | ºtion, as we see in

Congress when rivers are to be improved, a ti in one

legislature when a penitentiary is to be constructed.

Steh strº des are, however, only for location, not

for the constructiºn of wiseless works. So in cities,

the struggles would not be for useless improvements

while the eyes of an interested community were

gazing on the fºnd ſº advºcates. And, as an additional

guard, every city shºwdd be limited in its annual ex

lenditures to a given sun, to be annually ascertained

i. the vote of the people, as is now practised in country

towns: or if the sºn is to be determined by the

leislature, it should be so small a per centage on the

taxable property within the city as to leave no range

for extravagance. I'tica is limited now to an annual

general tax of eight thousand dollars; but the power

to burden by sºcial tax is unlimited. This feature

alone of our charter shows glacinºv the inherent pro

tective tendency of a common liability, and the inle

rent licentions tendency of withdrawing such protec

tion from any portion of community; hence the cogency

of the crºy maxim, “divide and conquer.” for every

whole can command justice by controlling at elec

tions, and by rºlno Telling, if necessºry, the chal tºr:

but the specially ºve-sºl can apºlºlº tºss ºthy

and abstract justicſ, while the principle that a^licts

them (special taxation for public nºvements) ºribes

all the rest of the community to stile sympathy and

disregard justice. Even a knowledge by every nau,

that he my in turn snºr the like oppression, moves

but feebly where the impending evil is cºin ºnt

and may be remote; hence usually municipal lººsa

tors are lºt to a wººisturbed contrºl over the lant

holders whom they may chºse to victiºnize, while

others look on with the philosophie ºnlinness that is

prove, bill tº in ºn in the contrºnºujon of others'

woes. The ºil is fast detracting from the value ot

city property every where, while in places that are

nºt ſororis in prosperity, real estate, in many loca

tions is worse than valueless; still so few inen are

mneh elected by abstract consideratiºns that special

grievances are the lºst to find redress. The great

source of hone consists in the possibility tº ºne evil

nºv full within the correctiºn of sºme wholesome

gºal principles that the coºling State Cºnvention

may think proper to adopt; as, for instance,

First: that no land shall be compulsorily taken for

any street, rail-road, canal, public highway, or other

purpose. without all compensation to twº owner for

his !, ld and damage, irrespective of any benelii that

may accrue to him or his remaining property by reason

of the use to which the land is to be apportioned ;

and

Secondly: that no person or property shall be cºm

pulsorily assessed or taxed for any olject, except ratably

in common with all the persons or property withiu

the community who shall order the tax or assessment.

A. R. JOHNSON.

Mr. Jonssos has remiered the people of the

city of New-York, a service in this publication which

is suitably apprºvited. The Mavºr of every city in

the United States will be furnished with a copy of

this paper by which they will be able to coºr he

views here expressed with their own city organtº

tions. Municipal Corporations have grºwn into power
so rapidly that the people look or with aliſa?,tºulent,

withºut knowing how to restrain the evils which they

are bringing about.

... W. M. F. It A \ }, \II. Y. P. R.

Mayor Hºvemeyer, as Chief Magistrate of the city,

has sistºined the pºlic expectatiºns ºf his ºil y

and ſilºli v. Mr. ſº ºver is a prºtºtiºn ºn is

mºn, of business hºſts, and such learnin is always

user il to a public odicer.

As a politicia v Mr. Haveneyer was but little

known: as a merel, in and citizen, well known, ad

id: y respººl.

At the nºtin hºld at the office of Mºor Iſºper

for he rººf of the s ſhºws by the ºut tº in

l'ittsburgh, the iſox. M. Ayorº elect attended--s ºn tº

A L.P. s. Es, i., was also there—seeing tº sitting

tº in sºlº, cººd to us tº ºn ºf - thºse

twº distºn tº individuals were sºnºrs to each

other, we accorºngly elºquived of Mr. Hºw never

it he was nºt with Mr. Sºhen \º he

rººd that lº was nºt. We tº then tº lºor of

nº!, in these two individuals (whº have hºtº dis

tºniºned then-elves acquainted with each other.

We mention ºs occurrence as an illustra' . . ºf the

unmixed its ºf Mayor ſº emeyer wºn mill matters

before he ame into the executive chair.

Mayor Ilavemever his vetoed several acts of the

Colºmon (out 1, and in this he has done well, and

had he vetoed more of them, he would have done

better, and with these one-half the warrants drawn

upon the City Treasury.

SI PERIOR ('QURT - - ASSESSMENT | }}:{{S} () N.

By the full ºnch, Chief Justice Jos Es, and Judges

OAki, EY and WAN DER lºor.

Pºrs. Sºcºrt Action of ejectment.

The Plain fi bid off at a New-York assessment sºle

a house and lot belon-ing to defendant, which had

been assessed for regulating the ºth avenue, a pºlic

hi-hway. The assessment list was not signed by any

of the assessors, and as is usual in these cases. tiley

wever haſ any meetinº to wake the assessment. (See

Senate doc. No. 100, of 1912, p. 60.) The whole

assessment was $43,922.25,-uo Sinall sun, surely :

but this is the way the New-York assessinent sy-tem

is carried on. The corporation ºtticers trusted to

the conclusiveness of the|. to cover up the iniquity

and as being a barrier to all investigatiºn. This

assessment, although not signed by the assessors or

mºde by them, was conſcuted by the Counon Coun

cil by passing it through the lºuds of the clerks ºf

each board, with a red pe tied around it, and without

any examination, and ºn the Mayor apprºved it by

whiting his name ºu use wrºper, Tºle tº endºt in this

case is a colored woman, who supports herseli and an

invalid child by taking in clothes tº wash. Herºus and

as a shoe bººker, and had by this business earned as

nºwl mºney as purchased hit, a lot, and with further

savinºs init a small louse which he left a lis death

to his widow and helpless cird. The cºurt decided

that the assessment was void for not being signed and

the sale therefore woºd. Mrs. Stewart had no ºx

to pay for defendiu, lºrris's, but some philº thropic

individual sent w Jud-e Tulunadº a ſits dººr nºte

as a ſee fºr the pºor woman and her hºless child.

it was a nºne act, and when we earl, is renº we

will put it in capitals at the he wioſ one ºf our ºwns.

The superior Court lave done their duty in tus

luatter.

CAN 1911). TºS FOR T III: STATE CONVENT ON.

It is high time to call public attention to the selee

tion of candidates for the State Convºtion, as laetu

bers of that body from the county of New-York. We

present the following list of names selected from the

three political parties, viz.: James ºut, Albert Gº a

tin, Jonathan Thompson. Stephen \len, Sºul Al'ºv,

Jonathan (woodline, Jºhn M. Bºlivarst, Sºon

Townsend, Peter Coºper, June- in pººr, \\ u'. F.

Havennever, bartis Skidmore, "it hard Moi, 1,” a

. F. R. Tºllon, Lººner Brºlish, ºrº ºut lºss,

Aſ ºf m ºr Thºmpsºn, \braham Van Nºv. Guiºn

C. Verplanck, Wm. B. Crosby, Charles H. Russºli,

Peter Schennerhorn, Jºnes I, Jºnes. Robert Smith,

Murray offman, David Hale, Plºilº lone. Jºna, i.

Coddington, Theºlore Sedgwick. Samuel 1 ºp

son, James Donaldson, Peter Lorriſºn d, jr. Henry Gº

nei, Richard S. Williams, Thoulas T. Wºodrud. Elisue

1'. Hurli, at John David Wolfe,
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REVIEW OF PRESIDENT GARDNER'S OPINION.

In reviewing the opinion delivered in the Court for the Correction of Errors by the learned President of

that tribunal, we have changed our plan and instead of taking up the opinion of the learned jurist, section

by section in the order of its delivery, we proceed at once to examine the New-York Street powers which he

discusses, and trace them step by step from the commencement to the present time, and in doing this we shall

probably travel a path not noticed by any of the very learned counsel who argued this case before the courts.

On the first of October, 1691, a street law in relation to the city of New-York, was passed by the Colonial

Legislature. It was sent to the Governor and Council for their assent, and by them returned with a proviso,

which proviso was appended to the bill, as an amendment, and in that shape it became a law. See ante. p.

4. That act provided that in all cases of the takiug of land for a street, that a jury should be summoned,and

their award should be paid or tendered to the owner, before the land could be converted to public use. This

act remained in force during the continuance of the Colonial Government, and was by the general provision

of the Constitution of 1777, article 35, made a law of this State. By art. 41 of the same constitution, the

right of trial by jury in all cases where it existed under the Colonial Government was continued, and the

same provision is made in sec. 2 of art. 7, of the Constitution of 1821. In 1786 the colonial act of 1691, was

repealed, and a new act, very similar in its provisions was enacted. See ante. p. 6. -

On the 6th of April, 1792, the Legislature passed an act for extending Roosevelt Street and Frankfort

Street in the city of New-York, in which they appointed five persons, viz. Richard Furman, Abraham Rhin

lander, George Stanton, Joseph Stringham and John Stagg, Commissioners of Estimate and Assessment. The

assessment after being made by these Commissioners and signed by a majority of them, and sealed with their

respective seals, and returned to the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty, was binding and conclusive upon

the owners, a lien and prior incumbrance upon the land assessed, and the Treasurer of the city was

authorised to sue for the amount in case of non-payment, in any court of record in this state.

In 1793, a similar act was passed in relation to John Street, in which Commissioners were appointed by the

Legislature.

In 1795, an act of the same purport was passed in relation to Beaver Street, and Banker Street.

On the 6th of April 1787, (see ante. p. 4) the Legislature passed an act for the regulation of streets, building

of sewers, &c. in the city of New-York, and authorized the Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty to appoint

five freeholders to make estimate and assessment, which assessment, in writing, on being returned to the

Common Council and ratified by them, shall be conclusive upon the owners oficº and lots assessed. In

the Chapel Street cases in which the Supreme Conrt quashed the certioraries, which they had previously

granted,º say: “The powers exercised by the Common Council of the city of New-York, are for the most

part, either legislative, executive, or ministerial, and a certiorari only lies to inferior courts and officers who

exercise judicial powers." See ante. p. 181. In this opinion Mr. Chief Justice Nelson concurred. These

are precisely the same powers that the Justices of the Supreme Court exercise as Street Commissioners—the

one for regulating—the other for opening Streets. The distinction between the two is without a difference.

These powers were not judicial then. The Commissioners could not issue execution, nor could such a precept

be issued until a suit had been commenced in a Court of Record and a judgment obtained, and a similar

provision in the act of 1813, is contained in section 186 of that act. The Supreme Court in assessments cannot

issue execution until a suit is subsequently brought in a court and judginent obtained.

An act was passed on the 2d of April, 1807, authorising application to be made to the Supreme Court or

one of the Justices thereof for the appointment of Commissioners of Estimate and Assessment, and the Court

were empowered to confirm their reports.

On the 9th of April, 1813, an act was passed authorising application to be made to the Supreme Court, of

Judicature of this State for the appointment of Commissioners, and the Court were authorised to nominate and

appoint any person being citizens of the United States. See Section 178. By section 187 it is provided that

in case of death, refusal to serve, or resignation, that application may be made to the Supreme Court, or one

of the Justices thereof, and by the act of 1818, it is provided that whenever commissioners shall thereafter

be appointed by the Supreme Court or one of the Justices thereof, &c. We have thus given a brief history of the

origin of this street power, and its transfer from one set of persons to another. It is a “special power” and

besides its exercise is confined to a Local district. Now we most respectfully .# the learned PREsident

how he is to get over this difficulty 1. It is not an enlargement of the general jurisdiction of the Court for it

is confined to a locAL District, and by the act of ; : 20, 1839, it must be exercised at particular terms,

and not otherwise, and in particular places. The Justices of the Supreme Court under theact of 1813, perform

precisely the same duty that was performed by Richard Furman and his associates, in the confirmation of the

report under the act of 1792, and in neither case could the judgment be enforeed until a suit shall be first com

menced and a judgment obtained in a court of law. The transfer of power of the nominating and appointing,

from the Legislature to the Court, or one of the Justices thereof, does not make the executing of the power

a judicial act because it is confered upon a court or one of its justices, and the transfer of the confirming of

the assessment, which was by the respective signing and sealing of the commissioners and delivery to a par.

ticular class of officers, to the Supreme Court or one of the Justices thereof, does not alter the character of

the duty to be performed. By the act of April 20, 1839, the corporation are to nominate one commissioner,

the owners of the property another, and the court a third. Is this “gencral jurisdiction 2"

“Having shown, as we conceive, most clearly both the origin and character, of the New-York Street

power, and that it is a matter of decidedly local character and therefore the justices of the Supreme Court

exercising it are in this mere local functionaries, and not a court of general jurisdiction, it follows that we

should now look at the constitutional inhibitions and to the construction which the convention which framed

amendments to it, put upon the powers of the Supreme Court, and upon the power of appointment of officers.

By Art. 25 of the Constitution of 1777, it is provided that the judges of the Supreme Court shall not at the

same time hold any other office, except that of delegate to the general Congress. Art. 27 provides that the

courts shall appoint their clerks, attorney, solicitors and counsellors; and art. 23 provides that all officers except

those specified shall be appointed by thecouncil of appointment; and art. 5 of the amendment of 1801, is expressly

declatory of thatpower. By the Constitution of 1821,sec.7 of art. 5. it is provided that the justices ofthe Supreme

Court shall hold no otheroffice or trust, and the elegibility for delegate to the general congress is taken away.

By sec. 9, of art. 4, the power is given to the courts to appoint their clerks, and by sec. 7 of art. 5, it is Pººr
vided that the appointment of all judicial officers shall W. made on the nomination of the governºr to the

senate in writing, and in sec. 13 of art. 7, it is provided that all state laws then in force which conflict with

the provisions of the new constitution are null and void. -

The nominating of Commissioners of Estimate and Assessment for the performance of specific duties of a

most extraordinary character, with a princely patronage for the exercise ..?powers unknown tº the constitu

tion, is the performance of the duties of another office, than that of a Justice of the Supreme Court. It is a

little remarkable, and is also worthy of particular notice here, that an application was made at the December

special Term of the Supreme Court in 1840, held by Chief Justice Nelson, by Mrs. Winifred Mott, sister of
General Striker, for relief in the matter of the assessment for the pretended opening of the same avenue for

which her brother was assessed. The motion was opposed by Mr. Cowdrey, counsel of the Corporation, on

the ground that in the appointment of the Commissioners and in confirming their Report, the Justices of the

Supreme Court acted as Commissioners and not as a Court, and they had exhausted their power in the premises.

The Chief Justice sustained this objection and refused relief. The same learned counsel in the case of Mrs.

Mott's brother, General Striker, in the same assessment proceeding, took the opposite ground and insisted that

the Justices in all respects, as to the appointment of Commissioners, and confirming their reports, acted as a
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If by the statute the authority is not conferred upon

the court in its corporate capacity, it is not in the

power of language to do it: m

And in the second place if the power is not judicial

then the authority to hear, try and judge, is not of

that character. o -

Iamaware that theactof 1818 declares that the appli

cation may be made to the justices of the Supreme

Court, or one of the justices, &c., but it was not seri

ously contended thatthesestatutesbeing in perimateria

intended to provide distinct tribunals to perform the

same services. p

The justices of the Supreme Court in legal lan

guage mean the Court, and one of them may dis

charge the duties under the act, because by the Con

stitution one may hold the court.

The statute relative to referees confers powers

upon the Supreme Court in many respects similar to
theº q

They are authorized without the consent of parties

to appoint referees, who shall hear the evidence and

in the first instance determine the question of law
and fact. r

Those decisions may be reviewed (at the instance

of either party who has any thing to allege against

them) by the Supreme Court, who may send the cause

back or enter judgment on the report. s

It might be objected in this case with equal plausa

bility that the appointment of the referees was not a

judicial but an executive act, and the legislative en

croachment might proceed step by step until the

Supreme Court would be compelled to appoint the

State officers, t

... Should it be said that in the case of referees, the parties

litigant were in Court. I answer that the Supreme

Court exercises the same power of review in cases

of arbitration upon the mere agreementof the parties
under the statute. u

The referees are officers of the court, and so are

the commissioners quasi officers, and may be com

lled like them to perform their duty by attachment.

Matter of Canal St.] y

The mode of acquiring jurisdiction varies in each
of the cases. w

The suit may be commenced by declaration in the

case of a reference, by the agreement of the parties,and

petition in that of arbitration, and in the present by

application to the Court, followed by the appointinent
of the commissioners.

. That the legislature have the right to confer juris
diction upon àe Supreme Court by proceedings of

the nature designated, and cannot, it appears to me,

be questioned. .

It is analagous to proceedings in admirality, where
the proceedings are in rem, and where the only notice

tº the parties interested in the property is by adver.

tisement in the newspapers. y

Again the practice under the statute in this case

shows that the justices must have acted as a court.

. The commissioners are appointed by rule, entitled

in, and entered in the records of the Supreme Court,

reciting a petition presented to the court and the order

made by the said court. aa

The report is made to the court, and the order of

confirmation is made by it and entered in the same

book, and with an effect at least equal to a record of

; Supreme Court for final judgment in other causes.

in addition to this, the papers are placed upon their

files and certified by their clerk, under their!. cc.

The practice in this controversy is the same with

all other proceedings under this act, and it has occur.

red to me as a feature in all these cases most extraor

dinary and peculiar, that mere Road Commissioners

should not merely use the office, books, clerk and

seal of the Supreme Court, but should also assume

the official designation and act in the name of that

high tribunal. dd.

This practice, however, is entirely consistent with
the provision of this law, and the inference from

both is the truth of the proposition, ee.

. That by the statutes I have referred to, new judi

cial Powers have been conferred upon the Supreme

Cºurt to be exercised by that court, and not other

wise. #

| fºllºws that the authority thus given must be ex

°rcised by the Supreme Court as a court of general

jurisdiction. g.g.

I am unable to conceive how powersthus explicitly

court, and not as commissioners, and Chief Justice Nelson, and Mr. Justice Beardsley sustained him. Mr.

Justice Bronson dissented. If for nearly forty years parties applying for relief are denied because the act

complained of is not judicial, and when at last resort is had to the constitution and the plea of lapse of time

is set up—it surely comes with a very bad grace.

Mr. Justice Bronson, in the matter of 39th Street said: “It has been fully settled that we do not act as a

court, but as commissioners under the statute to discharge the special trust or office.” Mr. Justice Cowen in

the matter of 37th Street said: “It has been, however, so often held that our powers are summary, those of

a mere special commissioner, like the powers of commissioners under the act of insolvency that we are perha

hardly warranted in having the question debated.” Chief Justice Savage, in the matter of Third Street in

the city of New-York, ...i “We do not act as a court in these matters, but as commissioners appointed by

the Legislature.” Chief Justice Spencer in the matter of Beekman Street, said, “It might be a question

how far the Legislature can impose such duties on the judges.” In 1814 a memorial was presented to the

Legislature for the repeal of the New-York Street Law, ou accountof its unconstitutionality. See ante. p. 253

The Select Committee appointed by the Senate of this State in 1841, to investigate assessment abuses in the

city of New-York, in their Report, p, 20, of Senate Document No. 100, of 1842, say: “It is well known that

the judges of the Supreme Court in confirming these reports in street ...; do not act as a court but as

Commissioners under the Statute.” Mr. Justice Cowen, in the matter of 37th St., said: “On the words we

are a Court, it is said. and may actas such onthe matter in all respects, including the hearing of motions to setaside

proceedings on the merits for irregularity, detect or nullity.” Suppose the Statute had said theSupreme Court

shall execute process for the city and county, would it have been the less turning us quaod hoc into Sheri

because of the title 7. It is difficult, I apprehend, to combat the argument of Spencer, Ch. J., in the matter

of Beekman Street, that by whatever name we may be called in the delegation of power, this cannot vary

the nature of the thing, and so long as we act at all, we act as Road Commissioners.” Mr. Justice Bronson

in the matter of 11th Avenue and other streets, said, “In executing the street law of 1813, we are but com

missioners discharging a special trust. The principle has been settled more than thirty years, and it is now

quite too late to call it in question. The principle has been fully carried out, by refusing to set aside the

proceedings in street cases under any circumstances, on the ground while sitting as commissioners we had no

power to recall that which had once been done. If we can execute the office of street commissioner for the

city of New-York, the like powers may be conferred upon us in relation to any other town or county, or the

duties of the office of Comptroller; Treasurer or Sheriff may be assigned to us, and thus the constitutional

disqualification would be rendered a dead letter. For one I can never give such a construction to the funda

mental law as will amount to a practical nullification of its provision. Indeed there is little room for construc

tion.” . In another part of the very able opinion of Mr. Justice Bronson, he says, “It is never too late to look

at the fundamental law.”

The act of April 9th, 1813, authorises an application to the Supreme Court of Judicature of this State, or

one of the Justices thereof, by the Mayor, Aldermen, and Commonalty of the city of New-York. At that

time the Mayor, Recorder, Aldermen and Assistant Aldermen, formed the City Council, and formed oneboard for

the transaction of business. In April, 1824, ante. p. 58, the Legislature passed a law for the reorganizing of

the city government, in which it was provided that all the powers theretofore vested in the Mayor, Aldermen

and Commonalty, should be vested in the Common ...]”under the new organization. This act was con

ditional, viz: that it should be submitted to the people at an election to be held for that purpose, and if accepted

by a majority of the voters, then it should become a law, and not otherwise. At the election but 667 votes

were given in favor, and the act therefore became a nullity. This act was reenacted in April, 1828, in nearly

the same form, and again submitted to the people, and again rejected, 3753 votes only being cast in its favor.

In 1829, the following year, a city convention was assembled, and agreed upon a bill, which was on the 7th

of April of the next year,p. into a law for reorganizing the city government, by which the Mayor and

Recorder were deprived of seats in the Common Council, and theKi. and Assistants were wested with

the legislative powers of the corporation, and formed into two boards with concurrent powers and required

to meetin separate chambers, and all reports and resolutions recommending any specific improvement, involving

a tax or assessment, was required to be published in all the newspapers employed by the Corporation immo
diately after the adjournment of the Board, and whenever a vote should be taken, i. ayes and noes shall be

taken and published in the same manner. The Common Council were only wested with the legislative powers

of the Corporation, hence a question arises whether the Common Council could make application to the

Supreme Court, or one of the Justices thereof, for the appointment of Commissioners, not lº. the body

named in the act of 1813. It will be seen by the Report of the Select Committee of the Senate appointed

to investigate assessment abuses in the city of New-York, p. 14 of Senate Doc. 100 of 1842, that application

was actually made (and granted) for the appointment of twenty-eight sets, or eighty-four Commissioners, when

no authority was ever given by the Common Council for the application, as ap by the testimony of

Assistant Alderman Townsend, Chairman of the Street Committee of the Board of Assistant Aldermen, in

1835 and 1836. See the same Senate document, p. 102. The conclusiveness of confirmation provided for in

sec. 178, of act of 1813, is taken away by the act of April 7, 1830, requiring he previous publication of the

report and resolution, and the calling and publication of the ayes and noes, in taking the vote; and then again

the question arises as to the right . the Aldermen and Assistants to execute a power given to the Mayor,

Aldermen and Commonalty. Where several persons, or classes of officers, are vested with a power, all must

unite in the execution, or else the power is not duly executed. The petition in this case was merely signed

by the clerk of the Common Council, and did not recite what was done as a compliance with the law of April
1830, by which alone the justice of the Supreme Court could under any circumstances entertain the petition,

independent of any constitutional inhibition. The proceedings complained of in these assessments are of a

most flagrant character. The Senate of this State have in their archives bundles of petitions asking for an

investigation into the abuses, and for relief from the depredations that had been committed in assessment pro

ceedings. These memorials are signed by nearly all the leading men in the city of New-York, of both political

parties. -

Mr. Justice Bronson in this same case, in the Supreme Court, said, “ Following Gut the principles which

have already been settled in relation to this law, I think it conflicts with the Constitution, .."cannot therefore

be supported, and in this opinion I had the full concurrence of the late Mr. Justice Cowen.” In another part

of the same opinion, the same learned judge says, “In these and in all other forms in which the question has

arisen, it has been uniformly held, that in executing the street law of 1813, we act as Commissioners appointed

by the Legislature, and not as a Court.” The same doctrine has been held by the Federal judiciary. By an

act of Congress, passed in 1792, (2 Bis. 259) the Circuit Courts of the United States were directed toenquire

into and decide upon the claims of certain persons to be placed upon the pension list. Several of these Courts

tleclined to execute the law on the ground that the duties assigned to them were not of a judicial nature. The
Circuit Court for the district of New-York, with Chief Justice Jay at its head, held that the act of Con

could only be considered as appointing Commissioners for the purposes mentioned in it, by official instead of

personal designation, that the Judges regarded themselves as being the Commissioners designated by the act,

and therefore as being at liberty to accept or decline that office.”
The constitution of the United States contains no inhibition against a judge holding another office, but it

may be said that this was not holding another office, but merely an enlargement of the general jurisdiction of
the Circuit Court. The act of Congress referred to is in thejvol. of Laws of the United States, page 28.

We copy from it as follows: “Auy commissioned officer,” &c., “shall be entitled to be placed on the pension

list,” &c., “as the Circuit Court of the district in which they respectively reside, ma ſº just, and every

applicant shall attend the Court in person, and every Circuit Court, upon the proofs aforesaid shall,” &c.
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* Iºnce the procº lings were to be had in the Cºrf–t le power was given to the Coºr', and the Cºrºnt

Cº., were to take nº. The appºinº ºf Roul Cºmº'ssioners by the Supreme Court, or one of the

is tº thereof is no ºore a judicial act than tº taking tº prº- and pºrcinº ºf the names of the applicants

nº ºn the tº nº is in ºr this not of ("on ess.

Nº ºn tº tº sº ºn tº writter of 37 tº sº, sº : “it is mººd diſ’ient to ºr whº the provisiºn in

º consº uſion ºns; a tºlze hºnº any ºtºr ºce is woºl to tº ºn ºne of this State, if it can be

as ºn by nº.11n. , tº intº a tºmmissiºn ºr ºf irºl, vºws, a trust e ºf ("ºlºs, wº., as tº Legislature have

in s : . . . . . . ances dº. We hºw ºn sº, ºliº. ºn declared ºnlººrs of the ſºlº e Courts in the city

º, vºw York. The ºce of She iſ for that city, or in ºrd any other cºnv in the Sºtº, uniºn; pe lººps with

* in ºn coustiºn to il ºn tº rive been in lºsed as ºne of he lutiºs i have ºntºlº ſº. and ºwl the

nº ºn hº nºte as ºut it shºrtli have lºn, a re-ºn-ºration lºw the Leº is lºture wortal have ensued,

... : * ~ il of intº intºcent ºn of the rººmlºr ºil ºn ss of 11.e. cºurt ºn º ºx nºti."

! stice Bronson in wing an opiniºn in the Court for the Correction of Urros, in a case involving a
Mr.

cºu-tººtiºnal pºsion, sºil : -

* \\ , live uniºr n ºvernmºſt of lºv's renº 'nº ns well to the Le islature as to the other branches of the

(; nº ºut , and if we wish to uphºld a pººrate free institutiºns, we must maintain a viºlant watch

a sºlº all cºrºnts of power, whºher ar's nº from nºstake or design, and frºnn whatsoever sºurce they

nºy proceed.” ºn he wins: “We are not a lºts tº presume ºut the mºnºrs of the constitution, or

1 tº peº º who adºpted it, dº not understand the force of language.” ſºl agº, he sº ſ, “If we nºv get

sº ºn tº clºurse of the constitution, becºsº it stands in our way, or we to not like it, we may in the same

in nº ºr gº around any other cºnse in thiſ instrument, and thus all ºne of fixing the boundaries of power

by ºr tº a hºst nººts will be at an end. In his way a soleum instrument, for such think the constitution

sh ºut be considered, is male to mean one thºr, by one man, and something se low anºther, until in the end

it is in d ºr of hºnº endºred a deal letter, an hºt where the language is so ºn and explicit, that it is

in,ºssilº to in tº it nººn more than one tºº, unless we first lºse sºil of the ins' runent itself, and allow

rºlves to rººm at large in ºne woundless tieſ of spentation. For one. ºnce not venºme on such a course.

\riºn ºnstitutions of overnunnºt will soon come to be rºded as of intº vºte if their injunctions may

he tººls lºw over okºl, and the expenrient of setting a boundary to power, will prove a failure. It this

c use cy, ºne so constried it may then, I think he set dºwn as an absolute fact, that the English language is

to pºor for the frºnting of fºundamental law, which shill limit the powers of the lºgislative branch of the

government." This resoning of Mr. Justice (now Ch. Justice) ºro-soº is ºwnswerable and irresistible.

\! ... Sºtor Rººn, in the shute case sºil, “To mºntain the Constitution is our first dutv : and if the legis

lºture he for any cause encrº lººd upon tº stºred instrument: or iſ an erroneous construction has been

given to it we we imperatively cºlled upon to declare its meaning and assert its supremacy. Nothing can be

can be more dangeroºs to free institutions, or to the rights of the people, than to encourge lºſul inter

pretations of the Constitution, contvºry to its more plain and namral import as understoºd by the great body

of its retºrs. The view taken ºf this question by Mr. Justice lºronson, should be attentively read by every

individual in our State wilo considers the Constitutiºn worth preservinº."

Alex ºr Ham'ron, in reference to assessments sºld : " Do we imagine our assessments overite equally

N 'hing can be more contrary to the fact. Whenever a discretionary power is lodged in attv set of men over

the property of their neignſºrs, they will abuse it. Their pasions. prºmºtices, partialities, and dislikes will

have the principal lºad in measuring the abilities of thºse of whom their power extends: an assessors will

ever be a set of petty tyrants—too unskill il, iſ hºst, to be possessed of so delicate a trust, audi too seldon

lºwest to live then an excise of wººt of skill. The cenius of liberty repropa es every ling arbitrary or

discretionary in taxation. It exacts that every ºn, by a definite and general rule, should know what propor

tion of his property the State demºns. Whatever liberty we may boºst of in theorv. it cannot exist in tact

iſ assessm ºnts continue. The admission of them an ºut, its is a new proºf how often unnan cºnduct reconciles

the mºst ing opposites: in the present rºse the mºst vicious practice of despouc governments with the

freest institutious tº the grºttest love of hile tv." -

It was a mºtºr of immerse concern in the fºnº of the timdimental ſaw, to separate the judiciary from

every other dºrtment of the government. Judges should be kept autºixed, in efºrence to the judiciary.

Jn tº II ºkºssos very apprºpriately rein nºvel, tív: “ The pure and upright aiministration of justice is of the

wºn sº importance to every peºple; the other movements of the governººn are not of such universal con

cºrn. Who shall be the President, or what tre, ties, or general statutes shºul oe inade, occupies the attention

of a few busy politicials; ºn these things toºch not, or but seldom, the private interests and hºppiness of

the community : lyn the settlement of private coºl overses, the numinis, ation of law between man and nan,

the distributiºn ºf histice and riºt to the citizen in his private busines nºt concern, come to every ºnan's

door, an i is essential tº every tº ºs prospº tº and happiness. Hence consider ºne | ticiary ºf a country

the mºst unportant among the branches ºf gºvel ºn it, and its pulls and in ºpt ºut ce of the mºst interest
in cºnsequence to every hman.” - -

in this cºnse the question of ºnlinº private prºperty for public use, is invo.

to be collected from tº eneral Striker, the ºut" in his suit, was in effect, and u aei, taking private property

fºr public use, without cºmpºnentiºn, tº the airl was taken for the Ninth \, ºne, and he was callel upon to

pay for it, and his mºney was as much p vºte property as the land he was intº ºctly cºntrºl to purchase.

1, refºº to that branch of the sº ºc Mr. Jºe Story tº ºpening ºf the U. S. Constitution, says: “ the

conch nº chººl- is, tº private property sº nºt he tº for jºire use williºn inst cºmpºsition. This

is an aſſiºn anºe of a great dº wine cºlºnel by tº cºmmºn law for the protection of pivºte prºperty. ſt

is ſounded in nºir il Inity, and is laid down by jºsts as a prºnºple of ºniversal law. In ſeed, in a free

gºvernment almºst all ºther lights wºuld becºme uttery worth, ss, iſ the government possessed an uncontroſſ

alſº power over the privºlº ºne of every citizen. One of the ſun, ºnental ºcts of every gºod govern

mºnt must be the Q ſº hºnºstration of Justice; and hºw wain it wººl ºr ºak of such aſ administration

when aſ propºrty is subject to the will or ºrje of ‘hº lºsiºn and rules.”

The Con-fist on of tie State of New York contains the sººne provision, -

We have taken a wide range here, but it will be borne in mind that we are .rººting this mater befºre the

hi hºsttribunal known in the ºvernmººt–befºre hºpe” lº, old befºre the Co. v . . . ins of the People-bºº
the high dignitºries of the Cºnnor wealth, whº we sºry to assen, le tº ºn a ſºul inclºd lºw for tle

government of a body of ſºme u, for posterity—ºr milious yet unborn.

el. for the assessment sought

SENATOR PORTER'S (11'INION,

tº 6000 copies of the oºon of the ſton.John, ºr is sºon from the seventh Senatorial }}}strict,

| alth. Conrt fºr the Co. ºn rrors, in the last mºnt, ºf ºv, ºne ºf the ewer sºlº

gºphical errors in it which were not noticed until the whole immler wººl, ºff and the type distributed.

we have set then np again with the correction, and it seemed to is that it was ºv import at tº dº sº, inte

pººl, it of the correction, as the opinion of the Hou, the Pºsiº r of the court and that of the los. Sºon

should ºn together in lin this connection be given to the public, in order that, oil, shºt be passed ºn tºler

by the people, we hall in a subsequentºr continue ºr review of the ºpiniºn ºf the learned President

and for that purpºse tº ºpen let at the ºut of each parºah of his opiniºn a letter of reference,
The letter of Counsellor Cowdrey to his Honor, Mayor iſ… emeyer, we said in our last we would try to

give in the present number, but we lack space for that purpose, inasmuch as it requires a lengthy review.
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Delivered in the Court for the Correction of Errºrs,

Dec. 2011, 1915,

(; A K Q \, . H. ST R is tº it rs. T H M W S is . . . . [...Y.

The iºrtant questions presented in this case are.

1st, to the Justices of the Supreme Court in ºver

fºrming the duties assigned to them by the New

York Street Laws, “I lºt any other ºffice or public

trust” than as justices ºf what Court. "

2, . \\ as ‘hº dº and of lic tax, ºn an ºſhi lavit of

tº o loºd an inliºn-able prerººniste to the sºle

of the prºverty, an ºccessºrs to be prºved.

3), W is nº lease itse'ſ sºlicient evidence of the

riº, to sºil, and ºr it preven º' inquirv, whºher

the nº 'siºns ºf the Statute tº been complied with.

1st. It respect to the first proposition, the distinction,

I annºnd is, whº ºr the new pºwer contered

unº the sºme Court, is one of a nature that

properly blongs to the office of Judge of that "onet,

or whether it is not owe that peouts to anotuer office,

or ot, et public trust.

In order to arrive at a sati factºry conclusiºn upon

this question, it is necessary to understºn, the nº e

of the ollice of Judge of the Supreme Couri, awſ of

the olice which the New-York Street Laws have

bestowed in this respeci. 1; x *l ºrcisions, the

Supreme Court have deterº new tirt in tº this class

of cases they met as commissiºners, and wholly under

the how ºr dºivºd ºr in the statutes: that these pow

tº- | nºt exis' intº endently ºf lºi-'ºise anthority;

and as a nºt in ident to their jºlicial ºffice,

In the mºtºr ol lºokºu Street, tº Jºhn. 271.)

sº, Ch. J., in dºing the ºnion of the

(ºut ºil, “ . . is tº we nºt cºivol, and in term

time, and a twº ºrity ºvesent tº the proceedings;

1,nt we nºt as commissioners, and in the same way and

man, or as we used, individually, wººter the insolvent

act. The statute is our ºile, and we unist proceed

by the rules and in the nunner it prescribes. "The

gºne º' powers and inrºstiction of this court, as re

ºrds tº applicatiºn now bºole us, cannot be brought

intº exercise.” Here we have the Supreme Conrt

sºlvinº, not only that they act in thºse cases as Com

missioners, but that they cannot act as a Court; that

nºn-h the mºtºr is brºught by the stante within

tº ºr jurisdiction: ye that it is a special delegated
pºwer, to be exercisel accºrding to the statute anºl

intº et to their tº cººl judicial powers. As the

sº ºne Conrt, they pºssess no control over the pro

ceedin. Their nº powers are to be ºused according

to the pºvi ions of the connon law, or the protec

tion of the life, liberty and property of the citizens,

and for the direction ºwl contrºl ºf all subordinate

jurisdiction and tribunals and have nº analºgs to those

of Stree: Commissioners. 1 he directiºns of the Statute

are to be followed as fºr as tº go, and when they

cense, the powers and duties of the jº res cease.

The ense of Swºrd vs. Max or, &c., of Albany, (7.

Jºhn W. (1) proceeds upon the sºme principle. In

tº ense tº statute hºw grº" ºn the Miyºr's Court

of Aºny, powers ºr in many respects to thºse

conferred upon the Sºnºr nº touri, in recºrd to rue

Nºr, ets in New-York. An assessment had been made

ar, cºiºned by 1. (ºurt, and afterward they at

tº ºn tº to nºt iºnº. as if the su's ºet nºte. hººd

lsºn ºr their contrºl tº other in ºtters neuding

in their Court, they set asite the procee inºs for

irº ºn, ritv.

Tº enfºot of this order annulling the proceedings

in the Mavor's Cºurt, cºve uy in the Supreme Court.

and in their opinion, they say, " 'i lie roceedings in

question do not partake it all ºf the jºicial proceed

in s. The authºrity windºw hiºn the Mºor's Court

aºl was speciº derived from the ſº islature, and

mºst be strictly pursued: wiren, therefore, the asses--

nºt was confirltº, the Cºurt hºw up tº the pºwers:

thºv wºre ºncºs ºº,"

ºn e is no analº hºtween this prºceed nº aid

the in liºn prºceedſ ºf a Coºt of ºrd in the

prºgress of a cºnse. The Court tº quas Commission

ers. In 15 ('", ºn 5:2, ºn the nº tºer ºf Tºrº Street

in New-York. Sººn to Cº. ... ºving the opinion ºf

the coºrt, says, “ The Report being one confirmed

becomes irrevocable, unless it be voluntarily was ed

by all parties concerned. We do not act as a Cºurt

in thºse matters, but as Commissiºns appointed by

the legislature:” And the Inter of Caº Street (11

Wend. 155), Savage, Cli. J., acain says, “When we

are reviewing the proceedings of the Commissioners

of estimate and assessinent, we act as Commissioners,

and when once their report is confirmed by this Court

it cannot be opened and review et again in the same

Court. We cannot set aside those prºlings upon

the me its any more tº achiºrs can ºl so, atter

having signed and publisheſ their award."

In the mºtºr ol Mount Mºrris Sºnº (º Hill 19)

Cºven ... in giving the ºtiºn of the court, and

atter rementing and roºming the princiº e above

quoted from “matter ºf lººkºn Street," alds, “our

powers are likened to those ºf a Commissiºner under

tº ill-º ºn, ºf , (), r award i-, ºr tore, ºkº that

of an interior magistratº having a ºn tº jurisdict on ;

and we have no power to review it on in tiº any

mºre than a justice would lºve to open a sº mºnary

conviction before him." These cases win ºthers that

night be cited, show clearly that the sº eme Cont

h ºve, from the first time tº onestion arºse, deemed

themselves as acting Commissioners in these cases:

and the arºnmently when lºt conclusion issustained.

appears to nº to be conclusive,

In it is sº that the acts of the Supreme Court in

all the proceedings under the laws in question, are

strict, v judicial in their nºt it tº ; in that the enses all

prºceed upon the twº listint i u between what the

cont may do ºn the excºse of its common law in is

diction, as the Supreme Court of the State, and what it

mºv do inder a special and limited withority, conferred

wpon it by the statute. I do nºt feel that there is any

tºecessity for combºing the pºsition th it the court

acts in this respect jºicially: for I do not perceive

how an admission ºf that fact furnishes any aid to

the argument of the Sººne Comº. It is nºt sºi

cient that it be shown ºut the judges he judicially

in these cases, for there are many judicial prºceedings

that cannot cºnstitutionally be embraced within the

powers and functions of the judges of the Supreme

Court. The proceedings of a surrogate, or a Record

ea's Court, or Conrts Maria), are indºcial proceedings

yet it will not be pretended that i dºes ºf the Sn

pºeme Court could be authºrized by sºatute to had

either of those courts. Coºl the legislatº evive ſhe

jºriº's power to hold the conts of justices of the pe

and try the issues now confined to those courts with

ont cºnſerving upon then “another office or pºlic

trust 1” (); cºuld it anthorise them to hold the Cºrt

of Common Pleas in any cºunty Iſ it can be said,

that becºmse the power is indicial in its nature, it is

therefºre properly conferred upon the judges, it must

also be said that the judicial power in the cºnces I have

men ioned may also be conferred upon them. This

will hºlly be pretended. The constitution did not

conſer ºn the Supreme (ºut all manuer of indical

power. The general commºn law powers and juris

diction of a Supreme Court of judicature of the State

are recºgnized by the Cºnstitution: and it annºrs to

me 'nºt when that instrument declares that the jº ºs

of that Court shall “hold no other nºice or nºliº

trust." it intº ºs to cºme their pºwer- and dºvies

to thºse that hºpropriately belong to that high triºt

nal, and ſo his their holding any other ºthiºe or trust.

be the same jºlicial or otherwise. The design obvi.

onsly wasto coºline hºbors, services and responsºli

ties of those who sit in that cort sacrºix º' invo

lably to nºse it,tººl duties ºn pºwers which are

in hºn in that Court, or which from analºv annºn

printº bºong the c. as the hºst court in the state

of origin d common law jurisdi, ion.

Thºse powers and d nies are well understºol.

They are snºiciently ºr and ºutliciently burden

sºn in themselves withºut it in a tºto other judi

cal powers. I do not deny thº' the Legislature mºv

those powers to new tases: hºt they must he sº ch

as ºne within the aſ kilowledged scºpe of its cºmera!

jºis, ºtiºn. It cºunºt on trºº ºr ºridge its powers.

It may nºtorize the court to perſºn jºuri, alar duti, s

\l, it in hill never before pºrnº, but they in 1st be

duties tº ºng to its ºn tº t of the gºve, minent;

to the Sn reme ſºcial Court in the exercise of its

cºmmon law powers. They mºst nºt only be indicial

clºies, but they must be such jºicial duties as apper

tai to tº it court, in the exº~e of the jurisdiction

of the Stºretºe Court of indi, anre. The clause of

the constitution in ºf testiºn is inhibitory, and forbils

that any other powers shall he conferred upon the

Judges, and that any other duties shall be required of

them, than such as belºng strictly to the Supreme

Court of Judicature. A nºtural jealousy is therein

expressed, and also a will to cºnſide those high ºlices

of the gºvernment to the exercise of their apprºprºte

pºwer and duties. If the Lºisºtºre can authºrize

and repºre the Sºreme Court to perform these hies

of Colºnissiºners nºwler the street law, because "...y

we judicin' in their nature, whº inders from reº

ring ºn tº ºf ºn a lºw phºtº, of the dºes of

the Canal Bºard, for they ºr clearly judicial in their

Hall tº. -

\ºin, the nºted fact, that these proceedings are

not of sº a character, that they can be revised until

they are brought belore the cºrºnt by a certiºri, and

in lºsse upon by the Court, and mºde a

mºtºr of rºd in that Court; proves to my nºt

that "rºse in lººsaº performing some other trists ºn

duties than such as ºn to the Court. In lººd the

prºvº, on in the Sºrene ('on seems to coº

ce tº ". wººle pºorning the dºiºs in question, the

('º' is fºr acting as “an infºrio, al., limitºl Court.”

This is alsº necessºrily iºd f \in the act that it

- to the command contained in the certionari

to ºn Re return of their proceedings intº the Supreme

Coºt. This subjection to a review in the Supreme

("onet cº, only exist in the ease of a sºlº iſ nº tri

lºnal, and of itself proves that it is a distine' subor

dº trilºn l, 1 ºn the Judges while performing

those dºiºs of Commissioners, torm a distinct, interior

and sº, main ºre tribunº' it ollows necessarily that it

mºst he ºntº ni, nº lºn the Supreme Court. If

another trimºnºl, out the officers composing iſ are in

tº the Jules of the Supreme Court, how can it be

said that the hºld no “other olive or public twº-tºº

Will be executºnº tº coºlinissiºn they are compºſed

tº lav asite their haracter, and rives themselves of

their power is judges, and assume that of Commis

signe's clothed with special and limited powers.

The e is no ºfficulty in the stºne individual holding

two ºllies at the sºme time. The same person may

be first ſºlº e of a county, and also Surrogate of the

sºme county; and he may hºld the different courts

and exercisº the different powers without ausing any

cºnſºon of iºns, or of business. In the same inau

ner, the jºes of the Supreme Coºt, if nºt fºllon

by the consº ition, might sit in and exercise all the

pºwers of any interior judicial tribunal. But while

performing those duties, it would be a misnomer to

cººl that tribunal the Supreme Court. It wond he

interior to it, and subject to its supervisiou and ot

course not the same triº ºil. It cannot in any proper

or admissalle sense he said to be executing the sºme

“olice or pºlic trust. It is possible that these

commissioners may possess many of the attributes of

a Court, as is snºsed by the Chaucellor in the case

of the 'resident. A c. of Brooklyn, vs. Patchen. (3

Wºul, 47.) but the question does not turn upon that

fict but rather upon this, witether it is inferior and

subordinate, and therefore another,

I cannot, therefore, come to any other conclusion

than that the stºres which confer upon the judges of

the Supreme Court the powers in question do profess

to give tºwn another otlive or public trust thu, that of

Julies of the Court, and that, as in this respect, they

violate the constitution, and are void. -

ºul. The statutes (sess, laws of 1915, p. 114, see.

º) provides that when an assessment shall not be

cºliº ted “aºl the Collector snail make affilmvit of

his demanding the money two several lines of such

ºvers as may reside in the city, and that they have

nºte, or re used tº hav, then and in any such

else, it shall be lºw ſºil to sell. The legal is of nº

sºlº w is ol, ecºli tº on the t. in. Anton; oth ºr thºs

for the rººtson ºn there was no proof of a lººd of

payment before proceeding to sº, nor any evide see

in the collector i ºd nºde the aſhlavit required by

the statº. The ºn was overruled, and it is

tº wins tº that this dºeet was tº il to the defence.

The answer is, that the same act declares that the

… tº be executed to the ºrchaser “shall be cºn

c; sive evidence that the sale was regiºn according

to the provisions at this met.” The question then is:

Suppose there was in fact no deman or ºthin it as

rºl iºd by the act Does the giving of the lºse

cºre tº defect ' There are certain cºntinal rules on

this sºjºt which fºund no where better expressed

they by Brºom J., in Sharp vs. Sier, ( Hill 36).

He says, “every ºntº authority in derogation of the

commºn law, to livest the title of one and transfer it

to another, must he strictly pursued, or the title wiłł

not pºss. This a mere naked power in the corpora

tiºn and its due execution is not to be inade out by

intendment. It innºt be proved. It is not a case for

presuming that pºlic officers have done their duty,
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SUMMARY PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO PUB

LIC OFFICERS ACTING COLLECTIVELY OR

INDIVIDUALLY.

From the Revised Statutes, Vol. 2 p. 486.

“$ 54. Whenever any writ of mandamus shall be

issued out of the supreme court of this state, the per

son, body, or tribunal, to whom the same shall be

directed and delivered, shall make return to the first

writ of mandamus; and for a neglect so to do, shall

be proceededº: as provided in the thirteenth

Title of the eighth Chapter of this Act.

“$ 55. Whenever a return shall be made to any

such writ, the person prosecuting such writ, may

demur or plead to all or any of the material facts

contained in the said return; to which the person

making such return, shall reply, take issue or demur;

and the like proceedings ºl be had therein for the

determination thereof, as might have been had, if the

person prosecuting such writ had brought his action

on the case for a false return.

“$ 56. Issues of fact joined in any such proceeding,

shall be tried in the county within which the material

facts contained in the mandamus, shall be alleged to

have taken place.

“y 57. In case a verdict shall be found for the

erson suing such writ, or if judgment be given for

i. upon demurrer or by adº, he shall recover

damages and costs, in like manner as he might have

done in such action on the case as aforesaid; and a

peremptory mandamus shall be granted to him with

out delay.

“Ś 58. A recovery of damages by virtue of this

Article, against any party who shall have made a re

turn to a writ of mandamus, shall be a bar to any

other action against the same party, for the making
of such return.

“$ 59. The supreme court, or any justice thereof,

shall have the same power to enlarge the time for

º a return and pleading thereto, and for filing

any subsequent pleading, as in personal actions.

“W 60. Whenever a peremptory mandamus shall

be directed to any public officer, body or board, com

º them to perform any public duty specially
enjoined upon them by any provisions of law, if it

shall appear to the court, that such officer, or any

member of such body or board, has, without just ex

cuse, refused or neglected to perform the duty so en

joined, the court may impose a fine not exceeding

two hundred and fifty dollars, upon every such officer

or member of such body or board; and such fine,

when collected, shall be paid into the treasury. And

the payment of such fine, shall be a bar to any action

for any penalty incurred by such officer or member

ofº y or board, by reason of his refusal or

neglect to perform the duty soº
* @ 61. A writ of prohibition shall only be issued

out of the supreme court; and hereafter such writs

shall be applied for upon affidavits, by motion, in the

same manner as writs of mandamus. And if the

cause shown shall appear to the court to be sufficient,

a writ shall be thereupon issued, which shall com

mand the court and party to whom it shall be directed,

to desist and refrain from any further proceedings in

the suit or matter specified therein, until the next

term of the said supreme court, and the further order

of such court thereon ; and then to show cause, why

they should not be absolutely restrained from any

further proceedings in such suit or matter.

“$ 62. Such writ shall be served upon the court

and party to whom it shall be directed, in the same

manner as a writ of mandamus; and a return shall

in like manner be made thereto by such court, which

may be enforced by attachment, as herein before pro

vided.

“63. If the party to whom such writ of prohibition

shall have been directed, shall, by instrument in

writing to be signed by him, and annexed to such

return, adopt the same return, and reply upon the

matters therein contained, as sufficient cause why such

court should not be restrained as mentiomed in the

said writ, such party shall thenceforth be deemed the

defendant in such matter; and the person prosecuting

such writ may reply, take issue or demur, to the mat

ters so relied upon by such defendant, and the like

proceeding| be had for the trial of issues of law

or fact joined between the parties, and for the render

ing of judgment thereupon, as in personal actions.

“$ 64. If the party to whom suoh writ of prohi

bition shall have been directed, shall not adopt such
|

return as above provided, the party prosecuting such

writ, shall bring on the argument of such return, as

upon rule to show cause; and he may, by his own

affidavit and other proofs, controvert the matters set

forth in such return. And the court, after hearing

the proofs and allegations of tue parties, shall render

judgment, either that a prohibition absolute, restrain

ing the said court and party from proceeding in such

suit or matter, do issue, or a writ of consultation, au

thorizing the court and party to proceed in the suit or

matter in question.

“$ 65. If the party to whom such first writ of pro

hibition shall be#. shall adopt the return of

the court thereto as above ... and judgment

shall be rendered for the party prosecuting such writ,

a prohibition absolute.. issued; if judgment be

iven against such party, a writ of consultation shall

e awarded as above provided.”

RICHARD MOTT, ESQ.

The individual whose name heads this paragraph

has by his talent and industryº #.
good in the reforming of abuses in assessments. Bold

and fearless in his course, he has marched onward.

His extensive examination of assessment abuses have

made him acquainted with particular abuses of a very

aggravated character, which give to him a power that
is irresistible. Mr. Mott is associated with the Hon.

J. E. CARy, and have their office at No. 11 Wall

Street, Mortimer Buildings.

NORTHERN NEW-YORK.

The present volume of this Gazette will contain an

account of the editor'sgeologicalexplorationin northern

New-York, and among the Adirondack Mountains of

that region, which are far the highest land in this

State. In these monntains the chayotant, or gold

stone, is found, one of which we have weighing 174

pounds. This stone has the hardness of the agate,

receives the highest polish, and with strong solar or

electric light gives out brilliant scintilations, the golden

yellow surmounted by a halo of most brilliant green,

amidst the most brilliant coruscations of three differ

ent colored scintilations united as the surface of the

stone is turned in the sun's rays, or exposed in a proper

angle to the brilliant coruscations of the lightning's

fire, while it is lighting up the dark chambers of the

storm. It is a pretty gem—it is beautiful.

THE CASE OF MES. PIERSON.

Mrs. Pierson, and her children, are the owners of a

house and lot on the corner of Pearl and Centre Streets.

The husband of Mrs. Pierson, and father of the chil

dren, died about the year 1834, leaving this property,

on which there was a mortgage, to his family. The

annual rental paid the interest of the mortgage and

left a surplus for the support of the children. The

corporation sold the whole property for the assessment,

and she and her children were thus reduced to suffer

ing and to want. The assessment for regulating the

street for which this property was sold, was never

signed by the assessors. She made application to the

Hon. MURRAY HofFMAN, then Assistant Vice Chan

cellor for an injunction to restrain the corporation

officers from executing the lease. The application was

granted, and rightly, too. The Chancellor dissolved

this injunction, and he also decided that Mrs. Pierson

must pay the cost. Her friend who was security for

her, was prosecuted by the corporation officers for the

cost, and his property levied upon. He was a hard

working mechanic, and suffered by this cruel act of

the corporation officers. The Chancellor's opinion in

this case is to be found on page 195 of this volume,

and deserves an attentive perusal.

INCREASE OF TAXES.

The City Tax has been greatly increased this year,

while the State Tax has been decreased. The Natives

very improperly asked the Legislature to authorize a

big Tax, and their successors, with the aid of the

Natives, have expended the money.

–

BIG ASSESSMENT.

Two lots on 17th Street, near Union Square, 25

feet by 94 feet each, belonging to Henry Parish, Esq.,

have been assessed the large sum of five hundred and

fifty dollars, or eleven dollars the foot, fronting on

the Street.
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STATE CONVENTION.

The Constitution of 1777, denominated the Legisla

tive power vested by that instrument in the Senate

and Assembly, “the supreme Legislative power.”

The Legislative department of the State Govern

ment was not so independent uader the former Con

stitution as under the present. By the Former Constitu

tion the Gov. could prorogue the Legislature, and send

the members home to their Constituents, and he could

also in thecouncil of Revision, retainabillpassed by the

legislature within nine days of its adjournment and

return it with objections on the first day of the next

session, or approve it after the Legislature adjourned.

The responsibility rested then upon that department

of the Government denominated by the Constitution

“the Supreme Executive power.”

What is to be deemed a legislative power must be

determined by the language of that Constitution which

creates the legislative department of the State Gov

ernment, as duties are imposed upon the Legislature

other than those of enacting laws.

The Constitution of 1777, in art. 18, sought to re

strain arbitrary legislation; and in art. 3, to provide

against hasty legislation. The present Constitution

provides no check against arbitrary legislation but the

executive is vested with a qualified negative upon the

acts of the Senate and assembly, but there is no pro

vision to guard against the hasty approval by the ex

ecutive of acts passed by the legislature, for on the last

day of the session bills are hurried through the two

houses in such numbers and sent to the Governor for

approval that the executive must either sign them

without reading, or return them without signing. If

the executive was to carry out the spirit and letter of

the Constitution he would direct his private Secretary

to prepare a general communcation for him to sign,

to accompany all such bills back to the house in which

they originated, stating briefly that the nearness ofthe

termination of the session prevented a careful and de

liberate examination, and for that reason the bill is

returned for reconsideration.

Under the former Constitution the negative upon

the Bills passed by the Senate and Assembly was

less qualified than under the present Constitution. A

bill returned by the Council under the Constitution of

1777, required a vote of two thirds the house in which

it originated to overcome the objection and of two

thirds the members present in the other house. Under

the present Constitution a vote of two-thirds the

members present in either house is only required to

pass a bill returned by the executive with his objec

tions, although the bill might be of that class which

required the assent of two-thirds the members elected

to each house, to pass it in the first instance.

The veto power is much discussed in reference to

the national legislature, and we think the majority of

intelligent men are opposed to any greater qualfica

tion than now exists.

In England, the refusal of the King to sign a bill

passed by Parliament, is absolute. In Norway the

negative is qualified to this extent: A bill pussed by

the Legislative chambers and refused by the King, is

an absolute veto for that session but if re-enacted the

two succeeding sessions in the same form it becomes

a law at the end of the third session without the ap

proval of the King. The Legislative chambers con

vene but once in three years.

CANDIDATES FOR THE STATE CONVENTION.

It is high time to call public attention to the selec

tion of candidates for the State Convention, as mem

bers of that body from the county of New-York. We

present the following list of names selected from the

three political parties, viz:

James Kent, George Douglass,

Albert Gallatin, Abraham G. Thompson,

Jonathan Thompson, Abraham Van Nest,

Stephen Allen, Gulian C. Verplanck,

Saul Alley, Wm. B. Crosby,

Jonathan Goodhue,

John M. Bradhurst,

Solomon Townsend,

Charles H. Russell,

Peter Schermerhorn,

James I. Jones,

Peter Cooper, Robert Smith,

James Harper, Murray Hoffman,

Wm. F. Havemeyer, David Hale,

Burtis Skidmore, Philip Hone,

Richard Mott, J. I. Coddington,

Lora Nash, Theodore Sedgwick,

F. R. Tillou, Samuel Thompson,

Luther Bradish, James Donaldson,

Peter Lorrilard, jr.,

Henry Grinnel,

Richard S. Williams,

James Boorman,

Thomas T. Woodruff,

Elisha P; Hurlbut,

John David Wolfe,

Hiram Ketchum.

BY A. B. JohNso N, Esq., UticA.

While history records but little more than unceasing

attempts to circumscribe the natural rights of man,

and. the privileges of rulers, we occasionally

institute the opposite experiment, of how far every

man may be left in the unrestricted pursuit of his

own happiness, and how far the superiority of rulers

may be wholesomely diminished. In about five

months we are to pronounce whether anotherexperi

ment of this nature shall be tried or not. The object

is undeniably benevolent, and with the known good

dispositions and sedate views of our citizens, we ought

not to be too suspicious of evil, miser-like clinging to

our present possessions, and from the mere possibili

of loss, refusing all attempts at further political acqui

sitions. The spirit of fair enterprise.. leads us

step by step to..]." in other arts and sciences,

may, if directed to the science of government, lead

to results equally beneficial. The good which may
be elicited at every trial, will be a permanent acqui

sition to mankind in all times and*. while the

mistakes that may be committed will be corrected by

ourselves as soon as they are felt. The experience of

all our States in such experiments is full of encourage

ment for the future, since every attempt has meliorated

the condition of the people for whose benefit it was

instituted.

Before any man can assume that our present con

stitution is incapable of improvement, he must believe

that the congregated wisdom of the State can suggest

nothing which is not already known to him; this too

in the face of defects in our judiciary, that oppress

every suitor with “the hope deferred, which maketh

the heart sick;" and in the face of social inequalities

that proceed not from the differences of intellect,

health, perseverance, and other inevitable natural

causes, but from a difference of priveleges accorded

to some men arbitrarily and denied to others. If any

citizen wishes to erect a saw-mill, he receives no guar

antee that another person shall not erect, a rival mill

in its vicinity; but when a man has obtained from the

Legislature a charter for the construction of a rail

. say from Utica to Schenectady, he has acquired

a monopoly of the route, for no person can erect a

rival road without like legislative facilities; and no

legislative application for such rivalry would be

successful in one application out of a thousand. The

corporations of such special privileges, are, therefore,

about as secure of their monopoly as though the mo

nopoly were an express grant; hence their stocks sell

in market at premiums varying from 20 to 30 percent.

or more: while travellers, excluded from the benefit

of rivalenterprises, are helplessly subjected to virtually

unrestrained rapacity; and the result is seen in enor

mous dividends. Monopoliesof thischaracter, directed

to numerous pursuits, flood our State; and so corrupt

ting is the power to create such monopolies, and so

eager is the instinct of gain to procure them, that as

early as the year 1811, Gov. Tompkins prorogued the
Legislature, and sent the members home for a season,

in the vain hope that the sight of their constituents
would arrest a corrupt combination to charter a bank.

Gov. Clinton's messages to the legislature are full of

evidences that the same corrupting influence was

active in his day. From his suggestions, against what

is technically called legislativeTogºlling arose the

rule that no bill should create or alter more than a

single corporation, lest the want of merit, which should

preclude the enactment of the bills separately, might

induce their legislative fathers to club and pass them

all. And in our time, if rumor lies not, some of the

members of our legislature, as they jonrney towards

the Capitol to enter on their duties, are occasionally,

(when their services are needed to create some new

privilege,) surprised by the equivocal courtesy of re

ceiving free railroad tickets, Nor is the corrupting

power to grant special privileges, and the corrupting

consciousness that special privileges are obtained by

favor and friendship, seen in only the coy dalliance of

such soft appliances; who cannot see it in the meri

torious laws that are annually rejected, when they

happen to conflict with existing monopolies; as, for

instance, last winter, the rail from Albany to New

York, and from Utica to Binghampton?—and who

cannot see it also, in the laws that are annually passed,

when they happen to benefit political favorites; as,

for instance, the renewal, last winter, of two bank

charters, after years of denial to kindred applications?

and what resisted, till the people were weary of asking

for it, the mere privilege of sending to and from

Albany by railroad the produce and merchandize

which the frozen canal cannot convey, and which,

when transmitted by railroad, were to pay canal tolls”

Let the tariff answer, which last winter the rail-roads

established for freight, when they were, at length

compelled (not being quite ready to accept this addi

tional branch of lucre) to accede to the wants of the

country; but acceded by freight charges so great as

“to keep the word of promise to our ears only.”

In the year 1821, when our present Constitution

was created, the evil of special legislation was sought

to be corrected by the expedient of a two-third vote.

Experience shows that this has, increased the facility

of obtaining charters: for Legislators are now, by a

spirit of practical concession, induced to help make

up a two-third vote, when, had applications depended

on the vote of a mere majority, they would have ex

ercised on every question, their personal convictions

of duty. Nor, in truth, is the remedy at all adapted

to the disease.
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the 20th, and I take this opportuni

each furnished with two lig

Yale College, Aug. 26th, 1845.

E. Meriam, Esq.

Dear Sir-I am much obliged by the account of the

singular freak of lightning communicated in yours ofr also to thank

you for valuable facts on this and other subjects re

ceived through the medium of your paper.

Last Friday night the lightning played some queer

pranks in this city;. ...; two buildings,
htning rods. The enemies

of this mode of protection thought they had now

got us, for here the lightning struck half way between

two rods which were on directly|. sides of the

house. I have some remarks to-day on the case in

the New-Haven Palladium, which I will endeavor to

send to you.

Your fondness for facts, and industry in collecting

them, have already rendered much service to the

canse of science and of humanity, and I hope you

will continue your useful labors.

Very truly yours,

DENNISON OLMSTED.

From the New-Haven Palladium of Aug. 26th, 1845.

REMARKS ON THE CASEs or two BUILDINGs

STRUCK BY LIGHTNING ON THE MORNING

OF AUGUST 23d. BY PROF. OLMSTED.

“The facts relative to the extraordinary cases of the

two buildings struck by lightning during the thunder

storm of the 23d of August, have been already laid

before the public, and the on remaining inquiry is,

*hy the lightning rods (of which there were two on

each building) failed to afford protection.

“. In regard to the dwelling house of Mr. Stillman,

which is a building of moderate dimensions, having

each of its two chimneys furnished with a conductor.

and therefore to appearance, uncommonly well forti.
fied, I camot doubt that the cause of failure was that

already assigned by my respected colleague Professor

Silliman,—namely, the fact that the rods descended

into the ground but two or three inches, terminating

with a blºnt extremity in dry sand. All the efficacy

ºf a conductor depends upon its furnishing a passage

for the lightning to the earth. Were it to terminate

at the bottom in a glass bottle the lightning would not

touch it. It acts not by attracting the electric fluid

after the manner of a magnet, but by conducting it

to the earth; and when the conducting medium is in

terrupted by the interposition of a non-conductor, a

rºd of iron loses all its power over a flash of light
ll 1119.

“Now, dry sand is almost or quite as bad a conduc

tor of electricity as glass; and in the present case, the
rod was almost as effectually prevented from exerting

its proper office, as it would have been had it enter.

ed a glass, bottle. Some have supposed, that the

shower which preceded the stroke must have so far

moistened the earth as to render it a conductor to the

depth of several inches. It must, however, be recol

lected that previous to the shower the ground was

quite dry ; that but little rain had fallen previous to

the stroke; that when the surface of the earth is in

a dry, pulverulent state, rain is but slowly absorbed :

and finally that the roots and grass that lie near the
surface of the ground, render its conducting powers

much interior to those of the dense earth at the depth

of permanent moisture. Hence, all, writers on the
subject of lightning rods insist upon this point, that

the rods must descend to the depth of permanent

moisture, as one of cardinal importance. In our

dry soil, this depth is not less than from seven to ten

feet, and a majority of the cases of the failures that
have fallen under my observation, have arisen from a

defect in this particular; although I have never before

met with so egregious an instance of inattention to this

point as the present. I wºuld respectſully suggest,
that our citizens examine their conductors, and see

how far they penetrate the earth, before they confide
to them the safety of their families from the attacks

of this terrible element. At the same time, it may
be well to examine whether their rods are continuous

throughout, since breaks like the hook-and-eye joints,

greatly impair their efficacy; and finally to see that the

rod ascends above the ridge, of the hºuse to a height
equal in every direction; to half the. that it is

required to protect. Thus, a rod ascending ten feet
above the ridge, will protect a space all Around º:

twenty feet, and cannot be relied on to do more
this.

“The safety of Mr. and Mrs. Stillman, who were

lodging so near the angle of the house which was so
violently assailed, I ascribe to the fact that the bed

sted was of hard and dry maple well varnished, and

thus rendered so good a non-conductor as to insulate

them or to cut off their communication with the earth.

Had the bedstead been of soft pine and unvarnished,

it is not improbable that so dense an electric charge

would have sent off a branch through their persons

in its way to the earth, unless the floor itself were so

bad a conductor as to prevent it. Still, had the bed

sted been of iron, and in free communication with the

earth, they would probably have sustained no injury,

since, in that case, the fluid would have followed the

metal rather than the human system, being a better
conductor.

The case ºf the Lancasterian Schoolhouse, presents

more difficulties. The leading facts may be at once

understood from the following diagram: Let N and

S represent, respectively, the north and south chim.

neys, and A the ridge of the house. After a careful

examination of all the circumstances, it appears to me

most probable, that the lightning did not strike either

rod, but struck the ridge at the point A, following the

rafters down on either side to the vicinity of the iron

braces a and b, leaped through the roof at two open

ings at e and d, entered the braces, and went thrºugh

them by way of the soot on the inside of the chimney,

to the rods, and thence to the ground.

“Why did not the lightning strike one or the other

of the rods, rather than a point in the ridge half way

between them 7 In the first place, the rods were

badly terminated at the lower extremity, one end at
the depth of two feet four inches, and the other of

ºnly ten inches,the earth being in a very dry state.

In the second place, the distance from the summit of

the rod to the point of attack was greater than the
rule requires. The rods rise about seven feet above

the level of the ridge, while the distance from the

summit of each rod to the point assailed, is at least

twenty-five feet. In the third place, several nails at

and near the point A, contributed to determine the

charge in that direction, while the power of the rods

was too feeble to present an antagonist force of suffi

cient intensity to divert the charge from its direct

course. Had the charge come as near to either of the

rods as it did to the point A, it would probably have

taken that route; but it preferred, as the medium of

least resistance, first to enter the ridge, then to divide

into two branches, to follow the nails along the raſters

each way to the iron braces, thence to the rods, and

finally to the earth.

“On the whole, although there is nothing in these

two extraordinary cases, which ought to diminish

public confidence in the safety of lightning rods, when

constructed according to the rules of science, yet there

is enough to warn us not to trust tobadly constructed

rods, and not to employ incompetent artists in putting

up new ones.”

We copy the account of another visitation:

From the New-Haven Palladium, Sept. 2d, 1845.

TERIFFIC THUNDER STORM. THE TONTINE

AND FOUR OTHER BUILDINGS sº.

“The clouds gathered this morning about 10*;
and in a few. a shower drenched the city.

the whole neighboring country. It wasº
by terrific thunder and lighining—three distan *
º at different times causing the "... e

and tremble. Each of these electrical discharge.
struck five different buildings inº sections of

- ives were lost.

º:lº; :"...º. on the Tontine re

ceived the full force of one stroke. Theº *.
shivered and thrown in various directions, anº i.

roof sides and windows of the ºbservatory essenº

shºt.j "the electric fluid descended two rafter";
one running north and the othersouth, and thus passedoff, tearing up the shingles. On the north side º:
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º progress is seen in the ceiling in the form of holes

near the bell-wires, from whence it descended to the

earth through that medium. In the upper part of

the house the wires are broken and disordered, and

in the basement story, where its effects are again visi

ble, the wires are again broken and destroyed.

“The observatory of the Tontine is elevated some

ten feet above the rods on the adjoining chimneys, and

the flag-staff twenty feet above . neighboring objects.

It is easily understood then, why that should receive

the force of the blow, and why the cupola was so

shattered in its progress. It is wonderfu. that no

lives were lost. A colored man in the garret was

left insensible for some time, and another on the stairs

below, was prostrated, and as he thought at the mo

ment, his scull fractured 1. In the basement story, a

number of the servants were thrown down, but no one

in that crowded house was seriously injured. For a

few minutes after the shock, there was a scene of great

consternation among the numerous inmates, but when

it was found that no one was injured, and that the

building was not on fire, their self-possession was
soon restored.

“The house of Capt. Samuel Short, situated in Park

street, between George and Crown streets, was also

struck and very much damaged. There was no rod

upon it. The fluid struck the eastern or rear chimney,

splitting it to the roof, when it entered the garret,

following nails, and reached the floor, which it tore up

for the space of eight or ten feet. It descended to a

chamber, destroying the wood and plastering in its

passage to the stairs, through which it entered to the

cellar. Another portion shot off to the front of the

house, tearing the window casings, and breaking the

windows, together with a mirror hanging between

them, when it entered the ground. Our time is too

limited to give a minute description of the wonder

ful effects of the lightning. In some places it per
forated the wood as if it had been a bullet.

It should be particularly remarked in regard to this

house, that in every rain storm, a large pool is collect

ed in front of it. This water probably invited the

lightning down, acting as a cloud to receive the fluid

from the surcharged cloud above. In proof of this is

the fact that the house directly opposite was struck

two summers ago upon the chimney nearest the street,

and of course nearest this pool of water which then

existed as at present. It is wonderful that no one

was killed in Capt. Short's house, A lady was upon

a bed in a chamber adjoining the chimney and closet

which was so much. Other inmates of the

family were in the rear part of the house.

“The house of Mr. J. Walton near the Catholic church

was also struck. The fluid struck the chimney of the

kitchen part of the house, notwithstanding there was a

rod on the main part of it about ten feet distant. It

descended the chimney, and after scattering some wood

about, passed off through a young woman, Miss Wal

ton, who was standing near the fire-place, and cut her

shoe open in two places ! The shoe has been exhib

ited to us, and the holes on each side show distinctly

where the electricity passed off! She experienced

no unpleasant effects from it, except fright, and mi

raculously escaped instant death.

“We have been informed since writing the above,

that Miss Walton, after the shock, exclaimed that her

foot was injured; her screams alarmed her parents,

who immediately went to her relief. When her shoe

was taken off, not only were holes found in that, but

four small ones in her stocking, burnt by the electricity.

The foot for some hours was affected; her father was

also internally affected by the shock.

“Another house was struck in Wallace street. Mr.

Henry Bromley, the occupant, informs us that the fluid

descended one of the chimneys and down the roof,

tearing up the shingles in its course. It ran along the

eaves to the conductor, and down that into a rain

water cask. There was no rod upon this house.

“The house of Mr. Russel Hotchkiss, facing Wooster

Square, was also struck, but no damage was done.-

This is a brick house, defended by rods, yet slight

effects of the lightning were found upon the house and

the premises, which however we have no time to

examine so as to give particulars this afternoon.

“In regard to the Tontine it should be stated that the

nearest rod to the flag-staff was distant some forty or

fifty feet, and the points of the rod were very rusty.

The nearestrod could not therefore have been so good

aconductor as the flag-staff, which was so much higher,

and which was wet by the shower so as to become a

more perfect conductor.

“In reference to the course of the lightning upon the

house near the Catholic Church, there is much mys

neys; but the lightning fell upon the other chimney,

which had a much less elevation and upon which

there was no rod. The soil, however, was very dry,

and we have not learned how far the rod penetrated

the ground.”

In addition we add the following:

The city of New-Haven is often visited by thunder

storms. Shortly after the thunder storm on the 23d

of August, the New-Haven Palladium published a par

agraph stating the remark of some wag, that the light

ning was always taking liberties at New-Haven when

Professor Olmsted was absent. The learned Profes

sor was absent on the 23d. When the second storm

came on the 2d of Sept., but a few days after, we

presume the editor was not in a mood to make jest

of the lightning of the thunder.

The lightning conductors on the dwellings in New

Haven protected the lives of the inmates—more than

this cannot be expected.

We examined a church edifice at Clintonville.

Cinton County, New-York, which was on Saturday
afternoon the 20th of September, 1845, struck by

lightning and injured. This building is constructed of

wood, stands on a hill. and has a copula upon it sur

mounted by a frame work of iron, fancifully wrought,

to which is attached an iron rod one inch in diameter,

which leads from this iron frame work into the ground.

The rod is in pieces, at each end of which a turn is

made like a hook and eye to connect the rods together.

A few hundred feet from the church edifice, are the

large works of the Peru Iron Company, the roofs of

which are covered with iron, and within these build

ings and around them is a great abundance of iron

and iron ore. To the north and to the west the hills

are filled with ores of iron, and the surface of the

ground is strewed with ore which has been mined.

The lightning damaged the church edifice, broke the

doors and windows and passed through the building

the entire length. A large rock forming the under

pinning of the north east corner of the building, and

weighing several hundred pounds, was broken and

appeared to have been struck by the lightning on its

side with immense force. This rock is metallic. We

brought a piece of it home but have not yet examined

it. Whether the lightning descended the rod until

it reached the first joint and then glanced off, or

whether it struck the rock first, we were unable after

a long and particular examination to determine. The

rod terminated in a dry soil. The thunder storm

which visited this place led a hurricane through the

wilderness from Lake Ontario followed by a storm

of hail. Its main path was to the north of Clinton

ville. We examined during the same tour the light

ning rod on a church edifice at Keesville. This rod

is led through the inside of the steeple, and is so

nicely enclosed that whenever the lightning descends

it the building will be most certainly set on fire or

rent to pieces

We have thus given a statement of buildings struck

by lightning which were furnished with rods.

• THE LIGHTNING.

The lightning has been unusually active during the

last year. Every month from January to November,

| both inclusive, have witnessed its operations and we

are by no means certain that it did not extend its

labors into December, in the neighborhood of Chicago,

in the State of Illinois. The same testimony contin

ues to be given by the lightning itself as to its habits

and disposition, that we have recorded heretofore,

which is, that in no case has a human being been

killed by a thunderbolt in a building protected by a

metallic rod of any kind, reared for the purpose of

rotection. What mysterious influence is exerted here

is not within the province of human science to deter

mine—the fact we know, but the cause is one of the

mysteries that pertain to Him whose chariots are the

burning clouds.

In our next number we will endeavor to present a

synopsis of our record of the transactions of the light

ning during the last year in this section of the United

States so far as these have come to our knowledge,

and will accompany it with a diagram of a building

protected by rods diverging from the roof.

tery, as there was a good rod upon one of the chim

ICEBERGS.

In our next number we will endeavor to give a

synopsis of our record of the Icebergs met upon the

Atlantic by vessels arriving at New-York. The arctic

ice has been abundant upon the ocean in southern

latitudes ten months of the year 1845, from February

to November, both inclusive.

THE COLD.

The frost the present year has presented some facts
which are very instructive. At New-Orleans, on the

night of the 27th of November the temperature of

the atmosphere was below 32°, and ice was formed

in great abundance. At Brooklyn at 6 o'clock P. M.

of the 26th, the temperature of the air was at 50°.

During the day the wind was in a state of activity,

and the temperature at 4 o'clock next morning was

down to 24°.

At St. Louis, Mo., on the following Sunday and

Monday the temperature was at Zero, and at Spring

field, Ill., at 14° below Zero. At Brooklyn the tem

perature did not fall below 33°, nor rise above 3GP

on either of those days.

At Franconia, New-Hampshire, on the 13th of De

cember the cold measured by a spirit thermometer

28° below zero, and by the inercury 33° below zero,

while at Brooklyn at the same time the lowest de

ression was 13° above zero, showing a difference

|. Brooklyn and Franconia of from 41 to 46°.

At the foot of the Adirondack Mountains on the

Au Sable, we measured the cold on the 22d of Octo

ber, and found it at 14° above zero, while at New

York at the same time it was 33° above zero.

THE DROUGTH.

During the summer of 1845, some of the districts

of North Carolina suffered intensely from drougth;

also some sections of Orange County in this State,

while at the same time Lower Canada and the State

of Maine were suffering excessively in consequence

of the great abundance of rain.

THE HEAT,

The heat the last summer was unusual. L. W.

Conkey, Esq., in a letter to us covering elaborate

records of his observations upon the weather at the

State Salines at Onondaga, says that the rain which

fell there in July was more abundant than usual, yet

the drougth was more severe in consequence of the

great heat. We shall give a synopsis of Mr. Conkey's

observations on the weather. They are useful statiº

tics, and he has made these observations with great

care, and registered them with great particularity.

LAKE ONTARIO. r

In our tour on Upper Canada, in 1844, we selected

Gull Island, in Lake Ontario, about two miles from

its northern shore, between Port Hope and Coburgh

for the establishment of a Lake-ometer, to measure

the rise and fall of the waters of the lake, and thus

determine whether these changes are periodical, or

occasional. We have recently been furnished by the

intelligent and worthy keeper of the light on that

island with the following official statement of his

observations for six years.

REMARKS ON THE RISE AND FALL OF THE

LAKE AT THE GULL ISLAND LIGHT HOUSE.

1840--June 29-----------------------------2 10

Dec. 6.---------------------------- 9

1841--April 15----------------------------. 1 6

Sept. 25...fell 14 inches in 36 hours. .... 4

Dec. 7--------------------- - - - 6

1842. March 24.-----------. --- 14

June 9.---------------------------- 18

Dec. 6.-------------- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - 8

1843. April 15.--------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8

May 12.----.. 21

Dec. 9- - 8

1844. April 1.. 14

May 3.--------------------------- - 24

Sept. 23.---------------------------- 9

Dec. 6----------------------------- 4

1845-. March 24--------------------------- 14

May 12---------------------------- 26

Sept. 5---------------------------- 14

With heavy gales from the west; a few days

there is strong current up the Lake.

N. OWSTON, Jr., L. K.
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reported that after leaving St. Lawrence county and

crossing the great forest lying between Black River

and Lake Champlain, it struck a new village and ex

tensive iron works near Keesville, Essex county, which

it entirely destroyed. -

We have room only for a few particulars; but these,

strange as they may appear, may be relied on as sub

stantially correct. Our informant, Mr. Benton. resides

at Fullerville, but 150 rods from the north track, has

examined the ground with a view to the facts alone

and his statement is entitled to the most implicit

| belief.

Passing along towards the Oswegatchie river it

crossed the road running through what is known as

the Emmerson and Streeter settlement, on the west

side and distant about a mile from the river. In the

track of the tornado on this road stood 16 buildings,

all of which, as before stated, were swept down.
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Among the things carried away from this, settlement

was a feather bed, sincefound in what is called “Pond's

Settlement,' sixteen miles distant'

Crossing the Oswegatchie, the next settlement in

line of the tempest was the Pitcairn road, embracing

ten buildings. Near the north line of the tornado,

among the sufferers was a Mr. Brown, who had recent:

ly erected a large 40 by 30 feet barn, which he had
filled with the products of his farm. This, with his

house, was blown down and the contents scattered far

and wide. Mr. B. was taken up and carried fifteen

or twenty rods, unconscious of the moving power,

and was severely bruised upon the head, shoulders

and other parts of his body. When he struck the

ground he seized hold of a stump and by that means
saved himself from further personal injury. His

family in the house took refuge in the cellar, and

were thus saved. The next house south of Mr. B.

was that of Mr. Leonard, in which were two women

and five children. Hearing the noise of the tornado

and seeing its approach, these also took refuge in the

cellar—one of the women last descending was struck

by the timbers of the house, and rendered senseless,

in which condition she remained nearly a day. It is

said that she will ultimately recover. Next to Mr.

Leonard's stood another house—the name of the oc

cupant not given—in which was a sick woman with a

young child aboutthree weeks old and ayoung woman

named Kinney, who was attending upon her. Fright

ened by the noise and looks of the tempest as it a

proached, Miss K. threw herself upon another bed in

the same room, when the house was blown down and

fell across

the bed of Miss K. and held the er fast. The

sick woman immediately rose from her bed and by

almost superhuman strength removed the log, and

thus saved the life of the young lady!

Near the latter house, in the street, wasaº:
a yoke of oxen attached to a wagon laden with coa

—being from 60 to 80 rods distant from any standing

trees. Two large trees were brought by the win

and laid across the wagon, crushing it without injury
to the team, or to the man, except the tearing o his

clothes and slight scratches of his person. The team

was so bound in by the trees and rubbish that it

required several hours to extricate them, which was

not effected until the Monday following.

A frame schoolhouse standing near Mr. Brown's

dwelling, in which were severif children and their

teacher, was moved entire from its foundation, without

injury to its inmates. A hemlock tree, said to be

from two to two and a half feet in diameter, standing

on the west side of the Oswegatchie, was taken up

whole and deposited on the coal job on the east side

of the river, distant two miles! A log school house

in the town of Edwards was taken over the heads of

the scholars—every log, down to those on which the

floor timbers rested—carried away without injury to

its inmates. --- - -

The village of Fullerville is situated on the Qswe
gatchie, about 150 rods distant from the nºrth line of

the to nado. Its citizens had a full view of the storm

as it passed, and were consequently enabled to judge

of its force and appearance. At this place, although

out of the track, its force was". felt. A

grist mill, the timbers of which in the lower story are

from 20 inches to 2 feet square, rocked to its founda

tion.

Immediately following the tornado was a storm of

hail, some of he stones as large as hen's eggs, severely

lacerating the cattle exposed, as they fell.

We have thus briefly described the effects of the

storm in eight miles of its length; we are not in

session of sufficient data to state accurately its effects

after it left Benton & Fine's Tract, in the town of

Edwards. But as the great eastern forest borders on

the latter line, it is not probable that any considerable

damage was done, except to standing timber, until it

reached the inhabited parts of Essex county.”

From the Plattsburgh Republican,

At Union Falls, in this county, it emerged from the

forest, making a complete wreck of many of the build

ings in that place, and for a distance of twenty miles

in a northeasterly direction, over a tract from 80 to

100 rods in width, it swept everything before it—trees,

fences barnsand houses were levelled with the ground.

Duncan's forge was considerably injured, the chim

neys blown off even with the roof, and several out

buildings destroyed. The brick school house, near

the Travis forge in Peru was utterly demolished, and

the brick dwelling of H. N. Peabody, near by, was

partially destroyed. We hear of two houses that

were blown down over the heads of the inmates, aud

it is most extraordinary that no lives were lost. Some

15 or 20 buildings were destroyed or injured in that

vicinity by the wind, which committed no further

depredations until it reached Burlington, where it un

roofed the house of Mr. Moody, blew down some

barns, &c. It struck the Steamer Burlington near

Fort Cassin, but she braved the storm handsomely,

suffering no greater damage than the loss of some

loose deck plank, which were picked up miles from

the shore,

Extract of a Letter from Clark Rich, Esq. to Eben.

Meriam. dated Shoreham, Vt., Oct. 13th, 1845.

“On the evening of the 20th of September we

had the most majestic display of lightning I eversaw.

Many other elderly people say so. The upper part

of a dense cloud,º; slowly from the north west

was almost constantly lighted up with flashes and

spangled streaks shooting in every direction, upwards

as often as otherwise. Occasionally the lightning

would streak to the ground. As it approached the

thunder commenced its roar, and increased without

intermission until it passed by me. Just before the

rain commenced, there was a narrow black cloud

directly over me, so dense that I could not see the

lightning through it, but the light from the flashes

were very vivid on each side of the cloud. The beauty

of the scenery was before and after the shower passed.

The latter I did not notice.”

We visited the pathway of this storm in October

last, and made particular examination of its operations.

At Clintonville, on the Au Sable, the lightning struck

a church edifice, a notice of which will be found in

another column. At New Sweden, the lightning

struck a barn, set it on fire, and which was with its

coutents wholly destroyed. This storm was led by

the lightning with a chain of fire enclosed by a cloud

ofdismal blackness filled withbroken fragmentsofrocks

of ice, attended by a furious wind which roared like a

mighty cataract, amid peals of deafening thunder

which kept almost a continuous crash as its fiery bolts

fell from cloud to cloud, ever and anon lightning up

the dark chambers of the storm with vivid corusca

tions—thus making the blackness of darkness doubly

visible. When this storm was first seen emerging

from the wilderness at Union Falls, it appeared to be

descending from a higher region in the amosphere.

Had this storm visited the great metropolis of the

state, with the same force that it did its wilderness,

how fearfully awful must have been its work of des:

truction—but it was guided by that Being who holds

the wind in the hollow of his hand, and who has

made “a way for the lightning of the thunder.”

This storm followed the mineral strata that is em

beded in the earth, its whole path.

The pathway of the storm in the wilderness is an

instructive page to study—to contemplate—for it is

written by a pen guided by the tempest, and is wit.

nessed by the lightnings fire, amid the reverbations of

-
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the thunder's awful crash, and the whirlwind's terrific

roar—when it breathes its breath of fire—presenting

a record when viewed in the regions of profound soli

tude in the midst of the stillness of silence that is

overwhelming—bowing down the pride of man and

at the same time liſting up his soul and leading it to

the spontaneous offering up the homage of adoration.

THE AGE OF THE WORLD.

Mankind are wonderfully prone to disbelieve the

record of time, and the i. record extant, a record

of indisputable authenticity, given to man by his

Creator—by Him who made the world.

The gigantic bones which are found beneath the

surface in numerous localities are brought forward as

evidences of the existence of a previous world. The

Book of Job, written but about 3300 years ago, treats .

of the Leviathan and Behemoth as then alive. This

record is therefore sufficient upon this point, and

although brief, is nevertheless particular.

The uninhabited, or thinly inhabited provinces of

the Empire of Brazil swarms with countless herds of

wild cattle, the offspring of stock imported thither

from Europe within 250 years; and on Van Dieman's

Land are numerous herds in the forest, the original

stock of which were imported from Europe.

Our own Continent, or rather that section of it which

now composes the United States, beyond 250 years

ago was a perfect blank on the page of history.

There are vast and extensive sections of the globe

yet unexplored, and our continent presents in its

greater surface, a vast and uncultivated wilderness.

When the solar orb sent forth its first morning rays

upon our earth, there was no human eye to behold

the newborn light, yet it was not unseen, nor unre

corded. He who made it, beheld it, and pronounced

it good.

THE STRANGER'S GRAVE.

It was near the close of a Sabbath, in the month of

May, in the year last past that I came to a solitude on

the bank of a pond, in the edge of a vast wilderness,

where I found planted a “Strangers Grave.” The

wind was blowing its chilling blasts across the inland

sea—the waves were dashing their murmuring waters

upon the rocky shore—the trees that stood upon the

banks were vocal, for the wind whistled through the

bending limbs which were not yet clothed with new

born leaves—those of the previous year were dead. At

a little distance stood a grove of Inountain spruce, and

beyond it, was a mountain avalanche that had torn a

ragged path in its descent from its lofty bed—near by

was a cabin, built of logs, which had once been a

habitation, but is now a ruin. On a little knoll, near

by the place we stood my companion pointed to a

little mound of earth—a new-made grave, and added,

that “a Stranger was buried there; none knew with

certainty his name, or from whence he came.” The

lifeless body was brought to the shore of a little island

in the pond by the wind and waves; there it was

found by some persons who were fishing in the pond

and brought to this shore, near where it lies buried,

after an inquest had been held upon it.

Some supposed it was the body of a man who

had been murdered and thrown into the pond, for the |

body of a wagou was found washed up upon the shore:

others supposed it was the body of a man whom sor

row and trouble had bereft of reason, and who in that

state of suffering had escaped from his friends who

resided in a county on the opposite side of the wilder.

ness, and had drowned himself in this pond, after a

long wandering in the wild woods, bewildered, soli

tary, and alone. After the account of the finding of

the body was published, a lone female journeyed

hither from a distance of more than a hundred miles.

She had lost a husband who had once possessed an

active mind and a warm heart, misfortunes had over

taken and overwhelmed him, and made his mind a

ºth in a frenzied monent he fled his home, his

friends, his fireside, and became a wanderer, she knew

not where. She came tosee this grave—and moistened

its new-made sods with a mourners tears, for she was

almºst satisfied it was the grave of her dear fond

husband. As I stood viewing this ground, my com.

panion related to me the particulars I have narrated,

The grave was in the we were walking, but I
|

turned and walked around it, for I did not like to

tread upon human ashes—upon dust that is to become

clothed upon with immortality, when those who are

in their graves shall be awakened by the trump of

the Resurrection morning. -

I said it was at the close of a Sabbath day, in the

wilderness, a day more revered here than in the busy

walks of men. Here is impressive scenery—a majestic

mountain lifts its venerable head to the very clouds,

where the thunder rolls its fiery bolts—and the waves

of this pond bathed the rocks of its foundation with the

very fluid in which “the Stranger” made the bed of

death. -

Near the Stranger's grave is a limbless tree, its top

has been cut from the trunk by the axe of the hurri

cane, and on the broken point was a little bird which

often sings at midnight on the borders of the wilder

ness, and indeed at intervals throughout the night—

this bird was singing a mournful song—every five or

ten minutes it would thrice sound its mournful notes,

and was again silent. I have heard this bird no where

else but near the Adirondack Mountains.

No chisseled stone marks the place where the

Stranger's grave is planted, but it has a more enduring

memº, which is impressed upon the ..". atmosphere

that rests upon it. Parents will tell to their children

the fate of the lone wanderer in the wilderness—they

will point to his grave, and thus from generation to

eneration the place of sepulchre will be marked and

its locality remembered.

Many years ago [ passed in the wilderness, far from

any human habitation, a solitary grave. I was alone,

and from the time I came in sight of the thus conse

crated ground, until I was far beyond, I checked the

speed of the horse I was riding and went slowly past

the last resting place of a brother mortal. It was an

impressive path to travel, for it was shaded by the

gates of another world.

I have been accustomed to the salutation of “Strau

ger,” in extensive travels in a section of the country

where a stranger always found favor, from the very

reason that he was far from home.—“Stranger” was

here a sacred name—when I have alighted, at the

close of a hard day's travel, in stormy weather, at the

gates of hospitality, and heard the kind welcome,

“Come in Stranger and be seated, for you must be

both weary and cold,” I felt that kind words that

came from a warm heart, were sweet indeed, and

that tenderness of expression from the lips of a kind

host, a rich solace to a weary traveller in a stranger

land and one of those comforts which may be caiſed

a blessing.

My mind has been awakened to these remem

brances by reading a notice that “Albany Street” is

to be opened through Trinity Church yard, New-York.

and also by reading a majority report of a committee

of the Board of Assistant Aldermen in favor of the

measure which excuses the desecration of the ground

of that portion of the graveyard required, is that

only in which “strangers” are buried. “Ashes to

ashes—dust to dust,” until the morning of the ressur

rection of the dead, is an emphatic and solemn

annunciation of the ministering servant of the Most

High when he stands over the closing grave of a fellow

mortal; and the forcible and solemn language of the

patriarch Job, when he declared that although worms

should destroy his body, yet in his flesh he should see

God, is so impressive that there are very few who

attentively read the sacred scripture, that have not

both read and remembered this sentence.

In early time the grave was regarded as a sacred

place. Abraham purchased the Cave of Macpelah,

for the repose of the remains of his beloved consort,

and his body was at the time of his decease carried to

the same grave. Jacob. 200 years after the burial of

Sarah, was carried by his son Joseph out of the land

of Egypt and entombed in the same sepulchral cham

ber. Joseph of Arimatºea left on record a sweet

remembrancer in the kind provision he made for the

repose of the body of the King of Heaven, while it

lay in the sepulchred chamber during the period fixed

for its rest by the King of Kings,

On the day of the crucifixion, many that had been

!". in their graves, arose, and appeared among the

ving,

Lazarus was raised from the grave in which he had

been for some time buried.

Silence, solitude, impressive and instructive solemni

ty mingle in the "atmosphere that rests upon the

sepulchral chambers of mortality, and the willow that

droops its branches over the sleeping ashes, and the

cypress that stands sentry over the consecrated spot,

have each an expression which those who go to med

itate among the tombs, find to be living preachers to

their souls.

Over the stranger's grave in Trinity Church yard,

are to be seen the weeping tree—a memento, nourish

ed by nature—fed by the golden rays of the morning

sun–when the sacriligious axe shall be laid to its

roots, its sound will echo from the hollow chambers

beneath with an awful reverberation, for the echo will

be from the tomb—the silence of which is thus

broken—and when the sacriligious spade shall be

driven into the ashes of the terrestrial urn, and these

thrown to the winds and borne upon their wings to

the chambers of the living, to be gathered to their

bosoms in the air they breath—I pause—for my pen

trembles while it marks down the emotion of the

human breast. It is night—and darkness is thick

and heavy—there is silence—in its midst I arose from

my pillow to make this memorandum of my thoughts

forº came not unbidden to the chambers of the

in lintl.

The Lake of Sodom, where once stood the cities of

Sodom and Gomorah, is now a deadly pool—no human

being has ever navigated its waters and survived the

impious deed three days afterwards. It is the memento

of an awful judgment. High heaven has decreed it so.

The dissecting knife which wounds the operator

when mangling the body of a fellow mortal, gives a

deadly stab–death follows the slightest scratch that

stains the knife with blood.

The dissector pleads his desire for the welfare of

the living as an excuse for violating the resting places

of the dead, but the statutes have declared the act to

be sacrilege, and pronounced the removal of mortal

remains for such a purpose, a crime.

The fields of Waterloo have been desecrated, the

ashes of the dead have been carried away to manure

the fields—to increase the products of vegetation—

and what do we hear?'—that famine threatens the

land, for the food of man is poisoned—a disease, ma

lignant and extensive has seized upon vegetation.—

Need we look for a cause beyond what we already

know—-need we wonder that judgments fall upon us

while we know full well that we have, in our acts,

deied a safe resting place to the treasuresof the grave,

and torn the sepulchral chamber from its foundation.

AWFUL VISITATION,

Bark Bayfield, John Lucas, master, from Liverpool,

for the Bonny River, on the West coast of Africa,

with a cargo of gunpowder, spirits, &c., was struck

by lightning on the 25th of Nov. last. The mate and

the whole of the crew, then on deck, were knocked

down by the force of the electric fluid, and soon

afterwards it was discovered that the vessel was on

fire directly over the magazine; after using all exer

tions to suppress the fire without effect, the crew were

compelled to take to the boats. They were unable

to save any water or provisions, and in this pitiful

condition steered for Sierra Leone, then distant about

three hundred miles, which port was reached after

being nine nights and eight days in open boats, with

out water or other necessaries, and having lost three

men by starvation. -

PEACE.

The United States have enjoyed uninterrupted peace

with the other nations of the earth, for a period of

upwards of thirty years. From the termination of

the revolutionary war to the commencement of the

last war, was a period of abon, wenty-nine years.

The war of the revolution lasted about seven years.

and the last war with Great Britain fasted near threo

years; thus we have in the four periods named an

aggregate of about 70 years, during which time our

people have been engaged in war 10 years, or ane

seventh part of the whole time,
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direction, together with the 8 to 12 feet elevation of

the tide, great advantages are presented for drainage,

such as I fear New-York can never possess, although

Brooklyn might be made to. In conversation to-day

with the superintendant of a Sewer constructing in
Fleet Street, he told me that a descent of 1 inch in

10 feet was considered large, and that 1 inch in 20

feet would suffice without flush gates, which are used

as you know to create a current by holding the water.

I found this individual very much disposed to commu

nicate his knowledge on the subject, and he finally

concluded by offering me the loan of a pair of boots

adapted to the occasion if I would go down this after

noon and take a walk with him through some of the

Sewers! an offer which I politely declined.

I send with this a London paper of Oct. 1st, con

taining an article upon the recent Parliamentary en

quiry into Drainage, Ventilation, &c. I hope to pro

cure one of the reports upon the subject made to
Parliament by the Commission thatj the investi

gation.

The pavements most approved here now, are of

stone presenting a surface of 3 inches by 6 to 8, and

about a foot deep; these cause less jarring to the

wheels than those heretofore used, which were nearly

square upon the surface. To lay them down cost

about 2.50 per square yard.

The Fire Insurances are higher here than with us,

considering thesmall risks—the price ismuchenhanced

from an injudicious stamp charge on policies, which

an effort is now being made to have abolished.

I have not as yet been near any of the Salt works

except those on the coast of France, which were

much impeded by the rains of the summer, so that

the price of the article had risen much. At Salines,

where are the springs in the east of France, the water

is carried in conduits 15 miles to a forest where it is

allowed to deposit its sediment and then is evaporated.

This is equal to the plan that the Oswego people once

proposed of having the water of Syracuse thus carried

to the woods of their neighborhood, instead of carry

ing the wood to the water.

You can scarcelº the excitement here in

regard to Railroads: wherever in Europe they are

constructing the Magnetic Telegraph is combined

with them. The Exchange of London and Paris are

drowned with the clamor of the Brokers selling the

projected road shares. Iron must for some time feel

the effect of this rage, as roads are here constructed

300 ton a mile is wanted. Great Britain makes 1.500,-

000 tons this year.

When I meet you again, which I hope will be soon

after the receipt of this, I may be able to communi

cate some information of a more definite character

unon the topics on which I have just touched here—

till then adieu.

- SOLOMON TOWNSEND.

E. Meriam, Esq.

We are indebted to Mr. Townsend for the follow

ing extract from the log of the Great Western on his

return passage.

Ship GREAT WestERN, towards New-York.

1845. Lat. Long. Dist. Air. Water.

Oct. 12th. - 52 16.... 6 00. -- . 150....OO . . . . 00

13th..51 16... - 9 56.... 158.... 58.... 54

14th--51 03. ... 14 24. ... 168. --.55 - - - - 52

15th. 50 55.... 19 09 - - - - 178... - 57. --.53

16th-.50 37... .22 50.... 140. --- 53. ... 55

17th. - 51 00.... 26 14.... 129. . . . 57.... 54

18th. - 51 03. ... 30 25- - - - 158... - 52.... 53

19th--50 06. ... 35 09. --- 189. . . . 52- - - - 53

20th-.49 08.... 39 01. - - - 160. --.57 - - - -56

21st -- 48 22.... 43 38... - 190. --.58.... 50

22d -- 47 34. --- 48 23-...198. --- 42.... 43

23d . .46 26.... 53 09. . . .206. . . .38 . . . . 45*

24th. .45 25- - - - 57 22- - - - 186-...-54. ... 48

25th.-43 28-- - - 62 34---.253. ... 48. --.52

26th... 41 05---.67 03... .244. ...56.--.50

27th.-40 35....71 39....216.... 62....54

2923

112 S. Hook west at

- noon,

3035 miles.

264,809 times the wheels revolved.

* Wind and Snow, Cape R, N. by E., noon 13.

Extract from London Globe of Oct. 1st, 1845, refered

to by Mr. Townsend

“In considering the probable results ofthe late inqui.

ry into the sanitary condition of our large towns and

É. districts, we have one chief source of appre

ension—that, in applying remedial measures, too

much reliance may be placed upon mere legislation.

For effecting the most important of the changes in

the internal economy of crowded districts recommend.

ed by the Commissioners, there are but two available

methods. Either the inhabitants, and others immedi

ately concerned as individuals, must be persuaded

voluntarily to adopt and co-operate in effecting the

proposed measures, or adequate compulsory powers

must be vested in some authority, disposed and com

petent to effect them in a proper spirit. In availing

themselves of either of these methods, it is to be

remembered that defective drainage and want of ven

tilation do not accompany the habitations of the poor

because they are either agreeable to the tenant or

profitable to the landlord. They are nothing more

than the particular form assumed in England in the

19th century by incidents common to the condition of

those who have reached the stage of civilization now

occupied by the bulk of our population. Three cen

turies ago the personal habits of the highest classes in

this country were scarcely in any degree superior to

those which, when described as now actually prevail

ing in the courts and alleys of our large towns, excite

the astonishment of most and the pity of all.

“A large section of the population—embracing all

the most intelligent and influential persons in the

country—is, it may be said, much improved in this

respect. But how is the influence of this section to

be brought to bear most effectually and beneficially

upon the rest of the community ?

“We are already far advanced both in a knowledge

of what is wrong and of the means of setting it right.

This the labours of the Commission we have referred

to have done much to achieve. And to the influence

last mentioned we must undoubtedly look for the chief
if not the only means of usefullyºf this knowl

edge. But we fear this influence will be found but

weak if exerted through no better medium than Par

liamentary debates and restrictive statutes, or the

noisy discussions and arbitrary municipal regulations

of corporation committees.

“On the other hand, mere exhortation is not likely

to have much effect. The landlords of small houses

will still claim the right to do as they like with their
own; and may be expected veryi. to resist

every change till it is proved not o y to be harmless,

but to be attended with some positive advantage to

themselves. Where the owners of such property in

large towns are not themselves closely allied in habit

and feeling with their tenants, they usually intrust its

management to agents who are so, and have as little

personal acquaintance with its condition as the merest

stranger. Yet it is to the landlords alone that any

appeal can be made. The tenants can seldom be

brought to desire, and never found able to effect the

requisite structural reforms.

“That the practice of building houses for the poorer

classes which it is impossible by any ordinary means

to ventilate, still continues, may be proved by a walk

through the outskirts of any growing town in the

kingdom. Even in the new town of Birkenhead,

nearly the whole of which has been built within a

very few years, may be seen rows of small houses

lately built back to back, and facing into narrow courts

in a manner specially reprobated by the Commission

ers as having been ..". entirely to preclude

the access of fresh air. Yet in the same locality, not

only is the gross impropriety of this and similar prac

tices well known. but ranges of houses for the fami

lies of laborers have actually been built—under the

direction, we believe, of the Dock Commissioners

exhibiting all or the greater part of the simple and

economical improvements of construction recomended

in their reports.

“To effect the desired changes byº upon

public opinion, through the only method likely to be

effectual in the end, must necessarily be a slow pro

cess; and nothing, we fear, but untiring energy and

perseverance on the part of those intrusted with the

task, can be expected to produce any material result.

In the mean time, nothing should be left undone by

the legislature in the marrow field, properly open to

its influence. Drainage, and the supply of water,

being now commonly brought under the management
-
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either of the local authorities or of public companies,

may in many cases be improved and extended with

facility and advantage, without much interfering

with individual interests or prejudices. Ventilation

offers other and more serious difficulties. But even

here something may be done, both in actual improve

ments and in their extension by example. Public

buildings, churches and schools may be so constructed

or altered as to admit of safe and complete ventilation.

Arrangements should be made for securing at all times

to those who frequent them, an adequate supply of

warmth and pure air. We do not doubt that the effects

would soon be visible. The added health and com

fort would be felt and appreciated—the cause would

be considered, and in time properly valued. Let a

taste for pure air once begin to prevail, and the means

of gratifying it would soon be found.

“We cannot perhaps, better illustrate both the need

for improvement and the scope afforded to it by the

condition of public buildings devoted to popular pur

poses, than by reference to Dr. Rein's report on the

state of the Northern Coal Mine District. The neg

lect is here the more striking as the popular attention

must be constantly directed to the value of fresh air,

in connection with the mines, and the abundance of

cheap fuel renders perfect ventilation comparativel

easy in all cases. “The same defects,” we are told,

“that prevail almost universally in the public build

ings in other districts, are equally conspicuous in the

public buildings in Newcastle, Sünderland, and other

towns in the North of England.”

“Churches with galleries near the ceiling—schools

receiving vitiated air from other schools—one with

vaults below it for the reception of dead bodies—and

cases of recently erected buildings without a single

aperture for the ingress or egress of air beyond those

which doors or windows afford, all attest that, even

in this mining district, the ventilation of public build

ings has assumed no regular or systematic shape. Out

of ten churches, chapels, and meeting houses in Sun

derland, two bad been the subject of special arrange

ments for ventilation.

“In few places, for the most part, could ventilation

be improved with greater facility than in churches. .

“But in no public buildings does systematic eenti

lation appear to be so desirable as in schools, where

the long period spent in them, as well as the age of

the pupils and the numbers so often crowded in a

given space, renders them peculiarly prone to suffer

from a stagnant atmosphere.

“In an infant school in Durham, to which my atten

tion was directed by Mr. Fox, 30 children out of 90

were absent from illness (scarlet fever). There were

no means of systematic ventilation; a slaughter-house

and a piggery were noticed opposite the principal
window.” - - - - - - - -

And again—

“If any buildings should be subjected to inspection

in reference to their arrangements for ventilation,

school-rooms pre-eminently present themselves for

consideration, not only from the powerful effect which

ventilation must have upon the health of pupils, but

also from the influence which the maintenance of a

pure atmosphers, and the eaample af the simple man

ner in which it may be sustained, must erert in dissem

inating eidely throughout the whole community a

practical knowledge of means that are equally appli

cable to the habitations of the higher classes and the

dwellings of the poor.”

STATE OF PRISONERS ON BLACKWELL’S

ISLAND.

The Sessions Grand Jury have presented the fol

lowing communication to the Mayor, on the above

subject. January, 1846.

To His Honor, William F. Havemeyer, Esq., Mayor

of the City of New-York.

The Grand Inquest most respectfully submit, that

in the prosecution of their duty, they have visited the

Alms House and Prisons during the present session,

and found them very crowded, as is generally the case

at this season of the year. The Jury however were

much pleased with the cleanly manner in which these

establishments appear to be kept.

The Grand Inquest desire to call the particular at

tention of your Honor to the situation of one of the

buildings called the Luna House. It is situated on

the west side of Blackwell's Island, near the Peniten

tiary, is built of stone, 75 feet long, 35 wide, and

three stories high; the lower story is used as a black

smith's shop, the 2d and 3d are occupied as prisons,

where the most miserable objects are confined. They

are persons committed by the Police magistrates under

the Vagrant Act, and more or less are sent up every

day from the city. There were nearly 200 men con

fined in the two rooms the day the Grand Inquest

visited the place, and the keeper and physician advised

the Jury not to go in the building, on account of the
ventrain.

The inmates were directed to be brought out, and

it is impossible to describe their miserable condition;

a great many too are idiots, and the remainder either

lame or diseased and covered with vermin.

Part of the jury visited the interior of the build

ing, and found there were neither beds nor straw; nor

was there even room on the floor for all these wretch

ed people to lie down, at the same time.

The keeper informed the jury that there were,

frequently, 250 persons confined in these two rooms;

there being no place to put them in, and in conse

quence of this state of things, it is almost impossible

to prevent them from quarreling and fighting.

The jury are unanimously of opinion that no time

should be lost in alleviating the sufferings of these

unfortunate beings, and they request of your Honor

specially to advise theCommon Council of the necessity

which exists of an additional building to be erected

with suitable accommodations, without delay.

Opportunity will then be given to classify these

persons, and produce more cleanliness, order and

regularity in the establishment, and the great object

of society in providing these institutions, and the cause

of humanity, will be in a greater degree promoted.

HENRY ERBEN, Foreman.

Jos. B. BREwsTER, Secretary.

===

DO THE CORPORATION OWN THE FEE OF

THE STREETS 7

Extracts from the Opinion of P. A. Cowdrey, Esq.,

Counsel of the Corporation of New-York, communi

cated to the Common Council, Feb. 24, 1840.

Doc. No. 54 of the Board of Aldermen.

“Have the Legislature of the State and the Corpora

tion of the City, combined, the |. to grant the

authority conferred by the Acts above referred to 7

“The streets and highways in the City of New-York,

may be divided into two classes, one including such

of the ancient streets as were in use prior to the

passage of the law of 1807, (30 Sess. Chap. 115,) and

the other of those which have been laid out under the

provisions of the last mentioned Act. As to the first

class, there being no statutory, provision vesting the

fee in the Corporation, but only authorizing the land

to be converted to and used for a public highway,

(Sess. 30, Chap. 61, Act March 21st, 1789,) they are

governed by the rules of law applicable to other high

ways. These rules are that the ſee to the centre of

the road or street, belongs to the owner of the adjoin

ing ground, and that the public have only a right of

assacre.

"This is the acknowledged doctrine of the common

law, and is sanctioned by the decisions in our own

state, and in others of the Union. (1 Burrows, 143;

19 Wend., 675; 11 Wend., 502; 8 Wend., 107; 1

Wend., 270; 1 Cowen, 238; 6 Mass., 456; 1 Pick.,

122; 1 Conn., 105: 1 Yeates, 168; 9 Sarg. & Rawle,

31 ; 1 New Hampshire, 16; 3 Kent's Comm., 432.)

This doctrine is carried so far by the authorities above

cited, that the adjoining owners are held to have the

exclusive right to the soil, while the public have only

an easement or right of way—and that being such

adjoining owners, they may maintain ejectment for

any encroachment upon the road, or trespass against

any person who digs up the soil of it—and that they may

have every use and remedy, consistent with the right

of passage in the public and with police regulations.

“As to the other class of streets, laid out under the

law of 1807, and the revision thereof of 1813, (2 R. S.,

414,) on the confirmation of the Commissioners' report,

the Corporation become seised in fee of the land re

quired for the streets,<-“in trust nevertheless that the

same be appropriated and kept open for a public

street forever, in like manner as the other public streets

in the said city are, and of right ought to be.” The

streets last mentioned are opened by levying an assess

ment for the value of the land taken, and for the ex

penses thereof, upon the owners of theº and

contiguous property. The Corporation take the fee;

but the owners pay for it. While therefore, the pub

lic at large have the right of using the street, because

of its character as a common highway, the individual

owners from the inherent right, resulting from their

purchase and from the intrinsic character of their

property, have a special interestin the street itself, as

incident to their ownership of the adjoining land, and

deprived of which, the ſº itself would become

comparatively valueless. The streets in our city are

opened, not only to subserve the ordinary uses of the

public, but also and more especially for the benefit of

those who thereby obtain a front upon the street, and

at whose charge such street is made.

“In a very late case decided in Kentucky, (8 Dana,

294,) and particularly referred to hereafter, Chief

Justice Robertson, whose opinions are of acknowl

edged authority, says, “The title to lots, contiguous

to a public street, carries with it certain services and

easements, almost indispensable, and as inviolable as

the *... itself, and the owners have a peculiar

interest in the street, to which neither the local nor

general public can pretend—a private right, of the

nature of an incorporeal hereditament, legally attached

to their contiguous ground, and without which, the

property never would have been bought by them.”

“The laws of our own statefullyº: this

right, by providing that on closing a public street, the

adjoinig owners shall be paid the damages which

they thereby sustain.

“We have thus seen, that as to the ancient streets

and roads of the city, the fee remains in the adjoining

owners, subject to the right of passage in the public,

and to police regulation.

“That as to the new streets, the fee is vested in the

Corporation, subject to the trust of “appropriating

and keeping them open, in like manner as the other

streets are and of right ought to be"—and that in this

trust the adjacent owners five a special property.

“The Constitutions of the United States and our own

State, provide that “No person shall be deprived of

his property without due process of law, and that

private property shall not be taken for public use

without just compensation.”

“This provision is founded in natural equity, and is

indispensable for the protection of private property.

“In 11 Wend., 151, the Supreme Court say that “the

Constitution, by authorizing the appropriation of pri

vate property for public use, impliedly declares that

for any other use, private property shall not be taken

from one and applied to |. private use of another.

It would be in violation of natural right, and of the

spirit of the Constitution.” And in 19 Wend., 676,

they sey, “Our Constitution means that the Legisla

ture should have no power to deprive one of his

property and transfer it to another, by enacting a bar

ain between them. unless it be in à. hands of the

tter, a trust for public use.”

We have thus copied from this official document,

and from the opinion of the learned Counsellor, a

a distinguished Corporation functionary and we have

now a question to ask: what right have the Corpo

ration to sell land under ground for Street vaults to

those who already own it !

We shall hereafter review the opinion of the learn

ed Counsel.

CHAPEL STREET SEW ER.

The Corporation have agreed to pay Mrs. Flenders

Five Hundred Dollars for the injury done her property

by the Thomas Street Sewer, built at the same time

and connected with the Chapel Street Sewer. The

amount should have been five thousand dollars instead

of five hundred.

Alderman Tillou has written a long criticism upon

the Chapel Street Sewer Report, made by him and

other members of the same committee prior to his

embarkation for Europe, and printed in his absence.

Alderman Tillon insists that printing was not properly

conducted. We presume his remarks will be printed

and extensively circulated,

The persons owning, property upon Chapel and

Thomas Streets should be paid one hundred thou

sand dollars at least, for damages done to their prop

erty by the destruction of the former sewer and the

misconstruction of the present sewers, -
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its lºcal situation and advantages.

the whole amount:

1. Houses and Lots productive......... 405,200.00

2. Lands and Buildings used for Public

Purposes.-----................ 1,731,036.62

3. Productive Property at Brooklyn.... 62,150.00
4. Unproductive do. do ------. 1,950.00

5. Ferries, including the necessary wharves

and Piers, ------...---.......... 122,000.00

6. Common Lands productive......... 119,150.00

7. Common Lands unproductive....... 37,800.00

8. Common Lands payable in Wheat... 2,650.00

9. Common Lands, perpetual leases, rent

payable in Coin................. 1,260.00

10. Public Wharves, Piers and Slips.... 842,257.50

11. City Lots, Rent payable in Wheat... 5,200.00

12. Personal property ................ 65,564.00

Grand Total.----...... $3,396,218.12

(Signed) STEPHEN ALLEN.

JUDAH HAMMOND.

SAMUEL TOOKER.

BENJAMIN CRANE.

Public Purposes.—Almshouse, City Hall, Jail, Bride

well, Markets, Park and Bowling Green.

Description of the Property.

New Almshouse, Penitentiary, Dwelling,

&c. &c. at Bellevue, cost for the building 415,233.18

Twenty-eight acres of Land belonging to

the same, including the Avenue and

Streets, valued at $2,000 per acre.... 56,000.00

City Hall --------------------------- 528,634.31

Debtors' Prison.......--------------. 10,000.00

Bridewell.-------------------------- 12,000.00

Fly Markets..... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 9,000.00

Catharine Markets ------------------. 4,500.00

Gouverneur Market.-----...----------- 350.00

Grand Street Market........ - 500.00

Essex Market ---------------------- - 475.00

Centre Market, including a triangular piece

of ground fronting on Grand, Rynders,

and Orange Street. ----------------. 6,200.00

Washington Markets, and the piece of land

on which they are erected........... 79,714.13

Spring Street Market...... . . . . . . . . . . . 400.00

Christopher or Greenwich Market, and

the ground given by Trinity Church for

a Market ...-------------- - - - - - - - - 2,000.00

Duane Street Market................. 2,500.00

Old Almshouse and the Stable......... 20,000.00

The Park, comprising all the land east of

Broadway and west of Chatham Street,

and south of the south line of the su

posed extension of Warren Street, in

cluding the land on which the City Hall,

Bridewell and Jail are built; and ex

cluding therefrom the land on which

the Free School is built, and the adjoin

ingland and buildings heretofore valued

to the south of said schoolhouse, and

east of the jail yard; containing about

seven acres, or 122 lots, valued at$1,000

per lot on the supposition that said land

is to be hereafter used for a Park, and

other public purposes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122,000.00

Bowling Green, an oval piece of land,

enclosed withand including an iron fence

at the south end of Broadway, near the

| Battery, containing by estimation 22,500

feet, equal to nine lots.............. 25,000.00
"--

$1,294,506.62

ment.

JONATHAN THOMPsoN,

JOHN TARGEE,

WILLIAM S. SMITH,

New-York, August 19, 1820.

every lot or parcel is separately valued, according to

The following is a summary of the amount of each

ºlass, and will show the several and grand totals of

Valuation.

We, the subscribers, certify that we have, by di

rection of the Honourable the Corporation of the

| City of New-York, made the foregoing appraisement

of their property, to the best of our skill and judg

! Appraisers.

|

Myndert Van Schaick,

CORPORATION PROPERTY,

We have given on this page, an extract from the

Report made by Jonathan Thompson and others, of

the value of the public property in 1820. The Battery

was not valued by these gentlemen, for that ground

belongs to the State of New-York. The public streets

and public Squares were not valued, for these when no

longer used for public purposes revert to the adjoins

ing owners, or to those who have paid for the ground

in assessments for benefit 1

In 1838, the Corporation officers put in the fist the

Battery and Public Squares neither of which belong

to the Corporation. It would be ablessiug to the city

if such men as Jonathan Thompson, Stephen Allen

and John Targee, were now in the City Councils.

Such men are becoming scarce.

STATEMENT

Of the aggregate valuations of Real and Personal

estate in the several counties of this State, at the

rate of taxation on each dollar of the corrected

aggregate valuations for the year 1845.

Rates of

Assessed Assessed Corrected *::::::

- value of value of per- aggregate and town
Counties. real estate. sonal .. *:::::::: taxes on

$1 valu'n,

—mills.

Albanyff.....$11,102,930...83,946,990....815,603,161.... 11,4

Allegany..... 4,228,794. ... 108,962 ... 4,337,756.... 7,3

Broome....... 1,876,810.... 210 357.... 2,087,167.... 8,5

Cattaraugus... 2,968,802. ... 76,184.... 3,035,315.... 9,6

Cayuga....... 8,182,326. ... 1,325,021.... 9,760,050.... 3,9

Chautauque... 4,251,884. ... 335,098. 5,982.... 7,2

Chemung. 2,221,170. ... 242,987. ... 5,3

t4,8

5,1

7,5

Delaware.... 25,848 6,9

!)utchess..... 14,857,919. . . . 5,197,940. - ... 2.9

Erie......... 11,622,871.... 567,563. ... 11,831,969.... 5,4

Franklin..... 1,492,500.... 92,290.... 1,584,790.... 10,1

Essex... . . . . . 1.333,848.... 150,288.... 1,483.136.... 14,1

Fulton....... H,115,370.... 193,354. ... 1,308,724. ... 13,5

Genesse ..... 5,415,357.... 442,716.... - . 4,6

Greene ...... 2,378,045.... 391,628. . . . . 9,6

Hamilton .... 338,778. . . . 450.... .33,4

:22,917. . . . 5,7

6,6

5,9

8,2

3,4

- - 5,

Monroe...... 12,821,816. ... 1,529,620. . 4,6

Montgomery. 2,784,822. . . . 379,242. ... 9,1

New-York... 177,207,999.... 62,787,527.... . 8,7

Niagara . . . . . 4,592,363.... 333,726. ... . 6,2

Oneida ...... 9,484,891.... 2.322,398. . . . 5,5

Omoudaga. . . .13,786,187. . . . . 2,9

Ontario......10,886.947.... 1,7: ... 2,8

Orange ...... 9.067,327.... 2, . 4,6

Orleans. . . . . . 4,372,582. . . . 4.6

4.961,320. . . . 7,9

... 4,670,334. ... 6,2

2,479,113. ... 3,5

3 2,2

4,8

. 6.4

Rockland .... . 2,5

St. Lawrence. 13,3

Saratoga..... r . 5,5

Schenectady. 500.791. ... . 8.7

Schoharie. ... 157,003. ... 1,804,165....12,0

Seneca ...... ,085,115.... 588,919. ... 5,674,034.... 3,7

Suffolk ...... 4752,685.... 1,209,933. ... 5,962,618.... 3.5

Steuben ..... 5,748,134.... 424,280. ... 6,172,414.... 5.5

Sullivan ..... 1,402,536. . G6,047.... 1,468,283....11 6

Tioga ....... 1,521,389. ... 382,852. ... 1,804,211....11.8

Tompkins.... 3,300,000.... 601,701. ... 4,001,719.... 5,7

Ulster ... 4,599,856. . 799,126 - -

Warren...... 952,814. 23,619 ,4.

Washington.. -

Wayne ... ... 6

W.ester - 652.782 -

yomingif .. 3,478,287.... 174,4 3,632.782....

Yates........ 3,888,433. ... 319,395.... 4,207,936.... 3,5

486,490,121 115,988,895 605,646,095 *:

fi No returns received from these counties for 1845, and there

fore taken from the last annual report.
=-

CANDIDATES FOR STATE CONVENTION. .

We add to our list on the first page of this number,

the following names: -

Edmund H, Pendleton,

William W. Fox,

Joseph Walker,

Preserved Fish,

Samuel F. Mott,
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STATE CONVENTION AND NEW-YORK CITY

CHARTER.

The most wonderful move toward the amendment

of the State Constitution is to be found in the frame

of a bill to be presented to the legislature for to be

passed into a law to amend the New-York City Char

ter, and which was on the 16th of February approved

by the Board of Aldermen, and on the 19th of Febru

ary approved by the Board of Assistants. These two

bodies form the Common Council of the City, and

were vested by the State Legislature with the Legis

lative powers of the Corporation, and these proceed

ings have been enacted in their Legislative capacity.

The proceeding is not a legislative act and the two

boards|. no jurisdiction in the premises—but to

to the pith of the wondrous wonder—and here it is:

“Sec. 11. The Mayor of the City of .Year

1"ork shall contissue to be elected assssssally, essatil

assº assenedºssesst of the Cossstitsations of this State

skaſi assthorise hisms to be elected for a longer

TIME, after which he shall be elected for fero

syears.”

Section 10 of article 4 of the Constitution of this

State as amended in 1833, read thus:

“$ 10. The Mayor of all the cities in this State

shall be appointed annually by the Common Councils

of the respective cities, eaccept un the city of New

York, in which city the Mayor shall be chosen annu

ally by the electors thereof qualified to vote for other

charter officers of the said city, and at the time of the

election of such officers.”

If the wonderful section 11, was the production of

a single mind, it is a rare protegee for it is a burlesque

upon the Constitution.

The last part of this section is a new mode of in

structing the members of the Convention, but the

beauty of it is that if the State Convention shall de

termine that the Mayor's of the cities shall hold office

for three years, the Common Council of New-York

ask the Legislature to limit the term to two years,

notwithstanding that the Constitution declares other
Wise.

The eleventh section, we have quoted, is a fair

specimen of the whole bill—it is a wonderful pro

duction.

Section 18 of the proposed Charter.

“W 18. The Seventh section of the act entitled,

“an act to amend the charter of the city of New-York,

passed April 7, 1830, and all provision of law and

of charter, which are inconsistent with this act are

hereby repealed.”

Whatever provisions of charter or law, (and the

charter is nothing but a legislative act) that are design

ed to be repealed should be designated by chapter

and verse. The Seventh section of the act of April

7, 1830 is one of the most important provisions of the

Statute aad the disregard of its provisions should be

made punishable to an extent equalling the offence.

This wholesale mode of. laws is so loose

that we wonder that a State Legislature should ever

allow it to have a place in the Statute book.

=>

A NEW-YORK ALDERMAN

Is by virtue of his office of Alderman:

Ræ Officio Judge of the Cossrt of Oyer ared

Terassisser.

Commissionser of Ercise.

-Masdge of the Cossrt of Gesseral Sessions.

Supervisor of the Cossasſy.

Jºdge of the Court of Special Sessionss.

Commissioneer of Highscays.

Jasage of the Cossasſy Cosert.

Aſ ſealth Coassassissiosser.

Magistrate is the Ward ke Represenets, &c.

NEW-YORK, MARCH 4, 1846.

| THE ROYAL GRANT OF CHARTERTO

THE CITY OF NEW-YORK,

. The charter of the city of New-York was never

signed by the King or Queen of Great Britain.

The numerous proceedings in relation to the New

York City Charter, will be found in the first four

numbers of this Journal. In 1683 a lengthy petition

was presented by the Mayor and Common Council of

New-York to Gov. Dongan for a charter, which we

reprinted to go along side of the bill now proposed

by the Common Council to increase their own powers

and remove all restrictions and restraints upon their

Own acts.

PETITION FOR A CHARTER.

On our. 2d page will be found the petition of the

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the City for a

charter. It was presented to Col. Dongan, the Pro

vincial Governor, in 1683, and is a curious document,

and although we had printed it in one of our previous

numbers we deem it important to reprint it to put it

along side of the present application for a charter from

the Common Council in 1846. Thus we present at

the same view the present charter, the proposed char

ter, the petition for a charter in 1683, and each mem

ber of the Legislature will be furnished with a printed

copy of the address of the members of the City Con

vention in 1830. These will give each memberof the

legislature a pretty comprehensive view of the whole

subject in a connected form. Extra copies of the testi

mony taken before the Hon. the Senate Committee in

1843, will also be forwarded to the members of the

Legislature.

-—-

TAXES.

The time for making application to the Board of

Supervisors for the correction of erroneous taxes will

expire in the firstweek in April, and a penalty of near

SIX per cent on unpaid taxes will attach on the first

of April.

CANDIDATES FOR THE STATE CONVENTION.

It is high time to call public attention to the selec

tion of candidates for the State Convention, as mem

bers of that body from the county of New-York. We

present the following list of names selected from the

three political parties, viz:

James Kent, George Douglass,

Albert Gallatin, Abraham G. Thompson,

Jonathan Thompson, Abraham Van Nest,

Stephen Allen, Gulian C. Verplanck,

Saul Alley, Wm. B. Crosby,

Jonathan Goodhue,

John M. Bradhurst,

Solomon Townsend,

Peter Cooper,

James Harper,

Wm. F. Havemeyer,

Burtis Skidmore,

Richard Mott,

Lora Nash,

F. R. Tillou,

Luther Bradish,

Peter Lorrilard, jr.,

Henry Grinnel,

Richard S. Williams,

James Boorman,

Myndert Van Schaick,

Preserved Fish,

Samuel F. Mott,

Charles H. Russell,

Peter Schermerhorn,

James I. Jones,

Robert Smith,

Murray Hoffman,

David Hale,

Philip Hone,

J. I. Coddington,

Theodore Sedgwick,

Samuel Thompson,

James Donaldson,

Thomas T. Woodruff,

Elisha P; Hurlbut,

John David Wolfe,

Hiram Ketchum.

Edmund H. Pendleton,

William W. Fox,

Joseph Walker.

4tlunicipal (5ayette.
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CITY CHARTER MOVEMENT.

On the third and fourth page of this Number of the

Municipal Gazette, will be found the draft of a bill

agreed upon by the New-York Common Council, for

amending the Charter of the city, prefaced with our

brief comments thereon.

The bill is the worst we have ever seen drawn up

for the frame of a City Government, and should never

become a law. The Charter of the City of New

York, adopted in 1830, is a thousand times superior

to the bill proposed, but the Departments of the city

government disregard it.

The State Convetnion which is to assemble in June

will probably take the City Charter in hand with a

view to a general modification conformable in princi

ple to the doctrines of a free government.

In 1833, the British government issued a commis

sion for the purpose of enquiring into the State of the

Municipal Corporations throughout the United King

dom of Great Britain and Ireland.

The elaborate report made to Parliament had es

cial reference to the affairs of the Corporation of the

city of London, and in terms of unsparing condemna

tion exposed the abuses resulting from its long con

tinued execrise of the many privileges of Jurisdic

tion, incident to its feudal constitution, and though a

bill was enacted in pursuance thereof for the refor

mationof the country municipalities, the government

promised to introduce aseparate measure in reference

to the city of London, nevertheless, owing to the

overwhelming influence of the city corporation, com

bined with the magnitude of the interests involved

in the preservation of its extensive powers on the

one hand, and the weakness of the Whig Administra

tion on the other, it has remained unmolested to the

present hour.

LoRD BRoughAM in the House of Lords said of

the Corporation of London, “From its design of an

useful and efficient instrument of local government,

the great metropolitan corporation has been perverted

to “GIANT ABUSE,” and so it is denominated. It

has lost the confidence of the people.” With a view

to amend it, Lord Brougham moved an address to the

Queen.

INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER.

A public spirited citizen, possessing a surplus of

this worlds goods, has volunteered pecuniary aid to

sustain an independent newspaper to be ºil. in

the city of New-York. Two gentlemen have agreed

to undertake the publication, trusting that they will

be sustained by the citizens with such advertising

patronage and subscription list as will enable them to

refund the amount thus so generously advanced.

The Anti-Assessment Committee have volunteered

the needful aid in the editorial department, free of

charge.

The abuses of the city government and its officers,

are to be given in great detail, and it is hoped that the

exposure of these abuses will prevent a repetition of

them.

The new Journal will discuss the question of more

equal taxation in great detail.

Public matters, touching the administration of the

National, State, and Corporate Government, will be

freely treated of.

We have no doubt that the new Journal will be

one of the most valuable newspapers in the Union.

A well conductedP. of the kind proposed, will

in process of time, if persevered in, do more to cor

rectmunicipalabuses thaneverythingelse put together.
We wish theF. great success, for their gain

will be that of the people.

º
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River except he was a Freeman and had been arrival

Inhabitant of this Citty offor ye space of 3 years, and

if any fireeman should be absent out of ye Citty ye

space of 12 month, and not keep fire and candle & pay

seat and cott, should loose his freedome.

10th. All ye Inhabitants up Hudson River were for

bid to trade over sea.

11th. No Flower was to be bolted or Packed or Bis

kett made for exportation but in ye Citty of New

Yorke, being forye Incouragement of trade and kee

ing up ye reputatiou of New Yorke flower, which is in

great request in ye West India and ye (Inhabitants)

only support and maintenance of ye Inhabitants of

this Citty, and if not confirmed to them, will ruin and

depopulate ye same.

12th. That ye said Citty had a Common seale to

serve for ye dealing of all and singular their affairs

matters and business touching ye said Corporation.

All which said ancient customs privileges and lyb

ertys ye said Mayor and Aldermen in behalf of them

selves and ye Citizens of ye said Citty do humbly pre

sent & make known to yr Honour, humbly beseching

yr honor in their behalf to Interceed & procure thatye

same be Confirmed to them by charter from his Roy

all Highnesse with these additions following:

1. That ye said Corporation be divid

Wards.

2. That ye freemen in each Ward do once every

year ellect their own officers to say Aldermen, Com

mon Councilmen, Constables, Overseers of ye r,

Scavengengers, Questmen or other officers useful and

necessary for ye said Corporation & Wards.

3. That there be a Mayor & a Recorder, who with

ye said six Aldermen & Common Councillors shall

represeut ye whole body of ye said Citty & Corpora

tion & shall have power to make pecular Laws and

ordinances for ye good Government and support

thereof.

4. That a Mayor be appointed every year by Gov

ernour & Councill, & to be one of ye Aldermen cho

en as aforesaid.

5. That all Magistrates so chosen shall not be ad

mitted to ye execution of their offices until sworn be

fore ye Governor and Council.

6. That ye Recorder be appointed by ye Governor

and Council, who shall be|. of ye city and corpo

ration and be ayding and assisting ye Mayor, Alder

men and Common Council in all matters yt relate to

ye well being thereof.

7. That a Sheriffe be annually appointed by the

Governor and Council.

7. That ye Coroner and Towne Clark be appointed

by the Governor and Councill.

9. That ye Mayor, Recorder, Aldermen and Com

mom Councill do appoint a Treasurer for collecting and

paying all public debts and Revenues.

This and whatsoever else your Honorand his Royall
Highnesse shall think fit, necessary and convenient

for ye good rule, order, and welfare of this citty or

Corporation, your Petitioners humbly pray may be

granted and confirmed to them, in as #| and ample

manner and form as his majesty hath been graciously

pleased to grant to other Corporations within his

Realme of England, for ye.

Of which they again humbly begg your honor to

become their supplyant, whosej. and service

therein shall be most thankfully acknowledged.

New York, 9bre, ye 9th., 1683. And as in duty

bound, your petitioners shall ever pray, &c.

EXPLANATION ASKED OF THE MAYOR, &c.

AS TO CERTAIN PARTS of THE FOREGOING

PETITION BY THE GOVERNOR AND COUNCIL.

Some objections made by ye Governor and Councill

to ye petition presented in the name of the Mayor, Al

dermen and Commonalty with desire to be explained.

Atta Councill held in New Yorke ye

10th 9bre, 1683.

into six

Present

The Governor,

Mr. Frederick Phillips,
Mr. Lewis Sancton.

A Petition from ye Deputy Mayor, Aldermen and

Commonalty ºf ye sitty of New Yorke being readwas concluded as follows: r

In answer to the first article it is thought reasonable

that the Towne of Harlem shall have li erty to deter

ºne all matters yt come before them under 40s, att

their own Towne Court. To ye third article it is an

swered that there being these words, these Magis

trates had power to appoint all Inferior Officers, and

Constables, Overseers, under Sheriffs, Cryers and

Marshals, it is desired that it may be explained what is

Inneault by Marshalliu ye second article; it is also de

sired yt it may be explained what is meantby peculiar

Laws, and how far they will extend, as likewise what

is meant by Court of Judicature, and how flar ye

s'd Court is to extend, and yt ye Court of Judicature

under forty shillings being allowed it is thought con

venient to distinguish betwixt yes'd Courts and make

two articles of this one, being ye third article to ye

fourth article, it is thought yt ye water Bailiffs belongs

to ye admiralty, and ye seventh article Jews are to be

accepted who are left to ye discretiou of ye Governor.

By order in Councill,

JOHN SPRAGG, Sec'ry.

EXPLANATIONS TO THE FOREGOING, GIVEN

BY THE MAYOR, &c.

An explanation of several heads contained in ye

petition lately presented to his honor ye Governor, by

ye Mayor Aldermen and Commonalty of ye citty of

New Yorke, pursuant to ye desire of the Governor and

Councill, Humbly presented to his honor's further con

sideration.

The Towne of Harlem is a village belonging to this

Citty and Corporation for ye more easy administra

tion and dispatch of Justice. Officers have been annu

ally appointed by ye Mayor and Aldermen to hold

Courts and determine matters not exceeding 40s., both

at Harlem and the Bowery, and shall do ye like for ye

future, and is intended to be one of ye six Wards.

3. Marshall is an under officer assistant toye Sher

ife in serving writs, summoning Jurys, looking after

prisoners and attending ye Court, and that Officer and

the Cryer has hetherto been one person.

Pecular Laws, and Laws and Ordanancees by the

Mayor, Aldermen and Common Councill, for ye well

and good government of this, Citty and Corporation
and to extend as flarr as the limit thereof.

Court of Judicature is a Court to hear and determine

all causes and matters whatsoever brought before them,

both Civilland Criminall, not extending to life, limb, or

member, and had jurisdiction over

and Bayes, Coves, Creeks and Inletts belonging to ye
satile.

The whole Island being one Corporation, ye inhab

itants are all members of one body and conceive no

need of distinction. The Mayor, Aldermen and Com

mon Councill having ye care and charge to make all

things easy and convenient for ye Inhabitants as

possible, and will have the same regard thereto as for

merly.

A Water Bailliffe is an officer belonging to a Cor

poration, and ye Sheriffe of this Citty i. useually

exercised the office by serving arrests and attachments

in ye harbours, Bayes, Coves, Creeks and Inletts be

longing to this Corporation, by Warrant from ye

Mayor, Sheriffe or other his superiors to him directed

as Sheriffe or Watter Baillifle, as well in Civill as

Criminall matters.

What belongeth to the Governor or prerogative,

think not fitt to meddle with or any way restrane.

New Yorke, 9bre. 19th, 1683.

REMARKS.

ARBITRARY POWER.

The foregoing petition and explanations, although

made 163 years ago, are very much of the same char

acter of the present proceedings of the Common Con

cil of New-York in their present application to the

Legislature. - -

The Common Council of New-York are adminis

trative officers—they connot enact Statute, law...that

power is vested in the Senate and Assembly.of this

State, and these two bodies forming the Legislature
of the State, cannot delegate this power to an officer

of the New-York Corporation, nor tº the Common

Council of N. York, nor to any otherindividual or body

of men. The City of New-York is a part of the State

of New-York, and is governed by the laws of the

State and not by the ordinances of a subordinateCor

poration created by Statute, a mere creation of the

Legislature, which the Supreme Court can dissolve

and make void for abuse of power.

l the harbours.
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PROPOSED CHARTER OF 1846.

We have re-printed from the Journal of Com

merce of Wednesday the eighteenth of February, the

draft of a Bill which has been approved by the Board

of Aldermen for ameuding the City Charter. We

have not reprinted the Editorial commendation of the

Bill which accompanied its publication, inasmuch as

we think the worthy editors of that valuable public

journal have greatly erred in the commendatory notice,

and we hope to be able to convince them of this in

our review of the provisions of the Bill in detail,

It wasformerly the custom in legislative enactments

to accompany the Bill with a preamble reciting the

mischiefs its provisions were intended to remedy—it
was a good custom and should not have been discon

tinued.

Had that been done in this case, the Bill would

demonstrate an absurdity, for the mischief is in the

departments, and not with the newly elected Alder.
lilein.

Abuses of an aggravated and alarmingcharacter have

been committed, and the great enquiryis—by whom

Here is the foundation to begin at. The Depart

ments of theCityGovernmenthavebeen wretchediyad.

ministered. Corruption and abuses of an aggravated

character have existed in the departments to such an

alarming extent that if a scrutiny was to be had and

the abuses fully exposed, the citizens would raise en

*masse and demand their abolition.

Take up any pººl. act of the corporation that

is complained of, and begin with its commencement

in the common Council, and follow its details to its

final consumination through the departments, and it

will be readily seen where the mischief attached.

and in which department of the City Government the

fault lies, and what particular officer the blame attaches
to. -

Much is said about the inexperience of members of

the Common Council, and this it is suggested in the

Bill, can be remedied by making the term of Alder.

men of three years durationſ in place of one year.

Experience is universally acknowledged to be the

best schoolmaster, and we have this developed most

*atisfactorily in the records ofthe common council since

the adoption of the amended charter in 1830, and

before that change. Many of the members of the

Common Council have been re-clected for years in

succession, and there are now in that board gentlemen

who have for several years been members of the

Common Council, , Contrasting these gentlemen with

their associates of lesser experience, and thus obtain

the sought for desideratum, if attainable by means of

extended terms of office. We forbear any compari

son which may be deemed personal, but state the

case as a matter of general application. Our conclu

siºn is that the experiment has been tried and found a
failure.

The advocates of the bill in hand, are warm in their

expressions of admiration of the general frame of our

State fundamental law, and claim in this bill to copy

after it, but section two repudiates the very doć.

trines they advocate, for by the Constitution, members

of the legislature cannot at the same time hold or fill

any other civil office, but this section of the bill pro

vides that all the powers#. to the Mayor, Alder

men and Commonalty shall continue to be vested in

that body. Thus a member of the Board of Al

dermen is by virtue of his office of Alderman, Judge
of the Court of Oyer and Terminer, Judge of the

Court of General Sessions, Judge of the Court of

Special Sessions, Judge of the County Court, Com

missioner of Excise, Health Commissioner, Supervi

sor of the County, Commissioner of Highways,

Magistrate in his Ward, and if made President of the

Board, acting Mayor of the City. Now then where

is the great regard for great principles contained in

the Constitution ?

An Alderman cannot discharge the duties of all

these ex officio offices, and besides all of them are

incompatible with the office of a member of the Com

mon Council possessing the Legislative powers of the
-

º
-

-

The first section of the bill is a needless provision

which will be readily seen when compared with sec

tion one of chapter 122 of the laws of 1830.

Section 2, is a dangerous and ruinous provision.

Whatever powers are intended to be given to the

Common Council, should be plainly and distinctly

stated, and all not intended to be given should be

interdicted.

Section 3, provides for 18 aldermen: Since 1836,

application was made to the Legislature to increase

the number from 16 to 17, for the reason that in 1836,

the number of Whig Aldermen were 8, and the Dem

ocratic Aldermen 8, which made a tie vote, and two

months time was consumed in organizing the Board,

during which time no public business could be trans
acted by the Board.

Section 4, provides for a longer term of office,

We have discussed that point in our prefatory remarks,

Section 5, increases the number of Assistants, and

inasmuch as the members are to be paid $750 per

year, by ordinance to be passed by themselves, the

increased expenditures in this .#be near $30,000

per annum for Assistants, and more than $13,000 for

the Aldermen, besides gold pencil cases, stationery,

maps, sets of volumes of natural history, &c. &c.

Section 7, is a substitute for the same section in

chap. 122 of 1830, and is intended to defeat the re

straints upon that necessary provision of that act, which

was more dwelt upon as to its importance in the Con

vention which framed it than any other.

The 8th section is unnecesssary, as by the act of

1830 the Common Council can fix the session in any

way they shall see fit to determine by a joint rule of

the two boards, and the same remark will apply to
section 9.

Section 10 does not reinforce the Mayor's Veto,

but leaves it as it is with one qualification growing

out of periodical sessions of less frequency than now

held, but that same provision is contained substantially

in chapter 122 of the laws of 1830.

Section 11 is an absurdity. The State Constitution

provides for the election of the Mayor annually and an

attempt to dictate to the State Convention to assemble

in 1846, as to extending the term to two years is in
proper.

If the members of the Common Council were all

allowed to serve two years, it would be well, but

•lecting only a part, does not lessen the frequency of
Charter Elections.

Section 12 treats of Executive power. The Su

preme Court say, some of powers of the Corporation

are in part Executive, Judiciary and Legislative, and

we add, others are administrative and others minis

terial. The act should define the powers by express

provision. The nomination of officers by the Mayor

to the Board of Aldermen is a good provision, but

he should have power to suspend an officer for miscon

duct, and the Board which consents to his appoint

ment should have the power of prompt removal from

office for good cause. These remarks are also appli
cable to section 13 and 14.

Section 15 provides for compensation to members of

the Common Council. These officers should be paid

compensation for each days session in the day time,

but it should be in lieu of all otherpay, and they should

hold but the one office. This last remark applies to
section 16.

Section 17, is well enough, but it should provide

for a record, which record should be approved by the

Mayor, and be open for inspection.

Section 18, is a deliberate wrong of untold and in

calculable magnitude. Those who have adopted it,

have been deceived as to its import.

The business of the Corporation should be managed

by departments suitably organized, and under proper

and salutary restrictions, and each should be inde

pendent of the other. Most of the duties that pertain

to departments are administrative, or ministerial. The

Heads of the Departments should be elected by the

People. This remark is applicable to the remaining

sections of the bill, all of which are badly framed,

and not calculated to meet the expectations of those

who are desirous of reform and retrenchment in City

expenditures.

This Bill was not published until it was passed by

the Board of Aldermen and was in three days after

concurred in by the Board of Assistants and hurried

off to the Legislature to be passed into a law and then

to be submitted to the people the second week in

March. Why this great haste º The submission to

the people should be made at a general, election, and

full publicity should be given to the Bill.

The Bill should have been drawn up by such men

as Stephen Allen, Gulian C. Verplanck, Saul Alley,

Jonathan Thompson, Walter Bowne, Philip Hone,

John Morse, Robert H. Morris, W. W. Fox, Thomas

T. Woodruff, George B. Smith, F. R. Tillou, Burtis

Skidmore, #ºf Mott, Murray Hoffman, James

Harper, Robert Smith, Edmund H. Pendleton, Abm.

G. Thompson, and other citizens of thelike experience

in public concerns. It should be a deliberte work

º well matured. Thegreat majority of the citizens

are in favor of restricting the powers of both the offi

cers of the Corporation and of the members of the

Common Council. The provisions of this bill will

not accomplish that end.

In 1824 an act was passed entitled an act to alter

the organization of the Common Council. See ses

sion laws of 1824. A similar act was passed in 1828.

See Session Laws of that year. Both these acts were

rejected by the People. In 1830, a convention was

. to frame a bill for the legislature to pass into a

law. This was accepted by the People, and subse

quently enacted by the Legislature, and is now the

law, and the difficulty is that the Corporation officers

as well as the Common Council disregard its provis

ions,

Chief Justice Bronson in an opinion recently given

by him touching the seventh section of the amended

charter, said, “The language is imperative—the ayes

and noes shall be called. When the particular mode

in which the Corporation is to act is thus specially de

clared by its charter, I think it can only be in the

prescribed form. The contrary doctrine wants the

sanction of legal authority, and is fraught with the

most dangerous consequences. It would place Cor

porations above the laws, and there is reason to fear

that they would soon become an intolerable nuisance.”

AN ACT

To Amend the Charter of the City of New-York.

The People of the State of New-York, represented

in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows: .

§ 1. The Legislative power of the Corporation of

the City of New-York, shall continue to be vested in

a Board of Aldermen, and a Board of Assistants, who,

together, shall form the Common Council of the City.

§ 2. All of the provisions of the City Charter, and

State law, now in force, and appertaining to the

Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the City of

New-York, shall continue to apply to them, except

as hereinafter provided. - -

§ 3. The Boardof Aldermen shall consistof eighteen

members, who shall be elected for three years; the

Board of Assistants shall consist of thirty-seven mem

bers, until after the next enumeration of the inhabi.

tants of the City provided for by the Constitution of

the State, and they shall be annually elected.

§ 4. EachW.shall elect one Alderman and as

soon as the Board of Aldermen shall meet after the

first election held in pursuance of this Charter, they

shall cause the Aldermen to be divided by lot into

three classes, of six each, to be numbered one, two,

and three; the seats of the first class to be vacated at

the end of the first year; of the second class, at the

end of the second year; of the third class at the end

of the third year; so that one third of the members

shall be annually elected. -

$ 5, The members of the Board of Assistants shall

be elected within the respective words, in the pro

portion, as nearly as may be, of one member to each

ten thousand inhabitants; if the fraction in any ward

shall amount to five thousand, such ward shall be en

titled to a member of the same; if the fraction be

less than five thousand, it shall not be entitled to

a member; but each ward shall have at least one

representative in the Board of Assistants.

§ 6. An appointment of members of the Board of

Assistants,. be made by the Common Council at

its first session after the return of every enumeration

provided for by the Constitution of this State, and,

when made, shall remain unaltered until another

enumeration shall have been taken.

§ 7. Whenever a vote shall be taken in either Board

upon the passage of a resolution, or ordinance, which

shall contemplate any specific improvement, orinvolve

the appropriation or expenditure of public monies, or

the taking or assessing of the citizens of said city, the

ayes and moes shall be called, and recorded upon the

journal, and be published as a part of the proceed.

ings.

§ 8. There shall be held in each year, three ses.

sions of the Common Council, during which thelegis

lative business of the city shall be transacted, except

as hereinafter provided. The first session shall com

mence on the second Tuesday in May, and on the

second Tuesday June; the second session shall com.

mence on the second Tuesday in September, and

|
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which the Corporation is concerned, either as debtor

or creditor. The chief Officer of this Department

shall be called “The Comptroller of the City of New

York.” There shall be a bureau in this Départment

for the collection of the revenue accruing from taxes;

the chief officer thereof, shall be called the “Receiver

of Taxes;” who shall appoint so many Clerks as shall

be authorised by the Common Council. There shall

be a bureau in this Department for the collection of

the revenue accruing from rents, and interest on bonds

and mortgages, and for the performance of such other

duties as may be directed by the Common Council,

the Chief officer of which shall be called the Collec

tor of the City Revenue. There shall be a bureau in

this Department for the prosecution of all delinquen

cies in the payment of rent on real estate, water

grants, and on leases of docks and slips; and for

encroachments upon public property; and for the

drawing of leases, deeds, &c., connected with the

Finance Department; the officer of which shall be

called the “Attorney of the Treasury.”

§ 22. There shall be an executive Department, for

the reception of all monies paid into the Treasury of

| the city, and for the payment of monies therefrom,

on the warrants drawn by the Comptroller, and coun

tersigned by the Mayor and Clerk, under the denomi

nation of the “ Treasury Department:” and the chief

officer thereof shall be called the “Chamberlain of

the City of New-York.”

§ 23. There shall be an Executive Department,

under the denomination of the “Department of Trust

Expenditures,” which shall have cognizance of open

ing, regulating and paving streets; digging and build

ing wells; building public sewers, and the construc

| tion of public roºf, when done by assessments; the

filling up of sunken lots, under Ordinances presented

to the Common Council from the City Inspector's

Department. It shall also have cognizance of col

lecting the assessments connected with such expendi

tures. The chief officer thereof shall be called the

“Trust Commissioner.” There shall be a bureau in

this Department for the collection of the Assessments,

and the chief officer thereof shall be called the “Col

lector of Assessments,” and his assistants “Deputy

Collectors.” All acts of the Legislature of this State,

which apply to the “ Street Commissioner,” shall

hereafter be applied to the “Trust Commissioner.”

§ 24. There shall be an Executive Department, to

be denominated the “Department of Repairs and

Supplies,” which shall have the cognizance of build

ing wharves and piers, and of all repairs and supplies

of and for wharves and piers, roads and avenues, pub

lic pavements, repairs to the public buildings, and to

fire engines and apparatus of the Fire Department;

and the chief officer thereof shall be called the “Com

missioner of Repairs and supplies.” There shall be

five bureaus, or branches, in this Department, and the

chief officers thereof shall be respectively denomina

ted the “Superintendent of Wharves and Piers,”

“Superintendent of Roads,” “Superintendent of Re

pairs to Public Buildings,” “Superintendent of Pave

inents,” and “Chief Engineer oi the Fire Depart

ment.”

§ 25. There shall be an Executive Department. to

he denominated the “Department of Streets and

Lamps,” which shall have cognizance of procuring

the necessary supplies for, and of lighting the public

streets and places lighted at the expense of the Cor

poration; and of cleaning the public streets, and col

lecting the revenue arising from the sale of the manure;

and also of the transferring of butchers' stalls in the

public markets. The chief officer thereof shall be

denominated the “Commissioner ofstreets and lamps.”

There shall be three bureaus in this Department,

and the chief officers thereof shall be called the “ Su

perintendent of Lamps and Gas,” “Superintendent

of Streets,” and “Superintendent of Markets.”

§ 26, There shall be an Executive Department,

under the denomination of “Croton Aqueduct De.

partment,” which shall have the Charge of the Cro

Register.” Thre shall be a bureau in this Depart

ment which shall have the superintendence of the

laying and repairing of the water pipes, the officer of

which shall be called the “Wate-Purveyor.”

§ 27. Nothing contained in the preceding section

shall be construed to prevent the Water Commission

ers from completing the Acqueduct according to law.

§ 28. There shall continue to be an Executive De

partment under the denomination of the “Alms House

Department,” which shall have cognizance of all

matters relating to the Alms House and Prisons of the

sad City. The chief officer thereof shall be called

the “Commissioner of tha Alms House Department.”

There shall be several bureaus in said Department,

and the chief officers thereof shall be called the “Su

perintendent of the Alms House,” “Superintendent

of the Penitentiary,” “Superintendant of the City

Prisons,” “Resident Physician,” and “Superintendent

of the Nursery.” All other officers of this Depart

ment, which shall be authorized by the Common

Council, shall be appointed by the Commissioners of

the Alms House Department.

§ 29. There shall be an Executive Department un

der the denomination of the City Inspectors Depart

ment, which shall have cognizance of matters relative

to the public health of sai City, and the chief officer

thereof shall be called the “City Inspector.”

§ 30. There shall be an Executive Department,

under the denomination of the “Law Department,”

which shall have cognizance of the law business of

the Corporation. The chief officer thereof shall be

called the “Counsel of the Corporation.” The Coun

sel shall take cognizance of such suits as shall be

brought by the Attorney of the Treasury, when re

qnested to do so by the Comptroller. There shall be

a bureau in this Department for the prosecution of viola

tion of the City Ordinances, the officer of which shall be

called the “Corporation Attorney.” There shall be a

bureau in this Department for the settlement of In

testate Estates, the chief officer of which shall be called

the “Public Administrator.”

W 31. It shall be lawful for the Mayor and Common

Council of said City to establish such other bureaus

to the several Departments as they, in their discretion,

may deem the public interest to require.

§ 32. It shall be the duty of the several Heads of

Departments, at the commencement of each session,

to communicate to the Common Council such sugges

tions in relation to the improvement of the affairs of

their respective Departments as they may deem advisa

ble; and it shall be the duty of the Common Council

to refer the same to the appropriate Committee for

investigation and report.

§ 33. The Mayor may require the opinions, in

writing, of the Heads of each of the Departments,

upon any subject relating to their respective Depart
mellts.

§ 34. The duties of the several Executive Depart

ments shall be performed in accordance with the Or

dinances which shall be passed by the Common

Council, not inconsistent with this Act.

§ 35. All contracts to be made or let by authority

of the corporation, whether for work to be done, or

supplies to be furnished, shall be made by the appro

priate Heads of Departments, under such regulations
alsº established by Ordinances of the Common

Council.

§ 36. This Act shall be submitted for the approval

of the electors of the City and County of New-York,

at an election to be held in said City, on the second

Tuesday in March, for which the Common Council

of the City shall make the necessary arrangements.

The tickets which shall be polled at said election,

shall contain either the words “In favor of proposed

Charter,” or “Against proposed Charter;" and if a

majority of all the persons voting at said election shall

vote the ticket “In favor of proposed Charter,” this

Act shall become a law; if a majority of such persons
shall vote “Against proposed Charter,” this Act shall

be void.

§ 37. In case this Act shall be approved by a tº

ority of the electors of said City as aforesaid, and

'ecome a law, it shall go into effect at the ensuing

charter election.

§ 38. All officers of the Corporation, now in office.

shall continue to discharge the duties of their respec

tive offices until their successors shall have been ap

Pointed and sworn in.

ton Aqueduct, its reservoirs, and the other construc

tiºn."onnected therewith. It shall have cognizance

| of all repairs to the same, and of the laying of the

| water pipes in the streets of the City, and of the col.

lection of the revenue arising from the sale of the

Wººter. The chief officer thereof shall be called the
“Commissioner of the Croton Aqueduct.” There

shall be a bureau in this Department for the collection

of the revenues derived from the sale of the water

and the chief officer thereof shall be called the . water
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PRESENT CHARTER.

Prepared by Peter A. Jay, Stephen Allen,

Phillip Hone, Saul Alley, John Duer, Thos.

Bolton, Gulian C. Verplanck, John M. Brad

hurst, Lambert Suydam, William Paulding,

and about 50 other citizens, in Sept. 1829;

approved by the citizens at the November

election in 1829, and enacted by the Legis

lature April 7, 1830.

(Gº Compare this with the proposed bill

on the opposite page.

An act to amend the Charter of the City of New-York.

Passed April 7, 1830.

The People of the State of New-York, represented

in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

§ 1. The legislative power of the corporation of

the city of New-York, shall be vested in a board of

aldermen and a board of assistants, who together shall

form the common council of the city.

§ 2. Each ward of the city shall be entitled to elect

one person, to be denominated the alderman of the

ward ; and the persons so chosen, together, shall form

the board of aldermen: And each ward shall also be

entitled to elect one person, to be denominated an

assistant alderman ; and the personsso chosen, together

shall form the board of assistants.

§ 3. The aldermen and assistant aldermen, shall be

chosen for ºne year; and no person shall be elegible
to either office, who shall not, at the time of his elec

tion, be a resident of the ward for which he is chosen.

§ 4. The annual election for charter officers shall

cºmmence on the second Tuesday in April, and the

officers elected shall be sworn into office on the second

Tuesday in May thereafter: And all the provisions of
law now in force in regard to the notification, duration,

and conduct of elections for members of assembly,

and in regard to the appointment, powers, and duties

of the inspectors holding the same, shall apply to the
annual election of charter officers.

§ 5. The first election for charter officers, after the

passage of this law, shall take place on the second

Tuesday in April, one lººd eight hundred and

thirty-one; and all those persons who shall have

been elected under the former laws regulating the
election of charter officers, and shall be in office at

the time of the passage of this law, shall continue in

ottice until the officers elected under this law shall be

entitled to be sworn into office.

$ 6. The board of aldermen shall have power to

direct a special election to be held, to supply the

place of any alderman whose seat shall become vacant

by death, removal from the city, resignation or other

wise; and the board ofassistants shall also have power

tº direct a special election, to supply any vacanc

that may occur in the board of assistants: and in bot

cases, the person elected to supply the vacancy, shall

hold his seat only for the residue of the term of office

of his immediate predecessor.

§ 7. The boards shall meet in separate chambers,

and a majority of each shall be a quorum to do busi

ness. Each board shall appoint a president from its

own body, and shall also choose its clerk and other

officers, determine the rules of its own proceedings,

and be the judge of the qualifications of its own

members. Each board shall keep a journal of its pro

ceedings, and the doors of each ...] be kept open,

except when the public welfare shall require secrecy:

And all resolutions and reports of committees, which

shall recommend any specific improvement involving

the appropriation of public moneys, or taxing or assess

ing the citizens of said city, shall be published immedi

ately after the adjournment of the board, under the

authority of the common council, in all the newspa

pers employed by the corporation; and whenever a

vote is taken in relation thereto, the ayes and noes

shall be called and published in the same manner.

W 8. Each board shall have the authority to compel

the attendance of absent members, to punish its mem

bers for disorderly behavior, and to expel a member,

with the concurrence of two-this ls of the members

elected to the board; and the member so expelled,

shall, by such expulsion, forfeit all his rights and

powers as an alderman or assistant alderman.

§ 9. The stated and occasional meetings of each

board of the common council, shall be regulated by

its own ordinances; and both boards may meet on

the same or different days, as they may severally

judge expedient.

§ 10. Any law ordinance, or resolution of the com

tnijnlº. may originate in either board; and when

it shall have passed one board, may be rejected or

amended by the other.

§ 11. No member of either board shall, during the

period for which he was elected, be appointed to, or

be competent to hold any office, of which the emolu

ments are paid from the; treasury, or by fees di

rected to be paid by any ordinance or act of the com

mon council, or be directly or indirectly interested in

any contract, the expenses or consideration whereof

are to be paid under any ordinance of the common

council; but this section shall not be construed to

deprive any alderman or assistant of any emoluments

or fees which he is entitled to by virtue of his office.

§ 12, Every act, ordinance, or resolution which

shall have passed the two boards of the common

council, before it shall take effect, shall be presented,

duly certified, to the mayor of the city, for his appro
bation: if he a prove, he shall sign it; if not, he shall

return it, with his objections, to the board in which

it originated, within ten days thereafter; or if such

board be not then in session, at its next stated meeting.

The board to which it shall be returned, shall enter

the objectious at large on their journal, and cause the

same to be published in one or more of the public

newspapers of the city.

§ 13. The board to which such act, ordinance, or

resolution, shall have been so returned, shall, after the

expiration of not less than ten days thereafter, proceed

to reconsider the same. If, after such reconsideration,

a majority of the members elected to the board shall

agree to pass the same, it shall be sent, together with

the objections, to the other board, by which itshaibº

likewise reconsidered ; and if approved by a majority
of all the members elected toº board, it shall take

effect as an act or law of the corportion. In all such

cases, the votes of both boards shall be determined

by yeas and mays; and the names of the persons

voting for and against the passage of the measure re

considered, hi be entered on the journal of each

board respectively.

§ 14. If the mayor shall not return any act, ordi

aance or resolution so presented to him, within the

time above limited for that purpose, it shall take effect

in the same manner as if he had signed it.

§ 15. Neither the mayor nor recorder of the city of

New-York shall be a member of the Common council

thereof, after the second Tuesday of May, one thou

sand eight hundred and thirty one.

§ 16. Whenever there shall be a vacancy in the

office of Mayor, and whenever the Mayor shall beab

sent from the city, or be prevented by sicknessor any

other cause from attending to the duties of his office,

the president of the board of aldermen shall act as

mayor and shall possess all the rights and powers of

the mayor, during the continuance of such vacancy,

absence or disability.

§ 17. It shall be the duty of the mayor,

1. To communicate to the common council, at least

once a year, and oftenerif he shall deem it expedient,

a general statement of the situation and condition of

the city, in relation to its government, finances, and

improvements.

2. To recommend to the adoption of the common

council, all such measures connected with the police,

security, health, cleanliness, and ornament of the city,

and the improvement of its government and finances,

as he shall deem expedient.

3. To be vigilant and active in causing the laws and

ordinances of the government of the city to be duly

executed and enforced. -

4. To exercise a constant supervision and control

over the conduct and acts of all subordinate officers,

and to receive and examine into all such complaints as

may be preferred against any of them for violation or

neglectofduty, and generally to perform all such duties

as may be prescribed to him by the charter and city

ordinances, and the laws of this State and the United

States.

§ 18. Annual and occasional appropriations shall

be made by proper ordinances of the commºn council,

for every branch and object of city expenditure; nor

shall any money be drawn from the city treasury, ex

cept the same shall have been previously appropriated

to the purpose for which it was drawn.

§ 19. The common council shall not have authority

to borrow any sums of money whatever, on the credit

of the corporation, except in anticipation of the revenue

of the year in which such loam |. be made, unless

authorized by a special act of the legislature.

§ 20. It shall be the duty of the common council to

publish, two months before the annual election of char

ter officers, in each year for the general information of

the citizens of New-York, a full and detailed statement

of the receipts and expenditures of the corporation,

during the year ending on the first day of the month in

which such publication is made; and in every such

statement, the different sources of city revenue and the

amount received from each; the several appropriations

made by the common council, the objects for which

the same were made, and the amount of moneys ex

pended under each; the moneys borrowed on the

credit of the corporation, the authority under which

each loan was made, and the terms on which the same

}. obtained, shall be clearly and particularly speci
fied.

§ 21. The executive business of the corporation of

New-York shall hereafter be ..". distinct

departments, which it shall be the duty of the common

council to organize and appoint for that purpose.

§ 22. It shall be the duty of the common council to

provide for the accountability of all officers and other

rsons, to whom the receipt or expenditure of the

funds of the city shall be entrusted, by requiring from

them sufficient security for the performance of their

duties or trust, which security shall be annually renew

ed; but the security first taken, shall remain in force

until new security shall be given.

§ 23. The clerk of the board of aldermen shall, b

virtue of his office, be clerk of the common council,

and shall perform all the duties heretofore performed

by the clerk of the common council, except such as

shall be assigned to the clerk of the board of assistant

aldermen; and it shall be his duty to keep open for

inspection, at all reasonable times, the records and

minutes of the proceedings of the common council,

except such as shall be specially ordered otherwise.

§ 24. The division of the common council into two

boards shall not take effect until the officers to be

elected under this law enter on the duties of theiroffice.

Each board shall hold its first meeting, for the purpose

of organizing, on the second Tuesday of May in each

year; at which time the mayor or clerk of common

council shall attend, by whom the oath of office shall

be administered to the members elected. In the ab

sence of the mayor and clerk, such oath may be ad

ministered by the recorder or first judge of the city,

or by any of the justices of the superior court.

§ 25. None of the provisions of this act, except the

eighteenth, nineteenth, twentieth, and twenty-second

sections, shall be construed as applying to the common

council as now constituted.

§ 26. Such parts of the charter of the city of New

York, and of the several acts of the legislature amend

ing the same, as are not inconsistent with the provis

ions of this law, shall not be construed as repealed,

modified, or in any manner affected thereby; but shall

continue and remain in full force.

Session Laws, 1830, Ch. 122.

PROPOSED CHARTER OF 1846.

The Bill which is to be found on the two

preceding pages, viz: page 531, and 532, is

called “King John’s CHARTER” and is said

to be from the pen of that city Autocrat.

We are disposed to think there is a mistake

in this, for we had always given that individ

ual credit for more ability of intellect than

the draft of this bill gives evidence of. But

nevertheless, if this hill is from his pen, then

we have heretofore over estimated the talents

of the city King. It is said PRINCE GEORGE

is looking to the succession, hence his admi

ration of the provisions of this bill, and his

desire of having it made law.

It is said that the Corporation of city of

New-York has gone bodily to Albany—to

lobby through the Charter,
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ter? What the abuses 7 What are the remediesad

ministered by the proposed scheme? One evil com

plained of, is a wantof equal representation. Strange

the plan proposed actually perpetuates this evil! . One

abuse complained of is the increase of taxes; this is

not the. of the charter, but the abuse of the mem

bers of the Common Council in unjustly and illegall

squandering the money of the city; does theº
. .# a remedy for this? Not at all, Does it

prohibit the spending of large sums of money for

entertainments under pretence of City hospitalities,

tea room refreshments, visits to Blackwełł's Island,

&c. Does it diminish the number of useless officers

—does it mitigate the burdens of the people? No

on the contrary it specifically adds pay to the Alder

men, increasing the burden thus $30,000 per amum,

and increases the number of officers under the name

of Bureaus. . Another abuse complained of is that

the business is not done by Executive Departments,

and why? . Simply and only because the members
violate in this the present charter The tehar

ter expressly tells them that the business is to be

done by Executive Departments. Yet they do it by
Committees.

But look over this proposed charter, and see if it

really provides, under. penalties, against the

mis-application of the public money? If it is calcu

lated to diminish expense; if it provides proper checks

against frand, tyrannic power, or extravagance; if it

is clear, perspicuous in its language, in its method or

arrangement; if it will give rise to no conflict of opin

ion, no difficulty of interpretation, if it duly conforms

to the great principles of enlightened jurisprudence

and civil liberty, that no one class be oppressed, no

one right or privilege destroyed, if it is efficient, yet

just to all—calculated to give security to right, punish:

ment to wrong—to secure economy, good will, and

happiness to the population which it is to govern.

All these things should be materially weighed and

considered by the people in convention, not by a

legislative body, before an instrument of so high a

narure should i. adopted.

THE WOUNDED DOG.

On Tuesday morning the 20th of January, a favorite

dog, about twelve months old, came to the door cov

ered with blood, crying most piteously, and in an

agony of suffering. Some unfeeling creature in

human shape had destroyed one of his eyes and other

wise mangled him. The door was quickly opened,

and the bleeding animal came into the house and

rushed into his master's arms, and with him came a

strangerdog. This animal hicked the bleeding wounds

of his suffering companion, as he lay at his master's

feet, and staid beside and watched over him with a

constancy and devotion that would be a bright gem

in the adorming of a human bosom. Thisj

animal has not left the wounded dog night nor day

for a whole week. Such affectionate kindness is a

lovely picture to contemplate; and the contrast with

him who inflicted the wounds, and the faithful animal

who with his tender tongue is endeavoring to heal

them, presents to view the two extremes—the cruel

—the kind. The stranger dog, who had no home,

has earned one by his kind offices, which he will be

sure to obtain. .

The services of the faithful dog of Sabinas, the

Roman General, shines upon the page of history, while

the acts of the cruel persecutors of his master are

stamped with an enduring hate. Sabinas suffered

death for his attachment to the House of Germanicus,

and his dead body was exposed upon the walls of the

Germonesse to deter others who.

to befriend the House of Germanicus. No friend had

courage to". his dead body—one only, remain

ed true—his faithful dog. For three days the animal

continued to watch the body--his pathetic howling

awakened the sympathy of every heart. Food was

brought him which he was kindly encouraged to eat,

but on taking the bread, instead of obeying the im:

pulse of hunger, he fondly laid it at his master's mouth

and renewed his lamentations, but did not quit the

body. The ..". was at length thrown into the

Tiber, and the faithful dog leaped in after it, and

º: the body between his paws, and vainly endeav

ored to preserve it from sinking. My wounded do

is lying at my feet, and beside him his faithful com:

panion—a picture that no painter's pencil can do

justice to.

What are the evils and defects of the present char

hould feel disposed

|

|

THE NEw-York CoRPORATION have gone to

Albany to procure the passage of a law to enable the

present Common Council to appoint the present in

cumbents in the departments to office for three years

before they go out of office. Hence the great haste.

They dare not trust to a new election, and the

heads of departments would stand no chance if these

officcre were made elective.

This is the object of the New Charter, with those

who are behind the curtains.

THE APPLICATION FOR A NEW CHARTER.

The applicants have not given such notice of the

intended application by a publication in a newspaper,

six weeks, as required by the provision of the Revised

Statutes.

ITF The Common Council have not published a

statement of the Receipts and Expenditures in detail

as required by section 20 of the amended charter, to

be made two months before the election, which by

section 4 of the same act is to take place on the

second Tuesday of April, but have gone almost bodily

to Albany to ask a repeal of said section, and for

authority to levy an immense tax.

tº The Board of Supervisors of the City and

Connty, which by section 17 of page 361 of vol. 1

of the Revised Statutes, are the Mayor, Recorder,

and Aldermen, have not published an annual detailed

statement of disbursements as required in sec. 1 of

chap. 369 of the laws of 1839, but have gone to Alba

ny to ask for authority to raise the largest tax ever

imposed without this compliance with the law.

INDEPENDENT TICKET.

In proposed to circulate printed Tickets under cov

er throughout the City addressed to citizens by name,

which will afford them the opportunity of voting for

the right kind of men.

AMERICAN SALT.

We have prepared a lengthy article on AMERICAN

SALT, which we we are obliged to defer till our next

publication which will follow this week, or early the

week following.

HON. ROBERT H. MORRIS,

Ex-MAyor of New-York,

Is opposed to King John's Charter. Mr. Morris

was a faithful public officer and a very intelligent

Mayor. His views upon this question are entitled to

the highest consideration.

NOTE.

*The communication of a distingushed citizen, on this

page, contains one paragraph marked thus * which we

shall notice in our next as not being exactly orthodox,

-
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ROYAL ANTI-CHARTER, APPROVED BY THE KING,

The following Act was passed by the Colonial Assembly of the Province of New-York, in 1695, and was approved by King William

III, May 11th 1697, O. S.

This act was in force when the Constitution of this State was adopted in 1777, and was confirmed by section 35 of that instrument.

The repealing act of 1787, specified certain colonial acts which it repealed by their respective titles, and confirmed all not thus desig

nated. The Constitution of 1821, by section 13, of article 7, confirmed all colonial laws then in force, and continued them in force,

subject to the future disposal of the legislature.

In the revision of the Statutes of the State in 1830, all Colonial laws were repealed by the general repealing clause, in vol. 3 of the

Revised Statutes, and shortly after this the New-York City Charter, was amended, and this amended charter is now in force.

The following act speaks volumes. What the Corporation of New-York was then, it is now—stretching forward for arbitrary power—

and abusing it to an extent beyond conception.

AN ACT AGAINST UNLAWFUL BY-LAWS AND UNREASONABLE FORFEITURES.

In all humble manner the representatives of this their Majesties Province of New York, show and complain unto your Excellancy, and their Majesties' Council,

That the People of the City of New York, under color and pretext of their Charter, or custom, or both, have taken upon them to make and publish certain by-laws,

orders, ordinances and regulations, whereby they forbid the bringing of any Flour or Bread, for exportation, to New York, under the iſ: of forfeiture of the

same; which said city being the principal port of this province fºr sending forth the produce and manufacturage thereof, and the Chief Market within the same, they

thereby not onlyº the importation and selling such Flour and. at the same city, and obstruct and hinder all bolting of Flour and baking of Bread for

exportation, which are lawful mysteries, crafts, and trades in all other parts of the province; but also arrogate to themselves the sole bolting, bakeing, using, making,

and selling, of all such flour and bread, raised or to be produced within this Province; and under color and pretence of the said Orders, By-Laws, Ordinances, and

regulations, have taken, condemned, and converted to their own uses, divers quantities of flour belonging to several of their Majesties' good subjects of this province

—Ali, which betsg contRARY to Law, to the grevious damage and impoverishing of many of their Majesties' good people, and the said By-Laws and orders, are

unreasonable, and of evil, dangerous, and pirnicious consequence to all their Majesties' subjects of this province—They therefore most earnestly pray that it may be

enacted, and it hereby enacted, by his Excellency, the Council, and Representatives ºf their Majesties' Province, in General Assembly met and assembled, and by

authority of the same, That the said pretended By-Laws, orders, ordinances, and regulations of the people of New York, made in the name of Mayor, Aldermen, and

Commonalty of the city of New York, or in or by any other name or stile whatsover, annd every claim or thing in the same, or any other rule, order, or ordinance

contained, in any wise concerning the restraint of bolting of Flour, Baking of Bread, or importing of Flour or Bread to New York aforesaid, or concerning or Re

Lating to THE PRohibition, obst Ruction, on HINDRANck of the using, PRAct191Ng, or Enjoying of ANY orhER LAwful. TRADE, MystERy, or occupation, or against

the importing in or to, or exporting from the city of New York, or any other lawful port in the province, any Wine, Corn, Flour, Bread, Flesh, Fish, Victuals, Wares,

Merchandize, and all other things vendable and not, by the Common Law or Statues of the realme prohibited; and all process, proceedings, judgements, and executions

thereupon hereafter to be issued, ordered, entred, awarded, published, or cKecuted, shall be entirely void and holden for none; and they are hereby declaired void and

null to all intents and purposes whatsoever: any pretended by-law, order ordinance, custom, usage, or practice, to the contrary hereof in any wise notwithstanding.
And further, Be it Enacted, &c., That if any time after the making and publishing this Act, any officer, minister, or other person or persons whatsoever, hall

presume, by or under color of any such pretended by-laws, ordinances, or regulations, to take, seize, condemn, or convert so his or their own uses, any flour, or other

goods or merchandize whatsoever, not by law prohibited at any time to be imported from the said city of New York, or any other lawful port in this province, he and

they, and every of them shall forfeit to the owner of such flour, bread and other goods or merchandize, treble the vulue of the flonr, bread, or other goods or merchan

dize, so to be taken, seized, condemned, or eonverted as aforesaid, and also his treble costs, to be recovered by action of debt in any of the Majesties' Courts within this

province, wherein no ºssoign protection or wager of Law, nor any more than ane imparlance shall be allowed, Provided always, and it is the true intent and meaning

of this Act, that no officer, minister, or other perron or persons, shall at any time be impeached, prosecuted, condemned, troubled. by virtue of this Act,

or upon any construction or interpretation of the same, for any fact, matter or thing acted, done, perpetrated or committed at any time before the making or publica.

tion hereof; but that such officer, minister, or other person or persons, as to any fact, matter or thing, heretofore acted, done, perpetrated or committed, shall be and

remain in such plight, state, and condition, as if this Act, and every clause therein contained, had never been made, any. herein expressed to the contrary

hereof in any wise notwithstanding. W.M., III. pp. 23 and 24, Law 1719, London Edition, Acts passed by the General Assembly of the Colony of New York, in March,

July. and October, 1695.-This volume is in the STATE LIBRARY,

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.

In Europe, many municipal Corporations are by prescription, having been in operation before the memory of man—others are by Grant and others by Statute.

In the United States, all municipal Corporations are created by Statute, and are governed by the laws of the State of which they respectively form a part,
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| SYSTEM OF TAXATION.

Who shall be taired 7

The public taxes should be borne equally by all

persons resident in the city benefitted by the expen

diture of the money thus raised. It has been pro
posed to tax non-residents. Such a tax would be both

impolitic and unjust. The other counties of the State

aré equally a portion of the great commonwealth, and

should share equally in the support of its public ex

enditures by citizens resident in their respective

|. in the producing part of the year. If a

citizen raises his bread in Westchester, shall he be

made to pay a tax upon it in the city of New-York

because he came to the city in winter to expend his

money.

There arecertain impositions called Taxes whichare

not impositions of that class, but are more appropri

ately local assessments. The cleaning of the public

streets is one of this class, and a law was passed on

the first of October, 1691, for assessing the expense

on the party intended to be benefitted whether owner

or occupant. This act was repealed in 1787, and was

re-enacted in the same form the same year, and was

again incorporated into the general law in 1813. See

section 175 and 176.

The lighting of the streets and the watching of the

property of the citizens, and also the providing of

Croton water to extinguish fires, and for the use of

the inhabitants should be assessed on the parties bene

fitted. These charges have never been treated in the

tax law as ageneral tax, buthave been specially imposed

upon the residents of a local district defined by geo

graphical boundaries in the act.

The New-York tax law provides for the taxing of

inhabitant and resident º the ward in which he

resides at the time the assessment is made—and if

he happen to reside at that time in a ward where

there is no watch, no lamps, or no Croton Water, he

should certainly not be made to pay a tax for these

on his personal property not benefitted thereby.

Aliens, resident in theº of New-York, are taxable

the same as citizens, they being, in the language of

the law, inhabitants and residents, and not exempted

from taxation, by treaties with the Government of

which they are still subjects.

Firms should be taxed as individuals, but if an in

dividual member of a firm resides without the ci

und is taxed for personal property at the place of his

residence that portion of the Tax should be deducted

from his New-York Tax. This would be equitable

and just.

SYSTEM OF TAXATION.

What shall be taared 2

For the Croton, the Lamps, the Watch and the

cleaning of Streets and repairing of wharves, the

reaianſ personal estate within the district where the

benefit is derived should be taxed to the owner.

A person residing in the first ward, owning stock in

a Boston Bank should not pay a tax on that invest

ment for these local expenditures, nor should a mer

chant residing in the first ward pay a tax for these
local outlays oni. invested in a ship engaged in

a three year's whaling Wyage in the Pacific Ocean.

SYSTEM OF TAXATION.

Who shall assess the Taz 7

A Board of Permanent Assessors similar to the

Boston Board of Permanent Assessors, should be or

ganized by the Legislature and these officers should

be elected for three, four and five years, and be com

posed of three persons, and they should have an

Assistant in each Ward. The Board of Permanent

Assessors should have a permanent office in which

should be deposited all the Ward maps. The Assist

ant Assessors should commence the assessment on the

second Wednesday in May and complete it by the

first of September. The booksj remain open

at the office of the Permanent Assessors one month

for examination, and after the expiration of that time

a copy should be delivered over to the Receiver of

Taxes for collection.

The Board of Assessors should have power to cor

rect erroneous taxes at any time within six months

after the assessment is completed.

A return of the names of all persons voting at the

election should be made out in a list and returned to

the assessors at the close of every election.

OPENING STREETS.

“Mons. Tonson come again.”

THE NAtives.

The New-York Express and Evening Post, each

contain three notices of three sets of Commissioners,

which were appointed by one of the Justices of the

Supreme Court in September 1845, to make au

estimate and assessment for three street openings, viz:

Widening Houston Street; widening the Blooming

dale Road; and extending Leroy Street. Wm. Paxson

Hallet, a clerk of the Supreme Court, is Commission

er in two of the proceedings; J. W. C. Leveridge.

son of John Leveridge, the Counsel of the Native

Common Council, in three of the proceedings; C.

A. Whitney, a Clerk of the Native Common Council

in three of the proceedings, and Joseph Hufty, a

member of the Native Finance Committee, in one of

the proceedings. We learn that the confirmation of

the Reportsof these Commissioners willbe...
Richard Mott, Esq. We shall notice these proceed

ings in great detail hereafter.

INDEPENDENT OF THE MAYOR.

Section 32 of the proposed bill provides that the

Heads of Departments shall communicate to , the

Common Council. Their Reports should be made to

the Mayor of the City. The Mayor is more to be

relied upon than any other, officer of the City Gov

ernment. Such has been the case for years past. It

is true that we have sometimes had ignorant men for

Mayors, but we do not recollect but a solitary in

stance of this kind.

WHARVES, PIERS AND SLIPS.

The Wharves, Piers and Slips of the city of New

York are not exactly corporation property, but are

the property of the county having been constructed

by monies derived from a county tax. It is not in the

power of the corporation to sell these improvements.
The Wharves and Piers in New-York should be

kept in a decent state. It is often that the piers are

in an unmentionable condition.

DISBURSEMENTS OF THE PUBLIC MONIES.

There should be organized by law a board of audit

ors to audit all public accounts. All bills audited by

the board should be open to the inspection of the

citizens, and a copy on demand should be furnished

to every person applying therefor, on his paying for

such copy the actual expense of making the transcript.

THE LIGHTNING.

In our last number we stated that we would in our

next number give a synopsis of our lightning records.

The record will occupy so much of the paper that we

are under the necessity of deferring its publication a

few days. The record is vastly important as it will

embrace more than two hundred different records of

as many thunderbolts. It is from the testimony of

the lightning itself—from its records, that we are to

draw conclusions that are instructive.

THE MUNICIPAL GAZETTE.

This paper is circulated in every county in this

State. We have received several communications

from individuals residing in the country requesting us

to forward to them the back Numbers, andexpressing

a delicacy in making the application on account of

the publication being a gratuitous distribution. As a

general reply to these suggestions, we state that the

object ofthis publication is to diffuse useful information,

and the back numbers will be most cheerfully for

warded to any person desiring the same. A corres

pondent under date of Feb. 20th, in a letter address

ed to the editor says: “Having accidentally seen a

number of the Municipal Gazette, and finding it

it in my judgment a most valuable publication at this

time, and during the approaching Convention to re.

model the organic law of the State,” &c. &c,
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STATE CONVENTION.

The Convention, when organized in June next,

will have before them a labor of vast importance.

Principles never change, it is said—but the habits of

the People change-new discoveries are continually

being made—new improvements intreduced, produ

cing changes of vast and surprising extent. When

the former Constitution of this State was adopted, in

1777, steam power as applied to the navigation of the

vast waters which cover a great portion of the sur

face of our globe, was unknown, and metallic rail

ways as now used as great highways, were also un

known. It will be seen on reference to the session

laws of this State enacted in 1686, that the Legisla

ture were applied to by an individual named John

Fitch, of Bucks County, Pennsylvania, for a grant of

exclusive right of navigation of the rivers and waters

of this State by vessels or boats propelled by steam,

or fire, for the term of 50 years. The Legislature

entertained the application and passed an act in con

formity with the prayer of the petitioner. John Fitch

was an humble individual, but his great mind gave

birth to the discovery which has revolutioned the

civilized globe. He died poor and friendless, and

probably not a stone marks the gaave where the ashes

which enveloped the spirit of the discoverer, sleeps.

This grant by the legislature, was for a meritorious

object, but it has been decided to have been a viola:

tion of the Constitution of the United Stales, and

therefore was declared void.

In the forming of a new Constitution for this State,

or in amending the fundamental law now in force, it

becomes necessary to examine the Constitution of the

United States in order to avoid difficulties in assuming

É. and rights previously disposed of to the

eneral Governments.

We have said that steam power has produced

changes, and now, another discovery, that of convey

ing information by means of electricity, instantaneously

from one extremity of the continent to the other.

What this will attain to, remains to be ascertained.

These changes, produce new interests, and call for

new regulations. Formerly, the great roads, or high

ways, were constructed at the expense of the public,

but this new system requires too great an outlay of
capital to be borne by the publicº hence indi

viduals have associated together, and furnished the

means to make these improvements, in consideration

of being allowed to charge a compensation for trans

pºrting Passengers, Merchandize, &c., upon them.

These associations have been authorised by the Legis

lature to take land for the roads, paying the owner a

just compensation therefor. Doubts have been ex

pressed whether the Constitution authorised the taking

of land in cases of individual associations for suc

use—the improvement being that of limited associa

vious, and therefore not in ifie language of the Con

stitution, being the taking of private property for pub

tie use, as that term was for erly und.

PUBſ,IC CITY OBLIGATIONS.

The Bonds now extaut should be registered in the

office of the Mayor of the City where these are signed,

and also in the office of the clerk of the Common

Council, where Corporation Bonds are also signed,

and every one issued or extant, should have the regis

tering page in each office upon its surface. These

heretoore issued have not been so recorded.

EXAMINATION OF PUBLIC OFFICES.

The pecuniary concerns of the public offices have

never to our knowledgebeen examined. The Street

Commissioners office, and that of the City Comptroll

er should undergo this scrutiny forthe past, andannu

ally, for the future.

James Harper,

CANDIDATES FOR THE STATE CONVENTION.

It is high time to call public attention to the selec

tion of candidates for the State Convention, as mem

bers of that body from the county of New-York. We

present the following list of names selected from the

three political parties, viz:

James Kent, George Douglass,

Albert Gallatin, Abraham G. Thompson,

Jonathan Thompson, Abraham Van Nest,

Stephen Allen, Gulian C. Verplanck,

Saul Alley, Wm. B. Crosby,

Jonathan Goodhue,

John M. Bradhurst,

Solomon Townsead,

Peter Cooper,

Charles H. Russell,

Peter Schermerhorn,

James I. Jones,

Robert Smith,

Murray Hoffman,

Wm. F. Havemeyer, David Hale,

Burtis Skidmore, Philip Hone,

Richard Mott, J. I. Coddington,

Lora Nash, Theodore Sedgwick,

F. R. Tillou, Samuel Thompson,

Luther Bradish, James Donaldson,

Peter Lorrilard, jr., Thomas T. Woodruff,

Henry Grinnel,

Richard S. Williams,

James Boorman,

Myndert Wan Schaick,

Preserved Fish,

Samuel F. Mott,

Elisha P; Hurlbut,

John David Wolfe,

Hiram Ketchum.

Edmund H. Pendleton,

William W. Fox,

Thatcher T. Payne.

PUBLIC SALINES OF THIS STATE.

The Constitution of this State provides as follows:

“together with the duties on the mannfacture of salt,

as established by the act of the fifteenth of April 1817,

“shall be and remain inviolably appropriated &c.,

and the Legislature shall never sell or dispose of the

salt springs belonging to this State, nor the land con

tiguous thereto, which may be necessary or conveni

ent for their use, but the same shall remain the prop

erty of this State. Art. 7, Section 10, Con. 1821.

Amendment of the Constitution in 1833.

“Amendment No. 3. That the duties on the man

ufacture of salt, as established by the act of April 15,

1817, and by the 10th section ºAhe seventh article

of the Constitution of this Stateſ may at any time

hereafter be reduced by an act of the Legislature of

this State, but shall not while the same is appropriated

and pledged by the said section be reduced below

the sum of six cents upon each and every bushel;

and the said duties shall remain inviolably appropria

ted and applied by said tenth section:

“And that so much of the said tenth section of the

seventh article of the Constitution of this State, as is

inconsistent with the amendment be abrogated.”

We find in the Report of Mr. Spencer, Saperintend

ant of the State Salines to the Legislature in 1843, on

page 54 of that Report the following.

The State came into possession of the springs in

the following manner, viz:

“By a Treaty with the Onondago Iudians, held at

Fort Schuyler, September 12, 1783, the said Indians

ceded to the State of New-York, all their lands for

ever, excepting certain ‘tracts reserved.” In the

treaty they reserve : Fourthly. The Salt Lake, and

the lands for one mile round the same shall forever

remain for the common benefit of the people of the

State of New-York, and the Onondagos and theirpos

terity, for the purpose of making salt, aud shall not

be grated orotherwise disposed of for other purposes.'

“By Treaty held at Cayuga Ferry, dated July 20,

1795, the ...?Indiansjº,º: the said Salt

Lake, aud one mile around it, in order to render the

common right formerly reserved more productive.

They also ceded another tract on the west side of the

creek, running from the northern boundary of the

square tract surrounding their village to the Salt Lake

an extent of one half a mile from said Creek.

“In consideration of which cession, the sum of

$500 was then paid to the said, Indians for the said

Indians for the said common right, and $200 for the

said half mile; and it is stipulated that the sum of

$500 and $200, and one hundred bushels of salt,

should be paid the said Indians annually thereafter,

on the first day of June.”

Mr. Spencer states that the salt duty collected from

1818 to ig24, both years inclusive, was $452,593.29.

From the Report of Mr. Marks, State Superintendant

of Salines, madeto the Legislature the present session,

it appears that the duty collected from 1825 to 1845,

both years inclusive was 3,306.736.s3, making in all

from 1818 to 1845, both years inclusive, the sum of

$3,759,329,84.

The duty thus collected was applied to making and

completing a great highway to these salines, although

not a public highway, for there are turnpike gates
upon it. -

*. imposition of the duty by putting up turnpike

gates upon the Salt Springs, and making toll gates

upon the canal are prºceedings of that questionable

shape that it becomes a matter of paramount im

portance in the framing of a new fundamentallaw as

to what kind of provision is called for in thepremises.

The faith of the State is pledged for the payment

of the public debt, and when that is extinguished

none other should be created. -

A tax upon every bushel of wheat, upon every

bushel of potatoes, upon every ton of hay, &c. &c.,

would be an equal tax, but it would be found o

pressive, and so is the Salt tax, and it is exceeding
so when the demand for salt is light, for the É.

maker when in moderate circumstances is dependent

on his sales, and he cannot sell his salt until he pays

the State tribute. By the act of April 15, 1817, .
duty was 124 cents for 56 lbs. of salt,

#. State has established an inspection of salt, but

it is mere formal as most of the otherinspections of

articles of merchandize in this State have been found

to be.

The State have abused the grant of 1788 and 1789

from the Indians.

It is by no means certain that the saline waters at

Onondago are inexhaustable, and if abundant it is not

improbable that these may deteriorate and become in

corporated with lime and magnesia to a greater extent
than now exists. -

We have made extensive examinations of the saline

waters of this region on both sides of Lake Ontario

and have in our cabinet samples of salt water from

numerous wells and springs.

The quantity of water which fell at the Onondago

Salines from #. clouds in 1845, was accordig to the

recorded observation of L. W. Conkey, Esq., 3785-100

inches. This is not half so much as falls during the

same time at the Islands where the Rock Salt and

Turk's Island Salt is made, but the heat of the sun

is much greater at Turk's Island than at Onondago,

and consequently the evaporation greater, and besides

that the saline waters have a much higher average

temperature.

We have taken up several pages of this present

number of our Journal in the matters pertaintng to

American Salt, witha view to the constitutionalamend

ments sn this behalf.
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The analyses of salt made by the heat of fire from

the saline waters of the Great Salt Lake, by Captain

Freemont, in his recent tour across the continent, is

as follows:

Chloride of sodium ...-------------- ... 97,80

Chloride of calcium ---------------------0,61

Chloride of magnesium ----------------- 0,24

Sulphate of soda----------------------- 0.23

Sulphate of lime----------------------- 1,12

100,00

The sulphate of lime is an almost insoluble salt.

One pound of the chrystalized sulphate of lime requires

about 65 gallons of cold water to dissolve it, or about

55 gallons of hot water. This combination in salt is

therefore not injurious to salt for the packing of pro

visions. The chloride of calcium, and the chloride of

magnesium are the combinations that are injurious to

salt, for these deliquiate at a temperature above 32°

of Fahrenheit.

Professor Beck states that the salt amalized by him

was reduced to a dry state by heat of 400 or 500°.

We think he erred in this, solar salt should not be

made to undergo this change of temperature.

We have before us an analysis of Saltville (south

western Virginia) salt, witrified by heat, which tested

as follows:

Chloride of sodium ...............- - - - 90,510

Sulphate of lime.-----.......-----.... 9,311

Carbonate of lime -----------------...-- 0,126

Chloride of calcium. -----...----....... 0,050

100,000

There can be little doubt that this change was pro

duced to some extent by heat, as a heat sufficient to

fuse the salt with its combinations, is sufficient to cal

cine the sulphate of lime. We know that the alkaline

salts are effected to a very great extent by the pecu

liar mode of applying heat, and that caustic alkalines

that are subjected for some time to heat, lose their

caustic properties and acquire acid, and for the pur

poses of making sonp are thus rendered unfit for that

use. We have abundant instruction as to the degree

of heat necessary to chrystalize salt. The brine pits

or salt ponds atTurk's Island are neverheated beyond

150 degrees of Fahrenheit, which is far short of the

heat of boiling water. It follows from this that the

brine should not be heated to such an extent as to

produce ebulition, but should be heated gradually

to 150°. We have for a period of more than 20

years used both foreign and American salt for chemi

cal purposes to the extent of 30 or 40,000 bushels.

We have also used salt for curing Butter for export
and also for curing Beef and Fork which has given us

the means of knowing much of the quality of the

different kinds of salt. For some purposes we would

give a decided preference to Onondagasolar salt over

Turk's Island, and for others, to Turk's Island salt

over Onondaga solar Salt. The rock salt of Com

merce, which is the Bonaire and Cuaracoa salt, is

made from sea water in the same way that Onondaga

solar salt is made from the brine raised from the salt

wells. The sea water is open to the atmosphere, and

the Onondaga Saline waters are covered up with

earth. Both rock salt, and Onondaga solar salt,

are made by the heat of the sun. We have speci

mens of the saline waters of nearly all the salines in

the United States, which we shall notice more partic

larly hereafter.

The import of Foreign Salt into the Port of New

York for the year ending Nov. 30th, 1845, was 1,040,-

456 bushels of 56lb. each, of which 604,084 bushels

were from Liverpool, England. The proportion of

coarse solar salt imported, is therefore not large.

This is the smallest importation of salt for many

years.

The coarse salt made at the Onondaga Salines by

solar evaporation, during the year ending December

31, 1845, was 353,455 bushels, of 56 lbs. each.

The fine salt made at the same salines by the heat

of fire, during the year ending December 31, 1845,

was 3,403,903 bushels, of 5615, each, making the ag

gregate product of the Onondaga Salines in 1845,

3,762,353 bushels of Salt.

The saltmanufactured at the Onondaga Salines from

1826 to 1845, both years inclusive, has been forty-three

millions, five hundred and thirteen thousand six hun

western

sulted as

28,540

1,444

0,016

10,000 dred and three bushels.

The Superintendant of the Salines in his report to

the Legislature, states that the solar salt weighs about

77 lbs. to the measured bushel, and the salt made by

the heat of fire, from 42 to 56 to the bushel; that made

in the back kettles the lightest, and that in the front

kettles theheaviest. The salt made in the back kettles

is without any doubt the best of the two, as it is made
with less heat.

The Superintendent of the Salines states that the

brine from the wells at Liverpool, has become weaker

than those of Salina and Syracuse. When I visited
the Salines in 1842, the brine at the Liverpool well

was the best at the Salines and was within less than

100 feet of the surface, while the best brine at Syra

cuse was then obtained from a depth of more than

300 feet. The matural reservoirs are therefore unequal

in their dimensions, that at Liverpool being soonest

exhausted.

By the records of the state of the salometer, it

appears from the report, that the brine at Syracuse

stood at 74 and 74}, from January 1 to April 26, during
which time the rain gauge denoted a fall of water

from the clouds of II,59-100 inches. During the

four months named above, but 237,515.61 bushels of

salt, in all, was made. The temperature of the bring

remained during this whole period, at 52° of Fahren.

heit. The second apportionment of about 4 months.

extending from $ºf 26, to August 16, there was

made at the salines 1,656,059 bushels of salt. Th:

temperature of the brine remained at 529. Th:

salometer was from 714 to 734, with the exceptione

the 4th of August when it was 749. During thi

period the rain gauge denoted an aggregate fall a

water from the clouds of 15,22-100 inches, and the

fall of water was greatest when the brine was the

best. The remaining of the year from August 16, to

Dec. 31, there was made at the salines 1,797,182

bushels of salt. The temperature of the brine re

mained at 52°, and the salometer on fifteen of the

trial days was at 73; one day 74; two days, 734, and

two days 724. The Rain guage for the same time

denoting an aggregate fall of rain at 13,93-100 inches.

The brine in the Liverpool well from January 1st to

April 26, was at 68°, and from April 26, to August

I6, was of an average of 664; from August 16 to

Dec. 31, it was 66 to 719.

The Salina wells in January, February and March,

were at 71; April, 70 and 69; May, 69; June, 69 to

71; July, 69 to 72; August, 71; September 69 to 72;

Oct. 71 ; Nov. 71 to 73; Dec. 72 to 749.

In 1840, Mr. Spencer Reports to the Legislature,

the brine at Syracuse, in April, at 57; May and June

56; and in a new well 62 to 64; July 73 to 76; Aug.

77 to 78; Dec. 75 to 78. In 1841, the Syracuse brine

was at 77 throughout the season, and the same during

1842. In 1843, the salometer tables are not contain.

ed in the Report of the newly appointed Superinten

dant, Dr. Wright. In 1844, Dr. Wright the super

intendant gives the record of the salometer from Jan

nary to June, inclusive, at 74°: July to September,

inclusive, 72 to 73°; the residue of the year 74°.

The Liverpool waters in 1840, show a fluctuation of

from 65 to 72°; in 1841, from 64 to 74; 1842 from

70 to 78; 1844 from 66 to 719. 1845, 66 to 71.

I have heretofore noticed the decrease of the saline

properties in the water at these salines and have men

tioned the fact to John Townses D, Esq., of Albany,

who is one of the proprietors of the original village

of Syracuse, as being a snbject requiring careful in

vestigation.

The brine at each of the wells should be tested

every week throughout the year in an accurate chemi

cal analyses. The salt of each manufacturer, should

undergo the same scrutiny, at the same periods, and

these two scrutinies together in their results would

determine facts of great importance.

It has been the policy of the State government to

derive the utmost possible revenue from the salines,

but such a policy is ruinous in the extreme.
There seems to be no certain information as to the

extent of the saline deposit at Onondaga.

The location of the mineral, from which the water

derives its saline properties, has never been ascertain.

ed. At Montezuma, a well has been sunk to the

depth of 604 feet; and at Lockpit to the depth of

401 feet, and Syracuse to the depth 316 feet, but the

greatest depth does not necessarily determine any

important fact, for in the Saltville mines a well or

boring was made to the depth of 400 feet, without

obtaining salt water, but at the distance of 40 fººt
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another boring was made to the depth of 214 feet, and

an inexhaustible supply of brine obtained.

Daring the continuance of cold weather, while

Onondaga Lake was covered with ice, an examination

should have been made of its ºurác, and of in.

stratas upon which it rests. My examinations of that

take led me to conclude that its lower surface once

formed the surface of the ground, and that this lake

has resulted from a breaking down of the surface

{rom the retaoval of the substratum. The crust

wasº and whether it reposed upon loose sand, or

fossil salt, cannot now be determined, as the sand may

have left its bed, and thenfilled that vacated by the salt,

but if it was fossil salt the strata wasº of

greater depth than the present waters of the ſake and
àe towº, may yet remain and be reached by

boring through a strata corresponding with that of the

shore well at Liverpool.

GREAT AMERICAN SALT LAKE.

From Capt. Freemont's Report, made to Congress,

and recently published by that Body.

“September 9.-The day was clear and calm; the

thermometer at sunrise at 40°. As is usual with the

i.". on the eye of any enterprise, our people had

dreams, and theirs happened to be a bad one

—one which always preceded evil—and consequently

they looked very gloomy this morning; but we hur

ried through our breakfast, in order to make an early

start, and have all the day before us for our adventure.

The channel in a short distance became so shallow

that our navigation was at an end, being merely a

sheet of soft mud, with a few inches of water, and

sometimes none at all, forming the low-water shore of

the lake. All this place was absolutely covered with

flocks of screaming plover. We took off our clothes,

and, getting overboard, commenced dragging the boat

—making, by this operation, a very curious trail, and

a very disagreeable smell in stirring up the mud, as we

sank above the knee at every step. The water here

was still fresh, with only an insipid and disagreeable

taste, probably derived from the bed of fetid mud.

After proceeding in this way about a mile, we came

to a small black ridge on the bottom, beyond which

the water became suddenly salt, beginning gradually

to deepen, and the bottom was study and firm, it

was a remarkable division, separating the fresh water

of the rivers from the briny water of the iake, which

was entirely saturated with common salt. Pushing

our little vessel across the narrow boundary, we sprang

on board, and at length were afloat on the waters of

the unknown sea.

“We did not steer for the mountainous islands, but

directed our course towards a lower one, which it

had been decided we should first visit, the summit of

which was formed like the crater at the upper end of

Bear river valley. So long as we could touch the

bottom with our paddles, we were very gay; but

gradually, as the water deepened, we became more

still in our frail batteau of gum cloth distended with

air, and with pasted seams. Although the day was

very calm, there was a considerable swell on the lake;

and there were patches of foam on the surface, which

were slowly moving to the southward, indicating the

set of a current in that direction, and recalling the

recollection of the whirlpool stories. The water con

tinued to deepen as we advanced; the lake becoming

almost transparently clear, of an extremely beautiful

bright-green color; and the spray, which was thrown

into the boat and over our clothes, was directly con

verted into a crust of common salt, which covered

also our hands and arms. “Captain,” said Carson,

who for some time had been looking supiciously at

some whitening appearancesoutsidethe nearestislands,

“what are those yonder 7—won't you just take a look

with the glass?” We ceased paddling for a moment,

and found them to be the caps of the waves that were

begining to break under the force of a strong breeze

that was coming up the lake. The form of the boat

seemed to be an admirable one, and it rode on the

waves like a water bird; but, at the same time, it was

extremely slow in progress. When we were a little

more than half-way across the reach, two of the divis

ions between the cylinders gave way, and it required
the constant use of the bellows to keep in a sufficient

quantity of air. For a long time we scarcely seemed

to approach our island, but gradually we worked

across the rougher sea of the open channel, into the

| smoother water under the lee of the island; and began

to discover that what we took for a long row of peli

caus ranged on the beach, were only low cliffs whiten

ed with salt by the spray of the waves; and about

noon we reached the shore, the transparency of the

i. enabling us to see the bottom at a considerable
epth.

p It was a handsome broad beach where we landed,

behind which the hill, into which the island was

gathered, rose somewhat abruptly; and a point of

rock at one end enclosed it in a sheltering way , and

as there was an abundance ofj along the

shore, it offered us a pleasant encampment. We did

not suffer our fragile!. to touch the sharp rocks;

but, getting overboard, discharged the baggage, and

lifting it gently out of water, carried it to the upper

part of the beach, which was composed of very small

fragments of rock,

“Among the successive banks of the beach, formed

by the action of the waves, our attention, as we ap

proached the island, had been attracted by one 10 to

20 feet in breadth, of a dark-brown color. #. filore

closely examined, this was found to be composed, to

the depth of seven or eight, and twelve inches, entirely

of the larra of insects, or, in common language, of

the skins of worms, about the size of a grain of oats,

sº had been washed up by the waters of the

e

“Alluding to this subject some months afterwards,

when travelling through a more southern portion of

this region, in company with Mr. Joseph Walker, an

old hunter, I was informed by him, that, wandering

with a party of men in a motintain country east of the

great Californian range, he surprised a party of several

Indian families encamped near a salt lake, who aban

doned their lodges at his approach, leaving everything

behind them, Being in a starving condition, they

were delighted to find in the abandoued lodges a

number of skin bags, containing a quantity of what

appeared to be fish, dried and pounded. . On this they

made a hearty supper; and were gathering around an

abundant breakfast the next morning, when Mr.

Walker discovered that it was with these, or with a

similar worm, that the bags had been filled. The

stomachs of the stout trappers were not proof against

their prejudices, and the repulsive food was suddenly
ejected. Mr. Walker had further opportunities of

seeing these worms used as an article of food; and I

an inclined to think they are the same as those we

saw, and appear to be a product of the salt lakes.

It may be well to recall to your mind that Mr. Walker

was associated with Captain Bonneville in his expedi

tion to the Rocky mountains; and has since that time

remained in the country, generally residing in some

of the Snake villages, when not engaged in one of

his numerous trapping expeditions, in which he is

celebrated as one of the best and bravest leaders who

have ever been in the country.

“The cliffs and masses of rock along the shore

were whitened by an incrustation of salt where the

waves dashed up against them; and the ...
water, which had been left in holes and hollows on

the surface of the rocks, was covered with a crust of

salt about one-eighth of an inch in thickness. . It ap

appeared strange that, in the miºst of thisgrand reser

voir, one of our greatest wants lately had been salt.

Exposed to be more perfectly dried in the sun, this

became very white and fine, having the usual flavor

of very excellent common salt, without any foreign

taste; but only a little was collected for present use,

as there was in it a number of small black insects.

“Carrying with us the barometer and other instru

ments, in the afternoon we ascended to the highest

point of the island—a bare rocky peak, 800 feet above

the lake. Standing on the summit, we enjoyed an

extended view of the lake, enclosed in a basin of rug

ged mountains, which sometimes left marshy flats and

extensive bottoms between them and the shore, and

in other places came directly down into the water

with *...}. precipitous bluffs. Following with our

glasses the irregular shores, we searched for some in

dications of a communication with other bodies of

water, or the entrance of other rivers; but the dis

tance was so great, that we could make out nothing

with certainty. To the southward, several peninsula.

mountains 3 or4,000 ft. high entered thelakeappearing,

ºf as the distance and our position. us to

determine, to be connected with flats and low ridges,

with the mountains in the rear. Although these are

probably the islands usually indicated on maps of this

region as entirely detached from the shore, as wehave

preferred to represent them in the small map on the

preceding page, precisely as we were enabled to

sketch them on the ground, leaving their more com:

plete delineation for a future survey. The sketch, of

which the scale is nearly 16 miles to an inch, is intro

duced only to show clearly the extent of our opera

tions, which it will be remembered, were made when

the waters were at their lowest stage. At the season

of high waters in the spring, it is probable that all the

the marshes and low grounds are overflowed, and the

surface of the lake considerably greater. In several

laces (which will be indicated to you in the sketch,

|. the absence of the bordering mountains) the view

was of unlimited extent—here and there a rocky islet

appearing above the water at a great distance; and

beyond, everything was vague and undefined. As

we looked over the vast expanse of water spread out

beneath us, and strained our eyes along the silent

shores over which hung so much doubt and uncertainty

and which were so full of interest to us, I could hardly

repress the almost irresistible desire to continue our

exploration; but the lengthening snow on the moun

tains was a plain indication of the advancing season,

and our frail linen boat appeared so insecure that I

was unwilling to trust our lives to the uncertainties of

the lake. I therefore unwillingly resolved to termi

nate our survey here, and remain satisfied for the

present with what we had been able to add to the

unknown geography of the region. We felt pleasure

also in remembering that we were the first who, in

the traditionary annals of the country, had visited the

islands, and broken, with the cheerful sound of human

voices, the long solitude of the place. From the point

where we were standing, the ground fell off on every

side to the water, giving us a perfect, view of the

island, which is twelve or thirteen miles in circum

ference, being simply a rocky hill, on which there is

neither water or trees of any kind; although the

Fremontia vermicularis,which wasin greatabundance,

might easily be mistaken for timber at a distance.

The plant seemed here to delight in a congenial air,
growing in extraordinary luxuriance seven to eight

feeti. and was very'...i. on the upper parts

of the island, where it was almost the only plant.

This is eminently a saline shrub; its leaves have a

very salt taste; and it luxuriates in saline soils, where

it is usually characteristic. It is widely diffused over

all this country. A chenopodiaceous shrub, which is

a new species of ontos E, (O. rigida, Torr. & Frem.)

was equally characteristic of the lower parts of the

island. These two are the striking plants on the

island, and belong to a class of plants which form a

prominent feature in the vegetation of this country.

On the lower parts of the island also a prickly pear

of very large size was frequent. On the shore,

near the water, was a woolly species of phaca, and

a new species of umbelliferous plant (leptotamia)

was scattered about in very*i. abundance.

These constituted all the vegetation that now appeared

upon the island.

“I accidentally left on the summit the brass cover

to the object end of my spy-glass; and as it will

º remain there undisturbed by Indians, it will

urnish matter of speculation to some future traveller.

In our excursions about the island, we did not meet

with any kind of animal; a magpie, and another larger

bird, probably attracted by the smoke of our fire,

paid us a visit from the shore, and were the only living

things seen during our stay. The rock constitutin

the cliffs along the shore where we were encamped,

is a talcous rock, or steaite, with brown spar.

“At sunset, the temperature was 70°. We had arri

ved just in time to obtain a meridian altitude of the

sun, and other observations were obtained this eve

ning, which place our camp in latitude 41° 10'42",

and longitude 112° 21'05", from Greenwich. From

a discussion of the barometrical observations made

during our stay on the shores of the lake, we have

adopted 4,200 feet for its elevation above the gulf of

Mexico. In the first disappointment we felt from the

dissipation of our dream of the fertile islands, I called

this Disappointment island.

“Out ofthe driftwood, we made ourselves pleasant

little lodges, open to the water, and, after having

kindled large fires to excite the wonder of any strag

gling savage on the lake shores, lay down, for the

first time in a long journey, in perfect security; no

- - - ut his arms. The evening was exone ...;

tremely bright and pleasant; but the wind rose during
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“Glancing your eye along the map, you will see a

small stream entering the Utah take, south of the

Spanish fork, and the first waters of that lake which

our road of 1844 crosses in coming up from the south
ward. When I was on this stream with Mr. Walker

in that year, he informed me that on the upper part

of the river are immense beds of rock salt of ve

great thickness, which he had frequently visited.

Farther to the southward, the rivers which are afflu

ent to the Colorado, such as the Rio Virgen, and Gila

river, near their mouths, are impregnated with salt

by the cliffs of rock salt between which they pass.

These mines occur in the same ridge in which about

120 miles to the northward, and subsequently in their

more immediate neighborhood, we discovered the

fossils belonging to the oolitic period, and they are

probably connected with that formation, and are the

deposite from which the Great Lake obtains its salt.

Hăd we remained longer, we should have found them

in its bed, and in the mountains around its shores.

By observation, the latitude of this camp is 41°,

15' 50", and longitude 112° 06'43".

The observations made during our stay give for the

rate of the chronometer 31".72, cºrrespºnding almost

exactly with the rate obtained at St. Vrain's fort.

Barometrical observations were made hourly during

the day. This morning we breakfasted on yampah,

and had only kamás for supper; but a cup of good

coffee still distinguished us from our digger acquain

tances.

“September 12.—The morning was clear and calm,

with a temperature at sunrise of 33°. We resumed

our journey late in the day, returning by nearly the

same route which we had travelled in coming to the

the lake; and avoiding the passage of Hawthorn

creek, struck the hills a little below the hot salt springs.

The flat plain we had here passed over consisted

alternately of tolerably good sandy soil and of saline

plats. We encamped early on Clear creek, at the

foot of the high ridge: one of the peaks of which

we ascertained by measurement to be 4,210 feet above

thelake, or abouteight thousand fourhundredft. above

the sea. Behind these front peaks the ridge, rises

towards the Bear river mountains, which are probably

as high as the Wind river chain. This creek is here

unusually well timbered with a variety of trees.

Among them were birch (befula,) the narrow-leaved

poplar (populus angustifolia,) several kinds of willow,

(salir) hawthorn, (crataegus,) alder, (alnus riridus,)

and cerasus, with an oak allied to quercus alba, but

very distinct from that or any other species in the

United States.

“We had to-night a supper of sea-gulls, which Car

son killed near the lake. Although cool, the , ther

mometer standing at 47°, musquitos were sufficiently

numerous to be troublesome this evening.

“September 13.-Continuing up the river valley,

we crossed several small streams; the mountains on

the right appearing to consist of the blue lime stone,

which we had observed in the same ridge to the north

ward, alternating here with a granular quartz already

mentioned. One of these streams, which forms a

smaller lake near the river, was broken up into sev

eral channels; and the irrigated bottom of fertile

soil was covered with innumerable flowers, among

which were fields of eupatorium purpureum, with

helianthi, a handsome solidago (S. Canadensis,) and

a variety of other plants in bloom. Continuing along

the foot of the hills, in the afternoon we found five or

six hot spsings gushing out together, beneath a con

glomerate, consisting principally of fragments of a

grayish-blue limestone, efflorescing a salt upon the

surface. The temperature of these springs was 134°,

and the rocks in the bed were colored with a red de

posite, and there was common salt crystallized on the

margin. There was also a white incrustation upon

leaves and roots, consisting principally of carbonate of

lime. There were rushes seen along the road this

afternoon, and the soil under the hills was very black,

and apparently very gºod; but at this time the grass
is entirely dried up. We encamped on Bear river,

immediately below a cut-off, the cañon by which the

river enters this valley, bearing north by compass.

The night was mild, with a very clear sky; and I

obtained a very excellent observation of annocultation

of Taui Arietis, with other observations. Both immer

sion and emersion of the star were observed ; but, as

our observations have shown, the phase at the bright

limb generally gives incorrect longitudes, and we

have adopted the result obtained from the emersion

at the dark limb, without allowing any weight to the

immersion. According to these observations, the

lºgitudº is 112° 05' 12", and the latitude 416 4.2”

43"- All the longitudes on the line of our outward

journey, between St. Vrain's fort and the Dalles of

the Columbia, which were not directly determined

by satellites, have been chronometrically referred to

this place.

NORTH WESTERN VIRGINIA.... KANAWHA

SALINES.

New-York May, 1, 1845.

Dear Sir: I send to three addresses in your place

some newspapers, containing accounts of the salt for

mation, gas springs, &c., and also several to yourself,

hoping that they may be found useful.

I am extremely anxious to ascertain the tempera

ture of the water which rises in your deepest wells,

for the aid of science. Can you name to me any in

dividual in your place to whom I can address a letter

upon that subject”

The abundant gas which underlays your place pre

sents a very interesting and important fact—for I pre

sume it is entirely covered by water; and such being

the fact, there is no danger to be apprehended from

the electric discharges from the... In Kentucky,

near the banks of Green river, a body of hydrogen

as was reached in boring for salt water, which was

ignited by a torch, and being mixed withatmospheric

air in the cavities below, it exploded, throwing up

rocks and uprooting large trees. This happened in

a limestone region, and no water overlaying the gas.

You have no limestone, unless that rock i. been

reached in recent deep borings.

During my travels in the Canadian forests last sum

mer, I found that the hydrogen gas underlays an ex

tensive range of country in these northern latitudes,

but it is in all cases covered by water.

Many scientific gentlemen express the opinion, that
temperature of the earth increases in the in

crease of depth. My investigations hitherto have not

convinced me of that fact, for I find a variation on

this continent which seems to contradict that theory.

In Europe an increase of heat has been found, and

on that continent there may be a local causes to pro

duce this result.
-

The newspapers represent some of your wells at

1500 feet. I presume this is an error; 1000 feet is

the extent of the former borings. If the depth of

1500 feet has been reached, it would follow, accord

ing to the theory of increased heat, that the water

should test by the thermometer near 80° of Farenheit's

scale. The estimate is, that the increase of tempera

ture is 19 for every 55 feet descent. Assuming the

surface rate at 53° of mean temperature, the depth

of 1500 feet would give even greater heat than 80°

—and at this rate, at the depth of 225 miles, the heat

would be sufficient to fuse iron, giving to the centre

of our globe a heat of almost inconceivable intensity.
We know that above our heads the cold is intense at

a given elevation. I have found in my mountain tours
that the decrease was about 19 to 130 or 140 feet.

This decrease is demonstrated by the perpetual frost

on high mountains.

I have been informed that the gas at the Kanawha

Salines encrusts the surface it strikes upon, forming a

species of enamel. Have you any information upon
this point?

I shall feel very grateful for a reply.

Yours with great respect,

EBEN. MERIAM.

Postmaster, Kanawha Salines, Va.

“In answer to the inquiries contained in the above

letter, which has been placed in our hands by the

gentleman to whom it was addressed, we remark:

There has been no misrepresentation in the newspa

pers in relation to the depth of the salt wells. Sev

eral of them are from 1200 to 1600 feet. Mr. C.

REYNolds assures us that his well is 1650, and that

below the surface of the rock, which is nearly twenty
feet below the surface of the earth. One of Messrs.

Dickinson and Shrewsbury's by accuratemeasurement

is 1500 feet.
-

“As to the increase of temperature, we answer, it

has never been tested; and, we believe, cannot be by
º down the thermometer. But there are abun

t evidences that there is no increase of the tem

perature at the depth reached in any of the wells,
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First, the water that is drawn or forced up from all

the wells is very cold. At one, of the depth of 1500

feet—and which is tubed 600 feet so as to exclude all

the water, fresh or salt, to that depth—and it is quite

certain that the water comes from the depth of 1500

feet, for at that depth the stream of salt water was

struck—the water is as cold as that of the very coldest

spring water, such as gushes out from the base of our

mountains. Second. The workmen at the furnaces,

in warm weather, are in the habit of filling jugs with

river water, and immersing them in the cisterns of

salt water as it is thrown up. The water in the jugs

soon becomes, not quite so cold as ice water, but as

cold as the coldest spring water. Third. The gas,

which comes from the lowest depths of the wells,

with the water, if not, according to the supposition

expressed in the above letter, from beneath the water,

is as cold as a northern blast in winter. To be ex

sed to even a moderate stream of this gas, in tubing

the wells, is extremely disagreeable to the workmen.

In the hottest days it chills them through in a short

time.

“These facts every body here considers conclusive,

that the temperature does not increase in proportion

to the depth below the surface of the earth.

“That the gas forms incrustations resembling enamel

on the surface of objects against which it strikes, we

think, is all a mistake. -

“The formations on the sides of the furnaces in which

gas alone is burnt, are certainly curiosities. These

furnaces, we stated in a former account, are generally
100 feet long, 6 high, and 4 wide. The whole of this

space, when gas is burnt, is filled with a pure flame.

In a short time are formed, on the sides, concresences

firmly adhering to the stone, in appearance like soot,

but increase in the form of moss or sponge, to snch

an extent as to choke up the furnace. When disen

gaged in large pieces from the well, it is found to be

a hard porous body, with veins or fibres running

through it of a lighter color than the main body, an

which it is almost impossible to pulverize. Whether,

if submitted to a chemical analysis, it would prove to

be any thing more than a common cinder, we do not

know.”

We have received a piece of the conrete formation

in the salt furnaces resulting from the combustion of

carburetted hydrogen gas, and from a hasty examina

tion it appears like pummice stone. We intend

to examine it with care. . It is a singular and extraor

dinary formation, and it is possible may be increased

in the furnaces by the droppings of the salt water, and

the material of which thºs of the ſurnaces are

made mayhavealso had an influence upon the more rapid

formation of the incrustation. I have noticed upon a

stone which is placed upon the top of a kitchen chim

ney 30 feet high thatthesmoke condenses more rapidly

. it than upon the brick, and this forms a chrys

ization resembling bituminous coal, and answers for

combustion all the purposes of that mineral bein

easily ignited, and .. freely and with muc

flame. Since the reply to my enquiry was given by

Mr. Newton, Editor of the Kanawha Republican, some

of the salt wells have ceased their discharges of both

gas and Salt Water. The interior gasometer has be

come exhausted. These wells were a wonder indeed

—leading the human mind to contemplate with awe

and admiration the wonders of mature thus displayed

in the machinery of its works. Here is a large popu

iation living upon a surface in great apparent security,

with a gasometer of inflamable gas beneath their feet

—yet it is often the same population witness the burn

ing, and also the icy clouds above their heads in which

red hot thunderbolts hang suspended in chains of fire.

All nature is full of wonders.

We find the following in the Kanawha Republican

of the same date the following :

Kanawha Co., May 20, 1845.

“Mr. Editor: when I settled in these Salines 30

years ago, there was in this county one young Doctor,

who had just finished his studies at Philadelphia, a

talented young man. There was at the bar of this

Court a lawyer from Scotland, and one from Ireland.

Not one clergyman in the country, the citizens

applied to the Legislature to pass a law to authorize

a citizen of the county to be appointod by the Court,

to solemnize the rites of matrimony. There were

then two small retail stores in the county, and a number

of whiskey shops, kept in small huts, hollow trees,

&c. But a few causes were on the Court docket. In

the summer time, when the streams got low, the
citizens had to beat their meal.

“We have now twenty lawyers, twenty physicians,

twelve or fifteen preachers of the gospel, and about

thirty stores with general assortments of merchandize,

a branch of the Bank of Virginia, about fifty steam

engines to draw salt water, many grist muills and saw

mills operated both by steam and water power; foun

dries to cast all kinds of pans, kettles, &c.; a number

of coppersmith establishments to manufacture all kinds

of hollow ware, tubes, &c., and articles of brass, and

several tinner's shops. On our river there are

from five to eight steamboats. Our exports are from

2,000,000 to 2,500,000 bushels of salt per annum,

Which gives employment to more than 2,000 laborers,

who, with their families, would number upwards of

6,000 people.

“Thus you see the beneficial result of our manufac

turing establishments generally. Although the man
ufacturers are notj. prospering, yet the

the community in general are largely benefitted.”

SOUTH WESTERN WIRGINIA....SALTVILLE

SALT MINES.

LETTERS EROM. A. McCALL, Esq.

Saltville, Va., Sept. 28, 1845.

Eben. Meriam. Esq. :

Bear Sir---We would negociate the sale of 3 shares

of King's Salt Works, Washington Co., Va. The

mean rents and profits for near 50 years past, averaged

r annum $18,000, while the rival Preston Estate,

ying adjacent, has yielded about $12,000. For 5

years James White rented both at $48,500 per year,

and during 7 years we paid the annual sum of $34,-

500, being $18,500 for King's works, and $16,000 for

Preston's works, thereby securing a monopoly. We

also continued the same rent during 5 years, endin

January last, for Preston's while Findlay, Mitchell

Co. conducted King's well in competition. The pres

ent price of salt is 50 cents at the works, and 75 cts.

per 50 lbs. along the river depots. On the North

Holston River we fºrward salt in winter in boats

carrying 200 barrels, and insurance is worth 2 per .

cent. About 200,000 bushels annually is taken or

may be consumed by the market, while the works

sº water enough to make one million of bushels

Fearly,y In King's well the rock mincral salt lies 100 feet in

depth and so saturates the water that three busiels of

water (24 galls) will make 50 lbs. of salt, or as some

say 18 gallons may do it.

There is no trace of bittine (muriate of magnesia)

in the water, and but a slight amount of gypsum, so

that the salt is white, aud naturally the purest yet

discovered. The cost of naking salt has been rated

at from 12 to 16 cents per bushi. -

The blocking adheres to the kettles with great

tenacity,and no good experiment has been madetesting

solar evaporation, or the steam plans of making salt.

Kettles holding 100 galls cost, delivered, about $58

per ton, and wood $1,50 per cord, no stone coal being

convenient, but immense forests of timber could be

had at $1 per acre, along the river at points to which

the water may pass in tubes.

A SENCOND LETTER FROM THE SAME GEN

TI, E.M.A.N.

- Oct. 28, 1845.

“Our salt water was conveyed in tubes two miles,

and ought to be taken six miles down the banks of

the river where wood could be had at $1 per cord

4 feet by 4, and 8 feet long, of oak, beech and sugar

tree. We are contracting for wood delivered at the

salt well at $1.50 per cord.

Every 1000 or 1200 bushels of salt made, will on

an average fracture one kettle, which may be once
patched for an average cost of $5 answering as well

is at first the broken metal sells at $12 for 2240

lbs.; for five tons a cupola near at hand, will send us

one ton of kettles. A small forge in the vicinity

makes fine iron from the broken metal. The whole

sale price of iron and holiow ware is 24 cents per lb.;

rk is $3; beef $2.50; hay $6 per ton; flour $4 per

Jarrel; bacon 6 to 7 cents; corn 30 to 40 cents per

bushel at the works; negro hire $70 per annum,

white hirelings 3 to $10 monthly ; boats $100, carry

ing salt down the Holston and Tennessee to Alabama

usullay 175 or 200 barrels to the boat. Salt sells

50 cents per bushel at the works and 75 cents at the

depots, and the market in the present state of roads

and navigation scarcely consumes 200,000 bushels per

amulim. The cash value of flasked or rough heavy
kettles is $50 delivered at Saltville.

Saw mills or flour mills here are so numerous as to

be valueless and barrels holding 300 lbs. net salt cost

25 cents, and about 5 cents for nails, coopering, and

packing and sell at 40 cents to consumers of the salt.

I could procure an engine with 2 boilers, not now in

use, at Hywassen for$1000, The daily summer rains

and fogs would make much against solar evaporation.
withJºresh water steam raised in covered square

kettles Mr. Findlay made salt in wooden cisterns con

veying the steam in iron pipes some 200 feet or more,

but the salt caked on the wood, and blocked on the

pipes, causingas great waste as the blocking in kettles.

The salt water being naturally saturated could not

be employed for anaking steam under cover, and it

was certain that unconfined steam imparts 33 per cent.

less of caloric than was required to generate it.

In the steam generating, or fire heating about

20 per cent of caloric orconsumption of fuelis wasted

through the air, the walls and the basis of the furnace,

and his mode of applying steam heated to 2120 in the

generator, never raised the temperature of the salt

water in the evaporating cisterns above 150 or 160°.

The condensing process in the hollow of the tubes

consumed the remainder of the heat which was con

veyed off by the water thus formed, and always

streaming out of the steam pipes.

Our brine begins to grain when the kettles com

mence boiling (without necessity for any clarifying

process) and why it is that in England the brine satu
rated from the rock salt is boiled in kettles or wrought

iron pans, where they so well understand the most

economical modes of applying caloric through the

medium of steam If our water was 40 gallons to

50 lb. of salt instead of 20 or 24 gallons, the advantage

of steam would be evident in reducing it to brine,

but employing brine only, would you find fresh water

more economical in graining than the direct mode of

applying fuel! You could easily test it where the

apparatus is already made. A comparison should be

instituted without reference to machine power in a

region abounding as this does with hundreds of un

tenanted waterfalls and mill-sites. Two furnaces in

one building of fire brick, or stone so placed as to

allow the salt to drain back its water to the kettles

and the salt then rolled on frames to side rooms for

packing, would employ six hands daily, and would

coustine 16 cords of wood including that necessary

for light among the dense fog from the kettles. For

such rough business cheap houses are best, moving

along as wood is consumed. Were the river a little

improved and allum salt made for the western pork

º perhaps 1,000,000 bushels yearly may some

ay be sent off from here. . But I will mention that

Mr. Preston has 25 hands and 50 mules with 12 wagons

and with officers and managers about the place whose

salaries, I presume are about $4,500 annually.

I will describe the five furnaces which he works,

built by us side by side, in an open shed 120 feet

long, with chimmies 6 feet high, and the base of the

furnaces ascending a slope of 5°. Each flue or fur

nace has two rows of kettles leaning together without

a centre wall and resting on the sides of the flue, dug

out of dry earth and lined with stone. The double

line of kettles contain 37, weighing from 700 to 1000
weight each, the heavy moti being for the front.

Troughs conveying the water over the kettles from

the cistern, and a plug drawn lets it into every kettle,

after dipping salt when the kettle is two-thirds boiled

down. The salt drains out of hand baskets hun

over the kettles containing each 14 lb., four of whi

baskets one man carries off to the side entries of the

salt rooms.

The grates for fire are placed 26 inches below the

kettles, and the ash-hole 20 inches deep is under the

grates reaching back six or 8 feet from which the flues

widen to 4 feet and of depth sufficient for a man to

crawl through to rake out salt and ashes once weekly;

for which purpose the boiling ceases at Pº o'clock on

Saturday...tº again 12 o'clock Monday.

By the breaking of a kettle, or by water running

out, the flue is often nearly closed with salt suddenly

made in it and the pass so interrupted causes the heat

to accumulate in front so that blocking third days

boiling 6 or 8 inches thick over the interior bottoms

of the kettles get red hot and the iron drips from the

--
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much of the surrounding country. When I do so, I

will give you a more minute account.

The valley in which the salt springs are, is about a

half mile wide, with precipitous mountains on either

side, about 200 feet high. The mountains, however,

are not continuous ranges, but divided into conical

hifts, some of which are more lofty than others. Near

the base of these hills and half way up the sides, a

hard, finty, pale yellow rock crops out. It resembles

very compact French burr, such as is used in New

York for mill-stone. It is called here, “the mill-stone

grit,” and is used for that purpose. Above it is lime

stone and mixed m with it a rotten soft stone, which

stands fire very well. Here it is called soap stone,

but I think improperly.

The salt springs are about two miles from the north

fork of the Holston River, which is approached through

a gap in the mountains, or rather a pass way between

two conical hills.

The height of land of the Clinch Mountains is dis

tant from this place westery about ign miles. i.
rises above this valley about 1200 feet. All the sur

rounding hills and mountains are yet covered with

snow, but it has rained for the past 12 hours, and I

think the snow will soon disappear. The weather is

cold and umpletisant. Night before last the iceformed

nearly one inch thick, and the rain now forms a soft

ice upon the half frozen ground as it falls.

The valley of the James River, up which I passed

in my journey, is pleasant and fertile. The bottom

lands are from 1 to 2 miles wide for fifty miles above

Richmond, and very fertile. In rear of the bottoms

the country is beautifully rolling, and very little of it

too steep for cultivation.

I passed up the canal from Richmond to Lynchburg,

a distance of 143 miles. We passed 53 locks of about

8 or 9 feet each, all of which were ascending, (if I

remember) but four of which locked down into the

river. The locks upon the easterly section of the

canal are built of a beautiful compact granite, which

is found in great abundance upon the immediate bank
of the C an l River for the first 40 or 50 miles

above Richmond. Above this the granite disappears,

and gneis takes its place, and the country becomes

"more rough and precipitous, and the river bottoms

become narrow, and at Lynchburg, precipitous moun
tains ascend from the river bank.

In ascending James River the weather was mild, -

and the farmers were plowing, but in crossing the

Blue Ridge and Alleganies I found a different climate,

and was detained nearly a week by bad roads and a

severe snow storm. I was compelled to remain four

days at one place, or expose my limbs and health in

a manner that I was unwilling to hazard. The roads

were the worst that I ever witnessed, but I was told

that they were better in the summer. The whole

country across the mountains is very broken with ve

little valley land. The gaps are narrow, and the hills

too precipitous for cultivation, and the cattle generally

starving for fodder. This winter has been unusually

Severe.

The Bhue Ridge is chiefly gneis, and the Alleganies

mostly a rough ill-shaped limestone, apparently com

bined with silicious matter.

The brine of the salt springs at this place stands at

90° by my salometer, and it contains more impurities

than I expected. It contains (I think) as much sul

phate of hime and oxide of iron as the Syracuse water.

Letter from John MEAD, Esq., dated Lockpit,

Wayne Co., 1845.

“We have been prosecuting the boring seventy-one

feet further, which makes the present depth four

hundred and one feet, we still continue in the red

rock, occasionally passing a stratum of bluish green

clay slate, and a good many stratums of the mineral

salt. They occur more often and are thicker in width.

At three hundred and seventy-five feet I passed a

stratum of solid salt of at least five inches in thickness

and they have occurred as often as once in two feet

for the i. fifty feet, of various thicknesses, from one

inch to two in thickness. When we are passing one

of these stratas of salt, the water at the top of the

tube will foam and froth like the strongest brine. The

clay rock, or mostly so, that we are boringinto adheres

to the auger when we pull it out for the purpose of

clearing the sediment out of the well is as salt as the

salt itself.

“We have saved the specimens of the last boring,

and I purpose to send them to you the first opportu

nity that presents itself, for your examination. I don't

think that we have hit any veins of water, the last

one hundred and eighty feet. The rock appears to

be quite soft, and the water from above settles down

and we are continually bringing up the salt; it brings

the water to a Point of saturation. We have inserted

a tin pipe two inches in diameter within two feet of

the bottom, and attached a pump at the top, and after

ping about an hour, we exhausted the strong

e, but brine continued to flow of a weaker strength

through the pump at the rate of about 28 thousand

f. for the 24 hours. I think this water would

r manufacturing, but if we could get a supply of

our strongest water, 24 gallons would make a bushel

of salt, while at Syracuse the manufacturers told me

this summer that it took 40 gallons of their water to

make a bushel—a wide difference. Then take into

consideration the difference in the price of wood.—

Here it could be obtained for a long time for one

dollar per cord, while there it costs two dollars per

cord. "I wish you would have the goodness to inform

me what is the geological calculation of the thickness

of this red or saferous rock, the texture of the rock

was getting much coarser and more like slate. I have

seen some calculations that the thickness of this rock

was from 75 feet to 156 feet thick; we are now 161

feet into it, and we were in hopes of getting through

it at 150 feet; we were also in hopes at that point of

striking a full supply of onr strong brine.

“Any information you can give me from your knowl

edge and experience will be gratefully received. The

mineral salt that we raised was in small quantities,

mixed with the clay rock, and of colors, redish and

white almost transparent, and bluish green, which

specimens we have on hand. and will forward to you

soon.

“I should be pleased if you could make it convenient,

to make us a visit and examine the whole of the

specimens here and the location. I think there can

be no doubt of the eventual success of this work if

it is prosecuted, either by continuing the present well

º or by commencing a new well close by... I

wish you to have the goodness to give me your opin

ion in full upon the subject for which I shall be greatly

obliged.”

We have since the date of Mr. Mead's letter, quoted

above, received from him the borings of the well at

Lockpit, from a depth of 330 feet to 400 feet; also

a jug of the brine.

We have a letter from Mr. L. I. Rice, dated Monte

zuma June 26, 1842, in which he says:

“The boring has just been completed to the depth

of 605 feet. In boring this depth, the cuttings are

mostly indurated clay, red and blue, some plaster

rock (sulphate of lime), and some slate. At 190 ft.

struck the first vein of salt water, by the hydrometer

44°; second vein 225 feet 482 and third vein 501 feet

52° and the last vein 598 feet 100° or full saturation.”

We have a sample of the Montezuma brine raised

from a depth of 598 feet. It is of the same specific

gravity of that of Lockpit, viz; 1, 1895. One pint

contains 1024 grains of chloride of sodium, and 1088

grains of chloride of calcium, chloride of magnesium,

&c.

The thicknees of the saliferous strata about which

Mr. Mead makes enquiry, is explained by the above

quotation from the letter of Mr. Rice. The distance

from Montezuma to Lockpit is six miles.

From an examination of the borings of the Lock

pit well it appears that deep in the earth, stratas of

transparent salenite exist. An erroneous opinion is

quite extensively entertained that salt water can be

found any where by boring into the earth to the level

of the sea. Such is not the fact, but fresh water is fre

quently found under the bed of the ocean. The water

of the ocean itself is of different degrees of density.

Near the equator the ocean holds more salt in solution

than toward the poles.
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THE EARTHQUAKES AND THE

STORMS.

ON Monday, April 7th, 1845, a severe

shock of an earthquake was experienced at

the city of Mexico, at 53 minutes past 3

o'clock, P. M. Two other shocks were

experienced at the same place, the same

evening, between 6 and 8 o'clock. Much

damage was done, and several lives were

lost. At the same time a suow storm was

raging at Chicago, in the State of Illinois,

and nearly at the same moment of the last

shock, a snow storm came up suddenly on

the Hudson River, during which the steam

boat Swallow stranded on the rock at

Athens, and made fearful shipwreck.

The temperature at Syracuse, the 7th of

April, by Mr. Conkey's observations, at 3

o'clock, P. M., was 46 deg., and cloudy.—

Dew Point 24-deg, barometer 29, 4S, to

29, 60.

On the 23d of December, 1845, at 30

minutes past 9 o'clock, in the evening, a

severe shock of an earthquake was experi

enced at Memphis, Tennessee. It hap

pened while I was making meteorological

observations on Brooklyn Heights, and I

was surprised at the almost instantaneous

depression of the mercury in my thermom

eter three degrees, and named the extraor.

dinary circumstance to my family that even

ing, and the next day I communicated the

fact for publication in the Brooklyn Star.

This was between 9 and 10 o'clock in the

evening.

I copy from the Brooklyn Star, in which

these memorandums were published, as fol

lows:

From the Star of December 24th.

“After sunset, last evening, snow clouds

bordered the southern and western horizon.

At 9 o'clock in the evening temperature

28 deg. ; 10 o'clock, 25 deg., at which it

remained during the night, and was the

same at 8 o’clock this morning.”

From the Star of December 23d.

I copy as follows:

“The highest temperature attained yes

terday was 24 deg. ; at one time, in the af.

ternoon, there appeared to be a much warm

er atmosphere over head. At 7 o'clock last

evening the temperature was 24 deg., and

the same at 1 o'clock, P. M., the atmos

phere was completely overcast. Tempera

ture this morning at 7 o'clock, 20 deg. with

snow clouds in the west and south before

sunrise. Overhead the atmosphere is in

that peculiar state, that a chauge of tem

perature will cloud it. The variation in

the temperature the last twenty-four hours

has not exceeded four degrees, and is in the

descendant. A white frost was visible this

morning. Place of observation, lat. 40 deg.

43 min., lon. 74 deg. 2 min. 30, altitude 62

feet.”

From the Star of Dec. 26th, (25th being Christmas).

I copy as follows:

“Snow commenced falling on Wednes

day morning (the 24th), at 9 o'clock, and

continued to fall, moderately during por

tions of that day and during the night.—

The quantity on the ground at 4 o’clock on

Thursday morning was not more than four

inches. The temperature on Wednesday

at 1 o'clock, P. M., was 27 deg., and con

tinued at that till 10 o'clock in the evening;

Thursday morning, at 4 o'clock, 29 deg.

The fluctuation for the 24 hours has been

4 degrees.”

From Mr. Conkey's record, kept at Syra

cuee, we copy, as follows:

Dec. 23d, 9 o'clock, P. M.–Barometer,

29, 86. Sunrise on the morning of 24th,

29, 86, and the same at the same hour on

the morning of the 25th. The temperature

on the morning of the 23d, 24 deg. Sun

rise on the morning of the 24th, 18 deg.

On the morning of the 28th of February,

1816, a shock of an earthquake was expe

rienced at Cincinnatti, Ohio, at half past 8

o'clock, in the morning.

From the Brooklyn Star of February 28th, 1846.

I copy as follows:

“Temperature was 1 deg. lower yester

day morning, at 7 o'clock, than at 6 o'clock.

At 6 o'clock, 8 deg.; at 7 o'clock, 7 deg.;

9 o'clock. 10 deg.; 10 o'clock, 12 deg.; II

o'clock, 13 deg.; at 12 o'clock, 14 deg. ; 1

o'clock, 18 deg.; 2 o'olock, 19 deg.; 5

o'clock, 20 deg.; 7 o'clock, 18 deg.: 9

o'clock, 18 deg.; and at 7 o'clock this morn

ing, 17 deg. or 9 deg. warmer than the

same hour yesterday morning. The pres

ent appearance of the weather is strongly in

favor of a storm, the low temp. of the atmos

phere being the only hindrance at present.

The temperature of yesterday, compared

with that of the day previous, presents a

contrast, for, after 12 o'clock the previous

day the mercury rose, the latter day it

fell.”

From the Star of March 2d, 1846.

I copy as follows:

“At half past 9, Saturday morning, the

28th, the temperature rose to 20 deg., being

a fall of 3 deg. from 7 o'clock to 9, and with

this rise of temperature snow commenced

falling. At 1 o'clock, P. M., 21 deg. ; 2

o'clock, 20 deg.; 4 o'clock, 18 deg.; 9

o'clock, 16 deg. ; and continued at that with

out any change throughout the night. Sun

day morning, at 8 o'clock, 16 deg.; 1

o'clock, P. M., 24 deg. ; 7 o'clock, 20 deg.,

with a close atmosphere, indicating another

fall of snow. Snow fell on Saturday to the

depth of 3 or 4 inches.”

From L. W. Conkey, Esq., we have re

ceived a transcript of his meteorlogical re

cord of February 28th, 1845, which is as

follows: Temperature, sunrise, Feb. 28th,

6 deg.; 9 o'elock, A. M., 15 deg. March

1st, sunrise, 5 deg. ; 9 o'clock, 3 deg. The

barometer, 28th, sunrise, 29, 60; 9 o'clock,

A. M., 29, 66.

On the night of the 30th of January,

1846, a severe shock of an earthquake was

felt at the Belgian settlement of Santa Tom

as, near the equator. The sound resem

bled the discharge of a heavy piece of ord

nance,

From the Brooklyn Star of February 20, 1846.

I copy as follows:

“Saturday (31st) was the warmest day

in the month of January—the temperature

rose to 42 deg. at 2 o'clock, P. M., at the

same time a black cloud appeared in the

Northwest, which in half an hour reduced

the temperature to 41 deg. ; at midnight, it

had reached 22 deg., at which point it con

tinued for 11 hours, and at 12 o'clock, Sun

day noon, was 23 deg.—at 5 o'clock, P. M.,

52 deg.—rose one degree during the night;

and at 7 o'clock, Monday morning, was 26

deg. Saturday, to near 1 o'clock, P. M.,

31st, the East River was covered with a fog

so dense that it was with difficulty the ferry

boats crossed over, and not without the aid

of shore bells. Thursday evening, January

29, at about 5 o'clock, P. M., snow fell in a

few sprinklings, and was followed by rain

during the night in a moderate quantity.—

Rain fell on Friday night the 30th of Jan

uary,”

It will be seen by the above statement

that four earthquakes occurred during a pe

riod of less than 12 months, and each at

tended by a storm; and it will also be seen

that the temperature on each night which

succeeded the shock of December, January

and February was succeeded by a stationa

ry position of the mercury in the thermome

ter. We have placed these facts together

for the information and examination of our

friend, Mr. HALLEck, of the Journal of

Commerce. In January, that gentleman

appended a note to our communication in

relation to the Memphis earthquake, in

which he dissented from the conclusions

we drew from the premises we stated. Since

that time the Journal has published the ac

counts of the earthquakes of January and

February, and the Brooklyn Star, which

publishes our meteorological observations

daily, contains the above memorandums.-

These meteorological records of ours are

made in the morning before sunrise—they

are useful to refer to, as it is by observa

tions carerully and systematically made that

we acquire knowledge. We advance no

theory here—we merely record facts which

the earthquakes, the storms, the frost and

the lightning furnish us with. It is not im

probable that what is sometimes believed to

be earthquakes are meteoric explosions in

the high atmosphere.

MINERAL TABLET.

I have recently received from the Hot

Springs, in Arkansas, a beautiful tablet of

about 15 inches long, 12 inches wide and

three-fourths of an inch in thickness. It is

of chalky white—straight lines, drawn in

deep red color, cross it, and these are inter

sected by other straight lines forming right,

acute, and obtuse angles. In the centre is

a beautiful red cloud, in the middle of which

is a splendid figure of delicate white. The

inscriptions on this tablet, which penetrate

deep, were written by a pen dipped in sun

beams. It is beautiful—it is delicate—it is

splendid. It is in the mineral kingdom

-
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THE ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS.

I have prepared a lightning chain for the

highest peak of the Adirondacks. It con

sists of bright circular plates of tin, 8 inches

in diameter, linked together by pieces of

iron wire, one foot in length. This will be

surmounted by a bright spindle, one foot in

length, and the whoſe be connected at the

lower end with a copper wire, terminated in

a tin bottle filled with water. In October

last, I carried this apparatus with me to the

mountain to affix upon its summit, but the

snow met me there and the weather became

cold, I therefore deemed the spring or sum

mer a more appropriate season for the work.

My object is to test the ability of the small

wires to sustain the weight of a thunder

bolt amongthe lofty clouds, in a locality where

even a failure will be harmless, and where

the lightning has abundant room for its

operations, uninfluenced by surrounding ob

jects.

The pinnacle of a lofty mountain, wheth

er mantled in a cloud in which the lightning

has its council chambers, or adorned with

drapery made of brilliant sunbeams, or

wrapt in the robes of midnight—is a fit

place for contemplation. The etherial es

sence which rests upon its summit is a men

tal stimulant, so gentle, so mild, yet so en

rapturing, that it becomes to the spiritual

tenant of the mortal frame that feeds upon

it, what the morning dew and gentle sun

shine is to the rose bud in its opening.

I have stood at midnight upon the moun

tain top, and, with folded arms, looked up

ward—there, in the midst of the stillness of

silence that was overwhelming, I have gazed

upon the distant stars in the mighty firma

ment and endeavoured to traverse their

bright surfaces in the aerial vehicles of

thought—but, alas! they were far, far be

yond the reach even of almost boundless

thought. Silence, at midnight, upon the

mountain top, is intensely impressive when

attempted to be measured by the human

mind in the moment of calm and tranquil

meditation. The lightning, in its robes of

fire, adorned with chains of liquid flame, dis

coursing in the thunder's voice, amid the

mountains of sable clouds which are piled

up high in the atmosphere---their lofty sum

mits gilded with sunbeams, produce in the

mind of the beholder sensations of fear—of

dread--ofsolemnity---but all these are unequal

to thesolemn--the impressive--the overwhelm

ing influence of the stillness of deep silence

in a region where even breathing is without

an echo. I have reposed in sleep upon the

mountain top—and slept sweetly. I have

reposed in sleep upon the cliffs of the Niagara

where the reverberaitons of the thunders of

the waters of the great cataract shook the

pillow of my couch and lulled me to sleep,

but I found nothing there to equal the deep

silence in an atmosphere above the clouds.

The wilderness of the Adirondacks, altho'

a vast and uncultivated forest, is no longer

the home of the red man of the woods—at

St. Regis, on the St. Lawrence, at Onondago

Valley, near the lake of that name, and near

the Oneida Castle, to the south west of Onei

da Lake, is, at each place, a remnant of a

nation, once numerous, once powerful, and

brave—but now, almost a ruin.

These mountains, which have echoed their

cries of distress, and these ‘rocky ravines'

which have“reverberated’their piteous lamen

tation,have each treasured up the complaints

thus committed to their keeping, and when

these mountains shall be melted, and these

‘rocky ravines’enveloped in the great confla

gration, each will render up to Him who

is to judge all nations with a righteous

judgment, the record of woe, the catalogue

of wrong.

Many look with wonder upon the declar

ation of the sacred record, as to the great

ness of the multitude of human beings that

inhabited our earth when the flood came

uponits surface—then more than 16centuries

of time had elapsed, reckoning back to the

creation, and what a change whenbrought in

contrast with that period when only two indi

viduals of our species formed the whole

human family—but here is an illustration:

250 years ago, that portion of our continent

now settled by the citizens of the United

States was thickly inhabited by the people of

numerous nations of red men—but now—

where are they 7 gone, gone—and of many

of these nations it may be said, in the lan

guage of Logan, “not a drop of their blood

runs in any human veins.” -

Ere the flood came, the mountains had

been framed, for these were the measure of

the mighty deep—for, says the record of the

inspired peman :

“And the watersi. exceedingly upon the

earth, and the high hills under the whole heavens

were covered,” “ and the mountains were covered.”

When I gazed upon the surface of the

white face peak of the Adirondack and look

ed upon that part of it covered with vegeta

tion, and then upon that other part in which

the mountain torrent had excavated its path

to the base of the lofty eminence, I perceiv

ed that I was standing upon a mighty rock

reared by the hand of Almighty, and since

covered with a few feet of soil to support its

vegetation. What an observatory, this, to

occupy

When the red men of the forest, ere the

white man came, ascended this lofty moun

tain to its top, they deposited on an isolated

rock or cleft a memento of their visit—a spon

taneous offering up of tribute to Him who

laid the foundations of these mountains.

These mountains are the great acqua

logical laboratories, where the greater por

tion of the fresh waters of our State is pro

duced, from these mountains flow eight

rivers, and the wilderness which encompass

them is dotted over with chrystal lakes—and

although these rivers are constantly discharg

ing their mighty waters, yet notwithstanding

this they are never exhausted. How de

lightful, how cheerful and invigorating the

high mountain air, amid the beauteous sce

nery which is there spread out in the field

of view.
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WINTER BIRDS.

I have near my window a box in which I feed the

little Birds that frequent the groves in this latitude

in winter. I have as daily visitors some forty or fifty
snow birds and s ws and occasionally a Virginia

Red-bird makes his appearance among them. The

visits of this bird are few and far between. It ap

§. to be the guest of one of the Sparrows. The

parrows, frequently in the spring, bring with them

stranger birds—they are very hospitable. The birds

have visited me for several years—they are cheer

ful companions of the pen, and giveactivity to thought.

Birds possess intelligence—they have memory—they

are grateful, and if kindly treated are very confiding.

I expressed to a very worthy citizen of Brooklyn

a desire to invite the Birds to take up their residence

in thegrove in Greenwood Cemetry, where the grounds
are enclosed, and where the little innocents would be

E. from the cruelties of hard-hearted and un

º sportsmen, who wound and torture the poor
Irois.

I have received from the gentleman I have referred

to above, the following note:

“Brooklyn, Saturday, 7th Feb. 1846.
“Dear Sir :

“I have not had the pleasure of meeting you for

some time and write to say Mr. Perry would be very

º to promote your benevolent intentions in regard
to the birds in Greenwood. Will you some time,

when you are passing the office No. 39 Wall Street,

suggest to him how you wish to attain the object, the

keeper on the ground would assist in distributing the

seed. If you have selected a lot, it may be made

head quarters for these “minstrels of the wood,” by

placing your alms on it.

“Truly yours,

“HENRY E. PIERREPONT.

“Mr. E. Meriam.

Birds possessed this earth ere man was formed

from its dust—it was the birds that sung the first

morning anthem on earth, to the praise of Him who

made the world, and this was on the second solar

morning.

I often call to mind the plaintive notes of the little

bird, which I call the Adirondack Solitary, which I

heard sounding its notes at evening on a broken tree

which stood near the Stranger's Grave, on the borders

of the wilderness. This little songster would be an

acquisition to the groves of Greenwood Cemetry, its

plaintive notes would awaken in the minds of the

visitors of the “City of the Dead” a feeling which

would bow down human pride and lead the mind to

meditate and contemplate, a suitable state of feeling

to occupy the spiritual bosom of the material form

while meditating among the tombs.

The Adirondack Solitary, as I call the little feathered

minstrel, sings during the night, as well as the day—

it sounds its notes at midnight, thrice, and then a

pause—a long silence—and then again the three-fold

measured soundis heard. Oft, oftdo I call to mind the

sweetnotesof this little warbler; they have arrested my

step when journeying the paths of the forest. An

inhabitant of Black Brook who frequently was awake

during the night attending upon the burning of lime

kilns, informed me that he frequently heard these

birds at all hours of the night, and at a considerable

distance, but he had never seen one of them, and the

same answer was given meby every person I enquired

of. I saw but one of these§. upon the limbless

top of a broken tree, but it was so hid by the stump

that it was impossible to discover its color accurately

or its size, except that it was a small bird.

My feathered visitors are sweet little creatures,

their bright eyes kindling up into an expression of

gratitude, speaks a language that is intelligible to

the human bosom when in a state of quietcontempla
tion.

One of these little birds is lame. The lame bird

has paid me two visits, and I watched its motions

with much care, in order to endeavor to discover

whether its helpless condition brought to its aid its
mates.

The feeding of these little creatures is a labor,

and the watching over them a care, yet it is of the

agreeable and useful kind that makes it pleasant and
instructive.

Two of these birds are dead—one, a snow bird fell

down upon the ground while I was watching their

movements, and before I could open thedoor and get

to it, died. Another, also a snow bird, was killed at

an early hour in the morning by a favorite cat. Poor

pussy, had, unobserved by me, got into the yard and

seized one of the little creatures, but my wounded

dog interfered, seized poor puss and rolled her over

. over in the snow, and then took her in his mouth

and carefully brought her into the house without

injury, and then gave me plainly to understand that

something was wrong. I followed the faithful animal

and he went direct to the little bird which lay dead

upon the ground—when he saw me pick it up he

was satisfied, but he does not allow poor pussy to in

terfere with the birds any more.

Thus, in the midst of the little pleasurableº:
ments that are interspersed through the path of the

journey of life there are scenes which mingle the

itter with the sweet.

It was the pretty Dove that brought the Olive

BRANch to the Great Captain of the deep, when he

was on its bosom and gave him the first knowledge

that our globe had ceased to be one vast ocean—a fit

messenger from the King of Kings to his creature

Inan,

It was the Raven that carried the food to Elijah–

the feathered messenger of Him who made the world

commissioned by Him on this very errand of mercy.

It whº the sweet Robin Red-Breast that gathered

the leaves to enshroud the bodies of the children who

made their grave in the wood. These sweet “mins

trel's of the wood” thus provided the infant bodies

with a sepulchre. “Greenwood’” is a fit place for the

pretty birds, and the pretty birds appropriate guardians

to hover over the treasury of the grave.

ROCKLAND MOUNTAINS.

I havemade several excursions tothese mountains and

made minute examinations of the rock formations of

that locality. These present a wide field for investi

gation. The Pleonaste, a pretty stone which takes a

high polish, is found there; the Lydius Stone, called

by some the touch stone, is also found here. This

stone is used in many parts of the world to determine

the quality of gold coin. On the banks of the Hud

son River, a little below the Dunderberg Mountain is

a beautiful strata of porphyry of various colors. I

found here also the or mountain cork,

so light that it floats upon the water.

The Rock formation on the top of the Dunderberg

is the same as its base. The fissures which have been

made in the rock, at various times, are filled with a

mixture of purple and blue quartz,

To the west of the Rockland Mountains, in years

long past and gone, Behemoth had his home. The

monster beast seemed to have herded on that portion

of the country watered by the Walkill. Numerous

skeletons have been found there beneath the surface,

one of which I examined and described on page
130 of this volume.

Our mountains afford a great field for investigation

and one that imparts pleasure to the contemplative
mind.

The mountain atmosphere possesses a peculiarity

that gives to those who breathe, it a mental energy

found no where else—the northern mountaineer, is

both peaceful and healthful.

THE ARKANSITE & THERMALITE.

Near the Hot Springs, a short distance from the

Washitta River in the State of Arkansas is a mine of

an extent not yet ascertained, belonging to John H.

Ward,Esq., from which the formation which I have

denominated the ARKANsite, and also that which I

have denominated the THERMALITE is obtained. Mr.

Ward has presented me with specimens of the Arkan

site, and also with specimens of the Thermalite, and

I have recently received from him at two different

times, via New Orleans, various other geological speci

mens of great interest, and also an aquaological speci

men, being a bottle of the water of the Hot Springs,

which when taken from the spring was of the tem

perature of 48° of Farenheit.

TheThermalite is an offspringof theThermalWaters,

and hence its name. One º, I have weighs 35

ounces. It has the hardness of the Agate, and the

lustre, when seen on its even surface in a proper angle

of light equal to that of a polished mirror, and

will reflect upon its surface objects ten miles dis

tant. The colors of the Thermalite are red, yellow,

purple, and white. It is opaque and has the peculiar

property of transmitting one color and reflecting an

other. The Thermalite which I have is more than

two inches thick, and when brought in the proper

angle with the reflected rays of the sun and the light

transmitted through a green curtain placed nearly

horizontal over it, and at some feet distant from it and

thrown upon it, a green color of a very delicate tint

is transmitted through the curtain and wn upon

the surface of a white paper placed beside it, and at

the same time a beautiful purple is reflected and

borders that of the green.

Some of the colors of the Thermalite are a beauti

ful pink bordered by delicate chromic tints. The

crystalization of the Thermalite is a spherdid. The

Thermalite is of great value, is capable of giving a

keen edge to fine instruments made of steel, and un

like all other substances it is subjected to no wear

but cuts away the metal with surprising rapidity. I
have no doubt that the Thermalite come into

a more extensive use than any other substance yet

discovered... The Thermalite is as brittle as glass and

has a ring like silver. Although it is of great density,

and appears perfectly solid, yet its smooth surface is

found on minute examiuation with a powerful magmi

fier to be made up of millions of little edges arranged

in spherical order, that cut off the metal of an edged

instrument like a file. I shall hereafter notice the

thermalite more in detail.

The Arkansite is of a chalky whiteness, and when

taken from the mine is opaque, but on being satura

ted with a fluid becomes translucent. It possesses the

same property of transmitting one color and reflecting

another, the same density and the same hardness as

the thermalite, and is found in the same mine. This

stone is invaluable as a home for edged instruments of

every kind. The English cutlery houses, where the

finest cutlery is made, the Bank Note Engravers, and

the Dentists, that have used the Arkansite pronounce

it superior to any thing they have ever used. An

Arkansite from this mine made into shape for a razor

hone, is to be seen at the store of Messrs. Platt &

Brothers, No. 12 Maiden Lane, valued by Mr. Ward

at $15. Messrs. Platt & Brothers have several pieces

of the Arkansite for sale, calculated for various kinds

of edged instruments. Abraham G. Thompson, Esq.,

purchased an Arkansite about five inches long, for

which he paid five or six dollars, for a razor hone.

He informed us that he would not part with it for its

weight in gold.

Robert Smith, Esq., has also one of the Arkansites

for a similar purpose which he values greatly.

Mr. Adams, the accomplished engraver on wood,

attached to the large publishing establishment of

Harper & Brothers, speaks inin:terms of the

Arkansite.

Mr. Watson, a Lapidary in New-York, of near 30

years experience, cut one of the Arkansites, and he

informs us that it used up the diamond dust faster than

any substance he ever put on his wheel, except the

diamond itself. , I gave to this the name of Arkansite

for the reason that it came from the mines of the

State of Arkansas. I have abundant precedent for

this, as good reason for such a designation. ‘Strontian'

derived its name from that which designated the town

in the mines of which it was first discovered.

I have among the specimens sent me by Mr. Ward,

a substance taken from the bottom of one ofthe springs.

It is white as chalk, opaque and studded with minute

and brilliant crystals of great beauty. . At my earliest

leisure I intend to examine these specimens minutely

and will after that give a further account of them.

ASSESSMENT SUIT.

An important suit was to have been tried in the

Circuit Court last week, but the Corporation were

unwilling to go on with it, for fear, as is said, of scareing

away the bidders at the assessment sales. The Cor

poration Peter Funks, are not easily scared—they

generally bid the more spirited in such cases. They

are old sogers.

-

SECOND AVENUE SEWER.

A suit has been brought by Richard Mott, Esq., for

a gentleman who has suffered in his property by this

sewer. and we undeistand that the counsellor will

search this sewer to the bottom, and bring the whole

matter before the Court,
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* Hast thou known the variety of the cloude :

“For hee beholdeth the endes of the world, and

seeeth all that is under heaven—to make the weight

of the windes and to weigh the waters by measure,

when he made a decree for the raine and a way for

the lightning of the thunders.”

The mysteries that pertain to him who framed the

universe are beyond the reach of human research, but

there are some things declared and written down by

a pen moved by the source of all knoweldge, and to

these things heed should be given.

I have notyetseen a lightning storm beneath me when

standing on a mountain top,but I have been anastonish

ed and admiring beholdor of a woundrous display of

the brilliant adorning of the clouds that mantled the

whole terrestrial surface which was far beneath me.

I have gazed at the bright canopy of ethereal blue

above me—at the morning sun as it entered the field

of view from its morning chambers, and beheld it

when risen but a few degrees above the shadow of

the terrestrial surface, shining in all its glory, the

clouds piled on clouds beneath me ºf up with

its beauteous rays, in all the brilliancy of beauty---in

all the splendor of magnificence—-mountains, valleys,

precipices, cataracts, grottos and extensive plains,

all decorated with sunbeams and moving in all the

variety of motion----these resembled an ocean of bril

liants, it was then I could imagine what would have

been the sublimity of the scenery had a thunderbolt

thrown a brilliant chain of liquid fire among the

aqueous gems of the mighty casket—but I dare not

unbosom the thought that possessed the mind—my

peu " " " " "—it has paused, for the thought was too

gigantic for utterance.

The Lightning Record of 1844 presents a catalogue

of 50 deaths—3 human beings killed by two thunder

bolts, 4 ateachtime–14 persons killed by seven bolts, 2

at each time—and 28 persons killed by as many differ

ent thunderbolts, or one at each time.

The record of 1845, presents a greater number of

deaths than those of 1844.

Four persons are stated to have been killed by a

single thunderbolt; twelve persons by four bolts,

three at each time: Sixteen persons by eight bolts,

two at each time; forty-four persons by as many

different bolts, and fifteen persons by one thunderbolt,

besides between 40 and 50 persons also killed by the

same electric charge in the same vicinity. This is

but a part of the record of 1845. It is a fearful cata

logue.

We had intended in this number of our paper to

have made a synopsis of the catalogue presented, but

the increased size of the Gazette has absorbed all the

type of the office not already in use, I therefore shall

defer it till the next number.

I will, however, remark that the result of the ives

tigations I have so far made, is, that lightning con

ductors terminating in water have never fileiº con.

duct all the lightning that entered upon them.

That lightning rods which have had an improper

termination, have caused the lightning to explode and

leave the conductor.

That lightning rods that diverge are preferable to

any others. Ship's conductors all diverge, and none

have ever failed, although the lightning traversed a

inder wire in the midst of hundreds oftons of metal

lying in cannon upon the deck.

LIG|ITNING IN 1844,

On the 30th of March, a house belonging to James

Miller, in the northern part of the city of Mobile was

struck by lightning at an early hour in the morning

of that day, and the whole of one gable end of the

building torn to splinters. The electric fluid, in its

descent, shattered to pieces one of the posts of a

bedstead, on which two of the inmates of the house

were sleeping, without doing the least injury to the

occupants of the bed. Another person, sleeping in

an adjoining apartment, had his face burnt, his hair

singed, and was seriously shocked, probably by the

same current of this subtle fluid-Jour of Com.

April 9.

During a thunder shower in Derry, N. H., on the

6th inst., the lightning struck a large two story double
house, and set it on fire in three places, which, how

ever, was soon extinguished. A son of the owner,

Capt. Hoit, was somewhat scorched, but not seriously

injured.—Jour. of Com. April 15.

| On Wednesday the 20th ult., a young man by the

name of Underwood, residing in the county of Orange,

was struck by lightning in his own house, and instantly

killed. A little child that was clinging to his panta

loons escaped entirely unhurt.—Raleigh (N. C.)

Star.

We were visited westerday afternoon with a smart

thunder shower. Several flashes of lightning were

very vivid, and the electric fluid struck a large Ameri

can poplar tree, standing on the margin of Indepen

dent Square. on Sixth Street, nearly opposite George

Street. The fluid struck several feetabove the crotch,

and passed down the body of the tree nearly the

entire length on two opposite sides of it, taking

off the bark, the whole distance, about an inch in

width, and scattering it in every direction, producing

a fissure about the thirty-second part of an inch in

diameter, apparently extending clear through the body

of the tree. The shock was sensibly felt |by the resi

dents on the west side of Sixth Street. Two persons

in different buildings were stunned and knocked down

but experienced no iº
In addition to this, we learn that a compositor in

the printing office of King & Baird, in George Street

above Sixth, had a stickful of matter knocked from

his hands into pi, by the shock.--Philad. Ledger of

April 20,

On Friday last, six steers, belonging to Mr. John

Sharpless, of Delaware county, Penn., whilst grazing

in the field, were struck by lightning, and instantly

killed. The electric fluid first struck a pine-tree,

which it shivered to pieces.—Jour. Com. May 4.

A storm prevailed with much violence over Chesa

peake Bay, on Thursday night. A boat belonging to

one of the lines was struck by lightning and partially

damaged. Many of the passengers were greatly

alarmed, but none of them sustained injury.—Jour.

Com. May 6.

The house of Nathaniel Greene, Esq., 4 and 6

Hudson Street, and occupied by him and Mr. May

nard, one of his clerks was struck by lightning, last

evening, but no great damage done.—Boston Mail.

Sloop Arion, from New-York, of and for this

ort, was struck by lightning on Saturday night

ast, off Point Judith, in seven fathom water; the

crew were knocked down by the shock, and when

they recovered, the sloop was in three fathoms only,

The lightning shivered the topmast very badly, split

ting it all to pieces, cauſied away the peak halliards,

jib halliards, split jib, and passed away through the

forecastle. Fortunately the crew were all aft at the

time, so that no lives were lost.—Prov. Gaz. Tuesday.

Jour. Com. May 9.

A few days since, the house of Mr. Beardsley Fris

bee of this town was struck by lightning, set on fire.

and himself seriously injured. Seeing a shower ap

proaching, Mr. Frisbee went from the field where he

was plonghing, to the house, and seated himself near

the fire-place. The lightning struck the house and

glanced on to Mr. Frisbee, ing down one side,

tearing his clothes and bursting open one boot, and

then passed off. The neighbors observing the house

on fire, hastened to the spot, and found Mr. F. senseless

on the floor. The fire was extinguished, and after

considerable exertion, Mr. F. was restored to anima

tion, and we learn that he is now doing well. . The
family was absent, and no person was in the house

but Mr. Frisbee.--Delhi, N. Y. Gaz. May 8.

The thunder storm on Saturday was very severe at

New-Haven. It commenced between nine and ten

o'clock. The rain fell in torrents, and there was a

continual roar of thunder. The lightning struck two

buildings, one a dwelling house in F in Street,--

the other a barn in the outskirts of the city. No person

was injured. The barn was set on fire, but by the

prompt application of water, was saved from destruc

tion. A barouche carriage in the barn wasº:
of its leather covering, while the damask lining under

the leather was comparatively uninjured. A pitch

fork was broken in two. and thrown across the barn.

Both buildings were considerably injured. For the

observations in regard to this tempest, we

are indebted to Professor Ömstead of Yale College:

There was a severe thunder storm at Poughkeepsie

on Saturday morning, during which the lightning

struck and set fire to a barn which was consumed.

The stables of Mr. Conklin, proprietor of the

Centreville race-course, L.I., were on day struck

by lightning, and completely destroyed. Loss, $1000.

No insurance.—Jour. Com, May 14,
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• the The house of Simeon Doggett, in Raynham, Mass.,

was struck by lightning during the violent tempest on

Saturday night last, at 12 o'clock. The house was

very much shattered. The furniture of the parlor,

and several other rooms, was thrown into the utmost

confusion, and most of it destroyed. It ºl. that

the lightning did not descend from the cloud, but

burst through the floor in the front entry, and in

several other parts of the house.

A quantity of iron in the back cellar of True &

Almy's store, on State Street was struck by lightning

during the shower on Saturday morning. The flui

passed into the store and shattered the ceiling in several

places.—Rochester Dem. May 15.

The dwelling house of Mr. Orris Barns, in Ashville,

we learn was on Monday last struck by lightning,

and much injured, one side of the roof being entirely

torn off. Mrs. Barnes was knocked down, and her

clothes were set on fire, but we are happy to hear that

she is not seriously injured.—Maysville Sentinel.

At 10 A.M., on Saturday last, the house, of Mr

D. B. Lent, occupied by Mrs. Rebecca Gay, on the

corner of Mill andãº Streets, and the dwelling

of Mr. S. W. Frost, situated on the opposite corner of

the same streets, were struck at the same time. The

bolt did but little damage.

Almost at the same instant, the barn of Mrs. Over

bangh, situated in the rear of her dwelling, in Mill

Street, was struck, fired, and soon consumed, with

its contents.

In the evening we had another shower, accompa

nied by thunder and lightning. The latter then struck

in Clinton Street, but did no damage.

Vincemes, Ind., was visited with a severe storm

on the 2d. One house was struck by lightning—the

largest and stoutest trees torn up-chimneys through

down—but, though much damage was done, no lives

were lost.—Pough. Tel. and Jour. Com. May 16.

A violent thunder storm occurred here last Satur

day evening. The house of Mr. Pixley Judson, in

the north part of the town, was struck by lightning

and injured slightly. A black man in the house was

prostrated by the shock, but soon recovered. Several

oxen and a cow, we learn, were killed in Weston.

Mr. Sherman French's barn was struck in Trumbull;

likewise the barn of Mr. James Sanford, in Redding.

Bridgeport (Ct.) Farm, and Jour. Con. May 17.

During the storm of Monday last, Miss Deardorff,

residing near Hampton, Adams Co., Pa., was killed

instantly by lightning. The electric fluid passed down

a tree under which she was washing. Her sister had

left the same place but a few minutes before.

We had a tremendous fall of rain on Friday and

Saturday of last week, attended by repeated flashes

of lightning and peals of thunder. Isaac Brown, of

this town, i. a cow killed by a stroke of lightning.

Abraham Haight, of Newcastle, lost two hog in the

same manner. The lightning struck a new house,

building by R. J. Haight, and tore out the entire gable
end. A large basswood tree on the farm of Walter

Hunt, was also struck. What is a little remarkable,

is the fact that these accidents all occurred within the

circuit of a mile, as we are informed.—Sing Sing

Chronicle and Jour. Com. May 18.

There was a fearful thunder-storm in Richmond,

Va., last Thursday evening, according to the compiler.

The lightning. agreatmany liberties with property

but distinguished itself rather by the eccentricity than

the disaster of its movements.

We learn that one of the sail lofts in the Navy Yard

was struck by lightning on Thursday night, and took

fire. One of the watchmen was also struck but not

seriously injured. The fire was soon extinguished.
The N.E., Engines repaired to the spot.—Norfolk

Beacon, Saturday, and Jour. Com. May 21.

The barn of James Powell, Jr., of the town of

Hempstead, Queens Co. was struck by lightniug about

3 o'clock on Tuesday morning, and consumed. Also

a colt and a small quantity of hay.

After 12 o'clock on Thursday night, a terrific storm

of wind and rain, with a fearful accompaniment of

thunder and lightning, made the boldest hearts in our

city beat with apprehension. The electric fluid struck
several points §. without injury to life. The Ex

change Hotel, the “Old Academy," near the basin,

the Park House,” and other buildings were touched
by the htning, but not seriously injured. A wooden

tºbacco factory, occupied by Mr. Kerr, was blown

dºwn by the wind.—Richmºnd Enquirer, Tuesday,

Jour. Com. May 23d.

t

During the storm on Wednesday evening, a servant | over sections of the townsof Rhinebeck, Hyde Park,

girl in the employ of Charles Libeaw, on Third Street,

was stunned by lightning.

the house, in the act of taking a feather bed, which

she had in her arms, out of the rain. She saw the

flash, and heard the report, and then became uncon

scious from the stunning effect of the electric fluid,

and fell through the door into the house, in a state of

perfect insensibility. Several remedies were proposed

and tried to resusitate her, but the application of ice

water was found to be the most effectual. There

were no marks upon her person, caused by the shock,

nor was there any damage done to any of the buildings

in the neighborhood. The physician called in reports

that she would have been instantly killed, had she

not been protected by the feather bed.—Cincinnati

Messenger.

During the thunder storm on Monday evening last,

the carpenter's shop of Thomas Leitch, Esq., in Friend

ship, was struck by lightning, and the shop and its

contents to the value of about $300 was totally des

troyed.—Annapolis Md. Herald, and Jour. of Com.

May 25.

The Upper Marlboro’ (Md.) Gazette of the 23d inst.

says: “During the storm of thunder and rain on Mon

day evening, a Tobacco Housebelonging to Mr. Jesse

+. near this village, was struck by lightning, and

a negro boy and girl instantly killed. Mr. T. was

considerably stunned. The house was not materially

lnjured.—Jour Com. May 27.

During the thunder shower on Monday last, a man

named Jacob Brown, residing near Carlisle, Pa., was

killed by the lightning. He was in his corn field at

the time the lightuing struck him, and survived the

stroke but a few minutes.

During the storm on Thursday night last, the barn

ofMr. John Hade. in Antrim township, near Chambers

burg, Pa., was struck by lightning and entirely con

sumed. About 100 bushels of corn and some other

articles of value were also destroyed.

Much and general feeling was produced in Elizabeth

town last evening, by the intelligence that Benjamin

Seaman, a venerable citizen of some seventy years,

was killed by lightning during the thunder shower,

late in the afternoon. He was standing in his door,

contemplating the grandeur of the elements, when he

was struck dead by a bolt, which perforated the upper

part of the house like a bullet, and passed off through

the cellar, where the earth was slightly disturbed.

Mr. S.'s hat and clothes were torn, but no mark was

left upon his person. He was an honored member

and office bearer of the Episcopal Church, and society

snffers a loss in his death.--Newark Daily Adv.

During the violent storm on Thursday night last,

three valuable horses belonging to Samuel Ogden, near

Battentown, in Cumberland Co., N. J., that had been

left in the pasture field, were killed by the lightning.

A fourth, not worth much, escaped.—Jour. Com. May

28.

On Saturday morning, the 11th inst, this section of

the country was.# by a heavy thunder storm.

Among the doings of the lightning, we have heard of

the following:

In the stable belonging to Hinckley's Farmers'

Hotel, in this village, a valuable horse was killed, a

cow knocked down, and Mr. Wm. Hinckley, who

was standing within a few feet of the horse, was

slightly shocked; the barn is uninjured. A tree in

the neighborhood of the village was converted into

kindling wood. In Newfield, the house of widow

Dudley was struck, and four of its inmates received a

severe shock; and a boy who was engaged at some

forty rods distance from a tree which was struck, was

laid prostrate by the shock. In Danby a steer was

killed between two barns only a few feet apart, whlle

the barns remained unscathed.--Tompkins (Ithaca)

Dem. J. C., May 29.

Accounts have reached town of a storm striking

Quincy, Illinois, and doing some serious damage:

Houses were struck by lightning, and the office of

the Herald was injured.----St. Louis Reveille, 17.

A child about 1 year old was killed at Jerusalem,

on Saturday evening the 11th inst., while lying in a

cradle. Its hair was set on fire and its skin discolored.

Brooklyn Star. May 29.

On Sunday afternoon last, a hay house of Benjamin

Wiggins in Upper Makefield township, Bucks county,

Pa., was struck by lightning and consumed, together

with its contents.

On Sunday afternoon last a thunder storm swept

Pleasant Valley, Clinton, &c. In some places it was
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She was on the roof of | accompanied with severe wind, which tore branches

from the trees, or prostrated trees that were not well

rooted. It was º attended with heavy thunder

and lightning. Mr. James H. Clapp, of Pleasant

Valley, had two cows killed by lightning. They were

standing near together in an open field.

we understand that Mr. Daiei H. Tweedy, of Stan

ford had a pair of oxen also killed by lightning during

the same shower.—Poughkeepsie Telegraph, of May

29.

Springfield, Erie Co., May 25.—A barn belonging

to John Nichols, in this town, was struck by lightning

on the 12th inst, and two horses the property of Mr

Thomas Richmond were struck down.--Jour. Com.

May 31.

We learn from the Goshen Whig that the house of

Mr. Gamaliel Russell, of Amity, Orange Co., New

York, was struck by lightning on Wednesday 26th

ult, tearing off about one third of the siding. The

fluid struck the chimney, Fortunately no person in

the house was injured, although the back was torn

from a chair standing near Mrs. R.—Brooklyn Star,

July 11.

Mr. Henry Harner's house, half a mile west of Leb

anon, Ohio, on the Hamilton Road. was struck by

lightning on Friday last, and four of his daughters

instantly killed, the mother injured, Mr. Harner and

his little boy stunned. The fluid seemed to pervade

the building. Two of the young ladies were on the

second and two on the first floor of the house. “The

scene exhibited on this occasion,” says the Star, “was

heart-rending in the extreme.” The young ladies so

suddenly called into eternity were exemplary mem

bers of the Methodist Church—pious children of

pious parents.--Jour Com. June 8.

A little boy named Snyder, 8 or 9 years of age, was

killed by lightning at Columbus Qlio, on the 27th

ult., while walking in the street with a few chips on

his head. The electric fluid perforated the ground for

the space of two or three feet, all around him. It

tore his hat and clothes, and burned a portion of the

hair off his head.

A small boy was killed by lightning the same day

at Pittsburgh. A house in Pittsburgh, occupied by

Messrs. Gillespie and Wood, wasalso struck by light

ning the same day. The fluid came down the water

ut in front, ran off that to the iron hinge of the

shutter, thence on to the bar used for fastening the

shutter, and about the middle of the window glanced

off through a pane of glass shattering it and making a

small hole through the bottom. Inside the window

it set fire to some papers, struck the head of a stem

in a glass nob, and finally went down the gas pipe,

doing the whole very little damage. One of the firm

who was sitting at the windows, was greatly dazzled

by the sudden and brilliant glare of the fluid.

The barn of Mr. Fisher, near Emmittsburg, (Md.)

was struck by lightning on Sunday evening, 26th ult,

and two horses therein were killed-jºr con. of

June 5.

During a thunder-storm which passedover Montrose,

Pa., on the 34th ult., the Episcopal Church was struck

by lightning.—Jour. Com. June 6.

During a thunder storm at Providence, R. I., on

Sunday, afternoon, the schooner Providence, lying at

Fox Point was struck by lightning.

The house of Miss Bridges, South Trenton, N.J.,

was struck on Friday morning. The fluid passed

down the chimney through several rooms to the cellar,

tearing floors and walls and twisting nails on the way.

Miss B. was thrown from her feet some five sº

but not injured. A barn in the vicinity was also struck.

During the thunder storm on Sunday, two houses at

Russell's Mills, Dartmouth, Mass., were struck by

lightning, both being considerably damaged. A young

man named Head, was killed by the electric fluid.

He had been recently married.—Jour. Com. of June
12.

The barn belonging to the late John Hooker, de

ceased, in Whitelmarsh Township, Montgomery Co.,

Pa., was struck with lightning, about 5 o'clock on Fri

day morning last and consumed. A small quantity of

grain and one cow were consumed, comprising pretty

much the contents.--Jour. Com. June 14.

During the thunder storm on the 9th inst., a boat

belonging to Mr. Harrishoff, lying at Poppasquash,

R. I. was s.ruck by lightning, and her mast shivered

to pieces.
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trees in the field. Two other men were under the

same tree, farther from the trunk; the one was knocked

over by the electric stroke, and the other greatly

shocked; but neither of them permanently injured.—

Huntington Journal.--Jour. Com. July 8.

On Thursday week, on the plantation of Messrs.

Wood and Stutson, in Louisiana, about ten miles west

of Vidalia, five oxen were killed by lightning.

Fourteen sheep, belonging to Mr. Alexander Day,

of Ireland Parish, West Springfield Mass., were killed

by lightning on Saturday last. They were found dead

near a small oak tree.—Jour. Com. July 12.

During the thunder storm last evening, about 9 o'clock

the barn of Mr. Charles Lines in Woodbridge, about

five miles from the º: was struck by the lightning,

and entirely destroyed. It contained a hay press, be

tween 20 and 30 tons of hay, a quantity of grain, &c.

The light was plainly visible in our streets, and the fire

engines turned out at the alarm, but found the fire too

far beyond their precincts to be reached in time. Mr.

Lines's loss, we are informed, is some 5 to 700 dollars

—whether insured or not we do not know.--New

Haven Herald, 11th inst.

During the shower on Wednesday, the barn of Mr.

Jacob Frederick, in Guilderland, was struck by light

ning, and with its contents entirely consumed. Luckily

his crops were not in, but his. utensils and

some of last year's grain were lost.---Albany Argus.---

Jour. Com. July 13.

During the thunder storm yesterday afternoon, the

barn of a Mr. Peck, in3. was struck by light

ning and entirely consumed. The barn was filled with

hay and grain.----New-Haven Courier, Monday.

During a heavy thunder shower on Saturday after

noon last, the barn of Mr. Peter M. Hubbell, of

Brookfield, Ct., filled with hay, was struck by light

ning and burned to the ground.—Ib.

From the Burlington, Vt Free Press of July 12.--

On Wednesday morning our town was visited by a

severe rain with violent thunder and lightning. The

lightning struck the conductor ofthe Winooski Church,

and the sidewalk near Mr. Catlin's on the lill.—Jour.

Com. July 16.

The house of Mr. Morton, near New Paris, Ia., was

struck by lightning, on the evening of the 5th, and

his daughter, Miss Rosanna Morton killed. Miss M.

was 17 or 18 years of age.—Jour. Com. July 18.

On Saturday the 13th inst., the barn of John C.

Moffatt, of the town of Blooming Grove, in this county,

was struck with lightning and consumed, together with

10 or 12 tons of hay.—Goshen Clarion.

From the Montreol Herald of Tuesday.--A house

was struck by lightning and seton fire, but was speedily

extinguished by the torrents of rain which poured

down. The St. Pierre Pavillion was also struck with

lightning, demolishing the walls of the kitchen and

rending the stock of a fowling piece which was in

that apartment of the house.—Jour. Com. July 19.

We had a severe storm last evening, and regret to

learn that a younglady and a boy were killed by light

ning, on Court Street, near Western Row. Their

names were Henry Bump and Eliza Evans. An alarm

of fire was started just as the storm subsided. It

proceeded from the part of the house, in which the

persons were killed. being struck by lightning—Cin.

Gazette, Monday.

The barns, sheds, &c., of Holloway Long, of York,

were struck by lightning on Saturday morning last,

and entirely consumed. About 300 bushels of Wheat

entirely lost. We have not heard the extent of the

loss.--Livingston Republican.----Jour. Com. July 20.

The thunder storm of Sunday last was one of unu

sual violeuce. At W. Ware, Esquire's property, a

large tree was destroyed, and a second partially un

limbed. Two or three horses grazing in the fields in

the vicinity and at Larotte, were also killed.--Quebec

Mercury.

The Sullivan Whig states that in a severe thunder storm on

Sunday last, during the afternoon service, the Presbyterian

Church near the village of Liberty, in that county was struck by

lightning, which knocked down sorie 10 or 12 of the congrega

tion. None were killed on the spot, but Mr. Henry Burr was

so badly injured that his life is despaired of, and a Mr. Young

was so seriously burned that he is ini. danger. Most of the

others were also seriously burned and otherwise injured, but it

was believed uot fatally. The interior of the church was much

shattered.

The Schooner Napolean, of Pittston, Bangor, with lumber,

was struck by lightning on the 14th just., which shivered fore

mast and foretop gallant mast.

Schoouer Edward Burley, of Beverly, was at St. Thomas,

Africa, May 29, bound to Princes’ Island to repair, having been

struck by lightning on the morn of April 23, while lying at Dix

Cove, which badly injured the head of foremast, and shattered

the mainmast so that it was of no further use, wassupplied with

a spare top-mast from U.S. ship Saratoga, for a jurymast.

k Palestine, Hunt, of Boston, was struck same morning,

while lying at Anamboo-damage not ascertained.—Jour. Com.

July 22.

8. Wednesday the 9th inst., William Hutchings, aged 14 years

son of Jonathan Hutchings of Carmel, was instantly killed by

lightning in his father's house. He was standing at a window

near the head of the stairs in company with another boy, and

both were thrown to the foot of the stairs. The boy in compa

my was stunned but recovered in a short time. The house was

struck in two places and considerably injured. Noother persons

were hurt,* there were 16 in the house.--Bangor Whig.

Jour. Com, July 24.

On Tuesday evening, during the violent thunder shower, the

house owned and occupied by Jared St. John in Ridgefield, was

struck with the fluid, and entirely consumed. The family in

the house at the time consisted of four persons, who had retired

They were unconscious of the situation of their tenement, until

they were aroused to an examination by the collection of smoke

in their sleeping apartments. The house was new, having been

occupied but a short time. The furniture was saved. There

being no insurance, the loss falls heavily upon a worthy and in

dustrious man, of but moderate means.—Norwich (Conn.) Gaz.

A barn owned by Mr. Samuel Scovill, in Watertown, contain

ing ten tons of hay and 57 shooks of rye, was struckº.
and wholly consumed by fire on thc 19th inst. The rye belon

to Mr. Reuben Hungerford. No insurance. Less about $

—Hartford Journal.

We learn that Phineas Terry, Esq., a respectable citizen of

Orange county, while visiting his friends in Lumberland, died

very suddenly last Saturday afternoon. It is thought he was

struck by lightning, as there was a thunder storm during his

absence. No marks of the electric fluid, however, were found

on his body.—Monticello Watchman. *

On Wednesday last, during the thunder storm, the barn of

Mr. John Hawley of South Egremont, was struck by lightning,

and entirely consumed. A very valuable horse in the building

was killed at the time.—Pittsfield Sun-Jour. Com. July 25.

The house of Mr. James Alexander, about a mile and a half

distant from Portsmouth, on Saturday last was struck by

lightning. The chimney was severed in two erpendicularly,

and the weather boardiugs of the gable endº injured. There

were nine persons in the house at the time, all of whom were

stunned and thrown prostrate upon the ground ; Mr. Alexander

was injured somewhat in the back by a splinter from the weather

boarding, and Mr. Hall's clothes were burned, and one shoe torn

from his foot; yet strange to say, no one was fatally injured. A

dogº to one of the persons was found dead near the

house, and a cat on the premises was also killed.—Portsmouth

(Va.) Index.-Jour. Com. July 26.

A terrible thunder storm visited Harrisville, Missouri, on the

| 4th inst. A Mr. Elliott was killed by lightning. A large number

of sheep were killed near that place. In Van Buren county, on

the 5th, five horses were killed by lightning.—Jour. Com. July

29th.

The lightning struck a large tree, about 8 miles from Frank

fort, on Thursday last, and scattered its fragments far and near.

What rendered the circumstance remarkable was that there was

just over the place struck a very small white cloud, scarcely to

be uoticed, and from which neither rain nor lightning could

have been expected. Just rising above the horizon, there was

a dark cloud, which really promised a tempest.—U. S. Gaz

J. C. July 30,

The Schr. Grape Island, Capt. Secount, which arrived here

on Saturday from Boston, was struck by lightning on the 23d

inst., by which the foremast, mainmast, and main-top-mast were

shivered, the foremast completely so ſrom the hounds to the

deck, decks ripped up, and sustained other damage. From the

smoke which issued out of the hold, the Capt. entertained no

doubt but that she was on fire below, but which was put out by

the rain ſalling at the time. The electric fluid passed out thro'

the hawser hole. The mate was the only person on board who

felt the shock.-Norfolk Beacon, July 29.—J. C. July 31.

During a thunder shower on Friday last, Mr. Henry Fuller

and a boy named Houghton, took shelter under the branches of

an issolated oak. Not liking the sheltor, Mr. Fuller proposed

seeking another, and set off on a run for that purpose, but before

having made thirty feet from the tree, it was rent from top to

bottom by lightning—the boy being hurled to the earth appa

rently lifeless. The body was immediately borne to the house,

face upwards—when it was found that the falling water had re

stored animation. The boy soon recovered.—Rochester Adv.-

J. C. Aug. 1.

Baltimore was visted on Wednesday afternoon by a tempest

of exceeding violence. A row of small brick dwellings in a

court near Monmouth Stroet, was struck by lightning, eight or

ten females were stunned by the electric fluid, and one Julia

Ann Pratt was instantly killed. The lightning struck two other

houses, shattering them badly, and two vessels in the harbor

Brooklyn Eve. Star, Aug. 2.

During the thunder shower of yesterday morning, the brick

house occupied by Dr. Henry, on Clinton Avenue, was struck

by lightning. It ontered the chimney, demolishing a part of the

same, and the fence in its course passed along the roof, tearing

off the slates, &c., whence it passed off by the tin leader into

the cistern.—Ib. Aug. 5. -

We understand that a sloop belonging to Troy was struck by

lightning yesterday afternoon, somewhere between Bristol and

Catskill landing; she had her masts shivered, a splinter from

which struck one of the hands who is not expected to survive.—

Albanian.

We learn from Capt. Betts, of the schr. Princess Anne, from

North Carolina, that the schr, John C. Pettijohu was struck by

lightning on Saturday last, while going from Plymouth Nag's

ead, Both masts were shivered, and the decks were ripped

up, and melancholy to relate, Mr. Lucas, a merchant of Plymouth

was killed; a man and a boy were also much injured, the former

so much so, that for three days his life was despaired of . There

was a large party of ladies on board at the time, none of whom

were ..". Beacon, Saturday.—Jour. Com. Aug. 6.

From the Hudson Gazette, Aug. G.-On Thursday afternoon

last, the barn of Philip Miller was struck by lightning and con
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fumed, together with considerable grain, which was in it and

*ome stacks of hay which were near the barn.

The sloop Sally Ann, of this city, which was at anchor near

Catskill, was struck by lightning, and a man named Barnum

considerably injured. w. understand however, that he is likely

to recover.

Capt. Jarvis, of the brig Cameo, arrived at this portyesterday

from Smyrna, reports that on the 2d inst., off Cape Cod, was

struck by lightning, which shivered the main-top-mast, tore

several sails badly, passed through the deck into the hold, and

returned back through the deck, tearing up about eight feet of

the planking and bringing with it some wool torn from the bales.

The second officer who was upon the fore-top-gallant yard at the

time, was stunned and fell, his back across a gasket, and his

legs upon the cross-trees, in which perilous situation he remain

ed until the people relieved him, when it was found that he was

not dangerously hurt.—Bost Trans.—Jour.Com. Aug. 7.

During the storm in the forenoon on Sunday last, an ox stand

ing near a barn in Far Rockaway, the property of Mr. Richard

Mott, was struck by lightning, and instantly killed.—Brooklyn

Star, Aug. 8.

Bark Herschell, of Bangor, from Baha, was struck by lightning

no date, off Cape Palmas, had main-top-gallant and royal yards

splintered, and a bale of tin ware in the hold set on fire and

injured: the first and second officers, 3 seamen, the cook and

two passengers were knocked-down but not seriously hurt.—

Jour. Com. Aug.9.

On Wednesday morning last, a small house in Hill Street,

New-Haven, whichwas supplied with a lightning rod, wasstruck

with lightning, notwithstanding.—Jour Com. Aug. 10.

On Sunday morning last, at about daylight, a fºy thunder

shower passed over this town and Hyde Park, and we regret to

say that during its continuance a barn belonging to Mr. Gilbert

Budd, in Hyde Park, was struck by lightning, and consumed,

with its contents and the out buildings adjoining. Mr. Budd had

just finished his harvest, having in his last load of oats the pre

vious evening, which was left on the wagon, thus causing that

also to be lost. The barn was very large, filled with grain and

hay, and also containing several valuable farming implements.

Loss about $1,500, on which there was no insurance.

Here is another instance, among the many recorded every sea

son, showing the importance of having lightning rods to buildings

and of having them insured.—Pough. Eagle, Saturday.—Jour.

Com. Aug. 12.

In the storm on Wednesday evening last, the wife of James

Cooper, of Bumker Hill, Ill., was instantly killed by the lightning.

Mrs. Cooper was at the time sick in bed in the house.—Jour, of

Com. Aug. 13.

The Court House in onr city received a charge from the cloud

that passed over yesterday. The flash is said to have passed off

at the four corners of the building. No one was materially inju

red, a lady, however, was somewhat stunned for a few minutes.

This was a fortunate escape, as the court at this time was in

session.—Cin. Bulletin, 10th–Jour. Com. Aug. 15.

The sloop'. Betsy and Ann,’ of Hudson, was struck by lightning

on the river about3 miles below this place, during the thunder

shower on Thursday last. The lightning descended the mast

and we understand seriously injured one of the bands. During

the same shower, a barn in the town of Germartown, Col. Co.,

nearly opposite this village, was struck, and with its contents

entirely consumed.—Cattskill Messenger.—Brooklyn Star of

Aug. 15.

#. Wednesday about noon, as some of Dr. Patrick's negroes

were cutting cord wood, in the rear of his plantation, in West

Baton Rouge, one of them was killed on the spot by lightning

and two others were knocked dowu but not seriously injured.—

N.O. Bee.—Jour. Com. Aug. 17.

A hand on board of a sloop which was struck by lightning near

Hudson a few days since, was coiling a chain cable near the bow

at the time. After the flash, he walked to the stern and dropped

senseless. By immediate application of cold water and§:
he was resuscitated, and will probably recover. This is the first

instance recorded, within onr knowledge, of any time elapsing

between the stroke and the effects of lightning.—Kingston Jour.

Jour. Com. Aug. 19.

A correspondent of the N. O. Republican writing from Jackson,

Louisiana, 7th inst says:

This evening about 4 o'clock, as a young man named Barrett,

was returning to Mr. E. S. Gordon's where he resided, from this

"yin in the stream, shattering the main-mast of the former, and

both masts of the latter-Brooklyn Star, Aug. 21. ---

The thunder storm of Monday evening favored the citizens of

Brissol Pa., with a touch of itsſº he house of Hugh Dun

gan was struck by lightning and all the windows in the upper

stories were broken; also, the hickory pole connected with the

house was struck and shattered from top to bottom; also the barn

of Joseph Stackhouse was burned to the ground, and 800 bushels

of oats and about 5 or 6 tons of hay; also a barn on the Jersey

side belonging to Mr. Homer Jackson.—Brooklyn Star, º"; 21.

Further particulars of the storm in Philadelphia in the Star of

the 22d, with an account of the house of W. D. Fort, which was

struck with lightning, though provided with a rod.
On Thursday afternoon, º the heavy thunder-shower, the

lightning struck the house of a German named Conrad Hammond,

in Alleghany City. . The electric flutd tore open the roof and one

of the gable ends of the house, and notwithstanding the shock was
a Nº. powerful one, two persons who were in the house lying upon

a bed, were entirely uninjured. The fluid, after passing from the

house, took the direction of the public schoolhouse of that ward,

which stood nearby, and gave the teacher, Mr. Leonard H. Eaton,

as well as several of the scholars, a severe shock.--Pitts. Chronicle.

—Brooklyn Star Aug. 27.

The storm on Monday afternoon, the 19th proved very destruc

tive. The house of Mr. Shuster, near this pſace, was struck by

the lightning and one end of it and the cellar wall very much inju

red, but was not set on fire. A little son of Mr. Shuster, we learn,

was also considerably injured. At Carpenter's Landing a barn

belonging to Mr. Bowman Sailor, Esq., was struck and burned
down. At Sharpstown, we heard one or two barns were burned

down. A barn near Burlington and one near Bristol, were also

struck and destroyed.—Woodbury (WestJersey Const-Jour.Com.

Aug. 29.

#: Barre, candidate ſor the place of clerk to the convention,

a resident near Jackson, Miss., was lately killed by lightning; the

bolt striking behind the right ear. The fluid running through the

interior of bis body, came out under the right foot. is horse was

also killed instantly:-Jour. Corn. Aug. 30.

On Sunday last, Mr. Daniel Clements of Flushing, L. I., while

on a visit to Mr. Samuel Greenock's in Flushing township, was

struck by lightning. He was stunned by the shock, and remains

delirious—Brooklyn Star, Aug. 31.

During the thunder shower which passed over our city last

night, the steeple attached to St. James’ (Catholic) Church in Ais

quith Street was struck by lightning. A hole, as if made by a

cannon ball, was perforated in the steeple, and an arm of the cross

upon its summit broken off.-Balt. Patriot, Tuesday.-Jour. Com.

Sept.

8. the 22d ult in Monroe Township, Preble county, Ohio, two

daughters of Mr. Daniel Dashers, aged 10 and 13 years, when re

turning borne from the orchard with a basket of apples, were

instantly killed by a flash of lightning. A younger brother was
with them, but escaped without materialº:
On the same day, and within two hours of the above calamity,

the house of Mr. George Walker, of Twin Township, Darke co.,

Ohio, was struck b º;; and one of his sons, aged four years

was instantly killed; the arm of a younger brother was broken,

and he was otherwise so seriously injured that little ho

entertained of his recovery. Several other members of

were more or less injured, but not dangerously. -

We learn by Hale & Co.'s Express, direct from Reading, via

Philadelphia, that during the violent storm on Monday evening, a

locomotive with a train of 100 coal cars was struck by lightning, a

little above reading, causing the locomotive to blow up, and instant

ly killing theconductor, engineer and two firemen.

Philadelphia was visited last evening with a shower, accompanied

with sharp lightning, and thunder. The clouds appeared to be

considerably charged with the electric fluid, andsome damage was

done by it in different parts of the city. A brick house in Budd

Street near the Germantown Road, N.J., was struck and several

feet of the peak of the gable was knocked away. A woman in

the house was stunned, but soon recovered. The electricity de

scended the water spout, and entering the rain-barrel, diverged
and passed out in four distinct directions, making a hole through

the staves of the hogshead at the various points where it touched.

A dwelling house in New-Market Street, Northern Liberties, was
struck ...hº. and agº; ofthe roof torn off. No person

was injured.—Jour. Com. Sept. 4.

The Schr. American Eagle, from Philadelphia for Savannah,

was struck by lightning. on 26 inst., while at anchor below Reedy

Island and had both mast shivered.—Jour Com. Sept. 6.

, Mr. John Cartwright, of Algomac, Mich., was struck dead by

lightning, on the 1st inst., whilej with his family. The fluid

passed down the chimney, and after oing its work of death, left

no visible trace of its course.—Jour Com Sept. 10.

Mrs. Phillips, of Montgomery county, Ga., was instantly killed

by lightning on the 10th ult. The electric fluid struck a tree near

which she was standing, and glancing off to her person broke her

neck and split her breast bone.

We regret to state that the ...ſº of wind, which, accom

panied by thunder and lightning and a welcome rain, visited our

city on Tuesday evening last, caused one of our esteemed citizens,

Mrs. Ann Johnston, to suffer much in property.

The cotton house on her plantation, on the Ogechee, seven miles

from Savannah, was struck by the electric fluid, and with its con

tents, 14 bales of S. I. cotton, ofthis year's crop, consumed by fire.

The overseer, Mr. W. Cole, with a number of negroes, had but

a few moments previously left the cotton house.—Savannah Georg.
Friday.—Jour. Com. Sept. 12.

A friend from Indiana informs us that Jacob M. Neely, a respec

table citizen of Brown county in that State, was killed by light
ning a few days since. He was returning home from Court, on

liorseback, and on theº of the storm stopped under a tree

by the road side. The }. struck the tree and to

#. Neely killing him and his horseº: it is supposed, as they

were found lying side by side, quite dead.--Cin. Chron–Jour.

Com. Sept. 16.

were

e family

LIGHTNING IN 1845,

[. in conspany with another named Wm. Robbins,of this Parish,

oth of them were thrown from their horses almost at the same

time. . Robbins held his horse's bridle reins and was dragged

along for a considerable distance before he recovered eitherstrength

or presence of mind to stop him, and on his return to the place

where he and Barrett were thrown, the latter lay dead, and the

horse he rode was just expiring.—Brooklyn Star. Aug. 19.

The ship Newark arrived at Savannah, Geo. 13th iust. from New

York, on the night of the 10th inst., off Frying Pan Shoals, durin
a.º squallfrom the northwest, was struck by lightning,§§

carried away the main royal mast and yard, badly injuring main

top-mast, carrying away main-top-sail yard, and top-sail, passing

dówn to the cabin deck, where it exploded, setting the deckon fire

in every direction, and doing considerable damage to the forward

part of the cabin; it then passed along the side of the cabin, and

entering the water closet, did some ºf: there, broke 26 panes

of window-glass from the cabin, and nearly all the crockery in the

pantry. Two of the men were seriously injured, but have since

partially recovered.-Jour. Com. ºf 20.

On Friday, John Clendenon, an old gentleman of 60, and his

nephew, Janes Clendenon, an orphan boy he was raising, aged 30,

were both instantly killed by ſightning, in Springfield township,
Franklin County, Ia., while sittin under a large oak tree. They

were making hay together, says the Cincinnatioommercial, when

the showercame up, and took shelter under the old oak, which

tood alone nearby, not regarding the many warnings which have
i.een from time to time given to avoid trees in a thunder storm.

The clothes were nearly all torn offthe old man, and his head was

partially buried in the hole made bathclightning in the earth. It

appeared as though the main charge struck his body, as the young

man..º. not much injured. Never upon any considera:

tion take shelter under a tree in a thunder storm. We would as

sºon think of reposing under the end of a lightning rod.—Brook.
lyn Star, Aug. 20.

Several buildings were struck by lightning in different parts of

Philadelphia, during a violent thunder-storm on Monday ºvening,
and a number of persons were seriously affected. One was yes

terday still lying gerously, ill. A large number of barns in the

Yºmity, were also struck. The# also struck the ship

Champlain, lying at Girard's Wharf, and the schooner H. Westcott,

On the 18th of March the brig Corsair, from New-Castle, Eng

land, bound to New-York, was struck by lightning, killing two ºf

her crew, and seriously injuring two others.

On the 4th of April, Mr. Wesley Ivy was killed by lighining in
Macopingº; Ill.

On the 5th o *. aº woman, belonging to Mr. Williams

of Perry county, Ala., was killed by lightning in her waster'syard.

On the same day, the lightning struck a tree standing near the

piazza in front of the residence of Gabriel Fenn, Esq., of west

ville, Miss., and glanced off in several directions, striking and badly

stunning some 8 or 10 persons who were on the piazza, near the

base of the tree, 3 of whom were instantly killed—namely, Bird

Fenn; a son of Mrs. Alvord, and another name not given.

. On the 17th of April, a barn in Manchester was struck by light

ning,º to Adam VanTyle, and consumed together with a

fine span of horses, a double carriage and harness, and a consider.

able quantity of hay and grain.

On the same evening, the house of Mr. Frederick, Young of

Hagerstown, Md., was struck by lightning, by which the inmates

were struck to the floor, and a cradle containing an infant, together

with a stove were overturned. The floor rafters of the house, and

other timbers, were much torn.

On the25th of April, the dwelling house of Mr. Henry Knox,

situated near Sykesville, Carroll co. Md., was struck by lightning,

and Mr. Knox and his son, who were standing at the door, were

instantly killcd.

On the same day, Mrs. Torrey, wife of Jacob Torrey, residing

near Hanover, Yºrk county, Pai, was killed by lightning. A little

girl sitting by her side escaped unhurt. -

the same evening, the house of Mr. Quigly, near the sº
Yard, Washington City, D.C., was struck byfº Thefluid

down the chimney and shivered the inantel pieceand china

which rested on it wo atoms. The son and daughter of Mr. Quig

ley, who were in the room at the time, were struck by the lightning

and severely stunned, the young lady so much so that she did not
recover until thefº day. A cow nearthe residence of Mr.

Quigley was instantly killed by the lººk;
On the same evening, the barn of Mr. Jacob Hoff, of Straban

township,near Gettysburg, Pa., wasstruckby lightning, and entirely

consumed with all its contents.

On the same day, young Mr. Wm. Wilson near York, Penn.,

was struck by lightning, and instantly killed. Mr. Mathew Placide

. was near him at the time, was severely stunned but has recov

ered.

On the same evening, theº struck into the barn of Mr.

Michael Waters, of North Codrus township, Pa., destroying five

headof horned cattle, and burning the barn to the -

On the same evening, the ºf struck the large meeting

house in Fitzwilliam, N.H., the fluid breaking the roºf to pieces,

and partially demolishing one part of the house. Manyyears since

the house, which had been erected but for a short period, on the

same spot, was struck, and the building burnt, by leaving shavings

under the floor. -

Qn the same day, the lightning struck the Methodist Parsonage

in Newton, Sussex county, N.J., which wasconsiderably damaged.

The tin gutter was twisted, blistered and torn in several places.

Every pane of glass was broken. Fortunately the family (Rev.

Mr. Winner's) was absent. - - -

On the same day, Spencer's Tavern in Chicago, Illinois, was

struck by lightning, and completely unroofed.

Same day, the barn of Col. Henry Lewis, near Hagerstown, Md.

was struck by lightning.

On the same day, the Chemung Gazette says, a house was struck

by lightning, tearing off a part of the roof and weather boards

and stunning the inmates. - -

On the same day, the warehouse of C. B. & L., Blair, of Mich

É.i. struck by lightning, killing one man and badly injuring

another.

On the night of the 26th of April, the Catholic Church at Vin

cennes, Va., was struck by lightning, which entirely ruined the

town clock, and did considerable damage to the steeple.

On the morning of the 27th of April, the barn of James Wray,

near Pittsburgh was struck by lightning, and entirely consumed.

On the night of the 28th of April, ihe Canal Schooner, Mary

Piner, lying at Myers' Wharf, Norfolk, was struck by lightning.
Her mainmast was shivered from the top-mast head to within about

three feet of the deck. The lightning no doubt i into the

well of the centre board. Fortunately no person was injured,

On the afternoon of the 30th of April, a man was instantly killed

by lightning in Girard, Mich. Ae was sitting in his house and hold
ing a small child when struck. The child was stunned for the time

but recovered. - -

In April, four men were killed by lightning in Morgan county,

Ohio., Date not given.

In April, a young man, 18 or 20 years of age, son of Mr. Wm.

$. of Columbia, Michigan, was killed by, lightning while

standing under a tree. Theonlyºmarkabout his person
wasº the top of his head, his hair being slightly singed. .

In April, a barn in New-Jersey was consu by lightning with

its contents, consisting of hay, grain and flour, 1 horse, 2 cows, 10

sheep, and all the farming utensils. -

On the 12th of May, the chimney of the store corner of Burlin
Slip and Front Street, New-York, was struckby lightning, whi

passed into the adjoining store, shivering an uprighi beam.

On the same aſternoon, three persons were knocked down by a

thunderbolt at Humphreysville, Conn. One of them, by the name

of Thomas Barnell, was taken up *::::::::::::::: butrecovered.

The peal was terrific, and seemed to shake the wholeº
On the same day, a correspondent of the Adrian (Rich,) Watch

tower, says: In Branch county, three persons were killed, a Miss

Yºlº and a Mr. Harris, also a boy 10 years of age. Several

are blind.

Onthe 13th of May, the lightning struck and burned Mr. Allston's
tide mill on Rich d pl ion, S. C., together with a dera

ble quantity of clean rice, which was ready for market.

On the 19th of May, a house in Mont ery Street, Jersey

City, was struck by lightning. The shock was terrific, shattering

the building considerably. -

On the 20th of May, a dove on the roof of Military Hall, River

Street, Troy, was killed by lightning. The electric fluid passed

along the railway very perceptible for several seconds. Two

houses werestruck, and the fluid ran down the lightning rod of a

third. . Several persons were stunned, but none of them materially

injured. A lady and child both had their shoes torn by#". -

and holes were made by it in the childs stockings, the child itself

being entirely unhurt. -

On the 28th of May, a Mr. º: of Lexington county,

Ky., was killed by lightning. He took shelter in a corn crib, in a

field, with several negroes. The negroes were all stunned, but
none of them killed.

On the 29th of May, the ship Soldan, atNew-Orleans, was struck

by lightning. It shivered the fore-royal mast and top-gallant mast,

and passing down to the deck, ripped up the latter for a distance

of six feet, them passed out into |. water, knocking down two

inten.

On the same day the flag-staff of the St. Charles Theatre, at

New-Orleans, was struck by lightning and shattered into a thousand
teces.p On the 4th of June, the wife of John Wilkinson, of Madrid, St.

Lawrence county, N.Y., was killed by lightning, -

On the same day, a man named Stevens, of the tºwn...of Ri
was killed by lightning whileº: in the field. The fi

entered the top ofj. and came outat hischin, making a hole

like a bullet. }. then ran down his body, through foot,

and tore the sole off his boot. One of the horses was killed.

On the 5th of June, two fine saddle horses were killed by light

ning, under a tree nearNewman, Ga. -

On the 9th of June, the lighbuning struck two houses in Philadel

phia, shattering the upper part of the houses. It also strucka tree
in Lon #.º.º. , under which two boys with a horse and

carthadsoughtshelter from therain. Itkilled thehorse,and severely

affected of the boys. The rim of the hat of one of them was

cut in two, and his hair singed. -

on the same day, a French woman was killed by lightning, on

Prince Edward's Island. The lightning came down thestovepipe.
*
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On the same day, a bolt ofº descended in the orchard

of Jas. S. Tarrantt, near Peekskill, kiling a horse under a tree.

The same day, a young man named Nichols, and a young lady

named Pierce, were killed by lightning in Royalston, Mass., while

standing at her father's door.

The same day in Hampton, Rev. Nathaniel Rawson was killed

by lightning while in an open field. He had a rake in his hand

which was torn to pieces.

The same night a large barn, belonging to David Zeller, Esq.,

near Hagerstown, was burnt by the lightning. It contained 1,000
bushels of wheat and 60 tons of hay, which were entirely destroy

ed, together with a very valuable imported cow, threshing machine,

six setts of gears, and a great many other articles. Loss above

The 15th of July, a church in Salem Street, Boston, was struck

by lightning, and injured. Five houses in Fayette Street, Boston,

was struck by lightning and injured. A house was struck in Ar

lington; also two barns were struck and burnt; also a railroad

bridge, near Whitestone was struck and burnt.

The same day, a barn belonging to Mr. Reeves, of Wayland,

Mass., was set on fire by lightning, and burnt with its content;

The same day, two barns belonging to A, & L. Rice, Barre, Mass.

were consumed by lightning. A barn on the same spot was struck

by lightning and burnt. ago.

The same day, the building of Gen. Blossom, in Turňer village,

Me., was burned by...;
The same day, three children were killed in Stewartson, N. C.

They were playing near a tree in the school yard, when the light

ning struck the tree and killed three of them on the spot.

The 16th of July, Mr. Thompson's house, near Petersburg, Va.

was struck by lightning. Mr. Thompson was struck upon thehead

and killed instantly; his wife was knocked down, and a servant

girl much [urnt.

The 17th of July, the brick house of J. B. Titcomb, Newbury

port, Mass., was struck by lightning and damaged. -

The 20th and 21st of July, several persons were killed by light

==

ning at St. Maria, Canada; Mr. Lotpéniere's farm house was burnt

by lightning.

The 21st of July, a young man, a Carpenter, named James Mc

lilroy, was killed by ſightning iu, Toronto, U. C.

Tūe same day, a barn near Richmond, U. C., was struck by

lightning, and burned with its contents.

The 24th of July, bri

34 35, long. 74 20, which stunned several men who were aloſ, de

scended in a straight line to the quarter deck, and passed out of the

hawser hole into the sea.

The sane day, bark Rio Grand was struck by lightn'ng, in lat.

34 35, lon. 71 38, and inain-top mast was split.

The 26th July, a farm house near Schenectady was struck by

lightning. The building was shattered throughout. The occu

pant was passing at the time between the house and barn—he was

thrown down, badly bruised, and webelieve had somebonesbroken;

his wife, who was in the house, was stunned.

The 27th of Juiy, 3 inen were killed by lightning in a house in |

St. Genieve Canada; an another person is not expected to live; and

an another was injured.

The 30th of July, the lightning struck the warehouse of J. D.

Thurston, at Town Point, and refit itº;
The same day, the house occupied by Mr. Poliss, Worcester,

Mass. was struck by lightning, and was with the furniture con

siderably injured. One person was stunnel.

The sameday, John Boose, his wife and child, aged 7 or 8 years,
were killed by lightning at Pine Creek, about 2 miles from Wash.

ington.

he same day,a large stone barn, near Philadelphia, wasstruck

by lightning, and with its contents consumed.

The same day, an ice house in Philadelphia wasstruck by light

ning, and the roof shattered. A fine horse in a shed adjoining was
killed.

The same night, bark Sharon, at Charlestown, Mass., was struck

by lightning, had main-mast, main-top-imast, and main-top-gallant

Inast shivered.

In July, the barns of Mr. F. Summers...of Middletown Valley,

Md., and of John Siler, of Back Creek, Va., were destroyed by

lightning,

#. July, Mrs. Lair, on the Little Sciota, was killed by lightning.

She was holding an infant in her arins which was not killed. It

was burnt on the lips a little. -

In July, at Pulaski, Tenn., Mrs. Verrell and her child, and the

horse on which they rode were killed by lightning.

The ºf August, thºbark Casil, from B

cola, was struck by lightning, lost her main and mizzen top-mast,

and was left in a leaky state.

The same day, the brig Manhattan was struck by lightning off

St. Marks, Fa, damage trilling.

The 7th of August, a house in Georgetown, Mass., wasstruck by

lightning and dainaged. No person was injured. Another dwel

ling was struck during the same shower. ...

†. 8th of August, Miss Putney and Miss white were killed by

lightning on Union Hill, Richmond, Va. They were sitting on the
sºme sofa at the time.

The same day, the lightning struck the chimney and roof of the

JWashington Assembly Rooms, and stunned a female in that build

ing and a boy in a coach factory close by,

#.same day, the house of Mr. Samuel Burt, in Woolwich, was

struck by lightning, and a little girl about 7 years old was killed.

The 9th of August, the lightning struck a liberty pole at the

coruer of Jackson and Sands Street, Brooklyn; also a lamp-post

in Sands Street, which was shattered to pieces. Several persons in

the neighborhood were more or less shocked.

The same day, the lightning struck a house in Pearl Street, New

York, which was slightly damaged. -

The same day, at Barnstead, N. H., the lightning struck J. K.

Kane's cabinet shop, consuming it with his dwelling and baru.

Also, at the same place, the house, barn and other out buildings uſ

Rev. Enos George, were destroyed by lightning.

The same day, Ezra Farnsworth's barns, in Groton, were struck

by lightning and consumed with their contents. -

The same day, a barn in Maiden Creek Township, Pa., was

destroyed by lightning with its contents. -

The same day, the lightning struck,several places in Moulton:

borongh, N. H., and in one place killed two cows and injured
another.

The 10th of August, the barn of Joseph Detwiler, near Reading,

Pa., was destroyed by lightning with its contents.

The same day, a barn of M. F. Clark, near Cornwall Landing,

Hudsºn River, was struck by lightning, and with its contents con

sumned.

The same day, the barn of Thomas Jones, Carroll county, M.I.,

was destroyed by lightning with its contents. Two horses were

also burned.

The same day, the schr. Atalanta was struc' by lightning in the

rivor coming down from New-Orleaus. -

The same day, Charls A. Lavalle, Jr. was killed by lightning in

New Madrid, Mo. while standing by the fire-place couversing

with his mother.

The 11th of Aug., the lightning struck in several places in the

.ed the beds, and passed off into the cellar.

Caracas was struck by lightning, in lat.

oston, bound to Pensa

vicinity of Yarmouth, Mass., The house of Capt. HowesTaylor,
in Yarmouth was struck and much damaged. he inmates' nar.

rowly escaping. The dwelling of Ezra Hall, in North Dennis, was

struck and injured. The barn of Kelly Chase and the house of

Miller Whelſon, in South Dennis, were struck and injured. The

barn of L. Howes, in East Dennis, was s ruck and with its contents

consumed. The dwelling of Capt. Jos. Lewis, of Centreville, L.I.

was struck and injured. The house of G. Sears, of Hyannis Port,

was struck and injured, and several sheep belonging to Mr. Sears

killed. The dwelling of Eben. Scudder, at Marston's Mills, was

struck and damaged A salt mill at Brewster was struck and in

jured. The Schooners Virginia and Clinton, lying at the break

water at Bass River, were struck and damaged. At Harwick,

Preston Ellis, 22 years old, was struck dead *śī. standing in the

door of Franklin Barrett.

The same day, ship Berlin was struck by lightning at New-Or

leans. All three of her masts were struck, and the electric fluid

escaped by passing down her mainmast into the hold, setting fire to

her cargo.

The same night, there were several houses struck in Sand

ford. York county, Maine. The house of Captain Stephen Wil

lard, of Sandfoad, was literally shattered. The fluid passed

down from the chimney to all parts of the house; and in the

descent passed upon the beds in which were Capt. W. and his

wife, and two children. Capt. W. was seriously injured, his

wife was badly lacerated, and it is feared dangerously wounded.

One of the children was much burned. The fluid passed from

Mrs. W.'s chest down her legs, and gashed them badly, perforat

It also struck the

out-buildings separated from the house, and killed two large

hogs out of four which were in the same pen. It also struck

and badly shattered the Methodist meeting-house at Spring

Vale.

The 16th of August, the house of Dr. Thompson, at St.

Charles, Missouri, was struck by lightning, and one young

man was killed, and another so injnred that he died next

day.

The same day, the barn of James H. Dix, in Malden, was

struck by lightning. The fluid first struck the roof, tearing

off several rafters, and then passed down on the inside of the

barn into the stall in which a horse is usually kept, where it

killed a chicken, burning nearly all its feathers. The light

ning then passed out without doing any further material dam

age. The course of the fluid was clearly marned on the

boards, where it passed through the hay, which it did not ig

nite. Frotunately the horse was not in the barn at the time.

Thr 22d of August, the dwelling-houso, barn and shed of T.

Jones, of Sandford, Maine, were set on fire and destroyed

by lightning.

The 23d of August, a house was struck by lightning, in Phi

ladelphia, and injured ; several other houses were struck.

Three places were struck at New Haven, two at Hartford, oue

at Boston, and one at Dorchester. The buildings struck at

New Haven were provided with lightning rods; they were

the Lancasterian School-house, the house of Mr. Stilman, and

a house of James Brewster. At Hartford, the bridge over the

Connecticut was struck, and a barn in the rear of Talcott

street. A horse and hog in the barn were killed.

The same day, Miss Perry, aged 14, was killed by lightning,

at Westminster, Mass.

The same day, the Tremont House, in Littleton, Mass., was

struck by lightning, and, together with all the buildings con

nected, consumed.

The same day a barn, near Poughkeepsie, was destroyed by

lightning, together with a waggon-house and shed adjoining.

The same day, Daniel Britt, of North Bridgewater, Mass.,

was killed by lighining, while returning from his field,

The same day, a daughter of Mr. Bowersock, of Daytou,

Ohio, aged 12 years, was killed by lightning.

The same day, the lightning struck an apple tree on Staten

Island, near Brighton, splitting it in pieces. A large stone was

broken into two pieces by the bolt, and one half driven into the

body of the apple tree, and the other half forced into the

ground. Several persons who were at work on a building near

the tree were severely stunned. Some days before, the light

ning struck upon the ground near the Narrows, killing the

watermclou and cucumber vines for several fect round, but

affected no other vegetation.

'The same day, at Hubbardstown, Mass., a barn, with its con

tents, was consumed by lightning.

The same day, at Fitchburg, a barn, with its contents, was

destroyed by lightning. Two young heifers were killed du

ring the same storm.

The same day, the barn of Mr. Keen, in Exeter township,

near lüeading, was totally consumed by the lightning.

The same day, the lightning struck n vessel at Port Richmond,

and severely injured the Captain.

The 24th of August, several persons were assembled uuder

the trees. at the Meeting-house near Norfolk, Va. The light

ning struck two boys, cutting one of them.f.cm the shoulder
down.

The same day, the ship Oceanus, in James River, was struck

by lightning, had her main-topmast and top gallant shivered,

is illing one man and severely injuring another.

The 25th of August, Mr. Stow was killed by lightning, at

Northampton, Illinois, and his brother so much injured as to

preclude all hope of his recovery,

The same day, as the western stage was procceding west from

Chicago, Illinois, and when about 17 miles from that city, near

Honey well's stand, it was met by a thunder storm. A gentle

man, who was seated with the driver, to avoid getting wet left

the box, and took an inside scat. He had not been many seconds

within the coach, before the driver was struck by the electric

fluid, which passed down his body, tearing his crayat, yest and

pantaloons, and depriving him of iiſe almost immediately. The

fluid then passed down and struck one of the wheel horses, tear

ing the harness off and killing the animal. The driver's name

wus Simmon's.

The 27th of August, the lightning struck two or three houses

at Washington City, D.C.

The same day, a young man, aged?, was killed by lightning

nt Stico, Maiue.

The 20th of August, the dwelling of H.B. Miller, of Addison

township, Ohio, was struck by lightning. Mrs. Miller was killed

instantly, and Mr. Miller so badly injured that his recovery is

doubtful. Other persons in the house were stunned.

ſ
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The 30th of August, the house of Sydney Morse, on Beacon

street, was struck upon the roof and slightly damaged. The

lightning also struck upon the wharf of Hinckley & Drury, South

End, and effected some small damage. Mr. Welch, of Roxbury,

was driving his meat waggou across Little Neck, Dorchester,

when the lightning struck his horse and killed him instantly,

while he himself escaped uninjured. The storm was very severe

at Taunton. The Bristol Print Works were struck.

The same day, at Hingham, in the North Village, the dwelling

of Mr. Henry Herrey, near the old Colony House, and that of

Mr. Gridley Stodden, in Herrey street, were struck by light

ning,

In August, the Ship Eliza, with 178 passengers, from Bremen,

bound to Baltimore, when 30 miles W.S.W. of Cape Henry, en

countered a heavy storm of thunder, lightning and rain. The

clouds were so low that they rested upon the tops of the masts.

At about 3 o'clock, P.M., a heavy and fearful crash was heard,

part of the mainmast ſell on the deck, and the whole ship seemed

sparkling with fire. Two of the seaman were knocked down,

but recovered. The hold of the vessel was filled with sulphu

rous smoke. The passengers were in great consternation sup

osing the vessel on fire. A young woman who had a white

andkerchief in her hand, found on examination that it had be

come colored with black spots. The ship was found tight on

trying the pumps, but the iron rod of the pump was so hot that

it could not be handled.

In August, the brig Americ was struck by Wightning, at B. F.,

North River, carrying away foretop-gallant mast, shivered

ºp mast, and damaged foremast badly. No one in

Jured.

The 2d of September, C. Kaufman was killed byº at

Back Rivor Neck, near Baltimore, while sitting on the shore of

Back River, menſing his net.

The 4th of September, Schooner Mary Caroline, from Eden

ton, bound to Charleston, was struck by lightning which shat

tered her maintop mast and mainmast down to the deck.

The 18th of September, two children were struck down by

lightning, in Ernestown, Upper Canada, while drawing water

from a well. The one holding the well-pail was instantly

killed, the other lies in a very precarious state.

The night of the 20th September, the storm was very severe at

Burlington, Vt., Whitesboro’, Utica, Deerfield, and other places

in the vicinity. The lightning struck in several places.

The same night, at Davenport, in Delaware County, the barn
and ºl. of Isaac Birdsall, were struck by lightniug and con

surned.

In September, Mrs. Green, of Wilton, Maine, was killed by

light ning, while on a visit at Harrington. Mrs. Green was seut.

ed near the fire-place, the lightning descended the chimney,

struck the wire in the dress cap upon her head, set her cap on

fire, and then descended her person, tearing her clothes and

producing instant death.

The 21st of September, a barn was struck by lightuing at

Shoreham, Vt., and consumed.

The moruing of the 22d of September, about 2 o'clock, the

brick storehouse of Mr. Aronson, of Whitehall, New-Jersey,

was struck by lightning, and the roof set on fire, but soon extin

guished.

The 20th of October, a thunder-storm was experienced at

Grand Ecore, Natchitochez, aud a young man by the name of

Lucien Robau killed by the lightning.

. The 1st of November, a very severe thunder-storm was expe

rienced in the lower part of the state of Delaware. The light

ning struck in several places about Central Bridge. The storm

ºled to Philadelphia, at which place the lightning was very
vivid.

Nine oxen were killed by lightning near Chicago, Illinois.

[From the Galveston NewsofNov. 2d.]

A very heavy storm of thunder and lightning recently occurred

at this place, the reports of the thunder and the flashes of light

ning being so nearly simultaneous that thc intervening time was

imperceptible. Immediately after the shower the bay was seen

covered with dead ducks and geese in all directions. There

could not have been much short of three thousand slain in the

vicinity. Others, though not killed, were so stunned or paral

ized with the concussion, that they paddled about in utter bewil

derment, as if intoxicated or afflicted with the vertigo. Some

wild geese on the prairie were also killed by the same shock, and

have since been#.

The 20th of October, a storm of thunder and lightning was ex

Perienced at Bainbridge, in Decatur county, Georgia. The aca

dºmy edifice was struck by the electric fire, and a son of Mr.

Harrell killed instantly. A little girl was also struck, her
clothes set on fire, and her shoes torn from her feet. The schol

ars were all of them severely stunned.

SINGULAR ESCAPE FROM LIGHTNING.

We were at Oswego the newly erected county seat

of Kendall, some time since, and visited Mr. Chap

man's blacksmith shop, which the day before had been

struck with lightning. There appears to have been

two currents nearly simultaneous, one of which struck

the ridge§. ten feet from the front end, and another

"tºuch a chimney in the back end of the building.—

The house is probably 35 feet in length and 24 in

width, the upper part occupied for a wagon maker's

shop, and the lower for a blacksmith shop. The first
named current divided on the roof. shivering to pieces

the corner post, and on the other side of the building
passing down the post ten feet from the corner. A

inan stood at his work bench in front of the post, who

Wils thrown across the shop under a bench, and his

chisels, bits, angers, &c., which were hanging in frame

work, were carried out of the front window, as is

supposed, and mone of then could be found except a

piece of chisel, which was found the other side of the

street. Many of the tools on the bench had spots on

them melted. The man was uninjured except that

his hair was singed, and the side of his neck and arms

next to the post were severely burnt, almost blistered.

In the blacksmith shop below a man at his vice bench

held a piece of iron in his hand, the end of which

Was#: and he uninjured; and a man standing

on a door sill close by, remarked “that it felt as if a

cannon ball had been shot and carried off all my leg.”

His look of blank astonishment may be surmised,

when upon looking down he found a strip the whole

length of his pantaloons had been singed threadbare.

The other current threw down the top of the chim

ney, and sent a man standing near by, in the second

story across the shop. He was considerably deranged

for a time, as he supposes, from the effects of the

lightning, though his head was slightly cut by a brick.

Otherwise he was uninjured. The current descended

the chimney, passing out underlhe sill, by an old anvil,

and within two or three feet of anotherman who was

working at the anvil, and who was uninjured.

We have been thus particular in the incidents, for

the escape of so many men uninjured, with marks of

lightning upon their persons, and amid the flying of

splinters, tools and bricks, is most wonderful. We

have never known a parallel instance.

The succeeding night there was a thunder storm,

and the man who was deranged in the morning, was

also deranged during the storm. The others said they

felt most uncomfortably the influence of the electricity

in the atmosphere.

LIGHTNING AND SNOW.

On the 20th of October, 1845, I set out early in the

morning to ascend the white face peak of the Adiron

dack Mountains and met on my way to the mountain a

snow storm. , My thermometer marked the tempera

ture at 36° of Farenheit. It was 7 o'clock in the

morning when the storm met me; next day the snow

made a second visit, and the following day at 5 o'clk.

in the morning, my thermometer marked the cold at

14 degrees. At New York at the same hour it was

33°, and at Syracuse, at sunrise was 32°, but next

morning fell to 249. Mr. Conkey notes the record of

his barometer on the 22d at from 29,74 to 29,80. On

the20th the thermometer marked the temperature from

41 to 46° throughout the day and the dew point at

36°. Rain fell at Syracuse on that day to the extent

of but 3-100 of an inch, the wind blowing from the

North and N. West. The clouds were nimºus all day.

At Montreal, Lower Callada, snow fell on the 22d.

The Great Western Steamer in latitude 46,26, long.

53,09, encountered a snow storm on the 23d. Air at

noon, 38°, water 45°. At Grand Ecore Natchitoches,

a lightning storm occurred the 20th of October, and

a young man was killed instantly by a thunder-bolt.

At Decatur County, Georgia, a thunder-storm was ex

ſº the same day and a young man was struck

y the lightning. The same day a snow storm was

in great activity on the mountains of south western

Virginia. We thus have the testimony of the light

ning as to the commencement of the storms of the

20th of Qct, ond the 14th and 15th of February, and

that the line of the tempest was a thorough line in

both cases.

I,IGHTNING AND SNOW.

On the 13th of February, 1846, the schooner Hand,

lying in the port of New-Orleans, was struck by

Lightning. The same morning, at six o'clock, a

thunderbolt fell from a lightning cloud at Mobile,

Alabama, upon a house, killinga young lady instantly

who was at the time reposing upon a feather bed.

The Watch on board the ship Huntress, in latitude

329, 29' N. longitude 72° 18' W., at half past 3 o'clk.

on the morning of the 15th, noticed lightning in the

north-west, and shortly after was overtaken by a squall

from the same direction. At Charleston, S. C., on

the morning of the 14th. at half-past 8 o'clock, the

wind blew a hurricane, the storm was terrible. At

New-York snow commenced falling at 10 o'clock in

the evening of the 14th, and continued a gale of wird

which blew in unfitful and furious blasts, I have receiv

ed from L. W. Conkey, Fsq., of Syracuse, the follow

ing account of this storm : -

“The snow storm which commenced on Saturday,

the 14th, at half-past 11 o'clock, P. M., commenced

with a strong wind from the east. Sunday morning

the 15th, at 7 o'clock, there seemed to be a calm, the

mercury in the Barometer standing at 29 inches for

about three hours—the snowfalling principally during

the samc time, and it seemed as though the whole

country would be buried in an avalanche. In a pre

vious letter to you I stated that the nearer the dew

point temperature was to the temperature of the

atmosphere, the more likely it wasto storm when the

mercury fell in the Barometer. On examining the

hygromatic state of the atmosphere at sunrise I found

the dew-point temperature to exceed that of the at

mosphere about four degrees, which accounted for

the vapor condencing so rapidly at that time—the

snowi. in an entire cloud forabout two hours. At

9 o'clock in the morning, I measured the depth of

the snow in my rain*: (and also at other places)

and found it to be 18 inches deep; at 5.. P.M.

the end of the storm, the whole depth was 32 inches.

The snow was Nº. light and dry, and measured but

180-100 inches when melted in the rain guage. I

think it the heaviest fall of snow within the same

time ever known.”

ARKANSAS SNAKES.

I received, via New-Orleans, a few weeks since, a

box of living Rattlesnakes, three in number, which

wereº upon the mountains in Arkansas in

August last. My friend, Mr. Ward, presented them

to me “as a specimen of the live stock of Arkansas.”

Their snakeships arrived safely, a journey, counting

the distance of the circuitous route they came, of 400ö

miles. These snakes I have presented to the indi

vidual who keeps the curiosity shop in Courtlandt

Street near Broadway. It is his intention to dispose

of them to some person going to Europe. In my ex

tensive travels in the forest I have seen but two

Rattlesnakes—one of these lay across the path I was

riding, and within a few feet of him was a stripel

squirred. I dismounted from my horse, cut a pole

from the wood, and was about to attack the serpent

when he fled, making his rattles jingle merrily—the

squirrel was alive when I took it up; it had not been

within four feet of the snake. I carried it with me

a few miles in a loose pocket in an outside coat and

on examination an hour or more afterwards found it

lifeless. The other rattlesnake which I mentioned,

I passed while on horseback upon the prairies. This

snake was short but unusually thick. It fled on my

approach. I was glad to drop the acquaintance as
soon as mude.

In the wardrobe of a mummy, which I examined

in the mammoth cave of Kentucky were the skins of

two rattlesnakes nicely folded up. One of these had

16 rattles and a button. The skins were no doubt

placed in the sepulchural chamber astrophies to denote

the daring acts of the individual who was deposited

beside them, and in the same knapsack was the claw

of an eagle, and the jaw of a bear, and various other

articles, a particular account of which will be found

in this volume.

E--->

LOOSE WAY OF DOING THE PUBLIC BUSI

NESS.

The business of the corporation is transacted in a

loose manner; as an illustration, we will state a case.

Burtis Skidmore, Esq., a member of the Anti-Assess

ment Committee, as Executor of the estate of S. Ners

worthy paid an assessment of $500 and upwards to

one of the Corporation Collectors, claimed as an assers.

ment for opening Thirty Second Street on paper,

Some months after another Collector called with a

bill and demanded payment: this he also paid. In

making up his accounts some months after he discov

ered that he had paid the Corporation twice, where

upon he applied for a return of the money, which he

was unable to obtain, after applying to the proper de

artment and after petitioning theCommon Council—

|.commenced a suitagainst the Mayor, Aldermen, &c.,

when the suit was noticed for trial the Corporation at

length returned the money with interest, and paid the

costs. The Collector's were so often calling with

assessment Bills that Mr. Skidmore wasnot particula:

in looking into their proeeedings, as they had been

in the habit of calling almost every week with some

new assessment, and as he observes “they had beaten

a regular pathway to his place.” This business was

done by “departments.” Comment is needless.
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STATE CONVENTION.

Court for the Correction of Errors.

The Constitution of 1777, contains the following

provision:

XXXII. And this convention doth further, in the

name and by the authority of the good people of this

state, ordAIN, DETERMINE, and DEcLARE, that a court

shall be instituted for the trial of impeachments and

the correction of errors, under the regulations which

shall be established by the legislature, and to consist

of the president of the senate for the time being, and

the senators, chancellor and judges of the supreme

court, or the major part of them; except that when

an impeachment shall beA. against the chan

cellor, or either of the judges of the supreme court,

the person so impeached shall be suspended from ex

ercising his office, until his acquittal; and in like

manner, when an appeal, from a decree in equity,

shall be heard, the chancellor shall inform the court

of the reasons of his decree, but shali not have a voice

in the final sentence. And if the cause to be deter

mined shall be brought up by writ of error, on a

uestion of law, on a judgment in the supreme court,

the judges of the court shall assign the reasons of

such their judgment, but shall not 'have a voice for

its affirmance or reversal.

The Constitution of 1821, contains the following

provision:

“The Court for the trial of Impeachments and the

Correction of Errors, shall consist of the president of

the Senate, the Senators, the Chancellor, and Justices

of the Supreme Court, or the major part of them;

but when an impeachment shall be presented against

the chancellor, or any justice of the Supreme Court,

the person so impeached, shall be suspended from ex

ercising his office, until his acquitlal; and when an

appeal from a decree in Chancery shall be heard, the

Chancellor shall inform the Court of the reasons of

his decree; and when a writ of Error shall be brought

on a judgment of the Supreme Court, the Justices of

that Court shall assign the reasons for the judgment,
but shall have no voice for affirmance or reversal.—

Art. 5, Sec.

It is most clear that it was the intention of the Con

vention of 1777, as well as that of 1821, to organize

the High Court in the manner and form in which

the language of both these sections indicate. The

Court is constituted of classes of public officers, viz:

the Lieut. Governor, the Senators, the Chancellor and

the Justices of the Supreme Court, or a major part of

them. It is, the majority of the classes and not a

majority of the individuals who compose one or two

classes. The Chancellor is required to give his rea

sons in cases of appeal, but is to have no vote—the

same duty is required of the Justices of the Supreme

Court in cases of writs of Error. Thus the presence

of these officers are contemplated by this language of

the Constitution. It frequently happens in cases of

writs of Error that neither the Chancellor or Justices

of the Supreme Court are present, and on the occa

sion of the resignation of Lieut. Governor Dickinson,

on being appointed United States Senator during his

term of office, the Lieut. Governor and Chancellor

were absent. It was doubtless the interest of the

framers of the Constitution to constitute an intelligent

Court, and they selected four classes of public officers,

whose experience in the performance of other public

duties would qualify them for this particular duty.

The executive, the Legislative, the Equity, and Law

branches of the government, are here combined.

The duties of the Lieut. Governor, as well as the

Senators are interfered with in this taking up their

time, in this judicial employment, but it is a suitable,
a goodº for the Senators, and under ourpeculiar

organization of government, necessary to qualify them

for their duties, as Legislators. Senators are elected

for four years, and this lengthened term of office is

as useful as a schoolmaster to the incumbent, but

experience is also needed for to ". for judicial

duties as well as legislative, and who shall learn the

Judge if he is a Freshman.

Law is said to be a science; so is chemistry, and

had the great Sir Humphrey Davy been called upon

to analyze a compound, it would not have resounded

to his credit to state that in all his former analyses he

had been mistaken in consequence of having over

looked the reported analyses of some chemist of for
mer times. .

In a not very recent assessment decision we have

an admission of the great equity Judge of this vast

Commonwealth in the case of the widow Pierson and

her children, who were deprived of house and home,

by a New-York Corporation assessment—that in the

“hurry of business” he had overlooked a decision.

STATE CONVENTION.

Can a free, sovereign and Independent State in

the framing of a fundamental law for the limitation

of the exercise of power, by its public functionaries,

create within its boundaries a local monarchy, cir

cumscribed by the geographical boundaries of a single

county like that of the city of New-York 2

STATE CONVENTION.

Salaries of Judges.—The act passed by the Legis

lature in 1828, organizing the Superior Court in the

City of New-York, provides that the salary of the

Judges shall be paid by the Corporation—and they

also can diminish or increase their salaries. This is

all wrong. The Corporation have a multitude of suits

in this Court. The Convention must see to this.

The New-York Corporation which went post-haste

to Albany to procure the confirmation of tº KING

JOHN'S CHARTFR-forthwith by the State Legis

lature—have come back again!

They met a

JOHN STREET ASSESSMENT.

SUPERIon Court, March Term, 1846.

Judge Vanderpool Presiding.

Action of Ejectment, brought by David M. Prall,
vs. Widow McGowen, and Isaac Adriance.

This suit was brought by the Plaintiff to obtain

g. of a lot on the southerly side of John

treet, between William and Nassau Streets, upon

which a new store house was erected by Mrs. McG.

The said plaintiff bid off this lot at the §: Com

missioners assessment sile for $123, and the defendant

has since built a store upon it.

The Corporation Officers in consideration of the

Plaintiff's paying to them the assessment executed to

him a lease of the widow's lot, for the term of 50

years. The property is valued at $40,000. Peter A.

Cowdrey, Esq., X-Counsel of the Corporation appear

ed as Counsel for the Plaintiff, and produced docu

inell evidance of the Corporation of New-York

and of the SUPREME Court RoAD Cox1MissioxER's

DEPARTMENT, to establish the Plaintiff's title. Richard

Mott, Esq., and J. P. Hall, Esq., Counsel for Defend

ants objected to each and everye. and insisted

that the plaintiff had wholly failed to show any title

in himself in the premises in question, and moved for

a nonsuit. The Court sustained thc objections of de

fendant's Counsel and nonsuited the plaintiff.

Every lot on the southerly side of John Street,

between William and Nassau, received an award,

except the lot of Mrs. McGowen. A part of this lot

was taken for widening the Street, ài the residue,

as now appears, assessed $123. This matter is a

mystery, as was also the case of an assessment on lots

belonging to Assistant Alderman Townsend for the

pretended opening of the Seventh Avenue. Mr.

AdRIANce and Assistant Alderman Townsend were

both members of the Anti-Assessment Committee

====

HUDSON RIVER RAILROAD,

We are highly gratified to see a thorough movement

making for the construction of a Railroad on the bank

of the Hudson River, from New-York to Albany

Nature has made a path for this road, and it is astonish

ing that the improvementof itshould have been so long

neglected, and still more astonishing that the legislature

of I&45 should have neglected to grant a charter on the

application of such citizens as JAMEs BookMAN, STE

PHEN ALLEN, and SAULALLEy. It is to be hoped that

the present legislature will remedy this neglect. Mr.

Boorman, who heads this movement, is a member of

one of the the oldest Commercial Houses in New

York; a merchant of high standing, a most estimable

citizen, a man of great wealth, of extensive business

acquirements, and a practical man. Mr. Allen and

Mr. Alley, are among our best citizens. When such

men step forward and offer to go on with the work,

success will follow the movement. Of the superiority

ofthe route and the advantages of the work,itis super

fluous to speak. The stock will be quickly taken

when a charter is obtained. Mr. Boorman will take

50,000 at once, and advance the whole sum in cash.

OPENING STREETS.

The Common Council, we are informed,

attach a condition to the resolutions for

making application to the Road Department

of the Supreme Court for opening streets,

which is, that the applicants shall give a

bond to pay the cost in case of failure. The

opponents will of course use this proceeding

as an objection, among others, to the ap

pointment of Commissioners. The whole

proceedings are vitiated by such a condi
tion.

THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD.

The history of our earth—its creation and

subsequent changes, prior to the deluge,

covering a period of many centuries of time,

and extending back beyond to three unmea

sured and unmeasurable periods, and of the

people which inhabited it, is confined to the

pages of the sacred Scripture.

The history of that portion of our conti

nent embraced within the limits of the

United States, beyond 250 years ago, is a

perfect blank.

We have no rule to measure changes, and

it is as difficult to comprehend the mysteri

ious works of creation as accomplished

within the limit of 6000 years, as it would

be to extend the creation still beyond that

period until it reached backward to the ex

tent of millions of millious of years that

are swept into the ocean of eternity, and left

unrecorded by human knowledge. What

is to be, and not yet made known to man by

his Creator, is equally unattainable. We

have one record—and it is a record that is

indisputable—the Scriptures of Truth. It

was penned by hands that were moved by

Him who is the source of all knowledge.

!
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tº"The May No. of the Gazette containing theCon

stitution of Massachusetts, Connecticut and Vermont,

&c. pg. 81 to 96 of the volume both inclusive, isissued

to supply a vacant number in the volume in order that

we may be able to place the entire volume complete

in the hands of each of the members of the Conven

tion as soon as they shall be organised for business.

The present number contains some important facts in

relation to the Montgomerie charter, copied from the

volumes of copies of documents obtained in England,

by Mr. BRoadhead, and now in the State archieves.

ANNUAL TAX BILL.

*We give below the annual Tax Bill. It authorises

the assessment of the heaviest tax ever before imposed

in the city of New-York. The necessity for such a

tax does not exist. One half the sum authorised,

properly expended, would be far more useful to the

City than this great waste of money lavished upon

political favorites.

A question of greatimportance arises under this act

with respect to what particular personal property is

assessable.

The act is special—has a local and not a general

operation, and differs in that respect from the State

Tax act. The act has been bunglingly drawn. It pro

vides as follows: “to be collected according to law.”

As to the assessment of it, the provision is special—

and no personal property is authorised to be assessed

except ofi. and inhabitants of the city and

county whose real and personal estate is situate within

the county.

The question then arises under section 5 of page

381 of the 1st volume of the Revised Statutes as to

the oath. If the person taxed declares that he is

worth only a certain sum named in the affidavit over

and above his just debts and property exempted from

taxation, and he includes in this exemption all his

personal estate without the county of New-York,

whether such a construction is right?

The counsel of the corporation, Mr. Brady (whose

course so far in office has been greatly approbated on

account of his honesty of purpose and careful com

pliance with law) should instruct the assessors in this.

No. 282.

IN ASSEMBLY March 5, 1846.

Introduced by Mr. ALBERTSON.

AN ACT

To enable the supervisors of the city and county of

New-York to raise money by tax.

The People of the State of New-York, represented in

Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows :

Sec. 1. The mayor, recorder and aldermen of the

city of New-York, as the supervisors of the city and

county of New-York, of whom the mayor or recorder

shall be one, are hereby empowered, as soon as con

veniently may be after the passage of this act, to order

and cause to be raised by tax, on the estates, real and

personal, of the freeholders and inhabitants of and

situated within the said city and county, and to be

collected according to law, a sum not exceeding nine

hundred and sixty thousand one hundred and sixty

two dollars, to be applied towards defraying the vari

ous contingent expenses legally chargeable to the said

city and county, and such expenses as the mayor, al

dermen and commonalty of the city of New-York may

in any manner sustain or be put to by law. Such

º of the contingent expenses of the said city of

New-York as relates to re-paving and cleaning streets

in that part of the said city lying south of a line run

ning through the centre of Thirty-fourth street, shall

be assessed only that part of the said city lying south

of the said line. And also the further sum not exceed

ing four hundred and twenty-eight thousand dollars,

NEW-YORK, JUNE 1, 1846.

by tax on the estates, real and personal, of the free

holders and inhabitants of and situated within the said

city and county, and to be collected according to law,

to be applied towards defraying the expenses of po

lice in said city and county. And also a further sum

of one hundred and ninety-one thousand one hundred

and ninety-three dollars eighty-two cents, by tax on

the estates, real and personal, of the freeholders and

inhabitants of and situated within the said city and

county, and to be collected according to law, to be

applied to supplying the deficiency in taxation in said

city and county for the year one thousand eight hun

dred and forty-five. And also a further sum not ex

ceeding one hundred and seventy-four thousand nine

hundred and sixty eight dollars, by tax on the estates,

real and personal, of the freeholders and inhabitants of

and situated within that parsef the said city and coun

ty of New-York, which is or may be designated by a

resolution or ordinance of the common council of the

said city of New-York as the “Lamp district,” to be

dollected according to law, and applied towards de

fraying expenses of such parts of the said city last

mentioned. -

-:

CITY CONVENTION.

No. 341.

IN ASSEMBLY March 24, 1846.

Introduced by Mr. STEVENSON.

AN ACT

To provide for the calling of a convention to amend

the charter of the city of New-York.

The People of the State of New-York, represented in

Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows :

Section 1. An election shall be held in the city of

New-York on the first Monday of June ensuing the

passage of this act, for the selection of delegates

in each ward of said city, to a county convention for

revising and amending the charter of the said city of

New-York.

§ 2. The delegates chosen to this convention shall

be chosen as representatives from each ward, each

delegate representing ten thousand inhabitants; and

if any ward have, in addition to this ratio, a fraction of

sixiºd and upwards, one representative shall be

allowed to be chosen for said fraction: but each of

the present wards of the city of New-York, without

regard to its population, shall be allowed one repre

sentative in said convention.

§ 3. Notice of such election shall be given, and the

same shall be conducted in the manner now provided

by law in regard to the charter elections in the city of

New-York, and the name of each delegate voted for

shall be written or printed, or partly written and partly

rinted upon each ballot, the ballot shall be en

orsed “Delegates to the Convention,” and a separate

box for the deposite of such ballots shall be kept by

the inspectors of each election district in the several

wards of the said city. The result of such election

shall be ascertained and certified in the manner now

provided in the act regulating charter elections in

said city.

§ 4. All the provisions of law for the purity of elec

tions in the city of New-York shall apply to the elec

tion held under this act; and all false swearing at said

election shall be deemed and punished as perjury.

§ 5. The delegates to be chosen under this act, shall

meet in the city of New-York on the first Monday of

July next, at the chamber of the board of aldermen,

and shall then, or as soon after as may be practicable,

organize and adopt rules for their government. They

shall complete *. business so that any charter or

amendments adopted by them, may be submitted to

the electors of the city and county of New York, as in

the next section provided.
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§ 6. The charter or amendments adopted by the

convention to be organized under this act, shall be

submitted to the electors of the city and county of

New-York, each provision separately at the election to

be held in the said city on the first Tuesday after the

first Monday of November, in the year one thousand

eight hundred and forty-six; and such amendments

as may be approved by a majority of said electors at

said election, shall thenceforth be incorporated in, and

form a part of the charter of the city of New-York.

And if an entirely new charter be submitted to the

electors at said election, the same shall, upon being

adopted by a majority of said electors, become the

charter of the city of New-York. The tickets to be

used at the election to be held under this section, shall

be prepared in such form as the said convention may
direct." '

§ 7. The expenses of the election of delegates held

under this act, and allº: attending the conven

tion, shall be paid out of the treasury of the city of

New-York. The proceeding of the convention shall

be filed in the office of the clerk of the county, when

duly certified to by the pressding officer and secretary
or secretaries of said convention.

§ 8. The members ofthe convention shall have pow

er to provide for their own pay, which shall not ex

ceed one dollar and fifty cents per day for every day

actually in session.

[efuseeaded...See page 556.]

TAX UPON ACTUAL CAPITAL.

The following bill was reported in the Senate. The

same bill has been three times reported in the same

form, and yet remains dormant.

No. 16.

IN SENATE, January 16, 1846.

[Reported by Mr. Porter, from the Committee on

Finance.

An Act to amend the Revised Statutes in relation to

the exemption of incorporated companiesfrom taxa.

tion, and for other purposes.

The People of the State of New-York, represented

in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

Section 1. Section nine of title four, of chapter

thirteen of part one of the Revised Statutes, which

authorizes the exemption of incorporated companies

in certain cases from taxation, is hereby repealed.

§ 2. All banks established under the act entitled

“An act to authorize the business of Banking,” passed

April 18, 1838, shall be subject to taxation on the

amount of capital paid in or secured to be paid, in the

same manner as incorporated banks; and the proper
officer or officers of such banks shall make an annual

statement to the Comptroller and the assessors in the

manner provided by the second section of title four,

* thirteen, of the first part of the Revised Stat.
Vites.

§ 3. The provisions of the fifteenth section of the

second title of the thirteenth chapter of the first part
of the Revised Statutes, shall be extended to all such

banks, and to all incorporated companies subject to

taxation, and the affidavit in such case may be made

by the president, cashier, secretary, or treasurer there

of; and such banks and incorporated companies shall

be assessed on the actual value of all their real and

personal estate at the time of making such assessment;

and all provisions of law which are inconsistent with

this act are hereby repealed. . The proper officer or

officers of such banks and incorporated companies

shall make and deliver to the assessors an annual state

ment of the amount of all their real and personal

estate in the manner required by section two, title

four, chapter thirteen, of the first part of the Rºvici
Statutes.

* *-* .
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LIGHTNING OF THE THUNDERS.

The influence which lightning exerts upon the

atmosphere is very great; recorded facts and long

continued observation, will enable us to learn much

of this active principle in the great machinery of
nature.

It has been said that feathers are a protection

against injury from lightning. The facts and observ

ations recorded in this volume, prove that feathers

afford no certain protection.

Metalic lightning conductors do afford protection,

and no instance has yet been found in which loss of

life or injury to a human being by lightning, has ever

ºccurred in a building or vessel protected by any

kind or form of metalic lightning conductor, reared

for the purpose of protection; and this fact alone, it

wºuld seem, should be sufficient to satisfy every in
telligent mind.

º: protected by metalic conductors, have

been struck by lightning, and sometimes injured, but

no case hasyet been found in whicha vessel protected

by a metalic rod, has been in the least injured by

i. the rod terminated in the water and ex

tended above the highest spar of the vessel.

4 comparison in this, affords the illustration which

demonstrates conclusively that a metalic rod extend

ing above the surface desired to be protected, and

terminates in the water, is sure and certain pro
tection.

As to the extent of the surface which can be deem

ed to be protected, we must have recourse to the re

cords of the lightning, and these are ample."

Buildings in blocks, of various heights, are often

seen, and among such blocks are numerous cases in

which a building of a less height has been struck by

lightning, while the next, and immediately adjoining

building of greater altitude, has escaped altogether.

This was the case in Pine Apple street, in Brooklyn,

and in Pearl street, in New-York. We examined

both of those buildings with great care. Adjoining

to each, and within 25 feet of where the lightning

struck, was a building of more than ten feet greater
elevation.

Fences are sometimes struck in barn-yards, while

the buildings close alongside escape. We examined

a case of this kind several years ago. An instance is

recorded in this volume, of a vessel being struck up
on the ..". while the mastsºfaltogether.

We have heard of no case in which the lightning

has ever struck the vessel between the masts, or the

ground between two trees which were not more

than 50 feet apart.

In the protection of vessels by rods, the conductors

diverge and reach the water several feet outside the

vessel—these rods have never failed, and therefore

offer such conclusive testimony in favor of that posi

tion, that leave us no room to say a word in favor of

rods that descend perpendicular, in preference to

those diverging.

Steamboatsrequire no protection—are rarely struck

by lightning, although filled with iron, and when

struck are never injured—nor is there an instance on

record of the loss of human life on board of a steam

er, by lightning. We record one instance, in this

volume, of a person being stunned by lightning on

board of a steamer on the Ohio, by the breaking of a

thunder bolt,

Iron ships and iron boats, and iron buildings, are

the best of protection from lightning.

Buildings with metalic roofs, afford protection, but

metalic eave troughs and spouts, for conducting the

rain to the earth, should be straight. Spouts with

short turns in them, obstruct the water, and also ob

structs the lightning, and causes it either to explode

or force its way through the metal, and in such case

it may take a horizontal direction and pass into the

building and do injury. We have in our Cabinet, tin

spouts that have been broken thrºugh by lightning,

and we have examined numerous tin spouts to build

ings struck by lightning, and the resºlti, the same in
ali these cases. The fightning in all the numerous

cases we have examined, descended the inside of the

spont, and in no case passed through the water or en

tered that fluid.

Carbonatedº gas ignites when in contact

with lightning, and the lightning at the same, instant
disappears. his was the case in Pearl street, and a

yerson setting within three feet of the gas pipe, when

# was struck by lightning—the pipe melted and the

- * *

*

gas set on fire—deliberately extinguished the flame

and escaped unharmed.

Water thrown freely upon persons struck by light
ning, has in numerous cases restored them to activity,

and this fact indicates the importance of its use in
all cases.

We have before frequently said, that iron wire,

of No. 1 size, weighing one pound for every six feet,

is a good lightning conductor, and our desire, in so

frequently repeating this opinion, is not with a wish

to establish a theory, but to show that protection

against damage by lightning, may be had at a small

cost, and thereby most persons, from the cheapness

of the rod, can avail themselves of this mode o |.

tection. We repeat—these wires have never failed

and the cost is less than a dollar for a single rod of 70

feet in length.

We have expressed the opinion that bright surfaces

are preferable for lightning conductors to dark sur

faces; we still entertain that opinion. In the parti

cular examination we made of the hardware store, in

Pearl street, struck by lightning in 1845, we found

metals with bright surfaces fused, but we could not

ascertain if the surface thusfused was in contact with

other metal, for the metalic implements struck had

been removed from the places in which they were

when the lightning passed over them. We have a
tinned iron#. in our collection, which has several

spots upon it where the lightning fused the metal.
An oilſº made of bright tin, was fused in three

places by the lightning in the same store.

If the lightning rod terminates in water, which

we would suggest as preferable in all cases, when a

well or cess-pool is accessible, it mattersnot whether

the lower end is blunt or pointed.

We have seen iron nails that had led the lightning

into the inside of buildings, and others where the

lightning has followed the same conductor out of the

building, and hence we argue that iron staples de

signed for fastening rods to the sides of dwellings, are

improper appendages to lightning conductors.

We examined a highly varnished mahogany table,

the surface of which the lightning had passed over,

and found the varnish had been removed to the ex

tent of the length of the track, and to the width of

from one eighth to one quarter of an inch.

The diagram is designed to represent a building 50

feet long—N, the north chimney; S, the south chim

ney, and A, the ridge of the house. The two rods

extend each seven feet above the highest point of the

ridge, and at a distance of 25 feet therefrom. This

is the diagram used on page 522 of this volume, to

represent the Lancastrian School House, while struck

by lightning, as described by, Professor, Olmstead,

to which page the reader will please refer.

We suggest this alteration in the position of the

S, V1z:

1st. That a rod should project six feet or more

above the centre of the ridge, making a ual bend

a few inches above the roof, and following the slant

of the roof to the eave trough, -after passing over

that let it diverge in its father descent, so as to reach

within four feet of the ground at a distance of twenty

feet from the building, at which point it may be bent

so as to terminate in the water of a well or cess-pool,

and if neither are close by, it may be extended to

such a termination by running it along a fence.

2d. Instead of leading the rods to the ends of the

building, along side of a chimney, let them diverge

from the chimney, the upper point terminating in the

atmosphere four feet higher than the chimney, and

six feet distant from it, over a portion of the roof of

the house, and when reaching the side of the roof,

!et the rod diverge from the roof so as to reach with:

**ur feet of the ground, twenty feet or more from

* house, and terminate as in the first case of the

Centre rod.

3d, To a building fifty feet square, five rods should

used, all cost not to exceed five dollars, except

putting up. If fifty feet long and thirty feet wide,
three rods are sufficient.

In all cases terminate the rod in the water, or dee

in the ground, and let the rod diverge from thej.

ing in its descent to the ground.

Iron wire of No. 1 size, measuring six feet to the

pound, costs in New-York six cents per pound, or

one cent per foot. This size wire has never been

known to fail—the cost is so trifling, that it leaves no

excuse in neglecting protection.

A wire of this size will not support itself, and

should therefore have a wooden support over the

roof. Where it is necessary to pass a wire through

a staple, we should suggest a tin tube, of six or

or more inches in length. When the tube is of tin,

let it be in the shape of a hollow tube, and narrowest

at the lowest point, so as to aid the lightning on the

way past the points of the staple pointing inward.

Where tin spouts terminate above the floors of

basement rooms which are occupied, it would be

well to connect a wire with such termination, lead

ing to the well or cess-pool, or deep into the ground,

and to avoid short turns in such spouts that should

cause the water in heavy rains to fill up the inside.

EARTHQUAKES STORMS, AND CALMS.

The Journal of Commerce of January 13th, 1846,

contains the following:

“EARTHQUAKE AT MEMPHIS.

The Journal of Commerce of Saturday contains an

account of an earthquake at Memphis, Tennessee, on

Tuesday the 23d of December, at half past nine o'clk.

in the evening. I was engaged the same evening and

at the same hour in making meteorlogical observations

upon Brooklyn Heights, and was surprised at the

sudden depression of the mercury in my thermome

ter of three degrees. The temperature until this

change was28°–it fell to 25°, and continued at that

for 11 hours afterwards, when snow commenced fall

ing. I discovered nothing in the appearance of the

atmosphere at the time to account for the sudden

change. I noticed this change in the Brooklyn Star,

of the next day (Wednesday the 24th). On the 7th of

April last, three severe shocks of an earthquake were

felt at the City of Mexico, two of which occurred

between the hours of six and eight o'clock in the

evening, at the same time a snow storm commenced

upon the Hudson River during the continuance of

which, the Steamer Swallow was stranded upon the

rocks at Athens. At the same time a snow storm was

raging at Chicago, Illinois, and next day snow fellplen

tifully at Quebec. E. M.

“[It is very unsafe to rely upon a mere coincidence

of time, as throwing any connection between events

occurring at far distant places, and having, so far as

we know, no natural connection with each other.]—
Editors Jour. Com.

We wrote Mr. HALLEck, the Editor, a private note

on the morning of January 13th, after seeing the edi

torial remark appended to our communication, ex

pressing in substance the opinion that we hoped we

should be able to convince him of the correctness of

our views in this, and of the incorrectness of those

contained inthe Editorial comment.

The paragraph referred to as published in the Jour

mal of Commerce of Saturday, was that of January

10, 1846, and was in the words following:

“Earthquake.—The Memphis Eagle of Thursday

Dec. 25th says: A very sensible quaking of the earth

occurred at about half-past nine, on Tuesday evening,

starting many of our people to their feet who were

not on them, and frightening many others; the agita

tion was accompanied with a roar, or rumbling noise,

and apparently proceeded from a north westerly direction, itº about half a minute.” y

The Journal of Commerce of March 7, 1846, con

.

:

—
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tains the following notice of an earthquake at Cincin

natti, on the 28th of Feb., 1846:

“Earthquake.—Several of the gentleman at our

boarding house—the Howard House, on Main Street,

mentioned to us on Saturday, that they felt the shock

of an earthquake about 10 minutes to 8 o'clock in the

morning. One gentleman, sitting in the parlor, felt

the undulating motion with such force that it was with

difficulty he could maintain his sitting posture. . Two

others, in their private rooms were affected in the

same manner. The shock continued during the space

of half a minute.—Cin. Gaz. March 2d.

The Journal of Commerce of March 14, 1846, con

tains the following notice of an earthquake at Santo

Tomas, on the 30th of January, 1846:

“Earthquake.—A very violent shock of earthquake

was felt at the Belgian Settlement of Santo Tomas,

on Friday Evening, Jan. 30th. It is described as being

like the discharge of a heavy piece of ordnance.

The Journal of Commerce of April 1, 1846, con

tains the following account of an earthquake at Mays

ville, Ky., on the 23d of March, 1846:

“ Earthquake.—The Maysville (Ky.) Eagle of the

24th inst, says; At 45 minutes past 12 o'clock, on

Sunday night, an earthquake, preceded by a rumbling
sound as of distant thunder, was sensibly felt by aii

the inhabitants of this city who were awake at that

hour. We learn from one gentleman, who was up,

that there were two concussions, scarce five seconds

intervening, and that his house shook perceptibly. At

the time of the shocks, there was a cloudy sky, but

no wind. A gentleman from the country, who resides

at an elevation of nearly 400 feet above the Maysville

bottom says that the shocks at his house were severer

than any that have occurred since the memorable

earthquake of 1811, ’12.”

The Journal of Commerce of April 23, 1846, con

tains the following:

“Earthquake in the West Indies.—By way of Ha

vanna we have received advices from the town of

Cuba. On the 23d ultimo, at half past 7 in the morn

ing, after a calm, sultry night, low, rumbling sounds

were heard- Suddenly the ground shook violently,

causing the greatest consternation, the people running

into the street for safety. The first shock lasted one

or two minutes and after a lapse of five minutes, the

ground was again violently shaken. It was a solemn

moment: in every direction the affrighted inhabitants

might be seen on their knees, calling on God to save

them, expecting each moment to be swallowed up.

Several slighter shocks were felt during the forenoon,

but it is believed no lives were lost. Several build.

ings were thrown down, and very many cracked. In

the evening mass was said in all the churches for their

deliverance from death.”

The Journal of Commerce of May 15, 1846, con

tains the following:

“There was a slight shock of an earthquake at

Santa Cruz (south side of Cuba) on the 28th of April.”

By referring to our last Gazette, it will be seen that

an earthquake took place at Memphis, Tennesee, on

the 23d of December, at half-past 9 o'clock in the

evening; another at Santo Tomas near the equator,

on the 30th of January, hour not stated; another at

Cicninnati, Ohio, on the 28th of February, at about

8 in the morning, and now we add another at Mays

ville, Ky., on the morning of the 23d March, at 15

minutes before 1 o'clock A.M.; and still another at

Cuba, on the 23d of March, at half-past 7 in the morn

ing; and yet another in Cuba on the 28th of April

ult.

Here then, we present from the columns of our

good friend Mr. Halleck, the account of six earth

quakes which have occurred since he penned the edi

torial comment upon our notice of the Memphis

earthquake.

The regularity as to time, shows that these have

been periodical, one each month, and near the close

of the month. Each followed by a storm, and each

succeeded bya fixedness of temperature in the atmos

phere. -

After the December earthquake, the mercury in

my thermometer remained stationery 11 hours after;

that ofJanuary, 11 hours; February, 11 hours, March,

23, 11 hours, March 24, nearly the whole day, and

April 28th and 29th, 11 hours.

The meteorlogical observations for the 28th and

29th of April were published in the Brooklyn Eve

ning Star, on the 29th of April and 5th of May. The

last published were first written.

The following is a copy :

“Monday morning 27th, 9 o'clock, 619; half-past

9,64; 12, 65; 1, 66; 2, 68; 3, 69; 4, 67 ; 5, 65; 6,

62; 9, 57; 10, 55.

“Tuesday morning 28th, 4 o'clock 47°; 5; 48 : 6,

2; 7; 58; 8, 64; 2, 72; 3, 714; 4, 67; 5, 65; 6,

60; 7, 58; 9, 53; 10, 50.

“Wednesday morning 29th, 4 o'clock, 50°, 5,50;

6, 50 ; 7,50; 8,50; 9, 50. Thus we have another

night in which the atmosphere has been stationary in

temperature. This morning rain fell in a gentle

shower between 7 and 8 o'clock.

“Thursday morning 4 o'olock, April 30. The tem

perature yesterday reached 579, and vibrated con

siderably, lowest point at 50, at which it now is.

During the night it fell 29. In my communication

sent you yesterday I stated the fixedness of tempera

ture the previous night, and have now to notice the

profuse rain-storm which followed. It will be seen

by referring back to my published memorandas that

a storm followed the same state of the atmosphere

Dec. 23d, Jan. 31, February 28, March 23, and April

23d, (at the south,”) and now, yesterday the 28th,

here.”

The meteorlogical observations to which we refer

were made by the editor of this Gazette, and publish

ed in the Brooklyn Star long before the accounts of

the earthquakes reached here.

The account of the earthquake at Maysville, was

published in the Maysville Eagle on the 24th of March,

and the meteorlogical observations made on Brooklyn

Heights, on the 22d, 23d and 24th of March, waspub

lished on the 25th of March in the Brooklyn Star, as

follows:

“Sunday morning 5 o'clock, 329; 7, 32°; 8,369;

9, 41° ; 12, 479; 3, 53° ; 5. 499.

“Monday morning, 6 o'clock, 342; 12, 500; 2,

50; 6,429; 8,409; at which it continued through the

night, and varied from that but little during Tuesday.

On Monday afternoon clouds bordered the horizon at

every point of the compass. indicative of what follow

ed,” which we now add, was a storm, in which the

Packet Ship Henry Clay went on shore.

The Brooklyn Star of March 2, 1846, contains our

memorandum as follows:

“At half-past 9, Saturday morning, the 28th, the

temperature rose to 20°, being 3° from 7 o'clock, and

with this rise oftemperature snow commenced falling;

at one o'clock 219; 2 P. M., 20°; four, 189; nine

o'clock, 16; and continued at that without change

during the night. Sonday morning, at 7 o'clock, 169;

* The 23d of April referred to above. Our record of that and

the preceding two days, published in the Brooklyn Star of April

24, is as ſollows:

“Tuesday 21st April, 5 o'clock, 49 deg.; 7, 53; 8, 62; 9, 67;

10,70; 11, 72; 12, 78; 1, 79; 2,80; 3,81, 3}, 82; 4, 81; 5, 78; 7,

73; during Tuesday night the temperature decreased I4 deg. being

at 59 at 4 o'clock on Wednesday morning. Wednesday morning

4 o'clock temperature 59 deg. 6, 57; 7, 59; 9,57; 10, 57; 11, 55.

12, 56; 1, 56; 3, 55; 4,54; 5, 54; 6,53; 7, 49. It continued at

that throughout the night, and was the same at 4, 5, and 6 o'clock

on Thursday morning, and at 7 rose to 51.”

On Thursday a heavy storm set and rain fell plentifully.

We have no account of earthqu-aes on the 22d of April but the

peculiar state of the temperature gives abundant reason to suppose

an earthquake took place on that day near the equator. It may be

that we may never hear of it, for had that at Memphis, or Mays

ville, or Cincinnati, taken place in the wilderness, where no news

papers were printed, we probably should never have heard of the

occurrence.
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one P. M., 242; 7, 20°. This morning at 7 o'clock,

20°, with a clouded atmosphere, indicating another fall

of snow.” -

The Brooklyn Star of February 24, 1846, contains

omr meteorlogical memorandums, as follows:

“Saturday was the warmest day for the month of

January—the temperature rose to 53° at 2 o'clock P.

M.; at the same time a black cloud appeared in the

northwest; which in halfan hour reduced the tempera

ture to 419—at midnight it had reached 22°, at

which point it continued for 11 hours, at 12 o'clock,

Sunday noon, was at 239, at 5 o'clock P. M. 25°, and

rose one degree during the night, and was at 7 o'clock

this morning, 269. Saturday, to near 1 o'clock P.M.,

the East River was covered with so dense a fog that

it was with difficulty the ferryboats crossed over, and

not without the aid of the shore bells. Thursday

evening, about 5 o'clock, snow fell in a few sprinklings

and was followed by rain during the might, in moderate

quantity. Rain fell on Friday night also.”

A comparison of the respective accounts of the

earthquakes as stated above with the memorandums

of the observations made here and published at the

respective dates will be most convincing.

We have a further illustration, as follows: On the

28th of February at 11 o'clock A. M., a sudden and

heavy blow was experienced at New-Orleans, and

several vessels were injured by the wind.

On the first of March, next day, the ship Oneida,

bound from Canton to New-York, encountered a terri

ble hurrieane off the south end of the Island of Mad

agascar, which hove the ship down on her beam ends.

The same day, and the day following, the sea was so

much swollen and disturbed at St. Helena that several

vessels were shipwrecked in the harbor, and much

damage done to buildings on the shore. The same

day Nott's Island on the coast of North Carolina was

nearly inundated by the sea, and great damage done.

The wildfowl were killed in great numbers by the

storm. The same day a tremendous snow storm was

experienced at Norfolk and also at Richmond, Va.

The same day snow fell three inches deep at Saltville,

Va. Here are the results of the earthquake at Cincin

natti, traversing almost half across the globe.

It will be seen by the memorandums publisheſ in

the star, that on the night of Dec. 23d, the tempera

ture was stationary, that that peculiar state was pre

ceded by a sudden fall of 3°. The same occurred

on the 28th of April, and on the 28th of February the

rise was 39.

Two of the earthquakes occurred on the 28th day

of the month—two on the 23d day of the month, and

one on the 30th day of the month.

Extract from a Meteorlogical Record kept by the Edi

tor on Brooklyn Heights.

Friday May 15, 1846.-4 o'clock A.M., 58; 5, 58; 6,60; 7, 62

8,65: 10, 70; 11, 71; 12, 72; 1, 78; 2,72; 3, 70; 4, 68; 5, 66; 6,

§ black clouds in the south west–7, 62; 8,61; 84, 60; 9, 60; 10,

Saturday May 16,4 o'clock A. M.,59; 5,59; 6, 59; 7,62; 8,66;

9, 66; 10, 66; 11, 65; 12, 64; 1, 62; º 6i, heavy rain; 2,61; 2,

ib, Gii; 3, 15.60%; 3.6ſ. 8. §1 º'and'rain.'s, ſº, $3; 4.6%.

5, 60; 6,60;8, 58; 9,59; 10, 60. The rain continued with trifling

intermission from 30 minutes past 1 to 5 o'clock.

Sunday May 17, 5 o'clock A. M. 58; 6,58; 7,59; 8, 59 ; 9,62;

10. śī,tº i.i.d.; i. 2, #4; 3, #4; 3,71; 6, § 1,63; d.
62: 10, 61 ; 11, 60.

Monday, May 18, 5 o'clock 60; 6,62, 7,68; 8,75;"9,72; 10,77;

11 º’i. i. º.33.3%, $33, to disºthº:

3, 15,76; heavy rain; 33), 73}; 3'30,74; 3'43,73; ranceased. A

72; clear over head : 4; 76; clouds approaching; 430, 65; 450,
73, very black clouds causing great comparative darkness 1.4, 57,

heavy rain; 5,694, heavy rain and vivid lightning; 5, 5, very heavy

rain; 5 10, 67, heavy thunderbolt broke near §: 54, 67; rain,

thunder, lightning; 5,663,535, 66; 6,66; 630,68; 6.45,66, hea

wind and great rain; 7,64; 7.5, 60; % 15, 59, fightning; 8, 57;

57; 10, 55.

Tuesday May 19,4 o'clock 45; 6,45; 7,52; 3, 54; 9, 57; 10,

56; ii.,§ 13, 53:"1,59; 2,60;'s, 80; 4,61; 3,60; 6, 5%; 1, §
§34; 8,33; 16.3%; ii. 31.

Wednesday 20, 4 o'clock,46; 5,46; 6,48; 7,54.

A careful examination of the above record will be found very in
structive.
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CHARTER.

- CORPORATION OF NEW-YORK.

Papers Dá. No. 73.

Gov. Montgomerie to the Board of Trade.

New-York, May 6th, 1728.

My Lords.

I thought it my duty to take the first opportunity of

:yourſº that after a.º:

and being five months out of England, I arrived here

on the 15th of last month. I that day published His

Majesties Commission here and at Perth Amboy in

New-Jersey, the week thereafter.

I have been so short a while in this country, that I

dare not yettake upon me to give your Lordships a par

ticular account of the state of the province, nor of

the circumstances of the frontiers on the side of the

Indians. I shall hereafter be very punctual in all

my accounts and will always endeavor to put things

in so true a light that your Lordships may have reason

to depend upon what information i give you.

Governour Burnet tells me that he has sent you a

full account whatwas done in theassembly here which

he dissolved in November last, and in sometime there

after issued writs for calling a new one, but they had

not met when I arrived. Application was immediately

made to me and the people of the best interest of the

|...". advised me to dissolve this new assembly,

nut I did not determine myself till I consulted with

every member of the council singly, and with what

gentlemen of the province were then in town. They

all unanimously, and even Gov. Burnet himself advised

me, to call a new assembly, as the most probableway

to compose differences, and reconcileº
Inº: with all their advices, I dissolved the

assembly by proclamation, and writs are preparing to
summon a new one to meet after harvest.

, All I can yet inform your Lordships of, as to affairs
in New-Jersey, is that in December last, Governour

Burnet met the assembly there which ended in Feb.

ruary; several laws were passed, of which he himself

will give you a particular account. As soon as I can

ºve them from the secretary, I shall transmit them

to your Lordships, ingrossed, under the seal of

the province. . I hope your Lordships will be so good

as to forgive the imperfect and indistinct accounts I

have given you; hereafter I hope to convince your

Lordships thatmy whole business here shall be to do

what is for His Majesties service, and for the good of

the provinces he has been pleased to entrust to my

care. , I shall alwyas strive to deserve your Lordshi

approbation, for I am, with great respect, My Lords,

- Your Lordships' most...,
And most humble servant,

J. MONTGOMERIE.

Endorsed,

#: }June 20th, 1728.

Col. Cosby to the Board of Trade.

New-York, 18 Sept., 1732.

My Lords,

I have the honor to acquaint your Lordships of my

arrival to this place; the assembly is now a sitting, so

soon as they are upp, I will not faile by the first ship

that goes for England to send all the acts in order to

be laid before you. I have just this moment received

your Lordships' letter with a copy of Capt. Carring

ton's inclosed. ... I will immediately write to the Com

missioners for the Indian affairs to consult with the

Five Nations in order that they may interpose, and

will do every thing that I can in that affair. I am,

my Lords, with the greatest respect imaginable.

Your Lordships' most obedient humble servant,

W. COSBY.

Extract from a letter, written by Governor Cosby

of the Province of New-York to the Government at

Home, on the 29th of August 1733, in reference to the

New-York City Chapter, called Montgomerie's

charter.

“No. 10 is an act confirming the charter of the city

of New-York by Governour Montgomerie, My Lorps,

as to this act I would beg leave to observe that the

charter which was designed to be confirmed by this

act having past away grants of a yery extraordinary

nature that I thought it necessary for me to acquaint

your lordships with some of the inconveniences arisin

from it. By this charter are granted all the Islands

near and round his majesties garrison here, the soil

of the East River, as far as low water mark and ex

tending in length to the utmost limit of the Island

wherebyHis Majesties prerogative and interest may be

in danger of suffering, and his ships stationed here

under the necessity of becoming petitioners to the

Corporation for a convenient place to carreen, or refit,

for this charter having .."the Corporation, all the

Islands as well near and round as before the fort

which lay commodious for the security and defence of

it, in case of any eruptions, was as I conceive lodging

too great a power in them, in case of any necessity,

and by so much lessening of the King's prerogative.

“I must own, my Lords, that I was merely surprised

into an assent to this act, it having been exhibited so

very early after my arrival (as your Lordships will

perceive by the act itself) that I had not an opportu

nity of being acquainted with the nature and design

of it, and from the general words of the title of it

very little apprehended the nature of its extent.

“The act in general terms confirms the city all the

grants to them at any time heretofore made without

either referring to any one grant in particular, or men

tioning what the grants were that were designed to be

confirmed by this act, so that your Lordships on view

of the act could not determine what rights, grants or

particular privileges were to be confirmed by the act
and for. appears some (if not many) of these

ts or charters may be (and as I believe are) pre

judicial to His Majesties' interests.

“It were but lately my Lords that I came to any

knowledge of the charter designed to be confirmed

by this act, and that charter consisting of a vast number

ºskins of parchment, and the vessel by whom I now

write being to sail in a day or two has rendered it im

probable for me by this opportunity to have sent to
your Lordships a copy of it, and without which your

Lordships could not judge of the act, the act being

worded in general terms, butshall send it by the next

ship, and now hope that what I have offered will justify

your Lordships to stop any proceedings at your board

upon that act until I have this honor a second time to

write further to your Lordship's concerning it.”

REMARES.

. The Constitution of this State contains this provis
10n 3

“But nothing contained in this Constitution. shall

affect any grants of land within this State, made b

authority of the said King or his predecessors, or shall

annul any charters to bodies politic or corporate by

him or them made, before that day, or shall effect any

such grants or charters since made by this State.”

Sec. 14, Art. 7.

The charters of the City of New-York were never

granted by the said King or his predecessors, nor was
it ted by this authority or sanctioned by him.

embers of Common Councils of the City in the

management of its public concerns are in every res

pect like the “Selectmen” of towns, or the Supervi

sors of counties—mere administrative officers, nothing

more—they have strictly speaking no legislative power

for the Constitution has vested that solely in the

Senate and Assembly, and these bodies cannot dele

gate this power.

=-

An Act to provide for the calling of a Convention

in relation to the Charter of the City of New

York. Passed May 9, 1846.

The people of the State of New-York, represented

in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

§ 1. An election shall be held in the city of New

York on the first Monday of June ensuing the passage

of this act, for the selection of delegates to a coun

convention for forming a new, or revising and amend

ing the present charter of the said city of New

York.

§ 2. Each of the wards of the said city of New

York shall be entitled to the following representation

in said convention, viz: First ward, one delegate;

Second ward, one delegate; Third ward, one dele

ate ; Fourth ward, two delegates; Fifth ward, two

iº. Sixth ward, two delegates; Seventh ward,

two delegates; Eighth ward, three delegates; Ninth

ward, three delegates; Tenth ward, two delegates;

Eleventh ward, three delegates; Twelfth ward, one

delegate; Thirteenth ward, two delegates; Four

teenth ward, two delegates; Fifteenth ward, two de

legates; Sixteenth ward, two delegates; Seventeenth

ward, three delegates; Eighteenth ward, two dele
tes.

º: 3. Notice of such election shall be given, and the

same shall be provided in the manner now provided

by law in regard to charter elections in the city of

New-York, and the name of each delegate voted for

shall be written or printed upon each ballot, and the

ballot shall be ... “delegates to the conven

tion,” and a separate box for the deposit of such

ballots shall be kept by the inspectors of each

election district in the several wards of the said

city.

The result of such election shall be ascertained

and certified in the manner now provided in the

act regulating charter elections in said city.

§4. All the provisions of law for the purity of

elections in the city of New-York shall apply to the

election held under this act; and all false swearingat

said election shall be deemed and punished as per

Jury.

§5. The delegates to be chosen under this act,

shall meet in the city of New-York on the first Mon

day of July next, at the chamber of the board of

aidermen, and shall then, or as soon after as may be

practicable, organize and adopt rules for their gov

ernment. They shall complete their business so that

any charter oramendments adopted by them may be

.. to the electors of the city and county of

New-York, as in the next section provided,

§ 6. The charter or amendments proposed by the

convention organized under this act, shall be submit

ted to the electors of the city and county, of New

York, at the election to be held in the said city on

the first Tuesday after the first Monday of Novem

ber, in the year 1846, and if adopted by a majority

of the votes cast on the question, shall be submitted

to the legislature at the next session thereof for ap

proval, and if so approved shall become the charter,

or a part of the charter of the said city of Ne-York;

and in case the said convention shall prefer amend

ments and not a new charter, the said amendments

shall be submitted to the eleetors of the city and

county of New-York separate or in clauses relating to

the same subject- The ballots to be used at the elec

tion to be held under this section, shall be prepared

in such form as said convention may direct, and a

separate box for the deposit of such ballots shall be

kept by the inspectors of each election district in the

several wards of the said city, and the result of such

election shall be ascertained and certified to in the

same manner now provided in the act renulating

elections for members of assembly.

§7. The expenses of the election for delegates to

be held under this act, and all expenses attending the

convention, shall be paid out of the treasury of the

city of New-York. The proceedings of the conven

tion shall be filed in the office of the clerk of the

county, when duly certified to by the presiding

officer and secretary or secretaries of said conven

tion.

§ 3. The members of the convention shall have

power to provide for their own pay, which shall not

exceed one dollar and fifty cents per day for every

day actually in session.

ſº"The Clerk of the Anti-Assessment Committee copied the act

on the 13th of May, prior to the adjournment of the Legislature,

in the office of Secretary of State, but as his copy disagreed with

the Corporation copy, we wrote our friend, Mr. Sec. Campbell,

who is one of the most faithful and worthy public officers in the

State, and received from him a letter, of which the following is a

copy.

“Secretary's office, Albany, May 19, 1846.

“Dear Sir, Your letter of yesterday has been re

ceived. The act entitled “An act to provide for the

calling of a Convention in relation to the Charter of

the City of New-York,” passed May 9, 1846, by a

two-third vote, contains nine sections. The last is as

follows:

“$ 9. This act shall take effect immediately.”

“I sent a certified copy of the act to Mr. Valentine,

Clerk of the Common Council last Friday, which you

can examine. Yours, very respectfully,

ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL,

Dep. Sect:y. State.

E. Meriam, Esq.

ſ.

.
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NO NEW VICTIMS OF TAXATION.

The Finance Committee in the Senate of this State

have reported Against the application for a law to tax

themerchandize in the hands of commission merchants

the funds in the hands of Bankers belonging to per

sons abroad in the city of New-York and against tax

ing the citizens of other states and of other counties

in this State who happen to transact business in the

city of New-York: . The Report is an able document,

it is from a very able Committee and accords with

the views expressed by the meeting held at the mer

chant's Exchange in 1843.

The Corporation need not seek out new victims of

taxation—the remedy is elsewhere, and is in the stop

ping of the profligate expenditure of the public

money---inº; to squander the money wrung out

of the people by destructive taxation—stop the treas

ury leaks—these are the remedies,

Senate Report.

STATE OF NEW-YORK.

No. IO9.

IN SENATE,

- March 27, 1846.

REPORT

Of the finance committee on the petition of Lewis

Silbrand, and others, for the taxation of the personal

§. of non-residents of the city of New York.

. Porter, from the committee on finance, to whom

was referred the petition of Lewis Silbrand and others,

praying for the passage of a law that shall make all

personal property liable to taxation, whether the same

is owned by non-resident citizens or otherwise,

REPORTS:

That the committee have had the said petition un

der consideration; that italleges that it has been ascer

tained that there is over ten millions in value ofper

sonal property in the city of New York, belonging to

merchants and others, who are doing business in that

city, but who do not reside therein; and that this

property is not taxed in that city, although its owners

derive equal benefits in the protection of their prop

erty with those who are compelled to pay by tax the

expense of the city government; that many persons

doing business in the city have become residents of

neighboring places, for the purpose of avoiding taxa

tion upon their personal property in the city, all of

which the petitioners deem a grievance which they
claim should be redressed.

The petition is very numerously signed, and shows

that very many of the inhabitants of that city enter

tain the opinion, that it is consistent with the general

policy of our laws, to impose taxes for the purpose

of meeting the expenses of the city and state govern

ments, upon personal property found within the city,

irrespective of the residence of the owner. It may

not, therefore, be inappropriate at this time to refer

to the several statute provisions on this subject, to

show the scope and policy of the law on the subject

of taxation in this respect.

In the first place in regard to real estate, it is pro

vided (1 R. S. 389, sec. 1,2,3.) that every person shall

be assessed in the town or ward where he resides

when the assessment is made for all lands then owned

by him, within such town or ward, and occupied by

him, or wholly unoccupied; and if it shall be occu

pied by another person than the owner, it may be as

sessed in the nameof the owner or occupant. But if

it shall be unoccupied, and the owner does not reside

in the town or ward, it shall be assessed in that town

orward as the land of a non-resident. And sections

11 and I2 further provide that such lands shall be pla

ced on the assessment roll, as the lands of non-res

idents,with some proper description to designate them.

Thus it will be seen that in respect to real estate,

the law requires that it shall be assessed in the town

or ward where it is situated, without regard to the

residence of the owner,

But in respect to personal property the 5th section

of the same title provides that every person shall be

assessed in the town or ward where he resides when

the assessment is made, for all personal estate owned

by him. And section 9, which gives directions as to

the form of the assessment roll, provides that the as

sessors shall set down in the fourth column the full

value of all the tazable personal property ownedby such

person, after deducting the just debts owing by him.

The statute is therefore equally explicit and clear,

that all personal property shall be assessed in the town

We here give the

*~~~~~ -- ~ * .
-

or ward where the owner resides and not elsewhere.

The universal practice has been, it is believed, in ac

cordance with this principle, with the entire acquies

ence until this time of the whole people, from the

organization of the government. . It is now sought to

make New-York an exception in the application of this

uniform principle of taxation. And the only argu

ment offered in favor of this position is, that while the

owners reside out of the city, their business and prop

erty is within the city, and they enjoy the protection

of the government without sharing in the burdens of

its taxation. It might be inferred that the petition

ers supposed, that if they sought to make New York

an exception to the general rule, that the evil of which

they complain was confined to that city. Whereas it
is ...; that it is a common circumstance that in

dividuals possessing wealth, will employ their capital

consisting of personal property in one city or town,

while they reside in another. The property, does

not in any case, if assessors do their duty, escape tax

ation. It will contribute its due proportion to the

discharge of the public burthens,#. not always

in the locality where it is employed. Still it is not

impossible, nor indeed improbable, that equal and ex

act justice is done in this respect. There may be as

great an amount of personal property owned by res

idents in the city of New-York, and employed in bu

siness elsewhere, and which is of course taxable in the

city of New York, as there is employed in the city and

owned by those who reside out of it.

The principle of taxing personal property in the city

or town in which the owner resides, the committee

believe to be sound and just in all respects. To adopt

the other system, of taxing personal property where

it was employed in business, irrespective of the res

idence of the owner would be exceedingly perplexing

and troublesome in practice, and inquisitorial in char

acter, and cannot be required upon any principle of

justice or fairness. Personal property has no fixed lo

cality, except as connected with the habitation of the

owner. It may appear reasonable to the petitioners,

that since a large amount of personal property is em

ployed in business in the city of New York, while the

owners reside in the neighborhood ofthe city, that the

property should be taxable in the city. But if that

principle is adopted in this instance, it must be made

universal; and then the personal§. of those

who reside permanently in other States and in for

eign countries, if found in the city of New York by the

assessors, would be subjected to taxation there.

Even property sent there to be sold and awaiting a

market, would in that view be properly set down in

the assesssment roll ; although the proceeds of it may

have been transmitted to the owner, before that roll

should be completed, and the owner assessed for it at

the place of his residence.

The committee discern no reason or argument for

departing from the uniform and established rule, that

connects the taxation of personal property with the

residence of the owner, and they recommend the

adoption of the following resolution:

Resolved, That the prayer of the petitioners be

denied.

TAX UPON NON-RESIDENTS.

At a public meeting held at the Merchant's Ex

change in the city of New-York, on the 6th of March,

1843, in relation to Taxes and Assessments, Pre

served Fish, Esq., was called to the Chair, as Presi

dent of the meeting, and William B. Crosby, Peter

Cooper, Peter Schermerhorn, Abraham Van Nest,

Abraham G. Thompson, George Griswold, Charles

H. Russell, Jonathan Goodhue, Peter Embury, Peter

I. Nevius, Peter Lorrilard, Jr. and John Haggerty as

Vice Presidents. -

These gentlemen were of both political parties.

The memorial of the meeting to the Legislature

signed by all the persons above named, was presented

in the senate of this State on the 11th of March, 1843,

by the President of that Honorable Body, and is now

on file inghe Senate. This memorial contained the

following:

“The Remonstrants represent that the Real Estate

situate in the city of New-York the principal sea port of

this great and growing state is valuable mostly in con

sequence of the Commercial advantages which said

city possesses; and whatever laws are or shall be enact

ed which impose restrictions or burdens upon trade

and Commerce in said city alone and distinct from the

rest of the state is an indirect tax upon such real

estate, operating in a two-fold degree, depreciating

ſ

the value thereof in the same ratio as Commerce and

trade are affected,—also hindering improvements and

decreasing its population. The provision of one of the

said bills of the said Common Council, is, that persons

doing business in said city and residing beyond its

limits, shall be taxed in the said city and not else

where in this State, or if they live without the boun

daries of this State, such citizens must pay tax on

their personal property in the state where they reside,

and also in the State where they do business, making

a double tax. This provision involves principles which

are of great importance, and if it is to become a law,

may lead to the passage of retalitary, laws by other

States and thusthe harmony of the Union be disturbed,

very much to the injury of trade and Commerce as

"...; as to the detriment of the public welfare. The

provision of the said bills which requires every inhabi

tant or person doing business in the city of New

York to make an inventory or schedule of the person

roperty belonging to him or held by him as agent

}. others, and to return the same under oath to the

assessors within a limited time, is disapproved of,

and considered inquisitorial, arbitrary and oppressive,

and will in many cases be difficult and in some almost

impossible to comply with.”

“It is suggested that the present law of the State is

sufficiently ample in this particular, and that it affords

the assessors as much opportunity or means of ascer

taining what persons are liable to be assessed for per

sonal property as is needed. By the present law, they

are authorised to assess any and every inhabitant, for

personal property, as great in amount as they believe

him to be worth; ... if they cannot satisfy them

selves as to the amount, they can set down as large an

amount as to compel the person thus assessed to re

duce the same. oath, or otherwise pay the tax

on the said property.

“It is said by public officers, as the remonstrants are

informed, that many persons escape taxation on per

sonal property who are liable to taxation; this, it is

suggested, is the neglect of the assessors, and not the

inadequacy of the present provisions of law.

“The provision which authorises the imposing a tax

upon the personal property, merchandize, produce,

funds, &c., &c., in the hand of an agent, is a new

feature sought to be incorporated into the laws of the

State, and made applicable to this city only, involving

principles of very great importance. Should this pro

vision become a law, the effect will be to drive busi

ness away from this city, as well as money funds, and

hereafter the interest on public and other pecuniary

obligations will be made payable without the bounds
of the tax district.”

WHARF TAX.

An extraordinary provision has made its appearance
in a bill introdu into the House of Assembly, pro

viding for levying a wharf Tax, secretly, by inserting

a clause at the foot of a bill relating to other matters.

Such a system of legislation we are confident that the

legislature will never give countenance to.

STATE OF NEW-YORK.

Assembly,

April 10, 1846.

No. 415.

AN ACT to amend an act concerning passengers in

vessels coming to the port of New-York, passed

February 11, 1824.

6. “and said Corporation shall have full power

to regulate the rates of wharfage charged upon all

goods of vessels discharging in, at, or upon any wharf,

pier, or slip in said city.”

If there is need for the passage of a law in relation

to wharfage, let a bill with a proper Title be intro

duced, and not insert this extraordinary provision in

a bill of a title calculated to mislead the persons in

terested. The Corporation have recently leased the

wharves, piers, &c., at public auction. A Remon

stranee will be sent to the Legislature against this

provision, in the mean time the members from the

country will take care that their butter, pork, ashes,

§º not thus indirectly taxed in the city of New.
ork.

The Flour and Produce pays a tax in the Storage

and Commissions, for the Commission Merchant Pays

a tax and the store house is also taxed, and the vessel

pays wharfage.

The Wharves, Piers, &c., are county property the

same as Bridges and Roads, and are paid for by a

County Tax.

[Note:-The sleeper killed the bill.]
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AMERICAN SALT.

Speech of Hon. A. C. HAND, of the fourth senato

rial district, in the Senate of this State in relation to

the duty on Onondago Salt, reported in the Albany

Atlas.

THE SALT DUTIES.

REMARKS of Mr. HAND, in Senate, March 20, in

Committee of the Whole, on the bill in relation to

Salt Duties.

Mr. Hand said, that as a member of the Committee

on Finance, he would try to give a few, statistics,

showing the reasons for and against the bill reported

by the Committee, and other propositions now before

the Senate; among which was one from his colleague,

(Mr. Clark) to make the tolls equal on foreign and on

our own salt; and another by his colleague, (Mr.

Mitchell) to put theº at irº. cents per bushel

instead of two as proposed by the committeeon finance

He said it was well known that there are but three

eat sources for supplying us with salt; for although

ennsylvania made, perhaps three-fourths of a million

of bushels, and Massachusetts nearly half a million,

and a little was made in about 20 .# the states, yet

foreign importation, the Kanawha springs in Virginia,

and the Salina Works, were the great fountains of

supply. It is"... the United States use now

about 17 or 18 millions of bushels, of which last year

we imported over 84 millions; the Salina Works made

nearly four millions; and the Virginia Works, it is

believed, made as much. The Hon. Abbot Lawrence,

in a recent letter, has said our home manufacture is

about ten millions of bushels, but he, (Mr. H.) doubted

there being quite so much ; and not over one-fourth

of a million were exported, and this year not probably

over 100,000 bushels. It is an article of primenecessit

and the localities of its manufacture were i.

though perhaps the amount that can be made at those
localities is not.

Qf the nearly 7 millions imported in 1841, England

§ exports about 12 millions bushels annually)

ished about34 millions, British West Indies, about

13 millions, and Portugal over half a million, The

amount used in the United States, is wonderful, and

the demand fast increasing; and yet the price is de

creasing; ten years ago it being betwen 40 and 50 cts.

er bushel, and much less now as he should show. It

as been said, that an adult uses about 16 lbs., annu

ally, but it seems that in the United States, the total

consumption is nearly a bushel to an inhabitant, and it

is constantly applied to new uses as manure, &c. The

importation of 84 millions last year, was valued in

imposing the duty, at nearly $900,000, or a little over

10 cents per bushel; and the duty imposed was over

70 per cent on the cost; amounting in all to over

$680,000.

The committee on finance has reported a bill impo

º duty of 2 cents per bushel, and all drawbacks

or bounty were to be abolished. These drawbacks

or bounties were granted by the law of 1843 to en

courage the manufacture of the article. It amounted

to 7 cents and 6 mills at tide water per bushel, and

ranged from 5 cents to as low as 4 mills in Ohio, Penn

sylvania, Indiana, Buffaloand Oswego, being different

in different places. The effect of this bounty was to

increase the annual amount that came to tide water

from about 5,000 bushels to 205,000 bushels in 3 years,

and made a difference of nearly 170,000 bushels the

first year. This year nearly 900,000 bushels have

been brought to tide water,and nearly 2,000,000 have

left the state the other way. This makes the ques

tion of duty very important. As the duty and tolls

now are, the income on a barrel of salt brought to
tide water is as follows:

Duty on 5 bushels at 6 cents, (per 56 ſh) 30 cents.

Tolls, 11.79

- 41.79

Drawback on reaching tide water, 38.00

Nett to the State for tolls and duty, 3.79

The proposed new duty and tolls would produce a

very different result. On a barrel it would be as

follows:

Duty at 2 cents (per 56 b) I0 cents.

Tolis, (1 mill on 1000 lbs. per mile,) 5.13

Received by the State, 15.13

Making a difference of 11.34 cents per barrelin favor

of the State.

Can the business stand this change? A majority of

the committee thought so, so long as the present tariff

is kept on, though he (Mr. H.) had his own views as

to the salt coming to tide water. . . That this state

roperty ought to contribute something to our present

|. no one doubted. The receipts of the canals

last year just about paid expenditures and interest on

the original cost. The tolls received on salt, however,

fell short of its proportion. The amount of tolls re

ceived was only about one-thirtieth of the whole tolls

whereas the tonnage was about one-seventeenth. It

might be useful here to state the various sums imposed

as duty at different times. He would put the tariff

along side.

Duty. Tariff.

To 1817, 3 cents. 1788, 6 cents.

1817 to 1834, 124 cents. 1790, 12

1834 to 1843, 6 cents. 1813, 10

Since 1843, 6 cents and bounties. 1830, 15

1832, 10

1842, 8

These are imposed upon the bushel of 56 lbs. The

duty, without the drawback, still remains at 6 cents.

The tariff too was cut down to about 7 cents by the

operation of the “compromise act,” but that is not

important now.

To ascertain whether the business could bear the

new plan, he would make an estimate of the cost &c.

Take a barrel of boiled salt:

Duty at 2 cents, (as proposed,) 10 cents,

Tolſ, 5.13

Making 30

Transportation (say,) 26

Per barrel, 71,13

(Not including barrel and packing.)
Suppose we take the solar salt, of which there was

made, he regretted to say, less than 400,000 bushels

last year. It weighs probably from 70 to 75 lbs. A

bushel by measure runs thus:

Making (say,) 11

Duty 2 cents for 56 lbs. 2.5

Toll, 1.2

Freight, (say,) 7

Cost at tide-water, 21.7

This 21.7-10th cents does not include barrel, &c.,

but supposes it brought in bulk.

An estimate had been made of the cost of Turk's

Island salt, which weighed about as much. Take a

bushel by measure :

Cost when shipped, (say,) 10 cents.

Tariff, (8 cents on 56 lbs.) 10 “

Freight, (say,) 8 *

Cost in New York, gº ga

A statementof cargo prices has been kindly furnish

ed by a friend, by which he found them for 12 months

past to average 31 cts. 8-10ths, for Turk's Island, and

Liverpool 24 1-2 cents. From this statement it could

be seen that probably the business could stand the

proposed change, so long as the tariff remained as it

now is, but if the 8 cents should be taken off by gov

ernment, and foreign Salt admitted free, in all proba

bility, the Salina Salt would no longer reach tide wa

ter. And besides the tariff, the tolls on foreign salt is

15 times as much as it will be on our own, which

would always give ours the advantage west of Albany.

One cent duty wouldº do more than keep the

works in repair, and many facilities on the canal are

now afforded, as wood toll-free, &c. He thought, at

any rate, that this duty of 2 cents, should be imposed

on salt not brought to tide-water. Perhaps one cent

would be enough on that, as the consumer there had

a choice of ... Gentlemen had complained of

the discrimination. But the difference is in facilities.

If the consumer in the interior gets it at reasonable

rates, is not that enough Suppose the State, by re

ceiving only one cent on a bushel in all, duty and toll,

brings to tide water one million of bushels, when if

two are imposed, mone will come, should tº interior

complain that the State saves this $10,000, and aids in

keepingdown the article at tide water, bycompetition?

He should regret to lose the New England market.

Something (said Mr. H.) has been said about redu

ding it as low as possible, as all must use it. That is

very true, but we require tolls on all necessaries—

nearly 9 cents on corn from Buffalo to Albany. And

upon all kinds ofprovisions too. There is a large debt

unpaid, the interest on which must be met, and this

is the property of the State, and should it not contrib

ute a share On the other hand he would not em

barrass the works. The amount annually paid by

other States to our citizens for salt was large, and ma

ny persons are..". By fostering these works,

you keep up a brisk competition on the east and on the

west, and it keeps down the foreign article.—

This induced him to oppose the proposition to

place foreign salt upon the same footing. The tolls

now may be too high on foreign salt, but if put on

par with our own manufacture, he feared it would de

stroy our works, and consequently destroy competi

tion, and very much enhance the price of the article

in a few years everywhere. , Mr. H. said he had thus

thrown together the items of information he had re

ceived. They might be, in some respects, incorrect,

but if useful to the committee in forming correct

opinions, he should be satisfied.”

In the last number of ourGazette several typograph

ical errors occurred in overlooking theP. sheet in

the statement of analysis of the several specimens of

salt. We correct these by recapitulating the state

ments of analysis as follows:

Salt made by solar evaporation at Geddes. “

Pure chloride of sodium, 992,50

Sulphate of lime, 6,50

Carbonate of lime and magnesia, - 1,00

Chloride of calcium and magnesium, trace

1000,00

Salt made by boiling saturated brine.

Pure chloride of sodium, 989,44

Sulphate of lime, 8,92

Chloride of calcium and magnesium, 1.64

1000,00

Turk's Island Salt.

Pure chloride of sodium, 984,04

Sulphate of lime, 13,16"

Carbonate of lime and magnesia, 2,80

1000,00

* And sulphate of magnesia.

Salt made at Saltville.

Chloride of sodium, 90,510

Sulphate of lime, 9,314

Carbonate of do. 0,126

Chloride of calcium, 0,050

100,000

The analysis of the brine at Syracuse compared
with that at Saltville affords more accurate information

than the analysis of the prepared salt of the two

establishments.

Dr. Beck made an analysis of the Onondago brine

in 1837, and C. B. Hayden, Esq., made an analysis

of the Saltville brine in 1843. We have the brine of

both these salines in our cabinet, and also the salt, and

a careful examination of all these, lead us to confide

in the correctness of the respective analysis.

1000 parts of Onondago brine from four different

wells produced in water 356,49,100 average—thesame

quantity of the Saltville, Virginia, brine produced

but 754,5.100 water.

1000 parts of Saltville, Virginia, brine produced in

chloride of sodium 240,52,100 and the brine of four

wells at Onondago Salines average produce 136,48,100

chloride of sodium.

1000 parts of Onondago brine produced in chloride

of calcium and magnesium 2,04,100 × 1000, and the

Saltville brine but 0.03,100 × 1000 of chloride ofcal

Clural.

Extract of a letter from Thomas L. PREston, Esq.

of Virginia, one of the proprietors of the Salt Mines

inWashington county in that state, written at Syracuse,

while on a visit to the Onondago Salines of our State,

to the Editor.

“Syracuse, N.Y., April 20, 1846.

“My Dear Sir. - -

“On my arrival here I found everything in the salt

business in confusion. The water had not been let

into the canal, and upon that depends the moving of

the machinery for pumping the brine.

“The salt blocks were dismantled, and most of the

*

:t
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operatives were engaged in the unsightly process of
reconstruction.

“I wished to see them in this condition for then I

could have a better idea of the manner of putting
them. and a practical occular demonstration of the

principles upon which they worked.

“I saw many in this denuded condition, and always

sought, in consulting with the manager, information

in regard to his notion of evaporating the brine. In

the character of the persons enaged in this business

here, I confess I have been disappointed. For the

most part they have little science, and are content to

follow the marked and beaten track of by gone years.

Their structures are, as you informed me, rough and

temporary, put up for present use on the most eco

nomical scale. From all

apparent that the salt manufacturers have not pros

pered, and that the competition, as it is managed, is

too great to make it a lucrative investment of capital.

The system of hypothecating the salt manufactured

by those of small means must always keep down the

prices and work to the injury of those who have capi

tal and wish to follow up their business in a º:

manner. Mr. Nolton, of the Hope Factory, tells me

that with all his advantages he is obliged to economise

very closely to realize any thing from his operations.

Here at Syracuse, that factory is acknowledged the

best, and is rather looked up to, as the model. It is

evidently the best arranged in every way, but I think
there are defects in it whichº easily remedied

and which would add materially to the saving of

labor and to the more rapid evaporation of the brine.

The wood used is even coarser, larger than that we
use in. and much heat is lost by the manne?

of laying down the kettles. I have thought of several

minor improvements in the construction of the blocks

which I will submit you when we meet.

“The pans used here for collecting the Bittern, and

other sediment, are aminently defective—inefficient.

In the first place they do not fit the bottom sufficiently

close, andj are so small that I presume not more

than one half of that which is actually precipitated,

is received in them. Still the salt is very white and

makes a good show, and in the western market would

sell well. A better article however can be made of

our Brine, I am confident, and at as little cost. And

this suggests to me a fact in the calculation of the ex

pense ofmaking salt that has generally been overlooked

in the estimate as given at different places. We at

Saltville, pump the water—cut and draw in the wood

-make the barrels—build the boats and ship it to

market ourselves. All these go, in some measure if

not entirely, in our estimates of the price of manufac

ture. Here nothing is taken into the account but

that which is necessary to the simple evaporation of
the brine. But more of this anon.

“As the works were not in operation last week,

after looking through them for two days, I resolved to

proceed at once to Niagara, and spend more of my

time here on my return. I left here accordingly on

Thursday morning, and got back yesterday, Sunday,

at 64, A. M. I was at the Falls from 104 Å. M. Fri.

till 24 P. M. Saturday. To say how much I was de

lighted is entirely impossible. Language but faint

conveys the impressions made upon the mind by suc

grand works of nature. We stand “and gaze and gaze

till the heart reels with its fullness,” and the mind is

bound by a sense of the greatness and power of God.

...“These two days I look upon as an epoch in my

life. The only drawback to my pleasure was that I

was alone—not even cheered by the papers giving an

accountof your visit. By some unexplained delay,
they did not reach me till last Fridav or Saturday, and

I of course did not receive them till yesterday, (Sun

º: I have spent to-day amid the vapor

of the salt kettles at the Hope Factory mostly.

“I visit now (6 o'clock P. M.) Mr. Getteau's old

works... I call them old, for they are abandoned. I

will give you my impression of them in my next.

I have made Mr.3.acquaintance, and find him

ike every one else here, kind and attentive.

“Do you not think Paor. Mapes, mistaken in his

theºry of the section pump I have been thinking

of it since we parted, and I confess do not fully con.
cur with him.

“The pressure of the atmosphere will only raise

water 32 feet—and no system of stationaries or under

foot valves I have ever seen bring it up higher—sup

pose for instance the first stationary is 26 feet below

*

1 see around me it is but too

the surface of thc water where a vacuum has been | upon you, as you had been a correspondent of his

formed. The piston strikes against the vacuum is not brother, Senator Wm. C. Preston, and that he should

made more complete, and I see no force sufficient to || provide himself with the various specimens of rock

force the water on. 'Tis not true, you then

you would look at this a littlesurface. I would be

; hope to be in New-York bybefore we meet.

Saturday night

“I may #. you another line before leaving here.

In the meanwhile however be assured of my kindest

and most grateful regards and believe me,

“Most respectfully,

“Your ob't. Sorv't,

THO. L. PRESTON.”

E. Meriam, Esq.

“Saltville, Va., March 18, 1846.

“Dear Sir—I have an opportunity now of addressing

you a letter by the hand of Thos. L. Preston, Esq.,

who will pass through New-York on his way to Syra

cuse, which place he intends to visit for the pupose

of making a personal examination of the various im

rovements in the manufacture of salt. He will

eliver you samples of the salt which I have manu

factured since my arrival. The finestſº. speci

men was made in a front kettle by rapid evaporation,

and the coarser specimen in the back kettles by slow

evaporation,while the furnace was cooled down.

“You will perceive by these specimens, that the Salt

ville brine has a stronger capacity to assume the cubic

form of crystals than that of Syracuse. This Iattribute

to the absence in the Saltville brine of a certain im

purity which is contained in that of Syracuse.

“I wrote to you soon after my arrival here, and I

gave it as my opinion that the Saltville brine contain

ed as much oxide of iron and sulphate of limeas the

Syracuse water;' but after more careful examination,

I am satisfied that it contains far less impurities. It

works more kindly than any brine that I have been

uainted with, and with proper apparatus as pure

and beautiful salt may be made from it as the world

produces.

I have made such improvements as the nature of

the circumstances, and the limited time I have been

here has admitted, and the people think that the im

rovement is very great, but I have hardly begun to

. in the way of improvement what can be done, and

what I intend to do.

“Mr. Preston will collect for you, before he starts,

some specimens of the various rocks of this neigh

borhood, which he will present to you on his arrival

at your place. He is the brother of Senator Wm. C.

Preston of South Carolina, and is the manager of the

large Preston estate at this place: , He is a highly in:

telligent gentleman, and you will be much gratified

by a callÉ. him.

“You would be delighted with a ramble among our

mountains in search of mineral treasures in aid of the

cause of science. The country presents a charmingly

romantic prospect. The mountains in this vicinity

do not present a continuous unbroken chain, but

are in the form of a succession of pyramids, rising

from two to five hundred feet high, with narrow

passes between them, in many places only of suffi

cient width for a wagon track. I hope that you will

visit us in the course of the summer.

“I am keeping a table of the temperature of the

atmosphere which I will furnish you hereafter. This

morning at eight the thermometer stood at 42°, and

now. at 2 o'clock P. M. it is at 65°.

“Please write to me often if you have leisure. I

thank you for the papers sent me since my arrival,

which were duly received. It is like meeting with

an old friend to see a paper from New-York.

“Respectfully yours,

THOS. SPENCER.

E. Meriam, Esq.”

“Saltville, Washington Co., Va. }
March 22, 1846.

“E. Meriºn, Esq.

“Dear Sir:-Your letter ofthe 12th inst., was receiv

ed yesterday, for which I thank you. I had written to

you two days previous by Thomas L. Preston, Rsq.,

who left here on that day for Syracuse, which place

he intends to visit for the purpose of making a per

sonal examination of the various improvements in salt

making.

“Mr. Preston informed me that he intended to call

ºfrom a cistern 20 feet higher than the water's ordinary

and minerals of this neighborhood. Knowing that it

will afford you very great pleasure to see him and re

ceive the minerals, I take this early opportunity of

answering your letter received yesterday, and ofappri

zing you of his intention to visit you, supposing that

| you may receive this before his arrival, as he has

numerous friends to call upon on the road, and may

he detained several days in his journey.

“The Barytes is found “in place,” six miles from

here. I have not yet seen it, excepting a small frag

ment that Dr. McCall gave me,. he ...]

to have on hand. I put it up with a small package of

specimens and sent it to my family by Mr. Preston.

If he does not happen to have a specimen of Barytes

for you, please to request him to open my package

and give you the specimen it contains... I beg that

ou will not fail of doing this, as it will in your hands

e more beneficial to the cause of science, and I can

supply my family at another time. I sent you by Mr.

Preston, samples of salt which I have manufactured

since my arrival. It is better than that which has

generally been made here, but I have notyet had op

portunity of introducing those radical improvements

which are needed to make salt with economy, and to

roduce that unsurpassed quality which the Saltville

rine can furnish.

“In relation to the snow storm, concerning which

you enquire, the first severe storm occurred on the

14th of February, while we were on board the Packet

Boat ascending the James River Canal, and approach

ing Lynchburg. The previous day was delightful.

This latter place is 142 miles west of Richmond and

here the Canal terminates. It is abroken, mountain

ous country, and the gneis, which is the prevailin

rock has been at a former period very much disturbe

and the strata so distorted that it is difficult to discover

anything like a general inclination or “dip,” . Much

of it is in a vertical position, and in some places it

seems to have been turned upside down. Lynchburg

is 180 miles from Saltville. We performed this part

of the route by stage, and arougher stage ride Inever

had. We arrived at Wytheville, in Wythe County, on

the evening of the 17th of February, two days after

taking stage at Lynchburgh, distance 150 miles. It

was at this place that we encountered the severest

snow storm, and were detained at Wytheville in conse

quence four days. It snowed most of the time while

we remained there, with a strong wind, I think blow

ing from the East.

“Saltville is 28 miles from the Tennessee line and 30

miles from North Carolina. It is 90 miles from Ken

tucky at the gap in the Cumberland mountains...The

Clynch mountain is in view about six miles distant

North Westerly and is at that point 2760 feet high, the

top of it capped with white sandstone, resting upon red

sandstone both of which are distinctly visible at this

place. By water navigation down the Holston and

Tennessee Rivers, it is 150 miles to Knoxville, Tenn.,

and 600 miles to Huntsville, Alabama. The north

| fork of the Holston at this place is little more than a

mountain rill, excepting in time of a freshet, when it

swells to a river about 200 feet wide, and six feet

deep with a strong current, at which time boats take

200 barrels of salt, and proceed down stream, but the

navigation is difficultºdangerous for the first thirty

miles.

* Freight from this place to Lynchburg is about one

dollar per hundred, and about 50 cents from thence

to Richmond.

“The chimneys of the salt furnaces here are entirely

too low to manufacture salt with economy. I can

stand beside some of them on the ground, and look

down them. The heat is chiefly spent upon the front

kettles to the destruction of the metal, and by this

}.much unburnt carburetted hydrogenis distilled

rom the fuel, and passes off into the atmosphere with.
out benefit.

“There are some small iron works five or six miles

distant, and there are works of considerable extent

thirty and fifty miles distant. I furnish you with the

temperature ºf the atmosphere and observations f

the weather during this month so far, which are made

by Mr. W.M. KING, the clerk of King & McCall.

“Please advise me as to the amount ofmineral speci
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mens you desire to have sent you. It will afford me

pleasure to collect them and forward them to you.

Truly yours,

THOS. SPENCER.

8 a.m. 12m. 6 p.m.

March 2d. 40.46.37 Snow 3 inches.

3.50.59.45 Intermittent rain showers.

4.41.62.54 Clear.
5--47.68.47 Clear.

6.45.69.60 Half clear, half cloudy.

7.42.72.42 Clear and windy from west.

8.- 45.73..66 Clear.

9.55.73..64 do.

10-.51..65.63 Cloudy, threatening rain.

11.43-.58.52 Cloudy.

12.55.60.53 Much rain.

13.53.62.56 Rain, hail and thunder.

14.40...47-48 Cloudy, W. wind, snow, rain.

15.-49-52.46 Cloudy, stormy, west wind.

16.39.46.43 Clear with heavy west wind.

17.38 gone 42 Cloudy.

18.42 gone 57 do.

19-.50; 63.56 Dense smoky atmosphere.

20.52- .56-54 do. do. with light sprink
21.38.52.... Clear. ling rain.

Saltville, Washington Co., Va. May 3, 1846.

Dear Sir.

Your highly esteemed letters of April 6th, 10th,

and 12th, were duly received. 1 you heartily

for the valuable hints they contain on various topics.

Your suggestion that fire brick may be made by

inding our fire rock to a powder, and remoulding it.

think an important one. At yoursuggestion the ex

periment is now being tried, at Mr. Preston's brick

yard. The rock was ground at Mr. Preston's grist

mill. The brick-maker says that it works beautifully

in the moulds. ... I will let you know the result when

they are burned.

You say that you are inclined to think that the Salt

ville brine is slow of evaporation, and wish my opin

ion upon the subject. I have examined this matter

as. as possible, and it seems to me that it

evaporated more rapidly than the Syracuse brine. In

our 38 kettle furnace the back kettles “come down,”

full three times in24 hours. In a furnace of the same

sizeatSyracuse, the back kettles do not “come down”

oftener than twice during thesame time, and we draw

|. as much salt from each kettle each time, as the

o at Syracuse; that is one and a half or two busheſs

of salt each time the kettle “comes down” or boils

down sufficiently low to withdraw the salt. The differ.

ence in quantity being 50 per cent. in favor of Salt

ville, which is a greater difference than there is in the

º of the brine. Syracuse being 75°, and Salt

ville brine at 90°. In a chemical point of view there

are also strong reasons why the Syracuse brine should

be the slowest of evaporation, as it contains more

muriate of lime, which is exceedingly difficult to
evaporate.

The buildings and machinery for pumping, attached

to Mr. Preston's Salt Well, were destroyed by fire

last night. The fire commenced in a blacksmith's

shop, which was in the same building. The buildings

and machinery at Kings' well (which is nearby) were

not injured.

I have procured somebeautifulspecimens ofBarytes

for you. I found it “in place” about seven miles

from here, in the side of a mountain, imbedded in a

yellowish hard flinty rock, which rests upon an amor

phous lime stone. In one of your letters you sug.

gested that I should be likely to find Strontian in the

same locality. Will you please describe its appear.

ance, and inform me how I may distinguish it from

Barytes ? I believe there is a strong resemblance
between them.

I have requested Mr. King to furnish me, for your

use, his meterological tableup to the first of the month,

which I will enclose herewith. We can furnish you

with a more complete table after the arrival of the

Rain-gauge which you have procured for Mr. Milner,

The season is now delightful, and our mountain

scenery is beautifully picturesque. I took a ride of a

dozen miles on horseback afew days since, among the

mountains, and the forests presented the aspect of a

magnificient flower garden, many of the trees being

covered with fragrant flowers which are in full bloom

at this season of the year. To add to the beauty of

the scenery, we frequently meet with springs of cool

transparent water, of capacious volume, gushing from

the mountain side, and what is a sublime prospect, a

day seldom passes that we may not see the clouds

stoop and kiss the mountain's top.

I will select for the various specimens of minerals

as I have opportunity, and forward them when I have

completed the selection. I have recently learned that

there is an extensive cave 6 or 8 miles from here, which

has never been fully explored. I intend to visit it

before long, andº furnish you with a description.

Please write me as often as you can find it convenient.

Respectfully yours,

THOS. SPENCER.

E. Meriam, Esq.

TABLE FOR APRIL 1846.

$ 5 # 5
3 : cy P- ---

ſº co - c. Condition of the weather.

1.47.60.54...light clouds—east wind.

2.41.32.52 ... hail, snow, east wind.

3.49.54.55.. clear and calm.

4.48.57.52 -- do. do.

5.49.67.62 -- do. do.

6.46.72-60 - - do. do.

7.60.69.56..cloudy, sprinkling rain.
8.47.56.42...clear and calm.

9.42.60.48... do. do.

10.52.72.60..clear and calm.

11.54.70.56..rain, west wind.

12.59.52.45...rain in the morning, clear at evening.

13.38-49.46..cloudy, west wind, frost in morning.

14.32.60.55..clear and calm, frost in morning.

15.40.70-58... do. do. do. do.

16.50.84-55...clear and calm.

17.46-78.62. - do. do.

18.52.76.58...clear, west wind.

19.68.80.70..cle ºr and calm.

20.45.80.54... do. do.

21.--85.58... do. do.

22.57.84.60. - do. do.

23.65.73.70... cloudy, west wind.

24.67.79-68..cloudy, west wind.

25.64.70.68..cloudy, west wind.

26.68.--—..cloudy, west wind.

27.58.67.62.-cloudy, east wind.

28.59.62.56.--cloudy, east wind, rain in night.

29.61.--—..clear, east wind.

30.58.76.-cloudy,rain, wind variable, thunderstorm

. Hereafter observations will be made four times per
diem. W. K., Jr.

[Note.—The latitude is between 36 and 379 north,

longitude between 82 and 83° west. Elevation above

tide-water not ascertained.—Ed.]

We have received from Lyman W. Conkey, Esq.,

of Syracuse, several very elaborate reports of his

very minute and valuable meteorlogicol observations

made at that locality. From that of April, 1846, we

make the following synopsis:

Place of observation Syracuse, Onondago County,

New-York, latitude 43° 1', longitude 76° 15', altitude

of Barometer 400 feet.

APRIL 1846.

§ .

# 3 . . .

f # E. E. E.

# # * * * REMARKS.

1.27-36.43.34..heavy frost.

2.25.36.46-34-.

3.25.38.50.36.-

4.31.44.58.43.. [cumulus 3 p.m.

5.38.51.66.53..light cirrus 9 a.m., clouds, cirrus

6.48.54.63.50.-lunar hal, 10 p.m., largeand bright.

7-48.60.74-63..showery 10 p.m., rain 0,10-100 in.

8.40-42.47.36 - - tº

9.32.41.50-46 - -

10.42.54.67.60. Daffadels in blossom.

11.58.64.67.44..showery I0 a.m., rain 10-100.

12.37.41-39.34..light snow 10 a.m., recomenced 34

p.m. Hyacinths in blossom.

13.29.39.37.35..snow squalls during the day.

14.28.38.48.42...Nectarines and Apricots in blossom.

15.35.36.39.31... snow squall, 6 a.m.

16.25.40.55.50. Strawberries in blossom.

17-45.65.73.62..strength brine at Syracuse wells 73.

18.59.68.75.57..light showerat 5 p.m., heavy thun

der and very sharp lightning.

19.47.52.58.44 - - Rain 0,40-100.

20.35.55.69.58... heavy frost.

21.51.72.80.60.shower 9 a.m., 0,03-100.

22.49.54.66.54 - -

23.49.56.64.49. Light showers, 10 a.m.

24.53.60.65.56.--Sprinkle of rain 10 p.m.

25.50.54.59.50..

26.40. 54-62.46. .

27.35.52.61.47..

28.37.56.74.58..

29.51.52.60.52. Showery 3 p.m. rain 0,45-100.

30.51.62.72.60.Showery 6 a.m. and 9 p.m. 030-100.

East wind at sunrise on the morning of the 26th

and 30th.

South east wind at sunrise on the morning of the

23d and 29th.

South wind at sunrise on the morning of the 2d,

3d, 5th, 7th, 11th, 16, 17, 18, 20th and 28th.

South west wind at Sunrise on the mornings of the

4th, 9th, 10th, 13th, 14th, 21st, 24th and 27th.

West wind at sunrise on the mornings of 1st, 6th,

8th, 15th and 19th.

North west wind at sunrise on the mornings of 12th

22d, and 25th.

At 9 o'clock in the morning the wind wasfrom the

east on the 4th, 26th, 29th and 30th, from the south

on the 2d, 3d, 5th, 7th, 11th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 21st,

28th ; south west, 10, 13, 14, 20 and 24; west, 1, 6,

8, 9, 19, and 27 ; north west 12, 15, 22 and 25; north

23.

At 3 o'clock P. M., the wind was east, 4, 18, 28,

and 30; south east 29 ; south, 5, 7, 10, 16, and 21 ;

south west 11, 14 and 20 ; west, 12, 17, 19 and 22;

north west 1, 2, 3, 9, 18, 15, 25, 26 and 27; north

east, 6, 23 and 24.

At 9 o'clock in the evening the wind was south east

4, 28, and 29th ; south 2, 5, 6, 7, 10, 16, 17, and 30 ;

south west 3, 11, 14, 15, and 20; west on the 8, 12, 18,

19, 21, 22 and 23; north west 1, 9, 13, 23, 25, 26 and

27; north east on the 24th.

Clear weather at sunrise on the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10,

14, 16, 18, 19, 21, 27 and 28; at 9 A. M.;, 1, 2, 3, 4,

16, 17, 19, 21 and 27; at 3 P. M., on the 1, 2, 3, 4,

9, 17 and 27, and at 9 P.M. on 1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,

9, 10, 15, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23, and 27.

The Dew point on the 1st at sunrise was 24; on

7, 36: 11, 54; 13, 25; 15, 28: 18, 46; 20, 28 ; 21,

36; 23, 47; 24, 46; 29, 36; 30, 46.

The Barometer was at 30,00 on 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and

9, and the 2, 4, and 5, 30,02, and on the 3d and 6th,

32,06, on the 11th 29, 14.

Rain during the month, 2 inches.

BIRDS.

In the April number of the Gazette we said, the

little birdwhich we denominatethe AdirondackSolitary

we had never seen or heard elsewhere than along the

borders of the wilderness which skirt these majestic

heights.

Early in the morning of the 17th, of the same

month, we were surprised by the plaintive notes of

the Adirondack Solitary on the top of a cherry tree,

standing within twenty feet of the window at which

we had penned the account of that little bird—the

lower sash of the window was up at the time. We

were a little surprised at the sound, and began to

doubt whether imagination had not suggested the

notes to the organs of hearing—while recovering

from the surprise, the notes were repeated—we arose

from our seat, and beheld atthe top of the tree alittl

y bird, which immediately flew away. The next

#. we visited Greenwood Cemetry, and spent a con

siderable time in viewing those consecrated grounds,

in company with Henry Parish, Esq., who had select

ed some lots in that City of the Dead, for the con

struction of a Tomb. There we saw numerous birds.

The next morning, at a little past 4 o'clock, we took

a morning walk upon Brooklyn Heights, and during

the whole of this walk we heard the plaintive notes

of the Adriondack Solitary upon the tops of the

highest trees, which it sounded at intervals. Since

then we have met with Mr. Perry, of Brooklyn, who

visits the Greenwood Cemetry daily, and he informs

us that he heard the notes of this bird, which we de

scribed in the last number of the Gazette, a copy of

which we im, in the Greenwood Cemetry

Groves, duri ofhis visits to those grounds in the

month of A º º f
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